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Price Id.

"Xo be Oles^red
IMMEDIATELY

Direct or through Rex Agents.

A few 1907 Si h.p.

Magneto Models.
Latest Fmisli. 2^in. Tyres.

CASH OR EXCHANGE.

The Rex Motor Mfg Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.

PubKshed Weekly.

—S^

TRICARS o.ndi CARS.

300 MOTOR WRINKLES.
By LIEUr. WI^DHAM, RN.

The result of years of practical experience o(

dl) ieadin;^ type^ of Englisli and "foreign motors.

Extremely helpful to Motor Cyclists.

PRICE, 1/- Net. Post free, 1/2.

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.G.

SIDESLIP.
We gaarantee our new pattern

"MONTGOMERY" Sidecar
fitted with patent compensating joints, to be free from aide-

slip undsr alt conditiDns. Our device can be applied to

existing *' Montgomery " Sidecars at a cost of 12/6. Money
refunded if not satisfactory.

W.MONTGOMERY & CO.. Manufacturers & Pat^^otees, Bu^v St Edmund's
Loudon Agents : Service Co., Ltd., 2(j2, Hinh Holboni, W.C.

CLINCHER --

EstablishedI 897.

An indispensable companion to all inter'>sted in the vse of molor cars for
pleasure pu/Doses. Fuiiy iLuatratea with otieinal ptiotograohs and diaw.ngs

THREEPENCE. EVEfiY FRIDAY. Of all bookstalls.

*lSre2idivo\K

i ffi

DREADNOUCHT
CLINCHER
MOtOR^CYCLETYRE I

Driving Wlieels

of

High - Powered

IV[otor Cycles.

Moulded on car

tyre lines and made
of extra thick-

ness. Will fit

the ordinary 24 and

26iii. X 2 and 2 jin.

rims, and measure

when inflated 25

and 27in. x 2^in.

respectively-

NORTH
BRITISH RUEBER

Co., Ltd.,

Castle Mills,

EDINBURGH.

VAPIARIF flFAPS &
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WHITTLES^ <-*^^~n

Non-slip Endless Leather Belts for KOji/B'tiypiB^ihti'

No

fastening

link

required.

Shorten-

ing

simple

and easy.

Great

strsnglh.

Less

power

required-

Not

affected

by wet

Will

drive

when

slack.

Trebles the liffe of the Pulleys.

G* L Carburetter

4-

SPECIAL FEATURES:
THE WELL-KNOWN G.-L. SYSTEM OF
CONTROL.

PATENTED ADJUSTABLE FLOAT.—
(a) No more tinkering with the needle

;

adjusts petrol level by the mere fturn of a
thread, (b) Greatly increased sensitiveness

owing to the patented shape.

NOVEL PATENTED THROTTLE.—
Usual throttle lever gives : (a) Start with-

out tickling, (ft) Very tine graduation of
opening. {c) Perfect Vaporisation.
((J) Downhill running on fresh air onlv

EXTREMELY ACCESSIBLE JET. Re-
moved by unlocking one milled nut only.

Scopes of oup Belts have run from 10,000
to 17,000 miles, and ape still in use.

Refepences given.

Send for new Booklet >vith full directions.

Thos. Whittle 8l Sons, Ltd.,

Rose and Crown St., WARRINGTON.
Teleplione— 365Y. Telegrams—" Belt," Warrington.

No IVlovlng Parts whatever, except throttle.

OreatBst Possib!e Economy

!

Extreme FiexibalSty

!

GARBURATION, LTD.,

Byron House, 85, FJeel Street,

LONDO!«l, E.G.

ft Motor Cyclist in difficulty
with any part of his machine has only to refer to this book to

obtain the necessary information as to how to rectify the matter.

M
ELEVENTH;

EDITION

NOW

READY.

^^^y

^OTOH^LES
&Kowtomanage tKeia.

ENTIRELY
REVISED

AND
REWRITTEN
BY THE
STAFF OF
"THE
MOTOR
CYCLE."

ESPECDALLV USEFUL TO BEGINNERS, a.8 evidenced by—
Hillcrcst, Mansel Road, Small Heath, Blmringham, July nth, 1907.

Dear Sir.—Thanks for the Handbook, " Motor Cydes and How to Manage Them." It is a. spOendid littSo
booU, SLnd jus-t wH^-l: I, sls 3l beerirtner-, ."eciuir-ed.**

Yours truly, WM, MITTAM.

PRICE 1- NET. F>os-b -f-t-ee 1/2.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C.

/// rnuirrriiii/ r, ,i(/ nf/r.-'iii.<fiiiriil on this Jiaga it is dpsira'blc that yon.ment'wn " Tlif Motor Oi/cle.'"
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Simplicity
is a strong feature of the

Extract of Letter from Mr. J. Kirton,

22, Booth Street, Millfield, Sunderland,

under date May 28th, 1908:

" The machine arrived in good order,

aad my client is very pleased with it. I

went out with him to teach h'm to ride

it; he started it himself, and we had a

ride of about 10 mles. H; has never

been on a motor before, and was de-

lighted with the ease and comfort he

found in riding it, and hi states if he had

known he wou'd have had one long since,

and says that any novice could ride it,

because it is so easy to learn. I myself

think that this speaks volumes for your

machines."

Prices from <^^^c7

All about "Minerva Motor Cycles" sent

free on application.

MINERVA MOTORS,
Ltd ,

40, HOLBORN VIADUCT,

London, E.C.

Minerva Goods & IVepairs, Ltd ,

15.17, Charlotte Street, W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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WHITTLES'
CPATENT)

LINK-GRIP
Non-slip Endless Leather Belts for

MOTOR CYCLES, FANS, Etc.

Trebles the life of the Pulleys.

WHAT MANY OF OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY:

" Have had belt in use for over three

years."

" Done upwrards of 20,000 miles."

" The only belt for heavy passenger

work."

" Five times cheaper than any other."

"The poor man's belt.

" No sign of slip."

" The ' no trouble ' belt."

" Have not taken belt off pulleys for

two years
"

" The best belt on the market."

Send for new Booklet with full direction! and copiei of recent

teatimoniali).

Thos. Whittle & Sons, Ltd.,

Rose and Crown St., WARRINGTON.

Telephone 366Y. Telegrams—" Belt,"eWarrlngton.

ter

A New

,\ Carburetter.

Some of its Special

Features

:

Efficiency,

Lightness,

Strength

and
Durabihty.

Float Chamber and Spray Chamber are made of Castings. The
Fitting of the adapter has been very much improved. It is now
held firmly in position by means of a Coil Spring. To clean the Jet
it i.s only necessary to undo one Nut, the Joint being rendered Petrol
tight by means of a Fibre Washer. The construction of the Throttle
and extra Air Inlet is very strong, and it is impossible for any play
to take place in either. This type of Carburetter has been introduced
for those who require a stronger type of Carburetter than that
previously sold by us, but the smaller lightweight pattern will still

continue to be manufactured, its efficiency having been well proved
on Engines up to 3^-4 h.p.

MODELS CAN BE SEEN IN

LONDON : F. W. Carpenter, 13, Cecil Court.

Charing Cross Road.

GLHSGOW : E. Trevor. 90, Mitchell Street.

BROWN 81 BARLOW Ltd.,

IT, Uoveday S-t., BIRMINGHAM.

The FnlleT 'HaU-goinea*

Plain CoU.

3in. I 3in. x+in.
Ptite .. ..10/6
Twin do. ..21/.

Stocked by
Gamage, Benetunk, &c.

In buying Coil ot . .

Accumulat«r, go . .

FIRST for QUALITY.

A small saving in first

cost is no compensation
for roadside worries.

FULIER

Accumulators

and Coils

are everywhere recognised

as

PRE-EMINENT
FOR QUALITY.

John C. Fuller & Son,

Woodland Works,

4voitiMin.rT».igAm!.t.n/- Bow, London, E.

R», 16 ampi. . . . . 18/-

alin. I 3tin. i 5iin. hiih.

Ulditt, 16 ampt. . . 16/-

3ln. X 3in. x H'o- Ufb.

t I. . I.» I. ! I

Manufaetunra of the Highest

Grade IgnltioD Apparatw.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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COMMON SENSE & SIDECARS.
Dees the addition of a
sidecar and the weight
of a passenger entail

any added strain ?

IT DOE
Which construction

meets it best—a rigidly

built and efflciently

braced sidecar, or "the
other sort " ?

THE RIGID TYPE.

FITTINGS for MOTOR cyci.es.
Every type, including the latest (No. 7) for large engines, variable gear and Sidecar.

Handbook post free. New trade list now ready.

Works: Golden Lane, London, E.G.

OUR SIDECAR
does not skid ;

Stands alone

;

Is easily driven by any-
one, with passenger or
without. Can be fitted

to any machine, and
cannot possibly injure

a properly constructed
frame.

iV.B.—'Inventors'' claims

of ' no strain,' etc.,

constitute a Strain

on Public Credulity.

Sole Manufacturers

—

GROSE LIMITED,
NORTHAMPTON.

TeUgramixCas*. Taleiihoine.—11 1.

In answering any of these advertisements it

THE
"HERMETIC"

NON- SKIDDING
RUBBER TREADi
r "'TYRES.

Excel all others
for

Satisfaction

T 'guaranteed.

Sold by al

Agents.

MAKERS—

The

Self - Sealing

Rubber Co.,

Limited,
Ryland Street,

BIRMINGHAM

desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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^AP©
We claim the following

advantages over motors

of any other type-

Powerful Vertical Engine.

Strongest Pattern Frame
with all Straight Tubing.

Engine Case forms basis of

Frame. Perfect and Per-

manent Alignment. Long
Bearings of Phosphor
Bronze. Mechanism eas-

ily accessible. It runs

smoothly and quietly, and
every Engine gives its

advertised power. Less

Vibration than any other

Motor of same power. The
Best Hill Climber. Per-

fect Balance.
AWARDED 17 GOLD MEDALS IN RELIABILITY TRIALS.

2iK.p., £25; 3hp., £32; 3| h.p., with spring fork attachment, £40.
4i K.p. Motor Fore Car, open frame, water cooled, two speeds, free engine S 85.

PRICE LIST AND NAME OF NEAREST AGENT ON APPLICATION TO DEPARTMENT M.

Oldham.Bradbury & Co., Ltd.,
WELLINGTON

WOfiKS,

30 Guinea.s. THE

"DOUGLAS "

Is doing more to make motor cycling popolar than
anythii^ else, because it is noiseless, vibrationless,

takes hills as level ground, and gives no trouble

on the road.

2} H.p. twin-cyUnder.

Send for booklet to the makers—

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingsweod, Bristol.

TO MOTOR OYCI.IST8.
INSURE AGAINST

PUNCTURES and BURSTS
IN ALL YOUR TYRES

by Msine

'BERVIN' TUBES
CPATENT).

THE SIMPLEST EXPEDIENT ON A JOURNEY.
Illustkated Prospbctus Gratis.

Apply, THE DEPOT, THE SPARK MOTOR WQRKS,
170, Pentonvill* Road, Kiner's Cross, London.

(Telephone 5010 Central.)

MOTOR CYCLISTS
wiio are also

PHOTOGRAPHERS
will be interettcd in

The favourite Journal for all Camera users.

EVERY TUESDAY, ONE PENNY.
Of all NewvaffentB and Booksella.-s.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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"DO YOU FIND MOTOR CYCLING A REAL PLEASURE?
(By R. S. Osborne.)

11

While there are many riders who find motoring all

that they could wish for, there are at the same time a

great number of users who get very little real pleasure
out of their machines. There are various causes to

attribute this to. But perhaps none so great as the
starting difificulty, coupled with the difficulty to go
through traffic without having to be constantly pedal-
ling or dismounting.

There are many riders who cannot start their

machines without having to pedal exceedingly hard
or be pushed along. If they stop on an incline it is an
utter impossibility for them to make a fresh start with-

out assistance. Let the reader answer the question

himself. Is there any real pleasure in this ? Even if

assistance is at hand and the machine is once more
got going, there might be a flock of sheep come along

and so cause another stop where no assistance was
available.

Consider the rider who is not afraid of jumping on

after the machine is got going. Watch him with his

new machine, perhaps a powerful twin. He will give

the heart-breaking shove, drop the valve, and before

he knows where he is the machine is out of his hands.

This is what he calls pleasure. Do you?

Follow the same man in traffic ; see the extreme

difficulty that he has in keeping the pace of his

machine down. You see he is one of the enthusiastic

riders who do not want their machines geared at six

to one all the time. They have a little consideration

for their engine on the level. See the machine when
it comes to a hill ; perhaps he will dismount to adjust

his adjustable pulley or pedal exceedingly hard to

keep the machine going. Is there any pleasure in this ?

Motor cycling is a pleasure if your machine is properly

equipped. We will suppose that you have got a stan-

dard machine—-say, a Triumph, Brown, Minerva,
Rex, etc. The machine itself may be all right, but to

really enjoy riding it is necessary to have it equipped
with a free engine and variable gear. Fitted with a

good gear it is easy to make a standing start just like

a car. You start the engine with a handle or just walk
the machine along and then pull the free engine in

and mount at ease. With a low gear it is quite easy

to start the engine up without vigorous pushing.

We will suppose that your machine is equipped with

the Osborne Patent Four-speed Pulley, which is the

very best gear that you could fit to your machine. You
would get the engine started as described above, sit

on the saddle and press the lever forward; your

machine would at once glide forward. It would not

matter whether it was a hill or not. You are then on

the low gear of seven or eight to one. To raise the

gear 'you press the lever forward, When you will feel

the pulley lock itself in any one of the four speeds

entirely free from any end thrust or friction. If you
come to traffic, all you have to do is to go on the bottom

speed with your machine going quite slowly. If there

is a dead stop, pull the lever back into the free engine

position, close the throttle so as to slow the engine

down, and wait until there is a chance to move again,

When you open the throttle and press the lever forward

your machine would at once glide on. Reader, is this

not a real pleasure ? Do you not think that you would

enjoy riding more with one fitted on. It would make
starting, traffic riding, and hill-climbing easy.

You can have one fitted to your machine for ^£5 if

purchased direct from the makers. I am giving an

illustration of the pulley in three positions, and also

of one fitted to a motor cycle. The firm also make a

three-speed pulley with free engine at a price of ;^3 iss.

They have just issued a beautiful, interesting, forty-

eight page art catalogue describing the various models

of free pulleys, etc. I should advise all readers to

write at once for a copy while it is in print.

OSBORNE BROS., PRINCESS WORKS, LINCOLN.
In answering, this advertisement it is desirahle that you menticm. "The Motor Cycle."
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M O X O K B I C
Ib the M.C& Hill Climb at Sharpanhoe on Saturday,
May 2nd, th* " BROWN " Motor Bicycle did FASTEST
TIME in the Sinde Cylinder Class, WON the Single
I ylinder Handicap, and did FASTEST TIME OF THE
DAY with the exception of one TWIN Cylinder. The
BROWN," howerer, beat thirteen Twin Cylinder
Machines.
In the Essex M.C.C. Open Hill Climb at High Beach, on
Saturday, 16lh May, the "BROWN" Motor Bicycle
• •jcured THREE FIRSTS and TWO SECONDS OUT OF
FIVE EVENTS.
In the Auto-Cycle Union's Open Hill Climb at Sutton
Bank (York), on Saturday, May 30th, thj "BROWN"
Motor Bicycle secured a FIRST and SECOND OUT OF
TWO EVENTS.

"The 'BROWN' machine it powerful and has

proved perfectly reliable on every occasion. There
have been four or five motor bicycles in my district,

but these all had a trick of breaking down hope-

less'y every spin over ten miles. Mine on the con-

trary spins along at an astonishing pace and is ad-

mired by all who ses it. Allow me then to con-

gratulate you on turning out such a fine reliable

machine. The magneto is simply perfect, it ha» in

the 1,000 never caused a stop at all."

Mr. J. Downing, Deputy Magistrate, Bengal, India, 29/2/08.

Could there be stronger evidence of the sure merit of " BROWN " Motor Bicycles than the above. Extraordinary success in

Open Competitions, often beating machines of double its own h.p., and the letters we are continually receivinK from delighted riders,

of which the above is one. Don't you think it would be to your interest to have all particulars of the " BROWN before deciding on

your choice of a machine .> We do I Write us now for " the Book of the ' Brown.

54 h.p., £37. SJh.p. (twin), £50.

BROWN BROTHERS,
LIMITED.

West End Showrooms:

15, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD ST., W.

f Wholesale only

:

GREAT EASTERN ST., LONDON, E.C.

269-273, Deansgate, Manchester ;
and Paris,//// cS'wu'm'

Note the Difference
in the amount of light obtained from

THE^

(shown above) and that obtained from the

ordinary motor cycle lamp (see below)-

AUTOCLIPSE " Motor Cycle Lamps project two distinct sets oi rays, tne

diffused or short distance rays, which give a good iit^ht for immediate sur-

roundings, and the long distance rays which are projected from two to three

times as far as the light from ordinary motor cycle lamps. When passing

through towns or traffic the blinding centre rays can be entirely elimiiuited in

an instant by means of The Patent Self- Eclipsing mechanism, leaving only the

diffused light, the full illuminating power being immediately resumed
whenever desired.

Mr. W. H. WELLS, the famous motor cyclist, writes :
'* You have certainly

got a winner in the ' AUTOCLIPSE' Motor Cycle Lamp although i am
very near sighted 1 can see the road perfectly for 100 yards ahead."

With Eclipse Mechanism, brass 30/-. plated 35/-.

Without Eclipse MechanisDa. brass 24/-, plated 27/-.

*' /iutoclipsg " Booklet post free from Sole Licensees:

BROWN BROTHERS, LIMITED,
West End Showrooms : 16, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.

Wholesale only : GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.

271-273, Deansgate, Manchester : and Paris.

mOTOR CYCLE

LAMP.
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Triumph
End - to - End

Record.

Marvellous Performance
by an Amateur.

Mr. Arthur W. Bentley, an amateur rider, mounted on a Triumph

3^ h.p. Motor Bicycle, started from John-o' Groat's to lower the

existing End-to-End Record. He reached Land's End in 41 hours

28 minutes, reducing the previous record time by no less than

7 hours 8 minutes.

886 miles in 41 hours 28 minutes on a single

cylinder- 3^ h.p. Triumh Motor Cycle.

This Record was officially timed :

TRIUMPH MOTOR BICYCLE Record - 41 hours 28 mins.

Previous „

Motor Car

June 5-6.

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh,

24 hours.

48
42

36

5

24 Triumphs finished in schedule

time.

All tlrese were Amateur Riders.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

LONDON

:

4=5, Holborn Viaduct, E.C

LEEDS : 4, King Edward St.;

MANCHESTER :

160, Deansgate.

GLASGOW : 101,:Mitchell St.T

»»«KM.'a.i.\uimttB^-c-' n^::qI?[^^i^^xTC^^^-^^aBJllr^^l^gC.W'^W^^^^.i^.W1B-^

tn (tn.'^v'fr'tv^j this advertisement it is denrahle that you mention ''The Motor Cyrh.'*
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LONDON to EDINBORO'
IN COMFORT

ON A

IRAMES &
ORKS.

BAT
THE

Hanipstead

June 8th, 1908.

Dear Sirs,

You will, I. daresay, be in-

terested to hear that Mr.

Myers and I reached Edinboro'

in 22J hours. Mi. Myers had

tyre troubles otherwise the

iQachine ran well. Except to

change a plug I never touched

mine at all. Also on the 12

hour London to Coventry run

I got through without any

trouble. The comfort of the

spring frame which I have

always believed in enabled

.^ me to arrive feeling quite fit.

^v Yours faithfully,

»!!xirjf!;.r \ 6. L. ROWDON.
AUTOMATIC
LUBRICATION.

PULLMAN CAR
OF

MOTOR CYCLING.

THE BAT MOTOR IViANFG. CO., PENCE, LONDON, S.E.

REMPSHALL
RRITIge TYKES MEADE.

FITTED TO A ROVER CAR, WHICH WAS AWARDED

GOLD MEDAL

,£-?il^^^.
V«7 '^

(& W-J

ll^fs

,» ne^fuAald
i

IN THE MOTOR CYCLING CLUB'S RUN FROM

LONDON TO EDINBURGH.
Ullswater Hotel, Patterdale, M^hit-Monday.

Dear Sirs,—All the four Kempshall Tyres fitted to my Rover car carried, mi
through the M.C. CluVs London to Edinburgh run without the slightest trouble what-

ever. I hwe not touched them since I fitted them. We arrived well inside time,

securing the Club's Cold Medal. I am very pleased I tried them.

Yours truly, (Signed) F. C. DEE.

ALWAYS
GRIP.

NEVER
SUP.

Manufactured by Chas. Macintosh & Co., Ltd.. Manchester, Englan J, specially for TH E KEMPSHALU
TYRE CO. OF EUROPE, LTD., 1, Trafalgar Buildin«s, Nortliuinlierland Avenue, London, W.C.

These tyres can also be purchased at 17, Shaftesbury Avenue, London. W.C.

Agents for the United States : Messrs. Cryder & Co., 5S3. Park Avenue, New York.

/;, p^ii'i iiiij ii//,rr i.f llir>-c advertiseme.nls it is desirable that yru monlinn ' Th M^.tor Cylt.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE Of MERIT.

-RELIABILITY-
LONDON TO EDINBOBBH.

In this event the "VINDEC SPECIAL" motor cycles again

proved their high efficiency and absolute reliability.

Fifteen "VINDECS" started, out of which thirteen got through
to Edinburgh successfully. The only two that did not finish were
barred through unfortunate accidents and not through any fault of

their machines whatever.

The Schulte Cup and the Motor Cycle Challenge Cup
FOR THE

London to Edinburgh and Return Competition.

Five " VINDEC SPECIAL " motor cycles entered for these

events, and five " VINDEC SPECIALS " completed the double
journey within maximum time, further proving their reliability under
the hardest possible conditions.

The Motor Cycle, issue June loth, 1908, in describing the event,

says :
" Gwynne, Phillips, and Summers suffered no trouble whatso-

ever, and expressed themselves delighted with the journey." They
all rode " VINDEC SPECIAL " motor cycles, and had no worry."

" VINDECS " at Cambridge and Oxford.

May i6th and 23rd.—In the Cambridge University M.C.C. combined
hill climb, petrol consumption, and reliability trial, for the

Hon. C. S. Rolls Cup, Mr. E. D. Dickson, on a 5h.p.
"VINDEC," gained the highest order of merit.

May 28th, 1908.—In the Bocardo M.C.C. (Oxford) combined hill

climb and speed-judging contest, Mr. H. J . Hill, on a 5 h.p.
' VINDEC," gained the highest order of merit.

Every purchaser of a "Vindec Special " may rest assured that he is getting

absolutely the BEST motor cycle, and that no one is riding in competi-

tions specially built " Vindecs " designed for a particular purpose. It is

the consistent running—under all conditions— of these machines which

has won for them the name of the "GOOD OLD VINDEC."

Let us tend you our fully illustrated and descriptive booklat

of tho "Vindec Special"—sent free upon request.

1 Ssum BritismTradimg CsC
13 & J5 WILSOA) ST, FIMSBURy." LO/NDO/N.E.C

in answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Oycle."
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In answering this advertisement It is desirable that, you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MORE RECORDS
ON

DUNLOPS
May 24th, 1908.—THE

French Kilometre Record.
The Speed Championship of France.

Won by Hourlier, on a Peugeot motor

cycle, fitted with

DUNLOP TYRES.

S

May 28th, 1908.

New Record for Ten Miles
on the Canning Town Track.

Mr. C. R. Collier, riding a twin-cylinder

Matchless motor cycle, established a new
record on the above track, covering the

ten miles in 10 min. 26% sees.

AVERAGE SPEED PRACTICALLY 58 MILES PER HOUR.

His machine was fitted with

DUNLOP TYRES.
Send for booklet, gratis and post free.

DUNLOP TYRE CO., Ltd., Aston, BIRMINGHAM : Alma Street, COVENTRY.
Branches [ London. Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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TYRES
The Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres are treaded with the well-known

''rib," being designed to give a better grip on greasy roads.

No side-slip attachments are needed with this ribbed tyre.

The Palmer Motor Cycle Tyre for the same reason has a much

smaller contact area with the road, giving a firmer grip and

higher speed with less slip. Send for fully descriptive Booklet to

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.,
119, 121, 123. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON, W.C.

ON THE (Car Style)WARWICK MTO CYCLE
the unnecessary pedal gear—a survival of primitive times—is eliminated and Internal Expansion

Clutch (Roc licensed) and Two-speed

Gear are substituted. It is hand-

started, just like a car, and the drive

on the higher speed is direct.

The WARWICK has 4 h.p. ball

Bearing Engine, Magneto, Live Axle,

Spring Forks, and heavy Dunlop or

Clincher Tyres. Price 45 GuinGaS.

i-et us send you pamphlet describing

this IDEAL MACHIME.

Second-hand machines taken in exchange. Machines of any make fitted with TWO-SPEED GEAR
AND CLUTCH.

THE PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT—a miniature car lamp with mirror lens reflector, dissected front glass, and
separate generator, price 30/- complete ; has revolutionised the lighting of motor cycles. Send for details.

May be had on three days' approval.

THE premier tubular STANDS AND CARRIFRS fit all makes of Motor Cycles. Light, strong, firm,

well finished. Stands, 7/6 ; Carriers, 8/6. ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL.

THE PREMIER ROAD CLEARER. The most efficient warning yet introduced. Without horn. 8/6. With
two-coil plated horn, 12/6. ON THREE DAYS'rAPPROVAL.

THE PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd., ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering: either of fhest advertip:p-ments it ie desirable that you mention " The Mator Oycl*.'
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"THE

MOTORIST'S

MECCA."

30 YEARS'

REPUTA-

TION FOR

VALUE.

RICH'S DETACHABLE TUBES!
the genuine (not butt-ended). Having free cir- I

culation of air all round. Improved pattern, I

quite new and fresh.

NOTE "OAMAOB PMOES"
{typical of the value on every article)

:

Usual 26x2 26x21 26x2i 28x2 28x2} 28X2i
price 14/- nl6 15 'S 14/6 18/6 16/6
Gamage
price 12/3 12/6 14/6 12/6 14/6 lS/6
Fitted with best Valves, seated on the inside.

All Motor Cycle Tubes are made of Moseley's

Best Quality Rubber and Standard Weights.

SPARKING PLUGS.

A really high-grade plug at a

very reasonable price is the

"L.M.," it is beautifully finished

in every way, and always gives

satisfaction.

White porcelain, 1/11 ; blue por-

celain, 2/41.

MAGNETO PLUG S.—The
"FAROUZ" cannot be equalled

at anywhere near the price 3 /3.

VOLTMETERS.
Wp TT'-iTTimpnrl the
"GAMAGEBEEZ** as
the lugnest-grade vou-
rneter made, and you
can't have too high a
grade in a voltmeter.
We fully guarantee it.

Price 11/3.
(Several cheaper in
stock—and several
dearer.)

GOGGLES.
Tha "POPULAR" (as illustrated), latest styKj
glasses, soft leather mask, 1 /9 ; superior, 3/ 6 ;

ditto with nose proteetcw, 4/6; ditto, larger

mask, 5/6.

The "SIDE WINDOW" (four glass) goggle,

detachaDi. glasses, and leather shields, 9d. (else-

where i/6) ; superior, hinged frames, 1 /9 and
3/6.
The " ALL-RUBBER GOGGLE,** detachable
curved glasses, 2/6; ditto, genuine origincd

make, wi^b smoked and plain detachable gl^ses,
3/-.

DUST CLOTHING.
HARD

WEARING.

Super

Quality

Jackets

11/6,

Leggings

6/11.

All our dust coats are fitted windcuffs.

CAPS.
A beautiful Tussore Silk Cap, silk lined (similar

to illustration) with button over flap. Very
pleasant for summer. Price 3/6. Also In Fawn
Canvas, or in best quality Tweed, same price.

Ditto, in White Linen or Duck, 2/6.

BREECHES.
Latest Shape Motoring Breeches, in best Bedford
Cord, with inside knee strapping, laced knee,

10/6. Ditto, in Derby Tweed, button knee,

12/6, Black Leather, 17/6 and 21/-

(Gi've wafet, hip, thigh, knee, calf, and
inside leg to ankle measurements.)

OUR SPECIALITY.

SUMMER GLOVES.
Double Texture Cotton Net Motor-Cycling
Gloves, with ventilated palms of soft Cape
leather, i spring-dome fastener. In Dark or

Light Tans and Greys, 1/11 per pair.

VERY COOL.
VERY POPULAR.

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd.,

HOLBORN. LONDON. E.C.

THE "NULITE" LENS-MffiROR
HEAD LAMP

FOR MOTOH CYCLES AND TRICARS.

The original, not to be confused with the many
shoddy imitations now on the market. The
** Nulite " is an exact copy in miniature of the car
and army searchlights. It is of solid brass, and
copper riveted. The divided front glass does not
rattle, cannot crack through the heat, prevents
glare, and diffuses the rays, which are thrown a
hundred te*. t ahead. The powerful, brilliant

mirror-lens is a work of art in itself, and does
not tamish. It weighs no more than an ordinary
headlight, and, altogether, is the ideal and
scientifically perfect lamp.

PRICE, COMPLETE WITH SEPARATE GENER-
ATOR, LENGTH OF TUBING, SIDE OR BACK-
BRACKET FIXING, BRASS OR PLATED,

27/6 COMPLETE.

One slightly smaller, as sold

elsewhere at 5/3 and 5/6,

Gamage price, 4/9.

OUR PRICES, beine based on a minimum
workin? profit oT.r cost of production, ARE
FOR CASH ONLY, except where clients avail

themselves of our dcpcsit account system.

Latest and Best at Special Prices:

BELTS, TYRES, SPRING FORKS
AND SADDLE PINS, TOOLS,

PULLEYS, PARTS, &c., &e., &c.

See the 1908 Edition of

"EVERYTHING for the MOTORIST."

The finest book of its kind published.

A book of money-saving interest.

— Post Frf.e Anywhere. —

BENETFINR, Ltd.,

CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

in an»a*rtng this ddveritseiaent it it desirahh- that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTORS.
EDINBURGH RUN.

Eight Japs started, Seven arrived.

PORTMARNOCK RACES.
Two Miles Handicap.

Japs First.

Twenty Miles Handicap.
Jap First, Second, and Tliird.

Ten Miles World's Record broken on 6 h.p. Jap Motor
at Canning Town, May 28th, by R. C. Collier.

Ps-ic© £2 1: O

. PI
Telephone— 1322 Tottenham.

JAP PATENT CARBURETTORS. JAP PATENT VARIABLE SPEED PULLEY.

CATALOGUES FREE.

JOHN A. PRESTWICH & CO., ;>
"^--clowne Road,

Tottenham LONDON, N.

Telegrams
—

" Prestwich, Tottenham."

The
Telephone—5702

Wires—
"Nortomo."NORTON

WINNER OF THE NTERNATIONAL TOURIST TROPHY RACE, TWIN CLASS.

NORTON=
Economy,

EfEciency,

Durability.

Accessibility.
" My success is due to my un approachable Norton." (Testimonial.)

Engine.

—

"The Norton." Designed on lines of Efficiency and Durability, eliminating the faults common to the
average Motor Cycle Engine, Single-cylinder.—3} h.p. Bore 82 m/m x 90 m/m stroke. M.O.l.V. Twin-
cylinder. 5 H.P. Bore 76 m/m X 80 m/m stroke. A.I.V. The Bearings are correctly dimensioned, the main
shafts running on balls. The Frame.—20in. This has an extremely neat appearance, giving a 58in. wheelbase,
a large tank capacity, and very low seat without freakish design. The height from ground to TOP of seat tube
is 28Jin. Petrol Capacity 2 gallons. Oil Capacity i gallon. Ignition.—By High Tension Magneto, unless
otherwise ordered. Control.—From handle-bar or by tank levers.

SHOWING AT THE SCOTTISH NATI0NAL3EXHIBITI0N, EDINBURGH.

THE NORTON MANFfi. CO., LIMITED., BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON—Moto-Reve Co., Gray's Inn Rd. EDINBDKGH—Alexandra Sclfio., LothlaniRd, LIVERPOOL—Mersey light Motor Co., RcnshawISt.

In answerinr/ either of these advertisements It is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A broken arm

Filling your tyres with Elastes means
filling your mind with ease. Same
resiliency, same satisfaction as with
air, but without the pneumatic worry.
Wear the Elastes smile this season.

THE ELASTES Co., U-fcd.,

79-80, York St., Westminster, London, S.W.
Teleg.: "Elastesque, London." Telep,: 2173 Victoria.

Obtainable at all Dunlop Depots
and Motor Agents everyiivhere.

costs more than Elastes.

Why wait till a puncture
or cut brings you down ?

Why invite tyre trouble

each time you ride on air?

Have your tyres filled

with

ELASTES
The best tiling " in " tyres-

I

A BELT THAT'S FAMOUS AND ONE THAT WILL BE.

The merits of the leather Watawata,

as here illustrated, have been made

manifest to most motor cyclists, the

faithful servant of whom, it has

been through many a ride. We
now beg to introduce its younger.

though equally meritorious, relative,

THE RUBBER WATAWATA
which is as far ahead of all existing rubber or composition belts as

the ordinary Watawata is of leather belts. At present, the RUBBER
WATAWATA is only made in one size, |-in. wide, but so obvious

are its qualities that we fully expect a demand justifying its manu-

facture in other sizes. Write us for full particulars.

0. & W. ORMEROD, LD., ROCHDALE. ''^'*~"
V^°ersmlth"'

"^'"^ ^"^

II

In answering either of these advertisements it 'is desirable that you mention " The Motor Gycle."

^k
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEBTISEMENTS in these
columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case
of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted
in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon
previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters maj be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for for^-arding replies. Only the number wii)

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be
addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o "The Motor Cycle," 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -^JE

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
.persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties arc
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. Tbe
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £ro in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to lliffe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to tlieir enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post

AH htters rel^vting to advertisements must state
distinctly undsr what heading they appeared, and date

of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

5-6 li.p. Twin Rex. spring forks, long bars,
low saddle; £18 18s.; libei-iil exchange.

—16. Westgate, HaUlax.

HAIitPAX.—1908 Eex Peatherweiglit, Duplex
frame, magneto, splendid climber, new ;

.25 guineas; exchanges.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder magneto Vir dec
Special, condition exceptional; cheap,

£35: spring forks.

HALIFAX.—2? b.p. Phelon and Moore, two-
speeds, 26 wheels, carry heavyweight;

£27 10s.; any trial.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Hadley, 4J h.p..
Galmon and Clinchers, 26 wheels,

"special finish; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine. 26 by 24
tyres. E.O.M. ignition, guaranteed run-

ning order; £22.

HALIFAX.-Lightweights in going order,
2Ss. deposit and six monthly payments

of 22s. 6d, secures 2 h.p. Quadrant, 13 h.p.
Minerva. 2 h.p. Minerva. 2 h.p. Kelecom, 2
h.p. Quadrant. 2 h.p. Humber, 2 h.p. Uni-
versal, and 2 h.p. Princeps.-Address below.

HALIPAX.-45S. deposit and six monthly
payments of 29.5. 6d, secures 2| h.p. Ex-

celsior. 3 h.p. Humber, 2| h.p. Minerva, 23

h.p. De Dion, 23 h.p. Hobart. 3 h.p. Lloyds,
23 h.p. Minerva, 3J h.p. Bex, 21 h.p. Aurora.
23h.p. Kerry, 3 h.p. M.M.C.; all guaranteed
running order.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.-Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments. High-

erade machines purchased for spot cash.—
-i6, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. Tele-
grams, Perfection.

This Column
m

should be read very carefully. It is

not possible to find better value than
the machines SOILED and SECOND-
HAND in the following hst. They
are ALL complete and in good order
for the road. The Premier CERTIFI-
CATE of FITNESS- is given with
each.

N.S.U., new, I90b Rod clutch, two-speed
gear; cost ^70

N.S.U., 3^ h.p., 190:1, with Sidecar...
REX, igo8, 3^ h.p. de Luxe, a-speed gear,
magneto, accessories

ROC, T908 Military Model, clutch and 2-speed,
spring forks

ROC, 5 h.p., m.agneto, Roc clutch
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3J h.p., magneto .. ..

N.S.U. Twin, 6 h.p., magneto, a-speed gear,
splendid machine

REX 1907 Lightweight, not used
yiNDEC SPECIAL, 3^ h.p., magneto, Truff-

ault forks, adjustable pulley
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p. magneto
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1906, 5 h.p., Truffault.

.

REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch and gear, per-
fect order

ZENITH BICAR, 4 h.p., Whittle belt, free
engine

MINERVA Twin, 4^ h.p., spring fork, abso-
lutely perfect

ROC, magneto, Roc clutch, spring fork, good
condition

EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p
KERRY, 4^ h.p.. Twin, 2-speed
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spring forks, Bioo saddle,

tyres like new
WHITLEY, 3^ h.p
BROWN 2 h p., good soing or-Jer

REX TRICAR, faultless, running splendidly
STEVENS TRICAR, two speeds, free

engine, wheel steering
RILEY 5 h.p. 1907 TRICAR, two speeds,
spring frame, wheel steering, coach built,

three brakes, run 350 miles, cost ^90, grand
bargain

A sk for full particulars of any of She abov

Others constantly arriving. Complete list

application.

:55

40

40

40
.sa

35

35
22

30
30
27

26

22

22

19 10
7 10
19

9 10
10
5

23

55

free on

See our advt. of

The WARWICK (Car Style)

MOTOR CYCLE
elsewhere in this issue. Also

PREMIER STANDS and LUGGAGE CARRIERS,
PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT, etc.

Ask for our LIST of TYRE BARGAINS.
NEW Peter Union Covers, Fresh Stock.

24. X 2j 18 6) From 4/- to

26x4 1 1 *! 7/- less than
26 X 2I 1 5 ' ordinary price.

NEW Peter Union Tubes, 8/- to 10/6.

NEW Ciinclier Tubes, 7/6, etc., etc.

Sent on 3 days' APPROVAL.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.
Sent on 3 Days' Approval.

Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 arop 9/6 \ List on
20 „ , . . . 12/6 f application.

Send for pamphlets " On the Choice of a Motor Cycle,"
"Motor Cycles of igoS," "Everything for the Motor

Cyclist."

Premier Motor Agency
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: 4310. Telegrams ; "Primus," B'ham

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5-6 li.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, long bars

low saddle; £18 18s.; liberal exchange
—16. Westgate. Halifax.

HAI/IPAX.—Twin-cylinder Onaway, spray,
specially low, suit short rider; £22 10s.;

spring forks.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Alcyon, fine 26 by 2i
tyres, twin, spring forks, N.S.U. two-

speed gear, light and low; £23 lOs.

BRAND New N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto,
spring forks, stand, nerer ridden ; £28.—Below.

3 h.p. Brown, new last Angust. every part
perfect; £20; new or old cycles halt

payment.—Below.
T IGHTWEIGHT 2 h.p. Ariel, 21in. frame,
-L^ three-speed gear, enamel, plating, tyres
Bcratchless

; £15.—Wilks. Crickhowell.

23. h.p. Minerva, B.S.A. frame, good condi-
4 tiou ; £13.—Day, 40, St, Donatta Road,

New Cross.

MINERVA, IJ h.p., excellent machine for
beginner; only £5.—Heyboums, Motors.

Maidenhead.

03. h.p. En^ield-Minerva. spares, splendid
'ii4 bargain.—Particnlars. Ince, 392, Halli-
well, Bolton.

BROWN. 1907 model; genuine 34 h.p., aU
accessories. — H.F.. 11. Badlis Road,

W^althamstow.

GUARANTEED Twin Bex. spring forks;
£17 10s.; no offers; trial.—Hardy. Carl-

ton Street, Halifax.

4 h.p. ,Military Model Roc, handle starting,
magneto, new condition; £23 lOs.; any

trial.—Marsh House. Leominster.

3 h.p. Triumph, splendid condition, spring
seat-pillar, Lucas lamp, horn; £19.—

Wallis, 88, Lansdowne Road. Croydon.

OS h.p. F.N., in splendid condition, Contin-
i^4 entals, re-enamelled; genuine bar-
gain, £10 10s., or offers.—David Bowen. Daw-
ley, Salop.

BRAND New 1908 Model Rex de Luxe. 5 h.p.,
magneto, free engine, just delivered;

no reasonable offer refused.—Stone, Staveley,
Derbyshire.

HUMBER, 3 h.p., chain drive. Dunlops, ac-
cumulator ignition. E.I.C. coil, perfect

condition; £12.—W. Emmerson, jun.. Even-
wood. Bishop Auckland.

1 QC3 3 h.p. M.M.O., Chater-Lea frame, Lon-
l-O guemare, Continentals, low built,
splendid condition; £16 16s.—A. J. Slatter.
59. Craufield Road, Brockley, S. E

7 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, low. Longue-
mare, fast, two extra pulleys, lin. rub-

ber belt, perfect condition; £25; exchange
for good tricar.—85, Court Road, Barry Dock.

MINERVA, 25 h.p., good running order,
almost new Palmer back tyre and Der-

mntine belt and Advance adjustable pulley:
only £10 lOs.-Heybourns, Motors. Maiden-
head.

OJL h.p. Lightweight Motor Cycle, just en-
.^4i amelled and plated, bushed, and new
piston, thoroughly overhauled. Dunlops.
powerful and reliable.—Greenfield, 16, Tem-
perley Road, Balham, London.

POWERFUL 5 h.p. Twin Bex, 1907, late
model, used only four times in trials,

in two of which it finished first, practically
new : £25 lOs.—Alexander's Motor Exchange.
110, Lothian Road, Edinbureh.

MOTOR Cycle, Bex de Luxe, only a month
in use ; offers wanted.—Alexander's

Motor Exchange. Edinburgh.

23 h.p. Lloyds, in "plendid condition ; £11
4 10s.—Alexander's, Edinburgh.

3 h.p. Humber. Dunlop tyres, free engine,
very powerful.—Alexander's. Edinburgh.

5 h.p. Antoine, twin, will take a sidecar
anywhere, good as new; £20.—Alexan-

der's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

SHOP-SOILEII N.S.U., Zi h.p.. Quadrant,
3i h.p., Adler, 3 h.p. ; bargains.—Alex-

nr.der's Motor Exchange, 110. Lothian Road,
Edinburgh.

In av.sw'.ring any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STOCKPOET.—5 h.p. 1907 Vindec, magneto,

Kempshall 2J non-skid tyres, Truffault
forks; 30 guineas.

STOCKPOET.—4 h.p. 1907 Twin N.S.U., mag-
neto, two spee,ds, free engine; 26 guin-

eas.

CTOOKPOET.—2J h.p. Lightweight, perfect
CJ- order, 26 by 2i Clinchers, unscratched,
low build; £12.

STOCKPOET.—2 h.p. Minerva, 2J Clinchers,
almost new, in running order; £8 only.

STOCKPOET.-Have you seen a Midget
Bicar? The all-weather machine built

like a car. Top of saddle 30 inches from the
ground. Write for catalogue, or come and
try one. Easy payments and exchanges ar-
ranged.—Lund and Davies, Heaton Lane,
Stockport.

EX, a h.p., Mills-Fulford sidecar: £io ws.
lot.—139, Ken-nington Park Road. S.E.

23. h.p. Kelecom, Palmers, good running
4 order; £8 5s.—Clark, 109. The Grove,

Stratford.

23. h.p. Browu, good condition, tyres as
4 new

; £10, or offer.—Eivett, High Street
East Ham.
AELEL, twin, 5 h.p. Jap, condition new

;

£28. bargain.—1, Armlnger Koad. Shep-
herd's Bush.

£4 15s.—13 h.p. Minerva, good order, new
tyre.—Markham, Wrotham Park Gar-

dens, Barnet.

REX, 3J h.p., in splendid condition, spring
forks.—Wilkins and Son, High Street,

Calne, Wilts.

TEIUMPHS, 1908, in stock; best prices al-
lowed for second-hands.—Parker, Mel-

bourne, Derby.

2 h.p. Werner, thorough condition, two
brakes; bargain, £7 108.-76, Albert

Road, Peckham.

23 h.p. Brown, complete, excellent condi-
4 tion. long handles; trial; £15.—B.

Kemsley, Epping.

TEIUMPH, 1907, guaranteed perfect
„ ,,_

throughout ; any trial ; £31. — Parker
Melbourne, Derby.

FOUE-CTLINDEE P.N.. 1907, splendid
dition, footrests, spares; cheap.-Jo .

Lynwood, Orpington.

REX, 1908, in stock, Bosch magneto, 3J h.p.,
discount for cash, or exchange.—Par-

ker, Melbourne, Derby.

2il h.p. Quadrant, F.N., spray, splendid
4 condition; seen after 6; £10 10s.—9,

Chantry Eoad, Brixton.

SACEIFICE. -23 h.p. Vindec Special, very
low; £11.—Motori.st, 149, Sandringham

Koad, Dalston, London.

21 h.p. Fafnir, in splendid running order;
4 £10 lowest; wanted, a good tricar. —

19, Avenue Eoad. Isleworth.

31 h.p. Ormonde, Kelecom engine, climb
4 any hill ; £9.-25, Charlotte Street,

Caledonian Eoad, London.

2i h.p. Kerry, splendid machine ; £13, near
4 offer; owner bought twin.—25, The

Gardens, East Dulwich, S.E.

3 h.p. Cycle, P.N. engine, almost new. Pal-
mer tyres, stand, etc.; £16.—Motor, 174,

Kingsland Eoad, Shoreditch.

1 Q08 Triumph, new. £44 ; twin Peugeot,±0 new, £28; Peugeot. 2 h.p.. as new. £9.—Worswiek. 18. Malo Eoad. Wigan.
£8.-2 h.p. Minerva (spray), grand goer,

absolutely perfect.—3a, Princes Mews,
Priuoes Terrace, Bayswater, W.

BAT, 3 h.p.. spring frame, very fast, per-
fect, spares; £16. barsiiin ; after 7.—

J.D.. 20. Keudoa Koad, Clapham.

3 h.p. Triumph, Fafnir engine, splendid
condition: £14.-W,, 18. Perncliff Eoad.

Sandringham Eoad. Dalston. London.
QUADEANT, 3i h.p., 1906, reliable, ready

for the road- tyres nearly new; £20, no
offers.—Penfold. Kinsscote, Beaconsfield.

-J
Q08 Latest Triumph Motor Cycle, not rid-

i-O den 30 miles, unscratched; £45,—Box
L2,505, The Motor Cycle OfBces. 20, Tudor Street,
E.G.

31-4 h.p. Twin Werner, spring forks, per-
2 feet condition, as new; £15. genuine

bargain^—239, South Lambeth Eoad, Clap-
ham, S.W.

LONDON TO EDINBURGH.
GOLD MEDAL

awarded to the 3 J h.p. siiit^le-cylinuer

FHELON AND MOORE
MOTOR CYCLE.

The motor cycle whicli secured the above
Gold Medal was fitted with a two-speed gear

and footboards, but no pedals. The acme ot

comfort. Hills taken at a good speed without
rushing, and therefore without risk, and no
pedal assistance required.

DRIVEN LIKE A CAR.
As comfortable and as safe.

If you wish to purchase a similar machine

,

write at once for delivery and trial run.

Fitted with two speeds and magneto igni-

tion, sjh.p., £52 10
We are agents for all the successful
macMnes in the recent trials.

OLD MACHINES T.\KEN IN E.XCHANGE

.

Balance in cash, or on our unique systegi
of extended payments if desired.

BARSAINS.
We have a few shop-soiled and second-hand

machines to offer at clearance pricei.

PHCENIX TRIMO. Latest Model, 5-6 h.p.
Water-cooled, Bosch magneto, used for

trial run oiily ; cost over £gy. Our
price, £80.

LITETTE. Latest Model. 6 h.p.
Magneto ignition, water-cooled, two
speeds, ridden fifty miles only ; cost
over £8o. Our price, £62.

rgoS VINDEC SPECIAL. Model F.
Magneto, Peugeot twin engines, 5 h.p.,

one only left, runs splendidly. Our
price, £45.

Our Second-hand List contains machines
from £5 10 0. Extended payments can be
arranged for most of them.

TTRES. TTRE3. TVRES.
A Oreat Opportunity.

SPECIAL COVERS.
Guaranteed Peter Union make. A limited
number only.
Sizes 26 X 2iin. and 26 y 2Jin.
Price 15/- 16/-

We cannot repeat these. Orders taken in
rotation.

INNER TUBES. Our Speciality.
A good, sound, heavy tube, complete
with valve, at a reasonable price.

26X2in. Price 6/6
26X2iin. „ 7/-
26X2lin. „ 7/6

SHAMROCK EXCELSIOR RUBBER-
STUDDED COVERS.

Reliability proved. London to Edinburgh
without a single skid or puncture on a
chain-driven Phelon and Moore motor
cycle. Size 26X2jin. Price 50/-

REPAIS OUTFITS.
THE " SERVICE " PATCHQUICK

proved very useful and saved time and
temper in the above trials.

Note our prices : Motor cycle size 2/8,
tricar and small car size 5/6 and 10/-

THE SERVICE
HEADLIGHT, with
detachable mirror
lens.

This lamp was used
in the London to Edin-
burgh run. Its brilliant

rays assisted others be-
sides the user to keep
oat of danger.

Priie, complete, with generator 26/6
„ lamp only 18/9

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL.
Our specialities are Amac and B. and B.
Write for list. Prices from 8/6.

OUR ACCESSORY LIST
contains many interesting and useful

adjuncts for the motor. May we send
^ you one ?

The Service Company, Ltd-

292. High Halborn, London, W.C.
(Facing First Avenue Hotel).

Telephone 260 Central.

Telegrams : " Admittedly."^——I llMMilll»»M^—MM

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. N.S.U., accumulator, good condi-
2 tion, lamp, stand, and tools; £15 lOs.-

Hancock, 6, Meadowside Terrace, Chelmsford.

BAEGAJN.—3g h.p. Eex, late 1906, spring
forks, very low; £12.—Motorist, 54,

Montague Eoad. Norfolk Eoad, Dalston.
Landoii.

N.S:U. 54 h.p. Twin Bike, new, low frame,
24 tyres, spares, tools, lamps, etc. ; £30,

bargain.—John Wiswall, Stanley Villas,
Euucorn.

2i h.p Clement-Garrard, chain and V belt
drive, spring forks, horn, spare valves,

good running order; £10.—Webb. Garbett
Street. Accrington.

REX, 3J h.p.. Donguemare carburetter, P.

and E. accumulator, A Won CUnchera,
26 by 2, perfect condition.—H., 53, Church
Street Kensington, W.
01 h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, lightweight.
j^2 in splendid condition, fine goer, com-
nlete; Only £9.—F. Jermy, Leighton Holme,
Frimley Green, Surrey.

21. h.p. Matchless-Jap. magneto, lady's
2 model, first-class condition ; seen any

time; 20 guineas, or close offer.—107, West
Green Eoad, Tottenham..

LOOK!—21 h.p. Genuine De Dion, ,No. 6

Chater-Lea frame, very low. brass tor-
pedo tank, Palmers ; 13 guineas.—149. Sand-
ringham Eoad, Dalston, London.

TWIN Eex 5-6 h.p. Motor Cycle, free en-
gine. Whittle belt, also best Mont-

gomery sidecar, all in excellent condition;
£29 10s.—63. Derby Street, Bolton.

31 h.p. Eex, new, 1908 model, ball bearing
2 engine, magneto, absolutely new, uo-

ridden; cost 38 guineas, accept £33.—Box No.
87, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

-i 007 2S h.p. Werner, spring forks, 26in. by
±0 2iin. tyres, enamelled rich French
grey; £14, or exchange good piano.—Spur-
ling 33, Leybourne Eoad. Kentish Town.
N.W.
2S h.p. De Dion, Longuemare spray, trem-

4 bier, tyres as new, long bars, just

overhauled, fast; £9. or nearest offer. —
Hampson, 21, Northam Street, Lewlsham
Eoad.

31 h.p. De Dion, Chater 5a frame. 26in.

4, wheels. Continental and Clincher,

two tanks, long handle-bars, machine nearly
new: £17, or offer.—Lewis, Colville Eoad.
Leyton.

31 h.p. Water-cooled Genuine De Dion
2 Quad, coach-built, in good running

order; £10, or would sell engine and parts
separate.-Gaston. Klngsman Street. Wool-
wich.

31 h.p. Triumph. 1907. magneto, not ridden
"2" until 1903, absolutely new condition,

tyres perfect, latest B. and B., complete, ac-

cessories, been 500 miles; £33.-89, Wallgate.
Wigan, Danes.

TEIUMPH, magneto, 1907, standard in all

details, absolutely perfect, enamel and
nlating practically unscratched ; expert ex-

amination invited : any trial; £32; approval.
—Jack, below.

TEIUMPH magneto, July, 1906, tyres and
everything in splendid condition, en-

gine just been overhauled by makers; £23:

owners buying 1908 Triumphs,—Uharles, 32.

Cambridge Eoad, Wanstead

GENUINE Bargain.—3i h.p. Peugeot,
Chater-Lea, long, low, heavy Wata-

wata, variable pulley, conditmn new
;

£20.

nearest offer; trailer, 35s.—Smith, 44, Court
Street, Paversham.

31 hp Quadrant, thorough going order,

J spring forks. Longueniare. Palmers
two accumulators, stand, and accessories;

£13.—A. Beaumont. Nelson House. West
Street. Carshalton. Surrey.

MINEEVA and Eex.—We carry the largest

stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices ;

cash, ex-

change, or gradual payments; charged ac-

cumulators for hire. Is. per week —Cpokson
Bros.. 611, Chester Eoad, Old Trafford.

CE BENNETT.—23 h.p. Mansfield. Buchet
racer, for sale, holds many records,

will do a mile a minute, comfortable with
right man on it. £30 lowest cash, or motor
bike, value £10, and £20 cash; one 23 h.p.

Buchet racing engine, new, £10, cost £11—<-
, E. Bennett. 3, Morgan Street, Canning Town.

Tn answering any of these advertisement." it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
w li-P. Twin Hamilton, fast, racy machine,

sxiit pas&enger work; £16 lOs.

31 h.p. Werner Twin, very light and fast
2 machine; £16.

2 h.p. Eex Light Motor Cycle, smart ma-
chine: £8.

01 h.p. Humb«r Lightweight, climb almost
—i4 any hill, splendid condition; £8 10s.

3 h.p. Trent, in excellent condition; x,li

cash, bargain.

23 h.p, Bradbury, fast, powerful machine;
4 £10 15s.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

3X h.p, N.S.U., low frame; going cheap at
2 Wauchope's, £15.-9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London,

"J
Q08 3i h.p. Triumph, not rtin 100 miles,Xu new condition; reason for selling,

doctor's orders; £43.—No. 91. The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Quadrant, vertical engine, in &plen-
2 did condition; £15, first cash.—Wavi-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

TBIUMPH, ti h.p., 1907, magneto model, A
Won tyres, spring forks, carrier and

stand, guaranteed in perfect condition. —
Moss. Wem. Salop.

4 h.p. Scout, in very good condition, Lon-
guemare carburetter. Dermatine uc.

tyres (new); £12; good i^ason for selling.

—

Apply, 92, Tlw Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Fafnir. as new, M.O.V.. Chater-Lea
2 frame, non-skid back; £18 10s.; this

machine has not run 100 miles.—^Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London.

C.LE., 4 h.p., magneto, latest B. and B. car-
Buretter, with handle-bar control,

spring forks, brass horn and tank, carrier
and stand, very powerful machine.—Moss,
Wem, Salop.

4jL h.p. Twin-cylinder Minerva, very low
2 frame, 26 by 2|, new tyres, new belt,

in perfect condition throughout; £19 198.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p.. A Won tyres, latest B.
and B. carburetter, with handle-bar

control, carrier and stand, guaranteed re-
liable, and good hill-climber.—Moss, Wem,
Salop.

23 h.D, F.N., very reliable machine, no
4 signs of wear, vertical engine, Chater-

Lea frame. Brooks BlOO saddle. Palmer tyres

;

£15.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.
London.

9 h.p. Bat-Jap, spring frame and forks, disc
clutch, magneto, Jap carburetter, new

Palmer 2Jin. back, unpunctured front, auto-
matic lubrication, 7 to 65 per hour on throt-
tle ; only £47 10s. cash; no offers. — Eric
Crundall, Woodside, Dover.

3X h.p. Phoenix, open frame, pan seat, mag-
2 neto ignition, two-speed gear, acces-

sories, etc; £35; as new.—Garaged at Wau
chope's, where machine can be seen and
tried ; price £35 ; gears and parts are covered,
and would suit lady or gent.—9, Shoe Lane.
Fleet Street. London.

1 Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, as new, spring forks,
i-O Advance adjustable pulley, two
belts, R.O.M. contact breaker. Bates treads
and spare studded non-skid, complete with
all spares, tools, lamp, horn, etc.; £19; seen
any evening.—101. South Norwood Hill, S.E.

CPECIAL Bargains.—2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V..O £7 lOs. ; 2 h.p. Raleigh lightweight, £7
10a.; U h.p. Minerva, £5 158.; Ij h.p. Wer-
ner. £5 15s.; 2i h.p. Jap, £5 153.; 25 h.p. Or-
monde, £5; 3 h.p. Aster, £8 lOs. ; 2 h.p. En-
fir-ld. £5 15s. ; and others ; first cheque se-
cures.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.
fr-6 h.p. Twin Bat, J.A.P. engine, with free

engine clutch, spring frame and forks,
accumulator ignition. Longuemare carbur-
etter, thumb slides. .Stanley Dermatine belt.
Continental tyres. Model de Course on back,
w.heel just overhauled, plated, and enam-
elled, in perfect condition; price £25.—The
Bat Motor Co., Kiugawood Road, Pcnge.

1 Q08 5i h.p. N.S.U. Twin-cylinder Motor
-LO Cycle. 22in. frame, 26in. wheels,
girder forks, with Matchless spring attach-
ment. Continental tyres, 2Jin. magneto, ab-
solutely new and unsoiled, mth stand, also
lamp, horn, tools, etc; list price £55 sell
for £43, packed in crate, and despatched
same day as cash received.—W Harrison 5
Lincoln Street, Haslingden.

2 heads are bstter than 1

3 wheels are better than 2
The Phosnis attackment will convert
your motor bioycle into a safe and
pleasurable thres-wbeeler for single

or passenger work.

PHCKNIX MOTORS, LTD.,
Blandell Street, London, N

,

TRIUMPH

MOTOR CYCLES.

Agenti for South-Wut of London—

. . THE . .

fiULBERT-BRAMLEY

MOTOR CO.

(S. W. DOWQLASS),

96, Upper Richmond Road,

PUTNEY, S.W.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES

TAKEN In PART PAYMENT.

SPARE PARTS for all machines.

GENERAL REPAIRS.

ii II

ENGINES & MOTOR BICYCLES.

2{ and 3i h.p. sin|;le cylinder.

3i, 5, »nd 7 h.p, twin cylindtr

Also

Genuine Spare Parts.

I carry a large stock and give

prompt delivery.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Rm«.
BIRMINGHAM.

SOLE WHOLFS»LE AGENT.

MOTOR BiCYCLESa FOR SALE.
APPLEBEE and Godfrey.—Who said Sutton

Bank? Any make of machine sup-
plied. Eex a speciality; liberal exchanges;
discounts for cash; gradual payments.

APPLEBEE and Godfrey.—Write for clear-
ance list of second-hand machines ; all

machines thoroughly tested before delivery.

APPLEBEE and Godfrey are only too
pleased to deal with customers on

The Motor Cycle deposit system.

APPLEBEE and Godfrey.-5 h.p. Eex, 1908,

Sutton Bank model; 40 guineas. Ex-
changes ;

gradual payments.

APPLEBEE and Godfrey.—If you wish to
exchange your present macihine for

one of a later type, write us and let us
know your requirements ; you cannot do
better elsewhere.

APPLEBEE and Godfrey will tune up
your machine, no matter what make.

Satisfaction guaranteed; charges moderate.

APPLEBEE and Godfrey. — Unbreakable
watches with handle-bar clip, just

the thing lor reliability .trials; 5s. 6d.

—

9, Church Hill, Walthamstow.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, magneto; 30 guineas.
2 —Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E,C.

TEIUMPH, 1906, fine condition, magneto;
£20; first applicant secures.—Armishaw.

Stone, Staffs.

31 h.p. Eex, in grand condition, spray, ac-

4 cumulator; £16.—Below.

31 h.p. Eex, spray, accumulator, new tyres;
2 accept £18.—Below.

21 h.p. Eoyal Enfield, Minerva engine,
4 Longuemare, tyres like new; £11. —

Below.

41 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., not run 500

2 miles, magneto; £28; all machines in

good going order; immediate despatch.

—

Stake, Croft Street, Brighouse.

23. h.p. Vindec Special, magneto, m excel-
4 lent condition and running order-

£20,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street.
London.

MOTOE Cycle, 2| h.p. F.N. engine ; £7 10s.

—Sueed, 40. Northborough Eoad, Nor-
bury, S.W.

3 h.p. Quadrant, in good running order;
£12 125.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet

Street, London.

ROC. 3i h.p., magneto, clutch; beautiful
condition; bargain, £19 19s.—41, Skel-

brook Street, Earlsfleld.

31 h.p. Peugeot, 80 by 98, torpedo tank,
2 Chater low frame; £21.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

TWIN Chater-Lea Minerva, just delivered,
compulsory sale; 25 guineas.—P. Eobert-

son, 49, Jeffrey's Eoad, S.W.

31 h.p. Griffon, fast machine, good hill-

2 climber; £11 10s.—T. Baker and Sons,
Friar Street, Eeading.

BARGAINS.—23 h.p. Werner, £7 10s, ; 3 h,p.

Scout, £8 10s.; 3i h.p. Minerva, £15.—
313, Coldharbour Lane, S.W.

13 h.p. Lightweight Wolfe, condition abso-

4 lutely as new; price £15. — Wau-
chope, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

3 h.p Triumph, magneto, extra heavy
Clincher tyres, perfect condition; £26.

—381, North End Eoad, Pulham, S.W.

6h p. Jap, No, 6 frame, free engine pulley

;

not done 500 miles; £28.—Garaged at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

23 h p, Kerry motor cycle, in good con-

4 dition, new belt and accumulator;
£10.-31, Fisher's Lane, Chiswick.

THE Latest New 2J h.p. 1908 and 9 Ariel,

magneto, lightweight, now on show at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

01 h.p. Twin-cylinder Peugeot, Chater-Lea

02 fittings, torpedo tank ; £22 10s. — T.

Baker and Sons, Friar Street, Eeading.

31 h p Centaure, low built, 26 by 2J Clin-

2 Cher tyres, Jin. belt; £12 10s.; appro-

val.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.

5h n Twin Peugeot, Truffault spring forks.
'26 by 2J Michelin tyres ; £22 10s, ; appro-

val.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton,

£8 158.—Wearwell, 2i h.p.. stand, carrier,

horn, trembler coil, spray, in good

working order.—29, Liverpool Eoad, Isling-

ton.

In anawtrinrj any of these advertisements H i< <!r.<ir(ihlc thai you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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REPAIRERS.
'KAC'KED Water Jackets of motors suo-
U cessfuUy repaired by Lea's metallurgi-
cal process. — Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
jorn.

TO West of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable : cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings litted ; don't hesitate; send straight to
U.5.—Hamlin. Motor Works, Bridgwater.

\ C\ Years' Experience means efficiency and
Wj economy for customers; De Dion,
M.M.C.. Excelsior, and motor cycle experts;
large stock of renewals; repairs prompt;
power increased by larger cylinder bore.—
fhe tvccord Motor Co.. Coventry.

EXCHANGE.
'PRICAR, wants engine and tyres ; exchange
X for motor cycle.—785. High Eoad, Ley-
tonstoue.

EXCHANGE Twin Rex, for 34 h.p. and
cash.—13, Singen Street, Bromley by

Bow, E.

MOTOR Cycle. 23 h.p.. low, perfect order;
sell cheap, or exchange.—13, Cadogan

Road, Cromer.

EXCHAJSTGE (Yes), we can suit you; we
have them.—Millhouses, Motor Ex-

change, aheffleld.

SMART Steam Car, two-seater, tor tricar,
or motor cycle and cash.—98, Potter-

newton Lane, Leeds.

3 h.p. WTiiteley, low built, lor lightweight,
or sell £8 16s.—W. W. Smith, Luther

Cottage, Odd Down, Bath.

GENUINE Twin Rex, guaranteed in run-
ning order; £18 IBs., cash, or exchange.

—Motors. 16, Westgate. Halifax.

NEW Motor Lamps and Accumulators for
small engine cr carburetters; would

sell.-99, Montague Road, Leytonstone.

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, perfect, for higher'
power and sidecar, magneto preterred.

cash adjustment.—Miller, 8, Oxford Road,
Chiswick.

MOTO-REVES, 1908 models, immediate de-
livery; second-hand motor cycles

taken part exchange.—Crisswell's Garage,
Newmarket.

5 h.p. Humber Tricar, w.c, wheel steering,
two speeds, for good lightweight bike

and cash.—Williams, 2. Norman Road, Mer-
ton, Surrey.

PEUGEOT Trolley. £35; Mors tonneau car,
£35; Riley car, £40; all running order;

trials; exchange.—Box 85, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

41 h.p. Twin Givaudan, first-class condi-
2 tiou. exchange for lower power and

cash, or sell £19 ICs.—Wright, Cedar Lawn,
Knott's Green, Leyton.

MOTOSACOCHES, 1908 models; second-hand
motor cycles, foreign and British

stamps taken in part exchange.—Motors, 41,
Green Street, Cambridge.

EXCHANGE 23 h.p. motor cycle and 105 volt
10 amp. dynamo, with spare armature,

by Hindley, for w.c. chain drive tricar.—
Aldi-idge, Gillingham, Dorset.

41i.D. Air-cooled Tricar, two speed and free,
art cane seat, enamelled cream, and

blue lines; exchange for 8 h.p. twin bike.—
Parsons, Strand, Wahner, Deal.

EXCHANGE, 4 h.p. Roc two speeds, free
engine, magneto, spring forks, for 1907

rrmmph, in good order, or sell £3D.—Hough-
ton, Effingham Street, Rotherham.
CHARGING Dynamo and large powerful

water motor, with all connections ; will
sxchange for low power water-eooled en-
?ine.—2, Pemdevon Road. Croydon.

DUNHILL'S speed indicator (new). |in.
Watawata. pulley, for N.A.B. spring

pillar, valve lifter, large toolbag, tootrests.
Sin. Watawata belt.—Flora Bank, Elgin.

TRIPLET Push Cycle for three gents.
Eadie frame and fittings; cost £42; good

running order; exchange good motor cycle.
-Smallwood, Lostock Gralam, Northwich.
EXCHANGE is no robbery! Why not part

with that old hag for a new 1908
model? Any make quoted upon request;
;ut prices.-Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

EXCHANGE, Excelsior, 4 h.p., value £16, in
Al condition, for lower powered ma-

mine, in good condition, and cash adjust-
raent.—Mackenzie. Stirling Road, Dunblane

^^%
Re?. No. 291289.
2 /6 each Rivet.

CootACU YtMtij
supfiiior to pUtiDam,nor topUUi

t mUfinnc.

Any parts fitted by
return of post.

MAGNETO SCREWS. CompJet*. to fit BOSCH
MAGNETO DA. 2. Old pattern short screws, tmr

n&TT pattern lang aore^v and aut, 5/6 pair. NO
TROUBLE. EVERLASTING WEAR. Post free home
or abroAd. Writs for partiaulan and testiniooials, too
atuncrous to pubHab.
J. EDWARDS-BROWN, 38. Uerh«rt Road.

PLUMSTEaD, KENT.
Over S.OOS !n use. Liberal trado t-erms.
Old Mjieneto Screws refitted. 3/6 each.

GOMPRESSIDH

Cylinders Rebored
and new Pistons fitted complete

with Rings and Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power^

Please send for our booklet, which gives prices
fur this work and other repairs.

Repairs and alterations to all

makes of motor cycles.

The Laystall

Motor Engineering Works, Ltd.,

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS.
27 & 29. Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,

liONDON, E.G. Estab. 1900.

Tel. 12301 Central. Tel.; "Internally. London."

Hebdens Dependable Bargains

' LATEST .1ST,
SHOWING SPLENDID SELECTION OF
REALLY RELIABLE MOTOR CYCLES
AT BARGAIN PRICES SENT POST FREE

ANYWHERE.
CASH OR EASY TERMS.

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.

As-ency -For IM.S.U.

5/6 h.p. Rexette, first class condition,

price £30
5 h.p. Twin Kerry with side-car,

good order, price .

.

. . £25

3J h.p. Centaur, free engine and
side-oar, price . . . . £23

5J N.S.U. Twin magneto and side-

oar, price .

.

. . . . £28
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, a Prize

Winner, price .

.

£22

I

HEBDENS MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY,
Bridge Garage, Leeds.

TRADE PRICES.
Any make ol MOTOR OYOLE K OAR OVIRHAUtED.
COMPRESSION RESTORED, NEW CYLINDERS,

PISTONS. RINGS. BUSHES, etc.. FITTED.
NEW PISTON COMPLETE & RE.BORE CYLINDER

14/- up to 2^ h.p. Larger sLzee in proportion.
GeRr Wheels and Cams made and Cut. Prices given by

return of post.
We are the ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS.

4J h.p. Noble for sale. Winner Essex Hill Climb, price
sn . 10 . 0.

NOBLE & CO., Motor Engineers. Pocock Street,
BLACKFBIARS.

i EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, new £25 piano, 10 years' guar-

antee, for lightweiglit, magneto, and
cash.—367, West Green Eoad, Tottenliam.

EXCHANGES are arranged at Wauchope's.
—Second-tiand machines are allowed

for in part payment for new models of anj
leading make.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane.
Flef.t Street, London.

EXCHANGE, 4 h.p. Antoine, Phoenix two-
speed, with tradesman's sidecar, with

seat, also cane seat and springs, 2^ tyreb.
for 3J h.p. Triumph, or sell £30.—Particulars,
from Beive, Old Cumnock.

EXCHANGE, Full Rights Patent No. 14.292.

Improyed Scaffolding, for use for
buildings and similar operations, for good
twin motor cycle of good make, or sale. —
H.M., 145, Hughenden Eoad, High Wycombe.
CHATEE Lady-back Tandem and roaci

racer (low), best fittings, value £20, toi

good motor cycle and sidecar, 3i h.p.. or
over; fullest particulars exchanged. — 69.

Leopold Buildings, Columbia Eoad, London.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar
(or reliable small car), new high class

furniture, any description, direct from
works, valued wholesale.—Furniture Manu-
facturer, 7-11, French Place. Shoreditch, Lon-
don.

LADY'S B.S.A., two-speed, back pedalling
brake, spring seat-pillar. Palmers,

gent's three-speed; exchange 3i h.p., repairs
110 objection if good make, casb adjustment.— Vaughan, 45. Katherine Eoad, Bearwood,
Birmingham.

EXCELLENT 7 h.p. Peugeot Car, with de-
tachable tonneau. three speeds and re-

verse, live axle, eaual wood wheels, non-skid
tyres, uerfect order, new condition, for tri-

car and cash.—B., 38, Lonsdale Eoad, Ham-
mersmith Bridge. Barnes, S.W.

EXCHANGE Eover Tricar. 4 h.p., w.c,
cbain drive, free engine, coach-built

, ejii. lamps, .-pares, ior good motor
bike, single-cylinder, about 3J b.p., magneto
preierrea, or sell. — Page, 31, Buckingham
Mansions, W. Hampstead, N.W.

5 h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, practically new,
3 h.p. single Kerry, good order. Perry

lady back tandem push cycle, new, Eadie
gent's raciuH tandem ditto, Eadie racing
triplet frame; best otters for any above en-
tertained, for cars, cycles, etc.—138. City

Eoad. Cardiff.

5-6 h.p. Antoine, perfect running order,
splendid condition, non-skid tjre back,

original on front, ribs not worn cff, spare
valves, tools, horn, stand, etc., grand sidecar
machine, full particulars given; exchange
for ih h.p. lightweight, 25 n.p. Minerva, or

other good make and cash.—Send particu-

lars, offers, Siddall, Burnblea Street, Ham-
ilton.

HEECULES Cycle, three-speed. Sturmey-
Aroher, new. specially built, double

top rail, suit tall rider, value £14; also 2i

h p. engine, complete, with carburetter,

tank, coil, and all fitments (less frame),

worth £5 5s., new; also a four-seated body,
of real birch, well finished in varnish, a
beauty, with two copper tanks in side panels,

suit a Star pattern Benz car, worth £10, will

exchange the lot for a four-cylinder F.N.

motor cycle, appearance no object it engines
and frame are good.—Particulars. No. 81. The
Motor Qyde Offices. Coventry.

WANTED.
BAT Twin. 1907. or later.—Gilbert Lee,

Hythe. Kent.

CAE required, about £50; also tricar.—
C. Strutt, 124, Dennett's Eoad, S.E.

r.N. Wanted, 1907, % h.p. : cheap for cash.—
C. Upton, Eaithby, Louth, Lincolnshire.

3J or 44 h.p. Minerva; cheap for cash.
— Forth, Meltonby Villas, Pockling-

ODEEN Two-seated Car, about 7 h.p., any
condition.—E. Else. Leawood, near Mat-

19"
ton.

M'
lock.

RACECOUESE Garage, Doncaster. wants to
purchase modern motor cycles for spot

cash.

FULLEE Plain Coil, Premier No. 1, Price's
stand. Midget Syntonic; 10s.—Mogridge.

Topsham.

WANTED, Set 26 by 2 Motor Cycle Tyres,
as new. — 78. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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WANTED.

wANTED, Bowdeu Yalve Lifter, also Jin.
belt.—Frank Grace, Tring.

LIGHT Tricar wanted, 5-5 h.p., good con-
aitiou.—Hobbs, 209, Iffley Boad. Oxford.

LADT'S Motor Cycle Wanted, 3 h.p. — 30,
High Street, Brimington, Chesterdeld.

WANTED, Motor Cycles, any condition,
tor spot cash.—Spencer, 78, Steyue

Koad, Acton.

WANTED, about 5 h.p. Engine, good con-
uuion, tor cash.—62. Colvestone Cres-

ceiit. Daiitou.

WANTED, Clamp, holding IJ h.p. Clement-
Garrard engine to trame.-Harold

Potts, Broseley.

TRIUMPH, 1903. wanted, cash.—Price, par-
ticulars. E: Martin, 11, Cambridgeticulars. E

Eoad. Aldershot.

w

MILLFOBD Sidecar, rigid or castor, in j,ood
condition, tor cash. — Stormont. Tam-

worth-in-Arden.

WANiED. Force Carburetter, smallest
size, periect oraer. — 2, Albert Hill,

Bishop Auckland.

WANTED, Forks, with girders, for Min-
erva, 26in. wheels.-Kider, BroomJield

Grove, Kotherham.
WANTED, 1907 Triumph, for spot cash,

must be cheap.—Box 90. rite Motor
Cijde Ofaoes. Coventry.

WANTED, 1908 Triumph, two-speed Vindec
or Phelon and Moore.—K., Craigallion,

Champion Hill, S.E.

WANTED, Brooks, or similar non-skid,
also Chater hub.—H. Halse, 66, Para-

dise Road, Clapham.
ANTED. Small Two or Four-seater Car;

cneap for c£
veuor Koad. Rugby.

TRAILER "Wanted, sound condition; cheap
for cash ; approval.—Hedley Castle,

\vesteate, Southwell.

WANTED, Powerful Tricar, fast, reliable,
w.c, open irame; photo.—3, Rowden's

Road, Wells, Somerset.

QJTEONG Band Brake, also lathe, cheapO (Drummond preierred). — 65, Palmer-
SLon Crescent. Soutngate.

CYLINDER wanted for 1904 3J h.p. Rex.-
Particulars and lowest price to 9.

Cuurch Hill. Walthamstow.

WANTED, Motosacoche. F.N.. or N.S.U.
lightweight; cash.—No. 56. The Motor

Cycle OHices, Coventry.

£10 Offered lor good 3J h.p. motor bike;
give tuU particulars.—28, Osborne Grove,,

Sherwood. JNottingham.

WANTED, 3 or 3i h.p. Fafnlr motor bike;
cheap, spot cash.—Buss, 14. G«isbach

Road, Upper noUoway.

WAiSTTED, 2i h.p. or 2J h.p. Engine, State
bore, SLroke, lowest cash price'.—63,

Ladypool Road, Birmingham.

WANTED, Linon Cylinder and Piston,
about 6k h.p., must be in good con-

dition.—2, College Street. Hull.

CLEMENT Engine, IJ h.p. or IJ h.p., any
condition, belt rim; cheap for cash.

—

J., 41. Arthur Road. St. Albans.

WANTED, Tricar, exchange 4 h.p. two-
seated belt driven car, or sell cheap.

—Wheeler, 192, Ball's Pond Road. N.

WANTED, Engine, new, fit Rex Jrame,
not less SO by 80, silencer, cut-out,

tanks.—Rev, Wright, Falkirk, N.B.

NEW iin. Shamrock-Gloria and £5 for 10-

guinea sjjecial Triumph, new, gent's
cycle; iin. round belt, 3s.—34. New Road
East, Portsmouth.

PLAIN Coil (round, vulcanite) wanted, or
exchanjre with eood trembler; sell 10s.—^Young, 4, Blackwellgate, Darlington.

"J
Q08 Triumph, for cash, good condition;

XU mileage and full particulars.-Merritt,
Windermere, Blackheath Park. London.

1JL-2 h.p. De Dion engine, carburetter, with
2 magneto preferred.—Lowest price to

Blackburn, 35, New Broad Street, London.

WANTED, lii-2 h.p. Engine, De Dion pre-
ferred, must be in good condition, and

cheap for cash.—Ireland, Hersle Eoad, Hull.

MOTOR Cycles in part exchange for new
1908 Moto-Reve lightweights ; immedi-

ate delivery. — Crisswell's Garage, Newmar-
ket.

Franco-British Exhibition

MOTOR RACE.

Dermatine Belts

No other belt holds such records.
The Original Rubber and Canvas Belt.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS^
The standard belt that is adopted by all lead-

ing manufacturers.

Hundreds of Testimonials.

BRITISH IVIADS,

^in, Jin.

i/4 1/S
Post Free.

The STANLEY DETACHABLE MOTOR
BELT FASTENER.

With unbreakable hook. Guaranteed.
(Made under Simplex Patent.)

In sizes ^in., ^in., -Jin., Iin., 1 /- each.
Wholesalk and Retail.

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, London Road, Bromley, Kent.

Stanley Webb, Manager,

G. T. mCHES & CO.,

19, STOBE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE,
26' X 2i'

14/6
26'X21'
16/6

26' X 3'

22/-

28' X 2'

14/6
Plta$t vrUi fm S-pecial Li3t, with fult priett imi fur-
liailart tf all »?«, tottthtr wUh ttatruelunu and hm*t.

rourOlVN TUBE CONI^ERTED. IVrite /or pritts.

Folding Gauze

Eye Shields,

Bat glus, elutle
(ast«ii«r,aii(l noie

plata.

Light and Email.

Post tret, lOd.

Genuiae Birmi&gh&in

^^QUADfiANTS."
A Uiga itock of parti, >U11 to b< elaand.

Write foi lateit Llat.

REG. SAMSON,
132, LADYWOOO RD., BIRMINaHAM.

WANTED.
TEICAE, light, reliable, about 4 h.p.;

cheap.—14, Mowbray Street. Coventry.

WANTED, Several Low Motor Cycles,
about 3 h.p. ; must be cheap for cash.—Eobbins, Garage, 334, Clapham Eoad, S.W.

'

WANTED, Single or Double Water-cooled -

Engine. 10 or 12 h.p., second-hand, also
6 h.p. ditto.—82, The Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry.

BOOTH.—Gramaphones, typewriters, Tri-
umph, Eoc, Eexes, all models

waiting.—Booth's
Street, Halifax.

Motor Exchange,
cash
Wade

WANTED, new or good second-hand 2 h.p.
Minerva engine. M.O.V., inclined, no

rubbish accepted.-A.P.. 6, North Common "

Eoad, Ealing.

WANTED, combustion chamber, for Auto
Moto engine, 76mm. bore; casting,

or finished, without valves, etc.—4. St. Paul's
Koad. Coventry.

TSTANTED, Free engine, or two-speed gear
T T to lit Chater-Lea-Antoine twin, also
good roomy sidecar for same.—209, Banbury
Eoad. Oxford.

WANTED. Working Partner, with £150
to £200 capital, newly erected show-

rconi and garage. — No. 88, The Motor Cycle
Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, Three-seated Tricar; cheap;
6 h.p.. water-cooled, three speeds,

coach-built.—Engineer. 65, Hilden Street,
Bolton, Lancashire.

WANTED. Modern Motor Bicycle, ex-
change tricar, 3i h.p. Minerva, Kent

three-speed and clutch, magneto.—5, Morn-
ington Avenue, W.

MAUDE'S wish to point out that we are
now in a position to fit Bosch magnetos

to all new Minervas at £5 extra.—Maude's,
Powell Street, Halifax, - . -

WANTED, inlet, exhaust valves, complete,
contact breaker, complete, sparking

cam for 2 h.p. Clement-Garrard engine.—24.
Ludwig Eoad, Liverpool.

MONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, non-skid
type, left hand, 26in. wheel, irust be

in perfect condition; London. — Box 64, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED. 4 h.p. Twin N.S.TT., magneto,
1907; exchange Drummond 3iin.

screw-cuiting lathe and cash.—H. C. Bough-
ton. Barton Street. Tewkesbury.

'ITS/'ANTED, good 25 h.p. Motor Cycle, in ex-
Ve change for charging and lighti,ig
plant, suit small garage (Surrey).—No. 86,

The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, Mabon Clutch belt drive, suit
5 h.p. Peugeot, Bradbury stand. Iin.

Shamrock belt. Goodrich 2Jin cover; no
rubbish.—H., 186. Peokham Eye, S.E.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Triumph, 1907, exchange
3i h.p. Ariel-Minerva and 9-stop

American organ, two swells; no fault.—Par-
ticulars, Barling, Hollingbourne, Kent.

WANTED, 3i h.p., or twin bike, fair con-
dition, exchange half-size Eiley bil-

liard table, as new, all accessories, and
little cash.—218, London Koad, Sheffield.

WANTED, Motor Cycle and Sidecar, or
separate, twin, magneto, two-speed;

exchange F.N., 2i h.p., cash instalments pre-
ferred.—67, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, good motor cycle or tricar, in
exchange for new furniture, direct

from works, valued wholesale. — Furniture
Manufacturer, 9, French Plaoe, Shoreditch,
London.

23. h.p. Simms, magneto, Chater-Lea. Pal-
4 mers, Stanley, reliable; £11 IDs., or

£8 and above for 1906 Triumph, magneto, in
llrst-class order.—93, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

WANTED, 4Jin. by iin. pulley, for 1906 twin
Eex; for sale, steering wheel, with

18in. by Iin. plated stem, or would exchange
for 26in. by 2iin. cover.—Eice, 18. Princes
Street, Brighton.

WANTED, to purchase for cash. Triumphs,
Quadrants, Minervas, Bats, Japs,

Eiley. and Lagonda tricars, or exchanges
arranged for new models.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

WANTED, any number of good magneto
second-hand motors, F.N.'s, Minervas,

Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Vindecs, etc., by far the
best prices given for good stuff, cash or ex-
change.—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax,

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mtntion " The Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
WANTED, Old Accumulators; best price

given.—Motories, 3, Arley Grove, Arm-
ley, Leeds.

WANTED, Reliable Car; exchange 8-10
Rexette, three-seated, or sell £45. —

Matthewman, Westhome, Kirkby Lonsdale.

THE Proprietors of the patent rights of
BOM synchronised contact breakers are

prepared to accept oiFers for the rights to
manufacture in Prance ; write for particu-
lars.—Continental Motor Co., 32, Rosebery
Avenue. B.C.

CTCLE Agents should read " The Cycle and
Motor Trades' Review," the leading

trade organ; specimen copy will be sent on
receipt of trade card.—Address, " The Cycle
and Motor' Trades' Review " Offices, Harp
Alley, London, B.C.

WANTED, 3J h.p. low-build magneto motor
cycle. Triumph, N.S.U., Bradbury, or

other similar, in exchange for latest Blick-
ensderfer typewriter, cost £12. and a No. 3
pocket folding Kodak camera, cost £3 12s.

6d.. both as good as new. cash adjustment.
—Reply to No. 83, Tht) Motor Cycle OfiSces, Cov-
entry.

MISCELLANEOUS.
pNGINES Re-bushed throughout from £1.

/"tXLINDEBS Re-bored from Ss .

piSTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.

piNGS from 9d.

cONNECTING Rods from 7s. 6d.

NLET Valves from Is. 6d.

"pXHAUST Valves from 2s. 6d.

pULLBTS for any motor—

rpRIXJMPH, Brown, Pafnir, 4s. 9d.

;

T)EX, Antoine," Kelecom, 5s. 9d.

;

"TVE DION, M.M.C.. 6s. 9d.

A BOVE 4Jin. Diameter extra 9d.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
guaranteed. — Tnfnell and Co., Lightning
Motor Works, Leytonstone.

TANKS of all kinds made to order.—Dog-
gett, metal worker, 65, Turnmill Street,

London.

THE Best Silencer made is Aldington's
patent Silent, from 10s. 6d.—Below.

THE Ball Bearing Ideal Pan will cool any
engine; 28s. 6d.—Below.

MT Footrests. reduced to 6s. 6d., are a
luxury, spring rests, 17s. 6d.—Alding-

ton, 59, Haydon's Park Road, 'Wimbledon.

WHIPOORD Breeches, latest cut; 10s. 6d.—
J. C. Savage, 119, Donegall Street, Bel-

fast.

THE Eiisel Oast-iron Headed Valve, for any
engine; 3?. 6d.—Below.

ODD Parts to'Sketoh or Pattern : moderate
prices and prompt delivery. -Broad-

hurst. 13. Stafford Street, Leicester.

ADJUSTABLE Pulleys, 4iin.. 8s.; 5in., 9s.—
Lee, motor engineer. 18, Somerset Road,

Edmonton.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; portable.
—Stevens, 82a, Leigiton Road, Kentish

Town. London.

SHAMROCK lin. Belt, -new. 12s. ; Dunlop and
iuner, 26 by 2. £1.-34, Great Hermitage

Street, Wapping.

LOOK! — Bankrupt stock. Goggles, with
case. Is. post free.—Gaason, Govern-

ment, Rye. Sussex.

6 h.p. De Dion 'Water-cooled Cylinder, per-
fect, no fltti'ngs; 30».—Walker, Post

Office, Oahterbury.

LATHB, Sin. centre, back gear, slide rest,
new condition; £6 10s.; exchange.-255,

Earlsfleld Road, S.W.

POWELL and Hanmer Acetylene Lamp;
cost £1 1«., used twice; accept 10s. 6d.—

Dr. GervlB. Seaford.

TYRES! TYRES!! TYRES!!.'

Kindly note, we ate special agents for the famous
Shamrock all-rubber non-skid covers, also Goodrich
and Palmer Cord- Deliveries of all sizes from stock.

io/- Fof youi- old Cove-
Shamrock. Goodrich Palmer

Cor-

.

24 X 2i 49/- — —
24 X 2} S3/. — 59/3
26 X 2 48/. 40/. 43/6
26 X 2i 50/. 40/- 58/9
26 X 2i 54/. — 59/3
28 X 2 — SO/3
28 X 2i — .

.
— 63/6

28 X 2i — — 64/3

We allow 10/- for your old cover in part payment 'for

any of the above. 5/- allowed for your old cover in

part payment for any other make of tyre. Write for

list 'B.' NOTE ! Hella N.P. Searchlights, complete mth
large generator, 26/-.

THE "ROM." The only synchronised contact breaker
made for motor bicycles, and means MORE POWER,
EASIER STARTING, SMOOTHER RUNNING.

THE CONTINENTAI. IVIOTOR CO.,

32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

Phone, Holborn, 1513. Telegrams, 'Bromitch,' London.

SOME NE\W
ii 11

SPECIALITIES.
" Tee Bee " Carriers. " Tee Bee "

Oil Carriers, complete

with elips and two

Oileans. ^

Price S/-.

Sboiu. light i»tt.r» 6/6 f
** Tee Bee " Brake

lobffir p»tt»rn 10/8 pgj^i^ j^j converting

N.S.n. brakts, partiou-

" Tee Bee" Roadside Iwl? '>*»M where

Lamp Bracket [foottoards are fitted.

PriM 1/-, by poll 1/1*. Pri«e.jl/^';,1>yrtiMt 1/ 1*

TEMPLETON BBOS.^^'lSggg^
'^

SCOTLAND.
TEMPLETON BROS, are open to consider

exchanges.

"N.S.U.," "ROC," "TRIUMPH,"
etc., in stock.

Enquiries invited.

I TEMPLETON BROS. '^^'-ITaIgo'V^
'*-

MISCELLANEOUS.
BLACK Rubber Motor Jacket, overalls,

cap; 30s. lot, or separate.—Mickle-
burgn, draper, March.

MOTIPHOS to the motor man is a neces-
sity. Any motorist •will tell you that

who has used it once.

MOTIPHOS not only increases the life of
a driving belt, but so conditions it as

to ensure it giving out full power all the
time.

MOTIPHOS cures and prevents slipping
clutches or fierce clutches, and keeps

thcTi to their proper consistencv, because
it " feeds the leather."

MOTIPHOS has made brakes effective
which w{;re previously iiseless.

MOTIPHOS is carried by' every motoris.t
who has tried it.

MOTIPHOS is sold in tubes by most deal-
ers, or, if difficulty, send P.O. Is. direct

the Motinhos Co., 34. New Bridge Street,
London. E.C.

OSBOENE Pour-speed Gear, complete,
50s. : Autoclipse and generator, 30s.—

Cooper, Hadley. Barnet.

COW-'VOICED Double Twist Horns, large
size, terrific noise; usually 8s. 6d., my

price 5s. lOd.—Parrar.

FAEEAR'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in. long,
4s. 9d. ; Lycett's patent Lightning stand,

4s. 9d. pair.

FAREAE'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards, 2s. 6d. pair; massive plated

horns, terrific noise, 3s. 9d.

FAERAE. — Send for my price list, pounds
saved: sole agent Premier accumu-

lators.-Farrar. Square Eoad, Halifax.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest out;
10s. 6d.; write tor patterns.—Booth,

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

r^OEECAEEIAGE for Eex, or tricar, oom-
i plete. dust jacket; cheap.—134, .High-
gate Road, Kentish Town.

FARRAR' S Quadrant Loop Fram-es for ver-
tical engines. 32s. 6d. each, including

front forks and handle-bars.

JOB Line. — 17 feet lengths 3in. leather T
belting, reliable, IDs. ; ditto, 2iii., 12f.—

PoUin. belt maker Spalding.

RUST!—Killed immediately; polish fol-
liws; harmless; 7d. to Shaddick, 99,

Monta-gue Road, Leytonstone.

JACK-NO-SKID. new type now ready, light,
strong, easily fitted, absolutely stops

side-slip.—Horner's. Store Street, W.C.

JACIf-NO-SKID, king of motor cycle non-
skids, perfection as a jack; £2 2s., com-

nlete.—Horner's, Store Street, 'W'.C.

JACK-NO-SKID gives greater security and
convenience than any other motor

cycle attachment.—Horner's, Store Street.

WATERPEOOP Coats and Overalls; best
value in trade.—Horner's. Store

Street, W.O.

UP - TO - DATE Spring Pork Attachments

;

1C8. 6rt., carriage paid.—E. A. Bray and
Son, 134, Charlton Lane, Charlton. S.E.

BIG Demand.—Smart 'Whipcord Motor
Cycling Breeches; 8s. 6d., post free;

pattern.—Meredith's, "Wearwell, Northwich.

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, .'top anything; 8s.

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

VALVE Lifters, complete with hand levers
and flexible cable, easily fitted; 4s. lid.,

usual price, 93. 6d.—Slack's Garap'e, Stock-
port.

COACH-BUHiT Body (all wood), no fittings,

upholstered greeti, suitable for side or
forecar; £1 Is.—13. Gaakins Mews. Pembury
Road, N.E.

MABON Two-speed Gear, complete with
starting handle, £4 15s. ; Chapman two-

speed gear. £2.—'Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London, E.G.

BARKER'S Iron Cement for craxiked cylin-

ders, water jackets, etc.; stands ereat
heat: Is. tin saves pounds.—Oxford Eoad,
Worthing.

OT Amp. Di'nin Accumulators, new, 20s.;

Zt I N.S.D. two-speed gear (fit twin), £3:

Osborne four-speed (fit Eex), £2 155.; Xl'all

spri-ng forks, 129. 6d. ; Brooks BlOO saddle,

lis. ; rubber belti-ng, 9d. per foot.—Motor Ex-
change, Westgate. Halifax.

In answering any of these advertisements ii is desirable that yoj- mtnHon " The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
WATER Circ-ulating- Pump, for 10-12 h.p.

motor (new): £1 8s.

OIL Tank, with pump and oil gauge for
dashboard (used ouce). plated, good as

new ; £1.

5 h.p, Louguemare Carburetter: 17s.—H., 13,

Eattray Eoad. Brixton. S.W.

BUCKET Seat, new, strong. light, highly
finished, suit cycle or tricar; 258.—

Tuson, jun., Leominster.

MAUDE'S.—Six miles low and high tension
wire, very best quality, high 9d., low

3id. per yard.

MAUDE'S.—Best atiality mica plugs, guar-
anteed, 23.; rubber goggles. Is. 6d. pair.

MAUDE'S.-23 h.p. Kelecom engine, £2 10s.

to clear; Werner engine, 1| h.p., £2.

—

Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

CYCLE Maker's Turning Lathe, three
speeds; cost £9 15s., £5, new condition.

—218. London Eoad. Sheffield.

8FT. Whittle's Jin. belt, new, never used:
175.. or exchange non-skid tyre. — 26.

Playfleld Crescent, East Dulwich.

SPLENDID Wicker Body, smart finish, up-
holstered dark green, with cusTiion,

new; 22s. 6d.—99, Benthal Eoad, Stoke New-
ington.

COILS. Chater-Lea. non-trembler, gemiine
bargains. 8s.; non-trembler twin La-

coste. 13s.—Amott, 32, The Grove, Vauxhall,
London.

DEUID Spring Porks, new illustrated boolr-

let now ready. It will interest you.
Send for it to-day. — A. Drew. Conybere
Street, Birmingham.

ONE Pair of Genuine Simplex adjustable
spring fork attachments for motor

cycle (brand new): 8s. 6d.—H.M., 22, Leghorn
Eoad, Plumstead, S.E.

RUBBEE Goggles, complete with extra
glasses. Is. 9Jd. pair; extra heavy mo-

tor covers, 14s. 6d. each.—Anglo-Saxon Motor
Co., 31. Newgate Street, E.G.

LOOK !—Bankrupt Stock. 4,000 splendid rub-
ber motoring jackets, lined with blue

serge; 10s. 6d. ; carriage paid.—B. Dept., Gas-
son. Government, Rye, Sussex.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Have you frac-

tured a costly casting? Don t swear!
Send it along to the Alvaston Motors,
Derby. Astonishing results.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Broken part ab-
solutely re-united. Perfect strength.

We save yon pounds.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Cracked water
iackets (no matter how bad), leaky

cylinders, cracked valve seats, broken
flanges, etc., all amenable to our process.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. — Quotation on
sight. Send casting to-day.—Alvaston

Motors, Derby.

GENUINE De Dion Coil. 8s.; frame, live

axle, differential, £2 5s. ; two-speed gear

and free engine, by Henrlot Preres, £2.—
Bone, (jraig-y-don, Llandudno.

BELTS, grooved rubber, latest, fin. size,

6«. : lin. ditto, 7s. 6d. ; iin. ditto. 9s. 6d.

:

inch ditto 12s.: nothing better; send for
sample.—138. City Eoad, Cardiff.

BAEGAINS.—Piiller plain coil, 8s., perfect.
ooBt 24s.; brand new Kerry accumu-

lator, 15 amn., 7s.; 12 amn. Pflutrer. 6».—Wil-
liams, 89, Mitcham Eoad, Tooting.

MAGNETOS. Bosch tyoe. runs on ball
hearings, single-cylinJer £2 17s. 6d.,

twins ,£3 10s.; enaranteed: instant delivery.
—Maude's. Powell Street, Halifax.

7FT. Sin. bv 3in. Dermatine Belt, 48. 6d.

75 Tnm. Kerry piston, gndgeon pin, and
four bushes. 5s. 6d.: Gue'net trembler coil,

88, 6d.^l. Herongate Boad, Manor Park.

VARIABLE Speed Pulleys made to suit
any machine, variable pulleys with

free ensrlne elntcb metal to metal, opern-
tpd from handle-bars.—Pn,rticula.rs. E,
Moorhouse and Co.. 3, West Lane, Keighley.

BROWN-BAELOW Carburetter, latest, 21s.

;

Osborne free pulley. 17s. 6d. : 40 amn.
accumulator, new. 17s. 6d. : 20 ampere ar-
moured ditto. 17s. 6d.; trembler cell. 10s. 6fl.;

MUlenninTTi stand. 7s. 6d. ; Price's stand. 5s.

6d.; Grack electric born attachment, new,
lOs. 6d. ; twin trembler coil, car size. _21s.

;

enelnes and narts finished and castings;
very cheap.-138. City Road. Ca-rdlfl".

Trade

Ensures

VI ark.

Satislaction.

1908 LIST FREE.

United
Motor

Industries,
LTD.,

46 & 46, POLAND STREET,

LONDON, W., and

Sherbourne Works, COVENTRY.

"SIIVIPLEX'*
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
i, i, i, tin. 1 /- each all sizes.

BBWARK OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
I

Sole Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Cc,
Pi.UM8TEAD, 8.E.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CHATER-LEA No. 6 frame, girder forks,

wide mudguards and long handle-bars,
£3 17s. 6d.- 6 h.p. twin engine, £9, all brand
new.—W. Soper, 313, Coldharbour Lane, S.W.

MANCHESTEE Hub, two-speed gear, for
motor cycle, 50s.: 26in. tyre, rim, and

belt rim to suit, 8s. 6d. ; both new and per-
fect.—Harvey, 30, Penchurch Street, London.

3 500 miles and doesn't need grinding " is

9 what a doctor says of the Druid ex-
haust valve; price 4s. 6d. ; send old valve as
pattern.—A. Drew. Conybere Street, Birming-
ham.

MINIATURE Electric Headlight (new),
Bro\vnie and case, model engine. No.

folding pocket Kodak; wanted, accessories,
handle-JDar watch.—S., 46, Scarisbrick Road.
Southport.

B

B

MISCELLANEOUS.
OOTH.—Wide mudguards, with stays and
screws; 3in., 2s. Ud.; 4iu., 3s. 6d.

BOOTH—Double-twist horns, deep tone.
4s. 9d.; large leather toolbags. 5s. 6d.

BOOTH. — 500 Puller's Midget plain coils.
lOs. 6d. ; 200 Puller's Midget trembler

coils. 17s. 6d.

OOTH Takes Your old coil in part pay- .

ment; part with troublesome coils. |

BOOTH.—Fuller accumulators, 20 amp.
|

178.; Eex type, 16s.; Minerva, 163.;
Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—5b. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Pul-

ler's.

BOOTH.—Long Motor Handle-ba.rs, 21in..
4s. 9d. ; heavier gauge, 5s. 6d. ; best

plating.

BOOTH.—Silent Silencers, for engines to 5
h.p., very efficient, no back pressure,

3s, 3d.

BOOTH.—Stanley Belting, Xl'all spring
forks, N.A.B. seat-pillar. 5s. 6d.; Ariel

coupler. 20s.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frames, with wheels,
belt rim fitted, two cable brakes, mud-

guards; £5 10s. set: low built.

BOOTH.—Six Accumulators, require slight

repair; Is. 9d. each.—Booth's Motor
Exchange, Coronet Works, Wade Street,

Halifax.

N.S.U. Two-speed Gear, new, £3 15s.; rub-
ber belting, equal to any elsewhere

obtainable; |ln.. Is. Id. foot; Iin., Is. 6d.

foot; sample sent. —Hodgson. 10, Horton
Eoadj_Bradford.

HAMMOCKS, from H.M. Dockyards, clean,

white strong canvas hammocks. 5s.

6d. each, snitable for gardens or camping
out; can be sent on approval.—H. J. Gasson,
Naval (3ontractor, Eye.

PAIE Powerful Acetylene Tricar Lamps,
with generator, 17s. 6d.; horn, with

flexible tubing. 8s. 6d. ; jack, 5s. 6d. ; 2 h.p.
engine, 15s.; carrier, stand, 3s. 6d.—Morris,
Photographer. Bourne.

~i Q AMP. Accumulator, new plates. 4s. 6d.:
-L.^ five glass 20 amp. accumulators, 12s.

6d. : charging batteries and parts, 10s. ; 10-

volt Osram lamp, 2s. 6d.—John Green, 6, Wy-
nell Eoad. Forest Hill.

ADVANCE Pulley, fit Minerva, nearly new,
10s. 6d. ; Price's stand, new, 5s. 6d. ; Eex

de Luxe rear cylinder. 7s. 6d.: wanted Jan,
or good carburetter. Sin. Whittle belt.—Mil-
ton, 238, Boulevard, Hull.

MOTOE and Cycle Agents should read
"The Cycle andMotor Trades' Review ."

Specimen copy post free on receipt of trade
card.-" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, 15, Harp Alley, E.C.

AMATEUE Photographers. — Superior En-
largements (bromide) from your nega-

tives; 8 bv 6, 9d.; 10 by 8, lOd.; 12 by 10. lid.;

15 by 12 Is. Id.; cash; from prints 6d. ex-

tra.—Greame, Wellesley, Whyteleafe.

READEES Having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium, id. per word,
minimum 9d.—Address, "Photography and
Focus" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

THEEB Speeds, free engine pulleys, latest

design, and simply perfect, 30s., com-
plete: two-speed, free engine pulley, 25s..

complete, suit simple Minervas.—New Non-
pareil Motor Fittings, Ashtree Eoad. Stireh-

ley. Birmingham.

GIVING Up Motoring.-Four accumula-
tors, like new. 5s. each; ear horn

(brass) 4s. : new Castle trembler coil. 12s. ;

Lucas Acetyphote, 10s.: large toolbag, 4s.:

big list of other spares going cheap. — 13,

Baythorne Street. Bow.

5 h.p. Eenault Car, three speeds, Mont-
gomery 12 guinea sidecar, new; 2 h.p.

Minerva cycle; 3 h.p. De Dion water-cooled
engine; three 700 by 55 car tyres, one 830

by"l20 cover; sell or exchange for good tri-

car.—2, Brook Street, Daventry.

PULLETS for Fafnir, 31 to 4, 5s. 5d. : N.S.U.,
same diameter, 6s.: Eex, 1904 to 1906,

same diameter, 6s. : Kelecoms. 44 to 5 dia-
meter. 6s. 6d. : Peugeots, same diameter. 6s.

6d.; M.M.C.. or De Dion. 4in.. 6s. 6d. ; 43in.

7s.: to suit 8 to i belts, all plated and post
free; pulleys to suit any make of engine.—
Dene Cycle Co., St. Thomas Street, Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

In answering cmy of thesn advertisements it is desirahle that you mention '' The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS

.

HALIFAX.—Rubber and canvas Serratrix
V belting, notbine: better valne ob-

tainable; iin., 9d.; Jin., Is.; Jin.. Is. 4d.; lin.,

Is. 8d. per toot.—16. Westgate, Halifax.

PULLEYS for any motor, De Dion, M.M.C.,
6s. 9d.; Antoine. N.S.U., Kelecom. Eex,

P.N., 5s. 9d. ; Pengeot. Brown, 5s. 6d.; Tri-
umph. Fafnir. Sarolea, Minerva. 4s. 9d.;
plated, guaranteed : carriage paid.—-T. Per-
kins. Hi^h Road, Leyton, London.

SHAMEOCK - GLORIA Belt, lin.. 8ft. 6in.,

lis. 6d. : Arctic fan, double blast, new.
£1 5s. ; Micrometer free wheel, 5s. ; back
wheel, plated rim, with belt rim, nearly
new. 15s.; pedalling gear for Vindec, 7s. 6d.

;

twin roller chain, 2s.—16, Bore Street. Lich-
field.

MARVELLOUS Value. — Genuine stop
watches, specially made to resist vibra-

tion of handle-bars, equal in appearance
and timekeeping to watches costing as many
guineas; send 10s. 6d. for sample, carriage
paid,—S. Harris, 41, Albert Boad, Stratford,
B.

VARLiBLB Pulleys. 88. 6d.; improved vari-
able puleys, IOb. : improved variable

pulleys, fitted with free engine, metal-to-
metal clutch, which can be slipped to any
extent without injury, handle-bar control,
price 50s. ; repairs a speciality. — Smith,
Peace, and Co.. Trinity Works, Keighley.

LONDON Auto Co., Clapham, S.W., agents
for Chater-Lea frames and fittings, and

all makes of engines; No. 6 frames. £2 18s.

6d. ; girder forks, 15s. 6d. ; long handle-bars,
3s. 9d.; wheels, 30s. per pair; tanks' from
12s.; low quotations for all other parts;
illustrated frame and engine lists, stamp.

QKA Government Gauntlet Gloves, allOOU leather. 2s. 6d. pair; 600 Bedford cord
riding breeches, 4s. 6d. and 5s. 6d. pair; 450
selected trousers. 3s. pair ; 500 police oil-skin
capes, 3s. 6d. and 4s. 6d. each; 60 oflBcers'

leather waist belts, with metal clasp. Is. 3d.

each; 400 leather leggings, 2s. pair.—Ans-
comb, 14. London Eoad. S.E.

GIVING up the Motor Cycle Trade.-Millen-
nium carrier stands. 7s. 6d.. usual price

208. ; Vim stand ('tarts like tree engine), 6s.

3d., usual price 17s. 6d.; Phillips's brakes,
4s., usual price 10s. 6d.; Vim flexible cable
brake. 5s. 6d., usual price 12s. 6d. ; hand
levers, and Bowden cables for valve litters,

3s. 3d., usual price 7s. 6d.—Slack's Garage.
Stockport.-

STAND-CAREIEES Combined, 4s. 9d. and
5s. 9d. ; large toolbaes, 3s. 63. ; L.A.C.

spring forks, 15s. pair; 5 n.p. Aster water-
cooled engine, £9: Clarendon engines, new,
2i h.p.,£3each; Clarendon frames, £2 each ;

Jane's handle-bar switches. Is. 9d. ; Mabon
two-speed gear, belt drive. £3 15s. ; Antoine
engine, 37s. 6d. ; and various other miscel-
laneous goods.—Wauohope's, 9. Shoe Lane,
B.C.

MOTOEPROOPS. double texture, cashmere
finish, 21s.; rubber finish, leather

bound, with wind cuffs. 19s. 6d. ; overalls,
black. 3b. 9d. ; fawn or blue. 4b. 9d. ; mar-
vellous value; rubber belta. all makes,
stocked ; startling prices. — Write or call,

Para Rubber Co. . 93, John Bright Street, Bir-
mingham.
STAMPOED HILL. — Carburetters, 3i h.p.,

12s. 6d. : 2 h.p., IDs.; model E. Longue-
mare, 12s. 6d. ; Whitley. 3i h.p., 13s. 6d.

;

tvres, 26 by 2. 26 by 2i, 13s.; tubes. 6s. 9d.

:

H.T. magneto, £4 ; three clutches, 203. each

;

wing mudguards. 6s. 6d.; 4in. steel motor
cycle mudguards. Is. 9d. ; plain coils, 10s. 4d.
twin. 6s. 4d. single; Michelin tyres; list
ready.—128, High Ecad, Tottenham.

LONG Handle-bars to your own specifica-
tion, 4s.; swan-neck saddle-nillars.

ditto, 2s. 6d.; tanks, ditto, from 6s. 6d..
enamelled ; several patterns and sizes of
the above in stock ; frames modernised from
16s. 6d.; smart deliveries guaranteed; dis-
count to trade ; quotations given fc-r any-
thing in the motor line.—Green Bros., 14,

Avnndale Eoad. Peckham. S.E. Works:
McDermott Eoad.

BARGAINS.-4 h.p. Eex. 26 wheels, spray, re-
enamelled and re-nlated. £13; 3i h.p.

Ohater-Lea Fatnir in splendid condition.
£20; Mill8 and Pulford trailer. £1 IDs.; Faf-
nir carburetter, nearly new. lOs. ; Triumph
(Fuller) coil. 158., as new; 2i h.p. De Dion
trike, £2 lOs. ; Puller tour-cell charging set.
25s.; Fafnir pulley, 2s,; Bex foot brake. 3s.

6d. — Jones, motor dealer, Efailnewydd,
Pwllheli,

AT LAST. A long felt want in the shape of a
carrier for spare tubes for motor

cycles has arrived. Far better than the old and barbarous
method of carrying tubes in the tool- bag. Fits on front
forks. Lined with felt.

Prices: Quality A' 7/6, ^ B 4/6.':

Istlquaiit 'superior box ana lined two colours t^ncl

quality lacU'enamelled and ftold transfer. "Belt boxes' to
match. Will take 9ft. J or lin, A QUALITY 8/6;
B QUALITY 5/6. Trade terms upon request. Im-
mediate deliverv. Nat. lei. 433.

TSMAUDE'S MOTOR IVIART,^Powell St., HALIFAX.

ORIGINAL.

STRONG PLAIN RESTS, 8/B,

Aft WBICtlT °' LORRIMORE BLDGS...U.TVI«IUni, WAI.WORTH.

YALiiHT.

WmJoilr MiJs AViTiJ.UtJs

Cut and polished. 3in.. 31in., dMn.. 1/9; 3:]in.. 2/-;
4in„2/6; 4i-in.. 2/9; 4iin., 3/-; 4jin.. 3/6; 5in., 9/-.

PAYNE, Metchley Lane, Harborne.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CASH Bargains.—Motor Cycle Covers, T'lred

edge. 26 by 2, 2i, and 2i. Us. 6d. each;
28 by 2, 2i, and 2i 123. 5d. each; beaded edge,
2s. extra; motor cycle tubes, with valves, 26
by 2. 2J, 2*, and 28 by 2, 6s. 9d. each; Kerry
tricar lamps, brass or plated, 12s. 6d. pair;
plated ratchet control levers. Is. 6d. ; Whit-
ley carburetters up to 4J h.p.. 13s. 6d. ; large
plated double-twist horns. 6s.; rubber gog-
gles, 2s. 5d.; good quality V belting, |in., 5in.,

and iin., at 8d.. lOd., and Is. per toot; sub-
ject to being unsold; cash with order; ap-
proval.—Bastone, 217. Pentonville Eoad,
King's Cross, London. N.

ABSOLUTE Clearance of Motor Cycle
Goods.—Bensley and Dedman. 720. Hol-

loway Eoad. must cl^r following goods

:

3 h.p. Lurquin and Coudert motor cycle, in
good running order, £9 10s. ; new motor cycle
tank, all compartments, 203. ; new brass
petrol and oil tank, 20s. ; two-speed gear, for
belt drive, 15s.; new frame, complete, tor
inclined engine, 30s. ; stands for motor cycles,
3s. each ; iin. belting, new. Is. foot ; Whitley
carburetter, 12b, 6d. : pair N.S.U. handle-bars,
plated, iin. stem, 6s.; pair long handle-bars,
lin. stem, black, 5s. 6d. ; non-trembler coil,

perfect, 7s. ; two-cylinder trembler coil, per-
fect, 30s.; 26 by 2J wired-on cover. 8s. 5d.

:

26 by 21 red tube, new. 8s. 6d.; 26 by 2 red
tube, new, Bs. 6d. ; Singer two-cylinder wipe
commutator, new. 12s. ; new bucket seat, 27s,.

6d.; several silencers. 3s. and 4s. each; large
front mud flaps, 6d. each ; pair new tricar
side lamps, 14s. 6d.: new 6 h.p. water circu-
lating pumps. 15s. 6d. ; 3 h.p. Ariel engine,
w.o. head, d63; Sharpe's silencers. lOs. ; Lucas
No. 19 lamp brackets (soiled). Is. 9d. ; springs
for front forks. Is. 6d. each; security bolts.
Palmer. 3d. each;, tricar dashboard petrol
tanks and oil pump. 22s., new. free engine
clutch. 15b. ; 26 by 2in. beaded edge cover,
new, I3s. 6d. ; Vim brakes, motor cycle, 10s.
each.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GENUINE Three Speeds Free Engine Pul-

leys, latest design, positive and re-
liable action ; £2, complete, light, neat,
durable, and most simple to fit.—New Non-
pareil Motor Fittings, Ash Tree Eoad, Stirch-
ley, Birmingham.

CHATBE-LEA Genuine Frame, wheels.
Clinchers, 26 by 2, brass tank, pedalling

gear, etc., lor inclined engine. 45s. ; Clement
spray carburetter, 4s. 6d. ; Vindec pulley,
new, 2s.; Quadrant. 2s.; Mabon clutcli, 12s,
6d.; plain coil, 6s. 6d.: Bassee-Michel trem-
bler, 7s. 6d. : long handle-bars, 2s.; separate
generator. Is. 9d. ; Riohe's tube, 26 by 2S, as
new. unpiinctured, Bs.—B. Hayden, 16, Eas-
tell Avenue, Streatham Hill, London.

DE DION Engine, 80 by BO. water-cooled,
complete with pump, carburetter, silen-

cer, coil, perfect order. £12; 2i h.p. Werner
engine, vertical, 25s. ; P.N. carburetter, car
size, new, IBs. 6d. ; 15 h.p. Spyker carbur-
etter, 25s.; two-speed gear box. suit iin. belt.
£2 ; Benanlt gear box, two speeds, 35S'. ; two-
speed gear box, with expanding clutches,
as new, £2 10s. ; copper enclosed radiator.
30s. ; tubular radiator, as new, 10s. ; two-
seated body, with wings, in nice order. 15s.

;

water circulating pump, 73. 6d. ; pair Bleriot
acetylene headlights, splendid condition, £3:
small acetylene headlight, 153.—Moore and
Haigh, 63. Kirkstall Eoad. Leeds.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
pLEMENT - GAEEAED Interchangeable
^^ Parts.—The Garrard-Maxfleld Motor Co .

-Vston Eoad. Birmingham.

N.S.U. Motors (West London District
Agency), latest pattern models in

3tock, two-speed gears, spare parts; liberal
-illowanee for your motor in part exchange

;

deferred payments ; trial runs bv appoint-
-aent.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.
Telephone, 556, Chiswick.

TWENTIETH Century Motor Co., Ltd.,
Padua Eoad. Penge, S.B.—2 h.p. carbu-

retters, new, Bs.; 3i h.p.. 10s.; 6 h.p., 14s.;
two-way sight feed oil pumps, new 3s. 3d •

single control levers, new. Is. 3d. ; ditto to
fit IJin. tube. Is. 9d. : double ditto, 3s. ; two
to one wheels, new, 4s. per pair; circulating
pumps, new, 15s. ; piston, ring, and pulley
castings; send penny stamp tor list of hun-
dreds of second-hand and new parts; ap-
proval.

All 1 - each.

S. T. ROBSON,
7, Biake Lane, Birmingham

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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CAN A TRAIN BEAT IT ?

LONDON TO EDINBURGH AND BACK.

Arrived dead on time.

London to Coventry and Back.

Non-stop botli ways.

COMFORT. RELIABILITY.

EASE OF CONTROL.

This is what the rider (an amateur) says.

—

" I have got through both runs without any

adjustment whatever."

This is what we say.—

" It does not require a professional rider

to demonstrate the capabiUties of • Advance '

machines."

PRICE of 6 h.p. twin model, fitted with all the "Advance" refinements, 48 GUINEAS.

SADVANCE motor MFG. CO., LTD., NORTHAMPTON.

r 1

TRANSFERS
For Motor Cycles,

Tricars, Bicycles, etc,,

K The machines you make or sell
should carry a transfer of original
design, which is a constant and
lasting advertisement for you.

Tf If you will send us the wording and
say whether you prefer gold only,
or gold and colours, we will submit
an original design to you FREE OF
COST.

OUR PRICES ARE LOW, BUT WE ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR QUALITY.

Crests or Monograms a Speciality.

IL!FFE & SONS LIMITED,
Transfer Specialists, COVENTRY.

G. L Carburetter

SPECIAL FEATURES:
I. THE WELL-KNOWN G.-L. SYSTEM OF

CONTROL.
2 PATENTED ADJUSTABLE FLOAT.—

(a) No more tinkering with the needle

;

adjusts petrol level by the mere tnrn of a
thread, (i) Greatly increased sensitiveness
owing to the patented shape.

3. NOVEL PATENTED THROTTLE.—
Usual throttle lever gives : (o) Start with-

out tickling, {b) Vary fine gradaation of

opening (c) Praiect Vaporisation
(d) Downhill running on fresh air only.

4 EXTREMELY ACCBSSIBLE JET. Re-
moved by unlocking one milled nut only.

No Moving Parts whatever, except throttle

Breatest Poseibte Eowomy

!

Extreme neadMHty

!

GARBDRATION, LTD,
Byron House, 85, Fle^ Street,

LONDON, EC.

;;

(I

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Ten Years' Progress.

THE present issue of The, Motor Cycle commences
volume six, and as it is also dated January ist,

we seize this fitting opportunity of wishing our

readers a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

The wet summer of igoy curtailed and rendered

less enjoyable many tours undertaken last year, but

two such summers seldom follow one another. We
may, therefore, hope for and expect more favourable

weather conditions for our favourite pastime during

the next twelve months.

We are now about to witness a greatly increased

activity in motor cycling. Everything points to it ;

even the daily press, so long antagonistic to anything

bearing a semblance to a mechanically propelled bicycle

or tricar, has acknowledged that there are huge possi-

bilities for the handy motor bicycle. For this admis-

sion we are thankful. Nevertheless, we have, as our

readers are aware, never wavered from a course decided

on when motor cycles were ridiculed and disliked by

the majority, viz., to support them with all our might.

Those who know nothing of the pleasures of motor

cycling have always been ready to throw cold water

on it and to point to its slow advancement. But Rome
was not built in a day. Have they ever thought of the

time it has taken to bring pedal cycles to their present

state of perfection? We think not. Roughly, since

the introduction of the safety bicycle, the makers have

had twenty years in which to experiment and evolve

what is referred to by engineers as the most wonderful

piece of mechanism of the age. The motor cycle in this

country has had approximately half that time in which

to develop. It is impossible to predict the improve-

ments that may be made during the next ten years. As

far as numbers go we can never hope to approach tlu-

pedal bicycle, because that insurmountable obstacle,

price, will always keep the numbers smaller in com
parison, but as both reduction in price and increase

in manufacture move hand in hand, we may reasonably

expect a great improvement in the number of motor

cycles in use in the future.

The Tourist Trophy Race.

THE A.C.U. has provisionally fixed a date for the

T.T. Race, but has not at present issued any

regulations for this year's contest. There is, of

course, a doubt as to whether the race will be

held at all this year, principally because there

is some uncertainty with regard to the 4in. T.T.

Car Race. However, we do not see why the A.C.U.

should not be able to carry out the motor cycle race,

despite what decision may be arrived at in connection

with cars. The costs of the arrangements in the Isle

of Man are not heavy for the small circuit used for

the motor cycle race, and. provided the necessary per-

mission can be obtained, we hope to see it carried

through whether the car race is held or not.

Reference to our correspondence columns will show
that one firm of manufacturers of motor cycles at least

is anxious to know when the regulations will be issued,

so that their machines may be prepared at a time when
they have a certain amount of leisure. Later on in

the year they may be too busy to attend to such

matters, and, in consequence, may decide not to com-

pete. If one firm is in this position, doubtless there

are others who are and will be similarly situated. It

would therefore be of very great advantage to have

the rules circulated as early as possible.
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^ -as»-- —lUPPOSING I

could afford

a new motor
bicycle for another year, what would I like?

Although the possessor of a 3 h.p. up-to-

date Advance, fitted with spring forks, a

spring seat-pillar, and a first-rate machine
in every respect, I nevertheless found my-

self asking that question as the new year ap-

proached. Well designed as was my mount, rigid

and reliable, it still presented the usual female bugbear,

WEIGHT, spelt in large letters designedly. When-
ever I approached a big firm and modestly hinted at

my wishes and opinions regarding a suitable machine
for my own sex, the manager invariably pointed out

the unremunerative nature of the task proposed. It

would not pay. They did not care to depart from
their standard models, etc., etc. After much thought,

I ultimately decided (mentally, be it understood, for

the sinews of war were lacking for the moment) that a

feminine rider required a 3 h.p. engine, fitted with a

two-speed gear, a clutch for starting purposes, and a
free engine. I set to work to make enquiries. The
gears I fancied, and which had deinonstrated their

capacity and reliability in public, entailed the aboli-

tion of pedals. And for pedals I entertained a decided
predilection, recalling many an occasion when they had
served me in good stead. Several other gears proved
free only in name, and consequently failed to solve the

starting difficulty. No, my ideal bicycle should have
pedals, and the rider should be able to mount from a

standstill, and start the engine with a clutch lever close

to her right hand, preferably on the handle-bar. But
alas ! a two-speed gear meant extra weight and conjpli-

cation. I was still pondering over the problems pre-

sented by the motor bicycle for women, and thinking how
hard it was that men with their superior strength had
only to pick and choose, whilst we poor women, with

our feeble force, were expected to push and pedal inert

mechanism weighing anything from a hundred and fifty

to two hundred pounds, when Fate directed my wheel
to the Clyde motor shop in Granby Street, Leicester.

There I saw something which induced a complete
volte face.

A Real Lightv/eight Bicycle.
That something was neither more nor less than a

Motosacoche. A real bicycle, with a small i Ji; h.p.

engine attached ; not a fine, massive, powerful cylinder,

framed round with tubes in the shape of an ordinary
motor bicycle. My eye at once perceived the difference.

The Motosacoche weighed seventy-five pounds. Its

lightness, handiness, and simplicity were apparent to

the veriest tyro. But was it a mere freak, as had been
suggested to me? After following its career both
abroad and at home, I scarcely believed this possible.

A day or two later, through the extreme courtesy of
Mr. Wait, he allowed his representative, Mr. Farrer,
to ride the Motosacoche from Leicester, in order to let

me see what^
the little

thing could

do. We live

on the slope

of a hill

about half a

mile in
length, and
whose upper portion has a gradient of i in 10. Many a

3 h.p. bicycle have we seen jib at it. Imagine our sur-

prise when the sturdy little engine buzzed quite merrily
to the very top without the smallest assistance from the
pedals ! It was a marvellous performance. Then, by
simply lifting the rod actuating the jockey pulley, the
belt could be released in a second. How nice for

traffic and tight corners ! The machine was so light

one could pedal it precisely like an ordinary bicycle.

The control seemed the acme of simplicity. There,

were no levers in the ordinary sense of the word. An
exhaust lever on the left handle-bar advanced the igni-

tion to the full when dropped, and in conjunction with

it was a small handle which actuated the throttle. The
Motosacoche would crawl along at three miles an hour
or speed away at thirty. Mr. Farrer assured me he
could always maintain an average of twenty-two miles
an hour. It flashed across my mind that here was the

very thing for lady riders. A light, simple irachine,

easily mounted, easily pushed, easily pedalled. In
fact, just what they wanted, and which would induce
numbers to take to the fascinating pastime of motor
cycling. But—Oh ! those horrid buts

—

-' they were not

made for ladies, only for men." "Why not? " I per-

sistently queried. "Oh! the difficulty," came the

customary answer.
" Nonsense !

" I ejaculated. " There is no such word
as impossible. Impossible is a sign of dulldom, of

want of intelligence and progressiveness. Any local

cycle maker could build up a frame with tandem lugs

and strong enough tubes to carry an engine attachment
weighing only thirty-five pounds all told."

The Motor Cycle for Ladies.

In a short time, and if properly pushed,
I believe the Motosacoche will boom as a lady's

mount. I look forward to possessing one some day, if

only to enjoy the day journe'ys of seventy to eighty miles

I delight in taking, whenever able to indulge in a

holiday. It would be interesting if riders of the Moto-
sacoche would give their experiences in The Motor
Cycle, and tell me if my opinion is correct as regards

its value for lady cyclists. By doing so, they would
confer a great favour on the small band of female
enthusiasts, who labour under the disadvantage of

physical weakness and mechanical weight.

The complete lady's Motosacoche at the Stanley
Show was admired by all. If it fulfils all its

claims, I predict for it a great and immediate success
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What Does the Lady Rider Want ?

among feminine votaries of the sport. It is what women

want. A mount they can manipulate without n.ale

assistance ; of moderate heaviness, and in case of a

breakdown, with engine removed, as easy to pedal as a

safety. Fitted with a three-speed gear hub, and \vilh

some light assistance, from what I personally saw pf

the wonderful little engine, it would take a very stiff

hill indeed to bring it to a standstill.

The high tension magneto machine with w.hich the

Motosacoche is fitted will reduce ignition iroubles to

a minimum.
We have been so handicapped hitherto, that it would

be indeed a joy to discover a machine thoroughly suited

to the requirements of the average lady cyclist, who

loves cycling, but who finds toiling up hills in the heat

of the summer sun a somewhat arduous task. She could

pay distant calls in the country without having to think

" Shall I be able to get on again without assistance ?
'

'

In short, she will be absolutely independent. And

the greatest pleasure loses half of its enjoyment when

one is robbed of one's independence. To those who

have male companions willing to give a friendly push

on occasions it does not so much signify ; but many of

us have either got to ride alone or not at all. To them

I feel sure the Motosacoche will prove a boon and a

blessing. Still, I would much like the opinions of

riders of the machine.

SUR LA ROUTE. A DAY'S RUN OF 255 MILES.

IT
recently fell to my lot to have to undertake a

run of 235 miles in the twelve hours, and it was

with much trepidation, but an outward show of

confidence, that I left the North of England for

a run to South Devon. It had been my original inten-

tion to leave home at 7 a.m., but the usual delays cut

this down to 7.30. For such a journey it was neces-

sary to lose not a moment, so when traffic and other

toad conditions gave me 'the opportunity I let my
machine " go." My engine was in great form, and I

arrived in Birmingham at 9.45, running straight

through to Droitwich, where I took on board a gallon

of Shell. Worcester I swept through, but got lost in

Gloucester, and was miles outside on the wrong road

before I found out my mistake. I returned and fairly

flew on towards Bristol, where I again shipped petrol.

Of all the vile towns to ride through, I fancy this town

to be easily first, and I was thankful when I was safely

outside. I had the End-to-end " strip map " in my
pocket, and this advised me to go via Congresbury,

and not Dundry, to Bridgwater. I, of course, took

the wrong road, and came in for some severe hill

work, which did not in the least trouble my little four-

cylinder engine. I sped on to Bridgwater, doing four-

teen miles at the average speed of^well, a little more

than twenty miles an hour, the road being good and

free from traffic. On arrival, I filled up with Carless

spirit at the Bridgwater Motor Co.'s magnificent garage,

and was agreeably surprised at the enormous difference

in speed and power which this spirit gives. It is well

worth the is. 7d. a gallon which I gave for it. This

quantity carried me on to my destination in the near

neighbourhood of Torquay, a distance from home of

255 miles, owing to my going astray at Gloucester.

A Satisfactory Performance.

Take it all round, I have excellent reason to be

proud of the performance of my delightful bicycle.

I arrived five minutes after my schedule time (7.0),

in spite of the fact that I got lost, took a very severe

road, and started half an hour late. I had no engine

trouble, nor did I ever touch my tyres. Pump and

tools remained untouched from first to last, and the

tyres, as I write a week later, are still as firm as when

they left; neither is there a scratch on either. The

road is far from ideal—first the hills of Derbyshire,

and lastly the rough lanes and hills of Devon—yet

my petrol bill was only 3s. 4d. for the whole journey,

for I had a gallon in my tank to start with. I appear

to have had some luck, for a few days later a small

screw came adrift in my high-tension distributer and

has made a sorry mess of 'its interior. This, however,

was discovered after the run when cleaning.

Pace versus Scenery.

Thougli pace was my primary object, it did not

prevent me enjoying the rapid change of scenery, and

particularly the lovely view of the Severn mouth before

reaching Bristol. Somewhere betweea, I fancy,

Taunton and Exeter, I passed a motor cyclist in diffi-

culties, and if he is inclined to think hardly of the

rider of the four-cylinder F.N. who flashed by, perhaps

he will remember the circumstances. I fancy he was

at work on the belt, and it is with much satisfaction

that I recall the fact that I am free from belt and

chain troubles, and. indeed,^ from any transmission

worries whatever.

Much of the road was dull and uninteresting, and

the dullest parts were, fortunately, best provided with

a road of good surface.

Overheating.

During a run of ii>4 hours the engine never

suffered from overheating in the least degree, and

one cannot fail to notice the absence of engine fric-

tion on this machine. My engine will never pull well till

it is quite hot, and I would never venture a stiff hill-

climb with my engine anywhere approaching the cool

stage, so a run of a few miles, as at Birdlip hill-climb,

would be a huge benefit rather than the reverse. 1

must say that I do not believe in severe oiling as a

remedy for overheating trouble. If I fear overheating

in a hilly district, I never dose my engine with_ such

stimulant, as it merely has the effect of choking it.

Buying Petrol on the Road.

On my long run I was only once offered petrol

unsealed in a wretched dirty little green can, and was

told that it was Shell. I refused it, and demanded a

sealed can, upon which I was virtually told to go to

the devil. I went one better and went to a garage,

where I got what I wanted. I find it is not wise to go

to the ironmonger or general-store petrol dealer, but

to the garage owner or cycle repairer. My uncivil

tradesman was an ironmonger, and I only broke my

invariable rule in this case owing to the fact that I

had barely half a pint left. I found a garage within a

hundred yards and was content. The motor or cycle

repairer is the person to go to, as it seems hard that

he should te robbed of his lirtle profit by a man who

has other goods to sell. Bougie.
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A MAGNETO TIP.

TIN STRIP

IN
the case of twin-cylinder engines having Simms-
Bosch magneto ignition one sometimes finds after

fitting a new fibre ring, and then testing the

timing of the spark, that the ignition is more
advanced in one cylinder than in the other. For
the sake of illustration let us suppose that it is the

rear cylinder (marked i on the fibre ring) which is

retarded. It is, of course, possible to scrape or file

the ring at 2 till the ignition

is synchronised, but this may
mean that the spark is then

retarded on both cylinders. A
way out of the difficulty is to

cut a small piece of tin about

^^in. long by %\n. wide, and
place this between the fibre

ring and the gunmetal strap at

I, and then force the ring

home into its proper position.

The fibre ring is sufficiently

flexible to allow of this, and bulges quite enough to

produce a slight advance in the break at i.

On magnetos which through wear have the slightest

slackness in the armature spindle the break at 2 is

generally greater than the break at i, owing to the

approach of the spindle towards 2 by the amount of

wear in the bush. The distance between the platinum

points when they break can generally be equalised by

the above method, and the spark synchronised at the

same time. This dodge might also prove useful in

improving an old fibre ring when a new one was not at

hand.

In the case of single-cylinders the timing difficulty

does not exist to such an extent, as the spark can be
slightly advanced by screwing in the platinum point

on the bell crank and screwing out that on the contact

piece. Care, of course, should be taken to see that

neither of the platinum points is slack, and if so

they should be packed with small washers of tin or

sheet copper. This is sometimes quite effective in

synchronising the spark on a twin, for if the break

takes place at 2 and, say, a little after i for the rear

cylinder, which I have supposed retarded, then the

effect of thus altering the platinum points will be

to advance the spark more on cylinder i than on 2,

owing to the gradient of the cam curve being greater

at 2 than a little after r. I have assumed the marks
I and 2 to be the correct positions of the rubbing end
of the bell crank when the spark is taking place at

the right point in cylinders i and 2. Magneto.

->-•••-<-

A COLD BATH.
It is rather entertaining,

When it's cold and wet and raining.

And the language you're restraining

Is becoming hard to bear,

When with clothes all wet and wringing
To your handles you are clinging,

With your motor ever dinging
Out its rhythm in your ear,

Just to take its cheery meter
For to make the journey sweeter
And to render time the fleeter

'Tis a very good idea,

And to rhyme all out of season,

Say good-bye to every reason,
Tell the weather it can freeze on

If it likes, as you don't care.*****
Pop ! Pop ! Pop ! Pop ! Pop ! Pop ! Pop ! Pop I

Oh I wonder when I'll stop-op.
What's the good of Mother Hubbard,
With her bones inside her cupboard.
I'm as mad as any hatter

—

Bless me ! how my teeth do chatter

!

Poor Jack Spratt could get no fatter

'Cause his wife would eat the platter.

Sure, this road's a muddy river

—

Ugh ! And how I qui-ui-uiver !

Mary had a little liver.

And Cock Robin killed the sparrow
With his borrowed bow and arrow ;

Oh I hope he ate his marrow.
And I wonder if Jack Homer
Really had a plum or corn, or
Whether really Cinderella
Left her shoe or umb(e)rella

;

If it's true shock-headed Peter
Tried to woo or tried to eat her

;

If that blackguard Alpha beat her,

Or that giddy Gamma dealt her
Little digs about her belt? Ah!
Here's a hill

;
guess I'm mistaken

If I do not put tne brake on,

Put the brake on, put the brake on.
Put the bally blighted brake on.

Oh my whiskers 1 What has happened ?

Has the thing got jammed or flattened

'

Sure it is I cannot shove it,

Love or money will not move it.

Then look sharp ; turn off the motor

;

Huny up, you silly goat, or

—

Curse ! I can't ! The lever's broken !

How I wish I'd never spoken.
Yes, that last one must have done it

;

Why the blazes did I pun it

!

Keep your nerve now—no use swearing
When the thing is past repairing.

Can't you see you'll have to risk it,

Steer for life or break your brisket !

Oh my dinner ! How unwilling
Am I now I spent that shilling

;

Though in truth I had my filling,

^^i'ow it serves to most remind me
Of " The girl I left behind me."
Can I clear that nasty comer
Straight ahead

I could have sworn a

Thousand pounds I'd never do it.

Yet my luck has brought me through it-

Brought me through it, yes, by thunder.
What is that, though, over yonder.
At the bottom by that pond"? Ah !

Sheep ! The things I least expected,
If they haven't just collected

In the road—a clear obstruction.

Silly things to court destruction

!

But as sure as they'll be mutton
My poor life's not worth a button.
Either they must act as buffer.

Else it means the pond, you duffer !

Woolly sheep and instant slaughter

—

Either that or slimy water

!

Choose ! Make haste ! No hesitation !

Which best suits your inclination?
Oh tlien—since it's life or leave me,
Let the duck-pond there receive me

!

Nearer yet! I'm right agin it!

Mercy ! Save us ! Splash ! I'm in it ! !

—H. C. L.
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Motor Cycle Records, 1907.
Speciall7 compiled for "The Motor Cycle" by J. Sinclair.

CONTINENTAL motor cyclists seem to have left

record-breaking se\erely alone during the

past year—in fact, there are no new figures

to chronicle. Such cracks as Giuppone,
Cissac, Thomas, etc., are now devoting a great deal

of their time to voiturette racing, and have been very

successful. The world's records for the various types

are, of course, very stiff—in fact, Giuppone's hour
distance of 63 miles 1,078 yards set up a couple of

years ago looks like remaining on the books for some
time to come. At home further improvements have
been made, the chief honours resting with that cle\'er

and reliable rider C. R. Collier, whose new British

hour record of 56 miles 607 yards compares very

favourably with the world's best, taking tracks into

consideration. But all the same, it would be very

interesting to see either he or George Barnes es,saying

new figures at the Pare des Princes track, Paris.

Thanks to the courtesy of the secretary of the Auto
Cycle Union, who keeps one of the most up-to-date

record ledgers, I am able this year to introduce a list

of the bests on record for motor cycles with a bore

and stroke of 76 x 76 mm. In this class Collier also

comes out on top, his flying start mile in im. tt.

being a world's track record for any type of machine,

while his 51 miles 540 yards in the hour is an improve-

ment of close on four miles on the best for 1906.

If the new 20 h.p. British racers answer all expecta-

tions, it is more than likely that many new figures will

be set up this year. Below is appended a table of the

various records at home and abroad, which, being the

only one published, should serve as a useful reference

to followers of motor cycle speed work:

British Records for Motor Bicycles with a~bore and stroke

of 76 X 76 mm., or equivalent.

Dis-

tance Time. Holder. Track. Date.

mla. m. s.

1 is. 1 2 C. R. Collier Canning Town Aug. 10, '07

2 2 \1\ J. Perkins tT July 14, '06

3 3 211 ,,

4 4 37i ,, ,

6 5 473 , ,.

Iss. 1 16J C. E. Bennett , Aug. 10, '07

6 5 40i ,, , .,

10 11 24S ,

20 22 .58 ,

30 35 32| ,,

40 47 12J C. R. Collier July 13, '07

60 58 31| ••

hour mis. yds.

1 51 540 0. R. Collier Canning Town July 13, '07

BRITISH RKCORDS.
1

CONTIXENTAL RECORDS.
Dis- 1

Dis- EmkIi>-Ii

tance Time. Holder. Track. Date. tance Equivalent Time. Holder. Track. Date.

Kilos. h. m. s. Kilos. ifls. yds. m. B.

lis. t25i H. Cissao Blackpool July 27, '05 Ifs. 10931 25* J. Giuppone Ostend July 14, '06

Iss. t35 >» >t •• Ifs. 1093f 27i H. Cissao Gaillon

Hill-climb

Oct. 28, '06

mis.

Ifs. W-'l H. Ki^nld Brighton .. 20. '05 mis. kils. metres
Ifs. 571 C. R. Collier Canning Town June 4, '00 Ifs. 1 609 56

1

A. Anzani Vel. d'Hiver Dec. 23, '06

5fs. t4 583 G. A, Barnes July 14. 'or, Iss. 1 609 53i H. Cissao Dourdan Oct. 8, '05

Iss. tsoj H. Cissac Blackpool „ 27, '05

2 t2 bl 0. R. CoUier Canning Town June 4, '06 kilos. mis. yds.

3 t3 5 ^^ ^j ,, 5f3. 3 188J t2 45i J. Giuppone Salon Road Sept. 18, '06

4 t4 81 >» If April i6, '06 lOfs. 6 376

1

fS 49| „ Pare des Princes Sept. 2, '06

5 +5 12 •> « ») lOss. 6 376-1 t5 34| ^,
Dec. 9. '05

10 flO 33 »» n 20 12 7.53J til 21| „ ,,

20 t21 16| M ** Oct. 11, "06 30 18 1130 tl7 14 ^j ,, „

30 t31 54-1 »» »i ,j 40 24 15061 t23 8i „ ,, .,

40 t42 37i »» „ »» 50 31 123^ t29 1| „ „ „
50 toB 20 »» „ „ 60 37 500 t34 57

t

„ »» 1.

60 tl 11 28? H. A. Collier ** June 27, '06 70 43 87'} t40 54A „ „ »r

70 tl 23 123 >» »» >» 80 49 1253^ t46 5H ,* „ >
80 tl 34 56| »» „ ff 90 55 1630 t52 45

1

t> „ f»

90 tl 50 m\ ** »» t» 100 62 246f t58 38 i »» „ tf

100 t2 2 19 „ »t ,,

150 t3 25 45

1

H.Martin »t Sept. 13, '06

200 t5 4 12i » I* "

hrs. mis. yds. hrs. mls. yds. kils. m.
1 66 607 C. R. CoUier Canning Town Sept. 7, '07 1 t63 1078 102 308 J. Giuppone Princes (Paris) Dec. 9, '05

2 t97 1640 H. A. Collier >f June 27, '06 2 77 754 124 600 A. Anzani ,. July 13, '03

3 tl29 464 H. Martin »» Sept. 13, '06 3 114 1326 184 666 ,^ „

4 tl69 ^, » 4 146 1364 236 200 ,^ „ „

6 tl99 »» ,, 5 184 636 296 666 „ ,* M
6 t228 250 F. W. Chase Crystal Palace Not. 18, '02 6

12

220 529
434 425

354 430
698 900

" *t

* *1

tl

56 1685
59 801

91 665
94 73

R. Thomas
A. Pernette

Mar. 'io, 'Oft

* Tnird of a litre. t World's record. t Under 110 lbs. fa. Flying start. BS. Standing start.
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Variable

Gears for Motor
A '

Bicycles.

(Continued from page 1032.)

THE DISCUSSION.*
Mr. B. Chatterton was sure the Club greatly enjoyed the

paper. They recognised in the reader of the paper not only

a very enterprising manufacturer, but a very good sportsman.

He was also the introducer of a speed gear that is a great

practical success. On behalf of the members he congratu-

lated Mr. Hooydonk on his efforts in that direction, and
hoped in time to come he would be able to state the problem
of variable gears more completely, and give the benefit of

his further e.xperiences and experiments. In criticising the

paper he did so with great diffidence, knowing the great

amount of experimentation and thought Mr. Hooydonk had
brought to bear upon the subject. He noticed Mr. Hooy-
donk was very happy in regard to his own gear. He (the

speaker) had been trying to imagine what were " the

tiddlers" and what were the big fish referred to in the

paper, and he had come to the conclusion that motor cars

were the big fish and motor cycles were represented by the

humble tiddlers; and Mr. Hooydonk considered the sport

these afforded much more interesting than that to be got
from the big fish. Then the lecturer had alluded to the
question of overheating of motors. There was a general
impression that if a speed gear was put on a motor cycle the
engine would become overheated. His own view was that
when the engine was working at full load the combustion
of petrol in the cylinder was so atrociously bad that when
there was a full riharge of mixture there was so much left

behind in the exhaust and in the clearance spaces of the
engine that the incoming charge was heated more than it

ought to be. The engine could be run at high speed if the
charge was light. As to the loss of power in the use of
bevel gears he did not agree with Mr. Hooydonk; he did
not think they were worse than any other kind of trans-
mission of power. You could not exercise force in any direc-
tion without reaction. There was reaction in bevel gears,
but it was no greater than in plain gears. Belts have ten-

sion in them, and power is lost there in transmission. After
all, the proof of the pudding was in the eating, and bevel
gears worked extremely well if well made. But the difficulty

was they were costly to make, and if not well made soon got
out of alignment, and absorbed a great deal of power.

Power Absorbed by Tooth Gears.
In a recent number of the R.A.C. Journal Mr.

Humphris's paper appeared, and a guod deal was said
therein about the power which tooth gears absorb. His own
opinion was that the tooth gear wns an exceed!. i^jly good one
for a motor bicycle. Mr. Ilooydonk had come to the con-
clusion that a speed gear ought to be put in the hub of the
rear wheel. That would involve considerable additional
weight, and if ynu want a bicycle that is suitable for a small
motor you mu.ct keep the weight down. Sfr. Hooydonk had
alluded to the fact that a change-speed gear on the engine-
shaft can be run with a high number of revolutions, and con-
sequently a I'ght one could be used ; but because that in-
volved some diffictdly in manufacture, and some education
was needed on the part of the manufacturers, he put that
aside as impracticable. The fact that this might be the
means of solving the question, and be better than a heavy
speed gear placed in the hub, was worthy ot more consi>lpra-
tion. He had been riding a motor tricycle, and had been
very desirous of applying a two-speed gear to it, and he
turned to the exhibition of three-speed gears fur bicvrles at the

• Snmnriry of a (Uspns'*i"n fol MWiiig a papnr r'-art by Mr .1. Van
Po"Tiionli bpf.re the members of Ihe A.C.U. at 119, Piccadillv, W., on
Friday, December 20lh.

Stanley Show. He came to the conclusion that it would be
worth while to make an experiment, which he was now
carrying out on his tricycle.

Mr. A. Pemberton said his experience of two-speed gears
had been very limited, not so much as he would like. Kor
the last three or four years he had ridden his " Antedilu-
vian reptile," which had a 2| h.p. engine and surface carbu-
retter. True, he had experimented with two-speed gears, but
he still stuck to his own crude gear, which he described in

detail. The operation of changing the gear necessitated dis-

mounting, but it only took a few minutes to do it.

The gear was reduced from 5^ to 1 to 7^ to 1. He had not
found many hills too much for him. There was great need
for some firm to supply a good two-speed gear. Personally,
he thought two speeds were not enough, but three or even
four speeds would be better for climbing steep hills. When
a bicycle was run on a low gear the heat was dissipated as
fast as it was made. When it got hot, that was a sign the
machine was overloaded. With a low gear it is easy to keep
on taking the hills, even the steep ones that are to be met
with in Devonshire. With all the two-speed gears now on
the market he had been looking round the shows to see if he
could get something to put on his own machine. Some of
them were great ponderosities of 50 lbs. in weight. That was
not the kind of thing that was wanted, but a three-speed gear
hub that could be manipulated even by stupid people. The
pinions should be of good steel. The place to put the clutch,

he considered, was on the engine-shaft, not in the back hub,
and it should be operated by twisting the handle and not by
grasping a lever. The latter practically necessitated taking
one hand off the bar.

A Suggested Gear for Motor Cycles.
Mr. Lyons Sampson regarded Mr. Hooydonk's paper as

an interesting one from many points of view, and it would
have been more so if a model or drawing had been exhibited
of his arrangement. It was not easy to picture it to the
mind from a mere verbal description. Mr. Hooydonk was
down on pedals; cars (he said) had no pedals. But, in the
early days almost all cars had pedals, for the riders had fre-

quently to get out and push up hill. As regarded the number
of speeds he took it that two speeds were belter than one,
three would be better than two, and four would be better
than three. With regard to the Humpliris gear, which one
speaker had mentioned, he thought it was one that might be
readily applied to the motor bicycle, as a change of five or
SIX speeds could readily be got from it, and it was simple
in construction. He had used a car with this gear upon it,

and it certainly worked very nicely. It did away with the
gear box altogether where the drive was by cardan-shaft.
The perforated di.sc was on the back axle, and you got
a large number of speeds in a very direct and simple way.
It had not been applied to motor bicycles, hut it seemed to
be one that could be very readily and cheaply applied. He
did not quite follow Mr. Hooydonk's argument about the use
of ball bearings to take end pressure. As he under.stood the
matter when the pressure went to the balls they knew how
to dispose of it, and he thought ball bearings a very good
method of disposing of end pressure. As to bevel gear, ^[^.

Hooydonk had not been very complimentary. He thought,
personally, that bevel gear was a very satisfactory way of
obtaining that motion at right angles. Bevel gears had had
a bad name because until lately there was nn method of cut-
ting them properly, but now, with properly formed teeth, the
bevel gear occupied the position it ought to have as a means
of transmitting power. He thought the bevel wheel was
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bett-er than a spur wheel, because it worked with less fric-

tion, being made larger. The larger the wheel the better

shape you could get the teeth, and the less friction it would
work with. A bevel gear was really part of a much larger

wheel. On a bevel wheel much better teeth can be got than
on a spur wheel of the same size.

The Adjustable Pulley.
Mr. W. II. Wells said he was not enthusiastic over change

speed gears for motor bicycles. For his own personal use, he
preferred a high-powered machine with pedals. He fitted an
adjustable pulley to one of his machines in the six days' trials,

and did not require two belts, but had one belt throughout.
He altered his adjustable pulley once or twice during the

trials, and it enabled him to change from four to one to five

to one. With a four to one gear he ran very comfoi-tably
over fairly level roads, but if he had not had that adjustable
pulley he would probably not have made good time up Birdlip

HUl. The other alternative would have been to have used a
lower gear than he would care to have used on the level roads.

An adjustable pulley with a high-powered engine gave a

man all that was required, unless he was different from
himself, not very active, and possibly wanted to use a

sidecar. Someone had suggested that the engine shaft was
not the proper place to put the variable gear. He quite
agreed. The average engine in use at the present time was
never designed or built to carry 8 or 10 lbs. extra weight.
Ho had seen several engine shafts broken from having two-
speed gears fitted to them, and then people said the engine
was not properly built. The engine was not designed for
that. If a two-speed gear is required, he considered the back
hub was the proper place for it. And the simplest form it

could have was that which Mr. Hooydonk had referred to
towards the close of his paper. That is an ordinary hub of

tha ball bearing pattern, to which is fixed an epicyclic reducing
gear ; in other words, the ordinary diflferential gear. There
wore two types of gear of this description—one bevel and the
other spur. If the bevel gear was used, there was bound to
be a certain amount of end thrust, which had to be absorbed
by ball bearings. The objection to this gear was that when
taken apart it was nearly a day's work to put it together
again. If the spur gear was used the end thrust was obviated,
and it was only necessary to have certain bushings or bearings
for each moving part in order to have a good practical gear.
A difficulty comes in here, because the parts, in order to
stand the wear, have to be made heavy, which was a serious
objection. It was for that very reason he did not use it

himself ; nor would he use it, because he did not believe
in adding 14 or 15 lbs. to tha weight of his bicycle when he

could do without it. But if anybody could ever devise a

change-speed gear on that principle which would not add
superfluous weight to the machine, it would be welcomed,
and he for one would be very glad to help to push the (al»

of it.

Mr. Victor Hart said he looked upon two-speed gears for

motor bicycles as absolutely essential. He had ridden a

li h.p. De Dion engine without any speed gear. As to the
standard motor bicycle of to-day he would have nothing to

do with it, for if he got stranded on the slightest incline he
had not the strength to start it again. He would rot sub-
ject his heart to the strain that was necessary to get going
again. He wanted a machine that could be started from
the handle and that would run as slowly as you wished with-
out stopping altogether. He did not want to have to dis-

mount in traffic and walk beside and push along his mount.
He would like to get on it and sail away as gently as on a,

car. He did not know any motor bicycle on the market
that would do that. What he was after was a lighter

machine than was now obtainable, with a very much lighter

hub gear. Mr. Wells had contended for high power. On
the other hand, he himself contended for moderate power,
but with a two-speed gear. He was not after speed up hills,

lie was after what the average man wants—to go at a com-
fortable pace on the level and to climb all hills without
getting off his machine. He was interested in Mr. Chatter-
ton's experiment, or proposed experiment, of utilising pedal
gear for motor bicycles. He would be interested to hear
what happens to the gear when the power was put on. Ht
was with Mr. Hooydonk in his suggestion that the motor
bicycle and the gear must be one. We did not want detach-
able gears, or gears made to fit the bicycle. None of the
devices he had seen for fitting to existing machines were at

all satisfactory; either thiy were too heavy, or there was
some objectionable means of ilt^ring the gear, or of restrict-

ing control of the machine, so that he would rather be with-
out them. He did try to fit a gear to a motor bicycle of

his own, but was sorry he spent the n.Lney. It was a failure.

In respect to bevel wheels versus spur wheels, he thought
the former wtre much better made now than formerly. The
fault, of course, was that when the bevel wheel began to

wear it was aln^ost worse than the most badly worn spur
wheel ; the loss of power was tremendous, and the noise very
great. He was one cf those who believed that chains would
come into use. The Phelon and Moore gear was chain
driven so far as transmission from the engine to the back axle
was concerned. That gear had given trouble at first, but it

worked admirably and gave satisfaction now. The chains
should be encased in an oil bath.

(To be continued.

)
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ADJUSTABLE

adjustable engine

AN
WITH the increasing use of

pulleys a want has been felt for some device

for immediately taking up the slack of the

belt when the pulley is expanded to give a

low gear. Some riders carry short pieces of belt or

a spare fastener for letting out or taking up the belt

length, others carry a spare belt; but these alterations

take time. To enable the belt tension to be adjusted

instantly, H. Collier and Sons, Herbert Road, Plum-

BELT FASTENER.
stead, have introduced a novel type of fastener, which
we illustrate herewith. The first drawing shows the

fastener with the normal adjustment. In this case

there is a space of 2in. between the ends of the belt,

and to prevent too great a loss of grip on the engine
pulley a small section of belt attached to a metal
holder is slid between the parallel sides of the fastener.

In the second drawing the belt is shown shortened for

use with a low gear. The intermediate position can
be clearly seen. For constant use with an adjustable
pulley a device such is this becomes almost a necessity,

and if it will keep fastened and the top of the fastener

does not foul the b?ck stay as the belt passes over
the belt rim it is likely to be in great demand.

>—•••-<
In his article entitled " Single-geared Motor Bicycles

at the Stanley Show," Mr. B. H. Davies warned motor
cyclists that spring frames are fatal to the proper run-

ning of most sidecars. The Bat Motor Mfg. Co. ask

us to point out that this cannot possibly apply to the

Bat spring frames, as the frame proper is perfectly

rigid and the rider only suspended. Any standard

make of sidecar can be fitted to the Bat motor bicycle

without detrimental effect.
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Have you ever experienced that delightful sense of security—that

perfect belief in the mount you are riding—to feel at the start of a

50 mile run there will be no mechanical troubles to upset your

arrangements—no temporary breakdown, however trivial, to mar your

pleasure.

If this has not been your experience, you have missed many of

the pleasures of motor cycling.

But there Is no need to go on missing them.

There's an antidote for unsatisfactory motor cycling, and it lies in

the world famous TRIUMPH, which never fails to give unqualified

satisfaction to its riders.

Many riders, call it 'Ihe "No Worry Machine," which is a very

true definition.

It is designed and constructed to give absolutely reliable road

service, and it never fails.

May we send you particula-s ?

Complete Motor Catalogue will be published early in January.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
LONDON—4'5, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

MANCHESTER—160, Deansgate.

LEEDS—4, King Edward Street.

GLASGOW—101, Mitchell Street

In answering this advertisement it is desiraile that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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LOOK IT

OVER!
COMPARE

ITS FINISH,

DESIGN,

WORKMANSHIP.

WITH OTHERS 1

NOTE

HOW SILENTLY

IT WORKS !

HOW STRONGLY
IT IS MADE !

TEST

ITS RUNNING
YOURSELF!

ITS MERITS

PERSONALLY

!

OTOSAOOCHE.
TO SEB A "mOTOSACOCHE" IS TO LIKE IT I

IF YOU LIKE IT—HAVE A TRIAL RUN.
TO RIDE A '• nnOTOSACOCHE" IS TO BUY ONE.

All onr new 1908 models are now on view, and trial runs can be at once arranged. These include both ladlM'
and gentlemen's mounts ot 1, li, 2 and 2i h.p., both single and double cylinders, with accumulator or magneto
Ignuion. Call at our headquarters, or send tor our lists and catalogues. The " MOTOSACOCHE " suits
everyone's purpose, and is the model motor cycle for 1908. Light, handsome, reliable, speedy and eoonomleal
It is the embodiment of motor cycle perfection.

British Agents: H. & A. DUFAUX. ss, holborn viaduct, lon don. ec.B •« • •»* •-. •'wi i-mv«%, Opposite Soiors & Ponds. Tel. No. 643!: Soiers & Ponds. Tel. No. 6439 Holborn.

All the

Year round your comfort,

satisfaction, and safety awheel will be

an assured fact if you will only resolve now
that your Motor Cycle shall be equipped with

the reliable

BROOKS Belts & Bands.
Brooks Belt, "The Stratex" (Berisford's Patent) is

the latest and the outcome of severe test and practical

experience. Brooks Bands are well known as being

distinctly good, efficient, and long-wearing, possessing

k special features not found on any other Non-skids.

Ask for Price List, Dept. 79.

^^^^ i. B. BfiOOKS & CO.. LTD.,

^Jf^^-*.^^^^^^^ I^^Gt. Charlci street,

Th." Stratex- Motor Belt. -^^B^HHa^^^ The Brook. Noa-.k.d.

In answering either of these advertisements it i'.« desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle
'
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

nakes of machines, accessories or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must he accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

A New Cover.

Will you be good enough to

favour me by return of posi

with the name and address oi

the makers of the Kempshall

outer cover for motor cycles, as

we have an enquiry for same and

cannot trace any advertisement in

your paper?—D.T., Ferndale.

The address you require is the Kemp-
shall Tyre Co., 1-2, Queen Street,

Cheapside, E.G. We are informed the

firm are experimenting with the tyre

for use on motor cycles.

; ZBTC Charge Accumulators Regularly.

A week or two ago you men-

fjr| tioned that accumulators should

IVI be kept regularly charged once
Li-l a month whether in use or not.

I had one charged three weeks

ago, and it still shows about the same

on the voltmeter (4.3). Is it necessary

to have it charged again, seeing it

does not seem to have run down?
Also, I should be pleased to know
what the composition of the paste is

which is fixed in the grids? Is it

possible, say you had the plate out

to wash, etc., to put new paste in

where it has dropped out? I am
wsanting a new 20 a-h- accumulator.

What make would you prefer?

—

L.A.F., Leeds.

Yes, the accumulator in question should

be put in circuit for a few hours in

about a week's time, even if the voltage

has not -dropped. The positive plate is

compo.>«d of peroxide of lead mixed

with sulphuric acid, and the negative

of lead. Accumulator manufacturers,

however, generally have secret compo-

sitions known only to themselves. It

is possible for you to put in the paste

yourself, but it is not advisable. It is

much better to get this done by an

accumulator maker. Regarding the

new accumulator, send us a list of

different makes of accumulators and

number them, and we will ,
then place

them in order of merit.

A Beginner's Queries^

Will you kindly advise me as

to the following : (1.) Which is

the best machine for an amateur

to start motor cycling with, a

new one or a second-hand

machine? (2.) What power would

you advise for moderate hills? (3.!

What sort of machine could I get for

£15 (say 2 to 3 h.p.)? and what would

be the "average cost per 100 miles?

—

S.H.A.
, . ^

(1.) After a few rides on a hired

machine you will be able to manage

quite, well any new pattern single-

cylinder mount. (2.) Anything between

1-i and 3i h.p., depending on your

weight. (3.) A very fair machine of

about 2 or 2i h.p. can be bought for

the price you name. The cost of run-

ning would be about Is. 6d. to 2s. per

hundred miles.

Regarding Lightweight Machines.

(1.) I ride a If h.p. F.N.
Lightweight. There is a tiny

hole in the bottom of spray

chamber of F.N. carburetter,

irrespective of cleaning holes for

jet and petrol channels. Should this

be so, or is it a flaw in casting? (2.)

1 have put some Price's gear grease

in. the geared pulley, but;, when the

pulley gets hot the grease melts^ and

runs out over the belt, causing it to

slip very much. Will it hurt the

gear if I clear this all out and rely

only on engine lubrication? It makes

rather a noise run this way. The
machine is almost new, having run

under 200 miles. (3.) Should the ex-

haust valve lifter lift the exhaust

valve sufficiently to clear the cam on

2 to 1 gear? Mine does not.—
F.R.C4., Croydon.

(1.) The hole is probably an outlet, so

that any excess of petrol in the spray

chamber may escape. (2.) We should

advise you to put less grease in and to

lubricate more frequently. (3.) As long

as the exhaust valve lifter releases the

compression it does its work all right.

Charging with One Lamp.

Please inform me if I can

recharge accumulators from one

lamp on a circuit? In " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage
Them" it states, use a switch

controlling three lamps, but all our

lamps have a separate switch to each

lamp. Can I use these, and what do

I require to purchase before I can

start recharging?—Y 464.

It depends on the candle-power of the

lamps and the voltage of the circuit.

Yes, one lamp may be used, but you

will charge more slowly than if you

had several lamps in circuit. One 16

c.p. lamp on a 100 volt circuit will pass

about half an ampere, so that if your

accumulator should be charged at one

and a half ampferes, it will take three

times as long to charge it through one

lamp as it does through three lamps of

the same capacity.

Carliuretter Leaking.

(1.) I have broken part of the

case of the spraying chamber
of my Longuemare carburetter,

including a portion of upper

flange. As this prevents niy

getting the full benefit of the hot air

jacket, I should be obliged it you

would tell me where I can get anew
case or get present one repaired?

(2.) The above carburetter floods very

badly, and although I have tried

weighting needle and grinding same

I get no improvement. Can you

advise me? (3.) Is it' possible for

speed of engine to increase on closing

the silencer cut-out?—L.R.

(1.) You can get new parts for the

Longuemare carburetter from Brown
Bros., Ltd., 15, Newman Street, Ox-

ford Street, W. (2.) We should like to

refer you to the articles on carburetter

adjustment which appeared in Tha
Motor Cycle of May 1st and May 8th,

1907. (3.) Yes, it is quite possible, and

has been known to be actually the

case. It depends on position of cut-

out and type of silencer.
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A Tricar lorfHlUy Roads.

Having read an article about
two months ago in The Motor
Cycle about the 3^ h.p. water-

cooled Fafnir engine two-speed
Raleighette tricar, I should be

glad if you would answer the follow-

ing : (1.) Would it climb our Co'-uish

hills with twenty stones up? It so,

at what speed? (2.) How many miles

per hour would it average, say going

from North to \Vest Cornwall? (3.)

Petrol consumption, miles to the

gallon? (4.) What would be a reason-

able price to give for a second-hand

3^ h.p. water-cooled Raleighette tri-

car from three to four years old in

fair condition? I have a 3i h.p. Rex
motor cycle at present, but want a

passenger machine as near the cost of

upkeep of a motor bicycle as possible.

I have tried a sidecar on my motor
cycle, which is geared 4^ to 1, and
then cannot get up all the hills with
car empty. Do you think a 3^ h.p.

Raleighette would be suitable for this

part of the country, or would you
advise one of higher horse-power?

—

AF 161.

II.) The machine in question would take
liills of 1 in 8 on the low gear with
driver and passenger about twenty
stones. (2.) About eighteen or twenty
miles an hour. (3.) About sixty or

seventy miles to the gallon. (4.) About
£40. Yes. a 3^ h.p. Raleighette would
be a good investment, but the 6 h.p.

tricar of the same make would suit you
better, as the country in your neigh-

bourhood is so hilly.

Improving a Low-powered Tricar.

I should be glad if you could

^^ tell me how to improve the

> running of an engine which 1

-i-i have on a light tricar. It haa
a 3in. bore and 3in. stroke, with

a gear of 5^ to 1. Is this about
right? Would the engine be a 3 h.p.?
Could you tell me what weight is re-

quired to open the exhaust valve
and automatic inlet valve? I thought
the springs may have lost their ten-

sion. I had new piston rings some time
back, and they seem to have worn in

very well ; compression is good. I

tried engine on stand with a speed
indicator and it ran at 1,800 revolu-

tions a minute. Would an automatic
air valve between carburetter and in-

let valve improve matters? It does
not misfire at all, wipe contact with
trembler coil, Longuemare carburetter,
6 spray, 16 air cone. The engine
does not seem so powerful as it used
to be.—T.H.S., Coventry.

The horse-power of the engine is about
2|, which is exceedingly small for tri-

car work. You can test the tension of
the exhaust spring by feeling it, and if

it requires a very great effort to lift the
valve by hand against the compression
of the spring the tension is about right.
For high speed work a fairly strong
inlet valve spring is advisable ; for slow
running a slack spring is best. What
we should advise you to do is to ex-
periment with inLt valve springs of
various strengths, and see which gives
the best results. You can increase the
engine's revolutions by fitting a make
and break contact and good non-
trembler coil. We should notadvise an

automatic air valve but a small tap,

such as a compression tap, above the
throttle, which you could open full when
running at high speeds. This would be
more satisfactory than an automatic
valve.

Misfiring at High Speed.

Would you kindly tell me if^ yoi know of any spring forks

5; on the market which will not
-i-i interfere with a front Bowden

brake? My machine is a 3^ h.p.

Centaur. (1.) The valves on my
machine make a sharp snapping noise,

even when the bicycle is being
wheeled slowly. The noise occurs
just after the tappets have been lifted

to their full height, and are begin-

ning to come down again. Do you
think a new set of timing pinions
would improve matters? (2.) When
going fast the engine misfires re-

peatedly. Is this due to the wipe and
trembler ignition? as most machines
with make and break can romp away
from me on the level, while I can
romp away from them on any hill.

—

G.M., Newcastle.

The Druid spring forks can be used,

and a front brake retained. (1.) The
noise is due to strong springs and sharf
cams which cause the valves to close

quickly. (2.) It may be due to the ad-
justment of trembler, or to the carbu-
retter not receiving sufficient air at

high speeds. We should be inclined to

think your machine is slightly under-
geared for your weight.

Fitting Two Ignitions.

I desire to have two sys-

^^ tems of ignition for a Brown
5 two-cylinder motor cycle, mag-
-i-i neto and accumulator. On page

79 of " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them," you cite informa-
tion relative to the above, but I am
at a loss to know how same can be
accomplished, as the make and break
contact breaker is affixed to the
Brown. How could the magneto also

be used, i.e., where would the gears
be placed to operate the magneto?
The gears would have to be placed on
contact side of engine, so where would
the make and break go? I suppose
another handle for spark advance
would also have to be put on machine
for operating magneto. I should be
greatly indebted for information as

to how to proceed on this point. I

do not know of any further altera-

tions on the Brown in order to have
two systems of ignition, but if there
are would you kindly state same.

—

J.F.D., Manila, O.S.A.

You will notice that on illustrations of

Brown motor bicycles with magneto igni-

tion, that the magneto is gear-driven.
It will be, therefore, necessary to have
a special gear wheel on which there is

a boss to carry the cam of the contact
breaker, or another alternative is to
have the cam screwed on to the wheel,
the holes being made and tapped before
the wheel is hardened ; the contact-
breaker can then be fitted without
much difficulty. Another alternative is

to use the latest pattern C.A.V. mag-
neto (made by C. A. Vandervell and
Co._, Warple "Way, Acton Vale, W.),
which will allow the use of accumula-

tors for starting purposes without the
necessity of using a separate coil. The
same handle can probably be used
for advancing both ignitions. In the
case of the latest Brown motor bicycles

the ignition gear and magneto are

carried on special castings, so if you
want to fit a magneto to an older pat^

tern machine, or to one which was
primarily intended for accumulator
ignition, you will have to have a

special bracket made for the magneto,
and it will be most convenient to drive

the latter by means of a chain. For
this purpose the half-time shaft might
be made longer, so as to carry the mag-
neto driving sprocket.

Crack in Cylinder, Piston Sings, and Braks
Lining.

I have a 1904 Rexette which
g_| has had very little wear. Once
> or twice lately when turning
-iJ the engine round before start-

ing up, after standing a week,
I have had about an eggcupful of

water squirt out of the compression
tap when opened. The engine, after

misfiring occasionally, runs all right.

I have had the cylinder off, and could
see no crack anywhere inside, so I

connected the water jacket up to the
main (water about 30 lbs. pressure)

after plugging up one outlet. After
two minutes I disconnected, and on
examining the explosion chamber
found about three small globules of

water on one side. Would this be
sufficient to cause loss of power? and
would a solution of sal-ammoniac put
into the water jacket do any good?
The piston rmgs are bright all

round, but rather a bad fit in the
piston ; the top one moves up and
down about l-64in., and the other
two slightly. Are these all right? I

mention this, as I cannot climb hills

on the top gear, I used to get up
with ease, but I think this is due to
the back band brake, on which a new
fibre has lately been fitted, and which
I have just found is a very tight fit

on the drum. What is the best

material for external band brakes?
The fibre that has just been fitted

seems very hard and not very pliable.—Novice, Birmingham.

We are very much afraid that the
cylinder is cracked. Letting in water
under pressure would probably not be
as good a test as it at first seems, since
the water is cold, and the crack, if there
is one, is naturally contracted. On the
other hand, when the engine is warm
and the water hot a considerable leak-

age may ensue. You might try filling

the jacket with a strong solution of

sal-ammoniac with iron filings, and if

not successful you had better send the
cylinder away to be repaired. The
piston rings do not seem in very good
condition, and we should recommend
you to try a new one at the top. A
good lining for external band brakes is

Gandy belting, sold by G. T. Riches
and Co., Store Street, Tottenham Court
Road, W.C. ; also Frood's brake lining,

obtainable from Sovereign Mills,

Chapel-en-le-Frith. Bad hill-climbing
is usually due to weak compression,
and until the crack is stopped up the
engine will probably not give off its

full power.
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West Essex A.C.

The annual dinner and distribution of prizes will be held

at the Seven Kings Hotel, Ilford, on Thursday, January

9th, and an enjoyable evening is promised.

The Motor Cycling Club, Ltd.

The annual general meeting of the above club will take place

on Monday evening, Januarv 27th, at eight o'clock, at the

Tudor Hotel, Oxford Street, "W.
Tlie following new members were elected at the last com-

mittee meeting : Messrs. A. J. Bonsor, J. Marshall, A. S.

Phillips, E. Pond, M. J. Schulte, and A. Warnery.

Bocaido M.C.C., Oxford.

The above club held its second annual dinner on Friday,

December 13th. There were a large number of members and

friends present, and the function proved a great success in

every way. The committee's thanks are due to all those

who so ably contributed to the musical programme. The
next election of new members takes place early this month,

and applications should be sent in as soon as possible to

the hon. secretary, W. A. Matthews, 6, St. Aldate's Street,

Oxford.
Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The annual general meeting, smoking concert, and distri-

bution of prizes are fixed for the afternoon and evening of

Saturday, January 11th, at the club headquarters, the Spread

Eagle Hotel, Lincoln. It is hoped that every member will

endeavour to be present, and that there will be a good start

for the New Year. A club journal is to be issued, and it is

believed it will enable the members to keep in closer touch

Coventry M.C.

Numerous trophies, medals, and other prizes will be dis-

tributed at the above club's annual dinner on the 11th mst.

A big attendance is expected.

North-west London M.C.C.

A whist drive was held on Saturday, December 21st. The

numbers attending far and away exceeded expectatiras,

amongst the guests being some well-known motor cyclists. The

event was the first of a series of social gatherings which

have been arranged for the winter months, and was conducted

under the able management of Mr. and Mrs. Brighten, to

whom the club is indebted for the use of their charming home.

In view of the numbers, these evenings in the future must

necessarily be held at a hall.

Members are reminded of the annual dinner on January 11th.

Surrey M.C.C.

The Surrey Motor Cycle Club has been formed. This step

was taken at a meeting held at the Albion Hotel, Woking, on

Friday, the 20th ult. Mr. R, Bryett, of Guildford, presided,

and there were also present Messrs. H. R. Walker, W. H.

Austrian, J. H. Sparks, L. W. Pullman, A. A. Hitch, W. T.

Lloyd, A. R. Broker, and E. H. Russell.

On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by Mr. Walker,

it was decided to fix. the annual subscription at 10s. 6d.

The Albion Hotel, Woking, wtII be the headquarters of the

new club.

Mr. Bryett was elected chairman, Mr. Walker vice-chairman,

and the following were appointed the committee: Messrs.

Russell, Pullman, Sparks, Austrian, Brooker, Tjloyd, and

A 6 h p Norton Twin-cylinder Motor Blcyole, specially protected against mud and fitted with footboards, retaining th« use of pedals.

For detaiJ'id description, see page 13.

with the club. Several important proposals will be made at

the A.G.M., and members having any suggestions for meets,

competitions, or other work should communicate with the hon.

secretary, Mr. G. J. Wilkinson, 18, York Avenue, Lincoln.

Several motor cyclists are waiting to join the club, and it is

hoped the members will individually make a point of sending

the names on to the hon. secretary. The club was very

successful last year, but it is hoped to do far better in 1908.

Allcott. The hon. secretary is Mr. A. A. Hitch, Ashcott,

Wodeland Road, Guildford, and he will give the necessary

information to intending members.
The first meeting of the committee wUl be held on the

17th inst., when the rules will be drawn up and afterwards

submitted to a general meeting for approval.

The Motor Cycle will be recognised as the official journal of

t.ha flub
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MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS, 1907.

VARIABLE GEARS FOR MOTOR
BICYCLES.

New Uembers o( the A.A.

Ninety-four new members were
elected at the last fortnightly meeting
of the committee of the Automobile
Association.

Motor Cycle Mounted Police.

The Massachusetts State Police are

to be provided with thirteen new
M.M. single-cylinder motor bicycles for

the suppression of furious driving. The
Boston police are also adding to the

number of motor cycles they liave in

use to ehecl;
'

' scorchers.
'

'

Motor Cycling in Germany.J

A trial for motor cycles and voitu-

rettes will take pace this year under
the joint auspices of the German Jlotor

Cyclists Association and the Imperial

Motor Club. August is mentioned as

the month, but nothing definite can yet

be announced as to the date, nor has

the course been chosen. The Associa-

tion's 1908 congress will meet in the

Rhine district on Ascension Day.

Chose a Tricar.

Paul Eagueneau, a competitor in an
International cross-country race re

cently held in France, is now the

happy owner of the first prize, a 4^ h.p.

Austral tricar, which was presented to

him by the proprietors of L"h Sports, a

Parisian sporting daily paper. The re-

presentatives of the paper asked him to

name his choice, and he selected a

tricar.

More Injustice in Wales.

A police trap is working in the
village of Panb, near Oswestry, Salop.

A motor cyclist was recently summoned
for travelling at a speed of 23^ miles

per hour (according to the police) on a

1^ h.p. machine and fined £3 and £1
12s. costs, with the option of a month's
imprisonment. The accused is positive

that his low-powered machine will not
exceed seventeen miles per hour on the

level. Unfortunately, it was only his

second ride on a motor cycle.

Who Wants to Drive In the Grand Prix ?

Placing motor cyclists, now is your
time! Would you like to drive a rac-

ing car in the great French road race,

the Grand Prix? The editor of Les

Sports, Monsieur Georges Prade, 20,

Rue Saint-Marc, Paris, has been
charged by a leading firm of French
manufacturers to receive applications

for the post of racing car driver. The
director of the firm in question is con-

vinced that racing motor cyclists

fjossess both courage and skill above
the ordinary, and is apparently willing

to give them a trial. The firm who
make the offer is, we are assured, one
of the most important motor car firms
in Francfl

New Secretary ol the Motor Club.

We learn that the successful candi-

date for the vacant secretaryship of the

ISIotor Club is Mr. R. E. Edmondson,
the secretary of the Crystal Palace Club
and polo manager.

Royal A.C. New Premises.

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., who presided

at a dinner of the Royal Automobile
Club in London on ' the 18th ult.,

announced that a contract had been
signed between the Club and the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests for a

ninety-nine years' lease of the old War
Office in Pall Mall for conversion into

new club premises. A swimming bath,

a Turkish bath, and a gymnasium will

be ]3rovided, and it is intended, if

possible, to have 150 bedi'ooms for the

use of members.

Earlswood Common Hill. Proposed Improvement.

Travellers on the Brighton Road be-

tween Horley and Redhill have un-

doubtedly several times wished that

some improvement could be made in

connection with the last ridge of hill

at the bottom of Earlswood Common.
In the interests of all road users, par-

ticularly those who drive small powered
cars, horsed vehicles, and ride pedal

cycles, the Roads Improvement Asso-

ciation has for some time been in

negotiation with the local authorities

and others with a view of getting some
improvement made. A definite pro-

posal has iiow been made. The Borough
Engineer and Surveyor of the Reigate
Borough Council, in whose jurisdiction

the road in question lies, has worlced

out a plan for practically removing the

hill and re-making the road at a cost

of £1,000. He thinks his Council
would be disposed to favourably con-

sider the scheme, particularly it the
R.I. A. would undertake to subscribe
one-third of the cost, say £350, towards
the work in connection with the lower-

ing of the hill.

How the £350 will he Raised.

The funds of the Roads Im.provement
Association are, unfortunately, limited,

and will not admit of it making any
large grants towards the cost of local

improvements. A member of the

R.I. A., Mr. A. Lloyd, of Coombe
Wood, Addington, Croydon, however,

has been good enough to state he will

be willing to contribute £200. This
leaves a balance of £150 (o be provided
for by public subscription. There is a
meeting of the Highways Committee of

the Reigate Borough Council shortly,

and as it is most desirable in these

matters to strike while the iron is hot,

it is hoped th.it the small balance re-

quired will soon be raised. Communi-
cations should be addressed t<v the hon.

secretary of the Roads Improvement
Association at 1, Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, London, W.

A Titbit from an American Paper.

" Motor cycles with which to catch

law-breaking automobilists are being

secured by all of the leading cities.

The New York Police Department has

ordered several motor cycles on a flat

guarantee that the little machines will

be able to develop a speed of 100 miles

an hour."

A New Record in South Africa.

We are informed by ilinerva ilotors,

Ltd., that a Mr, Wilson has ridden his

Minerva motor bicycle from Alexandra-
fontein to Kimberley, a distance of

about five and a half miles in 6^m.
The machine, judging by an illustration

we have before us, is a standard pat-

tern 3^ h.p. single-cylinder Minerva,
and the performance is therefore ex-

ceedingly creditable. The iide was
accomplished on the 10th of last month,
and the speed is equal to an average

of fifty miles an hour.

The Value of "The Motor Cycle."

Mr. R. McL. Bishop, of Newfound-
land, writes : "Just a word as to the

value of your paper. During the

summer I had an opportunity of selling

a twin, but could not get it to fire in

both cylinders. For days we tried

every possible remedy, but could not

succeed in getting it to run properly.

When just about ready to give up in

disgust the mail arrived with the copy
of The Motor Ci/cle. As a last resource

we looked through the Questions and
Replies pages to see if anyone else

happened to be in the same predica-

ment, and there was. The same after-

noon we liad the machine running
splendidly and sold it."

An Important Subject.

Mr. W. H. Wells will read a paper
on " jNIotor Cycle Tyres and Acces-
sories " before the members of the

A.C.U. at 119, Piccadilly, W., some
time this month. The lecturer will

also, it is expected, touch upon another
interesting subject, viz., suitable cloth-

ing for motor cyclists. Some riders

are apt to convey the idea that motor
cycling is a dirty pastime. Once away
from the machine there is no necessity

for anyone to know that the motor
cyclist has been conveyed to his destina-

tion by a mechanically propelled bi-

cycle. Strong macintosh overalls (fall-

ing well over the boots) and a coat can

be slipped over ordinary walking
attire ; these with the .lid of gloves

and a silk neckerchief to keep the
collar clean enable the motor cyclist to

present a clean appearanci^ al all t.imPB
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THE 1908

ver theji^Jpoughest roads,

hills^as a 40 h. p. car.

5 h.p. Models 85 s;n9.

6 h.p. Models 115 s'^^'
9 h.p. Models .. 135 s^ns.

THE RILEY CYCLE
CO., LTD.,

— Motor Dept., Coventry. —

London Agents :

Service Co., Ltd.,

292, High Holborn, London-

despite

The Riley Tricar is a wonderful

combination of simplicity and strength.

The Rifey is so simple that no one

experiences trouble to keep it . in

perfect running order.

The Riley is so strong constructionally

that it successfully withstands usage

the fact that it is as fast on

6 op 9 h.p. Model.

INVENTION'S GIFT TO SPORT,

MOXO-RBVE
This LIQHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLE, designed

by a genius -constructed by an expert— is the

last word in automobile construction. Every

necessary feature is included in its equipment:

MAGNETO, LOW FRAME, HANDLE-BAR CONTROL,
GUARANTEED MOTOR CYCLE TYRES, PETROL
GAUGE. It runs smoothly and quietly, and has

p wer to attain any pace from 4 to 40 miles an
hour. Its m d-

erateinitial cost

35 Guineas

—

and low cost of

upkeep, are fur-

Iher points in

its favour.

You are cordially

invited to write a

card for fuller

particulars.

THE MOTO-

REVE CO.,

Gray's Inn Road,

London, W.C.

In anBioerino either of these advertisementf; it i.^ di'siruhlc l/urt i/tni mention " The Motor Cycle.
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The ROC ^^« f°""<* ^'' P^**^® in thelNew_Year of 1908.

The Et^)^^ ^^^ distinguishing characteristics all its own.

THE LIVE BACK AXLE.
THE HAND STARTING.
THE GUARANTEED SPEED GEAR.
THE CAR-LIRE CLUTCH CONTROL.
THE METAL-TO-METAL BRAKES.
THE EASY RIDING POSITION.
THE DUPLEX FRAME AND DUPLEX TANKS.

The following Agents have been appointed for season 1908 :

LONDON : IVIessr-s. The Service Oo., 292, Hig^H Holborn.
LIVER F>OOL.: IVI«rssi-s. Hitchins'^-, L.tcl., 74, Bold Street
IVIAIMCI-iESTER : IVIessrs F. Harvey « Co., 6, Chspel £>treet.OLASGuW: IVIessrs. Templeton bros., SeiuchieHnll &t.
EUINBUROI-I : IVIessrs. Alexander & Co., 108, Lothian Road.
IMEWCASXI-E-OIM-TYK E : iviessrs. W OllifF, Grainier Street, N.
i.l'^t.'CLix : IVIessrs. W. U. BinUs & Co.BRADFORO: fw r. J. Hods'son.ROTHERH/» IVI : IVIr. t. Oross.
\A/EYIVIoU-r H : IVIessrs. Tilly & Son.
CAiwBFtluGE : w. Kins' & Co.
BIRIVIINGI-iAIVI : Premier iVIotor As'^'^cy.

A. W. WALL, Ltd., Roc Motor Works,
DARTMOUTH STREET,lBIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : " Roc, Birmingham,"

A New Year's Resolution

NEW MACHINE!

UCCESSFUL TIME!

NBOUNDED PLEASURE!

You see what we mean 1

We ar* exhibiting at the Manchester Show,
' February 7th to 15lh, Stand No. 77.

If you have not already decided
"ri your machine write for par-

ticulars of the N.S.U.

N.S.U. Cycle and IVIotor

Co.,

78, Charlotte Street, LONDON, W.
A.jjy.
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LETTERS
TO "THE"
EDITOR '

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondent-.

All letters jboalil lio addressei to the Elitor, " Ths Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and .should tie accompanied by the writer's full name and addreii.

Cross-road Dangers.

[3025.]—I was very pleased to see letter 2995 in the issue

of December 11th.

Yes, we do, indoed, deplore these terrible corner accidents.

However cnreful we motor cycle riders are there is great

danger at such places. Best always to go very slowly and
sound horn well unless you can see over hedges sufficiently.

With silent cars and motor cycles it will be ten times worse,
•not only at corners, but everywhere. How many people look

to see if anything is coming when they want to cross the
road ? The pop, pop, pop, saves them, and cannot be con-

sidered a nuisance, except perhaps to some people who have
a great dislike to both types of machine. It is " Sweet
Music " giving warning of its approach. I shall never
change my ordinary pop, pop, for a more silent one. I hope
many more riders will give their opinion on this subject.

ANOTHER MODERATELY NOISY ONE.

A Plea for Outside Fljrwheels.

[3026.]—I have had considerable experience with small
petrol engines for motor cycles, and heaHily agree with your
correspondent, Mr. Harry Ricardo, in that the usual built up
crankshaft is unsound and far less mechanical than solid

crankshafts. Nevertheless, I think it will be generally ad-
mitted that, on the score of neatness, compactness, and
balance, the usual arrangement of two enclosed flywheels is

su[)erior to one large outside flywheel with its overhanging
weight. I have often wondered why makers .io not adopt
the method employed in a well-known single-cylinder car,
which has a solid crankshaft with two flywheels inside the
crankcase. The hole in the centre of each flywheel being a
tight fit on the crankshaft and a single bolt passing through
the crank pin secures the two flywheels firmly up against the
crank webs. This design is simple and cheap, and with bail
bearings m crankcase and white metalled big-end bearing
of connecting rod, it is absolutely satisfactory. In conclu-
sion, let me say that I look forward to your excellent paper
more than any other from England. J. T. CLARKE.

Neuilly, France.

Sidecars.

[5027.]—I have just read Mr. W. Montgomery's remarks
in letter 3004. Does he want to draw me into the old discus-
sion on "which is the best sidecar?" I trust he does not,
for, after all is said and done, his 'inflexible '-pinion is that
the Montgomery is the best; my opinion differs, and that is

what it amounts to—a matter of opinion, which is what Mr.
B. H. Davies concludes in the same number, and to save time
and space, I agree with all that that writer lays down.
Being unconnected with the trade, I have no axe to grind ;

but, nevertheless, wish Mr. J. Haslam all success in the pro-
jected match. If Mr. Montgomery wins I believe it will be the
first competition of the sort in which he has succeeded (al-

though I am open to correction on this point). He then
alludes to my letter [2990] complaining that at one moment
I enthuse over the rigid sidecar, and the next advise that no
liberties be taken, and that balancing does much.
Well, I can only excuse my remarks by referring him to an

inconsistency (?) in his own letter :
" The addition of a siie-

car tends to encourage rather careless driving," and I thi ik

my remarlcs are as justified with the flexible as with tne ligid

type.

In answer to the question, how often do these " critical

moments" occur? I will say twice in a mileage with a rigid

sidecar of over 4,800, and both times were caused by mj
over-riding a turning on the near side, which I had over-

looked, and down which my route lay. Going along at a
normal speed, I saw the sira post at a late moment, and
turned. The sidecar wheel leaves the ground as you turn
at speed towards that side ; but this is where the balancing
comes in. You must weigh that wheel down quickly, or go
into the opposite hedge.
That is my experience, and that is why I repeat I cannot

understand Mr. Lewis Humphries's [2965] contrelcwps, though
Mr. Montgomery pretends he quite sees through it all.

I could take a corner on the opposite side to the sidecar at

quite twenty miles an hour, and not have it on top of me, but
I don't practise blinding round corners on any form of

vehicle. Mr. Montgomery still keeps the rteering bogey
alive. Can it be that Mr. Davies, others, and myself, have
stronger arnis and better judgment than Mr. Montgomery?
In conclusion, if this match comes off, and if any difficulty is

found in finding a suitable road, I can recommend a delight-

ful highway for the purpose, and I should like to be one of

the many interested spectators.

B. RICHARDSON BILLINGS.

[3028.]—I am delighted to notice that Mr. Montgomery
haa at last accepted my challenge. Seeing that this was
thrown out some six weeks ago, it seems very strange to me
that Mr. Montgomery has not come forward ere this, unlesa

(as I should imagine is the case) he has been deferring doing

so until lie had his new skid-preventing device ready.

Seeing that this was not out when I entered my challenge, I

take it, of course, that Mr. Montgomery will not use it, nor

yet unduly tighten the joints of sidecar to make it all but a

rigid in name.
Until a week ago I kept my machine together ready, but

since then have taken it to pieces for enamelling. Have
had tyre retreaded with smooth rubber specially. I will,

however, have all ready by the first week in January.

On the above understanding, and on the conditions men-

tioned in the issue of November 5th, I shall be most plea;s6d

to meet Mr. Montgomery, and travel one hundred miles for

that honour. All that is wanted now is for some interested

grease-plugger to come forward and introduce us to the

necessary greasy road surface (for this event, at any rate),

the more curves to negotiate the better ; but I said grease

(soft soap variety). I can find plenty of the right stuff in

Derbyshire, but, unfortunately, this mortar mill is not

centrally situated between here (Sheffield) and Bury St.

Edmund's. JOHN HASLAM.

HiU-cUmbs Vetoed.

[3029.]—In your article in the issue of the 18th December

you write, " Undoubtedly the" action of the R.A.C. is

prompted by the very best motives." As an ardent motor

cyclist, I should very much like to know what these motives

are. It seems to me that a " reliability tria'" tends to pro-

mote professional riding and trade advertisement, and to

stifle the interest taken by amateur motorists in all competi-

tions. In hill-climbs, success greatly, and, in fact, wholly,

c'epends on the personal skill and ability of the driver. This

fact essentially leads to a great amount of fun and competi-

tion among persons who motor cycle for a hobby or pastime.

In a reliability trial, however, the vast majority of com-

petitors are professional riders promoting, individually, the

popularity of the firms they represent. Of the thousands of

amateur motor cvclists there are very few who can spare the
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time to take part in long contests such as the A.C.C. six

days' trials and other trials of a shorter or longer period.

I, myself, always judge the good points of a make not by
its exploits when driven by a professional, but by its wins
when driven by an amateur on a standard type of machine,
for it is a well-known fact that professionals ride special

machines, and do not do these wonderful times on the ordi-

nary touring model.
I think that this action of the R.A.C., though it will meet

with the approval of those persons interested in the trade,

will, however, be strongly disapproved of by amateur riders

who form the great majority, and who motor cycle for sport

and pleasure and not for advertisement.
I do not think that " hill-climbs confined to club members "

will cease to exist, even if they offend the " governing body "

of the pastime, but I do think, and feel quite sure, that if

the A.C.U. support this action of the R.A.C. they will

alienate many clubs which would otherwise affiliate.

JOHN R. F. STOKES.
'President, Cambridge University M.C.C.

P.S.—I should be much obliged if you will insert this

letter in The Motor Cycle, as it represents the feelings of my
friends with regard to this matter.

A Motor Cycle Wind Screen.

[3030.]—I enclose a photograph of a wind screen for a
motor cycle. I may say that before I fitted the wind screen I

was greatly bothered with my eyes, as I am compelled to wear
eyeglasses, and did not like goggles.

The wind screen is fitted to the top bar of the frame. As
you can see from the picture, the screen can be fixed at any
height or angle. You will see also from the photograph that

A motor cycle wind screen referred to in the accompanying letter.

the screen is slightly below the level of my eyes. I am altering
the design slightly, so that I shall be able to have the screen
well below my eyes.

I trust this may be of assistance to some of the weak-eyed
(like myself) motor cyclists, and enable them to obtain more
pleasure from their motor cycling. I shall be pleased to give
any further particulars to any of your readers who may care
to communicate with me through Thf Motor Cycle.

GLEN FULTON.

The 1908 T.T. Race.

[3031.]—We have the intention of competing this year in
the Tourist Trophy Race, and would like to have all the in-
formation with regard to the rules and specification of the
machines admitted as early as possible. If you have these
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particulars we should be pleased if you could let us know-
same. In case nothing has been done in this matter, it would
be advisable to urge in your paper that these rules should
be decided upon now, as you will understand that manufac-
turers of motor cycles who are interested in this event, are
rather anxious to get their machines tuned up in time. Later
in the year they will not have sufficient leisure, and for that
reason may abandon the contest altogether, on acount of their
being too busy to make preparations for the event.

N.S.U. CYCLE AND MOTOR CO.

[3032.]—I have read your remarks on the Tourist Trophy
Race for this year with interest, but fail to see some of
your arguments for adopting the bore and stroke, i.e., the
cubical contents for limiting the engine size. You say :

" In
the case of motor cycle engines, placing a limit on the bore
alone would tend to the introduction of engines with the
largest bore and a short stroke, and speed would depend on
a very high number of engine revolutions."

This, I think, is wrong. As far as I remember, the bore
of the cars for the international races has been limited to
145 mm. per cylinder. Why? Because a limit of cubical
capacity of, say, 145 x 145, would simply lead to racing
monsters, with dimensions of 175 x 100 (same contents), and
so it really has been. The latter should give about forty
per cent, more power in spite of the same capacity. The
same refers to the motor cycle engines. If the bore is limited
to, say, 85 mm., who will win? Not the man who chooses a
stroke of 80 or 75, but he who makes his motor 85 x 95 01

100 mm.
For a track or flat road race the shorter stroke may give

good results, but in a hilly district the longer stroke will

prove the winner on account of better climbing capabilities
owing to higher engine efficiency at slow engine speed.
Now let us consider your proposal to limit the bore and

stroke.

Taking 85 x 85 or equal volume as the limit, what would
it lead to? The answer was given some four weeks ago by
Hulbert :

b.h.p.

Triumph, 1907 ... 82 x 86 good ... 0.455 litre 3.6

Proposal, 1908 ... 82 x 89 better ... 0.470 „ 3.7

Final, 1908 ... 84 x 86 best ... 0.476 „ 3.9

In spite of the last two having almost the same capacity,

the 84 is a much more powerful engine (approximately five per
cent, or ^ b.h.p.)

No, sir. First the limiting of the bore and stroke would
lead to freak machines. The following table will show this,

the "racers" being marked by *
:

* 90 X 76 0.484 litre 4.3 to 4.5 b.h.p.
* 87 X 81 0.482 „ 4.25 „

85 X 85 0.483 „ 4.0 „

83 X 89 0.482 „ 3|
82x91 0.480 „ 3.6 „
80 X 96 0.483 „ 3^ to 3i

The short stroke with a big cylinder diameter would win.
As far as the experience of this year goes, the somewhat
longer stroke has shown its superiority for all round touring
work. If this rule is added, i.e., "The stroke must have a*
least the same dimension as the bore," then I agree with the
cubic capacity rule. 86 x 86 would equal 0.5 litre.

Taking the bore only into account, and 85 mm. as the limit
as above, we should get the corresponding table :

* 85 X 75 0.426 litre 3J b.h.p.

85 X 80 0.455 „ 3.8 „
85x85 0.483 „ 4.0 „

85 X 90 0.510 „ % „
85 X 95 0.54 „ 4i „
85 xlOO 0.57 „ 4i „

Here it is not the short stroke that wins because the bore
is limited, but the long stroke, and this would lead to the
other extreme.
The most flexible engine will have about the same or slightly

longer stroke than the bore. An extremely long stroke gives
good climbing capabilities, but requires much heavier fly-

wheels for smooth running at slow speeds.
I hope my rather long letter has shown what I consider

one of the most important points for limiting the engine size

for future Tourist Trophy races.
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If the rule is accepted, 85 x 85, then we will not see many
single-cylinder engines above 4 h.p. If the bore only is the

limit, then 4^ h.p'. may be the largest engine. In any case,

we want to see real eflScient touring machines entered for

the Tourist Trophy Race, and last, but not least, get the

various manufacturers to build engines that fulfil the rules

and also prove to come out rideable mounts in the end.

Berlin. R. RUDE, C.E.Eng.

Substitutes foi Hatches.

[3033.]—With reference to Mr. Preston's "tip" for

lighting a lamp on a motor cycle, may I offer the following

"'tip," which may prove useful to a rider who is unfortunate

enough to have neither matches nor cigarettes when lighting

up time ariives. If he is not near any house let him remove

the sparking plug, take off the lamp, turn on the water, prop

up the plug m a suitable position, jack the back wheel up,

and pedal vigorously with spark lever advanced, and he will

find the spark strong enough to ignite the gas. No doubt

Mr. Preston's "tip" might be of use, but a rider would

probably reserve his last match for his lamp, and would
sacrifice the cigarette. I have never tried his idea, but I

have done mine with success.

I see that manufacturers are wanting a round canvas and
rubber belt. I don't know of a rubber and canvas round

belt, but if anyone cares to write to me (care the Editor) I

should be glad to let him know of a good substitute for

leather. B.E.S.

The A.C.C. Council Meeting.

[3034.]—I wish to say a few words in reply to Mr. T.

Straker, of Hull [letter No. 3007]. The greater part of your

correspondent's letter is too foolish for words, and too

ridiculous for notice—simply parrot talk—but when he says

the Council meeting was a " packed one," and that the reforms

are " ridiculous schemes brought forward by outsiders, and
prompted by nothing but jealousy," he is making statements

which are, to put it mildly, not true, and I challenge him to

prove them : 1st, " that the meeting was a packed one " ;

2nd, " that the scheme is prompted by nothing but jealousy."

If Mr. Straker will prove his statements, I shall have

pleasure in sending £2 2s. to you to hand over to some
charity.

It will perhaps be remembered that Captain Foster, another

Hull gentleman, said the " eight " were a racing clique. As I

happen to be one of the eight, and" know the others well, I

can say that a greater untruth was never uttered, and
although proved to be untrue. Captain Foster never with-

drew his remark.
I hope we are not to take Captain Foster and Mr. Straker

as being representative of the Hull motor cyclists ; if we are,

I faar there is not much sportsmanship about them.
JOHN H. HALL.

Some Suggested Improvements,

[3035.]
—" Ixion," writing about pedal cycles at the Show,

says :
" Exhibitors confessed that they had only minor refine-

ments in the way of novelties. . . . The motor cycle is

approaching the same stage." Here are some suggested

improvements that it would be interesting to have your

readers' opinions on

:

1. Spring forks should allow the wheel to move upwards
and backwards with reference to the frame on meeting an

obstacle. Most spring forks allow upward movement ; one

(Triumph) backward movement; so far as I know, only one

(N.S.U.) both.

2. Jlagnetos and contact-breakers. One point to be

mounted on axle of engine or armature so that it revolves

;

this is quite easily done, and prevents pitting, and keeps

two good flat surfaces. [?

—

Ed.]
3. Mudguards much wider, all leather flaps held by Bull-

dog clips. Instantly detachable for washing.

4. Belt fasteners. Stanley detachable, but with double

hooks of three sizes. I have used a locally made one for

3,000 miles, and have not yet cut belt, but am now on

shortest hook.
5. Variable geared pulleys. Rod taken to one side of

Autoloc lever. Spring to other side of Autoloc lever. Spring

instantly takes up slack in belt, and keeps it there. No
jerking. To put gear " up," it is no trouble to depress spring

side of Autoloc lever releasing jockey palley.

6. Carburetters. Main air inlet to be ailjustable. Very
useful in trafiic for slow running. Height of petrol adjust-

able, e.g., in F.N. by unscrewing top of float chamber. Part
of main air supply to be through two ^in. holes, opposite each
other at level of top of jet. By looking through holes top

of jet can be seen in situ. If jet stopped, it is seen at once.

Level of petrol in jet adjusted at once. Petrol brought from
float chamber to jet via, a pipe dropped 3in. below jet

chamber. Union at lowest point. Jet detached for cleaning

by fingers in two seconds, e.g., Coventry Simplex. Inlet pipe

attached to carburetter by bayonet joint, like an electric lamp
holder. Attachment of carburetter to frame by large butterfly

wing nut.

7. All brakes adjustable with fingers.

8. Exhaust lift—more leverage.

9. Automatic inlet valves. Springs outside inlet pipe.

Tension adjustable by nut and lock-nut.

10. Tension of belt variable at will, e.g., Light F.N.
11. Engine. Two-stroke, e.g., Valveless. This would

have outside flywheels (advocated ' in a recent number)

;

perfect balance ; few parts (about eighteen all told) ; only
seven moving parts ; nothing to go wrong ; no separate
carburetter; would develop 4 h.p. at 1,400 r.p.m., and as

much as 2 h.p. to 2^ h.p. at about 200 r.p.m., obviating two
speeds. Owing to positive supply of mixture, it would run
at 100 r.p.m., and fire regularly.

12. Back mudguard detachable by undoing one butterfly

wing nut.

In conclusion, to refer once more to the question 0! two-
stroke engines for motor bicycles, why has no firm put one
on the market yet? Here are a few of the advantages we
should gain : Cheapness ; ease of manufacture ; few parts ;

great power at low speeds ; great torque ; steady firing at low
speeds ; better balance ; simplicity ; reliability ; and no
gradual loss of power due to pitted valves, leaking washers,
weakened springs, worn tappets ; no two to one gear ; no
noisy valve gear ; smoother and therefore less evident
exhaust ; advantages of four cylinders with simplicity of one

T. P.

By Mountain, Glen, and Loch.

[3035.]—Perhaps Mr. Maitland and "H.G." will be interested
to hear that in July last I negotiated successfully the hill

"Rest and be Thankful" in Glen Croe, including th«
sharp comer. There is no doubt that this hill is an excep-
tionally severe test for any motor cycle. My engine is one
of the old 1904 Ormonde-Kelecoms of 3i h.p., geared 5^ to 1,

no pedals.

For comfortable touring in Scotland a machine is wanted
whicli is flexible on hills. Flexibility on the level only will

not do. A two-speed gear is one way of solving the problem,
but the usual type adds too much to the already excessive
weight. I prefer to use a flexible engine and keep down
weight. An adjustable pulley adds practically no weight, and
provides an emergency gear or means of altering to a suitable

ratio for certain districts.

I believe that by paying more attention to the selection

of materials a machine could be made, weighing from 100 lbs.

to 120 lbs., which would mark a real advance, and tend to

make motor cycling more popular than it is. I have come to

this conclusion, after studying the results obtained from my
machine, which weighs about 130 lbs., and though far from
perfect has given me great satisfaction. J have experimented
with a 3 h.p. 80 x 80 mm. engine of the same design (I can
fit either engine as the crankcase is the same size), and be-

lieve this to be the most all-round efficient engine I have ever

come across. I think it could beat the larger engine for

efficiency, though I have never tried to get the best results

from the latter. The Triumph Co. seem to be moving in the

right direction. I should like very much to see the latest

pattern tackle "Rest and be Thankful."
JOHN MILLER.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.E.T." would like readers' experiences of the Zenith

Bicar.

" Lamps " thanks the several writers who have sent in

suggestions, and would like others to forward any ideas they

have got, such as shape, size, weight, etc. Every rider has

an idea he would like carried out if he had a lamp made
specially, so now is the tima.
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MRS. EDWARD KENNARD recently presented

your readers with a magneto mystery. I beg

to bring another to your notice— I think a

hardly less interesting one, since it still remains

a mystery. I will preface my remarks by saying that

I am a firm believer in magneto ignition, preferably

H.T., for motor cycles, though I have also used L.T.

with satisfaction.

Before stating my experience, it is necessary I should

mention the machines I ride, since two machines are

concerned. My mounts are two motor bicycles, viz., {a)

a 31^ h.p. 1907 magneto (Simms-Bosch) Triumph;

(6) a 3>^ h.p. 1907 magneto (Simms-Bosch) two-speed

Phelon and Moore. I ride one or the other machine, as

inclination prompts, or the nature of the country to be

traversed suggests. For very hilly country of which I

have had no previous riding experience, I should use

(&). I mount both machines by the step

—

{a) I mount

and start by pedalling, (b) I start by pushing a few

yards and getting into the saddle, though occasionally

I start the engine by handle with the engine free. Both

machines are equally satisfactory, and have the same

characteristics as regards starting, that is to say, they

will often start instantly, or nearly so, while from time

to time they start sluggishly.

Now for my experience. I returned from Fowey in

Cornwall recently, and reached home in the evening,

after a fine run, marred by some wet for the first sixty

miles. I did what was necessary to the machine for

the time being, and gave it a good cleaning later on.

Next day, wishing to clean out the crank case by

running the engine under its own power with paraffin

in the base, I found the magneto would not spark

;

neither would it the following morning.

It was not a case which included switches, wiring,

or terminals, as I reduced it to one of magneto by

removing the wires and applying the magneto spanner

in the prescribed manner to test for a spark. Result:

No spark.

>-

Another Magneto Mystery.
As I had no reason to suspect the armature, and

knew everything was clean and free from oil, etc., 1

applied a further test. I removed the contact breaker
disc from the Phelon and Moore and substituted the
Triumph one. It sparked at once, and started easily
by pushing.

I thereupon fitted the Phelon and Moore contact
breaker disc to the Triumph, which failed to reply
with the slightest spark. I then replaced the Triumph
contact breaker disc on the Triumph, and fitted a
new platinum screw to the Phelon and Moore disc
(though the screws were almost new and clean) and a
new fibre ring (though that was hardly worn), and I

tried for a spark again. I got a feeble one each time
with the contact breaker disc cover re:i:oved, i)ut only
once a very weak one with the contact breaker disc

cover in position. This was with the engine free and
turning by handle, which had given good results with
the contact breaker disc from {a). To see if the

higher magneto velocity obtained by putting in the low
gear and pushing the machine a few yards would make
any difference (the contact breaker cover being on), I

tried the method, when the machine replied with the

welcome sounds of firing. The case is puzzling, as,

firstly, nothing was wol-n, secondly, evenjtliiny was
clean. I had cured the trouble, but not elucidated

the cause thereof.

I may add that the magneto parts sent to the S.B.

Magneto Co. for inspection were returned by them after

examination "as perfectly in order," so that a crack
through the vulcanite disc or cap on the spring

fixed inside the brass cover over the contact breaker

disc (dust cap) does not matter. The mystery is

still a mystery. I fitted a new contact breaker disc

and dust cap, and have had no further trouble. At
the same time, those returned after inspection do
work now, so that the sudden failure is most
inexplicable.

A. Wharton Metcalfe, Assoc.M. Inst. C.E.

-•••—

^

TWO USEFUL MOTOR CYCLE TOOLS.

SHARPE'S Universal piston ring remover is a handy

tool which was shown on the XL'all stand at ihe

Stanley. It is self-explanatory on referring to

the accompanying illustration. The points are

detachable and interchangeable, and can be filed to

The Universal Piston Ring
Remover.

Tile Universal Valve Spring
Lillet.

suit the shape of the slot of any piston ring. Another

useful appliance which will also interest the motor

cyclist is the Universal valve spring lifter. The two

levers have right and left-hand threads respectively, so

that when the screw is turned the levers move to or

from one another with a parallel motion, thus [irevent-

ing any strain being put upon the stem of the valve.

The above, together with the various types of motor
cycle silencers, which gained first prize in the A.C.C.
silencer trials, were exhibited by Sharpe's Universal

Patents Co., 720, Holloway Road, N.

>-•••—«
"Motor Repairing for Amateurs," by

J..
H. Knight,

2s. 6d. nett, post free 2S. 9(1. Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, B.C. This useful little book
describes by means of diagrams and drawings how it

is possible for an amateur owner to do the majority

of his own repairs with the aid of tools to be found
in an ordinary amateur's workshop. Many little

hints and tips are given for making repairs, which
have been found to be expeditious and at the same
time satisfactory. The book should also be par-

ticularly useful to motor car owners in the colonies,

who in many cases are situated miles from r(>pairers.

The manner in which to use tools and to do fair fitting

and turning, i.e., sufficient for ordinary repairs, can be

acquired by carefully reading this book.
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VINDEC SPECIAL
THE MOTOR CYCLE OF MERIT.

KOLL OF HONOR
1907.

77 3WAKD5 IN 43 Events.

17 secured by Trade Representatives,

BO secured by PRIVATE OWNERS.

..BT.

,QO|TDj

Model H. 34 h.p„ 80 x 98.

AiuJysing these results, you find reliability, ease

of control, and speed. The maximum of ccm'ort

is provided by the Truffault Suspension Fork.

The conclusive proof of efficiency — Private

Owners taking 60 awards in opea competitions.

FULLy-ILLUSTRATED-BOOKLET-SENT-FREE- UPON- REQUEST

IP

5suTtt BritismTrading Csl!-
13 6* IS WILSO/S ST, FiySSBURV. LONDOyN.E.C "

THE FAIRY
LIGHT HORIZONTAL TWIN-CYLINDER

MOTOR CYCLE
FOR 1908,

COMBINING NOVELTIES OF GREAT
INTEREST TO MOTOR CYCLISTS.

THE FAIRY MOTOR Co.
(LATE LIGHT MOTORS, LTD.),

102, WESTCOMBE HILL, BLACKHEATH, S.E.

TOtoOHonOl 1031, DEPTFORD.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

J ADVERTISEMENTS in these

coliimns—Id. per word, minimum Is.

Name an I address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is cha ged as twelve.

AU aJve tisements in tins section should

be accompanied with remittance, and be

addressed to the olficcs ot " The Motor

Cycle," Coven'ry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the ollices

of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry, on (he

Friday morning, or if sent to London, by the

Thursday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coavenience of advertisers, letters may

be addressed to numbers at The Motor Cycle

0£&ce. Whea this is desired, 2d. will be charged
for registration, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes must be sent for Jorwarding replies.

Only the nuTiber will appear in the advertisement.
Replies sho lid be addressed, "No. ooo, c/o The
Motor Cycle, Coventry," or it " London " is added
to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

3»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM, "Wl^

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons miy deal in perfect salety by availing
themseives ot our Deposit System. If the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties

are advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of

the arrii/aiaad acceptance of the goods, the money
isforw'irdedles'iacharge of is. for legiptration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt oi the

goods is three days. For all transactions exceed-

ingf loin vaiae, a deposit fee ol 2s. 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry,
and cheque? .ini money orders should be made
payable to I'iffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE. »
Reader;: whi reply to advertisements and

receive ni answer to their enquiries are reques-
ted to regard th9 silence as an indication tliat

the goods advertised have already been dis-

posed of. Advertisers often receive so many
enquiries tha; it is quite impossible to reply ta
each one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—As agents

tor the Bex Co., we have a few shop-
eoiled 1907 3J h.p. singles. £20; 5 h.p.
twins, £23; De Luxes, black and gold,
£35; 3J h.p., magneto. £23; cannot re-
peat these.

HALIFAX. — We hold the finest and
largest stock of second-hand motor

cycles in the world. 100 in stock.

HALIFAX.—1908 5 h.p. twin Rex, Tourist
model, magneto, ball bearing en-

gine; 43 guineas.

HALIFAX. — 1908 35 guinea magneto
Rex; liberal exchange allowances;

write us quickly
;
pounds saved.

HALIFAX. — 1908 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe,
twin tyre. Roc clutch, and two-

speed gear; 55 guineas; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX.—Light low Rex, spring forks.
Longuemare, in very good order;

£14 178. 6d.

HALIFAX.—Very fine 3^ h.p. Bex, 22in.

frame, trembler coil, vertical en-
gine; £11 5s.

HALIFAX.—5-7 h.p. Peugeot, TrufPault
spring forks, and fine sidecar, mag-

nificent condition; £25.

HALIFAX.—More 1906 Rex twins, special
price £19 19b. See the astounding

records these magnificent machines are
making; £15 lOs. allowed for any ap-
proved 1906 model.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments without extra charge.—16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. Hipi.
grade machines purchased for spot cash.

NEW YEAR
BARGAINS.

Covered by Certificate.

You are only ONE in a thousand want-

ing a bargain, but also wanting to be sure

of its genuine nature. You cannot go

wrong under these conditions.

•Triumph 1 907 3J h.p., magneto, Roc
clutch and speed gear £45

•Triumph 1907 3i h.p., magneto, like new 35

•Triumph 1906 3 h.p., magneto, over-
hauled and re-enamelled 30

•Triumph 1906 3 h.p., magneto 25

•Quadrant 1908 3* h.p., magneto, new
Coventry model, used few times 36

•Quadrant 1907 3i h.p., accumulator igni-
tion 25

•Quadrant 1907 3* h.p., do., Palmer tyres 25

•Brown 1907-8 3J h.p., used few times . . 60

•Vindec Special 1907 3J h.p., two-speed
gear, soiled only 30

•Rex de Luxe 5 h.p. Twin, new, soiled only,
twin back tyre, Roc clutch, magneto 30

•H.S.U. 3i h.p. 1907-8, new, soiled only . . 29 10

•R60 4 h.p. 1907, magneto, clutch, hand
starting 32

•H.S.U. 1907 4 h.p. Twin, magneto, stand,
etc 30

•IMPORTANT NOTE Everyone of above is

sold with the Agency's certificate testifying to the

fitness and absolute sound condition of each

machine and guarantee of being in proper running

order. Some are, indeed, even better than new,

being perfectly tuned up.

NOTE TH ESE—also in running order :

Riley Tricar 9 h.p., three speeds and reverse
(cost 130 guineas less than two years
ago) £55

M.S.U. 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks .... 22

Excelsior Tricar 4 h.p., water-cooled, honey-
comb radiators, complete IS

Excelsior Tricar 3i h.p., air-cooled, two-
speed gear 18

Clement-Garrard Lightweight, single 7 10

Clement-Garrard Lightweight, twin 12 10

Hex 5 h.p. Twin 1907 model 17

Rex 3i h.p. John-o'-Groafs model (spray) 9 10

ACCUMULATORS,
1908 type, 25 amp., guaranteed Premier make,

sample for 12/6.

ELECTRIC HORNS,
1908 type, includes wiring and button, 10/6.

NEW PREMIER MINIATURE CAR
SEARCHLIGHT,

with magnifying reflector lens, £1 Ss. ; with
generator 6/6 extra.

PrefflierMotorAgency

BIRMJNQHAM.
World's Motor Cycle Emporium.

1 908 LitU now out.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate,

Halifax. Telephone. 766.—Minerva,
II h.p., spray, 26 by 2i Clinchers, accumu-
lator ignition, very gaoA order; £17 10s.

HALIFAX. — Special value. Nip, scrat,
and bite. £2 lOs. deposit and six

monthly payments of 25&. secures
3i h.p. Eex, 2 h.p. Minerva (26in. by 2in.
Clinoliers), 2 h.p. British Standard, 2 h.p.
Simms, 3 h.p. Automotor, 2| h.p. M.M.C.,
25 h.p. Excelsior, 23 h.p. Antoine, 23 h.p
Ormonde, and 23 h.p. Kerry.

HALIFAX. — Twelve twin Eexes, some
like new; no complicated speed

gears required: reduced price £19 19s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Eover, 26 by 2}in.
mers, front rim and Eowden

brakes. Brooks BlOO; £13 lOs.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Alcyon, twin, spring
forks. N.S.U. two-speed gear, and

sidecar ; £25.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eex, Longuemare,
trembler coil. Clincher tyres, Fisli-

back belt; no offers; £16 16e.

HALIFAX.—1906 3J h.p. Brown, vertical,
M.O.T., Clincher. 2i tyres, Longue-

mare, trembler, frightens policemen;
£19 lOs.

Pal-
rear

1906 Minerva, non-
a grand winter's

HALIFAX.—3J h.p,
skid to rear,

mount; £19 198.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Atelier, 26 by 2i Dun-
lops, spring forks, long and low;

bargain, £17.

HAT.TFAX.^I h.p. Coronet. 26 by 2i Dun-
lops, Eoc model frame, plating and

enamel as new; £16.

HALIFAX.—Kerry, 31 h.p., vertical en-
gine spray, very fine condition ; £18

10a.. perfect order.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Ariel, Minerva en-
gine. Clincher A Won tyre, spray,

girder forks, really good; £17 IDs.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. twin-cylinder Wer-
ner, 26 by 2J MichelinB, very smart

mount; £18.

HALIFAX.—2| h.p. F.N., epray, 26in.

wheels, vertical engine, very speedy
good condition; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.—5 h.p. twin Bercley, practi-
cally new, twin Brown and Barlow

carburetter, 26 by Z\ Clinchers, every-
thing ot the best; £21.

HALIFAX. — 31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
spring forks; this is marvellous

value; £24; new non-skid to rear.

vertical,
oil. fin

order and condition; winter price £14.

26

^ _, only done ten mil
for tuning up ; £23.

HALIFAX. — 1907 31 h.p. Eex, spring
forks, footresits, 2J tyres, practi-

cally new, magneto ignition; £23.

HALIFAX.—21 h.p. Triumph,
lightweight, trembler coil, fine

1 ; wli

HALIFAX.-21 h.p. Jap lightweight,
wheels, spray, only done ten miles

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Bex. 22in. frame,
vertical engine, trembler, good

order; snap this, £11 10s.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Minerva, mechanical
valves, spray carburetter, magnifi-

cent climber; only wants seeing; £8 10s.

HALIFAX.—6-7 h.p. twin. Speak very
long and low, three months old,

can be driven at a walk ; £27.

TTALIFAX.—See Car and Tricar columns

liberal allowances.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash,
change, or extended payments;

ex-

_^ _ _ . . .no
extra char"ge.—New address', 16, Wcstgate.^
Halifax. Telephone. 766. High grade ma-
chines purchased for apot cuh.

In answering ami advertigement on this page it is desirable that you mentio'ti " The Motor Cyclt.'
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THE ONLY
GEAR- - -

tbat b»
5 years of

expencQCe
beliiD(] it

Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTOns LTD.,
BlandeN Street, Cal3(:onian Road,

London, N.

Stanley Dermatine

Motor Belt
18 THE BEST BELT OF THE YEAR

Has carried everything before it by
winning every open Competition.

No OTHER Belt holds such a Record.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONSALS.

NOTE TWE F»RBOEQ,
§in. Iln. tin- lin.

1/2 1/4 V{8 1/11 per ft.

Post ""Free.

A SEVERE TEST—Mr \V. H. Wel.s
writes :

" I feel that it is only just to let you
know how pleas d I am with the Stanley
Dermatine Belts which weie used on atl rf
the six 'Vindec Special' Motor Cjcles in the
recent sis days' thousand miles reliabilit\
trials. As far as I am aware these belts gavt
no trouble whatever, and one btli only was
used on each machine throughout the trials
On my own personal machine I only found it

necessary to take out half an inch from the
start to the finish, and at no time was I

troubled w ith the belt slipring or tearing out
at the ends. I shall certainly be only too
pleased to recommend your Dermatine Belts
to all usersr ot the ' Virdec Sreciat Motci-
Cycles."

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE
MOTOR BELT FASTENER U

With unbreakable Terry's hook Guaranteed

(Hade under Simplex Patent )

At last a perfect ilttach ible motor belt
fastener. 1 n sizes ^iu '' n.. Jm.. hn., 1/ each.

\\ holesale and Retail

The New Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt Co.,

32, London Road, Bromley, Ken".

The "MABON"
FREE ENGINE
PULLEY & CLUTCH

enables your machine to climb
hills which otherwise it would
not. Guaranteed to start a
3 h.p. motor bicycle with
rider mounted on anv steep
hill from standstill. Fits any
machine without alterations.

Price 55/- complete.
Order early to ensure prompt

delivery.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
S4. High Road, North Finchley, N.

J gents :

Sendee Motor Co..

292, Uidli Hol-
bom, ^W.i

.

SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
MILLPORD Double Can« Forecar, seats

two. wind screen; £9. or oiFer.^190,
Melli&on Road, Tooting.

STAMPOED HILL. — Try one ot our
famous rieid sidecars, 24in.. 26in.,

and 281n. wheels, rig-ht and left-hand
side, brand new. £4 18s. 6d.. to fit any
frame; open frame liffht tricar chassis.
26 by 2Mn. tyres, £6 17s. 6d. ; splendid
trailer, Dunlops, £2 158.—128. High Road,
Tottenham.

TRAILERS.
MILLS and Fulford Art Cane Trailer,

red upholstered. Dunlop tyres: £2
10s.—Smith, Ford Street. Saint Mary Not-
tingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
TWO-SEATED 6 h.p. Oar, to be sold

cheap.—6, Wood Street, Leamington.

ROVBE 8 h.p. Two-seater, hood, screen,
lamps; £125.-14, Regent Grove,

Leamington.

HALIFAX.-13-16 h.p. Reno, the new car,
simplicity itself to drive, yet power-

ful; come and see; cash or exchange.

HALIFAX.—15 h.p. Humber, new last
March, hood and curtains, mud

screen, headlight, side lamps, electric
tail lamp, spares, almost equal new;
£250.

HALIFAX.—B-10 h.p. tour-cylinder Hum-
ber, side entrance. 760 by 90 tyres;

cost £270, accept £170 tor quick sale;
trial by appointment.

HALIFAX —» h.p. Argyll, two-seaber,-
three speeds and reverse, honeycomb

radiator; £57 10s.; tricar or motor cycle
part payment.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766.

HTIMBER 8-10 h.p. Four-cylinder Side
entrance Car, good running order;

sacrifice £130.—Premier, Birmingham.

i Q-14 h.p. Four-cylindfr Humber. ton-
L^ neau. Cape hood, very fine car;
£97 10s.; tricar part.—Dymchurch, Mel-
lison Road. Tooting.

00"^'' t.p. Eagle Side Entrance Car,
^\J tour-cylinder, perfect condition;
£85, or offer.—Dymchnrch, Mellison Eoad,
Tooting.

6 h.p. Smart Two-seater, almost new
condition, artillery, Dunlops, lamps

trial; bargain, £38. — 1. Shaftesbury
Avenue, Roundhay, Leeds.

61 h.p. Aster, three speeds and reverse,
2 cardan drive, brass lamps, etc.

;

any trial; bargain, £48.-1, Shaftesbury
Avenue, Roundhay. Leeds.

-I p-20 h.p. Four-cylinder Very Smart
-LD M.M.C. Oar. with detachable can-
opy, splendid goer; only £160; take small
two-seater or Eagle tandem part ex-
change.—Lumb, motorist, Rochdale.

SACRIFICE genuine 6i h.p. Aster, two-
seater, in excellent running order,

climb anything, new Dunlop tyres, fast,

and smart car; price £22. worth £60; any
trial.-Alvaston Motor Works. Derby.

SIMMS Tonueau Four-seated Car. 810

by 90 ai'tillei'y wheels, Dunlops, car-
dan drive, three speeds, reverse, very
good condition, rtmning order; £38 IDs.;

good tricar part.—128, High Eoad, Totten-
ham.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
T^fHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

i

V» ley Temperance Hotel, 17, Eus-
I ton Square. Bed. breakfast, attendance,

I

from 3s.

MOTOR EXPERTS.

W. W. GENN gives advice on second-
hand purchases. Get your new

mount through him, and have it

"tuned" tree: any make; Minerva a
speciality.—Below.

W, W. GENN personally overhauls, re-
pairs, or tunes up yonr motor

cycle or car, and builds to specification;
charges moderate. — Motor Works, Gap
Eoad, Wimbledon.

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
M ORDER EARUY m
M Your 1908 machine and remember we can I"

IVI supply any make on the market. Second- M
u hand machines taken in part payment,

ff^

2 Liberal allowances. List of Second-hand j.
"1 mounts in stock, sU guaranteed in pertect ™
M running order. ^ M

JU
BRAND NEW 1907 MACHINES. "|

JI MINERVA, twin, spring forks, 2iin. „
In Continentals, exactly as per "
M malcer's catalogue, M.O.V £86 M
M JUHERVA, twin, 2iin. tyres, brand M
„ new tM ,,
In HIHERVA, 3i h.p., magneto, spring "
M forks, new 181 III

M 1907 PRACTICALLY NEW
^ jjM MODELS.

^ HEX DE LUXE, magneto, twin tyres,
jjM Roc free engine £80 •REX DE LUXE, magneto, twin tyres,

Roc free engine

M HEX DE LUXE, magneto, twin tyres.

u Roc free engine £81 fn

2 REX, twin, 1907, low, spring forks, „
M tremblers £28

"J
M TRIUMPH, spring forks, magneto, a m
M beauty .^ ..; ,..• • .

.
£82 ^

M
BUSHWORTH, low built, 2iin.

Clinchers, special finish £17 M
M F.II., four-cylinder, magneto, spring M
tn

forks £« M
M IDEAL LIGHTWEIGHTS. M
M ZEDEL, practically new, 2 h.p., about ™
M 75 lbs £11 I"

M ARIEL, 2* h.p. Watawata, about M
„ 80 lbs £12 M" J.A.P., 21 h.p., newly done up, about "
M 70 lbs £10 I"

^ YOUR ORDINARY CYCLE AND
JJ

JJ
£4 4s. secures

jj

„ MINERVA, 1J h.p., very reliable. „
in MINERVA, 1} h.p., spray, perfection itself ™
M MITCHELL, 2i h.p., trembler, spray. M
u HUMBER, 2 h.p., new, 2in. Palmers, spray m
„ QUADRANT tandem, 3 h.p. free engine. _,
'' SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto, vertical.

J"M

M

m £3 DOWN SECURES

ANTOINE, 2 h.p., vertical. Long. carb. i

M HUMBER, 23 h.p., chain drive £11
gf)

12 FAFNIR, 3 h.p. 26in. wheels, vertical £14
j,™ LLOYDS, 2} h.p., B and B ,

trembler £12 "
M M.M.C, 3 h p., 26in. wheels, vertical £12 IH

M MINERVA, 2 h.p., spring forks .... £9 M" urT<i-kTUT:> - U — .>av4-;i^i1 I nnrt firn Wl
M

141
Exchanges or deferred payments on ff

u any of the under-mentioned

—

u
„ ARIEL J.A.P., 6 h.p., B. and B. carb. £28 „
" REX, 5 hp., twin, low built, 1906 . . £19

"JM REX, 3i h.p., 1905, spring forks £15 M
M RE3C, 1905, very low built, a beauty £12 fn

u REX, spray, trembler, 26in. wheels , . £13 „" MINERVA, 6-7 h.p., very low built . . £22 "
M MINERVA, 2} h.p., vertical, M.O.V. £12 HI

M PHCENIX, Minerva, 2i h.p £10 M
H OPEL, 1906 model, vertical, M.O.V. £16

|^

JI QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring '"

M forks £11 "•

M QUADRANT, 3 h.p., new cylinder M
__ fitted £10 u™ ARIEL, 3i'h.p.,B. and B.,26in. wheels £16

"JM HUMBER, 2j h.p., trembler, spray .. £11 M
M LLOYDS, 2} h.p., B. and B., trembler £12 M
m J.A.P., 3i h.p., B. and B., spring forks £16 ^
u These are special offers in place of the u
'"

Christmas goose we usually give i and we
JJ

•n trust readers will give same every con- m
M sideration. M
M TRICAR9. M
M TRENT, 4 h.p., water-cooled, open HI

M frame, two speeds £26 M
M REXETTE, 10 h.p., open frame, two u
"[ speeds, wheel steering, sprung . . £46

"J

!l Exchanges entertained for any of the JM above. You will be wasting money if you m
M fail to write us. M
lyi

Astonishing prices for spot cash. m
u No extra for deferred payments. m
M A large quantity of ordinary cycles, ^
„ will give in part payment for motors or „
In sidecar,.

"

UJl
Don't forget the address: ^

IVI
IVIAUDE'S Motor IWIai-t, m

M If
Uilly Lano, HALIFAX. M

M Telephone {°g',, :
«3. M

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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A
PLEA
FOR THE
LAMP.
You would not dream of running
your car or motor cycle without
due regard to the quantity and
quality of petrol, yet how many
when purchasing carbide give the

lamp a reasonable chance of fur-

nishing a good, steady, brilliant

light by finding out whether the

carbide supplied is 100 per cent,

carbide or 75 per cent, carbide

and 25 per cent, (the proportions

may easily be more startling)

waste, i.e., decomposed matter
and dust.

"G. B."
CARBIDE

could not be better, purer, or

more resultful if the price was
double what it is.

Daily Output, One Ton.

ARE YOU USING IT ?

IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

2 lb. tins, 1/3 each.
4 lb. tins, 2,6 each.
7 lb t ns, 3/6 each.

Of all motor and cycle dealers.

The COUNTY CHEMICAL Co., Ltd.,

Excelsior Works, BIRMINGHAM.

INSURANCE.
MOTOR Cyclists should write for par-

ticulars of inclusive policy covering
third party risks, accidents, fire, etc., at
a premium of £1 10s. per annum.—Biu
Crown Hotel, Ongar.

TYRES.
EXTRA Heavy A Won 26 by 2^ Cover,

quite new, iiuused: 30s ; approval,
deposit.—Dr. Crisp, Corsham. Wilts.

PETER-UNION Guaranteed New Covers,
regular lines, plain £1, studded 32s.

6d. ; these prices are less than wholesale.
—Woodman's', 55a. West Gate. Peterbor-
ough.

HALIFAX.-New 28 by 2i iuner tubes, 53.
3d. each ; 700 by 65 heavy type, 6b.

9d. ; 28 by 2 Palmer non-skid, 25a., done 20
miles ; 700 by 65 new Shaw non-skid (Clin-
cher), 45s. ; ^ by 2 new Palmer cover and
tube, 26s. 6d.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
16, Westgate, Halifax.

QTAMFORD HILL. — Sound Une first-O class tyres by good makers'. 26 and
28in. by 2, 2J. 2i. beaded and wired, at
133. 9d. ; 26 by 2| butted tubes, 9s. 9d. : 28
by 2i studded band, wired cover, 22s.

:

three 26 by 2Jin, Fisk tyres on rims, 30s.
each.—128, High Road. Tottenham.

REPAIRERS.
IRIDIUM Champion Contacts ; any part

fitted, re-turned same day ; 1&. Id.
each.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts, warranted
pure; special trimmers for polish-

ing iridium, 9d. ; no flUng required.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts : hundreds
in use, — Williams, 16. Wellington

Street, Woolwich.

BELLENQEE will tune up your mar
chine to give full power; moderate

charges.—Queen's Buildings, Old Bailey.

CRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metal-

lurgical process.-Lea and Son, engineers.
Runcorn.

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and
new pisteois fitted complete; send

for our booklet, giving prices for this
work.—Laystall Works, address below.

NOW is the time to have your motor
cycle overhauled. We have t.

finest repair works for motor cycles in
London, w-ith up-to-date machinery; esti-
mates free for repairs or alterations of
every description.-Laystall Works, ad-
dress below.

"VJ'EW Cylinders supplied for any make
1.1 of engine. For ah motor cycle re-
pairs, replacements, pulleys, valves,
gears, please let us quote you.—^The Lay-
stall Motor Engineering Works, Ltd., 27
and 29. Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,
E.G.

IGNITION Coils and Accumulaitors. any
make repaired and charged at

lowest prices ; lists free ; work guaran-
teed. Sole agents for Hagen aecumu-
lators. Tel., 95X.—The Victoria Garage
and Electrical Co., Coventry.

PULLEYS specially made to any diar
meter for any make of machine

from 73.; delivery the day foUowing re-
ceipt of order,—Laystall Motor Eugin-
eering Works, 27 and 29, Laystall Street,
Rosebery Avenue. London. E.C.

MAGNETOS, high or low tension, re-
maguetised and returned same day;

parts supplied; S'jle makers of En Route
automatic accumulator charging dyna-
mo; specialists in electric ignition.—Bot-
tone and Son. Wallington, Surrey.

EXCHANGE.
HALIFAX.—What do you want? We

exchange anything in motor cycles,
tricars, and cars.—16, Westgate, HaUfax.

EXCHANGE B..S.A. Lightweight Motor
Frame, wheels, belt rim, free-wheel,

pedalling gear, also 3 h.p. De Dion en-
gine and cash, for 4-6 h.p. single, twin, or
sell 30s., 70s.—Hortou, Union Koad. St.
Austell. Cornwall.

t^|%
Beg. No. 291289.

2,6 eaeb Blvvt.

Contacts vastly
superior tn pla-

tinum, curesmis-
firing

J. Edwards Brown, 38. Herbert Road,
Plumatead, Kent

Over 5,000 in use Libe'al c ade terms.

R.O.

Syncbronised Contact Breakers,

The LURQUIN COUDERT Motor Cycles
were * The Feature oHhe Stanley Show."

SOLE AGENTS

:

The ConUnental Motor Co., 124 Chaneery Lan^
London.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
g I i. lin., 1/- each all sizes.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers:

HERWIN, CANNY & COh
PLUM8TEAD, 8.E.

ADVERTISERS—Pler»se note
that Friday is the latest day vtie

can receive a4ivertisement copy
-for the -Following week's issue

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mentio-n " The Motor Cycle.'
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TO GLIDE AWAY.
This is just what you should be able to do with

your motor cycle. No runnini;, pushing, or pedal-

ling, and find the machine tearing off at twenty

miles an hour every time you wish to re-start

—

ifs much too fatiguing. If you wish to avoid this

try a Phclon and Moore, fitted with two speeds,

free-engine, and starting handle. Can be stopped

and restarted on any hill. The rider sits on the

saddle, the dutch engages—gently, automatically

—and the machine glides quietly away. The franie

is low, enabling the rider to place both feet firmly

on the ground when mounted, making it an ideal

mount for traffic work.
Remember, there is no need when starting to

Push the machine,
Run with it, or

Pedal it.

Trial runs arranged with either Montgomery or

Castor Wheel Sidecars.

The Montgomery, with flexible joints, from £7 7

HDli & FuUotd, with rigid attachment, from 8 8

The Patent Castor Wheel from 12 12

Remember that we can supply any leading make

of motor cycle and give you full information con-

cerning them.

Convert your old machine to easy starting and
easy driving, both uphill and in frame, by fitting i
variable speed gear. We can supply the Ro(^

Biggs Expanding, Fitall, Nala, Phoenix, and
Osborne. Write for particulars.

EXCHANOE8.
We take old machines in part exchange for new

Motor Cycles, Tricars, or Cars. The balance can
be paid by extended payments if desired. Write
for particulars of cars we have to offer.

ACCESSORIES.
We carry a varied stock and can supply promptly.

SKI.HCTIONS.
REPAIR OUTFITS.—The Patohqulok is as safe

as vulcanising. Will not blow off, and saves time.

Strongly recommended. Motor cycle size, 2/8.

Usually sold at 3/-. Car size, 5/9 and 10/6.

BELTING.—We supply all makes promptly.
i)ur prices are right.

Dermatine from 1/1 per foot.

Eldorada „ -/9 „
Gloria „ 1/7
Watawata „ 1/9 „
Whittle „ 1/!1 „

Special line direct from the mills, correct angle,

rubber and canvas : fin., 7d. ; Jin., 9d. ; Jin., lid.

per foot. Post extra.

LYXAVON.—Removes grease from hands and
face immediately without injuring the skin. Tins,

Qd. and 1/-. Post extra.

BELT PUNCHES.—The Service Twist Drill.

Take any size belt. Price 2/3. Approval. Post Id.

BELT FASTENERS.—Stanley Dermatine, any
size, tOd. Service pattern, 6d. Post id.

BRIGHT SPARK.— Keep your platinum points

clean. Special file in case. lOd. Post Id.

BRAKES.—To act on belt rim. Fitted in a few
minutes. Foot-applied. Black, S/9 ; plated, 10/6.

AUTOCLE TOOL SETS.—Complete in case. Fit

all nuts. Invaluable for awkward corners. Price

13/6.
LAPfPS,—The Service Acetylene, with separate

generator. Throws a powerful light. Does not
blow out. Price, with bull lens, 15/6.
HORNS.—The Road Clearer. Neat, but loud.

We guarantee satisfaction. Price 4/9 and 5/9.
Usually sold at 5/3 and 6/3. Post extra.

AUTO ADJUSTABLE BOX SPANNER.—No
damage to nuts. Adjustable to fit nuts from Jin.

to tin. No. 1 size, fixed, 4/6 ; No. 2 size, loose,

5/-. Post 3d.

PRICE'S STANDS.—Easily fitted. Genuine
make. Price 6/6 per pair. Advertised at 7/6.

S.N.P. STANDS.—Very strong, suit high-power
machines. Price 10/6 per pair. Approval.

REMEMBER—
You will always find the best on view
At number two hundred and ninety-two

High H )lborn, London, W.C.

THE SE VICE CO., LIMITED.
Telephone, 260 Central
Telegrams, " Admittedly.*'

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE lady's cycle and cash for

sidecar.—32, Uhorley Boad, Wlgan.

EXCHANGE brand new steel rowing
skiff, coat £20, for good 3-4 h.p.

motor cycle; might add cash tor modern
free engine machine. — Fairhaven, Mil-
ford-on-Sea.

EXCHANGE for 2 to 3 h.p. engine, new
car lamp, Lucas Luminator, motor

cycle, electric motor, for driving models,
two motor cycle tubes, or sell.—A. Moyse,
Kessingland.

WANTED, La Motosacoche bicycle,
must be almost new, in exchaj3ge

for De Dion car. genuine, vis-a-vis seats,
watei>cooled, two speeds. — Brooklands,
Teesdate Eoad, Leytonstone. E.

WANTED.
WANTED, twin motor cycle: will give

cash and new gent's push bike.—
Below.

WANTED, for cash, left-hand sidecar-
riage.—Martin, 73, Sterling Street,

Bradford.

WANTED, Calvert cylinder, 3in. bore,
2iin. stroke; cheap. — Darke,

draper, Sutton.

WANTED, 1-2 h.p. gas, oil. or petrol
engine.-Kemp, Soots Hill, Oroxley

Green, E.S.O.. Herts.

3 h.p. Engine, state make; exchange
brand new free-wheel roadster bi-

cycle.—Carters, Ibstock.

WANTED, good sidecar or forecar;
will exchange for new push cycle.

—Farra.r, Square Eoad. Halifax.

•J
Q07 Motor Bicycle, reliable. Bat or

XV Triumph prefen-ed ; deposit.—8,834,
r/ie Motor Cycle Offlces, Coventry.

GOOD Strong 28 by 2 back wheel,
beaded, with or without clutch or

belt rim.—Blanchard, Dorchester.

MAEINE Motor Set, complete, between
2^-3i h.p.. water-cooled, to suit boat

14ft.—167, Commercial Road. Portsmouth.

WANTED, low power twin Peugeot,
Truflault forks, any condition.—

Park, clothier. New Cumnock, Ayrshire.

J Q07 Triumph, magneto, with trial

;

XtJ price must be reasonable.—Rowe,
30. Trafalgar Road. Moseley, Birming-
ham.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles,
any quantity, it price is right;

cash waiting. — Farrar, Albion Works,
Halifax.

WANTED, two-speed gear, complete,
well-known make; cheap, and

I

good order eBsential.—Vaughan-Edmunds,
Llangollen.

WANTED, motor bicycle, in thorough
going order, well-known make,

four-cylinder F.N. preferred. — Address,
B., 68, Salusbury Koad. London.

WANTED, good motor cycle, give ten-
light dynamo, splendid five-light

chandelier (£16), bearskin hearthrug
(£12), etc.—Dickinson. Shaftesbury Street
Lane, Leeds

WANTED, 10-12 h.p. Lagonda tricar. 5
h.p., 1907 Eiley, or 6 h.p. Kover

car. must be in good condition, and cheap
for cash ; full particulars and photo if

possible.-Box No. 8.831. The Motor Cycle

Ofhees, Coventry.

K
MISCELLANEOUS.

EEP Ool by fitting the Ideal fan. on
ball bearings ; price 283. 6d.—Below.

BE Tour Own Judge, and fit a Silent
silencer on seven days' approval. —

Below.

FOOTRESTS.—Try mine; light, strong,
cheap: 7s. 6d. — G. Aldington. 59,

Haydon's Park Road. Wimbledon, S.W.

NEW Trembler Coil, perfect; 9s., cost
25s. 6d.—JeweUer, 187. Ijey Street,

Ilford.

SHAMROCK

The Standard Belt for

High Grade Machines.

The experience of

several years of severe

tests have added im-

portant improvements

and made the Shamrock

Gloria Belt the Favour-

ite amongst Motor

Cyclists.

Again the leading

manufacturers of Motor

Cycles have adopted the

Shamrock Gloria Belt

as Standard Belt for

1908.

stocked by all Factors.

New booklet on application.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS—

Hanover Rubber Co.,

29-31, Old St., LONDON, E.G.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that ymi mtntion " The Motor Cycle."
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VI/ANTED
SECOND-HAND MOTOR
CYCLES, TRICARS, LIGHT
CARS, in Payment or Part

Payment for 1908 New
Models in Motor Cycles, as

Triumphs, Vindec Specials,

Quadrants, F.N.s, Motosa-
coches, N.S.U.s, Browns,
Rocs, Minervas, Bats, etc.

1908 Triumphs, you can get them at

Wauchope's. Exchanges carefully ad-

justed, order early.

Remember that exchansjing is our speciality: we
do not make a foolisti offer, but bv practical

experience quote the market value of your Motor
Cycle, and will cive good value on receipt

of particulars. An exchange offer will be made
unseen subject to the description tallying at sight.

1908 Vindec Specials, you can get them
at Wauchope's- Orders are already being

booked ; exchanges.

1908 Quadrants, you can get them at

Wauchope's.

WAUCHOPE'S CARRY THE STOCK. LOOK AT
THE STOCK THAT WAUCHOPE'S CARRY.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London. Wauchope's
have the largest variety of Motor Bicycles.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London. Wauchope's
can be relied upon to give satisfaction.

9, Sbo Lane, Fleet Street, London. Wauchope's
bave good lines in covers, engines, Iramei, etc.

VS^AUCHOPE'S,
S, SHOE LANE (Off Ludgate Circus),

FI.EET ST., I.ONDON, E.G.
Telephone—No. 5777 Holborn.

-Telegrams—"OPIFICER, LONDON."

MISCELLANEOUS.
PAIR Porecar Hubs, complete, with

bearings and knuckle joints, one
spindle broken, 6s.—Shirley.

ONE Pair Large Trailer Hubs, com-
plete, 4s. 6d,—Shirley.

T'EAILEB wicker chair complete with
bearing rods and springs; 58.—Shir-

ley.

STRONG Trailer, complete with tyres,
duplex frame, in perfect running

order; £2.—Shirley.

MOTOR Cycle, less wheels, comprising
B.S.A. frame and girder fork, tank,

and engine fitted; JB3.—Shirley. Four
Oaks. Meriden.

THE Motor Cycle," vols. I. to IV.;
highest offer.—Hutt, BycuUah Park,

Enfield.

BICYCLE Trembler Coll, new; 9s., cost
25s.—16, Northumberland Avenue,

Manor Park.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; 10s.

5d. — J, 0. Savage. 119. Donegall
Street, Belfast.

BRAND New Lycett's Stand, 48. 6d.;
large horn, 48. 6d.—H. Lumb. Broug-

ham Street. Halifax.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles. 45s.; port-
able.—Stevens'. 82a, Leighton Road,

Kentish Town, Londcm.

7-9 h.p. New Water-cooled Engine,
M.O.LV.. suit car or boat; £9 15s.—

190, Mellison Road, Tooting.

QUADRANT 1907 3 h.p. Engine Sets,
bang up-to-date goods, nearly given

away; £2 158.—Below.

QUADRANT 1907 Zi h.p. Engine Sets,
make up into a splendid engine ; £3

19s.—Below.

QUADRANT 1907 Frames, 20iin. high,
fit above engine, or suit any engine

up to 4J h.p., beautifully enamelled; 503-.

each, including long handle-bar.—Farrar,
Square Road. Halifax.

QUADRANT Loop Frame, with front
forks and long handle-bar ; 32s. 6d.

—

Farrar, Albion Works', Halifax.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest
cut; lOs'. 6d. ; write for patterns.

—Booth, tailor, Longton, Staffs.

A DVANCE Adjustable Pulley is now
X3. standardised to fit all leading
makes. Send old pulley and 20s. to ad-
dress below.

ENGINES, Engines, Engines. 3 h.p., 6
h.p., and 9 h.p., air or water-cooled.

—Send for catalogue to Advance Motor
Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Northampton.

6 h.p. Twin Engine, brand new. £9 15s.;

No 6 Chater-Lea frame and parts,
£3 183.; £12 15s. the lot.—W. Summers,
Union Road. Stockwell. S.W.

ALTASTON Motor Works.—6 h.p. Mid-
laud oil engine, with all fittings,

in perfect running order, as new; cost
£75, accept £29 cash ; seen any time.

ALVASTON Motor Works.—8 h.p. Rex,
four-seated ear, three speeds and

reverse, direct on top, live axle, in good
running order; clearance price £19 ; aeen
any time; wire secures.

ALYASTON Motor Works.—10 h.p. par-
affin marine motor, two-cylinder,

brand new, including silencer, commu-
tator, and starting handle, excellent de-
sign, perfect running order, snit 20 to
30tt. boat; sacrifice £15 10s.. worth
double.—Alvaston Motor Works, Derby.

CARBIDE, guaranteed. 4. 7. 141b. tins,
3^d. per lb.; should be ordered in

21 lb. lots to save carriage.—Stansell and
Son. Acetylene Gas Engineers, Taunton.

HALIFAX.-" Perfection " belting, new
principle, iin.. lOd. ; tin.. Is.; iin..

Is. 2d.; Iin., Is. 4d. per foot; 33. allowed
for your old V belt to popularise.—Below.

HALIFAX.-Bft. 6iu. by iin. Alpha belt,
78. lid.; 6J h.p. water-cooled Dar-

racq, clutch, £9; pair plated Salsbury
headlights, cost £15, take £6 10s. ; motor
cycle stand-carriers, 5b. 6d. ; new gas
lamps, with hood, 4s. 9d.; accumulators
(want repairs). Is. 6d. each. — Motor Ex-
change, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

G. T. RICHES 6 CO..
19, Store Street, London.

Please write tor our 1907 Catalogae.

Rioh De-t^cHs»fc>l« Air- Tube.

26in. by 2iin. ... 14,6 | 26in. by 2Jin.... 16/6

Special price list o{ all sizes on application.

These tubes can be obtained In India from
Messrs. F. B. STEWART & SONS, Poona.

^
You, sir, require a bicycle that looks well

in a crowd of the ordinary type T
That carries a distinctive and classy

appearance?
That Instantly attracts the attention of the

casual observer ?
That will do all that is claimed for it ?

JJ

ERIC S. MYERS
has that bicycle—The

'TRIUiViPH,
Write and make an appointment

—

then order earlv

ERIC S. MYFRS,
" No Worry Depot," BRADFORD.

THE KENT
THREE-SPEED GEAR.

Tills gear has been re-deslgned
and improved. Can be fitted to Tri-

car in two hours. Price, £11>11-,0.

List Free. Discount to Trade.

RODGERS BROS.,
330, KenninfiTton Road, S.E.

'Phone; 1000 Hop.

Beware

ol

Imitations.

BOOKLET

FREE
OF THE

N.A.B.
Write to

m. RELIANCE WORKS,

Southam pton.

In answering an;/ advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Lubrication.

THE articles and correspondence which have
appeared in The Motor Cycle from time to time

on the subject of overheating all seem to point

to the fact that the lubrication of air cooled
motor cycle engines is inadequate. Even if

the amount of oil in the crank case is correct, does it

reach the piston in a sufficiently regular manner? We
all know that if there is sufficient space between the

flywheels and crank chamber it is possible to give one
or two extra charges of oil just before climbing a stiff

hill, and so improve the speed and pulling power ot

the engine; but the attendant result is a smoky exhaust
and dirty valves and combustion head. Splash lubrica-

tion has not been found sufficient on many water
cooled engines of different makes ; it is therefore

reasonable to suppose that an additional method of

lubricating the piston and cylinder of an air cooled
engine might meet with considerable success. We are
loth to advocate any additional complication, because
the tendency ought always to be in the direction of

simplifying the design and construction, but, lubrica-

tion being such an important item in the perfect

running of a motor cycle engine, the subject cannot be
too much ventilated.

Some time ago we made a suggestion that an
additional oil feed pipe might be tried, by means of

which a drip feed of oil could be conveyed direct to

the cylinder walls, and on to some part of the cylinder

covered by the piston during its stroke. The usual
position for the oil feed is level with the gudgeon pin
when the piston is at the lowest position in its stroke,

but some, experiment would most probably be necessary
fo firid the best position for the pip»e where it would

iS^^-
allow the oil to flow without being blown back. We
had some experience with an oil drip feed to the crank

chamber of a motor bicycle engine about three years

ago, and always found it gave good results if regulated

according to the temperature. Why should not the

same method be successfully applied to the cylinder?

The extra complication would be hardly worth con-

sidering, and if at any time the lubricator got out of

order there would always be the dash system to fall

back on.

What has helped us to fo'rm the idea that lubrication

is often inadequate is the constantly increasing size of

motor bicycle engines and the multiplicity of cylinders.

The smaller engines may get sufficient lubricant at the

top of the cylinder, but it is questionable if the large

ones do. The oil is carried up the cylinder walls

by the piston, and it is thus only reasonable to suppose
that the further it has to be carried the greater diffi-

culty it has in getting there.

Another reason why the cylinder should be more
carefully lubricated is the fact that the top of the

cylinder is more subjected to wear than the middle or

bottom, and this is just the portion in the case of

the dash system which gets the least lubricant.

Examine the piston of any petrol engine at the end
of, say, 3,000 or 4,000 miles, and it will always be
found that the top ring is more worn than the lower
ones. This arises partly from other causes than lubri-

cation, but lubrication (or lack of it) must play the

major part in the wear.

We much regret that we have had no opportunity
of trying the rftethod of lubrication suggested, but if

any of our readers have done so we shall be glad to

hear their opinions.
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Motor Cycles for Industrial
Purposes.

IT
has always been a source of wonder to us that the

much abused tricar which some people see fit to

condemn in this country is not more used for

industrial purposes. It is true that the pro-

prietors of one leading London evening paper have

used this type of vehicle for several years with no

small amount of success, but this is one case only,

and the fact remains that in England very few, if any,

others have seriously considered the possibilities of the

tricar for the rapid delivery of small parcels. A
recent visit to the Berlin Motor Show convinced us that

German business men are far more fully alive to the

value of this cheap and efficient little vehicle for the

delivery of goods. The German capital is said to

be, if anything, ahead of London as regards the use

of light motor vehicles for business purposes, and
our visit has left us with the impression

that this is actually the case. Be that as

it may, there is absolutely no doubt that

half of the delivery machines are motor
cycles. The most popular type is the

Cyclonette. Now, the Cyclonette has been

seen over here, but it has never really

caught on, since beyond hearing of the

importation of one solitary specimen, we
have heard no more of it. It is a three-

wheeler, with a single steering wheel in

front and two trailing wheels, the front

wheel carrying the air-cooled engine, driv-

ing chain and epicyclic two-speed gear.

It is not attractive to look at, but there

is no doubt that it does its work, since

it is far the most popular type of light

delivery tricycle in the German metropolis.

The number seen flitting through the streets

is little short of surprising, and during a

four days' visit only one was seen to be
in difficulties. In 1906 the N.S.U. Co.
exhibited a machine built on these lines

at the Stanley Show, but, curiously enough,
no one seemed to take very much interest

in it. In Berlin a similar vehicle of

smother make is also to be seen. So mindful of the

old saying that imitation is the sincerest form of

flattery, it seems that there is really something in this

type of vehicle, since no less than three distinct makes
of the same type are running. Other motor cycle
carriers adhere more strictly to conventional motor
cycle lines, and of these the Magnet (shown last

November at the Agricultural Hall) and the Adier
seem to be popular. Some of the tricars are provided

with only one speed, but they are geared low, and,

since the traffic in Berlin is only half what it is in

London, they appear to find it sufficient. This year

yet another type has come into vogue, and that is the

electrically driven tricar introduced by Sienens-

Schiikert and Co.—an exceedingly neat vehicle sprung
fore and aft, which bids fair to meet with great success.

This is but a brief reference to what the German
business houses are doing, but it seems to us that over

here a great deal more might be done with tricars by

small tradesmen, who cannot run to the capital outlay

or to the running expenses of an expensive delivery

van, though in Berlin the smaller vehicles are used

by the largest commercial houses. Several British

firms are able to supply tricars for business purposes.

Among these may be mentioned Lagonda Motor Co.,

Bradbury and Co., Phcenix Motors, and Riley Cycle

One ol the Special Singer Tricars built tor transport purposes on the Egyptian desert.

Co. In addition, among the foreign ones are the

N.S.U. Motor Co., the Ivry Co., and the Laurin and

Klement Motor Agency, while Magnet delivery tricars

are also represented. Our commercial houses have

thus the matter in their own hands, and if they wish

to try the effect of motor delivery on a small scale in

their business they have the opportunity.

->-•••—<-

Readers who wish to communicate with Lycett's

Rawhido Belt Co., Ltd., should note that their address
is now Bromley Street, Birmingham.
A new substance has been brought out by the

Pulley Stone iCo., 11, Manor Court Road, Hanwell,
London W., which consists of a cement which is

intended to be applied to the inner surface of motor
cycle pulleys. After application the cement becomes
hard like stone and greatly adds to the adhesive power
of the belt. The material has already been tested on
a motor bicycle, and has been said to give great

satisfaction. We hope shortly to try some of it our
selves and will report on it in due course.

We have received a booklet from the Campagnie des

Magnetos Simms-Bosch, 23. Store Street, W.C, which

deals very fully with the " D.A.2 " Bosch magneto, for

motor cycle engines. A very careful description is given

of the working of the machine, and full instructions are

given regarding the fitting, tiniing, the locating of

faults and the best way in which to keep the magneto

in working order. Every part of the magneto froip

the armature to the smallest screw is listed and,

numbered so that users of the magnetos can instantljtj

obtain spare parts with a minimum of trouble. Th^)

company will be glad to send one of these booklets
|g[;;

anv of our readers who desire one. : ,,j,
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WE had for long anticipated a holiday abroad,

but the deciding cause of my friend and I

taking our annual holiday in Savoy and
Switzerland was the excellent article in The

Motor Cycle by Mr. Douglas Fawcett on his " Ideal

Tour " to Dauphine. This tour we should probably

have followed had time permitted, but being unable

to spend more than a fortnight across the Channel, we
decided on a shorter route.

It will be of interest to others similarly placed to

know that neither my friend nor myself are conversant

with the French language, yet with the few phrases

necessary to order rooms, meals, and petrol, and to

enquire the way, which anyone can pick up easily from

the usual guidebooks, we managed to get along with-

out trouble. Though our ignorance of French occa-

sionally gave rise to situations not unconnected with

^'northern humour," it never once caused us to forego

anything we wished to have. Certainly no one need

refrain from following our example on account of the

language.

After the usual fascinating preliminaries of studying

maps and guides, and arranging programmes (which

never, by any chance, are carried out), we were at last

ready for the start. We resolved to travel both on one

machine, my friend's cycle being considered too low-

powered for the work which would be expected of it.

To this end a spring seat was arranged, tandem fashion,

on a reinforced luggage carrier over the rear wheel of

my own new mount—a 5 h.p. Vindec Special, fitted

with the maker's two-speed gear and free engine clutch.

I may mention here that the machine took little

notice of its double load, and that throughout the tour

no mechanical troubles were experienced. Its other

details were Simms-Bosch gear driven magneto,

Truffault suspension, Peter-Union 26 x 2j^ tyres (back

studded), and Dermatine belt, gears 4^ and 8i^,

to one.

An Ambitious First Day's Ride.

Acting on advice received from the A.C.C. Touring

Bureau, we had decided to proceed to France by way

of Southampton and Havre, making the former town

our destination for the first day. From our home in

North-east Lancashire to Southampton in one day is

rather a far cry; but we had confidence in our mount,

and further to reduce chances of failure, we arose at

the unearthly hour of 3 a.m. on a bright Friday morn-

ing in July, and, having made all trim and taut the

night before, were on the road at half past three prompt.

The morning was clear and a trifle cold—ideal weather

for the engine, which would have ripped along at a

great pace had the roads permitted ; but it so happened

that our initial thirty miles run to Manchester included
stretches of atrocious pave as bad as anything we after-

wards encountered in France. Arrived in Cottonopolis

a diverting incident occurred, for in turning an abrupt
corner the steel studs on the back tyre refused to grip

the setts, and the machine performed the first move-
ments of a dreamy waltz. Being unable to reverse, it

then lay down, and I found myself sitting on my
passenger in the deserted thoroughfare, surveying a
fractured foot lever and a pathetic pedal which had
become detached in the melee. The lever formed a part

of the rear belt rim brake, but so handy and powerful
was the hand applied brake that the loss of the other

was never felt throughout the tour.

After this our ride was monotonously successful.

5.30 a.m. saw us passing through Newcastle-under-

Lyme; at 7.45 we had to wake up a Wolverhampton
cycle agent to obtain petrol; 8.30 to 9.15, breakfast

at Kidderminster; then through Worcester, Chelten-

ham, and Cirencester to Devizes, where, soon after one

o'clock, we stopped for a meal, reaching our destina-

tion, Southampton, at 3.30 p.m.—-260 miles in twelve

hours.

Feelings after a Long Day's Ride.

Some readers may think that streaking the map in

this fashion is a very exhausting proceeding, and one

devoid of pleasure. I can assure such that they are

mistaken. The pace was not uncomfortable, and we
had ample opportunity to admire the country, and
enjoy the sweet perfumes so prevalent in rural England

in July. Also the frequent changing of position-

—

about fifty miles on the rear seat then fifty in the saddle

—added a welcome variety to the run.

Needless to say, we were both extremely proud of

our first day's performance, and we duly impressed

(by wire) the unfortunates who were left at home.

Crossing the Channel by the midnight boat, we

arrived in Havre at 7.30 on the Saturday morning. _ I

find that many motor cyclists hold aloof from touring

in France through a fear of having to go through cer-

tain vague but complicated formalities. To thesel

think a description of the slight actual formalities will

be welcome. First of all, it is highly advisable to join

the A.C.C. or some affiliated club. I found the advice

and assistance from this source of the greatest value.

The Club's agent at Havre, who, by the way, is the

proprietor of a fine motor garage, sent a man to the

quay to meet us. This representative saw to the unship-

ping of the cycle, then taking my Customs card, or

" triptych " (provided free by the Club), he interviewed

the Customs officials, and, in an incredibly short time,

returned to say that the proceedings were finished, and
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To Switzerland and Savoy by Motor Cycle.

—

would we go with him to the garage where we could

obtain the necessary permi's de circulation. We did

so, and M. Burton, the Club agent, made out the neces-

sary forms ; one permitting the motor cycle to be used

in France, and the other certifying that I was capable

of driving, this latter qualification being taken for

granted without ocular demonstration. The cost of

the licenses was 15 francs, this including tips to officials

and M. Burton's commission. It will thus be seen that

we did not e\'en come in contact with any French

officials, and there were no "formalities " at all.

The Start on French Roads.
From Havre to Paris the run was uneventful. As

a National Fete was in progress, we remained in the

capital a couple of days, leaving to

commence our tour proper on the

Tuesday morning. We decided to

abandon the task of riding accord
ing to a pre-arranged programme,
each day riding as far as circum
stances would allow—the " cir-

cumstances " including occasional

late rising, and sundry stoppages
to view the various antiquities and
places of interest en route. At
Fontainebleau the magnificent
palace and grounds claimed atten

tion, and we rested here some time
in order to recover from 'he effects

of fifty-five kilometres of execrable
road. Leaving here, our road led
through the fine forest of Fontaine
bleau. Here as one rides for miles
through the silent stretches of
forest, it is easy to understand the
feelings which prompted the writers
of the old-fashioned fairy stories,

and gave rise to the romantic tales

of witchery and enchantment which
the children so delight in. Reflections on this theme
were suddenly cut short, however, by a prosaic puncture
—a fine -large horseshoe nail having penetrated between
the studs of the rear cover. In the tropical heat the
repair of this was not an attractive prospect. But we
made the best of it. Wheeling the machine under
the trees, we tackled the job in turns, one smoking a
cigarette and giving advice whilst the other toiled.
We finished in three cigarettes, and, having thought-
fully taken the first smoke, I was not in the least
fatigued.

On again to Sens and Villeneuve-l'Arqueveque, where
we stayed the night. In the morning, after admiring
the quaint old church, we once more took the road.
The surface was now excellent, and we had our first
experience of tl'e fine routes nationales, long and
straight, as far as the eye can reach, across fertile
and level country. On each side is a broad strip of
grass land, in the centre of which are planted trees,
ten metres apart. On these roads, in addition to the
kilometre stones, little intermediate stones are placed
every 100 metres.

Checking the Speed.
At first we enjoyed it, but after a time the amuse-

ment of checking the kilometres by watch (fifty to sixty
seconds per kilometre) began to pall, and we soon

became heartily tired of the long straight stretches.

More than once the rider on the rear seat fell asleep,

the peculiarly insistent sound as we passed the trees

forming an efficacious lullaby. This sound was caused

by the crackle of the exhaust being echoed from each
tree as we passed, leafy branches overhead giving a
rhythmic sh-sh-sh, which became quite tiresome. To-
wards evening, to our great relief, this flat monotony gave
place to the mildly pretty Cote-d'Or. In this province

we often found cherries and other fruit trees growing by
the roadside, and the slow moving waggons, drawn by
oxen, which we frequently met, were mostly laden with

market produce, giving evidence of the great fertility

of this sunny land. We spent the night at Dole. Here,
during our after dinner walk, we discovered a circus

—

In the Juras.

one of the good old-fashioned sort—^and finding time

hung heavily on our hands, we paid our franc apiece

and entered. True to the traditions of such places, the

seats were hard planks, covered with an apologetic

sort of winding sheet. But, in spite of this discomfort,

we found the experience highly entertaining. The
jokes of the French clown, of course, we could not

understand, nor could we judge their quality by the

reception accorded them by the audience, for the French
are not at all demonstrative at a performance of this

kind, and the hearty roars of laughter which nearly

always greet the antics of the clown at an English
circus are entirely absent here. Again, the applause
which greeted the performances of the equestrians was
always about equal in volume, irrespective of the

quality of the performance, and we were astonished
to see, seated in a prominent position, a solemn visaged
individual who, so to speak, conducted the applause!
Clapping his hands a few seconds after each "turn,"
and then holding up one hand as a signal to his

followers to stop, this man was the most amusing figure
in the place. We afterwards were told that this system
of turning on the applause, as well as the limelight, by
the management is quite common in French places Of
amusement.

(To he continued.)
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Variable Gears at the Stanley.
By B. H. DAVIES.

^/ "f'XTTELL, Mr. Davies," I was greeted by a

\a/ trade rider on entering the Stanley.

"Your pet hobby's rather off. There's

hardly a variable gear in the show!
"

"Rubbish!" was my reply. "There's scarcely a

single geared machine in the show, and my wildest

hopes are surpassed." There was but one important

innovation at the Stanley which was almost universal,

and that was the adjustable pulley, affording a varia-

tion of gear ratios between, say, 4 to i and 6 to i.

These pulleys have two main disadvantages—that you

have to dismount to alter the gear ratio, and, further,

that it is not possible to get a really low gear with

them. On the other hand, they are very cheap, most

of them are absolutely reliable, and they need no

fitting. They will verj' greatly retard developments

in two-speed gears for a year or two unless the side-

car craze balances them, and compels makers to bring

out a gear more suited for passenger work than any

pulley gear can be. But to the thoughtful they are

a very eloquent pointer as to the inevitable future of

gears possessing a wider range- and capable of being

operated from the saddle. An adjustable pulley is

a substitute for a two or three-speed gear, and obviously

a very makeshift substitute at that ; yet because it is

cheap, reliable, light in weight, and very simple to fit

it is selling in thousands. Moral : A two-speed gear

incorporating these four advantages, plus a greater

range of ratios and "saddle operation," would be a

veritable gold mine.

Nevertheless, these adjustable pulleys are variable

gears in embryo, and I think their enormous popularity

justifies the crusade which I and a few others have
been waging.

An Adjustable Belt Fastener.

Collier and Sons showed an accessory vvhich will be-

come indispensable to all users of these pulleys. Their

new- adjustable belt fastener entirely does away with

the need of inserting or removing short lengths of

belt when the gear is altered, and so destroys the main
drawback to this type of gearing. I must add one
word of warning about those pulleys in which the loose

flange and the locking ring screw up to each other on

right and left-hand threads. It is obvious the screw-

ing together of these two loose parts makes a very tight

lock at any time. When it is further remembered
that whenever the engine is driving, the belt is . press-

ing the flange against the locking ring, and tightening

them still more, it will be understood there is grave
danger of a very fierce jam. I have had a pulley of

this tj'pe, which it was a rare business to unlock, even
by detaching the pulley and gripping half of it in

a vice—in fact, what I really did in this instance was
to pay nearly £t. for a heavy fixed pulley, when 1

might have bought a light fixed pulley for 5s. At
the same time, if well designed and made this type

is quite satisfactory.

The show further contained a large number of

variable pulleys fitted with mechanism for operating

the changes from the saddle. On a show bench these

are very attractive, and, without condemning any by

name, let me briefly indicate the difficulty of design-
ing a gear of this sort efficiently. In all devices of

the sort at least one of the pulley flanges must be
loose on the barrel or spindle. The pressure of the

belt will tend to force this loose flange (or two, if

both are loose) outwards. This outward pressure is

technically known as " thrust.
'

' Wherever this thrust

is found great friction is set up. To put it crudely,
it will pull the crankshaft and flywheels over to the

pulley side of the engine, and there will be great loss

of power and efficiency. There are two ways in which
this thrust may be modified or abolished:

(i.) It may be reduced to a negligible minimum bv
the provision of ball bearings to take the thrust.

(2.) The loose parts of the pulley may be locked
together at four or more ratios, when the pulley will

revolve as a solid whole, and there will be no more
thrust than with an ordinary plain pulley or a locked
adjustable pulley of the ordinary " dismount-to-alter-
it

'

' type.

Side Thrust on Variable Geared Pulleys.
Every efficient variable pulley of the " from-the-

saddle-operated " type must allow for this thrust in

one of these ways. A careful examination of such
pulleys as the Osborne four-speed will show what pains
some designers have taken to minimise or destroy thrust
friction. Other exhibitors will tell you, " We don't
tie you down to four, or six, or even a dozen gears

;

our pulley gives you as many as there is room for!
"

, Face to face with a claim like this, enquiry should
always be made about the thrust. I noticed one
otherwise smart device had no locking devices and
no thrust bearing, but that all the end pressure was
taken by the lever actuating the loose flange, and 1

asked the demonstrator how he justified this. " You
sde that collar sliding on the crankshaft?" I saw
it. " If you knocked that collar all cock-eyed on the

shaft what would happen?" "I suppose it woul{'

'bind.'" "Yes, sir, that's exactly what it does.
You see the belt presses it out of truth with the axis of
the shaft, as the belt only touches one half of the
pulley, and so it binds; and in case the binding
wouldn't keep it in place, the operating lever makes an
extra stop." This, of course, is entirely fatal to

efficient working.

Real Hill=climbing WorK.
A second point about all these pulleys is that to

have a separate lever for the jockey pulley is very
tiresome. Some devices use a second lever; some
mount the jockey on a spring, which is supposed to
actuate it automatically. Neither of these plans is

satisfactory. Either the spring has insufficient tension
to keep the jockey taut up to its work or else the
tension is too great, and causes unnecessary friction.

The Osborne people have greatly improved their

jockey operation, and the double action of the Chater
Lea lever is very attractive. I must say, however,
I have yet to see a gear of this pattern I like so well
as the one which Capt. Low formerly exploited, and
called, I believe, the Lindsay-Scott gear ; but it was
not suitable for bicycles.
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Variable Gears at the Stanley.—

Apart from pulley gears, there was really a very

good show of other types of variable gears, and no

doubt a great number will be sold to meet the demand

for greater climbing facilities in connection with the

sidecar. And in this connection I have another word

of warning to add. Almost any sort of gear will

do for sidecar work if the rider merely wishes to

toddle up and down the Brighton Road and

similar fairly level highways. Have we not all had

much fun -with single geared 2^ h.p. passenger

outfits on such roads? And nowadays 5 h.p. and

7 h.p. cycles are available. But for real hill-climbing

work with a passenger no pulley gear which is attached

direct to the engine-shaft is really any use. The belt

will not stand the load for one thing, especially on a

small diameter engine pulley, and a gear low enough

cannot be obtained with two pulleys and direct drive.

I have been driving a chain-driven twin and sidecar

this summer, and my low gear was 8J^ to i
;

yet

often in touring I could well have done with a lower

gear still, and yet no pulley that is driving direct will

give a gear anywhere near so low as 8^ to r. It is

all a question of where one wishes to go, and of

whether one is willing now and again to make one's

passenger walk a hill. Something of the same reason-

ing applies to belt-driven hub gears. With them the

low gear may be 11 to i without allowance for slip
;

but with these the belt takes back what the hub
reduction gives, and it will refuse to pull a heavy load

up a really steep hill. For go-anywhere sidecar work

vou must have the chain drive and a low bottom gear

of, say, 8 or 9 to I, with a twin-cylinder engine. I

cite Mr. Hooydonk's experience and policy in support

of these remarks. He long ago wholly abandoned
the belt for passenger work, even though his gear

permitted a low ratio of 12 to i without allowance for

slip. Still, it cannot be denied that without any gear

at all or with a belt-driven hub or pulley gear a

vast amount of fun is obtainable with light passenger

attachments on average roads.

Variable Gears with Chain Drive.

After this preface we find there were very few gears

exhibited which met all the requirements of passenger

work. There was my well-tried friend the Phelon
and Moore, which needs no words of commendation
from me after all these years of prominent achieve-

ment. I need only say that, though I have no interest

in the company, my 1908 order will be my fourth con-

secutive gear of this make. The Anglian was not

on exhibition. The epicyclic gear shown by Brown
Bros, is a good thing, and has chain drive. The
Fit-all gear may be had with chain drive, and the

operating bands on it are, I notice, considerably

stronger than in 1 907 . The Phoenix gear was another

absentee, owing, I understand, to a plentitude of

orders and work.

Coming to belt-driven gears, the Nala again

appeared, and is one of the solidest hubs on the

market. A lighter edition of it is now sold for light

solo machines. Collier and Sons alsO' staged a light hub
gear, not meant for passenger work. The Vindec
gear sold to the extent of no hubs last year, and is

now slightly improved alike in the design of the operat-

ing rods, adjustments, and in the protection from

ingress of grit to the internal expanding metal brakes,

which the makers prefer to external bands for operat-

ing epicyclic gears. The 3^ h.p. Vindec Special

with two-speed hub is a most attractive little go-

anywhere-in any-weather mount. The N.S.U. engine

pulley gear has never manifested more than one fail-

ing, and that was a slight tendency to occasionally

work off its shaft. I was well satisfied that this

tendency is efficiently combated in the present models.

One machine which I hope will not be hurriedly con-

demned as a freak embodied an old suggestion of

mine. I refer to the 6 h.p. four-cylinder V-engined

Douglas. It had in lieu of the ordinary bottom

bracket a countershaft with dog clutch gear resembling

that on the Anglian chain-driven two-speed countershaft

gear. From this countershaft the drive is taken to

either side of the rear wheel by means of belts, one of

the belts being idle when the other is driving. No
friction clutch is necessary with this, as the yalve lifter

and belt drive amply cushion the gear changes, and the

wear and tear on the belts ape greatly diminished by

using two, of which one is always idle. This design has

possibilities. I have left to the last the_ belt-driven,

free-engined hub gear which was most in evidence,

i.e., the Roc. There is no doubt all those who are

handling it have exceptional ,
trust in its capabilities,

and anyone can see that the Roc axle specially lends

itself to a gear of the kind. On the Premier stand

several machines of different makes, including a

Triumph, were staged fitted with this gear. I am
promised a trial machine fitted with it, and I hope

then to write of its merits from personal experience.

Altogether this year's Stanley was far more interest-

ing and encouraging to us variable gear enthusiasts

than any previous motor cycle exhibition.

Reliability Trial in Tasmania.

WE have received from Mr. S. Spurling, jun., of

Launceston, Tasmania, particulars and photo-

graphs of the first motor reliability trial held

in Tasmania, which proved to be a great

success. In all, thirty-eight cars and motor cycles were

entered, the latter being divided irttO' three separate

classes. The Ptart was from Launceston on the morn-

ing of Saturday, November 9th, and, according to

the power of the motors used, times were allotted for

covering the t2o miles separating Launceston from

Hobart. The small cars and 2 h.p. motor bicycles had

to average fifteen miles per hour, 3'/ to 4^4 h.p. motor

bicycles twenty miles per hour, and over 4% h.p. twenty-

two miles per hour. Adjustments or tyre repairs were

permitted, but competitors had to complete the journey

within the maximum time limit. Controls were arranged

alonn- the route. The following motor cyclists essayed

the mn: W. Clare (2 h.p. Minerva), J. C. Finlayson (2

h.p. Alcyon), S. King (i 3^ h.p. Motosacoche), C. Martin

(,:].i4 h.p. twin-cylinder Minerva), George King (t,% h.p.

twin-cylinder Griffon), C. M. Dyer (4 J^ h.p. Minerva),

G. M. Jackson (8 h.p. Jackson-J.A.P.), P. G. Harrison

(5 h.p. twin-cylinder Griffon), S. Spuriing, jun. (5 h.p.

twin-cylinder Vindec Special), Alfred Scott (5 h.p. twin-
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BeUability Trial in Tasmania.—
cylinder Griffon), and W. H. King (7 h.p. twin-cylinder

Peugeot). The trial was merely one of reliability, and
speed was not encouraged ; but as there is no speed limit

in Tasmania at present, one competitor made an attempt
at record between Launceston and Hobart on a stripped

15 h.p. Humber two-seater. His time was 3h. 37m., so

that the record of 2h. 53m. made by W. H. King on a

Peugeot motor bicycle some months ago still stands. As
a matter of fact, on this occasion George Jackson on an

8 h.p. Jap also covered the 120 miles in 3h. 37m. Parts

of the road were very loose. All the riders with the ex-

ception of George King successfully completed the

outward journey to schedule time.

On the 'Monday the return journey was commenced,
and majiy competitors e.xperienced tyre troubles. Spur-

ling having no less than seven tyre repairs to make

;

nevertheless, he finished before the expiration of his

time limit. Martin fell in taking a sharp turn at speed,

but escaped with a few bruises. Dyer kindly stopped
and helped him to get going again. The following are

entitled to receive the club's certificate for accomplish-

ing the run on each day within the time specified in the

schedule: C. Martin, G. King, G. M. Jackson, P. G.

Harrison, S. Spurling, jun., and W. H. King.

All the riders of the lightweight machines retired

owing to the fact that tyre troubles accounted for them
getting behind their averages.

SUCCESSFUL CONTESTANTS IN THE FIRST TASMANIAN RELIABILITY TRIAL.
(1) W. H. King (7 h.p. Peugeot). (2) S. Spurling, jun. (5 h.p. Vindeo Special).

(3) Motor cycles over 4J h.p. starting from Launceston. (4) Three competitors leaving Hobart.

(5) C. M Dyer (ij h.p. Minerva). (6) G. M. Jackson (8 h.p. Jaokson-J.A.P.)
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Variable Gears for
*THE DISCUSSION

Mr. C. Gather Cooke said he had driven a two-speed

geared macliine for two years all over England, and would
not care now to tackle a single-geared machine. He had
liad a 3j h.p. for three years, and it had never failed him or

broken down ; in fact, it had been a great success. He had
never found it become overheated. He desired to mention

one thing, namely, that he was partial to wires for operat-

ing the gears. During the time he had been using this 3-^-

h.p. machine repairs to it had not cost him more than 5s.

He thought if we had low power and two speeds 5 h.p.

engines would not be needed.

Mr. M. J. Tuchmann thought Mr. Hooydonk had done a

very worthy thing in bringing up this subject again. Many
things had been promised in the past in regard to variable

gears, and he thought some advance had been made in solv-

ing the problem. To his mind, Mr. Hooydonk had been a

little too severe on the variable pulley. This year, for the

first time, the public had been largely ordering two-speed

gears, and from what he had seen and heard he believed that

even more variable pulleys had been ordered than two-speed

gears. The public taste had to be taken into account. At
any rate, the public had recognised that in the variable pulley

they had a practical device. The low cost had something to

do "with this. There were several objections to the variable

pulley, one was that it threw the belt out of line and caused

it to wear out quickly ; but that could be overcome ; it was
not a serious thing to carry a spare piece of beltinn and a

couple of fasteners. Mr. Hooydonk' s severe criticisms of it

were hardly justified, he thought. At any rate, 1908

would see a great number of these pulleys in use. The
necessity for a two-speed variable gear with the present-day

motor bicycle was not so great as with the motor bicycles

when first introduced. Modern machines were not so very

heavy, but still they were fitted with very flexible engines.

The aim. of the present-day car designers was to avoid using

the gears as much as possible. The man who ran from
London to Edinburgh on a one-speed gear boasted about it.

Mr. C. Wilkinson agreed with Mr. Victor Hart ; he was
in favour of two-speed gears. But he had not had much
experience. He would like to see a motor bicycle that would
glide away at once when mounted. He could not do without
pedals himself, and he thought they ought to be retained ; he

could not climb a long hill without them.

Mr. H. G. Bell said one point had not been mentioned in

connection with two-speed gears, one class of rider had not

been catered for, and that was the inactive man. The F.N.
gear had been mentioned ; it was not a two-speed gear, but

only a one-speed reduction gear.

Mr. H. G. Cove thought Mr. Hooydonk had been too harsh
upon the adjustable pulley. Personally, he thought there
was a good future for it. The great drawback, however, was
that it was necessary to dismount to change the gear.

Mr. W. Devonport spoke of the Nala hub gear he had used,
which had proved satisfactory.

Mr. H. R. Dougal reminded the meeting that with a two-
speed gear it was a necessity to have a clutch, and a clutch
was always a great trouble. If the clutch failed, the two-
speed gear failed with it. A clutch that would work all right
would be a boon. The same objections applied to both kinds
of clutch—the dog clutch or the friction clutch.

The Chairman (Mr. G. D. Leechman) added a few words
at the request of the meeting. One or two points, he said,

had struck him in the paper and the discussion. He thought
Mr. hooydonk's paper marked a very definite milestone on the
road leading to the perfect variable gear. He believed vari-
able gears would yet be largely used on motor bicycles. It

was generally admitted now that variable gears were desir-

able. That was a fact worth noting. At any rate, for
bicycles carrying a passenger, Mr. Wells would go as far as
that in meeting the advocates of two or more speed gears. He
thought the solution of the question lay largely in finding a
light change-speed gear. Most of the gears were quite sufii-

cient to turn a light motor bicycle into a heavy one, and so

defeat their object to a certain extent. The question of over-
heating seemed to be better under.stood than it used to be.
Overheating v as due to overloading. So long as the load was
kept within the reasonable power of the engine all was right.

Summary of a discussion iollowing Mr. Hooydonk's paper.

Motor Bicycles.
(Concluded from page 8).

No doubt there was considerable difficulty, from the com-

mercial point of view, in introducing change speed gears.

Capital was needed to manufacture them on a scale large

enough to be profitable, and manufacturers were not to be

blamed for moving slowly. Manufacturers weve in business

to do business, and, as a rule, they did not care very much
what they made and sold so long as they made money. Mr.

Hooydonk was an enthusiast in the cause of the motor bicycle,

and not only a manufacturer. Still, what would be the good

of his continual exjierimenting if it was going fo ruin him.

For his own part, said Mr. Leechman, with a twinkling smile,

he believed he had invented the best speed gear ever yet

thought of, but, he added, he could not get anybody to look

at it with a view to pushing it commercially. It had to be

fitted to the engine. Manufacturers said it would be a specu-

lation ; but, from his own prejudiced point of view, it had

advantages over some others that had been marketed.

A variable gear to be really satisfactory, and to hold its head

up, should have among other things that feature which Mr.

Lyons Sampson had referred to when speaking of thrust bear-

ings. He endorsed what that gentleman had said on that

point. It appeared to him (Mr. Leechman) that by intro-

ducing ball bearings you got over the pure slide and obtained

a rolling motion instead, which reduced friction. He was
inclined to agree with those who thought the adjustable

pulley was good. It was not so good as Mr. Pemberton's

variable gear, because the use of the latter would surely

inspire anyone who used it to find out something better.

Mr. Hooydonk replied at some length to the various

criticisms and opinions expressed. As to bevel gear versus

spur gear he had tried several experiments, and had found

that the bevel gear took more power to drive than the spur

gear. The bevel gears he used were made by a first-class

manufacturer. A straight-through drive was better than a

bevel gear. The weight of the gear on the hub was a serious

objection, no doubt, but when the motor bicyclecame that

would start off by the handle, a few pounds' weight would
not matter. The gear for which he was responsible weighed
14 lbs., which he did not consider serious, and no doubt in

future it could be made lighter. He agreed with Mr. Chat-

terton that a gear on the countershaft of a motor car was the

right place ; and when there were manufacturers who made
nothing else but motor bicycles, and made them entirely,

then we should have a motor bicycle with the variable speed

gear on the countershaft ; but until then we should have to

get on as well as we could by making gears to fit the

machines. Under present circumstances the back hub was
the best place for it. In reference to fitting a three-speed

gear belonging to a push bicycle to a motor bicycle, he had
tried the experiment, and the gear was absolutely ground up
to a pulp. Mr. Pemberton had entertained them by talking

of his own nice handy device. If motor cyclists did not mind
dismounting in order to change gear they would be content.

Mr. Pemberton had said two speeds were not enough. Well,

half a loaf was better than no bread. If they started with
two speeds, cleverer men would come along and introduce a

third, and even more ; indeed, there was no telling how many
we might have in time. He thought the Stanley Shovf people

might help the industry more than they did in pushing the

cause of the motor bicycle by mentioning in future opening
speeches and elsewhere that there were such things in the
show as motor bicycles. Motor bicycles had been ignored.

(A Voice : Let motor bicyclists start a show of their own.)
He admitted m regard to prices of variable gears that these

were high, but he thought they would come down when the

gears were more generally in use ; the same with the motor
bicycle itself, just as in the case of the push bicycle. He
was glad to hear that Mr. Wells, with all his high fancies,

would like to see a good two-speed gear. "Well, I hope," said

Mr. Hooydonk, " he will put his glasses on and help us to look

for it." Unquestionably, there were times when a variable

gear was wanted. He was glad to see there was a strong
movement to introduce a low powered liajhtweight motor
bicycle. (Hear, hear.) Those folks will want a variable
gear. He echoed Mr. Leechman's remarks on the com-
mercial aspect of the question. Mechanism was with him
not only a business, but it was his hobby too. He hoped all

would help to make the motor bicycle a great deal better than
they found it by devoting to it their intelligence as well as
their pleasuie-loving instinct. (Hear, hear, and applause.).
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Why you should ride the Triumph
3i h.p. Motor Cycle.

BSCAUSE—
It is the " No Worry Machine."

It is extremely flexible, due to Ball Bearing Engine.

It is most comfortable, due to scientiflcally constructed Spring Forks.

It is splendidly equipped and ready for the road.

It is the most Distinctive Motor Cycle.

It gives splendid road service.

It will go anywhere at any time.

It is easily controlled in traffic.

It has ample reserve of power.

It will start easily, and quickly pick up power.

As a second-hand it will command a ready sale and good price.

You want a Motor which does not require tinkering with every ride you go.

Duping the Dublin Motoi* Show, Triumph Motor Cycles can be

seen at the Tpiumph Wholesale Depot, 62, William Street, op

F. A. Wallen & Co.'s Cycle Depot, 4, Nassau Street, Dublin.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., COVENTRY.
LONDON—4-5, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. LEEDS—4, King Edward Street.

MANCHESTER—160, Deansgate. GLASGOW—101, Mitchell Street.

DUBLIN (wholesale only)—62, William Street.

^
In answering this advertisement it is desirable that ycu mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOSACOCHE
FOR BOTH SEXES!

All readers of 1

"The Motoi
Cycle" Interested
in the new Ught-
weight m ot or
Ehoald read Hn. IKen n ar d's
article

Mrs. Edward Kennard terms it

THE IDEAL MOUNT.

WHY?
Because it combines Lightness,

Simplicity, Power, and Relia-

bility with Ease, Elegance,

Handiness, Speed, and Economy.

WHY NOT HAVE
A TRIAL RUN?

Extract from article by Mrs. Edward Kennard, "The Motor Cycle," Jan. 1st, 1908.

A REAL LIGHTWEIGHT BICYCLE.—A real bicycle, with a small li h.p. engine attached, framed round
with tubes in the shape of an ordinary motor bicycle. My eye at once perceived the difference. The
Motosacoche weighed seventy-five pounds. Its lightness, handiness, and simplicity were apparent to the
veriest tyro. How nice for tra.Hc and tight comers ! The machine was so light one could pedal it precisely
like an ordinary bicycle. The control seemed the acme of simplicity. There were no levers in the ordinary
sense of the word. An exhaust lever on the left handle-bar advanced the ignition to the full when dropped,
and in conjunction with it was a small handle which actuated the throttle. The Motosacoche would crawl along
at three rniles an hour or speed away at tlihrty. The complete lady's Motosacoche at the Stanley Show was
admired by all. If it fulfils all its claims, I predict for it a great and immediate success among feminine votaries
of the sport. It is what women want. A mount they can manipulate without male assistance. ... 1 feel

s"re the Motosacoche wiU prove a boon and a blessing.

1908 MODEcS
NOW ON VIEW.

Single and Double-cylinders.

Magneto or Accumulator
Ignition.

1J and 2} h.p.

SEND TO-DAY FOR LIST
AND CATALOGUE.

SOLE PROPRIETORS FOR GREAT BRITAIN :

H.& A.DUFAUX (England), Ltd.,
65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

(Opposite Spiers and Ponds).
Telepbone No. : 5439 Holborn.

I

Please state riders

weight when ordering^

The popular BlOO model

owes its popularity to distinc t m„-rit. It has met
with favour from all Motor Cyclists who have tried

different kinds of saddles—who have had long
experience—and who are, therefore, the most reU-

able guides. They all prefer BROOKS MOTOR
SADDLES—and there are many reason for it.

Ask to-day for a copy of our

The new SPRING seat

is a most luxurious. SEAT—possessing great

smoothness and sensitiveness of action. For long

distance ri.les, when room and ease are

necessary, this will be found an ideal seat.

Many riders who have tried this Model will not

return to the ordinary saddle, declaring this the

most comfortable seat they have ever ridden.

"Saddle Manual"— it tells about

BROOKSSADDLB
and SEATS for every Motor Cyclist—and every Motor Cyclist should read it.

J. B. BROOKS &Co., Ltd., T Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.

In answering either of these advertiseinctitf- tt, n desirable (hut i/irti mention " The Motor Oi/c/r
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

.nakes of machines, accessories or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C, and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a Stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Belt Transmission.

Feeling rather curious to

[tri know what '

' Road Rider
'

' in

"1 " Hints and Tips for Motor
I * I Cyclists " means when he says .

that the Whittle belt jingles, I

should esteem it a favour if you could

enlighten me on this point. I have

run over 5,000 miles with this belt

on 6 h.p. twin-cylinder and sidecar

(most of this distance in Derbyshire),

and have yet to hear any noise that

in my meaning of the word could be

termed jingling.

—

Jno. Hashm.
We think " Road Rider's " meaning was
obvious. He desired to indicate that

when running over the pulleys the

Whittle belt is noisier in its action than

a plain leather or rubber one.

A Powerful Mount lor Competitions.

(1.) Is the 8 h.p. Peugeot a

r^TI satisfactory engine in point of

? reliability? (2.) What is the
LlJ highest speed on level this

engine is capable of? Rider
lOst. 6 lbs., machine 140 lbs. Kindly
state gear. (3.) Are the bearings
satisfactory on this engine? (4.) If

fitted with high tension Simms-Bosch
ignition, geared 2^ to 1, what is

slowest speed it would produce a
spark capable of igniting mixture?

(5.) .If I got this engine and had it

fitted into a light frame—whole
machine to weigh 120 lbs.—should I

be barred from competition provided
I conformed to rules re mudguards,
silencers, etc.? (6.) In hill-climbing

competitions is there always a class

for any sized engine?—M.M., Oxford.

(1.) We have had no personal experi-

ence with this size of engine, but we
believe, nevertheless, that it would be
satisfactory. (2.) A machine fitted with
this engine should easily be capable of

sixty miles an hour with a 2^ to 1 gear.

(3.) We have had no complaints con-
cerning the bearings of this particular
engine. (4.) It is possible to slow down
some engines to about 250 revolutions

a minute, but the carburetter has to be

very carefully adjusted, and battery

ignition must be employed. (5.) You
would, of course, be barred from all

competitions in which there is a cylin-

der capacity limit. You would only be
able to take part in a few competitions

in which there is an " unlimited " class.

We should advise a standard machine
for competitions. (6.) This class is not
always included.

Misfiring In Back Cylinder

My 5^ h.p. Rex de Luxe has
' ' lately taken to firing very

irregularly in the back
cylinder. With the spark fully

advanced it will not fire at all

in the back cylinder, though the

front one goes on steadily enough,
but if the spark is retarded slightly

the back one fires but does not give

anything like as much power as it

should do. If the front plug is

shorted the engine stops altogether,

while if the back one is shorted it

makes little or no difference to the
speed of the engine. I have taken
the magneto to pieces and cleaned it,

also fitted new fibre ring, overhauled
wires, terminals, and tried any
number of different plugs. The com-
pression is splendid, and timing,

valves, etc., all right. Do you think
it is sparking through the safety gap?
If so, how can this be prevented?
Would there be any danger in fixing

some insulating material in the gap
to prevent it? I have also had the
carburetter down and thoroughly
overhauled it.—W. H.D.. Newark.

Have you tested the spark at the back
cylinder? If you are certain that the
magneto and valves are all right, you
had better turn your attention to the
sparking plug. If you change them
about you will soon tell if they are all

right. Next change the inlet valve
from the front to the back cylinder.

The carbon pencils of the magneto occa-
sionally require removing and c!ea,ning.

Perhaps this is your trouble. Spark-

ing only takes place at the safety gap

when the path of the high tension

cuiTent is interrupted by a very large

gap. The spark must then go some

where, and so it exhausts itself

through the safety gap. You must not

interfere with the latter in any way.

Various Questions re a Twln-oyllnder Bicycle.

I am thinking of having a

powerful twin-cylinder with
sidecar for this year. I went
to the show and was much
struck with the Matchless

machine. The engine must be a J. A.P.
What do you think of Collier'.^

variable pulley and belt? Do you
think it would stand sidecar work?
I have heard that the back cylinder

of a V-twin becomes hot, and the oil-

ing is unequal. Is this all bogey?
(1.) What carburetter do you con-

sider best for 6 h.p. J.A.P.? (2.) Do
you think pedalling gear necessary
with sidecar (total weight of passen-
gers nineteen stones)? (3.) I have
always had batteries before. Do you
think the Simms-Bosch magneto
would give me any serious trouble?
(4.) What kind of sidecar do you
advise? Fixed or otherwise. Which
side for fixing, and if on left hand
side, does this present any difficulty

for starting and mounting with
passenger up?—A.E.G., Brighton.

We have an excellent opinion of the
Matchless J. A. P. motor bicycle and
Collier's variable pulley, which would
undoubtedly stand sidecar work. You
are not likely to have any trouble from
the back cylinder overheating, or un-
equal oiling. (1.) We should recom-
mend a J. A. P. carburetter. (2.) Pedals
would not be necessary if you had a
change-speed gear. (3.) No. (4.) Send
a numbered list of sidecars and we will

advise you. Sidecars are usually fitted

on the near side of the machine, but
you can have one attached to the off

side if you desire it. It would be
better for mounting.
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Use ol Cut-ont and other Qneiies.

I am riding a 1905 magneto
3 h.p. Triumph. (1.) Can you
tell me if it is advisable to ride

with cut-out open when in the

country? Does one get more
power with it open, and is the engine

liable to overheat if run with it

closed? (2.) I lubricate very freely;

a, pumpful every seven or eight miles.

Is this a mistake, and can it do any

damage? (3.) Is it advisable to leave

belt off when machine is not in use,

or does it not stretch when left on

(Brooks's Stratex)?—J.F.T., Brackley.

(1.) Provided the silencer is found

fairly efficient the advantage of using

the cut-out is extremely small. Occa-

sionally up-hill in deserted country it

may be used with some slight advant-

age, as it keeps the engine cooler. (2.)

The lubrication is too copious. If you

use the best quality lubricant, as you

should do, a charge every fifteen miles

is sufficient. When approaching a very

steep hill an extra charge may be given.

(3.) Always remove a leather belt when
the machine is out of use.

Magnets require Remagnetlsing. Care ol

Accumulators.

(1.) I have a 3i h.p. N.S.U.,

nearly new, which runs very

fast on the stand, and though

not particularly easy to start

from cold it is possible to do

so without injecting petrol. As soon

as I take it on to the road it starts

somewhat indifferently, runs about

200 yards, gradually slows, and ulti-

mately stops. At fi'rst I thought this

was due to defective carburation or

petrol supply, but this I find is in

order, nor is it the mixture, as I

have tried all combinations. The field

magnets of the Eisemann will not

support four ounces of iron. Can
these require re-magnetising ?_ (2.) I

use Wilburine lubricating oil. Has
the use of this oil a tendency to cause

hard starting, or must I look else-

where for cause of this trouble? I

may say engine has always given

satisfaction on the road. (3.) I have

also a 2| h.p. Bradbury fitted with

accumulator ignition which I am
going to "lay up" till the spring,

and do not desire to have the accu-

mulators charged periodically. If I

were to have them fully charged,

then empty acid, take out plates, and

remove some light chocolate-coloured

deposit in the cells, thoroughly wash
out, and then fill up with distilled

water, would this do any harm to the

plates?—N.S.U.. Yorkshire.

(1.) If the machine is nearly new it is

unlikely that the trouble is due tothe
magnets having lost their magnetism.

However, if you have removed them
from the magneto machine and left

them even for a minute without a

keeper, that is to say a piece of iron

joining up the poles, they will have lost

their magnetism to a considerable ex-

tent. Examine the contact breaker and
coil connections. (2.) The lubricating

oil is good, and does not cause the

piston to stick in the cylinders. (3.)

You have mentioned the best way to

store your accumulator. If you want
the accumulator repaired it is better to

Bend it to the makers than to do it your-

self.

A Single-cylinder Tricar with Reverse.

I am looking for a light •

JTI single-cylinder tricar like the

^ 5 h.p. Phoenix or Eiley, but
fitted with a reverse. Is there

such a tiling on the market?
Is the absence of a reverse on the

machines above-mentioned much of a

drawback? I am not strong, and
have a fair amount of traffic to

negotiate. It is interesting to note

from the article " Law and the Motor
Cycle " that if a machine weighs
over 5 cwt. it must have a reverse.

—

J.H.S., Clapham.
No, we do not know of a single-cylinder

tricar fitted with a reverse. The only
thing to do would be to get an agent
to build up one for you, having a

Chater Lea three-speed and reverse

gear. The absence of a reverse is not
greatly felt, although, of course, there

are occasions during almost every day's

run when a reverse gear would be very
useful.

Steel-studded Bands.

I have a 4 h.p. Roc with

^1 two-speed gear which I use for

^ my medical rounds ; the roads
-i-l are fairly rough and very hilly.

At present I have on a 26in.

by 2iin. Palmer tyre, but think that

for winter riding I should like some
form of studded band,' but am told

that I shall find the machine slowed
to the extent of a h.p. I should be
very glad if you will tell me whether
this is the case, and what your
advice would be? I am not troubled

with skidding at all, but find the

rubber tread is wearing down very
distinctly after 400 miles.—Dr.

W.H.D., Devon.

You will find that steel studded tyres

will slow your machine about one mile

an hour, not more. If you do not care

for steel studs there are one or two
covers on the market with studs of

leather and rubber which we under-

stand are most effective against side-

slip.

Oiling Difficulty with a V Twin.

I have a 5 h.p. Brown, and
rings of back cylinder have
burnt in twice. I have tried

two or three different brands
of oil. (1.) Is it possible

to lubricate back cylinder properly?

(2.) Are the cylinders too thick,

and not ribbed enough to cool

properly? (3.) Can you recommend an
oil that won't char or burn? (4.)

Can you tell me how to get piston

out of cylinder? Ordinary methods
quite fail. (5.) Would it be too

drastic to leave bottom piston ring

out so that it might form a well for

oil?—W.G.D.
Wo do not understand exactly what
you mean by the rings having been
"burnt in" twice. Do you mean to

say that the piston has seized in the

cylinder, or that the excess of lubricat-

ing oil has got burnt around the rings

and caused them to stick in the

grooves? You do not mention how
frequently you inject oil into the

engine. (1.) It should be quite possible

to lubricate i the back cylinder

properly. (2.) As tar as we know the

cylinders keep cool, and have sufficient

radiating surface to enable them to do

BO. (3.) Try Price's Motorine A or Wil-
burine oils. (4.) If the piston has
stized in the cylinder the best method
is to soak both in paraffin before

attempting to withdraw the piston. If

it will not come out after it has been

soaked in paraffin it must be a very bad
seize. (5.) None of the piston rings

should be removed. There is usually

an oil well on the top of the crank

chamber. Why not try an additional

oil tube leading to the side of the cylin-

der with a three-way tap so that you
can give this refractory cylinder a little

extra lubricant from time to time?

Auxiliary Exhaust Forts,

I have a 2 h.p. Peugeot
^T] bicycle, and have been told that

V I shall increase its efficiency if

-D I bore some holes through the

cylinder just above the top of

the piston when it is at its lowest,

so as to release the burnt gases at the

end of the explosion stroke. I shall

be glad if you will kindly tell me

—

{!.) If this device improves a machine,

and will it give me more power for

hill-climbing? (2.) How many holes

should be bored, and of what dia-

meter? (3.) Will the oil be splashed

out to any extent so as to make the

engine dirty and require more fre-

quent lubrication? (4.) The holes

which would be just above the piston

when at the bottom of its stroke

would be just uncovered when the

piston is at the top of its stroke.

Would dust and grit be liable to be

sucked in through the holes?—

•

H.P.B., Dorking

(1.) We do not advise the alteration,

but the device in question undoubtedly

improves a machine as regards power

and hill climbing. It will cause a

great deal of noise and cover your legs

with oil. (2.) If you decide to adopt it

we should recommend two holes fin. in

diameter. (3.) The oil will be splashed

out to a considerable extent, and much
will be wasted, so that more frequent

lubrication is necessary. The best plan

is to fit a hollow ring round the place

where the holes are made, so that the

oil can be carried by a pipe from the

latter on to the ground. (4.) The
piston must be very much shorter than

usual if it would allow the holes to be
uncovered at the top of its stroke. We
should advise a longer piston, as

although we do not think dirt could be

drawn in, the oil would be blown out

very much worse when piston was at

the top than when it was at the bottom
of the cylinder.

"The Autocar," which is

published under the same
proprietorship as "The Motor
Cycle," is to the automobilist

what this journal is to the

motor cyclist. Any reader of

"The Motor Cycle" who is

also considering the purchase
of a car should make a point

of obtaining "The Autocar"
—the leading motor journal.

Price 3d. issued weekly
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XHE NEW YEAR o" 19OS
marks a turning point in the history of motor cycles, viz: the application of car practice

as in the case
of clutches and
speed gears.

The move-
ment is most
conspicuous in

the

ROC
machine, which
has for some
years been the
forerunner of

the present day
low frame, long
wheelbase,
pedal operated
clutch, etc. The

>**;*.»*wy'-'

Roc 4 h.p.|Military Model, duplex frame, Roc clutch and speed gear,|45 gns.

Roc live back axle with hand starting^incorporating the Roc new speed gear can also be
supplied on other makes of machines or as a separate component for conversions.

A. W. WALL, Ltd., Roc Motor Cycle Works, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON: The Service Co., 292, High Holborn.

AND AGENTS IN ALL LARGE TOWNS.

MOTORS.
JAP Patent Automatic Carburetter.

As the result of experiments extending over several years, this Car-

buretter was devised nearly two, years, ago. We have had a number in

constant use on various engines for the past 18 months j'ljThe advantages of

this carburetter are:

Simplicity.

Automatic action, needing no .hand regulation.

Easier starting (w^ith throttle almost closed). Engine
starts smoothly and slo'wly without jump or jerk.

Slower, quieter, and more flexible running of engine.

Greater speed and power with less petrol consumption
usually

Simpler and easier control.

Increases the pleasure of driving twofold.
Order at once to insure prompt delivery.

Jap Patent Variable Pulley.

Stnd tor Niw niutrated Catalo|st

—

bsw raadj.

John A. Prestwich & Co., LunhlZTondon,' n.

Telephone—1822 Tottenham. Telegrims—" Prestwich, Tottenham."

Tv answering i-ither nf Ihrar ndvprtisfments U i« denirnhle. thni ynu mentinn " The Motor Ojfcli.'
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SHOCKS OVERCOMEZ ' ZENITH BICAR/
THE FAMOUS SPRING-FRAME MOTOR BICYCLE-DE-LUXE.

" The Zenith Blear " Patent

System ot Construction defies
VIBRATION spells WEAR to

rider and machine.

WEAR spells LOSS of

temper and £ s. d.^
r

The prieel/of the
" Zenith Bicar " is 43
gns. net cash, or 50
gns. with two - speed

gear.

Road Shocks. "No front

forks to snap" is only one

of its MANY Pioneer Points.

No trouble, no vibration, no

risk of sideslip, no running

alongside to mount—for it

starts with a handle same

way as a car. Comfortable

footboards instead ot pedals.

" MOTOR CYCLES FOR [SALE " seldom includes the " Zenith Bica/," despite its several years of existence and

widespread output. Unlike the many hundreds advertising their anxiety to part with other makes, "Zenith Bicar"

riders "grapple them to their souls with hooks of steel."

Join this happy band ot contented motor cyclists. Write now for our list showing all the many advantages of the

" Zenith Bicar " (and of the " Zenith " Tricar, built on similar non-vibration lines, price 75 gns. net). No experiments.

No cheap fitments. No " easy " payments. No exchanges. Only bed-rock value.

Fitted with Fafnir 3^ h.p. air-cooled Engine, 80 mm. x 80 mm. Longuemare Carburetter, Free Engine Clutch, Starting Handle, Prested

High-speed Trembler, two Accumulators Exhaust Valve Lifter (operated from handle-bar). Clincher Tyres (2 J in.). Whittles' or Watawata
Belt, Brooks' Saddle ; of the Finest Workmanship throughout ; the price is 43 guineas nett cash, or including crate, cartage, and London
Dock dues, £1 15s. f.o.b. export steamer.

To prevent disappointment orders should be placed immediately, as the output of our present works is strictly limited, and our new works
will not be ready this season. All orders executed in strict rotation.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd., 101a, Stroud Green Rd., LONDON, N. (|!fSe*Sl*r«\?)
SHOW ROOMS : 119, STROUD GREEN ROAD. Nearest Station : Finsbury Park.

I
=^

Why have your Magneto in the Mud?

Th« Reliability ot the Magneto.

Several replies have been received to our

query as to the distance covered on a motor
cycle without adjusting or cleaning the

magneto. Up to the time of writing, Mr. D.

J. Maitland holdi the record, viz., 4,000 miles

on a 6 h.p. Bat-Jap without a misfire or re-

moving the contact breaker cover

THIS PROVES THE BAT SYSTEM

OF BALL BEARING GEAR-DRIVEN

MAGNETO (PROTECTED IN TANK)

TO BE PERFECTION.

3i-4 h.p., 42 Guineas. 6-7 h.p., 50 Guineas. 7-9 h.p., 55 Guineas.

Magneto, £6 lOs. extra.

THE

t

BAT
MOTOR MANFG. CO.,

PENGE,

LONDON, S.E.

JAP ENGINES.

SPBINQ

RAME.
OBKS

m^^Bmggg^mg^Bgm^HmBBMiHi Model h.p. Ma(n«t.o >cnltlon, £0 SHtpe-

Tn nnjtvypring en4h^r n/ thejtf o^^iverUpffne^f^* i*' if dpfirahU t.h/U yon m^niio-n " Th.fi Mafnr Cyrl^
'
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Motor Cycling Club.

Mr. H. G. B. Slingo, corresponding hon. secretary of the
M.C.C., informs us that a. Bohemian concert will be held, to

which ladies are specially invited, on Tuesday evening,
February 18th.

Sheffield and HaUamsbire M.C.C.

The annual general meeting will be held at headquarters,
the Nelson Hotel, Moorhead, Sheffield, on Thursday, January
15th, at 7.30 p.m. The committee specially ask all members
to attend; several matters of considerable importance having
to be decided, and it is hoped to have a full discussion on
affiliation to the Auto Cycle Union. Agenda : Minutes of last

meeting ; statement of accounts ; election of officers ; Auto
Cycle Union affiliation scheme ; any other business.

Lincolnsbire M.C.C.

The annual meeting on Saturday next, at the Spread Eagle,
Lincoln, is at 3 p.m., and in addition to the election of officers

and committee, and adoption of balance-sheet and report, tlie

question of affiliation for 1908 is to be considered. The hon.
secretary proposes that the membership of the club be not, as

hitherto, confined to the county, and that a club badge be
adopted. Mr. Brunning proposes that in future applicants
for membership shall sign the application form and forward
the fee with it. Suggestions for meets, etc., and tor work

for the club are asked for, so that a good programme can be
arranged. After the meeting there will be tea at the hotel,
and in the evening, at seven o'clock, a first-class smoking
concert, under the chairmanship of the hon. solicitor to the
club, Mr. Nelson. The prizes won during the year will also

be presented. A very good programme nas been arranged,
and as there are late trains home to most parts it is hopeij
there will be a very good muster. Tickets, Is., are obtain-
able from the club and centre officials, the committee, etc.

North-west London M.C.C.

At a committee meeting held on the 3rd inst., Messrs. T. Q.
Blundell and F. Thomas were elected members. The club is

very much indebted to Mr, W. H. Pidgeon for kindly standing
for election as president.

The annual dinner will take place on Saturday next, at the
Hotel Boulogne, Gerrard Street, W., at seven o'clock. It
is very gratifying to those responsible for the arrangements
to see the way in which the tickets are being taken up.
The annual general meeting will be held on February 7th,

of which due notice will be given the members. The hon.
secretary, Mr. H. V. Davidson, jun., will be glad to furnish
particulars of the club to intending members, who must be
amateurs. His address is 22, Olive Road, Cricklewood,
London, N.W.

Some Newloundland motor cyclists. Reading Irom left to right—Alex. Bryden (3J h.p. Triumph), George Bursall (1} h.p. Thoroughbred), Dr. T. Smith

(3i h.p. Triumph), Dr. Macpherson (8 h.p. Columbia), Franii Brehm) 3i h.p. Triumph), and Dr. Fraser (8J h.p. Triumph). The roads in Newfoundland

are (airly good lor motor cycling, but the position ol the engine should not be too low- Fhotogiaph Idndly sent by Mr. S. A. Ohuiehill, St. John's.

The Premier Motor Co., Birmingham, are in-

augurating a system covering the sale of the better class

second-hand motor cycles by issuing a signed certifi-

cate which accompanies a certain section of the

machines which they have personally tested and proved

to be free from blemish. Machines offered to the public

under this category naturally cost a little more than the

average second-hand machine sold without guarantee.

We think such a scheme will be welcomed.

We have received from Mr. R. W. Coan, the

Aluminium founder of Goswell Road, E.G., a cast

aluminium card tray i2in. by Sin.—an appropriate and
seasonable souvenir for the motor trade.

A copy of a booklet entitled " Duco Motor
Accessories " for 1908 is just to hand. This con-

tains illustrations and prices of a very large selection

of motor cycle accessories. Copies can be obtained

from Brown Bros, Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.G.
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TO SWITZERLAND AND SAVOY
BY MOTOR CYCLE.

VARIABLE GEARS AT THE
STANLEY.

Motor Cycle Lamps.

We understand that a well-known
;irm are about to market a small but
powerful searclilight motor cycle lamp
ifter the style of the small Bleriot.

A Novel Winter Rig.

Last week we noticed a rider on a,

powerful twin-cylinder machine with a
rigid sidecar chassis attached. With
the chair, mudguard, etc., removed, the

turn-out looked quaint, especially with
the bone dry roads.

Races on the Velodrome d'Hiver.

On Sunday last, at the above Parisian
covered winter track, Giuppone and
Moreau were to meet in a motor cycle

match. The result will be announced
in our next issue. Motor cycle paced
races also formed part of the pro-

gramme.

Hill-climbing Competitions.

After quoting from the recent

editorial in Thi- Motor Cycle anent the
II. A. C. veto of open hill contests on
public roads, a well informed Southern
contemporary makes a welcome state-

ment, viz., "that so far as the London
clubs are concerned, tliere are several

suitable hills fairly close to town,
where sucli a ruling need not apply for

the simple reason that there is no traffic

about, and the trials would not incon-

venience anyone."

The First Competition in 1908.

The first competition of the year will

be the Quarterly Trial on Saturday,
•January 25th, over the usual course,

starting from U.xbridge to Banbury,
rid Dashwood Hill and back via Bi-

cester, Aylesbury, Berkhampstead.
Chesham, and Amersham. Entry
forms and full particulars can be
obtained from the secretary, Auto
Cycle Union, 18, Down Street, Picca-
dilly, W. The entry fees are : Manu-
facturers or agents, £1 Is. ; members
of the A.C.U. or its affiliated clubs
(private owners), 10s. 6d. ; non-mem-
bers, 15s.

A Sporting Course.

The above course is a very sporting
one, including as it does several severe

liiils in addition to Dashwood, on which
hill the riders have usually been timed.
It will be interesting to see what result

the recent decision of the R.A.C. will

have on the test hill. Motor cyclists

anxious to test their new pattern
machines could not find a better

125 miles run. It is to be hoped that
there will be rigid, flexible, and castor

wheel sidecars in the trial, so that their

respective merits will be proved
publicly.

A.A. Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the Automobile
Association will be held at the Hotel
Cecil on the 18th March next

Afliliations.

The Scheme of Association recently

issued by the Royal Automobile Club
has been brought before the committee
of the Auto Cycle Union, who have
appointed a sub-committee to consider
the matter and report.

Magneto Nomenclature.

In future the celebrated Simms-Bosch
magneto will be known as the Bosch
magneto, and shortly the name of the
company manufacturing it, the Bosch
Magneto Co., Ltd. The magneto
machine will continue to bear the same
trademark as previously, and the same
high standard of work will be carefully

maintained.

A Considerate Motor Cyclist.

"0 23" is good enough to send us
a humorous drawing taken from the
Birmingham WceJdy Post on the 28th
ult. It depicts a motor cyclist who Iras

just been pulled up by a constable, who
is standing notebook in hand. The in-

scription reads :

The Captor :
" We'll 'ave ter wait

till the sergeant comes up ; 'e was
'idin' in the pigsty."

The Captive :
" Well, let him finish

his lunch, by all means."

Reduced Charges for Petrol and Oil.

Some time ago our German corre-

spondent reported that the German
Motor Cyclists' Association was con-

sidering the question of obtaining fuel

and lubricants at cheaper rates than
those ruling in the open market. He
now learns that the association has
concluded a contract with the German
Petrol and Oil Works, Ltd., of Regens-
burg, for the 6,stablishing of depots
throughout Germany for the sale of

petrol and lubricants. The company
will forward these materials in special

packing direct to the depots at a

maximum price to be determined year
by year by the contracting parties. Foi-

1908 the price per litre shall not exceed
43 pfennigs, or Is. lid. a gallon.

Further, members of the Association
receive rebate tickets of 10 pfennigs

did.) for every 5 litres (9 pints) of

petrol and 2 litres (4 pints) of lubricat-

ing oil; and in addition to this the
association receives a small percentage
on the turnover at the various depots.

Another advantage secured for the

members is that the company agree.''

to supply, free to any Cierman railwav
station, barrels of 100 to 200 litres (22^

and 45 gallons) of petrol at 33 pfennigs
per litre (Is. 5|d. a gallon), provided

members supply the barrels. Hundred-
litre barrels can be purchased from the
company for 18 marks (18s.), 200-litre

barrels for 22 marks (22s.) It is pro-
posed to establish 4,000 to 5,000 depots
in Germany.

Probably the Youngest Motor Cyclist.

Harry Ryan, six years old, the son
of a Pittsburg cycle maker, has won
a two miles motor cycle race, says the
Globe.

An Enjoyable Winter Ride.

The correspondent who made such an
excellent sidecar trip on Boxing Day
between London and Folkestone men-
tioned in our Current Chat columns
last week, had occasion to repeat the
journey on New Year's Day, and re

ports that he found the riding condi
tions ideal throughout. No grease, no
water carts, no police traps, and no
dust. The sun was shining brightly at

the seaside, and the journey from
London to Folkestone and back was
accomplished comfortably between 10
a.m. and 5.30 p.m., the total distanco
being 164 miles.

Speed Limit at Bromley.

The application by the Bromley
Town Council for a ten miles speed
limit on the Sevenoaks Road, the steep

bill from Beckenham and elsewhere,

has been partly successful. At the
enquiry three months ago the police

evidence signalled out motor cyclists

as being the worst offenders as regards
"excessive speed." The statement was
challenged by the secretary of the
Motor Union, and it was admitted tl.e

contention was based on police trap-

ping on an open stretch of country
road. The L.G.B. has agreed to issue

a regulation for some of the streets

.scheduled, but not for all. The ruling
will apply to the main road, also on
the steep hill named.

Dublin Motor Show.

The following are the makes of motor
cycles represented at the Dublin Show,
which opened on Saturday last, and will

remain open until the 11th inst. :

F.N., Minerva, Roc, Moto Reve, also

"Tee' Bee" specialities for motor
cycles exhibited by Bannister and Co.,

Dublin ; JNIinerva, by Hirst Bros./

Dublin ; Zenith and Zenette, by
Zenith Motors, Ltd. ; Fairy, by F. S.

Nickells and Co. ; Motosacoche, by P.
D. Bburke and Co., Limerick. During
the show N.S.I . motor cycles may be
seen at the showrooms of F. A. Wallen
and Co., 4, Nassau Street, Dublin.

Motor Union Touring Department.

Mr. W. O'Meare has been appointed
head of the Touring Department of the
Motor Union.
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1908 Models on the Road.

During a lun on a Southern road last

\^'cek-end, a contributor noticed among
other 1908 models a U'riumph, a

twin-cylinder Rex, a Max with tlie

driver seated, a 9 h.p. J. A. P., and a

Motosacoche, all travelling well.

Exhaust Analysis.

Some time before the paragraph pub-
lished on page 13 of our last issue had
been penned, a- reader liad been engaged
in analysing the products of the ex-

haust gases of his 5} h.p. twin-cylinder

motor bicycle. In a letter to us he
promises to forward an article dealing

with tire subject when his experiments
are complete. This, we know, will be
looked forward to with interest by our
readers.

The Northern Roadmenders' Fund.

Our readers will remember that we
published on page 1014, of December
18th, a letter from Mr. W. T.

Bishop, hon. sec. of the North
Road CO., 13, Waldegrave Road,
Hornsey Park, N. This letter

explained the objects of the

Northern Roadmenders' Fund,
which provided last year for

eighty-four men a substantial

dinner, followed by a musical
programme. The dinner and
entertainment are given as a

small recognition of the road-
menders' services for the fine con-

dition ^'n which the roads of

North London are maintained.
Probably motor cyclists who
make use of the area covered by
the sc'neme, comprising the
Northern suburbs. North Middle-
sex, the Coventry and Great
North Roads beyond St. Albans
and Hitchin, will be willing to

subscribe to the fund or to assist

Mr. Bishop witli collecting sheets,

which he will willingly supply
on application. An audited
balance sheet will be sent to all

subscribers to the fund.

|j^^(^lLII

Spanish Motor Cycle Races.

A motor cycle road race took place

on Spanish roads on the 29th ult. over

a distance of fifty-three miles in the

neighbourhood of Catalogna. The re-

sult was a win for Arteman, who rode

a IJ h.p. Peugeot. Time, 2h. A rider

of a N.S.XJ. was second in 2h. 6m. 30s.,

and a Griffon third in 2h. 50m. The
Spanish motor cycle championship will

be held next month.

French Auto Cycle Trials.

The Auto Cycle Club of France will

hold a reliability trial for motor cycles

and voiturettes from tire 4th to the 9th

of May next. The trial will comprise
six daily runs of 150 to 180 miles. The
first day's run will be to Tours, then
to Bordeaux, Limoges, Clermont-Fer-
rand, returning to Paris via Dijon, a

total distance of about 950 miles. The
motor cycles are to be divided into three

classes. Further details next week

li-IHHHI-IHHHIIHHHHi-^l-^glg-IHf

FUTURE EVENTS.

Jan. 9—West Essex A.C, Annual Dinner.

,, II—Coventry M C. Annual Dinner.

,, II—Lincolnshire Motor Cycle Club
Annual Dinner.

,, II—North West London Motor Cycle
Club Annual Dinner.

„ 22—Southend and District M.C.
Annual General Meeting.

,, 24 to Feb. I—Scottish Motor Show,
Waverley Market, Edinburgh.

,, 25—Auto Cycle Union i, uarterly Trial.

,, 27—Motor Cycling Club Annual
Ganeral Meeting.

Feb. 7-15—Manchester Motor Car Shomr,
Belle Vue, Manchester.

,, IS—A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner.

,, 15—A.C.U. Council Meeting (pro-
visional).

Mar. 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show,
Agricultural Hall.

April Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial.

Scottish Motor Exhibition.

The eleventh annual Scottish

motor exhibition will be held in the
Waverley Market, Edinburgh, from
January 24th to February 1st next.

A Magneto Tip.

With regard to the magneto tip pub-
lislied in our last issue, page 4, the
Cie. des Magnetos Simms-Bosch, Ltd.,
inform ns that they would not recom-
mend users of tlie D.A.V. magneto to

alter tlie timing in the manner de-

scribed, as they fail to see how it would
be possible for anyone to improve the

timing of the magneto by such means,
(jarticularly having regard to the

obstinate nature of the fibre from which
the ring is made. They say that when
a fibre ring is so worn that the firing

of the cylinders does not synchronise,

the best and clieapest way to overcome
the difficulty is to send to them for a

new ring. We are a«ked to mention
that if any readers have difficulty in

fitting the fibre ring or getting the

cylinders to fire synchronously, the

company have no objection to doing
the fitting, free of cost, provided the
machine is taken or sent to them.
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The Olympic Games.

We understand that the Union
Velocipedique Francaise has decided to

boycott the Olympic games at Shep-

herd's Bush in June. All riders

licensed by the above Union who take

any pai-t in the games will be dis-

qualified.

Records for One Hour.

A French contem[)orary published

last week a table of one hour record

speeds attained in the pursuit of sport

and commerce. The motor bicycle is

only credited with a speed of 55.8 miles

per hour on the road. Tra,ck recoids

are mentioned in connection with
cycling, pedestrianism, motoring, etc.,

but not motor cycling. Reference to

.the table of the year's motor cycle

records which we published last week
shows that the world's hour record for

motor bicycles is lield by Giuppone
with 63 miles 1.078 vaids on December
9th, 1905. The British hour record

holder is C. R. Collier, who covered

55 miles 607 yards on September 7th.

last year.
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A Prominent Motor Cyclist Married.

.Mr. H. A. Collier, the well-known
racing motor cyclist, was married to

Miss Elizabeth Mead, at St. Nicholas

Church, Plumstead, on New Year's

Day.

Mali Carrier Tricars.

The experiment is being tried in

Washington, U.S.A., of using tricar

carriers for collecting mails. During
the first two months of the tricar's

trial it did not miss a single trip. If,

after prolonged trials, it proves a suc-

cess, it is .expected that a large order
will be placed by the Government for

similar macliines. Tricars and sidecars
for collecting mails were tried and
adopted in Austria, Germany, and
other countries some years ago.

A Memento of Tyburn Gate.

We have received a letter from Mr.
W. E. Russell, secretary of the C.T.C.,

calling attention to the iron

tablet which marks the position
of Tyburn Gate, near to the
Marble Arch. Mr. Russell says
that when the space round the
ilarble Arch is extended, it is

to be hoped that an interesting
memento will not be interfered

with. We quite agree with him,
and we feel sure that our readers
will confirm his views. The iron

tablet referred to marks the s)50t

from which the mileage of the
two great roads that join at the
Marble Arch is measured. Sucli

links with the past are always
interesting to road travellers,

and we understand that arrange-
ments have been made to safe-

guard the ancient landmark re-

ferred to.

A.C.U, Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the Auto
Cycle Union will be held (n
Saturday, Feb. 15th next, at the
Hotel Cecil. A council meeting
will be held in the afternoon,
probably also at the Hotel
Cecil.

Every Vehicle to carry a Light.

The Lights on Vehicles Act wliich

came into force on January 1st requires

that lights must be carried on all

vehicles at night. It is a law which
has been agitated for many years, ajid

all users of the open road will welcome
the Act. Vehicles carrying loads that
project more than six feet to the rear

must carry an additional red light be-

hind. The new Act applies to England.
Ireland, and Wales, but not to Scot-

land, as universal lighting has been
compulsory in Scotland for some time.

Motor Cycling in Tasmania.

Mr. S. Spurling, jun., of Launceston,
who kindly sent us particulars of the
first motor reliability trial held in

Tasmania (see pages 24-5). mentions
that early last month there were fidly

150 motor cycles running in Tasmania,
and the number is increasing every
week. Nearly all the best British
makes are represented. There is no
need for special machines in Tasmania,
any machine with spring forks will

stand well, provided the craukcase has
three inches ground clearance.
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Lamp.s.
OENERAL.
i.39. A motor bicycle is unsafe

after dark with any but an acetylene

lamp.
The lamp need not be cowled if the

reflector is accurate.

The number-plate must not be affixed

to the lamp, nor rise above the lower

edge of the lens, otherwise disconcert-

ing shadows will dance ahead. It

should be set on the front guard, just

within the edge of the rays.

Points re lamps :

The burner must screw into holder,

not jam in. If it is jammed in, it is

liable to jump out.

A filter and a gasbag are necessary

parts of a good lamp, that may be

trusted to burn long and steadily.

The reflector must be detachable, or

it will never be kept clean.

The glass should be detachable, by

means of a spring ring.

It should have a bail handle, for use

as a hand lamp, what time^ the letter-

ing on the lofty signpost is weather-

beaten.

The pipe from generator to burner

should be detachable, and of rubber

;

metal pipes foul and burst.

The hinge to the lens door should be

very strong.

The clip holding the lens door shut

should have a check trigger, as on the

20th Century lamps.

The water valve should have a deli-

cate adjustment of many notches

—

this tends to steady light and economy

of carbide.

If 'the generator is of the diving bell

pattern be sure the valve tap above

the generator is a tight fit.

The clip holding lamp to bracket

must be springless. No springs can

resist the leverage to which these are

subjected.

The bracket clip should have at least

one locking screw, and if this goes

clean through the bracket and has a

locknut, the lamp need not be insured.

Otherwise it must.
Most motor bicycle lamps are con-

demned by reason of their throwing

back stray rays into the rider's eyes,

and not t'hioxving the light sufficiently

far ahead.

LAMPS OA' TRICARS.

130. A tricar sho'ld have four

Ip.mps—no more, no less.

One in front, as token of importance,

and to illuminate the middle distance.

One at each side to reveal the

ditches, and to show how wide we are.

And a little one at the back, comply-

ing with a tiresome unequal law, if

we weigh over 3 cwts.

The headlight must be acetylene.

The side lamps are bfst acetylene.

They may be paraffin, in which case

they will either be car lamps, and look

very large and clumsy by day, or else

they will be motor cycle lamps, and

give a weak light by night.

Vrhe rear light must be electrical, be-

cause a huge unwieldy oil lamp spoil?

the run of a ne*t tricar.

(Continued /torn fage 1024.)

LIGHTING THE NUMBERS.
131. On a motor bicycle the

front number should be set right

down on the front guard, well for-

ward, where it will just catch the

lowest rays of the lamp without
casting shadows. On a tricar, the

rear number must be illuminated (elec-

trically for choice), thanks to the

L.G.B. interpretation of sundry dubious
clauses in the last Act, if the tricar ex-

ceeds 3 cwt. in weight. If a light tri-

car, set the front lamps well back, and
paint the number on both sides of the

fore body ahead of the lamps. Although
not compulsory, it is better for the

rider's safety to show a rear light on
a trica.r weighing under 3 cwts. also.

CARE OF ACETYLENE LAMPS.

132. Ohan'liness is the one sole

factor of success with acetylene lamps.

Riders new to them should burn a

charge in them at home before the first

night ride, and note the effect of tem-

porarily feeding too much water to the

generator.

Given a clean lamp, gas should be
obtained in thirty seconds from turning

ARE MOTOR CYCLES RELIABLE ?

The Rev. H. Measures, In sending us the above

photograph some months ago, mentioned that

he had covered 3,700 miles on the Triumph
motor bicycle shown, without an involuntary

stop or adjustment on the road.

on the water. Turn it on say a full turn,

and when the pipes have blown clear

and the flame settles down to burn

steadily, turn the water feed back to

the minimum which provides a bright

light. When the carbide gets sodden,

a generous supply of water is necessary,

but this should not be for four hours

with a fair sized generator.

If no gas comes, and the carbide and

water reservoirs are filled, there is dirt

either in water valves or central drilled

tube of carbide container, or in burner.

Most probably it is in water valve. Do
not take valve out, but putting lips to

water filling orifice, or round^ top of

valve needle, blow vigorously till clear.

If tube or burner is dirty, you will

have to detach, and will remember to

clean them next time. In case of leaks

and flame bursting from body of lamp,

smear with poap, white lead, or sealing

wax ; if round carbide container,

tighten it up and renew washer.

' By
' Road Rider.

Never leave acetylene lamps to burn
out. Their expiring exhalations are full

of impurities and apt to choke burner.
Detach container, and leave it to ex-

haust itself on the garden wall.

Always turn off water during stop
pages.

Much unspent carbide may be re-

trieved by riddling a half used charge,
but it seldom pays to relight a charge
that has a lot of dust and sediment
mixed with it from the previous night's

burning.
Always either clean or detach con-

tainer after use. The vibration of run-
ning throws the dust into the valve of
lamp.
To clean container quickly, sludge it

in a bucket of water, and gouge with a
big screwdriver. The best lamps have
dummy bottomless cups or inner skins
in the containers ; these greatly facili-

tate cleaning.

FAILURE OF LAMP ON ROAD.
133. If there are two points cf

flame in burner the burner is all right.

If not, blow it out with a tyre pump,
on to which it should screw ; or scrape
with knife, or open with fountain pen
pricker. If it won't clear on the road
take it home, and flush with liquor

If burner is all right, probably water
valve is choked ; blow down filler cap,
momentarily turning water full on.

Otherwise, water exhausted, carbide
sodden, or some choked passages in car-
bide container.

FILLING GENERATOR.
134:. Remember, carbide expands

considerably when wet, thcfifore never
more than two-thirds fill.

DRY FILTER.
135. The filter pads should be

kept dry and clean or frequently re-

newed. Silicate cotton is the best
material.

COATING CARBIDE FOR ACETYLENE
LAMPS.

136. As is commonly known, the
expensive car headlights usually employ
a special coated carbide, free from dust,

which avoids choking of the fine

passages which enter into the design
of every acetylene lamp. A cheap
makeshift coating is obtainable by
damping the lump carbide commonly
sold with paraffin ; this prevents dust-
ing, and with carbide so prepared it is

safe to fill the lamp weeks before it is

used, and to always carry a charged
lamp on the machine. Its sole draw-
back is that gas is not generated quite
so promptly when the water is turned
on.

(To be continued.)

The Lloyd Motor and Eng. Co., 132.
Monument Road, Birmingham, have
just issued a price list of parts and
engine replacements for L.M.C. motor
bicycles. The same parts are also suit-

able for Quadrant engines made by the
late Quadrant Cycle Co., Ltd., of Bir-
mingham,
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Glencroe, Glencoe, and Glen Finnart.

rj i JSHOUbF. 1

500
ft.

,Sea,
Level

IT
occurs to me that the letters which have appeared
in The Motor Cycle since the publication of the

article " By Mountain, Glen, and Loch '

' require

more in reply than the usual letter to the editor.

I have also received personal requests to give a com-
parison between the three hills as mentioned above, as

they are considered to be amongst the worse to be
found in the Western Highlands.

First, let us take Glencroe and Glen Kinglas, which
I have already partially described. The road through

these glens is narrow, very zigzaggy, lumpy, badly cut

up (especially at the "Rest " bend), and between the

banks of Loch Long and the
" Rest and Be Thankful '

' stone it

rises 88o feet in four miles. Of
this rise 480 feet occurs within the

last mile, in which mile, there-

fore, the average gradient is i in

10, and for a stretch there is i in

8 and i in 6. To add to this,

there is the almost insurpassable
hairpin bend just at the spot where
it is least wanted.

Personally, I have never
ascended Glen Kinglas, but from my experiences in

descending I should say that, although not quite so
stiff as Glencroe, it would, nevertheless, be a terribly

difficult test for the average motor bicycle. The total

rise is almost the same as at Glencroe—to be exact,
820 feet in 4^ miles—but the maximum rise per
mile is only about 300 feet, which occurs near the
summit. There are, at the same time, several fairly

easy stretches, which would give the engine an oppor-
tunity to accelerate.

The Pass of Glencoe.
Let me now turn to Glencoe (the scene of the

massacre). The surface of the road is generally very
bad indeed—decidedly worse, I should say, than
Glencroe—but the gradients are not by any means so
severe as on the " Rest " hill, except just at that point
where occur the two dangerous bends. An excessively
in surface. I would say as regards their " clirab-

what Glencoe lacks in gradient it certainly makes up
it surface. I would say as regards their " climb-
ability " Glencroe and Glencoe are almost equal—

m

other words, the motor bicycle that can climb the one
ought to be able to climb the other. In Glencoe the
total rise in the glen itself is 850 feet in six miles. At
its worst part it rises about 330 feet in a trifle under
a mile.

1000
ft-

A Mile of 1 in 8.

Now for Glen Finnart! 550 feet in seven

furlongs, or an average of i in 8.4! Isn't that bad
enough, even without taking into account that the

bends are enough to make a motor cyclist's hair stand

on end, that one has to negotiate a huge mud patch

at the foot of the hill (caused by a badly drained

spring), and that the road is narrow and the surface

wretchedly soft? Yes, Mr. H. G., I shall be delighted

to arrange, if at all possible, to witness your attempt

to climb this almost unknown hill. If any machine
ought to get up it is a two-speed geared twin Vindec.
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Contour SecHon o< Pass of Glencoe.

To reach Glen Finnart from Glasgow there is no other

route than that taken my me, viz., through Glencroe,

etc.

" Argyllshire
'

' in The Motor Cycle of December
25th has struck the nail on the head by suggesting the

Holy Loch, Loch Striven, Loch Ridden, and Loch
Fyne route as a test for manufacturers. The worst

part of this track (I say track intentionally) is between

Loch Ridden and Otter Ferry on Loch Fyne, where
there is a little pimple over 1,000 feet high to climb

in a distance of two miles. I have never been up
it per motor cycle, but from repute it seems to be

very much worse than even the Glen Finnart Hill.

I hope this year will see more adventurous Southeners

spending their vacations touring the "Land of the

Mountain and the Mist " than there have been in the

past. It's a grand country for the hill-climber, but

the man who wants to cover his 200 miles per day
had better not cross the border. For the informa-

tion of motor cyclists who may be on the look-out for

a hill of something more than the usual dimensions

let me suggest that precipice between Tornapress and
Applecross ("The Contour Road Book of Scotland,"
Route 330), where the road ascends over 2,000 feet

in five miles, or an average gradient of i in 13. Think
of that, ye Sassenachs

!

T. C. Maitland.
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Letters to the Ed

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Ball Bearing, Entwines.

[3057.]—In reply to letter 2991, I beg to say that I have

had a good deal of experience with the Rover S h.p. and 20

h.p. cars, which are fitted with ball bearings throughout.

A broken ball is a rare thing, and when such a trouble

does occur you get plenty of notice in the shape of a most
unpleasant grinding noise.

I consider the gain in efficiency well worth the little risk.

J. STUART WHITE.

Cyclists and Motor Horns.

[3038.]—Having read your article, " Cyclists and Motor
Horns" in The Motor Cycle of December 18th, I believe

it will be interesting for you to know that here in Holland

we have a law known as the best motor law in Europe. The
bell only for cyclists, the horn only for motorists, and no
speed limit ; but everyone is punishable who drives his car,

motor cycle, or push cycle in such a manner as to endanger

other users of the road. The use of a siren is forbidden in

towns. Those are the principal points in the law.

Believe me, with international motor greetings,

Amsterdam. A. CITROEN.

The Organisation of Motor Cyclists.

[3039.]—There seems to be no object in forming a new
ruling body if the A.C.U. can cut its useless association

with the Motor Union and draft an attractive and work-

able scheme of its own. What is wanted is the combina-

tion of the 60,000 odd motor cyclists with a good executive,

to see that their rights are duly protected in matters legis-

lative and legal, and their individual interests looked after.

The first point is the cost. Those 50,000 motorists could

not object to pay Is. per head per annum for such services,

and the resulting £3,000 would go a long way in furthering

their interests. Where local clubs exist they should be

used as the local branches of the A.C.U., and induced to

work for the centre ; such wheelmen as do not care to join

a club could join the Union direct, the cost to them being

exactly the same (Is. per head) as would be paid by clubs

on behalf of their members.
Some short time back it was written in the A.C. Journal

that what was wanted was an energetic secretary who would
devote the whole of his time to the work of propaganda and
organisation, and such a man the A.C.U. no doubt have
in the person of Mr. Straight. Another thing that is

wanted quite as much as friendly criticism and suggestions

are offers of active help, and if I can be of any assistance

whatever to the A.C.U. in developing the organisation in

the Midlands, my services are very heartily at its disposal.

C. F. VAUGHAN.

[3040.]—Mr. R. E. S. Spender kindly gives his views on-

this matter, and I think the first part of his letter calls for

a reply. Your correspondent does not quite know my mind,

but I can assure him that my idea is, and always has been,

for a strong centra] organisation, and I think the right way
to get that is for clubs to become affiliated and thereby form

a strong union.

We must have the material for the organisation, and I think

the best place to get it from is from clubs. The material

wanted is motor cyclists who are sportsmen ; by sportsmen I

do not wish to imply those who are always trying to win some
trophy—myself, for instance. I have never yet ridden a

motor cycle in a competition, yet I hope I am a sportsman.

The motor cycle organisation, to be strong, must embody the

cream of the motor cycle clubs. A few men from each club

with experience and commonsense will make a foundation to

work upon, then all the other objects can be added. I think

I have stated in this journal some of the things which could

be taken in hand ; there is, of course, a long list, we all know
what they are, because we know the need of them.
As to our being in the dark ages (as far as organisation

goes) this is quite correct. I have said this for years, and
the party responsible for this is the motor cyclist himself.

Throughout this agitation there has been too much apathy,

too much sitting on the gate to see which way things would
go. Some people do not want to trouble. It is all too true.

I have written to some clubs three times before receiving an

answer to the first letter. Even of the committee elected at

Lincoln not half of them have done anything to justify their

election ; no wonder we do not progress as we should. How-
ever, the motor cycle has a big future before it, and let us

hope that amongst the new users will be some who will take

an active part in the work waiting to be done.

JNO. H. HALL.

Sidecars and Side-slip.

[3041.]—The following simple tip may be of some use to

owners of the Montgomery sidecar. It is so childishly simple

that I am almost ashamed of bringing it to your notice, and

doubtless the professional builder of cycles will find

occasion for supercilious

sneers. The sidecar I

came into possession

of was an ancient

contraption with com-
pensating joints. On
greasy roads, although

a slip of large ampli-

tude is uncommon, yet

the lively excursions of

the back wheel were
disconcerting in traffic.

To check this, without
destroying the un-

doubtedly advantageous
compensating property,

I lengthened up and
down the outside

member of each pair

of links F by which
the car is suspended

View from rear.

Flattened stud. D. Clip to frame.

To bicycle. E. Check nut.

To sidecar. F. I'xi'flat

from the bicycle, fastened a piece of fin. round iron C between

at each end, and stretched springs from these bars to the

frame. By making the tension on the springs adjustable, the

bicycle is held vertical, and the strain on the springs made
suitable to the weight of bicycle and rider. I enclose a rough

sketch, which will indicate the pruiciple. The springs used

were ordinary front fork suspension springs, about 6in. long

and Jin. diameter, costing 2s. each.

The improvement in steering and action on slippery roads is

beyond question. The joints of the attachment need to be

slack and well oiled. S. 0. S.
i

Electric Vulcanisers.

[3042.]—With regard to the large number of small elec-

tric vulcanisers which we understand are being sold at the

present moment, and which are being sold as suitable for

vulcanising covers or tubes in conjunction with ordinary
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ignition accumulators, we give you a word of warning, as

the general public may not be aware of the effect these

vulcanisers have on their cells. The one or two vulcanisers

we have tested have taken about four amperes of current,

and maintain this consumption throughout the vulcanisa-

tion. Now this consumption is too excessive from an igni-

tion accumulator of anything under 40 ampere hour capacity,

or even at that capacity, and it must invariably follow that,

if these vulcanisers are used in conjunction with accumula-

tors whose ampere hour capacity is under 40, the plates will

very quickly be ruined, and that trouble will ensue.

In order to cope with the demand which is increasing for

an accumulator suitable for vulcanising purposes, we have

issued an accumulator of 40 ampere hour actual discharge,

or it would nominally be known as a 50 ampere hour igni-

tion accumulator. This is specially suitable for vulcanising

purposes, and the plates are specially made for rapid dis-

charge, and are of massive construction, very carefully

pasted and treated to prevent any possibility of damage
due to the high discharge rate they will be worked on.

This battery will be known as the Castle vulcanising

battery.

We think it most essential that the general public ought

to know exactly what will happen if they use these vul-

canisers with small capacity accumulators, and they ought
to be well warned when they propose to buy them of the

damage which will accrue in using them with small capacity

cells. UNITED MOTOR INDUSTRIES, LTD.

Hill-climbs Vetoed.

[3043.]—In view of the decision of the .R.A.C., it would
still be quite possible to select hills for competition between
lightweight machines of, say, IJ h.p., on which _
it would be impossible to exceed the legal limit,

on account of the gradient and sharp turns.

I enclose you a photograph of a hill which I

have climbed with pedal assistance on a F.N.
lightweight, but which would be very difficult to

,

get up on a heavy machine. School Road, Ore, is

one of the most difficult hills I know. The
gradient is probably steeper than the steepest

part of Pebble Hill, which I have climbed on
same machine. The start has to be made from
the grass at the bottom of the road. Very little

pace can be got up, on account of the steepness

at the start and the sharp bend to the left. An
idea of the gi-adient can be better obtained by
looking at the picture taken from the top of the
hill, through a magnifying glass.

I advise readers not to ride down School Road,
as the road ends abruptly, without fence, with a
sheer drop into the valley below.

W. GETTING.

The T.T. Race and Hill-climbs.

[3044.]—I think the suggestions of "Douglas"
respecting the 1908 Tourist Trophy Race
are very much to the point, but with

35

Motor Cycle Pacing and Racing.

[3045.]—I read the excellent article by G. A. Barnes, and
can fully endorse his remarks re the decline of cycle racing in

this country. It appears rather strange to me why the pro-

moters of cycle race meetings do not sandwich motor cycle

paced and motor cycle races between the other events. I

have been told the N.C.U. do not allow motor cycle pacing

in open events on account of danger to competitors, but I

cannot see that with suitable restrictions it would be so.

And, after all, most sports have an element of danger; for

instance, boxing, horse racing, football, etc.

JACK MEADOWS.

The A.C.C. Council Meeting.

[3046.]—With reference to the letter [No 3007], December
18th] from Mr. Straker, the hon. sec. of the Hull A.C.C.
Mr. Straker refers to the A.C.C. as " the ruling body." In

view of the fact that the great bulk of motor cyclists refused
lo have anything to do with the A.C.C, the term "ruling
body" is somewhat a misnomer.
Mr. Straker uses the words "so-called reform party" as

a sneer. If it is not a reform party, will he then say what
it is? Or which is the reform party?
According to Mr. Straker, it has been reserved to him to

point out that everybody but himself i.^.agined that they
were talking about cycling, and not motor cycling. That im-
portant point having been cleared up, will Mr. Straker say
if the position is then in any way changed?
Mr. Straker's fourth paragraph demonstrates that he is in-

tensely annoyed at not being one of "the eight." Whether
that is his fault, or whether he has not been fitted by nature
for such a position, I do not know.
Perhaps Mr. Straker will kindly say why he did not

View ttomItop[and bottom ot School Road, Ore, near Hastings, ^S(See letter No. 3043.)

regard to petrol allowance, I think there should be a limit,
but an easy one, say ninety-five miles per galloo for light-
weights, eighty for singles, and seventy for 'wins. This
would prevent the use of "freak" carburetters using
abnormal quantities of petrol, which, while being suitable for
utmost speed and power, would really be impossible for
ordinary touring work. After all, the average motor cyclist
is not particular to a mile or so, and if the winner of each
class kept within some fair limit such as outlined above, the
results would be more comprehensive than giving the names
of the winning machines with the amount of petrol consumed.
By the way, while on the subject of the X.T., I notice in

" Ixion's " comments this week that one of the riders changed
his lubricating oil during the race. It would be interesting
to learn how this change was effected, as I was most emphati-
cally told that no filling up with lubricating oil would be
permitted after the start.

Re " Hill-climbs for 1908," it seems to me that if these are
to be barred, half the members of motor cycling clubs will
soon resign, as there is no doubt that these hill-climbs keep
the clubs alive during the season. Possibly the R.A.C. only
had cars in their mind when taking this action, and I sincerely
trust this may be the case. W. A. JACOBS.

suggest to the A.C.C, before "the eight" got so obnoxiously
to work, a plan by which the thousands of unaffiliated motor
cyclists would be attracted to that "ruling body." If he
had done so, there would have been no occasion for "the
eight" to get to work, and Mr. Straker would have reaped
the credit which now belongs to them.
A motor cyclists' union is what is wanted, and they mean

to have it, whether the " ruling body " (save the mark !) likes

it or not. CHAS. F. VAUGHAN.

By Mountain, Glen, and Loch.

[3047.]—Your correspondent, "Argyllshire," is another
sceptic re the capabilities of a first-class 5 h.p. twin machine
fitted with an efficient two-speed gear.

Before continuing further, let me assure " Argyllshire " that
I am not a, hill-climbing enthusiast, and I should never think
of taking the " choice " ( ? ) route he describes simply for a

pleasure trip.

There is no pleasure for me (nor any other rider who
thinks much of his mount) in hearing the engine roaring on
the low gear up a bad surfaced hill, and to deliberately choose
such a route as deacribed would be, to say the least of it,

hard lines on the long-suffering engine, not to mention the
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tyres. No, " Argyllshire," I should want well paying to

tackle your " well chosen " route.

My " ideal " mount (which is now in existence) Ls a machine

that can be started without a run, and that will take the rider

anywhere and up any hill without the exertion of pedalling.

It "would be an impossibility for me to push my Vindec up

any hill, were I unfortunate enough to come across one that

was unclimbable, yet I never pick my roads when mapping
out a tour.

The Vindec gear givea a fifty per cent, reduction, and
although I have several times driven a fully loaded sidecar

up a stiff gradient for some miles (on the low gear), I have
never had a stoppage due to overheating of engine (or rider).

It is the knowledge of what my machine has done that causes

me to repeat that the Vindec, with two-speed gear can climb

Glenfinnart Hill with ease.

In conclusion, if " Argyllshire " had seen and tried the

brakes fitted to the latest machines, he would not have
written in such a deprecatory tone upon this subject. The
brakes fitted to most 1908 models are extremely powerful, and
quite sufficient for all emergencies. The makers of the Vindec,

Roc, N.S.U., and other two-speed gears might consider
" Argyllshire's " appeal. Any modem twin fitted with one,

of the above gears should be capable of climbing anything,

even in Argyllshire. ^____ HUGH GIBSON.

Another Magneto Mystery.

[3048.]—We read with interest the article by Mr. A.

Wharton Metcalfe in the last issue of The Motor Cycle under
the heading of "Another Magneto Mystery," and we are

forced to come to the conclusion that there is very little

mystifying about it, and that the described effect could only

have been produced by some defect in the conductivity of

the contact breaker. Exactly how this could occur it is

impossible for us to say, of course, without having an oppor-

tunity of testing the contact breaker as it is taken off the

machine, but had it been electrically tested, we feel sure

that an interi option in the circuit would have been niade

apparent. In al' probability the trouble was due to a slight

friction on the pin of the bell crank lever, and when examined

it would ordinarily appear to be sufficiently free to make con-

tact with the platinum pointed screw, and when
_
revolving

rapidly the return movement would, in all probability, be in-

sufficiently fast to make contact ; or, on the other hand, it

may be that the platinum pointed screw that is fixed to the

beli crank lever had become slightly worn, and grease having

penetrated between the metal of the screw and the metal of

the bell crank lever and caused a partial, and perhaps even

intermittent, insulation.

This is perhaps a point that would be worthy of your

bringing before your readers, as it is not altogether an iso-

lated case, but, in any event, can scarcely be called a

mystery, as it should be very easily discovered.

CIE. DES MAGNETOS SIMMS-BOSCH, LTD.

Free Engines on Motor Bicycles.

[3049.]—With reference to the paragraph re above

appearing in " Hints and Tips, by Road Rider," in The Motor

Cycle of December 25th, I shall feel greatly obliged if you can

spare a comer in your valuable paper for a few remarks I

should like to pass regarding "Road Rider's" criticism.

I consider that " Road Rider " shows distinct prejudice. He
does allow one point in favour of the free engine, viz., that

of added convenience in handling when the machine is at

rest, but to my mind this is a rather doubtful compliment,

and I think that if he could not bring himself to admit that

the free engine had any other advantage, he ought at once

to have condemned the whole affair as a failure.

If a free engine were fitted to a featherweight machine, I

might believe what " Road Rider " says about the trouble of

starting, but take, for example, the machine which I am at

present riding, viz., a 5^ h.p. twin Rex, Roc free engine. I

never have any trouble in starting witli the handle, but I

would enjoy seeing " Road Rider " pushing off on an incline

with a cold engine. I am afraid he would warm up sooner

than the engine.

That a machine which is a little out of order " is far more
likely to start with a push than with the handle " is a state-

ment which 7 hould be glad to have explained to me.

As far as " possessing a clutch to slip " is concerned, as

already stated I possess a clutch, but not to slip, and if

" Road Rider " has enough of an engineer in him to enable
him to know how to adjust such a piece of mechanism he will

experience little trouble from slip. I have felt my clutch offer

to slip on a very steep incline, but all I had to do was to

apply a little extra pressure to the lever, at the same time
pushing down the catch with the toe of my boot.

Regarding the use of the free engine in traffic, I at least

believe in taking the full advantage of what I pay for.

FAIR PLAY.

Outside Flywheels.

[3050.]—I was pleased to see Mr. Ricardo's letter on
"Outside Flywheels." Appearance is the only point against

(?) this type of machine, and if the engine is properly de-
signed, this point should not exist. It is the best arrange-
ment mechanically, and without doubt is much lighter, more
flexible, and efficient.

Mr. Hinton suggests there is more resistance caused by the
crank and balance weight churning the oil than with internal
flywheels. This is obviousJy absurd. In the first case, the
radius of the moving parts is approximately 2iin., and in the
case of internal wheels about 4in., with practically their

entire circumference dragging through the oil.

The fact is well illustrated by the remarkably free running
of an O.F. machine with exhaust lifted.

Other advantages are the use of flywheel for testing com-
pression, and running "light." It also provides an efficient

brake. The suggestion of mud throwing is weak and old. A
pulley is practically as efficient in this respect.

Mr. Hinton is right in stating a smaller shaft can be used
with internal flywheels, but, surely, this is no advantage

;

with a larger diameter of shaft the bearing surface is in-

creased. From experience, I suggest the best way to fix

an outside flywheel is on a 1 in 8 taper without key.
In 1903 I designed an engine 3iin. x S^in. with 12in. out-

side flywheel, weighing 18 lbs. ; total weight of engine,
44 lbs. The flywheel was fltted on cone with small key.
Trouble arose by the key shearing half a revolution in fifty

miles. A new shaft was made with cone 1 in 8, and no key
fitted, since when no trouble has been experienced.
From the formula given by Mr. Ricardo, the flywheel effect

is almost double that of two wheels. Bin. diameter, weighing
32 lbs.

Another point, Mr. Hinton raises is the liability of bending
the shaft in the case of a side-slip. I have been over more
times than I consider absolutely necessary, and the footrests

have always prevented damage to flywheel.

With a hardened and ground crankshaft the total cost of

engine would possibly be rather more than with the internal

arrangement. As an alternative, I would suggest making
the crankshaft in two pieces with a cone where crank pin
joins two to one side crank web. A hardened bush could
be driven on crank pin, and a split bottom end dispensed
with. (Again lessening the diameter of crank chamber and
weight of connecting rod.)

This gives a solid forging from crank pin to flywheel, and
practically no strains are taken by the cone joint. Ball

bearings might with advantage be used for the crankshaft,

where they are perfectly reliable.

It would be interesting to hear some real disadvantages
of the outside flywheel, if your readers can name any.

G. DE HAVILLAND.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. E. P. Magnet, 198, Calle Real, Ermita, Manilla,

Philippine Islands, is desirous of purchasing an English motor
bicycle, and would like makers to send him their catalogues.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C. T." (Newcastle-on-Tyne) would like to hear from riders

of Roc machines with clutch and two-speed gear.

W. B. Armley would like readers' experiences of the 4i h.p.

twin-cylinder Minerva, particularly with regard to the useful-

ness or othervfise of the detachable combustion heads. He
would also like to know why this engine cannot be fitted with

a. majpneio,
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Club Competitions.
HOW THEY MIGHT BE IMPROVED.

By J. T. WARD (Manchester Motor Club).

IT
is extremely gratifying to all sportsmen, and par-

ticularly motor cyclists, to find the sporting side

of motor cycling gaining in popularity. The club

would be difficult to find which did not last year

organise and carry out successful and harmless competi-

tions, such as hill-climbs, reliability runs, speed judg-

ment tests, fuel consumption trials, gymkhanas, and the

like. Certainly those who have not (if any) would be con-

sidered wanting in enterprise, for as far as my experi-

ence goes they are the life and soul of successful club

life. The members are brought together, taking a

common interest 'in the events, whether competitors or

not, acquaintances are formed or renewed, and from
a " meet " point of view they are far superior tO' the

ordinary club run, being equalled only by the annual
general meeting or annual dinner and prize distribution.

Motor cyclists are sportsmen to the backbone ; even
on the road it is difficult to repress and keep within

bounds the sporting instinct. Although road racing

is outside the pale of the law, motor cyclists have
evolved forms of competition hitherto unknown, which,
while interesting and valuable to students and engineers

in motor cycle construction, possess a sporting and
competitive side.

The Delay in Announcing Results.
But with the rapid growth in popularity of the com-

(jetitions referred to, complications have crept in

—

perhaps inseparable in the case of a new sport. The
complications in the main are due to the vexed ques-

tions of determining the exact horse-power of a given

machine, and the evolution of a satisfactory handicap
formula in which weight of machine and rider, time,

and horse-power must be taken into consideration. In
some cases these formula have become so complicated

that only a few of the club officials have any know-
ledge of the methods of working out a result. It may
even be that the duty of so doing is confined to one
person, who thus has the whole of the club members,
competitors, and spectators at his mercy. At the con-

clusion of, say, a hill-climbing competition, he may
feel disinclined to immediately set about working out

complicated figures which may take him some hours

of hard work to get at results. He may want his tea

or have an appointment miles a,way, or—in case he
has been a hard-working official during the afternoon,

timekeeping, acting as judge, marshal, or what not

—

he may feel too tired. The competitors are informed

the times wUl be worked out on Sunday or Monday,
and the result is numerous heartburnings and chfigrin

all round.

Who has not heard that oft-repeated " Who's won ?
"

from the lips of scores of spectators, or when reaching

the village or town near the scene of the competition.

The lay mind cannot grasp the seeming absurdity of

the thing when the reply is, " We don't know yet !

"

Yet there is no reason why the winner's name should
not be immediately forthcoming if the results were
worked out as the competition proceeds, which they

ought tO' be.

To permit Immediate Announcement of Results.
My suggestion is that several persons in the club

should be deputed to work out these times, and they

should have no other duties to perform. They should
be stationed at the " finish " with the finishing time-

keeper, and a special messenger should carry the start-

ing times to them, so that results could be immediately
arrived at.

To delay the publication of results for a day or two
is rmfair both to competitors and club members, not

to mention the spectators, while in the case of motor
and daily press journalists and photographers it is little

short of a scandal. Several cases have recently come
before my notice where reporters and journalists have
journeyed long distances, wasted nearly the whole of

the day, only to return as wise as to any result as when
they set out. A photographer recently attended an

important club hill-climb, took about a score of photo-

graphs, hurried home, spent all Saturday evening de-

veloping and Sunday in printing and getting them
away to the various journals, only to have them all

returned because no report of the results was
obtainable.

Some club officials may argue that they did not ask

the reporters or photographers to attend ; if they did

so they did it at their own risk. But this is not the

point. It is unfair to the competitors, it is courtesy

to give the press every facility, and last, but not least,

it is essential that every " live " club should publish

its doings and sO' attract new members.
In regard to the formula for determining horse-

power, it seems a pity one particular standard could
D2xN

not be adopted. The Royal A.C. formula is ,

while a number of clubs on the same basis divide

by 3 instead of 2.5. Others, again, take stroke into

consideration, and others even the number of normal

revolutions. Then it is obviously wrong to have the

same formula in motor cycle competitions for a twin-

cylinder engine as a single-cylinder. If three inches

bore and stroke in a single-cylinder machine gives off

zi/i h.p., a twin-cylinder engine of the same bore and

stroke does not give 5 Yz h.p. In one formula covering

both classes, the "single" has the advantage for

handicap purposes all the time, as recent events have

proved.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Two-speed Gear.

ENGINEER-LIEUT. CHARLTON, of H.M. Yacht
Victoria and Albert, Portsmouth, is the patentee of

this construction. The engine shaft A, after passing

outside the crank casing, passes freely through the

pulley or chain wheel B, by which the' drive 's taken to the

road wheel, and carries at its end a pinion C so fitted that

while it must rotate with it,

it can be moved upon the shaft

loncjitudinally by the feather

A'. This pinion C carries

also one member C of a fric-

tion or other clutch C, D',

arranged to be engaged with
or disengaged from the other

member D' of the clutch,

which may be carried upon
or in a toothed wheel D
secured to or forming part of

t>e. pulley B. Pivoted upon
a stud E upon I he frame of

1 e vehicle, or, preferably,

upon the engine casing, is an
arm or lever F carrying a

pair of idle wheels G' G^
secured together upon one
shaft or formed in one piece,

or otherwise so connected that

they turn together. The
boss of the lever F is keyed
upon an extension of the

sleeve V, upon which wheels
6' G^ are free to turn. This sleeve is bored eccentrically so

that partly rotating it by means of the lever F brings the

wheels G' G^ nearer to or farther from the engine shaft A.

The pinion C upon the engine shaft has a suitable groove C^

adapted to receive the jaws or equivalent of a striking lever

H pivoted, to the crankcase or otherwise, at one end H', and
having a second pair of jaws or equivalent H^ at its other end
to engage in a cam groove I' in a cam I fixed to or forming
part of, or otherwise moving with the previously mentioned
lever arm F. The operation is as follows : Assuming that the

low gear is to be used, the lever arm F is moved towards the

engine shaft A, whereby the pair of wheels or pinions G' G^
carried by the arm is engaged respectively, the lari^e one G'
with the engine shaft pinion 0, and the small one G' with the

toothed wheel D upon the belt or chain pulley. This opera-

tion rotates the cam I, so that the cam groove acting through
the lever H withdraws the clutch member C of the pulley

from the clutch member D' of the belt pulley B. In this

position the mechanism is that of the ordinary back gear of

a lathe, the small engine shaft pinion C engaging with the

larger G° of the two wheels, and the smaller G' of those two
wheels engaging the toothed wheel D upon the belt pulley B,
so that the latter rotates at a slower speed than the engine
shaft. When it is desired to drive upon the high gear, the
lever arm F is moved so as to disengage its pair of toothed
wheels from the other two, while the cam I now operates on
the striking lever H to engage the clutch member 0' of the
engine shaft pinion with the clutch member Li of the
pulley, whereby the latter is connected with the engine shaft
and rotates with it at the same speed and the high gear is

obtained. The arrangement of the various pai'ts is such that

a free engine can be obtained by the wheels G' G' being out

of engagement with the other two, and the clutch members
0' D' disengaged at the same time.

A Skid and Emergency Brake.

THIS invention has been patented by Mr. C. J. Amell,

of 13, Leinster Avenue, East Sheen, Surrey, and con-

sists of a brake, which can be applied to the ground

to prevent side-slip, or used as an' ordinary brake in

cases of emergency. The brake shoe comprises a hollow metal

block A made in two parts, secured together by bolts B.

Mounted to slide vertically within a cavity C in the said

block is a carrier D, in

r-^ f which is journalled, by
^^ means of pins, a disc F,

which extends through a

hole G in the lower side

of the brake block A, and
has a grooved periphery

so as to form two annular

knife-like edges to engage
the roadway to prevent
side-slip. Between the
top of the block A and
carrier D is a coiled

spring H that serves to

normally cause the disc F to protrude through
the lower side of the block A, but will permit
of the disc being forced upward into the

block so as to allow of the lower side of the

latter being brought into direct contact with the roadway
when the block is depressed with suflBcient force. The
block A is provided with two cylindrical extensions 1 1, by
which it is connected, as by brazing, to two tubes KK'
forming the long arm of a bell crank lever, the upper ends of

the two tubes being similarly connected to two extensions

MM' of a block N, in which is fixed, as by screwing, a pin

that forms the short arm of the lever. The lever thus formed

may be pivotally connected to the framework of the bicycle.

In the example, the block N is pivoted by means of a pin P
within a bifurcated block Q, which has formed in its upper

/h
M If

.// 'w

side two co-axially arranged cylindrical grooves R, into which

is slid endwise correspondingly formed cylindrical extensions

S' of two split clamping rings S that are adapted to be sprung

over and secured by nuts T to the pair of rods U forming the

back fork of the machine. This mechanism is operated by any

convenient means within easy reach of the rider.

A. 'W. Wall, Ltd., advise us that they are willing to

guarantee the Roc duplex frame as amply strong for use with

a sidecar attachment.
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VINDEC SPECIAL
THE MOTOR CYCLE OF MERIT.

ROLL or HONOR
1907.

77 3WARD5 IN 43 Events.

17 secured by Trade Representatives.

60 secured by PRIVATE OWNERS.

'S.B.T.i

Medal H, 3i h.ih. 80 X a«.

KV

Analysing these result*, you find reliability, ease

of control, and speed. The maximum of comfort

is provided by the Truffault Suspension Fork.

The conelusire proof of efficiency — Private

Owners taking 60 award* in open competitions.

Model 1-', 5 e.p., 7S x ?«.

FULLy-ILLUSTRATED-BOOKLET'SENT-FREE"UPON- REQUEST

5suTfl BritismTrading CsI!- I
13 & IS WILSO/N ST, FI/NSBURy. LOiNDO/N.E.C -

CANT
YOU
AWAY

fro^ selid facts. Here, in black and white, you have two inoentroTertible

^•cts—the superiority of leather in motor cycle belt maaufactare, and the
prc-emineace of the WATAWATA. The following letter is of indisputable

veracity, was totally unsolicited, and must be of interest to every motor cyclist.

„ 3, Princes St., Widnes, Lanes., 3/n/'o7.
Dear Sirs,

It is with a great amount of pleasure I have to write you with respect to the fin. WATAWATA belt I have been
using for the last year and three-quarters. I can say without fear of contradiction that I have ridden over 20,000
miles with the same belt, and so recently as last Thursday I rode from Clock Face, St. Helens, to Rochdjle, in a drench-
ing deluge of rain, and my belt never slipped. I may state I am about 14 stone and the machine about 170 to 180 lbs.
weight, and then I never perceived engine race at all. I put machine up for the night at Rochdale and never gave
belt or machine attention. Friday morning I started for Halifax against a strong head wind from N.E., and was sent
on the road by Blackstone Edge ; when nearly halfway up my Watawata broke for the first time—1 think this is a
record to be proud of. I may say I rode several miles 6 weeks ago in blinding rain and it never slipped at all. You
may do as you hke with this as I am a private rider and get my living on my motor practically and have no interest
in any motor firm whatever. Yours truly,

W. H. HALL.

LONDON :

W. B. Brooke,

81 B,

Mansion House
Chambers,
E.G. _

Write for our interesting booklet, Dept. B.

O. & W. ORMEROD, Ltd.,

ROCHDALE.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum 1$.

Name an i address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All aJve tisements in tins section should

be accompaniid with remittance, and be

addressed to the oifices of " The Motor
Cycle," Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the olficcs

of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry, on the

Friday morning, or ifsent to London,by the

Thursday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coavenience of advertisers, letters may

be addressed to numbers at The Motor Cycle
Office. Whea this is desired, 2d. will be charged
foi registratioQ, aad three stamped and addressed
-eavelope? must be sent for lorwarding replies.

Only the nura.ber will appear in the advertisement.
Replies sho lid ba addressed, "No. 000, c/o The
Motor CycUt Coventry," or it " London " is added
to the addresi, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

^m- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -WE
PersoQj who hesitate to send money to unknown

persons m?y deal in perfect safety by availing
them,3elve3 oi our Deposit System. If the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties
areadvised of this receipt, and upon intimation of

the arriv'aiaad acceptauce of the goods, the money
isforwardedle'^sacharge of is. for iegi?tration. The
time allowed foi* a decision after receipt ol the
goods is thref,day3. For aJl transactions exteed-
iugfioinvalae. a deposit fee ol 2s. 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Coveiitrv.
and cheques and money orders should Le made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

receive ni answer to their enquiries are reques-
ted to regard V\e silence as an indication that
the goods advertised have already been dis-
posed of. Advertisers often receive so many
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—As agents

for the Bex Co.. we have a few shop-
soiled 1907 3i h.p. singles, £20; 5 h.p.
twins, £23; De Luxes, black and gold,
£35; 3J h.p., magneto, £23; cannot re-
peat these.

HALIFAX. — We hold the finest and
largest stock of second-hand motor

cycles in the world. 100 in stock.

HALIFAX.—1903 5 h.p. twin Hex, Tourist
model, magneto, ball bearing en-

gine; 43 guineas.

HALIFAX. — 1908 35 guinea magneto
Itex; liberal exchange allowances;

write us quickly ; pounds saved.

HALIFAX. — 1903 5 h.p. Bex de Luxe,
twin tyre, Eoc clutch, and two-

speed gear; 55 guineas; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX.—1908 2i h.p. Eex, lightweight,
Simms-Bosch magneto, magnificent

hill-climber; 25 guineas.

HALIFAX.—Very fine 31 h.p. Bex, 22in.
frame, trembler coil, vertical en-

gine; £11 5e.

HALIFAX.—5-7 h.p. Peugeot. TrufCault
s-pring forks, and fine sidecar, mag-

nificent condition; £25.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. 16, Westgate,
Halifax. Telephone. 766. Magneto

twin E«x, perfect, and unridden ; £28 10s.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments without extra charge.—16.

Weetgato, Halifax. Telephone, 766. High
grade machines purchased tor spot cash.

TWENTY
splendid machines on offer this week,
the pick of the second-hand market.
Some are s iled only. Each is

accompanied by a signed certificate

showing the machine to be in perfect
running order, and free from
any defect.

TRIUMPHS.

One 3 h-p. magneto, like new, . "iSO O
Two 3i h.p. ,, excellent order 35 O
One 3J h.p. ,, Roc clutch &gear 40 O

N.S.U.

3 h'P't Accumulator Ignition .

.

£l5 O
3 h p.f Magneto 17 10
3i h>p-i Magneto, spring fork .

.

22 O
sl h.p., Magneto 2| O
4 h.p.. Twin, Magneto 30 O

3k h.p. John O' Groats model 9 1©
S h.p. Twin, Cantilever seat 18 10
S h.p> „ Magneto 17 O
Coventry Qua,clra.nt, 3^ h.p.,

igoS, soiled only 35 O

Note the following— (also certiBcated).
Quadrant, 3^ h.p., 1907 £25.
Brown, 3J h.p., 1907, as new .

.

£30.
Vindec Special, 3* h.p., 1907, 2 speed gear £30.
Roc, 1007, 4 h.p., clutch, hand starting . . £32.
Rex Litette, 1908, new, soiled only £70.

Riley Tricar, 9 h.p,, 3 speeds . . £52 10s.

ACCUMULATORS. 1908 type, 25 amp. 12/6
Send for sample. Best value in England.

ELECTRIC HORNS. igo8 type, with press
button 10'6.

HEADLAMP, separate generator . . . . 18/6.
Do. Searchlight, minature car,

powerful magnifying reflecter . . . . 30 -

1 908 Lists now out.

PremierMotorAgency
Aston Road, Birmingham.

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—More 1906 Rex twins, special

price £19 19s. See the astounding
records these magnificent machines are
making; £15 lOs. allowed tor any ap-
proved 1906 model.

HAIjIPAX.—Special value. New Tear
gifts. £2 lOs. deposit and six

monthly payments o£ 25s. secures
3i h.p. Hex, 2 h.p. Minerva (26in. by 2in.

OUuchers), 2 h.p. British Standard, 2 h.p.
Simms. 3 h.p, Automotor, 2% h.p. M.M.O..
23 h.p. Excelsior, 23 h.p. Antoine, 23 h.p.
Ormonde, 23 h.p. Kerry, and 2 h.p. Hum-
ber.

HALIFAX.—Twenty twin Eexes, some
like new; no complicated speed

gears required; reduced price £19 19s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Eover. 25 by 2iiu. Pal-
mers, front rim and Bowden rear

brakes. Brooks BlOO; £13 lOa.

ALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Alcyon. twin, spring
forks, N.S.TJ., two-speed gear, and.

sidecar ; £25.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eei. Longuemare.
trembler coil. Clincher tyres. Fish-

back belt; no offers; £16 16s.

HALIFAX.—1906 Z\ h.p. Brown, vertical.
M.O.V., Clincher. 21 tyres, Ix>ngue-

mare, trembler, frightens policemen:
£19 10s.

HALIFAX.-^ h.p. 1906 Minerva, non-
skid to rear, a grand winter's

mount; £19 19s.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Atelier. 26 by 2i Dun-
lopa. spring forks, long and low;

bargain, £17.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Coronet. 26 by 2i Dun-
lops, Eoc model frame, plating and

enamel as new; £16.

HALIFAX.—Kerry. 3i h.p.. vertical en-
gine, spray, very fine condition ; £18

10s., perfect order.

HALIFAX.—Light low Hex. spring forks,
Longuemare, in very good order;

£14 17s. 6d.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. twin-cylinder Wer-
ner, 26 by 2i MicheUns, very smart

mount; £18.

HALIFAX.—2| h.p. P.N., spray, 26in.

wheels, vertical engine, very speedy,
good condition; £14 lOs.

HALIFAX.—5 h.p. twin Bercley, practi-
cally new, twin Brown and Barlow

carburetter. 26 by 2i Clinchers, every-
thing of the best; £21.

HALIFAX. — Zi h.p. N.S.tJ., magneto,
spring forks; this is marvellous

value; £24; new non-skid to rear.

HALIFAX.-2J h.p. Triumph, vertical,
lightweight, trembler coil, fine

order and condition; winter price £14.

HALIFAX.—21 h.p. Jap lightweight, 26
wheals, spray, only done ten miles

for tuning up; £23.

HALIFAX.—1907 3J h.p. Bex, spring
forks, footrests, 21 tyres, practi-

cally new, magneto ignition ; £23.

HALIFAX.—31 h.p. Eei. 22in. frame,
vertical engine, trembler, good

order; snap this, £11 10s.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Minerva, mechanical
valves, spray carburetter, magnifi-

cent climber; only wants seeing; £3 10s.

HALIFAX.—6-7 h.p. twin. Speak very
long and low. three months old,

can be driven at a walk; £27.

HALIFAX.—See Car and Tricar columns
for value; exchanges wanted;

liberal allowances.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments;

small extra charge.—New address, 16.

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. High
grade machines purchased for spot cash.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Ci/ch."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
93 h.p. P.N.; £15.—Waucliope's. 9, Shoe
if* Lan«, Fleet Street. Loudon.

Q h.p. Humber, in good running order

;

Oi £7.-24, Airedale Avenue, Chiswick.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, in splendid running
order; £15.-67, Wellington Street,

Woolwich.

21 h.p. Swift-Ariel, fast; £12 10s.; cycle
2 and cash. — 306, Ctommercial Iload,

Peckham.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, 1907.—Garaged at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

3 h.p. Triumph, magneto, every acces-
sory; bargain, £19.-17, Vant Eoad,

Tooting, S.W.

31 h.p. M.M.C., vertical engine; £12
2 10a. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, perfect, new last June;
£13; owner going Canada.—21, George

Street, Llanrwst.

31 h.p. Bat, spring forks, new machine;
2 £18 18s,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

MINEEVA (2 h.p.); expert examina-
tion; sacrifice £3 lOa.—C. Watkina,

104, Church Road, Norwood.

4 h.p. Tmn-cylinder Hamilton, very
fast; £13 153.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

GUINEAS, 14.-1906 34 h.p. Rex. re-
bushed; bargain; approval.—The

Wilderness, Swaflham, Norfolk.

3 h.p. Magneto Triumph. 1905 model, in
condition as new ; £25.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Loudon.

23. h.p. Griffon, spring forks, spares, in
4 good running order; £8 10s.—Pea-

cock, 4, Louisville Road, Balham.

7 h.p. Peugeot, in No. 6 Ohater-Lea
frame; £13 10s.; opportunity.—9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. Minerva spring forks, 1907; cash
2 needed; being sued for debts.

—

91, Melbourne Road. Eastbourne.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, spring forks, with
Liberty sidecar; £22.—Sames, 10,

Newcomen Street. Borough. London.

3 h.p. Triumph, ball bearing engine;
£13 13s., great bargain.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

SMART 3 h.p. Quadrant, twin accumu-
lators, stand, carrier, spring forks;

£12 12s.—Mlllards, Cycles, Trowbridge.

4 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea No. 6, new
engine, bike grand condition; £16;

buying twin.—50, Beverley Road. Hull.

KERRY. 23 h.p., in first-class condition,
reliable and comfortable; £13, dirt

cheap,—Particulars, Plowright, Bakewell.

BARGAIN. — 3 h.p. Humber, chain
drive, spray, trembler, good order;

£8.—Hart, 31, Vanguard Street, Deptford.

23 h.p. Vindec Special, P.N. engine,
4 very reliable; £14 10s. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1907. condition as
2 new; £34; approval willingly, or

appointment.—The Shrubbery, Tooting,

4 h.p. Roc. Stevens engine, free engine
clutch, magneto ignition ; price £21.

—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

21 h.p. Brown, good running, new Dun-
2 lops, only wants seeing; £7 10s.—

B. Dew, 129, Camberwell New Road, Lon-
don.

3 h.p. Ariel, in particularly good order;
£10 10s., splendid cash bargain.—

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

HARRY MARTIN'S Light Racer, one of
the fastest 76 by 76 machines in Eng-

land. — Full particulars, Harry Martin,
East Croydon.

PHCENIX Cob, magneto, two speeds, as
advertised, only few months old,

perfect condition, £29 lOa. ; coach-built
passenger Trimo attachment, £5 10s.

;

any trial given.—Keating, Teville Road,
Worthing.

1908 MODELS.
QDADRANTS, MINERVAS, TRIUMPHS,
ROCS, all makes supplied, and prices

are right.

Cash, Credit, or Exchange. The World's Motor
Cycle iVUrt. Shop-soiled Machines.

5i h.p. QUADRANT (1903). magneto.
Sih.p. REX Dfi LUXE, magneto. Roc

clutch £32 10
3ih.p. QUADRANT (1907), spring forks 25 10
3ih.p. REX (1907), spring forks, spotless 19
3i h.p. REX (1907), spring forlcs, 2^ tyres 19 19
4J h.p. TWIN MINERVA (1907), spring

forks ' 30
3ih.p. MINERVA (1907), spring forks .. 25 10
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, Dagneto, two speeds 36

These are all Ready for the Road.
3ih.p. BROWN, magneto, classic £22 10
3ih.p. N.S.U. (1906), magneto, a picture 22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks 22 10
5 h.p. TWIN ..ERRY, Triumph finish 22 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, low built. Bat pat .

.

14 14
3 h.p. RALEIGH, two speeds, low 12 12
31 h.p. REX, magneto, spring forks 18 18
6 hp. TWIN REX, spring forks, smart 19 19
5 h.p. REX, spring forks, powerful .... 16 16
6 h.p. TWIN REX, shop-soiled, spring

forks 22 10
6 h.p. TWIN REX, shop-soiled, 2i tyres 23 ID
34 h.p. REX (1906), spring forks 16 15
3i h.p. REX (1906), spring forks, 2i tyres 16
3ih.p. REX, hght and low, 26in. wheels tl 11

3i h.p. REX, John-o'-Groat's model 9 10
3i h.p. REX, spring forks, 26in. wheels .

.

12 12
2i h.p. REX, vertical engine, smart 7 15
3 h.p. HUMBER, very powerful, smart 10 10
3i h.p. STANDARD, vertical engine, good 7 10
34 h.p. AUTOMOTOR, vertical engine .. 10 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
31 h.p. Minerva, 1907 standard model,

2 only once used ; 20 guineas.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street. Lon-
don.

23 h.p. Clyde, splendid order, horn,
4 tools, lamp (separate generator);

£12.—Clark, George Street, Ryde. Isle of
Wight.

IP You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London,

QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., in fine condition;
£21; Griffon, 23 h.p., £10 10s.; Min-

erva, 2 h.p., £7 10s.—Bellenger. Queen's
Buildings, Old Bailey.

3 h.p. Singer Motor Cycle, magneto igni-
tion, in first-class condition; offers.

—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

21 h.p. Pafnir, low built, good hill-
4 climber, in good condition; bar-

gain, £8.-250. Glyn Road, Lower Clap-
ton, N.E.

3 h.p. Chase, Deckert engine; lowest
price £15 15s. ; Chater-Lea fittings

throughout.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

DURSLEY-PEDERSEN, 1907, £19 19s.
model, in best condition ; trial wil-

lingly ; what offers? — Tilley, Avenue,
Taunton.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N.. just to hand,.
1907 model, in excellent condition;

£25, lowest.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

3ihn WHITFI FY inrav tmort nrdfr R in T'EIUMPHS, 1903; order early
;
we aUow

1+hD RILEY snrlvSAs^JSv+hin?^'" il n ' ^ the highest prices for second-hands,
3i h-P- ^}}-.U^ spray, chmbs anything .. 10 ^gQ^ Triumphs particularly.-Parker. Mel-

bourne, Derby.3i h.p. QUADRANT (1907), spring forks 25 10
2i h.p. DE DION, spray, good order .... 8 10
2Jh.p. DE DION complete, less tank .. 6 18
2i h.p. SPARK, magneto, low built 10
21 h.p PROGRESS, magneto, vertical

engine 9 10
2 h.p. CLYDE, vertical engine, magneto 8 10
3Jh.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, rehable .. 9 10
2ih.p. ARIEL MINERVA, low built,

smart 11 10
3 h.p. ARIEL, vertical engine, low 10 10
3 h.p. CLARENDON, ball bearing pulley 10 10
34 h.p. CE NTA U R, low built, 26in. wheels 12 12
2i[ h.p. MINERVA, spray, fast machine . . 8 10
3 h.p. HOBART, vertical engine, extra.. 9 10
2} h.p. DE DION WERNER, low built .. 10 10
3i h.p. KOH-I-NOOR, low built, smart .. 12 12
LIGHTWEIGHTS.—The following machines will

climb all ordinary hills, extraordinary hills with
slight assistance, and will attain 30 miles per hour
on level

:

a h.p. MINERVA good tyres, V belt £4 15
ifh.p. QUADRANt, very reliable, handy 5 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, .M.O. v., spray, smart.. 7 10
2 h.p. LIBERTY, vertical engine, reUable 6 10
24 h.p. CENTAUR, very smart appearance 7 10

2J h.p. ORMONDE, Antoine engme,smart 7 10
24 h.p. VINCO, vertical engine, smart 6 15

Push cycles taken in part payment.
Cash offers wanted

MILLS-FULFORD SIDECAR, 26in. wheel £4 IB
TRAILER, a pretty thing, good tyres .. 1 15
FORECARRIAGE, coach built 5 15

TRICARS.
4 h.p. TRENT, w.c, open frame, wheel

steering, 2 speeds, bucket seats £25
10 h.p. TWIN REXETTE, open frame.. 42 10
6 h.p. QUADRANT CARETTE, open

frame 35
6 h.p. TRIETTE, four speeds, magneto 32 10
54 h.p. REXETTE, open frame, 2 speeds 27 10

Continental Tyres. Continental Tyres.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube,
26x2 24/- 9/6 28X2 25/- 10/-
26X24 25/6 10/- 28X24 27/3 10/6
26x24 29/6 11/- 28X24 29/9 11/3

Fully guaranteed by makers. Supplied either in

beaded or wired edges. Delivery per return. Your
old cover or tube taken in part payment. Liberal

allowance.

BOOTH'S BELTING.
Made from selected parts of hides. Correct anE:le,

non-stretch i no;, Ions; liie. perfect drive. Sample
belt on approval on receipt of remittance.

gin. 9d., ]in. lOM., Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.

Special terms to the Trade.

Liberal allowance for your old belt.

High-class Motor Cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH "^v^ADEir HALIFAX
Telephone 198y.

KERRY, 2i h.p., low position, good con-
dition, two accumulators, gas

lamp, etc.; £9 10s.—Wal'd, Consort Villas,
Arthur Road. Windsor.

23. h.p. Werner Motor Cycle, in good.
4 order; £10, or exchange tor any-

thing useful.—Shaw, 2. Hudson Street,
Belfast, Ireland.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Antoine Motor
Cycle, very powerful ; offers.—Gar-

aged at Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, Loudon.

CLARENDON 3 h.p. Motor Cycle, re-
cently thoroughl.y overhauled, and

in perfect condition; £16.—Harry Croft,
Fakenham, Norfolk.

2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., round tank,
B.S.A. fittings; £6 10s.; good light

runabout. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,.
Fleet Street, London.

ROC, 4 h.p.. Military Model, free en-
gine, magneto, practically new con-

dition; genuine bargain, £23.—L. Pearn,
Alfreton, Derbyshire.

31 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, vertical
2 engine, slightly soiled, otherwise

as new; price £21, lowest.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., 4h h.p.. perfect
conditiou, just been overhauled;

£27; to be tried In London.—C.A.T., Dow-
gate Works. Tonbi-idge.

KERRY. 25 h.p., P.N. carburetter, three
brakes, new tyres, splendid order

and condition; bargain. 9 guineas.—Zam-.
bra, 303, Euston Road, N.W.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Jap-Ariel, low
frame, 26 by 2i wheels, has seen but

very little use; £28; exchange arranged..
—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

WANTED. £14 for 3 h.p. Triumph, Paf-
nir engine, Longuemare, accumu-

lator ignition, just re-enamelled, first-

class order.—T. OcK>per, Hale Road, Parn-
ham.

BARGAIN.—23 h.p. F.N.. Chater-Lea No.
6 frame, 26in. wheels. Palmer cords,

footboards, as new, accessories- accept
£13 10s.—Brook, 5, Oakdale Road, Forest
Gate.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Lurquiu and Cou-
dert. in Bat pattern frame. Brooks.

BlOO saddle, low frame, long handle-bars;
£17 10s., a sound motor and cheap.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon--
don.

I71 answering, either of these advertisements it is desirdhle that you mention " The Motor Oycle
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QUADRANT, 2 h.p.. Clinchers, Eideasy

saddle; £6 10s.—Below.

CLEMENT-GARRARD, 2i h.p., spring
forks, two speeds, free engine,

lightweight. Palmer cord; £6 lOs.—Below.

TRIUMPH-MINERVA, Palmer, spring
saddle, splendid condition.—Below.

FAIRFAX Silencer and out-out; 6s.—
Moldgreen Engineering Works, Hud-

dersfield.

31 h.p. Excelsior, good order, recently
2 overhauled; £10.—P., 12, Parker

Street, Derby.

BROWN, 23 h.p.. splendid condition,
good hill-climber; £14.—A.R., 743,

Old Kent Eoftd. S.B.

Q3. h.p. Minerva, good condition; £14;
i^4 take push bike and cash.—Belcher,
Sandon, Chelmsford.

1 Q07 Genuine Minerva, 2| h.p.. com-
-Lt/ plete with all accessories; offers.
—54, Sackville Road, Bexhill.

31 h.p. N.S.U. (1906), magneto, free en-
2 gine, two spare belts, in perfect

"unn'rg order; £20.-8, Merton Hall Road,
Wimbledon.

23 h.p. Minerva, low position, footrests
4 and pedals, very powerful, fault-

less; £10 15s.—A. Soper, The Elms. Clap-
ham Road. S.W.

REX, 3i h.p., 1906, excellent condition,
new Clincher back, lamp, horn,

stand, tools; £15.—Lisuey. Broadbridge
Heath, Horsham.

31 h.p. Whitley, fast, and splendid hill-
2 climber, very economical, fault-

less condition ; £11 lOs.—F. Robertson, 49,

Jeffreys Road, Clapham, S.W.

2 h.p. De Dion-New Hudson, vertical
engine, excellent condition, £9 9s.;

lightweight motor cycle.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

3jl h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, long handle-
2 bars, low built, two accumulators,

very fast and reliable ; £16.—R. Ellis. Em-
bro House, Westcott Street, Hull,

1 Q07 Triumph, 3J h.p., magneto, very
XO little used, absolutely perfect,
guaranteed, new condition throughout;
£38.—D., 107. Uxbridge Road, Ealing.

TWIN Vindec, new 1907. perfect going
order and condition, lamp, horn,

spares; £36. or nearest offer.—Thomas,
Naval Engineering College, Devonport.

23. h.p. Singer, magTieto ignition, a
4 splendid machine, non-skid on

back. Dunlop front; giving up riding;
price £10.—A. Bird, 8, Cardinal Street,
Ipswich.

31 h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, in con-
2 dition as new. 1907 model, mag-

neto; £35; exchange arranged. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

2i h.p. Kerry, good condition, long bars,
4 low position. Price's stands, new

hack tyre, two accumulators; giving up;
a bargain, £10 108.-19, Beulah Road, Wal-
-thamstow.

31 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, Brooks
2 BlOO, Giant Watawata, Longuemare,

twin accumulator, stand, horn, faultless;
£20.—Rev. Rees. Oourtland Place. Port
Talbot.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Palmer cords,
2 Brown-Barlow, trembler, two ac-

cumulators, Chater-Lea, thorough good
order; write first. — Motor. 2, Spencer
Park, S.W.

2 h.p. Clement-Garrard, very low. open
frame, tyres perfect, spring forks,

round belt, engine in good going order;
£9, or offer.—R. G. Judd, Cocum, Barton
Staoey, Hants.

~t Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, spring forks, ad-XC justable pulley, many accessoriea.
practically new. only run 600 miles ; £25,
or near offer.—Particulars. Barlow, Pock-
lington, Yorks.

EDINBURGH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Hoad; the

largest variety and stock of motor cycles
in Scotland; agents for Quadrant. Grif-
fon. Rex. N.S.U. , Adler, Roc, Minerva, Vin-
dec, and Bercley motors; repairs, spare
parts; exchanges, easy payments.

WELCOME TWINS.
Occasionally we have had pointed out to us

advertisements in which similarly described
motor cycles appear cheaper than ours. It has
occurred to us there are others who may thini:

the same. ALL WE ASK. is that clients will

inspect such machines, and judge who gives

REAL VALUE FOR JVIONEY.

Condition like new.
6 h.p. TWIN PEOGEOT, fine goer £19

Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, magneto £29

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, classy £32

3i h.p. N.S.U, 1907, magneto, N.S.U. two
speeds £29

3.V h.p. REX, 1907 spring forks, 2iin. tyres . . £18

si h.p. TWIN REX, 1907, spring forks, foot-

boards £22

4J h.p. TWIN MINERVA. 1907, brand new . . £31

SPECIAL. CASH BARGAINS.
£10 H h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, two

speeds, weighs under 60 lbs £10
£5 2} h.p. SHAW, vertical engine £S
£7 2i h.p. HUMBER, fine goer £7
£8 2 h.p. QUADRANT, grand machine £6
£7 2} h.p. ORMONDE, spray carburetter. . £7
£7 3i h.p. AUTOMOTOR, spray, vertical

engine £7
£4 10 2 h.p. KING, spray carburetter . . £4 10

RIEX IVIACHINES.
If you want one of these, write me. I have the

pick of Halifax. All tuned up, and fit as fiddles.

Twins are my Speci4L1ty.

>VHAT OFFERS.
3 h.p. N.S.U., has won Leeds Hill Climb £16

3 h.p. ASTER, very low built £12
4 h.p. KELECOM, 26x2iin. tyres £16
3 h.p. F.N., 26 . 21in. tyres £12
3 h.p. CLARENDON, vertical, Longuemare £10
3 h.p. KING, vertical, spray £10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, new Dunlops £11

31 h.p. 190S REX, 21in. frame £12

3| h.p. 1904 REX, 22in. frame £9
3 h.p. FAFNIR, vertical, spray carburetter .

.

£10

SEND YOUR BEST OFFER.
Free belt fastener to all ofters 1 decline.

have you a machine to sell?
. . . Write Me.

HAVE YOU A SIDECAR TO SELL?
. . . Write iVlE.

DO YOU WANT A 1908 MACHINE
OF ANY HAKE ?

Write Me. I can put you on velvet.

IN FACT, DO NOTHING TILL YOU HAVE
GOT MY PRICES. « s. d.

Pair X.L. All Spring Forks 10
Four-speed Gear for belt drive 1 10
BlOO Saddle 12 6
Dunhill's Speedometers 6 6

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine 8

3i h.p. 1907 Quadrant Engine, new 4 10

4i h.p. New Orleans Engine B
3 h.p. Automotor Engine 2 19

3 h.p. Antoine Engine 8
Tricar Frame, with wheels and tyres . . 8 10
Tricar Frame, no wheels or tyres, open

type for wheel steering 4 10

Drummond Lathe, treadle, new nine

weeks ago 12 10

200 LYCETT'S " LIGHTNING " STANDS.

Firm.

Rigid.

Strong.

Note the price 4/9 per pair.

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR CYCLES WANTED FOR
CASH. MONEY WAITING.

I have bought Seven Tons of Quadrant Engines
and Parts. Send your requirements.

E. FARRAR, HS^e^R^oa'd: HALIFAX
The winner of our last Motor Conundrum is

Mr. H. Kennedy, Laurieston, Saltburn. His line
read

—

" When it's a carcase (car curse)."

Genuine Birniingham

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
232. LADYWOOD ROAD, BIRMINOHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4 h.p. M.M.O. Enfield Motor Cycle, spring

front forks, vertical engine, very
powerful and fast; £15, good, reliable
bargain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

1 Q06 6 h.p. Twin Antoine. in excellent
XO condition, Dunlop tyres, Stanley-
Dermatine belt, accumulators, spares,
etc.; what offers? — Hornsby, Stanley
Villa, Apsley, Hemel Hempstead.

Q h.p. Pafnir. in Bat pattern frame,
Chater-Lea fittings, engine re-

cently overhauled; £12 10s., great bar-
gain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, splendid condi-
2 tion ; cheap, or will take lower

power and cash, any good make; also
Liberty sidecar, £5. — Hardcastle, 15,

Cologne Street, Harford Street, Stepney,
E.

EADIE-MINERVA, 2 h.p.. jointless rims,
spring forks, spray. Simplex stand,

electric light, etc., excellent condition

;

£10 10s., Or exchange and cash for higher
power. — Minerva, Glen Bosa. Coleshill
Eoad, Teddington.

7-9 h.p. Twin Peugeot, 1907. Chater-Lea,
Longuemare, Mabon tree engine,

footboards, brake, clutch, pedals, 26 by
2J Peter-Unions', non-skid back, ideal
sidecar work; £27 10s., or best offer.—31,
Craigerne Eoad. Blackheath.

TurUMPH, Zi h.p.. 1907 (magneto), has
carried 14 stone rider 3,300 miles, less

than half a mile pedal assisted, good
as new, and looks it, a fine example of
a splendid make ; £36. — Oliver. Milton
House Works. Edinburgh.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, magneto, excel-
lent condition. Palmer cords, Eich

tubes, new saddle, various 1907 improve-
ments, horn, pump, £7 extra in tyres and
spares, thoroughly reliable machine ; £25,
well worth £35.—Capt. Home. 6. Strath-
earn Terrace, Perth.

3i h.p. Peugeot Engine Motor Cycle.
2 powerful hill-climber, back-pedal-

lin" brake, all accessories and spares.
;

'. new Clincher tyres; trial; no
,.3, £18 10s.; also 34 h.p. Vindec. mag-

neto, faultless condition, £25.—G.H., 59.

Liverpool Eoad, Ainsdale.

MINEEVA and Eex. — We carry the
largest stock of spare parts in the

provinces tor these machines, can deliver
new machines from stock at low prices

;

cash, exchange, or gradual payments;
charged accumulators for hire. Is. per
week.—Oookson Bros.. 511. Chester Eoad,
Old Trafford.

TiWIN, 6 h.p.. specially built for speed.
Sarolea. Chater-Lea No. 6, 18in.

frame, footboards, spring forks, B106,
torpedo and rear tanks, Peter-Union. 26

by 2i, handle-bar control, everything
best possible, spare valves, etc., machine
is brand new, less than 200 miles; price
£35. no offers. — Chemist, 23. Broadway,
Southall. Middlesex.

TWIN-CYLINDEE Autobike, 5-7 h.p.
Sarolea engine, 26in. wheels, Dunlop

tyres, footboards, spring forks, long
handle-bars. Brooks BlOO saddle, two ac-

cumulators, large toolbag. double twist
horn, gas lamp, two belts, the whole ma^
chine in new condition ; must sell, room
wanted; £25, or near offer; seen a»y
time.—Sibley, 32. PuLham Palace Eoad. W.

1 Q07 5 h.p. Twin Eex Motor Cycle, per-
JLU fectly new, never been on the
road, 31 guinea model, standard specifi-

cation, but with 2J Continentals ; price
to clear 20 guineas, or by deferred pay-
ments, £7 deposit with order, and 12

monthly payments of £1 4b. 6d. ; write
for particulars of deferred payments for

other makes. — WilUam Whiteley, Ltd..
Bayswater, W.

WINTEE Bargains.—14 h.p. Excelsior-
Minerva. £4 17s. 6d.: 2 h.p. Min-

erva, £6 108.; 2 h.p. Minerva, £5 IDs.; 23

Excelsior, £8 lOs. ; 13 h.p. Excelsior-Min-
erva, £5 15s.; 3i h.p. Aster engine motor
cycle. £8 10s.; 3 h.p. Calvert, £5; 2 h.p.

Eaw £4; 31 h.p. London, £10 10s.; 2J h.p.
Minerva, £8 10s.; 3 h.p. Ariel. £10 lOs.;

2J h.p. 1905 Eoc, £10 1 !.; 23 h.p. Minerva,
£10 lOs.-Wauchope's. ). Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirMe that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, 2J
2 tyres, splendid macliine ; great

bargain. £23; any trial.—128, High Road,
Tottenham.

KBRET, 2J h.p.. a special machine, fit-

ted with Advance adjustable pulley,
spring forks, footrests and comfortable
saddle, tyres like new, engine perfectly
tuned, as reliable as a push bike, an
ideal machine for a non-athlete ; 13
tineas.—Bunting, Wealdstone,

33 h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, magneto
4 Ignition, high tension, heavy Clin-

cher tyres, two brakes, Bowden lifter,

perfect condition, new June, fast, climb
anything, spare cover and new belt,
lamp, stand, horn, tools, spares; sacrifice
£16.—Motorist, 12. New Park Road, Chl-
cUester.

2i h.p. Royal Enfield Motor Bicycle,
2 run 480 miles. £12; 34 h.p. twin-

cylinder Werner, run 1,250 miles, £16;
both low and comfortable, vertical en-
ffines. 26in. wheels, accumulator ignition,
almost new condition; sell either; fifty
mile trial.—Smith. 20, Walpole Road, New
Cross, S.E.

FOE Sale, Motor Cycle, low, t(Q pedals,
De Dion eneine (76 by 76). will do

close on fifty, but easy starter, De Dion
durability, reliability, and power, tyres
almost new, everything in first-class
order. Components frame, etc. ; full par-
ticulars and photo; £25.—G. Morrice, St.
Edmund's Rectory. Salisbury.

STAMFORD HILL.—Clearance sacrifices.
MotSr cycles: 3 h.p. Trent. £11; 3i

h.p. twin Werner, £17 10s., as advertised
£41; 3J h.p. M.M.C.. £11 10s.; 4 h.p. Kele-
oom, £15; 2 h.p. Humber, £9 10s.; 2 h.p.
Precision. £6 10s ; 2 h.p. Raleigh, £4 10s.;
inspection cordially invited ; exchanges.
—128, High Road, Tottenham.

31 h.p. Rex, spring forks. 25 by 2i Clin-
2 chers, rubber belt, perfect condi-

tion, £15: pocket voltmeter, in pouch,
Peto-Radford, to 6, new, 53.; two trem-
bler screws, B.M., unused. Is. 6d. ; trem-
bler coil, walnut case, good condition,
log. ; 4-volt 25-amp. accumulator, perfect,
7s.—Jones, 4, Miles Buildings. London,
N.W.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1907, spring forks, foot-
2 rests, carrier, extra petrol tank,

patent stand, several spares, nearly new
tyres, bold brass head lamp, just over-
hauled and re-plated and enamelled tor
owner to take to South Africa, but find
cost too much, is reason of Belling; must
be sold this week; £25.—Rice, Motorist,
Surbiton.

4 h.p. Twin, Longuemare, Lyoetts belt,
new A Wous, as new, two pair of

handle-bars, two seat-pillars, large tool-
bag, 26in. wheels, exceptionally low posi-
tion, latest Bowden belt rim brake,
spares; any desirable or undesirable test
with pleasure; stand and carrier, two
accumulators; further particulars; £25,
no offers.-A. E. Willetts, Bream, Lydney,
Glo«.

TRICARS FOR SALE,
HALIFAX.—4* h.p. water-cooled Wolf,

two speeds, handle starting; £37
10a Below.

HALIFAX.-Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-
car, nearly new, and specially

built.—Below.

HALIFAX.—5J h.p. Eexette. two speeds,
spring frame, car tyres, in perfect

order; £37 10s., bargain.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin-cylinder Advance
tricar, wheel steering, only used for

trials; bucket seat; £35.

HALIFAX.—5J h.p. Rex Trictte. spring
frame. Palmers, non-skid to rear;

£27 IDs.-Below.

HALIFAX.—5i h.p. open frame tricar,
luxuriously sprung, two-speed,

water-cooled, car tyres; £29 10s.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,
a real gem, open frame, three

SBeeds, wheel steering, chain drive, foot
clutch; £37 10s.

HALIFAX.—8 iLp. twin-cylinder Rexette.
carry three (1906), fine condition,

excellent climber, non-skid to rear; £39
10s.—Halifax Motor Exchange. 16. Wesl^
gate, Halifax.

Which Machine?
There are many motor cycles to select from, but

do you know if the one you have in your mind
will fit you ? This little point malces all the differ-

ence between comfort and discomfort. We have
had experience with every leading make, can supply
any of them, and can therefore give you unbiassed
advice. We can offer you favourable terms for

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE.
Write stating fully your requirements and the

price vou wish to pay

'ine Models we offer are tne latest 1908 pattern,
and carry the manufacturers' full guarantee.

SELECTIONS.
PHELON & MOORE. ROC. REX.

(Two-speed.) (Two-speed.) (Two-speed.)
TRIUIMPH. F.N. DURKOPP.
G.B. (Two-speed.) VINDEC. N.S.U.
MOTOREVE. MOTOSACOCHE. ARIEL.
BROWN. MINERVA.
We can supply Sidecars to fit any of the above.

Are you in doubt as to which is the most suitable
—riffid or flexible ? We can give you actual
proof on either the Montgomery with flexible
joints or the Castor Wheel. Prices from £7 7s.

TviO£Lrs*
The RILET, built in 5-6 and 9 h.p.

Prices from 85 Gulneai.

Seoond-hand IVlEiohines.
We have an excellent stock of good Second-

hand Motor Cycles and Tricars. If unable to
call and view, write for full particulars.

SELECTIONS.
IVIo-toi- Oyoles.

3 h.p., Fafnir engine £7
3i h.p. REX, Longuemare carburetter 13
2j h.p. ARIEL No. 1, good machine 16 16

MANY OTHERS IN STOCK.
Trloa.rs.

9 h.p. RILEY, three speeds and reverse .... £55
41 h.p. BAT Tricar, w:iter-cooled, two speeds 35
S h.p. REXETTE, seat three, two speeds . . 35
Also a few Cars, Shop-soiled and Second-hand.

Sid9cai.t-s.
Rigid type, suit N.S.U. or other make £4
Most of the above can be supplied on our

unique system of E.xtended Payments.

VsLt-isLble GaEir-3.
Send your machine to us for conversion to two

fit the Roc, Fitall, Osbornespeeds. We can
Biggs, or Nab ;

free engine clutch with
starting handle can be
supplied for 55/-

Albion and Advance
Variable Speed Pulleys
supphed. PRiCESfromie/

ClO'thins'.
Our Clothing Depart-

ment spe alises in all mo-
torists' requirements. Our
Heavyweight Mackintosh
(Doat and Leggings, best

rubber proof, is tire best
value obtainable.

Price 21 /- complete.
Approval.

Aooesso r-ies.
Our stock meets all re-

quirements. Call or send
a postcard for what you
want.

REMEMBER—
You will always find the best on view
At Number Two Hundred and Ninety-twc

Hi^h Holbo»-n, kondorisW/.O*
THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,

Telephone 260 Central.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Tricar, an good condition, wickor

2 forecarriage ; bargain, £16.—Pern
Villa, Knossington, Oakham.

FARRAR.—5i h.p. Rexette, chain drive,
open frame, wheel steering, two

speeds; £29.—Below.

FARRAR.—35 h.p. Minerva tricar, verti-
cal engine, M.O.V., fan-cooled, Lon-

guemare carburetter; £18 10s.—Farrar,
Square Road, Halifax.

31 h.p. 'Light Tricar, Royal Sovereism,
4 Palmers, Longuemare, fir8t^cla6«

condition ; £13 ; any trial.—Below.

LIGHT M.M.O. 3 h.p. Tricar, long stays,
non-skid back, Longuemare. com-

plete, good running order; trial; £9 178.

6d., a Christmas box.—123, High Road,
Tottenham.

5i h.p. Rexette, latest pattern, as new,
2 guaranteed; bargain, £35; photo.

—16, Summerlands Mansions, Muawell
HiU.

5-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, in perfect
condition, fast, and reliable; £25,

or exchange in part payment. — Jone«,
Lichfield.

PHOENIX Tricar, Minerva, 3J-4i h.p.,
two speeds, coach-built, footboard*

;

£24, offers.^1. Skelbrook Street, Wands-
worth.

8-10 h.p. Tricar, twin-cylinders, water-
cooled, coach front, three speeds

;

bargain, £40. — 1, Shaftesbury Avenue
Street Lane. Leeds.

TRICAR, 3J h.p., Simms magneto, up-
holstered red leather, perfect condi-

tion, and running order; bargain, £19.—
Saner, Buttsbury. Ingatestone.

QUADRANT. 6 h.p., two engines, ooach-
built, nice finish, in good condi-

tion ; £25 : exchange for water-cooled or
twin and sidecar.—27. Cecil Avenue.
Barking.

5 h.p. Lagonda Tricar, thoroughly over-
hauled, fan-cooled, 650 by 65 tyres.

Whittle belt, lamps, spares, etc. ; nearest
cash offer. £23; trial given.—P. Gardam,
Riverside, Staines.

-j Q07 Riley Tricar. 5 h.p., w.c, two
j.fj speed gear, powerful hill-climber,
very fast on level, faultless condition;
33 guineas.—P. Granville, Park Lodge.
Peckham Rye. S.E.

-j f\ h.p. Singer Tricar, twin-cylinder,
J-U three speeds and reverse. 3Jin.

Palmer cord tyres, £30 of spares; sacri-
fice £65.—W. Hutchison, Apsley Villa.
Clapham Road, S.W.

5i h.p. Rexette, two speeds, wheel steer-
2 ing, good tyres, new Clincher on

back, lamps, and spares, in good order
and condition; trial; £27.—W. Newton-
Clare, The Ferns, Beckenham.

MAUDE.—8 h.p. Eexette two speeds,
open frame, sprung back, twin-cy-

linder, wlieel steering (the £1.000 car on
three wheels); only £35; exchanges. —
Maude's. Lilly Lane, Halifax.

LAGONDA Tricar. 10-12 h.p., two-cylin-
der, air-cooled, three speedp, both

seats coach-built, climb any hill, excel-
lent condition, all spares; price £55.—
M.O.G., Eaton Rectory, Church Stretton.
Salop.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Light Tricar, An-
glian two-speed gear and clutch,

magneto, tyres almost new. 2i Palmer
cord on back, extra mudguards, pump,
tools, horn; £35: owner abroad.—Clark.
George Street, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

STAMFORD Hill.—Clearance bargains.
Tricars : 5 h.p. w.c. Excelsior, Opper-

mann three speeds, £29; 3J h.p. Fafnir
engined, Osborne four speeds. £29; 4 h.p.
Phoenix Trimo. Fit-all g%ar, £27; we ex-
change; full value allowed for old ma-
chine.-128, High Road. Tottenham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDECAR, rigid, fancy cane, quick de-

tachable joints, specially suitable
F.N., four-cylinder, perfect, new 2i Pal-
mer; £5, or part exchange good brazing
lamp.—4, Havelock Road, Croydon.

HALIFAX.—Three sidecars, 26in. wheels,
£4 15s. each ; sidecar, less axle, £2;

forecar, with long side stays, fit twin
Rex, £5; forecar seat, with springs, 20s.;

all good condition.-16, Westgate, Halifax.

In amswering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MONTGOMERY Lightweight Attach-

ment, compensating, as new; bar-
gain, £3 15s.—32. Chorley Eoad, Wigan.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, practically
new, 26in. wheel, Continental, cane

body; £7 lOs.—Brown. Belle Vue, Thet-
ford.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, 26in.

by 2iin. Continental, new June
last; £5 5a.—Morris, Carolgate Bridge,
Retford.

STAJaFOED HILL.—Order early. Try
one of our famous rigid sidecars,

24in., 26in., and 28in. wheels, right and
left-hand side, brand new, £4 18s. 6d., to
~SX any frame; open frame light tricar
chassis. 25 by 2Jin. tyres, £6 17s. 5d.;
splendid trailer, Dunlops, £2 15s. — 128,

High Road, Tottenham.

SIDECAES.—100 miles a day for one year
on an Oakleigh motor and sidecar;

this severe test finished Christmas Day;
36,500 miles and no twisted frame, no
sideslip, no undue wear on tyre, and no
trouble whatever, come and see it. Notice
how others try to imitate us. We lead,
others long way behind. Actual inven-
tors of the sidecar. We supply t.b«

brains.—Oakleigh Motors. Ltd. West Dui-
wich.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
ALTASTON Works.^Genuine bargain.

3 h.p. Ariel motor tricycle, in per-
fect running order, 2Jin. Dunlop tyres,
sound, reliable machine; ±3 10s.

ALVASTON Works.-Very fine canopy,
as new, plate-glass front and back,

storm curtains, complete with supports,
suit any modern car; 70s., cost £25; sold
car.—Alvaston Motor Works, Derby.

4 h.p. Water-cooled M.M.C. Tricycle,
free engine, clutch, starting handle,

splendid condition; £12 10s.—Chestnuts,
Sunmead Eoad, Sunbury. Middlesex.

OS h.p. Water-cooled M.M.O. Tricycle,
jiji running order, less tyres, £6; ex-
change 3J h.p. water-cooled engine, quad
axle, and free engine clutch, 30s.—West-
field. Pitsea, Essex.

CARS FOR SALE.
8 h.p. M.M.C. Tonneau Car, perfect con-

dition; £42: tricar or bike part.

—

120. Chapel Road. Worthing.

HALIFAX.—13-16 h.p. Reno, the new car,
simplicity itself to drive, yet power-

ful; come and see; cash or exchange.—
Below.

HALIFAX.—8-10 h.p. four-cylinder Hnm-
ber, side entrance, 760 by i)0 ty-fs;

cost £270, accept £160 for quick sale;
trial by appointment.

HALIFAX.—8 h.p. Argyll, two-seater,
three speeds and reverse, honeycomb

radiators; £57 10s.; tricar or motor cycle
part payment.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766.

MABLEY Car, three-seater, perfect
order; cash wanted. £17.-35, Whee-

lock Street, Middlewich.

FAEEAR,—16-20 h.p. M.M.C, four cylin-
ders, tonneau, good roomy car; £80,

or lower power and cash.—Below.

FAERAR.—6J h.p. Aster engined car,
two-seater, square bonnet, equal

artillery wheels, smart little car; £55.—
Parrar, Square Road, Halifax.

6 h.p. De Dion Engine Car, two bucket
S;eats, three speeds and reverse; £65,

or exchange in part payment. — Jones,
Lichfield.

PHCENIX Forecar, wicker seat, band
brakes, like new; £7, or offers.—Mul-

lett, Kingsley Avenue, West Ealing, Lon-
don.

MILLS-FDLFORD 20 Guinea Forecar-
riage Attachment, complete, only

run 300 miles; cheap.—38, Garden Street,
Nelson, Lancashire.

4i h.p. Renault Car. three speeds and
2 reverse, two-seater, and extra ton-

neau, in perfect condition; £40. or would
exchange for lightweight F.N., or 1907
Triumph, or Phoenix Trimo, cash adjust-
ments.—G.S., 10, Mansfield Road. Gospel
Oak, N.W.

MOTOR CYCLES,
TRICARS, or LIGHT CARS are accepted

by us in part payment for any of the

leading makes in Motor Cycles, as

Triumphs, Vindec Specials, Quadrants,

Motosacoches, F.N.s, Minervas, Browns,
Bats, Rocs, Ariels, etc. We are

contractors for most of the leading

makes, and motorists can be assured of

the very best quotations for second-hand
machines in part exchange. We are

still requiring large quantities of second-

hand machines, and any make of

machine will be quoted for in exchange,

and all orders will be put through with

as little delay as possible.

1908 N.S.U. Motor Cycles. You can get

them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

1908 Alinerva. You can get them at

Wauchope's; immediate delivery. Let

us quote for your second-hand machine.
Just walk up or write up to Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London, EC., who will quote
you the tuUest market value of your present Motor
Cycle, etc., and will let you have full marltet value

on receipt of particulars. An exchange offer will

be made unseen subjert to machine tallying at
sight.

1908 Light Ariel. You can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

WAUCHOPE'S CARRY THE STOCK, LOOK AT
THE STOCK WAUCHOPE'S CARRY.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, have the
largest stock o( New and Second-hand Machines.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, Wauchope's
can be relied on to give satisfaction.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, Wauchope's
have some good lines in Covers, Engines, Frames,

and miscellaneous goods.

VtfAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE UANE (Off Ludgate Circus),

FI.EET ST., UONDON, E.G.
Telephone—No. 5777 Holbom.
Telegrams—"DPI FICER, LONDON."

In an»weri7tg ant/ advertisement on this pofie it if> desirable that you

CARS FOR SALE.
MAUDE. — Gohron-BriUie Car, fow

speeds and reverse, 910 by 90 equal
wheels, thoronghl.v up-to-date, all lamps,
etc.; £140; exchanges—^Uande, Lilly
Lane, Halifax.

6 h.p. Smart Two-seater, almost new
condition, artillery. Dunlops. lamps;

trial ; bargain. £38. — 1. Shaftesbury
Avenue, Roundhay, Leeds.

6i h.p. Aster, three speeds and reverse,
2 cardan drive, brass lamps, etc.;

any trial; bargain, £48.-1, Shaftesbury
Avenue, Roundhay. Leeds.

BARGAIN. £35.—Small light two-seater,
perfect, lamps, numbers, horn,

spares, better than sidecar or tricar.—
Norris, 37, Foxley Road, Brixton,

6 h.p. Rover, artillery wheels, wind and
dust screens. Stepney spare wheeL

spares, complete; nearest to £90.—^Write
first. Motor, 2, Spencer Park, S.W.

£19.—Oldsmobile, 5 h.p., bucket seats,
slight repairs wanted.—Write, Wil-

liamson, 27, Holligrave Road. Bromley,
Kent. Seen at The Mart, High Street.

9. h.p. M.M.C, detachable tonneau, Cape
hood, upholstered leather, adapted

to burn paraffin, two speeds and re-

verse; £40.—Beddall, Sutton, Stalham,
Norwich.

61 h.p. Aster, two bucket seats, three
2 speeds, artillery wheels, good

ryres, wheel steering, splendid running
rder; £40; seen by appointment.—Mit-
chell, 457, Lord Street, Southport.

61 h.p. Siddeley, two-seater, three-
2 speed forward, reverse, artillery

wheels, excellent condition, been care-
fully used, fast, reliable; any trial; £65.

—Peacock, 4, Louisville Road, Balham.

GENTLEMAN wishes to sell his 6-8 h.p.
two-cylinder Panhard car. five-

seater. Cape hood, gas and oil lamps,
tyres good as new, everything up-to-date,
guaranteed perfect running order; any
trial; price £100; would take good make
of motor bicycle in part exchange.—Ap-
ply, Albert, 179, Wymering Mansions,
Maida Vale, London.

51 h.p. Auto Motor Light FiTe-aeater
2 (only 5 cwt.). two speeds, vertieaJ

engine under bonnet. Inclined wheel
steering, extra low, long wheelbase, equal
Dunlops, nearly new, prettiest two-seater
on road, magnificent condition through-
out; 50 miles trial; sacrifice £33; good
motor cycle taken part payment. — R.
Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel, 17, Eus-
ton Square. Bed, breakfast, attendance,
from 3s.

H
CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

WATMOUTH PRANCE, A.I.B.E..

A.M.I.A.E. LCxpert examinations and
selections.^39. Westbourne Gardens, W.
3737 Western.

MOTOR EXPERTS.

W. W. GE]^^N gives advice on second-
hand purchases. Get your new

mount through him, and have it

"tuned" fi-ee; any make; Minerva a
speciality.—Below.

W. W. GENIST personally overhauls, re-

, pairs, or tunes up your motor
cycle or car, and builds to specification;

charges moderate. — Motor WorkB. Gap
Road, Wimbledon.

TYRES.
INNER Tubes.—Quantity lecond-hani.

in perfect condition, 26 by 2in., 5s.;

26 by 21in., 6s.; 26 by 2iin., 7«. ; buM-
ended 38. extra; cash with order.—Phoe-
nix Motors, Ltd., Blundell Street. Cale-

donian Road. N.

STAMFORD HILL. — Sound line first-

class tyres by good makers. 26 and
28in. by 2 2i, 2J. beaded and wired, at

13s 9d.; 26 by 2* butted tubes, 98. 9d.;

28 by 2i studded band, wired cover, 228^;

three 26 by 2iin. Fisk tyres om rims, Sre.

each.-128, High Road, Tottenkaai.

Tnmtion " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Mudiniarda, with stays and

screws, enamelled. 3in. 2s. lid., 4ui.

Za. 6d. pair.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, suit engines
to 5 h.p.. no back pressure, very effi-

cient : 3». 3d.

BOOTH.—Fifty pairs XI' all spring forks,

latest 1908 pattern, fit any machine,

BOOTH.—Massive horns, deep tone, 3s.

9d. ; double twist horns, terrible

noise, 4s. 9d.

BOOTH.—Voltmeters, watch pattern,
usually 9s. 6d., 48. Id.; mica plugs,

iB. Id.; De Dion pattern plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—High tension wire, rubber in-

sulation, is. id. yard; low tension,

5d. yard.

BOOTH.—Motor handle-bars, 20in. long,

5s. 6d.; Price's patent stands, 58.

lid., new.

BOOTH.—All sizes of genuine Stanley-
Dermatine belting and fasteners;

«end for prices.

BOOTH. — Sidecar, shop-soiled only,

rigid, beautifully upholstered; cost

£12 128., to clear £5 10s.

BOOTH.—New motor cycle frame, com-
plete with wheels, belt rim fitted,

wide mudguards, two cable brakes,
valve lifter, long bars, low built, beauti-
fully enamelled, suit twin engine; £6 5s.

BOOTH.—Engines, 6 h.p. twin Bex, £6
17s. 6d. ; new 3 h.p. Automoto, £2

17s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Engines : New 6 h.p. twin An-
toine. complete, with contact

breaker, valve Ufter, and pulley; £7
198. 6d.

BOOTH.—New 5 h.p. water-cooled tri-

car engine, best make, M.O.V., 1907

model, as received from makers; £7
19s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Coronet spring seat-pillars,
entirely eliminate vibration, fit to

any machine in three minutes.

BOOTH. — Coronet spring seat-pillars
make your high built machine so

that both feet can be placed on the
ground while in the saddle.

BOOTH.—The price of Coronet spring
seat-pillars is low; send for descrip-

tive literature; special terms to agents.

BOOTH.—Bad roads appear good to the
rider of a Coronet seat-pillar.

BOOTH Wants sidecars ;
give in ex-

change new £8 8s. gent's cycle, fitted

roller brakes, tree-wheel, best tyres.

EOOTH is wholesale agent for Green-
wood's variable speed pulleys; de-

livery in two days; prices tree.

BOOTH.—500 Fullers plain Midget coils,

as exhibited at Olympia; 10s. 6d.

;

twin-cyUnder, 2l8.

BOOTH.—Send your old coil as part
payment; liberal allowance; quo-

tatlon submitted.

T>OOTH.—Large stock Fullers accumu-
Jj lators ; Rex. 16s. ; Minerva, 17«.

;

Midget, 168.; C2, 178.

T>OOTH.—58. 6d. is allowed for your old
Jj accumulator in part payment; de-
livery immediately.

EOOTH.—N.A.B. spring seat-pillar, 78.

6d. ; new bench lathe, 3in. centres,
'24ia. bed, four-speed cone. 17s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Please Note our address;
Coronet Works. Wade Street. Hali-

-fax. Telephone, 198T. ^

AOOUMTTLATORS, 15 amp., 4 volt., 2b.

6d. each: only few left; Minerva
•ooil. 3s. 6dj large car coil, 68., perfect.
—17. Tant Eoad, Tooting, S.W.

13 h.p. Minerva, less piston, 158. ; two-
I way pump, 2s. 6d., cost 7s. 6d.

;

Sft. 6in. inch V belt, 6s., unused.—Keys,
Balstonia, Stantord-le-Hope, Essex.

CABBIDE. guaranteed. 4. 7. 14 lb. tins,
3id. per lb.; should be ordered in

•21 lb. lots to save carriage.—Stansell and
Son, Acetylene Gas Engineers, Taunton.

LONG Handle-bars, 38. 6d.; Dunlop
wired cover, 2S by 2, 3s. 6d. ; silencer,

2s. 6d. ; pair of car oil lamps, 10s. ; front
forks. 28in.. 3s.—250. Glyn Eoad. Lower
<01a,cton.

B A X
ARGAINS

SECOND-HAND 1907 MODELS.

We can now offer several 6 and

9 h.p. models, all in splancid con-

dition, some nearly new, at greatly

reduced prices.

SEND FOR CLEARANCE LIST.

BATKw^oiRd;,PENGE,LONDON,S.E.

'SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
3 |. i, iln., 1/- each all sizet.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers i

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,i

PLUM8TEAD, 8.E.

4.^>%%%'^'V»''^^%'1»'<e>'

RIDERS OP

"QUADRANTS"
(Birmingham make)

can obtain from stock

Lt.fA.C
SPARES and REPLACEMENTS

for "QUADRANTS."
PRICE LIST POST FREE,

Manufactiired under Mr. W. J. Lloyd's super-

Tiliail (the desi^er of the "Origmal Quad-
rant Engines.)

Lloyd Motor and Engineering Co.
182, Monument Road,

Tele : "Obliging." BIRMINGHAM.

The W. & J. SPRING HANDLE-BAR^M^ Is the BEST on the^^ U market

Send for particulars
at once.

Wado & Jonet, Ltd,

95, Colmore Row,
BIRMINfiHAM.

N

R

MISCELLANEOUS.
.S.TJ. and Eoc Agent. Hodgson. 10. Hor-
ton Eoad. Bradford.

ROO Agent.—Two brand new Fiahbaok
belts, Sin. and lin.. Sft. Sin. long,

10s. 6d. eacE.

N.S.tr. Agent.—23 h.p De-Dion pattern
engine, £2; motor cycle frame, £1;

two Eotax car coils, trembler, new, £1
5s. each.

ROO Agent.—3 h.p. Sta,r. new Oontin-
entals. foot brake, in splendid

order, £10; 3i h.p. spring frame Bat, 2J
Palmers, no pedals, very fast and power-
ful, £15.

IVr.S.tr. Agent.—2J h.p. Bradbury, condi-
x\ tion like new, trembler coil, new
tyres, £14; 3J h.p. Phelon and Moore, two-
speed, non-skid back, all accessories,
like new, £28.

ROO Agent.—(Continental tyres, 26 by 2,

24s., tube 9s. ; 6s. allowed for old
cover, 38. tor tube; all sizes in stock;
horns, usual price 3s. 6d., and 6s., to
clear 2s. 6d. and 4s.; don't miss the«e
bargains.

00 and N.S.TT. Agent. — Hodgson. 10.
Horton Eoad, Bradford.

1 9 (Jenuine M.M.C. Motors, M.O.I.T., 3
X^ h.p.. new; also 6-9 h.p. car motors,
M.O.I.v., to be sold at very low prices.
—Eush, 199, Piccadilly, "W. Telephone,
2113 Mayfair.

READERS Having Photographic Ap-
paratus for sale should advertise

in " Photography " Emporium, §d. per
word, minimum 6d. — Address, " Photo-
graphy " Offices, (^ventry.

BABKEE'S Iron Cement for cracked
cylinders, water jackets, blow

holes, etc.; stands great heat; Is. tin
saves pounds: many testimonials.—9. St.
Anselm's Eoad, \7ort;jing.

3 h.p. De Dion Pattern Engine, less
valve tappet and gci'de, also Lon-

guemare H. carburetter, auto air, and
Bassee trembler coil, both c:uito new;
£6 IDs.-293, Willesden Lane, N.tV.

THREE Six-gallon drums of heavy
cylinder oil specially prepared for

motor cycles', 3s. per gallon, including
drum; usually sold at 43. 6d. per gall»n.
—J. Walker, 38, (Jeorge Street West, Stock-
port.

CLARENDON Sets, including 2i h.p. en-
gine, frame for vertical position,

handle-bars seat-pillar, belt rim. and
tyre rims drilled, new goods; £5 15a. the
set.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street. London.

SPECIAL Lamp, separate generator, 13».

6d.; ditto, for oil, 9s. 6d. ; both
plated and unused; Lightning stand, 58.

6d. ; leather cap. 65in., worn twice, coat
13s. 6d., take 8s. 6d. ; approval, deposit.—
Barrett, Southwell. Notts.

ADJUSTABLE Pulleys, any size, 10a.

each ; adjustable pulleys, with free
engine clutch, operating lever, starting
handle, complete, 578. 6d.; cash with
order.—For particulars write, E. Moor-
house and C!o., Becks Eoad, Keighley.

FOEECAR, double sprung, telescope
tubes, £5; 2J h.p. engine, perfect,

£3 10s. ; water motor, J h.p.. 15s. ; one
pair artillery wheels, new, what offers,
or exchanges: wanted, motor cycle, less
engine. — Caven, 275, Manchester Road,
Mossley.

FOR Sale. Bull's-eye lenses, concentrate
light right ahead, 3in., 3Jin., with

plated rim. Is. 9d. : better quality, ent
and polished, without rim. 3in., 31in.,

3Jin.. Is. 9d. ; 33in., 23.; 4in.. 2s. 6d. each,
carriage paid.—Payne, 149, Metchley Lane.
Harborne.

L.A.O. Special Offer for a limited
period.—One of our well-known low-

built frames, with girder forks, long
bars, and low seat-pillar, with our 80 by
80 engine fitted. £10; a limited number
only at this price; write for particulars

:

wheels, tanks, etc., at equally low price*.

L.A.C. Sets of De Dion Pattern castings
always in stock, 2J to 41 h.p. ; t»

pairs, overhauling, enamelling, and
plating, complete : estimates with plear
sure: alterations to old pattern frames.
—London Autocar (3o., 187. Gray's Inn
Road, W.O.

In anewervng amy advertUement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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G. T. RICHES & CO..
19. Store Street, London.

Please write for our 1907 Catalogue.

RioK De*acHs»t>lo Aii- Tube.

26in. by 2iin. ... 14/6 |
26in. by 2iin....1B/e

Special price list of all sizes on; application.

These tubes can'be obtained in India from
Messrs. F. B. STEWART & SONS, Poena.

CHAPMAN'S

FOOT BRAKE.

Very powerful.

Unbreakable, One
clip. Always abso-

1 u t e 1 y reliable.

Plated 10/6. Black

finish 8/9.

"ARCTIC" FANS. Enclosed type.

Thousands in use. Testimonials from all parts

oe the world. H.S.H,, Tasmania: A most suc-

c ssful Fan. (two years in use.) S.D.S., Johan-
nesburg : Gives every satisfaction. (i8 months
IN USE.) S.H.D., Drogheda : Can run on low
gear any length of time. H.J. Leigh; I would
not drive without Fan. Wm. C, Ipswich : Well
pleased with investment. W.S., Blackheath .

Power greatly increased. Numerous others.

Originals can be seen. 30/- to 62,6. Scientifically

designed. Silent frictionless bearings. Flexible

connections. Readilv fitted. Many in use on
,niall cars. JOHN CIHAPMAN & CO.,

FincUey Boad, Cliild'sHill, N.W.

: MOTORS 2JJE.ToJo6.HP. _p

^N^iis'^ACKEDlCSANK^ES

R.W.C0AN.2I9.C0SWELLR?. LONDON E,e

Send me your Dftme and address on a p.c,

and receive in return

A PICTURE POSTCARD
of a genuine

PEUGEOT engine.

J.TAYLOR, 318, Percy Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

ORDER NOW, POST FREE.^
Exhaust Valves, " Non-CorroUvf " special

nickel alloy, 2/t. Piston Rings {Ihrec) 2/3.

Reboring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/- Variable Pulley, 8/6. Gears

Cut Re-bushlng. New Parts. Patent Fans.

Spring Forks, fronl or riar Rests. Silencers

Gears, Magnetos, Plugs: E.I.C.4/1, E.K.2/1
Oar llrt will aM yw II In trraklo.

THE MARCH MANUFACTURING RO.,
' ea-n, cliffe road, Sheffield, i

MISCELLANEOUS.
FRAMES Made to Order, with girder

forks and engine lugs Included, at

£2 15s.; No. 6, £3; wheels. 178. 6d. pair.—
Millard, Belvedere.

FAEEAE'S Quadrant Loop Frames for
vertical engines ; 328. 6d. each, in-

cluding front forks and handle-bar.

FAEEAR'S 1907 Quadrant Frames, 20iin.

high, suit any engine; 508.. includ-
ing front lorka and handle-bar.

FAEEAE'S 1907 Z\ h.p. Quadrant En-
gine sets, very little machining re-

quired; £3 19s. set, very tew left.

FAEEAE'S Motor Handle-bara. 20in.

long; 4s. 9d. ; Lycett's patent Light-
ning stand, 4s. 9d. pair.

FAEEAE'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards. 2s. 6d. pair; massive

plated horns, terrific noise, 3b. 9d.

FAEEAE'S Pocket Voltmeters, 4s.,

usually 12s. 5d.; sparking plugs,
lOd. ; magneto plugs. Is. 6d.

FAEEAE'S are open to buy. sell, or ex-

change anything in the motor line.

FAEEAE'S want sidecars in exchange
lor new £10 lOs. gents' cycles, guai^

anteed 12 months.

FAEEAE.—Send for my price Ust;
pounds saved; sole agent Premier

accumulators. — Farrar, Square Eoad,
Halifax.

6 h.p. T"wln Engine, a.c, perfect condi-
tion, silencers.—28, High Street,

Kingsland. N.E.

MAGNETO Covers, best patent leather,
1908 Triumph pattern now ready.—

John Guest and Sons, WalsaU.

LYCETT Motor Cycle Stand, splendid
condition; 5s.—N.H.M., 194, West-

morland Eoad. Newcastle-ou-Tyne.

Ql h.p. Jap engine, magneto, silencer,
Zi2 inlet pipe; bargain, £7 lOs.-Par-
ticulars, H. L. Gould, Blaokrock, Dublin.

21 h.p. Quadrant engine and carburet-
4 ter; 45s.. or exchange for pair of

26 by 2 wheels with tyres.—Cox, Minster,
Witney.

TWO IJ h.p. Engines, and complete out-
fit for lightweight motor cycle; 503.,

working order.—49, Cornwall Eoad. Wal-
mer, Kent.

4 h.p. twin, w.c, smart Brown launch
motor, perfectly new: £12 lOs., cost

double.—5, Gibbins Eoad, Selly Oak, Bir-
mingham.

Ql h.p. De Dion engine, 70s. ; 2i h.p. mo-
..ii4 tor cycle, £7 ; tricar steering gear,
128. 6d.; four car tyres, 20s.; 6 h.p. oar,
£30.—Motorist, Eusper, Horsham.

23. h.p. De Dion engine and Mabon two-
4 speed gear, £6 lOs.; pair wheels

26 by 2i, 253. ; foreoar attachment. £3 10a.

—J. May. 111. Larkhall Lane, S.W.

5 to 6 h.p. Aster engine, water-cooled,
including carburetter and water

circulating pump. £12 128.; another, with-
out carburetter, £10 10s.—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

STJPEEIOE Voltmeters, 4s. 6d. each;
contact breaker rods. Is. 6d. each

;

large toolbags, 3s. 6d. ; double-twist
horns, 43. 9d. ; 26 by 2in. inner tubes. 4a.

9d. each.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Ijane,
Fleet Street. London.

O'R. by 2 Continental Cover. ISs. ; 7ft.

^'O 6in. 5in. belting, 6s. 5d. ; 4iin.
N.S.XJ. pulley, all brand new ; Main-
Hilton carrier, 5s. 6d.; motor cycle oil
lamp, 38. 6d. ; 7ft. 6in. 3in. Fishback belt,
48. ; 1904 Eex footboards, 3s. 6d. ; quartet^
plate Lancaster pocket camera, 12s. 6d.,

cost 52s. 6d. ; hand fretwork machine,
58. ; exchange any of above.—Jordan, 25,

Derby Street, Burtou-on-Trent.

JACKNOSKID.—No motor cycle perfect
without it; three purposes in one;

absolutely prevents side-slipa; strong
luggage carrier; easily operated jack;
brought into use in five seconds without
lifting machine; can be fitted to any
existing motor cycle; price £2 2s.; order
at once to avoid delay.—Full particulars
and demonstrations, Hayes, 5 and 6,

Marshall Street, Eegent Street, London,
W.

SHAMROCK

^iORV^

If you require satisfactory belt

transmission, a genuine Shamrock
Gloria must be fitted to your ma-
chine. Shamrocic Glorias command
the largest sale all over the world;

they are unsurpassed for speed and

long service.

WRITE FOR NEW BOOKLET.
Sole IManutacturers,

The Hanover Rubber Co.,

29^31, Old street,

LONDON, EC.

THE UKANTES
BELT PULLEY GRIP
For WORN
BELTS

BOX Of 40

complete with

screws, 2/6-

For leather or rubber belts, superb

grip end perfect drive. Send original

size ol belt.

PRICE & CO.,
11, MOUNT PLEASANT, LONDON, E.C.

BEST AMD

CHEAPEST.
Agents appointfld,

REG. SAMSON,
232, Ladywaod^^Rtatf,

BIRMINSHARL

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Does an Air=cooled Engine Overheat ?
A REPLY BY ERIC W. WALFORD.

I
AM glad to note that my article in your issue of 23rd
October has aroused some interest, judging from
the correspondence columns, and partly from the

letters I have received privately on the subject.

Mr. Verney evidently tries to be facetious in his re-

marks in your issue of November 6th. 1 am unable to

explain why Mr. S. F. Edge ran cold water through his

water jackets. To my mind it is very remiss of him, but

as he was probably nowhere near at the time the tests

were carried out, this may account for it. He undoubtedly
would have got more power if the water in the jacket had
been hot. As to the expansion of the incoming charge,

of which Mr. Verney imagines I am ignorant, I refer to

this in my article, but ignore it, as it is evidently the

same in a Avater-cooled engine. Does Mr. Verney think

the gas does not expand in a water-cooled engine, and
does in an air-cooled? I agree that some machines do
fail to climb a hill when they are hot, but it is not, in my
©pinion, because they are hot, but for the reasons stated

in my article. Many motor cyclists have the same ex-

perience as myself, that is to say, they find they can
climb hills without the slightest suspicion of what is

known as overheating, whilst other people, under the

same circumstances, fail. It was, therefore, because ex-

periences were so contradictory that I went into the

theory, which appears to have upset Mr. Verney, as he
prefers to talk of " practical pwwer " rather than
" theoretical efficiency." You can hear half a dozen
riders who will say one thing, and half a dozen the other.

So much for practical experiences.

With regard to Mr. Vemey's experience on one occa-

sion of over-lubrication, T have known this occur on

certain machines. Again, on other machines one can
give a sufficient amount of oil without trouble from this

cause. His machine is evidently at fault in this respect.

With regard to the specially thick oil for air-cooled

engines, I suggest that the thick oil referred to is not by
any means necessary. In one case I know a rider who
is using water-cooled oil, and has done so for some time

with perfect success. Personally, I have tried oils in an

air-cooied engine from quite a thin water-cooled to an oil

called Serpollene used in the Serpollet steam cars. This

is probably the thickest oil made, and is almost of the

consistenc" of vaseline. Personally, I am all for a very

thin oil and plenty of it, and think that the thick oil is

quite unnecessary, and would not use it myself.

The Temperature of Cooling Water.

In water-cooled engines the water does not enter the

water jacket from the radiator " nearly cold " and leave

it boiling. I defy Mr. Verney to find any single make
of car in which the ingoing water is what he calls

" cold " when the engine is under load. I agree that

with certain honeycomb radiators, and an engine just

turning round with the car stationary, the water may be
going into the engine fairly cold, but it is well known
that some honeycomb radiators keep the engine too

cold for maximum power, and in many cases in

recent trials part or the whole of the radiator has been

covered up on purpose to keep the radiator hot, and so

prevent the water in the cylinder jacket falling to too low

a temperature.

With regard to the stationary gas engine mentioned

by Mr. Verney and the trouble referred to, this I think
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cannot be compared to a motor cycle engine, but as I

have a small gas engine of my own which suffers from

exactly the same trouble, I think I can explain the

cause of it. Mr. Verney rather gives away his case

when he states that the cylinder head is not water

jacketed. This is the case with my gas engine. It is

perfectly obvious that the unjacketed part—which, by

the way, is exposed to the greatest temperature—-ex-

pands, causing the cylinder to draw out of the parallel

and compression to fall off. In my engine, which is

the same type as that referred to by Mr. Verney, the

compression is excellent when the engine is cold, but

directly the engine warms up the compression goes.

Failed when Hot, Succeeded when Cold.

In reply to " Interested," the machine with ^the high

powered engine must slow down when it comes to a

hill on account of the extra work which it has to do.

He refers to two instances in which the machine failed

when hot and succeeded when cold. Were these tests

made consecutively or on different days ? If the

machine was ridden up the hill hot and failed, and

was then ridden down with the exhaust valve lifted,

allowed to cool, and then ridden up the hill, the

explanation is fairly simple. It is well-known that on

descending a hill with the exhaust valve lifted there is

no pressure on the top of the piston to blow the oil down
past the rings. The oil consequently thoroughly

lubricates these and the cylinder walls, so that when
the niachine is put at the hill the second time it climbs

successfully, for this reason, and not because it has

cooled down.
As to proof, the same remarks might have been

applied to the motor tricyclist of some years ago, whose
machine gradually ran slower and slower and finally

came to a standstill, and after a rest for cooling down
would run all right. In those days motor cyclists were

convinced that this was overheating. It was a few

years afterwards that it was proved to be due to the

dry batteries used in those days. So much for the

"proof " of those days.

Your correspondest says he used to have overheating

on Bury Hill, which now he can climb with a hot

engine. What has he done to prevent overheating now
that used to occur? Overheating could not have had
anything to do with it. With regard to his final

remarks, he overlooks the speeds done in the Tourist

Trophy Race, and the results which have been put
up in the hill-climbs ' of the last season, especially

when nearly every rider warms up his engine before

he starts. If your correspondent were right, surely

these trade riders would not warm up their machines,
as many of them do.

Graphite Lubrication.

Mr. Scrivens's trouble seems a difficult one to

diagnose, especially as one cannot examine the ma-
chine, though his remarks prove conclusively to my
mind that the trouble cannot be due to overheating.

He states that for two months the machine without a
fan would take a twelve-stone passenger in a sidecar

up steep hills one and a half miles long at high speed
without any sign of overheating. How on earth such
a machine could suddenly take it into its head to

overheat I cannot make out. True, Mr. Scrivens says

he has been using graphite in the engine, which may

account for his troubles. Some tune ago I experi-

mented with this, and a report of my experiences ap-

peared in The Autocar of August 15th, 1903. I found
the stuff worse than useless, as it seemed to work its

way into the pores of the piston and cylinder and then
sweat out, giving endless trouble. At the same time
it caused pre-ignition.

In conclusion, I should like to refer to some typical

experiences which have come tO' my knowledge since

my article appeared. One is that of the maker of

the Fit-all two-speed gear. He has one of these gears
fitted to a 3 h.p. Raleigh-Fafnir 75 x 80 mm. This
machine will take Birdlip with, I think, a gear of
10 to I on the low gear. Here is a case of the engine
running fast and passing through the air at a low
speed, and yet being able to climb a very stiff hill.

Mr. Powell, the owner, tells me that he has never
known a case of overheating. To those who relate

their experiences, as proof that their machines do
overheat I mention this instance. In another case the
owner of a twin-cylinder machine, who certainly does

rS^\^'^-''^.#*'

A New Year card received from Mr. Owen Brooks, of Leeds, who is

depicted on his mile-a-minute motor cycle.

not " nurse " his engine, tells me that he has never
had a case of overheating, because, in his opinion, he
gears lower than the average user of the same machine
and swamps the engine with oil. He has altered his

carburetter so that he can supply enough air at all

speeds, and thus the engine can run about 200 revolu-

tions faster than it did when new. The maximum
speed of the engine, therefore, is not reduced by the
low gear, and it will climb any hill, developing its

power to the very last, although it is at what he calls
" pink heat " all the time. Before an important event,

such as a hill-climb, he works his engine up to a
" pink heat," and generally puts up a good per-

formance.

Never Known a Case of Overheating.
Another case is that of the owner of an air-cooled

tricar of the motor bicycle and wickenvork seat type.

He has had this some years, and says he has never
known a single case of overheating, although it has
no fan or scoops. I quote the three cases as they are
widely different.

I feel more convinced now than ever that an engine
on a motor bicycle never becomes too hot to work
proi>erly, if it is fairly well designed and fairly well
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looked after, not over geared, and properly lubricated.
That is to say, any rise of temperature normally occur-
ring ought to have no noticeable detrimental effects.

Mr. Nevill appears to me to have given his article

a wrong title. I do not see that it has any particular

reference to overheating. He quotes the remarks of

Mr. Roots in his book, referring to an archaic two-
stroke engine. The experiments were carried out many
years ago, as I remember reading a description of

"them quite six years ago. They are by no means con-

clusive, as the figures quoted go to show. By reducing
the temperature of the air to 36° Fahrenheit an increase
in the engine speed of only thirteen .revolutions is

obtained per minute. Mr. Roots does not say whether

HOW TO KEEP WARM.

The Chappy : " Great Scott, Speeder,^going to a fancy dress hall^as;the
Tyre Man."

Speeder : ** Oh, no ; this is my new motor cycling rig-out—flexible
aluminium tubing—I Just connect this end to the exhaust box, and
iiegulate the heat by the tap !"

-any increase of power was obtained, probably for the

very reason that none was obtained. With regard to

the converse experiment, the conditions are not by any

means the same or similar to those arising on a motor

cycle engine. In the experiments the air was actually

heated to a temperature of 370° F. before the engine

.'Stopped. On a motor cycle engine air is taken in cold

.and has to be raised to something like this temperature

in a minute fraction of a second, and to stop the engine

sunder such circumstances is an impossibility. I am
'not inferring that a heated charge is better than a

'Cold one, because it is not. The ideal is as low a

temperature as possible as long as freezing does not

•occur.

I should very much like to see the experiment referred

to of an air-cooled engine running with a fan brake, and
its power falling off more and more. If I had access to

a fan brake and an air-cooled engine I should certainly

carry out the experiment. Has Mr. Nevill seen this ex-

periment carried out ? If so, where ?

Rt. .<intion of Exhaust Gases.
With regard to Mr. Nevill's causes of overheating, the

first thing he states is leaky piston rings. Why on earth

it is called overheating I cannot understand. How does
the engine get any hotter? How does that increased

heat—if there is any—adversely affect the engine ?

His second explanation is retention of exhaust gases

at high speeds. This certainly happens with a badly

designed engine, with incorrect timing of exhau.st valve,

and insufBcient valve lift. Does not the same occur in

.

a water-cooled engine? If so, I consider it should have
no bearing on the question of " overheating," and should

be called " retention of exhaust gases.'"

If the Jap engine can obtain a piston speed of over

2,000 feet per minute I do not think the question of re-

tention of exhaust gases should present much difficulty

to designers. Mr. Nevill should examine some indicator

diagrams of a high speed engine, and he will see that the

effect of excessive pressure at the commencement of

the induction stroke, due to gas retention, is not notice-

able.

I do not think his remarks throw any light on the

question of overheating, as they do not state whai over-

heating actually is, nor what effect it has on the engine.

I certainly would not advise anybody to fit an auto-

matic air inlet between the throttle and the engine as

suggested. It would undoubtedly give a great amount of

trouble, which the average rider would have great diflS-

culty in understanding. Each time the throttle was

shut the slightest bit, the automatic air valve would open

more, completely upsetting the mixture, and worrying

the poor rider off his head.

In conclusion, I should like an answer to the follow-

ing questions from anybody who contends that overheat-

ing is a fact and not fiction :

1. What actually occurs inside the engine when the

engine " overheats ?
"

2. What the effect is on the engine to cause it to

stop ?

3. Why engines can be made that do not " overheat,"

such as those fitted to the Tourist Trophy and other

racing machines.
>-•••-<

We have to acknowledge receipt of a neat little

pocket-book from the Continental Tyre and Rubber

Co., Ltd., 102-108, Clerkenwell Road, E.G.
_

The
book is bound in leather, and a refill and pencil are

provided. Contrary to some gifts of a similar nature,

the company's advertisement is not made too pro-

minent.

Compression is vital to the perfect running and

power of a motor cycle engine, and much time can be

saved with the use of a proj>er com-

pression gauge. Markt and Co., 6,

City Road, Finsbury Square, E.C.,

are importing the Brown Compresso-

meter, which is threaded to screw

into the sparking plug hole. The
dial is provided with a, maximum
hand, which indicates the exact

pressure in the cylinder when the

engine is turned over the compres-

sion, by remaining at the figure in-

dicating that pressure. The engine

should never be run while the gauge

is in the cylinder head.
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(Continued from fage 22).

The Jura Mountains in Sight.

Next day (Thursday) found us early on the road,

and we soon reached PoJigny, at which place, to our

great satisfaction, we espied the distant Jura Moun-
tains. The Vindec rapidly took us nearer, and the

inisty shapes grew more distinct, until at last (at St.

Laurent, I think) we appeared to be riding straight

towards a mountain whose sides rose sheer from the

plain to a prodigious height, and over which it seemed
impossible for a road to be constructed. But we were

vet to learn the possibihties of French road-making.

Soon afterwards we were negotiating the hill (the

Savines Pass). The ascent was long and very tortuous.

Twice it was necessarv to change to low gear in order

Hotel du Montanvert, Chamonix.

to pick up speed after taking particularly bad comers.

The views obtained during the climb were very fine,

but when the summit was reached the outlook over

the valley on the other side was far superior. We had
passed the level fertility and straight roads of central

France, and were looking on a land so utterly different

that it seemed incredible that so short a distance
separated us. Far across the valley, quite clear in the
mid-day sunshine, were the rugged peaks of other
mountains, rock}- and streaked with snow, which
showed up in sharp relief against an intense blue sky.

After a short stop to admire the scenery, we de-

scended into Morez, and knowing that the Col-de-la-

Faugille had tO' be climbed on the way to Gex, we
kept a look-out for this pass, of which we had heard
much. After some miles of " twisty " road, full of

unexpected sharp turns, we became aware that we
were climbing ; for occasional views from the comers
of the road showed that we were at a considerable

altitude. Soon afterwards we passed the Hotel de la

Faugille, and found ourselves at the summit of the pass

before we had quite realised that we were climbing it.

Passing the Swiss Frontier.

The descent was easy and through pretty country,

the road winding about in a manner reminiscent of

Devonshire. Passing through Gex, we found the road

badly paved, and from this town to Geneva we had
to ride carefully to avoid the tramlines, which were

ver}' badly laid. Somewhere on this road we passed

the Swiss frontier, but we were not stopped by the

customs officials. We did observe a man in uniform,

whO' gesticub.ted wildly as we passed, but we did not

at the time connect this amusing figure with the
" Douanes Suisse."

We arrived in Geneva in good time for dinner.

So far we had done absolutely nothing to our machine
beyond feed it with petrol and oil, and apart from the

puncture at Fontainebleau the ride had bee'' without

an involuntary stop. The experience was n,_>v tc us

while motor touring, and, as a diversion, we wo Id

almost have welcomed a misfire or a " short " ; but

these delights of our former holidays seemed unknown
tO' the magneto, and we had to get along with both

cylinders determinedly firing properly and make the

best of it.

Geneva is a fascinating city, and very cosmopolitan.

In the evening we hired a skiff for a lazy row upon

the lake—a most enjoyable experience. It was a clear

night, the moon being almost at the full. On the one

hand the city lights cast bright reflections in the lake,

and the music of a cafe orchestra, reaching us fa,intly,

gave an impression of gaiety and life, which contrasted

strangely with the cold serenity of the view in the

opposite direction, where the snowy peaks of the Dent

de Morcles and the Dent du Midi rose pale and distinct

against the starry sky.
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Next day we set out early for Armegy and Albert-

ville, intending to work round in a semi-circle to

Chamonix. It is quite impossible for me to do
justice to the magnificent scenery we encountered on

this day's ride. Passing through St. Julien, we tackled

the ascent of Mont Saleve. This is no mean climb,

and for a short distance during the ascent the low

gear had to be resorted to. Descending the other side,

we were more or less pleased to feel the back tyre

suddenly flatten, and to discover therein another naU,

with its accompanying puncture. This time we
finished in two cigarettes

!

Adventures on the Way to Chamonix.
But our day's adventures were only just beginning,

for in attempting to avoid a hen, in a village near

Annegy, I ran over a large square stone, which

bumped the rear tyre against the rim with such violence

as to puncture it in two places. This, naturally, was

quite sufficier* to satisfy us for the

day, and when we got once more
under way, and encountered an-

other encampment of poultry on

the road, I drove more discreetly, L
and one misguided pullet which h

tried to cross the road in front of f

us met with an untimely end. We i

dismounted in order to reimburse

the owner, who emerged from a

tumble-down wooden dwelling close

at hand. He was a very old man,

but as he grasped the situation and

the hen, he commenced to abuse

us in the most amazing flow of

language I have ever heard. Of
course, we did not understand him,

but, we managed to stem the verbal

tide by jingling a few coins under

the old man's nose—a couple of

francs sufficing to put him in the

best of spirits—and after declining

the defunct hen, which the old ^ ,

man pressed upon us, we went our •

way.

Passing through Annegy, our road lay alongside the

lovely lake of that name. Here we would fain have

stayed awhile, for the variety and wonderful colouring

of the '"ver-changing panorama of lake and mountain
scenery" made this little run the prettiest section of

,de tour. To us, accustomed only to English scenery,

this predominance of delicate but brilliant colour was
a pleasing feature. Riding slowly along the lake side,

we reluctantly bade farewell to its azure waters and its

pretty white-sailed boats, and making our way to

Faverges, with its ancient abbey, we arrived at Ugines
in time for lunch.

The Low Gear again Proves its Worth.

In the afternoon the Col-de-M^geve had to be sur-

mounted. The route was very picturesque, and this

climb was the first to need the low gear for any con-

siderable length of time, for, although the gradient

was not especially severe, the comers were very bad
to take, and, to make matters worse, long stretches of

road were under repair. Descending the Megeve, the

road improved slightly, and remained fairly good to

Sallanches, at which place we left the main road and
made towards Mont Blanc and Chamonix. On this

road we encountered still more bad surface, but the

magnificent views of Mont Blanc which we obtained

on the way were ample recompense.

Chamonix was visited under ideal weather condi-

tions, and the awe-inspiring grandeur of the Glacier-

de-Bossons, Montanvert, etc., could not have been
seen to better advantage.

A Stretch of Bad Road.
Our destination after leaving Chamonix was

Thonon-les-Bains, and we were greatly disappointed

to learn that the only practicable road was through

Sallanches, over the dreadful road by which we had
come. It had to be done, however, sO' at two o'clock

in the afternoon we set out from Chamonix, thinking

to ride the ninety or hundred kilometres in about three

hours. Our reckoning proved to be very wide of the

mark, for the rough road made fast travelling impos-

The Lake o( Anneoy.

sible, and occasionally, out of consideration for the

tyres, we walked bad stretches.

From Sallanches, however, the road improved, and

the wild gorge scenery surpassed anything of its kind

we had yet seen, including the famous gorges of Arly.

For a spell the road was a mere ledge on the face of

an immense rock wall, falling sheer to a brawling

torrent on one side, and rising on the other to the

sky ; then would come an abrupt change, and we
should find ourselves clattering through a tunnel bored

through the overhanging rock. The din of the exhaust

in these road tunnels was tremendous. One tunnel

seemed to form a natural drain, and, in it, water

dripped upon us from the roof, whilst the wheels sank

over the rims in mud. Another, which we entered with

extreme caution, appeared to have no outlet, and for

a short distance on entering we were enveloped in inky

darkness ; then a flickering light became visible, which
proved to be an oil lamp, placed at a point where the

tunnel took an abrupt turn and at which the other end
came in sight.

(To he contintted.)
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Boinbay=Poona Motor Cycle Trials.

"The BhorlGhat," desortied in aooompanying article. Gradient 1 in 3 to 1 in 12, and rising 2,900 teet Injunder four niiles. Mr. Pat Stewart says

da two-speed -geared maclilne is alisolutely imperative here.

THE road between Poona and Bombay has always

been considered formidable, and has taxed

many a high powered car. It was considered

next to impossible for a motor cycle. No one

essayed it, because the general impression was that the

journey could not be done. But, as The Daily

Telegraph of Bombay says: "People are beginning to

see that you can get there if you once start on a motor

cycle. As the motor car passed through the road ot

loud epithets, slowly and surely the motor cycle is

wading its way through."

A team of motor cyclists, composed of Bombay
riders, agreed to meet a representati\'e team from

Poona on friendly terms on the Bombay-Poona road,

and the following riders competed

:

Bombay.

Mr. H. Khambatta (5 h.p. Vindec).

Mr. S. Peck (31^ Norton).

Mr. G. L. Narasimham (2*^ h.p. Vindec).

Poona.

Mr. Pat Stewart (3^ h.p. Riley).

Lieut. Salmond (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Lieut. P. Noel (3>4 h.p. Triumph).
As one of the Bombay riders failed to put in an

appearance, the fourth rider (Mr. Gillard), astride a

2 h.p. Lurquin-Coudert, agreed to ride for both sides.

Everyone jeered at the idea. If they thought a 5 h.p.

machine would never get through, how small was the

chances of the L.C. ? As it happened, every rider

finished, averaging more than fifteen miles per hour.

There w«ce no breakdowns, and the machines only

required cleaning to restore their original appearance.

Tlie first twenty-two miles were over an incorrigibly

bumpy surface to Thana. Here a halt was made,
as a stretch of sixty miles with a huge ghat was to be

surmounted before there could be any thought of

refreshment. The road was in good condition, and
all the riders made excellent time, but were occasionally

checked by huge herds of cattle. The astonished

natives in the villages turned out in masses to see the

riders fly through, and wondered if the machines
they bestrode bore any relation fo the oft-seen car.

All were destined to stop at the ghats. .Some pushed,

others got pushed, and some put in Herculean work

Mr. G. L. Narasimham" (on a singie cylinder Vlndeo Special) made third

best time.
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at the pedals ; but a i in 4 gradient is too steep for a

single geared bicycle! The small engines struggled

bravely, and with one final cough came to a standstill.

The ghat has some picturesque spots, and the riders

had time to "breathe" and admire them.

At lunch time the rival teams were only separated

by twenty-two minutes. The road from Lanauli to

Poona is of the best, the road is smooth, and few people

use it. The riders lined up at 4 p.m., and all had

completed what proved to be an enjoyable run by

6 p.m. The collective times were Poona 2 oh. 3m.,

Bombay zoh. S2m., so that Poona beat Bombay by

49m. Medals were distributed to the Poona team, and

the net time was:

Mr. P. Stewart, 5h. sim. (Poona).

Mr. S. Peck, 6h. 30m. (Bombay).

Mr. G. L. Narasimham, 6h. 33m. (Bombay).

Lieut. Salmond, 6h. 49m. (Poona).

Lieut. Noel, 6h. 52m. (Poona).

Mr. H. Khambatta, -jh. 49m. (Bombay).

Mr. Gillard, 8h. 51m. (Bombay).

Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Stewart very kindly followed

the riders in a Brown car to give them encouragement,

and carried liquid refreshment over the ghats for the

thirsty riders.

Another run is being contemplated to Ahmednagar,

although one or two of the riders are going to essay

Calcutta, and another is attempting the iourney from

Bagdad to France.

EOMEAY-POONA MOTOR CYCLE TRIALS. SOME OF THE COMPETITORS.

kfea... ^.«j. .,A*Mti!«ii!6«ita;.

Mr. S. Peck, who is touring
India on his Norton Motor
Bicycle, and did second best

time.

Lieut. Salmond (3i h.p.

Triumph), one of the Poona
team.

Mr. Pat Stewart (SJ h.p.

Riley), who made best

time.

Mr. Gillard, who rode the

lowest powered machine
In the trials—a 2 h.p. L.C.

••—<-

LIGHTWEIGHT
The 1907 Stanley has made it quite clear that a

really efficient lightweight low-powered motor bicycle

must be in future added to the popular and successful

classes. This is a great advance, and it is obtained

by the perfection of two parts of the machine. The
engine is a great deal more efficient than those fitted

to the ancient low-powered machines, which were con-

demned in these pages so unreservedly a few years

back ; and very light and efficient magnetos have been

substituted for small batteries. The early lightweight

machines were damned by engines which developed less

than half their power as soon as ever their revolutions

fell below the maximum. The modern miniature engine

develops a very fair proportion of its full power at its

medium rates of turning. Again, with battery igni-

tion, one could never feel comfortable on tour with less

than two 20 ampere hour cells, which meant a bulky tank

and a good deal of weight, and even in running about

near home dependence on a single light cell of small

capacity did not inspire confidence. With a magneto

MOTOR BICYCLES.
one feels safe at Thurso or on the top of Dartmoor,

and weight is saved. A further point is the efficient

manner in which a ratio of belt gearing suited to these

small engines is attained, without courting heart-break-

ing belt troubles. I am of opinion that several of the

light machines now on the market are thoroughly

reliable and efficient touring mounts. The public will

be slow to realise this if the producers of these machines

fail to enter them in the long trials to be held this year.

The Motosacoche has been on the Continental market

for years, and only in the last year or so has it acquired

any English clientele—simply because the present

energetic policy of putting it through long distance

reliability trials has only recently been adopted. I

hope to see all the lightweight motor bicycles

represented in the End-to-end next June, and if three

or four machines of this type come through that trial

with flying colours—as they could do—we shall tap a.

great army of potential riders who are at present afraid

of the 150 lbs. sV^ b.p. machine. Ixion.
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Knocking on Hills.

I have had a number of letters lately referring to

the existence of " knock " in engines that have run

a year or two in private hands. The majority of these

refer to knocks which only occur on hills, and are

accompanied by a failure to climb hills which formerly

presented no difficulty. I have no hesitation in saying

knocking of this description is generally nothing more
or less than loss of power. There are many engines

which will always knock, however perfect their con-

dition, when they are put at a hill that is too steep for

them. The knocking is merely the engine's way of

signifying that the work is too hard for it, that it is

being "overloaded," in other words. There is another

knock which may occur on level ground, and is accom-
panied by great heating of the cylinder. This is pure
overheating, and points to bad lubrication, bad car-

buration, or partial clearance of the burnt charges.

There is also the mechanical knock, occasioned by worn
bearings, cylinders, etc. Of the three, the commonest
is that due to loss of power and found solely on hills.

Sometimes an engine suffering from this sort of knock
will also knock when running very slowly, as the explo-

sions no longer generate sufficient power to enable the

machine to travel at as low a pace as formerly. In

such cases the knock will disappear when the ignition

has been adjusted, the valves ground in, or other cause

of loss of power been remedied.

The Non>sKid of the Moment.
A number of winter riders are exceedingly enthu-

siastic about a new pattern of non-skid, which resembles

the old steel studded treads in its conformation, but

which consists wholly of rubber, the tread and the studs

both alike being of indiarubber. I should like to

recommend this tread for a trial by any all weather

riders among my readers. It is far pleasanter to

handle than a steel and leather tread should a puncture
occur, the rubber studs "drag" less than steel studs,

and so the cover may be relied upon not to creep with-

out the use of security bolts, and, lastly, the studs

wear less rapidly than steel, and there is no separate

tread to "peel." A tread of this type purchased now
should not be smooth, even if driven daily, until

spring brings us roads on which smooth tyres are safe.

It is particularly suited to the rear wheels of light

tricars, and takes quite enough grip on the road to

prevent tailwagging.

Dual Lamp BracRets.

A number of us who regularly drive at night are

taking a wrinkle from the participants in the all night

trials of last season, and are regularly carrying two
lamps, so that if one fails we need not stop and mess
about with a clogged or drowned generator on the

road, but simply light up the spare one. A further

advantage is that double the amount of light may be

obtained at will. But the difficulty is that no

accessor)' maker seems to stock a double lamp bracket.

If any reader knows where to obtain one, perhaps he

would kindly inform me, and if unobtainable at

present, perhaps someone will kindly design one to

fit standard machines, and market it. I have only

one at present that I made myself, and it is a nuisance

to keep changing it, in addition to the lamps and the

generators, from one machine tO' another.

Tips for Winter Riding.

1. Nailed boots are useful for starting the

machine on grease.

2. No matter how many pairs of gloves are worn,

the top pair should be leather or rubber. Wool gives

a miserable grip on metal.

3. The bottommost pair of socks or gloves should

be silk.

4. Start warm.

5. Earflaps are very little good. The best ear

protector is a pair of pads or rolls of cloth, which
shoot the wind over the ears, and are held by elastics

passing over the forehead and under the chin.

6. A very thick cap is necessary, or a roll of

wadding should be slipped under the peak of the

cap.

7

.

" Snowshoes
'

' (overboots) are very cheap and
comfortable.

8. If a reefer jacket is worn, its flap will be too

short to adequately protect the abdomen when in the

saddle, and a cholera belt will prevent chills.

9. Goggles are necessary, but should be left on the

peak of the cap for the first hundred yards after each

fresh start, until the wind has cleared them of con-

densed moisture.

10. A pair of footless stockings may with advantage

be worn over the ordinary stockings under the gaiter.

11. " Whipcord '

' lined makes an excellent winter

riding suit.

12. Don't forget the Thermos flask. It alleviates

wayside troubles in the frost.

13. Alcohol only warms for the moment, and then

leaves you colder than ever.

14. When the fingers are numb, circulation is more
quickly restored by swinging the arms in circles than

by using the cabman's cross slap.

15. It is more necessary than in summer to overhaul

belt, batteries, amount of petrol, supply of spares, etc.,

before starting.

16. If for any reason machine is a bad starter when
stone cold, never let it get stone cold; e.g., if a two
hours stop be made at midday, slip into the shed after

one hour and run the engine for two minutes on the

stand. This will ensure an easier start when the

time comes to leave.

17. The addition of a leather waistcoat, lined with

wool, camel fleecing, or other similar thick material,

will convert a summer suit into a winter suit.
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Why you should ride the Triumph
3| h.p. iVIotor Cycle.

BKCAUSE—
It is the " No Worry Machine."

It is extremely flexible, due to Ball Bearing Engine.

It is most comfortable, due to scientifically constructed Spring Forks.

It is splendidly equipped and ready for the road.

It is the most Distinctive Motor Cycle.

It gives splendid road service.

It will go anywhere at any time.

It is easily controlled in traffic.

It has ample reserve of power.

It will start easily, and quickly pick up power.

As a second-hand it will command a ready sale and good price.

You want a Motor which does not require tinkering with every ride you go.

The Triumph have ju"*! Issued a beautifully lllustpated

MotOP Catalogue, giving full paptiouiars and riding hints,

post free on application.

umph Cycle Co., Ltd., COVENTRY.
LONDON—4-5, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. LEEDS—4, King Edward Street.

MANCHESTER—160, Deansgate. GLASGOW—101, Mitchell Street.

DUBLIN (wholesale only)—62, William Street

J
ri'iiuj this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motoi' Cycle.'
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THE

MOTOSACOCHE
HAVE

A TRIAL
RUN.

IS THE

FEATHERWEIGHT
CHAMPION.

RELIABLE — LIGHT
EASY — ELEGANT
SAFE — SILENT
HANDY — and
ECONOMICAL.

CENT'S NEW 190S n/IODEb NOW ON VIEW.
HEAVYWEIGHT RIDER ENDORSES UGHIWEIGHT MOTOR.

1 have used the Motosacoche in all weathers and find it works equally as well in wet as in fine weather. I weigh 13 stone, and
it will take me up Stoneleigh Hill (the test hill for motors here) which is I in 6 in places and a long hill, without exerting
much power in pedalling, and I often use a trailer carrying 7 stone weight, with which it will take all ordinary hills round here
with the greatest comfort. I have ridden many motor bicycles, but never fotmd any to come up to the Motosacoche for ease and
comfort in riding." Yours faithfully, H. E. Earl, 22, Hertford Street, Coventry.

IT IS A
WONDERI^'Uk
Hlkl—CklMBER.

The new 1908 model di h.p., single cylinder, accumulator ignition) is now on
view at the Holbom head quarters and agents' dep ts. Full particulars together
with catalogue sent post free per return to all enquirers. Send for these to-day,

amd arrange for a free trial nm, in your own district, and at your own convenience.

FROM
4 -to 30

IVIIkES AN HOUR.

H. & A. DUFAUX (England), Ltd.,
65, Holbern Viaduct, London, E.C

(Opposite Spiers and Ponds).
Telephone No. : 6439 Bolhorn.

All the

Year round your comfort,

satisfaction, and safety awheel will be

an assured fact if you will only reso vc now
that your Motor Cycle shall be equipped with

the reliable

BROOKS Belts & Bands.
Brooks Belt, "The Stratex" (Berisford's Patent) is

the latest and the outcome of severe test and practical

experience. Brooks Bands are well known as being

distinctly good, efficient, and long-wearing, possessing

special features not found on any other Non-skids.

Ask for Price List, Dept. 79.

i. B. BROOKS & CO.. LTD.,

minghftm.

Th."S»r»Ux" Motor Belt. ^^^^^Bl^^'^ The Brooki No«-.kia

In cmiwtring eUher of these advertisements it is desirable thai you mention "The Motor Oyele."
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UEjTIONj"^^TOPLIE5

" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Trouble with a CoiL

I have a 2^ h.p. Quadrant

^ motor bicycle, surface carba-

^ retter, and late last year com-
-SJ pleted a most successful tour

through Ireland with, practi-

i;ally speaking, no engine trouble

whatever ; but now find that engine
will not work with less than 5 volts

through a very good coil. All elec-

trical connections and contact points
appear all right. Could trouble
possibly be in coil?—W.N., Dublin.

Either your coil is becoming deranged
or seme of the connections are very
dirty, and a great resistance is thereby
set up to the path of the current. If

connections are clean we recommend
you to send coil to the makers to be
overhauled.

Play In Bearing and Discharging Accumulator.

The connecting rod of my
3 h.p. Fafnir engine has a
little play both at the big end
and piston end horizontally.

There is no play at all verti-

cally. Is this correct? Will it do
a 4 volt accumulator any harm to

use it to light a 3^ volt lamp? How
long should a 3^ volt lamp give a
bright light from a 4 volt 20 ampere
hour accumulator?—FL 39.

As long as there is no vertical play you
need not trouble. You are doing quite
the right thing to use a lamp with
your accumulator. It has a most
beneficial effect since it runs down
the accumulator through the resistance
of the lamp, and ensures it being
charged regularly. It is impossible to

say how long the accumulator would
light the lamp, since the amperage of

the lamp is not given.

Power lor Passenger Work. End-to-end Route.

I am going in for a motor
bicycle, but should like one to

take a sidecar at times. Would
a 1908 Triumph be suitable?
or would it not be powerful

enough? Can you tell me the route
generally followed by trials riders

from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's?
—C.W., Yeovil.

I'he machine in question would take a

sidecar on fairly level roads with
passengers of average weight. If you
want to do any serious hill-climbing
you must get a good two-speed gear
fitted. The following will give you an
idea of the road followed from Land'f
End to .Tohn-o'-Ciroat'B Land'a End

A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers

and our replies thereto. When particular makes of machines, acces-

sories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep

a key for reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor,

E.G., and, whether intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a

Penzance, Kedruth, Bodmm, Laun
ceston, Exeter, Cullompton, Taunton,
Bristol, Gloucester, Worcester, Bridg-

rcrth, Whitchurch, Warrington, Pres-

ton, Lancaster, Kendal, Carlisle. Lock-
erbie, Lanark, Stirling, Perth, Dun-
keld, Pitlochry, Dalwhinnie, Carr-

bridge, Inverness, Alness, Tain, Gols-

pie, Berriedale, Wick, Keiss, John-o'-

Groat'a.

Relating to Lamps.

(1.) Can one or two addi-

tional lamps be legally carried

in any position on front of

motor bicycle, say attached to

either end of front wheel
spindle or either side of fork? I

want extra light near the ground in

addition to the regulation headlight
with number-plate attached. (2.)

Do you recommend the use of a rear
red light on motor bicycle? (3.) Are
wind guides or scoops of any use for

cooling 2^ h.p. motor cycle engine?
—J.T.S., Newcastle.

(1.) As long as one lamp is carried in

the usual position and illuminates the
number properly, that is all that is re-

quired by law, but there is no law to

prevent you carrying two or three
lamps. (2.) For your own safety's

sake a red light is ad's'isable, especi-

ally if yoi ride on roads much fre-

quented by motor cars. (3.) Wind
scoops would assist in keeping your
engine cool, but are not generally used.

interested In a Small Car.

I am looking out for a light

four-wheeled car for self and
wife. At present I have a

3^ h.p. motor bicycle. Kindly
tell me if the running expenses

of a 6 h.p. car would be more than
double those of the motor bicycle,

which I may say is very economi-
cal? Also please recommend the

most simple small cars you know, as

[ am no mechanic, and I must have
a reliable car? This district is not

very hilly, but occasionally 1 in 7

gradients are encountered. Price
must not exceed £150.—E. S..

Notts.

You should be able to select a car to

suit your requirements from the

following : 5 h.p. Rover, 8 h.p.

Phoenix, 5i h.p. Clyde, or a 9 h.p.

Riley. The lowest-powered car would
be cheapest to run. The expenses

would be at least treble the running
•opt. of a 3^ h.p. motor bicycle.

Plain Coll and Timing ot Engine.

My plain coil makes a click

as if a spark jumped twi'

points when contact is made
at make and break. What If

wrong, and should I get it re
paired, and please say where? 1

cannot manage to time engine
properly. The exhaust opens too
soon if I set wheels one way and
closes too early, and vice versa. 1

time by moving large cog wheel.
Shoul 1 I turn the pulley wheel in-

stead? I mean move smaller cog
wheel while holding top one steady?
—A.J.G.R.

The noise you refer to made by your
coil is caused by the discharge of the
condenser. Provided it fires all righl
nothing is wrong, but if, on the other
hand, there is no spark at the high
tension wire, you may safely assume
that the insulation is broken down.
This, however, is most unlikely. If

the exhaust cam and pinion are in one
piece you cannot alter the timing
except one tooth either way. The
trouble is due to the teeth of the wheel
being too large, thus preventing s

delicate adjustment being effected, or

the earn may be badly worn.

Alterations to Edsting Machine.

I have a 3i h.p. Kerry,
built in a Chater-Lea loop
frame. The engine is slightly
inclined, and has a De Dion
carburetter. I have fitted long

handle-bars and placed the saddle
low over the back wheel. Will thip
counteract the effect of the frame
being rather high? Have also fitted

a new belt rim on back wheel, as

the belt was not in line. I have beer
told some old pattern machines had
this defect. Do you advise me to

alter the position of engine to verti-

cal, and would you advise discarding
De Dion carburetter in favour of a

smaller and lighter make? Is il

advisable to have a short exhaust
pipe to the silencer?—F 1935.

Placing the saddle further back and
fitting longer handle-bars would not
correct the fault of the frame being too
high, but it would certainly be an im-
provement. There is no particular
object in altering the position of thf
engine. Provided the carburetter
works well, we should advise you not
to alter it. The longer the exhaust
pipe the better, as it tends to cool (be
gases and to reduce the noise.
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Carbuiettei Freezing.

On Boxing Day I went for

a run on my Minerva, and
"?ine pulled well vmtil some
sm.w '-ettied on carburetter
(Brown and Barlow), after

which machine gi a dually slowed
down and stopped, and l rould not
get it to start again. The accumu-
lator was fully charged, and the
spark good. Next day it started

immediately without further trouble.

On my next run 1 wound strips of

flannel round the carburetter, and
had a grand run until within five

minutes of home, when I experienced
the same trouble. After plai-ina;

the machine in a warm kitchen it

went first rate after about half an
hour. There was nothing in jet.

Please say if carburetter was
frozen, and if so, can you tell me
how to prevent this? a-s I wish to

use the machine all the winter.

—

T.Y., Erdington.

The trouble is caused by the moisture
in the air drawn in becoming frozen.

The B. and B. carburetter can be sup-

plied with a hot air jacket, and if

yours has one you had better have it

connected up to the exhaust pipe for

wirter running. If it has not, see if you
can arrange to move the carburetter
nearer to the warm cylinder.

Jelly and Oil loi Lubricating Engine.

I have used mineral jelly

and rangoon oil mixed for

lubricating the engine of a

Vindec motor bicycle with
apparently good results. I

have only used this once or twice
when I had run out of lubricating

oil. Would you please tell me if it

would be a good mixture, or if it

would be detrimental to the engine?
The mineral jelly is pure and of good
quality. The rangoon oil is the
best. A mixture of any thickness
can be made by altering the propor-
tions of the two ingredients. The
mineral jelly contains a little alka-

line of some sort to prevent the
corrosion caused by the acid left

after discharge of cordite powder,
the jelly being used for cleaning rifle

barrels. This, I imagine, would not
hurt the metal of the engine, as it

does not damage the steel of the rifle.

I can obtain the mixture cheaply,
and should like to know if it would
be. a good thing to use as lubricat-

ing oil? Would the rangoon oil

alone be a good thing for lubricating
the magneto and bearings of the
bicycle parts.—C.4.rT. R., Punjab,
India.

We are very much interested in your
letter. The disadvantage of rangoon
oil is that it oxidises and thickens
after standing, and consequently would
not be very good good for the mag-
neto. The mineral jelly thins con-
siderably at high temperatures, and
there is a slight risk of the engine
seizing unless a large quantity of the
mixture is used. If you care to try
the experiment it would be most in-
teresting to see the condition of the
engine after a continuous use over a
stated period ; starting, of course, with
the pistons and cylinder heads per-
fectly clean.

A Slight Loss ol Power.

I have a 2 h.p. Laurin and

^] Klement motor bicycle, accu-

^ mulator ignition, trembler coil

-IJ (new), and make and break
contact. Can you inform me

what speed I should obtain on level?

My weight is nearly twelve stones.

The compression of engine is very
good, but still I cannot climb hills

of any length such as Barnet Hill. I

have adjusted coil and contact
breaker so as to get best speed when
engine is running on the stand. I

think the cylinder wants cleaning,

as the engine knocks slightly on
steep hills. Would this affect

speed at all?—F.W.C., Finchley.
The speed the machine should attain
is about twenty-five miles an hour, de-

pending on the gear. It is most
probable tuat if you clean the cylinder
you will find a great improvement as
regards speed a,id hill-climbing. You
will never be able to ascend very steep
hills without pedalling, or a low gear,
as 2 h.p. is too low for vour weight.

Puncture-proot and Non-skid Bands.

I ride a four-cylinder F.N.^ 1907 motor cycle, and have L.p-

> to-date had Englebert and
-iJ Dunlop tyres fitted. In

England everything went satis-

factorily. But as soon as I com-
menced touring on the Continent
nothing but misfortune to my tyres
overtook me. On one journey from
Marienbad to a friend's place in

Bohemia (some 270 kilometres) I had
no less than seven punctures—four of

them nails. At the present moment
I have two comparatively new Dun-
lop tyres fitted. In a little over a
month's time I intend riding from
here to the Riviera to play tennis, a
distance of about 1,500 kilometres,
and the roads are of all kinds and
conditions. (1.) Can you tell me a
good tyre and inner tube to fit on
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my back wheel? Non-skid would U
best, would it not, for the work?
(2.) Or can you tell me of any non
skid band? (3.) Are puncture-prooi
bands placed inside the cover of any
use? It is only fair to mention thai

in all my rides through Austria
Hungary, Germany, and Switzerland,
my F.N. machine has behaved
admirably, and though a perfect

novice as far as machinery is con-
cerned, my good steed has not once
held me up over many thousands of

miles of unknown and sparsely popu-
lated country. I might also mention
that I can come off my machine after
some hundred odd kilometres and
play tennis without any detrimental
effect.—A.F.W., Hungary.

(1.) We should recommend a 25in. by
2iin. voiturette tyre of any first-class

make. (2.) Or the same tyre after the
corrugations have been run smooth,
fitted with a rubber or leather studded
non-skid band. (3.) Yes, the bands
would no doubt prevent punctures from
small nails and thorns, but they would
hardly be necessary with an outside
band which serves both as a puncture
preserver and also as a non-skid. We
are much interested in your remarks.

"The Autocar," which Is

published under the same
proprietorship as "The Motor
Cycle," is to the automobilist
what this journal is to the
motor cyclist. Any reader of
" The Motor Cycle " who is

also considering the purchase
of a car should make a point
of obtaining "The Autoczu-"
— the leading motor journal.
Price 3d. Issued weekly.

Mr. Pat Stewart on Ills famous Riley—the hero ot many runs. He made best time In the
Bombay-Poona Motor Cycle Trials last month. (See pages 44 and 46.)
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CLUB NEWS.
Cardiff lf.0.

The annual meeting of members of the above club will be
held at headquarters, the Queen's Hotel, Cardiff, on Tuesday
next, January Zlst, at 7.30 p.m. sharp. The secre-

tary's report and balance-sheet, which will be presented at

the dinner, shows a balance in hand of £34 ITs. 9d.

Southern M.C.

On Wednesday, 1st inst., the club gave a farewell dinner
to their hon. sports secretary, Mr. S. W. Philpott, at the
Boulogne Restaurant, Gerrard Street, W., on his leaving
London to take up a position with a prominent motor company
in the North of England.

Auto Cycle Union.

The annual meeting of the private members will be held
at the Royal Automobile Club, 119, Piccadilly, London, W.,
on Thursday, January 20th, at 7 p.m. Business: (1.) To
elect delegates on General Council. (2.) To consider the
agenda for the annual general meeting of the Council, to be
held on February 15th. Notices of any proposition to be
brought forward for the consideration of the private members
at the above meeting should be sent to the secretary before
Friday, January 24th, at 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
The annual general meeting of the Council will be held at

the Hotel Cecil, Strand, W.C., on Saturday, February 15th,

at 3 p.m. Any notices for the agenda must be in the hands
of the secretary by Monday, January 27th.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

At a meeting held at Northfield on Saturday, the 11th inst.,

it was decided by those present to form a motor cycle club
for Worcestershire, having its headquarters at Bromsgrove.
The chair was taken by Mr. Norman Pollock. Business was
discussed, and the following officers elected: Captain, Mr.
E. Burgess ; vice-captain, Mr. Denley ; committee, Messrs.
E. J. Smith (Bromyard), E. Burgess (King's Norton), R. T.
Wood (Worcester), L. C. Wakeman (West Heath), R. N.
Corah (King's Norton), and G. Sanders (Hopwood). The
-subscription was fixed at 7s. 6d., with an entrance fee of

2s. 6d. per head. It was decided to name the club Worcester
shire Motor Cycle Club, and also to support the A.C.U.

All communications should be addressed to the hon.
secretary and treasurer, Mr. H. C. Pickering, St. Brelade,
King's Norton.

Brighton and District MX.
Local motor cyclists are this year to make a determined

effort in Brighton to band themselves together, realising that
union is strength. The Brighton club was formed last year,
but for some reason or other was not supported with that
whole-hearted enthusiasm the committee rightly expected, and
was not what might b© called a complete success. But this

year it is to be run on entirely new lines, and it is confidently

hoped that the 400 odd motor cyclists in the town will do
their utmost to further the interests of their favourite

pastime. Drastic reforms are contemplated by the club, and
will be discussed at a general meeting to be held at the Royal
Pavilion Hotel, Castle Square, Brighton, on Tuesday,
January 28th, at 8.30. It will be suggested at the meeting
that the annual subscription of 10s. be reduced to 5s., and
that the entrance fee of 6s. be lowered to 2s. 6d.

The Western District M.C.

This club recently held a ten miles speed-judging contest to

decide the ties in the last penalty run. The result was as
follows

:

1. E. Boxall (3 h.p. Triumph).
2. R. T. Tomkins (3i h.p. N.S.U.).
3. A. R. Canham (3^ h.p. Brown).
4. A. L. Marchal (3^ h.p. Rex).
5. H. Edwards (3^ h.p. Brown).
6. C. N. Gould (3i h.p. W. and P.).

The roads were in excellent condition, and in addition to

the competitors, there was a good muster of members.
The prizes offered foi the best attendance at club runs have

been won by Mr. Wilson Prosser and Mr. H. Willianis, each of

whom only missed two runs during the year. The introduc-
tion prize was won by Mr. R. R. Babbage.
The annual dinner, distribution of prizes, and concert, will

be held on January 21st at the Milford Hotel, ladies are in-

vited. Tickets, price 4s. each, may be obtained from any
member or from the secretary, R. R. Babbage, 16, Rigault
Road, Fulham, S.W.

North-west London U.C.C.

The first annual dinner took place on Saturday last, over
forty members and friends sitting down to an excellent

dinner at the Hotel Boulogne. Mr. W. H. Pidgeon made a

really fine chairman. After the cloth was cleared a very
good musical entertainment was contributed to by Mrs. Nor-
wood Brown, Messrs. Fausset, Hunt, Peachey, and Pidgeon.
for which those present showed their appreciation in a right

hearty manner. In proposing the toast of the chairman, the

Secretary mentioned that the club intended holding a twelve
hours open reliability trial early in the year. Mr. W. H.
Pjdgeon generously offered to provide a prize for the trial.

York County M.C.C.

A general meeting was held at the Grand Central

Hotel, Leeds, on Thursday last, which was attended
by a large number of members. A proposal was placed

before the meeting limiting the membership, which was
carried practically unanimously. Several nominations were
received for membership, which will be brought before the

next committee meeting. It was decided to organise several

important competitions during 1908, viz., a petrol consump-
tion trial to be held in April, followed by a hill-climb, a
twelve hours non-stop and reliability run, a twenty-four hours
reliability trial, and a speed contest. Mr. H. H. Charge
promised to provide a trophy for one of the above events. By
the way, the twelve hours non-stop run was adopted as the
result of a suggestion appearing in The Motor •Cycle.

Coventry M.C.

The above club held its fourth annual dinner and distri-

bution of prizes on Saturday last at the Craven Arms Hotel,

Coventry, when over sixty members and friends attended.

The chair was occupied by Mr. John V. Pugh, J. P., who
distributed the cups, medals, and prizes won in last year's

competitions. These prizes, to the number of thirty-five,

niade an excellent display. During the evening The Motor
Ci/de Challenge Cup, which is held by the Coventry M.C, was
filled and passed round among the members.
The toast list was a short one, and after "The King," ren-

dered with musical honours, " The Club " was proposed by
Mr. H. W. Staner, and replied to by Mr. H. Sturmey. Mr.
V. A. Holroyd proposed " The Prize Donors and Visitors,"

which was replied to by Mr. R. L. Jefferson, F.R.G.S. Mr.
Staner announced that the club intended to organise a twelve
hours' ride from Coventry to Holyhead on a date to be
decided. This will be open to members only, and will par-

take more of the nature of a lengthy club rim than a com-
petition, although probably certificates will be given to all

who complete the distance within the allotted time.

The toast list was interspersed with songs, a whistling

solo, and a recitation. After Mr. J. K. Starley had proposed
a vote of thanlis to the Chairman, who suitably replied, the
evening was brought to a close with the singing of " Auld
Lang Syne."

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

There was a very good attendance at the annual meeting of

the Lincolnshire M.C.C, at the Spread Eagle, Lincoln, on
Saturday. Mr. A. W. Foster was in the chair, and a very in-

teresting report was presenteclj It was decided to ask Earl
Brownlow to accept the position of president, and to ask Mr.
C W. Pennell, Dr. Mansel Sympson, Sir G. Doughty, M.P., Sir

Hickman Bacon, Major J. A. Cole, and Major Longstaff to

become vice-presidents. Mr. A. W. Foster was re-elected

chairman, as Dr. Godfrey Lowe had resigned, his resignation
being received with regret. Mr. A. E. Brunning (Lincoln) and
Mr. R. N. MorUy (Leadenham) were elected, with the chair-

men of the centres, as a committee to officiate at all meetings
in their respective districts. Mr. Wilkinson was unani-
mously re-elected hon. secretary and granted a small
honorarium. Mr. A. Nissler was elected treasurer in place of
Mr. Halkes resigned. Mr. P. M. White was re-elected
auditor, and Mr. C Nelson, who has done so much for the
club, was re-elected honorary solicitor. The chairman (Lin-
coln), vice-chairman, secretary, and solicitor, were elected an
emergency committee. ^
The question of affiliation was left to the committee, who

will ascertain what^steps the A.C.U. will take as the result of
the Lincoln conference. The Secretary stated that the A.C.U.
would make such an offer as would be entirely acceptable.

It was decided to have a club badge and a club journal.
In future all new members will sign the application form and

pay the fee at the same time.
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Imports ol Motor Cycles.

A total of 1,770 motor cycles were
imported last year, as a£;ainst 1.755 in

1906 and 1,700 in 1905. The value

with parts was £78,746 in 1907,

£80,804 in 1906, and £79,843 in 1905.

The Exports.

799 British npotor cycles were ex-

ported during 1907, 739 in 1906, and
688 in 1905. Their values, including

parts, equalled £53,522 in 1907,

£50,538 in 1906, and £40,589 in 1905.

This is an increase of £12,933 in two
years.

Re-exports ot Foreign Parts.

The Board of Trade returns for the

year ended December 31st show that

£7.645 worth of foreign motor cycles

and parts were re-e.xported from this

country, in addition to the exports of

British machines mentioned above.

Manchester Motor Show.

We are desired to state that the

date of the ^Manchester Jlotor Car

Show at Belle Vue has been altered

from Friday, February 21st, to Satur-

day, February 29th ' next, owing to

clashing of dates which threatened to

take place as regards the two Man-
chester shows.

New Taxes in Austria.

On January 1st a bill came into force

in Austria levying the following annual

taxes on motor vehicles ; Motor bi-

cycles 8s. . with sidecars £1 5s. ; cars

of 10 h.p., £3; of 25 h.p., £4; of 45

h.p., £6. The proceeds are to be de-

voted to the upkeep of the roads.

Royal Commission Recommendations.

In this country tlie recommendations

of the Royal Commission provide for

£1 tax on motor bicycles, £2 2s. for

cars not exceeding 12cwt., £3 3s. up
to IScwt., £5 5s. up to 25cwt., and

£8 8s. for cars exceeding 25 cwt. Trade
and public service vehicles to pay one

half of these rates respectively.

The Legion ot Frontiersmen Despatch Ride.

Several members ot the Great Yar-

mouth command of the Legion of

Frontiersmen decided to finish un the

old year with a despatch ride. They
paraded at 9 a.m. sharp at the Corn
Hall on Boxing Day. The arrange-

ments were most ably carried out on
general written instructions issued to

each trooper by the organising officer

in command, Mr. A. F. Fitch (who
has been unanimously elected to lead

the troop). Cornoral A. H. Watts left

the Corn Hall at 9.58 a.m. o'l a 3i h.n.

Singer tricar without front seat, with
a despatch addrftfcd to >rr. O. ^^^

Wilkin, .T.P., Cromer. He was given

30m. start, and the remainder of the

troop were then detailed off, with
special written instrnctions for their

various positions to take up, and to

capture the despatch bearer on his re-

turn journey, no trooper knowing
what roads he would take, cither on
the outward or homeward journey. The
general orders were that every trooper

was to conceal himself and horse in

ambu.sh, and to lie in waiting for the

despatch bearer, who was to hold up
on being challenged by a certain word.
No men were to leave their ambush
until 4 p.m., and all were to be on
parade at the Corn Hall, Yarmouth,
at 5.30 p.m.

Adverse Weather Conditions.

In spite of a bitterly cold head wind,
with squalls of rain, sleet, and snow,
and very heavy roads, making the
"going" very rough, Trooper A. H.
Watts delivered his despatch in Cromer

The flrst detachahle tyre. An amusing draw-
ing on a leaflet issued by the North British

Rubber Co., Ltd., makers of the Clincher tyre.

at 12.30 p.m., practically two and a

half hours, for a distance of thirty-eight

miles. Considering the weather and
roads, and two stops (one a most un-

usual one, viz., the snapping of both
driving chains), tliis was a very smart
piece of work indeed. He left Cromer
again at 1.20 p.m. with another
despatch from I\Ir. Wilkin for Yar-
mouth, and was smartly ambushed
near Felmingham, on a by-road be-

tween Aylsham and North Walsham,
by Trooper Delf. at 3 p.m. The return

journey was then made, Y^armouth
being reached well ahead of time
allowance, and the captured despatch
read over to the troopers all on parade,
v;ho were all weather stained, but "fit

as fiddles." We are asked to state that
recruits with motor cycles are urgently
wanted in the Legion. Full particu-

lars can be obtained of Lieut. Fitch,

66, Churchill Road, Great Yarmouth.

Paper before the A.C.U.

As Mr. W. H. Wells is in the trade

he feels that it would not be advisable

for him to give the paper, " Motor
Cycle Tyres and Aoiessories " we
announced a fortnight ago. The com-
mittee hope, however, to arrange for

another member of the Union to read
one on the same subject during this

month, or to substitute another paper
for it.

An Up-to-date Club.

The Basingstoke and District M.C.
ha.s a membership of over fifty, but of

these only about fifty per cent, are

actual motorists, the others have
joined sometimes to support the cinli.

but more often because of an interest

in motors in general. The Basingstoke
Club boasts a workshop for the use of

its members, and the non-motoring
members enjoy watching repairs and
overhauling in the workshop. Spring
forks, footboards, electric headlights,

and an extra conde'.iser for a coil

and many other little things have been
made, whilst really difficult repair

jobs have been accomplished. Lec-

tures are arranged during the winter
months every fortnight.

Accident to a Well-known Rider.

On the last Sunday in the old year
ilr. F. W. Applebee had the misfor-
tune to collide with a savage dog, and
was thrown from his motor bicycle on
the footpath, sustaining a badly injured
shoulder and slight concussion of the
brain. He had been a hundred miles
spin to see some friends, and was
within ten m.iles of home (viz.. Ponders
End) when the accident occurred. Mr.
Applebee lay stunned for some time
before he was taken to a cottage close

by, and after two hours' kind treat-

ment he was able to ride home. We
are glad to say that he is now almost
recovered, and is hopeful of riding in

the Quarterly Trials on Saturday week.

Address Wanted.

On December 16th, 1907, we sent a
reply addressed to V. G. Hirst, Esq.,
c/o G.P.O., London. This letter has
been returned to us marked " Not
called for." If this should catch Air.

Hirst's eye, and he will communicate
with us, we will forward the letter to
the correct address.

Motor Cycle Club for Sutton Coldfield.

A meeting of the residents of Sutton
Coldfield interested in motor cycling
was held on Saturday night at the
Royal Hotel to consider the advisability
ot forming a club for the diftrict. Mr.
F. H. Finney presided. It was decided
to form a motor cycle club to be •'ailed

the Sutton Motor' Club.
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Motor Union Road Signs.

One hundred and thirty road signs
have now been issued by the Motor
Union. jMost of these have been sent
to members.

Petrol Reduced.

Early last week the news went round
, that the British Petroleum Co., Ltd.,
have reduced by one-halfpenny per
gallon the price of both Shell and
their .760 spirit.

Tbe Lewisbam Road Trap.

When will the A.A. send a scout or
two in this direction? The police have
made good bags of cars and cycles at
this spot. Situated on a favourite
motoring road out of London, a wide
stretch of level and clear good paved
road, the police have marked their
course well.

The Rights of Motor Cycle Owners.

At the North London Police Court,
on Monday of last week, Mr. H.
J. Kimbell, of Holloway,
appeared to answer an adjourned
summons, which alleged that he
had assaulted Mr. Sturt, an
official under the Petroleum Acts
for the London County Council.
The complainant said that on
November 26tli he went to de-
fendant's premises to see where
his petrol was stored, but the
defendant would not allow him
on the premises, and pushed him
out. This was the assault com-
plained of. Jtr. Tilly (defend-
ant's solicitor) submitted that it

was an unwarrantable intrusion
on the part of the inspector. The
defendant had a motor cycle and
stored his petrol in the tank as
the law allowed. He made no
application to be registered for

the storage of petrol, and there-
fore resented the officer's intru-
sion. Mr. Carter said that the
defendant was on the list of
motor cycle owners, and they
were visited to see where they
kept the motor spirit. Mr.
Butler, the predecessor in office

to Mr. Sturt, had been to de-
fendant's house and liad been shown
the motor cycle and a two gallon can
in which the spirit was kept. Mr.
Kimbell said he was not aware of
his visit, and he repeated all the
petrol he kept was in the tank of his
machine. Mr. Fordham, in the end,
said this was only a technical assault.

The defendant, not having made an
application for the storage of petrol,

naturally resented the intrusion.
Whilst always anxious to protect
public servants, he thought this sum-
mons ought to be dismissed on pay-
ment of 21s. costs.

Obstructing tbe FoUce.

Another automobile association patrol

has been charged with obstructing the
police at Newmarket in warning
motorists of the existence of a police

trap. Sir Charles Matthews defended,
and the case was dismissed. In a re-

cent case at Kingston the A.A. patrol,

it was proved, was standing in the
middle of a measured distance, and the
committee of the Association, we think,

properly dismissec the patrol from its

service.

An Enthusiast.

Professor Carlton Lambert^ M.A., a
member of the Blackheath A.C., owns
a car as veil as a Rex twin with Roc
clutch on which he does a good deal of

riding. Recently, we referred to the
novel three wheel runabout designed
and built by Prof. Lambert's son, who
shares his father's enthusiasm over
motor cycling.

French Motor Cycle Hatch.

The ten kilometres match between
Giuppone and Moreau, at the Velo-
drome d'Hiver on the 5th inst., resulted

in a win for Giuppone in 6m. 53|s.

Moreau was beaten by about twelve
yards.

Tbe A.C.C. de France Reliability Trials.

Following on the short paragraph
we published last week regarding the
above trials, we now learn that the
machines will have to maintain an
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FUTURE EVENTS.

Jan. 21—Western District M.C. (London)
Annual Dinner.

22—Southend and District M.C.
Annual General Meeting.

24 to Feb. I— Scottish Motor Show,
Waverley Market, Edinburgh.

yt
25—Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial.

tt 27—Motor Cycling Club Annual
General Meeting.

Feb. 7-15—Manchester Motor Car Show,
Belle Vue, Manchester.

8—Motor Cycling Club Bohemian
Concert. ,

15—A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner.

IS—A.C.U. Council Meeting.
Mar 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show,

Agricultural Hall.

April Auto Cycle Union Quarterly
|

Trial.
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average speed of not less than 15^ miles

an hour, and one mark will be deducted
for every half minute lost. The
machines will be placed under lock

and key at the end of each day's run,

and the parts of each machine, such as

cylinders, crank chambers, combustion
heads, carburetters, frames, forks, and
hubs, will be sealed before the start.

Both motor bicycles and tricars must
be fitted with efficient brakes, mud-
guards to each wheel, and the bicycles

must be provided with pedalling gear.

Tbe Classification.

Competitors' machines in the A.C.C.
de France Trials will be divided into

classes as follows : Class 1, motor
bicycles with a total cylinder capacity
not exceeding 250 cubic centimetres.
Class 2, motor bicycles with a total

cylinder capacity not exceeding 210
c.c, and a maximum weight of 72i lbs.

Class 3, tricars with a total cylinder
capacity not exceeding 500 c.c. It will

thus be seen that the competition will

be confined to motor bicycles of 2 h.p.

and 2^ h.p., and tricars of 3^ h.p. The
total distance to be covered by the

competing machines will be about 1,000
miles, spread over six days, and the
route selected will probably be Paris
to Tours, then to Bordeaux, i^imoge.s,

Clermont-Ferrand, and back vid Dijon.

Deposits in Cylinders.

Mr. Alexander Duckham is carrying
out some exhaustive experiments to
determine the cause of so-called car-
bonaceous deposits in the cyhnders of
petrol enginas. Will mator cyclists
who are interested in the above send
to Mr. Duckham, c/o the Editor The
Motor Ci/cle, samples of any deposits
which they have found in their engines,
together with, if possible, make of
engine, type of lubrication, amount of
compression, an! any other points, for
example, undue heating, which may
have a bearing on the subject.

Tbe Next Quarterly Trial.

Entries for the A.C.U. Quarterly
Trial on Saturday, January 25th, must

be in the hands of the secretary
by

_
Saturday next. This com-

petition will provide the first

opportunity for maimers to prove
the reliability and hill-climbing
capabilities of their 1908 models.
We notice that the regulations
state that competing machines
will be timed on Dashwood Hill
as heretofore.

Of Interest to Foreign Readers.

We beg to remind foreign corre-
spondents who live in countries
under the Postal L^nion that,
when British stamps cannot be
obtained in these countries, a
Coupon Reponse International
(international reply coupon) can
be obtained for a sum equiva-
lent to 3d., which obviates the
difficulty of enclosing stamps for
reply.

Tyre Cover Stolen.

We are asked to mention that
the Crypto Car and Cycle Co.,
14, Mortimer Street, Regent
Street, W., had a Hutchinson
tyre cover stolen from the above
address on the 6th inst. The

number is 1533, diameter 880 nmi.,
thickness 120 mm. The cover has a
beaded edge, is covered with leather,

the top surface being fitted with fibre

blocks in which are three rows of steel

studs.

Another Tarring Problem.

The problem how best to deal with
tarred roads when wet is apparently
far from being solved. At the meeting
of the Foots Cray Urban Council strong
complaint was made of the practice of
strewing granite chips, which were said
to be worse than the disease. They had
caused a lot of damage to indiarubber
tyres. It was decided to write to the
Kent County Council on the matter.

The Cycle Trade Benevolent Fond.

The annual general meeting of the
committee will be held at the Holbom
Restaurant, High Holbom, on Wednes-
day, January 29th, at 6 p.m. The
Council of the Society of Motor Manu-
facturers and Traders has decided to
make a donation of £2,000 upon the
requisite alterations in the constitution
being effected to include memberc of
the motor trade.
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Spring Forks.

IS"?. Spring forks are almost a
necessity on motor bicycles, and in
choosing the best form of shock
absorber, see that

—

1. There are spiings acting against
each other, i.e., one in tension and one
in compression permanently, to avoid
sudden rebounds.

2. That there is no lateral sway
wliatever.

3. That if any part of the device
FTiaos or comes adrift, you are left with
a rijid fork.

4. That if the springs are slung
from hooks, the eyes of the hooks are
ciosed or otherwise safeguarded, so that
the springs cannot jump out of the eyes
over bad bumps.
A spring fork provides all necessary

comfort, and though a rear sprung
frame is desirable in addition, yet its

absence by no means condemns a
machine.

BRAKE.S WITH SPRING FORKS.
IS^, Very few spring forks are

suitable for use with a brake. There-
fore—since the law requires it—insist

on two good brakes being fitted to the
rear wheel.

LAMP BRACKET WITH SPRING
FORKS.

IS9. Some spring forks thrust

the lamp bracket so far forward that

the number will be in darkness if

carried on the mudguard. This is bad
practice, as the plate must then be

affixed to the lamp, and it will cast a

shadow on the road.

Tyres.

SIZE OF TYRES.

i4iO. No motor bicycle needs

larger tyres than 2iin., but the thicker

th; tread the better for touring pur-

poses. 28in. wheels render a machine
high and top lieavy, 24in. wheels set

up vibration, and wear their tyres out

abnormally fast; therefore 26in. by

2iin. is the standard size for all motor
bicycle tyres. Non-skids are un-

necessary, but an armoured tread on

the rear wheel adds a slight factor of

safety on grease, and prevents punc-

tures ; on the other hand, it is apt to

slip on very smooth dry surfaces, and
if it should puncture it generates so

much additional heat, that it is difficult

to get the patches to remain in place ; it

is also vei'y short-lived and expensive.

A tricar of whatever size is best

served by a 3in. rear tyre, which should

have an armoured tread to render fast

driving over grease safe and comfort-

able ; the front tyres of a very light

tricar may be 2^in., but 3in. is better.

MAKE- OF TTRE^'.

14=1. All tyre makers senJ out

some very good and some very bad
tyres. The different well-known tyres

are fairly equal in wear and punc-

ture-resisting properties, but not in

resiliency. If a tyre does not attain

its expected life, the makers may gener-

ally be relied upon for satisfaction.

{Continued from page 32.)

CHANGING TYRES OVER.
I'^sS. As soon as a rear tyre

shows marked signs of wear, it should
be changed over with the front tyre.

If an armoured tread is used, a new
one can generally be substituted, if the
cover be sent to the makers for the pur-
pose before the fabric has received any
damage.

PUNCTURE PREVENTION.
£.'4:3. Always detach and replace

the tyres with extreme care. Thin
tyres can be "rolled" after replace-

ment when semi-inflated. It is then
possible to see if they are nipped or
not. Keep the rim clear of rust,

hammer all kinks true, and see no
spoke heads project. If the tyre cover
fiap does not completely cover the
bed of rim and touch the other bead,
use an endless tape for this purpose.
Always use nail-catchers. The best
sort are home made, and consist simply
of a stout steel wire strung between
two clips mounted on the frame stays,

and passing ^in. above the tread. Treat
all cuts as soon as noticed, and at all

stoppages inspect tyres for half-entered
nails, etc.

SPARE TUBES.
14:4:. Every motor cyclist should

carry spare inner tubes, detachab'y
jointed for bicycles and tricar rear
wheels. Detachably jointed tubes may
be divided into two classes, those hav-
ing closed butts, and those having a
continuous air passage. The latter are
the best, but the edges of the joint
must be smeared with Castile soap, to
preserve an airtight joint. Of the
closed butt class, the more tapered the
butt, the better the tube. If the wall
of the butt is at right angles to the
central line of the tube, it will soon
chafe through. Forswear all tubes not
possessing standard English valves, as
spare parts for these valves are not
universally obtainable.

THE INFLATOR.
14:5. It is really hard work to

blow up a 2iin. motor cycle tyre with
a small pump, and a folding foot pump
is advisable. It should have a stout
connection piece—cycle pumps will give
trouble. Carry it either in spring X
clips or by straps, not by rubber rings.

If spring pin clips are used they should
be carefully adjusted. On a tricar, fit

clips in front of the dash to hold
pump.

THE REPAIR OUTFIT.

i4:0. This need not be a port-

manteau, but a good sized box is advis-
able for tricar work. The small shilling

outfits do not contain enough chalk for

any repair, nor sufficient strong rubber
or canvas for dealing with a big burst.

I make up my own repair kits in old

tobacco boxes. Requisites are :

Three one minute tyre levers.

Three spare valve rubbers.
A large carton of French chalk.

A piece of prepared canvas, six inches
square. Ten patches of various sizes.

Woodgate's Patch-Quicks are excellent

By
Road Rider.

Large sheet of thin rubber for over-

laying patches (six inches square).

>Six inch square sheet of thicker

patching rubber for bursts.

Sandpaper.
Small tube of good solution. Always

test solution when purchasing by
squeezing out a bead on to lip of tube,

putting finger of free hand to it, and
drawing out in a thread. Good solu-

tion threads out to a yard.

WEAR ON TYRES.
i.4:'7. The front wheels of light

passenger motor cycles often get out of

line, when the tyres will wear rapidly.

To test truth of -steering, take a long

straight-edge or a piece of string, ami
measure from centre of tread of one
tyre to centre of tread of other tyre.

Mark .spots measured from, and push
vehicle till spot has revolved half a

circle, when measure again at point-*

dead opposite original spots, and if

body does not interfere, again at

original spots. If wheels are in line,

any spot central in the tread of one tyre
is equidistant from the corresponding
spot in horizontal plane on centre of

the other tyre.

(To be. continued.)

A NOVEL SPEEDOMETER.
A South American accessory firm has

just introduced a rather novel form of
speedometer which is remarkable for

its simplicity and cheapness. It de-

pends for its action on centrifugal
force. A ball is threaded loosely on
one of the spokes of the front wheel.
held towards the hub by a light coiled
spring, which is also threaded on the
spoke. When the wheel revolves the
centrifugal force causes the weight to

travel outwards and along the spoke,

and obviously the faster the wheel re-

volves the further the weight travels

outwards. The weight has a bright
ring around it, and a graduated dial

is attached to the mudguard stay.

When the machine is moving, the figure

or mark which the ring on the weight
passes nearest, naturally indicates *he
speed at which it is travelling.
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Letters to the Edi

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Ail letters sbould be addressed to the Editor, "Tbe Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Stiaet, E.G., and,sbould be accompanied b; the writer's lull name and address.

The Organisatio:i of Motor Cyclists.

[3051.]—Hay I be allowed to utter a mild protest against
Mr. J. H. Hall's remarks as to "not half" the committee
of eight having done anything to "justify their election"?
Some may prefer to go a different way to work than has Mr.
Hall. Perhaps his remark is on the same plane as his boast-

ful remark that he is the best friend the A.C.U. has ever

had. The whole of the "eight" may have done a good deal.

They may have effected more than Mr. Hall may be aware
of. Has Mr. Hall consulted them all as much as ought to

have been the case? Has he been as tactful as is advisable?

REFORM.

Variable Gears.

[3052.]—I have read with interest Mr, Hooydonk's paper
"Variable Gears for Motor Bicycles" in The Motor Cycle.

In a way, it practically says that the ideal variable gear or

pulley has not been designed yet. What is wanted is a

variable pulley which is positive in its action and has a

means of keeping the belt taut, whether the pulley flange is

open or closed, and this should be done without the aid of a

jockey pulley.

I have designed a pulley which gives a variable gear from
5 to 1 to 12 to 1, and any gear can be obtained between those
ratios without taking the hands off the handle-bar. I use no
gearing of any description ; in fact, there is nothing in con-

nection with the belt with the exception of the pulley itself

and the driving rim. The belt is practically at the same
tension, whatever the gear is. All that is required to operate
the pulley is a simr-le device, which can be worked with the

thumb on the handle-bar. There is absolutely no loss from
friction ; in fact, there is nothing in connection with the

pulley once the rider has set the gear he requires. Mechani-
cally, it is simple and reliable and positive in its action in

every way. I can fix the arrangement to any motor cycle

with very little trouble at a cost of about £2 IDs. to £3.

Its life is as long as any ordinary V shaped pulley.

I shall be glad to correspond with any motor cycle manu-
facturers who are interested in variable gears. Variable gears

are essential. There can be no dispute about that.

D. B. BREARLEY.

Another Magneto Mystery.

[3053.]—With reference to Mr. A. Wharton Metcalfe's

interesting article, " Another Magneto Mystery," if I read his

letter aright the defect must have been in the platinum point

removed ; I do not quite understand why the fibre ring was
suspected and changed.

I would suggest that the cause of the trouble was an

invisible speck of dust of a non-condncting npture imbedded
in the platinum, preventing electrical contact between the

points. This wa.s rubbed off subsequently in handling, which

would account for the some point working perfectly after-

Wcirds. The poor spark obtained at first after the new
platinum was put in mav have been due to a similar particle

on the other point, which was hammered off at a higher

speed.

How the invisible speck got there I do not know, but I

have frequently removed a similar trouble by simply rubbing

contacts, which were apparently perfectly clean, with the

bare finger—the best weapon for the purpose. I fancy Mr.
Metcnlfp io in error when he openko of "the vulcanite disc or

cap on the spring fixed inside the dust cap." This disc is, 1

think, of carbon, and serves as part of the electrical path to

those layers of condenser insulated from the earthed layers.

A crack not interfering with conduction through thia carbon
would not matter.
One other mysterious cause for an apparently perfect

magneto giving a poor spark is damp. The cure is to remove
the condenser case and thoroughly dry out condenser and
armature before a good fire. The easy starting obtained there-

after well repays the trouble. If this was done occasionally

we might hear less about the difficulty of starting with high-
tension magneto, F, C. .lAMES.

Outside Flywheels.

[3054.]—We have read very closely the letters about the

question of outside flywheels.

As agents of the K.D. motor cycle, which is fitted with an
outside flywheel, it is only natural that we are interested in

the subject.

The writer of this letter has tested the machine in the most
hilly parts of France, viz., the Vosges district, and he has

come to the conclusion that, for efficiency, the outside fly-

wheel is superior by far to the inside ones. The suggestion

of mud throwing is a myth.
Designers may have abandoned the outside flywheel for

motor cycles for the time being, but the time will come when
they will take it up again, not to start a fashion, but because

of its efliciency.

We may add that our flywheel is on a taper with a cotter

pin. We do not enlarge on the mechanical side of the

question, as your correspondent, Mr. De Havilland, ' ha.»

already done it in such an able manner.
LEO RIPAULT AND CO,

Motor Cycle Tyres.

[3055.]—I must say that I most heartily agree with Mr.

Victor H. Raale [letter No. 2998] in what "he says about the

hardness of tyres. My own personal experience is, that a

tyre which has a certain amount of " give " is, as your corre-

spondent says, much less liable to puncture thar a " board

-

hard " tyre.

One often hears of outer covers "giving out" at the

beaded edge. Now, I believe in most cases the cause of this

is due to the tyre being literally cut through by the edge of

the rim in consequence of the enormous strain imposed upon

it by having the tyres inflated "board-hard." Having been

connected with the cycle trade for a number of years, I

should like to put forth another statement in favour of the

tyre with a" give ;" for instance, when we wish to fit a non-

slipping band to an ordinary push cycle tyre, we first of all

roughen the tread of the tyre by filing it. Now in order to

file the same quickly we inflate the tyre " board hard," and

we find that by so doing we can get a rough surface in a

very short time. This would seem to point to the fact that,

should your wheels be at all out of truth, or the wheels skid

through sudden application of the brakes, or again, as often

happens, failure to raise exhaust valve quick enough, thai

the "give" tyre is not nearly so likely to have the rubbei

ripped away from the fabric. I sum up the advantages of

"give" tyre as follows: Greater personal comfort, absorp-

tion of road vibration and shock, thereby saves strain or

engine and frame. Saves wear of tyre and lengthens life of

same. Takes a big strain off beaded edge, and safer on

greasy roads HENRY OFSDTN
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All-the-year-round Motor Cycling.

[3056.]—Having heard much about side-slip, greaav ruads,

and motor cycling being only a fair weather pastime, I re-

solved at the beginning of last year to give it a trial " all the

year round " and in all weather.
It will, I think, be generally admitted that 1907 was one

of the worst years since the sport became popular (both as

regards the weather and the condition of the roads). I am
but a novice, and can lay no claim to being an expert driver.

.\Iy time throughout the week is fully occupied with my
business. I am not interested in any make of machine or

accessories, so think I may say I am impartial.

Starting on the first Sunday of the year, with a twin Rex
fitted with Hermetic non-skid cover on the back wheel, and
an ordinary cover of the same make, with a self-sealing tube
on the front wheel, from then until the end of August I never
missed my Sunday ride, no matter what the roads or the
'veather were like. I averaged over 100 miles each week-end,
but, owing to a slight accident, I was obliged to miss eight
weeks during the latter part of August, the whole of Septem-
ber, and part of October, during which time, it will be remem-
bered we had the finest weather of the whole year.

I resumed riding in October, and continued until the end
of the year. During the whole of this time, and including

the first four days of the A.CO. trials (and most of the com-
petitors will admit that the second day of these trials was
as severe a trial as any of them could wish for, the- roads,

especially between Ashby and Buxton, but more especially

Wimiih.1^.?.....^ ^.-,-Ey.-Jt.--..N^-^

Mr.' J, W. Fawcett, a memlier ot the Leeds Motor Cycle Club, who ride

probably the only three-cylinder touring machine in this country. The
en^ne—wliich is a Jap—has vertical cylinders, and the drive is by belt.

in the vicinity of JIatlock, and immediately after leaving

Buxton, were as bad as it is possible to imagine them)—some
5,000 miles in all—I never had the semblance of a side-slip

and never had a puncture, except between Chester and Ruthin,
where, owing to some mischievous individual forcing some
hobnails into my back tyre, I had trouble and delay. It

must be borne in mind that we were free from snow all last

year, but with that exception we had samples of all sorts of

weather.
I have no hesitation in saying that, with a well-found

machine and a driver with moderately good nerves, the motor
cycle is an all-weather and all-the-year-round reliable means
of travel.

With regard to clothing, I have found that when the roads
are sloppy or inclined to be wet, a good pair of rubber sea-

boots are the cheapest and most convenient covering for the

extremities. No matter how bad the roads are, with a pail

of %vater and an old sponge all mud from the knees down can
be removed in a few minutes. For covering the body each
rider has his own ideas, but if dry, no matter how cold it

may be, I should advise him to shun waterproof covering
for the body. Good warm coats and an extra vest or under
ihirt are all I have found necessary on the coldest day

Much has been said and written about the police and thmi
ways. I should like to add that, with one trifling exception,

I have received the greatest courtesy, consideration, and even
help, from them. Treat them as men, and as one likes to

be treated one's self, remembering that they have their duty to

perform to all users of the road. Have a little consideration

for others, and you may go throughout the length and breadth
of our island without friction, or unpleasantness, so far at

the police are concerned. E. NELSON.

liUbrtcatlon In the Trials.

[3057.]—We have read with interest in The Motor Cyclt
of the 18th ult. the remarks by your contributor, " Ixion," on
the subject of overheating. We admire the enthusiasm that

prompts him to carry a spare quart tin of his tried lubricant
with him. If other riders were equally careful to use only
the most suitable oil, we should hear a little less of the
failures of motor cycles.

It is, however, vrith his remarks on supplies of lubricants on
the long-distance trials that we are more particularly

interested. In compliance with the wishes of a few of the
competitors in last year's 1,000 miles trial, we arranged for

them a small supply of oil at each of the night stopping places.

One or two other competitors were similarly accommodated
by another oil firm ; whilst the majority of the competitors
bought oil as and where they wanted it, and rarely used the
same brand twice.

There were fourteen gold medals and special awards. Of
these, twelve were gained by riders using our Motorine, and
the other two were gained by riders provided for by the other
firm. The competitors content to use whatever came handiest
were the ones who lost marks for one cause or another.

Comment is needless.

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO., LTD.

Rubber-studded Tyre Treads.

[3058.]—I am very much surprised to see what little

interest is being taken in what is undoubtedly one of the
best devices ever fitted to a motor cycle tyre, -i.e., the rubber-
studded tread.

I know that these treads have been used a good many years
in America with great success, but I personally took no
interest in them until I saw them used on Mr. Hastings's
motor cycle in the 1907 six days' trials. When I heard Mr.
Hastings laugh before the trials when cautioned about the
care he would have to take in going through Derbyshire in

case the roads were very greasy, I thought he was rather
premature, but when I saw him successfully negotiate some
of the greasiest roads imaginable without the slightest sign
of side-slips, I came to the conclusion that there must be
something wonderfully good in the rubber-studded treads
on his tyres.

It was only a few days after the six days' trials were
over that I had these treads on my own tyres, and the
results obtained are far ahead of anything I have ever before
experienced. I have ridden under the very worst conditions

for nearly 2,000 miles since fitting these treads, and have
never had the slightest sign of a side-slip. I have recom-
mended them to many of my friends, and they all agree with
me that they are absolutely a preventive. Unlike the

metal studs (which soon wear away), the rubber studs do not

detract from the resiliency of the tyre in any way whatever,
and, from my own experience, I should say that they would
outwear three metal studded treads. At any rate, on my
own tyres, after having been run 2,000 miles, the studs are

nearly as good as when new, and show no signs of skidding

in grease.

Unless I am very much mistaken, before another year has

gone by metal studs will be (they certainly should be) pro-

hibited on any self-propelled vehicle. Motor cyclists and
cyclists know better than anyone else of the great damage
metal studded tyres on cars are doing to our roads, and there

is no question but what the Local Government Board's atten-

tion has been called to this fact. There are several firms

manufacturing tyres who can supply these rubber-studded

treads, and I am very positive that once a motor cyclist haf

tried them he will never use anything else, and his fear of

Jide-slipping will be a thing of the past.

VON-SKIH
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Sidecars.

[3059.]—Replying to Mr. J. Haslam's letter in your issue of

January 1st, the reason I had not previously accepted his

challenge of November 6th is that at that time I Vfas immersed
in preparations for the Stanley Sliovf, and since then I have
been equally busy with the business arising from the Show,
and it is only now that I have time to devote to Mr. Haslam.
The non-skid device alluded to has been in preparation over

twelve months. No mention was made of it until recently

bcciiuse it is my practice to prove everything thoroughly

before offering it to the public.

No doubt Mr. Haslam belongs to a motor cycle club, and
I would suggest that his club oflBcials be asked to take up
the matter. Any conditions these gentlemen choose to make
will be satisfactory to me. I will agree to meet at any place

they decide is suitable. The only stipulation I make is that

I be allowed to use my latest pattern sidecar, such as I

am offering for sale to the public. This is a progressive

Ekge, and a trial with an obsolete pattern would not bring

aatiafaction to anyone. W. MONTUOMERY.

Variable Gears for Motor Bicycles.

[3060.]—Not having been present at the discnssion

l<Jlowing Mr. Van Hooydonk's paper on "Variable Gears,"
read before the members of the A.C.U., I should like, through
the medium of your valuable paper, to make a few comments
thereon.

I quite agree with Mr. Van Hooydonk as to the advan-
tages of a gear without end pressure, but cannot coincide

with his opinion that an epicyclio gear, with its numerous
gear wheels, pins, loss of power on any but the direct drive,

aad the necessity for a friction clutch, with its admitted
detects through wear, etc., is the ideal one for the conditions
obtaining on the modern motor bicycle.

The gear to which I am looking forward is that in which
the belt with its shock absorbing qualities is retained, the

objectionable jockey pulley conspicuous by its absence, abso-

lutely no end pressure, any variation of gear between the

maximum and minimum ratios is obtainable, and not merely
two or more specific gears. With the gear I have in mind
there is no necessity for the art of changing gears, so aptly

described by Mr. Van Hooydonk.
The disadvantages mentioned by Mr. Van Hooydonk of a

gear when attached to the engine-shaft applies of course to

the epicyclic gear, and to render a, gear fool-proof there

should be no possibility present of shock during the changing
of gear. The ideal arrangement would be one in which the
gear changes automatically to suit the varying gradients and
resistances met with during an average day's run.

Se Mr. Wood's letter on " Two-speed Gears and Free
Engine Clutches," in your issue of December 25th, I must
take exception to his statement that the " gear almost
automatically accommodated itself to the varying gradients,

so that the engine was always running at its most efficient

speed was absolute proof that the principle was correct."

How is this possible with a two-speed gear? as with the
engine running at its most efficient, and, therefore, a con-

stant speed, it is only possible to have two velocities of the

road wheel for the same speed of the engine. Also " given an
air-cooled engine, properly designed, and a constant speed
and load, that engine will never over-heat." The conditions

he mentions of a constant speed and load are absolutely im-

possible on a motor cycle with any but an infinitely variable

speed gear, and unless cooled by supplementary means it

certainly would over-heat on the lower gears as exemplified

by even the water-cooled engine on a car.

DONALD CAMERON.

The A.C.C. Council Meeting.

[5061.]—Re letter from Mr. J. H. Hall (3034] in your
issue of the 1st inst., I regret to have to trespass on your
space on a matter which I would much rather have had
threshed out at the next council meeting of the A.C.U.
regarding that writer's reference to me. As to the opinion
of Mr. Hall whether we are sportsmen or otherwise I do
not value it at even a bronze farthing. I leave that to those

who are in a position to know, and not to one who has only

met me twice, and then under circumstances under which I

had entirely to differ from him in my views.

It is not my wish to give proof of what I have done to

show that I am a true sportsman, both active and financially.

of which Mr. Hall is in entire ignorance, but I believe I

was selected by the Hull A.C.C. as its chairman, late

secretary, and delegate to the A.C.U. on these grounds, and I

might add that my sportsmanship is not confined to motor
cycling matters.

Surely, I am allowed to have my own opinion, and express

it in the right place, and at the correct time, as I did at the

conference and council at Lincoln, and at the last council

meeting in London, that some of the propositions (especially

the financial ones) were absurd.
When I accused the Reform Committee of being a " racing

clique " at the last meeting, it was from information I

obtained during the conversation amongst themselves and
myself at Lincoln after dinner when dilating on the qualities

of our respective machines. Perhaps, it being a post pran-

dial affair, Mr. Hall does not remember. The statement

was never proved to be untrue, otherwise I should have done
the amendt honoralde. I certainly had it from Mr. Hall

(who is neither a member of the A.C.U. nor the M.U., unless

he has joined these bodies since the last council meeting) that

they were not a racing clique, but his statements alone or mere
denial of one of the others is not proof. What about the

prizes they have won if they have not raced? As the chair-

man of the A.C.U. (Mr. Todd) pointed out at the last council

meeting, they did what business they did do in a very un-

businesslike manner. If what they have done is a specimen

of what is to follow if ever they should handle the ribbons

of the Union, all I can say is, " Preserve us," which is

endorsed by very many more.
I will now take the opportunity of refuting Mr. Hall's

statements. (1) That he ever wrote to our secretary to

obtain a view of our club in making the alterations (financial)

he so much desires in connection with the A.C.U., or (2)

that he ever met our secretary at Bridlington, and had s

conversation with him on the same subject. Let me quots

him, "Judge not, lest ye shall be judged."
J. A. FOSTER.

Captain (Reserve of Officers).

Another Disappointed CoIoniaL

[3062.]—I read with much interest the letter signed
" Dust Devil " in your issue of October 2nd. He will not, I

think, entrust another order to an English manufacturer for

a motor cycle. I can quite bear him out in many of his state-

ments as to the fitness of English machines for colonial roads.

Although there are some firmly metalled roads in the colony

of Victoria, there are many important thoroughfares which
are fit for little better than bullock drays to traverse, and

over these the motor cyclist of this country has to test the

strength of his machine. To my mind the English manu-
facturer has still a lot to learn from the foreigner. He seems

unable yet to design a machine with lightness combined with

strength, which is so characteristic of the foreign article.

By far the largest number of motor cycles in Victoria are

F.N.'s, Griffons, Peugeots, and N.S.U.'s. Take, for example,

the four-cylinder F.N. What English machine can compare

with this in design and workmanship? The case hardened

steel is infinitely superior to anything I have seen in the

way of English manufacture. Every thread and nut fits to

a nicety, nothing ever shakes loose on the machine owing

no doubt to the delightfully smooth running of the four

cylinders. I have had some half-dozen motor cycles in the

last four years, including single, double, and four cylinders,

but nothing comes up to the four-cylinder for real pleasure

and absolute freedom from mechanical trouble.

I have seen many, but never ridden an English-made

machine. The look of them is enough for me, and no doubt

"Dust Devil" will shake hands with himself if he can sell

his latest importation for half of what he gave for it.

In conclusion, I have been a reader of your valuable paper

almost from the first number, and on mail days it is the first

paper opened amongst a score or so of others.

Victoria, Australia. A COLONIAL RIDER.

[Like "Dust Devil," we think "A Colonial Rider "has been

unfortunate. He cannot have seen the latest British pro-

ductions.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" L. D. F.," Norwich, would be glad to have readers' experi-

ences of the Osborne lour-speed gear, as to wear of belt, and

suitability for sidecar work.
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A Seven=cylmdered Petrol Engine.

ONE of the lightest petrol engines for its power

ever constructed is the Esnault-Pelterie, a

French engine designed for aerial navigation.

In the seven-cylindered engine the cylinders are

divided into two groups, one of four and the other of

This allows free inspection, of the crankshaft and the

big ends of the connecting rods. A small tube is

placed vertically in the centre of the crank chamber,

its height determining the level of the lubricating oil

One of the most interesting features in the engine is

Fig. 3.

Method of at-

tachment of con-
( necting rod to

piston.

Figt z.—Longitudinal view in part section.

three cylinders. The two groups are assembled on one

crank chamber in the form.of a fan, one group slightly

in advance of the other, and in such

a way that if the drawing is examined
it will be noticed that the three-cylinder

group occupies the spaces left between
each pair of cylinders of the four-

cylinder group, or, to explain it in an-

other way, the cylinders are staggered

round one-half of the crank chamber.
This method of construction enables

the weight to be greatly reduced, and
brings the crankshaft bearings closer

together.

The crankshaft is provided with a

double crank at 180", lightened in every

possible direction, so that the total

weight of the shaft is only 5^ lbs., and this for an

engine which gives 30 b.h.p. The connecting rods
are of two kinds. On each crankpin is fixed one

connecting rod of

the ordinary pat-

tern, the big end
being fitted with a

large phosphor
bronze bearing pro-

vided with lugs, to

which are pivoted

the other connecting

rods. The method
of attaching the con-

necting rods to the

pistons is shown in

figs. 2 and 3.

At the base of
Fig. 4.—The valve arrangement.

fjje Cfank Chamber
a large square opening is provided covered with a lid.

Fig. 2.—^Part cross section showing cranks and connecting rods.

the combined inlet and exhaust valve, which is placed

on the top of each cylinder. Reference to fig. 4

shows the exhaust slide valve A seated. When the

slide valve A is opened, towards the end of the work-

ing stroke, it leaves a free passage for the exhaust

gases to pass out through the holes B and C directly

into the atmosphere. At the end of the exhaust stroke

the slide valve A, instead of closing, opens still further,

causing the collar D to

come to rest against the

corner of the angle E, so

that air cannot enter via

C and B. When the

collar D is at rest the

inlet holes F are open,

and there is direct com-
munication between the

carburetter and the

cylinder vid the holes H
and F. Each group of

cylinders has a separate
'

carburetter, and all the Fig. s.-one of the valve cams.
^

seven valves are operated by one cam wheel. This

cam wheel (see fig. 5) has three double cams cut on

its face situated at 120° from each other, and is driven

six times slower than the crankshaft and in the con-

trary direction. The tappets are fitted with rollers,

which run on the exterior of the cam. The cam wheels

are fixed to an internally cut gear wheel, which is driven

by a pinion one-quarter the diameter of the cam gear

wheel, which is again driven by another pinion on the

crankshaft, the train of wheels giving the desired speed,

viz., one to six. A timing gear is provided which drives

the ignition distributer at half-speed. The engine,

which is air cooled, runs normally at 1,200^ r.p.m.,

and develops 30 h.p., the total weight with fittings and

propeller being only 130 lbs.
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VINDEC SPECIAL
I5.B.T.

X^U-TDi
THE MOTOR CYCLE OF MERIT.

ITS POPULARITY IS BASED UPON SOLID

GROUND—NO ECONOMY IN COST OF MATERIAL,
CONSTRUCTION, OR DETAILS—SO LONG AS IT

CONTRIBUTES TO THE SAFETY, COMFORT, AND
PLEASURE OF THE RIDER. SPONTANEOUS AND
UNSOLICITED PRAISE, SUCH AS THE FOLLOW-
ING, JUSTIFIES OUR CLAIM THAT THE " VINDEC
SPECIAL" IS TRULY—THE MOTOR CYCLE OF
MERIT.

QUOTES A 1908 CUSTOMER

:

" I did not select a ' Vindec ' without very careful comparison, and it

seems to me that yours was easily the best machine in the Show. The
small detail fittings, on which so much depends, are so thoroughly honest and

substantial."

FULLy'lLLUSTRATED'BOOKtET'SENT-FREE'UPON-REqUEST

>.B.T.

5suTfl BritishTrading &\^
13 6* 15 WILSO/N ST, FI/NSBURy. LO-NDO/N.E.C

TP =

OHANGE OF NAME,
SIMMS-BOSCH MAGNETOS to be known in the

future as BOSCH MAGNETOS.
23, Store Street, London, W.C,

Dear Sirs, January \5ih, 1908.

We beg to inform you that it has been decided to change the name of the celebrated

'•SIMMS-BOSCH Magneto" to the name of "Bosch Magneto."

At the same time it has been decided to change the name of this Company, and a meeting of

the Members of the Company has been called for the purpose of passing a special resolution for

the adoption of the name " The Bosch Magneto Company, Limited."

We wish to strongly impress on all our friends that the change is in the name only, and that

the same high standard of work will be carefully maintained.

The same trade marks will be used upon the magnetos, but the description will be " Bosch

Magnetos" instead of " Simms-Bosch Magnetos," unless special orders are given by any of our

friends for the retention of the former title.

We would mention that it is only in England and France that these machines have ever been

styled " Simms-Bosch." In all other countries they have always been known as " Bosch Magnetos,"

and were so named after the inventor and manufacturer.

Requesting you to kindly take note of the change, and assuring you of our prompt attention

on all occasions.

We are, Dear Sirs, yours faithfully,

COMPAGNIE DBS MAGNETOS SIMMS-BOSCH, LTD..

J. A. STEVENS. Secretary.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

JADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns—Id. per word, minimum li.

Name an I address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen Insertions is chaged as twelve.

All aJve tisements in ttvis section should

be accompanud with remittance, and be

addressed to the olfices ot *'1he Motor

Cycle," Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the ollices

of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry, on (he

Friday morning, or if sent to London, by the

Thursday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coaveaience of advertisers, letters m.iv

be addressed to numbers at The Motor Cycle

Office. Whea this is desired, zd. will be charged
fot registratioQ, and threestamped auid addressed
envelope? must be sent for iorwarding replies

Oaly the nunabec will appear in theadvertiEement
Replies sno lid ba addressed, "No. 000, c/o The
Motor Cycle^ Coventry,'* or it " London " is added
to the aiiresi, then to the number given c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

a*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "»«

Personii who hesitate to send money to unknown
person? aa>y deal in perfect satety by availing
themieives ot our Deposit ""ystem. II the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties

areadvisci of this receipt, and upon iuUmation of

the arrii'aland acceptance of the goods, the money
isforwirdodio?:'? a charge of is.foriegistration. The
time allowed for a decision attar receipt of the

goods is three day3. For all transactions exteed-

iQgf loin value, a deposit fee ot 2s. 6d. is charged.

All deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry,
and cheques and money orders should be m.ide
payable to IlifEe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers whs reply to advertlscmenli and

receive ni answer to their enquirlei are reques-
ted to te%iri t!ie silence as an Indication that
the good} advertised have already been dis-
posed ol. Advertisers often receive so many
enquiries thai It Is quite Impossible to reply to
taeti one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—As agents

tor the Eex Co., we have a tew shop-
soiled 1907 a h.p. singles, £19 19s.; 5
h.p. twins, £23; De Luxes, black and
gold, £35: 3i h.p., magTieto, £23; cannot
repeat these.

HALIFAX.—Holds the finest and largest
stock of second-hand motor cycles

in the world. 300 to select from. Proof
given.

HALIFAX.—1908 5 h.v. twin Hex, Tonrist
model, magneto, ball bearing en-

gine; 43 guineas.

HALIFAX. — 1908 35 guinea magneto
Rex; liberal exchange allowancee;

write us quickly; pounds saved.

H
speed gear

HALIFAX.—1908 2J h.p. Rex. lightweight,
.Simms-Bosch magneto, magnificent

hill-climber; 25 guineas.

H.^LIFAX.—1908 6 h.p. twin N.S.U., mag-
neto, spring forks, two-speed gear,

the essence of luxury; everything on
this except the rider; £61 15s.

HALIFAX.—Magneto twin Rex, perfect
and unridden. merely shop-soiled,

2J tyres, the one and only; £28 10s.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. —Extended
payments: small extra charge.—16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. High
grade machines purchased for spot cash.

ALIPAX. — 1903 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe,
. twin tyre. Roc clutch, and two-

1 gear; 55 guineas; liberal exchange.

You can't afford
to risk buying In uncertain markets. Far better

treat with a reliable agency of standing. We
have the largest motor cycle agency and exchange
business in the world, and hold the largest stock

of new and second-hand machines.
Most ot the second-hand machines passing
through our hands are offered under a signed
certificate testifying to their soundness and fitness.

This Is a most imiortant innova'.hn inasmuch as
the purchaser becomes practically guaranteed fro;n

fault or defect precisely as with a new machine.
The followInT is only the pick of this week's
stock. There are a great many others. Write
tor list If you cannot call ; 1998 lists now ready.

TRIUMPHS.

One 3 h-p. magneto, like new, .. £30 O
Two 3i h.p- „ excellent order 3S O
One 3i h.p, „ Roc clutch & gear 40 O

N.S.U.

3 h.p-f Accumulator Ignition

3 h p.1 Magneto

3i h'P>f Magneto, spring fork

3J h.p,, Magneto

4 h.0,i Twririt Magneto

REX.

£15 O
17 10
22 O
21 O
30 O

3it h-p> John-o'-Groat's model .. £9 10
5 h-p. Twin, Cantilever seat .. 18 10
6 h.p. „ Magneto . . 17 O
Coventry Qua.~ rantp 3i h.p.,

190R. soiled only .. .. .. 36 O
Note the following—(also certificated).

'^'

Quadrant, 3J h.p., 1907 £25.
Brown, ^J h.p., igo7, as new .. .. £30.
Vindec Special, 3J h.p., 1907, 2 speed gear £30.
Roc, iqo7, 4 h.p., clutch, hand starting .. £32
Rex Litette, igo8, new. soiled only . . £70]
Riley Tricar, q h.p., 3 speeds .. £52 IDs]

ACCUMULATORS. 1908 type, 35 amp. 12/6.
Send for sample. Best value in England.

ELECTRIC HORNS. igo8 type, with press
button .

.

.

.

. . . . 10'6.

HEADLAMP, separate generator .. ..18/6.
Do. Searchlight, minature car,

pnwerful magnifving reflecter .. .. 30 -

CLINCHER COVERS, 26 x 2}, scarcely soiled, to
clenr at reduced prices.

CONTINENTAL COVERS, 26 x 2J, scarcely soUed,
to clear at reduced prices.

PremierMotorAgency
BIRIVIINOHAIVI.

THE WORLD'S MOTOR CYCLE EMPORIUM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—More 19C6 Eei twins, special

pri&e during January onl.v £19 19b.

These will be £22 afterwards. See the
astounding records these magnificent ma-
chines are m-ikiug; £15 lOs. allowed for
any approved 1906 model.

HALIFAX.—Special value. N«w Tear
gifts. £2 10s. deposit and «ix

monthly payments of 25a. secures
3J h.p. Eei, 2 h.p. Minerva (26in. by 2in.

Clinchers), 2 h.p. British Standard. 2 h.p.
Simms, 3 h.p. Autamotor, 23 h.p. M.M.C,
23 h.p. Eicelsior, 23 h.p. Antoine, 23 h.p.
Ormonde, 23 h.p. Kerry and 2 h.p. Hum-
ber; all in running order.

HALIFAX.—Thirty twin E«xe8, some
lilie new; no complicated speed

geara required ; reduced price £19 19»-

Buy now, lx>-morrow may De too late.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. 1906 Minerva, non-
slsid to rear, a grand winter's

mount; £19 19i.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Atelier, 26 by 2J Dnn-
lops, spring forks, long and low;

bargain, £17.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Antoine, 26 wheels,
low frame, trembler, girder forJii,

very fine mount: £16 lOa.

HALIFAX.—Kerry, JJ h.p.. vertical en-
gine, spray, very fine condition ; £18

10s., perfect order.

HALIFAX.—Light low Bex. spring forks.
Longuemare, in very good order;

£14 17s. 6d.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. twin-cylinder Wer^
ner, 26 by 2J MicheUns, very smart

mount ; £18.

HALIFAX.-23 h.p. P.N.. spray, 26in.

wheels, vertical engine, very speedy,
good condition; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Eover. 26 by 2}in. Pal-
mers, front rim and Bowden rear

brakes. Brooks BlOO: £13 10«.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Alcyou, twin, spring
forks. N.S.U. , two-speed gear, and

sidecar; £27 10s.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eei. Longuemare,
trembler coil. Clincher tyres. Fish-

back belt; no offers; £17 17s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 3i h.p. Eex. spring
forks, tootrests, 21 tyres, practi-

cally new, magneto ignition; £23.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Eei, 22in. frame,
vertical engine, trembler, good

order; snap this. £11 lOs.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Minerva, mechanical
valves, spray carburetter, maBnifl-

oent climber; only wants seeing; £8 10s.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. N.S.U.. magneto,
spring forks; this is marvellous

value; £24; new non-skid to rear.

HALIFAX.—1905 2J h.p. Triumph, verti-

cal, lightweight, trembler coil, fine

order and condition; winter price £17
10s.

HALIFAX.—5J h.p. Bex. spring forks.
shop-soiled, accumulator ignition,

1903, black finish, tyres (21) unscratehed.

HALIFAX. — 23 h.p. Antoine, spray,
trembler coil, accumulator ignition,

girder forks; only £10 lOs.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. 1906 Eex. sprinr
forks, low frame, foot brake, alu-

minium finish; £15 15s.

HALIFAX. — 1906 twin Minerva and
'Montgomery castor wheel Bidecan

Duplex steering, fitted with improved
Osborne four-speed gear, 26 by 2J Con-
tinentals, almost as new; £31 lOs.; buy
this and please the missus.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash, em-
change, or extended payments;

small extra charge.—New address, IS,

Westgate, Halifax. Teleplione, 766. UigJk

grade machines purchased for spot cask.

In anawtring any adverlisemen$ »n thU page it is desirable thai yov, menlian " Tht Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23 h.p. P.N. ; £15.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
I La,ne. Fleet Street, LiODdon.

23 h.p. Kerry, F.N., spray: £8 10S.-41,
J Davenant Eoad, Upper HoUoway,

N.

KEERT, 2J h.p., new tyres and piston;
£12 12s.—Little, 11. Dewhurst Eoad,

Cheshunt.

BARGAIN!—2i h.p. Scout, as new; £14.
— Nye. Aldhurst. Drewstead Eoad,

Streatham.

51 h.p. Twin N.S.U., 1906-1907. not done
2 500 miles, perfect; £35.—Kidman,

Hungerford.

£10.—2 h.p. Chater-Precision : seen after
6 by appointment.—Grahame, 96,

Wimpole Street, W.

31 h.p. Bat. spring- forks, new machine;
2 £18 183.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

3 h.p. Ealelgh Motor Cycle, Fafnir,
nearly new; £18.—Ck>ombs, Wood-

bnry Lane. Eedland, Bristol.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder Hamilton, very
fast; £13 158.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

Qi h.p. Triumph-Jap, in excellent con-
^2 dition. spares and accessories;
£15.—Oommins, Clewer. Windsor.

ON Sale, 1907 3i h.p. Triumph, in first-

class order; price £35.—46, Caven-
dish Street, Ashtou-under-Lyne.

3 h.p. Triumph, ball bearing engine;
£18 18s., sSreat barg-ain.-Wiuchope's,

9. Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, I oadon.

ROTAL Enfield Quad, 2| h.p. De Dion
engine, two-speed gear; cheap:

room wanted; £7.—Sabel, Sidcnp.

MINEETA, 23 h.p.. very long and low,
long handle-bars, spring forks; £15.

—Roberts, Strathmore. Harrogate.

3 h.p. Magneto Triumph. 1906 model, in
condition as new ; £25.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, spring forks, with
Liberty sidecar; £22. — Sames, 10,

Newoomen Street, Borough, London.

Qi h.p. Humber. Phelon-Moore two-
Oa speed, with Liberty sidecar, per-
fect; £23.—Morris. Peters Street, Derby.

3 h.p. N.8.U., magneto, complete acces-
sories, new August, perfect ; £25

10».—X.Z., 14, Kepple Street, South Shields.

3 h.p. Chase. De Cart engine; lowest
price £15 153.; Chater-Lea fittings

throughout.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

ROVEE Motor Cycle, 3^ h.p., first-class
condition, with Trimo and chair;

price £26.—Burridge, 32, High Street, Wat-
ford, Herts.

3 h.p. Ariel, in particularly good con-
dition ; £10 ICs., splendid cash bar-

fain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
treet. London.

LIVEEPUDLIANS! — Call at 74. Bold
Street, and see latest models of

Triumph and Roc motors.—Hitchings are
the sole agents.

BARGAIN.-IJ h.p. Excelsior. M.M.O.,
surface, good tyres, stand, regis-

tration: £6 108., offers. — 72, Warwick
Street, Middlesbrough.

FOUE-CTLINDER F.N.. just to hand,
1907 model, in excellent condition;

£25, lowest.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

TWIN Rex, holder of unbeaten record,
Leeds to London and back, proof

given, time schedule, registration; £zi.
—16, Westgate. Halifax.

ARIEL Lightweight, 2J h.p., Simms-
Bosch magneto, condition as new,

very little used; £25, a bargain. — 70,
Church Street. Preston. Lanes.

3 h.p. R. and P., vertical, Longuemare,
trembler, 26in. by 21in. Clippers,

fast and low; £10 10s. or good push cycle
part.—Pollard, Wragby, Lines.

3 h.p. Singer Motor Cycle, magneto igni-
tion, in first-claes condition through,

out; offers.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

1908 MODELS.
QOADRANTS, MINERVAS, TRIUMPHS,
ROCS, all makes supplied, and prices

are right.

Cash, Credit, or Exchange. The World's Motor
Cycle Mart. Shop-soiled Machines.

3i h.p. QUADRANT (1903), magneto.
Sih.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, Roc

clutch £32 10
3ih.p. QUADRANT (1907), spring forks 25 10
3j h.p. REX (1907), spring forlcs, spotless 19

3J h.p. REX (1907), spring forks, 2J tyres 19 19

I

4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA (1907), spring

I
forks 30

; 3i h.p. MINERVA (1907), spring forks .. 25 10
, 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, ...agneto, two speeds 36

j

These are all Ready for the Road.
I

3* h.p. BROWN, magneto, classic £22 10

I

3J h.p. N.S.U. (1906), magneto, a picture 22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks

5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, Triumph finish

I 4 h.p. STEVENS, low built, Bat pat. ..

I 3 h.p. RALEIGH, two speeds, low

3 J h.p. REX, magneto, spring forks
6 hp. TWIN REX, spring forks, smart
5 h.p. REX, spring forks, powerful
6 h.p. TWIN REX, shop-soiled, spring

forks 22 10
6 h.p. TWIN REX, shop-soiled, 2i tyres 23 10
3ih.p. REX (1906), spring forks 15 15
3i h.p. REX (1906), spring forks, 2} tyres 16
3i h.p. REX, light and low, 26in. wheels

3i h.p. REX, John-o'-Groat's model
3i h.p. REX, spring forks, 26in. wheels ..

2i h.p. REX, vertical engine, smart
3 h.p. HUMBER, very powerful, smart
3jh.p. STANDARD, vertical engine, good
3i h.p. AUTOMOTOR, vertical engine ..

3th.p. WHITELEY, spray, good order..

3i h.p. RILEY, spray, climbs anything ..

3i h.p. QUADRANT (1907), Spring forks
2{ h.p. DE DION, spray, good order ....
2ih.p. DE DION complete, less tank ..

2i h.p. SPARK, magneto, low built

2i h.p PROGRESS, nagneto, Tcrtical

engine
2 h.p. CLYDE, vertical engine, magneto

22 10
22 10
14 14
12 12
18 18
19 19
16 16

11 11
9 10

12 12
7 16
10 10
7 10

10 10
8 10
10
25 10
8 10
6 18
10

3i h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, reliable ..

2ih.p. ARIEL MINERVA, low built.

9 10
8 10
9 10

smart 11 10
3 h.p. ARIEL, vertical engine, low 10 10
3 h.p. CLARENDON, ballbearing pulley 10 10
31 h.p. CENTAUR, low built, 26in. wheels 12 12
2} h.p. MINERVA, spray, fast machine .. 8 10
3 h.p. HOBART, vertical engine, extra.. 9 10
2} h.p. DE DION WERNER, low built .. 10 10
3ih.p. KOH-I-NOOR, low built, smart .. 12 12
LIGHTWEIGHTS.—The following machines will

climb all ordinary hills, extraordinary hills with
slight assistance, and will attain 30 miles per hour
on level

:

ij h.p. MINERVA good tyres, V belt .... £4 15
IJ h.p. QUADRANT, very reliable, handy 6 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O. v., spray, smart.. 7 10
2 h.p. LIBERTY, vertical engine, reliable 6 10
24 h.p. CENTAUR, very smart appearance 7 10
2I h.p. ORMONDE, Antoine engine, smart 7 10
2ih.p. VI NCO, vertical engine, smart 6 16

Push cycles taken in part payment.
Cash offers wanted-

MILLS-FULFORD SIDECAR, 26in. wheel £4 18
TRAILER, a pretty thing, good tyres .. 1 15
FORECARRIAGE, coach built 5 15

TRICARS.
4 h.p. TRENT, w.c, open frame, wheel

steering, 2 speeds, bucket seats £25
10 h.p. TWIN REXETTE, open frame.. 42 10
6 h.p. QUADRANT CARETTE, open

frame 85
6 h.p. TRIETTE, four speeds, magneto 32 10
5} h.p. REXETTE, open frame, 2 speeds 27 10

CoPtioental Tyres. Continental Tyres.

Cover. Tube. Covtr. Tube.
26X2 24/- 9/6 28X2 25/- 10/-
26x2t 26/6 10/- 28X21 27/8 10/6
26x2J 29/6 11/- 28x2i 29/9 11/3

Fully guaranteed by makers. Supplied either in

beaded or wired edges. Delivery per return. Your
old cover or tube taken in part paymenL Liberal
allowance.

BOOTH'S BELTING.
Made from selected parts of hides. Correct angle,

iion-stretchin£r, loriR life, perfect drive. Sample
belt on approval on receipt of remittance.

jin. 9(1,, Jin. lOJd., Jin. 1/-, iin. 1/1.

Special terms to the Trade.

liberal allowance for your old belt.

High-class Motor Cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH "^A^'^^i^T HAUFAX
Tel£?b0N£ 198r.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23 h.p. De Dion. Chater-Lea. medium
4 weight, fast and powerful, good

condition; £14. — H. Pixton, 28, Barlow
Moor Hoad, Uidsbury. Manchester.

31 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, vertical
2 engine, slightly soiled, otherwise

as new; price £21, lowest.—^Wauchope's,'
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. Chater-Lea, Humber engine.
2 very low, new tyres and belt, do

40. pull sidecar anywhere; £15.—Wyatt,
11, Neal Street, Long Acre, Loudon, W.O.

3 h.p. Fafnir, low, fast, spring forbs.
Greenwood pulley, footrests, foot

brake, new Whittle's belt. Price's stand,
perfect ; £16.—R. Boss, Tayavalla, Falkirk.

Ol h.p. Durkopp, spring forks, tremb-
^2 ler, spray carburetter, good con-
dition, only 10 guineas; also Si h.p. ditto,
£14.-11, Avenue Eoad, Goldhawk Eoad,
W.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Jap-Ariel, low
frame. 26 by 2J wheels, has seen but

little use; £28; exchange arranged.—
Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

HULBEET-BHi'dLEY Motor Cycle, 23
h.p. Minerva engine, low frame,

wheels 26 by 2, perfect order,—Hulbert-
Bramley Motor Co., 96, Upper Richmond
Eoad, Putney.

3 h.p. Humber, twin accumulators,
BlOO saddle, spring pillar, automatic

carburetter, handle-bar control, Dunlops,
stand-carrier, new condition; £15.—Cow-
cher, Ebley. Glos.

TRIUMPHS. — For immediate delivery
of latest models write to the Liver-

pool and District agents, Hitchings, Ltd..
74, Bold Street, also sole agents for Eoc
motors and gears.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater No. 6 frame,
Longuemare, footboards, foot brake,

low, fast, spares, £24; sidecar for above,
£4; appointment. — 54, Hunter Street,
Eussell Square, W.C.

ROC—Hitchings, Ltd., are sole agents
in Liverpool and district for Eoc

motors and patent gears. Write to 74,

Bold Street, Immediate delivery given
of latest model Triumphs.

51 h.p. N.S.U., cost £60, many spares,
2 condition equal to new, back seat

for passenger; too powerful for owner;
£25 cash ; magneto. — Dallaway, Cape
Hill, Smethwick, Birmingham.

TEIUMPH, 3i h.p.. magneto, 1907, as ad-
vertised, plus many spares, used

but little, guaranteed, complete with
trailer; £36 cash; seen any time.—Alfred
Huxtable, 4, Maple Eoad, Surbiton.

NEW 6 h.p. J.A.P. Engine Motor Cycle,
Chater No. 6 frame, Longuemare

carburetter, Simms-Bosch magneto.—Ap-
ply, Hulbert-Bramley Motor Co.. 96.

Upper Richmond Eoad, Putney. 'Phone
424, Battersea.

31 h.p. Eex, 26 wheels, new Pullman
2 steel-studded tyre on back wheel.

Bates band on front; this is a real bar-
gain; only wants seeing; £11 lOs. for
quick sale; owner giving up riding.—12,
South Side, Clapham Common.

EDINBURGH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Eoad; the

largest variety and stock of motor cycles
in Scotland; agents for Quadrant. Grif-
fon, Eex, N.S.U., Adler, Eoc, Minerva,
Vindec, and Bercley motors; repairs,
spare parts; exchanges, easy payments.

MINEEVA and Rex. — We carry the
largest stock of spare parts in the

provinces for these machines, can deliver
new machines from stock at low prices;
cash, exchange, or gradual taymeuts;
charged accumulators lor hire. Is. per
week.-Cookson Bros., 511, Chester Eoad,
Old Trafford.

5-6 h.p Twin Vindec Special, magneto,
Truffault, Brown-Barlow carbur-

etter, Shamrock-Gloria non-skid back,
long footboards, extra Eich tube, Auto-
clipse lamp, separate generator, car-
rier, stand, spares, tools, ridden 1.700

miles, very fast, powerful, perfect con-
dition; cost over £60, price, including
£35 combined insurance policy, expiring
27tb August next, £31; no exchange.-
Motor, 9, Swinley Eoad, Wigan.

In answering any advertisement on this pagw-U is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. N.S.U.: £13 IBs.—Wauchope'a, 9.

2 Siioe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

23 h.p. Brown, in good condition, spray,
4 Ixjneruemare; £6 lOs. — 1. Bower

Mount, Maidstone.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, 1907, garaged at
Wauchope'B, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

MINEEVA, 2i h.p.. Palmers, nearly
new, good condition; £8 10a.—6,

Islip Street, Kentish Town, N.W.

31 h.p. M.M.C., vertical engine; £12
2 lOs. — Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.

£10 15s., or offer.—23 h.p. F.N.. reliable,
low, and fast ; trial hy appoint-

ment.—26, Court Road, West Norwood, S.E.

31 h.p. Minerva ; £15 ; very reliable ma-
2 chine.—Wauchope'B, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street. London.

N.S.U., 3i h.p.. magneto, 1908, unused;
seen London; best offer accepted.

—8,904. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

21 h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, light
2 model; £15.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

£11.-2 h.p. Humber, low, long bars,
trembler coil. Longuemare carbur-

etter, splendid condition.—Pearse, Plain,
Bristol.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, Truffault, vei-y
fast machine; £27 lOs.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

4 h.p. Antoine, magneto, lowest Chater-
Lea frame, almost new, perfect;

accept £28.—Templeton, 535, Sauchiehall
Street, Glasgow.

31. h.p. No. 1 Ariel Motor Cycle, in
2 new condition; £15; new arrival.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

AS New, genuine Chater-Lca 6 h.p. twin
motor cycle and sidecar, magneto,

spring forks, latest design; £26.—J. Euby,
169. Mayall Road, Brixton.

31 h.p. Spring Frame Bat. new ma-
2 chine; £25; exchange arrang-ed.-

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

3 h.p. Ormonde, just overhauled, abso-
lutely ready for the road, very fast,

climb any hill, low frame; £8 10s.—Ramp-
lin. 380, Woodbridge Road, Ipswich.

23. h.p. Vindec Special, F.N. engine,
4 very reliable; £14 10s. — Wau-

chope's, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

G.ENTJINE Bargain.—5-6 h.p. twin Rex,
cantilever, Watawata, tyres ex-

cellent, insides unpunctured; only £15
10s.—L. Bone, Llanrhos, Llandudno.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1907. standard model,
2 only once used; 20 guineas.—^Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

31 h.p. Kelecom, new condition, Bassee-
2 Michel coil, Peto-Radford accumu-

lator, spring saddle and handle-bar;
price £14.—A.J.R., 433, Cold Harbour Lane,
Brixton.

7 h.p. Peugeot, in No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame; £18 10s.; opportunity.—

Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street,
London.

LATEST 3i h.p. Beeston Humber, mag-
nificent machine, equal to new,

everything perfect and sound; absolute
bargain, £11 lis.—Motorist, 86, Colvestone
Crescent. Dalston, London.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

£12 12s.—Kerry, 23 h.p., in splendid con-
dition, long bars, low seat, Clin- /

chers. 30 amp. accumulator, Dermatine 1

belt, stand and carrier, lamp, two good
\brakes, spares, fast, and good climber. '

expert examination ; buying tricar; bar-
gain, £12 12s., no offers.—Booklass, 3, The
Avenue, Acre Lane, Brixton.

2 h.p. De Dion-New Hudson, vertical
enpne, excellent condition ; £9 9b

lightweight motor cycle.—Wauchope's 9.
8ho« Lane, Fleet Street, London

8P3TTE9 DOGS.
Soint wtklM »• like the pups that fellows sell

«t sirett aontn—thty don't >lw»ys turn out u
repreMnt*4, tmi wau articles bought from
strangers toni Mt equally unreliable. Vou avoid
all risks by tUitinf with me.

HAVB TOa A HACHUIB TO SELL? v
> ... Write Me.

HA?! TOO A HDICAR TO SELLT
. . . Write Mi.

DO TOD WAR A 1«M MACHINE
OF ANT MAKBt

Wwn Ml. I can put you on velvet.

IN FACT, DO NOTHING TILL YOU HAVB
GOT MY PRICES.

PtaX MIAOHINES.
If y<Hi wuit one of these, write me. I have the

pick of HtHltx. All tuned up, and lit as fiddles.

Twins ARE MY Speciality.

LA-ra AnRivAi.s.
1907 TWa IX a., magneto, two speeds, £ s. d.

26 s H tyres, freen finish 35 t
3 h.p. qUAOKAlIT, spring forks 12
21 h.p. W I8NBR, vertical and low 10

3i h.p. DDI, M.O.V., spray 12

3i h.p. Tricar, PHCENIX, two-speed
jeir, 1907 cjuadrant engine 19

Si h.p BBXCTTE, two speeds 29
PFIEHIX forecarriage, 26in. wheels . . 1 10 (
5 I, p. Twin cylinder RUNABOUT, wheel

steering 12
3 h.p. NOn.1, vertical, M.O.V 10 B
3 h.p. REX. good goer 9
21 h.p. R. ft PRICE, 26in. wheels 10
TWIN H.S.U., two speeds, magneto,

24 X 2i tyres 34 I
5} h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto 29 9
31 h.p. REX, 1907 spring forks, 2iin.

tyres 18

51 h.p. TWIN REX, 1907, spring forks,

footboards 22
4} h.p. TWIN MINERVA, 1907, brand

new 31
3 h.p. N.S.U., has won Leeds Hill Climb 16
4 h.p. KELECOM, 26 X2iin. tyres 16
3 h.p. CLARENDON,vertical, Longuemare 10
3 h.p. KIHO, vertical, spray 10

3 h.p. BRADBURT, new Dunlops 11

3i h.p. 1905 REX, 21in. frame 12

3i h.p. 1904 REX, 22in. frame 9

SEND YOUR BEST OFFER.
Free belt fastener to all offers I decline.

£10 1} h.p. CLEMENT-OIRRARD, two
speeds, weighs under 60 lbs 10

£5 2} h.p. SHAW, vertical engine 6
£7 2} h.p. HUMBER, fine goer 7
£6 2 h.p. qUADRANT, grand machine 6
£7 2} h.p. ORMONDE, spray carburetter 7
£7 3} h.p. AUTOMOTOR, spray.'vertical

engine 7
£4 10 2 h.p. KING, spray carburetter 4 10
Pair X.L. All Spring Forks 10
Four-speed Gear for belt drive 1 10
BlOO Saddle 12 «
Dunhill's Speedometers 6 9
3 h.p. Quadrant Engine 3

3i h.p. 1907 Quadrant Engine, new 4 10

^ h.p. New Orleans Engine 5
3 h.p. Automotor Engine 2 19
Tricar Frame, with wheels and tyres . . 6 10
Tricar Frame, no wheels or tyres, open

type for wheel steering 4 10
Drummond Lathe, treadle, new nine

weeks ago 12 10

OANTILBVKII 200 LTCETT'S
SPRINO SEATS. "LIGHTNING" STANDI

F t any mxitina. No
alteratloiis raqulred.

Luxurioos, HgM, and
strong. GuaruitMd I a
monttu. lC/< eicb.

Firm. Rigid. Strong.
For either 24in., 26in.,

or 2Sin. wheels.

Note the price

—

4/9 per pair,

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR
CTCLES WANTED FOR
CASH. MONET WAIT-
ING. ^

I have koagbt S«T*a Tons ot Quadrant Engines

2Bd pirls. Send your requirements,

E. FARRAk, *i;!SjrR°„rd: HALIFAX

MOTOH'^BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GENUINE Clement - Garrard IJ h.p.

Lightweight, tank in frame. Clin-
cher tyres, perfect condition, £7; or
sell engine and all fittings complete, £4.
—13. St. Nicholas Street, Coventry.

41 h.p. Pour-cylinder P.N. in perfect
2 condition, used carefully; a splen-

did bargain, £28.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street. London.

GENUINE 23-3 h.p. Brown throughout.
Palmer back, non-skid, Longuemare,

acetylene headlight, a very fast and re-
liable mount; £12 10s. 6d.—W.E., jun., 10,
Clifton Hoad, Asylum Eoad, Peckham,
S.E.

31 h.p. N.S.U., in very good condition,
2 for second-hand machine; price

£15. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street. London.

23 h.p. Clyde, magneto, spring forks,
4 and saddle-pillar. Brooks BlOO,

two pulleys, three belts, Watawatas, and
Whittle, spares costing £3, £14; also Os-
borne four-speed gear, £3.—Uev. Cooper,
Bamet.

4 h.p. Eoc, free engine clutch, Stevens
engine; 20 guineas; magneto ignl-

tion.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

BRAND New 1907 3i h.p. Minerva, mag-
neto,' spring forkp, every refine-

ment, absolutely perfect in every de-
tail, only done 10 miles; reasonable offer
accepted. — Motorist, 5, New Norfolk
Street, Shoreditch, London.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Antoine Motor
Cycle, very powerful; offers.—Oar-

aged at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street. London.

23. h.p. Phoenix, 1906. two-speed gear,
4 footboards, fan-cooled, spring

forks. aS' new, has not been ridden 1,500
miles; £14; must be sold at once; guar-
anteed perfect.—Hurlock, jun., 70, Wal-
worth Eoad, London, Seen any time.

2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., round tank,
B.S.A. fittings; £6 10s.; good light

runabout. — Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

2 h.p. Motor Cycle, spray carbnretter,
belt drive. Bowden brake, trembler

coil, etc., less tyres. £4, or best
offer, must sell; also on© A Won
cover, B.E., 26in. by 2in., 13s, 6d., too
cheap for approval. — Maisted, 12. Den-
mark Street, Eochdale.

4 h.p. M.M.C.-Enfield Motor Cycle, spring
front forks, vertical engine, very

powerful and fast; £15, good reliable
bargain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

31 h.p. Bell (3i h.p. Quadrant engine),
2 low. light, and very fast, mag-

neto, built by L. W. Bellenger in Sep-
tember, 1907, carrier, stand, horn, lamp,
tools, and toolbag; £30; owner buying
tricar.—Full particulars, apply, B., 73,
Avenue Eoad, E,egent's Park. N.W.

3 h.p. Fafnir, in Bat pattern frame,
Chater-Lea fittings, engine recently

I

overhauled; £12 10s., great bargain.—
' Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
'London.

/ T\/rOTOE Expert, with exceptional op-
I i-VJ- portunities for the purchase of
second-hand motor cycles and tricars of
recent pattei-ns, solicits enciuiries from
intending purchasers; list of available
machines sent free; no fees.—Greville,
253, Slade Eoad, Gravelly Hill. Birming-
ham.

31 h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, in condl-
2 tion as new, 1907 model, magneto;

£35: exchange arranged.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

"( Q06 3^ h.p. Brown, small pnlley, climbs
XfJ mountains, runs over hills, new
Lycetts belt, two accumulators, tap for
injecting parafSn, done good work, per-
fect condition, but wants enamelling and
plating, having been used in all weather,
splendid machine for one wanting no
worry ; inspection invited ; tyres good

;

£18 15s,—Dr. Davies. Cwmavon, Port Tal-
bot.

31 h.p. Phoenix Motor Cycle, with
2 Phoenix two-speed gear, low frame,

Minerva engine, in splendid order, and
very powerful; £23. — Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

In ansvierittg amf adverlutment on mu p^ge it U desirdhi^ that you rmntitn " The Mottxr Cych.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
TiHB Famous Griffon Motor Cycles.—

Write tor 1908 illustrated catalogue,
17, Vant Road. Tooting.

31i.p. 1906 N.S.U.. magneto, only ridden
1,960 miles, just overhauled by

makers, new Oontinental tyres, com-
plete. Model de Course back, Gloria belt,

and accessories; £19 15s., or exchange
good make featherweight, magneto. —
D.E., 46. Oromtord Road, Wandsworth,
S.W.

4h.p. Roc, magneto ignition, latest 1908

model, not used more than two or
three times, fitted with two-speed gear
and tree engine clutch, starting handle,
etc., in condition just as come from the
works; price £35; exchange arranged.

—

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

~t Q07 Quadrant, genuine 3J h.p.. bought
-Lt/ September, run about 200 miles,
perfect, spring forks. Clinchers, low
built, £3 worth accessories, £27; also
N.S.tr., 1906 model, magneto, 3J h.p., very
low, 24 by 21 tyi-es, complete spares,
Wright's tootrests. excellent climber,
£20.—Campbell, cabinet maker, Leemount
Road, Halifax.

SPECIAL Clearance Lines.—li h.p. Ex-
celsior-Minerva, £4 178. 6d. ; 2 h.p.

Minerva. £6 10s.; 2 h.p. Minerva, £6 lOs.

;

2| h.p. Excelsior, £8 10s. ; li h.p. Excel-
sior-Minerva, £5 158.; 3^ h.p. Aster en-
gine motor cycle, £8 10s. ; 3 h.p. Calvert,
£5; 2 h.p. Daw. £4; 3i h.p. London, £10
10s.; 2J h.p. Minerva, £8 lOs.; 3 h.p. Ariel,
£10 10s.; 2i h.p. 1905 Roc. £10 10s.; 2J h.p.
Minerva, £10 lOs.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
Lane. Fleet Street. London.

8 h.p. Dene Motor Cycle, fitted with
Buchet two-cylinder engine, Bozier

two-speed gear, chain drive, spring forks,
26 by 2Jin. Peter-Union studded cover on
back, heavy Le Persian on front. Brooks
BlOO saddle, heavy Bowden brake on
back wheel, band brake, also toot oper-
ated, low built, in splendid condition,
been little used; too powerful; also
Montgomery sidecar ; accept £37 10s., the
lowest.—Moore, 26, Forsyth Road, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

6h:p. Twin-cylinder Bat, spring frame
and forks, Jap engine, Jap auto-

matic lubricator, Jebron contacts, special
metal-to-metal brakes, Peter - Union
studded tyres to both wheels, back tube
filled Miraculum, Autoclipse lamp, separ-
ate generator, new lin. Dermatine belt,
new lin. Giant Watawiita. new Fuller
coil, and two accumulators, with full
kit ot tools and spares, done under 2,000
miles; any examination; owner bought
car; price 35 guineas.—Humphreys, 6,

Comberton Terrace, Kidderminster.

TWO 3i h.p. White and Poppe, tree en-
gine, Chater-Lea fittings. Palmer

corded tyres, accumulator and coils, com-
plete, practically new, guaranteed, quick
sale £15 each to clear; 13 h.p. Derby, in
running order, £4 to clear ; four Chater-
Lea girder heads, complete, 15s. each ; two
pairs Chater-Lea wheels, 28 by 2i, with
belt rim and brake drums, £1 per pair;
two Pahner corded covers, 28 by 2J, one
Clincher tyre, complete. 28 by 2i, shop-
soiled, 158 each; one Parsons non-skid,
815 by 105 (new), £1.—Apply. Bateman, 17,

Thrale Road. Streatham.

GBT Ready Now.—1| h.p. Minerva, £5;
2 h.p. Minerva, £7; 2 h.p. Quad-

rant, £8; 2 h.p. Standard, £8; 2 h.p.
Werner. £5; 2i h.p. Kerry, £9; 23 h.p.
Antoine, £9 lOs" ; 2 h.p. magneto Simms,
£9; 3 h.p. Hobart. £10; 3 h.p. Rover. £13
lOs. ; 3i h.p. Bex, £9 10s.; 24 h.p. Aurora.
£12; spring fork Rex, £14 lOs.; 5 h.p.
Rex, £18; 34 h.p. Kerry, £18 10s.; 23 h.p.
P.N., £14 10s.; 23 h.p. De Dion, £14 10s. :

3'

h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, £24;
2J h.p. Triumph, £15; Rex de Luxe, best
offer; 4 h.p. Atelier, £16; twin Werner,
£16; 4 h.p Waddington, £16; twin N.S.U.,
£25; 3 h.p. M.M.C., £13; 3 h.p. Humber,
£11 10s.; 3* h.p. Minerva, £18 lOs. : twin
Berkley, £21; 3 h.p. Automotor, £10 10s.;

3i h.p. maenieto Rex; 2 h.p. Humber; twin
Aloyon. £22; 4 h.p. Antoine; 1* h.p. Min-
erva, £4 lOs.; 13 h.p. Quadrant. £5: 3
h.p. Lloyds, £14 10s.; 2i h.p. Excelsior,
£6: 4 h.p. Buchet, £14 iOs.; 4 h.p. Cor-
onet. £16; cash, exchange, or extended
payments.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766

New Motor Cycles for Old.
The balance in Gash or by Extended Payments.

All arrangements are carried out quite privately,

and we can confidently guarantee you satisfaction

if you place your business in our hands.

TBI ?HEtON AND MOORE TWO-SPEED MODEL.

Our contracts enable us to give good deliveries

of Roc, Triumph, Phelon and Moore, Motor-Reve,

F.N., Bex, G.B., Vindec, Ariel, N.S.U., IKinerva,

IVlotosacoche, Brown, etc., each machine carrying

with it the manufacturers' full guarantee.

. Write, stating fully your requirements. We can

promise prompt attention to your enquiry.

Our Seconil-hand Stock comprises Cars, Tricars,

and Motor Cycles, and in most cases we can take

Old Machines in Part Exchange, the balance by
Extended Payments if desired.

SEUECXIONS.
14 h.p. POPE TRIBUNE CAR, side en-

trance, seat five, powerful hill-climber,

shop-soiled only, exchange and easy

payments arranged £180

14 h.p. POPE TRIBUNE CHASSIS, new,

suitable for cab or side entrance body 120

10 h.p. MINERVA, tonneau body, two
cylinders, governed engine, fine light

touring car, shop-soiled, exchange and
easy payments arranged 150

8 h.p. REGAL, M.M.C. engine. Cape hood,

non-skids, four-seater, exchange and
easy payments arranged 90

6 h.p, WOLSELEY, two seats, very re-

liable, exchange and easy payments
arranged 65

9 h.p. RILEY TRICAR, three speeds .. 55

4.5 h.p. ROVER, coach-built, two speeds.. 43

41 h.p. BAT, water-cooled, two speeds . . 35
8" h.p. REXETTE, seat three, two speeds,

water-cooled 35

3Jh.p. REX MOTOR CYCLE, 1907 model,

hardly used, extra accumulator case 17 17

4 h.p. SERVICE, magneto ignition, 1907

model, free-engine clutch 21 0,

3ih.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, 1907, soiled 37

31 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, 1907, good
condition 30

3J h.p. DURKOPP, new, magneto, very

reliable 35
And many others from £7.

SUNDRIES.
SIMMS-BOSCH MAGNETOS for two-cylinder

motors, type D2, usual price £13 15 0, to clear

£9 17 6.

We have only a limited number to offer, every

one fully tested. Suitable for two-cylinder tricars

or cars.

LONG HANDLE-BARS.— For wmter ndmg and

greasy roads. Long Handle-bars and a Low Seat

means safety.

Made with Jin. and Hn. stems, price 7/-. Swan-
neck Seat-pillars to suit, 4/6; sizes lin., /6in.,

and Ijin. stems. Other sizes to order. Immediate
delivery of stock sizes.

FOOT BRAKES.—Chapman's, quickly fitted,

worked by heel, 8/9 ;
plated 10/6 ; actuated by

lever at crank case, from 14/9. Chase back-
pedalling belt rim brake, plated 16/6. Bowden
brakes stocked, any part supplied.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
2S«, Hich Hslborn, LONDON, W.O-
Tele. 260 Central. Telegrams, " Admittedly."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-I Q07 Vindec Special, Trutfault suspen-
XtJ sion, guaranteed perfect condi-
tion throughout, special extra air valve.
Brooks B105 (padded), adjustable pulley,
tools, spares, including cover, tube; £35
cash.—Edmonds. Heavitree. Exeter.

ROC, 31-4 h.p., tree engine, magneto,
very fast; best cash offer accepted,

or will exchange same with cash if neces-
sary tor 3 or 3J h.p. Triumph, or 3J h.p.
Brown, accumulator ignition not ob-
jected to; must be in good condition.—
Davies, 72, Maybury Street, Tooting.

TRICARS FOR SALE,
HALIFAX.^!* h.p. water-cooled Wolf,

two speeds, handle starting; £37
10s.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Min6rya_ tri-

car, nearly new, and specially
built, four-speed gear; £37 IOs.

HALEFAX.—5J h.p. Eexette, two speeds,
spring frame, car tyres, in perfect

order; £37 IOs.. bargain.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin-cylinder Advance
tricar, wheel steering, only used for

trials; bucket seat; £35.

HALIFAX.—5J h.p. Rex Triette. spring
frame free engine clutch, very re-

liable; £29 IOs.—Below.

HALIFAX. — 1906 6i h.p. twin-cylinder
Clyde, water-cooled, sprung open

frame, Stevens engine, two speeds, wheel
steering, almost equal to new; £42.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,

a real gem, open irame, three
speeds, wheel steering, chain drive, foot

clutch; £39 IOs.

HALIFAX.—8 h.p. twin-cylinder Eexe«e.
carry three (1906), fine condition,

excellent climber, non-skid to rear, a to^
gear car; £42 IOs.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

TEICAR, 3i h.p., two-speed, tyres pood;
£15 IOs.—A., 8, Herndon Eoad, Wands-

worth.

FAEEAE.—5i h.p. Eexette, chain drive,
open frame, wheel steering, two

speeds ; £29.—Below.

FAEEAE.—3i h.p Minerva tricar, verti-

cal engine. M.O.V., fan-cooled, Lon-
guemare carburetter; £18 IOs.—Farrar,
Square Eoad. Halifax.

5 h.p. Motette, three-wheeler, two
bucket seats, three speeds; £15. or

twin bike.—Write, 98, Potternewton Lane,
Leeds.

31 h p Humber Tricar, handle starting,

2 clutch, perfect; trial; bargain.

£17.-1, Shaftesbury Avenue, Eoundhay,
Leeds.

5 h.p. Twin, W.C, open frame, wheel
steering, coach built, two speeds;

£34- would allow £10 tor small motor
cycle.—Kingston, Ashover, Long Ashton,
Bristol.

31 h.p. Chater-Lea Tricar, with Lloyd
2 engine, chain drive, with clutch,

tyres, perfect, exceptional hill-climher

;

ofifei-s; must sell this week.—Motor, White
Hart, Willesden.

STAMFOED HrLL.-23 h.p. M.M.O. Ught
tricar, £9 17s. 6d. ; 3J hj). Eoyal

Sovereign ditto, £11 IOs. ; 3J h.p. Eex ditto.

£15 all in perfect order ; call and have
trial.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

QTAMFOED HILL. - 5 h.p. Excelsior,

O water-cooled, Oppermann three

speeds, climb anything; bargain, £29 IOs.

(TITAMFOED HILL.-3i h.p. T^atnir, Os-

O borne tour speeds. £29; 4 h.p.

Phcenlx Trimo, Pitall two speeds, £26 IOs.

;

exchanges; come and have trial run.—

128. High Boad, Tottenham. We buy.

sell, and exchange.

PHCENTX, 4i h.p., air-cooled, coach-

built, two-speed, tree engine, chain

drive. Longuemare carburetter, non-skid,

two Eich's tubes, etc.; £30, bought car.

—B., 31, Clapham Mansions, Clapham
Couimon, S.W.

RALEIGHBTTE, 3J h.p., water-cooled,

extra wide torecar. complete, new

tyres two speeds, in splendid running

condition; accept #35 « sold at once

-

Apply C G c/o Mitchell s Garage, 110,

Eadtord Eoad, Nottingham.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
EOTEE, 34 h.p., perfect order, many

spares ; genuine bargain, £18.—
Trott. 58. Peak Hill, Sydenham.

TRIUMPH Tricar, water-cooled, lamps,
all accessories and spares ; £25. —

Day, 39, Pellatt Grove, Wood Green.

COACH-BUILT Water-cooled two-speed
tricar; cost £100, sacrifice £29, as

new.—24, Dalmeny Eoad, Tufnell Park,
N.

PHCENIX-MINEKVA 3Mi b.p. Tricar,
two speeds, coach-built, footboards:

£23 10s., offers.—41, Skelbrook Street,
Wandsworth.
"VT.S.U. Tricar, 6 h.p., two speeds, free
J.^ eneine. maeneto, perfect condition,
new three months ago ; lowest £55.—Ap-
ply, Campbell, Woodlands Villa, Darling-
ton.

Ql h.p. Humber Engine Tricar, coach-
O2 built, two acetylene lamps, new
Palmer cord tyre to back wheel, two ac-
'cumulators. horn, and accessories; £15.

—

Lacey, Higrh Street, Staines.

41 h.p. Phoenix Trimo, chain drive,
4 magneto, two-speed, fan-cooled,

coach-built forecar, excellent tyres,
tools; bargain, £27 10s.—Calf, 127, Hay-
don's Park Road. Wimbledon.

BEESTON Humber, 4i h.p., water-cool-
ed, two speeds, coach-built, new

condition, non-skid, new spare tyres,
finest accessories ; exceptional bargain

;

£45. — Randall, Clone, Hampton-on-
Thames.
i A-12 h.p. Two-cylinder Rexette, new
IXJ September, cost £135, seats three,
upholstered red morocco, silver-plated
fittings, silent, very .powerful, unscratch-
ed, perfect, guaranteed, complete; £5B:
bought car.—68, Cathles Road. Balham.

WATER-COOLED Tricar, 5 h.p. Stev«ns
single-cylinder, Chater-Lea's

versible wheel steering, three speed- and
reverse, bucket seats, open frame, 2Jin.
tyres, all splend'd condition, with spares;
£55, or offer.—Fear, Feltham, Middlesex,
or exchange for small car.

CHATER-LEA, 4J h.p. Stevens water-
cooled engine, wheel steering, two-

speed, fast, large tyres, non-skid;
£35 ; 6i h.p. Gladiator car, four-seater,
three speeds, reverse, ffood order, take
good motor cycle part exchange either.—
Adams, St. Johns, Woodbridge
QUADRANT Carette, excellent condi

tion, 6 .h.p.. fa.st, and good
climber, back tyre almost new. front
tyres absolutely new, two unused com-
plete spare tyres, 26 by 2i, two used
covers also, tools and spares, voltmeter,
indicator, pump, side lamps, two accu-
mulators, horn, etc.; £45 cash.—Dr.
McNeil, Garstang, Lancashire.

SALE or Exchange, 5-6 h.p. water-cooled
Rexette tricar, coach-built, wheel

steering, two speeds, chain driven, free
engine, just overhauled, new non-skid
Grose cover on back wheel, two accu-
mulators, three lamps, pedal operated
like car. good hill-climber; will ex-
change tor two-seater car. or sell for £35
cash. — Apply, W. H. Robinson, 205,
Crookea Valley Eoad. Sheffield.

IAGONDA. 10-12 h.p., water-cooled, three
J speeds, coach-built, extra wide fore-

car, all new tyres last autumn, four
lamps, two spare covers. 32 miles hour,
and 65 miles non-stop (Staines to Salis-
bury) last autumn, engine and gear over-
hauled thoroughly by makers last
November; selling for car; best cash
offers will be considered by G.G., c/o Mit-
chell's Garage, 110, Radford Road, Not-
tingham.

HANDSOME Light Tricar. 6 h.p. N.S.U.,
two-speed gear, tree engine, tan-

cooled, Simms-Bosch high tension mag-
neto, coach-built Phcenix Trimo. speci-
ally built, 6ft. by 1ft. footboards, brass
beaded edging, with mahogany toolbox,
enamelled green, fitted, and with two-
way generator and extra sinele gener-
ator fitted, Peter-Union tyres, 2iin.. back
studded, with security bolts, three Auto-
cUpse lamps, two oil ditto, and one elec-
tric, full set of spares. Gloria and Der-
raatine belts, and extra set of tyres, two
horns, one electric, on].y driven 300 miles,
faultless : cost £109, accept £60. lowest.—

For Cheap Machines.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's supply any make of

motor cycle.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's take second - hand
machines in part payment for new
models.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are large contractors,
early deliveries assured.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's allow the best price for

second-hand machines in part pay-
ment for new of any leading make.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's accept motor cycles,

tricars, or light cars in payment or
part payment.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's specialise exchanges.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's is the best medium if

you want to purchase a motor cycle.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have over 200 second-
hand machines to select from.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's stock the latest 1908
models of most leading makes.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's do their utmost to give
satisfaction.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are makers' agents for

most makes.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have a large stock of

guaranteed lines in second-hand
covers, cheap.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have some good lines in

motor cycle frames, engines, asbestos

washers, high and low tension wire,

handle-bar switches, accumulators,
inner tubes, etc., at low prices.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have several tricars on
hand to clear ; no reasonable offer

will be refused.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are prepared to send
second-hand machines on approval.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have on hand a few light

cars, offers entertained.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have second - hand
motor cycles from £6 10s.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's sell on commission

;

terms 7^ per cent., no sale no charge.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's vvill accept easy terms
of payment.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will assist a novice.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will give you a price for

your second-hand machine in part
payment for a 1908 model unseen,
subject to ma.chine tallying at sight.

^Please note Triumph Motor Cycles can only be

supplied by ns tbrough their agents where frepre-

sented. "S •*' ^-^tT:— ''-'^'

WAUCHOPE'S, »•
Ton"d'o"n°; e!^!

'•'

(Oft Ludgate Clrcns.)

Telephone : 5777 Holbom.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
£20.-^i h.p. M.M.C., water-cooled.

Bozier two-speed, good condition.

—

Klipsch, Garth, Coronation Drive.
Crosby, Liverpool.

8-10 h.p. Rexette Tricar, seats three, new
tyres, rugs, lamps, etc., complete;

£60, or offer; must sell.—A. Abell. 123,
Lansdowne Place, Hove. Sussex.

MAUDE.—8 h.p. Rexette, two speeds,
open frame, sprung back, twin-cy-

linder, wheel steering (the £1.000 car on
three wheels); only £35; exchanges.—
Maude's. Lilly Lane. Halifax.

h.p. Aster Tricar, water-cooled.
6i
frame, Zh Palmer cords on front, new
studded 760 by 80 Continental on back

;

£55.—Ridge, River House, Enfield.

pTl. h.p. Twin open frame Tricar, two-
02 speed, free engine clutch. Palmer
tyres, all in first-class condition; seen
any time ; £20, or exchange for good mo-
tor cycle and cash adjustment.-^, Spen-
cer Road. Tottenham.

TRICARS tor Sale: 8 h.p. water-cooled
Lurquin and Coudert, two speeds,

£32 10s.; a h.p. Ascot. £20; 3J h.p. Hum-
ber. £17 10s.; 5 h.p. Rex, £25; 8 h.p. Rex-
ette, £50; 3 h.p. M.M.C.. £10 lOs.-Wau-
chope's, 9. Shoe Labe, Fleet Street. Lon-
don.

61 h.p. Tricar, water-cooled, two speeds.
2 wheel steering, bucket seat, nearly

new tyres, open frame, perfect running
order, lamps, tools, spares; exchange
good twin bike, magneto, and cash, or
sell £40.—Parker, Gas Works, High Wy-
combe.

4-5 h.p. Coach-built Rover Tricar, wheel
steering, water-cooled, -free engine,

two speeds, large clutch. Clincher, Miche-
lin car tyres, new non-skid back, perfect
condition, fast and absolutely reliable

;

any trial or expert examination ; £40,
cost with extras over £100 ; bought car.—
Cartwrieht, 6, Esplanade. New Ferry.
Cheshire.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MILLFORD Two-seated Porecarriage,

Clinchers, fit any bike; £8.-190,
Mellison Road, Tooting.

SIDECAR, rigid, new Continental,
easily attached; £3 10s.—Dobson,

30. Angell Road, Brixton.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, compensation
joints, nearly new, cane chair; £6.

—180, Horton Road, Bradford.

STRONG Sidecar, fit any frame, 26in.

wheel, upholstered ; sacrifice £4 158.

—123. Holloway Eoad, London. N.

rOEECARRIAGE. detachable seat, 26in.

Clinchers ; £4 10s. ; also some motor
bicycle accessories.—Wood, Burutu. Wad-
don, Surrey.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, compensating
joints. Clinchers, 26in., excellent

condition; £4 10s.—Birch, Causway Mills,
Pamworth, Bolton.

SIDECARS.—The Oakleigh Motor Co., of
West Dulwich, built the first side-

car over seven years ago. We challenge
anyone to dispute it. Our price £5.

MILLS and Pulford's forecarriage,
nearly new ; cost 16 guineas, sacri-

fice £9, or exchanee with cash for pow-
erful twin.—King, 133, Hackney Road.
London.

ALIPAX.—Three sidecars, 26in. wheels,
£4 15s. each; sidecar, less axle, £2;

forecar, witli long side stays, fit twin
Rex, £5; forecar seat, with springs. 208.;

all good condition.—16. Westgate. Halifax.

FOEECAR Attachment, spring frame,
long steering heads, adjustable

stays, 26in. by 2Mn., upholstered seat.

£4; also Millford model Victoria trailer,
good condition. £3 5s.—Cartwright, Cam-
bridge Eoad, Bromley, Kent.

Of? 500 Miles.—What did the crowd say?
OD5 Pass the salt! Butchers for brains,
Stamford Hill tor sidecars tor right or
left-hand side, 24, 26, or 28in. wheels, to
suit any machine, £4 18s. 6d.; order
early ; delight best girl ; 28in. Mont-
gomery sidecar, new tyre. £4 lOs. ; two
torecars. long stays. £5 each; light open
tricar chassis. 26 by 2Jin. wheels, com-
plete, £6 17s. 6d.—128. High Eoad, Totten-
ham.

H^

Apply, 28, Charing Cross Mansions, W,C. Xele?"™! '
" OPtFICER, LONDON,

Tn answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable thai you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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WANTED.
MODERN Low-built Motor Cycle;

cheap, cash, approval, perfect.—
Ketton, Rockley. Retford.

WANTED, tricar, must be in good
condition and cheap.—Hooper. 3,

College Terrace. Southampton.

WANTED. Model E. Longuemare;
cheap, approval. — Fielding. St.

<Jeoree's Square. Hebden Bridge.

LONGUEM.iRE Model B22. good condi-
tion; cheap.—Motorist. 27. Oran-

brooli Park. Wood Green, London.

WANTED, runabout or powerful quad

;

exchange 2? h.p. bike and gent's
cycle.—A. Dorrell, Croxley Green. R.S.O.

MOTOR Cycle wanted. 1908 Triumph
preferred, also lady's Motosacoche.

—Motorist, 14. Birmingham Street. South-
aotnpton.

WANTED, pair of 26 by 2i wheels, with
tyres and tubes: exchange or sell

2| h.p. engine.—S7. Orlando Street, Bol-
ton.

MAGNETO wanted, as used on P.N.
motor cycle, or similar type.—Par-

ticulars to No. 8,912, The Motor Cycle Ofaces,
Coventry.

WANTED, tricar, in exchange tor pipe
organ, motor cycle and sidecar

.entertained.—54, Grosvenor Street, Cros-
by, Boncaster.

WANTED, sidecars, any quantity;
will give in exchange new £10 10s,

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.^-Below.

WANTED, good modem motor cycles;
cash waiting if quality and prices

are right.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

WANTED, Longuemare carburetter.
Brooks B105, stand, spring pillar

.(back), any accessory.—Engineer, Tram-
way Depot, Ayr.

MANUFACTURERS' Agent, opening
ofaces in City, seeks agencies tor

good lines.—Box Ll,480, The Motor Cycle

Offices. 20, Tudor Street. E.C. '

T'RIUMPH, 1907,. magneto, wanted; per-
son taking push bike and quoting

lowest cash balance sells.—Homer, Miloes
Street, Wellington Road, Leeds.

6 h.p. Magneto, twin, footboards, or
tricar; will give 3^ h.p. Minerva

part exchange. — Normanhurst, Wood-
grange Drive. Southend, Essex.

WANTED, good motor tricar; will
exchange good cottage piano, by

Chappel, and cash; letters only.—Hatch,
2, Haverstock Road, Hampatead, Loudon.

CLEMENT -GARRARD IS h.p. Engine
only, mus.t be in good condition.—

Send particulars and lowest price to S.

Gibson, Woodside, Wake Green, Moseley,
Birmingham.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N.. must be in first-

rate order and condition; send full
description ; thorough examination and
triai expected.—Vaughan, 80. Hall Road,
Handsworth.

WANTED, new. or nearly, small trem-
bler coil, accumulators, six 26 by

2 tyres, tubes, 14tt. 3in. belting, 3i h.p.
carburetter.-No. 8,908, The Motor Cycle
CfBces, Coventry.

WANTED, motor cycle, modern, mag-
neto ignition, in exchange tor Edi-

son concert phonograph, records, coat
over £30, cash adjustments.—S, Barrett
Street, Manchester Square, W.
MAUDE Wants your present mount in

part payment for a 1908 Minerva,
F.N., Vindec, Phcenix, Motosacoche, Moto
Eeve, or any other known make ; best
allowances.-Maude's, Lilly Lane, Hali-
fax.

WANTED, three-speed reverse gear
box. Chater preferred, light oar,

live baek axle, for central chain drive

:

above must be nearly new, cheap for
eash. — Addi9on Lankester, Highwood,
Kingston HUl. S.W.

WANTED. Litette tricar ; exchange 1907
Roc cycle. 4 h.p.. and cash; Roc

in i)€rfect order; owing bad weather
and ill-health, not done 70 miles since
new ; state lowest cash, condition, full
particulars.—Litette, Harrison and Oo.,
I'ooklington, York.

Honestly,Now
are you a busy man ? is

your time too valuable to

be wasted ? if so, you will

certainly give more tban
a passing thought to

HAY'S
ELECTRIC
VULCANIZER
Cuts and gashes
in tubes or outer
covers repaired

(not a makeshift
job but thorough-
Iv repaired), in.

from 15 to 20
minutes

No technical knowledge called
for. If time is worth anything to

you, we shall hear from you
about this.

Believe us.

you
need not

The 'SPHINX' Band
(3/6 each, of all motor dealers)

DOES PREVENT PUNCTURES, without
slowing the tyres in the slightest, and without
any perceptible addition to weight. A
thoroughly tested and fully proTen derice.

// you cannot obtain locally, write

The County Chemical Co.,
LIMITED,

Excelsior Works, BIRMINGHAM.

WANTED.
WANTED, good modem motor cycles;

cash waiting if quality and prices
are right.—Farrar. Square Road, Halitai.

TEICARS and Motor Cycles, any make,
in part payment for 6 h.p. Rover

cars at £130.—Davis and Son, Moseley,
Birmingham.

TANK, with coil, accumulator, and oil
compartments ; must be cheap.

—

Write, giving size, price, and sketch, to
G.A.H., 42, Poynter Road. Bush Hill Park.

MISCELLANEOUS.
KEEP Oool by fitting the Ideal fan on

ball bearings; price 233. 6d.—Below.

BE Tour Own Judge, and fit a Silent
silencer on seven days' approval.

—

Below.

FOOTEESTS.—Try mine; light, strong,
cheap; 78. 6d. — G. Aldington. 59,

Haydon's Park Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; lOs.

6d. — J. 0. Savage, 119, Donegal!
Street, Belfast.

OHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; port-O able.—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road,
Kentish Town. London.

5 h.p. Water-cooled Engine, with clutch,
exceUent running condition; what

offers?—Park, Churchover.

IVT.S.U. Two-speed Gear, fit Triumph, in
1^ good order; £3 10s.—No. 8,905, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

6 h.p. Brand New Twin Engine; £9
lOs. : smaller power part.—F. Robert-

son, 49, Jeffreys Road, Clapham.

BEST English Made Mica Plugs, or New
Star brass plugs, la. each; try one.

—69. CrondaU Street, Hoxton, N.

WHIPCORD Cycling Bi-eeches, latest
cut; 10s. 6d. ; write for patterns.

—Booth, tailor. Longton. Staffs.

CHARGING Dynamo, 30 watts, new,
perfect; 17s. 6d. ; approval wilHngly.

—Howarth. Smithygate, Padiham.

BOY'S Bicycle, new. phonograph, ajid
records, cash adjustment for motor.

—134. Highgate Road. Kentish Town.

O^ h.p. I>6 Dion Engine. Longuemare,
,jU'4: and silencer, good order; £3 10s.
—Hawkins, Honeys, Twyford, Berks,

S.U. and Roc Agent, Hodgson. 10, Hor-
ton Road, Bradford.

ROC Agent.—Two brand new Fishback
belts, iin. and lin., 8ft. 6in. long,

lOs. 6d. each.

N.S.U. Agent.—23 h.p. De Dion pattern
engine, £2; motor cycle frame, £1;

two Rotax car coils, trembler, new, £1
5s. each.

00 Agent.—3 h.p Star, new Contin-
entals, foot brake, in splendid

order, £10; Zh h.p. spring frame Bat, 21
Palmers, no pedals, very fast and power-
ful, £15.

.S.XT. Agent.—23 h.p. Bradbury, condi-
tion like new. trembler coil, new

tyres. £14; 34 h.p. Phelon and Moore, two^
speed, non-skid back, all accessories,
like new. £23.

ROC Agent.—Continental tyres, 26 by 2,

248., tube 9s.; 5s. allowed lor old
cover, 38. for tube; all sizes in stock;
horns, usual price 3s. 6d., and 6s., to
clear 2s. 5d. and 4s. ; don't miss these
bargains.

ROC and N.S.U. Agent. — Hodgson. 10,

Horton Road. Bradford.

FTTAT.T. Two - speed Gear, as new.
with starting handle; cost £7 13s.,

take £5 10s.—Willis, Northgate, Darling-
ton.

BOWDEN Back Brake; exchange tor
Chapman back-pedal brake. — 1,

Borrett Road, Manor Place. Walworth,
S.E.

TWIN Trembler Invicta Coil ; best offer

over 14s.; new platinums. — C. B.

Jones, jun., 10, Maxwell Road, Rathgar,
Dublin.

MOTOR Front Wheel, plated. 26 by 2.

wired, spring pin and saddle; 7s.

6d.—130, Newgate Street, Morpeth, North-
umberland.

N'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—MudgTiards, with atays and

screws, enamelled, Sin. 2a. lid., 41n.

38. 6d. pair.

BOOTH.—Silent aitencers, snit engines
to 5 h.p., no back pressure, very effi-

cient; 3a. 3d.

BOOTH.—Fifty pairs Xl'all spring forks,

latest 1903 pattern, fit any machine,

BOOTH.—Massive horna, deep tone, 3s.

9d. ; double twist horna, terrible
noise, 48. 9d.

BOOTH.—Voltmeters, watch pattern,
usually 9s 6d., 4s. Id. ; mica plugs,

IB. Id. ; De Diou pattern plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—High tension wire, i-ubber in-

sulation, la. Id. yard; low tension,
5d. yard.

BOOTH.—Motor handle-bare, 20in. long,
5s. 6d. ; Price's patent stands, 5s.

Ud., new.

BOOTH.—All sizes of genuine Stanley-
Dermatine belting and fasteners;

send for prices.

BOOTH. — Sidecar, shop-soiled only,
rigid, beautifully upholstered; cost

£12 12a., to clear £5 10s.

BOOTH.—New motor cycle frame, com-
plete with wheels, belt rim fitted,

wide mudguards, two cable brakes,
valve lifter, long bars, low built, beauti-
fully enamelled, suit twin engine; £6 5b.

BOOTH.—Engines, 5 h.p. twin Bex, £6
17s. 6d. ; new 3 h.p. Automoto, £2

17s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Engines : New 6 h.p. twin An-
toine. complete, with contact

breaker, valve lifter, and pulley; £7
19b. 6d.

BOOTH.—New 5 h.p. water-cooled tri-

car engine, best make, M.O.V., 1907

model, as received from makers ; £7
19s. 6d.

BOOTH.—4 h.p. Antoine engine, M.O.V.,
nearly new; £5 15b.; new ditto,

£6 5s.

BOOTH.—Coronet spring seat-pillars,
entirely eliminate vibration, fit to

any machine in three minutes.

BOOTH.—Coronet spring seat-pillars
make your high built maehlne so

that both feet can be placed on the
ground while in the saddle.

BOOTH.—The price of Coronet spring
seat-pillars is low ; send for descrip-

tive literature; specia.1 terms to agents.

BOOTH.—Bad roads appear good to the
rider of a Coronet eeat-pillar.

BOOTH Wants sidecars; give in ex-
change new £8 8s. gent's cycle, fitted

roller brakes, free-wheel, best lyrt'"

BOOTH is wholesale agent for Green-
wood's variable speed pulleys; de-

livery in two days; prices free.

BOOTH.—SCO Fullers plain Midget coils,

as exhibited at Olympia; 10s. 6d.;
twin-cylinder, 21s.

BOOTH.—Send your old coil as part
payment; liberal allowance; quo-

tation submitted.

BOOTH.—Large stock Pullers accumu-
lators; Hex. 16s.; Minerva. 17s.;

Midg-et, 16s.; C2, 17s.

BOOTH.—53. 6d. is allowed for your old
accumulator in part payment; de-

livery immediately.

BOOTH.—N.A.B. spring seat-pillar, 7s.

6d.: new bench lathe. 3in. centres,
24in. bed, four-speed cone, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Please note our address

:

Coronet Works, Wade Street, Hali-
fax. Telephone. 198y.

TEICAB Chassia; £10 lOs.—Wauchope'a,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

ALARENDON Set. including frame,
rima, belt rim, engines, all new

goods; £5 159. the set. — Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

BULL'S-EYE Lenses, concentrate light
right ahead, 3in., 3Jin., with plated

rim. Is. 9d.; better quality, cut and
polished, without rim, 3in., 3iin., 3iin.,
18. 9d. ; 3'in., 28.; 4in., 28. 6d. each, car-
riage paid.—Payne, 149, Metchley Lane,
Harborna.
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DIFFERENT ILLUSTRATIONS EVERY WEEK.

"TEE BEE' STAND.
Price 12/6. By post 13/1.

'TEE BEE' " ROADSIDE" Lamp Bracket
IPricel/-. By post 1/1 J.

For reversing the lamp tor night repairs.

" Ixion " says regarding above :
" One of the

most useful accessories I encountered."

Write for Booklet. f
" Tee Bee " Specialities can be had through Cycle

and Motor Agents, or direct

—

TEMPLETON BROS ,

536, SAUCHIEHALL STREET, GLASGOW.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers i

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,<

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

ADVERTISERS—Ple-se note
that Friday Is the latest day we
can receive advertisement copy
for the followrlnfl: wreek 8 issue

Farrar, Square Eoad,.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FRAMES Made to Order, with girder

forks and engine lugs included, at
£2 15s.; No. 6, £3; wheels, 17a. 6d. pair.

—

Millard, Belvedere.

FAHEAR'S Quadrant Loop Frames for
vertical engines; 32s. 6d. each, in-

cluding front forks and handle-bar.

FAEEAE'S 1907 Quadrant Frames, 2()Jin.

high, suit any engine; 508., includ-
ing front forks and handle-bar.

FAEEAE'S 1907 3J h.p. Quadrant En-
gine aets, very little machining re-

quired ; £3 198. set, very few left.

FAEEAE'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in.,

long; 48. 9d.; Lycett'a patent Lignt-
ning stand, 48. 9d. pair.

FAEEAE'S Beautifully Euamelled Mud-
guarda. 2b. 6d. pair; massive

plated horns, terrific noise, 3s. 9d.

FAEEAE'S Pocket Voltmeters. 48...

usually 12s. 6d. ; sparking plugs,
lOd. ; magneto plugs, la. 5d.

FAEEAE'S are open to buy, sell, or ex-
change anything in the motor line.

FAEEAE'S want sidecars in exchange-
for new £10 108. gents' cycles, guar-

anteed 12 nrontha.

FAEEAE. — Send tor my price list;,

pounda savedj sole agent Premier
accumulators.
Halifax.

EXCHANGE Fulford torecar, 28in.
wheels, good Dunlops. for front

wheel, forks, and sidecar. — 223, High
Street, N., E. Ham.
CHAEGING Set, Fullers three-oell set,

complete, for charging accumu-
lators, brand new ; accept 203.—Hitchinga,
74, Bold Street, Liverpool.

(CHAEGING Plant. J h.p. oil engine, lOO
^U watt dynamo, rigid sidecar; wanted,
light three-wheeler, or sell. — Kennedy,
jun., 15, Aldford Street, Mayfair.

CONTINENTAL Cover, 28 by 2, brand
new, 15s.; Clincher 23 by 2, 8s.; Ideal

fan, perfect, 128. 6d. ; Lester silencer. 12'

by 4i, 48.—4, Laurel Grove, Southport.

CAEBIDE, guaranteed.- 4, 7, 14 lb. tins,

3Jd. per lb. ; should be ordered in
21 lb. lots to save carriage.—Stanaell and
Son. Acetylene Gae Engineers, Taunton.

-I 9 Genuine M.M.C. Motora M.O.LV., 3
J~^ h.p., new; also 6-9 h.p. car motors,
M.O.I.v., to be aold at very low prices,
—Euah, 199. Piccadilly, "W. Telephone,
2113 Mayfair.

EXCHANGE New 1908 £12 12s. three-
speed push cycle and new £4 4s.

Edison standard phonograph, for good
motor cycle. — W. Hayes, Pontywain,
Crosakeys, Mon.

'PEICYCLB, complete (less engine), very
X. strong frame and wheels, tyres in
fair condition, £3 3s.; alao De Dion
frame, 15a.—Hill, grocer. Abbots Brom-
ley, Eugeley. Staffs.

Of! by 2i Motor Cycle Cover, mew. 13s.

^D 6d.; back hub, free engine clutch,
chain drive. 15s. 6d. ; pair tricar hubs,
band brakes (heavy), 17s. 6d.—A., 8, Hern-
don Eoad, Wandsworth.

READBES Having Photographic Ap-
paratus for sale should advertise

iu " Photography " Emporium, id. per
word, minimum 6d. — Address, " Photo-
graphy " Offices, Coventry.

MOTOE Cycle, less engine, low Abing-
don frame, torpedo tank, good tyres,

wheels, complete with all fittings; £6.

10s.—SohHn, Granville Villas, Child's Hill,

Pinchley Eoad.

lOIL, 5a. ; accumulator, 5a. ; motor
saddle, 7s.; Price's stand, 48.; Duco

motor lamp, Ba.; bargain, lot 27s.; pair
path wheels, tyres, 25s.—Donovan, Halli-
well Lane, Manchester.

Q/? by 2J Eiches, new, 10a.; new Bowden
^O back, minua cable. 6a. 6d. ; Ariel 8in.

pulley, 2s. ; wanted, spring forks, 24 by 2i
tubes ; exchange, or cash. — A.W., 15,

Charlotte Street, South Shields.

lE DION Trike Frame, round tank, no
wheels. Longuemare carburetter,

plain Nilmelior coil, Brampton multi-
spiral saddle; what off'ers? — Bell, 5,

BIomfi<>ld Eoad, Shepherd's Buah, Lou-
don. W.

C^
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Mixed Clubs.

DURING the last few weeks we have been
repeatedly asked by readers which association

motor cyclists should join and which offers

the greatest advantages for the amount of

the subscription. This question we con-
sidered could be best answered by setting forth the

respective advantages of the three leading associations.

We therefore asked the secretaries of the A.C.U.,
M.U., and A.A. to write us a short letter detailing the
advantages of their respective organisations from a
motor cyclist's point of view, and these letters we
pubhsh on the next page. There is, however, one
view of the situation which we fancy has been over-

looked by a large number of riders, and that is the

question of mixed clubs. There are numerous clubs

throughout the country with a mixed membership—that

is, some are automobilists and some are motor cyclists.

If, for example, one of these clubs should decide to

affiliate its car members to the R.A.C. and its motor
cycle members to the A.C.U., the whole of the members
would be dealing with practically one organisation,

seeing that the A.C.U. is a branch of the R.A.C. On
the other hand, if it selected the M.U. for the car

members and the A.C.U. for the motor cyclists we
think it would tend to complicate matters. The
M.U. reply to this would naturally be, "We can deal
with both ourselves

'

'
; but the motor cyclists in that

case would not be supporting the A.C.U.—a body
formed expressly for the purpose of governing the

pastime of motor cycling, and a body which, if it

succeeds in fighting the motor cyclists' case pro'perly

and separately, should certainly receive the support of

all riders.

isu.-v^

We venture to think that few have looked at the

present situation of affiliation, association, or what-
ever readers may like to call it from the above point,

and it cannot be denied that there are numerous clubs

in the country tO' which it will apply. Only to mention
a few, there are the Essex M.C., the Southern M.C.,
the Motor Cycling Club, Manchester Motor Club, the

Coventry Motor Club, Liverpool Motor Club, and many
others.

"The Motor Cycle" Buyers'
Guide.

READERS will be interested to know that we have
in course of preparation a Motor Cycle Buyers'

Guide—a feature which proved its worth in

1906, when it was first published, by the
' number of congratulatory letters we received

with regard to its contents. The specification and price

of practically every motor bicycle and passenger motor
cycle on the British market will be included in the

guide, which will be published in the issue of The
Motor Cycle dated February 12th. This time the

various types of machines will be divided into the

following classes: (i) Single-cylinders; (2) multi-

cylinders, V type, vertical, and horizontal ; (3)

passenger machines. Among the interesting details

which will be included may be mentioned bore and
stroke, type of valves, ignition and transmission,

standard gear, type of forks, spring frames, size and
make of tyres, height of frame from the ground, weight,

and price. The issue containing the guide is always

in demand, and provides a handy form of reference

for everyone interested in motor cycling, either from
the pleasure or business point of view.
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Which Organisation Shall I Join ?
Ever since the conference of motor cyclists at Lincoln last September we have been almost daily confronted

with the above question. Apart fiom the members of clubs, there are thousands of unattached riders who realise

that "Unity is Strength," and are willing to join an association on payment of a small annual fee on the assurance

that their interests will be safeguarded. It is alleged by many of our correspondents that the printed forms issued

by each body do not show exactly what a motor cyclist will get for his money We accordingly asked the

Secretaries of the Auto Cycle Union, Motor Union, and Automobile Association to set forth for the benefit of our

readers the advantages they claimed for their respective organisations. Below are the replies received

THE AUTO CYCLE UNION.
This Union, until recently known as the Auto Cycle Club,

was formed in 1903, and is the governing body of the sport of

motor cycling in this country. It is also the largest motor

cycling organisation, having a total membership exceeding

2,000, including private members and the members of thirty

affiliated clubs. The main ob'jects of the Union are to act as

a society of encouragement, to safeguard the rights and privi-

leges of motor cyclists, and to take action where advisable in

cases where general principles affecting the rights of motor

cyclists as a whole are involved. As an example, as far back

as 1904, the A.C.U. was instrumental in fighting and winning

a test case, on the issue of which depended the question

whether motor cyclists were to carry a red rear light or not.

This, and many similar cases, in which the A.C.U. has been

successful, have all helped to improve the lot of the present-

day motor cyclist. The question of taxation is a matter

which has received the attention of the Union, and through

the Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, it approached the Chancellor

of the Exchequer with a view to obtaining a reduction in the

taxes for motor cyclists. In this the Union was unsuccessful,

but> there can be little doubt that the action of the Auto Cycle

Union in championing the cause of motor cyclists will have a

beneficial effect when the draft of the new Bill for the Motor

Car Act is under consideration. The Committee of the Union

has continually watched the interests of motor cyclists, and

in the general case, which was laid before the Royal Commis-

sion, the interests of motor cyclists were carefully watched,

and, as far as could be seen, adequately safeguarded.

Members of the Auto Cycle Union are entitled to a number
of privileges, the chief of which are :

1. The receipt, post free weekly, of a copy of the

Boyal Automobile Club Journal, the official organ of the

A.C.U., and a copy of the "Automobile Handbook"
yearly.

2. Free registration on the competitors' register.

3. Reduced entrance fees in competitions, trials, races,

etc.

4. Legal information, advice, and assistance.

5. Special touring facilities and Customs advantages

on the Continent.
6. Information free of cost with regard to the best

routes at home and abroad, and assistance in planning

tours.

The privileges conferred upon members who intend touring

abroad by this last item are in themselves more than worth the

subscription, as will be seen by the following remarks made in

the touring article by Mr. H. Howarth in the issue of The

Motor Cycle for January 8th last: " First of all it is highly

advisable to join the Auto Cycle Union. I found the advice

and assistance from this source of the greatest value."

7. Consideration for any claims for financial and

legal assistance in respect of actions at law, either civil

or criminal, in connection with the use of motor cycles.

In cases where members have been harshly dealt with by a

magistrate, and have appealed against the decision, monetary

grants are made at the discretion of the committee to help to

defray the expenses of the member. In this respect it is

worthy of note that members carrying the A.C.U. machine

badge, by means of which they may recognise each other

when on the road, have a special claim upon the A.C.U. for

financial assistance if summoned for contravention of any of

the regulations of the Motor Car Act.

8. A comfortable club room in Piccadilly where mem-
bers can consult all the motoring papers, write letters,

and use the telephone.

It IS 11 well to emphasise the fact that much of the work of

the Auto Cycle Union, and especially its best work, is silent

The benefits of membership of the Auto Cycle Union cannot

altogether b? measured by those which come back in a direct
form to the individual member, but by the more friendly
attitude of the local authorities, the improved condition of

the roads, the cheapening of the cost of owning and using a
motor cycle, and the great improvement which the Union in

its capacity as a society of encouragement has been instru-
mental in effecting in the motor cycle. These things can only
be secured if motor cyclists as a whole will unite to support,
by their subscriptions, and by their efforts, a representative
body such as the Auto Cycle Union, which is endeavouring
to secure for them advantages which the individual is quite
unable to secure for himself. For example, the Auto Cycle
Union has undertaken to continue the annual dinner and en-

tertainment given to the roadmenders on the Ripley Road,
which entertainments have in the past been greatly appre-
ciated by the men, who, recognising that users of this classic

highway are interested in their welfare, devote themselves
more willingly to their labour, knowing that their efforts to
maintain the reputation of this road as one of the finest in the
kingdom are not lost sight of. Another very material benefit

which the A.C.U. has conferred upon motor cyclists is the
great improvement which has taken place in British machines,
due largely to the various trials and competitions promoted
by the Club, of which pai'ticular mention should be made of

tlie Six Days' Trial, the International Auto Cycle T.T. Race,
Quarterly Trials, Hill-climbs, the Side-slip, and Silencer

Trials—the valuable data obtained as a result of these
trials being of the greatest assistance to the manufacturers.
During the winter months a series of papers on subjects of

interest to motor cyclists are read, and all members are in-

vited to attend and take part in the discussions which follow.

These benefits are quite sufficient to justify the small sub-
scription which the Au,to Cycle Union asks as a condition of

membership, namely, 10s. 5d. per annum for country mem-
bers residing outside a radius of fifty miles from London, and
one guinea per annum for tovin members. (Entrance fee 5s.)

Motor cyclists are advised to defer joining any organisation

until they have perused the magnificent new scheme of mem-
bership of the Auto Cycle Union, which will be published in a

few days. It is hoped that everyone interested will do his

share in supporting this, the auto cyclists' union, in which the

car element is absolutely non-existent, and which essentially

unites the whole of the motor cyclists throughout the country.

F. Stkaight, Secretary.

18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

THE MOTOR UNION.
In reply to your enquiry, the following is a brief statement

in tabular form of the advantages which membership of the

Motor Union offers to motor cyclists. The subscription i.'^

10s. 6d. per annum. Please permit me to add that a large

number of motor cyclLsts support the Union, not merely for

personal benefits obtained, but in order to assist it in the

public work which it carries on in the interests of the motor

movement. If it had not been for the Motor Union and its

work as a society of encouragement, there would not be so

many motor cycles on the road to-day, and the cost of

owning and running a machine would be considerably greater.

Advantages.
1. Legal information and advice free.

2. Financial support when the legal questions involved are

of importance to motor cyclists generally, and in appeals to

Quarter Sessions.

5. Touring information and facilities.

4. A copy weekly, post free, of the Motor Union ofBcial

organ.

5. A copy annually, post free, of the "Motor Limon

Handbook."
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6. Comfortable reading room, well stocked with maps,

motoring literature, etc., at 1, Albemarle Street, W.
Members' rooms in touring centres.

7. Right of exhibiting Motor Union badge upon their

motor cycles, with its attendant privileges.

8. Motor Union insurance policy on special terms.

9. Motor cyclists are welcome to the provincial gatherings

organised by the Union, and to other social functions arranged
from time to time.

10. The benefits of affiliated membership of the Auto
Cycle Union.

11. Representation on the General Committee of the

Motor Union and the Council of the Auto Cycle Union.
12. Protection on the highway. The Union prosecutes in

cases when cyclists are obstructed or assaulted.

13. The Union protects the interests of motor cyclists at

national and local inquiries affecting motorists, and arranges

for their direct representation at such inquiries whenever they
request it or it appears desirable.

14. Week in, week out, the Union negotiates for the reduc-

tion of bridge and ferry tolls, the abolition or improvement of

level crossings, the removal of dangerous corners, the cutting

of hedges, and the removal of restrictions. Much of this

work is silent and unreported.

15. The Union secures, whenever possible, free admission-

to exhibitions and reduced charges at hotels, etc.

The list could be extended, but the limit of space which
you, sir, properly impose restrains me.

W. Rees jBrFRETS, Secretary.

1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.
We are affording to motor cyclists our well-known privileges

both as regards our system of agents and the patrol organisa-

tion on all the principal roads in England, who warn car

drivers and motor cyclists of any dangers on the road, and

render assistance when necessary, conducing to the comfort and

safety of all users of the road. These facilities are so well

known that further recapitulation is unnecessary, and the

fact that in two short years the membership roll of car

owners has grown to over 5,000 is good evidence of its utility

to motorists. The fee for motor cyclists is 10s. 6d.

The privileges we are affording motor cyclists do not con-

stitute membership, but simply the road privileges of the

Association. Stenson Cooke, Secretary.

Princes Buildings, Coventry Street, W.

-^-^••-<-

Auto Cycle Union Notes.
1908 Tourist Trophy Conditions.

AT a recent meeting of the Competitions Sub-

committee of the Auto Cycle Union, it was

recommended to the General Committee that

the Tourist Trophy Race for 1908, which will

be held in October in the Isle of Man, should be run

on a petrol consumption basis, as was the case last

year. The Sub-committee was practically unanimous

in this decision, since it considered that the result

of last year's competition was eminently satisfactory.

Last 3'ear, out of eight competitors, three used petrol

at the rate of over 100 miles to the gallon. Of these,

Marshall, who came in second, and, despite an acci-

dent, averaged 36.5 miles an hour, made a consump-

tion average of 114 miles to the gallon; Brice, whose

speed was considerably inferior, consumed fuel at the

rate of 129 miles to the gallon, which makes it

appear that he could have travelled faster. With
the twin-cylinder machines the results were equally

satisfactory, so that the new proposal to reduce the

fuel limit, so that 100 miles to the gallon for single-

cylinders and eighty miles per gallon for the twins

must be maintained, is founded on a satisfactory basis.

should be

all of the

year and
In the

makes the

Quarterly Trials.

Another recommendation by the Sub-committee was

that a special prize, probably a cup,

given. tO' the rider who competes in

quarterly trials held throughout the

who makes a non-stop run in each,

event of a tie the competitor who
best average time on the special hills on which

times are taken is to be the winner. It was also

recommended that the time should be taken up

Amersham Hill, in addition to Dashwood. Amersham
Hill is a far more difficult hill to negotiate, and so

the data obtained on these occasions should be interest-

ing. Unless a motor cyclist who has thoughts of com-

peting for the special prize enters for and rides in next

Saturday's trial, and every other quarterly trial held

in 1908, he will not be eligible for it. To-day is the

last day for receiving entries, which should be sent to

the A.C.U. secretary, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
For the benefit of new readers, we may repeat that

the trial starts from Uxbridge, and the route to Ban-

bury is via Wheatley, Islip, and Bletchington, return-

ing via Bicester, Tring, and Amersham.

HEADLIGHT FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

A FIRM which has followed the correspondence on

motor cycle lamps appearing in our pages is

the Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Road,

Birmingham, and, as a result, the company has

decided to market a motor cycle searchlight made of

brass with magnifying lens at the back. The front

glass is dissected in such a manner as to diffuse the

light and avoid the glare common to the usual big

searchlight. It has a separate carbide generator.

The lamp, which is illustrated herewith, is actually

ready, and will be marketed shortly under the name of

the Premier Searchlight. It is claimed to be capable

of projecting the light fully sixty yards, so that the

general grumble that motor cycle lamps are insuffi-

ciently powerful is likely to be a thing of the past.
Two views of the new Premier Searchlight for motor cycles.
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(Continued from pa^e 43).

Isolated Mountain Chalets.

High up on the mountains to our right we now and
then espied little mountain chalets, some of them
perched at such a dizzy height as to make us wonder
how the people who inhabited them ever got down
from their eyrie, and, still more, how once down they

contrived to get up again.

We now began to notice that the light in the gorge

was failing, and although it was still early—about 6.30

p.m.—the darkness came on so rapidly that we decided

it would be safest tO' find a place to spend the night.

Acting on this decision, we engaged rooms at a

rambling wooden " auberge," ensconced in a cleft of

the mountains, apparently miles from any other habi-

tation. We had misgivings at first that the accommo-
dation might be crude, but we were pleasantly surprised

to find it excellent. Our host did his utmost to please,

and his charges were ridiculously low.

In these mountain fastnesses of Haute-Savoie the

dress of some of the natives is peculiar. The men
were often clothed in a fearful and wonderful pair of

baggy velvet trousers, constructed with such a super-

fluity of material as would have made a dozen such

garments on the English plan. The women, too, wore
trousers, which successfully hid any natural grace of

figure they may have possessed, though probably this

mode of dress is most suitable to the conditions under
«-hich they live, such as tending goats and other cattle

on the mountain sides ; and the effect is very pic-

turesque and strange tO' the eyes of the foreigner.

Before turning in for the night, we experienced one
of the prettiest colour effects that one could wish tO'

see. The sun. although for hours invisible in the

gorge, Mras still shining brightly, and the shadows of

the rugged cliffs on the west side were cast with great

clearness on the flanks of the mountains to the east,

the i>eaks of the latter, of course, being brightly lit

by the rays of the sun. As the evening wore on, the

dark shadows crept nearer and nearer to the snowy
tops, until at last, altering from pale gold gradually

to crimson, the high peaks only showed, glowing like

firebrands high above us, whilst the valley was
wrapped in darkness. The effect, however, was as

brief as it was brilliant, and slowly, one by one, as the

sun went down, the lights " went out."

We Lose Our Way.
In the morning we soon ' reached Thonon, entering

the town by a long and sinuous descent, parts of

which comrnand pretty views of the town and lake

Leman. Here we lost our way, getting too near to

the water's edge, and we rode for miles, taking innu-

merable turnings—in one case riding through a private

vineyard—before we found it again. Then by the side

of the lake we proceeded to Evian-les-Bains, a town
beloved of the " cooks." A little further on we stopped

to watch an angler, who appeared to be plying his

rod and line with considerable effect. On looking Into

Gorges du Fier (near Annecy).

the water we were not surprised at this, for veritable

shoals of fish, of a kind we could not quite make out,

swam fearlessly all around the bait. Continuing by
the lake side, we once more crossed the Swiss border

at St. Gingolph (where a glance at our permits suflficed

the Customs officials), and headed for Aigle, across

the Rhone Vallev.
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To_Swltzerland and Savoy by Motor Cycle.—

In Switzerland we were careful, in passing through

villages, to keep pace down. We had been warned

that conditions for motoring in this country were bad,

but nothing gave us trouble except the roads ; the

people were everywhere very considerate, and supplies

of petrol and oil were easily obtainable. The roads,

however, were fearful in places, being narrow and

scored with deep ruts. Reaching Aigle, we found

Savoy peasant women.

ourselves at the foot of what proved to be the hardest

climb of the tour, viz., the Col-de-Mosses. Being

eager for the fray, we rode straight through the village

and commenced the climb. After the first few turns

had been negotiated, the engine refused to pick up
speed on the top gear, so the low gear was engaged,

and for the greater part of the climb this was kept in.

Of course, on the low gear the ascent was child's play

to the powerful twin, in spite of its double load, and

the throttle had to be kept almost closed or the engine
" raced."

A Deceptive Road Surface.

We stopped once or twice during the ascent tO'

admire the country, the suj>erb views from the col

being the finest examples of Alpine scenery we saw
during the tour. This climb was by no means unr

eventful. The road up the col was for the greater

part covered with a layer of fine white dust, and there

being no wind tO' blow this about, the road had the

appearance of being quite good. But appearances are

proverbially deceptive, and beneath the dust were

some very deep cart ruts. When the front wheel

strayed into one of these, the Vindec generally spread

itself and its passengers over the roadway, for the

steering wheel skidded helplessly in the deep dust, and

control of the machine was impossible. We were

rolled in the dust three times during the ascent from

this cause, but in each case the spill was more or less

anticipated, and no harm was done. The free-engine

clutch and low gear made starting-up on the incline

a simple matter, for with both riders astride the

machine we could start from a standstill anywhere.

How a heavy twin without such a fitment would fare

under similar circumstances I do not know, for had
we wished to run downhill to a level part of the road

on which to start, we should have had as much as

six or eight miles to travel, whilst to run alongside

61

the machine for any distance uphill was impossible.

We finished the day at Bulle, where we found the
hotel accommodation quite good and the charges in-

credibly low. Having arranged to call for letters at

Montreux, we rode south the next day, and for the

third time reached the shores of Lake Leman, this

time at Vevey. From this town we rode to Montreux,
passing the pretty He de Salagnon, at Clarens, en
route. We found this, the north side of the lake, far

prettier than the south; the mountains of Savoy look-

ing completely different when viewed across the inter-

vening waters of Geneva's lake, and it was hard to

realise that only a couple of days before we had been
riding among those same mountains, whose delicate

tints and noble contours now looked almost fairylike.

Riding due west, we struck off from the lake inland

at Lausanne, making for Pontarlier. This road pre-

sented a great variety of scenery, from dense pine

forest and river views to wild Alpine effects. Passing

through Orbe to Vallorbe (Swiss Customs), the river

views were very fine indeed. At Ferriere-sur-Jougne we
were once more in French territory, and here I had
to exhibit my papers to the Customs officials for the

last time.

A Welcome Improvement in the Roads.
So'rry as we were to leave the Alpine scenery of

Switzerland behind, we could not help feeling relieved

when the dreadful Swiss roads gave place to the well-

kept " Routes Nation ales " of France. During this

ride we had been worried by a leaking tank, which
had grown slowly worse till, now, it was running the
petrol away in a continuous stream. We found a

plumber at Pontarlier, and, by dint of much sign

language and jingling of coins, persuaded him to solder

up the leakage. It meant taking off the tank, but

Algle, at the foot of the Col-de-Mosses.

the trouble was amply repaid by the saving in petrol

and the removal of the risk of fire, which is always

present with a badly leaking tank.

Although the principal beauty-spots of our tour had
now been passed, some 750 kilometres still lay between

us and Boulogne, the port we had decided to sail

from ; and, after that, more than 300 English miles

must be ridden before we could reach home.
(To he continued.)
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An Early Experience.
MOTOR cyclists nowadays are apt to imagine that

their pastime or business has become all cut

and dried, with clutches, twin-cylinder engines,

and two-speed gears brought to perfection, and

to think that experiments have become unnecessary.

But, none the less, there are still some daring spirits

hidden about the country who endanger their lives

(and perhaps the lives of others) in trying to evolve

machines that combine novelty with some prospect of

commercial success. Unfortunately, the latter element

-was conspicuous by its absence in the case of an
" invention

'

' I am about to describe. I had better

premise that the idea originated in the very early days

of motor cycling, when a good (or bad) engine com-
manded a big price.

The Contraption.
The machine consisted of an extra wheel attached

to a framework carrying a 2 ^ h.p. engine, tank, and
gearing, which could be joined to an ordinary roadster

bicycle in a few minutes by simply screwing up three

nuts, so turning the bicycle into a motor tricycle. It

was thought that it would be ideal for touring, when,
having arrived at one's destination, the motor attach-

ment could be removed and the push bicycle brought

into use for short distances. Unfortunately, before

the whole thing was completed circumstances compelled

-the closing of the factory, and I was requested to store

the machine and make it go if possible.

I had no leisure to tackle it till some months ago,

-and then only at the earnest request of an enthusiastic

young Frenchman who was spending his holiday with

me, resting from the ardours of a course of electrical

engineering lectures in France.

The motor attachment lefened to In the article, consisting ot an old tricycle

engine, and parts, connected to a roadster pedal bicycle.

So we went to view our Pegasus in the disused stable

where it stood, and found that it lacked a silencer,

oil pump, petrol pipe, brake control levers, coil,

accumulators, and switch.

The engine, which had a heavy outside flywheel,

drove through an aluminium clutch to a small pinion,

which was geared into a large fibre wheel mounted on

the live axle, communicating the power to both road

wheels by means of two cogged wheels, containing free

clutches in their centres, and meshing with large

toothed rings fixed permanently to the back wheel of

the bicycle and the wheel of the attachment. This
method dispensed vvdth the necessity of a differential

gear, but gave rise to steering complications, which
will be described later.

A silencer was soon made out of an empty coffee

tin. It did not check the noise much, but it looked
effectual, and the shine added a nice finish to the
rather rusty components.
A small piece of copper pipe bent to shape, the ends

wedged into pieces of a vulcanite pen and forced into

the tank and carburetter, made a splendid petrol-tight

joint, which has stood violent shaking with no signs of

a leakage.

The Bewildering Control.

The problem, of control levers was more serious.

However, with string and pieces of indiarubber we
soon overcame the difficulty, but the driver was of

no use unless he " knew the ropes," for a pull on the

wrong halyard had unexpected results. Batteries were
borrowed from our own small motors, but neither of

us had a trembler coil, so- we rigged up a huge medical
coil on a cross-bar of the frame (with string as usual).

When turning the engine to see if there was a spark,

I accidentally touched the high-tension terminal

;

there certainly was a spark

!

We found it impossible tO' start the engine by
pedalling the tricycle, as the free wheels in the driving

pinions came into, play and the piston did not move,
so we got a long leather strap, wound it round the

pulley, tickled the carburetter, hauled in the slack. of

the control ropes, held our breaths and pulled. There
was a fearful backfire, which tore the strap out of

our hands, but that at least proved there was life in

the machine, and after many adjustments we had the

engine running steadily, with a noise like the Dread-
nought at target practice. The next proceeding was
to see if it would actually go with the clutch in, so

as we had nO' numbers we adjourned to a large

meadow, and the Frenchman, having made his wOl
and taken a fond farewell of us all, proceeded to

mount. I had been positive that as soon as he let in

the clutch the front wheel would rise up and the

clutch handle wO'uld disembowel him, but to my sur-

prise he went off grandly, gathering speed every

minute. We all cheered vociferously, but it was soon

evident that he was having trouble with the steering,

the cows in the field being far too astonished to get

out of the way, and the bouncing of the wheels over

the mole heaps keeping him up in the air most of

the time. Like John Gilpin, he could not stop, for

there was no switch or brake, and he had forgotten

which string to pull ; then to his horror he found that

the fiery steed would not steer round to the left, and

rather than charge a high bank, he turned the machine

incontinent into a big thorn hedge, reinforced with

barbed wire, and everything disappeared from view

—

rider, machine, and all.

The Result of Riding Experimental Machines.

When I could control my laughter I rushed to the ^

rescue, and could hear the engine still roaring away in

the thicket ; then the Frenchman appeared, all blood
,
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An Early Experience.—
and scratches, but anxious only for the tricycle, which
we hauled out in good order. He was ejaculating,
" Nevaire I see a so foolish silly what I am. If I steer

ze ofaire way she is alright." And it was quite true,

for it would steer to the right quite easily at full speed,

but once on the camber of the road in order to pass a

cart, it was enough to turn one's hair white to get to

the centre again. This successful cross-country journey

so raised our enthusiasm that we adjourned to the main
road, having taken the numbers off one of our motors

and tied them on with the usual piece of string. This

time, for safety, I was deputed to run behind with a

string attached to the exhaust lifter, in order to stop

the machine if we encountered any traffic. Traffic there

was in plenty, but I was not there to exercise my
restraining influence, for the engine went off with such

gusto that the string was soon torn from my hands, and
again the Frenchman pursued his fiery way unchecked.

With his eyes protruding, and his face set, he grasped

the handle-bars with a " do or die
'

' look, but when the

speed was getting near thirty miles an hour, the fact

dawned on him that I could scarcely be running at

that rate, and he managed to disengage the clutch.

As the pace dropped he attempted in his pride to turn

round and come back to us, but all the wheels doubled

up under him and left him standing in the road.

By this time our blood was up, and with a few kicks

the wheels were made to assume some sort of a round
shape; at least they did not touch the frame any-

where, which was enough for us, and we continued to

ride till we got quite used to differentiating the exhaust

lifter string from the surrounding cordage, and thus

could stop the machine without the aid of the nearest

bank, as was previously the case. But our difficulties

were not over, for the spring controlling the clutch

became fierce enough to get a good grip of the

aluminium casing, so that the road wheels still went

forward, although the clutch was disengaged. In this

case, if we wished to turn without stopping the engine

(and it took time and two men to start it again) the

only way was to dismount and run to the front and
push heartily against the machine while hauling the

front wheel round. Several times the engine won,

and we found ourselves in the ditch with the machine

on the top of us, which, I think, gives a good illustra-

tion of the power obtained by gearing down.

Finally, having successfully undertaken some long

outings on it, with no worse fate than striking fear

into the hearts of every human being and animal we
overtook or met, we concluded that life was getting too

strenuous, and relegated our steed to the stable, where

it awaits the return of the Frenchman, armed with

plans to convert it into an " hair-sheep." F. R. K.

AFFILIATION OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.

As one of the delegates representing the Leeds Motor
Cycle Club at the conference held at Lincoln, and
also as one of the eight elected thereat to form what
is now known as the reform party, I should like the

pleasure of reviewing the position as it stands, and, if pos-

sible, place my view, and also that of my club, clearly before

motor cyclists, with a view of formulating something of a

definite character. The first and primary objection of our

club against joining the A.C.U. is the fact that it is not a

parent body ; it is not the head of motor cycling. It owns
allegiance to the R.A.C., it accepts its subsidy, and as a

consideration for such it agrees to place itself under its

supreme control, giving it the power of veto over any decision

arrived at that shall in its opinion be detrimental to the
interests of tlie' sport and pastime of motor cycling.

That the veto has not been used does not in any way
invalidate its nature. It may be enforced at any time, and
when that time arrives who is to determine the committee of

the A.C.U. or the R.A.C. as to the nature of what is or

what is not detrimental to the sport or pastime? The R.A.C.
has recently vetoed hill-climbing competitions over public

roads, except when these roads are by special permission of

tha authorities closed to other traffic. The A.C.U. may rightly

determine that contests of this character, under certain condi-

tions, may justly be permitted to motor cyclists, and should

tha R.A.C. place its veto upon this, who is to decide? May
it not reasonably be argued that what is dangerous to other

users of the road, when motor cars with wide tracks are

racing uphill, is sufficient protection and security when only

narrow-tracked motor cycles are competing? Further to this

there are many points in the relationship of car and cycle

where their interests begin to diverge : In prospective legis-

lation, differentiation of taxes, consequent, firstly, upon varia-

tion in cost amd value ; secondly, use and wear of roads

;

thirdly, and not the least in importance, that nearly all of

them are owner-driven, and by the nature of their construction

and liability of both man and machine to suffer severely in

any accident, however caused, they are bound to be more
carefully driven. Further, we desire some variation in the

fines and penalties to which we are liable, and here I venture
to state that had we had a separate organisation a few years

ago something in that direction would have been accomplished.

Again, what particular reason is there for the A.C.U. to

accept the controlling authority of the R.A.C? Would it not
be just as reasonable to accept the parentage of the Motor
Union or the Automobile Association? What an absurd

position the A.C.U. would be in if two other cycle unions

were formed, and one became the child of the M.U. and the

other paid obedience to the A. A. Does it not seem strange

that the A.C.U. should accept a sum to be called the offspring

of the R.A.C. and then pay to the M.U. a certain sum for its

protection and parentage? No, this will never do. We must

insist upon our being at all or any cost the Alpha and Omega
of motor cyclists—independent and separate.

The affiliation fee is a matter of secondary importance. We
desire the lowest that is consistent with efficiency, and with

such dignity as we think our ideal body ought to have. Cm-
position as an independent body would be strong. We could

enter into any arrangement with either the R.A.C, M.U., or

A. A., but all such agreements must be mutual in their

nature and reciprocal in their interpretations.

Ho-w to attain this end.

In a recent issue a suggestion appeared from our Newcastle

friends. Its charter was permeation. Join the A.C.U.
,_

it

said, agitate within its ranks for reform, spread dissension

until you have a majority in favour of reform, find then strike

for independence. This may or it may not succeed. For our

part we dislike the spirit of permeation. Sometimes the

would-be permeator is pei-meated. No, the way is to stand

aloof, but educate and agitate outside, until the A.C.U. comes

to realise that the greatest stumbling block to it ever becommg
fully representative of motor cycle clubs throughout England

and probably throughout Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, is

the fact, clearly proven, that it is not an absolutely inde-

pendent and separate organisation. Should it realise this

disability, and change its constitution at its next coimcil

meeting, all will probably be well, but, if not, the alternative

is to convene a meeting (at some suitable centre) of un-

affiliated clubs aud clubs desirous of independency, and see

if some scheme of a satisfactory nature cannot be formulated.

We do not desire to do this for its sake alone. We realise

that the A.C.U. has some valuable experience behind it, some

exceptionally clever men at its head, a prestige and position

honourably and industriously attained; but, realismg as we

do the undisputed fact that motor cyclists are not numerically

weaker than autocarists, we insist upon our freedom to

exercise our maturity and to use, unhampered and without

restraint, our knowledge and
_
experience, independent and

irrespective of motor car associations.

Hainswoeth Wheatek.
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Compression Ratio in Twins.
A reader writes me in much disgust because he

has found that when at the top of its stroke the piston

of his front cylinder is nearer the head of its cylinder

than the rear piston is when it also is at the top of

its stroke. This is the deliberate design of the makers,

however, and not a matter of carelessness, as he
imagines. The explanation is that with splash lubri-

cation' on a V twin of the present models the front

cylinder receives more lubricant than the rear cylinder,

as well as meeting the greater cooling draught. The
makers, therefore, attempt to design their engines so

as to keep both cylinders at an even temperature.

They cannot easily distribute the lubricant more
evenly, nor can they readily interfere with the natural

course of the cooling draughts. But naturally a high-

compression cylinder experiences more heat than a

low-compression cylinder. Consequently they give the

front cylinder a higher compression ratio than the

rear. It can dispose of more heat, so they give it

more heat to generate, and thus by a rough and ready
makeshift, which works admirably in practice, they
preserve both cylinders at an approximately even tem-
perature in running. I do not know if all the favourite

twins of to-day are thus designed, but several of the

most popular present this feature, and I should not

be surprised to learn that it is universal.

Sidecars and Spring Frames.
The letter of Zenith Motors, Ltd., in the issue

of December i8th, contradicted a contributor

for asserting that a sidecar could not be used
without fatal results to their particular make of

spring frame motor bicycle. None the less, he was
right with regard to some spring frames. There are

some makes in which the springs come between the

two points at which the sidecar clips are normally
attached to the bicycle. The sidecar frame is rigid,

whereas these two points on the bicycle are con-

tinually varying their distance from each other.

Obviously, therefore, if a rigid sidecar be attached
to such a frame, the sidecar frame will be continually
" whipping," if the bouncing of the cycle be powerful
enough. Or, alternatively, if the sidecar frame be rigid

enough to withstand the compression of the springs

on the cycle, the cycle will become to all intents and
purposes a rigid-framed machine.

An Eisemann Magneto Tip.
A German military officer sends me the following

tip from Berlin. He had to take charge of some
shooting practice six miles from his house at 6.30
every morning, and he used to start at 6.10 on his

3 h.p. N.S.U., carrying it down some steps into the
street. One morning it steadily refused to start, and
on examining it he found someone had been fooling

with it and smashed the bottom spring on the contact
breaker of the magneto. No spares were available,

and yet he had to be at the range, six miles off, withui

a quarter of an hour. Searching his pockets, he found

a flat indiarubber band, and wrapping this four times

round the top part of the make and break, he found

the engine started immediately. This makeshift was

so successful that he did fifty miles on it without mis-

firing, until the arrival of a spare part. He further

sends me a design for a paraffin or benzol carburetter,

in which he utilises the exhaust box, insulating it with

asbestos. This article is too fiery to describe, I am
afraid. A conflagration could only be a matter of

time.

A Complaint.
A rider asks me if " twin-cylinder engines are still

in the experimental stage," since his machine refuses

to run steadily. He sets his levers till the machine
is travelling, say, 15 m.p.h., and it will keep to that

pace for, say, half a mile, and then, without any

alteration of the levers, it will suddenly bolt off at

30 m.p.h., which he finds very inconvenient. I should

think so. He ascribes it to the use of automatic inlet

valves, and consults me about sundry twin-cylinder

engines fitted with mechanical inlet valves, saying he

has noticed tbe same phenomenon on most a.o.i.v.

engines, even on single-cylinders. I may inform him
there are many twin-cylinder machines on the market

that are nO' more experimental than the single-cylinder

he praises so highly, and that automatic valves are at
,

present more universal on twin-cylinder engines than

m.o.v. The jerky running he complains of is not due

to the valves at all, but is divided between two causes.

Tbe form of lever employed has a (very) little to do
with it. The levers are held in position by spring

washers of no particular strength, and sO' shift position

gradually when there is any vibration. His eye, view-

ing them vertically, fails to detect the slight opening

of the throttle or advance of the spark due to vibra-

tion. But the main reason, I am inclined to think, is

due somehow to the inefficient type of throttle valve

used on the now obsolete model he refers to. It is

merely a disc hinged on a cross spindle, and I have
met with this uneven running whenever I have used

the carburetter in question, even on single-cylinder

m.o.v. engines. I speak more emphatically, because

I recently bestrode the latest model of the twin referred

to, which has precisely the same engine as the one

complained about, the same arrangement of levers,

and an altogether different tight-fitting barrel throttle.

I think if he cut the inlet pip>e, and sweated in a more
modem throttle, he would find it perfectly possible to

' run this engine steadily and regularly at any number
of revolutions he wishes.

>-•••—<
The preliminary list of Peugeot motor cycles and

engines has just reached us from Mr. J. Taylor, the

sole agent, 318, Percy Road, Birmingham. Any reader

can obtain a copy on application.
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UEjTIONy^^TOPUE5.

A selection"of|questions of general|interest received from our readers

and our replies thereto. When particular makes of machines, acces-

sories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep

a key for reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor,

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and, whether intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a

Stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Necessity (or a Hot Air Pipe.

On my 2 h.p. Clemeni
Garrard motor bicycle a small

tube is fitted from silencer to

carburetter. Will the engine

work as well without it, as I

have only lately purchased the

machine?—O.V., Bucks.
The tube in question is to convey warm
air to the carburetter and assist

vaporisation. If j'ou wish to see if the

engine will run well without it, the

obvious thing to do is to remove it,

but, generally speaking, carburetters

require to be warmed during tire cold

weather.

Twin-cylinder Mounts and Two-speed Gears.

(1.) Do you think a 5 h.p.

Vindec fitted with spring forks

and a two-speed gear an ideal

mount? (2.) Is a two-speed
gear fitted to a machine and

used as a bicycle alone superfluous

for an athletic man of 24? My idea

is that for wet weather riding, start-

ing on hills, and in crowded traffic,

the two gears must be a great help,

but I want to know if it is reliable?

Hoping you will assist me on this

two-speed gear question—C.G.W.
(1.) Yes, the machine is an e.xcellent

one. (2.) No, a two-speed gear is

always an advantage provided it is

well made, which the one in question
is. You will find the latest patt-ern

quite reliable.

Suiting Carburetter to Engine.

I have a twin-cylinder 7 h.p.

?'
I

Peugeot engine which I have
fitted in my spare time to an

-SJ open frame tricar. I bought a
genuine De Dion carburetter for

this engine, believing that, although
heavy, it was the best. I use a
Peugeot coil, and have always used
4ry batteries on previous machines,
but I am unable to get the engine to
start, either by starting handle or by
running alongside. Can it be that
the carburetter does not suit the
engine? Everything seems in order.
I have an induction pipe from carbu-
retter about 18in. long. Is that bad?
Ought all air to be off in De Dion as
in other carburetters?—J. McN.,
Dublin.

Provided the spark takes place at the
correct time, and is of a healthy nature,
you may be fairly sure that the igni-
tion is not the cause of the trouble.
Personally, we should advise you to get

another make of carburetter and ex-

periment with various-sized jets and
choke tubes until the correct com-
bination is found. Either a

B and B. or a Longuemare gives

every facility for adjustment. The
length of induction pipe mentioned is

no great, disadvantage if the carbu-

retter is suitably warmed, but person-

ally we should prefer a short one.

During the cold weather especially, par-

ticular attention must be paid to clos-

ing off as much air as possible from the
caiburetter when starting. You may even
have to partially choke up the fixed air

inlet, and if you find that this is the

only thing which will make the
engine start, you will have to fit a mov-
able shutter so that the orifice in ques-

tion can be partly closed off, if neces-

sary, for starting purposes, and opened
again when engine is running.

Flow of Petrol Impeded.

ily twin-cylinder machine
has recently developed a mis-

fire, and it has also gradually
got more sluggish at starting.

The inlet valves are automatic,

ignition by accumulator, and Longue-
mare carburetter. I have gone care-

fully over all wiring, adjusted coil

tremblers, and made make and break
contacts quite smooth and flat.

When running the engine gives off

loud backfires every fifty yards or so,

and I have found that the back
cylinder misfires the most. After in-

jecting petrol through each compres-
sion tap, the engine starts readily,

but gradually slows down unless I

continually press the plunger of tlm
carburetter, which causes the engine
to go off at full speed, and the carbu-

retter to flood. Compression is

fairly good and inlet valves all right,

except that I fancy back cylinder

valve stem does not move so freely

as the front one. Shall be glad of

your assistance.—6.W.R.
It certainly appears from the symptoms
you describe that insufficient petrol can
get through the carburetter to teed

both cylinders properly, and the back-
fires are caused by the excess of air.

If you take down the carburetter and
clean out carefully every crevice, not
omitting the feed pipe and the gauzes
in the union at the bottom, you will

probably find a cause for the petrol

stoppage. If one of the inlet valve
stems is not free in the guide, you can
cure this by the use of emery cloth.

High Consumption|and Loss ot Power.

I have a 3^ h.p. Excelsior

?' motor bicycle with Longuemare
carburetter, but cannot get

-SJ more than thirty miles to the
gallon of petrol. The spray

has ten slots. Should I get better
results if I fitted a new spray with
six slots? Although 3^ h.p. I cannot
mount hills without pedal assistance.
—P.E., Bucks.

Your machine requires thoroughly
"tuning up." The jet is undoubtedly
too large, and we should recommend
you to try one with six slots, using a
sm.aller choke tube. The consumption
of petrol should be about seventy or
eighty miles to the gallon. The
machine should go up any hill to be
met with on the main roads. You must
see that the valve springs, valves,
piston rings, and compression are as
good as can be before you can expect
the machine to run really well.

Fitting a Sidecar and Attention to Twin Engine. '

I am driving a twin-
cylinder Minerva '"with rigid
side-carriage, and should be
much obliged if you would let

me know how to test the
wheel alignment? I should also be
glad of any hints in getting the two
cylinders to fire at the same speed.
Could you say how often, under
ordinary conditions, the engine should
be oiled?—5050.

The best way to find if the wheels of
the sidecar and bicycle are in align-

ment is to fix the sidecar in a vertical
position with the bicycle, as nearly as
possible; then get a length ot twine or
tape and measure the distance between
the centre of the tyre on the side-

car and the centre of the tyre on the
bicycle, taking your measurement first

of all at the top of the tyres, then
move the wheels round half a turn
and repeat the measurement on
the top and bottom of the sidecar
wlieel. If the measurements coincide
you will know that everything is

correct. You had better study
" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," which will give you several
hints with regard to tuning up the
valves on the machine. The great
thing is to get the valve springs of

equal tension, and by carefully grind-
ing the valves and attention to the
piston rings to get as nearly as possible
the same compression in both cylin-

ders. Also, the ignition must be accu-
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rately synchronised, and there is no
better means of doing this than by
using either a R.O.M. contact breaker

or a high tension magneto. On a twin-

cylinder machine give one charge of oil

every six miles with a sidecar, and
every ten miles when riding solus.

Sluggish Starting.

Could you help me with the

starting of my 3 h.p. Fafnir-

engined motor cycle? Whether
hot or cold it is always some
time before engine starts. If

I descend a long incline with exhaust
valve raised, by the time I get to the

foot of incline the engine will not
start for some time. It seems to me
I cannot shut off enough air. The
fixed air supply is rather large,

about lin. diameter. The machine
runs very well otherwise. Fafnir
carburetter, battery ignition.—H.C.,
Southend.

You might try fitting a shutter over
the fixed air inlet so that it is partly

closed before starting. This should get

over the difficulty. Failing this, try a

larger jet, but we imagine that oar

Considering Purcliasing a Two-speed Mount.

I am thinking of exchanging
my Rex 1906 twin, with whicii

I have been very well satis

fied, for the Rex Modele de
Luxe 5i h.p. twin with
bearing engine, two - speed

gear and Iloc free engine clutch.

Priv^r to finally deciding I should
like your advice. I wish to use the
motor cycle with Montgomery side

carriage, which I have constantly
done with satisfaction with my pre-

sent mount ; same will have to be
fitted to the left hand side of motor
cycle instead of the right as hitherto,

(i.) Is the speed gear and clutch as

litted a satisfactory, simple, and
strong combination for use with
sidecarriage ? (2.) Does it slow
the machine, and is tliere any
appreciable chance of same failing on
the road? Has it also an appreci-
ably long life? (3.) Can the machine
be started anywhere by means of the
low speed gear with the rider seated?
(4.) I am thinking of having the
twin tyres. Do these slow the
machine? (5.) Do you consider tlia"".

the ball bearings will render the
engine so efficient that they will

neutralise any retarding effect thai
the change-speed gear may exert?—
E. P. Blois.

(1.) We feel sure -you would find a bali

bearing Rex engine with clutch and
two-speed gear to be satisfactory.

(2.) You lose a slight amount of p^ .ver

on the low speed but not on the high
speed. Its life would depend on how
often and carefully it is used. (3.)

Yes, the machine could be started on
almost any gradient. (4.) Twin tyres

will, of course, have the effect of slow-
ing the mg,chine very slightly. (5.)

There is no doubt that ball bearings
render an engine highly efficient, but
it is impossible to say if it would com-
pensate for all loss of power on the low
speed. Altogether, we think you would
be wise to make the exchange.

^^^(^Ml
How to Remove Engine PuUey.

I should be glad if you
would tell me how to remove
the pulley from my 3^ h.p.

Triumpli? I have had it

soaking in paraffin for hours,
and have tried the effect of four oak
wedges between pulley and crank-
case, but it has not made the
slightest impression.—S.E.B., S.W.

Obtain two very large screwdrivers
and get a friend to push them between
the pulley and crankcase, as far as
they will go without forcing them,
then get him to apply slight pressure
to lever the pulley outwards, and, at the
s.ame time, loosen the pulley nut, but
do not remove it. While pressure is

applied as above give the loosened nut
on the shaft a sharp tap with a hammer,
interposing a piece of brass or copper
between hammer and nut ; the pulley
should then come off quite easily.

Difficulty with a Magneto.

Will you please give me somi
advice on the following sub
ject : My machine is a 3 h.p.

Singer, 1905, ignition, high
tension Simms-Bosch magnetc,

driven by a chain from the 2 to 1

shaft. Last week whilst running
the machine on the stand, I noticed
for the first time sparks (electrical,

I presume) discharged from the driv-

ing chain. The sparks were most
prominent from the driven sprocket
on the magneto shaft, alternately

they would appear on the driving
sprocket. What is the cause of this,

leakage or resistance to the high
tension wire to plug? I may men-
tion that the weather at the time was
very foggy and machi e wet. The
machine has been little used, and is

in good condition. Do you think the
magnets require remagnetising? The
carburetter is within lin. of the
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magneto sprocket. I fear ignition of

vapour if it occurs again. This is

my only trouble.—K 631.

It is rather difficult to account for the
trouble, which may be due to a break-
down in the secondary winding. The
question - is, does the magneto fire

properly? If this is the case, and the
engine does not misfire, and a good
spark is obtained at the plug, the
trouble is due to a leakage which may
conceivably be due to excessive wet or
moisture causing a short circuit. It

seems to us unlikely that the machine
will run properly if excessive outside
sparking is prevalent. Of course, if

tne winding is defective the armature
will have to be rewound, which is

rather an expensive job. If you wish
to inspect the armature you must have
ready a rectangular piece of iron at

least ^in. thick, which will exactly fit

between the poles, and this should be
instantly inserted as soon as the arma-
ture is withdrawn. On examining the
armature you will find what looks like

a broken wire near one of the ends, but
this is the safety spark gap. If the
insulation is broken down it may be
quite invisible until the winding is

taken off, which is a job which the
makers only can tackle. If the
machine has been in constant use for

three years the magnets may require
re-magnetising, but we should recom-
mend you first to thoroughly examine
the contact breaker and the high ten-
sion carbon, spring, and terminal. If

these and the carburetter are in good
order, and yet the engine is difficult to
.start at slow speeds, the whole magneto
had better be sent to the Simms-Bosch
Co., 31, Store Street, Tottenham Court
Koad, W.C., for examination.

If W. Thomson will furnish his
address and 3. stamped envelope a reply
will be sent to his query.

Not the least advantage of a lightweight motor bicycle ! The Viennese motor cyclist here shown
uses a 1 j h.p. Motosacoche
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Is the Talk

of

the Trade.
'The Daily Telegraph," No 28, 1907.

While there are so many excellent motor cycles on view, it is

almost invidious to piclc out any particular make, but .... the
Roc has several distinctive features.

" The Scottish Cyclist," Nov. 20, 1907.
A noteworthy display. The Rcc gear is nicely made and finished

;

likely to sell well ; its appearance is good.

"The Bazaar," Nov. 27, 1907.
The Roc should have a bii? future. A commendable move has been
made by A. W. Wall in offering to fit their gear to any machine.

"The Irish Cyclist," Nov. 27, 1907.
Has met with considerable success.

"Work," Dec. 14, 1907.
The Roc is one of the simplest and most reliable—containing
quite a number of good points.

"The Motor Cycle," Dec. 11, 1907.
The Roc is already familiar. It is better than ever.

"The Motor Cycle," Jan. 1, 1908.
The Roc gear is considerably lighter, neater, and more adaptable
to other makes of machines than any similar type of gear that
we have had the opportunity of inspecting.

"Bicycling News," Nov
Very satisfactory and practical

distinctive features
" Financier.

27, 1907.
Roc motor cycles have many

Dec. 5, 1907.
Such autocycles as the Roc . . . furnish typical exemphficationsbucn autocycies as ine Kutj .... lurnisu tytju-ai cAcmiJiiiiLaiiuiJi

of the high standard of mechanical efficiency which motor cycles

have already reached.
" C.TC. Gazette," January, 1908

Have introduced considerablelimprove

is the clutch, etc.

The. great feature

R03 4 h.ii. 1958 Military Moilel, wiih Roc Clutch Speed^Gear,-45 Gns.

A. W. WALL, Ltd., Sole Mfrs.of the ROC Motor Cycles (with live axle), Birminghatno
London: THE SERVICE CO., 292, High Holborn, London.jW.C. agents everywhere.

THIS FRAME
(No. 6)

Suits all

The Leading

Engines.

SINGLE OR TWIN.

FITTINGS AND FRAMES FOR EVERY LIGHTWEIGHT SET ON THE MARKET.

WARNING.
ASK

TO SEE
THE
NAME.

THUMB SLIDES.

THE UPTO-DATE
HANDi-E-BAR
CONTROL.
LEAFLET

POST FREE.

Beware of machines, frames, etc., offered aflow prices and described as " Chater," " Chater Lea
No. 6 Pattern," or—frequently quite falsely—as "Genuine Chater Lea." Such frames are usually
built with imitation parts similar in'appearance only, ofjthe most inferior description and practic-
ally worthless. We invite particulars of cases of imposition, and wiU institute the most rigorous
legal proceedings on behalf of riders defrauded in this manner Doubtfi'l machines or parts
examined free of charge at our Works.
We count on the assistance of all honest traders and riders in exposing and .cimmating'this

'sspicable form of fraud.

CHATERLEAr
Works: 114-120, Golden Lane, LONDON. E.C.

Ill answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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For 1908 the leading makers are adopting

DAVISON PETROL AND Oil. GAUGES.
You need not wait, iiowever. They oan be fitted to your existing maohin* quite easily.

Send fop List of

Davison

Specialities-

All "a little better."

High Class Tanks

of any design

supplied promptly.

A. C. DAVISON, 12a, Pleasant Row, High Street, Camden Town, LONDON, N.

F.M.C. "THE FAIRY"
THIS SHOUUD BE YOUR NEW IVIOUNT FOR THE OOIVIING SEASON.WHY ?

Because it oombines points of QREAT INTEREST to the MOTORIST, and also to the NOVICE.

2i-3 h.p. FAIRY (Magneto) Simms-Bosch

2f3 h.p. FAIRY (Coil and Accumulator)

£33 10

£28 7

The FAIBY MOTOR CO.,
102, Westcombe Hill, Blackheath, S.E.

'Phone 1021 Deptford. Wire "Frostbite London ." F.M.C.

UIVI.C
Synon^me ft>r EFFICIENCY.
DESIGNED by Mr. W. J. Lloyd (late Director o( the Quadrant Cycle Co., Ltd.),

Designer of the " ORIGINAL QUADRANT " ENGINES (Birmingham make).

The L.M.C. bristles with genuine Improvements.
Write for Leaflet " COIHVINCING GRITIGISiVIS," post free.

EASY STARTING and CONTROL, POWERFUL and SPEEDY.
Illustrated Price List, post free.

L.M.C. PARTS and FITTINGS for " QUADRANT " ENGINES.
PROMPT DESPATCH. NEW LIST READY. POST FREE.

The LM.C. 31 h.p. THE LLOYD MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO.,
AGENCIES :

BRISTOL and DISTRICT : c. A. HUNTER, 45, Park Street. 132, Monument Road, Birmingliam.
CARDIFF and DISTRICT : R. SEVAN, 31, Castle Street. Telegrams : "Obliging."

Trials can be arranged. A^'L^nTs'wJ^itci.

The Douglas

Simms Boscli H.T. Magneto.

TWIN CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLE.

VIBRATIONLESS. T(\ f |%c ^^^^ ^^^^
NOISELESS. "W UIlO. CLIMBER.

* Douglas Bros. '''TmsToL

In answering any advertisement an this page it is desirdble tliat you mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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CLUB NEWS.
Perth and District H.C 0.

A general meeting of the club will be held in the Windsor

Bestaurant, St. John Street, this (Wednesday) evening at

eight The committee specially ask all members to attend,

several matters of considerable importance having to be

decided.
Newcastle U.C.

Under the auspices of the above club Mr. William Dimn

will deliver a lecture on "Motor Cycling as a Sport and Ke-

creation," in the Lovaine Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on

Friday, the 31st January, at 8 p.m. Admission is by invita-

tion ticket, which may be obtained by applying with a

stamped and addressed envelope to the secretary, ^J. F. Kob-

son, 119, Gloucester Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. The lecture

will be illustrated with 130 limelight views.

West Essex A.O.

The annual dinner was held on Thursday last at the Seven

Kings Hotel, and was well attended. The president of the

club Mr B. Foster Wickens, presided. Mr. F. Straight, ot

the Auto Cycle Union, and Mr. R«e» Jeffreys, of the Motor

Union, were among those present. The dmner wa^ an un-

qualified success, the secretary (Mr. Baldwin) saying it was

the best they had ever had. After the toast list had been

gone through and the prizes won in 1907 competitions pre-

sented, the room was cleared and dancing indulged in until

the small hours of the morning.

Tbe LIveipool ILC.

The annual general meeting of the above club was held at

the St. George's Restaurant, Redcross Street, on Wednesday
last. Captain T. Clarke in the chair. A good number of

members attended. It was decided to hold several important

competitions during 1908. The election of officers for the

year resulted as follows : Captain, Mr. T. Clarke ; sub-cap-

tain, R. P. Rutherford ; secretary and treasurer, E. L. Fehr

;

reporting secretary, J. D. Bethell ; committee, Messrs.

Heaton, Lea, Edge, Wright, Parsons, Pritchard, and Picker-

ing. Local motor cyclists can obtain full particulars regard-

ing membership from the secretary, Mr. E. L. Fehr, 22,

Preeson's Row, Liverpool.

Uncolnthln II.C.C.

The members of the Lincolnshire M.C.C. have decided to

accede to the influential requests for centres of the club at

Louth, Stamford, Scunthorpe, and Frodingham. Motor
cyclists residing in those districts should drop a line to the

hon. sec. of the club, Mr. Wilkinson, 18, York Avenue,
Lincoln. Suggestions would also be welcomed.
The club will be represented at the inquiry into the appli-

cation for a speed limit for Colsterworth, which is to he held

at Grantham on the 28th. Mr. C. Nelson, the honorary

solicitor to the club, will appear, and the secretary of the

club, and Mr. Mettham, the secretary of the Grantham
Centre, will, with others, give evidence. ^

Sheffield and HallamsMre M.C.O.

The annual general meeting of this prosperous club was
held at headquarters on Thursday evening, January 16th,

Mr. J. H. Hall in the chair. A large number of members
were present. After the minutes of the last meeting
had been passed as read, and the accounts for the year
passed, a long discussion took place regarding affiliation to

the A.C.U., the meeting being practically unanimous in

favour of affiliating, but as certain matters are not yet de-

finitely settled between the A.C.U. and the R.A.C. it was
decided to leave the matter over and call another meeting to

consider the scheme in detail in a few weeks time. A new
rule was passed admitting hon. members at an annual sub-
scription of 2s. 5d., lady members also to be admitted upon
payment of the same amount, and it was suggested that some
special competitions be held for lady members during the
coming summer. The following were elected officers for this

year : President, Mr. John H. Hall ; vice-presidents, Messrs.
J. Haslam, W. Watts, H. Bisby, W. Hill, and Brooke
Shaw ; hon. secretary, Mr. T. F. Turner ; trials secretary,

Mr. Gould ; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. Hill ; committee, Messrs.
Dakin, F. Dover, Vale, J. W. Ardern, F. Farrer, W. James,
R. C. Honey, Kay, Sawer, J. A. Farrer, Tarrant, and

. Oliver ; auditors, Messrs. C. Champion and Mr. Dakin.
Owing to a business appointment, Mr. Jno. Haslam has

resigned the honorary secretaryship of the above club.

Ths Bulngitoka and District H.O.

A paper was read before the above club entitled " The
Manufacture of Steel and Iron," by Mr. P. Grover, on the

15th inst., illustrated by an excellent series of lantern slides.

A short discussion took place afterwards, followed by votes

of thanks to the lecturer and chairman, Mr. F. Williams.

At the next meeting a debate "Two-cycle v- four-cycle

Engines for Road Vehicles" will take place, Mr. _R. K.

Hubbard advocating the former, and Mr. R. J. Joice th«

latter. Mr. Geo. Watson, M.I.A.E., will read his promised

paper, "The Development of Steam Vehicles for Passenger

and Goods Transport," on Saturday, February 15th, to be

illustrated with lantern pictures.

Newcastle and District tLCC.

The annual dinner and presentation of prizes will b« held

at the Continental Restaurant, Grainger Street, Newcastle,
on Thursday, January 30th, at 7.15 p.m. Tickets, 3s. 6d.

each, on application to the hon. secretary, S. W. Carty, 32,

St. Mary's Place, Newcastle. |Mr. J. H. Hall, president of

the Sheffield M.C.C, has kindly consented to take the chair,

and it is expected that he will be supported by the following

well-known representatives from other clubs : Mr. F.

Straight, A.C.U. ; Mr. A. G. Reynolds, Essex M.C. ; Mr.
A. J. Moorhouse and Mr. Butler, Manchester M.C. ; Mr.
Vint, Bradford M.C.C. ; Mr. H. Wheater, Leeds M.C.C.

;

Mr. Walton, Hartlepool M.C.C. ; Mr. Russell Jackson,
Sunderland M.C.C. ; Mr. Liddle, Middlesbrough M.C.C. ;

Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, M.C.C. ; and Mr. G. J. Wilkinsoii,

Lincolnshire M.C.C.
Sonderland and District III.C.C.

The aflnual general meeting of this club was held on the
15th inst. The resignation of the hon. sec. and treasurer,

Mr. W. E. Russell Jackson, was received and accepted with
regret. After the report of the past year had been read and
adopted, the following members were elected to office for

1908 : Chairman, Mr. W. E. R. Jackson ; hon. treasurer, S.

Wilson; committee, Messrs. M. Moore, W. F. Cross, J. Kir-
ton, E. J. Tiffin, V. Tiffin, and J. Wood, together with the

chairman, secretary, and treasurer. It was decided to reduce
the subscription to 5s., which is now due. All subscriptions
and communications for the present to be sent to S. Wilson,
5, Bower Street, Fulwell, Sunderland. There is every pro-

spect of a good year, as severaf new members are joining, and
it is hoped that there will be a good attendance at the next
rreeting, to be held on February 3rd, when the programme
for the year will be discussed.

Manchester M.C.

This club held its annual general meeting on Thursday
last, the 16th inst., at the Albion Hotel, Manchester, and
the following officers were elected for 1908 : President, A. J.

Bell ; vice-presidents, P. C. Hunt and J. Higginson, jun.

;

captains, H. W. Cranham and 0. Gross ; sub-captains, E.
Jones and J. Eraser ; treasurer, Percy Butler ; secretary,
A. J. Moorhouse.
A satisfactory balance-sheet was presented by the retiring

treasurer, the club having a bank balance of over £180.
The programme for 1908 is very ambitious, and numerous

competitions have already been arranged. During the evening
a number of offers in the form of prizes were made by
members, and it is intended to run separate classes for non-
trade members in the various competitions.
The annual subscription for cycle members is 12s. 6d., which

includes affiliation fee to the A.C.U. There is also an
entrance fee of 5s.

The club now numbers about 250 members, and any
motorists in the district who would like to become members
will be welcomed. The new secretary's address is 36, Spring
Gardens, where all communications should be addressed.

The Motor Union Conference.

Mr. F. Straight, secretary of the Auto Cycle Union, writes:
" In the report of the conference of the provincial clubs con-
vened by the Motor Union, which report appeared in several
London daily newspapers, I see my name appeared as sup-
porting the chairman, Mr. C. H. Dodd, thus implying that
I was supporting the Motor Union. Will you grant me space
to say that I was only present in my official capacity as

secretary of the Auto Cycle Union, and in response to an
invitation from the Motor Union to be present. Otherwise
I took no official part in the meeting, and was only present
to hear the arguments that were used."
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Index to ' The Motor Cycle."

. , A complete index to The Motor Cycle
of 1907 is now ready, and a copy will

be forwarded post free on receipt of 3d.

in stamps. Subscribers will find a copy
of the index enclosed with the present

issue.

Etfllculty in obtaining Petrol.

Among the batch of enquiries receivea

last week was one irom a motor cyclist

in Arabia, who complains that he is un-

able to obtain petrol for his maeliine,

principally because he requires it in

such small quantities.

Another Non-stop and Hill Contest.

The Lewisham A.C. has under con-

sideration another winter contest on the

lines of its successful non-stop and
timed hill-climb at Eiverhill last

February, which proved a severe trial

e\-en with tlie almost ideal conditions

of roads and weather that prevailed.

So far from there being any opposition,

.the necessary police permit was readily

.granted, and it will be recalled that

ithe local police actually assisted at the

.last event.

Separate Class tot Sldetars.

At present the actual venue, or the
date, has not been decided. It is

thought that early in March will be
most suitable, as many riders receive

delivery of their new machines by then.

It is intended to include a class for

sidecars as well as lightweights, both
of which should fill well. The test is

more arduous than the usual hill-climb.

In last year's event more than one
engine ran hot after the previous stiff

pull from the outskirts of Tonbridge.

Hill-cUmliing Competitions.

A writer in a sixpenny illustrated

weekly, commenting on the action of the

R.A.C. in prohibiting the holding of

hill-climbs, says: "The motor cyclists

also do not like to be deprived of their

sport, but in their case the prohibition
was, if anything, more necessary than
in the case of motor cars, and the dis-

continuance of the hill-climbing com-
petitions will perhaps have the bene-

ficial effect of lessening the demand for

ridiculously high-powered, unwieldy
motor cycles, and bringing about a
revulsion in favour of the rational

lightweight motor bicycle of moderate
power." Apparently, the writer
imagines that such contests are con-

fined to "high-powered unwieldy motor
cycles " instead of standard touring
machines of but moderate power. He
adds, "There will, of course, still be
occasional hill-ciimbi'Tg competitions
helrl in such favoured districts as Fcrn-
hurst."

Substitute lor Petrol.

The Stockholm correspondent of the

TUvening Standard states that a Swede
claims to have discovered a substitute

for petrol, which is both cheaper and
gives more power.

The A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

In future, Quarterly Trials riders

will be timed on Amersham Hill as well

as Dashwood. Particulars of a further

competition in connection with these

trials are given on page 59.

Italian Motor Cycle Race.

On Sunday next the Criterium de
Voiturettes and Coupe de I'Exposition

Trial for motor cycles, organised by the
A.C. of Turin and i;he Moto Club of

Italy, will take place.

A Mistaken Idea.

An idea is now going the round of

motor cycle circles that the Tourist
Trophy Race is ai petrol consumption
test. Now, it is in reality nothing of

the kind. In a consumption trial the
object is to finish with as much fuel
left as possible—in other words, to use
as little as possible. In the T.T. Race,
on the other hand, the object is to

drive as fast as possible without run-

ning short of petrol, the exact opposite.

There is only one thing worse than
finishing with too large a residue, and
that is to run out of fuel. If a man is

told to run at the rate of 100 miles to

the gallon, and finishes, say, fifth on the

list, after having consumed petrol at

the rate of 150 miles to the gallon, he
has done badly, since it is clearly

proved that he has driven too slowly,

and has misjudged his allowance hope-
lessly. Even if the winner has a large

residue left in his tank, it merely bears
v/itness to the fact that he could have
travelled a great deal faster. In a
word, the object of the race is to

drive a« fast as possible and have as

little surplus fuel as possible at the
finish.

Legion ot Frontiersmen.

The London Command of the Legion
of Frontiersmen under I.ieut.-Col.

DriscoU, D.S.O., is now forming a
motor cyclists' section. Motor cyclists

who are desirous of joining will be able
to obtain all particulars on application
to Capt. A. Arkell-Hardwick, O.C.B.
Squadron, at the headquarters, 7, John
Street, Adelphi, W.C.

Miss Dorothy Smith, o( Cambridge, a recent convert to motor cycling. The S b.p. Advance on which

she is seitel nrevnusly belonged to Mrs. Edwjrl K;.i i ir.i. Miss Smit'i was introduced to Mrs. Kennard
by mil- Muri3l Hind.
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Fiopased Speed Umlt at Belfast,

The Belfast City Council have made
an application for a ten miles speed
limit on all roads through the city.

Aq inquiry is to be held to-day (Wed-
nesday) at Dublin.

Money Lying Idle.

It is a curious fact that the money
collected by the various county and
borough authorities for the registration

of motor cars and motor cycles is not

being put to any use for any particular

purpose, but is lying idle on one side.

It is certainly a pity that the Act did

not state what this money was to be

used for, but perhaps some . day the

local authorities may be induced to

spend some of it in improving the

roads.

Speed Umlt on Swan BUL

The ten miles limit that will shortly

come into force on Swan Hill, on the

direct road from Beckenham to

Bromley, certainly appears a
somewhat unnecessary restriction,

for apart from the swan neck
bend from which it takes its

name, the hill has a part gradient

of 1 in 8. The only accidents

have been to pedal cyclists

losing control of their machines,

two being fatal. The hill is

easily avoided by taking the

right hand road at Shortlands

Station, and the equally stiff

ascent on to the London Eoad.

Hotel Cyellsts should Combine.

Mr. A. Candler, the hon. sec-

retary of the Motor Cycling

Club, will move a resolution on
behalf of the executive at the

annual general meeting, "That
in the opinion of this meeting of

members of the Motor Cycling
Club, affiliation to the Auto
Cycle Union should be continued
during 1908." In his report to

the members Mr. Candler says,

"It is imperatively necessary

that all motor cyclists should
combine together for protecting

their interests and securing the
proper putting of the motor cyclists'

case when the new Motor Car Act
comes up for discussion."

'• The Motor Cycle " Buyers' Guide.

As in 1905, we shall shortly publish
a complete list of motor cycles, includ-
ing passenger machines, at present on
the British market. A full specifica-

tion and price will be given of each
machine, so that -ders who are
hesitating over the of a new
mount can comparf ts of each
one with a minimu of trouble.

February 12th is 1 which this

useful guide will hed.

Financial Position 0^
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Koposed Speed Limit at EendaL-

An inquiry into the application made
by the Kendal Town Council to the
L.G.B. for a speed limit of eight miles
per hour was held on the 7th inst. at

the Town Hall, Kendal. The speed
limit was asked for, not only on cer-

tain narrow places in the borough, but
on the whole length of the main roads
through the town, over three miles in

all. The application was opposed by
Mr. W. Eees Jeffreys for the E.A.C.
and Motor Union, who called upon
several local motorists and a motor
cyclist to support his opposition. The
decision of the L.G.B. will be
announced shortly.

The 1908 Tourist Trophy Baeo.

The Tourist Trophy Race for Motor
Cycles will be held in the Isle of Man
next October. The Competitions Sub-
Committee of the Auto Cycle Union
recommend that the race be repeated

srwww^S^? '^'^W
FUTURE EVENTS.

Jan. 22—Southend and District M.C.
Annual Generfil Meeting.

„ 24 to Feb. I—Scottish Motor Show,
Waverley Market, Edinburgh.

„ 25—Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial.

,, 27—Motor Cycling Club Annual
General Meeting.

„ 30—Newcastle and District M.C.C.
Annual Dinner.

Feb. 21-29—Manchester Motor Car Show,
Belle Vue, Manchester.

,, IS—A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner.

„ 15—A.C.U. Council Meeting.

„ 18—Motor Cycling Club Bohemian
Concert.

Mar. 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show,
Agricultural Hall.

April A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

May 4-9—Auto Cycle Club de France
Reliability Trials for Motor Cycles and
Voiturettes. Total distance nearly 1,000
miles.
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on the petrol consumption basis, but
that one gallon of spirit for every 100
miles be allowed for the single-cylinder

machines, and one gallon every eighty

miles for the twin-cylinder. Last year
the petrol allowance was ninety miles
per . gallon for single cylinder, and
seventy-five miles per gallon for twin-
cylinder machines.

Henri Cissac as Car Driver.

It is a remarkable fact, but neverthe-

less true, that nearly all the principal

motor car drivers were in their earlier

days exponents of either the motor bi-

cycle or motor tricycle, and now comes
to hand the news that Cissac, whose
wonderful riding in this country at

Brighton and Blackpool is still fresh

in our memories, will drive a racing car

in the Grand Prix. Cissac, as a motor
cyclist, has perhaps a record unique m
the annals of the sport ; he was one
of the first to reduce cycle pacemaking
to a fine art. So perfectly did his

machines run in the earlier days when
breakdowns were the rule rather than
the exception, that a good cyclist would
pay him practically anything he de-

69

manded to secure his services. In
those days Cissac waa always an expo-

nent of the house of Peugeot, but after

the severe accident to Lanfranchi,

which cost the firm a considerable

amount of money, they decided to

abstain from further track racing, and
confine their attentions to road events

and straightaway record rides. Cifisac

continued with the old firm, and it was
not till last year that he left them to

take up a position with the Alcyons to

handle their racing voiturettes. This
year, however, Cissac might be said to

have reached the tip-top of the tree,

for he will be representing the old-

established firm of Panhard-Levasior
in the Grand Prix. It will be interest-

ing to watch the performance of this

old-time champion of the motor cycle

in such an important event.

Lamps tor Motor Cycles.

On page 1038, issue of December 25th,

we published a letter signed H.
Rottenburg on the subject of

lamps. In the letter he men-
tioned a firm who exhibited a

motor bicycle lamp at the
Olympia Show, but owing to a

misprint this was given as the

United Motor Industries, Ltd.
It should have been the Imperial
Motor Industries, Ltd., of 15,

Castle Street, E., Oxford Street.

A Motor Cyele Tractor.

Writing to A. W. Wall, Ltd.,

under date of the 9th inst., Mr.
C. A. Palmer says that he re-

cently made an excellent test of

the Roc two-speed gear. A friend

of his owned a tricar which has
lately been fitted with a new
piston, and the latter being a
rather tight fit, it was found im-

possible to start the machine in

the ordinary way. Mr. Palmer,
who owns a twin-cyiinder Roc
motor bicycle with change-speed

gear, was called to the rescue,

and he attached a rope to the

tricar and towed it up a hill

having a gradient of 1 in 7^ to

1 in 8. The total weight of the

tricar, motor bicycle, and two passen-

gers was 1,028 lias. The fact of the

gear standing the pull of the 5 h.p.

engine, and a load of nearly half a ton,

is a sufficient proof of the quality tmd
strength of the working parts.

Ripley Roadmenders' Fund.

The Auto Cycle Union, which has
undertaken the arrangements for the

dinner hitherto given by the Bath
Road Club to the Ripley Roadmenders,
has up to the present received the

following donations : £ s. d.

Mr. "N. H. Illingworth ... 4 6

Mr. J. W. Stocks ... 1 1

Mr. S. F. Edge 110
Kent A.C 110
Miss Hind ... 5

Mr. S. G. Lorjworth ... 5

Mr. John H. Hall ... 10 6

£4 8
The Royal A.C. has kindly consented
to present packets of tea and tobacco
to each of the men. Contributions to
the fund should be sent to Mr. F.
Straight, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly,
W., as early as possible.
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HINTS AND TIPS FOl

TYRE REPAIRS.
14:^. First inspect oover for nail

or other iastrument of puncture. If

found, mark side of tyre with indelible

pencil.

If no sign of puncture, test valve be-

fore proceeding further. Remove cap,

and put saliva on tip, watching for

bubbles ; or turn wheel until valve is

uppermost, and immerse stem in

tumbler of water. If no leak at valve,

and no nail in cover, blow tyre up hard,

listen with ear close to tyre for hiss of

escaping air, and mark tyre with pencil

as nearly as you can.

Eemove oover, remembering there is

a right and a wrong side to remove,

with flap covers such as the Clincher.

If puncture is in rear wheel the stand

can be used ; if in front, do your best

to find a box, brick, or stone to place

beneath engine, so that rim may be
clear of ground for the replacing of

cover.

Cover having one edge free, remove
tube, but if site of puncture be known,
do not remove more than that foot of

tube, in which puncture is central.

But if tube be endless, and you have a

spare butt-ender, cut tube in half oppo-

site valve, put in spare, and send old

tube to tyre makers to be fitted with
detachable joint. If no spare is

carried, tube must be repaired in situ,

as follows

:

Before detaching edge of cover, brush
all loose dust off rim, etc., or some of

it will get in cover and chafe tyre.

(Continued from page 52
)

Having exposed tube, dip rag in

petrol and clean off grey deposit.

Roughen with sandpaper when clean.

Wipe suitable patch with petrol and
sandpaper it. Solution wrong side of

patch and stick it on inflator barrel.

Solution patch and tube with a thbi
coat, covering tube to a wider extent
than patch will occupy. Lit the solu-

tion dry till it has 'lost all appearance
of 'brightness. (This is most im-
portant; the fatal word "tacky" con-

tained in most repair instructions has
misled thousands of motor cyclists into

applying patches too soon.) If there is

time, give a second and third coat of

solution, letting each dry well, and
keeping them as thin and filmy .as

possible. If in a great hurry, either

be content with one coat, or else dry
them artificially by flaring them mo-
mentarily with a lighted match, and
then blowing out. When solution is

really dry apply patch, being careful

not to touch its business side with the
fingers ; rub and mould it well into

position, sternly curbing all tendencies
to curl at the edges. Dry the top of
patch and neighbourhood of tube with
French chalk. Give the patch as long
as possible to dry.

Meantime, attend to cover, seeking
place where nail entered, and on reach-
ing home clean the hole with petrol or
benzine, and fill with tyre stopping.
Rub French chalk over entire inner
edde of cover, and with a damp rag
mop out all dirt.
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Replace tube, making certain it is

free from twists. Insert valve througii

its hole first, screwing on locknut only

far enough to admit of valve parts

being replaced. Slightly inflate tube.

Finish replacing cover, beginning with

part around valve. When cover is in

again, press all security bolts and the

valve well up into it. If accurately

replaced they will easily press up into

tyre, and the slight air in tube will

immediately force them out again

when released. If any failure in this,

whip off cover at the point and ex-

amine. When cover is on, get behind
rear wheel, one leg each side of it, and
roll cover sideways with the hands,
when the bead will be pressed away
from rim, and you may ascertain if

tube is nipped anywhere. Finish in-

flating, and proceed.

RUSTY RIMS.

1'49. Rust is very bad for the

fabric of tyres, and the enamel is

bound to chip off the rim when metal
levers are used. Therefore, after a
tyre has been removed half a dozen
times with levers, it is wise to repaint

the rims.

DRIVING ON SOFT TYRES.
150. For economy's sake, 'both

tyres should be kept pumped hard.

Both cover and tube feel the sharp

edges of the rim if driven soft, and
there is a greater chance of puncturing-
both sides of the tube instead of one.

(To be continued.)

THE A.C.U. QUARTERLY TRIAL.

Excellent support has been received tor the Quarterly Trial

to be held on Saturday next from Uxbridge to Banbuiy and

back. Competitors will be timed up both Dashwood and

Amersham Hills. The following is a list of the entries

received up to the time of going to press

:

No. Bore
Entrant. Machine. of and Ignition. Rider.

Cys. Stroke

H. and A. Dufaux
h.p.

li La Motosacoche X 62x70 Plain coil W. Smith

H, and A. Dufaux li La Motosacoche I 62X70 „ J . V. Robinson

Fairy Motor Co. .

.

The Moto Reve Co.

2 54X57 J. P. Beck
2 Moto Reve 2 50x70 Magneto G. L. Fletcher

Triumph Cycle Co. 3j Triumph I 84x86 „ J. Marshall

W. G.McMinnies.. 3j Triumph I 84 X 86 II

P. H. Trotman . .

.

3i Triumph I 82x86 ,1 ,1

A. D. Draper 3 Triumph I 78x76 w „
W.H.Wells 3i Vindec-Special I 80x98 tf t,

F. C. Dee 5 Viiidec-Special 2 75x76 f, „
A. Stanley Phillips 5 Vitidec-Special 2 75x76 1* „
Miss Muriel Hind 5 Rex 2 76x80
F.W.Applebee .. 3i Re^ I 82x89 „ „
0. VanSaal 5J Phanomen .... 2 74x84 ,, J . Stuart Shaw
Zenith Motors, Ltd. 3i Zenith ., I 80x80 Tremb. coil F. W. Bames
Zenith Motors, Ltd. 6 Zp-Hh 2 76X95 „ W. G. Bower
S. Browne 6 Lu. |Uin-

Coudert
2 80X80 R.O.M.

synchron.
Entrant

A. W. Browae 6 Lurquin- 2 80X80 „ „
Coudert* 1

R.O. MitcheU .... 5 Vindec-Special 2 75x76 1

Rex Motor Mfg. Co
N.S.U. Co

82x89 G. Lee Evans
6 N.S,U 2 75x90 M. Geiger

E. J . Browning . .

.

4 N.S.U 2 64x85 „ Entrant

Glynn Rowdeo . . .

.

H.J.Clarke
3^ Bat Plain coU

5 Rex 2 76x81 R.O.M.
synchron.

* With side-car empty.

Passen^dr Machines.

WilburGuon 1 10 Lagonda I 2 190x961 Plain coil I Entrant

E.W.Haswell ... 6 N.S.U.* 2 75'<9o Magneto Entrant

W.M. Partridge ..I 6 N.S.U.' I 2 l75>:9ol .. '

• With side-car.

Mr. A. Drew, 74, Conybere Street, Birmingham^
points out that the first and second machines ridden in

the Bombay-Poona motor cycle trials, described on
pages 44-5 last week, were fitted with Druid spring

forks, of which he is the maker. Mr. P. Stewart made
best time on a 3^, h.p. Riley, Mr. S. Peck coming next

on a 3^ h.p. Norton.

A sample of a pulley drawer which should be very

useful for removing obstinate pulleys from the engine-

shaft has reached us from Mr. W. Smith, 268, Galton
Road, Bearwood, Birmingham. It consists of a stout

steel dog with jaws to fit the V groove of the pulley.

In the centre of the dog is a strong bolt with hexagon
head, drilled for a short tommy bar. The article is

marketed at a very moderate price, and will be found
a useful adjunct to any motor cyclist's kit of tools.

There were three motor cycle entries in the South
Indian Motor Union Reliability Trials, which com-
menced on December 26th. They were: Oakes and
Co. (1% h.p. Motosacoche), F. Chatterton (i?4 h.p.

F.N.), and V. Hutchinson (^% h.p. four-cylinder F.N.)

The first day's run was to Katpadi—ninety-one miles.

On the second day there was a hill-climbing competi-

tion, and the four-cylinder F.N. easily made fastest

time of cars and motor cycles. The trials extended
over three days, the total distance covered being about
322 miles. The Motosacoche rider was disqualified,

Mr. Chatterton lost marks, and Mr. Hutchinson made
a non-stop run.
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Letter^ to the Editor

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should te addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should he accompanied hy the writer's full name and address.

Glen Finnart.

[3063.]—Mr. Maitland being anxious to witness my attempt
to climb Glen Finnart, I shall be pleased to make arrange-
ments with him, and will be obliged it tou will kindly put us

in communication with one another.

HUGH GIBSON.
[A letter addressed to Mr. Maitland, c/o the Editor, The
Motor Cycle, will be reforwarded.

—

Ed.]

A Warning.

[3064.]—May I have a little space to warn readers of T/ie

Motor Cycle to be careful before paying for tyre covers sent
on approval. I v/rote a week or so back to a firm of tyre
dealers asking for price and section of their 2^in. motor
cycle covers. By return of post came an invoice for two
covers they had sent as a speculation. When these arrived
I immediately noticed the price was, although cheap, much
more than the same goods can be purchased for in the ordi-

nary course. The worst is to follow. Although both were
marked 28 x 2^, one was 650 x 65, and the other 28 x 2^.

Does anyone know if these cheap covers wear fairly well

when they are a correct fit? B 1604.

Cross Road Dangers.

[3065.]—On reading 2,995's letter on cross road dangers, I

beg to say that' I entirely disagree with him with regard to

silent motor bicycles being the most dangerous. It stands to

reason that a man on a noisy machine cannot hear another
noisy or silent vehicle coming, but if both machines are silent

and the drivers take proper precautions and sound their horns
and sirens at corners, no danger would be incurred at all.

He also says that a complaint would be made about the
use of horns and sirens. I again must disagree with him. If

the rider had to constantly sound his horn, it would not make
anything like the continual and abominable noise of the
average motor cycle.

In my opinion, had the late Major-General Sir H. E.
Colvile's machine been perfectly silent, he would have heard
the approaching car's horn, and no accident would have
happened. NORBURY.

Sidecars.

[3066.]—In your issue of December 18th I read with
interest a letter from Mr. W. Montgomery, in which lie

accepts a challenge to exhibit the merits of his flexible sidecar,
and shall be most anxious to see the result.

My own experience with this type of sidecar, though very
short, is hardly a pleasant one, having with passenger skidded
five times in rapid succession, each time a complete quarter
circle, in riding over greasv setts near Manchester.

W. R. CUNLIFFE.
[Mr. Cunliffe has evidently got a sidecar with flexible joints,
and without the latest non-skid attachments mentioned in
these pages.

—

Ed.]

[3067.]—In reply to Mr. Montgomery's letter in the issue
of January 15th, might I point out that that gentleman
accepted my challenge on the conditions stated. At the time
that I threw this out he was selling sidecars not fitted with
his new non-skidding device. Mr. Montgomery knows full

well that it was on this that my challenge was based.
How long he had been experimenting with this device

is a matter of no concern to me, but in persisting in wanting
to ride me with this fitted, he must not blame the motor

cycling public or myself for takmg it as an admission that

the rigid sidecar is far and away the best in grease, which
is really the only great point I ever claimed for it.

Unless Mr. Montgomery will ride me under the conditions

named, so far as I am concerned this discussion is closed.

JNO. HASLAM.

[3068.]—I have been much interested in the discussion

appearing in your pages on this subject for the past few
weeks, as I also am a sidecarist ; in fact, I have never really

been anvthing else.

The discussion as to the merits or otherwise of the two usual

types, viz., rigid and flexible, has so far referred to the

sidecars having one wheel only. I have looked each week for

some expression of opinion upon the merits of the two-wheeled
sidecar, but so far have been disappointed.

Some eighteen months ago I was smitten with the motor
fever, and pretty badly too. What must I get? A small

car was, of course, the desideratum, but too expensive in both

first cost and upkeep. The tricar did not appeal to me
either from the point of view of sociabilitv or the necessity

of having to look for three tracks when driving. I'be trailer

was out of the question, and I must have some means of

taking my wife out for a spin, so the only thing left was a

sidecar. From an engineering point of view, the ordinary

sidecar did not appeal to me, and on looking through the

advertisement columns of The Motor Cycle I saw the Auto-
phaeton. I liked the idea of this, made further enquiries, and
finally bought one, together with a 5^ h.p. Rex twin.

My previous experience in motoring had been confined to

occasional rides in friends' cars, and one ride on a friendly

motorist's 2J h.p. Hobart just prior to receiving delivery of

my own twin.

I rode my Rex for about a month before fixing sidecar, in

order to familiarise myself with the machine, with the usual

beginner's tribulations. Then I fixed the sidecar. This was
fixed up for me by a motor firm in Doncaster, I having
ridden over on my solo mount one Saturday afternoon to h^ve
this dore. As I was dubious about riding it alone home, I

had sent my gardener on by train to meet me in Doncaster, in

order to accompany me home. The fixing took till 7 p.m.,

and we started off for a forty miles ride. I had never ridden
a' tricycle before, but from the very start I had no diflSculty

at all in steering this combination, my initial start being
from the centre of the town on a crowded night, and I a

perfect ignoramus of motoring only four weeks previously.

This, I tiiink, speaks wonders for the steering of the four-

wheeled sidecar and bicycle. My great difficulty, of course,

was the lack of a free engine and ,speed gear. I had an
Osborne four-speed gear fitted, which has answered very
well indeed except for belts, but after adopting the Stanley
Dermatine these troubles disappeared. I have had a small

seat fitted facing the one for the ordinary passenger, and
very often carry an extra passenger in the shape of a boy of

eight, making my total passenger weight 17 stones. With
this weight I this year toured in the Lake District, and was
only once stuck at a hill, viz., Dunmail Raise, and this I

surmounted by running alongside for about one hundred
yards near the top.

As regards license, the Inland Revenue authorities in this

district have decreed that it is necessary to pay two licenses

of 15s. each.
Finally, as regards strain on frame of machine, this must

be very slight. The connection is the three-point one. At
the front the casting carrying the front of sidecar is clamped
by means of a wrought-iron clamp -|%^in. thick by 2^in. wide
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to the steering head, and the clamp has not even rubbed off

the enamel of the frame at this pomt. The second point is

by a tension rod from back axle to seat-pillar. Once the nut

holding this shook off, and the amount of movement, though
quite free to move, was less than ^in. Last, the back axle on
my machine is fixed by a plate with hole fitting over the

back spindle of cycle wheel. I have the back spindle out

now before me, and it shows not the slightest sign of strain.

The steering is so easy that, provided the front wheels are set

parallel (which once properly done never seems to alter),

one can ride " hands off " for two or three hundred yards.

The latest pattern of the Auto-phaeton is found in the
Lowen patent sidecar, and this bristles with improvements. I

have not seen one of these latest, but from illustrations it

looks all right, and I understand the only objection to my
own pattern, viz., slight difficulty of detaching or otherwise,

has been overcome.
I have no interest in any of the above-named articles what-

ever except that of a satisfied user. W. J. BROOKE.

Chains.

[3069.]—After reading most of your correspondent " Road
Rider's " " Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists," I cannot help
thinking that his experience on some subjects must be very
limited. The one on " Chains " (No. Ill) makes me write
this, as I consider most of his eleven reasons do not agree with
my experience, and are not trustworthy information for motor
cyclists in general.

I take each for what it is worth, and hope you will find

room to publish this letter. I must add that I have had six

years' experience with belts and three years with chains, the
last three on a very heavy 5 h.p. twin machine.

(1.) "It (i.e., a chain) is more expensive."
A chain costs 18s., a belt from 25s. to 35s. [Good

belts can be bought at about Is. 6d. a foot.

—

Ed.]
(2.) "It collects more dirt."

A chain simply churns up dirt on itself, but a belt

collects it on its large surface, and throws it

all over the rider.

(3.) "Under some conditions it wears much more quickly
than a belt."

A chain lasts 7.000 to 8,000 miles. A belt lasts 1,000
to 2,000 miles.

(4.) " It is much harder to keep clean."

A moot point ; anyhow, a chain works satisfac-

torily when dirty, and a belt wOl not work at all.

(5.) "A duffer can less easily adjust it."

(6.) "If any part of it fails there will probably be a smash."
Very probably, but also the same with a belt, which

is more likely to break.

(7.) "If the engine jams, the rider may be thrown."
True, and equally true with a belt ; but how often

does an engine jam ?

(8.) "It shakes more than a belt."

True.

(9.) "With a bad driver it damages the engine."
Also possible with a belt, and more due to the driver

than to the transmission.

(10.) "It causes side-slip."

Perhaps slightly more than a belt.

(11.) "It is not more efficient."

I have not made a test, but have always believed a
chain to be far more efficient than a belt, which
has to be wedged in and out of the rim all the
time. P 1943.

Lubrication.

[3070.]—^I was pleased to see your leaderette on lubrica-
tion, and quite agree with you that the present system is a
haphazard way of getting the oil to the proper place at the
right time.

I have studied the petrol engine from its infancy, and have
always had a distaste for the "splash system" of cylinder
lubrication, and, as motors have been built to a certain

degree on arguments, I beg to offer a suggestion, which, in

my opinion, would alleviate the too well-known trouble of

faulty lubrication.

I suggest that at the base of the cylinder, on the top of

the crank case, thei-e should be an oil well, say, |in. in depth,

and the same width, the bottom of the piston to dip into

this at every stroke, the oil to be fed direct to this well by

a special pipe, which could be coupled to a two-way tap on it

the pump. There is no particular necessity for a drip feed
I;'

lubricator, as the pump can be charged with oil, and if '

turned to the well, it would gradually empty itself. Of
course, it is advisable to retain oil in the crank chamber,
but the amount need only be small.

^

I think that the main difficulty of the oil working past k

rings can be overcome nearly entirely by fitting an efficient |

release valve to crank chamber. We are sadly in need of a ;

real good release valve. I have made dozens of these myself,

for experiment sake, but have not yet found the right thing

which can be adapted to any engine.

PERCY H. DUDLEY.

[3071.]—I have read with much interest your leaderette

on lubricaition, and consider that, if motor cycle crank

chamber tops were made the same bore as the cylinder in-

stead of the usual narrow slot (only sufficient to clear the

connecting rod) we should hear fewer complaints of seized

pistons, gummed up valves, etc.

I 'have constructed two motor cycle engines more for

amusement than anything else, and I bored the top of the

crank case a clear fit to the cylinders which were let in

about half an inch to secure alignment, and I have never

had any trouble from the oil getting past the piston for the

simple reason that a lower level of oil can be maintained in

the crank case, and it enters the cylinder at a much lower

revolution than when the splash plate is fitted. Then, again,

if it is necessary to give more oil on reaching a hill, that oil

reaches the piston immediately, not ten minutes afterwards.

With a cylinder fitted as I have suggested, and the piston

made longer than usual—in fact, coming to within VsP- of

the flywheels—we get perfect cylinder lubrication without

having the crank case half full of oil.

Being a firm believer in the automatically operated inlet

valves without suffering from "stuck up" inlets, I can

guarantee this principle to answer admirably, and I have

improved several engines of the "narrow slot" type by

considerably enlarging the original aperture.
•^

J. STUART SHAW.

Lamps.

[3072.]—There have been one or two letters from corre-

spondents on the subject of better"and more powerful lamps

for motor cycles. None of them seem to have considered the

question of shading the eyes from the glare of such lamps.

It is almost impossible to" prevent some part of a lamp re-

flecting light so that it appears as a bright part when seen

from the saddle. This causes the retina of the eye to con-

tract, and thus distant and faintly illuminated parts of the

road cannot be seen. Even if the lamp presents no bright

parts, the road just in front of the machine is very brightly

illuminated, and has the same effect. I used to employ a

shade under the eyes to prevent the lamp and road just in

front of the machine being seen, but goggles can now be

obtained with shades attached, and anyone who will give

these a trial will agree with me that one can see nearly fifty

per cent, further with them than without. Of course, some
lamps are worse than others, but all have this inherent defect.

H. ROTTENBURG.

Electric Vuleanisers.

[5073.]—I read with interest the letter No. 3042 on " Electric

Vulcanisers " in The Motor Cycle of January 8th,

I presume your correspondents refer to the new heat insu-

lated type, of which the present writer is the inventor, and

of which the sole right to manufacture and vend has been

conferred on Messrs. Turco, Ltd., Manchester, who at present

market the vulcaniser in tw« sizes. The small size consumes
current at the rate of two and a quarter amperes at four

volts, thus taking one and one-eighth ampere hours for a

vulcanised repair occupying half an hour. This is hardly to

be regarded as too great a drain on a twenty ampere hour

cell used occasionally for vulcanising.

Your correspondents, however, are wise in marketing a

special vulcanising battery. The larger size vulcaniser con-

sumes four amperes at eight volts, and should, therefore, not

be used from accumulators of less capacity tlian forty

ampere hours.
FREDERICK J. GORNALL.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. N.S.U.; £18 18s.—Wauchope's, 9.

2 Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

fJ-6 h.p. 50 Guinea Eex. spring forks,
O oantileTer seat ; sale or exchange.—
Below.

03. h.p. Stevens, 26in. wbeels, perfect
fU4: order; sale or exchange.—Gittins,
Billing, Osweetry.

31 h.p. Excelsior, Palmer tyres. Longue-
2 mare: £12 10s.—123. Graham Road,

Dalston.

31 h.p. M.M.C., vertical engine; £12 10s.

2 —Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London.

31 h.p. Griffon, in splendid running
2 order and condition, good hill-

climber: £13 133.

41 h.p. Phoenix Trimo, free engine, two
2 speeds, coach built forecar. Pal-

mer tyres ; £15 15s.

2 h.p. Ormonde, everything in good
order, starts easily and runs

smoothly; price £5 10s.—Baker, 35. Friar
Street, Reading.

5 h.p. Vindec Special. 1907, garaged at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

61 h.p. Twin Rex, Model de Luxe, per-
2 feet condition ; £28.—Lres, King's

Garage, Cambridge.

Ql h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, light
,^2 model; £15.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. Fleet Street. London.

2 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition,
spares; £10, or nearest offer.—46,

Windsor Road, Ilford.

31 h.p. Minerva; £15; very reliable
2 machine, — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street. London.

N.S.U., 4 h.p.. twin, magneto, good
order; £25. — Particulars. Rook,

Selby Terrace, Maryport.

4 h.p. Twin-eyUnder Hamilton, very
fast; £13 15s.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles. 1908; immedi-
ate delivery.—Morriss, 139a, Finch-

ley Road, Swiss Cottage, N.W.

^ h.p. Vindec Special. Truffault. veryO fast machine; £27 10s.—Wauchope's,
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. Rex. perfect condition, studded
tyre, grand climber: £14.—Richards,

Cross Thomas Street. Merthyr.

03. h.p. Vindec Special, F.N. engine, very
-j4 reliable: £14 10s.—Wauchope's. 9,
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
-jqOS L.H.O.. 5-6 h.p., twin, Chater-Lea
J-t/ No. 6 frame, ridden only with trial
tyres; £30.—Hodson. Motor Work, Oundle.

FOUR-CYLINDER P.N.. magneto, condi-
tion excellent: £13 10s.—Wauchope's

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

Q3. h.p. Clyde, splendid order, horn,—4 tools, lamp (separate generator):
£12.—Clark, (Jeorge Street, Ryde. Isle of
Wight.

3 h.p. Triumph, ball bearing engine

;

£18 18s., grea.t bargain.-Wauchope's.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

31 h.p. Minerva, new last October, and
2 leather suit; 25 guineas; owner

going abroad.—5, Burlington Road, Tot-
tenham.

7 h.p. Peugeot, in No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame; £18 10s,: oportunity,—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fteet Street. Lon-
don.

23. h.p. Werner, good running order,
4 accessories

; no reasonable offer
refused, — Knight, 19, Elder Avenue,
Crouch End.

31 h.p. No. 1 Ariel Motor Cycle in new
2 condition; £15; new arrival. —

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

Q h.p. Motor Cycle, spray, guaranteed
^ perfect condition, including num-
bers; £6.-67. Borthwick Road Leyton-
stone, London.

31 h.p. Spring Frame Bat, new ma-
2 chine

; £25 ; exchange arranged—Wanchop./'s, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.
LoQdoS. /

YOU WANT POWER
6 h.p. Spring forks, low bnllt, long

TVV||i| bars, toot brake. Suitable

REX. 'o^ sidecar.

£6 and a decent machine, 3i h.p., secures above,

BE UP TO DATE.
Your high-built mount and about £6 secures

1 3ih.p. REX, fitted with spring forks, long

bars, foot brake, etc. Ciimb anything, and looks

smart.

epcniAl £6 and your under-powered,
^ **"^^ under-sized 2 h.p. joker secures

OFFER. 1 3i h.p- light and low REX,
fitted with spring forks, 26in.

wheels, foot brake, 20in. frame.
Climb owt.

We want £5 19s. 6d. and your push cycle for

a 3ih.p. REX, vertical engine, cost £50. Climb
anything.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE
FOR THESE.

4J h.p. four-cylinder DURKOPP, spring
forks £24 10

5ih.p. REX DE LUX, black finish 82 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, shop-soiled, 2iin. tyres 23 10
3ih.p. REX(1907), shop-soiled, 2iin. tyres 19 19
3|h.p. REX, magneto, adjustable pulley 18 18
3ih.p. TRIUMPH (1907), Riches' butted

tubes 32 10
3ih.p. MINERVA (1907), shop-Soiled .. 23 10
3ih.p. QUADRANT (1907), spring forks 25 10
3ih.p. BROWN, magneto, non-skid 22 ID

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, smart, stand .... 22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks 22 ID
4 h.p. STEVENS, low built. Bat pattern 14 14
3 h.p. RALEIGH, low built, two Speeds 12 12
TWIN CLEMENT-GARRARD, two speeds,

26in. wheels 18 18
5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, long bars 19 19
5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto, spring forks 25 10
3 h.p. CLARENDON, loop frame, smart 10 10
3J h.p, CENTAU R, low bmit, powerful . . 12 12
3ih.p. STANDARD £10 2J h.p. DE DION .. £9
2^ h.p. SPARK .. 10 2} h.p. PROGRESS 9
3 h.p, ARIEL ,. 11 2J h.p. MINERVA 8
3 h.p. HUMBER 9 3 h.p. HOBART.. 6

LIGHTWEIGHTS.—The following machines will

climb all ordinary hills, extraordinary hills with
slight assistance, and will attain 30 miles per hour
on level

;

lih.p. MINERVA, good tvres. V belt £4 15
ij h.p. QUADRANT", very' reliable, handy 5 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, M,0. v., spray, smart.. 7 10
2 h.p. LIBERTY, vertical engine, reliable 6 10

2i h.p. CENTAUR, very smart appearance 7 10

2J h.p. ORMONDE, Antoine engme, smart 7 10
2i h.p. VI NCO, vertical engine, smart. .. . 6 15
2 h.p. CLYDE, vertical engine, magneto . . 8 10

Push Cycles ta en in part pay nent.

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, 26in. wheel . . £3 18
MONTGOMERY, flexible joints 3 18
TRAILER. 25/-. Another, very good 1 12
FORECARRL'iGE. coach built, side stays 4 18

Coronet Spring

Seat Pillar.

PRICE LOW. ADVANTAGES HIGH.
High machines made low. Vibration entirely

eliminated. Smooth riding over rough roads.

Descriptive literature free.

BOOTH'S BELTING.
Made from selected parts of hides. Correct ang:le,

non-stretching, lonti life, perfect drive. Sample
belt on approval on receipt of remittance.

fin. 9d., iin. lOld., |in. 1/-. lin. l/t
Special terms to the Trade.

High-class Motor Cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH X'S^V^T HAUFAX
Telephone 198y.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31-4 h.p. Norton Twin, Peugeot en^ne,

2 Druids, Palmers, in new condition;
£25.—L1,5I5, The Motor Cycle OfBces, 20.

Tudor Street, E.G.

03- h.p. ittinerva, vertical engine, M.O.V..
,^4 in good running order and con-
dition ; £10 10s. — W^auchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street. London.

5 h.p. Twin Eex, £18; 3J h.p. Perry, £14;
3i h.p. Clarendon, magneto, £10;

3J h.p. Minerva tricar, £20; 3 h.p. Ascot.
£7.—Heightons, Peterborough.

3 h.p. Ariel, in particularly good con-
dition; £10 10s.; splendid cash bar-

gain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, B.C.

ARIEL Lightweight. 21 h.p., Simms-
Eosch magneto, condition as new,

very little used; £25, a bargain. — 70,

Church Street. Preston, Lanes.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street,
London.

3 h.p. E. and P., vertical. Longuemarfc,
trembler. 26in. by 2Jin. Clippers,

fast and low; £10 10s., or good push cycle
part.—Pollard, Wragby, Lines.

31 h,p. N.S.U., in very good condition
2 for second-hand machine; price

£15. — Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London.

Ql h.p. Jap, spring forks, handle-bar
.^2 throttle. Brooks B105, Dunlops;
price 12 guineas; seen after seven.—
Motor. 168. Maple Eoad. Penge.

4 h.p. Eoc, free engine clutch. Stevene-
engine; 20 guineas; magneto igni-

tion.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

BEAiND New 51 h.p. Bex de Luxe, 1908

finish and guarantee, magneto. Eoc
clutch, just delivered; bargain, £34.—
Wallis, grocer. Hills Eoad, Cambridge.

6 h.p. Twin-cyUnder Antoine Motor
Cycle, very powerful ; offers.—Gar-

aged at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street. London.

1 Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, run 200 miles, equal
-L«J new; trial, or expert examination ;.

spares and accessories; £22; going
abroad.—Clark, 33, Ooleshill Street, Ather-
Btone.

2 h.p. Minerva. M.O.V., round tank.
B.S.A. fittings; £6 10s,; good light

runabout, — Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane.,
Fleet Street. London.

i Q07 P.N. 4J h.p. Four-cylinder Motor
-Lc/ Bicycle, as new, with all spare parts,
with new gas lamp; £32; trial by ap-
pointment. — 125. Balham Hill, London,
S.W.

Q h.p. De Dion-New Hudson, vertical en-
,^ gine, excellent condition; £9 9s.:

lightweight motor cycle.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

FOE Sale. 1907 3J h.p. Minerva, spring
forks, magneto ignition, never been-

on road, guaranteed perfect; £35. — G,
Sewell. 6, Loris Street, Dudley Hill. Brad-
ford.

4 h.p. M.M.C., spring front forks, ver-
tical engine, very powerful and

fast; £15, good bargain.—Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

F.N. 1907 Model Lightweight, magneto,
new June, grand climber, lamp,

horn, spires, tools, good condition ; any
trial; sacrifice £22 10s.—E. J. Whalley.
Contractor, Darwen.

5 h.p. G.B., twin-cylinder machine, Min-
erva engine, magneto ignition, low

frame, in excellent condition; £25; ex-
change arranged'—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe
Lane. Fleet Street, London.

O h.p. Humber, free engine clutch, long
O' handle-bars, new Continental, 2iin.

Model de Course tyi-es, good hill-climber,
fast, perfect condition; £15, bargain.—
Dr. McHafde, Tyne Dock.

MINEEVA and Eex. — We carry the
largest stock of spare parts in the

provinces for these machines, can deliver
new machines from stock at low prices;
cash, exchange, or gradual payments;
charged accumulators tor hire. Is. per
week.—Cookson Bros., 511. Chester Eoad,
Old Trafford.

In answering any advertisement an this page it is desirahie that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Eat, new accumulators, spares;

2 £14.--41, Linden Grove. Nunhead.

3 h.p. iritchell, perfect condition, wants
accumulator; £6 10s.—33, Herschell

Street, Leicester.

2 h.p. New Hudson, De Dion engine,
new tyres, just been overhauled;

£8.-207, Beckham Eye.

EDINBUEGH. — 2i h.p. Kerry, brand
new, perfect, and handsome ma-

chine ; £20. — Morgan, 77, Spottiswoode
Street.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, late Chater-
2 Lea frame, low position, all ac-

cessories; bargain, £16 5, Heath Street,
Hampstead.

TiRTUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, condition
Uke new, all accessories; £23.-5,

Heath Street. Hampstead.

T'EIUMPHS, 1908; order at once lor im-
mediate delivery. We allow highest

prices for second-handS'. Ti"lumphs par-
ticularly.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

23, h.p. Minerva, new August, 1907, grand
4 condition, with spares ; £15. — 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

TEIUMPH. 3i h.p., 1907, as new ; £36, or
take part payment lightweight

P.N., or 2| h.p.—5, Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

SOLE Agents for Griffon motor cycles,
Zedel engine; write tor 1908 cata-

logue.—5, Heath Street. Hampstead.

£13 13s.—New 2i h.p. Kerry, ridden only
for tuning up ; great sacrifice

; guar-
anteed perfect.—6, Carlton Grove, Peck-
ham, London^

3 h.p. Chase, De Cart engine; lowest price
£15 15s.; Chater-Dea fittings through-

out. — Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

31 h.p. Triumph, September, 1907, as
2 new, run 700 miles; approval or

appointment; £33.—The Shrubbery, Toot-
ing Graveney. .

23 h.p. Magneto P.N., guaranteed per-
4 feet, new Dermatine, good tyres,

good hill-climber; £17.—Williams, Eose
Hill, Worcester.

^8 10s.—Genuine Clement-Garrard light-j^ weight, two-speed gear, splendid
condition, perfect. — 42, Forest Lane,
Maryland Point. E.

F.N.. lightweight, 13 h.p., lamp, horn,
stand, carrier, new September, iv,;

will guarantee; £25.—Mottram, Eose Hill
iKindon Eoad, Worcester.

3i h.p. 1907 Magneto Triumph, show
2 finish, condition as new, lamp,

.sp.ares. etc.; bargain. £32 10s.—J. S. Will-
way and Sons, Ltd., Bristol.

£8 10s.—2i h.p. Kerry motor cycle, in
very good condition, new piston,

cylinder, and rings Just fitted.-Motor-
ist, Benfleet Hall, Sutton. Surrey.

3 h.p. Singer Motor Cycle, magneto igni-
tion, in first-class condition through-

out; offers.-Garaged at Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.
CLEMENT-GARRAED, 2J h.p., two-speed

gear, many new part-s, including
back tyre, excellent condition

; £H —Wal-
ters, Service Co., 292. High Holborn, Lon-
•don.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Jap-Ariel, low
frame, 26 by 2Jin. wheels has seen

'but httle use; £28; exchange arranged.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

4 h.p. Twin Werner, splendid machine,
easily do 40 m.p.h., extremely re-

liable, and in perfect touring condition

;

£20.—Redman, jnn., Araside, Westmor-
land.

•Ql h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle in con-0 2 dition as new, 1907 model, mag-
neto; £35; exchange arranged. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street Lon-
don.

EDINBUEGH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Eoad. the

largest variety and s*ock of motor cycles
in Scotland; agents for Quadrant Grif-
fon Eex, N.S.U., Adler. Roc, Minerva,
Vmdec, and Beroley motors; repairs
spare parts; exchanges, easy payments.'

1908 TRIUMPH.
Brand new. £15 cash and 1907 Triumph secures

this.

What do you want to buy, sell, or exchange f

WRITE ME. I work on 5 % profits.

REX IVIACHINES.
If you want one of these, write me. I have the

pick of Halifax. All tuned up, and fit as fiddles.

Twins are my Speciality.

3i h.p. QUADRANT, '07, done 200 - . £25

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 24in. wheels 25

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

5i h.p. TWIN N.S.U., magneto 34

3i h.p. ROC pattern, very low 14

3i h.p. BROWN, 1907 model 21

3i h.p. 1997 REX, spring forks 18

5i h.p. 1907 TWIN REX, spring forks. . 22
4t h.p. TWIN MINERVA, 1907, brand

new 31
3 h.p. N.S.U., has won Leeds Hill Climb 16
4 h.p. KELECOM, 26y2.Hn- tvres 16
3 h.p. CLARENDON,vertical, Longuemare 10

3 h.p. KING, vertical, spray 10

3 h.p. BRADBURY, new Dunlops 11

3i h.p. 1905 REX, 21in. frame 12

3i h.p. 1904 REX, 22in. fr.lme 9
1 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks 12

2} h.p. WERNER, vertical and low 10

3t h.p. DUX, M.O.V., spray 12
3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical, M.O.V 10

3 h.p. REX, good goer 9
2 h.p. R. & PRICE, 26in. wheels 10
£10 1i h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, two

speeds, weighs under 60 lbs 10
£5 2J h.p. SHAW, vertical engine .... 500
£7 22 h.p. HUIHBER, fine goer 7
£6 2 h.p. QUADRANT, grand machine 8

£7 3i h.p. AUTOMOTOR, spray, vertical

engine ^
£4 10 2 h.p. KING, spray carburetter 4 10

1 J h.p. MINERVA, good 5
Push cycle, etc., accepted in part payment.

TRICARS, e-tc.
5i h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, open

frame 29

31 h.p. TRICAR, Phoenix, two speeds. . 19

3i h.p. MINERVA TRICAR 18

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Runabout, wheel
steering 12

Montgomery Sidecar, 24in. wheel 5 10

Montgomery Sidecar, 26in. wheel 5 10

Montgomery Sidecar, 28in. wheel 5 10

IUIISCEI.I.ANeOUS.
2 h.^. Singer Engine and Magneto 3
Four-speed Gear for belt drive 1 10

BlOO Saddle 12 6
Dunhill's Speedometers 6 6

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine 3

3} h.p. 1907 Quadrant Engine, new 4 10

4J h.p. New Orleans Engine 5

3 h.p. Automotor Engine 2 19

Tricar Frame, with wheels and tyres . . 6 10

Tricar Frame, no wheels or tyres, open
type for wheel steering 4 10

Drumm^nd Lathe, treadle, new nine

weeks ago 12 10

CANTILEVER 200 LYCETT'S
SPRING SEATS. "LIGHTNING" STANDS

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Rigid. Strong.

For either 24in., 26in.,
or 2Sin. wheels.

Note the price—
4/9 per pair.

Fit anv machine. No hIGH-CLASS IHOTOR

Luxurious"' UcSrind CYCLES WANTED FOR
strong: GiaJa'nteed "2 CASH. MONEY WAIT-
months. 10/6 each. ING.

I have bought Seven Tons ol Quadrant Engines

and Parts. Send your requirements.

E. FARRAR, '^^SrrrR°otd: HALIFAX

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
FIEST Offer Near £14.—3J h.p. spring

frame Bat, footboards. Palmers and
self-sealers. Grip pulley, two accnmn-
lators ; bargain. — Parr, Pokesdown,
Bournemouth.

3 h.p. Fafnir, in Bat pattern frame,
Chater-Lea fittings, engine recently

overhauled; £12 10s., great bargain. —
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

TWIN 55 h.p. Kerry. Bennett tree en-
gine. Brooks non-skid, two accu-

mulators, spare tyre and pulley, sound
and reliable; £21; approval.—Rudland,
Victoria Road, Middlesbrough.

31 h.p. Humber, very little used, quite
2 equal tx> new, free engine, chain

drive, Dunlops, all accessorises and
spares; cash price £18.—Banks, Council
CMfices, Hendou, London, N.W.

6 h.p. Special Eiley Twin, 2i Palmer
front. 3in. back, horn, electric

lamp, stand, spares, very powerful ma-
chine, and as new; photo sent; £32, cost
£60.—Potter, Blenheim Square, Leeds.

31 h.p. Phoenix Motor Cycle, with
2 Phoenix two-speed gear, low

frame, Minerva engine, in splendid order,
and very powerful; £23.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, Truffault forks,
Peter-Union tyres, two belts and

pulleys, and several spares, perfect con-
dition, only ridden 1,500 miles; £33.—J.
Cobley, Walnut Tree House, Cheshunt.

31 h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, in esoel-
2 lent condition and running order,

low machine, 26in. wheels, magneto igni-
tion ; very lowest price £23.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

X h.p. Twin Eex, cost 50 guineas, with
O Montgomery sidecar, cost ten
guineas, very powerful, lamp, horn,
spares, complete, ready for road; £23. or
separate.-W. H. Wood, 33, Cornhill, Lon-
don.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Lurquin and Cou-
dert, in Bat patteirn frame. Brooks

BlOO saddle, low frame, long handle-bars

;

£17 10s., a sound motor, and cheap.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street,
London.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, winner Buxton Hill-
climb, cantilever seait, hrand new

Dermatine belt, double Fuller syntonic
coil, thumbslide control, electric horn,
ctit-outs; £22; approval.—-C. Lloyd, Shir-
bum, Ramsgate.

i Q07 3^ h.p. Minerva, perfect, two RichesXO tubes, footrests, all spares (new),
tyres unscratched, ridden very little,

and guaranteed as new; nearest cash
offer £25; owner bought tricar.—Grace,
21. Church Street, Slough.

ROC, 1907, new May, hand starting,
magneto, unpunctured, perfect con-

dition, lamp, separate generator, double
]
twist horn, foot pump, toolbag and car-

i

rier; £32, no offers.—Apply. 8,955, The
I

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

BARGAIN! — Practically new 4i h.p.
1907 twin Minerva, very low. No. 6

Chater-Lea frame. 24 by 2J Peter-tJnions,
Longuemare, Watawata, very Eeliable,
starts first push, free engine ; cash £23.
—Wallis, grocer. Hills Road, Cambridge.

ROC, 4 h.p.. Military Model, with free
engine, 1907 pattern, magneto igni-

tion, practically new; owner going in
' for car; spares, tools, pump, Lucas
lamp, belt, horn, etc.; £30, no offers.-
McLean, Duke Street, St. Helens.

QUADRANT. 3i h.p., perfect condition,
1906 machine, but oml,v driven about

1,000 miles, tyres unscratched, entire ma-
chine like new, all accessories, stand,
etc.; price £25, no offers.—Apply. G.6.,
34, Cambridge Place, Paddtngton, Lon-
don, W.
QPECIAL Clearance Lines.-li h.p. Ex-O oelsior-Minerva, £4 17s. 6d. ; 2 h.p.
Minerva. £6 10s. ; 2 h.p. Minerva, £6 10s.

;

2j h.p. Excelsior, £3 10s.; 13 h.p. Excelsior-
Minerva, £5 15s.; 3J h.p. Aster engine
motor cycle. £8 lOs.; 3 h.p. Ciilvert, £5;
2 h.p. Daw, £4; 3J h.p. London. £10 10s.;
2i h.p. Minerva, £8 ICs. ; 3 h.p. Ariel, £10
10s. ; 2i h.p. 1905 Roc, £10 10s. ; "4 h.p. Min-
erva, £10 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, ^hoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London. t

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

o,NB 4 h.p. Motor Cycle, tools, lamp,
' etc., complete; nearest offer £17.

ONE IJ h.p. Quadrant, in good condi-
tion, immediate sale. £6 10s • also

li h.p. Minerva engine, tank, coil, etc.,

£1 10s.

o,NB 1904 Eex ; £11 10s.

ONE 4J h.p. Twin Minerva, £22; also

one 40-gallon barrel best gas engine
oil. £2 10s.

ALSO 20 Gallons Motor Oil, w.c. £2; 4

Oldsmobile car tyres, nearly
new, the lot £3; also frame and wheels
of steam car, £1.—Degg's Garage, Ruge-
ley.

£8 10s., or offer.—2J h.p. Pafnir. not a
crock.—Flint, Bell Street. Henley.

31 h.p. Spring Frame Bat; £15, or ex-

^ change.—Motor 73. High Road,
Lee, S.E.

31 h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C. engine, fine

^ machine ; £10 10s. — 190, Mellison
Boad. Tooting.

3 h.p. Bradbury, long bars; £8 IDs.—
Particulars, Richardson, 57, Castle

Street, Cambridge.

31 h.p. Minerva. M.O.V., new Palmers;
'2 £12 10s., or exchange.—7, Maris-

chall Road, Lee. S.E.

£9.—2J h.p., Ariel engine, exceedingly
low built, 26in. wheels; bargain.—

T. A. Morris, IJourne.

31 h.p. Rex, spring forks, excellent
^ condition ; £12, or offer.—62, Colve-

stone Crescent, Dalston.

31 h.p. Bat, Palmer tyrea, grand
2 mount; trial; £16 108.-128, High

Eoad, Tottenham.

TRIUMPH, 1906. magneto, spare cover,
tubes, etc.. condition perfect.—

Murray, Castlehead. Paisley.

23. h.p. Minerva, low frame, footrests
4 and pedals, faultless ; £9 15s.—A.

Soper, 307, Clapham Road, S.W.

3 h.p. Triumph, splendid condition,
only wants seeing; £20, or offer.—

Carlton, Warwick Road, Snaresbrook.

h.p. Whitley, very fast and power-
ful, trembler coil, faultless: £9

J. May, 111, Larkhall Lane, S.W.

p. Trent, Ohater-Lea, very fast ma-
chine, in exoellent oondition ; £12
trial.-123, High Eoad, Tottenham,

h.p. Twin Werner, long bars', low
position racy machiae, as new

;

£17 lOe.—128, High Boad. Totten-

pmQI^g or call' MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

3i
15s.-

3>
108.;

3i
trial
ham.

21 h.p. Minerva, 21iu. frame, 26in.
'2 wheels, perfect order; £10. or £8

and 24in. push bike.—14, Belgrave Road,
Ilford.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks,
2 Advance pulley. Whittle belt, just

overhauled ; £26 10s.—128. High Eoad. Tot-
tenham. Trial.

LrVEEPUDLIANS! — Call at 74, Bold
Street, and see latest models of

Triumph and Eoc motors.—Hitchinge are
the sole agents.

WHAT Offers for 23 h.p. Kerry, in good
condition, with trailer, also new

Palmer oord cover. 26iu. by 2. one trailer,
Perry's fittings.—Wilkins and Son, Calne,
Wilts.

BAT, 23 h.p. De Dion engine and car-
buretter, 26in. wheels, long handle-

bars, footre&tfi. Clincher tyres; price £12
lOfl.—Fowler, Kiora, Eaton Road, Cov-
entry.

MINERVA. 13 h.p., in good order, spray
carburetter, adjustable spray and

float, E.I.C coil, Prested. Dunlops. new
tread front; £9, offer.—Mackay, Butter-
knowle, Durham.

3 h.p. Singer, free engine, two-speed
gear, chain driven, spring forks,

magneto ignition, perfect condition; first
£10 secures ; no approval.—120, Chapel
Eoad. Worthing.

3 h.p. Quadrant, new tyres. Clincher
Al and Peter-Union non-skid, two

accumulators, stand and spares; trial
allowed, splendid flier.-Chowne, South-
combe, Crewkerne.

Your enquiries and orders will receive prompt
and carelul attention.

The Phelon and Moore, fitted with two speeds and
magneto ignition, has gained full honours in the
1,000 A.C.C. Trials three consecutive years.
Recommpnded for solo or sidecar work. Exchange
and extended payments arranged. British work
for British requirements.

The Triumph 3J h.p. magneto, single speed. An
ideal machine for single riding. Immediate de-
livery for cash, exchange, or extended payments.

The Vindec Special Model H, 3^ h.p. Peugeot
engine, fitted with magneto ignition and Traffault

forks. Exchange and extended payments arranged.

Early deliveries can now be given with the latest

model ROC, fitted with ^-speed gear and magneto
ignition. Price from 45 guineas.

We can quote you for any leading make, in-

cluding F.N., Minerva, Moto Reve, Motosacoche,

N.S.U., G.B., Rex, Griffon, Ariel, etc.

SIDECARS.
London agents for the Montgomery, with flexible

joints, price from £7 7s. ; and Mills and Fulford
Rigid and Castor Wheel, from £8 Ss.

Trial runs arranged with either. Extended
payments if desired.

TRICARS.
The Riley for speed and reliability remains

unbeaten. 5 h.p., 85 guineas; made up to 9 h.p.

Exchange or extended payments accepted.

SCLECTED ACCESSORIES.
We carry a large stock, and give prompt delivery

at lowest prices.

The S.N.P.

A powerful and
a very satisfac-

tory stand.
Very firm and
easily fixed.

Put in and out
of action easily.

Price 10/6, car-
riage paid.

VARIABLE G^ARS AND
PULLEYS.

Advance, adjustable . . . . 20/-
Albion ,, .... 16/-
Mabon Free Engine Clutch
and Starting Handle . . 55/-

Roc 2-speed Gear and all

fittings £9 IDs.

Fit-all 2-speed, complete £7 7s,

Bigg's Expanding Gear,
with starting handle .. £5 5s.

Adjustable belt fasteners, suitable for adjustable
pulleys. Price 2/6 ;

post 2d.

Cars, Tricars, and Motor Cycles for sale, shop-
soiled and second-hand. Write for list. We can
arrange extended payments for most of these.

MOTO*^ CLOTHING
of our specialities.

Write for particulars

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.

Telephone : 260 Central.

Telegrams :
" Admittedly."

FOE Sale. 34 h.p. Minerva. Advance pul-
ley, accessories; bargain. £18.—-52.

Heatlt Eoad, Bebington. Cheshire.

FOE Sale, 2 h.p. Quadrant, good condi-
tion, perfect running order, reliable,

Longuemare, Dermatine. Clinchers; £10.

—Tyderwyn, Surrey Eoad, Bournemouth.

-I Q07 N.S.U.. magneto, lightweight, ex-
it/ actly as delivered, with all tools,
not ridden 30 miles, weight 75 lbs. ; cost
£34 10s., lowest £22 10s.—186, South Lam-
beth Eoad. S.W.

"J
Q05 3 h.p. Quadrant, grand condition,

JLO new Clincher tyres, tubes com-
plete, stand, lamp, spares, climb any-
thing; bargain, £13, accept low built
No. 6 frame part.—Hall, 537. Ecclesall
Eoad. Sheffield.

2 h.p. Jehu. Fafnir engine, vertical, low,
26in. wheels. Palmer cord. Clincher,

Dermatine, new accumulator, just been
enamelled, very fast, will ride 50 miles
to buyer; £8.—Motor, Belmont, Mill-
strood, Whitstable.

ZENITH Bicar. 4 h.p., with tree engine
clutch and starting handle, Whit-

tles belt. Brooks saddle, luggage carrier,
in excellent condition; price £21 cash
(lowest), thoroneh bargain.—Owner, c/o
Zenith, 101, Stroud Green Eoad, London.

i Q08 3i h.p. Triumph, new. owner hav-
J-U ing ordered same last year; will
sacrifice £3, sell £45; delivery this week,
unridden. selling through unforeseen cir-
cumstances ; cash only ; South London.
—3.963. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
Street, B.C.

STAMFOED HILL.—We are agents for
all leading makes. Let us quote

you ; sound second-hand machines al-
lowed for liberally ; second-hand mar
chines handed to buyers ready for road;
trials a.t any time. Summer is coming,
buck up.—128, High Eoad. Tottenham.

3i h.p. 1907 N.S.U. Motor Cycle, power-
2 ful and fast, has had but very

little wear, and the machine is in coa-
dition like new. complete with separaX*
generator, lamp, horn, and tools; for
quick sale £19 lOs.—Apply between 12-39
and 2, 15, Purnival Street, Holborn, Lon-
don.

4 h.p. Roc, magneto ignition, latest 19W
model, not used more than two or

three times, fitted with two-speed gear
and free engine clutch, starting handle,
etc., in condition just as come from til©
works

:
price £55.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London. Exchange
arranged.

6 h.p. Twin, Sarolea engine, Chater-Lea
fittings, 26 by 2J Beflex-Clipper

tyres. s-p"in^ firks. T'^tig handle-bars,
BrouJiS lilJJ sadule, laoLuoaruo. two -belts,
two accumulators, the whole in new con-
dition; extraordinary bargain ; first offer
over £21 has it.—Sibley, 32, Fulham Pal-
ace Eoad, Hammersmith.

5 h.p. 1907 Norton-Peugeot Twin Tourer,
winner T.T., unscratched. guaraa-

teed perfect throughout, magneto,
special economical carburetter, Albion
pulley, spring forks, nearly new special
45s. Clincher and spare, searchlight,
tools, petrol gauge, complete ; £38.—
Photo, particulars. 0-2763. Norton Mfg.
Co., Deritend, Birmingham.

3 h.p. Quadrant, engine and commuta-
tor just overhauled and renewed

throughout, Longuemare carburetter,
nearly new Clincher tyres, Michelin
butt-ended, 25 ampere Castle and 1*
ampere Lithanode accumulators, both as
new. stand, carrier, additional long
handle-bars and swan-neck seat-pillar,
spare tyres and engine pulley; £14.—A.
E. Blockley, Wellington, Salop.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Bat, spring frame
and forks, Jap engine, Jap auto-

matic lubricator, Jebron contacts, special
metal-to-metal brakes. Peter - Union
studded tyres to both wheels, back tub©
filled Miraculum, Autoclipse lamp, separ-
ate generator, new lin. Dermatine belt,

new lin. Giant Watawata, new Fuller
coll, and two accn'^ulators, with full
kit of tools and spares, done under 2,000

miles; any examination; owner bonght
oar; price 35 guineas.—Humphrey*, i,

Comberton Terrace, Kidderminster.

In answering any advertistinent on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-I QO6 6 h.p. Twin Antoine, in excellent
±0 condition, Dunlop tyres, Stanley-
Dermatine belt, accumulators, spares,
etc. ; what offers ? — Hornsby, Stanley
Villa. Apsley, Hemel Hempstead.

T^rHAT, Wliat, What.—15 h.p. Minerra,
VV £5; 2 h.p. Minerva, £7; 2 h.p. Quad-
rant, £8; 2 h.p. Standard, £8; 2 h.p.
Werner, £5; 2i h.p. Kerry. £9; 25 h.p.
Antoine, £9 lOs.; 2 h.p. magneto Simms,
£9; 3 h.p. Hobart. £10; 3 h.p. Bover, £13
10s.; 3* h.p. Eex. £9 lOs.; 2J h.p. Aurora,
£12; spring fork Bex, £14 lOs. ; 5 h.p.
Rex. £18; 3J h.p. Kerry, £18 10s.; 25 h.p.
P.N., £14 IDs.; 25 h.p. De Dion, £14 10s.; 3i
h.p: N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, £24;
2i h.p. Triumph, £15; Bex de Luxe, best
offer; 4 h.p. Atelier, £16; twin Werner,
£16; 4 h.p. Waddington, £16; twin N.S.U.,
£25; 3 h.p. M.M.C.. £13; 3 h.p Humber,
£11 10s.; 3* h.p. Minerva, £18 10s.; twin
Berkeley, £21; 3 h.p. Automotor, £10108.;

3J h.p. magneto Eex; 2 h.p. Humber; twin
Alcyon, £22; 4 h.p. Antoine; IJ h.p. Min-
erva, £4 10s.; li h.p. Quadrant, £5; 3
h.p. Lloyds, £14 10s. ; ^ h.p. Excelsior,
£6; 4 h.p. Buohet, £14 10s.; 4 h.p. Cor-
onet. £16; cash, exchange, or extended
payments.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HAHPAX.-Ai h.p. water-cooled Wolf,

two speeds, handle starting; £37
10s.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-

car, nearly new, and specially
built, four-speed gear; £37 10s.

HALIFAX.-54 h.p. Rexette, two speeds,
spring frame, oar tyres, in perfeot

order; £37 10s., bargain.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin-cylinder Advance
tricar wheel steering, only used for

trials ; bucket seat ; £35.

HALIFAX.—54 h.p. Bex Triette, spring
frame, free engine clutch, very re-

liable; £29 lOs.-Below.

HALIFAX. — 1906 6i h.p. twin-cylinder
Clyde, water-cooled, sprung open

frame, Stevens engine, two speeds, wheel
steering, almost equal to new; £42.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,
a real gem, open frame, three

speeds, wheel steering, chain drive, foot
clutch; £39 10s.

HALIFAX.—8 h.p. twin-cylinder Rexette,
carry three (1906), fine condition,

excellent cUmber, non-skid to rear, a top
gear car; £42 10s.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, 16. Westgate, HaJilax.

5 h.p. Garrard, three speeds; £25.—
6, Norman Avenue, Stoke, Devon-

port.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar; £17 10s.—Wau-
2 chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

FABEAB.—5i h.p. Bexette, chain drive,
open frame, wheel steering, two

speeds; £29.—Below.

FABEAB.^i h.p. Minerva tricar, verti-

cal engine, M.O.V., tan-cooled, Lon-
guemare carburetter; £18 10s.—Farrar,
Square Boad, Halifax.

Q h.p. M.M.C. Tricar; £10 10s.—Wau-
Oi chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

51 h.p. Quadrant Tricar, two speeds,
2 handle starting, as new ; £29 10s.

—1, Montagu Avenue, Brockley, S.E.

PHGENIX-MINEEVA 3MJ h.p. Tricar,
coach-built, two speeds; £19 19b.,

lowest.—41, Skelbrook Street, Earlsiield.

51 h.p. coach-built water-cooled two-
^ speed tricar; cost £100. sacrifice

£29, as new.—24, Dalmeny Boad, Tufnell
Park, N.

6 h.p. Biley Tricar, in practically new
condition, and very carefuUy used,

plenty spares, etc.; £60.-7, Duke's
Avenue, Chiawick. W.

PHCENIX Trimo, with basket, side
stays, 2i h.p Minerva, very power-

ful, tyrea perfect; £11 lis.; exchange
cycle.—134, Highgate Boad, Kentish Town.

BEADBUEY Tricar, 5 h.p., water-cooled,
two speed, handle starting, wheel

steering, as new, for 3J h.p. Triumph,
little cash; seU £40.—Ind, UphoUand

Honestly,Now
are you a busy man ? is

your time too valuable to
be wasted ? if so, you will

certainly give more than
a passing thought to

HAY'S
ELECTRIC
VULCANIZER
Cuts and gashes
in tubes or outer
covers repaired
(not a makeshift
job but thorough-
Iv repaired), in

from 15 to 20
minutes.

No technical knowledge called
for. If time is worth anything to
you, we shall hear from you

about this.

Believe us,

you
need not.

The ' SPHINX ' Band
(3 /6 each, of all motor dealers)

DOES PREVENT PUNCTURES, without
slowing the tyres in the slightest, and without
any perceptible addition to weight. A
thoroughly tested and fully proven device.

// you cannot obtain locally, write

The Connty Chemical Co.,
LIMITED,

Excelsior Works, BIRMINGHAM.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex Triette, Chapman

two-speed gear : £22. or would ex-
change.—142. Lewisham High Road. New
Cross, S.E.

£20. — 4J h.p. M.M.C, water-cooled,
Bozier two-speed, good condition.—

Klipsch, Garth, Coronation Drive,
Crosby. Liverpool.

PRICES will rise. — 3J h.p. w.c. Fafnir.
four speeds, light tricar, tons of

power tor two; £29; trial.—128, High
Road, Tottenham.

GET Your Machine before the boom.—
4 h.p. Phoenix Trimo, Pit-all two

speeds; great bargain. £27 10s.; trial.—
128, High Road, Tottenham.

5 h.p. Three-wheeled Runabout, twin
Bercley engine, Chater-Lea frame,

bucket seat.—Seen at Horsmans, Engi-
neers, Acre Road, Kingston-ou-Thames
£30.

3i h.p. Ascot Tricar, in first^claes' con-
2 dition, can be converted to motor

cycle, spare front wheel; £22; oppor-
tunity.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

5 h.p. Twin Tricar, coach-built, two
speeds, wheel ; exchange for small

car, water-cooled quad, powerful single,
good lathe, or offers.—No. 8,954, The Motor
Cycle Of&ces, Coventry.

SUMMER is Coming. — 5 h.p. w.c. Ex-
celsior tricar, three speeds, very

light and fast, Oppermann gears, very
economical to run; £29 10s.; trial.—128,
High Boad, Tottenham.

TRIUMPH Water-cooled Tricar, two
speeds, chain drive, large pedal-

operated clutch, tyres as new, spleudid
condition. — Cosene, 20, Crystal ta.'ace
Park Koad, Sydenham.

Qi h.p. Humber Engine Tricar, coach-
02 built, two acetylene lamps, new
Palmer cord tyre to back wheel, two ac-
cumulators, horn, and accessories; £15.—
Lacey, High Street, Staines.

AUTO Social Tricar, water-cooled, free
engine, 4^ h.p., two speeds, wheel

steering, perfect order; £25 cash; take
good motor cycle part payment.—New-
ton. 27, Queen Street, Preston.

51 h.p. Rexette, like new, just like a
2 car, studded band on back; a

genuine bargain, lamps, accessories; seen
by appointment; must sell at once.

—

Smith, 1, Halford Road, Leyton.

5-6 h.p. Rexette, two speeds, wheel
steering, coach-built, three new

Palmer tyres fitted, perfect; bargain.
£38, or would give cash for a four-seater
car.—Seldon, 12, King Edward Road,
Swansea.

PHCENIX Trimo, 1906 coach-built model,
5 h.p. fan-cooled Peugeot engine,

new two-speed gearbox, wheel steering,
Peter-Unions, in perfect condition

;

offers.—Lewis, Pennington, Gillingate,
•Kendal.

4 h.p. Antoine-Chater-Lea Tricar, open
frame, bucket seat, wheel steering,

chain drive, free engine, splendid condi-
tion, enamelled chocolate ; £25, exchange
cycles and accessories.—143, Roman Road.
Old Ford, E.

RALEIGHETTE, 3§ h.p., water-cooled,
extra wide forecar. complete, new

tyres, two speeds, in splendid running
condition ; accept £35 if sold at once.—
Apply, C.G., c/o Mitchell's Garage, 110.

Radford Road, Nottingham.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Light Tricar, An-
glian two-speed gear and clutch,

magneto, tyres almost new, 2i Palmer
cord on back, extra mudguards, pump,
tools, horn; £35; owner abroad.—Clark.
George Street, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

4JL h.p. Stevens, open frame, wheel
2 steering, two speeds, foot clutch,

handle starting, low built, racy looking;
must sell; best offer gets.it; might ac-
cept powerful bike or push bike in part
payment.—22, Halons Road, Eltham.

KERRY Tricar, 5 h.p., twin-cylinder.
specially silenced, bucket seat, every

refinement, perfect condition, and most
reliable; any trial; photo sent; price
only £35, with most complete equipment.
—Apply, H. Bax, Esq., Eldon, Weybridgc,
Surrey.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention, " The Motor Cycle.
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REPAIRERS.
IGNITION Ckiils and Accumulatx>rs. any

make repaired and charged at
lowest prices; lists free; work gnaraii'-

teed. Sole agents for Hagen accumu-
lators. Tel., 95X.—The Victoria Garage
and Eleeta-ical Co., Coventry.

PULLEYS specially made to any dia-
metei", for any make of machine

from 7s. ; delivery the day following re-
ceipt of order.—Laystall Motor Engin-
eering Works, 27 -and 29. Laystall Streiet,

Ro&ebery Avenue, London, E.G.

MAGNETOS, high or low tension, re-
magnetised and returned same day;

p^arts supplied ; sole makers of En
Route automatic accumulator-charging
dynamo; specialists in electric ignition.
—Bottoue and Son, Wallington. Surrey.

EXCHANGE,
EXCHANGE good Humber tandem and

cash for motor cycle.—Percy Maltby,
Ilkeston.

EXCHANGE.—Old EugUsh Duke violin
for low pow'er motor cycle.—Oorti,

130. Brixton Road, S.W.

SPECIAL Twin Antoine, for lower
power Triumph or Quadrant.—183,

Foleshill Road, Coventry.

POST Office, Bovlngdon. Herts.—3* h.p.
Rover tricar, good condition

;

what offers Exchange.

POWERFUL Bike, for two-speed cycle,
or anything useful; trial.—10, Hay-

ton Street, Knutsford.

2 h.p. Peugeot, splendid condition, and
cash for higher power.—Worland,

58, Rathbone Street, Canning 'town.

6 h.p. Water-cooled Engine, frame, body,
and several parts car, for motor

bike.—Legg, 3, Aucona Road, Plumstead.

31 h.p. Excelsior Tricar and IJ h.p. Cle-
•4, meut-Garrard two-speed bicycle

for small car.—Preece, grocer, Monmouth.
EXCHANGE or sell Autoclipse lamp,

new, for anything useful, suitable
for '08 Hoc.—Quinlan, Dalton-in-Purness.

HALIFAX.-What do you want? We
exchange motor cycles, tricars, or

cars; list on application.—16, Westgate,
Halifax.

EXCHANGE Three-speed Road Racer,
221n. frame, for motor cycle, or sell

£7. — W. Hewett, jun., 39, Alfred Road,
Aotou.

Q^i h.p. M.M.C. 1906 Bike, spares, for
02 lower ^owor, incomplete, timber,
caravan, machinery, etc. — 5. Gibbius
Roa-d, Selly Oak.

4 h.p. Auto Tricar, W.C., two speeds,
carries thi-ee; I want good motor

cycle, cash, or small car for it.—Reiffer,
12, Hillmore Grove, Sydenham.

1 Q*'' 2i ^-P- Twin Werner, as new. spring
1.U forks, handle-bar control, for
higher power and sidecar; cash adjust-
oent.—Motor, 11, Walworth Road, S.E.

23 h.p. F.N., for lower power and cash

;

4 nearly new sidecar. £5, or exchange

;

Thompson trembler coil, for good lamp
or saddle.—32, Osborne Road, Leyton.

WILL Exchange 8ft. screw-cutting
lathe, in first-class condition, for

Drummond, equal to new, and cash.—
Ernest Cole, The Old Hall. Roxholme.
Sleaford, Lincolnshire.

GENTLEMAN offers high-class photo-
graphic outfit, with cash adjust-

ment, for either good twin motor bicycle
(M.O.V.). or twin light forecar.—No. 8,920,
The Motor Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

EXCHANGE 50 Guinea Penny-in-the-slot
or otherwise automatic five-cylin-

der electric cabinet phonograph, give
little cash for good tricar ; no rubbish.
—8,901, The Motor Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

EXCHANGE. Piano Player and 20 rolls
of music for good lightweight, value

£15, or will give new 30 guinea piano
player and music for good tricar, value
£35.—Rivers, 48, Cowbridge Road, Cardiff.

QUADRANT Oarette, 5-6 h.p.. wheel
steering, two speeds, latest pattern,

perfect condition, little used ; exchange
good motor cycle and cash, or sell £48.—
Dodge, 12, Melville Street. Saudown, Isle
of Wight.

Reg. No. 291289.

2 6 each Rivet.

Contacts vastly

superior to pla-

tinum, cures mis-
firing

J. Edwards Brown, 38, Herbert Road,
Plumstead, Kent.

Over 5,000 in use. Liberal trade terms.

COMPRESSION
IVIEANS

POVt^ER.
Before reboring After reborlng.

We rebore your cylinder and fit new piston
complete with rings and gudgeon pin.

reriiiis linoUlet. givingPlease send for our
prices for this worli.

. . THE . .

LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS.
27 & 29. Laystall St . Rosebery Av., LONDON, E.Ci

Established 1900 Tel. 12,301 Central.

R.O.M.

Synchronisei Contact Brealcers

All R.O.M. Contact Breakers are fitted with
** indestructible " points.

These points fitted to any blades
or screwS' 2/- per rivet.

The Continental Motor Co., 124, Chancery Lane,
LONDON, W.C.

WIPE CONTACT
MAKERS

For Single Cylinder or
V Engines, Sp.^^lclng Plugs, etc.

Send for New List.

Dept- M.
WADE & JONES, Ltd.,

95. Oolmore Row, Blrtnlngham

nH

Send me your name and nddr(ss on a p.c,
and recei\e in return

A PICTURE POSTCARD
of a genuine

PEUGEOT engine

Percy Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

EXCHANGE.
9 Shoe Lan'e, Fleet Street, London. —

? Wauchope's arrangi© ©xclian^es

;

second-hand motor cycle taken in part
payment for new or higher or loweo*
power.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fl-ee't

Street, London.

RILEY 4| h.p. Water-cooled Tricar, two
speeds, upholsteTied g'reen, car tyre

back, all in new condition; exchange
for 1907 Triumph motor cycle, cash ad-
justment, or sell £38.—Cope, Manor Gooirt
Road, Nuneaton.

EXCHANGE twin-cylinder Baby Pexi-
geot, Stevens engine, honeycomb

radiator, two bucket seats and spares,
finished red, examination and trial, for
1907 3i h.p. motor cycle, or sell £85 ca&h.
—Peugeot, c/o 118, Devonshire Road.
Chorley, Lanes.

41 h.p. Phcfiuix Trimo, coach-built,
4: magneto, perfect condition, re-

liable. Phoenix two-speed gear; exchange
for two-sieater, any good make (cash
adjustment) ; higher power wanted, or
sell 30 guineas.—Kiddle, Gladstone Road,
Boscombe, Hants.

A DVERTISER will accept £25 and a 3^
^\. h.p. Triumph, or other high grade
motor bicycle, for good two-seated car,
6 h.p. De Dion engine, three speeds and
reverse, Michelin tyres. 7O0 by 85. non-
skids on rear, aluminium bucket seats,
uphols'tered in leather, ample lug-g'age
capacity.—Apply, V.H., 12. Camberwell
Road, S.E.

4-4^ h.p. Engine, three-speed, free, silen-
cer, spare pulley. £6; 21 h.p. Rex,

complete (less brake), £6; trembler coll
(single), for twin non-trembler; Main--
Hilton stand-carrier (less clip), 3s. ; new
7in. racing pulley, tin. bore; Lancaster
half-plate camera, tripod, 30s. ; 8 amp.
Invicta, 10 amp. Lithanode, 5b. each ; all
going order; part cash, part exchange
anything useful; wanted 6 h.p. twin a.c.
engine.—How. 21. Turin Street, Bethnal
Green, London.

WANTED.
WANTED, 1906 or 1907 Triumph.—Box

8,956, The Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry.

WANTED, two or three-speed gear, for
tricar.—Mayes, 60, Beaufort Street.

Chelsea.

TRIUMPH, 1906 or 1907, magneto, spring
forks.—2, Radclifee Road. Winch-

more Hill, N.

"\^/"ANTEB, motor cycl-e, good condi-
»» tion; cheap for cash.—6. Heath

Street, Hampstead.

WASTE Indiarubber, every descrip-
tion; highest prices paid.—^Union

Rubber Co., Calls, Leeds.

WANTED, genuine 2? h.p. De Dion en-
gine, on approval.—Greenall, Wil-

loTighby Hall, Grantham.

A NT Good High Tension Cycle Mag-
-OL neto, for cash.—Buckman, 17, Alex-
andra Road, Chesterfield.

HIGH-CLASS Machines purchas.ed for
prompt cash.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Westgate, Halifax.

WANTED, 21 h.p. inclined Jap engine,
miist be in new condition.—Colver,

165, Sandy Hill Road, Plumstead,

WANTED, 28in. front wheel, axle, etc.,
for 2in. beaded tyre.—Griffitha, 11.

Wood Grove, Edge Lane. Liverpool.

WANTED, sidecarriage, Mills-Fulford.
castor, 26 by 2J, excellent condi-

tioa.^Wailbank, Myrtle Avenue, Bingley,
Yorks.

T^TT"ANTED, motor cycle; exchange £12
t

* musical box and two gents' cycles.
—Jack&^n, 26. Ridley Road, Kiugsland.
Landon.

EXCHANGE Barlock Typewi*iter. like
new, cost £23, for good motor cycle;

no crocks.—Scrase, 254, Battersea Park
Road, S.W.

WANTED, sidecars', any quantity;
wall give in exchange new £10 IDs.

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles;
cash waiting if quality and prices-

are right.—Farrar, Square Road, Haliias.

/// answering any advertisement an this j^age it is ia-^irabh that you /neution " The Motor Cycle.
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WANTED.
WANTED, 1| h.p. lig-htvv-eight F.N.,

magneto—Mitchell, Glyn House,
Pamham, Surrey.

K-fi h.p, 1907 Twin Peugeot, or Jap en-O gin«, with magneto.—28, Norman-
ton Road, Croydon,

WANTED, 6 h,p. De Dion carburetter,
cheap, and perfect condition.—

Lord, agent, Rochdale,

WANTED, motor cycle, good make and
condition,—Q,. 15, Tantallon Road,

Chestnut Grove, Balham,

WANTED, N,S.U„ 1907. 31 h.p., or 3i
h.p. Triumph,—Usherwood, Groa-

venor Street, Blackpool,

SIDECAR Wanted, rigid, quickly detach-
able.—Particulars, price, Anderson,

33, Monteith Row, Glasgow. '

WANTED. Triumph, 1907, 3i h,p,, mag-
neto, good condition; about £27

cash.—T,B., 17, Alexandra Road, Chester-
field,

WANTED, small car, or tricar, in ex-
change for 74 h,p, electric motor,

etc., and cash.-Powles, builder, New-
port, Mon.

WANTED, coupler, for motor cycle,
good, strong, and cheap; approval,

deposit.—8,964, The Motor Cycle Offlcea, Cov-
entry,

TRICARS and Motor Cycles, any make,
in part payment for 6 h.p. Rover

cars at £130.—Davis and Son, Mo&eley,
Jjirmingham.

WANTED, cycle and cash, in exchange
for 1907 Quadrant Carette, cost

£105, excellent condition, or aell £45.—
T, A, Morria, Bourne,

1 Q07 Low Built 2i h,p,, in exchanfe for
J-O 3i h,p. Humber, perfect condition,
and cash. — "Williams. Laundry, Tan-y-
Bwlch, Merionethshire,

WANTED, second-hand motor cycles,
for cash, or part exchange for

new.—Oolville Motor Works, Linden Ar-
cade, Chiswick, London.

GENT'S Nearly New First-class make
cycle, value, £7; gramophone and

records, £7, and cash offered for good
motor cycle.-L, Pearn, Alfreton,

WANTED, motor cycle, cash, or ex-
change push bike, low frame, 26in,

wheels, about 3 h,p., good condition,—
Mac. 42. Market Hill, Maldon, Essex,

WANTED, 6 or 7 h,p, A,C, twin engine,
Riley, Jap, or Peugeot preferred;

also inch Whittle belt, new,—Cash price
to A, Ward, 36, King's Road, Windsor.

WANTED, 4i to Sin. centre screw-
cutting lathe, by good maker, and

in good condition,-Lowest possible price
to Parrell, Electric Station. Belfast,

WANTED, pair of 26 by 2 beaded
covers, to fit Dunlop rims, also in-

clined engine, 2i to 23 h.p., Minerva or
Jap.—T.. 15, Siebert Road, Blackheath.

HANDSOME Allowances for sound
second-hand machines. We do not

buy or sell rubbish. — Stamford Hill
Motor Co., 128, High Road. Tottenham,

WANTED, modern lightweight motor
cycle, good condition, magneto

preferred, must be cheap; approval.—
Ives, Meadle,. Princes Risborough, Bucks,

WANTED, Tricar, exchange 4 h.p, two-
seated water-cooled belt-driven

car, splendid condition; sell cheap.—
Wheeler, 192, Ball's Pond Road, London,
N,

WANTED, for cash, a few powerful
motor cycles, magnetos, varied

speeds, with or without sidecars, — Ma-
chine Company, 43, Kingston Road,
Portsmouth,

MAUDE Wants your present mount in
part payment for a 1908 Minerva,

P.N., Vindec, Phoenix. Motosacoche, Moto
Reve, or any other known make- best
allowances,—Maude's, Lilly Lane Hali-
fax,

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Review," the

leading trade organ ; specimen copy will
be sent on receipt of trade card',—Ad-
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, Coventry,

THE UKANTES
BELT PULLEY GRIP
For WORN

BELTS.

BOX of 40

complete with

screws, 2/6.

For leather or rubber belts, superb
grip and perfect drive. Send original

size of belt-

PRICE & CO.,
11, MOUNT PLEASANT, LONDON, E.G.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers i

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,

PLUM STEAD, S.E.

^ORDER NOW, POST FREEA
Exhaust Valves, " Non-Coi-wsivc " special
nickil alloy, 2/6 Piston Rings [ilirce) 2,IZ.

Retioring and Nev Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/- Variable Pulley, 8/6. Gears
Cut, Reb'jshing. New Parts. Patent Fans
Spring Forks, front or rear. Rests. Silencers

Gears, IVIa?netos, Plug;: E.I.C.^/1, E.K,2/1
Our list will aid vou if in trouble,

I
THE MARSH MANUfAGTURI''G C0.,|
68-72, CLIFFE ROAD, SHEFFIELD. I

ADVER-riSERS—Please note
that F--:Ha« is the latest day we
can receive advertisement copy
-for the followrine: ureek's lEsue

WANTED.
WANTED, a really flrBt-claaa motor

bicycle, for about £25.—Write, K..
Cralgalliou, Champion Hill. S.E,

"J
QOS 3i h.p. Triumph, with magnieto;

i-O dealers are requested to quote ad-
vertiser, taking a 3§ h.p. 1907 magneto
Triumph in part payment.—Box No; 8,698.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MISCELLANEOUS,
I^'EEP Cool by fitting the Ideal tan on

V- ball bearings; price 288. 6d.—Below.

BE Your Own Judge, and fit a Silent
silencer on seven days' approval.—

Below.

FOOTEESTS.—Try mine; light, strong,
cheap; 73. 6d. — 6. Aldington, 59,

Haydon'e Park Eoad, Wimbledon, S.W.

FEEE Engine Clutch, Mabon, complete,
new; 35s.—Athletic Supply, Acoring-

ton.

ACCUMULATOR, 80 a,h., charged; 158.,

bargain.—134, Highgate Eoad, Kent^
ish Town,

WHIPCORD Breeehies. latest cut; 10s.

6d, — J. C. Savage, 119, Donegall
Street, Belfast.

QIMMS-BOSCH H.T. Magneto, D.A.2 type,O practically new; £3.-123, Graham
Road, Dalston.

QHBDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; port-O able.—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Road,
Kentish Town, London,

LYCETT'S Stand, 4s, 6d, ; large toolbag,
5s. 6d. ; saddle. 93., new.—Lumb,

Brougham Street, Halifax.

Ql h.p. Daw Engine, P.JST. carburetter,
•-|4 408,; frame, wheels, tyres, etc, 70s.

—Potter, Rusper, Horsham.

EXCELSIOR Motor Cycle Frame and
tank, sound, 18s. 6d, ; footrests, 26.

6d.—253. Bath Puoad, Hounslow.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest
cut; ICs, 6d,; write for patterns.

—Booth, tailor, Longton, Staffs,

S.U. and Roc Agent, Hodeson, 10, Hor-
ton Road, Bra.dford.

OC Agent,—Brand new Fishback belt,
lin., 8ft. 6in, long; 10s, 6d.

N.S.U. Agent. — 2| h.p. De Dion Pattern
engine. £2; motor cycle frame, £1;

two Kotax car coils, trembler, new, £1
5s, each,

ROC Agent.—3 h.p. Star, new Contin-
entals, foot brake, in splendid

order. £10; 3J h.p. spring frame Bat. 2i
Palmers, no pedals, very fast and pow-
erful, £15.

IVT.S.U. Agent.—2| h.p. Bradbury, condi-
li tion like new, trembler coil, new
tyres ; £14.

ROC Agent.—Continental tyres, 26 by 2,

24s., tube 93. ; 3s. allowed for old
cover. Is, 6d. for tube ; all sizes in stock

;

horns, usual price 3s, 6d and 6s, to
clear 2s. 6d. and 43.; don'E miss these
bargains.

OC and N.S.U. Agent. — Hodgson, 10,

Horton Road, Bradford,

31 h,p. Brown Engine, carburetter, and
2 silencer; £8; perfect order.-

Cavanagh, Rock Hill, Blackrock, Dublin.

SPLENDID Wicker Body, upholstered
dark green, with cushion, new; 22s,

6d.—99, Benthal Road, Stoke Newington,

31-4 h,p. Twin Peugeot Engine, com-
2 plete, good order; £5,—Box LI,516,

The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street,
E,C,

9ft. 5in. On« Inch Stanley-Dermatine
Belt, new, never been used, two

fasteners; 10s.—No. 8,942, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

BRAND new, two-cylinder, Peugeot coil,
bargain, 14s. ; new 700 by 85 Miehe-

lin tube and valve. 10s. 6d.—120, Chapel
Road, Worthing.

FRAMES Made to Order, with girder
forks and engine lugs included, at

£2 158,; No. 6, £3; wheels, 178, 6d, pair.—
Millard, Belvedere.

N
R

R
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Mudguards, with stays and

screws, enamelled, 3in. 2s. lid., 4iii.

33. 6d. pair.

BOOTH—Silent silencers, suit engines
to 5 h.p., no back pressure, very effi-

cient ; 33. 3d.

OOTH.—Fifty pairs Xl'all spring forks,
' latest 1908 pattern, fit any machine.

BOOTH.—Massive horns, deep tone, 3s.

9d. ; double twist horns, terrible
noise, 4s. 9d.

BOOTH.—Voltmeters, watch pattern
usually 9s. 6d.. 4s. Id.: mica pluEs,

Is. Id.; De Dion pattern plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH —High tension wire, rubber in-

sulation. Is. Id. yard; low tension,
5d. yard.

BOOTH.—Motor handle-bars, 20in. long,
5s. 6d. ; Price's patent stands, 5s.

Ud., new.

BOOTH.—All sizes of genuine Stanley-
Derraatine belting and fasteners

;

send for prices.

BOOTH. — Sidecar, shop-soiled only,
rigid, beautifully upholstered ; cost

£12 123., to clear £5 10s.

BOOTH.—New motor cycle frame, com-
plete with wheels, belt rim fitted,

wide mudguards, two cable brakes,
valve lifter, long bars, low built, beauti-
fully enamelled, suit twin engine; £6 5s.

BOOTH.—Engines. 6 h.p. twin Eex, £6
17s. 6d.; new 3 h.p. Automoto, £2

17s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Engines: New 6 h.p. twin An.
toine. complete, with contact

breaker, valve litter, and pulley; £7
19s. 6d.

BOOTH.—New 5 h.p. water-cooled tri.

ear engine, best make, M.O.V., 1931
model, as received from makers; £7
19s. 6d.

BOOTH.—4 h.p. Antoine engine, M.O.V..
nearly new; £5 15s.; new ditto,

£6 5s.

BOOTH.—500 Fullers plain Midget coils,
as exhJbited at Olympia; lOs. 6d.;

twin-cylinder, 21s.

BOOTH.—Send your old coil as part
payment; liberal allowance; quo-

tation submitted.

BOOTH.—Large stock Fullers accumu-
lators ; Rex. 16s. ; Minerva, 173.

;

Mldcet, 16s.: C2, 17s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. is allowed for your old
accumulator in part payment; de-

livery immediately.

BOOTH Wants sidecars; give in ex-
change new £8 8s. gent's cycle, fitted

roller brakes, free-wheel, best tyres.

BOOTH.—-Gas lamps, separate genera-
tors, powerful light, 5s. 3d. : nearly

new twin Invicta trembler coil, IBs. 6d.

BOOTH.—Nearly new Fit-all two-speed
gear, £3 10s.; Osborne four-speed,

57s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Panhard tonneau body, seats
five, smart, 37s. 6d. ; Vapp carbur-

etter. 10s. 6d. ; Eex valves, 23. 3d.

BOOTH.—New charging dynamo and
switchboard. £3; new contact

breakers, 33. 9d.

BOOTH.—Please note our address:
Coronet Works. Wade Street, Hali-

fax. Telephone, 198T.

1 A '^P- Twin Air-cooled Noble Engine
-LU (95 by 95), cylinders set at 90°, T.
:ind M. triple ict carburetter, T. and M.
synchronised contact breaker, inlet and
exhaust pipes, Mabon disc clutch, abso-
lutely new

; £13 IDs.—H. Loper, The Elms,
307, Clapham Road, S.W.

OLD Pattern High Framed Motor
Cycles cut down and brought up-to-

date with very low frames, torpedo
tanks, vertical engines, etc.; send speci-
fication of your mount, and we will quote
you extremely low inclusive price. —
&re©n, 14, Avondale Road. Peckham, S.E.

Motor Cyclists ride in Comfort.

R. PALMER,
Tailor and Breeches Maker.
BEST VALUE, FIT, and STYLE OBTAINABLE.

IS/6
Lace or button knees, split falls or fly fronts. Cut
same as hunting breeches. Very clean at knees.

Specially designed for comfort in the saddle. Can
be worn for cycling, walking, golfing, or any out-

door sport. MATERIALS ; Real Scotch and
Irish Tweeds, Cords, etc. These breeches are not

"factory niade," but made in sanitary workshops
by experienced "English" breeches makers.

PUTTEE LEGGINGS, 12/6.

Send for Patterns and Self-measurement form.

R. PALIVIER,
4, King:swa.y, TwicBcenl-isim.
SUITS from 455. TROUSERS from 12s. 6d.

Telegrams : "Palmer, Tailor, Twickenham."
Telephone : 32 P.O. Richmond.

B A T
ARGAINS

SECOND-HAND 1907 MODELS.

We can now offer several 6 and

9 h.p. models, all in splendid con-

dition, some nearly new, at greatly

reduced prices.

SEND FOR CLEARANCE LIST.

BAT&oofRd;PENGE,LONDON,S,E.

BEST AND

CHEAPEST.
Agents appointed.

REG. SAMSON,
232, Ladywood Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

M'^V^'^WW^

NEW CAST-M&SlVlADEANY§izEfo'o'H"
RW.CQAN 2 1 9 CoswellRoadLondoh-

MISCELLANEOUS.
JACKNOSKID ChaUenges all otlier

motor cycle non-skids ; stops side-
slip not half, absolutely.

JACKNOSKID Supplies three wants-
non-skid, jack, and luggage car-

rier; approval; 2 guineas.

JACKNOSKID Eecent Improvements in-
clude addition of luggage carrier,

easy fitting, and operation.

JACKNOSKID Users say as a non-skid
it is perfect, as jack it's invaluable.

JACKNOSKID fitted free; approval T
days.—Hayesi, 5, Marshall Street, Re-

gent Street,

M.M.C. Engine, 3| h.p., tank, frame.
less forks; £3 10s. the lot.—672, Com-

mercial Eoad, London, E.

BEANT) New 25s. Fullers Syntonic Coil
for sale; £1.—Marriott. 15. Heaton

Street, Hockley, Birmingham.

XL'ALL Spring Porks, 10s. ; tricar plated
tail lamp, new, 10s. 5d.—A. McEwen,

13, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh.

SIMMS Engine. 2i h.p., complete, with
magneto, guaranteed perfect; £3.—

H. Dew, 12, Bruton Street, W.

ENGINES, air or water-cooled, 3, 6, or
9 h.p. ; write for particulars.—Ad-

vance Motors, Ltd., Northampton.

LEATHEE Jacket. 12s. 6d.; breeches,
10s.; £1 lot, bargain, suit 5ft. 81n.

rider.—Brimmell, printer, Birkenhead.

CINEMATOGEAPH Films, large quan-
tity, various lengths; cheap. —

Browner, pawnbroker. Lodge Lane, Liver-
pool.

FOEMAN Engine, 4i h.p., water-cooled;
9 guineas, or exchange for higher

power.—359, St. James's Eoad, Old Kent
Eoad, S.E.

6 h.p. Twin Engine, brand new, £9 10s.

;

cost £15: accept lower power in
part.—F. Eobertson, 49, Jeffreys Eoad,
Clapham, S.W.

MIDGET Plain Coil, new. 7s.: front rim
motor brake, 5s., new; 15 amp. ac-

cumulator, 5s., cost 12s. 6d.—Jeweller, 187,

Ley Street, Ilford.

MABON Clutch, 7in.. unbored, leather
to metal, 35s. ; also 6in. ditto, bored

for 4 h.p. Antoine. 25s.—Zenith Motors,
Ltd., Finsbury Park.

WEENER Frame, tank and wheels, £1;
plain coil, 63.; De Dion coil, 8s.;

Bowden shoe brake, 5s.—Stevens, 4, Gold-
hawk Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

MOTOR Boat, Lady Godiva. 6 h.p. twin
Mors engine, seats six. painted

white, guaranteed : £50 : consider ex-
change. — Whitehouse, 18, AirHe Plac<^
Dundee.

3-4 h.p. Auto Motor Engine, practically
new, £5 10s. ; Minerva pattern frame,

suit light inclined engine, 35s.; will ex-
change the above for light, low motor.
—Cordock Cycle Co., Scunthorpe.

HAMILTON 34 h.p. A.C. Engine, M.O.V.
and Longuemare carburetter, per-

fect condition, £5 10s., lowest
;
genuine

Phcenix Trimo attachment, in excellent
condition, £6 10s., lowest. — Hamilton,
Firth Park, Sheffield.

TVro Trembler Coils, 10s. each; U h.p.
Clement-Garrard. £1; Crypto gear

-

for Benz car. £1 5s.; 6 h.p. twin Decau-
ville car, w^ants putting together. £10;
H.P. vulcaniser. Model A., with auxiliary
appliance, £6 10s.: 34 h.p. Benz engine.
£1 10s. : Ci-ypto dynamo and switchboard,
£10.—Chesebrough, Clapham Eoad, Bed-
ford.

PAIR Acetylene Tricar Lamps, separ-
ate generator, 15s., complete, motor

cycle belt, 5s. 6d. ; 8 h.p., brand new,
water-cooled engine, £9 ISs. ; third bucket
seat, for voiturette, new, £4; double fore-
carriage, £8; large acetylene generator,
8s. 6d. ; several car headlights, 30s., up-
wards; 20 amp. new accumulator, 8s. 6d.

;

30 h.p. Ballot four-cylinder engine, £45:
7-9 h.p. Phoenix Panhard engine, £12 IDs,;

new motor cycle tank. 6s. 6d.—190, Mel-
lison Road. Tooting.

In answering any advertisevtent mi this page it is desirable that you mention " Tfi" Motor Gycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
F'AEEAR'S Quadrant Loop Frames for

vertical engines; 32s. 6d. each, in-
cluding front forks and handle-bar.

FAEEAR'S 1907 Quadrant Frames. 20iin.
high, suit any engine; 503.. includ-

ing front forks and handle-bar.

FAERAE'S 1907 5i h.p. Quadrant En-
gine sets', very little machining re-

quired; £3 19s. set, very few left.

FARRAB'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in
long; 4s. 9d.; Lyoett's patent Light-

ning stand, 4s. 9d. pair.

FAEEAR'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards, 28. 6d. pair; massive

plated horns, terrific noise, 3s. 9d.

FAEEAR'S Pocket Voltmeters, 4s.,

usually 12s. 6d. ; sparking plugs,
lOd. ; magneto plugs. Is. 6d.

FAERAE'S are open to buy, sell, or ex-
change anything in the motor line.

FARRAR'S want sidecars in exchange
for new £10 lOs. gents' cycles, guar-

anteed 12 months.

FARRAR. — Send for my price list

;

pounds saved; sole agent Premier
accumulators. — Farrar, Square E<iad,
Halifax.

41 h.p. Water-cooled Kelecom Engine
2 and carburetter, brand new ; £8

10s. — Turner, 2. Prances Road, Hands-
worth, Birmingham.

CARBIDE, guaranteed, 4, 7. 141b. tins,

34d. per lb.; should be ordered in
21 lb. lots to save carriage.—Stansell and
Son, Acetylene Gas Enginers. Tauntor.

STANLEY Dermatine Belting, new, in
two pieces, iin., 5s.; Jin., 7s.; Jin.,

8s., with Stanley patent hook fastener.—
Whltaker, Green Street Green, Orping-
ton.

MAUDE gives shillings for sixpences,
or, in other words, gives twice the

value of anyone else ; write him and see
for yourself.—Maude's, Lilly Lane, Hali-
fax.

GRIPWELL Brake, 8s. 6d.; internal ex-
panding motor cycle brake. 8s. 6d.

;

both practically new, absolutely sound.
—Apply, Motor, 3. Mount Park Orescent,
EaUug, W.

1 O Genuine M.M.C. Motors, M.O.I.V., 3

XiLi h.p., new; also 6-9 h.p. car motors,
M.O.I.V., to be sold at very low prices.
—Rush, 199, Piccadilly, W". Telephone,
2113, Maytair.

EIGHT Plugs (E.LC, Kerry, etc.), 6s.;

30 amp. Castle accumulator, 8s. 6d.

;

15 amp. Minerva, 5s. ; 20 amp. Fulman,
7s. ; perfect.—16, Northumberland Avenue,
Manor Park.

EEADERS Having Photographic Ap-
paratus for sale should advertise

in " Photography " Emporium, ^d. per
word, minimum 6d. — Address, '* Photo-
graphy " Offices, Goveutry.

MOTOR and Cycle Agents should read
"The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-

view." Specimen copy post free on re-
ceipt of trade card.

—
" The Cycle and

Motor Trades' Review " Offices, Coventry.

TWIN Invicta Coil, new platinums,
treadle lathe, 2ft. lOin. bed. 3Jiu.

centres, 2in. gap, complete with doubii;
acting slide rest and back gear; sale
or exchange.—Gittins, Billing, Oswestry.

GENUINE Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, gir-
der forks, mudguards, long handle-

bars and engine lugs, £3 18s.; also 6 h.p.
twin engine. £8 173. 6d. ; all brand new.
—W. Hyne, Church Street, Camberwell,
S.E.

SMALL Stock of Accumulator Plates,
also quantity of polished and per-

forated sheet celluloid, also insulating
fibre in sheet form.—Apply for full par-
ticulars, Kirkwood, Electricity Works,
Shrewsbury.

LOW-BUILT Loop Frame, with 26in.
wheels, tank, accumulator case,

long bars, seat/pillar, girders, take up
to 5 h.p., all new. not enamelled or
plated; £5.—Williams. 363, High Street,
lyewisham.

G. T. RICHES 6 CO..
19, Store Street, London,

Please write tor oar, IMT Catalogue.

Rioh De-tEichsible Aii- Tube.

26in. by ajin. ... 14/6 | 26in. by 2Jin....i16/6

Special price llst^ot all sizes on appllcatl n.

These tubes can bi obtained In India Irom
Messrs. V. B. STEWART & SONS, Poona.

Stanley Dermatine

Motor Beit
18 THE BEST BELT OF THE YEAR

Has carried everything before it by
winning every open Competition.

No OTHER Belt holds such a Record.
HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

NOTE THE RRICES.

1/2
|in. Sin.

1/4. 1/8
Post Free.

I in.

1/11 per ft.

A SEVERE TEST.—Mr. W. H. Wells
writes :

" 1 feel that it is only just to let you
know how nleascd I am with the Stanley
Dermatine Belts which were used on ail of
the si.x ' Vindec Special' Motor Cjdes in the
recent six days* thousand miles reliability
trials. As far as I am aware these belts gave
no trouble whatever, and one belt only was
used on each machine throughout the trials.
On ray own personal machine I only found it

necessary to talie out half an inch from the
start to the finish, and at no time was I

troubled with the belt slipping or tearing out
at the ends I shall certainly be only too
pleased to recommend your Dermatine Belts
t'l ail users of the 'Vindec Special' Motor
Cycles."

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE
MOTOR BELT FASTENER,

With unbreakable Terry's hook. Guaranteed.

(Made under Simplex Patent.)
At last a perfect detachable motor belt
fastener. In sizes Sin.. Sin., iin., Iin., I/- each

Wholesale and Retail.

The New Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt Co.,

32, London Road, Bromley, Kent

CHAPMAN'S PEDAL BRAKE-
Black - 14/9
Plated - 17/-

Very powerful.
Comfortable to
use. Durable
and reliable.

Adaptable to any machine.

JOHN CHAPMAN and CO.,
Finchley Road, Child's Hill, N.W.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TWm Trembler Coil, 15s. ; twin Guenet

trembler coil, IBs. ; 20 amp. accumu-
lator. 8s. ; strong toolbag, 3s. ; large
brass acetylene lamp, 20s.; large and
small acetylene lamps, 123., 5s.—.ipply,
Kirkwood, Electricity Works, Shrews-
bury.

BULL'S-EYE Lenses, concentrate ligh.t
right ahead, 3in., SJln., with plated

rim. Is. 9d.; better quality, out and
polished, without rim. 3in., 3iin., 34in.,
Is. 9d. ; 33in., 28.; 4in., 2s. 6d. each, car-
riage paid.—Payne, 149. Metchley Lane,
Harborne.

21 h.p. Crossley Gas Engine, complete,
4 gas bag, tank, and necessary

piping, tube ignition, main shaft, with
pulleyt, two wall boxes, plummer blocks,
and belts; £25, or nearest offer.—Box
Ll,525, The Motor Cycle Ofaces, 20, Tudor
Street, B.C.

PULLEYS for any Motor. — De Dion,
M.M.C, 7s. 6d. ; Antoines, Bex, Kele-

com, 63. 6d. ; Peugeots, 6s.; Brown, Tri-
umph, Pafuirs, 5s. 6d. ; above 4iin. dia-
meter, Is. extra; plated, guaranteed,
carriage paid. — J. Perkins, High Eoad,
Leyton, London.

GRADUAL Payments or Cash.—Engines,
new and second-hand, M.M.C.. De

Dion, etc., from £2 10s. ; ten years' ex-
perience; air and water-cooled engines;
repairs prompt; large stock parts; qnick
despatch; 33 h.p. for 23 h.p.—The Becord
Motor CJo., Coventry.

A DJUSTABLE Pulleys, any size, IDs.

;

-Ti- adjustable pulleys, with free en-
gine clutch, sta'rting handle, complete,
57s. 6d. ; ca.sh with order; no alterations
to fit.—For particulars write, E. Moor-
house and Co., Becks Eoad. Keighley.
P.S.—Alter the 31»t of January the price
of adjustable pulleys will be 123.

WHITWOETH Screw Plates, with taps,
Jin. to Jin., every 32nd. 12s. ; hand

drill with twist, drills to iin., lOs. ; stocks
and dies lor brass tube, Jin. 1>o |in., witn
taps, 15s. ; hack saw and six dozen 9in.
Star blades, lis. 6d.; motor cycle roll,
eight tools, 5s. 6d. ; Billings motor wrench,
15ia.. 4s. 6d.; lOin. ditto, 2s. 5d. ; all as
new ; exchange for frame, engine, wheels,
or tyres, any parts or accessories.—8,962,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

STAMTOED HILL. — Projector double
lens separate generator lamps, 12s.

6d., grand illuminators; lined calf
gauntlets, 5s. 9d. ; Midget plain coils,
3in. cube, 9s. lid. ; Longuemare carbur-
etter. 14s. 6d. ; Whitley ditto, 13s. 9d.

;

rubber and leather belting, best qual-
ity, from 8d. per foot; Price's patent
stands, 5s. 9d. ; Minerva plain coils, lis

lid.; accumulators, from 8s., guaran-
teed; Tooley clutch. Us. 6d. ; double
tu'ist horns, voice like cow, 4s. 9d., 6s.

6d. ; wing mudguards, 6s. 6d. pair; 4in.
steel mudguards. Is. 9d. pair; plugs from
6d. each ; sloped end bars, plated, 7s.

6d.. 20in. long; overback seat-pillars, 4s.;
hundreds of other parts.—128, High Eoad,
Tottenham.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
N.S.U. Motors (West London District

Agency).-We can accept your motor
in part payment for these machines ; de-
ferred payments.—Eagles and Co., High
Street. Acton. Telephone, 556, Chiswlck.

TWENTIETH Century Motor Co., Ltd.,
Padua Eoad, Penge, S.E.—Polished

brass float feed carburetters, new. 2 h.p.,

8s., 3i h.p., 10s.; two-way sight feed oil

pumps, new, 3s.; single control levers,
new. Is. 3d. ; ditto, to fit IJin. tube. Is. 9d.

;

double ditto, 3s.; distribution wheels,
new, 4s. per pair; pinion circulating
pumps, new, 15s.; plunger pumps, new,
17s. 6d.; piston, ring, and pulley castings;
polished brass double ratchet levera. to
fit Igin. steering column, new, 7s. 6d.;

send penny stamp for long list of second-
hand and new motor parts; approval on
receipt of cash, or through The Motor
Cycle,

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver,

ley Temperance Hotel. 17, Eus-
ton Souare. Bed, breakfast, attendance,
from 3a.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you Tnention " The Motor Cycle.
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The Dust Nuisance.

FEW people imagine that the motor cycle engine

is the hardest worked and most ill-treated type

of internal combustion motor extant. However
kind, considerate, and skilful its driver may be,

it has to put up with conditions which would

make the average car engine complain in no uncertain

tones. The latter has a gear to reliex'e it whenevei-

it is too hard worked, its cylinders are kept at an

approximately even temperature by the grateful and
comforting water circulation, and it does its work in

a nice compact bonnet, with a dust shield underneath.

Its air intake is situated on an average two feet from

the ground, so that it escapes the major portion of

those whirling eddies of dust and other foreign matter

which find their way into the cylinder and other parts.

The motor bicvcle engine, on the other hand, enjovs

no such luxuries ; it has often enough to hammer itself

hoarse on a steep hill when its maker or owner has

foolishly geared it too high for the weight it has to

propel, its cylinder is almost red hot one moment and
then comfortably cool the next, its lubrication is seldom
so perfect, and, owing to its closer proximity to the

ground, the air intake allows more dust and other

particles to be drawn into the cylinder on everv induc-
tion stroke. Despite these disadvantages under which
the motor cycle engine labours, it is quite as hard-
wearing a piece of mechanism as its bigger brother,

particularly if the speed at which it revolves is taken
into account. It will then be found that for a given

number of revolutions it will last quite as long, or

longer, before requiring any renewal or adjustment to
Its bearings. This is greatly to its credit when one
thinks of the before-mentioned conditions.

In a conversation we had with a lubricating oil

expert the other day, he told us that it is no uncommon
thing to find that deposit in motor cycle engines con-

sists of eighty per cent, road dust. This more than

confirms the analysis we had made last year, whick

was published on April 17th, page 305. This anaylsis

gave the amount of road dust found in our sample as

fifty-seven per cent., and riders were recommended to

filter the ingoing air. This subject will bear further ven-

tilation, and we suggest two or three methods by which

the greater portion of the deposit could be prevented.

The first is to protect all air intakes by fine gauze, and

as gauze impedes the passage of a gas or liquid, a

further alteration is found to be necessary^ so that if

the dust is to be excluded to as great an extent as

possible, the area of the air passages must be made
considerably larger, to make up for the obstruction

created by the meshes of the fine gauze. Even then

some dust will find its way through, but the larger

and more harmful particles will be excluded. The
effect of carefully covering the air ports of the car-

buretter in this' manner will be to slightly increase

the care required by the machine from its owner, as

this gauze must be kept very clean ; but it is easier and

pleasanter to scrub down the outside of the carburetter

with an old tooth-brush and petrol than to dismount

cylinder and remove the deposit with a chisel.

The second suggestion is to connect the air intakes

by suitable pipes to the framework of the machine, so

that the ingoing air enters as far from the ground as

possible. In the days of the surface carburetter one

heard far less of deposit, probably because the air

intake was further removed from the source of trouble.

Readers will remember that both air intakes were about

thirty inches from the ground, and one was usuallv
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protected bv gauze. To connect the carburetter to

the seat tube should not be an insurmountable diffi-

culty, and with the gauze protected air intake in the

neighbourhood of the seat pillar we should approxi-

mately return to the old conditions.

A still further suggestion is to filter the gas on its

way to the engine from the carburetter by interposing

a detachable gauze fitted chamber which could be

quickly removed, cleansed, and replaced.

It may seem a little strange to emphasise the import-

ance of excluding dust now that the roads are co\'ered

with mud, but this is the time of j'ear in which the

good motor cyclist is preparing for better roads and

more favourable riding conditions. It is when the

evenings are dark and the weather bad that motor

cvclists have sufficient time to devote to experiments.
A reader sends us the above photograph to show how he has altered

and improved (?) his old pattern high-framed machine.

Hill=clitnbing Formulae.
A SUGGESTION.

THAT a more satisfactory method of comparing the

performances of motor cycles in hill-climbing

competitions is required everyone who is inter-

ested in club doings will readily admit, and if

we are permitted to hold any of our favourite events

this year I hope this article will cause some discussion

on what is a very important subject. Now, what are

the requirements to be met? This query may best

be answered indirectly. The machine securing the

highest figure of merit should make the best all-round

performance, and the formula should be such that

all the bicycles, whether low or high powered, single

or twin-cylindered, single or two-speeded, have an

equal chance, and can compete together in one class.

If we can satisfy the above conditions, then the figures

of merit will be a measure of the touring efficiency of

the various machines. By touring efficiency is meant

suitability for touring purposes.

Small Machines in Competition.

In the early days when motor cycles never exceeded

2^ h.p. Professor Callendar's formula worked very

well ; but times . have changed, and we now have

machines ranging from the 1% h.p. lightweight to the

9 h.p. twin with two-speed gear. The shortcomings of

the above-mentioned formula became apparent as soon

as high powered machines ran in competition with

bicycles of comparatively low power. This difficulty

was surmounted by subdividing the machines into

classes according to cylinder capacity, and to-day it

is not uncommon to read on the programme three

classes for various powered single geared machines,

and a fourth class for two-speeders, the winner in

W
each class being determined on the formula

C X T
where W = combined weight of machine and rider.

C = cylinder capacity in cubic centimetres or

cubic inches.

T = time in seconds occupied in climbing the

hill.

Let us examine this expression with the object of

finding out its defects and, if possible, remedying them.

The time T is inversely proportional to the speed ot

the vehirlf, as the length of hill is a constant. We

can therefore .'rubstitute V (the velocity of the machine)
for T, and as the capacity of the cylinder, or cylinders,

is a direct measure of the rated horse power, we ran
substitute H.P. for C. The expression now becomes
W X V

. The product W x V would be a direct

H.P.
measure ot the power delivered at the road wheels of

the machine if wind resistance were neglected or were
proportional to the first power of the speed. We shall

consider this later. Further, the power at the road

wheels is proportional to the engine b.h.p. ; we may
therefore substitute B.H.P. for W x V. The final

B.H.P.
form of the expression is therefore .

rated H.P.
It will now be clear to everyone why the small 2 h.p.

low geared machine has matters all its own way in the

under 76 x 76 mm. class. The same applies to any
machine with small cylinders in the miulti-cylinder

classes.

A Misleading Result.

The rated h.p. of an engine is developed on

the brake at speeds ranging from 1,800 to 2,000

r.p.m., according to size, and the nearer the average

engine speed on the hill approaches this value the

greater will be the figure of merit. Therefore, in

order to win, the rider must lower his gear considerably

below the normal touring value, and endeavour to keep

his engine speed up to that at which the engine

develops its rated h.p. If, on the other hand, he retains

his favourite touring gear, he risks being handsomely

beaten on the formula by a much lower powered and

lower geared machine, which, nevertheless, may be

quite inferior as a touring mount.

Reference was made above to the effect of wind

resistance on the result, which has a tendency to put

speed at a disadvantage and encourage weight. In

the modified form the performance is determined by

the product W x V ; in other words, the greater W
and V are, the higher the figure of merit. But whereas

the h.p. required to overcome traction and gravity is

directly proportional to W, the h.p. varies as some

power of the speed, greater than one and less than
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two. This is due to the fact that the resistance offered

by the wind varies as the square of the speed. The
net result is that for a given machine the F.M. would
be higher if the weight Avere increased ten per cent,

and the speed allowed to drop than if the speed were

increased ten per cent, by a suitable reduction in the

weight. In the writer's opinion it is inadvisable to

allow for this in determining a formula of this kind

for two reasons, (i.) The error is small, probably not

more than two per cent, or three per cent., as by far

the greatest, portion of the power is expended in over-

coming gravity. (2.) It would mean introducing a

quantity Vi"^ or V'^, which w'ould make the work of

determining the F.M. considerably more laborious.

In what follows this point has purposely been neglected.

A Formula Embodying Gear Ratio.
From the above it is obvious that if we take the

gear ratio between engine and road wheels into account
the formula will become suitable for all machines.

W
The altered formula will be , where G is

C X T X G
the number of engine revolutions required to complete
one revolution of the back wheel. Where zSin. wheels
are used the gear should be increased to the equivalent

with 26in. wheels.

We have now taken every variation into account, and
the F.M. will be a true measure of the touring efficiency

of the machine. Specially low geared machines are

discouraged, and a glance at the tabulated figures

given at the end of the article will shoAv that the new
formula has quite an interesting effect upon the per-

• formances of the various machines in the Glasgow-

Motor Cycle Club hill-climb of 1906. It is

to be noted, however, that the gear ratios were not

officially confirmed, as at that time the results were
determined on Professor Callendar's formula. The
members' hill-climb, held last September, also shows
the merits of the suggested formula, which, I think it

will be agreed, is a distinct improvement on the old one.

Comparing the two F.M.'s, there would seem to be
no reason why all bicycles should not compete together

in one class.

There is still another provision to be made in order

that two and three-speeded machines may compete
with the singles. Our object is to obtain a value for

G, which may be termed the equivalent single gear of a

variable geared machine, and in getting out an expres-

sion it must be borne in mind that an excessive reduc-

tion on the low gear is not desirable. Under these

circumstances the natural solution of taking the arith-

metical mean between high and low would scarcelv

fulfil the conditions.

To Obtain a Mean Gear.

4L
The writer puts forward the expression , where

H
H and L are the high and low gears respectively, which
has the advantage of being easily calculated, and at

the same time gives to a two-speeded machine an
equivalent single gear which enables it to compete with
single geared machines without dividing the classes.

For three-speeded machines the equivalent single gear
can conveniently be taken as the second speed, as,

unless the gradient is exceptionally stiff or acute-angled

corners are present, all the work will be done on second

speed.

This article is put forward in the hope of improving

and stimulating interest in hill-climbs, and if the

formula is not generally accepted it is hoped that it

will be the forerunner of a more suitable, if not the

ideal one. H. M. Stick.

The Glasgow M.C.C. HilNclimb. 1906.
Class I.— Single-cylinder engines up to 76 x 76

Time slower Figure New
than X Weight, Gear, of iigure of

the fastest. merit, merit.

J. S. Fulton (3h.p. N.S.U., m. s. lbs.

two speeds) 1 38 372 5i&8 367 63.1

Jas. Kong (2^ h.p. N.S.U.,
pedalling allowed) ... 1 43 270 6 363 60.6

W. Dawson (3 h.p. Peaks-
N.S.U.) 1 2 305 5i 341 65.

John Caldwell (2i h.p.

Excelsior) ... ... 56 308 5i 359 61.7

Jas. Ross (2 h.p. C.G.,
pedalling allowed) ... 2 42 242 6 333 55.5

Class II.—Single cylinder engines exceeding 76 x 76 and not
exceeding 85 x 85.

Jas. Roberts (3^ h.p.

N.S.U.) 28 340 5 358 71.6

Ronald Barge (3^ h.p.

Minerva) 25 336 5^ 333 65.5

F. C. Holms (3i h.p.

Brown) X 306 4J 313 65.85

Jas. Craig (3^ h.p.

Triumph) 33 332 4^ 303 67.4

W. Hutchinson (3^ h.p.

Minerva) 44 322 5 - 295 59.

J. Martin M. Carr (3 h.p.

Midget Bicar) ... 1 32 308 5| 290 50.4

Wm. Deans (3 h.p. Triumph) 46 268 4J- 290 61.15
Alex. McDuff (4 h.p. Roc) 51 349 4i 279 65.7

J. D. Whitelaw (3^ h.p.

Ormonde) 52 341 4J 272 57.3

H. T. Watt (3i h.p. Brown) 45 514 4i 264 55.6

J. S. Bryce (5^ h.p.

Quadrant) 53 308 4i 260 53.4

S. Kondo (3 h.p. Triumph) 1 27 274 4J 255 53.7

Class III.—Multi-cylinder engines.

R. A. McMillan (4^ h.p.

F.N.) 40 407 6 405 67.6

C. H. McMillan (4i h.p.

F.N.) 56 395 6 369 61.5

R. Buchanan (4^ h.p. F.N.) 1 44 363 6 287 47.8

H. H. Simpson (5 h.p.

Vindec) 2 368 4} 261 55.

J. D. Gillespie (5 h.p.

Vindec) 14 375 4^ 252 56.

J. D. Pottie (5 h.p.

Peugeot) 38 387 4 237 59.35
Alex. Graham (5 h.p. Rex) 35 416 5 236 47.2

R. Watson, jun. (5 h.p.

Rex) 10 542 4^ 216 48,

Tom Black (5 h.p. Rex) ... 1 17 555 4^ 171 38.

Class IV.—Tricars.

D. M. Syme (9 h.p. Riley) 3 4 1176 — 290 —
>—•••—(

The Rich Detachable Air Tube Co. have opened ne\v

premises on the main Brighton Road in Crawley, near

the George Hotel Garage, where they will be pleased

to show motor cyclists their improved air tube.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., have sent us

samples of an ingenious puncture-repairing stud, called

the Coraete. It is made of indiarubber, and out-

waidly takes the form of a large drawing pin, the

centre of the stud or spike being hollow. To repair

a puncture, the stud is forced into the hole and a

leaden shot is pushed into the hollow part of the stud.

The shot expands the stud and locks it to the air tube.
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To Switzerland
and Savoy
By H. HOWARTH.

Ihe country- we passed through
from Pontarlier tO' Besangon was ver}'

pretty. At Besangon, where we
stayed the night, a fete or fair was in

full swing, and as it was Sunday, the
difference between the French and
English methods of observing the
weekly holy-day was very noticeable.
The shows here axe more elaborate
than in England, but the performances are equally
disappointing. We disbursed half a franc on a
menagerie, where a dyspeptic lioness and an aged
bob-tail lion were made to jump through rings and
over hurdles when they really should have been asleep,
poor things.

A Troublesome Tyre LeaK.
After leaving Bescan5on we were troubled with a

leaking patch. Twice the back tyre went down, and
each time we failed to locate the puncture, so we
sought out a cycle agent in Gray, and instructed him
to remove the tube and change three of the patches
which we most suspected. We left him struggling
through the task at his workshop door, in the broiling
sun, whilst we adjourned for lunch.

After this the tyre held up well for a time, and we
reached Langres at dusk, after an uneventful run.
This town has many interesting features. Its fortifi-

cations, which must be very old, are kept in remarkably
good repair, and even the heavy drawbridges, over
which all traffic has to pass at the various city gates,

are in perfect working order.

From Langres we proceeded to Chau-
mont, by the banks of the pretty Marne
river. The day was extremely hot, and we
stopped once or twice for a quiet smoke
in the shade. Once we overtook a fruit

cart, and, after waking up the driver, we
purchased a prodigious quantity of peaches,
cherries, and oranges—all , fine fruit—for

sixpence. I would here remark that on
most of the slow-moving carts we met in

France the driver seemed to be asleep ;

in some cases he would be perched at the
rear of the vehicle with his back turned to
the direction of travel. Apparently these
drivers consider rules of the road super-

fluous, allowing their mules or bullocks to

wander along at their own sweet will, with
complete disregard to the needs of other
road users.

Arriving at Chaumont, we took the road
through Bar-sur-Aube to Troyes. We had
so far come across none of the level

stretches of country which so tired us when
crossing France by way of Yonne and Cote

By
Motor Cycle.

(Concluded from pa^e 61.)

d'Or. The roads were straight but-

undulating, and as one could only see

a short stretch of the road at a time,

a touch of variety was given which
was found verv welcome.

Whilst travelling on this " switch-

back " road we had an exciting race

with a big Fiat car, which flew past

us at the top of one of the gentle

inclines, swept down into the hollow, and was at the

lop of the next slope before we were half-way up.

Loth to spoil the record we so far held of being

passed bv nothing on the road, I crowded on full

throttle and felt for the best mixture. The lusty twins

answered readily, and the machine lept over the ground

at a speed it had never previously attained. In spite

of this we only gained slowly ; but at the top of every

indulation we made some headway, and after a time

we passed the car on the up grades, only to fall behind

again on the descents, the car being capable of an

immense speed downhill. For awhile we kept passing

and repassing each other as the car's speed varied—

a

most hair-raising experience at the speed we were

travelling. The driver of the car entered into the

spirit of the thing, waving his hand and shouting as he

passed us, my friend behind answering with English

witticisms when the positions were reversed. Even-

tually we drew ahead, just before entering Troyes.

At Troyes some difficulty was experienced in finding

the way. Once clear of the town, however, we made
good time through rather commonplace country tc
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to Switzerland and Savoy by Motor Cycle.—
Nogent and Provins, our destination for the night.

Thus far we had been mailing towards Paris, but we
now decided to avoid the city and make our way north

by way of Chateau-Thierry and Soissons. Our reason

for this was our strong objection to the pave, which

is present on almost all roads near the capital, and we

also wished, to avoid the miles of traffic.

Another Tyre Trouble.
From Provins we proceeded by devious byways to

Montdidier, where we joined the main road again, and

were rattling along at a good pace when we were

informed by the distressful bumping of the rear rim

that the tube had once more sprung a leak. Suspect-

ing the same trouble we had experienced at Gray, we
inflated the tyre straight away, and to O'Ur satisfaction

it held.

The country improved vastly as we approached

Chateau-Thierry, in entering which town we descended

the hill so well known as the venue of many French
hill-climbing contests. This, although long, is one

that I should think any modern, motor cycle would
ascend with ease. Arrived in the town, the air once

more decamped from the rear tube. This time it

occurred conveniently outside a garage, where, to put

an end to the trouble, we purchased a new inner tube

—we had carried no spare through lack of space—and
ieaving the machine to have the tube fitted, we went
forth in search of the ruined Chateau and other sights,

returning for the Vindec late in the afternoon.

Nothing of note occurred between here and Bou-
logne. The tone of civilisation and almost English

appearance of the northern towns left no room for

doubting that we were nearing home, and after spend-

ing our last night in France at Amiens, we found our-

selves, at three o'clock on the Thursday afternoon,

rattling over the cobbly thoroughfares of Boulogne,

our continental holiday almost at an end. The harbour
life of this rather fishy town is full of interest to the

visitor, and time passed quickly until the time for the

departure of the Folkestone steamer.

It was night when we went on board, after seeing

the motor cycle swung high in the air by an immense
derrick, to be dropped with wonderful gentleness into

its place in the steamer's baggage-hold.

79

The busy quay, with its shrieking locomoti\es, rat-

tling cranes, and all the other noisy paraphernalia of
commerce, presented a striking contrast to the calm
quietness of the Channel ; and as we watched the
twinkling lights of Boulogne grow ever fainter on the
horizon, our tho'Ughts reverted to the scenes that we
had left, and we realised with some regret that the
snow-topped craggy peaks, the wild defiles, and fairy-

tinted lakes of Switzerland and Savoy were now but
memories.

Here I will bring my rambling account to a conclu-

sion, and keenly conscious as I am of my inability to

present the many charms of this Alpine country in the
manner they deserve, I can only hope that these lines

will have been the means of stirring up a desire on
the part of other motor cyclists to follow our example.

Cost of Running the Motor Cycle.
A few words as to the expenses of the holiday will

probably be found of interest. It must be noted that

ours was a powerful twin, rather a gourmand for petrol,

carrying two ten-stone riders. Roughly, our e.xpenses

for the machine were as follows

:

Petrol (2,000 miles, approx.) • ,£- o o

Oil 4 6

Repairs to tank and tube ... ... 66
New inner tube (650 x 65 Conti-

nental) ... ... ... 18 o

Total (seventeen days) ...^3 9 o

To this must be added depreciation of rear cover
and belt. The same pair of Peter Union tyres were
in use throughout the tour. For the belt—a lin. Stan-

ley Dermatine—I have nothing but praise.

Cross-Channel expenses amounted to about i8s. for

the machine and 26s. each for the passenger fares.

Hotel accommodation is, of course, an item that

depends on the individual taste and depth of pocket
of the tourist, but it may be taken for granted that

once on French soil the daily expenses under this

head can be kept much lower than in England.
Finally, I shall be only too glad to assist, as far

as I am able, anyone thinking of taking a similar tour

to ours ; for those who do once try the Alps as a

touring ground will never regret the experiment.

Pont MeraniJ.
On the road to Flumet.

Pont de Bellecombe,
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THE DESIGN OF EXHAUST PORTS.

IT
is evident tliat a perfectly clear exit for the exhaust

gases, with an exhaust pipe equal in area to the

valve opening must tend towards an effective and
cool running engine. It is useless to increase the

size of the valve unless the exhaust port is enlarged

in proportion, and
the Rex Motor Manu-
facturing Co. , Coven-

try, have recognised

this by designing

all the 1908 patterns

with liberally sized

port holes and
exhaust pipes. The
illustration herewith

is a reproduction

from a part sec-

tional drawing of the

3'/^ h.p. single-

cylinder engine, and
the design of the

port and pipe, which latter has a straight run right

into the expansion chamber, can be clearly seen.

One of the most frequent causes of overheating is the

bad design of the exhaust port, with insufficient clear-

ance for the burnt gases ; the exhaust pipe is also very

often too small in area. If these faults exist it is

little benefit to increase the bore and stroke of the
engine, as a motor with a smaller cylinder and larger

exhaust port would give better results.

^--w.—^
TOURIST TROPHY NOTES.

In addition to the new fuel consumption limit for

the International Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race
mentioned on page 59 last week, viz.—

Miles to the gallon.

Single-cylinder machines ... ... 100

Multi-cylinder machines ... ... 80
the Competitions Sub-committee of the A.C.U. has

further agreed to recommend to the General Committee
that all competing machines shall be without pedal-

ling gear. All engines will be tested for silence by

the judges prior to the race, and any machine that

is, in the judges' opinion, not efficient will be dis-

qualified if the fault be not rectified. The entrance

fee will be the same for private owners and trade

riders, viz., ^£5 5s. per machine, and the distance of

the race is to be about the same as last year. If

possible, the same course will be used.

The Affiliation of Motor Cyclists.

IT
is quite possible that by the time these lines appear in

print the Auto Cycle Union will be in a position to an-

nounce a new afliliation scheme for provincial clubs.

This scheme has been arranged by the committee and
subcommittees of the A.C.U., and will, I believe, come up

tor consideration at the annual general meeting in March.

Will the Scheme Please Everyone ?

Certainly not. There are certain to be what we may term
" weak spots" in it; but shall we reject it on that account?

So, by no meats—what we must do is " affiliate " now, and
then when the scheme comes up for ratification, as it no doubt

will, let us approve or disapprove of those strong or weak
points, as the case may be.

It is the duty of every motor cyclist to carefully consider

the scheme in detail, and to see that the committee of his club

considers it, if he belongs to a club ; and while, as I have said,

he may not agree with all of it, let him note what he does not

like, and then later on let us get it made as nearly perfect as

possible.

This agitation has now been going on for a long time, and,

as a result of it, certain reforms have been obtained. The com-

mittee appointed at the Lincoln Conference has worked hard.

Some of its members are p'.'.u members of the A.C.U. and
others are not : but now the outsiders propose coming inside,

not because we are satisfied with things as they are, but be-

';ause we Can do no more good in our present position. What
we now' want is for motor cycle clubs to join the A.C.U. and
elect their delegates to serve on the council ; then the affiliated

iJubs will be strong enough to compel more attention in the

future than they have received in the past. I have sent out

nearly 100 circulars regarding this question to hon. secre-

taries and others having a keen interest in the matter, and I

hope they will place it before their committees as requested.

Will there be Two Motor Cycle Organisations ?

I hope not. It all depends upon how far motor cyclists

and motor cycle clubs support the A.C.U. If they stand aloof

and say they will not join until such and such reforms haye

been made they will be doing an injury, not merely to them-

selves but to many others, because it is a habit of this age—

a

bad one no doubt—to wait and see what others will do, and
to follow their example. The thing to do is, let all of us

affiliate to the A.C.U.—and by voice and votes make it abso-

hitely supreme, make it what it should have been years ago.

That is what many of us have' been working for, but we caimot

L'o on for ever without help. Several of us up North have

been working hard for the provincial clubs. What we want now
is for them to back us up by their presence or their vote in

the council—that is the duty of motor cycle clubs everywhere,

and if they will do their duty we will do ours. There will

then be no room for a second body, no danger of clashing of

interests of two competing motor cycle organisations.

About Expenses.
Some small clubs say they cannot pay certain affiliation fees-

because, taking the amount together with their expenses to

and from the council meetings, it is more than their clubs

can afford. Now as to the affiliation fee, the amount for the
first year may have to be more than many wish to pay ; but

will not that be more than compensated for by the increased

membership the club will get through its being affiliated? Its

position being so much stronger it should naturally attract

riders to it for the increased benefits it can offer.

As to train fares, this is not a large item when one remem-
bers that it is not necessary for councillors to attend all the

meetings unless they really wish to, as they can get coun-

cillors to vote for them, and can appoint a substitute to speak

pnd vote for them, and it is the votes which are so much
wanted at the present time.

Nothing does a sport more harm than suggesting that certain

individuals have other than sportsmen's reasons for doingthe

little they do, i.e.. that they have an axe to grind. I have

had the pleasure of owning at different times five motor cycles-

during the last few years, but I have never ridden one of

them in a competition of any kind whatever.

The Whole Thing in a Nutshell.

In conclusion, let me say that time is short. The scheme may
not be all we desire, but affiliate and take your share irt

making it into what you wish it to be—an absolutely inde-

pendent organisation for motor cyclists, supported and'

governed only by motor cyclists. That is my ideal. I make
no secret of it. I for one shall never be really satisfied with,

less. Clubs affiliating now will be able to take part in

the annual general meeting of the A.C.U. to be held in

March, when officers will be elected for the year. Clubs-

wishing to take part in that meeting should affiliate at least

seventeen days before the date of the meeting. *

When a club wishes to affiliate it should send a full list ofi

the names and addresses of its members, and a copy of its-!

club rules, to the secretary, Mr. F. Straight, 18, Down Street,.

Piccadilly, W. _ „
John H. Hail.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION.

Tall TalK.
In the more miserable moments of my motor

cycling experience I have sometimes thought we motor
cyclists occasionally exaggerate when eulogising the

machines we ride, but listen to the following extract

from a correspondent's letter in an American paper.

The writer first of all described a hill he climbed

—

" Sutton Bank was a mere toy alongside." Those
who have climbed Sutton will realise this statement

takes some digesting. Then he states this hill is five

miles long. Ye gods ! Five miles of Sutton ! Further,

the " road " is five feet wide, and the surface is sand,

varying from Sin. to icin. deep. He strapped himself

to the saddle and went uf at a fast pace, without dis-

mounting or touching a pedal, but the vibration was

so terrific that the " legs of my stand were continually

coming off." This statement leaves me wonderins;

whether his stand was a centipede t3pe, or whethei

the previous statement about not dismounting is a

trifle overdone. I conclude that the American air has

a most marvellously vivifying effect on his motor cycle,

or else that his description of this nightmare of a hill

is slightly overdrawn, or else—^that he did not climb

it. Brethren of the wheel, let us be grateful that

English correspondents are such modest folk. But I

should like to see that hill, as I know men who have

climbed Sutton and are sighing for fresh grades to

conquer. They would have a poor chance, however,

as Sutton is rough enough for anything, and towards

the finish the pace is not terrifying.

Governing a Tricar Engine.

A friend informs me he is going to govern his big

tricar engine as follows : The long rod from clutch

pedal to clutch fork carries two stops, which equalise

the movement of the pedal with the movement of the

clutch itself. He is going to sweat a second throttle

into his inlet pipe, and connect the actuating lever ot

this secondary throttle to the clutch stops, so that

whenever his clutch is out his throttle will close. I

would recommend him to first construct a throttle to

entirely cut off the gas supply, and, after drilling a

small hole through it, to gradually increase the size

of the hole till it passes just enough gas to keep

the engine running. The idea has one serious defect

—

when the tricar is restarting on a stiff hill the engine

will not be running at full power till the clutch is

well home. He should therefore connect the throttle

so that it opens wide before the clutch is fully home.

I must say I prefer a device I employed two years

ago. Exhaust valve lifters were fitted to both

cylinders, and coupled up to a small pedal set so close

to the clutch pedal that I could actuate both clutch and

governor together or either separately at will. 1

feared explosions in the silencers when constructing

this device, and so added a press-button switch on the

steering wheel ; but I do not remember ever having

an exhaust box explosion. No doubt the cheapest

method of all is to fit a new throttle lever on the

top of the steering wheel ; on tricars possessing this

fitment any clever driver can change gear without

racing his engine. I often see tricarists banging their

gears in without governing the engine at all ; but

this inevitably results in damage to the gears.

Pedals and the T.T.
I am \'ery glad to see the use of pedalling gear

abolished in the Tourist Trophy Race. Admitting
that' there are riders who regularly depend on pedal

assistance in touring, there is no doubt that in a race

of this description it should be barred. Anyone who
watched the last race will admit that pedals were used
in ways in which they would never be employed in

ordinary touring, when the engine is not so carefully

nursed. Again, I should like to make the race as

far as possible a test of machines, and as little as may
be a test of riders ; therefore I am glad there are to

be no pedals.

The HilNclimbing Ban.
The exact position with regard to speed events on

the road does not seem to be fully comprehended.
Let me say, therefore, that the R.A.C. has only banned
open events among its affiliated clubs; hill-climbs

limited to members of the promoting club remain quite

as legal as formerly. The question of motor cycling

events has not been dealt with, as the R.A.C. leaves

the control of motor cycling to the A.C.U. This
explains why the A.C.U. timed the machines up Dash-
wood and Amersham hills in the first quarterly trial

of the year. The whole business savours somewhat
of hypocrisy in effect, though not in actuality. Unless

further steps are taken, speed hill-climbs will be as

common and as fiercely contested this year as last.

But a distinct provision for the public safety enters

into the matter, as the idea is a local club will be
anxious not to offend local residents and local authori-

ties, and if local motorists offend by furious driving

in practising up a hill, they can be recognised and
ostracised or otherwise brought to book, much more
certainly than a stranger from a distance. The weak-

ness of the notion is that all clubs, and especially car

clubs, include in their membership owners residing

in distant parts of the countr}', who have joined the

club simply to compete in its closed events and adver-

tise cars they are interested in by winning hill-climb&

If local clubs, therefore, msh to make this provision

of any real value, they must limit their events to

members residing in the vicinity. Otherwise it be-

comes a dishonest measure, calculated to delude the

public. There are other reasons why club members
in general would like to see local events contested

only by local owners, and this applies to motor cycle

climbs as well as to car events. These facts affect a

good many motor cyclists who only own one machine,

and who prefer a single-cylinder for ordinary use, but

buy a twin-cylinder with an eye to the most sporting

class in a couple of annual hill-climbs. I should, there-

fore, like to see the A.C.U. publish its intentions in the

matter as soon as possible.

Sidecar Tyres.

Several readers have written asking me what size

of tyre to fit on the sidecar wheel. My advice is in

favour of using the same size of cover as on the rear

wheel of the cycle. The extra weight and friction of

a tyre that is over large is quite outweighed by the

convenience of being able to interchange worn covers

and patched tubes.
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from our readers

and our replies thereto. When
particular makes of machines,

accessories, or tyres are mentioned

numbers must be used, the writer

to keep a key for reference.

Change Speed Gears for Sidecar Work.

I have a S^ h.p. Minerva

a
motor cycle, and have just

bought a Montgomery sidecar.

(1.) What change-speed gear

and free engine would you re-

commend? (2.) Should I be able to

start from a standstill with passenger

seated? Should I be able to take

normal hills with passenger?—L.W.,

Birmingham.

(1.) See regulations above, and send a

numbered list of gears which you think

would suit you. (2.) Yes, you should

be able to start from standstill with a

passenger in the sidecar, and take

ordinary hills without trouble if the

passengers' combined weight does not

exceed twenty stones.

A Bicycle suitable for Passenger Attachment.

I want to replace a 3^ h.p.

^T] single-cylinder engine, accumu-

^ lator ignition, with something
-U better for sidecar work. Will

you kindly say—(1.) Does the

twin-cylinder in your opinion com-
pensate in power, smoothness of run-

uing, etc., for the extra trouble and
liability to go wrong, which seems to

me incidental to adding another

cylinder? (2.) And taking into

account the fact that a twin would
give me, 1 presume, all the power I

want to pull a sidecar (weight of both
riders under twenty stones) without
the aid of the two speed. We are in

a fairly billy (but not excessively so)

country, as you probably know. (3.)

Would you prefer to adopt twin and
drop two-speed and free engine? (4.)

Is magneto much to be preferred to

accumulators on score of lessened

trouble? As to sidecar, which do
you favour? No. 1, fixed; 2, flexible;

3, castor wheel.—L.S., Mon.

(1.) Yes, if you have had some experi-

ence with motor cycles a twin-cylinder

is highly advisable for sidecar work.
(2.) Provided you had a good two-
speed gear fitted, a well made twin-
cylinder machine would be the best

thing you could buy. (3.) If possible,

have a twin-cylinder and two-speed
gear, but if you cannot have this, have
a single cylinder and two-speed gear.

(4.) We recommend magneto ignition if

you do not object to the extra cost.

With regard to the sidecars, each has
its advantages, and it is a question
of personal taste. Even our own staff

are not of accord as to the best form
of sidecar.

^^

Carburetter at Fault.

I have a 3^ h.p. Kerry,

^- bought second hand, which is

^ very hard to start. The car-

buretter is a Brown and
Barlow. With throttle in any

position I cannot open air inlet, or

it slows down immediately. The jet

looks rather knocked about, and the

choke tube is cracked in three places.

Would it start better if I closed up
the holes under the spraying chamber
round the jet? There is a good spark,

accumulators fully charged, wiring
right and compression perfect. It is'

a splendid hill-climber, but seems to

get rather hot.—J.A.H., London, N".

It seems obvious that the engine

will not take in air for two reasons.

Firstly, because the jet is knocked
about and probably half closed up, and
secondly because the choke tube is

cracked, allowing the passage of an
excessive amount of air, which is not
drawn past close to the jet but away
from it. If you fit a new jet and new
choke tube your trouble will cease.

Fitting a Sidecar Attachment.

I am thinking of fitting a
sidecar to my 3^ h.p. twin-
cylinder Werner. Will the
ordinary sidecar fit this

machine, as the tubing of

French machines seems to be smaller
than on English ones? Would this

machine take a sidecar with ten
stone passenger up Barnet Hill with
pedal assistance? It goes up now
with eleven stones very fast, throttle
nearly shut, and spark advanced. The
machine has small lug with hole in

at head of frame. Is this anything
to do with sidecar? Would it be any
advantage to have lin. belt in place
of Jin., which is sunk in pulley?

—

H.C., Camden.

You should have no difficulty in fitting

a sidecar to your motor bicycle. When
ordering it is advisable to tell the
makers the size and section of the chain
stay, and the diameter of steering head
and down tube. If the tube is a little

smaller than usual the ^oint can be
easily packed with leather or similar

material. The machine in question
should take you up Barnet Hill with
sidecar with a gear of about 5^ to 1

with pedal assistance. The lug at the
head of the frame is probably for a
sidecar attachment, but it is impossible
to say without a personal examination.
A lin. belt would certainlv be better.

All queries should be addressed

to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether

intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied with a

stamped addressed envelope for

reply.

Three-speed Hub on a Lightweight.

I have ordered a magneto
Motosacoche with spring forks

and three-speed geared hub.
After reading recent issues of

The. Motor Cycle I have formed
the opinion that I perhaps haven't
done the wisest thing to order the
three-speed hub. Have you had any
experience of this geared hub? If so,

what are the disadvantages or the
advantages? Having no . experience
of motors I had formed the opinion
that it was an ordinary three-speed
bicycle hub, and that the hub had no
connection with the motor. The price,

£2 2s., also led me to think that. Will
the gear in any way affect the reli-

ability and wear of the machine?
How much will it increase the
weight?—A.B., Bradford.

The three-speed pedalling hub would be
a considerable advantage, but you must
bear in mind that it is a bicycle and
not a motor cycle fitting. The advan-
tage will be that you will be able to

use the low speed pedalling gear when
starting the machine, and the high
speed pedalling gear for assisting the
machine up-hill. The added weight
will be negligible, say about one pound.

Fitting a Sidecar Attachment.

I have a 4^ h.p. four-cylinder

?' F.N. motor cycle, and I should
be very glad if you would

-2J advise—(1.) Would it be power-
ful enough to take a sidecar,

what gradient would it take
(with two ten stone passengers) with-
out two-speed gear? (2.) Are there
any firms in Paris who sell sidecars

(I have never seen one m France)?
(3.) What would be the tax I should
have to pay at the French Customs
House if I bought one in England
and had it sent over?—J.P., Paris.

(1.) The machine in question should
take a sidecar on fairly level roads, but
you could not expect it to take a
passenger up a gradient of more than
1 in 14. This machine is not designed
to take a two-speed gear. (2.) The
only firm we know of in Paris who
would sell you a sidecar is the N S.U.
Motor Agency, 39, Quai Valny, Paris.

(3.) There is no exact duty ffieiified on tj

sidecars, but if you get one from '"

England it would probably be charged
at the motor cycle rate, viz., 220 francs
per 100 kilos., or £4 9s. 5d. per cwt.

The average weight of a light sidecar
is 56 lbs.

and
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An Amateur's Chances In the T.T.Sace.

I intend getting a new motor
cycle. With an ordinary

standard machine as listed

I would it be any use entering

for the Tourist Trophy Race?
I notice that nearly all last year's

riders who made a good show were
trade riders on so-called ordinary

standard motor cycles ! Has an

ordinary rider like myself with six

months' experience (not a genius at

tuning up) got any other chance than

to make himself ridiculous and a
laughing stock for other riders, or

would you advise me to wait?—

•

T.P.H., Bayswater.
What you had better do is to wait
until the official regulations for this

year's Tourist Trophy Race are issued.

It will not be long before the

details are out, and if you delay pur-

chasing your machine, say for a fort-

night or three weeks, you might
possibly get a machine which would
conform to the rules on the same terms
as those for which you are purchasing
an ordinary machine. With regard to

your prospects. If you are a good rider

you would stand a very fair chance.

We presume you intend entering for

your own pleasure and not for that of

other people, and our advice to you is

that if you are keen about it, by all

means enter. If you decide to do this

we wish you success.

Hints on Timing Engine.

Would you favour me with

? instructions as to how to time
my 2 h.p. Minerva with

-2J mechanical valves? I took it

to pieces a few days ago, and
wheels are marked wrongly.

Have put it together twice, and find

it will not start, so wheels must be
marked wrongly. Does the piston
have to be dead at top when engine
fires?—J.W.D.

Full instructions for timing an engine
are given in " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them." The timing of the
spark is already done for you. What
you have to do is to get first the timing
3f the exhaust valve right, and you
should so set the cam wheel that the
valve is closed when the piston reaches
the top of the exhaust stroke. The
;ycle of operations should then be
-'ollowed, and it should be seen that the
nlet valve closes as soon as the piston

find

has reached the bottom of the inlet

strolie. Unless you have altered things

the tiring cam is attached to the exhaust
cam, and that is why we have said that

the time of the firing is done for you.

If, however, it has been altered for any
reason, you should set the spark so that

it takes place with ignition lever two-
thirds retarded, when the piston is at

the top of the compression and firing

strokes.

Starting Irom Cold.

I have just purchased second-

hand a 2^ h.p. J.A.P., Chater-

Lea frame, 25in. wheels. 1

may say I have read " Jlotor

Cycles and How to Manage
Them,"- but cannot discover the

cause which makes my motor cycle

so difficult to start. I have had
cylinder down and cleaned same, also

cleaned out carburetter, which is

F.N. with bell-shaped hot air inlet

round engine. Kindly inform me
how contact breaker should be ad-

justed for easy starting, and if there

is anything else I can do to cause

same to start easily? I may say the
gear is 4 to 1, but machine climbs
remarkably well considering there
are no pedals. The machine weighs
110 lbs., and the engine is upright in

loop of Chater-Lea frame, and appears
to jump when going, notwithstanding
there is no play. At present I have
to run alongside at high speed to

start, and when engine starts same
goes off very quickly, making it

difficult to get into saddle.—H.G.D.,
Hants.

The trouble you experience in starting

is entirely due to the absence of pedals.
When the latter are fitted the machine
should be placed on the stand, a few
drops of paraffin injected in the cylin-

der, carburetter flooded, and the engine
will start if all is in order at the first

turn of the pedals, without the least

e.xertion. This time of year especially,

engines are often very hard to start

from cold by running alongside, unless

the air is almost entirely shut off. A
gear of 4 to 1 is too high unless you are
a lightweight ; if not, you might reduce
the gear to 4^ or 5 to 1. The contact
breaker points should not be bearing
too hard together for easy starting, and
the spark advance lever should be
nearly fully retarded, so that engine
n-ill not start off too quickly.
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Gear tor a Light Trioar.

(1.) How much h.p. would

J^ the Chater-Lea variable speed

^ pulley on engine shaft absorb
-LI in friction? My tricar weighs

3icwts., and has a 5 h.p.

engine. (2.) Is there any fear of belt

slipping on hills? (3.) Would either

Roc or Phoenix back hub (belt) gear

go into the forks G^in. wide? (4.) Is

the Phcenix gear fitted with a clutch

or dog teeth? (5.) What is the
weight of the Kent three-speed gear

complete for belt diive? (6.) Is

|in. thick enough for spindle which
goes into back fork ends?—W.W.

(1.) Without proper tests which would
entail special appliances it is impossible
to tell you how much the amount of

power absorbed will be, but in any case

it will be practically negligible. The
jockey pulley absorbs a little power.

(2.) The risk of the belt giving trouble
through slipping would also be little

more than in the case of ordinary belt

transmission, because the jockey pulley

would tend to counteract the slipping

when on low gear. (3.) We do not
think that either of the two-speed geared
hubs mentioned would go into ordinary
forks G^in. wide, but it would be best
to write the makers. (4.) With the
Phoenix gear dog clutches are used to
engage the high speed, and a friction

clutch to engage the low speed. (5.)

We regret we cannot tell you the exact
weight of the Kent gear, which, by the
way, can only be used with chain
transmission, but we should imagine it

to be about 12 lbs. (6.) |in. is rather
slender for a 5 h.p. tricar back wheel
spindle. We should suggest 7-15th or
9-15th. The best thing to do would be
to purchase one from the Chater-Lea
Mfg. Co., telling them the weight and
horse-power of your tricar.

Motor cyclists residing in Manchester
and district should note that the
lamp mentioned on page 59, January
22nd, can be obtained at the Triumph
Cycle Co.'s depot, 150, Deansgate.

Those riders who do not find a 2|
h.p. engine sufficiently powerful will be
interested to hear that the Gradior
Machine Co., Stafford is prepared to
convert their engines to 3J h.p. by
fitting a new cylinder of 3iin. bore
and a new piston. The result is said
to be quite satisfactory.

Lamberhnrst motor

cyclists.

Lamberhnrst Is a

small village In

Kent with less than

l,700inhabitants,and

there are eight motor

cyclists In the village,

" Is this a record for a

village ol the size?"

asks Mr. P. F. Play-

foot, who kindly sent

us the photograph.
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" Tha Motor Cycle " Buyers' Guide.

In the issue after next the Buyers'

Guide, containing a complete list of

motor cycles on the British market, will

be published. It will include a specifi-

cation of each machine mentioned.

The Manchester Show.

We are informed that the section

devoted to tricars and motor bicycles

at the Manchester Motor Car Show,
to be held at Belle Vue, Manchester,

February 21st to 29th, will be even

better supported than at last year's

show.

C.T.C. Aflalts.

An amicable agreement has been

arrived at between the two parties in

the Cyclists' Touring Club, the result

of which is that the vacancies on the

ruling body are being filled up by con-

sent, and the council is now almost fully

constituted, so that it may meet for

transaction of the business of the club

early next month.

Tricar lor Fire Brigade.

We congratulate Beckenhara motor
cyclists upon the enterprise of their

local authorities, who have vetoed trams
and speed limits. Now they propose

adding a motor tricycle to carry two
firemen and patent extinguishers to

their fire brigade equipment as a "first

aid " appliance. In the race to any
outbreak the machine should be an easy

winner

The End-to-end Trial Hext July.

We liad the pleasure of a visit from
Mr. Oscar Hedstrom, of the Hendee
Mfg. Co., of U.S.A., last week, and he
informed us that he and Mr. T. K.
Hastings hope to visit England again

in July with their Indian motor cycles

in order to accompany the riders in the

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's six days'

run. There has been talk of a team of

American riders coming over for this

trial.

The Tourist Trophy Race.

Some further interesting news regard-

ing the Tourist Trophy Race for Motor
Cycles are given on page 80 of the

current issue. October is a late month
in the year for competitions, as the

weather is usually so unsettled at that

period, but we read in the R.A.C.
Journal that it was a question of

October or not at all, so the offer of the

Isle of Man authorities was gratefully

accepted. September would have been

the ideal month for the holding of the

i»mpetition

.
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British Racers in the Grand Prix.

We hear on good authority that a

prominent English motor cyclist will

drive one of the British racing car? in

the Grand Prix Race next June.

The Military Motor Cyclist.

In the winter issue of The Militari/

Oijdist the following announcement is

made : "The motor, both as cycle and

car, is now becoming such a useful asset

to an army that we have decided to

open our pages to the military side of

motoring. We shall appear next issue

as The Militari/ Cyclist and Motorist."

A Stupendous Ride Proposed,

Lieut. Edward Noel, of the Royal

Artillery, writes from Bombay that

shortly he hopes to try to ride his 3^

h.p. Triumph motor bicycle home to

England. He will start riding at

Baghdad, and passing through Aleppo,

Eregli, and crossing Asia Minor hopes to

arrive at Constantinople, and thence

through the Balkans, and home via

Austria, Germany, and France. He is

now equipping his machine with a

A reproduction trotn a photographic New Year

card received from Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Soneil.

The greetings were In the Maori language as well

as English.

change-speed gear and other necessaries

for such a hazardous and long journey.

Lieut. Noel anticipates that one of his

most serious obstacles will be in obtain-

ing supplies of petrol on the journey.

The longest distance for which he will

have to carry it will be about 700 miles.

He proposes to store it in a tank on

the luggage carrier, and the lubricating

oil in an extra tank between the seat

tube of frame and rear wheel. The

difficulty of taking a motor bicycle

through uncivilised countries lies in the
fact that on a machine of this kind
comparatively few spares can be carried,
so that if Lieut. Noel accomplishes his
ambition it will be the most mar-
vellous ride ever made on a motor
bicycle. We wish him the best of
success.

Increase of Motor Cycles In London.

From October 1st to November 30th,
107 motor cycles were registered with
the London County Council, bringing
the total to 7,891. There were 7,380
motor cycles registered at Midsummer
last, so that the increase in London
alone has been at the rate of 511 in five
months.

Papers before the A.C.U.

Mr. H. G. Cove has kindly under
taken to read the paper on "Motor
Cycle Tyres and Accessories "one even-
ing in the first week of February. This
will be followed by a paper at the end
of February on " The Future of Motor
Cycling," by Mr. H. G. Bell, and in

March Mr. Arthur Candler will read
his paper on "Motor Cycle Touring."

Silencers on Motor Cycles.

In last year's competitions many com-
peting motor cycles were fitted with
very inefficient silencers, and this year
it is the intention of the Auto Cycle
Union to pay special attention to this

matter. Undoubtedly half the preju-
dice that exis'.s against motor cycles is

due to the noise some of them make.
The decision of the A.C.U. is to be
|coramended, as it is not at all a difficult

matter to effectively silence the exhaust
of a petrol engine.

A Day's Run of 810 Miles,

We frequently hear of long distances
being covered in a day's ride on a motor
bicycle, but so far as we can recollect,

tlie following is the best ride we have
heard of, excepting in London-Edin-
burgh and similar twenty-four hour
rides : Mr. Wm. J. Clarke, of Louth,
Lines., writes that a few weeks ago

he rode 310 miles in a day, and what is

irore remarkable, the machine he used

>as an old 2J h.p. Strawson, which has

run on an average (winter and summer)
500 miles per week for four years.

Starting from Louth on the day in

question, he rode via Horncastle, Slea-

ford, Grantham, Melton Mowbray.
Leicester, and Nuneaton, and spent two

hours in Coventry before starting on

the return journey.
,
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Have you ever

thought much

about the - -
WITH LBVi W>hCK ^XLl ?

There are Points in the ROC worth thinking about

The ROC Hand-Starting:,

The ROC Patent Live Back Axle.

The ROC Patent Clutch.

The ROC Speed Gear.

Ihe ROC Pedal Control.

The ROC Easy Low Seat.

The ROC Metal to Metal Brakes.

The ROC Long: Wheelbase.
The ROC Duplex Frame and Rectangular Duplex Tanks

The ROC Style and Finish.

The ROC Ball Bearing Engine.

ROC MlLITAK/ MODEL,
Masneto, Clutch, and Speed Gear,

4S guineas.

A. W. WALL, Ltd., ROC Motor Cycie Worits, BIRnmNGHAM.
Telegrams— " ROC, Birmingham." (Corner Dartmouth Street.)

A LIGHTWEIGHT
THAT IS LIGHT."

Complete,

weighs 75 lbs.

Can be delivered with

Spring Forks, adding

greater comfort and

reducing vibration.

Perhaps you prefer a Lightweight ?
One that is light, handy to manipulate, Pexible in traffic, speedy on the road, powerful on

hills, yet economical in petrol consumption and general up-keep. One that shuns repair

shops and roadside breakdown. If you would have a lightweight which answers to the

description above, you

must have the famous .^b ^.^ ^^^ MOTOR CO., Ltd.,

78, Charlotte Street, London, W.N.S.U.
In answering either nf these advertisfments it is desirable that you mention "The ifotor Gyele"
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WHY NOT PLAN
YOUR TOURS NOW ?

i^-, MAP FOR MOTORISTS will be found an invalu-

able aid in planning an enjoyable motor bicycle or tricar tour.

r

^

Price

8/10

. carriage

paid.

MiSP FOR MOTORISTS

Size,

4ft. Sin.

X 3 ft. 9 in.

Styles 1 and

2 mounted

on strong

rollers.

Supplied in three styles— (1) Large hanging map, varnished,

with roads mzu'ked plainly in red and showing distances between

main towns
; (2) unvarnished and printed in black, on material

suitable for marking in roads covered or to be covered ; (3) folded

map, in strong case, suitable for carrying in kit or on tricar.

The prieo (or each map it tke lam*. Whan ordering please ttata which is required.

Obtainable from

"The Motor Cycle" Offices, 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.
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Open HlU-cltmMng Competitions.

As previously explained in The Motor

Cycle, the Royal Automobile Club's

veto on open hill-climbing competitions

does not extend to motor cycles. The

R.A.C. has made no announcement re-

garding motor cycling events, and the

question concerns the governing body

of motor cycling, the Auto Cycle

Union.

Machines in the Quarterly Trial.

The excellent entry for the Quarterly

Trial on Saturday last—the first motor

competition this year—augurs well for

1908. Of the entries there were seven-

teen machines with twin-cylinder

engines, and twelve with single-cylin-

der engines, and of the total sixteen

were equipped with magneto ignition.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

Our readers are doubtless aware

that a first agreement between the

A.C.U. and the R.A.C. is now
under consideration, and also be-

tween the A.C.U. and the clubs

affiliated to it. Of these schemes

the former it practically com-

'plete, and only needs to be put

before the Royal Automobile

Club Committee for adoption.

With regard to the other, the

Auto Cycle Union has decided to

give notice of the termination of

its agreement with the Motor
Union, and has arranged to

affiliate direct to the Royal Auto-

mobile Club. The A.C.U. has

drawn up a scheme whereby it

assumes complete and absolute

control of the sport of motor

cycling, except as regards the

R.A.C. veto (which is a practi-

cally negligible quantity), and be-

comes in every sense a self-

governing body, controlled by a

representative council of motor

cyclists. Those new schemes

have been drafted most carefully,

and will, we expect, be greeted

with approval by affiliated clubs.

Recent AfnUations.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire,

Worcester, and the Bradford Motor
Cycle Clubs have decided to affiliate to

tlie A.C.U., and the Newcastle and

District JI.C.C. have decided to re-

affiliate, and provided they submit to

the terms of the agreement they will

be accepted.

A Non-starter in tlie Quarterly Trial.

The Zenette tricar entered in the

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials by Mr. W. G.

Bower did not start, as the machine
was exhibited at the Dublin Show, and
owing to some blunder by the shipping

agents, the tricar was lost temporarily,

and it did not arrive in London in time

for the competition.

Mlstalien Identity.

We have received a humorous letter

from Messrs. Ivan B. Hart Davies and
Basil H. Davies regarding mistaken

identity. The letter reads as follows :

"We, the undersigned, hereby declare

that we are two totally distinct and
separate persons. We are both keenly

interested in motor cycles and com-
petitions in connection with them. We
take this opportunity of laying the

OT^ES
facts before the readers of The Motor
Cycle to save ourselves the aimoyance of

continually receiving letters not in-

tended for us, and of being credited

with one another's opinions and per-

formances.—Ivan B. Hart-Davies, Bank
Street, Rugby ; Basil H. Davies, 2,

Royal Terrace, Northampton."

A 6,000 Kilometres Ride.

That well-known French motor cyclist,

Grapperon, left Paris on Thursday
morning last in a dense fog for a 5,000

kilometres (3,725 miles) ride, whicli will

embrace the tour of France. The first

day he rode to Rouen, and on Sunday
from Rouen to Evreux. His. mount is

an Alcyon.

Afflliations.

We have received a circular from the

Motor Union enclosing two notes

which the Motor Union says it is in-

formed are to be suppressed and not

published in the current issue of the

>^ll'll-«l-«HHHHHHHHHi'^l»^'f

FUTURE EVENTS.
— :o:—

Jan. 24 to Feb. i—Scottish Motor Showi
Waverley Market, Edinburgli.

„ 30—Newcastle and District M.C.C.
Annnal Dinner.

Feb. 13—Cardiff Motor Club Annual Dinner.

„ 15—A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner, Hotel
Cecil, Strand, 6-30 p.m.

„ IS—A.C.U. Council Meeting.

„ 18—Motor Cycling Club Bohemian
Concert

„ 21-29—Manchester Motor Car Shovir,

Belle Vue, Manchester.

Mar. 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show,
Agricultural Hall.

April 23-28—Auto Cycle Club de France
Reliability Trials for Motor Cycles and
Voiturettes. Total distance nearly 1,000

miles.

„ A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

iHHI-^l-JHH^'lHHHHHHI^HHI-

B.A.O. Journal and M.U. Gazelle.

We have not sufficient space to publish

the notes in extenso, but the iuost in-

teresting item to our readers is that the

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland is

affiliated to the Motor Union.

The A.C.C. Quarterly TrlaL A. G. Peppercorn
(two-speed chain-driven Anglian) on Dashwood.
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Scarborough IMoIor Cyclist FlBod.

Jack De Pass, of Scarborough, was

fined £5 and 19s. costs on Friday last

for alleged excessive speeding on the

Seamer Road. A constable said the

rider was going at a "tremendously
big pace." Another said as soon as

Mr. De Pass passed him, the latl^r

dashed off at a furious rate—quite

twenty miles an hour, and he made
glances at a train going into Scar-

borough which he was trying to race.

Four witnesses were called in defence,

but the Bench decided to convict as

above. The Chief Constable even
applied for the license to be suspended,
but the application was not granted.

Some Rematltatle Experiments.

On the 18th inst., at the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers, Prof. Burstall

presented to the members the result of

five years' research on the gas engine.

The Autocar, commenting on the ques-

tion of compression in relation to

thermal efficiency, which was
the principal subject dealt

with in the results of the Pro-
fessor's researches, says: "Till
a lengthy study of the report is

possible, it is difficult to say how
far Professor Burstall's work
will have » bearing upon auto-

mobile engines." This remark
applies also to the engines
of motor cycles in which our
readers are most interested. The
research disclosed the following
interesting fact, viz., that the

highest thermal efficiency of the

specially constructed 150 h.p. gas
engine used for the experiments
was reached at a compression of

180 lbs. to the square inch, and
as the compression was increased

still further, the efficiency fell off

slowly. Think of it, motor
cyclists ! the compression of air-

cooled engines rarely exceeds

90 lbs., and more often averages

about 75 lbs. Why the resultant

explosion from a compression of

180 lbs. would probably jerk a

^^ rider nearly out of the saddle.

Another interesting thing dis-

closed in the research was that

pre-ignition occurred at 140 lbs. com-
pression, but when the Lodge coil was
fitted in conjunction with a specially

cooled sparking plug, this difficulty

was overcome. This would tend to

show that gas need not explode pre-

maturely when subjected to very great

pressure, as the compression was
carried as far as 270 Ibs-

A Trihute to the Motor Cycle.

Lecturing before the Coventry Engi-

neering Society on Friday evening last

on "Experience in the Design of Motor
Cars gained from motor racing," Mr.

S. F. Edge said that his first experi-

ences of motor racing were on motor

tricycle."!, and he referred in a most

enthusiastic manner to the great

benefit the experiences gained in motor

cycle racing had been to Irim in later

years. Lantern slides of Mr. Edge
mounted on a De Dion motor tricycle,

on which machine he was particularly

successful, were thrown on the screen.

The room was crowded, and Mr. Edg^-

had a most enthusiastic reception.
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The
Auto Cycle Union

WHETHER held in spring,

summer, autumn, or winter,

the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials

are always well supported,

and last Saturday's competition, though
held under the worst possible weather
conditions, which up to the day
before showed no signs of improve-
ment, was no exception. The entries

were thirt)'-threie in number, and of these there were
only five non-starters. Among the latter were Wilbur
Gunn, whose contact breaker cover was missing, and
F. C. Dee, whose tyres were giving him trouble. As
regards the weather and roads, the less said the better.

From start to finish the road surface was a perfect

quagmire of mud, varied only by deep ruts and fre-

(}uent patches of granite or flint. As a searching test,

no better day could have been found, but the unfortu-

nate riders had terrible discomforts to put up with in

the shape of the slippery nature of the roads, the

cold, and the fog. All day long it was dull, with the

temperature only a few degrees above freezing, while

to break the monotony the fog hung heavily over the

course in several places, notably near Uxbridge,

towards the conclusion of the maximum time limit.

Carburetter troubles, due to the cold, soon caused

a few retirements. Wells, who' was riding a new
Vindec, gave up at Dashwood, owing to having had

to stop continuously to thaw the carburetter. Barnes,

on the new spring frame variable speed Zenette, which

made its debut on Saturday in open competition, was
in a similar plight. Marsden. (45^ h.p. F.N.) also had

the same trouble. One of the

official cars which bore the writer

was another to suffer from imper-

fect vaporisation. So the drive

through the muddy roads to Dash-
wood was far from pleasant. The
surface of the hill was worse than

it ever has been since the Quarterly

Trials were inaugurated. The pluck

and daring of the riders were good
to behold, as, unmindful of the

mud, ruts, and stones, they sped

up the hill.

To Miss Hind (5 h.p. Rex) falls

the hono'ur of makine the fastest

ascent, time im. i4%s. ; F. W.
Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), who has as

\et hardly recovered from his acci-

dent, second, im. i6s. ; J. Marshall

(3'/^ h.p. Triumph) third, im.

i7%s. ; W. G. McMinnies (3^ h.p.

Triumph), im. 24%s. ; G. Lee-

Rvans (^% h.p. Rex), im. 26s.;

I"., J.
Browning (4 h.p. twin-

Quarterly

Trial.

cylinder N.S.U.), im. 4i%s.
; J.

Stuart Shaw (5^ h.p. Phanomen),
obstructed by bad road surface, im.

52%s.; M. Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.)

came up in good form, but dis-

mounted for no apparent reason

before reaching the timekeeper, time

2m. I2S. ; E. W. Haswell (6 h.p.

N.S.U. and sidecar) stopped near

top but restarted, time 2m. i5%s. ; W. Smith {1% h.p.

Motosacoche) pedalled, time 2m. 19s.; H. Newey

{^% h.p. Lloyd) pedalled hard, time 2m. 27%s. ; G.

L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) pedalled slightly near

top, time 2m. 32%s. ; A. D. Draper (3 h.p. Triumph)

slowed at top, time 2m. 41^3.; J. P. Beck {2% h.p.

Fairy) pedalled, time 3m. 13s. ; P. H. Trotman

(3!/^ h.p. Triumph) dismounted at top, time 3m. 14s.;

A. G. Peppercorn (2% h.p. Anglian), on low speed,

time 3m. 3i%s. ; E. W. Brighten (21^ h.p. Ariel) dis-

mounted near top, time 3m. s6^s. ; H. Fuller (2J4
h.p. Diamond) dismounted owing to belt trouble.

After leaving Dashwood, the competitors continued

to Banbury via Islip, and returned by way of Aynho,

Bicester, Aylesbury, Berkhampstead, Chesham, and

Amersham, but in no district did the roads show any

improvement. On leaving Amersham a steep hill

is encountered, which is known locally as Gore Hill.

So much interest has been taken in this hill on the

last two occasions on which this trial has been run

that it was decided to time the men up it on Saturday

(the length of the climb is about one mile). Almost

to the very minute to schedule time the first batch .

Scene In ihe yard o! me vJbne Lion, Banbury, tilling ap wita gtaoL
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.>f riders passed i>vcr the brow of the hill, where a

group of about twenty spectators were gathered. Miss

Hind again made fastest time, riding with great skill

.ind daring, time im. t,T%s.; J. Marshall second, im.

38%s. ; F. W. Applebee" third, xm. sgY^s. ; W. G.

McMinnies, im. 43s.; M. Geiger travelled well to the

BUSS HoTlel Hind (6 b.p. Rex) leaving Banbnij.

Steepest portion and then pedalled, time im. 43s.

,

E. J. Browning, im. 57s.; J. Stuart Shaw, 2m. 14s.;

G. Lee Evans, 2m. 30s. ; G. L. Fletcher, 2m. 50s. ; A.

D. Draper dismounted and ran beside his machine,

time 2m. 57s.; E. W. Haswell dismounted, then re-

started and went up with sidecar empty.

The surface on Gore Hill was even worse than that

on- Uashwood, and since the former hill cannot be
approached with any semblance of a rush, owing to

the right-angled corner at the bottom, it is a really

severe test. No one of the competitors made an abso-

lute non-stop run, though four came very near it.

Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) had trouble with a dog.

McMinnies {t,%. h.p. Triumph) had a traffic stop. Miss
Hind (5 h.p. Rex) stopped her engine accidentalh

twice, and had two side-slips, and Stuart-Shaw

isH. h.p. Phanomen) stopped six times owing to the

slippery condition of the roads. These performances
.will, of course, be considered by the A.C.U. committee,

who may elect to award non-stop certificates.

The following is a record of the other competitors

who completed the journey: E. W. Haswell (6 h.p.

N.S.U. and sidecar), carburetter trouble, stopped on
Gore Hill, and ran short of petrol on entering Uxbridge.

A. Newey (3^^, h.p. Lloyd), side-slip on Gore Hill.

E. W. Brighten {2j4. h.p. Ariel) stopped on both test

hills, and had to shorten belt at Banbury. G. Lee
Evans (3^^. h.p. Rex), wet on magneto. M. Geiger

(6 h.p. N.S.U.) stopped before reaching timekeeper on

IDashwood, also traffic stop foot of Gore Hill. W.
Smith (i}( h.p. Motosacoche) tightened belt near

Aylesbury, and dismounted through getting into a rut

on Gore Hill ; the machine was travelling well at the

time, and would otherwise have probably finished the

ascent satisfactorily. A. D. Draper (3 h.p. Triumph)
dismounted on Gore Hill. G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto
Reve), two stops for belt trouble and one for carburetter.

F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) belt broke near Berk-

hampstead, wet on magneto, and misdirected at Islip.

The same fate was also Miss Hind's, and accounted

for her stopping her engine. The following competi-

tors retired: W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec), frozen car-

buretter. J. V. Robinson {1% h.p. Motosacoche), tyre

trouble shortly after leaving Uxbridge. 0. Mitchell

pJ- .i^';C&^^f^k:ttd^^-4T^

A group of some ot 4u competitors at Banburj Cross.
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(5 h.p. Vindec) lost his way. F. W. Barnes (3}^. h.p.

(Zenette), frozen carburetter. S. Browne (6 h.p. Lurquin

and Coudert) ran short of petrol and took train to

Oxford, and then finished journey. P. H. Trotman

{2)^2 h.p. Triumph) retired owing to accident. E. J.

Browning (4 h.p. N.S.U.) retired owing to accident

near Gerard's Cross. A. G. Peppercorn {2% h.p.

.Anglian), no news at 8 p.m. H. Fuller (2^, h.p.

>—

«

Diamond), belt trouble. W. M. Partridge (6 h.p.

N.S.U. and sidecar) arrived outside schedule time.

The roads, as we mentioned previously, through

alternate frost and thaw, were indescribably bad, and

on no one day in the whole year could they possibly

have been worse. Those who got through within

schedule time deserve great credit for their performance.

The day's ride (125 miles) was a most severe test for

both riders and machines.

CLUB NEWS.
Birmingham M.C.C.

The fixtures for February are as follows : 1st, run to

Abbots Bromley ; 8th, Paper at headquarters, 6.30 p.m., on

'Variable Gears," by Mr. R. Vernon C. Brook; 16th. run

to Alcester; 22nd, annual dinner; 29th, ladies' day, Stone-

bridge.

StielBeld and HaUamsliiie U.C.C

At the club's general meeting on January 16th, Mr.

T. W. B. Durant was elected captain and Mr. H. Bisby was

elected vice-captain o£ the club. The address of the new

secretary, Mr. T. F. Turner, is 389, South Road, Walkley,

Sheffield", and for particulars as to membership riders in the

district should apply to Mr. Turner.

North-west London .J.C.C.

A whist drive will be held at the Wellington Hall, Finchley

Road, N.W., on Saturday, February 8th, at 7.30 p.m.

Tickets, 2s. 6d. each, including refreshments, can be obtained

from thehon. secretary, H. V. Davidson, jun., 22, Olive Road,

Cricklewood. The club confidently appeals to motor cyclists

in the London district to make early application for tickets

in goodly numbers, and, where possible, to bring a lady,

which facilitates the making up of tables.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The above club, which was recently formed by a number

of unattached Dublin motor cyclists, will hold its opening

general meeting at the Waverley Hotel, Sackville Street,

Dublin, on Thursday evening, January 30th, at eight

o'clock. This being the first public meeting of the club

important matters are to be discussed which will include the

programme for the year, the affiliation matter, and the

members' cards and club badge. As the chief aim of the club

is to promote sociability and to endeavour to bring local

motor cyclists into closer touch with one another, it is earnestly

hoped "that there will be a representative attendance, and

that a large number of Dublin motor cyclists will hand in

their names for election as members. All communications

lelative to the club should be addressed to the secretary, Mr.

\t. J. Chambers, 15, Edenvale Road, Ranelagh, Co. Dublin.

Cardiff M.C.

At the first annual meeting of the above club, the following

officers were elected for 1908 : President, Lord Ninian

i>ichlon-Stuart ; vice-presidents, Captain D. Hmhes Morgan,

J.P., J. W. Courtis, Esq., J.P., Messrs. W. J. Hilborne, W.
Jones, Herbert Lewis, G. F. Mason, C. F. Peaty, F. C.

Shackel, C. J. Thistle, and Rev. F. W. Hassard-Short, M.A. ;

committee, Messrs. Sidney Hill (chairman), W. H. Bowen, T.

Rutt-Ekins, J. Bould, H. Haddon, G. A. Horner, J. C. Moore,

W. H. Miles, J. Mason, E. Owen, G. H. Simth, A. E. Smith-

ion, and Albert Williams; hon. auditors, Messrs. H. J.

Vorton and J. Parsons; hon. secretary and treasurer, Mr.

H. B. Jotham. Whitchurch, near Cardiff; representatives on

-'eneral committee of M.U.. Messrs. T. liutt-Ekins and C. J.

Thistle ; representatives on committee of the Auto Cycle

LTnion, Messrs. W. J. Hilborne and J. Bould.

The meeting expressed its appreciation of the services

which Mr. H. B. Jotham had rendered to the club as its hon.

secretary during the past year, and also to Messrs. H. Haddon
and E. Owen, who had undertaken the duties of handirappers

at the hill-climbs lield during the se:i.'=on. A small sub-

committee was appiiii'ted to arrange a tangible way of express-

ing the club's appieciation of these gentlemen, The 1908

programme will include hill-climbs, speed-judging com-

petitinn.s, petrol consumption trials, reliability run, etc.

Medals will also be given for the best attendances at the

club meet!!.

York County M.C.C.

A social evening was held at headquarters. Grand Central .

Hotel, Leeds, on the 2ord inst., between 'fifty and sixty

members and friends being present. The chair was occupied

by Mr. E. Simpson. The programme included several really

splendid turns, both vocally and instrumentally. It was
announced during the evening that one of the most prominent
members will entertain the members in February by reading

a paper on " Petrol Consumption, and Hints on How to

Economise," followed by a discussion in which all members
will be invited to partake. This paper should prove extremely
interesting to those who anticipate entering the club's first

competition in April, which is a petrol consumption trial,

the winner of which will become the proud owner of a solid

silver cup. Motor cyclists residing in the county of Yorkshire
who have not yet attached themselves to any organisation are

requested to communicate with the hon. secretary pro tern.,

H. H. Charge, 8, Methley Drive, Chapel AUerton.

East Lancashire M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the Lancashire Motor Cycle
Club was held on Thursday evening at headquarters, but was
not well attended. In a brief review of the work of the past

year, Mr. F. H. Wilkinson mentioned the events which had
taken place. There had been much interest taken in some
of these, notably the hill-climb for the Eccles cup.

The Secretary in presenting the balance-sheet pointed out
that the adverse balance shown therein was not so bad as

A W. Browne (6 h.ii. L.C. and sidecar) and 0. Mitchell (Vindeo).

it appeared. It was not really a deficit on the year's work-
ing, but was caused by the recent acquisition of badges.
After a revision of rules, during which a resolution waa
proposed by Mr. J. Whitehead, and seconded by Mr.
Higpon, that an entrance fee of 3s. 6d. should be charged
to members elected in 1908, and that a badge should be sup-
plied gratis to all paying the entrance fee, officers were
elected for the present year. The president (Mr. Harold
Eccles) and hon. sec. and treasurer (Mr. T. Robinson) and
his assistant (Mr. D. Strong) were unanimously reappointed.
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Letter^ to the Edi

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shonld^e addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and; should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Useful Tips.

[3078.]—Having seen so much about punctures and many
jueries re same in your paper from time to time, liere is a

•eally " useful tip." I have ridden a pair of motor cycle tyres
itted with the new Sphinx bands of the County Chemical Co.,

tnd have had all my trouble stop. Time after time I have
)ulled thorns out of the covers when cleaning, but every one
las been broken off and not gone through the band, and for

.,000 miles I have had no trouble. They do not chafe the inner

.ubes, do not creep, and do not slow the tyre at all, so that
;his tip may be of real use, as cert.iinly motor cyclists want
I tip for prevention of punctures.
"Useful tips" are wanted, when they do not lead us to

)erform the kind of tricks that Lawson Wood so well depicts
n his prehistoric pictures. BP 548.

The Legion of Fiontiersmen.

[3079.]—In The Motor Cycle of January 15th you very
sindly give space to an account of a despatch ride by the
jreat Yarmouth Command of the Legion of Frontiersmen.
?ou have also been kind enough to give publicity to the
'act that the Legion is desirous of recruiting motor cyclists
vith machines.
May I also be permitted to state through the medium of

/OUT columns that the London Command of the Legion,
mder the command of Lieut.-Col. Driscoll, D.S.O., is now
orming a motor cyclists' section, and we shall be very
jiad if any motor cyclists who are duly qualified for mem-
)er«hip of the Legion will offer themselves for enrolment.
Full particulars of conditions of membership will be for-

varded at once upon application to me at the headquarters
>f the London Command, 7, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.

A. ARKELL-HARDWICK (Capt.)
).0. B Squadron, London Command Legion of Frontiersmen.

A Plea for Outside Flywheels.

[3080.}—With reference to H. R. Ricardo's letter [No.
397] in your issue of 11th December, whilst agreeing with
be writer's views, I should like to ask how he proposes
acuring the outside flywheel to the shaft.
Car builders, true enough, have adopted the outside fly-

heel, but a car engine crankcase is split horizontally and
ot vertically as in the case of motor cycle engines. Thus
Q the main bearings are split, which allows of a flange
eing forged on the crankshaft, to which the flywheel is

•cured by four or more fitted bolts.
This method is far supei'ior to the tapered shaft with key
od lock nuts.
In cases where an outside flywheel is keyed on, if the fly-
heel IS not an extra good fit, both on the taper and on the
3y sides, a knock is liable to develop. This knock is caused
I' the alternate retarding effect of compression i^nd accelerat-
ig effect nf the explosion.
The higher the compression of the engine, the worse these
jternate forces affect the key. Thus if the key and taper are
pt an excellent fit, the tendency will be either to shear the
I'y or tear the keyway.
'Inside flywheels are not affected in this manner, because
|iese alternate forces are communicated from crank pin

,

lirect 'to flywheel.

j

I must say that I agree with all your correspondent says,

I

id I much prefer the outside flywheel, but I do not like it

conjunction with the taper and key, however well fitted.

HOWARD G. FRAYN.

The A.C.C. Council Meeting.

[3081.]—If you will kindly allow me just a few lines of

your valuable space, I would like to reply to a letter referring

to me written by Mr. J. JHall, chairman of the Eight, and
published in your issue of the 1st inst. In the letter, Mr. Hall

throws out two challenges to me, which, however, I do not

propose to answer, inasmuch as I think that before Mr. Hall

challenges me to substantiate my statements he had better

reply to my challenge to him, which was published in the

R.A.G. Journal of November 4th last, and never answered.

The matter I refer to was some wild statement not founded

on any fact whatever, and contained in a letter from Mr. Hall

in a previous issue. This I challenged at once, and, as I now
say, was never answered. Under these circumstances, I must
decline to answer any further letters of Mr. Hall's until he
substantiates his statements or withdraws the imputation.

The letter from the other disciple of " Reform " in your
last issue, Mr. Vaughan, is too absurd for words, and the

best way to treat such letters is by silence, in which way I

shall treat this one. T. STKAKER, hon. sec. Hull A.C.C.

Sidecars.

[3082.]—Just lately I bought a motor bicycle 4^ h.p.

Minerva—and being nervous of riding it without a third wheel
of some description, I decided to go in for a sidecar. The
agent with whom I deal suggested a Mills and Fulford Castor
wheel, which took a few days to procure, during which time

I fiddled about with the machine on the stand in order to get

some knowledge of same, and longing, yet not daring, to go
out for a spin. However, the sidecar eventually came to

hand, but imagine my disappointment when no sooner had I

started to attach it than the rain came down in torrents, and
practically continued unceasingly for two days ; this, of

course, tended to increase my anxiety to get out and try my
new "toy." I simply could not wait until the roads dried,

so immediately it stopped raining I decided to make a start

much against the advice of all sorts of "experts."
I trust 1 have made it clear that I am an absolute novice

with regard to motor cycles and combinations in connection
with same. After considerable difficulty I persuaded a
trembling friend to accompany me and started off.

I found absolutely no difficulty whatever with regard to the

steering, and although the roads were as greasy as I ever re-

member seeing them in these parts (Lincoln),- and the tyres on
the three wheels smooth ones, I had nothing approaching a

side-slip, although there were some nasty corners in the town,
and eventually went for a twenty-mile spin, arriving home
shortly afterwards, none the worse for my first ride.

It is only through reading the controversy in your paper
that I had any idea this form of attachment had so many
eccentricities. ERIC LONGDEN.

Courtesy at the Show.

[3083.]—I have seen some correspondence recently in

your interesting paper re courtesy of British and foreign
firms. May I give you my experience of the matter, and why
so many do deal with foreign firms? I visited the Stanley
Show, and made several enquiries re machines and sidecars.

In five out of ten cases the attendants at the English stands
were positively impertinent.
Now, I happen to be an engineer myself, and not only that

but a practical motor cyclist. My enquiry in nearly every case
was treated with disdain, or with a half sort of sneer by the
British firms, whilst the foreign firms made every effort to
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understand and interest themselves in my wants.- In one

case where a prominent sidecar was on show, the attendant

actually remarked, " Sir, that is what we make, and if you

want any alteration you can take it from me that you do not

understand these matters, and are not competent to judge such

things." He then turned away, and gave no more attention

to myself and three friends. Result, the order was not given.

Example might be taken from the Triumph Cycle Co.

They have (and were at the show) always been most attentive.

I am, it is true, well-known to them, and my suggestions are

always met, but do not blame the British motor cyclist if

the foreign manufacturer gets the orders. They are certainly

courteous, and in every case where I have had dealings with

them, they have been most generous, and honest. "Fair

play is a jewel," we are told, but give the firms their due,

and do not condemn wholesale as your correspondents seem

to do.

I never have bought, and never will buy, any goods not

made in England, unless absolutely forced to do so (e.g.,

when no English counterpart can be found), but the loss of

trade is due in too many cases to want of consideration on

the part of the English firms. They still want to learn

courtesy, still want to learn that what suits one is not what

another wants, and then we shall hear less of the British

firms being cut out. Look at the example set by L. Ripault and

Co. They were courtesy itself to me at the show, and since, over

the plugs I wanted, and two English firms put on the most

lordly "take or leave it" tone, with the result that I was

forced to consider other goods.

The whole Stanley Show to my mind was wanting in

courtesy, with one or two exceptions. The English did not

meet either myself or my friends in a practical manner, with

the result that three of my friends ordered new machines

"made abroad," and all because we were treated by the

one side as knowing nothing, and by the other as persons

interested and likely to know best what suited our require-

ments.
British work for British people is a good motto, but let

the British firms wake up, look after trade, and try and

capture, not repel, their prospective customers. Then they

can complain if work goes abroad. BP 548.

The Motor Cycle in Madras.

[3084.]—I am sending you two snapshots taken on one

of our Madras roads, which will perhaps interest your

readers.

The pictures are typical of the surroundings of not only

Madras, but the plains of all parts of India; though the

surface of the roads generally is by no means so good as that

depicted in the left-hand view. In spite of the intense heat,

which sometimes reaches 120° in the shade, and exceeds 100°

in the shade daily for three or four months during the year,

the foliage is fresh and green throughout the year.

Touring in India is practically impossible on account of

bad roads, immense distance between towns at which food

can be obtained, besides which the heat is too excessive for

travelling between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

JANUARY 2gth. igo8.

I find, however, that a fast spin in the evening, after a hot

day, is most refreshing.

My Matchless tricar, fitted with a 3i h.p. M.M.C. engine,

is capable of taking two lady passengers, besides myself, over

the level roads of Madras at a speed of thirty miles per hour.

W. G. TASSELL.

Variable Gears for Motor Bicycles.

, [3085.]—I welcome the letters from Messrs. Brearley and

Cameron commenting on the paper on variable gears read by

me before the Auto Cycle Union. After all, it is not everyone

who can come up to London to take part in a discussion, and

as the subject appears to be a matter of general interest to

motor cyclists at present, it cannot but help the movement if

yon can see your way to devote some space to the further

ventilation of ideas.

Mr. Brearley's letter reads very hopefully indeed, for if hif

statement be true, we have here the very gear that we are all

waiting to see. So far, however, he has only designed the

device, and m this he is merely following many wlio have

gone before him, and it would have been more comforting had

we had the statement that such an automatically expanding

pulley had been made, run on the road, and the results re

corded. It is the large ratios in the gearing from 5 to 1 to li

to 1, however, that make me doubt whether Mr. Brearley ha;

even seriously considered the matter, for with notliing but ;

pulley and a driving rim it will be found that it is impossibl

to obtain a reduction anywhere near approaching 12 to 1. Th'

pulley would have to be so small that no belt would drive oi

it. I, for one, shall be interested to know how the devic

works, and what the inventor thinks of it after the first tria

on the road, or up a hill of, say, 1 ui 8. I would ask Mi
Donald Cameron to again read over the paper, when I thin'

that he will find that what he states in his letter has bee
|

practically covered in the paper.

In suggesting an ideal variable gear, I did not mentio i

that this shoufd be of the epicyclic variety, neither did

specify that the drive should be by chain, rather to th

contrary, and the jockey pulley was held up as unpractica

Further, the infinitely variable gear was held up as the idea

but granted that this was a long way off yet, I advocated

two-speed gear as a good mark to start from. With regar

to the epicyclic gear causing more friction than any othe

type, I can assure Mr. Cameron that this is not so, provide

it is well made, and properly lubricated. We have amp
proof of this not only with motor car gears, but from exper

ments that have been made with gearing in general,

friction clutch (or clutches) is not by any means part of th

particular type of gear, but it is^ to enable the chanf

from one set of gearing to another without shock that frictio

clutches become a necessity, whatever the construction of tl

gearing may be. The whole subject of gearing resolves i

self into the simple fact of causing a shaft to rotate at varioi

speeds, the drive being constant. The only practical know
means at present is by different sets of gear wheels ; these ma

i

be arranged in many known ways, and there is practically i

limit to the number of speeds and the ratios that can be d

A Matehless Trioar which Is doing good work In Madras. (See letter No. 8084 above.)

d
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tained. The problem to solve is to lock or pick out any
particular set of gearing to obtain the desired ratio, and

unlocking or freeing the gear or gears that are not required.

This may be done- by friction clutches, dog clutches, or slid-

ing gears or feathers (feathers after all are only a form of

dog clutch), and the trick that we are attempting is to do this

within the weight and the space at our disposal. Look at a

split seconds chronograph—what a fine gear box. Yet the

gears are locked and unlocked by dog clutches

!

J. VAN HOOYDONK.

Cross Road Dangers.

[3086.]—I note your correspondent " Norbury " is of

opinion that a moderately noisy motor cycle is more dangerous

than a silent one (literally, I have not come across one yet).

I think the greatly increased number of accidents to pedal

cyclists disposes of the theory as to quietness. One frequently

hears and also reads of accidents through collisions at cross

roads, pedestrians being run into after dark, stepping off the

path; and such causes.

The average motor cycle, however, gives warning of

approach at cross roads, etc., without need to sound the horn,

though it is advisabl;e at most places.

Which is more irritating—the continual clanging of bells

affected by so many cyclists (and often unnecessarily) or the

purr of a motor cycle engine?
MODERATELY NOISY M.C.

Does an Air-cooleil Engine Overheat?

[3087.]—Referring to Mr. Walford's further article on

the above subject, I note he objects to the use of cold wat«r

for cooling by Mr. Edge in his h.p. tests. I submit that Mr.

Edge knows his business best ; at any rate, it is significant

that he and others have complained of overheating when
racing at Brooklands. I suggest to Mr. Walford that he

should enlarge his acquaintance with Boyle's law. He would

not then talk about " gas not expanding in water-cooled

engines." I do not know where he got this idea from ; I did

not originate it.

The temperature of a water-cooled cylinder cannot get much
above 212° Fahr., while that of an air-cooled cylinder may
be anything up to the " pink " heat Mr. Walford talks about.

Therefore expansion of the charge cannot cause anything

like the trouble in the former as in the latter (vide. Boyle's

law). This answers Mr. Walford's first query. So much for

theory I

With regard to lubrication, a thin oil may be all right, but

it is bound to get out of the engine and make a (filthv mess of

things generally, which a thicker oil does not to sucli a great

extent. I maintain that as long as the flywheels are dipping

in the oil and throwing it on to the cylinder walls, that is

sufficient. I give a charge about every fifteen miles. My
engine is always sufficiently lubricated, and it keeps its oil

to itself, and does not scatter it about over itself and me.

I am afraid Mr. Walford's explanation of the gas engine

problem will not hold water. The cover is separated from

the cylinder by an asbestos washer, and the cylinder is well

jacketed and the compression is better, if anything, when
warm. I shall be glad to show the engine to Mr. Walford at

any convenient time; seeing is believing. Mr. Walford says

that some cars do not run well unless warm. This is true, but

the explanation is that the carburetter does not vaporise freely

until warmed up—nothing to do with the heat of the engine.

I think it is well known that engines with two-speed gears

do not appear to overheat. I suggest that this is due to the

engine speed not being reduced, the power does not fall off

to tlie same extent. 'This partly also explains the experience

of Mr. Walford's friend, who is such a prominent entrant

in the " All Out Stakes."

It is the ordinary single-geared machine with fairly high

gear that feels it most. When the engine of such a machine

assumes the " pink " colour, the atmosphere in its neighbour-

hood generally acquires a bluish tinge, accompanied by a

sulphurous smell

!

I think the effect of leaky piston rings is well known.

Owing to the loss of power and speed, the rider opens the

throttle wider, and as the machine is not travelling at a

correspondingly increased speed the extra heat developed is

not carried off, the effect getting worse and worse, until

finally the machine comes to a standstill. That is my
experience, dating from the days of the lA h.p. Minerva.
^ ' ^ '

=r/b. verney.

91

[3088.]—Mr. Walford's theory regarding the oil being

unable to get at the piston rings and cylinder walls due to

pressure on top of the piston is not sound to my mind. I

have seen a friend of mine stop on Bury Hill with engine
overheated. When the engine has cooled down he starts

on the same gradient the machine would not rush up in a
hea,t6d condition. The cylinder walls and piston rings could
not have been freshly lubricated in any way.
Again, how can a machine climb a hill with smoke pour-

ing out of the silencer. With regard to trade riders heat-

ing up their machires, I agree that a machine does not give

its full power dead cold, but an excessive temperature is

just as bad. Unless I am mistaken these machines which
were heated up were warm, not excessively hot. When I

state I cool mine down I get the engine to a temperature
that I can just keep my bare hand upon the cylinder, and
I do not think any trade rider would heat to a higher tem-
perature than this. I always heat an engine up myself
before starting if possible, as this loosens the oil, without
which it is more difficult to start. At the same time, I

never heat up more than slightly warm.
With regard to overheating on Bury Hill. What have

I done to stop overheating? Nothing! The engine lost

power due to overheating and stopped. The engine being
in better condition since then can afford to lose the power
wasted in overheating. But as I said in my last letter,

the good effects caused by cooling down are still apparent,
as I have twice the reserve power when cool as when hot.
The machine gets just as hot as it did before, and loses the
same percentage of power, but now I have more power to
lose. I notice in reply to Mr. Verney that Mr. Walford
suggests that the cylinder expands, causing it to be drawn
out of the parallel, and consequently compression falls off.

I think this is extremely likely, but is this not caused by
overheating? I look upon this as one bad effect of excessive
temperature. Finally, what does Mr. Walford suppose
water jackets, radiators, etc., are for? and why does any
man drive or ride with these appliances if he does not fear
overheating? Does Mr. Walford ride his motor car or cycle
without radiators or water jacket? If so, will he kindly
state whv he has them if overheating does not exist?

INTERESTED.

A SatisHei Purchaser.

[3089.]—Noticing in " Ixion's " notes a paragraph headed
"The Non-skid of the Moment," I should like to add the

non-skid of the future, viz., the Jack-no-skid.

I have just ridden 200 or so miles on the worst possible

roads in the worst possible condition (a greasy thawing
surface, and some fifty miles of the yellow stone variety), and
can speak from actual test to the absolute effectiveness of

this patent- As a stand it is splendid ; one is able to wheel
the machine about, and it is specially useful when cleaning

the machine. I am quite enthusiastic about its merits.

Muddy, slimy roads have no terrors whatever ; in fact, in

my ertimation it revolutionises winter motor cycling. Y^ou

are quite aware there are hundreds of motor cyclists who
dread with horror the muddy conditions of the roads at this

time of the year, and who has not in the course of a summer
tour encountered treacherous patches underneath avenues of

trees? W. H. CHAPMAN.

SUMM'^RY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., of 23, Store Street, W.C.,

write :
" We have received a very large number of applica-

tions for our type DA2 pamphlet as a result of a paragraph

in The Motor Cycle, but regret to say that owing to some

of the addresses not being sufficiently clear we have had one

or two returned to us. If any of your readers have not

received this pamphlet in response to their application, we

should be glad to forward them a copy. We would also ask

you to mention that this type DA2 is only suitable for single-

cylinder engines up to 4 h.p_. We are publishing shortly a

book on our DAV magneto, suitable for twin-cylinder engines.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A J G." would like readers' experiences of the Whittle

belt and its suitability for sidecar work with a suigle-

geared machine.

Will H. A. Palmer, late of Kettering, communicate with

the Editor?
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Two-speed Gear.

THIS two-speed gear and free engine has been protected

by Mr. J. T. Clarke, of 17, Mount Ephraim, Tun-
bridge Wells. A shaft A is in one solid piece through
the gear. Its screwed end B is adapted to be screwed

into the flywheel disc, and is arranged to fit the particular

engine for which the gear is wanted. Keyed to said shaft is

a sun wheel C, and around said wheel a cage D containing

a number of planet wheels E gearing with said wheel C. The
cage D is arranged to run free on the shaft A, and carries a

sprocket wheel F, by means of which the power is trans-

mitted to the machine. On the opposite side of said planet

wheel, running freely on said shaft, is a casing H carrying

an internally toothed ring adapted to engage with the pinions

E carried in said cage D. The outer periphery J of said

internally toothed ring has a plain surface, and is adapted

to be engaged by a brake band K when it is desired to obtain

the low speed. The casing carrying said internal ring has

secured to it a second flanged collar 0, which takes a bearing

upon the collar L, of the cage carrying the planet wheels E.

On the right side of said casing H a disc L is

keyed to the shaft A, and provided on its inner

side with friction clutch pads M adapted to be
brought into engagement with the side face N of

said casing H. The said friction clutch pads M
are normally kept out of engagement with the face

N of said inner ring by means of the spring P
arranged between the disc L and said casing H.
In order to bring said clutch pads into engage-

ment with the face N of the casing H, a pair of

rings Q and R are used. The faces S and T of

said rings Q and R are two inclined planes, so

that by locking said ring Q to the casing of the gearing by
means of the arm U and by rotating the ring R by means
of its arm V, a thrust is given to the disc L which will bring

the friction clutch pads M against the side face N of the

casing H. In order to take the end thrust, ball bearings W
are arranged between said ring R and an outer ring X and the

ring Q and the disc L. For the starting of the engine, an

ordinary starting handle Z is used. The operating lever A,

is shown in engagement with the central notch B, of the

quadrant C, in the free engine position. The notch D, of said

quadrant gives the low speed, while the notch E, gives the

high speed. The said lever A, is pivoted at F,, and on its

pivot a fixed arm H, is provided, connected by means of a

link J, to the brake band K, which is adapted to be brought
into engagement with the periphery J of the internally toothed

ring of the casing H. At the lower end of said lever A, a

link K, is arranged, pivotally attached to the arm V of said

ring R. The operation is as follows : The engine is starteil

by turning the handle Z when the starting lever Aj Ls in the
central or free engine position. In this position the brake
band is off and the friction clutch pads are out of engagement
with the side face of the casing H. When the engine is started
the high speed is obtained by moving the handle A, into the
notch E,, thereby rotating the disc R through the link K, and
the arm V, and through the ring Q and keyed disc L, bringing
the friction clutch pads hard against the side face M of the

casing H, thus locking said casing to the shaft, and thereby
said sprocket wheel F, so that the whole mechanism rotates
as one piece, and the high speed is obtained. In order to
obtain the low speed, the operating handle is moved into the
notch D, of the quadrant Ci, and through the arm H, and
link Ji it brings the brake band K into engagement with the
periphery J of said casing H, thereby holding said ring
rigidly in one position independently of the crankshaft A,
with the result that the sprocket wheel F is driven at the
low speed from the sun pinion through the planet pinions
E mounted in the cage D carrying said sprocket wheel. When
the engine is in the free position, the casing H is driven round
backwards, because the chain wheel and the weight of the
machine holds the cage D which carries the planet pinions, and
between said free engine position and the low speed position
various speeds can be obtained by bringing the brake gradu-
ally into engagement with the periphery of the casing.

An Automatic^

THE novelty of this construction, which has been

patented by Mr. E. T. Robinson, of 75, Grosvenor

Road. St. Paul's, Bristol, lies in the fact that it allows

the gear ratio to adapt itself automatically to the

speed of the engine. Thus, when the engine is running fast

a high gear is provided, and when the engine begins to slow

down, from any cause, the gear ratio decreases in proportion.

The fixed flange of the pulley A is formed with a centre sleeve

I

-'

A'. The sleeve A' is secured to the engine-shaft B by a key

C and nut D. E is the movable side or flange of the pulley

which is provided with a sleeve E'. The sleeve E' is slidably

mounted on the sleeve A' by any suitable means such as a

projection on or a feather F in the sleeve A' engaging with a

Variable Sreed Pulley.

groove G in the sleeve E'. H are a series of pivoted bent
levers which are carried by the outer end of the sleeve A'.

The inner ends of the pivoted levers H are provided with
rollers I, which bear on the outer face of the movable side

or flange E of the pulley, while the outer ends of the levers
H carry balls or weights J, which are preferably arranged so

as to be adjustable according to the engine. The levers H
may be adju.stably secured to the outer part of the sleeve A'

in the following manner. K is a ring formed with pairs of

lugs N through which pass pins K' that serve as pivots for

the levers H. The ring K is screwed on to the sleeve A', and
is locked thereto i-i its adjusted position by means of a washer
L to which is secured a pin 0. which passes into a correspond-

ing hole formed partly in the ring K and partly in the sleeve

A'. The washer L is secured in its locking position by means
of a nut M. The operation is as follows : When the speed

of the engine is reduced by the rider, or when a hill is met
with, the weighted ends of the levers drop. This decreases

the pressure exerted upon the movable side or flange by the

opposite ends of the levers, and as a result the width of the

groove of the pulley is increased and the belt falls. The
slackness of the belt is then taken up by means of a jockey

pulley operated either by foot or by cable and lever on the

handle-bar. When the speed of the engine is increased, the

balls fly outwards, so causing the inner ends of the levers to

press against the outer face of the movable flange, and to

change its position so as to meet the altered circumstances.
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MOTOR3BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IN Devon.—3 h.p. Tafnir for sale.—Ap-

ply, HalUwell. Pinhoe Road, Exeter.

h.p. Gear-drive Singer, perfect order;
^ £10.—Apply to Drake, Haddenham,
Ely.

31i.p. Motor Cycle, in excellent work-
ing order; £16. — 67, Weliiiigton

Street, WoolwictL.

MINERVA, 2 h.p., going order; trial
allowed; .£5 10s.—Daycock, Queen's

Road Bridge, Dalston.

OX li.p. Enfleld-Mnerva, 2Jin. Palmer
02 cords. Whittle, whole practically
new.—Anglesey, Barrow.

13. h.p. Werner, spray, just overhauled

;

4 £6 10s., or exchange.—Chapman's
(iarage. Child's Hill, N.W.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., 1906. spring forks
perfect condition ; £13 13s. — 25.

Tamworth Park, Mitcham.

TEroMPH, 1907, 3i h.p., magneto, splen-
did condition, many spares; £35.

—

Motor. 28, Westfleld Road, Surbiton.

BARGAIN.-2i h.p. Alert motor cycle,
good condition, excellent at hills;

£12.-Motor, 117, St. Aldates, Oxford.

1 q,06 Lightweight 13 h.p. P.N., geared
Xfy pulley, practically unused; £20.
—Chapman's Garage, Child's Hill, N.W.

WERNER, two cyUnders, 3J h.p.. in
perfect order; £14 14s.—4, Yeo.

man's Row, Brompton Road, London.

3i h.p. Kerry. Longuemare, BlOO, very
2 powerful and fast, in good going

order; £14.—Briggs, Winsford, Cheshire.

Werner, 2i h.p., spray, in fine con-
dition; £8 10s.; approval allowed.

—Davis, Westfleld, Birchfleld Road, Aston
Manor.

03 h.p. Clyde, splendid order, horn
—j4 tools, lamp (separate generator)

:

£12.—Clajk, George Street, Ryde, Isle of
Wight.

EDENBURGH. — 2| h.p. Kerry, brand
new, perfect, and handsome ma^

chine; £20. — Morgan, 77, Spottiswoode
Street.

MOTOR Cycle, Chater frame, 3 h.p. en-
gine, M.O. valves, complete; £12

12s.—4, Yeoman's Row Brompton Road,
Loudon.

4 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea fittings, new
2i A Won tyres; £20, or offer; ex-

changes entertained. — Parkinson, Pier,
Llandudno.

LIVERPUDLIANS! — Call at 74, Bold
Street, and see latest models of

Triumph and Roc motors.—Hitchings are
the sole agents.

*7^ ^-P. Humber, belt-driven, Longue-
-j4 mare carburetter, Dunlop tyres, in
good running order; £8.—Page. 74. East
Hill, Dartford, Kent.

•^3. h.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva engine,
-w4 low frame, fine condition.—Apply,
IIulbert-Bramley Motor Co., 96, Upper
Richmond Road, Putney.
~ h.p. Twin Rex. £18; 3i h.p. Perry, £14;O 3J h.p. Clarendon, magneto, £10;
oh h.p. Minerva tricar, £20; 3 h.p. Ascot,
£7.—Heightons, Peterborough.

"')i h.p. Jap, spring forks, handle-bar
-J 2 throttle. Brooks B105. Dunlops;
price 12 guineas; seen alter seven. —
Motor, 168, Maple Road, Penge.

TRIUMPHS, 1907 models, several for
sale, nearly new condition, every

machine guaranteed; £32 to £35 each;
approval.—Parker, Melbourne, Derby.
l\/riNERVA, 2i h.p., B.S.A. fittings. Pal-
i-'J- mer tyres, cost £45. new tank belt,
and carburetter, excellent condition ; £i_—M.D.. Hurdis House, Seaford, Sussex.

QUADRANT Motor Cycle. 2i h.p.. spring
forks. Brooks saddle, Clincher tyres,

aood order; sell bargain, £8 15s.—Brown,
.lobmaster, 35. Whittall Street, Birming-
ham.

QUADRANT, 34 h.p., perfect condition,
1906 machine, but only driven about

1,000 miles, tyres unscratched, entire ma-
chine like new. all accessories, stand.
?tt;.; price £25, no offers.—Apply, G.G.,
34, Cambridge Place, Paddington, Lon-
don. \V.

Power Supplied for £6
We offer a splendid 6 h p. TWIN REX, fitted

with spring forks, long bars, low built, foot bar
brake, etc., that will haul a sidecar up hills 1 in

10 at 20 miles per hour, for £6 and a decent 3i
h.p. machine.

Your high-built mount and about £6 secures
a Sih.p. REX, fitted with spring forks, long
bars, foot brake, etc. Climb anything, and looks
smart.

cppniAl £6 and your under-powered,
" f-vifi^

under-sized 2 h.p. joker secures

OFFER. a 3i h.]3. light and low REX,
fitted with spring forks, 26in.

wheels, foot brake, 20in. frame.
Climb owt.

We want £5 19s. 6d. and your push cycle for

a 3i h.p. REX, vertical engine, cost S50. Climb
anything.

NEW 1908 MAGNETO QUADRANTS.
Marvellous allowance for your old mount.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE—
6h.p. SHOP-SOILED TWIN REX, fitted

with new Sidecar ; cost £60 £29
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, brand new, less

tyres 18
*i h.p. four-cylinder DURKOPP, spring

forks 24 10

SJh.p. REX DE LUX, black finish 32 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, shop-soiled,2iin. tyres 23 10
3ih.p. REX(i907),shop-soiled,2iin. tyres 19 19

3i h.p. REX, magneto, adjustable pulley 18 18

3i h.p. TRIUMPH (1907), Riches' butted
tubes 82 10

3Jh.p. MINERVA (1907), shop-soiled .. 23 10
3* h.p, QUADRANT (1907), spring forks 25 10
3.V h.p, BROWN, maRneto, non-skid 22 10
31 h.p. N,S,U., magneto, smart, stand 22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks 22 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, low built. Bat pattern 14 14
3 h.p. RALEIGH, low built, two Speeds 12 12
TWIN CLEMENT-GARRARD, two speeds,

26in. wheels 18 18

5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, long bars 19 19
5 h.p. TWIN G.B,, ma.gneto, spring forks 25 10
3 h.p. CLARENDON, loop frame, smart 10 10

3ih.p. CENTAUR, low built, powerful .. 12 12

3i h.p, STANDARD £10 2i h.p. DE DION . . £9

2J h.p. SPARK ,. 10 2i h.p. PROGRESS 9

j h.p. ARIEL ., 11 2ih,p. MINERVA 8

3 h.p. HUMBER 9 3 h.p. HOBART . . g

LIGHTWEIGHTS.—The following machines will

climb all ordinary hills, extraordinary hills with

slight assistance, and will attain 30 miles per hour
on level

:

U h.p. MINERVA, good tyres. V belt £4 15
i| h.p. QUADRANT, very rehable, handy 5 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, M,0,V,, spray, smart.. 7 10
2 h.p. LIBERTY, vertical ensine, reliable 6 10

2J h.p. CENTAUR, very smart appearance 7 10

2| h.p. ORMONDE, Antoine engine, smart 7 10

2I h.p. VI NCO, vertical engine, smarl 6 15
2 h.p. CLYDE, vertical engine, magneto .. 8 10

Push Cycles taken in part payment.
MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, 26in. wheel .. £3 IS
MONTGOMERY, llexibie joints 3 18
TRAILER, 25/-. Another, very good 112
FORECARRIAGE, coach built, side stays 4 18

Coronet Spring

Seat Pillar

PRICE LOW. ADVANTAGES HIGH.
High machines made low. Vibration entirely

eliminated. Smooth riding over rough roads.

Descriptive literature free.

BOOTH'S BELTING.
Made from selected parts of hides. Correct angle.

non-stretching, long life, perfect drive. Sample
belt on approval on receipt of remittance.

{in. 9d., Jin. lOSa., fin. 1/-, lln. 1/1.

Special terms to the Trade.

High-class Motor Cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH Tade*"."' HAUFAX
Telephone 198y.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Rex, spray, witli Phcenix for*-

4 car, very powerful, in good going
order, with spares and front wheel to
convert.—F. Applebe^, Church Hill, Wal-
thamstow.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto. Riche's de-
tachable tubes, new tyres, ta-nk.

and Watawata belt, eciual new; 27
gnineas.—Garland, 97, Cartain Road. E.G.
No dealers.

31 h.p. White and Poppe. Palmer cords,
2 Brown-Barlow, trembler, two ac-

cumulators, Chater-Lea, thorough good
order; write first. — Motor, 2, Spencer
Park. S.W.

31 h.p. Phelon-Moore, 1907, two speeds,
2 starting handle, spare studded

cover, all accessories, in excellent con-
dition ; £33.—Cyril PoUs, 38, Dover Street,
London, W.

F.N.. four-cylinder, £22 10s.; also twin
Res, holder of unbeaten record,

Leeds to London and back, proof given,
time schedule, registraition.; £21. — 16,

Westgate, Halifax.

3 h.p. Humber, free engine clutch, long
handle-bars, new Continental, 2iin.

Model de Course tyi'es, good hill-climber,
fast, perfect conditio'n ; £15, bargain.—
Dr. McHaf&e, Tyne Dock.

TRIUMPH. 3 h.p., magneto, 1906. guar-
anteed first-class order, driven only

one season, tyres good, engine ju&t back
makers, ovei-hauled ; £27. — Malyon, 16.

Tamworth Road. Croydon.

31 h.p. Excelsior, £15; 2 h.p. Minerva.
2 B.S.A. fittings. £8 ; both ma-

chines have new tyres, spray carbur-
etters, recently overhauled. — Bolsover,
solicitor, Stockton-on-Tees.

FOE Sale. N.S.U.. 5^ h.p.. twin, in per-
fect condition, used very little,

magneto, spring forks, £28; no approval,
but seen and tried by appointment.—
Soame, Radford House, Stone, Staffs.

TWIN Peugeot, 3^ h.p.. new last year,
very little used, spring forks, foot-

rests, Lucas lamp. Brooks BlOO saddle,
and toolbag, very fast machine; price
£20.—Apply, John Garrett, Corporation
Squai-e, Belfast.

TWIN-CYLINDER 6 h.p. J.A.P. Engine
Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea No. 6 frame,

Longuemare carburetter, magneto; must
be sold.—Hulbert-Bramley Motor Co.. 96,

XJpper Richmond Road, Putney. Tele-
phone, 424, Battersea.

ZENITH Bicar, 3| h.p.. two-speed g-ear
with free engine and handle start-

ing, perfect condition, tyi^s almost new,
also numerous spares; £30, or nearest
offer; no exchanges.—Box No. 8,994, Tlie

Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

MOTOSACOCHE, almost new, only
ridden about 500 miles, heavy Pal-

mer tyre on back wheel, all accessories,
best model; cost, with accessories and
extras, £35, will accept £22 lOs.-H., 152,

Hammersmith Road. London.

-j Q08 Minerva, 3^ h.p., new. all the latest
l-xJ improvements, spring forks, car-
rier, tools, etc.; send for particulars;
also 31 h.p. Rex. 190S, and 3i h.p. Brown,
all latest 1908 patterns; write; we can
save you money.—Athletic Snpply. Ac-
crington.

51 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea frame,
2 Druid spring forks, footboards,

powerful brakes. Dunlops. two tanks.
perfect, with Liberty sidecar, two acety-
lene lamps, all spares, tools, and acces-
sories; £22. — Letters, Taylor, 10, Hart
Street, Bloomsbury.

31 h.p. Forman, De Dion, special en-
2 gine, special piston, valve, air

release, adjustable tappet, two pulleys,
silencer, cradle plates, spares, as new,
copper tank, levers, pump, Brown-Bar-
low, Fuller syntonic, complete outfit, fits

Chater-Lea ; £14.-Below.

WATERPROOF, heavy, rubber, double-
breasted, 38in. long, new ; 25&.—

Mogi-idge, Topsham. Devon.

EDINBITRGH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Road, the

largest vai'iety and stock of motor cycl-es
in Scotland; agents for Quadrant. Grif-
fon, Rex, N.S.U.. Adler, Roc, Minei'va,
Vindec, and Bercley motors; repairs,
spare parts; exchanges, easy payments.

In answervng <m.y advertis€7nent on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ECOND-HAND 3J h.p. 1906 Eex, very

little used; £16.

MINERVA, 1907. 21 h.p.. tyres ha,rdly
worn, ma^^hine looks almost new;

£17.

REX, 5 h.p., twin-oylindeir, 31 guinea
model, new; £27.

ROC, 4 h.p., 1907 Military Model, free
engine, shop-soiled ; £37.

REX, 5 h.p., twin-cylinder, twin back
tyi'es, accumulator ignition, R.O.M.

synchronised contact breaker, De Luxe
frame, cantilever seat ; £24.

REX, 1907, magneto, 5 h.p., twin-cylin-
der, 40 guinea model, Bhop-sodled

;

£31.

REASONABLE Offers entertained, as we
must have room for 1908 model.

THE Authorised Manchester and Dis-
triot Agents for Eex, L. F. Harvey

and Oo., 6, Chapel Street, off Victoria
Street, Manchester.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, 1907.—Garaged at
Wauohojje a, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet

Street, Eondon.

£7 19s.—2J h.p. Kerry, in very good con-
ditiou.—Motorist, Benfleet Hall. Sut^

ton, Surrey.

21 h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, light
2 model; £15.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

.S.U.. twin, free engine, spring frame;
no reasonable offer refused.—Belov;.

23 h.p. Cycle, in guaranteed order ; sale
4 or exchange.—43, Oraett Eoad,

Grays.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, Truffault very
last machine; £27 lOs.-Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lcmdon.

2 h.p. Clyde Lightweight, magneto, good
rauning order; £8 lOa.—Percy Malt- 1

by, Ilkeston.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder Hamilton, very
fast; £13 15s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

FOE Sale, 2J h.p. Clement-Garrard mo-
tor cycle, long handle-bars. — Has-

kins, Swindou.

£6 lOa.—Minerva, 2 h.p., good order.—
17, Clarence Terrace, Queen's Eoad,

Dalston, London. ,

31 h.p. Minerva; £15; very reliable
2 machine. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London.

21 h.p. Jap, splendid condition, with
2 spares; £10 lOs.—H. Alan, 307,

Clapham Eoad, S.W.

31 h.p. Eex, 1905, good condition, all
4 accessories.—50, Carpenters Eoad,

Lozells. Birmingham.

31 h.p. No. 1 Ariel Motor Cycle, in new
2 condition; £15.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

F.N., 21 h.p.. 2Jin. tyres, ElOO saddle,
powerful machine; £12; photo.—6.

Poulton Eoad, Southport.

23_ h.p. Ormonde, perfect condition, late
4 1906 model; £16, or nearest offer.

—Stirling, plumber, Kelty.

GEITOINE De Dion-Bouton, Chater-Lea,
21 Clinchers; £10.—Barnes, 22, Mae-

room Eoad, Maida Hill, N.W.

31 h.p. Fatnir, Longiiemare, Clinchers,
2 perfect; bargain. £15. — Jeweller,

28, High .Street, Kingsland. N.E.

23. h.p. Kerry, F.N. carburetter; £8 10s.
4 —41, Davenant Eoad, Upper Hol-

loway, N.

MINEEVA 2 h.p. Motor Bicycle, M.O.V
,

in magnificent condition; £12.—
Priestley. Turner Street, Eamsgate.

23 h.p. M.M.C. Motor Cycle, fitted foot-
4 boards, perfect condition, very

fast; £12.—Motor, 27, Balham Hill.

£7 10s.—23 h.p. An.toine, on Chater loop
frame, 26 wheels, low and fast going

order.—49, Portnall Eoad, Paddington.

51 h.p. Rex de Luxe, free engine clutcih,
2 twin back wheel, sprung back

and front, magneto ignition, condition
absolutely as new; price £32 10». ; ex-
change arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London

CONFIDENCE.
Confldence is what you want in the KEXT

motor cycle you buy. You ALSO want con-

fidence in the firm vou are buying from. MY
reputation is second to none. MY stock of motors
is the finest in the world.

12 6 h.p. TWIN REXES, some like new. 12
9 3i h.p. 1906 REXES, Rex spring forks, Q

lonf mi low. "

7 3ih.p. 1905 REXES, 2iin frames, 26in. rj

wheels, Longuemare carburetter.

5 31 h.p. 1907 REXES, like new. 5
Any of the above cheap for cash, or your old

machine in part payment. Send full particulars

and I will quote you.

What do you want to buy, sell, or exchange ?

WRITE ME. I work on 5 % profits.

6 h.p. REX DE L0XE. brand new ..£33

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 1907 machine 18

3 h.p. TRIDMPH, ?rand goer 20

34 h.p. QDADRANT, '07, done 200 ... 25

3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 24in. wheels .
.
25

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

5i h.p. TWIN N.S.n., magneto 34

3i h.p. 1907 REX 18

3i h.p. ROC pattern, very low 14

3i h.p. BROWN, 1907 model 21

3i h.p. 1907 REX, spring forks 18

51 h.p. 1907 TWIN KfcX, spring forks. . 22

4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA, 1907, brand
new.. 31

3 h.p. N.S.U., has won Leeus Hill Climb 16

4 h.p. KELECOM, 26x2tin. tyres .... 16

3 h.p. CLARENDON,vertical, Longuemare 10

3 h.p. KING, vertical, spray 10

3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical 11

2i h.p. ARIEL lightweight 10

2} h.p. GRIFFON, vertical 12

2} h.p. ZEDEL, vertical 12

1 1 h.p. WERNER, vertical 7

31 h.p. BROWN, 1906 model 17

31 h.p. 1905 REX, 21in. frame 12

31 h.p. 1904 REX. 22in. frame 9

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks 12

2i h.p. WERNER, vertical and low 10

3i h.p. DDX, M.O.V., spray 12

3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical, M.O.V 10

3 h.p. REX, good goer * "
2

2} h.p. R. & PRICE, 2bm. wheels 10

£10 11 h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, two
speeds, weighs under 60 lbs 10

£5 2} h.p. SHAW, vertical engine 6

£7 2* h.p. HUMBER, fine goer 7

£6 2 h.p. QUADRANT, grand machine 6

£7 31 h.p. AUTOMOTOR, spray, vertical

engine. 7

£4 10 2 h.p. KING, spray carburetter 4 10

1 } h.p. MINERVA, good 5

Push cycle, etc., accepted in part payment.

31 h.p. TRICAR, Phffinix, two speeds.. 19

3} h.p. MINERVA TRICAR 18

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Runabout, wheel

steering.. 12 » »

Montgomery Sidecar, 24in. wheel 5 10

Montgomery Sidecar, 26in. wheel ^*
„

Montgomery Sidecar, 2Sin. wheel 5 10

Very nice fcirecar, 26in. wheels 4 10

One ditto, 2Sin. wheels 4

CARS.
61 h p. HUMBERETTE, three speeds.. £55

61 h.p. ASTER, two-seater 55

16 h.p. M.M.C, four cylinders 80

MIISCEI-UANl^OUS.
2 h.p. Singer Engine and Magneto 3

2 h.p. Clement-Garrard type engine

and carburetter 1 10

Pair Twin Rex Spring Forks 16
B100 Saddle S ? S
Dunhill's Speedometers . 6 6

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine 3

3} h.p. 1907 Quadrant Engine, new 4 10

4j h.p. New Orleans tngiiie 5 .2 S
3 h.p. Automotor Engine 2 19

Tricar Frame, with wheels and tyres . . 6 10

Tricar Frame, no wheels or tyres, open

type for wheel steering 4 10

CANTILEVER SPRING SEATS . . 10/- each.

200 LYCETT'i "LIGHTNING" STANDS

Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For either 24in., 26in.,

or 2Sin. wheels.

Note the price

—

4/9 per pair.

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR
CYCLES WANTED FOR
CASH. MONEY WAIT-
ING.

I have bought Seven Tons of Quadrant Engines
and Parts. Send your requirements.

E. FARRAR, ^^JlE^eXtS: HALIFAX

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QTOCKPOET.—7-9 h.p. Peugeot, No. 6O Chater-Lea, 21in. Palmer cords, pan
seat, little used; 30 guineas.

QTOCKPOET.—Special 4J h.p. Eoc. mag-
O ueto. unscratched; 31 guineas.

QTOCKPOET.—Twin Minerva, new back
O tyre, £27 10s.; Midget Bicar, 3 h.p..

19 guineas ; many other second-hand ma-
chines, various powers and prices'.

STOCKPOET. — Midget Blears, patent
channel steel girder frame; send

for catalogue.—Lund and Davies, Heaton
Lane, Stockport.

31 h.p. N.S.U.; £18 18s.—Wauchope'B, 9,

2 Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

ROVEE Motor Cycle, 31 h.p., free en-
gine; expert examination; £20.—

Bui-ridge, 32, Righ Street. Watford.

TEIUMPH, latest 1908, just received; im-
mediate delivery for cash.—No. 9,001.

The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

TEnjMPH, 31 h.p., 1907, perfect condi-
tion. Palmer cord tyres; £33.—Hol-

loway, 97, King Street, Hammersmith.

31 h.p. Quadrant, with sidecarriage,
2 splendid condition; £25.^akeman.

75 Hawthorne Street, Totterdown. Brie-
tol.

Ih.p. Eicard, in good running order;
price £6 10s. ; light machine.—Wau-

chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

HUMBBE, II h.p. engine, Mnerva, per^
feet, good going order; £7.—Gold-

wasser, 25, Southampton Street, Penton-
ville.

BAT. 31 h.p., Peto-Eadford accumular
tors and coil, Watawata, Palmers,

spares; £14.-^1. Linden Grove, Peckham
Eye.

23 h.p. Viud'rc Special, F.N. engine,
4 ver-y rej'iiilo. £14 lOs. — Wan-

chope's, 9. Shoe Lan. ?leet Street, Loin-

don.

3 h.p. Scout, very powerliJ and fast.

faultless condition; £8 153.—F. Cor-
coran, Bohemia, Muschamps Road, E.
Dulwich.

7 h.p. Peugeot, in No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame; £18 10s.; opportunity.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder Motor Cycle, Ham-
ilton, fast, studded tyre, etc. ; £13

103., bargain.—13. Brookwood Avenue,
Barnes.

31 h.p. Spring Frame Bat. new ma-
2 chine; £25; exchange arranged.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street,
London.

31 h.p. White and Poppe. late Chater-
2 Lea frame, low position, all ao-

cessories ; bargain, £16.—5. Heath Street.
Hampstead.

TiEIUMPH. 3 h.p.. magneto, conditlom
like new, all accessories; £23.-6,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

TEIUMPH, Zi h.p., 1907, as new; £34, or
take part payment lightweight

P.N., or 2| h.p.—5, Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

23 h.p. Minerva, new August. 1907, grand
4 condition, with spares; £15. — 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

TEIUMPHS. 1908; order at once for inOn

mediate delivery. We allow highest
prices' for second-hands', Triumphs par^
ticularly.—5. Heath Street, Hampstead.

SOLE Agents for GrifiFon motor cycles,
Zedel engine; write for 1908 ca,t.a-

logue.—5, Heath Street. Hampstead.

3 h.p. Triumph, ball bearing engine;
£18 IBs., great bargain. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Ion-
don.

BEIGHTON.—23 h.p. Alcyon, spring
forks, footboards, perfect condition;

£20, or near offer.—Pratt, 17. HartingtoB
Villas. Hove.

23 h.p. Phoenix, fitted vrith Phoenli
4 two-speed gear, Minerva engine,

will do 30 miles an hour, and would
climb Westerham Hill; this machine is

a bargain, lowest price £18 10s.—WatJ-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Ixm-
don.^« - -...-.--I square Koaa, ------- -—

-

Im answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable thai, ycu mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GRIFFON, 21 h.p.. vertical, mechanical

valves, spring forks, low built, good
condition; £11 11a.—Below.

ANTOINE-KELECOM. 4 h.p., vertical,
long bars, low seat, splendid order;

£12 12s.—Whittle. 41, Skelbrook Street.
Earlsfleld.

31 h.p. Bat, Palmer tyres, footboards.
'2 very low and fast; £16, or offer.—

128, High Road, Tottenham.
,

31 h.p. Twin Werner, very light, low
X racy poBitiou, as new; trial; £17

10s.—128, High Road. Tottenham.

2X h.p. Humber, low position ; £8 10s.

;

4= fine hill-climber, splendid condi-
tion.—128. High Road, Tottenham.

3 h.p. Trent, Chater frame. Longuemare,
vertical, very reliable machine

;

trial.-128, High Road, Tottenham. £12
10a.

GENUINE 2% h.p. De Dion, perfect con-
dition, spring forks, Longuemare;

bargain, £11 lis.—Clark, 109, The Grove,
Stratford, E.

23. h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea's, Clin-
4 chers, reliable mount; £11, ex-

change entertained.—Radium, Gray's Inn
Road, W.C.

31 h.p. Singer, magneto ignition, roller
2 bearings, copper tank, low built,

excellent condition ; £16, or near offer.

—

Normington, St. Ann's Chapel.

STAMFORD HILL.—Agents for all lead-
ing makes. Sound second-hand ma-

chines liberally allowed for. Overhaul-
ing and repairs.-128, High Road, Totten-
ham.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, Advance pulley,
^ Whittle belt, spring forks, new

tyres, just overhauled, and in splendid
condition; £26 lOs., or offer; trial.—128,
High Road, Tottenham.

31 h.p. Ascot, guaranteed perfect order,
4 ' spring forks, Dunlops, non-skid,

condition as new ; bargain, £14 15s.

—

Clark. 109, The Grove, Stratford. Take
lower power as part.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot, exceptionally low,
special frame, torpedo, B.B.. chain

drive, 9in. Chater-Lea clutch, footboards,
trembler, long bars, BlOO ; offer or ex-
change.—Radium, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

31 h.p. Brown, low, new condition, with
2 cash, in exchange for 3^ h.p. late

1907 magneto Triumph, new condition;
will meet purchaser half way, any dis-
tance, to prove ability of machine, or de-
posit Motor Cycle. — Donovan, Halliwell
Lane, Manchester.

SPLENDID Touring Motor Cycle for
Sale, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p. Sarolea,

very long frame, 2i Palmer cord tyres,
not scratched, flttiiigs all up-to-date;
this machine was built late 1906, used
only twice 1907; best cash offer accepted.
—Makins. Enfield Lock.

LIGHT and Reliable, 23 h.p. Stevens,
frame by Barnes, tyres new condi-

tion. Dunlops, back only covered fifty
miles, do up to forty m.p.h., climb any
hill, good touring machine ; trial given

;

£16, or offer.—Garaged at Gerhard and
Baikie, Deptford Bridge, New Cross Road,
S.E.

MINERVA and Rex. — We carry the
largest stock of spare parts in the

provinces for these machines, can deliver
new machines from stock at low prices';
cash, exchange, or gradual payments;
charged accumulators for hire. Is. per
week.—Cookson Brosi, 611. Chester Road.
Old Trafford.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1907, spring forks, foot-
2 rests, carrier, extra petrol tank,

patent stand, several spares, nearly new
tyres, bold brass head lamp, just over-
hauled and re-plated and enamelled for
owner to take to South Africa, but find
cost too much, is reason of selling; £25,
or nearest offer accepted.—Rice, Motorist,
Surbiton.

CHAUSr-DRIVE Centaur, 3i h.p. free en-
gine, mechanical valves, Longue-

mare carburetter with hot air jacket,
26in. wheels, Palmer on front. Brooks
studded on back. cushioned, girder
forks, very low, platinff and enamelling
in good condition; buying tricar; what
otters? Cost 50.—Morgan, 19. Almeric
Road. Clapham Common, S.W,

We claim for the

3PHINX
BAND

that it prevents tyre punctures without in any
way slowing or making heavy the tyre. Don't
think it is so, just because we say it is so,

but go to the nearest cycle or motor dealer,

ask him to show you the Band, and to allow

you to xperiment with some good stout

thorns.

TESTS BRING CONVICTION.

3/6 PER BAND.

If you don't want a Puncture Preventer, you
will certainly want

HAY'S

ELECTRIC

VULCANIZED,

with which you can, without

any technical knowledge,

mend, in such a way that

they will stay m.ended,

cuts, gashes, and punc-

tures in tubes —

THE

CountyChemicalCo.
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
'ri'^HE Leeds Motor Exchange have the
\- following bargains for sale and ex-
change :

T EEDS.—3 h.p. N.S.D., two speeds; £18.

T EEDS.—2| h.p. Gobron-Minerva; £12.

LEEDS.—2| h.p. Kerry, Palmer tyres;
£12.

LEEDS.—23 h.p. Humber, good order;
bargain. £3 lOs.

LEEDS.—3h,p Fafnir, Chater-Lea, spring
forks, low position, long handlt-

bars, spare pulley, belP, accumulator, in-
let and exhaust valves, tyres almost
new; £16 lOs.

LEEDS.—3J h.p. 1907 Triumph, as new.
only done about 2,000 miles ; a bar-

gain ; £35.

LEEDS.—Will buy your motor cycle, or
take same in part payment lor any

of above.

LEEDS.—We are agents for the famous
P.N. motor cycles ; call and inspect

the 13 h.p. model; we will take your
old mount in part payment for either
lightweight or four-cylinder models. —
Leeds Motor Exchange, 28, Dock Street,
Leeds,

2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V.. low built; any
trial; perfect.—190. Mellison Road.

Tooting.

31 h.p, Humber. condition perfect; £11..
2 climb anything.-Boughey, North

Road. Ravensthorpe, Yorks.

I?OR Sale, motor bicycle, with 1\ h.p.
. Brown engine, in running order:

what offers?—Can be seen and tried at
the Warminster Motor Co., Ltd.. War-
minster.

21 h.p. P.N., Chater-Lea frame, fitted
2 with free engine clutch. Palmer

tyres, everything in splendid condit'on;
£15 IDs.; send for photo.—73, Church
Street, Camberwell.

T'V\T:N-CYLI.\DER Trembler Coil, new,
18s, 6d. ; Osborne four-speed gear,

30s.- new unused C.A.V. accumulator. Rex
size, 10s.; Continental inner tube, 26 by
2J, 5s. 6d.. only used once; wanted, side-
ear.—Pettyt. dentist, Halifax.

31 h.p. Rover Engine. Chater thr.:)UFh-
2 out, low frame. No. 6, Longuemare

carburetter, Bassee-Michel coll, two ac-
cumulators, Dunlop tyres, everythiug
brand new; will accept £22 10s.; write
for photo.—73, Church Street, Camber-
well.

YORKSHIRE Biders.-Call and see
every part of the new Triumph in

section, including engine and carbur-

,

etter. now ' on view, as shown at the
Stanley Show; explains the superiority
of the Triumph in a nutshell; also see
the new Q-oodrich non-skid covers, now
in stock; quite the finest thing in ty*-eg
for 1908.—Eric S. Myers, No Worry De-
pot, 62, Manningham Lane, Bradford.

THET All Go.—li h.p. Minerva. £5; 2

h.p Minerva, £7; 2 h.p. Quadrant.
£8; 2 h.p. Standard. £8; 2 h.p. Werner.
£5; 2^ h.p. Kerry, £9; 23 h.p. Antoine.
£9 10s,; 2 h.p, magneto Simms, £9; 3 h.p.
Hobart, £10; 3 h.p. Rover, £13 10s. ; 3i h.p.
Rex, £9 10s.; spring fork Rex, £14 lOs.

;

5 h.p. Rex, £18; Z\ h.p. Kerry, £13 10s.;

2? h.p. P.N.. £14 10s.; 23 h.p. De Dion, £14
10s.; 3^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks,
£24; 2J h.p. Triumph. £15; Rex de Luxe.
best offer; 4 h.p. Atelier, £16; twin
Werner, £16; 4 h.p. Waddington, £16;
twin N.S.U., £25; 3 h.p. M.M.C.. £13; 3 h.p.
Humber, £11 lOs. ; 3* h.p. Minerva, £18
10s.; soiled, £23; 3 h.p. Automotor, £lu
lOs. ; 3i h.p. magneto Rex; 2 h.p, Hum-
ber; twin Alcyon, £22; 4 h.p. Antoine;
U h.p. Minerva. £4 lOs. ; 1| h.p. Quad-
rant, £5; 3 h.p. Lloyds. £14 lOs. ; 2i h.p.
Excelsior, £6; 4 h.p. Buchet. £14 lOs.;

4 h.p. Coronet, £16; cash, exchange, or-
extended payments.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, 15, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone,
766.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel, 17, Eus-
tou Square. Bed, breakfast, attendance,,
from 3i,

n answering any advertisement on this pag€ it is desirable thai you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE,
HALIFAX.—4J h.p. Bex tricar, two

speeds, free engine, very good order
and condition; £21.

HAIilFAX.^J li.p. wa.ter-cooled Wolf,
two speeds, handle starting; £37

IDs.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-

car, nearly new, and specially

built, four-speed gear; £37 10s.

HALIFAX.—55 h.p. Eexette, two speeds,
sprin? frame, ear tyres, in perfect

order; £37 10s., bargain.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin-cylinder Advance
trioar. wheel steering, only used for

trials; bucket seat^ £35.

HALIFAX.—5J h.p. Rex Triette, spring
frame, tree engine clutch, vei-y re-

liable; £29 10s.—Below.

HALIFAX.—1906 6i h.p. twin-cylinder
Clyde, water-cooled, sprung open

frame, Stevens engine, two speeds, wheel
steering, almost equal to new ; £42.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,

a Teal gem, open frame, three
speeds, wheel steering, chain drive, foot

tlutoh; £39 10s.

HALIFAX.—8 h.p. twin-cylinder Eexette.
carry three (1906), fine condition,

excellent cUmber, non-skid to rear, a top

gear car; £42 10s.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

O h.p M.M.C. Tricar; £10 lOs.-Wau-
•O chope's. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Singer Tricar, per-

fect order; cheap.—37, New*tead
Eoad. Lee.

TTAEEAE.—5i h.p. Eexette, chain drive,

J; open frame, wheel Bteering, two
speeds; £29.—Below.

ITlA-REAE.^i h.p. Minerva tricar, verti-
^ cal engine. M.O.V.. fan-cooled, Lon-

guemare ca.rburetter ; £18 10s.—Farrar.
Square Eoad, Halifax.

PHCENIX TTimo,,4i h.p. Minerva, two
speeds, coach-built; cheap, £21.-41,

Skelbrook Street. Wandsworth.

31 h.p. RUey Engine Tricar, Simms-
2 Bosch magneto, very po\verful,

fast; £23.—Motor, 27, Balham Hill.

4hp Antoine Tricar, two speeds, in

good order, many spares; £22 10s.,

or offer.—May. 100. High Eoad, Ilford.

£14—31 h.p. Kerry Tricar, with free

engine clutch, in perfect condition.

—L. Alconbury, St. James's Avenue, W.
Ealimg.

51 h.p. Eexette; cost £100, sacrifice £29,

2 as new. two speeds, water-cooled,
guaranteed.-24, Dalmeny Eoad. Tufnell
Park, N.

5i h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, faultless, new
2 1907; any trial t:> purchaser.-

Write, Tricar, 30, St. Albans Crescent,

Wood Green.

PHCENIX Trimo, 5-6 h.p., almost new,
with very handsome lamps, perfect

order; very cheap.—9.009, The Motor Cycle

Ofaces, Coventry.

4 h.p. Phoenix Trimo, Fit-all two-speeds,
fontboard.s, coach-built ; £27 10s.

;

splendid machine; trial.—128, High
Eoad, Tottenham.

31 h.p. Eex Light Tricar, Millford front,
4 very smart and fast machine, one

nt the best; £15 10s.; trial. — 128, High
Hoad. Tottenham.

6 h.p. Eiley Tricar, in practically new
condition, and very carefully used,

plenty spares, etc.; £60.-7. Duke's
Avenue, ChiB^vick, W.

6 h.p. Water-cooled Eulet Tricar, single
gear, in good running order; £23,

a great bargain. — 139, Great College
Street, Oamden Town.

OX b.p. Humber Tricar, free etigine
02 clutch; £17 10s.; good condition;
take motor cycle in exchange. — Wau-
.:hope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

TEICAU, 5J h.p., w.c, pedal clutch,
chain, coach-built. Longuemare,

three brakes. Palmers (28 by 2J), power-
ful; £26.—Radium. Gray's Inn Road,
•W.C.

Chain or Belt.

Flexibile or Castor Wheel.
Why not allow us to assist you in the selection.

We supply both, and can demonstrate same to

you by a trial run. The Phelon and Moore, with
chain'drive, or the Roc, Rex, N.S.U., Vindec,
G.B., etc., with belt drive and two-speed gear,

can be recommended for use with flexible or rigid

sidecars.

For solo work, try a Triumph. Immediate
delivery.

The 1908 EOC, Two-speed, from 45 guineas.

Montgomery Sidecar, with new patent joints, from

£7 7 0.

Mills and Fulford, rigid or C^tor wheel, fit any

. machine, from £8 8 0.

Cash, Credit, or Exchange arranged for any of

the above.
SECOND-HAND MACfflNES.

We have a good and varied selection of Cars,

Tricars, and Motor Cycles from £7 0. Write

for List. Can arrange extended payments for most
SPARE PARTS.

Ariel, aement-Garrard, and 1904-5 pattern Rex
spares stocked.

ACCESSORIES.
We carry a varied stock. Prompt delivery at

lowest prices.

Simms-Bosch Two-cylinder Magnetos,

usual price £13 15 0, our price . . £9 17 6
Advance Adjustable Pulleys 1

(mention make of machine)

Albion ditto ditto 16

Mabon Free-engine Clutch with Starting

Handle, fit any machine 2 16

Biggs Variable Speed Gear, can be fitted

without alteration to machine 5 6

Roc Variable Speed Gear, complete,

suitable for all makes 9 10

Nala Two-soeed Hub, ready for fitting 8
Long Handle-bars, stems in. and tin.,

adds to comfort in riding 7

Swan Neck Seat-pillars, stems 1m.,

IjUn., and l^in., give a lower seat 4 6

Service Handle-bar Switches—one-way 2/9, two-

way 3/6, post Id. ; Interrupter Plug 3d. extra.

Patchquick Repair Outfits 2/8, post Id.; tricar

and small car size 5/6, post 2d.

Camel Repair Patches, in boxes, assorted sizes,

1/6, post Id.

Hill's Rubber Solution, cannot be beaten, 5d.,

larger size lOd., post Id.

Lyxavon for removing dirt and grease from face

and hands, 6d. and 1/-.

BELTS.
gin. Jin. ^in. lin.

Stanley Dermatine 1/1 1/2 1/5 1/8
Whittle Link Grip .... 2/7 2/10 3/4 3/11
Shamrock-Gloria 1/7 1/8 2/2 3/3
Eldorado (leather) .... -/9 -/lOi 1/- 1/2
Centipede (leather) .... 1/6 1/9 2/- 2/3
Watawata 1/9 2/2 2/6 2/10
Special Selected Rubber -/7 -/9 -/ll 1/1

Belt Punches, 8d., 1/6, and 2/3, post Id.

HORNS.—The Road Clearer, splendid value, 4/9
and 5/9, post 3d.

LAMPS.—The Service, gives uniform light, separ-

ate generator, 15/6 ; bull lens 1/6 extra.

ELECTRICIAN'S PLIERS, combine everything

useful. Price, 5in. 2/,- ; second quality, 1/7,

post 2d.

TOOL SETS.—The Auto Cle, complete set of tools

to fit all nuts and to get in awkward corners,

in case 13/6, post free.

DYNAMOS. — For charging accumulators and
lighting purposes ; very handy where power is

available. Price, 30 watts output, 20/-
60 „ „ 35/-
100 „ „ 50/-

B quality.

100 watts output, 60/-
200 „ „ 100/-
400 „ „ 150/-

TURBINAMO.—Enables you to charge your ac-

cumulators at home from the house tap ; no
attention, acids, or trouble. Price £3 0.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Telei line, 26n Centr-'i.

Telegrams, " Admittedly."

TRICARS FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Chater-Lea Tricar. Lloyd en-

2 gine, chain drive, with clutch.
tyres perfect, exceptional hill-climber

;

offers.—Motor, White Hart, Willesden.

31 h.p. M.C. Tricar, coach-built, two
2 speeds, large tootboarde, foot

brakes, etc., grand machine; £20.—Chap-
man's Garage, Child's Hill. N.W.

MAGNIFICENT Humber Tricar, 5 h.p..
W.C, tyres perfect; £45. exchange

'lower power or Phcenix tricar and cash
entertained.—Williams, Hish Street, Mer-
ton, Surrey.

EXCELSIOE Tricar, Oppermann three
speeds, 5 h.p., w.c, very fast, reli-

able and economical; climb any hill;
£29 19s.; trial.—128, High Eoad, Totten-
ham.

TEICAB Chassis. Chater-Lea's E. pat-
tern frame, irreversible wheel steer-

ing, side inverted brakes; £10. new, ex-
change entertained.—Eadium, Gray's Inn
Eoad, W.C.

31 h.p. Brown Tricar, two-speed gear.
2 and two spare wheels. £27 lOs..

without two-speed gear. £20. or motor
bike and cash. — Cooper. Thoroughfare,
Woodbridge.

£19.- Century tricar, 5i h.p., water-
cooled. Aster engine, wheel steer-

ing, two speeds; any trial; exchange
motor cycle considered, — Confectioner.
110. Church Street. Croydon.

31 h.p. Kerry Tricar, fitted with Phce-
2 nix two-speed gear and free en-

gine, sta-i-ting handle, in excellent con-
dition ; £2d, or oilers ; take motor cycle
in exchange.—^Wauchoi)e'8, 9, Shoe Lane,
fleet Street, London.

QUADRANT Tricar. 6 h.n.. open frame,
ooach-built, wheel steering, two

speeds, Shaw non-skids, side levers,

lamps, horn, spares, luggage carrier

;

£30; photo; magneto motor cycle con-
sidered in exchange.—51. Statham Street,
Derby.

KEEEY Trioar, 5 h.p.. twin-cylinder,
specially silenoed, bucket seat, every

refinement, perfect condition, and most
reliable; any trial; photo sent; price
only £35, with most complete equipment.
—Apply, H. Bax. Eed-, Eldon, 'Weybridge,
Surrey.

8 h.p. Luvquin and Ooudert Tricar,
water-cooled engine, twin-cylinder,

fitted with two-speed gear and free en-
gine, guaranteed perfect for the road

;

£32 10s. ; take motor cycle in part pay-
meut.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

6 h.p. Quadrant Carette, wheel steering,
splendid condition, free engine,

chain driven, two speeds, tyres practi-
cally new, two new complete sipare tyres.

26 b.v 2^, tools, lamps, sparer, etc. ; £40
Ciish; no exchanges. — Dr. M'Neil, Gar-
stang, LanciS'hire.

RILEY Tricar, 6 h.p., twin, wheel steer-

ing, three speeds and reverse, spring
back and front, coach-built Dumlop
tyres, as new, non-skid back wheel,
spare chain and inner tube, lamps^ com-
plete ; expert examination ; £55.—Clarke.
Bradshawgate, Leigh.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., twin-cylinder, two
speeds and reverse, gate change.

seats two in front, very fine condition,
good hiU-cIimber, fast on level, new in

Mareh. 1907. done about 800 miles, engine,
gears, and tyres perfect; open to amy
trial; price £55.—Davis and Son, Mose-
ley, Birmingham.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar. 1907 pattern, carries

two passengers, complete with every
fitment and many accessories, heavy
Duulop tyres, acetylene car lamps, three
accumulators, spare tubes, valves, chains,

etc, and complete outfit of tools; open
to any trial or examination; £88, no
offers.—Archibald Briggs, Astleylea. Car-
nonstie.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar for Sale.

Eiley engine and two-speed gear,

double aluminium seat front, single at

back, wheel steerinff, front and driving
wheels all sprung, voiturette tyres,

lamps, horn, spares, good outfit, com-
plete, good condition, ready for road

:

private owner; going abroad; quick sa,le

£55.—Johnson, 22, Khartoum Eoad, Plais-

tow, E.

Ill answering any achertisemen'- an this page it. rs Oesirable truu you, mention " The Motor Cycle.
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REPAIRERS.
BBLIjENGEE will tune Tip your ma-

chin* to give full power; modera,te
chargeB.—Queen's Building-s. Old Bailey.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
CYCLE Busines®. good accommodation

tor motors; £75. and stock, or close

oflter.—Box 8,996, 'J-'he Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

EXCHANGE.
INTICTA Trembler Coil for Xl'all spring

fork attachments; approval.—War-
ren, 1, Bird Street. Coventry.

EXCHANGE Lady's Free-wheel Bicycle
for gramaphone, or motor cycle ac-

cessories.—Masterson, Rathdowney

.

SMART Steam Car, two-seater, almost
new condition; £25, worth double;

exchange.—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

EXCHANGE 5 h.p. light two-seated car,
new condition, for motor bike, or

sell £25.-1, Stanhope Gardens, Ilford,

Essex.

HALIFAX.—What do yon want? We
exchange motor cyclee, tricars, or

cars; list on application.—15, Westgate,
Halifax.

51 h.p. Twin Rex Cycle, spring forks,
2 new tyres, splendid order; accept

£13 and goad push bike.—London House,
Cradley Heath.

PERFECTA De Luxe Phonograph, lor
tyre, 28 by 2, stud-ded, or »ell £1

15b. : itex belt rim pulley, snit 3i h.p.—
R. Hood. New Cumniock..

EXCHANGE, for good motor cycle, furni-
ture, any description, direct from

the works (valued wholesale).—Furniture
Mannfacturer, 3-5, New Norfolk Street,
Shoreditch, London.

GENTLEMAN offers high-class photo-
graphic outfit, with cash adjust-

ment, for either good twin motor bicycle
(M.O.T.), or twin light forecar.—No. 8,920,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

''PEIUMPH Road Racer, 25in. frame,
J. Sturmey-Archer three-speed Bear,
like new, for not less than 3J h.p. air-
cooled engine, silencer, and carburetter.
—Harding, Halberton, Tiverton, Devon.

EXCHANGE with cash tor light two-
seater car, 3 h.p. Bradbury motor

bike, Longuemare carburetter. Clin-
chers, B.M. coil, in good condition.

—

Edgar Smith, Ridgewell, Halstead, Essex.

EXCHANGE 3i-4 h.p. twin Norton-Peu-
geot motor cycle, with spring forks,

good as new, and cash for 6 h.p. Rover,
De Dion, or other modern two-seated
car; London district only.—Sprunt, 138,

London Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

9 Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.—
J Wanchope's arrange exchanges;

second-hand motor cycles taken in pa>rt.

payment for new of higher or lower
power.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

DTJRSLEY-PEDERSEN Cycle, fitted with
three-speed gear, cyclometer, patent

seat, acetylene lamp, and late improve-
ments (a^ new) ; will exchange for light
power moitor cycle {new condition), and
will give balance in cash.—8,975, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

41 h.p. De Dion Car, bucket seats,
2 screen, side doors, two speeds,

equal wheels, tyres good, perfect order

;

also 23 h.p. De Dion cycle, long bars, low
seat, brass tank, condition perfect, ex-
change 6-8 h.p. two-seated car. — Lanff-
lands. Old Road, Clacton-on-Sea.

FOE Sale, 23 h.p. Simms motor boat
set. magneto ignition, spray car-

buretter, etc., mounted on steel frame,
complete with reversible propeller and
reversing lever, quite new, never, been
used; bargain, £17, or exchange for motor
cycle.—Tranmer, Sunnyside, Dean Road,
Scarborough.

EXCHANGE for small, light, reliable
car, 5-6 h.p. latest Humber tricar,

quite equal to new, open frame, water-
cooled, wheel steering, coach-built, two
speeds, car tyre back, car control ; ad-
justment in cash, motor bike, or new
furniture, direct from works.—^E.S., 3-5,

New Norfolk Street, Shoreditch, London.

J. Edwards Brown, 38, Herbert Road,
Plumstead, Kent.

Over 5,000 in use. Liberal trade terms.

Reg. No. 291289.

2/0 each Rivet.

Coniacis vastly

superior to pla-

tinum cures mis-

firine

Any parts fitted

by return of post.

COMPRESSION
IU1EANS

POWER.
Before reboring After reboring.

We rebore your cylinder and fit new piston

complete with rings and gudgeon pin.

Please send for our new repairs booklet, giving

prices for this work.

. . THE . .

LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,
27 & 29. Laystall St . Rosebery Av., LONDON, E.Ci

Established 1900 Tel. 12.301 Central.

R.O.M

Synchronised Contact Breakers.

All R.O.M. Contact Breakers are fitted with
" indestructible " points.

These points fitted to any blades
or screws. 2/. per rivet.

The Continental Motor Co., 124, Chancery Lane,
LONDON, W.C.

[ORDER NOW, POST FREE.I
Exhaust Valves, " Non-Conosive " special

nickel alloy, 2/6. Piston Rings (three) Z/3.
Reboring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/- Variable Pulley, S/B. Gears
Cut Rebushing. New Parts. Patent Fans
Spring Forks, front or rear. Rests. Silencers

Gears, Magnetos, Plugs: E. I.e. 4/1, E.K.2f1

Our list will aid you if In trouble.

I
THE MARCH MANUFACTURING GO,,g
68-72, CLIFFE ROAD, SHEFFIELD. |

ADVERTISERS—Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
can receive advertisement copy 1

for the foilowiner week's issue

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE loin, records, new. or

gramaphone. for carburetter, 26in-
covers, or ronnd tank.—Robinson, Sandy,
Bedfordshire.

EXCHANGE Chater-Lea Tricar Chassis,
open, wheel steering, for light tri-

car or bike; sell £15.—Brickwood, Bnck-
ineham Street, York.

NEW Hudson gent's cycle, lady's and
gent's tandem, £4 43. phonograph,

exchange tricar or cycle.—12, Perch
Street, Stoke Newington.

EXCHANGE 4J h.p. Quadcar. water-
cooled, t%vo speeds, and free en-

gine, for a good lathe, or offers,—Sperry,
St. Paul's Street, Cheltenham.

EXCHANGE Gent's Humber three-
speed, gent's push bike, for decent

21 h.p. motor cycle.—Write. E.J.. 15, Dol-
man Eoad, Aston Manor, Birmingham.

PAIR Xl'All spring forks, plated, spare
spring, hardly used, for long han-

dle-bars, plain coil, or carburetter. —
Woodman. Hish Street, Halstead, Essex.

LAPLATA Midget 1\vo-seated Car, three
wheels, three speeds, chain drive,

wheel steering, pump circulation; £25;
photo : take motor cycle part.—Bell,
Wadsley Bridge.

FIVE Eex de Luxes, thirty twin Rexes,
twelve shop-soiled 1907 3^ h.p. Eexes.

ten 1906 3^ h.p. Rexes, spring forks, sin-
gle and twin Minervas, N.S.U.'s, Peu-
geots, and many others ; list on applica-
tion ; exchanges, extended payments;
state requirements: we deal if possible;
every offer, reasonable or unreasonable,
receives consideration and respectful
treatment.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 16,

Westgate, Halifax.

WANTED.
WASTED, 1906 or 1907 Triumph.—Box

8,956. The Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry.

ROC, 1907, military model, wanted.—
Alex Paice. Springfield, Ebley, near

Stroud.

SIDECAR, 24in., N.S.tT. preferred; cash.
—8, Barrett Street, Manchester

Square, W.
FORECAR, Mills-Pulford ; full particu-

lars and lowest price for cash.—
Carter's, Ibstock.

WANTED, motor cycle, about 3J h.p.;
cheap for cash.—Boyce, 23, Grand

Parade, Highgate.

WANTED, twin for 3i h.p. Brown and
oasih ; sell £20.-26, Lansdowne Hill.

West Norwood. S.B.

WANTED, motor cycle, good condi-
tion ; cheap for cash. — 5, Heath

Street, Hampstead.

WATER-COOLED Engine, about 3i
bore; cheap.—2, Albert Hill.

Bishop Auckland.

WANTED, tricar, or motor cycle and
sidecar. — Wm. Else, Leawood,

Matlock, Derbyshire.

WANTED, carburetter, trembler coil.

cheap.—29. Theobald Street, New
Kent Road, Ijondon.

CAEBDEETTER, tor 5 h.p. twin, good
condition : approval.—Wa.lker, 8,

Sloane Street, London.

WANTED, A.C. engine, about li h.p.,

any condition; cheap.—Walker, 7,

Shanklin Eoad, Brighton.

WANTED, sidecar, Z6in. wheel, right
side, to suit twin Rex.—Orompton

,

69, Radcliffe Eoad, Bolton.

WASTE Indlarubber. every descrip-
tion ; highest prices paid.—Union

Eubber Co., Calls, Leeds.

HIGH-CLASS Machines purchased for

prompt cash.—Halifax MotO" Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

WANTED, (Motosacoche, or similar
lightweight, must be low; ex-

change land, or cash, if cheap.—Darke,
draper, Sutton, Surrey.

CiYLINDEE and Piston, air cooled,
.' A.I.V., 89 by 75—85, overall height

Siin. ; good condition essential.—Hartley,
N.C. Club, Londonderry.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
NO. 6 Chater Frame and forks, or

similar 28iu. wheels.—Harrington,
Carffate. Aldershot.

WANTED, Left-hand Cylinder, com-
plete. Garrard 8-10 h.p. tricar. —

Kingiisher, Leeds.

WANTED, 1907 Motor Bicycle, good
make ; spot cash.—Craigallion,

Champion Hill. S.B.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, exchange four
cycles ; evenings.—134, Highgate

Eoad, Kentish Town.

WANTED, good clutch, to suit 3J h.p.
Pafnir engine. — Hugh Caldwell.

Kirkcowan. Wigtownshire.

W.UJTED, latest model four - cylinder
P.N.—Write, " P.N.." 56. St. John's

Eoad, Clapham Junction.

WANTED, Triumph, 1906 or 1907. mag-
neto, spring forks.—2, Eadcliffe

Eoad. Winchmore Hill, London, N.

MOTOE Cycle, cheap, by easy instal-
ments; send full particulars.—No.

9,006, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, 3-3J h.p. Motor Cycle, good;
cheap, spot cash.—Box 9,007, The

Motor Cycle Ofaces, 20. Tudor Street, E.C.

WANTED, 5 h.p. Vindec Special, mag-
neto, spring forks ; reasonable

prices.—Edwardson, Edgware. Middlesex.

WANTED, tricar, 1907 5 or 6 h.p. Eiley
or 6 h.p. Singer, open frame; ap-

proval.—130, Lincoln Eoad. Peterborough

WANTED, 6 h.p. Eover, exchange 5
h.p. Armadale, in new condition,

and cash.—Hayes, Chapel Place, Eams-
gate.

WANTED, a 1907 four-cylinder F.N., or
31 h.p. Triumph, magneto, to be

tried in Dover.—E.G., Commercial Club,
Dover.

OSBOENE Pour-speed Pulley, to suit
twin Minerva, also 1| h.p. Minerva

cylinder and connecting rod.—Ireland, St.
Neots.

WANTED, 1907 IJ h.p. P.N. Lightweight,
must be cheap for spot cash ; ap-

pointment.—Motor, 58b, Atlantic Eoad,
Brixton.

1 Q07, good make. 3J h.p. motor cycle.
±tj magneto, low frame, 26in. wheels;
approval. — W. Luckins. Sutton Boning-
ton, Notts.

WANTED, 3J h.p. Ealeighette; ex-
change 1907 Eoc. cash adjustment.

-Penny. 119. Belvedere Road. Burton-on-
Trent.

WANTED, motor cycle ; . will exchange
Cliater-Lea road racer. — Gold-

wasser, 25, Sonthampt.on Street, Penton-
viUe.

WANTED, twin motor cycle, perfect
condition ; exchange 3 h.p Eex

and cash.—Davis, 8, Shaftesbury Road,
Bath.

ANY number of good motor cycles
wanted for spot cash; no crocks nor

loafers considered.-Maude, Lilly Lane,
Halifax.

WANTED, Simms-Bosch magneto, also
large Eideasy saddle, good con-

dition. — Macnab, Murra.vfield Avenue,
Edinburgh.

TEIOAES and Motor Cyctee. any make,
in part payment for 6 h.p. Rover

oars at £130.—Davis and Son, Mosedey,
Birmingham.

WANTED, Air-cooled Cylinder for
Kerry engine, 80 by 90, also acety-

lene headlight for tricar.—131. Coltman
.Street. Hull.

WANTED, sidecars, any quantity

;

will give in exchange new £10 10s.
gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modem motor cycles;
cash waiting if quality and prices

are right.—Parrar. Square Eoad, Halifax.

TRICAR, open frame, two-speed, 5 or 6
h.p.. in exchange tor 3 h.p. cycle;

(ash adjustment.-Motor. 32, Pearson
Eoad, Odsal, Bradford.

WANTED. Montgomery Sidecar, 1907,
compensatin? joints, perfect

order; cash; approval.—Chemist, 119,
South Lambeth Eoad, London.

THE UKANTES
BELT PULLEY GRIP
For WORN

BELTS.

BOX of 40

complete with

screws, 2/6.

For leather or rubber belts, superb

grip and perfect drive. Send original

size of belt

PRICE & CO.,
11, MOUNT PLEASANT, LONDON, E.G.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
g, I, S, iln., 1/- each all sizes.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers

HERWIN, CANNY & Cd.,<

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts, still'to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

BIFURCATED or TUBUUAR
For Mud-
Guards,

Belts,

Non-skids.

Box assorted
posted on re-

ceipt of i/-

Bllurcated & Tubular Rivet Co., Ltd., Warrington.

WANTED.
WANTED, good second-hand motor

cycle, for spot cash ; magneto pre-
ferred.—Write full particulars to Pettyt,
dentist, Halifax.

"l^fANTED, 3J h.p., single, or 5 h.p.
t \ twin Peugeot engine, new ; must

be cheap for spot cash.—Johnson. 18,

Vaughan Road. Birkdale.

WANTED. Model H. and L24 Li>ngu€-
inare carburetters, also 80 mm.

second-hand genuine De Dion piston.—*,
Bridg'e Street, Cambridge.

WANTED, 8-10 h.p. V engine, water-
cooled, back axle, and gear bos

to suit, must be light. — F. Eobobtom.
Olapham Terrace, Leamington.

WANTED. Motosaeoche, or other bi-

cycle, with readily removable en-
gine, give 31 h.p. Eex part payment.—15.

Upper Gardiner Street. Dublin.

TWIN Magneto (no rubbish), also side-
ca.r. cheap, or would give 2J or 3i

h.p. or push cycle and cash.—No. 9,003,

The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, four-seated modern oar;
will exchange four valuable plots

of ground at Margate and cash.—Apply,
C. Oxford, The Woodman, High Street,
Stratford.

WANTED, P.N. four-cylinder motor
cycle, or powerful twin ; exchange

Clyde 23 h.p. magneto, 23 h.p. Minerva,
Chater-Lea, and cash.—M. Pitcher, Tid-
dingtou, Stratford-on-Avou.

WANTED, Saddle, BIOS preferred,
beaded edge cover, 26 by 2, also

sidecar, or exchange trailer (model de
luxe), 26 by 2, perfect condition; sell 55s.

—21, Highbury Quadrant, N.

"I'l/'ANTED, smaU. car, two-seater, with
V » hood and screen, Dion or Eover
preferred; Eiley 44 h.p. water-cooled tri-

car in part payment. — Delaney. 101,

Sutherland Avenue, London, W.

WANTED, financial help, or sell the
patent rights of the only gear by

which a motor bicycle can be started
and driven exactly like a car.—Free-
stone, Motor Engineer, Saffron Walden.

MAUDE Wants your present mount in
part payment for a 1908 Minerva,

F.N.. Vindec. Phoenix, Motosaeoche, Moto
Eeve, or any other known make; best
allowances.—Maude's, Lilly Lane, Hali-
fax.

CYCLE Agents should read "The (Dycle
and Motor Trades' Eeview," the

leading trade organ ; specimen copy wiU
be sent on receipt of trade oa.rd.—Ad-
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Ee-
view " Oftices. Coventry.

WANTED, 100 second-hand motor
cycles, in part payment for new

1908 models; liberal allowance assured;
specifications and amount of allowance
will be quoted subject to machine being
approved of at sight. — Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

MISCELLANEOUS.
^EEP Cool by fitting the Ideal fan. on

ball bearings; price 28s. 6d.—Below.

BE Your Own Judge, and fit a Silent
silencer on seven days' approval.—

Below.

FOOTEESTS.—Try mine; Ught, strong,
cheap; 7s. 6d. — G. Aldington. 59,

Haydon's Park Eoad, Wimbledon, S.W.

FEEE Engine Clutch, Mabon, complete,
new ; 35s. — Athletic Supply, Accring-

ton.

LYCETT'S Special B. Motor Toolbag:
4s. ; approval.—E. D. Eaton, Ather-

j
stone.

VULCANISEE, Star, good order; cost

£3, accept £1.-12. Bull Eing, Bir-
mingham.

WHIPCOED Breeches, latest cut; 10s.

6d. — J. C. Savage, 119, Donegall
Street, Belfast.

SADDLE. Brooks BlOO, in new condi-
tion; Us. 6d.—2, Eadcliffe Road.

Winchmore Hill, N.

CiHATER-LEA Motor Bike Frame, less

J engine and front wheel, suitable up
to 6 h.p.; photo; offers.—Ayrfield, Thrap-
ston.

K
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MISCELLANEOUS.
FAEBAR'S Quadrant Loou Frames for

vertical engrines; 32a. 6d. each, in-

cluding Ironti forks and haBdle-bari.

FAEEAB'S 1907 Quadrant Frames, 20iln.

high, suit any engine: 503., Includ-

ing front forks asnd handle-bar.

FAEBAR'S 1907 3i h.p. Quadrant En-
gine sets, very little machining re-

quired; £3 19». set. very tew left.

FAEEAB'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in.

long, 4s. 9d.; lyoett's patent Ligi..

niug stand, 4s. 9d. pair.

FARRAB'S Beautifully Enamelled Mnd-
guards. Zs. 6d. pair; massive

plated horns, terriilo noise, 33. 9d,

FAEEAB'S Pock«t Voltmeters, 4s.,

usually 12s. 6d. ; sparking plugs,
lOd. : magneto plugs. Is. 6d.

FAEEAB'S are open to buy, sell, or ex-

change anything in the motor line.

FAEEAB'S want sidecars in exchange
for new £10 lOs. gents' cycles, guar-

anteed 12 months.

FAEEAB. — Send for my price lis?

.

pounds saved; sole agent Premier
accumulators. — Parrar, Square iti^ad,

Halifax.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45e. ;
port-

able.—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Boad.
Kentiali Town. Ijondon.

LAEGE Separate Generator, for motor
cycle, used once; 10s. 6d.—Ijonglands,

Old Boad, Clacton-on-Sea.

WHIPCOED Cycling Breeches, latest

out; 10s. 6d.; write for patterns.
—Booth, tailor. Longton, Staffs.

ENGINES, air or water-cooled, 3, 5, or
9 h.p. ; write for particulars.-Ad-

vance Motors, Ltd., Northampton.

OPLTT New Bradbury Stand and car-

O rier; P.O. for 13s. has it; fit 26in.

wlieel.—Stranghen, Norham-on-Tweed.

iJ.S.U. and Boo Agent, Hodgson. 10. Hor-
ton Boad, Bradford.

OC Agent.—Brand new Pishback belt,

tin., 8ft. 6in. long; 10s. 6d.

N.S.TJ. Agent. — 2| h.p. De Dion pattern
engine, £2; motor cycle frame, £1:

two Eotax car coils, trembler, new. £1
58 each.

ROC Agent.—3 h.p. Star, new Contin-
1 entals, foot brake, in splendid

order, £10; 34 h.p. spring frame Bat, 24

Palmers', no pedals, very fast and power-
ful, £15.

"VT.S.U. Agent.—2S h.p. Bradbury, oondi-
1\ tion like new, trembler coil, new
tyres; £14.

ROC Agent.—Continental tyres, 26 by 2,

24s., tube, 9s.; 3s. allowed for old
cover. Is. 6d. for tube; all sizes in stock;
horns, usual price 3s. 6d. and 6s., to
clear 2s. 6d. and 4s.; don't miss these
bargains.

ROC and N.S.U. Agent. — Hodgson. 10,

Horton Eoad, Bradford.

CHATEB-LEA Two-speed Gear Box.
practically new; 60s., or best offer.

—Hunt, 32, Charleville Mansions. West
Kensington.

SIMMS-BOSCH Low Tension Cycle Mag-
neto, £2; two rims, 650 by 65, spokes

and nipples-, 5s.—Edw. Irving, 13. Lowther
Street. Penrith.

CABBUEETTEE (12 h.p.), complete, 10s.;

Premier fan, £1 ; De Dion coil, 10s.

;

syren, Ss. ; also four non-skids, offers.

—

207, Peckham Eye.

FEAMES Made to Order, with girder
forks and engine lugs included, at

£2 15s.; No. 6, £3; wheels, 173. 6d. pair.—
Millard, Belvedere.

CLAEENDON Sets, including engine, 2J
h.p., frame, rims, and belt rim; £5

153. per set.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, Loudon.

BUILD a lightweight with this.—l|-2
h.p. Werner engine, £2; carburetter,

8s.; guaranteed perfect.—Butter, 31, Ban-
stead Street. Ijeeds.

FIT-ALL Two-speed Gear, new, £5;
spring forks, 20s., cost £3: both

fit 4 h.p. Antoine; trailer,.30s.—93, Lin-
aker Street, Southport. -.

N
R

XL'ALL
prmj&rJTjorxJtx^

Comfort.

ARENAMED FOR THEY REAULV
XL'ALL EXCEL- AUr
This accounts for their popularity, 10,000 pairs

having been sold. Orders executed by return, i,ooo

pairs always in stock, all iiitcichaugeable. Order at

once if you would FN.'OY MOTOR CYCLING.r

L'ALL
.prxu^^aMUiS

,p^^ ItxtxnxmixB
for they are constructed on scieutific lines, springs

are also regulated to suit each rider. The saddle
peak sinks as much as the back, so it never alters

its tilt. Many riders testify that they are fl
.,

^ piertect BoiJr^?
For LIGHT MOTORS 17,6, HEAVY 25,-

Send for lists,

XL'AI.1. SF>EOIALITIE3 L-td.,
25, Martineau Street, Birmingbam.

'Chase' Driving Rim Brake.

The only perfect MOTOR RIM BRAKE.
Price 16 6, by post 17/-.

" Matchless " Spring

Fork Attachment
Acknowledged bv all to be
the best. REMOVES ALL
VIBRATION. Fit any
motor cycle.

Hundreds of testimonials.

Price 15/6, by post 16/-.

Sole Manufacturers

:

H. COLLIER
& SONS,

HERBERT ROAD, PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FOE Sale, new 28 by 2J Palmer oord

tyre, 28s.; new 20th Centui-y car-
huretter, complete, 7s. 6cl.—Oldfield'. Lav-
ing-ton Street Baths, S.E.

GENUINE 2i h.p. De Dion Engine, with
carburetter, coll, silencer, etc.; £5

12s. (practically as new).—H. Richmond,
47, Lansdowne Eoad, Stockwell.

PATE 26 by 2J Wheels, Micro-meter free-
whieei. al-uminium spray carbur-

etter, throttle, extra air; £1 the lot.

—

Hacking, Pleasington, Blackburn.

31 h.p. London Engine. M.O.V., cylinder
2 rc-borcd, new piston fitted, valves

re-around; £2 153., or near offer.—No.
9,002. The Motor Cycle Qfaces, Coventry.

CARBIDE, guaranteed. 4. 7, 14 lb. tins,

3Jd. per lb. ; should be ordered in
21 lb. loits to save carriage.—Stansell and
Son. Acetylene Gas Engineers, Taunton.

CONTINENTAL Modele de Course Cover
and Tube, 26 by 2. £2; Shamrock-

C41oria, lin., 8ft. 6in., 153.; both unused.
—Haines, 74, St. Leonard's Eoad, Poplar,
E.

QTANLEY Dermatine Belting, mew, in

O two pieces, lin., 6s.; sin.. 7s.; Jin.,

8s., with Stanley patent hook fastener.—
Whitaker, Green Street Green, Orping
ton.

5-6 h.p. Aster Engine, water-cooled, guar-
anteed first-class running order,

suitable for boat, tricar, or car; £10 10s.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

£3 lis.—As new, 2J h.p. Werner engine,
with carburetter, silencer, and coil,

also Phcenix spray carburetter (large),

15s.—E. SulUvan, 7, Poosonby Terrace,
Vauxhall.

C<TOP Punctures by fixing inside your
O covers our leather bands, easily
solutioued in; post free 23. — Barton,
leather merchants. Meeting House La.ne,

Peckham.
-j O Genuine M.M.O. Motors. M.O.I.V., 3.

XiJ h.p., new; a-lso 6-9 h.p. car motors,
M O.I.V., to be sold at very low prices.

-Rush 199, Piccadilly, W. Telephone,,
2113, Mayfalr.

READEES Having Photographic Ap-
paratus for sale should advertise

in "Photography ' Emporium, Jd. per
word, minimupi 6d. — Address. " Photo-
graphy " OfBoes, Coventry.

PEDALLING Gear. Chater-Lea. pedaOs,.
cranks, chain wheel, free-wheel, and

chain, 10s. ; 25 amp. Pauger accumulator,
10s.; De Dion Nilmelior coil, perfect, 7s.

6d.—Clntsom, Quorn, Loughborough.

DEDID Exhaust Valves.—Ixion says:
I

" It is as perfect a valve as any
motor cyclist need desire to have."
Price 4s. 6d.; send old valve as pattern.
—A. Drew, Conybere Street, Birmingham.

CHARGING Dynamos. 10 volt. 3 am-
pere, 17s. 6d. ; 25 volt. 4 ampere. 34s.

;

small water motor, 18s. 5d. ; Turbinamo,-
early pattern, needs adjustment, 13a'. 6d.

—Howarth, Smithygate, Padiham.

MOTOE and Cycle Agents should rea.d
" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-

view." Specimen copy post free on re-

ceipt of trade card.—" The Cycle and
Motor Trades' Eeview " Offices, Coventry.

R.O.M. Contact Breaker, brand new,
lost cam. tor Rex tmn, 12s. 6d.

;

luxurious motor trailer, red pegamoid,
new tyres, offers ; room wanted ; any
exchange.—Winekworth, Shii'ley, South-
ampton.

TWIN Coll. made by the High Tension
Co., London, cost £2 15s., perfect

condition, will accept 30s.; also Gripwell
brake, never been used, 9s. 6d. ; and Chap-
man brake, nearly new. 8s. 6d.—73, Church
Street, Camberwell.

MOTOR Parts to your own specification.
—Long handle-bars, 4s. ; backward

saddle pillars, 2s. 5d. ; overhauling and
repairs of every description ; machines,
cut down.—Green, 14, Avondalle Road,
Peckham, S.E.

5-6 h.p. Tvnn DebauvUle Engine, cylin-
ders vertical, side by side, suit op^en

ti-ioar. splendid order, £8 10s.. lowest;
Kent three-speed gear, less clutch, as.

new, £5. suit above engine.—15. Station
Eoad, Chingford.

In an^^iverini] any advertisp.ment on (his page it is desirable that yaii Tnenti&n " The. Motor Cycle.
'^
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Mudguards, with stays and

screws, enamelled, 3in. 2s. lid.. 4in.

3o. 6d. pair.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, suit engines
to 5 h.p., no back pressure, very effi-

cient; 3s. 3d.

BOOTH.—Fifty pairs Xl'all spring torks,

latest 1908 pattern, fit any machine.

BOOTH.—Massive horns, deep tone, 33.

9d.; double twist horns, terrible

noise, 4s. 9d.

BOOTH.—Voltmeters, watch pattern,

usually 9s. 6d.. 4s. Id.; mica plugs.

Is. Id. ; De Dion pattern plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—High tension wire, rubber in-

sulation. Is. Id. yard; low tension,

5d. yard.

BOOTH.—Motor handle-bars, 20in. long,

4s. 9d. and 5s. 6d. ; Price's patent
stands, 5s. lid., new.

BOOTH.—All sizes of genuine Stanley-
Dermatine belting and fasteners;

send tor prices.

BOOTH. — Sidecar, shop-soiled only,
rig-id, beautifully upholstered ;

cost

£12 12s., to- clear £5 10s.

BOOTH.—New motor cycle frame, com-
plete with wheels, belt rim fitted,

wide mudguards, two cable brakes,
valve litter, long bars, low built, beauti-

fully enamelled, suit twin engine; £6 53.

BOOTH.—Engines, 6 h.p. twin Rex, £6
17s. 6d.: new 3 h.p. Automoto, £2

17s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Engines : New 6 h.p. twin An-
toine, complete, with contact

breaker, valve lifter, and pulley; £7
19s. 6d.

BOOTH.—New 5 h.p. water - cooled tri-

car engine, best make, M.O.V., 1907

model, as received from makers ; £7
19s. 6d.

BOOTH—4 h.p. Antoine engine, M.O.V..

nearly new; £5 15s.; new ditto,

£6 5s.

BOOTH.—500 Pullers plain Ittidget coils,

as exhibited at Olympia ; 10s. 6d.

;

twin-cylinder, 2l3.

BOOTH.—Send your old coil as part
payment; lioeral allowance; quo-

tation submitted.

BOOTH.—Large stock Fullers accumu-
lators ; Rex 16s. ; Minerva, 17s.

;

Midget, 16s.; 02. 17s.

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. is allowed for your old
accumulator in part payment; de-

livery immediately.

BOOTH Wants sidecars; give in ex-

change new £8 8s. g&nfa cycle, fitted

roller brakes, free-wheel, best tyres.

BOOTH.—Gas lamps, separate genera-
tors, powerful light, 5s. 3d.; nearly

new twin Invicta trembler coil, IBs. 6d.

BOOTH.—Nearly new Fit-all two-speed
gear, £3 10s.; Osborne four-speed,

57s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Panhard tonneau body, sieats

five, smart, 3fs. 6d. ; Vapp carbur-
etter, lOs. 5d.; Rex valves, 2s. 3d.

BOOTH. — New charging dynamo and
switchboard, £3; new contact

breakers. 3s. 9d.

BOOTH. — Please note our address;
Coronet Works, Wade Street, Hali-

.fax. Telephone. 198Y.

GENUINE Simms Water-cooled 4 h.p.
engine, equal new; £4 10s.—41, Skel-

brook Street, Earlsfleld.

03. h.p. Noble Engine, frame, wheels,
.^4 tank, handle-bar, saddle.—68, An-
cona Road, PluJistead.

Q h.p. Fafnir Engine, pulley, carburet-
•O ter, silencer fitted; £6; seen work-
ing.—24, Southgate Road, London.

STRONG Chater-Lea inclined frame,
Minerva tank, surface carburetter

;

35s.—16, Langham Road, Blackburn.

4 h.p. Beeston Engine, water-cooled, £5
IDs., nearly new; new circulating

pump for same. 15s.; Nilmelior trembler
coil, lOs. ; P. and R. 20 amp. accumulator,
10s.; Dinin 20 amp. accumulator, IDs.; the
lot £7.—Dance, 75, London Road, Ports-
.moTith.

Druid Spring Forks
For Sidecar Work.

Wellhead, Perry Barr,

Birmingham, Jan. yd, "08.

Dear Sir,—/ take fhis opportunity oj expressing
\

my absohtte saiisjadion wih your Druid Spring
Forhs. As you hww, I had /hem fitted solely on
account of the inability of the original [spring) forks

on my machine to stand the sirain of a sidecar on
humpy roads. Yours, however, have easily with-

stood all the hard work I have imposed upon tkem,

and moreover, are considerably more comfortable than

my other ones were. If you care to refer any pros-

pective customers to me at any time I shall be pleased

to give my experiences with (he forks.

Yours faithfully, (Signed), E. C. Frank Evans.

Full particulars from

A. DREW,
Conybere Street, BIRMINGHAM

See tlie man riding up the hill !

Why does he look sn pleased

And ride so easily ?

Aslc him-and he will tell you he rides a

'Triumph' Motor Bicycle bought from

ERIC S. MYERS.
See the other man !

How fierce he looks.

Must be anxiously waiting the top.

Does he ride a "No Worry Triumph"?

Ask him, and be wary, for he may
throw something.

No Worry Depot. BRADFOfiD.

BIDERS OF

"QUADfiANTS"
(Birmingham mal<e)

can obtain from stock

L.M.C.
SPARES and REPLACEMENTS

lor "QUADHANTS."
PPICE LIST POST FREE.

Manufactured under Mr. W. J. Lloyd's super-
vision (tlie designer of tlie "Original Quad-

rant" Engines).

Lloyd Motor and Engineering Co.,

132, Monument Road,
Tele.: "Obliging." BIRMINGHAIM.

FOOTRESTS.

A. C. Wright, 5, Lorrimore Build.,Walwortli, S.E.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SUBSTANTIAL Luggago CarrdeTb, 1b.

each, post free.—Below.

MONSTER Boxes of assorted pins,
bolts, nuts, washers, etc., for cycles

and motors, 2s. 6d. each, post free.—
Harrison, Blaxton, Doncaster.

TdRIUMPH iMagneto Covers, 1907, 1908.

6s. each.—John Guest and Sons, Wal-
saU.

3 h.p. De Dion Engine and Mabon two-
speed gear and free clutch; £6 lOs.

—J. May, 111, Larliall Lane, S.W.

WICKER Body, upholstered dark
green, with cushion, new; 228. 6d.

—99, Benthal Road. Stoke Newington.

IpAPNIE Carburetter (3-4 h.p.), lOs. 5d.,

complete ;
plain coil. 6s., new.—16,

Northumberland Avenue, Manor Park.

0(\ Amp. Minerva accumulator, good
OU' order. 63. ; 2| h.p. Minerva valves.
Is. 6d. ; exchange.—Harris, Motorist. Ast-
wood, Redditch.

PAIR 24 by 21 wheels, tyres, new, £2;
3^ h.p. launch enffine, 50s.; pair

headlights. £3, cost £7.—Browne, Motor-
ist, Oulton-Broad.

OfJ by 2 Clincher, Beaded, 8s. 6d. ; Grip-
.^O \yell brake, 7s. 6d. ; wanted, gas
lamp,, and 8ft. 6in. Jin. or liu. belt 321,

Woolwich Road, Charlton.

BRAND New 4 h.p. Kelecom Engine,
fitted with Osborne four-speed gear,

ready for frame; £11.—Hamilton, 116, Al-
mada Street, Hamilton.

POWELL and Hanmer Motor Cycle
Lamp lor sale, nearly new; first

reasonable offer gets it.—W. H. Spencer,
3, Mansel Road, Wimbledon.

SECOND-HAND Single and Pour-cylin-
der engines, suitable stationary or

marine; also reversible propeller; sell
cheap.-Hamilton, 46, High Street, Pais-
ley.

STUDDED Tyre, 28 by 2in., 10s. ; Bassee-
Michel trembler, new, 19s. 6d ; 28in.

back wheel and tyre, 12s. 6d., ''ontrol
levers. 5s.—H. Harrington, Cargate, Al-
dershot.

CRACKED Cylinders, water jackets,
etc.!—Do not scrap these until you

have tried Barker's iron cement; Is. tin
saves pounds. — 9, St. Anselm's lioad.
Worthing.

QA by 80 M.M.O. Air-<:ooled Engine, and
(j\J coils, perfect, spare valves, pnlley,
etc.; £5 lOs. ; want 6 h.p. twin tor side-
car.—Rathbone, Shurlock Row, Twyford,
Berks.

OfJ by 2J Clincher, with Pullman
^O puncture-proof nontskid, lately
fitted. 25s. ; carburetter, variable sprayer,
suit up to 4 h.p., 3s. 6d.—Hetherington,
Moffat.

AIErCOOLED Engine, 3 h.p., mechanical
valves, £4 10s.; also set Chater

lugs, tubes, tanks, £1 10s.; 26 by 2i cover,
13s. 6d.; all unused; Nilmelior tricycle
coil, 7s. 6d.—A., 8, Herndon Road, Wands-
worth.

fro Tooth i by i Sprocket, 9s.; Bex 28 byOO 2 wheel and belt rim, girder forks,
10s. ; new 26 by 2* Clincher cover, 17b. ;

two 10 ampere accumulators, Humber,
lis. ; wanted, Model E. carburetter.

—

Below.

ANTED, motor accessories ; exchange
dress, blouse, or costume lengths.

—Barber, 21, Foster Square, Bradford.

CHATEE-LEA No. 6 Frame (genuine),
fitted with engine lugs, girder forks,

mudguards, and long handle-bars, £3
18s. 6d. ; powerful twin engine, £9 10s.—
U. Strutt, 124, Dennett's Road, New Gross,
S.E.

NEW Motor Wheels. 26 by 2J, beaded
(Continentals, New Departure,

Chater, Palmers, tubular, heavily
plated, nearest £5.—Lagden, 40, Dang-
boume Buildings, Mark Street, Pins-
biiry.

TREMBLER (3oil, tour-cylinder (Gueneit),
£2 17s. 6d. ; 20th Century acetylene

lamp, new. Us. ; 2 h.p. Minerva head,
M.O.V., three piston, half-time wheel,
several valves springs, and other parts;
special line Hmeters, 4s, each ; beneh
erecting stai 7s. 6d.—Radium, Gray's
Inn Road.

w
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How^ to Form a Motor Cycle Club.
By JOHN H. HALL.

MOTOR cycle matters have loomed fairly largely

in print during the last few weeks, and ere

long they will, I doubt not, loom still larger as

motor cycling grows. Already there are some-

thing like one hundred motor cycle clubs in existence,

and it is expected that by next Easter this number

will be nearly doubled. In several towns and county

districts there is an expressed desire to form a club,

and there are some enthusiastic motor cyclists quite

capable of arranging matters, but they do not know
the best way of proceeding, and perhaps through

a certain amount of bashfulness, and also a large

amount of nervousness lest it should prove a failure,

they hang back, and manage without a club. I have

no specific for nervousness or bashfulness, but will

endeavour to help with a rough and ready "map,"
just showing the way.

The First Step.

There must be someone to take the first move, and

he should not be in any way connected With the trade

lest it savour of advertisement. When a club is being

formed it is well to keep clear of all personal gain, or

what would appear gain. Trade members will help

when once the club is going, and one or two popular

trade members on a committee can do a great deal for

a club in the way of getting new members. Let

someone take it upon himself to first of all say whether
or not there is a sufficient number of motor cyclists in

his district to form a club, and if he is satisfied on
this point he should interview three or four of the

most popular riders and obtain their views. If all

are satisfied as to the advisability of forming a club,

the next movement is to draft a letter calling a general

meeting to discuss the matter, and a copy of this letter

should be sent to every motor cyclist in the district.

The letter should set out the need for a motor cycle

club in the locality, the number of important matters

to which such a club could give attention, both social

and political, and, if the meeting so think fit, the desir-

ability of forming a club and electing ofiicers.

In order to ensure a suffitdent number being present

at the meeting, those who are striving to get a club

together should not rely upon the letter alone, but

should interview as many riders as possible and get

them to promise to attend. Don't be discouraged at

the smallness of the
,
first few meetings ; if half a

dozen turn up it will suffice to commence with. If

the total membership of the club does not exceed about

a dozen, they are all elected on the committee, and

thus all are workers, not drones, and will soon

add new members to the club; but let every man
work with a will. Don't leave it to the hon. secretary:

he canndt do it all, neither can any other single

member. Every one of the committee should take

a hand in the work.

Election of Officers.

After the formation of a committee the next item is

the election of an hon. sec. As all the correspondence

falls to him, he should be a man of much patience.

nnd to he successful he should be popular—a good
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secretary is nearly everything to a club. He will

require a certain amount of time to attend to his

duties, for he should attend all meetings of committee,

also general meetings, and keep a minute book for all

transactions at such meetings, attendances of members,

etc. The hon. treasurer's duties are to take charge

of the funds, and render to the members a statement

of receipts and expenditure for the year.

In electing a chairman do not go in for big names

or mere figure heads. It may be a fine thing in the

minds of some to ha\'e a real live earl or duke at the

head of their club, but little will result in the long

run. The chairman should be a very enthusiastic

motor cyclist. He must be a thorough sportsman,

broad minded, yet firm, with a real desire to help the

club and its members as opportunity offers. He
should be a man able to grasp what one means rather

than what one says, and thus pour oil upon the troubled

waters. Little differences often arise through tiie

merest slip of the tongue.

We now come to the "vice-presidents." Any
number may be elected, but there is nothing to gain

in having a long list. Four is the general thing in

small clubs. Next a captain and vice-captain should

be elected ; also two auditors, and sometimes a hon.

solicitor. Some of the latter could be left over for

a time until the club has grown a little, when other

officers, such as trials hon. secretary and press secre-

tary, could be chosen. Fix upon a suitable name for the

club, and decide the address of the headquarters. If

all the above business is got through at one meeting

vou will have done well.

The Objects and Rules of the Club.

When a club has been formed and the officers elected,

it is usual to draw up a set of rules to be distributed in

the shape of a small handbook. Below I give the rules

taken from the handbook of the Sheffield and Hallam-

shire M.C.C. Each rule should be proposed and

seconded at a committee meeting, and of course carried

by a majority; then, later on, a general meeting is

called and the new rules submitted and usually passed.

Rttle 1.—That this club be named "The Motor

Cycle Club."

Rule 2.—That the objects for which this club is being

formed are

:

To cultivate and encourage the use of motors of every

description.

To act aa a mutual aid in motor matters one member
with another.

To assist in the defence of the interests of members
who are owners of motors, so far as it lays in the means
of the club.

To arrange club runs, etc., the same to be arranged

by the committee.
Rule 3.—That the executive of this club shall consist of a

president, vice-presidents, hon. secretary, hon. treasurer,

, together with a committee of — members, five to

form a quorum.
RtTLE 4.—That the committee have the right to fill up any

vacancies that occur during the year.

RtTLB 5.—That a member of the committee missing two
consecutive meetings shall be considered to have resigned,

unless he sends a satisfactory explanation.

Rule 6.—That the annual subscription to the club be
7s. 6d. On a new member being proposed his first sub-

scription to be handed in, the same to be returned if not
elected.

Rule 7.—^That all members joining after the competition
season closes, the .subscription to carry to the end of the

following year.

Rule 8.—That this subscription shall carry membership
until December 31st of each year.

Rule 9.—That members intending to resign mujst do so-

befoi'e December 31st in any year, otherwise they will be-

liable for the following year's subscription.

Rule 10.—That every member duly elected shall abide by
the rules and regulations of the club.

Rule 11.—That anyone wishing to join shall be proposed
and seconded by two members. Election (which must be^

unanimous) to take place by ballot at a meeting of the

committee.
Rule 12.—That the minutes of the proceedings of every

meeting shall be taken by the secretary, and when confirmed
and approved at the following meeting shall be signed by the-

chairman of such following meeting.
Rule 13.—That all alterations of rules must be made at a

general meeting or extraordinary general meeting after due-

notice has been given to each member.
Rule 14.—That a special general meeting may be called by

the secretary on a request, in writing, by not less than six.

members.
Rule 15.—That in all cases of dispute as to the meaning;

of rules, etc., members hold themselves bound in honour to-

accept the committee's decision, subject to an appeal at a
general meeting.
Rule 16.—That all committee meetings shall be open to-

ordinary members, who may speak on any subject under dis-

cussion, but may not vote.

Rule 17.—That all matters relating to competitions be left

entirely in the hands of the committee.
Rule 18.—Meetings for members of the club -vrill be held.'

every other Thursday, commencing February —

.

Other rules may be added to the above, but those

given cover practically everything necessary.

We have now to decide as to being supported by the

governing body, the Auto Cycle Union. All riders-

should support this union, as by so doing they are being

supported themselves. Always remember that " Union-'

is Strength," and the motor cyclist will require con-

siderable strength in the future if he is to have fair play

all round.

Fixing Club Runs, Arranging Competitions, etc

The fixture card requires careful consideration. As-

to the runs, it is desirable to select a run of, say, twenty-

five miles to a suitable place, where there is good
accommodation. I know of nothing more pleasing,

than club runs.

Competitions are a great source of enjoyment. They

need not all be hill-climbs or speed races. There is a

lot of fun to be obtained in other ways, such as speed!

judging, slow races, and consumption tests, but to-

secure sufficient entries the entrance fee should be

fixed as low as possible, according to the value of the-

prizes to be given or the number likely to enter.

During the winter months there are a number of ways-

of keeping a club together, such as social events, papers

on different subjects, whilst competitions could be

arranged for mending punctures, fitting new valves,

dismantling engine, etc. When once a club is success-

fully floated, it is not at all difficult to arrange gather-

ings to the mutual benefit and amusement of the ,

members.

Comfort in the saddle can only be experienced by the

adoption of suitable clothing. This is not always easy

to obtain at moderate prices. Mr. R. Palmer, 4,

Kingsway, Twickenham, claims to have solved the

problem for motor cyclists by the introduction of

special motor cyclists' breeches, which are cut on the

lines of riding breeches. The prices are extremely

moderate for the breeches, and also for the puttee's and

suits in which Mr. Palmer specialises.

^
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London to E:iinburgh Dun oi 1907
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3

• Pqc/o!:;

THERE is a singular fascination about the Lx>ndon

to Edinburgh trial that, in my opinion, is

shared by no other sporting event. At ten

o'clock on Friday nigiiit you are in the English

capital, and by the same hour on Saturday night, all

being well, you are in the Scottish capital, having

accomplished a feat that you will never forget, and
which you will always look_back upon with the greatest

. satisfaction. _^

In these days of routine it is always refreshing to

accomplish something, no~hiatter what, that other

people do not attempt, and I believe that this is one of

the great charms of the London-Edinburgh run. I

can think of few things that can so effectively drive us

out of the narrow groove that so many of us are perforce

compelled to travel as an experience of this kind.

Fired by the reports that we had heard of this run,

my brother and I decided to become competitors in

last year's event, and accordingly sent in our names
to the secretary of the Motor Cycling

Club some ten weeks before the event.

A few days after doing so I had
the misfortune to dislocate my arm
in a football match, and this proved

rather a handicap, as I was unable to

get into the saddle again until a few

days before the trial.

On the Tuesday previous to the

run, however, we gave our machines
their final trial spin, and both my
brother's 3 h.p. Quadrant and my
3 h.p. Triumph behaved in the most
satisfactory manner, and we were
thoroughly satisfied and quietly con-

fident of getting through within

schedule time with ordinary luck.

I can never understand why more
riders do not take part in this run

;

the expense is not great, and, pro-
vided the rider himself is capable and
is astride a reliable machine, there is

absolutely no reason why he should
not succeed.

By ARTHUR W. BENTLEY.

As a safeguard against side-slip and tyre trouole we
had both fitted non-skids to our back wheels, and in

an event like this I consider it a wise precaution,

although, it is true, the speed of the machine is some-

what diminished.

We carried as spares in case of emergency a butt-

ended tube, a belt cut to the proper length, complete
with fastener, spare valves, and the other usual com-
plements of a motor cyclist's kit.

The few days preceding the trial were days of rain,

wind, and intense cold, and Friday (the day of the

start) was no exception, a north-westerly wind that

blew on that day surpassing in violence any of its

immediate predecessors, and the cold as the day drew
to a close made us fully realise that the journey North
would be a very chilly one.

Consequently we donned all the warmest clothing

we could possibly carry, and after filling our flasks

with whiskey and our pockets with sandwiches, and
saying good-bye to our fond relatives, we were soon

tackling the somewhat steep gradients on our way to

the starting place at the " Old Gatehouse " at the top

of Highgate Hill. On arrival at our destination we
wheeled our machines into the yard, and, divesting

ourselves of some clothing, repaired indoors for dinner,

and all the more heartily did we partake of the good

cheer that was set before us as we realised that before

our next meal, which it was highly probable would
be a hurried one, some seven hours would have elapsed,

and we should be 120 miles upon our way.

After finishing with a hot cup of coffee we reported

ourselves to the officials, and, having affixed the

numbers to our arms, we strolled out-

side to see how things were pro^

gressing. All _ was bustle. We
were surprised -to see that a large

crowd had collected, and after a look

round we took our place in the long

line of competitors (numbering nearly

ninety) on one side of the road.

Before the start an official sealed each
machine.

The crowd increased to consider-

able proportions, and had it not been

for the efforts of a strong force of

police, who cleared a lane for us

down the centre of the road, I do
not know how we could possibly have
been despatched by the stated hour or

anywhere near it.

The Approach of 10 p.m.
Close on starting time the incessant

loar that resounded on all sides as

the engines were being warmed
preparatory to starting warned us that

it was time to be getting ready.The author on his.S.h.p. Triumph.
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A few minutes before ten o'clock we were moved

into line down the centre of the road, and almost before

the clock had finished striking a cheer in the distance

announced that the first rider was on his way. As

each competitor was started we moved slowly up the

line, and after seeing my brother off I had only about

two minutes to wait before it was my turn. At last

I was on the starting line, and in half a minute Mr.

Bidlake, watch in hand, gave me the signal to start,

and, jumping into the saddle, I released the exhaust

lifter, and gradually the cheer from the many well-

wishers died away in the distance, and for the first

time I fully realised that I was off on a 400 miles

ride and my first motor cycling competition.

After covering about six miles we reached Barnet,

and, turning to the right at the top of the hill, we left

the tramlines behind, and were fairly started on the

famous Great North Road, with a clear run into

Hatfield—our first checking place.

Just after passing through Potter's Bar my lamp,

which had been burning sluggishly, went out altogether,

and this entailed a delay of about five minutes. Hand-

ing up my ticket as I ran through Hatfield, I caught

up with my brother, who had, been riding slowly so as

to enable me to overtake _him. Passing through

Welwyn (20^4 miles), we made good time into

Stevenage (27^ miles), and,__turning to the right at

the end of the town, we were soon humming through

Baldock (33 miles), and at about, 12.10 we were pulled

up outside the Swan Hotel, Biggleswade (40 miles),

where we had to dismount in order to sign the checking

sheet.

There was a bright fire burning in the inn, and

everything looked very cosy and warm. Several of

the competitors dropped inside for a hurried meal and

for something warm to drink. As the night was

bitterly cold we were sorely tempted to follow their

example, but, not knowing what was in store for us,

we decided to push on without delay. By doing this

we were amongst the first batch to leave Biggleswade,

and at 12.30 were passing through Tempsford (46

miles) ten minutes ahead of time.

Encouragement from Local Enthusiasts.

Here and there we encountered groups of enthusiasts

at the side of the road, and they gave us a cheery

good night as we flashed by into the darkness. Now
and again we were passed by the twin-cylinder

machines, but on the whole we were quite satisfied with

our position in the pack, which by this time was
probably trailing over many miles of country.

We passed through Buckden (56 miles), and at

2.10 a.m. through Wansford Bridge (78 3,| miles), and
duly arrived at Stamford at about 2.30. We now
began to look anxiously towards the eastern horizon

for that first cold grey light which heralds the

approach of dawn, and at last we were rewarded, the

stars gradually paled and the darkness of the night

slowly gave place to a bright but exceedingly cold

morning.

With the advent of dawn the cold perceptibly

increased, and we were glad to have a pull at our
whiskey flasks to shake off the numbed feeling that was
slowly creeping over us.

We were soon through sleeping Stamford and on our
twenty-one mile run into Grantham, famous for its

twenty-one hills, which, however, did not give our

machines the slightest trouble, although we were glad

of a little pedal exercise here and there to stretch our

limbs.

We were overhauled hereabouts by one or two cars,

which left us a legacy of dust and discomfort until

they were a long distance ahead. I certainly hope
this year that this sort of thing may be avoided, as it

easily could be by either starting the cars an hour
before us or else by keeping them back until we are

some twenty or thirty miles on our way.
It is hardly fair to the riders of motor bicycles to be

put to this inconvenience and annoyance, although,

of course, no blame whatsoever attaches to the drivers

of the cars, who are naturally as anxious as we are

to make good time between the various controls.

So far we had foolishly omitted to wear our goggles,

and our eyes were so sore and tired by the dust that

it was with the very greatest difficulty that we were
able to read the signboards.

Our First Halt at NewarR.
After leaving Grantham (105^ miles) we had only

14 miles to cover before reaching Newark, and the
thought of the breakfast that Captain L'Estrange had
so kindly provided for us spurred us on, and at about

4.15 the Beaumond Cross hove in sight, and we turned
into the yard of the Clinton Arms, Newark, having
covered the 120 miles in six hours.

After a hurried wash we adjourned to the breakfast
table, at which several of the competitors were already
seated, and never before had I enjoyed a meal so much
as I did this one, the eggs and bacon and the hot

coffee going down with a most delicious flavour.

After partaking of a first-class breakfast we repaired
to the yard for the purpose of replenishing the tanks
for the next lap—a task we found by no means an easy
one, as the staff to whom this work was entrusted were
naturally unable to satisfy the simultaneous demands
for petrol that were showered upon them. While
waiting for our turn to be attended to we had time
to look round, and noticed that already there was a

thinning in our ranks. From reports it appeared that

the chief cause of failure was due to tyre trouble, but
I consider this was rather due to the rider trusting to

old and worn covers for a long ride than to any fault

in the make of the tyres themselves. Still, we all

meet with bad luck occasionally.

At the expiration of our time limit the Rev. B. H.
Davies gave us the word to start on our seventy-mile
run into Wetherby. Leaving the castle ruins on our
left and crossing the river Trent, we sped along a
perfectly straight road for Tuxford and Retford; but
I had not gone far when I was delayed for some minutes
by my stand shaking loose, and in consequence we
ran through Tuxford (134 miles) some six minutes
behind time.

There was a strong headwind blowing, and it is

astonishing how much this affects the speed of a 3 h.p.

machine.
Over the next twenty-four miles to Doncaster we

had a splendid run, and from a motorist's point ot

view I should think this is one of the fastest stretches

one could find in this little island of ours at any
rate—^not counting the ten mile speed limit through
Retford town, of course!

(To he continued.)
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The Champion
of the

ALTHOUGH the race for the

championship of the world has

ceased to exist, few will deny

that Jan Olieslagers, the Belgian

rider, called in Paris " Le Demon
Anversois," can lay claim to the

title of the motor cycle champion of the world.

His performances during 1907 have been extra-

ordinary, and I am quite unable to describe the

impression which this rider creates on the French

public when giving his fantastic exhibitions on the

Buffalo Velodrome in the flickering light of the arc

lamps. " Unbeatable " is the word that justly ex-

presses the opinion of the French public of this in-

trepid man, who has proved himself so superior to his

•pponents that, on his last appearance in 190,7, the

director had to make the race a handicap to infuse

some interest into it, and Olieslagers conceded two
laps in a three-mile race to each of the other riders.

(Buffalo track is five and a half laps to the mile.)

Finding him at work on a pacing motor cycle at

the winter track, the Velodrome d'Hiver, recently,

I suggested to him tliat readers of The Motor
Cycle would be intensely interested to read his

impressions, and he immediately acquiesced,

for it is well known that Olieslagers's heart is

wrapped up in the interest of the sport at

which he earns his livelihood.

A Fe^v Experiences.
" Well,

'

' said we,. " are you satisfied with

your successes in 1907?
"

" Yes ; I must admit that I am more than

satisfied with my performances. The only

thing I regret is that motor cycle racing did

not commence earlier last season, for owing
to the terrible accident at Buffalo the directors

were afraid tO' recommence."
"But were \cu not of opinion that motor

racing after the accident would be eliminated
from all future programmes ?

"

" Yes, I admit I was, and I think I can
justly claim to have been the means of re

starting it. I met the director of the Buffalo
at Brussels, and on being informed that he
was dubious about running any more motor
cycle events on his track, I volunteered to

come to Paris and ride for practically nothing,
to prove whether the French public was still

in favour of them."
" And the result ?

"

" The result has been that I have since had
a series of engagements both in Paris and
«lsewhere, with which I have been more than
satisfied.

JAN OLlJtiJLAGERS

Motor Cyclist
World.

" Is it true that you have definitely

decided to make Paris your head-
quarters ?

"

" Yes, for this reason : I am a pace-

maker as well as a racing motor cyclist

;

consequently there is always plenty of

riding for me in Paris—if not in one department, then
in the other."

"Which of the two do you prefer?"
" Financially speaking, pacemaking ; but my heart

is really in motor cycle racing, pure and simple. The
sensations of the two are totally different, for the
upright position of the one, with your thoughts more
of the man following than the machine you are driving,

does not give the thrill I experience in a purely motor
cycle race. To me it is life, and my happiest time is

when, with the inside position, I am ' holding off

'

another rider on the outside and preventing him from
passing."

" Now will you tell me the qualifications necessary
to be the champion motor cyclist of the world ?

"

" Firstly, you must be a good mechanic and vmder-
stand your machine better than yourself. You must
De able to instinctively grasp difficult situations.

Jan Olieslagers,' the ehampion motor cyclist. His wishes to readers o£ " The Motor Cycle
*

wiU be observed written across the top of the photograph.
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Courage is, of course, indispensable—you cannot have

too much—but at the same time one must know the

danger line, and it is the knowledge of this last point

which marks the real champion, and experience alone

can teach it."

" As to machine ?
"

" It must have a fair length of wheelbase, but not

toO' long; the frame must be rigid, the handle-bar well

suited to the rider's position, a strong pair of forks,

and an engine more powerful than is required for the

track when at full speed."
" How many years have you been racing ?

"

" Well, I am now twenty-four years of age. For
eleven years I have been a mechanic, and during seven

years of this time I have been a racing motor cyclist."

" Have you ever had any bad accidents ?
"

" Yes; once in 1904, at Roubaix, when I broke three

ribs, two fingers, sprained my foot badly, as well as

injured my shoulder. I have, of course, fallen on

numerous occasions, but apart from the above case I

have nqt been badly injured. I "hink I must have

been born under a lucky star, although I admit a

special knowledge of how to fall. For example, only

a month or two ago, when racing against the French
rider Cussac and the Swiss champion Bussac, through

riding too close tO' the inside, I got my wheel off the

track, leaving the banking. .Knowing it was impossible

to avoid a fall, I managed tO' reach the next banking,

when I threw myself off the machine and rolled down
unhurt, the speed at the time being sixty-five miles an

hour on a five-lap track. Again, in 1905, at Antwerp,

>—

«

I liad qualified for the final of the championship of

the world. When leading, I punctured. Every motor
cyclist used tO' high speeds on highly-banked tracks is

aware that, with a burst or large-sized puncture, it is

impossible to hold the machine up. Had I immedi-
ately fallen from the machine, Pernette, who was
following me, would have run over me, and the result

of that would have been too serious to think about;
switchmg off would also' have increased the danger of

an immediate fall. By keeping going and retarding

the spark, Pernette had passed me before we reached ;

the other banking; then throwing myself off, I saved i

the situation. It is through this instinct, combined .

with a good share of luck, that I have not experienced

several severe accidents."
" Now as to your more recent performances ?

'

'

" As time rolls on one must improve with it. In

1906, io*^s. for a lap on Buffalo was considered mar-
vellous, but last year I improved this time consider-

ably, often doing los. to the lap. I have on no
occasion been beaten, as you know, and my conquests

have been over Pernette, Cissac, Bussac, the Count of

Monasterolo, Cussac, Grapperon, Andre, and Gou-
goltz."

As I was about to take my leave, Olieslagers re-

marked that, although he paced the cyclist Walthour
at the Crystal Palace in 1904, he had never had the

opportunity of competing in a motor race in ihis

country, and that he hoped to be able to do sO' during

1908, and with this I left him busily engaged finishing

some adjustments to his new 18 h.p. pacing machine.

G. A. B.

THE MOTOR CYCLING CLUB A.G.M.

THE annual general meeting of the Motor Cycling Club
was held at the Tudor Hotel, Oxford Stveet, on
Monday, the 27th ult. The report for the year is

one of which the Club is justly proud, and daring its

reading an interesting point was raised by Mr. A. G.
Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds suggested that some method should

be found of equalising the chances of both motor cyclists and
car drivers in the' London to Edinburgh run. On all previous
occasions on which this run has been held the car driver has
had a decided advantage over the bicyclist in being able to

carry lighted watches, speed indicators, and other ai'.pliances

for checking the time between each milestone. M>'. S. H.
Fry then rose and sugested that the simplest way out of the

difficulty would be to give another cup for tlie motor cyclists,

and promised to give £5 towards it. This immediately
aroused the enthusiasm of two other members, and Mr. C. J.

Seed and Mr. E. Gwynne expressed their willingness to give

further contributions of £5 each. A vote of thanks was then
accorded to the above three members. After reading through
the balance-sheet, the following officials were elected : Presi-

dent, Mr. Charles Jarrott ; vice-presidents, Messrs. S. F.

Edge, A. Brown, S. J. Sewell, E. Perman, J. Van Hooydonk,
V. Abraham, and J. A. Jackson ; captain, 0. L. Marshall

;

hon. secretary, A. Candler ; treasurer, R. C. Davis ; trials

honorary secretary, C. L. Marshall ; hon. solicitors, Messrs.

J. B. and F. Purchase ; hon. auditor, Mr. S. Pearce. The
1908 committee will consist of the following members

:

Messrs. S. H. Fry, R. H. Head, J. Van Hooydonk, V.
Abraham, H. G R. Slingo, E. Gwynne, F. J. Jenkins, W. H.
Wells, Dr. C. Gibbon, L. A. Baddeley, C. J. Seed, and S. G.

Frost. Following on the elections of the committee, the follow-

ing motion was proposed by Mr. Arthur Candler; "That in

the opinion of this meeting of members of the Motor Cycling

Club affiliation to the Auto Cycle Union should be continued

through 1908." Mr. Candler stated that this was a matter for

the members to decide for themselves, but he would like,

however, to point out, now that the question of new legis-

lation would be shortly put forward, it was time something
should be done. Should they continue their affiliation to the

A.C.U., or should they be directed by a body consisting

almost exclusively of car owners ? While the questions deal-

ing with exceeding the speed limit and driving to the public
danger were under consideration, would it not be selfish for

motor cyclists to stand aside and not work in unity for the
motor cycling movement? Motor cyclists, in bis opinion,
ought to remain independent of motor car owners. Mr. Van
Hooydonk then explained the situation in 1907, when the

Motor Cycling Club joined the Auto Cycle Union to obtain
the benefits of the Motor Union. Now the Royal Automobile
Club has dissolved partnership with the Motor Union, and the

Auto Cycle Union has severed its connection also with that

body, none of these benefits would be lost, since the Auto
Cycle Union is associated with the Royal Automobile Club,
which can give all these advantages equally vvel'. He then
went on to explain the meaning of the veto, and took pains to

show how it could not possibly be prejudicial 4o their

interests. In his opinion, they ought to join the A.C.U. and
then work for reform, and when the time comes for new legis-

lation motor cyclists would be a large body and of sufficient

weight to make their views heard ; in fact, it would be as strong
as any body of motorists in the world. Dr. Moss Blundell
said he had been attending meetings of the M.U. on behalf
of the Motor Cycling Club for some time, and he had no in-

tention whatever of helping the Motor Union in any way. He
had attempted to get on its committees with the object of

helping motor cyclists, and do all in his power in every way,
but he had been barred in his eflforts at every turn. Dr. Moss
Blundell was exceedingly strong in condemning the Motor
Union. Again, as regards motor cyclists, he pointed out that

the Union had done exceedingly little for motor cyclists, and
clearly expressed its unwillingness to help them. In reply to

Mr. R. C. Davis, who enquired about the cost ov affiliation,

Mr. Van Hooydonk said that the cost of affiliati m would be
2s. In the case of last year Is. of this sum went to the Motor
Union • under the new scheme the whole of the 2s. goes to the

Auto Cycle Union and forms a sinking fund for the benefit of

motor cyclists. Mr. Fry stated that the only possible objec-

tion that he had to the Motor Cycling Club throwing in it?

lot with the Auto Cycle Union was this question of veto.

The matter was then put to the vote and carried unanimously-
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By •

The R.O.M. Contact Breaker.

A correspondent writes me enthusiastically about

the R.O.M. contact breaker. We all know that >± is

a task requiring accuracy to properly synchronise the

firing of a battery-ignited twin-cylinder, and that when
it is properly done the adjustment is soon destroyed

by wear on either of the points. The writer makes
a claim on behalf of the R.O.M. which is new to me,

but which makes it doubly attractive,' namely, that

this device not only ensures accurate synchronisation,

but maintains it against wear automatically. If this

is so, the contact breaker is doubly attractive, and I

look forward to my tests of it with great anticipations.

A Gap in the MarKet.

There is a curious gap in the motor cycle market at

the present time in the form of a strong demand for a

machine that does not exist in the supply, and the

type I refer to is a powerful twin-cylinder, chain driven,

with two-speed gear. The tricar is by no means

moribund, but it is probably enjoying a smaller

demand than at any previous point of its history. The
trailer is dangerous for fast' work, and adds no insur-

ance against side-slips, and the sidecar has come to

the front as the best compromise in the way of a

passenger motor cycle when price, convenience, and
comfort are considered. Now riders differ in theii

ideas of what type of machine best suits sidecar work.

Some use single geared bicycles, both one and two
cylinders ; but these riders admit they would like to

add a two-speed gear if they could afford it. Some
riders use two-speeded single and twin-cylinder

machines, with belt transmission, and their verdict is

that these are excellent so long as the belt behaves

itself, but that the life of the belt is short, and it

is very apt to slip on the low gear. Thus there has

arisen a very ardent demand for a sound, high

powered, chain-driven, two-speeded, twin-cylinder

machine of the highest grade, and, as far as I am
aware, no such machine is listed by any maker as a

standard. The best advice I can give under such

circumstances is the building up of a composite

specification, which adds at least a month to the

period of waiting for the machine and at least ^^15
to the necessary price. We are therefore all waiting

for one of the best known makers to step into this

obvious breach, and we are tolerably confident he will

discover a ready made market of good dimensions.
Nor need he wait to invent a gear. There are several

suitable ones, the principle of which is public property.

The Position of Magnetos.
Several correspondents have written to me making a

great point of sundry positions on the machine for the

magneto, which they severally regard as ideal. There
are three positions embodied in popular designs—low
down in front of the crank case, behind the cylinder
and above the bottom bracket, and in the tank. The
low down forward position is perfectly satisfactory it

one of the cove"s now sold be employed and a good
splashgi fitted. If the abaft the cylinder posi-

tion be I no cover is needed, and the magneto
IS then istantaneously accessible ; the same is

true of hin the tank position, but this entails

IXION."
an appreciable addition of weight, owing to the heavier

driving gear. Thus, while all are satisfactory, of the

three I distinctly prefer the platform to be abaft the

cylinder, which affords the greatest protection, greatest

accessibility, and greatest saving of weight. The only

precaution necessary with this position is to preserve

a distance from the cylinder great enough to prevent
the insulation of the armature being affected by heat.

Overheating.

A Midland rider writes me to say he has a 2^ h.p.

De Dion engine fitted to a light two-speeded tricar,

which he has been running for three years. He says

that, provided it is given sufiicent oil, it will run for

miles on the low gear, and that, although it has had
such heavy work for three years, it still climbs hills

as well as ever. The sort of overheating he is able to

believe in is solely due to bad lubrication, bad car-

buration, stifled exhaust, or irregular firing. His
experience reminds me how in my younger and more
enthusiastic days I actually had the perseverance to

drive a 2^^ h.p. engine (also De Dion and water-
cooled) nearly 150 miles in a single day, all on the low
gear and with two passengers.

Lubrication Details.

On page 72 were printed two interesting letters about
splash lubrication, one in favour of the connecting rods

passing up from crankcase to cylinder, via large round
orifice, equal in diameter to the bore of the cylinder,

the other in favour of retaining the slotted web over

the top of the crankcase, and providing a circular

oilwell in the circumference of the web, for the bottom
edge of the piston to dip into. As a matter of fact,

nearly every engine I have owned has been accurately

designed in this respect. I have once or twice enlarged
the slot in the web, but have always . suffered from
excess of oil in the cylinder head afterwards, and now-
adays when my lubrication seems unsatisfactory I try

a new brand of oil, or another consistency of the same
brand, in lieu of meddling with the engine. I have also

owned a twin-cylinder which combined both systems.

The fore cylinder had a slotted web, the rear cylinder

an open orifice without any web. On this engine I

found the rear cylinder got too much oil if enough was
fed to lubricate the front cylinder adequately ; and as

I could not adapt the rear cylinder, I cut away part of

the web from the front cylinder, and supplied less oil

to the crankcase, until both were receiving an equal

quantity, or, perhaps I should say, until each received

the quantity that suited it best. In my opinion, it is

ridiculous to imagine that the web can starve the piston

of oil. The web makes lubrication easier to estimate,

since one can have more in the crank case without over-

lubricating. But no engine is under-lubricated because

of the web. It must get plenty of oil, in spite of the

web, though the oil may be bad oil, or a second cylinder

may be getting less oil or more oil. As Mr. J. S. Shaw
says, if the web is removed, a lower level of oil in the

crank case will certainly suffice; but a higher level of

oil will then do more damage, and I am inclined to

think unskilled riders are more likely to over-lubricate

than to under-lubricate. Hence makers guard against

over-lubrication, rather than against its opposite.
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from our readers

and our replies thereto. When
particular makes of machines,

accessories, or tyres are mentioned

numbers must be used, the writer

to keep a key for reference.

Trembler or Non-trembler ColL

Which would you recommend
^T] for a make and break contact

^1 breaker, a trembler or a non-

_LI trembler coil? Also which
would give the most pace?—

E.C.U., Kent.

We recommend the non-trembler coil

to be used with a make and break

contact for speed, but the trembler coil

would enable easier starting.

Suitable Machine tor a Beginner.

^T] Kindly give me your opinion

^ as to whether I can obtain a

-LJ good second-hand motor bicycle

which will prove reliable at

£\b or £16? Also if a machine with

accumulator ignition is suitable for

a beginner? I fancy a machine of

3^ h.p. will suit me. Will the run-

ning cost exceed id. per mile?

—

S.L., Yorks.

You should be able to obtain a fairly

serviceable motor cycle of about 3 h.p.

for the price you name, but if you

could manage £20 or more, you would

be wise to purchase a more up-to-date

and reliable machine. The price of

second-hand 3^ h.p. machines with

magneto ignition ranges to £40. Accu-

mulator ignition is quite suitable for a

beginner, and in case of any derange-

ment it is easily put right, but for

immunity from trouble a magneto
would be preferable. You will have to

pay extra for a magneto, ^d. per mile

should cover the upkeep of a good 3^
h.p. motor bicycle.

No Power on the Road.

I should be glad if you
could tell me why my 3i h.p.

magneto N.S.U. will go at a
tremendous speed on the stand,

and on the road it will not go
at anything like the speed. It makes
no difference if it is level or downhill,
it will only go at eighteen miles per

hour with spark fully advanced "and
with full petrol and air. Do you
think if I enlarged the carburetter
jet it would make it any better?

—

G.W.B., Luton.
You omit to state whether the engine
runs regularly or misfires. First it

would be advisable to test the com-
pression by standing. on the pedal with
the exhaust valve lifter released. Also
examine both the valve springs, as one
of them may be broken and yet remain
in position, or spring may be worn out.

Note whether the inlet valve tappet rod

works freely and gives the correct lift.

Next try different adjustments of the

air inlet holes at the side of spray

chamber, but do not alter the jet only

as a last resource. Are you sure that

the belt does not slip?

Engine Suddenly Ceases Firing.

I am a novice at motor
cycling, and bought a 3 li.p.

Clarendon (new) about four

months since. It has been
fairly satisfactory, but now

on pedalling machine on stand the

current seems all right and the

trembler works each time contact is

made, but directly I drop exhaust
valve and engine starts I get from
ten to thirty explosions, and then

engine stops and likewise trembler.

If, however, I raise exhaust valve

and leave on contact, after about \
minute or so there is a slight explo-

sion, and trembler starts again, and
the performance can be repeated.

The accumulators are all right, also

wiring, and there is a good spark if

plug is unscrewed and laid on

(E^^L/C^^
All queries should be addressed

to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether

intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied with a

stamped addressed envelope for

reply.

engine as directed in " Motor Cycles

and How to Manage Them." All the

trouble seems to be when the engine

starts, which somehow seems to stop

the current. I do not think it is due

to the trembler sticking, as I have

unscrewed the blade and readjusted

screw as advised by you.—J.G.M.,

Stockton.

Despite what you say, we feel sure the

trouble is due to the trembler on the

coil sticking. Remove the adjusting

screw, also the blade, and face up the

two platinum points. Then adjust the

coil until it gives off a fairly loud buzz,

but do not have the screw any harder

on than absolutely necessary. The
symptoms also point to an exhausted

accumulator. Have you tested thf

voltage with a voltmeter? As you saj

the misfiring commences when th«

engine is started, it is just possible thai

the coil or batteries are not packec

tightly in the tank, and the vibratioi

causes the terminals to short circtiit t<

the metal of the tank. The coil com
partment should be rubber-lined.

W. G. McMinnies at Wheatley. This rider wore a thicli hood, in which "he deaed the

adverse elements which prevailed on the day of the Quarterly Trial.
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Engine Gamming Up.

I have a new lightweight,

motor bicycle which goes

beautifully except for starting.

I have to use copious doses of

paraffin to free the engine

when starting for a ride. If I stop

for half an hour on a moderately cold

day only, I have to do the same
again, and run it on the stand, to get

warm before starting off. The
makers suggested that the piston

was half seized. This, I think, must
be wrong, as it runs perfectly when
warm or when freed with paraffin.

I use Wilburine oil. The exertion of

starting is so great I am thinking of

selling the machine and buying one
of another make.—^Y 139.

The only thing to do is to use plenty of

paraffin when starting. If you liked

you could fit a small tank and clip it

on to a convenient part of the frame

;

from it lead a small pipe with a tap

so that you can inject paraffin into the
compression tap without having need
to use an oilcan. You do not mention
the quantity of lubricant you give the
engine ; we are inclined to think you
are far too sparing with the oil. Also
during the cold weather the oil con-

geals rapidly, and the piston sticks

when cooling down. Every motorist
experiences practically the same thing
during the winter months. Try inject-

ing the paraffin when you stop, and the
engine will then be ready to start when
you want it.

Adjustments to enable Better Hill-ellmblng.

I have a 2i h.p. 1905 Brad-

^ bury, battery ignition, wipe
> contact, trembler coil, Longue-
-I-l mare carburetter (Jlodel E),

geared 5 to 1, compression
fairly good, fat spark. Machine runs
Weil on the level, but I have to keep
air lever closed practically all the
time. I find machine will not take
even a moderately steep hill, although
I get up speed beforehand with spark
fully advanced and increase gas to

full. Machine gradually slows down
and I retard spark, and, notwith-
standing help from the pedals, it

stops altogether. Have taken down
carburetter and cleaned it thor-

oughly. Petrol reaches spraying
chamber, but it seems to me the slits

of the spray are very small. Should
I file these four or five slits larger,

or fit a new spray with more or
larger slots? Would this improve
the power, do you think, and allow
more air to be given at extra air

lever? I have not found the engine
knock at all or overheat, as far as I

can tell.—P.F.J., Bath.

If you use a slightly larger jet w© think
your machine will climb hills much
better. Do not enlarge the slots, but
procure the next size jet. The machine
should take full gas and nearly full air

when running at full speed. You do
not mention your weight. A gear of

5 to 1 is quite high enough, and if the
wheels are 28in. a lower gear would
enable you to climb hills much better.
Good compression is essential for hill-

climbing. Also try a new exhaust
valve spring, the one on machine has
very likely lost some of its original
"trength.

Congealed Oil on Piston Rings.

I am a complete novice, and
— I have just purchased a 1907

> Triumph motor bicycle to

-SJ which I have had fitted a two-
speed gear—the Fit-all. I

find that when I have jacked up the

rear wheel, and notched the gear

lever for a free engine, I can just

work the pedals round, but that with
the lever placed for either low or

high gear I cannot get the pedals

round more than half a revolution.

Consequently, it is impossible for me
unassisted to get the engine working
while machine is on the stand. A
friend, stronger than myself,

managed it, but only with consider-

able effort. Is there any method by
which I can accomplish the object

indicated more easily? Surely it is

not natural for the gear to run so

stiffly. When descending a hill

would it be the right thing to put the
lever in free engine position? 1

notice with accumulator ignition you
advise to switch off the spark, but
I presume the spark could not be
switehed off with a chain-driven
magneto.

—

Dubiotjs.

W, U. Partridge stopped on Dasbwooi Hill

iL the Quarterly Trial.

It seems certain that you have not

adopted our frequent advice to inject a

squirt of paraffin through the com-
pression tap before attempting to start

the engine on a cold day. It is almost
certain that it is not the gear working
stiffly at all, but the engine, owing to

congealed oil on the cylinder, piston

and rings. If the gear were so stiff

it would be out of order. The band
brake must be binding in neutral posi-

tion. When the high speed is in, the

whole gear should be locked solid, and
should revolve as an ordinary pulley,

so that there ought to be no increased

friction or resistance. You can put the
lever into the free engine position if you
like when descending a hill, or you may
switch of? the magneto. When engaging
the gear after coasting downhill,
always put in the high gear, and gradu-
ally. If the magneto is not fitted with
a switch, one can easily be put on. The
steel screw over the contact breaker is

merely connected by a low tension
wire to the terminal of the switch.
When the switch is in the usual "on"
position the magneto is short-circuited
and put out of action ; when moved
over it is ready to start

Side-slip, Lamps, and Chain Guard.

I have ordered a 3^ h.p.

Phelon and Moore motor bi-

cycle, magneto, fitted with
2iin. tyres. I have a dread of

side-slip, and should like to do
my best to provide against it. I

notice that some tyre makers do not
recommend steel-studded bands, say-
ing they are detrimental to the life

of the tyre, and not more efficient

against side-slip than their ribbed
tyre. Is there any other practical
device which I might employ? It is

a matter of some importance, as I
expect to ride in all weathers and
over all kinds of roads. (2.) What iif

the best lamp on the market? (3.)

Jlessrs. Phelon and Moore do not fit

a chain guard to the driving chain of
their motor bicycle. Would it be
possible to have one fitted elsewhere?
Judging from experience with a push
bicycle I should think a chain guard
most essential.—CM.W., Edinburgh.

(1.) If you do not care to fit steel-

studded treads you might try one of the
rubber studded covers, which, from all

accounts, are effective against side-slip.

(2.) If you send us a numbered list we
will place them in order of merit. (3.)

A guard is less wanted on the rear
driving chain, but we quite agree with
you that one would be advantageous,
and it would be quite a simple matter
to have one fitted on after the machine
has been delivered to you. It would
prolong the life of the chain by keep-
ing it clean. Any good ihotor cycle
mechanic should be able to do this.

Weak Compression causing Loss ot Power.

I have a 3-^ h.p. Brown
which is very reliable and fast,

but the best compression I can
get is my weight (11^ stones)
for about three or four seconds

on the pedal. I have now done about
1,700 miles, and got the machine
new. I have ground valves several
times, but compression has been like
this from the start. Power on hills

is not what it should be. Kindly let

me know if it is a low compression
engine, or if there is something
wrong?—Dr. P.M.M.

A low compression engine, provided
the fit of the rings, valves, etc., is per-
fect, should hold a weight practically
as long as a high compression engine.
The difference between low compres-
sion and high compression is simply a
variation in the cubical capacity of the
combustion chamber, and whether the
gas or air is compressed into a smaller
or larger space would not materially
affect the time for the gases to escape.
We should advise you to take the
cylinder off and examine the piston
rings, and see if these are badly worn.
Also examine the seatings of the valve
caps where they are screwed into the
head, and sparking plug. If all these
are in order and valves are perfectly

ground in, poor compression can only
be caused by a badly fitting cylinder or

a minute blow hole which it is difficult

to trace until engine becomes hot. Test
for leakage of compression at joints by
spreading lubricating oil over them, and
notice whether tiny bubbles appear
when you stand on the pedal against
'ompTesBioan.
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An Electrically=driven Postal Tricar.

As mentioned in a leading article in The Motor

Cycle of January 8th, the Berlin postal

authorities have been testing the practical

qualities of tricars, and among the vehicles

on trial are some electrically driven tricars from the

works of Siemens and Schuckert. Our Berlin corre-

spondent has sent us an illustration and particulars

of this most interesting machine, which we have

pleasure in presenting to our

readers. The transmission is by

means of a gear, power being trans-

mitted to the rear wheel from an

electric motor placed beneath the

diagonal frame, the current being

supplied by a secondary battery

fitted under the box in which the

mails are carried. The approxi-

mate dimensions are as follow:

Length of wheelbase, 4ft. 7in.

;

overall length, 6ft. iiin. ; dia-

meter of wheels, 29 ^in.; wheel

track, 37j^Ln. ; overall width, 3ft.

gin. The weight of useful load

carried works out at i cwt. 53 lbs.,

with a top speed of about eleven

miles an hour. One charge
suffices for a run of forty miles

—

enough for postal service, as the

s'ehicles are only used for collect-

ing letters within a limited area or

for conveying mail bags from
district offices to railway stations

or the central office. The mail box measures 2ft. gin.

in length, ift. loin. in breadth, and igm. in height.

Excluding mails and driver, the weight of the vehicle

IS approximately 6 cwt., the accumulators weighing
.ibout 2 % cwt.

The underframe is of channel steel, and carries at

rhe back a steel tubular framework of the usual cycle

i)attem for supporting saddle and handle-bars. Leaf
-prings are interposed between frame and front axle,

ind similar springs absorb the shocks on rear wheel.

This arrangement of springing insulates the battery,

fhe frame, and the motor. It will also be noticed that

rhe motor is connected with the rear axle by a fork-

-hap^d truss. Both front and rear wheels run on
hall bearings.

A double band brake is fitted to the rear hub,

ictuated by pedals situated each side of the rear

wheel, and by utilising the pedals as steps the driver

can dismount from either side. The accumulator

battery consists of twenty vulcanite cells, each with

three positive and four negative plates, and has a

capacity of 80 ampere hours on a discharge of 16

amperes and a mean discharging tension of 38.5 volts.

Its case is so hung that it can be drawn out in front

without there being any necessity to remove the mail

A Berlin Post Ofllce Electric Tricar, whloh is deserilied in the aocompanylDg article.

box. The motor is a main current motor wound tor

a tension of 40 volts, which with a consumption of

ijj4 amperes and 1,675 revolutions per minute gives

3-4 h.p. The power is transmitted to the rear

wheel by pairs of spur and bevel wheels, the gear
j

ratio enabling the vehicle to travel on the level at
i

a normal speed of about eleven miles an hour. The
i

lever controlling the motor is at the driver's left hand,

!

and can be used for braking purposes in case of
j

necessity. A resistance is fitted which prevents too much
j

current reaching the motor before the tricar gets under

way ; it likewise saves the battery from damage through

current shocks of too strong a character. To prevent

unauthorised persons starting the machine the con-

trolling lever can be removed. There is a plug con-

tact connecting the control with the battery, so that

the changing over of batteries is quickly done.

Messrs. W. and R. Jacobs, 39c, King William Street,

B.C., are now selling an excellent little electric lamp
I'or motor cycles. This lamp is small and well made,
Lnd contains an eight-volt Osram bulb, which gives an

•xcellent light. The only trouble with which the motor

•yclist has to contend is the carriage of the necessary

iccumulators, and this has been overcome by fitting up
rwo moderate- sized four-volt batteries, coupled up in

series, in a neat leather case, which can be easily

•trapped to any convenient portion of the frarrie. The
Ljreat advantages of an electric headlight are its cleanli-

ness and the fact that it can be switched on without

fhere being any necessity to dismount. Thes" lamp'
• rp al.9o supplif'H ac sirlf'light= for trirar'

The Service Motor Co., 232, Holborn, E.C., seem!

quite satisfied as regards the motor cycling prospects

for 1908. They have booked a large number of orders

for Phelon and Moore motor bicycles, and can only

take orders for delivery of one more of these machine.'-
* before Easter. This certainly looks hopeful for the

year's business. The Service Company are also agentf

for both the Montgomery flexible and the Mills and

Fulford castor wheel sidecars, and they have trial

attachments of both types, so that customers may test

personally both forms of sidecars, and thus make their

own choice. This is a satisfactory means of settling

a problem which the correspondents of Th^ Mat^n'

flyrlf havp qi vpt heert iinahlp t-n solvp
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Have you ever

thought much

about the - -— WBTHl LBVI ©ACKC ^XLl ?

There are Points in tlie RGG worth thinlcing about

The ROC Hand-Starting:.

The ROC Patent Live Back Axle.

The ROC Patent Clutch.

The ROC Speed Gear. 1

The ROC Pedal Control.

The ROC Easy Low Seat.

The ROC Metal to Metal Brakes.

The ROC Long Wheelbase.
The ROC Duplex Frame and Rectangular Duplex Tanks

The ROC Style and Finish.

The ROC ]Balli Bearing lEngine.

ROC MILITARY MODEL,
MasnetOi Clutch, and Speed Gear,

45 guineas.

A. W. WALL, Ltd., ROG Motor Cycle WQrl(s, BiRIMINGHAM.
Telegrams— " ROC,; Bipmingham." (Corner Dartmouth Street.)

London Aarenls—THE SERVICE CO., 291, High Holborn. W.C.

"I want to replace a 3jh.p.
single-cylin'-ler with something
better for sidecar work. Would a
twin -'cyhnder give me all the

power to pull a sidecar (weight of

both riders under 20 stones) ?

Would you prefer to adopt the

twin ?
"

The best twin-

cylinder for

sidecar work is

undoubtedly the

6 h.p.

ANSWER.
" A twin-cylinder is highly ad-

visable for sidecar work. Pro-
vided you had a two-speed geai

fitted, a well made twm-cylinder
machine would be the best thing

you could buy.
—" The Motor Cycle," ag/i/'oS.

N.S.U.
Fitted with the N.S.U. Two-speed Gear.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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I..M.C.
Synonvme -For EFFICIENCY.
DESIGNED by Mr. W. J. Lloyd (late Director ot the Quadrant Cycle Co., Ltd.),

Designer of the " ORIGINAL QUADRANT " ENGINES (Birmingham make).

The L.M C. bristles with genuine Improvements.
Write for Leaflet " CONVINCING CRITICISMS," post free.

EASY STARTING and CONTROL, POWERFUL and SPEEDY.

Illustrated Price List, post free.

L.M.C. PARTS and FITTINGS for " QUADRANT " ENGINES.

PROMPT DESPATCH. NEW LIST READY. POST FREE.

The L-M.C. 3i h.D.

AGENCIES :

BRISTOL and DISTRICT : C. A. HUNTER, 45, Park Street.

CARDIFF and DISTRICT : R. BEVAN, 31, Castle Street.

THE LLOYD MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO.,

132, Monument Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams: "Obliging."

For 1908 the leading makers are adopting

DAVISON PETROL AND OIL GAUGES.
You need not wait, however. They can be fitted to your existing machine quite easily.

Send for List of

Davison

Specialities-

All "a little better."

High Class Tanks

of any design

supplied promptly.

A. C. DAVISON, 12a, Pleasant Row, Hig^h Street, Camden Town, LONDON, N.

..^f-^^.

L.INCOI-N ELK Lig^htweig^ht, 3 h.p.

£19-10-0!
SPLENDID HILL OLIMBER.

Will go at 40 miles an hour.

THE MOST MARVELLOUS VALUE
EVER OFFERED IN MOTORS.

Palmer Tyres, for 26 inch wheels;

Brown and Barlow Carburetter;

Bassee-MichelTrerabler Coil; Bluemel's

20 amp. hour accumulator ; Stanley-

Dermatine Belt ; and other high-

grade fittings.

KIRBY & EDWARDS,
BROADGATE, LINCOLN.

Send for catalogue. Telephone 2yS.

BICYCLES In the Making
and

on the Road/
B C.WHEELER, Mem. Inst. Aut. Eng. ; Cycle Expert, G. P.O.

Specially written to assist novices in the pastime of cycling. Cloth, bound, well illustrated.

1/- nett. Post free, 1/3.

Specially useful to Agents

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.G.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention
'

' The Motor Cycle.
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Miss Hind's Success,

Miss Muriel Hind's performance in

the recent Quarterly Trials has been the
subject of much comment in motor
cycimg circles. Even hardened riders did
not feel at all comfortable on the
atrocious roads on the 25th ult. , but
the intrepid lady rider stuck gamely to

her task, and capped all by making
fastest time on both test hills. The
5 h.p. Rex she rode was a new machine
only delivered the week previously, and
is fitted with a Roc free engine clutch.

Low Frames Desirable.

Nothing was more clearly demon-
strated to the competitors in the last

' Quarterly Trial than the desirability of

a machine with a very low frame enab-
ling the rider to reach the ground easily

when seated in the saddle. The posi-

tion gives much additional confidence
to the rider when riding over
treacherous surfaces. Handle-bar con-
trol was also found to be one of the

;
greatest boons imaginable.

/A Score (or Lightweights.

The riders of the lightweight motor
bicycles were obviously the least con-
cerned as regards the inches of mud
that prevailed on the 25th ult., and
were not lagging behind at the lunch
iinterval as on some previous occasions,
illad the weather been more favourable
:;ind the roads dry, riders of the more
ifiowerful machines would have been in
It heir element.

Kon-sklds.

We have lately used a rubber-studded
non-skid tyre with much success. The
non-skid is on the rear wheel only, and
we find that the steadiness it provides
makes the slipping of the front wheel
more apparent. For really greasy
roads it is necessary to have two non-
skid tyres on a powerful machine. We
shall have more to say regarding
rubber-studded non-skid tyres after a
prolonged test.

A Fine Little Honnt

We have at present on trial a 2 h.p.

Moto-Eeve lightweight which the
English agents have been good enough
to place at our disposal. This alone is

a proof of the confidence they have in

the mount, and after a hundred miles
run we can assure our readers the Moto-
Reve has not betrayed it.

' GUmblng HIUs with the Brake on.

In our report of the A.C.U. Quarterly
Trial it might appear at first sight that
the 3i h.p. L.M.C. motor bicycle did

not acquit itself so creditably as would
be expected. Unfortunately for the

rider, H. Newey, something was picked
up with the mud almost at the com-
mencement of the journey, which forced

the shoe of the belt rira brake out of

position, so that practically the whole
of the 125 miles was covered with the

brake partly oti. This machine was
fitted wit.h Rogers's new detachable
inner tubes.

Using Fixed Sidecar without a Passenger.

In the recent Quarterly Trial Mr. A.
W. Browne used a rigid sidecar with
his 6 h.p. Lurquin-Coudert motor
bicycle, but carried no passenger. He
did this to prove that a sidecar can be
ridden with perfect safety minus a

passenger. Although Mr. Browne
stopped on five hills it was entirely

owing to the high gear and exceedingly
heavy roads, and beyond shortening the
belt once, he paid no attention to the
machine whatever. He was a few
minutes late in arriving back at Ux-
bridge, hence the reason for his per-

formances not being mentioned last

week.

Tyres should be Examined.

We are informed that the cause of

the rider of the Fairy motor bicycle not
completing the course in the Quarterly
Triai on the 25th ult.., was due to the
fact that the driver experienced a burst
tyre at Bicester. He was thrown from
his machine and slightly injured. Up
to the time of the accident he had made
a non-stop run.

A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

Members are reminded that the
annual dinner of the Auto Cycle Union
will take place at the Hotel Cecil on
Saturday week, February 15th, at 6.30
p.m. for 7 o'clock. Tickets, 7s. 6d.
each, should be applied for without
delay. A splendid musical programme
is being arranged.

The Dangerous Dog.

A Swanley cyclist was sncceesful in

a county court action last week, claim-
ing £2 10s. damages for personal in-

juries brought about by a savage dog.
Whilst riding through Orpington he
was chased some distance by the dog,
and in trying to ward off its attentions
he was brought off the machine, there-
by breaking his thumb. Judgment for
the amount claimed plus costs were
given, and in future no doubt it will
be seen that the animal is under proper
control.

Ainilatlon to the Governing Body.

The secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union has circularised club secretaries

to the effect that the Union has given

notice to terminate its agreement with
the Motor Union, and will continue the

existing relations with the R.A.C.
Subject to the consent of the Council,

the affiliation fee will be reduced from
2s. 6d. to 2s. per head.

Speed Limit Enquiry at Colsterwortb.

An inquiry was heard at Grantham
on Tuesday of last week respecting a

speed limit application for Colsterworth.

the village mid-way between Stamford
and Grantham, oh the Great North
Road. Mr. C. Nelson, the solicitor to

the Lincolnshire M.C.C., and Mr.
Wilkinson, hon. secretary, with Mr.
Mettham, represented that club, who
were acting for the A.C.U., Mr. W.
Eees Jeffreys, secretary of the Motor
Union, representing the M.U., the

R.A.C, and motor cycling interests.

The road in question is a narrow one
of about 900 yards, and a short hill is

included. It was agreed between the

opposition and the petitioners that if

the hill was left out, and the part

where the houses are was left, there

could be no objection to a compulsory
low pace for the remaining 700 yards.

This will probably be agreed to. We
welcome the evidence that the A.C.U.
is at last taking t>.o control of the
pastime into its own hands.

Afllllatlon of Motor Cyclists.

Rumours have reached us that there

is a new scheme for motor cyclists in

process of formation, but we are at

present bound to secrecy as to the

names of the organisers and their inten-

tions. We have no doubt, however, that
'

full details of the scheme will before

very long be public property, and, this

being the case, it is rather regrettable

that the Auto Cycle Union does not see

its way to publish details of its new
scheme, which are, we understand, all

settled and only awaiting the ratifica-

tion of the R.A.C. committee. In any
case, a rival organisation coming at this

time, when the A.C.U. has set its house
in order, would probably cause neither

organisation to be successful, and our
advice to motor cycling clubs is to

accept the A.C.U. scheme, whatever it

may be, elect representatives on the
council, and then, if there are any
grievances remaining, to bring them
forward at the council meeting, when
we have no doubt they will receive care-

I ful consideration.
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.>pen Hlll-oUmbing CompatlHoiU.

The Auto Cycle Union has now
mnounced that it is willing to grant
^notor cycle clubs permits for open hill-

olimbs under certain circumstances,
each case to be considered on its

merits, and subject to the approval of

the committee.

L«ndon to Edlnbuigb and Baok TilaL

In the next M.C.C. London to

Edinburgh run and back motor cyclists

will most probably compete for a cup,

other than the Schulte cup, wliich

latter will in future be for competition
aiEong car drivers only. The reason
and necessity for this alteration is ex-

plained in the report of the Motor
Cycling Club's annual general meeting
published on page 98.

:iandleapping by Time.

Some time since it was suggested in

The Motor Cycle that, instead of the
isual formula used for hill-climb- ,^__
mg competitions, the handicap
should be reckoned on the follow-

ing lines. The idea was that the
motor cycles should first ascend
the hill in classes, all starting

from scratch, the fastest machine
to be the winner. Then to en-

courage the slower machines a
handicap should be framed upon
the times in the scratch race.

That is to say, the fastest

motor cycle would be on scratch,

and all the others would be given
as many seconds start from
scratch as they were slower in

the scratch race. To prevent
"roping," if a competitor im-
proved upon his scratch time by
more than an experimentally
predetermined number of seconds
his fastest time would not count
as far as the handicap race was
concerned. As an example, if in

the scratch race A made the
fastest time and B was 10 seconds
slower, B would receive 10
seconds start from A. But if A
only made the same time as in

the scratch race, and B improved
on his scratch time by 4|s., he
would have beaten A by 4|s. In the

current issue of The Autocar is an
account of some speed trials on the

Madras marina on January 1st, in

which the above suggestion was adopted
for a fiat race for motor cars, and it

gave perfect satisfaction.

The Motor Union.

On Wednesday last, at the monthly
meeting of the Itotor Union, Mr. Joyn-

son-IIicks was unanimously elected

chairman of the M.U. The Duke of

Newcastle, the Duke of Rutland, and
Mr. J. F. L. Brunner, M.P., were
elected additional vice-presidents.

Two Long DI>tane« Rides.

310 miles in an ordinary day's run

on a motor bicycle have even been

eclipsed. Two years ago T 495 says he

easily beat Mr. Clarke's recent run.

Leaving Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire,

at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, he reached Sun-

derland (a distance of about 420 miles)

,a few minutes before 5 p.m. the next

day, after riding all night. He had no

engine troubles of any kind. T 495's

destination was South Shields, but he

did not reach there until 1 a.m. the

next day owing to picking up five large

pieces of iron in the back tyre. He
adds he was rather tired when he got

tiome. We can quite believe it.

S25i Miles In One Day.

Mr. Alfred N. Wood writes that on
July 14th last he left Bedford at 3.45

a.m. on a 3j h.p. magneto Triumph,
and reached his home 162 miles away,
and twenty miles North-west of Hull
at 10.15 a.m. Commencing the return
journey at 2.23 p.m., he arrived back at

10.5 p.m. Mr. Wood was obliged to stop

twice in the la&t thirty miles to blow
up the front tyre. He used but two
gallons six pints of petrol—even less

than he used with his previous 3 h.p.

Triumph. He assures us he felt no dis-

comfort either during or after this

very long day's ride, which speaks well

for the comfort of the modern motor
bicycle.
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FUTURE EVENTS.— :o:

—

Feb. 7—Auto Cycle Union. " Motor Cycle
Tyres and Accessories," by H. Gillard

Cove.

,
. 1 3—Cardiff Motor Club Annual Dinner.

,, 15—A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner, Hotel
Cecil, Strand, 6-30 p.m.

,, 15—A.C.U. Council Meeting.

,, 1 3—Motor Cycling Club Bohemian
Concert.

,, 21-29—Manchester Motor Car Show,
Belle Vue. Manchester.

Mar. 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show,
Agricultural Hall.

April 1 3-20—Brooklands Motor Races
(Easter Meeting).

,, 23-28—Auto Cycle Club de France
Reliability Trials for Motor Cycles and
Voiturettes. Total distance nearly 1,000

miles.

,, A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

May 9—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb at

Haslemere.
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Tricar lor Fire Brigade.

As recently mentioned in these

columns, the Beckenham Urban

Council has decided to purchase a tri-

car for "first aid" purposes at fires.

At its last meeting an amended design

of machine submitted by the Chairman

of the Fire Brigade Committee was

approved of, and the council agreed to

purchase the tricar fitted with Dunlop

tyres for £95 2s.

The French A.A.

An association has been formed in

Paris similar to the A.A. Its agents

will warn members when they are ex-

ceeding the speed limit, and generally

carry out the same ofEces as the A.A.

agents perform in England. The name

of the association is the Association

Generale Automobile. The agents are

provided with a staff in the forni of a

fan which can be unfolded to display

one or all of the following words :

Ralentir (slow down), fum^e (exhaust

smoking), lanterne (rear light extin-

guished). They claim to be acting m
concert with the police.

The Buyers' Guide Next Weels,

Next week will be published
_
Tht

Motor Cycle Buyers' Guide. It will be

even more complete than the guide

published in 1906, and there will be a

larger number of machines included.

Prospective purchasers of motor cycles

will merely have to refer to the very

full particulars in this guide to enable

them to make a decision, and if

machines are ordered without delay in

many cases delivery can be obtained

before Easter.

Quarterly Trial Awards.

The A.C.U. has decided to award
non-stop certificates to W. G.

McMinnies and J. Marshall, who both

rode 3i h.p. Triumph motor bicycles in

the Quarterly Trial from Uxbridge to

Banbury and back on the 25th uTt.

Turin Motor Cycle Race.

The race organised in connection

with the Turin Exhibition was
held on the 26th ult. in a dense

fog, so the climatic conditions

under which the Auto Cycle

Union Trial was held had spread

themselves over the greater part

of Europe. The circuit was
thirty-five kilometres, and in the

case of the motor cycles had to

be covered twice, or a total dis-

tance of about 43i miles. In the

lightweight class there were

three Motosacoches and one

Moto-Reve. In the Half Litre

class one Moto-Reve and one

Peugeot. The three Motosacoche
machines all completed the dis-

tance, the winner occupying 2h.

31m. The Moto-Reve was not

placed. In the Half Litre class

the Peugeot won in 2h. 17m..

and the Moto-Reve was again

unplaced.

Lightweight Motor Cycles gaining Favour.

We understand Sir William
Egerton, Governor of Lagos,

West Africa, has just placed an

order with Messrs. H. and A.

Dufaux (England), Ltd., of 65,

Holborn Viaduct, E.G., for three

Motosacoche motor bicycles. This is a

repeat order for his staff, as he is so

delighted with the machine he already

has. Following the example of the

Governor, Lieut. -Col. Moorhouse and
Major H. Trenchard, both of the

Southern Nigeria Regiment, have also

placed orders for these smart and reli-

able little movers for use in the

Colony.

t In 70 Motor Cyclists.

The village of Lamberhurst, Kent,

boasts eight motor cyclists out of a

total population of 1,700, and a photo-

graph of a group of the riders was pub-

lished on page 83 last week. A
Market Deeping (South Lincolnshire)

motorist, Mr. P. J. Bright, writes that

Market Deeping can boast of fourteen

motor cyclists and five autocarists

among a population of less than 1,000,

and that this could be improved upon

if the adjoining parish of St. James
Deeping was included, a boundary

stone only separating the two villages.

Can any villager improve upon thi«

record?
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CLUB NEWS.
The Motor Cycling Club.

On Tuesday, February 18th, the Motor Cycling Club will

liold a smoking concert at the Tudor Hotel, Oxford Street, at

which ladies will be specially welcome. Dr. Moss Blundell
will be pleased to hear from any members who are willing to

take part in the performance.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The committee of this club has decided to organise a

smoking concert and presentation of prizes, which will be
held in the Lansdowne Restaurant, 183, Hope Street, Glas-

gow, on Tliursday, the 13th inst., at 7.30 p.m. Motor
cyclists in Glasgow and district will be welcome, and may
obtain tickets (price Is. each) on making application to the

Hon. sec, J. S. Fulton, 131, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The first committee meeting was held on the 1st. inst., when
it was decided to fix headquarters at The Golden Cross,

Bromsgrove. A draft of rules was drawn up to put before

members at the next general meeting. It was decided to

ask Mr. H. J. Heaven to become a second vice-captain.

A general meeting will be held at headquarters on February
15th, chair to be taken at 7 p.m.

A Club for North Islington.

At a meeting held at 623, Holloway Road, on the 28th
lilt., it was decided to form a motor club in connection with
the North Islington Conservative and Unionist A.ssociation,

under the title of the North Islington Conservative and
Unionist Motor Club, the offices to be at 623, Holloway Road,
Messrs. P. MulhoUand, A. E. Jennings, and H. E. Davison
being elected chairman, vice-chairman, and hon. .secretary

respectively {pro tern.), and a pro™ional committee appointed
to draw up a scheme to be placed before a future meeting.
Any motor cyclists wishing to join should apply to Mr.

H. E. Davison, 623, Holloway Road.

Newcastle M.C.

" Motor Cycling as a Sport and Recreation " was the subject
of an interesting lecture delivered on Friday night in ' the
Lovaine Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne, to a large audience of

members of the Newcastle Motor Club and their friends, in-

cluding a big muster of the Newcastle and District Motor
Cycle Club members.
Leaving out the technical side of the subject, Mr. Dunn

dealt with it in a more interesting way, briefly describing and
illustrating the earliest machines, commenting upon the
ridiculous Acts of Parliament in the early days of the motor
vehicle, and stated that it was not until the year 1896 that
emancipation fell to the lot of motorists.
Some interesting examples were given of the high pitch of

reliability to which the motor cycle has been brought.
The lecture was illustrated with about 135 limelight views

of various motor cycling events, including pictures of
the London to Edinburgh Run, the A.C.C. six days' trials,

and the Tourist Trophy Races in the Isle of Man.
Mr. Arthur J. Lucas, president of the Newcastle Motor

Club, occupied the chair.

Newcastle an4 District M.C.C.

The second annual dinner was held in the Continental
Restaurant, Grainger Street, Newcastle. Mr. John H, Hall
(chairman of the Sheffield M.C.C.) presided, and the vice-chair
was filled by Mr. Ernest Hawkins (chairman of the Newcastle
and District M.C.C.)
Mr. E. L. Bates proposed " Motor Organisation and Kindred

Clubs," and referred to the agitation now in progress for
reforming legislation governing motor cycling. He protested
against the heavy tax imposed on motor cycles, the amount
each individual had to pay, he said, being out of all proportion
to the sums charged on motor cars. The police, he thought,
showed an overweening zeal in controlling motorists on the
highways, and advocated strenuous measures to assert their

"?nu^
for a fair and reasonable use of the roads. (Hear, hear.)

The Chairman, in reaponding, congratulated this Newcastle
club upon the strength of its membership, and its enter-
prise in advancing the interests of motorists generally.
Motorists, he said, had received no advantage whatever from
Imperial legislation. The tax they had to pay was a great
'njustice, and the only way to have it modified, as well as to
'ffect other reforms, was to thoroughly organise themselves
" as to force the hands of both the Imperial and local

authorities. Subsequently the Chairman made a leiigtliy state-

ment regarding the proposed scheme, under which it wa>
sugge,sted the new Auto Cycle Union should look after the
welfare of motor cyclists, and appealed to them to staunchly
support the reform movement.

Other toasts followed, and Mr. S. W. Carty, the secretary,

announced that the N.S.U. Motor Co. had promised either a

cup or shield for competition amongst the members of the
club, the trophy to be won outright whenever a competitor
succeeded in winning it three times, not necessarily in, suc-

cession. (Applause.)
The Chairman presented the prizes to the successful com-

petitors in the various events decided during the past year.
During the evening a programme of songs and recitations

was contributed by Messrs. R. D. Jackson, J. Lynn, H.
Thompson, A. G. Ronaldson, S. W. Carty, and A. Brodie.
The committee propose holding a whist drive and dance on

the last Wednesday in February. Members are requested tc

let the hon. secretaiy know before February 7th the number
of tickets they are likely to need, so that all necessary arrange-
ments may be made. Members are requested to bring both
their lady and gentlemen friends.

Hartlepools and District M.C.C.

The annual meeting of the above club was held at the Grand
Hotel, West Hartlepool, on Wednesday last. The secretary
and treasurer's reports were read and passed, and satisfaction

was expressed on the state of the balance-sheet. The follow-

ing gentlemen were elected for 1908 : President, Mr. W
Ropner, J.P. ; vice-presidents. Dr. Wall, Mr. G. W. Sive-

wright, J.P., and Mr. C. E. Smith; chairman, Mr. H. ^1.

Corner ; treasurer, Mr. W. C. White ; secretary, Mr. W.
T.Walton, jun. Mr. A. E. Smart was elected captain, and
Mr. A. Atkinson and Mr. R. W. Alton sub-captains,
together with a committee of twelve.
During 1907 the club has organised several events in the

shape of hill-climbs, reliability runs, penalty runs, and slov\'

races. Medals have been presented to the club for this year'.-;

competitions by Dr. Wall, Mr. H. M. Corner, and Messrs. K.
Robinson and Co.

Any new members wishing to join the club should com-
municate with the secretary at once at 79, Grange Road, West
Hartlepool. The annual subscription is 5s.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

On Saturday there is to be a meeting of motor cyclists in

the Scunthorpe, Frodinghahi, and Kirton-Lindsey and Brigg
districts, for the purpose of forming a centre of the Lincoln-

shire M.C.C. for that district. Mr. W. J. Brooke, 2, Cliff

Gardens, Frodingham, Doncaster, has convened the meeting,
and has quite a large number of enthusiasts ready to join

the club. Mr. Wilkinson, the secretary of the club, is to

attend the meeting, which is to be held at three o'clock, at

the Blue Bell Hotel, Scunthorpe. It is believed a most suc-

cessful centre will be formed, and any motor cyclist in the
district will be heartily welcomed at the meeting.
On the following Saturday a meeting of riders in the

Grimsby district is to be held, at three o'clock, at the Ship
Hotel, Grimsby. The members of the Grimsby Centre will

hold their annual meeting, and the prizes won during the
year will be presented. It is hoped that if the whole of

the motor cyclists in and round Gnmsby turn up it will he
possible to materially strengthen the centre and the club.

Another fixture is the A.G.M. of the Grantham Centre, on
the 20th, when here again there will be efforts to strengthen
the centre and the club.

>-•••—^

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."

In the spring of every year the above book is carefully

revised and brought up to date. The preparation of the
twelfth edition is now in hand, and will be ready in a few
weeks' time. This year we intend to attempt to effect this

revision even more thoroughly than before by requesting our
readers to suggest means whereby the book may be still further
improved. Letters should be sent addressed to the Editor
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and envelopes
should be marked " Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them."
Criticisms may be sent up to February 11th, after which
date no further letters on the subject will be considered, as

the new edition will go to press immediately afterwards.
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CREEPING COVERS.

151. Sometimes after driving a

machine a little distance the unfortu-

nate owner will discover that tlie valve

shows signs of being dragged to one

side. There are two possible explana-

tions of this, one being that the rim

does not fit the tyre, the other that the

tyre has been driven soft, and when
soft subjected to driving strains. It

is very bad practice to drive with tyres

so soi't that cover will creep on the

rim, but if the rims are incorrect and

th5 tyres do not fit them, the only

course is to have the rims changed by

the makers of the machine. With very

powerful engines it is wiser to use two

security bolts in the rear tyre, and

iinder any circumstances care should be

taken to keep the locknut of valve

tight against the rim. This is more
easily done if a leather or rubber

washer be slipped between nut and

rim, but no tools should be used to

screw up the nut.

PRECAUTIONS WITH TYRES.

1S3. Always search for nails

and cuts at a stopping place. Never
allow grease and oil to get on the

covers, or water inside them. Wash
cuts out with water, and then dry

;

wash again with benzine or petrol ; fill

with any well-known tyre stopping, and
give it a day to dry. File down any pro-

jection, or par© off with a very sharp

knife.

REMOVING OLD PATCHES.
1S3. If Steel-studded leather

tread is used, it is wiser to have a patch

vulcanised on when a garage is reached,

as few hand-applied patches are proof

against the heat such treads generate.

In this case the old patch may be re-

moved by soaking its edges with petrol,

gradually working fresh petrol under it

when edges are raised, and finally peel-

ing it clean off.

PERISHED VALVE RUBBERS.
15-^. Moisten rubber in mouth,

or even with petrol, and warm it in

the hands while still damp. Spares

should always be carried, as a perished

rubber usually sticks in the valve tube.

DOUBLE PATCHING.
1S5. If machine is very heavy

and powerful, after an ordinary patch

has been applied, safeguard it by over-

laying a second and larger patch of very

thin rubber.

PATCHING ON THE INSIDE.

ISe. One advantage of detach-

able tubes of the continuous air current

pattern is that they may be patched on

their inner side, where the patch is safe

from friction, and is also held up in

position by air pressure. This inside

patching is easily done with a puncture

near the ends of tube, and if it is

almost central, the tube may be turned

inside out with any improvised

mandrel, such as a tyre pump barrel,

or even without a mandrel.

FRONT TYRE PUNCTURES.
a.5"7. Front tyre punctures are

fortunately exceedingly rare, their

{Continued from fuge 70.)

special abomination lying in the diffi-

culty of replacing the semi-inflated tube
with the weight of the machine resting

on the rim. If no front wheel stand
is fitted, a little search and labour can
usually provide a stone from an adjacent
wall, and when this is laid beneath the

crankcase, the front wheel is thoroughly
accessible. Failing this, the machine
may be slung to a gate with a piece of

cord attached to the front forks, so that
the front wheel clears the ground.

SECURITY BOLTS.

IS^. The motor cyclist is often
afraid of security bolts, but they are
well worth having on a. tricar, and also
on a fast bicycle. If a tyre bursts at

high speeds on a bicycle the beaded
edge may come out of the rim and jam
the wheel, but if security bolts are
fitted, it will remain in place till the
machine is stopped.

Security bolts are made too long for

motor cycle wheels ; l^in. stems are
ample, and longer bolts should be cut
down to this.

To remove bolts, deflate tyre, unscrew
wing nuts, push bolt up into cover,
and cover will come off rim as if no
bolts were fitted. Leave bolts in posi-

tion whilst attending to tube.

To replace, pull bolts well down into
rim, and lay tube over them carefully

without creases. Put a little air in

tyre and replace cover, pushing up
each bolt as it is reached, so that bead
of cover may be slipped under it. As
soon as the whole circumference of

bead is in rim press up each bolt in

turn ; if they press up easily, straightly,

and rebound when released, there is

no nipping.

HINGED MUDGUARDS.
159. A motor bicycle should

always have a hinged joint in the rear
mudguard, to permit of its being swung
back to give easy access to the rear
tyre.

FITTING NEW COVERS.
160. To fit a new cover is

sometimes an astonishingly difficult

task, especially with tyres exceeding
2^in. in section. If on front wheel of

tricar, get about twelve inches of

beaded edge into the rim, and then re-

move jack, leaving wheel with inserted
portion of cover at bottom. The
weight of the machine will then hold
this portion of cover in place, while
the rest is inserted. Bicycle tyres
rarely occasion any difficulty, but
should they do so the cover may be
threaded over axle, wheel replaced in

forks, and the above procedure
imitated. A set of full size car levers
may be kept for use at home, to supple-

ment the three pocket levers usually
carried on tour.

TUBES PUNCTURING FROM THE
INSIDE.

161. Causes are as follows :

1. Tube nipped between edges of

cover in fitting.

2. Tube run deflated, and so nip-

ping itself, though correctly fitted.

By
Road Rider.

3. Absence of rim tape and protec

tive flaps allows tube to chafe on spolsf

heads.

4. Tube made of very bad rubber.

5. Tube twisted in replacing.

6. Tube too Jhick, too long, or too

large for rim.

7. Cover a bad fit in rim ; cover j
then rolls and kneads inside circumfer-

ence of tube between its flaps. Such
rolling usually produces indentations on

inner circumference of tubs resembling

an empty pea pod.

Variable Gears for Motor

Bicycles.
GENERAL.

162. A variable gear is an un-

doubted necessity on any but a power-
ful motor bicycle handled by an expert.

The advantages are :

1. Ease of starting. Any motor
bicycle so fitted may be started at a

walk in its own length.

2. In traffic a slow speed is possible.

If stopped the machine may be paddled
off with the feet, no dismount being
needed.

3. Absolutely any hill may be
climbed under any circumstances.
Many of the trade riders fail on hills in

trials for temporary reasons, and there
is no amateur who has not frequently
failed.

4. In greasy weather steep hills may
be taken slowly instead of fast, as is^

inevitable with a single gear ; also r

machine skids less the lower it i:

geared, and dangerous patches of greasi

may be safely taken on a low gear

.

when a skid might occur on the high.

5. A rider may stop and restart o i

any hill without fatigue.

TYPES OF GEAR.

163. Variable gears are yet in

their infancy ; only one or two machine.'^

are sold complete with a variable gear

—

it usually adds a disproportionate sum
to the price, and is not always sound.

ADJUSTABLE PULLETS.
16-4. Adjustable pulleys provide

an admirable and inexpensive substitute
for variable gears in solo work—they
are practically useless for passenger
work. The best variable pulley is that
which has fewest parts, and is quickest
adjusted to a new ratio.

JTJ " The Autocar," which is pub-
j| lished under the same pre-

prietorship as " The Motor Cycle,"
is to the automobilist What this

journal is to the motor cyclist.

Any reader of " The Motor Cycle "

who is also considering the pur-

chase of a car should make a point

of obtaining "The Autocar "—the
leading motor Journal. Price 3d.
Issued Weekly, jt J)t jt jn..
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A VIENNESE LADY MOTOR CYCLIST,

loy

(1.) A practice spin.

(3.) On a 1 in 4 gradient.

(5.) Can manage it quite easily now.

(2.) Starting lor a ride.

(4.) Bough and loose ground.

(6.) Going home. Good-bye!
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Letters to the Editor

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should le addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Xudor Stteot, E.C., and should he aecompanied hy the writer's lull name and address.

The A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

[3090.]—There is a slight, but to me important, inaccuracy

in the report of the Quarterly Trials in your last issue. At
the ascent of Dashwood I am said to have " stopped near the

top but restarted." As a matter of fact, I made a non-stop

run to Banbury and back as far as Gore Hill, where a partially

frozen carburetter brought me to a complete standstill for a

moment. Owing to the damp atmosphere and the perfectly

awful state of the roads, no test could have been more severe

or demonstrated more emphatically the practical usefulness of

a sidecar attachment. I wish to add, as matter of general in-

terest, that my passenger weighed twelve stones.

(Rev.) E. W. HASWELL.

Non-skidding Tyres.

[3091.]—With reference to the correspondence in your

paper re rubber and steel studded tyres, I should be very

much surprised to hear and disinclined to believe that one

of the former would outlive three, two, or even one of

Brooks's studded tyres under similar conditions.

I have just had a 26 by 2i Brooks fitted to my back wheel.

The studs are much harder than any others I have seen, and

I shall be surprised if they wear quickly. I am, at all events,

immune from cuts and punctures in my back wheel, which

would not be the case with a rubber studded or plam rubber

pover C. A. CROW.

Illumination of Sidecars.

[3092.]—I should like, with your permission, to call atten-

tion to a necessity which seems to have escaped the notice

of some users of the sidecar.

I refer to the illumination of the latter. Motor cycling

into town after dark a few days back, I was about to over-

take a vehicle, at the same time making allowance for a

single light coming towards me (I suspected that of a motor

bicycle), when, almost too late, I recognised that it had a

sidecar attached. The sidecar being dark in colour, and behind

the rays of the motor bicycle headlight, was not discernible

until within close range.

I therefore suggest that all sidecarists should take the pre-

caution of attaching a lamp to the car as well as to the motor
bicycle. ARCHIBALD J. SPROSTON.

The A.C.C. Meeting.

[3093.]—I am again compelled to reply to Mr. Straker,

and point out further inaccuracies in his letter in last week's

issue of The Motor Cycle.

He compains that I have never answered a letter (challenge,

he calls it) in the R.A.C. Journal of November 4th. I will

point out that there was no B.A.C. Journal published on the

4th, but on the 7th there is a letter published over his name,

and to this I replied, and if Mr. Straker will kindly turn up

page 547 of the B.A.C. Journal for November 14th he will

see it in cold type.

I might let my letter end here, Mr. Editor, but if I do

Mr. Straker will have another .shot at me, and I one at him,

because I am aware of another letter written by Mr. Straker,

and which appeared in the R.A.C. Journal on November
21st. This is, no doubt, the one your correspondent refers

to. I sent a reply to the Editor of that journal, expecting it

to be inserted in the issue of November 28th, but instead is

a short statement by the Editor that he is unable to insert

further letters re organisation of motor cyclists. Thus, Mj
Straker is not only wrong with his dates, but also with hi

facts.

I would point out to JNIr. Straker that whatever corrS

spondence has appeared in other journals it has nothing •

do with the matter in The Motor Cycle, and is no excuse t

avoiding my challenge. Let him prove himself a man, ar

substantiate what he said, if he can, or withdraw the stat

ments. If he decides to do neither, I suggest that he "f
ever hold his peace," as they say on some occasions

certain interesting ceremonies. JNO. H. HALL.

Side-slip.

[3094.]—Seeing some correspondence lately about t

effect of "board-hard" or partially deflated tyres on sit

slip, I made the following experiment. The machine us

was a 5 h.p. Twin Rex. On the back wheel was a pi;

cover from which all the raised tread had been worn aw;

I chose a morning after a heavy white frost, which h

thawed under a hot sun, forming, in my opinion, the wo
form of grease. First, I pumped - the back tyre absolute

hard, and rode on an ordinary macadam road, turning a

swerving quickly. There was practically no sign of sk

ding, except gettting up a steep camber. Then I deflal

the tyre till visibly depressed by my weight. This time

had several skids, and, indeed, came off. Next I took 1

machine to the stone setts on which the tramlines are la

Here I found the soft tyre did not slip, but when pumj
very hard the back wheel played all sorts of tricks with r

If you think this would lead others to give us their opiiiic

I should be very glad to see the matter discussed. Ne'

less to say, I read The Motor Cycle every week. I may i

the machine is very steady on wet roads.

C. BOOTH JONES

Does an Air-cooled Engine Overheat?

[3095.]—I notice Mr Walford has returned to the ov

heating subject, and concludes his arguments by asking tb
who believe overheating to be a fact to say " what actua

occurs inside the engine when the engine overheats, and wl

the effect is on the engine to cause it to stop."

In my opinion three things happen ;

1. Attenuation of the charge through contact^ with

overheated cylinder walls, combustion head, and piston.

2. Deterioration of the lubricating oil under the gt'

heat.

3. Pre-ignition

Mr. Walford dismisses the first reason as being of no

count, but I contend that the more heat retained in the cyl

der when the fresh charge enters the more will the gas

expanded, and loss of power must result. The second rea;

is, I think, obvious to all, and can be remedied by lubricat:

more freely. The third reason is a result of the first, a

occurs in this way : As is generally known, the compress

used on modern motor cycles is as high as experience 1

proved to be advisable, and the limit—about 90 lbs.
]

squar? inch, I believe—cannot be exceeded without render

the motor liable to become self-firing, the heat generated

the action of compressing, together with the heat retail i

from previous explosions, being sufficient to fire the charge

If this be borne in mind it will be apparent tl

excessive heat must interfere with the workin;; of the engi

As an overheated engine tries to climb a stiff hill the povi

falls off (reason 1), the speed drops, and then pre-ignition si
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m, anJ no matter how much the spark be retarded the engine
will knock itself to a standstill. Putting a,side worn bearings
and carbon deposit, can Mr. Walford explain how any engine
can possibly knock unless the ignition, for some reason, is

occurring too soon? Real overheating, as I have experienced
it, is generally accompanied by a loud clanging at slow speeds
which no adjustment of throttle or spark will stop.

Mr, Walford's oil theory with regard to a certain machine
on a hill is rather thin. If descending the hill witti the exhaust
valve lifted did enable the cylinder to become well oiled,

by the time the steep portion was reached on the second
attempt it is pretty certain the condition of the cylinder with
regard to the oil was the same, if not worse than before. The
only difference, I believe, was that the engine was cool.
Mr. Walford has compared the motor cycle engine with

that on a car. Can he tell us how far a car would continue to
run if the water circulation was flopped, or explain why the
throttle on a car can be opened with impunity '! Is Mr.
Walford prepared to support his arguments by driving an air
cooled motor cycle engine for fifty miles on full throttle?
Another point is that, under whatever category you place

"retention of exhaust gases," it remains a 'act that a
throttled exhaust soon makes an engine very hot.
In conclusion, experts when competing in a hill climb do

not run the engine on the stand to make it hot. Their idea
is to thin the oil and supply sufficient warmth to vaporise
the petrol and so obtain an easy start.

A. W. BROWNE.

[3095.]—I read with much interest Mr. Walford's /t^y
on the "Overheating of Air-cooled Engines." \ J

I think my case in some ways (at any rate respecting my
1907 mount, a 3^ h.p. Rex) coincides with that of Mr. Powell
with his 3 h.p. Raleigh-Fafnir, though my machine had no
two-speed gear.

On two occasions last April I made non-stop runs from
London to Bournemouth, and in each case I was pressed for

\7

i-p-O. Quarterly Trial. Gordon L. Fletcher (2 h.p. ffioto-Reve) hearing
UUp. Three other competitors oan^lust hoidiscerned emerging from the log.

ume, consequently I ran "all out" for at least two-thirds
of the distance ; that is to say with all the air I could givp
it, and throttle well open.
The second run was made at night, and I noticed or

several occasions the region in the neighbourhood of the
exhaust valve cap wais at a "dull red" heat, though at no
tune did the engine exhibit any signs of overheating, nor
did it fail me on any hill. Naturally, I kept the engine
well supplied with oil, giving it a charge every seven or
eight miles. The machine had a 5^ to 1 gear, and last
summer I rode it all over Cornwall, where, as I daresay you
mow, hills are, on the average (to put it mildly), fierce. I
^ft*ii had thp «n({ino in the " pinlr " mnditaon. hut tisvpt

experienced pre-ignition, or any loss of power on hills owing
directly to this condition. Mr. Powell, of course, used a 10
to 1 gear on Birdlip, in which case the results I obtained
would be more marked owing to the extra power developed
at the high engine speed.

I am convinced, however, that an engine of 3^ h.p. in

perfect condition, with a gear of, say. 5^ to 1, will

not lose power on an average hill from overheating,
unless by faulty driving the speed should be allowed to fall

below a certain critical value, in which case, owing to the
tardy working of the piston and the consequent sluggishness
of the suction stroke, the charge becomes pre-ignited as a

result of this "pink" condition.

Though by no means contending that overheating is a

fact, I would suggest that the ultimate failure of a single

geared motor cycle on a stiff hill is due solely to the falling

off in power of the engine owing to the slackened speed, this

giving rise to pre-ignition as before stated.

]Mr. Walford's second question, "What the effect is on the

engine to cause it to stop," scarcely needs explanation, the

effect of pre-ignition being obvious.

On his third point I can make no coniment, as I have not
as yet heard any evidence that Tourist Trophy machines were
not troubled with this so-called "overheating."

HAROLD B. T. CHILDS.

Lightweight Motor Bicycles.

[3097.]—R-eferring to " Ixion's " article in The. Motor
Cycle of January 15th, he says : "Again, with battery igni-

tion, one could never feel comfortable on tour with less than
two 20 ampere hour cells."

Might we state that on the Motosacoche tve supply one
accumulator of 20 amperes capacity, measuring 5^ x 3 x 4

and weighing 5^ lbs. We mention this because many of

the 20 amperes accumulators are so in name only, and to

show that, although we have economised in weight in many
parts of our motor cycle (the total weight is 75 lbs.), the

accumulator we have supplied is one sufficient to carry a

rider through the longest tour.

By our scheme the coil is fitted with a separate condenser,

and will be found wonderfully economical in current, and,

although it appears a bold statement to make, we have fre-

quently known riders have the same accumulator in constant

use without recharging. Certainly the machine will run
over 1,000 miles on the one charge, and if " Ixion " would
like to test the truth of our statement we should be very
pleased to place a machine at his disposal. We certainly

intend entering our machine in the End-to-end reliability

trial next June, and we shall expect to get through on one
accumulator.

H. AND A. DUFAUX (ENGLAND). LTD.

Chains.

[3098.]—1 have just read " P 1943's " letter in The Motor
Cycle in favour of the chain as opposed to the belt, and I

hasten to correct sundry obvious inaccuracies in it.

1. I was thinking of first cost, but I actually pay more
for new chains than for new belts. I cannot afford belts at
4s. 6d. per foot.

2. I never had a belt that threw dirt on me, nor a chain
either, for that matter. I should like to give him a chain
after 1,000 miles' driving, and myself take a rubber belt

which iiad done exactly the same distance, and see which of

us had finished his cleaning job first—at least, on second
thoughts, I should not like to make this experiment, because
I know its result. The same is true—but less striking—of

any leather belt.

3. A chain will rim for ever if not broken. But it will

be 80 badly out of pitch as to cease to satisfy a careful rider
much sooner than a belt will give up the ghost. Its life may
be the longer, but its efficiency is briefer. Also, my record
belt mileage is considerably longer than my record chain
mileage.

6. There has probably never been a smash* due to a belt
breakage in the history of motor cycling; I myself have had
eight through chains snapping.

7. If a belt-driven engine jams, the rider will not be
thrown, as " P 1943 " untruthfidly asserts, for the belt will
" run through " the pulley, and, unless the rider is a frightful
us. hiB otoppasre will ht^ madA in t.ho Tfirtical plam^. and with
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him in the saddle. If he had a chain drive, he and the
machine would part company, and stop in the horizontal

plane. The prospect of an engine jamming is not so distant

as to make the precaution worthless.

9. Not fair reasoning, "P1943." A bad driver will do
his engine far less harm with belt transmission, and you
know it.

10. Many forms of chain drive exaggerate side-slip very
considerably.

11. If " P 1943 " is talking of maximum efiBciency obtained

for a short period, both cliain and belt show about equal

efficiency. If he prefers to take the more practical point of

view, as to which best maintains efficiency, the facts are that

the chain loses it sooner, and that with a chain drive it

cannot be restored without buying a new chain, owing to

loss of pitch; but with proper pulleys, a belt only needs to

be cleaned for maximum efficiency to be restored

—

e.g., I have

a machine in my shed at this minute, which cannot win a
hill-climb until I have spent 50s. on it. Had it a belt drive,

it could win a hill-climb without the expenditure of a farthing.

The chain drive is clean, well adjusted, etc., but is worn,

reducing efficiency by about fourteen per cent.

Lest " P 1943 " should think I am a bigot talking at

random, I will inform him that I have over 40,000 miles' ex-

perience of chain drive on motor cycles, and that for solo

work consider it unspeakably inferior to the belt. If, as
" P 1943's " letter impUes, he has no recent experience of

belt drive, he ought now to try a belt-driven machine
with an inch rubier belt and twenty-eight degree pulleys.

He would scarcely attempt to write up the chain again.

Some of us use it for special purposes, almost exclusively

connected with two-speed gears and passenger work, but the

verdict of motor cycle makers and users is as nearly unani-

mous as possible against the chain, and " P 1943 " must yield

to hard facts, if he will not yield to logic.

ROAD RIDER.

Lubrication.

[3099.]—Referring to the correspondence on this subject,

I think lubrication on motor cycles is far from being an exact

science. I fear at present a lot of oil is wasted ; the point

is to know the quantity in the engine at a given time, then

we could act accordingly. [A gauge is fitted to some of the

F.N. patterns.

—

Ed.] As it is, we give oil "in the dark."

If some means were devised of showing (by gauge or otherwise)

how much oil there was in the crank case, it would make
for economy and increased efficiency ; it would also keep the

engine and valves much cleaner.

I doubt if Mr. Dudley's oil-well would answer. I do not

see that there is room for it, nor how he would keep the

oil from running out of it into the lower part of the crank

case (where most of it would be superfluous) ; also the rapid

motion of the piston would deplete it in a few strokes. I

would offer as a tentative suggestion that an annular groove

be formed near the base of the cylinder, supplied through
an adjustable strong sight-feed lubricator connected to oil

tank with a tap between. One could thus regulate the feed.

We have no need to lubricate anything but the piston;

the other parts of the engine would be amply fed by the

oil dripping from it. If the lubrication of the piston could

be effected more economically, less oil would work past the

rings to be burnt and cause deposits.

I think release valves are not always properly designed.

A proper release valve should be readily accessible, have a
non-return arrangement, be of ample size, be covered so as

to prevent soiling the clothes, and should convey any oil

blown past it into a reservoir or on to the ground clear of

the tyres. Owing, I suppose, to an insufficient release valve,

I continually find my contact breaker covered with oil blown
out of the bearing, which soon stops the engine firing.

L7665.

Twin Engines and Compression Space.

[3100.]—Your contributor, " Ixion," remarking on the

difference in compression in the front and rear cylinders of

a twin V type engine, makes the statement that the forward

cylinder receives more oil than the rear cylinder. Surely

this will not be so in cases where the oil duct enters the

crank case to the rear? One would naturally suppose in

this case that the oil, turned in a forward and upward direc-

tion by the rotation of the flywheels, is intercepted by the

rear cylinder, so that less than fifty per nent of it ever

reaches the forward cylinder. In my own engine this i«

certainly the ca«e, as every time I have taken it down the

forward cylinder and piston are clearly slightly under-lubri-

cated, whereas the rear cylinder is equally clearly over-

lubricated, as far as I am able to judge from the gummy
deposit at the base of the cylinder, forming a ring on the

cylinder walls and on the baffle plate. The back cylinder also

starts oozing oil between crank case and cylinder before the

front one, and invariably keeps cooler than my front cylinder.

I have partially remedied this by drilling two large holes hi

the baffle plate of the forward cylinder.

While on the subject, I may point out that to ensure equal

lubrication of both cylinders makers should fork the oil duct

and lead one fork to enter the crank case between the cylm-

ders, the other at the rear of the rear cylinder.

I agree with all that Mr. Fawcett says re the position of a

twin. Now that two or more speed gears are beginning to

be appreciated, I hope we shall see some makers marketing

their next year's twins with the engine set across the frame

(so that each cylinder gets equal draught), a light gear box
or set of epicyclic gears,, and a worm drive. This position

of the engine presents, to my mind, another excellent feature,

viz., instant accessibility. A 9687.

Outside Flywheels.

[3101.]—The main points at issue between the outside

and the inside flywheel engines are construction of crank-

shaft and the question of weight.

A built up crankshaft, if properly designed and fitted (and

there are plenty to be had) will go together again without

getting out of truth if ordinary care is taken. Should the

shaft be bent by accident, it is no more difficult to straighten

than a forged solid one.

To prevent damage in a spill, even at fourteen miles per

hour, very stiff footrests are required, and they must be

attached to a stiff part of the frame. So, if we are to have

larger crankshafts on account of greater strain and softer

bearing surfaces, and we need stiff footrests, the saving in

weight is more apparent than real.

Undue friction between the inside flywheels and the oil

is owing to insufficient clearance between the flywheels and

the crank chamber. An extra -[Vin. should remedy this. I

should like to point out to Mr. de Havilland that to fit the

flywheel on the cone without a key will result in slipping or

seizing, according to the amount of taper of cone, unless the

engaging surfaces are haraened.

Also his proposed crank-shaft is not much better than an

overhung or single web-shaft, and he cannot further reduce

the size of crank chamber because of the larger web required

to take the coned end of the crank pin.

There are other items which should not be overlooked in

the outside flywheel engine. For instance, the engine pulley

by mechanical necessity is on the inside of the flywheel. How
can we adapt the very useful adjustable pulley?

Again, in these days of the low-built frame, there is none

too much clearance between the engine and the ground. A
large outside flywheel will make it much less and put the

crank-shaft in jeopardy, to say nothing of the inconvenience

'

when wheeling the machine over a deep step.

A. HINTON.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C. W." would like experiences of the Whittle belt on a,

5 h.p. Peugeot with sidecar.

Bernard, C. S., would like to have readers' experiences of;

an Ariel coupler in use with a motor bicycle.
" Old Dunelmian " would like readers' experiences of the

Vindec two-speed gear and free engine after using it for two

or three thousand miles.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. W. Montgomery writes :

" I am surprised to note that

Mr. Haslam is not prepared to carry his challenge through.

I would remind him that when he issued his challenge he

did not mention the Montgomery sidecar, but he referred to

the 'flexible sidecar.' If my new pattern sidecars for 1908

were not flexible and did not retain all the well-known advan-

tages of the flexible connection, Mr. Haslam would be right

in his objection; but when I state tha,t my new patterns,

although being free from side-slip, still retain unimpaired

every distinctive point associated with them in the past.

Mr Haslam's objection is, to say the least, rather Rtrained.'
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^Vindec' Two-speed Gear Testimony.

7.^L

Mr. H. HowARTH, author of the interesting series of articles
—

" To
Switzerland and Savoy by Motor Cycle," which recently

appeared in this publication, rode a Model F machine with our two-

speed gear, with another passenger mounted over the rear wheel in

which the two-speed gear hub is fitted. The machine made the entire

journey without an involuntary stop, except three tyre punctures.

In a letter to us dated October 15th, 1907, he states ;

" I must say I am delighted with the ' VINDE.C.' The machine went

through a Continental tour over a good deal of the ground covered by Mr.

in the tour he is at present describing in The Motor Cycle ; but the

'VINDEC'S' performance was very different to that of Mr. mount;

in fact, although carrying two passengers it went through the whole tour

without an involuntary stoppage (except for three punctures), covering

just over 2.000 miles (England, France, and Switzerland) in seventeen days.

I AM HIGHLY PLEASED WITH THE TWO-SPEED GEAR, WHICH
HAS NEVER FAILED ME YET. I purchased the ' VINDEC ' under the

impression that it was the best motor cycle extant. After a season's riding

this impression has become a firm conviction."

The rider of a " VINDEC SPECIAL " may feel sure that his machine
will take him anywhere and bring him back without a breakdown.

Why not profit by experience ?

Ohir 40 page 1908 illustrated catalogue, full of interesting infoima-
ation wlU be sent free upon receipt of request.

S^um BritishTradimg CsL-I
13 6* 15 WILSO/N &T, Fi^SBURVf LQ/NPQyN.E.C. =

— I TTTW^^mn^wninwiiiiBi^iiii ! m hiiimiiiiimi^ii—iiumui^ih^^mmmiii—i^wi^^ 1 J ^
In aiuwering this advertisement it is dosirablc that ymi 7/iention " The Motor Cycle,**

'S.B.T.i
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns— Id. per word, minimum fs.

Nam2 and address muft be counted In the
case of Trade Advertisements a series of
thirteen Insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should
be accompanied with remittance and be
addressed to the offices of "The Motor
Cycle " Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices

of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry, sn the
Friday morning, or if sent to London, by the
Thursday afternoon previous to the date of
publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES;
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

Ik addressed to numbers at The Molor Cycle
Office. When this is desired, 2d. will be charged
for registration, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes m\i'^i be sent for forwarding replies.
Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. ooo, c/o The
Molor Cycle. Coventry," or if "London" is added
to the address, then to the number given c/o
The Molor Cycle, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

3W- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -*E
Persons who hesitate to sendmoney to unknown

persons may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties
are advised of this receipt, and upon intunation of
the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
is forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods 15 three days. For all transactions exceed-
ing lio in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry,
and clieques and money orders should be made
payable to llifie and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

receive no answer to their enquiries are request-
ed to regard the silence as an indication that
the goods advertised have already been dis-
posed of. Advertisers often receive so many
enquiries that it is quite impassible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—1907 shop-

soiled machines at cleara/noe pa'ioes.

1908Great bargaias.
Bex and N.S.U.

Bxchajiges in all
models.

HALIFAX.—1907 3J h.p. Eex. 26 by 21
OontineTitals, spring forks, soiled;

19 guineas, November price £26 Ss.

HALIFAX.—1907 35 guinea, twin Bex,
spring forks, soiled; £23; you sav«

£13 15s. ; we gain your confidence.

~ un-
£42, out
saved.

HAI/IFAX.—1907 magneto twin Bex
ridden, Novemt>er price.

HALIPAX.-
Luse,

price £28 10b.; another £13 lOs,

-1907 black and gold Bex de
twin tyre, magneto, Boc

clutch; 1908 price £55 138., our price £35;
you save £20 13s.; we cannot keep this
up indefinitely.

HALIFAX. — 1903 Bex de Luxe. Boc
clutch, two-speed gear, magneto;

55 guineas; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX.-1908 Pl^x featherweight, mag.
neto. magnificent liill - climber,

spring forks, recommeTtded ; 25 guineas.

HALIFAX.—Holds the finest and largest
stock of seoond-harud cycles in the

world. 300 to select from.

HALIFAX.—Unrivalled offer. In going
ordier. 2O3. deposit and six monthly

payments of 22s. 6d. secures 1* h.p.
Leader, li h.p. Minerva. 13 h.p. Quadrant,
13 h.p. Minerva. 2 h.p. Koyal, 2 h.p. Brit-
ish Standard, 2 h.p. magneto Simms.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments, exchanges; high class

machines purchased for spot cash.—16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766.

TneWORLDS'

MOTOR CYCLE
ElVI POR lU IVI. . .

THE LARGEST AND MOST
EQUIPPED FOR :

PERFECTLY

(1.)

(2.)

(3.)

(4.)

(5.)

of

New 1908 moiels of ANY make.

Soiled or second - hand models
guaranteed reliabilty.

Stands, carriers, horns, accumula-
tors, lamps, et3., etc.

Tyres, covers and tubes.

Rspairs, including speed gear
attachments.

F*i-emier- New
Searchlight Head Lamp.
Plated, with separate generator, 30/-
As illustrated, size 6in. high x4fin. wide
X 5Jin. deep.

This Is a miniature car Bleriot type lamp specially
adapted for motor cycles. The great need (or this

is proved by the recent correspondence in " The
Motor Cycle" and the orders now pouring in

(.or them.

Samples of high-class machines
sold under certificate

:

Triumph 3i^ h.p., 1907, almost new £35

Triumph 3 h.p £30

N.S.U. 3i h.p. magneto .. .. £22

Rex Twin 5-6 h.p £17 10s.

Quadrant 3-i- h.p. magneto . . £25

Quadrant 3ih.p. 1908, new model,
soiled only £35

Brown 3i h.p., as new .

.

£30

Vindec Special 34 h.p., 2-speed gear £35

Re.x Litette, new, soiled only £68 lOs.

Riley Tricar, 9 h.p., 3 speeds £52 10s.

Rex 3i h.p £9 lOs.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone ; 4310. Telegrams : Premiers, B'ham.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—£2 deposit and six monthly

payments of 278. 6d. secures 23 h.p.
Antoine, 23 h.p. Kerry, 23 h.p. Excelsior,
23 h.p. Humber, 23 h.p. Ormonde. 23 h.p.
M.M.O., or 3 h.p. Auto Motor. All guar-
anteed running order.

HAIjIPAX.—Eex twins ; only ten left,

but they're good 'uns; £22; spring
tyrea; allow £16 for good 1907forks, 25

machine.

HALIFAX.^ h.p. twin-cylindeir Wer-
ner, 26 by 2J Miohelins, very smart

mount ; £18.

HAIilPAX.—2i h.p. F.N., spray, 26in
wheels, vertical engine, very speedy,

good condition; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Kover, 26 by 2Jin. Pal-
mers, front rim and Bowden rear

brakes. Brooks BlOO; £13 10s.

HAlIFAX.-^i h.p. 1906 Minerva, non-
skid to rear, a grand winter's

mount; £19 19s.

HALIFAX. — 2J h.p. Antoine. spray,
trembler coil, accumulator ignition,

girder forks; only £10 10s.

H^

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Antoine, 26 wheels,
low frame, trembler, girder forks.

very fine mount; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Kerry, 3J h.p., vertical en-
gine, spray, very fine condition ; £18

IDs., perfect order.

HALIFAX .--5-6 h.p Alcyon, twin, spring
forks, N.S.U. , two-speed gear, and

sidecar; £27 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Bex, Loneuemare,
trembler coil. Clincher tyres. Fish-

back belt; no offers; £16 15s.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Eex. 22in. frame,
vertical engine, trembler, good

order; snap this, £11 lOs.

ALIFAX.—2 h.p. Minerva, mechanical
valves, spray carburetter, magnifl-

oent climber; only wants seeing; £8 10s.

HALIFAX.—23 h.p. Minerva (1906). spray,
accumulator ignition, very efl-

cient mount; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.—1907 Bex de Luxe, magneto,
twin tyre, Boc clutch, spring forks

;

£29; exchanges wanted.

HALIFAX.—1907 twin Eexes, some merely
soiled; no complicated speed gears

required; £22; buy now. to-morrow may
lie too late.

HALIFAX.—1907 3i h.p. Eex, spring forks,

shop-soiled, accumulator ignition,

1908, black finish, tyres (2J) unsoratched;
£21.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. 1906 Eex, spring
forks, low frame, foot brake, alu-

minium finish ; £15 15s.

HALIFAX.—Light low Bex, spring forks.

Longuemare, in very good order;
£14 17s. 6d.

HALIFAX — 1906 twin Minerva, fitted

with Improved Osborne four-speed
eiear, 26 by 2| Continentals, almost as

new; £26.

HALIFAX.-23 h.p. Antoine, spray car-

buretter, trembler coil, tyres good;,

bargain, £10 10s.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Bex, cantilever

seat, non-skids to both wheels; £22
10s.

ALIFAX. — 3 h.p. Automotor, 19in.

frame. 26in, wheels, spray, vertical

engine; £10 10s.

HALIFAX. — 24 h.p. Coventry Eagle.
Buchet engine, vertical, spray,

tyres, enamel, and plating excellent ;
£12.

HALIFAX.—Leader lightweight, Min-
erva engine, light, low. and good;

recommended; £6 lOs.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash, ex-

change, or extended payments.—16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. High
grade machines purchased for spot cash

H^

The World's Motor Cycle Emporium.

In answering' any advertisement cm this page it is desiraUe that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
MAUDE'S List of second-hand motor

cycles at present on hand ; all guar-
anteed to be in perfect running order,
and ready for the road.

MAUDE'S.—4i h.p. 1907 Minerva, exactly
as per maker's catalogue; listed at

£42, brand new, £30.

MAUDJEJ'S.—6 h.p. Eex de Luxe, mag-
neto, twin tyres, Eoc free engine,

like new; £28.

MAUDE'S.—5 h.p. Eex. spring forks,
tremblers, 1907 model, like new.

including tyres; £22; £8 and your 1906

3i h.p. machine secures.

MAUDE'S.—5 .
h.p. Eex, spring forks,

beautiful condition; £19. our price;
we save the shillings.

MAUDE'S. —Phelon and Moore, two-
speed gear, complete with sidecar;

<:ome along, only the price of a decent
engagement ring; £25.

MAUDffS.—23 h.p. De Dion, spray, long
handle-bars, £12; another, good con-

dition, £8.

MAUDE'S.—Lady's motor cycle, Vapp.
carburetter; £8.

MAUDE'S.-21 h.p. Automotor, wants
slight additions, £5; 2 h.p. Minerva,

spring forks. £8.

MAUDE'S.—Special prices for cash,
Minerva. 13 h.p.. £4; 2 h.p. Minerva,

£6; Ji h.p. M.M.C. ; 1* h.p. Minerva. £3
19s. 6d. ; 2 h.p. Humber, £6 ; the above
are special lines for spot cash.

MAUDE'S.—Eight beautiful 1905 Eexes,
all in perfect order and condition

;

£12.

MAUDE'S.-^! h.p. Eex. trembler, very
good, 2in. tyres, 22in. frame; £5

15s. and your cycle secures.

MAUDE'S.—Ideal lightweights. Ma-
chines we can recommend as light-

weights ; 2 h.p. Minerva, £8; Ariel. 24
h.p., £8; Mitchell, 2J h.p., £6.

MAUDE'S.—Do not forget the address,
Lilly Lane. Halifax, or the tele-

phone No. 433 Day. 904 Night.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva. 2 h.p.. spring
forks, £9; M.M.C, vertical, spray,

26in. wheels, trembler. £10.

MAUDE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p.. spray, trem-
bler, engine like new, and guar-

anteed. £8.

AUDE'S.—Humber. 23 h.p.. a beauty:
£9.

MAUDE'S.—Zedel, practically new. ex-
ceedingly low, BlOO saddlCi spray,

25in. wieels; £11.

MAUDE'S.—Jap, 2i h.p., spray, £8:
Phoenix-Minerva, 2 h.p. good con-

dition, £6.

MAUDE'S. — Clyde. 23 h.p.. magneto,
vertical, spray, like new, £10; Rex,

3J h.p., trembler, £8.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 23 h.p., vertical,
spray, very good tyres, a machine

we can highly recommend; £12.

AUDE'S.—23 h.p. Werner, spray, 26in.
wheels, vertical, trembler; £8.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel. 3i h.p.. B. and B..
vertical. 26in. wheels, in exception-

ally fine condition, to be recommended:
£14.

MAUDE'S. — Eex. 26in. wheels, 1905
model, perfect : we guarantee this

machine to he as new in every way ; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, low built, 25in. wheels,
spray, trembler, good tyres, and

-a very fine puller; £12.

MAUDE'S.—yuadrant tandem. 3 h.p.,
nearly new tyres, spray, vertical,

free engine; £9.

MAUDE'S.—Quadrant. new cylinder
fitted, just -overhauled, spray; a

TOty to miss this at £10.

MAUDE'S.—Lloyds. 23 h.p.. B. and B.
carburetter, £12; Humber, 23 h.p.,

spray, trembler, £10.

MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. Werner, 26in. wheels,
low built. B. and B. carburetter,

perfect; £7.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart guarantee all the
above to be in perfect running

prder, and ready for the road before de-
livery.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart accept exchanges.,
deferred payments, or reasonable

-fitters for cash. — Telephone. Day 433.
Night 904. Lilly Lane. Halifax.

M

M
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When others
have finistied talking about largest,
finest, or cheapest stock of motor
cycles, just drop us a line if you
want VALUE.
Ex^mplo. For one week
we will accept your push cycle (if

decent) and £t, for a i J h.p. Minerva
Motor Cycle, in guaranteed perfect
running order.
For new motor cycles we practically
represent all makers for the north
for exchanges. We shall be pleased
to quote you for any make of motor
cycle on the market.
Early delivery of

:

Motosacoche, Phefon Moore, Minerva,
Moto-Reve, Phoenix Cob, Vindec
Special, Zenitli, Fairy, Norton, Brown,
L.M.C., and F.N.
ALSO, we cater for those who wish
for a good second-hand machine,
list of which you will find

-* <«««-TOTHE LEFT
ACCESSOR) as.

Genuine & guaranteed " STRATEX "

BELTING. Note the prices:

fin 10/6 per length.
jin 8 6,,
-•in 11 '6 ,

lin. 4 ply . . 15 6 ,,

lin. 5 ,, .. 17/6 ,

All in 8ft. 6in. lengths.

"AUBAMY" Bel*in«.

Latest principle and itilci.

Strength tti 1 there, tlexibihty still

there, fin. 8d., in. 9d., Jin. lOid.,

lin. 1/-, i^in. 1/2 per foot.

ENOINES.
3 J h.p. Hamilton, :m.O.V £3
ij h.p. Minerva £2

2I h.p. Aster £4

v^ h.p. Lauder .

.

SA
2j h.p. Automotor .... £4
All guaranteed in running order and perfect.

'Stella" Wugs 1/6, Belt Fasteners

8Jd. each, twi-way Switches 1/6,

Twin Tremi.l.r Coils 14/6, Vim
Stands 5 -.Osborne four-speed Gear,

belt drive 27 6

ACCUMULATORS.—AUsizesguaran-
teed for twelve months. Note
the price, 11,6.

CONTII^EMTAI. TVRES.
Covers. Tubes. Covers. Tubes

36x2 24/3 9 e: 28x2 25/6 10 3
26x2J 28 9 10 - 2 8x2J 30'- 10/6

26x24 33/- 11/3 28X2J 35 3 12/-
24in. same price as 26in.

3 '- allowed on each old cover, and 1/6 on each

old tube in part payment for the above. Im-
mediate delivery. Guaranteed genuine Con-

tinentals.

IVIAUDE'S lyio-tor Ma.r-t,
Lilly Lane, Church Street, HALIFAX.

ieleplion.s(«^ "- N^h't!

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Vindec Special.—Garaged at Wau-

chope's. Offers.

M''
,OTOSACOCHE. just like new ; cost £35.
accept £24.—Bunting, WeaJdstonie.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., N.S.tr. gear.—Write.
, N.. 14. Eamond Gardens. GhisTvlck.

W.

T'EIUMPH. IJ h.p.. nice little machine,
suit beginner; £6 15a. — Bunting.

Wealdstone.

GElSrcriNE 3 h.p. Werner, splendid con-
dition ; £11 ;

photo.—23, Littler Lane.
Over Winstord.

"I
Q07 Minerva, 3i h.p., almost new; £22,

X-x) no offers.—24, Huddleston Road,
Tutnell Park, N.

2 h.p. Cycle, going order; reasonable
offer accepted.—C.J.P., 19, George

Street, Tamworth.

1 Q06 J§ h.p. Rex, splendid condition

;

Xt/ £15 10s., or exchange. — 12. Perch
Street. Stoke Newington.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.. 1906, magneto, guar-
anteed perfect, condition as new

;

£27.—Gwynne. Glasbury.

1 Q08 Peboi. 3 h.p., brand new. tree en-
±.0 gine. mechanical valves; great
sacrifice, £13 13b.—Below.
GRDTON. 23 h.p.. spring forks, me-

chanical valves, like new ; cheap.
£12 128'. — Whittle, 41, Skelbrook Street,
Earlsfleld.

2 h.p. Werner, in grand order, and
sound; £9.—Brown, Imperial Wharf,

Townmead Road. Pulham.

3X h.p. White and Poppe. thoroughly
2 reliable: £18; inspection invited.

—H.. 186, Peckham Rye, S.E.

31 h,.p. Quadrant, latest pattern, spring
2 forks, BlOO saddle; £18 10s.—Eagles

and Co., High Street, Acton.

31 h.p. Bat, Palmer tyres, footboards,
'2 very low and fast ; £16, or offer.-

123, High Road, Tottenham.

£5 10s.—Minerva, perfect running order.
Dunlops. girder forks; only wants

seeing.—78. Styne Road. Acton.

31 h.p. Twin Werner, very li.sht. low
'4 racy position, as new; trial; £17

103.-128, High Road, Tottenham.

21 h.p. Humber, low position. £8 10s.

;

4 fine hill-climber, splendid condi-
tion.—128. High Road, Tottenham.

3 h.p. Trent. Chater frame. Longuemare.
vertical, very reliable machine

;

trial.—128, High Road, Tottenham. £12
IDs.

F.N.. 2^ h.p.. splendid condition; seen
by appointment; £15. or offer.—62,

Wrentham Avenue, Willesdeu.

01 h.p. Riley, splendid condition; 20s.

.M'4 down twelve monthly payments
of 20a.—Parker. St. Giles, Oxford.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p.. 1907. perfect condi-
tion. Palmer cord tyres ; £33.—Hol-

loway, 97, King Street. Hammersmith.

TRIUMPH, 1907, 3J h.p., magneto, equal
new. spares; £35 cash, or close

offer.—Huxtable, 4, Maple Road, Surbiton.

£5.-24 h.p. Ariel motor cycle, less, tyrea,
upright engine, good goer, with

tyrea; £7.-77, Patcraon Street. Birken-
head.

Q3 h.p. Durkopp. fittings, Clincher A
.^4 Won tyres, all in good condition;
£8 10s.—Todd, 3. City Buildings, Notting-
ham.

ABERDEEN.—21 h.p. Minerva, thorough
condition throughout, spares; £17

10s.. or offer.—Imlay. 44. Richmond Hill

Place.

BROWN. 3i h.p.. two-speed gear (Phoe-

nix), free engine, and numerous im-
provements; £22 10s. — Bunting. Weald-
atone.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, Watar
wata. perfect and sound through-

out; £12.—Wadden. 5, Broaetway, Wey-
bridge.

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles, you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.

London.

In an.sicering any advertisement on this page it tn desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. White and Poppe, late Chater-

2 Lea frame, low position, all ac-
cessories ; bargain. £16.-5, Heath Street.
Hampstead.

TRIUMPH, 3§ h.p.. 1907, as new; £34, or
take part payment lightweight

F.N., or 23 h.p.—5. Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

03. h.p. Minerva, new August, 1907. grand
^4 condition, with spares; £i5. — 5.

Heath Street, Hampstead.

TRIUMPHS. 1903; order at once for im-
mediate delivery. We allow highest

prices for second - hands. Triumphs par-
ticularly.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

SOLE Agents for Griffon motor cycles,
Zedel engines, write for 1908 cata-

logue.—5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

21 h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, light ma^
2 chine, vertical Jap engine; £12

103. — W.xuchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

BRAND New Latest Up-t-o-date 6 h.p.
Chater-Lea Motor Cycle and side-

car; £28.—H. Richmond, 47, Lansdowne
RoEwi, Clapham.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, absolutely
as new ; take best offer ; bought

car.—Clarke. 8. Upper Tooting Park
Mansions, Balham.

3i h.p. Humber, belt drive, low saddle,
4 long bars, footboards, good run-

ning order; £6 10s.—Stevens, 4. Goldhawk
Mews. Shepherd's Bush.

3.1 h.p. 1907 Minerva, supplied new by
2 us in August last ; lowest price £19

19s. — Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

31 h.p. 1905 Minerva, excellent condi-
5 tion, sipray, spares, tools; giving

up; £12; push bike part.—Farrington,
22, Elcho Street. Preston.

KERRY, 2i h.p., in new condition., ad^
justable poilley, spring forks and

seat-pillar, grand little mount; £13 13a.
—^Bunting, Wealdstone.

51-6 h.p., in splendid order; approval,
2 deposit; no reasonable offer re-

fused; going abroad. — Vickers. 172,

Strand, London, W.C.

N.S.U., 1907 model, in perfect condition,
3i h.p. ; £19, take good push bike

part payment; seen any time.—164,
Mitcham Lane, Streatham.

REX de Luxe, 5J h.p., twin, free en-
gine, magneto, latest finish, hardly

soiled; £30, exceptional bargain.—22, Vic-
toria Terrace. Leamington.

41 h.p. Twin-cylinder Minerva. 1907
2 model; £22; in the pink of com-

dition.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London.

IX h.p. Phcenix-Minerva, Bowden ex-
2 haust lift, Bowden rear brake, a

good little servant for £4 10s.; too cheap
for approval.—Ive, Boughton. Newark.

31 h.p. Vindeo Special, 1907 model, fitted
2 with two-speed gear and free en-

gine; £35.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

Ql h.p. 1907 Magneto Triumph, Advance
02 adjustable pulley, lamp, horn,
and spares, splendid condition ; £35.—
Stacey Wood. Wyvenlioe, Essex.

ql h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., late 1906;02 £23; take genuine Monarch gramo-
phone part payment; approval, de-
posit.—A. Jones; Castro, Reigate.

STOCKPORT.—7-9 h.p. Peugeot, No. 6
Chater-Lea, 2iin. Palmer cords.

Brooks pan saddle, little iised; 30
guineas.

ST0CK:P0RT.—Twin Minerva, new back
Continental, £26; Midget Bicar, 19

guineas; 3i h.p. Bradbury, 10 guineas.

OTOCKPORT.—Special 4J h.p. 1907 Roc,O magneto, unscratched. 31 guineas;
two-speed 1907 Zenith Bicar, run 100
'-liles only, 28 guineas ; 1907 3J h.p. Chater-
Lea. run 300 miles. £15; above are all at
clearance sale prices.

QTOCKPOET.—Midget Bicars {" builtO like a car "), patent channel steel
girder frame, from 28 guineas.—Lund and
Davies. Heaton Lane, Stockport, Man-
chester.

2 beads are better than 1
3 wheels are better than 2

The Phcenis attachtnent will convert
your motor bieycle into a safe and
pleasurable three-wheeler lor single

or passenger work.

C4ia

\,

FHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,

Blundell Street, London, N.

Stanley Dermatine

Motor Belt
IS THK BEST BELT OP THE YEAR

Has cajTied everything before it by
winning every open Competition.

No OTHER Belt holds such a Record.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

filn. ^. {In. lin.

1/2 1/4. 1/8 1/11 peril.

Post Free.

A SEVERE THST.-Mr. W. H. Wells
writes :

" I feet that it is only just to let you
know how pleased I am with the Stanley
Dermatine Belts which were used on a I of
the six ' Vindec Special' Motor Cjcles in the
recent six days' thousand miles reliahility

trlaJs. As far as I am aware these belts gave
no trouble whatever, and fine belt only was
used on each machine throughout the trials.

On my own personal mat hine 1 only found it

necessary to take out ha f an inch from the
start to the finish, and at no time was 1

troubled with the be t slipping or tearing out
at the ends. I shall certainly be only too
pleased to recommend your Dermatine Belts
to all users of the 'Vindec Special' Motor
Cycles."

THE STANLEy DETACHABLE
MOTOR BELT FASTENER,

With unbreakable Terry's hook. Guaranteed.

(Made under Simplex Patent.)

At last a perfect detachable motor belt

fastener. In sizes fin., 3in , iin . lin., 1/. each.
Wholesale and Ket.iil.

The New Stanley Dermatine Motor Belt I ).,

32, London Road, Bromley, Kent

The "MABON"
FREE ENGINE
PULLEY & CLUTCH

enables your machine to climb
hills which otherwise it would
not. Guaranteed to start a

3 h.p. motor bicycle with
rider mounted on any steep

hill from stand'till. Fits any
machine without alteration!.

Price 55/- complete.

Order early to ensure prompt
delivery.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,

Agents ;

Iffrvice Motor Go.
892, Sigh Hoi-
6om, W.C.

^S4, HIth Road, North Flnchlty, N

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BIRMTNGHAJf.—3i h.p. 1907 Eex, brand

new. and unused; best offer.

—

Below.

BIEMINGHAM.—54 h.p. Eex de Luxe,
magneto, clutch ; £32.—Below.

BIUMINGHAM.^i h.p. 1906 Eex, good
order, no pedals; £12.—Woodgate,

486, Coventry Eoad, Birmingham.

31 h.p. Excelsior, genuine M.M.G en-
2 gine; trial; £10 10s.—190. Mellison

Eoad. Tooting.

ROC, 4 h.p., military model, clutch,
hand starting; £25.

—
" Eose," 32,

Salisbury Eoad, Birchfields, Birmingham.

LONDON Auto Co., Clapham, S.W.—Mo-
tor cycles built to any specification.

Catalogue illustrating seventeen models
(stamp).

ACCEINGTON.—1908 3i h.p. Minerva,
spring forks, all the latest; write

for prices and save money. — Athletic
Supply.

ACCEINGTON.—1908 3i h.p. Tourist Bex,
magneto, finest machine on the

market ; send for prices and save money.
—Athletic Supply.

ACCEINGTON.—1908 3J h.p. Brown, the
machine of the season; exchanges

and good prices allowed; send for
prices and save money.—Athletic Supply.

31 h.p. Minerva, genuine, reliable, very
2 good condition £15; also forecar-

riage, splendid condition, £5 10s.; fan.
9s.—Motor, 33. Griffiths Eoad, Wimbledon.
TEIOTEPH, 1907. Zi h.p.. magneto. Pal-

mer tyr«S', very little used, un-
scratched, tip-top condition ; £55 cash.^
E. Bailey, 131, Lovely Lane, Warrington.
QTAMFOED HILL.—Agents tor all lead-O ing makes. Sound second-hand ma-
chines liberally allowed for. Overhaul-
ing and repairs.-128, High Eoad, Totten-
ham.

31 h.p. N.S.tr., 1907 model, in the pink
2 of condition, property of a gentle-

man having no further use for same;
lowest £19 10s.—Seen, 15, Purnival Street,
Holborn.

KEEET, 2i h.p., low, long handles, free-
engine, clutch, almost niew; £15

103., honestly woi^;h £25; selling for no
fault whatever. — 31, Southcroft Eoad.
Tooting,

FOE Sale, 3 h.p. Triumph, magneto,
new last April, splendid order,

several spares, lamp and horn cost £3
12s., price £30, or near offer.-Fishwick.
Chippenham, Cambs.

5 h.p. Eex. ridden only 1,000 miles, new
2J Palmer back tyre, spares, £20;

Humber, two-seater, three apeeds, re-
verse, splendid order, offers ; trial. —
Bebblng-ton. Widnes.

31 h.p. 1907 Minerva, in Chater-Lea
2 frame, 26 by 2J tyres, adjustable

pulley, 5in. Watawata belt, etc. ; £17 10s..
greaA bargain.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

13. h.p. Werner Lightweight, Dunlope.
4 the whole brand new, less coil,

accumulators, and belt, taken for debt

;

first sensible offer accept>ed.—21, BLigh-
bury Quadrant, N.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, Advance pulley..
2 Whittle belt, spring forks, new

tyres, just overhatiled, and in splendid
condition; £26 10s.. or offer; trial.—128.

Hitrh Eoad, Tottenham.

5h.p. Twin Kerry, good condition, any
trial, also Montgomery sidecar; to-

gether or separately; best cash offer
accepted.—Garaged at Dcnham's, San-
dovra. Cycle Works, Esher.

23. h.p. Minerva, Dunlop tyree, horn.
4 numbers, lamp, and spares, per-

fect runninig order, low frame, spray car-
buretter; approval, deposit ; £12,—Batehe-
lor, 36, Clarence Street, Kin.Bfston.

GENUINE 3J h.p. Minerva, exceUent
hill-climber, footboards, pedals, two

engine pulleys, two belts, other spares,
guaranteed, :ilso sidecar: lot £22; any
trial.—330, Burdett Eoad, Llmehouse, E.

31 h.p. Kerry, going an absolute bar-
2 gain, very good condition, fast,

reliable, powerful, very good machine;
reasonable offer accepted.—Motor, 5.
New Norfolk Street, Shoreditch, London..

In anewnring. any advertisement on this page it is dfslrahle that ycm mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
6h.p. Twin-cylinder Singer Tricar, per-

fect condition; £80, or offer.—
Powell. 45. Iffley Eoad, Oxford.

FOB Sale, 5-6 h.p. twin tricar, in per-
fect condition, fast and reliable;

£25, exchangie in part paymeat.—Jones,
Lichfield.

PHCENIX Trimo, Minerva 3i-4i h.p.,
coach-built, two speeds ; bargain,

£22 10s . offer.—41. Skelbrook Street,
Wandsworth.

3 h.p. phoenix Trimo good order, new
back Palmer; apply for particu-

lars; bargain. £9 6s.—W. Crowe, 317,
West Street, Orewe.

61 h.p. Ealeighette, twin Fafnir, water-
2 cooled, three speeds, not been

l.OOO mil.'i.", spare tyres; £50.—Jefferson,
Corn Marltet, Derby.

3X h.p- Geniiine De Dion Light Tricar,
d good condition, also 4^ h.p. Noble

•engine ; together £12. — Simpson, High
Street, Sandhurst, Berks.

RnJEY Tricar, 4i h.p., two speeds,
coach-built, two bucket seats, car

tyre, with studded band, on back wheel,
four lamps, nearly new; for quick sale,
£50.—E. Marchant, Brifistook Arms,
Thornton Heath.

P^-6 h.p. Latest Humber Tricar, water-
i) cooled, coach-built throughout,
open frame, wheel steering, two speeds,
car control, new Dunlop tyres (back car
tyre), absolutely reliable, perfect, equal
to new throughout, handsome machine;
£60, or near offer, or exchanee.-Motor,
36, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston. London.

FOE Sale, 4J h.p. Stevens water-cooled
tricar, two speeds, chain dT'ive, 2J

Palmers front, 2J Palmer back. Brooks
back seat, coach-built front seat, apron,
toolbox with tools under front seat, foot-
boards, horn, and spares. Longuemare
•carburetter, about 60 miles to the gallon,
two band brakes, one Bowden brake, al-
most new ; cost £86 ; not driven 500 miles

;

£40, exchange m part payment.—Jones,
Lichfield.

SIDECARS AND FOHECAHS.
PHCENIX Porecar, coach-built, band

brakes, excellent condition; £7.—
Dr. Gervis, Seaford, Sussex.

SIDBOAE, rigid, 26in. wheel, new 1907,
gOiOd condition; £4; approval; die^

posdt.—Chaplow. Helsington, Kendal.

SIDECAR? This is better! Light car,
perfect, lamps, numbers, spares;

£35, or bike and cash.—Norris, 37. Poxley
Soad, Brixton.

STRONG Sidecar, left hand. 26in. by
2iin. tyre, in good condition; £4

18s., or exchange castor wheel.—16, San-
some Walk, Worcester.

STRONG Sidecar, flit any frame, 26in.
wheel, in splendid condition, only

wants seeing; sacrifice £4 15s.—C. A. Ed-
gar, 123, Holloway Road, London, N.

HALIFAX.-Three sidecars, 26in. wheels,
£4 15s. each ; sldeciir, less axle, 35s.

;

forecar. with long side stays, fit t\vin
Eex, £5.; forecar seat, with springs 17s.
6d. ; all good condition. — 16, Westgate,
Halifax.

STAMFORD HILL.—We shall be having
some lovely weather directly. Do

not delay. Place your orders now for
-early delivery. Sidecars, £4 18s. 6d., to
lit any machine; sidecars, tricars, and
motor bicycles built to order; estimates
free.-128, High Road. Tot'tenha,m.

OAKLEIGH Sidecars are made on the
premises, and you can inspect them

being made. There is no one who knows
better how to build your sidecar than
the inventors. Place yonr orders with
us. Satisfaction guaranteed. We hold
more testimonials for sidecars than any
firm breathing. New 1908 model £5.—
Oakleigh Motors. Ltd., West Dulwich.
MONTGOMERY Sidecars. - 20 miles

ahead of any others; this repre-
sents the ground you cover while the
other fellow is getting his sidecar fixed.
We have three shop-soiled sidecars for
aisnosal at much reduced prices. Also

|a 5 h.p. twin-oj-linder motor bicycle, !

lu ^'*^^ Chater-Lea fittings, complete
with two-speed gear and sidecar: a bar- I

eain.—W. Montgomery and Co.. Bury St.
Edmund's. '

We claim for the

JJPHINX
BAND

that it prevents tyre punctures without in any
way slowing or making heavy the tyre. Don't
think it is so, just because we say it is so,

but go to the nearest cycle or motor dealer,

ask him to show you the Band, and to allow

you to xperiment with some good stout

thorns.

TESTS BRING CONVICTION.

3/6 PER BAND.

If you don't want a Puncture Preventer, you
will certainly want

HAY'S

ELECTRIC

VULCANIZER,
with which you can, without

any technical knowledge,

mead, in such a way that

they will stay mended,
cuts, gashes, and punc-

tures in tubes or

covers.

County Chemical Co.
LIMITED,

BIRIVIINGHAM.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
3 h.p. Quadrant Tricycle, Watawata

/belt (new), BlOO saddle, tree engine,
starting handle, Longuemare, in thor-
ough order; inspection invited.—Box
L1.600, The Motor Cycle Ofaces, 20, Tudor
Street, E.G.

CARS FOR SALE.
j (^ h.p. Darracq, four-cylinder, direct
±0 top gear; £148.-190, MeUison
Road, Tooting.

8-10 h.p. Twin-cylinder Ariel, tonneau,
three speeds, reverse; £55.-190,

MeUison Road, Tooting.

9 h.p. M.M.C., detachable tonneau, new
Cape hood, two speeds, good condi-

tion; £35, or exchange.—Beddall. Sutton,
Norwich.

£59.—6 h.p. Humber Car, two-seated,
fitted with new tyres, and in perfect

condition throughout.—Motorist, Ben-
fleet Hall, Sutton.

6 h.p. Northern, two-seater, almost new
condition, artillery, Duulops, lamps

;

bargain, £38.-1, Shaftesbury Avenue.
Street Lane, Leeds.

5X h.p. Baby Peugeot, just thoroughly.
2 overhauled, tyres very good;

price £40, a bargain. — Barnes Howell,
Heckington, Linos.

1 O h.p. Wolseley, tonneau, with hood,
JljLj lamps, spares; £100, take motor
bicycle part payment.—Hastings, 9,

Liverpool Street. Dover.

HALIFAX.-16-20 h.p. Napier, four-cylin-
der, side entrance, headlights,

lamps, hO'O'd ; trial ; tricar or motor
cycle part payment; £140.

HALIFAX.-12-16 h.p. Remo, magnificent
car, every good point embodied In

this (the Olympia Show) car; 350 guineas,
cash, or exchange.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

i A-12 h.p. Browne, two cylinders, ton-
l.\J neau. leather hood, etc., excellent
condition ; bargain, £68.-1, Shaftesbury
Avenue, Street Lane, Leeds.

8 h.p. Argyll, four-seater, M.M.C. en-
gine, three speeds and reverse,

lamps, etc., good condition; £35; ex-
changes entertained.—Andrews, 3, Stone-
bridge Terrace, Willesden, N.W.

ADVERTLSEE, bought larger car, has
for sale 9-11 h.p. Clement, five-seated;

cost £130 last year, Friswells; offers in-
vited; two-seated small Rover wanted, or
take motor bike part above. — Porster,
Angel Lane. Penrith.

-t 0-16 h.p. Gobron-Bi-illle Oar. tonnea,u,
JL»J' seats lour, 910 by 90 tyres, almost
new, complete with powerful headlight,
side amd tail lamps, everything perfect;
great sacrifice, £75.—Davenport, 27, Bel-
mont Road, Wallington.

6 h.p. Baby Peugeot, 700 by 80 Dunlops
on artillery wheels, Shaw non-skids,

three speeds and reverse, three lamps,
spares, equal to new; £65; good light
tricar part exchange.—Woodgate, 486,

Coventry Road, Birmingham.

ROVER Cars, 6 h.p., two-seaters, fast,

silent, reliable, wonderful hill-

climbers, low up-keep, smart, up-to-date;
particulars and trials free; motor cycles
and tricars taken in part payment, de-

ferred payments by arrangement; price
£130.—Davis and Son, Moseley, Birming-
ham.

61 h.p. Aster, two-seated, cardan drive,
2 three speeds and reverse, 700 by

75 Clincher front tyres, 700 by 80 Hutch-
inson back tyres, all covers and tubes
brand new, water circulation by pump,
long luggage box at rear, accumulator
and trembler coil ignition, guaranteed
in perfect running order; £45 lowest;
photo sent.—Batchelor, B. Thorpe Road,
Kingston.

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—10-12 h.p. Pro-
gress car for Immediate disposal,

aluminium tonneau body, four-seated,
equal artillery wheels, new Dunlop tyres,
genuine Buchet two-cylinder engine, gov-
erned, three speeds and reverse, direct
on top, cai'dan shaft, very fast and re-

liable car; worth £120. accept £65 for
spot cash, or would entertain first-class

tricar in part payment.—Alvaston Motor
Worksi, Derby.

In answering, any advertisement on this page it ix ch-sirahlt that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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CARS FOR SALE.
•1 C li-P- Gardner-SerpoUet, four-cylinder,
JLiJ in grand order; a chanct for ex-
perimenters and &team car users; firsit

offer near £80 accepted.—Box 9,071. The
Motor Cycle Ofiioes, Coventry.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel, 17. Eus-
ton Square. Bed, breaii'fast, attendance,
from 3s.

PATENTS FOR SALE.
PATENTS and Desiens Act, 1907.

Patent No. 7,401, 1901.—improvements
relating to Motor Velocipedes, A.

and H. Dulaux. (Motosacoche

)

PATENT No. 18.529. 1903.—Improvements
in Carburetters for Internal Com-

bustion Engines.—A. and H. Dufaux.

THE Proprietors of the above patents
are willing to grant licences to

suitable manufacturers.—For terms ap-
ply to Archibald Sharp, Chartered
Patent Agent, 231, Strand, London, W.C.

B
B

TYRES.
OOTH has- the largest sitock of motor

cycle tyres in England.

OOTH accepts your old cover or tube
in part payment for tyres.

BOOTH.—OoQtinental tyres, as turned
out by the makers, non-slipping

treads-.

BOOTH. — Continental tyres. Before
buying these get my list ; delivery

from stock.—Coronet Works. Halifax.

PAIR Nevf Heavy Wired Covers, 26 by
2i, 29s.. bargain; P.N. throttle, 4s.—

27, Causeway, Cambridge.

OQ by 2 Special Heavy Non-slipping^O oeaded edge covei-s ; 12s. 6d. each.
-Farrar, Square Boad, Halifax

INNER Tubes, brand new, and perfect,
28 by 2, 5s. 5d. ; 28 by 2J, 5s. 9d.

;

28 by 2i, 6s. — Halifax Motor Exchange,
Westgate, Halifax.

SPARE Eiche's Tube. Peter -Union
studded tyre, spare 26 by 2i Peter^-

CTnion steel studded cover, hardly
soiled, run 20 miles ; 35s.—Lockwood, 37,
!>few Street, Huddersfield.

REPAIRERS.
IEEDIUM Champion " Indestructible

"

Contacts; any part fitted, returned
same day; Is. Id. each.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible

"

Contacts; warranted oure; special
trimmers for polishing iridium, 9d. ; no
filing required.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible

"

Contacts; hundreds in use.—Wil-
liams, 16, Wellington Street, Woolwich.

BELLENGEB will tune up your ma^
chine to give full power ; moderate

charges.—Queen's Buildings, Old Bailey.

CRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metal-

lurgical process.—Lea and Son, engineers,
Runcorn.

COMPRESSION.-Cylinders re b<HV.d and
new pistons fitted complete; send

for our booklet, giving prices for this
work.—Laystall Works, address below.

NOW is the time t^ have your motor
cycle overhauled. We have the

finest repair works for motor cycles in
London, with up-to-date machinery; esti-
mates free for repairs or alterations of
every description.—Laystall Works, ad-
dress below.

NEW Cylinders supplied for any make
of engine. For all motor cycle re-

pairs, replacements, pulleys, valves,
gears, please let us quote you.—The Lay-
stall Motor Engineering Works. Ltd.. 27
and 29, Laystall Street. Rosebery Avenue,
E.G.

PULLEYS especially made to any dia-
meter, for any make of machine,

from 78.; delivery the day following re-
ceipt of order.—Laystall Motor Engin-
eering Works, 27 and 29, Laystall Street,
Eosebery Avenue, London, E.C.

^P^
Reg. No. 291289.

2/t> each Rivet.

Contacts va>i:ly

superior to pla-

tinum, cures mis-
firine

Any parts fitted

by return of post.

J. Edwards Brown, 38, Herbert Road,
Flumstead, Kent.

Over <;.ooo in use. Liberal trade lernih

COMPRESSION
MEANS

POWER.
Befoie'reborlng Atter reborine.

We rebore your cylinder and fit new ,ilston

oomplete with rings and gudgeon pin.

Please send for our new repairs booklet, giving
prices for this work.

. . THE . .

LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS
27 * 29, Laystall St , Rosebery Av., LONDON, E.Ci

Established 1900 Tel. 12,301 Central.

C(SIIVIPLEX
PATENT

Belt Fasteners
i. I, i, lin., 1/- each all ibn.

n

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers

HERWIN, CANNY & Co..

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

A PAIK OP TMH FvMOUS

Rogers Detachable Tubes
flticd to the L.M.C. Motor Cycle in the

Quarterly Trials, January 25th gave
complete satisfaction. Aeinls wanted.

Appy REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road, Birrringrham-

REPAIRERS.
COMPEESSION Guaranteed.—Oylindere-

re-bored and new pistons fitted.

—

Griffin and Sleat, Eastbourne.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Eepaired,
any make; accumulators repaired,

and charged: best work; moderate
charges; Quotations.—Glover Bros., Elec- ,

tricians, Coventry.

CCCCCCCCO Compression means power.
—Cylinders re-bored and new pis-

tons fitted; guaranteed fit 4-l,0O0in.

;

bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list.

—

Gradior Machine Co.. Compression Speci-
alists, Stafford.

COMPRESSION Guaranteed. — Reliable
repairs; cylinders re-bored, new pis-

tons fitted, 15s.; single pistons, 7s. 6d.

;

lines. 2s. 6d. per set; 3s. 6d. per set fitted,
grooves trued.—Gas Engine and Motor
Works. Forest Hill. S.E.

IGNITION Coils and Accumulators, any
make repaired and charged at

lowest prices; lists free; work guaran-
teed. Sole agents tor Hagen accumu-
lators. Tel., 95X.—The Victoria Garage-
and Electrical Co.. Coventry.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 2 h.p. and cash for 2J h.p-—^Send particulars; 306, WMtehorse-
Road, Croydon.

NEAELY New Sidecar for forecar, or
good engine, or offer.—Hipkins. 3i

Osborne Road. Leyton.

EXCHANGE New Gent's £8 Bs. Cycle-
for powerful esngiue or sidecar.—

Tasker Bros., Southport.

WILL Give two new push bicyclee and
cash for open framed tricar.—668,

high Road, Leytonstone.

31 h.p. Minerva ; exchange lower power
2 and cash.—Walmsley, 5, MarsdeU'

Street, Accrington, Lanes.

EXCHANGE 3 h.p. motor cycle for £U
10s., or offer.-Thorne, 43. Garthand

Drive, Dennistoun, Glasgow.

DUNLOP Cover, 26 by 2. wired, 128. 6d.

;

' exchange 26 by 2J, wired.—Duffleld.
Braybrook Street, West Bromwich.

TtWO Acetylene Cycle Lamps and new
tripod, for voltmeter and horn.—

Particulars, Hediey, Castle, Southwell.

21 h.p. Lurquin-Ooudert and cash for
2 a h.p. tricar, or S.S.S. lathe, for

power.—64, New North Boad. London.

ENAMELLING Stove. 6ft. by 4ft. by 3ft.,-

with cash, for lathe or motor cycle.

—Blackpool Cycle Co., 181, Church Street.

EXCHANGE Pine Gramophone (new) and
records tor motor cycle, or parts

for same.—5, Oakdale Boad. Forest Gate.

TWIN Magneto Bat, for 3i h.p. Quad-
rant, magneto, one Palmer cord,

spring forks, and cash.—11, Dawson Place.
Loudon, W.

TEICAR Plated Tail Lamp, new; ex-

change for new 4 volt accumulator,
or sell 10s. 6d.—A. McEwen, 13, Castle Ter-
race, Edinburgh.

O/f by 2i Peter-Union Non-skid, brand/
^4t new ; exchange for ordinary Peter-

union, or sell 358.—Progress Cycle Depot,
New Icoad, Blackpool.

REX Twin, in excellent condition, and
going order, for F.N. or N.S.U.

lightweight. — Box No. 9,061, The Motor

Cycle Ofiioesv Coventry.

WOLSELEY Car, seats five. 10 h.p.:

exchange tricar, or two lady-back
tandems. — Whiteman, 4, Grove Lane,
Camberwell, London, S.E.

EXCHANGE 34 h.p. Humber tricar, free

clutch, in grand running order, £15;

want good motor bike. — Gamble, 111,

Humberstone Eoad. Leicester.

EXCHANGE 3i h.p. trioar, recently

overhauled, tor good 22-24in lady-

back tandem and cash.—6, Folkestone

Koad, Walthamstow, London, E.

STANDARD Phonograph, reproducer,

cases 130 records, etc., cost £18. also

new gPDt's cycle, two-speed gear, Dunlop.

cost £10 10s.; the above and cash adjiist-

ment tor 1907 motor cycle, twin Vindec
preferred.-Millard. Dinnington, Bother-

ham,

In answerin.(/ any advertisement on l/iix paf/i' if is dccirnbh that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Mudgniards, with stays and

sorews. enamelled, 3in., 2s. lli, 4in.
3s. 6d. pair.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, snit engines
to 5 h.p.. no back pressure, very efa-

cient; 3s. 3d,

BOOTH.—Fifty pairs Xl'all api-lng forks,
latest 1908 pattern, lit any machine.

BOOTH.—Massive horns, deep tone, 3s.

9d. ; double twist horns, terrible
noise, 4s. 9d.

BOOTH. — Voltmeters, wartch pattern,
usually 9s. 6d.. 4s. Id.; mica plugs'.

Is. Id.; De Dion pattern plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—^High tension wire, rubber in-
sulation. Is. Id. yard; low tension,

5d. yard.

BOOTH.—Motor handle-bars, 20in. long,
4s. 9d. and 5s. 6d. ; Price's patent

stands, 5s. lid., new.

BiOOTH.—All sizes of genuine Stanley-
Dermatine belting and fasteners;

send for prices.

BOOTH. — Sidecar, shop-soiled only,
rigid, beautifully upholstered; cost

£12 12s.. to clear £5 lOs.

BOOTH.—New motor cycle frame, oom-
plet© with wheels, belt rim fitted,

wide mudguards, two cable brakes,
valve lifter, long bars', low built, beauti-
fully enamelled, suit twin engine ; £6 5s.

BOOTH.—Engines, 6 h.p., twin Kex. £6
17s. 6d. ; new 3 h.p. Automoto, £2

17s. 6d.

B'OOTH—Engines : New 6 h.p. twin An-
toiue, complete, with cont'act

breaker, valve lifter, and pulley ; £7
19s. 6d.

BOOTH.—New 5 h.p. water-cooled tri-

car engine, best make, M.O.V., 1907
model, as received from makers; £7
19S'. 6d.

BOOTH.—4 h.p. Anitoine engine, M.O.V.,
nearly new; £5 15s.; new ditto,

£6 5S'.

BOOTH.—500 Pullers plain Midget coils,
as exhibited at Olympia; 10s. 6d.

;

twin-cyliU'der, 21s.

BOOTH.—Send your old coil as part
payment; liberal allowance; quo-

tation Boibmitted.

BOOTH.—Larg'e stock Pullers aceumu-
labors; Eex. 16s.; Minerva, 179.;

Midg»3t, 16s.; 02. 17».

BOOTH.—5s. 6d. is allowed for your old
accumulator in part payment; de-

livery immediately.

BOOTH.—Gas lamps, separate genera^
tors, powerful light, 5s, 3d.; nearly

new twin Divicta trembler coil, 13s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Nearly new Pit-all two-speed
' gear, £3 lOS'. ; Osboi-ne four-speed,

57s. 6d,

BOOTH, — Please note our address-;
Coronet Works, Wade Street Hali-

fax, Telephone, 198 iT.

BOOTH. — Large leather toolbagsi,
pockets' for everything, best quality,

not cardboard: 5s, 6d.

BOOTH.—Six accumulators, four volts,
celluloid caseS', require repair; 10s.

the lot.

BOOTH.—Please note our address. Cor-
onet Works, Wade Street, Halifax.

Telephone, 198Y.

PETEE-UNION and New Tube, 28 by
2, beaded. 12b.; Beez voltmeter, 4s.

6d. ; Main-Hilton, 2s.; 8tt. 6in. Lincona,
iin., 3s. 6d. ; 15 amp. accumulator, 6s.:
long handle-bars, 2s 6d. ; all guaranteed
sound.—Haynes, Pleet House, Swindon.

AMATEUR Photographers. — Superior
bromide enlargements from your

negatives, quarter-plates or smaller; 8J
by 6i, 6d. ; 10 by 8. 7d. ; 12 by 10. 8d. ; 15
by 12, lod, ; postage extra; cash with
order,—Greame, Wellesley. Whyteleafe.

SALE or exchange, lathe, almost com-
plete, 153, ; four plummer blocks, lin.

by 2in, (new). 10s,; model steam engine,
1 13-16in. by 3in., almost complete, 20s,;
quarter-plate camera, complete, 25s.;
wanted, tube, 26in, by 2in., belt, iin. by
8ft. 6in.. lamp, tyre. 26iu. by 2in.—Wm.
Guthrie, Newmains'. Lanarkshire.

XL'ALL

ARENAMtb
XL'ALI

FOR TH&Y RtAUUY
EXCEi.^ AL'

This accounts for their popularity, 10,000 pairs
having been sold. Orders t\x:ecuted by return, i,ooo
pairs alwavs in stock, all inttjrchaiigeable. Order at
once if you would FN.'OY MOTOR CYCLING.f

L'ALL

for they are constructed on scientific' lines, springs
are also regulated to suit each rider. The saddle
peak sinks as much as the back, so it never alters

its tilt. Many riders testify that they are

A mtxtectWoxrux
For LIGHT MOTORS 17,6, HEAVY 25/-

Send for lists.

Xk'Akl. SPECIAI-ITIES l.«cl.,
25, Marlineau Street, Birmingham.

PRICE'S STANDS
For

Motor Cycles
and

Carrier Cycles

" UKANTES

"

Retail 7/6 pair.

Manulactui-ers

—

SMITH, NORTH & PRIESTLAND,
Premier Worlts, Ellis St, Birmingham.

<OAN ^TS<JeAN^NK^ES
MOTORS^2.HP.'0jp0.HP. _r

<aAN^|i5*(C|ACKED(5ANK<^ES

R.W.COAN.2I9.G05WELL R? LONDON E.c

MISCELLANEOUS.
KEEP Cool by fitting the Ideal fan, on^

ball bearings; price 28s. 5d.—Below.

BE Your Own Judge, and fit a Silent
silencer on seven days' approval.

—

Below,

FOOTEESTS.—Try mine; light, strong,
cheap; 7s. 6d. — G. Aldington, 59,

Haydon's Park Eoad, "Wimbledon. S.W.

LYOETT'S Saddle, nearly new, plated,
lan. wide; 7s. 6d.—C. Law, Mumbles.

DEUID Exhaust Valves. — Ixion says:
"It is as perfect a valve as any

motor cyclist need desire to have."
Price 4s. 6d. ; send old valve as pattern.
—A. Drew. Conybere Street, Birmingham.

MOTOE and Cycle Agents should read
" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Ee-

view." Specimen copy post free on re-
ceipt of trade card. — " The Cycle and
Motftr Trades' Eeview " Offices. Coventry.

ALVASTON Works, Derby. — Brand
new Harvey - Frost Model A.

workshop type vulcaniaer. with extra
mandrel; lot cost £10 10a.; guaranteed
perfect ; accept £6 ISs. ; seen any time.

ALVASTON Works.—Brand new charg-
ing and lighting dynamo, 50 volt 10

amps., shunt wound, drum armature,-
superb machine, guaranteed perfect;
cost £14, accept £5 15s. ; seen any time.

ALVASTON Works. — 6 h.p. marine
motor, water-cooled, single-cylinder,-

practically new, perfect running order,
4|in. bore, 5iin. stroke, vertical, enclosed
type ; accept £9 103. ; suit 20 to 25ft. boat.
—AlvaS'ton Motor Works, Derby.

BULL'S-EYE Lenses.—Concentrate light
right ahead; cut and polished flint

glass, 3in., 3Jin.. 3Jin., Is. 9d. ; 3|in., 28.;

4in., 28. 6d. ; 4Jin., Js.; 45in.. 3s. 6d. ; 5in...

4s each; carriage paid. — Payne, 149,-

Metchley Lane, Harborne.

ADJUSTABLE Pulleys, any size,- 12s.;
adjustable pulleys, with free engine

clutch, starting handle, oomplete, 57s.

6d., cash with order ; no alterations to
fit.—For particulars write, E. Moorhouse
and Co., Becks Eoad, Keighley.

21 h.p. Orossley Gas Engine, tube igni-
4 tion, oomplete plant, with main

shafting, two wall boxes, plummer blocks,
pulleys, and belts; £25, or exchange
modem motor bike.—No. Ll,601, The Motor
Cycle Ofaoes, 20. Tudor Street, E.C.

LONDON Auto Co., Clapham. S.W.—
London Agents for Chater-Lea

frame, wheels, tanks, and fittings; L.A.C.
are agents for all engines; illustrated
frame and engine lists (stamp). Caution..
—Buy genuine goods only. Low quota-
tions.

PULLEYS for any Motor. — De Dion,-
M.M.C., 7s. 6d. ; Antoines, Eex, Kele-

com, 6s. 6d. ; Peugeots, 6s.; Brown, Tri-
umph, Fafnirs, 53. 6d. ; above 4^in. dia-
meter. Is. extra; plated, guaranteed,
carriage paid. — J. Perkins, High Eoad,.
Leyton, London.

ENGINES.—S h.p. twin a.c. Buchet, £12,
exchange smaller; Zh h.p. Coronet,.

£4 15s.; 2i h.P'. De Dion. £2 17s. 6d.;
brand new 3i h.p. M.O.V., M.M.C., £5; 21
h.p. M.M.C., £4; ditto pattern. £2 17b. 6d.;
4i h.p. De Dion, a.c, £5 10s.—128, High
Eoad. Tottenham.

GEADUAL Payments or Cash.—Engines,
new and second-hand, M.M.C., De

Dion, etc., from £2 lOs. ; ten years' ex-
perience; air and water-cooled engines;
repairs prompt ; large stock parts; quick
despatch; 3i h.p. for 2,% h.p.—The Eeoord
Motor Co.. Coventry.

PULLEY Drawers, a very useful ad-
junct to every motor cyclist's kit

of tools (s'ee editor's comment), so easy
to change pulleys with one; no hammer^
ing. simply draws it off; state size of
pulley ; post free 23.—W, Smith, 268, Gal-
ton Eoad, Bearwood. Birmingham.

M'OTOE Cycle Frame, special Chater,
long wheelbase. almost new, 258.;

new plated wheels. Chater hubs', mud-
guards, pair 25s. ; Chater forks, new, 15s.

;

wanted, Light car cover, 26in. by 2Jin.,

and tube, a-lso small car radiator.—Addi-
son Lankester, Highwood, Kingston Hill,.

S.W.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you Tuiention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
TTNTJSED Leather Jacke-t. chest 17iu.:

U 10s. — A. White, East Terrace, Eve-
sham.

21 h.p. J.A.P. Engine, new, and com-
2 plete; £3 10s.—36, Carter Street,

Walworth.

Ql h.p. Wat«r-cooled Genuine Be Dion
O2 Cylinder; 40s.; deposit system.—
FuUbrook, Slough.

JACK-NO-SKID serves three purposes
perfectly—non-skid, jaek, and car-

rier; has no equal

JACK-NO-SKID, recently improved, fits

all maizes easily; see what users
say. page 91. last issue.

JACK-NO-SKID calls forth more praise
from users; test personally, fitted

free.-Rapid Motor Works, Webbs Eoad,
Clapham.

P.
and E. Voltmeter, ' cost 21s., in
leather case, equal new ; 10s.—

Scantlebury, Ulverston.

GOING Cheap.—Parts and accessories
from dismantled Humber.—17. Wil-

^;on Street. S.W.

SIMMS 4 h.p. water-cooled engine, car-
buretter, as new ; £4 15s.—41, Skel-

brook Street, Earlsfleld.

31 h.p. w.c. De Dion and carburetter,
2 sale, cheap. — English, Church

Xane, Harpurhey, Manchester.

CHARGING Dynamo (50 volts, 10 amps.),
almost new; sacrifice £2 10s.—H.

Loper, 307, Clapham Road, S.W.

f^ h.p. water-cooled Porman engine: can
<J be seen running ; £9 —Major, 42,

Marlborough Road, Old Kent Road, S.E.

QPLENDID Wicker Body, upholstered
O dark green, with cushion new; 22s.

•6d.—99. Benthal Road, Stoke Newingti.n.

PRACTICALLY New Motor Cycle, less

engine, etc., suit twin or single;
offers; photo.—13, Dermody Road, Lewis-
ham. S.E.

TWIN Plain Coil, made by the High
Tension Co., London; cost £2 158.;

quite new; accept 30s.—73, Church Street,
.Camberwe 11.

6J1 h.p. Twin Keleconi engine, brand
i new; £9 15s., accept lower power

in pnrt.-P. Pobinson. 49, Jeffries Road,
.Clapham, S.W.

AS New, 4J h.p. Wolf engine, with car-
buretter, silencer, and trembler

coil; £6 15s.—R. Woodman. 66. Paradise
Tload, Clapham.

13^ h.p. Minerva Engine, carburetter,
4 and coil, complete with spares,

«Qual to new, suitable for lightweight;
£4.-16, Sansome Walk, Worcester.

h.p. Pafnir engine. F.N. carburetter
and silencer ; £4 10s. ; perfect order,

buying larger engine. — Powell. London
Road. Ashford, Middlesex.

500 Pairs Military Gauntlet Gloves, all
leather, at 2s. 6d. a pair ; also mili-

tary riding breeches at 4s. 6d.—Anscomb,
14, London Road, London, S,E.

ENGINE. 3i h.p. M.M.C., food condition,
very reliable; seen running, spares ;

real bargain, £4 5s.—Harries, 4. Frances
Street, Artillery Place. Woolwich.

OQ by 2 driving wheel, new Dunlop. ^in.^O belt rim, complete. Brooks saddle,
Bowden back rim brake ; lot £2.—23. Lin-
croft Street. Moss Side, Manchester.

LONG Handle-bars to your own speci-
fication. 4s.; Swan-neck saddle pil-

lars, ditto, 2s. 6d. ; every description of
'epairs: lowest rates.—Green, 14. Avon-
.dale Road,. Peckham, S.E.

31 h.p. Forman, De Dion, special en-
2 gine. special piston, valve, air

release, adjustable tappet, two pulleys,
silencer, cradle plates, spares, as new,
.copper tank, levers, pump. Brown-Bar-
low, Fuller syntonic, complete outfit, fits

X^hater-Lea; £14.—Below.
WATERPROOF, heavy, rubber, double-

breasted 38in. long, new; 253.

—

Mogridge, Topsham, Devon.

LEATHER Jacket, 38in. chest. 93.; 16

amp. Radford accumulator, new, 9s.

6d.; 20 amp. C.A.V., 6s. 6d. ; 3 Minerva
plugs, new 3s. 6d.—16, Northumberland
.Avenue. Manor Park.

'Tee Bee' Specialities

Different Illustrations every week.

V 'Tee Bee"

Spring Seat

Pillar.

Suits machines with

saddle clipped to top

bar of frame.

Price, 12/6.

By post, 13/-

'Tee Bee'

Steel Foot Rests.

Price, ,s/-. By post, 5/4.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

Tee Be?" Specialities can ba had through
Cycle and Mot r Agents or direct,

TEMPLETON BROS.,
535, Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW.

For half a century we have

made a speciality of

High Grade

Springs,

f EDUCTION IN PRICE.
WRIGHT'S ORIGINAL FOOTRESTS.

AMY SIZE ... T/6 ONUY.
Save all damage to machine. A real comfort.

A. C. WRIGHT, 5, Lorrimore
Buildings, Walworth, S.E.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LEGGING Overalls, black American

leather, as supplied to motor clubs,

doctors, clergymen, etc.—Below.

LEGGING Overalls.—These are very
smart, well made, and waterproof.

—Below.

LEGGING Overallsi are our speciality

;

buy direct, and save money; price,

as above. As. 3d., carriage paid,—Below.

LEGGING Overalls.—For full particu-
lars and samples, send stamp, E.

Milner and Co., 242, Green Street. Foresi

Gate.

CHATER-LEA Frame (low), suitable 21

or 3J h.p. ensine. spring forks, hande-
bars, coil, 26 by 2i wheels. Palmer tyres:

£5 15s.—52, Heroneate Eoad, Manor Park.

CBACKED Cylinders, water jackets,

etc. !—Do not scrap these until you
have tried Barker's iron cement; Is. tin

saves pounds. — 9, St. Anselm's Eoad.
Worthing.

TWO Bassee-Michel Auto Tremblers.
10s. each; Dinin amperemeter, 10s.;

Dinin voltmeter, reading to 3, 73. 6d.

;

guinea electric travelling lamp, perfect.

10s.—Todd. 3, City Buildings, Nottingham.

CHATEE-LEA No. 5 Frame (genuine),

fitted with engine lugs, girder forks,

mudguards, and long handle-bars, £5
18s. 6d. ;

powerful twin engine, £9 10s.—

C Strutt, 124, Dennett's Eoad. New Cross,

S.E.

BEAND new 8 h.p. engine, water-cooled
£9 15s. ; twin air-cooled 6 h.p. engine.

£6 10-12 h.p. Pafnir water-cooled tour-

cylinder engine. £30; small dynamo, 30s.;

model locomotive, £3 10s. — 190, MeUison
Eoad, Tooting.

PAIE 26in. by 2iin. re-treaded Dunlop
Multiflex wired covers and tubes,

unpunctured, 30s. ; waterproof coat, used
twice, and cap new, 15s,, cost 30s.; Jin.

Continental belt, 10s., used twice.—
Craven, Pontefract.

QOIN. Motor Frame and Forks, three
jLi^ compartment tank, new handle-
bars, saddle and wheels, 28 by 2 Ee^ex-
Clipper tyres, almost new; £4, or offers,

or sell separate.—Thomas. 44, Quarry
Eow, Merthyr, Glam.

ACCUMULATOES.—Genuine Minerva
brand new. 15 amps., 8s. 6d. ; 30

a'nps.. 12s., perfect; Eoot and Clarke
tree engine clutch, 12s. ; 26 by 2i new in-

ner tube. 6s. 6d.; spray carburetter, 7s.

6d.; approval.—73, Lorrimore Eoad, Wal-
worth.

FOE Sale one pair of Continental
covers and tubes, 26 by 2i, 50s.., new

:

St«vens Sin. clutch and lever, unused.
358. ; carburetter, to suit 5 h.p. twin, 12s,

;

plain coil, in wood case, 7s., new.
or offers.-J. Smith. 122, Creek Eoad.
Deptford, S.E.

INCLINED Frame, suit Minerva or Jap.
with new tank, 30s. ; B. and B. throt-

tle, 5s.
;

plated |in. belt rim, 2s. 6d.

;

Minerva plain coil. 7s. 6d. ; tour |in.

belts, 15s. ; or exchange to value for new
Jap carburetter or new lamp, without
generator.-New, Winchcombe, Glos.

'Vr.ARI.IBLE Speed Pulleys from 10a. to

» Us. 6d., also variable pulleys with
free engine clutch, handle-bar control,
compleie with starting handle, 55s. cash
with or-der; special terms to the trade.—
Send for particulars to Smith. Peace, and
Co.. Trinity Works, Lawkholm", Keigh-
ley.

FEAME, inclined, and fittings, 22s. 6d.

;

13 h.p. Minerva engine (re-bored, and
new piston), 35s.; tank. lOs-. 6d. ; pair
26in. wheels, belt rim, and N.D. hub, 20s.;

Sin. belt. 2s. 6d. ; Perry ohain-belt, 5s.;

two coils, 2s. 6d. and 5s. ; or complete
machine, with carburetter, levers, etc.,

in perfect order, less tyres and saddle,
£5 17s 6d.—A., 15, Thane Villas. London.
N.

OPEN Tricar Frame, new, complete,
with wheels, bucket seat, and wheel

steering, £5; 3 h.p. engine, carburetter
and silencer, suit tricar. £3 10s. ; back
wheel, with Bowden free engine clutch,
complete with non-skid tyre and tube.
£1; enclosed fan, 10s.; plain coil, 5s.; 28

by 2 wired front wheel. 4s.; forecar axle
and tubes, with steering column. £1. —
.Stevens. 4. Goldhawk Mews, Shepherd's
Bush.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Affiliation of Motor Cyclists.

WE have received an advance proof of the agree-

ment for affiliation to the Auto Cycle Union,

which also includes association with the

Roj'al Automobile Club. The question of

association with the R.A.C requires some

little explanation, otherwise we are afraid motor cyclists

may be led to believe that the A.C.U. is to be

dominated, which is very far from a fact. There are

numerous clubs W'ith a mixed membership, and they

will no doubt wish to affiliate their car members to the

R.A.C. under its scheme of association for motor car

owners and their motor cycle members to the A.C.U.
under its new scheme. Consequently, in preparing

the agreement for affiliation to the A.C.U. the com-
mittee, recognising the difficulty in which mixed clubs

would be placed if they had to affiliate part of their

members to one organisation and part to another, have

introduced this dual arrangement, which will be a

matter of convenience, and will be welcomed. A
new rule is that members of a purely motor cycle club

will ipso facto become associates of the R.A.C, and
will be entitled to the advantages of such associateship.

This is in addition to the representation to which they

are entitled upon the council and committee of the

A.C.U. For the time being, the question of repre-

sentation on the committee is in accordance with the

present rules of the A.C.U., and representation on the
council will be proportionate to the number of mem-
bers of the clubs which affiliate. Clubs having twenty-
five members or less will be entitled to one representa-

tive. Clubs having more than twentv-five motor cycling

members will be entitled to an additional representative

for every additional twenty-five members or portion

thereof. The representatives of the affiliated clubs

liH.-t'

upon the council are entitled to elect representatives

on the committee in accordance with Rule 41.

Paragraph 7 of the agreement deals with the question

of advice or assistance in any matter relating to auto-

mobilism, and states that the affiliated club shall con-

sider the same, and if it deems the matter is one

in which assistance should be given, then the affiliated

club shall" send a report of the circumstances to the

A.C.U., and it shall deal with the same in such manner

as It shall think fit. Affiliated members shall be entitled

to the following ad\-antages among others

:

(i.) A copy weekly post free of the R.A.C. Journal.

(2.) Full benefits of the Legal Department of the

A.C.U. and R.A.C.

(3.) The right to exhibit the badge of the A.C.U.
and the associate badge of the R.A.C.

(4.) The right to participate in all open trials and

competitions organised by the A.C.U. or R.A.C, and

to compete at reduced terms when it is in the power

of the bodies to so arrange.

(5.) Participation in the closed competitions

organised by the A.C.U. for its affiliated members.

(6.) The right to receive a permit for open com-

petitions under A.C.U. and R.A.C. rules at half the

usual fee.

(7.) Reduced entrance fees where possible for open

race meetings and other competitions promoted by the

A.C.U.
(8.) Right tO' be entered upon the competitors'

register of the A.C.U. and R.A.C. upon payment of

one-half the fee, provided the application form be
countersigned by the secretary of the affiliated club.

(9.) Usual touring facilities provided.

(10.) Copy aimually post free of the " R.A.C.

Handbook " to all motor cycle members at the option

of the Club on the payment of one shilling per member.
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(ii.) The fees for motor cycle members will be a

capitation grant of two shillings a head per annum to

the A.C.U., which shall in each subsequent year be-

come due on the ist January, and be paid not later

than the 30th June.

The question of the date of payment of these fees

has been raised by Mr. J. H. Hall, of the Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.C., and the secretary and treasurer

of the Newcastle and District M.C.C., and it appears

that, in the case of clubs which have not been affiliated

to the A.C.U. previous to 1908, the payment of the

fees on the date of affiliation will be demanded. The
officials of the before-mentioned clubs have taken ex-

ception to this ruling, and have advised motor cycling

clubs to oppose it. We regret this objection, and really

cannot see any reason for it. The fees have to be
paid, and they may as well be paid at once as on the

30th June next. It is no hardship to clubs with a

full exchequer to pay the amount of the affiliation fees

forthwith. All the clubs which affiliate at once will

have the advantage of being able to vote on questions

of importance at the next Council meeting, and if

they want to vote there is no reason why they should

not pay for the privilege. They cannot expect to

»—
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attend important meetings and participate in the govern-

ment of the pastime without paying the affiliation

fees, because if they were allowed to do otherwise they
might attend such meetings, and if any of the pro-

cedure did not meet with their views they could retire

' and repudiate the affiliation.

In the case of mixed clubs, the affiliation fee for

the car members is 5s. per head, payable on the same
date in each subsequent year, and there is the usual

ruling for those members who own both cars and
motor cycles, viz., that they shall be regarded for the

purpose of agreement as car members. This rule has

always been in force. Paragraph 1 1 reads that the

affiliated club shall govern its own legal affairs, and
that all official commimications from the A.C.U. or

the R.A.C. to the county or local authorities of the

area covered by the affiliated club shall be made in

consultation with such affiliated club. The affiliated

club shall also act in any matter or matters affecting

motor cycling or automobilism generally through the

A.C.U., and the affiliated club shall at all times and
to the best of its power give effect to any recommenda-
tions of the Auto Cycle Union in relation to motoring
matters.

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
Magneto Records.

A car of my acquaintance can beat all the claims I

have read for long distance records with magneto

ignition on motor cycles. It is a large Renault, fitted

with a Simms-Bosch high tension machine. In 8,000

miles the sole attention required has been the refacing

of the fibre disc from which the four carbon brushes

of the distributer collect. This part is not required

on the single-cylinder motor bicycle type of magneto,

and thus we may say the record is equal to 8,000 mileti

without any trouble of any sort on a motor cycle. This

beats motor cycle records, and the clue to it obviously

is that within a car bonnet the magneto is adequately

shielded, and would seem to point to the advantage of

carrying the magneto within the tank, as is done on

the Bat and Griffon machines. But I also notice the

makers fit much more substantial platina to the con-

tact breaker of the car type than to the cycle pattern.

I wonder if this has anything to do with it ? Personally

I find the condensers of motor cycle magnetos are of

varying efficiency. Some seasons I have the luck to

get a condenser which keeps the platina clean and

smooth for huge distances—I think about 13,000 miles

is my longest achievement with one set of platina

—

and perhaps the very next magneto I buy calls for re-

facing of the points every 800 miles. Will someone
tell us why the platina on a magnetO' contact breaker

turn so white, even while they remain smooth ?

The Hill>clitnbing Ban.
The more I reflect on the hill-climbing ban the more

I see that it is going to make precious little difference

to us motor cyclists, beyond that the trade riders may
have to become members of a few extra clubs. I am
well content that this should be so. I think the only

approach to an accident to the public last year was
in a certain car hill-climb, where a handful of motor
cyclists were sandwiched into the tail of a car pro-

gramme, and dispatched up the hill when the public

had invaded the roadway. No motor cycling clul

would be guilty of such an elementary blunder,
think the main room for reform in motor cycle hill

climbs lies in the choice of the courses. Club secre

taries are anxious to provide sensational gradients, anc

as these are only found on rather obsolete roads, whicl

are necessarily twisty, there is much danger for thi

riders, but none for the public who dispose themselve
on the slopes behind the hedges. Such dangerous hill:

as Westerham are no longer used. It has a cross-roac

just where the rider is travelling at his fastest, and th<

spectators are compelled to stand in the narrow lam
itself. I myself have been up it at forty miles an hour
riding nervously into a bottleneck of human beings no
more than two yards wide. But such conditions ari

wisely abolished now, and hills are chosen on whicl

the public is safe. The danger to the competitors i

however, is increased on the sort of hill now in vogue '

with machines capable of over a mile a minute, anc

hills full of sharp bends. My opinion is that such hill: i

as Fernhurst should no longer be employed. If ;

rider is killed in one of these contests, as may easih i

occur, is almost bound to occur some day soon, othe:

'

authorities will take over the decision, and a ver
sporting form of contest will become wholly illegal. }\

typical sample of an ideal course is Sharpenhoe, 01!

which several climbs were held last year. To begii

'

with, the spectators can obtain a perfect view withou

running an atom of risk, and though the gradient i:

not severe, being nowhere worse than i in 7, th«

capabilities of the man and the machine are as mucl
proved by the great speeds attained as by risking neck:

round fierce corners at lower speeds, and the enjoymen
of the spectators is quite as keen, and much less bruta

in essence, since it no longer depends on watching ;

fellow creature risk his neck. I should like to see clui

secretaries devoting their energies to finding saf

courses, and leave pure speed, rather than shee

daring, to decide the issue. IxiON. '
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London to Edinburgh Run oi 1907J

;;^^

Early Birds.

The world was now beginning to wake up, and here

and there we came across some sturdy farm labourer

plodding along to his early morning work, wondering,

probably, what was bringing so many of us out at so

early an hour, when, as a rule, he was accustomed to

have the world to himself.

At about 6.50 we were passing along by the Don-

caster racecourse, where we saw a string of racehorses

out for a spin on the Downs, and a pretty picture they

made with the sun shining on their glossy coats and

magnificent limbs, and it was with the greatest diffi-

culty that I could refrain from dismounting and watch-

ing a few gallops.

In a few minutes we were clear of Doncaster, but

were delayed shortly afterwards by a broken belt-

fastener ; but this caused no anxiety, as we had simply

to put our spare belt on, which had already been cut

to the exact length and fitted with a detachable belt-

fastener.

While replacing the belt about six other competitors

caught us up, and as we all seemed anxious to show the

paces of our respective machines, the milestones were

soon flitting by at very short inter\'als.

The morning, which started so promisingly, now
settled down into a dull, cold, and cheerless day, with

every promise of rain in the near future.

In spite of an early breakfast, the pangs of hunger

were again beginning to make their presence felt, and

after passing through Wentbridge (i66). Ferrybridge

(171), and Aberford (i8i), we began to realise with

very great pleasure that we were only about eight miles

away from our second breakfast—almost near enough,

in fact, to smell the hot coffee that was boiling ready

for us. " A hungry stomach is a good whip," as the

saying is, and in a very short time we had made a

big hole in those eight miles.

A short distance before reaching Wetherby we came
across one of the competing cars in a ditch by the

roadside, but as nobody was damaged, and the owner

of the car assured us that he was in no need of assist-

ance, we pushed on, and at 8.20 turned into the yard

of the Angel Hotel, Wetherby (188^), about six

minutes in advance of schedule time.

By ARTHUR W. BENTLEY. (Continued from page 96.)

A Tip to Future Competitors.

This time we took the precaution of filling with

petrol before breakfasting, and by so doing we saved

all the rush and bother that ensues when about six

people are requiring the services of one man at the

same time, as is the case after breakfast.

How we did eat on this run ! There is nothing like

motoring to stimulate an appetite.

Our eyes were getting exceedingly painful, thanks

to our own carelessness, so we obtained some hot water

and a sponge from our kind hostess with which to

bathe them.

The Fates had again been busy, and a further batch

of competitors had been singled out for failure, and
we missed several faces we noticed at Newark.
Would it be our turn next? We had now been

travelling for about eleven hours, and had nearly

covered half the course, so far without any serious

stoppages, and with ordinary luck there was absolutely

no reason why the history of the next 200 miles should

not follow suit. A continuous run of twenty-four

hours will find out the slightest weakness .in any

machine, and, although many motor bicycles, both

before and after the trial, cover distances far in excess

of 400 miles without trouble, they very frequently fail

to do themselves justice when competing in the London-

At Newcastle, the id. toll demanded tor crossing the bridge stopped all,

and caused a lot ot tumbling to get at pockets.

I
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Edinburgh trial. I have never yet heard a satisfac-

tory explanation why this should be so.

After breakfast we adjourned to the yard again, and

by the time we had carefully looked over our machines

to see that all nuts, etc., were well screwed up and

that everything was in order it was almost time to

be off again. We were due to leave about nine

o'clock, and, in spite of the light rain that was falling

and the generally cold and cheerless morning that had

set in, there were a considerable number of people

gathered in front of the hotel to see us start on our

eighty-mile run into Newcastle.

We were soon off, and, speaking for myself, I was

off in two senses of the word, as before I had gone

many yards I executed an exceedingly graceful side-

slip, much to the amusement of the onlookers, luckily

without any damage to myself or machine.

On the road to Boroughbridge we encountered a

series of hailstorms, which the wind drove dead into

our faces, causing us considerable inconvenience and no

small amount of pain.

After leaving Boroughbridge (200) and Leeming

(216) behind we arri\-ed at Scotch Corner, which was

our next checking place, at about 10.50 a.m.

An Abrupt Change in the Scenery.
We were now riding through a tract of country Lliat

I have always considered exceedingly dull and depress-

ing ; its general bleak outlines, its dull and uninterest-

Two riders passing under the old Tower at Alnwick.

ing monotony, and even the cold grey-looking houses

and the long rows of plain stone cottages all lend

themselves to complete the final picture, which is so

far from being a pleasing one. Dull and depressing

'hough this country may be, and I think that

there are not many who will dispute my description,

there are at the same time many points of real interest

that cannot fail to attract the attention of even the

most casual observer, and whoever rides through this

bit of the North Country will carry away with him an

impression of this vast coalfield that he will never

forget, and he will be able to observe as he passes

through the little villages many points about the life

: The first glimpse of Scotland. The Border Bridge with Berwick in the
background.

of the inhabitants that he would probably never be

able to come across in any other way.

The roads at numerous points are crossed by rail-

way lines from collieries, and as they project some dis-

tance above the road, we had to slow down or experi-

ence the sensations of being bumped off the saddle.

(To be continued.)

>—•••—<
A short time since, a contributor mentioned a

mechanical nipple for Bow-den wires which did not

require any soldering. Several enquiries have reached

us for the address of the maker of this mechanical

nipole, and we shall be glad to forward them on if the

maker will communicate with us.

Motor cyclists who complain of their machines start-

ing with difficulty will find that it is nearly always due

to the fact that the suction on the

carburetter is not sufficiently

strong to allow a sufficiently

explosive mixture being drawn
into the cylinder. The trouble

may be fairly easily remedied on

some makes of carburetters by

making a shutter on the principle

shown in the accompanying
sketch. The shutter is cut out

of sheet brass, and is fastened

to the rim of the main air inlet

by means of a small screw and

washer. We have seen the idea on several machines

lately, where it has given much satisfaction.

A. Movable shutter.

B. Gauze covered air inlet.
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from our readers

and our replies thereto. When
particular makes of machines,

accessories, or tyres are mentioned

numbers must be used, the writer

to keep a key for reference.

Opinion ol a Lightweight.

Do you consider the I5 h.p.

N.S.U. motor bicycle with
magneto ignition a good pur-

chase? I require it for short

runs of five miles out and back
in a very level country, and I weigh
close on fourteen s1x)nes. Have
ridden an Excelsior for five years, but
find it very heavy for frequent start-

ing and stopping.—Dr. L.

The machine in question will be a

good investment, and should prove
quite suitable for the purposes for

.

FEBRUARY 12th, igo8.

and

which you require it.

Plug Points Incandescent.

Referring to the recent

gy articles on overheating of air-

^ cooled engines, I have found
that the sparking plug points

very often become incandescent
cause pre-ignition. I think a

remedy for this (otherwise than
changing the plug) would interest a
good many.—A.H.R.

There is really no cure except by
changing the plug for another one, the
points of which do not project so far

into the combustion chamber. The
trouble has a good deal to do with the
position of the plug. If it projects far

into the combustion chamber, pre-

ignition is more liable to occur.

Magneto Switch and Gear tor Sidecar Work.

(1.) I have a 5^ h.p. Rex de
Luxe, magneto ignition. Can
I fit an ignition cut-out to use

in traffic instead of the exhaust
valve lifter, and where should

the wire be attached to the magneto?
(2.) Can I work an electric horn
attachment from the magneto, and
how? (3.) Can both the switch and
electric horn be used with the same
magneto? (4.) What gear would you
advise for the machine when used
with a sidecar? I have a two-speed
gear fitted.—P.F.J.

(1.) Yes, get an ordinary type of

switch, connect the wire from it to the
steel screw above the spring which
holds the contact breaker cover in

position. When the switch is in the
usual "off" position the magneto will
be in running order, when it is in the
"on" position the magneto will be
short circuited, and will consequently
be put out of action. (2.) No, it will
not work an electric horn, (3) conse-
quently, only the cut-out or switch can
be used. (4.) Say 5 and 9 to 1.

Burning and Fitting of Coil Points.

I have a 3 h.p. Clarendon
motor bicycle on which I have
just tried a special high speed
trembler coil. It seems to go
much better than it did with

my old coil, but I am troubled with
the points of the coil burning, and I

have to clean them about every fifty

miles. I have adjusted the make and
break points to the sound of the coil,

and have also tried adjusting the

coil. The engine starts easily

enough, but when the points on the

coil get burnt, it misses and back-

fires. Can you suggest a remedy?

—

S.N. A.

The points may not be of genuine

platinum or iridium, or too small. If

you have the screw and blade re-tipped

the trouble should cease. Do not

adjust the screw any harder than abso-

lutely necessary, as this causes pitting.

Tuning-up a Second-hand Mount.

I have just bought a second-

^ hand 3 li.p. Humber motor

^ bicycle with clutch and chain
-iJ drive. It goes well on the

level and hardly slows down
at all on an ordinary hill, but I can

turn the flywheel round easily with
the starting handle. Ought I to be

able to do this? If I place the

machine on the stand and put in the

clutch and pedal, the clutch slips so

that I cannot tell what the com-
pression is like. The clutch does not
seem to slip when the engine is driv-

ing the cycle. How often does the
engine require lubricating? Will one
pumpful every twenty-five miles be
sufficient? Also, how many miles

should the machine cover to the

gallon? It is fitted with two ten

ampere hour accumulators. How
many miles ought each of these to

run? By taking hold of the end of

the axle of the flywheel and raising

it vertically it is possible to lift it

a small distance, say about one-tenth

of an inch. Does the engine require

rebushing?—G.D.M., Cambridge.

Possibly the machine climbs hills well

on account of a low gear. You will be
able to restore compression by perusing
the replies to other querists published in

recent issues. Probably the clutch slips

on account of it being too small in

diameter. If you have much trouble

in this respect you had better do away
with the clutch altogether. You should
lubricate about once every fifteen

a^Lic^^
All queries should be addressed

to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, E.G., and, whether

intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied with a

stamped addressed envelope for

reply.

miles. The engine should run about

90 to 100 miles to the gallon if care-

fully driven. Accumulators should run

about 300 miles each. Yes, it appears

that the engine requires rebushing.

and you had better have this done at

once.

High Gear affecting HiU-cUmbing.

I have been a rider of a 1907

?' I 2| h.p. Minerva for the last

nine months, and have found
I—I it a speedy machine on the

level and economical in the con-

sumption of petrol, averaging from
140 to 160 miles per gallon. There
is, however, one point about it I

should like to improve, if possible,

and that is its hill-climbing capabili-

ties. I find it will take a hill of 1 in

15 fairly well, but if the length ex-

ceeds 300 or 400 yards, I generally

have to help the machine by pedal-

ling. For instance, the hill enter-

ing Preston from Blackburn, it will

almost mount, but when about fifty

or sixty yards from the top I have
to start pedalling. The length of

this hill is fths of a mile, and the rise

according to contour road book is

150 feet, or a rise of 1 in 13. Simi-

larly the road from Sheffield to Man-
chester I found a rather stiff one,

owing probably to the length of the
gradients, and it failed to negotiate

the last mile on the peak of the hill.

that is, between the 21st and 22nd
milestones, though it had a good rest

about five miles from the bottom of

the hill after riding from Lincoln. It

is geared 4$ to 1, and my weight is

ten stones. The pulley is 4iin. in

diameter, and diameter of belt rim
on back wheel 19in. over top of

flanges. I can increase the diameter
of the belt rim to 20in., and still have
nice clearance between the stays if

you think it advisable. What is the
smallest size pulley it would be advis-
able to put on the engine, using a

|in. belt?—J.A.T., Reading.
It appears, from what you say in your
letter, that the machine is most cer-

tainly over-geared. We should recom-
mend a gear of about 5 to 1 if the
machine has 26in. wheels. Fitting a

20in. belt rim would, of course, be an
advantage. It would not be at all

a bad plan to do this and have an
adjustable pulley; you would then be
able to alter the gear until you found
the best ratio for your weight. The
smallest size pulley that you could con-
veniently fit would be 3iin. diameter.
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Fixing Valvt LUter to Magneto,

Will you kindly tell me if^ fixing a Bowden valve-lifter

<^ fitting to the top of the mag-
JLI nets would in any way inter-

fere with the proper working

of a Bosch magneto? This is the

only available spot on which to place

the attachment of the cable and wire.

At present my spark advance and
valve lifter are attached to the same
lever, and I find it somewhat in-

convenient.—DI 51.

We should not recommend you to

attach any screws or wires to the mag-
nets, but as far as we know, provided
the magnets are not subjected to any
shock, such as a blow from a hammer,
or that they are not allowed to be
loosened in any way whatever, no
actual harm would ensue from fixing

the arrangement to them. Surely you
can attach Bowden cable to a clip on
some part of engine or frame.

Frequent Blislring.

My machine is a 3 h.p.

^ Quadrant with surface carbu-

> retter, and for 650 miles I

-2-1 have not made any adjust-

ment ; in fact, it has run like

a clock. Now, however, I am
troubled with misfiring at speeds
above 8-10 m.p.h. The engine will

fire regularly about this speed on
negotiating a rise, but when running
on the level or on down grade, it mis-
fires very badly, and after running
for half an hour or so in this fashion,
eventually refuses to fire at all, not-

withstanding various adjustments of

levers. Firing lever, therefore, can-
not be advanced much more than
about one-fourth its range. Wiring
apparently in perfect order, accumu-
lator fully charged, registering 4.1

volts. Petrol quite fresh. I had
machine on stand and tried adjusting
contacts with engine running, but
though I could get the firing lever

slightly more advanced in this way, I

could not obtain its full range under
any circumstances, and on the road
even less than on the stand as state-i

above. During the progress of the
experiments on stand I closely

observed the make and break, and
noticed that frequently no spark
appeared there, although firing regu-
larly with ignition retarded, whilst
at other times large and brilliant
sparks would appear, and at others
an ordinary spark would take place.

The contact on the bell crank appears
to be rather scanty, and the screw
will not adjust right up when con-
tacts are in the "break" position,
and it occurs to me whether it is

possible that the former has worn
nearly away and left the ordinary
metal to assist in the sparking. Have
thoroughly cleaned contacts with
petrol, and given slight rubbing with
sand paper, but have not filed them.
Do you think a hard substance has
formed on contacts and requires fil-

ing away?—R.J., Surrey.

As far as we can tell from what you
state in your letter, it seems that some
of the moving parts of the contact
breaker have become worn, and this
accounts for the misfiring. The only

remedy is to carefully examine the

parts in question and get replacements

from the makers. The spring of the

contact maker is the part most likely

to require renewal, and the platinum
points should not have worn away in

so short a distance. Also carefully

examine the wiring of the machine and
make sure none of the insulation is

broken down and causing a short

circuit. Tighten all terminals and
keep them clean. A spare accumulator
should always be carried.

Magneto at Fault.

I should be glad if you could

^1 help me out of a magneto
> difficulty. The magneto is a
-SJ Simms-Bosch (quite new) and

has not been run a hundred
miles. Platinum points clean, etc.

When I start my machine, which is

a 5 h.p. twin Peugeot, it only picks
up on one cylinder, and I have to run
about twenty yards before the other
cylinder starts firing. When run-

ning fast both cylinders fire regu-

larly. I have taken out both plugs
and turned the pulley round, with
the belt off, when I get a good spark
at the back cylinder plug, tiut no
spark at all on the front cylinder
plug. I have tried changing the
plugs, but get the same result. The
failure of the machine to start on
both cylinders makes it quite im-
possible to use a sidecar, as with
only the back cylinder firing (unless

I am starting downhill) the magneto
does not run fast enough to produce
a spark at the front plug. I have
run the magneto on a lathe at high
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speeds, the spark is good at both
high tension terminals, but when the
magneto ia running slowly only the

back high tension terminal sparks.

The magneto is chain driven, and the
machine is geared 4^ to 1.—P.L.A.,
Kent.

The trouble seems to be due to the
armature cutting the maximum number
of lines of force at different points in

regard to the front cylinder from those
of the back cylinder. This was' a
common fault with the 1906 D.A. 2.V.
Simms-Bosch magneto, but it was
remedied in the following year by
fitting a staggered armature, which
allowed the maximum lines to be
broken at relatively the same time in

regard to both cylinders. The way of

distinguishing between the two types
is as follows : The 1906 type has the
two high tension terminals between the
magnets ; the 1907 and 1908 types have
one high tension terminal in the centre
between the magnets, and the other at

the side. Also, by removing the con-
denser, you can see whether or not
the armature is staggered. If, of

course, your magneto has not the
latest improvements, it cannot be
remedied except by fitting a new arma-
ture. In any ca^e, it would be as well
to remove the condenser by undoing
the brass screws on the top of the cover
to inspect the armature and see if it is

staggered or not. Misfiring may also

be caused by the carbon pencils requir-
ing facing, the platinum points clean-

ing or adjusting. The Bosch Magneto
Co., Store Street, Tottenham Court
Road, W.C., would improve the mag-
neto for you.

Harry Tate " motoring." The weil-lsnowD comedian on Mb new SI h.p. Triumph. Will

the cost—£1-19-11—per mile, " including refreshments," be exceeded ?
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T«x on Petrol In Germany.

The German motor cyclist who drives

a 2 h.p. motor cycle on an average
of throe hours a day, pays in petrol tax

nearly 70s. a year. A tax of 7.74

marks (some 8s.) is levied on every 100
kilogrammes of petrol imported into Ger-
many, which means about lOd. a kilo.

Profits of the K.S.B. Co.

Germany's biggest motor cycle manu-
facturers, the Neckarsulmer Fahrrad-
werke Aktien-Gesellschaft, finished up
the trading year 1905-7 with a net
profit of £23,026, which enabled the
directors to announce a dividend of

twelve per cent.

Germany's Foreign Trade In Motor Cycles.

In 1907 Germany imported motor
cycles of a collective weight of 24.400
kilos., which included 352 finished

machines. Of these machines thirtj'-

three - were imported duty free under
the heading of " returned goods," forty-

one paid a dutv of £1 15s. 7d. a cwt.

(50.80 kilos. )._ 144 one of £1 18s. lid.,
and twenty-six one of £5. In spite of

these heavy duties Belgium managed
to get 120 machines into Germany. From
March 1st to Dec. 31st, 1906, Germany
took 180 motor cycles, or, assuming the
ratio to hold for the twelve months,
240 during the year 1906 under the new
tariff. We must point out that a com-
parison of the actual figures for 1906
and 1907 would be a comparison of
imports partly under different customs
tariffs, since the " Biilow " tariff,

which prescribes higher rates all

ropnd, came into force on llarch 1st,

1906, not at the beginning of the year.
It may, however, be assumed that Ger-
many's import trade in motor cycles is

in a stagnating condition. Her imports
are valued at—we give approximate
figures—£7,930.

Germany's Exports.

Turning to the exports, we get quite
another picture, the exports in this
line reaching 178,400 kilos. Thus,
roughly speaking, Germany's imports
and exports stand in a tonnage ratio
of 1 to 7. Tills tonnage, valued at

£65,900, covered 2,192 finished machines
weighing 177,600 kilos., 800 kilos, being
returned as "parts." Great Britain
headed the list of customers with pur-
chases totalling 39,100 kilos., or nearly
twenty-two per cent, of the whole ex-
ports. Holland was the next best cus-
tomer with 34,800 kilos., then came
Denmark with 19,900 kilos., and
European Eussia with 15,700 kilos.

As during the first nine months of

1906 Germany's mot/or cycle exports
totalled 130,500 kilos., she would appear
to be increasing her home trade.

The Winter Traps.

At Shooter's Hill Road, Blackheath,
and the Lewisham Road, traps are being
worked on Saturdays and Sundays.
Thanks to the friendly warning of the
L.C.C. car drivers and conductors, the
police bag is small.

Free Garage at the Crystal Palace.

Motor cyclists visiting the Crystal
Palace will be interested to hear that
the Lansdowne Motor Garage, of Nor-
wood, will garage their machines free.

The Palace Co. have no such accommo-
dation ; indeed, the lack of garage
facilities in the neighbourhood has
always been somewhat of a drawback
to those who travel down by motor
cycle. We feel sure that very many
motor cyclists this year will avail them-
selves of the firm's offer.

An Unusual Guarantee.

With every new machine of his man\3
facture a South London maker gives

;

guarantee—that it will climb Cud
ham

!

Seven Motor Cyclists in One Village.

Mr. H. B. Wilkins, of Bourton-on3
the-Water, informs us that in his little

Gloucestershire village, which has a
population of 1,100 souls, there are

seven motor cyclists.

Motors In British East Alrlea.

Mr. C. Sedgwick Evans, of Nairobi,
B.E. A., writes that there are at present
in Nairobi one large tricar, a small car,

and two four-cylinder lorries. He is

himself awaiting delivery of the first

nrotor bicycle. There are no fogs, rain,

mud, sideslips, or police traps in.

B.E.A., Mr. Evans adds.

Miss Muriel Hind and her newly-acquired mount, a 5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Rex, on which she

accomplished the hest hlll-olimMng performance in the A.O.D. Quarterly Trials last month.

1
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has

Onaathorlaed Speed Limit Notloes.

Complaints have been made to the

Motor Union of the erection of un-

authorised speed restriction notices near

Chippenham and at Stratford-on-Avon.

The Union has talcen steps to bring

the complaints to the notice of the

authorities.

Market Deeping Motor Cyclists.

The hon. secretary of the Lincolnshire

Motor Cycle Club (Mr. Wilkinson)

writes :
" I was much interested in Mr.

P. J. Bright's statement as to the

number of motor cyclists at JIarket

Deeping. As motor cycling is so strong

there, ought not some of those riders to

join our club, and so assist in the move-

ment we all have at heart? I should

be very pleased to hear from Jlr.

Bright or other riders in that district."

Auto Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

Colonel H. C L. Holden. R.A.

kindly consented to occupy the

chair at the annual dinner to be

held at the Hotel Cecil on Satur-

day, February 15th, at 5.30 for

7 .p.m. For the convenience of

those provincial members who
wish to attend this dinner and

intend to remain in town that

night, arrangements have been

made for bed, breakfast, and
luncheon at an inclusive charge

of 10s. 5d. per head. Members
who desire to have a bedroom re-

served for them on the Saturday
night are requested to let the

secretary know as early as

possible. A good musical pro-

gramme has been arranged, and
the speeches will no doubt be of

great interest to members of the

club. Tickets for the dinner are

7s. 5d. each, and imm^-^istp

application for them should be
made,

tand's End to Jolin-o'-Groat's Trial.

The Competitions Sub-com-
mittee of the A.C.U. hope to

issue the preliminary regulations

for the above trial to be held in

July, very shortly. Any sugges- ^^~
tion from those riders who iook part in

the 1906 trial over this classic route
which may tend to add to the success

of this year's event will be welcomed
by the secretary, and receive the con-

sideration of the committee.

\ Jump in the Imports.

217 motor cycles were imported last

month of the value of £6,124, as

against ninety-two in January, 1907,

of the value of £2,574. Including
parts, the January imports for 1906,

1907, and 1908, were valued at £4,878,
£5,371, and £6,735 respectively.

:irltish Exports.

Unfortunately, the exports have not
advanced in proportion to the imports.

Sixty-eight complete motor cycles

valued at £2,202, and £2,601 worth of

parts, constituted the British exports
of motor cycles in January. The re-

exports of forei-^iri machines were
valued at £721.

II,C.C. London to Edinburgh Trial.

The paragraph in our last issue,

page 104, respecting the competition
for the Schulte Cup, was not exactly

oorraot. Although another cup is

being provided for the motor cyclists

only in the London to Edinburgh and
back run, the Schulte Cup will still be

for competition among car owners and
motor cyclists. Tlius, not only have
motor cyclists the opportunity of win-

ning tlie Schulte Cup under adverse

conditions (and should this be the case,

the greater glory would there , be for

the winner), but they have a cup of

their own, for which no car driver may
compete.

Ripley Roadmenders' Fund.

The dates fixed for the dinners and
entertainments to the roadmenders
employed along the Ripley Road are :

Saturday, February 29th, Thames
Ditton ; Saturday, ilarch 21st, Cob-
ham ; Saturday, April 4th, Ripley.

Assistance will be required to provide
for the musical part of the entertain-
ment after the dinners, and the secre-
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FUTURE EVENTS.— :o:

—

Feb. 13—Cardiff Motor Club Annual Dinner.

„ 15—A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner, Hotel
* Cecil, Strand, 6-30 p.m.

„ 15—A.C.U. Council Meeting.

„ 18—Motor Cycling Club Bohemian
Concert.

,, 21-29—Manchester Motor Car Show,
Belle Vue, Manchester.

Mar. 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show,
Agr cultural Hall.

,, 23—M.C.C. Opening Week-end Run to
Brighton.

April 18-20—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

May 9—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb at
Haslemere.

June 5-6-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run
and return for Schulte Cup Competition
and special motor bicycle cup.

,, A.C.U. 24 Hours Ride.

Si.

Si.Si,t

tary will be glad to hear from gentle-

men willing to give their services in

this direction. The following is a list

of the contributions to this fund re-

ceived up to the present :

£ s. d.

S. F. Edge 110
N. B. Ulingworth 4 6
J. W. Stocks 110
Kent Automobile Club ... 1 1

Miss U. Hind 5
S. O. Longworth 5
.L H. Hall 10 6
Collected at White Lion,
Cobham 1 16

Guildford C. and M.C. ... 10 6
A considerable amount is still required
to enable as many dinners as possible

to be provided as in former years.

Motorists should send donations to the
secretary. Auto Cycle Union, 18, Down
Street. Piccadilly, W.

M.U. Touring Facilities.

The Touring Department of the

IMotor Union is about to issue a ticket

which will frank a motor bicycle into

France and Belgium, or a motor cycle

of any kind into Switzerland and Italy.

No deposit or triptych is required. No
formalities beyond the mere exhibition

of the ticket are necessary in Belgium

or Switzerland, while in France and

Italy all that is required is the taking

out of a riding license, which exempts
its holder from paying the cycle tax tor

a period of three months. A small fee

of sixty centimes in France and 1.25

lire in Italy is payable for this permit,

which is the same as issued to ordinary
cyclists.

New Identification Letters tor London.

First A, then LO, and afterwards
LN, London's new identification letters

will be LB. The number of motor
cycles and cars registered with the

T;.C.C. alone since the Motor Act of

1903 came into force is approaching
30,000.

Manchester Motor Car Show.

Specimens of the following makes of

motor bicycles will be exhibited at the
Manchester Show, Belle Vue,
from 21st to 29th inst. inclusive :

Rex, Roc, Peugeot, Minerva,
Quadrant, Brown, Bradbury,
N.S.U., Midget Bicar, Wolf, etc.

The tricars will include Phoenix,
National, Rex Litette, and J.A.P.
There will also be full represen-

tation of the above on the trial

track within the grounds, and
ample facilities thus afforded

prospective buyers of testing the

machines before deciding.

Collision with a Bullock.

A case was heard at Redhill

on Thursday, in which a motor
cyclist, Mr. Gerald Motion, sued

Mr. Ralph Glutton for £1 9s. 6d.

damages to his motor cycle. It

appears that on November 9th

last he was returning from
Horley between 6 and 7 o'clock

in the evening, when he ran into

a cloud of mist and suddenly

found himself in collision with

one of three bullocks belonging

to the defendant. His lamp and
machine were damaged. Defen-

dant said that the beasts were
kept in a field, but some evil dis-

posed person having opened the gate,

they got out. The Judge held that

plaintiff was entitled to recover, as it

war- admitted the bullocks strayed on

to the road, and there wa>s not sufficient

evidence to prove that the field gates

had been properly fastened. Judgment
was given for the plaintiff with costs.

Reported Caddish Action.

A Carluke motor cyclist was proceed-

ing along the Stirling and Carlisle

Road, near Newmains, in the dark of

the early morning on the 1st inst.,

when he saw a horse suddenly rear up
in front of him. It proved to be a

horse and cart without a light.

The motor cyclist was knocked down,
although not hurt, but to make matters
worse his machine caught fire. The
driver of the ca'' '" reported to have
acted in a very caddish manner by
driving off without offering assistance.

Exhibition ol Motor Cycles.

Templeton Bros., 535, Sauchiehall
Street, Glasgow, will hold an exhibition

of motor cycles from the 15th to the
22nd inst.

r \>^^^
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CLUB NEWS.
St. Albans and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner of this club will be held on Thursday,
the 20th inst., at the George Hotel, St. Albans. Tickets can
be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr. Geo. Bush, 2,
Liverpool Road, St. Albans, Herts. All motor cyclists in the
district are invited.

Chesteifleld and Oistriiit M.C.

A new club has been formed in Chesterfield as above. The
chief aim of the club is to promote sociability and to bring
motorists in the district into closer touch with one another.
Communications on all club matters should be addressed to
the hon. secretary at headquarters, the Hotel Portland,
Chesterfield. .

Southend and District M.C.

At the annual general meeting of the above club, J. B.
Carruthers, A.C.A., in the chair, it was decided to increase
the annual subscriptions to £1 Is. per annum for car members
and 15s. per annum for motor cyclists. At present the
number of members is seventy-one, about half being motor
cyclists. The club has decided to support the Motor Union
solely, and has cancelled its former afiiliation to the Auto
Cycle Union.

Walthamstow M.C.

The second annual general meeting of the above club was
held at headquarters last week. Satisfaction was expressed
at the state of the balance-sheet, which showed a substantial
balance in hand.
The meeting expressed its appreciation of the services of the

officers during the past year, and proceeded to arrange the
1908 programme, which will include a 100 miles reliability

trial for a cup value five guineas, to be called the Waltham-
stow Motor Club Annual Dinner Cup.

Leeds M.C.C.

Mr. J. R. Kelly presided at the annual meeting of this club
in the absence of the president, Dr. Taylor. The report shows
that five minor competitions have been held during 1907, also

two hill-climbs, a reliability trial, Leeds to Edinburgh and
back run, Leeds to London and back run, and a speed trial,

for which the N.S.U. shield was given. As a token of their
appreciation of the services of the retiring secretary, Mr.
F. 0. Langton, the members have decided to present him
with an illuminated address. Mr. H. S. Atkinson, 72, Avenue
Hill, Ilarehills Lane, was elected honorary secretary.

Dubiin and District M.C.C.

The opening general meeting of the above club took place
at the Waverley Hotel, Sackville Street, Dublin, on the 30th
ult., the secretary, Mr. M. J. Chambers, in the chair. A
general discussion took place, which included in the programme
for 1908 the affiliation question and several other important
items. The club being largely a social one, it was decided to

hold runs on every available Saturday, and three-day tours
when Bank Holidays allowed. It was also arranged to hold
competitions, and these will include a reliability trial, hill-

climbs, speed and consumption trials. In all competitions,
except tbe reliability trial, it was decided to have an open
class at an increased entrance fee for non-members to partici-

pate in. It was decided to leave the matter of affiliation over
and call another general meeting early in March to definitely

decide on the matter. It was resolved to have a club badge
and that The Motor Cycle be the official journal of the club.

Full particulars regarding membership may be had from the
secretary, 15, Edenvale Road, Ranelagh, Co. Dublin.

Uncolnslilie M.C.C.

The General Committee of the Lincolnshire M.C.C. has
decided to continue the affiliation with the Auto Cycle Union,
as it is felt that the A.C.U., having carried out the promise
of its chairman, Mr. R. Todd, and put itself in line, the

position of all motor cyclists would in the future be what has

been desired so long. Votes of thanks were passed to Messrs.

C. Nelson, J. A. Mettham, and the hon. secretary for their

services in connection with the Colsterworth speed limit

enquiry. Arrangements for the new centres at Louth (Mr.

Clarke attended) and Scunthorpe were completed, the Louth
meeting to he March 2nd, Stamford also in March.

It was decided to have the annual hill-climb on Easter

Monday, near Lincoln, probably at Waddington. The reli-

ability trial will tiiis year be a little over 140 miles, taking

in Lincoln, Sleaford, Bourne, Spalding, and the direct road
to Grimsby, and across to Brigg and Lincoln. This will

enable all members to start from near their home.

Liverpool M.C.

At the request of tho committee of the above club, the
Bosch Magneto Co. have kindly consented for their technical
manager, Mr. Bennett, to give a lecture on " JIagnetos " at the
headquarters, St. George's Restaurant, Liverpool, on Monday,
February 17th, at 8 p.m. In addition to the members of

the club, all motorists of Liverpool and district are invited.

North- ffest London M.C.C.

The annual general '/leeting of this club was held at the
Windmill Hotel, Cricklewood, on Friday last. Mr. A. S.

Phillips was elected to the chair. The hon. sec. presented
the annual report of the club, the adoption of which was
carried unanimously. The balance-sheet was next presented
showing a substantial balance in hand, which, after discus-

sion was unanimously adopted.
A very long discussion took place with regard to the new

(Standard affiliation agreement with the Auto Cycle Union
which was before the meeting for signature. Mr. J. G.
Blundell proposed, and Jlr, R. G. Booth seconded, that the

agreement be signed, which was accordingly done.

A New Centre of the Lincolnshire M.C.C.

There was a very good attendance of motor cyclists at a

meeting held at the Lord Roberts Hotel, Scunthorpe, on
Saturday last, Mr. W. J. Brooke in the chair. The business

was to decide whether to form a local motor cycling club or

to form a centre of the Lincolnshire M.C.C. The Chairman
.said they had considered they would be much better with a

large and flourishing club such as the Lincolnshire M.C.C.
Mr. Wilkinson, the hon. secretary of the Lincolnshire M.C.C,
attended, and explained how the centres had worked in agree-

ment with the head association. It was unanimously decided

to form a centre, and Mr. Brooke was elected chairman and
Mr. Mears, 1, Cliff Gardens, Frodingham, hon. secretary,

with a committee of ten.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The Motor Cycling Club is holding a Bohemian concert on
Tuesday evening, February 18th, at the Tudor Hotel, Oxford
Street. Part of the entertainment will consist of a lantern

display by Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, illustrating club life and
other motoring subjects. Ladies are especially invited to this

concert. No charge will be made for admission, and tickets

can be obtained on application to Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell,
703, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex.
The following is the programme of the club's chief fixtures

for 1908 : March 28tli and 29th—Opening week-end run to

Brighton, followed by dinner and social evening ; meet March
28th at Purley Corner, 3 p.m. sharp. April 16th to 20th

—

liaster tour. May 2nd—Members' hill-climb. May 16th

—

Albert Brown 70 guineas Challenge Cup for cars. June 5th

and 6th—London to Edinburgh twenty-four hours run. June
8th—Return from Edinburgh for Schulte Cup competition
and special cup for motor bicycles only. June 27th—Inter-

team trials for The Motor Ci/de 50 guineas Challenge Cup.
July 11th—Motor Cycling Club Cup for cars. July 25th

—

Petrol consumption tests. August 3rd and 4th—London to

Land's End and back (motor bicycles only), for Chas.

Jarrott Cup.
The long-distance trial for the Chas. Jarrott Cup will take i

place on August 3rd and 4th. This cup is for motor bicycles

only, and will be won outright, and the course will be from
London to Land's End and back. The start will probably
take place from Hyde Park Corner at three or four o'clock

in the morning of August 3rd, Land's End to be reached

by the same evning, the return journey to be commenced ',

early the following morning.

>—•o»—<
J

The South British Trading Co., Ltd., 13-15, Wilson Street,
;|

Finsbury, E.G., have just issued a booklet describing the

Vindec Special two-speed geared hub. The demand has

become so insistent that plans have now been made to supply

it regularly on all Vindec Special motor cycles when ordered

The Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd., have requested us to mention
that the tins of oil which have been supplied with some of

the 1908 machines up to February 5th have by an error been

filled with air-cooled instead of water-cooled or motor car

oils. Air-cooled oil being very thick is inclined to gum up
the piston, cylinder, and flywheels in cold weather, and it

would be advisable to discontinue the use of same until the

summer months, and also to clean out the crank chamber.
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Motor Cycle Tyres and Accessories.
Summary of a Paper read by Mr. H. G. Cove before members of the Auto Cycle Union,

at 118, Piccadilly, February 7th,

IN
introducing his paper, i\Ir. Cove very rightly pointed to
the fact that the majority of motor cycles on the road are
greatly undertyred, and the same fault applies to cars,

due to the fact, as mentioned by Mr. Cove, that the maker
lists a standard pattern machine, fitted, in the majority of

cases, with small tyres, or a size which he thinks will sell the
machine, and if the i-ider happens to be particular, and in-

sists upon larger tyres, then he has to pay extra for them.
Jlr. Cove said that, in the early days, he rode a 2 h.p. motor
bicycle with 2in. tyres. Following that, a 2| h.p. motor
bicycle with 2^in. tyres, and found the latter a great im-
provement, and the result of his experience was that they
ivere no more likely to pick up a nail, owing to the greater

surface exposed to the road, than smaller tyres. Sections and
samples of various tyres were then lianded round to the

members, and their chief characteristics pointed out. The
Palmer motor cycle tyres were described, both the ordinary
and Palmer cord patterns, the latter -being more particularly

used for high-powered machines. The lecturer explained

that to be thoroughly satisfactory Palmer tyres must be
pumped hard, otherwise they are inclined to roll, but if in-

iiated to the proper pressure they were as fast, if not faster,

and more durable, in his opinion, than any other tyres.

Of the Continental make of motor cycle tyres, the Modele
de Course was stated to be the best for all-round work. The
tread is very thick and the cover made to withstand hard
work. Of the Clincher tyres the Dreadnought was the one
recommended as the best, the lecturer pointing out that

the tread might be made a little thicker and the corrugations
more acute. The iWoseley, Mr. Cove said, appeared to be
rather light in weight, beautifully proportioned, but hardly
suitable f ,r a high powered motor bicycle. The Peter-Union
non-skidding tyres were highly commended for their non-slip-

ping properties on greasy roads, althou!<h taking more h.p. to

drive them. The puncture-proof bands made by the sainc

firm were stated to be effective against punctures and to add
liveliness to the tyre ; but. in the lecturer's opinion, the band
would not stop a really healthy nail if it got through the outer

cover and was loig enough to finish its work. Brooks's chrome
leather non-skidding bands also came in for comment, and
those riders who are afraid of grease, and have plenty of

engine power, were recommended to try one on the back wheel.

The Inflation of Tyres.
We are pleased to confirm Mr. Cove's good opinion of the

Goodrich all-rubber non-skid, which was first brought into

prominence by Mr. T. K. Hastings, who used them in the Auto
Cycle Club Six Days' Trials. Particular attention was called

to the big flap on one side of the cover, which practically pre-

sents any chance of nipping the inner tube. Sections of a

similar tyre made by the Hanover Rubber Co., and called the

vSharmock-Excelsior, were also handed to the members. The
excellent tyres of the Dunlop Tyre Co. were mentioned,

and the lecturer told the members that he had ridden Dunlop
tyres thousands of miles, and although he found them excel-

Idnt, he preferred a tyre the tread of which had more acute

ribs or prominent rubber studs, as he had found that a tyre

of this construction gave a better grip of the road. Eiders

of motor cycles were recommended to pump their tyres hard,

particularly the front wheel tyre, which many riders left par-

tially deflated, in order to decrease the handle-bar vibration.

This is done at the expense of the tyre, which is

more prone to side-slip than if pumped hard. The
question of interchangeability of rims wa* touched upon, and
we feel sure that all our readers will agree with Mr. Cove
when he said that it is a pity that makers of motor cycle tyres

do not study the rider when designing their goods, enabling

different makes of tyres to be interchangeable. Butt-ended
md detachable air tubes also came in for their quota of praise

md condemnation. Detachable tubes were especially recom-

r.iended as a useful invention and of great service to the motor
vclist. Butt-ended tubes were described as useful, but, in

the lecturer's opinion, they slowed the tyre. The butt-ends

nrevent the air circulating round the tube, and this, with the

Irmp caused by the conjunction of the two ends, sets up a

dragging motion and consequent reduction of speed ; they are

also very liable to burst at the butt.

The burning question of leather r. canvas and rubber belts

was fully dealt with in the paper. For those who prefer lea-

ther to rubber belts the lecturer found that the best dressing

was Russian tallow and engine oil. Take a piece of tallow

about the size of a hen's egg, place it in a saucer, open the

drain tap of the crankcase, and about half fill the saucer with

the waste oil. jMix it into a paste, and then rub it into the belt.

The next interesting item was a very good hint with regard to

the canvas and rubber belts, which had been sent to the

lecturer by the maker of the Stanley-Dermatine belt. His

advice is that when the belt is taken off it should be replaced

to run in the same direction, as if the pull comes in the

reverse direction the strain is likely to draw back the

canvas, and, as a result, the rubber on the top of the belt

Clacks. The wearing parts of the fasteners for both kinds of

belts should be occasionally lubricated with thick oil, but the

rubber belt itself should never be oiled. The advent of the

adjustable pulley had created a demand for an adjustable

belt fastener, and two fasteners were shown which have

just been placed on the market, one the Stanley, in which the

hook is detachable, and can be used in conjunction with an

adjustable pulley to alter the gear ratio from 4 to 4? to 1, and

the other the Matchless, in which the link is placed in the re-

quired slot according to the length of belt desired.

Lamps.
Of the two types of acetylene lamps—those self-contained

and those with separate generators—the lecturer plumped for

the combined type. He had had e.Kperience with separate

generator lamps, but had not had much success with them.

He now uses Lucas Acetyphote lamps, and for long-distance

rides rigs up three. He lights two, and when one shows signs

of failing turns on the spare. The attachment of the separate

generator to the machine has always< been a more or less

difficult problem, and the tip given by our contributor
" Ixion " some few weeks ago was stated to be the correct

line, viz., to extend the clip that holds the petrol and oil

tank to the frame to just beyond the edge of the tank, and

then turn it up at right angles and fix upon it the generator.

There it is out of the way in case of a fall, convenient to run

the tube from to the lamp, and easy to regulate the feed of

the water whilst riding.

Other Accessories.
Horns, stands, carriers, footrests, saddles, handle-grips,

bags, and petrol filters were among the other accessories

dealt with. In connection with saddles, Mr. Cove mentioned

nn old tip which often escapes the attention of motor cyclists,

and that is when once you get a saddle which just suits you
hold on to it as long as it is fit to sit on, and then part with

it with regret. Ask a hunting man if he buys a new saddle

each year, and see what he will tell you. For the transport

of tools, two small bags were recommended in place of one

Urge one. The tool roll should be attached to the back of

the saddle and resting on the carrier, and the other carried

on the handle-bar behind the lamp bracket, and containing

all the spare parts. Petrol filters were highly commended as

a step in the right direction. Mr. Cove mentioned that he

fitted one on his machine two years ago, and it has prevented

a large amount of dirt froni getting into the carburetter.

Clothing.
Flannel underclothes were recommended as the best for

wearing next to the skin. Linen or cotton should be avoided.

For wearing over an ordinary tweed suit to pTOtect him from
rain, dust, and wind, the lecturer said he had tried ordinary

mackintosh coats and leggings, but had discarded them
because of the unpleasant smell and the unhealthiness of

ordinary mackintosh garments. He preferred a coat and

overalls made of Gabardine. Stout boots were recommended,

as they kept the feet warm and dry. In regard to hand
covering, gloves of stout leather were recommended without

separate compartments for the fingers. Gauntlets were con-

demned for the simple reason that the rain runs down one's

arms into them. Riding without gloves should never be

undertaken, and Mr. Cove explained that he once rode all

night without gloves, and afterwards experienced an attack

of gout which lasted nearly a month.
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Motor Cycle Tyres and Accessories.—

THE DISCUSSION.
Mr. W. H. Wells said he thought Mr. Cove had stated

the question very carefully. Ii the fiist place he had spoken
abotit many machines being under-tyred. All would appre-
ciate the difficulty manufacturers have on account of the great
variation in the sizes of rims. Manufacturers try to obtain
a standard rim which will accommodate as many tyres of

standard size as possible. At the present time there were
four makes of tyres which would fit what the manufacturers
called the standard rim. These were the Clincher Al, the
Clincher Dreadnought, the Dunlop, and the Palmer, which
are all now made 2^m. wide. The Peter Union could be forced
on to this rim, as also co.ild the Moseley, and a new tyre

shortly to be introduced by the Goodrich Co. The manager
of the latter company had asked him what he considered the
standard rim, and he had sent him one which would take all

the tyres just mentioned, and this had been sent to the

manufactory in America. With regard to the speed on large

as compared with small tyres he (Mr. Wells) differed a little

from Mr. Cove. A large tyre gave more comfort in riding,

but if a 2in. tyre was used the speed was faster. If a man
goes in for speed, as in racing, he does not consider comfort,

and in touring he does not want speed, so he may use a

larger tyre. He knew a machine fitted with 2in. tyres that

was ten seconds faster in a mile than one fitted with 2iin.

tyres. The same fact prevailed in regard to the push
bicycle. They always had l^in. tyres for racing machines
and l^in. for touring. Small _yres were certainly faster. As
to security bolts his experience was that if he had to take a

tyre off and make a quick repair he would rather be without

them.

Rubber Studded Covers.
The Goodrich tyre had introduced something which had been

in vogue in America for years ; it was a very large over-

lapping edge to the cover, yet allowing easy insertion of a

detacher. It was very simple indeed, and very good ; he

recommended the manufacturers of English tyres to give their

attention to this. He thought the makers of the Goodrich

tyres would very soon be making them very much heavier

on the tread, and 2iin. wide. For a real good resilient tyre

he thought ihe Dreadnought was best; it measured 2|ir.

wide, and fitted an ordinary 2iin. rim. It was strong and
durable, and had plenty of rubber on the tread ; when fitted

with a non-skid band" you had in it an ideal thing. Be
found that the .studs on rubber-studded bands lasted as long

as two bands with metal studs. The metal studs seemed to

rasp on the road, and when running on cobble stones, tram-

lines, and asphalt they were very liable to cause side-slip.

Pe-i-sonally, he used, since the six days' trial of last year,

Goodrich's non-skid bands vulcanised to a Dunlop cover, and
had not had a puncture yet. For long runs, such as London
to Edinburgh, where you do not want to be bothered with

punctures, a Peter Union non-skid tyre is a very good thing,

and really deserving of credit. The Hanover Rubber Co.

had also brought out a rubber-studded cover, which looked

very good. He did not agree with Mr. Cove about having

tyres pumped up hard to prevent side-slip. On many occa-

sions when he had ridden home through grease, having started

out in dry weather, in order to avoid side-slip he had let out

a little of the air from the tubes. In regard to butt-ended

tubes, he disapproved of them absolutely. The action of the

tyre revolving caused the air to circulate in the tube, and
every time it came round to the butted end the air was
stopped, and distended the tube at that spot and gave it a

tendencv to hurst there. The best detachable tube was one

which allowed a continuous circulation of air through the

tube. They were a little trouble sometimes, but if a 2in. tube

was used in an ordinary 2^in. cover it would stand all right.

On the question of belts, Mr. Wells said there was a time
when he used leather belts; that was When theie was nothing

else. Now he used a rubber belt, and nothing would now
induce him to use a leather one. He was able to keep his

hands and his gloves clean. The best leather belt he was
never able to ride more than a hundred miles without cleaning

it. \Vith regard to adjustable pulleys and tension fasteners,

he found that lowering ihe gear, say from four to one to five

to one, practicallv made no difference' in the tension on

the belt.

On the subject of lamps, he was strongly in favour of a

separate generator, and the proper place, he considered, for
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ithe generator was at the side of the tank. The most expen

sive lamps were not always the best ; he mentioned several

at about 18s. Many lamps were beautifully made, but were too

heavy. The matter of saddles was an important one, and he

advised motor cyclists when they got one that fitted them to

stick to it. He had found Middlemore's saddle an easy riding

one. The question of toolbags required attention. Person-

ally, he found that what is known as the roller type, fastened

on the back of the saddle, was a splendid auxiliary. It was
easily accessible, and kept the tools in order for readily using

them. Petrol filters were good things, but it should be

seen that there was a gauze between the petrol pipe and
the carburetter.

The clothing of the motor cyclist was better studied now
than it used to be. Leather clothing had long since passed

out of use. He thought nothing was more disreputable-

looking than a man in leitther clothes, greasy and black.

For the past three yeare he had, when out motor cycling,

worn a good strong waterproof coat. Ready-made things he

had never found to stand more than one or two runs. He
had his overalls made so as to come right up to protect his

abdomen. His boots were extra thick in the soles, as they
made splendid brakes, and if you had to get off and stand
about in the mud and rain and cold they were warmer than

thin boots. A washable collar of indiarubber was a good
thing, and cost very little (only a few pence), and looked
neat round the neck. Anyone using a sidecar in connection

with a motor cycle would find that the Whittle belt wUl out-

wear anything else that is made. He mentioned that because
he saw one lying on the table in front of him, and it had not
been referred to in the paper. It was really a splendid belt,

and the dirt never affected it; it never stretched after the

first stretch was taken out of it.

Sizes of Tyres and Side=slip.
Mr. E. M. P. Boileau expressed his great appreciation of

the paper ; it had been specially interesting to him. In
regard to what Mr. Cove had said about large tyres prevent-

ing side-slips his own experience had been to the contrary,

although an under-tyred machine meant an over-tired rider

at the end of the day's journey. He had a severe experi-

ence of a Peter Union tyre in the Isle of Man during the

Tourist Trophy Race. He had to ride on one of the worst
roads, on one of the worst of days, when the rain was pouring I

in torrents, and the roads were simply abominable, and the

tyres held up all the time under the worst possible road con-

ditions. He had noticed that tyres for motor bicycles had ;

improved greatly during the last year or two. The treads

used to be very thin ; now one gets really substantial tyres.

Mr. Cove had stated that Peter Union tyres needed a i h.p.

to drive them. That was more than a good many could

afford. They were much indebted to Mr. Cove for mention-
ing the various sizes of rims, and also to Mr. Wells for telling

them that there is a certain sized rim which will fit several :

different makes of tyres. With all due deference to Mr. Cove,
j

he thought there was one thing he "might have mentioned, I

but which was omitted from his paper, and that was the i

importance of attending to tyres habitually, as soon as they ',

showed signs of wear to go over them carefully, and pick out

all bits of flint and stone, tacks and nails, plugging up all I

cuts and stopping holes, and so forth. The life of the tyres

would be lengthened. The question of lamps was then dis-

cussed minutely by Mr. Boileau, who criticised the construc-

tion of some of those now on the market. Clothing, too.

was criticised. All agreed as to the unsightliness of leather.

He recommended that it should be worn inside rather than

outside. He had seen most excellent leather clothing for

wearing over the under garments. These would be very good

for such terribly cold weather as we had before Christmas

last. Another article he had noticed was a rather smart

looking detachable lining of leather to wear under ordinary

garments where the wind caught the rider. Gloves, such as

used by hedgers, were very serviceable to motor cycle riders

;

they should be lined with lamb's wool. Sleeps, of Oxford

Street, made some very serviceable gloves.

(To be continued.)

)—•••-<
In last week's issue a letter appeared on page 109, signed

by H. and A. Dufaux, Ltd., stathig that they had frequently

known riders to have the same accumulator in constant use

without recharging. In this sentence the words " for six

months " were inadvertently omitted.
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Letters to the Editor

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be acoompanled by the writer's full name and address.

A.C.U. Reform.

[3102.]—In reading letter No. 3010 from " Constant

Read," I have not laughed so much for a long time. To think

what we should do if that rule No. 8 came into force. How
we could fly about ; no fines to pay. But, there, that will

never be done. Also the following : Nos. 4, 5, and 12.

I do, however, think a fee of 2s. 6d. and, say, Is. for the

badge, a year, would make it much more reasonable. I do

not belong to any club, not being able to afford it, but I

would be willing to join the A.C.U., and I know a good many
more who would do likewise. There is enough to pay already,

what ^Tith Inland Revenue tax and driving license.

TREVOR.

Winter Clothing.

[3103.]
—

" Lsrion's " list of necessaries for winter riding

is truly appalling. With "snow shoes," rolls of cloth round
the ears or under the cap, a cholera belt, several pairs of

stockings and gloves, and wool-lined clothes, one can imagine

the poor unfortunatJe motorist trying to start a refractory

engine. He would certainly have no difficulty in " starting

warm."
Personally, I find a wool sweater under a thick reefer coat

and a good pair of warm gloves all the extra clothing neces-

sary, although I have often been out when my carburetter

has been coated with hoar frost. GAFFER.

Colonial Requirements.

[3104.]—In answer to the sweeping statement made by
"Another Disappointed Colonial," may I suggest to him the

Bat spring frame accompanied by a Jap engine. I have had

J

experience with various foreign machines, but I find them all,

though they are hard to beat, less reliable than the Bat-Jap
combination. The Bat spring frame is splendid. I believe

that no jar would be felt by the rider who climbed a flight

of steps on this machine, though, of course, the engine would
suffer.

I had occasion last summer to ride across a railway cross-

ing in Cornwall which was being repaired. The wood
paving, which is generally flush with rails on such places,

. was up. I was going fairly fast, and my Bat took me right

over a double set of rails. I was severely shaken, and fell

the other side ; but I feel quite sure that had it been any
of my former machines I was then riding I should not
be here now to advise my friend from Victoria that he is

making a great mistake in condemning all English-built

machines. J. P. STOKES.

Another Disappointed Colonial.

[3105.]—It is a pity to learn that in the colony of Victoria
English machines are outnumbered by the various Continental
makes enumerated. A four-cylinder Continental make is held
ip by "Colonial Eider" as an ideal from which English
workmanship falls very far short. He asks: "What English
machines can compare with this in design and workman-
.>;hip?" The comparison, I think, would all be in favour of the
Enelish machine in design and workmanship, but type is quite
a different proposition. One might with equal relevancy en-
quire, "What English carriage can compare with the
American buggy? " The number of motor cyclists preferring
the four-cylinder type to a single or twin are in an unim-
portant minority. I am ready to believe that ordinary
standard English makes, having proved their reliability on

English roads, may not be equal to the strain that some
Colonial roads impose, but then with reasonable time the
frames may be specially strengthened, though in the case of

duplex or extra rigid types there is no necessity. On the
other.hand, it is pointed out that for use in, e.g., the Trans-
vaal, the road surface exigencies require a frame with at least

two or three inches more clearance between the engine and
ground.

English, makers in touch with the market readily comply
with such requirements. "Colonial Eider's" admission that
his condemnation of English machines is limited to ocular
criticism, and the fact that he has never ridden one, puts hi.<^

evidence out of court. When "Colonial Eider" has had an
opportunity to personally ride a high-class English product he
will cease to wonder at the superiority of a foreign four-

cylinder machine over a high-class modern single-cylinder of
English make, especially in conjunction with the added com-
forts of an up-to-date clutch and gear.

A. W. WALL.

Governing Tricar Engines.

[3106.]—We were much interested in the paragraph in
" Ixion's " notes on the governing of a tricar engine, and
we quite agree with him that the idea of interconnecting
the throttle and clutch, though theoretically good, will in

practice be found attended by certain disadvantages, the
chief of which is that to which your correspondent rightly
draws attention, i.e., that when restarting the machine on
a stiff hill full throttle is not available till the clutch is well

home. Of course, in a case such as this it is necessary to

have full power directly the clutch faces begin to make con-
tact. As a result; of considerable experience we are fitting

as a standard to our Phoenix Trimo a foot actuated throttle
, which, though working on the same throttle that is actuated
by the lever on the steering column, works quite indepen-
dently of the same, with the result that the clutch can be
fed to a nicety in such a circumstance as that referred to

above, while it carries with it the attendant advantage of

enabling a thorough foot control to be obtained over the
engine without removing the hands from the steering wheel.

PHCENIX MOTOES, LTD.

Graphite Lubrication.

[3107.]—Being fully alive to the many theoretical advan-
tages of graphite as a lubricant, I have made in the past many
experiments on its us© in the crankcase ; but always with the
same result, i.e., however small may be the quantity used, it

gradually accumulates behind the rings and spoils their
" spring," and the results are bad compression, breakage of
rings, uneven wear.
But lately I have again used graphite in the crankcase in

order to observe its effect on the cylinder deposit—a subject
to which I am devoting myself. I have found that with
graphite, the deposit forms far more rapidly than is the case
when oil alone is employed, and an examination immediately
reveals to the eye—without a magnifying glass—the presence
of a large proportion of shining particles of graphite.

It is obvious that as graphite will not distil or evaporate,
it must, just as road dust, be caught by the oil on the walls
and piston head as on a fly paper, the oil continually distilling

away, whilst the graphite and dust accumulate, becoming
gradually bound into a solid mass by the earbona*:eous residue
which is a product of the decomposition of that small propor-
tion of the oil which does not distil, A. DT7CKHAM.
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'• Does an Air-cooled Engine Overheat ?

[3108.]—As a rider with four years' experience, may I add
my view to the above vexed question.

I am inclined to take up a middle position, maintaining that

overheating does take place, but that its importance is greatly

over-estimated. I have come across cases where, to my mind,
no other explanation can be given than that overheating has

taken place. On the other hand, the way in which some
motorists I have met attribute every instance of diminished
engine power to the universal cause of "overheating" is

ridiculous. Many times myself I have been inclined to attri-

bute some defect to this cause, when a little examination has
quite altered my case.

The universal use of water-cooling on cars points most em-
phatically to a fear of overheating, but it must be remembered
that the system was introduced years ago with engines of a

much inferior design, and has now become second nature ; but
while Americans can produce air-cooled cars of considerable

h.p., which «ill stand the sumrhers of that country, it goes a

long way towards justifying my position.

To conclude, let me say that Mr. Verney's remarks re

Boyle's Law remind me of the fable of "the pot and the

kettle," for if Mr. Verney will look up any respectable text

book on the subject he will find that Boyle's Law has nothing
to do with temperature, it being the expression of the volume
changes which a gas undergoes under the influence of pressure.

He will find the law he seeks stated as the Law of Charles and
Gay-Lussac. H.M.

Variable Gears on Motor Bicycles.

[5109.]—I noticed Mr. Hooydonk's letter in The Motor
Cycle of the 29th ult., in reply to a letter of mine. Certainly

he is entitled to criticise or doubt my letter as much as he
chooses. It is all for the good of the cause. The letter was
inserted in The Motor Cycle for a purpose, and the number
of letters I received through the editor convinced me that it

will be worth my while spending a little capital to enable me
to put a variable gear on the market. I am not tied down
to one design or principle. One design I know to be a

success, because I have tried it myself practically. I, how-
ever, did not try it on a motor bicycle, but on another machine
where power was required to be transmitted.

I do not propose to make any remarks re Mr. Hooydonk's
letter, only that he is wrong in his assertions. Idle talk on

my part would perhaps do no good. It is a very simple

matter, as I have proved to my own satisfaction, that a

variable gear can be fixed to a motor bicycle without the use

of a jockey pulley, and one that can be controlled from the

handle-bar, giving a ratio, of 1-5 and 1-12. I only ask for a
little time to enable me to prove that I am correct. I am in

urgent need of the gear for my own benefit. I do not propose

to write any more letters for publication in The Motor Cycle.

I shall make the gear and fix it to my own motor bicycle, and
then I shall be prepared to give it a trial publiclv and before

experts. D. B. BREARLEY.

Motor Cycling and Good Health.

[3110.]—Ainong the various matters discussed from time
to time in your valued paper, I cannot recall any special

mention ever made of the motor cycle in relation to health
and bodily vigour.

Occasionally, when endeavouring to make converts of some
who are still ardent push bicyclists, I invariably find the

principal objections they entertain regarding the most modern
method of cycling, according to their ideas, are excessive

vibration and lack of exercise.

Dealing with objection number one, I explain that, to the

onlooker, the .shaking occasioned by a motor bicycle appears
more pronounced than it is in reality ; but, granting the
argument has some truth in it, as a factor for maintaining a
healthy circulation, and keeping one's digestive organs in

order, the vibrating motor bicycle, judging by my own experi-

ence, scores beyond doubt.

The second objection, want of exercise, I certainly agree
with, if it means that absence of strain on heart and lungs

EO often engendered by long and continuous riding, and what
is most trying, namely, pedalling against a strong head wind.

In former years as a push bicyclist, sixty or seventy miles,

even under favourable conditions, would often fatigue suffi-

ciently to prevent my sleeping properly, and certain hand-
books of the time I allude to, mentioned, with other items of

advice, a seductive drug for the relief of physical exhaustion,
a course of treatment that I do not find necessary now.
How very different at present after a long day's run of 150

miles, with ample time for sight-seeing en route, riding a
modern 3 or 3^ h.p. magneto machine, arriving at one's

destination with appetite unimpaired, and the certain pro-

spect of a good night's rest.

After almost four years of motor cycling I have every
reason to believe that it has been beneficial to me. During
the winter months the only riding I get is to and from busi-

ness, but even with that small daily mileage I enjoy a free-

dom from colds and other minor ailments that used to afflict

me when I had to walk or pedal.

R. G. LINDSAY.

A Suggestion for Variable Gears.

[3111.]—I have been reading with interest the article

and correspondence on variable gears for motor cycles, and
in connection with countershaft gears might I offer a sug-

gestion.

Why not have a countershaft, carrying the gear, in front
j

of the engine instead of the magneto, and place the mag-

'

neto on a platform behind, after the fashion of the Roc and
other machines?

I would then propose the drive to be from a chain :

sprocket on the engine-shaft to a similar one on the counter-
shaft, where the gear ratio could be altered by any ^suitable
means ; like the Anglian, for instance.

I would then take the final drive to rear wheel by means
of an ordinary belt from a small pulley on the right-hand
side of countershaft.
The advantages of such a gear would be, in my opinion,

ais follow ; Absence of side-slip as compared with ordinary
countershaft chain drive. Silence, and a smoother drive
than could be obtained by the ordinary method. Pedals
could also be retained. Of course, there may be many
disadvantages in the system which I have briefly suggested,
but I merely put forward the idea to be criticised.

J. W. LANGLEY.
[The Fafnir gear is fitted in a similar manner to the onf

suggested by our correspondent, and a Mr. Kent patentee
a gear on these lines, and it was illustrated and describee
in The Motor Cycle under Recent Patents, November 20th
1907, page 936.]

Outside Flywheels.

[5112.]—I read Mr. Ricardo's letter on the above subj6|
with great satisfaction, and I am sure he will find a' grea
many who agree with him besides myself. There is really m
reason, except, I imagine, convention, why the motor cycl
engine should not be designed like the modern single-cylinde

car engine, i.e., with large hearings (both in width am
diameter) and a white metal lined adjustable big end bearini

with a forged steel crankshaft ; ball bearings on the cranl

chamber will give the narrowness desired. 'The bearings oi

some engines, both English and foreign, are absolutely amazin)
in their diminutive size, particularly in the case of the twin
cylinder engines.

No sort of calculation is made for the pressures to which th
bearing will be subjected, the wliole idea being to get th i;

engine as neat and pretty and compact as possible. There i

far too little careful thought and design bestowed on nioto

cycle engines ; wonderful carburetteiS giving perfect mixture
are always being evolved, but the general design remains tli

same. There can be no doubt, if the built-up crank nietho
were mechanically sound, that that wonderfully cheap cnr tli

6 h,p. Rover would have had it; but instead we find a forge

crankshaft and white metal big end bearing. Hundreds f

engines at the present time wear their hearings out under 5.00

miles. With proper bearing surfaces proportionate to the loa

they ought to run 15,000 to 20.000 mOes without adju-stmem
provided thev are sufficiently lubricated.

Your contributor, " Ixion," seems enamoured of the huilt-ii

crank, to judge by his remarks in the issue of the lltli iil

He is, I suppose, too far ergrossed in thinkirg wli.-il ir

fitment he will hang on his patient mount. It is reallv. wlie

one comes to consider it, quite remarkable that cur practii

has not been followed. Everyone, I suppose, wants h

engine to last as long as possible, and I cannot but belie\

that before very long the public will see the sense of lar'

bearings and forged crankshafts. G. D. MONICE. j
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Couitesy at the Show.

[5113.]—We were very pleased to read " BP 648's " letter.

We are just emerging from the novice stage of motor cycling

and were going to select a new mount for this year's riding,

so four of us went to the show all bent upon fixing up for the

new one. We did not find anyone who took sufficient interest

in us to even suggest were we looking for a new bicycle.

The only exhibitors who appeared to be alive to business were
the accessories people. We had only to stop and look at an
article and an assistant wanted to know if he could show or

explain anything to us, but not so with the bicycle people.

We could look at machines and discuss various points amongst
us, and in five cases out of six we would be let alone, and in

the sixth probably be asked,
'

' Are you in the trade ? " The
reply "No " would produce a sympathetic sort of smile, which
seemed to say,

'

' What is the use of expecting us experts to

go into details if you are not in the trade."

We think the private buyer was expected to look only, as

if he suggested buying he would almost sure to be told that

the agent for his district would be glad to talk the matter
over with him. It certainly seemed to us as if the assistants

looked upon the show week as an annual sort of holiday

specially arranged for them to discuss over a Scotch and
Polly in the office the reminiscences of the past year. As
far as the attention and courteousness of British and Foreign
firms are concerned, we do not think it is really the princi-

pals or principles of either that are to blame. We are of the

opinion that foieign firms choose their assistants with more
care, and see that they are perfectly adapted to the posts

they occupy. CROSS QUARTETTE.

[3114.]—Having read letter 3083, dealing with the treat-

ment of the motor cycle trade by English firms us against

foreign, I think it only just and fair to hasten to state an

experience of mine only last week. It is evident that B.P.648
chanced upon one or two firms who form no criterion of the

character of English firms. I am just overhauling my twin

Minerva, fitted in Chater Lea frame, and discovered a crack

in head that supports girder forks, which, considering the

strain of heavy engine, is not surprising ; it may be that the

damage was done in building frame. However, 1 wrote the

makers stating that, although the machine was fourteen months
old, the crack was not fresh, and stating other details, and was
very pleased to receive by return a new part without charge
or comment.

This, I think, is an ample reply to your correspondent, and
I hope he will think more kindly of the English manufacturer.

A.E. 260.

Exchange Transactions.

[5115.]—I should like to reply to Mr. Lake's letter in The
Motor Cycle of January 22nd, re an exchanged motor cycle.

He seems to have received reasonable and business-like treat-

ment. The following is my experience of an exchange trans-

action. I wrote to a firm advertising in The Motor Cycle, and
they replied. We came to terms as to price, then they wanted
a cheque sent, also my machine, before they would send theirs.

When they received my machine they pulled it to pieces, and
then wrote complaining about it, and asked for another £5.

As that was not paid, they wrote a second time demanding £5
10s. by a certain date. They also kept the machine six weeks.
Their machine was advertised as 5 h.p. When it came to hand
it was in a disreputably dirty state, several parts missing, and
with a worn out pedal. I found it was a 2^ h.p. only ; more
than that, the makers stated that they don't make a 5 h.p. at

all. This experience, I think, ought to be a warning to all

buyers to make use of your valuable deposit system to protect

then.selves. Kindly insert this letter as soon as you can, as

ihis may save very many others. HASTINGS.

[3116.]—Mr. Lake, in his letter in your issue of the

22nd ult. , writes in such glowing terms of his Rex exchange
as to make less fortunate riders feel envious, and if it were
not that he stated he had no connection with the firm one
would really think it was an advertisement.
What, strikes me as so extraordinary in Mr. Lake's letter

is that he states the firm simply took his word for it that
he was sending his old machine. What is to prevent a
stranger who never possessed a machine going to the works
with the same tale and riding off with a new machine, never
to be heard of again? REX 1904.

The AffiUatlonJof Motor Cyclists.

[3117.]—With reference to a paragraph which appeared

in your issue of January 29th, stating that the A.C.U. would

reaffiliate our club should we agree to its terms, and to

the circular which we have received from Mr. J. H. Hall, of

Sheffield, we would like to point out to the officials of motor

cycle clubs, whether affiliated to the A.C.U. or not, that

under Rule 18 of the present A.C.U. rules, which were con-

firmed at the Lincoln Council Meeting on September 21st,

1907, it is stated that " clubs affiliating must do so upon the

standard agreement No. 2
" ; and by Rule 19 of the same

rules it is stated that "in respect to every member of an

affiliated club a capitation grant of 2s. 6d. per member shall

be paid on affiliation. This grant shall become due on

January 1st, and shall be paid not later than June 50th."

On reference to No. 2 form of agreement, it will be seen

by Clause 16 that the capitation grant shall become due on

January 1st and shall be paid not later than June 30th in

each year.

Now, as is well known, the A.C.U. rules can only be
changed at a council meeting, and the rules referred to, not

having been since amended, still stand good.

Further, the agreement referred to having been approved
by the council, is the only agreement which can be used by

The owner of the Brown Motor Bicycle shown above, who is stationed

in India, makes his machine quite " self contained," as on it he carries

his bedding and a bag weighing about 45 lbs. with necessaries. The
photograph was tiken at Udamalfiet (in S. India), 43 miles from the

nearest railway station,

the A.C.U. until the new agreement, which is going to be a

summum bonum for affiliated clubs, has been approved at a

council meeting.
You will therefore see the ridiculous position which the

A.C.U. committee are taking up, and by means of which it is

attempting to stifie any eft'orts which have or will be put
forward to constitute the A.C.U. an ideal administrative body
for the sport of motor cycling.

On behalf of our committee, we ask all officials of motor
cycle clubs to carefully consider the position, and urge them
to pay attention to Mr. Hall's circular of the 4th inst.

S. W. CARTY, hon. secretary l Newcastle and
ERNEST L. BATES, hon. treasurer J District M.C.C.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C.H.," Cape Colony, would like readers' experiences of

the four-cylinder F.N. and Phelon and Moore motor
bicycles, particularly with regard to running, upkeep, wear,
general behaviour, hill-climbing, and capability to take a

sidecar. Stamps for forwarding replies are in our possession.

" B. G." would be glad to receive the name and address of

a manufacturer of round tubular stands and luggage carriers

for motor cycles.
>—•••—< ^

A. C. Wright, 5-6, Lorrimore Buildings, Walworth,

S.E., begs us to state that he has reduced the price

of his rigid pattern footrests, which latter can be fitted

to practically .my make of motor cycle.
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Some Useful Accessories.

HERE is no more up-to-date firm in the United

Kingdom than A. W. Gamage, Ltd., and it is

heretore not surprising to note that for 1908 this

go-ahead business has decided to take special

steps to look after the

interests of motor

cyclists. For example,

due notice has been

taken of the corre-

spondence which has

recently appeared in

The Motor Cycle con-

cerning motor cycle

lamps, with the result

that the motor cyclist

has a choice of several

headlights from which
to select. One is

constructed on the

lines of the search-

light used in His
Majesty's navy, being

complete with polished

reflector and glass

mounted in sections, so that the heat may not crack it.

It is also provided with a strong and efficient generator,

is made in Great Britain, and is known as the Pulco.

Another really excellent lamp is the Nulite, a splendid

example of British workmanship. It possesses a good

lens for projecting the light, while its generator is both

well designed and well finished. Yet another type

of lamp which we illustrate has a condenser lens

mounted in the centre of the glass after the style ol

the well-known Alpha car lamp, than w^hich there is

no better made. Two models of this lamp are

stocked, one being of extra good quality,, while the

A motor cycle lamp with condenser lens.

other, though good, is lower in price. Other acces-

sories which will specially appeal to our readers are

a new goggle (see illustration) constructed after the

principle of the four-glass goggle, which was among
the few which allowed the rider to wear spectacles com-
fortably behind them, but has a single glass in front,

Gamage*s new goggles and exhaust spring remover.

thus enabling the user to have an uninterrupted vision

ahead. These goggles also have the advantage of

possessing hinged clips, which allow the glasses to be
removed easily for the purposes of cleaning or replace-

ment. Also a new exhaust spring remover (see illustra-

tion) worked by a butterfly nut, which expands both of

the forked legs simultaneously, a set of excellent box
spanners for motor cyclists, and the Lithanode non-
spilling accumulators.

A Carburetter w^ith Handle=bar Control.
HANDLE-BAR control is gaining favour, as

several makers are now fitting this desirable

adjunct to the modern motor bicycle. There

is no doubt that the lightweight motor bicycles made
it popular, and one

or two makers of

heavier and more
powerful machines
have not been slow

to recognise its

advantages. Messrs.

Brown and Barlow,

Loveday Street,

Birmingham, the

makers of the B.

and B. carburetter,

with commendable
enterprise have not

w^aited for handle-

bar control to be-

come universal be-

fore adapting it for

their carburetter,

but have taken
time by the fore-

lock, and made the carburetter to suit this form ot

Section of the improved B. & B.
carburetter.

control. Mr. Brown called on us a few days ago.
and showed us the first of these carburetters, and verv,

The complete oaiburotter and handle-bar control levers.

Jl
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A Carburetter with Mandle-bar Control.

—

neat and ingenious it is. The control of air inlet

and throttle is all contained in the interior of the car-

buretting chamber. A is a tube sawn into two

halves to form two semicircular sliding pieces, which

in ascending and descending cover and unco\'er two
apertures B and C. B is the throttle and C the

additional air inlet. Springs S S are attached to

these slides in such a manner that the slides are always

held up against the wall of the carburetter chamber.

The Bowden cables and wires are instantly detachable

from the slides at one end and the friction levers on the

handle-bar at the other end by undoing the screws D D
shown in the illustration.

The same method of attachment also enables the

wires to be accurately adjusted. The part which

fastens to the handle-bar contains, in addition to the

two levers shown, a spring which regulates the fric-

tional contact of the levers, and prevents them moving

after they have been placed in the required position.

Motor cyclists who favour handle-bar control and wish

to adopt it in place of the usual tank levers and rods

have merely to order a carburetter and control com-

plete from Brown and Barlow, and they will have their

wishes gratified. The general arrangement of the

float chamber and carburetting chamber has not been

altered, but the adapter is now solid, and not in twrj

parts kept apart by a coil spring.

> ^0M»—<-

CBOICE OF A VARIABLE GEAR.

les. The ideal drive for solo

work is the belt.

The ideal drive for passenger work
is a well protected chain.

The following notes gives drawbacks
possessed by certain gears utilising

either drive :

A long chain from engine to rear

wheel is bound to sag, and will one
day jump its sprockets.

Therefore a chain drive must always
include a countershaft.

If there are more than two chains,

each chain should have a separate

adjustment. It is possible to manage
with two adjustments and the use of

half links, but it follows that all three
chains can never be in perfect adjust-

ment.
Watch a crankshaft gear on the road,

to see if it retains oil.

Note if the method of lubricating a
hub gear entails dismounting, and
allows ample provision and access.

Crankshaft gears can be instan-

taneously replaced by a plain pulley or
sprocket in case of failure.

Operating levers are inconvenient if

set close to the saddle.

Large plain bearings absorb a mar-
vellous amount of power. Ball bear-
ings are desirable wherever possible

;

ball bearings demand regular lubrica-
tion.

Try the weight of a gear apart from
the machine ; some scale 50 lbs.

A gear of which two or three samples
have run throuf;'i the annual 1,000 miles
trials of the A.C.U. is a safe purchase.
Expanding pulley gears have yet to

publicly prove their value in open com-
petition.

Several rear hub and countershaft
gears have excellent public records.

O " The Autocar," Which is pub-
j1 lished under the same pro-

prietorship as " The Motor Ct/cU,"
is to the automobiUst What this
journal is to the motor cyclist.
Any reader of " The Motor Cycle "
who is also considering the pur-
chase of a car should make a point
of obtaining "The Autocar"—the
leading motor journal. Price 3d.
Issued Weekly. ^ ^ Jt Jt

(Continued from page 106.)

Part II.—Outfit and Manage-
ment.

BACKACHE.
166. Physical discomfort on long

rides makes itself felt by an ache across

the small of the back. This is usually

due to a bad riding position. The
saddle will be too high, too far forward,

or too far back. If this does not ex-

plain the trouble, get a larger saddle or

a spring saddle-pillar. Pan seats are

very comfortable, but do not give such

a good grip of the machine as a saddle

for fast riding.

CAMERAS.
1.6*7. A large camera should only

be taken when it is proposed to stop

some days at a place en route. It is

best carried in a Japanese basket lined

with American cloth ; the camera should

be swathed in silk, and well padded
with wadding before being laid in the

basket, and attached to the carrier. A
heavy camera with shoulder straps is an

abomination. The best camera for

motor cyclists is a quarter-plate pocket

instrument on Kodak lines. Films arc

preferable to plates, being lighter and
safer. If chemicals are taken, they

should be tabloid. Develop an exposur(

now and again during the tour, at

otherwise you may overlook some mis-

hap to the shutter or bellows.

CARRIAGE OF SPARE PARTS.
16^. Spare plugs should be kept

in wood cases, and always be provided
with a new washer and their propei

terminal. It is nearly always im
possible to detach the old washer in

tact.

Spare valves should have an old cork

threaded on the stem, against which
the spring can be compressed, and thi

cap and cotter inserted. The whole
should then be wound with thick rag
to avoid scratching of the ground beve
edge.
AH small items, especially ignitior

spares, should be packed with wadding
in small tin boxes—an emptied, tyre out
fit box wiir do. A rubber band wil

keep the box closed.

Nuts, washers, etc., should bi

threaded on wire.

Spare leather belts should not bo

carried "naked." as the oil in theni

By
Road Rider.

will collect dust, and they will want
cleaning and dressing before use. They
should be wrapped up in American
cloth and tied to the side of the carrier.'

CARRYING HOOTERS.
169. A plain metal clip encir-

cling the handle-bar will never keep a

hooter long in place. Coil a piece of

leather, rubber, or emery cloth round
bar under the clip, and tighten with
a good strong screwdriver ; then put

double locknuts on each bolt, cut them
off short, and burr ends over with a

hammer. Then get a pump strap, and
lash twist of horn to bar further down.
Thus secured, it will never shake loose.

HOOTERS THAT MAKE NO SOUND.
1"70. A reed never loses its set

except when the unwary motor cyclist

attempts to rectify it with a knife.

When the horn ceases blowing or be-

comes croupy, it is certain to have a

particle of dirt between the blade of

reed and its bed. A thin piece of

paper or a squirt of petrol is the safest

way to remove the obstruction, when
the horn will recover its original

blatant toot.

CARRYING SPARE AIR TUBES.
1*71. Spare air tubes must be

carried in separate receptacles, and be
kept dry and cool. The motor cyclist's

best plan is to roll them up, smear them
with French chalk, and slip into an old
sponge bag. The bag may then be
made into a neat package with Ameri-
can cloth, and tied securely under the
saddle.

CLEAN HANDS.
1*72. Dirt is easily removed from

the smooth places of the hands with a
stiff brush and petrol, paraffin, dry
soap, soft soap, ammonia, and the
patent' cleansers sold for the purpose.
Most of these substances roughen the
hands, none are a great help to remove
dirt from the interstices of broken
skin, the finger nails, and so on. The
hands should therefore have these inter-

stices filled with soap, vaseline, or other
grease, before a dirty job is tackled.
Where special cleansers are employed,
a good toilet preparation should be
used when the hands are clean, or the
skin will retain dirt faithfully next
time a job is on hand.

(To be continued.)
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD. F.C.I.P.A.

A Hub Two-speed Gear.

»—S— HIS change-speed gear and free engine has been patented

I
by the Triuinph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, in con-

JL junction with their Jlr. Batchelor. The road wheel
spindle A is fixed, as usual, and is made non-circular

in cross section at or about the centre of its length, as shown
at A^ This part A- may conveniently be square, and on
this squared portion is free to slide a dog clutch member B.
The dog clutch member carries a pin C or the like, which
passes through a slot in the spindle, in the interior of which
a rod or chain is attached to the pin, as is usual. Preferably
*his takes tne form of a rod D whereby the sliding dog clutch
member B can be moved axially. Screwing on the spindle
is a collar E, which forms an abutment for a spring F lying
between this collar and the sliding dog clutch member B.
This spring tends to force the clutch member to
the right-hand end of the spindle, and the clutch
member is moved against this spring by the actuat-
ing rod D. This collar preferably screws up
against the shoulder formed by the end of the
squared portion A^ of the spindle. On the circular
portion formed beyond this collar is mounted the
sun pinion G, which is free to rotate upon the
spindle, but not to slide in relation thereto. At
the side of the sun pinion opposite to the dog clutch
member B are formed clutch dogs H, which are
adapted to be engaged by the sliding clutch mem-
ber B, so that the sun pinion is held stationary.
Passing axially through the sun pinion is a number
of spindles or plungers J. These bear against the
sliding clutch member B on the one hand, and
against a sleeve K free to slide on the sun pinion

G on the other hand. This sleeve K is mounted on
keyways G^ on the sun pinion, or otherwise pre-

vented from rotating in relation thereto. It has
on its exterior clutch dogs K^, and it is hereinafter

referred to as the high speed clutch member K.
Between the high speed clutch member K and any
suitable abutment formed on the sun pinion is a

spring L. which tends to keep the clutch member K as far to

the right as possible. The sun pinion is engaged by planet

pinions il. as usual, which, in this case, are mounted on the

hub shell N, or. rather, a ring attached thereto. The spindles

of the planet pinions JI are supported in a ring M' on the

side opposite fi-om the hub shell, and on this ring is arranged
a ball bearing 0, which supports the internally toothed ring

P This ball bearing is preferably of the annular or cage

type as shown. The internally toothed ring is extended out-

side the hub, where it narrows down, and forms a screw-

threaded sleeve P^ Upon this screw-threaded sleeve is

screwed the driving belt pulley Q, chain sprocket, or the like,

which receives power from the motor or engine. This sleeve

P'^ is mounted on ball bearings on the spindle, at one end
whilst the other end of the sleeve, that is to say, the inter-

nally-toothed ring, is supported on the annular ball bearing

above mentioned. The ring AP which supports the annular
ball bearing is mounted upon a ball bearing at Pi, running
upon the sun pinion. As this last mentioned ball bearing
may possibly put a small amount of longitudinal thrust upon
the sun pinion, a ball race S may be arranged between the
right-hand end of the latter and the abutment for the sliding
dog clutch spring. The hub shell is supported on ball bear-
ings at the right-hand end upon the spindle. Upon the
interior of the internally-toothed ring sleeve P= are formed
clutch dogs T, which are adapted to be engaged by the dogs
K^ on the high speed clutch member K when the latter is in
its normal position. When this is the case the high gear is

obtained. Owing to the sun pinion being locked to the inter-
nally-toothed ring by this clutch connection K= and T,

rotation of the inttt^
nally-toothed ring rotates
the sun pinion with it..

Two members of the cpi-

cyclic train now bei:ig

locked together, the tram
must now be rotated as a

solid mass, and, conse-
quently, the hub shell

is rotated at the same angular velocity as the driving
sleeve. To obtain the low gear the sliding e'utch
member B is forced to the left along the spindle. This
engages it with the clutch dogs H on the side of the sun
pinion, but, at the same time, it pushes the spindles or
plungers J axially, which in turn slide the high speed clutch

member K out of engagement with the clutch dogs T on the

driving sleeve P'. The sun pinion is now locked to the fixed

spindle and rotation of the internally-toothed ring rotates

the planet pinions on the now fixed sun pinion, and the planet

pinion carrier and hub shell are rotated at a lower angular
velocity than the driving sleeve. By this arrangement the

clutches and springs are self-contained, so that when running
there is no friction of the gear changing parts, and there is

only a momentarj' friction on the heads of the plungers when
the gear is changed.

Messrs. S. Bottone and Son write that the automatic

variable speed pulley which was published under the heading

of "Recent Patents " on page 92 has been made and supplied

by them for several years past, the pulley being fitted to

accumulator-charging dynamos in order that the constant

speed of the armature should always be maintained.

We are in receipt of the Continental Tyre Co.'s latest cata-

logue of motor cycle tyres. The Continental Tyre Co. go in

for two extremes—a special heavy motor cycle tyre known
as the "Modele de Course" for heavy motor cycles, and a

new lightweight motor cycle tyre with beaded edges, which

is specially designed for use with lightweight motor bicycles.

The ordinary medium strength motor bicycle tyres are, of

course, also "stocked. The heavy Continental butted inner

tube for motor cycles is illustrated, as well as rubber belts

and belt punches and a Sjambok, intended for motor cyclists

who ride in districts where there are many savage dogs. In

France, one of these whips would be most desirable.

We called one day last week at the Zenith Motor Engineer- l

ing Co.'s premises, 101a, Stroud Green Road, N., and tried
|

their new variable gear as fitted to the latest Zenette motor '

bicycle. The gear consists of an expanding pulley, but instead

of a jockey pulley to take up the slack of or tighten the belt,

the rear wheel is moved backwards and forwards in long

plungers carried in tubes each side of the rear forks. We were
delighted with the way the gear behaved on Muswell Hill. It

started the machine from a standstill, and enabled the hill to

be climbed without a falter. Afterwards we drove the

machine to a switchback road ending with a hill of one in

twelve. While descending the gear was at its highest ratio,

but as the uphill gradient increased the gear ratio was lowered,

with the result that the hill was climbed practically without

altering the spark advance. We then returned to the works,

and entered the yard, negotiating two awkward right-angle

bends, and the belt never slipped unduly. We shall publish

drawings of this device very shortly, with the results of

further experiences.
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HALIFAX. - 25 h.p.
trembler coil, accumulator

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.^2 deposit and six monthly

payments of ZJs. 6d. secures 23 h.p.
Antoine. 23 h.p. Kerry. 23 h.p. Excelsior.
23 h.p. Humber. 23 h.p. Ormonde, 23 h.p.
M.M.C.. or 3 h.p. Auto Motor. All guar-
anteed running order.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. twin-cylinder Wer-
ner, 26 by 25 Micheiins. very smart

mount; £18.

HALIFAX.—23 h.p. F.N.. spray, 26ui.
wheels, vertical engine, very speedy,

good condition
; £14 lOs.

HALIFAX.-^ h.p. Rover, 26 by 2iiu. Pal-
mers, front rim and Bowden rear

brakeSi Brooks BlOO; £13 10s.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. 1906 Minerva, non-
skid to rear, a grand winter's

mount; £19 19s.

Antoine, spray,
ignitiO'H,

girder forks; only £10 lOs.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. . Antoine, 26 wheels,
low frame, trembler, girder forks,

very fine mount; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Kerry, 3J h.p.. vertical en-
gine, spray, very fine condition ; £18

lOs., perfect order.

HALIFAX—5-6 h.p. Alcyon, twin, spring
forks, N.S.TJ., two-speed gear, and

sidecar; £27 10s.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eex, Longnemane,
trembler coil. Clincher tyres. Fish-

back belt; no offers; £16 15s.

HALIFAX.-^JJ h.p. Rex, 22iu. frame,
vertical engine, trembler, good

order; anap this, £11 10s.

HALIFAX.—2 h-p. Minerva, m^echanical
valves, spray carburetter, magnifi-

cent climber : only wants seeing; £8 lOs.

HALIFAX.—23 h.p. Minerva (1906), spray,
accumulator ignition, very efB-

cient mount ; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.—1907 Bex de Luxe, magneto,
twin tyre, Eoc clutch spring forks-

£29; exchanges wanted.

Bat,HALIFAX.--? h.p.
done about 300 miles;

two-speed gear,
£20.

HALIFAX.—Very fine 1906 Rex, spring
forks, low frame, Longuemare, 2J

tyres; £15 15s,

HALIFAX.-2 h.p.
26 by 2 tyres,

£6 IDs.

Minerva, 21 frame,
good little jigger

:

HALIFAX.—23 h.p. M.M.C.. trembler coil.
V belt, tyres good, goes well ; £10 10s.

HALIFAX.—Special light low 1905 Eex,
3i h.p.. Rex spring forks; £13.

HALIFAX.—Fine 3i h.p. Rex. 50 guinea
model, spi-ay carburetter, sood

order; £11 lOs.

HALIPAX.-23 h.p Kerry, Hght, low,
26ra. wheels, spray carburetter;

cheap ; £10.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Lloyds, vertical en-
gine, Chater-Lea, long bars low

seat, 2J Palmers; £14 10s.

HAHPAX.—3J h.p. Clareudou. vertical
.
engine, footboards, ball bearings to

engineshatt. 100 miles- non-stop
; £13 lOs.

HALIFAX.^5 h.p. M.M.C.. vertical en-
gine. trembler coil, goes like a

chronometer, fine Palmers; .C13.

HALIFAX.-2 h.p., without name, and
,. a-n orphan. Please adopt for £6
lOs.

; deserves good home.
HALIFAX.—1907 twin Eex. shop-soiled,

and unridden, 2i tyres, fully guar-
anteed; £23; don't delay,

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash, ex-
.

change, or extended payments. See
Tncar list. Telephone, 766. High-class
machines purchased tor prompt cash —
16. Westgate, Halifax.

h.p. 1907 Quadrant, splendid hill-
climber, spring forks, BlOO saddle,

new Ducoflex belt, stand, carrier; £22.—
Can be seen and tried at Broadbear's,
Kegent Street, Teignmouth, Devonshire.

r)|E DION. Ji h.p.. water-cooled, con-
•*-' vertible quad. Longuemare, two ac-
cumulators, perfect, with front wheel;
£20; Dunhill's leather trousers a-nd
icket, £4.—Brown, King Street, Thetford.

3^

A SPICV OFFER.
SHOP-SOILED BEX DE LUXE,

latest black finish, Roc clutch, maeneto, twin
tyres, sprin,? forks, spring seat, starts like a car.

What a specification for £35 or exchange. £35
or exchange.

A BEAUTIFUL 6 h.p. TWIN REX,
fitted with spring forks, long bars, low built,

Longuemare, trembler coil, foot brake, new
fourteen months ago, £22, or £6 and a decent

3i h.p. machine.

SHOP-SOILED 3i h.p. 1907 REX,
spring forks, long bars, special 2fin. tyres cost

30/- extra, foot brake, internal expanding brake,
footrests as well as pedals, small spare tank to

carry spare accumulator. Pric^ *t9 19 0, with
accessories. Exchange entert^,-;:

SMART 1906 3i h.p. MAGNETO REX,
spring forks. Greenwood's variable speed pulley,

long bars, foot brake, £18 18 or exchange.

NO POWER sounds awful to a motorist, especi-

ally when your pals sail away and leave you.

£5 will stop all this. We accept this amount and
your low-powered machine, and supply you with
a 3i h.p. REX, capable of leaving your pals.

£3 10 allowed for PUSH CYCLES; if high-

class, proportionately more. Cash, Credit, or

Exchange.

5} h.p. TWIN VINDEC (1907), Truffault
forks, magneto, Whittle's belt, stand £35

TWIN ANTOINE (1907), new, less tyres 18
FOUR-CYLINDER DURKOPP 28
FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., spring forks,

magneto 32 10

5J h.p. REX DE LUX, Roc Clutch, mag. 30

3i h.p. TRIUMPH (1907), magneto 85
3ih.p. QUADRANT (19071, spring forks 25 10
3| h.p. MINERVA (1907), shop-soiled,

spring forks, special 2iin. tyres, stand 25 10
TWIN CLEMENT-GARRARD 18 18

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low built, smart 22 10

5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto, spring forks

4 h.p. STEVENS, low built. Bat pattern 16 IS

3i h.p. CHATER-LEA, low built, smart 12 12
TWIN KERRY, low built, smart 22 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, tree engine, powerful 10 15

3th.p. REX, vertical engine, powerful .. 10 15

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
lih.p. F.N., vertical engine, low £6 16

l|h.p. MINERVA, good tyres, carrier .. 6 16

2i h.p. CENTAU R, spray, Stanley belt . . 7 16

2} h.p. ORMONDE, Antoine engine,

powerful 7 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray, splen-

did order 7 10

2J h.p. JAP, spray, good hill-climber 8 10

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
2} h.p. DE DION, tyres like new £6 10
2} h.p. HUMBER, extra good tyres 6 10

TRICARS.
4 h.p. REX, air-cooled, chain drive, free

engine, coach-built £15 15

4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, tv- r-eeds, open
frame, wheel steering. 25

6 h.p. TRIEITE, magneto, spring seat. . 32 10

ICh.p. TWIN RHXEtTE, open frame,

seats three, special finish 42 10

4ih.p. HUMBER, W.C, two speeds 20

SIDE AND FORECARS.
MILLS & FULFORD, shop-soiled £6 6

MONTGOMERY, flexible joints 3 18

BRITISH STANDARD, brand new 6 16

FORECARRIAGE, coach-built, side stays 4 18

TRAILER, 20/-. Another very good 110
COHTINBHTAL TYRES. CONTINENTAL TYRES.

Cover. Tube. (x>ver. Tube.

16X2 24/3 9/6 28X2 25/6 10/3

26X2i 26/6 10/- 28X2} 27/3 10/6

26X21 29/6 11/- 28x2i 29/9 11/3

Libera! -^Unwance for your old cover and tube in

part payment.

ENGINES. ENGINES. ENGINES.
New6h.p. TW.N ANTOINE, complete ..£86
New 4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., complete. . 6 6

New 5 h.p., W.C, 85 105 mm., M.O.V. ..85
TWIN REX, 6 h.p., nearly new 7 5

2ih.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V 4 6
CHATER-LEA Tricar Radiators 1 10

Smaller engines taken in pa. t payment

CORONET SPRING SEAT-PILLARS.
A few shop-soiled, 9/t> each.

BOOTH'S "GRIPSKIN" BELT.
Made from selected parts of hides. Eyeletted each

end to take fasteners.

tin., Od.; Jin., lOJd. ;
|in., 1/-; fin,, 1/1.

Special terms to the trade. g;

High-class motor cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOm 'TA^Eir HALIFAX.
Telephone 198Y.

Q h.p. F.N.,
O^ Young's

2f

11

MOTOR BICYCLES FOIi„,SALE.
"Vf.S.U. and Eoc Agent, Hodgson, 10, Hor-
j-i ton Road, Bradford.

ROC Agent.—6 h.p. and 3 h.p. brand new
N.S.U.'s, 1907; what offers?

ROC Agent.—Continental tyres, 26 by 2.
243., tube 9s.; 3s. allowed tor old

cover. Is. 6d. for tube ; all sizes in stock.

N.S.U. Agent.—Mills and PuUord tore-
earriags. coach-built. £5 10s.; Wade

and Jones spring handle-bar, 73. 6d.

I)OC Agent.—Clement-Garrard, 3 h.p..
l- twin, two-speed gear, spring forks;

£11.

ROC and N.S.D. Agent. — Hodgson, 10.
Horton Road, Bradford.

VINDEC Special Motors from gtock.-
Woodman's. Peterborough.

3 h.p. Fafnir. new, shop-soiled; what
offers.'—Hillsdon, Hungerford.

MINEEYA, only run 50 miles, magneto,
3i h.p. ; £26.—Young, Trent Bridge,

Notts.

flier; £11; perfect. —
)uiig's Garage, Trent Bridge. Not^

tinghiim.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p. (magneto), Paimers,
equal new. spares.-Campbell. 29,

Barossa Place. Perth.

_ h.p. Werner, exceUent condition,
|4 spray, girders; £9 10s.—87, Thomp-

son Street. Darlington.

_ h.p. Clement-Garrard, perfect order,
2 little used; £7.—Stimpson, Broad

Walk, Stratford-on-Avon.

31 h.p. Rex Motor, excellent running
IT condition; £8 10s.—Prospect View.

Lostock Hall, near Preston.

1 QQ6 and 1905 Rexes, must be sold; offers
JL^ wanted.—Particulars, Wilson, 22,
Park Parade, Harlesden, N.W.

nC^EIUMPH, old pattern, good condition.
JL recently overhauled; what offers?—
Pridmore, Brooklyn, (Coventry.

£9 10s-.—Motor cycle, vertical, about 2i
h.p.. low. Chater-Lea frame, spleai-

did condition.—253. Bath Road. Houiiblow.

34, h.p. Rex. surface. 1904, 50 guinea
'4 model, splendid condition; £12, or

nearest.—9,120, Th-e Motor Cycle Offices.
Coventry.

LATEST 31 h.p. l^umph Motor Cycle
and Montgomery sidecar; 50

guineas.—Pearce, 57, Gauden Eoad. Clap-
ham, S.W.

ARIEL Motor Bicycle. 3i h.p., Dunlops.
26in. wheels, spray carburetter,

modem; bargain, £13 10s.—12. Bull Ring.
Birmingham.

ROC, 3J h.p.. magneto, free engine,
clutch, splendid condition; great

sacrifice, £19 193.—Whittle. 41, Skelbrook
Street, Earlsfield.

LIVERPUDLIANS! — Call at 74, Bold
Street, and see latest models of

Triumph and Roe motors.—Hitchings ar"
th-e sole agents.

5 h.p. Twin Antoine, in perfect order.
free engine pulley, starting handle,

ciuantity spares.—T. AUetson, Northop.
i-v.S.O., Flintshire.

QUADRANT Motor Bicycle, 2 h.p. Min-
erva engine, Olincheir l.vre-i: sell

sacrifice, £5 IBs.-Ford, 5. Soho Hill,

Handsw-orth. Staffs.

Eex. Tourist, 1908 35 guinea
model ; cannot take delivery direct

from mikers; best cash.—9,063, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p Triumph (1907), magneto, new
2 last August, run 300 mUes only, as

new, unpunctured; £35.—Mitchell. Lang-
ton, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

WEENER 2>, h.p. Motor Bicycle, spray
carburetter, low built; bargain.

£8 10s. ; approval.—Westfleld House, Birch,
field Road, Aston Manor.

31 h.p. Ti-iumph, magneto ignition, 1907.

2 only ridden about 700 miles, as
good as new, lamp, horn, and spares;
£35.—Heaver, Ratham, Chichester.

,^ __. splendid condition,
not run I.OIM miles. Palmer tyres,

Bowden exhaust lift; £15.—Particulai-s.
Knight, 18, The Downs, Wimbledon.

3i "^

31 h.p. Minerva,
2

III ansu-ering any advertisement on this pa;//: it i.t desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
6 1i,p. Twin - cylinder Antoine; 20

guineas.—Garagred at Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane. London.

31 h.p. Minerva, £13 10b. ; torecarriage,
2 £4; alter six.—31. LandOT Road,

Stookwell.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.. accumulator, perfect
condition ; £20, bike part.—52, Perry

Hill, Catford.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder Hamilton, very
powerful engine; £12 128. — Wa,u-

ohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

3 h.p. M.M.O., Ohater low frame, torpedo,
new condition; £13 15s.—1129, High

Street. Croydon.

Sh.p. Ariel, vertical enyine, in particu-
larly good condition ; price £16 lOa.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, good condition;
2 £8.—Higgins. 2, Portsdown Place,

Kilburn, London.

MINBRVA, 2 h.p., £8; tricycle, 3 h.p.,
gear driven, climb anything, £8. —

40, Copley Road. Doncaster.

31 h.p. N.S.U., fitted with magneto igni-
2 tiou, 24in wheels, low frame; £20

10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

33. h.p. Durkopp, magneto, footboards,
i spring forks, good condition; £18.

^19, Oheriton Square, Balham.

3 h.p. Chase, Decart engine, Ohater-Lea
fittings; price £16 10s.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane. London.

3 h.p., brand new. splendid goer, fault-
less: £25; part exchange entertain-

ed.—Alf. Harden, Ham Street, Kent.

31 h.p. M.M.O., Chater-Lea. Palmers,
2 grand condition, accessories; £10

10s.—38, The Gardens, East Dulwich. S.E.

Ql h.p. Bat Mtotor Cycle, spring frame,
02 only once used; lowest price £25.
—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London.

HUMBER, II h.p. Minerva, good run-
ning order, perfect; £7, or offer.—

Qoldwasser, 25. Southampton Street,
Pemtonville.

31 h.p. 1905 Rex, in splendid condition
2 amr running order; price £12 10s.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

31 h.p. Genuine Minerva, good condi-
2 tion; £15, or exchange lower

power and cash.—Murrell, Hadleigh,
Essex.

31 h.p. No. 1 Ariel Motor Cycle, fitted
2 with spring forks, condition as

new; price £15 158.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
Lane, London.

LONDON Auto Co., Olapham. S.W.—Mo-
tor Cycles built to any specification.

Catalogue illustrating seventeen models
(stamp).

3 h.p. Pafnir. in Chater-Lea frame, a
good, sturdy machine; price £15.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.

Ol h/p. Brown Lightweight, genuine
ii* B.8.A. motor frame, girders. Pal-
mers, first-class mount, only 65 lbs., very
reliable; £7 10s.

23 h.p. Minerva, genuine Chater-Lea
4 frame. Clinchers, BlOO, Longuc-

mare, long bars, low; £12, exchange or
terms.—Radium, Gray's Inn Road. W.C.

4 h.p. Roc. fitted with Stevens engine,
magneto ignition, and free engine

clutch ; price £21, lowest.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London.

01 h.p. Brown, magneto, perfect run-02 ning order and condition, low
build, 26 wheels; £25.—F. Jei-my, Primley
Green, Surrey.

BARGAIN.—Quadrant, 3 h.p.. good run-
ning order, and in new condition;

£11 lis. — Jas. Whewell, 108, Lonsdale
Street, Aocrington.

91 h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, fitted
-J 2 with vertical Jap engine; price
£14 10b.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, l«>n-
don.

03. h.p. Werner, just enamelled, plated.
.^4: engine overhauled, low position,
do 35 easily ;

£12.—,Shaw, Jeweller, Welling,
ton, Salop.

SJ h.p. Vindec Special, spring forks, usedO for hlll-cUmbing and trial runs;
price £28. — Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane.
London.

Fn ET E; ''OR ONE» ^ KS WEEK ONLY.
A Brand New LVOETT'S LIOHTNINQ

STAND supplied tree to all cash bgyen ol
an:* ol the following motor cycles

:

3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, Uke
new £85

5-6 h.p. TWIN PEUGOT, a beauty .... 25
3i-4 h.p. CENTAUR, vertical engine . . 18

12 6 h.p. TWIN REXES, some like new. 12
q 3i h.p. 1906 REXES, Rex spring forks, Q^

lent; and low. ^
"7 3i h.p. 1905 REXES, 21in frames, 26in. rj
' wheels, Longuemare carburetter. '

5 3J h.p. 1907 REXES, like new. 5
Any of the above cheap for cash, or your <Ad

machine in part payment. Send full particulars
and I will quote you.

6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, brand new ..£33
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 1907 machine 18
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, grand goer 20
3i h.p. QUADRANT, '07, done 200 25
34 h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15
3 h.p. 1907 N.S.U., nearly new 20
31h.p. 1907 REX 18
3J h.p. BROWN, 1907 model 21
3} h.p. 1907 REX, spring forks 18
5J h.p. 1907 TWIN REX, spring forks.. 22

4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA, 1907, brand
new 31

3 h.p. CLARENDON,vertical, Longuemare 10
3 h.p. KING, vertical, spray 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical 11

2i h.p. ARIEL lightweight 10
2| h.p. GRIFFON, vertical 12

2i h.p. ZEDEL, vertical 12
2 h.p. WERNER, vertical, spray 8
5i h.p. BROWN, 1906 model 17

3i h.p. 1905 REX, 24in. frame 12
3} h.p. 1904 REX. 22in. frame 9
j h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks 12

3i h.p. DUX, M.O.V., spray 12
3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical, M.O.V 10
3 h.p. REX, good goer 9

2 i h.p. R. & PRICE, 26in. wheels 10

IJ h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, two
speeds 1''

2i h.p. BUCKET, vertical, spray 9
3 h.p. KING, vertical, spray 1»>

2 h.p. QUADRANT, sprav carburetter.. 8
£7 3 i h.p. AUTOMOTOR, spray, vertical

engine 7
£4 10 2 h.p. KING, spray carburetter 4 10

Push cycle, etc., accepted in part payment.
TWIN PEUGOT and rigid sidecar 29
5-6 h.p. REX TRICAR, twin engine 22

3i h.p. TRICAR, Phcenix, two speeds.. 19

34 h.p. MINERVA TRICAR 18
British Standard sidecar, brand new ..600
Montgomery Sidecar, 26in. wheel 6 10
Montgomery Sidecar, 28in. wheel 6 10
Very nice forecar, 26in. wheels 4 10
Nice little trailer 1 10

6i h.p. ASTER, two-seater 66

MIISCEI-l-ANeOUS.
2 h.p. Singer engine and magneto .... 8
7 h.p. water-cooled engine, like new. ... 7
Osborne four-speed gear 2 10
Osborne free engine clutch 1 10
N.S.U. two-speed gear SCO
3 h.p. Ariel engine 8
Concert Phonograph, 60 records 6 10
BtooSaddle 12 6
Lycett's L72 Saddle, quite new 7 6
Dunhill's Speedometers 8 8

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine 8

3i h.p. 1907 Quadrant Engine, new .... 4 10

3 h.p. Automotor Engine 2 19

Tricar Frame, with wheels and tyres . . 6 10

Tricar Frame, no wheels or tyres, open
type for wheel steering 4 10

CAKTILEVEB SPRING SEATS . . 10/- eaeh.

200 LYCETT'S "LIGHTNING" STANDS

Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For either 24in., 26in.7'

or 28in. wheels.

Note the price

—

4/9 per pair.

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR
CYCLES WANTED FOR
CASH. MONEY WAIT-
ING.

CONTINENTAL TYRES. Send tor prices.

1 have bought Seven Tons ol Quadrant Engines

and Parts. Send your requlrementa.

E. FARRAR, ^^"JS're'^R^oal: HALIFAX
(Next door door to Square Church).

Business hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3JL h.p. King, vertical M.M.G. engine.
4 Chater-Lea fittings; £12 10»..

lowest.—Wauchope's, 9, 3hoe La,ne. Lou-
don.

TRIUMPH, 1906 aate). magneto, perfect,
no trouble, excellent condition;

lowest £26.—T., 17, Ravenstone Road.
Hornsey, London.

2 h.p. De Dion-New HudBon, a flrst'Olaa*
light machine; price £10 IDs.—Wau-

chope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

GENTTINE 1907 Quadrant, Ji h.p., latest
pattern, low frame, spring forks.

etc.. practically brand new; £28.—186.
College Road. Saltley.

93 h.p. Vindec Special, fitted with P.N.
i^'4 engine, in sound condition ; price
£14 lOa.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Lon-
don.

33 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, never ridden.
4 not registered, lin. Shamrock:

£36, bargain ; buying tricar. — Etherdo.
Brunswick Club, Leeds.

23. h.p. Minerva, vertical engine, in
4 first-class condition, low frame;

price £10 10s., lowest. — Wauchope's. 9.

Shoe Lane, London.

3 h.p. Triumph, magneto, spring forks.
tyres nearly new, faultless running

condition, with spares ; £26, or near offer.
—Broadband, Harrogate.

31 h.p. Minerva. 1907 model, in good
2 running order and condition

:

price £19 19s.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane.
Fleet Street, London.

21 h.p. Minerva, low, torpedo tank.
2 butt-euders ; £7 10s., or offer, ex.

change of Clement-Garrard entertained.—
148, Gassiot Road, 'Tootine.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder 1907 Werner, divided
twin cylinders, vertical engine;

splendid bargain, price £15.—Wauchope's.
9, Shoe Lane. London.

-i Q07 Triumph, 3J h.p., magneto, spring
J.U forks, many spares, absolutely
perlecjt, lamp, pump, tools: sacrifice £18
—12. New Park Road. Chichester.

31 h.p. Brand New 1907 Triumph, mag-
2 ne*to and spring forks ; £41 ; ex-

change arranged. — Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
La*ne, Fleet Street. London.
"1 007 Ji h.p. Brown, magneto ignition.
XtJ guaranteed new condition; £30, or
reasonable offer ; will ride 100 miles to
buyer.—107, Sbmers Road, Southsea.

4 h.p. M.M.C. Pattern Motor Cycle, ver-
tical engine, spring front forks, im

first-clasB condition
; price £15. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, with Montgomery
sidecar, good condition; any trial;

best cash offer accepted.—Garaged at
Denham's, Sandown Cycle Works. Eeber.

51 h.p. Twin-cylinder Rex, sprung back
2 and front, in particularly good

condition ; price £16 10s., lowest.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.

~l Q07 Twin! Minerva, low. Chater-Lea
J-U frame. Longuemare. Watawa/t«a,
good asi new; genuine bargain, mast
sell ; fifpst cash £21 gets it. no offers.-
29a, Hills' Road. Cambridge.

£4 10s.—II h.p. Minerva, going order,
spray, V belt, sea* low, improved

contact breaker.—"Tyler, 11, Southbrook
Gardens, Ellison Road, Streatham Com-
mon.

31 h.p. Vindec Special. 1907 model, mag-
2 neto ignition, and Truffault forka,

enamelled cream ; priee £38, splendid
bargain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

-i Q06 Triumph, 3 h.p., magneto, perfect,
J-O condition, new Palmer tyres both
wheels, spare inner, three belts, etc.: '

£27.—V. A. Gunther, Hampton Wick, Mid-
dlesex.

IMPERIAL Rover, 3i h.p., in good condi-
tion, only two years old. when new

cost £63; sell £18, bargain.—Write for
particulars, Harry Franklin, 182, Stanley
Street, Accrington.

4 h.p. Aster, genuine Chater-Lea. lin. _
belt. 2iin. Moseley tyres, everything

j

absolutely perfect, property of expert,
grand touring mount; £16 lOe.; bar-
gainers please abstain. London.—Box
9.128, The Motor Cycle CHfices. Coventry.

In answering amy advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GEIFrON, 2-2J h.p.. light, low, neat;

nearest £10. — 99, Montague Eoad.
Leytonsto^e.

31 h.p. Rex, spring forks, Dunlops,
2 fcrembter. exoellent condition; £12.

—62, Golvestone Orescent, Dalston, ]jon-

don.

Ol t.p Kerry, low. long bars clutch,

^2 not ridden 50 miles: £13.—C.G.,
Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, Lon-
don.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Swift, all ac-

2 cessories, perfect; £17 17s.—H..
Westwood, Broad Lane. Hampton, Mid-
dlesex.

Ol h.p. Brown, spring forks, etc., abso-
.^"Z lutely perfect; must sell; £12 10s.,

CTeat bargain.—242, Green Street. Ut)ton
Park.

31 h.p., low, -vertical engine, M.O.V.,
4 good order, tyres like new; £7,

baj-gain. — 16, Northumberland Aw,nne,
Maaior Park.

i Q07 Hex de Luxe, Roc clutch, 2iin.

JLy back wheel, magneto, excellent
wnditioo; £25. — Lees. King's Garage.
Oambridg«. '

'

CLYDE, 23 h.p., magneto. Albion pulley,
new Peter-Unions, first-class running

order, all complete; £14.—The Knoll,
Narboro', Leicester.

GEINUINE De Dion, 23 h.p.. low Ohater-
Lea frame, long bars, powerful and

reliable; must eeU; £12.—Harrison, 51.

Hare Street, Woolwich.

h.p. Universal. Longuemare, Palmer
and Continental tyres, spring forks

;

£5 lOs., or exchange twin engine.—B., 56,

Gellatly Eoad, New Cross.

REX d© Luxe, Druid spring forks, twin
tjrres, and spares, splendid condi-

tion; £30. — Brockbank, Blakeley Green.
Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

*> h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, trembler,
.^ stand, new cylinder, spares, very
reliable; trial; £9, bargain.—O. Marshall,
Old Vicarage. Ruskington. Lines.

OS. h.p. Genuine Brown, complete with
£i4, Ux^B, headlight, two belts, and
acceaaories, perfect condition ; £13, or
offers.-Rutley, Lesbcume, Eeigate.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 3 h.p., very long and
low, finished gieen, new six weeks

ago; cost £38, accept low price; photo,
etc. — 25, Bursoough Street, Ormsikirk,
haiaa.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot. May, 1907, Ohater-
Lea frame, Longuemare, Dunlops,

U; sell £55, or exchange 3i h.p. mag-
neto 1907 Triumph.—Moore. Stoke Bishop,
Bristol.

FAPNIE, 3 h.p., condition as new, 26

by 2i Palmers, long han<lle-bars,
comportable position, splendid hill-

climber; £14 10s.—96, Bromley Street,
Commercial Road, E.

-) Q08 Triumph, new, exactly as de-
JitJ livered. unridden; through unfore-
aeen circumstances, will sacrifice £5, sell
£43 cash, no offers.—Moore, Z2A, South
Lambeth Eoad, London.

3h.p. Quadrant, perfect goer, spring
forks, BlOO saddle, 2i Palmer tyres,

two accumulaitors, stand, spares, num-
bers, tools, lamp, etc. ; £15, close offer.
—92, Ingram House, Stockwell.

TWIN Minerva, macneto, spring forks,
as advertised by Minerva, in splen-

did condition ; cost over £53, £24; Osborne
four-speed pulley, £3; Liberty sidecarri-
age, £5; lot £30.-50. Middlewood Eoad,
Sheffield.

5 h.p. Twin Givaudan Motor Cycle,
Ohater-Lea frame, 26 by 2i tyres,

trembler coil, Longuemare carburetter,
long footboards, in splendid order ; £15.—
Thatcher, Maydene, Edward Road, Couls^
don, Surrey.

31 h.p. Green, built by Chater-Lea, mag-
2 neto, sipring forks, low frame, has

patent combined jacket and radiator,
easily detachable, overhead valves, no
valve pockets, exceptionally fast, flex-
ible, po^verful up hill, used for trial
only, owner having two; sacrifice one
at £37, or nearest offer; trial given; cost
£55.—Green, 49, Reginald Eoad, Bexhill-
on-Sea.

BE UP TODATE.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will take your present

motor cycle, light cars, or tricars in

part payment or payment for any of

the leading makes in new motor
cycles—Triumphs, Quadrants, Vindec
Specials, F.N.'s, N.S.U.'s, Minervas,
Ariels, Browns, Motosacoches, Moto
Reves, Bats, Peugeots, Griffons,

Lurquin and Conderts, etc., etc.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have over 200 second-
hand machines in stock of all powers
and makes to select from.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Exchange offers will be made by post

subject to machine tallying at sight.

9, Shoe' Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are large contractors

;

early deliveries assured.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's allow the best price for

second-hand machines in part pay-
ment for new models.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have motor cycles from
£6 10s. in good running order.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's sell on commission, 7i,

per cent. ; no sale no charge.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will assist the novice.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are agents for all the

leading makes.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
. Wauchope's supply new models from
stock, or direct from manufacturers'
works to customers.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's try their best to give
satisfaction.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have on hand six 1907
brand new 3^ h.p. Triumph motor
cycles, price £41 each. Exchange
arranged.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have several tricars on
hand at sacrifice prices to clear.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have some ^lendid bar-
gains in second-hand motor cycles,

those usually taken in part payment
for new models or left for sale on
commission.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are prepared to send
second-hand machines on approval.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have some cheap line's

in guaranteed covers, 14s. 5d. each.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's stock motor cycle acces-

sories.

Triumph motors can be supplied only
by the makers' consent outside the
London and suburban districts.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

(Oft Luigate Circus.)

Telephone No. 5777 Holbom.
Telegrams: " Opificer," London.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. Quadrant, late

1907 model, spring forks, stand,
lamp, etc.; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. Triumph, laite

1907, only run 800 miles, with spares;
£34.

HA.MPSTEAD. — 3i h.p. Minerva, 1907
mode], new condition, with spares,

good tyres; £17.

HAMPSTE;VD.—23 h.p. Minerva, vertical.
M.o. V. ; £12; 26iu. wheels, good

condition.

TTAMPSTEAD.—Griffon lightweight, 13
XX h.p., 1908, new; £30; with spring
forks.

HAMPSTEAD.—54 h.p. Kerry, twin. 24
Palmer tyres, very low, splendid

condition ; £20, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — Four-cylinder P.N.,
splendid condition, with all spares;

£2o, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—13 h.p, lightweight 1907
P.N., spring forks and magneto;

£24.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole agents for Griffon,
motor cycles. 1908 catalogues on

application ; any of the above machines
sent on approval (deposit); exchanges
entertained.—Heath Street Motor Works.
5, Heath Street, Hampstead, London, N.W.

ENPIELD-MINEEVA, 34 n.p., spray, over-
hauled, new Palmers ; cheap.—119.

Gordon Road, Ealing.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get them

at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. E.G.

B'EESTON Humber, 2 h.p.. lightweight,
Dunlops. condition excellent

;
price

£7 lOsi.—James Wilson, 7, Slyne Road, Lan-
caster.

23. h.p. Ariel-Minerva, perfect condition.
4 good climber, and fa»t; trial; £1()

10s.—Motor, 12, MelviUe Street, Sandown,
Isle of Wight.

REX, 1906, excellent cooidition, spring
forks, lamp, horn, stand, tools, per-

fect order; £15.—Idsney, Skinners Lane,
Ashtead.

SIX 1907 34 h.p. Magneto BraJid New
Triumphs; £41 each; ezcliaiiges

arranged. — Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,
London.

£6 10s.—2 h.p. P.N. lightiveight, Chater-
Lea frame, spray carbnretter, good

condition ; seen rumning. — 201. Kentish
Town Road. N.W.

WHAT Offers?-5 h.p. Vindec Special.
two-spieed gear, in good running

order.'—Eor further particulars, apply,
(3ox, Naval College, (Dsborne.

23 h.p. New Hudson, 26in. wheels, light
4= and low, in good condition ; no

reasonable offer refused. — Wm. Beau-
mont, Bird's Royd, Brighouse.

7 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Chater-Lea. tyre*
sound, studded back low, comfort-

able, grand condition, all accessories.;
£26.—Eryanston House, Leominster.

BARGAIN.-23 h.p. F.N., Chater-Lea No.
' 6 frame, 26in. by 2iin. Palmer cords,

lootboarde, brass ta.nk, everything per^
feet; £13 lOs.—5, Oakdale Road. Forest
Gate.

23. h.p. M.M.C. Engine. Chater-Lea
4 frame, long handles, Dermatine

belt, F.N. carburetter, Guenet coil, two-
way switch, two accumulators, low
saddle; £10 10s., no offera.—Darke, draper.
Sutton, Surrey.

TRIUMPHS, two 1907 3J h.p. magneto
models, very little used, absolutely

perfect, guaranteed new condition
throughout, complete with all acces-
sories; inspection and trial invited.—
Moss, Wem, Salop.

31 h.p., built by Phoenix Motors, two-
2 spegd gear, starting handle, spring

forks, footboards. Palmer cord, recently
thoroughly overhauled, splendid condi-
tion ; £25. or offers.—At Garage, 105, High
Street, Southend-on-Sea.

"I
Q07 Rex de Luxe, 54 h.p., twin tyres,

J-ty Roc clutch. Advance puUey, new
Watawata belt, sp.ire Riohe's detachable
*"I>e3. ridden 500 miles, perfect condition;
25 .

guineas, cash, no offers.—Brooke, 13.
Downing Street. Cambridge

In answering any advertitement on this page it is desirable that you rmnticm, " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
h.p. Quadrant, perfect: £9.—Below.

3J1 h.p. Rex, climbs mountains; £7 10s.

4

51 h.p. Eex de Luxe. Roc clutch, twin
2 tyres, like new; £25; cash or ex-

change.—Holmes, Millhill, Cowes.

MINERVA, 2i h.p.. Palmers, good con-
dition; bargain, £3 10s.—la. Prides^

wide Plac«. Kentish Town, N.W.

51 h.p. N.S.TJ., spring forks, majneto,
2 magnificent condition, perfect; £27

10s., no offers.—Milton, Market Street,
Lancaster.

1 Q07 3J h.p. Triumph, magneto, supplied
it/ new October, not used 20O miles,
guaranteed equal to new; £35.—Timber-
lake, Wlgan.

4 h.p. Roc, Military Model, 2* Dunlops,
low, powerful, comfortable, and re-

liable, all spares; £23 lOs. ; trial.—Tusoai,
jun., Leominsiter.

-i Q07 Twin Rex, magneto ignition, non-
XO skid, spares, splendid condition;
£25.—Paj-ticulars, Cutler. 201. Marshalls
Cross Road. St. Heiens.

31 h.p. 1906 Bradbury, powerful, little

2 used, two stands, hm-u etc.; £15
or exchange for lightweight magneto —
BaiDj draper. DalmelliUaLon.

31 hj). 1905 Low Eex, Lousuemare,
4 Watawata, stand, carrier, spare

cover, good condition ; £13, or nearest.—
28, Churchill Boad, Hackney.

5 h.p. Twin Vindec Special, 1907 model,
magneto, Truftault forks, ad.iust-

able pulley, extra heavy tyres ; £30 cash
(Warwickshire).—Box No. 9,130, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Rover, chains, tree engine,
2 M.O.V., Ijonguemare, two - way

switch, two accumulators', 26 Palmers,
stand gas lamp, horn, spares, reliable;

£16.—Hallefct. Ohagford.

31 h.p Minerva, 1907. not run 600 miles,
2 two pulleys. Brooks BlOO saddle,

new Stanley belt, large lamp, three ac-

cumulators, new condition; £23.—Apply,
Dobson, Kirkham, Lancashire.

£10. — 2J h.p. Simms-Bosch magneto,
P.N. carburett/er, Stanley Dermatine,

handle-bar control, low seat, horn,
sta-nd, lamp, and numbers; deposit sys-

tem. — 65, Talgarth Mansions, Barons
Court, W.

1 Q,07 Vindec Special, 3i h.p., bought Sep-
A-i) tember, Simms-Bosch magneto,
ridden 600 miles, well kept, and practi-

cally new, tyres unpunotured ; buying
twin ; £32 10s.—Bright, 6, Cannon Hill Ter-
race, Kingston Road, Wimbledoni.

QUADRANT, 3J h.p., perfect condition,
1906 machine, but only driven about

1,000 miles, tyres unscratched, entire ma-
chine like new, all accessories stand,
etc.; price £25, no offers.—Apply. G G.,

34, Cambridge Place, Paddington, Lon-
don, W.

31 h.p. Camber Motor Cycle, Ohater^
2 Lea throughout. No. 6 low frame,

Dunlop tyres, everything as new, only
built up in January. 1908; bargain, £25
10s.—Bright and Hayles, Camber Cycle
and Motor Works, Church Street. 0am-
berwell.

-I Q05 3J h.p. Rex. spring forks, splendid
1.0 order, A Won tyres, new belt, ac-
cumulator, £14, or exchange, with two
gents' pedal cycles, 24in and 26in. frames,
tyres almost new, thorough good order,
gold watch, and cash, for higher power,
magneto preterTed.—Park, clothier. New
Oumnoek.
STAMFORD HILL.-^ h.p. Brown, £16;

5-6 h.p. twin Rex, £18; 4i h.p. twin
Minerva, £26 lOs, ; 3i h.p. twin Werner,
£16 10s.: 3J h.p. Bat, £16; 3 h.p. Trent,
£12; 31 h.p. MM.C, £11 lOs. ; 21 h.p. Hum-
ber, £10; 4i h.p. Kelecom, £16 lOs. ; 3 h.p.
M.M.C., £11; 2 h.p. Bex, £8: all above are
in very good condition, and can be tried
at any time,—128. High Road, Tottenham.

LATE 1905 £50 light low Bex, 31 'h.p.,

perfect condition, not driven 4,000

miles, Longiiemare, new Continental belt,
nearly new Palmer on back, two accu-
mulators, steel adjustable pulley, stand,
all acoessories, etc., machine like now;
or exchange for 1907 Motosacoche.—Moror.
Sandstoot Villa, Rodwell, Weymouth.

SHAMROCK

<?tOR\P^

The original and still the

foremost Rubber and Canvas

Belt.

A.C.U.
First Quarterly Trial.

Shamrock - Glorias made

FASTEST TIME up Dash-

wood and Gore Hills

(Single-cylinder class, J. Marshall)

besides

NON - STOP RUNS
over the whole distance.

Shamrock - Glorias in this

trial, whether on SJ or 6 h.p.

machines, gave no trouble

whatever.

The 1908 Shamrock-Gloria

surpasses the highest expect-

ations. You cannot afford to

be without one.

Refuse Substitutes.

All sizes made,

fin. Jin. pn. lin.

Write for Booklet.

Sole Manufacturers

:

THE

Hanover Rubber Co.,

29-81, Old St., LONDON, K.C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MINERVA and Eex. — We carry the

largest stock of spare parts in the
proviiucea for these machines, can deliver
new machines from stock at low prices

;

cash, exchange, or gradual payments;
charged accumulators for hire. Is. per
week.—Cookson Bros., 511, Chester Road,
Old Trafford.

MAGNIFICENT 3J h.p. Quadrant,
stand, twin accumulators, spring

forks and saddle. Palmer tyre, lamp,
horn, spare valves and other parts;
wortli £35, win take £25 for immediate
sale.-Motorist, 30. Bradley Boad, Trow-
bridge.

WARRANTED.-13 h.p. Minerva. £5; 2
h.p Minerva, £7; 2 h.p. Quadrant,

£8; 2 h.p. Standard, £3; 2 h.p. Werner,
£5; 24 h.p. Kerry, £9; 23 h.p. Antoine,
£9 lOs.: 2 h.p magneto Simms, £9; 3 h.p.
Hobart, £10; 3 h.p. Rover, £13 lOs. ; 31 h.p.
Rex, £9 lOs. ; spring fork Rex. £14 lOs.

;

5 h.p. Rex, £18; 3J h.p. Kerry, £18 lOs.;

23 h.p. P.N., £14 lOs. ; 23 h.p. De Dion, £14
10s.; 3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks.
£24; Eex de Luxe, £29; twin Werner, £16:
twin N.S.U.. £25; 3 h.p. M.M.C., £13; 3 h.p.
Humber, £11 10s.; 34 h.p. Minerva, £18
lOs. ; soiled, £23; 3 h.p. Automotor, £10
10s.; twin Alcyon, £22; 11 h.p. Minerva,
£4 lOs. ; 13 h.p. Quadrant, £5; 3 h.p.
Lloyds, £14 10s.; 2i h.p. Excelsior, £6;
4 h.p. Coronet, £16; cash, exchange, or ;

extended payments.-Halifax Motor Ex-
change, 15, Westgaite, Halif.ix. Telephone.
766.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin-cylinder Advance

tricar, wheel steering, only used for
trials; bucket seat; £35.

HALIFAX.—5i h.p. Rex Trlette, spring
frame, free engine clutch, very re-

liable; £29 IDs.—Below.

HALIFAX.—31 h.p. Eex Tricar, Phcenii
two-speed gear, good running ord«r

;

£21.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p, Humber tricar, two
speeds, open- frame, wheel steering,

almost aS' new; £46.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,

a real gem, open frame, thne*
speeds, wheel steering, chain drive, foot

clutch; £39 10s.

H AT.TFAy.^t h.p. Bex tricar, two
speeds, free engine, very good order

and condition ; £21.

HALIFAX.—44 h.p.. water-cooled Woll
two speeds; £37 IDs.; condition

almost new.

HAXffPAX.—Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-

car, nearly new, and ipeoially
built, four-speed gear; £37 lOs.-HaUfai
Motor Exfhange, 16, Weatgate, Halifax.

4 h.p. Water-cooled Humber Tricar,

free engine, like new; £30.—Young's
Garage, Trent Bridge, Nottingham.

FOE Sale, Uagonda, 10 h.p., water-
cooled, overhauled, new tyres last

Autumn.—Apply, Mitchell, 110, Eadford
Eoad, Nottingham.

6 h.p. Bexette (1906), water-cooled, open
frame, two speeds, wheel steering,

luxuriously sprung, as new; £36.—B.K..

23, c/o Peckham, Ltd., Southsea.

FOE Sale, Ealeighette, 3i h,p.. water-

cooled, two speeds, best condition,

wide forecar, new tyres ; accept £35, —
Mitchell, 110, Eadford Boad, Nottingham.

BROWN Tricar, two speeds, free en-

gine, fan-cooled, footboards. Pal-

mers ; £17. - 139, Great College Street,

Camden Town, Also Quadrant bike, 3

h.p., £9.

41 h p Twin Minerva^J.B. Tricar, mag-
's rieto, Nala two-speed hub, coach-

built, enamelled cream, front wheel for

use as bicycle; £50.—Turner, Talbot Lane,

Eotherham.

6h p Raleighette. water-cooled, twin,

chain drive, three speeds, starts

like car. Palmers, bucket seat, new July,

perfect condition; £65, or near offer.—

9,067, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRICAE Chassis, Chater-Lea's E pattern
frame, irreversible wheel steering,

inverted side brakes, wing mudguards,
suitable 8-10 h.p. engine; £10, exchange
motor cycle.—Radium, Grays Inn Eoad.

W.O.

In anmotring any adverlitement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TYRES.
GUARANTEED Motor Cycle Covers from

14s. 6d.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lan«,
London.

PAIR Clinchers, 26 by 2. splendid con-
dition; Ss. 6d. each.—143. Roman

Road, Bow, London, E.

ONE Pair brand new Dunlop car covers
(grooved), 810 by 90; £5 each.—Wau-

ehopes, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

£2.—Pair Contineutal tyres and tubes,
new, 26 by 2, also Michelin inner

tube, 765 by 105 mm., perfect.-12, Mel-
ville Street, Sandown, Isle of Wight.
TJELIABLE Repairs.—Cylinders re-bored,
JLV fitted with new piston, complete,
158.; n/ew piston, 7s. 6d. ; rings, 2s 6d.
piei- set.-Gas Engine and Motor Works,
Poreat Hill, S.E.

STOP!!—Do not send for new tyrea
until you have my Ust, in which we

nst Continentals, Clinchers, etc., and
allow for old tubes and covers in part
payment; Id. stamp. — Maude's, Lilly
Lame, HaUtai.

TYRES, 28 by 2i, new, beaded edge, steel
studded, Gauloia covers, 19s. 6d. • 26

by 2, ditto, 18s. 6d. ; 26 by 21. wired-on
Gauloia cover. Ms. 6d.; 28 by 2J heavy
beaded edge covers, 12s. 6d. ; 28 by 2J
ditto, 12e.; approval.—West, 11, Seymour
Place, London. W.

REPAIRERS.
JRIDIUM Champion " ludeatructible "

Contacts ; any part fitted, returnedsame day; la. Id. each.
TRIDIUM .Champion " Indestrnctible "

J-. Oontaots; warranted pure; special
trimmers for poUshing iridium. 9d. • no
filing required.

TRIMDM Champion " Indeatmctible

"

J- contacts
; hundreds in use —Wil-

liamiS, 16, Wellington Street, Woolwich.
/COMPRESSION Guaranteed. - Cylinders
V.^ re-bored and new pistons fitted.—
trriffln and Sleat. Eastbourne.

TJELMINGER wiU tune up your ma,
-L» chine to give full power; moderatecharges.—Queen's Buildings, Old Bailey.
CRACiq;D Water Jackets of motors snc-

cesafully repaired by Lea's metal-
Jurgical process.—Lea and Son, engineers,

A CCUMULATORS. Coils, magnetos re-^ paired
;^ lowest prices; work guar-

Ih^^J ,|f''S^^t*,^ ''««• - Smith anaSharpe, 336. Gray'a Inn Road.
pULLETS eapecially made to any dia^
^^„'? "J i'^''

^°y ™a'^<^ o* machine,
™?S ^' *'^'i^«ry the day following re-ceipt of order.-LaystaU Motor Engin-
TJ^S^ ^''^^^^ ^ ^"'i 29. Laystall Strfet,Bosebery Avenue, London, E.C.
r^CCCOCCOC Compression means power
t^= -<{yhnders re-bored and new pis-

>2Slc ?7 / g'uaranteed fit 4-l,000in.;

rt^!i^-if IJ^"T "'^ P'^'i'il: "'"te for list.-l

autt^rst'^Cr '^- ^"'"P^^^i- Speci-

T6NITI0N Coils and Accumulators, anv
l!;„o * ™ ** i^ep.ait-ed and charged at

'^r l?l^^lgS fS^r^ka^e-?=-
i^^iec?r^caf^7^c£^ven^?y^-^ «-^^

J^^wSJ ''?'^ Hayles undertake all-", kinds of motor repaira; tyres vul-canised, accumulators repaired- mJtor•cycles and tricars built to order may
WorkT'cb^^^.h-'lii"''^/ 9?'«>^ and'MMo^:works. Church Street, Gamberwell
TDEPAIRS and Overhauling. -We have
t.^ „ f

finest repair works in London
cWnSS**"" ';^'='*!' ™i"^ up-to-date macmnery; estimates free; new cylinders

feir^a^/'?,,**^ ™P°*'-
pulleys vah^agears, and all replacements; send for

'uZ^^^ booUeta, with prioes.-Laystoll

S^J?"*?^!!"'^"''?:'*^"'-'^^' 27 and 29. Lay!-stau Street, Rosebery Avenue, E.C.

TUITION.
Jl/TOTOE Industry.—Tuition by post
i^'-*- general course motor car engineer-
ing; special courses, petrol engines and
Ignition

;
no fancy fees

; prospectus free —
Corresipoudenoe School for Motor Engi-
neering. Masonic Buildings, Coventry

Heg. No. 291289.

'^,n eacb Rivet.

Cuutacts vastly

superior to pla-

tinum, cures mis-
firing.

Any parts fitted

by return of post.

J. Edwards Brown, 3S, Herbert Road,
Plumstead, Kent.

Over 5,coo in use. Liberal trade terms.

COMPRESSION
IVIEANS

POVI^ER.
Before reborlng Alter raboring.

We rsbore your cylinder and fit new piston
templete wRh rings and gudgeon pin.
Please send for our new repairs booklet, giving
prices for this work.

. . THE . .

LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Laystall St , Rosebery Av.. LONDON, E.Ci
Estahlished 1900. Tel. 12.301 Central.

21 h.p. ENGINES
n/IINERVn a; OE DION

+0

U8 HaP
BY NEW CYLINDER & PISTON 3iln. BORE.

WRITE GRADIOR MACHINE Co,
FOR Compression Specialists,

LIST. STAFFORD.

FOLDING
FOOTBOARDS

can be fitted to auy make of motor
bicycle. Motor cyclists can now possess
the advantage and comfort of footboards,
at the same time having pedals lor use
when required on stand or road.

With plated edges and rubber
covered. Price complete 30/-.

Ditto without plated edges.
One Guinea.

Rigid Stand if required, 10/6.
SpEci/vL Tr^de Terms.

Write early for full particulars to

WALTER UNWIN,
Arle Court, CHELTENHAM.

A PAIR OP THE F^IWOUS

Rogers Detachable Tubesf
fitted to the L.M.C. Motor Cycle in the
Quarterly Trials, January 25th gave
complete satisfaction. Agents wanted.

Apply REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road, Birminsham.

EXCHANGE.
SMALL Grocery, General, stilt beginaeir,

for good mO'tor cycle.—Grace, gro-
cer. Marlow.

"VTEW Disc-phone, 50 new records, for
iM motor cycle.—Daviesi, agent, Weston-
super-Mare.

EXCHANGE New Genfs £3 88. Cycle
for powerful engine or sidecar.

—

Tasker Bros., Southport.

MiULTlPLB Disc Free Engine Clutch,
258.; exchange for 26 by 2i coyer.

—49, Bowood Boad, Sheffield.

WANTED, pair 26 by 2i wheels a.nd
tyres, to fit Quadrant 1907 frame,

for 3i h.p. Itex engine.—Young, 159, Terry
E/oad, Leith.

WB can svtpply any make of machine
and take your old machine in part

payment at a reasonable price.—128, High
Road, Tottenham.
EXCHANGE Lady-back tandem for good

sidecar and £4; also 2 h.p. Minerva
for sidecar or trailer and £2.-20, Godaon
Road, Croydon.

13^ h.p. Quadrant-Minerva, practically
4 new, nearest £12; part exchange

clothing; two accumulators, 5s.

—

1, Via-
duct Terrace. Warehorne, Kent.

HALIFAX.—What do you want? We
exchange motor cycles, tricars,

cars, or 1908 Eex and N.S.U. models; Ust
on application.—16. Westgate, Halifax.

WHAT about the wife? Why not take
her for a spin. Exchange your

single for a two-seater. See our adrer-
tisement in Tricars.—Maude's, HaUfax.

31 h.p. Minerva Bike, less cylinder, for
2 7-9 h.p. twin engine, air-cooled,

with carburetter, good condition.—Lang-
ford, 215, Algernon Road, Lewisham, S.E.

EXCHANGE two-speed -push cycle and
cash for 3i h.p. or over, twin pre-

ferred ; full particulars.—Axon, e/o Mac-
donald, 3, Comely Bank Place, Edinburgh,

41 h.p. Riley Tricar, two ignitions,
2 grand condition, £5 worth spares:

exchange Triumph, 13 h.p., F.N.. or N.S.U.
cycle and cash.—Mills, Langley, Birming-
ham.
WOULD Exihang© good engineer's

lathe, chucks, and tools, also gas
engine, for thorough good tricar. — G.
Dann, 2, Hillgrove Street, Stokes Croft.
Bristol.

EXCHANGE 23 h.p. water-cooled De
Dion quad, two speeds, wheel steer-

ing, tor good motor bike, preferably light,
or sell £15.—M., 233, Shernhall Street, Wal-
thamatow.

MAUDE'S. — We want your present
mount in part payment for any

make of new or second-hand. We are
here to accept exchanges.—^Maude's, Lilly
Lane, Halifax.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, about 24
h.p., low. fast; £9 10s., or exchange

same with brand new pnsh cycle for
higher power.—Garner, Nursery, Ecclea-
ton Park. Pres'oot.

EXCHANGE two gents' cycles, road
racer, new, full roadster, slightly

soiled, value £8, for any motor cycle
above 2 h.p. — A. Jones, 156, Hackney
Road, Shoreditch, London, N.E.

WILL Exchange 10ft. screw-cutting
lathe, overhead motion, chuck,

etc., for first-class motor bike. Triumph,
or N.S.U. preferred.—H. Cole, The Old
Hall. Roxholme, Sleaford, Lincolnshire.

23. h.p. Ormonde Cycle, perfect order,
4 bargain, £16; Duplex phonograph,

listed at £17, 48 records, exchange for
3i h.p. 1907 or 1906 Triumph, Quadrant,
or Minerva.—Stirling, Cycle Agent, Kelty.

EXCHANGE 50 Guinea Penny-in-the-slot
or otherwise automatic five-cylin-

der electric cabinet phonograph, give
little cash for good tricar : no rubbish.
—R. Smith, George Hotel, Walton Street,
Hull.

-j C-12 h.p. Camera, Busch lens, three
J-O D.D. slides, all new. cost £15, and
violin, by W. H. Mason, Manchester,
cost £8, for low-built, reliable motor
cycle, or open frame w.c. tricar (leea
engine); no rubbish wanted; send par-
ticulars.-M., 61, Trafford Road. Salford,
Manchester.

In answering a.ny advertisement on this page it is desirable tliat you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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EXCHANGE.
LADT-BACK Tandem and gent's push

bike for motor cycle.—Roper, Dale
Bead, Matlock.

6h.p. Two-cyUmdier Qua/drant Oarette,
(or cycle and cash, or sell £45.—T.

A. Morris, Booime.

EXCHANGE Bhonnda Company's conp-
ler, or sell 12s. 6d.—Dobbs. 95, "WaTer-

tree Road, Liverpool.

EXCHANGE two gents' push cycles^ and
silver wateli lor motor cycle.—28,

Gladstone Hoad. West Ham.

MAUDE'S Exchang-a 'anything for
motors, new or second-hand. Write

tor terms.—Lilly Lane, Halifax.

GENT'S Bicycle, mew, in crate, cost
£8 15s., accept £5 10s. ; owner bought

motor.—Master&on, Rathdowney.

13. h.p. Minerva, in i-unning order ; es-
4 change for push bike, or anything

useful.—Hai-riss, Privett, Alton.

EXCHANGE 1907 5| h.p. Bex de Luxe,
nearly new, for good Zi h.p. and

cash.—22, Glasgow Street, Northampton.

£10 and a nearly new twin Eex offered
for 1907 Triumph, or level for light-

weight F.N. — Butcher, 19, Union Street
South, Halifax.

"VTfrAlWED. tricar, in exchange for 2
Vt h.p. Fafnir and Singier Governess
oar. botii in running order.—85. Pedro
Street, Lower Clap'ton.

EXCHANGE 2% h.p. Brown, in splendid
condition, and cash, for higher

power Brown or Triumph, or sell £13.-748,
Old Kent Road. S.E.

GRAMOPHONE, £7 10s. model, £6 worth
up-to-date records; exchange 5 h.p.

twin engine ; no I'Tibbish ; or sell £8,
offers.—Baldoek. 65. Cobham Road, Eings-
ton-on-Thames.

EXCHANGE 13 h.p.. Minerva bike, spray,
Mlmetior. spring seat-pillar, nearly

new. Clinchers, for ii h.p. engine and
carburetter, Fafnir preferred.—5, Rose
Hill, Harrington.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, new
furniture, any description (valued

wholesale), direct from the works.-Fur-
niture Manufacturer. 3-5, New Norfolk
Street, Shoreditch. Loudon.

EXCHANGE eight new unbreakable, un-
spillable, Leclanche batteries,

square, for back brake, gin. belt, or
anything motorish ; sell cheap.—Arthur,
Talbot House, Bulwer Road, Leytonstone.

EXCHANGE £2 2s. phonograph and 60
records for a sound inclined engine,

Minerva preferred; and exchange motor
cycle, F.N. engine, 2| h.p., for a good
push cycle and cash.—C. Jessop, Somers^
ham, Hunts.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.—
Wauchope's arrange exchanges

;

second-hand motor cycles' taken in part
payment for 1908 models as Triumphs,
Vindec Specials, N.S.U.'s, Quadrants,
F.N.'s. Ariels, Minervas, Rocs, etc.

(^MART Clement-Garrard Lightweight,O Clinchers, long bars, trembler, un-
scrat/ched, and genuine Edison Home
phonograph, flower and brass horns, re-
corder, brush, instructions, 100 selected
records, or cash for powerful bike; any
time.—Junior, 345, Bdgeware Road, W.

WILL Give splendid full-plate cam-
era, with slides and adapters, also

tripod. Bee meter, and all accessories,
also good push bike, Coventry Chal-
lenge, nearly new, and little cash, for
good high powered motor bike, late pat-
tern ; no rubbish.—Swinnerton, Adelaide
Street. Featon.

WANTED.
WASTE Indiarubber, every descrip-

tion; highest prices paid.—Union
Rubber Co.. Calls, Leeds.

WANTED, Liberty sidecar, 26 wheel;
sale, 3 h.p. Quadrant. £14.-25,

Tamworth Park. Mitcham.

WANTED, P.N. or N.S.U. Ughtweight,
for new 3i h.p. Rex.—Box 9.125, The

Motor Cycle Oflces. Coventry.

HIGH-CLASS Machines' purchased for
prompt cash.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Westgate, Halifax.

'Tee Bee 'Specialities
Different illustrations every week.

' Tee Bee' Spring Fork Attachment
Price IT/e. By Post 18 -.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

"Tee Bee" Specialities can be had tlirough Cycle
and Motor Agents or direct.

TEMPLETON BROS.,
535, 5auchlehall Street, QLASOOVV.

Grand Exhibition of Motor Cycles and
— Accessories. —

TElVIRIUE-rON BROS.
are holding a Special Siiow at their ShowTooms,

535, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow,

<rora 15th to 22nd February (both dates inclusive).

All the principal makes 7C>ill be on v'ew.

'Chase' Driving Rim Brake.

The only perfect mOTOR RIM BRAKE.
Price 16/6, by post 17/-.

" Matcliless " Spring

Fork Attachment.
Acknowledt3:ed bv all to be
the best. REMOVES ALL
VIBRATION. Fit any
motor cycle.

Hundreds of testimonials.

Price 15-6, by post 16/-.

'Soie Manufacturers :

H. COLLIER
& SONS,

HERBERT ROAD, PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

The "MABON"
FREE ENGINE
PULLEY & CLUTCH

enables your macliine to climb

tiills whicli otherwise it would

not. Guaranteed to start a

3 h.p. motor bicycle with

rider mounted on any steep

hill from standstill. Fits any

machine without alterationi.

Price 55/- complete.
Age'iri : Order early to ensure prompt

Service Motor Go,, delivery

"'U^^wx.'" IVIABON MOTOr'wORKS.
54, High Road, North Finchley, N.

£
WANTED.

23 offered, single or twin.—W.A., 15

Cnarlotte Street, South Shields.

F.N. Lightweight or four-cylinder F.N.—
Motor, 68b, Atlantic Eoad. Brixton.

O ECOND-HANB Motor Bicycle. £20 to

O £30.—Write, H., 305, Walworth Eoad,
S.E.

"I'^T'ANTED, pair 26in. wheels, with or
VV without tyres.—Eule, Haswell. Sun-
derland.

TOURING Eod Set, complete.—Particu-
lars to W.M., 11, Ipswich Eoad,

Stowmarket.
TAT"ANTED, 1905 or 1907 Triumph or F.N.
VV motor cycle.—5, Heath Street,
Hampstead.
ITfANTED, good motor cycles; cheap
VV for spot cash.—5, Heath Street,

Hampstead.
FIT-ALL Two-speed Gear, fit 1903-4 Eex:

cheap.—Warre, 282, Coventry Eoad
Birmingham.
WANTED, Siren for motor cycle, front

wheel.—Abell, 156, High Street,

Sevenoaks.
QPAEE Valves, etc., for 3J h.p. Quad-
O rant.—H. Bevir, Corpus Christi Col-
leg'e, Oxford.

OUTEE Cover .and Tube, 650 by 55. good
condition and make.—Notley,- High

Street, Pinner.

TEICAE Required, cheap for cash.—G.
Wayman, Field Cottage, Dennett's

haad. New Cross, S.E.

1^7"ANTED sidecar, for oaeh, or ex-

VV change trailer and cash.-Pair-
haven, Milfofd-on-Sea.

WATEE-COOLED Motor Engine, 2 to 3

h.p., must be cheap. — Caughey,
Cycle Agent, Portaferry.

c\n by 2i tube and cover. Clincher pre-
^Ki ferred.—J. Butcher, Maidenhead
Eoad, Strattord-on-Avon.

T;^7'ANTED, Brooks bucket or pan seat.

VV exchange Eideasy.—Keid, Con-
stabulary Depot, Dublin.

WANTED, 319 Motor Cycle Lamp.
Lucas ; approval.—Webster, Bow-

yer Eoad. Saltley, Birmingham.

DE DION, 2| h.p., air-cooled, wanted
combustion head only, second-hand.

—MacEwan. 39. Duke Street, E.G.

WANTED li.'i. magneto or Marconi
coil: cheap for cash.-^. Wye

Street, York Eoad, Battersea, London.

"t^rANTED. 2 h.p. Minerva: exchange
VV 13 h.p. vertical, suit lightweight.—
Morris, Besthorpe, Attleborough. Norfolk.

A'ST'ANTED, good tricar, free engine,
VV twcv-apeed: offer motor bicycle,

and lantern outfit.—C. N. White, St. Neota.

WANTED, Ealeighette Tricar, or any
other good make ;

give full par-
ticulars.—Motorist, 21, Bentley Grove,
Leeds.

"\;\7"ANTED, Triumphs, P.N.'s, N.S.U.'s,

VV Minervas, Quadrants; spot cash.—
Captain, 165. Aldboro' Eoad, Seven Kings,
Essex.

WANTED, 100 second - hand motor
cycles, in part payment for new

1908 models.—Wauchope's', 9, Shoe Lane,
London.

WANTED, latest Triumph motor cycle
and cash, for 8-10 h.p. GadiUac

car, model A., four-seater.-The Library.
Buutingford, Herts.

WANTED, treadle S.S. 5in. Centre
Lathe and cash; exchange two-

seated 7 h.p. car, or sell £35.—McDonald.
11, Dunn Street, Paisley.

WANTED, your old motor cycle, in
part payment for either a new 1908

model of any make, or a second-hand
mount.—Lilly Lane, Halifax.

TEICAE, about 6 h.p., Eiley, Phoenix, or
Singer; particulars, photo, or illus-

tration.—9,127, The Motor Cycle Offices

Coventry.

41 h.p. De Dion water-cooled engine
2 good condition, exchange 2 h.p.

Minerva bike.—NichoUs, 217. Chichester
Eoad, Portsmouth.

WANTED, good modern motor cycle,
exehanee lady and gent's flrat-

prade two-speed cycle, London.—9,129, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is. desirable that yov, mention " The Motor Gi/de,"



Preparations for
By B. H.

'T is early days to talk of the End-to-end, but the

A.C.U. has definitely announced its intention of

repeating the famous ride, and no event ever

attracted such a concourse of amateur entrants,

urther, though intending entrants may be unaware of

, the surest foundation of their success can—I had
Imost said "must"—be laid now, and not later. i

m writing these notes to save other amateurs making
le great mistake I made myself in relation to the first

f these runs—that of 1906. The amateur's success

epends far more on his having a machine that he

hows than on his having a superexcellent mount,

'onsequently amateurs should either enter their 1907
lachine or get as early possession as possible of their

908 mount. I had rather myself enter a i Ji; h.p.

linerva than a slap-up 1908 model on which I had
nly time to cover a few hundred miles before the

fficials time it a\vay from the Land's End Hotel at

.30 on a bright summer morning.

Anticipating Minor Derangements.
Amateurs often imagine a trade rider has far less

nxiety and trouble than they have in earning a premier

ward in such a prolonged contest. Sometimes this

i true, sometimes false. If it is true, it is because

e knows his machine so thoroughly before he starts

lat he can anticipate little minor derangements and
ower breakages, and spend the precious, and often to

le amateur all too brief, hour before breakfast each

lorning in verifying the perfect condition of every

etail that may conceivably call for attention during

le 150 to 200 miles he must cover before evening.

the End=to=End.
DAVIES.

In other cases, the trade rider actually has as many
dismounts en route as the amateur, but, knowing his

machine through and through, he has less delay. He
hops off, goes straight to the deranged detail, restores

it to perfect order with a deft touch or two of his

fingers, and is off again, with only a few seconds
delay ; whereas the amateur, who is making acquaint-

ance with many parts of his mount for the first time, is

surveying the entire machine with an agonised expres-

sion, dismounting portions of the mechanism that are

as right as rain, and generally wasting time, and, what
is worse, losing his head, as the precious minutes pass

beyond recall. There are both amateur and trade

riders who get through their thousand miles without a

dismount, or without loss of power ; but these are the

darlings of fortune ; and fortune is capricious above

the common run of females. The point is, you must
not rely on the manufacturers to carry you through by

delivering to you a good machine in perfect tune, so

constructed that it will last through a thousand miles.

This is the type of rider whom Fortune makes her

helpless prey about forty miles from the finish, stealing

from him laurels that would truthfully have been hers,

and not his, if secured. The man who gets there every

time is the man who knows his machine, and is com-
petent to compel it to his will, however whimsically

and perversely it may choose to flirt with him.

A New Machine Not Necessary.
The moral of all this is that amateurs should either

enter their well-tried and well-known 1907 machines

for the Eiid-to-end, or, alternatively, should place a
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Preparations for the End-to-end«-^

February order for a 1908 machine, and ride it all

they can before June, leaving ample margin to tune it

back again to its pristine excellence before they have

to leave Penzance. In 1906 I deprived the run of

comfort for myself by electing to compete on a machine
I had scarcely seen till I started from the far North to

Penzance by road. I vfas in trouble all the way to

John-o'-Groat's, and if the ride was full of pleasure

for me, it was of that sporting and exacting sort which

consists in snatching a hard won victory over circum-

stances which seemed likely to defeat me right up to

the final half-mile sprint down to the beach of the

Pentland Firth.

I propose to add a few suggestions for those who
intend to ride 1908 machines. The machine must he

as simple as possible, a thorough good hill-climber,

steady on grease and fairly fast, and the lighter

it is, consistent with power, the better. In

1906 we only had sixty miles of grease all

told. The cycle of luck is not going to give the

entrants such easy roads all through again. Therefore

the machine should be easy to hold up, and so I advise

a good single-cylinder in preference to a. twin. Some
of the End-to-end can be abominably treacherous, and
some of the twin-cylinder riders had swollen wrists il

Inverness in 1906 after a few miles of grease. I

should advise rubber studded tyres. The tubes may
need patching before the run is over, and speed melts

off hastily affixed patches when the tread is steel and
leather. The hills on the course are mostly contemptible

from the speed trial point of view. But taken in one's

stride on a 200 miles run, when the machine has been

gradually losing a trifle of power daily for a week,

some of them may loom formidably. Hardly a man
but walked portions of one or more hills in 1906, and
this applies to crack riders on big twins on the very

first day's run. Therefore an adjustable pulley or a

two-speed gear will be grateful and comforting at some

FEBRUARY igih, igo8.

portion of the route. The machine must further b.

fast. There are many deserted patches along the route

and when a couple of punctures have lost one half ai

hour at the very commencement of a forty miles con

trol, time requires to be made up. My 1906 machin.

was too slow to take advantage of such opportunities

and as a result, meek and mild driver as I am, I migh

have been seen careering through villages at twent"

miles an hour in a condition of great fear and shame

simply because I could not go faster than thirty mile

per hour in the open country.

Headwinds and Power.

Wild head winds are common up north in Junt

though they were not encountered two years ago, am

the machine must be able to cope with them. If th

winds I have often known in June come raging dow

between the Grampians during the trial, they will autc

matically weed out every lightweight entered that ha

the most trifling stop on this section. Hence the nee

of having the machine at the top of its form in thos

regions is easily apparent.

Again, the machine must be one that is under n

suspicion, however remote, of "overheating," whateve

overheating may really be or not be. June is oftel

oppressively sultry in Cornwall and Devon. Th

very first day may be like it was two years ago-
glaring sun beating down on a breathless, sun-bake

land. If a machine ever overheats, two hundrel

miles of hilly country on such a day will overheat

here, and the riders sleep at Taunton (199 miles froi|

Land's End) on the first night. Here, again, tl]

dust, with eighty men on the road, may be terrific

and gauzes to the carburetter orifices are almost

necessity.

So I repeat there is no machine I would sooner sta

upon than a 1907 single cylinder of good make, wil

many a peaceful mile laid over its shoulder alread;

and familiar to me from tyre valve to lamp bracket.

Motor Cycle Tyres and Accessories.
DISCUSSION ON MR. .COVE'S PAPER (Concluded from page 128.)

Mr. A. C. Pemberton mentioned that hedger's gloves, such
as referred to by the previous speaker, could be obtained at

any ironmonger's. In the matter of tyres, he considered that
motor cyclists fad been scandalously treated until about a
year ago. Rubber belts were as good as could be wished for.

The great fault of leather belts was that they would not
stand the wet weather ; when soaked with rain they com-
menced to slip. Speaking of lamps, he said he believed he
had used one of the first acetylene lamps made in this

country. He read about them in a French paper, and made
ona for himself out of two treacle tins. He agreed with Mr.
Cove's remarks about saddles. Whenever you get a good
one that suits you stick to it as long as it will hold together.

You cannot buy saddles to fit you. It is only after use that
they suit the seat of the particular rider.

Mr. Victor Hart said he had been greatly interested in the
paper. Mr. Cove must have gone to a great deal of trouble
to collect all the samples and information about them that he
had given. The paper was the result of actual road experi-
ence. His remarks were just what was wanted. Gioing back
to the early days of the motor cycle, he said he rode at first

'

a machine that gave him a terrible amount of trouble with
the tyres. They were continually bursting ; in fact, to such
an extent, that he used to carry about a large canvas bag
filled with pieces of tubing, some of them a dozen inches long,
iind various other tf ings, Bueh as a large pair of scissors. He
fnmplained ici the makers about them, but th«"y repudiated all

responsibility ; they were the best they knew how to mak
He suggested to them that the covers did not fit the rim

but they proved by measurements, etc., and went to a grei

deal of trouble to show they did fit the rims, and, therefor

they could not help him, so he had to help himself. I:

devised a remedy which consisted of a flap exactly like tl

Goodrich flap. He rode the machine for eighteen monti

afterwards, and had little trouble with bursts and puncture
Another point in regard to this flap of the Goodrich tyre

that it would save the tube getting nipped when putting tl

cover on after the tube has been partially inflated. With regai

to gloves, the best he had come across were made by Fowne
They had leather palms, knitted wool backs, and knitted wo
gauntlets, and cost 2s. 5d. or 2s. 9d. a pair. They are war
and comfortable, and would outwear two or three pairs of ar

other ordinary gloves. They kept the wind out, and if tht

got soaked with rain they soon dried again. On the questic

of non-skid treads, he thought the Goodrich tyre had a vei

great future, because the rubber studs wore much bett<

than steel when they came in contact with the road. Tl

same thing was illustrated by the well-known rubber hee

fitted to boots. Rubber heels would wear out three or foi

pairs of steel tips. The little rubber studs on the Goodric
tyres would run for 5,000 miles before wearing down to tl

base of the tread. As to clothing, he had tried almoi

everything. He would like to give a useful tip to those wt
were out riding late in the cold evenings without propi
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tor Cycle Tyres and Accessories.

—

rm clothing, as, for instance, when they were delayed on
I road. Try a large sheet of brown paper underneath the
«r garment. Jlake a hole through the middle of it for the
bd and wear it on the chest and back. To protect the legs,

} other sheets of brown paper may be placed inside the
s of the trousers. He certainly thought that rims should
standardised. Jlotor cyclists should approach manufac-
ers on this point, and try and persuade them to adopt a

ndard rim, so that all makes of tyres should be inter-

mgeable. The American manufacturers had formulated a

ndard for motor cars rims, so that you could buy any tyre

1 be absolutely snre that it would fit the rim. He trusted
: committee ot the Auto Cycle Union would consider this

istion of the standardisaton of rims at an early date.

ilr. H. G. Bell endorsed Mr. Wells's remarks on the
iject of inflation of tyres. He always rode with his front

e soft, or what some people would call soft. He had ridden
a machine with Palmer tyres blown up hard, and it was
J riding on a solid tyre. Speaking of belts, he said he
rays used a rubber belt now, but if we could get a. good
paration for leather belts it would be a satisfaction. An
lerican solution was brought to his notice by the Daimler
iple, which cleaned the surface of the belt admirably. As
gloves, he spoke of his experience in the use of hedge-
ter's gloves, which were satisfactory. On the question of

ips he related how he fixed a magnifying glass of about
n. diameter in front of his lamp by means of a couple of

)S of sheet brass. This lens had" the effect of throwing
light on any object in front of the machine. .He found it

St useful in running from London to Edinburgh. It threw
light ahead, not sidewise, and acted as a sort of search-

it straight ahead. It was a crude contrivance, but answered
y well indeed. On the subject of stands, a friend told
1 about a stand he had devised and fitted to the front wheel
his motor bicycle. It had two arms fitted to the front
a, and when the front tyre punctured he could jack up the
eel, and he found the stand quite a boon to him in

ting at the front tyre. As regards clothing, he was one
;hose who wore leather, although he admitted it was rather
reputable-looking, especially the trousers when they got
ck and greasy. He often wore a leather body coat and
ither coat over it. In the London to Edinburgh run he
nd that his knees got very cold. Since then he had worn
ling stockings over his knees, and found them very com-
table and warm. He disapproved of mackintosh clothing.
had worn mackintosh, but found that his under-clothing
soaking wet, and the inner surface of the mackintosh

ame wet also from perspiration.
-Ir. A. G. Reynolds agreed that the paper had been most
cresting and the discussion quite an experience. In riding
T greasy roads he always went as fast as he could ; he
nd that to be the surest way of preventing side-slips. He
)t his engine going, he rode straight, and went quickly,
I had never had a side-slip, though he used smooth tyres.
quite agreed with Mr. Wells regarding the inflation of

Bs ; hard tyres meant loss ot comfort, and soft tyres were
advantage, especially in riding over greasy rusds. He

1 never had any trouble with punctures ; he suppof<d it

5 due to the thickness of the treads. He made a 'agges-
1 which he thought would overcome the diflSculty often
lerienced in placing an inner tube in the cover, to know
sthe it was twisted or not. After blowing up the tube,
mad^ a line right round the whole length of the tube
h an indelible copying pencil, and in fitting the cover into
rim this line was a guide as to whether the tube was

sted. He always made sure that the line was level with
rim ; he always put a large amount of French chalk on
tube. Adjustable pulleys were an accessory that was

ling before the motor cycling public a good deal just now,
1 they had come to stay ; lie regarded them as a most
uable accessorj'. As regards rubber belts, he foimd that
y required more power to drive than a Watawata. belt.
was not able to get up an average hill so easily with a
ber belt ; it absorbed a certain amount of power. With
ard to acetylene lamps, he thought he was one of the first,

3ot the first, in this country to use one ; he had one lent
him by Mr. Sharp in 1899. But he had learned that
ning that Mr. Pemberton had made one of his own before
t date. With regard to reflectors, he always bought half
lozen extra ones, so that he could take out one and put
another when it got tarnished. They were very cheap. A
;e extending carrier was a useful thing to have on a
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machine. The stand was a separate thing, but was a very
great help when you wanted to do little repairs on the road.
As to saddles, he tried a pan-seat, and did not want to go
back to saddles ; he had never ridden anything so comfort-
able. It left no soreness after a long ride. He found it the
best seat he could possibly wish for. With regard to tool
outfit bags, he carried two or three, one for general tools,
another with valves and spares—which were not often wanted—and two small bags, one of which was for repair outfit
only. A petrol filter was a very nice thing to have, as you
then knew the carburetter was kept clean. One valuable
accessory not touched upon in the paper was an efficient
speedometer. In regard to clothes, he had tried nearly all

kinds, but had never tried leather except for breeches, and
then only on the Edinburgh run to keep himself warm. He
did not advise mackintosh clothing ; he recommended a good
flannel body belt, which also acted as a support. It was not
only comfortable, but very warm. Anyone who tried it

would never leave it off. He always wore an ordinary loimge
tweed suit. He agreed that hedge-cutter's gloves were excel-
lent things to wear. He used leather gauntlets upon them,
which were extended up the sleeve inside. If the gauntlets
were worn outside the sleeve, the rain and wind got in and
made the hands cold.

Mr. M. J. Tuchmann joined in thanking Mr. Cove for

bringing the subject of his paper before the members of the
A.C.U. It had been very well said that trifles make perfec-
tion, and so proper attention to the accessories of the motor
cycle made it perfect. Good engines and good frames and
so forth were necessary, but every detail had also to be care-

fullv attended to. He carried the memory of the audience
back to the days ot the wired-on tyre. In liis opinion, a
2in. wired-on tyre was about as efficient as the modern Z\xa.

beaded-edge tyre, with beaded edge inside the rim. One of

the most important things was to have a stout fabric, other-
wise bursts were practically certain. He thought motor
bicycle tyres should be built on stouter lines. As regards the
corrugations on the treads, they were very efficient so long
as they were there, but after a time they wore away. He
compared the various makes of tyre in respect to their treads.

He thought all the samples shown were more or less excellent.

As for the inflation of tyres, he thought that the well inflated

tyre wore well ; he thought it better to err on the side of

over-inilation. He had only once burst a tyre by over-
inflation, and that was not on a motor bicycle. As to belts,

he considered the rubber and canvas belt the only possible

one. It had no serious disadvantage. The belt had a tendency
to assume a certain shape. The use of vaseline was to be
recommended for leather belts ; it kept them supple. He
considered that one of the best things they had seen that
evening was the new Stanley fastener for belts; he thought
it would be greatly used this year. He endorsed what Mr.
Boileau had said about lamps. A good lamp was obtainable
for about 5s. or 6s., and in the speaker's opinion the search-
light pattern would not come into use, as it was too expensive.
With regard to generators, it was rather hard that motor
cyclists should have to make their ovm fixings. Why should
not makers turn out machines with generators fixed, or at
any rate provide a place for fixing them ? He had only seen

one or two machines with good fixings. The generator was
generally placed on the fork side. He thought in the
future generators would be permanently fixed to the
machines. The best hooter he thought was the one that

made the most noise, and it should be fairly shrill, because
the shrillest would gain the most' attention. The syren took

up far too much room ; the exhaust whistle was a cruel

abomination. As for carriers, those now made were not big

enough in his opinion. The danger with a loaded carrier was
when it projected too far behind, as it encouraged skidding

;

there was rather too much tail to wag. They certainly ought
to be made broader. With regard to stands, these were
mostly fixed to the chain stays. Motor cyclists did not take
much trouble with their saddles as a rule. He thought they
needed more attention ; the application of soft soap was a

good thing to keep them clean and supple. He rather liked

the rubber handle grips that were shown. He thought tool-

bags ought to be a good size to carry all that was wanted,
including spare tubes, etc. The bag should be of stiff leather

with collapsable top. He did not think a petrol filter was
necessary. As regards clothing, he admitted he was rather

a faddist. He believed in all-wool as far as possible. During
the late cold weather he had been riding every week-end, and
had worn Jaeger clothing and thickly-knitted wool stockings.
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boots not necessarily thick because leather is Avindproof,

double flannel collars made o£ Viella ; this was limp, but

quite neat enough. As fpr breeches, he had a pair made

for him absolutely windproof and practically rainproof, made

of Scotch tweed which had been treated with waterproof

preparation and lined with Burberry. Leggings of ordinary

leather certainly kept the calves warm. He did not find

ordinary waterproof overalls so bad, as there was little

perspiration, if any, in riding a motor bicycle ;_
then, of

course, the waterproof is lined with Burberry, which is all

wool. On his wrists he wore ordinary mittens. Goggles had

not been mentioned. He found it difficult to get a pair to

fit closely ; he thought it essential that they should do so to

protect the eyes from the wind. He had not solved the glove

problem yet. He found mittens kept his hands warm ;
thick

gloves interfered with the grip of the handles.^ He had been

very much impressed by the advances made in some of the

tyres shown. He also admired the neat little belt fastener.

Mr. Cove deserved the thanks of all the makers of these

accessories.

Mr. E. J. Chapman spoke of luggage carriers on motor

bicycles. He liked to go away for a week-end and take suffi-

cient luggage for the time. The accommodation for carrying

this was inadequate on most machines. Most motor bicycles

only had a flimsy arrangement for luggage.. He fitted on his

own machine a luggage carrier of fin. half-round tube.
_
It

was very strong—in fact, anybody could sit on it—^and being

fixed on behind it was useful for pushing the machine up a

gangway if it had to be put on board a ship. The little

makeshift carriers usually put on motor bicycles soon got

broken. As regarded spring forks on motor bicycles, before

they came into vogue the joints became loose, the petrol

leaked, little screws came out, in fact the machine began to

fall to pieces ; but since spring forks came into use this

vibration was done away with. This question of spring

forks was more important than tyres.

Mr. C. Wilkinson said he used to ride fast on greasy

roads, but he never did so now. His experience taught him
differently. He did not agree with Mr. Chapman about

taking a lot of luggage. He always had his sent on by parcel

post, and called for it on his arrival or had it sent to the

inn where he put up. With regard to toolbags, he had one

of his own design. He had no pedals on his machine, and
this toolbox was under the footboards ; in fact, he had a

little cupboard on each side. His engine was 65 h.p. ' He
found a cricketing belt a good thing to wear ; it pulled him
together and felt very comfortable.

Mr. W. Pratt added a few words as to his experience of

tyres and rims. He also spoke of a speedometer he had used.

Mr. H. R. Dougall did not see the necessity for a cyclo-

meter ; he always measured his distances by using a good

road map.
The Chairman (Mr. S. F. Beevor) did not speak at any length

on account of the lateness of the hour. He thought they were
very lucky in having such a paper read to them by a member
whose experience had been so great. Mr. Cove spoke from
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the best possible point of view, namely, tliat of a keenly

interested motor cyclist of many years' experience. They

had also had an interesting discussion ; those members who

had spoken from a trade point of view had given some useful

observations. Certainly he welcomed the views of trade

members. If it had not been for the trade he did not know

what would become of. the motor cycle movement. As to

the standard rim, he thought the A.C.U. ought to take up

the matter, and no doubt would do so. Most of what he'

intended saying had already been said ; he would, however,

add a few words. First, as to the leather belt, he had found

that pure castor oU was a good thing to rub on to keep the

leather supple ; he used it, and found it was the only thing

that kept the driving belt in order. As to leather clothing,

liis' opinion was not favourable. Leather suits were invented

not to keep out the cold, but to enable the rider to be put

under a pump and washed at the end of the day's journey.

Leather clothing was first worn in the early days of motoi

cars, when everj'thing connected with the management of a

motor car made you dirty. He had himself helped to work

the handle of a pump to pump water on a man who waf

begrimed after a day's journey in a motor car. After washinj

off the dirt the motorist presented a respectable appearance.

Mr. Cove replied to the various criticisms, and thanket

the members present for the kind way they had received th.

paper. He particularly thanked Mr. Wells for the help h
had given him in collecting materials for the paper. It hai

been a labour of love so far as he was concerned. His con

nection with bicycles extended back to his very earliest years

he might almost say he began to ride one of the old-tim

"boneshakers" before he could walk. At any rate, since h

was ten years of age hardly a day had passed without ridin

a machine of .some kind or other. His idea in writing th

paper had been to learn something, quite as much as to in

part instruction, and the discussion had certainly been ii

struotive. If he had given out any ideas, he had also learne

something from the variety of views and opinions that ha

been expressed. He differed from Mr. Wells about the infli

tion of tyres. If a small tyre was pumped up hard you g<

vibration, but if you pumped up a big tyre till it was hai

you would not get it. He agreed with Mr. Victor Hart thi

the Goodrich tyre was a thoroughly good one. As to froi

wheel stands, he never found much use for them, as it wi

very seldom the front wheel punctured. Though sever

speakers had stated that they considered petrol filters useles
;

he still maintained his opinion that they were very got;

things. Like Mr. Reynolds, he always wore an abdomin

belt, and found great comfort in doing so. It was also ;

great protection from cold. He had worn tennis collars t

comfort, but he thought their appearance was most untid;

Electric lamps had been suggested, but they were very u

reliable on account of the filaments continually breaking.
_

conclusion, he said, " If you have had pleasure and enjo

ment this evening I can only say these have been qui

mutual."
A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the meeting

the unusually late hour of 11.30 p.m.

> mm*

An Infinitely Variable Gear.

AT the Stanley Show last November the Zenith

spring frame created a great deal of interest, and

it was this particular frame to which reference

was made in The Motor Cycle as early as last

spring. Our readers will remember that it is one of the

few spring frames which insulates the rider from road

shocks, especially as regards the rear of the machine

without altering the belt tension, and is equally efficient

in absorbing any vibration there mav be from the engine.

The fertile'brain of Mr. F. W. Barnes, Zenith Motors

Ltd.'s designer, has now been responsible for an even

more important invention in the shape of a gear which

is infinitely variable between two points. Previously

several attempts have been made in this direction, but

all have nece.ssitated the employment of a jockey puliey,

which puts an unfair strain on the belt, an(l also absorbs

a considerable amount of power, while with them tl

difference in ratio between the highest and lowest gea

has not been sufficiently great. The Zenith gear, ho

ever, entirely does away with these objections, since it

always " direct," and consequently the same eificien'

obtains whether a high or low gear is used, and the ge

ratios range from 3^ to i to 9 to i , thus enabling ve

high speeds to be maintained on the level and on fallii

grades, or when travelling before a strong wind, and )

allowing the severest gradients to be attacked with i)

punitj'. A reference was made to the gear in our Is

is.sue, but a detailed description may be of interest to

readers. Fig. i shows the general arrangement.

The change of speed is effected by means of the hai

wheel G attached to the shaft B, connected by means

a chain running over a sprocket F. and another sprock
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—

attached to a corresponding shaft on the opposite side

of the rear wheel—not shown. On the shaft B is cut a

worm, which is screwed into the long nut or plunger C,

which carries the rear wheel axle A. This plunger and its

•duplicate in the corresponding tube, which contains a

like mechanism, are substantial and long, and thus

FiGi I-.

—

Part Sectional Elevation of Operating Gear.

A. Driving wheel axle. B. Worm shaft. C. Nut or plunger sliding in socket and threaded to receive
worm B, also screwed on axle A. D. Working face for lever E, on lug J. E. Rocking lever operatiog
variable pulley. F. Chain sprocket. G. Hand wheel. H. Connecting rod between E, and U.
J. Frame lugs for plunger C. K. End cap. (For lettered inscription of engine pulley see under Fig. 2.)

prevent any side play, sliding as they do in lugs, which
are slotted horizontally and allow the wheel to move
backwards and forwards. As the movement is imparted
by means of the wheel G and worm to the plungers C, the

rocking lever E, pivoted above A and situated on the

near side of the machine, is moved forward, and by

means of the connecting i^od H moves the lever U con-

nected to an expanding device on the engine pulley,

causing it to expand or contract, according to wheuier

the operating wheel is revolved clockwise or contra

-

clockwise, so that as the pulley expands the rear wheel

is pushed further away* and when it contracts the wheel

is brought nearer to the engine, with the result that

whatever gear is used the belt tension remains constant.

Fig. 2.

—

Sectional End View of Variable Pullev.

P. Engine shaft. O. Fixed pulley flange. S. Sliding pulley flange.

Q. Key for securing O on engine shaft. L. and M. Nut and screw

with square thread for expanding and contracting diameter of pulley.

K. Keys on shaft for driving sliding pulley flange S R. Lock nut.

T. Bracket on frame to prevent M from turning.

U. .^rm for operating nut L.

The expanding pulley, fig. 2, is well designed, since in

it all end thrust on engine shaft is absent, as it is self-

contained and runs the whole time as a solid pulley.

Suitable ball thrusts are arranged each end of the operat-

ing screws L and M. One pulley flange O is attached

to a shoulder on the crankshaft P by means of the key

Q, while the other pulley flange S is free to slide horizon-

tally on the key N, being operated

by the quick pitch screw and nut L
and M. Of the two ball thrusts the

one at the extremity of the crank-

shaft is adjustable, so that any

wear which may occur may be

taken up. It is locked into posi-

tion by the nut R. The screw M
is prevented from turning by means
of the bracket T attached to the

frame. The nut L is turned by

means of the lever U, and, moving
horizontally, it pushes or withdraws

the flange S on its keys N.

From the above description it

will be seen that the gear is both

simple and ingenious. The engine

may be started up bv means of a

handle; and when in the free

engine position the belt runs on the

loose ring at the bottom of the

pulley. During the short time the

machine was in our hands the gear

did everything which is claimed for

it. To start from a standstill the

engine had only to be accelerated

very slightly, and when the operating wheel was
revolved clockwise the drive was taken up both

smoothly and effectively. In negotiating Muswell
Hill by no means the lowest gear was used, and yet the

machine gathered speed as it went up. In the later

models the operating wheel is placed beneath the

saddle, which is found to be the most convenient posi-

tion. The wheel remains exactly where it is put, and
needs no quadrant to hold it, while a very slight altera-

tion jnakes a wonderful difference on a hill, as the

moment the engine labours and the wheel is turned an

immediate engine acceleration is apparent. With a

little practice hills can be negotiated while ignoring the

spark, throttle, and air levers, and by altering the gear

alone, thus keeping the engine pulling at its maximum
efficiency all the time. In a short time we look- forward

to putting the machine to further tests.
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The /enette Motor Bicycle, fitted with the variable gear, described in

the accompanying article.
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THE

London to Edinburgh Run oi 1907.

1 will not weary readers with a detailed account of

the ride from Scotch Corner to Newcastle, as I am
sure it would entirel_y fail to interest them. Suffice

it to say that, after mending a puncture about six miles

outside Newcastle, we rode into this famous city at

about one o'clock, heartily glad that we had finished

this uninteresting part of the journey.

The chief features of Newcastle from a motor cyclist's

point of view are awkward turnings, granite setts^ a

network of tramlines, and an abundance of people con-

gregated in groups all over the road, or else dashing

out from the side just ahead of our machines, causing

almost hairbreadth escapes.

Hot and perspiring, we arri\'ed outside the Grand
Hotel, Barras Bridge, where lunch had been provided

for us, and in a few more minutes we forgot

the last thirty miles run in the joys of a

good meal.

There was little spare time after lunch,

and after filling Up, and this time oiling

my magneto, we were outside ready to start

on our next stage of sixty-two miles into

Berwick-on-Tweed

.

Northumberland Police at " WorR."
Before leaving we were warned of two

police traps a short distance down the

road, and in consequence for the next ten

or twelve miles we travelled at a very sedate

and moderate speed, which even the won-
derful and ever expansive imaginations of

the police could not possibly construe into

a breakneck speed of sixty miles an hour,

as they are wont to do.

After leaving Morpeth (283) we opened
the throttle wider, and at 3.15 we passed
through Alnwick, where we were checked
by a M.C.C. official. Turning to the right

out of the town, and leaving the fine old

castle on our right, we crossed the bridge,

and, turning sharp to the left, encountered
a very stiff rise, which called for all our

pedalling powers, as we had shut off at the

bottom of the hill in order to negotiate the

By ARTHUR W. BENTLEY. (Conchided from page 121.)

sharp bend in safety. Hereabouts the country was very

beautiful, and as the roads were far from bad, and our
machines appeared to be runnin'g even better than ever,

we made light work cf the somewhat formidable hill?

that abound, and shortly before four o'clock we reached

Belford, with only about sixteen miles separating us

from the old-fashioned to\^'n of Berwick-upon-Tweed.
For some reason I cannot explain I had always beer

very anxious to see this little place, and I looked for-

ward to my arrival there with considerable eagerness.

The competitors that we met hereabouts all seemed
to be in the best of spirits as we were nearing our

journey's end, only about seventy miles separating us
from Edinburgh.
As we were rather keen to have a little spare time in

Berwick, we made good running from Beltord, and at

about 4.40 ran through Spittal, which is the little

village on the south side of the River Tweed. Turning

sharp to the right, we rode o\'er the narrow bridge that

spans the river, and which is the link between England
and Scotland on the East Coast road.

Running through a narrow little street, we turned

to the left up a steep hill, about halfway up which we
were greeted by the majority of the inhabitants of the-

town, grouped outside the inn where we were to. stop

for tea. Oh ! how good those meals were after each
long stretch of riding, and how they refreshed us wheiT

we were feeling a bit fagged and tired. After a pipe

The road out o( Berwick-on-Tweed, showing the High Street and ancient gateway.
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on the right side of a good tea, we felt quite fit for the

last sixty miles into Edinburgh.

Although there was still plenty of time for a break-

down we had no anxiety, and were confident that we

should be among the survivors, as our machines were

still running splendidly. It is marvellous how the

comparatively diminutive engines with which motor

bicycles are fitted should continue to run mile after

mile, uphill and down dale, over good roads and bad,

without the slightest falter or misfire, and let those

who question the reliability of these machines just note

how many of the really' recognised best makes
_

of

machines come through these long trials, all of which

are severe tests. I think that the 1907 M.C.C. London-

Edinburgh run proved more than any former trial has

done what a really reliable little machine a motor

bicycle is.

The Last Stage of the Trial.

The sun now deigned to put in a tardy appearance,

as if in an endeavour to display in

its fullest grandeur the magnificent

scenery of the next forty or fifty

miles. On reaching the crest of

the hill out of Berwick, a wonder-

ful view opens out. On the left

the Scotch farms and lands stretch-

ing away inland as far as the eye

can reach, and on the right a vast

stretch of the North Sea, illumined

by the setting sun, and dotted here

and there with the fishing smacks

making their way into port, their

sails glinting in the light of thf^

setting sun as they kept tacking

against the fast-dying wind. We
could not restrain ourselves from

dismounting for about five minutes

in order to thoroughly appreciate

the rare beauty of the scene.

After running along by the coast

for some distance, the road breaks

away inland, only to join the coast

again at some point further on. And so it is for the

greater part of the journey through Cockburn's Path

and Dunbar into Levenhall, which is the last stopping

place before the triumjihant entry into Edinburgh. As
we rode through the scattered villages, there was the

invariable little crowd to cheer us as we passed ; in

fact, the great interest evinced in this trial all the way
along the route was very noticeable.

After leaving Haddington, we began to realise that

nothing, bar an accident, could snatch the coveted

gold medal from our grasp.

It was 7.30 p.m. when we pulled up outside the

Freeman's Hotel, Levenhall, only six miles away from
the Royal Hotel, Edinburgh—-the finish of our 400
miles' ride.

There is rather a tedious delay here, but it is quite

unavoidable. The M.C.C. authorities pursue a very-

wise course, as, by enforcing a somewhat long stoppage
at Levenhall, most, if not all, of the competitors who
,are still in the running, have arrived by the time we
jare due to start. A large crowd had gathered at

[Levenhall, and quite a number of the local cyclists,

|inotor cyclists, and autocarists turned out to escort

the successful competitors into Edinburgh. The
police had their hands very full in keeping the road

clear.

The Procession of Successful Competitors.
A few minutes before eight we were ranged behind

the pilot car which was to lead us into the town, and
ahead of which we were not allowed to ride. This is

a very good plan, as it prevents the racing that other-

wise would inevitably take place. The procession com-
menced, but my engine refused to fire, despite much
coaxing and pedalling. Was I to fail with a medal
almost -(N ithin my grasp ! I was forced to ignominiously

dismount in the midst of the crowd and put my machine
on the stand. I at once noticed that the old plug had
shaken very loose, and, hastily replacing it, the machine
was soon throbbing merrily over the granite setts and

tiamlines that mark the approach into the town.

The roads between Levenhall and Edinburgh were

crowded, but on reaching Prince's Street the road was
so tightly packed with people that I was compelled to

dismount and slowly push my way through them.

The first arrivals at Levenhall have to put up with this kind ot thing. The photographer shown made
two exposures to make
excitement.

sure/* and then nearly wept because he had taken both^on.^ooe plate in his

After proceeding in this somewhat laborious manner
for some' little distance, I was at last gladdened by the

lights of the Royal Hotel, and began to realise that the

goal had been reached.

After signing the check sheet, which was by no
means an easy matter on account of the crowd, we made
our way down to the garage, where we left our machines
for the night. After bidding good-bye to the friends

we had made on the way up, and divesting ourselves,

for the first time since leaving London, of our water-

proofs, leggings, etc., we wended our way back to the

Royal Hotel for the night.

In a very few minutes, we were enjoying the luxury of

a hot bath, which was shortly followed by dinner,

leaving us considerably refreshed in body and mind.
And so ended the London-Edinburgh run of 1907,

which to both of us proved a most enjoyable holiday.

My brother and I agreed that we felt all the better for

the long hours we had spent in the saddle. Our only

regret is that there are not two London-Edinburgh runs

every year, but we comfort ourselves with the knowledge
that it is an annual event, and that, all being well, we
shall be competitors in the 1908 event.
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A Gap in the MarKet.
Referring to a recent paragraph of mine about the

desirability of powerful, two-speeded chain-driven twin-

cylinder machines as standard for sidecar work, two
correspondents write and remind me that there are two
machines on the market which " fill the bill." One is

the sturdy 5 h.p. Brown, having an epicyclic two-speed

gear fitted on the engine shaft, and transmitting by a

countershaft and two chains tO' the rear wheel. The
other is a 5 h.p. Eland, made by W. W. Genn, the well-

known Wimbledon racing man. The latter has a

Peugeot engine, and is normally constructed with a

combined chain and belt drive. The gear box is amid-

ships, and there is a chain from the engine tO' one side

of the gear box. On the other side of the gear box is

a gin. dia. pulley, and the final drive is by belt. This

is a very admirable notion. The requisite reduction of

ratio is practically all obtained by the chain and gear,

the belt is retained to afford smoothness of drive, and
yet the belt pulleys are of such a size that slipping must

be practically unknown. I fancy this machine is almost

unknown to my readers. [We should be happy to

publish a photograph and detailed specification if Mr.

Genn will send them to us.

—

Ed.] A second chain can

be substituted for the belt to special order. Thus two

machines answering my description actually exist ; but

[ do not apologise for my paragraph, since if they had
momentarily escaped the memory of one so conversant

with the motor cycle trade as myself, it is obvious few of

my readers would take them into account when consider-

ing the possibilities of a sidecar. We should all like

to see these machines fitted with sidecars competing m
the next A.C.U. quarterly trial.

Compression Meters.

.\ rider informs me he recently invested in a com-

pression meter. This consists of a gauge and record-

ing disc. It is screwed into the sparking plug

orifice, the engine is then turned over the compression,

and the reading taken off the dial. The rider in

question had felt tolerably satisfied with his com-

pression, and was horrified to discover the reading was

only 58 lbs. per square inch, instead of the 75 lbs.,

which would have been correct. He is now busily

engaged in remedying the defect. His first experi-

ment was to smear oil on a ground (metal to metal)

joint on the cylinder. Bubbles were visible, and con-

sequently he fitted a copper and asbestos washer. The
compression meter was then tried again, and the com-

pression was now 64 lbs. per square inch If such

a minor point effects so large a difference, we can guess

the effects of worn piston rings or a badly fitted valve.

I expect those gauges—like tyre gauges—are apt to

become inaccurate after a period of use, and they

should probably be returned to the makers annually

for correction. They are an interesting accessory,

which every motor cyclist who prides himself on keep-

ing his engine in tune would do well to purchase. If

universally employed they would soon teach riders in

general that the exhaust valve and piston rings are very
commonly blamed for a poor compression which is

really ascribable to the joints at valve caps, compres-
sion taps, and cylinder heads. The asbestos in the

asbestos and copper washers rapidly shrinks, and the

washer needs tightening ; finally, it becomes hope-
lessly porous, when no amount of screwing down wilf

make them g.astight, and much less explosion tight.

Personally, I am an advocate of the use of fish glue
or boiled oil for all joints that do not frequently need
remaking. I have found them more reliable than the

clean and convenient copper and asbestos washer fcur

all engine joints.

Carrying Tools.
I have always been one of those motor cyclists whu

defy stranding by carrying a large kit. I use my machine
chiefly on journeys with a purpose, often on very cross-

country routes, in which extremely remote parts, distant

from the railway, are traversed, and I ensure my safe

arrival by taking plenty of baggage. For instance, my
normal kit for an ordinary day's ride, which is seldom
under 150 miles, and often as much as 250 or even 300.

includes the following:

Three spare inner tubes.

A full mechanic's kit of tools, including little un-

necessary luxuries like box spanners, cold chisel, vice,

hammer, valve extractors, etc.

A full kit of engine, carburetter, and ignition spares.

Most of the above are not required once in a summer,
but when they are wanted they are very badly wanted
indeed, and I remember two occasions last year, which
are fair samples. Once a sparking plug broke off flush

with the edge of its orifice, and once an exhaust valve

got buckled in its guide. In each of these cases my tool

kit saved me a weary walk.

My eyes tell" me many other riders believe in a large

kit, but do not know how to carry it.

One of my pockets is leather lined, and always con-

tains a contact file in pigskin case, a small King Dick '

spanner in a ditto, and a folding screwdriver.

A holster between the saddle tube and rear mudguard
contains the spare air tubes.

A toolbag behind the saddle contains all spare part.«

and the tyre outfit.

And a tool roll, attached to the back of the saddle,,

above the toolbag, contains all the larger tools. Every-

thing is thus carried separately, as accessibly as is

possible, and secure from damage. Let me contrast the

usual motor cyclist's toolbag, which is a small portman-

teau in appearance, and is smeared in its lower recesses

with a malodorous compound of carbide dust and lubri-

cating oil, out of which broken plugs, dirty tremblers,

and choked files poke their lugubrious heads. I should

have stated I carry my lubricant and paraffin squirts in

metal pockets on the outside of the tank, and my spare

carbide strapped to the rear forks.
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Protect yourself
and your machine from the

dangers of side-shps on rain

soaked roads and greasy sets.

Peter
Union
Studded Tyres
are admirably adapted for

the purpose ; and the reason :

The hardened stnds are firmly

embedded in the outer cover

by which means durability

and resiliency are obtained.

In addition, the position

of the studs minimises the

possibility of side-sUp and
punctures.

Long experience in this direc-

tion has enabled us to produce

a perfect non-skidding tyre

—

results prove that we have
been successful.

Why not write for our list ?

FOR

MOTOR

CYCLES,

FORECARS,

AND
TRICARS.

Peter Union Tyre Co.,
Ltd.,

6, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London,W.C.
Sole Aeents for South Africa—Shimwell Bros., Caroline Street,

Birmingham. Sole Agents for Scotland

—

Messrs. Rignall-
HoLDEP Ltd., 18, Swinton Row, Edinbursh. Sole Agents for

Manchester and District

—

The Manchester Auto-Cycle Co.,

Ltd. 65, Great Jackson Street, Manchester. E. Kicheker,
206, West 76th St., New York City. U.S.A.

In aTisivering this advertis&menf it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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To obtain

delivery before Easter

place your order now. Sufficient time can then be devoted

to tuning up the new mount to your own satisfaction. Not that

N.S.U. machines require tuning up and adjustment ; but to make

absolutely certain a successful "send off" when the season commences

—and after—to enjoy the full pleasures of motor cycling secure in

the fact that you are getting the best out of your mount—the

famous

N.S.U.
Our machines will be on view at the Manchester Show, Feb. 21 to 29.

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.,
78, Charlotte St., London, W.

LlJ.-I£.
N>,&>J.-

"'vfi

.•^/
SAs ^\ v-/ A,

"MODEL
DE

COURSE."
Beaded Edge only.

All standard sIzm.

THE FINEST TYRE ON THE MARKET FOR

TRICARS AND HIGH-POWERED MOTORCYCLES.

-'^e r.ov3

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Freights and Duties on Motor Cycles.

ON many occasions we have received enquiries from
various parts of the world, regarding the cost

of shipment of second-hand motor cycles from
England to colonial and foreign ports. These

enquiries usually request particulars of cost of pack-

ing, freight, and duties, which are very often difficult

to obtain. A few weeks back we »eceived from Messrs.

Davies, Turner, and Co., Ltd., of 52, Lime Street,

E.G., a printed list of such charges for motor cars, but,

unfortunately, there was no reference to motor cycles.

When this omission was pointed out, the firm ver\

courteously offered to collect the particulars required,

and to embody them in a list, which we publish below.

The price quoted is for carting, packing, and shipping

when the bulk of the case does not exceed 25 cubic

feet, and the total weight 3 cwts.

Cost of cartage Coat of cartage

The rates quoted in London within The rates quoted in London within

are those at present 4 miles of Baixk, DLT:Y—compiled from aj-e those at present 4 miles of Bank, DUTY—compiled from

in force, and are paoldng in case. official sources but with- in foioe, and are packing in case. oflicial sources but with-

liable to alteration dock dues, ship- out responsibility. liable to alteration dock dues, ship- out responsibility.

without notice. ping, and freight

per motor cycle.

without notice. ping, and freight

per motor cycle.

AUSTEALIA Japan
Adelaide

Brisbane
47/- 1

45/6 British manufacture 25%
Kobe
Yokohama [

62/- 40% ad valorem.

Fremantle 50/3 ad valorem, foreign manu- New Zealand
Melbourua 47/- facture 30% ad valorem. Auckland 20% ad valorem for British

Sydney 47/- J Dunedin
51/6

manufactured cycles ac-

Belgium Lyttelton companied by preferential

Antwerp 31/3 . Wellington certificate.

Brussels 31/6 12% ad valorem.
Russia

Ostend 29/6 With 2 wheels £2 2 3 each.

Canada
} 35% ad valorem, but if im- St. Petersburg 34/- With 3 wheels £7 7 9 each.

ported from the United With 4 wheels £14 15 7 each
Montreal

[
35/6

Kingdom accompanied with SlAM
Quebec a preferential certificate Bangkok 50/3 3% ad valorem.

that the cycles are of British Spain

Ceylon
Colombo 43/9

manufacture, 22i% ad vol.

5J% ad valorem.

Barcelona
Gijon
Bilbao

} 41/6 1

} 38/- i

£6 2 per cwt.

China Santander
Hong Kong 50/3 Free. South Africa
Shanghai 53/9 5% ad valorem. Cape Town 54/- Must be accompanied by a

Egypt Delagoa Bay 60/3 certificate to get the prefer-

Alexandria 39/6 8% ad valorem. Durban 58/6 1 ential rate of duty, 15% ad
Fkanoe East London 57/9 valorem, less 3% of amount

Bordeaux 39/6 ^ Port Ehzabeth 53/3 charged if of British manu-
Boulogne 32/- facture.
Marseilles 38/3 £4 9 5 per cwt. South America
Paris 32/-

J Buenos Ayres
} 48/-

Gkrwanv Weighing 50 kilos, or less Monte Video

Brpmen 34/9
33/6

each, £2 10 10 cwt., over 50 Rosario 51/9 —

-

Hamburg and up to 100 kilos., £1 18 1

cwt., over 100 and up to

Valparaiso

Iquique } 55/3

200 kUos. £1 15 7 cwt. Straits Settlement
India

Bombay
Penang
Singapore } «/- Free.

Calcutta

Karachi 40/6 5% ad valorem.
Turkey

Constantinople 38/3 8% ad valorem.
Madras U.S.A.

Italy New York
Genoa

1 Baltimore
38/-

45% ad valorem ; under
Leghorn

I
38/3 £3 4 each. Boston certain conditions free.

Naples 1 Philadelphia

To find cubic measurement of a cycle when packed in a case,

to height and two inches to breadth and length
measure its greatest height, breadth, and length, add six inches
for packing, and multiply height x breadth x length.

The Roc Co. inform us that one of their machines is

now being prepared for Capt. A. Arkell-Hardwick,
F.R.G.S., commanding the motor cycle section of the
London Command of the Legion of Frontiersmen.
The specification is identical with the familiar Roc
military model as previously supplied to the British
War Office with the following additions: Spring fork.

Whittle belt, toolbag fixed in rear of frame, rubber
studded or Kempshall non-skidding tyres, and Rich's
tubes. These machines have no plated parts, and are
enamelled khaki colour.

With a mileage recorder the feature that, probably,
commends it most to the average motor cyclist is the

facility it affords for knowing fairly accurately the length

of each trip taken. But it is essential to jot down the

figures shown on the dial before starting, and to note
them also on finishing the journey—little matters which,
however, are apt to be forgotten until too late. The
Bowden mileage recorder renders calculation unneces-
sary, thanks to the little "trip " arrangement, which
shows the length of any particular trip on a separate

dial, while the other dial diligently piles up the total.
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Wtio^
A selection of questions'of general

interest received from our readers

and our replies thereto. When
particular makes of machines,

accessories, or tyres are mentioned

numbers must be used, the writer

to keep a key for reference.

Catbuiettei and Gear.

I am building a motor cycle,

"—
' and have fitted a 4 h.p.

Antoine engine. Please tell me
what you consider the best

model of Longuemare carbu-

retter for this engine, and also what

gear would be suitable (26in. wheels)?

—S.A., Ayr.

The type of carburetter we should re-

commend is the Model H Longuemare.

Gear 4^ to 1 it your weight does not

exceed twelve stones.

Faults in Design.

I wish to purchase a two

?'—I

year old motor bicycle, and I

notice the valves are directly

, I under the tank. Can you give

me any idea as to the possi-

bility of a valve breaking? viz., how
often it might occur, as the engine

would have to be taken down to re-

place a valve. There is a tube under

the tank, so it would be no advantage

to move the tank instead of the

engine. Do you think the above a

serious drawback to a beginner buy-

ing a machine?—W.J. P.

Certainly, the points you mention are

drawbacks. There should not be

trouble with the valves breaking, but

they may require to be ground in about

once every 1,000 miles, and the cylinder

will require removal occasionally in

order to scrape away the accumulated

deposits.

A Beginiver's Qnerles.

Having bought a Rex with
"ZDl magneto, what spares and span-

> ners would you advise me to

-iJ buy, and what to carry about
with me? What kind of oil

should I use for magneto, and also for

engine, and how often should I oil

them?—J. J., Carmarthenshire.
You would require spare valves, springs,

and cotters for the engine, and a

spanner to fit all the principal nuts on
tlie machine, an adjustable spanner, a
pair of cutting pliers, spare platinum
points for the magneto, a special span-

ner for the magneto, spare sparking
plug, a coil of copper wire, a belt

fastener, belt punch, and short length

of belt. When touring a spare inner

tube is adviiiable. See also " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."
Use bearing oil for the magneto, and
only best quality air-cooled cylinder oil

for the engine.

Timing ol Valves.

I shall be glad of your advice
on the following : How should
an engine be timed? The large

and small toothed wheels have
got 1, 2, and 3 dots on a tooth,

so many teeth apart. And where
can I procure two good exhaust
valves?—J. T., Manchester.

The first thing to do is to see that the

exhaust valve is closed simultaneously
with the piston reaching the top of the
exhaust stroke, then note the position

of the marks on the teeth (there should
be only one in the correct position) and
try the machine on the stand and see

how it runs. If it does not run to your
satisfaction try any one of the positions

marked on the wheel. You must be
careful, however, to see that these
marks on the teeth allow the valve to

close only one tooth earlier or one tooth
later than the position of the teeth when
the valve is set to close with piston at

dead centre of exhaust and inlet strokes.

Specially made exhaust valves can be
obtained from Binet and Co., A. E.
Heckford, and A. Drew.

Exbaust Pipe and Ignition Queries.

(1.) Would there be any dis-

^1 advantage in having a long ex-

^ haust pipe fitted to my 3^ h.p.
-SJ engine, provided that there

were no sharp curves in it,

would this tend to lessen the
noise of the explosions? (2.) I use a
trembler coil with make and break
contact, but have been informed that
I should get more speed and power
if I fitted a good plain coil in place

of the trembler. Is this correct, and
if so, do you advise the change? (3.)

Would this upset the timing in any
way? and what alterations should I

have to make? (4.) The platinum
points on the contact breaker blade
and screw wear rather quickly, and
require frequent cleaning and adjust-
ment, generally about every 150 to

200 miles or so. How can I remedy
this? and is it the fault of the coil?

(5. ) What do you consider a good sub
stitute for platinum? Is iridium
satisfactory or not?—L 861.

(1.) Yes, by all means have a longer ex-

haust pipe. The longer the exhaust
pipe the better, provided it is of ample
diameter. A long pipe would tend to

silence. (2.) Yes, we advise the fit-

ting of a good plain coil, which should
improve the speed of your machine.
The advantages of a trembler coil are

and

a^Lic^\
All queries should be addressed,

'*

to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether

intended for publication or not,

must bP accompanied with a

stamped addressed envelope for

reply.

that it is easier to test if the ignition

is in order, and it also enables easier

starting. The screw, however, requires

adjustment from time to time. A plain

coil requires no attention. (3.) The
only way in which a plain coil

will upset the timing is that,

instead of the spark taking place

when the platinum points make contact,

as in the case of a trembler coil, thi-

spark takes place when the points'

separate, and you will consequently

have to alter the adjustment of youi

contact breaker and so set it that the

platinum pointg touch as lightly at^

possible, and yet make a good contact,

and also change the position of the cam
on the shaft. The nose of the cam for

use with a plain coil should also be-

sharper than the one employed with

!

a trembler. (4.) It may be the fault

of the coil ; or it may be the points are

not genuine platinum or iridium. (5.)

Iridium is not a substitute ; it is a

dearer metal than platinum, and more
difficult to fit to the screws and springs.

^

but does not wear so fast and remains
clean longer.

Easy Starting and Connecting Hot Air Pipe.

My motor cycle, a 3^ h.p.

Brown, is very difficult to start

on level roads, as it goes toe

stiffly. It starts all right if on

a downward grade. I alwayf

start machine on stand and warm the

engine before I take it out, and 1

always give engine a supply of oil

about every fifteen miles. I have
been advised to connect a pipe frona

the carburetter to the exhaust td

make it go easier. Would thi.«

remedy the evil at all, and where anri

how ought it to be connected?—

|

E.H., Herts.
_ _ _ _ |

Starting in cold weather is simplicity

itself, provided you adopt our frequent

advice and do not allow the petrol t('

get stale. In the combustion head of

your engine there is, or should be, s

small tap, through which a small quan
tity of paraffin should be injected be-

fore attempting to start. Then flood

the carburetter, open the throttle half-

way, entirely close the air lever, and

switch on, when the engine should start

with ease. A considerable improve-

ment may be made by fitting a shutter

over the inlet through which the fixed

air supply to the carburetter passes, so

that you can partiall;> close this when
you are getting under way, and open it

again after the machine has started.

During cold weather it would be quite a
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good plan to connect up the hot aii

jacket of the carburetter. You will see

a union on the jacket of the vaporising
chamber which must be connected up
Jby means of a pipe to a hole in the ex-

haust pipe. This is to prevent the
moisture in the carburetter from freez-

ing after the engine has started and
Tun for some time.

Position and Adjostment oi Caiburotter.

Please advise the best posi

IqI tion for Longuemare carbu-

^1 retter to get best results in hill-

LtJ climbing. I must fit it

lengthways of machine on
account of space, and fancy the
spray chamber should be in the rear,

in that case to keep the petrol in jet

on a hill. What height should the
jet fill to when machine is dead level?
Please say best procedure to obtain
most power from the engine through
carburetter adjustments?—W.S.

The best position is close behind the
engine. The petrol should be within
about ^in. of the top of the jet. You
should so adjust the carburetter that
the engine will take full air and say
half throttle when it is travelling at
its maximum number of revolutions.
[f you place the spray chamber to the
lear and float next engine you should
:get a higher petrol level at the jet for
•hill-climbing, but it is probable with
level correct for ordinary conditions, a
carburetter so fitted would flood when
ascending a steep hill.

Lilt ol Exhauit Valve and regarding Acoumu-
lators.

(1.) I have just got possession
r^ of a new small car, air-cooled

|> engine, bore 88 mm., stroke 95
Li-I mm. It has only been run on

the stand, and is almost as it

left the makers. The engine runs
all right, but on examination I find
that the exhaust valve lifts only
about 3-16in. ; the head of the valve
is l^in. diameter. Is this not too
little lift for an engine of the size

mentioned? The engine has been
made in a first-class way and carefully
fitted all over. Is it likely that this
small lift has been a mistake? (2.)

I was foolish enough to buy from a
cheap sale in London an accumulator
without a name. First time I sent
it_ to be charged it was sent home
with the positive plates rent to
pieces and warped beyond measure.
I took out the broken plates and am
going to fit' new positives of good
make. Meantime, I washed with a
little soda the negative plates and
put them into a bath of water. Will
they keep right so treated till I re-

place all in case, or must I allow
them to dry? or had I better get a
full set of new plates, both negative
and positive?—J.C., N.B.

il.) The lift of the exhaust valve would
be right if just over 3-15in. You say
"about 3-16in." To increase the lift of
the valve a new cam would have to be
'fitted unless tappet is too short. (2.)
The best plan to deal with your accumu-
lator would be to gently scrape the
negative plates and put them away dry
until required. Really, it would have

been better to have sent the accumula-
tor away to be repaired.

Aoonmolators or Dry Batteries.

(1.) I wish to try dry hat-

ful teries on my 3 h.p. Quadrant.

I Y -A-re such suitable for any non-
LLI trembler coil? (2.) How

should I proceed to open and
empty my present accumulators (con-

taining jelly) and how clean the
plates so that they may be left for

an indefinite time without attention?

(3.) Is it customary to obtain a re-

ceipt for a motor cycle when leaving
same at a garage on tour?—K.C.G.,
Putney.

(1.) If the coil is an economical one,
dry batteries would suit you well. (2.)

You should purchase an accumulator
repair outfit, open the top of the accu-
mulator according to instructions and
remove the plates ; scrape them clean,

thoroughly wash them and the case,

and then seal up the case again. If

you use the accumulator another time,
you had better refill with liquid elec-

trolyte, as you will not be able to mix
the gelatine electrolyte yourself. (3.)

It is not customary to obtain a receipt
for a motor bicycle left at a garage,

but it is by no means a bad plan to do
so if the owners are willing to give it.

Usually it is sufficient to leave your
name written on a label secured to the
machine.

Eiratlo Running ot Engine.

I have a 2J h.p. Werner,

^] plain coil, make and brake con-

^ tact, spray carburetter. When
-i-i jacked up on the stand I can

start it, after a little persua-

sion, (owing to cold, I suppose), and
it will go readily slow or quick as

desired. If I take it on the road it

may start and go for a few minutes,
and then for some unaccountable
reason it will pull up sharp, as

though a brake had been applied.

Now if 1 raise the exhaust and pedal

a few quick strokes it will restart. 1

do not experience this trouble when
spark is well advanced, or when de-

scending hills, at least at not such a
marked degree. The machine does
not stop altogether, merely slows

down and then goes on again. I have
had the exhaust valve out, cleaned,

and replaced it, but no improvement.
Carburetter seems all right, floods at

the least depression of needle. Spark
is good also. The inlet valve is one
of the variety called M.O., I believe.—Amateur, Middlesex.

The trouble is certainly rather a mys-
terious one, and is somewhat difficult

to account for. Possibly when the

contact breaker is retarded you get an
occasional short circuit in that position.

It seems, also, that the carburetter is

not very well adjusted, as the engine
starts with some difficulty. One good
way of overcoming this trouble is to fit

a shutter over the inlet through which
the fixed air supply is taken, so that it

may be partially or entirely cut off

when you attempt to start, and may be
opened again afterwards. Has the
carburetter an automatic air inlet? If

so, the spring may require tensioning.

Try oiling a little more often, and see

that the petrol pipe is not too close to

combustion head or silencer pipe. If

you obtain a copy of '' Motor Cycles
and How to Manage Them," you will

be able to explain your trouble to us

more clearly.

Correspondents writing to the Editor
with regard to motor cycles or motor
cycling subjects are earnestly requested

to keep their queries as short and as

concise as possible.

TUBULAR LUGGAGE CARRIER
AND STAND.

We occasionally receive enquiries for

a stronger luggage carrier than those
usually supplied for attachment to

motor bicycles, and we now publish an
illustration and particulars of the
Premier tubular carrier and stand sold

by the Premier Motor Co., Ltd., As'x>n
Road, Birmingham. The front of the
carrier is attached to the seat tube, and
the rear tubular supports to clips

fastened on to the back stays of the
machine. The stand has an eye at the
end of each leg. These are slipped over
the ends of the back wheel axle. When

out of action the stand is held up by a
bolt and thumbnut which are fastened
to the bottom of the rear mudguard.
Both carrier and stand can be easily

fitted to any machine not already
equipped with these accessories, and
the above-mentioned firm is willing to
quote special terms for them to large

buyers.
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MAGNETO IGNITION.
By "GEOFFREY."

WHILE high-tension magnetos have done much
to soh-e the ignition problem on motor cycles,

and undoubtedly provide the most reliable

form of ignition, they ha^'e their disadvan-

tages, small though they be. As an enthusiastic user

of the Simms-Bosch high-tension magneto for the past

two vears, I should like to enumerate these dis-

advantages as I find them. But let me explain at

once that I am by no means an electrical expert. The
drawbacks are (i) difficulty of starting, (2) difficulty

of slow driving, and (3) small range of advance and
retard. To deal with them seriatim, probably the

most generally accepted idea against magnetos is that

they render starting very difficult ; but this idea is

greatly exaggerated. Starting with a magneto is

slightly more difficult than with a battery, but the

reason for the prevalent idea that magnetos are hard

to start is that at one time they were blamed for caus-

ing difficult starting, when in reality the blame should

ha\'e been' attached to the carburetter. If the platinum

points of the magneto are clean and separate the

correct distance (which is said by the makers to be

.5 mm.) and the points of the sparking plug not more
than .4 mm. apart, the engine will start at a speed

of six or seven miles per hour, but an accumulator
ignited engine will start at a walking speed if every-

thing is in order, and continue to pull so long as there

is sufficient momentum on the flywheels to overcome
the compression. Carburetters having been improved
to such an extent, sluggish starting has been largely

overcome, but the difficulty of starting a motor cycle

engine with magneto by handle—unless geared up—is

still existent. It can be done by a handle on the

engine shaft, but the operation is very uncertain.

En passant, I should like to warn users of magneto
motor cycles with geared-up starting handles that an

engine backfire is quite possible and might prove

serious, unless the engine is started in the proper

manner. The spark lever should not be advanced
further than the position in which a spaxk is obtained at

fairly low speeds. With the ignition fully advanced, and
the engine not being turned over fast enough when the

valve is dropped, a nasty backfire may be the result.

The moral is to get a good speed on the engine before

releasing the valve lifter.

Difficulty of Driving Slowly.
The difficulty of driving slowly is again not entirely

due to the magneto, but more depends on the carbu-

retter and skilful manipulation of the throttle and air

levers by the rider. My own experience is that the

lowest speeds are obtained by slightly retarding the

spark, opening the throttle one quarter, closing extra air,

and then applying the footbrake as necessary.

The small range of advance and retard is due to the

strength of the spark of a magneto not being always the

same. Magnetos have to be started with the spark

advanced, as they are set to give the best spark in this

position. The strength of the spark not only varies

with the position of the contact breaker, but the speed'

of the armature also. The more the lever is retarded

the less and less efficient becomes the spark, until it dis-

appears altogether. Obviously this is the reason why
the spark lever is advanced at starting. Even magneto

machines themselves vary. I have used probably
a dozen different DA2 type Bosch magnetos on
motor bicycles, and while some would allow the spark
lever to be varied considerably, others only allowed
about half an inch of movement on the quadrant. This
is accounted for by the fact that some engines are timed
faster than others. For hill-climbing competitions a

certain well-known firm time the magnetos differently

from their standard mounts. The maximum posi-

tion is not put at full advance, but somewhat re-

tarded, so that at full speed at the bottom of the hill the
lever would be fully advanced, but immediately the

engine began to slow down the lever would be retarded
to its " maximum " position, and thus the spark improved
in intensity, instead of deteriorated as in the usual case.

A Suggestion.
What is wanted, then, to overcome all three of the

above objections is a device to enable the rider to alter

the timing of the spark through the same range as the

battery ignition without affecting its intensity. This
can be done by rotating the whole magneto in relation

to the armature shaft, as is the case with the Eisemann
magneto on Panhard cars, but on motor bicycles this

arrangement would probably be somewhat difficult

to carry out. There should, however, be other

methods of overcoming the objections, although I regret

I am not in a position at the moment to recommend
how it should be done. Seeing that a D A 2 magneto
is driven from the half-time shaft, the armature must
revolve once for each time the spark occurs. As the

armature cuts the lines of force twice in each revolution,

it follows that on one of the occasions on which the

lines of force are cut the energy is wasted, as the

contact breaker does not allow two sparks to be pro-

duced.

We have heard little of the type of magneto designed
solely to act as a generator, a similar coil and contact

breaker being used as are employed for battery

ignition, though their advantages are many. One of

this type was the Coates, and if any readers have
used this form of magneto, it would be interesting to

have their experiences.

Finally, I should like magneto experts to tell us
why the magneto is not made to run faster than the

half-time shaft, say at the same rate as the engine-

shaft, to enable a better spark to be obtained at low

speeds, and also how is it that some cars-—Renault
in particular—are fitted with one form of ignition only

(the Bosch high-tension magneto), and yet can be
started fairly easily with the handle? In the first

case, probably the magneto would not stand the speed,

and, in regard to the latter, my own opinion is that

it is due to the very large sized magnets enabling a

better spark to be produced at low speeds.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co. (Great

Britain), Ltd., 102, Clerkenwell Road, E.G., have now
placed upon the market a specially coloured single and
double-braided inflator tubing. The advantages

claimed for it over ordinary rubber and canvas tubing

are its extraordinary strength, durability, flexibility,

less liability to crack, and its attractive appearance.
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one In Forty-Sve Motor Cyclists.

Mr. J. P. Sowerby writes :
" The

little village of Beelsby, seven and a
half miles west of Grimsby, contains

four motor cyclists and a population of

180. This average of one in forty-five

beats both Lamberhurst and Market
Ueeping."

7 he End-to-end Run.

Inquiries are already being received

by the A.C.U. with refnrence to the

Land's End to John-o' -Groat's
Trial to be held in July next.

The route to be followed will be
very similar to that taken in the
1906 trial, but owing to the lack

of suitable hotel accommolation
at Lockerbie, the destination for

that day's journey will .probably
be Moffat. It has been sug
Efested that, instead of going from
Perth to Inverness direct, the
iourney should be somewhat
lengthened, and Blairgowrie.
Braemar, and Ballater visited.

'I'his route would take the riders

'.hrough a more populous part of

the country than that passed
through by going over the
Grampians. Competitors would
;ilso then have a chance of trying
the famous "Devil's Elbow."

The Number ot Different Pattern Motor Cycles.

It will be seen from " The Buyers'

Guide," published in our last issue,

that there are 103 di'ferent pat-

tern single-cylindered motor bicycles on
the British market, 71 multi-cylindered
bicycles, and 30 tricars. Four of the

above-mentioned single-cylindered bi-

cycles are designed for ladies' use. The
lowest priced bicycle in the Guide was
£19 10s., and the highest priced £75.
See page 150 for two additions.

.^fniiation of Motor Cyclists.

The financial position of the
•i-uto Cycle Union will be im-
proved by the new scheme, as the
whole ot the affiliation fees re-

ceived from motor cyclists will

be retained by the A.C.U., and
from these a reserve fund will be
established to pay grants in re-

spect of any actions in which matters
of principle or of general interest to
motor cyclists are involved.

Variable Speed Pulleys.

Judging by the number of sketches
and descriptions of variable speed engine
pulleys which we receive weekly, many
brains are at work in solving the vari-

able gear problem. If we were to illus-

trate and describe every design sub-
mitted to us, it would be almost to the
exclusion of all other matter.

Carrying Tennis Racquets and Golf Clubs.

A pair of clips for conveniently
carrying an umbrella on a bicycle have
reached us from Herbert Terry and
Sons, of Redditcli. It is not the habit
for motor cyclists to carry an umbrella
on their machines, but if stronger clips

of an amended design were made for

carrying a tennis racquet or golf clubs
on a motor bicycle, we should predict
a ready demand for them-

FUTURE EVENTS.

Feb. 2i-2g—Manchester Motor Car Show,
Belle Vue, Manchester.

Mar. 2i-28^Cordingley's Motor Show,
Agricultural Hall.

,, 28—M.C.C. Opening Week-end Run to
Brighton.

April 18-20—Brooklands Motor Races.

,, 16-20—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

,^ A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

May 2—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

,, 9—Brooklands Motor Races

„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb at
Haslemere.

June 5-6-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run
and return for Schulte Cup Corrpetition

and special motor bicycle cup.

,, 2 —M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for
" The Motor Cycle " Challenge Cup,

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours Ride.

have enabled it to reach about 7,800
revolutions per minute.

A 1 In 3 Grade.

A correspondent to The Autocar
points out that the now disused water
chute at the Crystal Palace might at

small expense be made to serve admir-
ably for a hill-climbing test. He points

out the gradient is 1 in 3.

London to Land's End and Back.

As stated last week, it has been
decided to award the cup pre-

sented by the president of the
M.C.C., Mr. Charles Jarrott, for

a long distance motor bicycle

trial, in a competition from
London to Land's End and back.
The start will probably take
place from Hyde Park Corner at

3 or 4 o'clock on the morning of

August 3rd, Land's End being
reached by the same evening, the
return journey to be commenced
the following morning after a rest

of about five or six hours. If the
route to Land's End is via Salis-

bury, Exeter, Launceston, Bod-
min, and Redruth, the distance
is 276^ miles, or a total of 553
miles to be covered in two days.

The trial is not so arduous as the
Schulte Cup Competition, al-

though the Land's End route is

a much severer test for the
machines.

Si,

^
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The Tourist Trophy Race.

The regulations governing the Inter-

national Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Race, for a perpetual trophy presented

by the Marquis de Mouzilly de St.

Mars, have now been issued. Intending

competitors may obtain copies of the

rules from the secretary. Auto Cycle

Union, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
It is stated in the rules that "the 1908

race will probably be held in the Isle

of Man, either the end of September or

early in October."

CoU Efficiency.

As an instance of the highest engine

speed that can be attained with a per-

fectly proportioned induction coil, a

contributor mentions a run he had re-

cently on a six-cylinder car with syn-

chronised ignition and a single trembler
coil. The speed of the- six-cylinder

engine was about 1.300 revolutions a
minute, so that if the coil had been fir-

ing a single-cirlinder engine it would

New A. A. Member.

Lord Tollemache, an enthusi-

astic motor cyclist, and the
winner of The Motor Cycle
Design Competition, is among
the recently elected members of

the Automobile Association.

Exhibition ot Inventions,

The Permanent Inventors' and Manu-
facturers' Exhibition at Carlton House,
Regent Street, Waterloo Place, S.W.,
may interest some of our readers. This
exhibition is open daily from 10 a.m.

to 6 p.m., Saturday's 10 p.m. to 2 p.m.,

and consists of a permanent exhibition

of models, drawings, etc., of inventions

and manufacturers' samples which are

shown, explained, sold, or otherwise
dealt with by a competent stafl' for a

moderate inclusive annual fee. Further
particulars can be obtained from the
secretary at above address.

The Future of Motor Cycling.

The next paper to be read before the
members of the Auto Cycle Union is

that on "The Future of Motor
Cycling," to be given by Mr. H. G.
Bell, on Friday, February 28th, at

8 p.m.
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Application for Permit.

An application has been maJc by the
Len-isham A.C. for a permit to hold an
open hill-climbing competition on River
Hill, but the A.C.U. recommended the
club to choose another vc:iue on a \eFr

frequented road.

Taxation of Motor Vehicles.

Speaking at the Cardiff M.C. dinner
•1 Thursday evening last, Mr. Eees
Jeffreys said he was able to make the
tirst public announcement that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed to
receive yeiterJay (Tuesday) a deputa-
tion from the iNIotor Union, of which
Capt. Hughes- Jlorgan and the Rev. F.
W. Hassard-Short (vice-presidents of
the Cardiff M.C.) were to be members.

Motor Cyclists in the Grand Prix.

It was recently hinted in there

columns that a well-known motor
cyclist had olfered to pilot one ox the

British cars in the Grand Prix Race.

We are now enab'eJ to divulge the

name of the rider i;i question, who is

none other than Geo. A. Barnes. As
our readers are well aware, Barnes has
had a great deal of experience on
British and Continental racing tracks,

and has scored numerous successes.

It is possibh he may drive an
Austin—one of three entered by "the

Austin Motor Co., of Northfield, Bir-

mingham. "The English Cannon
Ball." as Barnes is called in France,
is not wanting in pluc'c and nerve, and
would be sure to put up a good race.

Cissac, another famous motor cyclist,

has been selected to drive a PanharJ

car in the. same race.

Lmd's EnJ- *« Jolin-o'-Groat s Trial.

ine Auto Cycle Union's Trial ovei

the End to End route, which will be helJ

in July next, is creating a considerabl'

amount of interest already, and many
private owners have announced their in-

tention to take part in the classic trial.

The question of the amount of the

entry fee is one which is always being

asked, and we therefore announce that

the committee of the Union has fixed

the following as the amounts of the

entrance fees to be charged : Trade
entries (first machine), £5 5s. ; each

additional machine, £3 3s. ; members
of the A.C.U. (private owners), £2 2s.

->-••«

The A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner.

THE fifth annual dinner of the ruling body of the

sport and pastime of motor cycling was held at

the Hotel Cecil on Saturday last. Unfor-

tunately, the number of members who attended

was somewhat small, chiefly owing to the function

taking place on a Saturday night. It was originall)

intended to hold a council meeting in the afternoon,

but, as Mr. Todd explained later in the evening, it

was better to postpone the affair, and thus give the

clubs plenty of time in w-hich to discuss matters

previous to the A.C.U. annual general meeting. After

the dinner a capital entertainment was provided—in

fact, it was the best of its kind ever organised at an

i\.C.U. annual dinner. The speeches were good,

short, and to the point, and Colonel H. C. L. Holden,

R.A., F.R.S., made an excellent chairman. After

the toast of " The King, the Queen, and the Royal

Family " had been given, Colonel Holden, before

proposing the toast of the A.C.U., referred to a letter

which had been received from Mr. T. K. Hastings,

president of the Federation of American Motor

Cyclists. Mr. Hastings regretted that the great dis-

tance between New York and London prevented his

attendance. (Laughter.) He wrote in glowing terms

of the great consideration, hospitality, and courtesy he

had received at the hands of the Union during the 1907
reliability trials. He hoped to participate in the

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's trial, and had much
pleasure in again pre,5enting the Hastings Trophy
for the best performance of a private owner in this

year's long distance competition. (Cheers.)

A Good Omen.

Colonel Holden, in proposing the toast of " The
A.C.U.," referred to the change of name. It was,

he said, a good omen; union meant strength. He
thought the motor bicycle was the most marxellous of

all the instances of automobilism. People said that

to balance a bicycle and to manage an engine was a

most rash thing to attempt. That was why, he con-

sidered, the De Dion firm made a tricycle, and now
at the present time the tricycle is practically dead, and

the motor bicycle survives. It will travel as fast and
as far as a car, and, seeing the excellent performances

made by motor bicycles in the A.C.U. trials, the limit

of endurance of one of these machines did not seem

to be yet reached. The Union was most active during

last year ; the ground it covered was most compre-
hensive. In its long distance trial the competitors

went through thirty different counties, and if a few

converts had been made in each, good work had been

done. The motor bicycle had many advantages over

a motor car—it was easily managed, occupied little

room, and cost little to maintain. The Union had
been lucky as regards its officers ; it could find no
better chairman than Mr. Todd and no better secretary

than Mr. Straight. Mr. Robert Todd in response

spoke of the termination of the agreement between the

R.A.C. and M.U. It had come about because both

bodies found they could not both sit on the same side

of the fence at the same time; the A.C.U. had there-

fore thrown in its lot with the R.A.C, whose secretary,

Mr. J. W. Orde, had done excellent work for the

Auto Cycle Union. Touching on Col. Holden's
remarks about the early De Dion tricycles, he remem-
bered it was stated in the catalogues that motor bicycles

were not recommended, and would only be made to

order.

Motor Cycle Taxation.
Dealing with the question of taxation, the Chancellor

of the Exchequer was busy arranging for old age pen-
sions, and for these he would expect the motor cyclist

to contribute. He considered that to approach him
would be almost useless, but at any rate an attempt
would be made to-get motor cyclists' taxes fixed as low-

as possible. He noticed that many members of the
C.T.C. objected to motor cyclists in that body, and
he thought it would be a good opportunity for motor
cycling members of the C.T.C. to join the A.C.U. He
was glad to see that there was peace in the ranks of

motor cyclists.

In proposing the toast of "The Affiliated Clubs,"
Mr. J. W. Orde stated that he had had the honour of

proposing the same toast last year. He did not know
if his words had had any effect, but many more clubs
had become affiliated. There were, however, too manv
unattached riders, and many clubs not yet in the fold,

to whose interests it would be to come into the fold.

The clubs as units had much work to do. He feared
they thought too much of what they were going to get

out of affiliation. It was the duty of each unit to make
itself of great importance .and cause the Union to feel

it could not do without it. Each club should set its own
house in order, and show what it has, can, and will

1
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The A.C.U. Fifth Annual Dinner.—

do for motor cycling, and pursue a policy of making
itself useful. In conclusion, he referred to the Holden
motor bicycle, with its four cylinders and electric igni-

tion, which was far ahead of its time. He expressed
his willingness to help either the A.C.U. or any club

affiliated to it.

Mr. R. H. Head, chairman of the Motor Cycling
Club, then replied. He said the A.C.U. had always
been considered by his club as a useful and important

body, and his club had been anxious to associate itself

with it. It had, however, been thought somewhat of a

weakling. A committee of eight surgeons resolved to

operate upon it, and removed its appendix, the word
"club," and substituted another, the word "union."
His club, the Motor Cycling Club, the oldest motor
cycling institution, was its staunchest supporter

Mr. Carpmael, Richmond and District Motor Cycling

Club, said that the body which he represented was more
than pleased to be associated with the A.C.U., and he
spoke in glowing terms of the manner in which he had
been treated during the Union's competitions for which
he had entered, and of the excellent work done by Mr.
F. Straight.

A Good Balance at the Bank.
Mr. C. A. Smith, A.C.U. treasurer and vice-chair-

man, in proposing "The Visitors," referred to the

pleasure it gave him to see so many guests present. He
noticed among them Mi . Stenson Cooke, the secretary

of the Automobile Association, which had grown to

such an enormous extent; Mr. W. G. Williams, who
had been kind enough to place Deasy cars at the club's

disposal for trials; Mr. Rutter, who had written much

>
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about the A.C.U. in the Daily Telegraph ; Mr. Berri-

man; Mr. Anderson, editor of the L'.A.G, Juumal;
and Mr. Head, chairman of the M.C.C. Touching

on the question of affiliation, he said the new scheme

had been sent out, and when the clubs saw it they

would undoubtedly join the Union. He did not

think they could pick many holes in it. He also

mentioned the A.C.U. had a good bank balance with

which to start the year.

Mr. Stenson Cooke replied with an amusing speech,

in which he referred to the bewilderment caused by the

number of automobile associations. He received many
complaints about the inconsiderate drivers of motor
cars, but heard none about drivers of motor cycles.

Motor cycles, at any rate, gave audible warning of their

approach.

Mr. W. G. Williams gave some interesting reminis-

cences of his early experiences with motor cycles. He
spoke of the pleasure a motor cycle gave to its owner,

and of the good work done by the Union.

Mr. Rutter responded with a short but most amusing
speech.

The Chairman then handed the Auto Cycle Tourist

Trophy to the winner, Mr. C. R. Collier, and regretted

the absence of Mr. Rem Fowler, the winner of the

cup for twin-cylinder machines presented by Dr. Hele-
Shaw.

Dr. Hele-Shaw, F.R.S., then proposed the health

of "The Chairman," mentioning in enthusiastic terms

the magnificent work he had done in the cause of auto

mobilism.

Colonel Holden then replied, and the dinner was
brought to a conclusion.
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CLUB NEWS.
Crewe and District M.C.

At a committee meeting held on the 13th inst. it was decided

to hold the opening run on May 2nd and a non-stop reliability

trial on May 23rd. Particulars of both runs will be sent to

members shortly. Mr. G. Harvey was elected treasurer in

place of Mr. J. C. Lapage, who has left the district.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

At a general meeting of the above club, held at head-

quarters on Saturday last, it was decid.d to increase the com-
mittee to ten, a set of rules was passed, and it was decided
to hold the opening run on Saturday, March 28th. The
members will meet at headquarters at 3 p.m.- for a run to

the "Hundred House," Witley ; tea at five o'clock.

North-west London IVI.C.C.

A very successful whist drive was held at the Wellington
Hall, Finchley Road, on the 8th inst., nearly 100 memoers
and friends attending. Six valuable prizes were given. The
social winter programme of the club has been most successful,

and the interest shown by the members augurs well for the

present year. Those who join the club now will enjoy the

full benefits of affiliation to the Auto Cycle Union. The
hoB. secretary, whose address is 22, Olive Road, Cricklewood,
will be glad to forward particulars to any person desirous of

joining the club.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The smoking concert and presentation of prizes organised by
this club were held in Glasgow on Thursday, 13th inst., when
members and friends to the number of between 40 and 50 put
in an appearance. It proved a very enjoyable entertainment
of a high order. The gathering was voted a distinct success,

and resulted in nearly a dozen of the friends present giving in

their names as new members of the club. A set of mock rules
which had been compiled for the occ."s!on by the hon. sec. in
the style of those for a reliability trial and consumption con-
test were read before the proceedings commenced, and pro-
duced great merriment.

The Western District M.C.

The Chairman of the above club, in acknowledging the
.assistance given by The Motor Cycle in the formation of the
Western District M.C, which now numbers forty-eight
members, n entions that it was agreed at the general meeting
held on the 7th inst. to adopt The Motor Cycle as the official

organ of the club.

Shamroclt M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting of the above club, officers

for the year were elected, and the 1908 programme arranged.
This includes a two hundred miles reliabilitv trial, several
liill-climbs, also a consumption trial, which will take place on
Saturday, June 6th,

All communications should be addressed to the lion, secre-
te rv, H. J. Miller, 146, Madrid Street, Montpellier Road,
Belfast.

Westcliff and Leigh M.C.

A motor cycle club is in course of tormatinn, to be known
as above. The subscription has been lixited to 7s. 6d. per
annum, with the advantages of a free garage for fifty motor
bicycles and tricars, and free advice upon the repair and
purchase of motor cycles. All club notices will appear in

T/ie Motor Cyrle. Further particulars can le obtained from
Mr. Herfey, Alba, Silverdale Avenue, Westclifi-on-Sea, Essex.

Newcastle M.C.

This club's annual general meeting was held on Wednesday
last, the 12th inst. .Mr. Arthur .T. Lucas was unanimously
re-elected president for the ensuing year. The secretary,
Mr J. P. Robson, gave a review of the club's doings during
the past year, all of which, he was very proud to say. were
magnificently successful. It was decided that the club again
affiliate with the North-Eastern Automobile Association, pro-
vided that that body_ affiliate with the A.C.U. and R.A.C.
T'le an-i'-a! pub^crintion for motor cvclipt members was re-
duced to 10s. 6d. The club committee are asking for mem-
bers' suggestions for competitions.
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BTigbton and District M.C.C.

At a meeting of the above club on Tuesday of laj week,

some twenty new members were enrolled. The balance-sheet

showed a satiafactory balance in hand, and was passed.

This year's prospects are yery promising, and at an unofficial

run on the 9th inst. a good attendance was made. Particulars

of membership can be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr.

Harold Clifton, 60, Ship Street, Brighton, and all motor

cyclists in the district should join so as to obtain the benefits

of aflBliation.

Motor Cyellng Club.

It has been the pleasant custom of the officers, past and

present, of the above club to spend a social evening together

once a year. The proceedings consist of dinner, music, and

"M.C.d toasts." The last area modification 'of the usual

after dinner speeches, and they never fail to provide amuse-

ment. This year's function was held at Pagani's Restaurant

on Tuesday evening, the 11th inst., with Mr. R. H. Head
in the chair and Mr. J. Van Hooydonk in charge of the

musical arrangements. Twenty-five " past and present

"

officers attended, and the entertainment went on top speed all

the time. With songs and recitations from Messrs. Ilsley,

Cecil Paget, Mentor, Mott, Hooydonk, Seed, Charles Pond,

and others, and two-minute speeches from every rrember

present, there wa^ not a dull moment from beginning to end.

Mr. Albert Wilkins was kept fully occupied at the piano.

Southend and District M.C.

The next three fixtures are : February 26th, smoking concert

at headquarters, 8.60 p.m. March 12th, whist drive at head-

quarters, 8 p.m. March 29th, opening run. White Hart

Hotel, Witham.
Arrangements will "be made at the Crown Hotel, Rayleigh,

whereby members intending to take part in any run will be

able to find out, before proceeding, the names of members
who have alrea'Sy left for the destination appointed.

Enquiries as to club fixtures should be addressed to the

subsequent meeting of the committee of the club. Various

events, such as a gymkhana, hill-climbing competition, paper-

chase, and picnics, are contemplated.

Enquiries as to club's fixtures should be addressed to the

captain, Mr. H. Greenfield, 173, Hamlet Court Road,
Westcliif-on-Sea.

The West London District M.C.

The above club held its first annual general meeting on
February 7th at the Milford Hotel, Spring Grove.

The balance-sheet for 1907, shovring the club to be in a
satisfactory state financially, was adopted. The rules were
revised and several additions made. It was resolved that

new members should be charged a,n entrance fee of 2s. 6d.,

while the subscription was rai-sed to 7s. 6d. for motor cyclists

and 10s. 6d. car owners, which shall include affiliation to the

A.C.U. and association to the R.A.C. The hon. sec. is Mr.
R. R Babbage, whose address is 16, Rigault Road, High
Street, FuRiam, S.W.
A sub committee of ten members was formed to arrange a

monthly competition confined to members, and other matters

connected with the sporting side of the club.

A whist drive will be held at the Milford Hotel on
Wednesday, March 4th, at 8 p.m. Members are earnestly

requested to give their support ; tickets Is. each.

CardiS M.C. Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the above club was held at the Queen's
Hotel, Cardiff, on Thursday evening last, February 13th.

The president of the club (Lord Ninian Crichton Stuart) was
in the chair, and among those present were Lady Ninian
Stuart, the Lord and Lady Mayoress, Capt. D. Hughes-
Morgan, Mr. W. Rees Jeffreys (Motor Union), Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Courtis, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Jotham, Messrs. J. X.
Willows, W. Jones, W. T. Symonds, Ed. NichoU, T. G.
Brooks, W. Parker Thomas, H. Lewis, T. Hutt Ekins, H. B.

Jotliam (hon. sec), etc.

The Chairman, m proposing the health of the King, referred

to His Majesty's interest in motoring, and his ever kindly
consideration to motorists.

Mr. J. W. Courtis proposed "The City and Trade of

Cardiff," to which the Lord Mayor and Mr. Wm. Jones
resDOnded. Capt. Hughes-Mnrgiin proposed " Automobilism,"
and Mr. Rees Jeffreys replied. Mr. G. B. Thompson proposed
"The Cardiff Motor Club," to which the President replied, and
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pointed out that the balance in hand last year progre^Esd fron'

£2 to about £36. The President then presented the hon. sec

retary (Mr. H. B. Jotham) with a silver tray in acknowkdg-

ment of his services, and Messrs. H. Haddon and E. Owen
with a fruit dish and cruet for their service at the hill-climb,

Mr. Jotham also responded to the toast.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

A meeting of the members of the Grimsby Centre of the

Lincolnshire M.C.C. w " held at the Ship Hotel, Grimsby, on

Saturday last, Mr. H. Haagensen presiding. The prizes won

in club and centre competitions during last year were pre-

sented. A discussion arose as to the future of the centre.

It had been suggested that the riders in Grimsby should form

a separate club, and the hon. sec. of the club, jNIr. Wilkinson,

attended the meeting. It was pointed out that the members
had full local powers, and it was suggested that it would be

better to arrange more meets than the club members gener-

ally could participate in. Various suggestions were made as

to meets and competitions, and it was unanimously decided

to remain as a centre at least for this year. At Easter the

members of the centre are to meet at Mablethorpe for lunch,

and a pleasant little competition for a prize offered by Mr. J.

Smith is being arranged.
Breakdown competitions, consumptior. tests, and inter-clut

meets are proposed, and efforts are beinr; made to arrange foi

members to compete in the Land's End-.Iohn-o'-Groat's ride.

;.—•••—<

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.

The annual meeting of the private members will be held oi

Monday, March 2ud, at 7.30 p.m., at 119, Piccadilly, W
Notices of any propositions to be brought forward for tli

consideration of the private members at this meeting shoul

be sent to the secretary, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly. W
before Monday next, February 24th.

Council Meeting.
The annual general meeting of the Council will be held i

the Criterion Restaurant, Piccadilly Circus, W., on Saturda;

March 21st, at 3 p.m. Any notices for the agenda must 1

in the hands of the secretary by Friday, February 28th.

->-•••-<-

ADDITIONS TO "THE MOTOR CYCLE" BUYERS' GUIDE i

We shall be glad if readers will add the following partic

lars of the Phanomen motor bicycles to " The Buyers' Guide ,

published last week.
These machines are made in four different patterns—tv

single-cylinders and two twin-cylinders. The 3 h.p. i

82 X 84 mm., and the 3^ h.p. 85 x 84 mm., automatic inl

valves, Longuemare carburetters, magneto ignition, and b( '

transmission. The length of wheelbase is 55in., and ti

weight of the 3 h.p, 140 lbs. ; 3^ h.p. 145 lbs. The price

the 3 h.p. is £37, and the 3^ h.p. £39.
The twin-cylinder 4 h.p. is 67 x 72 mm., and the tw

6 h.p. 74 X 84 mm., with the same length of wheelbase, whi ;

is 55in. The weight of the 4 h.p. model is 150 lbs., and t

6 h.p. 175 lbs. The price of the 4 h.p, is £46, and the 6 h,

£50, 2^in. Peter-Union or Continental tyres are optioni

All the machines have 26in. wheels, and the height of t

frames 29in. from the ground. Spring forks, adjustal

pulleys, two-speed gears, and cooling fans can be supplied

order.

The Dot motor bicycles, made by Messrs. H. Reed and C'

306, Deansgate, Manchester, were also omitted from t

"Guide." Dot motor bicycles are made in two patter

with twin-cylinder engines. One model is 3^ h.p. twin
engine 66 x 70 mm., weighing 130 lbs., and priced at £'

The second is 5 h.p. twin V-engine, 76 x 76 mm., weighi

150 lbs., and priced at £45. Both are belt-driven.

=>—•••-<
We wish to impress on bur readers that the publication

illustrated abridgments of patent specifications under t

heading of "Recent Patents" does not always signify tl

such patented articles are being manufactured and sold. ^

are constrained to write this paragraph because the Triuni

Cycle Co. inform us that they have received a number
enquiries regarding the change-speed gear and free eng
which was published on page 134 last wee';, but they do i

intend to supply it with their 1908 machines, as they lit

not found it to be satisfactory.
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5 h.p. Model

85 Gns.

6 h.p. Model;

115 Gns.

9 h.p. Model:

130 Gns.

THE RILEY
CYCLE CO., LTDi

(Motor D pt )

COVENTRY.
London Agents ; The Service Co.

Ltd., 292, High Holborn, Londoa.

I THE WHY" OF THE

"WATAWATA."

{

i

I

When you successfully sell an

article to practical men whose

technical knowledge enables

them to weigh its real merit, you can rest assuied there is a solid,

convincing reason "why." The "why" in the case of the Watawata

is that it was designed with a specific reason—to check power wastage

—and also that, to reach our purpose, we deemed no material too good,

no skilled labour too expensive ; thus we also secured the highest

pitch of endurance and reliability.

And so it is that

the Watawata is

esteemed of all prac-

tical motor cyclists.

IVriU for the Book.

Dept. B.

O.&W.ORMEROD,
Ltd.,

ROCHDAI.E<

I

LONDON

:

W. B. BROOKE, 81b, Mansion House Chambers, E.G. I

In answering either 07" tfiese advertisements it is desirable that ym mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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A word about the ROC TWIN . . .

^2 The design which has made the single cyl. 4 h.p. Military Roc world-famous, applies the same to

the Roc Twin.ŵ
-^ The Roc Twin engine is 5-6 h.p., 76 mm. bore x 76 mm. stroke, A.O.I.V.

@ The Roc Twin has just the same low comfortable seat—the long wheelbase—the hve back axle

with hand starting—the pedal-operated Roc patent clutch-speed-gear. It has also the same

® strong duplex frame—exactly the kind of frame that is wanted for sidecar work.

As evidence of the remarkable strength of the Twin
Roc it is interesting to recall the test of a private

rider, Mr. C. A. Palmer whose experience vsfas re-

ported in " The Motor Cycle," January 22nd, 1908.

Mr. Palmer's Twin Roc, succeeded in towing a

tricar with a weight of 1,028 lbs. up a i in 7^ to

I in 8 gradient.

The fact of the frame and gear standing the pull

of the 5 h.p. engine and a load of nearly half a

ton is sufficient proof of the quality and strength

of the Roc's working parts.

™W«#>tK^-

1908 Roo Twill, 5 6 h.p. Military Model. S. Bosch H.T.
magneto. Roc clutch speed-gear, 55 GNS.

A. W. WALL, Ltd., Roc Motor Cycle Works, BIRMINGHAM.
(Corner Dartmouth Street).

SEATS
YOU
DONT
GROW
TIRED
OF!

BROOKS " SPRING SEAT."

BROOKS "

B

These two models have pleased thousands of

motor cyclists. The method of construction on scientific

anti-vibratory principle, combined with the choicest of leather

tops, make these seats great favourites with all experienced

riders. Our " Saddle Manual " describes them. Copy free.

Dept. 45.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

The Saddle Specialists, BIRMINGH \M.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirahli' that i/ou. mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Letters to the Editor

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All^letters should lie addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 29, Tudor Street, E.C., aal shiull be aesoinpiniel b; the writer's full name and address.

Magneto Pinion Moved.

[3118.]—Regarding the reply to " G. W. B." (Luton), page
100, February 5th, about a 3i h.p. N.S.U., I had exactly
the same trouble with my 3^ h.p. N.S.U., but on carefully
goiD5 over the machine I found the timing gear wheel on
the magneto had moved. When this was readjusted the
machine ran as well as ever. W. MORRISON.

Twin-cylinder Puzzles.

[3119.]—I have read with interest the letter under the
heading of ' The S< lution of the Twin-cylinder Puzzle,"
and agree with "A. W. B." in that, if amateurs realised the
importance of perfe -tly timed firing on twin-engines there
would be less heard of "puzzling behaviour of twins."

I may say I have had an R.O.M. contact breaker fitted on
a 5 h.p. Rex since last August, and for speed, reliability, and
slow running in traffic there can be no doubt this combination
would be hard to I tat. I have also had a rubber-studded
tyre on the back wheel this winter, and, as a result, a side-
slip is now a thing unknown.
In conclusion, I should like to add my appreciation of The

Motor Cyde, which has afforded me many pleasant hours of
reading, and from which I have obtained many useful tips.

A. V. DAVIS.

Motor Cycle Records, 1907.

[3120.]—Having been a constant reader of The Motor Cycle
for the past three years, I beg to take exception to the
article in the issue of January 1st, " Motor Cycle Records,
1907," compiled by Mr. J. Sinclair. Since H. Rignold made
hi* world's record for one mile flying start at Brighton, July
20th, 1905, in 46^8., I broke this record on the 14 h.p. Simplex-
Peugeot at Ormond Beach, Florida, on June 25th, 1907,
covering a mile (flying start) in 44|s. On August 2nd, at
Providence, R.I., during the F.A.M. Meet, I covered a mile
on the same machine in 44|s., nearly equalling my Florida
record. In the 500 cubic centimetres class for single-
cylinder machines, an American machine evidently holds
the world's record for one mile straight away (flying start)
in 56^s.

Aa American records should have the same recognition as
other records, I hope to see my letter published in an early
issue of The Motor Cycle. WM. H. WRAY, JUN.
New York, U.S.A.

Exchange Transactions.

[3121.]—The letters of "Hastings" and "Rex 1904"
appearing on page 131 of The Motor Cycle of February 12th,
and which have reference to my experience in an exchange
transaction with the Rex Co., only tend to confirm my
previous statement, viz., that I received the most excellent
treatment throughout the deal.

Since my letter on the subject appeared in The Motor Cycle
I_ have received particulars in quite a number of cases where
riders have been most shamefully treated over similar transac-
tions with lesser known firms, but, on the other hand, I have
been in conversation with three diS'erent people at separate
times on the road who had met with equally good treatment
a« myself in exchanging with the Rex firm. In these days
when so many people seem willing to take advantage of others
in business transactions, it appears only fair to call attention
to the fact when one is fairly and squarely done by, as I

was, and I had no other object whatever in writing to you
as I did than to let others know of what had occurred.

The contention of "Rex 1904," viz., that a stranger who
had never possessed a machine might go to the^orks stating
that he had sent off his old machine, and on the strength of

this, ride off on a new one, might apply in some cases, although
it would not say much for the business acumen of the firm
which allowed itself to be so easily defrauded. In my own
case, as a member of two of the leading scientific institutions

and a member of the Motor Union, and further, being engaged
in a class of work which brings me somewhat frequently before
the public, it would have been somewhat difficult to " ride
off with a new machine never to be heard of again."

CHAS. S. LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

Variable Gears for Motor Bicycles.

[3122.]—Having read the discussion on "Variable Gear
for Motor Bicycles " in The Motor Cycle, I cannot agree with
Mr. Hooydonk's suggestion that the ideal gear has not been
designed yet. I have designed, .manufactured, and put to a
severe testing a free engine metal to metal clutch with which
I can get any gear required by allowing the clutch to slip.

It is a friction clutch so designed that it will allow the engine
to start as smoothly as any car, and when fully engaged I

challenge any engine ever put in a cycle frame to slip it. I

have run it for half an hour at full engine speed while travel-

ling at about eight miles per hour, and it shows no signs of

wear. It has been arranged so that lubricating is quite easy
when running at any speed.

There is no end thrust on the engine-shaft during engage-
ment or disengagement, and no alteration of belt or jockey
pulleys. It can be manipulated from the handle-bar, and is

practically fool-proof. Once adjusted it will run for months
without further adjustment. The total weight is 5^ lbs., and
no structural alterations are required. R. ENGLISH.

|Colonial Requirements.

[3123.]—I read with much interest a letter in the issue

of December 18th, 1907, from Mr. Conrad Hilner, King
Williams Town, and whilst agreeing with him as to the bad
roads out here, and also as regards the Eisemann magneto,
I most strongly disagree with him on certain points. He
says there are no motor repairers nearer than Johannesburg
—600 miles away. What about Manning and Co. and other

repairers at East London, about forty miles away? Mr.
Manning is one of the best mechanics in the colony, and his

firm has recently imported motor cabs and cars for East
London, and it stands to reason he does not send his repairs

to Johannesburg. Then Port Elizabeth is just over 200 miles

away, where there are no less than four motor and cycle

engineering works.
Chains v. Belts.—I think I had the first chain-driven motor

cycle in Cape Colony, but never again for me. I have been
riding motor cycles from their early introduction to the

Colony, from the 1^ h.p. Minerva to that firm's latest and
best, also their racer, and won eight first prizes out

of ten races, so I claim to know something about belts and
chains. A chain is not so bad in town, but out in the

country it is absolutely dangerous, especially to anyone not

a mechanic, and the tyre bill is three times more than with
belt drive. I have used one Watawata belt for two years,

and it is now in use on a macliine reduced from j to full |,

and it has never broken, whilst with the chain I have seen
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an engine jam, and the rider thrown and badly hurt ; it is

bad for the engine and worse for the tyres.

Two-speed gears and free engine.—I cannot agree with
him in this, as my experience (and others') goes to prove that
in this climate the engine overheats too quickly. If your
correspondent were to get a 3^ h.p. Minerva with magneto
ignition and a Watawata belt he would find it the ideal

machine for this country, and it is not necessary to have
the engine 6in. from the ground. My racing motor bicycle

is only 3iin. from the ground, and this has been ridden by
several riders in various parts of the Colony, and at present
is at Hout Kraal, between De Arr and Kimberley, in con-
stant use. I saw two machines that were ridden from Cape
Town to Port Elizabeth, then to East London, and from
there to Durban ; the clearance was 4in.

If anything could be done to improve the 3^ h.p. Minerva
It would be to make it a 3^ h.p. twin-cylinder with magneto
ignition.

I must apologise for this lengthy letter, but when people
write to a public journal they should know what they are
writing about. J. BRAYBROOKE.
Port Elizabeth, S.A.

Suggestions for the T.T. Race.

[3124.]—I think that in connection with the T.T. Race there
might be a competition arranged for accessibility, such as
taking the valves out and replacing, removing cylinder, piston,
rings, and also engine complete. It would be found by this

that there are many machines made that will cause a great
deal of work, and many nuts, bolts, and silencer pipes, tanks
and carburetters, etc., that have to be moved to get an
exhaust valve out and replaced. This is a thing that should
be corrected on touring machines.

Of course, this is not the case with all machines, but the
thing that wants to be done is to show up the poor ones so
that the makers will change them, and one will learn a little

from the other, and there will be improvements all round.

Other things that are needed are : Few parts to collect

dirt and dust, no outside ribs on crank cases, magneto gear
cases, . and the magneto should be enclosed so that the
machine presents a smooth appearance. The magneto, I

think, is best placed to the rear of the engine, as on the
Phanomen or N.S.U. twin-cylinder machine.

New York. FRANK C. SAWARD.

A Useful Paraffin Tank.

[3125.]—The suggestion contained in your reply to
"Y139" on page 101 of The Motor Cycle, viz., that a small
tank might be fitted to a convenient part of the frame to

contain paraffin and a small pipe with a tap led from it to

the compression tap for the purpose of injecting paraffin

without having need to use an oilcan, appeared to me to be
so highly practical that I at once took steps to have it carried
out on my 3^ h.p. magneto machine, with which in this cold
weather I experience some little difficulty in starting. The
" tank " was formed out of an empty cocoa tin clamped to the
down tube below the saddle, and a small copper pipe about
iin. bore runs from the bottom of this along the lower hori-

zontal tube of the frame, with fastenings thereto, below the
petrol tank to the compression, tap. A brass tap is placed
immediately at the base of the paraffin tank, and the whole
arrangement looks exceedingly neat, besides being a great
boon from the utility point of view.

The first day I had it on the machine I was returning from
Dunstable to London, and when about two and a half miles
on the farther side of St. Albans I came to a standstill with
an empty petrol tank. It is a long and trying climb into St.
Albans, and I should have had to pay the penalty for my
neglectfiilness but for the presence of the little paraffin supply.
By means of letting about a thimbleful or so of the paraffin
drip into the cylinder through the comprei^sion tap, and then
jumping quickly into the saddle, I was enabled in a series
of sprints interspersed with injections of paraffin between
each to ride up the hills instead of painfully toiling up them
pushing the machine. The cloud of smoke given off from
the engine was only a temporary inconvenience, and much to
bs preferred to the painful alternative. Each sprint took
me about one hundred yards, and the power was ample.

GRATIFIED.

Does an Air-cooled Engine Overheat?

[3126.]—With reference to Mr. Childs's letter, in whick
he states that he has driven "all out" for long periods on
a 3^ h.p. Rex, geared 5^ to 1, without loss of power from
overheating, I think this is chiefly due to the fact that Rex
machines are fitted with very large valves. A friend of mine
made an interesting discovery the other day. He owns a
1906 model 3| h.p. Rex, and also a 9-12 h.p. tricar of well-

known make, and happened to notice that the valves fitted

to the Rex were considerably larger than those fitted to the

tricar engine, each cylinder of which has a bore of 86, the

stroke being 89. S. H. CROW.

[3127.]—In reply to " H.M." I have avoided all references

to " Charles's law," as no one can seriously deny that all air

or gas must expand when heated. The point is that this

expansion or increase in volume is accompanied by corrt-

sponding reduction on pressure, as per Boyle's law, involving

reduced compression and consequent loss of power. Is this

clear? R. B. VERNEY.

A Gap in the Market.
[3128.]

—
" Ixion's " comments are always good reading,

and his remarks under the above head seem, to my mind, to

merit further discussion. I have been waiting to see some
maker put a twin-cylinder machine on the market with chain
drive and two-speed gear. [" Ixion " describes two machines
so fitted in "Occasional Comments" this week, see page 142.

—Ed.]
Some of us want to tow sidecars along, and do not care to

have to choose the districts to ramble in. Others, like

Mr. Harry Naylor, of the Government School, Malcolm, Australia, who
speaks in eulogistic terms ol his 3* h.p. Triumph motor bicycle. During
the Orst month he had the machine, he covered t,000 miles without a

solitary misflre, and never had to mal^e an adjustment.

myself, like to " roam among the mountains," not even
always keeping to the hard high road. If the " gap m the
market " was filled, at least two classes of motor cyclists

would be made happy.
Tliis type of machine, combined with sidecar, would not

cost halt what the luxurious big tricar costs ; it would be
more sociable, and for these two reasons alone should find a
ready sale.

Some will say that this machine, with its chain drive and
two-speed gear, is cumbersome for single handling. I do not

think so. With the free engine clutch, moving it about would
be easier than shoving a belt-driven machine ; and the start-

ing would be much easier, for given a starting handle on the

countershaft (I presume the two-speed gear to be fitted here)

when engine is started, even on a stiff grade, the rider takes

his seat as if he was in a car and lets in the clutch. Magneto
would be fitted, and a chain guard from engine to counter-

shaft, as on the Phelon and Moore. In an experience of five
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years, principally with chain-driven machines, I do not think

the guard from countershaft to back hub necessary.

In regard "to chain driving for motor cycles, I have noticed

people like "Road Rider," in his hints and tips, speaking in

a way that leads one to suppose they are prejudiced, or have
never had a lengthy experience on chain-driven machines of

the Humber, Rover, and Phelon and Moore types. I trust

jour readers have not been led astray by his remarks. " Road
Rider" also has another fling it chains in your issue of

February 5th.

Naturally one pays more for chains than belts ; but com-

•pare the mileage of both. It is worth it.

I am at present the owner of a belt-driven machine. The
cost of belts compared with chains appals me, and I am going

back to the chains for this reason alone.

My belt always throws mud on me in wet weather ; the

chains never did.

No one of sound mind would run an uncovered chain 1,000

miles without cleaning it. I have never had a canvas and
rubber belt that ran this distance! I have run chains 15,000

.niles without them getting seriously out of pitch. It is a

little Irish to say " a chain will run for ever if not broken,"

to say the least of it.

I have not had a chaui snap, but a belt several times

;

neither has my engine jammed—^so I cannot speak on these

points from experience. A bad driver surely will damage his

•engine with any form of transmission. The chain drive is

not the harsh unyielding drive as all seem to think. There
is always (or should be) a clutch or spring plate engine
:sprocket fitted.

My present belt-driven machine does not seem any less prone
to slide or slip than my old chain-drivers. I fail to see why
it should be.

"Road Rider's" and my length of driving on chain-dii en

•machines appear about the same, and I now ride a lij07

magneto 3^ h.p. belt-driven machine, with a Jin. rubber belt

and 28° pulleys. It is a gem, but it has belt drive—^the only
unsatisfactory thing about it. For hard all-weather riding

give me the chain, and, compared with removing a Shamrock
•Gloria belt fastener, a chain can be removed in an eaual time^

But every man to his own taste. Both belt and chain have
their advantages, I admit, but the balance is most decidedly in

favour of the chain, and I cannot understand why it took
40,000 miles of road riding to convince " Road Rider " that a
chain was bad practice. PHIL.

Touring with a Tandem Back.

[3129.]—Having made several French tours with a passenger
mounted over the back wheel, I was especially interested in

the recent article describing a tour in Switzerland made in

this manner, but by the photograph of the machine I was
-surprised to see that the passenger was carried on an im-
promptu seat on the rear luggage-carrier, with no handle-bar
or footrests, beyond the steps. I am sure he would have
•derived a lot more comfort and pleasure had he been mounted
upon a proper tandem attachment, with a handle-bar, pedal

rests fitted lower, and a roomy, well-sprung saddle. As it is,

I wonder how the carrier stood the strain.

I believe I can claim to be the originator of this method
of passenger carrying, as six years ago I designed a simple

and easily-detachable tandem seat. This my local firm built

up at a cost of 25s., using ordinary Chater-Lea lugs and
"bicycle tubing. It has been on four machines, and is in use

to-day. I may say that the Chater-Lea Co. market a tandem
-attachment, the method of fixing being the same as my own.

Not only is it a much more comfortable and safer seat

than a carrier, but after a little practice the passenger can
moimt or dismount at any speed up to twenty miles an hour.

My passenger has made more than one flying leap in the

case of a tyre burst, thereby perhaps saving a spill. Again,
it is much easier to s'tart. I do not know how Mr. Howarth
-effected this, as I presume he had to pedal off with the pas-

senger seated. [Mr. H. used a two-.speed gear and free-engine,

:as stated in his article.

—

Ed.]

There is no doubt it is a simple way of carrying a pas-

senger on a Continental tour. It is as sociable as a sidecar,

but not half the pull. Years ago, the writer and a passenger

made a couple of long runs in France in this manner on a

2i h.p. Minerva motor bicycle.

With a more powerful machine this year, I intend using

an. improved tandem back of my own design, with long foot-

%>ards carried back so as to serve for both passengers, the
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rear half being hinged so as to allow easier access to the
tyre. This would provide the comfort of a small car, and
with a low-built frame both driver and passenger will be
able to foot the ground quit© easily in the event of a side-
slip. On several occasions, after a bad slip, the machine has
turned half and even threequarters round in the road without
a spill, but with the attachment extra care is necessary in
grease, especially on a cambered road or comers.

I have found by experience that the steering and balance
are better if the driver sits well forward, and the engine should
be carried forward a la Roc.

The engine I intend using is a 4 h.p. single-cylinder Peugeot
with a suitable gear. I anticipate being able to climb most
hills with a passenger. Two speeds are unnecessary, owing
to the passenger being able to assist in starting. I have
started half-way up Westerham and similar hills quite easily
in this manner, with, of course, pedalling and a vigorous push
from the passenger. C. M. F.

Non-skidding Tyres.

[5130.]—I have read Mr. C. A. Crow's letter in your
issue of February 5th re above with much interest, as I have
in the course of business been riding daily all through the
winter. I have ridden on the greasiest asphalt and stone
setts in the East and South-east of London, as I have to go
out in all weathers. When the dry weather had gone and
roads did not d-y up quickly, I soon found myself skating on
the ordinarj' tyres, so had a steel-studded back tyre. This
I found was all right on some roads, but on setts and
asphalt slipped as much as ever, or nearly so. I next tried

rubber studs, and they were better, but still I skidded, though
not so much as formerly—they were better than steel. I

think I have tried all the non-skids on the markt
I have since had various tyres made from an idea oi' my

own, and use a rubber-studded tyre on the front and a steel-

studded tyre on the back, and must say that I think I have
solved the question, as I have had no side-slip since. In all

my experiments I found that for regular winter riding one
must have non-skids on both wheels, as the front wheel slips

more than most people imagine; especially is this more notice-

able with a good non-skid on the hack. I think the rubber
studs are the most comfortable to ride, but one is not so

immune from punctures as with the leather and steel, and
punctures are not very pleasant in mud and wet.

I have also found that the hard steel studs skid more. than
softer ones, and do not wear very much longer, if any at all.

Those who have had a good side-slip or two while going at

a fair pace are not likely to forget it, and any skid at all is

very dangerous in traffic.

I agree with Mr. C. Booth-Jones that a discussion on the

subject would 'io good. LN 3980.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
The Bosch Magneto Co. , Ltd. , write :

" It would save a
large postage bill on the part of ourselves and of your readers

if, when writing to us for a booklet descriptive of our

magnetos, they would inform us for what kind of engine they
require 'the information respecting the magneto—that is,

whether for a single or twin-cylinder engine."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A. C. R." would like readers' experiences with the 2 h.p.

Moto-Reve, the lightweight li h.p. N.S.U., and the 1| h.p.

F.N., especially as regards comfort, reliability, hill-climbing

and power, and petrol consumption.

"All-weather Rider" would like readers' experiences of

the Douglas 2| h.p. motor bicycle, particularly with regard

to ease of starting with magneto, freedom from vibration,

silence, and hill-climbing. Is the machine a clean one to ride?

^-•••-^
We have just received from Messrs. Mills-Fulford an

advance copy of a brochure which they are issuing under the

title of " Other People's Opinions upon Sidecars." It consists

chiefly of reprints of letters and extracts from articles which

have been published in The Motor Cycle on sidecars as a

form of attachment for use with motor bicycles. It is to be

obtained free on application to the publishers. Crown Works,

Coventry.
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HINTS AND TIPS FOR MO'
CEANGINO OSAR ON TRICARS.
i'73. Motor car handbooks should

be consulted on all questions of gearing-

but there is one outstanding differenci

between high-class cars and tricar;

which justifies this note, namely, tin

absence of a governor on tricars.

At each change up the engine speee^

is slackened and the road speed i-

quickened.
The driver, therefore, rightly speed ^

up his engine on the first gear beforr
changing on to second, and on secon.:

before changing on to third, but h.

should never forget that he speeds hi^

engine up for the sake of road ajyeerl

not of engine speed. Consequently, ;•:

soon as the road speed is high enoug
for him to change into the next highi

gear, and he takes out his clutch to d'--

so, he should reduce his engine spep '

either by retarding the spark or b;,

closing the throttle, before the geiu

lever is moved into the next notch.
If a driver attempts .to change up O"

almost any standard gearbox with thr
engine racing, he will probably fail t<<

mesh his gears, or at any rate there wi '

!

be much noise, and the gears will i"

time be worn ; with such a gearbox a^

is fitted to the 6 and 9 h.p. Eiley th^
change may be safely made, even if thr
engine is running a little too fast anci

it is possible to chango down without
withdrawing the clutch, but it is wise-

to slow the engine first. Thus the pro
cedure for any change of gears in a'

upward direction should be as follows :

Run engine fairly fast, till machiir
has attained almost its maximum speei.

on the gear which is engaged.
Throttle engine down and withdra\'

clutch simultaneously.
Slip gear lever into next notch, am!

let clutch pedal up gently.

Gradually open throttle till engim
has regained speed on its new gear.

CHOICE OF A SECOND-BAND MOTOI:
BICYCLE.

i'7'4. If possible secure the aid o

an experienced rider. No novice shou i

buy a second-hand machine on his mei
personal judgment. Failing experi

enced help, insist on the machine beiii;,

driven up the steepest hill in you:
neighbourhood at a good speed, after ;.

few miles preliminary run.

The engine should run with no othe;

sound than the click of the valves anti

the sound of the exhaust. Rattle
knock, or squeaking should disqualify

it for further consideration.

Stand on pedal with valve dropped :

the compression should resist rider's

weight for at least ten seconds when
the engine is warm. Examine frame
for dents and want of truth.

Move engine pulley vertically up and
down ; if play exists, bearings are worn :

end play is pardonable within narrow
limits ; revolve pulley with valve lifted

and listen for unwarrantable sounds.
Spin, shake, or otherwise test cycle

bearings for wear.
Go over the tyres carefully, and in-

sist on being shown the inner tubes.
The batteries should read four volts

on the meter, have no corrosion on ter-

(Continued from page 133.)

minals, and no signs of leakage at their

joints. There should be no grey deposit

on their plates, nor dust and dirt in

bottom of the cells. The magneto will

be all right if the machine starts easily

and runs well on your test hill.

Is the pulley seriously worn, with
hollowed sides, or are its grooves
fairly straight and true?

Exercise great care with machines
made by unknown firms, and still

greater care in the purchase of second-

hand machines which have been in use

for more than two years.

CHOICE OF A NEW MACHINE.
I'TS. Weight is of prime import-

ance.

High tension magneto ignition is

more reliable and less trouble, but
higher in first cost than accumulators.
Powerful twin-cylinder machines are

not all-the-year-round mounts for tlie

average rider, though very pleaFumbli-
in good hands on clear roads. It is a

fallacy to suppose a twin is a ni..re

certain climber than a single cyl .Jer.

It climbs faster—that is all. Clnnl)ing
depends on gear and power.

It also takes more understanding and
more looking after.

A heavy rider should gear a 3^ h.p.

machine low.

All the good machines partake in the
1,000 miles trials of the Auto Cycle
Union.
Variable gears are yet in their

infancy. There are a few good ones

—

vide reports of long-distance trials.

An adjustable pulley should form
part of every single-geared specification.

The saddle should not be more than
31in. from the ground line. The
wheels should be 26in., and the tyres

2iin.

Avoid novelties or freaks.

Avoid new pattern engines, the first

products of their makers.
The machine that will suit a novice

best is the machine that frequently
scores in competition when ridden by
amateurs.

CHOICE OF A PASSENGER MACHINE.
J.'FS. The same remarks apply to

passenger machines as to motor bicycles.

It, is a mistake to buy second-hand
passenger machines unless you obtain
the assistance of experienced help. The
cheapest, fastest, go-anywhere specifica-

tion for two people, is a 5 h.p. twin-
cylinder motor bicycle with sidecar
attachment, and chain-driven two-
speed gear. If the gear and cycle are

good, it will give far less trouble and
be far cheaper to run than any tricar.

A 3i h.p. tricar will not go " any-
where."
A chain drive is better than a belt

drive for passenger work.
In selecting a tricar it is better to

choose one with the frajne sprung fore
and aft. If it is only sprung in front
the driver will experience a good deal
of vibration on rough roads.
As regards sideslip, a motor bicycle

with rigid sidecar never side-slips. A
flexible sidecar is easier to steer on dry
roads and round corners, but can

By
R.o»d Rider.

execute grand pirouettes on grease. An
armoured tread on the driving tyiv

will, however, keep it much steaiJier.

A tricar with an armoured r.-ar tyiv

is perfectly safe on the won't grease.

If your sidecar does not answer the

helm as you could wish do not blame

its designer. You have put it on

wrong, and it needs adjusting.

A reverse is an inestimable boon on

a heavy tricar, but dispensable on side-

cars, owing to their extra steering lock.

Three speeds are twice as good as

two any day.

Don't accept any passenger machine
with shoddy brakes ; any heavy tricar

that relips' solely on external leather

band brakeis is not safe, and do not fit

a sidecar to a bicycle that is already

insufficiently braked.
Don't expect too much of the front

brakes of a tricar unless they are of

ihe internal expanding type.

CLOTHING.
:L'7'7. Cap should be thick, even

for summer use.

Carry an extra waistcoat, or a de-

tachable leather lining in the kit.

Special waterproof overalls are
costly, and unless of strong texture

easily ripped.

Oilskins are much cheaper and mor»
serviceable, though very ugly.

Leather is not waterproof, and is

known to be unhealthy.
Boots should have hobnailed soles.

The ideal dress, therefore, is ;

Heavy tweed cap with buttoned flap.

Norfolk jacket of heavy tweed, dust-

coloured.

A silk or woollen neckerchief to keep
the collar clean.

Special thick corduroy or vest with
detachable leather lining.

Riding breeches of whipcord (fawn].

Brown leggings.

Brown boots with nailed soles.

And a coat of some good wear and
cold-resisting material with macintosh
overalls to match. When these last two
are removed the motor cyclist will

always present a clean appearance, no
matter how muddy or dusty the roads
may be. For exceptionally bad weather
a suit of oilskins and a sou'wester hat
may be carried as a reserve.

COCOANUT MATTING.
J."7iS. Thick fibre matting is a far

better insulator of vibration than india-
rubber. It may be used for the trough
of a tricar front seat, for the foot-

boards, and for laying under the
cushion of a bucket seat.

(To be ccmtinued.)

^ " The Autocar," Which is pub-
Til lished under the same pro-
prietorship as " The Motor Cycle,"
is to the automobilist What this
journal is to the motor cgcHst.
Anp reader of "The Motor Cycle"
who is also considering the pur^
chase of a car should make a //oint

of obtaining "The Autocar"—the
leading motor journal. Price 3d.
Issued Weekly. Jt Jt - Jt jt
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\iNDEC5pmaL
THE MOTOR CYCLZ Of MERIT.

BULK i;. DESIGN.
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" BUYERS' GUIDE, pub-
lished in "The Motor Cycle" of Eeb. 12th, fur-

nishes most interesting data to the thought-
ful prospective purchaser of a motor cycle.

Dealing only with twin-cylinder models, we find

seven so-called five h.p. machines with a vast
variation in cylinder capacity, as the follow-

ing table will show.

FROn "THE nOTOR CYCLE/'

Name of Motor
Cycle.

H.p.

bore and
Stroke in

Millime's.

Cubic capac-
ity in

Centimetres.

670
688
724
730

Name of Alotor
Cycle.

H.p.

bore and
Stroke in

Millime's.

Cubic capac-
ity in

Centimetres.

" Vindec Special

"

5

5

5

5

75x76
74 X 80
76 X 80
70 X 95

•

•
5

5

5

77 X 80
75 x90
82x 90

744
795
950

• See "The Motor Cycle" Issue, February \2lh, 19O8.

The " VINDEC SPECIAL " five h.p. twin, with the
smallest and lightest engine of the lot, has
proven many times in open competition that
it is faster and more powerful than its bulky
competitors. And the fact remains that the
"VINDEC SPECIAL" still holds the record for
speed up Birdlip Hill, and also Dashwood Hill

—

made in open competition with these abnor-
mal engines.

In the 1907 six days' reliability trials the
"VINDEC SPECIAL" five h.p. twin made the
fastest time of any machine up Birdlip Hill.

These facts induce us to again ask the pros-
pective purchaser—Why buy a monster with
superfluous bulk and weight when the twin
"VINDEC SPECIAL" sives the best results.

OUR 190S 48-PAOE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, FULL OF INTEREST-
ING INFORPIATION, WILL 5E SENT FREE UPON RECEIPT OF REQUEST.

'S.B.T.

I S2um BritismTradi/ig ©I?

!

»I3 6* IS WILSO/N ST, FI/NSBURy. LOMDO/N.E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you menti(m " The Motor OyeU."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
FRICCS.

"ADVERTISEMENTS in ^ these
f.olumni—Id. per word, minimum Is.

Mam t and addri^ss must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section shonld
be accompanied with remittance, and be
addressed to the offices of "The Motor
Cycle." Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices

of "The Moior Cycle," Coventry, on the

Friday morring, or if sent to London, by the

Thursday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES^
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

l>c addressed lO numbers at The Motor Cycle
Oaice. \Vt en this is desired, 2d, will be charged
for registm lion, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes ^^x'X be sent for fonvarding replies.

Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. 000, c/o The
Motor Cycle, Coventry," or if ''London" is added
to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor St., E.C-

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown

persons may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties
are advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of

the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
is forwarded less a charee of is, for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days. For all transactions exceed-
ing ;f 10 in value, a, deposit fee of 2s, 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry,
And cheques and money orders should be made

' payable to lUffe and Sons Limited,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

receive no answer to their enquiries are request-
ed to regard tlie silence as an indication that
the goods advertised have already been dis-

posed of. Advertisers otten receive so many
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

HALIFAX Motor Excliange. — As the
largest dealers in Rex maehineB, we

have a few 1907 shop-soiled machines at
clearance prices. GreaA bargains: Ex-
changes in all 1903 Bex and N.S.U. models.

HALIFAX.—1907 34 h.p. Eex. 26 by 2i

Continentals, spring forks, soiled

;

19 guineas, November price £26 5s.

HALIFAX.—1907 35 guinea t'win Rex,
spring forks, soiled; £23; you saye

£13 15s.; we gain your confidence.

HALIFAX.—1907 magneto twin Rex, un-
ridden, November price, £42, our

price £28 lOs. ; another £13 10s. saved.

HALIFAX.—Shop-soiled 1907 black and
gold Hex de Luxe, twin tyre, mag-

neto. Roc clutch; 1908 price £55 138., our
price £35; yon save £20 13s.; we cannot
keep this up indefinitely, and only a Rex
agent can do it.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Rex d© Luxe, Roc
clntoh, two-speed gear, mag-neto;

55 guineas; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX — 1908 Rex featherweight,
magTieto, magnificent hill-cUmber,

recommended; 25 guineas.

HALIFAX.—1908 3i h.p. N.S.U. , magneto,
just delivered; £40; allow £25 for

last year's model.

HALIFAX.—1908 5i h.p. twin N.S.U., mag-
neto; £52; allow £25 tor 1907 single

magneto, in good condition.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments, exchanges ; high-class

raacMnea purchased tor spot cash. — 16,

Westgaite, Halifax. Telephone, 766.

BE SURE
you have a reliable

mount before EASTER !

TO BE QUITE SURE
exchange your old machine for

a 1908 Magneto TRIUMPH ;

a 1903 Single or Twin N.S.U.

;

a 1908 F.N. Lightweight or 4-c I.

;

or

a 1908 REX.

We allow the utmost value for your

old machine.

To get prompt possession of a

high-class second-hand machine,

and

Still be Quite Sure,

select one of the following. Sold

under certificate bearing Direc-

tor's signature

:

Triumph, magneto, 34 h.p.,

1907
Triumph, magneto, 3 h.p.,

1906
Quadrant, magneto, 3^ h.p.,

1907, soiled

Brown, 3 J h.p., 1907.- .
Vindec Special, 5-P-, Twin,

1907
Rex de Luxe, 54 h.p.. Roc

clutch, shop soiled, black

finish

F.N. Lightweight, If h.p.,

1907
N.S.U. Twin, magneto, 4

h.p., 1907

£35

£30

£33
£28

£35

£33

£25

£30

The following are in good running

order

:

2 h.p. Minerva £7

3 h.p. Fafnir £8

3 h.p. Quadrant £8
2] h.p. Excelsior £9

31^ h.p. Rex £10

5 h.p. Twin Antoine . • - - £15

PREMIER
MOTOR AGENCY,

Aston Rd., BiRIVIINGHAIVI.

Telephone: 4310. Telegrams: Premiers, B'ham.

THE WORLDS
MOTOR [CYCLE EMPORIUM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.-Holds the finest and largest

stock of second-hand cycles in the
world. 300 to select from.

HALIFAX 3J h.p. light low Eex, spring
forks. 26in. wheels, Longuemare; £14

17s. 6d. Snap this.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Bex. 26 by 2i
Clincher A Won. spring forks; £22;

£15 allowed for powerful 1907 machine.

HALIFAX.—1906 3J h.p. Eex, specially
good condition, 26 by 2i Clinchers;

£16 5s.

HALIFAX. — 5J h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe,
twin tyre, Eoc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £29.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Humber, spray, trem-
bler, chain drive, splendid climber;

cheap, £9 IDs.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Humber, spray, trem-
bler coil, chain drive, suit tall

rider; £10 10s.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Simms, vertical en-
gine, magneto ignition, easy starter,

reliable; £17 10s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 twin Eexes, some
almost equal new, no complicated

speed gears required; £22; buy now, to-

morrow may be too late.

HALIFAX.—1907 3* h.p. Eex, spring
forks, shop-soiled, accumulator igni-

tion, tyres (2i) unscratched; £19 19s.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. 1906 Eex. spring
fwrks. low frame, foot brake, alu-

minium finish; £15 15s.

HALIFAX.—Very fine light low Bex.
spring forks. Longuemare, in very

good order; £14 17s. 6d.

HALIFAX.^ h.p. twin - cylinder Wer-
ner, 26 by 2J Michelins. very smart

mount ; £18.

HALIFAX.—23 h.p. P.N., spray, 26iD.

wheels, vertical engine, very speedy,
good condition; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.-^ h.p. Eover. 26 by 2iin. Pal-

mers, front rim and Bowden rear
brakes. Brooks BlOO; £13 lOs.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. 1906 Minerva, non-
skid to rear, a grajid winter's

mount; £19 198.

HALIFAX. — 23 h.p. Antoine, spray,
trembler coil, accumulator ignition,

girder forks; only £10 10s.

HALIFAX.-^ h.p. Antoine, 26 wheels,
low frame, trembler, girder forks.

very fine mount; £16 lOs.

HALIFAX.—Kerry, 34 h.p.. vettical en-

gine, spray, very fi.n6 condition ; £18
10s., perfect order.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Alcyon, twin, spring
forks, N.S.U., two-speed gear, and

sidecar; £27 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eex, Longuemare.
trembler coil. Clincher tyres. Fish-

back belt; no offers; £16 15s,

HALIFAX.-1907 Eex de Lnxe, magneto,
twin tyre. Eoc clutch, spring forks

;

£29; exchanges wanted.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Bat, two-speed gear,

done about 300 miles; £20.

HALIFA:^.—Very fine 1906 Eex. spring
forks, low 'frame, Longiiemare, 2i

tyres; £15. 15s.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p., without name, and
an oi-phan. Please adopt for £6

lOs. ; deserves good home.

HALIFAX.—£2 deposit a.nd six monthly
payments of 278. 6d. secures 23 h.p.

Antoine. 2? h.p. Kerry, 23 h.p. Excelsior.

23 h.p Humber, 2t h.p. Ormonde, 23 h.p.

M.M.d, 35 h.p. Eex; all guaranteed run-

ning order.

HALIFAX.—1907 3i h.p. Minerva, 28 by 25

tyres, very fine order; £22.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash, ex-

change or extended payments. See

Tricar list.
' Telephone, 766. High-cla«e

machines purchased for prompt cash.—

16. Westgate, Halifax.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that yju mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOHISALE.
MAUDE'S List of s6COnd-lia.nd motor

cycles a* present on hand; a,ll guar-
anteed to be In perfect rnnnmg order,
and ready for the road.

MAUDE'S.—2| h.p. Vindec Special, 1907

model, like new, magneto ; £22.

lAUDB'S.—6 h.p. Eex de Luxe, mag-
neto, twin tyres, Roc free engine,

like new ; £28.
M'

/I
AUDE'S.—5 h.p. Rex, spring forks.

•' tremblers, 1907 model, like new.M-
inctading tyres; £22,

lAUDE'S.—5 h.p. Riex, spring forks,
eautiful conddtion; £19, our price.

AUDE'S. — 4 h.p. Rushworth, 1907

model, 18in. frame, 2iin. Clinchers;
£18.

VTAUDE'S.—25 h.p. De Dion, spray, long

M-

handle-bara, £12; 2 h.p. Antoine, £6.

AUDE'S.—Lady's motor cycle. Vapp
carburetter ; £9.

MAUDE'S.—2| h.p. Automotor, wamts
slight additions. £5; 2 h.p. Minerva,

spring forks. £8.

MAUDE'S.-£1 down and six monthly
payments of 20s. siecures 1? h.p. Min-

erva, 2 h.p. Antoine, or 2| h.p. Mitchell,
all guaranteed ready for the road.

lAUDE'S.-Beautiful 1905 Rex. in per-
fect order and condition ; £12.

MALTJE'S.—30S'. down and six monthly
payments of 35s. secures Zi h.p.

M.M.O., 21 h.p. Lloyds. 2J hp. De Dion,
2i h.p. Humber, or 2i h.p. Phoenix Min-
erva, as new.

MAUDE'S. — Ideal lightweights. Ma-
oMnes we can recommend as light-

weights; 2 h.p. Minerva, £8; Ariel, 2J
h.p., £8; Mitchell, 2J h.p., £6.

AUDE'S.^J h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C. en.
gine, perfect, tyres practically new;

M

£12.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva. 2 h.p.. spring
forks, £9; M.M.O., vertical, spray,

26in. wheels, trembler. £10.

MAUDE'S.^3 h.p. Noble, vertical, spray,
very good tyres ; £10.

-Humber, 23 h.p., a beauty;
M-

AUDE'S.-
£9.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon. 1906 model. 26in.
wheels, ball bearing engine, enam-

elled green, absolutely like new; £15.

Tl/TAUDE'S. — Phcenix-Minerva. 2i h.p.,
IVX good condition; £7.

MAUDE'S.—Mnerva, 23 h.p., spray, very
good tyres; sn machiae we can

highly recommend; £12.

MAUDE'S.-Bradbury, Z h.p.. vertical,
spray. £8; Ormonde, 2 h.p., £6.

MAUDE'S.—Twin "Werner, 3J h.p.. a
splendid climber, and very reliable;

£18.

MAUDE'S.—Phoenix-Jap, spray carbur-
etter, as new; £9.

MAUDE'S.. — Ariel-Jap, 6 h.p., 26in.
wheels. £23; 1907 Military Roc, £25.

MAUDE'S. — Rex, 26in. wheels, 1905
model, perfect ; we guarantee this

machine to be as new in every way ; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Rex, low built, 26in. wheels,
spray, trembler, good tyres. am,d

a very fine puller; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Quadrant: tandem, 3 h.p.,
nearly new tyres, spray, vertical,

free engine; £9.

MAUDE'S. — Quadrant, new cylinder
fitted, just overhauled, spray ; a

pity to miss this at £10.

MAUDE'S.-Lloyds, 23 h.p., B. and B.
carburetter, £12; Humber, 23 h.p.,

spray, trembler. £10.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart guarantee all the
above to be in perfect running

order, and ready for the road before de-
livery.

IDEAL Mount for Beginner.—2 h.p. Min-
erva, first-class condition, absolutely

reliable, spring forks, new Stanley Der-
matine, stand, carrier, large lamp, hom,many tools, and spares, two new 40 amp.
accumulators, tyres perfect, ready for
;h* road; £15; owner buying twin.—
Motor, Agnes ViUa, Sudbury, Middlesex.

MINERVAS-
MINERVAS-
MINERVAS.
By making a speciality of these famous
machines, we are able to offer best prices

for old machines in exchange, and we
respectuflly solicit enquiries for these

machines.

quotatioms per return.
Deferred Payments Arranged.

Any ether tnahe supplied upon request.

MINERVAS were flrst in 1900.

MINERVAS are flrst to-day.

Not Freakish, but Simply Unique.

2J h.p. machine £29
3*h.p. „ £32

4 h.p. ., £39
7-8 h.p. ,, £45
R.O.M. contact brealier fitted to either

of the latter-named free.

Magneto £5 extra. Spring Forks 50/-.

Guaranteed mounts, all carrying our
written guarantee as to soundness and

suitability for road use.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES
1907 Vindec, magneto, 2f h.p. . . £22
1907 Rushworth, 4 h.p £18
1907 Minerva, 4i h.p £24
1907 Roc, military, 4 h.p £25
1907 Rex de Luxe £28
1906 Werner, twin £18

All the above models are like new, and
perfect in every way.

Exchanges and Deferred Payments
Arranged.

TRICARS.
Riley Tricar, 41- h.p., water-cooled,

two speeds, condition as new .

.

£38
Rex Triette, 6 h.p., cantilever seat £28
Rex Triette, 3i h.p., good condition £12
Humber Tricar, perfect order .

.

£12

Rex Tricar, foot brake, two speeds £13

Send lor List before buying TYRES.
3/- allowed for old cover, and 1/6 for

tube in part for any make of tyres.

Immediate Delivery.

C.A.V. ACCUMULATORS.
All guaranteed 12 months by the makers.

Not Throwouts .

Rex size 16/6 each

Ariel size 15/9 ,,

Humber size 15/- ,,

Minerva size . . .. .. .. 17/- „

7/- allowed for your old accumulator in

part payment.

Delivery per return guaranteed.

"ALBANY" BELTING.

Latest principle and design.

fin., 8d. ; Jin., 9d. ; Jin., lO^d. ; tin., 1/-

l|in., 1/2 per foot.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
LiUy Lane, Church St., HAUFAX.

Telephones—433 (Day), 904 (Night).

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QUADRANT. 2 h.p.. Clinchers, spring

forks, stand-carrier, fast, reliable;
first reasonable offer accepted ; also
splendid leather jacket, 38in.. lined
throughout, 10s. 6d.—97, Stanhope Eoad,
Darling-ton.

TKroMPH, 3J h.p. (magneto), flrst-class
certificate 1,00() miles trials, extra

good tyres (Excelsior), two belts*, Yalves
and other spares, only done 2,500, as good
as new ; £33, no offers.—W. Pople, Ne^w-
hcmse, ]?erth.

FOE Sale, Quadrant motor bicycle, ii
h.p., 1906 model, spring forks, in

excellent condition; cost £45, to be sold
tor £20; little used; owner gone abroad
—Apply, General Stenhouse, Borough-
field, St. Albans.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spray. Clincher A Won
tyi-^es. long bars, footrests or pedals,

stand and carrier, large g^Ls lamp, tools,
etc.; sale cheap, or exchange with cash
for 5-6 h.p. twin.—E. Jenkins, 265, Glou-
cester Uoad. Bristol.

4 h.p. F.N., four-cylinder, perfect order,
magneto, very fast, spring forks,

nearly new Peter-Union studded back-
tyre, 26 by 2J, with two butt-end tubes

;

£24 net.—Apply, Box No. 9,17B, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventi-y.

WANTED, Bidders. — ;S h.p. Bexes,.
spring forks, all in new condition,

perfect, also Fulfords art cane trailer:
offers ; wanted, modern sidecarriages, in
exchange for new cycles.—Smith, Ford
Street, St. Mary. Nottingham.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, magneto, Norrnam
2 two-speed gear and free engine,

Cbater-Lea, low seat, long handles,,
handle-bar control, heavy Continentals,
HP>ring forks, and 26in. wheels

;
great

bargain, £30.—Sym, Broxburn, N.B.

ZENITH Bicar. 4 h.p., with free engine
chitch and starting handle, Whit-

tlesi belt. Brooks saddle, luggage carrier,,
in exceilent condition; price £21 cash
(lowest), thorough bargain.—Owner, c/o-

Zenith, 101, Stroud Green Road, London.

5-6 h.p. Twin Bex, spring forks, canti-
lever spiring seat, pedals', foot-

boards, good tyres, two belts, two pul-
leys, and spares', in excellent condition;
trial given wdth sidecar ; reasonable offer
accepted ; after 4 p.m.—337, Burdett Eoad,.
Limehouse, E.

TEHjMPH, 3J h.p., laite 1907. coTiditiom,

as new, with Frank's lamp, separ-
ate generator, horn, cyclometer. si)ares;
£38. or without £36; bought 1908 s-\nv

make.—Meguyer, Fairfield, Northumber-
land Eoad, Leamington. Or Sandpits.
Enamel Woi-ks, Birmingham.

STOCKPOET.—We are showing a range-
of Midget Blears (" Built like a.

Oar "), patent steel girder frame, at.

Belle Vue Show, Manchester; trial runs,

in grounds; prices from 28 guinea®.

—

Lund and Davies, sole Northern Oonoes-
sionnaires, Heaton Lane, Stockport.

3 h.p Kerry, model de luxe, very fast,

C'iimb amything, long bars, foot-

boards, very low. Brooks B90 saddle,
Watawata belt. PuUer accumulator,
trembler ooll, new Clincher tyre on back,
perfect condition, absolutely nothing re-

quired; £13 13s.—E. Martin. 31, Adelaide
Square. Windsor.

FOE Sale, 5 h.p. twin Norton-Peugeot,
1907, makeriS' recently overhauled

engi-me, guaranteed perfect; approval;
£30, or nearest; magneto, Druids'. Clin-

chers (specials), Albion; too powerful for

owner; bought lightweight; all acces-

sories, lamp, horn.—No. 9,136. The Motor
Cycle Offices. Coventry.

23. h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks,

4 Bowden exhaust lift, carrier-stand,
accessories, spares, front tyre 2i Contin-
ental, back studded, both new. appear-
ance and works as new, easy starter;

price £22; owner bought car; expert ex-

amination allowed. — Pitman, Dunbar,
(joombe Eoad, Croydon.

TO Pace Followers. — Fastest pacing
motor in England, 8 h.p. Buchet,

ftt'ed with pacing roller, long bars, aiw
mudsuards and brake, for use on road 11

desired, enamelled grey, scarcely n^ed,

in splendid condition, just the machine
for the Stadium Track; £30.—S. Harris,

41 Albert Eoad, Stratford, E
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
FAIET. 2i-3 h.p., light, low, climb any-

thine ; £15. — 301, Seaside, East-
bourne.

MOTOR Bicycle, good make; about £12.
—Eooke. Highfleld, Heene Eoad,

"Worthing.

2i h.p. Singer, vertical, spray, low ; £6
10s., offers or exchange.—Fowls, How-

den, Torks.

CLEMENT, li h.p., lightweight, in first-
class order ; £6 10s.—Delt. 17, Station

Boad, Beccles.

^6.—II h.p. motor bicycle, good going
^/ orde-r; bargain.—81, London Eoad,
Southend-on-S«a.

3 h.p. Triumph. £16; 5i h.p. twin Eex,
with sidecar, £24.-5. Burlington

Eoad, Tottenham.

CLYDE, 3i h.p., M.O.T.,
splendid condition;

Stratford-on-Avon.

magneto, in
£12.—Guyyer,

TEroMPH, 1907, 3i h.p.. magneto, in
splendid condition; £30.—Guyver,

Stratford-ou-Ayon.

TEroMPH, 1907, 3J h.p., magneto, new
condition; £34,—Guyyer. Stratford-

on-Avon.

MINEEVA. 2| h.p., standard, 1907, per-
fect condition; £17 10s.—Ormand,

Beelsby. Grimsby.

3 h.p. Scout, powerful, fast, faultless;
£8 10s.—P. Dowton, Park Lodge,

Peckham Eye, S.E.

SALPOED.—3J h.p. Minerva, genuine,
nearly new ; £18. or exchange.-132.

Cross Lane, Sa.lford.

2 h.p. Triumph-Minerva in good going
order; £8 10s.—Seen at Cathcarfs,

Eathmines, Dublin.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, splendid condition

;

2 offers ; must sell.—6, Mew End
Square, Hampstead.

03. h.p. Genuine De Dion. Longuemare,
-^4 stand, etc.; bargain, £11.—Olai-k,
109, The Grove, Stratford.

TEroMPH. 1907, magneto, brand new,
3J h.p., with spare valve; £35.—

Parker, Melbourne. Derby.

ROC, 3J h.p., magneto, free engine, good
' order; great bargain, £19 19s.—41,

Skelbrook Street, Earlsfleld.

"( Q07 3J h.p. Eex. 2J tyres, nearly new;
J-tJ £15 I0s>. ; exchange considered.-9,
Sedgwick Street, Homerton. N.E.

31 h.p. Ascot, M.O.V., as new. non-skid
4 Dualops, spring fork; £14 lOs.-

Clark. 109. The Grove, Stratford.

£7 10s.—2J h.p. Kerry motor cycle, good
running order; can be s©en in City.

—Motorist. Beufleet Hall, Sutton.

TEroMPHS, 1908, early delivery ; highest
prices allowed for second-hands, any

make.—Parker, Melbourne. Derby.

N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, excellent con-
dition, reliable, horn, lamp, num-

bers; £20.—Point House. Exmouth.

31 h.p. N.S.U.. 1907. magneto ignition.
2 low frame, two-speed gear; £26;

approval.—Eagles and Co., Acton, "W.

31 h.p. Whitley, accumulator, Louguc-
2 mare, perfect running condition;

£10.-11, Turville Eoad. Handswor'th.

21 h.p. Minerva Lightweight, low build,
4 in grand condition; £11.—Medcalf,

41, Springdale Boad, Stoke Newington.

MOTOR Cycle and Sidecar, complete,
coach-built body, in running order;

£15.—G.P., 11. Chandos Eoad, Stratford.
E.

TEroMPH. 1906, 3 h.p., magneto. B]rhe's
tubes, grand condition; £26 —Har-

vey, 2, The Grove, Church End. Finchley,
N.

5 h.p. Peugeot, No. 6 frame, spring
forks, 2J Palmers, nearly new; £28,

cost £50.-8, Crowstone Parade, Westcliff,
Essex.

1 Q03 Quadrant, Zl h.p., magneto, newLO in November, hot run 300 miles,
fast, and good hill-climber new condi-
tion; £36, lowest.—E. A. Deer, Stratford
Place, Stratford-on-Avon.

f
WINTER

roads won't

if you fit the FH(ENIX attachment

For Trioyle, £12 10s.

For Passenger, £15.
Lists by return.

PHtENIX MOTORS. Ltd.,
Blundell St., London, N.

"the:latest" in
motor cycle
gy;«LAMPS.

Complete with Gen-
erator as shown.

Mirror Lens Pro-
jector Heailllght,

same as advertised,

plated, 30/-.
Magneto Covers
only, 3/6.

PERCY
CYCLE CO
LTD.,

Northumber-
land Street,

NEWCASTLE-
ON-TYNE.

Sole Agents for N.S.U. and Triumph
Motor Cycles.

Agents ;

Service Motor Go.
agz. Righ Hnl.
born. W.C.

The "MABON"
FREE ENGINE
PULLEY & CLUTCH

enables your machine toclimb

hills which otherwise it would

not. Guaranteed to start a

3 h.p. motor bicycle with

rider mounted on any steep

hill from standstill. Fits any

machine without alteration!.

Price 55/- complete.

Order early to ensure prompt
delivery.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
54, High Road, North Finchley, N.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Humber, trembler, spray, good
tyres, fast. reliable, guaranteed

perfect; £11 103.-200, Church Eoad, Wil-
iesden.

31 h.p. Humber, in good condition, two
4: accumulators, specially built of

agent; £15.—Carter, EoUing Mill Street,
Walsall.

4 h.p. CLE., magneto, spring forks. ^
tyres, new condition, spares; any

trial ; best offer.—^74. Croydon Eoad,
Beckenham.

TETOMPH, 2J h.p. Jap, good order,
three acciimulators and accessories;

£15 10s. cash.—Hutton, Mapledurwell,
Basingstoke.

5 h.p. Kerry, very powerful. S.N.P.
stand, Dermatine. perfect condi-

tion : £23.-53, Kingsley Avenue, West
Ealing, London,

31 h.p. Brown, 1907, new condition,
2 variable pulley. Whittle belt. Pal-

mer tyres; £22; approval.—Eagles and
Co., Acton, W.
TIEIUMPH, 34 h.p., accumulator igni- :

tion, in good order; any trial
given; a bargain, £15.—Bradley, Adega,
Hudjdersfield.

23. h.p. Genuine De Dion throughout,
4 Crypto frame, new tyres. Ei'-h'e

tube, just overhauled; £14 14s.—79. High
Street, Ashford.

j

31 h.p. Tindec Special, magneto ignl-
j

2 tion. Palmer tyres, BlOO saddle;
£23; approval. — Eagles and Co., High
Street. Acton, W.

LATEST 6J h.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle
and Sidecar, magneto, spring forks,

practically new; £26.—J. Euby, 169. May-
ell Eoad, Brixton.

13. h.p. Minerva-Excelsior, no fault.

4 last, spray, spring pillar, lamp,
spares; £7 10s.—D. Fellows. 49, Hertford
Street. Mayfair.

GBJSruiNE Bargain.—6 h.p. Eiley. twin,
magnificent condition, luxuriously

fitted; photo sent; £30.—Potter. Blen-
heim Square, Leeds.

41 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., latest model
2 condition as new ;

price £28, genu-
ine bargain.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane
Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, good con
2 dition new Pullman's non-skid or

back wheel: £18.—W. Dale, 21, Lansdowm
Eoad, Old Charlton. Kent.

T'EIUMPH Motor Cycles.—Send lor 190E

catalogue. — Agents, Bright and
Hayles, Camber Cycle and Motor Works,
Church Street, Camberwell.

31 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., £10 lOs. ; 5J

2 h.p. Bat, spring frame, £12 lOa.,

requires overhauling. — 142, Lewisham
^

High Eoad, New Cross, S.E.

23. h.p. Mitchell, low built, perfect run-

1

4 ning order, lamp, horn, stand I

etc.; £8 10s., or near offer.-Upton, 31
j

Islingwood Street, Brighton.

31 h.p. Jap. Chater fittings, duplicati
2 feed, new Model de Course oi

back, almost new machine ; £23 lowest.-
221, Cheltenham Eoad, Bristol.

23. h.p. Minerva, Longuemare, spring
4 seat, Bowden exhaust, 26in. wheels

carrier stand, fine condition; £8 15s.-

HaU, Eichard Street, Northwich.

Ol h.p. Ariel Lightweight, little used
Zi2 good thi'oughout, £11: also 2 h.p
ELidie-Minerva, sound condition, £7; an;

trial allowed.—Swallow. Halesowen.

BAEGAIN.—3 h.p. Pebok, used once
Longuemare, Peter-Unions, uncut

chain drive, free engine.-Garaged at

Cooper's, Loughborough Eoad. Brixton.

TWIN Vindec. magneto, Truffanlt sue

pension. Model P.. enamelled Wi
cream colour all over, scarcely used

£35, splendid bargain.—Longford, Uddlne
ston.

N.S.U. 6 h.p. Twin, with N.S.U. rigi

sidecar, exhibition model, cost ove

£80 four months ago, magneto ignitioi

two speeds, free eneine, spring forks, an
2iin. tyres, back studded, one spare, pel

feet, not soiled ; trial by appointment
price £65.—No. 9,187, T\e Motor Cyc.

OHices, Coventry.

//( nn.':i,vnn!/ any nclrertUpment on this page it is dnsirabU that ymi mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOa BICYCLES FORhSALE
^OE Sale, 3 h.p. motor cycle, Qiiad-F 3

rant, very
Budd, Trotton,

motor
reliable machine ; £10.
Petersfield.

STAMFOED HILL.—3J h.p. Brown. £16;
3i h.p. Bat, £16; 44 h.p. twin Min-

erva, spring forks. £26 10s.; 34 h.v- twin
Werner. £16 10s.; 3 h.p. Trent, Chater-
Lea, £12; 31 h.p. M.M.O., £11 10s.; 2 h.p.
'Eex, 2\ h.p. Humber, £8 each ; all in Rood
condition ; trial any time.—128. High
Road, Tottenham.

Ql h.p. Oentaur, M,0. valves, low frame,
O^ two-speed gear. Clinchers, Lo-n-
guemare carburetter, two accnmulators,
stand, spring- seat-pillar, condition as
new, and perfect, will climb any hill, not
T>e6n 1,000 miles; owner no moi'e use for
siame; got car; cost £85, take £18.—^Holm-
wood, Oowleigh Ex>ad, Malvern.

TWIN Sarolea, 6 h.p., Clipper tyres, 2£

by 2i, footboards, pedal band
brake. Brooks BlOO saddle, two belts, two
accumulators, lamp, horn, tools, etc.,
spring forks, everything in new condi-
tion; photo; £21; light motor cycle or
push bike in part payment.—Sibley, 32,

Fulham Palace Eoad, Hammersmith.
T7I0E Sale. 3J h.p. Triumph. 1907, London-
-C Edinburgh gold medal, winner Tri-
umph cup, etc., has taken 13 stone up
Snttou Bank and Porlook, in perfect
order, with many up-to-date improve-
ments, two spare covers, and Advance
adjustable pulley extra, two belts; £37
10s. — J. B. Hart-Davies, Bank Street,
Eugby.

EETW^EN Ourselves.-Eex de Luxe (un-
ridden). black finish, £35; shop-

soiled 3i h.p. 1907 Eex, spring forks, mag-
nificent mount, £19 19s.; twin Eex £22;
3 h.p. M.M.O., £13; twin Werner, £19 19s.;

3J h.p. Hobart, £14; 3 h.p, Givaudan,
£14 10s. ; 3 h.p. Clarendon, £13 10s. ; 2|
Ji.p. De Dion, £12 10s. ; 7 h.p. Peugeot,
£30, nearly new; 3 h.p. Eover. £13 10s.;
4 h.p. Antoine, £16 10s.; 3i h.p. mag-
neto Simms, £17 10s.; 3J h.p. Jap, £18; 4
h.p. Jap, £23, torpedo; twin Antoine,
£25; 2 h.p. Minerva. £7; 2 h.p. Quadrant,
£8; 2 h.p. Standard, £8; 2 h.p. Werner,
£6 10s.; 2J h.p. Kerry, £9; 23 h.p. Antoine,
£9 10s.; 2 h.p. magneto Simms, £9; 3 h.p.
Hohart, £10; 3 h.p. Eover, £13 10 s. ; 3J h.p.
Bex, £9 10s.; spring fork Eex, £14 10s.;
5 h.p. Eex, £18; 34 h.p. Kerry. £18 10s.;
23 h.p. E.N., £14 10s.; 23- h.p. De Dion, £14
10s. ; 34 h.p. N.S.U., mag-neto, spring forks,
£24; Bex de Luxe. £29; twin Werner, £16;tmu N.S.D., £25; 3 h.p. M.M.C., £13; 3 h.p.
Humber. £10 10s.; 34 h.p. Minerva, £18
10s.; soiled, £23; twin Alcyon, £22; 14
h.p. Minerva, £4 10s. ; 13 h.p. Quadrant"!
£6; 3 h.p. Lloyds, £14 10s.; 24 h.p. Excel-
siar, £6; 4 h.p. Coronet, £16; cash, ex-
change, or extended payments.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate, Halifax.
Telephone, 766.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—Humber trioar. good tyres,

spray, chain drive, perfect running
order; a bargain, £14.

IV/TAUDB'S.—Humber, similar to above.
-1.T-L but Phelon-Moore two-speed., coach-
built foiiecar; £20.

MAUDE'S.-Eiley, 44 h.p., water-cooled,
two speeds, non-skid to rear, perfect

order, and like new, classy and cheap
at £37.

MAUDE'S.—Eex tricar, 3 h.p., two
speeds, very good puUer, and per-

leot throughout; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Eex tricar, 31 h.p.. convert-
ible to single machine, foot brake,

.t very reliable mount ; £14.

MAUDE'S.—Eex Triette, 6 h.p., canti-
lever seat, twin ; £29 10s. ; exchanges

ur deterred payments on any of above.—
Maude, Lilly Lane, Halifax.

^1 h.p. Eiley, w.c, bucket seats, many
It ,

extras; £36, exchange.—Brockley
Cycle Works, S.E.

8 h.p. Open Frame Tricar, twin Stevens
engine, two speeds, i-everse, wheel

steering, donble front seat; £35.—Below.
ST h.p. Riley Tricar, water-cooled, two^ speeds, car tyres; £32.—Below.

91 h.p. Minerva Tricar, M.O.V.. Longue-
'J^ mare carburetter, tan-cooled £.o—Parrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

SECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES,
Light Cars, and Tricars are taken in part payment
for new machines by leadim- makers, as Triumphs,
Quadrants, Vindecs, N.S.lJ.'s, F.N.'s, Minervas,
Ariels, Browns, Motosacoches, Moto-Reves, Bats,
Peugeots, Griffins, Lurquin & Couderts, etc., etc.

February's Clearance List.

6 h.p. twin-cylinder ANTOINE 20 Guineas
4 h.p. twin HAA1ILT0N £12 12
3 h.p, ARIEL, vertical engine 10 10
34 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition 20
2 h.p. CHASE, Decart engine 16 10
34 h.p. BAT, only once used, spring frame 25
34 h.p. 1905 REX 12 10
34 h.p. No. 1 ARIEL 15 15
3 h.p. FAFNIR 15
4 h.p. ROC, Stephens engine 31
24 h.p. TRIUMPH .' 14 10
5 hp VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto 28
Sih.p. KING, Chater-Lea fittings, M.M.C.

engine " 12 10
2 h.p. DE DION, New Hudson 10 10
2-J h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL 14 10
34 h.p. MINERVA, 1907 19 19
2i h.p. MINERVA 10 10
4 h.p. twin-cylinder, 1907 WERNER .. 15 15
34 h.p., magneto ignition, spring forks,

TRIUMPHS, new 41
4 h.p. M.M.C. motor cycle, vertical engine,

spring forks, in first-class condition . . 15
34 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, 1907 model,

with two-speed gear and magneto
ignition 36

4 hp ROC, 1907 model, with two-speed
gear 29 10

34 h.p. PHCENIX, with two-speed gear .. 23
3 h.p. SINGER, ball bearing engine 19
5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL 38
2 h.p. MINERVA 7 10
34 h.p. 1907 MINERVA 21
IJh.p. MINERVA 5 15
1} h.p. Light F.N 25
2Jh.p. PHCENIX 17 10
5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, with two-

speed gear 48
3j h.p. JEHU, Fafnir engine 13
2Jh.p. new light ARIEL, latest model .. 27 10
2}h.p. KERRY 10 10
34 h.p. QUADRANT, 1907 model 20 Guineas
2V h.p. TRIUMPH 16 10
2J h.p. ORMONDE 6 10
34 h.p. MINERVA, in Chater-Lea frame 17 10
3i h.p. M.A'i.C. motor cycle 10 10
2i h.p. Lady's CLEMENT-GARRARD .. 13 10
3i h.p. 1904 REX 10 10
34 h.p. QUADRANT, magneto 22 10
34hp,i907, magneto, TRIUMPH 32 13
5 hp. 1908 twin-cyhnder REX DE LUX,

magneto, new 85
lih.p. 1907, li^ht weight, magneto, F.N. 27 10
6 h.p. twin-cylinder, magneto, BA't, Jap

engine 82 10
3 h.p. 1906, magneto, TRIUMPH 25

TRICARS.

8 h.p. TWIN REXETTE, two speeds, as
new £55

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds, good order 35
6-8 h.p. LURQUIN & COUDERT, two

speeds 82 10
34 h.p. HUMBER, free engine clutch 17 10
5 h.p. twin-cylinder REX 25

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, London.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London. Wanchope's
have still a few 1907 Brand New MAGNETO
TRIUMPHS left Prlee £41.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles can only be supplied
through their agents where represented.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London

(off Ludgate Circus).

Telephone No. 5,777, Holborn.

Telegrams, " Opiflcer, London." '^

ALL MACHINES ON THIS LIST ABE OFFERED
SUBJECT TO BEING STILL UNSOLD ON
RECEIPT OF ORDER.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX,—Quadrant Oarette, 6 h,p,,

open frame, wheel steering, two
speeds, coach-built, latest model, £35, cost
£100.

HALIFAX, — 6 h.p, twin-cylinder Ad^
vance tricar, wheel steering, only

used tor trials; bucket seat; £35.

HALIFAX,—54 h.p, Eex Triette, spring
frame, free engine clutch, very re-

liable; £29 10s,—Below.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Eex tricar. Phoenix
two-speed gear, good running order

£21.

HALIFAX.—44 h.p, Bex tricar, two
speeds, free engine, very good order

and conddtion ; £21.

HALIFAX.—44 h.p,, wa/ter-oooled Wolf,
two speeds; £37 10s,; condition

almost new.

HALIFAX,—Twin-cyUuder Minerva tri-
car, nearly new, and specially

built, four-speed gear; £37 10s,—Halifax
Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate, Halifax,

REX Throughout 34 h.p. Tricar, perfect,
reliable; £14 10s.—D., 103, Denmark

Eoad. Camberwell.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine Tricar, perfect
order; nearest offer £22,—Brooker,

Grotto View, Weybridge.

FOE Sale, tricar, 10-12 h.p., two-cylinder,
tomi^'-m, Oa.pe cai-t hood; cost £225

1906, sacrifice £35. — Hillrise, Cuckfield,
Sussex.

£25.—Tricar, Kerry, Phelon and Moore
two speeds, handle starting, fan-

cooled, good working order. — Nickolson,
Eytou Street, Worksop.

FOR Sale, light tricar, 34 h.p, Minerva,
magnieto, Kent three-speed gear

and clntch, footboards; £28. — Billing-
hurst, Godwins, Sutton.

7-9 h.p, Peiigieot, in good conditi.on; £25,
or offer; would take 34 h.p. magneto

in exchange, — Griffiths, 3. Darlington
Eoad, Ferryhill, Durham,

9 h.p, Eiley (1907), three speeds and re-
verse, spare tyi'es, and complete

equipment, perfect condition. — P., 52,

Queen Victoria Street, London.

6-8 h.p, Lurciuin and Coudert Tricar,
Bozier two-speed gear, water-cooled

twin engine; £32 10s,; very reliable,—
Wauohoiie's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

KEEEY Tricar, 5 h.p.. twin, two-speed,
good condition; £35, or 3 h.p. cycle

and cash; trial any time.—Millis. 160,
Manor Park Eoad, Willesden Junction.

FOE Sale. Riley de Luxe tricar, 6 h.p.,
twin, three speeds and reverse, in

splendid condition; cost £147, will ac-
cept £70,—56, South Side, Clapham Com-
mon,

4-44 h,p. Bat (85 by 85 M,M.C.) Tricar,
spring frame. Phoenix two-speed.

Brooks band, foot brakes, BlOO ; £25

;

motor cycle part.—Kennard. New Eltham.
S.E.

BEADBUEY, latest 1907, 44 h.p., two
speeds, wheel steerer, bucket seats,

coudition as new, three lamps, and horn

;

£35.—John Hartley, Church Street, Bar-
uoldswick,

6 h.p. Quadira-nt Carette, open frame,
wheel steering, two speeds, chain

drive, bucket seats, splendid condition;
£38 ; good motor cycle part.—43, Kilmoric
Eoad, Forest Hill.

P^-6 h.p. Twin Rex Triette, two speeds,
O £19; 34 h.p. Bat, spring frame, £15
10s,, I'eauires overhauling; 34 h,p. Hum-
ber, two speeds. £13.-142, Lewisham High
Eoad, New Cross. S.E.

REXETTE, 6 h.p., water-cooled, two
speeds, perfect ; £35, or consider

twin bike part exchange; will drive rea-
sonable distance to purchaser.—150, Tur-
uey Street, Notting-ham,

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., seats three, Lamps,
horn, sp'ai-es, climb anything, Shaw

band on back wheel, two speeds; £45;
motor cycle part exchange,—Roberts, 420,

Park Eoad. Soho, Birmingham.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled,
2 tw-o speeds and free engine, chain

drive, coach-built, car tyre on back, as
; new, with spare rear tyre, tools, etc:
£35.—Edwards, Nantwich Road, Crewe.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that yon mention " The Motor Oycl-
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T
THICAHS FOR SALE.

I(RY and see the Phcenix Quad at £46 if

Oars.—70, Walworth Eoad.

i f\-i2 h.p. Lagonda, water-cooled, three
-L v/ speeds accumulator, magneto

;

£85.—Scott, 45. Baalbeo Eoad, N.

31 h.p. Minerva Tricar, Kent three-
2 speed gear, Palmer tyres ; £20 to

clear.—Horner. 28. Burley Eoad, Leeds.

5 h.p. Quadrant Tricar, two engines, in
perfect condition, coach-built front

seat: any trial; £27, or offer.—Pembroke,
Pairleigh Drive, Leigh-on-Sea. Essex.

3 h.p. Humber Tricar, Dunlop car tyres,
good as new, splendid condition,

spare valves, etc., wind scoops ; any rea-
sonable offer accepted.—Particulars, Sid-
dall. Burnblea Street. Hamilton.

BEESTON Humber, Ai h.p., wa/ter-
cooled, two speeds, coach-built,

new condition, non-skid, new spare tyres.,

finest accessories: exceptional bargain,
£45. — Randall, Clone, Hampton - on -

Thames.

RILEY Tricar. Ah h.p., two
coach-built, two bucket seats, car

tyre, with studded band, on back wheel,
four lamps, nearly new ; for quick sale,

£45. — E. Marchant, Brigstock Arms,
Thornton Heath.

RILEY. 4J h.p., wat«r-cool6d, coach-
built front, and Brooks patent

bucket driving seat, splendid order,
climbs Netherhall Gardens easily; £30.
or reasonable offer.-Delaney, 101, Suther-
land Avenue, W.

CENTAUR Tricar. 4 h.p.. in perfect
condition, tools, pump, Lucas's

lamps, horn, spares, etc.; £30 cash; any
trial arranged, or expert inspection in-

vited. Telephone, 514.—McLean, Duke
Street, St. Helens.

5h.p. Eexette Tricar, water-cooled, open
frame, wheel steering, two speeds,

recently thoroughly overhauled; price
to clear, £35 : take a motor cycle in part
payment. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street. London.

FOE. Sale, great bargain, Al h.p. tricar,
Trimo ooach-built, Chater-Lea frame

and fittings, four-speed Osborne pulley,
lamps, spare cover and partS', perfect
running order; trial given; £13 10s.—A.
Bai-nett, 34, Kenilworth Court. Putney.

REXETTB, 5 h.p., two speeds, wheel
steering, just been thoroughly over-

hauled and renewed, tyres perfect, new
Brooks band and Ricne tube on back,
new accumulator, lamps, and horn; £40.
—Patterson, 13, George Street, Edinburgh.

TEICAE, 3J h.p., Simms magneto, splen-
did condition, new tank and belt,

upholstered red leather, folding stand,
tyres perfect, non-skids; bargain, 16

guineas, or exchange motor cycle and
cash.—NichoUs, Bnttsbury, Ingatestone.

EXTRAORDnSTABY Bargain.—Powerful
9 h.p. Rexette. wheel steering, seats

three, two speeds, climb any hill, large
carrier, perfect order, water-cooled,
beautifully sprung; cost £120, lowest
price £45; trial by appointment.—Foyle,
135. Charing Cross Road, W.C.

FOR Sale, Tricar, 5-6 h.p. Antoine en-
gine, single drive by 7-8in. Whittle's

belt. Peter-Union tyres, 28iu. by 2Jin.
nearly new, new twin Bassee-Michel
trembler coil. 20 a.h. accumulator, rood
running order; £20. — Spencer, 93, Blen-
heim Crescent, N. Kensington, W.
TKIETTE, Eex, 5-6 h.p., twin, fast, and

in perfect condition, including tyres,
wipe fitted, cantilever seat, many im-
provements; bargain at £20, no offers;
would entertain exchange for 3J h.p. 'Tri-
umph, or N.S.U.; cash adjustment. —
9,182, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

5 h.p. Twin (Kerry), 1907 Forecar, Cha-
ter-Lea frame, specially built for

owner regardless of expense, unique
springing of frame, petrol capacity four
gallons, lubricating half gallon, two-
speed and reverse, handle starting,
E.O.M. commutator, upholstered cane
forecar, Autoclipse lamp and generator,
foot pump, new Xl'all spring saddle,
three accumulators, new Palmers, 2J on
front, 2i cord on back, two spare belts,
car horn. etc. ; lowest price £45.—Rea.d.
c/o Ayden. 17, Blackstook Eoad. Finsbury
Park.

PRICE

INCLUDING SEPARATE GENERATOR.

The demand for the

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT
increases each week, copyists notwithstanding.
It is THE ORIGINAL motor cycle searchlight,

on Bleriot principles.

Magnifying mirror at back of burner. Dissected

front glass. All other Motor Cycle Lamps
completely outclassed.

For full particulars, write

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,

Aston Boad, BIRMINGHAM.

PLEASENOTE.
We can supply all parts tor 2^ and

3J h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2| h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys lor

3^ h,p. F.N. and 3| or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

" KUMfO Sponge Rubber Grips, |in.

or lin. bars 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co.. Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD ROAD, EIRMINGHAM.

THIS IS THE ORIGINAL

VARIABLE PULLEY.

GREENWOOD, l-TD.,
Portland Place, HAUIFAX.

ADVERTISERS—Please note
that Friday is tlie latest day we
can receive advertisement copy
"for the I'ollowine: week's issue

TRICARS FOR SALE.
STAMFORD HILL. — 5 h.p. w.c. Opper-

mann three-speed tricar, £29 lOe.

;

A h.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo, £29 10s.;
4J h.p. Kelecom, £22; 3J h.p. M.M.C.. £10;
3J h.p. Rex. Millford. £15; all guarauleed
and bargains ; trials at any time ; we live
on a hill.—128. High Road, Tottenham.

ZENITH Tricar, latest model, oniy used
for f€w trial runs, re-enamelled and

re-plated, thoroughly tuned up, 6 h.p.
Jap engine, chain drive, list price 72
guineas nett cash, accept 60 guineas
(lowest); thorough bargain. — Zenith
Motors, Ltd., 119, Stro.ud Green Road,
Finsbury Paris.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., twln-cyUnd&r, new
November, 1906; cost £135; seats

three, Napier green, red leather uphol-
stered, silver plated fittings, all copper
radiator, good condition, irreversible
steering, new non-skids on all wheels;
any reasonable trial run given; £18, or
nearest offer.—Milburn, Dalton, Croft-ou-
Tees.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
BOOTH for Sidecars; large stock;

brand new Mills and Fulford 1908
models.

BOOTH'S Advice. Don't allow your
wife to ride in a cheap new sidecar,,

the £3 19s. lljd. jerry-built type.

BOOTH.—Sidecars. Buy only a well-
known make ; shun cheap and nasty

sidecars.

BOOTH.—Mills-PuUord Sidecars. Castor
wheel ; popular prices ; MilLs-Fulford

sidecars, rigid type, popular prices.

BOOTH Supplies you with well-known
sidecars at popular prices. Write

him.

BOOTH for MiUs-PulfoTd Sidecars. Your
old sidecar or other goods taken

part payment.

BOOTH.—Mills-Pultord Sidecars. Mills-
Fulford sidecars. Castor wheels.

Castor wheels. Cash or exchante.

BOOTH, Coronet Works, Wade Street,
Halifax. Telephone. 198X.

QIDECAR.—See Wanted column.—Sum-O merfieLd. Newport.

£3 3s. Ariel Coupler, equal to new; 25s.

—EUy, Glen Lea, XJttoxeter.

FIVE Lovely Sidecars, some Quite new,
26 and 28in. wheels ; cheap for cash.

—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

MONiuOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, 261n.
wheel. Palmer tyre; £4 10s.—John-

son, 179, Lea Boad. Wolverhampton.

FORECAEEIAGE, sidestays, band
brakes, good condition; £4 10s.—190,

Mellison Road, Tootins.

PHCENIX Attachment, basket, side
stays; cheap, ca-sh, or excha,nge

motor. — 134. Highgate Road, Kentish
Town.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, compensating,
practically new, : 26in. ; approval

;

£5.—" Kenilworth." Newport Road, Staf-
ford.

FiOR Sale, Rover forecar. co^mplete, 26in.
by 2Jin. Palmers, cane chair, in

good condition; £7.-10, Thoruliill Road.
Leyton.

MILLS - FULFORD Sidecar, fit any
frame, 26in. Palmer, upholstered .-

bargain, £5. — 17. Oakleigh Villas, Wal-
th-am Cross.

N.S.U. Forecarriage, 24 by 2i Continen-
tals, two band brakes, upholstered

green: £5 10s., or near offer.-Burrill, 28.
York Road, Leeds.

SIDECAR, splendid condition, fit any
frame, 26in. Dunlop motor tyre;

only wants seeing; sacrifice £4 ISs.—C. A.
Edgar, 123, Holloway Road, London, N.

FORECAR Attachment, 26 by 2 wheels,
wing mudguards, foot brakes,

steering head, art cane seat, upholstery
perfect, spare cover; £5, bargain.—Bur-
ton, Raleigh Bakery, Walsall.

STAMFORD HILL.—Our famous side-
cars are moving; order now; rigid

type ; 24. 26, or 2Bin wheel, suit any ma-
chine ; £4 18s. 6d. ; any type built to
order.—128, High Road. Tottenham.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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REPAIRERS.
BELLENGEE wlU tune up your m-ju

chine to give full power; moderate
chaa-ges.—Queen's Buildings, Old Bailey.

REUAELE Repairs.—Cylinders re-bored,
fitted with new piston, complete,

158. ; new piston, 78. 6d. ; rings, 2s. 6d.
pesr set.—Gas Engine a.nd Motor Works,
Forest Hill. S.E.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Ariel Coupler, nearly new,

for decent push cycle.—W. Ashby,
Bredgaj-.

EXCHANGE Phonograph, 60 records,
cost £7 15s.. for motor bike.—71. Tan-

field Road, Croydon.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle new
10ft. billiard table.—Motor, 7d1, ijlu

Kent Road, London.

EXCHANGE Lady-back tandem and
cycle for motor.-Eagles, 118. Totten-

ham Boad, Kingsland.

EXCHANGE 3 h.p. Quadrant, in splendid
order, for gent's cycle and cash.—

34. Bellenden Road. Peckham.

PERRY'S Chain-belt, liWle used, for
motor cycle back Bowden brake.—

Dymoke, Ohesham Villas, Pinner.

i Q06 Rex, spring forks, very fine ma-
-Lt/ chine, lOr up-to-da'te ligntweight.

—

Box 9,184. The Motor Cycle ofacea. Cov-
entry.

EXCHANGE 2i h.p. Jap (vertical) En-
gine, carburetter, and cash tor 6^

or 5 h.p. twin.—61. Traflord Koad, Sal-
ford.

r.N.. tour-cylinder, 3| h.p., 400 miles;
garaged Loudon ; excJiange 1^ h.p.

r.N., cash.—Watson, 51. Wiudmill Roac'
Luton.

BROOKS B125 and Geough Gl Saddleo,
both new, for Brooks spring seat or

extra large saddle. — 78, Hattou Trive,
Belfast.

31 h.p. M.M.C., Perry frame and fittings,
2 practically new; accept gooa Pl.^

oike and little cash.—179, Lea Road, Wol-
verhampton.

PUSH Bike, two-speeds, gent's 18 ct.

ring, silver lever watch, and cash,
for good motor bike. — Warde. chapel
Street, Knottingley.

HALIFAX.—What do you want.' We
exchange motor cycles, tricars,

cars, or 1908 Rex and N.S. U. models; list

on application.—16. Westgate, Halifax.

NEW Rex de Luxe, black finish, twin,
magneto, Roc clutch, twin wheels,

tor single magneto itex and £15 15s.—Box
9,183, The Motor Cycle Oflices. Coventry.

"I
Q07 Pour-cylinder P.N. wanted; ex-

J-t/ change £10 and 25 h.p. vindec
Special, Jb'.N., excellent condition.—Jonu-
stoue, 2, BailUes Causeway, Hamilton. '

THIQjvtPH Cycle, three-speed gear, like

new, tor not less tuan il h.p. en-
gine, silencer, carburetter, good make.
—Harding, Halberton, 'i'iverton, Lpro'i.

FOURrCYLINDER P.N. ; exchange tor oj

h.p. Minerva, or Brown, niag'neto
preferred; must be nearly new. — j5,

mount Pleasant Road. Stroud Green, i\.

GRAND Brindle, or Brindle Pied Bull
Bitch, good pedigree, for motor

cycle, or sell £15; part cash given tor
good one.—W. Wilby, Gildersome, Leeds.

EXCHANGE ik h.p. Raleigh. Pafnir en-
gine, in good condition, for junior

pu«h bike, suit boy 8, and cash.—Wil-
lett, Abinghall, All Saints' Road. Ips-
wich.

EXCHANGE Clyde magneto and Grif-
fon,, both 2% h.p.. excellent condi-

tion, for new 1903 Triumph, Vindec ; bal-
ance in cash.—Motor Depot, Green Street,
Cambridge.

MAUDE'S. — We want your present
mount in part payment tor any

make of new or second-hand. We are
here to accept exchanges.-Maude's. Lilly
Lane, Halifax.

4 h.p. Aster Bike, nearly new, and ^
h.p. De Dion tricycle, good condi-

tion, for single-seated runabout, Eagle
or Barnes preferred.—Needham. Shales-
moor, Shefaeld.

SPECIALITIES.
Different illustrations every week.

'TEE BEE'
HAND STARTING OE'VICE.

Price 20/-. By post 20/4.

WILL START ANY ENGINE, WITH EASE.
Write for Booklet.

'TEE BEE' SPECIALITIES can be had
tlirough cycle and m:'.:r agents, or direct.

TEMPLETON BROS.,
S35, Sauchiehall St., GLASGOW.

GRAND EXHIBITION OF
MOTOR CYCLES AND ACCESSORIES.

TEMPLETON BROS, are holding a special
show at their Showrooms, 535, SauchiehallSt.,
Glasgow, from 15th to 22nd February

(both days inclusive).

All the Principal Makes are on View.

No More

Duds or Crocks
We guarantee the following

machines as sound.

3J h.p. Twin Werner,
Spring Forks, £18)10s.

5-^ h.p. 1907 Twin N.S.U.,
Two-speed, £40 Os.

3J h.p. 1907 Triumph,
as new, £35 Os.

Two 3 h.p. Magneto
N.S.U's., £24 OS.

Lightweight N.S.U'.s, and Duplex
Motocyclettes stocked. Agents
for N.S.U.'s, Quadrants, and
Vindec Specials.

THE MOTOR MART, Union St., Brighton.

REDUCTION IN PRICE.
WRIGHT'S ORIGIIVAL FOOTRESTS.

ANY SIZE . 8/6 ONLY.
Save all damage to machine. A real comfort.

A. 0. WRIGHT, 6, Lorrimore
Building!, Walwoith, S.E.

2f

EXCHANGE.
_ h.p. F.N. ; £11; in good condition;
<4: exchanffe, or sell, for geDt's cycle.

—159, Plasbet Eoad, West Ham.

EXCHANGE Steam Electric Ldglit Plan,
accumulators, etc., for good motor

cycle, or sell £20.-46. London Koad, St.
Albaas.

WE Will Exchange your old machine
for any new one you desire to

possess : liberal terms.—128. High Eoad,
Tottenham.

CONTINENTAL Butted Tube, 26in. bi'

2in., Gough motor saddle (both
new), tor Brooks BlOO new condition.—
159, Cattell Eoad. Birming'ham.

HOWAKD, 2i h.p., good condition
light, simple, reliable, for good

make, three-speed push bike; sell £10.—
Jubilee House, Stoke G-olding, Nuneaton.

8-10 h.p. F our-cylinder Leader, two-
seater, splendid condition through-

out, new gears ; sacrifice 85 guineas

;

pnoto : tricar or motor cycle and cash
considered.—6. Poulton J'oad, Southport.

EXCHANGE, 6J h.p. International, two-
seater car, three speeds and re-

verse, perfect order, for tricar and little
cash, or sell £25.—Stevens, 4, Goldhawk
Mews. Shepherd's Bush

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle or
tricar, new furniture, any descrip-

tion, direct from the works, valued
wholesale.—Furniture manufacturer, 3-5,

New Norfolk Street, Shoreditch, London

EXCHANGE half-plate camera, Buscb
lens, three D.D. slides, as new, and

all aocesaoriee, also push cycle, almot
new, for good 3 h.p. motor cycle, or sell

£13.—J. E. RothweU, 76, Canning Street,
Burnley.

EXCHANGE.—1907 2i h.p. Jap, very low,
long bars, Chater-Lea throughout,

round copper tank, Longuemare, s^mart,
powerful machine, as new; exchange for
piano.—Duckett, 2, Lynton Villas. Worle,
Somerset.

EXCHANGE South African grey parrot,
thoroughly acclimatised, splendid

talker, long sentences, whistles, sings,
good mimic, for good magneto, or any-
tuing motoring.—Maxlield, Burnley Eoad,
Padinam.

QUADCAE, 3 h.p. De Dion engine, gear
driven, wheel steering, bucket seat,

tyres in good condition ; will exchange
tor Eex de Luxe, Triunipli, or other good
make, or sell £25.—Morgan, castleton
V lua, Pontypridd.

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.-
Wauchope'a arrange exchanges.

Motor cycles, light cars, or tricars taken
in part payment for new 1903 Triumphs,
N.S.U., Bats. Quadrants. Vindec Specials.
Eocsj F.N.'s, Minervas. etc.

EXCHANGE 2| h.p. Chater-Lea, 26in.
wheels^, first-class condition, low

built, and Chater-Lea cross frame push
pedal, with new Palmer special on back,
and new roadster on front ; also pair ot
platted wheels', with two-speed hub to fit

same, for good 3i h.p. or twin.—7a, Strath-
ville Eoad. Barlsfieid.

EXCHANGE.—WUI give splendid full-
plate camera, complete, with slides

and adapters, tripod. Bee meter, and all
accessories, also good push bike, Coventry
Challenge, nearly new, and little cash,
for good high powered motor cycle, late
pattern ; no rubbish.—Swinnerton, Ade-
laide Street, Penton.

FOE Exchange, Prested trembler coil,
condition as new. for good plain

coil, no rubbish ; also one cover, A Won,
with Pullman non-skid, scarcely touched,
size 26 by 2; also one motor lamp. Mil-
ler's EdUte, with number pla>te, as new,
for anything useful: good motor inner
tubes, 26 by 2in., preferred. — ThoS'. H.
Downs, Holbeach, Linos.

EXCHANGE 44 h.p. Lagonda Tricar, air-
cooled, belt-driven, new Palmer cord

to back wheel, others only run few
miles, flrst-clasB condition, equal to new,
front wheel, with spring forks, to con-
vert to cycle, Beuz car, belt drive, artil-
lery wheels, new tyres to back, in good
condition, for high powered tricar, or
sell.—9,168, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20,

Tudor Street, B.C.

9,
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EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE PbosQix Trimo, Minerva, 5i-

4* li.p., Anglian two-speed. Brooks
noTi-skid on back wheel, starts like a
car. and will climb any hill, tor up-to-
date motor cycle, cash adjustment.—To-
bacconist. 110, Cross Lane, Salford.

WANTED.
WANTED, pair Bex 1905 rigid front

forks, cheap.—25. Northam Road,
Southampton.

WANTED, High-grade Motor Cycle for
cash.—Dalton, 120, Pershore Street,

Birmingham.

PAIR Xl'all spring forks^ 1908 pattern,
plated, good condition.—Whittard,

Potter's Bar.

\A/'ANTED, spray carburetter, for 3
V V h.p., sound, econoniical.—A., The
Knowl, Abingdon.

WANTED, motor cycle, good make and
condition, cheap. — Rust. West

Mers-ea, Colchester.

WANTED, Zi h.p. Twin Engine. 26 by
2i Chater back wheel. — 221, Chel-

tenham Road. Bristol.

REX Spring Porks wanted, complete,
perfect.—J. Lewis, 23. Arden tioad.

Birchiields. Birmingham.

TTTTASTE Indiarubber. every descrip-
VV tion; highest prices paid.—Union
Rubber Co., Calls. Leeds.

"IJT^ANTED, second-hand internal ex-
V> pansion or band brake.—Millward.

11. Regent Terrace. Cambridge.

HALIFAX.-High-class macliines pur-
chased for prompt cash.—Halifax

Motor Exchange. Westgate. Halifax.

WANTED, motor cycle. 1907. 3 h.p.. or
over, guaranteed, and trial al-

lowed.—68. Cliesnnt Road. Tottenbam.

MpTOR Cycle. 2|-3i h.p., magneto.—
Write fullest particulars. T.r'.W..

52. Ditton Court Road. WestcUffe. Essex.

WANTED. 3J h.p. cycle. N.S.U., F.N.. or
Triumph preferred. magneto,

spring forks. — Neale, 245, Middlewood
Koad, Sheffield.

WANTED, latest Triumph motor cycle
and cash, for 8-10 h.p. Cadillac

ear. model A., four-seater.—1 he Library.
Bunting-ford. Herts.

''pRICAES and Motor Cycles, any make,
J- in part payment for 6 h.p. Rover
cars at £13J.—Davis and Son, Moseley.
Birmingham.

WANTED, good motor cycle or tricar;
exchange new 10ft. billiard table,

or sell £24.—A. Cooper, 751. Old Kent
Road, London.

WANTED, sidecars, any quantity;
will give in exchange new £10 10s.

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles

;

cash waiting if quality and prices
are right.—Farrar. Square Road. Halifax.

TIEICAR, wheel steering, at least two
speeds, condition no object; must

be cheap. — Particulars to 18, Oowan
.street. Kirkcaldy.

FiIRST-CLASS Sidecar wanted, in ex-
change for photographic apparatus

and lady's cycle. — Summerfield. Sel-
worthy. Newport. Mon.

WANTED, your old motor cycle, in
part payment for either a new 1908

model of any make, or a second-hand
mount.—Lilly Lane. Halifax.

WANTED. 100 motor cycles, second-
hand, in part payment for 1908

new models by leading makers. — Wau-
chope's, 9. Shoe Lane. London.

LIGHT Forecar. brakes, side stays, suit-
able 22in, frame, condition imma-

terial.—Price, particulars. J. W. Johnson.
20. Southwark Park Road, Bermondsey.
S.E.

WANTED, new or nearly so. 2i h.p.
Minerva or Jap engine, inclined,

to clamp to under side of front tube,
complete with carburetter and silencer.
—Lowest price for cash to No. 9.191. The
Motor Ci/rle Offices. Coventry.

Makes "^w^

Free

from
Side

Play.

Safety

Steps
Fitted.

No
Hooks

ARENAVJED FOR THEV REALI-V
EXCELS ALt

Fhis accounts ior their popularity, 10,000 pairs
aaving been sold. Orders executed by return, i,ooo
oalrs always in stock, all interchangeable. Order at
once if you would EN.'OY WOTOR CYCLING.

XL'ALL

%:^- Ctxxttrtaxcjs
for they are constructed on, scieutific^ lines, springs
are also regulated to suit each rider. The saddle
peak sinks as much as the back, so it never alters

its tilt. Many riders testify that they are

$^'Wtxt^e-^t Boiym
For LIGHT MOTORS 17/6, HEAVY 25/-

Send for listE.

XL,'AI.L. SPECiAklTIES ktd.,
25, Mariineau Street, Birmingham.

THE GRIP IVIOTOR CYCLE HANDLE.

Blacli Buffalo Horn Handle, 2/6 per pair
free, with solution for fixing. Give size

of handle-bar.
HILL BBOS., 3:;. Broom Close. Sheffield.

WANTED.
WANTED, small power motor cycle;

exchang-e 10 bore bree«h loader,
splendid gun; approval, deposit. — Hol-
lands, High Street, West Tarring. Worth-
ing.

WANTED, good ii h.p. silencer, 'cheap,
describe make, fitting, or exchang'e

pair plated spring forks for good back
brake and silencer.—Paul. Glnrryford.
Belfast.

GOOD Twin or Pour-cylinder Motor Bi-

cycle, magneto, wanted, in exchange
for H h.p. Sunbeam, Mabley. two-sieated
car, running order. — Muller, Hutton,
Guisborough. Yorks.

WANTED. Eagle tricar frame, wheels,
etc. or any other tricar, open

frame, without engine, suitable for run-
about.—Particulars. Clifford. 51. Weaste
Road. Weaste. Manchester.

WANTED.
SIDECAR, low. good condition, fit Rex

de Luxe.—56. Riverview Grove. Chis-
wick.

WANTED, a Mabon free engine clutch
tor 3J h.p. Minerva.—Schreib"!

.

LymingtDn.

FORECAEEIAGE, with long stays, sooJ
condition and make.—Notley. High

Street. Pinner.

WANTED. Coach-built Sidecar; cheap,
for 3J h.p. Brown.—^fiacecoiirse

Garage. Doncaster.

WANTED, Motor Tricycle, twin-cylin-
dered engine, inch belt.—J.M.. HI,

Larkhall Lane. S.W.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, exchange four
cycles ; eveninr -.—134. Highgate

Road. Kentish Town.

WANTED, Clement-Garrard, 2J h.p.;
cheap for cash.—Tomlinson, St

Helen's Road, Swansea.

WANTED. Bosch magneto for si'jgle-
cylinder motor. — Tench. Upper

King Street. Norwich.

WANTED, Clutch, Humber. Chater-
Lea. or similar.—Young, Gas

Works, Bishop Auckland.

JAP Engine, new, 2J h.p., exchange
roadster, brand new,—25, South-

ampton Street. Pentonville.

"1^7ANTED, spray carburetter for 2 h.p.
Vt engine; approval.—Davis. Pern
Oottaire. Balderton. Newark.

WANTED. 1906 or 1907 Triumph or F.N.
motor cycles: cheap for cash.—

Rey. 5. Heath Street. Hampstead.

T^T"ANTED, good Motor Cycle, about 3

Vt h.p., magneto.—Write (no dealers
entertained). J. P.. 44, Pembroke Street,
N.

WANTED, chain drive clutch, also
Chater back hub and parts to com-

plete a bike.—99. Benthal Boad, Stoke
Newington.

WANTED, about 3i h.p. Motor Cycle,
cheap cash, or part exchans:e

Centatir road racer cycle.—71, Burghley
Road, Hornsey.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, exchange win-
ning collie dog, head 12in., 27in.

shoulder, winner.—Allen Williams, Pave
Lane. Newport, Salop.

WANTED. 1908 Magneto Triumph, ex-
change patent rights, ffas stove.

Kitchener combination.—Hart. 8. Shaftes-
bury Street. Walworth.

VINDEC Stand. 2J by 26 cover, free en-
gine clutch, spring pillar; stamp.—

Bramston. c/o Macgillwig, 29, Libson
Street, Hillhead, Gla.sgow.

WANTED, your old mounts in pay-
ment for ne"w machines, any

makes ; catalogues on application.—Rey,
5, Heath Street. Hampstead.

~\^7"ANTED, good 7 or 3 h.p. Twin Eu-
VV gine, Peugeot or Jap preferred, in
exchange for 5 h.p. twin Kerry and cash
—Swanston, Woodside, Sa.criston.

"I
Q07. magneto model, single or twin.

±tj must be low, good make and
cheap ; Lancashire district.—Box 9,186.
The Motor C'licU Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, Lady's Pedal Bike, offer
lady or gent's gold watch; motor

horn. BlOO saddle, iin. belt, offer watch
or jewellery.—Counsell, Jeweller, Faring-
don.

WANTED, approval. BlOO, stand, oil

pump, spring forks. Bowden ex-
haust lift. Longuemare or F.N. carburet-
ter.—Pett. 5. Bonheur E?ad. Bedford
Park.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, well-known make.
2 long wheelbase, low build. 2J tyres,

condition as new ; cheap ; must bear ex-
nert examination.—Apply. 2. Charleville
Road, West Kensington. W.

MOTOSACOCHE, or F.N. Lightweight,
in exchange for 1907 twin Bex. per-

fect condition. Watawata non-skid, twc-

accumulators, etc., magneto preferred. -
J.. 28. Station Road. Eedhill.

WANTED. Rover. De Dion, or good
inake small car. preferably with

hood and screen; 4J h.p. Riley tricar,
coach-built seats, in part exchange.—De-
laney, 101. Sutherland .4venue, W.

Ill anmve.ring ajny advertisement mi thl.t page it '? denirnhle that ymi mention " The Motor Ci/ch."
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

ON the 1 8th inst., as most of our readers already

know, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
(Mr. Asquith) received two deputations—one
composed of representatives of the Royal
Automobile Club and the Auto Cycle Union

md the other of the Motor Union. Mr. Robert Todd
epresented the interests of motor cyclists on behalf

)f the R.A.C. and A.C.U., and the Rev. F. W.
Sassard-Short did a like service for the Motor Union.
Vluch as we regret the dissension between the R.A.C.
md the M.U., no one can deny that " it is an ill wind
hat blows nobody good." Motor cyclists have
jrobably to thank the present rivalry which exists

between the R.A.C. and M.U. for an adequate repre-

;entation of their interests. We have had occasion
o point out previously that the motor cyclists' case

vas not properly put before the Royal Commission
nther by the Alotor Union (which engineered the

notorists' case before the commissioners) or any other
3ody, and we therefore welcome the indication that

:he two bodies are proving themselves anxious to show
That they can do on behalf of the motor cycling com-
Dunity. We hope this dual representation will not
ead to the fate which overtook the individual who
ried to seat himself on two stools and only succeeded
n falling between them. Such a contingency is

5ossible, but, we trust, remote. In the interests of
ill motorists it is to be hoped that the two leading
oodies will shortly settle their differences, so that
urther deputations to any Minister of the Government
;an be made jointly. Dual representation must cause
I- certain amount of suspicion in the minds of the
luthorities, particularly if different policies are

iidvocated.

liiilliilillVlllllVl'l'lllTMl "^

We understand that the R.A.C. waited on the

Chancellor of the Exchequer by invitation, and its

deliberations were absolutely private. From the dis-

cussion that took place between Mr. Asquith and the

M.U. representatives, however, it would appear that

the R.A.C. advocated a system of taxation based on
engine dimensions It is natural to conclude that the

A.C.U. representative, Mr. Robert Todd, who repre-

sented motor cyclists, adopted the same policy. On
the supposition that such was the case, a comparison
between the methods advocated by the two bodies will

be interesting

The Motor Union advocate asl—d that motor cycles

should be treated as separate and distinct from cars,

and pointed out that the present taxation was altogether

out of proportion. The arguments he advanced
were that motor cycles did comparatively no damage
to the roads, raised comparatively no dust, and the

initial cost of the machines was very low. As com-
pared to cars, the tax on motor cycles averaged approxi-

mately from three to five times as much per cent, on

the initial cost.

Provided that moneys derived are appropriated for

highway purposes, the Motor Union in its memo-
randum which was handed to the Chancellor said

it would acquiesce in a scale of taxation for motor

cycles as follows: Motor bicycles weighing less than

2 cwt., 7S. 6d. ; motor cycles weighing less than 7 cwt.,

15s. ; and motor cycles and motor cars not exceed-

ing 12 cwt., 30s.

Now, presuming the R.A.C. rating is to be used for

defining the horse-power of a motor cycle, we find

that an engine of 76 mm. by 76 mm. works out at

just over 3.^ h.p., and a twin-cylinder of equal dimen-

sion at 7J^ h.p., whereas in motor cycle parlance a
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76 mm. bv 76 mm. engine is never reckoned, and does

not give, more than 2 3_^ h.p., and a twin of the same
dimensions 5 h.p. Therefore a 5 h.p. twin motor

bicycle on R.A.C. rating would be classified with a

car of 7 h.p. and weighing anything up to locwt.

or more, while the motor bicycle actually weighs well

under 2 cwt. For this reason we are entirely opposed
to motor cycles being classified on R.A.C. rating

for the pui-pose of taxation, and we favour the classifi-

cation by weight as more reasonable. The M.U.
suggests a slightly higher taxation for motor cycles

of 7 cwt. , by which we presume is meant the heaviest

type.; of tricars, and in this it doubtless suggests

what is fair. For motor bicycles under 2 cwt. a

much lower tax, viz., 7s. 6d., or one half the present

figure, is advocated, while practically all other motor

cycles would come within the weight limit of 7 cwt.,

and be taxed no more than they are at present, viz.,

15s.

We do not hold out much hope of a reduction in the

present tax, although lightweight motor bicycles are

really no more destructive to the road surface than a

tandem pedal bicycle with its two riders, which escapes

scot free. ^Vhat must be fought against is an increase

in the taxation of motor cycles, and, if possible, the,

rendering of the present tax more equitable. The
Budget, it is expected, will be out in May, and there

is therefore very little time indeed in which to state

the motor cyclists' case.

Motor cyclists who have any influence with members
of Parliament should do all they can to show them thai

the tax as at present fixed is in the majority of case;

out of proportion to the average cost of the machine
and the w'ear and tear it puts upon the highways. Alsf

to explain that motor cyclists ate most careful drivers

partly because if any collision occurs they and thai

machines are more likely to suffer than anyone else

We have reason to believe the R.A.C. and A.C.U
have done this already, and we hope will continue Si

to do until justice is obtained.

In conclusion, we should say that experts on taxatio:

consider it the height of folly to have suggested to th

Chancellor of the Exchequer that he should devoli

motor taxes to road maintenance. His duty is to rais

money by taxation, not to direct the expenditure of tl

funds he raises, and therefore the Motor Union woul

have been much wiser to have directed the whole of i

arguments towards getting taxation reduced.

Magnet Motor Cycles.
ALTHOUGH Magnet motor cycles are among the

most successful mechanically propelled bicycles

in Germany, little has been heard of them on

this side of the water. These machines

possess some -veiy interesting features, and we illus-

The inlet valves are mechanically operated on t\

machine by means of overhead tappet rods. Anotb
interesting point is that tivo magnetos are fitted—

in front and one at the rear of the crank case. T
standard tyres are 2 4in. by aj^in., and the total wei^

of the machine is given as 170 lbs. Other mod
are a 2 h.p. lightweight machine and a trade trie.

A 3i h.p. two-speed Magnet Bioycle, fitted with rigid sidecar attachment.

trate two of the manv models which most conform to

British ideas. The first machine illustrated is of

3j4 h.p., the cylinder dimensions being 84 mm. by

82 mm., and a low-tension magneto is used. A
two-speed gear and free engine is fitted on the counter-

shaft of patented design, with a combined belt and

chain drive. There are no pedals, foot plates being

provided in their stead. A rigid pattern sidecar is

shown attached to the bicycle, and a special form

of supplementary handle-bar to enable the driver to sit

in the passenger's seat and control the machine when
he so desires. The second model is a twin-cylinder

5 h.p. mount, cylinder dimensions 70 mm. by 82 mm.

The 5 h.p. twin-cylinder machine referred to.

Further particulars can be obtained from the t

lepresentative in the United Kingdom, H. D. Man .

18, Eed Lion Passage, Holborn. W.C.
>-•••-<

The bore and stroke of the Bradbury tricar

lished in the Buyers' Guide of February 12th sh.

be 8g x 89 mm., not 82 x 82 mm. as printed.

We are in receipt of Messrs. Nilmelior, Ii

latest catalogue. The firm of Nilmelior, Ltd.,

Alfred Place, Tottenham Court Road, W.C, are i'

selling agents of the well-known Bassee-Michel igniw

specialities. The catalogue in question is of ga'

interest to motor cyclists, since motor cycle c-S-

contact breakers, switches., and magnetos are illustr "i

and described.
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On January 8th wi published a leading article on Motor Cycles for Industrial Purposes. A contributor who read

that article has sent u-. a short account of his experiences with an industrial motor cycle, which we hope will be of

interest to our readers.

rO many readers, driving a tricar is perhaps an

every-day occurrence, which occasions no more
comment in the ordinary way than taking a

tram ride. The vivid description .of a motor

•ide in these days, given to friends at the club in the

evening, fails to arouse the interest of those thrilling

lair's breadth escapes of six or seven years ago, when

mything in the motor hue seemed as uncertain as our

>wn climate. Perhaps I may be excused for relating

lere an. account of a nightly trip I made of thirty-one

niles (approximately) on a tricar. Its purpose is pro--

sably not original, but to say the least it is a novel

jne. A brief description of some of my breakdowns

ind hurried repairs—the former caused by continual

lard driving—may be of some interest and perhaps

5f service to the uninitiated in motor cycle matters.

Riding for pleasure and riding against time night

ifter night for employment are two entirely different

'orms of entertainment. For instance, the tourist can,

IS a rule, smoke his cigarette and leisurely make his

tdjustment. I cannot indulge to this extent ; every

ninute is of the utmost importance,

ind it naturally behoves me to

uake a very careful inspection ol

:he machine before starting out

;

consequently ?l short time is re-

quired for tinkering, adjusting.

lUing up, etc., every afternoon.

Before going further, the nature

jf my flying errand may as well be

explained. It is the delivery of

:he local evening " enlightener
'

'—
1 late edition, which has a circula-

don in most villages and small

lowns within a radius of fifteen

miles of Kettering. To get them
there by train in anything like

reasonable time is awkward, owing
to many of the places being miles
from a railway station. The ineouh

venient times of trains would not
facilitate matters either, for the
particular edition required.

Preparing the Load.
We will just imagine for a

moment it is 5.20 p.m. I am at

the doors of my " garage "—a shed

Oarefully constructed of liberal portions of sugar boxes
and corrugated zinc—close to the printing works. A
shrill whistle imparts information to the effect that

the papers are rapidly going through the rotary printer,

and will be tied up ready to drop into the box on the

front of the tricar in five or six minutes' time. I get

to the door of the works, when fourteen parcels of

varying size are hurriedly dropped into the box in

convenient order, and in less than two minutes I

am off.

The road out of Kettering, like all roads in the

vicinity of towns, is terribly bumpy—can't go very

fast for the first mile at any rate ; I must malce up
time later on down hills. After negotiating a stiff

climb, about i in 8, and a mile of decent running, I

arrive at Burton Latimer, about three miles, in seven

or eight minutes. " Up to time to-night," says the

recipient of the parcel, as he snatches it out almost

before the tricar is stationary. " Yes," I bawl back to

him, at the same time letting in the clutch.

Mv next halt is Finedon. Out of Burton Latimer

The author ready to start on his nightly journey. Note the car headlight.
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9,000 Miles against Time.—
there is a moderately stiff climb, which the little tricar

manages as a rule without changing gear. After then

the road is fairly good until nearing Finedon. As 1

jam on both brakes on a slight down grade outside

H 's boot factory, I am met by a few gentlemen

with sporting proclivities, who, after a scramble for a

copy, evince deep interest in the result of the five

o'clock race.

Irthlingborough is not more than a couple of miles

distant. With luck I am there in a very few minutes

after leaving Finedon. Here a lad is stationed at a

certain spot, as indeed there is at every calling place

along the route, who lightens my load by one parcel.

Here my hurry receives a check in the nature of an

extremely narrow street and a fair amount of traffic

for the next mile, at the end of which I cross the river

Nene, and I am at Higham Ferrers L. and N.W. Rail-

way Station. Three small packages handed in here.

One more mile carries me into Higham itself—a quaint

mixture of an old-fashioned town and an over-grown

factory village, boasting of a mayor and corporation.

.\ glance at the church clock shows I am inside

schedule time by three minutes, and relieved of one

more bundle.

Dodging the Traffic.

The bootmaking town of Rushden practically joins

Higham, and it is at the aforementioned place my

5 h.p. Humber tricar is going to be relieved of a con-

siderable portion of its burden. For the next few

minutes I am busy dodging swarms of cyclists, boot

operatives turning out of the factories, railway lorries,

various forms of farmyard Imbifues, and dairy-producing

quadrupeds.

At Rushden I turn and retrace my tracks through

Higham, where I leave the main road, making my way

to Stanwick. A portion of this road beggars descrip-

tion. For a distance it is traversed daily by huge

waggons carrying stone from the quarries close by.

Over this it is impossible to travel at more than ten

miles per hour. A small consignment is thrown over-

board at Stanwick. After performing evolutions, which

would do credit to a figure skater, round its sharp

comers and narrow curly streets, I am running towards

Raunds, noted for its manufacture of army boots.

" Jigger's running well to-night," I am thinking, when

suddenly a nasty metallic snap and g-r-r-r-r. The
engine is suddenly doing 2,000 a minute. I know only

too well what has happened—driving chain gone, I

pull to the side; out goes my remaining freight, and

a hurried search for that spare chain. I say " search,"

for there are a hundred and one things in the way of

spares at the bottom of that box. I find it and attempt

to fit it. Half a link short; more adjusting necessary.

In about ten minutes I am away again, and making up

for lost time.

As I pull up at Raunds I am greeted with a round

of applause from a contingent of juveniles, whose

nightly recreation seems to consist of awaiting my
arrival for the purpose of making unkind remarks

relating to my punctuality, or want of it. To-night the

cheery reception is not genuine, but sarcasm, because

I am behind time. There seems to be renewed anxiety

regarding the winner of the five o'clock at this spot,

judging by the apparent impatience of those waiting

to secure a paper.

A Treacherous Descent.

1 stay but half a minute, and then make for the

little village of Ringstead. This is one of the best

bits of road I traverse, practically straight and un-

interrupted. I rattle off two miles at, well, perhaps

exceeding that speed legally prescribed. Down into

RLngstead, I waste no time—a treacherous descent into

the village, a very narrow road, and a right-angle turn

at the bottom, the alternative being a row of cottages

with iron railings as a substitute for a buffer in case

of failing brakes. I may say the hill is quite straight

to the bottom, and resembles a deep, narrow, railway

cutting ; there are no houses on either side or roads

leading into it—two important points which help to

excuse me for shooting it at my best speed. Here
again I am received by a little crowd composed of the

junior portion of the community ; there is a bit of a

scramble as to who shall be the temporary possessor

of the small consignment.

I am now nearing the end of my mad rush. Up out

of Ringstead is a good steep grade, which " the old

'bus," being practically empty, rattles up in good style.

In something like a mile I am coasting down a short,

steep hill, round a hairpin turn, nicely banked in the

wrong direction, fairly inviting anything on three or

four wheels to topple over, and I am in the pretty

little village of Denford, which nestles amid a bounti-

ful supply of foliage on the banks of the Nene. Rid

of one more package, the road to Thrapston runs

along the valley beside a backwater, which encroaches

on the road- in one place to such an extent as to render

it almost impassable in flood time. I make a point

of hugging the business side of the road on foggy

nights ; my old machine is very good in many ways,

but swimming is not one of its strong points.

Another mile, we arrive at Thrapston—a small old-

fashioned market town. A glance at the clock, I see

I am ten minutes behind time—just the time taken

to fit that spare chain—more abuse from the agent's

paper boys. My feelings are not hurt, however; fortu-

nately, I cannot hear all they say. Scarcely a moment
has elapsed when the streets reverberate and echo the

sweet-sounding strains of Evening Telegraph. I

turn into the Swan Hotel yard, for the hurrying part

of my ride is now over, and I am not long in making

my way to the smoking room, where I can recline at

mine ease for a brief interval.

The Return Journey.

My journey home—nine miles—is, as a rule, un-

eventful. At Woodford I throw overboard a small

cargo, and the business portion of my outing coiv

eludes, after which I enjoy a steady run home of seven

miles.

The foregoing gives a little idea of how I spent my
evenings—hall, rain, or snow—from Easter to the

late autumn of 1906. Probably the reader has

been drawing on his imagination and picturing me
careering along on a fine summer's evening, when the

ride is more or less enjoyable. Let him again draw

on his imagination, and see me starting out on a cold

foggy night in November, when my headlight will fail

to penetrate more than a dozen yards ahead, and I

am fearfully apprehensive as to the number of carts

going in my direction—without rear lights, of course

—

or cattle being driven along the road in darkness ;
the

anxiety and care I display on a dark night in dodging
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9,000 Miles against Time.—
shadows and imaginary obstacles, only to escape being
knocked into eternity by the genuine thing. It has
been a constant source of trouble to me that legisla-

tion has not provided a law compelling cattle to carry

a front or " tail " light. At the same time, I must say

that with continual night riding one cultivates a sub-

lime indifference to possible obstacles, or it may be
that one's eyes grow accustomed to the darkness.

Luckily, I can boast of only two victims—one a dog,

the other a sheep—only slightly wounded in both cases,

and no damage to myself or machine.
My mechanical troubles have naturally been

aumerous, being out in all weathers ; broken chains

have perhaps wasted more time than anything. 1

cannot remember how often it has occurred or how
many new ones I have had. One thing is certain—the

average tricar driving chain is totally inadequate for

the work it has to do. The parts which have given

me the least trouble are the clutch and two-speed
gear; both, after 9,000 miles, show not the slightest

sign of wear. I need hardly mention I have worn
out several rear covers. The mudguards originally

on the machine soon rattled themselves to pieces ; at

one time they were mended with copper wire every

few miles until I had stronger ones fitted by a local

blacksmith. I found the spring saddle pillar

absolutely indispensable. Two accumulators wired to

a two-way switch often kept me out of trouble. As
to lamps, I have long since ceased to juggle and
conjure with so-called motor cycle lamps. I use a
Salsbury Flaro ; admitted it looks ridiculously out
of proportion, but it answers its purpose—it gives a
light by which I am able to discern objects 100 yards
ahead.

It is my impression the usual methods adopted for

carrying the coil and accumulators are anything but

satisfactory. They are often in burglar-proof cases,

and for general inconvenience and inaccessibility are

genuine feats of human ingenuity. I may say I never
use a non-skid cover; side-slip is not one of my
terrors. The machine often slides yards off the

straight, but on being well acquainted with its achieve-

ments I have quite a contempt for its fruitless gyra-

tions. No doubt such performances in London traffic

would have serious results, but on country roads it is

different.

Stoppages and the Causes.

Inlet valves were at one time a continual trouble
until I had some made locally, much thicker in the
stem, admitting a stout, flat key.

Only twice have I failed to complete the journey.
Once a broken piston brought- about my retirement

;

another occasion a broken exhaust valve (I had un-
intentionally mislaid the spare one before starting out).

Involuntary stops have been numerous. One I can
call to mind which was puzzling for a few minutes was
caused by the round disc, or what is known as the
butterfly throttle, dropping down the induction pipe
and lodging snugly over the spray nipple of the
carburetter.

On another occasion I am afraid I was the victim
of some individual humorously inclined. There was
a wedding party at which I was to attend; 8 p.m.
was the appointed time for the evening's festivities to
commence. A good part of the afternoon was spent

in tuning up and making careful examinations with
a view of minimising any chance of delay on the road.
At 5.25 I attempted to start up, but all my kindly
words and persuasive methods failed to induce that

engine to fire even once. I kept tugging at the handle,
varying the exercise by examining something or other.

Everything seemed in perfect order, and yet it refused.

I had been injecting petrol into the inlet, which was
customary; some got on my hand, I looked at it, 1

smelt of it, and was not long in deciding that I had
been expending my vital energy in a vain attempt to

start up on water. A description of my conversation
to the motor is unfit for publication. The reader may
guess my feelings. The water was everywhere it

shouldn't be—in the tank, in the carburetter, in the
engine (in fact, it was a full half-hour before the poor
thing could be jerked into active service). Oh, if I

could only find the man who filled my petrol can with
a gallon of water!

Once on the road, fortunately, all went well.

Much of my trouble no doubt has been accentuated
by the terrible roads (in places) and always driving at

Tbe^Basingstoke and District m.C. private club room.

practically top speed. 1 must confess the tricar has

been as much a trouble to keep in order as three motor
bicycles, due, of course, to the unfair usage it

received. In justice to it, however, it should

be mentioned it was not specially built for the work,
and was not quite new when I signed on for the

arduous task it was called upon to perform.
The fuel—that is, petrol—lubricating oil, and

carbide cost on an average 6s. 6d. to 7s. per week.
New tyres helped to swell the expenses sheet. Two
new rear covers have been fitted besides the one already

on when purchased. Two have been retreaded, and
two new front covers have been found necessary.

A Business Success.
Taking all things into consideration from a business

standpoint, it is no exaggeration to claim the venture

a huge success. In the daylight I have arrived at

Thrapston with but few exceptions within the hour,

including ten calls. In the dark I have averaged
eighty minutes for the same distance.

As a healthy recreation and an appetiser I have
found nothing better, and it is with deep regret I

look back upon my nightly excursions, which are now
abandoned. H. A. P.

-J
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A Case of Overheating.

I have heard this week of what I consider to be

the most interesting case of " overheating
'

' I have ever

laid before my readers, and I am asking the editor

to print the symptoms and cure as they were related to

me.
Symptoms.—Engine running tremendously hot;

valves pitting; exhaust valve spring swiftly losing

temper; valve box glowing red by night.
,
Throttle

and air lever acted as switches, or very nearly so, i.e.,

when engine was running at any speed, slow or fast,

to alter setting of throttle or air lever usually stopped

the engine firing altogether.

Cure.—Raising level of petrol in jet.

Explatiation.—Ninety-nine riders out ot

a hundred would say after valve lift, cleanli-

ness of silencer, accuracy of lubrication,

etc. , had been tested, " This is a case of

too rich a mixture.
'

' They would set about

reducing the size of jet, lowering petrol level

in the jet, and so on. It is a case of too

rich a mixture, but it is due to an exception-

ally low level in the jet, and ihis is how it

is explained. When the engine was

pedalled the suction at first was insufficient

to raise any petrol from the jet ; on the

suction increasing, it first of all draws the

petrol level to the top of the jet, and finally

keeps it there, and sets the engine running

properly. The driver then begins to open

the extra air, but, owing to the exceptionally

low level, the slightest derangement upsets

'he suction, and the petrol sinks down
towards the foot of the jet, and the engine

stops firing until the air is shut off and the

suction in the jet chamber is increased again.

Finding the engine stops as soon as the extra air is

opened, the unlucky rider naturally goes on with his

extra air closed, under which conditions the engine is

receiving too rich a mixture. The rider cannot supply

a correct mixture of air and petrol, and goes on running

till his valves pit and his engine gets red hot. To
consider the cure, the level of petrol in the jet was first

of all raised until the spirit stood flush with the top

of the jet without brimming over. The result of

this was as follows :

(i) The engine promptly became much easier to

start.

(2) On the air lever being opened the increased

supply of air did not cause the level of the liquid to

sink as far as before. Consequently the engine both

kept on firing and ran cool, instead of stopping tilt

the air was cut off, and then running hot.

(3) The other adjustments of the carburetter were
now capable of being verified, and it was found that

the jet was too large, since the engine would take

full extra air before the throttle was fully open.

Accordingly, the size of the jet was reduced and the

petrol level set about ^in. from the top of the jet, and
it was found full extra air could not be given till the

engine was running at its fastest.

(4) When the reduction of the jet area had been

added to the correct level of petrol in the jet the engine

gave thoroughly satisfactory results for the first time

in its history.

Thos* whom the Above may Help.

The above experience should be read, learnt, and
inwardly digested by all motor cyclists suffering from

—

(i) Overheating.

(2) Difficulty of starting.

(3) Incapacity to use all their extra air.

(4) Quickly pitting valves.

The complete motor-bicycle the engine of which is described on page 161, It has one^cylindef^'

and two pistons, and the explosions take place between the pistons.

(5) Knocking at slow speeds.

(6) Valve springs swiftly losing their temper.

(7) Switchlike effects of altering the setting of car

buretter levers.

And let me add that in testing the level of petro"

in the jet it is useless to make the test with the car

buretter taken off the machine and levelled on ;

bench. The carburetter should be tested whei

levelled at the same angle as it occupies on thi

machine. This further shows the desirability

having the carburetter placed athwart the machine
so that the grade of the road does not interfere witl

this very vital point of the setting of the petrol level

If the carburetter is fitted with a single jet it is difficul

to correctly ascertain the height of the liquid. The bes

plan is to secure a spare jet and bore the top righ

through, leaving the jet the same height ; the leve

can thenbe seen quite easily. When a Longuemare i

fitted there is no necessity to obtain a spare jet.
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"Brooks
Tyres and
Bands - =

defy puncture and
skidding."

The " Long-life " Stud gives
efficiency—the material and
peculiar construction ensure
durability.

Please ask for our prices and particulars.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

Dept. 79,

Gt. Charles Street BIRMINGHAM,

,=»«^

BROOKS
•• Stratcx "

¥1 r> 1 4' Bcrisford

Patent .

.

suits all motor cycles. In strength,

ftexibility, smooth running, GRlPi
durability and adaptability, it is

universally suitable. No motorist

who has tried a " Stratex " cares to

return to the old Belt—for many
reasons. Write to-day for our Belt

Booklet, and read all about it. A
" Stratex " is the best to buy. . .

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd
,

Dept. 79,

Gt. Charles Street..BIRlVlINGHAM.

In answering either af these advertisements it is dfsirable that you menfinv " The Motor Cycle."
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A word about the ROC TWIN . . .

ffl The design which has made the single cyl. 4 h.p. Military Roc world-famous, applies the same to

the Roc Twin.

•^^ The Roc Twin engine is 5-6 h.p., 76 mm. bore x 76 mm. stroke, A.O.I.V.

S The Roc Twin has just the same low comfortable seat—the long wheelbase—the live back axle

with hand starting—the pedal-operated Roc patent clutch-speed-gear. It has also the same

S strong duplex frame—exactly the kind of frame that is wanted for sidecar work.

As evidence of the remarkable strength of the Twin

Roc it is interesting to recall the test of a private

rider, Mr. C. A. Palmer whose experience was re-

ported in " The Motor Cycle," January 22nd, 1908.

Mr. Palmer's Twin Roc, succeeded in towing a

tricar with a weight of 1,028 lbs. up a i in 7i to

I in 8 gradient.

The fact of the frame and gear standing the pull

of the 5 h.p. engine and a load of nearly half a

ton is sufficient proof of the quality and strength

of the Roc's working parts.

1908 Rao Twin, S-6h.p. Military Model, S. Bosch H.T.
magnet*. Roc ciutch-speed-gear, 55 GNS.

A. W. WALL, Ltd., Roc Motor Cycle Works, BIRMINGHAM.
(Corner Dartmouth Street).

standardised for the

The Motor Cycle "

The price complete

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., now present their solution to

THE VARIABLE GEAR CONTROVERSY.
The " Gradua "—the infinitely variable gear (for belt-driven machines) as described in last week's " Motor
Cycle."

NO END THRUST! NO JOCKEY PULLEY!! NO SLACK BELT!!!
SAVES PETROL. SAVES OVERHEATING. SAVES TYRES.

HANDLE STARTING—FREE ENGINE.
. . . DIRECT DRIVE ON AUi. SREEDS. ...

This gear—which gives infinite variation from zero to 3J to i—will in future be
"Zenette";—the spring-frame Motor Bicycle-de-Luxe—the machine described by
expert on 6th Nov. last, and exhibited for the first time at the last Stanley Show,
will be 50 guineas nett cash.

The " Gradua " is absolutely fool proof.

No sudden jamming in of gear and wear and tear to the machine. A simple turn of a small wheel is all

that is necessary.
The rider gets full power of his engine by never overloading, and by keeping up the number of its revolu-

tions. Hills have no terror with a " Gradua " gear !

A perfect free-engine position is assured : the engine can be started^with a handle and the rider take his

seat while the machine is at rest. " The Motor Cycle " {19th Feb., 1908), describes it as
" a gear which is infinitely variable between two points. Previously several attempts have been made in this direction, but
" all have necessitated the employment of a jockey pulley, which puts an unfair strain on the belt, and also absorbs a consider-
"able amount of power, while with them the difference in ratio between the highest and lowest gears has not been sufficiently
" great. The Zenith gear, however, entirely does away with these objections, since it is always * direct,' and consequently the
" same efficiency obtains whether a high or low gear is used, and the gear ratios range from 3 J to i to g to I, thus enabling
" very high speeds to be maintained on the level and on falling grades, or when travelling before a strong wind, and yet
" allowing the severest gradients to be attacked with impunity."

When ordering your new mount, insist on its being built with a " Gradua" gear. We are prepared to

grant licences to other makers for building this gear under royalty.

To prevent disappointment, we would point out that it cannot be fitted to existing machines. Further
orders^or " Zenettes" wdth the " Gradua" gear must be placed at once if required for Easter delivery ;

gwe can accept a Umited number only.

AJ" Zenette " fitted with a " Gradua " variable gear may be tried (by appointment Only) at

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD. «''°--°"-
^.;eft1?a';,i^/lru.^^^rt:

^°^

In answering either of these advertisements it -w* desirable that you w-entinn " Thr Motor Ct/cle^'^
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Inland Revenue License.

If I exchange my present
mount for another during the
summer, say, will it be neces-

sary to pay another Inland
Eevenue license, or will one

payment suffice for the year?

—

Batteby, Westmorland.
Only one license would be necessary.

All the license is for is to .allow you to
keep and use one motor bicycle.

A Beginner's Queries.

As an intending purchaser of

?' a motor cycle I have for some
time past been reading The

1-2-1 Motor Cycle. (1.) As I in-

tend, when I have become used
to the machine, to attach a sidecar,
what h.p. engine ought I to procure?
(2.) Does learning to drive a motor
cycle present any great difficulties to
anyone who has not been accustomed
to machinery of any description?'

—

J.F.D., Clapham.
(1.) Not under 3^ h.p. with two-speed
gear. (2.) A person of average intelli-

gence who can ride a bicycle can learn
to ride and drive a motor cycle in five

minutes. You had better purchase a
copy of "Motor Cycles and How to
Manage Them.'' This will be of ser-
vice to you. We should recommend
vou not to use a sidecar until you have
become thoroughly acquainted with the
bicycle.

Best SoQte to Svltietland.

I wish to go to Zurich,

?' Switzerland, shortly by motor
cycle. Can you tell me the—

I best route, and whether vid
Dover - Calais or Newhaven

and Dieppe? It is a matter of time.
What would you think a reasonable
time to cross France to Zurich, and
would my 3^ h.p. White and Poppe,
with 4 to 1 gear, be suitable for the
journey, as I wish to ride about in
Switzerland?—W. R. W.

The best route of all is from South
ampton to Havre, on account of the
courtesy of the Custom House officials
on the French side. Previous to start-
ing it would be as well to ioin a club,
such as the Auto Cycle Union, as the
touring facilities it offers are well
worth considering. It would take about
four

^
days to reach Zurich. Tour

machine, geared 4 to 1, should take you
almost anywhere. It would not be a
bad plan, however, to fit it with an
ad instable pulley, so that you can
lower the gear when yon go into very
hilly districts.

Magneto Ignition.

Is there any means of testing

the intensity of current pro-

duced at the points of make
and break of a Simms-Bosch
magneto? The sparks occur

regularly, but appear to be weak.

—

G.B., Cornwall.
Are you referring to a high or low ten-

sion magneto, and do you refer to the
intensity of the current at the spark-
ing plug points at the moment the
points of the contact breaker separate?
If this is what you require we are
afraid that it is almost impossible to

find out. It is, of course, capable of
being tested by a delicate laboratory
instrument, but the magneto manufac-
turers are not able to give us the
figures, which we have tried to obtain
on previous occasions.

Increasing Power on Hills.

I have a 2| h.p. Excelsior
I

I motor bicycle fitted with sur-

face carburetter and M.M.C.
engine. The weight, unladen,
is 150 lbs., and the gear 4i to

1. I have a difficulty in mounting
hills. Can you give me a reason? I

am only a beginner. Everything
seems in good working order. Also
I should like to ask if the spring of
the inlet valve were to break, would
there be danger by the explosion fir-

ing back into carburetter?—CO 14.

Since the time that this type of motor
bicycle was made, the specific gravity
of petrol has been considerably altered,

so that a surface carburetter does not
work quite as well now as it did five

years ago. Try the density of "petrol,

and buy only the best, even if you pay
more for it. In frosty weather con-
siderable difficulty may be experienced.
To increase the power on hills you
should carefully overhaul the engine.
First scrape away all carbon deposit on
piston and cylinder head, examine the
piston rings, and fit new ones if the old
ones are worn, make sure that the clear-

ance between the valve si*n. and tappet
is only l-32in., and note if exhaust cam
is worn. It should lift valve iin.

Adjust the inlet valve spring and grind
both valves unti. the comnression will
bear your weight on the pedal a
quarter of a minute. If you have
trouble in starting it would be better
to fit a spray carburetter. No, it is

extremely unlikely that there will be an
explosion in the siirface carburetter if

the spring of the inlet valve breaks, as
gauzes are fitted to prevent this,

It

Position ot CoU and Compiesslon Space.

(1.) Kindly tell me if

^1 would do any harm to a

> trembler coil to have it clipped
-i-i on to the top bar of a machine,

or must it be standing upright?

(2.) I find I have too much com-
pression space, and do not want to

cut the cylinder down. Would a

plate screwed on the top of the
piston about 3-16in. act as well? as

I have made a 2| h.p. De Dion into

a 2f h.p., but find the stroke is a

little too short, so am trying to make
it up as above,

—

^Trevor.

(1.) No, there is no harm in having a

trembler coil clipped on to the toTi^tube

in a horizontal position, provided' it is

well protected from wet. (2.) It is

better nractice to lengthen the connect-
ing rod or reduce the cylinder at top
or bottom. There should be no diffi-

culty in this, as combustion head is a

separate casting. If carefully done a

steel plate screwed on to the top of the

piston should have the required effect,

but it will probably caiise some extra

vibration, as adding weight upsets the

balance.

Commencing Motor Cycling with a Second-
hand Machine.

Can you kindly furnish me
^] with the following facts : (1.)

^1 Horse-power of suitable second-
-iJ hand motor bicycle which will

take ordinary hills and capable

of 30-40 m.p.h. on level (rider ten

stones)? (2.) Cost of upkeep for

summer holiday {i.e., two months), in-

cluding necessary taxes, licenses,

garaging (one month), riding about
40-60 miles per diem? (3.) Could
such a machine be obtained for £15
in good order and of fairly recent

type? If not, what can be got for

£15 to answer, as near as possible,

above requirements?—J.F.M., Birk-

enhead.
(1.) You would reauire a machine of not
less than 3 h.p. (2,) The upkeep would
be about 2s. 6d. per 100 miles. Licenses :

Inland Revenue license 15s., driving

license 5s., registration 5s. The cost

of storing machines varies, say Is. to

Is. 6d. a week. If you are touring the
majority of hotel keepers make no
charge for stabling a motor bicycle.

(3.) If you want a really good second-
hand machine with magneto ignition

you would have to pay from £25 to

£30 for it. For about £15 you would
buy a very fair machine about three
years old, with battery ignitioii.
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stoppage in Petrol Feed.

INIy mount is a standard 1907

2| h.p. Minerva, accumulator
ignition, Minerva-Longuemare
carburetter, and until lately

has run splendidly, having
done many a long journey. I cnn get

120 miles per gallon in summer.
Weight lOi stones. With half throttle

could open extra air almost fully.

Now, without having touched any
part, the engine will not take extra
air, and I have to stop up three or

four air holes to get steady running,
but engine will not pull. Shall be

much obliged if you can suggest

cause and remedy. Am I right in

thinking more petrol is consumed in

winter than in summer with equal

roads?—S 863.

The trouble seems to be due to a partial

obstruction in the carburetter which
prevents sufficient petrol from getting

through. We advise you to dismantle
the carburetter, remove the spray, and
clean out all the slots in it. The
gauze in union under float chamber
usually collects dirt. Also clean

out the pipe, from tnnk to carburetter
In summer more air can be ffiven than
in colder weather, owinqr to the smVit

vaporising more readi'v- so that ron

sumption of petrol would be slightlv

higher in winter.

Found Belt Slipping.

I have a H h.p. Motosacoche
on which the drive is by a

narrow round twisted leather

belt. I would like to know
whether it is practicable to

change the jockey pulley now fitted

for a flanged flat-faced one, for use
with a fin. ordinary V-belt? as 1

have experienced great trouble from
belt slip in wet weather ; also. T bo
lieve a rubber and canvas belt {c'j..

Shamrock-Gloria^ does not renuire to

be driven so tiTht. therebv lessening

friction at the- iorkev pul'ev. T mav
say the machine has completplv sati"

fied my not verv exacting; renuir'^

ments, as in 1.500 miles I have had
to get only a new plug washer and a

nut for the silencer.—AI. BnucE,
If you use an ordinary V-belt the
jockey pulley would hr.ve i<> be of the

shape you mention. What you really

want is a very flexible belt, but the

difficulty with all metal sewn leather

V-belts, and those made up with rivets

and washers, is that they would pro-
bably break up when subjected to the
strain of running over a jockey pulley
as well as the engine pulley ; there
would also be some troub'e with the
fastener. For a lightweight machine
designed like the Motosacoche there is

nothing better at present than the
round twisted leather be't and iockey
pulley. Rubber and canvas belts are
not at present made for bo small an
engine.

Petrol dripping from Carbnretter.

When I turn on the petrol
tap of my machine there is a
continual dripping from the
carburetter— not the float

chamber end, the other. The
float is all right. The needle valve
must be wrong somewhere, but I

cannot find out where it is.—LB 816.

The needle valve probably wants grind-
ing in with a little crocus powder. If

this does not cure the trouble, it is a
sure indication that the needle is not
bedding properly on its seating. If

this is the case partioilar attention

sliould be paid to it. After grinding
in the needle, note the height of the
petrol in the jet. If it rises higher
than ^in. from the top, it is too high,

and the weight on the needle should
be raised a fraction.

Air Supply Insufficient.

I cannot make the engine of

my Roc misfire when the extra

air supply and the throttle are

fully open. I was under the

impression that too much air

ought to be able to be admitted, thus
allowing the weakest possible mixture
to be used if required. Therefore I

presume the mixture is too strong,

even with the extra air supply fully

open. How can I remedv this?

Would a larger funnel do it? (Tx>ngue-

mare carburetter.)—Dr. C.B.

If the engine starts easily we should
not advise you to alter the combination
of choke tube and spray in your Longue-
mare carburetter, but it is quite correct

that the engine should misfire with the
extra air lever fully open. To enable
you to admit more air to the engine you
could have a small hole drilled in the
induction pipe, and a cycle lubricator or

spring clip put over it, so that you
could open the hole when riding along.

Another plan would be to increase the
depth or width of the slot of the extra
air inlet. You will seldom, if ever, re-

quire full throttle at high engine speeds,
therefore, unless mixture is too rich, we
do not recommend you to alter it. For
instance, if you can make engine miss
by opening extra air fully when throttle

is two-thirds open, it would be advis-

able to leave well alone, unless you
want to use machine for competitions.

Constant Fitting ol Contact Points.

For some time I have ex-

?perienced trouble and incon-

venience by the platinum
-i-i points of contact screw on my

2| h.p. 1904 Vindec Special
becoming badly pitted and scratched
after every twenty or forty miles.

This has necessitated almost daily

attention in order to avoid misfiring,

and in a very short time some new
platinum contacts disappeared
through the frequent hammering
(the file was used on only one or two

occasions). I had spring and scre\'

fitted with iridium, but I find thes

have become pitted and scratche
just in the same way. Thinking tha
the condenser of my coil might b
inefficient, I tried another coil a fe^

days ago, but I found no improve

:

ment. The iridium points wei
pitted and scratched as before. ;

shall be much obliged if you ca
suggest a possible cause for th
trouble? I may say that I am quit
sure the adjustment of contact point
has not been too tight. Do yo
approve of the India Automobile ston

as sold by Markt and Co., and woul
it be suitable for iridium points s

well as platinum points?—Dr. A
Suffolk.

The trouble is doubtless due to the coi

Very few plain coils are economical i

current, and so the tact that you ha\
tried another coil, which did not cm
the trouble, is no conclusive proof th;

the coil is not the trouble. What v,

should advise you to do is to send tl

coil to the makers, and get them 1

test it for you and put it in orde
Some coils are guaranteed to allow tl

platinum points to run 1,000 mil-

without needing adjustment. The stoi

is an excellent little implement, ar

quite suitable for trimming platinii

and iridium points.

Charging Query and Starting from Cold.

When recharging accumul
^ri tors every fortnight, is it nece

> sary to put in fresh acid
-i-i each occasion, even thouf

accumulator has not been usi

at all? Otherwise, how often shou

fresh acid be put in? I have a I

h.p. Kerry, but although make ar

break is clean, and makes firm co

tact, and spark is good, I cannot indu.

engine to start easily (even after i

jecting paraffin). Carburetter is

F.N. without air lever. Machine
kept in the house, so is not exce

sively cold. My present mom
(2 h.p. Clement-Garrard) will sta

firing immediately exhaust valve

dropped, but with the 2i, h.p.

means a long run before engine start

The points of plug are close togethe

—L.J.C.
The acidulated water should only I

put in when the level of the liquid hi

fallen below the top of the plat

through spilling of the liquid. Wat
only should be added if the loss is 1

evaporation. It should be filled up
one quarter of an inch above the lev

of the plates. Apparently you ha^

no stand on the machine, and are thi

unable to warm up the engine befoi

starting for a run. Fit a stand and a

the exertion of starting will be ove
come. You might also try partial

closing up the fixed air supply ten

porarily by means of a slide as recor
mended on page 121, issue of Feb. 12tl

rr The Autocars of 1908, Illustrated/* ta'U be inclade
in the issues c

"The Autncar" dated March 7th and 14th. This interesting featur:* will consist of the main ptrticnlars an
two illustrations—one side and one front View—of upwards of 400 motor cars now on the "British marke,
Its object is to give to those interested in automobilism an idea of the general appearance and outline c

eVerif car, so that thep mat/ be able to recognise the make of the cars they meet on the road. Specifications an
illustrations Will he given of cars ranging in price from £100 upwards, and the two issues are commended 1

any motor cyclist Who is also thinking ofpurchasing a car. The price of eacf) issue Will be Threepence as usual
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9,000 Miles against Time.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

Belts on Ligbtweight Machines,

A few weeks ago a correspondent
mentioned that he had found a sub-

stitute for the round twisted belt used
on lightweight machines. Mr. A. F.

Girvan, Northdene, S, Chatsworth
Koad, West Norwood, S.E., writes :

" Would be very glad to have details

of it."

Inter-club Meet on April 17tb.

Another inter-club meet of motor
cycle club members in the North is

suggested for Easter. Last year the
meeting place was Richmond, York-
shire, but this year the venue sug-

gested by the Middlesbrough and Dis-

trict i\l.C.C. is Ripon. Secretaries of

clubs interested are asked to communi-
cate with Jlr. Geoffrey W. Liddle, hon.

sec. of the Middlesbrough club.

Land's End to John-o'-6ioat's.

The secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union will be pleased to hear from
motor cyclists or anyone interested in

the End-to-end run who will be willing

to assist the competitors by posting up
arrows to mark the route, or checking
in controls. A great deal of assistance
will be required, and it is to be hoped
that the necessary help to make this

trial a success will be forthcoming.

O'er the Bridge.

It will interest previous and prospec-

tive competitors in the London to Edin-
burgh ride to Icnow that although the
bridge commonly called the Border
Bridge, at Berwick, forms tlie link be-

tween England and Scotland on the
East Coast Road, it is not the boun
dary line at that point. Mr. .T. M.
Oliver writes that the river Tweed
forms the boundary for about seventeen
miles of its course, but only to a point
about three and a half miles above
Berwick. There it leaves the river, and
extends North and North-east to the
coast.

The A.C.C. and M.U. Agreement.

We have received a circular letter,

a copy of which has been sent to all

motor cycle clubs affiliated jointly to

the A.CTJ. and M.U. This letter is

signed by the Rev. F. W. Hassard
Short, Messrs. A. Warnery and
Herbert R. Mayo, who are representa-
tives on the Motor Union of three pro-
vincial clubs, and it calls attention to
the fact that, although the A.C.U. has
given notice to the M.U. to terminate

its agreement under the terma of the
dissolution agreement between .the
R.A.C. and the M.U., it is not yet cer-

tain whether the A.C.U. comes within
the scope of this agreement, and should
it be decided that it does not, then the
severance cannot take place until Dec.
31st, 1908. The letter further points out
that if it is decided that the A.C.U.
does come within the scope of the dis-

solution agreement the M.U. will at
once consider the whole question of the
interests of its motor cycling members,
and organise a strong department to
look after their special interests. Need-
less to say, this letter came as no sur-

prise to us, as we were aware that the
Motor Union was contemplating a
scheme for motor cyclists, and this was
what was vaguely referred to in a para-
graph published a few weeks ago.

The A.C.U. Explains the Situation.

As may be expected, the A.C.U. does
not intend to allow this matter to re-

main where it is without a protest, and
the secretary of the A.C.U. writes

:

"At the conferences both at Lincoln
and Nottingham, representatives of
clubs affiliated to the Auto Cycle
Union, and other clubs proposing to
affiliate, showed a very strong feel-

ing that the A.C.U. should itself do
the work which it had hitherto paid the
Motor Union to do for it, thus saving
its money and having control of its own
business. The committee of the Auto
Cycle Union then pointed out the diffi-

culty which existed owing to its agree-
ment with the M.U. , but stated that the
matter vrould be brought before the
council of the A.C.U. for consideration
at an early date, when various clubs who
were then outside the Union had had
an opportunity to affiliate to the A.C.U.
and themselves vote on the subject.
Before, however, this period was
reached, the dissolution between the
Royal Automobile Club and the
Motor Union gave an opportunity
for the Auto Cycle Union to re-

sume the work which it had dele-

gated to the Motor Union, and the
A.C.U. is now prepared to carry out
all business affecting the interests of

motor cyclists. One result of this is

that it is expected that the affiliation

fee to the Auto Cycle Union can be re-

duced from 2s. 6d. per head (which was
necessary when affiliated to the Motor
Union) to 2s. per head. The Auto
Cycle Union is now able, under the

5-i?
-"e^
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arrangements which it has made, to

give its members every advantage
which was gained by affiliation to the
Motor Union, and others in addition.
I may say, without fear of challenge,

that no advantage can be given to motor
cyclists by any other body which they
cannot obtain by joining the Auto
Cycle Union."

Motor Cycle Race on Brooldands Track.

Yesterday (Tuesday) at 12 noon, a
motor bicycle race had been arranged
to take place on the Brooklands Track
between W. G. McMinnies, riding a
1908 3^ li.p. Triumph, and another pri-

vate owner of a 5 h.p. twin Vindec.
The match was to be over a flying mile.

We shall give the result next week.

Automobile Association Annual Dinner.

The band of H.M. Coldstream Guards,
conducted by Lieut. Mackenzie Regan,
will be one of the attractions at the
Automobile Association's third annual
dinner, which will take place at the
Hotel Cecil on March 18th.

The Hull A.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the
club will be held on Prrway, March
6th, at headquarters, at 8 p.m. A
whist drive and dance have also been
arranged to be held in the Salisbury
Hall, Park Road, on Wednesday,
March 25th next. Tickets, 2s 6d. and
4s. 6d. double (including refreshments),
can now be obtained of the hon. sec.

This season already promises to be
most successful. Many prizes have been
promised or presented to the club for

competition. Inter-club meets and
contests are now being arranged with
all the well-known Northern clubs.

" Future ol Motor Cycling."

This is the title of the next paper to

be read before the members of the Auto
Cycle Union on Friday next, 28th inst.,

at 8 p.m., at 119, Piccadilly, W., by
Mr. H. G. Bell. In view of the great
diversity of opinion which exists as to

what will constitute the motor cycle of

the future, the paper should be of

great interest, as also should the dis-

cussion. The lightweight question will

be specially dealt with, and several

novelties of interest to motor cyclists,

including the Motosacoche, Moto-R6ve,
and K.D. attachments, will be on view.
Any interested reader may obtain a

ticket of admission upon application to

the secretary, 18, Down Street, W.
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Motor Cycles in America.

'J'lie motor cycle trade in America
appears to be flourishing. The N.S.U.
.Alotor Co. has recently opened Ameri-
can headquarters at 206, West 76th

Street, New York, and Minerva motor
cycles have been added to the list of

Continental machines represented ever
the water.

Insnfflcient Address.

We have been asked to state that

letters intended for members of the

IMotor Club, Coventry Street, London,
are constantly being received by the

lion. sec. of the Coventry Motor Club
on account of them being addressed
Motor Club, Coventry. The delay

occasioned in reforwarding the letters

can be avoided by writers paying
attention to this matter.

Where the A.C.U. comes liu

We read in a contemporary that
chief contributor finds fault with
rules of the R.A.C. long-distance
trials, in that vehicles with less

than four wheels are excluded.
He seems oblivious of the fact

tiiat, at any rate according to

Somerset House, a three-wheeler
is classed as a motor cycle, and,
moreover, he appears to forget

that the E.A.C. never has en-

croached on the provinces of the
A.C.U. , and is not likely to do
so. If any maker of a three-

wheeled motor vehicle wants his

machine tested let him enter it

for the Land's End to John-o'-
Groat's run, when it will have
the opportunity of accomplishing
a feat which will test it suffici-

ently well to satisfy the most
fastidious.

its

the

The Tour do France.

Two or three weeks ago we men-
tioned that Grapperon, a well-known
French motor cyclist, had commenced
riding an Alcyon motor bicycle over the

route known as the Tour de France, a

distance of about 3,750 miles. We now
hear that he has experienced extremely
bad roads, as is to be expected at this

time of the year, even in La Belle

France, where the roads are probably
superior to any in the world. On
Saturday last Grapperon had reached
Agen, and was reported to be mak-
ing good progress despite the adverse
weather.

New York Motor Cycle Mounted Police.

After the 1st of March the automo-
bile speed merchants had better keep
their weather eye open for the new
motor cycle squad within the New
York City Limits, for on that date the
department will be equipped with six-
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Hints and Tips lor Motor Cyclists.

A Watford reader tells us that

he finds " Hints and Tips," by
"Road Eider," of great service.

At present he cuts out the hints

and tips every week from The.

Motor Oycle and pastes them
into a Id. exercise book for

future reference. This is cer-

tainly a good plan, but he will

no doubt save himself the trouble when
we inform him that it is our intention

to publish " Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists " in book form as soon as the

series has been completed in these

columns.

A Winter Hill-oUmb.

The Lewishara Automobile Club has

decided to hold its annual winter hill-

climb on April 4th in the neighbour-

hood of Sevenoaks. The location of the

hill will only be made known to en-

trants, in order to avoid the usual

crowd of spectators. There will be five

classes, as follows ;

I. Tricar class. (In this class there ia

a challenge cup to be competed for.)

II. Single-cylindered motor bicycles.

III. Multi-cylinderod motor bicycles.

IV. Lightweight motor bicycles.

V. Motor bicycles with sidecar attach-

ments.
The two last-mentioned classes will be

made a speciality of. Entry forms and

full particulars can be obtained on

application to the hon. sec, Mr. H. B.

Renner, 31, Kidbrook Park Road,
Blackheath, S.E.

-Auto Cycle Union Annual Meeting of Private
members, at 7-30 p.m.

„ 21—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting of Council.

,, 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show, Agricultural Hall.

,, z8—M.C.C. Opening Week-end Run to Brighton.

April 4—LewishamA.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor Cyclesj

,, 16-20—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

,, 18-20—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

„ 19 {Easter Monday)—Lincolnshire M.C.C. Hill Climb.

May 2—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

„ 9—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Clmj.

June 5-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and return for

Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

,, A.C.U. 24 Hours Ride.
MB?
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teen low racing type motor bicycles

capable of doing sixty miles per hour,

which will be driven by the best

motor experts that can be picked from
the motor squad now in the department.

We give an illustration of one of the

machines herewith. In addition to

tiiese, there will be two twin-cylinder

bicycles to be used by the sergeants in

eharge of the squalls in ^Tanhattan and
Brooklyn. The colour will not be
green as at present, but of the regula-

tion dark blue enamel. The squad will

then be a total of fifty members doing
duty in Greater New York.
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Cordingley's Exhibition.

Will motor cycle manufacturers who
intend to exhibit at Cordingley's show
at the Agricultural Hall kindly send

their names to the Editor?

Ripley Roadmendeis' Dinners.

Further contributions to the abovp
fund are as follows :

F. Bower £0 2 6

Motor Cycling Club ... 1 1

J. Burden Barnes 5

The amount received is a long way off

the £30 wanted to enable the Auto
Cycle Union to organise the dinners

in the same manner as they have beer,

carried out before. The first dinner i;

fixed for Saturday next, 29th inst., at

the Angel Hotel, Thames Ditton, and
the second on March 14th at the White
Lion, Cobham.

A Word ot Warning.

At this period of the year man}

__^ readers of The Motor Cycle are

on the look-out for second-hand
machines or accessories, and
there is no question of doubt
that the miscellaneous advertise-

ment columns of this journal are

the best means of introducing

the purchaser to the seller, and
vice versa. We feel it is neces-

sary, however, to issue a warn-
ing, and it refers more partieu

larly to a class of buyer who
appears to oe on the increase.

Our advice is never to imagine
that you can obtain an article

for £5, the market price of which
is £10. If you see advertise

ments offering well-known makef
of machines or accessories at

absurdly low prices, i.e., about

half what you have previoush

understood to be their market
value, do not part with any ca--.

without first of all depositing th

amount with us, and examining
the articles. Instances have been

brought to our knowledge lately

where second-hand machines
have been offered at a ridicu

lously low figure, and on invest!

gation the description has proved

to be entirely false.

The M.C.C. London to Edinburgh Run.

A Cambridge Undergraduate ask'-

where he can find out all about th5

London to Edinburgh Run. He reads

a great deal about it in The Motor
Cycle, but he says it is difficult tv

learn anything about the rules and co'.-

ditions, and thinks hundreds of othe*:

readers would be glad to see them '."

print. The London to Edinburgn
twenty-four hours' run, we may sr.y,

is promoted annually by the Mote
Cycling Club, and only members '>'

that club are allowed to compete f-r

the gold medal. The hon. sec. of thf

M.C.C. (Mr. Arthur Candler, 1, Limt
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W.) will m
doubt be pleased to enrol new mem
hers, and to furnish full particular;

relative to this popular event. Thf
same aspiring competitor for the L.-E.

run considers it would have been mosl

useful if Mr. Bentley had given a lisl

of his expenses in his interesting article.

"The Ijondon to Edinburgh Run «i

1907," which was concluded last week.

Probably Mr. B. will oblige.
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Southend and District DI.C.

A smoking concert has been fixed for this (Wednesday)
evening at tie Victoria Hotel Ball Room. A good programme
has been arranged.

Scarborough and District MX.

At the general meeting of the above club, held last Wednes-
day evening, the officers and committee were elected for the
ensuing year, and Mr. R. W. Ringrose was unanimously elected

chairman of the club. It was decided to affiliate to the

Auto Cycle Union. The hon. secretary and treasurer is Mr.
J. W. F. Tranmer, 179, Dean Road, Scarborough.

Burton-on-Trent and District K.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the above recently-formed

club is to be held at the club headquarters, the George Hotel,

on Monday, March 2nd, at 8 p.m. There are about eighty

riders in the Buxton-on-Trent district, so that a strong club

will undoubtedly be formed during the year. A cordial

invitation to the above general meeting is extended to all

motor cyclists, and further information can be obtained of

the hon. secretary, Mr. Arthur W. Read, 119, Derby Street,

Burton-on-Trent.

Liverpool III.C.

The following new rules have been adopted by the com-
mittee :

(1.) This club shall be affiliated to the Auto Cycle Union,
each member thereby becoming an associate member of the

Eoyal Automobile Club.

(2.) The annual subscription shall be : Motor car owners,
14s. 6d. ; motor cycle owners, (city) lis. 6d., (country)

7s. Subscriptions must be paid by March 31st. jlembers
elected after that date must pay within one month of election.

Members who have not paid their subscriptions cannot com-
pete in any club event.

(3.) The management of the club, including the power to

elect new members and to cancel membership, shall be vested
in a committee consisting of the captain, sub-captain, secre-

tary, and treasurer, reporting secretary, and eight members
elected by the general meeting.

(4.) All members shall be under the rule of the captain or

other officer in attendance on club runs.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

On the 19th inst., at headquarters, Mr. Trusson delivered

a lecture on "High and Low-tension Magnetos." Besides
being an expert on the subject of various forms of ignition,

the lecturer is also an ardent motor cyclist, and was therefore
able to treat the subject in a most sympathetic manner. The
lecture was illustrated with carefully prepared scale drawings
and also complete magneto machines. Not the least interest-
ing apjjaratus on show was one of Sir Oliver Lodge's B coUs,
which is capable of giving a good spark even in oil or tar.
The sparks produced in the atmosphere jumped from one to
tlttee inches with the aid of an accumulator which was not
fully charged. There was a large and appreciative audience
present, and many mcst interesting questions were dealt with.
The proceedings were concluded with a hearty vote of thanks,
proposed by Mr. G. W. Liddle and seconded by 'Mr. W. A.
Duchass. Prior to this lecture a committee meeting was
held, and it was reported that all arrangements were being
made for the holding of the annual dinner on March 4th, at
which ladies are invited to be present. Arrangements have
been made for holding a dance at the conclusion of the dinner,
which is being held in the Assembly Rooms adjoining the
Albert Park Hotel (Linthorpe), club headquarters. The
duiner will commence at 7.45 prompt. Dancing, 10.45 till

2 a.m. Double tickets, 6s. 6d. inclusive.

Great Tarmouth and District M.C.C.

To-morrow (Thursday) the annual general meeting will be
held at the Queen's Hotel, Great Yarmouth, at 8 p.m., pre-
ceded by a dinner at 7 p.m.

Surrey M.C.C.

It was unanimously decided at the recent general meeting
of this club to affiliate to the Auto Cycle Union. The first

annual dinner of the club has been fixed for early in April.

All motor cyclists living in Surrey are cordially invited to
join the club. The hon. secretary is Mr. Arthur A. Hitch,
Ashcott, Wodeland Road, Guildford, who will be pleased to
give every information.

Motor Cycle Union ot Ireland (Dublin Centre).

The annual general meeting of the above Union was held
at Wynn's Hotel, Lower Abbey Street, on Monday of last

week, Mr. T. W. Murphy in the chair.

After formal business, the report of the hon. treasurer was
received and adopted.
The meeting then proceeded to elect officers and committee

for the ensuing year. The elections resulted as follows

:

President, Mr. J. B. Dunlop, sen. ; vice-presidents. Dr. B.
Burke Kennedy. Messrs. W. R. McTaggart, C. Kavanagh, and
C. B. Franklin : hon. secretary and treasurer, Mr. J. A.
Armstrong ; assistant secretary and treasurer, Mr. Noel E.
Dniry

; lion, auditors, Messrs. T. W. Murphy and W.
I\eating

; committee, ilessrs. R. Walshe, 0. S. Baker, W.
Ladley, T. W. Murphy, H. Quinn, J. G. Drury, W. Beahan,
P. Hurse, C. Lewis, H. Higginson, and E. Cannon.

It was decided to hold ordinary general meetings during the
months of March, April, and May, and to hold the opening
run on St. Patrick's Day, March 17th.
After a vote of thanks to the Chairman, the proceedings

terminated.

Essex M.C.

The A.G.M. was held on Thursday last at headquarters,
the Castle Hotel, Woodford ; the captain (Mr. 0. L. Summers)
in the chair. The Secretary (Mr. A. G. Reynolds), in pre-
senting his report, stated that 1907 had
been a very successful year, both in
respect of fixtures and membership, the
latter now totalling 117, the majority
of whom were active members. Among
the most successful events of the year,
he mentioned the hill-climb, race meet-
ing, and eymlvhana. The balance sheet
showed the total receipts were £238
10s. lOd., and the payments £225 IDs.
3d., leaving a balance in hand of £13
Os. 7d. The members have been well
catered for in the matter of prizes, and
great satisfaction was expressed at the
result of the year's working. The report
and balance sheet were adopted. The
meeting then proceeded to elect officials for the ensuing year.
Mr. Reynolds explained that since the inception of the

club he had acted as general secretary and also as treasurer,
but with the increased membership he found the duties too
heavy, and therefore asked the meeting to appoint a new
general secretary. If this were done he would be prepared
to continue as treasurer. He suggested that the secretariat
be split into three parts, viz., general, trials, and financial.

Mr. Harold Fuller, of "Wivenhoe," Wyrmdale Road,
Woodford, Essex, was appointed general hon. sec. ; Mr. A.
G. Reynolds, " Rookstone," Woodford Green, financial hon.
sec. ; and Mr. E. J. Bass, CroAvn Hotel, Ongar, trials hon.
sec. A vote of thanks to the retiring committee was passed,
and one to the chairman terminated the proceedings.

The new hon. sec, Mr.
Harold Fuller.
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Club News.

—

Wewcasfla and District M.C.O.
The above club hold a whist drive and dance at the

Mmoiies Assembly Rooms, Jesmond Eoad, Newcastle, on
iuesday, March 3rd, at 7.15 p.m. to 1 a.m. Single tickets,
including refreshments, 3s. 6d. each. Members are invited
to bi-uig their lady and gentleman friends. Tickets can be
obtained from the hon. sec, S. W. Carty, 32, St. Mary's
Place, Newcastle.

Lincolnshire M.C.C. (Scunthorpe Centre).

At a committee meeting held on Thursday last, it was
decided to hold the general meeting at the Lord Roberts
Hotel on March 11th, at 8.30 p.m. The opening run is
fixed for Saturday afternoon, March 21st, and there will be
hill-chmbs for members of the centre on April 8th and 11th.
Twenty-five members have already joined, and riders in the
Scunthorpe district wishing to be enrolled should apply to
Mr. J. Mears, 1, Cliff Gardens, Frodingham, Doncaster.

Birmingham M.C.C.

A very interesting' meeting took place on the 8th inst. at
headquarters, when Mr. R, Vernon 0. Brook lectured before
the members on " Variable Gears." Over forty lantern slides
were shown, and the following gears, kindly lent by the
respective manufacturers, were on view : Nala, Roc, Rex,
Oppermann (two and three-speed), Phelon and Moore, Fitall,

Osborne, Advance adjustable pulley, Vindec, and Anglian.
An animated discussion followed, the members present being
sharply divided on engine-shaft v. counter-shaft or hub gears,
and belt v. chain.

The fifth annual dinner of the above club was celebrated
on Saturday evening last at the Colonnade Hotel, Birming-
ham. Mr. R. W. Duke presided in the absence of the pre-
sident, Mr. H. Austin. There was a good attendance of

members, ladies, and friends, and after an excellent repast
the toast list and musical programme was commenced.
The usual loyal toast having been honoured, the Chairman

submitted the toast of " The Club," and in the course of

his remarks referred to the great advancement made in the

reliability of motor cycles since the club's inception. He
regretted that more members did not attend club runs.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. E. W. Winokle) responded, and
announced that at a committee meeting held immediately
prior to the dinner the new affiliation agreement with thf

Auto Cycle Union and R.A.C. had been signed. He gave ai;

account of the doings of the club during 1907. A good
series of competitions have been arranged for this year, he

said, even more varied than last year.
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The Chairman afterwards, on behalf of the committee, pre-

sented Mr. J. R. Bedford (the former lion. sec. and founder
of the club five years ago) with an illuminated address and
a cheque in appreciation of his invaluable services and untir-

ing work in connection with the club. He lias -been very
ably assisted in this work by Mrs. liedford.

Mr. Bedford (who has recently removed his home to Read-
ing) expressed his heartfelt thanks for the gifts, and assured
the members that he would always treasure the address.
Mr. Bedford explained that he never had more than one
hobby, and that was motor cycling.

Other toasts were " The Visitors " and " The Chairman."
Quite a number of prizes won in competitions during 1907
were presented during the evening. The musical programme
was greatly enjoyed. The Motor Cycle was represented by
Mr. GeoflErey Smith

Leeds II,C.C.

At a committee meeting held on the 21st inst.. Dr. E. F.

Taylor, the president, announced his intention of presenting

the club with a trophy value £10 10s., to be competed for by
non-trade riders only. The L.M.C.C. now has in its pos-

session seven valuable trophies for competition during 1908.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The second winter entertainment of the M.C.C, a Bohemian
concert, was held at the Tudor' Hotel, Oxford Street, on

Tuesday evening of last week. The arrangements for the

concert were in the hands of Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell, and
it must have been exceedingly gratifying to him to see such
a largo number of members, ladies, and friends, amongst
whom was the President, Mr. Charles Jarrott. When the

Chairman, Mr. S. H. Fry, announced the first song, there

was hardly a seat unoccupied in the room. Dr. Moss i

Blundell had provided a most excellent programme, and al

|iresent spent a most enjoyable evening.

The headquarters at Brighton for the opening run on Marcl
28th and 29th will be the Old Ship Hotel, as in previous'years
where arrangements will be made for dinner, bed, anc

breakfast.

C. L. Marshall having resigned the office of captain of thi

club, E. B. Dickson has been elected in his stead.

The following have been elected riding oflicers for tb
present year : Messrs. L. A. Baddeley, S. H. Fry, E
Gwynne, C. J. Seed, H. G. R. Slingo, W. H. Wells, ane

Dr. C. Gibbons.

The undermentioned new members have recently beei

elected : A. H. Davison, A. D. Draper, B. F. G. Fowke
W. V. Jolly, T. Mann, M. W. Randle, and P. H. Trotman.
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Motor Cycles at the Manchester Show.
The twelfth annual exhibition promoted by the Manchester

and District Motor and Cycle Trades Association, Ltd., is

again held at Belle Vue Gardens—a suitable venue, as there is

unlimited space for trial runs within the grounds, of which,

needless to say, full advantage is taken.

The show opened on Friday last, and closes next Saturday.

It is very representative of every class of motor vehicle, and

Uie motor cycle forms an important section of the whole.
_

Although there are but eight firms of local agents exhibit-

ing motor cycles, many of the leading makes are well repre-

.sented. It "is noteworthy that the Triumph Cycle Co., who

have a depot at 160, Deansgate, are not exhibiting, the main

reason being that the firm are extremely busy with motor

cycle orders. This causes the total number to fall below

last year's figures, the total being thirty-eight. Mr. P.

Bullock (chairman of the Association) is showing a National

tricar, wliich was first introduced some two or three years ago.

The variation in numbers of motor cycles shown at the

Manchester shows has been somewhat remarkable, the figures

each vear being as follows : 1901, 2 motor cycles of all kinds ;

1902,11; 1903,78; 1904,120; 1905,35; 1906, 40 ;_ 1907,

49 ;
'

1908, 38. "The defection of the past four years is not

caused by any falling oft' in trade in the district. On the

cimtrary, the number of motor cyclists has increased by leaps

:ind bounds. The explanation is that the large makers are

mostly content to exhibit through agents, who only show one

or two samples instead of duplicates.

On Saturday the members of the Manchester Motor Club

attended the show in full force, and good business was

reported in the motor cycle section, which augurs well fo

motor cycling this year in the Manchester district.

The Northern Supply Co. show eight maciiines, viz., on

light li h.p. Wolf, one Victoria twin-cylinder on racing liilf

with torpedo tank, minus pedals (in appearance this is siniila

to the Dot exhibited at the Stanley Show), and six example
of the latest N.S.U. models.
Cookson Bros., of Old Trafford, have six Minervas i

various styles ; Lund and Davies, of Stockport, a selectio

of Midget bioars ; and F. Bullock, a Brown, Peugeot, ah
National tricar.

James Hall and Co., an assortment of the L.M.C. machine!
which are exhibited in Manchester for the first time, alii

create a most favourable impression ; also the Brown 931

the Whittle patent be^;.

L. F. Harvey and Co. have a big display of the Rex afi

the Roc motor cycles, the latter being a 4 h.p. military mQ|<
with two-speed gear. .^

V. Foxwell Gray_, who is a prominent agent devoting m
attention to motor cycles, has the Phoenix Trimo and Qb

and three of the new Quadrant models.

H. Reed has a fine example of his new Dot light touris

without pedals, with a novel compensating jockey pulley t

ensure perfect belt tension.

There is Httle in the way of novelty, and perhaps non

but what has been fully described in The Motor Cyrle froi

time to time.

Needless to say, there are also numerous exhibits appeatiaj •

to motor cyclists in the way of engines, belts, sidecars, eti
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jThe Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents"'

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Road Conditions in New Zealand.

[3131.]—The motor bicycle is very popular here, and liVe-

'."ise the motor car, but the tricars, sidecars, and such con

trivances are not satisfactory. Our roads are mostly wider
and better graded than in England, but the surface is biid

.

being metalled with river shingle and pit gravel.

Featherstone, N.Z. STEWART AND SON

Sidecars.

[3132.]—I think it may interest prospective purchasers of

sidecars for the coming season to state my experience in the
matter. Having used the Montgomery sidecar with ordinary
compensating joints all last year, I found same perfect

in every way on dry roads, but in grease the arrangement
was unsatisfactory, being very liable to side-slips.

After complaining to the firm and trying different devices,
lone of which were safe from side-slips, I had an opportunity
)f trying their latest non-skid device. This I find is absolutely
deal for ease of steering and freedom from side-slips and
ikidding on greasy roads. The sidecar can be driven with
jqual eajse both with or without passenger.

I may add that Messrs. Montgomery and Co. have been
Host courteous in their dealings, and have exerted them-
iolves to the utmost to give thorough satisfaction.

H. L. BOISSEL.

Graphite Lubrication.

[3133.]—Mr. Duckham's letter in The Motor Cycle was
;o me, and I daresay a few others, interesting. For the last
;WO years I have lubricated my engine with graphite mixed
vith MoebiuE Challenge oil, and his remarks, in this case, do
lot agree with my experience. I had cause to fit new piston
•ings this winter, and upon examination found no deteriora-
;ion whatever, except that expected after hard wear. There
vas no accumulation behind rings ; in fact, the grooves were
lerfectly free and clean. I generally clean the head of my
cylinder and piston three times a year, and all I find is a
iticky jnatter, something after the style of thick treacle,
vhich in no instance is ever present in any great quantity,
^ly mode of lubrication is half a pump full every ten miles
2| h.p. engine). This I find often too much if I am not
unning fast.

I have never had a ring break, nor have the old ones which
[ have replaced, lost their spring to any great extent. What
'. contend is, that graphite used in proper quantities, with a
;ood oil (and I find the above to fulfil its purpose in every
''ay), will go a long way to lengthen the life of an engine
vhere others fail. I have no interest in the makers of the
>il mentioned. LS 106.

[3134.]—I am a constant and interested reader of The
Votor Cycle, and seeing now and again, and especially in
9tter 3107, various opinions on the use of graphite lubrication,
should like to give my experience of it.

Not long ago I bought a second-hand 3^ h.p. machine. It
vent very well just for about a two-mile run, so I thought
ine day I would venture on a run of five miles. When I had
;one three my machine would not climb the easiest gradient,
'ut when, to my annoyance, I had pushed it up a hill it
vould go well down the other side for about a mile.
When I came to examine the cylinder head and piston they

vere in very bad condition. "The top of cylinder was
overed with graphite to the depth of ^in., and the spaces

between the piston rings were nearly filled with a hard crust.

I have had no trouble since taking the engine down and

thoroughly cleaning it out and also the oil compartment.
There is no doubt graphite causes pre-ignition, as was the

case with my engine. Graphite is a good piston lubricant,

but I should not advise anybody to use it, as it entails

constant dismantling to clean the piston top and the rings.

W. D. P.

Courtesy at the Show.

[3135.]—In reply to "AE260" Oetter No. 3114], I should

like to say that he is wrong in saying " it is evident that
' BP 648 ' chanced on one or two firms who form no criterion

of the English trade." I and my friends went to every
stand in the show, and not one or two, but the majority, of

the firms' assistants treated us most curtly.

May I also ask him, if the Minerva Co. is an English firm,

are not their machines made abroad? I may be wrong, but
recently when a friend sent for a new part for his car (a

20 h.p. Minerva), the agent told him that the part would
have to be sent for abroad. I am not going to enter into a

long correspondence on this matter, as I am much too busy,
but my letter was written for the reason I gave in my first

letter. The foreign firms took much more trouble to find

out our wishes and help us than the majority of the English
firms did. I gave exceptions in my first letter, so that his

letter is not "an ample reply to your correspondent," who will

not think more kindly of the English maker in future unless
he treats him as well as did the foreign firms at the show.

BP 648.

Silence.

[3136.]—Despite your efforts and those of the A.C.U., I

am afraid it cannot be denied that most of the motor cycles

one meets on the road are still objectionably noisy. I there-

fore venture to describe a silencer which after about two
years' spasmodic experimenting I have evolved, and which
reallv does completely silence the engine except when the
throttle is wide open and the spark very much retarded.

It consists, generally speaking, of a central pipe plugged up
at its further end, and screwed both ends so as to form' a
bolt for the end plates of the silencer, which have rims to fit

on the main shell surrounding the central pipe.

The chief point in this otherwise very simple silencer is

that the end plates and main, shell are annealed by heating
them several times to a dull red and plunging them into cold

water. This seems to take the ring out of the metal, and
prevents the vibration set up by the inrush of the gases.

There are twenty-four or more ^m. holes in the central pipe
and in the main shell one hundred or so iVi"- boles. The
silencer is 4in. diameter and 6in. long.

I have made no bench tests, but, compared with a free

exhaust, the silencer shows no back pressure on the engine.

With this silencer the exhaust cannot be heard at all by the
rider unless he turns sidewise and leans down towards it,

and even then it can only just be detected. When running
fairly fast (about fifteen miles per hour and upwards), the
only sound is valve noise.

The above silencer can be made by anyone with the aid of

the village blacksmith at a cost of about 7s. 6d. I shall be
pleased to make another for trial by the staff of The Motor
Cycle. I am not interested in the manufacture of silencers,

and do not intend tO' put it on the market.
G, D. MONICE.
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Variable Gears.

[3137.]—Regarding the letters on " Variable Gears for

Motor Cycles," page 151, February 19th issue, signed R.

English, I should very much like to see an illustration or

sketches of the clutch described by Mr. English.

H. BENNETT.
[If Mr. English will oblige we will publish them.

—

Ed.]

Two-stroke Engine Design.

[3138.]—Enclosed pleased find rough sketch of a two-
stroke engine. I think
the action will be easily

seen from the sketch.

Now that the day of

light motor bicycles has
come to stay, I thought
if you could find space
in your valuable paper
I should like to hear
the opinion of those
interested, as I do not
remember ever having
seen anything quite like

it. The special advan-
tages I claim are im-
pulse every revolution,

cushioning towards the
end of every stroke,

consequently less vibra-

tion. The fresh charge
coming in at the top

would not be fouled by
the last exploded charge.

Only one valve, and that

on the pump, conse-

quently no burning.
Cheapness and light-

ness. It has occurred

to me many times lately that a good market is

waiting for the small electric motor and accumulators,

either built into a special machine or made to fit the exist-

ing roadster bicycles. There is nothing but petrol as yet.

I have myself facilities for charging accumulators cheaply,

and for journeys up to forty miles this would be very use-

ful to me. and I am sure many others. A hint in your

paper might wake the electrical people up to the possibili-

ties. S.H.M.

[The engine design is not quite original, because the

Bichrone two-stroke engine had the same principle but

carried out differently, the pump being at an angle to the

cylinder. We also believe stationary two-stroke gas

engines have been made with the pump above the cylinder.

The idea is, however, interesting.

—

Ed.]

A. Air holes.

B. Pump.
<:. Inlet valve.

D. Slot in nickel steel rod.

E. Asbestos packing.

K. Carburetter.

H. Sparking plug.

J- Exhaust.

Semi-automatic Air Inlets.

[3139.]—I expect some of your readers have had trouble,

as I have, with the automatic air shutters on that type of

Longuemare carburetter which has that apparatus immediately

beneath the jet chamber fModel M or 0. I forget which). As
your readers will remember, it consists of what may be
described as two flat brass spoked wheels superincumbent on
one another, and held together by a spring, so that the

"spokes" in the one coincide with the spaces in the other

in the normal position. I found that the pin which prevents

the one revolving on the other tended to shake out of its

socket, and thus at times the spaces were completely un-

covered, thereby upsetting the mixture in a very annoying
manner. I thereupon abolished the movable shutter, and
took the small lid off one of the tall 1 lb. carbide tins, about
l^in. diameter (which just fitted), and drilled a large hole

for the shutter to slide on the large central pin, and about a
dozen j'ei''- holes in the lid itself. I replaced the automatic
device with the new shutter, and the whole has worked
perfectly since, except in the coldest of weather, when a
<!udden opening of the throttle chokes the engine for a space.

That could be cured by an air damper perhaps, but it is

hardly practicable on a motor cycle. As this form of carbu-
retter is verv common, the remedy mav, I hope, be useful.

G. D. MONICE.

Outside Flywheels.

[3140.]—In letter 3101 Mr. Hinton raises the point o

comparative weight of the inside and outside flywheel engine
I suggest the total saving with the O.F. type to be at leas

15 lbs., taking the same flywheel effect in both cases, am
using an O.F. about ll^in. diameter.

It. is not quite clear why this 15 lbs. should be put inb
footrests and crankshaft. Footrests are usually fixed to

stiff part of the frame, and even if light, certainly sav
damage in the case of a spill. Footboards are, of course
superior in this respect, and, in my opinion, no motor cycl

is complete without them.
If half an inch were added to the diameter of the cranl

case, with internal wheels, the resistance from the oil wouI(
still be greater than with the O.F. type, on account of th

greater radius at work.
Mr. Hinton forsakes his own cause when he states that m;

proposed crank.shaft is little better than an overhung singi

webshaft. By this it is evident he does not believe in a con
joint, and yet he advocates four cone joints! If one con
fixing under least stress, is no good, why are four cones satis

factory? I still maintain the crank case diameter is reduce
by my suggested methods ; the radius of the cone fixing woul
be no more than that of the big end.

Mr. Hinton points out that if a flywheel is cone fixed witl

out key it will slip or seize, unless the parts are hardenec
He makes an error. I can. at any time, show him (in Londoi
a flywheel fixed in this way, which can be taken off and r'

placed in five minutes. The shaft is unhardened, and r

slipping or seizing occurs. G. DE HAVILLAND.

Exchange Transactions.

[3141.]—Having read with interest Mr. Lake's lett

regarding his appreciation of the Rex Co.'s exchanf
methods, and also a renlv from "Rex 1904." in which 1

seems to doubt the nossibility of fair treatment, I feel almo
bound to give my own experience.

I may say that I had a twin-cylinder Rex which I hf

bought second-hand locally, and I wrote to the Eex Co. as

ing their best exchange terms for a Rex de Luxe model,
received an offer by return on the Thursday preceding Augu
Bank Holidav week, when they must have been busv, Beii

satisfied with their offer, on the same day I telegraphed sa

ing I accepted same, and would they forward at once as

had made arrangements to go a short tour on the followiT

Saturday with some friends. I had a letter from them tl

following morning (Friday) saying they had despatched t'

'

machine to their order at Stourbridere Station, and awaiti

my remittance, and I was able to obtain deliverv from t'

railway company on Saturday, and start straightaway f

No^th Wales. As I was awav from home for some da\

and being rather busy when I returned, I wa^ unable
send them my old mount (which they had not even seen) f

nearly a fortnight after receipt of new one.

In the little I have had to do with this firm I have alwa
found them most businesslike and reasonable.

H. J. FOLKES.

[3142.]—In reply to "Hastings" and "Rex 1904,'" m
we trespass on your kindness to clearly state the princip

of the Rex exchange policy?

In the first place, our experience in carrying out hundre
of exchange transactions per annum has proved to us th

the motor cycling pviblic are most honourable in their dei

ings, and after five years of exchange business we are st

wi'Iing to trust to description given by our customers, a'

ready to believe that the old machine will be forwarded wh
new mount is ready for delivery, and we do not hesitate

state that motor cyclists do not exist of the class mention
by one of your correspondents.

In all transactions, whether direct or through our agen
after satisfying ourselves as to the bona fides of the ci

tomers, we take all the risk, giving delivery immediat<
upon receipt of our client's cash payment, our only stipu

tion being that the second-hand machine must be deliver

to us carriage paid, complete, in reasonable condition a

running order.

The policy of this company has always been to assist t

motor cycling public, who realising this, universally do thi

utmost to enable us to carry out our exchange policy wit

out delav or inconvenience to either partv.

THE REX ATOTOT, MFG. CO.. T,TD
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Geared-up Flywheels.

[3143.]—The discussion re inside v. outside flywheels does

[ot seem to raise the interest its importance entitles it to.

fudging from my own experience and from the experience of

ither of your correspondents, the makers of single-cylinder

ngines do not appear to have any ifixed idea of what con-

titutes the correct design of flywheel—that is to say, the

lywheel bears no fixed proportion to the compression it has
overcome. In illustration of this, one machine geared

lerhaps three to one will start at almost a walking pace,

I'hereas another geared, say, five to one wiU not go over the
ompression until a sprinting pace is got up.

It is accepted that a large flywheel of light weight is as

fficient as a smaller flywheel of heavier weight. To go
urther, it follows that if the speed of the flywheel could be
3creased, say to revolve twice as fast as the crankshaft, the
ime efEciency would be obtained as with a very large fly-

rheel, which it is, of course, impossible to have on a motor
ycle. Therefore why not have a geared up flywheel?

The objections to a geared up flywheel would be the extra
oniplication and perhaps increased cost, also the two gear
/heels would have to be perfectly cut and run for thousands
f miles without appreciable wear, as, of course, any backlash
rould be quite fatal to the running ; but, seeing" that the
ear wheels of a ear are now made to run tremendous distances
?ith practically no wear at all, it should be possible in the
ise of a motor cycle engine.

If this idea was found practicable, the steadying effect of
uch a flywheel would ensure easy starting, slow running when
ecessary, greatly increased comfort in riding, less wear on
^res, and last, but not least, would overcome most of the
bjections which up to the present have been urged against
he chain drive. B. J. R.

The Motor Cycle in Warfare.

[3144.]—The following remarks may be of interest as
howing a few of the uses to which the motor cycle could
e put in war.
In many cases it can replace the horse as a means of loco-

lotion, possessing as it does enormous advantages in the
latter of speed, endurance, and range of action. For these
dvantages to be of any use, roads are a necessity, though
liey need not be by any means first-class. A good rider
liould, however, be able to take a single-track machine along
ny footpath on which a horse can be ridden.
I shall divide motor cycles into three classes :

1. Light motor bicycles, i.e., up to 120 lbs., complete
with fuel and spares.

2. Heavy motor bicycles and tricycles.

3. Passenger motor cycles.

Class 1.—The rider of No. 1 would be used as a scout
nd for carrying despatches. For these duties his machine
mst be silent. Being light, it raises little dust, and will
e less conspicuous than a horseman going at any speed on
n average road. The motor cyclist also has the advantage
f being able to get from place to place much quicker than
he horseman, and his machine does not get tired ; nor does
; have to be fed frequently, as it will run 150 miles on one
5ed of petrol and oil. He can take to footpaths across fields
t necessary, for his machine in emergency could be lifted
ver stiles and similar obstacles by a strong man.
Class 2.—This class of riders would be used as despatch

arrjers over long distances and where speed is of consequence,
'hey would naturally have to stick to the roads. Along the
rdinary highway, unknown to the rider, who would probably
ave to keep off the main roads to some extent, 20 to 25
i.p.h. would be a good average speed. Two hundred miles
ould thus be easily covered in a day. For shorter distances
nd along main roads a better average would be made. Class
would be invaluable to arm.'ps moving along parallel roads
long distance apart in keeping up communication with

iich other.

Class 3 could be employed in can'ying staff officers, etc.,
I'om point to point along a position ; ofl&cers commanding
xtended lines of outposts ; and officers visiting detached posts,
landing patrols, etc. The heavier passenger machines should
6 capable of carrying two at a pinch, besides the driver.
T see no reason why a machine gun should not be mounted

n a well-known make of Quadcar. The latest .303 Maxim
•ith tripod only weighs about 90 lbs.
The rider should be able to do all minor repairs himself

;

should be a fair shot, and, if possible, be a signaller. He
should have a very complete kit of spares, as m war time
it would be difficult to procure them. MILES.

Variable Geais.

[3145.]—After all the interesting discussions of late, I feel,

as an ardent motor cyclist, very much inclined to send

another letter on the desirable variation of gears, particularly

for motor cycles and sidecars.

An early edition of a motor bicycle with two-speed gear and
free engine came into my possession, which, as regards work-
manship, was all that could be desired, but the design

itself—solid drive, with worm and chain direct—was found
faulty in practice. I discarded this gearing, and substituted a

belt drive, and the result was surprising in every respect.

A free engine, in my opinion, does not always bring the

desired easy manipulation in traffic, and handle starting, so

much talked of lately, is a snare, as most practical engineers

will confirm. Air-cooled engines with comparatively light

flywheels are not meant to run absolutely free, and a well-tuned

engine will preferably start by pushing at a walking pace.

As regards the two-speed gear on above machine, the

ratios were one to five and one to nine, nowadays used on
many two-speed geared machines. But is this the ideal ?

This query I answer in the negative. By a series of experi-

ments made on engines of different horse-power, I am enabled
to state that, given an engine in fair condition, there is no
need for such a conglomeration of driving gear wheels in either

back hub or bottom bracket or anywhere else, as these of

necessity mean loss of power.
One special mount of mine with a 4 h.p. engine used to

climb RiverhOl with a one to four and a half gear at limit

pace, but would not climb it with a larger pulley and gear

ratio of one to four. With the old pulley replaced the

machine performed its duty again in grand style (without belt

slipping) under precisely "the same conditions. With a still

larger pulley and a gear ratio of one to three and a half the

machine was very fast indeed on the level, but would not

climb hills at all, and unless the hills could be rushed at a

prohibitive pace I was absolutely hung up.

The greater difficulty in starting a magneto ignited machiue
is in itself discomforting with a high gear, but a high gear

is desirable on long level stretches. The moral of this is

therefore that a variable gear should not be limited to two
or four gears, but should be variable to the circumstances and
road conditions against which the machine has to contend.

From actual experience with 2g, 2-|, and 4 h.p. engines

under average conditions, I came to the conclusion that a gear

ratio varying between one to three and a half and one to eight

is all that can be required for motor bicycles, even with a

sidecar attached. I contend a variable pulley is all that is

wanted, but this pulley must be cheap, simple, absolutely

free from end thrust, and able to be locked in any position.

Such a pulley I have designed. F. M.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H. D. H." would like readers' experiences of the 4^ h.p.

twin-cylinder Minerva motor bicycle with regard to running,
upkeep, wear, general behaviour, and hill-climbing.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., write that there is nothing

in the statement, so far as they are concerned, which was
made by " Ixion " under the heading of " Occasional Com-
ments " on February 12th, viz., that makers fitted more sub-

stantial platina to car than to motor cycle magnetos. They,
moreover, add that the platina on contact-makers should be
white ; if dark, it is a sign that the points require cleaning.

Sydney Maitland and Co. write :
" ' Road Rider ' writes re

patent cleansers, and we are surprised to find him un-
acquainted with the properties of Lyxavon. He says ;

' None
are a great help to remove dirt from the interstices of

broken skin, the finger nails, and so on. Where special

cleansers are employed, a good toilet preparation should be
used when the hands are clean.' Lyxavon actually dissolves

every trace of dirt from the pores and innermost recesses,

and, incidentally, acts as a perfect antiseptic to open wounds.
There is absolutely no necessity to use toilet preparations
afterwards. We shall be pleased to forward a free sample
to any of your readers who may care to apply to Prospect
Place, Barnsbury, N."
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By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Combined Belt Tensioning Device and Band Brake.

THIS is the invention of Mr. E. T. Robinson, 75,

Grosvenor Road, St. Paul's, Bristol, and allows the

rider full control over his driving belt by enabling
him to tighten or slacken it at will, while riding, and

a'so to slacken it sufBciently to allow the engine to run free

while the belt remains stationary in its position on the driving

pulley. The lever A has its fulcrum B formed on the boss of

the crank case C of the engine E, and it is carried to the

top of the petrol tank D. The ordinary engine pulley is

taken off the engine-shaft or axle F, and in the place of it a

sprocket G is fitted. Attached to the lever A at a suitable

distance from the centre of the crank case C is a small belt

pulley H, which is or may be the same size as the original

engine pulley. This pulley H is mounted on ball or other
bearings. There is also another sprocket I fixed to the side

of the pulley H, or made in one piece with it. The pulley H
with the sprocket I runs freely on a ball bearing secured to the

lever A in a straight line above the centre of the crank case C.

The sprocket G on the engine-shaft or axle F is connected to

the sprocket I on the lever A by a short chain J. The small

pulley H, which is fixed to this sprocket I, is then connected
to the large pulley K on the rear or driving wheel L of the

machine by a leather belt M. Thus, by pushing the lever A
forward it carries with it the small belt pulley H, thereby

creating a greater distance between the two pulleys H and K
and thus tightening the belt M. By drawing the lever A back
the belt M is slackened. The lever A can be held in any
position by a ratchet and teeth P at the top end thereof.

The lever A is also extended below the centre of the crank

cas^.^ 0. To this extreme end of the lever A a rod S is fitted

which applies a band brake T on the back pulley K. This
brake T grips the pulley K when the belt M is at its slackest

|joint, thereby allowing the engine to continue running free

through the belt M being slackened to such an extent. The
lever A is provided with a tooth which engages with ratchet

teeth V cut the reverse way to the ratchet teeth P,
thus acting to keep the brake T on while the engine
is running free. To allow the machine to be driven
along again by the engine, the lever A is simply pressed
forward, the first movement of which releases the brake
T, and the continued forward movement of the lever A
tightens the belt until it takes sufficient grip on the pulley K
to drive the machine, so that it only requires the lever A to

be pulled for the driver to slacken the belt M sufficiently to

.stop the driving power and a further movement to apply a

powerful band brake.

A Variable Speed Pulley.

THIS invention hails from Tasmania, the inventors being
Messrs. A. M. Campbell and A. F. Golding. The
pulley is constructed of a number of sections made so
that the outside faces will form a complete circle

when put together, and on the inside face of each section is

a web which is made in taper form so that when put togethei
the internal faces form a cone. These faces are provided with
a step about midway down the face into which the operating
cone E works. The sections are held in alignment by pins D
which pass into slots in which the springs are housed.
The -springs press on the outside of the sections, and by these
and the studs M the sections are kept in proper position.

One flange of the pulley is attached to the other flange by

^

studs M. The springs are placed in the slots, which are
made by boring from the periphery of the flange, the hole so
formed being opened out to make a groove. The width of the
groove, however, should not be sufficient to permit its spring
to drop out. After the parts are assembled, a ring N is

secured on the periphery of the pulley for the purpose of
strengthening the same and for confining the parts. The cone
E operates as follows ; When the cone is pushed into the
pulley, its edge impinges against the ribs of the sections
and pushes them outwards against the springs C. The inter-

mediate gear is obtained when the cone E rests on the step L.
The inner ends of the ribs rest on a collar P on the shaft F.
In applying the invention to a motor bicycle, the pulley is

mounted on the rear wheel hub between the spokes and the

A
£Z

rear forks, while the driving pulley is on the engine spindle.

The rear fork Q is bent outwards to permit of the pulley and
cone being accommodated. In this case the driven pulley
would not directly take the belt, but the sections A thereof
would be connected to sections R of the rim pulley upon which
the belt S usually runs. The ring T which is attached to the

spokes of the bicycle wheel is perforated to receive stout rods

U that are connected at their lower ends to the sections A
and at their upper ends to the rim sections R. The rods U
pass through the ring T, and move accordingly as the pulley

is expanded or contracted, thereby increasing or decreasing
the diameter of the belt rim formed by the sections R.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S List of Becond-hand motor

cycles at present on hand ; all guar-
anteed to be in perfect running order,
and ready tor the road.

MAUDE'S.—2? h.p. Vindec Special, like
new, maeneto; £22.

MAUDE'S.—6 h.p. Rex de Luxe, mag-
neto, twin tyres. Roc free engine,

like new; £28.

MAUDE'S.—5 h.p. Rex, spring forks,
tremblers. 1907 model, like new,

includinff ty;?es; £22.

jt/TAUDE'S.—Twin Rex.
_ 25in, tyres,

£22.special machine, a beauty
AUDE'S. — 5 h.p. Rex, spring forks
beautiful condition; £19. our price,

lyrAUDE'S. — 4 h.p. Rushworth, 1907

£18.

M
model. 18in. frame, 2Jin. Clinchers;

De Dion, spray, long
2 h.p. Antoine, £6.

MAUDE'S.—25 h.p. .

handle-bars, £12

MAUDE'S. — Bradbury, 2 h.p.. vertical,
very good tyres ; £10.

MAUDE'S.-2 h.p. Minerva, spring forks
£8; twin Minerva, 1907, splendid con-

dition, £25.

MAUDE'S.—£1 down and six monthly
payments of 20s. secures 13 h.p. Min.

erva, 2 h.p. Antoine, or 23 h.p. Mitchell,
all guaranteed ready for the road.

MAUDE'S.—Beautiful 1905 Rex. in per-
fect order and condition; £12.

MAUDE'S.—30s. down and six monthly
payments of 35s, secures 3i h n

M.M.C., 23 h.p. Lloyds, 23 h.p. De Dion,
23 h.p. Humber. or 2i h.p. Phoenix Min-
erva, as new.

MAUDE'S. — Ideal lightweights. Ma-
chines we can recommend as light-

weights; 2 h.p. Minerva, £8: Ariel 2*
h.p., £8; Mitchell, 2J h.p., £6.

jl/TAUDE'S.-Si h.p. Excelsior, M.M.O. en-

£12.
Bine, perfect, tyres practically new

;

spring
spray.

spray.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva 2 h.p.,
forks, £9; M.M.O., vertical,

26in. wheels, trembler, £10.

MAUDE'S.^ h.p. Noble, vertical
very good tyres ; £10.

MAUDE'S.—Humber. 23 h.p., a beauty,
„,„„ £9; ,2J h.p. Kerry, spray, low built,
BlOO saddle. £9.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 1906 model. 26in.
wheels, ball bearing engine, enam-

elled green, absolutely like new; £15.

MAUDE'S.-* h.p. Ariel-Jap, non-skid
rear, new Continental front guar-

anteed to climb 1 in 6; £25.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2J h.p., spray, very
good tyres; a machine we can

tiighly recommend; £12.

MAUDE'S.—1906 Rex, footbrake. foot-
boards fitted, an exceptional clim-

ber; £15 15s.

MAUDE'S. — Twin Werner, 3J h.p.. a
splendid climber, and very reliable

;

MAUDE'S.—Jap. spray carburetter, as
new; £9.

MAUpE'S.-35 h.p. M.M.C., vertical en-
gine. 26in. wheels, spray carburet-

ter, good tyres, powerfxil; £12.

l\/rAUDE'S. - Rex, 26in. wheels, 1905
J-TX model, perfect; we guarantee thismacnine to be as new in every way ; £15.
Tl/TAUDE'S.-Rex, low built, 26in. wheels
iTJL spray, trembler, good tyres, anda very fine puller ; £12.

[l/rAUDE'S.-2 h.p. Quadrant-Minerva,

w^Sbtfla •
"^ ^^"^ ^°°'^ "^''*-

TV/rAUDE'S. — Quadrant, new cylinder
» .

littea. just overhauled, spray ; apity to miss this at £10.

TV/TAUDE'S.-Lloyds. 23 h.p., B. and B.
,„ .carburetter. £12; Rex. 3J h.p..
trembler. Eood tyres. Phoenix two-speed
gear, fine puller. £15.

l\/I"AUpE'S.-We find it utterly impossi-iTX ble to list all the motor cycles wenave for disposal, so let us have your re-
quirements and we shall be only too
pleased to auote.
l\/rAUDE'S Motor Mart Kuarantee all the
.^'-t- above to be in perfect running
order, and ready for the road before de-

NOXEM!
We are commencing a s,,,ies of Auction Sales

for Motor Cycles and Accessories, to be held at
Powell Street (behind the Victoria Hall) on the
first Thursday in the month, the first to commence
on Thursday, March 5th, and entries may now
be received for this sale, the charges being seven
and a half per cent, sales, and 2/6 no sale. Cleaned
up free of charge.

Note.—We cannot accept any motor cycle which
is not guaranteed to be in perfect running order in
every respect, and we guarantee that every one
sold is perfect, and they may be seen on the road
on the Wednesday previous to the sale.

ENTRIES
for the first sale may now be received, and offers

may be sent per post for any particular machine,
list, of which we shall be pleased to send upon
receipt of penny stamp.

AUCTIONEER.—MR. Sydney Clarkson,
Town Hall Chambers, Halifax.

Any further particulars may be had upon request.

TREMENDOUS SUCCESS OF OUR OFFERS FOR
EXCHANGES FOR MINERVA MOTOR CYCLES.

Why not avail yourself of our contract for

Minervas, and get your exchanges at a lower rate
than others can offer you ? It only costs one penny
to write for terms for exchange, and there is no
harm done if you do not deal.

SPECIAL TERMS also arranged tor the latest

ightweight MOTO-REVE, 35 guineas, twin-cylinder,

magneto. Continental tyres, and light as pastry.

Catalogues willingly sent upon application.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
1907 MINERVA, twin cylinder, 41 h.p £24
1907 REX DE LUX, magneto, free engine, low

built 28
1907 REX, twin cyHnder, 5 h.p 22
1907 N.S.U., magneto 20
1906 REX, 35 h.p., a beauty IB
1906 WERNER, twin cylinder 18
1906 CLARENDON, ball bearing engine 15
1906 MINERVA, 2} h.p 14
1906 REX, cantilever seat 19
1906 JAP, 6 h.p 25
1906 STANDARD, 2 h.p., as new 14

IDEAL LIGHTWEIGHTS.
2 h..n. GRIFFON, vertical £13

2f h.p. ARIEL, vertical 9

1} h.p. MINERVA 5
2 h.p. ORMONDE, spray 8

2 h.p. ANTOINE, spray 7

TRICARS.
RILEY TRICAR, 4* h.p., water-cooled, two

soeeds. condition as new £38
REX TRIETTE, 6 h.p., cantilever seat 28

REX TRIETTE, 3i h.p., good condition .... 15

REX TRICAR, foot brake, two speeds 16

Send tor List betore buying TYRES.
3/- allowed for old cover, and 1/6 for tube in

part for any make of tyres.

iM.WEDUTE Delivery .

C.A.V. ACCUMULATORS.

All guaranteed twelve months by the makers.

Not Throwouts.

Rex size 16/6 each.

Ariel size 15/9 „
Humber size 15/- ,

Minerva size 17/- ,.

7/- allowed for your old accumulator in

part payment.

Delivery per Return Guaranteed

"ALBANY" BELTING.

Latest principle and design.

|in. 8d., iin. 9d., Jin. lOid., lin. 1/-,

per foot.

Hin. 1/2

Note the New Address :

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Telephones

(Behind the Victoria Hall).

4:3 day, 901 night.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR; SALE.
21 h.p. Kerry, low, long bars, not rid-

2 den 50 miles; bought tricar; abso-
lute bargain, £13. — C.G., Bedford Cham-
bers, Covent Garden, London.

31 h.p. Brown, new tyres, horn, and
2 belt, guaranteed in splendid run-

ning order; £22; approval, deposit;—
Richmond, Chemist. Chorley.

3% h.p. Eex.
cher,

tiOD;
Motor

£14 __

Cycle

qi h.p. M.M.C.,

1905, spring forks, new Clin-
spares, in first-class condi-
«.. or near offer.—9,244, The
Olfloesi Coventry.

33 h.p. Eex. tools, spares, accessories,
overalls, goggles, everything sound;

what exchanges?—John Gaunt, High
Street. Camden Town, London.

MINEEVA. 2J h.p., B.S.A. through-
out; Longuemare carburetter. Pal-

mer, nearly new; spares, £10; evening
—54, Moray Eoad, Finsbury Park.

1 Q07 Twin Eex, very little used, ex-
LtJ ceptionally easy starter, very
gowerful, stand, carrier, etc.; £19 10s..

argaiu.—51. Statham Street. Derby.

F.N. 13 h.p. Lightweight, just thor-
oughly overhauled, nearly new

tyres ; £25, stand and carrier, complete.—
A.N.G., 79, Tamworth Eoad, Croydon

3 h.p. Bradbury, also 3 h.p. Humber,
free engine, both reliable machines

;

£14 each, or exchange for 1908 3i h.p. —
Dunstan, 155. Bentley Eoad, Doncaster.

NOBLE, 3 h.p.. low position, long bars,
patent saddle, Longuemare carbur-

etter, Dunlops. Gloria belt, engine al-
most new ; £10 10s.—207. Peckham Eye.

FAFNTE, 3 h.p.. Chater-Lea, Whittle belt.
Clinchers, three accumulators, lamp,

all spares, sound, reliable, powerful; £15.
—Trinder. Eavenswood, Honor Oak, S.E.

. Longuemare, accessories,
spares, thorough good condition,

just overhauled; bargain, £10 10s., imme-
diate cash.—32, Bartholomew Eoad, N.W.

LATEST 1908 Tourist 3i h.p. Magneto
Eex, Clinchers, spring forks. Derma-

tine belt, black and gold, never been rid-
den; 30 guineas.-Holmes, Mill Hill, Cowes.

21 h.p. Fafnir, vertical engine, very low
4 built, splendid running order and

condition; bargain, £8 10s., or push bike
and cash.—250, Glyn Eoad, Lower Clapton.

FAPNIE, 1907, l\ h.p., Chater-Lea. low
built, two accumulators. Dermatine

belt, footrests, accessories, very reliable-
£25; bought car.—57, Argyle Eoad, Ilford,

t)a h.p. F.N. throughout, Dunlops, good
^^4, going order, low, lamp, stand,
tools, etc.; £12, or near offer. — Daniel.
The Oak. Cann Hall Road. Leytonstone.

3 h.p. 1906 Advance, light and low, cer-
tificate for Birdlip, Advance ad-

justable pulley, spares; £17, or near
offer.—278, South Lambeth Eoad, Clap-
ham.

TEIUMPH. 3J h.p.. magneto, brand new .

fresh from works, never unpacked
from crate, latest 1907. fully guaranteed

;

£38, genuine bargain.—Milburn. Marlbor-
ough.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, F.N. engine, siugle-
2 cylinder, chain drive, free en-

gine, metal clutch, excellent condition

:

£12 10s.—9,246, Tim Motor Cycle OfBces,
Coventry.

TEIUMPH, 34 h.p.. 1907, magneto, spring
forks, prize hill-climber, splendid

condition, never had breakdown ; £32
cash; trial.—9,115, The Motor Cycle Ofidces.
Coventry.

31 h.p. Ai-iel-Minerva, 26in. Dtinlops.
2 new Continental belt, new coil,

two accumulators. Price's stand, etc. ; a
great bargain, £16 10s., prompt cash. —
W. E. Madge. 24, So-uthgate Eoad, Lou-
don, N.

r h.p. Twin Antoine, Simms-Bosch mag-
O iieto, perfect condition, not done
2 000. Headlight, carrier. toolbags,
spanners, spare valves, numbers ; £23, or
exchange lower power.—36, Carter Street.
Walworth.

TETUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, Stanley-
Dermatine belt, horn, separate gen-

erator lamp, tools, spares, grand condi-
tion throughout ; £30 ; seen by appoint-
ment; approval.—253, Slade Eoad, Aston,
Birmingham.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TWIN Bex. 5-6 h.p., cantilever, new con-

dition, fast, flexibile engine, new
Continental belt, special contacts, two ac-
cumulators ; £15 10s.—Prof . Short, Llan-
dudno.

03.-3 h.p. Werner Motor Cycle, modern
^A low built frame, just overhauled,
flrst-class condition ; ready for the road

:

£12 10s.—Hibbert. 1, Burkitt Street, Hyde,
Cheshire.

3JL h.p. Humber. excellent condition, ex-
2 ceptionally fast, Longuemare, new

Peter-Union and non-skid ; £12, or nearest
offer.-Byron, 40, Gilmore Road, Lewi-
sham, S.E.

3i h.p. Kerry, Brown and Barlow car-
2 buretter, tyres perfect, very low

frame, long handles, tools, etc. ; £13 13s.

—Write. Motor, 56. Cranley Gardens, Mus-
well Hill. N.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Minerva, perfect order, tyres
JlO splendid condition

j/;

miles. _ ._

—Box 9,239. The
dor Street. E.G.

not gone 1,000

„..^., r„rticulars ; £17
otor Cyde Ofiaces, 20. Tu

Advance pulleyj particuTarsj £17.

Ol h.p. Brown Lightweight, Longue-

TRIUMPH, 1907.
never ridden.

mare, new tyres, belt, valves', etc.,

Jebron contacts, special silencer, con-
dition as new; £14.—A. L. Haynes, En-
field Highway.

3J h.p., brand new,
just delivered from

makers, niagneto, spring forks ; £38,
guaranteed.—Harvey. 129. South Lambeth
Road, Vauxhall.

5 h.p. Vindec, late 1907, Vindec two-
spe-ed gear, perfect condition,

many improvements and extras ; £42.—1,

Fieldsway House, Fieldsway Orescent,
Highbury Orescent, N.

HANDSOME Lightweight, 13 h.p. Min-
erva engine, new tyres, back pedal-

ling and front brakes, Guenet coil, per-
fect order ; £4 19s. 6d.—Motorist, 29, Ches-
ter Street. Wolverhampton.

N.S.U. 1907 6 h.p. Motor Cycle, magneto,
sprinff forks and N.S.U. two-speed

gear, condition as new ; also Mills and
Pulford castor wheel sidecar; bargain.
£45.—Allen Bros.. Stockport.

£10 lOs.—23 h.p. International, good go-
ing order, guaranteed excellent con-

dition, dark green finish, enamel just
new; trial given. — Write, Shepherd. 75,
Langham Road. Teddington.

£16 16s.—3i h.p. Brown, 2i Palmer cords.
Brooks saddle, Watawata belt, brass

tanks, E.I.C. coil, two accumulators, will
take sidecar.—C. Ru:sell, Corset Maker,
35, Vicarage Lane, Stratford.

h.p. Twin Antoine, powerful, splendid
condition, 2J Dunlops, exhaust lifter.

Millennium stand, horn, three pulleys,
two belts, spares; bargain, £19 10s.—
Withecomb. Disley, Cheshire.

BIRMINGHAM.—5 h.p. Bex, 1907. latest
black finish. absolutely perfect,

climb anything, footboards, electric
horn, lamp, etc.; £22; cash wanted.—
Laushton. 178, Runcorn Boad.

1 Q07 Minerva, 3i h.p., scarcely soiled,
Xt7 and condition guaranteed as new.
every accessory and spares; 19 guineas:
owner bought tricar; geuuin-e bargain.
—Grace, tobacconist, Slough.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. Chase Motor Bicycle,
climb anythins. 26in. wheels, low

frame, Dunlops, trembler coil; expert
examination courted ; £20, or near offer.
—30. Upper Street, Islington.

\ Q07 N.S.U.,, 3J h.p., magneto, spring
-L^ forks. 24in. wheels, practically new,
tyres unpunctured. spares ; seen a-'iy

time; trial by appointment; £28.—Cook,
The Warren, Wanstead, Essex.

"VTfTTIAT Offers for brand new Motosa-
VV coche. Clincher tandem tyres,
lamp, horn, stand, and spares, complete,
ready for road.—Cyclist. Araby House,
Grosvenor Street, Cheltenham.

Kerry and Sidecar, in excellent
condition, very low and fast, new

Clincher tyres, a thoroughly genuine
bargain, only 18 guineas.—Owner, 19, Ash-
grove Boad, Goodmayes. Uford.

21 h.p. Lightweight, Clincher tyres,
4 Lonenemare. torpedo tank, com-

plete, perfect order ; .£7, or £6 and set of
carpenter's tools; photo sent.—Hanson, I

11. Little South Street, Coventry.
I

3i
''''

Litce Oil to the Engine
the Phoenix two-speed
Gear to the Bicycle.

Five years' experience oehind

PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,
Blnndell Street, CaledoDlan Road, N./
"SIMPLEX

PATENT
Belt Fasteners

I, }, I, lit!., 1/- each all sizes.

>»

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.,
Sole Patentees and Manufactvurers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Co., (

plumstead, s.e.

21 h.p. ENeiNES
nniNERVA & DE DIOM

CONVERTED
to

<{3 II n
08 n.ii

BY NEW CYLINDER & PISTON 3lin. BORE

WRITE GRADIOR MACHINE Co,

PQK Compression Specialists,

LIST. STAFFORD.

ADVERTISERS—PlesLSe note
that Friday is the latest day we
can receiveadvcrtlBement copy
for the followinR week's issue

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Q3. h.p. 1908 Minerva Motor Cycle, new
.^4 not used; owner bought tricar;
will sacrifice; what offers?—408, Lincoln
Eoad. Peterborough.

FOE Sale, Triumph, l\ h.p.. new Augtist,
1907, ridden 800 miles, good condi-

tion, studded back tyre; £36, or near
offer.—H. Gartrell, Chapel Street. Pen-
zance.

2 h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, Minerva
engine, low and light, long foot-

boards, Longuemare, tyres nearly new,
many "Dares ; £12 IDs,—Kendrick, 10,

Sayesbury Eoad, Sawbridgeworth.

F.N., tour-cylinder, 3i h.p., late 1906,

condition as new, just overhauled,
maker's guarantee, several apares ; Bir-
mingham district; £25, or offer.—9,245.
The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry,

31 h.p. Bex, perfect condition, spring
4 forks, spring saddle, low position,

long handle-bars. Price's stand, carrier,
spares and tools; £13 lOs.—Thomas, 20.

Longridge Eoad. South Kensington.

3 h.p. Howe, vertical engine, Longue-
mare, girder forks, tyres, splendid

condition, stand, recently overhauled,
sound; deposit; approval; £12 10s.—Mold-
green Engineering "Works, Huddersfield.

23 h.p. Clyde, magneto, long handle-
4 bars, low position, A Won CUd-

cli«rs, unpunctured, sparea, splendid con-
dition; £15, or exchange higher power
magneto.—19. Cheriton Square, Balham.

4 h.p.. twin-cylinder, Xl'all, splendid
condition, variable pulley, acces-

sories and spares, with Mill's forecarri-
age attachment, complete : £18 : sell sepa-
rate.—Field, 58, Church Eoad, Northfleld,
Birmineham.

FOR Sale, 1907 5 h.p. Eex d« Luxe, twin
tyre Eoc free engine clutch, mag-

njeito; not ridden 100 miles, splendid con-
dition, tyres unacratched and unpunc-
tured; £27; deposit,—E. Byrne, • Slan«,

Brogheda.

31 h.p. Alldays and Onions, with spring
2 forks, spares and accessories. £18;

Mills and Pulford sidecar, £5; 23 h.p.

cycle, Minerva engine. £12; all in perfect
running order.—J. James, 139, Acre Lane.
Brixton, S.W.

1 Q04 Eex, Davison tank, petrol and oil

l-fj gauges, Longuemare, Watawata,
Acetyphote lamp, horn, stand, re-plated,

enamelled, splendid running condition;
£18. — Pool, La Quinta, Station Eoad,
Fleet, Hants.

3 h.p. Coventry Humber, free engine.
Palmer tyres, spring saddle-pillar,

tyres, plate, and enamel perfect, in per-

fect running order; seen after 6; any
trial.—G.W., 99, Coningham Eoad, Shep-
herd's Bush. W.

41 h.p. Peugeot, single-cylinder, 87 B.v

4 92. No. 6 Chater-Lea frame. 2Jin.

tyres, footboards, Bowden band brake,
accessories, almost new; £19: trial by ap-

pointment.—S.H.F., 43, Clarendon Eoad.
Putney, London.

LATEST 5 h.p. Twin Belvedere, very low
frame 26in. Palmer cords, capacity

two gallons petrol, half gallon oil, not
ridden 600 miles : written guarantee
given; £27 lOs.—Jennings, 268, Hornsey
Eoad, Holloway.

6 h.p. Ariel-Jap Tmu, 2i Dunlops.
Whittle belt. Brooks BlOO, Lilx"

.

stand and carrier; this is brand new,
and very slishtly shop-soiled; listed at

45 guineas, will take £40.—Page, 74. East
Hill, Dartford. Kent.

5 h.p. Twin Eex, winner Buxton hill-

climb, brand new Dermatine belt.

spare Wliittle belt. Fuller syntonic coils,

tiiurabslide control, electric horn, stand,
ooares: approval; 19 guineas,—C. Lloyd,
Shirburn, Eamsgate.

TEIUMPH, two-speed (N.S.U.), 3 h.p.,

magneto, good condition through-
out, upheld reputation for a no-trouble
machine in last Quarterly Trials; best

cash above £20.—A. D. Draper, 53, Chep-
stow Place, London.

31 h.p. Eex, new tyres, newly enamel-
4 led and thoroughly overhauled,

never been on the road since I paid £5
for it doing up, guaranteed perfect run-
ning order; £10 10s.—Askham. Commer-
cial Eoad, Kirkstall.

In anxwering any advertisement on this page it i.' desirable that you mention " TJie Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
i NGLIAN Motor Cycles, with simplest

ii and most practical two-speed gear.—
Below.

OUGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the mar-
vellous lightweight; also

IDECAES (Mills-Fultord castor wheel),
and a special selection of seoond-

liand bicycles and tricars can be seen and
iried at the London Agents H. P. Eose
Ltd. 28, Frith Street, Shaftesbury Avenue.
\V.

FAFNIE. 3 h.p.. just overhauled, splen-

did hill-climber ; sacrifice £12. — 96,

Bromley Street. Stepney, E.

ROC and N.S.U. Agent.—In stock: 4 h.p.
fioc. with two-speed gear. 3 h.p., 3|

li.p., and 6 h.p. N.S.U.'s.—Hodgson. 10,

Horton Road, Bradford.

BEESTON Humber, 3i h.p.. Longuemare.
fast and powerful, in perfect condi-

tion ; lowest £13, bargain. — 23, John'son
Boad, Marton, Blackpool.

QUADRANTS.-Several 34 h.p.. excellent
condition, taken in exchange, and

thoroughly overhauled.—Quadrant Motor
Co., Ltd.. Earlsdon. Coventry.

HUMBER. 3 h.p.. handle starting, free
engine, very fast, condition perfect,

guarantee given ; £14, cash wanted.—Col-
lins, 28, Gathorne Road. Wood Green. N.

•11-3 h.p. Fairy, twin-cylinder, all acces-
^^ sories. Acetyphote. toolbag, stand,
spare accumulator, excellent running
order; £15.-9.247, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

03. h.p. Pebok, spring forks, BlOO, Uni-
^i versal silencer, good running
irder; £12 iOs., exchange higher power,
3A h.p. Minerva preferred, and cash. —
Sherwood. Clarence Road. Teddihgton.

31 h.p., built by Phoenix Motors, two-
2 speed gear, starting handle, spring

forks, footboards. Palmer cord, recently
thoroughly overhauled, splendid condi-
tion; £25, or offers.-Apply. Brown. 62,

.\lexandra Street. Soutnend-on-Sea.

3 h.p. Humber. free engine, low seat,
long bars, new Samson non-skid on

hack, new patent non-skid on front. £11

;

also another 3 h.p. Humber, £7 : also side-
car, upholstered green, £2. — The Motor
Kepair and Supply Co., 107. Bridge Road.
Hammersmith. W.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Quadrant, maeneto, spring
i-ij forks, faultless; this machine is
hardly in second-hand condition, but to
all intents and purposes brand new, ab-
iolutely perfect throughout; thundering
bargain, £30, or will accept another ma-
chine with cash.—Motorist, 86. Colvestone
Orescent, Dalston. London.

BARGAINS, for quick sale.—Owner go-
ing away, has no further use for

1907 twin Rex. magneto ignition, non-skid,
spares, spare tank, splendid condition,
£24; road trial; Osborne gear, fit twin,
£2 10s. ; Beeston Humber bike, Duplex
cross frame, like new. £6 10s.—No. 9.248.
The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

STAMFORD HILL.^J h.p. Minerva, £18;
3J h.p. Brown. £16: 3i h.p. Bat. £16;

41 h.p. twin Minerva, spring forks, new
tyres, £26 10s.; 3J h.p. Twin Werner, £15
10s.; 3 h.p. Trent. Chater-Lea. £12 10s.;
3i h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea, £11 10s.; 2 h.p.
Rex. 2J h.p. Humber. £8 each ; 2 h.p. Pre-
cision, £6 10s. ; 2 h.p. Raleigh. £4 10s.

;

seen and tried any time.—128. High Road.
Tottenham.

SPECIAL Clearance Line.—2| h.p. Or-
monde, £5 IOs.; 23 h.p. King. M.M.O.

engine. Chater-Lea frame. £10; 3 h.p.
ister. Chater-Lea frame, £8 IOs.; 2 h.p.
Werner. £5 158.; 3i h.p. 1904 Rex. £10;
24 h.p. Aurora, £5 IOs.; 2 h.p. No. 1 Min-
erva, £6 IOs.; 4 h.p. M.M.O. pattern,
spring forks, £12 IOs.; 2| h.p. Minerva,
vertical. M.O.V.. £10 IOs.; 3 h.p. Calvert,
£5 IOs.-Wauchope'e. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London.
QIX 1907 Triumphs, two 1906 Triumphs,
V .

two 1907 Vindec twins, all magneto
igmtion, perfect condition, all been
thoroughly overhauled and tested; also
a 23 h.p, F.N.. spring forks; and 3 h.p.
Uarendon. green finish, spring forks;

T*'^ iQachine a bargain, and to be
cleared at very low figures to make room
tor the new Triumphs which are now
arnviag daily.—Eric S. Myers 62, Man-
ningham Lane. Bradford.

When requiring an exchange

Don't forget Wauchopc's
the largest dealers, who will quote the best market
price for your Second-hand Motor Cycle, LiG;ht Car,

or Tricar, in payment or part payment for up-to-

date 1908 Motor Cycles, as Triumphs, Quadrants,
N.S.U.'s, F.N.'s, Ariels, Minervas, Vindec Specials,

Browns, Motosacoches, Moto-Reves, Bats, Peu-
geots, Griffons, Lurquin and Couderts, etc.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.
*' Messrs. Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, FleSt St., E.G.

" Dear Sirs,— 1 want here to state that I am
perfectly satisfied with the transaction, and shall

certainly give my future orders to you, as well as

to tell all my friends that the best place for anything
in the motor line is Wauchope's.

'* Perhaps you will have seen in ' The Motor
Cycle ' this week that one gentleman is complaining

very bitterly about the way he has been treated

in an exchange trans:\ction. As I have stated

above, I am more than satisfied, and if you will

write and tell me so, 1 will write to ' The Motor
Cycle * telling them of our transaction in full in

order to show motor cyclists in general that if there

are firms of, shall we say, ' Siiarks,' there is at

least one firm with whom motorists can deal

knowing that they will be treated with just fairness

that they can have every confidence in.
' Again thanking you for the kind way in which

you have treated me,
"(Signed) ROBERT DICKINSON."

February Clearance Lists.

h.p. TWIN HAMILTON £12 12

3 h.p. ARIEL, vertical engine 10 10

31 h.p. N.S.U. , magneto ignition 19 19

3 h.p. CHASE, Decart engine, Chater-Lea
frame 16 10

31 h.p. 1905 REX, 26in. wheels 12 10
'31 h.p. No. 1 ARIEL vertical engine 15 15

3 h.p. FAFNIR, Chater-Lea frame 15
4 h.p. ROC, Stephens engine 21
2ih.p. TRlUMPH.hght weight 14 10

5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto,
Triumph, Truffault 88

31 h.p. KING, Chater-Lea frame, fitted

with M.M.C. engine 12 10
2 h.p. DE DION, New Hudson, light weight 10 10

21 h.p. New hght ARIEL, latest model .. 27 10

2i h.p. KERRY 10 10

31 h.p. QUADRANT, 1907 20 guineas

2i h.p. ORMONDE 6 10

3i h.p. MINERVA, Chater-Lea frame .... 17 10

3i h.p. M.M.C, Chater-Lea frame 10 10

2J h.p. Lady's CLEMENT-GAR RARD . . 12 10

31 h.p. QUADRANT, magneto 22 10

3i h.p. 1904 REX, spring forks 10 10

3i h.p. 1907 magneto, TRIUMPH 32 10

5 h.p. 1908 Twin-cyhnder REX DE LUX,
magneto, free engine (new), black
finish 35

6 h.p. Twin magneto RAT, Jap engine . . 32 10
3 h.p. Magneto, TRIUMPH, 1906 25

2t h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL 14 10
3ih.p, MINERVA, 1907 model 19 19
2} h.p. MINERVA, 1907 model 10 10
4 h.p. Twin-cylinder, 1907. WERNER .. 15 15
31 h.p. Magneto, sprmg forks, 1907, new

TRIUMPH 41
4 h.p. M.M.C. pattern, vertical, spring forks 12 10

3ih.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, 1907 model,
two speeds, spring forks, magneto . . 35

31 h.p. PHCENIX, two-speed, vertical 23
3 h.p. SINGER, ball bearing engine 19
2 h.p.MlNERVA 7 10
31 h.p. MI N E RV A, 1907 model, spring forks 21
lih.p.MlNERVA 5 16
11 h.p. Light weight F.N., magneto, spring

forks 25
2i h.p. PHCENl X, two-speed gear 17 10
5 h.p. VINDEC, 1907 model, two speeds,

magneto, Truffault 44
31 h.p. JEHU, Fafnir free engine 13
3ih.p. TWIN ALCYON 19
21 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical 10 10
31 h.p. N.S.U., 1907 16 10
31 h.p. ROYAL STAR 16
41 h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA, 1907

model 26 10
31 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V 10 10
2Jh.p. KERRY 9 9
2 h.p.MlNERVA B 15
3ih.p. 1904 REX
31 h.p. AUTO-MOTOR 16

We have a few Brand-new 1907 Magneto'
Triumphs on hand at £41. Exchange arranged.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe Lano, Fleet St.,

(off Ludgate Circus) LONDON.
Telephone, Holbom, 5,777.
Telegrams, " Opificer, London."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23 h.p. Kerry, good running order, reli-
4 able, long handle-bars, switch, two

accumulators. Palmer back (new), spare
valves, plugs, horn, girder forks. Ivjw seat,
owner bought higher power; will accept
best cash offer ; also 26 by 2i non-skid,
steel studs, new, 15s.; F.N. carburetter.
8s. 6d.—C.S.. 587. Seven Sisters Road. Tot-
tenham.

SPECIAL 51 h.p. Twin G.B.. to be sold
through ill-health, new condition,

guaranteed perfect, not run 500 miles,
magneto, spring forks, control, spark,
gas, air magneto cut-out. exhaust lift, all
on handle-bars. instantaneous stand,
strong carrier. Whittle belt. Autoclipse
lamp, extra large separate generator,
large horn, foot pump, good kit of tools
and parts ; cost in October. 1907. over
£70. accept £42 cash, no offers.-Truefitt.-
Newborough. Scarborough.

TELEGRAM. Sir.-Rex de Luxe (un-
ridden). black finish. £35; Bhop-

soiled 31 h.p. 1907 Rex, spring forks, mag-
nificeut mount. £19 193.; twin Res, £22;
3 h.p. M.M.C, £13; twin Werner. £1S 19s.;

3J h.p. Hobart. £14; 3 h.p. Givaudan.
£14 IOs.; 3 h.p. Clarendon. £13 iOs. ; 23
h.p. De Dion. £12 IOs.; 7 h.p. Peugeot.
£30. nearly new ; 3 h.p. Eover. £13 IOs.

;

4 h.p. Antoine. £16 IOs. ; 31 h.p. mag-
neto Simms. £17 IOs.; 31 h.p. Jap. £18; 4
h.p. Jap. £23. torpedo; twin Antoine,.
£25; 2 h.p. Minerva. £7; 2 h.p. Quadrant,
£3; 2 h.p. Standard, £8; 2 h.p. Werner
£6 IOs.; 21 h.p. Kerry. £9; 2j h.p. Antoine,
£9 IOs. ; 2 h.p. magneto Simms. £9; 3 h.p.
Hobart. £10; 3 h.p. Rover. £13 IOs.; 51 h.p.
Rex. £9 IOs.; spring fork Rex, £14 10m.;
5 h.p. Rex. £18; 31 h.p. Kerry, £18 lus.

;

23 h.p. P.N.. £14 IOs.; 2I h.p. De Dion. £14
IOs.; 31 h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, spring forks
£24; Rex de Luxe. £29; twin Werner. £16;
twin N.S.U.. £25; 3 h.p. M.M.C. £13; 3 h.p.
Humber. £10 IOs.; 31 h.p. Mineiva. £18
IOs.; soiled. £23; twin Alcyon. £22; 11
h.p. Minerva. £4 IOs.; l| h.p. Quadrant..
£6; 3 h.p. Lloyds. £14 IOs.; 2J h.p. Excel-
sior. £6: 4 h.p. Coronet, £16; cash ix-
change or extended payments.—Halifax
Motor Exchange. 16. Westgate, Halifax.
Telephone. 766.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.-5 h.p. Humber tricar, two

speeds, open frame, wheel steering,
almost as new ; £45.

HALIFAX.—Quadrant Oarette. 6 h.p..
open frame, wheel steering, two-

speeds, coach-built, latest model, £35, cost
£100.

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Ad-
vance tricar, wheel steering, only

used for trials ; bucket seat ; £35.

HALIFAX.-51 h.p. Eex Triette. "prin,^
frame, free engine clutch, very re-

liable: £29 IOs.—Below.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Eex tricar, Phcenix
two-speed gear, good running order;

£21.

HALIPAX.-41 h.p. Eex tricar two
speeds, free engine, very good order

and coiidition; £21.

HALIFAX. — 41 h.p.. water-cooled Wol.
two speeds ; £^ lOa. ; condition

almost new.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-

car, nearly new, and specially
built, four-speed gear; £37 _0s —Halifax
Motor Exchange. 16. Westgate. Halifax.

£45:—8 h.p. Tricar, Eexette. perfect con-
dition, lamps, tools.—12, Cambridge

Street. Sheffield.

VERT Smart, reliable, fast, twin tricar

;

sacrifice £25.-47, Camden Grove.
Peckham.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, open frame, wheel
steering, two-speed, side levers.

Brooks' bucket seat; £25.—Holmes. Mill
Hill. Cowes.

QUADRANT Carette. 6 h.p.. two cylin-
ders, front seat detachable, making

splendid runabout: lamps, tool.^. etc..

£45 : appointment.—Spensley. Chertsey.
Surrey.

6 h.p. Fafnir Twin, water-cooled.
Chater-Lea frame, gear and bear-

ings, three speeds and reverse, coach-
built, wheel steering. Bowden control,-
Palmer cord tyres, good condition; £55.-
cost £115; trial by appointment.—George
Glenny, Brewery. Barkinff.

hi nvstrcriiig n 111/ adver/isement on this page it t-' desirable that you mention " The Motor Oycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
5h..p. Eiley Tricar, water-wwied. two

speeds, car tyres ; £32,—Below,

TWO-SPEED Tricar, 3i li,p. Quadrant
engine. Phoenix .

g-ear, belt drive,
grand goer; £19.—Below.

31 h.p. Minerva Tricar, M,O.V., Longue-
2 mare carburetter, fan-cooled ; £18.

—Farrar, Square Eoad. Halifax.

5h.p. BoUee Tricar, three speeds, two
bucket seats; bargain. £9. — 98,

Potternewton Lane. Leeds.

QUADRANT Carette, 6 h.p., latest
model, condition as new, car tyres,

lamps, spares ; £45,—Parry, Powick, Wor-
cester,

C,I.E. Tricar. 5 h.p. Sarolea, Phelon
and Moore's two-speed gear, coach-

built, splendid condition ; £33.—Spencer,
4, Nelson Square, Burnley.

TEIOAE, 3i h.p., Humber, convertible
to single. M. and F. forecar, cane

body, good condition; £17, bargain.—M.,

.39, Southcroft Road, Tooting.

i<R'|JAE, AJ h.p. Stevens eneine. Whittle
belt, Lougueraare, 2iin. tyres, condi-

tion as new ; £30, or offer.—Write for par-
ticulars. 22. Carfax, Horsham.

PHCENIX, Genuine, 3i h.p., two speeds,
tricar, excellent condition ; offers

wanted or exchange for magneto bike.
Triumph preferred.—71, Stoke Newington
Eoad. N.

41 h.p. White and Poppe, water-cooled,
5 coach-built tricar, two speeds,

large clutch. Palmer cords; trial run;
£45, cost double. — Fairview, Springfield
Eoad, Wallington,

PEARSON'S Tricar, 1i h.p.. Aster en-
gine, water-cooled, spring frame,

Oppermann three-speed, chain drive,
coach-built; £30. — Wingfield. 112, New
King's Road, Fulham.

KERRT-ABINGDON Tricar, 5-6 h.p.,
two speeds and free engine, Peter-

Union tyres, studded back, handle steer-
ing, side levers, very little used ; £30.

—

Haynes, Enfield Highway.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, very liffht, Phe-
2 Ion and Moore two-speed, re-bored

and new piston in May last; can be seen
by appointment; £25, or offer.—Haylor,
127, Walm Lane. Cricklewood.

5-6 h.p. Beeston Humber Tricar, two
speeds, free engine, coach-built, new

car tyres, water-cooling and everything
nerfect; price £38. excellent condition. —
Lee, Central Buildings^ Liverpool.

TEICAE, Chater-Lea, nearly new, Paf-
nir engine. 3J h.p., large clutch,

footbrakes, two speeds, handle starting
Dunlops; £20, exchange for motor bike
and cash.—1, Church Street. Edmonton,
N.

BEESTON Humber. 44 h.p., water-
cooled, two speeds, coach-built,

new condition, non-skid, new spare tyres,
finest accessories; exceptional bargain,
£40. — Randall, Clone, Hampton - on -

Thames.

8 to 10 h.p. Twin Antoiue Tricar, Dun-
lop tyres, upholstered green, red

lined, splendid condition, very fast; also
3J h.p. De Dion engine; owner bnugr'
.ear. — Phiibrock, 611. Kingston Eoad,
Eaynes Park.

CENTURY, 6J h.p.. Aster engine, water-
cooled, Michelin car tyres, uu-

scratched, two speedis, Eenolds silent
chains, upholstered red morocco, quan-
tity spares; £25.—Howards. Cycle and
Motor Agents. Bakewell,

£28.—Tricar, 3J h.p., Kerry engine, two-
speed gear, coach-built seat. Palmer

cord tyres, spares, accessories', etc., all
in splendid condition ; any examination.
—Owner, c/o Garage, opposite South Eal-
ing Station, W.
^-6 h.p. Twin Eex Triette, in good order,
•J and condition equal to new, Acety-
phote lamp, horn stand, new extra foot-
lx)ards and toolbox; £35, or nearest;
sole reason selling, buying car.—Ashley,
The Ferns. Folesnill Eoa-d. Coventry.

QUADRANT, 6 h.p., coach-built, three
speeds, Bowden epicyclic gear,

chain drive, engines coupled, new back
tyre, good condition, just overhauled;
.£32 10s., or exchange motor cycle and
.cash.—Eodway, Horsefair, Birmingham.

The Premier Road Clearer
for MOTOR CYCLISTS.

This is an electrically operated horn, as now
used on all up-to-date cars. It gives a deep
continuous note, audible at a great distance, and
is the most efficient warning yet introduced.

Electric Buzzer, with press button and wiring,

plated finish, ready for attachment to any
ordinar horn 8/6.,

Buzzer and horn complete, 12/6. English manu-
facture, and guaranteed. With THE PREMIER
ROAD CLEARER and THE PREMIER SEARCH-
LIGHT ( advertised elsewhere in this issue ) the

Motor Cyclist is ALWAYS SAFE.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.

Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

"THE LATEST" IN
MOTOR CYCLE

LAMPS.

Complete with Gen-
erator as shown.

Mirror Lens Pro-
jector Headilght,

same as advertised,

piated, 30/ --

Magneto Covers
oniy, 3/6,

PERCY
CYCLE CO.
LTD.,

Northumber-
land Street,

NEWCASTLE-
ON-TYNE.

Sole Agents for N.S.U. and Triumph
Motor Cycles.

Genuine Birmmgt\ain

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD ROAD, "IRMINGHAM.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
w h.p. "Water-eooled Rexette Tricar, open
O frame, wheel steering, two speeds.

I

handle starting, good running order;
£29: take good motor cycle in part pay-
ment.—The Leeds Mot.or Exchange, Dock
Street, Leeds.

f^ h.p. Eexette Tricar, live frame, two
O speeds, open frame, water-cooled,
recently thoroughly overhauled, and
the condition is now as new; £30; guar-
anteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

FOEECAE, Trimo, in very good condi-
tion, coach-built, Bowden foot band

brakes, enamelled chocolate. Clincher
tyres (good), large apron to suit; original
cost £22. £6. or nearest offer.—Harrison.
8, Vesey Street, Birmingham.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, chain drive.
2 water-cooled, free engine and

clutch, handle start, spray carburetter,
spring seat-pillar, in thorough going
order; £27; bought car; want room, —
Humber, 34, Spital Street, London, E.

REXETTE, 5 h.p., two sjveedB, wheel
steering, just been thoroughly over-

hauled and renewed, tyres perfect, new
Brooks band and Eiche tube on back,
new accumulator, lamps, and horn; £40.
—Patterson, 13, George Street, Edinburgh.

SINGEE Tricar, 3i h,p., belt driven,
magneto, aiuminiun. coach-built

body, two speeds, free engine, fan-cooled,
electric lights, and other refinements,
perfect condition ; up-to-date cycle taken
in part exchange; offers invited.—Apply

.

Raab. 2. Polperro Mansions. Lyncroft
Gardens, Hampstead.

REXETTE. 8 - 10 h.p.. twin-cylinder, new
'November, 1906; cost £135; seats

three, Napier green, red leather uphol-
stered, silver plated fittings, all copper
radiator, good condition, irreversible
steering, new non-skids on all wheels

:

any reasonable trial run given ; £48, or
nearest offer.—Milburn, Dalton, Croft-on-
Tees.

MAGNIFICENT Eiley Tricar, 9 h.p., 1907
pattern, carries two passengers,

complete with every fitment and many
accessories, heavy Dunlop tyres, acety-
lene car lamps, three accumulators,
spare tubes, valves, chains, etc.. and
complete outfit of tools : open to any trial
or examination; £78, no offers. — Archi-
bald Briggs, Astleylea, Carnoustie.

STAMFORD HILL.—5 h.p. w.c. Opper-
mann three-speed tricar, overhauled,

plated, and. enamelled like new, £35; 41
h.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo, overhauled,
plated, and enamelled like new, £32 10s.

;

4i h.p. Kelecom, £22; 3i h.p. M.M.C.. £10:
3i h.p. Eex, MilHord front, £15; all bar-
gains and guaranteed ; trials. We live on
a hill.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

ANT Trial, mountains or plains, of 6-

8 h.p. tricar, built by Panhards.
two cylinders, three speeds and reverse.
Krebs carburetter, automatic lubrica-
tion, car tyres, handsome coachwork by
Salmons, of Newport Pagnell, beauti-
fully upholstered and sprU'Ug, colour
dark green, plated fittings; cost £150.
best offer over £70 accepted.—H., 57. Cov-
entry Eoad. nford.

SIDECARS AND FORECABS.
MILLFOED Forecar. in good condition,

wicker chair, upholstered ; £7. —

-

John Sdddons. Oundle.

RIGID Sidecar, left side. 36in, Clin-
cher tyre; £4 43.—Eagles and Co.,

High Street, Acton. W.

RIGID Sidecar. 26in. wheel, wicker body,
as new ; £3 15s.—8, Barrett Street.

Manchester Square, W.
MONTGOMEET latest pattern sidecar,

nearly new, good condition; £8
10s.—Dobson. Tarm. Torks.

KEEET Forecarriage, with sidestays;
£4 15s.. cost 16 guineas, npholstered

green.—Vickery, Ealing Eoad. W.

FIVE Lovely Sidecars, some quite new.
26 by 28in. wheels; cheap for oaai.

—Farrar. Square Eoad, Halifax.

STAMFOED HILL.-Have a sidecar oti

approval and judge for TonraeU.
None better whatever yon pay. Our
price £4 18s. 6d., complete. Please order
early.—128. High Eoad, Tottenham.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TYRES.
BOOTH. — Coiitin«iitals. Continentals,

' Continentals, as received from
makers. List free on application.

BOOTH.—Tyres, 26 hy 2, lis. 6d. : tyres.
26 by 2J, 12s. 6d. ; heavy Clincher

pattern treads.

BOOTH. — Tour old cover and tube
taken in paymen't for new tyres.

List free.

BOOTH.—Inner tubes, 6s. to 7s. 5d., all
sizes, makers' guarantee.—Coronet

Works, "Wade Street. Halifax.

INNER Tubes.—Quantity of 26 by 2iin.
motor cycle tubes, second-hand,

but in perfect condition; 7s. 6d.. cash
vrith order.—Phoenix Motors, Ltd., Blun-
dell Street, Caledonian Road, N.

e)A by 2J Peter-Union Covers. 15s.; 24
^TC by 2J Peter-Union covers, 15s.:
26 by 2 guaranteed covers, 15s. ; 26 by 2i
guaranteed covers, 15s.; 26 by 2i guar-
anteed covers, 15s.: 2S by 2 g-uaranteed
covers, 15s. ; 28 by 2J g-uaranteed covers,
15s.: 28 by 2J guaranteed covers, 15s.;
28 by 2i wired-on covers, 15s. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Lon-
don,

REPAIRERS.
IEIDIUM Champion "Indestructible"

OoDitacts: any part fitted, returned
same day; Is. Id. each.

IRIDIUM Champion " ludestructible

"

Cooirtacts ; warra.nted pure; special
trimmers for polishing iridium. 9d. ; no
filing required.

IEIDIUM Champion "ludestructible"
Contacts: hundreds in use — Wi\-

hams, 16, Wellington Street, Woohvich.

ACOUMULATOES Eepaired, any make;
reasonable charges, best work.—

Bellows. Hertford .Street, Mayfair.

BELLEN6ER wiia tune up your ma-
chine to give full power; moderate

charges.—Queen's Buildings, Old B:iiley.

ACCUMULATORS, magnetos, repaired;
lowest prices; work guaranteed.

—Sharpe, 336, Gray's Inn Road, King's
Cross.

RELIABLE Repairs. — Cylinders re-
bored, new pistons, complete, 15s.

—Gas Engine ana Motor Worus, forest
Hill, S.E.

CEACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
oesstuUy repaired by Lea's metal-

luTgical process.—^Lea and Son, engineers,
Runcora.

PULLETS especially made to a.ny dia-
meter, for any make of machine,

from 7s. ; delivery the day following re-
ceipt of order.—Laystall Motor Engin-
eering Works, 27 and 29, Laysitall Street,
RoBiebery Avenue, London. E.'C.

CCCCOCCCC Compression means power.
—Cylinders re-bored and new pis-

tons fitted ; g-uaranteed fit 1-l,000in.

;

bears. 13 stone oq pedal; write lor list.—
Gradior Machine Co.. Compression Speci-
alists, Stafford.

IGNITION Coils and Accumulators, amy
malie repaired and charged at

lowest prices; lists free; work guaran-
teed. .Sole agents for Hagen accumu-
lators. Tel.. 95X.—The Victoria Garage
and Electrical Co., Coventry.

REPAIRS and Overhauling-. — We have
t^e finest repair works in London

for motor cycles, with up-to-date ma-
chinery : estimates free ; new cylinders
lor any make of engine, pulleys, valves,
gears, aud all replacements; send for
our new Booklets, with prices.—Laystall

itor Engineering Works, 27 and 29, Lay-
stall Street, Eosebei-y Avenue, B.C.

ENGINES Re-bushed throughout from
£1 ; cylinders re-bored from 5s. ; pis^

tons supplied new from 7s. 6d. ; rings
from 9d.: valves, exhaust, from 2s. 6d.:
inlets, from Is. 6d. ; pulleys, for any
motor. Triumph. Browu, Faf nir, 4s. 9d.

;

Peugeots, 59. 6d. ; Rex, Antoiue, Kelecom,
5s. 9d.; De Dion, M.M.C, 6s. 9d. ; above
mn. diameter, 9d extra; any part made
to pattern at lowest prices, accuracy
guaranteed.—Tufnell and Co., Lightning
Motor Works, Leytonstone.

^t. E^ Reg. No. 291239.

> ^O ll ^N 2/6 each Rivet.

K^j^^^ I 7 C J .
Contacts vastly

^^^r \ h 4 ^^ -* superior to pla-
*- - V. / y ^..^ .^^m tijiuni, cures mis-

firing.

Any parts fitted

by return of post.

J. EDWARDS BROWr, 38, Herbert Road,
Plumstead, Kent.

Over 5,000 in use. Liberal trade terms.

COMPRESSION
n/IEANS

POWER.
Before reboring AKer reboring.

We rebore your cylinder and fit new piston

complete with rings and gudgeon pin.

Please Bend for our new repairs booklet, giving
prices for this work.

. . THE . .

LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.

AUTOMOBU.K REPAIRERS-
27 & 29, Laystall St , Rosebery Av,. LONDON, E.Cp

Hstnblished 19(10 Tel. 12.301 Central.

PRICE'S

STANDS

7/6
PER PAIR.

UKANTES
BELT PULLEY GRIP
For WORM
BELTS BOX

Complete

with

screws,

2/0 containing 40.

Leather or rubber belts, superb grip & perfect drive.

Send original size of belt to Manufacturers,

DDir e: «. fn ". mount pleasantrKIwC OC WU., LONDON, E.C.

1908 TRIUMPHS,
Immediate delivery

from stock.

Price £48 nctt.

Including Lamp, Horn, and all
Accessories.

Trials arranged.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

ERIC S. IVIYERS,
" NO WORRY DEPOT,"BRADFORD.

Also six 1907 TRIUMPHS, almost new, to b*
cleared cheap.

w

EXCHANGE.
EXCH.VXGE TJnito Couplings tor any-

thing useful, or sell 15s.—Green-
wood, Keswick.

COIL, plain, perfect, for 7ft. 6in. |in.
belt, good condition. — Attree,

Myrtleberry, Lynmouth.

EXCHANGE, Discodeon and thirty re-
cords ; cost £9, for motor cycle. —

Pownall, Prescot, Laucs.

EXCHANGE 21 h.p. Koyal Enfleld-Min-
erv a, perfect, for gent's bicycle and

cash.—Mastersou, Katbdowney.

41 h.p. Tricar, 4 h,p. bike, 23 h.p. tri-

2 cycle, tor good car.—Bediford, 3,

Bon-ling Green Street, Sheffield,

3 h.p. Bradbury, also 3 h.p. Humber,
free engine, for Z\ h.p., 1908. — Dun-

stan, 155, Bentley Eoad, Doncaster.

E Exchange your present mount lor
any make of new or second-hand.

—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax,

11 h.p. Crossley Gas engine, complete,
2 like new with shafting; £12 10s.,

or exchange.—Holmes, Mill Hill, Cowes.

QPLENDID Long Pur Motor Coat, would
be exchanged for motor cycle.—Ad-

dress, 93, Avenue Road, Southampton.

Q3. h.p. Werner, grand condition, witli

-.ifk cash, lor higher power, Minerva
preferred.—Meredith, Over, Winsford.

WE Will Exchange your old machine
for any new one you desire on

liberal terms.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

EXCHANGE 1908 Twin Vindec. tor 1908

3J h.p. Vindec, two-speed, or good
tricar.—No. 9,243, T\e Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

01 h.p. Wearwell, good condition, for
^2 road racer and cash, or sell £7
10s.—Coulson, 11, Halcombe Street, Hox-
ton, London.

GIVE new lady's cycle, free-wheel, two
br.i.kes, all accessories, and little

cash fiu- motor bicycle. — 114, Eutland
Street, Stepney.

WANTED, Pafnir Two-speed gear, for
3i h.p. engine, exchange Eadie

push bike, 'wood lathe, etc.—185, Urmston
Lane, Stretford, Lanes.

EXCHANGE, for magneto motor cycle,
Broadwood's celebrated live-octave

pianette aud cash, or sell for £4 10s. —
Wakefield, Bildeston. Suffolk.

EXCHANGE, Singer back wheel, with
engine, tyre, and tube, magneto,

complete, less carburetter, for eood 2 to

3 h.p. enffine.-A. Moyse, Kessingland.

NEW Eex de Luxe, black fim-h, twin,
magneto, Koo chitcli, twin wheels,

tor single magneto Eex and £15 15s. -Box
9,183, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

HALIFAX.—What do you want? We
exchange , motor cycles, tricars,

cars, or 1908 Eex and N.S.U. models; list

on application.—16, Westgate. Halifsi.';.

EXCHANGE 23 h.D. De Dion motor cycle.
Chater-Lea frame, in good running

order, for push cycle and cash, or any-
thiuB useful.—Barwell. Privett. Alton.
Hants.

EXCHANGE Clyde magneto and Grif-

fon, both 2J h.p., excellent condi-
tion, for new 1908 Triumph, Vindec; bal-

ance in cash.—Motor Depot. Green Street,

Cambi-idge.

EXCHANGE, Gent's Swift and lady's St.

Mungo cycles, good as new, and
cash, for good modern powerful motor
bike, with side or toreoarriage, in per-

fect condition.—Taylor. 76. Goldhawk
Eoad, W.

EXCHANGE, complete course of elec-

trical engineering correspondence
instruction, value £13 13s., and Thornton-
Pickard half-plate camera, triple exten-

sion and three dark slides, value £4 103.,

and small cash, for 3S h.p. Eex, or other
good make.—9,238, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

Ol lip. Quadrant Engine and Carbur-
Zi4 etter, for pair of wheels with
tyres, complete; offers for 23 h.p. Quad-
rant head, inlet, elbow throttle, and
valves complete, also piston, also piston

and exhaust valves for 21 i.p. Zedel.—
Cox. Minster. Witney.

In ansivcring any advertisement on this page If i.^ desirable that ymi wentinn " The Motor Cycle.
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Lady's and gent's cycle and

caah for motor cycle, 2J h.p. pre-
ferred.—WTiitehorn, 19. Brassey Road,
Wincliester.

EXCHANGE 80 by 80 engine, magneto,
etc., new June, for 5-6 h.p. twin,

cash adjustment.—Bicking-lon, 176, Mit-
chani Road, Tooting.

QfJ by 2iln. Shaw Non-skid Tyre and^O Tube, nearly new, e.tchauge for
Palmer cover, toolbag; sell 25s., or
offers.-E. Howell, Tisbury. Wilts.

31 h.p. M.M.C. Cycle, Longuemare, Pres-
2 ted coil. Clincher tyres, good con-

dition; £16. Or push cycle and cash.

—

Elliott. 63. Palmerston Road. Waltham-
etow.

EXCHANGE tor good motor cycle 3J
h.p.. in good running order, gent's

cycle, new. 24in. frame, also Lambert
typewriter, 7 guineas.—W. H. Kent. Elms-
leigh, Cherry Orchard. Staines.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle or
tricar, new high-class furniture of

any description, direct from the works.
—Furniture Manufacturer, 3-5. New Nor^
folk Street. Shoreditch, London.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. two-cylinder Decau-
ville two-seated car. wheel steering,

three speeds, new gears, differential, and
upholstery, for motor cycle or tricar
and cash.—52. Perry Hill. Catford.

AREEL Coupler, also 26in. by 2iin. Con-
tinental butt-ended inner tube,

with valve, complete, both brand new,
for lightweight bicycle, 20in. frame,
good make and' condition essential.

—

Cooper, 4, Southampton Row. W.O.

3 h.p. Kelecom Motor Cycle, spray car-
buretter, new belt, just been re-

enamelled and plated, wants slight ad-
justments; exchange for lightweight, or
sell cheap.—Strong, jun., S. Acton. W.

31 h.p. Clarendon, brand new and nn-
I ridden, latest low model, guaran-

teed perfect and faultless, and three
days' trial allowed, exceptional reliable
and handsome machine with separate
generator lamp. horn. bag. and tools;
accept £18 and good cycle, cost £41.
—Sheldon House. Queen Victoria Read,
Coventry,

WANTED.
WANTED. 24 h.p. Jap Engine, inclined.

—138. Ajnslie Street, Barrow.

WANTED. 2J h.p. vertical engine, sound
and cheap.—253, Bath Eoad. Houn-

slow.

FAPNIR Two-speed Gear for 35 h.p. en-
gine.—185. Urmston Lane. Stretford,

Lanes.

WANTED, Spindle for Lloyd's free en-
gine clutch; quote price.—Speirs,

Grocer. Leven.

WANTED. 5-6 h.p. 1907 Kex, no fancy
price entertained.—Green, High

Eoad, Woodford Wells.

FRONT Wheel, for 1903 or 1904 Rex motor
cycle; exchange, or cash.—^Maude's,

Powell Street, Halifax.

WANTED, Pair 26 by 2i tyres and
tubes ; approval.—62, Colvestone

Crescent, Dalston, London.

WASTE Indiarubber. every descrip-
tion; highest prices paid.—Union

Rubber Co., Calls, Leeds.

WANTED. Screw-cuttine Lathe, in ex-
change for motor cycle or cash. —

128, Hig-h Road. Tottenham.

MOTOR Cycle Wanted. Triumph pre-
ferred, also tricar, cash.—Motorist,

14, Pelham Street, Brighton.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar. Modele de Luxe
preferred, for cash.-" K.." 26a,

Morningside Drive, Edinburgh.

HALEPAX. — High-class machines pur-
chased for prompt cash.—Halifax

Motor Exchange. Westgate. Halifax.

h.p.. magneto, good make, not f-ar-
lier than 1906; spot cash.—Pox

9,240, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, Autoclipse, or similar, sepa-
rate generator lamp, also loud

horn for motor cycle. — Fitch, 76, Gran-
tham Road. Clapham.
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Motor Cyclists rMe In Com'fort

Waterproof

Overalls, Coats,

Mackintoshes,

Capes, etc., In great

variety.

An illustrateil

catalogue tree on

application.

Holland Dust Coats

Overalls, Gloves,

Gogflea, etc.. In

fact, everything a

Motor Cydlst

Requires.

TAILOR p DAI lUIPR BREEOHEt
AND •»• rMUmCIl, MAKER,
BEST VALUE, FIT, an4 STYLE OBTAINABLE

18/6
L«ce or button knees, split falls or fly fronts. .Cut
same as hunting breeches. Very clean at knees.
Specially designed for comfort in the saddle. Can
be worn for cycling, walking, golfing, or any out-
door sport. MATERIALS : Real Scoteh and
Irish Tweeds, Cords, etc. These breeches are not
"factory made," but made In sanitary workshops

by experienced "English" breeches maken.
PUTTEB LEGGINGS, 12/6.

iand for Patterns and Self-measurement fonn.
Free on receipt of Postcard.

R RAUIVIER,
4, King:swa.y, Tiwickenham London,8,W
SUITS from 45s. TROUSERS from 12s. (d.
Telegrams : ".Palmar, Tailor, Twickenham."
Telephone : ja P.O. Richmond.

Ttrms—Cash with Order.

No More

Duds or Crocks
We guarantee the following

machines as sound.

3J h.p. Twin Werner,
Spring Forks, £18'10s.

5J h.p. 1907 Twin N.S.U.,

Two-speed, £40 Os.

3j h.p. 1907 Triumph,
as new, £35 Os.

Two 3 h.p. Magneto
N.S.U's., £24 Os.

Lightweight N.S.U'.s, and Duplex
Motocyclettes stocked. Agents

for N.S.U.'s, Quadrants, and
Vindec Specials.

THE MOTOR MART, Union St., Brighton.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAIi
from Ml- John Morris, 40. Blackburn Road. Bolton.
Feb. 'ird. who write*; " Will you please send a stai t-

ing handle for the Mabon free-.ngine clulch I had
from you some mtnths back. 1 was out yesterday
and lost the one 1 h «d. I have fitted a side-carriaile

to my machine, I must say your clutch is a treat. I

and a l^.stone passenger have been on the worst
roads and hilN about here. The hills we had to deal
with ye-teiday. had 1 had a fixed pulley, we could
never have landed to the top. I have never had a bit

of trouble with same since I fitted it. and I can safely

say it is the best and cheapest bit of workman.;hipof
its kind I have ever seen. When in traffic it is simply
grand to sit in saddlt and pull up. then start off with-

out dismounting. Vou can make what use you like of

this letter —Wishing you every success, I am. yours,

etc., J. MORRIS."
.SVnrf /ir pfjTiiculnrR.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
54. HIGH RD.. NORTH FINCHLEY. LONDON. N.

WANTED.
OPEN Frame Tricar; exchange 4 h.p.

Bover tricar and 2i h.p.—9,241, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

21 h.p. Jap Engine wanted, also twin-
2 cylinder engine, in new or good

condition.—128, High Eoad. Tottenham.

WAJI^TED, twin, good make, magneto
preferred, exchange 3i h.p. Eover

and cash; photo.—Browner. Lodge Lane.
Liverpool.

WANTED, for cash, motor cycle, mag-
neto.Triumph or Vindec twin pre-

ferred.—8. Barrett Street. Manchester
Square. W.

TEICAES and Motor Cycles, any make,
in part payment for 6 h.p, E-over

cars at £130.—^Davis and Son, Moseley.
Birmingham.

WANTED, sidecars, any quantity

;

will give in exchange new £10 10b.

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles

;

cash waiting if quality and prices
are right.—Farrar. Square Eoad. Halifax.

100 Second-hand Motor Cycles required
in part e'xchange for new 1908

models of leading makes.—Wauchope's.
9, Shoe Lane. London.

"\T7ANTED, motor cycle. Bood make,
md iz
Motor

VV magneto, for cash; send full par-
ticulars.-Box L1.706. The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20. Tudor Street, B.C.

WANTED, Second-hand Twin V air-
cooled engine, about 5 h.p., and

coach-built forecar body, with springs;
cheap for cash.—Lovelace. Stalbridge,
Dorset.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Brown, 1907. mag-
neto, for 200-year-old 'cello, rich

and mellow tone, and £16 cash; anpro-
val.—P. Eogers, 13, Clavering Eoad. Manor
Park, E.

GOOD Pair Tricar Lamps. oU or acety-
lene, also tool box for front of

quadcar, with collapsable seat, best:
cheap, reliable.—M. Horner, 28, Green
Street, London. W.

GOOD Twin or Four-cylinder Motor Bi-
cycle, magneto, wanted, in exchange

for 3i h.p. Snnbeam. Mabley, two-seated
car, running order. — Muller, Hutton,
Guisborough. Torks.

SOCIABLE-SEATED Tricar, 6 h.p..
three-speed and reverse, magneto

ignition preferred; cheap for cash, and
motor "bicycle.-Particulars to Lacey, 77,

High Street. Staines.

ROO Wanted. 4 h.p., low. and cash, for
a two-seater Humberette. two speeds

forward and reverse, or sell cheap, good
condition, lamps.—9,249, The Motor Cycle
Offices. 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

WANTED, tricar, bucket seats, free
engine, magneto ignition, water-

cooled, must be in perfect order, with
accessories, and open to expert exam-
inaftion; full pairticulars ; £20-£25. —
Douglas Wood, Steyning, Sussex.

WANTED, to purchase 4i h.p. four-
cylinder F.N.. lightweight. 3 h.p.,

1906 Triumph. 5 h.p. Vindec Special,
Motosacoche, Bat. 6 h.p.. or over.—
Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Ee-view," the

leading trade organ; specimen copy will

be sent on receipt of trad© card.—Ad-
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Ee-
vlew " Ofaoes. Coventry.

CATALOGUES are wanted from the fol-

lowing motor cycle firms: F.N..
Brown, Chater-Lea, Xl'all, Zenith, Service
Co., Gamage, Fairy Motors, Motosacoche.
Moto Eeve, N.S.U., J.A.P.. Vindec; other
makers of motor cycles and accessories
are also requested to send their cata^
logues.—G. M. Bather, c/o Pathim and
Co., Chandkira. Sylhet, India.

WANTED, Engine about 90 by 100. a.o.,

light, to buy, or exchange 84 by
80 M.M.C.. specially made, rare chance,
together, all attached, no fitting:, only
wants bolting to inclined frame, strong
clips, footrests. carburetter, large e. box.
good epicyclic gear, handle, clutch, also
p. coil; £12; wanted, sidecar, exchange up-
holstered trailer and cash,—C. H. Smith,
Cox Street West. Birmingham.

In answering amy advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.



The Affiliation of Motor
Cyclists.

IN

our " Current Chat " columns last week we
drew attention to a circular letter regarding the

terms of the agreement between the R.A.C. and
M.U., a copy of which had been sent to all motor
cj'cle clubs affiliated jointly to the A.C.U. and

vI.U. The circular letter pointed out, as we explained
it the time, that, in the opinion of the M.U., it is

incertain whether the A.C.U. comes within the scope
)f the dissolution agreement made between the R.A.C.
md M.U., by which the R.A.C. was able to give

lotice to terminate the agreement and sever its con-

lection with the Motor Union. To a great number
jf our readers these more or less legal formalities are

iifficult to understand unless the inner workings of these

issociations are fairly well known. It will, therefore,

:>e well to explain that some years ago the then

^.C. G.B.I, (which was the pioneer organisation in

;onnection with the automobile movement) decided to

torm a legal branch, to be called the Motor Union.
To this branch was delegated the whole of the legal

ivork of the A.C.G.B.I., and an agreement was drawn
up by which the A.C.G.B.I. could at any time give

notice to the M.U. to discontinue the arrangement
made It also delegated about the same time the

conti jl of motor cycling to an organisation which it

:reated and called the Auto Cycle Club, since trans-

formed in name to the Auto Cycle Union. Circum-
stances arose which caused the A.C.G.B.I. (transformed
in name to the R.A.C.) to give the necessary notice

cancelling the agreement. The A.C.U. concluded that
it also had severed its connection with the M.U., for

the reason that it was understood that the A.C.U. was
included in the special agreement between the R.A.C.

and M.U. This is also the interpretation put upon
the terms of the agreement by the R.A.C. The M.U.
is, however, doubtful if the A.C.U. does come within

the scope of the agreement, but it wishes motor cyclists

to know, and especially those who are members of clubs

jointly affiliated to the A.C.U. and M.U. (if any such

exist), that if it is agreed that the A.C.U. does come
within the scope of this agreement, it (the M.U.) will

at once commence to organise a department to look after

the special interests of motor cyclists. The reason

we have inserted the words " if any such exist " in

parentheses is because the clubs either remain jointly

afiiliated to the A.C.U. and M.U. until December 31st,

1908, or they do not. After all, we presume it is a

question of payment of fees. If a club does not wish

to remain jointly affiliated it will, when renewing the

payment of the affiliation fees, ask to sign a fresh

agreement with the A.C.U. alone or wait until the

M.U. publishes details of its scheme.

The situation is a regrettable one, because we do

not think there is room for more than one live motor

cycle association, and coming at this time it is calcu-

lated to bewilder the officials of local bodies, who have

probably explained all the advantages of affiliation to

the A.C.U to their members and obtained their

sanction for the payment of the fees.

As far as the R.A.C. is concerned, a list of clubs

which remain affiliated to both the R.A.C. and

M.U. for 1908 is published in the current issue of the

Club Journal, and among them are several which

have not sent official intimation to the R.A.C. of

their decision, and, to quote the Cluh Journal, " the

existing agreement therefore continues automatically."

We presume that the existing agreement continues

until such time as the club does come to a decision,

when they can either remain affiliated to both or join
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either, whichever they prefer. If this is so, the same
ruling applies to motor cycle clubs affiliated to the

A.C.U. and M.U. under the old agreement.

But what motor cycle clubs should consider is the

question of a di\-ision of fees. Under the old agree-

ment the fees were divided between the A.C.U. and

M.U., and in the case of clubs which have sent no

official intimation to the A.C.U. of their decision, those

fees will again be divided, but if they at once give

notice to the A.C.U. that they intend to affiliate to

that body the fees go to swell the coffers of a separate

organisation for motor cyclists, which we have specially

urged for all time. The question for motor cyclists

to decide is, Shall we allow the affiliation fees to be

divided among two bodies, both doing the same work,

or shall we devote the whole of the fees to supporting

the motor cvclists' organisation, the A.C.U. ?

The A.C.U. claims to be able to do all that the

M.U. has done for motor cyclists; consequently we
utterly fail to see any necessity for another organisa-

tion except in the case of those mixed clubs which ha^•e

thrown in their lot with the M.U., and want the motor

MARCH 4th, igo8.

cycle members of their club to participate in the same

advantages as the car members at a lower fee.

Even then we should urge upon mixed clubs to join

the A.C.U. as- far as their motor cycle members are

concerned, because it is only by rallying round the

association specially organised to protect their interests

that such a body can continue to exist.

Moreover, mere existence is not all. The Union

must be powerful to be of any service to the pastime,

i.e., more powerful and more important than it is now,

and strength can only be obtained by unity. Half ol

the motor cyclists in the A.C.U. and the other hall

in the M.U. will not strengthen the motor cyclist';

position. They should all be in one or the other.

We also hope to see a strong scheme placed oi

foot by the A.C.U. to associate unattached moto

cyclists on the lines of the R.A.C. association scheme

We have reason to believe that this matter is receivini

attention, but there is no time like the present, an(

the sooner the details of the scheme are made knowi

the less chance there will be for other organisations t

step in and secure the motor cyclists' support.'

->-•••—<-

A LOW=PRICED
KIRBY and Edwards, Broadgate, Lincoln, an old-

standing firm of cycle manufacturers, and who,

have been making motor cycles for some years,

have introduced a new model of considerable

merit. Realising that many people have only a limited

amount to spend on a motor cycle, they have laid them-

MOTOR BICYCLE.
The transmission is by a ^^in. Stanley-Dermatine bell

and among other standard fitments are Palmer tyres o

26in. wheels, Brown and Barlow carburetter. Basset

Michel trembler coil, and Bluemel's twenty ampere hoi

accumulator. The machine is stated to be able to attai

a speed of about forty miles an hour, and to mount ar

ordinary hill without pedal assistance. It is the woi

of an old-established firm, w^ell known in Lincoln, ar

with such a machine at the hitherto unheard of price

^19 I OS. there should be several recruits to the pastim

>-•••--<

AN INGENIOUS LITTLE SPANNER.
The Birmingham Small Arms Co. have placed (

the market a novel form of adjustable spanner, whii

\vill be found useful in many ways to the motor cycli:

A mere downward pressure of the thumb releases t

sliding portions of the jaw. which can then be set to t

required width. A series of fine serrations on the ba^

of the spanner in combination with an internal spri

in the jaw ensures it remaining quite rigid wh:

power is applied to the nut. It is a handy little tc

for the pocket or toolbag, and takes nuts up to ^
across the face.

The Lincoln-Elk Motor Bicycle, made by Kirly and Edwards.

selves out to supply a motor bicycle at the price until

recently charged for a high class pedal ^bicycle. The
machine Is of 3 h.p., and the engine is placed low

down in a special cradle, an extra loop being made in

the frame to ensure additional strength. The dimen-

sions of the cylinder are 79 mm. x 79 mm., and the

engine gives off sufficient power to enable all the hills

in Lincoln to be surmounted by local riders w'ho use

them. The entire machine, engine, and frame, is made
on the premises before mentioned. The wipe contact

is driven by a worm gear in the right hand side of the

crank case, and the same gear works the exhaust valve

cam. the result beinp that the engine is compact. The

inlet valve is automatically operated, and accumulator

ignition, with a two-way switch, is fitted as a standard.

Readers are asked to note that Phanomen Mote

have removed from 332b, Goswell Road, to 49, Ki
Square, President Street, Goswell Road.

Miner\-a Motors, Ltd., 40, Holborn Viaduct, E.(

advise us that their complete 1908 catalogue is n

ready, and will be forwarded to readers on appli

tion. A specimen copy we have before us conta*

illustrations of the principal w-orking parts of Minei|i

engines, with full description, also a sectional drr-

ing of the new Minen'a G. and A. carburetter. T

principle upon which this automatic carburetter wo

'

ha.s been pre\-iously referred to in our pages, a series f

steel balls being provided for controlling the supply

f

extra air, which are lifted more or less from tl'T

seatings according to the speed and suction nl

engine.
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EVER before in its brief existence

iias the famous motor tracls; at

Weybridge presented sucli a

stirring and businesslike appear-

ance as on Tuesday in last week. On that

occasion the first motor cycle contest on

the Brooklands course took place, when a really

excellent performance was made by Mr. W. G.

McMinnies on a 3^ h.p. Triumph motor bicycle.

It is true that several cars were also racing on the

track—for instance, a new six-cylinder Humber and a

100 h.p. Renault, and a few other little things of that

sort—but, taking it all round, we must admit as

onlookers that the feature of the day was the debut of

the two-wheeler. Almost as soon as the sun arose, two

enterprising motor cyclists aroused the ^.^„,^,^,„,-

neighbourhood with the rapid reverbera-

tions of their machines as they raced round

-and round the track at terrific speeds.

Clad in thick garments and well be-

.goggled and helmeted, the intrepid riders

flashed round the great motordrome at

furious speed, learning the intricacies of

banking and experiencing the peculiar

feeling as one swoops down again on to

the level.

" By George !
" said a bystander ;

" they

have got the fever badly."

And meanwhile Mr. Rodakowski smiled

upon the enthusiasts, willingly agreeing to

their suggestions, and taking as much
interest in the matter as if he himself

were riding.
" Truly, motor cycling makes us won-

•drous kind," sang a poet once—not

Shakespeare—and that he was right this

occasion showed.
As the day wore on, spectators trickletl

in, discovering in some remarkable manner
that a great event was taking place. How
they knew we cannot say, but it seems to

lend colour to the theory that human beings

.still possess some rudimentary organ which tells them
what is " in the air."

Lining up for the Start.

At last the riders were satisfied that their machines
were in good running order, and about 12.30 the word
was given to go.

The dramatis persona were as follows: One
3'/4 h.p. single-cylinder T.T. Triumph bicycle; one

5 h.p. light twin Vindec ditto—oh ! and we must not

forget the riders, to wit, Messrs. W. G. McMinnies and
0. L. Bickford.

The Vindec machine appeared to be a light Tourist
Trophy model equipped for the road. The Triumph
motor bicycle was also a light T.T. model, but minus
mudguards; engine, 84 mm. by 86 mm. The gear
was three and a quarter to one in each case. Other

points in common were magneto ignition. Shamrock
belts, Dunlop tyres, and footrests, no pedals. It

should be mentioned that the trial was merely a

private one, and arranged " just for the sport of the

thing " to settle a bet. It was very, very cold and windy,

and the sky was' overcast as the competitors toed the

line ju.st before starting off on their race round the

track. One lap
(2-j-J-

miles) was the distance, com-
mencing near the members' entrance. Upon the word
being given, the Triumph got awav first, quickly

establishing a lead which it never lost. Though nothing

serious at first, by the time the machines had reached
the far end quite a hundred yards separated them, the

gap increasing steadily till the finish, when the Triumph
machine was leading by about 150 yards. The trial

Mr. McMinnies making final preparations for his match with Mr. Bicldord.

being a private one, the Brooklands officials refused to

announce the times, but privately timed the 2-}^ miles

were covered in 3m. 6s., equal to nearly fifty-three

miles per hour. The reason for the Vindec's poor per-

formance was found on dismantling the engine after-

wards, a globule of metal having become wedged under-

neath one of the valves, thus impairing the compression.

Electrically Timed Trials.

As the Triumph was behaving so well. Mr.
McMinnies rode it twice over a timed half-mile—the

first time against and the second time with the wind.

The results were highly satisfactory, the rate of speed
being 57.88 miles against the wind and 59.8 miles per

hour with the wind.

In spite of these high speeds, one cannot help

noticing a .strange phenomenon when watching racing
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First Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.—
on the track. The competitors always appear to be

going slowly—only about half of their actual speed.

On this occasion, for instance, a stranger to Brooklands

said to us, " Well, this is a poor performance ; he is

only crawling !
" But to see his face afterwards when

he learnt the speed was a picture

!

The total weight of the Triumph and its rider was
280 lbs.; rider, 155 lbs. Mr. Bickford weighs 174 lbs.

Both riders were very pleased with the track, and
thought it most delightful for motor bicycle racing.

Not the slightest sign of overheating could be detected

in either engine, both being quite as fast after running
" all out " for a long period as in the first half-mile.

Taken altogether, the venture has been so successful

that we look forward with pleasure to seeing motor
cycle racing a regular feature at Brooklands. There
would be no dearth of competitors.

1

W. G. McMinnies covering a hsU-mile at the rate oE 69'8 m.p.h. at Brooklands last week.

->-*»«i~<-

Does an Air=cooled Engine Overheat ?
A Reply by A. J.

MR. VVALFORD'S reply on the above question

renders one rather timorous of attempting to

refute his remarks, seeing that he is courageous

enough to challenge the theory and practice

of some of the leading gas engineers of the day. How-

ever, as there appears to be yet a little scope for further

ventilation of the subject, I have decided to avail myself

of it.

In the first place, therefore, I will reply to those of

Mr. Walford's remarks on my article of December i8th,

1907, which appear to be of interest.

With regard to Mr. Roots's experiments, these were

carried out upon an engine working on a cycle still

being used to-day for motor cars, motor cycles, and

gas engines, viz.,' the Otto or two revolution cycle, so

that Mr. Walford's description of it as an archaic two-

stroke engine is hardly correct. With reference to there

being any increase of power when the revolutions were

increased by thirteen, Mr. Roots probably did not think

it necessary to state an obvious fact. The formula

upon which the power would be calculated is as follows :

(W— w) 2 'T r N
._ = b.h.p.

33,000

which may be e.xpl'ained thus: (W — w) is the total

load in pounds acting on the brake attached to the

engine flywheel, " the circular constant, r the radius

of the brake wheel in feet, 33,000 the number of foot

Nevill, G.I.Mech.E.

pounds constituting one horse-power, and N the number

'

of revolutions per minute. It follows from this that

for a given engine, if- the revolutions be increased by

only one, then the power must be slightly increased,

or, in other words, power is proportional to revolution;

per minute. Mr. Walford's remark on there being

probably no increase in power when the extra thirteer

revolutions were obtained is apparently a slip on hi;

part; if not, such an erroneous impression of ai

elementary power law might lead to any amount

theories on overheating.

Mr. Roots's experiments were quoted for what the;

are worth, and seeing that they were carried out on ai

engine modem in principle at least, they are worth

mentioning. Mr. Roots himself makes final refereno

to these tests by saying that the results obtained ar

what might be expected by anyone having much experi

ence of gas engines, to which 1 need add nothing.

With regard to the experiment of the fan brake, thi

was carried out by a well-known gas engineer to whon

I was assistant, and I myself calibrated the brafc

(allowing for the lost watts in the armature) an(

assisted at the test.

Overheating and Compression.

T regret that my theory that a great deal of overheat

ing can be attributed to faulty piston rings was nc

sufficientlv lucid. The following will, I hope, mak
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les an Air-cooled Engine Overheat?

e "matter clear. Given a long steady gradient within

e capacity of two well-designed air-cooled machines

the same power and make, but one of these to have

slight leakage past the rings. This leakage will have

tie effect at high speeds, but when the machine com-

snces to ascend a hill the leak comes into action, the

eed of the engine falls gradually yet surely, conse-

lently the cooling effect gets less and less, and the

ichine finally stops with the engine excessively hot.

lerefore the leak is responsible for the engine's over-

ated condition, and the cause of stoppage is a corn-

nation of loss through the leak, premature expansion

the incoming charge, and exhaust retention. The
ichine which is perfect as to the rings, other things

ing equal, climbs the hill steadily, but will probably

fairly hot when the summit is reached. It will not

ve overheated, however (unless the gradient be excep-

>nally long), due to the fact that, as each power

oke has been doing useful work, the speed has had

ne cooling effect. Yet if the hill were prolonged

iefinitely, the perfect machine would eventually give

t. the combined causes being premature expansion

d exhaust retention.

With reference to the J. A.P. engine, a speed of 4,000

'olutions has been obtained, but it is expressly stated

It this was with no load, and no mention is made of

; duration of the test.

The Effect of Gas Retention.

With regard to the indication diagrams mentioned,

may say that I recently did the indicating for a

isulting engineer on the occasion of the official trial

a high speed gas engine with suction gas plaiit.

le effect of exhaust gas retention was most marked,

jht spring diagrams which I have taken from average

^d water-cooled gas engines also show excessive

jssure at the end of the exhaust stroke in many
;tances, and, if this be so, it is fairly correct deduc-

n to assume similar conditions in petrol motors.

Overheating may be defined thus : When an internal

nbustion engine arrives at that temperature at which

capacity for doing useful work is diminished it is

d to overheat.

The theory of any internal combustion engine giving

>re power the hotter it becomes depends upon the

;t of all the heat generated being turned into useful

rk. This theory, being an unobtainable ideal,

iders the necessity of a limiting value for the

nperature of the engine. The heat not doing useful

'rk (neglecting exhaust gases) goes to raise the

nperature of the cylinder walls, and if this undue
It be not carried away by a water jacket, or radia-

n, or both, the result is premature expansion, and
ssibly premature ignition. An internal combustion
^ine is most economical when the cylinder is as hot

possible within the limits mentioned above for the

Lson that the loss of heat due to the explosion is

ireby diminished. This explains why many com-
titors in hill-climbing and other events warm up their

gines immediately before the start of any competi-
n. The result to them is, other things being equal,

;y gain a small lead at the start over a dead cold
gine, as a greater percentage of heat in their cylinders
going to do more useful work than in those which
i Started when cold. With a water-cooled petrol

)tor a fact often overlooked is that the maximum

possible temperature of tiie water is 212° F., and the

circulation system renders the possibility of the engine
being pulled up through overheating very remote.
With a well-designed air-cooled engine, however, this

possibility is a function of the cooling effect generated
by the speed through the air.

Gas Engine Experiences.
With reference to the gas engines mentioned in the

correspondence on this subject, the impression prevails

that heat is saved by not jacketing the compression
space. As a result, the temperature rises to very nearly

that of compression, and the entering charge is heated
before compression. Moreover, as the piston does not

enter the compression space, a quantity of residual

gases remain to mingle with the fresh incoming charge
and to raise its temperature still more. Throttling
occurs if the admission area is small, and the energy of

velocity of the entering gas is transformed into heat.

The engine is, therefore, in a temporary state of in-

efficiency until a sc;avenge stroke to some extent restores

it. This is Mr. Dugald Clerk's explanation, and
appears to be more feasible than Mr. Walford's, having
regard to the co-efficient of expansion for cast-iron.

In conclusion, the followincr answers to Mr. Walford's
final questions will, I trust, make the matter clear:

(i.) The cylinder, through lack of efficient cooling,

attains a temperature so excessive that it is incapable
of performing its function as a chamber for the per-

formance of useful work.

(2.) The ingoing mixture is abnormally expanded,
with the result that the quantity of charge is so reduced
as to be incapable of supporting the load. If the engine
is running light, i.e., on the stand, the charge is

reduced to a minimum, i.e., it is not equal to the

friction horse-power, or, in other words, is incapable

of overcoming the internal friction of the engine. A
careful consideration of Charles's law—^which states

that if a gas kept at constant pressure is heated the

volume increases—-and of the possible range of tem-
peratures in an excessively hot cylinder will prove the

above theory.

In this connection the following abstracts culled

from Mr. Burnand's masterly paper, " Thermal and
Power Losses in Internal Combustion Engines "

{Engineering , October 4th and i8th, 1907), will clear

up any further doubt :
" No ordinary design of engine

draws in a charge equal to the piston displacement
when reduced to atmospheric pressure (temperature

neglected). If temperature effect- is included (an un-

certain quantity, and largely dependent on design and
working of engine), its amount is considerably reduced
when referred to atmospheric pressure and temperature.

. . . While this (the excessive velocity of the in-

coming charge) points to the necessity of ample valve

area, it must be borne in mind that prevention of heat-

ing of the charge during admission is equally important.

The combined risk of overheating in the case of air-

cooled engines of from 3 to 4 h.p., and their rapid

falling off in power thereby, and refusal to work,

emphasises this very strongly."

(3.) The design and condition of the engines are as

nearly perfect as possible. In cross-country racing a

high rate of speed is maintained, and hills are rushed

as much as possible, the cooling effect being therefore

a maximum. In the case of track racing the cooling

effect is always a maximum.
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MOTOR CYCLE

BEING the possessor oi a, ^% h.p. Centaur chain-

driven motor bicycle, which I had just con-

verted to magneto ignition, I was anxious to

test if there was any improvement in this form

of ignition. The test run proved adventurous, and

I will relate what actually happened, in order that

readers of The Motor Cycle, may compare the con-

ditions prevailing in Burmah with those at home.

Starting off with no knowledge of how the magneto

would behave, I advanced the spark lever, and, run-

ning alongside the machine a few yards, jumped in

the saddle, and dropped the valve. The engine

started with a roar, and soon I was tearing along at a

mad pace, my topee (hat) flying away behind me,

held by the chin strap to my coat button.

I was making for a quiet open road I knew of, so

that I could give my machine its full head, and was

just rounding a bend to get on to the road at

about twelve miles an hour, when the first of a series

of adventures occurred.

As I turned the corner a stiff hill of about i in 9

came into view, and at the same time a bullock, roused

by the noise of my engine, dashed out of the gate of

one of the native's houses thereabouts and made for

me, with glaring eyeballs, head down, and tail vertical.

A glance was sufficient to show me he meant business,

and I immediately adjusted the mixture; but the

gradient was too severe for my machine to pick up
speed. By this time the bullock's horns were abreast

of my right leg. He was much too close to be com-
fortable, and continued to gallop alongside of me. I

dared not loose my hold to open the throttle, and, to

make matters worse, the bull was gradually driving

me off the road into a ditch which ran alongside.

In desperation I took off my hat, and holding it by

the chin strap, slashed the bull on the head with it

repeatedly ; but after fifty yards of this I could see

that the best thing I could do would be to stop, and
I was rescued eventually by the owner of the vicious

beast.

This adventure had left me all of a tremble, although

I am not at all a nervous man as a rule. After a few-

moments' rest 1 mounted the machine again, and
finished the hill in fair style, the road rising up between

an avenue of trees. The roads, being in fairly good
condition, enticed me to let the machine "out," which
I did, and eventually reached the main road to Prome.

Continuing along this road for about five miles, I

came to a by-road leading round the Kokine Lakes

—

a lovely sheet of fresh water, about the best in Burmah,
I think.

A Burst of Speed.
Knowing every yard of the road, and also that it

was little used (and oh ! you speed men at home, no
police traps !), I coaxed the machine to do its best. A
liberal dose of oil, throttle halfway open, and the spark

advanced to its limit, I flew along till the force of the

R\DE IN BURMAH.

wind made the water run from my eyes, and my far

smart, the chains whistling out a musical hissing t

the engine's regular barks.

I covered three to four miles at this pace, when
slowing for a bad corner I noticed with disgust ihi

my front tyre was nearly flat. On pulling up, I foun

a huge horseshoe nail sticking out of the side of tf

tyre. I promptly got fo work to remove the cover, c|

the fizzing of the air around the nail told its own tali

and I knew I was paying for my burst of speed on th;

inviting stretch of road.

The road afterwards commenced to rise and fall

long stretches, right round one half of the circumferem

of the lakes, which were visible from time to time. Tl

islands and bridges over different spans of water ma(

a most picturesque scene, the rays of a setting si

lighting up the water like a sheet of gold, and bringii

the palms and giant foliage into strong. relief—a pictu

which only a great artist's brush could paint.

I had travelled about eight or nine miles after repa

ing the puncture, and was suddenly turning a corr

when I found myself in the midst of a flock of cows a:

water buffaloes, the first three or four rows dashi

helter-skelter to the sides. I came to a full stop ratl

quickly, the front wheel of the bicycle planted nict

between the hind legs of a cow. It took about f

minutes coaxing, shouting, and sounding the he

lustily to get clear of the herd.

The road being clear again, and knowing that I v.

approaching about a mile and a half of straight f

road through an indiarubber plantation, I hasten

along. The sun was already well down, and night fa

rapidly in Burmah. But my adventures were not ov

I was speeding along at a rare bat, watching the ro

ahead intently, when with a howl and a yelp, a beas

long-tailed pariah dog dashed out of a pathway aloi

side, and knowing that to try to avoid it might pre

serious, I raised the exhaust lifter and gripped I

handles firmly, hitting the dog fair and square in 1

middle. He slunk' away, and had no doubt been tauj

a lesson which would be hard to forget.

Negotiating a Burmese Birdlip.

The homeward journey was on a rising road, \v

short flat stretches, and the traffic getting thicl

checked my speed considerably. Four miles of

brought me into the outskirts of the town proper, 1

I had still two m.ore steep hills to climb, the first

which, from photographs I have seen in The Jim

Cycle, I should liken unto the famous Birdlip M
having two sharp bends and a bit of one in seven if

the top. Having climbed this hill a good many tir>

I know just how to take it, and I rounded the fit

bend in fairly good style, and was soon gaining sp<l

on the straight section. I took the second bend i

quite twenty miles an hour, and soared over the 1'

of the hill, but was obliged to immediately switch f

on account of the wretched state of the road. For '-
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lext five miles \ proceeded carefully, and, nearing

lome, the tall spire of the Sewa Dagon Pagoda reared

ts massive head in the deepening sky, its very beauti-

ul canopy, vhich is one mass of solid gold filigree

rork, with pendants of the same precious metal

[angling from its several points, which are said to be
ncrusted with diamonds and precious stones worth
everal fortunes. The highest point of this wonderful
3urman prayer tower is about 250 to 300 feet above
oad level. About its base are several beautifully

domed sea lions standing 20ft. high, the breasts and
eads being adorned with gold leaf and coloured glass,

to. The front hall or entrance is all splendidly carved

[1 teak wood, while hundreds of tiny carved gods,

lainted in gold and colours to represent the particulai'

oddess required, are placed in every attitude imagin-

ble in tiers all around it.

The Biter Bit.

Before reaching home, I called on a friend and was
way about five minutes. When I returned a group of

iurmans and others were vainly trying to find where
le fire was which they thought drove the machine.
)ne man bolder than the rest asked me in broken
English to show him. I told him it was in the cylinder,

'hich 'by this time had cooled down. He promptly
ut his hand gingerly upon the fins on the cylinder

ead, and his look of amazement deepened when he

found it nearly cold. He then asked me kiow I got
up steam, as he could see no handle, so I called his

attention to the sparking plug, and told him to put
his hand on it and he would feel the heat gradually
coming in it. He caught hold of the plug with a

vicious grip, and I forced the pedal down quickly.

He jumped, but was quite satisfied, and commenced
jabbering away in Burmese to all around him (no doubt
cursing me too). The others saw me laughing heartily

at the joke and joined in.

Thinking it was high time to clear, I hooked up the

stand, and was about to vault into the saddle when my
foot slipped. The front wheel swerved towards me, 1

promptly dropped the machine and then measured
my length on top of it. Of course, it was only

natural that the bystanders laughed to see the downfall
of the joker, and if I had only known their lingo I should
no doubt have felt hurt in mind as well as body.

I found I had done nothing worse than smash the

pedal cap, bend the pedal pin, and tear my trousers.

I climbed the last hill before reaching home with

all levers fully advanced, and in a few minutes had
finished a most adventurous day's run.

I should like to mention in conclusion that there is

nothing like a magneto for Burmah or India, and, as 1

have covered 6,000 miles in eight months since the ride

described above, and never had a moment's trouble, 1

have good reasons for recommending it. C. H.

Motor Cycle Clothing and Accessories.
riTTE have never yet seen the wants of motor
\\/ cyclists .so well looked after as they are

at Gamage's, Holborn, E.G.- In designing

articles of apparel for riders of motor bicycles

Ills firm has been particularly careful to render them
t once warm and at the same time pleasing in appear-

nce. The day of the black leather coat and black

sather breeches is over. To render the ordinary

Jorfolk or knickerbocker suit windproof and warm
: has introduced a jacket and breeches in chamois
sather, which are meant to be worn over the under
arments, thus protecting the most delicate portions of

be anatomy from the evil effects of the most severe

'inter weather. The same articles are also made in

ielvyt, which possesses a distinct advantage over
gather, in that it may be washed and rewashed with
npunity. A new motor cycling suit is also worthy of

lention. The front of the breeches and the sleeves are
ned with soft chamois leather, a warm detachable
reastplate protects the rider's chest, and the jacket
> made either to button up close round the neck or to
jld back like an ordinary coat. The suit is made to
rder, and Messrs. Gamage have a large stock of
laterial from which a selection may be made. Another
inovation is the Antichili, a woollen protector for
eeping the cold from the neck and chest, and the
nproved Antichili, which, in addition to the above,
rotects the back of the head and ears. In mackin-
)shes the rider has been equally well considered. The
Ramsay mackintosh, which is provided with thigh
ttachments which are normally buttoned up inside the
oat, IS a most exxellent garment, while a medium
?nfrth waterproof known as the Penrhyn is another
seful article of clothing. Ordinary mackintosh coats
nd legginj-js are also stocked in large. varieties.

Messrs. Gamage have also marketed the Eyquem
sparking plug, which we illustrate herewith. This plug

serves three purposes. The central core is hollow, so

that on turning the wooden handle shown on the left

of the illustration the

compression tap is opened
and paratfin may be in-

jected into the cylinder.

Secondly, there is an iron

wire attached to the

spindle of the tap, which
may be turned downwards,
so that the current passes

direct from the high ten-

sion wire to the frame,
thus cutting out the igni-

tion altogether for testing

the high tension circuit.

Thirdly, the plug itself is

well made and of good
quality. The central core

terminates in a five-pointed disc, which forms the gaps
across which sparks jump to the body of the plug.
The short circuiting rod may be used as a safety device
for preventing unauthorised persons from starting the
machine, as by its means the plug is put out of action
altogether. This practically prevents the motor
cycle being started in the owner's absence. The price

at which the plug is sold to the public is most moderate.

Motor cyclists who wish to communicate with
Minerva Goods and Repairs Department should note
that the address is now r5-i7, Charlotte Street, Totten-
hnm Cnnrt Road, W.C.
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intended for publication or not, must be accompanied wlih a stimped addressed envelopefor reply. g^
Aecumulatoi Charging.

I am charging my 15 ampere

Shour accumulators at home,
and circumstances allow a

charge of only five or six hours
nightly, and at a rate of from

J to 1 ampfere. I see that the makers
of the Castle place the maximum
i^harging rate at 1^ ampferes. Am I

in any degree injuring the accumula-
tors by so charging?—C.S.A.R.

Slow charging is beneficial to accumu-
lators rather than otherwise, but, of

course, it means that you will have to

charge longer than you would if you
charged at the full rate.

Cleaning Magneto Oil Beservoirs,

Referring to a recent tip in

The Motor Cycle, " Magneto
reservoirs require swilling out
with paraffin about every 500
miles." Since it is a reservoir,

how do you get the paraffin out be-

fore putting fresh lubricating oil in?
—T.M.S.

Underneath each reservoir is a screw.
[f you undo this you will find a wick
lubricator consisting of a brass tube
containing a spring, at the end of

which is a small wick. Remove this

and the reservoir can be swilled out.

[t is also as well to wash the wick m
paraffin. The paraffin should be allowed
to drain off, and you could use blotting
paper spills to make sure all traces of

paraffin have disappeared. Then refill

with lubricating oil before running
machine.

Spring Forks and a Free Engine.

(1.) Is a Vindec with
Truffault spring forks suitable
for fitting a sidecar to? I have
seen mentioned that a sidecar
is not satisfactory with some

spring-framed machines. (2.) Do you
know of any free engine device that
could be relied on to start cycle and
sidecar loaded from a standing posi-

tion, power 5 h.p., weight of passen-
gers, say twenty stones?—EXS.

(1.) We do not think you would find
any disadvantage in Truffault forks used
with a sidecar. Spring-framed machines
are different from spring - forked
machines. (2.) The only thing to do if

you wish to start from a standstill is

to have a good two-speed gear and free

engine clutch, when you would be able
to start from a Ftandstill by means of
the low gear. The Vindec two-speed
gear and free engine clutch would do
what you require.

Advancing Timing of the Spark.

I have a Rex de Luxe which

?' I

is running splendidly, but 1

think it ought to go faster.—I The ignition is Bosch magneto,
and as timed now with the

sparking lever fully advanced, the
spark takes place when the piston
is dead it the top. If I were to
alter the timing so that with spark-
ing lever fully advanced the spark
took place just before the piston
reached the top, would this give me
greater speed? I should also like to
know why magneto ignition should
not be timed the same as battery
ignition?—D.G.B.

It seems quite evident that your mag-
neto is too much retarded. When the
spark lever is fully advanced the points
of the contact breaker should begin to
separate when the piston is about a
quarter of an inch from the top of the
couipression stroke. The reason a mag-
neto is not timed as in the case of
battery ignition is because the best
spark from a magneto is obtained with
the contact breaker in one position,
i.e., with the lever advanced. Also the
spark from a magneto is automatically
advanced, that is, the faster the arma
ture is rotated the better the spark.

Occasional MlsOrlng.

(1.) My 3 h.p. Triumph, mag-
neto, starts from cold easily,

and fires regularly for about a
mile. It then begins to mis-
fire badly, and no alteration of

mixture will cure it. When pedalling
on the stand there is a good and
regular spark at the plug. The jet

and petrol pipe are quite free, and
as far as I can see the float is all

right. If the engine is allowed to
cool down it will again run all right
for a short time. I have tried a
different sparking plug without effect-

ing any cure. Do you think that the
magnets require re-magnetising? (2 )

Is it possible for permanent magnets
to recover some of their strength
when not used for a while in the
same way as a nearly exhausted accu-
mulator?—P.C, Kew.

(1.) The trouble appears more likely to
be in the plug than anywhere else on
the machine. Certain plugs have their
insulation impaired by the heat, and
some especially are worse than others
in this respect when they have to work
with magneto ignition. Possibly you
got hold of another defective plug when

you discarded the old one. Yon might,
however, make certain that neither of

the valves stick in the guides when the
engine is hot. It is most unlikely that
the magnets require remagnetising. (2.)

Mo, permanent magnets, if they have
lost their magnetism, do not recover
their strength after they have been
allowed to rest in the same way as acco
mulators do.

Preventing Rust, and Aeeesurlei tor Hew
Uaehine.

(1.) My motor shed is in ao
exposed position, and I fomd
the spokes, rims, etc., of my
last motor cycle liable to rust.

Is there any method of treat-

ing or enamelling these parts in order
to prevent this as much as possible?
If there is I should like to specify
for it, in ordering my new machine.
(2.) Should I specify for Shamrock-
Gloria or Staniey-Dermatine belt?

(3.) Is there a self-sealing inner
tube made for motor cycles?—W.A.F..
Ireland.

(1.) Yes, you can get the spokes covered
with quick drying cycle enamel, or if

you are having a new machine order
the rjras and spokes to be stove
enamelled. (2.) Either of the belts men-
tioned would suit you. (3.) Yes, self-

sealing inner tubes for motor cycles arf

niade by the Self-sealing Rubber Co..
Ltd., Ryland Street, Birmingham.

Removing Cylinder and other Queries.

(1.) How can I remove cylin

der from my N.S.U. ? I have
removed all nuts, etc., and
scraped round joint with screw-
driver, but it appears stuck by

the packing, and I cannot move it

anyhow. (2.) Will rain on Eisemann
magneto cause short circuiting? I

don't think rain would get to plati-

nums, as cover fits well. (3.) Is it m
good to force grease to cycle bearings
with grease pump as to oil them with
ordinary oil, and will grease last for

two or three months?—E.A.L.

(1.) There should be no difficulty what
ever in removing the cylinder. Start
the cylinder moving with a thin cold

chisel, used very carefully, then insert

a wood wedge which gradually drive
round so that the crankcase and cylin-

der are not strained unequally. (2.)

Provided the terminals are well pro-

tected, there should be no trouble in

this respect. (3.) Grease will do, bnt
oil is better.
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A Clever Salesman
may make you believe that black is white—whilst he is talking—but ro amount of talking will ever make a motor

bicycle with rigid frame as free from vibration as a spring frame machine, scientifically designed, i.e., not one with just

spring forks or spring saddle pillar.

No amount of talking can^render^the^rdinary design free from the nerve worrying risk of side-slip directly the

roads gat at all greasy.

No amount of talking will convince a practical engineer that the ordinary diamond-frame pattern, admittedly

perfect for push cycling, is the ideal pattern for a motor cycle with an extra 100 lb. or so of machinery, on which the

road shocks encountered are of an entirely different nature.

No axount of tatkin? can possibly describe the general excellence-

the two spring-frame machines shown below.

-the marvellous comfort—the absolute^luxury of

THE ZENITH BICAR. Price 4j cuineas nett, with 3J fi.p. Fafnir

enjjine. Loneuemare carburetter, Whittle's belt, Brooks' saddle, finest

materials and workmanship throughout. _ Free engine clutch and start-

ing handle.

THE "ZENETTE." Price 50 suineas nett, with 3i -h Fafnir
engine, Longuemare carburetter, Watawata belt, Brooks' Saddle, and
including the marvellous new variable gear, operated by gently turning
a handle.

Orders for thesft'(and for Zenith Spring frame Tricar, 75 guineas; and the luxurious Zenette Tricar at 90 gun.e..

should be placed immediately to avoid disappointment. Our present works are unfortunately limited in capacity and we
can only execute orders in strict rotation.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD. Showrooms

;

Works: 101,

119, Stroud 'Green Road, London,
Stroud Green Road, London.

Nearest Station—
Flnsbury Park.

All Motor Cyclists should

join the

AUTO-CYCLE
UNION

And secure the following advan-
tages :

1 Admission to Papers and
Discussions on subjects of

interest to motor cyclists.
'•'

2. Legal assistance.

3. Free registration for Open Compel. tions.

4. Special Touring facilities and Customs advantages on the
Continent.

5. Free entry of members' motor bicycles into France, Holland,
Belgium, Switzerland.

6. Information and assistance in planning Tours.

7. Information and assistance as to Customs formalities and
duties, etc

8. Reduced entrance fees in Races and Trials.

9. A copy, post free, of the Automobile Handbook.
10. Information as to best motor storage, repairers, and supplies

of fuel.

11. A cop), post free, weekly of the Royal Automobile Club
Journal.

12. Inform.itiun and advice generally on motor cycling matters.

13. The right to exhibit the badge of the Auto-Cycle Union,

and the special privileges attached thereto.

14. Full AssDciateship of the Royal Automobile Club.

15. Use of Club Rooms at it2, Piccadilly, London, W.
Entrawce Fee, 5s. Annual Subscription: Towa "^embers,

£1 IS.; Country Members, lOs. 6d.

To the Secretary, Auto-Cycle Union,
18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

/ desire to become a Member of the AUTO-CycLE Union, ««(i

shall be glad if you will place my name before the Committee at its

next meeting. Enclosed please find my Entrance Fee and Sub-
scription ol

Signature

Address

Club Profession

// connected with the Trade or not

Sole Manufacturers-

GROSE LIMITED,
NORTHAMPTON.

Telegram—Case. Telephone—1 1 1.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mentimi " The Motor Cycle."
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The Dene Two=speed Gear.

MR. J. R. MOORE, of the Dene Cycle Co.,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, called at our offices

recently to show us a two-speed hub gear
incorporating a free engine he has introduced

for motor cycles. He brought a machine fitted with
an experimental gear, and the drawing which we repro-

duce herewith is a section of a hub which is being
made following on the experience
gained with the first model.

T/ // One of the most important con-
siderations in the designing of a
two-speed hub gear for a motor
bicycle is that the hub itself

sanom tmrouch m.

shall not be so unwieldy as to necessitate a
number of alterations to the rear frame before
it can be fitted to a standard 'pattern machine. The
hub we are about to describe has an overall width
of 5^in., so that any machine with back fork not
less than this width will take the gear, provided there
is a proper clearance for the belt rim. It will be
noticed that the gear is on the lines of a bevel
differential, the low speed being obtained by locking
the right-hand bevel wheel C. If the normal gear of

the machine is four and a half to one, when C is

locked, the gear is reduced to nine to one. A A is a

sleeve which passes right through the centre of the

hub shell E, and has solidly attached to it the left-

hand bevel wheel A^. The axles or studs F on which
the small bevel wheels B rotate on ball bearings are

steadied at the head by carriers P, which slide into

grooves or keyways cut in the solid portion of the hub
shell. D is a movable clutch faced with leather on

the outer periphery, and engaging with an internal

cone on the hub shell E. Internally, it engages with

a fixed clutch face G, the two surfaces which come into

contact being metal to metal. D is constantly kept in

engagement with the hub shell by means of a spring M,
and in that position the hub revolves solidly, which, of

course, is the high gear. D can, however, be with-

drawn to the right by means of the lever H, rod I,

cam K, and rod L, which are operated from the top

tube by means of a single lever provided with the

Autoloc or Bowdenloc attachment. When the lever H
is moved to the right, it draws the bearing J and with

it the clutch D. C being suitably attached to D is thus

brought gradually to rest the moment the internal por-

tion of the clutch D engages with the external part of

the fixed clutch G, which gives the necessary reduction.

The following advantages are claimed for this two-

speed hub : (a) That there is a reduction in the

number of parts compared with some other hub gears

;

(h) a patented method of holding the slow speed pinion

by means of the fixed and movable friction clutches;

(c) the improved single lever operating mechanism.

The belt wheel Q is made of aluminium, and bolted

to the belt rim T at one end and a flange on the sleeve

A at the other. The total weight of the hub and belt

rim is 14 lbs. more than a complete ordinary wheel

without the two-speed hub. A band brake can be fitted

if desired, taking a bearing on the drum S arranged

round the outer flange of the internal clutch on the

hub shell E. It will be noticed that a dust cap has

been formed on G at the point W W. This, it is

claimed, excludes all dirt from the clutch mechanism.

THE F.R

WE have received a photograph and inspected a

sample of a new motor cycle gas lamp to be
called the F.R.S. lamp. As will be seen
from the illustration, the lamp is a large one

modelled on the lines of the searchlight patterns used
on motor cars. The principal features of this new
pattern are that the burner is adjustable to and from
the lens, and it has combined in the burner a cotton-
wool refining chamber. To enable the lamp to stand
upright folding legs are provided, and there is a bail
handle by which it may be easily carried. The front
and back are both hinged, enabling a rider to
open the back without detaching the lamp from
its bracket, so obtaining a bright light shining
directly on the machine to facilitate any adjust-
ment that may be necessary at night. The front
glass is divided vertically, and a special arrangement
IS provided to enable a broken glass or lens to be
replaced in a few minutes. The bracket is so
designed and fitted to the lamp as to reduce to a very
Urge extent the lererage on the bracket when compared

S. LAMP.
with the usual one attached to the back. It is claimed

that the motor bicycle size will throw a direct beam
of light a distance

of 250 feet; the

light extends to

450 feet, and small

print can be read

with its aid at a

distance of 380
feet. The makers
are Messrs. Samuel
Hall and Sons,

Ltd., 12, Clyde
Street, Edinburgh,
at which address
Mr. F. R. Swin-
burn, himself a
motor cyclist, is

taking charge of the

motor extensions of

the business.
sstaastiM
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Special Features.

FIRST
MOTOR CYCLE RACE
AT BROOKLANDS

(Illustrated).

A MOTOR CYCLE
RIDE IN BURMAH.

Ufcr----

AjSlx-cylinder Motor Cycle Wanted.

Last Thursday mornmg we received

an enquiry from a London firm of engi-

neers for the name of a maker of a six-

cylinder motor cycle. Needless to add,
we were unable to oblige in this in-

stance.

Tonr do France ReliabQIt; Trials.

Entries are now being received for

the above reliability trials organised by
the Auto Cycle Club de France, which
are fixed to take place from the 22nd to

28th of next month. The Alcyon,
Quentin, Ronteix, and Ivry firms hai'e

already signified their intention of

competing.

Clab loi Anerley District.

It has been proposed to form a motor
cycle club for Anerley and district, with
headquarters in or near the Crystal

Palace. Local motor cyclists willing to

support the movement are a^ked to

communicate with the hon. sec. pro
tern., Mr. R. 0. Mitchell, 13, Weighton
Road, Anerley, S.E.

II.U. PelitloDS.

The General Committee of the Motor
Union at their meeting held on Wed-
nesday last decided to circulate a peti-

tion throughout the country praying
that the moneys derived from the taxa-

tion of motor and other vehicles shall

be devoted to expenditure on Highways.
The petitions are to be returned by
March 25th, 1908, at the latest, to the
Motor Union, 1, Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, W.

English and American Records.

One day last week Mr. H. Rignold
called on us with reference to the letter

published in our issue of February 19th
and signed W. Wray, jun. In this

letter Mr. Wray claimed the world's
record for one mile flying start, which
our contributor, Mr. J. Sinclair,

credited to H. Rignold, the record being
made at Brighton on July 20th, 1905;
time, 45^-8. W. H. Wray's perform-
ance was accomplished at Ormond
Beach, Florida, on June 25th, 1907,
when he was timed to cover a mile,
flying start, in 44|s. Mr. Rignold
apked us if the Auto Cycle Union re-

cognises American records, and we
thereupon communicated with the sec-
retary, whose reply is that the A.C.U.
has not hitherto officially recognised
records created in America, therefore
the list of records as published on page
6 of The Motor Cycle for January Ist
is correct.

Fine Weather AU the Tear Ronnd.

Mr. H. R. Stokvis, a Melbourne
correspondent, informs us that the
pastime of motor cycling is gaining in

popularity in Australia every week, and
seems likely to continue. Fine weather
prevails all the year round, and motor
cyclists have no need to fear wet and
greasy roads which we experience in

England during the winter months.

Canadian Roads In Winter.

In renewing the subscription to The
Motor Cycle the Tangent Cycle Co., of

Toronto, ask, " How would English
riders relish a ride in Canada with
from four to fifteen feet of snow, and
18° below zero, the conditions now pre-

vailing." A good idea would be to

utilise the hot exhaust gases as illus-

trated in our Christmas issue.

Ueohanioal Nipples (or Bowden Wires.

We have now heard from the maker
of the mechanical nipple for Bowden
wires mentioned by a contributor in

these columns. The maker informs us
that they were not a success, and he
has consequently discontinued their

manufacture. Correspondents who have
written us for the maker's address
please note.

To Compete In the T.T. Again.

Mr. H. Rem Fowler told us the other
day that but for anything unfore-
seen transpiring, he was a certain
starter in the next Tourist Trophy Race.
He has already received delivery
of the twin Norton he intends riding.'

The Motor Cycle Race at Erooklands.
W. G. SlcMinnies informs us that he

holds the official certificate of the

Brooklands Automobile Racing Club for

covering a flying half-mile in 30-irrS., thf

fastest speed yet accomplished ai

Brooklands on a motor cycle. Tht
machine being geared 3^ to 1, thf

engine speed works out at ovei

2,500 revolutions per minute. Mr .

McMinnies is going to try and improvi
on the above, using a 3 to 1 gear.

Another Race at Brooklands.

0. L. Bickford's speed over the fly I

ing half-mile at Brooklands was 51.

(

milea per hour, but his machine i;

capable of a much finer performanci
than it actually did. In its best run
ning order and suitably geared, r

should do better than a mile a minute
After his match with Mr. McMinnies
Mr. O. L. Bickford drove a 15 h.p
Ford car against Mr. F. R. Samson 01

a 14-16 h.p. Argyll. This time he won
speed 36 m.p.h.

A few riders of Vindec Motor Bicycles with their maciiines outside the works of Mr. D. Roberts, of

Eastbourne, who is the local agent for these popular machines.

\L.
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A Trophy (or CUmUng Sutton Bank.

Last week we mentioned that the
Leeds Motor Cycle Club had seven
valuable trophies in its posseesion

for competition among members.
Still another trophy has been
added to the list during the
week, and it will be awarded for

the best ascent of the great York-
shire mound many times referred
to in these columns, viz., Sutton
Bank. The date of the competi-
tion, and further news regarding
the go-ahead Leeds M.C.C., will

be found in our "Club News"
pages.

Warwicltshire, particularly in the neigh-

bourhood of the bridge over the river,

and on the hill.

The Future ol Uotor Cycling.

We give this week a summarv
of Mr. H. G. Bell's paper, "The
Future of Motor Cycling," read
before the A.C.U. last Friday
evcFiing. Unfortunately, owing
to the length of these papers, it

is impossible for us to publish
the whole of them. This week we
select the most interesting items
and publish as much of the dis-
cussion as possible, the remain-
der will be published next week.

Felloe Trap;,

The trap at Stilton, Norman's
Cross, has been suspended for
the present, but will be in operation
again as soon as the condition of the
road improves. A valued correspondent
reports police activity on the Coventry
and Leamington Road, at Stoneleigh,

'@/5^,'^'®/g/'g.'§.'©/@/^'@,'^'^'®/®/®/®/®/@.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. 21-—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting of Council.

,, 21 28—Cordingley's Motor Show, Agricultural Hall.

„ 28-—M.C.C. Opening Week-end Run to Brighton.

Apri 4--LewishamA.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor Cycles

,,
16.20—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

,,
18-20—Brooklands Motor Races.

,,
-A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

„ - 19 (Easter Monday)—Lincolnshire M.C.C. Hill Climb.
|

May 2--M.C.C. Members' Hill-cliaib.

,,
9--Broolclands Motor Races.

,,
— --A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb.

June 5-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and return for

Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

" 27--M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

-A.C U 24 Hours Ride.

" -A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Six Days'
Reliability Trial.

July 2S--Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

A Bemarkabla HiU-cliraber.

On Saturday last, February 29th, a

few Oxford University motorists held a
private hill-climb on Dashwood. A
strong wind blew <\o\\ n the hill, and

the roads were terribly heavy. Fastest
time was made on a S^ h.p. Triumpii
motor bicycle by Jlr. W. G.

McMinnies, who ascended the
hill in Im. 2s. Next in order of
time came Mr. J. Horlicks, 45
h.p. Daimler, Im. 9s. ; Mr. V.
Eaglestones, 5 h.p. Vindec
Special, Im. 29s. ; Mr. L.
Stevens, 40 h.p. Weigel, Im. 29s.

On formula the Triumph won in

its class, and a 15 h.p. Enfield,
driven by Mr. W. R. Morris, won
in the car class.

The First Hill-eliml) in ISOS.

For the Lewisham A.C. open
hill-climb for motor cycles on
April 4th, it is said an almost
ideal hill has been found that
provides the requirements calle'i

for in modern hill-climbing coin-

petitions. It is charmingly
situated amidst the wildest of

woodland scenery on a little used
bj^eroad, is very stiff, of good
length, and with no sharp bend.
Unfortunately, there is not very
good provision for spectators.

Polo Match on Motor Cycles.

During the winter months
German cyclists indulge a lot

in figure riding and cycle
polo in halls, and this year's

Jubilee Festival of the Berlin Branch
of the German Cyclists' Federation,
down for March 14th, is to have a
novel item in the form of a polo match
on light motor cycles.

The Future of Motor Cycling.*

I

MAY just as -well state at the start that I am very
optimistic as regards the "future of motor cycling," and,
moreover, liave been so ever since, many years ago, I

first crossed the saddle of a I5 h.p. front-driven uiiichme.

Unfortvmately, there are reasons, real or imaginary, which
are considered sufficient to deter many would-be riders from
sticking to the motor cycle, and others even from purclasing,
which are as follows ; (1) Initial cost, depreciation and up-
keep

; (2) want of handiness and excessive weight
; (3) failure

to run at low speeds ; (4) lack of nerve on the part of the
prospective rider to essay the initial ride

; (5) difficulty of

starting off comfortably ; (6) side-slipping propensities
; (7)

lack of general comfort. 'This may seem a formidable list,

but I will proceed to deal with each, endeavouring to prove
that each item may now be made to assume a less serious
aspect than formerly.

Price.
There is a certain class of people who lay it down as an

inviolable law that every year should hring about a material
decrease in the price of any new article. 'They entirely over-
look, however, the fact that when an invention is in the
early or evolutionary stage it is impossible for manufacturers
to reduce prices. They have still to defray the cost of

patents and new designs for every year's models.
Coming to depreciation, the outlook is decidedly better,

for, although makers have yet far to go, the alterations each
year £ire not so drastic as to preclude the owner from obtain-
ing proportionately a much better price for a second-hand
machine than was the case in the earlier days of the pastime.
I particularly noticed the difference in this respect last year.

Depreciation has undoubtedly been instrumental in stopping
the careful man from purchasing, but I trust that if this

paper reaches the eyes of such it will remove what was
after all a perfectly reasonable objection.

The second item—cost of upkeep—never was a very serious
matter, though for some reasoii an idea has obtained some
prevalence that this is an expensive item. Perhaps my
* Summarv ot a paper read b fore the menil e'-s of the Anto Cvrlc

Union by Mr. H. G. Eell on Friday, February 28i.h, 1908.

experience in this direction for last year's riding will prove
interesting. Though I covered about five thousand miles, the
only renewals necessitated were one belt and an accumulator,
and both are still in good preservation. The battery was
recharged regularly every three weeks at 6d. per time. As
I can generally run on this particular machine 100 miles to
a gallon of f)etrol, and use approximately one pint of lubri-
cating oil for every 150 miles, the cost of fuel and lubricant
for rny total distance is easily worked out.

It is, however, a very hard matter to convince non-motorists
of the cheapness of our method of travelling. Last September
I covered 550 miles during a two weeks' vacation, and toured
throughout the delightful county of Derbyshire, and after-
wards in North Wales. Reckonmg petrol at Is. 4d. per
gallon—which I think was the average price I paid in the
provinces—this item amounted to 7s. lOd., and lubricating
oil to about 3s., making 10s. lOd. in all.

Under the heading of upkeep we must include the not
insignificant items of the driving license and Inland Revenue
license. The latter item, I am sorry to say, looks like costing
us more. We are to carry some of the burden of our four-
wheeled brethren. Surely 15s. a year for a motor bicycle
is ample ; but should the proposed new scale of rates be
adopted, another 5s. may be tacked on, which brings the
total, w-ith driving license, to 25s., which must be paid every
year. Think what this means to a man who starts, or is
contemplating starting, with a second-hand machine costing
about £10. The fear of being surreptitiously but unjustly
stopped by the ubiquitous man in blue is, I believe, another
reason why some would-be motorists hesitate about taking
the plunge. Most of us will remember the case which The.
Motor Oyde gave prominence to a few months since, in
which a yoimg fellow was involved who had no doubt dili-
gently saved up and purchased a low-powered machine in-
capable of doing anything like the speed at which he was
r.ccused of riding.

Want of Handiness.
Having disposed of the initial cost, depreciation, and main-

tenance questions, I now eome to an equally important point,
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viz., the absence of " handiness " and excessive weight. I
give the trouble this term because I think it best explains the
nature of this particular difficulty. I shall always remember
a friend saying to me a few months ago, " Why cannot manu-
facturers give us the facilities incorporated in a car? Why
cannot the engines of motor bicycles be started by hand, and
then the rider straddle the saddle, pull a lever or something
similar, and glide off ?

"

We cannot reduce the weight of the machine without re-

ducing the size of the engine, so that if we want a machine
we can start by pedalling it must perforce be a lightweight
of comparatively low power. Then the question arises, can
we obtain a light machine capable of travelling at a good
average speed and yet be sufficiently powerful to tackle all

ordinary hills? I think we may safely answer this question
in the affirmative.

Other papers have been read in this room previously by
the Rev. B. H. Davies and Mr. J. Van Hooydonk respec-
tively, who dealt quite adequately with the machine fitted

with a two-speed gear, yet I feel that at the risk possibly of

reiterating some of their remarks I must say a fsAv words about
this type of machine. I feel sure it will come into its own'
sooner than its present degree of popularity would suggest,
for it offers facilities for giving the type of man I have referred
to earlier, who wants to start from a standstill, just what
he requires.

The other advantages of this type of machine, except in re-

lation to its comparative freedom from side-slip, I shall not
touch upon now. This matter of side-slip is really most
closely connected, it only for the reason that its probabilitie.";

are considerably minimised in the two-speed gear machine.
First, with regard to starting from a standstill. This can

be, and is, rendered practicable in the case of practically

any of the motor cycles fitted with a two-speed gear, because
of the incorporation of a free-engine clutch.

For some, to me, quite unaccountable reason, this type of

machine has not met with the cordiality of recognition it

deserves. What this type of machine wants now, and wants
badly, is publicity, and the best way that publicity can be
gained will be for its advocates to enter two-speeders in every
competition for which they can be entered legitimately.

Before leaving the subject of starting from a standstill, I

should like to mention that it is possible for those who wish
to do this, even on a mount not boasting a two or more
speed gear.

I have a " Mabon " clutch here, which is worthy of your
very close attention. It fits on to the engine-shaft, and is

not at all unwieldy. Its operation is carried out through
the medium of a Bowden lever and wire, the former being
placed on the handle-bar. It can hardly be injured by clumsy
usage, and will withstand any amount of wear if handled
intelligently.

The two-speed gear in use on a machine effects, as I have
said, quite a reduction of the side-slip evil. Its existence on
a machine permits a slow speed to be maintained without any
sharp "snappy" pulls on the back wheel, since the engine

can be run at a fair speed, though the machine's rate of pro-

gress is comparatively slow. Where the two-speed machine
scores most of all, perhaps, is in hill-climbing when the roads

are treacherous. The fast rush necessary on the single-geared

machine, when one wishes to ensure reaching the top, is—in
spite of what some say to the contrary—attended by consider-

able risks.

Lightweight Machines.

Ever since I followed the performance of certain lightweight

motor bicycles in the Six Days' Trials and Quarterly Trials

of the Auto Cycle Union last year, I have recognised that

this type of machine, far from being the toy it was in some
quarters dubbed, is a real practicable mount, and I venture

to predict that this form of motor cycle will give a most

beneficial fillip to our pastime.

The lightweight machine, I believe, will open the eyes of

n.n entirely new section of the public to the fact that has

hitherto been known only to a few, i.e., that the heavier type

of machine is not the only motor cycle available. When one

considers the part the ordinary push bicycle plays in every

day business life now, and the number of men who use it for

making commercial or professional calls daily within a certain

radius of their homes or places of bu.siness, it is easy to see how
greatly the number of motor cyclists can be augmented when
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these possible reoruitB see that a machine can be procured by

them which will be as tractable and as easy to manage as

the push bicycle.

Side-slip—^one of the most insidious evils we have to con-
tend with—is reduced almost to a minimum with these

lighter mounts, for two reasons. First, the small power of

the engine and the low gear do not give rise to the jerky
and intermittent pull on the back road wheel, which is one
of the most prolific causes of side-slip ; secondly, under very
bad circumstances, such as the enforced negotiation of a
stretch of greasy stone setts, the machine can be pedalled
whilst still driving lightly with the engine.

The light P'.N. was the first lightweight I tested. I rode

from the agent's showroom in Great Portland Street to

Oxford Circus, down Regent Street, along to Trafalgar
Square, and then the whole length of the Strand, the surface

of the roads being abominable. I do not mean that they,

were bumpy, but greasy. From the Strand I slipped down
to the Embankment, then rode up Northumberland Avenue,
across Trafalgar Square, on to Piccadilly Circus, and up (or

down) Piccadilly to Jlr. Straight's office in Down Street. I

was never in difficulties, and never had even the least appre-
liension of a side-slip. The control of the machine was so

easy as to be really delightful. I can speak in just as good
terms of the other light^'eights I have been riding recently,

though I did not have the opportunity of putting all of them
to such really searching traiiic tests.

HilUclimbing.
The chief point I was concerned about in regard to light

weight machines was their merit in hill-climbing. I felt

from the first that the future of this type of machine was
dependent to a very great extent on their ability or failure

to master fair gradients. There again I can confidently say

that any doubts I entertained have been most thoroughly and
pleasurably dispelled. Previous to riding any of the

machines I tested, I had seen the 1| h.p. light F.N. climb
Dashwood Hill without any aid from the pedalling gear. I

had also seen the Motosacoche climb the same hill with but

a few strokes of the pedals near the top. There are, perhaps
happily, few hills like Dashwood on our main roads. I have
tac';'ed hills, however, if not so long, certainly steeper than

tl.:s, and have been agreeably surprised to find that I could

get further up certain hills before any necessity for pedalling

became apparent with two of the lightweights than I could
i

with a standard 2| h.p. machine weighing about 160 lbs. ;

though I may remark that the gear on the latter was higher

than is normally affected in motor cycles of identical engine

output. The easiest ascent was made on a machine fitted

with a higher pedalling gear and longer cranks than usual

;

it was also the lowest-powered and lightest machine of the ,!

four. Of course, if we increase the pedalling gear for hill- I,

climbing, starting by pedalling is made still more laborious; ;

but then, as I have said before, few of us ever use the pedals .!

for this purpose. The high-pedalling gear on the lightweight
I;

machine seemed to make no material difference to the labour

entailed in starting. |

I am, however, going to criticise some other features. First '

of all, I wish to point out what I consider an error of

judgment on the part of some of the agents or manufacturers

in regard to their advertisements—an error which will do
more harm than good. I have seen an advertisement which '.

reads thus: "Five to thirty-five miles per hour." In another '

case "speeds up to forty miles per hour" are boasted. I
i

am not going to question the veracity of such ambitious

claims, but I will ask any of you present how long you

think a machine of the lightweight class is going to last if

it is driven at such speeds?

I have at various times during the last few months spoken

of the lightweight as an excellent first year machine. Perhaps

I had better explain my meaning. A man buys a lightweight

because he feels he can manage it, and for a few weeks he is

delighted with it. But there is a fly in the ointment.
^
He is

passed by riders of more powerful machines, and—having got

over his early nervousness ; having mastered some of the in-
;

tricacies of the mechanism of his mount—he begins to ask

himself why he should not go in for something more powerful

;

and, finally (probably before one season is over), he purchases i

a larger machine. If anybody had suggested to him before he

started motor cycling that such developments would result,

he would possibly have ridiculed the idea. But if the infer-

ences from my observations during the last few years do no'

play me false, such developments will assuredly result.
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THE DISCUSSION.
Mr. M. J. Tuchmaim, who opened the discussion, mentioned

cost of upkeep, and said as to the want of handiness and
the excessive weight the motor bicycle was certainly heavier
tlian an ordinary push bicycle. The excessive weight was

i no bugbear nowadays ; it had become a reality. The actual
difference between a fairly high-powered machine and a
If h.p. F.N. did not amount to more than 30 lbs. He did
not agree with Mr. Bell in his remarks about starting

:

he believed a machine could be run at a low speed, and that
in the valve lifter we had an excellent substitute for a
clutch; a slight application of the valve lifter brought down
the speed to a minimum. If Mr. Bell would try some of
the modem machines they would go off with one push of the
pedals; he had done it frequently. The modem Triumph
and the L.M.C. might be mentioned in this connection. The
motor bicycle, he considered, was more comfortable than any
other two-wheeled vehicle. A good deal of the vibration
could be hindered by having the machine properly sprung.
More comfortiible seats and footrests ought to be provided.
It was strange that manufacturers still thought a saddle was
necessary on the motor bicycle ; he preferred a seat. An
eflBciently sprung machine, as far as the back was concerned,
had not yet appeared on the market, so far as he knew.
Spring forks left a great deal to be desired. Mr. Bell had
alluded to police traps ; for his own part he thought motor
cyclists suffered less in this respect than any other class of
(motorists. He had incurred a good deal of unpopularity in

the past by asking for lightweights when nobody thought

I

them worth having. He was disappointed with many of the
modem lightweights. There used to be a Clement- Garrard
jngine—a, very efficient and beautiful one—but it died out.

He had a machine with one of these engines, but all the
itments were too light; it was really a pedal bicycle in
lisguise. Mr. Bell had pointed out the utility of lightweight
uotor bicycles for pottering about. He had had personal
xperience of the F.N., and although Mr. Bell was enthu-
dastic about the high-speed of the engine, he himself was
nclined to differ from him. The vibration set up by the
ngine was very unpleasant. As to the high speed of the
ngine encouraging vibration, he suggested that the belt be
lackened. The transmission of the F. N. was ingenious, but the
;roove of the pulley in which the belt ran was unsatisfactory.

\3 regarded the use of a clutch to take the place of a two-
ipeed gear, he thought for sidecar work it was useful. As

' or the hill-climbing powers of lightweights, he had at one
ime a 1| h.p. early Phcenix fitted with a low gear, and it

vas able to go up most hills ; it had a stronger frame than
he majority of lightweights. If weight were reduced by
itting ligl'.'; tyres, that was a mistake. As to the vibration
jogey (so-called), to his mind it was not a bogey at all, but
I very real and serious evil. The vibration was not caused
3y the engine of the motor bicycle, but by the speed at
ivhich the machine was run. Devices were wanted for over-

:oming this evil. He had yet to see the motor bicycle which
^ould take him through a long run on all varieties of road
ivith the same comfort as a car. He did not think any
neenious arrangement of springs would overcome the diffi-

;ulty. The average car was not sprung in any extraordinary
nanner. Mr. Bell had said that smaller engines made less

loise ; he thought himself they made quite as much as any
uedium-powered machine.
Mr. E. R. Russell said he had had experience with heavy

nachines, twin machines, and lightweights. As regarded cost

md upkeep, nothing was said about tyres and belts. He
possessed a 6 h.p. machine which no one could get down to

inder twenty-five miles an hour without lifting the valve
ifter. When you advanced the spark and throttled down,
/he machine leaped into the forties. He was not particularly

ieen on starting by running alongside his machine ; after

mndry bruises he felt inclined to start by pedalling. He
lad eventually got over his difficulty by lowering the gear.

He did not agree with doing away with pedals altogether.
Bear, hear.) When held up in traffic they were useful ; a
tew strokes of the pedal, and you could start again ; they
saved getting off the machine and running alongside it and
jumping on again. The free engine clutch did not seem to

have come into public favour. One thing that had not been
spoken about in the heavy machines was the handle-bar
:antrol. This was a great boon, and saved a lot of fooling
about in the dark, and it was wonderfully easy to manipulate.
With regard to the Motosacoche, he heard some men
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praising it very highly, and he ridiculed them. He was
invited to have a short ride to test it. He did so, and
instead of going a few hundred yards he went for a run of

five miles. It was delightful ; he could control the machine
perfectly, and he arranged to have one on hire, and went
down to Felixstowe on it. The run was accomplished without
any trouble whatever. The machine took him up every hill

and round the sharp turnings, and no pedalling was required.

He bought one for himself, as did also his brother, a man of

15 Btones, whose experience was just as satisfactory as his

own. Over greaae one had to slow down, of course, but there
was no sign of side-slip. The machine could be slowed down
to any speed or go at twenty-five miles per hour, as desired.

He had frequently done 150 miles in one day on his light-

weight machine, and he always preferred it to a heavy one.

On the question of noise he doubted whether the lightweight
machine going at full speed made any appreciable noise. He
had not had much experience in riding a Moto R6ve. He
thought the lightweight motor was the thing for pleasure.

Mr. Hooydonk's Experiences.
Mr. J. Van Hooydoak said he believed this paper would

do more to promote motor bicycling than had been done for

a long time. The pastime certainly wanted encouragement.
It had been said they were reverting to the old order of

things. He had a 1^ h.p. machine with a low gear; the
engine ran fairly fast, and the machine did not side-slip. It

was known as a 1 h.p. Minerva, with a 50 nun. bore by
56 mm. stroke, and he had a lot of fun out of it. He used to

go to Wisbech—110 miles—at a speed of 22 to 23 m.p.h. It

was a very nice mount, and would take him anywhere ; he
looked upon it as a useful article. Gradually the demand
came for higher-powered machines, and riders wanted to

climb hills at a good pace. His next machine was a 2^ h.p.

70 mm. bore by 75 mm. stroke. He went up Westerham
Hill at 25 to 30 m.p.h. on it; he tried to run it through the
traffic in London, but every time he tried to start after

stopping, the machine kicked and the wheels skidded. Being
in the trade, and having to do business according to the

demand that prevailed, it was no use his preaching tlie other

gospel; he had to make heavyweights because people wanted
them. Amongst the culprits who were responsible for this

public demand he was obliged to mention the press, especially

The Motor Cycle, which for years preached the gospel of

heavyweight big machines. He put- a two-speed gear on his

machine. Still the cry came for big machines with a high-

powered engine. When a man wanted to go touring the

motor bicycle was a comfortable vehicle for the purpose, and
that end ought to be kept in view. The Auto Cycle Club,
too, had encouraged the craze for heavyweights in reliability

trials. At the quarterly trials machines were entered, and
the one that could go fastest up Dashwood Hill won the
prize ; it might be a freak machine, whilst a small machine
might be better for all-round utility. The Auto Cycle Club
was supposed to foster motor cycling, but had it done its

best? The same thing obtained abroad as in England. He
entered for the Paris to Marseilles Race of 12,000 miles a
3^ h.p. Trimo of 82 mm. bore by 82 mm. stroke, and he
encountered some strong hills. In the daily papers notice

was only taken of the fastest machines. In the 1,000 miles

trial he rode a Trimo with 3^ h.p. engine; he carried two
passengers, and went 20 m.p.h., and for the 1,000 miles

he consumed nine and a half gallons of petrol. The press

again only took notice of the machine that got up first, no
matter what sort of freak it was. He was pleased to see

they were reverting to the old order of motor bicycle, and
probably they would again be making them of a
reasonable size, and perhaps we should find some manufac-
turers devoting their entire attention to them. When they
made it good we should see it increase yearly in the matter of

refinements and perfection, just as has been the case with
the push-bicycle. It would be a gradual process. What
Mr. Bell had done by his paper would be one step towards
the desired end. From the manufacturers' point of view, he
could say it cost almost as much to sell an orticle nowadays
as it did to produce it. A good deal was heard about the
variable pulley for making the belt slack or tight. It was
well advertised, and people began to think it was right.

Against this there was the little device known as the Mabon
clutch—a good thing, but nobody heard of it. Why?
Because the maker of it was not in a sufficiently large way
to boom it; therefore the thing was stagnant.

(To he continued.)
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CLUB NEWS.
Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the .above club will be held
on the 18th inst. (Wcd'iesday) at 7.30 p.m., at the Barras
Bridge Hotel, Newcastle. All matter for the agenda must
be in the hands of the hon. sec. by the 10th inst.

North Islington Conservative and Unionist M.C.

Any motor cyclist wishing to join the above club should
apply for particulars to the hon. sec, Henry E. Davidson,
623, Holloway Road, N. An unofficial run on the North
Road will shortly be held to find suitable country headquarters.

Coventry M.C.

At a committee meeting last week the date of the annual
general meeting was fi.xed for Wednesday, JMarch 18th. It
was also decided to hold the opening run of the year on
March 21st, meeti'ig at the Unicorn, Stratford-on-Avon, for
photograph, and afterwards proceeding to the Bath Hotel,
Leamington, for tea.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

A club has just been formed to be known as above, and
there was a very good attendance at the first general meeting
last week. It is proposed to hold some sports on Easter
Monday next, and t.he club has applied for the use of the
Bexhill track. Prizes valued at over £25 have already been
promised. The club will be affiliated to the Auto Cycle
Union. The hon. sec. is Mr. Frank Crealy, 12, Sussex
Gardens, Terminus Road, Eastbourne.

Soutbend and District M.C.

A complimentary smoking concert was held on Wednesday
last in the ball room of the Hotel Victoria, Southend-on-Sea.
Capt. J. L. Vivian Millett, chairman of the club, presided;
whilst Mr. J. B. Carruthers, A.C.A., hon. treasurer, occupied
the vice-chair. Parties from the West Essex A.O., North
London A.C., Nore Yacht Club, and Essex Yacht Club
attended. The next club event is the whist drive on the
12th inst., and the opening riui takes place on the 29th inst.

The Barnoldswick M.C.

A meeting of motor cyclists was held on Wednesday even-
ing last in the Queen's Hall Club Rooms, Barnoldswick, when
it was mianimously decided to form a club, to be known as
above, with headquarters at the Seven Stai's Hotel. Mr.
Blackburn Holden, jim., was elected president; Mr. Frank
Perry, hon. trer.surer; and Mr. Fred Baldwin, 1, Albert
Road, Barnoldswick, hon. sec.

Westclitt and Leigh A.C.

A meeting of the Organising Committee of this club will

be held at headquarters, the Plough Hotel, Leigh Road,
Westclitf-on-Sea, this evening (Wednesday), at 8.30, for the
purpose of enrolling members and adoption of rules. Sub-
scription for owners of motor bicycles and tricars 7s. 6d., and
cars 10s. 6d. plt annum. Communications to be addressed
to the hon. secretary pro tern., Mr. F. J. Drm-y, Hamlet
Court Road, WestclifE-on-Sea.

Motor Section of the Brighton Cyclists 'Club.

A successful meeting was held on Monday of last week,
when there was a good attendance of members. The club's

headquarters arc .«aid to be the finest in the South, comprising
as they do, billiard, reading, and music rooms, and saloon

bar and ample storage room. Various events such as con-

sumption tests, hill-climb, picnics, and inter-club meets are

comlem|Jated, and riders in the district are invited to

join this club in order to participate. Subscription for the

year is 12s. 5d., which includes affiliation to the A.C.U. and
association to the R.A.C. Enquiries should be addressed to

Mr. F. C. Wiffen, 193, King's Road Arches, Brighton.

Western District M.C.

A meeting of the Sports Committee of the above club was
held at 10, High Road, Chiswick, on Wednesday last, with

\Ir. Wilson Prosser in the chair. It was mentioned that the

president of the club, Mr. G. B. Winter, had presented a

handsome silver cup for competition among members only.

On the proposition of Mr. Gould it was decided to hold a

paperchase on March 15th, starting from the Milford Hotel

-It 10 a.m. Entrance, Is. The hares (Messrs. Canham and

York County M.C.C.

At the Grand Central Hotel on Thursday last, Mr. H. H
Charge read a very interesting paper on " Petiol and th

Heavier Spirits, Carburetters, Hints on Economy, Consumjj
tion Trials," which was followed by an interesting discussion

Cambridge University IVi.C.C.
\

A general meeting of the above club was held at the Bit;

Boar Hotel, Cambridge, on Monday of last week. It wa
unanimously decided to affiliate to the Auto Cycle Union.
A calendar was drawn up of the fixtures for next term

and several valuable prizes are being offered for co:npetitio!i

Leeds M.C.C.

The trophy for the best ascent of Sutton Bank has bee;

projnised by Mr. W. E. Grange, of Harrogate—a prominen
member of the Leeds club. This competition is sure to creat

a great amount of interest. The trial is fixed for June 28tl

so as to come betiieen the Leeds to Edinburgh (June 13tl

and Leeds to London (July 11th) runs.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The annual meeting of the Grantham Centre of the clu

showed that the centre is in a very flourishing conditioi

Mr. J. G. Bothamley was re-elected chairman, and Mr. »

Arthur Mettham hon. sec, and both were heartily tlianke

for their services. Mr. Sentance and Mr. T. A. Palmer ai

vice-chairmen, with a strong committee.

Southampton and District M.C.

The first annual dinner of the above club took place at tl

Southern Cafe, Southampton, on Friday, February 21st, whe
a very enjoyable evening was spent. During the evenir

considerable amusement was caused by a humorous discu

sion on the comparative merits of magneto and battel

ignition. The first meet is to-day at the " Cowherds," at 2.3

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A general meeting of the above club will take place ;

the Waverley Hotel, Sackville Street, Dublin, to-morro
evening (Thursday), at eight o'clock, to definitely settle tl

affiliation matter and to transact other important busines

It is anticipated that Dr. Reginald White, president of tl

club, will occupy the chair. All interested are invited.

Furley and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the above recently forme

club will be held at Messrs. Coldrey's rooms, tram terminu
Purley, on Saturday next, the 7th inst., at 8 p.m. A cordi

invitation is given to all motor cyclists interested. Tl

opening run to Crawley is fixed for Saturday, March 14tl

meeting place Purley Corner, at 3.15 p.m. sharp.

Lewisham A.C.

The above club, which is essentially a motor cycle ar

light car club, is to be entirely reorganised. An extraorrtinai

general meeting will be held on Slarch 20th to consider

scheme to change the name to that of the South-Eastei

Automobile Association. All intending members are n

quested to send their names to Mr. H. B. Renner, 31, Ki<

brook Park Road, Blackheath, S.E., so that they may I

present at this important meeting.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A novel proposal is on foot for the purpose of drawing clu

members to attend the opening run. The names and
nominal entrance "ee to be sent to the secretary, and ever

rider who reaches the destination selected to be provided wit

a dinner free, Mr. W. A. George having promised a donatio

to meet the expenses.

Motor cyclists in the district will be welcomed as merabei

of the Middlesbrough Club. A subscription of 5s. carrif

members to November 1st, 1908, entrance fee 2s. 6d. Th

hon. sec. is Mr. G. W. Liddle, 116, Parliament Road.

North-west London M.C.C.

Tlie above club has decided to hold a twelve hours' rel

ability trial from London to Coventry and back for membei

only. This run will start and finish at Jack Straw's Castli

Hampstead Heath, on Saturday, Jlay 23rd, and a silver cu

will be awarded to each competitor finishing within schedul

time.Kirk) will select a course of about fifty miles.

The next issue of " THE AUTOCAR " (March 7th) will be the first COMmNED APPEARANCE NUMBEi
AND "BUYERS' GUIDE, and will contain particulars, prices, and illustrations of all 1908 carsonBrttis,

roads priced at £100 to £600 complete. It will be on sale everywhere, and should be obtained bt> eVer,

'Ttotor cyclist who is also interested in the larger Vehicle,
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A New Type of Handle=bar Grip.

It has been realised of late years that the standard

pedal cycle type of handle-bar grip is not ideal for

motor bicycle work, as increased pace and the back-

ward position usually adopted cause the hands to slip

off the grip if they are only lightly clenched, and

to hold them tight numbs the fingers of the rider.

Most makers consequently employ either a roughened

grip, or a grip of large diameter, or a grip with a

raised outer edge. Hill Bros., Sheffield, have sent

me a very good pair of grips, the outer ends of which

are turned down in =1 lifil ik horn, which should

entirely pievent the hands slipping off the ends ot

the grip even at high speeds on very rough roads.

They are not adaptable to inverted lever control,

lowever.

Adjustable Magneto Contacts.
The contact breakers of certain magnetos—mostly

)f the car type—permit the user to adjust his platina,

vhile most motor cycle magnetos are destitute of such
idjustments. Most of us have rather vague ideas

IS to what is the correct gap between the two platina

(f an ordinary single-cylinder motor cycle magneto,
ind in practice most riders do not bother about the

xtent of the gap at the break so long as the fibre cam
s unworn and the two platina are faced smooth and
:lean. There is no doubt a wide range of gaps,
iith each of which maximum efficiency is apparently
Lttainable; but the makers recommend a particulai

:ize of gap, and the subject of these gaps has been
irought to my mind by some recent tinkering with a
arge four-cylinder magneto, which had one contact
idjustable. The difference in the running of the
ngine was marked as the adjustable platinum was
crewed towards the contact on the bell crank or away
rom it. On most cycle magnetos there is no such
idjustment. True, the platinum-carrying studs are
crew threaded, but the thread is too short for adjust-
nptit, ntnl is desiened for attar^hment only. V'hcn
he platina become worn, say after 5,00c miles, we
lave either to replace them or uack them out a little

nth a thin washer. I am of opinion a substantially
Dade means of adjustment would be of value here, as
fithout it one cannot keep the gap of just that width
ecommended by the makers of one high-tension
Qagneto—the Bosch to wit, who say the points should
eparate .4, or just under j4 a millimetre.

The Date of the End^to^end.
I think readers will agree that the most vital point

[bout the arrangements for the End-to-end is the early
jxmg of the date. The trade riders are a minority of
he entrants, and they can get away from their work any
ime at comparatively brief notice. The other sixty
•r eighty men, who add so much to the interest of the
nal, and prevent a very heavy deficit being recorded

against the promoting club, are amateurs—young men
making their way in sundry professions and businesses.

For them it is always a difficulty to obtain the three

consecutive weeks' holiday which the trial demands;
and the sole help the A.C.U. can give them towards
obtaining it is by fixing the actual days the trial will

occupy as soon as possible. I therefore beg the com-
mittee to fix and publish the date immediately. This
will also assist club secretaries in arranging their pro-

grammes so as not to clash.

Other Points in the Regulations.
There were two weak points in the regulations of this

trial in 1906. One was the rule that no adjustments
were to be made in garage at lunchtime or overnight.

The officials were not numerous enough to see that this

rule was sternly carried out, and on some occasions,

owing to only one car being used and the frequent
tyre troubles it encountered, the officials did not turn

up in time. The consequence was that the more
honourable competitors observed the rule strictly, and
the less scrupulous acquired much advantage by
eluding it. A second flaw in the arrangements lay in

the inequality of the sections. Some controls were but
seven miles in length, while others were nearer fiftv

miles. This greatly accentuated the ever-present factor

of luck. If a man punctured, for instance, in a shon
control, he was bound to lose a great many marks,
whereas if he punctured on a long control the margin
between maximum and minimum time was so large that

he had ample opportunity to catch up time again.

The controls need equalising. Again, more value
should be paid to hill-climbing. Men won gold medals
last year who failed to make a clean ascent of any of

the eight or nine trying hills along the route. Inter

ested spectators, meditating the purchase of a motor
cycle, saw Jones make a hopeless botch of climbing
some fairly easy hill down south. The next week they

read in the papers that Jones reached John-o'-Groat's

with flying colours, lost no marks, and was awarded a

gold medal. Such incompatibilities hold the trial up
to ridicule. Riders cannot be timed, observed, and
rewarded, or penalised, on every hill, but the officials

ouaht lo watch every man at least upon such hills as

tha^ out of liodmin, the Lamb Hill near Taunton,
P".ik;ii outride Bristol, the twisty ascent just north of

Kiddermmater, the sharp rising corner near Hodnet.
Shap Fell, and the Pass of Killiecrankie. And no man
who pedals or fails on two of these really simple ascents

ought to receive a gold medal. There were some gold

medallists in 1906, I fancy, who failed on every single

one of them, and on some still more contemptible grades

as well. The A.C.U. always needs more officials than
it has at hand. The results of the trial would be more
interesting if half a dozen keen amateurs on good
machines would forego the delights of competing, and
assist the judges in the capacity of marshals. If an\

riders have suggestions to offer, now is the time, as the

regulations will soon be completed, and a three-figure

entry is expected.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should he accompanied b; the writer's lull name and address.

Exchange Transactions.

[3146.]—I notice in your issue of the 22nd ult. an appre-
ciation by a motorist of the Eex Co. May I now be allowed
to say a little on the question?
Early in November last year I bought a Rex de Luxe

through their exchange coupon, representing fifty guineas,
and I must say I am satisfied with the machine, but in less

than a month from the date of purchase they suddenly re-

duced the price to forty guineas for the same class of machine.
I am a sportsman in that I do not grumble for not having
waited the month out till the price was reduced, but what
I distinctly do grumble at is that when I wish to part with
the machine I shall not be able to get the proper price for it,

due to the Rex Co. having marketed the same machine at
a ridiculous price for clearance purposes. BE 498.

[The reduction is inevitable when new patterns coma on the
market.

—

Ed.]

The End-to-end Run.

[3147.]—I recently noticed a paragraph in " Current
Chat" re the End-to-end Run, suggesting that one of the
stopping places should be Moffat instead of Lockerbie.
Might I be permitted to draw the attention of the promoters
to Dumfries as a suitable stopping place. There is plenty
of hotel accommodation, also a garage, and there is also some-
thing to see when in the town, in the way of Burns relics, etc.

The road is good from Carlisle on to Beattock, where it

joins the main road again. The route would be Carlisle to

Annan seventeen miles, Annan to Dumfries seventeen miles,
Dumfries to Beattock nineteen miles. No hills on the road
to bother about and the surface is good.

J. M. M'LEAN,
Hon. sec. Dumfries and District M.C.C.

[Will the Burns relics be on view a' I
-? 7 p.m.? as the riders

do not usually reach their sleeping ; .;,ces before that time.
Ed.]

Outside Flywheels.

[3148.]--With reference to the correhj,. •Jence which has
been taking place for some time past iu jur columns re
"Outside Flywheels," I trust I may be jtviitted to agree
with Mr. H. R. Ricardo's views as express^ .i in his letter
No. 2997.

I may say that I ride a 2^ h.p. Fairy, which ? -nbodies the
outside flywheel with what I consider the best system of
joining, from an engineer's point of view, naintly Morse
standard taper on shaft and Woodruff patent key, this
method to my mind being far ahead of the old paral'el key,
which is usually found to be incorrectly designed and fitted.

It would be interesting to hear the Fairy Co.'s reman-s on
this subject.

In conclusion, I would say that I am not connected v, ith
the above company in any way, my present mount being i;iy

ideal as regards lightweight machines, as it embodies t 9
following points : Lightness, low cost (both first cost and up-
keep), ease of control, starting, etc. (magneto ignition), and
general handiness.
Although from what I have seen of the new 1908 model on

the road being tested, I expect shortly to be in the position
of most motor cyclists at this time of the year, namely,
examining the state of my exchequer with a view to the
purchase of another faithful friend. M. MARSHALL.

Silence.

[3149.]^Your correspondent, Mr. G. D. Monice, hai

evidently hit the mark when he says that the combinet

efforts of The Motor Cycle and the A.C.U. have not ye]

cleared the road of all the noisy motor cycles. However, .

cannot give him much credit for the silencer he describes

which has taken him two years to think out, whatever he o.

anyone else says. If he has to push his gases through twenty

four holes only -^in. in diameter there must be back-pressup

on the piston. It is a well-known fact that to avoid back

pressure the area of outlet holes must be about equal to that o

the exhaust pipe. If in Mr. G. D. Monice's silencer tliis i

the case, he must have a very small exhaust pipe—much to

small to successfully carry away the exhaust gases from an;

petrol engine. I hope your readers will take this into con

sideration for their own benefit before attempting to mak
what appears to be a cheap silencer.^^

G. ALDINGTON.

Sidecars.

[3150.]—With regard to the correspondence relating t

sidecars now raging in your columns, I think I cannot d

better than give you an abstract from a letter recentl

received from a friend who had taken that very dangeroij

step to go in for a Mills and Fulford fixed sidecar.

"My brother drove off as though he had been used to :

all his life, so I sat in the sidecar, and he drove my engint

and, mind you, he had never been over my saddle till thei

and we had a decent little spin over 3in. of soft soap an

filth, which was so bad that even the cyclists were walkmf

and the machine was as steady as on a dry road. ]\Iarve!lou!

I reckon, when you consider that the road was Chiswict

Brentford, and Hammersmith, to say nothing of a Strang

machine and sidecar. We had it adjusted so nicely that b

could ride with hands off, and there was not the slightei

tendency to pull to the side or divert from a straight line.
_

Needless to say, I ride a similar sidecar, and have nothin

but praise for it.

Personally, I consider the steering question a bogey, an

as regards tyres, I hope to use the same cover this season 8

last on the sidecar. CHAS. STEWARD.

Non-skid Tyres.

[3151.]—I have read with interest the various letters whic

have appeared in The Motor Ci/de dealing with non-ski

tyres and side-slip. During the last few months almost ever

non-skid tyre on the market has had its good points lai

before the readers of this paper by various correspondent;

but in my opinion the only safe tyre to ride in winter ha

never had one word said in its favour. I have waited fc

some riders with more able pens than mine to take up th

cause of the twiii-tyred wheel, but perhaps they arc all lit

me, rather shy, for fear of being accused of having an ai

to grind.

Last summer I had to ride some twenty miles night an

morning. As we had a very wet season, I had many remindei

of what I should have to put up with during the wintei

Other years I have ridden non-skid steel studded tyres, be

nlways had trouble on stone setts, so last year decided t

piocure a very low-built machine, thus hoping to overcom

side slip. Alas! there were times when no ordinary machin

could be driven with safety (in th« dark) over greasy road
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rith short steep hills and bad corners, to say nothing of

itone setts and tramlines, consequently I was compelled to

irder a non-skid tyre. Before this was fitted, I saw a rider

in a twin-tyred macnine pass up the street at sixteen to

ighteen miles an hour, on a surface that I knew meant
lisaster to any single-tyred wheel fitted with steel studs.

'he same night I decided to have a twin-tyred machine, and
;ot it delivered within a week. Since then I have ridden

o dark dirty nights, over some of the vilest roads ever met
rith, but without any fear of side-slip ; in fact, the state of

he roads never troubles me now, whereas previously I used
3 dread having to face greasy roads on a dark night.

It may not be out of place to say a word in favour of the

lachine, which you all know is the Eex de Luxe, fitted with
iie Roc clutch. This machine is built very low, but not so

)W as the one I rode previously, so that there is little doubt
lat the twin tyres are really what prevent side-slip.

The reliability of the engine and everything connected with
t are all that could be desired ; the only trouble I have had
II the winter has been due to mud getting into the live axle

earings of rear wheel. I feel sure there are lots of riders

ho can endorse what I have said, for there are plenty of

lese machines on the roads this winter.
W. DANN.

Variable Gears for Motor Bicycles.

[3152.]—Having read Mr. Hooydonk's interesting paper on
Variable CJears for Motor Bicycles," and also several letters

noe from readers of your valuable paper, I should be glad
you would find room for this, as I claim to be the pioneer
speed gears, footboards, and no pedals on motor bicycles,

1 illustration of which you kindly published in your faper
1904. Motor bicycles were very young then, and many

lousands of your present readers did not see that ; but it

as the ideal motor bicycle gear then, and there has been
>thing to beat it since. Although not wishing to blow mv
m trumpet, it will do what yoar readers say they want.
is a compound or grip friction gear, and the only cne

ithout the least end thrust. It has a very powerful grip

ith a slight pressure, and it is infinitely variable between
'» points. It is always in gear when changing speeds ; it

luts no other clutch, and yet a free engine can be obtained
any speed. It needs no gear box; it can be started and

A. Bevel gear. B." Gear wheels. C. Friction rollers.

D. Frictioo drum. E. Belt or chain.

iven exactly like a. car, and much better when changing
eeds; it glides off without shock or jar; it can be driven
ith chain or built to suit one's fancy. The engine can be
ways ran at one speed, and it can be made to adjust the
eeds automatically if required. The speeds and free engine
u be controlled by the feet ; nothing can be made simpler,
le engine being set at right angles to the frame, the gear
driven direct off the engine-shaft, with a counter-shaft in

ace of bottom bracket spindle, and chain or belt from that
road wheel. I can guarantee that a 2 h.p. engine with

is gear will take one anywhere. I have tested this gear
I both light and very heavy work, which it does equally
ell, and there is practically no wear. For motor cycles it

eighs but a few pounds. I might have made many of these
^ars, but have had neither the time nor the capital to put
on the market, but have been making them for heavy

ork, and have a number of them which liave been running
lily for nearly five years. I have it also on cycles and cars,
1 of which can be seen by anyone interested.

G. FREESTONE.

[3153.]—Your correspondent "F.N." is quite wrong in
s deductions. The public might be misled if these were
irmitted to go unchallenged. "F.N." says: "A free engine
les not always bring desired easy manipulation in traffic,

id hand starting—so much talked about lately—is a snare,
most practical engineers will confirm." In reply

—

(1.) The statement made above operates in exact contra-
ction to the ideas accepted by motor engineers, a clutch

with petrol engine being found an indispensal)'e factor as a
means of traffic regulation, unless one prefers the irksome
process of restarting one's engine after momentary stoppage.

(2.) Hand starting. Any practical rider or motor engineer
will question the sapiency of such a suggestion as "F.N."
makes. In justice both to your correspondent and myself (as
the patentee of the hand starting system annlied to the live
axle of a motor cycle), I am ready to believe that hand
starting, applied direct to the engine-shaft or by other equally
inconvenient means, undoubtedly does prove an imhappy and
dangerous method.

It seems unfair that a firm who liave so successfully ex-
ploited a master patent covering this one vital point of motor
cycle progression should suffer in any degree from the mis-
chief of a haphazard statement.

Fortimately for myself and my firm, the Roc hand-starting
principle has proved itself beyond reproach and criticism,
and is undoubtedly contributing in a marked degree towards
the expansion of the motor cycle industry.

ARTHUR W. WALL.

The Future of the Electric Motor Bicycle.

[3154.]—In a letter on this subject in The Motor Oych
of February 26th, " S. H. M." mentions the want of an
electrically propelled bicycle. I myself am interested in this
class of machine, and have been for some time on the look out
for the fulfilment of Edifon's promise to give us a complete
storage battery for driving cars, etc. Some time ago this
subject was mentioned in the daily papers, and through the
great kindness of Mr. A. C. Shaw, of the Electrical World,
I discovered that these batteries were being manufactured
in Germany by a firm who have the rights of making them,
and that cars were being driven by them satisfactorily in

Berlin. On writing to this firm in Berlin, they put me in

communication with their London agents, Messrs. Marples,
Leach, and Co., who tell me that they are. making these
batteries. The question now is whether these batteries can
not be built into bicycles, tricars, etc., .ind how long they
V'): last, and wlnrther they would be satisfactory for hilf-

cunibiUg. I am writing tc Messrs. "M';''ple« on the subject,
and hope that they can see their way '..o •^roluce a small,
light, cheap, and efficient battery for this purpose.

CLARENCE J. WARD.

Two-speed Gears.

[3155.]—IMay I express a hope that such of your readers
as are using two-speed gears will give us the full benefit of

their experiences. I understand that the Phelon and Moore
gear is wholly satisfactory for riders who adopt a chain drive,
and that, to this extent, the problem has been solved.
The Roc gear looks very well on paper, but seems not to

have faced the ordeal of a formidable tour or public trial.

Mr. B. H. Davies's promised experience of this fitting will

be awaited with interest. If the gear proves efficient and
stands hard wear well, it will mark a great advance. The
live axle principle is excellent. Satisfied users of the Roc
clutch, like myself, would be glad to hear that the two-speed
gear is something more than a success on paper.
The best trial of a two-speed gear which I have read up

to date is that of the Vindec device as used by Mr: Howarth
on a twin for his tour to Savoy, etc. The gear is evidently
a very practical affair. Unfortunately, Mr. Howarth had not
to confront the more serious climbs mentioned in my account
of the "ideal tour" (which in part only he undertook).
Thus the ascents of the Cols de Megeve and des Mosses were
easily effected on the second (not low) speed of my last

8 h.p. De Dion car, with passenger and baggage aboard I

And my single-geared twin 5-6 h.p. Bat mounts these passes,

in fairly cool weather, with great ease. A much more
exacting trial of this gear is requisite. It is a pity Mr.
Howarth did not turn aside at Villeneuve and. have a shot

at Mont Caux

!

I shall be trying some make of two-speed gear out here
(Switzerland) later, but for the present am waiting to learn

something more about the devices offered to the public before
making my choice. Many of your readers beside myself
must be awaiting the reports of users whose opinions carry
weight.

Of one thing I am quite convinced : I buy no more motor
bicycles which lack a two-speed gear. Too much trick riding
is required out here if the machine is single-geared.

Vaud. E. DOUGLAS FAWOETT.
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A Gap in the Market

[3156.]—With reference to " Ixion's " note, " A Gap in

the Market " and the letter from " Phil " in your correspond-

ence columns, may I remind you that about last June you
published an illustration of a machine I had specially built

by E. A. Crowsley, of 167_, Victoria Street, S.W. This

machine was built for use with a sidecar, and had a 3^ h.p.

Fafnir engine. Planet two-speed gear, and chain drive. The
frame is somewhat out of the ordinary, having parallel tubes

from the front of the engine to rear fork end, making a very

strong construction, and giving plenty of clearance for every-

thing. The chain is, of course, entirely inside the frame,

and, if desired, a 3in. tyre with a Parsons non-skid might be

used. The machine has been in constant use since last spring

and is going strong at present. The engine and gear are

admirable, and so far from there being any undue harshness

through the chain drive it is sufficient to say that the tyre

(2iin. wired-on Dunlop) has not been re-treaded and looks

good for another 500 miles.

All the frame parts and the sidecar were supplied by Chater

Lea. I recently gave two riders sketches to enable them
to Ibuild similar machines, so that there is undoubtedly

a demand for such a type, and of course The Motor Cycle

can be depended upon to notice it. BANDSMAN.
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[3157.]—With reference to " Ixion's " article in a recent

issue entitled "A Gap in the Market," and also the letter

signed by " Phil," it might interest your readers to know
that we have supplied fittings for several machines on the

lines indicated.

One such machine was built by Mr. R. Barrel!, of 393,

Southwark Park Road, London. This was fitted with a

9 h.p. Jap engine, our two-speed gear box, and chain drive.

It was fitted with a side car and shipped, through a well-

known export house, to South Africa.

Messrs. Baldcock and Co., of Tamworth Road, Croydon,

are at present building a machine on very similar lines, which

will also be used with a side car.

We are endeavouring to obtain a photograph of the machine

built by Mr. Barrel!, and will send this on to you in the

course of a few days. CHATER LEA, LTD.

[" Lxion " wrote of twin-cylinder machines on the lines indi-

cated as not being found in motor cycle makers' catalogues

as a standard, and in that contention he has been fully

borne out with one exception, viz.. Brown Bros.' Brown
twin-cylinder with chain drive and two-speed gear.

—

Ed.]

Auto Cycle Union A.G.M.

[3158.]—A few lines to the newly afliliated clubs may
not be out of place. The annual general meeting may be

considered the most important of the year for many reasons,

and it is to be hoped that every delegate will make it con-

venient to attend. The first matter of importance is, " Don't

be late." The time is 3 p.m.

Cheap tickets may be obtained at most railway stations or

booking ofiices which will be found suitable for this meeting.

Arrangements should be made beforehand if possible.

In due course all delegates will receive an agenda paper,

and this should be carefully considered at a committee meet-

ing of their respective clubs (if possible), and notes made of

those resolutions they are to support and those they are to

object to.

To those delegates who are unable to get to this meeting

I would suggest that they delegate their power of voting to

eorae councillor they know, but be certain that his views are

the same as yours, otherwise he may vote the wrong way.
Those who have not previously sent proxies should read

carefully the rules in the " Book of Rules," which every
councillor should have. The chief items are :

(1.) Inform the Auto Cycle Union that you have
appointed Mr. as your substitute.

(2.) This information must reach the A.C.U. offices

not later than 5 p.m. on the day preceding the
date on which the council meeting is to be held.

(3.) Make arrangements with your substitute before-

hand that he is going to the meeting, and that
he will act for you.

Let us keep pegging away until we are at least 20,000
strong. JNO. H. HALL.

The Balancing of Petrol Engines.

[3159.]—A friend of mine possesses a 3^ h.p. Kerry with
which he uses a sidecar, the gear being about 6-1. It was
noticed that any attempt at driving the machine up to oi
over legal limit resulted in the most excessive and unpleasant
vibration being felt in the feet of the sidecar passenger. It

had previously been noticed that when the engine was turned
so that the piston was at or near the top of its stroke it would
when released fall by itself to the bottom of the cylinder.
The engine was taken to pieces and the weight removed from
the flywheels by drilling a number of holes near the crank
pin, i.e., opposite the balance weight. Result, vibratior
complained of has disappeared, and the engine will rnn more
slowly than before, being now better balanced.

On examining my Quadrant engine I found it to be suffer-

ing from the same complaint, so treated it the same waj
with equally satisfactory results. The Brown engines hav(
the flywheels drilled for apparently the same reason. I now
have a 1908 3^ h.p. Triumph, and find that this piston ii

even more out of balance than the Kerry and Quadrant
Can anyone tell me why our best engine makers continue U
make engines which are balanced in this way? Is there a reasoi

for not properly balancing the weight of piston, connecting
rod, and gudgeon pin, or are we to believe the makers hav<
never given the matter the thought and attention it seems t(

deserve? SHAZBAZZIK.

Magneto Ignition.

[3160.]—With regard to the article in your issue of Februar
9th on magneto ignition, my experience has been that difiB

culty in starting, provided the magneto is properly set, i

often due to a variety of other factors when the magneto i

blamed.

Last year I had been riding a motor bicycle with accu
mulator ignition which was difficult to start, and could no
be made to go slowly however the levers were adjusted, am
I sold that machine and bought one with magneto ignition

which latter the previous owner could not start at all.

I timed the magneto to give maximum spark when th

lever was half advanced, and was then able to start withon
much difficulty, but firing was somewhat irregular. I nex
adjusted the points of the sparking plug so that they wer
almost touching, after which the machine would always stai

at walking pace, and would continue at that pace, if requirec

when I was in the saddle—and, incidentally, it would d

35 m.p.h. when required.

For easy starting and flexibility with magneto the followia

points are all that are necessary : (1) Proper timing ; (2) vcr

close plug points; (3) sufficiently heavy flywheels; (4) correc

carburation. S. L. BURNAED.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Sarolea " would like readers' experiences of the 4 h.p

and also the 6 h.p. twin Sarolea engine, particularly witl

regard to overheating, which type of carburetter gives th

best results and economy in petrol consumption.

"W.G.," Pontypridd, would like readers to tell hit

which single-cylindered motor bicycle in their opinion give

the best results for sidecar work with belt transmission.

"F.M.N." would like readers' experiences of Elastes fiUin

in motor cycle tyres, particularly with regard to wear an'

resiliency.

Replies sent to " B. G.," Drayton Park, N., have bee

returned through the Dead Letter Office. Will he kindl,

forward complete address?

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will any firm in the North of London who has a good twin

cylinder motor bicycle for hire communicate with A.L.R
c/o the Editor?

)—•••-<

Mr. E. J. Hardy, Bishop Street, Coventry, has sent us

copy of his latest catalogue, which contains illustrations ar<

descriptions of a very full range of motor specialities. Moto
cyclists will find many items which will interest them, and i

copy will be sent on application.
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\iNi£C5PmaL
THE MOTOB CYCLE Of MERIT.

Model H. 31 h.p. The Gentleman's Machine.

There is nothing better made ! And as for speed—no machine of

equal power can live with it. For the discriminating buyer, whom
nothing but the best will satisfy, the Model H will prove its claim to

be " The Motor Cycle of Merit."

Our profusely illustrated " Book of the Vindec Special " is interesting

reading—sent free upon receipt of request.

l^

<D52UmBRlTISMTRAmJHG
13 6* 15 WILSO/S ST, FI/NSBUR.y. LONDO/S.E.C

TP i

'S.BTJ
'OITDi

MOTORS.
J.A. P. 'Patent Variable Speed Pulley.

No wearing parts.

Runs as a solid pulley on top speed.

Absolutely no end thrust on engine shaft

at any time.

Change speed effected exceedingly smoothly.

The best variable set yet brought out.

J.A.P. Patent Carburetter
gives very easy starting. Slower and smoother
running. Uniform mixture at all speeds. No
sliding pistons or work.ng parts. Marvellous
simplicity and efticiency.

CATALOGUES FREE.

John A. Prcstwich & Co., T'olr.:^^"^.!''' n.

Telephone—1822 Tottenham. Telegrims—" Prestwich, Tottenham."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns— Id. per word, minimum Is.

Name and address must be counted In the
case of Trade Advertisements a series of
thirteen insertions Is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section shonid
cbe accompanied Niflth remittance, and be
addressed to the offices of "The Motor
Cycle " Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices

of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry, on the
Friday morr ing, or If sent to London, by the
Thursday affrrnoon previous to the date of
publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES;
For the convenience of advertisers. letters may

be addressed to numbers at Tin Molcr Cycle
Oifice. When this is desired. 2d. will be charged
for registration, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes -lu.t be sent for forwarding replies.
Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. ooo, c/o The
Motor Cycle, Coventry," or if "London" is added
CO the address, then to the numt)er given, c /o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

a*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^(S
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown

persons may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties
are advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of
the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
IS forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days. For all transactions exceed-
ing iiG in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt mth at Coventry,
*ad cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lliffe and Sons Limited,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

«eceive no answer to their enquiries are request-
ed to regard the silence as an indication that
the goods advertised have already been dls-
l>osed of. Advertisers olten receive so many
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

- vach one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchanse. — As the

largest dealers in Rex machines, » •

have a tew 1907 shop-soiled machines at
clearance prices. Great barjjaius. L.x-

- changes in all 1908 Rex and N.S.D. models.

HALIFAX. — 1907 3i h.p. Rex, 26 by 2^
Continentals, spring forks, soiled

;

19 guineas, November price £26 5s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 35 guinea twin Rex,
spring torJis, soiled; £23; you save

£13 15s. ; we gain your coniideiice.

HALIFAX.—1907 maeneto twin Rex, un-
ridden, November price, £42, our

price £28 10s. ; another £13 10s. saved.

HALIFAX.—Shop-soiled 1907 black and
gold Rex de Luxe, twin tyre, mag-

neto. Roc clutch; 1908 price £55 133., our
price £35; you save £20 13s.; we cannct
keep this up indefinitely, and only a Rex
agent can do it.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Rex de Luxe, Eoc
clutch, two-speed gear, magneto;

55 guineas ; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Rex featherweight,
magneto, magnificent hill-climber,

recommended; 25 guineas.

HALIFAX.—1908 3!. h.p. N.S.TJ., magneto,
.lust delivered; £40; allow £25 for

last year's model.

HALIFAX.—1908 5J h.p. twin N.S.U., ma!,'-

neto; £52; allow £25 for 1907 single
magneto, in (food condition.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments, exchanees; high-class

machines purchased for spot cash. — 16.

~Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766.

MANY HAVE PROFITED
by our warning in last week's "Motor
Cycle" as to the danger in delaying
onger the Selection of a 1008 mount
ior EASTER.

If YOU have not chosen a machine
LET US ADVISE YOU.

As we handle all the most popular
makes, it is not to our interest tJ push
one machine more than another. We
recommend that whicli suits the en-
quirer's individual requirements.

Have you considered these :

TRIUMPH.
N.S.U.

VINDEC SPECIAL.
REX.
ROC.
BROWN.
F.N., 4-cyl. and Lightweight.

MOTOSACOCHE.
They can be seen running here, or we

will furnish all details.

We are daily receiving second"
hand Motor Cycles in exchange for new
ones. If yon do not see a machine on
the following list that interests you,
let us know your requirements. These
are sold under signed CERTIFICATE
OF FITNESS.

£ s.

Triumph, magneto, S.J h.p., 1907 35
Triumph, magneto, 3 h.p., 1906 30
Quadrant, magneto, 3^ h.p., 1907,

soiled 33
Triumph, 1906, Replated and

Enamelled 30
Brown, 3i h.p., 1907 .. . . 28
Vindee Special, 5 h.p. Twin, 1907 35
F.N. Lightweight, IJ h.p., 1907 . . 25
Singer, 3i h.p., free engine,

magneto .

.

.

.

. . 22
N.S.U. Twin, magneto, 4 h.p., 1907 30
Rex de Luxe, 5J h.p.. Twin 26 10

The following are in good running
order

:

2 h.p. Minerva
3 h.p. Buchet
3 h.p. Fafnir

3 h.p. Quadrant .

.

2| h.p. Excelsior

3i- h.p. Rex
5 h.p. Twin Antoine
5 h.p. Twin Rex, perfect.

.

4 h.p. Excelsior water-cooled Tricar 18
7 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, water

cooled .

.

. . .

.

. . 35
A few new covers 26in. x 2^in. at 12,6ech.

5 10
7
8
8
9

11 10
15
17
18

TWO-SPEED GEARS withRocclutchfor
high-power Motor Cycles. Give par-

ticulars of your machine, and we will

quote you per return. Immediate
Delivery.

IPREIViBER
MOTOR AGENCY,

Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: 4310. Telegrams: " Primus/* B'hain,

The World's Motar Cycle Emporium.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—Holds the finest and largest

stock of second-hand cycles in the
world. 300 to select from.

HALIFAX.—Fine twin Eex, Qreenwood'e
Leeds-London record holder, regis-

tered, Euaranteed; £22 10s.

HALIFAX.—1907 6i h.p. twin N.S.U..
spring forks, 24 tyres, regular Beau

Brunell. lovely machine; £27 10a.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. Twin Antoine, 1907

machine, spring forks, without fear
or favour; £25.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Givaudan, vertical en-
gine, spray, 26 wheels, nearly new

;

£14 10s. ; splendid climber.

- 3i h.p. Minerva, spraj.HALIFAX. — 02 u.tj. ju-xuci *». ojjj. «,j

.

girder forks, 25 by 2t Clincher A Won.
beggine at £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. 1907 Jap, 85 by 80.

Chater-Lea, 24 by 2i tyres, almost
equal to new ; £23 ; torpedo tank.

HALIFAX.—3| h.p. Phelon and Moor>:.

magneto, spring forks, low frame.
Lwo-speed gear, climbs anything; £29 lOe

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. 1907 Eex, fitted with
Crypto two - speed sear and Mont-

gomery flexible sidecar; complete, £26.

without sidecar, £21.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. light low Eex, spring
forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemare ; £12

l7s. 6d. ; snap this.

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin Eex, 26 by 2s

Clincher A Won, spring forks; £22;

£16 allowed for powerful 1907 machine.

HALIFAX. — 1906 3i h.p. Eex. speciallA
good condition, 26 by 2i Clinchers

;

£16 5s.

HALIFAX. — 5i h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe,
twin tyre. Eoc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £27 lOs.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Humber. spray, treir-

bier, chain drive, splendid climber.
cneap. £9 10s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 Twin Minerva, spray,
non-skid to rear, long low mount.

j^m los.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Simma. vertical en-

gine, magneto ignition, easy starter,

reliable; £17 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 1907 Twin Eex, almost
equal new, no complicated sneed

gears required ; £22; buy now, to-morro«
uiay be too late.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Antoine, 26 wheels
low frame, trembler, girder forks,

very fine mount; £16 lOs.

HALIFAX.—Kerry. 3J h.p., vertical en-

gine, spray, very fine condition: ^1?

lOs.. perfect order.

ALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Aloyon, twin, spriivg

forks. N.S.U.. two-speed gear, and
sidecar; £27 10s.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eex, Longuemare
trembler coil. Clincher tyres, Fisb

back belt; no offers; £16 15s.

HALIFAX.—1907 Eex de Luxe, magneto,
twin tyre. Eoc clutch, spring forks

.

£27 10s. ; exchanges wanted.

HALIFAX. — 1907 N.S.U. Lightweigiit.
magneto, almost as new, stanJ,

splendid climber; £22 lOs.

HALIFAX. - Very fine 1906 Eex, Bprir;»

forks, low frame. Longuemare, 2i

tyres; £15 15s.

ALIFAX.—1907 3i h.p. Minerva, 26 by 21

tyres, very fine order; £22.

HALIFAX.—1907 3* h.p. Eei, magn.^ti.

two-speed gear; £25; condition ami
running order everything to be desired.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ei-

change, or extended payments. See

Tricar list. Telephone. 766. High-clase
machines purchased for prompt cash. —
16, Westgate. Halifax.

H

H

In answering any advertisement on this pagt it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S List of Second-hand Motor

Cycles at present on hand.

MAUDE'S.—3i h.p. 1907 Triumph, just as
new; a bargain at £35. We can

highly recommend this although rather
dear.

MAUDE'S.—2| h.p. Vindec Special, like
new, magneto; £17.

MAUDE'S.—6 h.p. Rex de Luxe, mag-
neto, twin tyres. Boo free engine,

like new; £27.

MAUDE'S.—5 h.p. Eex. spring forks,
tremblers. 1907 model, like new,

including tyres; £22.

MAUDE'S.—Twin Eex. 2Jin. tyres,
special machine, a beauty; £22.

MAUDE'S. — 6 h.p. Eex, spring forks,
beautiful condition

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon,
spray, good tyres; £10.

MAUDE'S.—21 h.p. De Dion, spray, long
handle-bars. £10; 2 h.p. Antoine, £6.

MAUDE'S. — Bradbury, 2 h.p., vertical,
very good tyres ; £8.

MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. Minerva, spring forks,
£8; twin Minerva, 1907, splendid con-

dition, £25.

—T-win 6 h.p. N.S.U., very pow.
new front tyre; £29.

£19, our price.

35 h.p.. M.O.V.,

MAUDE'S,
erful,

MAUDE'S.—Beautiful 1905 Eex, in per-
-ect order and condition: £10.

M
ect order and condition; £10.

AUDE'S.—Exceptional Twin Minerva
1907 model, special 2J tyres, non-skid

rear, splendid mount; £28.

MAUDE'S. — Ideal lightweights. Ma-
chines we can recommend as light-

weights; 2 h.p. Minerva, £8; Ariel, 24
h.p., £8; Mitchell, 21 h.p., £6.

MAUDE'S.—3J h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C. en-
gine, perfect, tyres practically new

;

spring
spray.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva, 2 h.p.,
forks. £8; M.M.C., vertical,

26in. wheels, trembler, £10.

MAUDE'S.^5 h.p. Noble, vertical, spray,
very good tyres; £10.

l\/rAUDE'S.—3 h.p. Fafnir. 26in. wheels,
low built, long handle-bars, spray;

£12,

MAUDE'S.—Humber,
£9; 2% h.p.

. 2| h.p., a beauty,
cA/i jj,-' -„-,r-

Kerry, spray, low built,
BlOO saddle, £9.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 1906 model, 26in
wneels, ball bearing engine, enam-

elled green, absolutely like new ; £15.

MAUDE'S. - 6 h.p. Ariel-Jap, non-skid
rear, new Continental front, guar-

anteed to climb 1 in 6; £25.

MAUDE'S.--Minerva, 2i h.p., spray, very
good tyres; a machine we can

highly recommend; £12.

MAUDE'S. — 1906 Eex, footbrake. foot-

to . pfif
flt''"'!, an exceptional clim-

MAUDE'S. - Twin Werner. 3J h.p., a
£18

^^^"'^^'^ climber, and very reliable

;

MAUDE'S.—Jap,
new ; £9.

spray carburetter, as

ly/TAUDE'S.

MAUDB'S.-3i h.p. M.M.C.. vertical en-
gine, 26in. wheels, spray carburet-

ter, good tyres, powerful; £12.
• Eex, 26in. wheels, 1905

model, perfect; we guarantee this
ma.p.bine to be as new in every way; £15.

jVfADDE'S.—Eex, low built, 26in. wheels,
-LfA spray, trembler, good tyres, anda very tine puller; £12.
ll/TAUDE'S. - 2 h.p. Quadrant-Minerva

w^ght?''£8?'' * ^ "^'^ ^°°'^ ^'^''*-

]l/J AUDE'S. — Quadrant, new cylinder
T- ^

fitted, just overhauled, spray apity to miss this at £10.

MAUDB'S.-Lloyds, 2% h.p., B. and B
carburetter, £12; Eex, 31 h.p.,'

!:.„t'?''i?'''
S°?? *'''«= Pbcenix two-speed

«ear, fine puller. £15.
ll/TAUDE'S.—Brand new 1908 Twin 7-8 h.p.

flir
Minerva, delivery yet to be effected

at Si^™^^^''\' etjaranteed perfect; listedat ±45, accept £36 spot cash ; no offers
Tl/rAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street

»nT-..i''^'?'?S
Victoria Hall), Halifax, guar-

^."iS® J
^^^ above to be in perfect run-

delwe
'^ ^^^^^ ^°^ '^® ^°^^ before

1908 MINEiJVAS,

Any make of motor cycle supplied on best

terms for cash or exchanKe.

BEST TERMS. EARLIEST DELIVERIES.

NOTE. All 190S Minervas sold for cash
are fitted with 2^in, Clincher " Dreadnought "

tyres at no extra chare:e, and twins with R.O.M.
synchronized contact breaker no extra.

MOTO REVES.
35 gns., twin cylinder, magneto ignition, latest

principles, light as a dart.

TRICARS.
RILEY TRICAR, 4J h.p., water-cooled, two

speeds, condition as new £38
REX TRIETTE, 6 h.p., cantilever seat 28
REXETTE, 8 h.p., two speeds, wheel steering,

very fast 39

TRICYCkES.
ASTER, 2J h.p., very good tyres, new cylinder

and piston £5
DE DION, genuine, w.c. head, long carburetter 6

QUAOCARS.
DE DION, two speeds, w.c. head, excellent

general condition, Long, spray carb.,

2J h.p £10
DE DION, 2} h.p., w.c head 6

All guaranteed in good running order.

BROOKS "STRATEX"
belting. Note the prices.

8/6
10/6
16/6
17/6

Jin
lin. (4 ply)

lin. (5 ply)

Per 8ft. 6in. length.

C.A.V. ACCUMULATORS.
All guaranteed twelve months by the makers.

Not Throwouts.

Rex size 18/6 each.
Ariel size 15/9 „
Humber size 15/- ,;

Minerva size 17/- „
7/- allowed for your old accumulator in

part payment.

ACCESSORIES.
Brand new twin trembler coil 12/6
Osborne free engine clutch 25 -

Gear box, two speeds and reverse .. .. £4
Car chassis for wheel steering £4
Continental extra slack tyre 26x3, specially

strong^, unused £3
Large car headlight £2
Pair Salsbury Flare car haedlights, new .

.

£4
Large headlight, suit tricar (wants slight

repairs) . . .

.

17
Beautiful forecar attachment £5
Tradesman's trailer, new tyres . . .

.

£2
Vim stands, suit Rexes 6/-

"We are commencing a series of Auction Sales

for Motor Cycles and Accessories, to be held at

Powell Street {behind the Victoria Hall) on the
first Thursday in the month, the first to commence
on Thursday, March 5th, and entries may now
be received for this sale, the charges being seven
and a half per cent, sales, and 2/6 no sale. Cleaned
up free of charge.

Note.—We cannot accept any motor cycle which
is not guaranteed to be in perfect running order in

every respect, and we guarantee that every one
sold is perfect, and they may be seen on the road
on the Wednesday previous to the sale.

ENTRIES
for the first sale may now be received, and offers

I
may be sent per post for any particular machine,
list, of which we shall be pleased to send upon
receipt of penny stamp.

AUCTIONEER.—Mr. Sydney Clarkson,
Town Hall Chambers, Halifax.

Any further particulars may be had upon request.

Note the New Address :

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

(Behind the Victoria Hall).

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ANGLIAN Motor Cycles, with simplest

iind most practical two-speed gear.—
Below.

DOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the mar-
vellous lightweight ; also

SIDECARS (Mills-Pulford castor wheel),
and a 8pe<;ial selection of second-

hand bicycles and tricars can be seen
and tried at the London Agents, H. P.
Rose, Ltd., 28, Frith Street. Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.

h.p. Kerry ; £9.—TJhlich, 86, Prit
chards Road, Hackney Road, N.E.

9i^2
KERRY, 2J h.p.; £11;

King, 23, Mendy
combe.

good condition. —
Street, High Wy-

21

3 h.p. 1906 Triumph, magneto: £25: very
good order.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London.

TRIUMPH, 1907, 3J h.p., magneto; seen
any time; £33, bargain.—Huxtable.

4, Maple Road, Surbiton.

h.p. Brown, in first-class condition,
powerful; £9 15s.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, brand new, never
2 used ; first reasonable offer. — 337,

Burdett Eoad, Limehouse, E.

F.N. Agent's Catalogues on application;
exchanges entertained.—5. Heath

Street, Hampstead.

TRITOTPH, 3i h.p.. like new. only run
tew miles ; £32.—Rey, 5, Heath Street,

Hampstead.

£12.-23 h.p. Minerva, vertical. M.O.V.,
good condition, guaranteed. — 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

TRIUMPH Agent's Catalogues on appli-
cation; early delivery; exchanges

entertained.—Heath Street Motor Works,
Hampstead.

£17.—3i h.p. 1907 Minerva, splendid con-
dition, all spares, guaranteed.—5,

Heath Street. Hampstead.

51 h.p. Kerry, twin, 2J Palmer tyres;
2 bargain, £20, or exchange lower

power.—5, Heath Street. Hampstead.

F.N., 1907, lightweight, spring forks and
magneto; £24; guaranteed. — 6,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

GRIPPON, 23 h.p., magneto, and spring
forks, 1907, shop-soiled; only £25.—

Heath Street Motor Works, Hampstead.

HUMBER, 23 h.p., splendid condition
and going order, guaranteed; only

£4 153.—5, Heath Street, HampBtead.

GRIFFONS' Sole Agent's 1908 Catalogues
on application; all models stocked;

exchanges entertained.—5. Heath Street,
Hampstead.

BAT, 34 h.p., spring tram©, De Dion
engine, guaranteed perfect ; only

£17.-5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 241n. wheels,
2 1907 model; £19.—Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

ERRY'. 5 h.p., twin-cylindier, excel-
lent condition, spring forks, etc.

:

£25.—Liversidge, Ashlea. Selby.

h.p. Twin Werner; £15. in good run-
ning order.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street. London.

3 h.p. King. M.M.C. engine, low built,
handle-bar control, etc.; offers.-

McCall. Holmwood, Largs, Ayrshire.

2 h.p. Lightweight New Hudson, a per-
fect lightweight; £10.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleef Street, London.

1 h.p. Minerva, in Chater-Lea frame.

£25

4

34 very powerful ; £11 10s. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

h.p. Kerry, ir

Clincher tyres,
cash. — Belsten, 303,

Bristol.

91Z2
good condition,

spring forks ; £in
Stapleton Boad,

Telephones : 433 day.

In answering any advertisement on this page it lo aesirable that ymi mention

2J h.p. Clement-Garrard Lady's Ma-
chine, open frame; £12 10s.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

O h.p. Werner Lightweight, splendid
^ running order; bargain, £7 10s., take
push bike part payment.—66, Harpenden
iioad. West Norwood.

'The Motor Cycle:
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CLAEKSON.^i h.p. 1906 Eex, spring

forks, Longuemare, splendid condi-
tion, good tyres; £15 ISs.

CLAEKSON.—23 h.p. Minerva, Longue-
mare, ffood tyres, just overhauled;

£13.

CLAEKSON.—5 h.p. Twin Eex de Luxe,
Eoc clutch, not done 100 miles; a

bargain. £28.

CLAEKSON.—2 h.p. Minerva. £8; 2 h.p.
Bradbury. £10; 2 h.p. Hiimber, 2J

h.p. Ariel, £9.

CLAEKSON.-^J h.p. Twin Minerva. 1907,
splendid machine, looks like new;

£26.

CLAEKSON Guarantees Above Machines
in good running order, ready for the

road.—5, Gibbet Street, Halifax.

21 h.p. Bradbury Motor, in good run-
2 ning order; price £7 lOs.—Wau-

chope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Lon-
don.

£10 lOs., or offer.—23 h.p. Humber. as
good as new ; bargain ; must sell. —

Motorist. 86. London Eoad, Kingston,
Surrey.

2i h.p. 1907 Ariel, lightweight, new, but
2 little shop-soiled; £25. — Wau-

Ohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

5 h.p. Twin and Montgomery sidecar,
flexible or fixed; £25, or exchange

lower and cash, or sell separate.—B., 306,
Commercial Eoad, Peckham. S.E.

51 h.p. Eex de Luxe, twin engine, mag-
2 neto, tree engine clutch; £22 10s.,

splendid bargain.-Wauchope's. 9. Shoe
Lane, London.

3 h.p. Humber, free engine, handle
starting, new Clincher, low, two accu-

mulators, splendid condition; £8.-30,
Lodge Eoad, Eugby.

31 h.p. No. 1 Ariel, spring forks, in
2 condition as new ; £15. — Wau-

chope's, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

4 h.p. Chater. Antoine, Nllmelior. new
Watawata, footboards, fine condi-

tion; £16, or offers.—New. Wiuchcombe,
GlOB.

2-3J h.p. Magneto Quadrants, in good
running order, the pick for £19.

splendid opportunity. — Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, London.

TEiUMPH. 3 h.p., magneto, guaranteed
in perfect running order; £17, will

take U h.p. lightweight in part exchanee.
—Avenell, 52, Norrey's Avenue, Oxford.

31 h.p. Antoine, low built, long handle-
2 bars, 26 by 2J Dunlops. Watawata

belt; £14 lOs. — Eagles and Co., High
Stre«t, Acton.

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto Ignition, low
2 frame, 24 by 2i Peter-Union tyres,

lin belt, perfect condition ; £22 10s.

;

approval.—Eagles and Co.. High Street,
Acton, W.
TEroMPH, 1906. magneto, guaranteed

splendid condition, quantity spares;
£28; buying 1908 tor sidecar. — Leigh,
Winsford, Cheshire.

2ii h.p. Phoenix, two-speed gear, will
4 climb West«rham; £17 10s.; op-

portunity. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

BAT, 4 h.p., in good order, long handles,
low seat, torpedo tank, accumulator

ignition; price £18.—E. Westacott, 21,
Mapesbury Eoad. Brondesbury, N.W.

3 h.p. Magneto Singer, ball bearing en-
gine; only £17-108., in first-class

condition. — Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street. London.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry. Chater-Lea, long
handle, footboards, in perfect order,

climb anything; bargain, £18.-34, South
Street. Eastbourne,

VINDBC Special, 3i h.p., 1907 model,
two-speed gear; lowest cash price

£35.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street. London.

TEIUMPH, late 1907, as brand new, un-
scratched, absolutely perfect, spring

forks, magneto, electric switch, every
refinement, scarcely used: inspection in-
Tited; sacrifice £31. — Klein. "Haw-
thorns," Bramley Hill, Croydon.

Why run
risk o of Side-

slip

when jrou can fit the PHCENIX attachment
for £12 10«.

For Passenger, £15.
Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTORS, Ltd.,
Blundell Street, London, N.

PLEASENOTE.
We can supply all parts tor 2| and

3i h.p. F.N. F.ngines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys Jor

2J li.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3J h.p. F.N. and Sh or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

" KUMfO Sponge Rubber Grips, fin.

or lin. bars 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, B.C.

ilJ"»l_l~<_l"LTlW-»~»-l~^' ~>OWi"^M~li 1""^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23 h.p. Brown. Palmers, Longuemare.
4 excellent order; £12, or offer.—Se-

well, 218, Browning Eoad, Manor Park.

21 h.p. AUdays, 26 by 2i Clinchers, new
2 coil, belt, and accumulator, new;

10 guineas.—Allen. 7. London Street,
Greenwich.

23. h.p. Phoenix-Minerva, good running
. 4 order; £12 10s., or best offer; seen
any time; owner leaving England. — 9,
South Street, Isleworth.

VINDEC Special, two speeds. 5 h.p..
twin, 1907 model, in first-class con-

dition; 40 guineas: exchanges arranged.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.

TEIUMPH, 1907 a h.p.. new last August,
run 300 miles only, perfect condi-

tion, spares and accessories; £34 j-
offer,—Mitchell, Langton, Sidcup Hill,
Kent.

VINDEC Special, two-speed gear. 5 h.p.
twin, latest model, in condition'

as new; price (lowest) £43.—Garaged at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street,
London.

23. h.p. Ariel-Minerva, long bars, very
4 little ridden, complete, ready for

road; expert inspection invited; £16
cash ; after 8 o'clock.—67, Chestnut Grove.
Balham.

KEEEY, 2i h.p., 26in. wheels, Longue-
mare, new Stanley-Dermatine, m

perfect running order, very fast; cheap.
£10, or offer.—Hughon, 14, Lonsdale Eoad.
Kilburn.

6 h.p. Matchless Motor Cycle, magneto
ignition, tmn Jap engine, sprung

back and front; £29; exchange arranged.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fle«t Street,
Loudon.

SPLENDID Twin Jap. 6 h.p.. guaranteed
faultless, best of everything; cost

£63, accept £38 ; seen any time before 7.30
p.m.—Write, photo, " Motorist," 153, Fleet
Street, London.

31 h.p. Phoenix, fitted with two-speed
'2 gear, very powerful, a perfect

machine for passenger work; £19 198..

very lowest.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

23 h.p. Beeston Humber, good condi-
4 tion, plenty spares; £12; seen in

Blackburn, or meet likely purchaser with-
in thirty miles. — 9.295. The Motor Cyde
Offices, Coventry.

NINE 3J h.p. 1907 Brand New Triumphs,
still in crates, as delivered from

the makers; £41 each; exchange ar-
ranged; second-hand machines liberally
allowed for.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London.

31 h.p. Minerva Model, magneto igni-
2 tion. spring forks, stand, carrier,

horn, and tools; £22; capital oppor-
tunity.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

31-4J h.p. Twin Peugeot, No. 6 genuine
2 Chater-Lea. round tank. Palmers.

Brooks saddle and belt, very low, mag-
nificent hill-climber, perfect condition,
too fast for owner; £30. or exchange Tri-
timnh : write, or call evenings.—" C.H.."
21. Highbury Quadrant, N.

Kl h.p. Twin-cylinder Eex de Luxe, 1908
<J2 model, black finish, free engine
clutch, starting handle, twin back wheel,
magneto ignition; £35; exchange ai^
ranged.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Lon-
don.

LIGHTWEIGHT Wolf Motor Cycle, as
new, 1903, Stevens IJ h.p. engine.

Palmer heavy tyres, Main-Hilton stand.
Bowden Uft, unscratehed; accept £17
lOs. ; owner buying heavier machine for
sidecar.—K.. 6, Fieldhouse Eoad, Balham.

31 h.p. N.S.U., 1907 model, magneto.
2 free engine, spare pulley, two

belts, back tyre new. Riches tubes, stand,
carrier, Lucas foot pump, horn, spares,
not done 1,000 miles; cost £47 10s.; per-
fect condition ; £30. — Holmes, Dunster
House, Durham.

31 h.p. Brown, new Brooks non-skid
2 back. Palmer front, spare Clincher

and Eiches tube, spring forks, H.O.M.
ignition. Advance pulley, tootrests, toot

brake, low seat, long bars, complete,
lamp, horn, tools, spares; £22; seen and
tried.—Waterlow, Duuwood, Withington.
Manchester.

In ansimring any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. Excelsior, splendid condition;
5 cheap, £11. or o£Eer.—190, Mellison

Eoad. Tooting.

31 h.p. 1907 Quadrant, spring forks,

2 magnificent order; £22.-190, Melli-

son Eoad. Tooting.

21 h.p. Minerva, light and fast; £11. —
4 Haines, 26. Church Crescent, South

Hackney, London.

i Q08 Triumph, 3| h.p.. unridden. just re-

1.0 ceived from makers; immediate
delivery; £46, no offers.—No. 9,306, The
Motor Cycle Offices, .Coventry.

5 h.p. 1907 Vindec, Phelon and Moore
two-speed, Grose back tyre ; £46, or

nearest reasonable offer.—Dent, Esh Win-
ning, Durham.

-\ Q07 N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, Watawata
Lu belt, adjustable pulley, a bargain,
£20; also Ariel sidecar, 26in. wheel, cane
body, upholstered green leather, £4 6s. —
105, East Parade, Keighley.

9 h.p. Bat-.rap, magneto in tank, Jap
plate clutch, spring frame, rubber

belt, very little used; too powerful for
owner; £46 cash. — Box No. 9.309, The
Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

Genuine Chater-Lea No. 6 Low Frame,
fitted with engine lugs, girder

forks, mudguards, and long handle-bars,
£3 18s. 6d. ; also 6 h.p. twin engine. £9
153. ; all brand new.—T. Field, 148, Burdett
Boad, Bow, E.

1 Q03 3i h.p. Triumph, marneto. Palmer
Xt/ cords, splendid condition, cost £50,
used one month, £44; Mills-Fulford side-
car, fits same. Palmer cord, cost £11, used
few miles, £6, together £48.—A. M. Cott.
Clare College. Cambridge.

£18.-5 h.p. Twin Aloyon, spray carbur-
etter, spring forks. Brooks BlOO

saddle, accumulator ignition, good
condition; selling, owner ordered
abroad; seen at Woolwich. —Apply,
Mitchell, Seaborouffh, Crewkerue.

STAMFORD HILL.-3i h.p. Minerva, £18;

4J h.p. twin Minerva, sprine forks,
new tyres, £26 10s.; ii h.D. twin Werner.
£16 10s. ; 3 h.p. Trent. Ch;\ter-Lea, £12 lOs.

;

3i h.p. MM.C, Chater-Lea. £11 lOs.; 2 h.p.

Rex, 2J h.p Humber, £8 each; 2 h.p. Pre-
ciBion, £6 10s.; 2 h.p. Raleigh, £4 lOs.

;

seen and tried any time.—128, High Road,
Tottenham.

LIGHTNING Flashes.—Rex de Luxe (un-
ridden), black finish, £35; shop-

soiled 3i h.p. 1907 Rex, spring; forks, ma'!-
niflceut mount, £19 193.; twin Rex. £22.
3 h.p. M.M.C., £13; twin Werner. £19 19s •

3J h.p. Hobart, £14; 3 h.p. Givaudan,
£14 10s.; 3 h.p. Clarendon, £13 10s.

; a
h.p. De Dion, £12 10s.; 7 h.p. Peugeot,
£30, nearly new; 3 h.p. Rover. £13 10s.

4 h.p. Antoine, £16 lOs. ; 3J h.p. mag-
neto Simms, £17 10s. ; 3i h.p. Jap. £18 ; 4

h.p. Jap, £23. torpedo; twin Antoine,
£25; 2 h.p. Minerva. £7; 2 h.p. Quadrant,
£8; 2 h.p. Standard, £8: 23 h.p. Antoine,
£9 10s.; 2 h.p. magneto Simms. £9: 3 h.p
Hobart. £10; 3 h.p. Rover, £13 10s.; 34 h p.

Rex, £9 10s.; spring fork Rex, £14 10s .

5 h.p. Rex. £18; 3J h.p. Kerry, £18 lOs,

,

25 h.p. F.N., £12 10s.; 21 h.p. De Dion. £14
10s.; Zi h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, spring forks,
£24; Rex de Luxe. £27 10s.; twin Werner.
£16; twin N.S.U., £25; 3 h.p. M.M.C.. £13:
3 h.p. Humber, £10 10s.; 3j h.p. Minertq.,
£18 10s.; soiled. £23; twin Alcyon. £22;
3 h.p. Lloyds, £14 10s. ; 2J h.p. Excelsior,
£6; 4 h.p. Coronet, £16; 15 h.p. Simms,
£6; 23 h.p. Antoine, £7; 3J h.p. Rex,
spray, adjustable pulley, £10 lOs.; cash,
exchange, or extended payments.—Hali-
fax Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate. Hali-
fax, Telephone, 766.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Riley Tricar, water-cooled, two

speeds, car tyres ; £32.—Below.

TWO-SPEED Tricar, 3i h.p. Quadrant
engine. Phoenix gear, belt drive,

grand goer; £19.—Below.

31 h.p. Minerva Tricar, M.O.V., Longue-
2 mare carburetter, fan-cooled; £18,

—Parrar, Square Road, Halifax.

FOR Sale, 5 h.p. Star, single-cylinder
water-cooled Stevens engine, chain

drive, two-speed gear; £30; exchange low
motor cycle, light P.N. preferred and
cash to value. — Advertiser. Warleigh
Lodge, Wimbledon,

..-
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1907 and 1908 SJ h.p. MAGNETO TRIUMPHS.

You can get them at WAUCHOPE'S.
Exchanges arranged.

Price : 1907, £41 ; 1908, £48.
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1908 VINDEC SPECIALS.

You can get them at WAUCHOPE'S,
Second-hand machines in part payment.

1908 M.S.U. MODELS.
You can get them at WADCHOPE'S.
Second-hand machines in part pajTnent.

1908 MINERVAS.
You can get them at WAUCHOPE'S.

We can allow you the best price for your second-
hand machine.

A large variety of second-hand machines
offered at special clearance prices. Send for list

Leading makes from £5. All machines sent out
in good running order. Overhauled by practical

engineers.

We wish to draw your notice to the fact that

we have on hand a large consignment ot 1907
Magneto Triumphs, all brand new, just delivered,

and we are prepared to make a liberal allowance
for second-hind motors in part payment. On
receipt ot particulars, subject to machines offered

being satisfactory at sight, we will submit an
exchange offer.

V\fAUCH ORE'S,
9, S 03 Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.G.

'Phone : 5777 Holbom.
Telegraphic Address ;

" Opificer, London."

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—4J h.p. Stevens, spray, lon^

footboards, fine order, tyres al-
most as new ; £21.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,
Chater-Lea, a real gem, open frame,

three speeds, wheel steering, chain drive,
foot clutch; £39 lOs.

HALIFAX.—5 h.p. Humber tricar, two
speeds, open frame, wheel steerlne,.

almost as new ; £45.

HALIFAX. — Quadrant Carette, 5 h.p.,
open frame, wheel steering, two

speeds, coach-built, latest model, £35, cost
£100.

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Ad-
vance tricar, wheel steering, only

used for trials; bucket seat; £35.

HALIFAX.—5i h.p. Rex Triette, spring,
frame, free engine clutch, very re-

liable; £29 10s.—Below.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Rex tricar. Phoenix
two-speed gear, good running order;

£21.

HALIFAX. — 4i h.p., water-cooled Wolf,
two speeds ; £37 10s, ; condition.

almost new.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-
car, nearly new, and specially

built, four-speed gear; £37 10s.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate. Halifax.

TRICAR, 6 h.p. Quadrant, wheel steer-
inff. coach-built seats, two speeds,

good running order; £30, or offers.—Car-
lingford House, Hampstead.

IMPERIAL Rover Tricar, coach-built. 4
h.p.. water-cooled, two speeds, splen-

did condition; £30; owner buying car.

—

Smith, 125, Brockley Rise, S.E.

51 h.p. Beeston Humberette, as new;
2 £45; 4J h.p. genuine De Dion,

excellent condition ; fair trial on either.—L. Hunter, Bury St, Edmunds.

41 h.p. Phoenix Tricar, two speeds,
4 coach-built. Palmer cord tyres,

good condition ; trial given ; £35.—Sydney.
13, Broadway, Walham Green, London,
S.W.

PHCENIX Trimo, coach-built foreoar. 3i
h.p.. Phoenix two-speed gear, handle-

starting, tyres good, splendid running
order; what offers ?—Mawson. Draper,
Morecambe.

£36.-6 h.p. Rexette. 1906, open frame,
water-cooled, two speeds, wheel;

steering, luxuriously sprung, as new;
trial —Hamilton, 16. Northcote Road,
Souths ea.

6-8 h.p. Twin Stevens, coach-built, open
frame, three speeds and reverse,

studded tyres, climb anything; 40 guin-
eas.—Kennard. Woodbridge Hill. Guild-
ford.

31 h.p. Tricar, Minerva engine, Eadie
2 frame, pedals, nearly new lin, belt

and heavy tyres; £18 10s., genuine bar-
gain.—White. Charlotte Place, North
Street, Clapham.

6 h.p. Riley Tricar, very good condi-
tion, just overhauled, many refine-

ments and spares, Bowden control ; trial
run ; owner bought car ; £60.—Seabrooke,
The Elms, Grays, Essex.

8-10 h.p. Lagonda Tricar, three speeds,
in condition as new, water-cooled

engine, several spares; any severe trial
given; £75.—Gara.^ed at Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

TRICAR. 7 h.p. w.c. twin-cylinder Faf-
nir. clutch, Riley two-speed, gear-

box, wheel steering, coach-built, car
tyres, lamps, spares, unscratched ; £50, cr
close offer.—^Blackburn. 35, New Broad
Street, London. Telephone. 1230. Wall.

POWERFUL Tricar. 10 h.p., twin-cylin-
der, pressed steel frame, Marconi

coils, coach-built bodies, beautifully up-
holstered ; no reasonable offer refused,
or would take 5 h.p. light Vindec in part
payment. — Motor, 6, Pierrepoint Road.
Acton.

TRICAR Chassis, wheel steering, fitted
with two-speed gear, radiators, car

tyres, large carrier, tool box. etc.. etc,
beautifully painted and upholstered,
everythiriE: fitted complete, except engine;
£25. a bargain : photo.—" Motor," 42, Elm-
dale Road, Palmer's Green. N.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
SINGER Tricar, twin-cylinder, first-rate

order; £70.-37. Newstead Eoad. Lee,
Kent.

6h.p. Water-cooled Tricar: £19. — Par-
ticulars, 139. Great College Street,

Camden Town.

31 h.p. Automotor Tricar, Longuemare,
2 splendid condition; £12.—F. Finer,

Colnbrook, Sloueh.

4 h.p. EoTer, two speeds, free, Palmer,
new condition, motor bike part; £27

10s.—Brockley Cycle Works, S.E.

LAGONDA Tricar, 5^ h.p., open frame,

'

two speeds, chain drive, perfect
order; £35 lowest.—Overstall, Virginia
Water, Surrey.

QUADRANT Tricar, 54 h.p., coach-built,
two-speed, free engine, good runiuug-

order; bargain. £30.—Neale, London
Eoad, Pulborough.

RILEY Tricar, Ai h.p.. two speeds,
coach-built, just overhauled, good

running order; £35.—Brice, Brigstock
Eoad, Thornton Heath.

LIGHT Tricar, 3J h.p. Minerva, three-
speed gear, clutch, magneto ; sell or

exchange boat or motor bicycle.—Billing-
hurst, Godwins, Sutton.

X h.p. Rexette Tricar, water-cooled,
O wheel steering, handle starting, two
speeds, perfect in every way; £29.—G.H.,
33, Queen Street, Hitchin.

REXETTE, 6 h.p., with many improve-
ments, a perfect gem ; £35 ; owner

will run it.to London for inspection.—S., 5,

Aldenham Eoad, Radlett, Herts.

PHCENIX, 4i h.p.. two-speed, chain
driven, magneto, spring frame, foot-

boards, tool box. fan-cooled, excellent con-
dition.—24, Digby Eoad, Finsbury Park.

HUMBER Tricar, 5 h.p. water-cooled
new engine, two speeds, splendid

condition; take good motor cycle part
exchange, or cash £45.—Abram, Skipton,
Yorkshire.

SINGER 9 h.p. Tricar, twin-cylinder,
water-cooled, three speeds and re-

verse, special heavy car tyres, splendid
condition; bargain, £60.—Lemel, 49. Dart-
mouth Road. Brondesbury.

PHCENIX Trimo, 3 h.p.. light and fast,
in thorough good condition, forecar-

riage upholstered in green ; £12, spare
wheel for converting to bicycle.—9, Cole-
man Street, New North Road, N.E.

PHCENIX Trimo (1907). 5-6 h.p. Minerva,
w.c. dual ignition, perfect order

and condition, ridden 900 miles, full
spares and accessories, smart, fast, reli-

able touring car; price £70.—McGregor,
5, Budge Row. E.C.

RILEY Tricar, 6 h.p., double front seat,
tyres as good as new, one new spare,

three gas lamps, electric tail light, tools,
accumulators, just been overhauled, and
in perfect running order; £65.—Bamford,
57. London Eoad, Brighton.

41 h.p. Water-cooled Stevens Tricar, two
2 speeds, chain drive. Palmers, 2J

front, 2* back, nearly new; cost £85, ac-
cept £35 ; 5-6 h.p. twin tricar, perfect con-
dition, £22 IDs., exchange in part, or for
light delivery van. — Jones, Ironnaouger,
Lichfield.

REX Tricar, coach-built seat, ne'arly
new liu. Watawata belt, pulleys and

Palmer cord tyres, very light and fast,
in splendid condition ; only £16 10s., will
take lightweight bike or sewing machine
as part; offers.—P. Croydon. Felixstowe,
Suffolk.

QUADRANT Carette, 6 h.p.. tyres al-

most new, new spare Continental, 26
by 2i. new outer Peter-Union, new spare
valves, plugs, and wires, and voltmeter,
horn, lamps, rubber mats, driving apron,
practically as good as new in appearance
and running; £40 cash.—Dr. McNeil, Gar-
stang, Lancashire.

QUADRANT Tricar, latest design, splen-
did condition, 6| h.p., climb any hill,

wheel steering, coach-ljuilt, enamelled
green, and comfortably upholstered and
sprung, acetylene side and electric tail
lamps, the most hanrisome motor of its
class ; list price £99 15j. ; offers invited,
but will not sacrifice; photo on receipt
of letter; any trial or inspection.

—

' Sandhurst," Moore, near Warrington.

SEPARATE

GENERATOR.

Premier Searchlight.

Magnifying Mirror Lens at back of burner
Divided Glass Front, reducing filare at
close quarters. Light projection fully 150
feet. May be adapted, also, to Electric
Light. Made of Solid Brass throughout,
and finished Brass or Nickel Plated.
Generator 5 hours' capacity.

THIS LAMP IS ENGLISH-MADE.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
AS10N ROAD, SIRWIINGHAIVI.

The latest in Motor Cycle Lamps.W
(Complete with lartre size Plated Generator,

g 'itted with Cleaning Needle, 25s.

PERCY CYCLE Co.. Ltd.,
Northumlierlancl St., :Newcastle-on-Tyne.

(^N <^sts(lean^nk@eS
. / MOTORS 2.HE,ToZo6.HP. .^p

@N<^|i^i5ACKED'<5ANK^ES

R.W.C0AN.ZI9.G0SWELL R?. LONDON E.C

TRICARS FOR SALE.
5-6 h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds,

water-cooled, chain driven, uphol-
stered back and front, radiators, lamps,
generator, footboards, splendid condi-
tion ; £42 10s., open exchange. — 91, Stan-
hope Gardens, Harringay.

4JL h.p. Riley, water-cooled, two speeds,
2 handle starting, coach-built, brand

new. car non-skid back, very fast, climb
absolutely anything, magnificent condi-
tion throughout ; any trial ; sacrifice £36.
good motor cycle taken part payment. —
Robert Else, Leawood. near Matlock.

QTAMFORD HILL.—5 h.p. w.c. Opper-O mann three-speed tricar, overhauled,
plat-ed, and enamelled like new. £35; 4i
h.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo, overhauled,
plated, and enamelled like new. £32 108.;

Hi h.p. Kelecom, £22; 3i h.p. M.M.C., £10;
3J h.p. Rex, Millford front, £15; all bar-
gains and guaranteed; trials. We live
on a hill.-128. High Eoad. Tottenham.

QUADRANT Tricar, latest model (1907J,

6i h.p., two-speed, twin engine, wheel
steering, three powerful brakes. Brooks
bucket seat, coach-built, beautifully
finished, upholstered in dark green lea-
ther ; this machine quite equal to new, in
perfect condition ; it has scarcely ever
been used owing to illness ; cost £95 cash,
without extras, reasonable offer enter-
tained.—Further particulars, photo, and
appointment for trial, write, J. G. Looker
and Co., 225, Deansgate, Manchester.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
A EIEL Sidecar, condition perfect, new
J^ 26 by 2 Dunlop tyre; £5 10s.—Below.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, as new, 24 by
2 Peter-Union tyre, fit 6 t.p. N.S.U.

;

£6 IDs.—Howltt, Newblggin-by-Sea.

MILLFORD Forecar, in good condition,
wicker chair, upholstered; £7.—

John Siddons, Oundle.

FORECAR, strong, side stays, band
brakes; £5.—Grocer, Surrey Eoad,

Newlands. Peckham Eye.

MONTGOMERY for sale, good condition,
26in.. cheap. £4 4s. — R. Palmer,

Tollard Eoyal, Salisbury.

SALE, Montgomery sidecar, good con-
dition ; £6.—J. C. Watson, Devonshire

Avenue. Eoundhay, Leeds.

FIVE Lovely Sidecars, some quite new,
26 by 28in. wheels; cheap ior cash.

—'Parrar, Square Road, Halifax.

PHCENIX Forecarriage. side
_
stays,

cheap, or exchange motor cycle.—
134, Highgate Road, Kentish Town.

-( Q08 Sidecars, rigid, fit any machine;
-LtJ £4 15s.; trial runs arranged.—Jen-
nings, 268, Hornsey Road. HoUoway.

SIDECAJl, splendid condition, fit any
frame, 26iu. Dunlop motor tyre ; only

wants seeing ; sacrifice £4 15s.—T. Judd,
123, Holloway Road. London.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, 26in. wheel, 2iii.

Dunlop, good condition; bargain.
£3 10s., exchange trembler coil for volt-

meter.—9,292, The Motor Cyde Ofttces, Cov-
entry.

FOE Sale, Trimo Forecarriage, good as

new, will fit almost any bicycle : .-.an

be seen near London; price £5.—Write,
" Lano," Pottle, 14, Eoyal Exchange. Lon-
don, E.C.

MILLS-FULFOED ~ Forecar, sidestays,
wing mudguards, two band brakes,

cane seat, upholstered green, exchange
for flexible sidecar.—B. Parry, Empire,
New Cross, S.E.

STAMFORD HILL.—Marvellous value.
Our famous sidecars have double leaf

springs, frames brazed and stove enam-
elled, full sized well upholstered bodies.

We will send on approval, and leave you
to judge. None better, whatever yon
pay. Our price £4 18s. 6d.. complete.
Please order early.—128, High Road. Totr

tenham.

DON'T Order yotir sidecar until you
have seen our new list, po°t free

on application: the whole question of

sidecars is fully examined and explained.
You cannot afford to be without it. we
have some bargains to clear in two-

speed motor bicycles, specially de"ignen
and built for sidecar work.—W. Mont-
gomery and Co.. Bury St, Edmunds.

In anyweriny any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
8-10 li.p. Eexette. for powerful motor

cycle and cash.—162a. Dalston Lane,
Dalston, N.E.

8h.p. De Dion Car, wants adjusting;
£45. exchange modern tricar.—Brock-

ley Cycle Works, S.B.

EXCHAI^GE, II h.p. Minerva, for push
bike and cash.—Goldwasser, 25.

Southampton Street, Pentonville.

ALMOST new Gripwell Brake, for Xl'all
spring forks or anything useful. —

123. Priory Street, Colchester.

TWO-STEOKE Engine, 2iin. by 2Siu.,
complete, for two good beaded

covers, 28 by 2.—Hodgson, Anstey, Leices-
ter.

EXCHANGE, 3J h.p. Bex, good condition,
for lower power and cash, or sell,

£i2 10s.—Moor, 30a, Malyons Road, Lady-
well. S.E.

DYNAMO, t*n light size, also spare
armature, and volt-ammeter, for

motor cycle. — 1, Shaftesbury Avenue,
Kouudliay, Leeds,

EXCHANGE, Full-plate Camera, Edison
Gem Phonograph, 46 records, good

push bike, nea.rly new, for good motor
cycle, or sell.—Pemberton, HoUings Street,
Penton.

EXCHANGE, 3 h.p. De Dion engine, in
perfect condition, and 25-volt charg-

ing dynamo, for 5 to 6 h.p. twin engine,
in good condition.—14, Timperley Street,
Widnes.

03 h.p. Zedel, Chater-Lea, P.N., Clin-
^4: chers, for tricar, not less than 5
h.p., two speeds, or 3^ h.p. magneto cycle,
cash adjustment.—MacDousall, plumber,
Aberfeldy.

GENTLEMAN Wishes to exchange his
Collard and Collard drawing room

grand pianoforte, for really good tricar
or small car.—J.G., 84, Pore Street, Bod-
min. Cornwall.

EXCHANGE, Variable Pulley, with free
engine clutch, also front rim brake,

for two covers and tubes, 28 by 2, or anj'-
thing motoring.—Motorist, 82, Mornington
Street, Keighley.

WILL Exchange Scotch walnut bed-
room suite, new, cost 10 guineas,

for 3 h.p. bike, good make, room wanted

;

seen any time.—Carvell, 115a, Harrow
Road, Leytonstone.

EXCHANGE Pair 26 by 2J wheels, with
tyres, in good condition; exchange

pair 28 by 13 wheel and tyres, cash ad-
justment.—J. C. Watson, Devonshire Ave-
nue, Eoundhay. Leeds.

PHONOGRAPH, Edison Standard, two
trumpets, stand, 61 records, two re-

cord boxes, nearly new, and small cash,
for good motor bike. — 9,303, The Motor
Cycle Ofaoes, Coventry.

|-GUINEA upright grand piano, by
Roenisch, in rosewood, new 1906,

exchange for good tricar or high power
motor bike, with two speeds.—Nutlev,
Carew Road, Eastbourne.

EXCHANGE, for good motor cycle, near-
ly new tricar, coach-built front,

everythinc complete, ready for engine,
three new Palmer tyres, or sell £18.-^1,
Sebert Road, Forest Gate.

BULLDOG, pedigree, Brindle, quiet with
children (photo, stamp), for motor

c.vcle requiring slight repairs or acces-
sories; value £6.—Atkinson, 34, Windsor
Avenue, Fairview, Dublin.

EXCHANGE Concert Orchestrion, driven
by small gas engine, and nine pieces

01 music, wants slight repair, for motor
cycle, with or without engine, would give
little cash.—Lewis, Cardigan Street, Ox-
ford,

EXCHANGE, 2| h.p. Minerva, inclined,
overhauled, enamelled, plated,

B^.A path racer, new tyres, two back
wheels, quantity of cycle accessories,
little cash, for tricar, twin or single. —
118, Lambert Street, Hull.

"poiSON Standard Phonograph, nearlyLJ new cover. Sapphire reproducer, re-
™™er, and shaver, and 60 records, cost
±0 63., for good motor cycle; no rubbish;
warranty given and expected.—Lambert's
Cycle Depot, 192. Cheapside, Birmingham.
Established 1885
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STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT

AND

The Burning Question

:

LEATHER v. CANVAS
AND RUBBER.

On the 7t]i Februarj', 1908, Mr. H G.
Cove read a paper before the members of
the Auto Cycle Union on "Motor Cycles
aod Accessories." The following are ex-
tracts from "The Motor C^'cle," Feb.
i^th, pages 127 and 128. The burning
question of " Leather v. Canvas and
Rubber Belts" was fully dealt with in the
paper

:

The next interesting item was a very
good hint with regard to the canvas and
rubber belts, which had been sent to the
lecturer by the maker of the Stanley
Dermatine Belt. His advice is that when
the belt is taken off it should be replaced
to run in the same direction, as if the pull

comes in the reverse direction, the strain
is likely to draw back the canvas, and, as

a result, the rubber on the top of the belt
cracks. The ad\'ent of the adjustable
pulley had created a demand for an
adjustable belt fastener, and two fasteners

were shown which have just been placed
on the market, one the Stanley, in which
the hook is detachable and can be used in

conjunction with an adjustable pulley to

alter the gear ratio from 4 to 4J.
In the disctission which followed, Mr.

W. H. Wells remarked : There was a time
when he used leather belts ; that was when
there was nothing else. Now he used a

rubber belt, and nothing now would induce
him to use a leather one. He was able to

keep his hands and gloves clean. The best

leather belt he was never able to ride more.
than 100 miles without cleaning it.

Mr. A. C. Pemberton said ; Rubber belts

were as good as could be wished for. The
great fault of leather belts was that they
would not stand the weather ; when
soaked with rain thev commenced to slip.

Mr. H. G. Bell said: Speaking of belts,

he always used a rubber belt now, but if

we could get a goad preparation for leather

belts it would be a satisfaction.

Mr. M. I. Tuchm.inn remarked: As to

belts, he considered the nibbcr and canvas
belt the only possible one. It had no
serious disadvantages. The belt had a

tendency to assume a certain shape. He
considered one of the best things they had
seen that evening was the Stanley
Fastener for Beits ; he thought it would
be greatly used this year.

The only original Canvas and Rubber Belt

Is the

STANLEY DERMATINE.
Sole Manufacturers -.

Messrs. the Stanley Derma-
tine Motor Belt Co.,

32. LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.

STANLEY WEBB, Manager.

STRONG PLAIN RESTS, S/6.

AC WRIGHT ^' LORRIMORE BLDGS.,
' ^' *'"'«" , WALWORTH,

ADVERTISERS-Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
can receive advertiaement copy
for the followine wreek's laGue

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, three motor cycles, also

tricar, for ordinary cycles, or sell
cheap, ffiving up this branch.—58. East
Street, Tannton.

WE are prepared to take second-hand
machines in part paym^ents for

1907 brand new 3^ h.p, magneto Triumphs.
We have purchased, a large number of
these famous machines', and can deliver
im.mediately from stock in crate as re-

ceived from the makers. Send us par-
ticulars of your present machine, and
we will quote a pric^e for same unseen,
subject to it being satisfactory at sight.
—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.
Lon don

.

WANTED.
ENGrlNE, 2 h.p., inclined; cheap and re-

liable.—Boult. South Bank.

RILET, 9 h.p., three-speed and reverse;
cheap.—1, Gas Street, Coventry.

WANTED, Eug, also apron for tricar
front seat.—15, Haddon Grove, Sale.

T^/"ANTED, Zi h.p. M.M.C. cylinder head.
V T —Crosher, " landene," Alexandra,
Scotland.

WANTED, Ariel or Dion Trike, also 3^
h.p. bike.—59. Allfarthing Lane,

Wandsworth.

WANTED, reliable powerful bike, side-
car work, m.agneto.—Gibbon, The

Grove, Pontypridd.

MOTOR Bicycle, less engine, carburet-
ter, tank, suit 3| h.p. inclined Min-

erva.—Bishop, Wylam.

WANTED, 28 by 2 wired-on cover, also
9ft. of gin. canvas belt.—94, Shrub-

land Grove, Dalston.

WASTE Indiarubber. every descrip-
tion ; highest prices paid.—Union

Bubber Co., Calls, Leeds.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Bike, under £13;
state age, parts, condition, faults.—

Bruce, 8, George Street West. Luton.

PHCENIX Quadcar will give cash and
magnificent Al h.p. Biley tricar, or

sell £35.—B. Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

A^T'ANTED, Motor Bicycle, exchange
t * electric lighting plant, accumula-

tors, or sell £20.-46. London Boad, St. Al-
bans.

LADY'S Motor Cycle; state fullest par-
ticulars, make, pii.ce, weight, oon-

ditiou.—No. 9,305, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

WANTED, speed gear to fit 3 h.p. De
Dion, or back wheel for tricar,

with gear; cheap.—Bourne, Grocer, Can-
terbury.

TRICARS and Motor Cycles, any make,
m part payment for 6 h.p. Eover

cars at £150. — Davis and Son, Moseley,
Birmingham.
"\7l^ANTED, sidecars, any quantity;
T * will give in exchange new £10 10s.

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles;
cash waiting if quality and prices

are right.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

WANTED, abotit 3^ h.p. Motor Cycle,
cheap, cash, or part exchange

Centaur road racer cyclfe.—71, Burghley
Road, Hornsey.

WANTED, 750 by 85 mm. Dunlop outer
cover and tube, good condition;

cheap.—White, Charlotte Place, North
Street, Olapham.

ACCUMULATOR. carburetter, coil,
stand, oil pump, lamp, in exchange

for good push bicycle; cash adjustment.
—Burch, 15, Greek Street. Soho.

TRICAR Wanted. Riley. 1907, 6 h.p., buc-
ket seats, two-speed, twin, good con-

dition ; also Triumph handle-bar requir-
ed.—Fisher, Pontypool Road, Mon.

WANTED, Longuemare spray carburet-
ter, for single-cylinder motor bike,

must be in perfect order, and approval.—
Cope, Eromsash, Ross, Herefordshire.

WANTED, Twin Vindec, or other high-
class magneto twin, with two-speed

gear, modern and perfect, also sidecar.
Castor wheel preferred ; spot cash. Tele-
phone. 7646, Wail.—Wood, 33, Cornhill,
London.

In ansivering any advertisement on thh pagi'. it is chsirable that you mention "'The Motor Cycle:
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WANTED.
TfrANTED. pair Xl'all spring forks,
» plated.—Ivo Blott. Bedford.

REQUIRED, powerful Tricar and motor
cycle; cheap. — H. Gray, 7, Dagmar

Eoad, S.E.

WAJSTTED. Ariel Coupler, Price's stand,
petrol filter-funnel.—Norris, Green-

-fields, Harrow.

TtT'ANTED, 1| h.p. Werner engine, com-
» plcte, good condition.—164, Cross

Lane, Salford.

LADY'S Motor Cycle wanted, magneto,
good condition.—Cyclist, 27, South

Street, Reading.

"\717'ANTED, motor cycles, good makes.
t T for spot cash. — Rey, 5. Heath

Street, Hampstead.

"f^T^.iHTED, coach-built sidecar; cheap,
? » for 3J h.p. Brown. — Racecourse
Garage, Doncaster.

TT;rANTED, Phoenix Quad; cheap for
» » cash. — Write. H., Craigallion,
Champion Rill, S.E.

"Y^TAXTED, twdn Rex. and sidecar, as
» \ new. — Robinson, 3, Abbey Ter-

race, Merton. Surrey.

WANTED, carburetter, for 2 h.p. en-
gine, in good condition.—Beazley,

Laxton House, Oundle.

WANTED, Triumph or F.N.. must be
cheap for cash.—Box 9.301. The

ilotor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, crank case, or pulley half
of case, for 4 h.p. Antoine. —

Mystery, Tramway Depot, Ayr.

WANTED, motor cycle, any condition

;

cheap: Rex preferred.—la, Frides-
wide Place, Kentish Town. N.W.

ATT"ANTED, 3 to cJ h.p. motor: exchange
T ) 5-6 h.p. Rex twin, almost new; too
powerful.—7, Blake Lane, Birmingham.

WANTED, a really first-class motor
bicycle, or tricar.—Send fullest

particulars to V.. 12, Camberwell Road,
London.

MOTOR Cycle, good make, modern, near
£15; photo preferred; deposit sys-

tem.—No. 9,302. The Motor Cyde Offices,
Coventry.

T\;^ANTED. latest model two-speed Vin-
V T dec and sidecar, or similar combina-
tion.—Write, Motor. 56, St. John's Road,
Clapham Junction.

WANTED, motor tricycle, 3 or 3| h.p.,
must be sound.—State full particu-

lars and lowest cash price to Leighton,
optician, Lancaster.

WANTED, motor cycle, good make,
magneto, for cash; send full par-

ticulars. — Box L1.792. The Motor Cyde
Offices, 20. Tudor Street, B.C.

WANTED, 3 h.p. Triumph, or 13 h.p.
F.N., magneto; approval, deposit.

—Lowest cash and particulars to G. H.
Aston, Coalway, Coletord. Glos.

TXT"ANTED, 31 h.p. Triumph, Brown, or
Vt Quadrant, in exchange for 3 h.p.
Olympia and cash, almost new, or sell

£18.—A. Baker, Beaworthy, Devon.

WANTED, good forecar, water or fan-
cooled, .from 5 h.p.. car control

preferred, two or three speeds, side lever.
—18, Boundaries Mansions. Balham.

WANTED, variable speed pulley, or
free engine clutch, to fit 4 h.p.

Antoine engine; coil, 3in. belt, any acces-
sory.-Mystery, Tramway Depot, Ayr.

WANTED, Roc. Tindec. or Rex de Luxe,
singles or twins, free engine

essential, two-speed gear; also low 34
h.p.; also rigid sidecar; must be per-
fect and cheap for cash.—49, Hurst Road,

. Eastbotxrne.

WANTED, high-clasB up-to-date twin,
about 5 h.p.; give in exchange 3

h.p. free engine Humber and 34in. screw-
cutting lathe, by Britannia Co., or sports
ing guns.-Robson, 11a, Blomfleld Streetr,

London, E.G.

WANTED, latest pattern twin Vindec
or Roc, two-spf;ed (with or with-

out sidecar), in exchange for 3i h.p.
twin Norton-Peugeot. nearly new; cash
adjustment.—Sprunt, 138, London Road.
Kingston. Surrey.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE,
Fitted wi* ' 'le new Protective Sleeve.

26in. X 2}in , 14/0 : 2oin. x 2iin., 15/6.

Your own tube converted. Please write for

special list, with all prices for new tubes and prices

for conversion, with instructions'and hints. Our
tjeneral accessory cataloijue M free on application.

The Premier Road Clearer
for MOTOR CYCLISTS

This is an electrically operated horn, as now
used on all up-to-date cars. It gives a deep

continuous note, audible at a great distance, and
is the most efficient warning yet introduced.

Electric Buzzer, with press button and wiring,

plated finish, ready for attachment to any
ordinar- horn 8/6.,

Buzzer and horn complete, 12/6. English manu-
facture, and guaranteed. With THE PREMIER
ROAD CLEARER and THE PREMIER SEARCH-
LIGHT ( advertised elsewhere in this issue ) the

Motor Cyclist is ALWAYS SAFE.

PaEMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.

Aston Boad, BIRMINGHAM.

CHAPMAN'S

FOOT BRAKE.
Very powerful.

Unbreakable. One
clip. .Mways abso-

1 u t e 1 v reliable

Plated iO/6. Black
finish 8/9.

" ARCTIC" FANS. Enclosed type.
Thousands in use. Testimonials from all parts
oe the world. H.S.H., Tas.mania : A most suc-
c ssful Fan. (two years in use.) S.D.S., Johan-
nesburg ; Gives every satisfaction. {i8 months
IN USE.) S.H.D., Drogheda : Can run on low
gear any length of time. H.J. Leigh : I would
not drive without Fan. \Vm. C, Ipswich : Well
pleased with investment. W'.S., Blackheath .

Power greatly increased. Numerous others.
Originals can be seen. 30 -to 62,6. Scientifically
designed. Silent frictionless bearings. Flexible
connections. Readily fitted. Many in use on
mall cars. JOHN CHAPMAN & CO.,

Flnchley Road. Child's Hill, N.W.

WANTED
WANTED, Second-hand 5 h.p. Riley,

as part payment of second-hand 9
h.p. Riley car.—9,308, The Motor Cyde
Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, Second-hand 5 h.p. Riley
Tricar, as part payment of second-

hand Riley 9 h.p. car.—Box No. 9,307, The
Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

WANTED.
WANTED, BlOO Saddle. Lucas Acet.\

phote lamp. Lycett's B special bag
exchange Jin. Watawata belt, 13ct. gold
ring, cash adjustment.—Shingles, Cromer.

TRIUMPH, 1907 or 1908, in exchange for
Moose head, lately arrived from

Canada, fine specimen, value £50, and
cash up to £15.-6, Greyswood Street,
Streatham, London. S.W.

~1^7"ANTED, twin motor cycle, in es-
Vt change for 2 h.p. Humber light-
weight and Ormonde, 3 h.p. Kelecom en-
gine cycle. See advertisement in Motor
Cycles.—Ryder. Heathfield, Sussex.

WANTED, 1907-8 Four-oyhnder F.N..
best possible condition, exchange

21-3 h.p. cycle, in grand condition, also
splendid stereoscopic camera in case,
cost £12.—E. Dakin, 23, Thurstane Street.
Halliwell, Bolton.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Review," the

leading trade organ; specimen copy will
oe sent on receipt of trade card. — Ad-
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, Coventry.

MISCELLANEOUS.
KEEP Cool by fitting the Ideal fan. on

ball bearings; price 28s. 6d.—Below.

BE Your Own Judge, and fit a Silent
silencer on seven days' approval.—

Below.

FOOTRESTS.—Try mine; light, strong,
cheap; 73. 6d.—G. Aldington, 59.

Haydon's Park Road. Wimbledon, S.W.

COIL, fast trembler, nearly new ; 9s.

;

seen working.—48, Pentney Road,
Balham.
WHIPCORD Breeches, latest out; lOs.

6d. — J. C. Savage, 119. Donegall
Street, Belfast.

O/? by 2| Clincher, with Pullman punc-
^\J ture-proof non-skid: 20s.—Hether-
mgton, Moffat.

31 h.p. Genuine Bat racing engine; ±.5

2 10s. ; guaranteed.—29, Eccles Road,
Clapham junction.

BLUEMEL'S 30 amp. accamulator, 6s,

6d. ; 60 amp.. 10s.—26, Orchard Street.
Weston-super-Mare.

ARIEL Coupler. £1; Peter-Union cover
26 by 2i, both as new.—Hall, West

Mersea, Colchester.

SHEDS tor Motor Cycles. 45s.
;

port-
able.—Stevens, 82a. Leighton Road.

Kentish Town. London.

GRACK Electric Horn, with Prested bat-
tery ; cost 30s., accept 7s. 6d.—33.

Lincoln Street. Leicester.

UNTTO Coupling, for motor and cycle

:

£1 Is.—Particulars, Unito Coupling
Co.. Dept. B., Ystrad, Glam.

FOR Sale, Eldorado V belts, price, iiii.

9d.. iin. lOJd., iin. Is., lin. Is. 2d. -
Pollin, belt maker, Spalding.

FAERAE'S Quadrant Loop Frames for
vertical engines; 323. 6d. each, in-

cluding front forks and handle-bar.

FARRAE'S 1907 Quadrant Frames, 205in-

high, suit any engine; 50s., includ-
ing front forks and handle-bar.

FARRAR'S 1907 3i h.p. Quadrant En-
gine sets, very little machining re-

quired: £3 19s. set, very few left.

FARRAE'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in,

lonff, 4s. 9d. ; Lycett's patent Light-
ning stand, 43. 9d. pair.

FARRAR'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards, 2s. 6d. pair: massive

plated horns, terrific noise, 3s. 9d.

FARRAR'S Pocket Voltmeters, 4s.

usually 12s. 6d. : sparking plugs
lOd. ; magneto plugs. Is. 6d.

FAEEAE is open to buy, sell, or ex-

change anything in the motor line

FAEEAR wants sidecars in exchangi
for new £10 10s. gents' cycles, guar

anteed 12 months.

FAEEAE. — Send for my price Ust

pounds saved: sole agent Premiei
accumulators. — Farrar, Square Eoad
Halifax.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest'

cut; lOs. 6d. ; write for patterns
—Booth, tailor, Loneton, Staffs.

Tn avairpvinq riny odi frt'isement on th\^ pnqp it ix rleni rnhle /h/zf yoii tnpnt'h The Motor Cycle."
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The Future ol Motor Cycling.

IN
ai.other portion of this issue we publish an article

by " Ixion," which is a reply to Mr. J. Van Hooy-
donk's reference to Tht Motor Cycle in his speech
during the discussion on Mr. H. G. Bell's paper,

"The Future of Motor Cycling." Mr. Bell dealt

principally with the question of the lightweight motor
bicycle, and a summary of the paper and part of the

discussion were published last week. A continuation of

the discussion will be found on pages 193-5. Accord-
ing to our shorthand writer's notes, Mr. Hooydonk
gave utterance to the following :

" Being in the trade,

and having to do business according to the demand
that prevailed, it was no use me preaching the other

gospel (the lightweight gospel). I had to make heavy-
weights because peojale wanted them. Amongst the

culprits who were responsible for this public demand
I am obliged to mention the press, especially The Motor
Cycle, which for years preached the gospel of heavy-

weight machines." Mr. Hooydonk was entirely wrong
in this statement, and we must ask him to prove what he
said. If his speech was accurately reported, we cannot
call it anything but a misrepresentation of facts.

We hope that old readers of The Motor Cycle will

remember our arguments a little better than Mr. Hooy-
donk has done, but for the beneiit of new readers we
will refer briefly to one or two editorial articles pub-
lished on the question of horse-power, weight, and other

items which touched upon this important question four

years ago. A good deal of correspondence appeared in

the early part of 1 904 on the power and weight of motor
bicycles, arid we thought a postal question form cir-

culated among our readers would cause some practical

experiences to be sent in which would assist prospective

purchasers in the choice of a mount. We had to deal

m^

at that time with the question of what was the requisite

power or size of engine for efficiency ; not what the

future might bring forth. On May 23rd, 1904, we

gave a synopsis of the replies to the question form in

the following paragraph, and the details of the replies

were published on June 6th. The paragraph read as

follows :
" We should be most anxious to uphold the

very lightest form of motor cycle with a very small

engine if by so doing we should be studying the best

interests of our readers. While we do not say that

such a machine is not jiossible in the future; we main-

tain that, for a man of average weight, the selection

made by our readers is the practical one. . . .
We

find the average bore works out at 75.2 mm. and the

stroke at 77.5. This is approximately equal to

2% b.h.p, at 1,800 to 1,900 revolutions a minute."

Under the heading of " The Motive Power," June 13th,

1904, appears the following paragraph: "Two-speed

gears are demanded by all our middle aged critics,

who are, broadly speaking, not in favour of exceedingly

high-powered engines."

On August 8th of the same year, under the heading

of " The Ideal Machine," appeared the following

:

" Our readers must not assume that because we advocate

suificiency of power being of much greater importance

than lightness, we regard heavy weight as a virtue;

far from it. The ideal, of course, is the powerful and

light machine, but at the present time it is impossible

to attain this. If the weight could be reduced—and

we doubt not that it will be—so much the
_
better for

every pound which can be taken off a machine without

sacrificing its efficiency."

We shall not weary our readers with repetition, but

merely wish to state facts and to confirm what we have

previously written, viz., that whatever the future of
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motor cycling may be, there will always be diversity

of opinion. What suits one will not satisfy another.

The modern lightweight motor bicycle, as an example,

varies considerably in weight. We have described

within the last year or two several makes of motor
bicycles that we have personally tested which do not

exceed about 80 lbs. unloaded. These machines we
have found capable of a fair turn of speed, particularly

with riders who are not above the average weight, and
with pedal assistance they will ascend most hills to be
found on our main roads. Lightweight machines are

being supplied to numbers of motor cyclists who either

do not want speed, seldom ride in hilly districts, are

not averse to giving some pedal assistance, and want
for various reasons as light a machine as they can
possibly obtain to carry them about. We could again

mention several machines that are capable of such
performances, but they have without exception been
described in our pages at various times. Does this

look like preaching the gospel of heavyweight, big

machines to the exclusion of others } With regard to

passenger machines, as the lecturer only referred to

motor bicycles, there was no necessity to refer to them
in the discussion.

The question form referred to above will be re-issued

very shortly, so that our readers may see what is the

motor cyclist's ideal.

In the past, ultra-lightweight machines have not

proved satisfactory. At present there are a few

examples which are notable for extremely accurate

workmanship and reliability. As time goes on they and
other types will doubtless be further improved, and we
shall some day perhaps arrive at a pattern which will

be ideal and please everybody; but we are not there

yet, and- we will therefore conclude in the words of

Mr. Cove, one of the A.C.U. members, who joined in

the discussion and said :
" If they did not like a

heavy machine they could ride a light one."

Ignition Items in Foreign Climes.
THE question of battery or magneto is, I know, a

vexed one with motor cyclists, and I do not write

this with the idea of reopening any discussion on

this point. But to those who own bicycles

and cars with the ordinary battery ignition my remarks

may be of interest, and especially to those who are,

like myself, in a foreign country without opportunity

for having accumulators recharged except with the

aid of a primary charging battery.

I own three coils, and note the working amperage
against each: A four-volt Waterson and Son's E.H.
plain coil, with make and break contact breaker,

obtained from Peto and Radford ; amperage, i . A
two-volt Voltoo plain coil, obtained from the City

Ignition Co., with make and break; amperage, %.
An Oldsmobile 1903 pattern four-volt trembler coil,

with wipe contact; amperage, ^
The amperages quoted above were obtained by run-

ning the engines with an amperemeter in the circuit.

The Waterson and Voltoo were used on a 3 h.p.

motor bicycle and the Oldsmobile on the 5 h.p. car

of that name. I may here say that in the running of

the engine I can discover no difference between the four-

volt Waterson and the two-volt Voltoo, and the engine

runs equally well with either. For nearly two and
a half years I have used accumulators, with their

accompanying troubles^—^all of them of good make

—

acid splashing out and eating away the tank of my
motor bicycle, corroded terminals, and charging

worries, for, although a Fuller charging battery is an

excellent one for the purpose, there is some trouble in

keeping it clean and in mixing the chemicals.

Charging Accumulators at Home.
I also found that it cost on an average extending

over many months one shilling per six ampere hours.

As it took about nineteen ampere hours to charge my
Peto and Radford thirty-two ampere hour accumulator,

it cost me roughly three shillings per full charge, and,
running as I do about 200 miles per month, it required

a charge of at least six ampfere hours to keep it up to

the mark. I therefore reckoned that, using the Water-
son coil, to run about 200 miles a month, it actually

rost me in charging the accumulator one shilling and
sixpence per month.

The accumulator itself lasts in India about a year,

after which time the celluloid warps so badly that

a new one has to be obtained. No doubt it could be

repaired in England, but in India it is more satisfactor)'

to buy a new one. The cost of the accumulator was
25s., so that the total yearly cost of running 2,400
miles amounted to 25s., plus i8s.

—

a. total of ;£2 3s.

I then tried a 4j^. volt Hellesen Flash type dry

battery costing 6s. With this and the Waterson coil

I managed to do about 300 miles, and the battery was
not quite exhausted even then. But I found the

platinum points of the make and break pitted rather

badly both with the accumulator and dry batter}'.

It will therefore be seen that the cost of running 2,400
miles with the dry battery works out to approximately
-Q2 8s., or, roughly, the same as with the accumulators
and charging battery. The Voltoo two-volt coil runs

perfectly with two dry cells giving three volts, and as

the Hellesen dry battery contains three cells of one
and a half volts each, I must for comparison assume
that the consumption with the other coil is equal to

using three batteries of three volts each. As the Voltoo
coil only uses % ampere, it will run on three volts five

times as far as the Waterson coil using one ampere and
four and a half volts.

Therefore two Hellesen dry batteries will run 300
miles X 5 X 3 = 4,500 miles, and will cost only

I2S., or say 6s. per 2,400 miles—^nearly seven times

cheaper than either the accumulator and coil or the

Hellesen dry battery and Waterson coil. More-
over, the platinum points are hardly affected. I

am also using the Siemens transport dry cells with

the Oldsmobile coil, but to obtain satisfactory results

I have to use four cells, and, although the amperage
used is very small, it would obviously be cheaper to

use a trembler two-volt Voltoo coil, as two dry cells

could then be used to run the same distance.

For a foreign country I personally prefer the

Siemens cells, as they are latent until charged, whereas
the Hellesens deteriorate if kept for any length of

time, and sometimes in transit.

I must end this as usual by assuring readers that I

have no axe to grind and no interest in any of the

companies mentioned. Norman P. Roe.
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The Future of Motor Cycling.
Discussion on Paper read before members ot the Auto Cycle Union, by Mr. H. G. Bell, on Friday, February 28tti last.

(Concluded from page 185.)

Mr. Douglas Leechman said he had listened to Mr. Bell's

paper with very great interest and a good deal of sympathy.
Mr. Bell waj right in saying there was a big future for the

lightweight motor bicycle. There would always be riders of

the younger school who would like big heavy machines on
which they could travel very fast, but his own interest and
sympathy was with the lower powered machine. Recalling

one of his earliest remarks on motor cycling, he had said that

for ordinary purposes an engine of 2^ h.p. was what was
wanted. There were others who thought that a big heavy
machine was very useful in its way, especially if it was de-

sired to take a passenger, but for ordinary cycle riding he did
not consider I5 or 1| h.p. was enough. Something more than
that was wanted. The endeavour to make lightweight
machines was very good, but it had been carried too far. He
did not think a gloriiied pedal bicycle was what was needed.
He agreed with Mr. Tuchmann that one with a 2^ h.p. engine
would be' quite powerful enough. If the average heavyweight
and the average lightweight machines were taken, and the

average struck between them, that would be the machine to

his mmd. 20 or 30 lbs. taken from the heavyweight and
added to the lightest weight machine could be used with
advantage in increasing the strength and power of the various
parts of the machine. As to the front driven machine, he was
not at all sure whether there was not a good deal of good in

it. The front driven motor bicycle never side-slipped—until

it did—and then, of course, it did without warning. As re-

garded outside flywheels on lightweight machines he would
like to see one fitted. This question was under discussion
now in The Motor Cycle, but he did not think it was receiv-

ing the notice it deserved. 10 to 12 lbs. in weight could be
saved, and the metal could be used to better advantage by
putting it into an outside flywheel, but the bearing on the fly-

wheel side needed to be made so that it would hold the oil.

As regarded a seat versus a saddle, he thought the former was
desirable. A drop frame too was wanted ; that was another
point wherein the front driven machine scored one, as it en-
abled you to have a drop frame if you liked. As to pedals,
he would like to retain them ; it was better than pushing the
machine and jumping on and off. The continual mounting
and dismounting and running alongside was not the kind of
thing to advertise meter cycling. He agreed with Mr. Hooy-
donk abcnt cumpetiticus. It was difficult in competitions to
bring luo the merits of the small powered machine sufficiently
for '.he public to appreciate it, though he believed the
machine the bulk ot the public wanted was a comfortable
medium powered one. They did not want to fly up Dashwood
Hill at forty miles per hour, though the press, for the most
part, praised these extraordinary performances. The reason
variable geared machines were not more popular was because
the press had. not educated the public to appreciate them. It
was the single geared machine that could get up a hill like a
streak of lightning. Then as to side-slipping he believed the
best way out of that trouble was to have three wheels or even
four.

Concerning Featherweight Machines.
Mr. "Victor Hart did not agree with Mr. Hooydonk in

saying the press had given no encouragement to light motor
cycles. In his own experience in journalism he could tell
a different tale, the journal with which he was connected
claimed to be the first to think about a real light-
weight motor bicycle that could travel about sixteen or
eighteen miles per hour, and get up hills comfortably and
take you home in safety. Referring to the Motosacoche he
doubted whether it was as light with all on as was repre-
sented in the advertisements. (Several members together :

"75 lbs. actual weight, guaranteed by the makers.") He
would remind Mr. Hooydonk of the manv competitions in
which he had taken part under the Auto' Cycle Club, and
of his successes—no less than four gold medals, a very
meritorious performance. On the question of .vibration he
recommended manufacturers to give more attention than
wey had hitherto done to reducing it. The men from whom
ttie ranks of motor cyclists were to be recruited were not the
younger generation who were athletically inclined, but men
Of middle age, who could afford £35 to £50 for a mount;
men. too. who had family responsibilities and not inclined

to run risks or be forced to perform gymnastic acts in

mounting bicycles. On the question of high or low pedalling

gear, it occuiTed to him whether it would not be possible

to fit on the light machine a two or three-speed hub.
("That is done in the Sturmey-Archer gear, which is a

standard article.") As to competitions, it v/as impossible

in the case of a motor bicycle for the judges to decide abso-

lutely on the question of reliability. The Auto Cycle Union
had done its best to properly observe the machines when
under trial, but it could not observe the machine every
yard of the road it travelled. In the cai?e of a car this was
possible, as the judge could ride in it. He agreed with Mr.

The above 9 h.p. spring frame Bat machine has been supplied by the

Premier Motor Co., Ltd., to the order ot Mr. Farrington, of Evesham. After

the Bat Co. had delivered it to the agents, it was Stted with a speciai

internal expanding Roc clutch and two-speed gear, specially made for this

kind of conversion.

Hooydonk that people did not want high speed up hill

;

for his own part, he preferred average speed up hill

and down dale. Until a better method of observa-

tion was introduced, the trials must go on as they were at

present conducted. Referring to the Moto-Reve he called

attention to the beautiful timing method of the magneto-^it
was one of the cleverest pieces of mechanism he had seen.

On the Motosacoche he noticed the beautiful way the

handle-bar fitments were worked. The carburetter was
nicely made too. Twisted belts he regarded as an infernal

nuisance. Referring to what Mr. Bell had said as to his

difficulty in becoming acquainted with the working of the

valve, it would be desirable for manufacturers to mark the

levers in some way so as to indicate when the valve was
open, and when it was shut.

Mr. Russell, being asked for his experience of twisted

belts, said they were rather inclined to pull out of the small

hook, and the hook by going over the jockey pulley in the

reverse direction to the driving belt was inclined to bend.

He had had some hooks replaced by the Motosacoche people

which got over the trouble, but there was still the trouble
of the belt pulling through ; and instead of using the hook
he had bound the belt together with an A string of a

violin put through about four times, and fastened in an
ordinary sailor's knot. This knot would go in between . the
ends of the belt, and there was no noise made by the
fastener going over the pulleys ; in fact, it was a catgut
joint. With this joint you had the advantage of making the
holes farther back in the belt. In drilling the holes the belt

should be untwisted. Since adopting this catgut method of

joining the ends of the belt he had had no belt troubles.

True, you could not take the belt off quite so rapidly, but
he had never had to take it right off the machine.
Mr. H. G. Cove said he hardly liked criticising such an

excellent paper. Rreviou,s speakers had been criticising one
another and not the future of motor cycling. Mr. Bell had
spoken strongly in favour of lightweight machines. There
would always be men who would like those, and others more
favourable to heavy ones

;
good and bad points were to be

found in both. His first experience of a lightweight machine
was at the la.st Stanley Show, when he had the ple.a.«ure of
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riding a Moto-Re^e. Personally, he liked a heavy machine
for touring, as it had more stability, although it was
more difficult to manage, except in expert hands. With regard

to Mr. Hooydonk's criticism of the competitions and quarterly

trials, he would like to ask him one little question. Mr.
Hooydonk had been on the committee of the A.C.U. for many
years, and if they had managed things so badly why did he

not tell them of it? Mr. Hooydonk was one of the first men
who mad© motor bicycles—great credit to him. Why had he

not kept to it? Why was he making cars now? Regarding

the quarterly trials, he could say that the machines were

closely watched up Dashwood Hill, and the committee of

the A.C.U. were alive to their possibilities. They gave first

and second-class certificates, and in these trials lightweight

machines were given full credit for their performances. One
pomt as regarded the future of motor cycling. He was not

a, commercial traveller, but he got about the country a good

deal, and last year he spent only about £1 in railway fares.

As regarded upkeep, he thought Mr. Bell had put it down
too low. A great proportion of the expense was for tyres,

belts, and other things, besides which a ^reat deal had to be

written off for depreciation—at least thirty per cent, per

annum. He was very pleased to see Mr. Bell so cheerfully

disposed ; his very o"ptimism would do a great deal towards

letting the public know that there was a great future for

motor cycling. He thanked Mr. Bell for his paper. It had

been very instructive, and he hoped it would bring many
motor cyclists into the fold. If they did not like a heavy

machine, they could ride a light one.

Wanted, a More Silent Machine.

Mr. E. M. P. Boileau added a few words. He would have

liked to have said more but for the lateness of the hour. He
noticed the title of the jjaper was "The Future of Motor

Cycling," but about that they had heard least of all. The

chief discussion had been on lightweights versus heavyweights.

He was sorry his friend Mr. Staner was not present, as he

had some pronounced ideas about the future of motor cycling,

and he (the speaker) was inclined to agree with him that there

was a great future in store for the motor cycle. As regardsd

the construction of the motor cycle of the future, he thought

it would have a frame that would absorb all, or nearly all,

the road vibration. This type was coming very slowly. Then

he thought the four-cylinder engine would be perfected, and

when that was the case they would get a more silent machine.

They had seen two examples in this country of the four-cylmder

engine. The vibration from that source would then be practi-

cally eliminated. Mechanically-operated valves were wanted

in the four-cylinder engine. He made several other sugges-

tions as to other parts, and went on to say that in the discus-

sion they had had the motor cycle had been spoken of as a

luxury, but he hoped to see it come mto more general use

amongst tradesmen. Some were already taking advantage of

it. His daily correspondence included letters from doctors

and others who were enquiring for a useful machine for their

professional work. He knew on© or two doctors, to whom
he could refer, who would tell them that the road vibration

was not half so bad as was represented. The vibration was

not felt so badly if the rider pressed his feet on the pedals

when the machine was travelling over rough ground, as was

dona in riding on horseback. H© disagreed with Mr.

Hooydonk's strictures on the press, and also his criticisms of

the A.C.U. for not encouraging the lightweight machines.

When the Motosacoche entered the Auto Cycle Trials, com-

peting as it did with machines possessing, in many cases,

more than double its horse-power, it came through vyith

flying colours; everybody agreed it was a wonderful machine.

Mr. Bell had mentioned the matter of speed ; there was a

great deal more in this than people thought. They might say

they disliked gouig fast, but he thought they liked it, and were

afraid to say so. There was no doubt the machine that did

not go fast was not liked so much as one that did.

Mr. A. Candler said with regard to the future there was

hope, considering the motor cycle industry was still in its

youth. The writer of the paper condemned the very thing

his paper set out to prove—that was, the great benefit of

lightweight machines. H© said anyone who took up the

motor cycle for the first year would adopt a light one, say

the Motosacoche, and would want to sell it and buy a more
powerful machine. The bulk of likely riders had not the

means to buy a new machine every year, and if they were
(old this would be necessary it would keep them from

taking up the motor bicycle. He favoured Mr. Leechman's
idea of a 2^ or 2-| h.p. machine. H© deprecated buying
machines of the lightweight type until durability had been
proved, unless the users were able to buy a new machine
every year. The experiences that had been given by some
speakers who had only ridden such machines a few hundred
miles were not sufficient.

Clubs for Lightvireights.
Mr. J. W. 6. Brooker said he came expecting to hear a

paper of prophecy as to the future, but Mr. Bell had spoken
mainly on the subject of heavy and lightweight machines, and
had not given any opinion as to which would be predominant
ten or twenty years hence. Personally, he thought it

would be a machine of about 3 h.p. with two-speed gear and
a clutch for starting and a pan seat. In a machine 75 to

80 lbs. weight it was impossible to get many refinements,
such as two-speed gear, clutch, and a comfortable seat, and
besides they had very light tyres. In the endeavour to

reduce weight, comfort had been sacrificed. He suggested
that clubs should be formed for lightweight machines ; he
thought they would flourish longer than mixed clubs. Even
now it was customary for the lightweights in a club to go out
for runs on their own, and in a few months time go in for

heavyweight machines.. Personally, he thought the single-

cylinder engine of 3 h.p. would become the favourite; the
twin-cylinder was too much for him. The single-cylinder was
easily started. He thought ]Mr. Bell too optimistic. The
majority of people were not sufficiently mechanically-minded
to take up motor cycling. He would like to see The Motor
Cycle take up the question of the lightweight machine more
than it had at present. Certainly, the Motosacoche had been
praised in a general way, but the lightweight motor cycle

had not been encouraged. Many newspapers had dropped
motor cycling news altogether, although years ago they
devoted space to it.

Mr. Allen Vickers spoke from the point of view of an old

cyclist, who had used a lightweight motor bicycle. He started

with a 2J h.p. of a well-known make, but he was dissatisfied

with it. Last year his attention was called to the Moto-
sacoche and he was tempted to have one. He looked upon
it as near perfection as anything he had seen in his life. As
one who had ridden a push bicycle for thirty years, and he
now weighed 13-^ stone, he thought the Motosacoche was
admirable.
Mr. W. Pratt thanked Mr. Bell for his paper for more than

one reason. In particular he wished to do so because he had rid-

den a If h.p. F.N. with which he had considerable experience.

With regard to hill-climbing he had found it everything one

could wish for ; he could get off at any portion of the hill

and start again v,'ithout trouble. He did not consider

the horse-power of the lightweight was sufficient. He agreed

with Mr. Tuchraann that what was wanted was an engine of

about 2^- or 2^ h.p. His experience in the London to Edin-

burgh run, when he rode his IJ h.p. F.N., was that against

a head wind, or up a hill, as well as on the level road, he could

not average more than twelve or fourteen miles per hour,

whereas with a little more horse-power he could have got on

better. Manufacturers of lightweights should think of wind

resistance, and give a little more horse-power to overcome it.

A machine he had a fancy for was the Fairy. There seemed

to be great possibilities in it.

Outside Fly^svheels.

Mr. G. Connor also greatly enjoyed the paper. He men-

tioned that he had ridden a 2i h.p. Fairy. There was practic-

allv no vibration, and it had l|in. Palmer tyres, which after

600 or 700 miles might be called new. As to noise, it made very

little, practically none at all when running. It also had an

outside flywheel. This he thought was a very great advan-

tage in rriinimising sideslips. Never on ordinary give and

take roads had he had a sideslip, whether sandy or clayey,

only on tram lines and stone setts had he ever had a sideslip.

Mr. A. Tritchet said his brother's definition, given four

years ago, described the sort of motor bicycles that were

wanted ;
" The evolution of bicycles had been the evolution

of their belts." As tracing the evolution of the lightweights,

they started with 1^ h.p. Then when the h.p. was increased

the belts gave trouble, and so the evolution of h.p. and the

belts moved with each other. Finally, they got up to 9 h.p..

and then the belt was sent flying, and they had gone back

now to lightweights at which he hoped they would stick. He

thought a motor bicycle should have a 2-2i h.p. engine.
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Dr. Hele-Shaw, F.R.S., said in reference to the A.C.U.
mpetitions that two valuable prizes were offered, one a

ver cup by Mr. A. J. Wilson, and another silver cup by
r. Getting, both for lightweight machines. He felt sure

e A.C.U. had done its best, and would still do more to en-

urage lightweight machines. Personally, he had been very
terested in the paper and the discussion. He was one of

e earliest motor cyclists, and he still possessed his first

ichine, a 1-i h.p. Minerva. He used it in the Lancashire
strict, and it took him over and over again to Scotland,
'ter that he got a If h.p., then a 2^ h.p., then a 3 h.p., and
certainly would go in for a Motosacoche, which was, he
derstood, particularly suitable for elderly men, and he had
w arrived at that stage of life. He confessed he was one
the potterers that had been referred to, and he liked to get
ing comfortably. Being a family man, he had latterly used
notor car in preference to a motor bicycle, but he meant to
ve a little low powered motor bicycle again. He would
t give up his pedals for anybody. He wanted to go quietly.
) was glad to find such a consensus of opinion in favour of
'derate weight motor bicycles with more moderate power
d with a clutch. He described how he came to invent the
itch for motor cars which bore his name. It was the out-
iie of his experience with a De Dion tricycle. The present
-chines were not built to receive a clutch. Motor bicycles
nted standardising, and to be so designed that a clutch
lid be fitted on to the frame. He recommended manufac-
ers to go in for producing a comfortable machine, and to
: the word comfortable in big letters in their advertise-
nts. With a really comfortable machine, the number of
ers would be greatly increased, and ladies too ought to be
ered for. They have taken to motoring very enthusiastic-

f. Why should they not take to motor bicycling? They
'e more time on their hands, but a machine suited for them
st be essentially comfortable, with nothing but pedals to
;h.

ilr. Bell replied on the discussion. Willi regard to Mr.
chmann's remarks, he thought they had been answered
other speakers. Whilst thanking Mr. Hooydonk for his

d expressions, he thought he was a little drastic in his
demnation of the quarterly trials. He was pleased to
r Mr. Lcechman give his support to machines of moderate
rer. He was pleased also to hear Mr. Russell's experience
h the Motosacoche. This gentleman also mentioned
idle-bar control. He himself had found this a splendid
mgement. It could be seen on the 1908 Triumph, and
vas very useful. As to noise, he did not know how anyone
Id say that lightweight machines were noisy. There was
)urring, but nothing worse, except in the F.N. machine,
ich was noisier than some of the others. He like'd the
ry. The one he rode went very well indeed, but needed
joftd many adjustments to make it a good hill-climber,

was one of the fastest of the lightweights lie had tried

;

fact, he could not rmi it very slow-ly. Mr. Hart had
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referred to the question of vibration. Personally he did not
suffer any ill effects. Only once did he feel a slight stiffness

across his shoulders after a long ride. With regard to

depreciation, he thought thirty per cent, was too much to

write off every year ; for instance, a Triumph which cost £47
10s. a year ago was surely worth more tlran £35 now. With
regard to the press, he had tried his best to get editors of

papers with which he was connected to insert reports of

competitions, and with some success. One or two speakers
had, he thought, taken a wrong view of his paper, where
he said that the lightweight was a first-year machine. There
would be a certain number of men who would be induced
to take up motor cycling with a lightweight machine and
never go on to a heavyweight. That was why he welcomed
the lightweight machine. It was not going to oust machines
of other types, but would bring recruits to the ranks of

motor cyclists and lead the way in some cases to the heavier
machine. A man starting with a heavyweight machine might
throw it up, as he had known cases in his own locality. If

they had commenced with a light maclune they would have
stuck to it. He heartily thanked all present for the kind
way his paper had been received and for their candid
criticisms.

The meeting closed with votes of tlianks to the writer of

the paper and to the chairman at the late hour of 11.30.
The discussion -svas one of the most spirited that has

taken place at any meeting of the A.C.U. The room was
crowded right up to the close.

->-•••—<-
A. W. W^all, Ltd., Dartmouth Street, Birmingham, inform

us that their 1908 catalogue of Roc motor cycles is now ready,
and the firm will be pleased to send a copy to any of our
readers on request. Attention is directed to the fact that A.
W. Wall, Ltd., are now ready to undertake conversions from
fixed gears to the Roc clutch speed gear system.

We are in receipt of Messrs. W. and R. Jacobs' latest

catalogue of Electary motor appliances. Messrs. Jacobs'
chief specialities are accumulators at moderate prices and
electric headlights. They also sell motor coils of various sizes,

among which we may mention the Voltoo coil, which will
work on two volts. Other useful accessories illustrated in

this catalogue are a handy motor cycle switch, a new belt
punch, various simple and ingenious terminals, belts, and
belt fasteners.

Ready, as at all times, to supply anything for which they
have evidence of a demand, the N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd.,
are now stocking some very soundly-designed sidecar and
forecar attachments for use with their twin-cylinder motor
cycles. With slight modifications, these passenger attach-
ments are adaptable to any type of machine, and they pro-
mise to be very popular. Their design, the material used,

and the workmanship bestowed thereon are quite up to the
high standard marking all N.S.U. productions.

Grindleford Bridge, Derbyshire. (See next page.) The bleak moors just below the ** Fox House " Inn.
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WINTER riding—when indulged in during cold

and frosty weather, when the trees, bushes,
and hills are white with hoar frost, the roads
hard and dry, and the sky clear—has a certain

charm of its own. The keen wind has a most exhila-
rating effect both on one's self and also the motor,
which always seems to run better during cold weather,
presumably because the engine keeps cooler. At any
rate, "overheating " troubles are conspicuous by their

absence. Needless to say, one's clothing must be warm
and carefully chosen.

I have had some very pleasant runs on frosty days
this year, and the one I am about to describe
was a two hours' spin through one of the

hilliest parts of the Peak District of Derby-
shire. Starting from home with a two and
a half miles hill up to the moors, a mile
of comparatively level road over the moors
brought me to a long downward descent
called Froggatt Edge (which is about four
miles in length), whence a magnificent
view of the Derwent Valley is obtained, with
Grindleford in the valley below, and the
mountains of the Peak showing blue in the
distance.

At the bottom of Froggatt Edge lies the
little village of Calver ; then a run of five or
six miles through an avenue of trees past
the villages of Hassop and Longstone brings
one to the head of Monsal Dale. The scene
as it suddenly bursts to view is one of the
finest in Derbyshire, and looked particularly
beautiful on this occasion in its winter garb
with the sun glistening on the winding River
Wye. .

After a ten minutes' halt to admire the
view and to have a quiet pipe, a run of six

miles or so over wild moorland brought me
to Eyam, which is a very quaint old Derbyshire village
the inhabitants of which were practically wiped out b;.

plague somewhere about the end of the eighteentf.
century. The historic " plague cottages " in which the
scourge first broke out are one of the features of interest.

The church, Eyam Hall, and a pair of ancient stocks
also demand inspection. From Eyam the road ru,-.i

along a ridge of hills for about a mile, and then takirg
a sudden turn to the left drops down a very steep hi!'

to Grindleford. Beautiful views of the country rour .

can be obtained during the descent of this hill, ti ,

frowning black rocks of Froggatt Edge being especial i r

noticeablr across the vallev. The hill into Grindlefon.,

which has a gradient of at least i in 7 in places, h;

an abominable surface, which uncomfortably manifes

itself if one happens to be riding up the hill, as, owii

to its steepness, it has to be taken at a fair pace if

single geared machine is to succeed in climbing i

With two speeds, however, matters are different.

At Grindleford the Derwent is crossed by a fine

stone bridge, and then the long Grindleford Hill

encountered, about two and a half miles in length, tl

steepest portion of which occurs as the road is passii

tlirough Padley Wood, about two-thirds of the way u

Consequently, unless one has been driving carefull

View of Monsal Dale, Derbyshire, from the roadway.

o^-erheating will occur just as the steep bit is reache

The hill, however, presents no difficulties to a twin

A well-tuned 3 or 3^ h.p. machine. At the top of tl

rAll is a famous inn called the Fox House, a very c

place, standing on the moors, and a recognised stc

ping place for horse and motor. From there my ro

home was over Dore Moor, practically a six miles do-

hill run, which ended a most enjoyable spin of abc

thirty-six miles. There are many other very interest!

runs in the Peak of Derbyshire for hill levelle;

although the roads are not exactly of the best, but t

beautiful scenery amply atones for the inferior ro

surface. C. E. T.
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A Reply to Mr. Hooydonk. By "ixion.

Mr. Hooydonk and the Lightwreight Question.

'T is not often I find myself at issue with our good

friend Mr. Hooydonk, but I really think his memory
' had temporarily failed him a little at the A.C.U. the

other night, when he took part in the discussion on

[r. Bell's fine paper on " The Future of Motor Cycl-

'g The whole trend of his remarks was to the effect

lat there had been a conspiracy in 1904-5 to exalt the

javy high powered motor cycle at the expense of the

^htweight ; and he particularly named this paper as

•caching the gospel of the heavyweight. I always

mpathise with Mr. Hooydonk on one point, and that

, the slowness of motor cyclists to realise the value of

fo-speed gears, but in this other respect he has, to my
nd, grossly misrepresented both public and press. I,

yself, through all the period his complaints cover,

rmed one of the riding public and one of the press,

',., I rode as big an annual mileage as any man, and
wrote a good deal for the motor press. I intensely

silked the weight of standard machines, and four con-

:utive years I find from my log I owned a lightweight,

!., 1^4 h.p., i^ h.p. (a Phoenix), and in the next

years two machines of 2^ h.p., all four of them as

ht as I could get them ; and I unhesitatingly say that

til last year, when I rode the current pattern of the

)tosacoche, I had never once bestridden a lightweight

It was any earthly use. My i
]

badly

.de, suffered from engine troubles, and was very un-

nfortable. My i^ h.p. was too heavy for its power,

led on hills, and suffered atrociously from beltslip
;

I ile of the two light 214! h.p. machines one was
I: TOUghly unreliable through bad workmanship, and
(' other vibrated so shamefully it was a penance to sit

it. The best alternative I discovered during those

rs was a tremendously weighty, top-heavy, and un-

nfortable machine, which many riders will remember
^

he 2}^ h.p. Excelsior—which I always hold was the

tj t motor bicycle that was any real use ever produced
i this country. In spite of its manifest and serious

c advantages, for practical riding it was streets ahead
'"any other machine then made, except the 3 h.p.

adrant, which came on the market a year or more
i.i;r. Ahead, because it was thoroughly reliable, and
H ause it would climb hills. The press knew this, and
t public knew it, and so it and the 3 h.p. Quadrant
«l'e the machines that sold. The public may buy a
bl machine one year, but they do not buy one two
y] rs running ; and it was the public quite as much as
til press that killed the earlier and rubbishy light-

«lghts. The Motor Cycle preached not the gospel of

1 heavyweight but the gospel of efl5ciency.

Speed V. Efficiency.
>Ir. Hooydonk was also very bitter about the promin-
e given to speed in public trials. Again, he must
me the public, not the press. The sporting British

)lic_has a great penchant for speed, and at any hill-

nb it pays more attention to the fifty mile an hour
ht of the most powerful engine with a midget in the
die than to an ascent which is a marvel of efficiency,

S'ih as a tiny Trimo stopping halfway up Femhurst
w|h two big men on board, and then climbing the i in

4! on a restart. Foolish, no doubt, but it is so. But
t luch resent Mr. Hooydonk's strictures against The
htor Cycle on this score. He, at any rate, has not
laced publicity in its columns, and no man's achieve-

ments have received greater notice than his. I find

articles emphasising the need of variable gears in the

very earliest issues of the paper. I, for one, have
preached the same gospel as Mr. Hooydonk—light-

weight and efficiency—and I have preached it, and still

preach it to very deaf ears. But the day of conversion

is at hand. The market is at last full of lightweight

machines and full of two-speed gears.

Heavy, High^pcvirered Machines.
Thirdly, I differ in toto with what Mr. Hooydonk

said about high powered machines. He described his

misery in riding a little 2i/^ h.p. single-cylinder mount,
scaling about 170 lbs. He must admit that the motor
cycling public of to-day knows the capabilities of the

different types of machines. Most of them have from
three to five years' experience, at any rate, and have
owned, four machines. What are they buying to-day?
Well, one of the best firms makes a lightish single-

cylinder and a heavyish twin. They sold last year
forty of the heavy twins for every single-cylinder they
disposed of. Deduction? Motor cyclists do not

mind weight so long as they can have speed, comfort,
and reliability with it. The lightweight of low power
is undoubtedly booming, but it is not going to snatch
many adherents from the number of those who are

now riding big, well-sprung twins. They are going
to enlist in our ranks the timid, the feeble, and the
elderly. But they will never drive the twins off the

road, and I for one doubt if they will ever outnumber
the twins. The cycling public is not lazy. It does
not ask for motor cycles because it is too weary to

pedal itself about. It,, asks for self-propelled cycles

in order to increase the diameter of its circle of loco-

motion—to give i*- the power of visiting pleasant people
and pleasant places at a considerable distance and
at a minimum of expense. The faster you can go
the farther you can travel in a day to find the pleasant
person or the pleasant place, and the longer you can
spend with the pleasant person or at the pleasant
place when you arrive there. If the trade ever turns

out a lightweight that is as fast and as comfortable as
these present heavy twins, the heavy twin will die out,

but not before. One does not like or dare to speak
of mechanical impossibilities in these inventive days,
but, as one speaker said at the A.C.U. discussion,
will the lightweight ever be able to stand the racket
to which the needs of some riders force their machines?
One friend of mine is a typical example. He lives

125 miles from Brooklands, and he seldom misses a

day's racing there; he gets there in time for a com-
fortable lunch, and he has his tea in a leisurely fashion
when racing is over, and is not very late home either.

I scarcely dare to ask an old record holder and
racing man like Mr. Hooydonk whether he knows the
fascination—the intoxicating fascination—of speed;
but surely that element cannot be overlooked in dis-

cussing the future of motor cycling. It is bred in

every man, and it is an immensely potent factor in the
grio that motoring has of the nation. A man is always
seeking something faster. He may enjoy a lightweight
for his first machine, but in about fifty cases out of a
hundred he will have a 7 h.p. twin with a trencher-
sized engine pulley for his third. Immoral, Mr.
Hooydonk? Certainly, if vou like to call it so, but
"it's only human nature after all."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies tliereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Cost ol Running with Sidecar.

I have decided on purchasing

r^T] a twill-cylinder Vindec motor
l"| bicycle with two-speed gear,

LsJ in conjunction with a Mont-
gomery sidecar, and hope yoa

will think this a wise choice. I am
writing to ask you if you could tell

me what would be the probable cost

of running this combination about

3,000 miles per year, with an average

amount of luck?—H.B.R., Cornwall.

The combination would be a good one.

The cost of running would be about

2g. to 2b. 6d. per 100 miles for petrol

and oil. Tyre covers should last about

2,500 miles each.

Rear Lights on Tiloars.

" Road Rider " says it is

compulsory to comply with a

tiresome unequal law for a tri-

car to carry a rear light if

over 3cwt. Will you kindly let

me know if this is correct, as I do
not remember seeing or hearing of

this before, and I have used a tricar

that weighed more than above for

hundreds of miles without rear light.

—H.C.E.

Yes, any tricar weighing over 3 cwts.

unladen which has been registered as

a car, uses a car size number, and has

paid the car license (£2 2s.), is bound
by law to carry a rear red light. The
hardship is not a great one, and, more-

over, it is highly advisable in our

opinion to carry a red rear light on
tricars and passenger attachments. If

the tricar is registered as a motor cycle

a, rear red light is not compulsory.

A Novice's Queries.

I use an F.N. motor cycle.

"^^ This cannot be pushed to start

> because the friction of the
-iJ unweighted wheel will not

overcome the compression. (1.)

Is not this too much? and would it be

an improvement to reduce compres-

sion by a packing between crankcase

and cylinder? Would the exhaust
valve lifter require lengthening to

suit? (2.) This machine has three

grooves in piston but only two rings.

Is this right?—L.L.C.

You are evidently a beginner, and do
not adopt the proper course. No rider

pushes to start without raising tho

valve lifter, which releases the com-
pression. Do not under any circum-

btances interfere with the compression
by placing packing between crankcase

and cylinder, because it is not neces-

sary. In pushing or pedalling to start

you should lift valve lifter, get up a
speed of five or six miles per hour, re-

lease valve lifter, and the engine will

start it all is in order. There should

be three rings in the piston. Evidently
one has been broken and removed, and
not replaced. You can obtain replace-

ments from the F.N. Motor Agency,
106, Great Portland Street, W.

Starting in CoW Weather.

My motor bicycle requires

^1 much energy in starting, even

> , on the stand, but will continue
-iJ all right when started. Elec-

trical connections are sound,

and carburetter quite clear. The in-

duction pipe is eightJ?en inches long.

T>o you think the carburetter is too

far from the engine?

—

WatChmakkr.
If the petrol in the tank is not stale,

probably the fixed air supply admits
rather too much air during the winter.

Try fitting a shutter which will par-

tially close this, which you can open
after the machine has got going. We
presume you adopt our frequent advic«

to inject paraffin into the cylinder head
and pre;is the float agitator before

attempting to start. In our opinion

the induction pipe is too long, and
engine would probably give better re-

sults if it were shortened, and carbu-

retter placed closer to the engine.

Driving with s Two-speed Gear.

I hear from Phcenix Motors,
Ltd., that with their two-speed
hub gear the bicycle must not
drive the engine on tho high
gear, or damage may ensue.

May I ask if this is generally k-iown,

as I have unfortunately invested in

ignorance? I do not see how cne is

to drive. The gear lever is too stiff

to use except when quit© necessary,

and it appears that one cannot even
switch off when on the high giar.

What can one do in traffic or on
coming to a corner? One does not
always want to change down each
time, especially when this always
means steering and controlling with
one hand only while changing.

—

WiM.
We were not aware that it would
damage the gear in question to let the
bicycle drive the engine when the high
speed is engaged. We cannot under-
stand why this should be the case.

When turning a corner, if you do not
wish to change speed, the best thing
is to raise the exhaust valve.

?

Explosions In the Silencer.

Can you explain to me th-

cause of violent explosion

occurring in the silencer? The
take place when I switch '<

after switching off to take

corner, or in traffic. The noise

very loud. Engine is a 3 h.p. Fafni

and the exhaust pipe is 2ft. long, lii

diameter, and no sharp bends
it. The engine was recently tak<

down and valves ground in. Tl

engine does not pick up as I shou

like, and seems to jerk rather at Ic

speed. The gear is 4i to 1. Coi

pression very good.—L.H.S.
Th© explosions are caused by D

exploded charges of gas collecting

the silencer, and being fired by the ne

charge which is ignited. Tlie troul

may be overcome by reducing the fii

air supply or by closing the extra i

inlet. Also use the exhaust vaJ

lifter for controlling the speed inste

of switcliing on and off.

msBring due to Magneto.

I have just bought a secoi

^ hand 5 h.p. twin Peugeot w
^ magneto ignition. When (

-JJ timing lever is advanced
little more than half-way

spark occurs in the back cylind

but in the front instead. The rea:

is that when the timing lever

advanced the brass segment on
distributer is still just making c

tact with the carbon pencil of fr^

cylinder, and has not turned
enough to make contact with
carbon pencil of the back cylind

Of course, if the timing lever is

tarded a little, the segment moves
the front cylinder pencil and on '

the back one. I might add that

timing lever is not over advan
beyond the stop, as this missing

the back cylinder occurs when it i.

advanced just over half-waj

P.T.H.
We have never heard of a similar c;

If this is really the cause of ?

trouble, the only thfng to do will b(

'

shift the distributer slightly so ft

contact is made with the back cylin r

and not with the front. We have o) n

experienced trouble with this type ''

magneto with one cylinder stopfg

firing with the spark lever advan<;.

but this has been due to a worn f f

ring, and we should almost be incli"

to advise you to get a new fibre ig

and try this first, before altering «

distributer.
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ALMOST 60 MILES

AN HOUR

AT BROOKLANDS!
On Feb. 25th, at the first motor cycle

race ever held on the Weybridge track,

Mr. W. G. McMlnnieSjOn a 3i h.p. Triumph,

rode over a timed half-mile at the rate of

59*8 Miles per Hour
with the wind, and over the same distance

at 57"88 miles per hour against the wind;

and one lap—2ft miles—in 3 min. 6 sec.=

53 miles per hour. His machine was

fitted with

Motor Cycle Tyres
Send for Booklet—gratis and post free.

DUNLOP TYRE CO., LTD., Aston, Birminsham; Alma Street, Coventry.

BRANCHES : London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Ballast

NOTE.—Tyres from which our prlTate marks have been removed are not guaranteed.

In answering this advertisement it i> desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Don't make any mistake!
There is not, we believe, any motor bicycle in the world so constructed that both the rider (body and feet) and

also the engine, carburetter, and other delicate machinery are fully insulated from vibration, except the

44ZENITH BICAR" and "ZENETTE If

respectively. The former, built on our patent twin frame spring suspension principle, patented not only in this country,

but also in France, Germany, Belgium, United States, and principle countries in the world. The latter, an alternative

pattern for those who prefer the "fork" method of steering, on our patent "double scissors" spring frame principle

(six springs)" a "live" frame. Both must be tried over the roughest roads in order to adequately grasp the marvellous

effects of the springing, the revelation of absolute luxury attainable on a motor cycle, but which can only be obtained

on one of these two makes.

The Famous " 2enith Bicar " which starts with a handle same way as a The Luxurious " 2enetle," with 3i h.p. Falnir enpine, Longucmare Car-
car, the seat being taken whilst the machine is at rest. Free engine buretter, Watawata Belt, Brooks's Saddle, finest workmanship throughout
clutch. Price with 3i h.p. Fafnir Engine, Longuemare Carburetter, 39 guineas nett.; or fitted with the marvellous " Gtadua " infinite change-
Brooks's Saddle, and Finest fitments throughout. 43 guineas nett cash. speed gear 50 guineas nett. .^^

With Fafnir two-speed gear, 50 guineas nett. ,

ORDERS FOR EASTER DELIVERY MUST BE PLACED IMMEDIATELY. TRIAL"RUNS BY APPOINTMENT (ONLY).

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., Showrooms: 119, Stroud Green Rd., London, N. ""iSf =stroud Gr.en Road.
f^-

WOK OUT!
Be sure you get hold

of the right tyre for

1908.^ U
Arrangements are nearly

complete and stocks will

be available in the very
near fature.

Illustration represents

actual size of section.

RUBBER STUDDED!

NON-SKIDDING!J
RESILIENT & FAST.

All sizes.

24 and 26in. made.

MADE UNDER LICENSE.

shamrock

Ilsior

A CAR TYRE
FOR

MOTOR CYCLES.

Will be made to fit almost all existing
Motor Cycle Rims.

CrmpUte L'stn r^ady in a few Jays.

WRITE TO-DAY I I

Sole
Manufacturers : THE HANOVER RUBBER COMPANY, 29—31, Old Street,

LONDON, E.C.

In answering either of tlieae advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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An Occasional MisBre.

My machine is a 3^ h.p. 1907

rjTl Triumph, magneto, which has

J^ always gone well at high or

LtJ low speeds until recently. 1

find now that if I throttle

down for six to eight miles per hour

the engine will only run in jerks on

the level or down hill, and of course

does not fire regularly. When the

throttle is opered the machine goes

much better, but still misfires occa-

sionally on hills. Do you think the

fault is in the carburetter, which is

the one that was supplied with the

machine? The petrol pipe is clear,

and the carburetter floods all right. I

have also taken out jet, which seems

all right. The magneto and plug

have been tested and are in order.

—

—W.T.H., Isle of Wight.

The trouble is probably due to the fibre

ring of the magneto being worn. Try

a new ring, clean the contact breaker

with petrol, and face the platinum

points if they have become pitted.

The makers of the magneto state that

the amount of opening of the points

should be .4 mm. If you have not dis-

mantled the carburetter it would be

advisable to do so, and carefully

examine the copper air funnel for

crocks.

^ "[ Relation ol Power to Cost of Running.

Does a 6 h.p. motor cycle

Scost twice as much to run as

a 3 h.p. machine or more? If

a 6 h.p. single-cylinder machine

is put at a long hill, fairly

steep, at a slow engine speed, will it

pick up without pedal assistance,

and would it be sufficient to take a

sidecar with a ten stone passenger

up any hill to be met with in

England? Will the engine start fir-

ing when going at walking pace with

magneto ignition, provided the car-

buretter is adjusted correctly?—F.R.

We should not like to say that a 6 h.p.

cnachiae would cost double as much as

a 3 h.p., but its running expenses would
certainly be far in excess of the other.

Of course, with so high a horse-power

the machine would behave far better on

a hill than the smaller machine would,

but again the all important question of

gearing comes into effect. If the gear

ifl low you can start slowly and accele-

rate very rapidly. This trouble of

gearing is even more emphasised when
a sidecar has to be taken. The whole
question resolves itself into this, if the

bill is taken at a fair speed no trouble

whatever will be experienced ; if, for

any reason, you are stopped on a

hill of 1 in 10 with a sidecar attached,

restarting would be almost im-

possible without a change-speed gear.

The same remarks apply to starting

with a magneto. If gear is low enough
the engine will start at walking pace

;

U the gear is high it will not start at

a walking pace. So large a single-

cylinder engine has to be geared reason-
ably high to get the best results out
of it, and if this is done it becomes
somewhat difficult to handle. In any
case, do r.ot buy a single-cylinder engine
of 6 h.p., as the vibration is excessive.

j

A 6 h.p. twin would be far better from
I «very point of view.

U^OTi^EJI
Increased Power or Lower Gear.

My tricar is a 3^ h.p. chain-

^ driven Eover, geared 5^ to 1,

> weight of machine 200 lbs.

,

weight of passengers twenty-
four stones. Would you re-

commend me to fit a Phelon and
Moore gear on to my 3^ h.p. engine,

or buy a 5 h.p. twin engine and have
the frame altered to suit, and use it

without two-speed gear? If you
know of any gear more suitable than
the P. and M. please state?—A.
Newbt.

Probably the cheapest and best way
out of the difficulty would be to fit a
Phelon and Moore two-speed gear and
chain drive.

Loss ol Power and Overheating.

(1.) My engine has lost power
' I and quickly overheats. I have

cleaned ont carburetter and
strainer. The supply of gas is

ample, and I can open the air

lever without engine missing. There
is a good spark, and engine fires

regularly at all speeds on stand, but
does not pull on the road. The
timing has never been touched, but I

notice the exhaust lift is only 3-15in.,

while the inlet has ^in. good. Has
the exhaust cam got worn and closes

valve too soon, which would choke
engine and cause overheating which
is present? (2.) What is the average
mileage to be obtained from Helle-

sen's Flash dry battery, and do they
take the place of accumulators with-
out further alterations?—S 853.

(1.) You might try fitting a new ex-

haust valve spring, and if this does not
cure the trouble take off the timing
gear cover and see if the cam is worn,
which is very likely the case. A re-

stricted lift of exhaust valve would
cause overheating and genera) loss of

power. We presume you have made
sure there is only ]-32in. clearance be-

tween the tappets and valve stems.

(2.) The batteries in question should
last about 1,000 to 1,500 miles. They
work exceedingly well provided an
economical plain coil is used.

Misfiring In One Cylinder.

My four-cylinder F.N. fires

perfectly on the three back
cylinders. The front one only
fires after running about a
mile, and then gives up on

hills, but fires again on the level.

Have tried two front cylinders only,

but the second only fires ; tried two
back, and both fire perfectly. Have
fitted new inlet and exhaust springs,

ground in valves, exhaust valve
proper lift, carburetter clean, dis-

tributer clean, and contacts of mag-
neto perfectly flat and clean. There
is a good spark at plugs (wire to

earth good spark). Do you think it

is the level of petrol too low, and
would the needle valve want grind-

ing in?

—

Ptjzzied.

It seems that the trouble is more due
to carburation than to any defect in the
magneto or plugs. You might try,

however, fitting a new plug in the defec-

tive cylinder, and if this does not cure
the trouble, slightly raise the level of

the petrol in the carburetter by mov-

igg

ing the weight of the needle valve very

slightly nearer the point. In ascend-

ing hills with old-pattern four-cylinder

machines the oil ran to the rear end of

the crank chamber, because there were
no divisions in crank chamber to keep
level of oil up to a given point, and thus

starved the front cylinder. This may
be your trouble.

Power for Touring in HlUy Counties.

I drive a light tricar, 2J h.p.

De Dion engine, with water-

cooled head, |in. belt, Nala
hub (gears 5 and 10 to 1), Bow-
den band brakes to front

wheels, Gripwell to back ; combined
weight of passengers about nineteen

stones. The tricar is satisfactory for

this district, but in a month or two
I am contemplating a tour in Devon
and Cornwall, spending about a fort-

night in the West, the roads of which
I am well acquainted with per push
bicycle. (1.) With engine in good
touring tune is power sufiicient, con-

sidering number and severity of

gradients? (2.) Would the gear be
likely to stand the constant and con-

tinued strain of low gear work? (3.)

What is the best lubricant for gear

wheels of Nala hub? (4.) Can you
suggest a better method of braking
back wheel, for if clutch mechanism
went wrong the belt rim would be
free? (5.) What size belt would you
advise? (6.) What is the best method
of preventing tricar from running
backwards when a sudden stop

occurs on a steep hill, e.g., through
belt breaking?—W.P., Essex.

(1.) The power is only just sufficient for

the country in which you intend touring,

provided you will be satisfied with a

moderate average speed. If you can

reduce boss on engine crank case
sufficiently to fit an adjustable pulley

on the engine shaft, you could reduce
the gear still further if necessary. (2.)

We think the hub would stand the
strain. (3.) Gear grease should be used
for the hub, not oil. Query the makers
on this point. (4.) You had better
have an independent Bowden rim brake
fitted. (5.) A lin. belt would not be
too large. (6.) By fitting a j'lowerfal

rim brake, as we have suggested.

We are advised that on motor
bicycles shown at the Manchester
Motor Exhibition (Bellevue), Continen-
tals were fitted to a greater extent than
any other tyres.

Mr. T. Silver wishes to inform his

numerous friends in the motor cycle
world that he has no connection now
with the Quadrant Co., and letters

intended for him should be addressed
to 2, Gaverston Road, Leamington.

il "THE AUTOCAR." Which is

jj published under the same pro-
prietorship a« " The Motor Ct)cie,"
is to the automobilist What this
journal is to the motor cyclist.

Any reader of " The Motor Cycle "

who is also considering the pur-
chase of a car should make a point
of obtaining "The Autocar"—the
leading mo'or journal. Price 3d.
Issued Weekly.
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WEEKS TO EASTER
and you have not

yet decided upon

your mount for '08.

Why not choose the

Write for particulars to-day—they will reach you by return post.

Ti" MOTO REVE
is tke

most comfort&ble
and

most economical
motor cycle in the

world.

A praeticfti motor cycle,

not an adapted cycle.

Ask for List C.

Tke

MOTO REVE Co.

138, Gray's Inn

Road,

LONDON. WC.
LIVERPOOL;

Caatral Hall Buildiegs.

"Brooks
Tyres and
Bands - =

defy puncture and
sKidding."

The " Long-life " Stud gives
efficiency—the material and
peculiar construction ensure
durability.

Please ask for our prices and particulars.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

Dept. 79,

Gt. Charles Street BIRMINGHAM.

BROOKS
Stratex

Belt Bcrisford

Patent . .

stiits all motor cycles. In strength,

f'exibility, smooth running, GRlP.
durability and adaptability, it is

universally suitable. No motorist
who has tried a " Stratex " cares to

return to the old Belt—for many
reasons, Write to-day for our Belt

Booklet, and read all about it. A
" Stratex " is the best to buy. . .

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd
,

Dept. 79.

Gt. Charles Street..BIRiVlINGHAM.

In answering eiiher of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Pha.nonnen
Motors,
49, KING SQUARE,

PresiJent SL,

Goswell

Road,

E.C.

Single cyl., 8 h.p., «17,
S2 b., 84 s.

8i h.p;

£39.

Twin

*h.p,

£46.
67 b., 7J i.

Twin 6 h.p., £50.
74 b., 84 s.

S.B. MAGNETO INCLUDED.

FOl^SPBED, COMPORT,
DURABILITY, SILBNCB^AND

ABSOLUTB CONTU0L
IN TRAFFIC. NALA HUB, J

£12 extra
on all Models.

C( R.D."
FEATHERWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE

FREE If HP. Weight 69 lbs.

With a view to advertising our K.D. Ught weight motor cycle, we are offering to every reader of "The Motor Cycle" an

opportunity of acquiring one of these popular and ellleient 28 guinea machines absolutely gratis.

This cycle was exhibited at the Stanley Show and created great interest owing to its efficient construction and power for weight.

All you have to do is send for one of our mouth sirens, price 2/6, and upon receipt of your P.O. we will forward one

of our latest mouth sirens (guaranteed the best road clearer on the market), which is in itself full value for the money, together

with a descriptive leaflet of the K.D., and an entry form for you to fill up stating the reason why you consider you should be

awrded > K.D. tree. These forms will bs forwarded to Mr. B. H. Davies, the popular writer for " Tne Motor Cycle," with

only a number as a means of identificition, and he will jud^e which is the best reason and award the K.D. motor cycle to the

winner. The bicycle can be seen at our showrooms, where all communications are to be addressed

:

64a, POLAND ST., and 13a, BROAD ST.,

Competition closes May 15th, and the Winning "reason" will be published In "The Motor Cycle," on May 27ih.

I^E^O. RIPAULX &» OO
Sole agents for the K.D. eatherweigrht.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable tliat you mention " The Motor Cycle."

i
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Readers ol "The Motor Cycle" all over tbe World.

A Middlesex reader tells us that The
Motor Cycle is regularly read by his
brother, who is living in the
Andes, 15.000 feet above sea level. He
thinks this is the highest point at which
The Motor Cycle is read and digested.

Another Police Trap.

We are advised of a police trap in

Hyde Park between Lancaster Gate and
the drinking fountain 300 yards from
the Marble Arch. Our informant says
that it is proposed to work the trap in
the morning only for some time.

Well-known Motor Cyclist Married.

At Scott's .Memorial Church, Nor-
wich, on the 27th ult., Mr. Stanley
Webb was married to Miss Herwin.
Mr. Webb is the maker of the Derma-
tine motor cycle belt, and curiously
enough his wife is the sister of the
patentee of the Simplex belt fastener.

Auto Cycle Union News.

At a recent meeting of the committee
of the A.C.U. it was announced that
the following clubs have lately become
affiliated : The Sheffield and Hallam-
shire M.C.C., Worcester M.C.C., Cam-
bridge University M.C.C., Scarborough
and District M.C.C. The Birmingham
M.C.C., which recently gave notice to
cancel its affiliation to the A.C.U.,
has now decided to re-affdiate.
At the annual general meeting of

private members of the A.C.U. the
following delegates were elected to re-
present the views of the private mem-
bers at the annual general meeting,
which will be held on March 21st :

Messrs. B Chatterton, F. Densham,
H. P. E. Harding, W. Pratt, W. Gimn,
J. W. G. Brooker, S. E. Pemberton,
A. G. Reynolds, V. Hart, J. Van
Hooydonk, H. R. Dougal, H. G. Cove,
H. Densham, A. C. Pemberton, D. K.
Hall, R. V. C. Getting, E. Nelson, T.
Blanch, E. J. Chapman, E. R. Russell,
E. W. Ashworth, H. G. Bell, H. C.
Ebbutt, J. Hawkins, and A. Sharpe.
The following were nominated for

election on the A.C.U. Committee to
represent the private members : H. G.
Cove, A. Sharpe, J. W. G. Brooker. V.
Hart, H. P. E. Harding, A. G. Rey-
nolds, W. Pratt, and B. Chatterto'n.
The above names are a recommendation
to the council, the meeting of which
will be held on the 21st inst.

The annual report, balance sheet, and
revised rules were then read and dis-

cussed. Mr. Robert Todd reported that
he had represented the interests of
motor cyclists on the occasion of the

R.A.C. deputation to Mr. Asquith con-
cerning the taxation of motorists. Mr.
Todd stated that he had put the matter
before !\'[r. Asquith in the fullest

possible manner.
Members of the A.C.U. are reminded

that under the terms of the new agree-

ment with the R.A.C. they have be-
come ifso facto " Associates," and en-

titled to all the privileges of associate

members of the R.A.C, including the
use of reading and writing rooms at

112, Piccadilly, with telephone and
messenger service and arrangements for

light refreshments.
It has been found necessary to alter

the venue for the annual general meet-
ing of the council to be held on Satur-
day, March 21st. This meeting will

not be held at the Criterion Restaurant,
as originally fixed, but at the Imperial
Restaurant, 60 and 62, Regent Street,

W. Delegates please note.

A Unique Offer.

Now that the days are lengthening,
and provided the clerk of the weather is

favourably inclined, we shall soon be
enjoying a larger share of sunshine.
Those of our readers who are interested
in photography will be overhauling
their cameras and other paraphernalia

of the pastime. Many will find that

they require new apparatus, and will be
anxious to dispose of their second-hand
goods. An opportunity to do this, and
at the same time secure a handbook
on photography free of charge is

provided by Photography. Full par-

ticulars of the offer appear in each copy
of the current issue (March 10th), which
we would advise every motor cyclist-

photographer to obtain.

CUet Constable Complains.

The Chief Constable of Surrey haa
written to the Automobile Association
pointing out that the A.A. scouts are

in the habit of spying out those por-

tions of the road which have been
measured by the police, and warning
motorists of the presence of police. The
Chief Constable considers that the pro-

ceedings of the scouts are a deliberate

interference with the duties of the con-
stables, and asking that instructions be
given to prevent a repetition of the
obstructions. The Automobile Associa-
tion has replied that the instructions

given to the patrols are to warn motor-
ists against furious driving, to ftote and
report cases of reckless and inconside-
rate driving, and to render assistance
to the police.

A novel tricycle built two years ago by a Birmingham motor cyclist with the Idea of overcoming ths

vibration caused by exceptionally bad roads over which he had to ride daily to business. The seat shown
in the present illustration was replaced by a new bucket seat, the sides of which formed the petrol tank.

Observe the plank side-stays, which consisted ol tv;o springy ash planks gin. thick and of a total width of

22in. The angle iron stiHeoet over the back wheel Is also worthy of notice.
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The Easter HoUdayi,

Motor cyclists are reminded that
Easter will be with ns in six weeks
from the present date, and those who
have not ordered their new machines
would be well advised to do so without
delay. Makers are busy, and there are
always a number of disappointments.

The Opening HUl-ellmb.

Already there is every indication that
the Lewisham Automobile Club's open-
ing hill-climb will be a record one as
regards entries. Hon. Sec. Renner in-

forms a correspondent that he is re-

ceiving application for entry forms by
almost every post. One enquiry is from
an owner of a 12 h.p. machine. In the
tricar class a powerful four-cylinder
is already entered.

Motor Cycles Gaining Ground.

"E.G.," the writer of "Notes on
the Road" in the Yorkshire Dcdly
Observer, says with regard to
motor cycles :

'

' Already there
are indications that this year they
are going to be more numerous
than ever, which is not at all sur-

prising when it is borne in mind
that they can be bought at almost
any figure between £5 (second
hand) and fifty guineas. Their
undoabted reliability, proved in

many a stiff competition, and the
fact that in the hands of an ex-

perienced rider they are practi-

cally an all-weather machine, is

all in favour of their increasing
use. With ordinary luck the cost
of upkeep is not heavy, and
against this may be set the wider
field for touring that they open
up to the rider."

Lamps and thdi Supports.

The Brittol Bicycle and Motor
Olub Gazette devotes a portion of
its pages to motor cycle notes.

In the current issue lamps are
touched upon, and the writer of
the notes quite rightly calls

attention to the flimsiness of the
majority of lamp brackets. He
also mentions that illustrations

in The Motor Cycle seldom
the lamp bracket clip. In our last

issue we illustrated the F.R.S. lamp,
and the photograph shows clearly a
new design of lamp bracket clip firmly
riveted to the body of the lamp, and
embodying the long arms and rivets
which the Bristol clubman suggests
should be fitted. The real cause of the
breakage of lamp brackets is that they
are not strong enough to take lamps
which weigh more than 2 lbs. , and some
acetylene lamps in use with combined
generators weigh considerably more.
One of the best separate generator
lamps we know of is the Duco, which
throws its light a considerable distance
ahead, yet is no heavier than other
makes of lamps of the eame type.

The French Motor Cycle Tilali.

It IS interesting to note that in the
Auto Cycle Club de France Paris-

Bordeaux-Paris Trial (1,600 kilometres),

which will be held from April 22nd-
28th, motor bicycles are confined to two
cla£se.=, t,hose with engines not exceed-

ing 250 c.c. cylinder capacity in Class

1, and not exceeding 210 c.c. in Class

2. Tricar engines are restricted to a
total cylinder capacity of 500 c.c,

which equals a bore and stroke of about
86 by 86 mm. An average speed of

twenty-five kilometres an hour must be
adhered to, and all competitors will be
penalised one mark for every half-

minute's delay. The shortest day's run
ia 194 kilometres (120 miles), and the

longest 320 kilometres (200 miles).

Entries will be received up to the 1st

prox., and should be addressed to the
Auto Cycle Club of France, 23-25, Rue
Jean Jacques-Rousseau, Paris. The
entrance fee for motor bicycles is £4,
and tricars £6.

Tricar lor Fire Brigade.

The Beckenham District Cotmcil is

inviting tenders for the supply of a
motor tricycle for fire brigade purposes.
The tricar must be capable of carrying
two men, about 2 cwt. of hose, etc., and
two patent fire extinguishers.

s'S?'©/'®/©/©/^/©/®/'©/©/'©/®/©/©/©/!/©/©/^/®/^-

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. 21—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting of Council,

„ 21-28—Cordingley's Motor Show, Agricultural Hall.

„ 28—M.C.C. Opening Week-end Run to Brighton.

April 4—LewishamA.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor Cycles

,, 16-20—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

,, 18-20—Brooklands Motor Races.

,, ^A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

,, 19 (Easter Monday)—Lincolnshire M.C.C. Hill Climb.

May 2—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

„ 9^BrookIands Motor Races.

„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb.

June S-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and return for

Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours Ride.

„ A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Six Days'
Reliability Trial.

July 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.
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Rene Thomas's Contession.

Les Sports, a French sporting daily,

contains a feature entitled " Petite Con-

fession des Grands Chauffeurs." Eacli

well-known racing motorist is asked to

give replies to a series of questions

which are published underneath his por-

trait. No. 55 is Ren6 Thomas, and
question 2 is, "To which of your vic-

tories do you attach the greatest im-

portance?" The reply is, "The Third
of a Litre Motor Cycle Race held on the

21st September, 1905, when I rode 88
kilometres (54^ miles) inside the hour
on a crowded track, and the following

year created the world's hour record for

motor cycles not exceeding a third of

a litre, covering 91.6 kilometres (55

miles 1,585 yards)." A third of a litre

engine is one with cylinder measure-
ments of about 3in. bore by 3in. stroke.

The Shepherd's Bush Traclt.

A well-known motor cycle racer who
has closely inspected London's
new track is by no means
favourably impressed with it.

For motor cycles he doubts
whether it will be as fast as

Canning Town. He takes excep-
tion to the very sharp rising of

the bankings from the straight,

and also the absence of any fall

from the outside to the inside of

the track. He opines the di^-

signers would have done bettei

to have laid it more after the

model of the Paris paths, but no
doubt the question of the sper:

tators is a more important con

sideration, whilst, of course, it is

primarily intended for pedal

cycles. We hear that the Auto
Cycle Union Championships will

be decided at the Stadium in

August next.

§^W®/^/^/®/^/^^/^/®/®/^/^/®^''®/^/®/^/^^

show Motor Cycling in the Sahara Desert.

A French army officer, Commandant
Pein, has caused somewhat of a sensa-

tion in sporting and military circles in

France by announcing his intention of

crossing the Sahara on a motor bicycle.

For about a year he has used motor
bicycles in place of horses for the

carriage of mails between Berguent and
Mecheria, and has often ridden the dis-

tance separating the two places (184

kilometres) in six hours. The destina-

tion of this enterprising officer is said

to be In Salah.

News from New Zealand.

Mr. C. R. Russell, of Christchurch,
N.Z., writes as follows : "Motor cycles

are very popular here, and are becom-
ing more so every year. In this town
(on the plains) and in the more hilly

parts of the country. Triumph motor
cycles are very popular ; the Minerva
are also used a great deal. Rocs are

becoming popular on account of their

clu(.::h and two-speed gear, and I have
seen a Zenith Bicar. The four-cylinder

F.N. motor cycles are giving great

satisfaction."

The M.C.C. Team Competition.

We have already heard of five

clubs that will be represented

in the Motor Cycling Club's

Team Competition for The
Motor Cycle fifty guineas chal-

lenge cup. Club secretaries

should bring this event (which is

fixed for June 27th) to the notice of

their respective committees. This

year's competition is sure to be keener

than ever, as the Coventry Motor Club

tesip has only to win again to make
the trophy its own property.

Opinion of Motor Cycles.

A long paragraph was published in

the Daily Express last week in praise

of motor cycles. The writer drew
attention to the revival taking place

in motor cycling now, partly by

reason of the great improvements one

finds m the 1908 machines. He con-

siders that modem motor bicycles arc

remarkably efficient, their early troubles

having almost disappeared, so that they

are equal to the best motor cars for

reliability. The cost of running was
stated by the writer to be about one

penny for every five miles for fuel and

oil—a figure which cannot be equalled

by any other kind of self-propelled

vehicle. He pointed out that budding
motorists could not do better, there-

fore, than to take up motor cycling

and gain experience cheaply thereby.

The enjoyment and pleasure are endless.
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Torks County M.C.C.

Daring next month a petrol consumption trial has been

arranged for a solid silver cup to be won outright. Further

particulars can be obtained from the hon. sec, 8, Methley

Drive, Chapel-Allerton.

Western District MX. (London).

The above club will hold another whist drive at the Mil-

ford Hotel, Spring Grove, Isleworth, on Wednesday next,

March 18th, at 8 p.m. Tickets, Is. each, can be obtained

from the necretary, E. R. Babbage, 16, Rigault Road,

Folham.

Brighton and District M.C.O.

One or two valuable prizes have been promised the above

club for its first competition, which will be announced shortly.

Riders in the district are reminded that the entry fee is 2s. 6d.,

and the subscription only 5s. The club starts the year with

a membership of about forty and hopes to make good headway.

Noith-wtst London M.C.C.

The opening run of the year will take place on Saturday,

April 4th, the destination being Tring (Rose and Crown).

On Sunday there will also be a run to Tring. The meet will

be at Dollis Hill Lane, at 3 p.m., on the Saturday, and at

10 a.m. on the Sunday.
The captain, Mr. A. S. Phillips, has undertaken the duties

jf trials hon. sec. for the London to Coventry and back com-

petition. All communications should be addressed to him at

34, Alexandra Road, South Hampstead.

The Great Taimontb and District 10.0.0.

The A.G.M. was held at the Queen's Hotel, Great Yar-

mouth, preceded by a dinner. The reports of the hon. sec.

ind treasurer were received and adopted, and the following

:ifficers elected for 1908: President, Dr. T. W. L. Beales

;

rice-president, Mr. H. E. Culley ; captain, Mr. C. F. Lacey

;

hon. sec. and treasurer. Dr. V. H. Blake, Park View, Regent
Road, Great Yarmouth; hon. auditor, Mr. W. J. Tooley

;

committee. Dr. H. R. Mayo, Messrs. H. Collins, F. G.

Galley, F. W. Capenhurst, R. H. William.?, and F. Worts

;

representatives to A.C.U., Dr. Mayo, Mr. Galley, and Mr.
Lacey; to the M.U., Dr. Mayo and Mr. Lacey.

It was decided to select a team to represent the club in the

M.C.C. team competition for The Motor Cycle cup, and a list

of provisional fixtures was approved. It was decided that,

in the absence of a six months' notice from the A.C.U. and
M.U. to terminate their agreement of afBliation, the club

should remain affiliated to the above bodies for the ensuing

.year.

i Hewoaitle Motor Olnb.

The second annual dinner of the Newcastle Motor Club
was held at the Crow's Nest Hotel, Barras Bridge,
Newcastle, on Wednesday last, the 4th instant, when

j about forty members sat down to an excellent repast. In the
absence of the president, the chair wais taken by Councillor
J. H. Cousiins, of Corbridge-on-Tyne, and Mr. W. Stephen,
of Gateshead, filled the vice-chair. Both these gentlemen
are rice-presidents of the club. There were no speeches,
but Mr. J. E. Hodgkin (the hon. secretary of the North-
Elastem A.A., to which body the club wa« affiliated last

year) was given a little grace, as he had some information to
impart.

In proposing the toast of " The Newcastle Motor Cltib," Mr.
Hodgkin said, regarding motor cyclists, it was suggested that
they should become members of the N.E.A.A. and be affiliated

to the Auto Cycle Union, but the terms of affiliation were not
yet settled. The Motor Union had never done anvthing for
them, but the A.C.U. had been deputed by the R.A.C. to

look after their interests, and the N.E.A.A. would affiliate

them to the A.C.U.
Elaborate arrangements have been mad© by the committee

for the variable speed judging competition to_ be held at

Belsay on April 17tn in connection with the opening run.

The Hull and East Biding A.C.C.

The first annual general meeting of the above club took

place on Friday last, at which it was decided to alter the title

of the club from the Hull A.C.C. to the Hull and_ East

Riding A.C.C. Several new members were elected, bringing

the total membership up to seventy-four.

Twelve prizes have been promised for this year's events, and
the opening run takes place on April 20th (Bank Holiday) to

Bridlington, where the Scarborough M.C.C. will be met at

dinner. The following Sunday, April 26th, being Military

Sunday at York, the Hull club will. It is expected, have a

good turn-out.

The Motor Cycling Cluh.

It has been found impossible to obtain suitable accommoda-
tion at Dunchurch (Warwickshire) for the Easter tour, so

that this place will have to be abandoned as a centre. The
new centre will be announced as soon as one has been found

with sufficient hotel accommodation.
The following have been appointed to represent the club

on the A.C.U. Council: Jlessrs. E. B. Dickson, S. H. Fry,
R. H. Head, J. Van Hooydonk, F. J. Jenkins, H. G. R.

Slingo, W. H. Wells, and Dr. Clifford Gibbons.
Several new members were elected at the last committee

meeting.
Leeds K1.C.0.

The following is a list of fixtures arranged by this club :

Apr. 17th.—Opening run to Richmond. Meet Boroughbridge
at 10 a.m.

„ 25th.—The Kirk Trophy. Hill-climb, Beulah Hill, Leeds.

May 16th.—The Kelly Cup. Venue to be decided by Mr,
Kelly and trials hon. sec.

June 13th.
—

^The Langton Cup. Leeds to Edinburgh and back
in twenty-four hours.

„ 28th.—The Grange Trophy. Hill-climb, Sutton Bank,
Yorkshire.

July 11th.—The Invitation Trophy. Leeds, London and back
in twenty-two hours.

,, 25th.—Competition for championship of the club.

Aug. 3rd and 4th.—The President's Cup, for private owners
only. Two days' reliability trial in Lake Dis-

trict.

„ 15th—The Triumph Cup. Hill-climb, " Chevin," Otlev.

Sept. 12th.—The N.S.U. Shield. Speed contest, private park.

There will also be eight minor competitions.

Mr. Homer, a member of the committee, has offered a gold

badge to be presented to the champion of the club, the

champion to be decided as follows : Tlie survivors of the two
long-distance runs, i.e., Edinburgh and London, only are

eligible. The marks each competitor loses in the above runs

count against him for the championship, which will be
finally run off on July 25th. The rider losing least marks
will be judged the champion.
The hon. secretary, Mr. H. S. Atkinson, would be glad to

hear from other clubs having open dates which do not
clash with the above, for the purpose of arranging inter-club

meets. Address, 72, Avenue Hill, Leeds.

On Thursday last the above club held a final whist drive

at Fairbum's Rooms, there being almost one hundred present.

On Friday an extraordinary general meeting was held to con-

sider a complete alteration of rules as suggested by the com-
mittee. It was resolved during the evening to change head-
quarters to the Gra'^d Central Hotel. The 1908 programme
was approved.
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YorK County Motor Cycle Club.
A Paper on Carburetters and Petrol Consumption.

AT the Grand Central Hotel, on Thursday, February
27th, a very interesting paper was read by Mr. H.
H. Charge, honorary secretary of the York County
Motor Cycle Club. The subject was " Petrol and

the Heavier Spirits, Carburetters, Hints on Economy, Con-
sumption Trials."

Mr. Charge explained where petrol came from, how it was
produced, and the quantities of motor spirit and crude
petroleum imported into Great Britain. He explained that

he had found from experience that decidedly better results

were obtained by using a heavier spirit, such as benzol,

which he thought would become the fuel adopted by most
users of motor engines in the near future. There were, of

course, other heavier fuels, such as petrol and paraflBn mixed,
benzol and petrol, and paraffin by itself, but it had been

proved that paraffin alone tended towards overheating.

Several carburetters were shown, including the Longue-
mare. Brown and Barlow, Jap automatic, Gillet-Lehman,

and the new Triumph, all of which have been described from
time to time in The Motor Cycle-

After describing many devices and giving numerous hints

how economy may be effected, the reader of the paper re-

ferred in detail to past petrol consumption trials and con-

sumption trial formula, and expressed surprise that

more care had not been bestowed upon this interesting sub-

ject by motor cycle clubs. Mr. Charge wished to express

the fact that cylinder capacity must not be eliminated from
the formulse. He quoted a formula which appeared in The.

Motor Cycle of June 12th, 1907. The formula referred to

was as follows :

W D
— figure of merit.

T p
Now as W = weight of machine and rider in lbs., _D — dis-

tance in furlongs, T = time in seconds, P — petrol in ounces.

Anyone who worked the example given would find a huge
discrepancy. He pointed out, also, that it was not a

printer's error, as the figure of merit shows, yet this for-

mula had been passed over by a very large percentage of

motor cyclists without comment. The error referred to was
that 60 X 60 = 360, whereas 60 x 60 = 3,600.

On this formula a 5 h.p. Vindec, twin, cubical capacity

670 centimetres, weight of machine 185 lbs., and a 3^ h.p.

two-speed Vindec, cubical capacity 492, weight of machine

196 lbs., the twin-cylinder 5 h.p. Vindec would be required

to cover a greater mileage to the gallon than the single-

cylinder machine, which is absurd.
By further way of comparison three eingle-cylinder

machines were taken, viz., 3 h.p. N.S.U., 3i h.p. Triumph,
and a 5i h.p. single-cylinder Noble, with cubical capacity

respectively 331, 476, 673. The weight of each machine
being equal, viz., 160 lbs. All these three machines would
be expected to cover exactly the same distance to the gallon.

These examples assume the rider in each case to be of equal

weight. [Mr. Charge is quite correct in pointing out the

error in Mr. Jas. R. Kelly's formula, but as the omission of

the final only changes the position of the decimal point,

the results are the same as far as the formula is concerned.

Mr. Kelly did not take cylinder capacity into account in his

suggested formula becavise we presume he reckoned that

machines of equal weight should be fitted with engines of

equal cylinder capacity. Nearly all consumption trials where
a formula is used are calculated on weight and distance pro-

pelled ; cylinder capacity seldom enters into the calculation.

—Ed.]
The formula the lecturer suggested was as foUowe

:

W + C
- figure of merit, W - weight of rider, •

P
cubical capacity in centimetres, P = petrol consumption in

ounces. Mr. Charge suggested a course of twenty-five miles,

tanks filled to their utmost capacity and sealed. On finish-

ing the distance the tanks to be again filled, the amount of

spirit required being equal to the amount used.

At the completion of the paper several of the members
entered into a discussion on fuel. Mr. C. Potter stated that

he always used petrol and paraffin mixed in equal quantities

on his 6 h.p. Riley with very satisfactory results.

Mr. C. Benn said he had driven a 12 h.p. Argyll car 4,000

miles on benzol, and at completion of that distance the

engine was dismantled, and only a thin red deposit was
found upon the piston tops. He also used benzol on his

3 h.p. Triumph. He found it best to slightly weight the

lloat to get the best results. He found that he got twenty-

five per cent, more mileage on a gallon of benzol than he got

on a gallon of petrol, which seemed to confirm the lecturer's

opinion.

Mr. Shinn said that he got equally good results by using

a cheap brand of benzol on his 2i h.p. Jap. He had used
benzol at 5d. per gallon, but found it sooted his engine a

good deal.

Other members related their experience, and a very
pleasant evening was brought to a close with a vote of

thanks to Mr. Charge for his very able lecture, and to Mr.
J. Whittle, the chairman.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF MOTOR CYCLES.

LAST month's imports were down as compared with 1906
and 1907, the decline being due to the small number
of parts imported. The value of complete machines
and parts imported were :

1905. 1907. 1908.

£5,018 ... £7,864 ... £4,843.
Taking January and February together, the figures were

—

1905. 1907. 1908.

£9,896 ... £13,235 ... £11,578.

The Exports of British Machines.
The exports continue to advance steadily, the February

exports being valued at £4,105, compared with £3,514 in

1907 and £5,278 in 1906. The two months' export figures

stand at £7,601 in 1905, £8,346, and £8,908 this year.

British South Africa took £1,120 worth of the above exports.

During Febniary foreign motor cycles and parts were re-

exported from this country to the value of £1,301.

^—•••—(

In future the Lloyd Motor and Engineering Co. will fit

handle-bar control to their machines without extra charge.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., have issued a, circular
describing the value and use of an amperemeter, which they
will be pleased to distribute to readers who are interested.

The Rover Co., Ltd., inform us that they are in a position

to supply round tubular stands or luggage carriers for motor
cycles, and enquiries sent to the Meteor Works, Coventry,
will have their best attention.

It has now been definitely decided that the annual champion-
ships promoted by the Auto Cycle Union shaU take place this

year at the new stadium at Shepherd's Bush, and the date

fixed is Saturday, August 22nd, starting at 3 p.m.

The newest of the Peter Union tyres is the "basket pat-

tern " all rubber non-skidding tyre. The basket moulding '

extends around almost half the tyre's section, so that, how-
ever great a weight may be put on the tyre, there will always
be a non-skidding tread in contact with the road.

H. P. Rose, Ltd., 28, Frith Street, Shaftesbury Avenue.
W., have been appointed sole London agents for the Douglas
twin-cylinder motor bicycle. The engine fitted to this

machine was described and illustrated in The Motor Cyde of

the 5th of February, page 111.

We have no hesitation in saying that the finest motor c.ycle

catalogue yet published is the one just issued by the Rex
Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. It contains excellent photo-

graphic reproductions of the exterior and interior of the Rex
Works, the interior views showing machines in different pro-

cesses of manufacture. Photographs of some of the best

known motor cyclists mounted on Rex machines are also

included. The catalogue, of course, contains in addition

illustrations of the firm's latest models, with complete specifi-

cations and prices. It is well printed in colours on art paper,

and will be sent to any motor cyclist who ipplies to the

works at Coventry for a free copy.
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Ymmy 1908
2i h.p. Lightweight.

PRICE 32 GNS. MAGNETO IGNITION EXTRA.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

>^'>'-'- ARIEL WORKS, I?R"rN^G'^°Z:
LONDON agent: WAUCHOPE'S, 9, SHOE LAIMF, E.G.

Does an air cooled eng^ine overheat?

NOT IF ITS A NORTON.
The Desis*^ Rt-ohibi-ts i-fc.

iinDTnil lOflQ IMDDfltf fllCUTC ^''^ not merely talking points, but are
null I 'H I«IuO IllirnUV £in£ll IO features giving increased

EFFICIENCY, ELASTICITY, and DURABILITY.

Doyouwant SPEED & RELIABILITY?

Witness the Tourist Trophy Race, 1907,

and the Bombay to Poona Race.

These were "Trying" Trials and tlie^maehines

that scored

STANDARD NORTON.
5 h.p. Tourist Trophy Winning Model, Twin, Mas:neto. Spring Forlcs, £50 10s.

3i h.p. Single, iVIagneto, and Spring Forks, £41 10s.
Both w/ith Ba.ll Bearing Norton Eng^ines.

A customer writes re. his SJ h.p. :
" It is simply a glorious jigger, (here is no limit to its pace, I am delighted with It."

"I am especially gratlBed at its steadiness in mud of ail grades."

The NORTON Mfg., Co. Ltd., Birmingham.
In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."

^
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WHY NOT PLAN
YOUR TOURS NOW ?

^^>^^^^ MAP FOR MOTORISTS will be found an invalu-

able aid in planning an enjoyable motor bicycle or tricar tour.

— I. filLlJJII

Price

8/10

carriage

paid.

h .

^ I

lAP FOR MOTORISTS

Size,

4ft. Sin.

X 3 ft. 9 in.

Styles 1 and

2 mounted

on strong

rollers.

I'

Supplied in three styles— (1) Large hanging map, varnished,

with roads marked plainly in red and showing distances between

main towns ; (2) unvarnished and printed in black, on material

suitable for marking in roads covered or to be covered ; (3) folded

map, in strong case, suitable for carrying ih kit or on tricar.

The price for each map is the same. When ordering please state which is required.

Obtainable from

"The Motor Cycle" Offices, 20, Tudor St., London, EX.
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COMrETiriON RIDINO.

1"7Q. For any competition the

lachine must be tuned up to the best

f your ability. Practice will enable

on to tune up your machine as per-

jctly as the expert who rides for its

lakers could do it.

Hill Cleubs.
Coming to the course with the best

lachine on the course, and in the most
erfect tune, it is possible to be beaten

y twenty seconds.

Be smart off the mark.
Levers must be set so that machine

ill start at speed—throttle wide open,

)ark unretarded.
Start rather before the word than
iter it. Most riders lose five or six

•conds on the word "Go." If you
sat the starter he will call you back,

at you are. unlikely to do it.

You must go straight into the

iddle—^no feeling for the pedal.

Don't puih to start ; having every-

ling perfect, start her with one mighty
save from thighs and shoulders.

Safely arrived in the saddle, open the
:tra air cU once.

Within about thirty-five yards the
achine will be doing thirty-five miles
ir hour, and the proper place for the
ler's nose is adjacent to the lamp
aoket.

If the back be humped up high in

r, it is no good having the head
•wn ; the back should lie smoothly
>ng the top tube. Rene Thomas
ined a big advantage by doing this

If the engine and gear are right, you
ould just have to cramp yourself up
:d steer till the cheering begins up
jft ; but if the pulley is a shade too

g, the spark and air may have to
me back a notch or so apiece. This

' where you may make big mistakes,
id it is here that preliminary practice
1 the hill will score.
If the hill is as long as a mile, and
lu've really been humming, a pump

lubricant half-way up would be
ateful and comforting.
Arriving at the top, don't grumble
lOut belt slip, misfires, a cart half-
ly up, or other undeserved handicaps,
le timekeeper has got your figure,
id talking only destroys your reputa-
m.
Note.—Do not tune your machine
) at home, ride 100 miles to the hill
id trust to everything remaining just
• The hill should be reached over-
gnt, and the machine tuned up in
;e morning. If this is impossible,
je condition of valves, carburetter,
id ignition should be verified over
;Mn.

I

Non-stop Trials.
Five prolific causes of failure are

—

1- Loose nuts.
2- Dirt.

3. Punctures.

^- Belt troubles.
5- Ignition troubles.
A new, loose, or dirty belt is a sure
urce of trouble.
Light tyres, used without nail-
tchers, are pretty certain to out you.

(Continued from page 154.)

So is a cheap or untried plug. Put
a spanner on locking nut of plug at the

start.

Don't over-lubricate, for the sake of

the sparking plug.

Don't drive jerkily for the belt's

sake. Dropping the valve with igni-

tion fully advanced, or suddenly accele-

rating on stiff hills, will set up slipping

in a well adjusted belt sometimes.
Drive evenly at a moderate speed

—

pace tries the machine seriously.

Long Trials.
More men are outed in a six days'

trial by want of coolness than by the
unreliability of their machines. Never
allow yourself to get flurried, or to

fumble at the machine vaguely.
Don't overload the machine with

spares. Two valves, complete, four
good plugs, three belt fasteners, three
butt-ended tubes, tin of valve grinding
medium, spare contact breaker, full set

minor ignition spares, are all that need
be added to the regulation kit.

Drive at a moderate speed. High
speed throws double the necessary
burden on the machine.
Few troubles are really hopeless.

Cultivate an ingenious eye for make-
shifts in emergencies.

Start with a lower gear than is

ordinarily necessary, so that if machine
loses power you will not be fatigued by
struggles on hillsi

CROSS ROADS.
1^0. Unless a motor cyclist has

a view extending at least forty yards
down each road at right angles, he
should invariably be able to stop be-
fore a point of intersection is reached.
Tliousards of drivers take all cross-

roads too fast, so that they could not
stop in an emergency.

DBSOENDING HILLS ON A TRICAR.
1^1..—If the slope be impercep-

tible, run the engine on top gear well
throttled down, exactly as you would
on a motor bicycle.

If the slope be just steep enough to

coast down, declutch and switch off

engine at top, leaving gear lever in top
notch, but on no account in neutral.
Hold the clutch out firmly with the
foot ; nearing the bottom switch on
again, set the levers as for a handle
start, except that air need not be quite
shut off, and very gently let the clutch
in. If the clutch is let in suddenly,
the back tyre will be scraped, and the
tricar may swerve. A valve lifter is a
great convenience on a tricar, and saves
the clutch unnecessary work.

If slope be dangerously steep or
twisty remember a runaway tricar is

an almost impossible vehicle to dis-

mount from. Therefore, approach the
brow at a crawl, and get in first gear
just before commencing descent. Take
the clutch out, and then, even if the
brakes fail altogether, the machine may
be safely taken down, and can probably
be stopped on any gradient by simply
letting the clutch in again.

Care must be taken to slow engine
and machine very considerably before
changing to lowest gear.

By
Road Rider.

DOGS.

lS52i. Swinging the arm up as if

to hurl an imaginary stone is a certain
safeguard. Do it when close to the
dog, and shoot past before he discovers
there is no stone.

DRIVING A MOTOR SICTCLJS.

i.S!3. This subject divides itself

into two parts, the control of the
machine, and the control of the engine.

Control of the Machime.

1. Adjust pace so as to be able to
stop dead before farthest point of

vision is reached.

2. Always be prepared for the un-
expected, e.g.—
A child's dart out of an alley.

A cyclist's wobble.
A block in the traffic, round th«

corner.

Passengers dismounting from trams.
Traffic entering at speed from by-

roads.

Vehicles in front stopping suddenly.
Vehicles behind not stopping vrhen

you stop.

A tyre burst at speed.
A failure of the brakes when most

required.

Swerves of passing or oncoming cars,

especially if handled by ladies, or wheft
roads are greasy.
Attempted suicide by dogs, cows,

sheep, pigs, old ladies and children.

Cap throwing by small boys.
The best precaution is to have one

hand permanently on the switch or
valve lifter, and the other near the
brakes. Don't trouble about the
scenery when you are riding really fast.

3. Never drive with the silencer
cut-out open, except on lonely moors.

4. Use the hooter as little n«
possible ; when used, give two or three
firm, imperious toots. Behind carts
in narrow lanes where there is no room
to pass shout "ay-y-y-y!" to awake
the driver.

5. When pavements are greasy give
oncoming traffic all possible room. A
sideslip on the open road is nothing.
A tumble near hoofs or wheels is

dangerous.

6. Never overtake and pass a driver
who is not obviously aware of your
presence unless you have three times
as much room as you need. This is

specially applicable to motor cars
which you overtake.

7. Observe the rule of the road
strictly, even when you appear to be
alone on the earth, and in the event of

an accident give all the assistance

possible.

(To be continued.)

The partnership hitherto existing be-

tween Messrs. Rey and Pratt has been
dissolved, and the English agency for

Griffon motor cycles is now held solely

by the Heath Street Motor Works
(near to Hampstead Tube Station), of

which Mr. A. P. Rey is sole proprietor.

All models of the Griffon motor cycles

can be seen and tried at that address.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

X3 All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and addre

Variable Gears.

[3161.]—In reply to letter No. 3137, by H. Bennett, refer-

ring to my clutch, I will forward you drawings as soon as the
device is completed and protected. R. ENGLISH.

Silence.

[3162.]—In my letter describing a, silencer in your issue

-of February 26th. by an unfortunate mistake I omitted to

point out that the material used for the outer shell and the
end plates is brass. This is quite essential, as annealing of

these is the important part in the making. Brass tube four
inches diameter can be obtained from Messrs. Smith, Clerken-
well Square, E.G. G. D. MONICE.

The Balancing ol Petrol Engines.

[3163.]—It is a very difficult matter indeed to balance a

reciprocating engine running, as petrol engines do, at varying
speeds. The inertia of the different parts vary from each
other at different speeds owing to the separate parts being
of unequal weight, thereby causing unequal centrifugal forces.

The Triumph engine flywheel weights balance the piston,

piston rod, gudgeon pin, and piston friction in the cylinder.

As this friction varies directly as the speed and temperature,
it is plain to conceive that the combustion engine is difficult

to balance. T. MIDDLEFELL.

Belts V. Chains.

[3164.]—I have read with interest the correspondence on
"" Belts V. Chains " and the various articles published by you
thereon. Is it not significant that nearly all the advocates of

the belt (including Mr. B. H. Davies), after finding innumer-
able faults and dangers in the chain, all agree that it is the
be-'t transmission for sidecar work, i.e., where the very highest

efficiency is needed? A. BB. X.

[3165.]—I have read with much interest the letter of

"PHll," especially with regard to the chain drive. I pur-

chased when quite a novice a 3 h.p. Humber. I rode that
machine for two years and never had any trouble with the
chains, nor did I suffer from a jammed engine. The only

attention I gave the chains was a cleaning with paraffin, and
then a good oiling. Now, I am afraid I have remained some-
vfhat of a, novice; that is, I cannot claim to be able

to perform the mechanical feats some riders think nothing
of, so I am quite at a loss to understand the almost violent

attacks made on the chain as a means of transmission. Fur-
ther, does the performance of a certiiin chain-driven machine
in the six days' trials for three consecutive years go for

nothing?
"

L494.

Tricar Experiences.

[3166.]—You may perhaps remember the Rexette which I

wrote to you about, saying it would not go up hills of 1 in 10
with a passenger, and suggesting smallness of the inlet pipe

as the cause. You were quite right about there being friction

somewhere. I jacked up the rear wheel, and found that I

could barely turn it round with the chain on. This was
due to the chain being far too tight. The tightness of the

chain was necessary in order to keep it on the sprockets.

However well you trued it up, if the least slack it came off.

Having never had anything to do with chains before, I did

not see that this in turn was due to the chain Im
,

stretched a great deal, and it was riding on top of the t o

I first of all got a new chain, and this I found w;is i

whole link shorter than the old one, in a space of t"

links, i.e., twenty-one links of the new one equalled

links of the old one. I fitted this, and foimd it m: J

the difference in the world; but I was not satisfied, k

also fitted a copper inlet pipe lin. diameter in place of a

old |in. pipe, and found that it started up much easier, u

that it climbed hills a trifle better than even after the (Jl

adjustment. It will now take two up a 1 in 9 grad tl

weight 23 stones. As the low gear is a comparatively i^

one (far too high, I think), this is fairly good.

I also cut out a piece of the collar holding down the (

valve (automatic) seating, as I considered it throttled v

inlet considerably. The result has justified this proce e

It will restart (after a ten minutes wait) without floi y,

the carburetter—a great matter for a doctor. Many tl ii

for your trouble. (DR.) H. GASKEl

Outside Flywheels.

[3167.]—In your issue of March 4th we notice a ' e

[No. 3148] re "Outside Flywheels," signed M. Marshall

We gave up using the old parallel key and non-star d

taper some time back for two reasons. Firstly, we e.^ 'i

enced considerable trouble with the method, and, seeo v

in our opinion it did not make a sound mechanical job.

With the Morse Taper and Woodruff key you have s r

thing which is standard all the world over, and not liab t'

mechanical trouble.

We hope to be able to give full particulars of our new 3

Mark III. engine, to which Mr. Marshall refers, in oi

journal shortly. , THE FAIRY MOTOR C

Best Route to Switzerland.]

[3168.]—I notice in The Motor Cycle of February :
I

under the heading "Questions and Replies," you advi i

correspondent—" W.R.W."—that you think a 4 to 1 gea 3i

a 3i h.p. machine suivable for him to reach Zurich, and a r

wards for use in Switzerland, though a good plan to f

"

adjustable pulley.

May I, from my own experience of touring in Switzerl rf

make one or two suggestions.

""As to route, your correspondent could reach Zurich it

Havre (as you suggest), Rouen, Paris, Chalons, Nancy, i"

Bale, or a nearer route from Paris through Troyes and Be n

to Bale, then, if not tied for time, and scenery is an ob I

up the Rhine Valley to Schaffhausen, and through Winter a

to Zurich. If the roads are open while there, I would ac sf

him to return—if time permits

—

vid Lucerne, Altdorf, Ai t

matt, the Rhone Valley to Geneva, then Dijon and Pari:

Now, with regard to gear, no doubt a 4 to 1 may be ser,^

able to Bale, or possibly the way I suggest to Zurich ;
}l

if " W.R.W." intends riding south of the latter pla^ '

should decidedly advise a lower gear. On the stiff as( tf

the corners could hardly be taken at a greater pace u

twelve miles an hour, and besides, a low speed, I believ «

only allowed on some roads. Therefore I would sugg£ "

gear nearer 5 to 1. Of course, the weight carried mus :>*

taken into account.

Trusting this may be of some use, as I pity the man wi »

high gear in Switzerland.
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Variable Gears on Lightweights.

.69.]—The rapid reduction of weight in relation to
T that has of late been effected has added multitudes of

B who had hitherto held aloof, but the great majority of

d-be motor cyclists are undoubtedly still excluded from
pastime by the difficulties and dangers connected with
iting and starting the engine.

ith an up-grade road and a slippery surface many riders
difficulty even with an ordinary pedal bicycle, but with
?eight of the machine trebled and the stubborn resistance

16 or more pistons to overcome before the wheels will

I, followed occasionally by frantic and breathless efforts

mounting to induce the engine to continue pulling, the
)ect loses all its charms to all but youthful or strong
s.

is appears to be the only obstacle to a boom in feather-

it machines, and the first firm that overcomes it by a
mgine and two-speed gear without appreciably increasing
?eight will, I imagine, before many months be working
md night to clear off accumulating orders.

a any of your engineering readers give the minimum
it of a i h.p. steam engine with flash boiler (similar to

ierpollet type) worked at, say, 200 lbs. pressure? Also
\\ h.p. engine and boiler suited in either case for driving
ax bicycle? Also the consumption of water per hour?

MOTO.

Magneto Ignition.

'0.]—I not« in the article on " Magneto Ignition " in
isue of February 19th that the writer makes a remark
' effect that some
1 is required in

to be able to
the ignition point

magnetos are
The accompany-

ketcb it carried

will, I think,

about the de-
result.

usual gear
A is free on its

and a nut B is

d hard on to

d of the spindle,

1 to keep the
in position. The
3r C is driven
•ojections A, on
gear wheel A
•n the medium
3 portions Ci in-

with C. The member C is longitudinally displacable
tension of nut B, and by means of pegs Bi sliding in

id grooves B, may alter its position relatively to B
16 armature-shaft, thereby advancing or retarding the
>n point to any required degree.
jrder to ensure a sound job, a pin passes through nut
1 the armature-shaft, while the projections Ai are a
working fit in holes in G. A suitable lever arrange-
is employed to actuate the slidable collar C, the exact
ition depending on the machine to which it is fitted,

levice has the advantage that it may be fitted to any
ig machine. WM. A. DAVIS.

Exchange Transactions.

1.]—Noticing a certain amount of correspondence in

Jj' paper anent the bad business methods, to use the
>iOffensive term, employed by some of the dealers in

Cjl-hand motor cycles, I think perhaps my experience in
I lar transaction may be of interest, if not of actual value,
^^ne of your readers.
ijie little time since I sent an old machine to Messrs.
I'iiops's, asking them what they were prepared to allow

I

in part payment for a second-hand machine of later

«|and in reply they stated £6 could be allowed in part
'lint for a second-hand machine, and £11 10s. in part
'liga for a new macliine of the previous year's pattern
tig, new, £32. I desired a spring frame Bat, so accepted
' Jer of £6, and was prepared to wait until the machine
f ted turned up, but in the meantime kept my eyes open
good machine of any other make which might suit.

Messrs. Wauchope's from time to time wrote giving specifica-
tions of machines they thought would suit, and advising what
they thought would be fairly certain to give satisfaction in
this district (South Wales). Upon one occasion I sent a
cheque to them for the purchase of a Sj h.p. Bat, but the
machine had just previously been sold, and my cheque was
returned. I have not been suited yet, but this has not been
through lack of courtesy and honest endeavour to please on
the part of the persons with whom I have been dealing.

I think perhaps there are some who in purchasing a machine
expect to receive a new mount at a second-hand price, and
are greatly astonished that a dealer should wish to make a
profit, probabljr thinking he should carry on his business as a
philanthropic mstitution ; but, of course, there are dealers
who take an unfair advantage of the beginner. May I suggest
that all persons, after dealing with a dealer in second-Iiand
motor cycles, should write to the editor a short report of

his treatment, such statement being filed and used for the
benefit of beginners who write to the editor seeking his

assistance. If this suggestion is acted upon, I should advise
that every beginner write to this paper giving a list of the firms
who he thinks will suit him, and requesting the editor's advice
as to the one with whom he should do business.

The harm done to motor cycling by the unscrupulous dealer
cannot be taken too seriously ; there is also a great deal of

annoyance caused by the firms who do not take the trouble
to suit their customers. Where is the man, given the machine
for which he has paid a reasonable price (and of which he
knows very little), which turns out to be of bad make, in

wretched condition, and requiring a great deal more tuning
up than the owner is able to give it, who would not be con-
siderably discouraged and tempted to give up the pastime
altogether? Undoubtedly a great number of persons have
been lost to the motor cycling ranks after their first attempt
on this account. The praise or condemnation of a person
who has tried motor cycling has more effect than the words
of one who has not. SOLICITOR.

The Future of Motor Cycling.

[3172.]—I have just finished reading the paper on " The
Future of Motor Cycling," and notice that mention is made
therein of the Mabon clutch.

As I have been a most satisfied user of this excellent acces-

sory, I think it only fair to the makers thereof to give expree-
sion of my satisfaction.

The clutch has been fitted to my machine—a 2^ h.p. Vindec
—for about a vear and has seen a large amount of heavy
traffic work, anj for such riding its value is inestimable. I

simply would not on any account go back to the fixed pulley
arrangement. I have discarded the pedals as being unneces-
sary now, and seldom feel the need of them.
Although a starting handle is provided with the clutch, I

do not use it. I merely start the engine by running alongside
the machine, take the clutch out, stop the machine, and sit

across the stationary machine in safety and comfort, the-

engine being governed by the exhaust valve lifter. I have
nothing but praise for the clutch. T. H. D., B.SC.

[3173.]—Mr. H. G. Bell's lecture on the above topic, be
fore the members of the Auto Cycle Union, on the 28th ult.,

brought out a somewhat lengthy discussion of a more or less

mutual admiration order.

The importance of the subject merits discussion on much
broader lines, and I trust you will open your columns for a
further ventilation of your readers' opinions.

Without wishing to discount the value of the trade mem-
ber's experience, the writer values the practical rider's views
as tending towards a more rapid and healthy growth of the

sport, as well as an appreciation of the vast utility which the

motor bicycle opens up.

Has not a clerical gentleman advanced the state of the two-
speed gear in spite of trade opposition at first? Would motor
bicycles for the fair sex have been attempted at all had it not

been for an enthusiast in the Midlands who, by practical

example and a facile pen, " bossed the job " of de-

signing something approaching what is wanted but as yet not
attained? It is a thousand pities that Englishmen with the

most superb system of roads at their doors do not wake up
and supply a lightweight, medium powered, variable speed,

easily started, comfortable and clean motor bicycle, which
would tempt the thousands of cyclists to swell our ranks and
help to influence beneficial legislation to further aid our cause.
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Mr. Bell showed us French, Swiss, and Belgian examples

of light motor bicycles, the clean splendid workmanship of

which showed itself in even the most minute details. Are
there no English specimens that can match the Continental

machines, and why not? The writer has owned and ridden

five motor cycles ranging in weight from 79 to 200 lbs., with

three h.p.'s from li to 4, and he proposes now to return to

the first love—the lightweight—for obvious reasons.

One speaker wandered away to tricars, and might possibly

have ended up with Quads, forgetting that his firm's design

of a motor bicycle is one of the most original and practical

machines made in England—at least that is the writer's

opinion, who might possibly be riding one had not its weight

and price been a drawback to his enthusiasm.

A machine on the lines of the Phoenix Cob, built up of light

Eauge tubing, with extra braces similar to those used in the

lursley-Pedersen push bicycle frame, a vibrationless engine of

the double-opposed cylinder variety, with chain drive en-

closed in an oil case cover, might sell, if the price was not

over £32, and well made.
The first time the writer saw a Motosacoche it was being

driven along the footpath leading into Milan, Italy. Rain
descending in torrents caused the wide deep gutters to fill to

quite a large stream, while trees planted in the middle of the

pathway obstructed the course. In spite of all this the rider's

speed was, to say the least, rather fast, and, to my mind,
dangerous under the circumstances, which speaks well for the

easy control of this machine. Good business management and
judicious advertising, together with splendid workmanship,
tell in the end. Personally, I do not care to own one of these

machines, because the engine is too high up in the frame, and
I should prefer the ladies' model, where the engine is of more
generous dimensions, but I believe in a two-cycle or else a

double-opposed engine type as being free from vibrations,

which tend to weaken a light frame.

Motor cycles that permit the rider to place both feet

squarely on the ground are safest in grease, and disastrous

sideslips may be avoided when one is able to check the first

symptoms by a vigorous kick on the ground. The Fairy and
Douglas are too high up, and the Fairy has a countershaft

running at nearly engine speed. If the light Fairy were

built more on the lines of the higher powered machine of the

same make it might possibly sell better. The Americans can

build a twin-cylmder 5 h.p. motor cycle only weighing 135

lbs. (see page 230, January Number Cycle and Automobile

Trade Journal), then it is time that we had a 2^ h.p. weigh-

ing less than 90 lbs. on the fine roads in this country.

Cannot levers be made to take the place of cranks for the

pedals, so that footboards may be used without interfering

one with the other. The gear ratio may be changed by at-

taching the chain at different parts of the lever, and the

length of stroke adjusted to suit the length of reach and
height of frame. This letter is already too long, otherwise

the writer might illustrate his meaning with a few sketches

showing the possibilities of his ideal mount.
INTERNATIONAL.

First Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.

[3174.]—I was greatly surprised to see in the last

issue of The Motor Cycle the prominence given, not only in

the editorial columns, but in the advertisement of one of our

most esteemed competitors, to what was evidently intended

to be a friendly match between two Oxford men. And, under

the circumstances I feel that it is only fair to riders of Vindec
Special motor cycles to explain a few facts in connection with

this event.

In the first place, the Vindec Special ridden by one of the

competitors was purchased by him in December, 1906, and
has probably been ridden many thousands of miles, not only

by the owner, but by various friends of liis in Oxford. The
machine when sold (and we understand it was ridden at Brook-

lands in the same condition) was fully equipped as a road-

ster according to the A.C.U. definition of a touring machine,

and was what the manufacturers designate as their Tourist

Trophy model. According to The Motor Cycle, the Triumph
machine was stripped of mudguards, but The Motor Cycle

does not mention the fact that it had auxiliary ports in the

cylinder, which was a fact. It, therefore, became without
question a track racing machine, and the time made has been

equalled on Canning 'Town track many times by much lower

powered machines ; therefore, it was nothing marvellous.

The rider of the Vindec, unfortunately, drilled some extra

axe vents in hia induction pipe just previous to the race, and

some of the borings got lodged under one of the exhau

valves, causing one cylinder to stop firing. It is, therefoi

nothing to the discredit of the machine that he was beaten.

The manufacturers of the Vindec Special have never cater

for track racing, and confine their efforts entirely to ful

equipped touring machines. If, however, the Triumph C

believe that their machine is faster than the Tourist Trop

Vindec Special, I am quite willing to arrange a friend

match race at Brooklands, I to ride the 75 x 76 Twin Tour
Trophy model Vindec against an 84 x 86 single-cylind

Triumph driven by a member of their staff, the conditio

being that no auxiliary ports are to be drilled in either cyli

ders, and that each machine will be so equipped as to comj

fully with the Tourist Trophy conditions of 1907, the mat

to consist of flying start races over a measured mile, the bi

two out of three to be the winner and the loser 'to pay Bro<

lands track expenses. W. H. WELLS

Courtesy at the Shows.

[5175.] — In reference to the letter signed "Or.

Quartette," may I be allowed to state that within my o

experience courtesy is not yet altogether dead in Engl

firms. I refer to the Lloyd Co., Birmingham. Last Decern!

they allowed me a trial nm on their 3^ h.p. machine. 1

wonther was bad and the roads iu a terrible state. Howe's

they made no conditions at all as to the state in which

machine might be returned. I was also shown over tl

works, and had every detail fully explained.

I am in no way connected with the trade. However, 1 h

that the gentlemen in question, although they may
"cross," have not been "caught yet" by the foreign trs

C. CALDICOn

Two-stroke Engines.

[3176.]—Seeing a design for a two-stroke engine in a rec

number, it occurred to me that one of my own might bt

interest, as I think it

could be more easily

fitted to a motor cycle

frame than the one in

question. On the up-

stroke of th^ piston air

is drawn in through
valve A.
The down stroke

compresses this air and
drives it through the

wick carburetter C to

valve B, which pre-

vents the mixture en-

tering the cylinder,

until the pressure of

burnt gas has fallen

considerably, thus les-

sening the risk of pre-

ignition. The mixture
is adjusted by the

three-way tap D, and
the exhaust gases

escape through holes F.

The crankcase could be
designed with a very
small capacity, so that a fairly high pressure of air coul( '

obtained below the piston. I suggest that throttling cc 3

be obtained by opening a small tap in the air pipe below

some of the air would be expelled through this, and, co

quently, less mixture would reach the cylinder. An ordii y

float chamber—not shown—would maintain a constant I 1

in chamber C, and a very small hole would connect then "

that the level would not be appreciably altered by the m'

ments of the piston. E. SHIRLEY JONE!

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C.C.P.L." (Melksham) would like users' experiences of *

two-speed gear manufactured by T. Slaughter, of Weston-so f

Mare. The gear was illustrated and described in Tht M"
Cycle of August 7th, 1907.

"Albany" would value riders' experiences of the 'O

Triumph used with a sidecar attachment. What is «

maximum gradient machine will take without two gO-

passengers about 20 stones ? Also opinions of users of >«

new Montgomery sidecar. Does the non-skid attachnU

really prevent side-slip?
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)S.BT.
VIOT)EC 5PBGiai

THE MOTOK CyCLE Of MERIT.
>.BT

Model H, single cylinder, 3| h.p., with " Vindec" Two-speed Gear, makes

an ideal combination for the discriminating buyer who wants solid

comfort combined with absolute reliability. It will take you anywhere

—

can be started without the least difficulty in the middle of a steep

hill—and is a worthy companion to the twin-cylinder " Vindec," which

is acknowledged to be one of the best motor cycles in existence.

Our profusely illustrated " BooK of the Vindec Special " is interesting

reading—sent free upon receipt of request.

5syT/i BpJTlSMTRAm^^G Csl!^
13 & 15 WILSO/H 5T, FI/^SBUR.y. LO/NDO/S.E.C

Motor Oyeli^st^
THERE IS THE TYRE YOD WANT

THE

((

GOODRICH
ALL-RUBBER NON-SKID TYRE.

PRICE: Tyre Complete (26 x 2^), 47/6; cover only, 40/-. Can also be

fitted to your existing tyre, price 21/-

Gives complete Immunity from Skidding without loss of Resili-

ency or Speed.

The Success of 1907 in Motor Gar Tyres now applied for the
first time to Motor Gycles.

Will they wear ? They will

!

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE

B. F. GOODRICH CO., 7, SNOW HILL, LONDON, E.C.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICCS*

ADVERTISEMENTS In these
columni—Id. per word, minimum Is.

Nam i and addr'ss must be counted In the
case of Trade Advertisements a series of
thirteen Insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should
be accompanied with remittance, and be
addressed to the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices

of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry, on the
Friday moning, or If sent to London, by the
Thursday afternoon previous to the date of
publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSESi
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

be addressed to numbers at The Motor Cycle
OfBce. When this is desired, 2d. will be charged
for registration, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes .nn-t be sent for forwarding replies.
Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. 000, c/o The
Motor Cycle, Coventry," or ii "London" is added
to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor St., B.C.

a«~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown

persons may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties
we advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of
the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
:s forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days. For all transactions exceed-
ing f10 in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry,
And cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ihffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

receive no answer to their enquiries are request-
ed to regard the silence as an indication that
the goods advertised have already been dis-
posed 4l. Advertisers often receive so many
inquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — As the

largest dealers in lies machiiieB. we
have a few 1907 shop-soiled machines at
clearance prices. Great bargains. E,k-

changes in all 1903 Hex and N.S.U. models.

HALIFAX. — 1907 3i h.p. Kex. 26 by 2i
Continentals, spring forks, soiled;

19 guineas, November price £26 5e.

HALIFAX. — 1907 35 guinea twin Eex,
spring forks, soiled; £23; you save

£13 158. ; we gain your confidence.

HALIFAX.—1907 magneto twin Eex, un-
ridden. November price. £42, our

price £28 lOs.; another £13 lOs. saved.

HALIFAX.—Shop-soiled 1907 black and
gold Rex de Luxe, twin tyre, mag-

neto, Roc clutch; 1908 price £55 138.. our
price £35; you save £20 13s.; we cannot
keep this up indefinitely, and only a Ilex
agent can do it.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Rex do Luxe. Roc
clutch, two-speed gear, magneto;

55 guineas; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Rex featherweight,
magneto, magnificent hill-climber,

recommended; 25 guineas.

HALIFAX.-1908 34 h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
just delivered; £M; allow £25 for

last year's model.

HALIFAX.—1903 5* h.p. twin N.S.U. , mag-
neto; £52; allow £25 for 1907 single

magneto, in good condition.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments, exchanges; high -class

machines purchased for spot cash. — 16,

Westgate. Halifax. Telephone. 766.

The FIRST TOUR of the SEASON !

Do you remember the splendid weather
and grand roads of last Easter ?.^_^ t_.,

DO NOT BE UNPREPARED.
The PREMIER MOTORAGF N CYwill take
your old machine on your hands (allow-
ing best possible price). This will save
you all the annoyance and delay of
selling it privately. They will advise
you as to selection of a new machine
suited to your individual requirements.

The following are good to select from :

TRIUMPH.
N.S.U.

VINDEC SPECIAL.
Rf-X.

ROC.
BROWN.
F.N., 4-C5I. and Lightweight.

MOTOSACOCHE.
They can tie seen running here, or we will

furnish all details.

But do not be too late to get Delivery.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES are being
Snapped up. Write for our full list

of these ; all tuned up and sold under
signed Certificate of Fitness.

W^-iSSt,, £ s.

Triumph, magneto, i\ h.p., 1907 35
Triumph, magneto, 3 h.p., 1906 25
Quadrant, magneto, 3^ h.p., 1907,

soiled 33
Triumth, 1906, Replated and

Enamelled . . . . . . 30
Brown, 3J h.p., 1907 . . . . 28
Vindec Special, 5 h.p., Twin, 1907 35
F.N. Lightweight, 1 j h.p., 1907 . . 25
Minerva, 4 h.p.. Twin, magneto 23
N.S.U. Twin, magneto, 4 h.p., 1907 30
Rgx de Luxe, 5J h.p., Twin . . 26 10

5 h.p Twin Rex 17
N.S.U., magneto, free engine . . 21

The following are in good running
order

:

3 h.p. Buehet 7

3 h.p. Fafnir 8
3 h.p. Quadrant 8
2| h.p. Excelsior 9

35 h.p. Rex 11 10
4 h.p. Excelsior water-cooled

Tricar IS
7 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, water-

cooled . . 35
A few new covers 26 X 2 Jin. at 12/6 each.

TWO-SPEED GEARS with Roc clutch
for high-power Motor Cycles. Give
particulars of your machine, and we
will quote you per return. Immediate
Delivery.

Our Booklet **0n the Choice of a Motor Cycle,** and
other Interesting matter, sent post free.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Astsn Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone: 4310. Telegrams :
" I^mtis,'* B'hom.

The World's Motor Cycle Emporium.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—Holds the finest and largest

stock of second-hand cycles in the
world. 300 to select from.

HALIFAX.—Fine twin Bex, Greenwood's
Leeds-London record holder, regis-

tered, guaranteed; £22 lOs.

HALIFAX.—1907 5i h.p. twin N.S.U.,
spring forks, 2i tyres, regular Bean

Brunell, lovely machine; £27 10s.

HALIFAX.—5 h.p. twin Antoine, 1907
machine, spring forks, without fear

or favour; £25.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine. 190T
gine, spray, 26 wheels, nearly new:

£14 10s.; splendid climber.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. Minerva, spray,
girder forks. 25 by 2i Clincher A Won.

begging at £16 10a,

HALIPAX.-4 h.p. 1907 Jap, 85 by 85.

Chater-Lea, iA by 1\ tyres, almost
equal to new; £23; torpedo tank.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Phelop and Moore,
magneto, spring forks, low frame.

two-speed gear, climbs anything; £34.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. 1907 Eex. magneto,
Crypto two-speed gear and Mont-

gomery flexible sidecar ; complete, £2&
15s. ; without sidecar, £24.

HALIPAX.^J h.p. light low Eex, spring
forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemare; £12

17s. 6d. ; snap this.

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin Eex. 26 by 2i
Clincher A Won, spring forks; £22:

£17 allowed for powerful 1907 machine.

HALIFAX. -^ 1906 l\ h.p. Eex, speciaUy
good condition, 26 by 1\ Clinchers;

£16 5s.

HALIFAX. — 5i h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe,
twin tyre. Hoc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £27 10s.; nearly new.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. number, spray, trem-
bler, chain drive, splendid climber;

cheap, £9 10s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 twin Minerva, spray,
non-skid to rear, long low mount;

£24 10s.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. 1906 Eex, spring
forks, low frame, foot brake, alu-

minium finish; £15 15s.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Simms, vertical en-

gine, magneto ignition, easy starter,

reliable; £17 10s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 twin Eex, almost
equal new, no complicated speed

gears required; £22; buy now, to-morrow
may be too late; allow £15 for 3J h.p. Eex.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Antoine. 26 wheels,
low frame, trembler, girder forks,

very fine mount; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Kerry. 3i h.p., vertical en-

gine, spray, very fine condition; £18
lOs., perfect order.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Alcyon, tvrin, spring
forks, N.S.U., two-speed gear, and

sidecar; £27 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eex, Lenguemare,
trembler coil. Clincher tyres. Fish-

back belt; no oJEfers; £15 15s.

HALIFAX.—1907 Bex de Luxe, magneto,
twin tyre. Roc clutch, spring forks;

£27 lOs.; exchange wanted.

HALIFAX. — 1907 N.S.U. Lightweight,
magneto, almost as new. stand,

splendid climber; £22 10s.

HALIFAX.—Genuine twin Eex, guaran-
teed, spring forks, low built, goes

like a flash; £16 given for 1906 Rex. £13

lor 1905 Eex. £11 10s. for 1904 Eex. or £10

10s. tor 1903 Eex in part payment.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Minerva, 25 wheels,
can be thoroughly recommended:

£16. a bargain.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-

change, or extended payments. See
Tricar list. Telephone. 766. High-class
machines purchased for prompt c»ah. —
16, Westeate, Halifax.

7ft am,mve.ring any advertisement on this page it is desirable tluU you intntion " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S List of Second-hand Motor

Cycles at present on hand.

MAUDE'S. — 3 h.p. Bradbury, 26in.
wheels, new tyres to rear, beautiful

puller; £10.

jl/TAUDE-S.—23 h.p. Vindec Special, like
new. mag:neto; £17.

"V/rAUDE'S.—6 h.p. Rex^ de Luxe, mag-
neto,

like new;
twin tyres.
£27.

Roc free engine,

MAUDE'S.—5 h.p
tremblers

Rex, spring- forks,
1907 model, like new,
£22.including tyres

MAUDE'S. — Twin Rex. 2Jin.
special machine, a beauty;

TAUDE'S.-e h.p. Rex,

tyres,
£22.

spring forks.Mi ...
beautiful condition; £19, our price.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon,
spray, good tyres;

jl/TAUDE'S.—23 h.p.DeDion. spray, long

3f h.p., M.O.V.,
£10.

£10.
handle-bars. Clinchers, foot brake

;

Bradbury. 2 h.p.,
£8.

vertical.

-2J h.p. Lauder.
26in. wheels, new tyres;

low
£10.

built.

MAUDE'S,
very good tyres

MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. Minerva, spring forks,
spray carburetter, very good tyres;

£8.

Tl/TAUPE'S.-

MAUDE'S.—Beautiful 1905 Rex. in per-
fect order and condition ; £12.

MAUDE'S. — Twin Minerva. 2J tyres,
splendid mount ; £25.

MAUDE'S. — Ideal lightweishts. Ma-
chines we can recommend as Light-

weights; 2 h.p. Minerva, £8; Ariel 2*
h.p., £8; MitcheU, 21 h.p.. £6.

MAUDE'S.—3J h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C.
gine, perfect, tyres practicallv n't

£10.

MAUDE'S,
forks, £8;

261^. wheels,

MAUDE'S.^ h.p. Noble, vertical, spray,
very good tyres; £10.

LUDE'S.-3
low built, long handle-bars, spray;

. en-
aew;

Minerva, 2 h.p.,
M.M.C. , vertical,

trembler, £10.

spring
spray.

261n. wheels, BlOO

Tl/TAUDE'S.—3 h.p. Fafnir, 26in. wheels,

£12.

MAUDE'S.—Hnmber, 23 h.p., a beauty,
£9; 23 h.p. Kerry, spray, low built,

BlOO saddle, £9.

MAUDE'S.-Clarendon, 1906 model, 26in.
wheels, ball bearing engine, enam-

elled green, absolutely like new; £15.

MAUDE'S.—3i h.p. Centaur, vertical,
free engine,

saddle; £16.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva. 2J h.p., spray, very
good tyres; a machine we can

highly recommend; £12.

MAUDE'S. — 1906 Rex. footbrake. foo1>
boards fitted, an exceptional

cUmber; £15.

MAUDE'S. — Twin Werner. 35 h.p.. a
splendid climber, and very reliable-

£18.

MAUDE'S.—Jap, spray carburetter, aa
new; £9.

MAUDE'S.—3i h.p. M.M.C. vertical en-
gine, 26in. wheels, spray carbur-

etter, good tyres, powerful; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 3J h.p., 26in. wheels,
1905 model, perfect ; we guarantee

this machine to be as new In every way

;

£15.

MAUDE'S.—Rex, low built, 26in. wheels,
spray, trembler, good tyres, and

a very fine puller; £12.

MAUDE'S. — 2 h.p. Quadrant-Minerva,
spray. V belt, a very good light-

weight; £8.

MAUDE'S. — Quadrant, new cylinder
fitted, just overhauled, spray ; a

pity to miss this at £10.

MAUDE'S.—Lloyds, 23 h.p., B. and B.
carburetter, £12; Rex. 3J h.p.,

trembler, good tyres. Phoenix two-speed
gear, fine puller. £15.

MAUDE'S.—Brand new 1903 Twin 7-8 h.p.
Minerva, delivery yet to be effected

from makers, guaranteed perfect; listed
at £45, accept £36 spot cash; no offers.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street
(behind Victoria Hall). Halifax, guar,

intee all the above to be in perfect run-
ung order, and ready for the road before
ielivery.

Mlnervas

Mlnervas

Mlnervas
By specialising upon these machines we
are able to allow you more for your old

machine in part payment. Why there-

fore not avail yourself of this when
considering an exchange for your new

motor cycle.

We have the best market for second-

hand motor cycles and therefore we nan
again allow you more for your present

machine.
THEREFORE it will appear to you

that there is no harm in writing for

terms for exchange. THIS is exactly

what we wish you to do, and remember

there is no fear of an everlasting curse

falling upon you by so doing.

Moto Reves

WfltoBms

Moto Reves
We also specialise upon these as the

finest lightweight upon the market, also

the cheapest, and without a doubt the

most reliable.

We are aware of the fact that this year

is to be one of lightweights, and the

demand is ever increasing, so we have
catered for this class of traffic

Catalogues and Definite Quotations per
' return ot post.

We tan alto quote you for—
Vincfec 8pe<3ia.lai
PHelon IVIooresi
IVIotosELCochei
Rhanomens,
RHoertix,
Zeni-tHSi
ArielSf
k.lVI.C.'a,
Rocs.

WRITE FOR TERMS-

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX

(behind th« Victoria Hall).

Telephone 433 day, 904 night.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Oyde

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
21 h.p. Motor Cycle, going order; £6.

'2 —26, Manor Grove, Richmond. Sui^
rey.

RALEIGH, 3 h.p. Fafnir, chain driven,
spray ; £12.—Cross, jeweller, Rother-

ham.

MAGNETO Minerva. 2| h.p., 1907, new;
cost £37, accept £23.—Barrett, con-

fectioner, Southwell.

21 h.p. Triumph, no faults; worth £20,
2 sacrifice £12 10s.—Bradley. Worth-

ington, near Wigan.

T.A.P., 2J h.p., 1907, excellent_condition.

Lea. Bolton-on-Dearne.

£9.-2 h.p. Quadrant, improved contact,
snray. ready for road.—Hill, Princes

Road, Buckhurst Hill.

good running
173. Gillingham

21 h.p. Kerry, spray,
2 order; £10.—B.H.,

Road, GiUingham. Kent.

51 h.p. Twin N.S.U.. accumulator.

01 h.p. 1907 Magneto N.S.U.,
02 very low frame;

li

05

_ _ - per-
2 feet; lowest cash price £23 10s.

—

Towler, Bowerham. Lancaster.

24in. wheels,
£19 10s. first cash.

—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London.

£7.—Ormonde, 2 h.p., excellent little

machine, in good going order, ready
to ride away.—69, Hill Rise, Richmond,
Surrey.

1 Q07 Triumph, magneto, new condition,
J-tJ faultless, Goodrich non-skid. Rich
tubes, lamp, spares; £35.—Payle, Temple
Road, Dublin.

h.p. New Hudson-Minerva, handle-
bar control, spares, going order;

£7, or near offer.—Lush, grocer, Ohertsey
Road, "Woking.

h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, ridden
1,000 ; £20, lowest

;
photo ; accept

26in. frame variable geared cycle as
part payment. — 3. St. James' Street,
Brighton.

CAROLEA, 3 h.p., Simms^Bosch mag-
neto, Xl'all spring forks, low frame,

adjustable pulley, tyres nearly new, in
perfect running order; £21 10s.—^Wefift,

builder, Moreton-in-Mai'sh. Glos.

BAT Twin, 5-7 h.p., and sidecar, all ac-
cessoi'ies. and spares-, £45 ; Minerva

twin, 4i h.p., both superb condition. £22;
trial ; take push bike part payment.—Sid-
ney. 41, Green Street, Cambridge.

31 h.p. Light Low Rex, M.O.V., Guenet
4 trembler, Longuemare, Watawata,

foot brake, M. and B. switch, perfect con-
dition, engineer owned ; trial ; £12 lOs.

—

D. Lidderdale, Weeping Oross, Stafford.

IpOR Sale, 4 h.p. Kelecom-Ormonde,
spring saddle, spring handle-bars,

lately re-bored, and new piston fitted, in
splendid going order ; £13. or offers.—W.
Gilbert, Bourton-on-the-Water, Glouces-
tershire.

APPROVAL, 31 h.p. Hexes, spring forks,
scarcely used, £15 10s. each; 3J h.p.

Triumph, as new, £28; 4J h.p. twin Min-
erva. £26 10s. ; exchanges entertained.

—

Smith, Pord Street, Saint Mary. Notting-
ham.

C.I.E., 23 h.p., spring forks, latest Ad-
vance adjustable pulley, long

handle-bars, spares, including cover and
tube, two accumulators, little used; £14.

—Write, Knight, Riverside, Pulborough,
Sussex.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Quadrant, new condition.
XtJ spring forks, absolutely perfect,
beat most machines on the road tor
power and reliability; sacrifice £28, or
exchange.—Motor, 3, New Norfolk Street,

Shoreditch, London.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, prac-
-Lt7 tlcally brand new, Uttle used,
magnificent condition throughout, crawl
in trafBc, climb a steeple, wonderful ma^
chine; absolute bargain, £20.—Motorist,
5, Norfolk Street, Shoreditch. London.

EXCEPTIONAL Offer.—4 h.p. Kelecom,
splendid condition, low build. 26in.

Clinchers, nearly new. two spare, non-
skid back, two new accumulators, en-
gine just overhauled, new contact
breaker fitted, spare puUey, three belts,

lamp, stand, two bags, horn, spares ; first

cheque £16.—White. Brewery, Crumlin,
Mon.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STOCKPORT.—1907 3i h.p. Triumph,

brand new, 21 Dunlops, perfect, new
October last; £35.

STOCKPORT.—1907 4 h.p. N.S.TJ.. mag-
neto, two-speed gear, almost new;

30 guineas.

STOCKPORT.—1907 Roc, magneto, only
run 500 miles. 24 Hermetic tyres ; 31

guineas.

STOCKPORT.—Most of above and
several others taken in part pay-

ment tor Midget Bicars ("Built like a
Car ") at recent Belle Vue Show ; new
catalogue now ready.—Lund and Davies,
Heaton Lane, Stockport.

ROC, 4 h.p., 1907, free engine, etc., liRt
new; £27.-16, Mayfleld Avenue,

Halifax.

ROVER, 3| h.p., good condition; £12.—
Haines, 9, Avonmore Mansions, Ken-

sington.

21 h.p. Clarendon, in good order; bar-
4 gain, £8 Ms.—Young, 59, Friera

Road, Bast Dulwich.

31 h.p. Minerva, in Chater-Lea frame

;

2 £11 lOs.. very powerful engine.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

2i h.p. J.A.P., perfect and faultless;
2 £12. —Woodward, Park Avenue,

Handsworth, Birmingham.

23. h.p. F.N., new tyres and belt. Brooks
4 BIOO. powerful ; photo ; £10. — 6,

Poulton Road. Southport.

£6.—2J h.p. Humber, splendid condition,
girder forks, trembler, lamp, stand,

horn.—6, Hall Road, Maida Vale.

21 h.p. Vindec Special, in perfect run-
ning orrter; £14 very lowest.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

TWO-SPEED Brown, 3i h.p.. Phoenix
gear, and free engine clutch, good

as new; £18.—Bunting. Wealdstone.

BAT, 3i h.p., another grand machine,
' very fast. £15 15s. ; also one or two

cheap ones, including 23 h.p. F.N., 2 h.p.
Minerva, etc.; push bikes in exchange
if required.—Bunting. Wealdstone.

31 h.p. Kerry, Longuemare, Clinchers,
2 recently overhauled ; £14 ; see

Forecars.-Homcastl«. outfitter, Grays.

31 h.p. Vindec, magneto ignltiou, 26 by
2 24 Palmer tyres. Brooks BIOO saddle

;

£22.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, 25 by
2 2J tyres, excellent condition ; £20.

—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.

31 h.p. N.S.tr., magneto, £25; 34 h.p.
2 Quadrant. £25; both in perfect

condition.—McChire, Latchford, Warring-
ton.

4 h.p. M.M.C. Pattern Motor, very fast
and powerful, spring forks, etc.;

£12 lOs.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don.

TRnTMPH, 1906, magneto, as new; £26
lowest; reaso'i selling, time occu-

pied with car.—" Herald " Office, Harro-
Sate.

GOOD Opportunity to secure 24 h.p.
F.N.. perfect running order; £12,

offers,-Marshall, 4, Duckett Road, Har-
ringay, N,

9 h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea. Phcenix two-
speed gear, perfect order, not dene

200 miles: offers.—Apply, 22. Braid Road,
Edinburgh.

23. h.p. Phcenix, fitted with two-speed
4 gear, do thirty miles per hour;

£17 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don.

TRrUMPH, 1907. 34 h.p., magneto. Ad-
vance pulley, unsoiled, £3 worth

spares, accessories, etc. ; £33. — 5, Grove
Villas, Wanstead.

31 h.p. Rex, Chater-Lea fittings, spring
2 forks, footrests; nearest offer to

£12 accepted.—62, Colvestone Crescent,
Dalston. London.

31 h.p. Ariel, in condition as new,
2 spring forks, genuine second-hand

machine; £15 153.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London.

23. h.p. Genuine De Dion, in perfect run-
4 ning order, fast and powerful; £8

153., lowest possible price.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London.

start easily, climb any hill, crawl In
traffic, and do loi things you caa't do
now if you fit your bicycle with the

Phoenix Two-speed Gear.
£7 10s. to £8 15s., Belt or Chain.

Up to 5 h.p.

PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,
Blundeli Street. London. N.

TRIUMPH

MOTOR CYCLES.

^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^

Agents for Soulh-West of London—

. . THE . .

HULBERT^BRAMLEY

MOTOR CO.

(S. W. DOWQLASS),

96, Upper Richmond Road,

PUTNEY, S.W.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES

TAKEN in PART PAYMENT

SPARE PARTS for ail machines.

GENERAL REPAIRS.

1908 TmUMPHS,
Immediate delivery

from stock.

Price £48 nctt.
Including Lamp, Horn, and all

Accessories.

Trials arranged.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY DEPOT,"BRADFORD.

Also six 1907 TRIUMPHS, almost new, to be
cleared cheap.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Minerva, fitted with Phoenix

2 two-speed gear; an ideal machine
for passenger work; £19 IDs.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

BAEGAIN.—Twin Peugeot engine, Cha-
ter fittings. Clinchers, perfect condi-

tion, very low; £25. or near offer.—Mo-
tor, 41, Keslake Eoad, Kensal Else.

5i h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe, free engine
2 clutch, twin wheels, condition as

new; £25 10s.—Garaged at Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London.

3 h.p. De Dion. Chater-Lea, accumula-
tors, Clippers, running order; £14,

or reasonable offer; reason of sale, no
time for use.—H.B.. Hortus House. South-
all.

3 h.p. N.S.TJ., magneto, perfect, unpunc-
tured, late 1907; £22, or exchange

with cash for higher powered magjieto.
—A.W., 15, Charlotte Street, South
Shields.

31 h.p. Twin Werner, spring forks,

2 guaranteed thorough ruuning
order, almost new tyres, two new belts,

spares; trial; £12.—Kay, Albion Terrace,
Horshara.

-I Q07 Twin Eex, very little used, excep-
XU tionally easy starter, very power-
ful, stand, carrier, etc. ; £18, no offers- or
exchanges; any trial here.—Deane, 51,

Statham Street, Derby.

31 h.p. Peugeot, large double silencer,

2 cirrier, spring pillar, BIOO, two
accumulators, electric horn, spares, ex-

cellent condition; £25.—S., 46, Scarisbrick
New Eoad, Southport.

GOODWIN Motor Cycle, 3i h.p. White
and Poppe, Chater-Lea fittings, low

built, up-to-date, equal to new; £26; seen
any time.—Matthews Bros., 96, West
Green Eoad, Tottenham.

BAT, 21 h.p. De Dion engine and car-

buretter, spring frame, fast, reli-

able, comfortable, grand hill-climber,

many prizes; £22, or near offer.—Bot-

wood and Egerton, Ipswich.

LATEST 64 h.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle
and Sidecar, magneto, spring forks,

practically new; will accept lower pow-
ered motor cycle in part.—A. E. Soper,

307. Clapham Eoad. Clapham.

3 h.p Eover, fine condition. Dermatine
belt, handle-bar switch. Bassee-

Kichel coil, all accessories; £14 14s.. or

offer; seen by appointment.—E.S., Moss-

paul, Longley Eoad, Harrow.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, Chater-Lea
2 frame, Druid spring forks, 2iin.

Palmer tyres, in firs^-class order; price,

including numerous spares, £27 10s.—Hay-
ward, Skinnergate, Darlington.

2 h.p Minerva, Chater-Lea frame, tyres
• excellent, studded back, large saddle,

all accessories, only wants seeing; £B,

or nearest offer; bought tncar; want
cash.-1, Kimberley Avenue, Seven Kings,

Essex.

31 h.p. Excelsior, recently overhauled.
2 Longuemare carburetter, brand

new Continental and Peter-Union tyres

fitted, splendid hill-climber, and in per-

fect condition; £13 15s.—Bolsover, solici-

tor. Stockton-on-Tees.

7-8 h.p. Peugeot-Daneville. De Dion car-

buretter, special Lincona, Dunlops,
24in back, climbed 1 in 8 at 52 m.p.h..

absolutely as new, not run 500 nnles,

spares; buying car; 30 guineas.—294, Ken-
nington Park Eoad, S.E.

BOWDEN, F.N., 2 h.p., chain drive,

Chater-Lea light frame, free

engine, handle-bar control, P. and E.

armoured accumulator. Palmers, carrier-

stand, etc., excellent condition; photo;
£15.—A.Z., 34, Coldharbour Lane, S.E.

FAFNIE, 3 h.p., Chater-Lea. 26in.

Palmers, two accumulators, Minerva
plain coil, spring forks. Chase brake.

Price's stand, fin. Dermatine belt, guinea
lamp, horn, tools, spares, fast, reliable

climber; £14; must sell.—202, High Street,

High Bamet.
5h p. Twin Kerry 1907 Porecar, Chater-

Lea throughout, 2Jin. Palmer cords,

two accumulators, horn, and foot pump,
synchronised ignition, two-speed and re-

verse, handle starting, spring frame; 42

guineas.—Ayden, 17, Elackstock Boaa,
Finsbury Park.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that ycni mcnti(m " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EASTBOURNE.—7-9 h.p. Peugeot, very

low ani fast. 24iu. wheels, nearly
new; £40.

EASTBOURNE.—3 h.p. Fatnir. Chater-
Lea througliout, 2J Cliucliers, with

non-skid on back. Whittle belt, all spares
and accessories, practically new: £25.

EASTBOURNE. — 4 h.p. Zenith Bicar,
AntO'To enerine, jolly good order;

£22.

EASTBOURNE.-2|h.p. Minerva; nearest
offer to £11.

EASTBOURNE.—5-7 h.p. Vindeo Special,
two-speed gear, 24 tyres, butted

tubes, all spares and accessories, includ-

ing spare non-skid cover and tube, as

good as new; trial any time; £45.

EASTBOURNE.—For quick deliveries of

Triumph motor cycles; sole agent
for this district. — Roberts. Station
Street, Eastbourne.

ROC. 1907. 4 h.p.. perfect running order.
Brooks studded tyre, new, spare

tyre, lamp, tools, foot pump, everything
good; £30.-9,377, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

31 h.p. Ariel No. 1, with Brown and
2 Barlow carburetter, stand and

toolbag, in perfect condition ; £17 10s., a
cheap bargain.—Smith, 42, Preston
Street, Brighton.

51 h.p. Eex de Luxe, magneto. Roc
2 clutch, hardly soiled, also Mont-

gomery sidecar, as new ; £40 ; seen by
appointment. — 87, Beverstone Road,
Thornton Heath.

23 h.p. De Dion Bouton (genuine), Clin-
4 chers, Longuemare, trembler,

footboards, enamelled cream, long, low,
powerful, in first-class condition; £14.—
Frank Almgill, Yeadon, Leeds.

1 Q08 Triumph, 3i h.p., unridden, just
XtJ received from markers; immediate
delivery; tools, horn, and registered;
unforeseen circumstances; £46.—J.T., 8,

Victoria Terrace, Middlesbrough.

TRIUMPH, 1907, 3i h.p., magneto, in
perfect condition, scarcely used,

fully equipped with all accessories;
ready for the road; non-skid on back
wheel- cost, with accessories, £55, price
£35.-1*0. 9,376, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

4 h.p. Aster, Chater-lJea, cost £45 in
August, 1906, absolutely perfect,

property of expert, best single-cylinder
tor sidecar work; accept £17, or exchange
lower power first-class 1907 make.—Box
9.379, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor
Street, E.G.

TRroMPH. 3i h.p.. late 1907, only rid-
den 600 miles, condition as new,

with lamp, horn, spares, etc.; £36, or
reasonable offer; buying car.—Wildman,
Fairfield. Northumberland Road, Leam-
ington, or Sandpits Enamel Works, Bir-
mingham.

ARIEL, M.O.V., Minerva, 76 by 76 mm.,
tyres new, also belt, two P. and R.

accumulators, fast and reliable, climb
any hill, tools, hooter, and spares, ma-
chine in good condition; accept £12 10s.;
photo.—Adams, Grafton Street, Sandown,
I.O.W.

QA by SO mm. Kerry, F.N. carburetter,yv Clincher tyres, I'ullman non-skid,
fast, silent, climb any hill, good condi-
tion. Brooks saddle (BlOO), spares, tools,
lamp, and horn; accept 15 guineas,—
E.J.D., 12, Melville Street, Sandown,
l.Q.W.

QTAMFORD HILL.^ h.p. Minerva. £18;
^-^ 44 h.p. twin Minerva, spring forks,
new tyres, £26 lOs. ; 34 h.p. twin Werner,
«16 lOs.

; 3 h.p. Trent. Chater-Lea. £12 lOs.

;

a h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea, £11 10s. ; 2 h.p.
Itex, 2J h.p. Humber, £3 each; 2 h.p. Pre-
cision, £6 108.; 2 h.p. Raleigh £4 10s.;
Men and tried any time.—128, High Road,
Tottenham,

ZENITH Bicar, the spring frame imotor
bicycle de luxe, fitted with 3 h.p.

ratnir engine, two-speed gear, free en-
iSnne, starts with handle, same way as a
'^H\, Longuemare carburetter. Brooks
saddle, just re-enamelled, looks equal to
new; owner buying higher power same
make; cost £52 10s., accept £27 (lowest)
tor immediate sale; thorough bargain.
-Owner, c/o Zenith. 101a, Stroud Green
Eoad, London.

'Tee Bee' Specialities

Different Illustrations every week.

TEE-BEE'
STAND,

Price 12/6.

By Post 13/-

Exceptionally strong. Not attached
to wheel spindle. Easily operated.
Never goes vvrrong. For light or heavy

weight machines.

Something New !

STAND FOR SIDECARS.
Price 6 6. By Post 6/10.

Ask for lllustraied Booklet.

'Tee-Bee' Specialities can be had from cycle and
motor traders or direct

TEMPLETON BROS.,
535, Sauchiehall Street,

QLASQOW.

^^^,^/^^,^^^^/%.^^^/%^^^

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fastener
i, i, i, lin., 1/- each all sizes.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.,
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,(

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.
i

ADVERTISERS—Plaase note
that Friday is the latest day we
can receive advertisement copy
for the followins wroek's issue

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAGNETO Twin Eex. sprins seat. Ad-

vance pulley. Whittle belt, engine,
tyres, magneto, all perfect, wants coat
of paint to make fine machine ; £16 10s.

—

Wallis, grocer. Hill's Road, Cambridge.

O h.p. Minerva, twin accumulators, .iust
j^ thoroughly overhauled, including
new Clinchers, costing altogether £4,
spring seat-pillar, stand; £10, offer, or
push bike part exchange.—Butcher's. 64,
High Street, Bromley, Kent.

4 h.p. 1907 Alldays, Simms-Bosch mag-
neto. Palmer cord, low, faat; trial;

£24; also Ormoud, 1906, 23 h.p.. Palmer
cord, spares, splendid condition; trial;
£12; various accessories, oddments, tools.
—87, Wharton Eoad, Shepherd's Bush.

FOETTJNB'S Best Gifts.—2 h.p. Ealeigh,
3 h.p. Givaudan, £16; 3J h.p. Min-

erva, £16 lOs.; 3* h.p. Phelon and Moore,
magneto, £35; 3i h.p. Eex, £13 10s. ; 2|
h.p. Minerva. £12 10s. ; Bex de Luxe (un-
ridden), black finish, £35; shop-soiled
34 h.p. 1907 Rex, spring forks, mag-
nificent mount, £19 19s.; twin Eex. £22;
3 h.p. M.M.C., £13; twin Werner, £19 193.;

3i h.p. Hobart, £14; 3 h.p. Givaudan,
£14 10s.; 3 h.p. Clarendon. £13 10s.; 23
h.p. De Dion, £12 10s.; 7 h.p. Peugeot,
£30, nearly new; 3 h.p, Eover, £13 10s.;-
4 h.p. Antoi.ne. £16 10s.; Zi h.p. mag-
neto Simms. £17 10s.; 4 h.p. Jap,>£23. tor-
pedo; twin Antoine, £25: 2 h.p. Minerva,
£7; 2 h.p. Quadrant, £8; 2 h.p. Stand-
ard, £3; 23 h.p. Antoine, £9 lOs.; 2 h.p.
magneto Simms, £9; 3 h.p, Hobai't, £10;
3 h.p. Eover. £13 10s.; 3J h.p. Rex, £9 10s.;
spring fork Eex, £14 10s. ; 5 h.p. Eex. £18

;

3J h.p. Kerry, £18 10s.; 2? h.p. F.N., £12
lOs.; 23 h.p. De Dion. £14 10s.; Zh h.p.
N.S.tJ., magneto, spring forks. £24; Eex
de Luxe, £27 10s.; twin Werner, £16: twin
N.S.U., £25; 3 h.p. M.M.C., £13; 3 h.p.
Humber, £10 10s. ; Zi h.p. Minerva, £13
lOs.; soiled, £23; twin Aloyon. £22; 3 h.p.
Lloyds, £14 lOs. ; 4 h.p. Coronet. £16: IJ
h.p. Simms, £6; 23 h.p. Antoine, £7; 3J h.p.
Eex, spray, adjustable pulley, £10 lOs.

;

cash, exchange, or extended payments.

—

Halifax Motor Exchange. 16, Westgate,
Halifax. Telephone, 766.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Eiley Tricar, water-cooled, two

speeds, car tyres; £32.—Below.

TWO-SPEED Tricar. 31 h.p. Quadrant
engine, Phcenix gear, belt drive,

grand goer; £19.—Below.

31 h.p. Minerva Tricar, M.O.V., Longue-
2 mare carburetter, fan-cooled ; £18.

—Farrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

3 h.p. Kerry Tricar, perfect order; £14,
or exchange.—L. Brown, 7a, Mar-

ischall Eoad, Lee. S.E.

HALIFAX.-5J h.p. 1906 Eexette, two
speeds, water-cooled, torpedo model,

good order ; £37 10s.

HALIFAX.—4J h.p. Stevens, spray, long
footboards, fine order, tyres al-

most as new; £21.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,
Chater-Lea, a real gem, open frame,

three speeds, wheel steering, chain drive,
toot clutch; £39 10s.

HALIFAX.—5 h.p. Humber tricar, two
speeds, open frame, wheel steering,

almost as new; £45.

HALIFAX, — Quadrant Carette, 6 h.p..
open frame, wheel steering, two

speeds, coach-built, latest model, £36, cost
£100,

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Ad-
vance tricar, wheel steering, only

used for trials; bucket seat; £35.

HALIFAX.—5i h.p. Eex Triette. spring
frame, free engine clutch, very re-

liable; £29 lOs.-Below.

HALIFAX.^! h.p. Bex tricar. Phoenix
two-speed gear, good running order :

£21.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-

car, nearly new, and specially
built, four-speed gear: £37 lOs.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

3 h.p. Quadrant Tricar, in perfect con-
dition ; £17.—Pyle. 1, Westbourne

Crescent Mews, Paddin.gton.

31 h.p. Tricar, Minerva engine, Chatei--
2 Lea frame, in perfect order; £20.

—FalUck, Aldingbourne, Chichester.

In answering any advert Isetnent on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
6h.p. Eiley, good going order, spare

cover, chain, valves, etc. ; £55.—
Eochford, College Road, Cheahunt, Herts.

4h.p. Water-cooled Tricar, new belt, all

accessories, Whitley engine; £17 10s.,

or offer.—20. Battenberg Road, Kew Gar-
dens, S.W.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex Triette. two speeds;
£22; motor cycle as part.—Pyne's

Furniture Stores, Lewisham High itoad.
New Cross.

QUADRANT Tricar, 5J h.p., coach-built,
two-speed, free engine, goo-d running

order; bargain, £30. — Neale. London
Road, Pulborough.

MAUDE'S.—8-10 h.p. Rexette, two
speeds, water-cooled, whel steer-

ing, open frame, perfect order and con-
dition; £39.

MAUDE'S.—Riley Tricar, two speeds,
handle starting, 41 h.p., water-

cooled, pump circulation, foot clutch
and brake, perfect; £36.

MAUDE'S.—Rex Triette, 6 h.p.. foot-
boards, new front tyres, non-skid

to rear, very good condition; £28.

MAUDE'S. — Humber Tricar, chain
drive, trembler, very good tyres,

spray carburetter, 21 h.p. ; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Garrard, 6 h.p., three
speeds, water-cooled, spray, non-

skid, very comfortable; £30.—Maude's
Motor Mart, Powell Street, Halifax.

ASNIP.—3i h.p. Minerva tricar, Phelon
and Moore, two speeds, non-skids

:

must be sold; £22, or offer; perfect.—128,
High Road, Tottenham.

6 h.p. Water-cooled Rexette. open frame,
two speeds, perfect condition ; any

trial; reasonable offer accepted.—Moore,
Lapal Lodge, Quinton, Worcester.

5 h.p. Avon Tricar, water-cooled, three
speeds and reverse, three lamps and

horn, good order ; £30.—J. S. Willway and
Sons, Ltd., St. Augustine's, Bristol.

REX Triette. the light tricar, 5J h.p.,
twin-cylinder, in perfect order,

fully equipped, ready for road; £28;
photo; trial.—22, Victoria Terrace. Lea-
mington.

LAGONDA, 10-12 h.p., 1907 machine,
wheel steering, three speed® and re-

verse, Dunlop tyres, and non-skids, in
perfect condition; £95. — C.H.C.. Moor
House, Staines.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled
engine, three speeds, very fast on

hills, excellent condition, all accessories;
any trial; price £65.—The Western Motor
Agency, Sidcup. S.E.

POWERFUL 44 h.p. Tricar, air-cooled
Stevens engine. Whittle belt, 2Jin.

tyres, long footboards, condition equal
to new ; write particulars ; £30. or offer.—^22, Carfax, Horsham.

HUMBER Tricar, 3i h.p., very light,
Phelon and Moore two-speed, re-

bored and new piston June last, all ac-
cessories, and many spares; £20.—Hay-
lor, 127, Walm Lane, Cricklewood.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Jap, chains drive,
slipping clutch, starting handle,

good running order, splendid hill-

climber; £35; owner getting car. — G.
Neame, Luton, Faversham, Kent.

ROYAL Enfleld Tricar, 3i h.p. Minerva,
two speeds, free engine, new Pal-

mer cord on back, and Samson non-skids
on all wheels, condition as new- £35.

—

Woolhouse, 16. Tavistock Road. W.

REXETTE, 5 h.p., powerful, speedy, per-
fect running order, little used,

water-cooled, two speeds, show finish, red
Russian leather; £45.—Apply, Ward, 33.

Princes Road, Altrincham, or Hales Gar-
age, Stafford.

PHCENTX Trimo, Phoenix two-speed
gear, 4 h.p. Centaure vertical en-

gine, cylinder re-bored, new piston and
valves, starting handle, chain drive, per-
fect condition; sacrifice £20.—Cowap,
Greenbank, Northwich.

TRICAR, 4 h.p.. Aster engine, w.c. head,
Bozier two-speed, chain drive.

Chater-Lea frame, in perfect order, fast
and reliable: £25; make appointment.

—

A., 11, Norfolk Mansions, Prince of Wales
Road, Battersea, S.W.

Hearing the Holidays

Our contracts enable us to give immediate
delivery of Triumphs, and early deliveries of other
leading makes. Send your order now, and date

delivery to suit your own coaviiaieace.

VINDEC SPECIAL, Model F, 5 h.p., magneto
ignition, price £53.

Exchange or extended payments arranged for

any leading make.
We are open to purchase for cash, or take in

part exchange, second-hand motors or push cycles

for new ones, or will sell on commission if preferred.

SIDECARS.

Take your friend with you to share your
pleasures. Prompt delivery given of latest models.

Castor and ri^d wheels or flexible joints. Free

trials by appointment.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
We have some excellent bar^aini in machines

to offer. Please call and inspect, or write for our

list.

UOTOR CYCLES.

ij h.p. MINERVA, suit beginner £5
2 h.p. IVEL, spring forks, Minerva engine,

light machine, excellent order 12
2 h.p. MINERVA engine, M.O.I, valves.

Palmer tyres 9

2i h.p. MINERVA, four-speed gear, fine

machine 18
31 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.I. valves, spring

forks 14
3i h.p. MINERVA, magneto ignition,

spring forks, little used 19

31 h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, non-skids
both wheels, very reliable 18

3ih.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks,

handle-bar control 22
4 h.p. WERNER, twin cylinder, foot-

boards 22 10
h.p. ROC, magneto, free engine 21

2i h.p. PHCENIX, two speeds, chain drive,

suit sidecar 16 16

2i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.I. valves, very reliable 15 15

TRICARS.

3ih.p. ROVER, with Trimo attachment,
extra front wheel, two speeds 21

5 h.p. REXETTE, water cooled, wheel
steering, coach-built, spare tyres,

lamps, etc 35
5 h.p. PHCENIX TRIMO, twin Peugeot

engine, wheel steering, coach-built . . 45
41 h.p. BAT, water cooled, two speeds 35

Most of the above can be purchased on our
unique system of extended payments with bonus
if desired.

THE SERVICE HEADLIGHT, Model H.

This lamp is designed on similar lines to our
Model S, with magnifying mirror lens and dissected
front glass. The mirror is detachable, and a handle
and feet are provided for carrying or standing
purposes. The face is 4tin. diameter, and the
weight under 2 lbs. Price, complete, with genera-
tor, 26/6 ; or lamp only, 18/9. Carriage paid.

THE SERVICE HEADLIGHT, Model S.

Combined acetylene and electric, N.P., 27/6,
carriage paid.

DETACHABLE TUBES.
The Rich has a free circulation of air, and is not

butt ended. Write for list prices.

26X2in., 14/- 26x2Jin., 14/6.

OLEO VOITURETTE MAGNETO PLUGS.
A short plug specially adapted for motor cycles.

Usual price, 4/6. Our price, 3/9. Postage Id.
A postcard stating your requirements will

receive prompt attention.

The SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292, HIGH HOLBORN,

L.ONDON, Vtr.C.
Telephone 260 Central.
Telegrams :

" Admittedly."

TRICARS FOR SALE.
LAGONDA Tricar, 54 h.p.. open frame,

two speeds, chain drive, perfect
order; £35, lowest.—Overstall, Virginia
Water, Surrey.

ANGLIAN Tricar (3i h.p.), water-cooled
De Dion, chain drive, two speeds,

foot clutch; £19.—Ascott, 107. The Grove,
Stratford. Essex.

HUMBEE Tricar. 3i h.p.. coach-built
forecarriage, free en^ne clntcli,

starting handle; £16 10s.—145, Clarence
EoEid, Clapton, N.E.

PHCENIX Tricar, Minerva engine, two-
speed gear, belt drive; £12 10s.,

or near offer; trial any time.—Hardy,
36, Eosemont Eoad. Acton.

C h.p. Humber Tricar, open frame.
O wheel steering, two speeds, coach-
built, almost as new; £'n.—No. 9.374. The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

8-10 h.p. Rexette, latest, new condition,
perfect; trial with pleasure; £70;

powerful motor cycle and cash con-
sidered.—2, Norwood Grove, Southport.

3 h.p. Humber Tricar. Dunlop cartyre*.
spares, perfect condition ; sell cheap,

or exchange motor cycle. Minerva pre-
ferred.—Siddall, Burnblea Street. Hamil-
ton.

31 h.p. Light Tricar. Mabon clutch.
2 Longuemare, trembler, footboards,

ha.ndle starting. Ideal fan. excellent con-
dition; bargain, £20.-32. OakhlU Eoad.
Putney.

MANCHESTBE.-6 h.p. tricar. Opper-
mann two-speed gear, and free

engine, perfect condition, and reliable;
£40; bought car.—Eoseland. Park Eoad
Timperley.

41 h.p. White and Poppe. water-cooled
2 coach-built tricar, two speeds

large clutch. Palmer cords; trial run;
£45, cost double. — Pairview, Springfield
Eoad, Wallington.

OPEN Frame Tricar. 61 h.p. Astei
engine, water-cooled, vvneel steering

two speeds, chain drive, powerful engine
iTixuriously sprung; cheap, £32.—Farrar
Square Eoad, Halifax.

HUMBEE Tricar, fitted with 6 h.p. Jai
engine, twin cylinders, water-cooled

two speeds, coach built, wheel steering
car tyres, nearly new, spares, lamps, vers
reliable, and in first-class order; £45.-

Fisher, Dover College.

TEIOAE, 7 h.p., w.c. twin-cylinder Faf
nir, clutch. Eiley two-speed, gear

box, wheel steering, coach-built, cai

tyres lamps, sparest unscratched; £50, oi

close ' offer.-Blackburn, 35. New Broac
Street, London. Telephone. 1230. Wall

REXETTE, 5 h.p., two speeds, whee
1 steering, just been thoroughly over

hauled and renewed, tyres perfect, nev
Brooks band and Eiche tube on back
new accumulator, lamps, and horn; £35
—Patterson, 13, George Street. Edinburgh

6 h.p. Eexette, w.c, Oppermann three
speed and clutch, car tyre (Palmer

back wheel, coach-built front, beauti
fully upholstered and sprung, climl

anything and very fast, in splendid con
dition; £33.—Frank Almgill, Teadon
Leeds.

4i h.p. Twin G.B. Cycle, Simms-Boscl
2 magneto, Nala two-speed gear anc

free engine. Whittle link belt, spares

etc., with coach-built forecar, uphol
stered leather, enamelled cream, beauti
fully sprung, 21in. Peter-Unions, perfect
£42.—Turner. Ship Hill, Eotherham.

-( Q07 Pattern Eiley Tricar, finish stand
±V ard red, 700 by 80 steel studded bad
tyre, and 700 by 85 grooved Dunlop from
tyres, special large toolbox, luggage car

rier, acetylene lamps, tail lamp, horn
tools, etc., only run a few hundred miles;

£80.-9,326, The Motor Cyde Ofdces, Gov
entry.

-J (\ h.p. Tricar, four-cylinder Fafni
xU engine, water-cooled, three speed
and reverse, Pullman non-skid on bacl

tyre, E.I.O. distributer and single coil, ir

reversible steering, upholstered red bnf
falo hide, all spares, waterproofed apron
Autoclipse lamps, and electric tail light

luggage carrier, toolboxes, etc., etc.

splendid condition; owner buyini
motor boat; £75.—Brooke. 3, Lewisbarr
Bridge, S.E.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that ycni mention " The Motor Cycle:
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TENDERS.
BEOKBNHAM District Coancil. — To

motor manufacturers. The Eeck-
enbam Fire Brigade require a motor tri-

cycle for fire brigade purposes. The
machine must be capable of carrying two
men, about 2 cwt. of hose, etc., and two
patent fire extinguishers. Further par-
ticulars can be obtained from the under-
signed, to whom tenders should be sent
before the 23rd inst., endorsed " Tenders
for Tricar."—By order, F. Stevens, Clerk
of the Council.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel. 17, Eus-
ton Square. Bed, breakfast, attendance
from 3s.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
CYCLE and Motor Mechanic wanted,

must be smart at repairs and
tuning up, occasional car work; perman-
ency for reliable man.—Address, Thomp-
sons, 83, Moor, Sheffield.

SITUATIONS WANTED,
YOUNG Man wants situation, motor

cycle, cycle, and car repairs ; re-
bushing throughout; overhauling and
tuning up.—No. 9,378, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

INSURANCE.
INSURANCE.—Please write for particu-

lars of 30s. inclusive motor cycle
poUcy.—Bass, Ongar.

GARAGES.
BRIGHTON.-Black Lion Garage, back

of Sea View Hotel, Black Lion
Street, fifth turning from Aquarium on
right, along front; specially tor motor
cyclists; repairs on Sunday.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
"Wf' W. GENN gives advice on second-
T T hand purchasers. Get your new
mount through him, and have it
" tuned " free ; any make ; Minerva a
speciality.—Below.

W. W. GENN personally overhauls, re-
pairs, or tunes up your motor

cycle or car, and builds to specification;
charges moderate. — Motor Works, Gap
Koad, Wimbledon.

TYRES.
BOOTH. — Continentals, Continentals,

Continentals, as received from
makers. List free on application.

BOOTH.—Tyres, 26 by 2, lis. 6d. ; tyres,
26 by 2i, 12s. 6d. ; heavy Clincher

pattern treads.

BOOTH. — Your old cover and tube
taken in payment for new tyres.

jist free.

BOOTH.—Inner tubes, 6s. to 7s. 6d., all
sizes, makers' guarantee.—Coronet

.Vorks, Wade Strert. Halifax.

FOR Sale, Peter-Union covers, £1; few
studded, 32s. 6d.—Woodman's, Peter-

Jorough.

i?C by 2i Clincher, with Pullman punc-
-JU tupe-proof non-skid; 208.—Hether-
ngton, Moffat.

rWO 26 by 2i Peter-Union Covers, new

;

,

13s. 9d. each.—99, Benthal Eoad,
jtoke Newington.

^Q by 2 Special Heavy Non-slipping
rJJ beaded edge covers; 12s. 6d. each.
i-Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

'^fCO by 65 Clincher Motor Cover andJO Tube, equal to new; 29s. 6d.; on
ipproval. — 115. Boundary Road, St.
lohn's Wood.
piOVERS.—Clearing out. Thirty good
<J second-hand motor cycle covers,
|heap, all sizes, beaded and wired.—182,
iroad Street, Coventry.

IpAIR Continental Covers, beaded edge,' 26 by 2. new, also pair inner tubes,
ame size; £2.—Adams, Grafton Street,
'andowu. Isle of Wight.

BRAND New Covers, best makes. 14s.
9d.

; inner tubes, 28 by 2. 5s. 6d. 28
7 2J. 58. 9d. ; 28 by 2J, 6s.—Halifax Motor
ichange, Westgate, Halifax.

^^^i
Reg. No. 2912S9.
2/6 eacb RWet
Contacts vastly

superior to pla-

tinum, cures mis-
firing.

Any parts fitted

by return of post.
J. EDWARDS BROWN, 3S, Herbert Ro^d,

Plumstead, Kent.
Over 5,000 in use. Liberal trade terms.

COMPRESSION
IVIEANS

POWER.
After reboring.

We rebore your cylinder and fit new piston
complete with rings and gudgeon pin.
Please send for our new repairs booklet, giving
prices for this work.

. . THE . .

LAYSTALL MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Ltd.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS.

27 & 29, Laystall 8t., Rosebery Av., LONDON, E C.

Established 1900 Tel. 12 301 Central

'Chase' Driving Rim Bralte.

Tlie only perfect IMOTOR RIM BRAKE.
Price 16/6, by post 17/-.

"Matchless" Spring

Fork Attachment
AcknowledRed by all to be
the best. REMOVES ALL
VIBRATION. Fit any
motor cycle.

Hundreds of testimonials.

Price 15/6, by post 16/-.

Sole Manufacturers:

H. COLLIER
& SONS,

HERBERT ROAD, PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

21 h.p. ENeiNES
NIINERVA & DE DION

CONVES7TED

31 H.P.
BY NEW CYLINDER & PISTON SJin. BORE

WRITE GRADIOR MACHINE Co,
FOR Compression Specialists,

LIST. STAfIfORD.

TYRES.
1 AS. Allowed for your old ooTer, any
-LU condition, in exchange for new
Goodrich all-rubber non-skid.—Below.

5S. Allowed for your old cover, any con-
dition, in exchange for new one of

any of the best makes. — Continental
Motor Co., 32, Kosebery Avenue, B.C.

INNER Tubes. — Quantity of 26 by 2Jin.
motor cycle tubcB, second-hand,

but in perfect condition ; 73. 6d., cash
with order.—Phoenix Motors, Ltd., Blun-
dell Street, Caledonian Eoad, N.

TYEES.—Waiiohope's have the largest
stock of motor cycle covers ; 26 by 2,

26 by 2J, 26 by 2i, 28 by 2. 28 by 2i, 28 by
2i, 24 by 2J, 24 by 2i, 28 by 2i wlred-on;
all at 15s. each ; covers all fully guar-
anteed ; approval anywhere. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

ACCUMULATORS.
ACOUMULiATOES Repaired, any make;

reasonable charges, best work.

—

Fellows, Hertford Street. Mayfair.

REPAIRERS.
IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible

"

Contacts; any part fitted, returned-
same day; Is. Id. each.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible
"

Contacts ; warranted pure ; special
trimmers for polishing iridium. 9d. ; no
filing required.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible
"

Contacts'; hundreds in use. — Wil-
liams, 16, Wellington Street, Woolwich.

BELLENGER will tune up your ma-
chine to give full power; moderate

charges.-Queen's Buildings, Old Bailey.

CRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metal-

lurgical process.—Lea and Son, engineers,
Runcorn.

TO West of England Motorists.—Oar and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable : cylinders re-bored, new pistons
and ring-s fitted; don't hesitate: send
straight to us. — Hamlin. Motor Works,
Bridgwater.

CCCCCCCCC Compression means power.
—Cylinders re-bored and new pis-

tons fitted; guaranted fit 4-l,0O0in.;
bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list.—
Gradior Machine Co., Compression Speci-
alists, Stafford.

IGNITION Coils and Accumulatorsi, any
make repaired and charged at

lowest prices ; lists free ; work guaran-
teed. Sole agents for Hagen accumu-
lators. Tel., 95X.—The Victoria Garage
and Electrical Co., Coventry.

MOTORISTS.—If you want power and
reliability, get in touch with Biggs,

30, Station Road, Camberwell. Garage
for 600 machines ; quiet ; repairs, tuning
up. Advice free, stamped addressed en-
velope essential; machines sold on ten
per cent, commission; exchanges, new
and second-hand machines supplied.

REPAIRS and Overhauling. — We have
the finest repair works in London

for motor cycles, with up-to-date ma-
chinery ; estimates free ; new cylinders
for any make of engine, pulleys, valves,
gears, and all replacements; send for
our new booklets, with prices.-Laystall
Motor Engineering Works, 27 and 29, Lay-
stall Street. Rosebery Avenue, E.C.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Half-plate Camera and

tripod for new non-skid.—Nagley,
Bridge Hill. Goole.

Ol h.p. Minerva and Sidecar and Brit-
1.^4 annia lathe, for higher power. —
186, Derby Street, Bolton.

EXCHANGE Whole-plate Camera, with
outfit, for sidecar.—Hogan, 13. Lin-

gen Street, Bromley, London, E.

CHAPMAN (enclosed) Fan; exchange
Whittle belt, iin., 8ft. 6in., or sell

14s.—Hogg, 27, Eloho Street, Preston.

TRIUMPH Lightweight, 24 h.p., trial,
etc., for 1907 lady-back Raleigh, no

cash.—61, Denmark Hill, Camberwell.

EXCHANGE 3J h.p. Norman engine and
new 22iu. road racer for motor

cycle.—17, Landcrott Road, E. Dulwich.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable tlmt you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE Lady's Free-wheel Bicycle,

good order, tor gramophone, side-
car, or trailer.—Masterson, Eathdowney.

WANTED, 28 by 2i beaded cover; tor
sale, 2i h.p. De Bion water-oooled

head; exchange.—61, Byron Street, Derby.

NEW B. and B. Carburetter, tor 5 or
6 h.p., for one suitable 3 or 3^ h.p.—

Porter, 8a, Shaudon Road, Clapham,
S.W.

EXCHANOE 2 h.p. motor cycle, vertical
engine, for cycle or hand drilling

machine and cash.—Walker, King Street,
Bristol.

VERTICAL Gas or Petrol Engine, li
by 3i; exchange for motor goods

to value 508.—335, Gladstone Street, Peter-
borough.

EXCHANGE Abingdon free-wheel cycle
and cash for Montgomery flexible

sidecar.— Matthews, 36, High Street, Mer-
ton, Surrey.

EXCHANGE 21 h.p. AUdays, spring
forks, 26in. wheels, splendid running-

order, for cycle and cash.—13, Cadogan
Eoad. Cromer.

CATS for Dogs and Motors for Motors

;

1908 lists now ready; prompt de-
livery of new models.—Maude's, Powell
Street, Halifax.

HALIFAX.—What do you want? We
exchange motor cycles, tricars,

cars, or 1908 Rex and N.S.U. models; list
on application.

REX Twins, 6 h.p., very powerful, spring
forks, £22; £16 allowed for 1906 Bex,

£13 1905, £11 lOs. 1904, or £10 10s. for 1903
Rex in part payment. Hurry up and get
the pick.—Halifax Motor Exchange. 16,
Westgate, Halifax.

5 h.p. Peugeot Engine, coils, carburetter,
and silencers, for 3i h.p. Jap. Peu-

geot, Buchet; no scrappers;' or sell.—
Shaw, WellinBton. Salop.

LIGHT Car, two-seater, 7 h.p.. running
order, belt and gear drive ; exchange

good motor cycle, or offers.-1). Williams,
Marston House, Hereford.

EXCHANGE, for magneto motor cycle,
Broadwood's celebrated five-octave

pianette and cash, or sell tor £4 lOs.—
Wakefield. Bildeston. Suffolk.

GOOD Gramophone, by the Gramo-
phone Company ; exchange for good

engine, with carburetter preferred. —
Bert, 5, Oakdale Eoad, Upton Park.

EXCHANGE 21 h.p. Jap, i-erfect condi-
tion, for gent's high-grade bicycle.

Sunbeam preferred, and cash.—Hanson,
Misterton, near Gainsborough. Notts.

GENT'S Tandem, Palmers, plated rims,
free-wheel, two brakes, for 2 h.p.

motor cycle, in good running order.—
Shamrock, Cycle Works, Ramsey, Hunt-
ingdon.

K-6 h.p. Twin Nearly New Kerry Engine,
O exchange good low 3 h.p, and cash,
or 3 or 3i h.p. magneto, level, or Siell £22.
—Baigent, Hughenden Road. High Wy-
combe.

31 h.p. 1906 Minerva, perfect condition,
2 Peter-Unions, for racing push

bicycle and cash; sell £18; any trial
given.—Smart, jun., 13, Playfield Crescent,
E. Dulwich.

TANDEM, lady-back, Ohater-Lea, leather
gear ca&e, etc.. and cash adjustment,

for a 3^ h.p. vertical known make motor
bike, low build.—B.R., 54. School Eoad,
Sale, Cheshire.

EXCHANGE Concert Orchestrion, wants
slight repair, driven by small hot-

air engine, few rolls of music, for motor
cycle, give little cash.—Lewis, Cardigan
Street. Oxford.

SALE or exchange, pony, trap, harness,
complete, and 2| h.p. Werner motor

cycle, good order, for higher power cycle,
value £18.—Clack, Henley Street, Strat-
ford-on-Avon.

EXCHANGES of any description are ar-
ranged through ns with a^dvantage

to riders ; we make a liberal allowance
for your present machine in part pay-
ment for Triumphs, N.S.U., Quadrants,
Minervas, Motosacoches, F,N.'8, Moto-
revea, Vindec Specials, etc.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane. London.

SEPARATE!

{GENERATOR.

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT
Detachable magnifying mirror lens, divided glass
front, light projection fully 150 feet, solid brass
throughout, finished nickel-plated or brass.i Price

includes generator of five hours' capacity.

THIS LAMP IS ENGLISH-MADE.
When ordering from your agent do not fail to

specify "Premier." There are'lcopies, many of
them foreign, but we invtie'^comparison (even on
price alone) with ours, including generator.
SOLE London agents: IBROWN BROTHERS,

LTD., Great Eastern Street, E.G.

PREMIER MOTOR CO. LTD.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

ARE YOUR TYRES IN
GOOD REPAIR?

Your life depends upon them.

We are experts in the H.F.
Vulcanizing Process.

TUBE REPAIRS, from 9d.cach.

COVERS. Is.

The following Second-Hand machines we
guarantee as sound

:

£ s.

Two 3 h.p. N.S.U.'s, Magneto 24 O
1S07 51 Twin N.S.U., with

Two-speed Gear 40 O
1907 3^ Triumph, as new . . 36 O
3^ Twin Werner, plating and

enamel new 18 10

We can give liberal exchanges for

N.S.U. lllGHTWEIGHTS, which we
can deliver from stock.

THE MOTOR MART,
UNION STREET, BRIGHTON,

Agents for N.S.U.'s, Vindec Specials,

and Quadrants.

THE GRIP MOTOR CYCLE HANDLE.

Black Buffalo Horn Handle, 2/6 per pali-

free, with solution for fixing. Give size
of handle-bar,

Hllil. BROS.. 32, Broom Close, Sheffield.

Genuine Birmingham

'QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

EXCHANGE.
GENUINE 3J h.p. Sunbeam-Mabley Car,

water-cooled, two speeds, new con-
dition, for Triumph, 1907, or other good
magneto cycle, or sell £25. — 3. Warren
Koad, Southport.

EXCHANGE 5 h.p. Pafnir, water-
cooled, single, with lugs and bed

plates, guaranteed perfect, for 5 h.p.
twin, air-cooled, cash adjustment.—Bur-
gess. CoJliergate. York.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle or
tricar, furniture, any description,

direct from the works, valued wholesale.
—Furniture Manufaxjturer. 3-5. New Nor-
folk Street, Shoreditch, London.

EXCHANGE Half-plate and quarter-
plate stand cameras, perfect, for

28in. motor tyres, carburetter, petrol
tank, or anything useful tricar.—Box No.
9,371, The Motor Cyde Ofaees, Coventry.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. Quadrant tricar (close
frame), belt drive, coach-built front,

in perfect condition, for 3^ h.p. Triumph
or Minerva, cash adjustment either way.
—Pembroke, Fairleigh Drive, Leigh-on-
Sea, Essex.

WILL Exchange 23 h.p. Werner, Os-
borne free engine, spring forks

and seat, nearly new, and 3J h.p. Excel-
sior, for good tricar, both machines in
perfect going order.—A.F., 12, Pishergate.
York.

MOTOR Cycle, read^ to assemble, per-
fectly new engine, frame, tanks,

wheels, F.N. carburetter, silencer, coil,

Clinclier covers ; exchange three-speed
push bike, or £6.-5, Nillman Street, Bed-
ford Row, London, W.O.

Q3. h.p. F.N., guaranteed, Chater-Lea
^4 No. 6 frame. 26iu. by 2iin. Palmer
cord tyres, footboards, etc, ; exchange
with a high grade pedal cycle, almost
new, for higher power machine.—5, Oak-
dale Road, Forest Gate.

ADVERTISER offers two-seated car, 6

h.p. De Dion engine, three speeds
and reverse, in exchange for 1908 motor
cycle and sidecar, Vindec or Phelon and
Moore preferred : appointment.—5. Lorri-
more Buildings. Walworth.

EXCHANGE Ariel Tricar, 3i h.p., fan-
cooled, M.O.Y., perfect condition,

two accumulators, and cash, for two
low-built motor cycles with clutches, or
sell £20. Telephone, 6137 Central.—Alsace
Villa, Havelock Road. Croydon.

WANTED.
RILEY, Singer, or Phoenix tricar, about

6 h.p.—R. Else. Leawood, Matlock.

WANTED, engines (motor cycle), 3 to

9 h.p.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

WANTED, 28 by 2 non-skid cover; ap-

proval,-Osborne, 99, Roebuck Road.
Shefaeld.

TiRIUMPH, 1907, at low price.—Full par-
ticulars, Ford, 66, Mulgrave Street,

Liverpool.

WANTED, engine, about 3 h.p. Fafnir
preferred, vertical position.-Dunn,

Blandford.

MOTOR Cycle (1907) wanted, 3i h,p., mag-
neto.—Particulars, 3, Meteor Road

Westcllff, Essex.

GOOD Motor Bicycle, about 3i h.p., and
sidecar, or eeparate.—Geary, 24o,

High Street, Hounslow.

WANTED, Fullers latest trembler coil,

single-cylinder, large size. — Rus-

sell, Borrowcop. Lichfield.

WANTED motor tricycle; also 26 by
2 or 2i or 2J tyres; cheap.—J.M..

HI, Larkhall Lane, Clapham.

WANTED, Nala two-speed hub, fitted

to 2Jin. rim, and castor wheel side-

car.—Frowd. Seaside, Eastbourne.

MOTOR Bike, in exchange for new £10

Kudge push bike, cash adjustment
—C.L., 110, North Street, Barking.

WANTED, low frame motor cycle, in

exchange for 23 h.p. Aurora, 28in.

wheels, and cash. — Smith, 20, Walpole
Road. New Cross.

WANTED, 1908 model Phelon and
Moore (with sidecar preferred):

spot cash if cheap. — Write, Motor, 16,

Camberwell Gate. S.E.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'



The F.A.M. and the £nd=to=£nd.

Two or three American readers have called our
attention to a paragraph published in the

Bicycling World, New York, regarding

American motor cyclists participating in the

Auto Cycle Union's Land's End to John-o'-
Groat's trial. The paragraph reads as follows: " It is

likely that several American motor cyclists will ' cross

over ' to participate in this year's British reliability

trial. If they do so, it will be in the nature of bidding

good-bye to their amateur standing in America, that

is, unless the British governing body alters its rules

which permits amateurs and professionals to mix and
to accept cash or medals at their option. The rules of

the F.A.M. do not recognise that sort of shamateurism,
and as the Amateur Athletic Union also has ruled

against the acceptance of such ' amateurs,' American
motor cyclists and automobilists who may hereafter

compete under the peculiar and inconsistent foreign

regulation now know what to expect." Last year Mr.
T. K. Hastings was the only American competitor in

the six days trials, and he was so pleased with the

sporting nature of the competition, and the way in

which English motor cyclists welcomed him, that he

has expressed his intention of competing again, and
has also endeavoured to induce others to accompany
him to England this year to participate in the End-
to-end trial in June.

According to the paper referred to, any competitors

from over the water who take part in the British End-
to-end trial will forfeit their amateur status in America,
as the Federation of American Motor Cyclists does not

recognise amateurism when amateurs and professionals

are allowed to compete together, aiid to accept cash

or medals at their option. It is news to us that the

A.C.U. allows competitors in reliability trials to accept

cash or medals at the winner's option, and the American
writer has undoubtedly made a grievous error.

Medals have been the only awards made in reliability

trials since they were first organised. In the last

Tourist Trophy Race cash prizes were offered, but not

in the trials. We understand that the president of the

Federation of American Motor Cyclists, Mr. Betts, is

also the editor of the paper in which the paragraph was
published, and it is almost certain that this gentleman
has not yet mastered the rules of English competitions,

or he would never have written threatening the excom-
munication of American motor cyclists who compete
in the private owners' class in the End-to-end ride.

With the exception of the private owners' classes, there

has been very little said or done in England, or any

other country, in the way of dividing professionals from
amateurs in motor competitions. We have always

advocated that it is advisable to have classes for riders

who own their machines and pay all their own expenses,

because it encourages them to enter and compete in

events in which professional riders are entered without

entering into direct competition with them; that is, if

private owners think they have not the same chance as

trade riders there is -a special class for them alone.

This is of assistance to the pastime, and we think

it is a distinctly narrow-minded action on the part

of the Federation of American Motor Cyclists to

threaten to disqualify or professionalise all American
amateur motor cyclists who compete in the End-to-end
trials just because there are trade riders in the same
event who are interested in the machine they ride, and
whose expenses are paid by the firms they represent.

From reports we have received, quite a representative
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and enthusiastic little party of American motor cyclists

expected to take part in the End-to-end ride this year,

and we still hope if proper representation is made to

the F.A.M., and it is explained that there is a separate

and distinct class for private owners, and that they do
not compete for cash and medals at their option, it

might be induced to withdraw the threat of the presi-

dent. It is to be hoped the opinion is not that of the

committee, as the president has, so far, only published

the paragraph in his paper, and there appears to be no
definite ruling on the subject at present. As far as we
can judge, there appears to be a considerable amount
of latitude even with regard to " shamateurism " in the

;>—••

land of Stars, Stripes, and Trusts. According to a

prominent motor cyclist in this country who has had

considerable experience of American methods, at one

time the League of American Wheelmen instituted a

class which it called Class B amateurs who were

employees of bicycle manufacturers. These men

received a salary, bicycles galore, and all their

expenses. They were obviously professional riders, but

were never relegated to the professional ranks, and

were conveniently styled " Class B amateurs." English

sportsmen would not stand this sort of thing. A man
is either an amateur or a professional. There should

be no grades in either class.

The Balancing of Petrol Engines.

A FORTNIGHT ago a correspondent who signed

himself " Shazbazzik
'

' wrote a letter regard-

ing the imperfect balancing of engines. This

has aroused considerable interest, and further

correspondence on the .subject is published this week..

The Rex Motor Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.. Coventry,

write :
" In answer to ' Shazbazzik ' on this question, we

in Great Britain, and probably in the world. Why he

does not look to the oldest and largest manufacturers

for this information we cannot say, but the enclosed

drawing showing three types of Rex engines properl\

balanced is a proof that we at least know our business.
" With reference to the skptch. all Rex engines are

balanced in the following monner, i.e., every pair of fly-

2j h.p. single cylinder.
'

5 li.p. single cylinder Rexette.

must take exception to the remark, ' Can anyone tell me
why our best engine makers continue to make engines
which are balanced in this way ? ' We think without
egotism we can say we are at least one of the best British

engine makers, having made petrol engines for the past

eleven years, and having manufactured during this

period certainly more petrol engines than any other firm

sjh.p.ftwin-cylinder.

wheels have balance weights cast on them corresponding

to the weight of the piston, connecting rod etc. In the

event of the weight being found insufficient to obtain

the true balance, holes are drilled on the opposite side

of the wheel as shown in the sketch. The size of the

holes and distance apart determine the adjustment of

the balance.''

^—•••-<-
On September ^ist next the First International

Rubuer Exhibition will be held at the Royal Horti-

cultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W. All

classes of rubber articles will be shown, and those

which will be of special interest to our readers will be
tyres and their accessories, and also cables and in-

sulated wires for ignition purposes.

We are informed by Mr. V. L. Fellows that he has

accumulator repair shops situated in the most central

part of London, narriely, 49, Hertford Street, Mayfair,

W. He undertakes the repair of any make of cell on

the shortest notice and at nloderate prices, and has

always a large stock of Mayfair accumulators and

second-hand batteries of other makes.
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Through the Trough of Boivland.

WE had made the trip of

the Trough more
than once on foot, but

had hesitated to face

the ordeal of rough roads and

precipitous hills on a motor

bicycle, knowing that if our

mounts should prove to be

incapable of surmounting some

of the steep gradients it was

woe betide us, and for our

sins we should be called upon
for some stout and strenuous

pushing.

I speak of the Trough of

Bowland glibly enough as a

Lancashire man, and the name
is familiar to wheel ramblers

in this part of the country;

DUt for the benefit of others I

night say a word or two in description of its situation

ind character. To begin with, Lancashire is a county

hat embraces many phases of life and scenery—the

nanufacturing and industrial, the agricultural and
ural, the mountain and moorland in the North, and
he sea. To those who go upon wheels the county of the

•ed rose abounds in variety and interest, and in spite

)f its reputation for poor roads, not altogether merited

n my opinion, there are hundreds of miles of really

•espectable going. Part of our present Journey, it is

rue, was by roads that even ultra-civility could not

lescribe as of the best, but, then, they are rarely used

)y light or motor traffic.

!
Well, the portion of country which lies on the

lorthern borders of Lancashire and Yorkshire is of the

noorland type, known as the Forest of Bowland,
ilthough there is now little enough forest about it, and
s characterised by wild and rugged moorland and hill,

hrough which the clear streams gurgle over their stony

jeds, flanked here and there by pine and fir and
inountain ash, and fringed

Ivith the emerald verdure

.vhich crops out brightly in

he sheltered valleys and
3n the slopes at the foot

jf the sequestered hills.

The road which runs

hrough the Trough is the
lill road and short cut

:'rom Lancaster to Clitheroe.

Making the circuit from
Preston, our journey was
not a long one (some fifty

tniles or so), but we allowed
Durselves plenty of time to

pause and enjoy the beauti-

ul scenery through which
we should pass.

j

The Trip through the
Trough.

' Setting out, therefore, in

good time one morning, a
friend and I (he mounted

Tbe Tiougb o( Bowland.

fTear Dunsop Bridge.

upon a light Fairy aad I upon
a heavy touring machine) pro-

ceeded merrily through Long-
ridge and the old-world village

of Chipping, and thence,

negotiating some tricky corners

and sudden rises, to Whitewell
the beautiful. Here the hills

began to rise in brave array

in front, and the way we had
to traverse was indicated by a

deep cleft in their serrated

ridges. The weather had
begun to look somewhat
gloomy, and a cold ijorth

wind blew down the valley in

our faces. The little Fairy

chattered away pleasantly by
the side of 'its big, slowly

throbbing companion, and, in

spite of the gloomy look of the sky, our spirits were

high and our hearts light as we swished along, chanting

lively melodies. The road, which had been good so

far, now commenced to deteriorate, and at Dunsop
Bridge we entered upon a mountain road in earnest.

We began to climb sudden acclivities and drop down
steep pitches on a road that clung precariously ir

places to the steep hillsides.

In response to a call for a halt, my friend brought

up suddenly, ar d, losing his balance, as gracefully and
softly as circumstances would permit, he spread him.self

over the fallen machine, and together they made a

picturesque recumbent group upon the soft turf by the

roadside. The carburetter and inlet pipe were knocked
awry, but we soon put matters to rights, and after

feasting our eyes upon the beautiful scenes around us

we proceeded on our way, not without some fears of the

steep and rough road that lay before us up the

redoubtable Trough. A slight blue haze now began
to follow each of us as we fortified our engines with

copious draughts of oil in

preparation for the worst

part of the climb. The
road had deteriorated into a

rough, boulder-strewn track,

in which fact really lay

the difBcuIties of the ascent.

The heavy tourist was
sprung fore and aft, but

was unable to travel at

the necessary speed to

keep up power. The low-

geared machine promised
more favourably, and a

bend in the road brought
to our view the forbidding

cleft in the hills, well

named the Trough, which
should tax our climbing

capabilities.

Gradient 1 in 4.

The Fairy went first with

a purring roar, and I
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Thiongh the Trough o£ Bowlan .

—

followed a couple of hundred yards or so in the rear.

Although I was pretty busy keeping on the road, I

noticed my companion throwing out a businesslike

blue reek as he tackled the worst rise. I had no time

to observe much, however, for my engine, slightly over-

geared for this sort of country, was beginning to slow

more than I liked. There was no pedalling gear on the

machine, so I nursed the engine as well as I could, but

Across the Moois. One of the gates on the road.

the throbbing became weaker and slower, until at last

1 saw that if ballast were not thrown overboard there

would be a full stop. I threw all the available ballast

overboard, namely, myself, and commenced a lively

quick-step alongside. It was without avail, and as the

engine died away I looked up and saw my companion
in similar straits. He had little weight to push,

though, and soon won to the summit, whence he

presently descended to help me push my
2 cwts. of refractory metal to the top. It

was some consolation to look down the

nrecipitous cleft and to think that, after

dil, iL was exceptionally steep and exception-

ally rough, but I felt vexed all the same
that I had not a gear of five to one in place

of my much higher one, or, better still, a

variable gear. The contour book gives the

hill as one in eight, so I should think it

would be safe to say that there are portions

iiearer one in four.

We rested awhile after our labours at the

top of the pass, regaling ourselves with

sandwiches which we had brought with

us, and taking copious drinks of the sweet

water that bubbles over the clean stones in

the mountain rivulets. Restarting presently,

we descended the other side of the pass,

which commences with only a moderate
gradient for two miles. A brisk shower
came on, and, not having recovered from
the humiliation of the big-big push, I re-

adiusted the carburetter, which I had pur-

t^osely choked before setting out so that I

should not run away from the lesser machine. W
could see the road curling over the hills in front, an
seeming hopelessly steep, but when the shower ha
passed an improvement in our going seemed to tali

place. We both tackled the steeps bravely, and mac
light and fast work of the long ascent, given in tV

road book as one in ten—in reality, I am sure, muc
steeper. We presently pulled up at a gate, of whic
there are quite a number on this road. Sometimes the

occur in awkward places, too, and one has I

be very careful if a collision with one (

them is not desired. Besides, it is not alwa-

very easy to effect a start on the other sid

The climb now became more gradual, ar

we felt to be getting to a tremendous heigl

on the bleak moors. Suddenly the Fair)

engine went off at a startling roar. It w;

only the belt-fastener, and in a few minut'

we were again on our way, till we gained tl

highest point the roadway attains.

Magnificent View from a High Tow <

Here from the " Jubilee " tower a magi
ficent view of the country stretches below
on all sides. Morecambe Bay is outlin

like the coast line of a map. The billo^

mountains of the Lake District rise on t

other side of the bay, and the familiar pea

of the Langdales, Coniston Old Man, Bla

Coombe, and many others which a La
District lover might name confront us

all their rugged majesty. South of the b

Blackpool's tower and wheel are plaii

visible, and away round us the toweri

forms of Ingleborough and Whernside and the w
uplands of West Yorkshire contribute their quota

the magnificence of the scene.

Getting astride our mounts once more, we made
Lancaster, which could be seen from the tow

Although only half a dozen miles aAvay, those miles wi

pregnant with possibilities of trouble in the way
steep hills and sudden curves and gates. To bet

The Jubilee Tower, from the top ol which a manlfloent view Is obtained, r
"^

il
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Through the Trough of Bowland.

—

with, we dropped down a dangerous hill two miles

in length, with an average gradient of one in ten.

There is a right-angle curve halfway down, but although

we were not aware of it we very fortunately had our

machines well in hand. After negotiating the hill, a

mile or two of comparatively level road gave us a little

respite, until we reached the last "teaser." It was a

tit-bit to finish up with, but our engines seemed' to be
pulling grandly—certainly mine was much better than

it was in the Trough—and we took the bends in good
st)le, and even started on a stiff gradient on the other

side of a gate. That was the last hill, and we soon

arrived in Lancaster, where we discovered that the small

machine had been prodigally laying the dust with petrol

from a leaky union. We remedied this, and after

replenishing our petrol supplies to make up for the

waste we worked our way through Lancaster's crowded

and narrow streets, where Saturday market was being

held, and out upon the good, broad, high road to

Preston. It was a nice change to have a free and open
seaboard, and we cantered briskly homewards, arriving

in good time in the afternoon.

The trip was an arduous one, but we thoroughly

enjoyed it. The light machine was, on the whole, more
manageable in such a country, and more useful than

the big machine, which latter ought to have been more
suitably geared for the journey.

In conclusion, I would highly recommend the excur-

sion to Lancashire and North-country men, but would
say, have a variable gear, or, if a single gear, a reason-

ably low one—five or five and a half to one. There is

a certain note of humour in the contour book's descrip-

tion of this road. Under heading " Objects of Interest,"

it is described as "dreary moorland road," which, in

my opinon, is somewhat misleading. T. R.

->-»«»-^

Motor Cycle Tyres.
THOUGH they have been on the market for some

years, the Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd., 49, Suss'jx

Place, 9.W., have not until recently pushed
the sale of their motor cycle tyres. On motor

cars they have given great satisfaction as regards dura-

The New MichelinTNon-skid Tyre for Motor Cycles.

A. 26 X 2in. non-skid tyre.
B. Wired-oo section

—

d, leather cover ; e, strip to prevent studs reaching

rubber ; f, rubber cover.
" C. Beaded edge section

—

g, flap to prevent'nipping'of tube.

bility and reliability, and are now used widely through-

out the kingdom. The company's efforts have met
iwith great success, which has resulted in their being

!honoured by receiving the Royal Warrant to supply

iMichelin tyres to His Majesty the King. In the

'manufacture of their tyres for motor cycles, the

company have exercised the same care and skill as in

the case of their car tyres. The motor cycle covers

j.re strongly made, and have substantial treads. They
are made either with beaded edges or with wired-on

edges, and may be procured in various sizes, particulars

of which will be sent on application to the firm.

The following remarks to be found in the 1908

Michelin Tyre Co.'s catalogue concerning the inter-

changeability of motor cycle outer covers will prove

interesting. The i^^in. wired-on cover will fit a if^^in.

rim; the if^in. beaded cover will do likewise; 2^in.

and 2y^v!\. wired-on covers will fit 2in. rims; and

2j4in. beaded edge covers will fit 2in, rims. The 2^in.

and 2j^in. beaded edge covers require special rims.

Michelin motor cycle covers are also made to fit West-

wood rims. The Michelin butt-ended tube can be

used with either wired-on or beaded edge covers.

A novel departure for 1908 is the Michelin-Semelle

non-skid tyre for motor cycles. This is a reduced

facsimile of the famous Michelin non-skid used with

unparalleled success on motor cars for the last two

years. The accompanying illustration clearly shows

the construction of the cover. The studs, which are

of hardened steel, project through a substantial leather

tread vulcanised on to the cover, while behind the

studs there is a thick leather strip, which effectually

prevents the studs from penetrating to the inner tube.

These non-skids are made with either wired-on or

beaded edges, and it will be noticed that in the case

of the latter a flap is provided to prevent the tube

from being nipped.
^-^m»^~<

The Centipede all-leather belt made by W. Pollin,

of Spalding, has made a good name for itself both at

home and abroad. It is a low-priced belt, capable of

giving many hundreds of miles of satisfactory service. A

sample of a new pattern Simplex belt has reactied us

from the maker, and the drawing shows its construction.

The introduction of the canvas core should make the

belt still stronger and less liable to stretch and slip.

The new Centipede belt is similar to the above, but

stronger, having an extra strip of leather.
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§3 A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Twin-cylinder for Passenger Work.

I "have just purchased a 5-5

?' I

h.p. twin Antoine motor bi-

cycle, Chater-Lea frame, which
I is geared 3^ to 1. Would you

kindly let me know if I could

fit a sidecar to this machine for my
brother and I to use (our combined
weights being twenty-two stones) on

the road, say, from London to

Exeter? Could you tell me about the
number of miles per gallon I could

expect with a Longuemare carbu-

retter, No. 10 spray, on this com-
bination?—M. C.

yes, a sidecar can be fitted to the

machine in question, and you could get

alx>ut the country a good deal with
only one gear of 4^ to 1, but a two-

speed gear would be advisable if you do
not wish to use the pedals on hills. The
machine would not climb all the hills

between London and Exeter unless a
lower gear were fitted. The consump-
tion would be about sixty miles to the
gallon with sidecar.

Manipulation ol Air and Throttle Levers.

Which of the following
— I methods of driving would keep
^ my 5 h.p. Riley engine the
-SJ cooler? When I get going on

level roads I close all extra
air and then close throttle as

much as possible without stopping
engine. I then see if it will take any
extra air and give it as much as it

will take. Spark fully advanced. A
friend of mine contends that my
method of driving does not keep my
engine as cool as it might do. He
says if I opened the extra air about
full and then throttled down as much
as possible I should keep the engine
cooler. His argument is (and it

seems reasonable to me) that with the
extra air fully open the suction on
the jet is reduced, and that conse-

quently I should get a weaker mix-
ture than the way I drive, and that

I should probably use less petrol.

—

BC 403.

We should say yours is the most effec-

tive method of driving, viz., to set the
throttle at the speed at which you re-

quire to travel, and adjust the air to

suit the quantity of gas admitted. If

you open the extra air fully with
throttle partly closed you will probably
stop the engine. Again, with extra air

fully open the throttle will require to

be more open than actually necessary
for a moderate speed, and engine will

get hotter.

Gear (or Tricar and Loose Bearing.

I have a 4^ h.p. tricar with

g^ Stevens engine, water-cooled,

^ and it is geared 5 to 1. I find

that it travels all right on level

roads, but when I come to the
slightest hill it slows down. Is this

gear too high (passengers twenty
stones), and if so, would you advise
me to get a two-speed or variable
gear? The big end of engine is very
slack, and I have been trying to get
at it, but I could not loosen the nut
of flywheel, so I do not know whether
it will require tightening or a new
bush. What would you advise?

—

W.S.
The gear is about right for ordinary
purposes, and the tricar should go up
slight hills with comparative ease. The
engine, without doubt, requires to he
carefully overhauled, as there should
be no play in the big end. A new bush
will probably be necessary. Careful
attention should be paid to the com-
pression. Of course, no tricar is much
use without a two-speed gear. We
should, therefore, advise you to have
one fitted, if possible. By reducing the
gear still further the engine would most
probably overheat.

Making the Engine Run at Slow Speeds.

The only fault I find with
my Rex da Luxe twin is that
it is too fast, and I cannot
control the speed to much

under 20 m.p.h., otherwise the engine
stops. Do you think I could over-
come this by fitting a smaller spray
nozzle and choke tube? I do not
know what number of nozzle I have
in at present. Would this regulate
the speed, say, to 20 m.p.h. or

under? What would you recom-
mend?, I usually drive with the
spark retarded one notch, the throttle

almost clo.sed, and the air full or half

open.—G.H.A., N.B.
Try closing off the air supply still more
when you close the throttle and attempt
to make the machine run slowly. If

this will not do you must fit a slightly

smaller air adapter. Exactly what
sized spray and choke tube are re-

quired can only be found out by ex-

periment. It appears that the inlet

valve springs of your engine are too
strong. Procure two spare ones made
of finer gauge wire or with a less

number of coils in them, and yoii

should be able to drive the machine
regularly at ten miles per hour or even
less.

Controlling Air Supply from Saddle. i

The carburetter on my >«^ machine is a F.N. with a small

> hole on one side of spray
-S-1 chamber covered by a small

cover moving radially on a set-

screw. I am thinking of fitting a

lever control to this. Would it be

advantageous to make another inlet

for air on the other side, so as to

equalise the draught, and if so would
the benefit be worth the trouble? In

common with another enquirer in

The Motor Cydle, I have had to solder

up a small pinhole in the bottom of

the spray chamber, thereby making
a previously exceptionally bad
starter, when cold, into an exception-
ally easy starter, cold or warm.—
E.W.C., Colchester.

Yes, an extra air inlet to the carbu-

retter controlled from the saddle would
undoubtedly be an advantage, and
make driving more interesting. If you
make an extra hole on the opposite side

of the vaposising chamber, you would,
of course, have to make arrangements
to be able to close it. The latest pat-

terns of the F.N. carburetter are fitted

with an extra air inlet controlled from
the saddle.

DifBculty In StartlngTand Running Slowly.

I have a 3^ h.p. Peugeot
engine fitted to a Chater-Lea
frame. The carburetter is a

Longuemare. It takes me
about five minutes to get the

engine to fire, although there is a

good spark at the plug. When once

going I cannot throttle it down under

eighteen miles per hour, which is

not very safe on greasy roads. The
carburetter is in good order, but 1

have to open throttle fully before .

engine will start. The contact

breaker is clean, but I am renewing
the platinum screw and blade, as they

are worn. I may say tlie machine
has always been known for its speed.

A friend suggests a slow speed trem-

bler coil. Do you advise this. J.H.C.
The symptoms entirely point to the air

supply being too great. If you fit a

smaller choke tube we think you will

find the machine will run more slowly

and start more easily. You must make
sure that no air is being drawn into the

engine owing to badly fitting nuts on

the induction pipe, or owing to the

throttle spindle being a very loose fit.

This helps to make starting difficult.

Do not use a trembler coil. It is not

nearly so efficient as a plain coil.
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AT IT

THE LIVE BACK AXLE applied to a motor bicycle provides for the application of a starting handle on the axle, and
permits of the siime easy starting process as a car—distinct from the undignified and laborious method of pedalling.

The ROC Live Axle system was initiiit-d five years ago, and has since been incorporated with a perfect speed gear device under
Patent No. 25054/06. Other makers are entitled to use the system under Roc license, but the public are cautioned against infringe-

ments. When ordering your new mount, spxify " live bacl< axle." It is the most important item in your specification. Most
makers are already prepared to undertake this order, but in case of difficulty any competent agent can adapt the Roc Live Axle

with Roc Clutch and Roc Speed Gear Appliance, or this company will undertake the conversion for you. The system means, of

course, abolition of the pedal gear—a relic of the cedal bicycle. It enables one's machine to be controlled by foot levers precisely

as a car. The appliance includes commodious footrests, and lends a new note of comfort to the rider.

If you already possess a serviceable mount, there is no longer the same need to change now this important improvement
can be added. The inclusive price of the appliance and conversion is Ten Guineas. It is, of course, an integral part of the

Roc machine marketed in two forms, viz.,

ROC, 4 h.p Single-cylinder Ball-bearing Engine 48 Guineas.

ROC, 5h.). Twin .. ,. ., 55 „

ROC MOTOR
CYCLE WORKS,A. W. WALL, Ltd.,

Aston Road and Dartmouth Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Complete

1908 Catalogue

now ready. LONDON AGENTS— >

THE SERVICE Co., 292, High Holborn, W.C. (

THE L.M.C. Si H.P. ENGINE.
NOTE THE SENSIBLE EXHAUST PIPE.

(" The Motor Cycle," Sept. 11th, ISO}.)

^
S' LXC.

i\^
JB>

<r\^

ALWAYS
FIRST PUSH OF PEDAI.P

EXPERIENCE
GUARANTEES
EFFICIENCY &
RELIABILITY.

Designed by Mr. W. J. LLOYD (late

director ol the Quadrant Cycle Co., Ltd.)

Designer of the "ORIGINAL" QUAD-
RANT ENGINES (Birmingham make).

Mr. Lloyd's experience in Petrol Engine

design and construction dates from the

early introduction of motor cycling.

A VISIT TO OUR WORKS will convince you that

THE L.M.C. is a PROVED SUCCESS.
Write for leaflet, " Convincing Criticisms," post free. lUustnted list free on application.

IMPORTANT TO RIDERS OF QUADRANTS (Birmingham make).—L.M.C. Sfakes
AND Engine Replacements for these machines can be supplied from stock.

Prompt Despatch. List Fuse. We have several excellent second-hand 3 h.p.

and 3i h.p. Quadrants (Birmingham make) for disposal. Re-plated and re-eaamelled
as new. Fall particnlars on appUcation.

Agencies where machines may be seen, and all further information obtained

:

Bristol & District—0. A. Hunter, 45, Park Street CardlH & DItlrlct— R. Beraq, 31,

Castle Street Manchester & District—James Hall & Oo. (Mnehester), Ltd.,

223, SIretiord Road.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOR AND ENGINEERING CO.,

L.M.O. Works, 132, Monument Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams--" Obliging."

In answering either of these advertisements it is de&irable that you mention '^ The Motor Cycle."
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N.S.U. 6 hep. Twin Cylinder,

N.S.U. Side-car Attachment,
—the reliability of the former ensuring the safety of the latter. The

N.S.U. Twin-cylinder is admirably suited to si:lc:'ar and forccar attach-

ments. It is stoutly Ijuilt. particular attention having been given to

secure a strong rigid frame. Consideraljle thought, too, has been

devoted to arrange the seat in such a manner as will enable the

average rider to en;oy freedom of movement and comfort, and to

converse in just the ordinary tone of conversation with companion.

A point in favoi r of the N.S.U. attachment is that it can be adapted

to any type of machine.

TO N.S.U. We have a repair department especially equipped and

OWNERS. staffed to deal jiromptly and efficiently with all require-

ments. If your machine requires overhauling send it

now. Spare parts can be supplied per return.

The N.S.U. Two-speed Gear can be easily fitted by

just removing the ordinary pulley.

1908 Catalogue

free on request.

Send for full particulars to^

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.,
78, Charlotte Street, LONDON, W.

In ansujering thin adverfisemfnt. it -ix desirable thM ymi, me/ntinv " The Motar Oyle."
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trying

wheel
round.

Gummed Up Piston Rings.

(1.) I have a 4^ h.p. Stevens
motor bicycle, but find when

to start that the back
sticks and will not go
Have had belt off, and

find that it is not the fault of the

road wheel. Of course, I use the ex-

haust lifter. What do you think is

the cause? Do you think the piston

sticks? (2.) How can I find the gear

of a motor cycle? (3.) Do you know
any method of starting my engine on
the stand, it being pedalless?

—

Auto,
Staffordshire.

(1.) See that the exhaust valve is lift-

ing properly, and inject paraffin

through the small tap on the top of the
cylinder before starting. If there is no
tap you had better have one fitted, or

you will have to remove the sparking
plug every time you want to inject

paraffin. (2.) You find the ratio of

gear between engine and road wheel
by revolving the back wheel and count-

ing how many revolutions the engine
pulley makes to one revolution of the
road wheel. (3.) There is no safe

method of starting the engine on the
stand without pedals, but on a well

tuned up machine it can be done by
smartly pulling up the back wheel over
compression. Be very careful when
attempting this or you might cut your
hand or arm on the mudguard ; it is a

most 'dangerous practice. Why not
have a free engine like the Roc, with
a starting handle on back axle?

Proposed Alteration of Contact Breaker.

I have a 5 h.p. Riley tricar

which has always given satis-

faction except for one thing.

The contact breaker is make
and break,, and the oil , from

crankcase works out on to it and
accumulates on the platinum points,

causing misfires, the temporary
cure being to dismount and clean the

oil away and re-adjust platinum
points. To avoid this I am thinking
of changing contact breaker to wipe.

This, of course, would avoid need for

trimming up platinums, but should
I get good results from the change,
or can you suggest any disadvantage
likely to accrue from fitting wipe
contact, other than the usual wear
which takes place on fibre and ring,

and would it be at all difficult? The
coil is a Fuller Syntonic. I suppose
no other alteration is required than
fitting the wipe contact to half-time

shaft?—ED 84.

You must bear in mind that a make
and break contact breaker is more
efficient than a wipe contact and more
economical. The average contact
breaker, if a good coil is supplied, will

stand a good deal of oil, but when pit-

ting ensues, added to dirty oil, mis-
firing occurs. Probably if you fit

iridium points to contact maker and
coil it will cure the trouble altogether.
It^ is not the oil that causes the mis-
firing so much ^s pitting of soft platinum.
We have often run a make and break
contact breaker' in a very oily condi-
tion if the points have been rather
firmly adjusted. Of course, you can

,

cure the leakage of oil by rebushing, or
fitting a felt washer. If you fit a wipe
contact cam m.ust be changed.

A Novice's Interestin;; Queries.

I have a 2i h.p. Kerry, 76
by 85 mm., plain coil, make
and break, F.N. carburetter.
When I advance spark lever

half-way the machine goes
well, but if I advance it fully the
speed does not increase. The machine
goes very well, but not fast enough.
It takes all the air after starting, at

slow or fast speeds. Do ~you think
if I fitted a B. and B. or Longue-
mare carburetter I should get better
results? The platinum points are
properly adjusted as per your advice
to other readers. Compression is

perfect and carburetter clean, also

batteries all right. I can climb a
hill of 1 in 9 with a 5^ to 1 gear, but
if I have a 4| to 1 gear I have to
pedal. Kindly explain. Do you
think that lin. leather belt is too
wide for a 2| h.p. engine? Another
mystery is if I give a pumpful of oil

every five miles I never notice smoke
coming out of the silencer. Please
explain why. My petrol consump-
tion is about eighty to ninety-five
miles per gallon.—C.H.E., Rnabon.

Probably the spark is advanced to its

limit when the lever is half-way for-

2-r5

Output 0! 2} h.p. Engine.

(1.) Under ordinary condi-
tions should a 2J h.p. Minerva
take a rider of eleven stones
up all hills? (2.) Does rebor-
ipg increase the h.p. of a

motor, and would you advise this
being done, or does it weaken the
sides of the cylinder too much? (3.)

What would it cost, roughly, to fit

a trembler coil and wipe contact in
place of a plain and make and break?
Would the result compensate for the
outlay? (4.) Would iridium points
on make and break last longer or re-

quire less frequent adjusting than
platinum, and would they give better
results?—J.G.B., Cardiff.

(1.) A 2| h.p. machine with an eleven
stone rider should climb most hills

without difljcully, but not all, unless
the gear is sufficiently low. (2.) Re-
boring naturally increases the horse-
power as it increases the diameter of
the cylinder. Whether .or not it will
weaken the cylinder walls too much is

a matter for the engineers who under-
take the job to decide. 'Very few
motor cycle cylinders are thick enough
to allow for reboring, but compression
may be improved by grinding out

The new pattern Quadrant is undoubtedly an improvement over its predecessors. The engine his s
m.o.i.v., handle-bar control is (Ilted, longer handle-bars, a lower frame, foot plates, a round tubular
carrier, and Price's stand. This new model is also neater, and has a symmetrical appearance.

ward. You will improve matters by
fitting a slightly larger choke tube, or

else you could increase the size of the
extra air inlet so that the machine will

take the full amount of air when run-

, ning at full speed. It is unnecessary
to fit another carburetter. The perform-
ances as regards the two gears are

about right. The lower the gear the

slower the machine on the level, but
steeper hills can be climbed. The
engine doeiS not smoke probably be-

cause the oil will stand a high tem-
perature, and there is room in the

crankcase for it ; if the space between
flywheels and crankcase is small the oil

soon gets past the rings, as there is no-

where else for it to go, and when it

arrives in the combustion head the heat
of the explosions vaporises it. Some
engines smoke immediately they are

over-oiled, whereas others run better

with a good supply of oil and do not
smoke.

cylinder and fitting new rings. (3.)

We do not quote prices. No, we should
say it is not worth while to have a
trembler coil fitted, and you would lose
heavily in efficiency, though probably
with it starting would be rather easier.

(4.) Yes, iridium points would last

longer, require less cleaning and adjust-
ment, and give better results provided
the coil has an efficient condenser.

"THE AUTOCAR," Wfiich Is
published under the same pro-

prieic-^hip a^ " Thp Motor Cycle,"
is to the automobilist What this
journal is to the motor cyclist.
Any reader of " The Motor Cycle "
who is also considering 'he pur-
chase of a car should make a po'nt
of obtaining "The Autocar "—the
leading mo or journal. Price 3d.
Issued Weekly.
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The Tyre Spoon Brake.
An interesting discussion in an American con-

temporary recalls the days when pedal cycles were

fitted with a front brake consisting of a metal spoon,

which was worked into pressure on the tyre itself by the

usual lever This brake is a distinctly powerful one,

and whatever its defects, it does not wear the tyre, as

was strikingly illustrated by a photograph published

in The Motor Cycle last year. A stone stuck between

tha mudguard and tyre of a motor cycle, and the rider

proceeded twenty miles with the stone rubbing on his

tyre all the way
; yet at the finish it was the stone that

was nearly worn through, the tyre evincing no damage
whatever. The explanation is the difference in the size

of the two surfaces under friction, the brake spoon

being perhaps 2in. long and the tread of a 2 Sin. tyre

over 7ft. The reason I mention this form of brake is

that several times of late I have been consulted about

an additional emergency brake for passenger com-

binations—both sidecars and tricars. The regular

brakes have proved unequal to great stresses, and there

is no room to fit another drum and band, while perhaps

the contour of the tyre rim does not lend itself to a

horseshoe brake. Under these circumstances I cer-

tainly ought to have suggested a tyre spoon brake,

w-hich is very powerful and very simply and inexpen-

sively rigged up at home by any clever amateur.
,
My

omission is the greater because I have owned a small

voiturette and an Eadie quad, each of which had a

pair of these brakes. There is always the risk of a

punctured tyre, of course, but it would be a rare case

when tyre and brake collapsed together. I would a

good deal rather rely on one of these brakes than on

any other motor cycle brake of modem days, excepting

only the belt rim shoe, and that, unfortunately, we

cannot have in passenger work when we use a chain

drive.

A Lubrication Point.

Some riders appear to find a marvellous difference

in the running of their engines according to the brand

of lubricant that is employed, while others find their

engines so entirely indifferent to the consistency of oils

that they are frankly incredulous about the troubles of

their less fortunate brethren. Wherever I have found

an engine supremely sensitive to the quality of its

lubricant, it has been an engine in which there was

only a very limited clearance between the flywheels and

the crankcase. Of late most makers have slightly

increased this clearance, and this disturbing sensitive-

ness to brands of lubricant will, I fancy, practically

disappear during 1908. Two instances have come

under my notice this week. One is a letter from a.

friend, who says his 1908 mount will accept any lubri-

cant, whereas the 1907 edition of the same make always

sulked unless fed with a particular oil. A second is

the experience of a maker, who had an engine returned

to him because it would not climb hills. He tried a

fresh oil with it, and it behaved admirably; and t» '

cure this tendency he is enlarging the flywheel clearance, -i

Where this sensitiveness exists, it is sometimes possible 1

to cure it by reducing the web at the top of the crank

case.

An Extraordinary Experience.
A well-known athlete underwent an extraordinary

experience on one of the early rides of his novitiate.

I wonder if any rider can parallel it ? His single-

cylinder vertical engine had its gudgeon pin secured

by the set screw system of odious memory. One of these

set screws came adrift after the fashion of the wee

beasties. As some of us know, this usually means a

wrecked engine. But perhaps because the aforesaid

athlete used his motor cycle for business purposes and

not for sinful scorching his fate was very different.

The errant set screw emerged from the engine via a

hole it knocked for itself through the wall of the cylin-

der ; but, the owner's lucky star being in the ascendant,

this hole was at the very bottom of the piston's stroke.

Consequently the engine continued to run, and with

increased power, owing to the freer exhaust. The rider

puffed blithely to his journey's end, somewhat be-

spattered with oil, and creating no small barking.

He still rides with the same cylinder, albeit with

a plate clamped around the auxiliary exhaust hole.

Some men have all the luck. But why, in the name of

all that is wonderful, did that screw emerge sideways

through the cylinder ? One would have said the piston

could only jerk it against the glass-smooth cylinder

wall at a very acute angle, and, if so, how did it make
its way clean through? Truth is again stranger than

fiction. I should never have dared to incorporate such

an idea in one of my motor cycling yarns.

Magneto Switches.
A rider enquires why accumulator switches and mag-

neto switches work in directly opposite ways, the accu-

mulator switch opening up a gap in a previously com-

plete circuit, and the magneto switch bridging a gap

already existent. The accumulator switch is a " cut

out" switch; it stops the firing by interrupting the

primary circuit, and so preventing the electricity stored ,

in the accumulator from circulating. Hence this

switch opens up a gap. With the magneto, on the con-

trary, we have not got to deal with stored electricity at

all, but with a current that is being constantW

generated, and not only generated, but simultaneously

impelled over a circuit ; if we broke this circuit by a

cut-out or interrupter switch, the current would con-

tinue to accumulate at and behind the point of rupture,

and would burst a path through some part of the in-

sulation. Consequently, instead of breaking the cir-

cuit, we open up a new and shorter circuit which guide*

the curent away from the sparking plug, and so stops

the firing without damaging the magneto. Consequently,

a magneto switch is nothing more or less than

deliberately procuring a short circuit.
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Always »,^k yotit* Motor Agent

,
, y,- ,,4/'"r

Castle
I

AGGumulators
THE

EVER RELIABLE,
from 12/6.

The " G " Petrol Filler,

For Shell Cans.

Castle

Induction Coils
deorease consumption,
and increase power.

Non-trembler . . 1 5/6

High-speed trembler 31/6

WRITE FOR 1908 LIST.

(S*5> !-.

J 1 y r~:^'

1
'/

!

Gisemann Magneto LM,
Plug, 6/-. 2/-.

UNITED MOTOR INDUSTRIES, LIMITED,
45 & 46, Poland Street, London, W.

ELnd SHei-bourne Works, Coven'tr-y.

7/6-

With it any tank filled

with easj.

POWER POSSIBILITIES

The actual limitations of your machine's power are never touched
unless it is economised and rightly directed. That is what the

Watawata is for—to show you just what can be done if all power
wastage be checked.

There's no question of slipping or stretching about the WataWata—it

preserves its tenacity of grip under all conditions. Motor cyclists

everywhere praise it and we cannot recall a single instance

of dissatisfaction.
For full particulars write

:

DEPT. B. Messrs. O. & W. ORMEROD, LTD., ROCHDALE.
LONDON: W- B. BROOKE, 81B, Mansion House Chambers, E.G.

In answering, either of these advertisements it is desirable that you menticm " The Motor Cycle.'
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"JUST

ARRIVED."

Write for particulars ?o-PETER UNION TYRE CO., LTD., 6, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.

Sole Afrents for South Africa-SB.mWELl Bros., Carolint Street Birmiinham. Sole Agents for Scotland-MESSiiS. R"^"
Y'-r,".tl™,"!;i«L ManrhSte?

Row, Edinburgh. Sole ARents for Manchester and District—The Manchester Auio-Cycle Co., Lid., 6S, Great Jackson Street, Manchester.

New York Aeency—MB. E. KiTCHEtiER, 206, West 76th Street, New York City, U.S.A.

Tn nn.nm-.ri.ni7 thU advertuement it is demrabh that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Some Interesting Accessories.
SINCE the early introduction of the motor cycle

the firm of Lycett's Rawido Belt Co., Ltd.,

Bromley Street, Birmingham, has always catered

for riders' wants, and can be relied upon to

turn out articles of practical value, the principal, Mr.
E. Lycett, being an enthusiastic motor cyclist himself.

The Lightning stand, new pattern,
lor attacb ng to chain stays.

[Lycett's rubber and canvas belt with
transverse grooves top and bottom.

The latest introductions of this firm are a new pattern
Lightning stand, which is attached to the chain stays

to facilitate the removal of the rear wheel while the
machine is jacked up. The other well-known features

of the Lightning stand are retained. A round tubular
carrier is another new accessory illustrated in this article.

The remaining illustration is that of a new registered

pattern of rubber and canvas motor cycle belt. The
transverse grooves, which are moulded in the rubber
during the process of manufacture, unlike other pat-

terns, are moulded both on the top and underneath the
belt, but, as will be observed from the illustration, the
under grooves are altogether finer than those which
are provided at the top. The double grooves should
tend towards greater flexibility. .\n important point
in connection with this belt, but not shown, is the
Lycett patent fas

tener. Most readers

know the Lycett

fastener for leather

belts, and how
quickly it can be

attached or detached
The same sy.stem

has been adopted for

the new rubber belt

It is fitted with

metal eyelets during i

the process of manu- b,

factqre. without in- y
jury to the rubber b-^,,

or canvas, and as a

rubber belt does not

.stretch as rapidly as a leather one, it has been possible

to reduce the number of holes at each end.

The tubular carrier for motor-cycles.

->—•••-^

Experiences with a Twin=cylinder Lightweight.
OUR first riding experience with the lightweight

twin-cylinder Moto-Reve was on the day of the

quarterly trials last January. On that occasion
^ the roads were atrociously bad. For days

previously alternate frost and thaw had rendered the

surface a mass of greasy ruts, intermingled with slush

and new metal, and we cannot recollect having seen

roads in a worse condition. We rode the machine
about sixty-five miles that day, and our first impression

I was distinctly good. There was an entire absence of

side-slip or unsteadiness, and the Druid spring fork

absorbed all vibration. The handle-bar control is

' well nigh perfect. On the left side of the bar are

;
two small levers—one fixed horizontally controlling the

throttle, the other underneath the handle grip operat-

j

ing the double valve lifter. Once the extra air lever

I

is set the carburetter works quite automatically,

although it is an advantage, we find, to open the extra

air hole on the carburetter if a long hill has to be
,
climbed with the throttle full open. Since our first

ride in January the Moto-Reve has been ridden a

I further 250 miles without the slightest adjustment
being required to the engine or magneto—in fact, we
have not found it necessary to place a spanner on

1 those parts. The round twisted belt has given very
little trouble, the record up to date being one broken
belt fastener. On a long ride, if there is any sign

I

of slipping, the belt can be instantly tightened by
I means of the jockey pulley, but there arrives a time—
usually at the end of about 100 miles—when the belt

requires shortening. This is best done by cutting
a piece out, as it is inadvisable to shorten the belt by
twisting the coils closer together. In a few

weeks the company will be in a position to supply

machines with a direct drive and V belt in

place of the" round belt and jockey pulley. Under
favourable conditions the machine will average a little

over twenty miles an hour on average roads. It

climbs hills splendidly considering its power, and

recently successfully negotiated a steep hill outside

Stratford-on-Avon on the road to Bidford, locally

known as Bardon Hill. With about thirteen stones

in the saddle it climbed a little over three parts of the

way without pedal assistance, and with a few light

strokes of the pedals the remainder was ascended prac-

tically without exertion. Regular readers of The

Motor Cycle will remember that we were the first to

call attention to this miniature twin-cylinder engine, a

description and illustration being published on May
22nd, 1907. We are continuing our experiments, but

in the meantime we know readers will be interested to

hear our experiences v/ith this new pattern lightweight.

It is a most pleasant little machine to ride, is very

silent, gives no trouble, and is just the machine for

those riders who desire a lightweight with some reserve

power. The engine and magneto are beautifully made
—^in fact, this portion of the machine is a marvellous

example of ingenuity and compactness. If the

machine continues to give the same satisfaction as it

has done up to the present, we shall have no hesitation

in recommending it as quite the best of the lightweight

patterns that we have yet had the opportunity of riding.

Riders of about ten stones would find the machine a

far better hill-climber than we have done. The
makers are the Moto-Reve Co., 138, Gray's Inn

Road, W.C.
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Expenses in the End=to=end.
By B. H. DAVIES.

THE editor has asked me to give intending com-

petitors some idea of their probable outlay in

the End-to-end. I have no doubt the R.A.C.
iournal will publish a theoretical balance sheet,

as I, believe it did in 1906, but I must warn any rider

whose pocket will only run to the minimum that

unexpected expenses are often encountered on a pro-

longed motor cycle ride. I myself considerably

exceeded my estimates, owing to various causes. All

I can do in this article is to indicate the minimum, and

riders can then judge for themselves whether they care

to face the chance of exceeding it. The point is that

when a rider has got a certain distance he will be

intent on finishing at any cost, and though some acci-

dent may necessitate professional help in the way of

repairs, which disqualifies for a gold medal, he would

nevertheless pay for it rather than not finish the course.

As regards the journeys to the start and from the,

finish. Penzance can be reached in a long day from

London on a motor cycle, but if time is to be allowed

for overhauling it afterwards, as is only prudent, the

cost of meals and beds will exceed the railway fare.

The same is true of the return journey from Wick.

The A.C.U. may arrange cheap tickets to Penzance,

but the saving will be small.

The A.C.U. makes special terms at all the hotels,

averaging 8s. 6d. for supper, bed, breakfast, and

attendance, say 9s. with tips at the lowest. They also

arrange for a midday lunch at a cost of about half a

crown ; cheaper lunches may be had, but riding creates

an enormous appetite, and as there is often no chance

of a proper afternoon meal, it will be found false-

economy to go to a cheaper house for lunch. There is

also the supreme advantage that there is no tiresome

waiting for the official lunch.

My estimate is liable to be exceeded by means of

tyre replacements, refreshments between meals, and

sundries. It must also be remembered that a rather

costly kit of spares, in which extra inner tubes are the

largest item, is required before starting; that the rear

outer cover is likely to exhaust about half its life ; that

clothing, goggles, horn, lamps, etc., are quite likely to

need some expenditure after the run ; and that several

small spares in the way of plugs, belts, etc., are fairly-

certain to be used up.

Estimate.

Entry fee, £2 2s. (members of A.C.U.,
private owners) ; add subscription and
entrance fee—town members £1 6p.,

country ditto 15s. 6d. ' ...£2 17 6 to £3 8

Fare, London to Penzance 1 5

Motor bicycle, owner accompanying,
owner's risk 9

Fare, Wick to London 2 13

Motor bicycle, owner accompanying,
owner's risk ... ... ... ... 12

Hotels—Eight beds, suppers, and breakfasts,

at 9s. per night 5 12

Eight lunches at 2s. 6d 1

Petrol—900 miles, 100 miles per gallon, at

Is. 4d. per gallon 12

Oil—say one gallon at 4s 4

Minimum expense £13 5 to £13 15 6

->-••«

RIDING HINTS.
THE difference in the amount of attention bestowed

by motor cyclists on their machines is amusing.

One man likes to put his machine away at a

vreek end and take it out the next without

having touched it in any way—in fact, rides it until

it won't go any longer—^and the other, usually the most

enthusiastic rider, is never happy unless tinkering

and trying to improve his machine. Fortunately,

present day motor bicycles need very scant attention,

and, although it is not wise to wait until one gets on

the road to find something needs adjusting, we do not

encourage riders to do too much dismantling " to see

how the wheels go round." A certain amount of

periodical attention to a motor cycle is desirable and

necessary, and does much to prolong its life, and a

few minutes spent in looking over the machine before

starting out ensure an enjoyable day's run. We have

recently received some very practical hints from a

Partick motor cyclist who has had a 3 h.p. Triumph
machine two years, during which time he has ridden

it well over 6,000 miles, and as much as 208 miles

in a day. He assures us that, although his machine

has had to carry fourteen stones regularly, it is as

good now as the day he got it except for the tyres,

and it has never been in a repairer's hands.

In addition to the usual tool bag, he carries a spare

one full of tools and spare parts. Many of his

friends laugh at him, but are nevertheless very glad

to meet him on the road if they are in trouble.

Some Useful Tips.

Here are a few interesting particulars of the little

alterations made and attention paid to the machine.

He first bent the levers in towards the centre line, a&

they previously stuck straight up and caught on hi&

trousers. They were set in exactly lin. Next the

steel split pins were all taken out and replaced with

copper ones. The rubber tube connecting the oil pipe

to the crank case was made a screw coupling, which

entirely prevented any leakage. At the ends of the

footrests side plates were fitted, similar to those on

a pedal, to prevent the feet from slipping sideways.

Whenever he returns after a ride over muddy roads he

puts little oilskin covers made out of linen cloth soaked

in linseed oil and dried, similar to a seaman's oilskin

coat, over the carburetter and magneto, and throws

buckets of warm water all over the machine, or uses

a hose till all dirt is off, then dries down with white

clean waste. [We think the oilskin covers should be

extended to the wheel bearings, otherwise there is great

risk of washing grit into the bearings.

—

Ed.] After-

wards he paints all over the machine excepting the

saddle, toolbag, and tyres with paraffin. A special

paint pot and sash tool are kept ready for this work.

Once every fortnight, whether the machine is used or

not, the lamp, horn, and all silver plated parts are

" painted
'

' with paraffin, and there is not one single

spot of rust on any part. A motor cycle naturally com-

mands a higher price second-hand after careful usage.
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RTHE MOST COMFORTABLE
MOTOR CYCLE in the WORLD.

The reasons why the average
motor cycle is uncomfortable
are numerous; three occur
to one's mind immediately:

1. The excessive weight, which mal<es it

difficult—at times dangerous—to handle

2. The overlapge engine, which develops
its power too vigorously—especially

when working slowly
3. The difficulty of control when riding

through towns, round blind corners, in

winding lanes, etc

The MOTO-REVE removes all

th se objections.

1. It scales under SOIbs

2 its 2 h.p. two-cylinder engine runs
with a gentle purr, yet is powerful
enough to carry the rider up any hill

3. Its handle-bar control enables the
rrder to regulate his pace by a touch
of the finger

k^

Write a card for list C and full particulars,

THE MOTO-REVE CO.,
138. Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.

LIVERPOOL: Central Hall Buildings.

liest you forget-
make a note NOW—while you read this—to give fullest consideration to

the merits of BROOKS saddles and seats, with a view to having one or

the other fitted to your motor cycle this season. Write to-day for one of

BROOKS "Saddle Manuals"
and read all about what we are providing for your needs as a Motor Cyclist. A critical

investigation will reveal the soHd advantages possessed by Brooks Specialities—benefits

far in advance of anything else on the market.

Address Dept. 4S.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ld., The saddle Specialists, Birmingham.

1\

In answering etther of these advertisements it u desirable that you metmoii "The Motor Ci/cle.
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What is the Best Title for This ?
A Novel Competition for Photographers.= iei5 IN PRIZES.=

In this week's "Photography" (dated March 17th) is a coupon, to be filled in with the best title for this picture an
!
sent in,

with a Postal Order for 6d., to the Ediior. The whole of the money so obtained will be distributed in prizes, an in this

(the first of the series) the Publishers guarantee a minimum of £15 as the prize money. All entries have to be in by March 24.

FIRST PRIZE
The issue of " Photography," dated March 17th, is on sale this week at all Newsagents and Bookstalls, price id., or will be

sent post free for 4d. on application to the Publishers—Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

mI
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International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy Race.

Mr. M. J. Schnlte offered to present

% silver cup to the winner of the above
race, and one gold medal each to the

second and third in the single-cylinder

class. The A.C.U. Committee thanked
Mr. Schulte for his kind offer, which
they have been pleased to accept.

Ripley Boadmenders' Dinners.

The second of the dinners and enter-

tainments to roadmenders employed on
the Eipley Eoad took place on Satur-
day last, at the White Lion Hotel,
Cobham, when about thirty-six men
were entertained. The A.C.U. secre-

tary will be pleased to receive further
contributions to tlie dinner fund.

The Auto Cycle Union.

At the end of last year thirty-three
clubs were affiliated to the Auto Cycle
Union, representing a total membership
of about 1,900. The A.C.U. Revenue
account for the year ending December
31st, 1907, shows a turnover of £745
17s. 6d., with a small deficit balance of
fil3 13s. 5d.

A Gymkhana in Germany.

Prince Louis Ferdinand of Bavaria
has accepted the honorary presidency
of a gymkhana which is to be arranged
co-jointly by the Bavarian Motor Club
and the German Motor Cycle Associa-
tion for cars and motor cycles on July
28th, at Munich. Prizes are valued at
£75, amongst the donors being His
Royal Highness Prince Ferdinand of
Bourbon, the Duke of Calabria, the
Munich Corporation, and the organising
club and association.

Private HiU-climbing Trials.

Last week-end we were invited by
Mr. M.r J. Schulte to witness some
trials on Edge Hills with a number of
3^ h.p. motor bicycles just out of the
Triumph shops—their test climb, in
fact.

^
In all there were ten 1908 model

machines, and it says much for the
accuracy of finish and the systematic
production of the machines under men-
tion that all successfully scaled a noted
Warwickshire hill which has a gradient
of 1 in 6 at the steepest part. Added
interest was infused into the trial by
the unexpected appearance of those two
rival and enthusiastic amateurs, 0. L.
Bickford and W. G. McMinnies, of
Oxford. They did not hesitate to try
the paces of their respective machines
—a Triumph and a Vindec against one
another, but in two trials honours were
even. Both machines were in excellent
tune, and climbed the hill without
slackening speed.

No Bevenue Tax In Ireland.

It is not generally known that there
is no revenue tax on motor cycles or

motor cars in Ireland.

Police Trap at Edgware.

We have received information of a

trap working in various positions at

Edgware, both day and night, and
sometimes as late as midnight.

The Numher of Motor Cycles in Germany.

From the annual automobile census
just taken by the German authorities

for the whole Empire we note that at

the beginning of January there were
19.573 motor cycles in Germany, or

3,800 more than twelve months pre-

viously.

Dangerous Dogs.

It is a matter of general interest to

motor cyclists that a cyclist residing
in Staines has been awarded £150 for

damages sustained through a large

Airedale terrier rushing at him and
knocking hiin over. There is no doubt
that some dog owners do not take the
trouble to prevent their pets rushing
after road vehicles, and a lesson or two
such as the above will doubtless affect

a speedy alteration.

Brooklands First Open Motor Cycle Bace.

Motor cyclists will welcome the news
that the first Brooklands motor cycle
races, consisting of a match or private
sweepstakes and other events, are in-

cluded in the B.A.R.C. Easter pro-
gramme. The dates of the Easter
meeting are Saturday, April 18th, and
Monday, April 20th. We have, as our
readers are aware, frequently urged the
encouragement of motor cycle racing on
the Brooklands Track, and we look for-

ward to a well filled entry list and
some good sport. We shall publish the
conditions in a future issue,

motor Taxation.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire Motor
Cycle Club has sent us a copy of a
letter which it has addressed to five

members of Parliament who represent
the electors of Sheffield and district.

This letter is signed by the committee
of the club, and asks the Parliamentary
representatives for their valued help in

watching future legislation, especially

when the forthcoming Budget and the
new Motor Car Act are introduced.
The letter points out that motor cyclists

have been very unfairly dealt with, and
have been actually taxed higher in pro-
portion than car owners. In proof of
this the average value of a car weigh-
ing under one ton is given as £350, and

that of a motor cycle as £15. On this

basis the autocarist pays 2^d. in the
£ taxation, while the motor cyclist pays
Is. 8d. in the £, or eight times more per
cent, than the autocarist. Other motor
cycle clubs might reasonably follow the
example of the Sheffield and Hallam-
shire M.C.C., and so prevent further
injustice to motor cyclists, who are
threatened with additional taxation on
the recommendation of tlie Royal Com-
mission. Club secretaries can have a
copy of the above letter on application
to the Editor of The Motor Cycle.

Damages tor a Guards' OfBcer.

Lieut. F. R. Harford, of the Scots
Guards, was awarded £500 damages in

the Law Courts last Thursday against

Mrs. Alice Gray Hubbard. He was
riding a motor bicycle at Aldershot
when he was knocked down by iMrs.

Hubbard's motor car, and so badly
injured that an operation was per-

formed, and his left leg is now shorter
than the other. In summing up Mr.
Justice Darling said Lieut. Harford
was an officer in what remained of the
Scots Guards, and it was necessary
that no harm should come to him, be-
cause he gathered that officers were ex-

ceedingly scarce. It might be expedient
to reduce the Scots Guards, but it was
not expedient to reduce the officers un-
evenly.

—

Daihj Mail.

The Boyal A.C. Annual General Meeting and
Annual Dinner.

On the afternoon of the 12th inst. the
annual general meeting of the Royal
Automobile Club was held in the old
War Office buildings, on the site of

which it is proposed to erect the club's
new premises. The report of the year
1907 was an interesting, lengthy, and
momentous one, of which a considerable
portion was devoted to the doings of it.=

vigorous offspring, the Auto Cycle
Union. Mention was also made by the
chairman, ilr. C. D. Rose, M.P., of the
dissolution between the R.A.C. and the
Motor Union. The same evening, at

8 o'clock, the R.A.C.'s eleventh annual
dinner was held at the Covent Garden
Theatre. The function was one well
worthy of the august body which was
responsible for its organisation.
Amongst the guests were Prince Alex-
ander of Teck, the Chinese Ambas-
sador, the Greek Jlinister, the Swedish
Minister, Sir Edward Henry, and
numerous other notabilities. After the
dinner a splendid entertainment was
provided, which included performances
by the most famous of the sliining
lights of the varietv stage.
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Motor Cycle Races at the Stadium.

A permit has been granted to the
proprietors of Cycling to hold motor
cycle races at their meeting to be held
at the Stadium, Shepherd's Bush, on
Saturday, May 9th.

The Shepherd's Bush Track.

Whether or not the racing track at

th'=> Stadium is the fastest and most
suitable one in London for motor cycle
racing, it is interesting to note that the
two most important annual race meet-
ings, tlie Auto Cycle Union aud the
Efsex Motor Club, are down for

decision at the Shepherd's Bush track.

A \\'ell-known racer does not consider
it faster than Canning Town, and it

will be interesting to note the speeds
accomplished at the first meeting on
May 9th.

The Lite ol a Motor Cycle Engine.

Mr. R. C. Clincker, of Clifton-on-

Dunsmore, near Rugby, has forwarded
for our inspection some parts of

a 2J h.p. genuine De Dion
engine which has run 18,000
miles, fitted most of the time
to a Trimo att-achment with
Phoenix two-speed gear. The
parts sent were the gudgeon pin,

crank pin, two connecting rod
bushes, and a piston ring. As
Mr. Clincker says, the condition
of the parts is a striking testi-

mony to the first-class material
and workmanship put into these
engines. We have seen the same
parts in some other makes of
engines entirely worn out in less

than half the distance. It would
be interesting to know whether
the long life of the old pattern
De Dion engines is duo entirely
to superiority of material and
workmanship, or to the fact that
these engines had rather a low
compression, and were usually
fitted to machines having a
gear ratio much lower than
those employed in the majority
of cases nowadays.

The Economical Motor Bicycle.

A Fifeshire reader tells us in

a query respecting a new machine
lh.^t during the whole of 1907
the total expenses with his motor
bicycle—a 2 h.p. Quadrant—amounted
to only £5. He cannot say how far he
travelled in that period, but assures us
that he enjoyed rides most week-ends.

Annual General Meeting of the A.C.U. Council

Delegates attending the annual
general meeting of the A.C.U. council
on Saturday next are hereby reminded
that the venue has been altered to the
Imperial Restaurant, 60 and 62, Regent
Street, W.
The Number of Licensed Motor Vehicles.

Regarding Mr. John Burns's recent

statement in the House of Commons
that license duty was paid on 76.567
motor vehicles in 1907 {not rer/isieved,

as a writer in a contemporary has it),

many overlook the fact that no license

duty is paid on motor cycles or cars-

—

amounting to several thousands—used
in Ireland. Obviously, the above
figures, whether right or wrong, apply

to private motors in us© in England,
Scotland, and Wales only.

Motor Cycles in the Grand Duchy ot Baden.

An extraordinary rise in the number
of motor cycles in the Grand Duchy of

Baden is to be chronicled. Whereas
on January 1st, 1907, this class of auto-

mobile numbered 596, exactly a year
afterwards they numbered 843, which
means an increase of some forty-two

per cent. Only eight cycles were used
for caiTying goods, and as to the rest,

it is interesting to note how large a

percentage serve commercial, profes-

sional, and agricultural ends. We fur-

nish an analysis of the latter category

from this standpoint. In the service

of public authorities (post, army, cor-

porations, etc.), 2 cycles (1 in 1907)

;

for purposes of trade and industry,

485 cycles (376 in 1907) ; for profes-

sional use (doctors, land surveyors,

etc.), 64 cycles (same as 1907). *The
number of cycles acquired for mere
sport or amusement jumped from 135
to 279.

'g/'®/©/©/©/!/®/®/©/©/'®.'©/'©.'©/©/©/'®/©''®'

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. 21—A.C.U. Annual General Meeting of Council.

,, 21-28—Cording ey's Motor Show, Agricultural Hall.

„ 28—M.C.C. Opening Week-end Run to Brighton.

April 4—LewishamA.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor Cycles

,, 16-20—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

It 18 and 20—Brooklands Car and Motor Cycle Races.

„ A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

„ 19 (Easter Monday)—Lincolnshire M.C.C. Hill Climb.

May 2—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

,, 9—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ —A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb.

June 5-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and return for

Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours Ride.

„ ^A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Six Days'

Reliability Trial.

July 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4—M.C.C. Run from London lo Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

s^'©/©/W©/©''©/©/©/'©/©/©/©/^'©/©''©''©/!/®^:

A.C.D. Open HlU-climb Hill Wanted.

Sir F. S. Philipson-Stow, Bart.,

advised the Auto Cycle Union that he
would be unable to allow the use of the

grounds at Blackdown House, Hasle-

mere, for the purpose of holding the

annual hill-climbing competition this

year. A letter of thanks has been sent

to him for kindly allowing the use of

the grounds in the past, and expressing

the hope that at some future date the

Union might again be allowed to hold
the competition there.

An Unreasonable Request.

The County Council of Shetland
has applied to the Secretary for Scot-

land to approve of a law prohibiting

motors travelling at a greater speed

than ten miles per hour. It is a some-
what ridiculous request, as our in-

formant says that one may travel miles

without sighting a house, and there are

only two motor cyclists and one auto-

carist in the whole island !
" Can

nothing be done to oppose the county

council?" he asks. The question !.! one

that the governing bodies have Inkt-n

up on our recommendation.

Cordingley's Show.

By courtesy of Messrs. Cordingley

and Co. members of the A.A. will be

admitted free to the Agricultural Hall

every day during the exhibition from

March 21st to 28th on presentation of

their membership ticket. Free space

has also been granted the Association

for a stand on the ground floor of the

hall, where the secretary and some of

the staff will be in daily attendance.

A Big Programme.

In addition to the winter hill-climb

organised by the Lewisham A.C. for

the 4th prox. (locality known only to

competitors), the club proposes holding
a similar form of competition at Wes-
terham during the year, also a speed
judgment contest, consumption trial,

penalty run, non-stop run, and two
reliability trials.

Bombay to England by Motor Cycle.

Lieut. Edward Noel, who we
announced some weeks ago in

tended to ride home from India
by way of the Balkans, Austria.

Germany, and France, on a motor
bicycle, advises us that he hope?
to start about the middle of next

month. He has fitted his 3^ h.p.

Triumph with an Osborne four-

speed gear, an N.A.B. spring

seat-pillar, and the heaviest

motor cycle tyres. He will cany
as spares one Whittle and two
Shamrock-Gloria belts, and two
spare inner tubes. He is wonder-
ing whether in case his petrol

supply ran short in Asia JMinoror
Turkey, he could use paraffin as

fuel. This should be quite

possible, provided he does not

allow the engine to get cold be-

fore starting up on the paraffin.

A Brown and Barlow carbu-

retter will run an engine on
parafiin, but it is almost im-

possible to start the engine when
stone cold with this fuel. Parafiin

should only be used as a make-
shift, however, as thick deposits
accumulate on the valves, piston,

and cylinder heads, necessitating
frequent removal of the cylinder.

Track Racers.

With the encouragement that is

to be given at the Stadium to motor
cyclists, there should be a number of

recruits to the ranks of track racers
this year. There are a lot of prizes to

be competed for, not only at Shepherd's
Bush, but throughout the country, par-

ticularly at holiday times, and the field

of competitors is comparatively small.

Ten Miles Limit at Bromley.

Last week the official notice duly
appeared that the ten miles speed limit

at Bromley, part of Beckenham Road,
including Swan and Mason Hills, was
to come into operation from Monday
last, the 16th inst.

Sale ot a Famous Racer.

Chase's famous 5 h.p. Soncin pacing
machine has been sold to an Anerley
amateur pace follower. The machine

i with its red single-cylinder Soncin

I

engine has made frequent appearance
on the Palace track during the past five

years. It is said to be still good for a
mile a minute.
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Newcastle and District M.C.C.

jUemters are reminded to keep to-day (March 18th)

vacant for the annual general meeting, which all are expected

to attend. Members please refer to Rules 22-30, 32, and 33.

Dundee and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the above club will be held

in Mather's Hotel, Dundee, on the 25th inst., at 7.30 p.m.

Business—appointing of office bearers, arranging programme
for the year, etc. All interested are cordially invited.

Lincolnsliire M.C.C. (Scunthorpe Centre).

The above club will hold a hill-climbing competition on
April 8th and 11th at TrafEord Hill. There will be classes

for lightweights, medium ditto, and twins. On April 11th

the same club will organise a reliability trial.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting of the above-named club it

was unanimously decided to affiliate to the Auto Cycle Union.

The hon. sec. is Mr. Arthur Richards, "Sunny View," High
Street, Bolton, who will be pleased to give every information

to intending members.

Essex M.C.

The opening run is to Witham on the 5th prox. Other
important fixtures are as follows : May 9th, hill-climb ; May
17th, speed judgment test ; May 31st, non-stop run to Clac-

ton; July 4th, 200 miles non-stop for motor bicycles; July

Uth, gymkhana ; August 8th, annual race meeting on the

Stadium track. Shepherd's Bush ; August 15th, twenty-four
hours ride.

A Club Formed at Earl Shilton (Leicestersbire).

A motor cycle club has been formed for Earl Shilton and
district, under the title of the Earl Shilton and District Motor
Cycle Club. Mr. A. T. Peacock was elected president and
Mr. L. M. P. Ney, Earl Shilton, hon. secretary and treasurer.

Earl Shilton is comparatively a small but growing town, with
a population of about 4,000, and, considermg there are already
ten motor cyclists in the place, it speaks well for the popu-
larity of the sport.

Harlesdon Cycling and Motor Cycling Cluli.

The Harlesdon Cycling Club has now changed its name
to the Harlesdon Cycling and Motor Cycling Club, and local

motor cyclists not already members are invited to join. A
long list of club runs has been arranged, including a speed-

judging competition. The annual subscription is 10s. 6d.,

with an entrance fee of 2s. 6d. The next run is on the 22nd
inst. to Cobham, starting from the Harlesdon Public Library
at 9.30 a.m., and on the 29th inst. to St. Albans. All motor
cyclists are invited. The joint hon. sec, Mr. E. Ward
Bishop, 25, Bolton Road, Harlesdon, N.W., will furnish

I

particulars of membership.

Motor Cycle Union o! Ireland (Dnlilin Centre).

The opening run was to be held yesterday (Tuesday) to

Bray. The first hill-climbing competition is arranged to
take place on Saturday, April 25th, 1908. Speed trials at

Portmarnock will take place on Saturday, May 30th, July
Uth, August 22nd, and October 10th, and a sub-committee
has been appointed to make arrangements for the laying of

boards, if possible, or in some other way to facilitate the
wheehng of the motor cycles down on to the hard sand.
Medals will be presented as prizes this year.
An ordinary general meeting of the club will be held at

Wynne's Hotel, Abbey Street, on Monday, March 23rd, at
8 p.m.

The president (Mr. J. B. Dunlop) has kindly presented a

,
cup for competition during the season, for which the coni-

imittee take this opportunity of publicly thanking him.

Cardiff M.C.

On Monday evening of last week, Mr. J. W. G. Brooker
read a paper before members of the above club on " Lubri-
cation." His paper dealt with the theory of lubrication,

solid friction and fluid friction, the evolutions of methods of

lubrication, and carbon deposit. The paper was much ap-

preciated, and several interesting problems were introduced.

Southern M.C.

At a committee meeting held on Wednesday last, the llth
inst., it was decided to hold the annual general meeting on
Wednesday next, the 25th inst. Further details will be sent
to members in due course. Several new members were
elected, and the balance-sheet and accoimts were discussed.

Birmingham M.C.C.

On Saturday next the run is to Leamington. The
annual meeting is fixed for the 28th inst., and all members
are requested to attend. On the following day there is a
run to Evesham. Meet King's Heath tram terminus,
10.45 a.m.

Coventry M.C.

The annual general meeting is to be held this evening
(Wednesday) at eight o'clock, at the Craven Arms Hotel. On
Saturday the opening run takes place. Members will meet
at four o'clock at the Unicorn Hotel, Stratford-on-Avon, for

a photograph, and tea will be taken at the Bath Hotel, Leam-
ington, at 5.30 p.m. A simple but novel form of competition
will be held in connection with the run from Stratford to
Leamington, particulars of which will be given to members
at the start.

Bradford M.C.C.

The above club's balance-sheet for the year ending December
31st, 1907, shows an amount of £13 9s. 8d. in hand after

payment of all liabilities. The officials intend to pursue a

vigorous programme during the present year, says our local

correspondent, the following list of events having been
arranged : (1) Bradford to Edinburgh, 400 miles in 24 hours
for Triumph Cup; (2) 200 miles retiabUity N.S.U. Cup; (3)

Dyson Shield for hill-climb
; (4) Merrall's Cup, sunrise to

.sunset competition ; (5) speed judging competition
; (6) minor

hill-climb
; (7) combined competition ; (8) fast and slow hill-

climb ; (9) circular route (absolutely non-stop run).

It is satisfactory to note that the membership is approaehing
the century.

Western District M.C. (London).

A most successful competition and opening run was held

by the above club on Saturday last, the 14th inst. The event
took the form of a paperchase through the lanes which abound
in the neighbourhood of the Bath Road. The club was
favoured with a fine day, and after a most enjoyable run of

about an hour the hares were overtaken by the sports secretary

at Uxbridge. There was a record attendance of members, and
it is hoped that the monthly competitions which the club

intends holding will lead to many new members joining and to

an increased attendance at the runs. The following was the
result of paperchase : 1st, C. N. Gould (3^ h.p. W. and P.)

;

2nd, H. W. Beach (5 h.p. Vindec) ; 3rd, W. J. Barratt (3 h.n.

Fafnir).

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

A very well attended meeting of the committee was held

at Lincoln on Saturday last when representatives attended
from Gainsborough, Grantham, Barrowby, Sleaford, Scun-
thorpe, and Louth. Thirty-one new members were elected,

twenty-one being sent in from the Scunthorpe Centre of the
club, which is going well. It was decided that " this club

regrets its inability to assist the Motor Union petition as to

taxation, the principle of singling out a class of road users
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for the maintenance of the roads being considered to be
wrong." The resolution of the E.A.C. that "there is no
justification for any additional taxation on motors" was
endorsed, and each member of Parliament in the county and
district covered by the Lincolnshire Club is being written
to, the motor cyclists' case being presented. The agenda for
the council meeting of the A.C.U. on Saturday next was dis-
cussed, and the t>en delegates informed of the wishes of the
club. It was decided to hold the opening hill-climb at
Waddington on Easter Monday afternoon, and a special
committee was elected to deal with the detail work. After
a long discussion, it was unanimously decided to have only one
course for the reliability trial on Whit-Monday to consist of
a circular run of 140 miles in the county. It was reported
by the secretary that a good centre had been formed at
Louth, with Mr. Cusworth as chairman, and JMr. W. J.
Clarke as secretary. The question of an inclusive policy for
insurance was discussed. Mr. Brooke, the chairman of the
Scunthorpe Centre, offered a cup for a team trial between
the various centres. Mr. Foster, the chairman of the Lin-
colnshire M.C.C., announced his intention of offering a
trophy, and Mr. Brunning, a vice-chairman, offered a prize.
It was decided to have a long distance trial ; the course
suggested is Lincoln to Yarmouth and back. The member-
ship is now 245.

Dablin and District M.C.C.

The opening run of the above club was fixed for yesterday
(the 17th rnst.), when it was arranged to meet the Dublin
Centre of the M.C.U.I. at the Royal Hotel, Bray, Co.
Wicklow, at 3 p.m. The year's programme will include a
reliability trial, hill-climbing competition, speed and consump-
tion trials.

The following is a list of officers elected at the recent general
meeting : President, Dr. Reginald White ; vice-presidents, C.
B. Franklin and P. S. Sheardown ; hon. secretary, Mr. M. J.
Chambers, 15, Edenvale Road, Ranelagh, Co. Dublin; hon.
treasurer, Mr. Henry Molloy, 8, Sindford Avenue, Dottny-
brook, Co. Dublin ; committee, the hon. secretary, the hon.
treasurer, Jas. Browne, Thos. W. Collins, F. J. Walker, Wm.
H. Mowlds, Wm. Molloy, and H. McAdoo.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The above club was successfully formed on Wednesday
evening last at Ye Olde Castle Hotel, Cambridge. The chair-

man was Councillor F. Morley, who presided over a represen-
tative meeting, and explained the advantages of the club,

which he said was being organised for the purpose of holding
competitions, club runs, and social intercourse. There was
some discussion on the similarity of the initials for badge

purposes of this and the University Club, but it was finally

decided to call the club the Cambridgeshire Motor Cycle

Club, the subscription is fixed at 7s. 6d. The hon. secretary

is Mr. C. W. Wilson, 38, Victoria Park, Chesterton, Cam-
bridge, who will be glad to receive names of motor cyclitts

wishing to join the club. Mr. Wilson is kind enough to

mention that the article recently published in The Motim
Oyde, "How to Form a Motor Cycle Club," by .J. H. Hull,

was of very great assistance in organising the meeting.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The A.G.M. was held in the Grand Central Hotel, Belfast,

on Thursday last, the 12th inst., Mr. R. Graham Lindsay
occupying the chair. There was a very good attendance.
The Secretary (E. B. Waring) read the annual report, wliii 1

gave a summary of the work done dui-ing 1907, including tli

various competitions and names of winners. The membertlii|

showed a very satisfactory increase, thirty-five names bavin,

been added during the year, the total number on the roll i

date being 102.

The Treasurer's statement was also of a gratifying natuit.

the total receipts being far in advance of the previous yeai

and the balance in tlie bank considerably larger.

Both reports were unanimously adopted.
Special reference was made to the agreement with ih

Irish Cyclists' Association regarding motor-paced races, alsi

to the recent speed limit inquiry, and the valuable assistami

rendered by Jlr. Rees Jefi'reys in connection with the latter.

Correspondence from the Motor Union and the Royal Autu
mobile Club with reference to affiliation was referred to tlit

committee for their consideration and report at a subsequeu'
meeting, as was also a communication from the Motor Uniui
dealing with the question of taxation of motor vehicles.

Tlie election of officers resulted as follows : President, tin

Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars ; vice-presidents, Messrs. H
I

C. Craig, W. C. Mitchell, T. Macgregor Greer, H. BerriDgtm
Thomas Greer, and Dr. Sidney Brice-Smyth ; committn
Messrs. H. G. Ferguson, T. H. Dunlop, T. Moles, T. Dick.siin

G. Kirkpatrick, W. Wilson, J. J. Kennedy, R. G. Lindsay
T. Denby, J. L. Williams, T. Ireland, J. A. M'Kee. and '.\

W. Hamilton. Mr. J. S. Garrett was re-elected hon. str-

and Mr. J. Holden was elected hon. treasurer, ilr. P. S

Bray was re-elected hon. solicitor, and a vote of thanks wa
accorded him for his valuable services during the year, moi'

especially in connection with the speed limit inquiry. Messis

T. A. Clapham and J. Stewart were elected auditors. Tin

following new members were elected : Messrs. C. B. Hurst

S. Johnston M'Dowell, Thos. T. Maclean, F. H. Maclean, C

E. Murphy, and Jas. Klane.

The Chairman intimated his intention of presenting prize

for a special reliability run during the year, and a vote o

thanks was unanimously passed to him.

THE A.C.U. COUNCIL MEETING.
We have received a lengthy letter from Mr. G. J. Wilkinson,

tlie hon. secretary of the Lincolnshire Motor Cycle Club. The
letter is to urge club delegates and representatives of private
members of the A.C.U. to support the proposals standing in

Ml'. Wilkinson's name for the A.C.U. council meeting on

Saturday next. We regret we have not sufficient space to

publish the whole of the letter, but doubtless all club delegates

and representatives of private members will read the pro-

posals in the agenda paper which will be circulated by the

secretary of the A.C.U. Mr. Wilkinson is strongly in favour

of dividing the country into centres on the lines of the N.C.LT.,

and thinks it would be quite possible for this to be done before

the end of 1908. With regard to the payment of delegates'

railway fares, Mr. Wilkinson rightly points out that the pro-

vinces remain practically unrepresented, partly because of the

expense in attending the meetings, which are always held in

London. He therefore has so worded his proposal that ex-

lienses be paid when the meeting is held over thirty miles

from the delegate's residence. Mr. Wilkinson concludes by

hoping that the delegates and representatives will work to-

gether and assist the committee of the A.C.U. to place the

Union on an ideal basis.

>-•••-<
The business of Messrs. H. Collier and Sons, Herbert Road,

Phimstend, has been formed into a limited liability company
with the title of H. Collier Ltd., and in future the Matchless

motor cycles will be made in new works, May Place, Plum-

stead, in addition to the old premises.

A NOVEL COMPETITION.
Our contemporary Photography announces a radios

departure in competitions which ought to commend itsel

to all users of the camera. The idea is capable of considerabl

development. In the current issue of the journal is pu'^Iishei

a picture for which ita readers are asked to provide a title

I This title must be sent to the Editor on a coupon which i

issued with the paper, together with a postal order for 6fl.

and the most appropriate title will receive one-tliird of tli'

total prize money, which the publishers of the pape

guarantee shall amount to at least £15, so that here is

chance of getting £5 as a minimum for the best titlf

Consolation prizes of approximately £1 each will be dis'ii

buted ; thus the whole of the money sent in will b

returned to successful competitors. IPhe titles for thi

picture must be sent on the coupon issued in the curreii

issue of Photography, and must reach the publisliers, 20

Tudor Street, E.G., not later than JIarch 24th.
'

^•-•••-^
Handle-bar control has so much to recommend it that i

is not surprising to find it steadily gaining in favour amon;

motor cyclists. Only those who have given a trial to soni

efficient system of this kind—such a? that supflied by tli

E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate?, Ltd.. for instance

—

f.v

fully appreciate the comfort and sense of security it gives i

the motor cyclist, and they who have once sjivcn liaiull'

bar control a fair trial are rarely found to revert lo any otlie

system.

I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents,

ill letters shonld be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Outside Flywheels.

[3177.]—Might I venture a few remarks re outside fly-

^pheels? In my own experience they have one serious draw-

sack, and that is, if by any chance the engine backfires, some
iamage is bound to occur sooner or later. I started my
lavourite pastime on a Calvert machine, which had a large

aeavy outside flywheel. Once I had the crankshaft bent,

jlso connecting rod, and lastly I broke the boss off the fly-

wheel, all through backfires.

With inside flywheels no such damage can occur, as there

.8 not the twisting movement brought into play as in the case

»f an outside flywheel, and I think that this fact alone

•enders the inside flywheel type more mechanically correct.

T. F. COX.

SLence.

[3178.]—I am greatly honoured by such an expert on
iilencers as Mr. Aldington condescending to criticise my poor
Ittle silencer. Perhaps I may be allowed to point out that

lot for a moment did I intend the size of the silencer nor the
lumber of holes in either pipe to be a fixed and unalterable
juantity. The engine for which I made the original silencer

s a 74 X 76 mm. Pe Dion Ronton, and, naturally, for an
irdinary 3^ h.p. engine about 85 mm. bore I should greatly in-

j

Tease the number of holes in the central pipe, and possibly
j'nlarge them to -^in: with a corresponding increase in number,
.hough not, I think, in size of the holes in the outer shell. As

i'or ISIr. Aldington's scornful remark about this being the re-

:iult of two years' thinking out, may I inform him that I have
pnly made two silencers in that time; I am, in fact, far too
(Diisy in matters other than motor matters to give more than a

j

ittle time to these problems at the ordinary holiday times.
The De Dion engines, as Mr. Aldington will remember, have
abnormally small exhaust pipes. Mine is only |in. outside
diameter, but I question whether anyone has ever made a De
Dion engine any better by increasing the size of the pipe. This
matter is frequently referred to in the columns of the motor
oapers, and that opinion is, I think, almost universally held.

G. D. MONICE.

Military Motor Cycling.

[3179.]—Whilst thanking you for the hospitality you
extended to me in your columns last year, I again beg you
to repeat the courtesy. Last year, by means of a letter
published in your columns, we were enabled to fill all the
vacancies we had for motor cyclists, and were obliged to
disappoint some candidates for membership. Under our
new organisation, which comes into force on April 1st, we
shall have vacancies for fifteen or more motor cyclists.

'I'here are two points to which I wish to draw the atten-
tion of your readers :

(1.) That any man who joins us before March 31st need
only engage to serve in the Territorial Army for one year,
whilst anyone who joins after that date (unless he is already
a member of a volunteer corps) will have to engage for four
years.

(2.) That out of the dozen readers of The Motor Cycle who
joined us last year under the then existing volunteer regula-
tions, every single one has found motor volunteering so
attractive that he has decided to re-engage with us under
the Territorial Army regulations. This, I think, is in itself
jthe best testimonial possible.

I may add that this cyclist regiment will be the only one
formed in the vicinity of London, and that it consists

entirely of cyclists and motor cyclists, and has an. establish-

ment of 21 officers and 532 men.

Any further information I can give your readers is at your

service; also, intending recruits should apply at the head-

quarters of the London Cyclist Regiment, 45a, Horseferry

Road, Westminster, S.W., any Tuesday or Thursday evening

between the hours of 7 and 9, and ask for yours faithfully,

ALBERT H. TRAPMANN,
Captain and Acting Adjutant.

Present Royal Motor

taxation. Commission. Union.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

15 10 7 6

The Motor Union and Taxation.

[3180.]—There seems to be some misapprehension as to

the attitude of the Motor Union in the matter of taxation of

motor cycles. It arises partly from the fact that more publicity

has been given to the conversation which took place between

the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the chairman of the

Union than to the memorandum handed in to the Chancellor

which embodied the considered proposals of the Union, and

formed the basis of the conversation. These misapprehen-

sions may be removed by showing the Union's taxation pro-

posals in a comparative form. They are set out m the

following table, side bv side with the present scale of taxation

and the scale proposed by the Royal Commission:

Taxation proposed by

—

Presei

Vehicle.

Motor bicycles weighing less

than 2 cwts.

Motor cycles weighing 2 cwts.

and less than 7' cwts.

Motor cars up to 12 cwts.

unladen
Motor cars exceeding 12 cwts.

and up to 15 cwts.

Motor cars exceeding 15 cwts.

and up to 20 cwts.

Motor cars exceeding 20 cwts.

and up to 25 cwts.

Motor cars exceeding 25 cwts.

and above (commercial vehi-

cles excepted)
*£6 up to 30 cwts. and £2 for every additional 5 cwts.

An examination of this table will show that the Motor

Union asks for a reduction upon the taxes paid by the users

of small-powered motor vehicles.

The Union also strongly supported the recommendation of

the Royal Commission that the proceeds of taxation should

be devoted to the roads.

There are two ways of opposing obnoxious proposals, viz.,

fierce denunciation, or by formulating a reasonable alternative

scheme. Fierce denunciation wins a passing popularity, but

it gains for those who indulge in it the fatal reputation of

being Entirely impracticable enthusiasts. The very great

influence which the Motor Union possesses with public authori-

ties is due to their appreciation of the fact that the Union

is a thoroughly practical body with whom they can deal.

It must be left to motorists to say whether a reasonable

proposal put forward in a conciliatory manner will not be

more likely to receive attention from the Chancellor of the

Exchequer than threats of opposition.

W. REES JEFFREYS, Secretary.

15 160 15

220 220 110

220 330 200
220 550 3,

4 40 550 400

440 880*6 00
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The Future of Mitor Cycling.

[3181.]—In the discussion which followed the reading of

this paper, I see Mr. M. J. Tuchmann remarked that there is

not, so far as he linows, an efficiently sprung machine so far

as the back is concerned. Has he tried the Rex cantilever

seat as fitted to that company's models? If not, he need go
no further before knowing of, at all events, one satisfactory

machine, and I feel sure that one short ride would convince
him.
He also says that spring forks leave a good deal to be de-

sired. Some certainly do. One may wish for a good deal

more " spring " in some, and a good deal less in others. How-
ever, again let me draw attention to the Rex machine and ask
Mr. Tuchmann what more he desires. From a practical point

of view I consider the Rex spring fork to be all that is neces-

sary, and quite the best I have ever seen. It does not increase

any tendency to " skidding."
1 may add that I have no axe to grind ; in fact, I am in no

way interested in any firm of motor cycle makers or traders,

but I am a well-satisfied and perfectly comfortable rider—up
to 400 miles per day—of Rex motor cycles, and I never wish
for anything better sprung or more efficient generally than my
new mount. FRED C. BAGSHAW.

[3182.]—I note that during the discussion which followed
the reading of Mr. Bell's paper, " The Future of Motor
Cycling," it was observed by one speaker that " An efficiently

sprung machine, as far as the back was -concerned, had not yet
appeared on the market."
This statement is erroneous. The Bat is so sprung, and

the result is a complete success ; even the footboards being
suspended alons; with the saddle pillar, etc. The rider is ad-
mirably protected. Anyone testing the difference between a

machine sprung on Bat lines and the ordinary motor cycle will

recognise the sterling value of the device fitted to the Penge
Co.'s two-wheeler. My last spin on a modern rigid frame
machine showed me that the latter is no longer satisfactory

for the tourist, to whom both pace and comfort are essential.

The shaking was altogether too pronounced.
It is only just that mention should be made of the excel-

lence of design of the Bat machine, which, in so very import-
ant a matter, has given all its rivals a lead. It is important
also to note that the strength of the main frame of this motor
cycle is in no way sacrificed to comfort. My weight is about
fourteen stones, and I show no mercy in the matter of driving
the " twin " engine for all it is worth. My conviction is that
the combination of strength and comfort is well nigh perfect.

No more rigid frame productions for me ! I would not now
ride the ordinary motor cycle, and more especially the light

one, on bad roads, for touring becomes then a misery rather
than a sport.

Given a good engine, especially a "twin," the rider has
never to complain of vibration from this source. The road
shocks are the only causes of any discomfort which he may
experience. Travelling slowly, the motor cycle is far more
comfortable than any push bicycle that ever was designed.
But the speed at which we travel tends to make the inequali-

ties of the road sharply felt. The Bat spring suspension,
which includes that important detail, suspended footboards,
goes far to meet the difficulty, and assuredly marks a splendid
advance. It is simple and satisfactory in every way. The
claim that this machine is the "Pullman car of motor
cycling" seems to me thoroughly justified.

The abolition of those absurd survivals, pedals, and their

replacement by footboards, insulated from road shocks, will

be appreciated by all riders whose ideas are not dominated by
memories of the discarded push bicycle.

Switzerland. E. DOUGLAS FAWCETT.*

How to Prevent Punctures.

[3183.]—I have read your valuable paper for the last

four years, and I find in all the recent trials that punctures
have been the chief cause of stoppage. Yet strange to say,
how few try to find a remedy to prevent them. Of my five

years' of motor cycling I have never had a puncture in the
front wheel, but I have had my share in the back wheol,
and they have always been caused by either wire or nails.

Now the front wheel treads upon a nail or some sharp wire,
but it does not penetrate the front tyre ; it tilts upon its

end, and the back wheel coming on in quick succession
treads upon the nail whilst it is in its vertical position, with
the result that the tyre is punctured. I do not think any
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puncture-proof band will prevent a nail piercing the ijve

in such a case, unless it is made of a material equally ai^

strong as the nail. (How would a finely woven mat of wirr

do to be woven in with the tyre?)

My own preventive last year has proved highly success-

ful, and I have not had any punctures since I adopted it.

I have fitted a large leather flap to the front mudguard ex-

tending to about iin. from the ground, so if the front wheni

tilts any sharp metal up upon its elid, the flap knocks it

over before the back wheel comes upon it. One objection

to the flap is its close proximity to the ground, causing a

lot of dust. To remedy that a chain could be fitted to hang

immediately in front of the back wheel. In addition, I have

always had a wire fixed across the tyres, which is a fairW

good preventive. I propose to say a few words regarding

tyres with respect to the gear of a machine. My machine

was fitted with a certain make of 2iin. tyres. There is a

certain hill in our district I could never climb without pedal-

ling. Now I have fitted another make of tyre, and I can

simply tly up, proving that tyres have a deal to do with

hill-climbing, and have either reduced the gear or they are

quicker and better tyres. Some tyres are thick, heavy, and

dead, and are made of a mixture of composition and rubber,

and quickly wear through to the canvas.
HAROLD T. ANDERSON.

Motor Cycling in Ceylon.

[3184.]—The enclosed photograph may be of interest ai

coming from the Colonies. The 2| h.p. Minerva shown haj

done three and a half years' hard service, and has nerei

suffered from anything worse than a punctured tyre, and

although it has done many thousands of miles over our verj

trying roads, it is running better now than when new. Over

heating is quite unknown on this machine, thanks to thf

air scoops.

I also have a 4^ h.p. twin Minerva which has given

entire satisfaction for the last two years, having only play-f

up once, viz., when water was allowed to get into the petrol

The Eisemann magneto and distributer are foolproof an.

apparently indestructible. We have never had to ask fo

expert advice concerning either machine, which is just «

well, as experts here are few and far between.

Your paper is much appreciated here, being the only om

from which we can learn anything.

L. M. W. WILKINS.

P.S.—I neod hardly add I have no interest in MinerTi

Motors, Ltd.

Non-skid Tyres.

[3185.]—I should like to endorse the remarks made by "^

Dann [3151] with regard to the twin-tyred wheel and sid<

slip. I have ridden on some atrociously bad roads here (Nort

Wales) this winter. I must say I have not had a single sid<

slip—in fact, I have not had the slightest fear or mdicatio

of one. T. E. GARRATT.
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The Balancing o{ Petrol Engines.

[3186.]—" Shazbazzik " in his letter [3159] seems to forget

at if the piston, gudgeon pin, and connecting rod small

A of a petrol motor are exactly balanced by masses on

6 flywheels, the engine as a whole will be as much out of

ilance in the horizontal as it was before in the vertical

ane. The general practice of locomotive and other engineers

to balance about two-tliirds only of the reciprocating parts
• revolving masses. Of course, in a single-cylinder motor

cle the most suitable proportion is affected by the relative

iportance (from the rider's point of view) of vertical and

irizontal vibrations, remembering always that it is impossible

balance completely any reciprocating mass by a rotating

,e. Factors which have a considerable bearing on this matter

e the strength, design, and elasticity of the frame; the

sition and method of attachment of the engine ; and the

rangement , of the saddle, footrests, and handle-bars with

sard to the engine. In " Shazbazzik's " case the vibration

IS only noticed to be excessive when the sidecar was
tached." I presume that the front cross tube of the sidecar

IS fixed close to the engine crank case.

The makers, in designing the balance weights, probably did

t take into account the effect on sidecar footboards of the

gine vibration ; but with the increasing use of sidecar

iachments the balance of many motor cycle engines will

ve to be considered. No general rule can be given, but it

seldom advisable to

lance more than
reequarters of the
;iprocating parts in

motor cycle engine
ving one vertical

linder. In a twin
ichine with cylinders
90° (very few en-

les are so made) a
ist excellent balance

every direction is

tained if the weights
) just equal to lift-

r one piston and
meeting rod with the other connecting rod horizontal

—

! test being carried out on a lathe bed or a couple of iron

rs levelled up with a spirit level. Most twins are made
th the cylinders at 50°, in which case about one and two-
jds of the weight of a piston and connecting rod little

i and both big ends should be balanced.

5ome little time ago I came across a twin of reputed make,
) engine of which vibrated badly at high speeds. I fmmd
it the balance weights more than lifted both pistons and
3s. As the machine was going to have new pistons fitted

simply made these heavier than the old ones (as a matter
fact the new castings were of a much heavier pattern),

hen thus altered the machine ran beautifully at all speeds,

5 improvement being most marked. This case was, of

urse, a fault in the opposite direction to that| described in

ter No. 3159, our engine being over-balanced.
OSPREY.

[3187.]—Having read " Shazbazzik's " letter on the
ove subject, perhaps a few words on the same may not be
t of place. It is obviously impossible to. balance the
ciprocating parts of a single-cylinder engine by revolving
.lance weights. If an attempt is made to do this an un-
ilanced couple is set up at right angles to the movement
the reciprocating parts. This is very undesirable in a

otor cycle, as the following incident will show. In a cer-

in engine no attempt had been made to balance the piston
connecting rods, and the vibration in a vertical direction

as very bad. The engine was taken down and three fin.
)les were drilled in ea«h flywheel rim. This had the effect
quite curing the vibration in the engine, but caused an

:cessive vibration in the front fork which resulted in a
acture of the steering tube just above the fork crown, and
le owner narrowly escaped a very severe accident. The
igme was again taken down and one hole in each flywheel
as plugged up, with the result that there is row a very
ight vibration in a vertical direction, but none in the front
irks.

The best that can be done with a single-cylinder engine
to adopt a compromise between a perfect balance verti-

i^lly and the same horizontally. This can be done approxi-
lately by balancing the crank pin and the whole of the
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connecting rod, and leaving the piston to take care of itself

Of course, by using reciprocating balance weights, as is

done in some of Yarrow's torpedo boat engines, a practically

perfect balance may be obtained, but this is not practical

on a motor cycle engine.

Perhaps such firms as the J.A.P., L.M.G., or the

Triumph, would give us their views on this interesting sub-

ject. J. E. GREENWOOD.

[3188.]—Being designer at one of the leading motor firms,

I would like to point out to your correspondent " Shaz-

bazzik" [3159] that the only correct way to perfectly balance

a reciprocating mass, such as the piston, gudgeon-pin, and a

portion of the connecting rod, would be by another recipro-

cating mass of equal weight. A fair compromise is, however,

effected by taking the weight of the crank pin, adding to

this the weight of one-third of the lower length of the con-

necting rod, and considering the whole of this weight as

revolving in a circle the diameter of which is equal to the

piston stroke ; this can then be accurately balanced by suitable

weights in the flywheels.

I have noticed the vibration complained of by " Shazbazzik
"

in the Quadrant engine, but am inclined to think that this

is more due to high compression than to incorrect balancing of

parts. I have yet to see a single-cylinder petrol engine
^
of

3tj h.p. and over which runi smoothly and without vibration

at any speed above 2,000 r.p.m. The smoothest running

engine I ever possessed was the bulky and heavy old 2| h.p.

80 by 80 M.M.C. as fitted to the good old Excelsior machines.

The sweet running and flexibility of this engine were chiefly

due to its very low compression. Of course this meant
sacrificing a certain amount of power for hill-climbing.

J. T. CLARKE.

[3189.]—My experience agrees with that of " Shazbazzik."

I have a 3^ h.p. engine which has been greatly improved

by fitting a very light piston, and altering the balance

weights so that the piston and counterweights balance each

other. This has made the engine run much faster and with

much less vibration at all fpeeds. Very
heavy flywheels are fitted, which is an 5^

important point.

The piston is something of a novelty
in this way. It is drilled with fin.

holes to assist lubrication, as shown in

the sketch. Parts of the baffle plates O (~^ (~) (~^ Q

oare cut away from the top of the crank
case, but no trouble is experienced
with over-lubrication. This engine took
me from Lyme Regis to Exeter re-

cently without a touch of the pedals. Gear 4^ to 1, 80x85
engine, beating a 3^ h.p. Triumph. A glance at the " Con-
tour Road Book " will show what the hills are like. (Coast
road via Sidford.) L. MOGRIDGE.

First Motor Cycle Race at Brcoklands.

[3190.]—Referring to Mr. Wells's letter concerning the race

at Brooklands Track between two private sportsmen, the
conditions of this match were well known to Mr. Wells, who
intended to be present but for the alteration of the original

date.

Mr. McMinnies's machine was his own 3i h.p. T.T. Triumph
on which he made a non-stop run in the quarterly trials, and
Mr. Bickford's a 5 h.p. T.T. Vindec Special 1907 model.
Naturally both competitors left no stone unturned to get the
fastest possible speed out of their machines, there being no
restrictions whatever.
We are too busy to accept Mr. Wells's challenge, and it

does not concern us whether or not a 5 h.p. Vindec Special

can do over sixty miles per hour, and Mr. McMinnies's per-

formance is quite sufficient to prove the speed that can be
accomplished on a T.T.T. P. HULBERT.

(Several letters are tmavoidcibly held over.)

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" J. A. V." (Cambridge) wishes for owners' experiences

of the Riley 6 and 9 h.p. tricars.

" S. T. R." (Hastings) would like readers' experiences

with the latest type of Roc all speed gear, as exhibited at

the Stanley Show in November last.
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PAtVENVS
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

Another Variable Pulley.

THE inventor of this pulley is Mr. T. W. Cairns, of

2, North Road, Birkenhead. Its principal merit ap-
pears to be in the fact that it can be adjusted while
in use. In a screwed boss A a slot is cut across the

threads and also across the face or end of the boss as at C,

and a hole B is drilled in the bed of the slot to receive a
spiral spring. Where the slot crosses the pulley face it is

undercut. In this slot is placed a key, and this key has a
radial or upward movement when pushed by a spring in the
hole at B, but cannot move laterally by reason of the under-
cut slot C, the key
being shaped to fit.

Upon this screwed
boss, which is

chased with a left-

hand thread, is

screwed the loose
flange A,. This
has one or more
slots C, cut across
its threads, and
when one of these
slots registers with
the slots C and G,
the key H J, pushed
outwards by a
spring, enters it.

These slots in the
loose flange are of
sufficient depth to
allow the key to
enter for about
half its depth, so
that half the
parallel part of the
key is engaged with
the loose flange
and half with the
filed flange, thus
locking them together and driving solid. The means of

pulling this moving key out of engagement with the loose
flange independently of the rotation of the pulley are as
follows : On the moving key H is mounted a small wheel on
a stud I. It is so mounted that when the key H J is

depressed below the screw-threads oh the pulley boss the stud
centre coincides with the shaft centre, but when the moving
key is in engagement with a slot in the loose flange the stud
centre does not now coincide with the shaft centre, but
describes a small circle round it. To restrict the diameter
of this circle and to bring the stud centre to the shaft or
pulley centre, a lever is pivoted at one end and pulled or
pushed at the other end ; the central part of this lever being
adapted to bear against, the small wheel on the stud I, a part
of each revolution of the pulley, or in other words the edge
of the lever, cuts the aforesaid circular path described by
the stud centre. As the diameter of the path is lessened
the key is also drawn out of the slot in the loose flange, until
at last the flange is free. Thus the flange may be locked and
unlocked at will. As the loose flange under the influence or
action of the belt would have a tendency to .jam against the
fixed flange or else to run itself off the boss, according to
its direction of travel, travel limit stops are combined in the
shape of the key E. Fixed in the loose flange is a key E,,
which projects at each side of the flange. When the flange
screws, say, outwardly, the side of the key Ej eventually
comes into contact with one side of the key E at G, thus
preventing its further travel in that direction. When the
flange travels inwards, Gi limits it in that direction. The
key is fixed in a dovetail or undercut slot E,, being shaped
to fit the slot.

An American Carburetter.

THIS carburetter is the invention of Mr. P. Jenness, of

Philadelphia, U.S.A. It will be seen that there are

no automatically moving parts, the throttle being the

only movable element. Nevertheless, it is claimed
that perfect automatic action is obtained by virtue of the

arrangement and rela-

tive dimensions of the
petrol passage. The
carburetter is pro-

vided with the float-

feed chamber A hav-
ing the float B
therein. C desig
nates a port in the
lower portion of the

float-feed chamber,
through which liquid

hydrocarbon flows
tlirough the pas-

sages D and E to the
port F, and thence
into the nozzle H, the
internal diameter J
of which depends
upon the size of the
admission port F.
The lower end of the bore J terminates in a plane extendini

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the nozzle H, as in

dicated at K, since such a construction gives in practice th

desired reduction in pi'essure at the lower end of the nozzl'

H, in proximity to the pert F. The throttle drum L has ;

reduced end M, into which the nozzle H extends, said re

duced end forming the strangle tube. N designates the ai

inlet of constant area, and the commingling chamber fo

the air and liquid hydrocarbon, which latter in their com
mingled state pass through the outlet P. The loss of head
due to the impact of the liquid passing at high velocit;

through port F against the liquid in the nozzle H, the velocit;

in which is always less than in port F, increases as the velocit;

increases, thus lowering the co-eflicient of discharge as wiJ

be clearly understood by those skilled in this art, and th

amount of liquid hydrocarbon has the same relative proportioi

to the air for all speeds of the engine, thus producing a snb

stantially constant explosive mixture at varying speeds. Th'
inventor states that he has found as the result of numeron
experiments that by employing a construction such as is illuB

trated in the drawings, the desired results may be attained
It is, however, essential that in all cases the admission per

be smaller than the discharge end of the nozzle.

->-•••—<-
Messrs. L. Ripault and Co., 54a, Poland Street, W., agent

for the K D lightweight motor bicycle, have organised a nove

competition. The "entrance fee" consists in the competito
trying a half-crown mouth siren, and stating why he consider

he should be awarded a K.D. motor bicycle for nothing. On
well-known contributor Mr. B. H. Davies, has consented ti

act as judge, and on his decision the machine will be awardet
to the competitor who gives the most satisfactory reply. Th'

K.D. motor bicycle may be seen at the company's showroomE

The Metropolitan Machinists' Co., 75, Bishopsgate Stree

Without, have sent us a copy of their 1908 catalogue. Thi:

firm make specialities of two types of motor bicycles : Thi

li h.p. Featherweight, fitted with an engine which possesse

an outside flywheel, total weight only 50 lbs., and a mediun

power machine of 5i h.p., bore and stroke 80x80 mm., fittec

with gear driven magneto and spring forks. The machine ii

well designed and substantially buiTt. The firm in questioi

also make a point of stocking a full range of accessories

including belts, chain belts, accumulators, coils, lamps, am
almost every known motor cycle accessory.
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J^^,

)5.BT.
VIM)EC 5PECiaL

THE MOTOR CYCLE Of MERIT.

?^i

'S.B.TJ

Model H, single cylinder, 3| h.p., with " Vindec" Two-speed Gear, makes
an ideal combination for the discriminating buyer who wants solid

comfort combined with absolute reliability. It will take you anywhere

—

can be started without the least difficulty in the middle of a steep

hill—and is a worthy companion to the twin-cylinder " Vindec," which
is acknowledged to be one of the best motor cycles in existence.

Our profusely illustrated " BooR of the Vindec Special" is Interesting
reading—sent free upon receipt of reauest.

OBDER AT ONCE TO SECUBE DELIVEBY BEFOBE EASTEB.
K^(o

5SUTfl BRITISMTRAmNG Cs[]
13 6* 15 WILSO/S ST, FiyNSBURV. LOAIDOyN.E.C

TP i

J"T-»

We sheLiI shortiy^place on market an
automatic six-hour Generator.

Gas refining chamb.-^r, movable burner to stop
glaie in traffic, folding legs, top handle.

Weight zj lbs , length 5 in»hes, diameter oi lens
5 inctifs, pjwer 1500 candle, direct beam 250
feei, light extends 455 feet, shadows thrown at
500 feet, small newspap:,r print read at 400 feet.

FITTED WITH

PATENT LEVERAGE BRACKET
which absorbs most of weight and so saves
any likelihood of breaking bracket of cycle.

F.R.S
PLATED OR BRASS

/-

This lamp is also m:^cl% in a lar-

ger size, very powerfuf, 32/-, for
tricars and small cars of 15 h.p>

To introduce to riders who have not t^ken
interest in ihis question of lamps we are offering

a free tfial oi three days on receipt of P.O for

amount, payable tn F, Swinburne. Dealers'
terms on receipt of enquiry.

No soldering, but riveted
and brazed throughout.

12, Clyde St., S. HALL & SONS, LTD., EDINBURGH.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimum Is.

Name and address must be counted. In the

'.ase of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should
be accompanied with remittance, and be
addressed lo the offices of "The Motor
Cycle." Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices

of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry, on the

Friday morning, or if sen* to London, by the

Thursday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES^
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

l->e addressed to numbers at The Motor Cycle
Office. Wlien this is desired, 2d. will be charged
for registration, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes inuit be sent for forwarding replies.

Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. 000, c/o The
Motor Cycle, Coventry," or if "London" is added
to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

2W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM, '^f^

persons who hesitate tosendmoney to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the monev
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, botli parties
are advised of this receipt, and upon intimation ot

the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
is forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days. For all transactions exceed-
ing if10 in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry,
and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wSio repiv to advertisements .nc

receive no answer to their enquiries are request-
ed to regard ths silence as an indication tliat

the goods advertised have already been dis-

posed of. Advertisers often receive so many
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — As
largest dealers in Ee.x machines.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
the
we

have a few 1907 shop-soiled machines at

clearance prices. Great bargains. Ex-
changes in all 1908 Eex and N.S.U. models.

HALIFAX.—1908 23 h.p. Peugeot, light,

low. Bat frame, brand new; £21;
cannot repeat.

HALIFAX. — 1907 33 guinea twin Bex,
spring forks, soiled; £23; you save

£13 15s. ; we gain your confidence.

HALIFAX.—1907 magneto twin Bex, un-
ridden. Novemirer price. £42. our

price £28 10s.; another £13 10s. saved.

HALIFAX.—Shop-s.oiled 1907 black and
gold Bex de Luxe, twin tyre, mag-

neto, Roc clutch; 1903 price £55 13s.. our
price £35; you eave £20 133. Only a Bex
agent can do it.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Bex d© Luxe, Boc
clutch, two-speed gear, magneto;

55 guineas; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Bex featherweight,
magneto, magnificent hill-climber,

recommended; 25 guineas.

HALIFAX.—1908 l\ i.p. N.S.tT., magneto,
.just delivered; £40; allow £25 for

la&t year's model,

HALIFAX.—1908 Si h.p. twin N.S.U., mag-
neto; £52; allow £25 for 1907 single

magneto, in good condition.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments, exchanges; high-class

machines purchaeed_for spot cash.
Westgate, Halifax
grams. Perfection.

Telephone, 766.

16,

Tele-

wTiTtYhTiTn
FOUR WEEKS OF

I 1

What are you doing about that new
machine ?

THE PREMIER
IVIo±or Agrencv
can help you to obtain prompt delivery

of these 1908 .Models:

TRIUMPH MAGNETO,
N.S.U. (single or twin),

F.N. (Lightweigiit or 4-cylinder),

RE< MAGNETO, Lightweigllt (£25),

MINERVA,
VIN')EC,
MOTOSACOCHE,
BROWN, ROC, BAT, etc.,

by accepting your old machine in part
payment, malcing surprisingly

.IBERAk AI.LOWANCE.
Write for Booklet on " The Choice of a Motor
Cycle," also "Motor Cycles of 1908," also

" Everything for the Motor Cyclist."

The following are amongst our stock of Second-
hand machines—others continually arriving. Let
us know what you want and what you want to
pay. Sold under guarantee ot fitness.

SINGLE CYLINDERS (Soiled).

3i h.p. Magneto, Triumph, 1907 .

.

34

3j h.p. Magneto, N.S.U., 1907 - . .

.

35
4 h.p. Roc, 190s 40

3i h.p. Magneto, Quadrant, 1907 -

.

33

3I h.p. Brown, 1907 26

SINGLE CYLINDERS (Second-hand).
C s.

3 h.p. Magneto, Trlumpli . . . . 24

3i h.p. Magneto, N.S.U., free engine 22
4 h.p. Magneto, Roc, 1907. . . 26
3 h.p. N.S.U., very good condition 15

3f h.p. Rex, good order 11 10
h.p. Quadrant 8
h.p. Minerva 6

TWINS (Soiled).

i
35
32

4 h.p. Magneto, N.S.U.

5J h.p. Magneto, Rex de Luxe

TWINS (Second-hand),

5 h.p. Magneto, Vindec Special,

. two-speed gear 35

5 h.p. Magneto, Vindec Special . . 28
5 h.p. Magneto, Norton . . . . 30

..234i h.p. Magneto, Minerva
5 h.p. Twin Rex 17 10

PREMIER 25amp. ACCUMULATORS,
(Guaranteed), 12/6.

CONTINENTAL AND PETER UNION COVERS
26in. X 2}in., brand new, IT/6.

SOME NEW BEADED COVERS,
26 X 2iin., 1 2 /6.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, Birmingham.

Telephone : 4310, Telegrams : "Primus/' B'ham.

The World's Motor Cycle Emporium.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ALIPAX Motor Ezchange. — All ma-H^

H^

chines are despatched in running
order, mth charged and guaranteed ac-

cumulators.

HALIFAX. — Very fine light low Bex,
spring forks. Longnemare, in very

good order; £12 17s. 6d.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. twin - cylinder Wer-
ner, 26 by 2J Mlohelins, very smart

mount ; £18.

ALIFAX.—Fine 3i h.p. Eex, spray, ad-

justable pulley, yery smart and
good; £11 10s.. tyres excellent.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Hover. 26 by 2iin. Pal-

mers, front rim and Bowden rear

brakes, Brooks BlOO; £13 lOs.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Rex, spring forks,

vertical engine, spray, 26in. wheels,

special finish; £12 10s.

HALIFAX. — 2 h.p. Minerva. 21 frame,
26 by 2 tyres, good little jigger;

£8 10s.

HALIFAX.-Special light low 1905 Eei.

3i h.p.. Bex spring forks; £13.

Fine 3i h.p.. Bex, 50 guinea

JJ.

H^

HALIFAX.- ,. .

model, spray carburetter, good
order; £11 10s.

HALIFAX. — 2 h.p. Humber, spray,

special tank, tyres good, well at-

tended to; £9.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Lloyds, vertical en-

gine, Chater-Lea, long bars, low-

seat, 2J Palmers; £14 lOs.

'ALIFAX.—3i h.p. Clarendon, vertical

engine, footboards,, ball bearings to

engineshalt, 100 miles non-stop ; £13 108.

HALIFAX.-^ h.p. M.M.C., vertical en-

gine, trembler coil, goes hke a

chronometer, fine Palmers; £13.

HALIFAX. — 3J h.p. Eex, 22in. frame,
vertical engine, trembler, good

order; snap this; £11 10s.

"ALIFAX.—2 h.p. Minerva, mechanical
. valves, spray carburetter, magnifi-

cent climber; only wants seeing; £8 10s.

HALIFAX. — 2| h.p. Minerva, spray,

accumulator ignition, very effi-

cient mount; £14 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 3 h.p. Hobart. vertical,

spray carburetter, trembler coil,

splendid condition ; £14.

HALIFAX.—1907 twin Bex. shop-soiled,

and unridden, 2i tyres, fully guar-

anteed; £23; don't delay.

HALIFAX.-2| h.p. Antoine. spray car-

buretter, trembler coil, tyres good;

bargain, £10 10s.

HALIFAX.-6 h.p. twin Bex, cantilever

seat, non-skids to back wheels; £22

10s.. or £11 and 3J h.p. Bex, surface.

HALIFAX. — 2J h.p. Coventry Eagle.

Buchet engine, vertical, spray,

tyres, enamel, and plating excellent ; £12,

HALIFAX. — 23 h.p. Antoine, spray,

trembler coil, accumulator ignition,

girder forks; only £9 10s.

HALIFAX.—23 h.p. Minerva, mechani-
cal valves, 26 wheels, 2i tyres, per-

fect order and condition; £14 IDs.

HALIFAX.-£2 deposit and six monthly
payments of 27s. 6d. secures 2| h^.

Antoine, 2% h.p. Humber. 3 h.p. Hobart,

3 h.p. Lloyds. 23 h.p. Minerva, 2| h.p.

Buchet, 3J h.p. Bex; all guaranteed run-

ning order.

ALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Unrivalled
offer. In going order. 20s. deposit

and six monthly payments of 22b. 6d.

secures 13 h.p. Quadrant, 13. h.p. Min-

erva 2 h.p. Minerva (mechanical valves,

spray), i\ h.p. magneto Singer, and 2 h.p,

magneto Simms.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-

change, or extended pajments.
High-grade machines purchased for spot

cash.-^16, -Westgate, Halifax. Telephone
766. Telegrams'. Perfection.

H^

In answerinQ any advertisement on this vaae it is desirable that vou mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REPLIES to every advertisement on

this column must be addressed to
Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,
fialitax.

MINEEYA, 35 h.p., 1907, spring forks,

2iin. tyres, shop-soiled only ; £25108.

QUADRANT, 3i h.p.. 1907, nearly new,
2Jin. tyres, spring forks; £25 lOs.—

Booth.

QUADRANT, new 1908 model, magneto;
liberal allowance for your old ma-

chine.—Booth.

rOUR-OYDINDER P.N., magneto; £26
lOs.; new lightweight F.N.; cash or

exchange.—Booth.

TRIUMPH. 3J h.p., 1907 model, like new,
£35; Vindec twin, magneto. £35.—

Booth.

REX de Luxe, black finish, magneto.
. Boo clutch, twin tyres; £28 10s.—

Booth.

EEX Twin, spring forks, black finish,

speeially built for sidecar; £22.—
Booth.

MINERVA, 3i h.p.. smart machine, low
built, £16 16s.; Fairy, 2|.h.p., £20.

ANTOINE Twin. 6 h.p., low built, non-
skid, nearly new; £22.—Booth.

r^ .B. Twin, magneto, spring forks, 2Jin.

\X tyres, a beauty, long and low

;

£26 Ms.

EOVER, 3} h.p., free engine, spring
forks, 26in. wheels, smart looking;

£12 12s.

CLYDE. 3 h.p., vertical engine, mag-
neto, £12 12s.; 3J h.p. Excelsior. £10

10s.—Booth.

AT.S.U., 35 h.p., magneto, low built, £22
IN ' lOs. ; twin N.S.U., magneto, £23 lOs.-

Booth

STEVENS, A h.p., low built, long bars,
most reliable ; £16 168. ; Bat pat-

tern.

C'HATER-LEA, 3J h.p.. low built, 26in.

wheels, smart ; £12 12s. ; reliable.—
Booth.

"[.^ERRY Twin, long and low, £22 lOs.

;

JV Kerry, 23 h.p., low built, £12 12b.

MAGNETO Rex, 3i h.p., 1906 model, vari-

able speed pulley, little used; £18
IBs.

CLEMENT-GARRARD Twin, spring forks,

2iin. Palmers, two-speed gear,
smart; £18 IBs.

low built, vertical en-

2i h.p. Minerva, £9 I5s.

LIGHTWEIGHTS, U h.p.. Clement-Gar-
rard, £6 15s.; U h.p. Minerva,. £5 10s-.

Cycles taken part payment.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.—Minerva. 2 h.p., £6
15s.; Minerva, 2i h.p., £B 15s.—Booth's

.
Motor Exchange.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.—Quadrant, 13 h.p., £6
15s.; Oentaur, 2J h.p., £7 15s.; cycles

part payment.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.—Jap, 2i h.p., £8 5e.;

Ormonde, 23 h.p., £6 15s.; all guar-
anteed.—Booth, Wade Street, Halifax.

A LL the above can be seen and tried at
X"!. Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street, Halifax.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, Chater-Lea
2 frame, Druid spring forks. 2Jin.

Palmer tyres, in fir»1>clas& order ;
price,

including numerous spares, £27 10s.—Hay-
ward, Skinnergate, Darlington.

TWIN Antoine, 5 h.p., Liberty uphol-
stered sidecar, powerful, fast, good

tyres, accumulators, belts, tools, etc.

;

price, complete, £24; owners buying car.
—Sanford, Oatlands. Harrogate.

ARIEL, 3 h.p.,
gine, £11 10s.

;

BAT Twin, 7-9 h.p., and sidecar, all ac-
cessories, and spares, £45; Minerva

twin, 4J h.p., both superb condition, £22;
trial; take push bike part payment.—Sid-
ney, 41, Green Street, Cambridge.

£9 for a 50 guinea 1905 35 h.p. Rex, in
good running order, with two belts,

stand, lamp, horn, toolbag, Bowden lift,

Longuemare carburetter, new A Won
Clincher tyres, low build ; not allowed
to ride.—Read, Accarsane, Hook Road,
Snrbiton.

EVERYTHING DESIRABLE.
you will find in that superb machine, a

5i h.p. REX Dfc. LUXE.
Fitments

—

ROC CLUTCH. TWIN TYRES.
MAGNETO. SPRING SEAT.
BLACK FINISH. GOLD LINES.

Advantages

—

Takes a sidecar up any hill.

Handle starting just like a car.

Side-slip unknown with twin tyres.
In traflfic can be driven 3 miles per hour.

We supply one for £35 (shop-soiled).

We take your machine in part payment.
We can give instant delivery.
We save your money and patience.
We give you every satisfaction.

A Lovely TWIN REX. £22.
Plenty of power, plenty of comfort (spnng

forks), and we guarantee you a good machine.
We will accept £6 and a decent 1906 3i h.p.

machine ; liberal allowances for lesser powered
machines. Write us, and you will be agreeably
surprised.

A Sma- 1 3i h.p. LOW-BUILT REX. £16 16*.
Spring forks, wiH take any hill. We will relieve

you of a small amount of cash and your present
machine and supply you with above. Write us
to-day.

WRITE FOR OUR FULL LIST
of motor cycles and accessories. We are certain

to have something you require.

NF.W TYRES FOR OLD
PALMERS. Fully
CONTINENTALS. Guaranteed.

We take your old cover or tube in part payment.
State your requirements. Immediate delivery.

SIDECARS.
CASTOR WHEEL. RIGID TYPE.

We have a large stock of Alills-Fulford sidecars.

This make don't side-slip. They are not jerry-
built type. We take your old unsatisfactory side-

car or other goods in part payment. Special
inducements to cash buyers. Popular prices.

High-class goods.

500 FULLER'S COILS-

NOK-TREMBLER. SYNTONIC TREMBLER.
MIDGET TYPE. 3,000 revolutions.

One cylinder 10/8 One cylinder 17/6
Twin cylinders .. 21/- Twin cylinders .. 35/-
We make a liberal allowance for your trouble-

some coil in part payment. Buy a FULLER
and your misfiring troubles are over.

— - NEW
ACCUMULATORS

FOR OLD.
GENUINE FULLERS.

English, not German trash,

C2 type 17/-
Rex type 16/-
Midget type 16/-
Minerva type 17/-
Humber 15/-
Every cell guaranteed.

P\tent non-corroding ter-

mmals. Made to withstand
the vibration of a motor
c\cle. Large stock. Quick
delivery. We allow 5/6 for

iyour old accumulator in part
payment.

CORONET SEAT PILLARS.
A few shop-soiled to clear at 9/6 each. Vibra-

tion entirely eliminated. Low riding position if

desired.

BOOTH'S "GPIPSKIN" BELT.
Enormous success. Made from selected parts

of hides, and cut to a correct angle. The best belt

at present on the market. Quality high, price low.

We send on appro, on receipt of P.O.

Sin., 9d., Jin., iOhA., f\n., 1/-, lin., 1/1.
Special terms to the trade.

High-class motor cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH '%Z'e'%T HALIFAX.
Telephone 198Y

In answering any advertiaemtnt on his yiqa »' js desirable that you

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Twin Motor Cycle. Peugeot en-

gine, magneto, cut-out. Roc clutch
and two-Bpeed gear, with Montgomery
sidecar; £35, nearly new. — Waterman.
Hill View, Selborne, Alton, Hants.

WHAT Offers?—Twin-cylinder 4J h.p.,
Chater-Lea frame and fittings, ver^^

low and long, tanks enamelled red, en-
gine just been overhauled by makers.—
Douglas., Idabank, Broughty Perry.

F.N. Pour-cylinder Motor Bicycle, is

an ideal machine, fast, flexible, re-
liable, and the running espens.es are
low; trialai given.—Particulars, etc., from
P. Heath, Salford Priory, Evesham.

FOR Sale, four-cylinder Binkg motor
cycle, 5 h.p., free engine, footboards,

bucket seat, most comfortable, reliable
and fast, guaranteed; £24; consider ex-
change.—Whitehouse, 32, Reform Street.
Dundee.

FAPNIR 7 h.p. Double-cylinder Water-
cooled Engine, Longuemare carbur-

etter, silencer, gear box. as new; £15
lOs., or exchange for 1 h.p. gc.>d small
gas engine. — 61, Grand Parade, Har-
riugay, N,

HANDY Little Jigger.—2i h.p. Jap light-
weight B.S.A., F.N., new Dunlops.

handle-bar control, dry battery, accumu-
lator, stand, lamp, horn, belt rim brake,
very silent; £13 5s.—Saxby. 339, Brixton
Road, S.W.

-I Q07 3J h.p. Triumph, magneto, oon-
-Lt7 dition as new, bought last Septem-
ber, Autoclipse lamp, all spares and
tools. Bates' non-skid rear; £35. or
nearest.—Triumph, 9. New Union Street.
London, B.C.

-i Q08 Pattern Pour-cylinder F.N., 4i h.p.,
J-C as new, perfect condition, many
accessories and spares; owner selling,
having purchased car; £40 cash.—Cam-
bridge Automobile Company, 9, Sidnej
Street, Cambridge.

FOB Sale, Brown, 3i h.p., splendid con-
dition. Millennium stand and car-

rier, lamp, and spares, accumulator igni-
tion, spring pillar, ridden 1,200 miles;
price £20. — H. Greenwood, The Gables.
Sycamore Place, York.

DONCASTBR.—Werner, 15 h.p., Marconi
coil, and Prested accumulator, both

new, spray carburetter, suit beginner
well; trial by api>ointment ; very reason-
ahle price.—Seen at Corcutt's Garage.
Bennitthorpe, Doncaster.

31 h.p. Excelsior, recently overhauled.
2 Longuemare carburetter, brand

new Continental and Peter-Union tyres
fitted, splendid hill-climber, and in per-
fect condition ; £13 15s.—Bolsover, solici-
tor, Stockton-on-Tees.

3, h.p. Motor Cycle, in perfect running
order, £10, or offer; IJ h.p. Minerva

engine, spare valves, carburetter, silen-
cer, and coil, good condition, 35s., or
offer ; wanted, good trembler coil.—Mor-
ris, 477, Tong Moor Road, Bolton.

TRIUMPH, late 1906, 3 h.p.. magneto,
new Palmer, 26 by 2i tyres, and

tube on back, patent leather magneto
cover, full kit of spare parts and tools,
in* thorough good order; £26.—Hermann,
71, Great Titchfield Street, London, W.

£25, or nearest offer, for 3J h.p. Qxiad-
rant, in perfect condition in every

way, complete with Autoclipse lamp,
generator, and tools, two sets of plugs;
too fast for owner; spring forks.—A., c/o

Britnell and Crawter. Ltd., Petersfield.

2 h.p. Minerva, vertical F.N., excellent
for beginner, splendid running

order, mauve, lined violet, long bat's,

smart, low, fast, new Dermatine, sleeve
throttle, contact breaker, pedals', and
footboards ; any trial ; £9.—Motorist, 173.

Camberwell Grove, S.E.

REX Twin, 5i h.p., in perfect order.
1 Bowden patent exhaust lifter, stand,

1 bag, spare valves, washers, springs, con-
lacta, etc., new belt, £19, or with brand
new 1908 Mon" -'jmery sidecar, cushion.

;
apron, £26, seL separate; one 26iu. by
20in. extra heavy Continental tyre, un-

' scratched, 19s.; 9 feet Stanley-Dermatine
i

beltj iin., new, 8s.; Osborne four-speed
pulley, new, suit tmn Rex or other ma^
chine, all fittings, £4.—B. Stansell. Oban
House, Taunton.

mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
VINDEO Special . Motors from atock.—

Woodman's, Peterborough.

ANGLIAN Motor Cycles, with simplest
and most practical two-speed gear.—

Below.
7'\0UGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the mai>U vellous lightweight; also

SIDECARS (Mills-Pultord castor wheel),

and a special selection of second-
hand bicycles and tricars can be seen
and tried at the Loudon Agents. H. P.

Rose, Ltd., 28, Erjth Street, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.

23. h.p. Demos, excellent order, good
4 tyres and belt.—P. Knight. Eoxwell,

Chelmsford.

2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V.. spray, engine
perfect. Whittle belt; £7, offers.—

Museum, Warrington.

31 h.p. Antoine, good going order.—
2 Particulars, Sommeryille, Linden

Avenue, Newport. Fife.

1 O07 Magneto Triumph, been taken care
LiJ of and like new; lowest £33.-6,416,

The Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

31 h.p. Minerva, Ariel sidecar attached,
2 both in splendid condition; £20

cash.-Buckett, Twyford. Berks.

FOE Sale, 34 h.p. Rex (1907), splendid
condition; what offers? — Jolly,

Carisbrooke, Fairhaven. Lytham.

5 h.p. Tindec, magneto, spares, perfect

condition, with Montgomery side-

oar; £30.—Coles, Mill, Selborne, Hants.

VINDEC. 5 h.p., twin, magneto, new
May. 1907, very little used ;

£35.—

Land, Stonelea, Victoria Road, Hale.

£14.—Bex, 3i h.p., perfect condition,

hardly soiled; no fault; buying
car.—Particulars, 477, Hessle Road, Huii

2i h.p. Minerva Engine Motor Cycle,

2 Chater-Lea fittings, frame, and
tyres new. just built; £28.—Below.

23 h.p. Hulbert-Bramley, Minerva eHy

4 gine. Chater-Lea fittings, out-out;:

bargain, £15.—Below.

QUADRANT, good working order; bar-
gain, £12.—Below.

PHCENEX, good working order; bar-
gain, £10.—Below.

i06 3 h.p Ti'iumph. accumulator igni-

tion ; £20.—Below.

1 n06 3 h.p. Triumph, masneto ignition;
Lu £25.—Hulbert-Bramley Motor Co.

96, Upper Richmond Road, Putney.

19

TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., as new, unscratched,
1907. lamp, horn, tools, spares, per-

fect; £34.—Walter Baker, 80. Castlegate,
Malton, Yorks.

AGENTS for Triumph, Brown, N.S.U..

Roc, etc.; early delivery.—Mellors,
Moldgreen Engineering Works. Hudders-
field.

3 h.p. Motor (De Dion) and sidecar, two-
speed gear, in new condition; photo,

£32 10s. — T. Slaughter, Weston-auper-
Mare.
-i Q07 Magneto 5J h.p. Triumph Motor
i-V Cycle, splendid condition ; £32 10s.

—No. 9,304, The Motor Cyde Qfaces. Cov-
entry.

23 h.p. Kerry, good condition, new
4 tank fitted, very fast machine;

£12.—Motor, 7. Lime Street, South Bank.
R.8.0.

OR Sale (Blackpool), 2 h.p. Brown, just
-^ overhauled; £8, or take push bike
in part payment. — Stanworth. corner
Lark Hill.

GLASGOW.—3 h.p. Eyper, long bars,
plating and enamelling perfect,

complete; £12.-1, May Terrace, Mount
Florida.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. Eex, all spares, Bowden
band brake. Footprint kit. sound;

£18. — Motors, 57, High Street, Camden
Town, Ijondon.

LIVERPUDLIANS! — Call at 74, Bold
Street, and see hitest models of

Triumph and Roc motors.-Hitchlngs are
the sole agrents.

QUADRANT, 1907, ^ h.p.. two accumu-
lators. 2J Clinchers, Rich's tube,

scarcely used ; £27.—Coombes, 737. High
Road. Tottenham.

F

C19
22
29
26
27
16 u
18
22
23
17
20
22
17
15
13
35
25
12
11
12
12
11

Special Bargain.
2i h.p'^HDMBER, spray carburetter,

trembler coil, all accessories, £8 17 6,

guaranteed in running order.

CASH, CREDIT or EXCHANGE.
3 h.p. FAIRY, twin, like new
3i li. p. MINERVA, maf;neto ignition

5i h.p. Magneto Twin REX, 1907
5J h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres ....

4} h..p. Twin MINERVA, 1907
4-5h.p. Twin GARRARD, Maxfield

3J h.p. BAT. spring frame, 26in. wheels.

.

5 h.p. Twin KERR Y, very low
5 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, lovely goer

3i-4 h.p. CENTAUR, 26in. wheels

5i h.p. Twin REX, lovely goer
4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, 1907
3} h.p. BROWN M.O.V., vertical

3J h.p. 1906 REX, soring forks, etc

si h.p. 1905 REX, spring forks, 26" wheels

Ji h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, 1907
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, lovely goer
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V
2} h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26' wheels
2ih.p. TRIUMPH, smart goer
3 h.p. KERRY, fine machine
2i h.p. JAP, spray, footrests

LIGHTWEIGHTS, NOW IN FASHION.
If h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26' wheels £6 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart 7 10
2ih.p. HUMBER, spray, spring forks ..9
2i h.p. REGAL, vertical, spray, 26' wheels 9

TRICARS.
31 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., fan-cooled . . f17

3i h.p. QUADRANT, Phrenix, two speeds 18

5i h.p. REX, twin engine, two speeds .. 23

ENGINES.
2 h.p. WERNER, very good £110
3 h.p. ARIEL engine, powerful 2 19

3i h.p. 1907 QUADRANT, new, perfect.

.

4 10
3 h.p. BREVETE, good goer 2 19
3 h.p. AUTO-MOTOR, fine engine- 2 19
3 h.p. DE DION, fitted two speeds .... 4
4 h.p. STEVENS, splendid engine a

4i h.p. ASTER, water-cooled 5 lo

7 h.p. TAYLOR, quite new 7
3ih.p. QUADRANT, quite new 6 10

3 h.p. DE DION pattern 2 19

SIDECARS.
Rigid £3 lOiMills-Fulford, new £5 10
Montgomery .... 1 10 British Standard,

I new 5

CANTILEVER
SPRING SEATS.

200 LYCETT'S

"LIGHTNING"
STANDS.

Firm. Rioro. Strohg.

For either 24in.. 26in.,

or 281n. wheels.
Luxurious and strong. ., 1 ..

Fit any machine. ^"^ *''« P"«—
10/- each. */» P" Pa'f-

High Class MOTOR CYCLES WANTED
FOR CASH. MONEY WAITING.

FARRAR.
Albion Wtrki, Square Road, KX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPHS, 1908. immediate delivery,

second-hand Triumphs taken ex-

change. — Morriss, 139. Finchley Road..
Swiss Cottage. N.W.

51 h.p. Twin N.S.TJ.. two ignitions. twO'
a speeds, perfect condition

;

W. & J.
CONTACT MAKERS,
DISTRIBUTORS,

SPARKING PLUGS,
AND

SPRING HANDLE-BARS
Are acknowledged by all to be

the best.

WADE & JONES, Ltd.,

95. Colmore Row, Birmingham

:oingr
"otorcheap.—Particulars, Box 9.375, The

Cyde Offices, Coventry.

ROO and N.S.U. Agent.—In stock: 4 h.p.
Roe, with two-speed gear. 3 h.p., 55

h.p., and 6 h.p. N.S.U.'s.-Hodgson, 10,.

Horton Road. Bradford

21 h.p. Kerry, splendid condition, spray,.
2 very fast, tyres almost new, 26in.

wheels; a bargain. £10 lOs.-Egbert Spear-
man. Bishop's Stortford.

23. h.p. De Dion, Longuemare. new Pal-
4 mer tyres, good hill-climber, in gwod,

order; £12 12s.—Mr. Penley. 138, Canter-
bury Road, W. Croydon.

FOR Sale. 3J h.p. Vindec Special, 1907
model, magneto, everything io

good order; best offer above £20. — 49.

Chapel Street. Southport.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., 3i h.p.. 1906, good
running order, recently overhauled;;

£15 10s. : spanners, etc.—J. Stevens, EweJ
Road, Tolworth. Surbitou.

6 h.p. Twin Rex. spring forks and seat„
trembler and wipe. Continental

tyres, excellent condition; £19. bargain.
—77, Mitcham Road. Tooting.

FOR Sale. Rex. 4-5 h.p.. twin-cylinder.
35 guinea model, in excellent con-

dition ; £20, or nearest offer.—E. Ford.
94, Chestergate, Macclesfield.

BAT. 4 h.p. Stevens engine, low. long
handles, footboards, powerful, guar-

anteed perfect condition; £16 16s., no
offers.—Gilchrist. Baker, Ayr.

REX, 3| h.p., new March, 1906. spring
forks, toolbag, two belts, stand, good

working order; £12, good condition.—
Bamford. Hawthornden, Uttoxeter.

FOR Sale, Brown. 23 h.p., late 1906, over-
hauled, good condition, tyres un-

punctured, lamp, stand, etc.; offers.

—

Enderley, Hainton Square, Grimsby.

MAGNETO, Simms-Bosch. low tension
car size, offers; also pair of 28.

by 2 r^ms and covers, fair condition, 22b.

—176. Westwood Street. Peterborough.

TRIUMPH, 1906. 3 h.p., magneto, Eiche's
detachable tubes, first-class condi-

tion throughout; nearest cash offer £26.

—Garland. 2, The Grove, Church End.
Finchley.

4 h.p. Kelecom-Antoine Motor Bicycle.
latest pattern, duplex forks, Engle-

bert tyres, brand new; special offer, £2&
net cash.—Crypto Car Co., 14, Mortimer
Street, \V.

MOTOSACOCHE, magneto or accumu-
lator, 1908, new model. Empire type-

wHter, or collection of stamps, taken
in part payment. — Ignatius Knaster.
Cambridge.

VINDEC Special Twin. Truffault, and
rigid forks, magneto, new tyres, four

spare tubes, spares, lamp, horn, in good
condition; getting car; £33.—4, Penryn
Road, Acton, W.

FOR Sale, 3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks,
F.N. carburetter, studded back

tyre, perfect running order; £14 IDs.

—

Wats-on, jun.. Birchdale, Aldersbrook
Road, Manor Park.

51 h.p. Eex Twin Motor Cycle, in ex-

2 oellent order, fo >tboard3. cut-outs,
spring forks and sear, several spares;
£25.—P.B., 129. Nightingale Lane, Wands-
worth Common, S.W.

-I Q07 6 h.p. N.S.U. . with coach-built side-

X-k) car, perfect in every way, exactly
as illustraed by makers in March 4t,

issue of this paper; low price. — Lyne,
Whittlesea, Peterborough.

MINERVA. 3J h.p., like new. not done
600 miles, Mabon clutch, Pullman-

non-skid band, rigid sidecar, almost new:
accept £24. or sell separate.—2, Burnt
Street, Edgware Road. London.

31 h.p. Eex. 1904. excellent condition.
4 spring forks and saddle, low posi-

tion, long handle-bars. Price's stand,

carrier, tools, and spares; £12.—Thomas.
20, Longridge Road, South Kensington.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—** h.p. twin Minerva. 2iin.

tyres, etandard ; £25.

"]\/rAUDE'S.—Eex, 1907 model, blue finish,
IVX 5 h.p.. splendid condition ; £22.

MAUDE'S.—Rex, 6 h.p., 2Jin. Model de
Course Continentals, cantilever

seat; £2L

MAUDE'S.-Rex, ^ h.p.. spring forks,
spray, trembler. 1906 model, a

beauty ; £15.

MAUDE'S.-Rex, 1905, low built, spray.
26in. wheels; £12.

AUDE'S.—Bex, 1904, Phoenix two-speed
gear, suit sidecar; £13.

AUDE'S.—R«x. 1904. 3J h.p.. in very
good eondition; £10.

AUDE'S.—R«x, 3 h.p., vertical, beauti-
fully enamelled ; £7.

MAUDE'S.—^Werner, twin-cylinder, M
h.p., 26in. wheels, low built, spring

forks; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical
engine, beautifully enamelled' in

green; £ia.

MAUDE'S.—Fafnir, 3 h.p.. 26in. wheels,
long handle-bars, low built; £12.

MAUDE'S.-Centaur, Si h.p.. vertical,
BlOO saddle, low built, free engine,

aein. wheele; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Vindec Special, 21 h.p., mag-
neto fhigh tension), low built, 26in.

wheels, splendid condition; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2J h.p.. spray car-
buretter, very good tyres ; £10.

MAUDE'S.—Jap, 2J h.p. engine, like
new, £8; Cunard, 34 h.p.. £10.

AUDE'S.—Quadrant, 2 h.p.. £6; An-
toine, 2 h.p.. £6.

AUDE'S.—Mitchell, spray carburetter,
good tyres; special price £5.

MAUDE'S.—Fafnir, 2J h.p.. £10; Min-
erva, 2 h.p., spring forks, £9; an-

other, £8.

MAUDE'S, — Ariel lightweight, 25in.
wheels, 2i h.p., £10.

MAUDE'S. — Srlffin, 2 h.p.. low built,
26in. wheels, vertical engine, belt

drive, condition like new; £12.

\/rAUDE'S.—BayliBS, 3* h.p.; £10; splen-

M
M

[AUDE'S.—BayliBS, 3^ h.p.
did puller.

M
M

MAUDE'S.—Noble, 3 h.p., spray, 26in.
wheels, low built, perfect order; £lu.

MAUDE'S.—Be Dion, vertical, 2% h.p.,
, long: handle-bars. &pray carbur-

etter; £10.

AUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto, non-
skid to rear; £8.

'AUDE'S.—Ormonde, 2 h.p., spray, very
decent iittie machine ; £7.

MAUDE'S.—Twin Minerva, 7-8 h.p., just
as per makers' catalogue. 1908

mod-el, guaranteed sold for no fault, only
owner cannot now acc-ept delivery; £36,
spot cash, a bargain.

MAUDE'S Guarantee every motor above
to be in perfect running order

throughout, and in most cases the en-
gines have been thoroughly overhauled,
and we guarantee every one sound.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street.
Halifax. Sole agents for Minerva

motors.

3X h.p. Quadrant, 1906 pattern, but very
2 little used, and as new, enamel

and plating perfect, spring forks, tyres
unacratche'd, very fast and splendid hill-
climber, with all spares, stand, etc.

;

price £25, no offers.—G.G., 34, Cambridge
Place. Paddington. W.

3, h.p. Motor Cycle, vertical engine, loop
frame, new Longuemare, long

handle-bars. Brooks BlOO, Bassee-Michel,
horn, lamp, spares, splendid running
condition; reason selling, purchased 1908
Triumph; price £14; trial.—John Tipper,
lieveson Street, Willenhall.

FOE Sale. Marlborough, 7 h.p. Peugeot
engine, Chater-Lea frame, Longue-

mare carburetter, Simms-Bosch magneto,
handle-bar control, low machine, not
run 100 miles; too fast for owner, rea-
son of selling; 42 guineas.—Crowe, 36,
Willesden Itaae, Kilburn, N.W.

FOR EASTER
You will be wanting your new motor cycle.

Therefore take our advice, order now. We
allow the finest prices for old machines in

part exchange.
Let us quote you for exchange.

MINERVAS. AND MOTO-REVES our
speciality.

MINERVA.
£29 4i h.p £39

[h.p... '

.. 32 7-8 h.p. .. 45
Magneto £5 extra. Spring forks, 50/-

2f h.p...

3ih.p

MOTO-REVE.
2 h.p. Lightweight, magneto, twin-

cylinder . . . . . . 35 gns.

Any other make quoted upon request!

TRICARS.
Garrard tricar, three-speed, water-

cooled .

.

. . . . . . J30
Riley. 4^ h.p., two-speed, water-cooled 3S
Rex triette, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder . . 28
Humber tricar, chain drive .

.

. . 15
Aster, 2} h.p. tricycle .

.

. . 5
De Dion. 2| h.p. tricycle .

.

. . 6
De Dion quad, two-seater .

.

. . 7

New models ready for delivery.

2| h.p. Minerva .

.

. . £29
3.V h.p. „ 32
4jh.p. „ 39
16 h.p. Gobron-Brillie oar, four speeds
and reverse, just being thoroughly
overhauled.. .. .. ..£100

ACCESSORIES.
2J Jap engine and Long, carburetter 55/-
Osborne four-speed, perfect . . 55 -

Osborne free engine .

.

.

.

. . 27 6
Electric horn attachment .

.

. . 5/-

Salsbury car headlights, pair . . £5

"STRATEX" Belting.

|in 10 6
lin. (4 ply) 15 6
lin. (5ply) 17 6

per 8ft. 6in. lengths.

CONTINENTAL TYRES.
26 X 2in. 24 3 28 x 2in. 25 6
26 X 21in. 28/9 28 x 2{in. 30/-

26 • 2|in. 33/- 28 X 2iin. 35/3
3/- allowed on old covers, and 1/6 on old

tubes in part payment. Immediate
delivery guaranteed.

1^ NOTE THE NEW ADDRESS :

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powell Street (v-^t'id'aHau,) Halifax.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
2i h.p. Clement, two-speed ^ar, perfect.

—C.G.. Service Co.. High Holbom.

31 h.p. Motor, new Palmer cords, plain
2 coil, footboards. Bonguemare ; £12.

—Below.
23. h.p. Werner, tyres, plating, and.
4 enamelling excellent, weight IOC

lbs.; £10.—Below.

31 h.p. Lloyds, 2iin. tyres, good oondi-
2 tlon ; £12, or offers.—Horsfall. Stan-

nary, Halifax.

JUST Arrived.—2J h.p. lightweight Eex,
unpacked ; £24.-77. Wigan Lane,

Wigan.

3 h.p. Fafnir, low. Clinchers, F.N. ; £13;
good order.—122. Culford Boad,.

Kingsland.

13. h.p. Minerva, wants slight repairs;
4 £5 to clear.—63, Forest Lane, Strat-

ford, E.

TWIN Rex. 5-6 h.p.. cantilever, new
condition, fast, and reliable; £15.—H.

Short, Llandudno.

23. h.p. Werner. 26in. Clinchers, spray,
4 overhauled; genuine bargain, £8-

158.—Meredith, Over Winsford.

31 h.p. Brown Engine, in long, low
2 Chater-Lea frame, good condition

;

£11.—28, Normanton Road. Croydon.

SALFORD.—2J-3 h.p. genuine Lloyds, 26

by 2 tyres, low built, and light ; £9.

—Tobacconist, under Regent Theatre.

EXCELSIOR. 23 h.p. Minerva. Longue-
mare, Watawata, Clinchers, perfect

order; £12.-1, Townley Road, Dulwicn.

BROWN, 23 h.p., splendid eondition.
Palmers, lamp, etc.. low position;

£14.—Binns, 132. Ferme Park Road, Horn-
sey.

£6, bargain.—23 h.p. Antoine, on Chater
loop frame, 26in. wheels, in fast

going order.—49, Portnall Road, Padding-
ton.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p.. perfect condition;
£8 10s. ; take two-speed cycle. 24in.,

in exchange.—Williams. Cycle Depot. Cor-
wen.

BROWN. 23 h.p.; £12; just overhauled,
low position, grand condition; seem

any time.—Bey, 5. Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

23. h.p. Kerry, Palmers, spring seat,per-
4 feet order, complete; £8 10s., or

close offer. — 5. Mansion House St-reet,

Hammersmith. W.

6 h.p. Twin Chater-Lea. 2J Dunlops,
latest model, brand new ; £25, cost

£45._F. Robertson. 49, Jeffries Road, Clap-
ham, S.W.

2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.T.. Chater-Lea fit^

tings, new Palmer tyre, in splendid
condition; £7 10s.—Barker, opposite Sta-

tion, Worthing.

QUADRANT. 3 h.jp., perfect order, large
horn, stand, complete; 15 guineas.—

Postmaster. Bideford. Seen, tried
Elliott's Motor Works.

21 h.p. Jap. lightweight, new engine
2 and belt. Fafnir carburetter, guar-

anteed in good order; £7 lOs.-Hart. 13,

Leonard Street. Hull.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.. Palmers. Watawata.
stand, carrier, spares, recently over-

hauled, splendid running order; £22.—
Everinghara, Pocklington.

03 h.p. Genuine De Dion Bouton, Lon-'

iu4 guemare, copper tank, in splendid
condition and running order; £11.—M..
39. Sonthcroft Road, 'footing.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p.. late 1907, magneto,
splendid condition, studded back,

spring forks ; make appointment ;
£34.

—

F. S. Hodsoll, Orpington Mill, Kent.

LONDON. — Genuine 2 h.p. Minerva,
Chater-Lea, Longuemare. Dunlops.

do 30, guaranteed perfect; £6 lOs.-Dew,
12, Bruton Street, Piccadilly, down steps.

N.S U . 6 h.p.. twin, magneto, two-speed.
24in. wheels, perfect condition,

spares include new belt and contact
breaker for magneto. £40, or near offer;

also detachable forecar tor same, coach-
built, good order, two lamps and gener-

ator, car horn, £9.—G. H. Watson. High
Row, Darlington.

In answering any ndvertlmrtient on fhii paije it :! desirable that ymi mentian " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
HALIFAX.—Holds the finest and largest

stock of second-hand cycles in the
world. 300 to select from.

HALIFAX.—Genuine twin Hex, guaran-
teed, spring forks, low built, goes

like a flash; £16 given for 1906 Eex, £13
for 1905 Eex, £11 10s. for 1904 Eex, or £10
10s. for 1903 Eex iu part payment.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. Minerva, spray,
girder forks, 26 by 2J Clincher A

Won, begging at £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Phelon and Moore,
magneto, spring forks, low frame,

two-speed gear, climbs anything; £34.

HALIFAX.-3J h.p. 1907 Eex, magneto,
Crypto two-speed gear and Mont-

gomery flexible sidecar: complete, £28
15s.; without sidecar, £24.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. light low Eex, spring
forks, 25in. wheels, Longuemare ; £12

17s. 6d. ; snap this.

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin Eex, 26 by 2i
Clincher A Won, spring forks; £22;

£17 allowed for powerful 1907 machine.

HALIFAX. — 1906 3i h.p. Eex, specially
good condition, 26 by 2J Clinchers;

£16 5s.

HALIFAX. — 5J h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe,
twin tyre, Eoc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £27 10s.; nearly new.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Humber, spray, trem-
bler, chain drive, splendid climber

;

cheap, £9 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. 1906 Eex, spring
forks, low frame, foot brake, alu-

minium iinish; £15 15s.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Simms, vertical en-
gine, magneto ignition, easy starter,

reliable; £17 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 1907 twin Eex, almost
equal new, no complicated speed

gears required; £22; buy now, to-morrow
may be too late ; allow £16 for 3J h.p. Eex.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Antoine, 26 wheels,
low frame, trembler, girder forks,

very fine mount; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.-Kerry, 3J h.p., vertical en-
gine, spray, very fine condition; £18

103., perfect order.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Alcyon, twin, spring
forks. N.S.U., two-speed gear, and

sidecar; £27 10s.

HALIFAX. — 5 h.p. Eex. Longuemare,
trembler coil, Clincher tyres, Fish-

back belt; no offers; £16 15s.

HALIFAX.-1907 Eex de Luxe, magneto,
twin tyre, Eoc clutch, spring forks

;

£27 10s. ; exchange wanted.

HALIFAX. — 1907 N.S.U. Lightweight,
magneto, almost as new, stand,

splendid climber; £22 10s.

HALIFAX.—Fine twin Eex. Greenwood's
Leeds-London record holder, regis-

tered, guaranteed; £22 10s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 5J h.p. twin N.S.U.,
spring forks, 2i tyres, regular Beau

Brunell, lovely machine; £27 10s.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine, 1907
machine, spring forks, without fear

or favour ; £25.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Quadrant, spray-
carburetter, spring forks, good reli-

able mount: only £13.

HALIFAX.—1906 3i h.p. Minerva, 26 by
2k tyres, in excellent order, non-skid

to rear; £19 193.

HALIFAX. — 2J Ji.p. Magneto Singer,
chain drive, good running order,

vertical engine ; £9 lOs.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Humber, chain drive,
spray, long handle-bars, re-enamel-

led and plated, like new; £12.

HALIFAX.—1907 6 h.p. twin Rex, only
done 100 miles, perfect; £22.

HALIFAX.—Special 7 h.p. Peugeot, twin-
cylinder, nearly new, a regular

flier; £30.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments. See

Tricar list Telephone. 766. Telegrams,
" Perfection." High-class machines pur-
chased for prompt cash. — 16, Westgate,
Halifax.

I

2 heads are better than 1

3 wheels are better than 2
The Phcenix attachment will convert
your motor bicycle into a safe and
pleasurable three-wheeler lor single

or passenger work.

el u»

E :

I
PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,

Blnndell Street, London, N.

TRIUMPH

MOTOR CYCLES.

Agents for South-West of London

—

. . THE . .

BUIBERT=BRAMLE¥

MOTOR CO.

(S. W. DOWQLASS),

96, Upper Richmond Road,

PUTNEY, S.W.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES

TAKEN in PART PAYMENT.

SPARE PARTS for ail machines.

GENERAL REPAIRS.

The Russe I Spring Se-t Pillar

F»ost
Free.

Twin springs, beautilully mide
and finished, acme of c -nifort.

State your weight when ordering.

RUSSELL GARAGE & MOTOR WORKS,
17, Colonnade, London, W.C.

Behind H tel Kusseil), and all Agenti.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

2 h.p. Kelecom, good running order;
bargain, £5.-62, South Street, Eom-

ford, Essex.

3JL h.p. Minerva and rigid sidecar; £18
2 10s., or separate; after 6.—31.

Landor £oad, Stockwell.

£5.-23 h.p. Bournville, vertical, spray,
trembler, new 26in. Dunlops.—Wat-

kins, Fruiterer, Coventry.

-i Q06 3i h.p. Quadrant, magneto, splen-

l.tj did condition.—Particulars, Aeg,
Langton Herring, Dorchester.

31 h.p. Minerva; £16; spring forks, per-

2 feet working order.—Alfred, 26,

Kildas Koad, Stoke Newinston.

-| Q07 Triumph, new in August, good
Lo condition; £36, or near offer. — H.
fiartrell. Chapel Street, Penzance.

TEITIMPH, 1907, magneto, absolutely
faultless throughout; £31; approval

anywhere.—Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

31 h.p Eover, condition as new; trial;
'2 £17 10s.; low built, or exchange

tricar.—7, Upton Lane. Forest Gate.

£12.—Fafnir, 3 h.p., excellent condition.
—Seen Se6 Band Co., 5, Denmark

Street, Charing Cross Eoad, London.

2 h.p. Monarque, Longuemare, non-skid,
trembler: ready for road; £9; no

room.—167, Kailton Eoad, Heme Hill, S.E.

03 h.p. P.N., a grand machine, long low
^4: bars, and seat well over back
wheel; £12 12s.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

BAT, 3J h.p., in grand condition, £16
15s. ; Triumph-Minerva i| h.p. light-

weight, £8 8s. : both real bargains. —
Bunting, Wealdstone.

3 h.p. Humber. chain, grand climber,
in thorough order, spare tyre; £9

10s.—147, Finborough Eoad. Earl s Court,
S.W.

TEIUMPH, magneto, late 1906, perfect
condition and running order; £25.

—Jarrett, 18, Prestonville Terrace, Brigh-
ton.

2 h.p. Ariel-Minerva Motor Cycle, re-

cently overhauled;. £9,- -a bargain.-
Apply, Motor, " Chronicle " Offlce, Don-
caster.

-J Q07 N.S.U.. 3| h.p., magneto, two-speed
A-O gear, free engine, footrests, etc.,

perfect condition ; £35.—W. Francis, Shaw
Lane, Leeds.

SINGEE, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks,

accessories, excellent condition:
price £25, a bargain.—W. S. Gillespie, Mal-
pas, Cheshire.

REX, 1906, excellent condition, new CUn-
. Cher back, spring forks, lamp, horn,

foot pump, stand; £15.—Lisney, Skinners
Lane, Ashtead.

VINDEC Special, 5i h.p., Truffault
spring forks, magneto, splendid con-

dition ; £22.-8, Barrett Street, Manchester
Square, London.

31 h.p. Quadrant. 1906, little and oare-

2 fully used, splendid condition:

£20; appointment.—Hart, 67a, Oakmead
Eoad, Balham, S.W.

O h.p. Minerva, spring forks, long han-
jLi dies, recently overhauled; £13; par-

ticulars and trial.—H. Martin, Park
Street, St. Albans.

31 h.p. Brown, Clincher tyres. A Won.
2 spare cover, guaranteed in perfect

condition, like new; £23. — Phillips.

Queen's Koad, Chorley.

23. h.p. Minerva, spray, Dunlops, light,

4 reliable, perfect condition, spares,

tools: trial; £12 10s. — 53, Grange Park
Eoad, Thornton Heath.

NEW Phelon and Moore, 1908 model, 23

h.p., Grosie non-skid on back wheel;
take £45 cash; giving up motoring.—8.
Oxford Eoad. Southport.
^- h.p. Vindeo Special. Truffault suspen-
O sion, spare adjustable pulley, lamp,
born, and tools, perfect condition; £30.—
Motor, 1, Eose Place, Oxford.

31 h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, new 1907,

2 in perfect order, climb any hill;

cash, or part exchange for lower power.
—Sone, Dove Walk, Uttoxeter.

3 h.p. Eex, in sound condition, two ac-
cumulators, new coil and wiring,

spares and lamp; £10.—Thursby, 53,

Grand Parade, Harringay, N.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOB SALE.
TErtrMPH, ' 1907, 31 h.p., magneto, new

condition, spare tyre and tube,
horn, lamp, etc. ; £33. or near offer. —
Jfotorist, 25. Northfleld, Bridgwater.

13 h.p. Minerva, ffpray, girders, low,
4 26in. wheels, Bowden and coaster,

average 20, climbs well, good condition

;

cheap, £6 cash.—15, Thane Villas, London.
N.

MINERVA Motor Bike and Sidecar,
complete; bargain, £24; trial any

time ; will take nearest offer ; only wants
seeing.—36, Stroud Green Road, London,
N.

23. h.p. Kerry Motor Cycle, scarcely
4 ridden, good hill-climber, detach-

able non-skid chain and accessories ; £16.
—No. 9,425. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coven-
try.

Ol h.p. Universal, engine and carburet-
.^2 ter perfect, £2; stand and carrier,
4s. ; 8 feet of Jin. Perry chain belt, 33. —
Stevens, 4, Goldhawk Mews, Shepherd's
Bush.

RARE Bargain — 3J h.p. latest brand
new Clarendon, unridden, guaran-

teed perfect; £21. complete, cost double-
approval.-Sheldon House. Victoria Road.
Coventry.

\r.S.U., 31 h.p., magneto, with acces-
i.1 spries, new April, 1907; cost £50. and
travelled 700 miles, as new, £20. — Wald-
ron, 15a, Inglethorpe Street, Pulham
liondon.

VINDEC Twin, late 1907. two speeds.
Whittle belt, carrier, horn, watch

.perfect condition; coat £65, lowest £39 —
Bndgman, c/o Priest. 16. HoUowav Road,
London.

ARIEL, 2J h.p., Palmer tyres, spare
belt, etc.; cost £40, nearly new;

what offers? Must be sold, having
bought car.—Beards, 27, Benslow Road,
Hitchm.

BAT, 23 h.p. De Dion eugine and car-
buretter, spring frame, very fast

•condition perfect throughout; £17 10a,
absolutely lowest. — End«rby, Spilsbv
Road, Boston. ,

'

F.N., four-cylinder, perfect condition
and running order, fast, powerful

and reliable, footboards, and all acces-
sories, many spares; £20.—Mouzie, Cran-
brook Road, Ilford.

FOR Sale. 2 h.p, motor cycle, Minerva
engine, M.O.V., Chater-Lea fittings,

Premier accumulator, Dunlop tyres, new
last season ; £10 10s.—Waimes, 41, Tindall
Street, Scarborough.

23. h.p. Minerva, standard machine, 1907
4 very little used, and in nearly new

?£>°dition; £16.—Seen at Messrs. Sully's,
12. Old Town, Clapham. Gylee, 2, Lau-
nston Gardens, Clapham.

Ri ^-F-
Humber Motor Cycle, Suitable^i for torecar or sidecar, Dunlops, in

good running order; must be sold; cheap
tor cash—Robinson, 16. Upper Ground
street. Blackfriars, London.

Qi ll-P-. 1907 Triumph, not ridden 700^i miles, magneto, spring forks,
Urooks saddle, condition as new; owner
has bought car; £35.-S.C.D., 152, Adelaide
«oad, S. Hampstead, London.

^ ''\p- ^'^*° Kerry, Chater-Lea. long"
.
handles, Longuemare carburetter,

spring forks, footboards, in perfect con-
i

dition; £18, or nearest offer.—Saunders
I

-34, South Street, Eastbourne.

31 h.p. Humber, very little used, quite
f equal to new, free eugine, chain

drive, Dunlops, all accessories and
spares; cash price £18.-Banks. Council
Oraces, Heudou, London, N.VV.

ROC, 4 h.p., standard Mllitai-y Model,
.

free engine, single gear, magneto
Ignition, absolutely new, as received from
makers, late 1907, cancelled order; £35.—

;

Hartley Clegg, Motors, Burnley.

23. h.p. P.N., spring forks, belt rim
4 brake. Clincher A Won, 26 by 2i

tyres, Dermatine, low, splendid condi-
gn, £14; spare accumulator, 68.—Dudley,
St. Stephen's Vicarage, St. Albaua.

1 Q07 Triumph, magneto, bought August
-^1/ last, run about 500 miles, not ridden
aiace September. Brooks studded tyre,
perfect condition, horn. etc. ; £33.—Doc-
tor Griffith, Milford Haven, South Wales.

The Best and = =

Cheapest Market

9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, LONDON
Wauchope's will accept any number
of second-hand machines in part pay-
ment for new models, as Triumphs,
Vindecs, Quadrants, N.S.TJ.'s, Rocs,
Minervas, Motosacoches, F.N.'s,
Moto Eeves, Ariels, Browns, etc.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are large contractors

;

early deliveries assured.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's allow the best price for

Epcond iiand machines in part p^iy-

meiit for new models.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's accept motor cycles
light cars, tricars, in payment or
part payment.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's speci.iliso exchanges.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are the largest dealers
and the cheapest on this earth for

second-liand machines.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have over 200 motor
cycles of all powers and makes to
select from.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London,
Wauchope's have ?econd-hand motor
cycles from £' 10s.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's sell on commission ; no
sale no chorge.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's still hold a few 1907
brand new Triumphs ; these machines
are fit,tcd with extra strong covers, as

supplied on the 1908 models, and the
1908 Brown and Barlow carburetter.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will quote a price for

your second-hand machine unseen,
subject to same tallying at sight.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are city agents for most
leading makes.

9i Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will be certain to look
after the interests of their customers.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have several tricars on
hand at sacrifice prices.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's liave the largest selec-

tion of guaraateed cycle (motor)
beaded covers, all at 15s. each.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have a large selection of

miscellaneous gooils.

WAUCHOPE'5,
9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, LONDON
(Off Ludzate Circus)

Telephone No. 5777 Holborn.

Telegraphic Address—" Opificer, London."

In answering any advertisemeta on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Oyclr

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
FOR Sale, Light Clement-Garrard, with

two-speed gear, and Fairy twin for
sale ; what offers ? Both have not done
500 miles each.—Address, Dolor, Ll,884,
The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street,
B.C.

23. h.p. Kerry Motor Cycle, splendid run-
4 ning order, reliable, new belt,

horn, stand, toolbag, some spares ; seen
evening; 10 guineas cash.—Miller, 46.
Glenloch Road, Haverstook Hill, London,
N.W.

TRIUMPH, 31 h.p., late 1907, only rid-
den 600 miles, condition as new,

with lamp, horn, spares, etc.; £36. or
reasonable offer; buying car.—Wildman,
Fairfield, Northumberland Road, Leam-
ington.

3i h.p. Genuine Minerva, 1907, equal
2 new and unpunctured, non-skids

both wheels, twin accumulators, exceed-
ingly fast and powerful, and open to any
test; 17 guineas only.—R. Barnes, Kings-
clere, Newbury.

L.M.C., 3i h.p., new, only been ridden
to tune up, Bosch H.T. magneto,

2Jiu. tyrea, all as advertised, perfect con-
dition, splendid hill-climber; any inapec-
tion or trial.—Bracher, Redcliff Street,
Brisitol. Getting car.

41 h.p. Riley, two speeds, water-cooled,
2 foot clutch, car tyre to back. Par-

sons non-skid, all spares, starts like car,
in perfect condition; £36, or exchange
lightweight and cash.-Myrtle Villa,
Oliver Road, Leyton.

3 h.p. Excelsior, low machine. Duplex
forks, Longuemare carburetter,

plated rims. Bates non-skid back. Dunlop
front, long handle-bars, in good going
order; £13 10s.—4, Prances Street, Artil-
lery Place, Woolwich.

3 h.p. Pafnir, Chater-Lea frame, long
bars, low saddle, B.B. carburetter,

studded non-skid on back, very power-
ful and fast, complete with stand, num-
bers, etc.; £13.—Stevens, ^, Goldhawk
Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

21 h.p. Automotor, Chater-Lea through-
2 out. tyres and belt as new, just

been re-enamelled and engine re-bushfed,
reliable and powerful; £10, or exchange
good push bike and cash.—P. E. Smith,
239, Harrow Road, London.

N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, girder
forks, N.A.B. pillar, new spare ex-

h.aust, inlet, and belt, horn, lamp, num-
ber plates, etc.. new condition, guaran-
teed, not ridden 500 miles ; £22, no offers.
—13, North Road. St. Helens.

4JL h.p. Pour-cylinder F.N., late 1907
2 model, magneto, in perfect order

and condition, back wheel specially built
strong for sidecar ; £30, no offers ; seen
Muswell Hill by appointment.—61, Cur-
tain Road. B.C. N.T.. 6694, Central.

41 h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea frame, chain
2 drive. Brown Bros.' two-speed gear

and free engine, 2^ Palmers, Brooks non-
skid, drip feed lubrication, footboards,
take sidecar, practically new ; £37 10s. —
15, Mount Ephraim, Tunbridge Wells.

3 h.p. Clyde, Bosch magneto, Longue-
mare carburetter. Brooks B90 sad-

dle. Clincher tyres. New Departure
coaster, low, long handle-bars, just over-
hauled and enamelled ; owner going
a.broad ; £15.—Dyer, 14, Boro, London
Bridge.

MANCHESTER.—3J h.p. Centaur, Lon-
guemare, lamp, spares, and inner

tube, two accumulators, good tyres, per-
fect condition, ready for road: inspec-
tion invited; £13 10s.; only been 500 miles.
-Allen. Holly Bank, Whitefleld, Man-
chester.

3 h.p. Kerry Modele de Luxe, long bars,
footboards, very low, F.N. carburet-

ter, Watawata belt, Bassee-Michel trem-
bler coil, B90 saddle, new Clincher tyre
and tube on back, guaranteed perfect
condition; £12 12s.—R. Martin, 31, Ade-
laide Square, Windsor.

01-4J h.p. Brown, 83 by 90 mm., almost
02 new, magneto, spring forks,

spring lootrests, variable pulley and
every refinement, finest hill-climber ex-

tant; lately cost over £50; the best ma-
chine is the cheapest; compulsory sale,

accept £27.—R. Barnes, Kingsclere, New-
bury-

l_
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STOCKPORT.—1907 4 h.p. N.S.U., mag-

neto, two-speed gear, almost new

;

30 guineas.

STOCKPORT.—1907 Roc. magneto, 2!>in.

Hermetic tyres; 31 guineas.

STOCKPORT.—Midget Bicar. 1907. 3 h.p.
Fatnir; 19 guineas.

STOCKPORT. — 1908 Fairy Lightweight.
3 h.p.. twin, perfect; 20 guineas.

STOCKPORT.—Twin Minerva. 2iin. Con-
tinentals, uncut; 24 guineas.

STOCKPORT.—Midget Bicars. the sen-
sation o£ the Manchester Show

;

send for new illustrated catalogue, and
arrange trial run.—Lund and Davies,
Heaton Lane.

WERNER, 2 h.p., light, low. good con-
dition; £8, offers.—24. Radnor

Road, Harrow.

FAEBY, 2J h.p., two cylinders, weight 75

lbs., perfect; £16.—Moi-ris, photo-
grapher, Bourne.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, Camber Motor Works,

Church Street. Camberwell.

PEUGEOT, 23 h.p.. new last August;
£18; seen by appointment.—146,

Wanstead Park Avenue, Manor Park.

CENTAUR, 3i h.p., mechanical valves,
low, almost new; £15, offer.—41.

Skelbrook Street. Earlsiield.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, tyres as
new, spares, numbers, excellent

condition ; £14.—Jennings, High Street,
Bromsgrove.

23. h.p. Werner, Longuemare, long
4 bars, low position ; bargain, or e.t-

change with cash for 3J h.p.—Powell,
Park, Llanelly.

3 h.p. Scout. Longuemare. Clincher,
stand, good climber, long bars, per-

fect order; £12 15s. cash.—Adams, Cran-
borne, Salisbury.

MOTOSACOCHE. month old, hardly
ridden ; unforeseen circumstances

compel sale; £26.-9,427, The. Motor Cycle
Ofaoes, Coventry.

4 h.p. N.S.U. Twin, magneto, brand new,
price £50, accept cash £25 and mod-

ern single-cylinder.—Arnold, 38, Summer
Row, Birmingham.

21 h.p. (Robinson and Price), good
2 order and condition; 10 guineas;

call Saturday afternoon.—Oliver, 145,
Eglinton Road, Plumstead, S.E.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, Chater-Lea frame.
Fuller's syntonic coil, all latest im-

provements, long bars, low seat, etc.; £22.—^24, Gwendolen Avenue, Putney, S.W.

11 h.p. Minerva, latest pattern light-
2 weight frame, low. just been over-

hauled; £7 10s., or nearest offer, bar-
gain.—Jeffery, 123, Alscot Road, Bermona-
sey.

23. h.p. Minerva, splendid order, new
4 Palmer cord back, variable pul-

ley. BIOO. footrests; £15. — R., 25. North
Audley Street, Grosvenor Square. Lon-
don.

BEAUTIFUL 3J h.p. Motor Cycle, best
make. Palmer cord tyres, new,

equal any Triumph ; give 100 mile trial

;

£16 10s., great bargain.—T., 42, Forest
Lane, Maryland Point.

1 Q07 4J h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., in ab-
i-O solute new condition, unscratched.
guaranteed perfect. Brooks BIOO, all tools,
etc., 11 tyres; lowest £29 lOs.—186, South
Lambeth Road, S.W.

£5.—Mo.tor Cycle, less engine only,
B.S.A. frame, 26in. by 2Jin., Clin-

chers, etc., suit 2-35 h.p. inclined engine;
a bargain ; accent cycle and cash, or
engine.—5, Oakdale Road, Forest Gate.

3 h.p. N.S.U., automatic or mechanical
valves, 2J tyres, as new, accumula-

tor ignition, splendid order, bears 14
stone on compression; bargain, 14 guin-
eas ; seen any time.—119, South Lambeth
Road, S.W.

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., spring forks. Pal-
mers (2J), new rubber belt, 1907 ma-

chine, in perfect condition, Acetyphote,
horn, valves, numbers; ready for the
road; seen in London if necessary: £18.— Waterman, Chorleywood, Ric'kmans-
worth.

SHAMROCK GLORIA

Rubber and Canvas Belts com-
mand the largest sales all over the

world.

WARNING.
These belts should not be confused
with composition belts, or such
made almost entirely ol canvas.

SHAMROCK-GLORIAS are made
of best India Rubber with a very

strong canvas core. Durability is

our first consideration, and in com«-

bination with many years of ex-

perience, improvements have been
introduced which make the

1908
SHAMROCK -GLORIA
incomparable with any other belt

on the market.

The best possible results are ob-
tained only by Shamrock-Glorias,
and this fact is well recognised by
leading experts, as well as by the

majority of motor cycling enthusi-

asts. Read this.

The Rev. R. M writes :

"13/2/08.
" I do not know a belt to

equal it. I say this after

running your belts for the

last two years, and doing
8,200 miles, with only two
belts, each one doing well

over 4,000 miles."
At the first Motor Cycle Race at

Brooklands, Shamrock-Gloria Belts

only were used ! See " The
Motor Cycle."

For a good performance and satis-

factory transmission you must
have the 1908 Shamrock-Gloria.

Unlike others, Shamrock-Glorias
have long passed the experimental
stage.

All sizes, {in., JId., jin., and lin., ma e.

Instructive Booklet on application.

Sole Manufacturers

:

THE

Hanover Rubber Co.,

29-81, Old St., London, E.C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
03 h.p. Minerva, re-plated, etc., £15;
^4, engine only 3i h.p. Auto, magneto,
carburetter, silencer, etc., £10; perfect
condition ; offers accepted.—Motor, 176,
Mitcham Road, Tooting, S.W.

3 h.p. Rover, Chafer low No. 6 frame.
Bassee-Michel coil, Dunlop tyres,

everything nearly new, only built up in
January. 1908; must sell; £25 lOs., or
offer.—73, Church Street, Camberwell, S.E.

SPECIAL White 6 h.p. N.S.U. Twin,
magneto, very low, fast, easy starter,

spare valves, pulleys, tyre, butted tube,
magneto parts, exhibition hill-climb by
appointment.—H., 11, Apsley Terrace,
Acton,

TWIN Norton. 3i-4 h.p. Peugeot engine,
low built, Druid spring forks, BIOO

sa.ddle, stand. Marconi coil, Acetypbcte
lamp, horn, tools, nearly new; £30, or
nearest. — Sprunt, 138, London Boad.
Kingston. Surrey.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, winner Buxton Hill-
climb, brand new Dermatine belt

and spare Whittle, new Fuller syntonic
coil, thumbslide control, electric horn,
stand, spares ; approval ; £19.—C. Lloyd,
Sherburn, Eamsgate.

31 h.p. Motor Bicycle, first-class
2 makers, two speeds, free, chain

drive, magneto, 2\ Palmers, nearly new
condition, grand passenger machine;
take lightweight part; £25.—35, Greenleaf
Road, Walthamstow.

MINERVA 2 h.p. Lightweight, specially
fitted up, exceptionally good con-

dition. Palmer tyres, as new, many ex-
tras; £12 12s.; could accept three-speed
cycle part payment.—G.B., 39, High
Street, Marylebone, London.

31 h.p. Quadrant. 1906-7, perfect condi-
2 tion, spring forks and pillar, foot-

rests, stand and carrier, accessories,
splendid tyres. Palmer cord on back
wlieel, hill-climb winner; £25.—E. H.
Crailsham, Pangbourne. Berks.

-^ Q07 3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, prac-
J-i/ tically brand new, little used,
magnificent condition throughout, crawl
in traffic, climb a steeple, wonderful ma-
chine; absolute bargain. £20.—Motorist.
5. New Norfolk Street. Shoreditoh, Lon-
don.

GOODWIN Motor Cycle, 34 h.p. White
and Poppe engine, Chater-Lea fit-

tings, low built, up-to-date, and most re-

liable, equal to new; £25; exchanges en-
tertained; agents for Triumplis. — Mat-
thews Bros., 96, West Green Road. Tot-
tenham. 'Phone, 1722.

6 h.p. Ariel-Jap Twin, Dunlop tyres.
Whittle belt, B. and B. Carburetter.

Brooks saddle. Liberty stand, brand new;
listed at 45 g'uineas; exchange for tricar,
water-cooled, two-speed, out of repair not
obiected to; cash adjustment.—Page, 74,

East Hill, Dartford, Kent.

EDINBURGH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Road, the

largest variety and stock of motor cycles
in Scotland; agents for Quadrant, Grif-
fon, Rex, N.S.U.. Adler, Roc, Minerva,
Vindec, and Moto-Keve motors; repairs,
spare parts; exchanges, easy payments.

31 h.p. Rex, 1906, spring forks, 26 wheels,
splendid hill-climber, excellent go-

ing order, two tubes and back cover*
new. Stanley-Dermatine belt, new, many
improvements, abundant spares, plugs,
belt. etc. ; registration transferred ; first

cheque £14 10s.—Jones, Hendre, Penprys,
Pwllheli. 1
TWIN-CYLINDER Roc, clutch, two-speed

gear, magneto, new Brooks non-
skid, new Stanley-Dermatine belt, acety-
lene headlight, horn, tools, etc., bicycle
almost new, also brand new Mills-Pulford
Castor wheel sidecar fitted, splendid
touring combination for Easter: £48.

bargain ; got oar.—Apply, Armour, Ber-
lieley, Glos.

MANCHESTER and District. — 3i h.p.

1907 magneto Triumph; this mar
chine is in excellent condition, and liaa

been well taken care of. the engine was
recently overhauled by the makers and
put in perfect running order, the tyres,

enamel, and plating are all good, and the
machine can be inspected and the price

ol.-tained on application to the TriurapD
Cycle Co.'s Depot. 160, Deansgate, Man-
chester.

In anfwerinff any adwrtisemevi on tliix page it is dciirahh f/iat you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
rICAES.—Kexette twin, 10 h.p., special

flnisli, open frame, seats three; £45

10s.

TEIOAES.—Bex Triette, twin-cylitider,
magneto, spring scat, four speeds,

smart; £32 lOs.

TEICAES.—Tterrici. 4i h.p.. chain drive,
tan-cooled, free engine, coach-built;

£16 163.

TEICAES.—Trent, 4 h.p., open frame,
wheel steering, two speeds, water-

cooled; £25 10s.

TEICAES. — Humber, % h.p.. water-
cooled, two speeds. Phelon and

Moore, coach-built: £20 10s.

TEICAES.—Eexette, 5i h.p.. open frame,
wheel steering, two speeds; £28 lOs.

-Booth.'

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange have the best
and largest selection in Halifax.—

Telephone, 193Y.

BOOTH'S Motor Exchange.—Special in-

ducements to cash buyers; credit or
exchange.—only address. Coronet Works,
Wade Street, ±ialitax.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, splendid en-

4, gine; £15 cash.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London.

41 h.p. Automotor Tricar, Chater-Lea,
2 Palmers, perfect order; £20.-1,

Townley Eoad. Dulwich.

31 h.p. Automotor Tricar, Chater-Lea
2 frame, Longuemare, splendid con-

dition ; £12.—F. Finer, Colnbrooli, Slough.

ZENITH Biear, with forecar attach-
ment, two speeds, free engine, extra

wheel; lot £30.—Genu, Gap Eoad, Wim-
bledon.

23. h.p. Kerry Tricar, powerful engine;
4 £10 10s.; make a genuine run-

about.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don.

HALIFAX.—6 h.p. twin Antoine tricar,
Chater-Lea, a real gem, open frame,

three speeds, wheel steering, chain drive,
foot clutch; £39 lOa.

HALIFAX.—5 h.p. Humber tricar, two
speeds, open frame, wheel steering,

almost as new ; £45.

HALIFAX. — Quadrant Carette, 6 h.p.,

open frame, wheel steering, two
speeds, coach-built, latest model, £35, cost
£100.

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Ad-
vance tricar, wheel steering, only

used for trials ; bucket seat ; £35.

HALIFAX.—54 h.p. Eex Triette, spring
frame, free engine clutch, very re-

liable; £29 10s.—Below.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Eex Tricar, Phoenix
two-speed gear, good running order;

£21.

TTALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Minerva tri-
Gar, nearly new, and specially

ouiii,, four-speed gear; £37 10s.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

RILEY, 9 h.p., a grand machine, really
Uke new, very fast, and open to

strictest examination ; £80 cash. — Bunt-
ing, Wealdstone.

TEICAE (Eover). 4^ h.p.. splendid con-
dition, bucket seat, car tyres.—

Anderson, 16, Eosefield Avenue, Porto-
beUo, N.B.

TEICAE, 44 h.p., water-cooled Coronet
engine, chain-driven, Bozier two-

speed gear, bucket seat, etc.; £25, c.
near offer.—Below.

TEICAE, 6i h.p. Aster engine. Century
tandem, two-speed, bucket seat,

etc.; £40.—Hulbert-Bramley Motor Co., 96,

Upper Eichmond Bead. Putney.

£20. or near.—3J h.p., coach-built, two-
speed hub, free engine, handle start-

ing, chain drive. Chapman's double-blast
fan. Palmer tyres, as new, not run 400
miles; photo.—W. C. Miles, Leominster.

6 h.p. Single Bucket-seated Runabout,
two speeds, wheel steering, exceed-

ingly low built, Dunlop tyres, un-
scratched, three accumulators, electric
tail lamp, two gas lamps, do 40; seen by
appointment; sacrifice £45; owner buy-
ing car.—8, Great Ancoats Street, Man-
cit«6ter.

THE PREMIER
TWO-SPEED GEAR
With (Roc Licensed) INTERNAL

EXPANDING CLUTCH.
? WHY DO YOU WANT IT?

When fitted to your Machine—
1. You can run a sidecar, though low-

powered
2. You can negotiate traffic, though

high-powered.

3. You can climb all hills under all

conditions.

4. You can abandon pedals and start

like a car.

5. You can start up or down hill without
acrobatics.

There are lots of other reasons—all Rood ones

—

but this is only a 3 inch advertisement.

Just let us know what your machine is, and we
will quote you for conversion.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.'
NEW MACHINES CF /ILL MAKES

SUPPLIED READY FITTED.

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO.,

Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners
if h i.'lin., 1/- each all sizes.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.,
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,(

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.
^

[ORDER NOW, POSTFREE.I
Exhaust Valves, Nmi-roi'rosive" special

nickel,illo ,2/6. Piston Rings (</il re) 2 S,

Reboring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27- Vaiiable Pulley, 8/6. Gears
Cut. Rebusdlng. New Parts. Patent Fans.

Spring Forks, / ow or i ect Rests. Silencers

Gears.Magnetos, Plugs: E.I. C.4/1,E.K.2/1
Our U t will aid you II In trouble.

THE MARCH MANLF>GTURIN6 G0„|
68-72, CLIFFE ROAD. SHEFFIELD. |

Manchester Show Sensation.

THE « TOURIST "TuTeV:"
Free engine, and any gear operated from

handle-bar while riding.

NO FRICTION OR END THRUST.
Postcard for particulars to

Gl? nn ATRV Manchester Rd..iMossIey,
. r . DKAIDI, NR. UANCHESTEB.

6

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Singer Tricar, excellent condition;
£60.—37. Newstead Eoad. Lee, Kent.

£45.-8 h.p. Tricar, Eexette. perfect con-
dition, lamps: trial.—12, Cambridee

Street, Sheftteld.

QUADEANT Carette, 6 h.p , splendid
order, lamps, tools; £45.—Spensley,

Chertsey, Surrey.

-I Q06 Tricar, very little used; £17 178.,

JiO or exchange.
—
"Whitehall, Clothiers,

Oreen Street. Upton Park.

BAT, 4 h.p., two speeds, £23. offers or
exchange: Eover, 4 h.p., two speeds,

as new. £23.—Brockley Cycle Works, S E.

ANGLIAN Tricar, 3§ h.p., two speeds,
water-cooled, car tyre on back,

splendid order: £25.—Anglian Motor Co..
Beccles.

41 h.p. Eiley, water-cooled, two speeds,
2 coach-built, just overhauled: mu&t

sell; £29.—Brice. Brigstock Eoad. Thorn-
ton Heath.

RILEy Tricar, 45 h.p., w.c, two speeds,
excellent condition ; trial ; £38. —

Write, Lloyd. Suburban House, Winch-
more Hill, N.

41 h.p. Tricar, White and Poppe, water-
2 cooled, two speeds, Chater-Lea,

spares : any trial ; £27 10s.—123, Goldsmith
Eoad, Leyton.

QUADEANT Tricar, 6 h.p., wheel steei^
ing, in first-class condition, spares,

tools, accessories: £40.—Dr. McNeil, Gar-
stang, Lancashire.

BEADBUBY Tricar, 4i h.p.. water-cooled,
two-speed, coach-built, all in good

condition, new 1906: price £15. — J. Q.
West, Paulton. Bristol.

QUADEANT Carette, 65 h.p., latest pat^
tern, twin engines, two speeds, good

condition : £45, or near offer.—" Eegul-
bium," Sandwich, Kent

5 h.p. Eiley Tricar, 1907, coach-built,
wheel steering, two speeds, excel-

lent condition: bought car; £50.—Grass-
land's, Balcombe. Sussex.

6 h.p. Twin Eex. with forecarriage, two
speeds, rubber covered footboards;

patent silencers: £22. or exchange.—Far-
rar. Square Eoad, Halifax.

SPECIAL Built Tricar, Garrard, three-
speed, well sprung, 5 h.p., w.c, con-

dition as new: cost £120, take £45.—
Smith, plumber, Wivenhoe, Essex.

PHOENIX, 4J h.p., two-speed, chain,
magneto, spring frame, footboards,

tools, box, fan-cooled, excellent condi-
tion : £30,-24, Digby Eoad, Pinsbury
Park.

Q-10 h.p, Ee.xette, new tyres, lamps,
"-^ spares, etc, fast, good climber;
trial: £50: would exchange for powerful
motor cycle and cash,—290, Dalston Lane
Hackney.

8-10 h.p. Eexette. splendid condition, ab-
solutely perfect, seats three »"

tyres studded: any trial: £55, exchange
motor cycle and cash.—6, Poulton Eoad,
Southport.

SUNBEAM Mabley Ennabout, 3i h.p. De
Dion, water-cooled, two speeds, good

hill-climber: £30: will exchange for
powerful motor cycle,—H., 112, New King's
Eoad, PuLham.

4 h.p. Garrard Tricar, water-cooled, two
speeds, Simms engine, magneto igni-

tion, excellent condition : £25.—Bowden's,
29. Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Eoad,
London, E.G.

3 h.p. Humber Tricar, free engine clutch,
nearly new Dunlops. car tyre back

wheel : £17 lOs., or exchange two ap-
proved new cycles. — Toon, 4, Linden
Grove. Nunhead.

LAGONDA. 10-12 h,p„ 1907 machine,
wheel steering, three speeds and re-

verse, Dunlop tyres, and non-skids, in
perfect condition; £95. — C.H.C. Moor
House, Staines.

6 h.p. Fafnir, twin, water-cooled. Chater-
Lea frame, gear and bearings, three

speeds and reverse, coach-built, wheel
steering, Bowden control. Palmer cord
tyres. Shaw studded baud, good condi-
tion : £48. or near offer, cost £115 : trial
by appointment : owner bought car.
Telephone. Barking, 534.—George Glenny,
Brewery, Barking.

^

— - ,..».. .^^. ^—

.

crewery, isaritiug.

In answering any advertisement on this page if is desirah/e that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Sociable Tricar, gear drive, two
5 speeds, climb anything, tyres, en-

^ne, and gears perfect. — Walker, 22,

High Street, South Norwood, S.E.

£35.-6 h.p. Antoine twin-cylinder tricar,
also 2J h.p, Kerry motor cycle, £17

10s. ; both in first-clasa condition ; money
wanted. — 13, Little Iltord Lane. Manor
Park. E.

T AGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled
-!j engine, three speeds, very fast on
hills, excellent condition, all accessories

;

any trial; price £65.—The Western Motor
Agency, Sidcup, S.E.

POWERFUL 4J h.p. Tricar, air-cooled
Stevens engine. Whittle belt. 24in.

tyres, long footboards., condition equal
to new; write particulars; £30. or offer.
—22, Carfa.t. Horaham.

REXETTE, 5-6 h.p., two speeds, wheel
steering, open spring frame, double

front seat, fine condition, perfect : £35 to
clear; seen appointment.—R., 127, Bedford
Hill, Balham. S.W.

6 h.p. Riley Tricar, very good condition,
just overhauled, many refinements

and spares, Bowden control; trial
run ; owner bought car ; £60.—Seabrooke,
The Elms, Grays, Essex.

6 h.p. Twin J.A.P. Tricar. Chater-Ijea
open frame, wheel steering. Renold's

chains. J.A. P. clutch, 2^ Palmer cords;
bargain. £38.—Seen, Wheeler, 27, Chats-
worth Road, Clapton, N.E.

QUADRANT Carette, 6 h.p.. latest
model, very little wear, nearly new

ear tyres, non-skid rear, complete with
lamps, spares, etc.; £45; owner bought
car.—Parry. Powick, Worcester.

5 h.p. Tricar, Stevens w.c. engine, coacli-
built, wheel steering, friction drive,

perfect condition; expert examination;
£50 cash; no dealers; small car wanted.
—Hayes. Chapel Place. Eamsgate.

HUMBER Tricar. 34 h.p., chain driven,
large clutch, absolutely new ; cost

£75, only run few miles, £30.—H.. 112. New
King's Road, Fulham. Also De Dion
car, 4J h.p.. new condition; £35.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar, 3J h.p.. water-
cooled, two speeds, bucket seats,

lamps, etc., extra strong back wheel,
splendid order; £38, no offers.—Alcock,
Lexden, Fasseit Eoad. Kingston-on-
Thames.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled,
2 two speeds and free engine, chain

drive, coach-built, car tyre on back,
lamps, etc.. recently overhauled; £35, or
nearest offer ; must be sold. — 34, Price
Street, Burslem.

PHCENIX Trimo. ooach-built. 5-6 h.p.,
twin Peugeot engine, two speeds,

handle starting, free engine, in good
condition, complete with lamps, tools,
spares; £45, or near offer.—Box No. 9,423,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

4i h.p. De Dion, water-cooled, open
2 frame. Eagle, two speeds, wheel

Bfteering, luxuriously sprung, built on car
lines, with car tyres, accessories, lamps,
spares, Longuemare; £40.—Smith, Brons-
hill, Bumeli Road. Sntton, Surrey.

51 h.p. Rexette. ooach-built, open frame.
2 two speeds, water-cooled, carry

two in front, just thorouighly overhauled
and re-painted, equal new, car tyre on
back, sprung all wheels, very last, climb
anything; sacrifice £33. — Geo. Deans,
Baldock.

TEICAE. Century, 6i h.p. Aster engine,
water-cooled, two speeds, free

engine, car tyres (700 by 85), Hans Eenold
chains, set of four lamps, apron, in splen-
did condition, and perfect running: order;
£31 : room wanted.—25, Lower Richmond
Road, Putney.

LAGONDA Tricar, 9 h.p., two speeds,
good hillrclimber, Grose band on

driving wheel, complete with spares, new
accumulator. In splendid condition ; trial
by appointment; good' motor cycle in
part exchange not objected to; price £42.
—White, chemist, Beaconsfield.

41 h.p. Twin G.B. Cycle, Simms-Bosch
2 magneto, Nala two-speed gear and

free engine. Whittle link belt, spares,
etc.. with coach-built forecar. uphol-
stered leather, enamelled cream, beauti-
fully sprung, 2iin. Peter-Unions, perfect

;

£42—Turner, Ship Hill, Eotherham,

STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT

AND

The Burning Question

:

LEATHER v. CANVAS
AND RUBBER.

Od the 7th February, 1998, Mr. H G.
Cove read a paper before the members of

the Auto Cycle Union on "Motor Cycles
and Accessories." The following are ex-
tracts from "The Motor Cycle," Feb.
12th, pages 127 and 128. The burning
question of " Leather v. Canvas and
Rubber Belts" was fully dealt with in the
paper

:

The next interesting item was a very
good hint with regard to the canvas and
rubber belts, which had been sent to the
lecturer by the maker of the Stanley
Dermatine Belt. His advice is that when
the belt is taken off it should be replaced
to run in the same direction, as if the pull

comes in the reverse direction, the strain
is likely to draw back the canvas, and, as

a result, the rubber on the top of the belt

cracks. The advent of the adjustable
pulley had created a demand for an
adjustable belt fastener, and two fasteners

were shown which have just been placed
on the market, one the Stanley, in which
the hook is detachable and can be used in

conjunction with an adjustable pulley to

alter the gear ratio from 4 to 4J.
In the discussion which followed, Mr.

W. H. Wells remarked : There was a time
when he used leather belts ; that was when
there was nothing else. Now be used a
rubber belt, and nothing now would induce
him to use a leather one. He was able to
keep his hands and gloves clean. The best
leather belt he was never able to ride more
than 100 miles without cleaning it.

Mr. A. C. Pemberton said : Rubber belts

weie as good as could be wished for. The
great fault of leather belts was that they
would not stand the weather ; when
soaked with rain they commenced to slip.

Mr. H. G. Bell said : Speaking of belts,

he always used a rubber belt now, but if

we could get a good preparation for leather
belts it would be a satisfaction.

Mr. M. I. Tuchmann remarked: As to
belts, he considered the rubber and canvas
belt the only possible one. It had no
serious disadvantages. The belt had a
tendency to assume a certain shape. He
considered one of the best things they had
seen that evening was the Stanley
Fastener for Belts ; he thought it would
be greatly used this year.

The only orlelnal Canvas and Rubber Belt

Is the

STANLEY DERMATINE.
Sole Manufactureis

:

Messrs. the Stanley Dermtt-
tine Motor Belt Co.,

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.

STANLEY WEBB, Manager.

IJr»i-t fa.'teri'ts .

PIGSKIN INFLATOR and

RACQUET, etc., CLIP,

Sd. pair, post Id.
Tyres puncture-proofed ivjth

Rubberised Pigskin.

PAMPHLET FREE.
Southwest Road, LEYTONSTONE.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A large stock of parts, still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
232, LADYWOOD ROAD, (IRMINQHAM.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
BAT Tricar Chassis, short, sprung back,

front, open frame, irreversible whe*!
st.e«ring, hubs, ideal for tradesman's run-
about, as new : sell cheap, or e.^change
for motor bike.—61. Grand Parade, Har-
ringay, N.

"j A-12 h.p. Lagonda Tricar, latest model.
X\J won three medals, guaranteed per-
fect condition, two spare tyres, new spare
chains; owner purchasing c^r of same
make; £80.—Apply. H.B.H.. 7, Northwick
Terrace, N.W.

PHCENIX Trimo. 1906. 5-6 h.p.. twin,
powerful fan, all in first-class con-

dition, full spares and accessories; £37
10s. cash, or near offer, bargain.—Trimo,
Acacia House, Seckford Street, Wood-
bridge, Suffolk.

8-10 h.p. PvCxette, water-cooled, wheel
steering, two speeds, all tyres new,

non-skid on back, one spare, four lamps,
all accessories, good conditiop ; any
trial; £40. — Wilson, 33, Pantiles, Tun-
bridge Wells, Kent.

TEIOAE, 6-8 h.p. Stevens, double-cylin-
der, water-cooled, open frame,

coach-built body by Eothschilde. two
speeds and i-everse, in excellent condi-
tion throughout ; accept £35, lowest.—15.

Hamlet Mansions, Hammersmith, W.

REXETTE. 5 h.p.. two speeds, wheel
steering, just been thoroughly over-

hauled and renewed, tyres perfect, new
Brooks band and Riche tube on bacjt,
new accumulator, lamps, and horn ; £ld.-

.

—Patterson, 13, George Stre^, Edinburgh'

1 A-12 h.p. Lagonda Tricar, three speeds,
XU non-skids on all three wheels, twin-
cylinder water-cooled engine, coach-built,
two ignitions; very lowest price, £65;
motor cycle taken in part payment.—
Wauchope'e, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry 1907 Forecar, Chater-
Lea throughout, 2iin. Palmer cords,

two accumulators, horn, and foot pump,
synchronised ignition, two-speed and re-
verse, handle starting, spring frame ; 42
guineas.—Ayden, 17, Blackstock Bead.
Pinsbury Park.

41 h.p. Twin Precep Tricar for sale.
2 Mills-Fulford coach-built body, in

good order, thoroughly overhauled last
summer, numerous spares, new Duco-Flex
belt; £25 cash, or nearest offer; seen by
appointment.—Rose Villa, Court Boad.
Sutton. Surrey.

LEEDS.—5 h.p. water-cooled Humber
tricar, open frame, coach-built seats,

wheel steering, two speeds. Palmer tyres
front, studded car tyre back, condition
throughout as new; £42 10s.. or part ex-
change.—The Leeds Motor Exchange, 28,

Dock Street, Leeds.

9 h.p. Darracq. three-seater. now being
painted and upholstered. Humber

green, £45 just spent on overhauling,
guaranteed perfect; price £75; take
Orient Buckboard, or similar runabout,
in part exchange.—Apply, Bobbins, 320,

Clapham Boad. London. S.W.

£25.—3J h.p. Beeston Humber tricar, free
engine clutch, chain driven, wicker,

upholstered dark red leather, large brass
tank, two spare chains, two inner tubes,
two accumulators, spring seat-pillar.

Brooks BlOO saddle, footboards, no pedals,
in good going order.—J. 0.. 261. Kother-
hithe New Eoad. Hotherhithe.

QUADEANT Carette. 6i h.p.. latest pat-
tern, perfect condition, fast, excel-

lent hill-climber, run at very small cost,

open frame, wheel steering, coach-built,
new synchronised ignition fitted, non-
skid on back, lamps, large quantity
spares, chain, valves, inlet bodies. t3rre6

:

any trial; £55.—Ball, Oorre Street, Lud-
low.

REX Tricar. 6 h.p., with Kent three-
speed gear and clutch, art cane

forecarriage, upholstered in green, tool-

box and spares, non-skid to back wheel,
all in splendid condition ; will sell cheap,
or exchange with cash for one of higher
power.—C. Duce, 17, Glendal* Eoad,
Erith, Kent.

TRICAR, 4i h.p. Humber water-cooled
engine, coach-built, bucket driving

seat, wheel steering, free engine, two
speeds, foot clutch, starts like a car, fit-

ted with electric light, in splendid con-
dition; £44 cash, cost over £1C0: buying
car.—W. Ainsworth. 5 and f. Braa Boad.
Gorton. Manchester.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirabl'. that you Tpention " The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
CTEIC Lighting Plant. 40 lights.

qual new. for powerful twin, or
0.—Pickering. Ampleforth.

h Exchange new cycle and cash
or motor cycle. — Cross, 7. Salis-
Tenue, Barkine.

Antoine and Jap-Ariel, both
"ly new, exchange modern sjn-
cash.—Barrett, Barrow.

ID, Offers, exchange, or cash, li
motor cycle, nearly complete,
vmpsbourne. Hornsey.

Jixcelsior, M.M.C. tricar, for
lOiir-oylinder or twin bike, or sell,

-iselton, 39, Birchfleld Road, Birming-
lam.

'li h.p. Werner, good condition, new
Q2 Dermatine, for push bike and £5,
)r sell £9 10s.—Whitlark, Manor House,
nifton, Bristol.

aALIPAX. — What do you want? We
exchange motor cycles. trica,rs.

ars. or 1903 Rex and N.S.U. models; list

n application.

3EX Twins, 6 h.p., very powerful, spring
A. forks, £22; £16 allowed for 1906 Eex
;13 1905. £11 10s. 1904, or £10 10s. for 1903
ex in part payment. Hurry* up and get
he pick. — Halifax Motor Exchange. 16.

festgate, Halifax.

EXCHANGE 23 h.p. w.c. De Dion two-
speed tricycle for low lightweight,

r sell £8; two tyres good.—No. 9.381.
'he Motor Cycle Ofloes, Coventry.

7IXCHANGE, 3J h.p. Excelsior, low built,
J long bars, splendid condition, for
;ss power and little cash, or sell £11. —
pivey. c/o Falling Lock, Wakefield.

<ALFORD.—Phcenix tricar, 3i-4 h.p. Min-
5 erva, Anglian two-speed and clutch,
22; wanted. 1907 3i h.p. cycle, cash ad-
astment.—Tobacconist. 110, Cross Lane.

|1 h.p. Eafnir, low built, vertical
)4 engine, in good running order and
mdition; bargain, £8, or push bike and
ish.—250, Glyn Road, Lower Clapton.

^AR Parts, new, four wire wheels, back
y and front axle, steering mechanism,
.fferential. chain drive ; £8 10s., ex-
lange motor cycle.—Partington, Slough.

'PLENDID Toned American Organ, also
' National Encyolopsedia, offered for
.agneto ignition car or tricar, good
'res.—9,422, The Motor Cycle Ofaoes, Cov-
itry.

(1 h.p. Alldays Motor Cycle and cash
j2 for well-made tricar, about 5
p., one requiring overhauling might
lit.—Shaw, Morton Street, Royston,
erts.

j^XCHANGE motor tricycle, De Dion
-I engine, splendid condition, power-
il, also trailer, for good motor cycle or
ish offer. — Rutherford, High Street,
odalming.

pXCHAJSfGE, Detachable Forecar frame
-i for motor cycle accessories ; best
snuine offer to value of £3 10s. has it.—
otor. 18, Ashbourne Road, Claremont,
endleton, Lancashire.

^ATJOHOPE'S arrange exchanges of
'V all descriptions; liberal allowance
>r second-hand machines in part pay-
lent for new models. — Wauchope's, 9,
hoe Lane, London.
I DVERTISER is willing to m.ike, in ex-
3- change for good motor jyjte, a full
r partial set of artiflclal teeth m gold
r vulcanite.—Address. X., 96a, Mitcham
ane, Streatham. S.W.

IIGH-CLASS Zonphonian, with plates,
almost new, play any tune; cost

H6 last year, exchange for lightweight
jotor cycle, or £10 cash.—30, Calthorpe
reet, Gray's Inn Road, London.
jnXCHANGE, tor good motor cycle orM tricar, furniture, any description,
]rectfrom the works; valued wholesale,
turiiiture Manufacturer, 3-5, New Nor-
'Ik Street, Shoreditch, London.
.P'^^CHANGE, 6 h.p. De Dion-Regal Car,
i/i^ i ,^ speeds and reverse, toot andWe brakes Cape cart hood, two or four-
lated, artillery wheels, detachable ton-
|;au. complete set of lamps, horn, three
-cumulators, everything in splendid
Srt J2°^ P'i"*" ' ^^' and good tricar.-
>rd, 19, Gordon Street, Coventry.

Percy Cycle Co., Ltd.,

are now showing their full list of

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES
thoroughly overhauled by their own

experienced workmen, and adjusted

READY for the ROAD.
£ s

3i h.p. TRIUMPH (1907 Model), in first-

class order, fully equipped 35

3i h.p, QUADRANT, magneto, complete
with stand, carrier, etc. ; shop soiled
only 32

3i h.p. N.S.U., two accumulators, 'Xl-all
spring forks, steel studded back tyre . . 20

3J h.p. MINERVA (1907 Model), adjust-
able pulley, spring seat pillar, Stanley
belt 20

3i h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear, sprinc
forks, stand and carrier. . .. 18

3i h.p. QUADRANT, Fit-all two-speed
gear, stand and carrier 18

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, accumu-
lator ignition, in splendid condition . . 16 10

Every machine guaranteed perfect, and
signed guarantee with each.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS
are the best. Fit any make. Made in

Pure Rubber, 3/6 each.

PERCY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
58, NORTHUMBERLAND STREET,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

ARE YOUR TYRES IN
GOOD REPAIR?

Your life depends upon them.

We are experts in the H.F.
Vulcanizing Process.

TUBE REPAIRS, from 9d.each.

COVERS, Is.

The following Second-Hand machines we
guarantee as sound

:

i s.

Two 3 h.p. N.S.U.'s, Magneto 24
1907 ^ Twin N.S.U., with

Two-speed Gear 40 O
1907 3^ Triumph, as new . . 35 O
Zl Twin Werner, plating and

enamel new 18 10
We can give liberal exchanges for
N.S.U. Lightweights, which we

can deliver from stock.

THE MOTOR MART,
UNION STREET, BRIGHTON,

Agents for N.S.U.'s, Vindec Specials,
and Quadrants.

A PAIR OP THE FAMOUS

Sogers Detachable Tubes
fltted to the L.M.C. Motor Cycle In the
Quarterly Trials, January 2Stli gave
complete satisfaction. Agents wanitd.

Apply REG. SAMSON,
La.dywood Road, BirminsTham.

EXCHANGE.
CHATEB-LEA Frame, unfinished, and

accessories, new ; £4, or exchange
for sidecar.—28. Gladstone Eoad. West
Ha-n.

EXCHANGE. 5-6 h.p. Quadrant Tricar,
good condition, for up-to-date pow-

erful bike, also a IJt h,p. motor bike for
powerful engine, or sell cheap.—James.

1 Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

CYCLE, etc., advertised in The Motor
Cycle, March 4th. page 29, right-hand

bottom corner, exchange the lot for tri-

car, or sell or exchange separately:
offers.—Job, 9, Warwick Eoad, Baling, W.

EXCHANGE. 23 h.p. Clyde, magneto,
Watawata, Clinchers A Won, splen-

did condition: seen any time: for a Sun-
beam cycle with oil bath, in good condi-
tion, together with £5.—E. Wheeler,
Stretham, Ely.

WILL Give £5 and my 3 h.p. Werner,
witii spring forks, Longuemare.

etc., in exchange for 3^ h.p. of good make.
Minerva or Kerry for preference, or sell

for £15: no rubbish wanted or offered.—
12, Minerva Avenue, Dover.

EXCHAXGE Cinematosrraph Outfit, com.
plete 1,800 feet films, lady's 1907

Eudge - Whitworth, also finest Edison
Home phonograph, 80 records, 30in. trum-
pet and stand, for two-speed tricar.—F..
Charlton Studio, 10. Johnson's Court, E.C.

WANTED.
TEICAE. or 5-6 h.p. cycle and sidecar-

riage.—39,-Warwick Eoad, Batley.

TEICAE, two-speed, tor hilly district

:

trial: cheap.--W., 94. Norwood Eoad,
S.E.

WANTED, magneto engines (mot'r
cycle). 3 to 9 h.p.—128, High Eoad.

Tottenham.

WANTED. Voltoo two-cell trembler
coil, perfect, and cheap.—Mather.

Town Hall. Nuneaton.

WASTE ludiarubber. every descrip-
tion : highest prices paid.—Union

Rubber Co., Calls, Leeds.

WANTED, Motor Cycle: must be
cheap ; cash waiting.—Eey. 5,

Heath Street, Hampstead.

HALIFAX. — Eex singles in part pay-
ments for Eex twins : splendid al-

lowances. See Exchange columns.

HIGH - CLASS Machines purchased for
prompt cash.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Westgate. Halifax.

MOTOE Cycle Wanted in exchange dia^
mond earrings, value £20.-35,

Greenleaf Eoad, Walthamstow.

WANTED, low-powered motor cycle,
exchange gent's gold watch and

double albert.—George, Princess Street,
Goole.

WANTED, 26 by 2iin. tyre, good make,
perfect condition : als-o good volt-

meter. — C. 'Warr, Marathon, Grayshott,
Surre'y,

WANTED, 100 Motor Cycles, any condi-
tion, for shipment: must be

cheap.—Box 9,430. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

WANTED, motor cycle, exchange Eose-
wood overstrung piano and

cabinet player.—Longhurst Lodge, Ash-
tead. Surrey.

TEICAES and Motor Cycles, any make,
in part payment for 6 h.p. Eover

cars at £130.—Davis and Son, Moseley.
Birmingham.

WANTED, 3 h.p, Lincoln Elk (light-
weight) ; send full particulars. —

W. Pearce. Coffee Bar, Tournay Bar-
racks, Aldershot.

WANTED, sidecars, auy quantity

:

will give in exchange new £10 10s.

gents' pedal cycles, guarantted twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles;
cash waiting if quality and prices

are right.—Farrar, Square Eoad. Halifax.

LADY-BACK or two gents' Chater tan-
dem, low frame, and cash, for 3^ h.p.

motor bike, low saddle, long bars, or
sell £14 : any evening 5,30 to 7.30. or stamp
lor reply.—11. Croydon Grove. Croydon.

In answering any ndverfixemenl on this page H ?•' deshibh tJiat ymi mention " The Motor Ci/cle."
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WANTED.
WANTED, 23 h.p. Clyde, magneto.-

Foy, jun., Wokingham.

WANTED, pair of Palmer covers, 26
by 2.-78, mddleton Eoad, Dalston.

3 or 34 h.p. Vertical Engine wanted, for
£8 8s. lady's bike.—5. Kingcroft Eoad,

Harpenden.

MOTOR Cycles bought tor spot cash,
any condition.—Spencer, 78, Styne

Eoad, Acton.

WANTED, pair Xl'all forks, or other,
perfect; cheap.—56, King's Bench

Street, Hull.

WANTED, Clincher coyer, 26 by 2J, also
lin. belt; cash.—Browner, Lodge

Lane, Liverpool.

WANTED, four-cylinder P.N.. any con-
dition.—Smith, Ford Street. St.

Mary, Nottingham.

GOOD Low Frame 3J h.p. cycle; see
offer in Exchange column.—12, Min-

erva Avenue, Dover.

CYLINDER Wanted, for 3J h.p. Minerva;
lowest price.—39, Montgomery Road,

Longsight, Manchester.

WANTED, light low 2 to 2J h.p. motor
cycle, vertical ; musit be good.—18,

Gorton Street. Blackpool.

WANTED, inclined engine, Minerva
preferred; trial.—Shade, 83, Bran-

don Street, Walworth, S.E.

WANTED, pair 25 by 2J covers, heavy,
good condition, beaded.—9,424. Tiie

Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, good motor frame, to suit
inclined engine.-2, Bryn Street,

Ashton-in-Makerfleld. Lancashire.

MOTOR Bicycle, good condition, low;
cheap; send full particulars.—55,

Nightingale Road, Clapton. N.E.

WANTED, second-hand bucket sjeat,

any condition.—Address, Johnson,
Court House, Rottingdean, Sussex.

WANTED, Triumph, 3i h.p., magneto;
£25 cash offered. — Full particu-

lars, Deane, 51, Statham Street, Derby.

MOTOR Saddle, gin. belt, spares for 2J
h.p. Jap; approval.—Lamb, 9, Con-

naught Mews, Edgware Road, London.

WANTED, gear box, chain drive, for
tricar, also clutch, and any other

parts.—4, Frances Street. Woolwich.

WANTED, 3i h.p. motor cycle. Bat or
Quadrant preferred, must be

cheap.—Fox, 6, Hertford Road. Worthing.

WANTED, twin motor cycle; exchange
Zi h.p. Linon and cash, or eeU £18.

—Seen at 152, Crossbrook Street, Cheshunt,
Herts.

WAJSTTED, 3i h.p. water-cooled De Dion
engine, or similar; will pay £1,

balance instalments.-Westfield. Pitsea,
Essex.

WANTED, motor cycle, 3 h.p., or
higher, perfect condition ; ap-

proval, deposit.—Wood, Haile, Cumber-
land.

WANTED, twin engine, good make

;

also bucket seat; state lowest
price for cash.—4, Frances Street, Wool-
wich.

"j Q07 Motor Cycle wanted, not under
i-O Zi h.p., magneto; cheap for cash.
—Motorist, 6, St. Agnes Place, Kenning-
ton, S.E.

WANTED, twin Vindec, two-speed, late
1907 or 1908, with accessories;

cheap for cash.—Smith, 66, Durban Road,
Beckenham.

WANTED, spare valves, springs, trem-
bler, voltmeter, accumulator, etc.,

for 23 h.p. Minerva.—George, 11, Liver-
pool Road, Islington, N.

M.M.C. Cylinder Head wanted (2| h.p.,
79 by 30), genuine or pattern, but

first-class condition.—Broad, Cheltenham
House, Hotwells. Bristol.

WANTED, tricar change speed lever
and brake lever combined, or

separate, also acetylene head lamp, also
irreversible steering column (without
wheel), tor tricar.—Pull particulars and
drawings to Copper, 21, Pitgwarren Street,
S.nlford, Manchester.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE,
Fitted with the new Protective Sleeve

aein. X 2iin., 14/6 ; 26in. x 2iin., IS/6.

Your own tube converted. Pleaie write for

special list, with all prices for new tubes and prices

for converaon, with instructions and hints. Our
general accessory catalogue M free on application.

THE LIGHTEST,
THE STRONGEST,
THE NEATEST,

at
II

THE CHEAPEST,
& MOST EFFICIENT
REST MADE.

PRICE 6/6.
ALDINGTON,

59, Haydon's Pk. Rd.,
WIMBLEDON.

WANTED.
WANTED, Orient Buckboard, Eagle

Trimo, or runabout; exchange 3
h.p. Fafnir bike, cash adjustment.—Reed.
7, Argyle Street, Gaiteshead.

2i-3 h.p. Inclined Engine, new condi-
2 tion. cheap cash; or 2 h.p. Min-

erva, carburetter, silencer, part ex-
change.—Hunt. Llanbradach.

WANTED, 3J h.p. Quadrant, magneto
preferred: must be in good con-

dition, and cheap; London.—Box No. 9.428,
The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, 1908 or 1907 motor cycle, per-
fect, magneto, spring forks; full

particulars, lowest spot cash price. —
Jeweller, 19, Upperhead Row, Leeds.

WANTED, F.N. lightweight, Motoea-
ooche, Moto-Eeve, or good light-

weight ; also 5 h.p. good twin ; cash wait-
ing.—5. Lorrimore Buildings, Walworth,
S.B.

SIDECAR, Montgomery or Millford,
castor, to fit Minerva. 26in. wheel,

for right side; must stand expert test;
cheap.—Thompson. 22, Chancery Lane.
London.

WANTED, push cycle and cash, for
23 h.p. Minerva, perfect, like new

;

sell £14, lowest: will bring it 30 miles.—
84, Loughrigg Street, Bradford.

WANTED, Open Frame Tricar, Riley
or Singer preferred, exchange two-

seater, 5 h.p. De Dion, cash adjustment,
or sell £58.—Williams, 8, Lansdowne Ter-
race, Hampton Wick.

WANTED, 54 h.p. Rex de Luxe, latest
pattern, twin tyres, magneto, or

1907 Triumph. 34 h.p., magneto, in ex-
change for 50 guinea Rex (very little

wear) and cash.—J. Simmonds. Twyford.
Berks.

LINCOLN-ELK, or other well-known
make, lightweight bicycle, 2-3 h.p.,

free engine preferred, must be in excel-
lent condition and cheap

; push cycle
adjustment. — J. Hargreaves, Bolton-le-
Sands. Camforth.

WANTED, Motosacoche, or lightweight
low-geared motor cycle; will ex-

change piano player and music rolls;
would give cash in addition for really
good machine. — W. S. France, Broad
Quay, Bideford.

6

WANTED.
WANTED, for cash, 6 or 8 h.p. genu

ine De Dion motor car, must b
in first>class condition.—W. Ainsworth
and 7, Hyde Road, Gorton, Manchester

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycl'
and Motor Trades^ Review," th<

leading trade organ; specimen copy wi)
be sent on receipt of trade card. — Ad
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Ec
view " Offices. (Coventry.

MISCELLANEOUS.
fr h.p. Water-cooled Hobart Tricar, seat
O three, new last year; £20.

DOUBLE Coach-built Forecarriage Ai
' tachment, large rubber footboard'

seats two adults; £5 lOs.

41 h.p. Water-cooled Stevens EngiU'
2 with tank, radiators, Longuemai

carburetter, and silencers, nearly new
£7 10s.

5 Ft. Back-geared Lathe, treadle <_

power, very good condition; £4 10

PARAFFIN Brazing Lamp, largest iiz
nearly new ; £2.

IN. Self - centring Cushman Thre
jawed Chuck, new; £2.

TWO-SPEED Gear Box, all enclose.
chain drive; £3 10s.—Richmond. 5

NeacheU's Lane. Wednesfield.

FULLER Four-cell Charging Batterj
cost £2 2s., sell 15s,—Harry Eato

Witney, Oxon.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; K
6d. — J. 0. Savage, 119, Donega

Street, Belfast.

FOR Sale, Triumph 1907, 1908. magne
covers, registered ; 6s.—John Gut

and Sons, Walsall.

IX h.p. Light Motor Attachment, coi

4 plete, good condition; 40s.—Mote
1, Rose Place, Oxford.

CHAIN -DRIVEN Motor Cycles, desU
for relieving shocks for sale.

Museum. Warrington.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.; poi

able.—Stevens, 82a, Leighton PuOa

Kentish Town. London.

COIL, double-cylinder, trembler. go<

condition ; bargain, 15s. — 92, .M-

bourne Eoad, Eastbourne.

BUCKET Engine, 6 h.p., two cylindei
side by side, suit tricar; £5 10s.

Genu, Gap Eoad. Wimbledon.

FOE Sale, Eldorado V Belts, price, |ii

9d.: Jin., lOJd.; iin.. Is.; lin.. Is. 2d,

Pollin, belt maker, Spalding.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, late

cut; 10s. 6d. : write for patterns
Booth, tailor. Longton, Staffs.

ENGINES, air or water-cooled, 3, 6, -

9 h.p.; write for particulars.—

A

vance Motors. Ltd., Northampton.

FRANKS'S Lamp, and large separa
generator, little used; 12s. 6d.

vVliittle. Blackdown, Farnborough.

NEARLY 9ft. new Stanley-Dermatii
belt, lin., not used five miles ; 9s. 6

—Jones, Hendre, Penprys, Pwllheli.

BOWDEN Back Wheel Motor Cyc
Brake, complete, new. never U8e(

13s.—Parry, 60, East Hill, Colchester.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, late

cut; IDs. 6d.; write for pattern
—Booth, tailor, liongton. Staffs.

CHEAP Motor Cycle Houses ; catalogi
sent free.—Portable Building Coi

pany, Pelsham Road, Putney, London.

PAIR 28 by 2i Beaded Palmer Co)

Tyres, new. £1 each; also free e

gine clutch. £1.-33. KiUyon Eoad, Cla

ham.

OSBORNE Four-speed and free engii

pulley, fit Rex; £2.—Winstanley, i

Gloucester Mews West, Montague Squar
London.

YOUR New Mount is incomplete wit

out the Advance adjustable pullej

£1.—Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Nort

ampton.

MAYFAIR Accumulators, guaranteeo
15 a.h., lOs. 6d. : 20 a.h., 17s. 6d

40 a.h., 30s. — Fellows. Hertford Stree

Mayfair.

In answering any advertisement on this pa^e it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."



Exclusion of Dust.

WE have consulted an engineer who thoroughly
understands the sieving of very fine cement,

flour, and other powder substances with a

view to discovering if it is really possible to

prevent the ingress of dust to the engine via

the carburetter. From the enquiries made, we have
come to the conclusion that any material eniployed for

the exclusion of dust would ha\'e to be so fine in mesh
that a very large area would be required to pass the

requisite amount of air. Our engineer friend recom-
mends a cloth material soaked in ether as the very best

means of excluding dust, but as dust is so fine and the

induction is so rapid in the case of a motor cycle

engine, it would cause the ether to rapidly evaporate,

and the cloth would require perpetually saturating with

the ether to keep it moist. Under the circumstances, it

would appear that it is almost impossible to prevent
fine dust entering the engine, without going to

extremes in the way of dust excluders which would be

practically prohibitive on a car, let alone on a motor
cycle. The particles of dust raised by motor and other

traffic are so fine that ordinary wire gauze, or even
muslin of a reasonable mesh, would not entirely pre-

vent the ingress of particles, although it might do so

partly. Readers will remember that an article appeared
in these columns advocating that all the passages for

air should be carefully guarded with gauze, but from
closer investigation we have come to the conclusion

thit at present any gauze fitted to a carburetter would
be practically useless in keeping out dust particles

which are found in the analysis of deposit on the piston

head and cylinder. These particles are so extremely

fine that they could not be excluded from the engine

without special appliances, such as are used in factories

where work has to be carried on free from dust. There
is also another thing in connection with this matter

which renders gauzes practically inoperative, and that

is the very finest gauze defeats its object by becoming
in a few hours absolutely clogged up, one or two very

fine particles of dust being sufficient" to stop each hole

in the gauze when it is a matter of se\'eral thousand

meshes to the inch. We had the idea at first of entirely

enclosing the carburetter in a metal box, fitted with

gauze sides and ends, but when it came to working it

out, we found that the size of the box would be pro-

hibitive on a motor bicycle, and, even if constructed,

the intakes would probably become too clogged to pass

the requisite amount of air after a few hours riding.

The New Patents Act.

THE Act which was passed in August regarding

the manufacture of foreign articles patented

in England will have a considerable effect upon
the Continental trade in motor cycles and

accessories. An article on the subject is pub-

lished elsewhere from the pen of Mr. Douglas

f.eechman, barrister-at-law—a writer thoroughly

acquainted with motor cycle manufacture.

A person or firm manufacturing motor cycles or

accessories on the Continent which are patented in

England, will, when the Act comes into force, be com-

pelled under certain conditions which are set forth in

the article to make arrangements for their manufacture

in England. According to the daily press, a large

German firm has already made arrangements for a plot

of land in Lancashire or Cheshire upon which to erect

a factory for the manufacture of a patented article, we
believe, of general use in the textile and dyeing trades.
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Mihh-ChlWim.

THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE HAS
UNMECHANICAL AMATEUR, WHO

HILL-CLIMBING TRIAL HE

BEEN PREPARED FOR US BY AN
SECURED FIRST AWARD IN EVERY
COMPETED IN LAST YEAR.

THERE are two points connected with the winning
of a hill-climb outright, one or other of which
nearly every amateur one sees competing fails

to take into proper consideration. One relates

to the preparation of the machine, and the other to the

riding of it.

As regards the machine, it is commonly thought

some secret "dope" is requisite for success, the fact

being that mere thoroughness of preparation is what the

trade riders attain, and the amateur usually overlooks.

Careful, ordinary attention to every detail at the last

minute is the clue rather than the furtive and frantic

employment of some specially skilled knowledge.
Then having got his machine into perfect tune, the

amateur is apt to forget that when fifths of a second

decide the awards, the actual riding of his steed is at

least as important as the bringing of it to the post in

tiptop order. I propose to devote a little space to both

these points.

And first as regards the riding of it. I may divide

this under three heads—starting, windage, and levers.

Standing and Flying Starts.

I. Starting —Some hill-climbs commence with a

flying start, which, means that a hundred yards or so

are allowed to get up speed before the bottom watch

-

holder is reached, and in others the time occupied in

getting under way is included in the handicap. In

both alike every fifth of a second is of equal importance,
for I never rode yet in a flying start event where I had
time to get going at my best before I struck the starting

tape. For a winning start, three things are necessary:

The machine must start in a yard or so.

It must leap off the mark at high speed, i.e., with
spark as near as possible fully advanced, and the

throttle wide open, not commencing at the ten or fifteen

miles an hour which serve for a starting pace in ordinary
riding.

From this second point it follows that the rider must
waste no time in feeling for a pedal or footrest ; if he
did. the machine would leave him behind. He must
go straight from the ground into the saddle as soon as

the valve is dropped, and as clean as a whistle, so that

he may get his hands on the levers and his body down
along the top tube at the earliest possible moment.

(1 his mount is very easily acquired by practice at lowei

speeds ; if you have not enough nerve to learn it, yoi;

will not win a climb held by a " warm " club.)

2. Windage.—The power absorbed by wind resist-

ance increases inversely as the speed. Therefore the

nose must be tucked down behind the steering columr

or close down on the lamp bracket, the back almosi

flat along the tube, and the knees kept well in to the

tank. An uncomfortable pose truly, but the dash uj:

the hill only lasts half ,a minute or so. This is wh)

the reversed head-gearing is necessary, and not purf

swagger as it is often supposed to be. With a big cap

turned peak forward, it is impossible to see in

crouched riding position. No cap at all is preferable.

The handle-bars must be of a design that leaves real

control in this position. If the control be poor—and

this position is not ideal for wrist work—to strike

stone at high speeds leads to a wobbling that means

either a loss of several seconds or a smash.

Prelin\inary Trials.

3. Levers.—^Every tiny mistake in handling the

spark, throttle, or air lever means a second or two gone

beyond recall. The lever control cannot be learnt on

other hills than the actual venue of the trial. Tnc

probability is that, if you are good enough to win a!

all, your engine will never audibly slow from bottcati

to top ; therefore you cannot learn lever settings b)'

ear. Consequently, the only safe plan is to reach tke

hill in time to have a few preliminary bursts; it wil

still remain somewhat of a fluke whether you actual!')

get the last two or three-fifths of a second out of your'

machine in the all-important timed spin, and you can

not satisfactorily time yourself in practice. But you,

probably learn that an extra notch of gas or air at one

or two points increases the speed, and save yourself thtl

mortification of learning en route to the top that you

have dropped a second or so that were really within

your reach.

As regards preparation, every single item should be

gone over, not at home the night before, but after ar

J
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arly arrival at the hill an hour or two before the start.

do not propose to go into all the preliminary work,

;hich would mean a treatise in itself, but into one or

wo points relating to preliminaries, and into one or

wo more relating to the finishing touches just before

unch.

I. The compression must be dead perfect before

ou leave home. It will almost certainly have lost its

nal veneer of polish en route to the hill, and this

Crossing the starting line at lull speed.

ust be restored at any price. Test it while the engine
warm, and test it by actual proof, not by feel. If

e valves were a sound fit the night before, they will

: a sound fit still, unless you have recklessly scorched
the morning. But take an oilcan of thick oil, and

lear oil on all the compression joints externally, viz.,

Ive cap washers, compression taps, inlet valve domes
automatically operated), and sparking plug. You

ill almost certainly detect bubbles when the engine is

reed over compression. First use a spanner to tighten

ly leaky parts, and then try again; if the leakage is

ill evident, you must renew the copper and asbestos

ashers, and tighten them well home, giving them a final

^htening after warming the engine just previous to the
art. In igo6 I lost two climbs I ought to have won,
:> ause the warming up of my engine in a long delay
ifore the start, had developed leaks through the spark-

g plug washer.

Cleanliness Easential.
2. Ignition.—Go over the whole of this system

ir cleanliness and tightness of connections. If the
ijustment was right on leaving home, it will still be
ght in all probability, but there may be a little dust
a slight greasiness which just detracts from perfec-

on and robs you of two or three seconds. The con-
cts at all events will be the better for flushing with
5tioI and mopping with a bit of rag. The magneto
mtact-breaker should be clear of oil. The sparking
lug setting should be confirmed, and the lock-nut
hich holds the porcelain in place lightly tested with a
iianner.

3. Lubrication.—Run all waste oil out of the

crank chamber, and refill it with at least four pump-
fuls of fresh. iStart up the hill with your pump filled,

and in the preliminary bursts see if a pumpful halfway

up gives the engine fresh heart. After draining and
again lubricating with four charges, pedal it round a

few times to distribute the fresh oil.

4. Carburetter.—Many amateurs imagine the

.secret of their defeats lies in the carburetter. I doubt
if it ever does in singles, but I know it often does in

twins. A larger jet will pav in short bursts than is

advisable in touring practice, say a lo-slot jet on a

5 h.p. twin, for instance, w^hereas in touring a lo-slot

jet serves an engine of double the power. Having
decided on the jet, the ne.xt thing is to make sure that

the engine is receiving as much extra air as it will take

at full speed. I do not know a single twin-cylinder

carburetter which supplies enough air for a 5 h.p.

twin at fifty miles an hour. The engine will almost

drink neat air ; and I find a huge tertiary inlet in the

intake pipe the secret of winning on twin-cylinder

machines. As such an improvised intake is difficult to

work from the saddle when racing, I open it at the start,

and commence with the lever operated air intake closed,

and as the speed rises supply the needed extra air by

the lever provided. With a single-cylinder engine, the

normal air supply can usually be induced to provide all

the air that is needed, but these machines are far more
delicate to drive in hill-climbs. An hour before the start

the jet should be dismounted, and its absolute cleanli-

ness verified. Two minutes before the start the engine

should be warmed up. A cold engine is almost as bad
as an overheated one. If the carburetter is accurately

adjusted, its lever need not be touched in a half-mile

incline from bottom to top. On a mile climb, the

engine should be started on full throttle, and the throttle

closed down a little at different parts of the run as

the gradient eases a trifle. On a half-mile incline,

probably the throttle may be left full open all the way
up, and the air lever just closed down a shade near the

top, or where the grade is stiffest. In both cases the

Soaring over the brow ol a steep bill.
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ignition should stand full advance the whole way up
with a twin, and with a single should need retarding

only on the very steepest part of an extremely

steep hill.

The Wheel Bearings Require Attention.

5. Details.—There must obviously be as little

belt slip and bearing friction as possible. How many
amateurs remember to test, oil, and adjust their wheel

bearings and free-wheel clutch, for instance, before

competing in a timed climb?
6. Lightening the Machine.—If you are to score

fastest time, everything of which the machine can be

stripped under the entering agreement should un-

doubtedly be taken off. If, however, you are going

for first award on formula, it is well to work out the

formula as a test on the following lines : Take two
identical machines, say two 5 h.p. Blizzards. Credit

each with different times and different weights, e.g.,

fifty and fifty-three seconds and weights of 150 lbs.

and 160 lbs. If the extra weight of the second

machine scores better than the faster time of the first

machine, and would be placed first in the handicap,

take down some unneeded weight to the venue in the

form of tools, clothes, etc. Then make your trial

spins under different weights till you have arrived at

that weight which allows your machine to go full buzz

from the bottom to the top as near as you can say.

Rid^ that weight in the trial, neither more nor less.

A few pounds of extra weight do not appreciably slow

your machine and yet score as much or more on the

formula as those extra seconds you cannot secure. I

have never ridden in a climb as light as I could have

done under the rules. I first coax the machine to go
up as fast as I can, and I then add as much weight as

I can without appreciably slowing the machine.

7. Gear.—The gear ratio is a most important

point. Do not adopt a gear which takes the foot-

hill at a furious pace and causes you to retard the

spark on the stiff knuckle higher up. Select a gear

—

an adjustable pulley rnakes this simple—^which will

allow the engine to be doing full buzz on the crux of

the hill. If limited to one gear through not having

an adjustable pulley or through using a chain drive,

you are more likely to show up well with too low gear

than with too high a gear.

On the Course.
8. Course.—Study the course beforehand. Mark

out mentally a line on the road which you intend to

follow in the timed trial, cutting across the bends as

straight as ever you can. If you neglect this you may
have to use the brakes to round a comer, or may find

yourself on the rough edges of the road, and lose time

through jolting or wobbling.

9. Before starting do not forget to see that all tht-

holes of the silencer are clear of mud and burnt oil.

10. Screw the petrol tap tight in the wide open

position before starting, lest it should shake into a

partially closed angle. Have the tank fairly full ; a

good head of spirit in the tank ensures a good feed to

the carburetter. It is well to see in preliminaP)

practice if pressing down the float tickler increase.-

speed up the hill. If it does, the petrol should be

set at a higher level in the jet. Moreover, if the car-

buretter gets externally wet in trial practice, the vibra-

tion is causing it to flood, and some form of damping
cap should be used on the top of the needle.

II (and last). Don't let the officials bustle you at

the start. Some men when clad in a little brief

authority become amazingly fussy, and want you to

start before you are ready or while the road is not clear.

On the other hand, don't keep them waiting.

THE 1908 ARIEL LIGHTWEIGHT.
THE illustration herewith is from a

photograph of the latest 2^ h.p.

Ariel lightweight motor bicycle,

manufactured by the Components,

Ltd. (Ariel Department), Bournbrook, Bir-

mingham. A number of improvements have

'y.ir, m<iJ'^ in this model, including spring

forks, longer handle-bars, backward seat-

pillar, extra wide mudguards (the rear one

made in two halves, so that it is easily

removable for tyre repairs), and separate

exhaust valve lifter. Magneto ignition can

now be fitted if desired, the magneto being

driven by a chain from the engine-shaft. The
chain is enclosed in a case, which will readily

be seen in the photograph. The Ariel 2 ^ h.p.

lightweight brought up to date should find

a ready sale among those riders who desire

a moderately powerful machine, yet a motor

cycle throughout ; that is to say, specially

built with motor cycle tyres, mudguards,

frame, and fittings.

Some new Improvements will lie noticed In the 2i h.p. magneto lightwelgbt Ariel depleted aboTt.

We have been offered one of the 1 trial very shortly, and shall then have something to say

new lightweight models fitted with magneto ignition for
I

regarding the machine's performances.

>-•••-<
Ferrofix brazing is a new process for brazing cast-

iron which it is claimed renders a cracked water jacket

as new without injury to the cylinder. Borfix is a new

flux introduced by the same firm, the Ferrofix Brazing

Company, Dock House, Billiter Street, from whom all

particulars can be obtained.
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The Selection of Gear Ratio.
By A. G. LEE, B.Sc.

THE last few years have seen the introduction of

variable gears, capable of more or less rapid
adjustment, either from the saddle or by dis-

mounting. The problem of the best gear ratio

to be used for a particular purpose therefore presents

itself, and the object of the present article is to offer

an mdication of the method of solving it.

It may, I think, be taken as an axiom that the best

gear ratio is the one that allows the engine to give its

maximum power at the maximum speed which it is

capable of propelling the machine against the given
adverse conditions, e.g., head winds or hills. This
statement does not take overheating into account, but,

if the hill is not too long, this may be neglected.

Horse=power Required on the Level.
The question of a machine on level ground will first

be considered.

The resistances which have to be overcome in riding

on the level are

:

(i.) Transmission losses.

(2.) Air resistance.

(3.) Resistance to traction (chiefly pneumatic tyre

losses).

In the results shown below the transmission efficiency

is taken at eighty-five per cent, and the other resistances

are multiplied by the efficiency factor ^ to refer them
to the engine pulley as the common basis.

The horse-power at the engine pulley required to

overcome the air resistance has been calculated from
the following formula, which is a modification of that
given, I believe, by Hutton

:

b.h.p. required = V^ A x 0.00001145.
The brake horse-power required against traction

resistance is

b.h.p. required = WV x 0.0000575.
Where V = velocity in miles per hour.

W = total weight of machine plus rider in lbs.

A = area exposed to air resistance in square ft.

Fig. I shows the horse-power required against air
'

resistance and traction separately at different speeds
for a machine and rider with W = 300 lbs. The total

horse-power curve shown is the sum of the vertical

ordinates of the separate air resistance and traction

curves.

It will be observed that above sixteen miles per hour
the air resistance becomes the more important factor.

Another fact which may be noticed is that at twenty-
seven miles per hour the total horse-power required is

double that at twenty miles per hour, and at thirty-five

miles per hour it is double that at twenty-seven miles
per hour, showing the very rapid increase of the horse-

power required with the speed.
The curve at the top is the brake horse-power curve

of the particular engine under consideration, at full

open throttle and with a gear of 4^-^ to i at the different

speeds.

It will be seen that the maximum horse-power is

4-3» which is developed at thirty-seven and a half miles
per hour. This is exactly equal to the horse-power
required at that speed, so that this particular machine
can travel no faster. (I may here remark that the area
opposed to the air resistance has been taken to be six

square feet, a figure which does not apply to a racing

rider sitting in a crouched position.)

For the fastest speed on the level, then, the gear
m.ust be chosen as follows:

Find the maximum horse-power of the engine by a

brake or other test, and also the number of revolutions

per minute at which it is developed. In this particular

case it is 4.3 h.p. at 2,200 revolutions per minute.

Next find the speed on the " total horse-power
required " curve in fig. i at which 4.3 horse-power is

required. In this case it is thirty-seven and a half

15 20 25 30
SPEED - MILES PER HOUR

Fig. I. Horse-power against air resistance and traction resistance on level.

W= 300 lbs.

miles per hour. The required gear ratio may then be
found as follows:

37.5 m. p. h. = 37.5 X 1.467 feet per second
= 55 feet per second.

The distance travelled in one revolution of a 26in.

wheel is ~ x 3.14 = 6.8 feet. Therefore, number
of revolutions of back wheel are —; x 60 = 485 per

2,200
minute, and the ratio should be = 4^ to i.

485
I may add that this gear also happens to be a fairly

efficient one from the point of view of petrol consump-
tion, as the internal engine losses are very much greater

near the point of maximum horse-power than they are

at half load, as indicated by the bending over of the

brake horse-power curve. Taking twenty miles an
hour as the average speed of this machine, it will be
seen that the engine is worked at a very efficient

point. This does not, of course, allow for the

slight loss of efficiency due to throttling at the lower

speeds.

Horse=power Required on a Hill.

I'he horse-power required in this case includes the

air and traction losses and, in addition, the power
necessary to lift the machine up the hill.

The latter may be taken to be brake horse-power

VW
required = x 0.00314 where the gradient is i

X
in X.
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Fig. 2 gives the total horse-power required on
various gradients at different speeds by the same
machine and rider. The brake horse-power has also

H.P.7

15 20 25 30
SPEED - MILES PER HOUR

Fig. 2. Horse-power on different gradients. W= 300 lbs.

been shown on this diagram. It will be seen that

where the horse-power available becomes equal to the

horse-power required on any particular gradient, that

point determines the final speed to which the machine
will settle down after the effect of the rush at the

bottom has gone.

The final speeds with a gear of 4^ to i will be
seen to be:

Gradient. Final speed.

1 in 15 28.5 miles per hour.
1 in 10 - 22.5 „ „ „
1 in 8 16 s> .. »
1 in 7 7.5 „ ,, „
1 in 6 Machine will not climb

To Find the Best Gear.
The following are the speeds on each gradient at

which the total horse-power required is equal to

4.3. The gear ratio given in the right-hand

column is calculated in the same way as described

above for the machine on the level. If the maximum
horse-power of the engine is lower or higher, then the

speeds corresponding to the actual horse-power avail-

able must be taken.

Gradient.
1 in 15
1 in 10
1 in 8

1 in 7

1 in 6

Maximum speed.

30 miles per hour
27 „ „ „
24.5 „ „ „
23 „ „ „
'jl )) )) ))

(To be continued.)

Best gear ratio

... 5i to 1

... 6i to 1

... 7 to 1

... 7i to 1

... 8 to 1

S A London—Edlnbnrgb lamp bracket (or

carrying two lamps, made as a result ot

a suggestion in these columns. The makers
are Stokes Bros., back ol 102, Little King
Street, Birmingham. D

MAGNETO IGNITION.

IN
his remarks in a recent issue " Geoffrey

'

' discusses

the question of ignition timing as applied to mag-
netos. In this connection it is a point worth noting

that, if the alteration of the firing position is so

provided that the spark occurs always at the position

of maximum strength of the field, then the range of

movement required would be much less than is neces-

sary in the case of accumulator and coil ignition. The
reason for this is, of course, to be found in the fact that

as the speed of the armature increases the spark pro-

duced becomes larger and hotter, and combustion is

commenced and progresses more rapidly. No doubt
magneto makers have depended upon this automatic

«r timing action in designing magnetos for motor cycles

without providing any means for adjusting the timing
of the spark. The present method of giving the con-
tact breaker a range of movement independently of the
armature defeats its object to a large extent, because
any alteration of the instant of firing either behind or
in advance of the maximum point means a weakened
spark, and most of what is gained by advancing the
spark is lost through the spark itself being reduced in

heating power. It is probable that a greater range of
engine acceleration is possible with a fixed ignition
point, than can be obtained by varying the instant of
rupture of the primary to positions other than that at
which the armature is cutting the strongest field. J.B.
[Shortly vye hope to describe a device for retarding and

advancing ignition, and obtaining a spark of equal
strength at all speeds.

—

Ed.]

INCORRECT SPRING FORKS.

HOW is it that so few of the spring forks on the

market are designed on correct lines ? The
essential qualities are sufficiently simple and
obvious. The shock-absorbing movement

should occur in a vertical, or nearly vertical, direc-

tion, and the wheel should be so held in the forks

that one end of the spindle cannot lift except in unison

with the other. Sidewise rolling of the wheel in the

forks should be impossible, and the front spindle

should never lose its parallelism with the back one.

Yet contrivances are made and sold in which up and
down travel of the wheel is possible only in conjunc-

tion with a large backward and forward movement, and
quite a number of types are marketed in which each

end of the front spindle is independently pivoted to the

corresponding fork end, so that any lateral pressure

tending to lift one side of the wheel more than the other

has to be transmitted to the opposite side of the fork by

the spindle itself. It is not necessary to point out

that in this way the spindle may be subjected to strains

immensely greater than would occur if the wheel were

carried in a rigid fork whose two sides were incapable
of separate motion.

The essential feature for a correct spring fork is

that the wheel should be carried in a rigid fork, and
the fork and wheel as a whole should be provided with

the necessary up and down range of travel to take up
road shocks. In addition to preventing strains on the

spindles and erratic steering, such an arrangement
allows of the employment of a front rim brake. J. B.
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Tk Future of Motor Cycling.

EISTEII, M. The ROC ili«l; Hve Vtars Aheail

HAS STARTED A PATTERN WHICH ALL MUST SOONER OR LATER FOLLOW.
Roe hand starting --_... Roe hand starting - - -

Roe pedal operated clutch . . . - . Roe pedal operated clutch

Roe perfect speed gear -..--. Roc perfect speed gear - - -

Roc live axle .--.... Rqc live axle - - . -

Roc low riding position------ Roc low riding position

Rod duplex frame and duplex tanks - - - Roe duplex frame and duplex tanks
Roc ball-bearing engine ----- Roe ball-bearing engine
Roc handle-bar control------ Roc handle-bar control - - -

Roc metal to metal brakes ----- Roc metal to metal brakes -

Roc wide section belt and pulleys - - - - Roe wide section belt and pulleys -

Boc long wheelbase ------ Roc long wheelbase - - -

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

Roc hand starting.

The ROC Is produced in three forms

:

ROC 4 h.p. Motor Bicycle. Single-cylinder - 48 Gns.
ROC 5-6 h.p. Twin ... - 55 ,,

ROC Clutch-speed Gear Conversion - - 10 1,

A. W. WALL. Ltd., iTaXZ,.,. Birmingham.
London Agents :

Telegrams : " ROC. BIRMINGHAM.'

Cycle Works

THE SERVICE CO., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

jflCC
who ride or try 'y#LK.C.
oonflrm our claim that th« engine

ALWAYS STARTS FIRST PUSH OF PEDAL,

ALWAYS UNDER PERFECT CONTROL,

ALWAYS RELIABLE AND EFFICIENT.
Designed Ij Mr. W. J. LLOTD (late directorot the Quadrant Cycle Co., Ltd.) Designer ol the " ORIGINAL " QUADRANT ENGINES (Blrmli|ku>

make). Ur. Lloyd's experience in Petrol Engine design and construction dates Irom the early introduction ol motor cyoUng.

A VISIT TO OUR WORKS WILL CONVINCE YOU. TRIALS ARRANGED.

EVERY ENGINE CONTAINS OUR BALANCED PISTON and other important Improvements of great value to the rider.

Write for leaflet, " Convincing Criticisms," and " Riders' Opinions," post free. Illustrated list free on application.

IMPORTANT TO RIDERS OF QUADRANTS (Birmingham make).—L3I.C Spares and Enginb Replacements for these machines can be
supplied from stock. Prompt Despatch. List Free. We have several excellent second-hand 3 h.p. and 3i h.p. Quadrants (BixaainghaiB

make) for disposal. Re plated and re-enamelled as new. Full particulars on application.

Agencies where machines may be seen, and all further information obtained.
Bristol & District—C. A. Hunter, 45, Park Street. Cardiff & District— R. Bevan, 31, Castle Street

Manchester & District—James Hall & Co. (Manchester), Ltd., 228, Stretford Road.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOR AND ENGINEERING CO., L.M.C. Works,
Teis. obiigiag 132, MONUMENT ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering, either of these advertisements it is desirable that you inention " The Motor Cycle."
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M\}i htujt firf

dfiUve^'

By placing your order

for an N.S.U. delivery

of any model is en-

sured at once.

An instance:

Progress Cycle Depot,

New Road, Blackpool,

March 8th, 1908.

Gentlemen,

I received the 3 h.p. Motor Cycle yes-

terday and I am delighted in so quick a dispatch after

vou received my telegram. I was only 24 hours

getting the machine after my order, which I think

is a record in all my 15 years' experience, consider-

ing the distance of about 300 miles it had to come.

I must tell 3'ou I think it is the smartest Motor

Cycle on the market to-day. Not

only do I think this but all the other

motor cyclists in Blackpool and

District.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed), J. STANWORTH.

Zh h.p. Single cylinder N.S.U„

We have a repair department especially

organised and equipped to undertake

all repairs. Spare parts can be ob-

tained per return. The N S.U. Two-

Speed Gear can be fitted to any existinet

model.

Our 190S Catalogue will be sent on

request. Write

The N.S.IJ. Motor Co.,
LTD.,

78, Charlotte Street, London, W

.

A.J.l

In cmtwaring this advertisement it is dasirable thai you mention " The Motor Cycle
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

More Air Wanted.

(1.) I have recently bought a

— 3| h.p. magneto N.S.U. It

^ will only start with air inlet

fully open. Does that mean it

wants an extra air inlet? If

so, where? (2.) When slowing up by
raising compression lever the engine
backfires before stopping. What is

the reason?—T.H., Leeds.

1.) Yes, it seems as if an extra air in-

3t is required. You will find auxiliary
hutters on the sides of the carburetter
'hich can probably be opened further.

'he extra lever should be closed at

iarting and opened when under way.
I.) You can cure the backfiring by
losing the throttle when pulling up,
r switching off the spark.

Piston Rings on F.N. Maciiines.

I have a 2| h.p. F.N. motor

[^ bicycle, and find on stripping

|> the engine to clean the piston
LLI and combustion head that there

are only two rings fitted to the
piston. Kindly say if there should
be two or three rings fitted to this
engine, as one of the grooves is minus
a ring.—L.L.C.
/e find on communicating with the
takers that the only F.N. engines
tted with three rings are the 3 h.p.
id 3i h.p. four-cylinder engines, and
16 1| h.p. lightweight. The 2 h.p.,

I h.p., and 4^ h.p. four-cylinder
igines are fitted with two rings only,
he reniaining groove is to assist in the
ibrication, we believe.

Sidecar Attachments.

(1.) Is it legal to ride a

] 1^ motor cycle with a car driver's

> license? (2.) Is it compulsory
•—

' to have a separate number-
plate on the back of a sidecar

when the back number on the bicycle
is visible, and if so, has it to be
diuminated at night? (3.) I have
noticed that you advise two-speed
gears with twin engines and a side-

:
car. Do you consider a two-speed
gear indispensable with a gear of B),
to 1, or is it a luxury? (4.) How
much more power does it take to
drive a sidecar than a trailer?—
H.W.E., BuTslem.

'

'\a
^ '^^^ driver's license allows the

Mder to also drive a motor cycle.
) No, a separate number-plate is not
quired on a sidecar, nor is it com-
ilsory to have it illuminated at night.
'e should, however, advise you to
^'"y a rear light for your own safety's

sake. (3.) With a sidecar, a two-speed
gear is practically indispensable for

touring purposes. (4.) Very little

more power is required to drive a side-

car than a trailer, except when travel-

ling against the wind ; the larger area
exposed to the wind then requires more
power to propel it.

Tbe Use o( Two Coiis.

(1.) I carry two accumula-
tors and have switch for same.
I also wish to carry two coils

—one trembler and one non-
trembler. Kindly tell me how

to wire up? (2.) I have travelled
over 18,000 miles with my present
machi-'e. Carburetter Longuemare,
slots soldered up, and one small hole
in centre of nipple, choke tube 21.
These have never been altered, nor
has the exhaust ever been connected
up to carburetter winter or summer.
I ride every day wet or fine. Lately
I have had a lot of trouble with
engine coming to a stop very quickly.
First signs a peculiar popping sound
in exhaust, but no misfires. Second,
engine begins to slow down. Third,
and almost immediately stops as if

all brakes were on. I get off and
flood carburetter and start again at
once, and the same thing happens
again in a quarter of a mile. Flood-
ing carburetter on first signs does
not help matters. It now does this
every day—^wet, fine, fog, frosty, or
warm. Petrol supply and carbu-
retter are all clear. Wires good,
plug ditto. Coil Bassee-Michel quite
new. Can you tell me where to look
for the fault? The engine is a 3^
h.p. Minerva, air-cooled by fan.

—

A.M., Hanley.
(1.) You seem to have overlooked the
fact that in the case of a non-trembler
coil the spark takes place when the
contact is broken, and in the case of a
tremb!e>- coil the spark takes place at
the moment the contact is made. Y^ou
would therefore have some diflScuIty in
correcting this trouble, and vie should
hardly think the conversion would be
worth while. (2.) The trouble men-
tioned in your letter is a most
mysterious one, and it is almost im-
possible for us to say what is its cause
without personally examining the
machine. Are you sure that the valves
are working properly and do not be-
come jammed at any time? Also over-
haul the wiring for anything that may
cause a temporary short circuit. If the
coil is a trembler, it may be due to the
platinum points sticking.

Higli Gear and Gxliaust Valve Lift AHectlng
HiU-cUmblng.

My 3^ h.p. N.S.U. is quite

I

fast on the level but weak on
hills, and I suspect two things,

-S-i but should like your opinion
on it. (1.) The pulley is 4in.

in diameter and belt rim 16in. in

diameter. This is a gear of 4 to 1,

is it not? Do you think this is too
high for my weight (Hi- stones),

engine 80 by 80 mm.? (2.) I do not
think there is sufficient lift of the
exhaust valve because, if when I am
running about usual speed I lift

Bowden exhaust lifter up about ^in.,

I seem to feel quite a difference in

power ; in fact, 1 ^eel a distinct pull
forward. So I think that the ex-
haust does not lift sufiSciently. What
is the best way to measure the lift,

as it is rather difficult to see on my
engine? Will it be the tappet or the
cam worn? (3.) The grooves of the
pulleys are Jin. wide, and belt is

13-16in. wide. I should very much like

to know whether I could fit a lin.

pulley and lin. belt rim to my
machine as it stands, as I need a
new pulley, and so would like to make
the change now. Would you recom-
mend a belt rim of larger diameter,
say 19in. ? What gear would you re-

commend me to use, 5 to 1? I do
not want great speed, but general
good running and hill-climbing. I

may say engine has just been over-
hauled and all carbon deposit, etc.,

scraped from cylinder and piston.

—

F.B.B., N.B.

(1.) It appears that the gear of 4 to 1
is rather too high for your weight. (2.)

The lift of the exhaust valve is pro-
r.ably sufficient, and very likely too
much. The increase of power is due to
your not allowing the valve to close
completely, with the result that more
air is admitted to the mixture during
the induction stroke. Going uphill,
slightly raising the valve in this
manner would be of no advantage, but
on the level it gives a slight increase
of engine speed. Probably it is an in-

dication that the carburetter is not re-
ceiving sufficient air at high speeds.
(3.) There is no reason why lin.
pulleys and belt should not be fitted,
but both pulleys must be lin. A |in.
belt is quite sufficient for an 80 by 80
engine. Yes, the 19in. belt rim would be
much more suitable. 4| or 5 to 1 gear
would be about right if the wheels
measure 26in. Poor compression would
account for bad hill-climbing.
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Size ol Wheels and Gear. Magnetos.

(1.) Does the si^e of the road

wheel affect the gear of the

machine, as, for instance, if

there are two machines, one

with 24in. and the other 26in.

wheels, both geared 4^ to 1, has the

one with 24in. any advantage over

the 25in. on hills?
"
I have been told

that the small wheel lowers the gear,

but should like your opinion. (2.)

How often do the magnets of a mag-
neto require remagnetising ? Is it

possible to tell when the time is get-

ting near for it to be done, as

although the magneto sparks all

right now, I wish to be quite sure it

will be all right for the whole
Eeason?^A.J., Scarborough.

(1.) The gear ratio remains the same if

pulleys are the same size, but the

smaller the wheels the less distance

the}' cover at each revolution, so it can

be said that small wheels lower the

gear. A machine with 24in. wheels
and the same gear ratio would be faster

uphill than one with 25in. wheels. (2.)

The magnets should not require re-

magnetising oftener than once in three

years, and not then unless arma-
ture is removed from tunnel without
placing a keeper across the magnets.

Misnring and Stoppage o[ Engine.

My machine is a 2j li.p.

Vindec with F.N. engine,

automa.tic inlet valve. It has
been standing idle for some
time, and when I took it out it

started right away after injecting

petrol, but stopped in a few seconds.

I cannot make it keep going, imless

I continually flood the carburetter.

The jet is quit© clean, but still ]

cannot succeed in keeping the engine,

going. Could the inlet valve have
anything to do with the trouble?
Would you advise me to fit to a Sj
h.p. twin Hex a B-.O.M. contact
breaker? Does it fulfil all that the
makers claim?—T.B.G.. Ireland.

The trouble seems to be entirely due to

the carburetter, which appears to be

getting too much air. See if the choke
tube has become detached, or that

there is no special leak through which
more ait than is required can get. If

you can find no cause, try partially

obstructing the fixed air supply by fit-

ting a sleeve behind the gauze-covered
funnel. Anythmg will do temporarily,

so as to aid you to find the trouble.

For instance, a piece of rubber tube
fitted in the orifice would reduce the
air supply to a considerable extent.

We do not think the trouble is caused
by the inlet valve if the spring is satis-

factory and the lift is about right. It

might be covered with lubricating oil

and sticking occasionally, in which case

it should be washed with paraffin.

Yes, the contact breaker in question

should effect an improvement in the
running of your engine.

How to Increase Speed.

I am trying to make my
friend's single-cylinder 1905
model Rex motor cycle attain a

better- speed, and keep ip
with my twin of the same

make. I have scraped away all

carbon deposit from piston and cylin-

der head, fitted new exhaust and in-

let valves well ground in, obtaining
perfect compression ; also made new
tappet for exhaust, giving nearly
\m. lift, and when the valve is seated
there is plenty of clearance between
valve stem and tappet to allow for

expansion. The ignition appears to

be good and not late. When retarded,
spark occurs at top of stroke, and yet

it will not obtain the speed it ought
to, although it climbs hills excellently.

(1.) Would you kindly suggest any-
thing else I could do? (2.) Should a

mechanical inlet valve lift when the

piston is just over the top after ex-

hausting, or about quarter-way
down?— y.L., Birmingham.

(1.) The symptoms described in your
query seem to show that the carbu-
retter is not receiving sufficient air at

high speeds ; you must therefore experi-
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ment and try the effect of a larger air

adapter. You have not mentioned the

coil. If it is a trembler the platinum
points might be trimmed and the screw

adjusted as lightly as possible consis-

tent with even firing at full engine

speed. The gear might also be raised

slightly. Have you tried new valve

springs? (2.) You should set the

mechanical inlet valve to close simul-

taneously with the piston reaching the

bottom of the induction stroke.

Interested in Motor Attachments.

I have a Sunbeam two-speed

^ gear (59 and 78) cycle fitted

^ with oilbath gearcase, frame
-S-1 24in., weight about 33 lbs.

(1.) Would my machine be

strong enough to bear the strain of a

1908 l\ h.p. Motoaacoche set? (2.)

Could I average fifteen miles an hour
with this combination, say from

London to Brighton and back? My
weight is ten stones. (3.) Would the

change-speed gear be an advantage
for starting easily and assisting

raa'.hine to climb steep hills? (4.)

In your opinion Is the Motosacoche
a well made and reliable machine,
and suitable for rides of 100 miles or

j

so at a moderate pace?—A.H.. West
Ealr _

(1.) The cycle in question might be
strong enough with the addition of

spring forks, but we should advise you
to consult the makers of the ilotosa-

coche and take their advice, as to have
too light a bicycle with a motor on it

is apt to prove dangerous to the rider. '.

You should also ascertain if there is sufB i

cient clearance for belt rim and belt.
!

The majority of pedal bicycles are tor

narrow at the back and chain stays.

(2.) Yes, you could easily average fif-

teen miles an hour. (3.) A change-
speed pedalling gear is undoubtedly an

advantage for assisting the machine by

pedalling. (4.) The attachment ill

question is well made and would prove

quite reliable with fair usage and
attention.

We have had under consideration for some time the introduction of a new feature in our " Questions and Replies
"

columns. Although we endeavour to diagnose a complaint as well as we possibly can from particulars (sometirnes very
scant) given by correspondents, it is impossible to trace a fault accurately every time, without having the machine by us
for examination. This being the case, we shall continue the "Questions and Replies" as hitherto, but we shall

be also willing to publish, when space permits, short letters from riders of the particular machines enquired about, who
have experienced similar failures, stating what they think will cure any trouble described. Different makes of

machines have ailments peculiar to them, and no one can possibly diagnose a complaint better than the rider who is

thoroughly conversant with his mount. In any case, an exchange of ideas will do much good, and we have pleasure in

publishing a letter received from " A. S." (Northumberland) in reply to " Puzzled," who enquired in the issue of March
nth for information with regard to a second-hand four-cylinder F. N. motor bicycle.

Seeing youi query under trie name of

"Puzzled" in Tlie Motor Cycle, and
having learned to ride on a second-hand
four-cylinder F.N. which came to me
entirely out of gear, I am. very keen
on the four-cylinder F.N., but realise

that it takes .some mastering. My old
1905 machine, improved by adding the
later transmission, is quite good
enough for me, and holds its own with
any machine about nere.

1. I presume you have changed the
plugs and still found the front cylinder
misfire, so presume plug is O.K. Have
magneto contacts .5 mm. apart when
broken.

2. See if the rings are sound and set

with their slots evenly spaced round
the piston. The middle ring should

be slotted opposite to the other two.

If they seem to have worn much put
in three new rings and see that all

carbon is cleaned out of the grooves in

the piston with a sharp knife, or you
may think the rings are too big, when
they are not.

To make sure that the inlet valve
does not stick change it with one from
another cylinder ; have all the inlet

springs of equal strength. Then see if

the disc in the distributer is not worn
hollow. If so, get some emery and
clean the whole distributer out. File
(or fit) the brass discs flat. Always
keep them dry. Some oil gets

out past the end of the camshaft, and
I fit little washers of cloth to prevent

'it getting into -the distributer.

If it still misfires I can only sug

that the tappet is too long, and the ex-

haust valve does not close down hard

There should be the least bit of plav

between the tappet and the end of thi

exhaust stem, just enough to feel and

no more, or else if the machine is olii

it does not lift enough. I solder littli

pieces of an old saw on to the tappetf

every year to get as much lift af

possible, but there must be just at

much play as will let a piece of thin

paper between. I cannot think carbu-

ration is at fault, as three of the plugf

are right. Finally, make sure the wire

is sound from the distributer to the

plug. I have .eucli confidence in the

ma-chin© that I feel sure your fault can

be remedied.—A. S.. Northumberland.
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BROOKS
BROOKS Motor-cycle

Saddles

are the most easy and smooth riding

seats for the motor cycle. They are

made in two styles— B. 100 for the ordin-

ary frame and B. 105 for the special

frame having the seat pillar extended
horizontally from the top tube. In
other respects they are alike—and both
are the most popular models made.

BROOKS Spring Seat

for the luxury-lover are a revelation.
They are constructed on the same anti-
vibratory principles as the B.ioo model,
but in shape are of chair seat propor-
tions. Nothing so comfortable is the
verdict of aU riders who have tried a
spring seat—would you like one.

BROOKS Non-skids
have earned rich expressions of satisfac-

tion from all users. We have many
letters testifying to their perfect efficiency

in defying puncture and skidding. The
perfect chrome leather— strong and well

fitted. The special " Long-Ufe " Studs
—same pattern as used on the big cars,

only smaller—correct size, shape, and fit

—these are the advantages of the Brooks
non-skids. Do they appeal to you ?

Ask for Complete Catalogue of these and our
many other specialities.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ld.,
Dept. 45.

Gt. Charles Street, Birmingham.

Specialities.
The best equipment for all Motor Cycles and Tricars, etc.

I I

BROOKS **Stratex"
Motor Belt (Berlsford's Patent)

is pre-eminently the belt for all motor
cycles, etc. It suits all makes, and its

special features cater for just what every

motor cychst requires—strength, grip,

even pull, flexibility, smooth running,

and everlasting wear. These are its

leading features and those which make
this belt the verj' best to buy.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that ymi mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Xo Ks^ve

0^ tKorotigKly sticeessftil

a^Ad enjoya^ble

yo^ar Tyres mtist be ' all rigKt ' I

4^ itk faet,

^ tKey fnitist be

BECAUSE
it is impossible to buy a more

RELIABLE
AND

DURABLE
Motor Cycle Tyrel

OVMUOW TYRE Co., Ltd., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM Alma. Street, Coventry.

Branch*? London. Nottiogham, Manchester. Mewca5tl». Norwich. Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, BeUut.

In answering this advertisement it it. desirable that you mention " The Motor CycU.'
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Handle Grips.

Apropos of my note on a patent hooked handle grip

designed to avoid the hands slipping off the bar, Mr.
Wells writes me about another patent device named
the Kumfo, made of sponge rubber, and designed

with the double purpose of affording a surer grip and
insulating the palm and fingers from vibration. Mr.
Wells used these grips in the last Edinburgh run, and
I can well understand they saved his hands a great

deal. The question of the ideal grip is a difficult

one. One firm uses ordinary pedal cycle grips, and
the inverted levers keep the hands on ; the Vindec
people use the Kumfo ; other firms use a corrugated

celluloid pattern with a raised ridge round the outer

edge. I find objections to all. The edge of one's

glove or the hem of one's coat sleeve is apt to get

nipped by the part of inverted lever which protrudes

from the bar when lever is operated ; the celluloid

grips get very greasy when the hands are hot, and
are a little bit slippery even when used with gloves

or cool hands ; and, though the rubber grips are

splendid insulators from vibration, I do not consider

they safeguard the grip at all when the hands are only

lightly clenched on the bar, and that is just the

moment when a bump over a stone does the damage.
I am going to try the combination of Kumfo grips

first with inverted levers, and then, if I can get a pair

of the Hill hooked grips small enough, I shall try a

pair of Kumfos on the top of them—the Kumfo for

insulation, and the hooked grip for safety. But no

doubt the only absolute safeguard is for the rider to

keep a firm grip of his bar and a keen watch on the

road whenever he is exceeding thirty miles an hour.

Some youthful riders take a delight in swaggering along

at high speed with one hand on the throttle, and only

holding the steering bar straight with the palm of the

other hand. This is courting a sudden and rather

abraded exit from this world of trouble.

Permanent Sidecars.

"Bandsman" reminds us on page 190 of a rather

interesting chassis built to his order, and illustrated

in this paper on July 31st of last year. It consisted

of a sidecar frame permanently brazed to a motor

bicycle frame. This destroys one feature which is

largely responsible for the popularity of the sidecar,

to wit, instantaneous detachability ; but if a rider does

not use his cycle as a solo, it is well worth doing.

With detachable sidecars there is always the possibility

of losing important nuts, and I have also found that

in wrenching the outfit round a corner rather sharply

the sidecar clips will occasionally slip a little on the

frame. This is obviated by taking corners at a

reasonable speed ; but when there are no hedges I

^f "llPD
plead guilty to enjoying an experiment at an open
corner, and seeing at how high a speed I can round it,

provided there is no one about. My joy at taking a

right-angled corner on a wheel and a half has two or

three times been .seriously modified by finding I had
made the sidecar slip out of its true position on the

frame, and that for the rest of the journey I had to

keep the helm over to one side even when driving

straight. A brazed, homogeneous frame naturally

means increased strength and rigidity, .ts well as

permanence of adjustment.

Lamp Brackets.
We are evidently not going to suffer from lack of

good headlights this year, but I must issue a word of

warning in that connection. ' The Autoclipse lamp
—now no- longer on the market, as it could not be

produced at the price—was not so heavy as several of

the new headlights recently described, but it was
heavy enough to snap some of the standard " tongue

brackets on the market in a very short time. Now,
a motor cycle lamp must be heavy—^the slightly

enlarged pedal cycle types are no real use for night

riding at motor cycling speeds—^so purchasers of

efficient headlights will be well advised to use double

armed or prong brackets on car lines, clipping them
to the stem of the handle-bars. One of these new
lamps has a very practical little feature ; it is provided

with folding legs, so that it can be propped upright

on the ground to illuminate any road side repairs.

Mechanical Nipples for Bo^^rden Wires.
I am sorry to see these have been withdrawn from

the market. One of my friends gave me a handful

twelve months ago, and they have been invaluable.

As the maker says, they are "not a success," in that

they are no substitute for soldering, and the joint made
is only a temporary one. But one is very grateful for

a roadside device which will enable one to repair,

say, a broken exhaust valve lifter by the road side miles

from anywhere. I think the sales of these nipples

must only have been disappointing because the maker

failed to advertise them amongst motor cyclists, and

if he still has his patterns I am sure he will find plenty

of customers. In this connection I will repeat the

ancient tip about a broken valve lifter wire, as several

riders of my acquaintance have met that tiresome

mishap already this year. Take a coin, knock a hole

in it with a nail, tie one end of a piece of string to the

coin and the other to your wrist; put the coin between

the valve and its tappet, pedal till there is way on the

machine, and then jerk the coin out and haul it in for

use after the next stoppage. Control speed by throttle

or switch. But this is a very makeshift expedient.

[On a four-cylinder it would cost 4d.

—

Ed.]
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The Revocation of British Patents worked Abroad.
By DOUGLAS LEECHMAN, Asste.

ONE of the most important innox'ations effected by

the new Patents and Designs Act (7 Ed. VII..

Chap. 29) is the provision made for the revoca-

tion, under certain circumstances, of patents

worked chiefly outside the United Kingdom.
The section (27) dealing with the subject prescribes

that at any time not less than four years after the date

of a patent, and not less than one year after the 28th

of August, 1907, i.e., the date of the passing of the Act,

any person may apply to the Comptroller General of

Patents for the rex'ocation of the patent on the ground

that the patented article ox process is manufactured

or carried on exclusively or mainly outside the United

Kingdom. The Comptroller is to consider the appli-

cation and if, after enquiry, he is satisfied that it is

well founded, and the patentee fails to pro\-e diat the

patented article or process is manufactured or carried

on here to an adequate extent, then the Comptroller

mav revoke the patent. The provision is not absolute ;

there are certain modifications and exceptions.

Modifications and Exceptions.
Thus, if the patentee can give satisfactory reasons

wh\- the patent is not worked here to an adequate

extent, the Comptroller may make no order against

him. Again, instead of revoking the patent forthwith,

the Comptroller may make an order giving the patentee

a certain time Avithin which to carry out the Avorking

of the patent to an adequate extent. If the patentee

does not comply with the order within the time men-
tioned, and he can give a good excuse for his failure,

the Comptroller may extend the time, but not for more
than a year. At the end of the period, original or

extended as the case may be, the re\'Ocation order will

become absolute. There is an appeal from the Comp-
troller to the High Court of Justice.

By Article V. of the International Convention for the

Protection of Industrial Property, it is provided that

the introduction, by the patentee, into a country where
a patent has been granted, of articles manufactured
in any of the contracting states, shall not entail

forfeiture of the patent. But the patentee is bound to

observe the laws, as to working patents of the country

into which he introduces the patented articles. The
new Act provides that no revocation order shall be made
at variance with any treaty, convention, arrangement, or

engagement with any foreign country or British posses-

sirm, and this would include the article just referred to.

How the Act applies to Motor Cycles.
The .section was introduced largely, with the object

of relieA'ing the dyeing industry from a burden which
had become very oppressive. Our Continental com-
petitors took out patents here and sold the rjyes here,

but made them abroad, so that neither the British

capitalist nor the British workman benefited by the

grant of the patent. But the matter is not without

interest to the makers and riders of motor cycles, which
are so largely manufactured abroad, and which provide

the subject matter for so many patents.

Although this Section 27 is new, it is a logical

outcome of the Statute- of Monopolies of James I. For
that .statute, which is still the foundation of our Patent

Law. while making most monopolies illegal, specially

excepted letters patent " hereafter to be made of the

Inst. Patent Agents, Barrister-at-Law.

sole working or making of any manner of new manufac-
tures v.ithin this realm." It is quite obvious that

anyone, whether a Britisher or a foreigner, who patents

an invention here, but has it manufactured abroad for

sale in this country, is infringing the spirit of the old

statute. The establishment of the manufacture
compares fa^-ourably in importance with the evolving of

the invention, as is shown by the fact that a man whO'

sees a new thing abroad is considered to be an
" inventor," in the .sense that he can take out a valid

patent for the idea in this country.

It will be observed that no one can apply for revoca-

tion under this section before the end of August next,

and then only in respect of patents dated before the
28th of August, 1904, but patents of later date will

become subject to attack as time proceeds. It should

be remembered, however, that patents granted under
the provisions of the International Convention are often

really dated nearly or quite twelve months earlier tlian

the date indicated by the number and year printed ore

the specification, and many of the patents aimed at

by the section are filed under the convention.

What the Comptroller may consider working " to art

adequate extent " it is, of course, too early to deter-

mine, but it is probable that he would not be satisfied

Avith the mere assembling here of parts made abroad
unless the essence of the invention consisted in the

manner of assembling rather than in the manufacture
of the individual pieces.

The main idea is that the patentee's invention shall

become part and parcel of the manufactures of this

country. And what is manufacturing " exclusively

or mainly " outside the United Kingdom is probably
best internreted by the corresponding expression, " lo-

an adequate extent." It would hardly be reasonable

to expect a foreign patentee to manufacture " mainly
here an article the bulk of the demand for which
necessarily came from abroad. A Russian having a
British patent for sleighs could hardly be expected to

carry out the manufacture mainly in this country. The
Comptroller would probably consider the scarcity of

gold (in its natural state!) in this country a satisfactory

reason why an American should not w-ork to a pre-

ponderating degree his British patent for extracting

gold from the ore.

Establish Works or Grant Licences.
The best way for foreign patentees to comply with

the section is, of course, to establish works here. Fail-

ing this, they should make strenuous efforts to grant

licences. The offering of licences could not be con-

strued as manufacturing or carrying out the patented

article or process, but the refusal of genuine offers

might induce the Comptroller not to make a revoca-
"

tion order, for, it must be observed, the word is

" may,
'

' not " shall
'

'
; the matter is left very much

to his discretion. On the other hand, the fact that

the inventor had neither attempted to manufacture
here nor to grant licenses would tell against him.

The evil is not unlike that of a dealer who takes up
an agency not with the object of selling the manufac-
turer's goods, but in order to " bottle " them—that is,

prevent anyone else selling them as rivals to those he

prefers to push. Section 27 draws the cork or breaks

the bottle, according to circumstances.

J
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MOl
"The Motor Cycle" last week said

"
It is a most pleasant little machine to ride, is very silent,

gives no trouble, and is just the machine for those riders

who desire a lightweight with some reserve power. . . .

If the machine continues to give the same satisfaction as it

has done up to the present, we shall have no hesitation in

recommending it as quite the best of the lightweight patterns

t at we have yet had the opportunity of riding."

May we send you

fuller particulars ?

Ask for List O.
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THE MOTOR REVE
CO.,

138, Gray's Inn Road,

LONDON, W.C.

Liverpool : Central Hall Buildings.

TWO SPLENDID TRICARS.
The " ZENITH," constructed on the " Zenith Bicar " twin-frame spring suspension principle.

The '* ZENETTE " Tricar-de-Luxe on the " Zenette" (or " scissors") spring frame (6 springs)

TWO'S COMPANY—AND JOLLY GOOD COMPANY, TOO -ON EITHER.

The famous "Zenith" Tricar, with 6 h.p. J.A.P. twin-cylinder en^dne,
air-cooled, chain drive, two-speed gear, handle starting, Longuemare
carburetter, double accumulators. Brooks' saddle for driver, and finest
fitments throughout. Price, with coach-built body, 75 guineas : with
best cane body, 72 guineas. A marvel of value !

The luxurious Zenette Tncar de Luxe w ith 6 7 h p J A P twin-
cvhnder engine ^ a ter cooled thermo syphon s\ stem chain drive two-
speed gear, open frame, wheel steering, bucket seat for driver, finest

coach-built body for passenger. Present price, 90 guineas (but shall

shortly have to advance, in all probability).

Both are lowest nett cash prices. No deferred payments or exchanges can be entertained, both prices being cut exceedingly

fine considering the splendid materials and high-grade workmanship.

ORDERS FOR SPRING DELIVERY MUST BE PLACED AT ONCE!
ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., 101a, STROUD GREEN ROAD, FINSBURY PARK

(SHOWROOM : 119, STROUD GREEN ROAD.) TRIAL RUNS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.
Sole Manufacturers of the "Zenith Bicar" and "Zenette" Spring-frame Motor Bicycles.de.Luxe, and of the

marvellous "Gradua" infinite Change-speed Gear. [Can be fitted to ne^v belt*driven nnachines (only)]

In answerltuj either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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THE HALL MARK OF MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY.

ONE LEVER CONTROL.
It is astonishing what can be done with a powerful motor
cycle in congested traffic, if that macliine is a Phanomen !

No other motor cycle has the advantages of the Two-
Speed Phanomen. You have no starting handle to
keep, lose, or worry about, no hard work to start up,

no running alongside, but just a "push of the

pedal " whilst seated. You cannot understand it ?

We are not surprised ! but we are willing to make
you acquainted with this " new method of control

by One Lever," which actuates in a most simple
manner tne free engine, the low gear and the high
gear, and yet allow> " very gradual " engagement of

either gear when fleired. No shock I no jar! no dog
clutches ! no sliding pinions ! but metal to metal clutch and
ban 1 brake of large dimensions. Clutch 6;ia. diameter for

high gear, brake 6-|in. diameter for low geeir ; double steel hoop.
Yoa can keep pace with the mO'St congested traffio without leaving
the sad lie. You can stop your engine as often as you vish for restive

horses, etc., and start up again wilkoul dismounting / Our macliines start up easily on the road, as do other
machines on the stand ; in fact, more easily I Trial runs with pleasure. From £37, magneto included.
Send for list.

Showroom : 49, King Square, President St'eet, Goswell Road, E.G. ; also at the Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

(( R.D."
FEATHERWEIGHT

MOTOR CYCLE

FREE II HP. Weight 69 lbs.

With a view to advertising our K.D. liglit weight motor cycle, we are oflenng to every reader of " The Motor Cycle " an

opportunity of acquiring one ol these popular and efficient 28 guinea machines absolutely gratis.

This cycle was exhibited at the Stanley Show and created great interest owing to its efficient construction and power for weight.

All you have to do is send for one of our mouth sirens, price 2/6, and upon receipt of your P.O. we will forward one

of our latest mouth sirens (guaranteed the best road clearer on the market), which is in itself full value for the money, together

with a descriptive leaflet of the K.D., and an entry form for you to flU up stating the reason why you consider you should be

awarded a K.D. free. These forms will be forwarded to Mr. B. H. Davies, the popular writer for "Tne Motor Cycle," with

only a number as a means of identification, and he will judge which is the best reason and award the K.D. motor cycle to the

winner. The bicycle can be seen at our showrooms, where all communications are to be addressed:

64a, POLAND ST., W., and 13a, BROAD ST., E.G.

Competition closes May 15th, and Hie Winning "reason" will be published In "The Motor Cycle," on Hay 27th.

I^E^O. RIPAULX €r» OO
Sole agrents for the K.D. featherweight.

In amswering. either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."

I
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Valve Lifters for Twin Peugeots.

AT a club run last year I was struck with the

number of twin Peugeot engines in use. I

was also struck, though not so agreeably, with

the fact that on ninety-nine per cent, of these

machines where Bowden cable was employed the

valve lifting mechanism was not arranged so con-

veniently as it might have been. It is in the hopes

of aiding readers to improve this portion of the control

on an otherwise successful and satisfactory engine that

I have written the following details. And here let

me remark that the fault is not due to the Bowden
principle, which gives excellent results if properly

applied, but rather to the incorrect design of lifting

levers and certain small but important points.

Fig. I.

I. Bowden cable. 2. Bracket with stop. 3. Top of timing case.

B.B. Parts substituted for A.A., which are removed.

If one looks at the lifters of a twin Peugeot it will

be seen that for all intents and purposes they are

straight levers of the second order (A, fig. i). It

will also be observed that these levers have only about
^in. available lift on account of the cramped position

of the stop bracket and the carburetter (if the latter

is between cylinders) just above the shackle holding

the levers.

The consequence of this arrangement is that, owing
to stretch, maladjustment, and wear, the valves soon

[

fail to lift, the valves soon become burnt, starting is

difficult owing to badly released compression, the

hand grips the valve control in vain, and under the

strain the cable breaks.

The remedy is the conversion of straight levers into

bent ones (B, fig i). The old valve levers are

removed (cylinders must be raised for this!), and
curved pieces of metal pinned and brazed on of the

shape shown at B B. It is important that this arm is

attached to the concave side of the cranked portion,

in order that the two resultant pieces may be brought
central again, so that power may be applied in the

plane of the levers. A rough plan of the arrange-
ment ('fig-. 2) will illustrate mv meaninir. Tf the

Fig. 2.

metal is brazed on the wrong side of either of the

lifters the levers will be found quite a distance apart

laterally, and the shackle will not go over them.
The redundant pieces A A are next cut off with the

saw, a hole drilled and slotted as in the discarded
levers, and the whole filed up to a finish and fit. It

will thus be understood that by this means the power
arm is lowered by about i J^in., which, of course, means

that there is now that amount of effective pull. If

it is thought desirable, the bracket and stop may be

lowered also, so as to a\'oid the sharp bend under the

carburetter.

The mechanical mind will at once see that by slot-

ting the new levers one above and one below the centre

line one lever can be raised in advance of the other.

(There are other methods, but this is the best.)

Since adopting this method on my twin I have not

only had no trouble as regards valve lifting, but have
been able to start easier, keep my valves in better

condition, control on one cylinder in traffic, and,

moreover, have avoided sharp bends in the cable, so

conducive to breakage, and provided for easy repair

in the remote event of breakage.

A few remarks as to the finishing details will not

take up much space.

I discarded the Peugeot shackle (which is a shackle

and nipple combined), and finished the cable in the

classical way by soldering on a nipple and burring

over the strands. This is threaded into a Bowden
shackle, and here, again, I would offer the hint to

slot the nipple hole in the shackle by means of saw

cuts, as shown in fig. 3. It makes assembling and
dismantling infinitely easier, and if the

hole in the stop bracket is similarly

treated, the whole of the cable and levers

can be removed bodily from the engine

and worked at with ease on the bench.

A coil pull off spring between stop

and shackle is a refinement, but not a

necessity.

I may add that as a rule the existing

Bowden cable is long enough to be
retained, and may be used by cutting off the necessary
length of outer member and drawing the inner wire
down to the required point.

The whole improvement need not cost more than
a few pence, and it is worth it.

B. Richardson Billings.

Fig. 3.

Method of slot-

ting shackle and
stop bracket.

Price and Co., ii. Mount Pleasant, E.C., advise us
that they have been appointed sole London agents for

the Lincoln Elk motor bicycles. Samples of these

machines can be examined at the above address.

How often one sees under the heading of " H.nts
and Tips " and "Mechanical Notes " a tip informing
readers how to detach piston rings. The information
usually given is to obtain two or three strips of tin and
slide the rings over the tin when the strips are spaced
out at equal distances around the piston. This does
very well as a makeshift, but why go to all that trouble
when a little tool can be supplied for a iev/ pence
which will detach any small ring ? The tool in ques-
tion is in shape like a pair of ordinary gas pliers, but
the jaw movement is reversed, that is to say, the jaws
when inserted in the slot of the piston ring expand under
pressure and the ring can be removed in a second. It

requires a little care in expanding the ring to prevent
breakage, but anyone without the slightest mechanical
knowledge can instantly detach a' ring with this instru-

ment. If any reader desires a pair of these pliers we
shall be pleased to tell him where they can be purchased,

1_^
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The Demand Jor MotorBOydes.

So far from there being any falling

off in the demand for motor cycles, it

is interesting to not© that the Rex
Motor Mfg. Co., of Coventry, are
advertising for experienced mechanics
for a night shift to cope with the de-

mand for Rex motor cycles.

FoUce Trap.

A correspondent informs us that a
trap is now working on Hadley
Common. It begins at a point oppo-
site a red building about twenty yards
on the London side of Hadley High
Stone, and extends for about one-fifth of

a mile, or half-way across the common.

Cambridge v. Oxford.

On May 30th the Cambridge Univer-
sity M.C.C. and the Oxford University
motor cyclists will meet in a match
either at Sharpenhoe or on the Brook

-

lands Track. This meeting, we pre-

sume, is to be made an annual affair,

after the style of the 'Varsity Boat
Race.

Speed Limit on Hills.

The ten miles limit on the Sevenoaks
Road through Bromley is now in opera-
tion. The warning boards are of an
original and improved type, viz., plain

white discs under which in lettering,

red on white, appears "ten miles."
There has been a marked diminution in

the speed through the town since the
regulation came into force, says our
local correspondent. So far no one has
been stopped, but the police are active.

Twins and Two Speeds an Advantage.

Why the regulation should apply to

the steep Swan Hill, on the Becken-
ham Road, is beyond comprehension.
But a board is erected on the finishing

bit of 1 in 9, also the Beckenham side.

The hill, which has a swan neck bend,
is narrow at the top, and many riders

of single-geared machines will have to
walk their machines if they don't take
the initial part at good speed. Two
speed and twin-cylinder machines will

be at a big advantage. Mason's Hill,

too, on the London Road, is tricky to

tackle at slow speeds.

An Ambitions Tour,

A few we«ks ago a gentleman named
E. M. Baxter, agricultural editor of

The Buenos Ayres Herald, left England
on a business tour which will embrace
many Continental cities and extend, iJ

all goes well, to the northern portion of

Africa. Before Mr. Baxter left England
we arranged for him to contribute an

—

1
Special Features.

HOW TO
WIN HILL-CLIMBS

(Illustrated).

THE CHOICE OF
GEAR RATIOS.

^^- -""--

account of his doings, also photographs
of interest to motor cyclists depicting
motor cycling scenes in the countries
through which he will pass. Through
the courtesy of the Triumph Cycle Co.,
Ltd., we have seen a letter which Mr.
Baxter has written from Cremona,
Italy. From this letter we gather that
the weather and road conditions have
been rather unfavourable. The roads
through France were bad enough, but
in Italy they were worse. The total

distance accomplished at present per
motor cycle is about 1,690 miles, dur-
ing which there has been no stop due
to any fault of the machine. Owing to
the fearful state of the roads he has
been obliged to resort to the train on
occasions. It is interesting to note
that Mr. Baxter is not an experienced
motor cyclist, or to be more correct,
he was not when he first essayed the
Triumph machine at Coventry. He
had ridden a pedal bicycle, but had
never previously bestridden a mechani-
cally-propelled machine.

4An American Tricar in the End-to-end.

Mr. T. K. Hastiags, who it will b(

remembered was a successful competi-
tor in the Six Days' Trials last year,

will possibly bring his light Indian tri-

car to England for the 1908 competition.
This tricar has a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder
engine, and weighs 250 lbs. only. Mr.
Hastings says he should like to see how
it will run "on really good roads."

Unrolled Stones Bad for Tyres.

At this time of the year small patches
of unrolled stones are encountered on
the roadway. For the benefit of novices
who have consideration for their tyres
we may say that the best way to pass
over them is to run almost up to the
patch with the engine firing and then
raise the valve lifter, so that the
machine rolls over the stones. When-
stretches of road are under repair, and
the steam roller is at work, it is advis-

able to dismount and wheel the machine
on the pathway. Of course, it is better

to avoid stones altogether if posisible.

A twln-eyllnder Brown tricar, driven by R. M. Brioe, climbing Red Lion or Water End Hill, Hemel
Hempstead, with four persons up.

J
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riDg Issue on May 6th.

The first issue of The Motor Cycle
(lublished in May will be a special

^^Jling number.

-he Motor Union and Motor Cyclists.

A sub-committee of motor cyclists has
been appointed to consider the relation-

ship between motor cyclists and the

ilotor Union.

Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.

The news that the Brooklands A.R.C.
will include the first motor cycle race

in the Easter programme has been re-

ceived with great satisfaction on all

^i:les. We have heard of two or three

r ithusiasts who intend entering im-

iiiediately the conditions are made
known. Let us hope the two 16-20

h.p. racers exhibited at the Stanley

Show will be allowed to try their paces.

Fun on the Wheel.

Under the heading of " Hum of the
Wheel" in Tlie Notts Evening
/'ost, the following humorous
paragraph appears under the

name of C. W. Brown :
" I must

.^ay that I fully appreciate Jilr.

Hooydonk's position with regard
to the adoption of two-speed
gears on motor cycles, but I am
afraid that it is the voice of one
crying in the wilderness. The
truth is that speed, and speed
only, is the cry of the motor cycle

press. I admit the intoxicating
effect of speed ; I have suffered
from it, because on a high-
jTOwered car speed is fascinating.
But on a motor bicycle on
ordinary roads it is not, for the
simple reason that it is next to

impossible to sit the machine
with any degree of comfort."

The Open Hill-climh on April 4tb.

Entrants only for the Lewis-
iiam A.C. hill-<?Iimb on the 4th
prox. are being advised at pre-
sent of the venue of the hill, as a
large crowd of spectators is not
desired. We shall publish the
tiame of the hill in our next issue.

Entries for the contest finally

close on Saturday next, the 28th inst.,
to the hon. sec, H. B. Eenner, 31, Kid-
brook Park Road, Blackheath, S.E. It
is to be hoped that more entries will
be received for the sidecar and light-
weight class. The weight Jimit in the
last mentioned class is 95 lbs.

Cycle Race Meeting Abandoned.

The race meeting promoted by a con-
temporary at the Stadium, Shepherd's
Bush, for Saturday, May 9th, has been
abandoned.

A Miniature Model of an Engine.

Mr. H. Rem Fowler, of T.T. fame,
has^ sent us for inspection a most in-
geniously constructed model of a twin-
cylindei Peugeot engine. The tiny
model measures |in. by |in. over all,

the illustration showing; its exact size.
It is a workhig model as far as the
engine pulley, cams, and valves are con-
cerned, and the whole was turned on a
clumsy brassfounder's lathe with 6in.
centres, the parts being so small that at
times Mr. Fowler says he could hardly
hold them for working, and several of
them got lost. The exhaust valve

=3He

or pistons,

he has been

springs are made of

hard drawn German
silver wire. The carbu-
retter is an exact imita-
tion of a Brown and
Barlow, and there is a
chain sprocket on the
half - time shaft for

driving the magneto.
There are no flywheels

but Mr. F. tells us that
asked several times by motor cyclists

who have examined it if there are such
parts inside the model, and judged from
the outward appearance that it possibly

would work if attached to a gas tap.

The weight of the model is considerably
less than half an ounce, and it is gilded

all over anil fitted with a ring for

attaching to the watch chain. We must
say that we return this piece of clever

work with the greatest reluctance,

especially as the maker informs us that
he has no intention of making another.

:'@/©/®/@/®/®/®,'@/§/§/§/§/^/@/@/@/g/®/©,:

FUTURE EVENTS.
Mar. 21-28—Cordingl^y's Motor Show, Agricultural Hall.

„ 28—M.C.C. Opening Week-end Run to Brighton.

April 4—LewishamA.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor Cycles

„ 16-20—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

" j8 and 20—Brooklands Car and Motor Cycle Races.

„ 19 (Easter Monday)—Lincolnshire M.C.C. Hill Climb.

„ 25—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

May 2—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

„ 9—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ 9—Essex M.C. Open Hill Climb.

„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb.

June 5-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and return for

Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

.. A.C.U. 24 Hours Ride.

,, A.C.U. Land's End to J ohn-o' -Groat's Sik Days'
Reliability Trial.

July 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

'g/®/®/®/®''®/©/^'®/©/^/®/©/®''®/'®/'®/®/©/^

The Lavlosa Autocicletta.

Quite a novel type of motor bicycle

was on show at the Turin i\Iotor Exhi-
bition last month, aiid we give an illus-

tration of the 1907 model herewith.

The machine hcjs four wheels, although
two are miniature ones, and are only
used when getting under way, and as
a stand. Directly equilibrium is

assured the two side wheels can be put
out of action by depressing a pedal.
The single cylinder engine transmits
power through two friction clutches,
each with its chain to the back wheel,
the low gear sprocket being attached to
the spokes on one side of the wheel.

the high gear one on the ot!ier. The
1903 Autocicletta, which is an improve-
ment on the machine illustrated, is the
result of two years' private experiment-
ing, and is sold at £38. Dual ignition
can be had if desired, also belt drive
and fan cooling. Other details which
will be noticed are an open frame,
roomy bucket seat, spring forks, and
handle starting.

Preparing tor the Opening Climb.

The Westerham Road and hill was in
gland trim at the week-end, and a con-
tributor noticed several motor cycles
being tried on the hill in pioparation
for the opening climb. At River Hill,
too, several riders vi'ere noticed making
trial runs, it being hinted that the
venue of the L.A.C. climb a week next
Saturday is in the near vicinity.

Accidents in Paris.

The number of persons killed in the
Paris streets during 1907 due to traflSc

accidents is stated by La Naturr
to be : Trams 85, automobiles and
motor cycle.s (not divided) 46,
horse-drawn vehicles 88, motor
omnibuses 9, pedal bicycles 5.

It is not stated whether all these
unfortunate people were run
over or whether any of the acci-
dents were due to collisions with
other vehicles. It would be in-
structive to know the proportion
of motor cycle accidents.

Tie First Long Distance Trial in 1908.

The first long-distance trial

this year is the one promoted by
the North-west London i\I.C.C.
to Coventry and back, on May
23rd next. The course totals 216
miles, to be covered in twelve
hours, and 'silver cnps will be
awarded to the successful com-
petitors.

The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.

We are exceedingly glad to
note the hearty res)x>nse to the
circular issued last week. Every
post brought us shoals of replies,
and our plebiscite is sure tO' prove
most interesting when published.

American Records.

Our American correspondent advises
us that the record made by W. H.
Wray, jun. (44|s.), .for the flying mile
at Ormond Beach, Florida, January
25th, 1907, is recognised by the Federa-
tion of American Motor Cyclists. The
record madeby G. H. Curtis (46?s.) for
the same distance was made in com-
petitjion. In an early issue we hope to
publish a complete list of American
records as recognised by the Federation
of American ;\Iotor Cyclists.

International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy Race.

In our last issue we published a para-
graph stating that Mr. M. J. Schulte
had offered to present one gold medal
each to the second and third in the
single-cylinder class in the above race.
The information, was culled fi-om the
R.A.C. Journal, and proves to be only
partly correct. The donor of the
medals informs us that they are pre-
sented to the A.C.U. for private
owners onli/ riding single-cylinder
motor bicycles in the T.T. Race nest
September or October.
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CLUB NEWS.
MARCH 25th, 1908.

Motor oycHsts at the opening run of the Coventry M.C. to Stratford-

The Worcestershire M.C.C.

The above club has decided to hold a reliability trial on

Easter Monday. The start will be made from headquarters

at about 9 a.m. for Kington (Herefordshire), lunch and

control here, return over same course, distance 105 miles.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

A general meeting of the above club was held at head-

quarters, Royal Hotel, on Friday evening last, to consider

rules and appoint officers. Mr. John C. Shannon was elected

president; Mr. F. H. Finney, vice-president; Mr. Seymour

Smith, captain; Mr. G. E. Jones, vice-captain; and Mr.

Howard R. Lane, of The Beeches, Anchorage Road, Sutton

Coldfield, hon. secretary. The opening run has been fixed for

the afternoon of April 25th, and will constitute a reliability

trial.

The Motor Cycling Clob.

Members are again reminded of the opening run to

Brighton on Saturday and Sunday next. Start from Purley

Corner at 3 p.m. on Saturday ; tea at the Red Lion, Craw-

ley. The headquarters at Brighton are at the Old Ship,

After dinner there will be an impromptu concert, so mem-
bers are requested to bring their music with them. Arrange-

ment? will be made for lunch on the return journey at Burford

Bridge Hotel. The best route to Purley Corner from the

north-west of London is {vid Wimbledon Common, Mitcham
Common, and Beddington Lane.

The centre for the Easter tour has been fixed at the Red
Lion, Salisbury.

Newcastle and Dlstrlet M CO.

The annual general meeting was held at the Barras Bridge

Hotel on Wednesday last, a numerous gathering being

present. Mr. G. Hawkins was elected to the chair. The
hon. sec, Mr. S. W. Carty, presented his report of the year's

working of the club, which gave a list of the competitions

already held, and foreshadowed the events for 1908. The
membership is now close on 100, being over thirty more than

twelve months ago. The resignation of the hon. treasurer,

Mr. E. L. Bates was received, he being unable to continue

in office owing to pressure of business. The following are

officers for the current year : Hon. sec., Mr. S. W. Carty

;

hon. treasurer, Mr. Louis Rosenvinge ; hon. solicitor, Mr.

E. L. Bates; committee, Messrs. Hawkins, Crosier, F.

Mallett, Nicholson, H. Bell, Austin, J. P. Forster, Atkinson,

Outwin, and Rev. W. R. Yates.

The Hon. Treasurer presented his report and balance-sheet,

which showed a balance of over £10 in hand.

It was agreed to form a new class of membership, to be

called associates, annual subscription 5s., and they to be

affiliated to the Auto Cycle Union with all its rights and
privileges. The opening r\m has been arranged for Rich-

mond on Good Friday, to meet the Leeds, Sheffield, and

Bradford Motor Cycle Clubs.

on-Avon on Satniday last. Borne sixty members and blends attended.

Farley and District H.C.C.

This newly formed club has now started its weekly runs,

.and riders in the district are invited to join. On the first.

I'un to Crawley, some fifteen members attended. The sub-

scription to the club has been increased to seven shillings

and sixpence, including affiliation fees to the Auto Cycle

Union. The hon. sec. is Mr. W. Borer, Wellmead, Purley.

Essex ni.C.

The opening run takes place on Sunday, April 5th, to

Witham, and it is hoped that a large number of members-
will turn out. A start will be made from the Castle Hotel,

Woodford Green, at 10.30, and lunch will be arranged for

at the White Hart, Witham, at 1.30. Will those intending
to be present please notify the secretary in order to facilitate

arrangements? This run will provide an excellent opportunity
tor introducing new members.

Coventry M.C.

There was a good attendance at the A.6.M. of this club

on Wednesday evening last, presided over by Mr. V. A.
Holroyd. After the report and balance-sheet had been
adopted (the latter showing an income of £374 lis. 8d. and
an expenditure of £267 17s, 7d,J, the question of affiliation

was put to the meeting. On the proposition of Mr. Victor

Riley, seconded by Mr. W. F. Grew, it was unanimously
decided to affiliate to the R.A.C. and A.O.U. Owing to the

increase in the membership of the club, which now numbers
104, several additional members were elected on the com-
mittee. During the year it was decided to promote
several club competitions, and in May next a long-distance run
to Holyhead and back will be held.

It was announced at the meeting that the United Motor
Industries, Ltd., would again present a cup for competition.

Cambridge Dniversity M.C.C.

The above club held a hill-climbing competition on Saturday,
March 14th, at a hUl about fourteen miles from Cambridge,
near the village of Croydon. The hill has an average gradient

of one in six. There was a very good attendance. W. H. Lees,

of Trinity Hall, on his own design 7-9 h.p. Peugeot made both

his ascents in 20s., equal to forty-five miles per hour, and thus

doing the fastest time of the day. P. Q. Heyn on a 5 h.p.

twin G.B. did second best time. The results, however, were
W

worked out by the formula, . In the single class, the

C X T
following is the order of merit : 1. W, G, Ross (Trinity

College), on a 3i h,p, 1908 Triumph; 2, C, H, C, Smith
(Trmity College), on a 2-| h.p. Clyde; 3, W. E. de Souza.

(Clare College), on a 3^ h.p. Minerva. In the twin class: 1,

E. D. Dickson (Emmanuel College), on a 1908 twin Vindec

;

2, J. M. Oakey, on a 1907 twin Vindec ; 3, P. Q. Heyn.
The President (Mr. J. P. Stokes) says :

" We are glad to see

the town have followed our example and formed a motor cycle

club, and we wish them every success."

i
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THE A.C.U. COUNCIL MEETING.
A LONG BUT SUCCESSFUL MEETING—SCOTLAND AND IRELAND TO BE INVITED TO JOIN THE A.C.U.

THERE was a good attendance at the annual meeting of

the Auto Cycle Union Council, held at the Imperial

Restaurant, Regent Street, W., on Saturday last.

Mr. Robert Todd was in the chair, and there were

representatives from all districts.

Mr. Todd referred to the correspondence between the

A.C.tj. and the M.U. regarding the agreement, and stated

hi had seen Mr. Rees Jeffreys, and believed that in a short

time the matter would be settled. He thought they might

now cease reforming, and settle down to useful work. (Hear,

Iviar.) As to taxation, they had approached the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, and thought they had had a very good

hearing, and although they had held their end up, it is evident

tint the Chancellor wants money, and does not look favour-

ably on the idea of taking with one hand and paying back

with the other.

Mr. Carty, Newcastle-on-Tyne M.C.C., raised the question

nf the penalty run, and said that they were very keen on it

up North. It was explained that the event tiried badly as

regards the Midlands.

Mr. Mayo, Yarmouth, pointed out that the alterations of

date had upset their arrangements. As it is very evident

that such a contest is required, it was made an instruction

to the committee that another contest be considered for this

year.

In respect to the private members, Mr. J. H. Hall, Shef-

field and Hallamshire M.C.C., asked whether the private

members were not too well catered for. He thought they

should go more for clubs, and not trouble so much about

social events. He thought there was no reason for the para-

graph in the report which stated that the agitation had had

a detrimental effect on the private membership.

The Agreement with the R.A.C.
Mr. Carty thought the committee should not have made

new arrangements with the R.A.C. without calling a Council

meeting. They had signed the agreement, but he ,did not

agree with it.

Mr. Todd: You are here under that agreement,

and if you repudiate it you have no right to be here.

The committee had (continued the Chairman) had the expres-

sions of the meetings at Lincoln, Nottingham, and London,

and thought that they were fairly well aware of the wishes

of the Union, and had acted on those opinion.s. They had

made a very excellent bargain, and the A.C.U. was now in

a very strong position. They and the M.U. would shortly

have any dSlerences there rnight be amicably settled. He
referred to a recent circidar signed by some gentlemen present,

and thought it had been raised in the interests of a certain

body.

Mr. Wilkinson said that, as secretary of the club which

called the Lincoln Conference, and as a member of what
had been termed the Reform Committee, he had been in

close touch with what had been done, and he was convinced

from what he liad seen of the arrangements m;ide that the

A.C.U. had done very well indeed. He had the honour of

seconding the resolution which gave them the new arrange-

ments, and he could answer for it that the A.C.U. had taken

into account the basis of the conferences held, that the motor

cyclists desired to manage their own affairs, and to
^
have

complete self-government. That was the bedrock of it all,

and that they had got. Except for the government of the

sport of motoring, which remained with the R.A.C, as the

Jockey Club of motoring, there was no veto or over-lordship,

but they did whatever they cared to do, and were not

interfered with.

Mr. G. F. Sharp ably sketched out the negotiations that

had been carried on, and showed that the R.A.C. had been

most sympathetic and helpful.

The "report recorded the thanks of the Union to the R.A.C.
tor the great assistance received from the parent body, and
to Mr. Orde, the secretary of the R.A.C, for his help and

advice on many occasions. The many honorary officials who
have assisted in the past were also thanked.

The Balance Sheet.
Mr. C. A. Smith, the treasurer of the A.C.U., presented

the balance sheet, which showed a slight deficit, viz., £13.

The Treasurer stated he had at the present moment £5(X) in

hand.

Mr. H. G. Cove seconded.

Mr. Hall wanted fuller figures.

Ml-. Carty wanted the figures for the private members and

for the clubs to be kept separate.

Mr. Cove supported this, as then it would be seen what

the private members really did for the Union.

Mr. Carty asked as to the medals sent out to provincial clubs.

Mr. Smith suitably replied to the various queries raised,

and the accounts were passed. It was agreed to endeavour to

separate the figures for the private members.

The Chairman then read the new agreement made with the

R.A.C, and explained the advantages obtained. He showed

that the A.C.U. was £20 to the good over the new arrange-

ment, and was in a very strong position.

Mr. H. Mayo could not see why they should leave one car

body and join another. The other agreement had been torn

up. What was to prevent this also being torn up? There

was, he submitted, plenty of time to call the Council together.

They had nothing against the committee, which had done the

best possible, but they were jealous of their honour, and some

of them had refused to sever their agreement in a summary

fashion.

Mr. S. H. Fry asked was the agreement in force
?_

Mr. Todd : Yes. It was required to be dealt with early,

and tliiit was why the committee had acted.

Mr. G. H. Sharp showed how the matter stood. He said

they had to jump and sever their connection with the Motor

Union, which had been unsatisfactory from the staxt. They

had had a hard fight to get anything from them, and if it

had not been for such friends as ilr. Hele-Shaw and others

they would have been in an even worse position. They had

to pay, but got precious little for it, and the M.U. could not

get away from the car idea. He had been on the M.U. com-

mittees and had seen it from the inside, and could say that

the arrangements were most unsatisfactory. They of the

A.C.U. had, he was certain, done the right thing.

Jlr. Hall re-affirmed his opinion that a Council meeting

should have been called.

Jlr. Carty again expressed himself against the veto of the

R.A.C, and spoke contemptuously of the amount of money

they were obtaining from the R.A.C.

Mr. Wilkinson defended the committee, and said that they

had' simply carried out the decision of the Lincoln Conference.

Alterations to the Rules.
The necessary alterations to the rules were then proposed

by Mr. Victor Hart. Rule 18 was altered to the effect that

clubs joining the A.C.U., should first pay their fees.

Mr. Hall opposed this, and Mr. Carty seconded.

Mr. Smith explained that it was simply as all clubs did,

they wanted a man's money before they made him a member.

Mr. Todd explained that the inclusion of the words was due

to Mr. Hall himself, who in one of his many manifestos or

circular letters had suggested that a club could afiiliate and

come and vote, then if it was not suited it need not pay.

Mr. Hall denied this interpretation, but Mr. Todd declared

that was what the letter said.

Mr. Hall's proposal was defeated.

The only other alterations in the rules of moment was the

increase of the committee.

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., was elected president ; and the Hon.

A Stanley, M.P., the Marquis de Mouzilly de St. Mars, and

Messrs. C. V. Boys, H. L. Callendar, E. Dangerfield, S. F.

Edge, M. O'Gorman, Col. H. C L. Holden, G. F. Sharp, Dr.

Hele-Shaw, R. Todd, and A. J. Wilson, vice-presidents.

Mr. Todd was re-elected chairman, and Mr. C. A. Smith

vice-chairman and treasurer.
_.

Messrs. S. F. Beevor, E. M. P. Boileau, R. Todd, Malhun,

H. B. Renner, J. Lyons Sampson, G. F. Sharp, C. A. Sniith,

A. Brown, and Bowley were elected to represent the R.A.C.

members; and Messrs. J. G. Brooker, R. Chatterton, H. G.

Cove, H. P. Harding, W. Pratt, A. G. Reynolds, A. Sharp,

T. D. Blanch, R. J. Chapman, Getting, and Nelson to repre-

sent the private members.
.

For the affiliated clubs the following clubs were nominated

for representation on the committee : Newcastle, Lewisham,

Lincolnshire, Essex, N.W. London, Motor Cycling Club,

Shefiield and Hallamshire, Bradford. Richmond, Yarmouth,

Manchester, Cambridge University, Western District (Lon-

don), Cardiff, West Essex, Birmingham, Bristol, Coventry,

L...
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The A.C.U. Council Meeting.—
Worcester, Hull, Scarborough, Walthamstow, and Brighton.
On coming to the vote the Shetfield, Western District, and
Brighton Clubs were defeated.
Mr. A. C. Pemberton, in a good speech, proposed to urge

the Stanley Show authorities to consider the importance of

the motor cycle movement, to give motor cycles increased
publicity in their advertisements, and to devote more atten-
tion to them in their show. This was adopted.
Mr. Hall's sixteen proposals were then dealt with.
The proposal to secede from the R.A.C. was overthrown.
Mr. Sharp, Mr. Todd, Mr. V. Hart, Mr. Wilkinson, and

others declared for the retention of the arrangement with the

R.A.C, and emphasised that it was wholly beneficial, and
that the A.C.U. had complete self-government.
Mr. V. Hart stated that Mr. Hall was only representing

himself, and was not speaking for motor cyclists as a whole.

This brought from Mr. Hall an angry repudiation, and a

statement that he had had a lot of correspondence with clubs.

Mr. Hall's proposal to allow the members to the committee
to elect a substitute was defeated, largely on the grounds
that there must be some continuity. The three proposals as

to the paj'ment of the fees was withdrawn.
The proposal that the existing agreement between the

A.C.U. and the Scottish Cyclists' Union be terminated so

as to enable the motor cyclists in Scotland to join the A.C.U.
found a seconder in Mr. Wilkinson, who stated that when the

Lincoln Conference was being arranged he found that the

Scottish motor cyclists were very anxious to come into the

A.C.U., and Mr. Hall showed that the centre scheme would
enable the necessary arrangements to be made.
Mr. Todd thought the scheme would not work, for when

Scottish motor cyclists were strong enough they would desire

to break away.
On being put to the vote it was, however, carried, as was

a similar one in respect to Ireland, so that if the negotiations

prove successful, the riders in Ireland and Scotland will join

their English brethren.
5—

<
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The proposal to arrange an active campaign in respect to

taxation was agreed to.

The proposal for a new class of members with limited

advantages at a small subscription wa.s defeated.

Mr. S. H., Fry supported it, believing that it could be a

sort of R.A.C. associate scheme, and prove successful.

Though the proposal was strongly pressed, it failed to wij

sufficient votes.

Mr. Carty's proposals were then proceeded with.

His proposal to start the centre scheme was secondei

by Mr. WLlkin.son, who had a similar proposal on the ageudn

Both urged that the scheme should be given a triul

and on the suggestion of the seconder it wa-s decided tliy

the scheme should be started, and extended when fnuni

.

practicable. It was urged that the clubs would assi.-^t ii

forming new centres, and thereby the unwieldiness nf tl

present Council would be lessened.

Mr. Carty was also successful in his proposal for inter

club competitions within a twenty-five miles radius beiii:

run without a permit ; but his proposal that the riders neei

not take out a license was defeated.

Mr. Carty's proposal to defray the fares of the councillor

and committeemen residing more than thirty miles from tli

place of meeting met with much opposition.

Mr. Wilkinson was seconder, and withdrew a similar prr

posal in his name. It was stated that it would cost a

enormous amount, but when it was made clear that th

councillors under the present scheme were not included, an

the seconder had stated that on the X.C.U. the fares 1

the committee averaged under £50 a year, it was decided t

refer the question to the committee, with a recommendatii

to confine the distance to fifty miles.

Mr. Wilkinson having thrown in some of his proposals wit

those of Mr. Carty, his remaining one, seconded by M
Renner, that the Council meet four times each year, alternate

in London and the provinces, was carried.

A very hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Todd for his servici

at this lengthy meeting was then passed.

O C>~-^^

The Agricultural Hall Show.
OWING to special arrangements with other show pro-

moters, only a very limited number of motor cycles

may be shown at Cordingley's Motor Exhibition

;

therefore the number of items of interest to motor

cyclists is exceedinglv small. Only four complete machines

are to be found in" the building, and comparatively few

firms are showing fittings and accessories which could

be utilised by our readers. Still, to the enthusiast a
_
visit

is always worth while, and in these days of quick transit by

"Tube" an hour spent in the hall will not altogether be

wasted. Moreover, after the show has been opened for a

few days, further exhibits may arrive, and thus render it

more attractive.

In the main hall the F.N. Motor Agency, 106, Great Port-

land Street, S.W., stages two latest pattern F.N.'s, the

1| h.p. lightweight and the 4^ h.p. four-cylinder, two machines

the excellence and good running of which are well known.

Douglas Cox, West Norwood, S.E., shows a twin-cylinder

Adler, which follows the Imes usually pursued by German
manufacturers. It possesses a two-speed gear on the engine-

shaft, which in outward appearance resembles the N.S.U.,

;ind has the spark advance controlled by a twisting handle and

Bowden wire. The adjustment of th© air and the arrange-

ment of the control are also well worth
_
inspection. The

ignition is by high-tension magneto driven by a chain

protected by a cover. Douglas Cox has also a latest pattern

Uougla-s motor bicycle, one of the few twins with horizontial

opposed cylinders, provided with vertical valves, and built

by Dougla.s Bros., Bristol. It is a remarkably nice piece

of work, having direct transmission, by means of a rubber

belt, without any jockey pulley, and a Bosch lightweight

magneto.
H. J. Harding, 211, Northumberland Park, N., is showmg

iiccessories in the Gallery, and is to have later two of the new
lightweight Werner motor bicycles, but at the time this

report was made they had not materialised. The chief item

in the remainder of Mr. Harding's exhibit is the push-on or

Ivjlair tyre connection—a thoroughly sound idea.

On one .stand in the navigable balloon section, J. A.P.

motor cycle engines are shown from 16 h.p. downwards.

These engines appear to be attaining the same vogue in tl

aeronautical as in the motor cycling world.

W. and R. Jacobs, 39c, King" William Street, E.C., whn
excellent electric motor 'Cycle lamps have been recent

described in The Motor C'ych, exhibit a capital selection

electrical accessories, the most lately introduced of whii

consists of an eight-volt accumulator for lighting mot^

cycle lamps of small dimensions.

Prested and Co., filthorne Road, Holloway, show the wel

knomi and well-tried Prested accumulators, coils, etc.

Carburation, Ltd., Byron House, Fleet Street, show (i.l

carburetters and the Gillet-Lehmann petrol economiser. Sin

the carburetter was described in this journal on Septenih

18th, 1907, no structural alterations have been made, but m

learn that to ensure the most absolute accuracy the device

now manufactured by a firm of scientific instrument makers
The Ara Materials Patents and Manufacturing Corporatio

83, Chancery Lane, W.C., show the Ara vulcaniser, whii

works on the cold process system. With it a repair is e:

tremely simple to carry out. When done, it is claimed '

be absolutely permanent, and it takes less than ten miiuit

to effect, and it is moreover suitable for repairing cuts '

gashes in a cover as well as for mending a damaged tub

The device can be made to fit into a small area, so that

the makers do as they suggest, and fit up a special outfit fi

motor cyclists, it should be a great boon.

Hurst and Middleton, Windsor Road, Lower Holloway, 1"

(a firm which makes a speciality of all kinds of repairs), ha^

lately been joined by Mr. Sharpe, the inventor of the Univers

silencer, which is shown here. This silencer, it will be remer

bered, gained highest honours in the A.C.U. silencer tria

held last year. Sharpe's piston ring remover is also showi

Chas. Baker, 271, High Holbom, and Samuel and Co

Ludgate Hill, show some excellent examples ,of motor eye

clothing.

On the stand of the Maison Talbot, Long Acre, W.C, whi(

together with the other accessory stands is in the Gallery,

the Hay's electric vulcaniser. This device, which is very simpli

worked off an ordinary ignition accumulator, is maiiufactur*

by the County Chemical Co., Birmingham.
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DRIVING A
tinned).

MOTOR BICYCLE (eon-

Control of the Engine.

any given speed of theFor any given speed ot ttie road

wheels there is one right position of

the spark lever when battery ignition

is used and several wrong ones. These

correct positions are soon learnt by

practice, and are the secret of good

hill-climbing. When they are known

and used the engine runs more

smoothly, quietly, and economically

than with any other setting of the

spark for the same road speed. (With

magneto ignition the lever is generally

placed nearly fully advanced and only

slightly retarded on very steep hills.)

Most of the following remarks apply to

magneto or battery ignition, but it

must be borne in mind that with mag-

neto ignition the spark lever cannot be

retarded in the same way that it can

with battery ignition.

Example : 20 m.p.h. desired speed,

engine 3^ h.p., gear 4^ to 1, road flat.

Desired speed may be attained in two
following ways :

(1.) Spark two -thirds retarded,

throttle wide open, half extra air. Dull

heavy explosions, pounding sensation,

uses lot of gas, heats engine.

(2.) Throttle almost shut, spark

nearly fully advanced, air nearly fully

open. Gives light, smooth, quiet,

purring explosions, keeps engine cool,

oconomises gas.

Or tabulate control levers thus :

Throttle—hot, noisy, and expensive.

Spark—cooler, quieter, and very

Air—coolest, quietest, and, thank

goodness, costless.

For any given speed we want the

spark as far forward as possible, pro-

vided there is no knocking. The
throttle as nearly shut as possible, and

the air set to suit the other two, but as

wide open as it will go without lower-

ing the speed below the desired point.

Therefore, first set spark lever with

throttle well open
;
put it so that the

machine travels a little over desired

pace, then close the throttle till exact

pace desired is attained ; then open air

until to open it further would slow the

machine or cause misfiring.

Starting out to average 20 m.p.h.

along a deserted road I should set

spark two-thirds forward, open throttle

wide, and shut off the air. Push
machine along till fair pace is attained,

drop valve, and if inclined to take risks

mount instantly the engine fired. If

not the moment engine fired, raise

valve, mount instantly, and drop valve

the moment the foot is safely on the

pedal. Arrived in the saddle, instantly

give a little more air to prevent engine

stopping for want of it, and the speed

would immediately rise to over twenty,

the throttle being too far open. Clos-

ing this down the speed would fall to

twenty ; I should then carefully adjust

the air to that point at which the

engine gave most power, and perhaps
open it just one notch farther than this,

for the sake of coolness and economy.

[Continued, from page 205.)

On arriving at a down grade that is

sufficiently steep, lift the exhaust valve
switch oft ignition and freel down ; if

a very long freel is in prospect, half

open throttle and open air fully to scour
and cool engine If no switch fitted,

have throttle eighth open and air fully

open ; this should weaken mixture
sufficiently to make it non-explosive in

silencer while valve is lifted. It is in-

advisable to close throttle entirely.

If the grade is too easy to coast at

reasonable speed, fully advance igni-

tion, and close throttle nearly down,
giving air to suit.

If grade be dangerous, approach
summit slowly, lift valve and coast,

arresting with brakes as appears wise.

If very steep, close the throttle at the
top, or switch off, so that engine com-
pression may be used as an extra brake
by dropping the valve at intervals.

HiLL-CLisiiiiNG ON Motor Bicycles.
The point in driving which takes

longest to learn, and is most pleasurable
in learning, is the setting of the spark
in hill-climbing. This comes slowly in

ordinary riding, and the best method
is to spend an afternoon on a hill which
is almost beyond the powers of the
machine. I have more than once failed

low down on a hill by sheer bad driv-

ing, and ten minutes later roared up
to the top at a good speed. There is

a great deal in knowing the machine.
In my novitiate I owned a single-

geared belt driven tricar which I could
never drive solus up a certain hill. In
two months I could drive it up every
time with a heavy passenger. No one,

unused to the machine, ever succeeded
in getting it up the hill withojt a
passenger.
The spark can never be safely

advanced on steep up-gradients ; there-

fore, start every steep hill at maximum
road speed, or at a speed sufficient to

carry you up. Eemember that the full

power of a 3^ h.p. engine is developed
at 1,500 to 1,800 revolutions per

minute. At 500 r.p.m. it may only
give i h.p. When the power of the
engine is in.eufficient to allow climo-ng
of steep hills with the spark fully

advanced all the way up, the art lies in

the judicious retardation of the spark.

Sudden and violent alterations of its

setting are fatal and ensure failure. As
the engine slows, retard the spark a

notch or so at a time, and discover by
experiment whether it is helpful to cut

off some of the extra air simultaneously.

The points, therefore, are :

1. Start a steep hill at full speed,

i.e., full spark advance, throttle two-
thirds open, air set to match.

2. Correct the first almost imper-
ceptible slowing '~' opening the throttle

to its full extent.

3. When the machine slows further,

retard the spark a notch at a time.

4. If the machine is seriously

slowed, some of the extra air mast be
cut off.

5. On a level or almost level patch
half-way up, re-advance the ignition a
notch at a time, and if necessary assist

the pick-up by pedalling sharply.

By
Road Rider.

DRIVING OVER STONES.
18-4. With a tricar, make a rush

and declutch on reaching the stonet.

With a motor bicycle, dismount if

stones are seen in time. Otherwise
hold tight, and do not reduce the pace.

It is far easier to drive over new metal
at twenty miles per hour than at six.

THE EXPENSE OF MOTOR CYCLING.

1^5, If all types of motor cycles

are included, this becomes a very com
plicated question indeed ; but as the

question chieHy concerns those whose
puzzle is whether they can afford to

motor cycle at all, the annual expense
of the cheapest efficient motor bicycle

shall alone be considered.

Fixed Expenses.
Storage will cost nothing, since a

motor bicycle may be kept in the hall,

if the petrol system is tight. Un-
avoidable expenses will therefore be,

for the first year : £ s. d.

Licenses—Inland Revenue
15s. , registration 5s.

,

driving 5s 1 5
Petrol 100 miles to the

gallon for 5,000 miles at

Is. 4d. per gallon ... 3 6 8

Oil for 5,000 miles at 5s.

per gallon 10
Carbide 5

£5 16 8

Spakbs and Accessories.
Spare rubber belt 12s., spare valve

63., spare platinum-pointed screw and
spring 5s., spare belt fastener Is.,

hooter 5s., lamp 15s., sparking plug
4s. 6d. ; total £2 9s. 6d.

Clothing.
Many motor, cyclists entirely dispense

with special clothing, utilising an
ordinary everyday waterproof reefer

coat, Cardigan waistcoat, etc. So no
charge under this head will be included.

Repairs and Replacements.
This is the head under which items

vary so widely. If the rider is going
to take every puncture, every adjust-
ment, the grinding of his valves, etc.,

to a repairer, it is illimitable. But if

he has a decent machine he may get
through a season as the writer does,
without necessarily entering a repair
shop. The writer has had no training
other than the school of solitary ex-
perience on the road, and as a conse-
quence he spends nothing whatever on
repairs. Replacements other than those
indicated above should in the case of
a new machine fall under the maker's
guarantee. Tyres, which are not usually
guaranteed, should last a year on a

•flight single cylinder motor bicycle.

f]| "THE AUTOCAR." Which is

aJ published under the same pro-
prietorship a« "The Motor Cycle,"
is to the aatomobilist What this
journal is to the motor cpclist.
Anp reader of " The Motor Cycle "

who is also considering the pur-
chase of a car should make a point
of obtaining " The Autocar "—the
leading mo or journal. Trie* 3d.
Issued Weekly.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Spring Forks and Side-slip.

[3191.]—I have read witli interest the articles on side-

slip, but have not seen anything dealing with skid of steer-

ing wheel. In this country our greatest hair raiser is sand,

and it is always the front wheel.

On February 9th I had the mortification of seeing a rigid

forked machine go through sand where I and others who
have spring forks always dismount or come a cropper.

I wonder if any of your readers can recommend a remedy.
Probably " Ixion " could give us some hints. The spring

fork in question is the Trufiault suspension.

For the benefit of your readers I might say I have ridden
a Vindec two-speed gear for the last year, and found it com-
pletely reliable. T. W. TRLA:\I.

Transvaal.

Two-speed Gears and Hill-climbing.

[3192.]—In a recent issue Mr. E. D. Fawcett remarks
that I might have put my two-speed Vindec to some severer
tests during the tour I recently described in your columns.
One reason why we did not tackle the Mont Caux climb was
the fact that we did not wish to take more out of the rear

tyre than was absolutely necessary. It will be admitted that
the cover did well to last through the tour as it was, when
the mileage and the double load are taken into consideration.

Still. I have since regretted that the climb was not attempted,
for I think we could have brought it oft' successfully with
two up. Personally, I consider the two-speed gear indis-

[Densable. A month ago 1 took a sidecar with two ten-stone

passengers and myself (tlie complete turnout weighing over
700 lbs.) for a fifty-mile spin over hilly (and muddy) roads.

Of course the low gear had to be used very frequently, but
the runs out and home were accomplished A\'ithout a stop.

I think this is quite as severe a test as driving solus up the

stiffest of mountain passes, and if any motor cyclist M'ho is

still doubtful as to the advantages of a two-speed gear will

attempt a similar performance with a single-geared machine, I

fancy his conversion will be instant and complete.

H. HOWARTH.

Engine Design.

[3193.—I bought a copy of your excellent paper last week,
and was very much interested in what your correspondent
Mr. G. JJ. Monice said. While not agreeing with all he says

about solid crankshafts and adjustable big ends, I do think
that motor cycle engine bearings are hopelessly inadequate
for the work they have to do, and so far from improving as

time goes on, these bearings appear to be continually getting

smaller. In other words, the life of the machine is being
sacrificed in order to cut down the weight, and perhaps gain
an extra half per cent, efficiency. I believe that this is a

great mistake, and that it is tlie one thing above all others

which prevents more people from buying motor cycles. How
many business men, unless they are enthusiasts, will invest

£50 in a motor cycle which will be worn out in two years?
What is needed is a firm who will concentrate all their

energy on building a motor cycle on engineering lines, which
will run at least 15,000 miles without having to be sent to
the makere for rebushing and the replacing of broken parts.

It is of much more importance to the ordinary buyer to have
a machine which is absolutely reliable for 15.000 miles than
a machine which may save 5d. in petrol fur tlie first 1,000
miles and be' a constant source of worry and expense ever
afterwards. WILLIAM T. WADE.

U.S.A.

Belt V. Chain.

[3194.]—I have read with interest the various di.«-

cussions for and against the belt drive, and note that a

correspondent last week considers chain drive essential for

sidecar work. In the coming London to Edinburgh and re-

turn I intend entering a 6 h.p. Clifton Jap, belt drive, with

Otto two-speed gear and rigid sidecar. I hope that our

friend Montgomery will find time to compete as well, the

two types being quit,e different ;
perhaps then we shall be

able to prove by practical experience in long distance events

the advantages and disadvantages of each.

P. W. VINSEN.
[We would suggest Land's End to John-o'-Groat's as a better',

trial, or a few hours' run, say Exeter to Dorchester, «d>
Lyme Regis and Bridport.

—

Ed.]

The Future of Motor Cycling.

[3195.]— I feel I must take exception to a remark
" Ixion's " in his reply to Mr. Hooydonk in your issue of the

11th inst., when he states that the 2-J h.p. Excelsior was "th.

first motor bicycle of any real use produced in this country

and streets ahead of any other machine."
In the latter part of 1902 I purchased a 3 h.p. Rex bicycle

which during the following four years covered many thou

sands of miles mider ordinary touring conditions throughou

most parts of the kingdom, and always proved itsel

adequately powered so far as any single-geared machine

this h.p. could be. I am sure, too, from observation of Ex
celsior machines I ha%'e come into contact with, that the Re:

was quite capable of holding its own.
As proof of the excellent materials and workmanship of m;

Rex engine, I may say that with the substitution of a water

cooled cylinder it has been for the past year in constant us

on a heavy tricycle, which it is capable of propelling, unde

favourable conditions, at nearly thirty miles an hour on th

level. Except for the substitution of the water-cooled cylir

der there have been no replacements in the engine in the wa;

of rebushings, etc., and the valve gear is practically as goO'

as new.
Now that two-speed gears are so much under discussion,

may say that my Phcenix gear is in its fourth year of usf

and except for some inexpensive replacements, has_ require

little attention. A most excellent feature about this gear i

the clutch.

As regards the future of motor cycling, I think there is

gap to be filled in the way of supplying a machine somethin

on the lines on which my own has evolved, namely, thref

wheeler, well sprung, moderate power with water-coolinj

two speeds and belt drive with such as the Whittle belt^

which in my hands has proved absolutely satisfactory—an

ample room for luggage, with efficient mudguarding.

In conclusion, I would add that anyone who substitute

efficient water-coding for air-cooling in the same engine see

can settle for himself the question as to whether an air-coole

engine overheats. (Dr.) STEPHEN G. LONGWORTH.

[3196.]—With reference to your leaderette and the remarl

that I made in the discussion of Mr. Bell's paper on tt

future of motor cycling, I can only say that I have not tt

files of Thf Motor Cycle before me from which I can quo'

chanter and verse ; but I have always been and ain a clo!

reader of your valuable paper, and as such the opinion h;

been forced upon me that you have without doubt, in in

mind, preached the gospel of the heavyweight machines, an
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bis opinion has been confirmed to me in various directions

V otlier readers. I do not deny that you have dealt with the

latter 'if lightweight machines ; but I do state, as my
pillion, tliat after tailing into account the matter of fair pro-

ortion, the heavyweight has had all the limelight and the

ightweight has been more or less left out in the cold. In

Kikiiig my remark. I also had in mind the tricar, for it must

e noted that the title of the paper was " The Future of

lotor Cycling." I think you will agree that two of your
'uding correspondents are, or were up till recently, liabitual

iders of high-powered machines, and as such it is only

atural that their writings should reflect their practice. With
sgard to the remarks by " Ixion," I do know that in May,
905, he described a 2 h.p. motor bicycle as only fit tor the
00 ' little novice, and even in your current issue his remark
3 the effect that if the trade ever turns out a lightweight

aat IS as fast and as comfortable as heavy twins, the latter

'ill die out but not before, can hardly be construed into an
ncouragenient of the lightweight type, because it seems to

le that this question of a lightweight motor bicycle is only

lirly judged by what we have before us at the moment, and
; is, I think, handicapping the tj'pe out of the range of the
resent-day possibilities to set it a standard, so far as pace is

iiicerned, equal to that of a powerful twin machine. De-
elopments in detail of motor bicycles will move forward
igether. A better bearing or a more efficient pulley for a

ghtweight will be adapted to a heavyweight, but there will

Iways be speed and diiference in engine power. With regard

3 the point of comfort, I maintain that a lightweight
;achine is to-day more comfortable than a powerful twin. I

Iso have a recollection of an illustration in a motor journal

: one of your regular contributors, wherein he was described

1 one of the "heavy brigade," and if he has a book of cut-

ngs I think he will be able to quickly light upon this illns-

ation and also a statement from his own pen, wherein he
^finitely announces his championship of the powerful and
erefore the heavyweight motor bicycle. I am sorry to have
'.en the cause of this correspondence, but if, as a result,

brings the lightweight motor bicycle into greater promin-
,ce, I shall feel that after all it has not been without good
suit. J. VAN HOOYDONK.

A Suggested Match on Brooklands Track.

[3197.]—In common, I suppose, with the majority of

ur readers, I was greatly interested in the Triumph-Vindec
itch recently contested at Brooklands, and very gratified

at it called forth so much as it did of comment from the
.'dly car papers.
Has it ever occurred to you that a very interesting match
ght be organised for three motor cycles, single, twin, and
ir-cylindered ? I don't ^vant to suggest anything very ex-
nsive or elaborate. There is no call even for handicapping.
Let us take three representative machines — strictly

iiidard, of course—in genuine touring condition, let them
irt level, and let us see which can keep Mr. Eodakowski's
aing apparatus most busy for, say, an hour. The machines
5uld be normally geared, of course—I believe the F.N.

,

ich is fairly representative of " fours," is ordinarily geared
about 6 to 1—and in every respect just as they are sold to
linary touring motor cyclists.

[ don't think there is need for much ink to be spilt over
i matter, as probably both the Vindec and Triumph people
'uld be glad to show what they could do against, say, the
N. A match might easily be arranged, the loser to pay the
xk fees, at little inconvenience and less expense. Should
s come about, all motor cyclists would watch the outcome
•erestedly, and the winning machine would get an adver-
ement of real value.
Trusting to hear the view of other readers on the matter,

E. N. DUFFIELD.

The Fascination of Motor Cycling.

_!3198.]—I have a bone to pick with your wicked paper.
'Ime three years ago I was a happy and contented man, but
• ill-luck caused me to listen to the idiotic talk of a motor
('ling friend, and to read variou-s numbers of his copy of
•;e Motor Cycle. The result was a 2 h.p. (second-hand).
inch gave me all sorts of trouble, and ought to have cured me
^]'6 for all of this madness, but I still read this 6\-il paper.
5f a 3i h.p. was the result. Dh-ty hands, dried-up
S'Jtion tubes, electric shocks, bad temper, came on as
tjOre, but I still read on, and a sidecar added terribly
tmy agonies. I became everybody's slave, and a " paying "

chauffeur for every wretched visitor. Still, I read your
collection of infamies, and invested in a two-speed gear. Then-

life became a burthen, and I was compelled, and, alas! am
still compelled, to drive ladies about wherever they want tO'

go. take them shopping, and escort male visitors to and
from the station, sometimes with heavy bags, through all

weathers. I take good care that nothing goes wrong, but now
and again one must get a new belt, which stretches, as you
know, and when going to or from the station I have to get
off. and with muddy, frozen fingers shorten the belt and listen

to the compassionate remarks of passengers about the bother
of motors. Then, ah I then, it is difficult to refrain from
saying and doing regrettable things.

Now you will say our victim is escaping; he will sell hia-

accursed omnibiis and be happy once more. Alas ! no ! He-
is waiting with impatience for the arrival of a 5 h.p. twin,
which only the fortunate lack of funds will prevent being
fitted with a magneto, two-speed gear, and handle-bar control.

Thank goodness, your power ends with motor cycles, and
when .some day—may it be distant yet—I am seated on a 9 h.p.

twin, with sidecar, and furred and goggled passenger by my
side, driving at awful speeds through mud ,and snow, with
every appliance that diabolical ingenuity can suggest fitted,

then you will be satisfied. And so shall I.

MOHUN A. TRENCHARD.

The End-to-end Run.

[3199.]—In reply to your footnote to my letter in The
Motor Ci/cle of March 4th, I would like to say that most of
the Burns relics are on view till ten o'clock, also that it could
be arranged to have the Burns House and Mausoleum open
for the convenience of any who might wish to visit them.
Apart from these, the town is quaint and interesting, the
hotel accommodation is ample, and there are good garage
and repair shops. A band plays on the Dock Park in the
evenings, and the park being alongside the river Nith, a
quiet and pleasant time could be passed there by those who
did not care to go sight seeing. In the meantime, I would
be pleased to give the officials any further information they
may desire. The club members here would be only too-

willing to assist in checking, and would do everything in

their poAver to make their fellow motor cyclists comfortable
when passing through Dumfries.

J. M. M. M'LEAN,
Hon. sec. Dumfries and District M.C.C.

Not a Luxury but a Necessity.

[3200.]—May I bring before the notice of my fellow motor
cyclists a really good article, viz., the Mabon clutch? I
had one fitted less than two months ago, and in that short
time it has ceased to be a luxury and has become a neces-

sity. I am delighted with it. My 6 h.p. bicycle, sidecar,

myself, and a 10 st. passenger make a total weight of 5 cwts.,

and I use a gear of 4^ to 1, but the clutch will move this

load from a standstill with perfect ease. The last week-end,
on the London-Hastings road, I had to stop on several hills

to help start a friend's bicycle Avhich w\as in bad tune and
would not climb, and in every instance rest^arted the above
load from a standstill in the middle of the hill. One of

these was Tubb's Hill, Sevenoaks. The clutch is metal to

metal, and can be slipped to any extent without injury,

thus making an admirable substitute for a two-speed gear.

It is light, compact, and foolproof, and has been admired by
all who have seen it in operation on my machine.

I may say I have no interest in the Mabon beyond that

of a satisfied user. It has always been my practice to recom-
mend a good thing when I have found it, and thus I hope
you will see your way to publish this letter.

A. W. BROWNE.

Outside Flywheels.

[3201.]—I notice in last week's issue a letter signed M.
ilarshall, and it may interest others to hear my experience of

outside flywheels from a rider's point of view. I may say

that I am a commercial traveller, and use my mount for my
business. I have had a good many machines through my
hands (both inside and outside flywheels), my present mount
being a 2^-3 h.p. Fairy. I have had this machine about eight

months, and have covered some thousands of miles without
experiencing the slightest trouble from the makers' method
of fixing the flywheel. The only trouble I have experienced!
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IS that it is difficult to adjust the timing or get at 2 to 1 gear

without taking down the engine. In my new mount, of same
make, at present on order, this trouble has been neatly over-

come, as all gear is in a pocket outside crankcase, and another

good point, both cylinders are fitted with forced lubrication.

Trusting that my experience may be of interest to others and

lead to further discussion on this interesting subject, a few

letters as to cost of running lightweight machine would be

of interest, C. S. NEWSON.

Two-speed Gears and Free Engine Clutches.

[3202.]—We note in your last issue the query put for-

ward by your correspondent " Wim " with reference to the

point as to driving on the exhaust with a maclrine fitted

with our two-speed gear to such an extent that the engine

ceases to drive the machine, and consequently the machine
drives the engine. In reply, we beg to state that no damage
can result to our gear when being driven in this way, pro-

vided that the driving is not carried to such an extreme
that there is backlash between the dogs and the trips of

our gear. The whole matter is one of judgment and fair

handling. PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.

' [3203.]—I should be pleased if you could find room in

your esteemed paper for this answer to the severe critic of

Mr. Wall (March 4th).

I beg to say that my statements as regards (1) easy manipu-

lation of motor cycles in traflic with the air-cooled engines

of the present time can still be upheld, as those engines of 4

h.p. or thereabouts are very liable to damage by running free

for any space of time, unless they are governed automatically.

and provided with an effective fan. I cannot see how Mr.
Wall will manage in really heavy traffic, or, say, fog, simply

by declutching.

(2) As regards handle starting, I am glad Mr. Wall admits the

great difficulty in the direct handle start. The Roc is a de-

parture from the majority in this respect, and geared up

—

virtually—this must of necessity be exempt from my first

statement.
Special designers have special merits. May I take this op-

portunity to ask Mr. Wall how this clutch is to work with
engines of, say, li-2i h.p. only, which power, I think, is

mostly in use on motor cycles. F.M.

[3204.]—Opinions from your readers who are using two-

speed gears which Mr. Douglas Fawcett wishes to see ex-

pressed in your columns should be exceedingly interesting.

The usual reliability and hill-climbing tests with which we
are familiar do not, as a rule, present any special test of the

efficiency of a two-speed gear. Until club contests include

in their programme mean fast and slow hill tests, the public

will have no favourable opportunity of judging the ordeal a

two-speed gear is competent to face with impunity. In the

absence of such special trials we quite understand a certain

incredulity as to the remarkable capacity of a properly-

designed motor cycle two-speed gear.

Mr. Fawcett says the Roc gear looks very well on paper,

but if this gear proves as great a success as the clutch it

will " mark a great advance." It can, of course, only be left

to actual users to relate their experiences to show that the

makers' claims of this gear are amply fulfilled.

The only trial in which the Roc gear has had an oppor-

tunity of being put to a public test was in September last at

Sharpenhoe, when Roc single and twin two-speed machines

were entered, and each carried off the gold medals for far

the best performances.
As the sponsors for the clutch and gear system under

notice, we cordially welcome any similar event, and might
suggest, e.g., the descent of the stiffest portion of any

notorious hill, such as Porlock, River, Edgehill, or Birdlip,

down to a half-way point, turning completely with the engine

continuously running, and re-ascending from a standstill. The
test might" be made more searching still if the bicycle were

coupled up to some passenger attachment.

Makers should welcome such a test to remove once for all

any possible scepticism as to the capacity of a two-speed

gear under the severest conditions that could be imposed.

We can quite understand Mr. Fawcett's conviction^ that for

mountaineering tours a two-speed gear machine is indis-

pensable. He sums up the situation very picturesquely by
mentioning " that too much trick-riding is required if the

machine is single geared." ARTHUR W. WALL.

MARCH 25th, 1908.

[3205.]—Until quite recently I belonged to that numeroni

class of motor cyclists who, without wishing to go to the ei

peuse of having a two-speed gear fitted to their machines

still desire to share the delights of our pastime with othen

by attaching a sidecar. I have always understood that to d(

this with only a 3^ h.p. single-geared machine at disposa

was to court certain disappointment, unless, of course, oik

lives in a practically level district, and, after making a care

ful study of the information, correspondence, etc., whiel

have appeared in Thi: Motor Cycle relative to this subject, :

decided to investigate the claims put forward by advocate

of the free engine clutch. In the result I had a Maboi
clutch fitted, and, as it appears certain that a great man;

motor cyclists must be wavering on the sidecar question,

ti'ust you will be, kind enough to allow me briefly to state m;

experiences.

With the sidecar attached and a nine-stone passenger seate^

in it, to which must be added my own weight of over tej

stones on the saddle, the machine, a 3^ h.p. Rex, has easil

climbed all the hills between London and Dunstable, an

those who know the road will agree that both Barnet an

Ridge Hills—especially the northern side of the latter—ai

fair tests for the combination. I got pulled up by traffic i

the worst part of Barnet Hill on one occasion, but starte

again by freeing the engine and letting in the clutch whe

ready, getting going with both rider and passenger seated.

I also started from standstill in the centre of St. Alban

with the full load, immediately afterwards making a she

right-angled turn and mounting the very sharp rise leadh

to the Harpenden and Hatfield roads. It would, of cours

be practically impossible to do this without the clutch, as 1

one presumably, can push a machine with sidecar ai

passenger uphill and make a stai't, the machine being singl

geared p. nd Sj h.p. No one with such a motor bicycle

sound condition and the cash to sJDare for covering the tol

cost of having the clutch fitted need hesitate about taki

a sidecar. Need I conclude with the usual -disclaimer

pecuniary interest 1 H 3594.

[Barnet Hill and Ridge Hill are both moderately steep, 1

they cannot be compared with the hilly main roads

Sussex, Surrey, and Kent.

—

Ed.]

The Development of the Motor Cycle.

[3206.]—I have watched the development of the mo
cycle from the first ; my stable has held many patterns, a

I am satisfied that there is no question so urgent as that

variable gears. Mr. G. Freestone's letter [3152] is most p

tinent, and I am sure it would interest thousands to ki

where the gear described can be seen. (Letters addresi

c/o the Editor will be forwarded.)

Memory suggests that I gained more pure pleasure out

the low power "than the high, although for purposes of sp

alone the high powers call for greater exercise of nerve ;

general ability, but it is not the lust of sport alone t,

impels me now to write. It is sober business necessity, :

the practical question is how to get a machine that will ca

one at speeds ranging down to four miles an hour throi

traffic and over hills. Apparently, Mr. Freestone's mach

answers these requirements, and it is noteworthy that IWr

Van Hooydonk (page 185) looks forward to the same iden

The important points are light weight, variable gear,

saddle position, absence of pedals, and magneto ignition,

machine with these advantages and of reasonable price wo

command an immense sale. There must be thousands of
]

fessional and business men like myself who find the labou

pedalling is too great to admit of the use of a pedal macl
|

constantly, and the manipulation of a powerful motor bic;
|

too exacting for town use. One must be fit and read.y
'

work when making one's calls, and to the class of men 11

cated the machine described would be a boon. The Rex •

have been enthusiastic in meeting public needs ; can they

be induced to put such a machine on the market?

A PROSPECTIVE BUYEI

[Severn! interesting letters are unavoidably held over. -..]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Ambulator, Southport, would like readers' experiences '

J
N.S.U. two-speed gear after long usage on 6 h-P- twin '_

sidecar, also with the new Shamrock Excelsior studded tj'-

i
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.C9L^iTOi

VIM)EC5PmaL
THE MOTOK CYCIZ Of MERIT.

i.BTJ

COjTDj

Model H. 3J h.p. 80 X 98.

What a SATISFIED HIDEB of a 1908 3ih.p. "VINDEC" says:
"The quiet easy running of your 3J h.p. was quite a revelation to me, after last
season's experience with a machine of the same power with short strolce an.1 high
compression. As for speed, it will hold its own with any sing'e-cylind^r I know of, and
will keep on going up steep hi:is that my previous machine would stop on half way up."

There -will be other "VINDEC" riders who will have the same opinion of this model before the season is over.

DELIVERY BEFORE EASTER IF ORDERED AT ONCE.
Our profuselyillustrated book of the 'VindecSpecial' is interestins: readinsr—sent free upon receipt of request.

5$UTrt BritishTradimg CsU
13 6* 15 WILSO/S ST, FI/NSBUR.y. LOAIDO/N.E.C.

TP =

The

Young

Man

FLIER

The

Old

Man's!

COMFORT

Low frame.

Long
wheelbase.

Starts

instantly.

Standard
gear four to

forty miles
an hour.

"QUADRANT M.O.V.
do n.p.

Special ONE LEVER control from handle-bar governs both gas and air supply.

Special full size aluminium footrests. Special tubular carrier.

Price £47 - 10 - O complete.
Makers: THE QUADRANT MOTOR CO., LTD., Earlsdon, COVENTRY.

(Late of Sheepcote Street. Birmingham.)
REPAIRS: Genuine Qu acii-ant pai-ts -For a.11 Quadr-Eint engrines.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The, Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEKTISEMENTS in these

columns—Id. per word, minimuin Is.

Name and addreis must be counted. In the
';ase of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should
be accompanied with remittance, and be
addressed to the offices of "The Motor
Cycle." Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices

of ""The Motor Cycle," Coventry, en the

Friday morning, or if sent to London, by the

Thursday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES;
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

be addressed to numbers at The Motor Cycle

Office. ^^Mlen this is desired, 2d. will be charged
for registration, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes mu5t be sent for forwarding replies.

Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. 000, c/o The
Motor Cycle, Coventry," or if "London" is added
to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor St., EX.

^m- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -3WS

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money
iDe deposited with The Motor Cycle, both partie?

are advised of this receipt, and upon intimation ol

the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
is forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days. For all transactions exceed-
ing £10 in value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged.
Ail deposit matters are dealt with at Coventrv,
and cheques and money orders should be madf
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

receive no answer to their enquiries are request-

ed to regard the silence as an indication that

the goods advertised have already been dis-

posed of. Advertisers often receive so many
enquiries that it is quite Impossible to reply fc

each one by post

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — As the

largest dealers in Eex machines, we
have a few 1907 shop-soiled machines at
clearance prices. Great bargains. Ex-
changes in all 1908 Eex and N.S.XI. models.

HALIFAX.—Shop-soiled 1907 black and
gold Eex de Ltixe. twin tyre, mag-

neto. Roc clutch; 1908 price £55 13s., our
price £35: you save £20 13s. Only a Eex
agent can do it.

HALIFAX.—1908 2| h.p. Peugeot, light,

low. Bat frame, brand new; £21;
cannot repeat.

HALIFAX. — 1907 35 guinea twin Eex,
spring forks, soiled; £23; you save

£13 15s.; we gain your confidence.

HALIFAX.-1907 masneto twin Eex, un-
ridden, November price, £42, our

price £28 10s.; another £13 I'Os. saved.

HALIFAX. — 1908 Eex de Luxe, Eoc
clutch, two-speed gear, magneto;

55 guineas; liberal exchange.

HALIFAX, — 1908 Eex featherweight,
magneto, magnificent hill-climber,

recommended; 25 guineas.

HALIFAX.—1908 Zl h.p. N.S.tJ., magneto,
just delivered; £40; allow £25 for

last year's model.

HALIFAX.—1908 54 h.p. twin N.S.U., mag-
neto; £52; allow £25 for 1907 single

magneto, in good condition.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Extended
payments, exchanges ; high-class

machines purchased for spot cash. — 16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. Tele-
grams, Perfection,

GOOD FRIDAY COMING,

and no new Motor Byke !^H If S Jii

D in ^/^business, isn't it ! '^i:.i^

But it isn't too late yetj because Tiie

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY has taken

care to provide a good stock of tlie best

MOTOR CYCLES, and so you can get

Delivery from the Premier at once.

ESTRHJIVIF*HS are already hard to get,

but the Premier Contract with the Triumph
Company enables them to deliver, if not from
stock, at least in a few days. Do not leave it

too late, however.

The HEX Ma,8:neto Lightweight at f.25
is>also a hot favourite. It is a charming little

machine, low, light, and handy. Probably no
better value has ever been offered, gi^ &«.te>H*E'^.pywii

WTh»'!fF. N. is another lightweight which
has captured the public fancy. The geared engine

pulley is a great idea, ana F.N. workmanship is

of course beyond reproach.

The IVIOTOSACOCHE (while

we are talking of lightweights} is in a class by
itself very far ahead of imitations. The engine is

a magnificent piece of work, and the price is low.

The BAT is at the other end of the

scale—not light, but the most powerful motor
cycle made. The Premier Two-speed Gear and
Roc (licensed) Clutch are particularly suitable to

this machine.

THe VINDEC, The ROC,
ThelVIINERVA, The BROWN,
The N.S.U. are all well-estabhshed

favourites. You cannot get any of the above

more chea-ply or- pi-orr»ptly than

from the F»i-err»iet- As'encv, and they

will TAKE YOUR OLD MACHINE IN EX-
CHANGE, making a MOST LIBERAL ALLOW-
ANCE.

No space available for our list of

SHOf>-SOII.ED & SEOOND>
HAND ItflACHINES this week. We
will send complete list on receipt of postcard.

They range from £6 and upwards—no crocks.

Our other Specialities

—

PREMIER TWO-SPEED GEAR
with ROC (Licensed) CLUTCH

PREMIER TUBULAR STANDS See our

and LUGGAGE CARRIERS. I
Advts.

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT )
^^j^

LAMPS. Issue.

PREMIER ROAD CLEARERS.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.

Write for BOOKLET " On the Choice ot a Motor

Cycle," also " Motor Cycles ol 1908," and
" Everything for the Motor Cyclist."

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,

Aston Road, Birmingham.

Telephone :_4310. Telegrams ; "Primus," B'ham.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—Holds the finest and largest

stock of second-hand cycles in the
world. 300 to select from. All machines i

are despatched in running order, with f\

charged and guaranteed accumulators.

HALIFAX.—Genuine twin Eex. £22,
guaranteed, spring forks, low built,

goes like a flash; £16 given for 1906 Eex, '.

£13 for 1905 Eex, £11 10s. for 1904 Eex, or |

£10 10s. for 1903 Eex in part payment.

HALIFAX. — 31 h.p. Minerva, spray,
girder forks. 26 by 2i Clincher A

Won, begging at £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Phelon and Moore,
magneto, spring forks, low frame,

two-speed gear, climbs anything ; £34.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. 1907 Eex, magneto.
Crypto two - speed gear and Mont- -

gomery flexible -sidecar ; complete, £28
15s. ; without sidecar. £24.

HALIFAX. — 1906 3i h.p. Eex, specially
good condition, 26 by 2i Clinchers;

£16 5::.

HALIFAX. — 5i h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe.
twin tyre, Eoc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £27 10s.; bargain.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Simms, vertical en-
gine, magneto ignition, easy starter, •

reliable; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.—Fine twin Eex, Greenwood's
Leeds-London record holder, regis-

tered, gttaranteed ; £22 10s.

HALIFAX. — 1907 5i h.p. twin N.S.TJ..
spring forks, 2§ tyres, regular Beau

Brnnell, lovely machine ; £27 10s.

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin Antoine, 1907

machine, spring forks, without fear
or favour ; £25.

HALIFAX.—Special 7 h.p. Peugeot, twin-
cylinder, nearly new, a regular

flier; £30.

HALIFAX.—23 h.p. Minerva, mechani-
cal valves, 26 wheels, 21 tyres, per-

fect order and condition; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.—1907 twin Eex, shop-soiled,
and unridden, 2i tyres, fully guar-

anteed; £23; don't delay.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Clarendon, vertical
engine, footboards, ball beariners to_

eugineshaft, 100 miles non-stop ; £13 IGs.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. M.M.G.. vertical en-
gine, trembler coil, goes like a

chronometer, fine Palmers; £13.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. twin - cylinder Wer-
ner. 26 by 2i Michelins, very smart

motiut ; £18.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Eex, spring forks,
vertical engine, spray, 26in. wheels,

special finish ; £12 lOs.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Minerva, mechanical
valves, spray ca,rburetter, magnifi-

cent climber; only wants seeing; £8 10s,

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. 1906 Eex, spring
forks, low frame, foot brake, alu-

minium finish ; £15 15s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Givaudan, late model,
spray, alnaost new, perfect every

way ; £15.

HALIFAX.-£2 deposit and six monthly
payments of 27s. 6d. secures 2? h.p.

Antoine, 2| h.p. Httmber, 3 h.p. Hobart,
3 h.p. Lloyds, 23 h.p. Minerva, 2i h.p.

Bucbet, 3J h.p. Eex; all guaranteed rim-
ning order.

HALIFAX Motor Exchanse.—Unrivalled
offer. In going order. 20s. deposit

and six monthly payments of 22s. 6d.

secures 1| h.p. Quadrant, 13 h.p. Min-
erva, 2 h.p. Minerva (mechanical valves,
spray), 2i h.p. magneto Singer, and 2 h.p.

magneto Simms.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-

change, or extended payments.
High-grade machines purchased for spot
cash.—16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone
766. Telegrams, Perfection.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cyde.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BOOTH'S Motor Exchange. Wade Street.

Halifax, offer the following bargains,
cash, credit, or exchange,

ANTOINE. twin, 6 h.p., nearly new, £22
10s.; 23 h.p. Antoine, good order, £6

15s.—Booth.

QUADRANT, 1908, magneto, 3i h.p.. just
delivered, big allowance for your

machine.—Booth.

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., 1907, nearly new,-

2i tyres, spring forks ; £25 10s. —
Booth's Exchange.

GARRARD, twin, spring forks, two
speeds, 2i Palmers, low built ; £18 18s.

—Booth.

MAGNETO Rex. 3i h.p., variable speed
pulley, spring forks, low built: £18

18s,—Booth.

BLACK and Gold finish, twin Rex, 6 h.p.,

spring forks, smart; £22 10s.—Booth.

MODEL de Luxe Rex, 5i h.p.. Roc clutch,
twin tyres, magneto ; £27 10s.—

Booth.

ARIEL. 3 h.p., low built, M.O.V., 26in.

wheels, smart and reliable; £11 10s.

-Booth.

MAGNETO J h.p. Clyde, vertical engine,
M.O-.V., smart looking, good hill-

climber; £11 10s.—Booth.

Tt/fAGNETO N.S.U., 3i h.p., low built,
IVX long bars, fully guaranteed; £22
10s.—Booth's Exchange.

MINERVA. Zi h.p. shop-soiled, spring
forks, 21 tyres, as received from

makers; £25 10s.—Booth.

ROVER, 3i h.p., vertical engine, M.O,V.,
tree engine, 26in. wheels, smart; £12

12=.—Booth.

MINERVA. 3J h.p., low built, up-to-date,
£16 15s, ; Minerva, 24 h.p,, £8 15s. —

Booth.

SPARK, 2J h.p., magneto, vertical
engine, 26in. wheels, very light, re-

liable; £10 10s.—Booth.

SHOP-SOILED 3i h.p. Rex, 1907 model,
£19 19s. ; shop-soiled Rex de Luxe,

£35.—Booth.

STEVENS. 4 h.p., low built, torpedo
tank, long bars, high-class ; £14 14s.

—Booth.

LIGHT and low, 3i h.p. Rex, spring
forks, 26in. wheels ; accept £5 15s.

and smaller powered machine.—Booth.

KERRY Twin, long bars, smart looking,
£22 10s.; Sarolea. 2i h.p., spring

forks, £10 10s.—Booth.

KERRY, 2J h.p.. low built, 26in. wheels,
spray, very reliable, smart; £11 10s.

—Booth.

1 Q06 3i h.p. Rex, spring forks ; accept
J-O £6 10s. and your high-built ma-
chine.—Booth.
CALVERT, 2% h.p.. low built, 26in.

wheels, vertical engine, good order;
£8 15s.—Booth.

CH.^.TER-LEA, 3J h.p., 25in. wheels, low
built, smart, very powerful ; £12 12s.

—Booth.

DE DION, 2i h.p.. low built, vertical
engine, spray, good order; £9 10s.

—

Booth.

DE DION, 2i h.p., less tank. Brown and
Barlow, exceedingly low btiilt; £6

15s.—Booth.

LIGHTWEIGHTS, Jap, 2* h.p, £8 15s,;

Quadrant, 13 h.p., £6 15s.; Minerva,
2 h.p., £5 15s.—Booth.

LIGHTWEIGHTS, Ormonde, 2| h.p.. £6
15s.; U h.p. Minerva, £5 15s.; 2ih.p.

Centaur, £7 10s.—Booth.

MORE Bargains like above ; write for
list. — Booth's Motor Exchange,

Wade Street, Halifax.

MANCHESTER and District. — 3i h.p.
1907 magneto Triumph; this mii-

ohine is' in excellent condition, and has
been well taken care of, the engine was
Teoently overhauled by the makers and
put in perfect running order, the tyres,
"enamel, and plating are all good, and the
machine can be inspected and the price
obtained on application to the Triumph
Cycle Co.'s Depot, 160, Deansgate, Man-
chester.

BOOTH'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE

Can give instant delivery of a

5i H.P. REX DE LUXE SHOP
SOILED.

FITMENTS.—Roc Clutch. Magneto. Black
Finish. Twin Tyres. Spring Seat. Gold line.

£35, or exchange. £17 10s. saved.

A Lovely TWIN REX. £22.
Plenty of power, plenty of comfort (sprinti

forks), and we guarantee you a good machine.
We will accept £6 and a decent 1906 3h h.p.

machine ; liberal allowances for lesser powered
machines. Write us, and you will be agreeably
surprised.

ASmartSih.p.LOW-BUILTREX. £16 16s.

Spring forks, will take any hill. We will relieve

you of a small amount of cash and your present
machine and supply you with above. Write us
to-day.

WRITE FOR OUR FULL LIST

of motor cycles and accessories. We are certain

to have something you require.

NEW 6 H.P. TWIN ANTOINE
(1907).

Comprising frame fitted with long handle-bar,
seat-pillar, chain wheel and cranks, wheels, belt
rim fitted, I'm. rubber belt, two cable brakes, tank,
wide mudguards. Fuller's twin coil, accumulator,
engine, carburetter, beautifully enamelled and
plated. Can be fitted toijether in a few hours,
making an up-to-date low-built machine. Price,
as above, £19 19s., or exchange.

TRICARS.
10 h.p. TWIN REXETTE open sprung

frame, two speeds, special finish £45 10
5 h.p. HUA'\BER, open frame, two

speeds, wheel steering, smart 35
4\ h.p. H UMBER, Phelon & Moore, two-

speed gear, wheel steering 22 10
4 h.p. TRENT, open framed wheel steer-

ing, two speeds 22 10
4 h p. REX, special engine, coach-built,

free engine, fan-cooled 16 16
6 h.p. REX Tricar, magneto, twin cylin-

ders, four-speed pulley 32 10

'9Q See this column for

Motop Cycles.
NON-TREMBLER. SYNTONIC TREMBLER.
MIDGET TYPE. 3,000 revolutions.

One cylinder 10/3 One cylinder .... 17/6
Twin cyhnders .. 21/- Twin cylinders .. 35/-

We make a liberal alluwance for your trouble-

some coil in part payment. Buy a FULLER
;md your misfiring troubles are over.

New Accumulators for Old.
Large stock Genuine Fuller's.

C2type 17/- Midget tvpe .. 16/-

Rex'type 16/- Alinerva type .. 17/-

Every cell guaranteed.

Patent non-corroding terminals. Made to with-
stand the vibration of a motor cycle. Large stock.

Quick delivery. We allow 5/6 for your old accu-

mulator in part payment.

CORONET SEAT PILLARS.
A few shop-soiled to clear at 9/6 each. Vibra-

lion entirely eliminated. Low riding position if

desired.

BOOTH'S "GRIPSKIN" BELT.
Enormous success. Made from selected parts

of liides, and cut to a correct angle. The best belt

at present on the market. Qu^l'ty bigh, price low

We send on appro, on receipt of P.O.

gin., 93., ^m., IOHm |in., 1/-, lin., 1/1.

Special terms to the trade.

High-class motor cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH,
Coponet Works, Wade Street,

HAL.IFAX.
Telephone I^JSy

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
YTTCNDEC Sp&cial Mo-tors from stock.—
V Woo-dman's, Pet-erborough.

£6 10s.—E-es, 3i ti.p., spray, good order,
—Eleineut, Eardisley, Hereford.

ANGLIAN Motor Cycles, with simplest
and most practical two-speed gear.—

Below.

T^jOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the mar-
J-J vellous lightweight; also

QIDECARS (Mills-Fulford cantor wheel).
and a special selection of s-^cond-

hand bicycles and ti-icars can be seen
and ti'ied at the London Agents. H. P.
Rose. Ltd., 28. Frith Street, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.

6 h.p. 1906 Pattern Phcenix Ouad, in good
running order; £40.—Write, C. Tay-

lor, Wye. Kent.

£6.—14 h.p. Minerva, in good condition.
—Cathery, Glengall Chambers, Glen-

gall Road, KUburn.

1 3. h.p. Light 1907 F.N., magneto, not run
X4 900 miles; £20.—Chapman's Garage.
Childs HiU. N.W.

31 h.p. Minerva Engine Motor Cycle.
2 new Chater-Lea frame and fittings,

new tyi'es ; £28.—Below.

Q3. h.p. Minerva Engine Motor Cycle.
^'4 Chatei*-Lea fittings, cut-out. foot-
rests, etc.; bargain. £16.—Below.

2 h.p. Phoenix, in perfect order: £10. or
nearest offer.—Below.

1 Q06 3 h.p. Triumph, magneto ignition,
X«J perfect order; £26; agents far Tri-
umphs.—The Hulbert-Braniley Motor Co.,
%, Cpper Eichmond Hoad. Putney.

MINERVA 21 h.p. Motor Bicycle, strong
frame, new co-ndition; £16.—Walton,

builder. Crook. Durham.
i Q06 5 h.p. Triumph, with accumulator
J-t/ ignition, perfect order.—Roe. 118,

Disraeli Road. Wandsworth.

Ql h.p., Duulops, good running order;
ii-1'4: trial ; £6 10a.—Ramsbottom, 205.

"\ATialley New Road, Blackburn.

i Q07 Triumph, new in August, good
±U condition; £36, or near offer.—H.
Gartrell. Chapel Street. Penzance.

riOR Sale. 3^ h.p. Kerry, perfect condi-
tion, overhauled, new Palmers and

tubes ; £14.—Richardson. Highbridge.

O h.p. Motor Cycle, very reliable; seenw any evening 8-9; best offer over £9.
—10, Howitt Road, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

LEEDS.—3^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low
frame, shop-soiled only; price £55.

complete, -all accessories.—Bridge ._ Gar-
age.

LEEDS.—4 h.p. twin N.S.U., magneto,
condition new; price £40.—Bi*idge

Garage.

LEEDS.-Centaur motor cycle, with side-
carriage, free engine, good condi-

tion; £29.—Bridge Garage.

LEEDS.—3 h.p. N.S.U., last year's cup
winner, new condition, mag-neto;

£29.—Bridge Garage.

LEEDS.—3 h.p. Hnmber motor cycle,
i-uuning oi'der ; £6, bargain.—Bridge

Garage.

LEEDS.-~5g h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new
condition; £45; exchanges arranged

for any machine. — Bridge Garage, 169,

Brigg-ate, Leeds.

3 h.p. Motor (De Dion) and sidecar, two-
speed gear, in new condition; photo;

£32 10s. — T. Slaughter, Weston-super-
Mare.

FOR Sale, 2^ h.p. lightweight, magneto,
spi-ing forks. Palmer tyres, low

built; £14 10s.—Boddington. Moreton-in-
Marsh

23. h.p. Clyde, splendid order, horn,
'4 tools, lamp (separate generator);

£10.—Clark, George Street, Ryde, Isle of
Wight.

FOR Sale, 25 h.p. Beeston Humber. Dun-
lope, thorough order; first reason-

able offer accepted.—J.B.. 56, Cale Street,
Chelsea. S.W.

LIVERPUDLIANS! — Call at 74. Bold
Street, and see latest models of

Triumph and Roc motors.—Hitchings are
the sole agenit«.

In ans\wering any advertisement on this page it is dtsirdbte tJiat you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4h.p. Bat. special built, faultless; £20,

cost £63.—Jjegge, Noah's Ark, Derby.

2a. b.p. F.N., 25 wheels, perfect condi-
4 tion ; £14 ; approval.—Birt Morris,

Bourne.

"J
Q07 Triumph, faultless, new condition,

J-V spares, lamp; £33.—Fayle, Temple
Road, Dublin.

23 h.p. F.N.. magneto ignition; £17.—
4 Wauchope'B, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street, London.

TWIN Eex, 5.5 h.p.. almost new; £16;
owner going abroad.—95. Main Street,

Kilwinning, Ayrshire.

ROC, 5 h.p., twin, with castor wheel
sidecar, new condition.—Rose, 28,

Frith Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.
QUADRANT. 3J h.p., magneto, like new ;

£25.—Rose, 28, Frith Street, Shaftes-
bury Avenue. W.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, nearly new; £22. or
exchange for good 3J h.p. and cash.

—Morris, photographer. Bourne.

3i h.p. Clarendon, good running order;
4 price £10. or near offer.—Stanbury,

Willowhayne, Worcester Park. Surrey.

2i h.p. Singer Motor Cycle, in perfect
2 condition, magneto ignition, acety-

lene lamp, etc.; £9.—B. Golding, Dav-
entry.

QUADRANT. 3 h.p., just been enam-
elled, plated, low; £13. or offer.—

Goldwasser. 25, Southampton Street. Pen-
tonville.

1 Q06 Rex, 5-6 h.p., twin-cylinder, Clin-LV chers, spring frame, good condi-
tion; cash offers only.—Mawson. draper.
OUbrecambe.

21 h.p. M.M.O., in good order, spares,
2 Watawata, trembler, must sell;

£8 10s.—Dee. 41. Hertford Road. Lower
Edmonton.

IF Ton Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.
London. E.G.

2 h.p. Lightweight, Buchet engine, very
powerful, low frame, vertical en-

gine; £15. — Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street. E.G.

3 h.p. Triumph, perfect running order
and condition ; price £20. —

Gressoney, Stormont Road, Hampstead
Lane. Highgate. N.

TRIUMPHS, 1903, immediate delivery,
second-hand Triumphs taken ex-

change. — Morriss, 139, Pinchley Road,
Swiss Cottage. N.W.

3 h.p. Humber, free engine, starting
handle, low frame, perfect running

order; £12, or best offer. — Robson, 11a,
Blomfield Street. E.C.

Ih.p. Lightweight, excellent condition,
fast little machine; £7 10s.; seen

and tried after 8.30 p.m.—F.B., 53, College
Street. Islington, N.

5X h.p. Twin N.S.U., two ignitions, two
2 speeds, perfect condition; going

cheap.—Particulars, Box 9,375. The Motor
Cycle Offices. Coventry.

£8.—2J h.p. Peugeot, good condition,
lamp, horn, two accumulators, new

back tyre and inner tube. — 318. Cable
Street. St. George's, E.

ROC and N.S.U. Agent.—In stock: 4 h.p.
Roc, with two-speed gear. 3 h.p.. 35

h.p., and 6 h.p. N.S.U.'s.-Hodgson. 10,

Horton Road. Bradford.

21 h.p. Kerry, splendid condition, spray,
2 very fast, tyres almost new, 26in.

wheels; a bargain, £10 10s.—Egbert Spear-
man, Bishop's Storttord.

NEW Phelon and Moore, 1908 model, 23
h.p.. Grose non-skid on back wheel;

take £43 cash; giving up motoring. — 8,

Oxford Road, Southport.

Q h.p. Triumph. Fafnir engine, plain
O coil, accumulator, new Wataw.-ita
and Palmer, grand hill-climber.—99. Mit-
cham Koad. Tooting. S.W.

ORMONDE, 3 h.p.. accumulator, he?.J-
light. tyre new. low, long handles,

good running condition: trial; £8 10s.,

or nearest offer. — White. Grenofan,
Heathfield. Sussex.

Special Bargain.
3i h.p. AUTOMOTOR, vertical engine,

Longuemare carburetter, genuine
B.S.A. motor frame, all accessories,
guaranteed £8 17 6

CASH, CREDIT or EXCHANGE.
4J h.p. G.B., magneto, Nala two speeds.. £37
3 h.p. FAIRY, twin, like new 19
3i h.p. MINERVA, maeineto ignition .: 23
5i h.p. Mattneto Twin REX, 1907 29
5ih.p. REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres 26
4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, 1007 27
4-5 h.p. Twin GARRARD, Mixfield 16
3J h.p. BAT, sprins; frame, 26in. wheels.. 18
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, verv low 22
5 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, lovely goer .

.

23
Si h.p. Twin REX, lovely goer 20
4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, 1907 22
3} h.p. BROWN, M.O. v., vertical 17
3Jh.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, etc 15
3i h.p. 1905 REX, spring forks. 26" wheels 13
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, lovely goer 25
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V 12
2J h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26" wheels 11
2i h.p. TRIUMPH, smart goer 12
3 h.p. KERRY, fine machine 12
21 h.p. JAP, spray, footrests 11

LIGHTWEIGHTS, NOW IN FASHION.
tj h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26' wheeU.... £6 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart 7 10
2| h.p. HUMBER, spray 9
21 h.p. REGAL, vertical, spray, 26" wheels 9
2J h.p. WHITELEY, spring, vertical .... 9
2i h.p. CYCLONE, spring, vertical 7

TRICARS.
3Jh.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., fan-cooled . . £17
3i h.p. QUADRANT, Phcenix, two speeds 18
5* h.p. REX, twin engine, two speeds .. 22

ENGINES.
2i h.p. ANTOINE £1 15
3 h.p. ARIEL engine, powerful 2 19
3i h.p. 1907 QUADRANT, new, perfect.. 4 10
3 h.p. BREVETE, good goer 2 19
3 h.p. AUTO-MOTOR, fine engine .... 8 19
3 h.p. DE DION, fitted two speeds ....
4 h.p. STEVENS, splendid engine .... 6
4.5 h.p. ASTER, water-cooled 5 10
3ih.p. STANDARD, good 8 3
3i h.p. QUADRANT, quite new, complete 6 10
3 h.p. DE DION pattern 2 19

SIDECARS.
Rigid £3 10 Ariel, rigid £3 10
Montgomery 4 10|British Standard 5

CANTILEVER
SPRING SEATS.

Luxurious and strong.
Fit any machine.

10/- each.

200 LYCETT'S

"LIGHTNING"
STANDS.

Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For either 24in., 26in.,
or 2Sin. wheels.

Note the price

—

4/9 per paii.

Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.

High Class MOTOR CYCLES WANTED
FOR CASH. MONEY WAITING.

E. FARRAR.
Albion Warki, Square Road, HALIFAX.

CONTACT MAKERS,
DISTRIBUTORS,

SPARKING PLUGS,
AND

SPRING HANDLE-BARS
Are acknowledged by all to be

the best.

WAOe & JONES, Ltd.,

95, Oolmore Row, Birmlngliafn.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5i h.p. Twin Kerry, Bennett-Monk free

2 engine, reliable
; photo 2d. ; £20.

bargain; approval. — Budland, 39. Vic-
toria Koad, Middlesbrough.

3 h.p. Whitley, Chater-Lea, Dermatine,
Clinchers, brass headlight, low ; £9

10s., or cash and sidecar; after 7.—1, Tre-
port Street. Wandsworth.

MINEEVA, twin-cylinder. 4i'h.p. en-
gine, in perfect condition, £8 lOs.

;

Phoenix two-speed gear, chain drive. £3
10s.—Sloan, Boyle, Ireland.

31 h.p. Brown, magneto ignition, Pal-
2 mer tyres. Millennium stand, splen-

did order ; sacrifioe £19. — Lloyd, boot
manufaoturer, I^amington.

LADY'S Motor Bicycle, Singer, 2i h.p..
spring pillar seat, splendid condi-

tion; £15, inclusive speedometer.—F.S.. 21,
Duke's Avenue, Muswell Hill.

LIGHT Low Hex Motor Cycle, 26 wheels.
3J h.p., perfect condition ; excep-

tional bargain. £12; photo; trial.—Lloyd.
Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

A EIEL Lightweight. 2i h.p.. apring:
j~\- forks, two accumulators, stand,
spares, tools, good condition; great bar
gain, £12.—Parkin. East Boldou.

23 h.p. Late 1907 Minerva, perfect. £15
4 153.; also 3 h.p. Eover. £15; no

offers ; owner bought car ; no room. —
Motor, 15, Halford Eoad. Leyton.

3i h.p. Antoiue. low frame, Longue-
2 mare carburetter. Palmer tyres.

Watawata belt, worth seeing; price £16.
—Squire, 122, Hackne.v Eoad, London.

MINEEVA, 1907, standard model. 3J h.p..
new June, scarcely used. Contin-

entals, unpunctured. spring forks; £23.
—Wray. 18. Terminus Eoad. Eastbourne.

LIGHTWEIGHT 2i h.p. Jap. low bnilt.
Druid forks, spring saddle. Whittle

belt, splendid running order; trial; £18:
bought car.—Eidge. Carlton House. En-
aeld.

F.N., 23 h.p., just thoroughly over-
hauled, spriug forks, low, fast, new

Dunlop, long bare, accumulator, acces-
sories; £13.—J.S.. 15, Station Eoad, Wat-
ford.

23 h.p. F.N.. Chater-Lea, Duco-Plex, M.
4 and B. plain coil, girder, nearly

new, low frame ; expert examination ; £19.
—Motor, 73, Manor Eoad, West Ham.
Essex.

GENUINE 4 h.p. Bat, splendid condi-
tion, accumulator ignition, well

sprung, footboards, accessories; £19. or
offer.—Blomer, 22, Broad Street, Leo-
minster.

41 h.p. Twin-cylinder Minerva, E.O.M.
2 contact breaker, very serviceable

and perfect machine; £21, very lowest.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. .Fleet Street.
London.

31 h.p. Eex, Longuemare, Sin. Contin-
4 ental, adjustable pulley, rebushed

and new piston, in splendid order; bar-
sain, £10 109.—Clarke. 13. Blythe Vale,
Catford.

31 h.p. Kelecom Motor Cycle, condition
2 as new, must sell, as having tri-

car; any trial here: £16. or offers.

—

Harris. 58. Eathbone Street, Canning
Town.

IF Intending Purchasers of motor cycles.
tricars, etc., will communicate wltli '-'

Box 9,426, they wiU hear something to-

their advantage. Northern riders especi-
ally.

01 h.p. Minerva, genuine throughout, in

iU2 perfect condition, with tools,

spares, brass headlight, etc.; £12. or near
offer.—White, 6. Kilworth Avenue. South-
end-on-Sea.

03. h.p. Kerry Motor Cycle, splendid run-
^4z ning order, reliable, new belt,

horn, stand, toolbag, some spares; seen
evening; 10 guineas cash. — Miller, 46.

Glenloch Eoad, Haverstock Hill, London.
N.W.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1906 pattern, but very
2 little used, and as new, enamel

and plating perfect, spring forks, tyres
un&cratched, very fast and splendid hill-

climber, with all spares, stand, etc.:

price £25, no offers.—G.G., 34, Cambridge
Place, Paddington. W.

In answering any advertisement on tkit page it is desirable tluit you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MlAUDE'S.—4J h.p. twin Minerva, 2Mn.

tyres, standard : £25.

MAUDE'S.—Bex, 1907 model, blue finish.

5 h.p.. splendid condition; £22.

MAUDE'S.—R-ex de Luxe, Eoc free en-
gine in new condition throughout

:

£28.

MAUDE'S.—Rex. 6 h.p., 2iin. Model de
Course. Continentals. cantile-ver

seat: £21.

MAUDE'S.—Rex. 3| h.p., spring forks,
spray, trembler, 1906 model, a

beauty ; £15.

MAUDE'S.—6 h.p. Bat, Jap engine, just
been overhauled by the makers. 1907

model; £32.

MAUDKS.—Bex, 1905, low built, spray,
26in. wheels; £12.

Tl/TAUDE'S.-Bex, 1904, Phoenix two-speed
IVJ.' gear, suit sidecar; £13.

MiAUDE'S.—R«x. 1904, 3J h.p., in very
good condition ; £10.

MAUDE'S.—Bex, 3 h.p., vertical, beauti-
fully enamelled; £7.

MAUDE'S.—31 h.p. Minerva, new rear
tyre, vertical, being thoroughly

overhauled ; £14.

MAUDE'S.—Werner, twin-cylinder, 3i

h.p., 26in. wheels, low built, spring
forks; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical
engine, beautifully enamelled in

green; £10.

MAUDE'S.—2J h.p. (Minerva, in good
i running order throughout ; £7.

"VT^UDE'S.—Fafnir, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels,
IVL long handle-bars, low built ; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Centaur, 34 h.p., vertical,
BlOO saddle, low built, free engine,

26in. wheels; £15.

MAUDE'S.-Vindeo Special, 2| h.p., mag-
neto (high tension), low built, 26in.

wheels, splendid condition; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2i h.p., spray car-
buretter, very good tyres ; £10.

MAUDE'S.—3J h.p. Rover, vertical, tree
engine. 26in. wheels, just the thing

for a sidecar; £20.

TV/TiAUDE'S.—Jap, 2J h.p. engine, like
IVJ. new, £8; Cunard, 3| h.p.. £10.

MAUDE'S.—Quadrant, 2 h.p.. £6; An-
toine, 2 h.p., £5.

MAUDE'S.—13 h.p. N.S.D. lightweight,
magneto, late 1907 model; £20.

MAUDE'S.—Mitchell, spray carburetter,
good tyres; special price £5.

MAUDE'S.—Fafnir, 24 h.p., £10; Min-
erva, 2 h.p., spring forks, £9; an-

other, £8.

MAUDE'S. — Ariel lightweight, 26in.
wheels, 24 h.p., £10.

MAUDE'S.—Bayliss, 34 h.p.; £10; splen-
did puller.

MAUDE'S.-Noble, 3 h.p,, spray. 26in.
wheels, low built, perfect order ; £10.

Ty/TAUDE'S.—De Dion, vertical, 21 h.p.,
i.yj_ long handle-bars, spray carbur-
etter; £10.

MAUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto, non-
skid to rear; £8.

MAUDE'S.—The machines listed below
are ideal lightweights, and can be

recommended for solo work.

MAUDE'S.—14 h.p. Gerrard, new front
tyre, spray carburetter, coil and

accumulator ignition; £6.

MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. Ormonde, belt drive,
spray carburetter, very good puller;

£6.

MAUDE'S.—1| h.p. Minerva, spray,, good
tyres, guaranteed running order

;

your cycle and £4.

MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. Zedel, newly painted,
engine and everything perfect,

weight BOlbs., 26in. wheels, very low
built; £12.

MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.T., spray
carburetter, good tyres; £6.

"Il/TAUDE'S.—To prove that our second-
-iTi hand motor cycles are intended for
road usage, write for our terms for road
delivery, and you will be a buyer.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street,
Halifax. Sole agents for JMinerva

motors.

y

MINERVA.

MOTO-REVK.

LIBERAL EXCHANGE OFFERS
for New Motor Cycles of any

make.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

TRICARS.
£ s, d.

Garrard Tricar, three-speed, -water-
cooled 30

Riley, 4* h.p., two-speed, water-cooled 35
Rex Triette, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder .

.

28
Humber Tricar, chain drive . . .

.

15
Rexette, 8-io h.p., open frame, two

speeds, water-cooled.J seat three,
wheel steering . . , . .

.

40

Aster Tricycle, in lovely condition and
perfect running order for . . .

.

5

Lovely Sidecar, 2Sin. wheel, tyres as
new , . . . .

.

4 10

CARS.
Gobron Brillic, i6 h.p., equal wheels,

very fast 100
Motor Cycle, Tricar, or Small Car part.

ACCESSORIES.
2* Jap Engine and Longuemare Car-

buretter 2 15
Osborue Four-speed, perfect . . .

.

2 15
Osborne Free Engine 17 6
Electric Horn Attachment . . .

.

5
Salsbury Car Headlights, pair. . .

.

5
Jin. Leather Belting, per foot. . .

.

6J
Lightweight Engine, I i- h.p 2 O"
Twin Trembler Coil " 12 6
" Star " Force ain Plugs . . .

.

10
Charging Plant. (large) .. .. .. 4
Kelecom 2J Engine 3
Steering Wheel, dished 7 6

*'STRATEX" BELTING.
|in. .

.

I in. (4 ply)
lin. (5 ply)

10 6
15 6
17 6

per 8ft. 6in. lengths.

CONTINENTAL TYRES.
26x2in .. 24/3 28 x 2in. .. 25/6
26 X 2iin. . . 28/9 28 x 2 Jin. . . 30/-
26 X 2iin. . . 33/- 28 X 2|in. . . 35/3

3/- allowed on old covers, and 1/6 on old tubes ii

part payment.

Immediate Delivery Guaranteed.

Maude's Motor Mart,

POWELL STREET, HALIFAX
(behind the Victoria Hall).

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
FOR Sale. Triumph. Zl h.p., 1907, st.-ind-

ard. magneto, perfect condition,
heavy tread on back tyre; price £53, no
offers.—No. 9.138, The Motor Cycle Offices.
Ooyentry.

MOTOSACOCHE. magneto or accumu-
lator, 1903, new model. Empire type-

writer, or collection of stamps, taken
in part payment. — Ignatius Knaster,
Cambridge.

31 h.p. Genuine Minerva, plating, enam-
2 elling, belt, tyre, all new, spring

forks, spares; cash wanted, sacrifice £20,
near offer. — Write, Beadle. 154. Powis
Street, Woolwich.

3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks, spring
2 saddle, special silent e.xhanst, pei--

fect order, just been overhauled and re-
enamelled ; £16 10a. — Hicks. 67a, High
Street, Maldon, Essex.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, Chater - Lea
2 frame, Druid spring forks, 2^1n.

Palmer tyres, in first-class order; price,
including numerous spares, £27 10s.—Hay-
ward, Skinnergate, Darlington.

31 h.p. Kex. spiring forks, low frame,
stand-carrier, horn, two acchmu-

laitors, and other spares, ridden 900 miles;
genuine bargain, £11 10s.—Plumber, 13,

Northlands Street, Camberwell.

ROC, 4 h.p., standard Military Model,
I free engine, single gear, magneto

ignition, absolutely new, as received from
makers, late 1907, cancelled order; £35.

—

Hartley Clegg, Motors, Burnley.

3 h.p. Quadrant, perfect goer, spring
' forks. BlOO saddle. 2i Palmer tyres,

two accumulators, stand, spares and
tools, numbers, lamp, etc. ; £15. close
offer.—92, Ingram House, Stockwell.

FOE Sale, 2J h.p. Bradbury Motor Cycle,
spray carburetter, thorough work-

ing order, condition equal to new ; £10,
offers wanted.—Apply, J. Hornby, cycle
dealer. Great Eccleston. near Garstang.

21 h.p. Kerry, overhauled last month.
2 perfect running order, and excel-

lent condition ; seen any evening between
7 and 8 by appointment only; £13; no
offers entertained.—CO., 18, Allison Hoad,
Hornsey.

FOE Sale, four-cylinder Binks motor
cycle, 5 h.p., free engine, footboards,

bucket seat, most comfortable, reliable
and last, guaranteed; £24; consider ex-
change.—Whitehouse, 32, Eeform Street.
Dundee.

3 h.p. Quadrant, low type. Longuemare
carburetter, girder forks. Brooks

saddle, tyres sound, new belt and accu-
mulator, perfect running order, little

used; £16. — Stokes, 97. High Street.
Evesham, Worcester.

£14 (no offers).—Ariel-Minerva. 2J h.p.,
handle-bar control, engine (new

cylinder) just overhauled, tyres splen-
did, lamp, horn, carrier, stand, new
spare belt.—C.J.N.P., 14, Dalgarno Gar-
dens, North Kensington.

11 h.p. Minerva, F.N. spray, splendid
2 condition, climb anything, equal

many 2J h.p., new Palmer special tyres;
best offer, or exchang-e 2i h.p. Minerva
and cash.—P. W. Maratal, Stoke Golding-
ton, Ne\\T)ort Pagnell, Bucks.

31 h.p. Minerva, mag-neto, Mabon
2 clutch, tyres uncut, new Shamrock

belt, splendid condition, only ridden nine
months, all accessories, tools, spares;
£23.-18, Clerkenwell Eoad, evenings, 138

Bethune Eoad. Stamford Hill. N.

31 h.p. Peugeot, 80 by 98, vertical en-
2 gine. geared 3 to 1, very fast ma-

chine, has spring forks, and would be
suitable for road or track racing; this

machine is practically new; £22 lOs.-
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.

-< 007 3i h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, spring
JlV forks, magneto, in perfect condi-
tion. Smith's butt-ended tubes, spare
valve, practically new, not done 600

miles; only requires to be seen; £36.—
Duncan. 2, St. Mary's Place, St. Andrews,
Pifeshire.

03. h.p. Kerry, specially built open
,-i4, frame, new Stratex belt, B90 saddle,

spring seat-pillar, tyres in good condi-
tion, and Milltord rigid sidecar, with
apron, thoroughly overhauled; bargain.
£14 10s.. or separate.—48, Station Eoad.
Manor Park. Essex.

In answering any admrfisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycl
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAKPSTBAD.—25 h.p. MinerTa, vertical,

M.O.V., 26 wheels, lamp, horn, stand,
etc., splendid condition ; £13.

HAMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. Bat. spring frame,
non-skid tyre, all spares; £15, great

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—1908 II h.p. lightweight
P.N., brand new, slightly soiled;

only £30.

HAMPSTEAD. — 23 h.p. Griffon, 1907.
splendid condition, new tyre, all

spares ; £14, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 23 h.p. Brown, grand
condition, just overhauled, all

spares included; £U. bargain.

AMPSTEAD.-5i h.p. twin Kerry, very
low, long handle-bai's, suit sidecar;H

£20.

HAMPSTEAD.—1908 lightweight Griffon,
shop-soiled ; only £27 ; climb any

hill; great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Agents for F.N.'s, Tri-
umphs, Minervas. Griffon; liberal

allowance, or exchanges.-5, Heath Street,
Hampstead, N.W.

31 h.p. Vindec, Truffault, magneto; £27.
2 —85, Fairholt Road, Stoke Newing-

ton.

Qi h.p. London (new), M.O.T. ; £4, or02 offer. — 25, Green Dragon Lane,
Brentford.

£8.—Humber, 23 h.p., very little worn;
offer.—18, Hailsham Avenue, Streat-

ham. S.W.

23. h.p. Kerry; best offer gets it; fast,
4 reliable. — G.S., 587. Seven Sisters

Road, Tottenham.

3 h.p. Kerry, Clinchers, scarcely used,
splendid hill-climber.—Varcoe. St.

Austell, Cornwall.

TETUMPH, 3 h.p., nearly new. fast, and
powerful; £17 10s.—Werry, 200, (jiu

Street, London. E.C.

13 h.p. Minerva, spray, 26in. Clinchers,
4 grand condition; £6. offers.

—

Ryder, Eaton Bray, Beds.

GOOD, reliable 6 h.p. Civil Service,
spring forks, footboards; £25.—

Frank Pirth, Bingley, Yorks.

31 h.p. Fafnlr. Chater No. 6. spring
2 forks, perfect; £18. — Layland.

Beechfield, Greenhill, "Wigan,

LIGHTWEIGHT, splendid order, tyres
uncut; £8 10s.. bargain.—53. Bel-

mont Street, Kentish Town.

3i h.p. Minerva, perfect condition ; com-
2 pulsory sale, bargain, £14.—Gray.

Fishergate Terrace, Portslade.

CLYDE 2 h.p. Motor Cycle, Clincher,
magneto, thoroughly overhauled-

£9.—G. H. Wait and Co.. Leicester.

CLYDE 2J h.p. Motor Cycle. Clincher
tyres, magneto, recently over-

hauled; £10.—G. H. Wait and Co., Lei-
cester.

23. h.p. Curry Motor Cycle. Longuemare
4 carburetter, A Won tyres, recently

overhauled; £13 10s.—G. H. Wait and Co..
Leicester.

REALLY Powerful 2i h.p. Stevens; cost
£35, will sacrifice £7; perfect.—29,

Chester Street, Wolverhampton.

31 h.p. White and Poppe. genuine Swift.
2 perfect; £16 16s. — H.. Westwood,

Broad Lane, Hampton. Middlesex.

C.
A. HUNTER'S Motto, " Promptitude."
Quadrant motor cycles less than

list prices.—45, Park Street, Bristol.

23. h.p. De Dion, working order; £10, or
4 good push bike and cash.—6, Ogil-

vie Road. Desborough, High Wycombe.
GENUINE 3i h.p. Quadrant, with side-

carriage; bargain. £22.—.Jakeman,
75, Hawthorne Street, Totterdown, Bristol.

1 n08 Light Twin Vindec, not ridden 300,

i"n-„'i^,n?'^?/ bo'ight ear; £42—Box
No. 9,488, The Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

ONE 23 h.p. Kerry Motor; £15, or will
exchange two cycles and £10.—C h.

Bennett, 3, Morgan Street, Canning Town.
4i h.p. Tivin Minerva, terrific pacer

2 new condition. Palmer cord back-
2A guineas, — Varcoe. St. Austell. Corn-
ivall.

REX-N.S.U.
Prompt delivery of all 1998 models. Any ma-

chine taken in exchange at a liberal allowance. Get
our qiiotition before dealin?, or you'll regret it.

Our requirements of second-hand machines enable
us to nuke

UNPRECEDENTED
ALLOWANCES.

Genuine, powerful, charming TWIN REX,
guaranteed in running order, spring forks, low
built, goes like a flash, £22.

itI6 GIVEN
for 1906 Rex, £13 for 1905 Rex, £11 10s. for 1904
Rex, or £10 10s. for 1903 Rex in part payment.
Cash, excliange, or easy payments.

NEW MACHINES.
1908 2i h.p. REX Feather\veit;ht, magneto £26 5
1908 3* h.p. REX Tourist, m.igneto 36 15
1903 3* h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto .. 47 5
1908 5 h.p. REX Tourist, magneto 42
1908 5 h.p. REX DE LU XE, 'magneto .. 52 10
1908 3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto 42
1908 51 h.p. N.S.U., magneto 52
1908 2| h.p. PEUGEOT, special frame . . .

.

25

SHOP-SOILED.

1907 3} h.p. REX, spring forlcs £19 19
1907 5 h.p. REX, spring forks 23
1907 5 h.p. REX, magneto 28 10
1907 5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, black finish 35

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, mag., Roc clutch £27 10
Sl h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, 1907 27 10

3i h.p. PHELON & MOORE, magneto 34
7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, practically new 30
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks 25
6 h.p. 1907 Twin REX 23
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX 22
5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two speeds 23 10
4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto 22 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels .. 22 10
4 h.p. ANT01NE,26x2iin. Clinchers .... 16 10

3 h.p. BAT, like new, two speeds 20

3i h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2.iin. Palmers .. 17 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, spray .. 13
3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, tyres good 15 ID
31 h.p. KERRY, vertical, spring forks 16 10

3* h.p. MINERVA, spring forks, M.O.V. .. 17 10
2| h.p. MINERVA, spring forks, M.O.V. .. 14 10

31 h.p. CLARENDON, spray, fine tyres .. 13 10

3J h.p. 1907 Magneto REX, twospeeds 24
3" h.p. M.M.C., vertical, spray, Palmers . . 13
Slh.p. Twin REX, cantilever, 2i P Unions 22

3| h.p. REX, trembler, aluminium finish .. 11 10

2} h.p. DE DION, new tyre, and belt spray 12 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, magnificent cHmber 10 10

3* h.p REX 1906, 2Jin. tyres, extra good 16 5
3" h.p. AUTOMOTOR, 26 wheels, spray, low 10 10
55 h.p. Twin REX, Leeds-London machine 22 10
2ih.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, long bars, sp'y 11 10

2| h.p. ANTOINE, .sprav, trembler, good .. 9 10
3 h.p. ROVER, 26v2Jin., Palmers, sprav 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, fine, 2lin. Palmers, spray 13 10

2^ h.p. AURORA, vertical engine, spray .. 11

3.1 h.p. HOBART, excellent condition, spray 12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, good machine .. 8 10

3J h.p. REX. spray, fine climber 11 10

31 h.p. MINERVA, 26x2iin. Clinchers .. 18 10
3" h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, vertical .. 16

3i h.p. REX. 26 <-2in., spray, blackfinish .. 13 15

2Jh.p. STEVENS, spray, 26x2 Clinchers.. 11 10

2i h.p. BUCHET, vertical, good condition.. 11 10

2I h.p. SINGER, magneto, chain drive 7 10

TRICARS.

6 h.p. Twin ADVANCE, wheel steering ..£35
51 h.p. REX TRIETTE, twin cylinder 29 10

4i h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA 32 10

6 h.p. ANTOiNE.Chater-Lea. threespeeds 39 10

5 h p. HUMBER, open frame, two speeds 45

SJh.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 35
4 h.p. REX Tricar, Phoenix, two-speed ..21
3J h.p REX. Osborne, four speeds 24

5i h.p. REXETTE. water-cooled, twospeeds 35

High-class machines wanted for spot cash

The Halifax Motor Exchange

16. WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
Telephone 766. Telec:rams, " Periection

In answering any advertisemenl on this page it is desirable that you

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£9 lOs.—2i h.p. Kerry, low built, new

tyres, good hill-climber; buying
TrlumpH.—flatton. 36, Church Avenue,
Mortlake.

BARGATN.—2| h.p. Hobart, low seat,
Longuemare spray, good order, £10;

also good trailer. £2. — Bwart, draper.
Maryport.

2 h.p. Triumph, 3 h.p. Quadrant, and 2|
h.p. De Dion-Bat; cheap; guaran-

teed.—Box 9,489, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

3 h.p. F.N. Motor Cycle, in perfect con-
dition

; open to expert examination.
—Apply. 57, South Park Eoad, Wimble-
don, S.W.

Ol h.p. Peugeot, spring forks, all in per-^1 feet order; £10 lOs.—Pearson,
Glengyron. Mount Pleasant Eoad, New
Maiden, Surrey.

31 h.p. Eex, many improvements, E.I.C.
coil, Eowden brake, etc., spares,

perfect condition; £16 16e.—Bee. Chapel
Street. Preston.

23. h.p. Minerva, spring forks, Bowden
4 exhaust lift, stand, carrier, horn,

lamp, spare tube; £16. — Lane, Eubber
Works, Melksham.

Ol h.p. Durkopp, ball bearing engine,
1^2 trembler, spray, spring forks, good
eondition ; 10 guineas.-11, Avenue Eoad,
Goldhawk Eoad, W.

KEEET, 5 h.p., twin, perfect condition,
non-skid Daek, spares, 5 to 50 miles

an hour; £17 lOs.-Motor. 27. Oraubrook
Park, Wood Green.

33. h.p. N.S.U., magneto, tyres 24in. by
4 2^in., machine unscratched, as

new, only run 400 miles.—8, Barrett Street,
Manchester Square, W.

1 Q07 3J h.p. Ariel, in splendid condition,
i-O steel studded on back; absolute
bargain, £16 10s.; seen any time.—104,
Hampstead Eoad, N.W.

2i5 h.p. Clyde, magneto, Longuemare,
4 Clinchers, thorough order; £17

10s. ; after 7.—B. Poole. Killowen, Holden
Eoad, Woodside Park, N.

4 h.p. Humber chain-driven motor cycle,
with Trimo attachment, everything

perfect, overhauled; any trial; offers.—.
Hunt, Cawthorne, Barnsley.

31 h.p., Chater No. 6. Dermatine belt,
2 new tyre, in good condition; take .

£12 125. for quick sale; bought twin tri-
car.—50, Beverley Eoad, Hull.

6 h.p. J.A. P., Montgomery flexible side-
"

car. Palmer cords, two belts, spare
tube and spares; £33; any trial.—Brown,
215, Broad Street. Birmingham.

23. h.p. Clarendon, Longuemare, 2J tyres,
4 unpunctured. Elswlck green, new

accumulator, just re-bushed; £10.—Cox,
40, Leyspring Eoad, Leytonstone.

C.
A. HUNTEE, Bristol and District :

-Agent for N.S.U.'s. L.M.C.'s, Silvers,
and Quadrants. Telegrams, Hunter, Park
Street, Bristol. Telephone. 2978.

31 h.p. Vindec Special. Simms-Bosch
2 magneto, 26 by 2i Palmer tyres,

,

Brooks saddle, spares ; £22 ; approval. —
Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton, W.
MINEEVA, 2 h.p., exceptionally good

condition, specially fitted up. Pal-
mer tyres, as new, many extras; £12 128.

—39, high Street, Marylebone. London.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Longuemare carburetter, ,

DuHlops, two brakes, stand, carrier,
toolbag, lamp, horn, spares; £16 10a.; .

gerfect motor.—94, Clifton Crescent. Peck-
am.

Qn '^y ^^ M-^^-C. low seat, long bars,
OU carburetter jet variable while run-
ning, auxiliary exhaust; £9 15s. ; good
condition. — 115, Pembury Boad, Totten-
ham.
QUADKANT, 3i h.p.. with rigid sidecar,

condition as new, with lamp, apron,
toolbox, and spare parts; trial run given;
price £32.—Eobini, Duhvlch Eoad. Heme
Hill, S.E.

BEPOEB Purchasing your new mount
for Easter, call at the Grove Motor

and Cycle Works, 141, High Street, Mer-
ton, S.W.. and inspect some really good
second-hand motor cycles, all in thorough
running order.

mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£13.—35 h.p. Centaur, in first-class order.

—Boutle, 7. Elmington Terrace,
Camberwell.

3] h.p. Eex, perfect condition, £15; 23
h.p. Noble, £7.—Johnson, Mireside,

Cark-in-Cartmel.

TEHrMPHS in Eotherham.—Sole Agent,
Ernest Cross, 45, Effingham Street.

Early delivery.

ROO, 35 h.p., magneto, free engine
clutch, excellent order; £19 19s.,

close offer.—Below.
CENTAUK, 3i h.p.. late model, new con-

dition; £15 10s.—Whittle, 41. Skel-
brook Street, Earlsfleld.

TWO-SPEED and free, 3J h.p. Minerva,
excellent order; £20.-^1, Landor

Eoad, Stockwell.

6 h.p. Autoine Twin, new condition,
spring forks; £23.-47, Camden

Grove, Peckham.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks ; £26
2 10s.; wanted. 3J h.p. Minerva.—92

Bromley Street, Stepney, E.

TEIUMPH, late 1907 model, guaranteed
perfect throughout ; £32; approval

—Parker, Melbourne, Berby.

FAENIE, 3 h.p., Chater, Longuemare,
low powerful; £15, offer.—Whittle,

Grocer, Mertou Road, Wandsworth.

3 h.p. Advance, good condition. Palmer
tyres, spare cover, etc. ; £16. or near

offer.—Jeffery, High Street, Guildford.

Jy^Pf-r;'* ^P ^«==' 1505, newly enamel-
«-/ led black, overhauled, perfect; £12-
buying tricar.-H.E.P., 6, Leopold Road.

41 h.p Excelsior, in splendid condition
*^ throughout; no rubbish; £16-

must sell.—Stewart. Stirling Eoad, Dun-
blane.

'T'EnJMPHS. 1908 models in stock; lib-
O-. eral allowances for second-hand ma-
chines, any make.—Parker, Melbourne
Uerby.

O h.p Quadrant and 2 h.p. Minerva, both
« in= ^? ^?-^ ^^P* ^°'^ perfect; £12 and
£8 lOs.-^. Stimpson, Broad Walk, Strat-
lord-on-Avon.

Ri h.p. White and Poppe, two accumu-
lators, B.M. coil, Gloria belt as

piriko^f^ET^-^-^-
''' «-^-- «^-^"

P"*^^. ^^?
,
'^P- twin-cylinder, fast,

t.^iJ'^^^^'^-g^^- .^" spares and acces-

EttSurjiort
"'' ~ °°''^- "'"den,

KESET, 5 h.p.. Twin-cylinder. 25 tyres
spring forks, only used three

DaventrV
^"*°^^^-J^'"^^- High Street!

87 ^ni.'
Sarolea engine, nearly new,"i Chater-Lea frame, very low Peter

loiTko7nnr''"' ""''-" B-^"'^

87 ^-^^ F°^ Triumph, magneto, little"^ .
used, perfect condition; trial by

^aTco^lSfe"""™"" ^"'' ^""^ «-d
JP9 10S.--2J h.p Lightweight, low. ver-^ ,

t«al. climb anything and beat most
fliU^-'^est N"ofw^l^d."^"-'''

^^---3°--

87 V- Ormonde-Kelecom, Model de

fast ,-S""j:r *?,'T^;
spring seat-pillar,

;
b^r!^,J^A'i!?^uitlLi^^-^"^"^^^'

^™'^-

j

lyirNEEVA, 35 h.p., brand new. neveriij. been on the road. £24; sidecar,nearly new; 4 guineas.—2. Burne Street,Edgware Eoad, London.

91 ^-V- Jap, Chater-Lea, Stanley-Der-
WT.I?^*'"^', Continental back, excel-
lent little machine ; £12, or offer.—E. Hay.warley, Bromley. Kent.

£}^-^^?:^¥^^'^- as new. 2i h.p. Minerva.^ Eadies girder frame. Palmers (2J).

wS^i ^°5 i^™P 5 till 7.-Walker. 127.tenchurch Street, London, E.C.

jQ h.p. Excelsior, guaranteed perfect.
y new Stanley-Dermatine. Clinchers,
:f5,i°''^'

Longuemare and stand, platingjna enamelling as new, just new wireand overhauled; £16, a genuine bargain.
7i?j

"^r, Dixon. Coventry House, Bar-
noidswick.

THE ONLY
GEAR- - -

tbat ho
5 yeara ot

£7 lOs, to
£8 15s.

up to 5 h.p.

Belt or CLaia

Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTORS LTD.,
Blundell Street, Cabdonian Road^

London, N.^ )

TRIUMPH

MOTOR CYCLES.

Agents for South-West of London

—

. . THE . .

HULBERT=BRAMLEY

MOTOR CO.

(S. W. DOWQLASS),

96, Upper Richmond Road,

PUTNEY, S.W.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES

TAKEN in PART PAYMENT.

SPARE PARTS for all machines.

GENERAL REPAIRS.

THE RUSSELL SPRING
SEAT-PILLAR.

Suits Minerva and other horizontal type frames,
twin springs to suit any weight ; accurately made,
well plated, everything a spring seat-pillar

should be.

Russell Garage & Motor Works,
17, COLONNADE, LONDON, W.C.

(behind Hotel Russell), AND ALL AGENTS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4 h.p. Antoine, Dunlops. two accumula-

tors. Watawata belt, carrier, etc.,
as new ; £10 10s. ; appointment. — 5, Bel-
mont Villas, Chase Side. Enfield.

PEOGEESS Cycle 'Depot, Cycle Makers
and Motor Dealers, New Eoad,

Blackpool. Sole agent for N.S.TJ. motor
cycle for Blackpool and district.

31 h.p. Triumph, late 1907, just like new,
2 Palmer cord tyres, ready for tour

;

take £33 ; bought car.—Clarke, 8, Upper
Tooting Park Mansions, Balham.

TEIUMPH. 3J h.p.. 1907. standard, mag-
neto, perfect condition throughout,

splendid hill-climber, heavy tyres ; £33.

—

Carter, 77, Munster Eoad. Fulham.

31 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition,
2 spring forks, footboards, £15;

Liberty sidecar, £4.—Hardcastle, 147, Ley-
ton Eoad. Stratford, New Town, E.

31 h.p. Jap, good as new, spring forks,
2 very reliable, splendid hill-climber

;

trial allowed ; £25 ; owner getting car. —
G. Neame, Luton, Faversham, Kent.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1907, just overhauled
2 by makers, spare belt (new), tube,

cover, lamp, cyclometer ; £30.—Motor,
Willoughby House, Sydenham, Kent.

7 h.p. Peugeot, low. comfortable,, reli-
able, excellent condition, many

extras ; £25 ; trial ; exchange lower power
and cash.—Marsh House, Leominster.

1 Q07 4i h.p. Twin Minerva, nearly new,
Xt7 only ridden 500 miles, perfect con-
dition ; only £26, great bargain. — Gar-
aged at Wauchope's, Shoe Lane, London.

VnSTDEO Twin, late 1907. two speeds,
Wliittlo belt, carrier, horn, watch,

perfect condition ; cost £65. lowest £39.

—

Bridgman, c/o Priest, 16. HoUoway Eoad,
London.

23. h.p., Stevens engine. Brooks BIOO.
4 Watawata, spring forks. Bowden

belt rim brake, A Won tyres ;
great bar-

gain, equal to new, £17.—Owen. Fruiterer,
Oakengates.

31 h.p. E«x. late 1906, spring forks, 26

2 by 21, all accessories, and spares,
perfect throughout ; trial ; cash urgently
wanted; £13.—Jones, 57, Edgware Eoad,
London, W.

FOE Sale, £17, 5 h.p. motor bicycle,
Kerry twin, with platform; too

powerful for owner ; would exchange for
.^* h.p. and cash.—G. Morris. Partridge
Green, Sussex.

31 h.p. Ariel, low, fast, reliable, 26 by 2J

2 Palmer cords, back tyre and tube
new, Watawata belt, cut-out, new 20 a.h.
accumulator; £16. — Bull. 200, Church
Eoad. Willesden.

TEIUMPH, 1906, 3 h.p.. accumulator, in
perfect condition, lately been over-

hauled and re-enamelled, new tyres and
belt; £22, or nearest offer.—13, Blenheim
Crescent, S. Croydon.

4 h.p. Antoine. nearly new. new back
and new spare tyres, carrier-stand.

Lucas Acetyphote lamp, spares, new side-

car; £23 lot. — Grover. 16, Winchester
Street, Basingstoke.

DE DION, 23 h.p., genuine throughout.
Crypto frame, splendid climber, all

spares, nearly new tyres, good condition

;

nearest offer to £14 10s. has it.—Bowles.
High Street. Aslitord.

II h.p. Motor Cycle. Brown engine, low,
^2 26in. wheels, good running order;
£9, or exchange for gent's cycle and
cash ; also good trembler coil, 12s. — 1.

South Street, Havant.

3 h.p. Eover, Chater No. 6 frame, built
up January, 1908. Longuemare car-

buretter. Bassee-Michel coil. Dunlop tyres,
everything as new; £22 10s.—73. Church
Street, Camberwell, S.E.

£9 10s.—3 h.p. Excelsior, absolutely
ready for road, just been overhaul-

ed, everything in perfect running order,
a.nd good Clincher tyres.—Particulars, 40,

Vernon Street. Ipswich.

ROO, 4 h.p., 1907. Military Model, new
May. free ensine clutch, and mag-

neto, absolutely perfect, been carefully
used, not ridden during winter, lamp,
bag, horn, carrier, foot pump, etc.; any
trial; nearest offer £32. — Duckenfield.
Netherton, Huddersfleld.

Tn answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3h.p. Howe, vertical en^ne, excellent

condition, girder forks, stand, horn,
accumulator, etc. ; £12.

h.p. Quadrant ; £5 10s. ; going order.

3h.j>. Quadrant, excellent condition,
complete; £16 10s.

5Ii.p. 1906 Twin Bex, Peter-TJnion. non-
skid back, accumulators, spares,

etc.; £23.—Mellors. Carr Pit Eoad, Hud-
dersfleld.

21 h.p. 1907 Lightweight Ariel, new ; £25
2 lowest cash.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe

Lane, London.

WOL'FE. a h.p., long bars, low posi-
tion, perfect order, fast machine

;

£12.—Below.

BEADBTJEY, 3J h.p., splendid machine
(reliable), 1906; £12; any trial.—

Motor, 26. Offerton Lane, Stockport.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Eex Motor Cycle,
yery powerful; £16 10s.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, London.

31 h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C. engine, perfect
2 machine; £10.-190, Mellison Eoad,

Tooting.

3 h.p.. Chase de Cart engine; £15 very
lowest price.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe

Lane, London.

TWDT Eex, spring forks, trembler coil,
fine order ; £19. — Hardy's, Carlton

Street, Halifax.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder Hamilton, very fast
machine; £12 lOs.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane. Loudon.

2i h.p. Eover Lightweight, low and
2 handy; £15.-120, Sewardstone

Eoad, Victoria Park. E.

31 h.p. 1905 Lightweight Eex; £10 10s.;
4 powerful on hills.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London.

31 h.p. Minerva, Ariel sidecar attached,
2 both in splendid condition ; £20

cash.-Buokett, Twyford. Berks.

3 h.p. Pafnir, in Chater-Lea frame, a
good sound roadster; £12 10s.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

NOTICE. — I can sell your present
mount, and can always supply them

at lowest price ; state wants.—Reynolds,
motor dealer, Pirbright.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1907 model, condition
2 as new ; £21 ; very cheap. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

3 h.p. Pafnir, Chater-Lea, plain coil,
Jebrons, accumulator, 2J Palmer

cord, stand, engine, tools and spares ; £14.
—A., 20, Grooms Hill, Greenwioh.

21 h.p. Triumph, Jap engine, perfect
2 running order ; very lowest £16 10s.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

2 h.p. Minerva, perfect running order,
good tyres, girder forks; £6 15s., or

nearest offer, genuine bargain.—34,
Arthur Street, Gravesend, Kent.

MINEEVA, 2 h.p., mechanical valves,
tyres almost new, Continentals,

spray, long handles, low seat, splendid
condition; £9 10s. lowest.—261, High Eoad,
Balham.

3 h.p. Clarendon, 1907 model, 26in.
wheels, low frame; £18 10s.—Garaged

at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.

31 h.p. F.N., four-cylinder, in first-class
2 condition. 2J Palmer cord tyres,

with spares; no reasonable offer refused.
—A. S. Blanch, 69. Church Street, Chelsea,
S.W.

91 h.p. No. 1 Ariel, spring forks, good
<->2 condition; very low price at £15
15s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

2 h.p. Werner Motor Cycle, in thorough
order, 26 by 2J Clipper-Reflex, new

Stanley - Dermatine, enamelling and
bushes perfect; £7 10s,—Brown, Imperial
Wharf, Townmead Eoad, Fulham.
01 h.p. Vindec Special, Truffault spring
2 forks, good going order; £16 10s.,

great bargain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London.

TEITJMPH, 1907, 3i h.p., magneto, all
complete for £30, bargain; owner

bought 1908 model.—To be seen at J. Pop-
plewell and Sons, Woodbridge Eoad,
Ipswich.

SHAMROCK - GLORIA

The Bona-fide Belt for

Motor Cycles.

Universally recognised as the

most flexible Kubber and Canvas

Belt with no stretch.

THE

1908
SHAMROCK -GLORIA
is incomparable with any other

belt, made of the finest Rubber

(not composition), which will pre-

vent cracking.

For a good performance and long

service you must have the 1908

Shamrock-Gloria, which, unlike

others, has long passed the ex-

perimental stage.

Manufacturers of high - grade

machines have adopted the Sham-

rock-Gloria as their Standard

Belt—the wise Motor Cyclist will

have no other.

Shamrock-Glorias command the

largest sales all over the world,

because they are the best and

last longest.

Instructive Booklet on

application.

All sizes, |in. fin. |in. lin. made.

Sole Manufacturers,

The

Hanover Rubber Co.,

29/31, Old St., London, E.G.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Minerva, fitted with two-speed

2 gear, a perfect machine for side-
car work; £19 19s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London.

2 h.p. Minerva, recently thoroughly over-
hauled by makers, engine as new.

spare belt, accessories, acetylene lamp,
separate generator, splendid running
order; £10.-17, Comeragh Eoad, West
Kensington, W.

23. h.p. Minerva, 1907 model, in condition
4 as new, fitted with variable pulley;

£16 10s. lowest.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, vertical engine,
Chater-Lea frame, 26in. wheels.

Moseley tyres. Brown and Barlow carbur-
etter, splendid running order; £15.—
Selby, Eoyston, Barnsley.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, magneto, spring
2 forks, in condition as new; £32

10s. very lowest.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London.
BAEGAIN, £69.—New 1908 Brown 5 h.p.

twin-cylinder, two-speed and free
engine, started with handle like car, with
sidecar castor wheel attached.—Foxford,
14, Leat Street. Tiverton.

6 h.p. Matchless, J.A.P. engine, magneto
ignition, sprung back and front^yery

speedy machine; £25.—Wauchope s. 9,

Shoe Lane. London.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea fittings, Pal-
mer tyres, good condition, very pow-

erful, fast, and excellent hill-climber;
sacrifice £13. — Motorist, 5, New Norfolk
Street, Shoreditch, London.

FOUE^CTLINDEE 4i h.p. F.N.. in perfect
running order, very powerful on

hills ; £23 10s.—Garaged at Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London.

F.N., 13 h.p.. lightweight, 1907, magneto,
acetylene lamp, horn. Millennium

stand, spares, tools, tyres and condition
good, in running order; £30. — Ashley.
Newbold, Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

23. h.p. Phoenix, fitted with two-speed
4 gear and free engine, handle start-

ing, 30 miles per hour; £17 10s.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

6 h.p. Twin Jap-Bat, disc clutch, just
overhauled, re-plated, enamelled,

lin. Dermatine, Continentals, front new.
thumb slides, toolbag; trial; £28.-3
Compton Eoad, Highbury, N.

4 h.p. Eoc, 1907 model, two-speed gear
and tree engine, magneto ignition

:

£26 ; inspection and trial arranged.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

31 h.p. Humber, perfect condition,
2 lamp, BlOO saddle, carrier, stand,

automatic carburetter, handle-bar con-
trol, accumulators, spares ; £15, or near
offer.—Cowcher, Ebley. Glos.

2J h.p. Lady's Clement-Garrard, ver
tical engine, loop frame; £12 lOs.

;

very light machine, a splendid bargain
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

TWIN-CTLINDEE Motor Cycle, 5-6 h.p.

brand new, M.O.V., lin. belt, B. ant
B. carburetter, 25in. tyres, two Bowdei
brakes; highest offer accepted.—Partiou
lars, P. W. Hobbs. Blandford.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, 1907 model, Truf
fault forks, magneto, spring forks

Mabon clutch, not run 300 miles ; £38. -

Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, 1907 model, fittei

with their two-speed gear and i.'a.g

neto ignition. Truffault forks, oonditioi

like new; £42; exchange arranged.—Wan
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

5 h.p. Latest Vindec Special, Touris
Trophy model, in the pink of condi

tion, very fast; £33 10s., splendid bargain
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.

MOTOE Bicycle, M.M.C. engine, ii h.p
Chater-Lea frame, first-rate order

Century tandem tricar, 5 h.p.. Aster, god
condition, many spares; what oflers?-

C S., 1, Castlebar Eoad, Ealing.

MINEEVA and Eex. — We carry th<

largest stock of spare parts in th

provinces tor these machines, can delive

new machines from stock at low prices

cash, exchange, or gradual payments
charged accumulators for hire. Is. pe
week.-Cookson Bros.. 511, Chester Eoad
Old Trafford.

In aiisiccriiig run/ a(Jcrr/i<f?>ieii/ on tJi'ts page it is denirahU Ihrd you mnU'ion " The Molor Cyrte."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
5h.p. Twin Kerry-Abingdon Tricar, two

speeds, very fast, grand hill-climber,
all new tyres, £25; also 3 h.p. Beeston
Humber motor cycle, what offers?—Ap-
ply, Farnworth, Stow-on-the-Wold.

RILET Tricar, 9 h.p.. 1907 pattern. Dun-
lop tyres, many extra spares, acces-

Bories and fitments, fast and powerful

;

any examination or trial ; splendid con-
dition; £75.—Briggs, Green Lane, Car-
noustie.

REX Litette. 6 h.p., water-cooled, new
September last; cost £70; have in-

voice; perfect condition; lowest cash
price £35; seen and trial after 7 o'clock.
—Kamsay, 32, Beversbrook Hoad. Tufneli
Park, N.

OPEN Frame Tricar, 4i h.p., Stevens en-
gine, water-cooled, wheel steering,

two speeds, new Dunlop car tyre on
back, splendid condition; genuine bar-
gain; spares; £25.—Owen, fruiterer. Oak-
engates.

QUADRANT Carette. 6J h.p., two speeds,
wheel steering, chain drive, coach

Beats, quickly convertible to runabout,
good climber, fine condition ; sacrifice £33,
offers considered ; trial. — 399, Brighton
Eoad, Croydon.

6 h.p. Twin Bex Litette, free engine,
water-cooled, Simms-Bosch mag-

neto, fitted Brooks studded tyres, in per-
fect running order, suitable for com-
mercial or pleasure; price £50.—Victoria
Garage, Park Side, Coventry.

HUMBEE Tricar. 3J h.p.. very light.
Phelon and Moore two-speed, in

good condition, all accessories, and many
spares ; any reasonable cash offer con-
Bidered; can be seen any evt^ning.—Bay-
lor. 127. "Walm Lane. Cricklewood.

QUADEANT Tricar, 64 h.p., 1907 model,
perfect condition; cost £95 cash,

without extras; scarcely ever used, owing
to illness; reasonable offer entertained.
—Particulars, photo, and appointment
for trial, write, Ashmere, Queen's Eoad.
Hazel Grove. Stockport.

AEMADALE Coach-built Tricar. 3-10

h.p. Stevens engine, three speeds,

I

reverse, wheel steering. Thermo water-
cooled, tyres 700 by 85. large studded
band on back, also spare tyre ; any trial

;

£50, Or near offer.—Earl of Beaconsfield,
Grange Eoad, Plaistow. E.

OPEN Frame Tricar. 6 h.p. air-cooled
Sarolea engine, Oppermanu three-

speed, chain drive, Chater-Lea frame, ex-
panding brakes to front wheels. P.V.
tyres, one non-skid, spare cover, nearly
new, only about 400 miles; £45.—Apply,
Fear, Aberdeen Eoad. Clifton. Bristol.

ZENITH Tricar, latest model, only used
for few trial runs, re-enamelled and

re-plated, thoroughly tuned up, 6 h.p.
Jap engine, chain drive, list price 72
guineas nett cash, accept £55 (lowest)

;

exceptional opportunity.—Zenith Motors,
~.i''

, 119. Stroud Green Road. Finsbury
fark.

LAGONDA Tricar. 10-12 h.p.. wateT-cool-
ed, wheel steering, three speeds, new

Continental non-skid on back, good Dun-
lops on front, spare cover and inner tube,
lamps, horn, and spares complete,
practically new; any trial given; £90. or
offer.—Hammond, 16. Chandos Road,
Claremont Eoad, Staines, Middlesex.

QTAMPOED HILL. — 5 h.p. w.c. Opper-O mann three-speed tricar, overhauled,
plated, and enamelled like new. £35: 4i
h.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo, overhauled,
plated, and enamelled like new. £32 10s.;
4J h.p. Kelecom, £22; 3i h.p. M.M.C., £10;
3i h.p. Eex, MiUford front, £15; all bar-
gains and guaranteed; trials. We live

I on a hill.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDECAR, rigid. 26in., as new; £4 10s.—

S., 14, London Lane, Hackney.

ALMOST New Sidecar: £5 10s.—Chap-
man's Garage, Childs Hill, N.W.

CANE Montgomery Sidecar, almost new;
£5 53. See Bat.—Legge, Noah's Ark,

Derby.

PHOENIX Trimo Attachment, cane fore-
carriage, in good condition; bar-

gam. £4.-9, Coleman Street. New North
Boad.

PLEASEINOTE
We can supply all parts for 2J and

3i h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2| h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

31 h.p. F.N. and 3J or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15 -each.

"KUMFO Sponge Rubber Grips, Jin.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

'^^^i^^^i^^^^^^^^^

TEeRY'S 'iVECTr

Belt Fastener
, 4I N^'

THE KENT
THREE-SPEED QEAR.

This gear has been re-deslgned

and improved. Can be fitted to Tri-

car In two hours. Prioe, jQ11>11-0.

List Free. Discount to Trade.

RODGER8 BROS.,
S30, Kennington Road, 8.E.

Phone I 1000 Hop.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
BOOTH Offers new sidecars for old.

genuine Mills-Pulford, castor wheel,
or rigid.

BOOTH.—High-class Mills-Pulford side-
cars, at papular prices ; shun cheap-

built sidecars^

BOOTH.—Large stock Mills-Pulford side-
cars ; immediate delivery ; castor

wheel or rigid.

BOOTH for sidecars ; ask for prices. —
Booth's Motor Exchange, Coronet

Works, Wade Street, Halifax.

SIDECAE, rigid, left side, 26 wheel, new
condition ; £4.-202, Southampton

Street. Camberwell.

LIBEETT Sidecar, adjustable any ma^
chine, 26 or 28 wheel; £4 5s.—Joyner,

2, Parnell Eoad, Bow.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, new condition

;

£5 10s. ; wanted, forecar.—Dales. El-
lison Villas, Gateshead.

SEVEEAL Side and Porecars, cheap!
Send requirements, or Id. stamp for

list.—Farrar. Square Road. Halifax.

PHCENLS Trimo Forecar. band brakes,
footboards, 26in. wheels; £4.—Baker,

6. George Arthur Eoad. Saltley, Birming-
ham.

FOR Sale. Rover forecar. complete, 26in.
by 2Jin. Palmers, cane chair, in

good condition; £6.-10, Thornhill Eoad,
Leyton.

PHOSNIX Trimo Porecar, coach-built,
good condition; £6 10s., or exchange

for good sidecar.—Oonnew, 17. Park Roa4
Forest Hill.

FOEECAEEIAGE, coach - built, 26in.
wheels, band brakes, good condi-

tion; offers.—la. Prideswide Place. Ken-
tish Town. N.W.

SIDECAE, splendid condition, fit any
frame. 26in. Dunlop motor tyre;

sacrifice £4 15s.—T. Judd. 123, Holloway
Road, London. N.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, cane seated,
with compensating joints. 28iu.

wheels, shop-soiled only; £7 10s.—G. H.
Wait and Co.. Leicester.

FOE Sale, Mills-Pulford flexible castor
steering sidecar, good condition;

£4, or offer; must sell by March 29th. —
B. Mould, White Rose Dairy, York.

SIDECAE, rigid, like new, 26in., £4 10s.;
also twin Eex, 50-guinea, like new,

non-skids both tyres, spares, tools ; offers.
—11, Ormiston Eoad, Shepherd's Bush.

31 h.p. M.M.C.. with Millford steerable
4 sidecar, Longuemare, Watawata.

condition nerfect; phenomenal bargain,
£20 nett.—30, Northolme Eoad, Highbury.

FOBECAE Attachment, complete, with
side stays, carriage made body, £3;

also basket chair, with springs, £1.-205,
Lower Mortlake Eoad, Eichmond, Snri-ATj

SIDECAE and Chater Cycle, 3^ h.p.
Hurst, free engine, two speeds, foot-

boards, non - skids, reliable touring
vehicle; £20.—Baker, 28. Brading Eoad.
Brixton Hill.

31 h.p. Eex. with Phoenix forecar. with
4 all spares to convert to motor

cycle, tyres as new, powerful, spray;
trial given ; £18.—P. Appleb&e. Church
Hill. Walthamstow.

MELLS-PULFOED Sidecar, as new,
specially made to pass narrow pas-

sage, detachable five minutes; complete,
£4 lOs.^6, Carysport Road, Albion Eoad,
Stoke Newinston, N.

SIDECARS, finest made, most perfect
design and construction, fit any ma^

chine. guaranteed interchangeable;
trials given free; complete, £10; less
tyre, £8 10s.; frame only. £3 10s.; fit>

tings supplied; trade terms to bona fide
agents on application.-Centre Car Co.,
36, Stroud Green Eoad. N.

STAMFORD HILL. — Marvellous value.
Our famous sidecars have double

leaf springs, frames brazed and stove
enamelled, full sized well upholstered
bodies. We will send on approval, and
leave you to judge. None better, what-
ever you pay. Our prioe £4 18s. 6d., com-
plete. Please order early.
Eoad, Tottenham.

128, High

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
BON'T Order your sidecar until you

have seen our new list, post free
on application ; the whole ciuestion of
sidecars is fully examined and explained.
You cannot afford to be without it. We
have some bargains to -ilear in two-
speed motor bicycles, specially designed
and built for sidecar work.—W. Mont-
gomery and Co., Bury St. Edmunds.

OTJE Name will be handed down from
generation to generation as the pio-

neers of the only safe and sociable at-
tachment for motor cycles extant. In-
ventors and actual manufacturers of
sidecars. The advantages over all other
rigid makes are these can be taken on
and off in two minutes. Fit any machine
without alteration. The lowest built,
thereby ensuring perfect safety. — Oak-
leigh Motors. Ltd., West Dulwich.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
31 h.p. Auto Moto Tricycle, good con-
4 dition; £10. — Ryan, 312, Enston

Road, N.W.

MOTOR Trike, 25 h.p. M.M.C.. water-
cooled, good running order; £4 15s.,

or exchange good bike and £3.—Motor. 37.

Kenilworth Road, Kilburn.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Jap, chain drive,
slipping clutch, starting handle.

good running order, splendid hill-

climber; £35; owner getting car. — G.
Neame, Luton, Faversham, Kent.

TRAILERS.
TIRAILER, cane seat, apron, excellent

condition; price £3 53.—G. H. Wait
and Co.. Leicester. i

SUNBEAM Motor Trailer de Luxe, new

;

cost £15, £4 10s.—Hague, Chemist,
Ashton-under-Lyne.

TRAILER, by Mills and Fulford, in good
condition, tyres little used; price

£4, coat £11.—Stedman, Heathway, Ox-
shott, Surrey.

MILLS and Fulford Motor Trailer, 2in.

Dunlop tyres, cost £10 10s.. not run
1,000 miles, upholstered; no reasonable
offer refused ; approval ; deposit ; stamp
reply.-Apply, Hodges, Broadway, Addle-
stone, Surrey.

EXCELLENT Trailer, high cane back
and sides, upholstered in red, new

strong axle and wheels, new 2in. Clin-
cher motor tyres, strong, handsome,
little used; price £6. worth more than
double. — S., 26, New Road, Shoreham,
Sussex.

CARS FOR SALE.
8 h.p. Genuine De Dion, tonneau (de-

tachable); £80.—Campbell. 29, Bar-
ossa Place, Perth.

£115.-8 h.p. 1907 type Phoenix light car,
magneto.—Addison Motor Co., Addi-

son Street, Liverpool.

i f\ h.p. Dnryea, fast, two-seater, three
IXJ cylinders, hood, lamps; £29.-98,
Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

5 h.p. Orleans, two-seater, two speeds,
lamps; bargain, £13; exchange con-

sidered.—98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

O h.p. M.M.C., two speeds, reverse, hood.
iJ solids, detachable tonneau, good
order; £30, exchange.—Beddall, Sutton,
Norwich.

51 h.p. Baby Peugeot, two speeds and
2 reverse, just been thoroughly over-

hauled; price £35. a bargain.—Barnes.
Howell, Heckington.

61 h.p. number, three speeds, reverse,
2 perfect running order, guaranteed

smart little two-seater; lowest 50 guineas.
—15, Halford Road, Leyton.

51 h.p. Three-seated Alldays Traveller
2 Voiturette. two speeds and reverse,

water-cooled, handy runabout; £27. —
Hartley Clegg, Motors. Burnley.

GENUINE 6 h.p. De Dion Car, in thor-
ough order, most reliable, suit doc-

tor; open to expert examination.—Apply,
57, South Park Eoad, Wimbledon, S.W.

8 h.p. Beaufort, four-seater, equal artil-
lery wheels, three speeds, reverse,

side doors. Cape hood, smart, reliable

;

cheap. £55.—Farrar. Square Road, Hali-
fax.

THE . . .

Percy Cycle Co., Ltd.,

;ire now showing their full list of

SECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES
thoroughly overhauled by their own

experienced worlcnien, and adjusted

READY for the ROAD.
£ s

3i h.p. TRIUMPH (1907 Model), in first-

class order, fully equipped 35

3J h.p, QUADRANT, magneto, Complete
with stand, carrier, etc. ; shop soiled
only 32

a h.p. N.S.U., two accumulators, 'Xl-all
spring forks, steel studded back tyre. . 20

3i h.p. MINERVA (1907 Model), adjust-
able pullev, spring se.it pillar, Stanley
belt 20

3i h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear, spring
forks, stand and carrier. . 18

3i h.p. QUADRANT, Fit-all two-speed
gear, stand and carrier 18

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, accumu-
lator ignition, in splendid condition .. 16 10

Every machine guarante^ed -perfect, and
signed guarantee with each.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS
are the best. Fit any make. Made in

Pure Rubber, 3/6 each.

PERCY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
se, NORTHUMBERLAND STREET,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

ARE YOUR TYRES IN
GOOD REPAIR?

Your life depends upon them.

We are experts in the H.F.
Vulcanizing Process.

TUBE REPAIRS, from Qd.each.

COVERS, Is.

The following Second-Hand machines we
guarantee as sound

:

£ s.

Two 3 h.p. N.S.U.'s, Magneto 24 O
1907 5^ Twin N.S.U., with

Two-speed Gear 40 O
1907 3^ Triumph, as new . . 36 O
3^ Twin Werner, plating and

enamel new 18 lO

We can give liberal exchanges for

N.S.U. Lightweights, which we
can deliver from stock.

THE MOTOR MART,
UNION STREET, BRIGHTON,

Agents for N.S.U.'s, Vindec Specials,

and Quadrants.

ORDER NOW, POST FREE.I
Exhaust Valves, " Non-Corrosive" special
nickel allav. 2/6. PIStOn Rings (three) il3.

Reboring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/- Variable Pulley, 8/e. Gears
Cut, Rebushlng. New Parti. Patent Fans.
Spring Forks, f'ont or rear. Rests, silencers

Gears, Magnetos, Plugs: E.i.C^4/1, E.K.2/1
Our list will aid you 11 In trouble.

I
THE MARCH MANUFACTURING G0.,|

68-72, OUFFE ROAD, SHEFFIELD. |

CARS FOR SALE.
7 h.p. Charette, tonneau, two speeds,

reverse; £19.-190. Mellison Eoad,
Tooting.

"1 f^-20 h.p. Darraoq, four-cylinder, aidt
XO entrance; £145, or offer.—190, Mel-
lison Boad. Tooting.

9 h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, nearly new,
M.O.V. ; £55.-190, Mellisou Eoad.

Tooting

7 h.p. Steam Oar, in good condition,
seats four; £17 10s.. or near offer.—

Richards, Stanwell Eoad. Staines.

£47 lOs.—6 h.p. Humber, two-seated,
three speeds and reverse, tyres like

new. all in perfect condition.—Motorist,
Tienfleet Hall, Sutton. Surrey.

TWO-SEATED Car, De Dion engine, 6 h.p.,
two speeds. Dunlop tyres, inclined

wheel steering; £28; accept tricar or
motor cycle part.—Harris, Midland Eoad,
Derby.

OfECIALITY: Small cars from £100;O engines, gear boxes, from £7; all
parts also to specification; prices low.—
Excel Co.. Archer Street, Oamdeu Town.
N.W.

8 h.p. Alldays Light Car, four-seater,
new Dunlops, Stepney wheel, three

lamps, horn, spares, almost new, very
smart, powerful; £110.-95, Upton Lane,
Forest Gate. E.

"j A h.p. Tumer-Miesse, flies up hills.
XV/ perfect condition; £165; good rea-
son for e^llinK ; trial ; chassis examina-
tion. — Scriven, Alma Mount, Cutler
Heights. Bradford.

5-6 h.p. Minerva Car, seats two, M.O.V.

,

Cape hood, Dunlops. almost new

;

£55; photo; take Triumph motor cycle
part.—^Motorist, 149, Sandringham Road,
Dalston, London.

8 h.p. Two-cylinder Two-seater, side
doors, sloping back, enclosed radi-

ators, good tyres, new lamps, gears want
renewing; bargain, £55.—Gk^dber, 12, Per-;
ham Road, West Kensington.

61 h.p. De Dion-Regal Car, three speeds,
2 reverse, three bucket seats, artil-

lery wheels, in splendid condition; £60;
would part exchange for motor oyclt.—
Smith, 261. High Street, Sutton.

£30.—5 h.p. Liliput, ball bearings, mag-
neto and accumulator. Continental

tyres, non-skids, upholstered red pega-
moid, spring cushions', Powell-Hanmer
lamps, spares, tools.—Johnson, Aahf.ird
Road, Crlcklewood.

STAR Racer, very fast, chain drive,
with four speeds forward and re-

verse, just being overhauled, four-seated
body ; will exchange for good Lanchester.
or offer.—Apply for full particulars to tli

Hoylake and District Motor Co.. Hoyhike.
Cheshire.

ROVER Oars. 6 h.p.. two-seatei-s, fast,

silent, reliable, wonderful hill-

climbers, low up-keep, smart, up-to-date;
particulars and trials free; motor cycles
;ind tricars taken in part payment; de-
ferred payments by arrangement; price
£135.—Davis and Son, Moseley, Birming-
ham.

I
WELL Sell my 10-12 h.p. Progress Car,

seats four, aluminium tonneau,
double-cylinder Buchet governed engine,
equal wheels, live axle, cardan-shaft,
direct top drive, excellent condition
everywhere; accept £58; the car is worth
double; expert examination invited.—
1,946, London Road, Derby. '

6 h.p. Single-seated Runabout, wheel
steering, wheel control, belt drive, i-^

adjustable, bucket seat, built specially
by Chater-Lea, all tools, 2in. tyres on
front, and 2i back, petrol 3 gallons,

pressure fed oil 5 gallon, fast; £30, or
best offer; satisfactory reason for selling.

—Rea, Minster Lovell Vicarage, Witney.
Oxon.

PHXENIX Quadcar. 7 h.p.. twin-cylinder.
full set spares and tools, many re-

finements, including Gillett-Lehmann car-

buretter controller, electric tail lamp,
steering wheel control, patent leather
splashers, spare tyre and four inner i

tubes; only been driven by owner:
winner of competitions ; price £65.—Make-
peace, Oakdene, Harold Wood, Essex.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is dciirahh that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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w
WANTED.

ANTED, Motor Cycle, about 3i h.p.—
39. Napier Avenue. Southend-on-Sea.

TWO-SPEED Gear, flrst-class condition,
for a h.p. Minerva.—H. Schofleld,

Eetford.

WANTED. Motor Cycles: cheap for
cash, or good exchange.—W. Wells.

Linsfield, Surrey.

T;!/'ANTED. Motor Cycles, good makes;
Vt i"u.st be cheap fox- cash.—5. Heath

Street, Hampstead.

WANTED. Carburetter, about 3 h.p..
complete, working order.—Locker-

bie, Che-nist, Dumfries.

WANTED, Back Luggage Carrier tor
Singer tricar.—A. Spink, Perle-

thorpe. Ollerton. Newark.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, will give two
push bikes and cash.—Chapman.

64. London Eoad. London. S.B.

WANTED, Motor Cycle Engine, 15in.
long, crank case 8 by 3. — Wall,

Spellow, Staveley, Knaresbro'.

WANTED, sidecars, any quantity;
will give in exchange new £10

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles;
cash waiting if quality and prices

are right.—Parrar. Square Road, Halifax.

WANTED, twin engine, good make;
also bucket seat; state lowest

price for cash.—4, Frances Street, Green-
ock.

WANTED. Stevens carburetter, also
Xl'all spring fork attachment, for

cash.—Hendrie. 9, Merchiston Grove,
Edinburgh.

WANTED, 100 motor cycles for ship-
ment, must be very cheap ; any

COTidition. — Box 9.494. The Motor Cycle
Ofiioes, Coventry.

WANTED, spring forks attachment,
.

Chater-Lea, or similar make, for
girder head; cheap.—0. Tucker, 53, Myrtle
Eoad, Acton. W.
WANTED, two-speed and free; ex-

change half-plate camera, Bowden
brakes, coil, or cash.—104, Pym Street,
South Bank, Yorks.

WANTED, Motor Bike, light, low, ver-
tical, m exchange for " Chicago "

tvDewriter, duplicator, etc., and cash. —
Particulars (Scotland) 9.484, The Motor
Bycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, 6 h.p. Twin Jap. in No. 6
Chater-Lea frame and sidecar;

cheap for spot cash.-Eobson, Ua, Blom-
field Street, B.C.

"l^ANTED, twin engine, gear box, chain
h„lu I

''''"®- !°'' tricar, clutch, coach-
built fore seat, and bucket seat. — 4
Prances Street. Woolwich.
T'EICAE Wanted, twin engine, up to
J- date, good condition; full particu-
IfS, ,?^^^^'^ii^^^ price.-No. 9,492. u He
siotor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

Wanted, 5 h.p. twin engine, also
,

.' water-cooled engine, about 3 h.p.,
pair Triumph spring forks; approval de-
Posit.-132, Cross Lane. Salford

.Wanted, 26in. by 2in. or 2Jin. beaded
Rim P**!*""*. also butted tubes. Brooks
,B100; cheap; approval.-Noble and Co. 7IPocock Street. Blaoklriars Road. S.E.

|WANTED, 3J-4J h.p. magneto, two-
!

» » speed, any best make, for cash.-
,R„ i..P,?'^^.™''"'3 ^ Westermann, 16.;Kylett Eoad, Shepherd's Bush, London.

JWANTED, 32 h.p. cycle and sidecar, in

iom ®'"^^a,nge for B.S.A. lady-back tan-

aS;- ?«"' disc machine, and records and
ilare

Oi^chard Street. Weston-super-

ly/TOTDE Cycle Wanted, in perfect run-

mfiiH ^^^'''''^^'V,
^""^ ^'"^^^ Hudson two-

'"Ifli^^ar excellent condition, and cash.

aincheS?"" *° ^' ^^^^^°- '='^<=^^''

WANTED, 1907 or 1906 motor cycle ; will

I'ft fii„®''f''^"^S ™<>''«1 H.M.S. Sanspareil,

maV, ?ii,°"^' I'"- '?^^™' ''alued £20. or
'taffolk'^

^""^ cash.-H. Earl, Bungay,

THE FUTURE OF ... i^

MOTOR CYCLING
was the subject of a Paper read by Mr. H. G. Bell
before the Auto Cycling Union recently. He said,
under the head of

Want of Hamdimess :

" Having disposed of the initial cost, deprecia-
tion, and maintenance questions, 1 now come to
an equally important point, viz., the absence of
' handines,' land excessive weicht. I give the
trouble thisjterm because I think it best ex-
plains the nature of this particular difficulty. 1

shall always remembjr a friend saying to me a
few months ago, ' Why cannot manufacturers
give us the facilities incorporated in a car ? Why
cannot the engines of motor bicycles be started bv
hand, and then the rider straddle the saddle, pull
a lever or something similar, and glide off ? '

"

Now, that is iust what the PREMIER TWO-
SPEED GEAR with ROC (LICENSED) INTERNAL
EXPANDING CLUTCH does. And the Gear is so
well designed and strongly made that it takes the
drive of the most powerful machines—9 h.p. Bat.
for instance. Have a PREMIER GEAR with
INTERNAL EXPANDING CLUTCH on your new
machine. (We can supply without delay.) Or
let us know what your present machine is, and we
will quote you for conversion.

See our other adverts, in this issue.

PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

'Chase' DriYing Rim Brake.

The onlyaperfcct MOTOR RIM BRAKE.
Price 16/6, by post 17/-.

"Matchless" Spring

Fork AtiachmenL
Acknowledged by all to be
the best. REJVIOVES ALL
VIBRATION. Fit any
motor cycle.

Hundreds of testimonials.

Price 15/6, by post 16/-.

Sole Manufacturers:

H. COLLIER
& SONS,

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.HERBERT ROAD,

The "IWABON" FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTH.

No alterations required t"
fit. Operated from handle-
bar, i , , L . i,£.

PRICE FROM 55/-.
Send for Leaflet

Mabon Motor Works,
M. HIGH ROAD.

NORTH FINCHLEY, N.

Agents : The Service Co.,

2 2, High Holborn, W.C

A PAIR OF THE FAftlOUS

Rogers Detachable Tubes
Btted to the L.M.C. Motor Cycle In the
Quarterly Trials, Januar; 2Sth gave
complete satisfaction. Agents wtnted.

Apply REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road, Birminsham,

I WANTED.
WANTED, 4 h.p. Eoc, 3i h.p. Vlndec. or

other good make, spring- forks,
magneto, must be ^taranteed; cheap.

—

Full particulars. No. 9.493. The Motor
Cycle Offices. Coventry.

WANTED, two motor cycles, or o-nc
and cash, for CLE. tricar, 5 h.p.

twin, two-speed Phelon and Moore, coach-
bnilt, new condition ; sell cheap.—Brad-
shaw. Optician, Fishergate. Preston.

WANTED, motor cycle, low built; ex-
change 15 guinea Edison Bell con-

cert phonogrraph, with 40 records, also
good double-barrel gun, in leather case,
cost 15 guineas.—Rennie, Abbeywood.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Review," the

leading trade organ ; specimen copy will

be sent on receipt of trade card. — Ad-
dress. " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, motor cycle or tricar, in
exchange for new furniture, any

description (valued wholesale), direct
from w^orks.—Furniture Manufacturer.
3-5, New Norfolk Street, Shoreditch. Lon-
don.

QIDECAE, compensating, 26in. wheel.O without tyre, N.S.U. two-speed gear,
exchange with cash; 2iin. lathe, with
tools, 28s.: 26 by 2 new Continental cover,
15s. ; leather suit, 16s. ; half-plate stand
camera, 15s.—J. Jordan, 25. Derby Street,
Burton-on-Trent.

MISCELLANEOUS.
''PHE Best Silencer Made is Aldington's
-L patent Silent, from 10s. 6d.—Below.

''FHE Ball Bearing Ideal Pan will cool
-L any engine: 28s. 6d.—Below.

MY Footrests, reduced to 6s. 6d., are a
luxury, spring rests, i7s. 6d.—Ald-

ington, 59, Haydon's Park Road, Wimble-
don.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; 10s.

6d. — J. 0. Savage, 119. Donegall
Street, Belfast.

2 h.p. Lightweight Engine, wants re-
pairing; £3, or useful exchange.—

Ben Short, Portslade.

FOR Sale, Eldorado V Belts, price, Jin.,

9d.: 3in., lOJd.; Jin., Is.; lin.. Is. 2d.-
Pollin, belt maker, Spalding.

C-ILAEENDON Sets, including frame.
/ engine rims, belt rim; £5 15s.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

ENGINES, air or water-cooled, 5. 6. or
9 h.p.; write for particulars.—Ad-

vance Motors, Ltd., Northampton.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest
cut; lOs. 6d. ; write for patterns.

—Booth, ta^iloT, Longton, Staffs.

FARRAR'S Quadrant Loop Frames for
vertical engines; 52s. 6d. each, in-

cluding front forks and handle-bar.

FARRAR'S 1907 Quadrant Frames. 20yn.
high, suit any engine; 50s., includ-

ing front forks and handle-bar.

COW-VOICED Double twist horns, large
size, terrific noise; usually 8s. 6d.,

my price 5s. lOd.—Parrar.

FAEEAE'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in.
long, 4a. 9d. ; Lycett's patent Light-

ning stand, 4s. 9d. pair.

FARRAR'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards, 2s. 6d. pair; massive

plated horns, terrific noise. 38. 9d.

FARRAR'S Pocket Voltmeters, 4s..

usually 12s. 6d.; sparking plugs.
lOd. ; magneto plugs. Is. 6d.

FAREAR is open to buy, sell, or ex-
change anything in the motor line.

FARRAE wants sidecars in exchange
for new £10 lOs. gents' cycles, guar-

anteed 12 months.

FAEEAE. — Send for my price lisi

.

pounds saved; sole agent Premier
accumulators. — Farrar, Square Eoad.
Halifax.

CHAEGING Battery (Fullers four-cell),
zinc lifter fitted ; sacrifice 20s.—John-

son. 61, Hampton Eoad, Handsworth.

In answering any adverlUement on this page it is desirable that you The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOTH.—Brand new motor cycle, ready

for tyres and engine, low built, suit

4 h.p. engine; £6 5s.

OOTH.—Motor cycle (loop frame), with
tyres, brakes, ready for engine; £5.

BOOTH.—New motor cycle, ready for
twin engine and tyres, low builf;

£6 5s.

BOOTH.—Mudguards, with stays and
screws, enamelled, 5iu. 2s. Ud., 4in.

3s. 6d. pair,

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, suit engines
to 5 h.p., no 'back pressure, very

efficient ; 3s. 3d.

OOTH.—Fifty pairs Xl'all spring forks,
latest 1903 pattern, fit any machine.

BOOTH.—Massive horns, deep tone, 3s.

9d. ; double twist horns, terrible
noise 4s, 9d.

TJOOTH. — Voltmeters, watch pattern,
Jl> usually 9s. bd., 4s. Id.; mica plugs.
Is. Id.; De Dion pattern plugs. Is. Id.

BOOTH.—High tension wire, rubber in-

sulation, is. Id. yard; low tension,
5d. yard.

BOOTH.—Motor handle-bars, 20in. long,
4s. 9d. and 5s, 6d. ; Price's patent

stands. 5s. lid., new.

BOOTH.—All sizes of genuine Stanley-
Dermatine belting and fasteners;

send for prices.

BOOTH. — Attachment for connecting
motor cycle to tricycle, tyres like

new; £4.

OOTH.—Engines : New 6 h.p. twin An-
toine, £8 5s.; 4 h.p. Antoine, £6 5s, ,

BOOTH.—Engines : New 5 h.p. water-
cooled, for tricar, M.O.V. ; £8 5b. ;

'

best maker. i

BOOTH. — Engines: 4 h.p. Eoc, fitted

with magneto, nearly new,
M.O.V. ; £9 5s.

BOOTH.—Engines : 2 h.p. Univers-al, £1
15s.; 3J h.p. Buchet, £3 15s.; 2% h.p.

M.M.C., £3.

BOOTH.—Engines: 2i h.p. Minerva. £4
5s.; 2J h.p. Buchet. £2 5s.; smaller

engines taken part payment.

BOOTH.—Pair of new motor pedals,
rubber 4iin, wide, ball bearings;

4s. 6d. ^

BOOTH. — Hellior searchlight lamps,
separate or fixed generators, de-

tachable magnifying mirror lens, 12s.

each, approval, sold elsewhere 25s.

BOOTH.—Gas lamps, separate genera-
tors, powerful light, 5s. 3d.; nearly

new twin Invicta trembler coil, 16s. 6u.

BOOTH, — Large leather toolbags
pockets lor everything, best quaiiiy.

not cardboard; 5s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Six accumulators, tour voles

,

celluloid cases, require repair ; 105,

the lot.

BOOTH.—Please note our address. Cor-
onet Works, Wade Street. Hahfp

;

Telephone, 198Y.

CHEAP Motor Cycle Houses; catalogue
sent free.—Portable Building Com-

pany, Pelsham Road, Putney. London.

31 h.p. Water-cooled Fafnlr Cylinder,
'2 nearly new, with nickelled unions

;

£2.—Werry, 200, Old Street, Loudon, E.G.

YOLR New Mount is incomplete with-
out the .\dvance adjustable pulley;

£1.—Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., North-
ampton.

EVERYTHING Made in cycle tanks
except a fortune. Write for prices.

—A. Phillips, 2, Strathnairn Street, Ber-
mondaey.

MAYFAIR Accumulators, guaranteed;
15 a.h., lOs. 6d.; 20 a.h.. 17b. 6d.;

40 a.h., 30s. — Fellows, Hertford Street,
Mayfair,

OSBORNE Four-speed and Free Engine
Pulley, new 1907 pattern, unused;

£4. _ Cooke, Oxford Street. Barrow-in-
Furness.

Stanley Dermatine

Motor Belt.

The Bell that carried everything before

it in 1907 Season, and opens the igo8
Season by winning

THE FIRST TRIAL OF THE SEAf ON.

Miss Muriel Hind, in the Auto Cycle Trial

on Saturday, Jan. 25th, made fastest time
on the Hill Test, using

STANLEY DERMATINE BELT.

The Dermatine Belt is the original British

rubber and canvas belt, with transverse

grooves, and is far ahead of any other make
belt. Every Belt stamped "STANLEY
DERMATINE."

BEWARE OF IMITATIGRS,
The standard belt that is adopted by all

leading manufacturers.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

Thie PRICES.KOXE
lin. |in. Zin. lin.

1,/2 I/O. 1/8 1/11 per ft.

Post Free,

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE MOTOR
BELT FASTENER.

With unbreakable Terry^s book.
Guaranteed.

(Made under Simplex Patent.)

In sizes, sin., ^'in., gin., lin,, i/- each.
Wholesale and Retail.

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

There's nothing your motor would

prefer to see more than a precipice

to climb after reboring and fitting

new piston by Gradior Machine

Co., Compression Specialists,

Stafford. Fit of piston is guaran-

teed to 4 f1000 ins., and bears 13

stones on the pedal.

WRITE FOR LIST.

THE SRIP rtflOTOR GYCL,£ HANDLE.

Black Buffalo Horn Handle. 2/6 per pair post
I free, with sorution for fixing. Give size of

]
llandle-bur. Tr.^dt; ti-'mis on application.
HILL BROS., 32, Broom Close, SheEBeld.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SEVERAL Double-cylinder Coils, H.S.

trembler, best English: to clear ac-
cept 22s. each.—Avlaston Motor Works,
Derby.

BELTING.—lin.. 7Jd. foot; lin., 8id.
foot; iin., 9Jd. foot; lin., lOid. foot,

by PoUin, of Spalding. — Wauchope's, ?,

Shoe Lane, London.

INCLINED Frame, for 26 wheels, also
1| Mayes : exchange for pair 28 by

2in. beaded covers.—Partington, 199, Pres-
ton Road. Standish.

LONGUEMARE Carburetter, suit 6-12

h.p. engine, lOs.; coach-built fore-

car seat, 12s. — Stevens, 4, Goldhawk
Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

MABON Clutch, complete, only run 20

miles, suitable for Triumph, with
sideca.r; 45s., or nearest offer.—B. Cumber-
land, The Lynchet, Luton.

jrOO Pairs Military Gauntlet Gloves, all

O leather, at 2s. 5d. a pair; also mili-

tiir.v riding breeches at 4s. 6d.—Ansconib.
14, London Road, London, S.E.

BASSEE-inOHEL Trembler Coil, good
as new, 10s. ; Longniemare carbur-

etter, suit 21 h.p. engine, 10s.—Fairhead,
builder, Melville Road, Walthamstow,

CARBIDE, guaranteed, 4, 7. 141b. tins,

3id. per lb.; should be ordered in

21 lb. lots to save carriage.—Stansell and
Son, Acetylene Gas Engineers. Taunton.

ENGINES.—2 h.p. Clarendon, new, £3;

21 h.p. M.M.C., variable pulley, £4;

3 h.p. Falnir, £4 10s, ; 6 h.p. water-cooled
Aster, £10 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London, E.G.

HALIFAX.—" Perfection " belting, new
principle, iin,, lOd. ;

|in.. Is.; iin..

Is. 2d.; lin.. Is. 4d. per foot; 33. allowed
for your old belt to popularise.—16, Westr

gate, Halifax.

FRONT Wheel, new, 26 by 2. 8s.; Der-

matine, lin., 6s. 6d. ; another, Jin.,

6s. 6d. ; twin Rex pulley, new. 5s. ; 1905

Rex pulley, piston rings, 7s. — Tuley,
Northfleet, Kent.

"l^fAUCHOPE'S arrange Exchanges oi

V T all descriptions. Liberal allow i

ance for second-hand machines in pari i

payment for new models. — Wauchope's
9. Shoe Lane, London.

ALVASTON Works, Derby. — 7 h.p.

marine motor, fitted with parafBii

carburetter, brand new, inclusive ol
_

starting handle and silencer, gnaranteeo
perfect order; accept £9 10s.

ALVASTON Works. Derby.—Brand ne\\

Harvey-Frost workshop type vul

caniser, with extra steam mandrel, per

feet, guaranteed; cost nearly £10, ae

cept £5 10s., immediate cash.

ONE. Pair 35s. Side Lamps, 20s.; on(

35s motor bike headlight. 25s.; on<

25s. ditto, IBs.; one generator. 48. ;
al

new; double-cylinder plain coil, 9s.—

B

Crieff Road, Wandsworth.

READERS Having Photographic Ap

,

paratus tor sale should advertis<

in " Photography Emporium, Jd. pe
i

word, minimum 6d. — Address, " Pnoto

graphy " Ofaces, (Coventry.

D^E DION Parts.—23 h.p. cylinder head;

complete, flywheels, timing wheels

cover, contact breaker, Jin. pulley, 30s.

motor cycle frame, suit twin, 358.—li

Brunswick Street, Walthamstow.

ENGINES.—5 h.T>. twin Kerry, £7 156.

2J h.p. De Dion, £2 17s. 6d. ; 2i h.l

M M.C., £4; ditto pattern. £2 10s.; i

h.p Jap, £5; 6 h.p. w.c. Aster, perfect

£10 10S.-128, High Road, Tottenham.

TTALIAN Headlight, by Zanardinl.

X Milan, 20s. ; leather jacket, 15s.
:
du'

coat 5s. ; 1905 Rex valve. 2s, 6d ;
quautit

of various spares; stamp, reply.—l^enn;

119, Belvedere Road, Burton-on-Trent.

MOTOR and Cycle Agents should rea
' The Cycle and Motor Trades' B'

view." Specimen copy post free on r.

ceipt of trade card. - " The Cycle an

Motor Trades' Review " Ofdces, Coventr;

FOR Sale, motor boat. 5 h.p. Mors, t>vii

cylinder engine, guaranteed go<)

order, and reliable, painted white, up-t'

date, and fast; £32; consider exchang
-Whitehouse, 32, Reform Street, Dunde

I?i answurin/j any advertisemtnl on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.
)OUBTLESS many readers who filled up the

postal form circulated with The Motor
Cycle of March i8th will be anxiously

"waiting our announcement of the result.

We must, however, ask them to l)e

yet awhile. The query form is not an

linary one with simple questions. If it were, it

uld be quite possible to hand over the whole of the

)lies, which, by the way, are extremely numerous,

a clerical staff to sort and tabulate, and the result

ild be known in a few (iays. Unfortunately, no

linary clerical staff could deal with these forms.

ley require practical knowledge of the motor cycle,

d can, therefore, only be dealt with by our own
itorial staff, whc naturally can only devote a certain

lount of time daily to the compilation of this table

—

able, we may say, which will be of more than ordinary

erest when it is published. We can only say at the

>ment thac it may be several weeks before the tabu-

ed list of replies can be published, but we hope next

ek "-o refer to some of the more interesting replies-

The A.C.U. Council Meeting.
'If* HE A.C.U. council meeting has come and gone.

I and all will admit that it was a most successful

I meeting, and one which should be of considerable

P assistance in securing the affiliation of all pro-

I vincial clubs. Personally, we regret that Mr.
1. H. Hall, the president of the Sheffield and Hallam-
•ire M.C.C.—a club with over loo members—was
It elected on the committee. Mr. Hall has done a

jst amount of good work for motor cyclists, and,
''hough perhaps inclined to be over impulsive, we have

proof of his good work, and we feel sure that if a

place had been found for him on the committee his

aid would have proved- very valuable.

We were very pleased to notice that the majority ol

the suggestions which have been made in The Motor

Cycle editorial columns have been adopted, notably a

perambulating council, the affiliation of Scottish riders,

a centre scheme oi the lines of the N.C.U. centres, etc.

Practically the only suggestion we have made which was

vetoed oy the committee was the proposition for a

scheme for unattached riders. We can only conjecture

that the lack of " ayes
'

' for such an important proposi-

tion was caused by the presence of a large number of

delegates from provincial clubs, who perhaps thought

that any scheme f>r unattached riders would affect

their local membership. Correspondence in The Motor

Cycle proves that there are riders who do not wish to

join a club, but who would be willing to pay a moderate

subscription to a body like the A.C.U. if allowed to

participate in certain advantages.

Mr. Robert Todd's remarks with regard to taxation

were not particularly encouraging ; nevertheless, we

hope Mr. Asquith will give motor cyclists his best con-

sideration. We are already taxed considerably more,

in proportion, than any other class of motorist, and it

would be distinctly unfair to raise the present rates.

We still have the copy of letter on taxation which the

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. sent to Parlia-

mentary representatives in Sheffield and district.

Several clubs have a.pplied for a copy of it and sent it

to their representatives.

The centre s:hv.iie should work well. A system of

decentralisation is part of the R.A.C. scheme; it

should therefore receive every support at the hands_ ot

the A.C.U. Once the provincial clubs are working

enthusiastically with the head body success is assured.
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CHAIN
By B. H

^Ip'HIS ancient controversy bids fair to be entirely

I
re-opened by the call for a motor bicycle suit-

* able for use with a sidecar. We had all regarded

it as long since dead and buried, and to see

-;uch widely divergent opinions furiously restated must

1)5 \-ery puzzling to the young motor cyclist, intent upon

the specification of his first or second machine. With

the Editor's permission I therefore propose to sum up

the conclusions of past history on the matter.

Whate\-er may be the preferences of a scanty hand-

ful of individuals, one has only to peruse " The Motor

Cycle Buyers' Guide " to see that for motor bicycle

purposes, apart from the haulage of a passenger, the

lielt has altogether ousted the chain, and I may add

that this is by the united verdict of both manufacturers

and users. Here and there one discovers an isolated

individual who is enthusiastically loyal to the chain

drive; but the majority of riders will have nothing

whatever to do with it at any price, and most makers

dare not trust their machines to that large percentage

of duffers who figure on their order books with any

other drive than the belt.

Spare Belts need not be Carried.

Time was when you could search the market with-

out finding a single machine possessing a satis-

factory belt drive; I can remember the days when 1

regularly took two complete spare belts on a long tour,

whereas to-day I take no spare belt, not even a few

inches of belting, and perhaps not so much as a spare

fastener; yet e\'en in those days the chain drive was

fighting for its existence. To-day, when the belt drive

is perfected, the chain is practically dead, and we are

not surprised to find it so. It survives on a few

machines, and those makers who have stuck to it

through the last five or six years turn out thoroughly

satisfactory examples of it. But as a rule it will be

seen that such makers have been compelled to stick to

it, through some feature of their machine (such as a

two-speed gear) forbidding belt transmission alto-

gether ; and it is a fair inference that, if they could

liave adopted the belt drive without sacrificing the

notable feature of their own particular machine, they

would probably have done so.

The Chain Drive for Passenger Work.
The natural conclusion, therefore, is that. gi\-en

two equally skilled and careful riders, plus two

machines of equal merit in design and workmanship,
one belt-driven and one chain- driven, both men will

have an equally pleasant season; but that for indis-

criminate sale or use the belt is infinitely safer. We
may therefore put the chain drive out of court. exce|)t

for special purposes, such as a two-speed gear or

passenger work.

I am almo.st equally emphatic in putting the belt out

of court for work with passenger attachments, and
es]jecially for two-speeded passenger work. A hvge

belt will stand the double strain of extra load, of a low

gear, of the sudden jerking of the load back on to the

engine after a gear change on a hill, but it will not

stand it so well as a chain will stand it, and then

pulleys and belts large enough for the purpose are not

made. A double belt might stand it. but the two or

three firms who tried this plan have abandoned it.

V. BELT.
DAVIES.
The Whittle belt stands it better than any other bei

I have tried, but I do not consider it equal to the chain

The chain has two huge advantages for passenge

work

:

(i.) It cannot possibly slip.

(2.) If attended to at the start of a run it nee^

never be touched till the run is over, whereas a be!

very, very seldom gets through one hundred mile

with a passenger without stretching

Further than this, we find a grave defect whic

impairs the safety of a chain as used on a mote

bicycle solo, and which does not exist when a passengf

attachment is added. On a solo motor bicycle, if tb

engine jams, or if the chain comes off, the rear whei

is generally locked, and the rider sustains a nasty fal

When a passenger attachment, either fore or sidecar,

added, the combination will give a big swerve if the re;

wheel is locked in either of these ways, but there wi

be no overturning, and no real danger of person.
^.

damage.

Weight and Chain Transmission.
.\ second defect of the chain in solo work is al;

removed when the chain is applied to passenger wor
Lightness is a prime consideration for solo worl

weight is saved wherever possible in frame, engine, ai

transmission. Additional weight is necessary in

these parts when a chain is employed, but extra weig

matters \"erv little in a passenger combination, whii

is started by a handle and a clutch, and possesses

emergency gear.

For passenger work, therefore, the chain adds t\

great advantages, reliability and efficiency, each
which can easily be procured by the belt in solo wor

but cannot be procured so easily in passenger work.

Similarly, when applied to passenger work, the cha

loses two of its main drawbaqks in solo work, namel
danger and weight.

Its other main drawback, that of requiring freque

and messy attention, belongs in a greater degree to t

belt when applied to passenger work, ju.st as in sc

work it applied more particularly to the chain.

And so we may venture to say that a fair conclusi'

is. the chain for passenger work, wherever possible, ai

the belt for solo work, wherever possible. And if t

same bicycle be used for both passenger and solo woi

my vote would undoubtedly go to the chain.

>—»••»—^

We have received a sample of the latest Ingers(

watch for attaching to the handle-bar of motor cyck

which has a \'ery no\'el feature. In the centre of t

dial there are six concentric circles. Within the inrif

most circle are printed the months of the year, and

the five outer tnes will be found the times for lighti

lamps on the rst, 8th, 15th, 22nd, and 29th of eai

month. Everyone will agree that the combination ol

timepiece and lamp lighting table on one dial is a an

useful novelty. The handle-bar clip is neat and stror

and the watch cannot be jolted out. The price of t

watch and clip is most moderate, and one of them
said to have been used on a motor cycle for 12,0

miles without injury. Price and further particul!>

can be obtained from R. H. Ingersoll and Bro

Auderv House, Elv Place, Holborn Circus, Londc

E.C,
'
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Motor Cycles on BrooRlands TracR.

OF late a good deal more has been heard of Brook-

lands in connection with motor cycles, and such

a state of affairs is distinctly refreshing,

especially when it has to be recorded that Mr.

E. De Rodakowski, the secretary of the Brooklands

Dlub, is one of the latest converts to motor cycling.

\nd this is how it came about. One day last week

:wo or three enthusiastic members of the Auto Cycle

Union, elated at the prospect of a race for motor

:ycles on Brooklands, which is to be held probably

3n Easter Saturday, decided to take two or three

nachines down to the track and find out a few facts

xincerning it. Previously the only data on which they

lad to go were the reports of two gallant naval officers,

ivho drove round till their machines became almost red

lot, and the private match between Messrs. Bickford

md McMinnies, which has been described recently in

:hese pages. First of all it is necessary to glance at

\ bird's eye view of the course, to which we refer

)ur readers. The usual procedure for cars is to start

m the stretch D at a point opposite the pavilion B, and
:hen continue round
the outer circle,

when after the

igreed number of

laps have been
:overed they finish

ilong the straight

itretch D. The
;rand stand A is

m a hill behind
vhich the course
)asses, and while
he competitors are

m this section they
tre necessarily out
)f sight. It was
fith a view to
>bviate this that
viessrs. Straight,

Reynolds, Wells,
i- Collier, sen.

,

md H. A. Collier
'ent down to the
t was thought

Grand stand.
Pavilion.
Competitors' enclosure.
Finishing and starting straight.
Finishing line.

famous motordrome last week.
and rightly so, too) that if the

ijaotor cycles could be kept within the. inner circle
|he public would be better able to appreciate
jheir performances. To test the practicability of the
idea, Wells and Reynolds, on twin-cylinder Vindecs,
itarted at the top of the straight, and careered at full
lit down it. Wells travelled at a goodly speed, took
ihe comer leading to the main track, went high up the
tanking, and almost landed in a patch of newly laid
|ement some distance farther on (the track is now under
epair), while Reynolds was more cautions, since he
ilowed at the comer. Both then returned, and
nnounced that at the speed at which they had been
;oing the comer was impossible, as there was no bank-
ng at the very spot at which it was most wanted. This
toes not_ mean that the track is badly designed, as
|t was bemg used then in a manner the reverse to which

T!f
j"*^"'^**^' "^^^ *^^ riders were not, however,

jo be daunted, and each separately had another try,
|>ut with no better success. Collier, unfortunately,

could not make the attempt, as his Matchless racer was

not in such good form as it might have been.

Mr. RoadKowsKi Delighted with Motor Cycles.

In the interval Mr. Rodakowski was persuaded to

try Reynolds's light roadster Vindec. It was his first

ride on a motor bicycle, and in this case we have an

absolute novice initiated into the pastime on a fast

5 h.p. twin ! On his return he expressed himself

delighted with the machine, and stated how much
surprised he was at the total absence of engine vibra-

tion and the easy manner in which the machine was
controlled. Various tests followed, which resulted in

the decision that the machines should be started at a

point almost opposite the pavilion, as it had been

found that they then had not time to get up enough
speed to be travelling at a dangerous pace when the

corner was reached. Through the courtesy of Mr.

A. G. Reynolds we were able to try the track for our-

selves, or at least that portion of it which was avail-

able. Riding on it was a delightful experience;

there was a sense of unfettered freedom, which can be

felt nowhere else, even on a straight deserted road in

the Fen ountry. The Vindec pulled magnificently,

but was under-geared for the work, and so ne\er slowed

at all up the i m 30 gradient behind the hill. Along
this section there is no need to take the banking even

at a speed of nearly forty-eight miles an hour, and
both here and along the straight the surface is prac-

tically perfect. While witnessing car races the worst

bumps seem to occur high up the banking beyond the

foot bridge, but at a point not reached until over sixty

miles an hour i? obtained. On the portion of the

track available at any rate the surface is excellent, and
if any car driver can complain of this section it simply

means that on a sprung vehicle he is unprepared for

violent road .'^hocks, while the motor cycle rider expects

them, and knows what to do when they occur. Collier

rides on a piece of cardboard attached to the carrier,

but keeps almost the whole weight of his body on
the footrests, thus avoiding the effect of all inequalities

of the surface, and at the same time having his machine
under perfect control. The Easter meeting will be
looked to with interest by motor cyclists. Motor
bicycles have never before competed on what is,

humanly speaking, a perfectly safe track, so that what
the result of the races will be may only be conjectured.

>-•••—<
The London agents for Riley tricars, the Service Co.,

292, High Holbom, W.C., are making adequate
arrangements to give trials of these machines at short

notice from the above address.

We gave two illustrations and a description of work
accomplished in the repair of cracked water jackets

bv Lea and Son, Runcorn, ' in our issue of April 3rd,

1907. At that date the repaired cylinders showed a

slightly raised appearance where the fracture had been,
but Lea and Son inform us that further impro\'ements
have since been introduced, so that the work is now
absolutely smooth with the remainder of the casting,

and it is practically impossible to locate the repair.

It should, however, be borne in mind that repairs can
not be made to cylinders broken on the line of the

piston's travel,
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Lightweights and the End-to=end.

It is a little unfortunate that during the first year

of the lightweight boom the A.C.U. trial should be from

End-to-end. One of the defects of a very low powered

lightweight is its incapacity to make fast running

igainst a strong head wind, and there are several

sections of the Scotch route, notably from Ballinluig

to Cockburn Cottage at the summit of the Grampians,

where the gradient and surface will be heavily against

the competing machines, and in all probability a sturdy

head wind will be encountered. Lightweight machines

cannot hope to maintain the official minimum of

[5 ra.p.h. should the conditions be unfavourable over

these heavy sections. A suggestion has been made to

me by a lightweight enthusiast, who desires to ride his

80 lb. machine in the great trial of the year, that the

more northerly days' riding should be arranged as

follows: All lightweight machines to be started first,

and the start to be as early as possible; if strong head

winds are encountered, the lightweights to be set a

Tiinimum of 12 m.p.h. through all or any of that day's

controls, at the discretion of the judges. He unkindly

adds that, if, as per previous End-to-end, the oflncial

car is in the rear, it would be easy for the judges to wire

ahead to one of the section officials. It would be

Interesting to have the opinion of other lightweight

enthusiasts as to whether this type of machine needs

consideration of this sort in the trial or not. I am
aware the Motosacoche held its own last year, but on

English roads in the more southerly counties and on a

circular tour, the wind is not so serious a factor. The
End-to-end trial has now been fixed for July T3th-i8th.

Worn Chains.

.\ very valuable wrinkle appeared in a letter from

Dr. Gaskell, page 206, March nth. He described

"low nothing would induce the chain of his small tricar

:o remain on the sprockets unless it was run so tight

-hat considerable friction was set up. He finally solved

•he difficulty by purchasing a new chain ; this would

<eep on the teeth at quite a moderate tension, and the

-allure of the old one was thus indicated as being due

-o loss of pitch. The links were riding on the top of

he teeth, and so an infinitesimal amount of sag or sway
vas sufficient to throw it off. Some of the early tricars

vera fitted with chains far too light for their work,

ind as the chains were totally unprotected and the

Tiachine used in all sorts of weather, new chains very

;oon become necessary. The sprockets of these tricars

ire usually peculiar, owing to the eccentricities of the

);earbox design, and so riders, having discovered their

chains are too weak, abandon the idea of fitting stronger

")nes, because they cannot obtain heavier sprockets.

Vot every rider knows that two or three different sizes

->f chain can be interchanged on the same sprockets.

(Consequently any driver of one of these machines
-iifffrins from chain troubles would do well to send

one of his sprockets to the chain makers, and ask theni

to forward him the strongest chain which can be run

on it. A friend of mine recently transformed a ver\

tiresome little tricar into quite a serviceable vehicle b\

fitting a heavy chain on the light sprockets provided

That is six months ago, and he has had no troubl.

since. It is not mechanical, but it works.

Strange Experiences with Gudgeon Pin Scre-ws

Anyone who has a long experience of the whimisi

calities of a motor bicycle is well aware it is impossiblr

to prophesy what it will do next; but every now ano

then there arises a rider equipped with that littk-

knowledge which is such a dangerous thing. A corre-

spondent has jusi written denouncing my paragraph on

page 216 describing how a gudgeon pin set screw felt

out of the piston, and was ejected through the cylinder

walls at the bottom of the piston's stroke. Hr
describes this paragraph as an attempt to bamboozlt-

my readers, and consequently I publish in self-defencf

the names of two riders who have undergone this experi

ence. Vhen I wrote that paragraph I had only onr

name before me—^Mr. V. G. Whitelaw, the Midland

Counties hockey player. The day after the paragraph

appeared Mr. Le Pine Jackson wrote to tell me tht-

same thing had I'appened to him with another make oi

engine. My incredulous correspondent will probablv

now have the courtesy to withdraw his very impertinen

remarks. His incredulity is evidently based on ai

inexcusable blunder of his own, for I think he imagine:

the gudgeon pin screw was described as emergin}:

above the piston. Nothing in my paragraph suggests

that. The pistcns in both cases were clearly shor

ones, and at the top of their strokes when the screv

was driven through the cylinder walls at points np:i

the bottom of the strokes.

A powerful passenger machine, referred to by Chafer Lea, Ltd., in letter

No. 3157, issue of March 4th. The engine is a 9 h.p. Jap with magneto
ignition. The drive is hy chain through a 9in. clutch and a two speed gear

box. The engine is placed higher than usua! on account of the bad

roads In South Africa, where the machine will be used. The sidecar is boUl

of standard Chafer Lea flttines using slightly heavier gauge tubing. Other

details will be observed by a close Inspection of the illustration.
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The Selection of Gear Ratio.
By A. G. LEE, B.Sc. (Concluded from fase 232.)

Fig. 3 shows the total horse-power required on

gradient of i in 7j^ for two naachines with W =

T5 2D 25 30
SPEED - MILES PER HOUR

Fig. 3. Horse-power required on gradient i in 7i for machines of^different

total weights.

DO lbs. and 250 lbs. respectively. The same engine

taken for both machines, and the brake horse-power

, shown with a gear of 4^ to i, and also with a

iar of 7j^ to I.

The influence of the weight of the rider is shown b\'

le greater horse-power required when W = 300 lbs.

he final speeds are respectively ten and twenty miles

er hour when both machines have a 4^ to i gear,

lit if the 300 lbs. machine be given a gear oi 1%
) I it will attain a final speed of twenty-three miles

er hour.

'he Point at which the Change of Gear should
taKe place.

It will be noticed that the brake horse-power with

le two gear ratios is equal when the speed is at

venty-eight miles per hour. Below this speed there

"Too 20B 300 400 bOO 600700 800 900
DISTANCE IN YARDS FROM FROT OF HILL

Fig. 4. Speed at various distances up gradient of i in 7^.

s more power on the second gear. This, therefore,

s the point where the gear should be changed.

Fig. 4 gives the speeds at various points on a. hill

with gradient i in 7 ^ . Here the three machines
start with an initial speed of thirty miles per hour at

the bottom of the hill.

The kinetic energy of the machine plus rider is

W
therefore %— (30 x 1.467)2 foot lbs. where g = 3*.2.

. .
S

This is equal to 9,000 foot lbs. in the case of the

300 lbs. machine.
As the speed drops the kinetic energy is given up,

and provides the balance of horse-power required at

any given instant.

One example of the calculation of the rate of drop

in speed will suffice to demonstrate the method.

Referring to the curve (fig. -3), it is found that between

thirty and twenty-eight miles per hour the mean horse-

power required for the 300 lbs. machine in excess of

that available is 2.05. This has to be made up by

the kinetic energy given up by the machine.

2.05 h.p. = 2.05 X 550 = 1,125 foot lbs. per

second.

Between thirty and twenty-eight miles per hour there

is a loss of kinetic energy of 1,160 foot lbs. This
1,160

will, therefore, suffice to provide 2.05 h.p. for — •

1.03 seconds.

I>125

Too 2<50 300 400^ 500 600 700 800 900
DISTANCE IN YARDS FROM FtOT OF HIU

Fig. 5. Timelin'seconds taken to reach various distances up hill of i in 7i.

The distance travelled in this time at the mean speed

of the interval—twenty-nine miles per hour—is 14.6

yards, so that in 14.6 yards the speed has fallen from

thirty to twenty-eight miles per hour.

Similar calculations have determined the remainder

of the curves.

It will be noticed that the speed with the 7^ gear

drops more rapidly at first than that of the other

machines, but attains a higher final speed,

Fig. 5 gives the time in seconds of the same three

machines at various points up the same hill.

The initial impetus is equivalent to a start of 120

yards in the case of the 300 lbs. machine (gear 4 J/2
to

i). as it allows it to develop a larger horse-power than
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The Selection of Gear Ratio.—
its normal for about 360 yards up the hill, when it

setlles down to its steady ten miles per hour.

The initial impetus \vilh the 300 lbs. machine (gear

1% to i) is only equivalent to a start of twenty yards.

Jt will thus be seen that the effect of an initial rush

is much more important where the final speed of the

machine on the hill is low and the length of the hill is

short.

Empirical Formulae for Choice of Gear Ratio.

We have seen above that to get the best results the

gear should be altered for each particular gradient.

In practice, however, we are usually limited to a
choice of two gears. These should be such that the

highest gear is properly proportioned for running on
the level and the low gear for a gradient of i in 10.

^^(^ILE APRIL ist, igoL

Tlie high gear will then in most cases take all hillsi]

to 1 in 15 fairly comfortably, while the low gear n
be trusted to look after the remainder.

For an ordinary tourist machine the follow

formulae may be taken as being simple and fairly tn

worthy, provided the limits of their use are not strt-tr

too widely.

For running on the level the best gear ratio is

6
* to

V b.h.p.y

For running up

b.h.p.

hill (i in 10)

0.0^ W
+

the best gear r:uii

V b.h.p. /
to I.

The Agricultural Hall Show.
A SECOND VISIT.

A SECOND inspection of the exhibits at C'nrdiiigley's

Sliow revealed a few more items which will interest

our readers. Tlie two liglitweight Wei'ner motor
bicycles shown by il. J. Harding, and referred to in

our last i^ssiie, were to be seen in the early part of last week,
and a few words about them will not be out of place. In
appearance they possess the usual Werner features. The
frame is built low, and the engine, which is of 1-^- h.p.

(60 by 70), is placed in the usual Werner position. The
carburetter is also on the familiar lines followed by this

well-known firm, while the ignition is by a Dinin accmnu-
lator and plain coil, carried in a compartment in the
tank. This machine is claimed to run one hundred miles
on threequarters of a gallon of petrol, and to be a good
hill-climber. It is also interesting to nole th.at it com-
peted with success in company with motor bicycle.s of

higher horse-power in the 1907 Tour de France. Its weight
is stated to be but 54 lbs.

In addition to the above complete machines, there
were a Siemens and Schuckert electric delivery tricar,

which was described and illu.'trated in Tlie Motor Cycle
of February 5th, page 102, shown by the Electric Vehicle
Co., 1, Earl Street, Westminster, S.W. Also, a 3-^ h.p.--

Itex and a 3^ h.p. Phanomen, the latter with a Bosch
magneto placed in a horizontal position, behind the crank
ca.se and under the Ijottom bracket, well out of the way of

mud and wet, shown on the Service Co.'s stand,

W. and R. .Jiicobs had also succeeded in unearthing one
or two novelties, among which we may mention a small
adjustable wrench of .tiritish manufactuie, 2|in. long—a very
handy little tool for the manipulation of electrical fitments,

A neat handle-bar switch made in two types, one for a

magneto and the other for accumulators; and a trembler coil

with the trembler set horizontally, which renders the platinum
point* very accessible. Another useful item to be seen on this

stand w;is a neat terminal, fitted with a clip working on the
principle of a patent glove fastener, so that it can be attached
instantly to a cable.

Avery and Roberts, toolmakers, Liverpool, also showed some
aseful accessories. Their Auto patent ratchet ."panner is

certainly a useful tool, as are also their nut plier.s, which
serve for tightening up small nuts and also as wire cutters
and ordinary nippers. Thev also exhibited what they tterm

a "round, the corner" screwdriver for getting at inaccessible
scrt'H'v. and a ne:it contact hie in a small case, which also
scrve.s a.s a gauge to test the correct amount of break between
the )ilatinum points on a magneto contact-breaker.

W«iodgn.(^.s Bros.. Tiverton, showed their celel>rated Patch-
quiok patches and solution, which are claimed to repair
punctui-e.* far more effectively than is the case with ordinary
patches and solution, while it is inleresting to not* th;it they
specially look after the interests of motor cyclists by malang
up small repair outfits which can be conveniently carried in
the toolbag.

Hayes's .Jack-no-.skid anti-side-slip device h.as been on the
market for several years, and has been greatly improved
recently. Its weight has, we understand, been reduced fifty

per cent., it is automatic in action, easily attached 11

machine, and has been reduced in price. Mr. Hayes,
Ball's Pond Road, N., was showing the Jaek-no-skid at

Agritultural Hall last week.
We beg to remind our readers that with reference to

Douglas motor bicycle sold by Cox, of West Norwood, H.

The new Werner Lightweight, bore and stroke 60 x 70 mm.

P>ose, Jjirnited. Frith Street, Shaitesbui-y Avenue, W,,
the London agents.

R. W. Coan. Ltd.. aluminium and ganeral founders, whi
excellent repairs to castings of all kind* are so well knov
were showing at their usual stand near the main entrance

The illustration herewith is that of a section of the Th
Spires non-skid motor cycle tyre. It is claimed that the a

wings come into action directly the machine begins to 1

and is inclined to skid. The firm

responsible for the introduction of this

tyre is the Coventry Piubber Co.,

Coventry, which company holds the
opinion that what is \viinted is a good
wearing surface of rubber and ridges
or wings at the side to prevent skid-

ding when the machine leans out of the

perpendicular. It will be noted that
the tread of the tyre is quite plain.

The usual flap is provided to cover the

spoke heads and prevent da,m:ige to

the inner tube. There is no doubt that
it is an advantage if the non-skidding
portion of a tyre is situated at a point
where it camiot. be worn away by friction caused by cont

with the rnad. and we .shall watch the developments of t

tyre with considerable interest.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied With a Stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Hnbber^Belts oii~SmaU,FuUeys.

I have a lightweight machine
geared 5| to 1 on which I use

a rubber and canvas belt.

Have had several of these, as

they are continually giving

way at the linkholes owing to the

small diameter pulleys. It seems to

me a more flexible belt is required.

Kindly say what you advise?—J.B.F.

Dae of the most flexible leather belts

s the Watawata, sold by 0. and W.
Drmerod, Ltd., Rochdale, and we
ihould advise you to try a belt of this

nake on your machine.

Reducing Possibilities of Ignition Troubles.

I have bought a Trimo with

I

5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder air-

cooled Peugeot engine, fitted

I with a make and break con-

tact and trembler coils. There
are eight platinum points to keep

clean and adjusted, and the contact

breaker is difficult to get at. Would
a wipe contact make it easier to start

and keep in order? Which do you

consider the best wipe contact suit-

able for this engine?—F.G., W.C.
'he best way out of the difficulty

'ould be to have a plain coil and
;.0.M. contact breaker, thus reducing

le number of platinum points to six.

[Hot Air Pipe and Non-skid Covers.

Is it necessary to have a

tube from the exhaust box to

the carburetter? My Wolf
machine has not one (Longue-

mare carburetter), but goes

splendidly. It consumes a lot of

petrol, and I wonder if by fitting a

tube it will make the petrol give off

more vapour and so save petrol. I

should like your opinion of a non-

skid band. Which do you think is

better, a rubber or a steel-studded

one?^N.H., Cornwall.

; the machine runs really well it is

?tter to leave things alone. Fitting

p the hot air pipe from the exhaust

J3X to the carburetter would only

Lake matters worse as regards petrol

jmsumption. It is only needwi in

pry cold weather, and then only if the

lirburetter is set away from the engine,

ou might improve the consumption

ightly by fitting an extra air inlet or

ilarging the present one on the

achine. It is difficult to say which
the better, rubber or steel. Time

one will show. If anything, we pre-

iT the rubber ; they certainly mini-

|ise the risk of sideslip, and are more
imtortable than steel-studded tyres.

A Quiet Silencer Desired.

Please give me your opinion
as to the best silencer for a
9 h.p. two-cylinder motor
cycle (only one wanted). I

have had the misfortune to
come into too close proximity with
the police, and I put it down to my
machine being very noisy, and the
untechnical brains of the police, as
their theory is, "much noise great
pace."—J.P.

We do not think such a thing exists

as a "best" silencer. We should advise
you to consult the following makers :

Sharpe's Universal Patents, Ltd.,
Fleet House, Fleet Street, E.G., and
G. Aldington, Haydon's Park Road,
Wimbledon.

A Machine tor Sidecar Work.

I want your candid opinion
of the best clutch and speed
combinations. If I order a Roc
with a 5 h.p. J. A. P. engine
would it be advisable to fit

two-speed gear? In any case, I shall

have a clutch, but have had no ex-
perience of gears, so perhaps you will

inform me which is the best. I shall

probably use a sidecar considerably.
Do you prefer the epicyclic gear to

the other kind?—F.C.P., Cambridge.
If you choose the machine mentioned
in your letter and use a sidecar you
will find a two-speed gear a,dvisable.

Epicyclic gears, if properly made, are

quite satisfactory on motor bicycles.

What other kind do you refer to? there
are so many. Please send a list of

gears, and we shall be pleased to place
them in order of merit. See rule

above.

Protection from Wet.

I am purchasing a 1908

3^ h.p. Triumph motor bicycle,

and am desirous of obtaining

some celluloid shield* to pro-

tect the legs and body from
wet. Could you inform me

where I i should be able to secure

these? I believe I have seen some
reference in The Motor Cycle to

shields of this kind. In addition to

the shields for the legs I desire to

obtain one to fix on the handle-bars

to protect the body, similar to the

screen used on motor cars.—G.H.,
Eastbourne.

Probably such shields as you desire

can be made for you by Messrs. Blue-

rael and Bros., City Road, E.G. You
had better, therefore, correspond with

this firm. You could have a screen on

the

the handle-bar, but to keep the legs

and feet dry you could not improve on
a wide leather splashguard, see The
Motor Oyde, November 13th, 1907,
page 904. With long overalls to fit

over the ordinary trousers or breeches
(fawn ones look smart), and with a,

waterproof coat and a sou' -wester, you
could practically defy the elements.

silencing Engine More ESeotlvely.

My twin-cylinder air-cooled
tricar is not so silent as I

should wish, and I want to fit

a more efficient silencer. I

propose a 2in. diameter tube
from the front cylinder to the back
one, extending rearwards. There is

plenty of room for a large silencer,
so do you think I should gain any-
thing by fitting a silencer for a 7
h.p. engine, although my engine is

only a 5 h.p.?—T.G., Hull.

We should recommend you to fit sepa-
rate exhaust pipes to each cylinder, and
make the bends in the pipes as gradual
as possible. This will enable the
engine to run cooler, as also will fit-

ting a large silencer, which gives room
for the expansion of burnt gases.

Various Interesting Queries.

(1.) Will a 26in. by 2iin.^ Goodrich rubber-studded tyre

> fit rim suitable for Clincher
-S-l tyre (machine 3^ h.p.

Triumph)? (2.) I should like
to join the A.C.U. What pre-
liminaries would be necessary? I do
not belong to any club at present
but C.T.C., and I am not acquainted
with any member of A.C.U. (3.)
Can motor cyclists who are not mem-
bers of M.C.C. take part in London
to Edinburgh run? (4.) I believe I

have read that solution of sulphate
of soda will remove carbon deposit
from inside of cylinder. Is this cor-

rect? and if so, what strength of solu-

tion should one use, and how should
one proceed to use it?—C.F.,
Preston.

(1.) The tyre in question is stiitable for

Clincher rims. (2.) Fill in the pro-

posal form (see page 5, this week),
and send it to the secretary, Auto Cycle
Union, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly,

W. (3.) Entrants for the London-
Edinburgh run must become members
of the Motor Cycling Club. The hon.

sec. is Mr. Arthur Candler, 1, Lime
Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W. (4.). The
one and only method is to scrape the

deposit off with a long screwdriver.
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Conoerning a Twin-cylinder Mach-ne.

I should be glad if you could

help me concerning a 5 h.p.

Vindec, 1906 pattern. (1.)

When started it picks up on
one cylinder and until it is

given a stroke of the pedals does not

fire on both. Once started on both

it behaves all right until I have to

slow the pace considerably, when it

goes back to one again. I fancy it

is the back cylinder. Oleo plugs

quite clean. The rnagneto may per-

haps want remagnetising, for it never

used to behave in this way. (2.)

New rings, etc., were fitted last

October. Compression poor now.

Should I fit new ones again? Only
two were renewed in each cylinder.

It should not require reboring! (3.)

The Longuemare carburetter is con-

stantly dripping at the air inlet,

though the level does not seem to be

too high. (4.) What gear should I

use? I have an adjustable pulley

(Vindec), but a Jin. back belt rim,

18in. in diameter, does not allow me
a higher gear than 4^ to 1, because

the pulley is made to take a lin.

belt.—C.H., Cambridge.
The fibre ring of the magneto contact

breaker is probably worn. The rocking

arm on which one platinum point is

mounted may also be worn. If you re-

new these two parts we think you will

find that the trouble will disappear,

but if this is not the case write to us
again. The high tension carbon
brushes should occasionally be taken

out and cleaned with fine sandpaper at

the contact end. You can soon find out
which cylinder is misfiring by holding

down one of the inlet valves in turn
by the spring plunger at the top of

the inlet dome. The dripping of the
carburetter may be prevented by care-

fully grinding in the needle with oil

and crocus powder. The gear is about
right unless you are very light.

I notice a query from A.M.,
Hanley, relating to a mysterious
trouble. It may interest you to hear
that I had an almost identical problem
set me the other day by a 9 h.p. Eiley
car. The car would start off readily

and run perfectly for a mile or two, or

sometimes less, and then, without any
misfiring, it would slow down and
sometimes stop dead. Half a turn of

the starting handle was sufficient to set

it going again, when it would run well

for a time, but sooner or later the same
thing would occur. I tested the plugs,

looked to the wiring and contact maker,
cleaned the jet, and tested the petrol

pipe for obstructions, but with no re-

sult. At last one day, while trying in

vain to hit on the cause, I discovered

it by an accident. The engine was run-

ning in a weak sort of way for no
apparent reason, and as I walked round

the macliine I happened to catch hold

of the low tension wires from coil to

commutator, when immediately the

engine started racing with all its old

power. The fault was due to an in-

visible defect in the insulation of the

low tension wires, causing an inter-

mittent short circuit. The curious part

of the affair was that the engine never

once missed fire.

—

Cyrii, A. Potts.

Strengtlirof Inlet Spring, Carburetter Adjust-

„_ ment, and Position ot Plug.

(1.) In a 3 h.p. Fafnir engine

what force should be required

to open the automatic inlet

valve? On an engine of this

make which I am now using

a weight of 17 oz. is needed to just

depress the valve off its seat. This

seems excessive, and will, I think,

throttle the mixture appreciably, at

low speeds at any rate. I tried ad-

justing it to open with a weight of

4 oz., but gas appeared to blow back

into the inlet pipe. (2.) The Longue-

mare carburetter has a 24 mm. cone

and a 10 slot jet. It works quite

well, but only runs about eighty

miles to the gallon. What size cone

and jet do you recommend with this

size of engine (75 by 80 mm.)? A
smaller jet with the 24 cone causes

misfiring I find. (3.) In the same

engine the sparking plug is in a re-

cess which is connected with the com-

bustion chamber by a small hole.

This will, no doubt, stop sooting of

the points, but will, I should think,

prevent firing of weak mixtures

owing to the products of combustion

left in the spark plug recess. Do
you think that a plug in the centre

of the cylinder head in place of the

compression tap would give better

results?—J.P., S.W.
(1.) We would suggest a weight of about

eight to twelve ounces. (2.) If the

machine works well with a 24 mm. cone

and 10 slot jet it would be as well to

experiment with an extra air inlet, so

that you can give the engine as much
air as possible without making it mis-

fire. This should reduce the consump-

tion to a considerable extent. The
exact size cone and jet can, of course,

only be found out by experiment. The

level of the petrol makes a difference

to the amount of air required. A
similar engine to yours that we know

READERS' REPLIES.
In your issue of February 19th, 1908,

I see someone who signs himself

"Amateur," Middlesex, has an erratic

running engine. Well, I have had just

the same . symptoms myself with a 3^

h.p. Brown. What I want to say is 1

found out the remedy for mine, which

answers well. The reason was this, m
starting I injected paraffin and got it

to fire all right. This paraffin to a

certain extent washed the cylinder

walls, and most important the air-

cooled oil (Price's) in crank chamber is

so thick and solid that it clings to fly-

wheels, etc., and won't splash up well

under a couple of miles, that is, until

crank chamber becomes warm. My
remedy is this. I jack front wheel up

on an empty petrol can, and put a small

paraffin lamp under crank chamber and

let it bum half an hour to warm it up.

This warms up the cylinder as well,

and the result is no paraffin injections,

no engine kicking, no trouble—goes

like a train. I find this a perfectly

safe method if there are no leaky joints,

etc., for petrol to vaporise. I wrap
carburetter up in a damp rag. Of

course, another remedy is thinner oil

to be used in winter, but I prefer the

thick oil and warming up process.

—

P. G. jACKSOir.
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of runs perfectly with a 6 jet and 18

air adapter. (3.) We do not think you
would gain anything by altering the

position of the sparking plug on this

engine, but it might be possible to fire

a weaker mixture in that way.

Cause of Misfiring in Twin-cylinder Engine.

I have a 6-8 h.p. Fafnir

engine of the overhead mechani-
cal inlet type. It needs a lot

of petrol squirted into the

cylinders to start it, and then

it will only run at a very high speed,

continually misfiring, and running

sometimes on one cylinder and some-

times on the other, but rarely on both

at the same time. Every mechanical

part is perfect. The timing is abso-

lutely correct. I have tried a new
carburetter (mine is a Longuemare),

a new contact maker, rewired the

whole system, and fitted an extra

earth wire to the half-time shaft, but

without any signs of improvement.

The cylinders fire at an angle of 180°.

and I have tried a different misturt

for each cylinder without success

The sparking gap on the plugs i;

some distance from the combustioi

chamber, the sparking plug hoi

being deep on account of th'

water jacket. Is it possible that o'

this account the explosion gases d-

not find their way to the plug?-

N.M.M., I. of W.
The engine in question is a good on<

and the position of the spark in n

way affects the running. It is highl

probable that the misfiring is due 1

the amount of opening of the inl.

valves being different; that is, one <

other of the tappets require adjustmen
If this is not the case, the trouble

likely to be caused by the carburett

being badly adjusted. The sympton
described seem to show that the carb

retter receives too much air at slo

speeds, and that a smaller choke tul

is required.

"Puzzled" writes: "My machi
is a 1907 four-cylinder F.N., a:

the fault was in the conts

holder. The hole that is drill

in the contact holder for carbon bru
spring had been drilled twice, and 1(

a groove, so that the spring got fix

in it, and the carbon brush only ma
contact with the brass disc for thi

of the cylinders, and kept missing t

disc for front cylinder contact owi
to disc No. 1 being a little below t

distributer. I filed the groove of c

bon brush holder, lengthened 1

spring, took out No. 1 brass disc, a

fitted a thin carbon ring which mf
it perfectly level. The machine 1

been O.K. ever since. I am mi
obliged to Mr. A. Stallybrass a

yourselves."

glT " THE A UTOCAR," iohich 1

7J] published under the same p
;

prieto'ship a« "The Motor Cgch'
is to the automobilist blhat t,i

joarnal is to the motor ct/ch .

Any reader of " The Motor Ct/cl

tcho is also considering the p •

chase of a car should make a po '

0/ obtaining "The Autocar "—i
leading motor journal. Price .

issued Weeklp.
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Notes on 1908 Models.
A MONG motor cycles which have been consider-

Ck ably improved for 1908, the Minerva calls for

' ^ special mention. The design of this make is

extremely neat and practical, and the prices are

lost moderate. Our illustration depicts the 3^^ h.p.

single-cylinder model.

The 2 ^ h.p. is almost

identical in design,

except for the smaller

engine. Both models
can be fitted with

accumulator or mag-
neto ignition to order,

and in the latter case

the magneto is fitted

just in front of the

crank chamber on a

special bracket, and
driven by an ingenious

form of eccentric

gearing, which has

been the subject of a

previous illustration

in these columns.

The 2^ h.p. model
has an engine of 76 x

76 mm., and the

^% h.p. 82 X

82 mm., both with

mechanically operated

valves. The stan-

dard tyres are 26in.

X 2^4 in. with butt-

ended inner tube to

le rear wheel. There are three security bolts fitted to

ich wheel to prevent the tyre creeping. Detachable

lotrests are supported on the down tube. The stan-

ird pattern machine has rigid forks, but

)ring forks can be supplied at a slight

ctra cost. The spring fork is the already

ell-known Simplex pattern. The magneto
the Eisemann with separate coil. The

atomatic carburetter shown in detail (see

;ctional line illustration) is made under the

\. and A. patents. The method of con-

oiling the additional air supply is interest

ig and original. Under the illustration will

e found a lettered inscription of the various

arts, which will make the following descrip-

on quite clear. The mixture chamber
hove the jet carries a metal ring drilled

ith holes of various dimensions, covered

y metal balls of corresponding sizes. When
le engine is running slowly, the lightest

all only will be lifted from its seat by die

action of the engine, admitting only a small quantity

f additional air. As the speed of the engine increases,

le larger balls are lifted, thus admitting the extra air

ecessary.

The jet orifice is placed at the narrowest part of the

A. Throttle.

B. Balls controlling additional air inlets.

C. Screw covering jet.

D. Aperture for main air.

E. Jet.

G. Needle valve.

H. Line of petrol level.

J . Levers controlling needle valve.

K. Balance weight on needle.

L. Petrol inlet.

N. Cap to float ^chamber.
M. Cap to needle valve.

0. Throttle lever.

The power nnit of the single-cylinder

Minerva.

conical chamber connected to tl e float chamber, and

hot air is drawn in at the base through a funnel-shaped

tube fitted close to the cylinder. The spray can be

removed after de-

taching screw C
without disturb-

ing the carburetter

in any other way.

This is an import-

ant point. The
maker's catalogue

shows that the

petrol level should

be I mm. below
the top of the jet.

This can be
checked by re-

moving the screw C above mentioned. We would also

draw attention to the petrol strainer on the feed pipe.

When the machine is provided with accumulator igni-

tion, two fifteen ampere hour batteries are fitted in a

case behind the seat tube. Lycett's luggage carrier

and Price's stand are fitted to the chain stays, bringing

the machine completely up-to-date. The round tanks

are an innovation this year. At the fiont about three

pints of lubricating oil can be carried, and in the reai

portion about 2^ gallons of petrol. The consumption

of the 2^ h.p. engine is about 90, and the t,% h.p.

engine about 80 miles to the gallon of petrol. Other

models are the 4^2 h.p. and 7-8 h.p. twin-cylinder.

Both are V type and with mechanical valves, the former

being 70 x 75 mm., with cylinder and head cast

separately and yoked together, and the 7-8 h-.p. 80 x

85 mm. with cylinder and head in one casting.

Although we have had no opportunity of riding one of

the latest Minerva machines, we consider that this

year's patterns are the best the company have intro-

The 1908 model Minerva with Eisemann magneto and spring forks.

duced, and proves that this old established firm,

the first to introduce the motor bicycle commercially

into England, have not lost sight of the fact that there

is a considerable demand for motor cycles, for which

they are catering in an up-to-date form.

' Riders of the Werner motor cycle will be interested

|3 learn that Beard Bros., of Cricklewood Broadway,
,.ondon, N.W., are in a position to supply all spare

larts from stock for this particular machine.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., 45, Poland

Street, London, W., and Sherbourne Works, Coventry,

now stock Stanley-Dermatine belts in all sizes for motor

cycle?.
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Does an Air=cooled Engine Overheat ?

I

MUST apologise for not replying to some of the

correspondents who have discussed and criticised

my remarks, but it is far better to wait and reply

to all criticisms simultaneously, which I have done
hitherto.

The title of this discussion should have been, "Can
a Motor Cycle Engine Overheat under Normal Condi-
tions ?

'

' Certainly an air-cooled engine can be made
to overheat, but my argument is that under conditions

which occur on the road a reasonably designed engine

does not fail through excessive temperatures, but

through various other causes, each having its own and
separate remedy.

Replying to Mr. Verney, who is the first corre-

spondent, in reference to Mr. S. F. Edge's test, feeling

quite sure that Mr. Verney was at fault, I wrote to

Mr. Edge, who replied: "Certainly keeping the water

jacket warm increases the power of the engine and
decreases the consumption. In the tests you refer to,

although the water came direct from the mains merely

as a convenience, the outlet was sufficiently restricted

to cause the water jacket to attain the temperature we
thought best for the purpose of the test. I will send

you shortly some tests dealing with the different powers

at different temperatures." This report I have now
received, and shall be pleased to show it Mr. Verney,

though it has already been published in The Avtocar

and other motor car papers.

Motor Cycle Engines. A Comparison.
Another correspondent has corrected Mr. Verney as

to his and my acquaintance with Boyle's Law, which
has nothing to do with the subject whatever. Mr.
Verney overlooks the fact that the inlet valve and other

parts are not cold in a water-cooled engine, and that

the incoming charge probably is expanded as much in

one engine as in the other, though I imagine that this

expansion is very small in motor cycle engines, due
to the high speed at which the cycle of operations is

carried out. Air is well known to be most difficult to

heat, convection being practically the only way io

effect it. Just how the gas is heated so quickly in

the fraction of a second to effect any serious reduction

in volume is not quite clear. Gas engineers talk

about reduction of charge, and quite correctly, as they

are dealing with considerably larger volumes, larger

heating area, and longer periods. This partially

replies to Mr. Nevill.

I had a gas engine similar to Mr. Verney's, and when
under load, if the engine commenced to pick up speed

suddenly, and consequently deliver more power, I knew
at once that the water circulation was failing. Here my
engine was developing more power when overheating

!

As the circulation was by thermo-syphon, I was unable

to run the engine warm enough to obtain maximum
power, vide Mr. Edge's tests, in which he finds 150° F.

in the engine under test give the best results. Mr.

Verney's remarks as to vaporisation in the carburetter

being the reason why engines do not give their power
until warm are not correct, except where the carburetter

is water-jacketed. There are a large number of causes,

in which vaporisation is one of the smallest. In my
car engine the induction pipe becomes covered with

frost when and after the engine has " warmed up,"

whilst it is at a normal temperature before starting.

The carburetter is heated in no wav whatever, but due

to vaporisation is colder when running than otherwise.

It runs better when warm than cold, and chiefly because

less heat is lost to the water-jacket and more converted

into useful work.
!

Air=cooled Engines in America.
To " Interested " I would point out that there is ;

difference between sufficient lubrication and smok(

pouring out of the silencer. Radiators and watei

jackets are provided on a car because it is inconvenien

to fit air-cooled engines. In America air-coolec:

engines of quite a large size are used successfully. The;'

entail a special kind of bonnet, which allows air t<

impinge on all the cylinders, and special fan arrange

ments for supplying a blast of air to the engine. It i

outside the present question, but I am perfectly cor

vinced that air-cooling is practicable on cars. It i

ridiculous to suggest that I drive without radiators, a

the car would then be operating under abnormal cond

tions. If " Interested " had read my original articl

he would not have made these remarks.

To Mr. A. W. Browne, whose remarks are to th

point, I reply to his three suggested causes. To (1

I would refer him to my remarks above bearing on hig

engine speed, difficulty of heating gases under ar

conditions whatever, and absence of the best conditioi

for heating them. (2.) This runs parallel with n

suggestion of insufficient lubrication. I am inclined

think that Mr. Browne is right, and that where I four
_

increasing the lubrication remedied the trouble

might be due to the oil in the engine deteriorating wii

some classes of oil. (3.) Preignition. This I ha'

suggested as the cause of the engine stopping on hill

but I do not call it " overheating " ; I call it " pi

ignition." It is either due to some part becomii

incandescent or to exhaust retention, the remedies beii

obvious.

Some Fallacies take a lot of Killing.

I am glad to note that " H.M." is inclined towan
my opinion, that is to say, that many other trouDf

are attributed to overheating, and it is the cloak und

which the ignorant cover their mistakes. I thank hi

for correcting Mr. Verney. The same mistake w.

made in a discussion on overheating some years ago.

Replying to Mr. Nevill, who goes into the questi<

at some length, I am not by any means trying to ups

gas engineer's theories. With reference to Mr. Roots

experiments, I have no recollection of it being sa

that the engine was under load at the time. Tb

important point was omitted by Mr. Nevill in f

article. Hence in my opinion there was no connectu

between eneine speed and power. In any case t

increase in power would not be noticeable on a mot

cycle engine. Thirteen revolutions per minute increa

is not a large percentage, although I am aware th

Roots's engine ran at slow speed, and I do not think t

result would be noticeable on a motor cycle engine,

fancy Mr. Nevill will find that the engine was a tw

stroke one. However, I am not trying to argue that

hot charge is better than a cold one, as it is well-kno\

not to be. What I do say is that Mr. Roots's expe

ments do not show that the ingoing charge is heated 1

to any great extent in a motor cycle engine. T
experiments were carried out many years ago before t

present type of engine existed, and my opinion is th:
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Does an Ali-cooled Engine Overheat?

in the time, the gas has very little chance to expand
under temperature to any appreciable extent.

High Engine Speeds Compared.

Undoubtedly in gas engines running at slow speeds

I litre is a considerable volume taken at each stroke,

and when running at slower speeds its expansion is

noticeable. This is why gas engine designers have to

consider the feature, whilst I think petrol motor engi-

neers can ignore it. With reference to the high speed

of the J.A.P. engine, if this does not satisfy Mr.

Nevil! I would refer him to the Coupe des Voiturettes

of last year, in which the Sizaire et Naudin won, the

engine speed averaging 2,100 r.p.m., and often running

as high as 2,500 r.p.m. This with a bore and stroke

of 100 X 120 mm. Also the T.T. Triumph at Brook-

lands with its engine speed of 2,500 r.p.m. If these

engines can run at such speeds, and develop good power,

the one for a lon;j race, surely exhaust retention should

not present much difficulty to motor cycle engineers

with their smaller volumes. Indicator diagrams m. v

be obtained to prove any point, and the fact that Mr.

Nevill found exhaust retention to be an important

feature in one engine does not prove its presence in

many other engines. Some gas engineers think that a

small amount of exhaust gas retained is a good feature ;

for instance, Mr, Grover. This theory, however, is

not generally accepted.

I agree with Mr. Nevill's definition of overheating,

which is a fairly obvious one, but does not go much
further. Certainly one can make an air-cooled engine

overheat, but in my opinion an engine on a motor cycle,

under the conditions it works, does not ever stop

from any cause such as overheating, which cannot be

remedied.

Mr. Dugald Clerk's remarks deal with gas engines

and not with motor cycle engines. The difference lies

in the speed and volume of charge.

E. W. Walford.

In Next Week's Issue we liope to pubiisli an article by a T.T. competitor explaining wliy an air or water-cooled engine overlieats.—Kd.

HINTS AND TIPS FOl

TUB EXPENSE OF MOTOR CTCLINO
(continued).

Depbjemiation.

Any machine will depreciate twenty-

live per cent, in value at the end of one

year s riding. For those who do not

want the most expensive and latest

thing on the market there is a method
for avoiding depreciation losses, and it

is to buy a machine of the previous

year. For example, I sold a 3 h.p.

machine for £25 two years ago; the

then purchaser has just sold it and
obtained £26 for it. To avoid depre-

ciation, therefore, buy second-hand

machines of the best make. This

advice is for the rider whose purse is

shallow;

Supposing, therefore, that an aspir-

ing rider starts his first year with a

sound 2|-3i h.p. motor bicycle of good
make, his balance sheet for 5,000 miles

will be as follows. £ s. d.

Fixed expenses 5 16 8

Spares and accessories ... 2 9 6

£8 6 2

If he has battery ignition he must add
a little for recharging fees. If he is

not willing to study a handbook like

" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," and to thresh out every diffi-

culty on the road or at home unaided,

till he has mastered the sport, he must
add an unknown sum for^ professional

assistance, but if his machine is a fair

.wmple of the best makes this sum will

never exceed £2 in the distance, unless

he is a great fool.

The second year there will be re-

quired in addition to the above, two
new tyres complete at £3 12s. the pair,

another rww belt 12s., oddments, say,

£1. Total £5 4s. Deduct from first

year's expenses the cost of the lamp
and horn (£1 Is.), and the second
year's bill will be £12 9s. 2d.

The above figures are not a dream

j

of the enthusiast's brain, and they
i make it obvious that if motor cycling

(Continued from pagi 243.)

be pursued on strictly penurious lines

it is the smallest of extravagances, and
may even be for many business men an
economy. There are motor cyclists who
take their machine to a repair shop for

every tiny adjustment, buy an expen-

sive outfit of clothing, break a pair ol

goggles once a month, and so on. But
there are enthusiasts who indulge in

the sport at no greater expense than I

have described, even though their

machines are second-hand, and picked

up at a bargain figure.

FILLING TANK WITH PETROL.
%.SiGt. Always use a funnel with

a strainer.

A good funnel has an inturned edge
to prevent splashing.

A good funnel has an air escape

groove down the stem.

A good funnel will hold water on its

gauze strainer.

The most useful thing for the purpose
to carry with one is a petrol pourer,

made to screw on to the spout of a two-
gallon can.

If the petrol can be held with its

spout in the uppermost corner the air

valve in the spout will act—not other-

wise.

FILLING TANK WITH LUBRICATING
OIL.

IJtS'y. A weary business, since the
oil is usually so thick and the aperture

so small. Stand the oilcan on the top

of a stove not too close to the fire for

a few minutes first, and use a big

funnel, which may be left with a

quart of oil in it, to trickle through at

its leisure. Tank makers should see

that as large a filler as possible is

provided.

FIRE AND MOTOR CYCLES.

1.8S. Petrol vapour when mixed
with air is extremely inflammable.

Lamps and smokers should never be
allowed near when spirit is being
poured or leaking. If the carburetter

By
Road Rider.

catches fire the first thing is to shut
the petrol ta|)—simple, but often for-

gotten. The flames can then be beaten
out with a cap, or smothered with a rug
or jacket. ';

'
'

Avoid machines on which the eleo^

trical wiring passes near or under the
carburetter.

Avoid machines on which the exhaust
pipe or silencer comes directly under
the carburetter ; there are many such,
and a few of them are annually burnt.
Water only spreads a petrol fire. Use

sand, mud, road dust, coat or cap.
Always ke«p a big bucket of sand in

motor cycle shed.

GEAR RATIOS.
1^9. It is immediately obvious

that the same gear cannot possibly suit

Devon and Lincolnshire, summer and
winter, ein eight stone rider and a
fifteen stone rider. Therefore, until

every machine has either a variable
gear or an adjustable pulley, each pur-
chaser should select a gear suited to his

weight, the season of the year (low for

winter, high for summer), and the
nature of the country he rides in.

Small engine pulleys cause belt slip, and
are unfortunately rather severe on the
belt. The following gears are recom-
mended for single motor bicycles,

either separately or in combination, if

a variable gear be fitted.

Summer gears. V> inter gear. Second
H P. Aver- gear,

age. H'vy Lt. if any.

3 5 5J 4J lowest practicable 8J
3i 4} 6i 4 „ „ 8
5 (twin) 4^ 5 4 or 3} ,. „ 7J

The terms "average," "light," and
"heavy" refer to the rider's weight.
The above gears are founded on long
experience and practice, and apply to

motor bicycles with 26in. wheels. In-

creasing the size of the wheel has the
same effect as increasing the gear, and
vice versa.

(To be continued.)
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The Motor Cycle " Spring Nnmber.

Maj' 6th is the date on whiqh the
special spring number of The Motor
Cycle will be pubiisned. Special articles

and illustrations are being prepared for

this issue.

Barnes and the Grand Fiix.

We hear that George Barnes will not
drive one of the Austin cars in the
Grand Prix Race, as was stat-ed in a
French contemporary. He will pro-

bably be seen at the wheel of another
British make that will be a late entry.

Date fixed tor End-to-end Run.

It has now been announced that the

A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
six days' ride will commence on Mon-
day, July 13th. Further particulars of

this event, which promises to be even
better supported than in 1906, will be
published shortly.

Brooklands Motor Cycle Race.

The regulations for the first motor
cycle race at Brooklands at Easter are

simple enough, and on account of tht

entrance fee being low there should be
a splendid entry. Cash prizes and a

cup or medal are offered at the winner's
option.

Particulars of the Race.

The B.A.R.G. has circulated the
following particulars : The First Brook-
lands Motor Cycle Race of 25 sovs.

(20 sovs. or a cup to the entrant of the

winner, at his option ; 5 sovs. or a

medal to the entrant of the second, at

his option.) For motor bicycles of

which the engines, if twin-cylinder, do
not exceed 80 mm. by 98 mm. for each
cylinder. Distance, about 5^ miles.

Entrance, 10s., p.p. (Twenty entries,

or the race may be void at the option

of the Executive. The Supplementary
Eepjlations approved by the Auto
0} ile Union shall apply to this race.)

Motor Cycle Races at St. Albans.

At a meeting of the St. Albans
Athletic Club recently, writes Mr. D.
Pb. Clarke, it was decided to cater for

the motor cycle more so than in the
past, and it is definitely settled there

will be three motor cycle races, each of

five miles, and each having a first prize

of £5, second (if three starters) £3, and
third (if five starters) £2. On© is a
tourist race confined to a radius of five

miles round St. Albans, the two others
being racing machine events, one a

scratch and the other a handicap. The
track is 2J laps to the mile, and, the

banking being moderate, fair speeds
are possible of attainment.

—

^
Special Features.

MOTOR CYCLES ON
BROOKLANDS.

CLUB NEWS FROM
ALL PARTS.

^rJ'ir^W'
lfc:'^jss-'-

A Trap in Kent.
|

Last week the police commenced
operations with a trap at the entrance
to Hadlow village, Kent, at the Maid-
stone end.

Oxtord V. Cambridge Motor Cyclists.

The above match will not be held
on Brooklands track, as the teams de-

cided that it would be an inconvenient
venue in term. The competition will

be at Sharpenhoe on May 30th, and the
Cambridge team will be as follows :

Cambridge v. Oxford.
One 7-9 h.p. v. 1

One 5-6 h.p. v. 1 ,,

Two 5 h.p. V. 2 „
Two 3i h.p. V. 2

One lightweight v. 1 ,,

It is proposed to make this event an
annual one.

The Open Hiil-cUmb on Saturday.

We are now in a position to divulge
the name of the hill on which the
Lewisham A.C. will hold its open hill-

climbing competition for motor cycles

on Saturday next, the 4th inist. It is

Carter's Hill, a corresponding ascent
to River Hill, but not very easy to
locate.

How to reach Carter's Hill.

A correspondent describes the best

way down to the hill. The Sevenoaks
Road is followed to the crown of River
Hill, where the byroad at the danger-
post is taken. 'This skirts Knowie
Park, and is a most picturesque bit of

road densely wooded on either side.

Another byroad that might easily be
passed unnoticed is met. The club

should sprinkle confetti at this point,

thus indicating the route. The run to

the hill is charming. It is a twisty

road through woody country, and the

scent of the pines is all round you.

Of human or animal life there is none.

Nought is heard save the beat of your
engine and the roar of the spring wind
through the trees. There is a glimpse

of open country through a screen of

woodland. A turn of the road and a

steep drop awaits you. It is Carter's

Hill.

What he Found in the Carburetter.

A Wiltshire reader sends us a post-

card he has received from a friend, the

contents of which are very funny. The
postcard reads : "I took carburetter

down yesterday in a last effort to

remedy misfiring, and found therein

twenty-four lumps solder (assorted),

one piece rope, portion of hair mattress,

one boulder (granite), one; boulder

(flint), seven pieces of bone, child's

teething ring, : 'quantity of Watson's
Matchless Cleanser, two gills best
Vacuum oil (the oil that lubricates
most), iron ani^ brass filings (assorted),

quantity manure (liquid and solid), and
piece of oak tree. After that I ex
pected to find a threepenny piece with
a hole in it, but was very much dis-

appointed not to."

A Curious Error.

A local paper points out that the ten
miles limit board at the London end
of Bromley is erected on the wrong side
of an adjacent lamp-post, so that only
the plain side of the warning board is

illummed. As such, it is unnoticeable
afte'. dark.

The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.

We had hoped to be able to announce
something definite with regard to "The
Motor Cyclists' Ideal," but such a large
number of forms having been returned
by readers duly filled in, it will

take some time to go into each reply
separately. We refer to the matter in

a leaderette this week.
Sidecars Increasing.

It is not difficult to notice the in
|

creasing popularity of the sidecar
j

attachment. On a short run recentij j
we noticed five passenger attachments
of this nature. There is no doubt a

sidecar attachment has many advant
ages, not the least of which is the fact

that on one pattern at least it can bt
instantly attached and detached, ren
dering the usually difficult storage ar
easy matter. Users of rigid sidecars
who complain of difficulty in steering
should check the alignment of bicyclt
and sidecar wheels. Unless ' all an
perfectly in track there will always b<

difficulty in steering. Old motor tri

'

cyclists can manage to steer the fixec
pattern sidecar the best.
The New Sport.

Extract from Mr. H. G. Bell's paper
"The Future of Motor Cycling," reat
before the Auto Cycle Union on Feb
28th, 1908 :" I do not mean that thej
were bumpy, but greasy. From thi

Strand I slipped down to the Embank
ment."
A new delight, ye motor men I

—

Bestride the speedy light F.N.
And go a-sliding.

A new delight, a fearsome treat,
A fresh and wondrous sort of feat

—

A joy abiding I

Slip from the Strand to the Embank-
jMent, then slip back again and thanl!

Good Mr. Bell—I'm sure you oughts
For teaching us this novel sport!

—F.G.
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rhe Brooklanas Motor Cycle Race.

Entries for the motor cycle races on
BrooHands Track at Easter should be
forwarded to the Brooklands Automo-
bile Racing Club, Carlton House, Ra-
ent Street, W.

Imerloan Motor Cycle Records.

An American journal waxes exceed-

ng wrath in a leaderette because of the

statement in a recent issue of

The Motor Cycle that the Auto
}ycl6 Union has not hitherto

ecognised motor cycle records

reated in America. It would
)6 a good thing if the same
iournal would devote the same
imount of space to a leaderette

explaining why American motor
yelists will be made professionals

f they compete in the private

iwners' class in the Land's End
,0 John-o'-Groat's Run next July.

Ut\e5S secures £75 Damages.

Miss Francis Joan Walbraii,

m actress, was awarded £75
iamages against a motor cyclist,

Mr. Algernon Wright Cos, the
)rchard, Maidenhead, in the
king's Bench before Mr. Justice
jawrance and a special jilry on
iVednesday last. Riding his

iiotor cycle Mr. Wright Cox
•ollided with the back wheel of
Vliss Walbran's pedal bicycle

vhils she was turning a corner
n Bridge Street, Maidenhead,
m July 24th last.

irapperon's Tour de France.

Grapperon, on the Alcyon
notor bicycle, has nearly completed
ihe Tour de France (5,000 kilometres).

He is expected back in Paris next
Sunday.

Suggested Motor Cycle Races at Birmingham.

We have received the following letter

from Mr. Chas. Wheelwright: "I beg
to advise you that the Sport and Play
cycle tournament has been fixed to take
place at the Aston Villa Ground on
Saturday, May 23rd. Provided the
promise of sufficient support is forth-

coming, wo propose including two
motor cycle events in the programme,

5^'®/®/©/©/®/®/'^/!/®/®/©/®-'©/©/©/'©/®/©/©/-

FUTURE EVENTS.

April 4—LewishamA.C. Open Hill Climb for Motor Cycles
on Carter's Hill.

„ 16.20—M.CC. Easter Tour.
>. 18 and 20—Brooklands Car and Motor Cycle Races.

„ 19 (Easter Monda/)—Lincolnshire M.CC. Hill Climb.

„ 22-28—Auto Cycle Club of France Reliability Trials.

„ 25—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

„ 25—Hertfordshire County A.C. Open Hill-climb for

Motor Cycles.

May 2—M.CC. Members' Hill-climb.

„ g—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ 9—Essex M,C Open Hill Climb.
„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb.

June 5-8—M.CC London-Edinburgh Run and return for
Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.CC Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

., A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

July 4—Essex M.C Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.
„ 13-18—A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Six

Days' Reliability Trial.

„ 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4—M.CC Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

the public. Also, I sho^,d be glad to

have the opinion of those int-erested as

to the bore and stroke of engines to

be admitted into the competition."

Replies to this letter should be sent

direct to Mr. Wheelwright, at Lucifer

House, Lionel Street, Birmingham.

Annual Inter-club Meet at Richmond.

Richmond, Yorkshire, the venue ot

the 1907 monster meet of motor
cyclists, has been selected again

for an inter-club meet of

Northern motor cyclists on Good
Friday. The following clubs

will take part : Middlesbrough,
Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, and
Newcastle, and all other clubs

in the North are invited to co-

operate. Mr. Bernard Read,
hon. sec. of the Bradford Club,
suggests that this inter-club meet
should be made an annual event.

Bradford motor cyclists are

anxious to improve their ac-

quaintance with fellow riders,

and consider this a fitting oppor-

tunity.

(^
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The next Paper before the A.C.U.

On Friday week, the 10th
the

with good value prizes, but before

doing so should like to be satisfied that

we are likely to secure a satisfactory en-

try, so as to make the races interesting to

inst., Mr. Arthur Candle
hon. sec. of the Motor Cycling
Club, will read a paper on
"Motor Cycle Touring" before

members of the Auto Cycle
Union. Mr. Candler has had a
very wide experience of motor
cycle touring, both in the United
Kingdom and on the Continent,
and descriptions of tours from

"^~*'
his pen have appeared in The.

Motor Cycle from time to time. Tickets

of admission may be obtained of the

secretary A.C.U., 18, Down Street,

Piccadilly, W.

Members ot tlic Motor Cycling Club starting from Purley Corner on the oceulen ol the opening run to Brighlon on Saturday last.
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The Motor Cycling Club.
Week°end Run to Brighton.

SHORTLY before three o'clock on Saturday after-

noon last the members of the M.C.C. began to

muster at Purley Corner for the annual week-end

run to Brighton. The weather prospects had

been anything but promising, but notwithstanding the

unfavourable outlook by about 3.30 some forty members

had assembled at the starting place. After going

through the ordeal of being photographed, a start was

made for Crawley, where the captain, Mr. E. B. Dick-

son, had made arrangements for tea at the George. In

spite of the rain of the previous night, the roads were

found to be quite good, and Crawley was reached in

good time. At the George the club found several mem-
bers of the Brighton M.C.C. awaiting to accompany them

into Brighton. The run from Crawley to Brighton

after tea was most enjoyable, the roads by this time

having completely dried, the only incident worth record-

ing being that one member, forgetful of the ten mile limit

at Handcross, was interviewed by the police. Head-

quarters at Brighton were, as usual, at the Old Ship,

where about sixty members and friends assembled for

dinner in the evening, the president of the club, Mr.

Chas. Jarrott, being in the chair. With the exception

of welcoming the president to the opening run, and

proposing his health in a brief and suitable manner,

no speeches were made. This allowed the members
ample time for a stroll on the sea front. After the good

run from town, an excellent dinner, and with the

barometer rising, everyone appeared happy and antici-

,

pated a pleasant return journey.

The Homeward Journey via Horsham.
The morning broke fine and sunny, and after break-

fast the members assembled outside the hotel for another

photograph, after which the homeward journey was com-

menced via Horsham and Dorking, a stop being made
for lunch at the Burford Bridge Hotel. A good lunch

was here provided, and after a smoke and a chat the

members wended their way homewards to the various

parts of London and the suburbs. The week-end run

to Brighton and back has always been one of the most

enjoyable events of the year, and the captain is to be

congratulated upon the manner in which he has upheld

this reputation. The hon. sec, Mr. Arthur Candler,

was, unfortunately, laid up on Saturday with a feverish

cold. Mr. Candler misses very few club runs. Of
the motor cycles taking part in the run, there

were eight Vindecs, three Triumphs, two Lagondas,

and one each of the following : Brown, Bat, Quadrant,

Minerva, Motosacoche, Griffon, Rex, and Werner. Of
the cars, the.se were seven Rovers, and one each

Phoenix, Deasy, De Dietrich, Riley, and Sizaire.

Two members attending the run hailed from Peter-

borough and one from Coventry. Almost every member
made a non-stop run out and home, and punctures were

unheard of—an unusual thing at a big club run.

>-•••-<
ANOTHER TWENTY.FOUR HOURS' RIDE.

We notice that a twenty-four hours' ride to York and
back on August 15th is included in the Essex Motor
Club's 1908 fixture list. This makes the twelfth long-

distance ride down for decision by motor cycle clubs

this year, and goes a long way to prove the absolute

reliance riders have in up-to-date motor cycles.
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Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The opening run is on Saturday next, to Retford (tea at

the Pheasant) ; meeting place, Furnival Road, at 2.30 p.m.

Riders in the district not members of the club are invited to

join' in the run.
Kichmond and District M,C.C.

' The annual dinner and annual general meeting of the

Richmond and District Motor Cycling Club was held at the

Florence Restaurant, Rupert Street, W., on the 24th ult.

The club has decided to continue its affiliation to the Auto
Cycle Union.

Brighton C. and M.C.C.

Members are reminded the opening run to Pittleworth (Swan
Hotel) will take place on the 5th iiist.

Motor cyclists in the district should note there is no
entrance fee to join this club, and the subscription includes

affiliation to the A.C.TJ.

The Worcestershire M.C.C.

Ten members of the above club rode to Holtfleet on Satur-

day last. Unfortunately, an accident occurred, which re-

sulted in the disablement of one of the committee, so the

meeting which was to have been held is postponed until

next Saturday, at headquarters, the Gtolden Cross, Broms-
grove, at 3.15 p.m.

Bradloid M.C.C.

The opening. run is on the 17th inst. to Richmond to meet
the Leeds, Sheffield, Bradford, Middlesbrough, and Newcastle
Clubs. Other clubs are invited to join in this inter-club

m?et of Northern motor cyclists. It is proposed to hold an
impromptu competition in the afternoon, say, a speed-judging
or slow race. The Bradford Club will arrive at Richmond
between 12 a.m. and 1 p.m.

North Islington Conservative and Unionist M.C.

The following gentlemen have accepted office for the above
club : Patron, Sir William J. Crump, J.P. ;

president,

Mr. George A. Touche; vice-presidents, Messrs. F. L. Dove.
L.C.O., C. Kenneth Murchison, L.C.C., Councillor T. H. Day.
Councillor S. E. Case, Councillor J. H. T. Reeves, and
Councillor W. J. Smith.
Mr. Henry E. Davison will be pleased to send particular;

of membership on application to 623, Holloway Road, N.

South-eastern Automobile Association.

The Lewisham Automobile Club has ceased to exist undei
this name. It has now changed its title, and in future will

be known as the above, and amalgamation with other clubs
is already in negotiation. Being in effect a new club,
members joining at once will be enabled to do so without
payment of any entrance fee.

A general meeting is being called, when the programme for

the year and other matters will be arranged. Various special
advantages are offered to members residing in the S.E.
district. Particulars of Hon. Sec. Renner, Kidbrook Park
Road, Blackheath, S.E.

North-west London M.C.C.

Perhaps the most important competition organised by this
club is the twelve hours' reliability run to Coventry and
back, which takes place on May 23rd next, over a course
totalling 216 miles. Silver cups will be awarded to the
successful competitors, and unatt.-.ched riders in the North-
west London district are invited m join the club and compete
in the above and other competitions which are on the
Ssture list.

The trials hon. sec, Mr. A. S. Phillips, 84, Alexandra Road,
South Hampstead, will be pleased to forward the rules to
anyone applying for same. Members are reminded of the
opening run to Tring (Rose ;ind Crown) on the 4th and 5th
April

Birmingham M.C.C.

The fifth annual report was presented at the general
meeting held on Saturday last at the new headquarters,
the Acorn Hotel, TIemple Street. The club has a good
cash balance in hand, despite a loss of iB4 12s. 8d. on the last

year's working. Sixty-two members paid subscriptions last

year, as against forty-five in 1906. Ten new members were
elected at the last meeting, and a number of competitions for
this year arranged.

Walthamstow 19.0.

The opening run will take place on Saturday, the 4th inst.,

to Ongar, where tea will be provided at the Crown Hotel, at
5.30 sharp. The start will be made from Greenleaf Road, Hoe
Street, at 3.30 .sharp. Intending members will be welcomed, and
can obtain full particulars from the hon. sec, Mr. J. W. Percival,
13, Church Hill, Walthamstow. It has been decided to hold
official Sunday runs, starting at 10.30 a.m. The run on the
5th inst. is to Southend-on-Sea (the Granville Hotel).

Ayr and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held recently, it was decided to form a motor
cycle club under the name of "The Ayr and District Motor
Cycle Club." There were twenty members enrolled. Mr.
•John Hourston was appointed president, and Mr. Matthew
Browne, North Quay, Ajt, hon. sec.

All motor cyclists in the di.strict interested in this move-
ment are invited to communicate with the hon. sec. with a
view to furthering the club's interests.

Essex M.C.

The opening run on the 5th inst. promises to be well sup-
ported, and it is to be hoped that all members will make
every effort to attend. A start will be made at 10.30 a.m.
from the Castle, Woodford Green, and lunch will be ready
at 1.30 p.m. at the White Hart, Witham. Members who
wish luncheon ordered should write to the captain, Mr. 0. L.
Summers, Southernhay, Loughton, stating their intention of
taking part in the meet. Those who intend to take part in

the Easter tour should attend at headquarters on Thursday,
April 9th, to finally settle matters.

Western District M.C. (London).

It has been decided to liold the next competition on April
12th, the event to be a speed judguig contest. The com-
petitors to run in pau-s, and must keep together during the
contest and finish together. Competitors finisliing without
their partners will be disqualified. Route from eleventh mile-
.stone on Bath Road, continue to Henley, turn, and finish at
Milford Hotel, Hounslow. Pair finishing nearest to twenty
miles per hour will win. No watches allowed. A smoking
concert will be held on Thursday, April 9th, at the Milford
HoteL

Blaek Prince M.C

The above club held a very representative meeting at its

new headquarters, 624, Mile End Road, E., last Thursday
evening, and after the initial business was got through, Mr.
Steward, the hon. sec, was sorry to have to resign owing to
pressure of business, but consented to act as chairman for this
year. The following were elected on the committee ; Messrs.
Babbage, Bass, Booth, Webber, Crittenden, and James

;

treasurer, Walter Crittenden ; auditor and trials handicapper,
I. J. ,G. Babbage; captain, Thomas Andrews; delegate to
A.C.U., Chas. Steward; hon. sec. (to be announced later).

The following resolutions were duly passed : From this date
hence the club will be known as the Eastern District Motor
Club, London. Meetings to be held the third Wednesday in
the month at headquarters at 8.30 p.m. The rules were
levised, and runs arranged for April and May.
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Club News.

—

Dnnedin M.C.C.

The annual meeting will be held in the Union Hotel,
Lothian Road, Edinburgh, on Friday next, at 8 o'clock.
An effort was made recently to amalgamate this club with

the Waverley M.C. It was thought by a large majority of the
members that the union of the two clubs would tend towards
the betterment of motor cycling in Edinburgh, but some dis-
approved of the idea, and consequently the movement has
fallen through.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The opening run is fixed for Good Friday, to Richmond,
leaving the Ring, Park Road North, at 8.45 a.m. A club
photograph will be taken at .8.30 a.m. before starting. On
Easter Monday the run is to Durham, leaving the Ring,
Park North Road, at 9.45 a.m. On Easter Tuesday an open
hill-climb will be held on Yearby Bank (near Redcar), at
2 p.m., open to amateurs. Entrance fee—Members, Is. ; non-
members, 2s. 6d.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

This club held a very successful and enjoyable whist drive
and dance at the Salisbury Hall, Hull, on" Wednesday last,
at which about 130 members and friends were present. The
next event in the club programme is an auction sale of mem-
bers apparatus, to be held before Easter.
On Good Friday members will ride to Richmond to join the

Northern Motor Cyclists' Jleet. On Easter Monday they
will meet the Scarborough M.C.C. at dinner at the "Bruns-
wick Hotel, Bridlington.

Herttordshiie County A.C.

The pro-gramme of fixtures for 1908 is as follows

:

April 25th.—Open motor cycle hill-climb.
May 2nd.—Meet at " Ashlyns," Berkliamsted, by invitation

of R. A. Cooper, Esq.
„ 16th.—^Members' fifty miles' consumption trial for cars

and motor cycles.

„ 30th.—Meet at^ Hatfield Park, by permission of the
Marquis of Salisbury.

June 13th.—Meet at Medmenliam-on-Thames.
„ 20th.—Aston Hill-climb (cars).

July 4th.—Meet at Rose Cottage, Berkhamsted, by invita-
tion of Ernest Webster, Esq.

„ 18th.—Annual gymkhana at The Grove, Watforvl, by
permission of the president, the Earl of
Clarendon.

Sept. 5th.—^Members' hill-climb, Aston Hill.
Further particulars regarding the open hill-climb on April

25th will be announced in due course.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

The following is the calendar for next term

:

April 25th.—Run to Peterborough for lunch.
May 2nd.—Saffron Walden for tea.

„ 9th.—Flexibility trials for twin and multi-cylinder
motor bicycles for the Founder's Cup.*

„ 16th.—Hill-climb for the Moreing Cup and for the Hon
C. S. Rolls's Cup.

„ 23rd.—Reliability trials for the Rolls Cup.
,, 30th.—Cambridge v, Oxford (a team competition on

Sharpeiihoe Hill).

June 6th.—Run to Hun.stanton and back.
,, 13th.—Run to Oxford and back.
*A silver cup presented by the founder of the club (Mr.

J. P. Stokes) to be competed for yearly. The winner will

be decided by the difference in time between a slow and a
fast hill-climb on the same day and under the spme conditions.
The Moreing Cup was presented by Mr. H. H. Moreing,

More Park, Esher, for single and multi-cylinder motor cycles.

The cup presented by the Hon. C. S. Rolls is for competition
yearly, the winner to be decided by best performance in fa)
hill-climb and fh) reliability trial

—

Communicated by J . P.
Stohes (president).

The Basingstoke and District U.C.

A paper entitled "Carburetters and Carburation" was
read by Mr. W. Webber before the alcove club on Wednes-
day, March 25th. Mr. Webber commenced by explaining the
duties of a carburetter, and with the aid of drawmgs and
models described early types as well as some of the very
latest. De Dion surface, Lanchester wick, and Longuemare
spray were chosen as representatives of three different

principles applied to carburation, whilst a sectional model of

the latest Trier and Martin multiple jet carburetter proved
of great interest to the audience. An interesting discussion

followed. One member strongly advocated the wick type of

carburetter, another variable jets, whilst considerable argu-

ment prevailed as to whether or not a weak mixture at high
speeds was desirable. Votes of thanks to the lecturer and

chairman (Mr. H. WUhams) were carried unanimously, and

the meeting closed.

Application for affiliation to the A.C.U. has been made,

which body has a-greed to affiliate motoring members ouly,

considering the peculiar position of the club, which divides

its membership equally between motoring and prospective

motoring members.
On Saturday next, Mr. F. Baron will read a paper entitled

"Some Sights in a London Motor Omnibus Garage," and -on

Saturday, April 11th, a special meeting to discuss the. sum-

mer programme will be convened.

->-•••-<-

Some Items of Interest at the Olympia Industrial Vehicle Show.

OUR readers would naturally not expect to see motor
cycle exhibits in an industrial vehicle show, but despite

the enormous contrast between the weighty and cmn-
bersome 'bus, the ponderous lorry, and the motor cycle,

the latter little vehicle has a habit of getting there, so that

lialf an hour or so ' spent in looking round the. Gallery will

i-eveal several accessories about which readers of The Motor
Cycle will like to hear. Among the tyre section we notice

the well-known firms of Dunlop, Peter Union, and the North
British Rubber Co., while the Elastes Co., Ltd., show two
motor cycle tyres—a Michelin and a Peter Union—filled with

their patent material. If one of the wheels filled with Elastes

is dropped on the ground, it rebounds with a resilience which

is quite surprising. The Elastes Co. inform us that they are

now filling a good many motor cycle rear tyres, and that

those they have done are giving great satisfaction.

The method of working the Harvey Frost vulcaniser was
fully dealt with in these pages some few months ago, so

that most of our readers are well acquainted vrith this device,

and it is interesting to note that the firm have introduced a

new vulcaniser, the " Baby," working on the same principle as

those which they have previously sold, but cheaper and con-

siderably smaller, so that it will speciiilly appeal to motor

cyclists. The dimensions of the actual vulcaniser are 4^in. by

3Ain., and those of the ca.se which contains the complete outfit

6m. by S^in, It is beautifully made, and should prove to be

,1 vfiluable adidtion to the motor cyclist's kit.

Gamage's show of accessories is as unique as it is extensive.

There is no need for us to dwell in detail upon the articles

shown, as these have been so recently described. Tt is, how-

ever, worth noting that their tyre-stopping preparation, known
as " Philkut," is commanding a ready sale, and is giving great

satisfacti 'ii to motor cycle users.

The ignition firms are well represented. The Simms Motor

Manufacturing Co. are showing their British-made Simms
magnetos, now made entirely at their works. C. A. Vander-

vell and Co. show the new C.A.V. magnetos, accumulators,

and coils. The Prested Battery Co. is also repre-

sented, and besides their usual batteries and induction

coils, they will be showing later an interesting novelty, whicli

we hope to describe next week. Pearson and Co. show motur

cycle accumulators ; while the Bosch Magneto Co. have ;i

particularly interesting exhibit. The two Bosch models wliirli

speciallv appeal to motor cyclists are the D.A.I, for lightweiglii

machines and the D.A.V. for V-type twin cylinders. Tn botli

of the above the fibre ring has ceased to form 'a working part

of the contact breaker. Instead, the rocker is insulated by a

small fibre block, which makes contact with two steti cams.

In tlie D.A.V. the brass cover is provided with a clip, which

forms an additional connection to the condenser besides the

spring.

All the industrial vehicles and their appurtenances nn show

will be exhaustively dealt with by Motor Traction in i\v

issue dated April 4th, which will be on sale at tlie Slioiv

to-day.
>-•••-«

The Hirst magneto machine for cars and nrntcir cyclis las

just made its appearance.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, 'The Motor Cycle," 20, Tador^treet, E.G., and should be accompanied by the wntei*s full name and address

Outside Flywheels.

[3207.]—My humble opinion about " outside flywheels

"

is that if the makers would only arrange the timing gear so

as to allow a good heavy flywheel on each end of the engine-
shaft, i.e., on each side of the crankcase, all motor cycle

engines would be better balanced and give more power. Why
has this never been attempted? A. J. ATKINGS.

The A.C.U. and Unattached Riders.

[3208.]—There must be a great number of motor cyclists

who would like to have the privileges the A.C.U. grants to

members of the affiliated clul s and who do not wish to join a
local club, either owing to the ordinary subscription being
too high, or to their not caring for the social and sporting

side of the club.

If the A.C.U. would grant these privileges for an annual
subscription of, say, 3s. 6d., I feel certain that many motor
yclists would join. J. H. S.

Subscription too low ; should not be less than 5s.

—

Ed.]

Motor Shows in Scotland.

[3209.]—Regarding the recent discussion on the courtesy of

British manufacturers, may I be allowed to point out through
raur columns a "sore point" amongst ns Scotch riders; I

•efer to the matter of shows. It seems rather hard that,

vhile the Englishman has, as a rule, at least one show of

notor cycles a year within easy distance of his home, we have
ibsolutely none. I have been an enthusiastic rider for seven
/ears, and take a keen interest in the progress of the sport,

lut have no time to run down South for shows, and therefore

lever get a chance of seeing a representative collection of

nachines together for comparison. Though a motor show is

neld annually in the Waverley Market here (Edinburgh),
:here was not a single motor cycle there, as far as I saw, this

rear. I trust to see this remedied. SCOTCHMAN,

The Future of Motor Cycling.

[3210.]—I am deeply interested in your effort to improve
the breed of the lightweight, for I am convinced that were
\ thoroughly efficient lightweight evolved we should see a

large increase in the army of motor cyclists.

I am one of the few Catholic priests in this country who
ire motor cyclists. I began with a 3 h.p. 1904 Ormonde, and
my present mount is a 1907 Triumph. The latter is a

splendid touring mount, but in making frequent calls within
a short radius, and having to stop and start the machine very
frequently, considerable energy is required, and fatigue pro-

duced. I could not for this reason recommend a machine
weighing 150 lbs. to my confreres, most of whom use pedal
cycles on their daily rounds in the country. What I require,

and what would suit them also, would be an improved
Mnto-Reve. (REV.) STEPHEN I. BROWN, C.C.

Co. Tyrone.

[3211.]—I notice that Mr. J. Van Hooydonk has been
expressing his opinion very frequently of late in The
Motor Cycle in regard to the relative merits of the light and
tieavyweight motor cycles, which possibly someone may take
seriously. Personally, I have every respect for Mr.
Hooydonk and his knowledge of motor cycling, and believe

that he intends to do a lot of good hard work in its cause,

but I do not think at the present moment that he is qualified

to express an unbiassed opinion.

Ml'. Hooydonk undoubtedly was an expert in motor cycling

in the early days, but for the past three years I have failed

to see him in any of our long-distance reliability trials on
anything except a tricar or a light car, and if he has done
any riding on an up-to-date high-powered motor cycle it must
have been on some dark night when no one was there to

see him.
The experience he mentions of riding a 2^ h.p. machine up

Westerham Hill at twenty-five to thirty miles an hour, and
yet when he tried to run it through the traffic in London the

machine kicked and the wheels skidded every time he tried to

start, is a ridiculous comparison to make, as anyone with a

knowledge of motor cycles must know that a 2^ h.p. that

was tuned to go up Westerham at over twenty-five miles an
hour would hardly be expected to be suitable for riding in

London traffic.

Personally, I would much prefer to ride the whole length
of London, from Mile End to Hammersmith, in the middle
of the day, on a high-powered single or 5 h.p. twin than a

low-powered machine. It can be run at almost a walking
pace when required, and in an instant, when the opportunity
arises for one to go ahead, it will pick up to twenty miles
an hour, and it is not necessary to keep getting oh and off, as

he mentions. I believe it would be more interesting to the
motor cycling public t'o have the various opinions of practical

everyday motor bicyclists than the opinion of one who is

known as a driver of tricars or light cars.

Further, I can only say that I thoroughly believe that
there is room for the lightweight as well as the heavyweight
machine. The lightweight certainly encourages the beginner,
and when he has thoroughly mastered it he is then ready to

buy a high-powered, substantially-built machine which he
knows will carry him from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
without fatigue or worry. W. H. WELLS.

Actual Weights.

[3212.]—Perhaps you will permit me to give a warning
to future motor cycling recruits, viz., not to believe the
makers' statement about the weight of their machirw^s. When
I bought my machine, I was told that it weighed " about
110 lbs." The real weight is more like 170 lbs. If intending
purchasers were to add from 10 to 20 lbs. to the weights of

machines in the " Buyers' Guide," I think they would arrive
at a nearer estimate of the real weight. This does not apply
to lightweights, as I have, no knowledge of them. With
regard to exchange transactions, I echo " Solicitor's " state-

ment about Messrs. Wauchope. Besides being exceedingly
courteous, they are very prompt, and pay immediate atten-

tion to one's order. They gave me what I asked for my old

machine without any hesitation, and sent off my new mount
immediately on the receipt of my cheque for the balance. I

have no interest whatever in this firm or in any cycle concern,

and only write this to let motorists know where to exchange
their machines when they want " the square deal."

I am surprised that makers do not pay more attention to

covering their machines with efficient mudguards. Even with

a large extension piece, and a big flap on my front mudguard,
my legs are caked in mud up to the knees, while the belt

sends a fountain of liquid mud on my back and head. Could

not some inventive reader design a guard that would prevent

a rider turning into a mud-heap on a wet day? If so, I am
sure he would make a small fortune selling it.

I am eagerly awaiting the arrival of Mr. English's gear.

ROAD SWEEPER.
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The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.

[3213.]—Allow me to take this opportunity to congratulate
you on your splendid paper. During the number of years I

liave bought your paper 1 have never read of you preaching the
gospel of the heavyweight to the exclusion of everything else.

You have been fair beyond reproach, and, in my opinion,

you have always had the best interests of motor cyclists in

view right away through. M. U. DUNCAN.

Magneto Covers and Short Circuiting.

[3214.]—Perhaps the following experience may interest

some of your readers. My 1908 Triumph is fitted with a
magneto cover, which I obtained personally from their London
depot. I have suffered from intermittent misfJres for some
time, and have at last discovered that the high-tension circuit

was shorted through the connection on the magneto machine
touching the cover. I also know of a similar case, in which
the magneto cover prevented the machine from starting at

all. The remedy is simple : cut the cover so that the shorting

is impossible. H. E. W. IREMONGER.

Two-speed Gears and Free Engine Clutches.

[5215.]—With regard to your advocacy of speed gears, on

rare occasions when I have been stopped on a stiff hill I have
humbly run down again and made another start. This little

inconvenience has always appeared to me preferable to

trouble with speed gear complications. H. P. B.

[3216.]—In answer to Mr. Fawcett's letter [3155] asking

for experience of change-speed gears, I should like to say that

I also think replies from users would be most instructive, and
have been hoping to see a number of letters on the subject.

My own experience dates only from the summer of 1906,

when I started to ride a 3^ h.p. Quadrant. Convinced from
the first that some form of change-speed gear was highly

desirable, I fitted a well-known form of expanding pulley.

Although this was not completely satisfactory, it served amply
to confirm my opinion. Discarding this pulley, I next fitted

the N.S.U. two-speed gear, for which I have nothing
but praise.

To my mind, those who think change-speed gears unneces-

sary must either confine themselves to well-made high roads
or else encounter the certainty of exertion and risk that no
wise rider would willingly undergo. At any rate, this is so

in Devon, where hills are steep and roads narrow and
winding ; in the Midlands it may possibly be different.

In any case, a reliable change-speed gear enables one to go
anyvrhere in any we^ither, and is therefore essential for

general touring purposes. I may add that I have now used
the gear for about 2,000 miles.

In conclusion, I ought to say that while awaiting delivery

I used a plain pulley a good deal, including a run from
Exeter to London, so am not entirely without experience of

the other sort. I enclose my card, and remain a grateful

reader. T 673.

1908 Specifications.

[3217.]—A very cursory review of your Buyers' Guide
is sufficient to make clear a few interesting points. It shows
up very clearly, for instance, those details in the specification

of motor cycles on which all the chief makers are agreed, such
as the superiority of belt transmission and magneto ignition,

to mention only two. On the other hand, it also shows up
none the less clearly, by the diverse opinions held by the
various great firms, matters in which perfection is still very
far from attainment. Perhaps in nothing else is this diversity

more apparent than in the matter of length of wheelbase,
where the figures given range roughly from 5l5in. to 60in.

But the question of the relative merits of short and long
wheelbases is, in my opinion, a most important, though at

present, I think, a rather neglected, one. It may be that,

when the problem of variable gears is at length put on a
fairly satisfactory footing, the present cumbersome method
of trusting entirely to steel-studded tyres and similar con-
trivances as a preventive of skidding will be considered in-

adequate, and the whole matter be more thoroughly studied
than is now the case.

As regards the abnormally long whe«lbase, I am inclined
to agree with its supporters when they assert that it

diminishes vibration and gives ample room for various acces-

sory mechaJiism. But are not th«s« after all, especially sihm
the introduction of spring forks, very subsidiary matters!
The prevention of skidding in motor cycles seems, however
to be a matter of prime importance—one of those which musi
be considered and provided for in the whole construction 0:

the machine. Now, when a cycle, either pedal or motor, i:

in the act of turning a corner, say on a greasy road, wi
have at the moment of turning a condition in which the for*
wheel is directed by the rider, while the rear, being fa
removed from direct control, in following it has still a con
siderable tendency to continue in the original direction. Heri
we have the circumstances which give rise to side-slip. Nov
with a very long wheelbase it seems to me that this tendenc
must be much increased owing to the relatively longer dis

tance the base of the rear wheel lies from the rider's control
and in the case of a machine of such vreight as a motor cycl
owing to the momentum due to its weight, which must als

be thrown into the scale at the instant of turning to swing
as it were, the rear wheel in the direction of the origin.'

course. It results from the application of the law of centr
fugal force : the fore wheel is for the moment the fixe

point, and the rear wheel tends to be driven along th
periphery in a circular motion about it. In the case of t!

short wheelbase, however, not only is the rear wheel, as
were, more within the immediate sphere of control of tl

driver, but the distance from centre to periphery—in otb
words, the wheelbase—being so much less, the tendency 1

swing is also much less in evidence. On the whole, ther
fore, I consider the foregoing points serious drawbacks •

the use of -the abnormally long wheelbase, and shall be i

terested to leam the editorial opinion and also any remarl
which the above may elicit from your readers.

DR. A. R. G.

[The editorial opinion is that length of wheelbase has ve

little to do with the question of side-slip. The tendency
a motor bicycle to skid sideways on greasy roads
governed more by distribution of weight, size of tyrt

ratio of gear between engine and driven wheel, size

engine, number of working strokes to each revolution
engine, and force of explosion.

—

^Ed.]

Motor Taxation.

[3218.]—On picking up the Birmingham Mail of the 23

March I noticed the Midland Chambers of Agriculture held

'

meeting on the 21st ult. , when, along with other matters, moi
taxation was discussed. It was considered that users
motors of all kinds, and particularly heavy and trail moto
should contribute something substantial towards the ma:
tenanoe of the roads, and a resolution was passed, desiri

to urge upon Mr. Asquith to allocate funds raised by his Cf

templated motor tax to the maintenance of the main roai

Now is not this just what all motorists say about t

matter, and do not motor cyclists already contribute I

much to the national exchequer, and see nothing for it? Wl
amuses me is that the heavy motor waggons and all cc

mercial vehicles (motor) which are wearing away the rOE

and bringing in profit to the owners escape free. Does ai

one consider this fair?

I should like to suggest that in the event of legislati

going against motor cyclists, the A.C.TJ., or some responsil

body, start a petition in favour of motor cyclists (not hea

tricars and light cars), who cannot possibly do any appre

able damage to the roads, and send out forms for all mo
cyclists to obtain signatures from responsible persons w
would be in favour of same (the more non-motorists 1

better), and see if anything cannot be done, as this is si

posed to be a free country.
Why not impose a small tax. say half a crown a ye

on push cyclists, and so considerably increase the revenue?

should not grumble at this, as I use a push cycle nearly

the year round, and consider I wear the roads as much t

way as when motor cycling. I hope some agitation will

started before it is too late. 2024

The Balancing of Petrol Engines.

[3219.]—I have been much interested in the correspondei

on the subject of balancing, which is being discussed in y'

columns. May I add my word to the discussion?

It is pretty well known that it is impossible in a sinf

cylinder engine to balance perfectly the reciprocating weig '

by means of revolving weights, though if the eBgine w^

run at a constant speed a nearer approximation eould '
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obtained. However, until the advent of the automatic in-

linitely variable gear, we must run our engines at varying

speeds. The same remarks apply to the V-type
_
of twin-

cylinder engine—the increased smoothness of running being

due, not to better balance, but to the increased number of

power strokes. But there is at least one other type of motor

cycle engine available

—

a, type which seems to me an advance

on all others on the market in the matter of balance. This

is the twin engine with cylinders opposed and cranks at 180°,

and I cannot understand why more designers do not place

their second cylinder in a position where it will render balance

weights unnecessary, and yet give a better balance as well

us a more even distribution of power and idle strokes than

the V type. I know that popular opinion is still against the

horizontal cylinder and outside flywheel, but I think that

most people who have had experience with these will agree

with me that they are absolutely practical in use. The

ibsurd accusations against the horizontal cylinder do not

ippear to be in evidence just now, but since the outside

lywheel is at present a subject of discussion, I must say

hat I have never experienced any one of the three accidents

which befell T.. P. Cox, as related in his letter [3177]. My
ixperiences, have been obtained from the little Fairy, and

'or those who like light -weight with medium power I do

lot think this machine can be beaten. R. M. S.

Air Shutters.

[3220.]—The illustration and description of the air shutter

vhich appeared in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle, has

)een very useful to me, and I hasten to make my acknowledg-

aents. I have a

-laleighette tricar with
?afnir carburetter. To
snsure a certain start

t was necessary to

ixelude all air by hold-

Qg one hand over the
unnel of the main air S
nlet This was an
iwkward thing to do,

md hampered one's

novements when - swing-
ng the starting handle.

A convenient hot air

:onnection afforded sup-

port for a pivot on
vhich to hang the' shutter, and a counter weight now trips

he shutter when released by the vibration of the engine,

hus admitting air immediately the engine starts. It is a
xjnvenience I would not be without now I have realised its

nerits. V. A. HOLROYD.

Variable Gears on Lightweights.

[3221.]—I have read letter No. 3169 in reference to varia-

ible speed gears on lightweights, also opinions on outside

iywheels. In my opinion variable gears are not needed as

;hey add to complication, and as the lightweight machine of

she future is to be as simple and reliable as possible, it will

l)e useless to fit variable gears.

I may say I designed one of the lightest twin opposed
motors, weighing 12 lbs. complete with silencer and fly-

wheel. This engine was taken up by Light Motors, Ltd.,
a.n.1 called the Fairy. I fitted a metal to metal clutch and
free-engine to this machine, but when it got on the market
we found that there was no desire for it, for when adjust-

ments were required it did not get them. There is no doubt if

a clutch could be designed that would not require adjusting
and would not wear it would be very nice.

The best substitute for variable gears on lightweights is

to have a light twin engine of the opposed type such as the
Douglas. With such an engine you get an impulse every
revolution, and with the latest twin-cylinder magneto you
get your machine started at a speed of four miles per
hour. This is easily understood from the following :

A single-cylinder engine with a gear of 6 to 1 only gets three
impulses for one turn of the road wheels, whereas a twin
engine, horizontal or vertical, and a 6 to 1 gear, gives six

unpulses for each turn of the road wheel ; this makes start-
ing very easy. It also tells on hills, as the engine picks up
very quickly. I must say that I cannot speak too highly of

the D.A.I.V. Bosch magneto for lightweight motor cycles.

I should like to say a word or two about outside flywheels,
as there has been so much talk about them. It appears to
me that most of your readers overlook the fact that outside
flywheels on single-cylinder engines of, say, 80 x 80 mm., run
very near the ground. The flywheel of the Douglas is lOin.

in diameter, and weighs about 14 lbs. It is fitted on the
recognised standard taper of five degrees and a cast steel

feather let into the crankshaft, which is hardened and ground
true to gauge. This is the only way to ensure a perfect fit.

A flywheel of this size and weight on a 2|- h.p. makes it run
very steadily. It is balanced by a special method, and is

provided with an oil catching ring to prevent it throwing oil.

It would be a great convenience if makers would give the
speed at which their engines develop full power. For in-

stance, some single-cylinder engines of 1\ h.p. are stated to
have a cylinder capacity of 64 x 70 mm., whereas others with
tile same capacity are called 1| h.p. The Douglas twin-

cylinder develops 2^ h.p. at 1,600 revolutions per minute.
J. BARTER.

^

Exclusion of Dust.

[3222.]—In your leaderette referring to the above matter
you quite overlook the
simplest and most U
practical way of en-
tirely excluding the
dust from the air sup-

ply, viz., taking the
air through water. I

subjoin a rough sketch
of a device which I

found most successful,

and one would scarcely
believe the amount of

mud that can be
cleared from the tank
after a few months'
use. Result : Total ex-

clusion of dust and resultant longer life of wearing parts of
engine. This need only be small for motor cycles, as reduc-
tion of size only necessitates more frequent change of water.

ALFRED WRIGHT.

A. Shallow water tank.

B. Pipe reaching almost to bottom
C. Air supply to Carburettor.

D. Air and water supply to tank.

W. Water level.

Consumption Trial Formulae.

[3223.]—As one interested in all formulae by which the
relative merits or demerits of motor cycles may be demon-
strated, either in hill-climbing propensities or as a test of

economy in petrol consumption, permit me to say that I
read with interest the report of the paper read by your
contributor, Mr. H. H. Charge. After his criticism of another
formula, I naturally expected that he had a grasp of the
subject and realised the difficulties of drawing up a satisfac-

tory formula based upon the relative weights of machines
and riders or the sizes of the motors driving them, but on
examining the nature and workings of the formula presented
by him, I realised that my expectations were only to be
doomed. The formula he advocated was weight of rider
multiplied by size of engine (and it does not matter if the
size be designated by either inches, millimetres, centimetres,

or nominal horse-power based thereon—the relationship is ohe

same) ; the product divided by weight or measure of petrol

used—^the resultant lowest figure giving figure of merit.

When I work it out I find that, all other things being
equal, a 5 h.p. is allowed twice as much petrol as a 2| h.p.

;

and further, all other conditions equal, a ten-stone rider on
the same sized machine would have to travel twice as faj"

as a twenty-stone rider, or only use half the petrol, to have
the same figure of merit. Which, as Euclid says, is absurd.

Examples.
Weight. H.P.Weight. H.P.

160 x 5

Petrol.

160

16
= 50

2i
= 50

100 X 5

10
Petro'

200 X 5

= 50

50
20
H. WHEAT ER.

"Lover of Fair Play" (Edinburgh). We do not publish

anonymous letters.

L.^.;
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RECENT PATENTS. By eric W. WALFORD. F.C.I.P.A.

A Two-speed

THIS is a simple construction adaptable to existing

machines, and is the invention of Mr. J. H. Calvert,

of Temperance Hall, Easton, S.O., Yorks. To the

engine crankshaft A is fixed a sleeve B. From this

sleeve project a number of radial pegs C. These pegs C pass

through slots D in a sliding clutch sleeve E, which is mounted

to slide on the first sleeve B. This clutch sleeve E has fixed

to it a clutch member F comprising a double cone—that is

to say, a cone which slopes in both directions.

Free to rotate upon the first sleeve B is the belt /

pulley G, which has a suitable bearing on the /

sleeve and abuts against a flange H formed thereon.

The interior periphery of the belt pulley is coned, I

as at J, to correspond with one face of the sliding

clutch member F. Mounted upon the sliding ^
sleev» E is a chain sprocket K, which bears up /

against the radial pegs C on the on© side and a /

distance ring or separator L lying between it and

the belt pulley on the other side. The interior

periphery of the chain sprocket is coned, aa at

M, to correspond with the other face of the sliding I

clutch member F. In the belt pulley G lies a belt, \

which is carried round a belt pulley (not shown), \

fixed to the driving wheel or the like, whilst the I

chain sprocket similarly communicates with a \

chain sprocket on the back wheel, as through a I

countershaft It will be seen that when the clutch ^
member F is in its midway position, the engine is allowed to

run free in regard to the pulley or sprocket, or the latter may
overrun the engine crankshaft. Thus a "free engine" is

Gear and Clutch.

provided, and the machine allowed to coast without thi

engine running. Moving the sliding clutch sleeve in on(

direction locks the belt pulley to the fixed sleeve, and thuj

to the engine crankshaft. It is preferable that this providi

the high gear, so as to take advantage of the relatively higi

belt speed. To obtain the low gear the sliding clutch sleevi

is moved in the opposite direction to release the belt pullc;

and lock the chain sprocket to the sleeve B fixed to th

crankshaft. Any suitable means may be employed for slidi

the clutch sleeve, by a fork in the groove N, operated in a
convenient manner.

T
A Variable Jet.

HIS is the invention of Mr. H. Holland, of Milton

Avenue, Highgate, N., whose object is to provide a

jet having a variable orifice, which may readily be

fitted to existing carburetters. At its narrower end
threaded to receive

jet may be adapted
the jet A is internally

adapter B, whereby the
carburetting appara-
tus. Connected to

the wider end of the

jet A is a flat plate

C, having secured

thereon as by screws

D two guides E
forming a dovetailed

groove F for a slide

G. Through the plate

C is formed a slit

H, and the slide G
has one of its edges

I cut so as to be
disposed at an angle to the slit H.
The petrol must pass out of the spray
tube A by way of the slit H, and the
flow of the fluid through the latter is

readily variable by movement of the
slide across the slit H, the inclined

edge I operating to gradually open and
close thfi slit. Movement of the slide in either
limited by stops such as J J', and

threaded
different

direction is

to effect such movement

any means may be adopted which will allow fine adjustmt
of the slide to be effected. The arrangement shown consi

of a pawl and ratchet controlled lever K for operating

Bowden wire L connected to a spring controlled lever

pivoted intermediate its ends to a clip N fastened round
spray chamber. The lever M is connected by a link t

connection P attached to the slide G.

A Detachable Air Tube.

THIS is the invention of Mr. A. E. Green, of the well-

known firm of F. Reddaway and Co., Ltd. The
air tube A is of the desired diameter and of length
to fit snugly around the wheel rim, each end of the

tube being sealed to make it impervious to air pressure. A
valve is provided for inflating the tube, and the tube is

capable of retaining the air pressure by means of its sealed

ends. One of the ends of the tube is sealed with an extend-
ing sleeve C, having the disc B formed about midway therein.

The other end of the tube is sealed by means of a sleeve B'
terminating in a disc B^. This end is disposed within the
projecting sleeve or socket C, so as to form temporarily an
endless ring of the requisite diameter. Means may be pro-

vided to temporarily lock the inserted sealed end B' of the

tube within the sleeve C. This could be effected by provid

holes or slits in the sides of th© sleeve C, and correspon(3"

it)N^AliilEIitmTO ,.uA.... .

projections D on the sides of th# sleeve B' of the air t«

inserted in the sleeve 0, so that the projections would ]B

through the holes and tend to prevent displacement of *
inserted end of the tube.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
Humber Tricar, chain driven, a

little runabout; £15.—Wau-
ohope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.

HOBART Tricar (4i h.p.), good order;
£25, or esohange.—Templeton, 535,

Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

TRICAE, 5 h.p. Rexette. two speeds,
water-cooled, splendid condition

,

£28.-25, Liuwood Road, Haudsworth, Bir-
aiingham.

h.p. Kerry Tricar, single speed, is

sufBciently powerful to take two
ap a steep hill without pedal assistance

;

£10 10s.—Wauchope'e, 9. Shoe Lane, Lon-
don.

HUMBER Tricar. 4 h.p. engine. Fit-all
two-speed gear, in splendid coudi-

lion ; trial given. — Hulbert-Bramley
Motor Co.. %, Upper Richmond Road,
Putney.

REXETTE, 5i h.p., open sprung frame,
comfortable, powerful, quiet, per-

fect condition, accessories ; £30 cash

;

must sell. — 28. Mountpleasant Road,
[iewiahani.

BARGAIN.—12 h.p. Lagonda twin-cylin-
der tricar, water-cooled, three

lamps, horn, and three accumulators,
perfect condition: £45; owner going
ibroad.—Hoebye. 3. Cursitor Street, Chan-
cery Lane, E.G.

h.p. Twin Rex Litette, free engine,
water-cooled, Simma-Bosch mag-

aeto. fitted Brooks studded tyres, in per-
fect running order, suitable for com-
mercial or pleasure; price £50.—Victoria
Garage, Park Side. Coventry.

6 h.p. Singer, water-cooled, two-speed,
double front seat, coach-built, two

ipare covers and spare sprocket wheel
6or back, good condition, just overhauled,
fast machine; price £50; owner buying
oar.—Apply. W.G.. 51, Belsize Road. N.W,
r h.p. Kerry-Abingdon Tricar, twin-

cylinder, free engine, two speeds,
ohain drive, bucket seat, wheel steering,
oar tyre on back wheel, excellent con-
lition, new in June last ; price £50.—Ap-
ply, A. Gouldboum. High Street, Market
Drayton.

TRICAE, 6 h.p. Stevens twin-cylinder en-
gine, water-cooled. Chater-Lea fit-

tings, frame F type, two-speed gear,
large clutch, internal expanding brakes,
etc., lamps, and spares; £65; photo.—
Brine, Clarisbrooke, Chelmsford Road.
Woodford, Essex.

Wolf, twin-cylinder, three
. coach-built, double front

<eat, fast, climb anything, spares, and
accessories, enamel and plate good as
oew; any trial; particulars willingly;
ooat £120, bargain, £60.—Beach. Beacons-
ield Road, Dover.

QUADRANT Tricar, 6J h.p., 1907 model,
perfect condition; cost £95 cash,

without extras; scarcely ever used, owing
M iUness; reasonable offer entertained.
-Particulars, photo, and appointment
tor trial, write, Aahmere, Queen's Road,
Bazel Grove. Stockport.

TRICAR. Chater-Lea, Fafnir engine, 3J
h.p.. cane basket seat. Nonpareil

jhange gear, in good running condition,
lew carburetter, tyres good ; £10, or will
exchange for light motor bike of good
make. — Charles Veals, 9, Waterloo
Street, Weaton-super-Mare.

LAGONDA Tricar, 9 h.p., two speeds,
good hill-climber, Grose band on

inving wheel, complete with spares new
iccumulator, in splendid condition; trial

I

by appointment
; good motor cycle in

part exchange not objected to; price £42.

I

-White, chemist, Beaoonsfleld.

1 A-12 h.p. Lagonda Tricar, three speeds,
1-'-' non-skids on all wheels, open frame

I

^heel steering ; this is a 1907 tricar, and
'-he very beat tricar ever offered; it is
leautifuUy controlled, and is fitted witji

'iS°
ipoitions

; price £65. — Garaged at
wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.

!
London.

ZENITH Tricar, latest model, only used
for few trial runa, re-eaamelled and

I
re-plated, thoroughly tuned up. 6 h.p.

, -win-cylinder Jap engine, chain drive,
ist price 72 guineaa nett cash, accept £55
lowest): exceptional opportunity.—Zenith
totora, Ltd., 119, Stroud Green Road,
ncsburv Park.

1Q07 8 h.p.
to speeds.

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts fori2f and

3J h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2J li.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

3i h.p. F.N. and 3J or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15;-each.

"KUMFO Sponge Rubber Grips, Jin.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

Sottth British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

TERRY'S 'AVEGTA'

Belt Fasteaer
,

With

Patent

Oetachabrs

Connecting

Link.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

CHAPMAN'S

FOOT BRAKE.
Very powerful.

Unbreakable. One
clip. Always abso-

1 u t e 1 y reliable.

Plated 10/6. Black
fiDish 8/9.

"ARCTIC" PANS. Enclosed type.
Thousands in use. Testimonials from all parts
oe the world. H.C.H., Tasmania : A most suc-
c ssful Fan. (two years in use.) S.D.S., Johan-
nesburg : Gives every satisfaction. (i8 months
IN USE.) S.H.D., Drogheda : Can run on low
gear any length of time. H.J. Leigh: I would
not drive without Fan. Wm. C, Ipswich : Well
pleased with investment. VV.S., Blackheath .

Power greatly increased. Numerous others.
Originals can be seen. 80 - to 62/6. Scientiecally
designed. Silent frictionless bearings. Flexible
connections. Readilv fitted. Many in use on
mall cars. JOHN CHAPMAN & CO.,

Finohley Road, Child's Hill, H.W.

rt2 raim s

SOCIABLE Tricar, 5i h.p., three speeds,
w.c, perfect.—Prisby's, Wells, Som.

M.M.C. Tricar, two speeds, Chap-
double tan ; £25. — Garty

Balham Hill.

TEICAB. 4J h.p , coach-built body, twd
speeds, tree engine; £28.-56, Mirabel'

Eoad. Fulham.

£14.-3 h.p. Rex Tricar, coach hnilt
front seat. Palmer tyres. — Jones,

irormong-er, Lichfield.

QUADEANT Carette, 6 h.p., two-cylin-
der, splendid order; 40 guineas.—

Spensley, Chertsey, Surrey.

h.p. Eex Triette; £30; splendid coi-
dition, fully equipped, spares. —

Banbury, photographer, Swindon.

DE DION. 4J h.p., water-cooled, chain-
driven, two speeds; £40, worth £60

—Smith. Bronshill, Burnell Eoad, Sutton.
Surrey.

£45.-8-10 h.p. tricar (Eexette), pertec:
condition, tyres all sound, larape.

tools ; trial.—12, Cambridge Street, Shef-
field.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., three seats, tw..
speeds, excellent condition; cash

offers.—Stanley, 10, Wexford Eoad, Bal
ham.

More re-

and mort-
running than a car; se<-

54

WHY not a Phoenix Quad.'
liable than a tricar.

economical in
under Cars.

OX h.p.
02 Fulford

Genuine De Dion Tricar, Mills-
Iford forecar, good condition

CliEchers; £25. -Barrett, 332, High Street-
Manor Park.

3 h.p. Humber, chain drive, upholstered,
seat, perfect order^; £15, or motor

bike part.
Depttord.

Hart. 31, Vanguard Street.

5 h.p. Humber Tricar, latest pattern,
open frame, wheel steering, manr

-2. Albert Hill.

6

PEUGEOT Tricar, 7-9 h.p.. twin.
Watawata, studded tyres.

extras, equal new : £49 iOs.-

Bishop Auckland.

h.p. Singer Tncar. won Haslemerv
medal 1907. just overhauled by Rileyt-

at cost £12; particulars, stamp; £55.—
Brookes. 5, Granville Road. Leicester.

HUMBER Tricar, only run few miles
cost £75. bargain, £30; also Sun-

beam Mabley runabout, 3i h.p., De Dion.
£30.—H.. 112, New King's Road. Fulham,

Chater,
. almost

new, fast, reliable; 25 guineas.—Phillips.
3, Bexhill Terrace, Merton Road, Wands-
worth.

ROVER Tricar. 4* h.p.. splendid ma-
' chine, two speeds, car tyres, lamps

spares'; £35. or exchange for powerful
magneto bike.—Foster, All Saints Street
Bolton.

4 h.p. Wearwell Tricar, water-cooled
Bozier two-speed, splendid condi-

tion ; £26. take good 3i h.p. motor cyclf-
and cash. — George, 18, Fernclilf Road,
Dalston, Londou.

four-speed pulley, wheel
_ engine as new. two ac-

cumulators; cash £18, or would accept
good furniture in exchange. — B.C., 1,

Thirsk Road. Clapham Junction.

REX Triette, 5i h.p., twin-cylinder, a^
new, in perfect order throughout,

fully equipped with spare valves, accu-
mulators, belts, tools, etc.; photo; trial:
£27.-22, Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

41 h.p. Water-cooled De Dion Tricar.
2 Chater-Lea. wheels, frame, and two.

speed gear, chain drive, driver in front,
like car, two bucket seats; £35,—J. Lyon
Grove House. Thornhill Lees, Dewsbury

h.p. Riley Tricar, 1907 model, in first

rate condition, spare cover, with
Brooks non-skid band, unused, spare
chain, unused, and many other spares,
satisfactory reason for selling; £80, or
reasonable offer.-Alex Harkness. Friar'*-
View. Jedburgh, N.B.

4jL h.p. Stevens, water-cooled, Chater
2 Lea open frame, 9in. clutch (Chater

Lea), gearbox, two speed (Chater-Leai
side lever, wheel steering, Peter-Unio?;
tyres, bucket seat, faultless; any trial.
£40: will take furniture to £20.—Lawrip
15. New North Road. N.

31 h.p. Tricar,
2 steering.

9
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
ROVER, 34 h.p., perfect order, reliable

tourer, numerous spares; £17.—41,

Sydenham Park. Sydenham.

CHATER-LEA, Givaudan, 4 h.p., water-
cooled, chain drive, three-speed

gearbox, coach-built, Peter-Union tyres.

non-skid back, absolutely like new, not
run 100 miles; £40, or motor cycle and
<;ash.—3. St. Peter's Eoad. Kingslan'l,
London.

41 h.p. Phoenix Trimo, magneto, spring
4, frame, coach-built car. two speeds

and free, handle starting, tyres nearly
new. Continentals front, non-skid back,
thorough order, good accessories; trial

run by appointment; £33. — Cornish,
chemist. 187, St. Ann's Eoad, South Tot-
tenham. 'Phone. 1790, Tottenham.

STAMFORD HILL. — 5 h.p. w.c. Opper-
mann three-speed tricar, overhauled,

plated, and enamelled like new, £35; AJ

h.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo, overhauled,
plated, and enamelled like new, £32 IDs ;

4i h.p. Kelecom. £22; 3i h.p. M.M.C.. £10:

3J h.p. Rex. Millford front, £15; all bar-
i?ains and guaranteed: trials.—128, High
Road, Tottenham.

RILEY Tricar. 9 h.p., 1907 pattern,
double front s^at, Dunlop tyres,

massive luggage carrie.. special tooioox,
acetylene headlights and generator, elec-

tric tail light, three accumulators, spare
steel-studded cover (brand new), inner
tube, two spare chains (new), many extra
fitments and accessories, fast and power-
ful machine, gtiaranteed splendid order;
any trial; exceptional opportunity; £65.

carriage paid.—Archibald Briggs. Pan-
mure Street, Dundee.

6 h.p. Eexette, open sprung frame, extra
strong springs fitted, back wheel re-

built to take 700 by 90 tyre, geared wheel
steering (not direct), steering wheel con-
trol, enclosed front seat, with side en-
trance door, automatic air inlet, extra
3t?ong Brampton 3in. chain and sprockets
(not the usual |in.). tyres all Michelin,
in good order, painted i-ed, lined black
and white, looks like new, very fast, will

climb any hill, everything in good order,
most reliable; £45; can be seen and tried
any time. — Salter. Easton, Lymington,
Hants.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
FORECAE. less engine and tyres, wicker,

upholstered; £5.—Seeman. St. Chad's.
Ealing.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, new, 26 by 2J

Palmer cord ; £8 10s.—20, Gods .n

Eoad, Croydon.

CIDECAE, rigid, left side. 26 wheel, new
O condition ; £4. — 202. Southampton
.Street, Camberwell.

SIDECAE, convertible trailer, new. £5
10s. ;

particulars, stamp.—Wellesley
Works, Eake, Hants.

MILLS-FULFOED Forecar Attachment,
almost new ; cost £16. sacrilice £7.

—27. Pitfleld Street, Hoxtou.

SEVEEAL Side and Forecars. cheap.
Send requirements, or Id. stamp for

list.—Farrar. Square Eoad, Halifax.

QAPE Eigid Bamboo Sidecar, wheel andO tyre complete; £4. — Grimsdale,
Kingswear, Little Park Gardens, Enfield.

BROWN Forecar. cushion and apron,
complete, good condition; £5 ca.sh

only.—Garaged at Romford Motor Works.
High Street, Romford.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar. 26in. by 2Jin.

Continental, cane seat, plated
springs, good condition; £5.—Eobson.
Avenue Eoad, Scarborough.

SIDECAR, Ariel, rigid. Liberty tyre,
26 wheel, fit any frame, upholsterau.

cane body, apron, cushion, all in good
condition; cheap. £4 10s.—1. Lane Ends,
Hapton, Burnley.

31 h.p. Eex. with Phoenix forecar. with
^ aU spares to convert to motor

cycle, tyres as new. powerful, spray

;

trial given ; £13. — F. Applebee. Church
Hill. Walthamstow.

COACH-BUILT Forecarriage Attach-
ment, long side stays, 26 by 2J Pal-

mer cord tyres, band brakes; 903., or ex-
change two-speed and free engine. — 24,
Byland Eoad, Kentish Town.

AN IMPROVEMENT ON
PERFECTION !

The " Triumph " is a perfect specimen of British
de-ign and workmanship. Of that there is no
doubt whatever. B«JT the addition of THE
PREMIER TWO-SPEED GEAR with ROC (Licen-
sed) INTERNAL EXPANDING CLUTCH improves
it immensely. Here is the photo of one which
we lately fitted

:

It improvea ALL machines with ref^ard to the
following important prints :

—

HILL-CLIMBING, CONTROL IN I TRAFFIC
and on GREASY ROADS, MOUNTING (it

starts anywhere like a car), PASSENGER
WORK, COMFORT (it eliminates pedals and
pedal gear, for which footrests arelsubstitnted).

It can be fitted to ANY machine, no matter what
power, new or second-hand.

We are sole manufacturers of the WARWICK
motor btcycle in which the Clutch and Gear are
incorporated in an ideal manner.

Please let us give you all particulars.

The PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD ,

ASTON RD., BIRMINGHAM.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
I. i, I, tin., 1/- eieh all ilzei.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,i

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

UNIT PATENTS.
Motor Cycle Tyre Pigskin

liilii
Post Id.

Ynur Tyres Puncture- proof-

eJ, Rubberised Pigskin.

UNIT
iRo 488787

Pamphlet free.

Southwest Rd., Leytonstone.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
FORECAE Trimo, like new, upholstere.-l

red. cushion, apron, foot baid
brakes. Dunlops; bargain. £7.—^Particu
lars, 110, Westfleld Eoad, Wellingborough.

31 h.p. 1907 Minerva Forecar, fitted new
2 Anglian two-speed gear, handle-

bar control, several spares; any trial;
genuine bargain, nearest offer £28 lOs.—
Kirkland. Gaywood Eoad, Lynn.

SIDECAE. rigid, very fine condition,
cane seat, nie«ly upholstered, £5

15s. ; also a Duplex steering Mills and Ful-
tord sidecar, £5 15s.; forecar attachment,
good order. £5; £16 16s. Mills and Fulford
coach-built governess trailer, good order,
£5.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, London.

SIDECAES, finest made, most perfect
design and construction, fit any ma-

chine, guaranteed interchangeable

:

trials given free ; complet*. £10 ; les*

tyre, £8 10s. ; frame only. £3 10s. ; fit-

tings supplied : trade terms to bona-fide
agents on application.—Centre Oar Co..

36, Stroud Green Eoad, N.

QTAMFOED HILL. — MarveUous valne.O Our famous sidecirs have double
leaf springs, frames brazed and stove
enamelled, tnll sized well upholstered
bodies. We will send on approval, and
leave you to judge. None better, what-
ever you pay. Our price £4 18s. 6d., com-
plete. Please order early. — 128, High
Eoad, Tottenham.

DON'T Order your sidecar until you
have seen our new list, post free

on application; the whole question of
sidecars is fully examined and explained.
You cannot afford to be without it. We
have some bargains to clear in two-
speed motor bicycles, specially designed
and built for sidecar work.—W. Mont-
gomery and Co.. Bury St. Edmunds.

OAKLEIGH Sidecars for us. We wart
no other. This is the cry all over

tBe country, all over the Continent, all

over the world. We have now completed
our ten thousandth order, and have 3.221

testimonials to date. If you want proof
that our sidecars are the best here it is.

During the seven years that we have bU'U
sidecars there has never been one of ours
advertised second-hand in these columns.
Motorists buy ours and keep them. Orde-
yours to-day. Easter isn't long. Open
day and night to cope with the rush;
price £5.—'Phone. 93. Sydenham. Oak-
leigh Motors. Ltd.. West Dulwich.

QUADHICYCLES.
TEADESMAN'S Box Carrier Quad, De

Dion engine, free engine clutch,
aluminium body, tyres good, all in per-
fect order; £14, of exchange.—Stevens. 4.

Goldhawk Mews. Shepheid's Bush.

TRAILERS.
MILLS-FULFOED. motor tyres, excel-

lent condition, latest ball loint; £2
10s.—4. Colwick Eoad. Nottingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
7 h.p. Imperial Car. two-seater, three

speeds, reverse; £59.-190. Mellison
Eoad. Tcwting.

6 h.p. Decauville, three speeds, wheel
steering. Palmer cords; nearest

£35.-52, Perry HiTI. Catford.

41 h.p. De Dion Car. perfect running
2 order ; trial ; photo sent enquirers

;

low price.—Simpkins, Upton. Southwell.
Notts.

41 h.p. De Dion, genuine licensed two-
2 seater, in perfect running order

expert examination; £30.—Shacklock,
Manby Street. Wolverhampton.

8 h.p. Beaufort, four-seater, equal artil-

lery wheels, three speeds, reverse,

side doors. Cape hood, smart, relinblf

cheap, £55.—Farrar, Square Eoad. Hali-

fax.

-i Q07 Phoenix Quadcar, lamps, cycle-

-Lt/ meter, spare tube and cover, only
driven 1,400 miles, E.O.M. contact breaker.
bonnet and fore seat; £60.—Dr. Turrell.

Oxford.

7 h.p. Car Chassis, wheels, brakes, differ-

ential gear, wheel steering, tanks.

Eeynolds chains, variable gear; P.O. 90s.

room wanted; stamp, reply.—80. Bispnani
Eoad, Southport.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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EXCHANGE^
EXCHANGE Phonograph. 18 records, for

26 by 2J beaded edge cover; want^ed,
36 by 2Jin. beaded edg>e back wheel only,
exchange a 28 by 2; wanted 20 amp. ac-
cumulator, 4 volts. — E. Hood, Castle.
New Ounmock.

WANTED.
''PWO or Three-speed Gear, chain drive

;

X cheap,—65, Palmerston Crescent,
Southgate.

RILEY or Singer 6 h.j). 1907 Tricar, or
Phoenix.—S., " Hainault," Downs

Road, Epsom.

WANTED, Cycle Engine, not less 3J
h.p.. good make.—Guy Dickson,

Newton. Chester.

WANTED, comfortable motor saddle,
cheap, BlOO preferred.-Tyrrell, 61,

Pinner Eoad. Watford.

GOOD Motor Bicycle, about 3J h.p.. and
sidecar, or separate. — Geary, 245,

High Street, Hounslow.

I
WANT Motor Cycle for £8 8s. diamond
ring and cash.—Shaddick. 99, Monta-

gue Road, Leytonstone.

WANTED, latest model motor bicycle

;

£25 to £30.—Pull particulars to V.,
12, Camberwell Road. S.E.

MOTOR Cycle Wanted, any condition;
cheap for cash; also 3in. belt.—201,

Kentish Town Eoad, N.W.

MOTOR Cycle, exchange safety, type-
writer, sewing machine, etc.—Tay-

lor, Brymuill Avenue, Swansea.

WANTED, Frame, low. 26in. wheels,
good beaded tyres, saddle, etc. —

Dew, 12, Bruton Street, Piccadilly.

WANTED, H.P. Vulcaniser, must be
perfect condition ; approval.—

Moorhead, Westonzoyland, Bridgwater.

WANTED, Light Motor Cycle, cheap.
Ean-y preferred, any condition.—

Hodges, 3, Sydney Terrace, Guildford.

WANTED, Powerful Engine and tyres,
also motor cycle; cheap.—C. Way-

man. Field Cottage, Dennett's Eoad, E.C.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, twin or single-
cylinder, magneto, known make.—

8, Barrett Street. Manchester Square,
W.

WANTED, reliable motor cycle, mag-
neto, li-3 h.p. lightweight; appro-

val; deposit.—White, 87, High Street. Ban-
bury.

WANTED, Carburetter for 3 h.p.. De
Dion preferred, also good belt rim

brakes, and front brake.—Hart, Portland
Place, Hull.

WANTED, Pour-cylinder, not less than
4i h.p., or 1907 Triumph motor

cycle; cheap for cash.—Jermy, Primlcv
Green, Surrey.

QMALL Car, or open frame twin-cylin-
JJ der water-cooled tricar; exchange
Quadrant carette.—9,551, The Motor Cycle
Oinces. Coventry.

SCEEW-CUTTING Lathe, vertical, etc.;
can offer tricar, cycles, or motor

cycles in exchange. — Templeton. 535,
Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

TEIOAR or powerful bicycle part pay-
ment for two-seated car. two-cylin-

der Pafnir, value £65.—Toynbee, " Belle-
vue, Humber Eoad. Blackheath.

WANTED, Motosacoche, Moto Eeve, or
any good lightweight, must be in

good running order, and preferably i± ag-
geto.--Coates, 163, Stanhope Road, South
Shields.

WANTED. Three-seated Tricar, coach-
built, wheel steering, 3-10 h.p.,

water-cooled, good order, hilly district;
spot caph, cheap.—B.A., 35. Fleet Street,
Torquay.

WANTED, 5 h.p. Twin Magneto, known
make, also Chater-Lea No. 6 frame

j

and tank, with all fittings, less wheels
I

and tyres; cheap for cash.—Service, 56.
Regent Street, Greenock, N.B.

WANTED, 5 h.p. Peugeot engine,
first-grade twin coil, large Brown

and Barlow twin carburetter, all perfect
condition; exchange 3J h.p. White and
Poppe engine, carburetter. E.I.C. trem-
bler coil, and cash.—H.. 136. Peckham
Eye. S.E.

ANOTHER DELIVERY
OF£OUR NEW

lEXTRALlTE
HEADLIGHTS.

With Special Lens, all parts detach-
able, 15/6 nickel-plated. Complete
with large size generator, fitted with
cleaning needle. Plated, 25/6 carriage

paid.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS,
fit any make, 3/6 each.

PERCY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
Northumberland Street,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

TRIUMPH

MOTOR CYCLES.

Agents for South-Wcst of London

—

. . THB . .

BUiBERT=BRAMlEY

MOTOR CO.

(S. W. D0WQLAS5),

96, Upper Richmond Road,

PUTNEY, S.W.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES

TAKEN in PART PAYMENT.

SPARE PARTS for all machines.

GENERAL REPAIRS.

WANTED.
31 or 4 h.p. Motor Cycle, cheap tor

2 cash; photo.—Shepherd, engineer,
Luton.

RACECOURSE Garage, Doncaster, wants
to purchase modern motor cycles for

spot cash,

23.-3i h.p. Bike, for cash, good going
4 order.—Fullest particulars. Alder,

Ravvreth, Essex.

WANTED, back wheel, fitted two-speed
gear, for motor cycle. — Corn-

thwaite, Abergwynfl.

WANTED, cylinder head, for 85 by 85
M.M.C. engine.—Crosher, laudene,

Alexandria, Scotland.

WANTED, a h.p. cycle, good make and
condition, 1907; approval.—Char-

ter. Tattingstone, Ipswich.

WASTE ladiarubber. every descrip-
tion; highest prices paid.—Union

Rubber Co.. Calls. Leeds.

OA h.p. (or over) Engine, late type, in
iLiXj perfect condition; cheap.—C.T..
Dowgate Works, Tonbridge.

WE Purchase Motor Cycles for cash;
exchanges entertained. — Motors,

26. OflJerton Lane. Stockport.

5-6 h.p. Twin Engine. Peugeot preferred,
in exchange; see Cycle column.—

Owens. Continental Hotel. Liverpool.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, lor cash ; must
2 stand thorcmgh test.—Particulars

to S.J., 50, Cautle.v Avenue, Clapham.

WANTED, castor wheel sidecar, or
trailer; must be cheap.—9.544. The

Motor Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor Street. E.C.

TRICAR Wanted, about 5 h.p. twin,
three speeds, for cash.—Particulars,

with illustrations, to Fisher, Pontypool
Koad, Mon.

TRICABS and Motor Cycles, any make,
in part payment lor 6 h.p. Rover

cars at £130.—Davis and Son. Moseley,
Birmingham.
WANTED, sidecars, any quantity;

will give' in exchange new £10 10s.

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles;
cash waiting if quality and prices

are right.—Farrar, Square Road. Halifax.

WANTED, 1907 magneto machine, good
•make. Triumph, Hoc, Midget, Vin-

dec preferred.-Box, 9,506. The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, motor cycle, good make and
condition ; under £10.—Pull par-

ticulars to Box 9.507. Tlw Motor Cycle
Offices. Coventry.

9 h.p. Bat, magneto, free engine, must
be in good condition

; good price
given. — Box No. 9.549, The Motor Cycle
offices, Coventry.

WANTED, Humberette front wheel and
spindle, 700 by 65, large driving

bevel wheel to suit Humberette. — Bus-
field, motorist, Batley.

WANTED, second-hand motor cycles,
for cash, or in part exchange for

new Moto-Reve light twin.—Colville Motor
Works, Chiswick. W.

WANTED, sidecar, castor wheeh also
two-speed gear, free engine clutch,

for twin Vindec; cheap. — Longton,
Walkinshaw. Renfrew.

WANTED, torecar attachment, side
stays, brakes, 26in. wheels.—I'mi

particulars, Coleman, Sunnyside. West
Eoad. Westcliff-on-Sea.

WANTED, four-cylinder F.N.. latest;
exchange twin-cylinder Minerva,

in perfect condition, and cash.—Burrow
Howard Street, Smethwick.

WORKING Partner wanted in cycle
and motor repairing business;

share half profits.—Particulars, J. Gil-
bert. High Street, Wickford, Essex.

WANTED, high grade motor bicycle;
will exchange new 40 guinea key-

less hunter, by Benson.—W. S. France,
Bioad Uuay, Bideford. (No cards.)

WANTED, Water-cooled Engine, 4 to 6
h.p., two B. and B. carburetters,

ffive 2J h.p. Quadrant motor cycle, good
condition, cash adjustment either way.—
Hall. 43. Wadbrough Road. Sheffield.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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WANTED.
WAJOTED, Tricar Chassis, alsu Nu. 6

Chater frame.—668. High Road,
Leytonstone.

T/VT"ANTED, Castor Wheel Sidecar;
V> cheap for cash.—Cowley, 335, Edg-
ware Road, Loudon.

WAJSfTED. Palmer Cord 26 by 2 beaded
tyre: approval.—E.G.B., 54, Flor-

ence Road, Stroud Green, N.

WANTED, motor cycles, good makes,
cheap : casii waiting.—5, Heath

Street Motor Works, Hampstead.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, for cash, not
earlier 1906 ; cheap ; full particu-

lars.—17, Cranmer Road, Brixton.

WANTED, Sidecar, exchange Edison
phonograph, 30 records, recorder.

—Mattock, Buller Street, Klbworth.

0/?IN. Duplex Steering or Castor wheel^O sidecar; particulars.-Edwards. 87.
Homeleigh Road. Stamford Hill, N.

WANTED, 1907 or 1906 Triumph, any
condition ; must be cheap for cash.

—Box 9.559, The Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry.

WANTED. Rover, Riley, Swift, Phoenix,
Humber, or similar small car, for

spot cash.—Write. K.. Craigallion, Cham-
pion Hill, S.E.

FRAME, light, low, for small vertical
engine; cash, or exchange small

lathe, compound rest.-Kerridge, Market
Street, Alton, Hants.

WANTED, carburetter, to fit twin An-
toiue engine and double make and

break contact, any pattern.—W. Hyne, 41,

Church Street, Camberwell, S.E.

TWIN (Rex preferred), for 5i h.p. Min-
erva, winner of several hill and

speed competitions, perfect order; offers.
^Middleton, 41, Osborne Road, Pontypool.

]\,rABON Free Engine Pulley and clutch.
X'J- for Minerva; also motor cycle tool-
bag, with complete set of tools and acety-
lene headlight; approval.—E. Ramsay,
Whitehlll. Eosewell. N.B.

WANTED. 1908 or 1907 Triumph motor
cycle, new. or equal to, in ex-

change for 1905 Rex and cash ; also lowest
price for no exchange. — No. 9,538. The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Review," the

leading trade organ; specimen copy will
be sent on receipt of trade card. — Ad-
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, 3H h.p. low-built motor
cycle, good make ; exchange De

Dion Zk h.p. motor cycle, good order, and
3 h.p. Quadrant motor cycle, minus fiont
wheel, good tyres.—Particulars, T. Clarke,
Kessingland, Lowestoft.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE Best Silencer Made is Aldington's

patent Silent, from 10s. 6d.—Below.

THE Ball Bearing Ideal Fan will cool
any engine; 28s. 6d.—Below.

"jV/rY Footrests. reduced to 6s. 6d.. are a
IVX luxury, spring rests, 17s. 6d.—Ald-
ington, 59. Haydon's Park Road. Wimble-
don.

DYNAMO, 60 volt, as new, no toy,
weight 701ba.; £10.—Wellesley Works,

Rake, Hants.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest out; 10s
6d. — J. C. Savage, 119. Donegal

Street, Belfast.

PULLMAN'S 26 by 2 Non-skid Cover,
with tube, as new; 12s. 6d.—207

Peckham Eye.

UPHOLSTERED Cane Body, spring seat
suitable forecar or trailer; £1. -

Hilton's. Slough.

23 h.p. 1905 Water-cooled De Dion En
4 gine, wipe, two-speed gear, per-

fect; £3.—Below.

2 h.p. Quadrant Engine, in new condi
tion, spray; 50s.—80, Bispham Road

Southport.

CHEDS for Motor Cycles, 458.; port-O able.—Stevens. 82a, Leighton Road,
Kentish Town. London.

TheVariablePulley
invented: by

Mr. THOS.; WALKER-CAIRNS.

K873'
andi descnbtdVinyj'he"Motor Cycle, Oct.

30th, 1907, and March l8th, 1908, is now
being placed on the market.

The locking arrangements shown, al-

though good, were not simple enough,
and are already obsolete. A much simpler
and stronger method of locking is now
being used. The pulley has been under
trial for over two years and is now
a thoroughly reliable and efficient piece

of mechanism. There are'fourteen posi-

tive speeds ranging from 6 to 1 up to 2|
to 1, and two sizes.

No. 1 [r ifS^f'.'" '"" 45/-

No 2 f°'^''^^y^^™'shts(up EC _

These are operated either from
the handle-bar or by pedal. It

is advisable for prospective buyers
to order early as the works
output at present is somewhat
limited.

Descriptive matter sent on re-

ceipt of postcard.

Walker-Cairns Bros.,

Manufacture rsr

^North Road, BIRKENHEAD.

"ADVANCE" PULLEYS
HAVE STOOD THE TEST.

"Tourlns in the Alps,''

By E. D. FAWCETT.

BEFORE.
" I hope to put it through a variety

of severe tests."—E. D. Fawcett.

AFTER.
" The pulley is as good as new, and

has given me complete satisfaction both m
respect of its absolute reUability and ease
of handling."—E. D. Fawcett.

Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.
NORTHAnn F>TON.

ft

LffiHT^MOTOR ^CYCLE.
Sand lor Citalofuo.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Rd.,

BIRMINGHAM.
Sole Wboltuk Agent.

lORDER NOW, POST FREE.I
Exbanit Valvei, " Non-Covroiivt" special'
nickel allow 2/6. Piston Rlnci (thrct) 2/3.
Reborint and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/- Varlalile Pulley, 8/6. Gears
Cuti Rebushlng. New Parts. Patent Fans,
Spring Forks, /'Oil or rear. Rests. Silencers
Gears, Magnetos, Plugs: EiLGi4/1,E.K.2/1

Our Ust will aid you II In trouble.

|T1E^JAJRGH_MANU.FA0TURLNG. CO,

MISCELLANEOUS.
BORON Three-cell Charging Batttjy

perfect; £1. — Carrow. Glenoweii
Neyland. Pembrokeshire.

Iridium; champion " indestructible
Contacts : any part fitted, returned

same day: Is. 3d. each.

IRIDIUM Champion "Indestructible"
Contacts ; warranted pure ; special

trimmers for polishing iridium, 9d. ; no *

filing required.

IRIDIUM Champion "Indestructible"
Oontaets; hundreds in use. — Wil-

liams. 16, Wellington Street. Woolwich.

FOR Sale, Eldorado V belts, price, tin..

9d. ; Jin., lOJd. ; iin.. Is.; lin.. Is. 2d.-
PoUin, belt maker. Spalding

ENGINES, air or water-cooled, 3. 6, or
9 h.p.: write for particulars.—Ad-

vance Motors, Ltd., Northampton.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest

cut; 10s. 6d. : write for patterns.
—Booth, tailor. Longton. Staffs.

FARRAR'S Quadrant Loop Frames tor

vertical engines: 328. 6d. each, in-

cluding front forks and handle-bar.

FARRAR'S 1907 Quadrant Frames, 20iin.

high, suit any engine : 50s.. includ-
ing front forks and handle-bar.

COW-VOICED Double Twist Horns, large

size, terrific noise; usnally 8s. 6d..

my price 53. lOd.—Farrar.

FARRAR'S Motor Handle-bars, 20iu.

long, 4s. 9d.; Lycett's patent Light-

ning stand, 4s. 9d. pair.

FARRAR'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards, 2s. 6d. pair; massive

plated horns, terrific noise, 38. 9d. -

FARRAR'S Pocket Voltmeters, 4s..

usually 12s. 6d. ; sparking plugs.

lOd. ; magneto plugs. Is. 6d

FARRAR is open to buy, sell, or ex-

change anything in the motor line.

FARRAR wants sidecars in exchange
for new £10 10s. gents' cycles, guar-

anteed 12 months.

FARRAR. — Send for my price list,

pounds saved; sole agent Premier
accumulators. — Farrar, Square Road.
Halifax.

CHARGING Boards, complete, from 7s.

6d. ; write for prices.—Frank Scho-

fleld. 15, Whitefriars, Chester.

EIGHT Feet Rawhide Belt, |in., used,

once: 10s.. or exchange rubber.—
9,543, The Motor Cycle Offtces, Coventry.

MATFAJR Accumulators, guaranteed:
15 a.h., 10s. 6d.: 20 a.h., 15s.: 40 a.h.

25s.—Fellows, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

CHEAP Motor Cycle Houses: catalogue
sent free.—Portable Building Com-

pany, Felsham Road, Putney, London.

NICKEL Plating.—Send me your motor
parts; re-plating on copper; no

waiting. — Walker, Church Lane, Liver-

pool.

FIT-ALL Gear, only run 150 miles, thor-

oughly efdcient, and as new ; £4 109.

—Owner, Kingslea. Weston Park, Thames
Ditton.

YOUR New Mount is incomplete with-,

out the Advance adjustable pulley;

£1.—Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.. North-

ampton.

EVERYTHING Made in cycle tanks'

except a fortune. Write for pnces^

—A. Phillips, 2. Strathnairn Street, Ber-

mondsey.

5hp Forman, carburetter, 40 amp. ac-

ciimulator; can be seen running;
£7 10s.—359, St. James's Road, Old Kent
Road, S.E.

STANLEY - DEEMATINE Belting, new. H
two-piece belts, iin., 6s. 5d. ; |in., 7s.

5d. : iin., 8s. 5d. : lin.. 9s. 5d. ; carriage

paid.—Below.

SIX Accumulators, want repairing, 10s.

the lot; 23 by 2 Palmer cover, rid-

den 10 miles, not scratched, £1. — Whit-
aker. Green Street Green, Orpington.

AMATEUR Photographers. — Superior
bromide enlargements, from your

Quarter-plate negatives (or smaller): 8

by 6 9d., 10 by 8 lOd., 12 by 10 lid.. 15 by
12 l8 Id.; from prints, 6d. extra; postage
free.'—Greame. Wellesley, Whyteleate.eS-Tl, OLIFFE BOAD, SHBFFIBU).

In answering any advurtUemenl on this page, it ?.< desirable, that you mention " The Motor Cycle.

I



The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.

As
promised in this column last week, we now

have pleasure in giving a few rough particulars

we have been able to collect while checking

and tabulating the replies to the first three

queries on the form issued with The Motor

Cycle of Marcii i8th.

One of the most interestino; points in connection with

the replies is the very large number of readers who are

in favour of a twin-cylinder motor bicycle. Of course,

the predominating desire is for a single-cylinder engine

;

nevertheless the twin-cylinder figures came as somewhat

of a surprise to us, not that we look upon the twin-

cylinder with the slightest disfavour, but we certainly

did not realise that twm-cylinder machines were so

much desired. It is also surprising what a large

number of twin-cylinder enthusiasts desire a powerful,

and consequently a he"vy, machine in comparison with

those who favour the lightweight. Those in favour of

a single-cylinder engine of comparatively large dimen-

sions are enormously in excess of those requiring a

machine fitted w'th any other engine, either multi or

single-cylinder, but doubtless the demand for engines

of smaller capacity will increase during the year, par-

ticularly when it is furt' er shown by constant public

performance that such machines are capable of satis-

fying the exacting requirements of prospective

purchasers.

Our constant advocacy of change speed gears for

motor cycles, both editorially and through contributors,

has been fully confirmed. Without publishing figures,

which we intend to hole back until the whole of the

replies to the questions have been carefully gone

through, we may say that ve have divided motor

bicycles into seven separate headings, which embrace

the whole of the various machines on the market without

sub-dividing them so rainu+ely that the figures would

be practically useless. Sub-divide under these seven

headings, we find that no matter whether the motor

bicycle desired is to be fitted with a single-cylinder

engine of extremely small dimensions or with a multi-

cylinder engine o^ large dimensions, the answers in all

cases prove that the majority are in favoi of a change

speed gear. We make no secret of the fact that many

of the replies show that there is a considerable amount

of doubt in the minds o" readers whether there is a

perfect change speed gear on the market. Still, the

fact remains that the majority will have one, almost

irrespective of cost, when a gear i as proved itself abso-

lutely reliable and efficient. This information will, no

doubt, be of service to those makers who are not fitting

a two-speed gear, and cause those wh are either making

or fitting a two-speed gear to increase their efforts to

improve existing patterns, also to exploit what is

undoubtedly required but difficult to obtain.

In our next issue we hope to be able to give some

further interesting rough notes from the statistics we

are compiling, and we trust our readers' patience will

not be tried too sorely if we ask them to wait a few

weeks for the tabulated list of percentages upon which

our staff is at work, and which we referred to last

week as being a task which could not be handed over

to an ordinary clerical staff to tabulate. These per-

centages will be found to be one of the most interesting

features ever published in The Motor Cycle.
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THE General Steam Navigation Company's boat,

the Grive, was advertised to sail from London
to Bordeaux on the 17th August, 1907, at

3.30 p.m. As the clocks struck the half-

hour a quiet voice somewhere overhead said, " Let go

forrard. " Simultaneously a cry went up, " Man over-

board," and we were delayed some minutes while a

belated stoker was fished out of the water.

On the second day out the saloon was somewhat

empty at meals, but on the whole the trip was smooth

and pleasant, and this way South is to be recom-

mended.
A talk with " Chips

'

' resulted in a piece of wood
being securely fastened to the handles to carry my
faithful Sanderson camera, and a larger one on the

luggage carrier took a heavy bag comfortably.

Although I was a tricarist, I made this tour on a

brand new Rip spring frame 3^ h.p. pedalless motor

bicycle fitted with a two-speed gear, which had hardly

been on the road, and was not fully tuned up. ]

might at once say that I had no trouble either with the

engine or tyres. The only involuntary stop was
caused by a broken luggage carrier, although a gummed
up exhaust valve caused some few minutes' delay in

starting on one occasion.

A few words with regard lo

outfit may be of interest. A ful

of tools, repair outfit, and spare

inner tube were carried. With the camera I used

Houghton's new plate and film envelopes, which were

a great success. For personal use a rainproof coat,

a dust coat, spare linen, sleeping and washing gear,

iind a pair of trousers. The latter are invaluable, as,

apart from appearance, their comfort after a long ride

in breeches and leggings is very great.

I trained from Bordeaux on the morning of the 20th t<i

Biarritz, and the first ride was undertaken from there.

After filling up with petrol, which I had no difficulty

in obtaining, the motor started up at once, and I ran

quietly out of Biarritz on the high road to Spain.

About a mile out I narrowly missed a ear through a

momentary forgetfulness of the French rule of the road,

and for a few miles drove easily while accustoming
myself to the new mount. After a time the healthy

sound of the engine and the fine road were too

enticing. In a few minutes (so it seemed) St. Jean
de Luz, a pretty little place by the sea, was reached,

."^fter taking a snap shot I rode for the frontier, intend-

ing to go on to St. Sebastian. The Spanish Customs
I found to be very troublesome, and finally the motor

Gateway Into Fuentarrabla. Two thorougbtares in Fuentarrabia (Spain),
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A Few Days in the Pyrenees.—

bicycle was left at the French frontier, and the train

taken to Irun, where I lunched and missed the con-

nection. The waiter promised to warn me when the

A view in Lourdss,

train would leave, but
—"to-morrow'' is Spain's

motto. The mischance turned out fortunately, as it

led to my walking from Irun to Fuentarrabia—a place

well worth visiting. This is said to be the m.ost

Spanish of all Spain's northern towns. Those inter-

ested in history will remember it as the scene ot

Wellington's triumph over Soult.

Heading for the Pyrenees.
After spending a few days at Biarritz with friends,

the real tour began in a run over the fine direct road

from Bayonne to Pau, some sixty miles. Bayonne
itself is well worth seeing, some of the small streets

having arcades similar to those at Chester. A curious

-vindow and rather florid cloisters form the interest

A the Cathedral. Pau, with its terrace and big hotels,

is. conventional, and I wa^- 1 ot sorry to leave.

Following the Bagneres-d-' . gorre Road for some
miles, a fork to the right .eads to Lourdes. Chickens
jswarm all over the roads in the villages, and I rather

fancy someone had roast fowl cheap that day.

At Lourdes one is struck by the immense sums
expei:ced by the devout, who seem mainly of the

poore: classes. The scene at the grotto while

service:, are going on is impressive and very pathetic.

The contrast between the pilgrims and the mere tourists

is very noticeable, and the numbers attracted by their

aspirations or mere curiosity are enormous.
At Lourdes the tanks of the machine were re-

plenished. Here, and indeed everywhere I went, air-

cooled oil was unobtainable, so the tank was filled up
with the water-cooled variety, an extra litre tin secured
to the footrests, and a start made. The road towards
Pierrefitte is nearly level, and, the engine humming
away merrily, many miles soon separated me from the

town. The valley is broad, but as one goes further

the mountains close in, and the views in the evening
light are very fine. The Hotel de la Poste at

Pierrefitte, where I put up for two nights, is comfort-

able, clean, and inexpensive. The morning after ray

arrival the first real climb (to Arrens) was undertaken.

The surface of the hill is good, but the road ascends
in zigzags for some three miles, and, although the

gradient is not excessive, I found it

necessary to use the first speed most
of the way up. A top speed of

33/^ to I is much too high for hilly

country, and the low gear of alwut
8 to I was throughout the tour

used much more than would be
necessary with a more reasonable

top speed.

A TT!vo=speed Gear Most
Useful.

However, there are in this com-
pensating advantages, as it is very

pleasant to ascend these long, wind-

ing hills at a slow but sure pace,

and be able, without bothering

about .the engine, to fully enjoy the

wonderful views which unfold

themselves at- every turn. On
the level, open .racts one attains

a speed which soon leaves uninter-

esting country behind. Moreover,
in climbing long ascents in this

country one is often tempted to dis-

,^ mount to admire the exquisite

^cenery, and frequently a dismount is made at places

where with a single gear it would be impossible to

restart. Being of a lazy disposition, I found it much
le=s trouble to run the machine downhill for a few

yards, declutch, turn it round, and after mounting
in comfort glide off up the steepest slopes on the low

gear, the alternative being a very hard push uphill

until the engine gave its cheering cough.

(To be continued.)

A PASSENGER ATTACHMENT.

THE passenger attachment seen in the accompany-
ing illustration is one made and used by Mr.
William Milligan, Eglantine Villa, Stowmarket.

The attachment is light and rigid, and the

whole weight of the passenger is carried by tl\? rear

portion of the

machine. To all
^~"

.

intents and pur-

poses it is a lady's

bicycle .minus the

front wheel ; con-

sequently when a

really severe hill

is encountered, ci'

even when starting,

the passenger can
assist with the

pedals if necessary.

One advantage of

this form of attach-

ment is that, owing
to its light weight,

it needs very little f

power to propel it, i ^j]

the motor bicycle

in the illustration being a Clement of only 2 h.p. Mr.
Milligan will be pleased to hear from anyone interested.
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By '

The R.O.M. Contact Breaker.

From one or two letters I have received, it is clear

.some of my readers do not understand the principle of

this device. It possesses two blades, A and B, of

which B is a rocking blade, having a platinum stud

at each end, making and breaking contact with a

corresponding screw. This is nothing more nor less

than a " switch blade." Blade A is an ordinary single

make and break, with one stud, and one screw to match.

These blades are worked by an eccentric and a double

cam. The eccentric and the double switch blade shift

the current from the real make and break to each

cylinder in turn. Thus the firing in the cylinders is

determined and actuated by one pair of platinum

screws, and no matter how this pair of points are

adjusted, worn, soiled, or pitted, the firing remains
" synchronised." [See " Recent Patents," p. 286.—Ed.]

Mr. HooydonK and the Lightweights,

Mr. Hooydonk in his reply to me rather ignores my
statements, and contents himself with ].^inting out that

I have always turned the limelight on the heavyweight.

To continue his metaphor, when the stage is crowded

the man in the wings naturally turns his limelight on

the stars. Now I am the man in the wings; it is

not my business to show up the slovenly dancing, the

tinsel jewels, and the fustian tights of the supers, but

to project limelight on the star performers. I leave

the poor supers alone as much as I honestly can;

they may be stars when their stagecraft is a bit better.

I have tested and ridden the low powered and light-

weight machines as honestly as the heavy and high-

powered, but I have always found the heavier weights

were the real stars until the last eighteen months or

so, when I began to see the supers were coming on a

little, and since them I've turned a little more limelight

on the supers. I daresay in the next act the star may
be a bit jxissee, and a super may take the middle of

the stage and sing a duet wuh her. If so, they shall

equally share the limelight, and that is a promise,

Mr. Hooydonk.

Handle=bar Mirrors.

Now that mirrors affording the driver a bird's-eye

view of the road to his rear are becoming almost uni-

versal upon cars, perhaps motor cyclists will take to

them a little more enthusiastically. It is my habit

to take the pick of the road when 1 fancy I am alone,

and once or twice I have been very nearly swept down

by a car from behind when I have suddenly

svrerved to my wrong side in search of better

going, my last escape being from an 80 h.p. Napier,

handled by no less a person than S. F. Edge him-

self—though that fact would have been small con-

solation to Mrs. Ixion. Anothe." emergency v/hen

these mirrors are very useful is when riding in company,

and more especially reckless company. On a club run

there is usually present at least one specimen of that

breed of juggins who suddenly pops up level on your

near side with about three inches to spare and enquires

blandly if your throttle is fully open, because his isn't

—" nowhere near it." Yet a third blessing the mirror

may confer—-and has actually conferred upon a fellow

clubman of mine—is as follows: What time he was

coaxing a level—well, one digit, with one cypher affixed

IXION."
—out of his new T.T. twin, the tell-tale disc revealed a

burly constable emerging from the hedge to the rear

and waving a handkerchief. Here the mirror proved

literally worth its weight in silver, if not in gold.

Gudgeon Scre^vs Adrift.
Another rider informs me he has experienced an

accident similar to that I described, his set screw

falling out of its place, and emerging into space

through the cylinder walls at a point near the bottom

of the piston's travel. He also is still using the samci

cylinder. He first clamped a band of plain brass

to cover the orifice, but, finding his lubricant escaped s

he put a double band of asbestos cord covered with

manganesite packing beneath the band of brass.

Belt V. Chain.
Mr. Vinsen tells us he intends riding a belt-drivei

T.A.P. with sidecar through the London to Edinburgl

run. Consciously or unconsciously he has chosen th

easiest 400 miles of road in the United Kingdom, ani

the relative superiority of belt and chain for sideca

work Avill remain to unconvinced riders as open

question as ever. If Mr. Vinsen would try to put tl

same outfit through the End-to-end, the anti-chai

brigade would probably have something to chew tl"

cud over. Mr. Vinsen should get to Edinburgh, wit

luck, on his top gear alone, as the big Napier did son

years ago. But he will not get to John-o'-Groat's, wii

the same outfit, without using up a spare belt or t\v<

and most proiv^bly not without dropping his passenge

Power for Sidecars.
The curious ideas of some riders upon the power f

sidecar question are due to very limited riding expei

ence. For instance, an owner recently described

our columns how- ^yi h.p. would take his sidecar i

Ridge Hill and Barnet Hill. These gentle slopes a

flat comparrd to the gvadierts to be met with in mai

parts of England, and in any prolonged tour, and

machine which cannot take them with an enormo

margin of spare power is practically useless for sidec

work. Riders often write to me on this question, ai

not seldom refuse to take my advice; if so, they inva

ably regret it. I had an almost tearful letter from t

heart of Central Africa this week; the geritleman

question had a thoroughly good 6 h.p. twin, sing!

geared, and was helpless with it. Nearer home, a m;

consulted me last year, and defying my counsel, fitt

a sidecar to a 3 h.p. two-speeded chain driven. I

lives in a northern county, and all the year he mig

be seen toiling on his low gear whenever the wind w

blowing or the roads were heavy; often he failed

climb hills, even with the sidecar empty. This ye

he has substituted a 5 h.p. twin, also two-speeded_ ai

chain-driven ; his low gear ratio is higher than I advise

and though a good driver and amateur mechanic

still knows what it is to fail on a hill with the ch.

empty. For a sidecar that is to be used forgenui

touring work the following are essential requisites:

I. Minimum power, 5 h.p. 2. Chain transmissic

3. Two speeds. 4. A lo.v second ratio {e.g., 8J^ to

I am well aware many riders will remain increduloi

but my words will be proved when the trade has _h

time to evolve an efficient motor bicycle specia

designed for sidecar work.
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OVERHEATING.
By R. W. AYTON.

OES an air-cooled engine overheat?

I Considering the number of times during the

past decade that this question has appeared in

the automobile press, with the invariable result

strong affirmative reply, it appears singular that

lould yet again be propounded. Seeing that the

lomenon in question is painfully familiar to most

s who can claim anything like an extended and

bd experience with air-cooled engines, the fact that

xistence is seriously questioned borders on the

ellous.

jt when we reflect that, from the technical point of

, the peculiar effects experienced when " overheat-
' occurs are precisely what might be reasonably

cted, and admit of a perfectly clear and reasonable

mation by simple reference to well-known facts, it

mes obvious that, in order to justify its recurrence,

question should be prefixed by the short but

ficant word that has been responsible for all true

ress in thought and knowledge since man first

a to think:

iY does an Air=cooled Engine Overheat ?

rst of all let us determine by careful observation

what happens when a motor cycle engine "over-

." In order to do this I invite the reader to

apany me on an overheating expedition, say round

?.T. course, with a 1907 35^ h.p.

) have done a couple of circuits at an average

, only limited by due regard to fuel economy;
quently things below deck have become pretty

A glance at the petrol gauge shows that we are

vithin the consumption limit, so we resolve to give

nachine its head and an opportunity to show
it can do. Cautiously we adjust and readjust

le, air, and spark until there is no longer any

: that we are getting maximum speed. Through
but twisty Glen Helen we tear at well over

All goes well until we reach the gradually

ising gradient which forms the approach to

ed Creg Willey's Hill. Here we notice that,

ite of careful and systematic lubrication, the

e slows down more than on previous trips. A
turn to the left—the front wheel tips upwards

—

ve are really climbing. Horror ! the engine is

ally slowing down; the slight "knock" which

:d us to retard spark has increased to something

€n a "clank " and a "thump." Desperate, we
to "L.P.A.," but in vain. The bark of the

1st, which has been decreasing in sharpness, is

;nly dumb. A silent revolution or two, and the

e pulls up dead with a jerk that almost saves us

ouble of a hurried dismount. We are " stopped
igh overheating."

An Interested Spectator.

\ a curious coincidence Mr. Nevill is on the hill.

!"ving the occurrence, he approaches, condoles,

Explains

:

" This is caused by a slight leakage past the

ings. This leakage will have little effect at high

speeds, but when the machine commences to

iscend a hill the leak comes into action, the speed
!)f the engine falls gradually yet surely, conse-

quently the cooling effect gets less and less, and

the machine finally stops with the engine
excessively hot. Therefore the leak is responsible

for the engine's overheated condition, and the

cause of stoppage is a combination of loss through
the leak, premature expansion of the incoming
charge, and exhaust retention." (Page 177.)

More in sorrow than in anger we drop the stand,

and, mindful of our newly fitted piston and polished

rings, and of valves carefully ground in a few hours
ago, invite him to try the compression. As we do
not wish him any harm, we make sure that switch is

off and air valve full open. He stands on the pedal

;

after a short interval admits that compression is

unexpectedly good. He mounts and pedals vigorously,

incautiously moving the air lever. Result as he drops
exhaust valve is either a dead stop or a vicious back-
fire, lifting him from the saddle and, via the pedal,
providing his shin with a large and promising bruise.

Undaunted, like a good sportsman, he offers to " give

us a push-off." We gratefully accept, as we do not
wish to return to the foot of the hill.

Now a strange thing happens. No matter whether
the current is "on " or " off,

'

' regardless of any degree
of belt-tightness, our combined efforts prove unequal
to forcing the engine over compression ! Whether we
pedal whilst he pushes, or whether both run, the

dropping of the exhaust valve is invariably the signal

for either a dead stop or a fatiguing " drag " of belt

over engine pulley. The engine, supposed to have
been stopped through partial decompression, has
suddenly developed a hyper-compression that defies our
utmost efforts. By now we also are " excessively hot."
We are reminded of the " arrmy mewel '

' of the Yankee
humorists; also of Hooydonk's traffic experiences, and
other things. As Mr. Nevill gamely assists us to push
the machine to the top of the hill we call his attention

to the fact that the exhaust valve is still in full work-
ing order, and invite him to explain how this fact fits

in with his allegation of "exhaust retention." We are

dimly conscious of a vague idea that loss of com-
pression, whether past the piston or at any other point,

would leave less exhaust to be disposed of, and that the

slower the engine ran the longer would be the period

during which the valve would be open for the escape of

the burnt gases. He promises full particulars in a
later edition. Warm and wondering, we resume our
journey.

What it feels liKe to Ride in the T.T.
A smart switchback run until, just past St. John's

Chapel, we find before us a glorious speed stretch—

a

broar' straight road, gently falling for the greater part

of a mile. Here is a chance to recover some of those

lost minutes! Full advance, half throttle, full air;

down we thunder at well over fifty miles an hour, the

wind screaming past our ears as, crouching low, wrists

taut, knees well in, and feet tight down, we strain our

eyes to make sure that the sharp turn at the bottom is

clear. Glorious I Life is worth living ! A sharp,

steady swing of leaping machine and tense rider—one
living unit—and we are round, just clear of the child-

crowned bank, and heading for Kirk Michael. Only
a slieht up-gradient, but the pace is perceptibly slower.

A further opening of the throttle meets with an instant
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Overheating.—
response ; but the improvement is not maintained, the

engine vibration becomes more irregular, and the sound

of the exhaust seems to be losing its crisp sharpness.

A tentative switch-off has the expected negative result

—current quite superfluous. We nearly close the

throttle, but, too late ! it hardly delays the dreaded

moment when the first backfire sends the belt squeal-

ing over the suddenly stationary engine pulley. Hastily

we tweak open the exhaust valve, for in the lifter lies

our only chance to keep going, even at a jog trot.

Again are we obviously suffering, not from defective

compression, but from a plentiful excess thereof.

Later on, after a smart run homewards, we switch

off and lift exhaust valve before turning into, say, the

gateway of the yard or garage. If now, at a materially

reduced pace, we release the valve lifter, what happens ?

The engine at once starts firing, slowly, but regularly,

although current is "off." Let the machine run

round the yard and "have it out," regardless of the

suffering belt fastener. We find that it slows down,
and finally comes to a standstill with a violent back-

fire that throws us out of the saddle. But no sign of

weak compression.

There is no need to further multiply instances.

Clearly the empirical has again triumphed over the

a priori.

Now incidents of the description above referred to

have quite frequently occurred under my observation

during the past eleven years. Varying only in intensity,

their recurrence has presented substantially the same
symptoms in quite a large number of engines of very

varied types. On cars, a broken water joint (not an

infrequent occurrence in the early days) has always

heralded its unwelcome existence by the appearance of

similar phenomena.
In the case of a small gas engine (4in. bore x yin.

stroke) which had an uncooled header, a slight over-

load tending to reduce its speed, invariably caused
rapid slowing-down, muffling of exhaust noise, and
final stoppage through backfire, with reversal of motion
thereby. Whenever, within my knowledge, an air-

cooled engine has been overdriven, whether in height

of summer or in depth of winter. Nemesis has always
assumed substantially the same forms ; and that such
retribution has been more tardy in some cases than

others has always been traceable to one, or a combina-
tion of two, simple factors. These are: _

(a.) Ratio of Compression Space to Cylinder
Volume, and

(6.) Number of Revolutions per Minute.
The operation of factor (a) is well-known and widely

recognised. It may be briefly stated as follows:

Given two similar engines working under equal con-

ditions, but varying only as regards compression ratio,

the engine with the higher compression will invari-

ably be the first to exhibit the symptoms previously

described should they occur.

It should be borne in mind that, in addition to its

functions as a fuel economising device, the throttle

exercises an effect equivalent to that of a variable com-
pression space. This explains two facts that have
probably been observed by most motor cyclists, viz.

:

(i.) In order to use a high compression engine

without overheating, it must be driven with the minimum
throttle opening permissible under any given conditions.

(2.) Such an engine, so driven, will generally run

satisfactorily under ordinary conditions, but w
probably fail on the first long hill having a gradie

necessitating serious increase in the gas supply.

This brings us to the even more important factor {(

The Critical Speed of an Engine.
Every engine has a critical speed for a given degi:

of compression, the determining factor being {•

efficiency of the cooling arrangements. Above t'i

speed, the period during which the charge is bei;

forced into intimate contact with the heated walls («.,

duration of compression stroke) is insufficient for 1>

absorption of sufficient heat therefrom, plus the hi;

of compression, to render the charge self-igniti.

Consequently ignition is effected by, and depend'!

upon, the passage of the spark. Under these conditiif

it is obvious that any reduction of engine speed will

;

followed by automatic pre-ignition having a slight lei

upon {i.e., occurring slightly in advance of) the pass:^

of the spark. Switching off the current will at t >

stage produce practically no effect upon the firing [

the engine. The additional back pressure or negat

;

work thus thrown upon the piston will tend to furt r

reduce engine speed, causing a reduction in the w -

drawing effect of the throttle. The results the ?

become cumulative. The degree of compression ai

matically increases as the compression period lengthe
;

consequently the moment of automatic pre-ignii 1

occurs earlier in each compression stroke. Ignition i

combustion are now complete before the exhaust \\ e

opens ; hence the altered character of the exh: t

noise. Meanwhile the cylinder walls are absorbint] 1

unduly large proportion of the heat evolved, owing )

the ignition taking place early in the compres 1

stroke. Finally, the engine is brought to a stand 1

by the excessive back pressure, sometimes so sudd' f

that the pressure of the finally ignited charge has t( e

released by lifting the exhaust valve before the en; e

can be turned over. The cylinder walls are now so 1

that restarting is impossible, the first charge firing e y

in compression stroke, and resisting the efforts of e

belt with a back pressure on the piston of anything p

to 300 lbs. per square inch. When the cylii ^r

temperature shall have fallen below the degree requ i

to produce pre-ignition—and not until then—shall e

be again in possession of a " prime mover."

Overheating and Pre=ignition one and the ea !•

It will thus be seen that leaky pistons, co-effici 3

of expansion, and transformations of energy have re J

" nothing to do with the case." Overheating is

generally understood by the motor cyclist, is synonyn is

with pre-ignition. Remove the causes of the latter, d

the effects attributed to the former disappear.

The reason why this explanation has not I ^i

accorded its proper value in previous discussion; m

the subject is simply that the debaters have faile :o

recognise the influence of the all-important time fa^ t.

This is, to a large extent, also the reason for le

inadequacy of illustrations drawn from standard JS

engine practice.

Let us now apply this time factor, as a sort of to b-

stone, to what is probably the most ancient fallacot

all, yet once more revived by Mr. Nevill, and, u|

even less excuse, by Mr. Burnand—the " abno: a'

expansion of the charge " due to " heating of the ch gf

during admission."

We will first consider the conditions. A quaitj

of gas is being drawn, at a high velocity, throuf »
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»erheatlng.
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ort which, in a well-designed modern engine, consists

f a very short rectangular aperture of relatively large

rea. The, time occupied by the passage of the entire

harge, i.e., from opening to closing of induction valve,

; at ordinary speeds approximately 1-40S. ; at racing

Deeds 1-80S., or even less! This gas consists mainly

; atmospheric air charged with finely divided petrol

1 the act of undergoing evaporation {e.g. , heat absorp-

on), and is also, as Mr. Burnand points out, " wire-

rawn," or in a state of forcible attenuation. Its

mperature at entry must, therefore, by the very law

fered to by Mr. Nevill, be considerably below that

f the atmosphere.

Why the Carburetter is Heated.

Having regard to these conditions, I submit that it

not reasonable to assume that a gas is capable of

;ceiving, in such a minute space of time, any serious

icrement of heat from the surrounding metal during

s passage into the cylinder. The manograph indicator

}me years ago established the fact that, in motor cycle

igines having valves of quite moderate dimensions,

thaust retention was practically non-existent even at

le highest speeds. This leaves the rapidly cooling

mtents of the clearance space, at about atmospheric

ressure, the only credible source of gas heating prior

> commencement of compression. That the heat-

^sorption from this source is not undesirably excessive

evinced by the well-known necessity of pre-heating

le air supply to the carburetter under unfavourable

mospheric conditions. Were the heat transfer in the

blinder at all considerable, this should be more than

ifficient to complete vaporisation of the fuel without

iy recourse to external aids. Many facts go to prove

lat, so far as motor cycle and automobile engines are

jncemed, the amount of heat so transferred is barely

ifficient, even under the most favourable circum-

ances, for the completion of fuel vaporisation. I

link, however, that sufficient has been said on this

abiect for the present.

But when I find it seriously suggested that a partial

)r throttled) charge of the composition and nature

;ferred to is capable of acting as an accessory to over-

eating by mere " transformation of its energy of velocity

ito heat," I can only hope that Mr. Dugald Clerk is

isrepresented. Consider the nature of the alleged source

f heat: a current of air, its original (atmospheric)

;mperature lowered by forcible expansion, and still

jrther reduced by abstraction of its heat in order to

fleet the evaporation of a finely divided volatile hydro-

arbon ! What is its velocity ? Merely that due to a

ifference in pressure of quite a few pounds per square

ich, 14 lbs. representing a theoretical maximum
npossible not only of attainment, but even of approach,

3 actual practice. Is its motion suddenly arrested, as

uch a theory would require ? No, it is impelled into

chamber of comparatively large area, in which it is

ree to distribute itself in all directions.

If there were any truth in this theory, it appears to

le that the heating effect should be most strongly

pparent at the throttle, where the reduction of velocity

ctually takes place, where the area of the gas passage
3 considerably more restricted than at any other point,

nd where, owing to the forms of construction usually

dopted, the impact of gas upon metal is comparatively
iolent. I mav be a most unobservant individual, but
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the interests of truth compel me to acknowledge that,

in eleven years' motoring experience, I have never met
with a single instance of such an occurrence; still, I

am open to correction from any reader who finds that

his throttle "overheats." It may be some tardy con-

solation to the competitors who in a recent reliability

trial were stopped by frozen carburetters to learn that,

according to what I conceive to be a reasonable appli-

cation of this "theory," their carburetters should have
been too hot to touch.

The Effect of Gas Retention.
With regard to Mr. Nevill's remarks headed " The

Effect of Gas Retention," and to his statements else-

where on this subject, I refer him to the well-known
work of Professor Callendar, M.A., F.R.S., which
distinctly demonstrates the inapplicability of Mr.
Nevill's theories to the cycle motor. In fact, so closely

do the Professor's general conclusions, on this and
several other points, agree with the conditions

observable in practice, that we are entitled to con-

clude from Mr. Nevill's statements either that the

modern gas engine is technically inferior in design to

the present day cycle motor, or that Mr. Nevill's in-

dicator (or his observations therewith) is quite unreli-

able. I trust that this gentleman will not consider me
unduly personal when I say that, having regard to his

quoted remarks, and to the numerous minor in-

accuracies to which considerations of space permit of

no more than this passing reference, I consider it to be

reasonably doubtful whether he has ever had any

serious experience with air-cooled motors at all.

Finally, I would point out that the conclusions to

be drawn from the explanation now advanced are in

perfect agreement with the best practice of to-day,

which is entirely an empirical product, having been

developed by trial and error during the past twelve

years, owing practically nothing but its working cycle

to previous knowledge, and almost entirely unindebted

tq pre-existent data.

Ho'W to Prevent Overheating.
In order to minimise "overheating" troubles, as

generally understood, it is desirable that:

{a.) The ratio of gearing adopted under any given

circumstances should be that, which does not impose
any serious reduction of the engine speed from the

normal. When, as on a hill, the speed of the machine
(and consequently the cooling effect) is reduced by

increase of gearing ratio, the latter must be such as to

permit of maintenance of normal engine speed on a

reduced (throttled) fuel charge.

(6.) The compression ratio should not exceed that

degree which, at maximum throttle position, will pro-

duce a temperature of explosion the effects of which are

capable of being efficiently (as below) dealt with by

the cooling arrangements.

(c.) The minimum ladiating surface allowable

should be regarded as that which permits of the rate

of radiation at normal working speeds equalling that

of heat transmission through the walls at a temperature

in the latter below that required to effect pre-ignition.

I have omitted all reference to data and formulas,

which are of no interest to the majority of motor

cyclists. I may, however, mention that these strongly

support the views herein set forth, notably that which

I have advanced regarding the impossibility of the

alleged " undue expansion of charge during admission.
'

'
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Measuring thejEngine and^Gear.

I shall be obliged if you will,

inform me how to correctly

measure the bore and stroke

of an engine. Also how to

find out the gear. I would
also like to know what gear you con-

sider best for a 2J h.p. engine,

weight of machine 130 lbs., and rider

lOi stones.—H.O., Staffs.

You measure the bore of the engine

with the aid of a pair of callipers and
an engineer's rule. The stroke is found
by measuring the length of the path
through which the piston travels. Set

the piston on the top of the stroke and
pass a wire through compression tap,

mark wire with a file, turn engine until

piston is at bottom of stroke and again

mark wire, the distance between the two
marks is the stroke. To find the gear

is a very simple matter. See that the

belt is in position on the two pulleys,

mark both of them, revolve the rear

pulley once and count how many times
the engine pulley revolves to one revo-

lution of the former, which will give

you the gear. A suitable gear for a •

2J h.p. engine and 26in. wheels is 4J to

5j to 1, depending on the number of

hills in your district.

Comfort ot Lightweights.

I am thinking of purchasing

—j| a Motosacoche motor bicycle

> or a motor set from the makers
-i-i of this machine. Can you please

tell me if you think there

would be any vibration in riding one
of their machines, or if there would
be any vibration in riding my own
pedal cycle with a Motosacoche motc>r

set attached? I notice there appears
to be no sign of any springs, and 1

was wondering if they would be com-
fortable . to ride. Do you consider

them comfortable machines to ride,

or would you advise me to have
springs fitted to my bicycle or one
of their machines if I adopted either?

—C.P.

There is hardly any engine vibration

at all from these machines. The usual

amount of road vibration cannot be
avoided, but this is practically negli-

gible if spring front fork and large

saddle are fitted. We should, how-
ever, strongly advise you hot to fit the
attachment to your pedal machine.
The frames to which these attachmenls
are fitted are specially strong, and.

being designed for a particular pur-

pose, an ordinary frame caiinol possibly

be ns ^o/>'^.

Easy Starting with a Magneto.

I possess a 3^ h.p. Triumph
motor cycle with magneto igni-

tion. Should it be possible for

a, nine stone rider of medium
strength to start this machine on
level ground by means of the pedals?

I cannot do so at present. The method
of running and then vaulting into the
saddle appears too risky. If you can
give me any suggestions whereby I

could make the machine start easier,

such as how to adjust magneto con-

tacts, etc., I should be obliged.

—

E.A.B., Kettering.
Yes, the machine could be started by
means of the pedals on level ground.
The best way to make the machine
start easily is to first of all inject

paraffin into the cylinder to free the
piston and rings, then flood the carbu-

retter, open the throttle half-way, close

the air and advance the spark lever

almost fully, when the engine should
start without any trouble. If you have
interfered with the sparking plug gap
you must adjust the points so that they
are almost touching. Magneto con
tacts should be kept clean and flat. If

fibre ring is worn obtain a new one.

Sidecars and Single Gears.

I am going to buy a sidecar

attachment for my 3^ h.p

motor bicycle, and think ol

fitting a clutch to the bicycle,

I am told that it will be im
to start from a standstil

without a two-speed gear. Is this so

and is a change-speed gear abso

lutely indispensable for passengei

work? I may mention I am no'

anxious to fit a gear if I can managi
without one, owing to the increasec

complication.—A. J., Birmingham.
It should be possible to start from :

standstill with a clutch and sideca

attachment if the machine is very lov

geared, and assisted by pedalling

Whether a two-speed gear is absolutel;

indispensable depends on the weight
yourself and passenger, the district 1;

which you live, and whether you at

averse to occasionally as.sisting th

machine with the pedals on hills. I

you are active, a great amount of fu

can be obtained with a single-geare

passenger machine in a level district

especially if the gear of the bicycle i

suitably proportioned, but for serion

touring a change gear is indispensablt

ElUschka, winner ol the Prague HiU-climhlng Competition, and his twln-oylinder Laurln and Klement
|

racer. This machine has a low tension magneto, surface carburetter, and flat belt The hlll-oUmD Is

retened to In a paragraph on page 379.
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Amount of Oil In Crankoase.

On draining the oil from the
?~n crankoase after a long ride

should I give only one pumpful—I or two before running the bi-

cycle again? The maehine I

ride is a 1908 Triumph.—N.H.W.,
Canterbury.

We should advise two to three pump-
fuls of oil with this make of engine,

after crankcase has been completely
drained.

Picking np Speed after Changing Gear.

I have a 3i h.p. Ph«enix Cob,

|— I two speeds, magneto, which
\ goes very well except for one
LsJ thing. On coming to hills 1

have to get on to second speed
very early, and on reaching the top 1

have difficulty in getting back to top
speed unless the ground is level, or

on a downward slope. Some time
ago it picked up much quicker, and
I cannot find out wh}' it does not do
so now. All the parts, valves, etc.,

seem in good condition.—M.D., Sea-
ford.

Probably the carburetter is stopped up,
)r the compression of the engine is very
weak. You had better overhaul the
larburetter carefully and see that it is

juite clear, also the feed pipe. If you
jlose the air lever a notch or two after
jTou have let in the high speed, it will

lasist the engine slightly in picking up.

Controlling the Engine Down Hills.

My IJ h.p. F.N. can be
~ controlled in traffic nicely by
V two methods—(1) left handle
^J control by switching the igni-

tion off and on, or (2) right
handle control by raising or drop-
ping the exhaust valve lifter. The
former is the easier, but does it harm
the engine or belt? And which is

the more effective way of cooling the
engine on short dips in the road,
turning off the ignition (handle con-
trol), or lifting the exhaust valve
Ufter?^r.B.M., N. Wales.

The more effective way of driving the
mgine is to control it by means of the
ixhaust valve lifter, which is kinder to
;he engine. When running down short
lills raise the exhaust valve ; when de-
wending long hills the ignition may be
switched off. Switching off - cools
sngine quicker and better. Do not
switch on unless machine is travelling
fairly fast.

I have precisely the same trouble
with my Quadrant tricar as A. H.
(Hanlej'). My experience of the pop-
ping sound in exhaust has been a great
trouble. I had my machine thoroughly
overhauled by a good firm, and drove
about 100 miles all right. After that
time (in cold weather) I went a short
spin and the popping commenced again,
but only when using the high speed
gear ; it would go all right on low
speed. Could the trouble possibly be
due to inlet valves not opening and
closing properly? as I fancy the springs
are not tempered perfectly. My coil is

a plain one. I shall be glad if A. H.
(Hanley) will communicate with me,
c/o the Editor—I shall then know if

either of us has got rid of the trouble.

Non-sootlng Plugs.

I have ridden for some time
a Rex de Luxe motor cycle, with
which I am very pleased. There
is only one little fault which I

should like to know how to

remedy. I occasionally have trouble

with the plug in the rear cylinder

getting oiled up, but if I diminish the
amount of lubricating oil the front

cylinder runs short and is inclined to

seize.—J.W., Stockport.

The only cure is to use a non-sooting
plug, i.e., a plug with protected points.

The end of the plug is provided with a
cap in which is a small orifice, the

points are under the cap, and are

thereby protected to a great extent

from the oil. Smaller charges of oil

injected at more frequent intervals are

also advisable under the circumstances.

Magneto Points causing DlfBcult Starting.

I have a 3i h.p. N.S.U.
with magneto. The only fault

I find is in starting when the
engine has been going but has
been stopped for a few minutes

on the roadside. Several times after

riding to a friend's house I have
waited outside for him, and when I

try to start it refuses to fire, and 1

have to put the bicycle on its stand
and start the engine, which starts

fairly easily on the stand. Even when
the engine is hot the engine st3,rts

with slight difficulty. I think the

mixture is all right, and I have the
spark retarded. Could it possibly

be the contact, because the points do
not absolutely meet full, but one
about half-way over the other?—L.B.,
Harrow.

The sluggish starting is almost certain

to be due to the adjustment of the
magneto points, which should meet full

and square. Apparently, they have be-

come worn, and need filing and adjust-
ing closer together. For easy starting

with N.S.U. machines the spark lever

should be quite vertical. We would
also suggest that the sparking plug
points are not close enough together.
They should be as close as possible
without actually touching. Always in-

ject paraffin into the cylinder after the
machine has been standing for some
time. This frees the rings and enables
the machine to be started more easily,

and to be pushed or pedalled faster,

which is a most important fact when
starting with any ignition. We have

READERS' REPLIES.
and how. I may say the answers to

questions which I habitually read in

The Motor Cycle are most valuable and
instructive.—A. D. Waiker.

I notice a letter from a correspon-

dent who has had trouble with a 3^ h.p.

Minerva. He states that the engine
comes to a sudden stop as if all brakes
were, on. I have had nearly 15,000
miles experience with Minervas, and I

may say 1 had an exactly similar ex-

perience. I tried for some time to find

out the cause, but could not, until one
day I took the contact breaker com-
pletely to pieces. I then discovered

that the platinum tip on the screw was
loose and sliding up and down inside

the end of the screw. Of course, it

m.ade and broke contact anywhere but
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ridden some machines which require
paraffin after remaining at rest only
half an hour at this time of the year.

The oil congeals very rapidly in cool

weather ; try a thinner oil except in

summer.
The Noise ot Motor Cycles.

While proceeding slowly
down a lane the other day with
exhaust valve lifted, the ordi-

nary sound of the engine on
dropping the lifter for a

moment caused an unattended trades-
man's horse to run away and damage
another vehicle. I am sure this shy-
ing of horses must be an everyday
experience with motor cyclists. Your
valued opinion, therefore, as to
whether I am liable for the damage
would interest all, and be much
appreciated by your readers.—CoLLls.

We have obtained a legal opinion with
regard to this query, which is as
follows :

" The query of ' CoUis ' is one
difficult to answer, as so much depends
upon the exact facts of the case, and,
moreover, the decisions of the Courts
are rather contradictory. The general
principle seems to be that if something
is done negligently, which would be
likely to make a horse shy, an action
will lie. Your correspondent states in

his letter that the shying of horse">

must be an everyday experience with
motor cyclists, and therefore it is

reasonable to suppose that he was
aware that the dropping of the lifter

might cause a horse to shy. If he had
been on the lookout he would have seen
that this horse was unattended, and
under those circumstances I consider
that there was negligence on his part.

While the owner of the horse would
probably be unable to sustain an action

against the motor cyclist, yet the
owner of the third vehicle might. It

would be for a jury to decide whether
the motor cyclist was guilty of negli-

gence, and if so whether what happened
was the natural consequence of such
negligence. If your correspondent can
settle the matter for a small sum he
should do so, but in any event it would
be best for him to consult a solicitor

and explain the full facts to him."

On March 26th a reply to a query
was sent to Mr. A. Cooke, 24, King
Street, Liverpool. On March 28th the
letter was returned marked "insufficient

address." Will Mr. Cooke please send
his proper address?

at the correct point, and thus the sud-

den stoppages were merely bad back-
fires, which with a chain drive would
have pitched one over the handle-bar
or broken the chain. On fitting a new
screw the trouble disappeared.

—

G.H.A.

"THE AUTOCAR." Which is

_ published under the same pro-
prietorship as " The Motor Cycle,"
is to the aatomobilist what this

journal is to the motor cpclist.

Anv reader of " The Motor Cycle "

who is also considering the pur-
chase of a car should make a point

of obtaining "The Autocar"—the

leading motor journal. Price 3d.

Issued Weekly.
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Brooklands Automobile Racing Club.
MOTOR CYCLE REGULATIONS approved by the A.C.U., in accordance with Rule 3 of the Racing Rules of the

B.A.R.C. The indented rules are those adopted by the^Royal Automobile Club for cars.

1. Definition" : In these regulations the word "rule"
shall mean one of the racing rules of the Brooklands Auto-
mobile Racing Club, as adopted by the Royal Automobile
Club.

2. Rule 9 shall not apply, but the distance of the track

shall be measured 10ft. from the inner edge.
9.—The length of the track shall be the distance to be

traversed, measured 50ft. from the inner edge.

3. Rule 11 shall not apply. All classification of vehicles,

and all regulations in respect thereof, shall be framed by the

Brooklands Automobile Racing Club, but require the ap-

proval of the Auto Cycle Union.
11.—Classification of vehicles, and all regulations in

respect thereof, shall be framed by the Club.

4. An official programme, as provided by Rule 13, shall be
sent to the Auto Cycle Union.

13.—At least twenty-four hours before the time
announced for the commencement of the meeting, the

Club shall furnish to the Automobile Club and to each
entrant an official programme, clearly marked " Official

Programme " on the face thereof, which programme shall

contain in its final form the information required to be
given in the announcement of the meeting, together with
particulars of the entries accepted for each competition,
the arrangement and times of the various competitions,

the names of the entrant and driver of each vehicle, the
identification number or mark which each vehicle will

carry in the meeting, and the handicap, if any, and if

not sealed. Any assumed name shall be indicated on
the official programme by inverted commas.

5. Rule 22 shall not apply.
22.—No vehicle, while competing, shall be pushed,

aided, or set in motion by any persons other than the
driver and his assistant, if an assistant be carried.

6. In Rule 25 the words "Auto Cycle Union" shall be
substituted for the words "Automobile Club."

25.—No competitor shall be eligible to enter a vehicle
for or drive a vehicle in any competition unless the name
of such competitor is duly entered ui:on the Competitors'
Register of the Automobile Club. The competitor sha"
produce the certificate of registration of the Automobile
Club on the demand of an official of the Club at any
meeting.

7. In Rule 25 the words " five shillings " shall be substi-
tuted for the words "half a guinea" ; and the words "half
a crown " shall be substituted for the words " five shillings."

25.—The fee for such registration of a competitor is

half a guinea, except in the case of a member of the
Automobile Club or of a club affiliated to the Automobile
Club, in which case the fee is five shillings.

8. In Rule 28 the words " ten shillings " shall be substi-
tuted for the words "two guineas."

28.—On payment of an additional annual fee of two
guineas a competitor may be registered under an
assumed name approved by the Automobile Club

;
pro-

vided that the competitor while registered under such
assumed name shall not compete under any other name.

9. After the word " Handicappers " in the eighth line of
Rule 35 the following words shall be inserted :

" But these
shall be officials of the Auto Cycle Union." The remainder
of Rule 35 shall stand.

35.—The following are the recognised officials of a
meeting, and their appointment shall be subject to the
approval of the Club, viz., three stewards, a judge, a
starter, a clerk of the scales, and a clerk of the course.
In case of emergency the stewards present may appoint
unauthorised substitutes or assistants to fill or assist in
any of the above-mentioned offices. There may also be
appointed timekeepers and handicappers. No official of
the club, whether temporary or permanent, shall be
eligible to compete in any competition at a meeting at
which he is officiating.

10. No rider shall use more than one machine in a contest

;

he shall only be allowed one starter, and this only where the
race proposition does not prohibit starters.

11. Hand-timing shall be permissible for Auto Cycle
events, provided all timing certificates state the fact that

hand-timing was used, and provided arrangements have bet

made with the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club.
12. Rule 55 shall not apply, the following rule being suv

stituted :
" All handicaps shall be framed by an official hand

capper of the Auto Cycle Union."
55.—All handicaps shall be framed by an offici

handicapper appointed by the Club.
13. Protests : In Rules 71, 72, and 75, the words " Au

Cycle Union" shall be substituted for the words " Autom
bile Clulj," and, in Rule 71, the words "two pounds" shs

be substituted for the words "five pounds."
71.—Every protest shall be in writing, and must

signed by a competitor engaged in the competition, or i

his authorised agent, and must be lodged with the cle

of the course within the time prescribed by these rule

the person protesting shall, at the time he makes \

protest, deposit in the hands of the person to whom t

protest is made the sum of £5. If the protest be decid

against the depositor, his deposit shall be forfeited

the Club unless the stewards who heard the case, or t

stewards of the Automobile Club, on appeal, shall cert;

that there was good and reasonable ground for the p:

test or the appeal.
72.—All protests shall be adjudicated upon by t

stewards. All parties concerned shall be given

opportunity of being heard, and shall be bound by t

decision given, subject only to appeal to the stewards

the Automobile Club as herein provided.
75.—(i.) A protest against a vehicle as to classificati

and validity of entry (otherwise than as provided
• Rule 31) must be made before the start of the cc

petition.

14. CoKJiurT Pn.iCTiOES : In Rule 79 the words " Ai

Cycle Union" shall be substituted for the words "Anton
bile Club."

79.—Any person who shall knowingly enter for or t4

part in a competition not being held under the Cc

petition Rules of the Automobile Club of Great Brit

and Ireland, or under these rules, or who shall be gxv

of any misbehaviour or unfair practice in connection w
automobilism, whether relating to competitions or n

shall be deemed to be guilty of a breach of these rules

15. DlSQUAI-IFICATTON AND SUSPENSION : In Rules 81,

87, and 89, the words "Auto Cycle Union" shall be sub;

tuted for the words "Automobile Club."
81.—The stewards may, on any complaint being mi

to them or on their own initiative, take cognisance of s

deal with any breach of or offence against these rules

the suspension of any person or in such other manner
they may think fit, subject only to an appeal to 1

Automobile Club as provided by these rules, and si

suspension shall be reported to the Automobile Club.

85.—Any person who shall have been suspended

accordance with these rules may be suspended by 1

Automobile Club from taking part in any competiti'

and may be struck off the Competitors' Register.

87.^Suspension may be either temporary or permanei

if temporary, it shall be recorded in the Competito

Register, if made permanent by the Automobile Cli

the competitor's name shall be struck off the Competitc

Register ; and no person shall be allowed to enter

or take part in any competition under these rules wl

under sentence of suspension.

89.—The Club or the Automobile Club may, in tli

absolute discretion, and in such manner as they n

think fit, notify or cause to be notified to the put

that any person has been disqualified or suspended, a

the name of such person. No action or any proceedii

shall under any circumstances be maintainable by I

person referred to in such notification against the^ CI

or the Automobile Club, or against any person publish)

or circulating the same, and this rule shall operate

leave to the Club and the Automobile Club and to a

such person to publish and circulate such notificatiii

and be pleadable accordingly.

16. ArrEAM : In Rules 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, and 95, t

words "Auto Cycle Union " shall be substituted for thewoi
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"Automobile Club," and, in Rule 90, the words "ten shil-

lings" shall be substituted for the words "twenty-five
pounds."

^

90.—If any person is aggrieved by a sentence of dis-

qualification or suspension under these rules, he shall,

upon giving written notice to the secretary of the Auto-
mobile Club, within forty-eight hours of the decision
against which he appeals being made known, accom-
panied by a deposit of £25, have the right of appeal to

the stewards of the Automobile Club, appointed as pro-
vided by the rules of the Automobile Club for the time
being.

91.—A sentence pronounced by the stewards of the
Automobile Club shall be final and without appeal, and
shall be binding on the Club and all other persons for
all purposes. The stewards of the Automobile Club
may authorise a statement to be inserted in the AulomobiU
Club Journal and Motor Union Gazette, of any decisions
under this rule.

92.—The deposit shall be forfeited to the Automobile
Club or shall be returned to the appellant, as the stewards
of the Automobile Club may determine.

93.—If the stewards of the Automobile Club shall be
of opinion that the fault committed demands a penalty
greater than that which has been imposed, they shall

have power to increase such penalty.
94.—The stewards of the Automobile Club shall have

power to inflict fines and order payment of costs at their
discretion.
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95.—In no case shall the stewards of the Automobile
Club have the power to order a competition to be run
again.

96.—All appeals referred to or brought before the

stewards of the Automobile Club for their decision shall

be decided by a quorum of not less than three stewards
of the Automobile Club. The stewards of the Automo-
bile Club may call to their aid any stewards or other

officials or members of the Club, and may procure such
professional and other expert assistance as they may
deem desirable.

17. The supplementary regulations of the Brooklands
Automobile Racing Club shall apply with the following

alterations :

In Regulation 5 the amount " 10s." shall be substituted

for the amount " £5."
5. FiiTE FOR JNox-sTAHTiNG : Every entrant whose

vehicle fails to take part in the race for which it is

entered shall be fined £5, unless he shall have notified

the clerk of the course, in writing, prior to the publica-

tion of the official programme of his intention not to

start. This fine shall be paid to the clerk of the course

within seven days of the time appointed for the race
;

non-payment of the fine shall debar an entrant from
entering for any races, and may entail further steps being

taken against him by the Club.

18. NtTMBEEiNG OF VEHICLES : Every entrant shall provide

and fix at his own expense such number or numbers
_
as

may be prescribed by the Brooklands Automobile Racing

Club.

->-•••-<-

A DETACHABLE JOINTED TUBE.

THE illustration herewith is that of the Hermetic
detachable jointed air tube made by the Self-

sealing Rubber Co., Ltd., Binningham; the

joints can also be fitted to any ordinary air

iibes mentioned in their list.

To make the joint, the end of the air tube containing
he rubber rings C C is flattened and folded, when it

:an be readily passed through beyond the flange B
n the other end of the air tube. The application of

I little soft soau or French chalk renders the operation

A NEW SPARKING PLUG.

L very easy one. It is important to note that both of

he rings C must be pushed beyond the flange B.

3are must also be taken that the air tube is not twisted.

To separate the joint it should be flattened and
bided slightly, when the two ends of the air tube can
>e readily separated.

When fitting these air tubes into covers care should
le taken that the tube is so fitted that the mouth of the

letachable joint faces the running direction of the tyre.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., ask us to point out that the

'jtadua gear is not suitable for fitting to existing

notor cycles on account of the cost of the necessary

ilterations, but the gear can be incorporated with any
nachine when it is being built up.

THE sparking plug which we illustrate on this

page is a specially made plug called the

Reliance, sold by Messrs. S. and F. Stephen-

son, 19, Canning Place, Liverpool. It differs

from ordinary sparking plugs in the matter of the

insulated central wire. This is a hair-

like platinum wire protected from cor-

rosive action by being baked in, and
being brought flush with the surface of

the porcelain insulator. It is claimed

that the spark in leaving this minute

point is concentrated and intensified to

such a degree that the heat and scour-

ing action of the spark, being directed

against the surface of the insulator,

instantly destroys any short circuiting

matter surrounding the point. The
Reliance plug is manufactured by the

Jeffery-Dewitt Co., New Jersey, U.S.A.,
and it is said that it will spark under

water, and therefore under any conditions

obtaining in a petrol engine cylinder, as

combinations of oil and carbon cannot

be compared with water as a short circuiting matter.

The English agents have kindly sent us a sample

sparking plug, and we shall hope to say what we think

of it after trial.
>-•••—<

If the variable speed pulley, adjustable from the

saddle, is to be a real success, the firm of Osborne
Bros., Princess Works, Lincoln, should reap the

benefit of their pioneer work. They were the original

inventors of the variable speed pulley obtained by

sliding a loose flange in or out, so raising or lowsring

the belt in the groove of the pulley to su> the prevail-

ing road conditions. The makers have just issued a

new catalogue showing the mechanism in detail, and
describing how the pulley and change speed lever are

fitted to any machine.
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Special Features.

BFOOKLANDS
RACING RULES.

A FEW DAYS IN THE
PYRENEES.
(Dlustrated.)

Ut:„ .^..::

The End-to-end Run, July 13th to 18th.;

Special hotel arrangements are being
made at the various stopping places for

the competitors in the End-to-end trial,

very much on the same lines as on the
previous trial.

A Club tor Stockport.

Stockport has followed the lead of

most other large towns and formed a
motor cycle club. There are over 100
motor cyclists in the town.

A Hint.

Nottingham is one of the few large

towns in the British Isles with no
motor cycle club. It is not, however,
owing to any dearth in the number of

devotees of the pastime of motor cycling

in this district, but to a want of unity.

Probably when a few influential motor
cyclists get together a determined effort

will be made to form a club.

How to Win Hill-climbs.

A correspondent writes this week
with reference to the article " How to

Win Hill-climbs," published on March
25th, and points out that the sentence
"Power absorbed by wind resistance

varies inversely as the speed," should
read " Varies directly as the square of

the speed." We make the necessary
correction with pleasure. The para-

graph is fully explained on page 231 in

the article "Selection of Gear Ratio."

The Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.

Intending competitors in the first

motor cycle race at Brooklands at

Easter are reminded that entries close

to-morrow (Thursday) to the Brook-
lands Automobile Racing Club, Carl-

ton House, Regent Street, S.W. The
regulations being so simple, and the
entry fee so low (10s.), considering the
value of the first and second prizes, we
expect to see a good turn-out. Ths
rules affecting motor cycle racing on the
Brooklands Track are published on
page 275-7 this. week.

Damage to Roads by Motor Vehicles.

"Taxpayer," Coventry, writes to The
Daily Chronicle pointing out " the
enormous damage done to the roads by'

cars and motor cycles being tested by
the various makers." It is obviously
absurd to put the harmless motor hi

cycle on the same level with heavy
motor cars as road damaging machines,
and we have yet to have proved to us
that motor bicycles damage the roads
in any way. It is rather strange that
this complaint comes from Coventry, a
city dependent almost entirely for its

existence on the motor and cycle trades.

" The Motor Cycle " Spring Number.

Among the more important features
of the special spring number of The
Motor Cycle, to be published on May
6th will be a special illustrated supple-

ment by E. H. Thomas, the well-known
motor cycle artist, entitled " Brook-
lands, an Impression of Speed."
"Our Historic Highways," by R. Well-
bye, with illustrations. " The Motor
Cycle for Business Purposes," by Bag-
man. " Motor Cycling for Health,"
being the experiences of medical men
who are also motor cyclists, etc., etc.

Additional features will be announced
in a subsequent issue.

A Reprehensible Trick.

On page 45 of the advertisements
last week, the first advertisement under
the heading " Too late for classifica-

tion " seems to be an attempt by some
individual at an exceedingly poor form
of joke, since the whole affair appears
to be a hoax. The unfortunate reader
who has been victimised, Mr. Davison,
has had thirteen telegrams, a large
number of letters, and about thirty
people applying at his house, among
whom was a gentleman who came all

the way from Wellingborough. Need-
less to say, we think behaviour of this
kind is most reprehensible, and we take
this opportunity of expressing our
sympathy with Mr. Davison.

Motor Cycle Touring.

The next of the very interesting series

of papers to be read before the mem-
bers of the Auto Cycle Union is in the
hands of that very good authority on
"Motor Cycle Touring," Mr. A.
Candler, the hon. sec. of the M.C.C.
In view of Mr. Candler's wide and
varied experience, he having under-
taken several tours on the Continent on
motor cycles, the paper should be of

unusual interest, and some useful
" hints and tins " should be gleaned.
Any interested reader of The Motor
Cycle may obtain a ticket of admission
to the reading of the paper, at
119. Piccadilly. W., on Friday next,

10th April, at 8 p.m., on application to

thd secretary Auto Cycle Union, 18,

Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
The Spelling of " Auto-Cycle Club."

In The Bin/eling World and Motor-
cycle Hevicw, issue INfarch 21st, a re-

ference is made to the spelling of the
title of OUT governing body, namely,
"Auto-Cycle" Club. This New York
loumal, which is apparently rather
badly upset that the English press and
principal British motor cycling bodies

will not accept any promiscuous record
that is sent over from the U.S.A., finds

great fault with the manner in which
the name of the club is written, namely,
in three separate words. Surely this is

a case of the pot calling the kettle

black. Had we been asked our opinion
as to how the American Club would
have spelt it, we should imagine it

would have been printed " Ortosycle-

klub." As a matter of fact, the names
as spelt "Auto-Cycle" Club and
"Automobile" Club call for criticism

from the etymological expert, but an
American editor can hardlj' be expected
to be a sufficiently good authority on
either grammar or etymology to detect

exactly where the fault would lie in

this direction.

Appropriate.

Situated at the crux of the steep

Chislehurst Hill, a bit of 1 in 7 where
many single-geared machines fail, is an

inn rejoicing in the name of the

Ramblers' Rest. We suggest that a

motor cycle rest or two for overheated
engines should be provided.

Excessive Speed Victim.

The first victim of the new police

ruling at Bromley isaBeckenham motor
cyclist who last week was relieved of

£1 and 8s. costs for travelling at "ex-
cessive speed " on a new and untried

2^ h.p. machine. At the same court

the driver of a two-seated car, alleged

to have done 38 m.p.h., and who ad-

mitted that it was a high speed car

which could not be driven very slowly,

was summoned for merely exceeding the

legal limit.

A Fine Tricar SplU.

It is very pleasing to Be« the Mirror's
adjudged to be " most beautiful girl in

England" is the sister of a Southern
motor cyclist, and shares his enthu-

siasm for our splendid pastime. From
the published photograph of the lady

in the Mirror she is quit© the motor
cyclist's ideal lady passenger. She in-

forms the D.M., "I like walking,

climbing hills, and riding in a trailer.

Not long ago I had a fine spill off a

tricar, but wasn't a bit the worse." Of

the interesting young lady it is further

said, "Besides many spills from her

cycle and the family tricar, she has had

one perilous adventure—she was nearly

drowned in the Thames." There is

evidently something seriously amiss

with the "family tricar." Still with

such a charming passenger one could

naturally overlook the driving a bit.

We trust her next charioteer will be

more expert.

I
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j-oK TOURING I'OK T'WOl
A RILEY^TRICAR

IS J^^ZnEAZ000 o O

PO^WERFLJIv
FAST €/ SIIvBNT

Should it be your intention to tour, then you

require a stable 2-seater—such as the Riley tricar

Remember, tinkering and touring do not go well

together, while the Riley tricar has a well-earned reputation

for reliability under all kinds of weather and road conditions.

Don't delay your deciiion—there U usually a big demand for a good article.

5 K.p. Riley Tricar - 85 guineas.

THE RILEY CYCLE CO., LTD. (Motor Dept.), COVENTRY.
London AKents : THE S-RVICE CO., LTD., 292, High Holborn, London.

HANOMEN
MOTOR CYCLES.

THE HALL MARK OF MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY.
With

Two-Speed

Gear

NALA. Prices.

S.B.H."! . Magneto,

3 h.p. 82/84 S'gle£S7

3i h.p. 86/84 ., £39

4 h.p. 67/72 Twin £46

6 h.p. 74/84 „ £50

Nalai£12 extra.

„ ROVIDE

„ ERFECT

., LEASURE.

URCHASERS
„ LEASE

^ UO I card to us for our latest circular which cannot fail to interest you.

49, King Square, President Street, Goswell Road, E.G.; also at the Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn.
Agent for Cardiff and District—ROBERT BEVAN, 31, Castle Street, Cardiff==== PHANOMEN

7^;, answering citlier of ihese advertisemenis it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Oj/de.'
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TO ENSURE A THOROUGHLY

SUCCESSFUL SEASON

and the maximum of enjoyment

your tyres must be all right;

in fact,

YOUR TYRES

MUST BE

because

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO PROCURE

A MORE RELIABLE and DURABLE

MOTOR CYCLE TYRE.

DUNLOP TYRE Co , Ltd., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM ; Alma Street, Coventry.
Rranrhes—London, Notl >gham. Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow. Dublin, Belfast,

In ansircrliig lhi.< ,iclv< lii.-uiiiri,/ il i.< ,lr^]nd,lr Ihm yon mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Loss of Ufe llirough a Broken Spindle.

We regret to record a sad accident
at Clifton on Tuesday evening of last

week by which Harry Lawson Pendle-
bury, a member of the Bolton Motor
Cycle Club, lost his life. Mr. Lawson
was riding home from Manchester
through Clifton when he was thrown
over the handle-bars of his machine
owing to the front spindle breaking.

Mr. Jos. Pendlebnry, deceased's father,

said his son was in business in Man-
chester as an analytical chemist, and
had ridden a motor bicycle regularly to

business for about two years. The
Coroner considered the front spindle

was not sufficiently strong for a motor
cycle, a view with which the jury

agreed. It should be added that no
spring forks were fitted.

Motor Cycling lor Health.

One of the special features to be in-

cluded in our spring number will be
an article " Motor Cycling for

Health," being the opinions of

medical men who are actual

users of motor cycles. We ask

the hundreds of doctors who are

readers of Tlie. Motor Cycle to be

good enough to co-operate with
us in this article, and the Editor
will be pleased to send on a form
with four questions to be
answered (limit 100 words) to

those who apply for one.

Brooklands Track Re-opened.

The Brooklands motor course

was re-opened after repairs on
Saturday last at 10 a.m. It is,

as a rule, open on week days
during the hours from 10 to 5 in

the winter months, and from 10
to 7 in the summer months, on
days when no race meetings or

other trials are taking place.

Private matches can be arranged
by applying to the Clerk of the

Course at Carlton House, Re-
gent Street, S.W.

The Inter-club Meet at Richmond.

The Hull A.C.C. and Hartle-

pools M.C.C. will join in the in-

ter-club meet of Northern motor cyclists

at Eichmond, North Yorkshire, on Good
Friday. This makes seven clubs attend-

ing the meet, viz., Middlesbrough,
Leeds, Bradford, Newcastle, Sheffield,

Hartlepools, and Hull. Last Easter
six clubs took part, including the Sun-
derland Motor Cycle Club, and there

were upwards of 200 motor cyclists pre-

sent.

I The Hill-climb near Eoeoigssaal, Prague.

Fine weather and a representative
list of entries co-operated in drawing

, a big crowd to the gradient between
K6nigssaal and Jilowischt, some eight

I miles from Prague. Amongst the
spectators figured the Archduke Karl

i

Franz Josef, who drove up in a six-

cylinder Minerva. Major Wolf, one of

the keenest motorists in Austria, was
also there. The results of the motor
cycle contests were s& follows : Cycles
up to 55 kilos.—1, Ellischka (Laurin
and Klement), 4m. 24|s. ; 2, Swoboda
(Laurin and Klement), 4m. 41|s. Cycles
up to 0.6 litre.—1, Lad (Walter), 5m.
31iB. ; 2, Rada (Walter), 7m. 7s. ; 3,

' Beliky (Peugeot), 8m. 498. Cyclee over

0.6 litre.—1, Houtzvicka (Laurin and
Klement), 5m. SSJs. ; 2, Slavik (Laurin
and Klement), 5m. 47s. ; 3, Dietrich
(S. -Walter), 6m. 3fs. Motor bicycles

with sidecars.—1, Pitschek (Laurin and
Klement), 7m. llfs. ; 2, Storch
(Walter), 7m. 0.2%%. ; 3, Krai (Laurin
and Klement), 7m. 57|s. The course
was about 5.5 kilometres in length.

Arrangements were in the hands of the
Cesky Club Automobilistu and the
Cesky Club IMotorcyclistu.

The Auto Cycle Club ol France Reliability TrIaL

The date of the Tour de Franc© trial

for motor cycles and voiturettes has
again been changed, this time to May
12-18th. The reason for the change of

date given by the organisers is that the
weather is more settled in May than
April. The following entries in the
motor cycle classes have been received
up-to-date : Cla«s 1, Motor Bicycles.

—

Quentin 2, Alcyon 2, Werner 1, Lur-

'©/©/©/®/©/@/®/©/@/®/®/©/'@/©/a/®/l/®/^-

FUTURE EVENTS.

April i6-zo—M.C.C. Easter Tour.
,. l8 and 20—Brooklands Car and Motor Cycle Races.

„ 19 (Easter Monday)—Lincolnshire M.C.C. Hill Climb.

„ 22-28—Auto Cycle Club of France Reliability Trials.

„ zS—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

„ 25—Hertfordshire County A.C. Open Hill-climb for
Motor Cycles.

May 2—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

„ 6—"The Motor Cycle " Special Spring Number.
„ 9—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ 9—Essex M.C. Open Hill Climb.
„ A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb.

June 5-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and return for

Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

July 4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run,
„ 13-18—A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Six

Days' Reliability Trial.

„ 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests,

Aug, 3-4—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup,

„ 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium,
Shepherd's Bush, W.

^k^^/®/^/®/^'®/^/^/^/^/®/®/^/^/^/^'W^/®^tt

quin-Coudert 2, Peugeot 2. Class 2,

Motor Bicycles.—Alcyon 2. Class 3,

Tricars.—^Mototri-Contal 2, Eonteix 1,

Quentin 1, Ateliers du Turan 3,

Sourian and Co. 1, Berujeau 1.

Notes on the Cndham Climb.

The police veto at Carter's Hill seema
to indicate that open hill-climb com-
petitions will only be possible on prac-

tically disused roads this year.

Two Cudham records were estab-

lished. The Lagonda and Daneville
were the first passenger machines to

climb the hill, whilst a twin Rex carried

a passenger up^another record.

A well-known motor cycling tourist

present said, " It beats any Devonshire
hill I know for trickiness."

It was a "surprise" climb in every
way. Two-thirds of the competitors
were acquainted with the hill by repu-
tation only, and there was no time for

trials, but in many cases lower gears
were fitted.

It is essentially a " two-speed " hill.

Had Cudham been decided upon at the
outset a two-speed class would probably
have filled welL

Humber, Ltd., will make Motor Cycles.

It is stated that Hiimber, Ltd.,

about to re-commence the manufacture
of motor cycles, and will shortly plact

a new pattern motor bicycle on thi

m-rket. We are particularly pleasei

to hear of such an important firm re

entering the industry. Humber motor
cycles had a considerable run a few
years ago, and practical ly every motor
cyclist recognises a Humber car whe'i
he meets one on the roa<3. We hopo
shortly to see as many new pattern
Humber motor cycles on the road as
there are Humber cars.

A New OEBcial tor Brooklands.

The Brooklands Automobile Racin;;
Club has decided to appoint an official

measurer and inspecting engineer,
and has retained the services of R. H.
Waymouth Prance.

AfflUated Clubs.

The following ten clubs have signed
the new agreement for a.fl[iliation

to the Auto Cycle Union and
association with the Royal Auto-
mobile Club : Cambridge Univer-
sity M.C.C, Scarborough and
District M.C.C, Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.C, Bradford
M.C.C, Worcester M.C.C, Bir-
mingham M.C.C, Lancashire
M.C.C, Lincolnshire M.C.C,
Newcastle and District M.C.C,
and North-west London M.C.C

Lights on Vehicles Act, 1907,

The Highways Protection Com-
mittee of the Motor Union are
desirous of ascertaining whether
the Universal Lights on Vehicles
Act is being observed, and if not,
whether the police are taking
proceedings against offenders. If
the Act is not being properly en-
forced, the M.U. would be ^lad
to receive suggestions as to the
action it may usefully take in
the matter.

Motor Mania Catcliing.

A Sheffield correspondent asks,
"Don't you think the motor
mania is catching? I have only

had my motor cycle two months and
three of my friends have bought simi-
lar machines,"

Permits lor Open Events.

The Auto Cycle Union has granted
permits to the Essex M,C. for three
open events this year, viz., hill-climb
on Mav 9th, 200 miles reliability trial
on July 4th, and third annual race
meeting at the Stadium on August 8th.

An Amateur's Chances in the Brooklands Race.

Every private owner of a fast motor
bicycle stands an equal chance in the
first Brooklands Motor Cycle Race, and
we should not be surprised to see more
amateurs in the race than tradp riders.
We have heard of a Coventry rider who
is busily tuning up a 3^ h.p. single-
cylinder machine, and with a 3i to 1
gear expects to be among the first
home. A high-powered engine does not
necessarily win in a flat race, it is the
engine that can get round the fastest
with the highest gear that is successful
in a race of this kind. The B.A.R.C
tells us that a large number of entry
forms have been applied for.
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The Lewisham A.C. Open Hill=cliinb.

ON arriving at Sevenoaks, after a swift and
pleasant run on one of Mr. S. F. Edge's gliding

30 h.p. Napiers, we were informed that the

police were unfavourably disposed towards the

holding of the above competition on Carter's Hill.

When about half an hour had elapsed, and the hungry
competitors, officials, and spectators had satiated their

appetites, instructions were given to proceed to the

Rose and Crown Inn, Green Street Green, and there

await orders. All that Saturday morning motor cyclists

came streaming down the main road, far outnumber-
ing all other self-propelled vehicles, and even while

the goodly company was waiting for the arrival of the

secretary, Mr. H. B. Renner, numerous spectators, all

mounted on motor bicycles, sidecars, and tricars, came
hurrying by on their way to Carter's Hill. Fortunately

a number of these saw the crowd, halted, received the

news, and joined the rapidly swelling throng. The
move was well carried out, and, after a wait of not very

long duration, the official cars, and a few motor cyclists,

proceeded to the Church Hill, Cudham, not, however,
before Mr. Edge himself (one of the judges), who was
among the first to arrive to inspect this steepest of

hills. Prettily situated in the wooded country for which
the county of Kent is so famous, Cudham Hill lies

about a third of the way between Green Street Green
and Westerham, and is approached by a well kept by-
road, which leads to the top of the hill. In a few
minutes the course was chosen, and a few words
describing it may not be out of place.

Cudham Hill.

For about two-thirds of the way up the road is prac-
tically straight, the gradient rapidly attaining great
severity; then come two rather sharp bends, which are

difficult to negotiate at speed, and then the finish on an
almost precipitous section of one in four point three.

At first it was thought that comparatively few of the
competitors would get up, but when Reynolds made a
successful attempt on his twin-cylinder Vindec, the

hill did not seem quite so impossible; but never for a

minute was its severity doubted, since every well nego-

tiated climb was greeted with enthusiastic applause.

In a short space of time all was ready. J. H. Burley,

the timekeeper, descended to the starting point,

followed later by A. G. Reynolds, who soon marshalled

the competitors in their correct order as soon as they

arrived, word having been sent by a spectator mounted
on a motor bicycle that they should leave Green Street

Green immediately and proceed to the foot of Cudham
Hill. By this time the number of spectators, nearly

all of whom had arrived by motor cycle, had largely

increased, and later on in the afternoon some followers

of the local pack of hounds, whose hunters were quiet

enough to stand the ordeal, took a great interest in the

event. One gentleman who wore pink, standing as he
did in a conspicuous position, was mistaken by the

starter for a danger signal

!

An Unqualified Success.
The actual competition was an unqualified success ^

In Class I., for single-cylinder machines, there was,
contrary to all expectations, only one failure. The
first machine to make the ascent was the 3^^ h.p.

Zenette driven by F. W. Barnes. It was the heaviest

machine in its class, and though it came up slowly, it

did so in good form, the \ariable gear working fault-

lessly. C. B. Heath {4% h.p. Noble) mistook a

signal from an official, and, checking his speed, failed

to get under way again. On a second attempt he
was quite successful. All the rest were most
enthusiastically applauded, especially Jacobs, Webb,
Lee Evans, Brice, McMinnies, and Le Grand, whose
little 2j^ h.p. Matchless made a wonderful perform-
ance. Its bore is only 70 mm., and the average bore
in Class I. was 80 mrn. The differences in the times

made in this class less the handicap are as follows

:

J. P. Le Grand (2%. h.p. Matchless), o; G. Lee
Evans (3J^, h.p. Rex), %s. ; W. G. McMinnies
(314 h.p. Triumph), 2%s. ; R. M. Brice (31^ h.p.

The Lewisham A.C. Oper

Handicap Hill-climbing

Competition.

Competitors assembled on

The Rose and Crown Green.

The gradients of Cudham

Hill were published in "The

Motor Cycle" of March 19th,

1906, as follows: "Soon

after the start it is 1 in 4-8,

and immediately following a

rather awkward curve of the

Barae grade, the concluding

bit of cliff of 1 in 4-3 is

struck."
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rown), s%s.; W.. A. Jacobs (3% h.p. Rex), 7s.;

. A. Cooper (3^4 h.p. Triumph) and C. B. Heaton

h.p. Noble), equal, 7%s. ; W. F. Thomas (3^^ h.p.

riumph), 8s.; Stanley Webb (3^^ h.p. Triumph),

^s.; F. W. Barnes (3^^ h.p. Zenette), i8%s. All

[10 made fast times in this and the following

ass had considerable difficulty in driving round the

)rners, especially the higher of the two. In the

cond class for mulri-cylinder machines all those who
>mpeted did excellently, but not one could take the

)rners without switching off. Results: F. W.
pplebee (5 h.p. Rex), o; O. L. Bickford (5 h.p.

indec), 2%s. ; F. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex),

2^s.; W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec), yVs^-; O. C.

odfrey (5 h.p. Rex), 8s. ; A. J. Sproston (5 h.p.

indec), 9%s. ; J. S. Shaw {$%, h.p. Phanomen),

3%s. (this rider was hampered during his ascent,

id forced to come down on to his lower speed, when

} might have gone up on top, he did not, however,

aim a second attempt); R. D. Yearsley (6 h.p.

airy), 2i^s. In Class III., for lightweight

achines not exceeding 95 lbs., only two machines

ade a successful ascent, namely, the 23^ h.p. Fairy

id the 1% h.p. Chase; the official results, however,

iffer from our own personal notes, in that the results

ven are as follows: G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-

gve) missed fire badly, owing to partly obstructed

uburetter, o; A. A. Chase {1% h.p. Chase) came
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up well with hard pedalling, ^y^s. ; J. V. Robinson

{1%. h.p. Motosacoche), rider dismounted, VA^-;

J B. Beck {2}'^ h.p. Fairy) came up in good form,

13%/s. In Class IV. the only entrant failed to ascend

the hill. Class V. (passenger motor cycles): W.

Gunn (12 h.p. Lagonda), o; B. Pattison (14-16 h-p.

Daneville), 21s. The whole event was highly successful,

as out of a total entry of thirty-four, twenty-nine

actually took part in the contest. Among the

officials were: Judges, Messrs. S. F. Edge, V. Hart,

A. G. Reynolds, and E. M. P. Boileau; marshals, H.

B. Renner and A. J.
Macdonald; timekeepers, F.

Straight and J. H. Burley ; there were also several

gentlemen who acted as stewards.

Owing to an accident sustained some time ago, Miss

Muriel Hind was unable to compete.

The officials wish to thank the Sevenoaks Motor Co.

,

who, when they heard that the police had stopped

the competition at Carters' Hill, placed a car at the

disposal of the hon. secretary (Mr. H. _B. Renner) to

transport them to Cudham, ten miles distant.

We are also asked to announce that Thursday, April

i6th, at the Green Man Hotel, Southend, Catford,

8 p.m., is the date fixed for forming the new S.E.

Auto Cycle Association, which will then take over the

Lewisham A.C. Every motor cyclist in S.E. district

is invited. The proposed subscription (half a guinea)

is to include affiliation to the A.C.U. and association

with the R.A.C.

->-•••-<-

CLUB NEWS.
Worcestershire M.C.C.

At a meeting held on Saturday last six new members were

ected, making a total of thirty. The next meet will be on

iturday, the 11th inst., at Broadway, tea at the Lygon
rms; meet at headquarters at 3 p.m.

Hartlepools and District M.C.C.

The opening run is to Richmond on Good Friday, meeting

; Grand Hotel at 9 a.m. ; Saturday, April 18th, meet at

aledonian Road, 2 p.m. ; Easter Monday, meet at Cale-

mian Road, 9 a.m. ; Easter Tuesday, meet at Caledonian

.oad, 1 p.m., destination Yearby Bank, near Redcar, to

itnass Middlesbrough M.C.C. Hll-climb.

Biigbton and District M.C.C.

On Saturday next a hill-climbing competition will be held,

iveral prizes having been given. The hon. sec. would like

) state for the information of motor cyclists in Brighton and
istrict that the subscription is 5s. per annum and entrance
36 2s. 6d. Headquarters are the King and Queen Hotel,

'articulars of membership can be obtained from the hon. sec,

I. Clifton, Ship Street, Brighton.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

At the aimiial dinner of the above club, it was decided to

sk the Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars to be the president

gain, and Mr. A. Carpmael was re-elected captain, and Mr.
Lancaster elected vice-captain. The officials intend to pursue
vigorous programme during the present year; competitions
nd week-end trips will be arranged, and it was promised
ly one of the members to arrange a balloon chase, and pro-

ably a substantial prize will be offered to the first " motor
lovmds" in at the death. Mr. Angell tendered his resigna-
ion as hon. sec, which was much regretted by the members
wesent. A hearty vote of thanks was unanimously passed
o him for the able way in which he had carried out the
imerous duties of the position. Mr. H. C. King was asked to
iccept the office of hon. sec, which he agreed to do.
The meets are generally held at the " Maypole," Surbiton,

luid the hon. sec, Mr. H. C. King, Walton House, Surbiton
^oad, Kingston-on-Thames, will be pleased to hear from any
jentlemen residing in the Richmond or Surbiton districts who
"fish to join the club.

Ayr and District M.C.C.

The opening run of the above club has been fixed for

Wednesday, the 15th inst., to Largs. Members meet at head-

quarters. Tramway Hall, Prestwick Road, at 10 a.m. It is

hoped that there will be a large turnout of members and
friends interested in the club. A photograph will be taken

before starting.

Hampstead C. and M.C.

The opening run is fixed for Saturday next, the 11th inst.,

to the Red Lion Hotel, High Barnet. Tea 5.30, concert

7.30 p.m., to which prospective members are cordially in-

vited. Owners of passenger motor cycles would find this a
suitable club to join, as ladies are admitted as members, and
social events are arranged during the winter season. For
further particulars apply to the hon. secretary, C. H. Cave,

3, High Street, Highgate, N. •

Motor Cycling Club.

Mr. S. H. Fry has kindly consented to take charge of the

organisation of the London-Edinburgh run. All communica-
tions respecting this event should be addressed to him at 5,

Highbury Grove, N.
Members are requested to note that the competition for the

Albert Brown Cup has been postponed from Saturday, May
16th, to Saturday, May 23rd.
The following new members have been elected : Messrs.

W. H. Lane, Tom Pears, G. S. \^n]ite, and J. Winston.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The Easter tour last year was such a great success that it

has been decided to hold another this year. On Friday,
the 17th inst., at 10 a.m., the start will be made from the
Fountain, Haglsy Road. Members will stay the night at
Llanidloes, Saturday night at Llandrindod Wells, Sunday no
fixed programme, Monday Monmouth and Tintem, Tuesday
Birmingham. The expenses are estimated at from 30s. to
£2. Members desiring to take part should notify Mr. R. W.
Duke (captain), 18, Islington Row, Five Ways, Birmingham,
by to-moiTow, the 9th inst. The new headquarters at the
Acorn Hotel, Temple Street, will be used more as a social

centre than hitherto. Next Saturday's run is to Edgehill,
leaving College Road at 2.30 p.m. Tea at the Round House.
The membership nf the club at date apprnache.' one hundred.
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Club News.
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St. Helens and District M.C.

The first annual dinner of the above club was held at the
Fleece Hotel on Tuesday, March 31st. Mr. B. Brewis, B.A.,
LL.B., the president, occupied the chair, and was siipported
by Councillors Rudd and Brown, Messrs. Milne, Chorlcy,
McOuUock, and Cook. In proposing " The Club," Mr. Brewis
made a strong appeal to all local motor cyclists to join the
club, and thus become affiliated to the A.C.U. Out of
seventy-seven motor cycles registered in the town, he thought
a club of much greater numbers ought to be in existence.
Councillor Rudd replied. An enjoyable musical programme
was gone through.
Members are reminded that the run to Llandudno takes

place on April 19th, the return journey being vid Llangollen
and Chester. All riders in the district are invited to join
in this run.

Western District M.C. (London).

At a meeting of the above club on the 4th inst. it was finally

agreed to affiliate to the A.C.U. All motor cyclists in the
West of London not already members should join at once and
obtain the advantages which afiiliation affords. Entrance,
2s. 6d. ; subscription, 7s. 5d. Prospective members can
obtain full information from the hon. sec, E. E. Babbage, 16,
Eigault Eoad, Fulham, S.W., or, if more convenient, can
write or call to any of the following members who represent
the club in their particular district : Ealing—Mr. W.
Prosser, 73, Loveday Eoad ; Mortlake—Mr. A. E. Canham,
Sheen Lane ; Chiswick—Mr. C. Gould, 10, High Eoad ;

Hounslow—Mr. T. Williams, The Milford Hotel; and Felt-
ham and district—Mr. H. Edwards, 10, Camden Avenue.
Several members of the club wishing to attend the races at

Brooklands on Saturday and Monday, the 18th and 20th
inst., an impromptu run will be held on those dates. Meet
at the Milford Hotel, 10 a.m.
Members are requested not to forget the smoking concert

at the Milford Hotel to-morrow (Thursday) at 8 p.m. Some
of the best talent in the Western district has been secured
for this event.

Next competition, April 12th. Speed-judging contest,

Henley and back.

Motor Cyolu Union ol Ireland (Dublin Centre).

An ordinary general meeting of the above was held in

Wynne's Hotel, Abbey Street, on March 23rd, Mr. C. B.
Franklin (vice-president) in the chair.

A motion was proposed to affiliate the Dublin and District

Motor Cycle Club, and it was unanimously decided to do so.

A good deal of discussion then took place as to the different

schemes proposed to classify the different machines of various
horse-power and wei{;ht for the speed trials at Portmarnock, so

as to assist the handicappers in securing better and closer

racing. It was decided not to fix any hard and fast rule

that would debar any machine from competing in all the
events, but rather to trust in the handicapping committee
entirely to procure close finishes, though it was realised how
difficult a matter it is to fix a fair handicap for a 2 h.p.

machine three years old and an up-to-date 6 h.p. twin.

In order to help the handicapping committee, it was decided
to start a competitors' register, and each rider in the
dift"erent events will have to register his machine at least

three days before the event in which he intends to compete,
giving full particulars of machine, viz., make of engine,

number of engine, bore and stroke, make of machine, also

total weight of machine complete without petrol or oil. Any
competitor whose machine is found not to agree with the
specification under which he enters will be liable to suspen-

sion, but an allowance in the weight of his machine of 6 lbs.

either above or below weight registered will not disqualify.

Intending competitors are requested to send in the above
particulars of their machines to Mr. J. A. Armstrong, hon.

secretary, 34, Oakley Road, Eathmines, Dublin, as soon as

convenient, and any alteration any competitor may make to

the machine during the year affecting any of these par-

ticulars must be notified to the hon. secretary. No charge
will be made for registering machines.
The opening hill-climb will take place on April 25th. It

is proposed to hold a supper at Wynne's Hotel, Abbey Street,

on the same date as the hill-climb, at 7.30 p.m., provided
sufficient support is received, and all who hope to be present

are requested to forward their names to the hon. secretary

without delay. Tickets will not exceed 2s., and members'
friends are invited.
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Southern Counties M.C.C.

It has been decided to hold an invitation run to Limpsfie
on Saturday next, starting from the Crystal Palace Paia
at 3 p.m. ; also to Horsham on the 12th inst. The start w
be from Purley Corner at 11 a.m. ; lunch at the Black Hoii

Stockport and District M.C.C.

The above club was successfully formed last week
Stockport, with headquarters at the Musey Hotel ; t
annual subscription is IDs. The following officials have bei

elected: President, Mr. W. Slater; vice-presidents, Messrs.
'

Gibbons, jun., A. Mugeli, T. Smith, and J. Woodrow ; ho
treasurer, E. Eogers ; hon. secretary, H. Marsden ; coi

mittee, F. Briggs, F. Allen, T. Chadwick, W. C. Norma
J. S. Davies, and E. K. Lund.
On Saturday, April 11th, the opening run will take place

Knutsford, starting from headquarters at 2.30 p.m. On tl

12th inst., to Chester, leaving headquarters at 11 a.m.
Any motor cyclists wishing to join will be made vei

welcome, and should make application to the hon. secretar
George's Eoad Coal Depot, Stockport.

The North-west.London M.C.C.

We are in receipt of the rules governing the North-we
London Motor Cycle Club's reliability run from London
Coventry and back. The following is a digest of these reg
lations : The machines must be standard touring machin
subject to the approval of the judges and conforming to tl

usual definition of touring motor bicycles. Cutouts,
fitted, must not be used. [We suggest here that they 1

sealed so that all possibility of their being used is eliminatei—Ed.] To all competitors who complete the journey with;
the stated cchedule time a silvo.r cup will be awarded. Tl
route will be vid Watford, Berkhampstead, Bicester, Enston
Shipston, Ettington, Warwick, Kenilworth, and Coventr;
The start will take place from Jack Straw's Castle. Hamj
stead Heath, at 7 a.m., on May 23rd ; minimum time fro:

London to Coventry will be 5h. 25m. ; maximum time is 61

There will be checking stations along the route, and there wi
be a control at Coventry. The competitors may effei

repairs, but these must be done during their runniii^ timi

and they must receive no outside assistance. For entr
forms and fuller jjarticulars application should be made t

Mr. A. Stanley Phillips, 84, Alexandra Eoad, South Ham)
stead, N.W. The trial bids fair to be a success.
The opening runs to Tring on the 4th and 5th inst. wei

somewhat spoilt owing to the wet weather.

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
BrooRIands Motor Cycle Race.

It has been decided by the A.C.U. to recommend to th- (

Brooklands A.E.C. that the motor cycle race on Saturday V
the 18th inst., should be a handicap.

Officers and Committee.
The following elections have been made : Chairman, Mr

Robert Todd; vice-chairmen, Messrs. J. Lyons-Sampson, C i

A. Smith, S. F. Bevor, and V. Hart; hon. treasurer, C. A '

Smith. The various committees will be composed as follows
Competitions, Messrs. E. J. Bass, E. M. P. Boileau, B. I!

Chatterton, A. G. Reynolds, H. P. E. Harding, J. Lyon.'i

Sampson, A. Sharp, W. Pratt, W. H. Wells, and J. Hardy
finance, H. G. Cove^ J. Hardy, H. B. Eenner, and E. Nelson

:

legislative, G. F. Sharpe (ex-oMcio), V. Hart {ex-oMcio), K .

Todd (ex-oMcio), H. G. Cove, W. Pratt, H. P. E. Harding^
E. J. Bass, J. Hardy, and B. E. Chatterton.

Permits.
Permits have been granted, provided that no practising is

allowed before the events, to the Hertfordshire County A.C.
to hold an open hill-climb on April 25th, and the Essex Motor
Club to hold, a hill-climb on May 9th. A permit has also
been granted to the St. Albans Athletic Association to hold
motor cycle races on Whitsun Bank Holiday.

An error occurred in our advertisement pages on the 25th
ult., relating to the competition organised by Leo Ripaull
and Co., 64a, Poland Street, and 13a, Broad Street, W. The
mistake was the printing of the letters "E.C." after the
words Broad Street. Will any intending competitor who ha'
had his letter returned by the Post Office officials readdress
it t^ Broad Street, W,
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ROC ROC [LIVE AXLE.
ROC HAND STARTING.
ROC PERFECTED CLUTCH.
ROC SPEED GEAR.
ROC LOW FRAME

ROYAL ROC. 4 h.p. Ball B. engine.

Clutcb and speed gear.

New Military Model. 43 g^,,

ROC CONVERSION SET.
Clutch and speed gear.

Adaptable to any make of

machine (includes con-

version at our works).

1 gns.

NEW CATALOGUE
NOW READY.

ROC BALL BEARING ENGINE.
ROC] METAL TO METAL

BRAKES.
ROC DUPLEX FRAMES AND

TANKS.
ROC DUPLEX RECTANGULAR

TANKS.
ROC LONG WHEELBASE, &c.

A. W. WALL, LTD., ??c'leTorks, BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams: "ROC, BIRMINGHAM." Telephone: 5713.

London Agents : THE SERVICE CO., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

WHAT IS THE USE OF SHOVING
an electric bulb into a tin case with a glass front, and calling it an electric Head

Lamp ? In the " ELECTARY" MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMP, a properly

constructed lens and reflector project an intensely powerful light ahead. At the

recent Cordingley's Motor Show, ttiis lamp was frequently mistaken for an Acety-
lene Search Light, so intense were the rays emitted. This lamp makes Electric

Lighting on a motor cycle practicable.

PRICE, in Polished Brass or Nickel-plate, including Osram Bulb 17/6 each.

Special 8 volt Accumulator in tin lined leather case (8-9 hours light) £1 13 6

Special 4 volt „ ,, „ ,, ,, (10-12 ,,,,)£! 16
Our 1908 "ELECTARY" catalogue deals with the above and also

with our Electric Tricar Side Lamps, at 35/" P^r pair, including Osram
Bulbs. Also

The "ELECTARY" Accumulators, 2, 4, 6, and 8 Volt, from 7/- each.

„ " ELECTARY " Magneto Handle-bar Switch, 4/6 each.

„ "ELECTARY" Accumulator Handle-bar Switch, 4/6 each.

„ "ELECTARY" 2-way Belt Punch, cuts either end of belt, 3/3 each.

„ " ELECTARY" Charging Board, complete with Ammeter, 15/- „

W. & R. JACOBS, "Elcctary" Motor Appliances,

39, KING WILOAM STREET, LONDON, E.C.
Telegrams: "Electary," London. Telephone, London Wall, 7930.

In anau-crivg eiiher of these advertisemenls it is desiiahic that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A Good Motor Cycle Tyre at last !

!

Motor Cycle Covers and Tubes
are made by experts and the closest attention is paid to even the

smallest detail in their construction. Hence their superiority.

Wircd-on Cover 28 x 2 JlO 17 6.

Beaded-edge do., 26 x 2 -:^I I 6.

When ordering please give make of cover and particulars of Motor Cycle at present in use.

Write for Booklet and Price List.

49-50, Sussex Place, South Kensington, LONDON, S.W.

Telephone : Kensington, 210. Telegrams : " Pneumiclin, LONDON.'

Works—Barkiag, Essex. Z^^^^ZH^ZIZ^IZ^ZZ^Z

A NECESSITY
When on Tour.

FOLDING MAP for Motorists

(In Strong Case).

When on tour the automobilist is often faced with the question or which road to take

or the best way to reach a certain place. All such difficulties can be overcome by carrying

" The Autocar " Folding Map in your kit. It occupies very little space, as when folded it

measures only 7\in. X 9\in. All main roads are marked in red, and the distances between

all important towns are given.

PRICE 8/10, Carriage Paid.
obtainable from

The Offices of "The Motor Cycle," 20* Tudor Street, London, E.C.

In onfirerinq I'ither of these adverfisementa it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Ci/rle.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The MotorrCyole," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should lie accompanied by the writer's tuU name and address.

Lightweights and the End-to-end.

3224.]—I have jujt read a paragraph in last week's issue

Tilt Motor Cycle by " Ixion " with reference to light-

ghts in the End-to-end trials. I may mention that it is

intention to ride a Douglas 2| h.p. twin motor light-

ght in the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's trial, but I am
in favour of having the A.C.U. rules amended. If the

itweight machine is to hold its own, it must do the same

the heavyweight 3 h.p. and 3i h.p. machines are doing,

erwise the public will not look at it.

W. WILSON DOUGLAS.

The Balancing of Petrol Engines.

^225.]—I am considerably surprised that a designer at

of the leading motor firms [No. 3188] should have written

t he thinks that the vibration in a Quadrant engine is

re due to the high compression than to incorrect balancing

jarts. Might I suggest that he should look up Newton's
cisely expressed "Third Law of Motion/' which says that

.ction and reaction are equal and opposite." That is,

itever pressure you have in a cylinder due to a gas, or

other substance, the piston exerts the same force against

gas as the gas exerts against the piston. The same is

> of the cylinder head. So it comes to this, that the

'.rnal forces in an engine have nothing whatever to do
h the balancing of that engine. R. N. PARRY.

)226.]—I have read with much interest the discussion on
" Balancing of Petrol Engines," and would like to add my
erience.

am the owner of a 1908 Triumph, and find that if I

!pt the law laid down, that the weight of the piston, con-

ting rod, etc., should be counter-balanced by weights on

flywheels, I have an engine that ought to be a perfect

htmare for vibration ; but the curious part is that there

10 vibration at any speed—in fact, I am certain there is

a sweeter running machine on the road.

is for the gentleman who in letter No. 3189 states that,

:r balancing some nameless engine to conform with the

ve law, he beat a 3^ h.p. Triumph on a hilly road, I can
jf say that the Triumph must have been very badly out

tune. " Shazbazzik," I notice, owns a 1908 Triumph,
ich, like mine, is very much out of balance, but he says

liing of the actual behaviour of the engine,

igain, I would like to say a word on the question of " all-

her non-skid tyres." How is it that no one mentions the

mer Cord? I "have ridden a pair of these all through the
iter, over snow and the most abominably grea.=y roads
iginable, and have never experienced the slightest suspicion

side-slip. It seems a great pity that so much is said to

advantage of foreign products when we have such an
ellent article made at home, and as for the wearing quali-

i of Palmers, I am assured there is no other tyre that can
t them in that respect.

n conclusion, allow me to say that I am not in any way
erested in either of the firms mentioned further than being
.horoughly satisfied customer.

ALEX. B. Mcdonald.

The A.C.U. Council Meeting.

3227.]—The reference in your leading article to
^
the

ection of the proposition for a scheme for unattached riders

ses a matter which I believe to be of great importance to

i A.C.U. No doubt you refer to a resolution moved by

Mr. Hall, and which I seconded. But I think that your con-

jecture that it was thrown out by the provincial delegates

is hardly correct. I think the private members of the

A.C.U. and the R.A.C. representatives were "solid" against

it, probably for financial reasons. My own belief is that

some such proposal as Mr. Hall's is the only way to gain the

support of a large number of motor cyclists who have no_ use

of any kind for a club. The men I have in mind are undivided

in action as far as the pastime of motor cycling is con-

cerned. They do not want the R.A.C. Journal, probably

they read The Motor Cycle ; they have little interest in club

or inter-club competitions, or reliability, or penalty runs, and

stil! less do they desire to take part in dustyclub runs. All

they require is the personal satisfaction of being constituents

of the leading organisation, and the moral support in diffi-

culty of being members of a large and respectable and well

organised authority. If the A.C.U. will not cater for these

people other bodies may do so, and I enclose you a cutting

from this month's C.T.C. Gazette bearing upon the point.

To my mind, the weakness of the A.C.U. as it now stands

is that "apparently it does not want to be a representative

body, but only a governing body. S. HERBERT FRY.
The paragraph referred to published in the C.T.C. Gazette

April, 1908 :

To Motor Cyclists.

It will be noticed that a Motor Cycle Committee has

been formed, and the chairman finds it rather difficult

to get into touch with the motor cyclists, and would, in

consequence, be glad to receive communications from

motor cyclists, and any suggestions for furthering the

interests of motor cyclists in particular and the Club in

genera! will be welcomed by him.
B. P. S. RoOKE, Major (Chairman).

Highfield, Heene Road, Worthing.

Chain V. Belt.

[3228.]—Mr. Davies's article in the last issue of The Motor

Cycle gives the impression that a chain is more dangerous

than a belt. We have now been manufacturing chain-driven

motor cycles for over seven years, and have never known a

single instance of an accident happening through a broken

chain. The chief reason why chain drive is not more common
is that a machine is more expensive to manufacture for chain

than for belt drive, and the ordinary method of_ fixing the

engine in the frame does not hold it sufficiently rigid to main-

tain a true chain line. A chain, although it costs no more

than a good belt, will easily outwear two belts, will not

stretch unduly or slip, requires practically no attention, and

is unaffected by the weather.

We think that the performances of the P. and M. in open

competition have proved that on a properly-designed machine

nothing can beat a chain drive for all-round efficiency, but in

justice to the riders of our machines we cannot allow a strte-

ment from such an authority as Mr. Davies—"To-day, when
the belt drive is perfected, the chain is practically dead "

—

to go unchallenged, as we have now three times as many
orders in hand as we have ever had before, and we do not

know of a single one of the riders of our machines who would

willingly go back to the belt.* PHELON AND MOORE. LTD.
[Mr. Davies also wrote :

" It survives on a few machines, and

those makers who have stuck to it during the list five^ or

six years turn out thoroughly satisfactory examples of it."

—Ed.]
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Does an Air-cooled Engine Overheat?

[3229.]—It is to be feared that Mr. Walford does not
always practise wliat he preaches, or, if he does, the results

are disappointing. On the occasion of a recent opening club
run it was rumoured that he had been seen to empty the
water out of his radiator and fill up with cold. Why, why?
But, really, I cannot agree that the i-harge is equally heated
in a water-cooled and air-cooled engine, and ilr. Walford's
remarks about temperature are surely rather quibbling.
No one advocates a cold engine, and Mr. Edge's 150° Fahr.

is probably about right ; but 150° Fahr. is not red, or even
"pink" heat. It is a matter of degree. Most carburetters
ha%'e a water jacket or hot air intake ; if not, they get warm
air from inside the bonnet, which comes to the same thing

;

the air must be warmed or the carburetter will freeze up,
hence I maintain that the heating of the carburetter does
affect the case. Also air is very easily heated. Consider
how it abstracts the heat from the radiator while passing
through it at high speed. E. B. VEENEY.
[We would prefer correspondents to adhere more closely to

experiences with motor cycle engines when possible.

—

Ed.]

[3230.]—I read yoiu- paper The Motor Cycle, and am in-

terested in the correspondence and articles therein on the
question of overheating of motor cycle engines. To my mind
it is all a question of lubrication. At any rate, that is my
experience. We ride our machines here when the shade
temperature is from 90° to 110°—for a week this summer we
had an average of 111°—and do not suffer from the incon-

veniences of overheating which some of your contributors

experience. Not that our engines do not get hot—mine got

so hot one day as to burn a hole in the right leg of my
trousers—but we give them sufficient oil to counteract the
great heat. It is only commonsense that a piece of machinery
running at the great speed of a motor cycle engine requires

to be liberally lubricated, apart from the heat generated in

the cylinder by the combustion. I ride a 3^ h.p. Triumph
machine, 1907 pattern. The maker's catalogue instructs,

"Give one charge of oil every twenty-five miles in winter,

and every twenty miles in summer." If I ran my machine
on those lines I should have a ruined engine first trip. My
experience is, a charge of oil not less than every five miles,

or half a charge every two or three miles is better still, and
if the machine be a new one. the engine should have a charge
of oil about every three miles for the first 100 miles or so.

Overheating and consequent knocking, in my opinion, is only

the engine calling for lubricant, and much harm cannot be
done if a little too much oil be given. Of the two evils, too

much oil is considerably less than too little. After a run
our engines literally sweat oil from the radiating fins down,
and I think it helps the cooling. WTien a man is hot he
drinks and sweats, and the air cools him ; so with an internal

combustion engine. This is our theory and practice here,

where our summer temperature is higher—and is a drv heat
as well—than in England. I hope some of the English
" overheaters " will try the plan and renort result through
your columns for the benefit of others. In conclusion, allow
me to express the pleasure and benefits I derive from read-
ing your paper. W. J. THOMPSON.
New South Wales.

[3231.]—Last week I was riding a 3| h.n. Rex (1907)

and towing a friend on a push cycle. We had been averag-
ing twenty-five miles per hour for about six miles, and when
ascending a fairly steep hill my friend drew attention to
the space between the two valve caps, which was
distinctly red hot. Shortly after my friend cast loose as
the gradient was too stiff for both of us (even with engine
cold), and beyond a stroke or two of the pedals to pick un
speed again the machine went on up the hill all right. 1

have never before seen any engine emitting so decidedly n.

luminous heat (quite visible althougli it was not within a
quarter of an hour of lighting ud time), and have indeed
rather scoffed at its po.'^sibility. The point, however, I wish
to emphasise is this. If an engine can pull when so hot as
this (certainly far hotter than ninety-nine per cent, of so-
called overheating cases) it shows that the question is not
probably one of overheating, but a combination of other cir-

cumstances which as far aa I remember was Mr. Walford's
main conclusion.
Having been away for some time I had not seen Mr.

Verney's remarks re my criticism of his use of Boyle's Law.

As this law expressly postulates a constant temperatait

during its volume pressure changes, and as the question in
" o%'6rheating " is, how far do temperature changes have an

influence on the volume sucked into the cylinder, I must
emphatically say "It is not clear " to me what his remarkt
mean. H. M.

["H.M.'s" letter was unavoidably held over. Mr. Veme\
replied to "H.M." in the issue of February 19th, lett«:

No. 3127.—Ed.]

Luggage Carriers.

[2232.]—Having noticed the recent remarks on. luggage

carriers in The Motor Cycle, and having experienced dffi

culty myself in obtain-
p^

ing one from the
market to suit my
particular require-

ments, I thought you
would be interested to

hear my solution of

the difficulty. .,

The carrier illus-

trated and described
in the issue for Feb.
19th is an exceedingly
neat and efficient one,

but does it fit those
machines which have
a horizontal seat-pillar

instead of a vertical

one ? In fact, I found
that the position of

jny saddle was the
greatest obstacle to
obtaining a good point
of attachment. More-
over, I had to dodgn
the legs of the Sim-
plex stand, and also

not interfere with the
springs of the Brooks
B105 saddle.

The clips on the
back stays are what
Chater Lea supply for

tradesmen's front carriers

Luggage carrier is detachable by undoing
nuts I, 2, 3, 4, the cross-bar F. and

extension piece are then left in si/w

A. CUp.
B. Flat metal lin. by ^in.

C. Tubular stay.

D. Legs of Simplex stand.
E. Chater Lea clip.

F. Cross tube brazed to extension piecet

neat yoke end at the top.

the stays are of tubing with
The top may, of course, be mat

of tubing, but I found flat metal easier to work and just ;

strong. I can stand on my carrier, or use it for lifting tl

whole machine, sidecar and all. There is no lateral play c

account of the cross girder struts. It is at once detacnab
by undoing three nuts.

I shall be pleased to supply any ftrrther details, if requirei

to readers who, on account of the construction of the frani'

find difficulty in adopting an ordinary carrier.

It may be interesting to add, I also have a luggage-carrii

over the front wheel.
B. RICHAEDSON BILLINGS.

Unattached Riders.

[3233.]—In replv to "I.H.S.," I represent a club whic
has at least applied for affiliation. I do not consider it at a

necessary for affiliation advantages to be fixed at so nomin.
a figure as 3s. 6d., and to be applied to unattached riders

in fact, it would be distinctly hard on small local clubs wei

that the case. "I.H.S." may be quite right when he su:

gests that ordinary subscriptions of a local club may be ti

high, or "the social and sporting side" not as he desire;

but why should he not obtain affiliation through some otht

body whose subscriptions are moderate? An exact parallel >

the latter objection came before my notice quite recentl;

when an ex-member of my club applied for readmission, ;

he desired affiliation benefits, the club in his locality beic

undesirable, although living over fifty miles from here pract

cally prevented all other club benefits. And I consider
quite permissible for a club to admit members, even thong
they live at a great distance from the club, for the purpos
of extending to them affiliation privileges at a reasonable rat<

Perhaps "I.H.S." would care to communicate with me.
should be pleased to send him a prospectus of my club.

R. K. HUBBARD,
Hon. sec. Basingstoke and D.M.C.
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The A.C.U. and Irish and Scottish Motor Cyclists.

[3234.]—There seems to be some little misconception as to

vyhat was really done at the A.C.U. Council meeting respect-

ing the above. It was decided to ask the Scottish Cyclists'

Union, who govern motor cycling sport in Scotland, to hand
over the reins to the A.C.U., so tliat the clubs and riders

there could join the A.C.U., while retaining "home rule"

of local matters. So with Ireland. At present the sport in

Scotland is in the hands of a pedal cycle organisation. My
information, secured when arranging for the Conference at

Lincoln, is that the Scottish and Irish clubs desire to join

a purely motor cycling organisation, and the proposal by
Mr. Hall at the Council meeting, which I seconded, was
simply to endeavour to remove the present obstructions to

the riders of the two countries joining the A.C.U. The
A.C.U. has now sole control over motor cycling in this

country, and as it is the only organisation dealing solely

with motor cycling, and entirely independent of motor car

organisations except as to sport, those of us who have con-

sidered the matter really believe that if the whole of the

riders of the kingdom were banded together into the A.C.U.
we should be all the stronger. We therefore have made
some endeavour to make that possible. The Scottish and
Irish riders added to the A.C.U. would strengthen us, and
(re believe they would be better off. The centre scheme, to

be put into operation, will give the two countries full control

over their o^vn local affairs, and altogether it seems an
opportune time to start the negotiations.

G. J. WILKINSON,
Hon. sec. Lincolnshire M.C.C.

Motor Cycle TaxatlGn.

[3235.]—As an occasional reader of your paper, I have not

noticed that any great effort has been made on behalf of

motor cyclists to obtain proper representation on the Royal
Commission which has just sat, or to obtain for them that

proper adjustment of taxation in the new legislation, which
will no doubt come within the next few months.
The efforts of a collective body of motor cyclists are what

is wanted, or the trade will be injured, and motor cyclists

will be dropped on for extra taxes, which are now out of all

proportion to large cars, on the score of original cost, horse-

power, or damage done to roads.

If any body does represent motor cyclists as distinct from
motor carists, I think the following is a good suggestion for

it to bear in mind. Numbers of motor cyclists (lik« myself
and several friend*) only use their machines during half the
year, and if the Revenue tax is increased it would be a great
boon if it were issued half-yearly, taken from, say, April 1st

to September 31st, or from any one date for six months, as

the £1 and £2 game licenses are now issued. Then even if

an increase of taxation were made, it would not be felt so

much. It certainly is hard to tax a motor bicycle from
January 1st, when one may not have ridden it thi» year yet,

and will probably only wish to ride it on fine weak-ends during
the summer, which works out under the present taxation at the
rate of about Is. a ride.

I hope this will catch the eye of the motor cycle organisation.

FC 91.

Tyres on Heavyweights.

[3235.]-—Having been a motor cyclist in Tasmania for
two years, with considerable experience of colonial roads, I

am writing to you in the hope that you will be able in the
columns of your widely read paper to direct the attention
of the manufacturers to the necessity of making far stronger
tyres for motor cycles of high power. I am the owner of a
6 h.p. Bat, which has given me very great satisfaction in
every respect, except in the matter of tyres. It was fitted

with (25 X 2^), and the back tyre wore through to the
canvas in less than 500 miles. A friend of mine here has a
5 h.p. Vindec, and his steel-studded tyre came to the
same untimely end after running about 1,200 miles. Our
roads are very rough indeed, and require much heavier tyres
than the English roads, on which I used to ride for many
years. Would it not be possible for manufacturers to make
a small car tyre to fit motor cycle rims (25 x 2^) at a cost of
£2 10s. or £3? I am quite sure such tyres would be eagerly
bought by owners of powerful motor cycles, as luch tyres
would be far more economical in the long run. The continual
tyre troubles we experience out here and read of even on good
English roads do a great deal to discourage possible pur-

chasers of motor cycles, and in Australia the original expense
of such machines is so much greater than in England, that
it is not surprising that people hesitate to purchase a machine
which may entail much trouble and expense in its upkeep.
Motor cycling is such a delightful recreation, even on our poor
roads, that it is a pity any prejudice against it should be
caused by a matter which could so easily be eliminated. I

hope you will use your influence in giving this point con-

siderable prominence in, your paper, as by so doing you will

be conferring a great favour on motor cyclists in the colonies.

E. T. GOWER.
[We should like to point out that recently tyre manufac-

turers have paid a great deal more attention to the making
of substantia! motor cycle tyres for powerful machines. It

is also possible to fit 650 x 65 (25in. x a^in.) voiturette

tyres to certain machines.

—

Ed.]

The Price of Spirit.

[3237.]—I read an article in the London Daily Telegraph
of March 14th relating to the Thames Conservancy Board's

restrictions upon the discharging of motor spirit, and it

appears to me that these restrictions are totally unnecessary,

considering that, by this time, those who have handled

petrol, are fully aware of its inflammable nature.

The general assumption is that the high price of petrol is

due to the fact that the importers have a sort of corner, and
will not retail to the consumer at a reasonable price, but go

in for big dividends, and this keeps the price high.

However, after reading the paragraph mentioned, I have

come to the conclusion that it is not the importers who main-

tain the high price of petrol, but the aforementioned restric-

tions. The light thrown upon the position by the Dmly
Telegraph is of great importance to owners of motor cycles

and cars, and each of us should make it his business to

enquire into and remove if possible any unnecessary restric-

tions that hinder the industry.

Perhaps there are some of your readers who are more
familiar with the Thames Conservancy Board's method of

dealing with goods of undoubtedly a dangerous nature, and

they would be willing to give some valuable information upon

this very important question.
FRANK CREALY.

Two-speed Gears and Free Engine Clutches.

[3238.]—Referring to the question of two-speed gear

machines, up to the present these have failed to prove their

reliability in long-distance work with one exception, which

has the disadvantage of being a chain driven machine with

a type of engine and frame at variance with the popular

and well grounded ideas of the present day. When wesee
well-known makers who market two-speed gear machines

carefully abstaining from entering them in long distance

trials, one must come to the conclusion that for reliability

they have a long way to go yet. Of course, if chain drive

for single machines could for a moment be compared bo belt

drive, the problem could bo regarded as solved by the well-

known Phelon and Moore gear.

Further than this, the efficiency of such belt-driven gears

as have appeared seems to be a long way from being satis-

factory. It really seems that the best way out of the diffi-

culty for single machines will be some form of variable

pulley operated from the saddle, with perhaps a clutch in the

back wheel and sufiicient engine power to do anything with,

say, a 5i to 1 gear, which is about the lowest we can risk

with direct belt drive and that power of engine.

This will necessitate some means of tensioning the belt

other than the impossible jockey pulley. We want two-

speed gears, but without loading up single cylinder machines

until they are as heavy as the twin-cylinders, and without

diminishing their speed on hills and on the level by a factoi

which varies according to the condition of the gear and its

correctness of design.

But in any case, before these devices catch on we must

see makers entering fleets of such machines in long-distance

trials, and gaining as many gold medals as their less com-

plicated sisters. And we must see them also able to take

their part in purely speed hill-climbs, thereby demonstrat-

ing that the two-speed gear has not interfered seriously with

the amount of power reaching the road wheels.
^
All of

which things are afar off, I fancy. In the meantime, we
must be content with the variable speed pulley. H.
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R-ECENX PATENTS. By eric W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

The R.O.M. Contact Breaker.

THIS is the iuventioa of Mr. R. 0. Mitchell, and is being
marketed by the Continental Motor Co., of 32,

Rosebery Avenue, London, E.G. The following is a
description of the contact breaker as applied to a two-

cylinder engine : One blade A, which is the ordinary blade,

is hinged at an intermediate point B on a standard C secured

to a brass plate D, which is adapted to be secured in place

and to receive a cover in the ordinary way. This blade A
engages at the end E with one face F of a cam G mounted
on the usual shaft H, and it is furnished at one end with a

platinum point J to co-act with a platinum-tipped contact

screw K, supported in an insulated terminal L secured on
the base plate D. Tliis mode of pivoting the blade A ensures

rapid and certain firing due to the leverage of the end carry-

ing the Joint J. The other blade M is pivoted at an inter-

mediate point in its length at N on an insulated standard

fixed to the base plate D, so that two arms P and Q are

obtained. The upper arm P co-acts with a contact screw R,
and so does the lower arm Q with another contact screw S,

for which purpose, respectively, the arms P and Q are pro-

vided with platinum points T and U, and the contact screws

R and S are platinum-tipped and are supported in insulated

terminals V and W, both fastened to the base plate D, all

in the same fashion as the corresponding parts J, K, and L
of the blade A. The end of the arm Q co-operates with
another face X on the aforesaid cam G. The faces ¥ and X
of the cam G are proportioned to correspond with the angles

of the engine cranks and to operate the respective blades A
and M in succession. Thus the face F takes the form of a

cam proper, with two projections Y and Z set at the proper
angle apart, whilst the face X is fashioned as an eccentric.

The blades A and M are held in contact with the cam G by
springs 1 and 2 secured to them and to the standards C and
0, whilst the blade M is insulated from the cam G by a fibre

or other suitable block 3 secured to it. The wire 4 for one
cylinder (say the back) is connected to an insulated terminal
5 oh the base plate D, which plate also carries a terminal 6,

to which the wire 7 for the other cylinder is connected. The
terminal L and the etandard 0, the two terminals V and 5,

and the two terminals W and 6 are electricjilly connected
by strips 8, 9, and 10 respectively, represented by broken
lines. Therefore, when the cam G is revolving, the blades
A and M are alternately actuated to engage and disengage
their contact screws K and R and S, and so make and break
the electric circuit, thereby producing the ignition in the
cylinders synchronously ; that is to say, the blade A is actu-
ated by the cam face F with the points Y and Z to make
and break contact by its joint J and screw K twice every
revolution, whilst the blade M, through the influence of the
cam face or eccentric X, alternately makes and breaks contact
at its points T and U and corresponding screws R and S,

and in this way the current is switched to the proper cylinder

by the blade M.

A Chain Non-skid,

MR. H. HARRIS, of 59, Vale Road, Finsbury Park,

London, N., is the inventor of this device. A
vertical bar A jointed as at A' depends from the axle

B of the wheel C to within a short distance of th»

ground, a spring D being arranged between the two parts of

the bar A in order to render them practically a flexible bar

capable of bending rearwardly. The bar A carries at it^

lower extremity a cross member E, from which chains E' are

suspended, and these chains are of such a length as to trail

upon the ground so that in the event of the vehicle tending

to skid or side-slip the wheel or tyre comes into contact witf

the chains, which arrest further progress, the said chair

working under the tread of the tyre. It is preferred that tl

links increase in size from the free extremities of the chaii

so that the latter act in the capacity of wedges. As th
operation takes place the bar A will gradually bend rea
wardly, and as soon as the chains E' again clear the wheel i

tyre the spring D will return the parts to their norm;
positions by bearing upon the curved or cam part A' at tl

upper extremity of the lower portion of the rod A.

A Simple Governor.

MESSRS. J. H. W. STORE
and F. Parker, of 38:

Queen's Road, New Cro:

Gate, London, S.E., ha\

protected a simple form of suctioi

operated governor. The inner en

of the piston E being in a positio

to allow the explosive mixtui

to pass from the carburetter

the engine, on the suction increasu

the piston will be drawn inwar<

against the action of the spring

and reduce the areas of the opei

ings D, and consequently tl

supply of explosive mixture to tl

engine. When the suction d

creases, the spring I will push oi

the piston E and increase the bk

for the passage of the explosi\

mixture.

J
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
VETOEC Special Motors from Stock.—

Woodman's, Peterborough.

5I1.P. Twin Rex, spring forks, spring
seat-pilla-r, in grand order ; £18.

3h.p. Clarendon, new tyre on back
wheel, new belt, new coil; £14.—

Balmforth. Motor Engineer, OrmSikirk.

£6 lOs.—Rex, 3J h.p.. spray, good order,
—Element, Eardisley, Hereford.

ANGLIAN Motor Cycles, Mfith simplest
and most practical two-speed gear.

—

Below.

DOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the mar-
vellous lightweight ; also

SIDECARS (Mills-Fulford castor wheel),
and a special selection of second-

hand bicycles and tricars can be seen
and tried at the London agents, H. P.

Rose, Ltd^ 28. Frith Street. Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.
-| Q07 3J h.p. Triumph, magneto ignition.
±V excellent condition; £32, or near
offer.—Below.

31 h.p. Motor Bicycle, Minerva engine,
2 low frame, long bars, and back

position, just built; £30.—Below.

23. h.p. Hulbert-Bramley. Minerva en-
4 gine, excellent condition ; must be

sold; £15.—Below.

J Q05 3| h.p. Rex, accumulators, igni-
J.f/ tion, good working order; what
ofEers?—Below.

23. h.p. Motor Bicycle, Brown engine,
4 low frame, new, just built ; bar-

gain, £25.—Below.

2 h.p. Phoenix, in good working order

;

£8.—The Hulbert-BramJey Motor
Company, 96, Upper Richmond Road,
Putney.

Q' h.p. Minerva, tyres as new; £8, offers.^ —Particulars, Goulson, Barnburgh,
Doncaster.

£5.—2J h.p. Werner, wants re-as.seiab-
ling; bargain. — Roberts, 7, Albany

Road, Wimbledon.

TRIUMPH, late 1907 model, guaranteed
perfect throughout; £32; approval.

—Parker, Melbourne, Berby.

4 h.p. Antoine Cycle, splendid condition

;

an honest bargain at an honest price,
£20.—Particulars, Sanders, Buxton.

TRIUMPHS, 1908 models in stock ; liberal
allowances for second-hand machines,

any make.—Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

31 h.p. Clarendon, good running order;
4 price £10, or near offer.—Stanbury,

Willowhayne, Worcester Park. Surrey.

FOE Sale, 31 h.p. Quadrant. 1907 pat-
ters, like new, everything perfect

;

£20.—Goulden, Clarendon, Canterbury.

23 h.p. Clyde, splendid order, horn,
4 tools, lamp (separate generator);

£10.—Clark, George Street, Ryde, Isle of
Wight.

aENN'S Famous 2| h.p. Minerva, just
overhauled; sacrifice; buying tri-

car; 15 guineas.—6, Vineyard HiU, Wim-
bledon.

TRIUMPH. 1906, little used, enamelling
and slating perfect, climb Devon-

shire hills; £26. — Metherell, Newton
Abbot.

5 h.p. Twin Eex, four-speed gear, foot-
boards, Grose non-skid, perfect con-

dition; trial; £24.-63, Overhill Road,
East Dulwich.

LIVERPUDLIANS! — Call at 74, Bold
Street, and see latest models of

Triumph and Roc motors.—Hitchings are
the sole agents.

TKIUMPH, 5i h.p., 1907. magneto, spares,
also tube, no worse than new ; given

up riding; £35.—No. 9,504, The Motor Cyde
Offices, Coventry.

23. h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame, long
4 handle-bar, condition as new. good

tyres
; bargain. £11 lis. — Egbert Spear-

man, Bishop's Storttord.

9 h.p. Spring Frame Bat, gas headlight,
electric Ught, spare tyres, tubes,

and all other spares, etc., practically
new; only reason for sale, bought car;
will guarantee six mouths.—Apply Box
No. 9,539, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry

BOOTH'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE
for Fair Dealings.

New Sidecars for Old.
We can rive instant delivery of all models

Mills- Fulford: Sidecars, Castor Wheel or Rigid.
Your old sidecar or other goods taken in exchange.
Spedal terms to cash buyers.

New Tyres for Old.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tut>e.
26X2 24/- 9/6 28X2 25/- 10/-
26X2.t 25/6 10/- 28x2t 27/3 10/6
26X2J 29/6 11/- 2SX2i 29/9 11/3

3/- allowed for your old covers, and
2/- for old tubes.

Special Clearance Tyres.
Peter Unions, 24x2, 2\, and 2l, 15/- each.
Royalty tyres, heavy Clincher pattern treads,
26X2, 11/6; 26x2i, 12/6.

NON-TREMBLER. SYNTONIC TREMBLER.
MIDGET TYPE. 3,000 revolutions.

One cylinder .... 10/6 One cylinder «7/6
Twin cylinders .. 21/- Twin cylinders .. 3o/-

We make a liberal allowance for your trouble-
some coil in part payment. Buy a FULLER
and your misnrinK troubles are over.

New Accumulators for Old.
Large stock. Genuine Fuller's.

C2type 17/- Midget type .. 16/-
Rex type 16/- Minerva type .. 17/-

Every cell guaranteed.

Patent non-corroding terminals. Made to with-

stand the vibration of a motor cycle. Large stock.

Quick delivery. We allow 5/6 for your old accu-

mulator in part payment.

BOOTH'S "GBIPSKIN" BELT-
Enormous success. Made from selected parts

of hides, and cut to a correct angl% The best belt

at present on the market. Quality hijih, price low

We send on appro, on receipt of P.O.
gin., 9d., Jin., lOid., §in., 1/-, tin., 1/1.

Special t'-^-ms to ths trade.

Genuine Palmer Tyres.

Genuine Palmer Tyres.

Genuine Palmer Tyres,

Larg^e Stock. Send
"For prices.

You r old cove r and tube
taken in part payment.

ACCESSORIES.
Motor Mudguards, complete with stays and

screws 3in. 2/11, 4in. 3/6
Silent Silencers, suit engines to 5 h.p., no

back press\ire 3/3
Fifty pairs Xl'all Spring Forks (1908).
Massive Horns, deep tone 3/9
Double-twist Horns, terrible noise 4/9
Voltmeters, watch pattern 4/1
Hijjh-tension Wire per yard 1 /I
Low-tension Wire „ -/5
Best Mica Plugs l /l

Long Handle-bars 4 'Sand 5/6
Quantity Stanley Beltmg, all sizes.

New Motor Pedals, 4iin. wide . . per pair 4/6
Hellior Searchlights, detachable magnifying

mirror lens, fixed or separate generators,
sold elsewhere 25 /- 12/6

Gas Lamps, separate generators 5/3
Brooks BlOO Saddle 11/6
Box of Brass Terminals -/9
Patterns for 4 h.p. Cylinder M.O.V 40/0
Three Second-hand Plain Coils 8/-
Twin Invicta Trembler Coil 12/6

Send for Accessory List.

WE ARE WANTING
Second-hand Sidecars, 1907 Triumph, 4 h.p. Roc,
Twin Vindec-Special, Lichtweight F.N., four-

cylinder F.N., Twm Jap, good Gramaphone, Royal
Barlock Typewriter, Fit-all Two-speed Gear or
other gear.

CASH WAITING FOR ABOVE.

HARRY BOOTH,
Coronet Works, Wade Street,

HAI-IFAX.
Telephone 198Y.

F

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 h.p. Werner, like new, splendid

climber, grand condition, tyrea equal
new; £14 lOs.. or close offer. — Gourd,
South Str-eetr, Exmouth.

ROC and N.S.U. Agent.—In stock : 4 h.p.
1 Eoc. with two-spee-d gear, 3 h.p.. 31

h.p., and 6 h.p. N.S.U.'a.—Hodgson, 10,

Horton Road. Bradford.

6 h.p Twin Eex, with foreoarriage. two
speeds, rubber covered footboards,

patent sileTToers: £22, or exchange.—Far-
rar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

JULY. 1907, 6 h.p. twin N.S.U.. mag-
neto, two speed, new belt, tyre,,

rigid sidecar, lampa, etc. ; £55.—Gates, 14,

Man-chester Eoad, Sheffield.

REX, 2 h.p., vertical engine, spray.
Dunlops, £4, or exchange; wanted,

two-speed gear, for 2| h.p. Be Dion.—
Scott. 3, Southwark Street, London.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.—Cash or terms. 2i
h.p. Peugeot, new, £18; 2^ h.p. Rover,

magneto, new, £20; also sidecar; par-
ticulars, stamp.—Wellesley Works, Eake.
Hants.

OR Sale. Triumph. 3^ h.p.. 1907, stand-
ard, magneto, perfect condition,

heavy tread on back tyi'e; price £33. no>
offers.—No. 9.438, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.'

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, Peto and
2 Radford accumulators (new), ex-

haust lifter, splendid condition; £18 18s.;
owner bought car.—Sharpe. High Street,.
Bridlington.

FOR Sale, 'bargain, 6 h.p. cycle, Peugeot
engine, perfect condition, new 24in.

tyre, plain coil, not spring forks, twO'
years old; £21. — Oxiey, Great Ancoats,
Manchester.

FOUR-CYLINDER P.N.. 7>l h.p.. splendid
condition, had very little running;

cash £18, rock bottom ; no time for bar-
gaining, or offers.—^To be seen at F.N.
Depot, London.

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N., 1906, practically
new, not ridden last twelve months,

splendid hill-climber; £22, inclnding all-

accessories. — A.P., Hillside, Monument
Hill, Weybrldge, Surrey.

NOTICE.—2J h.p. Royal Enfield, Minerva,
engine, mechanical inlet, girders^

Longuemare. Dermatine, Bassee-Michel,,
reliable; £12; ride 40 miles.—Eeilly, 21,
Kincardine Street, Dundee.

MOTOR Bicycle, M.M.C. engine. 3J h.p.,,
' Chater-Lea frame, first-rate order;

Century tandem tricar, 5 h.p. Aster, good
condition, many spares; what offers?—
C.S., 1. Castlebar Eoad, Ealing.

ILFOED.—£10; 2| h.p. Brown. 26in. Dun-
lops, two Sentinels, and Duco, all

new, BlOO, footrests, large gas lamp,
stand, horn, and all accessories, ready
tuned for a tour.—51, Richmond Road.

3 h.p. Royal Sovereign, M.M.C. pattern,
practically new Continental tyres,

cantilever, saddle-pillar. New Departure
hnb. complete with tools, engine in good
condition; £11.—Little. 332, London Road,
Croydon.

VINDEC Special, 5 h.p.. light Tourist
Trophy model, first-class condition,

and thorough running order, winning
machine in ten important competitions
last year; £38.—Owen Summers, 46, Oom-
hill, E.C.

21 h.p. Rover Motor Bicycle, practically
2 new. not ridden 100 miles, low build,

climb anything, only wants seeing, in
grand condition, all acceasoriea; an
absolute bargain. £20, or very near
offer; worth double.—Abbott, 37, Abbotta
Park Road, Leyton, Essex.

EDINBURGH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Road, the

largest variety and stock of motor cycles
in Scotland; agents for Quadrant. Grif-
fon. Rex, N.S.U.. Adler, Eoc, Minerva.
Vindec, and Moto-Reve motors ; repairs,
spare parts; exchanges, easy payments.

MINERTA and Rex. — We carry the
largest stock of spare parts in the

provinces for these machines, can deliver
new machines from stock at low prices;
cash, exchange, or gradual payments;
charged accumulators for hire. Is. per
week.—Cookson Bros., 511, Chester Road,
Old Trafford.

In answering any advertisement on this 'page it iS desirable that you mention '* The Motor Cycle.*
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jMlOTor bicycles for sale
21i.p. Peugeot, lightweight, fine condi-

tion; £10, or near offer.—Below.

Ql h.p. M.M.C. and Liberty Sidecar,
02 good condition, powerful; £15.

—

Below.

Ql h.p. Antoine, Brooklands, new con-
•04 dition. Price's stand, carrier, etc.

;

take push cycle part payment; 13

guineas.—Worland, 53, Eattbone Street,

Canning Town.

HUMBER Motor Cycle, 23 h.p., capital
order; £10.—A. Hook, St. Mary Cray,

Kent.

SINGEE, 2J h.p., gear driven, magneto,
spring pillar; £8.-357, King's Eoad.

'Chelsea.

SWIFT, 23 h.p., two speeds, good condi-
tion.—P. H., 33, Nassington Eoad,

JEampstead.

£5 5s.—Wemer. 13 h.p., spray carbur-
etter, Bowden exhaust, stand.—122,

Gipsy Hill. S.E.

ROC, 1907, military model, 4 h.p., free
engine, like new ; £25.-16, Mayfield

Avenue, Halifax.

1 Q08 Triumph, latest model ; full T)ar-

IV ticulars.—9.604, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

Q h.p. Triumph-Pafnir, accumul.itor,
-O splendid condition; £16 10s.—Werry,
200, Old Street, E.C.

4 h.p. Hoc, two sipeeds, free engine, late
1907, new condition; £35. — Gross,

jeweller, Eotherham.

31 h.p. Magneto Roc, in good order,
2 clutch, Dunlops. etc.; £15. — 47,

Station Eoad, Bedhill.

Ql h.p. Quadrant. 1907 pattern, like new,
•02 everything perfect; £20.—Goulden,
Clarendon, Canterbury.

SPLENDID 3 h.p. Quadrant, £14; Excel-
sior. 2i h.p., £5. — L. Argent, 3, Ex-

change Buildings, Stroud.

23 h.p. Motor Bicycle; bargain, £12;
4 good condition, fittings.—17, Clif-

ton Road, Southall. Middlesex.

CHESTER.—5 h.p. Twin Antoine, and-
strong trailer, all in perfect order;

£25, or offers.—Monk's Garage.

3 h.p. Quadrant Bicycle, in going order;
£7 17s. 6d.; new tyre.—139, Great

College Street, Camden Town.

Ql h.p. Brown, fairly low. new tyres,
02 horn, and belt, fast and reliable:
£20.—Richmond, chemis-t, Chorley.

£12.—Nearly new 2* h.p. Bradbury, 120
lbs., splendid order, tools, etc. ; cost

£35.-22, Hambleton lerrace, York.

£10, or £8 and push bike.—2i h.p. Min-
erva, low, 26in. wheels, just over-

hauled.—14, Belgrave Road. Iltord.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, magnificent
2. machine; see this before settling.—M. Dixon, 15, Newgate Street, E.C.

F.N. Lightweight, latest pattern, Bosch
magneto, very little used; £25.—

Coombes, 737, High Road, Tottenham.

HUMBEE Motor Cycle, fast and reliable,
ready for tour; £8.—No. L2,052. The

Motor Cycle OfBces, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

£9 15s.—2J h.p. Werner. Dunlops^ V belt,
fast hill-cliraber : 50 miles trial;

bargain.—201, Kentish Town Road. N.W.

23 h.p. Minerva, spray, Dunlops, perfect,
4 reliable, spares, tools; £12 10s. —

53, Grange Park Road, Thornton Heath.

31 h.p. Rover. Palmer cords, belt-
2 driven, splendid condition; b.ir-

gain, £14.—Nash, Suffleld Park, Cromer.

TRIUMPH, mafrneto, late 1906, perfect
condition and running order; £^.—Jarrett, 18. PrestonviUe Terrace, Brigh-

ton.

13 h.p. Minerva, CIiatev-Lea low frame.
4 in splendid running order; £5 15s.—S.B., 36, East Street. Holborn, London,

W.C.

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p.. magneto, first-cla^s
certificate 1,000 miles trials. Sham-

rock-Excelsior tyre;. Advance adjustable
pulley, belt, valves, and other spares,
only done 2,500, as good as new; £32.—W.
Pople. Newhou'.e, Perth.

A Square Deal Guaranteed.
CASH, CREDIT or EXCHANGE.

4t h.p. G.B., magneto, Nala two speeds.. £37
3 h.p. FAIRY, twin, like new 19

3i h.p. REX, 22" frame 11
5* h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, tmn tyres .... 28
44 h.p. Twin MINERVA, 1907 27 G

4-5 h.p. Twin GARRARD, MaxfieW 16

34 h.p'. BAT, spring frame, 26in. wheels.

.

18
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 22
5 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, lovely goer .. 23

54 h.p. Twin REX, loveiv goer 20
4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, 1907 22 0'

34 h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, etc 15

3i h.p. 1905 REX, spring forks. 26' wheels 13
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, lovely goer 25
3 h.p. MINE RV A, vertical, M.O.V 12

24 h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26' wheels 11

24 h.p. TRIUMPH, smart goer 12

3 h.p. KERRY, fine machine 12
2i h.p. JAP, spray, footrests 11

3' h.p. ARIEL-MINERVA, M.O V., 26'

wheels 1*
2} h.p. BKOWN, vertical, M.O.V. ,spray 12

2i h.p. H UMBER, spray, trembler 10

IJ h.r. MINERVA, spray, 26" wheels 6 10

2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart 7 10

2J h.p. HUMBER, spray 9

24 h.p. REGAL, vertical, spray, 26' wheels 9

24 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, vertical 9

2i h.p. CYCLONE, spray, vertical 7

New principle longest life.

4'7d., i' 8d., i" 9d., 1' lOd. per foot.

TRICARS.
3i h.p. QUADRANT, Phcenix, two speeds £18

54 h.p. REX, twin engine, two speeds .. 22

44 h.p. Water-cooled Quad, two speeds . . 16
" CAMEL " Serrated Rubber and Canvas V

Belting. Embodies all good points of other rubber

belts without their drawbacks.
NOTE.—The prices are between 33% and 50%

less than other makes. Good rubber belts need

not be dear. Send for sample length on approval-
i- ort J' 104, J' 1/-, 1" 1/2 per foot. Any
. 9d., .
length cut

2 h.p. Minerva

3i h.p. Quadrant
34 h.p. Standard
3 h.p. X.L
34 h.p. Quadrant

ENGINES.
£2 10
4 10
3 3
2 19
6 10

3 h.p. King ..

3 h.p. De Dion
34 h.p. Lucas .

.

24 h.p. Universal

44ih.p. Aster..

£2 19
4
2 19
1 10
5 10

.. £3 lOIAriel. rigid £3 10

.. 4 10 British Standard 5

J5 u.p. vuaui.iiit u iw .tjiii.p. j^jtti....
J-

--

24 h.p. Antoine and frame 2 10

si h.p. Rex and fiame * 10

SIDECARS.
Rigid
Montgomery

ODD BARGAINS.
N.A.B. Spring Seat-pillar 6/6

Osborne Free-engine Clutch 25 /-

Stevens Tricar Clutch, like new 25/-

Lycett's L72 Saddle) quite new 6/9
" Vim" Motor Cycle Rear Brakes 6/-

Tricar Horn, flexible tube 8/6

Water-circulating Pump, good order 9/6

CONTINENTAL TYRES.
24 or 26 y. 2in. . . 24/3 28 x 2in. .

.

24or26x2}in. .. 28/9 28x2iin. ..

24or26x24in. .. 33/- 28 x24m. ..

3/- allowed on old covers, and 1/6 on

old tubes in part payment.

Traders and Agents send for discounts.

CANTILEVER SPRING SEATS.
Luxurious and strong. Fit any machine.

10/- each.

200 LYCETT'S "LIGHTNING" STANDS.
FiRW. Rigid. Stsong.

For either 24in., 26in., or 28in. wheels.

Note the price—4/9 per pair.

Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR CYCLES WANTED FOR
CASH. MONEY WAITING.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Road, HALIFAX.

25/6
80/-
35/3

ADVERTISERS—pl*aae note
that Friday Is the latest d»y we
oan rsceivs atdvsrtisement copy
for the foliowInK wook's issuo

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STOCKPOET.-^ h.p. Twin N.S.U., uiag-

neto, two-speed, suit sidecarist; cost
£55 15s. last year, 30 guineas.

QTOCKPOET.—3 h.p. Fafnir, magneto.
new 2Jin. tyres, in perfect tune; 19

guineas.

STOOKPOET.—44 h.p. 1907 Eoc, special
military model, tree engine, 2J tyres,

unscratched; 23 guineas.

STOCKPOET.—See illustration and de-
scription of Midget Bicars, page S

(advertisements) last week.

STOCKPOET.-Easy Payments and Ex-
changes arranged on any make cf

machine, new or second-hand. Midget Bi-
cars included.—Tjund and Davies, Heaton
Lane, Stockport.

23. -h.p. Ariel-Minerva, complete, per-
4 feet, very little ridden ; inspection

iivited: £15 cash.—67. Chestnut Grove,
Balham.

TEITTMPH, 34 h.p., 1907, magneto, equal
to new, spares ; £55 ca&h, or close

offer.-W. Denham, Low Mill Foundry,
Darlington.

TWIN Antoine, 5 h.p., good order, -.ery
fast, and slow in trafdc, tools, etc.

:

offers.-E. Abell, 15, Holmesdale Eoad,
Sevenoaka.

1 Q08 New Phelon and Moore. Grose uon-
-Lt7 skid on back wheel; giving up
motoring ; cash £40. — 8, Oxford Eoad,
Southport.

EASTEE.—Eeynolds can offer some good
bargains in motor cycles forEastar;

lowest prices and perfect.—Motor Dealer,
Pirbright.

HTJMBEE, 3 h.p., two seats, two accumu-
lators and footboards, tyres prac-

tically new ; £10.—J. E. Eickett, Hayleys,
Bpping, Essex.

NEW 3i h.p. 1908 Standard Minerva, not
run 300 miles, complete with spares;

£25; buying twin for sidecar.—Falrhaven.
Milford-on-Sea.

23 h.p. F.N. ; £15; new back tyre and
4 Watawata belt, in thorough going

condition.—Apply, Connell, 224, Wood
Street, Walthamstow.

£9.-3 h.p. Mitchell, Longuemare, very
strong, in going order, horn, lamp,

and stand, complete.—Sumner, 593, Bury
Eoad, Bolton. Lanes.

-J
Q07 Twin-cylinder N.S.U., two-speed,
±0 free engine, magneto, spring folks
and saddle : cost £57.—Motorist, 30, Brad-
ley Eoad, Trowbridge.

O h.p. P.N., girders, low position, splen-^ did running order; £7 10s., or near
offer ; no time for riding.—4, Cambridge
Terrace, Eickmansworth.

TEroMPH. 1907, 3i h.p., magneto, per-
fect, not left works since plating,

overhauling; seen in Leeds; £36. —
Windle, Ovenden, Halifax.

HANDSOME Lightweight (15 h.p.). spray,
new tyres, seized for debt ; must

sell; £6, or offers. — L. Jackson. Dean
Head, Audenshaw, Manchester.

23 h.p. Zedel, Chater-Lea frame, Pal-
4 mers, Watawata. splendid condi-

tion, excellent climber; £14; bike part.—
43, Kilmorie Eoad, Forest HOI.

5 h.p. Vindec, Truffault, Advance pulley.
footrests, new back tyre. Premier

searchlight; £30; owner buying car. —
Heywood, Oakwood, Chislehurst.

TEIUMPH, 3J h.p., magneto, fully guai^
auteed, 1907, absolutely brand new,

fresh from factory; £37 lOs., genuine
bargain.—Milburn's, Marlborough.

4 h.p. Military Model Eoc. two speeds,
clutch, magneto, new non-skid, vari-

able pulley, spares, all good order ; £28.—
Innes, Sutton Valence, Maidstone.

MINEEVA, 2i h.p., B.S.A. through-
out; Longuemare carburetter. Pal-

mer, nearly new, spares; £10; evening.
—57, Hartham Eoad, Holloway, N.

3i h.p. Jap. good as new, spring forks,

2 very reliable, splendid hill-climber;

trial allowed; £25; owner getting car. —
G. Neame, Luton, Faversham, Kent.

TWTN-CTLINBEE 4i h.p. Motor Cycle,

26in. by 2in., Palmer tyres, in excel-

lent condition ; must sell ; £10 10s.—W. H.
Dixon, 36, Tollington Eoad, Holloway. N.

I71, answering cmy advertitement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3i h.p. Tourist Bex. not ridden 60 mll«s.
2 as new; £25.—Todd, grocer. Pook-

liiig1;on.

23 h.p. AJldays Motor Bike, vertical en-
i gine; £10 10s.—190, Mellieon Eoad.

Tooting.

£10.—2| l.p. Minerva motor bike, M.O.V.,
in good order.—Jones, ironmonger.

licMeld.

ON Sale, 3i h.p. Bex, long bars, low seat,
new Peter-Union on back; ready for

road; £12.

ALSO Beeston Tricycle, about ii
h.p., magneto. Longuemare, 2i

' Clipper tyres; £6, or first near oifer.

EDISON Phonograph and about 60 re-
cords, two horns, stand, complete

;

£2 lOs.—801, Oldham Boad, Newton Heath,
Manchester.

23 h.p. Minerva (inclined) ; £8 lOs., or
4 near offer.

—

79, King George Street,
Greenwich, S.B.

£5.—Quadrant Autocyclette, complete.
12 h.p., spare cover, etc.—Leach,

Bury Green. Ware.

Oi h.p. Ormonde, in good running
^'2 order; £8 10s., or near offer.-Vic-
tor Wood, Heeding.

ROC 4 h.p. Military Model, magneto,
mechanical valves, free engine

clutch; £22 10s.—Below.

ROC, a h.p., free engine clutch, 'uag-
neto ; cheap, £18 10s. — Whittle, 41,

Skelbrook Street, Earlsfleld.

3i h.p. Norton, magneto, spring forks,
2 long and low; cheap; £20.—For-

tune, solicitor, Harrogate.

£16.—3J h.p. Eiley motor bike, 21 Pal-
mer tyres, in splendid condition.—

Jones, ironmonger, Liclifield.

MINERVA Lightweight, absolutely like
new; £12, or offer.—62, Colvestone

Orescent, Dalston. London.

~t Q07 3i h.p. Rex, lamp, horn, tools, ct.m-
i-iJ plete, not done 500 miles; £19 10s.
—Richard, Dolafon, Corwen.

3 h.p. Werner, in extra good condition,
Dunlops, Brooks BIOO. scarcely used.

—285, Rochdale Road, Bury.

MINERVA, 2J h.p.. Palmer, good con-
dition; any trial; bargain, £8.-6,

Islip Street, Kentish Town, N.W.

31 h.p. Bat, spring frame and forks,
2 last and reliable.—1, Colville

Square Terrace, Talbot Boad, W.

23 h.p. De Dion, spring forks, tyres, and
4 throughout good condition; £10.—

Wilcooks, Trebartha. Launceston.

6 h.p. Deokert Bacing Motor Bicycle,
perfect condition ; £12 10s. — Alfred

Mayer, 32, Pembridge Gardens, W.

6 h.p. Twin Zedel, ball bearing engine,
prize winner, very fast, complete-

£19 10s.—98, Pottemewtion Lane. Leeds.

4 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea fittings, Dun-
lop and Grose non-skid tyres ; sacri-

fice £19.^(7, Camden Grove, Peckham.

QX h.p. Vindec, magneto ignition, Pal-02 mer 26 by 2i tyres, BIOO saddle;
£21.—Eagles and Co., High Street, Acton.

93 h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea throughout.
-J<t new Palmer tyres, splendid condi-
tion; £6 lOs.^12, Forest Lane, Maryland
Point.

MANCHESTEE.-3 h.p. Bradbury, Lon-
guemare, trembler, two pulleys;

bargain, £12 lOs.-" Motorist," 158, Chorl-
ton Boad.

FINE Twin Bex, spring forks, low
frame, long bars; must be sold;

£19-.— Garaged Harry's, Carlton Street,
Hahfax.

Qi h.p. Bex, with Millford forecar, Os-
*-> borne free engine, spring forks;
£24, or separately.-Priest, Godsta,U Lane,
Chester.

SUSSEX.—23 h.p. Alcyon, spring forks,
footboards, perfect condition, like

new; 20 guineas.—Pratt. 17, Hartiugton
Villas, Hove.

MINEBVA, 4i h.p., twin, 1907, new,
with all spares; cost £43, wiU take

£30, or near offer.—84. Stephens Road,
West Ham.

1 BOOTH'S MOTOR EXCHANGE
FOR FAIR DEALINGS.

5} H.P. REX DE LUXE SHOP SOILED.
FITMENTS.—Roc Clutch. Magneto. Black

Finish. Twin Tyres. Spring Seat. Gold Une,
£35, or exchange. £17 10s. saved.
A 6 H.P. TWIN BEX for £6

and a decent 3i h.p. machine. ' Big allowances for
other machines.

A Si H.P. LOW REX for £5
and a lesser-powered machine.

,

60 REXES IN STOCK, including
Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, twin

tyres, black finish fso
Si h.p. DE LUXE, single tyres 27 10
6. h.p. TWIN REX, cantilever 22
6 h.p. TWIN REX, non-skid 22
3i h.p. REX, 1907, shop-soiled 19 la
3^ h.p. REX, magneto, speed pulley 18 18
3J h.p. REX, 1907, grand condition 16 16
3ih.p. REX, sprin-,' forks, 26" wheels .. 12 12
6 h.p. TWIN REX, black finish 23
3i h.p. REX, 50-guinea model 10 10

All guaranteed. Special terms for cash.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, like new .... £22 10
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE sete, new .... 19 19
5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, sm.irt machine.. 22 10

i,,^;?;
TWIN G.B., magneto, spnni; forks 25 10TWIN CLEMENT-GARRARD, spring
forks, two speeds, 24' Palmers 18 18

4 h.p. STEVENS, torpedo tank 16 16
3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2i" tyres 22 10
3J h.p. MINERVA (1907), shop-soiled

spring forks, 2i' tyres, stand .... 25 10
3i h.p. MINERVA, very smart 16 16
3i h.p. CHATER-LEA, vertical engine .

.

13 13
3} h.p. ROVER, free engine, spring forks 13 la
35 h.p. QUADRANT (1907), shop-soiled.

.

25 10
3J h.p. QUADRANT, brand new (190S), oflers.
2Jh.p. KERRY, tyres like new 11 10
2ih.p. KERRY, low and smart 10 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, free engine 11 10
3 h.p. ARIEL, 26' wheels, M.O.V. . 11 10
2} h.p. ARIEL-MINERVA, low ... 1110
3 h.p. WERNER, fitted Shaw engine .. 12 12
31 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tyres.

.

8 15
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto ..... 11 10

LIGHTWEIGHTS. SPECIAL OFFERS.
2J h.p. SPARK, vertical engine, nugneto £10 10
25 h.p. JAP, good tyres, reliable g 15
3 h.p. CALVERT, vertical engine, low .. 8 15
2J h.p. DE DION, vertical engine 8 15
2i h.p. SAROLEA, vertical, Spring forks 9 15
24 h.p. DE DION, vertical, less tank 6 15
25 h.p. CENTAUR, enamel like new .... 8 15
21 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, low 9 10
2 J h.p. MINERVA, grand condition .... 8 15
21 h.p. REX, vertical, spray 8 15
13 h.p. MINERVA good condition 6 15
tj h.p. QUADRANT, very reliable 6 15
n h.p. MINERVA, very fast 5 15

Push cycles part payment.

TRICARS
10 h.p. TWIN REXETTE, "open sprung

frame, two speeds, special finish £45 10
5 h.p. HUMBER, open frame, two

speeds, wheel steering, smart 35
4J h.p. HUMBER, Phelon & Moore, two-

speed gear, wheel steering 22 10
4 h.p. TRENT, open frame, wheel steer-

ing, two speeds 22 10
5J h.p. REX Tricar, two speeds, open

frame, wheel steering, seats three 35
6 h.p. REX Tricar, magneto, twin cylin-

ders, four-speed pulley 32 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., smart .... 18 18

SIDECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD, castor wheel .... £8 Q
MILLS-FULFORD, rigid type 5 Q
Attachment for converting bicycle to tri-

cycle, tyres like new s 15
ARIEL Coupler 1 15

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
23 h.p. HUMBER, tyres worth the money £6 10

ENGINES.
New 6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE. complete .. £8 5
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., complete 6 5
New S h.p. Tricar engine, M.O.V 8 5
6 h.p. AVON, W.C, M.O.V., up-to-date.. 8 5
* h.p. ROC, M.O.V., magneto, nearly new 9 5
'.\ h.p. BUCHET, good order .....' 3 15
23 h.p. NOBLE, M.O.V., vertical 3
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 3 fl

2 h.p. MINERVA, inclined 2
2 h.p. MADISON, good order 115
!'. h.p. QUADRANT motor set 2 15
25 h.n. BUCHET, nearly new, light 8 10

Smaller engines taken in e-xchange.

High-class motor cvcles wanted for cash,

H. BOOTH,
CORONET WORKS, WADE STREET,

HAI.IFAX.
Telephone 198r

O^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
GOOD Opportunity to secure 25 h.p.'

F.N., perfect running order; ap-
pointment.—Marshall, 4, Duckett Road.
Harringay. N.

P7 10s.—3J h.p. Rex, splendid running
3m/ order. Watawata belt, two accumu-
lators. Clinchers.—73, Styne Boad, Home
Lane. Acton.

3 h.p. Humber, splendid condition, new
tyi^s, spares, lamp, etc. ; bargain,

£11.—Childs, 90, Woodlands Park Boad,
Harringay, N.

AS New, 13-2 h.p. Wearwell Lightweight
motor cycle; take good push cycle

and cash.—D. Jackson. Post Ofl&ce\, Lark-
hall Lane, S.W.

2 h.p. M.V. Eadie-Minerva. new frame.
' tank, engine, and tyres, one season;

£7 10s.; resell teasily; photo, stamp.—240.

Oakley Boad. Bedditch.

,NLT Wants Seeing.—3i to 4 h.p. spring-
frame Bat and sidecar, rigid type,

in excellent condition.—137, St. Giles
Road, Derby. £24.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, perfect, and
practically new. spares, acetylene

lamp, etc.; £36, lowest; will guarantee it.

—WUdman, Berkswell. Coventry.

MINEBVA, 2-3 h.p., vertical, low, 26in.

wheels, good tyres, long bars, smart,
excellent going order; £13.-52, Fullerton
Road, Wandsworth.

3 h.p. Brown, Palmers, low, new belt,

climb anything; ride 50 miles to
purchaser; £11. — Millard. Belvedere.
Wanted, sidecar body.

i Q07 Triumph. 31 h.p., magneto, bought
XO August, condition like new. lamp,
horn, spares, tools; £33.—Harborne, Cam-
bridge Boad, Wanstead, N.E.

5 h.p. Kerry, powerful engine, four
speeds, free engine; cheap for

cash, in good condition. — Gould. High
Street, Steyning. Sussex.

F.N., 21 h.p., almost new, magneto,,
spring forks, 26 by 2J butted tubes,

new belt, spares ; bargain, £18.—8, Priory
Place, Well Street, Hackney.

4 h.p. Roc, with two-speed gear, latest
pattern, quite new, only ridden 100

miles, magneto ignition ; £31 10s.—Eagles
and Co.. High Street, Acton.

HUDDEBSFIELD Agents for Triumph.
N.S.U., Brown, Roc, Phelon and

Moore, and Vindec: machines in stock.

—

Moldgreen Engineering Works.

31, h.p. Minerva, magneto, and spring
2 forks, footboards. Palmer cord

back, and new front tyres; lowest £20.

—

Horner, 28, Burley Road, Leeds.

21 h.p. Lightweight, Palmer 26 by 2.

2 tyres; £8 10s.; exchange.—Horner.
28, Burley Boad, Leeds.

QI h.p. Rex, in splendid condition, tyre
O quite good, engine in good running
order: 11 guineas, or offers.—Walden. The
Laurels, Carshalton Grove. Sutton.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeo-t, with sidecar, free
engine clutch, lamp, spares, splen-

did hill-climber; best offer over £20.-29,-
Clarendon Boad, Seaoombe, Cheshire.

MINERVA, 25 h.p., perfect condition,
plating and enamel like new,.

spring forks, new back cover, all spares;
£20.—G. Bentley, Sandy Lane. Royton.

NOT Baeer, bnt very reliable 2? h.p.
Minerva, Eadie fittings throughout.

Palmers. Watawata; cost £52, offers.

—

Davis, 133. Lionel Street, Birmingham.

3 h.p. Rover, 26 by 2J non-skid. Whittle.
Longuemare, complete, good mn-

ning order, thoroughly reliable, snit be-
ginner; £13 10s.—29, Prince Street, Bristol.

MINEBVA, 2 h.p., light machine, in
good condition ; trial allowed ; £8,

or would exchange for rigid sidecar and
£4.—Letters, 60, Brouncker Boad, Acton.
W.

BAT, 23 h.p. De Dion, spring frame, 40
miles hour, absolutely perfect; ride

reasonable distance to customer; 1 ar-
gain, £16 10s.—Enderby, Spilsby Boad,.
Boston.

3i-4J h.D. Twin Peueeot, No. 6 Chatei^
2 Lea frame, very low and light, as

new; £28, or exchange for Roc or Tri-
umph. — 21, Highbury Quadrant, High-
bury, N.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Rex, late 1906, spring forks. 26
^ by 2J. all accessories, and spares,

perfect throughout; trial; cash urgently
wanted ; £13.—Jones, 57, Edgware Road,
London, W.

31 h.p. Ariel, low, M.O.V., 26in. by 2Jin.
2 Palmer cords, back tyre and tube

new, Watawata, cut-out, new accumula-
tor; £16. near offer.—200, Church Road,
Willesden.

1J h.p. Clement-Garrard, B.S.A. fittings,
2in. Palmers, two-speed gear, good

running order; take lady's push cycle
part exchange, sell £10 or offer.—Sparks,
Guildford.

33 h.p. N.S.TJ. (1907), magneto ignition,
4 26 by 2i Peter-Union tyres, with

Bates band. lin. belt, new condition;
£29; approval. — Eagles and Co., High
Street, Acton.

£17 JOa.—5 h.p. twin-cylinder Kerry,
green and gold, long, low, and fast,

absolutely perfect, and as good as new,
faultless, spares, tools,—L, Fearn, Alfre-
ton, Derbyshire,

31 h.p. Genuine Minerva, 1907, brand
2 new. magneto, spring forks. Con-

tinental tyres, lamp, stand, etc, com-
plete; £28, bargain,—26, Landseer Road,
Holloway, London, N.

31 h.p. Rex, B. and B. carburetter, trem-
2 bier coil, in splendid running

order; or exchange for new or second-
hand bicycles. — Preece. Arrow House.
Kington, Herefordshire.

QUADRANT, 34 h.p., 1907. magneto,
spring forks, perfect condition, fast

and powerful, all spares and accessories;
£30; seen any time,—W., 18, Torrington
Park, North Finehley.

NORTON-PEUGEOT Twin, spring forks,
cantilever, very fast, makers re-

cently overhauled, perfect condition;
bargain, £18 10s,—Sclater, 370, Slade Road,
Erdington, Birmingham.

O h.p. Minerva, re-bored, re-bushed, new
-ii piston, rings, B,B,, 26in. wheels, mr.ny
new parts, good condition through rat,
lightweight; £10,—Full particulars, Clark-
son, Savile Street, Wakefield.

6 h.p. White N,S,U. Twin, special engine,
very low, fast, easy starter, spare

tyre, tubes, valves, magneto parts, e\bi-
bition hill-climb given; price £35. — H..
11. Apaley Terrace, Acton, W.

31 h.p. Triumph, magneto. Palmer
2 tyres, running better than when

new, late 1907, hardly used; take 30
guineas; faultless, — Clarke, 3, Upper
Tooting Park Mansions, Balham.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, cantilever
seat, accumulator ignition, 2J Clin-

cher, A Won (uncut), in splendid running
order, guaranteed ; bargain, 16 guineas,—
186. South Lambeth Road, London.

TWIN Rex, winner Buxton hill-climb.
Fuller Syntonic ooil, brand new

Dermatine belt, spare Whittle, double
thumbslide control, electric horn, stand,
spares.—0. Lloyd, Shirburn. Ramsgate.

5 h.p. Twin Rex. nearly new; £22, or ex-
change,—Below, Fairy, 3 h,p,, twin,

weight 75 lbs,, nearly new; £16,—Below,
F.N.. new engine, low built, excellent
condition; £14, — Morris, photographer.
Bourne.

6 h.p. Twin Jap-Ariel, with Liberty side-
car, tyres all perfect, two non-skids,

in perfect condition, and absolutely
ready for road: cost £65, sacrifice £35.-
Wood, 33, Cornhill. London. Telephone,
7646, Wall.

31 h.p. Swift, White and Poppe, pood
2 condition throughout, with Mont-

gomery's sidecar, compensating ioints.
•28in. wheel; £24 cash, or will divide. —
Full particulars of Roland Butter. Bury
St. Edmunds,

PHELON-MOORB, 3J h.p,. two- speed
gear, spring forks, and flexible side-

car, tyres interchangeable, guaranteed
perfect order; lowest £43; run eight
months only, — Kay, 30, Carter Knowle
Road, Sheffield,

31 h,p. Humber, very little used, quite
2 equal to new, chain drive, free

clutch, new Dunlops, all accessories,
guaranteed: £14, or exchange higher
power with cash,-Hallam, Baths, George
Street, Buxton,

RICHFORO'S

Accumulators
No. 19 C» 4 volt. 10 amp, houis. Size

3|iii. X aia. x 6in.

All "E.P.R." guaranteed accumulators

have special grids to prevent loosening of

plates. Fitted with four non-corrosive

terminals. No bridge to break. Special

splash proof vents which prevent spraying

of acid. Every cell guaranteed two years.

No. ao ivi.

special size to fit all Minerva tanks.

4in. X ijin. X 6in. Celluloid case, non-

corrosive terminals, splash proof vents.

No bridge to break.

Price 14-/8 Each.

REPAIRS
a speciality. Your old battery re-made as

new, or taken in part exchange. Lowest
prices. Honest value and straight dealing.

Send for new illustrated cata|ogue cf

accumulators, etc., now ready.

POST FREE BY RETURN.

RICHFORD & CO.
(Dept. M3.)

Accumulator Specialists,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C,

Amd at 52a. HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.
Established 1876.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RILEY, 4 h.p. (86 by 89), ISiin, frame, 26

by 2J clinchers, two-speed gear,
powerful brakes, and Montgomery art
cane sidecar (compensating), all new;
£45, or would sell separately. — James,
High Street, Daventry,

3i h.p. Wolf Motor Cycle, Longuemare
4 carburetter, two accumulators,

Watawata belt. Clincher tyres. Price's
stand, long and low, lamp, tools, spares,
perfect order; £20.—Wright. 75, Great
Howard Street, Liverpool.

31 h.p. Kex, 26 by 2, foot brake, variable
I gear pulley. Whittle belt. Bow-

den's handle-bar control. Brooks saddle,
tools, spares, stand, splendid going
order; £12 lOs., or good bike part ex-
change.—17, Baxter Avenue, Doncaster.

6 h.p. Twin Traveller Cycle, Chater-Lea
frame, copper tank. Palmers, two

belts, two pulleys, two accumulators,
twin carburetter, spare valves, in excel-

lent condition, and very reliable; £20,—
G Blakemore, Corporation Street, Wal-
sall,

-1 Q07 Magneto Triumph, 3i h,p., good
Lu condition. Eiche's tubes, N.A.B.
spring seat-pillar. Lucas lamp, large horn
and tools, spare cover and belt (Wata-
wata), new Goodrich non-skid tyre on rear
wheel; £30 cash.—24, St. Malo Eoad,
Wigau.

FOR Sale. 3 h.p. Bradbury motor cycle,

with M. and P, sidecar, free engine
clutch, accumulators, lamp, horn, sun-
dries, complete, in good going order; to-

gether £16, or would 8«parate.—Garage,
opposite South Baling Station, District
Railway.

3X h.p, Humber, chain drive, free en-
2 giue, handle starting, Dunlops.

splendid condition, easy to start, and
reliable, little used ; seen any time by
appointment; all accessories; lowest £15.
—Joiner, 14, Cedar Road. Cricklewood,
N.W.

CHEAP, but good.—Triumph, 1906, 3 h.p.,
spring forks, two accumulators,

many spares. Davidson's petrol gauge,
horn, valve, etc., in perfect order, and
splendid appearance; seen any time; sac-
rifice 20 guineas.—Jones. 119, South Lam-
beth Road, London.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1906 pattern, but very
2 little used, and as new. enamel

and plating perfect, spring forks, tyres
unscratched, very fast, and splendid hill-

climber, with all spares, stand, etc.;
price £25, no offers.—G.G., 34. Cambridge
Place, Paddinglon. W,

31 h.p. Latest Brand New Clare.idon.
4. unridden, guaranteed perfect, ball

bearings to pulley side of engine, low
frame, long bars, 26in. wheels; offers in-

vited; sent on approval; exceptional fine

machine ; cost £38 —Sheldon House, Queen
Victoria Eoad, (Coventry.

BARGAIN for the Holidays.—Must sell.

Bat cycle, perfect condition, little

used; inspection invited; with trailer,
extra tyre band, and accessories. £22 10s..

or near offer; trailer separate £3. bike
separate £20.—Apply. 151. Clive Eoad. Dul-
wich. after 7, or by letter.

LIGHT Tindec, spring forks, Truffault,
magneto. Roc two-speed gear and

clutch, adjustable pulley, fan. magneto
cover, studded P.U. back. Rich's tubes
and spare, spare new cover and valves,
stand, magneto parts, etc.—Lieut. Davis,
H.M.S. Excellent, Portsmouth.

N.S.TJ., 1907, 3 h.p., ridden about 1,500

miles, spring forks, two-speed gear,
spare pulley, Peter-Union tyres, splendid
lamp, horn, stand, perfect condition ; £27
10s.. cost £48; would be cheap without
the two-speed gear; no offers.—Munton.
Oak House. Winsford. Cheshire.

EDINBURGH.—Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, largest stock of new ar d

second - hand motor cycles in Scotland.
Repairs to any make by skilled and prac-
tical workmen. Accessories of every de-
scription; two-speed gears fitted.—108 and
110, Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

51 h.p. 1907 Standard Twin Rei. adjust-
2 able pulley, de luxe footrests. rub-

ber non-skidding treads fitted to tyres
(uncut), all accessories and every reflne-

inent, guaranteed perfect, ride 100 mila,«

to intending purchaser; sacrifice £23 lOs.

—WR. Milnrow Eoad, Rochdale.

In answering any advertisement on this paye il !• a(xiiuljU tluit you meiUiun " The Mutur Cycle.'
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
£15._5-6 h.p. twin tricar, in flrat-class

order.—Jones, ironmonger, Liclifleld.

£25,^Water-cooled tricar, 4* h.p., Ste-

vens engine, two speeds, chain drive,

ooaoh-built front seat, Palmer tyres. —
Jones, ironmonger. Lichfield.

HTJMBER Tricar, water-cooled, 4-5 h.p.,

splendid condition, fast and reli-

able, all accessories; £25; appointment;
any evening.—S., 36. Bellevue Road, New
Southgate.

41 h.p. Aster Engine Tricar, Chater-Lea
2 frame. Bozier two-speed, water-

cooled head, chain drive, wicker body;
quick sale, £25. — 3. Glendower Place,
•South Kensington.

51 h.p. Light Tricar, twin-cylinder, two
Z speeds. Palmer tyres, 2i cord on

back, magneto, extra mudguards, pump,
tools, horn ; £29.—Clark, George Street,
Eyde, Isle of Wight.

LAGOND.'V Tricar, 10-12 h.p,. water-cooled
engine, three speeds, very fast on

hills, excellent condition, all accessories;
any trial; price £65.—The Western Motor
Agency, Sidoup. S.E.

5 h.p. Tricar, water-cooled, single speed,
chain drive, clutch, good tyres,

studded back, bucket seats, just over-
hauled and re-painted, a good climber;
£25.-47, Station Road, Redhill.

CAPTTAL Light Tricar, 3J h.p., M.O.V.,
belt drive. Ideal fan, Longuemare,

Mabon free engine clutch, handle start-
in?, footboards, excellent condition ; bar-
gain.—32, Oakhill Road, Putney.

QTOCKPORT.—9 h.p. Riley, just over-
hauled by Riley people, 3in. Dun-

lops front, 31in. Shaw non-skid back, very
powerful; £65. or near offer.-Lund and
Davies, Heaton Lane, Stockport.

POWERFUL ti h.p. Tricar, air-cooled
Stevens engine. Whittle belt, 2iin.

tyres, long footboards, condition equal to
new ; write particulars ; first reasonable
offer gets it.—22, Carfax, Horsham.

REXETTB, 6 h.p., good condition, just
overhauled, tyres Bood, non-skid

back wheel, very little used, good hill-
climber, fast and reliable ; £35, or near
offer.—P. Oakstone, Evington, near Lei-
cester.

5-6 h.p. Open Frame Tricar. Chater-Lea,
two-speed, rubber footboards, 'lew

cover and tubes; £30. or offer; exchange
ilabley car or two-cylinder Daimler, suit-
able for station work ; cash adjustment,
—Apply. Ship, Upstreet.

INVICTA, 6-8 h.p. Stevens two-cylinder
water-cooled engine, Chater - Lea

frame and gearbox, three speeds and re-
verse, wheel steering, coacn-built body,
perfect running order, fast and reliable;
£47 10s.—Chilwell, 82, Wellow Crest, Har-
row.

QUADRANT Tricar, 6J h.p., 1907 model,
perfect condition; cost £95 cash,

without extras; scarcely ever used, owing
to illness; reasonable offer entertained.
— Particulars, photo, and appointment
for trial, write, Ashmere, Queen's Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport.

"1 Q07 9 h.p. Riley Tricar, ridden about
i-O 1,800 miles, finished Riley red,
700 by 80 grooved Dunlop on front wheels,
710 by 90 steel studded non-skid ou back
wheel, long toolbox at side, painted to
match tricar, lamps, horn, tools, etc.

;

£70.-9,611, The Motor Cycle Ofacea, Cov-
entry.

STAMFORD HILL. —5 h.p. w.c. Opper-
mann three-speed tricar, overhauled,

plated, and enamelled like new. £35 : 4i
n.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo, overhauled,
plated, and enamelled like new, £32 10s.;

4J h.p. Kelecom. £22; 3i h.p. M.M.C., £10;
3J h.p. Rex, Millford front, £15; all bar-
gains and guaranteed; trials.—128, High
Eoad, Tottenham.

1 Q07 9 h.p. Riley Tricar, standard red
-LC finish, pressure fed drip lubri-
cator, 700 by 80 Dunlop grooved back
tyre. 700 by 80 Dunlop front tyres, horn,
with flexible tubing, luggage currier at
aide, spare 700 by 80 steel studded cover
and tube for back wheel in canvas bag,
pump, front oil lamps, electric tail It.mp,
with spare accumulator, full set tools,
etc., in good condition, having just been
overhauled; £60.-9.610, The Motor Cycle
Of&ces, Goveutry.

EASTER
HOLIDAYS.

Before the holidays commence, you should make
quite sure that your kit is complete. Don't leave

it until the last moment, and remember the

PLACE FOR EVEBYTHING
IS AT

292, High Holbsrn, London, W.C

THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
OF

MOTOR CYCLE ACCESSORIES

IN THE CITY.

Immediate delivery of Triumph and Rex Models,
and early delivery of all other makes. Wire at

once if you wi.sh to secure one for Easter, and wish
to test it first. Remember, delay in ordering means
disappointment in delivery.

We have a splendid stock or Second-hand Tricarj

and Motor Cvles. Extended payments can be
arranged.

Switch Handles.— For fitting on to handle-bars,

2/6, mcluding switch. Advertised elsewhere at4/6.

Our list is now ready. It's worth a postcard,

and will interest you.

Tyres,—Special covers, Peter Union make, best

quality. Prices: 26>.2iin.,17/6 ; 26x2fin., 18/6

Motor Cycle Inner Tubes,—Ckjmplete with

valve: 26x2in., 6/6; 2iin. 6/9; 2«n., 7/6.

Horns.—The Service Road Clearer. Our price,

4/9 and 5/9. Advertised elsewhere at 6/3. Post 3d.

The Velo Siren.—Runs off the front wheel

Easily fixed. Price 10/6. Post 4d.

Ratchet Control Levers.—To fit on top tube.

Very useful. Single way 2/9. Double way, 3/6.

Post 2d.

Magneto Covers.—The Service specially made

for Triumph machines. Price 2/3. Post id.

Repair Outfits.—Our Patchquick Outfits cannot

be equalled. No need to vulcanise. The hotter

the tube the more it sticks. 3/- size 2/8; tricar

and small car size, 5/6.

T Bee Specialities.— High-tension clips 64.

;

'ootrests 5/- ; spring footboards 20/- ; valve

soring lifter 2/- ; belt rim pedal brake, 13/6 ;

belt Am heel brake, 10/-. Carriage paid on any

of the above.

Long Handle-liars.—Stems iin. and tin., adds

to comfort in riding, 7/-.

Swan Neck Seat-pillars.—Stems Iin., iiin., and

IJin., give a lower seat, 4/6.

Service Handle-liar Switches.—One-way 2/9,

two-way 3/6, post Id. ; Interrupter Plug, 3d.

extra,

Patchquick Repair Outfits 2/8, post Id. ; tncar

and small car size 5/6, post 2d.

Camel Repah Patches.-In boxes, assorted sizes,

1/6, post Id.

Hill's Rubber Solution.—Cannot be beaten, 6d.,

larger size lOd., post Id.

Lyxavon for removing dirt and grease from face

and hands, 6d. and 1 /-.

The Service Headlight (Model H.)

Fitted with det.ichable mirror lens and dissected

front glass to diffuse the rays. Price, complete with

generator, nickel-plated or brass, 28/6 ; or Head-

light on'v, 18/9.

The Service Co., LtL^
292, Hi.^h Holborn, LONDON, W.C

TRICARS FOR SALE.
QS h.p. Bex Tricar, little used, spares;

£16 ICs.-Whitehall, clothiers. Green
Street, Upton Park.

31 h.p. Singer CD. Tricar, tyres almost
2 new; bargain. £15. — Beid. 268,

Albert Bead. Pollokshields.

HUDDERSFTELD Agents lor Phoenix
and Iriiley tricars and cars. Mold-

green Engineering Works.

RILEY, 5 h.p., 1907, wheel steering,
water-cooled, perfect condition. —

Grasslands, Balcombe, Sussex,

TEIGAE, 3i h.p. engine, two-speed, good
running order; £13 15s. — H,. 8.

Herndon Koad, Wandsworth.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder Rex Tricar, fast,
smart, good order : £20, bargain

;

must clear. — 13. Brookwood Avenue,
Barnes.
TTTTMBER Tricar, water-cooled, twoXX speeds, footboards, good condition;
£35. — John Robinson, Warmck Iload.
Carlisle.

HUMBER Tricar, 4 h.p., two-speed gear,
chain drive, new studded coyer,

bucket seat, spares; £50.—Brown, motor-
ist, Thettord.

HUJVIBER Tricar, free engine, clutch,
nearly new Dunlops, oar tyre back

;

£12 10s., or nearest offer.—Toon. 4. Lin-
den Grove. Nunhead.

4 h.p. Kelecom Pan-cooled Tricar,
Chater-Lea clutch, magneto, two-

speed. Palmer cords, new; £25.-77, Up-
ton Lane, Forest Gate.

GLASGOW.—Tricar, Minerva (34-45 h.p.),
coach-built front, two-speed gear.

Ian, tools, and spares, flrst-class order;
£20.—Steel, 513, Victoria Road.

RILEY, 6 h.p., three speeds and i-eversie,
perfect running order, and freshly

painted: trial given ; £55.—Lyell, Redcott,
Dacres Eoad. Sydenham, London.

TiRICAR, excellent condition, coach-
built. Chater, non-skids, Watawata.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot; exceptional offer, 23
guineas.—Phillips, 384, York Eoad, Wands-
worth.

41 h.p. Phoenix Tricar, in perfect oon-
'4 dition, good climber, two speeds,

free engine, starting handle, tyres equal
to new : £35.—Stringer, chemist, Kingston.
on-Thames.

SINGEE Tricar, 3J h.p., magneto, two
speeds, clutch, footboards, fan-

cooled, fast, and reliable, new condition -

trial.—Hall, 1, Colville Scfuare Terrace,
Talbot Road, W.
TRIUMPH Tricar, fitted mth 6 h.p. An-

toine engine, Longnemare carbur-
etter, fan-cooled, spare cover and tubes
splendid hill-climber; £30. — White, 178.
Loudon Road, Croydon.

41 h.p, Humber Tricar, latest pattern.
2 two-speed, free engine, water-

cooled, ear tyre back, front tyres new.
flrst-class condition; 30 guineas.—Oakden.
Cheapside, Lancaster.

6 h.p. Singer, three speeds, reverse,
heavy Dunlops. Castle coils, Bowden

control, lamps, spares, smart appearance,
splendid condition; £60, cost £140; any
examination.—101, Earlham Grove, Forest
Gate.

1 A-12 h.p. Lagonda Tricar, water-cooled.
XU three speeds, excellent condition,
spare tyre, chains, valves, acetylene
lamps, very fast, winner of two hill-
climbs ; bargain immediate purchaser.

—

Dr. Warren Davis, 1, Dorset Square, Lon-
don.

MOTOR Cycle-Tricar for sale. Humber,
3 h.p., free engine, perfect running

order and condition, lately re-enamelled
and plated, tyres good as new, complete
with lamps, horn, waterproof apron,
tools, spares, etc.; price £16; seen Croy-
don by appointment.—Address, X.V., c/o
J. W, Vickers and Co., 5. Nicholas Lane,
B.C.

TRIETTE, Rex, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder,
condition as new, very fast, uphol-

stered red leather, buttoned ; the fol-

lowing were new month a^o—Whittlp
belt, two covers, three Daimler electric
lamps, with 60 amp. accumulator, Lucas
Acetyphote, Osborne 1908 four-speed gear,
brass horn, tool boxes, enamelled alu-
minium, and green lined; £32.—Harri-
son, Vesey Street, Birmingham.

In answering any advertUement on thU page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR,SALE.
8-10 h.p. Eexette, new tyres, lamps,

spares, etc., fast, good climber:
trial; £50, would exchange tor powerful
motor cycle and cash.—290, Dalston Lane,
Hackney.

CENTURY Tricar, 6i h.p. w.c. Aster en-
gine, improved two-speed gear, open

frame, wheel steering, Bowden control,
perfect condition : £45.—Thompson, 57,

Victoria Street. Blackburn.

TRICAR, Chater-Lea, cane carriage,
Dunlops, new 4 h.p. Antoine enerine.

two speeds, Longuemare, oil. tools; £15;
push bike part exchange.—Pork Butcher,
74, Farwig Lane, Bromley, Kent.

OFFERS Nearest £30.-5 h.p. CDach-
built Kerry twin, handle starting,

two speeds, chain drive, tyres new, head
lamps and small spares, excellent condi-
tion.—Sandey, Ofllcers' Quarters, Enfield
Loch.

QUADRANT Tricar, 5 h.p., two cylin-
ders, two speeds, handle starting,

climb anything; trial; photo; stamp re-

ply; £27 103.; also Decauville 8 h.p. two-
seated car, £15.-23, Thornlord Road,
Lewisham.

PHCENIX Tricar, 5-7 h.p. twin Peugeot
engine, two speeds, very little used,

condition perfect. £45; would accept twin
Vindec or N.S.U. part payment, offeis;
also P. and R. armoured 40 amp. accumu-
lator, new, 24s.—Roberts, 10, Grove Place,
Hampstead, N.W.

REX Triette. the light tricar, 5i h.p.,
twin-cylinder, as new, perfect order

throughout, fully equipped with spare
valves, accumulators, belts, tools, etc.;

photo ; trial ; £27.—Lloyd, Victoria Ter-
race. Leamington.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, aWiost new.

26in. wheel; £6.-5, Heath Street.
Hampstead.

SIDECAR, cane body, fair condition; £3
5s.—M'Michael and Binnie, Shilling-

hill, Alloa.

SIDECAR, convertible trailer, new, £5
10s.; particulars, stamp.—Wellesley

Works, Rake. Hants.

SEVERAL Side and Forecars. cheap.
Send requirements, or Id. stamp for

list.-Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, new. right-hand
side, upholstered; £6 lOs.—James,

Willowbrook, Rutland Road. Caltord.

MOTOR Sidecar, guaranteed climb 1 in
5 two up, De Dion, two &peeds;

photo ; £32 10s.—Slaughter, Weston-super-
Mare.

LOVELY Sidecar, practically new tyre,
perfect condition, 903.; also foreoar

attachment, £5.—Maude's, Powell Street,
Halifax.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, compensating
joints, excellent condition

;
genuine

bargain, £5.—Baldwin. Post Ofllce. Bar-
noldswick.

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, upholstered
leather, Dunlop, £5 lOs. ; 3 h.p. Faf-

nir. Palmers, offers.—87, Mildmay Grove,
Islington, N.

ARIEL Sidecar, adjustable, in spleniiid
condition, Dunlop tyre, complete

with apron; £4 15s.—Smith, 60 Helena
Road. Norwich.

SIDECAR, rigid, left side, 26 by 25, '-p-

holstcreil green, nearly new ; £4 lOs.
quick sale.—No. 9,597, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

SIDECAR, splendid condition, fit any
frame. 26in. Dunlop motor tyre;

sacrifice £4 15s.—T. Judd, 123, Holloway
Eoad, London, N.

SUPERIOR Sidecar, rigid fixing, uiihol-
stered wicker body, 26 by 2i Peter-

Union tyre, new, adjustable every way;
£5 lOs.—33, Jenner Road, Stoke Nowington.

ONLY a few more days now and Ea.sler
will be here. You're sure to want

to take a friend with you, then what
could be more pleasurable than an Oak-
leigh sidecar that is guaranteed for S'^'ven
years, and against sideslip. Price £5. The
only safe attachment, and the lowest ar.d
lightest built. Order now to save disap-
pointment.—Oakleigh Motors, Ltd., West

WARNING !

of your approach is best conveyed by means ot

THE PREMIER ROA? CLE RER.
What is Kond for the bij; cars is pood lor the

motor bike— in this respect at any rate.
Its LONG-SUSTAINED, SONOROUS NOTE clears
the wzy—Hist as the Premier Search!i).:ht (adver-
tised e.sewhere in this issue) makes the way clear.

There is a bij? demand for this Kood thine, but we
were prepared for it and can make

I n/l 0/1 EDIATE DEUIVER'V.
Price . Eleclric Buzzer with press button only

(fits any horn) 8 6
Buzzer and double twist horn, complete 12 6

From all Agents, or the

PREIVIIEFt iVIOTOR Co., Ltd.
ASTON ROAD. BiRMINGHAM.

Stanley Dermatine

Motor Belt.

The Belt that carried everything before
U in 1907 Seasoa, and opens the 1908

Season by winning

THE FIRST TRIAL 0FTHESEA50N.
Miss Muriel Hind, in the Auto Cycle Trial
on Saturday Jan, 25th, made fastest time

on the Hii! Test, using
STANLEY DERMATINE BELT.

The Dermatine Belt is the original British
rubber and canvas belt, with transverse
grooves, and is far ahead of any other make
belt. Every Belt stamped "STANLEY
DERMATINE."

BLWAHE OF IMITATIONS.
The standard belt that is adopted by all

leading manufacturers.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

KOiE tlHii PRICKS.
|lu, }in. Sin. lin.

1/2 I/O. 1/8 1/11 p«c ft.

Post Free,

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE (HOTOR
BELT FASTENER.

W.U] unbreakable Terry's nooK.
G'laranteed.

(Made under Simjilex Patent.)

In sizes, fiin., ^in., gin., lin., i/- ea<^.
Wholesale and Retail.

THE STAKLeV DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT O.,

S2, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

iORDER NOW, POST FREE I

Exhauit Valves, ' Nnn-Coyynslvs" special

nickel iillo . 2/6. Plsl»n Rlng» ^three) t 3.

Reboring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27 - Variable Pulley, 8 '8. Geari
Cut. Rebushln;. New Parts. Patent Fans.
8pr(n( Forks, f on- or rea •. Resia. Silencer*

Gears,Maenetat, Plugs: E.I. 0,4/1, E.K.Z/1
Our (1 ( will aid you )f )n troublo.

I
THE MARCH MANUF4CTURING COhI

88-73, CLIFFE ROAD, SHEFFIELD. I

SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
MILLS-FULFOED. excellent condition;

£3.—Cartwright, Netherton, Cam-
bridge Eoad, Bromley, Kent.

SIDECAE, Montgomerv flexible joints,
fit 26in. or 28in.; £4.—Venn, Lawley

Street, Birmingham.

LIBEETY Sidecar, adjustable any ira-
chine, 26in. or 23in. wheel. £4; 6 hp.

brass silencer, 6s.; four-volt 20 amp. ac-
cumulator, 8s.—Joyner, 2, Parnell Koad.
Bow.

FOEECAEEIAOE Attachment (Phrenix
Trimo), coach-built seat, complete

with braises, all ready to affix to ony
make machine, at present on Quadrant;
£4 15s.—Potter, 210, Addison Eoad. King's
Heath.

HANDSOME Montgomery Sidecar,
coach-built aluminium body, dark

green, upholstered to match, flexible
joints, fit either side, 26in. wheel; £7. —
Seen at Warriner's Garage, Micklegate
Bar, York.

STAMFOED niLL. — Marvellous valne.
Our famous sidecars have double

leaf springs, frames brazed and stove
enamelled full sized and well upholstei?cl
bodies. We will send on approval, and
leave you to judge. None better, what-;
ever you pay. Our price £4 ISs. 6d., com.
plete. Please order early. — 128, Iligb
Eoad, Tottenham.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
31 h.p. Auto Moto Tricycle, good con-
4 dition; £10. — Eyan. 312, Fusion

Eoad, N.W,

AEIEL Motor Trike. 23 h.p., De Dion
engine, as new ; £11 10s.—Wright, 3,

Ficldway House. Highbury. N.

21 h.p. De Dion, Eoyal Enfield frame
2 F.N. carburetter, thorough order

lamps, tools, complete, £6 10s.; also 2}

h.p. De Dion trike coil, saddle, 25s. ~
Humphrey, West End, Wetherby.

GENUINE 2i h.p. De Dion Tricycle, rev
2J covers and tubes, compress!. )n

gears, perfect, tools and spare parts, a.

in use now. with portable shed; £20. -

Manager, 295, Qoldhawk Eoad, London.

TRAILERS.
TEAILEE, complete with tyres an',

cushions, good condition; wh.v
offers ?—Moss, Wem.

WIDE Trailer, very strong, new Pp}-

raer tyres, axle and wheels a'^

tach from frame for getting throu,->.b

narrow doorway; £2 10s.—G. Blakemoie,
Corporation Street, Walsall.

CARS FOR SALE.

5 h.p. Oldsmobile, two-seater, t^i-and

hill-climber, two speeds, fine goer;
£39.—Below.

5 h.p. Swift, De Dion engine, two-seater,
two speeds; £39; bike or tricar part

payment.—Below.
-j Q07 8-10 h.p. Airex, light, powerful, side

i-O entrance car, hood, screen, perfect
condition; £135.—Farrar, Square Eoad.
^Halifax.

61 h.p. Boyer Car, three speeds and re

2 verse, detachable tonneau, tyres

good.—A. M. Barton, Braintree.

8 h.p. Pope Tribune, two-seater, abao-
lutely perfect; £55.-190, Mellisou

Eoad, TcHDting.

7 h.p. Panhard Delivery Van, two-cylin-
der, solid tyres; £29.-190, Mellison

Eoad, Tooting,

-i Q-22 h.p. Daimler, limousine, four-
±0 cylinder, four speeds; £110.-190,

Mellison Eoad. Tooting.

1 C h.p. Forman, tour-cylinder, tonneau.
10 beautiful order; £110.-190. Melli-

son Eoad. Tooting.

8 h.p. Darracq. four-seater, spare tyre,

etc.; £70; motor cycle part.

—

llorner, 28, Burley Eoad, Leeds.

-< A h.p. Two-cylinder Tonneau Car, seats

lU five; £45: running order; bargain.
—39, Hillfield Park, Muswell Hill,

I710R Sale, Two-seated Car, 6 h.p. Aster; >

. £30, will take motor cycle in part,
payment.—6, Swan Bank, Bilston.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cyrle.
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EXCHANGE.
h T) Tricar, for motor cycle and side-

car, or sell £18.-36, Midland Road,
dford.

IXCHANGE 4i h.p. Tricar tor motor bi-

I
cycle.—Oakley Lodge. Ohristchurch

ad. Hampstead.

UN, cost £5. appliances, thigh boots,

r for sidecar, suit 28iii. ~ Jackson,
rewas, Burton-ou-Trent.

NGELUS Piano Player, cost over £60,

tor modern water-cooled tricar, etc.

5, Parade, Leamington.

WO Manual Chamber Organ, in cours.e

of construction, for motor cycle.—
ite, 7. Helix Gardens, Brixton.

ADY-BAOK Tandem. Palmers, two-
1 speed, for motor cycle.—Write, 108,

merley Road. Wandsworth Common.

XCHANGE 2J h.p. Antoine, and 7ft.

billiard dining table, almost new,
5J h.p. 1907 model.—10. Philpot Street,
pney. E.

XCHANGE Tricar (Buchet), new con-
dition, coach-built, for motor cycle

l^iash, or two motor cycles.—35. Cherry
eet. Coventry.

^CHANGE new four-cylinder low ten-
sion magneto for motor cycle, or
£10.—L2,049, The Motor Cycle Ofllees,

lor Street, B.C.'

a.p. Twin Griffon-Zedel, good running
order, for low power lightweight,

osacoche preferred — Hawkins,
5neys," Twyford, Berks.

OTOR Cycle Trailer, equal new. Clin-
cher A Won tyres, wicker body

;

It car headlight, or 760 by 90 cover.—
liams, Granville. Penmaenmawr.

4.LF-SIZE Billiard Table, whole slate
bed and accessories, for sidecar and
on clutch, to fit 1908 Triumph. — Ap-
Jones, 4, Jones Street, Seedley.

'ANTED, water-cooled engine, or 26 by
2iin. covers and tubes, in exchange
Edison electric phonograph, three
e accumulators, and 40 records ; cost
lOs.—Johnson. 82. North Road, Brigh-

:OHANGE 2 h.p. Jehu, Pafnir engine,
vertical. 26in. wheels. Palmer cord,

cher, Dermatine, new accumulator.
Chester repeating rifle, and cash, for
cr h.p., or sell both £12.—Motor, Bel-
t. Millstrood. W'hitstable.

^CHANGE Penuy-in-slot Weighing
Machine, nine penny-in-slot electric
cry machines, placed in hotels, Notts.
•let. on share taking system, Edison
phonograph, and 90 records, for 1907-

, Triumph, magneto.—Particulars. No.
,
The Motor Cycle Ofaces. Coventry.

WANTED
(anted, a h.p. Benz car. also lathe,
I

must be cheap.—237, Peokham Eye.

JCECOUESE Garage, Doncaster, wants
1 to purch.ise modern motor cycles
fipot cash.

', R, modern two-seater, good make:
i cheap for cash.—G.. 129. Torridon
{1, Catford.

!
ANTED, Motor Cycles, good makes;
cheap; cash waiting.—5. Heath

it, Hampstead.

AD or Tricar wanted, fair condition
;

must be cheap.—29, Forest Drive
, Leytonstone.

ASTE Indiarubber, every descrip-
tion; highest prices paid.—Union

ler Co., Calls, Leeds.

(ANTED, 4 h.p. Keleoom engine, per-
fect condition; approval.—C/o 95.

1 11 Laue. Forest Gate.

AM'ED, Triumph, or well-kuown
motor cycle. — Motorist, 7, Ains-

li Street. Blackburn.
A.VTED. cane front seat, for tricar.
iood condition; cheap.—Woods. 14,

''M:k .Street, Colchester.

rtJMPH, or lightweight, in exchange
- tor tricar, Peugeot 6-7 h.p. twin.—5.
^ Avenue, Palmers Green.
/ANTED, 4J h.p. Longuemare carbur-

etter; cheap and perfect.—Tay-
Motor Works, Edmonton

PLEASE NOTE
We can supply all parts {or 2} and

3i h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys for

2f h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- each.

"VINDEC" Adjustable Pulleys lor

3J h.p. F.N. and SJ or 5 h.p. Peugeot

En&ines, 15/-each.

"KUMFO Sponge Rubber Grips, Jin.|

or lln. bars, 2/6 per pair.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,
|

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

TERRY'S 'AVECTV

Belt Fastener, Ji \
With

Patent

Detachable

I
Connecting

Link.

Retail Price

1/- EACH.

Send stamps to-day.

lyhm Ordering si.i,

depth of bell

Herbert Terry & Sons,

The Spring Spsolallsta, REDDITCH.

THE RUSSELL SPRING
SEAT-PILLAR.

PRICE

12/6,

Suits Minerva and other horizon lal type trames,
twin springs to'suit any weight ; accurately made,
well plated, everything a spring seat-pillar

should be.

yn. DOSSETTER,
17 COLONNADE, LONDON, W.C.

Ibehind Hotel RusseU), AND ALL AGENTS.

WANTED.
WANTED, modem motor cycles, must

be cheap for spot cash.—Smith,
Ford Street, St. Mary. Nottingham.

WANTED.
WANTED, 4in. horizontal petrol cylin-

der, with valves, water-cooled.—
Dowland, Parkhurst. Sutton, Surrey.

CHEAP Motor Cycle, good make and
condition ; under £10 ; no Rexes.—

9,603, T)ie Motor Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

WANTED, 1907 or 1906 Triumph, any
condition ; must be cheap for

cash.—Key, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead

WANTED, 2J to 3i h.p. 1907 low bike;
please state lowest price; cash

waiting.—61, Denmark Hill, Camberwell.

WANTED, 1906 or 1907 3 h.p. Triumph
motor cycle, single or twin-cylin-

der.—James, 23, Brookfield Eoad. Shef-
field.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle wanted, in

exchange for electrical goods.—Par-
ticulars, A. GwiJllam, 3, EscoU Street,
Burnley.

NAT.A Two-speed Hub, also 5 h.p, Kex-ry,
N.S.U,. or Jap. spring forks, witii

or without sidecar. — Bell, 12, College
Green, Bristol.

TRICARS and Motor Cycles, any make,
in part payment for 6 h.p. Rover

oars at £130.—Davis and Son, Moseley.
Birmingham.

WANTED, motor cycle, 3 h.p., long,
law, any good make; must be

cheap.—C.J.ii., 6, Bracewell Road, Worm-
wood Scrnbbs.

WANTED, sidecars, any quantity

;

will give in exchange new £10 lOs.

gents' pedal cycles, guaranteed twelve
months.—Below.

WANTED, good modern motor cycles;
cash waiting it quality and prices

are right.—Parrar, Square Road, HaUlax.

1 Q07 Magneto Machine, good make, Tri-
A-Zf umph. Roc, Midget Bicar, Vindec
preferred. — Box 9,602. The Motor Cycle
jfdces. Coventry,

WANTED, 700 by 80 cover and tube,
good make, and equal to new con-

dition.—Motorist, 86. Colvestone Crescent,
Dalston, London.

WANTED, second-hand motor cycles,
for cash, or in part exchange for

.lew Moto-Reve light twin.—Colville Motor
Works, Chiswick, W.

TWIN Peugeot or Jap, M.O.Y.. magneto,
and cash, for latest magneto Tri-

umph, spares, or sell £45.-9,596, The Motor
Cycle Of&ces, Coventry.

WANTED, torpedo shaped tank, lor
motor cyle : for sale, 100 toothed

bronze cogwheel, for De Dion trike, 10s..

perfect.—Hugh Clark, Street, Somerset.

FOUR-CYLINDER P.N. wanted, for cash,
or following exchange offered—6 h.p.

U'icar, 23 h.p. Ariel motor cycle, or type-
writer.—4, Highworth Road. New South-
.?ate.

YOUR Old Pulley, to convert to de-
tachable, both flanges renewable,

for 7s. 6d.; detachable pulleys, pJain fin-
ish, 10s. 6d. : plated, 14s. 6d.—Bi-oadhurst.
L3, Stafford Street, Leicester.

ADVERTISER will give up to £40 for
really reliable two-seated tricar,

something similar Rex Litette preferred;
trial I'equired before purchase.—Address,
Pembury, Staveley Road, Eastbourne.

FEATHERWEIGHT Modern Motor Cycle,
must be good as new. up-to-date

and cheap ; no old crock entertained.-
Send full particulars per post to N.. 46.

St. Hildas Koad, Old Trafford, Manches-
ter.

WANTED, tricar, in exchange for
high-grade tandem, by Chater-Le;i.

new, cost £25. piano by Cramer, and
genuine Eadie push bike, Sturmey-
Archer three speeds. — 201. Trafalgar
Road, Greenwich.

CYCLE Agents shonld read " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Review," the

leading trad.e organ ; specimen copy will
be sent on receipt of trade card. — Ad-
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Of&ces. Coventry.

WANTED, 3* h.p. Triumph, with or
without sidecar or forecarriage,

for cash, or new Imperial or Fleet push
bike and cash, or talking machine i-e-

cords and cash ; near Leeds.—No. 9,595,
The Motor Cycle Of&ces. Coventry.

In ing n.ny adverfisement on tkii' page h is dei^irahU fh-nt yon mention " The Motor Cycle
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WANTED.
07 or 1908 Triumph; cheap for cash.

—46. Elliott Road, Thornton Heath.

MOTOR Cycle, 3i h.p.. or over, stand
thorough teat.—F. N. Garrett, Well-

field Road. Cardiff.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Motor Cycle; cheap
cash.—F. N. Mattingley, 71, Burgh-

ley Road, Horn.sey.

OINGER Magneto, not less than 2J h.p.

;

O state age and lowest price.—D., 145.

Vauxliall Bridge Road, S.W.

WE Purchase motor cycles for cash;
exchanges entertained. — Motors,

26, Offerton Lane, Stockport.

WANTED, 6 h.p. twin engine, good
make; cheap for cash.—Fushee, 45.

Lordship Lane. East Dulwich.

WANTED, 6 h.p. Rover car. must be
cheap lor immediate cash.—Letters

only. Rover, 5. Peckham Road, Ijondon.

7 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea frame, mag-
neto, 2|in. tyres, must be new condi-

tion.—Milton, Market Street, Lancaster.

WANTED, Reliable Motor Cycle for
cash, 1907 preferred ; cheap.—Pull

particulars, 17. Cranmer Road, Brixton.

WANTED, good 2i h.p. engine, twin
coil, and silencer; cheap for cash,

or exchange ; no rubbish.—A. Moyse, Kes-
singland.

WANTED, Ariel or similar attachment,
for push and motor cycle. — Par-

ticulars, Trolley. 42, Leonard Road,
Portsmouth.

WANTED, twin Peugeot engine, mag-
neto ignition; also engineering

and motor tools.—W.H., 41, Church Street,
Camberwell, S.E.

WANTED. Modern Tricar, give No. 7

Remington typewriter, valuable
cluster diamonds, stud-pin, cash.—D., 103,

Denmark Road, Camberwell.

WANTED, 2 h.p. light low motor cycle,
good running condition; state

lowest for cash. — L2,042, The Motor Cycle

Offices. 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

WANTED, 2| h,p. Minerva and cash
tor new Fafnir. ii h.p., Chater-Lea,

Longuemare; cost £40.—Fielding, St.

George's Sauare, Hebden Bridge.

'X;^/"ANTED, Triumph Motor Bicycle:
VV would exchange 3| h.p. tricar, two-
speed, also 76 by 80 engine, unused,—H..
8. Herndon Road, Wandsworth.

WANTED. |in. Whittle, 1904 Rex 3in.

pulley, pair 28 by 2in. covers;
cash, or exchange cream Pomeranian
dog.—26. Caunce Street, Blackpool.

WANTED, 1907, 1906 P.N., 2J-2J h.p., raa?-
neto preferred, first-class feoing

condition; state lowest.—D., 6, Victoria
Grove West, Stoke, Newington, London.

WANTED. 2i h.p. Minerva or Jap in-

clined engine, to clamp on, com-
plete with carburetter and exhaust, new
or almost.—Lowest for cash to No. 9,605,

The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

-I Q08, or late 1907 motor bike wanted,
±«7 not under 3J h.p., Triumph prefer-

red, exchange brand new 55 guinea up-
right grand piano; seen and tried any
time.—Motorist, 6, St, Agnas Plaqe, Ken-
nington, S.E.

'\;\7ANTED, motor cycle, lightweight
V> preferred, or 3 to 4 h.p., two-speed

gear, and clutch, low frame, must be
in perfect running order, with giiaran-
tee, either new or second-hand.—9.606, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, tor cash, tricar or trike,

must be water-cooled engine, of
good make, powerful, and bear expert
examination, within easy distance of ad-
dress; state lowest price.—Apply, or ad-
dress. Tricar. 17, Kuightsbridge, S.W.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TIRE Best Silencer made is Aldington's

patent Silent, from 10s. 6d.—Below.

THE Ball Bearing Ideal Fan will cool
any engine; 28s. 6d.—Below.

MY Footrests, reduced to 6s. 6d.. are a
luxury, spring rests, 178. 6d.—Ald-

ington, 59, Haydon'8 Park Road, Wimble-
don.

G. X. RICHES & CO.,
19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE A!R TUBE,
Fitted with the new Prottctire Sleeve

WO£ aiOCJrS

Full price of belt per foot

—

; 1/6, i 1 9, I 2/-, 1 2/3, IJ 2/6.

W. POLLIN, Belt

Maker, Spalding.

'Chase' Driving Rim Brake.

The onlylperfect MOTOR RIM BRAKE.
Pries 16,6, by post 17/-.

" Matchless " Spring

Fork Attachment.
Acknowledged by all to be
the best. REMOVES ALL
VIBRATION. Fit any
motor cycle.

Hundreds of testimonials.

Price 15/6, by post 16/-.

Sole Manutacturers:

H. COLLIER
& SONS,

HERBERT ROAD, PLUMSTEAU, S.E.

26in. X 2iin., 14/b ; 2Din. x 2iin., 15/».

Your own tube converted. Please write for

special list, with all prices for new tubes and prices

for conversion, with instructions and hints. Our
general accessory catalogue M free on application.

A SPORTING OFFER
As an inducement to test the new canvas
and leather combination, I will send a
SAMPLE BELT on the following terms :

One halt the amount with order, and the
balance in three months Irom date of

invoice, providing belt be perfectly satis-

factory.

The CENTIPEDE BELT.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ONE Fafnir carburetter, suitable for 3

to 4 h.p. engine, new, 10s.; one Faf-
nir silencer, 4s., new; one handle-bar,
complete with switch handle and wire,
new, 5s.: one trembler coil, nearly new,
88.—Smith, 60, Helena Eoad, Norwich.

I
MISCELLANEOUS.

WHITTLE'S Belt, iin.. 8ft, 91n., go<
' condition; 13e,—27, Mattock Lan

Ealing.

DYNAMO, 60 volt, as new, no to
weight 70 lbs. ; £10.—Wellesley Worl

Kakc, Hants.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut ; 1( J

6d. — J. C. Savage, 119, Done"g?,,
Street, Belfast,

TANKS of all kinds made to order
Doggett, metal worker, 65. Turnm'

Street, London.

3 h.p. Engine, carburetter, silencer, ari

' coil, perfect, been taking sideca
£3 19s. 6d.—Above.

TRY Our spring fork attachment, or.
9s. 6d., complete, easily fitted; w

;

pay more?—Above,
FEOST-CKACKED Water Jacket!!!

Don't swear!! We weld them
patent process in a few hours. Send yoJT
cylinder to-day; Quotation on sight

|

Alvaston Motor Works, Derby.

QHEDS for Motor Cycles. 45s.; pol
kj able.—Stevens, 8Za, Leighton Ko:(
Kentish Town, London.

COMPLETE Leather Motor Cycling Si 1

eight articles ; 10s. — Eoberts,
bany Eoad, Wimbledon.

IRIDIUM Champion " ludestructibl
Contacts; any part fitted, returi

same day; Is. 3d. each.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructibl
Contacts ; warranted pure ; spe(

trimmers for polishing iridium, 9d.:

filing reauired.

IRIDIUM Champion " ludestructib:
Contacts; hundreds in use. — 'V

liams, 15, Wellington Street, Woolwicl

T7"ARIABLE Speed Pulleys, 8s., post fi

V belt fasteners. 9d. each.—Tar
Wellington Square, Crewe.

FOR Sale, Eldorado V Belts, price, I

9d. ; 5iu., 104d. ; 5in., Is. ; Iin., Is, 2
Polliu, belt maker, Spalding.

FAFNIR 1908 Carburetter, perfect; 1

exchanges entertained.—Sunnybt
Leicester Road, New Barnet.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, la
cut; 10s. 6d.; write for patte:

—Booth, tailor. Longton, Staffs.

alWIN Engine, Antoine, 5 h.p.. sileno
coils, nearly new ; £6 158., loweE

13, Wellington Road. Smethwick.

ENGINES, air or water-cooled, 5. 6,

9 h.p.; write for particulars.—
vance Motors, Ltd., Northampton.

MAYFAIR Accumulators, guarante
15 a.h., 10s. 6d. ; 20 a.h., 15s.; 40 e

25s.—Fellows, Hertford Street. Mayfai

CHEAP Motor Cycle Houses; catalo
sent free.—Portable Building

pany, Fel&ham Road, Putney, Lone

BROOKS Steel-studded non-skid cov .

26 by IJin.. also Grose ditto, pra •

cally new; what offers?—Moss, Wen

YOUR New Mount is incomplete n

out the Advance adjustable pull

£1.—Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., No
ampton. '

DUST Screens, for tricars and side^

(registered); write for illustrati

—Sole makers, Taylors', Motor Wo
Edmonton.

EVERYTHING Made in cycle t:,

except a fortune. Write tor pn
—A. Phillips, 2. Strathuaim Street,

mondsey.

IDEAL Motor Cyclists' Leggings for si .

comfort, and wear; finest snic'-

hide ; 6s. 6d. and Ss. 6d. pair.—Bar .

ijoro, Parnham.

BRAND New 76 by 76 engine, carbi
ter, tanks, and complete set ol

tings for 46 guinea machine; £6 15s.-

High Eoad, Tottenham.

31 h.p. Engine, £4; 2i h.p. ditto,

2 Bowdon tricar hub. 26 by 21 (.

cher, 15s.; twin car coil, 10s.—Horuti
Burley Road. Lcul?.

MINERVA, twin-cylinder, 4^ h.p.

gine, in perfect condition, £8
Phoenix two-speed gear, chain drive

lOs.-Sloan, Boyle, Ireland.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable thai you mention " The Motor Cycle."



The Affiliation Question.
•OR some time we have recommended the Auto
a Cycle Union to accept portions of clubs, instead

of insisting upon the whole of the club becom-
ing affiliated. We advocated this policy

because we had in mind the question of mixed
)S, and knowing the motor cycle members in the

ority of cases were desirous of being affiliated to

A.C.U., irrespective of the wishes of the car

ibers. We are now pleased to say that the A.C.U.
given us permission to state that mixed clubs

ring to do so may sign separate affiliation agree-

ts affiliating their motor cycle members only to the

.U. and their car members to the R.A.C.

he M.C.C. Inter-club Team
Trial.

I HE above event, which is down for decision on

June 27th, we hope will receive more support

from London and provincial clubs than was the

case last year. A total of six motor cycle clubs

out of approximately 100 in Great Britain and

md is not a very large muster to compete for a fifty

lea challenge cup. It should be borne in mind that

event is of a most sporting nature ; it does not

ind upon any one individual, but on a team
ix riders representing each competing club. It is

1 at a week-end in a centrally situated spot, so that

y club team can compete with a minimum of trouble

inconvenience. Provincial clubs have frequently

plained that all open competitions are confined to

London district, so that the team competition of

Motor Cycling Club removes this drawback, and
lexcuse for a non-entry would not hold good in this

case. The M.C.C. recognised that this might be a

grievance, and chose a centre in the Midlands dating

from the inauguration of the competition. Elsewhere
we publish the rules for the 1908 competition, and hon.

secretaries of clubs will be able to gather most of the

particulars they require from these rules. In addition,

Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, the assistant trials hon. secre-

tary of the M.C.C, will be pleased to answer any
enquiries or furnish any information. His address is

Spring Villa, High Road, North Finchley, N.

Motor Cycle Finish.

A
CONTRIBUTOR to The Motor Cycle recently

said that the average motor cycle is possessed
of far too many plated parts. Plated spokes,

rims, hubs, cranks, and pipes, not to speak of

bolts, nuts, and sundries, is simply a copy of
the show bicycle ; it looks nice, nothing better, but the
cleaning

! We wonder what the average car would
look like after a few hundred miles on swamped
roads if the above parts were nickel plated and left to

the tender mercies of a not too energetic driver. The
motor cyclist, however vigorous he may be, is not too
fond of a two hours' back-bending cleaning operation
after a day's ride, but it has to be tackled" if the
machine is to be even fairly presentable when it is

next to be taken out.

If we could have our own way, we would have a
machine painted a nice grey all over, with perhaps
plated levers and handle-bar. It would not reflect

the rays of the sun, but it would be a far more practical
finish than the plating ad lib. which seems to be the
only style which makers consider commercially success-
ful. One or two all grey machines at the Show might
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juove attractive^ Why not a motor cycle Grey^ Ghost?

We know of more than one make of machine which does

not offend the tympanum to a greater extent than a

slight flicking of the valves on their seats, when the

engine is running " light " on a fairly level road with

a good surface.

By the way, the best method for removing caked mud

RIDING
Acetylene Gas Lamps.

In purchasing a motor cycle, or, indeed, any kind

of acetylene lamp, one should always see that the lamp

is in good order by putting it to a practical test with-

out delay, as there may be some defect in the lamp or

generator which a mere superficial examination may fail

to reveal. On a recent occasion we purchased an acety-

lene lamp of the separate generator type, which

appeared to be quite in order. On subsequently filling

up with carbide and turning on the water, gas was

generated, but failed to pass along the pipe to the

burner. On testing the burner with another generator

it was found to be quite clear, and on further examina-

tion of the new generator it was found that gas was

escaping through the air hole in the filling aperture

cap of the water chamber. As this continued while the

water valve was tightly closed it was evident that there

was a leak from the gas chamber to the water chamber,

notwithstanding that the water did not appear to leak.

Attention to the Engine.

An experienced motor cyclist relates for the benefit

of readers the attention he bestows on his 3 h.p.

Triumph machine:
The valves are ground in twice a }"ear, the crank

case swilled out and cylinder removed for scraping

away the carbon deposits every 700 or 800 miles, and

is to apply paraffin liberally with a sash tool (painter

brush). When the paraffin has been given timet

soak au fond, the mud will wipe off the frame an

plated parts without scratching the surface, and, wh;

is more important, without raising a horrible dus

which settles on everything in the vicinity, includir

the cleaner's respiratory organs.

HINTS.
the magneto oil reservoirs cleaned out at the sar

time. The exhaust box is dismantled and cleaned
]

once a year. Round the heads of the set pins holdi;

the magneto in position a piece of copper wire

wrapped and attached to the side bracket, so that

a screw came loose it would not be lost.

In the toolbag is carried a magnetised rod, so that

case of any small job being undertaken on the road

lays out a cloth with the magnet on it, and throws

small parts, such as nuts and split pins, on the clo

when they adhere to the magnet and are not lost.

Another article carried (but which must be v^

seldom, if ever, wanted) is a piece of thick belt leatl

for making nuts. If a nut is lost, no matter w!

size, a makeshift can be made out of the leather,

hole is made in the leather not quite the size of

bolt the nut is to fit, and it will screw on very tighi

A drop or two of oil is then put on the leather r

which causes the leather to swell, and when it is ti

it will last some considerable distance. A method

testing for leakage of compression is to place mach

where there is no draught. Paint the joints of c

and top of cylinder with paraffin, and start the eng

If there are any leaks from cylinder fittings, puffs

smoke will be seen issuing from every leak at e

explosion. Screw the caps down tighter, and if

leaks still exist fit new washers which are not so ha

At the 25th anniversary ol the German Cycle Clab In Berlin on the 14th ult., the principal feature ol the occasion was the introduction ot the Motor Cycle Dui I

orthe brothers LUders. These amateur artistes accomplished with success some extraordinarily difflcult evolutions on .ight motor cycles. Illustration No. 1 sni

them on one machine, one rider standing on the other's shoulders. No. 2, Riding in a circle side by side both riders seated backward. No. 3, Standlnj upright on

(ore and rear axles without making use ol the handle-bars. Motosacoche machines were used.
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After surmounting the zigzag, 1 ran a few miles

long a winding but almost level road into Arrens.

lere the first glimpse of a snow-capped mountain was

btained. The enthusiastic photographer might easily

pend a day in taking views of fascinating " bits."

Returning to lunch at Pierrefitte, the engine was given

second gruelling on that day on the road up to

;auterets. The surface was much better than on the

lorning's run, but the local method of watering the

Dads led to a rather nasty side-slip, which proved too

luch for the footrests. A quarter of an hour was

pent in adjusting matters, and then " Excelsior !
" but,

nlike the famous youth, the speaker lived to tell his

wn tale. Cauterets is one of the Pyrenean beauty

Dots, and lies in a narrow valley surrounded by grand
lountains. The town itself is, unfortunately, spoiled

y too much attention from travellers. The method
iluded to of watering the mountain roads is simplicity

self, for it consists of a man wdth a wooden shovel,

ho ladles the water from the gutter, which is also a

ream in miniature, on to the highway. It is effective

I preventing dust, but forms a paste on the surface of

le road, which is very dangerous to rubber-tyred

vehicles. Anyone visiting this

country should provide himself

with a powerful horn, as the local

motorists drive in a way that would not be tolerated in

England, driving round the sharpest corners without

any warning. Indeed, the only safe way on the

winding mountain roads is to have the cut-out per-

manently open. The natives seem to be used to the

noise, and take no notice of it. The run back to

Pierrefitte in the evening was delightful—the air cool

and fresh, and the light on the mountain tops simply

. ArrenEs

fis^:

'^ A picturesque road near Cauterets.

glorious. The road was steep enough in most places

for the machine to run free, and the clutch could always

be slipped in gently, and the engine restarted on

approaching a level stretch of road.

A T'welve Miles Climb.
Next day I decided to run up to Gavarnie, and,

having filled up with water-cooled oil, and given the

engine an extra charge or two, began the climb. On
this occasion the engine did not appear to be doing its

best, and consequently I was obliged to cover ten and
a half out of the twelve miles on the first speed. Oil

was poured in continuously, and I was thus able to

reach the top of the lone; rlimb without any signs of
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f^
Few Days in the Pyrenees.

—

overheating. The scenery gets wilder and

more desolate as one ascends, until finally,

the valley broadening somewhat, the

village is reached. At the Hotel des

Voyageurs, one of the best mountain

resting-places I have ever visited, I met

some friends who were on a walking tour,

and with them I admired the famous

Cirque. It is impossible to give an idea

of the grandeur of this curious freak of

nature. The cascade falling many
hundreds of feet looks like an overflow-

pipe on a house wall, and only when one

hears that the Cirque (or Circus) is over a

mile across does one begin to realise its

size. The writer witnessed the following

little incident while walking up the valley.

A captain of a certain volunteer corps who

was staying at Gavarnie, being desirous

of visiting the Cirque, hired him an ass

and, as is customary and necessary, a

comely but generously proportioned dame
to prod the animal at intervals. Progress-

ing thus in state, he was much embarrassed

to find the colonel of his regiment and the

colonel's wife reposing by the wayside after

tramping over from Spain. No natural

death will be the lot of the story.

When, after two days' rest, I fetched

the motor bicycle out again, the engine

absolutely refused to fire ; in fact it would

not turn round. An investigation showed

the exhaust valve to be at fault. Not being

able to move the large nut with my King

Dick, a messenger was sent for a large

Bordeaux Cathedral.

Mountain resting places at Gavarnie.

wrench. Meantime, it was seen that the valve w;

merely glued up owing to too free use of the oil pumi

and a spoon and a little petrol soon set it free agai

but the messenger is still wondering how a nut can I

removed with a spoon.

For the benefit of those contemplating a tour in tl

Pyrenees, it may be mentioned that the roads are :

well graded that a good s% h.p. engine with

reasonable touring gear and a moderate amount

luggage should easily climb all the hills met with, b

for comfort and certainty of climbing all gradients t\

speeds are incomparably better. I have ridden mai

different types of motor cycles, and years ago used

put down a large proportion of the fatigue of a loi

day's run to the noise of the average machine. Owii

to fast driving which is general, and the dang

from other road users, the Rip was driven almc

always with the cut-out open, but, curiously, this d

not affect my somewhat sensitive nerves in any Vfi

and the only possible conclusion is that that wea

feeling after a long ride is the result of vibration, whi'

on a spring-framed machine is entirely absent.

After running down to Luz, I intended crossi

the Col de Tourmalet, but a thunderstorm upset i^

calculations, and as time was running short, a retu

was made direct to Pau via Pierrefitte and Lourd-

At Pau another thunderstorm drove me to train inste

of riding back to Bordeaux, and so ended a n

pleasant few days' trip in a country which won

delight not only the ardent motorist, but also t

searcher after new scenery and fresh ideas.

I
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THE END=TO=END TRIAL.
ITS COST AND OTHER HINTS TO COMPETITORS,

By H. G
ALTJfcfOUGH I do not consider the Ejid-to-end a very

arduous competition, yet I would strongly advise all

intending amateur competitors to begin getting iit

about a month in advance. By this I mean that

4ibout the middle of June the rider should begin to prepare

-for the contest by taking good long rides on a motor cycle,

varied with a little walking or whatever exercise the particular

competitor prefers for getting fit, and this should he continued

right up to the day of the start. There is nothing so good

as to enter upon a long competition feeling thoroughly fit

and well, and I know more than one experienced rider who, on

the third day of the 1906 End-to-end, said, " Now I am feeling

a little bit fit, and ready to tackle the Grampians," whereas

in the earlier portion of "the run the stiff Cornish and Devon-
shire hills were almost too much for some of them.

The next important point is the choice of a good machine,

and here I would say that, although 7 h.p. twins and 2| h.p.

singles got through very well in 1906. yet I consider the ideal

machine to be a 3^ h.p. single or a 5 h.p, twin, and a man
mounted on a machine of any good make and of about these

h.p.'s is far better off than another on a lightAveight or a

•huge twin.

I would advise every rider to learn thoroughly the various

portions of his machine before attempting the ride, for it is

courting disaster to start on a machine that one haSi only

received from the manufacturer, say, a week or so beforehand.

During the competition only one hour per day is allowed

for adjustments and general overhauling, and this hour being

in the morning from 7 to 8, one has to be quite sure

about turning out of bed in good time in order to take full

advantage of it. There is little time on the actual run

itself for repairs, and it is far better for a man to see that

his machine is in perfect trim before starting than to attempt
the day's run on a machine he has not thoroughly overhauled,

and trust to luck to get through. Repairs and adjustments
are not allowed whilst in controls or at the end of the

day's run.

Spare Parts.

Spare parts, such as valves, small nuts, and plugs, are

very necessary, for, although one may be able to purchase
these on the road, it will be found much better to carry

them. The competition rules do not prohibit their purchase
en, route, but there is always the possibility of not getting

the exact sizes required.

With regard to tyres, I would lay down a hard and fast

rule, and say, "Start with perfectly new ones." The roads

vary so much, and the worst portions are encountered so far

away North, that it is false economy to start with tyres that
have had much 'weiir. Spare tubes should be carried, and a
good puncture repair outfit.

In some parts the controls are far separated, and there is

plenty of time for a man to repair punctures ; but there are
one or two sections in which, should a man be unfortunate

enough to puncture a tyre, there is little chance of his getting
into control in time to save loss of marks, I would, there-

lore, again urge all competitors to see that their outer covers

;md air tubes are new and provided with a good stout tread.

I

Now, as to the probable cost, I do not think one can lay

'down any hard and fast rule, but the journey can be easily

iccomplished and all expenses paid if one sets aside £1 per
clay. Hotel bills are fairly reasonable, and as the A.C.U.
jmakes special arrangements with the hotel-keepers, all food
and a comfortable bed are provided for lis. per day ; the

remaining 9s. is quite sufficient for petrol and other odds
ind ends.

The Journey Home.
The cost of getting to Land's End and returning home from

John-o'-Groat's is a matter that can be settled by consulting
jthe railway company at the town from which the com-
Ipetitor starts. If it is decided to travel by road, £1 per day
iis ample, and the journey could possibly be accomplished for

jmuch less. Last time very few returned by road, as they
jdesired in most cases to return to their various pursuits too
jsoon to allow them to undertake the long journey by road.

COVE.
A Few Suggestion d.

There are a few suggestions I should like to make, and they
are as follows :

1. Every competitor should rise early, have a good break-
fast, and be ready at the door of the motor house at 7 a.m.,

for he will find that he will require every minute of the hour
allowed in which to overhaul and clean his machine.

2. Do not rusn blindly from control to control, but take
the journey at a good steady pace, with always a bit in hand,
to allow for punctures and adjustments. The old maxim
that it is not the miles we travel but the pace that kills is

very applicable to motor cycling, for mnany of the engine
troubles can be traced to over-driving.

3. The 1906 regulations did not penalise a competitor who
arrived outside a control before time, but I believe that this

year the A.C.U. will not treat competitors lightly who, by
greatly exceeding the legal limit, wait outside the control, a
long way in advance of schedule time.

4. There are hills on the route that should give the ordi-

nary competitor much tfouble, but there are many, on the
first day of the run especially, which come upon the rider
quite suddenly, and, should he not be prepared for them, it

is possible that overheating may result. It is well, therefore,

on the first day's run to take things rather quietly. On the
second day splendid roads are encountered, with only one or

two stiff hills. On the third day, the route is trying from
Warrington to Preston, it being cobbles and tramlines nearly
the whole of the way.
On the fourth day there is nothing much of importance,

except that, at the end of it, one arrives at the most delightful
town there is in Scotland—Pitlochry—where the hotel accom-
modation is of the best and the scenery grand.

On the fifth day the Grampians are encountered, and here
one may expect twenty odd miles of really rough going. The
road was in a terrible state last time, the smallest stones
being as large as one's fist, and, although a strong wind was
not experienced, yet it is as well to be prepared for one.

The sixth and last day brings us to the hills over the Ord
of Caithness, ending up with Bcrriedale. In 1905 competi-
tors were warned in the morning of a compulsory stop before

this hill, as it is dangerous to ride down and "more danger-
ous to ride up." Very few men got round the liairpin comer;
in tact, it entails almost an acrobatic performance to do so.

but it is worth trying, if only for the fun of the thing.

At Berriedale we were told that all was plain sailing into

Wick, but I would warn riders of one nasty hill—I think at

Dunbeath, about seven miles further on—which was nearly

the undoing of one competitor the year before last. It is a

steep down grade, with a sharp left-hand turning, and if one
misses the turn a collision with a stone wall is unavoidable.

I presume that, as before, we shall arrive at Wick in good
time for lunch, in which case competitors will have [ilenty of

time to get to John-o'-6roat's. But a word of warning here
is needed. Two, if not three, competitors left Wick with
plenty of marks in hand to obtain a gold medal, but, by being
wrongly directed, they went to Thurso instead of Groat's.

One ran out of petrol on the way, and, losing many valuable
marks, only received a silver medal. It will, therefore, be
clear to all that constant care is needed at every part of the
cour.se, at the start and at the finish.

Send your Entry in Early.
In conclusion, I would ask all those who intend to take part

to enter immediately the forms are issued, as by this means
the work of the cominittee and the secretary is much
lightened. If the officials know well in advance how many
intend to participate, they can make the necessary arrange-
ments for their comfort.

Another word and I have finished. Ar-rive at Penzance in

good time, and report yourself immediately to the officials.

Place your machine wherever requested by the judges, and
when finally passed and you receive instructions obey them
to the letter. By this means you will be aissisting the officials,

whose sole idea is to do all in their power for the A.CU. and
the competitors.
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Lightweights on Grease.
There is no doubt that if one's district is not too

hilly, the lightweight is a jolly little mount for winter

riding. Instead of slithering alongside nervously

waiting for a patch of dr)' ground to give one a chance

to hop into the saddle, you can push off from the kerb

edge seated on the saddle, and commence pedalling.

You can slow the machine down to a crawl over the

worst patches of grease without making the engine jerk

at the back wheel and skid it, and if you have to

wait behind a cart for a minute or two you can pedal

th? machine without getting hot and moist all over.

I think the introduction of efficient light^veights will

lead to a great deal more winter riding than has been

done hitherto.

Some Magneto Improvements.
Quite a little host of new magnetos for motor cycle

engines are coming upon the market, and in examining

them I ha\e encountered the following innovations,

which may interest readers : Double contact breaker

spring, serving two purposes—(r) keeping platina from

breaking contact too far and (2) stiffening main spring

actuating bell crank arm, and so obviating poor running,

due to loss of temper in this spring; contact breaker

detachable by pushing in a pair of spring pushes, with-

out the use of any tools; the use of very large and

substantial screws for holding the platinum rivets,

so that the gap between the platina in the break position

is easily adjustable after wear; substitution of steel

cams for the softer fibre ring.

Strange Happenings.
My incredulous correspondent has addressed a

second and more polite letter to me on the subject of

the gudgeon screws emerging from the cylinder vid the

walls, and only leaving a hole capable of being repaired

by a clamped band. I freely admit the incidents are

extraordinary ones, but inspection of the cylinders

leaves one no less extraordinary alternative. It cer-

tainly seems incredible that the flywheels could jerk

the errant gudgeon screw against the cylinder wall with

sufficient force to drill a fairly neat orifice. I would
timidly tender the suggestion that the mishap occurred

to a very thin cylinder.

Spring Forks and Side=slip.

1 am very loth to believe the contention of Mr._

T. W. Irlam (page 244) that spring forks either

emphasise or induce side-slip. It is ea,sily granted if

the springs be of a design that permits any lateral

sway, but not otherwise. I am inclined to think the

rider is probably responsible, as he is for nearly every

side-slip, and that if Mr. Irlam and his friends

exchanged machines and then charged the sand, the

same riders would come croppers on their new mounts.

Pace and nerve have a great deal to do with the safe

passage of such obstacles as sand, new metal, and even

grease. Mr. \. G. Reynolds stated the other day.

that the best preventive of side-slip was pace. Thif

is equal to saying " nerve,
'

' for a timid rider would

not dare to take grease at pace. Perhaps, too, ther«

is something in sheer speed, for Mr. Reynolds said hf

always traversed grease "as fast as he could." I, or

the other hand, take grease at the lowest road speec

which permits my engine to revolve sweetly and evenly

without jerking, i.e., on a Motosacoche I take greasi

A new pattern 3J h.p. Norton engine (82 % 90 mm.) with M.O.V. showisf

the Bosch magneto and aluminium chain case.

at eight miles an hour, on a flexible 3 J4 h.p. at hvelv

and on a highish geared twin at twenty-two. We ha'

not Mr. Irlam's frequent opportunities of riding throuf

deep sand, but the sensation, on the few occasioi

when I have experienced it, has been just like ridii

over coarse new metal, though somewhat less abrup

I find medium speeds dangerous on a thick patch

unrolled stones. I can get over them with absolu

safety if I go full tilt; and my only alternative is

go so slowly that I can put my feet down and swit(

off comfortably if the rolling becomes too pronounce'

If I had veldt tracks to ride on, I should first t

charging the sand at a decent speed ; I might come 01

no doubt, but if I did, I fancy I should come off ju

as quickly with a spring fork or a rigid fork, i

differently.

i
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EXPERIENCES ON BROOKLANDS TRACK.
By One who has Tried it.

I

AM glad to see that the B.A.R.C. has decided to

include a motor cycle race at the meeting on
Easter Monday as an experiment to see if it will

" catch on " with the public.

There is no doubt that the track is most suitable for

motor cycle races, and it will enable some really fast

times being made, as the trouble with Canning Town
and other English tracks is that the banking is not

suitable for speeds much in excess of fifty miles per

hour, and to prevent this speed being exceeded a limit

has to be placed on cylinder capacity.

This works out at about one-third of a litre, or 75
by 75 mm. However, in spite of these restrictions,

several racers have done close to a mile a minute at

Canning Town. The fastest combination appeared

to be a Jap engine on Collier's Matchless, with a bore

of 85 mm. and a stroke of 60 mm.
Now on Brooklands a motor bicycle travelling at

fifty miles per hour would not even require to run up
on to the banking, owing to the very gradual cur\e,

and there is ample room for three or four competitors

to ride side by side. This will give an idea of how
safe the track is.

There were one or two bumpy places, but the track

is now repaired. The most difficult thing in the

future will be to arrange a handicap which will be fair

to all. It obviously would be absurd to rate them on
cylinder bore alone, if racers and roadsters are to

;ompete together, and expect an exciting finish. The
fairest way would be as follows.

The really fast men are all well known, and from the

times they have made last year at Canning Town it

would be an easy matter to handicap them to give an

almost dead heat, as their racing machines will go
round the track time after time with hardly a second's

variation. The semi-racers and roadsters are more
difficult, as their times vary more.

Assuming a scratch man can do sixty miles per hour
(usually single cylinder racers stripped), we should
then put down fifty-five miles per hour for Tourist

Trophy machines, A.C.U. definition; full roadsters,

about fifty miles per hour. Then racers, about 60s.

per mile; Tourist Trophy models, 65s. per mile; full

roadsters, 70s. per mile.

My Idea of a Fair Race.

Distance.—^Twice round the track (five miles). Start

the roadsters off all together. 25s. after, give the

Tourist Trophy models word to go. Wait 25s. more,
and then start the racers.

That is better than trying to start men (scattered

all round a big track like Brooklands) at the same
moment. First over the tape the winner. Every
competitor covers the same distance, and can get his

times afterwards for future races. Of course, it will

be hard on some competitors, but the fact must be

borne in mind that unless even and exciting finishes

can be guaranteed the public will lose interest, and
motor cycle events are liable to be discontinued.

It makes a good sporting race for the various types

of machines at present in use, and, while it undoubtedly
hits the expert who can get a mile a minute out of a

2% h.p. machine to be beaten on handicap by a

5 h.p. twin which can only do fifty-one miles per

hour, he has the satisfaction of showing what he can
do, even if he does not get the cup. It also enables

many men to enter who otherwise would not care to go
to the trouble of stripping their machines for the race.

On these lines I think we should get a record entry

and some exciting finishes.

W G. MeMinnies (3* h.p. Tourist Trophy Triumph). O. L. Blckford (5 h.p. Tourist Trophy Vindeo).

'These two Oxford enthusiasts contested the first motor cycle match on the Brooltlands Traclt, and are among the entrants for the lirst openlmotor cycle

race at Brooklands on Easter Monday.
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THE majority of motor cyclists take their rides

during the daytime, but did they only know of

the delights which await the motor cyclist who
will ride early to meet the sun, I fancy more

motor cycles would be seen on the roads during the

"wee sma' hours" of the morning.

The writer has more than once left a dance at three

o'clock in the morning, changed to wa n er garments,

and set out for a thirty miles rou d before finally

settling down to rest. When the moon is shining full

even on a frosty night, such a ride is most refreshing

and enjoyable.

However, the present ride has nothing to do with

moonlight trips. It deals with a short holiday spent

last Easter with a motor cycle.

The writer, being employed in a bank, naturally

wished to visit his people during the Easter holiday.

Deciding to motor, the distance being some ninety-five

miles, he retired early to rest, with the intention of

riding by night and early dawn to his destination.

The ride to be attempted was one from Scarborough

to Skipton. The machine was a 21X h.p. lightweight

.\riel fitted with all the necessary touring outfit.
_

The
machine had run for a distance of 4,000 miles without

trouble, and no mishaps were anticipated on the early

morning run.

Ready to_ Start at 3 30 a.m.

By means of the alarum clock the writer was wakened

at 3 a.m., and at 3.30 was dressed and ready to start.

Everything had been put in readiness the preceding

evening. It was therefore only necessary to light

the lamp, inject paraffin through the compression tap,

and put on waterproofs before starting.

From the commencement everything went well. The

lamp burned brightly, and the engine fired first turn

of the pedals.

At the start there was no sign of daylight, and the

bright light shed by the powerful acetylene lamp was

much needed and appreciated.

After riding about an hour without any sound other

than the crisp pop, pop of the engine a peculiar feel-

ing came over me that I could see the road more dis-

tinctly, and yet there did not appear to be any more

light in the sky. This was really the beginning of

the dawn, and about half an hour afterwards the road

could be plainly seen. The water of the lamp was

then turned off, as the light was not required. As

the road could now be plainly seen, and ' owing there

would be no traps at that time of the day, the spark

was advanced and the throttle opened, and a few

moments later the machine was flying along, all out.

Brighter and brighter became the sky, and the air,

which was rather cold at the start, became warmer.

An Early Morning
Easter Ride.

Then came the sunrise. I will attempt to describt

it, but am afraid I cannot do justice to it. Every

where silence. The amber streaks in the sky leapin

into crimson flame, deepening as they sailed alon

to a tawny orange. Within the space of a few minute

the whole aspect of the heavens completely changec

The burning scarlet and orange hues aad all melte

into a transparent yet brilliant shade of pale mauve

across the sun slowly floated clouds of - pour greei

fringed with a soft primrose shade. Now and agaii

the cry of some wild bird, startled by the approach •

the motor, was heard, and seemed to intensify the stil

ness of the morning.

To a lover of nature and the picturesque the see

was entrancing, and made one long to stop for a spa

to admire the beauties which lay on every hand.

Time was, however, progressing, and this glorio

scene was soon left behind. The sunrise soon lost

beauty, and had it not been for the absence of traf

on the roads and the freshness of the morning air

could have imagined that it was mid-day.

Alone on the Earth.

Up to this time not a single soul had been seen, a

I was quickly approaching Wetherby—that fame

control known to so many competitors in the Londc

Edinburgh run.

It was here that the first signs of life were seen.

few men going to work eyed me as I flew past, 1

otherwise made no remark at my early appearance.

On, on sped the plucky little motor, never falter'

,

in its stride, but keeping up its merry explosions w 1

a heart which seemed sound and true. 1 he next m .

however, showed how one cannot always 'epend on ;

sound of the engine. Misfiring commenced, and t

worse and worse, but, wishing to get to my destinati ,

I did not dismount to investigate matters. Finally,

engine suddenly stopped firing altogether, and c(

-

pression vanished at the same time. The 'lagmS.

proved correct before dismounting. The compress a

going suddenly pointed to. the valves, and in this ce

the cotter had sheared. It w_s the work of a »

moments to put in the complete valve which I alws

carried as a spare.

During the time I was fitting this valve a trap

came up and proffered assistance, saying that he .S

an "engineer." He did not look a particul:^

savoury one, so I declined his aid, and completed e

job myself, and left him standing watching me uil

I was out of sight.

The lost cotter caused the only s. p, and I arrio

at my destination in good time for a steaming bre^

fast, to which I did full justice.
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An Early Morning Easter Ride.

—

Mention might be made of the quantity of game of

different kinds which crossed the road on this journey.

Pheasants, hares, rabbits, and coveys of partridges

were seen, all intent on getting their morning meal.
The return journey was accomplished at night, and

was a non-stop journey throughout. Several animals

crossed the road—^in one case a large animal, which
I think was a fox—and numerous moles, which can
run \'eiy fast when they see the light of a motor cycle

ooniing their way. A few rabbits were also noticed,

but of human life there was practically none.

J—"

'95

Such, then, is the brief account of the most enjoyable
motor run I ever made. The freshness of the air

makes one inclined to shout with delight. When one
has also- a well-tuned engine throbbing beneath one
the sensation of flying along without the least effort

must be experienced to be thoroughly appreciated.

Those readers who remember the summer weather
which was experienced last Easter should make a

similar attempt at holiday-making this year, com-
mencing the journey at about 3.30 to 4 a.m.

Clarence Ponting.

CULLED FROM CUDHAM.

I

DO not think that any of the numerous spectators

at the Lewisham Automobile Club's hill-climbing

competition held on the 4th inst. at the celebrated

Cudham Hill expected the lightweight machines to

reach the finishing line either with or without aid from

the pedalling gear; in fact, many were surprised to

see so many of the heavyweights succeed. One of

the oldest motor cyclists in this country offered to bet

a. certain rider five to one that he would not get up
the hill. This was before the rider knew that the

venue of the hill-climb was Cudham. The rider

Fought shy, much to the relief of the other party later

xi the day. Singularly, this particular rider (F. W.
Barnes), to my mind, made the best performance of

:he day. Of this more anon.

Of the five lightweights entered two succeeded in

eaching the finish, the weights of these two machines,

Lccording to the programme, being 94 lbs. and 95 lbs.

respectively. The best performance (which does not

lecessarily mean the fastest) was made by the Fairy,

vhich was to "be expected, since its power {2% h.p.)

vas % h.p. more than the other successful machine,

vhich was a i^ h.p. Chase ridden by Arthur Chase,

vho I was pleased to see on the " warpath
'

' again,

rhase is well known as an old professional cyclist, and
lis muscular powers doubtless were no mean factor in

lis performance. He started pedalling comparatively

sarly, and went "all out " right up to the finish.

Almost Climbed Cudham without Pedalling.

J. B. Beck, the rider of the lightweight Fairy,

cached a point some twenty-five yards from the finish

lefore he started pedalling. Apparently he was
inaware that pedalling was permitted, for when he
yas just on the point of stopping somebody shouted to

lim to pedal, and he very quickly responded, and
iaved the situation. There is no doubt Beck could

lave improved his time considerably by pedalling

iarlier. Of the other three machines there was little

o choose between their relative performances, all three

'ximing to a standstill at about the same spot.

' Naturally the performance of the lightweights

iuffered in comparison with the heavyweights, which

literally flew up the hill—so fast that almost every

rider eased up at the S bend by switching off or by
some other means. Adverting to F. W. Barnes's per-

formance on the spring frame Zenette, I wish it to be
distinctly understood that I leave speed out of the

question in referring to his performance. This machine
was fitted with the variable gear recently described in

The Motor Cycle, and it was this gear that enabled
the rider to climb the hill and negotiate the tricky S
fciend in a comfortable way, comfortable because the

speed was reasonable.

Altering the Gear to Suit the Gradient.

He was busy altering the gear ratio on his machine
whilst negotiating the S bend, which means that he
had only one hand free for steering, whereas all the

other riders in Classes I. and II. were obliged to Cling

to their handle-bars. It was the first time this

variable gear had appeared in competition, and it

behaved admirably. I should, however, like to see

the gear controlled from the handle-bar. I am sure

that Barnes's performance impressed any prospective

motor cyclists that may have been present, and, indeed,

some actual motor cyclists, more than the wild rush

and dash of other machines, which leapt about on ihe

uneven surface of the road in a manner calculated to

frighten rather than please. I say this in no depre-

catory sense. Nobody admired the pluck of the

riders of the fastest machines more than I did ; but

though these fast machines will appeal to one class,

they will not to another. I suppose the point that

concerns the makers is. Which class is in the majority?

Thousands of motor cyclists, and maybe hundreds of

prospective motor cyclists, will have read the accounts

of the comnetition, and be in absolute ignorance of the

risks involved by those who made the fastest times.

I anticipate that some of the competitors will assert

that they could have ridden slowly or comparatively

slowly, but I doubt it. The top of the hill is _i in 4.3,

and it was necessary to rush at this section and

negotiate two nasty bends. Thank goodness there

are few hills like Cudham in existence.

Harry G. Bell.

An article recently published in The Motor Cycle

'—"The Selection of Gear Ratio"—has prompted
'Messrs. Forbes and Co., Chapel Street Works, Edin-
burgh, to write us stating that they are prepared to

ifork out power curves of any motor cycle engine and
ake brake tests. Few firms undertake this work in

wnnection with motor cycles.

J. C. Fuller and Sons send us a sample of their

latest non-trembler induction coil for motor cycles.

This coil retails at an exceptionally low price ; never-

theless it is well made and finished. It measures

over all 4in. by 2^in. by 25/^in., and itis therefore

particularly suitable for lightweight machines. The
makers' address is Woodland Works, Bow, E.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular
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Preventing a Leak ot Compression.

Kindly tell me how to cure

loss of compression in my
3i h.p. Quadrant? The leak

occurs where ths inlet valve

seating screws into the cylin-

der. I have tried new washers, and

have also tried fortifying them with

asbestos thread, but after a brief

improvement the leak is as bad as

ever. I have seen fish glue recom-

mended in The Motor Cycle. Could
you tell me how this should be
applied, and where one can get it?

—

A.M.T., Walton.

The trouble may probably be cured by

fitting two washers, one on top of the

other. Fish glue may be obtained from

any drysalters. It should be painted

round the edge of the valve cage.

', Specl&oation ol a New Mount.

I am about to have a tour-

nri ing machine built up for me

IY with a 6 h.p. twin engine, and
LLI seek your advice upon the

following specification : (1.)

Chater-Lea No. 6 frame made about

four inches longer to take magneto
between back of rear cylinder and
pedal bracket. (2.) Bosch high ten-

sion magneto. (3.) What size driv-

ing belt (rubber) shall I require for

this engine with a variable pulley?

(4.) Brown and Barlow carburetter?

(5.) If I fit footboards shall I require

pedals as well, if for warming up I

fit an engine starting device? (6.)

Are pan seats comfortable for long-

distance riding in conjunction with
footboards? If so, where can I

obtain an aluminium one as fitted to

.«!ome machines? J. B. Brooks and
Co. inform us they do not make a

pan seat. (7.) Tyres 26in. by 2iin.

Palmers, with Rich's detachable
tubes. Are the latter reliable?

—

S.N.

(I and 2.) We agree. (3.) We should
advise a lin. belt, and even larger if a
sidecar is to be used. (4.) Brown and
Barlow. (5.) You do not require pedals
if you fit a device for starting the
engine. (6.) Yes, these seats are most
comfortable. Messrs. Brooks do not
actually make a pan seat, but they
make a spring seat very like one, and
we think you can buy nothing better.

(7.) The tyres and tubes mentioned are
to be recommended.

J^ From^Soutli to North and Return.

During the Easter vacation^ I intend (v^ith a friend) having

^ a tour. My object is to get to

-LI Newcastle. I can manage as

far as Luton from here

(Harrow), but after that am rather,

in a fog as to which towns to pass

through, being the best for motor
cycles. If you could let me have a

list of the main places en route I

should be obliged. On the return

we intend travelling vid the West
Coast, i.e., Carlisle, Shap, Preston,

Wigan, Shrewsbury, Oxford, and
London. But the return is not eo

important, as we shall not be in a

hurry after once leaving Newcastle.

—E.L.

Your best route from Luton would be

as follows : Luton, Hitchin, Biggles-

wade, Stilton, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Retford, Doncaster, Aberford,

Wetherby, Boroughbridge, Scotch

Corner, Darlington, Durham, and Now-
costle. Instead of coming home
through Wigan, etc., it would not be

a bad idea to follow this route:

Kendal, Ingleton, Settle, Skipton, and
Otley, from which you continue until

you strike the Oreat North Road again

just south of Wetherby.

J^Delectlve Seating In Carburetter Needle Valve.

I am interested in LB 816's

letter in The Motor Cycle re
'

' the petrol dripping from the

carburetter." I am suffering

from exactly the same trouble
myself. I have taken my carbu-

retter (which is a Longuemare) to

pieces, and have had the needle
ground in, but still the petrol rises

too high in the jet and overflows.

You state " that the weight on the

needle should be raised a fraction."

How can I do that? Do you mean
the weight to be attached to the top

of the actual needle itself, or to the
round brass cylinder through which
the needle goes? Would a little

solder do for a weight? I believe

myself the needle has not been ground
in quite straight, and conisequently

the little cylinder rubs against the

sides, and does not close properly,

hence the overflow in the next
chamber. Do you think a new
needle would put the matter right?

—J.O.H., Shrewsbury.

First of all make sure that the needle

valve itself beds properly on to ite

seating. You can test this by remov-

ing the float and noticing if petrol finds

its way past the needle point.

Secondly, if the level is too high (the

petrol should come to within about ^in.

of the top of the jet) raise the weight

slightly on the needle valve. The float

should be lifted off the valve and the

needle removed, and the weight held

in a gas flame for a few seconds. It

should then be placed between two
pieces of wood in the jaws of a vice,

and the end opposite the point of the

needle should be gently tapped. The
float may then be replaced and the

height of the petrol in the jet measured.

See the article which appeared in The
Motor Cycle on the subject on May 8th,

1907. The motor bicycle should be

perfectly level and not on a stand when
the level of the petrol is being tested.

Trembler Coll at Fault.

Could you suggest a few

JTl causes for a trembler coil re-

> fusing to vibrate? It has only

-!J lately started to do this. It will

tremble for, say, 20 sees., and

then the disc will stick to the iron

core and not come away. If I turn

back the contact screw it does not

vibrate at all. Can this be explained

by a short circuit anywhere, or accu-

mulator run down? As the latter

only gives 3.75 volts I have sent it

to be recharged, but a i-volt should

not make any difference to the coil.

The coil first started to do this after

adjusting the screw as you said—turn

back the screw until it misfires, and

then turn in a trifle and fix. As this

could have done no harm, it must

only be a coincidence.—H.E.A.

Probably the accumulator was showinf

a fictitious voltage, and contained :

less number of volts than was showi

on the voltmeter. 3.75 volts is nol

enough to work the coil properly, anc

probably you will find the coil will func

tion all right when accumulator is re

charged. If, however, the coil con

tinues to behave in the same way pro

bably a new blade is required. Als-

see that the platinum points are trtt

and clean, and that the platinum ha
not all disappeared. Sometimes whe;

locking the screw the adjustment of th

coil is upset.
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What the motor

cycle world has

been asking for

is embodied in the nevr

1908 MODEL
has

Direct Drive by
Beit,

"Dpuld" Spring

Foot Pests,

Improved Saddle
and Tool bag,

Improved Gear
Drive on Engine,

Motor Cycle Tyres
Low, comfortable

Frame,

Petrol Gauge.

and all the latest
refinements.

A practical lightweight, with direct
drive by V belt, and ample power
for hill-climbing.

That is what the new D.D. model
offers, and a glance at the
accompanying specification will
show how well every point has
been considered.

roll particular. e»a be had
by askiag for Ll.f D.D.

THE MOTO-REVE CO.,
138, GRAY'S INN RD.. W.C.'

PRICE

Complete,

at specified

and illustrated,

aad fitted ready

for immediate

tiic,
'

37
GUINEAS.

A few leading

Provincial Agencies

where the Moxo-

Reve may be in-

spected :

LIVERPOOL :

Meriey Light Motor Co.,

Central Hall BuMdIngt.

MANCHESTER:

G. p. Cookson & Broi,,

B11, Chester Road,

Old Traflord.

EDINBURGH :

Alexander & Co.,

108, Lothian Road.

BIRMINGHAM :

The Norton Manirtac-

tnrtnc Co., Ltd.,

Derltnid Bridge.

Trial

Trips

can

be

Arranged.

In anawerijig this advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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10,000 miles
without a puncture

!

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

The Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 119, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. Nov. ist, 1907

Gentlemen,—I have pleasure in forwarding you herewith a 2jin. Palmer Cord
Motor Cycle Cover and Tube which has now done nearly 10,000 miles, and as you
will see, is as good as ever.

I fitted it to the front wheel of my motor cycle in May, igo6, and took it off

to-day to see what it was like inside.

It has only once been touched with the pump since fitted, and has never been
punctured.

It has carried me safely through many important competitions, including;

A.C.C. Land's End to Tohn-o*-Groat's Trial, 1906 ; London to Plymouth ; and six

days' trial, 1907 ; M.C.C. London to Edinburgh, 1907, and also several long tours.

The ribs are not worn much, and both cover and tube look like being good
enough for next season.

Yours faithfully, H. GILLARD COVE.

Tiie Longevity
or

Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres
becomes more than a mere statement in face of the above experience; It is a fact!

Write for our Manual, gratis and post free.

THK PALMER TYRK, LTD.,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

THE

Premier Searchlight WEIGHT:
1 lb. 10 oz.

Compare this with that

of some of the clumsy

copies.

is now a recognised necessity on a modem motor
cycle. In a recently published voluntary testimonial
a deUghted user says it "FILLS A GAP that has been
open for so long." Now, belated copjdsts arc
claiming to fill that gap. But the gap can't be filled

twice. We were there first. We are not saying
much about the details of the PREMIER Searchlight
this week. Everybody knows now that the price is

^(\/_ INCLUriNG GENERATOR, and that it stands alone as the original

*^"/~» and ideal BRITISH-MADE Searchlight. In this advertisement we

want to introduce the

WARWICK Motor Cycle
(The Carsstyle Machine).

Price 45 Guineas.
with PREMIER Two-speed GEAR and ROC

(licensed) Internal-expanding CLUTCH.

It is a little in front of the others in the race
towards Perfection—not much, only two or
three seasons, perhaps—but it represents the

goal of development on present Unes. Wheel-
bases have been growing gradually longer, and
frames have been dropping lower, everv year. The wheclbase of the WARWICK is qft. long, and the saddle is 3iin.

from the ground. The rider sits in the saddle, and lets in the clutch with a peddl (car-style). He can start as

easily uphill as elsewhere. Traffic is more easily negotiated with the 4 h.p. engine fitted than it is with a 2 h.p.

engine without the PREMIER TWO-SPEED GEAR and ROC (licensed) Internal Expanding CLUTCH, which makes
these things possible, and renders pedals and pedal-gear obsolete.

IMIVIEDIATE DEUIVERY from Stock. Fullest details on application.

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD., Aston Road and Dartmouth street, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirahle that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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A Hyiterloos Fallnn.

Can you explain what makea
r~ an otherwise perfect machine

fail after, say, five miles on
half throttle against a
wind? The symptoms are a

sudden stop within a few yards, no
knocking, but a peculiar choking
noise as though piston was about to

seize. A hurried dismount proves
everything quite free, and engine re-

starts immediately when extra air is

closed. Lubrication ample, correct
mixture, engine not particularly hot,

magneto ignition all in perfect order,
petrol pipe clean, vent to petrol tank
and jet clean. Is there any truth in the
theory that float chamber can be
emptied faster than the supply can
be maintained?

—

Puzzled Secukdtjs.

The symptoms are peculiar but not un-

known to us. It sounds like tight

piston rings. The theory regardbig
float chamber could only be upheld if

the passage or passages from float

chamber to jet chamber were smaller

than the jet, or there was some com-
munication between jet chamber and
float chamber other than the petrol

duct. We should recommend an ex-

amination of piston rings and cylinder,

also see that needle valve does not
stick or float may jam against sides of

float chamber, and by its failure to sink
it keeps needle valve closed. The
point of needle valve should not be
same taper as hole, or it may stick in

the hole ; it should only bear evenly on
top of cone.

Touilns.tlomlYoik to Devoulilis.

Next month I intend motor^ cycling from Tork to Exeter
^ (Devonshire). As I do not
-I-l know that part of the country

at all I am writing to ask you
if you could kindly tell me what
counties and towns, etc., are worth
seeing. As I have the three Con-
tour Road Books I shall have r.o

difficulty in finding the road if I know
where I want to go.;—B.M., York.

The route we presume you would follow
we give hereunder : York, Doncaster,
Worksop, Mansfield, Derby, Burton,
Tamworth, and Coventry. Here the
country becomes more interesting.

Kenilworth (famous for its castle), War-
wick (also famous for its castle), Strat-

ford-on-Avon (the birthplace of Shake-
speare), Broadway (an exceedingly pic-

turesque village at the foot of the Cots-

wold Hills, the home of Madame de
Navarro, Miss Mary Anderson), Chel-
tenham, Gloucester (famous for its

cathedral), while in the neighbourhood
is Tewkesbury (which contains a fine

abbey), Stroud, Bath (here Bath Abbey
will be found interesting), and Radstock.
Halfway between this town and Wells is

the turning to the village of Priddy,
which you had better look for on the
local maps. From this village Cheddar
Gorge is best approached, which is a

remarkably fine piece of scenery. This,

of course, is out of your way. Having
seen Cheddar Gorge you would proceed
south vid Axbridge, Bridgwater, and
Taunton. If you do not go to Cheddar
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Gorge continue straight on to Wells
(famous for its cathedral), Glastonbury
(famous for its abbey), and continue to
Taunton through Ottery and Durston.
From Taunton you reach Exeter vid
Cullompton.

Dry Battery Ignition.

I use a 3i h.p. light tricar

as a runabout, and a large
amount of my riding consists
of short distances, say five to

ten miles, and then perhaps ;i

spell of a week or so during which I

do not use machine. I find the usual
method of accumulator ignition a
source of trouble under these condi-
tions on account of the constant re-

charging, whether the machine i«

used or not, to say nothing of that
uncertain feeling as to whether accu-
mulators are run down or not. Do
you advise ignition by dry battery
(trembler coil)? Do dry batteries
run down of their own accord, or
deteriorate in any way by keeping if

properly switched off? Are they de-
stroyed when used up?—F.H.W.

Under the circumstances a dry battery
might be of assistance, but it is abso-
lutely essential that a plain coil is used.
All batteries run down quicker if used
with a trembler coil, which is usually
more wasteful in current than a plain
coil. When a dry battery has run
down it is no further use without a lot
of messing, which is not worth the
bother. Dry cells deteriorate of theii
own accord, but not so much if kept
in a cool place.

Be the query raised by "A.M."
(Hanley). He will not find dual coil

ignition workable on his Minerva, that

is, if he intends using a plain and
trembler coil. I recently made a

similar kind of experiment, also on a

3i h.p. Minerva, fitting up_ a very fine

distributer coil off a six-cylinder Napier
car, and as you point out, even with
a very fine trembler coil a slight re-

setting on the timing is necessary. It

is not possible on a Minerva to effect

this by resetting the sparking cam as

it fits on a square shaft, but a tooth

in the timing did it in my case.

With this very high speed trembler, I

get better results than with any plain

coil or magneto, as it starts from a

lame walking pace and fires perfectly

at slowest speeds, has large contacts,

and as far as I can see takes less cur-

rent than the previous plain coil. With
a good accumulator I anticipate it will

require less attention than a magneto.
A good trembler coil will work per-

fectly with the Minerva make and
break. With regard to the mysterious
trouble -raised by your correspondent,
I have known exactly the same thing
occur on a Minerva through a crack in

exhaust valve seating, this expanding
as engine got hot, hence falling off in

power.—^DlSTEIBUTER.

About a month ago I wrote to you
as to the difficulties I had with my
2| h.p. Bradbury motor cycle. It would
not climb the slightest hill unassisted.
You very kindly gave me some hints as
to larger jet for carburetter. This

READERS' REPLIES.
made very little difference, if any. 1

fitted new piston rings myself ; this im-

proved the compression, but seemed to

make very little difference in the climb-

ing. A few days ago I took my
machine to a motor works in despair,

and the people there found that the ex-

haust valve was wrongly timed, and
the explosion did not occur until the

piston was half-way down because the

valve was not closed. I have since

tried the machine, and it flies up the

hills.—J.F.P., Bath.
I see that "A.M." in your issue for

March 25th has difficulty with his

engine stopping. I had a similar ex-

perience with a small single-cylindered

car a short time back. It would run

perfectly for some miles, and then, as

if some heavy load had been put on the

car, it would slow down and stop. At
first I judged the piston seizing, and
afterwards the back axle at fault, but

it was subsequently found that the

cause of the difficulty was the carbu-

retter flooding. I would advise

"A.M." to first see that this is in

first-rate order before touching the elec-

trical circuit. Of course, in this case,

flooding the carburetter would only

tend to make things worse. I would
suspect the needle valve binding, and
so erratically working.—H. Lomas.

With reference to the frequently re-

curring complaint in your journal of

misfiring in one cylinder of twin
engines, possibly my experience may
assist, at least, some of the querists.

In the early part of Iset season I was

troubled with intermittent misfiring in

one cylinder of my 5 h.p. Peugeot
twin engine. This occurred chiefly at
any attempt to throttle. The inference
was, of course, that the tension of tho
A.I. valve springs was at fault. I re-
peatedly adjusted these valves with the
greatest of care, ascertaining on each
occasion that the tension of springs,
and the lift of each, was precisely
similar ; nevertheless, the annoying mis-
firing was still in evidence. Eventuallv
I observed that the plunger in dome
above the front inlet valve was in con-
stant motion while the engine was run-
ning, and upon closer examination dis-
covered that the spring of plunger had
weakened considerably, and from con-
stant vibration of plunger the hole
through which it passes had worn
abnormally large, thereby admitting a
considerable quantity of air to that
cylinder. Upon rectifying this the mis-
firing ceased at once, and the range of
the throttle lever increased accord-
mgly.—J. C. Daniels.

"THE AUTOCAfi" contains each
WMk much interesting inform-
ation which, although written in
regard to motor cars, is also
applicable to tricars and motor
bicycles. It is published weekly,
price 3d., and can be obtained froiv

all newsaifentsand bookstalls
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Experiences on BrooRIands
Track. Illustrated.

Motor Cycle Touring.
A Paper read by Mr. A. Candler be.

fore the members of the A.C.U.

5-1?-

SeT«B MedloarMen la One Clnb.

It is interesting to note that there

are at present seven doctors in the

Great Yarmouth and District Motor
Cycle Club.

The A.C.U. Chairman.

We regret to hear that the chairman
of the A.C.U., Mr. Eobert Todd, has
been confined to his bed with a severe

attack of bronchitis.

Dinners to RIpIejr Roadmenders.

The fund for the Eipley Road-
menders' dinners and entertainments

has now reached a total of £17 5s. 9d.

The third dinner was on Saturday last,

at the Anchor Hotel, Eipley.

The Meet ot Motor Cyclists at Richmond.

Two more clubs have arranged a run

to Richmond, Yorks., on Good Friday,

viz., the Scarborough M.C. and the

York County M.C.C., making a total of

nine clubs attending this inter-club meet.

The Brooklands Race.

It has now been decided that the

first open motor cycle race at Brook-
lands will be contested on Easter Mon-
day. The full list of entries will be
found on another page of this issue.

Found by " The Motor Cycle."

Whilst a writer in a car paper and
others are putting in similar claims,

Cudham was undisputably "dis-

covered " by our Southern correspon-

dent. The first report of a trial and
an illustration of the hill and descrip-

tion of same appeared in The Motor
Cycle as far back as April, 1906. Other
Cudham claimants please copy.

The April Fool's Day Trick.

Anent the April 1st ' bargain " re-

ferred to in these columns last week,
we have since heard that the first tele-

gram accepting the offer arrived a few
minutes after 8 o'clock on the morn-
ing of publication of TJie Motor Cycle.

and at 8.30 a man came with a van
prepared to take the motor cycle away,
then more telegrams, and by 11.30 a.m.

twenty people had called with the

money in their hands demanding the

£20 bargain in motor cycles. Some of

the would-be bargain buyers got very

nasty, and one individual, who wanted
to fight, said he rame from Peckham.

, These quick results go to prove the

domand for motor cycles, but we hope
there will not be another April Fool's

Day trick.

Infringing Patent Rights.

Like many another patented article

the Watawata belt has not lacked imi-

tations, and in Franco particularly

Messrs. 0. and W. Ormerod have had
to take legal proceedings against

parties for deliberate infringement of

patent rights. Proceedings have just

terminated in a judgment in favour of

Messrs. Ormerod with substantial

damages in two cases.

THE NEXT ISSUE.

IN consequence of the Easter

Holidays" Ihe Motor Cycle" for

next week will be published one

day later than usual, i.e., Thursday

morning, instead of Wednesday.

Open Sesame.

The A. A. recently organised a little

continental trip for Mr. Charles Jarrott

and his motor car, and incidentally re-

lieved him of all worry and trouble in
' connection with the shipping and un-

I shipping of the car and "clearing" it

through the Customs at Boulogne. The
following is a copy of the telegram from

I the A. A. to Major Stevens, Gare Mari-

]

time, Boulogne :
" Charles Jarrott and

i

car AA 6000 arrive Boulogne first ser-

: vice April 2 en route Italy, wants
i clearance, permis circulation, but no

j

.
license, make violent love French Cus-

1
toms, establish record, want eighty

1 litres essence." We understand that

1 on the day above-mentioned Mr.
!

Jarrott was heading due South exactly
four minutes from the moment the boat
stopped at Boulogne Quay. The above
is truly a princely and luxurious
method of travel, and not at all com-
patible with our experience of cross-

Channel passages. Motor cycles appear
to be allowed to travel on sufferance,

are usually relegated to the uttermost
depths of the luggage deck, and no pro-
vision is made for slinging them unless

a rough rope and two heavy iron hooks
can be called such. However, we were
not members of the A. A., and future
experience may be more pleasurable
when provided with the magic badge
which ought to be supplemented with
the letters O.S. (open Sesame).

Speed Limit on the Great North Road.

A ten miles speed limit will come
into effect on Easter Monday in the
parish of Colsterworth. The stretch of

road to which the regulation applies

extends from the junction of the Great
North Road with the northern end of

Back Lane, to the milestone indicating
102 miles from London.
A New Four-cylinder F.N.

What is to be known as the 1908i;
pattern F.N. four-cylinder motor bi-

cycle has made its appearance on the
American market. The engine is a

5 h.p. compared with 4^ h.p. in 1907,

a 20in. frame is used instead of a 22in.,

also a special ball bearing Bosch mag-
neto, and heavier tread tyres.

Open Motor Cycle Hill-cUmlis.

Owing to the amount of inconveni-
ence caused by competitors in open hill-

climbs practising on a hill for days
prior to the event, the committee of

the A.C.U. has decided that it will not

in future grant a permit to any club

unless the following clause is inserted

in the regulations :
" Any competitor

found practising on the hill prior to th.

competition will be disqualified from
competing in the event, and his name
will be submitted to the Auto Cycle
Union."
Petrol Imports Fluctuate.

1,529.420 gallons of petroleum spirii

were imported last month compared
with 747.873 in March, 1907, and

3,613,431 gallons in 1906.

Imports of Motor Cycles.

Fewer motor cycles were imported
last month as compared with 1905 and

1907, the 115 machines imported beirj

valued at £2,998 and parts £2.514-
£5,512. During the three months
ended 31st March the imports reachei

a value of £17,190, as compared wit)

£22.135 last year and £20.892 in 1906

The Exports.

Seventy-six British motor cycle

were exported last month, which, tc

gether with parts, were valued s

£4.321. The number exported froi

Januarv 1st to March 31st was 184 tlii

year, 173 in 1907, and 194 in 190(

Together with parts the total value ^

the three months British exports was
1906. 1907. 1908.

£12.442. £14,448. £13.229.
Add to above the exports of foreis

motor cycles, and the figures ai

£13.965, £16,662, and £15,019 respe

tively.
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The Motor Cycle Baoing Outlook.

The most attractive item at a cycle

race meet is a motor cycle race, and
London sports promoters now seem

alive to this fact, as we hear an increas-

ing number of motor cycle events will

be included in the principal London
meetings this year.

Auto Cycle Union.

The next Quarterly Trial for motor
cycles over the usual course will be

held on Wednesday. April 29th.

The annual open hill-climb will

be held on ilay 15th. if possible

in private grounds, and the sec-

retary of the Union will be
pleased to hear of any place suit-

able for the purpose.

The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.

The work of checking and
tabulating the replies on the

forms circulated with our issue

of March 18th is proceeding
apace, and very shortly we hope
to publish the whole of the
figures, which are sure to prove
most interesting.

'0 Nottingbaui and District Motor
Cyclists.

Reverting to our paragraph
pointing out that Nottingham is

>ne of the few large towns with-
3ut a motor cycle club, Mr. E.
3. Young writes that when lie

started one year ago it was a
ittle too early. He is of opinion
,hat there are plenty who would
ioin a motor cycle club in Not-
ingham now, and is willing to
ive his heartiest support- to any
novement to form a club. Those
iders interested would do well
o communicate with iMr. Young.
His address is Trent Bridge, Notting-
lam.

'he Meet of Motor Cyclists at Richmond.

The following programme is in the
lands of the Middlesbrough and Dis-
rict M.O.C. : 11 a.m., arrive Eich-
nond, explore castle, etc ; 12.45 p.m.,
onference with other clubs at Town
Hall. Business, election of chairman

and secretary for 1909 meet, selection

of meeting place, etc. 1.30 p.m.,
official photograph for The Motor Cycle
in Priory Grounds (if possible) ; 2 p.m.,
luncheon; 3 p.m., football match North
V. South; 5.30 p.m., tea; 5.15 p.m.,
disperse for home.

Lightweight Motor Bicycle Tilab.

The Automobile Club of Nice will

hold a lightweight motor bicycle trial

from the 25th to the 27th of April in-

§^'©/®/§/©/a/®/®/©/©/®/@/@/S/®/©/©/©/'®/'@/'||

FUTURE EVENTS.

April x6-20—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

„ 17—Inter-club Meet o£ Northern motor cyclists at
Richmond, Yorks.

„ 18 and 20—Brooklands Car and Motor Cycle Races,

,, 19 (Easter Monday)—Lincolnshire M.C.C. Hill Climb.

„ 22-28—Auto Cycle Club of France Reliability Trials.

„ 25—Hertfordshire County A.C! Open Hill-climb for

Motor Cycles.

„ 39—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

May 2—M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

„ 6—"The Motor Cycle" Special Spring Number
„ 9—Brooklands Motor Races.

„ 9—Essex M.C. Open Hill Climb.

„ i6—A.C.U. Annual Hill Climb.

June 5-8—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run and return for

Schulte Cup Competition, and special cup for

motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Challenge Cup.

.. A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

Jijy 4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.
„ 13-18—A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Si.x

Days' Reliability Trial.

,, 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug, 3-4—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

^^/^/^/^/^/^/^/^/^/^/^/W^/^/^/^/^/^'^^%

elusive. The machines will be sub-

jected to a trial on rough and moun-
tainous roads, a speed trial on the flat,

and a hill-climbing contest. The com-
petition is open to motor cycles of any
weight, and will be divided into two
classes, one for single cylinder, the
other for multi-cylinder machines. At
the end of the trial competitors in each
class will be placed in accordance with
the total weight of machine and rider.
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The reliability test will be held on a
course about twenty-five miles in

length. The speed trial will be with a,

flying start, and for the hill-climbing
contest competitors will have to cover
a portion of the La Turbie (a formid-
able hill). Pedalling will not be per-

mitted.

Tbe 1903 London to Edinburgh Run.

In the preliminary announcement of

the Motor Cycling Club's famous
annual competition—^the London
to Edinburgh run—a copy of

which has just reached us, one
or two important alterations are

to be found. In the first place,

the entry fees have been raised.

For the single journey to Edin-
burgh a fee of 10s. 6d. will be
charged, but if it is desired to
enter for the Schulte Cup or the
JI.C.C. Challenge Cup, or both,
the sum of one guinea will be
e.facted. This has been done
with the object of excluding
those people who join the cIuId

simply and solely for this com
petition and leave other club
events unsupported . Silver medals
in place of certificates will be
given this year to all who reach
Edinburgh inside 30 hours. Mrs.
Marshall, of the George Hotel,
Grantham, has kindly decided to

invite all the competitors to

breakfast at her expense, and
lastly, it has been arranged to

start the two-wheeled machines
first, the three-wheeled second,
and lastly the four-wheeled
vehicles —• a really sensible

arrangement. This year Mr. S.

H. Fry is in charge of this im-
portant event.
Motor Legislation in Belgium.

A new .Motor Act has been passed in

Belgium, which provides that all cars
must carry numbers front and rear, the
latter to be illuminated at night, but
tliia ruling does not apply to motor
cycles. Another provision is that
motor cyclists are allowed to use the
byeways and tracks hitherto reserved
for cyclists.

Meet of members of the Perth and District M.C.C, on the occasion ot a speed Judging competition.
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MOTOR CYCLE TOURING.*
Mr. B. Chatterton took tlw chair, and introduced the

lecturer, and remarked thai Mr. Candler was one of the

pioneers of motor cycle, touring in this kingdom. Anyone
who liad the plei.siire of touring with bim would find him an

excellent companion. Mr. Candler was a great man at seeing

the sights and beauties of the country and meeting with all

sorts of adventures, and would no doubt give a very inter-

esting discourse on the experiences one has in touring on a

motor cycle. (Cheers.)

Mr. Candler said that it was with great pleasure he had

received the invitation from the Auto Cycle Union to come

to address them on the important subject of motor cycle

touring, and for the reason that he thought it a subject

that had not been treated with the cardiahty it deserved.

He apologised for not following custom by submitting his

remarks in the form of a paper, which they could have in

their hands—a method which had its advantages, though it

was desirable at times to have a change, and he would be less

formal and more conversational. Some people liked walking

tours. He knew a gentleman who used to go ©very year a

tour round the coast, ""taking train to a certain part,' and then

following the coast line on foot, and in this way he toured the

whole coast nf Great Britain. The following year aft«r coiii-

pletion he died. (Laughter.) Some people liked to take a

train journey, say to Lucerne, by a very much-advertised

five-guinea trip, with all its discomforts of railway compart-

ments with ten persons, and arrive after a twenty-four hours'

journey exliausted, stay aljout three or five days, and then

come back home, having done Switzerland. Such a trip in

ninety-nine out of a hundred cases will have done no good.

The Bos' Form of Holiday.

He thought the very best way a holiday could be enjoyed

was any form of motor touring. He needed not to go into

the doctor's argument—the way in which the quick passage

of the air pumps oxygen into the lungs—it was too obvious

;

but, speaking seriously, there ' was a case on record of a

doctor who was dying of consumption, and had about a month

more to live, when a friend quite by accident took him for

a drive of one hundred miles by motor. It did him >o much

good and made him so happy that his friend took him more

drives, and. strangelv enough, it seemed to be curing the

disease. They kept up the treatment, and it is a, positive fact

that that -genUeniau was absolutely' cured, and is now able to

go back to his work again, and is still well. Motor touring

was strongly to be comraended.

Before one could go for a tour one must own a motor

cycle, and he now came to a part of the subject which would

lead to discussion—the proper type of machine for a motor

cycle tour. For the moment lie woidd leave aside patterns

having sidecars and those horrible things called trailers, and

would confine his reniai-ks to motor bicycles. Undoubtedly

we have a most perfect form of machine for touring, but he

would go so far as to say that there is very little future

for the motor cycle industry developed on the lines of

creating those monsters capable of 52.4 miles per hour. The

machine that is capable of doing that is not suitable for motor

cycle touring, and clubs (probably the Auto Cycle
^

Union)

are to be blamed for not organising competitions which will

cause manufacturers to make a machine which will be better

for motor cycle touring. A two-speed gear is absolutely

indispensable" if you would have a motor cycle that will take

you in any part of the country; and by two-.speed gear he

"did not mean gears that would be capable of up to two

hundred miles only before bursting up. Manufacturers are to

be blamed for putting on the market two-speed gears that

have not been thoroughly tested before getting into the hands

of the public. All these things ought to be tested thousands

of miles before being put on the market. This was the cause

why so few tour and why few, considering the vast field there

is, invest in a motor bicycle. It would be safe to say there

are 300,000 people who could afford to buy a motor bicycle, if

they could feel sure it was reasonably reliable and suitable

for motor cycle touring. Well, one required a two-speed

gear that is reliable and would stand 10,000 miles without

spending rnonev on repairing ; a good clutch that would

enable one to start again on any hill that one may stop on

to admire the scenery. These things were essential to the

]iioper article for touring. As things stand at pre'^ent, the

most suitabl e motor bicycle is the single-cylinder. Here (the

• A lecture bv Mr. A. randier delivered before the members of the

.\uto Cycle Union ou Friday. April 10th.

i
speaker continued) he was on very debatable ground he kne
but with regard to power he favoured a 3 to 3^ h.p.-

machine weighing at present about 140 lbs.

The Luggage Question.
With regard to luggage, every person has a differe

opinion. Some people can go away with a tooth brusl

others want apparatus even to the extent of evening dr<

for dinner. It is very necessary to have a dust cc

mackintosh. It occupies small space, and keeps one diy
stormy weather. Something else, indeed, was needed, a

that is a suitable companion. Reverting to the questi

previously dealt with casually—why do so few people tour

the motor cycle, and why are there so few motor cycl

seeing the potentialities are 300,000 people?—he thought t

answer was because motor cycles made, say, six or sev

years ago were so utterly unreliable, but motor cycles at t

present day are made so that one can go big tours wi

absolute certainty ; in fact, with more certainty than peo]

could, twenty years ago, tour with an ordinary bicyc

Wh.it a grand sport the public are missing." They ;

frightened. Fie came across a man with a motor bicy-

years ago, and asked him, are these things any good? a

the stranger replied that they were the biggest fraud of t

century. (Laughter.) Of course, such things made 1

impressions. He had had the curiosity when touring to son

people, and they had told him they were frightened, tl

the things were so unreliable.

A Suggestion to Popularise the Motor Cycle
He wished he could hit on some plan to let people kii

that things are not now what they were. He had thou

that a band of amateurs might mount their machines, go
a tour, say, from London to Land's End, about 100 miles

day, stop at big towns, exhibit their machines, and lect

and expound, so that the local papers took it up. It wc
be a splendid thing for manufacturers. He spoke of amate
because the general public have an idea that trials are m
on a special cycle, and not on a stock machine.
But one of the most fascinating ways of lea rning geogra

was by motor cycling tours. There were different ways
touring, as all knew; some people preferred to take a oei

and then go about 100 miles and come back to the a
hotel. Another way is to start and do everything by n
unless you cross the Channel ; and for our own country i

did not think one could have a better three weeks' holi
1

than by taking one of the routes—not the main roads, I

one of the circuitous routes of probably three times (

mileage—in order to see the pretty places. It is as wel (

pick out the pretty spots and make up one's mind to ' I

them.
Doing everything by motor is much more fascinating 1

1

taking a centre, and it is not a bad plan to do as some <
-

go a big distance, say to Moscow, and come back by ti

If one had three weeks or a month's holiday one might

to Siberia and back.

Some people cannot get away in summer, and motor t
••

ing in this country in winter, with its fogs and rain and ii

and snow, is not the most enjoyable form of holiday mak ;

but in a very few hours you can get into real summer n

twenty-four ihoui-s to Marseilles, another twenty-four N b

Africa. He would show anyone a way of doing that, sh <i

anyone want to get away to North Africa for .a mo '

There the roads were as fine as any in England or Fra '

The Swiss tour was, of course, a fascinating foi-m of holi I,

and one of the cheapest ways was to motor to the T( T

Bridge and take the General Steam Navigation Co.'s boa «

Ostend (first-class return ticket 10s. 6d., bicycle tickets.

6d.), and motor from Ostend to Belgium; thence to Swi r-

land, touring there for a week, and coining back by a difff i'

route through France.

With regard to foreign touring, he thought people

tour cannot be too careful. Countries judge nations by >

type i>f individuals they are accustomed to see.
" He would give one lilJtIe hint with regard to motor tou;f

You must always make some arrangement with a compaW
where to meet in case yon lost one another. He had ki''"

parties spoilt by one member taldng a wrong road and IdS

sight of his companions for the rest of the holiday. It »*

also essential to make a note of your hotel.

In order to enjoy a motor cycle tour, it is essentii l«

make up one's mind what one intends to do well in adv^CJ

I
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of the tour. Study the locality, the people's habits, and
anticipnt-e the pleasures weeks before hand. Some people
boast they do not make up their mind where they will go
for a holiday until they get there, and the speaker thought
that was courting disaster, especially with regard to a motor
tour. Take a camera with you, and you will then have some-
thing to look back upon.

Touring Conditions Now and Seven Yeafs Ago.
The facilities for touring now are very different from those

of seven years ago when he began. Then one had to cany a
little book to know where to buy petrol ; places for recharging
were two or three hundred miles apart. With the aid of

the Auto Cycle Union and the Touring Club de France people
need not be afraid of touring abroad or of the formalities

attaching thereto. To the question, what is the good of

visiting these places on a motor bicycle when one has visited

them on an ordinary bicycle? he replied that one method is

very different from the other. On a motor bicycle the
panorama was different, and on an ordinary bicycle it would
be necessary for him to carry half a dozen flannel shirts ; on
a motor bicycle one arrives at the end of a run fresh and
cool and comfortable, even on the hottest day.

The motor cycle press gives valuable informntion as to
tours, etc. It was pleasant on going over a familiar road to

luve one's memory called back to associations of various
kinds. There was hardly a mile on some routes where he had
not some association, pleasant or unpleasant, such as that
his battery ran out here or his tyre burst there ; and these
memories are doubly pleasant nowadays, when motor bicycles

are so very reliable.

On the point of the £ s. d. of motor cycling, lie thought
there would be much mixed talk. Roughly speaking, one
could run, with decent luck, for ^d. per mile with a 3^ h.p.

machine; in other words, enjoy 5,000 miles in a year for a
£5 note.

Through the kindness of the Cycle Campers' Association
he had some slides to show, illustrating how to enjoy more
deeply still the fascinating holiday of touring. With a
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camping outfit one could tour at a cost of 15s. pei- week, with
ail the delightful freedom of open air life.

Before closing his remarks he would refer to the abuse of
the sport, to which he was led by having his attention drawn
to some motorists who, instead of spending their week-ends
touring, race about with open exhail-st.

-Mr. Candler closed his lecture by reading an extract from
Rudyard Kipling, to be found in the " Complete Motorist,"
by Filson Young, commencing: "But the chief end of my
motor," etc.

[For the discussion, see next week's issue.]

>-•••—«
FIRST MOTOR CYCLE RACE ON

BROOKLANDS TRACK.
To be run on Easter Monday, April 20th.

For motor bicycles of which the engines, if twin-

cylinder, do not exceed 80 mm. by 98 mm. for each
cylinder. Distance, about five and a half miles.

List of Entrants.
Mr. W. W. Genn.

Mr. W. G. McMinnies.
Mr. Guy Lee-Evans.

Mr. H. Reed.
Mr. W. Pollard.

Mr. W. H. Wells.

Mr. Arthur G. Forster.

Mr. Edwin Gwynne.
Mr. W. H. Bashall.

Mr. G. Schink.

Mr. F. Toman.
Mr. H. A. Collier.

Mr. E. Kickham.
Mr. J. B. Hanafin.

Mr. O. C. Godfrey.

Mr. A. G. Reynolds.

Mr. O. L. Bickford.

Mr. C. R. Collier.

Mr. Cory Hurford.
Mr. E. C. W. Fitzherbert.

Mr. H. Shanks.
Mr. F. W. Applebee.
Mr. H. A. Cooper.

Lieut. J. C. Davis, R.N.
Twenty so\'ereigns or a cup to the entrant of the

winner, at his option. Five sovereigns or a medal to

the entrant of the second, at his option.

CLUB NEWS.
Worcestershire M.C.C.

Good Friday tun to Stratford-on-Avon, meet 2.30 p.m.

Easter Monday, reliability trial. Saturday, 25th inst., run

to Malvern.

Falkirk and District M.C.C.

A motor cycle club called the Falkirk and District Motor
Cycle Club was formed at Falkirk on the 9th inst. The Rev.

Mr. Wright was elected president, Dr. Watt and Mr. Salve-

sen vice-presidents. Hon. secretary Dr. Shanks, hon.

treasurer J. Borland. The club expects to number forty

two members.
Perth and District M.C.C.

The club held a very successful speed guessing competition

on Saturday, April 11th, the route being Perth, Methven,

Amulree, Dunkeld, Caputh. and Murthly, to Stanley. There

were sixteen entrants, of whom thirteen completed the course.

Those who finished within time limit in their order of merit

were: W. J. Sommerville, J. A. Livingston, and R. S. Shaw
(tied), C. Livingston, J. W. Robertson, J. P. Crichton, J.

Adamson, G. A. Gibb, and W. G. Pople. The members
afterwards had tea in White's Hotel, Stanley, and the whole

run was much enjoyed.

Western District M.C. (London).

A most successful smoking concert was held at the Milford

Hotel, Hounslow, on Thursday, the 9th inst., by the above

club. There was a large attendance of members and their

friends and a most enjoyable evening was spent. Some amuse-

ment was caused by a humorous programme drawn up by
one of the members.
A speed-judging contest was held on the 11th inst., the

course being from the thirteenth milestone on the Bath Road
to Henley and finish at the ifiltord Hotel, Hounslow—

a

' distance of forty-eight miles. The competitors had to run
' in pairs and finish together to qualify for a prize. A showery

I

morning kept many away, and four pairs were dispatched on

j
the journey. All tiuished close to the time allowed, and the

winners proved to be Messrs. N. Hall and F. Ritchie, who

were eight and a half minutes out. Heavy rain fell during
the run. Members who wish to attend the Brooklands races
are requested to meet at the Milford at 10 a.m. on Saturday,
the 18th, and Monday, 20th.

The Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The committee has arranged the opening run to take place
on Easter Monday to Bridlington, where the members of the
Scarborough Motor Club and the Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C. Clubs will be met at 1.30, and dinner partaken of at

the Station Hotel.

Richmond, the venue of the Northern meet of motor
cyclists, has also been put on the club's programme for Good
Friday, and it is hoped that the attendance at both runs
will be satisfactory. An enjoyable time is already assured
on both occasions. The times of starting are : Richmond,
5.30 p.m. on Thursday, staying overnight at the Windmill
Hotel, York, and 7 a.m. on Good Friday. Bridlington, 9.30
a.m. on Easter Monday, lunch at 1.30.

York will again be visited on Military Sunday, April 26th;
dinner at 1.30 at the Windmill Hotel ; start from Hull at

8 a.m.
All runs will start from Paragon Square (Soldiers' Monu-

ment). The club photograph will be taken before the start

on Easter Monday. The committee will gladly welcome ; ny
visitors to these meets. The club membership is now 82.

Hampstead C. and M.C.

The opening meet and concert held on the 11th inst. at

the R«d Lion Hotel, High Barnet, proved a great success,

eighty members and friends being present. Mr. C. Homan
(captain) presided. An excellent programme was provided,

and a most enjoyable evening was spent.

For Easter the club wiU make its headquarters at Ve Olde
King's Head, Ivinghoe, near Tring, and impromptu runs
will b© held daily. April 25th, meet Tally Ho, Finchley,

4.30 p.m. prompt; destination, Hitchin. Tea at Hunt's
Temperance Hotel. Hon. secretary, C. H. Cave, 3. High
Street, Highgate, N.
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The Bnrton-on-Trent and District M.C.C.

The opening run will be held on Good Friday, the start

being from the headquarters, the George Hotel, at 2 p.m.,

and the afternoon will be spent at Dovedale. On Easter
Monday there will be a run to Buxton, commencing at 10 a.m.

York County M.C.C.

This club is also taking part in the great inter-club run
to Richmond on Good Friday, and a run has been arranged
to Scarborough (Pavilion Hotel) for the 19th inst ; meet City
Square, nine o'clock.

Scarboroagh and District M.C.

On Good Friday the run is to Kichmond, North Yorkshire,
and on Easter Monday to Bridlington to meet the Hull and
East Riding A.C.O. and the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
Lunch, Station Hotel, at 1.30. On Easter Tuesday afternoon
the run is to Helmsley vid Pickering. Tea at the Swan
Hotel,' Helmsley, at 4.30. A special prize has been promised
for the member who heads the list for attending and com-
pleting official club runs during 1908.

Coventry IM.C.

The Coventry to Holyhead run, which is being organised
by the Coventry M.C, will take place on May 30th, starting

from Coventry at 7 a.m. Legal limit must not be exceeded,
and certificates will be awarded to all competitors who com-
plete the distance in twelve hours. Checkers and marshals
will be required at Shrewsbury, Llangollen, Menai, and Holy-
head. Will any local motorists, who would be willing to help
on that date, kindly communicate with the hon. sec, Mr.
E. W. Walford, 18, Hertford Street, Coventry?
A run has been . arranged to the Red Lion Hotel, Banbury,

for Saturday, April 25th.

Edinburgh M.C.C. (Formerly Dunedln M.C.C.)

At the annual general meeting of the Dunedin M.C.C, it

was resolved, in view of the geographical inaccm'acy of the

name, as well as for other local reasons, to change the title of

the club to "The Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club." Mr.
Campbell McGregor, 2, GreehhiU Place, Edinburgh, was re-

appointed hon. secretary, with the S.C.U. official, Mr. , A.
Allan Hay, as his assistant. In view of nothing being settled

definitely between the A.C.U. and the S.C.U., it was decided
not to affiliate, but to wait till matters are settled at head-
quarters and then consider the question.

Lancasldre M.C.C,

The general monthly meeting of the above club took place

on the 2nd inst., Mr. F. H. Wilkinson in the chair. It was
decided to alter the maximum engine dimensions of the 2^ hip.

class in the forthcoming hill-climo to 74 x 76 mm. It was also

decided to include sidecars in the passenger class. The follow-

ing new members were proposed and duly elected : J. Riley,

G. Harrison, T. Hoghton, — WUson, H. G. Bee, C. R. Brown,
K. Jameson, A. Sykes, and W. Jackson, all of Preston. At
the conclusion of the business the Rev. W. J. Sumner read a
paper on " The History and Development of the Internal Com-
bustion Engine.

"

S.E. Auto Cycle Association.

Motor cyclists in the S.E. district are invited to attend a

mass meeting that is being called to-morrow (Thursday) even-

ing at eight o'clock at the Green Man Hotel, Southend, on
the Sevenoaks Road, when the new S.E. Auto Cycle Associa-

tion will be formally inaugurated. The new body will especi-

ally safeguard the interests of motor cyclists in the S.E.

district, and the programme and other interesting matters

will be discussed. The nearest rail station to Southend is

Beckenham Lane (S.E. and C Railway), and it is within

short walking distance of Catford.

The Liverpool M.C.

The committee has mapped out an Easter tour of about
400 miles, extending over four days (Friday, April 17th, to

Monday, April 20tl]), and comprising some of the most beauti-

ful places and scenery of North Wales. Working on the

principle that a club tour should not be a speed event or

mileage record, easy day stages of as near as possible ninety

miles have been arranged, leaving ample time to enjoy to the

fullest extent the great number of exquisitely beautiful spots

and places of interest met en route. The stopping places for

each night will be ; Friday, Ludlow ; Saturday, Aberystwyth ;

Sunday, Bettws-y-coed ; Monday, Liverpool. Members intend-

ing to take part must notify the hon. secretary, E. L. Fehr,

22, Preeson's Row, Liverpool, at once.

DnbUn and District M.C.C.

On Good Friday members meet at Steam Tram Station,

Terenure, for run vid Blessington to Baltinglass, at 11 a.m.

On Saturday, April 18th, start from Donnybrook Bridge at

3 p.m., for three days' tour to Waterford and back. Jlembers
not going to Waterford will accompany the tourists as far

,
as Ashford, Co. Wicklow. Monday, April 20th, meet at

Gough Monument, Phoenix Park, at 11 a.m., for run to Navari'

,

and Kells. ';

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

For the opening run to Richmond on Good Friday, mem-
bers will meet at Coach and Horses Inn, between Low Fell

and Birthy 9 a.m. On vSaturday, April 25th, there will be

a slow hill-climb on Benton Bank, Armstrong Bridge, New-
castle. Three classes will be included—First, for single

geared machines (minimum gear 5 to 1) ; second, variable

gears ; third, passenger machines. Entry fee. Is. Start at

3 p.m. No pedalling allowed.

Cheltenham and District M.C.C.

At a general meeting held on Thursday last, it was unani-

mously decided to affiliate to the A.C.U. conditionally that the

A.C.U. accept all responsibility of cancelling the old No. 2

agreement.
The opening run will be held on Good Friday ; meet at

the Lansdown at 11 a.m. Tea at the Belle Vue Hotd.
Malvern. All motor cyclists are cordially invited.

A speed-judging competiton will be held early in May.
Motor cyclists desirous of joinmg should write to the hon.

secretary, Mr. H. A. Cooke, 274, High Street, Cheltenham.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The opening run is fixed for Good Friday to the Hardwicki
Arms, Arrington (on the old North Road), where a photo
graph will be taken. Meet at headquarters at 9.30 a.m.
The following fixtures have also been arranged : April 23rd

headquarters, at three o'clock, for Chequers, Royston ; Apri
25th, headquarters, at three o'clock, for Swan, Linton ; Apri
26th, Victoria Bridge, at 10 a.m., for Bell, Ely; April 30tb

headquarters, at three o'clock, for George, Huntingdon ; Ma
3rd, Stone Bridge, at 10 a.m., for Saffron Walden.
The secretary, Mr. C W. Wilson, 38, Victoria Pari

Chesterton, Cambs., will be glad to receive the names of an
motor cyclists wishing to join the above club.

Essex M.C.

A tour has been arranged for the Easter holidays, th

venue being Southsea. Members will meet at 10.30 on Frida
morning at Putney Bridge (Surrey side), and will then travs

to Southsea, where the headquarters for the tour will b

Miller's Hotel. Runs will bo arranged to the surroundin
places of interest. Mr. G. E. Revill will have charge of th

tour, and will be pleased to receive suggestion.? from membei
taking part. Will those who intend to join please con

municate with the captain, Mr. 0. L. Summers
Southernhay, Loughtou, Essex, so that accommodation oa

be booked. For those who are unable to get away befoi

Saturday, a late party ha.s arranged to travel down in th

afternoon. It is hoped that a large number of members wi
endeavour to join, as a very enjoyable and interesting tim

is looked forward to.

Dundee and District M.C.C.

The following office bearers were appointed at the recerl

annual general meeting of the club: James S. Greig

president; vice-president, W. M. MacLean ; captain, D. G

Forrester; vice-captain, W. S. Yeaman; secretary an

treasurer, J. D. Cruickshank, 27, Albert Street, Dundee I

members of committee, JNIessrs. G. D. Macdougald, G]
Norrie, J. M. Ferrier, J. R. Hendry, E. D. Scott, and ij
Bellefontaine. A hearty vote of thanks was passed to

'

G. D. Macdougald, the retiring president, for the
assistance he had given the club and the able way hel
carried out the duties of his office during the past year.

The opening run will take flace on April 27th (sfj

holiday), starting from the headquarters of the club (JW
Maxwell, Son, and Co.'s Garage, St. Andrew Street), a.^

o'clock, proceeding by Arbroath and Montrose to Brea
where lunch will be arranged for two o'clock, at the @
mercial Hotel. After lunch a photograph will be t^
The route home will be by Kirriemuir and Forfar. All

cyclists are cordially invited to join in the run. Thosi

tending to do so might notify the secretary not later than'
23rd inst. , so ,;that final arrangements may be made for lunct
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\e Motor Cycling Club Rules for the Inter=Club Team Trial, 1908, for "The
Motor Cycle" 50 Guineas Challenge Cup, under A.C.U. Rule.s,

Saturday, June 27th.

RULES.
This cup is a challenge trophy, entitled The. Motor

h Challenge Cup, of which the Motor Cycling Club, Ltd.,

trustees and administrators.

It is to be the award in a competition between teams
IJiis, members of, and nominated by, recognised autorao-

! c!;.I s, motor cycling clubs, or cycling clubs. In case of

ibt as to whether any entrant is or is not a " recognised
"

D, the editor of The Motor Cycle shall adjudicate. No
may enter more than one team.

If the cup be won three times, not necessarily in suc-

ion, by the team representing any one club, it shall

ome the absolute property of that club.

. Each team shall consist of six riders, of whom
("o^ Four shall drive single-seated motor cycles.

(h) Two at least of the four single-seated motor cycles

must be motor bicycles.

(c) Two shall drive a two-seated motor cycle, motor
cycle with passenger attachment, such as tricar or side-

car, quadcar, or bicycle and trailer. A passenger must
be carried, who shall not leave his seat during any part

of the competition, and the joint weight of driver and
passenger must not be less than 18 stones.

. The competition shall consist of a 100 miles non-stop

—two stages of 25 miles out and home—with a lunch in-

ral of one hour after fifty miles.

. The number of miles, up to 100, accomplished by each
It of each team without stoppage other than during the

ch interval, or stoppages due to the exigencies of traffic,

1 dismount at the end of the outward journey for the

pose of turning the machine, will be added together, and
team scoring the highest mileage thus arrived at shall be
winner. Unavoidable stoppages due to traffic must be
orted, and will not count against the rider. No adjust-

its are permissible during any such stop.

. No adjustments of any kind may be made during the

ch interval. No oiling or replenishments will be permitted
ing this interval.

. A period of not less than one hour and twenty minutes,
more than one hour and thirty minutes must be occupied
T each section of twenty-five miles ; transgression of this

e will disqualify the rider from scoring on that section,

ese times apply to the distance as given on the map and
ite card, which distance must be taken as correct for the
fpose of this competition.
I. The competition will take place on Saturday, June
-h, starting at 10 a.m.
LO. The entry fee shall be two guineas per team,

II. Clubs must send an entry form, duly filled in, to-

;her with the entrance fee, to Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, assist-

t trials-hon. sec, the Motor Cycling Club, Ltd., "Spring
11a," North Finchley, N., on or before Jime 20th.
12. The judges shall be three in number, one nominated
the donors, one by the Motor Cycling Club, Ltd., and one

by the Auto Cycle Union. None of these shall be a member
of any competing club, and their decision shall be absolute
and without appeal.

13. In the case of a tie between two or more teams the
contest shall be decided in the following manner

:

After an interval of one hour from the conclusion of
the hundred miles—during which time no, adjust;:;ents

or alterations shall be made—the competitors who 'have
finished this distance and are declared qualified under
the rules, shall proceed to a fairly level stretch of road
not far from the original startin;,' point. On this an out
and home course of approximately half a mile each way
will be chosen, and marshals shall be placed at every 220
yards. At each such point, and at the turn, the road
wheels of the machine must be brought to a complete
stop and then re-started. At each stopping place the
machine must be stopped between two lines drawn across
the road ten yards apart, and so soon as the road wheels
are at rest to the satisfaction of the marshal, the com-
petitor may immediately restart and proceed to the next
stopping place. The time will be taken from the word
" Go " at the starting point, which will be the signal for
the rider to start his engine, and the moment the machine
returns to that point. The team whose six combined
times amount to least shall win.

14. The committee .reserve the right to. refuse any entry.

15. Should it be deemed advisable in the interest of the
competition, these regulations may be revised or added to by
the Committee of the Motor Cycling Club, Ltd.

16. The Motor Cycling Club, Ltd., shall not be held liable

for any damages caused accidentally or otherwise to the com-
petitors' machines whilst in charge of the officials of the
Club.

We recently had an excellent opportunity for a test of

the new Shamrock-Gloria rubber studded tyres, a pair having
been sent us by the Hanover Rubber Co., 29-31, Old Street, E.G.
The covers have been on one of our machines for about three
weeks, during which time the distance travelled, excluding
the test runs carried out by the makers of the machine, is

306 miles. Most of this has been on partly dry roads, but
recently the roads in Derbyshire were extremely heavy and
greasy, ' and every motor cyclist who has ridden in the
neighbourhood of Ashbourne will agree that, although not of

the slirniest description, the roads in that district require a
fair amount of care to enable corners to be negotiated with
.safety when the surface is wet. Well, the Shamrock-Glorias
stood the test beautifully. We never had a moment's fear
i)f side-slip, whether on greasy macadam or the tramlines of

Derbyshire's county town. We are not surprised to hear
from the makers that the new tyres are "going well." The
wear on the rubber studs is, of course, not noticeable in such
a short distance, but if looks count for anything, the studs
are good for two to three thousand miles.

(1\4>.6/ord.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of [his correspondents.
All letters should be addresssed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C. and should^he accompaniedsby the writer's full name and addres

[

Cleaning Out Carburetters.

[3239.]

—

Be your Wiltshire correspondent's letter as to the
contents of his carburetter (?), did he mean his houseliold
dustbin or the ordinary motor cycle carburetter? as I should
like to be quite clear on the matter. R. SUKRIDGE.

The Prevention of Punctures.

[3240.]—I was very much interested in seeing Mr.
Anderson's letter [No. 3183] in The Motor Cycle of March
18th re the prevention of punctures. I have had a similar
experience during the two years I have ridden a motor
cycle, and could never account for it, except that it was
good luck. I have only had one puncture in the rear wheel
and none in the front one. I always ride with a leather flap

fixed to the mudguard of front wheel, which just touches the
ground when the machine is at a standstill, and when in

motion clears the ground by about a quarter of an inch.

Perhaps some more of your readers could give their

experiences with a flap fitted in the above manner.
STAOCTLAS.

[The tip is strongly advocated by experienced cyclists, and
there is no doubt it prevents punctures to some extent.

—

Ed.]

The Future of Motor Cycling.

[3241.]—Were it not for the tone adopted by Mr. W. H.
Wells in his letter, I would not worry your readers with a
reply, for it can be of but little interest whether Mr. Wells
agrees with my views or not. The statement that someone
possibly may take me seriously is uncalled for, and should
not have been made by one in Mr. Wells's position. I have
frequently in your pages expressed my ideas on motor cycle

matters in general, and always has this been with a belief

that I was doing something to further the movement, or

giving someone the benefit of a long experience. In many
cases I have had the pleasure of receiving thanks from those
who have profited by my advice. I have seen many letters from
Mr. Wells, but I cannot recall to mind a single instance in

which he has even attempted to help the movement in general.

To take Mr. Wells's letter, in the first place he accuses

me of " expressing my opinion very frequently of late in

The Motor Cycle in regard to the relative merits of light

and heavy machines." This is entirely incorrect. The fact

is that at Mr. Bell's lecture at the A.C.U. I took part in

the discussion. The Motor Cycle questioned a statement of

mine, and I replied to the criticism, but outside this not in

a single instance, for the last year at any rate, have I

written on the subject of light v. heavy weight.
Secondly, Mr. Wells thinks that having not been an active

rider of the two-wheeler for some time, I am not in a position

to have any ideas on the matter. As is well known, I am
constantly out on the road with motor cyclists, and can at

least form my own opinion as to the types of machines on
which they appear to be most happy. According to Mr.
Wells's ideas, those respon.sible for tlie Licensing Bill should
spend their time in public-houses !

Thirdly, Mr. Wells does not think I am qualified to express
an unbias.sed opinion. My only reply to this is that in

favouring the lightweight I am favouring a type of machine
which my company is not manufacturing, and in these
circumstances it is difficult to see bow I can be biassed,
whereas Mr. Wells is responsible for the selling of a heavy-
weight machine, and loses not a single opportunity, so far
as I can see, to tell us what a good thing he is on.

J. VAN HOOYDONK.

5Two-speed Gears and Free Engine Clutches.

[3242.]—Having used a two-speed gear for over one tb

sand miles, in all weathers, with a sidecar, may I add
following summary to the gear discussion?

DlS-4DVANT.\GES.
1. Low gears are very noisy.

2. The free engine, if kept going too long, overheats
machine.

3. They are expensive.

4. They do away with the healthful exercise of run)

iilon'-s:de the machine and hard pedalling, which restore

ciiculation in winter.

5. They annoy owners of cars by passing them on s

hills.

6. They cause undue wear on the machine by inducing

to go out on muddy roads when otherwise it would be :

not to ride.

7. They cause fat old gentlemen, who ought to 1

better, to career about on motor cycles. There is one sue

the district weighing over twenty stones, who strolls ar

on a 4 h.p. Roc looking the picture of unblushing enjoyu t.

8. They promote the pernicious sport of motor cyclir :o

a terrible extent.

9. They sometimes require oiling and adjusting.

10.—They take away all excuse for detaching your si< ir

from the bicycle. People find out what a gear means id

want to come too.

Advamtaoes.
mi.

MOHUN A. TRENCHAR

Lessons from the Lewlsham A.C. Hill Climb.

[3243.]—As an interested spectator of the hill-clii"

Cudham, one feels constrained to offer the management
congratulations on the way the event was carried throug «

spite of police opposition at the last moment.
As a sportsman, one hopes that a similar method U--

>'

employed on Saturday, the 4th inst., may become ti

and not the exception, namely, that competitors are not

of venue till, say, an hour or two before the climb takes
|

*•

As a believer in the future of the lightweight, one a'

disappointed in the number of entrants in this class

results, however, were interesting, and persona '.j I wa.^

struck with the performance of the 2^ h.p. Fairy, wbi'

the only machine to take the hill ,vithout hard ped

'L'he rider, however, appeared to be somewhat nervous
have upset his mixture, as shortly after the event he

me coming up at a much higher speed and without I

of pedals. I for one am pleased to see English m
coming to the front, as I consider the foreign machine
had it too much their own way in this class heretofore

There are two points which appear to be of great )

to the sport, namely, that in future events stress she

laid on the fact that machines must be standard tourinn

in every respect (no special carburetter or other devici

that the amount of pedalling should be taken into acei

llie final placing of the machines, as the general publi'

to know the actual merits of the machine, not thi

behind the pedal.

Tf these points were attended to tbe.=e events would '*'

be more in the spirit of the old sporting days, where -1

man had a fair cbancei J. ASHMOJ-

i
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The Balancing ol Petrol Engines.

[3244.]—I was much interested in the letter of " Shaz-

azzik " on the above subject in T7ie Motor Cych. Might
ask him to send you a diagram with position of drilled

o!es, size, and number in each flywheel? Also what method
e uses in testii.g the balance. Perhaps he would also give

is experience and advice on preventing the blowing out of

il at the pulley bearing? While I have the engine down
ould he advise drilling, eay, an ^in. hole up the spindle

) relieve pressure in crank chamber? KERRY.

Low Petrol Consumption.

[3245.]—I ride a little old Peugeot with a surface carbu-

tter, and as I am fast drawing towards the sere and yellow,

have a forecarriage attachment minus the seat. On Wednes-
ly week I had a journey of seventeen and a half miles each

ay, and road conditions and weather being favourable, I

IS not altogether surprised to find the machine running all

6 way with the throttle nearly closed. Before starting I

it one quart of Carless into a perfectly empty tank, and,' on
riving home I drew therefrom a pint, less about a sixth.

lis works out at about thirty miles to the pint, or 240 to

e gallon. If this is not a record it cannot be far behind.
E123.

Exclusion o{ Dust.

[3246.]—I agree with the conclusions of your engineering

end and yourself as to the difficulty of satisfactorily

eluding dust by means of gauze. But I have an idea that

B problem might be attacked by drawing the fixed air

pply through a U tube with a

iter tap, and the extra air

rough a long intake tube lined

th a removable flannel sleeve

iked in, say, glycerine and water.

nature, the filtration of dust

rticles in the air is provided for

hairs in the nostrils. My idea

to imitate this somewhat. Of
irse, absolutely perfect filtration is out of the question,

r long-suffermg lungs (as well as carburetters and
linders) are full of dust, especially behind a big car on a
nmer day, but perhaps something might be done on the

es above indicated. I mention glycerine because it would
nnin moist (just the opposite of ether), and would arrest

> fine particles somewhat, as in nature. Of course, the
isting balance of the carburetter would be altogether upset,

d my suggestions may be impracticable, but such as they
I venture to lay them before you. OLD COLONIST.

Handle-bar Control.

3247.]—Your correspondent, Mr. Mohun A. Trenchard,
his amusing narration of his numerical progression in h.p.

your issue of 25th March, bemoans his inability to secure,

ong other improvements, handle-bar control, owing, as he
ta it, to " fortunate lack of funds."

We would like to point out, however, that handle-bar
atrol, if fitted in the first instance, involves little, if any,
ditional expense, and practically every up-to-date motor
:le builder now offers this very essential improvement as

rt of the standard specification.

There are hardly two opinions nowadays about the over-
lelming advantages of handle-bar control, and we would
onimend your readers to take an opportunity, before plac-

;: their orders, of inspecting some of the best systems, such
those of the Aston Motor Accessories Company, Messrs.

I'owu and Barlow, and that supplied by ourselves, or to

amine some high-class machine so fitted, such as the
;iumph. On going into figures when selecting the mount
,will probably be found that handle-bar control is no dearer
|an less efficient systems.

jWe find that many of the smaller makers endeavour to
jssuade buyers from adopting handle-bar control ; the reason
ing, we believe, that such makers are ignorant of the ease
'th which it may be fitted when building the machine. If

fyers would only insist upon having what they want in such

ises
they would benefit themselves and do the maker a good

rn by making him keep abreast of the times.

E. M. BOWDEN'S PATENTS SYNDICATE, LTD.

Two-speed Gears and Free Engine Clutches.

[3248.]—I am one of the large number of motor cyclistfc-

who desire to buy a powerful twin motor cycle for use witk
sidecar and real touring. From five years of motor cycling in

hilly districts in Wales, Derbyshire, Lake District, etc., I

know that no single-geared machine can give satisfaction for

such work, especially when the passenger is a lady, whom
one does not take out for a tour and then ask her to help
to push a heavy machine up some very steep road, which, on
account of its right-angle or hairpin bends, the machine cannot
surmount.

I, therefore, amongst many others, am anxiously looking
for the public trials of standard makes of heavy twins fitted

with two-speed gears, and I was exceedingly pleased to see

that A. W. Wall, Ltd., are offering their machine and gear
for such a searching test, viz., descending a hill like Birdlip
partly, and at one of the steepest portions turn round with
engine running, and then reascend the hill. Such work is

sometimes required of motors whilst on tour, where hairpin
bends are numerous, and I sincerely hope that Mr. Wall's
very brave offer will be accepted by the A.C.U., and that
at the next hill-climb a class for passenger machines with two-
speed gears may be arranged. If necessary, makers of such
gears should be specially invited to take part, and asked to

put their gears through such a test. The only thing I wish
to very specially emphasise is that the tests be carried out
with passenger, i.e., not with solo machines, which latter, if

well handled, could perform such a feat even on a flexible

single-geared machine. E. KORBER.

The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.

[3249.]—.Be letter [3206] from "A Prospective Buyer.'*
This correspondent does not state what price he would call

a fair one for his ideal machine. Personally, I do not under-
stand why the motor cycle firms do not try and cater for
the different wants of the prospective buyer, and the prices,

asked in the different ad .'ertisements seem to be veritable
armour plates, placed to eli' 'ctually stop ordinary buyers from
anything but a second-hai.,! crock. Now I am not a motor
manufacturer, but possess k efficient plant to turn out motors.
The question then remains. Would this writer accept a^

machine built by me if it were to come up to his specifica-

tion? Vvhy ask the Rex Co. to do all the work in the world?'
Up to the present time they have always made heavy
machines-—that is, in my opinion. I should call a light one,,

say, under 60 lbs.

Why not try something like the following? No pedals,,

magneto, low saddle, variable gear, automatic carburetter,

narrow tanks, spring forks, cycle roadster tyres, low engine
power, wind screens for efficient cooling—or instead of vari-

able gear have Mabon free-engine clutch ; weight under 70 lbs.,,

say 65. How would this suit at £25? (Engine about 2^ h.p.)

WASHINGTON LOWE.

[3250.]—There vidll never be a machine designed to suit

all classes of riders, and I believe this fact is already well re-

cognised by the trade.

No doubt, a machine of about 3 h.p. with an efficient two-
speed gear and weighing not more than, say, 110 lbs., price

£30 to £35, would appeal to thousands of riders ; but we
shall have to wait some years before such a machine can be-

produced.
I belong to that large and growing class—referred to by

" Ixion "—of rider who, having tasted the joy and comfort
of driving a well tuned twin, will never go back to the single-

cylinder again. Further, it has now been conclusively proved'

that for sidecar work a twin is an absolute necessity ; that is,

for touring purposes. Personally, I find it requires more
energy to push and start my single-cylinder 3 h.p. mount
than my twin heavyweight, with free enf;ine. In fact, during

the past year I have never been fatigued in the least handling-

a machine over 200 lbs. weight.

I should imagine that any machine under 100 lbs. in weight
would be a most uncomfortable mount for touring purposes,

even if capable of taking most hills, as on rough roads the

vibration would be felt very much more than on a heavy-

weight. When we have reached perfection I think thfr

" ideal " motor cycle will have four cylinders, ensuring a slow

running engine, and, consequently, no wear of parts, noise-

less, vibrationless, pedalless, two-speed gear, and the weight

may probably be cut down to 150 lbs. H. GIBSON-
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Experiences with Gudgeon Pin Set Screws.

[3251.]—The strange experience with gudgeon pin set-screw

described by " Ixion " is remarkable, to say the least of it.

He does not tell us which side of

the cylinder the pin came out of.

If the front, the explanation, I

think, is simple. The piston had
just gone down on explosion stroke,

and the gudgeon pin screw must
have just dropped out as the piston

came up again. When the piston
reached the top on exhaust, the
connecting rod swung across and
the pin was trapped in a hori-

zontal position between the wall of

the cylinder and the connecting rod. This would have quite
sufficient force to drive it through the wall of the cylinder.
I append a rough sketch to show my meaning. I shall be
interested to know what "Ixion" thinks of this explanation.
When mine dropped it took the complete top of the crank
chamber with it. A. F. PAYNE.
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f. The A.C.U. Annual Council Meeting.

_
[5352.]—In reading the report of the above, I was par-

ticularly struck by the lack of judgment evinced in the
selection of the committee. I see there were twenty-three
clubs nominated for representation, of which three had of
necessity to be rejected. On referring to the Journal and the
M.U. report, wherein is given a list of clubs and membership
affiliated under the standard agreement No. 2, I see that of the
three rejected clubs one has a membership v/hich is only
•exceeded by three other clubs, and another of the rejected
clubs has a greater membership than seven clubs which are to
be represented. Then, again, of the twenty elected clubs,
there are five which are not quoted in the Journal or M.U.
report, and are presumably clubs recently affiliated.

Is it reasonable to expect clubs with a fairly large member-
ship to be governed by the small clubs, or the older affiliated
clubs by those newly affiliated?

I observe from the report in the JR.A.O. Journal a question
was raised as to a member of the A.C.U. committee being on
the sub-committee formed by the M.U. for the purpose of
enquiring into the position of motor cyclists, but a club
which has signed the new Motor Union agreement has been
elected for representation on the committee of the Auto
Cycle Union. H. W. BEECH.

Running on Petrol and Paraffin in Burmah.
[3255.]—I have been trying paraffin and petrol (one of the

former and seven of the latter) on a Rex with surface carburetter,
an J I find that the results are not worth the trouble. The
machine ran all right when at a certain heat, but if worked
hard caused preignition through points of plug becoming
too hot. I have run three miles all out and then switched
off, and the bicycle has travelled merrily until the exhaust
valve -was raised. I could never open the air lever at all

wit'i this mixture, whereas with Pratt's petrol only I open it
halfway to start, and with Shell petrol threequarters open
an.l hardly any throttle on at all, and when the machine is
well under way the air can be turned full on, and no more
throttle required.

In conclusion, I think that the paraffin and petrol could be
used on a cooler pattern of engine i.e., water-cooled or with a
good fan, and that extra power would be obtained. With sur-
face carburetter it is difficult to keep mixture correct, as it
does not vaporise so well as petrol, and, therefore, is not
suitable for this kind of machine. C. A. HOLLAND

Burmah. (Artillery Sergeant).

Motor Cycle Actual Weights.

[3254.]—With reference to a letter by "Road Sweeper"
in a recent issue, I am glad to see his remarks on the subject
of actual weights. I recently purchased a new 5 h.p. twin
by one of the best makers with the firm's own belt-driven
two-speed gear. This two-speed model is listed in your
Buyers' Guide at 204 lbs. What portion of tlie machine this
refers to I do not know. Its actual riding weight, from the
mean of two careful tests on different weighing machines, is

270 lbs. This includes lamp, horn, luggage carrier, toolbag
with a few spares, some petrol and oil, a total of 20 lbs., all
of which, except the Goodrich bands and lamp, it is absolutely
necessary to carry everywhere.

The consequent advantage gained over a well-known 3i h.p.

weighing 170 lbs. with 10 stone rider is only 6.5 lbs. per

horse-power in favour of the twin, and this is probably

absorbed by the slight extra friction due to the two-speed

gear. Theactual gain is an ability to climb perhaps half a

dozen hills in England, which I do not live anywhere near,

with the aid of the two-speed gear, and, on the other hand, I

carry about 100 lbs. extra, with its attendant disadvantages

and expense.

My idea in getting the twin was that it would make a practi-

cally go anywhere machine with sidecar and passenger, but so

far as I can judge from a few trials in this easy country, I

have gained nothing in this direction except the two-speed

gear, which has to be called into play on hills which the

3i h.p. single-geared used to take the sidecar up pretty easily.

From Mr. A. G. Lee's interesting formulae, I gather that

against a wind velocity of fifteen miles per hour (this is in

nautical language a fresh breeze) the combination, weigh-

ing 612 lbs. and expressing an area of 13 sq. ft., would require

4.98 h.p. to travel on the level at fifteen miles per hour.

In practice the engine will not give this horse-power con

tinuously, and it cannot be got out of the engine at tht

number of revolutions per minute which this speed represents

on a gear of, say, 5i to 1, so really it means the low gear or

the level under these conditions, and a hill of anything ovei

] in 12 will probably stop you even on the low gear against

this fresh breeze. It looks as if the combination were little

better than some sailing boats I have met, and will onl;

make a passage with a fair wind.

STEAM ROLLER.

The Selection of Gear Ratio and Other Items.

[3255.]—I have been reading with intense interest th

articles by Mr. A. G. Lee on "The Selection of Gear Ratios,

and so have, I doubt not, every other motor cyclist (and ver

likely car driver) who has ever climbed a hill.

The publication of articles like the afore-mentioned (" Be

Efficiencies," " Hints and Tips," etc.), technical though the

look, are far more interesting than accounts of travels, storie:

and so on, and they make the paper (The Motor Cycle) whs

is called a " live " paper.

There is one thing Mr. Lee has not worked out, and whic

I would like to see, although a good idea may be got b

studying diagrams figs. 4 and 5 together. It is this. Wh;

would be the final speed of a variable pulley having, say,

dozen speeds (or gear ratios) which may be dropped step b

step to meet the load obtaining at any particular part of tl

gradient, keeping the engine revolutions constant? It is

sure thing that it would be higher t.han shown in fig 4, and tl

average speed considerably so. The curve would probably 1

represented by a line sloping from thirty miles at yards 1

twenty-five miles at 500 yards.

With regard to the curious accident of a gudgeon set-sere

being pushed through cylinder wall, my theory is this, th;

it was pushed through by connecting rod. If there is
|

splash plate on top of the orankcase the screw would drt

down on to it and through vibration would lodge in slot f<

connecting rod. On down stroke angularity of rod would jam

against the cylinder wall, and increasing angularity of rod ;

the stroke proceeded would exert a powerful push, the fl

wheels supplying the power. If the correspondents on th

subject will examine the edges of the connecting rod th.

will probably find a dent in it.

As to fixing of gudgeon pin, has the dodge ever been trr

of drilling to centre of gudgeon pin and tapping through li

and pin? If the set-screw is taper pointed a little longer thi

usual, it will bring the gudgeon hole to register (supposii

the parts were being reassembled after having been tak.

down) and would enter all right. The pressure on the poi

of set-screw, first on one side and then the other, which ten

to make it work out would act as a lock on the threadi

parts of the set-screw in the lug and pin respectively.

K873.

[We believe the above described method of fitting gudgei

pin screws has been used. "K873" may be correct in
\

surmise regarding the curious accident ; see Mr. A.

Payne's letter and sketch published on this page.

—

Ed.]
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LEWISHAM A.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB.

"The STAR pcrJormaiYcc was undoubtedly that o5 the lightweight

'FAIRY,'
which' sailed up with a few touches of the pedals."

—

"The Motor."

ORDER WITHOUT

DELAY.

pgg^ f)
^k?rf|^^j3'c|P

r—i"mdmK^'Sllii

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.

Another convincing proof of the capabilities of the popular "FAIRY."

THE FAIRY MOTOR CO.,
WESTCOMBE HILL, BLACRHEATH, S.E.

BOOKLET
TO
INTEREST
EVERY
MOTOR CYCUST
IS
SENT
ON
APPLICATION
TO
O. & W. ORMEROD.

Ltd.,

Dept. B,

ROCHDALE.

LONDON

:

W. B. BROOKE,
318, KING STREET,
HAMMER-
SMITH, W.

THE BELT THAT GRIPS.
The Watawata has a tenacity of grip to which other

motor cycle belts are strangers.

That means power economy.

The Watawata is constructed solely of leather, and on
scientific principles.

That means durability.

The Watawata is made in such a way as to render

stretching or giving almost impossible.

That means a saving in trouble.

The Watawata is potent in the prevention of power

wastage, so that the force of your engine is always rightly

and fully directed.

That's why every motor cyclist can achieve better

results with the Watawata, and why every reader of these

words should test it.

In answering, either of these advertisements it is desirable tliat you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
IMPORTANT NOTICE

Owing^ ±0 'iK^ HolidCLySy
Adver'tisemen'ts 'Foi- our-
issue o-F ±He 22ncl ins't,
mus-t reELCl-i Coventry not
later than first post on
THurscia.y, 16th inst., to
ensure insertion.

fHICES.
ADVERTISEMENTS in thi»e

calumnt—Id. per word, minimum 1$.

Name and addreis mutt be counted. In the
".ase of Trade Advertisements icries of
thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should
be accompanied with remittance, and be
addressed to the offices of "The Motor
i.-ycle." Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices

of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry, an the
Friday morning, or if sent to London, by the
Thursday afternoon previous to the date cf

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES^
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

be addressed to numbers at The Motor CycU
Office. When this is desired. 2d. will be charged
tor registration, and three stamped and nddres'^ed
envelopes mu>t be sent for forwarding replies.
Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. 000, c/o T/kt
Motor Cycle, Coventry," or if "London" is added
to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor CycU, 20, Tador St., E.G.

W~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -*IS
Persons who hesitate to send money to unltnovjn

persons may deai in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the mnnev
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties
are advised of- this receipt, and upon intimation o(
the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money
is forwarded less a charge of rs. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days. For all transactions excerd
ing jfio in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged.
\11 deposit matters are dealt with at Coventrv,
and cheques and money orders should be marl.'

payable to Ilifie and Sons Limited.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX Motor Eichange.—Careful

consideration of the following vill

be to your advantage: Why live in this
miserable world and potter along on that
thumping, perspiring, overheating, and
overworked single - cylinder, when you
can get a fine twin Rex (a maker's
triumph and the result of many
vears' experience), with long low frame,
long bars, spring forks, and good
tyres, in fact, a gentleman amongst
paupers in most company, for the modest
sum of £22, or we allow you a liberal sum
for your old mount in part payment.
Note the liberal terms of exchange; £16
for 1906 Rex, £13 for 1905 Rex, £11 10s. for
1904 Rex, or £10 lOs. for 1903 Rex.—Halifax.

HALIFAX. — 23 h.p. Minerva, mechani-
cal valves, 25 wheels, 21 tyres, per-

fect order and condition: £14 10s.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. Minerva, spray,
girder forks, 26 by 21 Clincher A

Won, begging at £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Fine 3i h.p. Rex, long bars,
low saddle, good climber; £11 lOs.,

bargain.

HALIFAX. — Genuine Twin Rex. £22,
guaranteed, spring forks, low built,

goes like a flash; £16 given for 1906 Rex,
£13 for 1905 Rex, £11 10s. for 1904 Rex, or
£10 10s. for 1903 Rex in part payment.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments.

High-grade machines purchased for spot
cash.—16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone.
766. Telegrams, Perfection. Open Easter
Holidays.

ijailJiA^

wesk is HERE!
stocks are very low everywhere. The Premier

Motor Agency—largest dealers outside London-
can supply most Leading Makes (even one or

two Triumphs) FROM STOCK. You should

write or wire AT ONCE for one of the models

below :

NEW.
REX, 1908, 3ih.p. De Luxe, two-speed

masneto £52 10

TRIUMPH, 1908, 3ih.p. magneto, 26in.

wheels *8
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3ih.p. magneto, 26m.

wheels 40
N.S.U., 1908, 6 h.p. twin magneto, 26in.

wheels 6t
N.S.U., 1908, 3i h.p. magneto, 26in. wheels 43
N.S.U., 1908, 3i h.p. magneto, 26in. wheels 40
N.S.U., 1908, 3i h.p. magneto, 24in. wheels 40
N.S.U., 1907, 3i h.p. accumulator, 26in.

wheels 35
N.S.U., 1908, Ii h.p. lightweight magneto,

26in. wheels 84
REX, 1908, 5i h.p. De Luxe, two-speed

magneto 57 15

REX, 1908, 5 h.p. Twin Tourist magneto 42

REX, 1908, 31 h.p. Tourist, magneto 36 15

REX, 1908, ^\ h.p. Featherweight, magneto 26 5
F.N., 1908, 4i h.p. four-cylinder, magneto.. 60
F.N., 1908, l| h.p. Lightweight 35
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, Ii h.p. accumulator 30
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, H h.p. magneto . . 83

BROWN, 1903, 3i h.p 37
ROC, 1908, 4 h.p. magneto. Royal 60

SOILED ONLY.
N.S.U., 1907, 31 h.p. accumulator £80
ROC, 1908, 4 h.p., 1908, magneto 40
REX, 1908, 31 h.p. magneto de luxe, two-

speed S5

SECOND-HAND.
N.S.U., 19u7, 31 h.p. Roc clutch and gear . .£35

ROC, 5 h.p. magneto. Roc clutch 82

TRIUMPH, 1907, 3i h.p. magneto 35

TRIUMPH, 1906, 3 h.p.magneto 24
N.S.U., 1907, 31 h.p. magneto, free engine 24
N.S.1).,1907, 31 h.p. magneto. Roc two-speed 30
N.S.U., 1907, 3 h.p 15
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1907, 5 h.p. Truffault,

and two-speed 35
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1906, 5 h.p. Truftault 27

NORTON, 1907, 5 h.p. spring forks, magneto 30

SINGER, 3i h.p. Magneto, new condition 22
MINERVA, 1907, 4i h.p. spring forks, mag. 22

F.N., 1906, 31 h.p. spring forks, magneto .. 16

KERRY, 1906, 31 h.p. 8
ARIEL. 1906, 31 h.p 9 10

REX, 1907, 5 h.p., nearly new, spring forks 19

REX, 1907, 5 h.p. .-ipring forks 17 10

ROC, 1906, 5 h.p. magneto 30
EXCELSIOR, 23 h.p 8
BRADBURY, 31 h.p 8
MINERVA, 2 h.p., perfect condition for

the road 9
QUADRANT, 3 h.p 9 10

WHITLEY, 3i h.p 10

We are Sole Manufacturers of the

WARWICK MOTOR BICYCLE
with Two-SPEED Gear and Roc (licensed) In-

ternal Expanding Clutch. It starts like a car,

and embodies every perfection of design.

See illustration on half page advt. elsewhere in

this issue.

EASTER EQUIPMENT.
The PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT. \

The PREMIER ROAD CLEARER. SENT
The PREMIER TUBULAR STANDS PER

and CARRIERS. -RETURN
The PREMIER ACCUMULATOR, FROM

Price, 10 ainp., 10/6. STOCK.
„ 20 „ 12/6. '

Booklet, *' On the Choice of a Motor Cycle," also
" Motor Cycles of 1908," and " Everything for the

Motor Cyclist," sent FREE.
We give FREE ADVICE on all matters relating

to motor cycling.

The PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—Holds the finest and largest

stock of second-hand cycles in the
world. 300 to select from. All machines
are despatched in running order, with
charged and guaranteed accumulators.

ALIFAX.—45s. deposit and six monthly
payments of 29s. 6d. secures 25 h.p.

Excelsior, 2S h.p. Humber, 3 h.p. Hobart.
3 h.p. Lloyds, 2J h.p. Minerva, 3 h.p. Auto-
motor, 3J h.p. Rex, 21 h.p. Aurora, 23 h.p.
Stevens, 3 h.p. M.M.C. ; all guaranteed
running order.

HALIFAX.—5-6 h.p. Alcyon, tvrin, spring
forks, N.S.tr., two-speed gear, light

and low; £23 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Antoine, 26 wheek,
low frame, trembler, girder forks.

very fine mount ; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.-^J h.p. light low Eex. spring
forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemare; £ll

17s. 6d. ; snap this.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Humber, spray, trem-
bler, chain drive, splendid climber

;

cheap. £9 10s.

HALIFAX.—Fine 3J h.p. Eex, spray, ad-
justable pulley, very smart and

good; £11 10s., tyres excellent.

HALIFAX..^ h.p. Eover, 26 by 2J Pal-
mers, front rim and Bowden rear

brakes. Brooks BlOO; £13 10s.

HALIFAX.—31 h.p. Bat, spring frame,
long bars, low saddle. 26 by 2J Dun-

lops, Watawata; £20.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Bat, two speeds, very
smart, good machine, nearly new;

bargain, £20.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Phelon and Moore,
two speeds, special low frame, spring

forks, new non-skid; £30.

HALIFAX. — 3i h.p. Clarendon, vertical
engine, footboards, ball bearings to

engineshaft, 100 miles non-stop; £13 10s.

HALIFAX. — 51 h.p. Eex. spring forks,

vertical engine, spray, special

dnish; £14 10s.

HALIFAX.—Brand new 2J h.p. Bat, Peu-
geot engine, 26 wheels, unridden,

and perfect ; £25,

HALIFAX. —31 h.p. 1907 Eex, magneto,
Crypto two - speed gear and Mont-

gomery flexible sidecar: complete, £28
15s. ; without sidecar, £24.

HALIFAX. — 1905 31 h.p. Eex, specially

good condition, 26 by 2J Clinchers;
£16 5s.

HALIFAX. — 51 h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe,
twin tyre, Eoc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £27 10s.; bargain.

HALIFAX.—3} h.p. Simms, vertical en-

gine, magneto ignition, easy starter,

reliable; £17 lOs,

HALIFAX.—Fine twin Eex, Greenwood's
Leeds-London record holder, regis-

tered, guaranteed; £22 lOs.

HALIFAX.—Special 7 h.p. Peugeot, twin-
evlinder, nearly new, a, regular

flier; £30.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Givaudan, late model,
spray, almost new. perfect every

way; £15.

HALIFAX. — 31 h.p. 1906 Eex, spring
forks, low frame, foot brake, alu-

miniLtm finish ; £15.

HALIFAX.—Kerry. 31 h.p., vertical en-

gine, spray, very fine condition; £16
lOs., perfect order.

HALIFAX. — 3J h.p. Clarendon, vertical
engine, footboards, ball bearings to

engineshaft, 100 miles non-stop; £13 10s.

HALIFAX. — 3 h.p. Hobart, vertical,

spray carburetter, trembler coil,

splendid condition; £12 10a.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Extended
payments, exchanges; high-clasB

•riachines purchased for spot cash. — 16,

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. Tele-

grams. Perfection. Open Easter Holi-

days.

In anawtxing any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention '^ The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—41 h.p. twin Minerva, ZJin.

tyres, standard; £23.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 190'? model, blue finish,

5 h.p., splendid condition; £21.

MAUDE'S.—Kex de Luxe, Roc free en-
gine, in new condition throughout;

£27.

MAUDE'S—Eex, 6 h.p., 2Jin. Model de
Course, Continentals, oantilerer

seat; £21.

MAUDE'S.—7-8 h.p. Minerva, 1908 model,
very little used, spring forks; £38

10s.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 3g h.p.. spring forts,
spray, trembler, 1906 model, a

beauty; £14.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 1905, low built, spray,
26in. wheels; £12.

AUDE'S.—1907 3i h.p. Rex. magneto,
in perfect condition ; £19 19s,

AUDE'S.—Eex, 1904. Phoenix two-speed
gear, suit sidecar; £11.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 3J h.p., in very good
condition ; £9.

M
M
M
M
MAUDE'S.—Eex frame, Automotor en-

gine, front wheel minus tyre, wants
slight additions and alterations; sacrifice
£4 15s. lowest: a bargain for anyone who
can tinker a machine up.

MAUDE'S.—23 h.p. Minerva, new rear,'

tyre, vertical, thoroughly over-
hauled and enamelled; £12.

MAUDE'S.—2J h.p. F.N.. 26in. wheels.
Palmer tyres; £10.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p. vertical
engine, beautifully enamellnd in

Breen ; £10.

MAUDE'S.—2i h.p. Minerva, in good
running order tliroughout ; £6.

MAUDE'S.—Kerry, 2i h.p., 26in. wheels,
long handle-bars, spring forks,

spray carburetter, Duco belt; £12,

MAUDE'S.—Pafnir, 3 h.p.. 26in. wheels,
long handle-bars, low built; £12.

MAUDE'S. — Centaur 3i h.p.. vertical,
BlOO saddle, low built, free engine,

26in. wheels; £15.

AUDE'S.—Minerva, 2i h.p., spray car-
buretter, very good tyres; £10.

MAUDE'S.^3| h.p. Rover, vertical, free
engine, 26in. wheel?, just the thing

for a sidecar; £20.

AUDE'S.-Whitley, 3 h.p., spray, very
good general condition and order;

M

£10.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels,
vertical engine, M.O.V., splendid

puller; £14.

AUDE'S. — Jap, 2i h.p. engine, like
new, £8; Cunard, 3i h.p., £10.

AUDE'S.—Quadrant, 2 h.p.. £6; An-
toine, 2 h.p.. £5.

AUDE'S. — 3 h.p. Quadrant, spray,
good tyres; £10. :

AUDE'S.—2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.T., in
lovely condition ; £7.

AUDE'S.—Fafnir, 21 h.p.; £10.

AUDE'S. — Ariel lightweight, 26in.
wheels, 2i h.p.; £10.

AUDE'S.-Bayliss, 3i h.p., £10; Bplen-
did puller.

AUDE'S. — Noble, 3 h.p., spray. 26in.
wheels, low built, perfect order; £10,

M
M
M
M-

M-
M
M
M
MAUDE'S,—De Dion, vertical, 25 h.p,,

long handle-bars, spray carbur-
etter; £10.

MAUDE S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto, non-
skid to rear; £3.

MAUDE'S.-The machines listed below
are ideal lightweights, and can be

recommended for solo work.

MAUDE'S.—IJ h.p. Garrard, new front
tyre, spray carburetter, coil and

accumulator ignition; £4 10s.

MAUDE'S.-2 h.p. Ormonde, belt drive,
spray carburetter, very good puller;

£0.

MAUDE'S. -2i h.p. Ariel lightweight,
26m. wheels, low built, very good

puller; £6.

SOME SAY
'WE {L£AD; OTHERS FOLLOW

'

But a trial is without a doubt the most convincing

Definite quotations given per return of post.

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS FOR NEW

BfiHERVAS. QUADRANTS.
MOTO-REVES. ROCS.
ARIELS. PHCENIX.
TRIUMPHS. F.N.'s.
BATS. L.M.C.*s.

Etc., etc.

TRICARS.
GARRARD Tricar, three-speed, water-

cooled £80
RILEY, 4i h.p., two-speed, water-cooled 35
REX Triette, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder .. 28
HUMBER Tricar, chain drive 15
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., open frame, two

speeds, water-cooled, seat two,
wheel steering 40

Lovely Sidecar, 2Sin. wheel, tyres as new 4 10

CARS.
GOBRON-BRTLLIE, 16 h.p., equal

wheels, very fast £100
Motor Cycle, Tricar, or Small Car part.

OLDSMOBILE, like new, 5 h.p £36

( ACCESSORIES.
Osborne Free Ene:ine £1 7 6
Salsbury Car Headlights, pair 5
Jin. Leather Belting, per root D 8A
Lightw;-'.ght Engine, U h.p 2 D
Twin Trembler Coil . .

."

12 6
" Star " Porcelain Plugs ; 1

Charging Plant 'large) 4
Steering Wheel, dished 7 6
Shop-soiled Continental Cover, 23 x2jin. 10
Plated Seat-pillars 1

Trailer, with wicker box, suit tradesman,
new tyres 2

Premier Searchlight, brand new 1 2 6
Second-hand Horns 2
Wright's Footrests *. 7 6
Footrests, fit '06 Rex 5
Footrests, fit N.S.U : 5
Frame with wheels ^ 15
Vim Stands 6
Brnoks's BlOO Sadciies, your old one and 7 6
Pair Long Handle-bars 3 6
Trembler coil, perfect, brand new Oil
Sft. 6in. Dermatine lin. Belt (new) .... 12
Three Arc Lamps each 10
A Quantity of Push Cycles to be sold on

Deferred Payments per month 5

"ALBANY" BELTING.
Latest principle and design.

|in. 7d.-, iin. 8d., |in. 9d., lin. lOd., -Ijin. 1/1
per foot.

CONTINENTAL TYRES.
26x2in 24/3 2S.-^2in 25/6
25.<2lin 28/9 2S ^2iin 30/-
26x2,Vin 33/- 2S<2^in 35/3

3/- allowed on old covers, and 1/6 on old tubes
in part payment.

Immediate delivery guaranteed.

Maude's Motor Mart,
POWELL STREET. HALIFAX

(behind the Victoria Hall).

Telephone 433.

GOOD MOTOR CYCLES WANTED FOR CASH.

M

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S,—13 h.p. MinerTa, spray, goad

tyres, guaranteed running order;
your cycle and £4 4s.

MAtTDE'S.^2 h.p. Zedel, newly painted
engine, and everything perfect,

weight 80 lbs.. 26in. wheels, very low
built; £12.

AUDE'S.^2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.T., spray
carburetter, good tyres ; £6.

MATJDB'S.^To prove that our second-
hand motor cycles are intended for

road usage, write lor our terms tor road
delivery, and you will be a buyer.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart. Powell Street,,
Halifax. Behind the Victoria Ha' I.

Sole agents for Minerva motors. Nat.
tel.. 433 day.

13 h.p. Minerva, perfect throughout, ex--

4 cellent compression, long: bars..
Clincher tyres, no cuts; trial willingly;
ready now ; bargain, £5 10s.—114, Kutland
Street, Stepney, E.

TWIN Sarolea, 4 h.p.. special Ohater
frame, footboards, Palmers, genu-

ine machine; £20; part exchange lower
power; no dealers. — E.G.B., 23. Wharf
Eoad, Islington.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, Falcon engine, Lon-
2 guemare, 2^ Palmers, perfectlj^ new.

genuine forfeited deposit; bargain, 13
guineas.—Webb, pawnbroker, 191. High
uoad, Tottennam, N.

23 h.p. Minerva, new condition, spring
4 forks, low, fast, exhaust out-out,

absohitely reliable, £16; new 3in. Wata-
wata belt, with fastener, 13s.—15, Ather-
ton Eoad. Forest Oate. ;

11 h.p. F.N., spray, brass petrol tank,
2 Peter-Union tyres, low, in good

order, £5 5s., or offers; two-cylinder
trembler coil, new, 25s,—J. Smith, 122,

Creek Eoad, Deptford, S.E.

J.A.P, Powerful 3J h.p. Cycle and Side-
car, thorough going order, guaran-

teed, tyres practically new ; bought car
reason of selling; 22 guineas.—Wm. Arch-
ard. White Waltham. Maidenhead.
1>0WEEFUL 3J h.p.. low position, tor-

pedo, outside flywheel, light, starts
at walking pace, rubber footboards, elec-
tric headlight, everything of best, spares;
£16, or offer.-Seen, 375. Edgware Eoad. W.

31 h.p. Brown, Clincher tyres, accumu-
2 lator, Watawata belt, horn, lamp,

carrier, Price's stand, spares, tools, etc.,

grand machine, splendid condition; £22;
plioto sent.—Phillips, Queen's Eoad, Chor-
ley.

6 h.p. Hiley Engine, two speeds, Chater-
I.tea frame. Just been thoroughly

overhauled, tyres in good condition,
studded band on the back; a bargain;
trial by appointment. — 121. Downham
Eoad, Klngsland, London.

4 h.p. Chater-Lea-Antoine, two speeds,
free engine, starting handle, with

Montgomery sidecar, two accumulators,
Fuller Syntonic, new tyres, lamps, etc.,
excellent condition ; £25. — Motorist. 3,

Mount Park Crescent, Ealing, W.

31 h.p. 1907 Quadrant, magneto, new
^ condition, spring forks. Brooks

B105. Watawata, Clinchers, stand and
carrier, complete, carefully garaged
during winter: £22 10s.—P. Barber,
" Ferry View," JBourne End, Bucks.

11 h.p. Clement-Garrard Lightweight,
4 spring forks,, suit lady or gent,

belt driven, ridden 200 miles; £15, or close
offer; take good gent's push bicycle, as
new, and cash adjustment; bargain.^
Motorist, 85, Oxford Avenue, Southamp-
ton.

6 h.p. Twin Bat, 1907. spring frame, very
low, magneto in tank, new last May,

hardly ridden this winter, Lucas horn
and lamp, Giant Watawata, new Brooks
non-skid, everything in excellent condi-
tion; owner going in for car; what
offers?—Campion Garage. Market Place,
Loughborough.
TpDINBUKUH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-

change, 110, Lothian Eoad. Immedi-
ate delivery from stock latest 1908 models.
Quadrant. Eex, Vindec. Minerva, Moto
Eeve, Ariel. Griffon, N.S.U. Buy now and
secure a mount for Easter. Soon it will
be too late. Liberal allowance for your
old machine. Nat. tel.. 5020.

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable tTiat you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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jMotoh bicycles for sale.
FAFR.y, 2*-3 h.p.. as nfciv: £16,—Tyler,

Earl'a Colne, Essex.

3 h.p. Chase; £15; reliable.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

4 h.p. Bat, specially built, faultless

;

£20, cost £63.—Legge, Noah's Ark,
Derby.

£6.—Humber, 23 h.p., good going order,
tyres good.—18, Hailsham Avenue,

Streatham.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Triumph, magneto ignition.
iy excellent condition; £32, or near
offer.—Below.

31 h.p. Motor Bicycle, Minerva engine,
2 low frame, long bars and back

position, just built; £30.—Below.

23 h.p. Hulbert - Bramley, Minerva en-
4 gine, excellent condition; must be

sold; £15.—Below.

05 3i h.p. Eex, accumulators, ignition,
good working order; what offers?

—Below.
23 h.p. Motor Bicycle, Brown engine.
4 low frame, just built, quite new;

bargain. £25.—Below.

2 h.p. Phoenix, in good working order;
£8.—The Hulbert-Bramley Motor

Co., 95, Upper Eiohmond Eoad, Putney.

Tj^.N.," Palmer cord tyres, good condi-
Jj tion; cheap.—A., 24, Fulham Boad,
S.W.

31 h.p. Bex, free engine. Palmer tyres;
4 £9 158.—Seen at The Garage, Mus-

well Hill. N.

4 h.p. Zenith Bicar, free engine clutch,
luggage carrier, very good running

order; £17 lOs.-Below.

ZENTTH Bicar, 3 h.p.. two-speed gear,
re-enamelled and overhauled, in

splendid condition; £27.—Zenith Motors,
Ltd.. lOla. Stroud Green Eoad, N.

REX, 31 h.p., spring forks, as new.
faultless; expert trial; £18 18s.—53,

Belmont Street. Kentish Town.

TOM WOODMAN'S 1907 Twin Vindec
Special, £35; soiled 1907 Triumph,

£40.—Woodman's, Peterborough.

3 h.p. Bat, M.M.C. engine, De Dion car-
buretter, very smart ; £15.—Wau-

ohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

MINEEVA, 2 h.p., in perfect condition,
splendid mount; 10 guineas.- Da-

vaar. 97, Thornlaw Eoad, West Norwood.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, in condition like
2 new; price, lowest £34 10s.—Wau-

chope'a, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, genuine
2 Swift, perfect; £16 10s.—H., " West-

wood," Broad Lane, Hampton, Middlesex.

3 h.p. Minerva, low frame, 26in. wheels;
£17 10s. ; first-class machine.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

2 h.p. Triumph. Minerva, in perfect con-
dition, good tyres, two belts; £7 10s.,

or cycle part.—46, Eectory Lane. Tooting.

03. h p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, taud'^m at-
<i4 tachment, carrier; £12 10s.—Clarke,
Ballure House, New Mostou, Manchester.

31 h.p. Celerapede, Chater frame, Min-
4 erva engine. Clinchers, good con-

dition; 10 guineas.—Sandilands, Pulbor-
ough.

BAEGAIN.—3 h.p. Westfleld. Chater-
Lea, P.N., new tyre; any trial; £10.

—la, Fndeswide Place, Kentish Town,
N.W.

3 h.p. Fafnir Bicycle, Chater-Lea. Whit-
tle belt, £16; Boc bicycle, Kelecom

engine, free engine clutch, £9.—Lacey,
Staines.

£14.—3 h.p. Simms engine, on Chater-
Lea, magneto (Simms-Eosch), Clin-

cher tyres.—F.H., 7, Credenhill Street,
Streatham.

4 h.p. Twin Magneto N.S.U., brand new;
what offers? modem single part pay-

ment.—Motorist, 21, Stirling Hoad, Edg-
baston, Birmingham.

MINEEVA, Chater - Lea, powerful,
smart, well tuned mount, just

speat £4 on overhaul; bear expert exam-
ination; rare bargain, £16; regret must
sell: photoirraDh and particulars. — Box
9,658, The Moler Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

WITH EDGED TOOLS
Prompt delivery of all REX and N.S-U. f908

models. Any machine taken in exchange at a
liberal allowance. Cut our quotation before deal-

ing, or you'll regret it Our requirements of

second-hand machines enable us to quote prices

OUT TO DEATH.
Genuine, powerful, charming TWIN REX,

guaranteed in running order, spring forlcs, low
built, goes like a flash, £22. £16

GIVEN UP
for 1906 Rex, £13 for 1905 Rex, £11 10s. for 1904
Rex, or £10 10s. for 1903 Rex in part payment.
Cash, exchange, or easy payments.

NEW MACHINES.
1903 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto £48
1908 2i h.p. REX Featherweight, magneto 26 S
1908 ^i h.p. REX Tourist, magneto 38 15

19^.j3i h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto ..47 5
1908 5 h.p. REX Tourist, magneto 42
1908 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto .. 62 10
1908 3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto 42
1908 5i h.p. N.S.U., magneto 52
1908 2} h.p. PEUGEOT, special frame 25
1907 5 h.p. TWIN REX, offers wanted.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.
1907 3t h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto 35
5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, mag., Roc dutch 27 10
3i h.p. PHELON & MOORE, magneto 80
7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, practically new 80
6 h.p. 1907 Twin REX, nearly new 23
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, nearly new 22
5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two speeds 28 10
4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

3ih.p. N.S.U., magneto 22 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels .. 22 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 xz^in. Clinchers 16 10
3 h.p. BAT. like new, two speeds 20

3J h.p. SIMMS, magneto, zjin. Palmers .. 17 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, spray .. 13

31 h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, tyres good 15 10
3ih.p.KERRY, vertical, spring forks 16 10

3ih.p. MINERVA, spring forks, M.O.V. .. 17 10

2J h.p. MINERVA, spring forks, M.O.V. .. 14 10

3i h.p. CLARENDON, spray, fine tyres .. 18 10
3J h.p. 1907 Magneto REX, two speeds 24

Sl h.p. Twin REX, cantilever, 2i P Unions 22

3i h.p. BAT, spring frame, 84 X 84 20

3} h.p. REX, trembler, aluminium finish .. 11 10

2i h.p. DE DION, new tyre, and belt spray 12 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, magnificent climber 10 10

3ih.p REX 1906, Zfm. tyres, extra good 16 5

3 h.p. A UTOMOTO R, 26 wheels, spray, low 10 10

5} h.p. Twin REX, Leeds-London machine 22 10

3 h.p. CUNARD, spray. Palmers 1110
3i REX, long bars, low saddle 11 10

3 h.p. ROVER, 26x2}in., Palmers, spray 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, fine, 2iin. Palmers, spray 13 10

21 h.p. AURORA, vertical engine, spray ..11
3ih.p. HOBART, excellent condition, spray 12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, good machine .. 8 10

3} h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10

3J h.p. MINERVA, 26x2iin. Clinchers .. 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, vertical .. 16

3i h.p. REX, 26 X2in., spray, black finish .. 13 15

2}h.p. STEVENS, spray, 26X2 CHnchers.. 11 10

2.V h.p. BUCKET, vertical,goodcondition.. 11 10

2$ h.p. SINGER, magneto, chain drive 7 10

2} EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler 9 16

4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks 16
3 h.p. AUTOMOTOR, low mount 10

3i h.p. REX, 22in. frame, two speeds .... 15 10

TRICARS, ETC.
6 h.p. Twin ADVANCE, wheel steering ..£35

51 h.p. REXTRIETTE, twin cylinder .... 29 10
41 h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA 32 10
6" h.p. ANTOINE, Chater-Lea, threespeeds 89 10

51 h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 85

n h.p. REX. Osborne, four speeds 24
5J h.r. REXETTE. water-cooled, twospeeds85
REX FORECARRIAGE,finecondition 5
HUMBER FORECARRIAGEgood conditions 15
STANDARD Regd. sidecar 4 10

MISCELLANEOUS. £ s. d.

9 h.p. FAFNIR engine, W.C. pump, etc 12 10
5 „ „ „ W.C. „ „ 7 10
Osborne 4-speed, fit Rex 2 15
Light Car Chassis 10
Tricar Chassis, new 8
Gnpwell Foot Brake 8 6
Brooks B too Saddle 12 6
23 New Minerva Cylinder 1 12 6

2I New Piston and Rings 10 6
28 x 2 New Inner Tubes 6 9
700 X 65 New Inner Tubes 7 9
Humber size New Accumulator 7 9

All machines despatched in running order with
reliable charged accumulator.

High-class machines wanted for spot cash.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Telephone 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

OPEN EASTER HOLIDAYS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LATEST Model Motosacoche. as new, not

ridden 100 miles, several spares; £23
10s. — Wauchope's, 9. Sho« Lane, Fleet
Street, E.C.

31 h.p. Kelecom, spring handles, seat-
2 pillar, all accessories, perfect; £17.

—H., " Westwood," Broad Lane, Hamp-
ton, Middlesex.

F'OE Sale. Fairy motor cycle, in first-

class condition, nearly new; price
£20.—Vf. Hossiter, 23. South Eoad, Kings-
wood, Bristol.

2 h.p. Werner, low frame, long bars, in
' thorough working order; bargain.

£8 lOe.—Apply, Girling, 9, Dock Street,
North W^oolwich. E.

2^ h.p. Werner, excellent running order.
4 £B ; 1| h.p. Quadrant, good running

order, £4.—Evans. Selborne. Station Eoad,
Steohtord, Birmingham.

2 h.p. M.O.V. Minerva, Chater-Lea fit-

tings, new Palmer back, in good
condition throughout ; £8. — Barker, op-
posite Station, Worthins.

£8 15s.—Quadrant, 2 h.p., new tyres,
spring forks and saddle pillar, ac-

oeasories, perfect running order. — 189,

Bowes Eoad, New Southgate.

31 h.p. 1907 Minerva, spring forks
2 stand, horn, few tools fine condi-

tion, new last August; £23.—404, High
Street North, Manor Park.

5 h.p. Sarolea, twin, Chater. perfect
order, powerful; exchange lower

power and cash, or sell £17. or near offer.

—8, Sebert Eoad. Forest Gate.

LIGHT F.N., new, 1908, only delivered
by makers a week ago, never used;

sacrifice £32, or near offer.—2, Burne
Street, Edgware Boad, London.

23. h.p. Minerva, B.S.A. frame, new jin.

4 belt, nearly new tyres, fast, pow-
erful ; £11 cash ; easy payments arranged.
—Ernest Suiers. Pinxton. Alfreton.

BRUCEGEOVE 2i h.p. Motor Cycle.
Chater-Lea fittings and frame, in

perfect order; £12, cost £30; private.—
22, The Avenue, Brucegrove Station.

4 h.p. Shop-soiled 1907 Military Eoc
Cycle, perfect order, as new; rea-

son for sale, too powerful.—Harrison. Im-
plement Works, Pocklington, Yorks.

31 h.p. Centaur, chain drive, Pheloii
2 and Moore two speeds and Mont-

gomery sidecar, in splendid condition;
£22.—Tetlow, 83, Eochdale Eoad, Heywood.

WEENEE Motor Cycle, 3i h.p., Lon-
guemare, spring forks, Gripwell

brake, perfect condition througnout;
lowest 13 guineas.—J. Fenn, Bridge, Kent.

01 h.j). Clyde, Simms engine, low ten-
i-j2 sion magneto, makers have fitted
five new bushes, new rings and valves,
tyres good; £16.—King. Fire Station.
Oxford.

FOE Sale, cheap. Motor Bicycle, 4-6 h.p.
twin engine, detachable passenger

attachment, in perfect order; best offer
solicited.—Apply, 79, Penge Eoad, South
Norwood.

6 h.p. Bat, Jap, spring frame, re-enamel-
led and re-plated, perfect order.

with two-speed gear; £40; with plain pul-
ley, £33.-9.663. The Motor Cycle Offices.
Coventry.

GLASGOW.—Fafnir, H h.p.. Dunldp
tyres, horn, lamp, stand, two accu-

mulators, low position ; bargain. £12. —
Cameron, Cycle Agent. Wyndford Street.
Maryhill.

03. h.p. Chater-Lea. Longuemare, Wata-
-J4 wata, Dunlops. excellent condi-
tion ; trial allowed ; seen any time ; £10
—Mackay, 4, Station Parade, Willesden
Green. N.W.

BAT, 2| h.p. Genuine De Dion, spring
frame. Bat ball spring forks. Fit-all

two-speed gear, do 40, climb anything;
£32 10s.—Motorist, 171, Eomford Eoad,
Stratford, E.

MINEEVA and Eex. — We carry the
largest stock of spare parts in the

provinces for these machines, can deliver
new machines from stock at low prices:
cash, exchange, or gradual payments:
charged accumulators for hire. Is. per
week.—Cookson Bros., 511. Ohester Eoad.
Old Trafford.

In answering ei'h;r nf iJieae advertisements U U ienrahle that yon mention " The Motor Cyele.

k
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TT'.N'. Lightweight, 1| h.p., almost new

:

TTAMPSTEAD.^J h.p. Brown ; £8 lOs.

;

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
r. Lightweight, 1| h.p., alm<
£24; only run a few miles.

31 h.p. Bat. De Dion engine, spring
5 fraT^e, as new, complete, with all

spares; £17.

MPSTE4
in good running order, new Palmer

tyres; bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3J h.p. twin Griffon,
magneto and spring forks, ex-

tremely fast; bargain, £29.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1908 Brand New Light-
weight Griffon, 1% h.p., shop-soiled

only; £27.

HAMPSTEAD.—Four-cylinder P.N., 1907
model, grand condition; £20, only

wants seeing.

HAMPSTEAD.—For 1908 Triumphs, early
delivery; £25 tor 1906. and £30 1907

part payment.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole Agents for Griffon
and Zedel engines, Minervas, P.N.'s,

Triumphs, etc.; liberal allowance or ex-
changes. — Key. 5, Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead, close to Tube Station.

OS h.p. F.N., magneto, as new; £22 10s.—
Z(4: Write, Johns. 68. Norwood Eoad,
S.E.

F.N., 2h.p. ; sale £6; particulars, stamp.
—Batey, Great Clarence Street. Dub-

lin.

4 h.p. Twin Hamilton, Chater-Lea. very
fast : £25.-10, Erpingham Eoad, Put-

ney.

4 h.p. M.Jf.O., perfect order; accept £16.
cost £S7 lOs.—123. Graham Eoad,

Hackney.

2 h.p. Buchet Motor Cycle, light and
low, very fast ; £8 lOs.-Chilton High

Street, "Watford.

51 h.p. Eei de Luxe, twin tyres. Eoc
2 clutch, magneto practically new

;

£24.—Below.

3 h.p. Quadrant, surface, fine order; £9.
—Below.

31 h.p. Bex, 1905, light, low. Palmers;
4 £11 10s.—Below.

31 h.p. Eex, 1904. surface, good order;
4 £7.—Below.

The Great Point.

Immediate Delivery.

No disappointment for Easter.

A.l machines ready for the road.

Exceptional "Bargains.

GO FOR YOUR HOLIDAYS
IN COmFORT.

Our exceptional credit and exchange

Terms apply.

h.p. Ditto,
Below.

new condition ; £10.—

EITHEE of above cash or exchange;
wanted, 1907 magneto Triumph, or

Quadrant, cash adjustment — Holmes.
Mill mU. Cowes.

FAIRY Lightweight, 1907 model, good
condition

; great bargain. £12. —
Hodges, Ewell.

F.N. Lightweight, 1| h.p., 1908. brand
new; £30.—Box 9,616, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

EXCELSIOE, 3S h.p., perfect running
order; £10 lOs.-119, Woodgrange

Eoad, Forest Gate.

31 h.p. 1907 Magneto Triumph, as new;
2 £34 10s.—Payne, Metchley Lane,

Harborne, Birmingham.

21 h.p. Minerva, recently overhauled;
4 £6, or reasonable offer.—Green. „., cv , ,. * i -i * ..

College Eoad. Cheshunt. RILEY, 5 h.p., water-cooled two speeds.

wheel steering, latest model, new £89
91 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea frame, good rileY, 9 h.p., three speeds and reverse,
^* condition^ tyres as new; £10.-170,

1 latest model, new
worple Eoad. Wimbledon.

3 h.p. Eiley, M.M.C. engine, good tyres,
new belt, excellent condition ; £13.—

Gnffin. Haywards Heath.

We can deliver the iollowing from stock :

NEW AND SHOP-SOILED ONLY.
TRIUMPH, 3Ul.p., 1908 model £48
REX, Modcle de Luxe, two speeds, 5 h.p.,

twin tyre, Roc clutch 60 IS
REX, Lightweight, 21 h.p., magneto 26 6
REX. Tourist, 3* h.p., 1907 with 1908

finish 31 10
PHANOMEN, 3-1 h.p., Nala hub, magneto 51
ZENETTE, spring frame, 3; h.p 40 19
DURKOPP, twin cylinder, 5 h.p., magneto 39
DURKOPP, 3i h.p., magneto 29
ARIEL Liglitweight, 2i h.p., ace. ignition,

shop-soiled 27 10
ARIEL, 3 h.p., ace. ignition, shop-soiled 31 10
REX, twin-cylinder, 5h]'., magneto, Koc

clutch, twin wheel, .?liop-sniled 38
BRADBURY, 2% h.p., sec. ignition, shop-

soiled 27 10
G.B., 3 h.p., magneto, Nala hub 41 10

SECOND-HAND.
N.S.U., magneto, 3i h.p., low frame, fine

condition £22
IVEL, IVlinerva engine, spring forks, lamp,

horn, complete, light machine 12

PHCENIX, Minerva engine, two speeds,

2; h.p 16 16

MINERVA, i> h.p., suit beginner 5

JEHU, Chater-Lea, Fafnir cn::ine, free

engine clutch 12

MINERVA, 3i h.p.. Spring forks, low
built ....'. 14

KERRY, 3J h.p., ace. ignition 13

TRICARS.

A h.p. Antoine, magneto, Osborne fonr-
^ speed, perfect condition; £23. —
Cooper. Hadley. Barnet.

5-6 h.p. Twin Westfleld, Sarolea, Bat
spring forks. Clipper tyres, smart;

£22.—P. Eowley. Slough.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, latest improvements,
almost new; 20 guineas.—24, Gwen-

dolen Avenue. Putney. S.W.

PJT. 1| h.p. Lightweight, 1908, brand
i new; bargain, £30.—Box 9,557, The
Hotor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

^9 153.—21 h.p. Werner, Dunlops, per-
?y feet condition, fast, hill-climber. —
201, Kentish Town Eoad, N.W.
^10.—Minerva 23 h.p. Motor Bike. M.O.V..
'*' Lloyd's fittings, in good order. —
Jone«. Ironmonger. Lichfield.

hitest model, new 136 10

PHCENl X TRIMO, Peugeot engine, coach-
built, two speeds 40

BARNES, 6 h.p., Stevens engine, wheel
steering, two speeds 50

ROVER TRI.MO, 3Sh.p., free engine,

spare front wheel 19 10

REXETTE, 5 h.p.. two speeds, wheel
steering, spare tyres, lamps, etc 35

Do not fail to call and inspect these machines
if ycu want to ride at Easter.

All accessories stocked. Write for li$^ the most
complete ever issued.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.

292-3, High Holborn.

LONDON, W.O.
Telegrams: "Admittedly, Lon,ion."

Telephone 261 Centra!

MOTORv.BICYCLESi.FOH SALE,
TEIUMPH. 24 h.p. Jap engine. Clincher

l.vies, ai. uo-it new, a.10, or ncai'est
offer.—Gardiner, Coupar Angus.

TEIUMPH. 1907, 31 h.p., magneto. Pal-
mer cord tyre, perfect.--8, Barrett

Street, Manchester Square. W.

3 h.p. Juno, Fafnir engine, perfect con-
dition; 10 guineas.—E., 239, Crlckle-

wood Broadway, London. N.W.

OSMOND Clement-Garrard 2 h.p. Motor
Cycle Frame, tanks. Watawata belt,

about 75 lbs. ; £5. or offers; and

TANDEM Kelecom, 2| h.p., lady-back,
with stays for gent. £10, or offers;

seen Mackenzie, Byfleet ('Phone, lOY), or
particulars, 40, Chancery Lane {'Phone.
4603. Holborn.

MINEEVA Motor Bicycle, low built.
Clincher A Won tyres, new; £5 lOs

—125, High Street, Peckham, S.E.

£9, or close offer.—5J h.p. Eex, adjust-
able pulley. excellent running

order.—6, Hill Street, Darlington.

51 h-p. N.S.U., twin-cylinder, magneto.
2 in splendid running order.—Apply ,-

57, South Park Eoad, Wimbledon, S.W.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring front forks, moet
reliable, and in splendid condition;

£12 10s.—Chilton, High Street, Watford.

ROVEE, 3J h.p.. free engine, 2i Palmers,
i in new condition, tools, horn, and

numbers; £18 10s.—16. HoUoway Eoad, N.

23 h.p. Kerry, re-plated, overhauled,
4 enamelled, perfect order ; £12,

offers.—91. Stanhope Gardens, Harringay.

31 h.p. Ariel-Fleet, in splendid oondi-
2 tion ; £13. — Cathcart 3, Dorset

Buildings, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street,
E.G.

ASCOT, about 35 h.p.. Chater-Lea fit-

tings, perfect condition; £12 123.—S..
4. Y'eoman's Eow, Brompton Eoad. Lon-
don.

31 h.p. Eex, perfect order, trembler,
4 WTiittle, Palmp'-» give trial in

sidecar; £10.-26, Cauiice Street, Black-
pool.

SOUTH SHIELDS.^i h.p. N.S.U., mag-
neto, spring forks, in perfect run-

ning order, tyres nearly new ; £22.

—

Below.

SOUTH SHIELDS.-4 h.p. Twin N.S.U.,
magneto, spring forks, machine like

new ; £2'3.—Below.

SOUTH SHIELDS.—5J h.p. Quadrant
Tricar, two speeds, bucket seats,

wheel steering, car tyres, machine in
beautiful condition, very reliable ; a bar-
gain at £35.—Teasdale, Westoe, South
Shields.

31 h.p. Light Low Eex, exceptionally
4 fine condition; trial with pleasure;

£10.—J. Lidderdale, Weeping Cross, Staf-
ford.

03 h.p. Westfield. Chater-Lea, good run-
.i/4 ning order; £10 10s., or offer. —
Woodhouse, Main Street, Sedbergh,
Torks.

21 h.p. Jap Motor Cycle, new engine,
2 very powerful, condition as new:

£12 10s., lowest.—Chilton, High Street.
Watford.

MAGNETO Triumph. 3 h.p., late 1906,

lamp, horn, and sundries; £25.—
Thompson, 44, Gilberthorpe Street,
Eotherham.

LIGHT Two-seater, 6 h.p., in faultless
condition ; any trial by appoint-

ment; £50.—Biggs, 30, Station Eoad, Cam-
berwell, S.E.

TET Biggs for Eeliable Eepairs, etc. —
Above.

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton. Mabon cluteh,
long bars, with rigid sidecar, excel-

lent condition; £22 lOs.—128, High Eoad,
Tottenham.

Q h.p. Minerva, new tyre on back wheel.
^' in splendid running order; £9 10s.;

climb almost any hill.—17, Peel Street.
Accrington.

31 h.p. Excelsior, splendid condition
2 throughout; £12, or exchange

cycles and cash. Clincher tyres.-10. Sun-
beam Villa, Staines Eoad, Sunbury-on-
Thames.

In anavrering any advertisement on this page it i' desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EDINBUEGH.—Alexander's Motor Ex-

cliange, 110, Lothian Koad, hold the
largest and most varied stock of motor
cycles in Scotland.

EDINBURGH.—3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
guaranteed order; £20; see it and

buy.—110. Lothian Eo;'.d.

EDINBUEGH. — 25 h.p. F.N., a genuine
bargain at £12; Clemeut^Garrard

lightweight, two-speed gear, chain di'ive,
condition as new, £11; another, with belt
drive, at £9 10s.

EDINBUEGH.^3 h.p. Humber, free en-
gine, chain drive, splendid condition,

£10 ; li h.p. Minerva, £5. secure it.—Alex-
ander. 110, Lothian Road.

EDINBUEGH. — Two Special Machines,
used in trials only ; 4 h.p. Eoc, mag-

neto, free engine, very fast, comfortable
and low. 1907 model. £30; superb 1907
5 h.p. twin Rex, only ridden 200 miles, did
fastest time in competition, £25, easy
starter, and faultless ; see it at once.

EDINBUEGH.—5 h.p. Twin Antoine, a
wonderful hill-climber, in splendid

going order, £20 10s.; 3 h.p. Automotor,
good steady puller, £10 10s. ; don't delay
—Call at Alexander's, 110, Lothian Eoad.

EDINBUEGH.—Special opportunity of a
new 1907 3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto,

never been out; £34 10s.; just the s;'me
as latest 1908 model.

EDINBURGH.—Another special bargain,
1907 3J h.p. Adler, magneto, new,

shop-soiled only, £32 10s., usual price £43;
this machine can be fitted with two-speed
gear for £5 extra; buy now, it will go
soon, and you miss a chance.—110, Lothian
Eoad.

EDINBUEGH.—Immediate delivery of
1908 models from stock, in following

makes; Vindeo, Rex, Quadrant, Minerva,
Griffon, Adler, Moto-Reve, N.S.U., Ariel;
liberal allowance for your old mount.

—

Alexander's Motor Exchange, 108 and 110,
Lothian Road.

£10.—Humber, ,^ h.p.. Druid spring
forks, Brooiis saddle, perfect order;

bargain; must sell.'— 32. Bartholomew
Eoad, N.W.

3 h.p. Quadrant, in good running order,
extra cover and tube, all complete;

£12 10s.—Warmisham, 59. Cannon Street,
Manchester.

3 h.p. Kohinoor, long, low. Clincher,
Longuemare, splendid condition;

.£8 103.—Swayne, 530b, High Road, Good-
mayes, Essex.

VINDEO Twin, 5 h.p., magneto, new
May, 1907, very little used, perfect

condition ; £30.—Land. Stonelea, Victoria
Eoad, Hale.

3 h.p. Special Humber, winner three
hill-climbsi, fast, powerful, fine con-

dition; £13. — Barratt. Glenroyd, Fair-
field, Buxton.

3 h.p. N.S.U., almost new, perfect,
written guarantee given; £21 10s.;

owner broken leg.—C. 26. Gaywood Eoad,
Walthamstow.

£15.—3i h.p. Royal Eiley M.O.V. Motor
Bike. 2^ Palmer tyres, perfect con-

dition, fast and reliable.—Jones, Iron-
monger, Lichfield.

WEENEE, two cylinders, 3| h.p. motor
cycle, perfect condition through-

out; £14 148.—B., 4, Yeoman's Row. Bromp-
ton Eoad, London.

5 h.p. Viudec Special, Truffanlt suspen-
sion. Simms-Bosch magneto, excel-

lent condition ; £30.—D. Lidderdale. Weep-
ing Cross, Stafford.

01 h.p. M.M.C., low built, fast, very
02 comfortable, perfect running order;
sacrifice £15 15s,, or part exchange,—45,

Parade, Leamington.

BAEGAIN.—23 h.p. Bradbury, In excel-
lent runnint? order; must sell; first

cheque £8 178. 6d. secures it.—Standing,
printer, Earnoldswick,

23, h.p. Griffon, spring forks, low, fast.
4 reliable; bargain. £10 lOs. ; push

bike part exchange. — Kirk, 42, Queen's
Eoad. Fairfield. Buxton.

Ol h.p. Eex, magneto, thoroughly re-02 liable, good, almost new, £19 lOs.,

or near; also Tee Bee stand, 63. 6d.—
Bishop. Tube. Wednesfleld.

Why run
risk o of Side-

slip

when you can fit the PHCENIX attachment
for £12 10b.

For Pabsenser, £15.
Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTORS, Ltd.,
Blundell Street, London, W.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
S, 1 I, lin., 1/- *aeh all (lies.

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.,
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,(

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

ORIGINAL.

'SiSSCT ™4E6r^ ismsSSM

STRONG PLAIN RESTS, S/6

. I/. *VKI«an I, WALWORTH,

ii

LIGHT MOTOR BICYCLE.
Send tor Citaloguo.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Rd.,

BIRMINOHAM.
Sole Wboleaale Ageot.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI.

3 h.p. Chater-Lea, No. 6 frame, Humb,
engine and sidecar, together or Sep

arate; seen any time; £16.—Mogridge.
Barnet Eoad, Potter's Bar.

REX Twin. 5-6 h.p., cantilever, new con-
dition, fast, flexible engine. Contin-

ental belt, tyres, special contacts ; lowest
£14 10s.—H. Short, Llandudno.

J Q08 Tourist Rex, 3i h.p., magneto; 1908,

-Li/. Miuervas, 1908 Brown, all from
stock; good allowance for old machine.
—Athletic Supply, Accrington.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle. Clement-Garrard
4 engine, new back rim brake, and

in good order; must sell; £9 10s.—Beesley,
5, Eussell Street. Accrington.

23. h.p. Clyde, magneto. Longuemare,
4 Clinchers, thorough order; £17

10s.; after 7.—B. Poole, ' Killowen. Hol-
den Eoad, Woodside Park, N.

-{ Q07 Triumph, l\ h.p., magneto, bought
-L<J August, condition like new, lamp,
horn, spares, tools; £33.—Harborne, Cam-
bridge Eoad, Wanstead, N.E.

GEIFPONS, the marvellous hill-climb-
ers, all models in stock; exchanges

entertained.—Sole Agents, Eey. 5, Heath
Street Motor Works. Hampstead.

01 h.p. Ormonde, Kelecom engine. Lon-
w'4 guemare. Palmers (unpuncturedi.
spares; photo for stamp; £7 15s.—P. Guv,
8, Burghley ±;oad. Kentish Town.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2J h.p. Jap. perfect
running order and condition, tyres,

Clincher A Won, unpunctured ; £12. — S

Howard, 35. Friar Street, Worcester.

21 h.p. Kerry, Clincher tyres, spring
2 girder forks, uon-trembler, Lon-

guemare, in good running order; £10. 7-

Belsten, 303, Stapleton Eoad. Bristol.

'31 h.p. Humber Motor Cycle, chaii
02 drive, first-class running order;
will accept £9 tor quick sale.—To be seen
at Harris's, Albert Eoad. Belvedere.

TEIUMPH, 1907, 3J h.p., magneto, per
feet, gold medal 1.000 miles trial

just overhauled by Triumph Co.; £35.-

W.D., 17, Colonnade, Eussell Square, W,C

ANTOINE, 4 h.p., new condition. Dun
lops, studded, low built, Chater

Shamrock-Gloria belt, powerful m;i-

ohiue; £15'.-Powell, 27, Tredegar Eoad
Bow. E.

BAEGAIN. — Motor cycle. Clincher .\

Won tyres. 2i h.p., Coventry madr
in going order; £11, or nearest offer,-

Parker, 5, Fleet Street, Bishop AucklantI
Durham.

Q3 h.p. Minerva, new cylinder and pi.-

^4 ton, re-bushed, new Dermatini-
spring forks and seat-piUar; £11; per-

tectly reliable.—Shirley, Holmbush Eoad
Putney.

Ql h.p. Chater-Lea, Longuemare, M. and
i^2 B. switch, Bowden back and front

brakes, perfect condition and splendid
running order: £6 IDs.-128, High Eoad,
Tottenham.

TIEIUMPH, 3J h.p..> 1907, standard, mag-
neto, in good condition, tyres good,

heavy tread on rear cover; what offers?

Lancashire.—No. 9,674. The Motor Ciielr

Cfflces, Coventry.

31 h.p. Excelsior, in splendid going cou-

2 dition, nearly new, long handle-
bars, low frame; can be tried; £16: to

view 9,ny time. — 9a. The Promenade,
Seven Kinrs, Essex.

5 h.p. Trafalgar, Antoine engine, spring
forks, splendid condition. £22: 2>

h.p Durkopp, spring forks, spray, trem-
bler, good order, £10.-11, Avenue Road.
Goldhawk Road, W.

SALFORD.—3i h.p. Minerva, genuine
picked engine, equal to i-ew, only

ridden 500 miles ; nearest offer to £20

accepted; guaranteed perfect order.—132,

Cross Lane, Salford.

01 h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap. done 500. Pal-

^2 mers. F.N., Nilmelior. Watawata.
low. long bars, good climber: £12 12fi.

cash.-C. Goring. 38, James Street, Ox-

ford Street. London. W.

Q3 h.p. Genuine Minerva throughout,
.^4 very reliable; expert examination
invited; bought new Triumph; bargain.

£12 10s.: evening after seven.—5, Navarino
Eoad, Hackney, London.

Ill answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
RLLEY Tricar, 4J h.p., water-cooled,

two 8i>eeds, coach-built, perfect

order; bargain; must sell; £25. or
•nearest offer. — Brice. Brigstock Road,
rhornton Heath.

i n07 Twin Eexette Tricar, 5-6 h.p., air-

Lo cooled, belt drive, accumulator
ignition, ftrst-claas condition; £25, or cx-

chanffe for good cycle.—Woodbridge. 260,

[Jozells i-;oad. Aston.

•11 h p. Humber Tricar, perfect going
^'2 order, £16; new Bex Tourist 35

'uinea model motor cycle, juBt delivered

by makers ; what offers ? — C. Masters,

Baunds, Northants.

41 h.p. AEfter Engine Tricar, Chater-Lea
2 frame, Bozier two-speed, water-

uooled head, chain drive, wicker body;
quick sale, £25.-3, Glendower I'lace,

South Kensington.

•> h.p. Rex, fitted with Phelon and Moore
.0 two-speed gear (nearly new), and
Phoenix Trimo with forecarriage, new
back tyre, 2iin. Clincher; £20.—Grace and
Sutcliffe, Keighley.

41 h.p. Water-cooled Humber Tricar,
'% coach-built body, free engine, two

speeds, chain dSrive, car tyres, good con-
.fition; photo; £17.—Bowen. Greatheed
sioad, Leamington.

-1 h.p. Light Tricar, twin-cylinder, two
-02 speeds, Palmer tyres, 2J cord on
back, magneto, extra mudguards, pump,
tools, horn; £29.—Clark, George Street,

ffyde. Isle of Wight.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p., water-cooled
engine> three speeds, very fast on

iillls excellent condition, all accessories
;

iiny trial; price £65.—The Western Motor
Agency, Sidcup, S.E.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, latest pattern,
2 two- speed, free engine, water-

oooled, car tyre back, front lyres new,
tSrst-class condition; 30 guineas.—Oakden.
Oheapside, Lancaster.

nl h.p. Paler Tricar, new last May,
."02 non-skid back wheel, lamps, horn,
' and tools, running perfectly, three
speeds, reverse; £65. — Hobdey, Black-
friars Street, Manchester.

"-6 h.p. Eexette. little used, coach-built,
O hardly scratched, £30 worth Rttings,
improvementB, tyres, spares, tyres nearly
new back, 700 by 85, water-cooled; £33.—
21, Seaborn Road. Morecambe.

f>EXETTE. 5J h.p., two-speed and free
*i engine, wheel steering, in splendid

order, just re-enamelled, new tyres and
inner tube; .£32, or near offer. — Smith,
47, St. Georges' Avenue, Birkenhead,

READY lor Easter.—3i-4i h.p. Tricar,
Kent three-speed. Minerva, Mills-

-Fulford, Clincher and Continental tyres,
splendid condition; trial on steep hill;

£27.-159, Queen's Road, Dalston, N.E.

6 h.p. Eexette. spring frame, water-
cooled, two Bipeeds, wheel steering,

itudded rear tyre, coach-built front and
rear seats, with side lamps, equal to new ;

only £40.—Telegraph Motor Co., Hanley,
staffs.

6 h.p. W«stfield Tricar, open frame,
bucket seat, coach-built body, wheel

steering, three-speed f;ear. horn, head
and tail Idghts. ample spares ; £32.—
Zeuitli Motors, Ltd.. 101a, Stroud Green
Road, N.

OPEN Frame Tricar, 4^ h.p. Stevens en-
gine, two-sp^ed gear, water-cooled,

-oach-built, wheel steering, new Dunlop
uar tyre on back wheel; geouine bargain
for holidays; £25.—Owen, Fruiterer,
()akengat6a.

il h.p. Twin Givaudan-Crownfleld, ex-
*x2 cellent condition, new \VTiitsnn-

i
tide. 1907, Clinchers (unpunctured), Stan-

I ley belt, Longuemare. spares, upholstered
basket; trial given; £31; exchange
modem low 23 or 3^ h.p. bicycle and cash.
—XJlto, 10, Harold Road, Leytonstone.

^

QTAMEORD HILL. — 5 h.p. w.c. Opper-
1 O mann three-speed tricar, overhauled,
,

plated, and enamelled like new. £35; 4J
i

U.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo, overnanled,
I plated, and enamelled like new, £32 10s.

;

4i h.p. Kelecom. £22; 3J h.p. M.M.C., £10;
Jl h.p. Rex, Millford front, £15; all bar-

I .gains and guaranteed; trials.—128, High
Koatl, Tottenham.

'Tee Bee' or not to be.
PRACTICAL MOT(

•TEE BEE'

PRACTICAL MOTORISTS ALL SAY

'Tee Bee' ^^,

Pillar w ^|7 */

suits I' pi
" ^®* ^®® " Stand,

u- i) *' strong, rigi!l,
machines JJpws »„,ii„ «„.,„«Jw^mJil easily operated,
withfixed Wil Price .... 12/6

seat pillars,

Price 12/6

' Tee Bee "

Steel Footrests,

Price .. 5/-

' Tee Bee ' Carrier. ' Tee Bee

'

Tubular, 10/6, Spring Footrests,

Strong metal, 6/6. Price, 12/6.

Can be had throuRh Cycle and Motor
Dealers everywhere. Booklet free.

TEMPLETON BROS.,
535, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

TRIUMPl

MOTOR CYCLES.

Agenti for South-West of London

—

. . THE . .

BUIBERT-BRAMLEY

MOTOR CO.

(S. W. DOWQLASS),

96, Upper Richmond Road,

PUTNEY, S.W.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES

TAKEN in PART PAYMENT.

SPARE PARTS fcrail machines.

GENERAL REPAIRS.

THICAHS FOR SALE.
TRICAE, 3J h.p. Kerry, two-speed, free

engine, chain drive, Ian-cooled,
Plater's art cane seat, splendid hill-

climber, in thorough good condition;
price £30.—Lee. 80. Rectory Road, Pul-
ham, S.W.

EXTRAORDINARY Bargain !—Powerful
8-10 h.p. Rexette, seats three, twin,

water-cooled, two-speed, wheel steering,
with all accessories, climb anything with
three passengers; lowest price £45. —
Foyle, 135 Charing Cross Road, London.
W.C.

TRUMP 9 h.p. Tricar, water-cooled,
three speeds and reverse. Chater-

Lea fittings, sprung throughout, new
August last, perfect throughout; price
70 guineas—E. A.C. 167, Victoria Street.
Westminster.

-( Q07 Wolf Tricar, good as new, 8 h.p.
J-O twin, three speeds, climb anything,
double front seat, in excellent condition.
Lucas lamps, spares; bargain, £60, cost
£120; any trial given.—Beach, Beacons-
field Road, Dover.

REX Triette 1907 light tricar, 5J h.p..

twin-cylinder, as new, perfect order
throughout, fully equipped with spare
valves, accumulators, belts, tools, etc.;
photo: trial; £27.—Lloyd, Victoria Ter-
race, Leamington.

NEARLY New, 3i h.p. Raleighette, not
run 60O miles, open frame, water-

cooled, two speeds, best light tricar ever
produced: cost £97. sacrifice £40; motor
cycle taken part payment.—R. Else, Lea-
wood, near Matlock.

fT-e h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds,
O water-cooled, chain driven, uphol-
stered back and front, radiators, lamps,
generator, footboards, splendid condi-
tion; £40, or offers, open exchange.—^91.

Stanhope Gardens, Harringay.

^-6 h.p. Open Frame Tricar. Ghater-Lea.
O two-speed, rubber footboards, new
cover and tubes; £30, or offer; exchange
Mabley car or two-cylinder Daimler, suit-
able for station work; cash adjustment.
— Apply, Ship, Upstreet.

RLLEY' Tricar. 1907, 9 h.p., condition as
new, recently overhauled by maker,

extra large tyres, Autoclipse headlight
and generator, all accessories, tools, and
spare parts; £75 cash.—Eingwood. 24.
The Broadway, Hammersmith.
HUMBER Tricar, new, only run tew

miles, cost £75. must sell, £50; also
4^ h.p. De Dion licensed car, new condi-
tion, bargain, £35: Palmer corded cover,
new, 28 by 2^, 30s. ; 28 by 2i. £1.—Wingflel,u
112, New King's Road, Fulham.
nj-lEICAE. 44 h.p. De Dion engine, Opper-
i mann three-speed and clutch. Pal-
mer cord car tyre (700 by 75) back wheel,
coach-built front, beautifully upholster-
ed and sprung, climb anything, and very
fast; £33.—Prank Almgill, Yeadon, Leeds

41 h.p.' Twin Precep Tricar, Mills-Ful-
2 ford, coach-built aluminium body,

good order, overhauled last summer,
extra wheel, numerous spares, new Duco
Flex belt ; cash offers ; appointment. —
Rose Villa, Court Road, Sutton, Surrey.

8 h.p. Twin-cylinder Water-cooled Rex-
ette Tricar, two-speed, twin back

wheel, seat for two in front, perfect
order and condition, .just ridden from the
North of Enghind to London; £48; any
severe trial.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,
i'leet Street, E.C.

6-7 h.p. Twin-cylinder water-cooled
Fafnir Tricar, open frame, wheel

steering, bucket seats, in thoroughly srood
condition: full particulars and nhoto on
application: price £45, or good motor
bicycle taken in part payment.—Taylor,
Thames Side, Chertsey.

5-6 h.p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled,
wheel steering, coach-built seats.

beautifully upholstered, two speeds, free
engine. Palmers to front, large studded
car tyre to back, machine throughout
like new; £40, or exchange.—The Leed^
Motor Exchange, 28, Dock Street,

REXETTE, 51 h.p., two speeds, water-
cooled, wheel steering, open frame,

splendidly sprung, fast and luxurious,
climbs anything, in perfect running
order, tyres good, many iinprovements

:

expert examination invited: best offer

nr-er £30-—Dr. Parkhurst. Brackley,

In amwering any adveTtittmttU on this page it is desirable that you mention " Th* Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
7-9 h.p. Peugeot Twin, two-speed, bucket

seat, wheel steering, new non-slcid
on back, front just fitted, new accumula-
tor, acetylene lamps, attractive appe:ir-
ance, fast and powerful, in perfect run-
ning order; £35.—Smart, Star Hotel,
Alnwick.

41 h.p. Phoenix, two-speed gear and tree

4 engine, a reliable tricar of the
light class, footboards, lamp, horn,
tools. Brooks BlOO saddle, ready for any
severe test: price, very lowest, £24 10s.—
Garaged at Wauchope'e, 9. Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street. E.G.

51 h.p. Twin-cylinder Eex Triette.
2 spring back and front, non-skid

back wheel, footboards, four-speed gear
and free engine, in capital condition, and
fast, two powerful brakes, upholstering
and general condition like new; £25 10s.—
Garaged at Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane.
Fleet Street, London, E.G.

6 h.p. Singer Tricar, twin-cylinder,
water-cooled, wheel steering, coach-

built, two speeds, first-class running
order, new heavy car tyres, tools, horn,
pump, .lack, accumulator, and spares;
£50 cash; owner bought four-seater.—
Dentist, 25, Manchester Street. Heywo-od.

PHCENIX Tricar, 6 h.p., coach-built,
open fi'ame, two speeds, very little

used, looks like new, £45, or nearest oifer,

would take twin motor cycle part pay-
ment ; also brass acetylene headlight,
12s.- -Roberts. 10, Grove Place, Uampstead,
R.W.

6 h.p. 1907 Singer, three speeds and re-

verse, extra wide front seat, S')ld

through no fault; must have the cash,
but owner would accept £10 and 1908 Tri-
umph ; cash, to clear, £46, coat £146.—
Apply, any time, Hurlock. ,jun., 70. Wal-
worth Road, S.E. 'Phone, 14942 Central.

9 h.p. De Dion Tricar w.c., two speeds.
Hans Renold's silent chains, wheel

steeriu.g, Longuemare, car tyres, N.S.
back (all as new), very reliable; expert
examination invited; genuine bargain,
trial, £45. or nearest offer for quick sale.

—6, Grevswood Street, Mitcham Lane,
Streatham, S.W.

5 h.p. Two-cylinder Tricar, Sarolea en-
gine, sprung frame, coach-built,

wheel steering, three speeds, non-slrid
back wheel, splendid machine, powerful
and fast, £29; light forecarriage, less

seat and springs, practically new. make
motor bike into nice light trike. bargain,
£4 10s.—Spark Motor Works, Pentonville
Road, King's Cross.

REXETTE, 5 h.p,, two speeds, water-
cooled, wheel steering, specially

built driving wheel. Michelin car tyre,
new spare tube for same, Palmer fronts,
with spares, special tool box, controlling
switch on wheel, two Ducellier oil lamps,
one acetylene headlight, lot of acces-
sories, good condition ; £35.—Holt, Forest
View, Barrowford. Lancashire.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
FORECAR, Mills-Fulford, 26in. wheels,

adjustable stays.—315, Wick Road,
Hackney,

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, condition as
new; £3 15s.—43, Stavordale Road,

Drayton Park, Highbury.

SEVERAL Side and Forecars, cheap.
Send requirements, or Id. stamp for

list.—Farrar, Square PuOad. Halifax.

MOTOR Sidecar, guaranteed climb 1 in
5 two up, De Dion, two speeds;

photo; £32 lOs.—Slaughter, Weston-super-
Mare.

SIDECAR. Liberty, fit any frame, cane,
upholstered red, 26in. Dunlop. un-

scratched; £4 15s.—174, High Street, Stoke
Newington.

SIDECAR, splendid condition, fit any
frame, 26in. Dunlop motor tyre;

sacrifice £4 15s.—T. Judd, 123, Hblloway
Road. London. N.

SIDECAR. Montgomery, in excellent
condition. 26 by 2J wheels; £5.—Hul-

bert-Bramley Motor Co., 96, Upper Rich-
mond Road. Putney.

CHATER-LEA Tricycle Attachment.
Continental tyres, footboards, foot-

brakes, complete, new; £7 15a.. or near
'iffer.—24. Southgate Koad. London, N.

ON YOUR
MACHINE THIS EASTER?

The Premier Road Clearer
Marks the up-to-date Motor Cycle.

The Horn is a well-made, heavily-plated, double
twist one, with 4in. mouth. The Buzzer is also
well finished andpiMted. The press-button and
wires attach to hanJie-bar by means of leather

strap.

BY FEEXURN OF F»OST-
£lectric Buzzer with press-button and wires 8 '6
Buzzer and Horn complete 12/6

See advt. of Premier Searchlight, etc.,

elsewhere in this issue.

PREMIER IVIOTOR Co., Ltd.
ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

STANLEY DERMATINE

MOTOR BELT.
The Belt that carried everything before

it in igo7 Season.

Lewisham Motor Club Open Hill

Climb, Saturday, 4tli April, 1908,

Dermatine Belt gains

Gold and Silver Medals.

No other belt holds such a recoid.

The Original Rubber and Canvas Belt.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The itandaid belt that is adopted by all

leading manufactuieis.

f UNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

THB PRICES.
Sin. §in. lin.

1/4- l/S 1/11 per ft.

Post Free.

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE UOTOB
BELT FASTENER.

With onbrnkable Terry's hooK.
Guaranteed.

(Made under Simplex Patent.)
In sixes, iin., i^in., ^in.j lin., z/- eacb.

Wholesale and Retail.

THE STANUCY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO-

SI, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

N^

°r Nickel Steel VALVES
SLt-G -the best.

All sizes In stock. No waiting. Orders for
large quaatltles to any model or drawing can be

executed at the shortest notlca.

A. BINEX &. OO.,
99, Great Eastern Street. LONDON, E.G.

Telephone 9024 London Wall.
Telegrams: " Binetique. London."

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MILLS-FULFOED Sidecar, nearly new

£5.—Sands, High Eoad. Woodford.

EW Sidecar, fit any machine; £4 17s
6d.—205. Queen's F^ad. Dalston.

QIDECAE, rigid fixing. 26in. Clincher.O nearly new; £5 IDs.—31. Landor
Xoad. .Stockwell.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, good condition.
28in. wheel, upholstered red ; £A

15a.—Vowler. 10. Camden Avenue. Felt-
ham.

MONTSaMEEY Sidecar, coach-built,
flexible joints, 28ia. wheel, left side;

£7.—Netherton, Parkside Gardens, Wim-
bledon.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, right or left.
Z6in. Palmer tyre.—96. Upper Eich- '

mond ±toad. Putney.

SIDECAE. rigid fixing, adjustable every
way, very comfortable, smart finish.,

new condition; £5 5s.—99. Beuthal Eoad.
Stoke Newington.

MILLS and Fulford Duplex Steering
Sidecar, only run few miles; £6. or

really good trailer and cash.—486. Cov-
entry iioad, Birmingham.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, with latest
non-skid attachment, excellent con-

dition, wicker and cane ; £7, or near
offer, 26in —Frank Moss, Mansfield.

LATEST Montgomery Sidecar, first

quality, exactly equal to new;
accept £7 10s. ; exchange Eemington Brief
typewriter, or Sunbeam cycle.—76, Station.

I

Eoad, Old Hill.

FOE Sale, 1908 sidecars, ready for
Easter, double leaf springs, 26in,

motor tyre, will fit any machine; £4 188.

6d.: see testimonials from satisfied riders.
—Jennings, 268, Horasey Eoad. Holloway.

CONTEAOTA Folding Sidecars, lor all.

motor cycles.—We are fijll up tor
Easter, but call and see us. A blow to-

the space diflculty. Nearly new trailer,
for sale, £3.—Shapland and Co.. Ewell.
Surrey.

HANDSOME Montgomery Sidecar,
coach-built aluminium body, dark

green, upholstered to match, fiexiblf

joints, fit either side. 26in. wheel; £7.

—

Seen at Warriner's Garage. Micklegate
Bar. York.

FOEECAE, 4i h.p. Stevens engine, two-
speed gear and clutch, tyres in goo(t

condition, guaranteed in running order,
chain drive ; lowest cash price £28, a bar-
gain.—Apply, E.G., 51, Chingford Eoad.
Walthamstow.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, art cane. 26in.

wheel, fitted to 3J h.p. White and
Poppe, Chater-Lea, guaranteed best

throughout, ready tor immediate tour;
£28, or sell separate.—Letters first. Motor.
2. Spen.er Park. S.W.

5 h.p. Single Sidecar, spring forks, 24iD.

tyres all round, good condition, lo^
built, spares, guaranteed perfect; any
trial; expert examination invited; £26.
or near offer, genuine bargain.—15.
Emery Street. Walsall.

SIDECAE, rigid, very fine condition,
cane seat, nicely upholstered, £6'

'=;s.: also a Duplex steering Mills and Ful-
ford sidecar. £5 15s. ; forecar attachment,
good order. £5; £16 16s.; Mills and Fulforft
coach-built governess trailer, good order.
£5.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. London.

STAMFOED HILL. — Marvellous value.
Our famous sidecars have double- -^

leaf springs, frames brazed and stove
enamelled, lull sized and well upholstered
bodies. We will send on approval, ana
leave you to judge. None better, what-
ever you pay. Our price £4 18s. 6d.. com-
plete; can deliver from stock; please
order early.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

EASTEE is now on us, but we have a
limited number of sidecars we can

supply from stock. Come and have one
fitted for £5. Points to remember: Ours
are attached in two minutes, the lowest
built, thereby ensuring safety. Seven
years' guarantee. We are the inventors
and originators of the sidecar. Estab-
lished 1890. We have a reputation to-

keep up.—Oakleigh Motors. Ltd., West
Dulwich.

In answerivr/ any (irlvfrtis'"ment on this paqe- it j'.s (IrslrohJe that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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REPAIRERS.
IGNiriON Colls and Magnetos Repaired,

any make; accumulators repaired
and cliarged; beat work; moderate
charges; quotations.—Glover Bros., Elec-
tricians, Coventry.

TO West of England Motorists.—Oar and
motor cycle repairs, promiDt and re-

liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons
and nngs fitted; don't hesitate; send
straight to us. — Hamlin, Motor Works,
Bridgwater.

CCOCCCCCO Oompreaaion means power.
—Cylinders re-bored and new pis-

tons fitted; guaranteed fit 4-l,000in.;

bears 13 stone on pedal ; write for list.

—

Gradior Machine Co., Compression Speci-
alists, Stafford.

IGNITION Coils and Accumulators, any
make repaired and charged at

lowest prices; lists free; work g'uaran-
teed. Sole agents for Hagen accumu-
lators. Tel., 95X.—The Victoria Garage
and Electrical Co., Coventry.

REPAIRS and Overhauling. — We have
the finest repair works in London

for motor cycles, ^^^th up-to-date ma-
chinery; estimates free; new cylinders
for any make of engine, pulleys, valves,
gears, and all I'eplaoements; send for
our new booklets, with prices.-Laystall
Motor Engineering Works, 27 and 29, Lay-
stall Street, Eosiebery Avenue, B.C.

EXCHANGE,
ANGELUS Piano Player, for tricar

(water-cooled), or 1907 motor cycle.
—45, iParade, Leamington.

4JL h.p. Tricar for Pianola, or small
2 cabinet and sideboard.—34, Blan-

tyre Road, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

F.N., four-cylinder, 200 miles, garaged
London, for 13 h.p. geared F.N., or

2j h.p.-, cash.—Watson, 51, Windmill Pioad,
Luton.

HDIMBEE Tricar, 3J h.p., free engine,
Dunlop tyres; £15; wanted, good

motor bike. — ill, Humberstone Road,
Leicester.

CHATER-LEA Frame, suit 23 h.p., in-
clined, for 3J h.p. M.O.V. Minerva

cylinder.—Langford, 215, Algernon Road,
Lewisham.

EXCHANGE for Vindec or P.oc, with
two-speed gear, a Re.vettie tricar, in

splendid condition.—K., 2(5a, Mornlngside
Drive, Edinburgh.

CAMERA, quarter-plate Lancaster In-
stantograph. coat £2 2s., two double

dark slides, etc.-; wanted. Fullers 16 amp
accumulator, lamp, etc.—Pascoe, Borough
Green, Kent.

EXCHANGE, New Playetta Player
Piano and rolls, cost £103, for Tri-

umph, Phelon and Moore, or other gcod
make and cash.—Harrison, 31, Pasture
Road, G3ole.

CHASSIS for Runabout, only wants
finishing, no engine or tyres; will

take a 2 h.p. motor cycle for same if in
good order. — Bedwell, Cherrvhinton
Koad, Cambridge.

EXCHANGE, brand new 3J h.p. Claren-
don, latest low model, guaranteed

perfect, for cash and cycle; cost £10;
three days' trial allowed.—Sheldon House
Queen Victoria Road, Coventry.

WILTSHIRE Motor Cyclists can ob-
tain large allowances for their?m motors in exchange for N.S.U.'s from

Millard and Co.. Trowbridgre, sole whole-
Bale and retail agents, for Wiltshire.

SALE or Exchange, 5-6 h.p. twin Kerry,
with forecar, Osborne four-speed,

latest, also 4 h.p. twin Kerry, very low,
footboards, almost new; what offers'
Must seU.—Boyd, High Street, Hastings.

1?XCHANGE 3J h.p. Beeston Humber,
AJ free engine, Longuemare carbur-
etter, 26 by 2i -Palmer cords. Brooks BIJO.
long bars, low seat, tor low 2| h p or
sell £16.—W.K., 14, Culmore Road Peck-
ham.

Q h.p. Riley Tricar, in perfect condition
y many extras, very fast and power-
ful, new July, 1907, and only used once
weekly; exchange for light two-seater
modern oar.-Seager, 44, Wimborne Road,
oouthend-on-Sea.

EXTRALITE

HEADLIGHTSl
TURNS NIGHT INTd DAY.

Special Lens, all parts detachable,

15/8 plated.

Compute, with'large'size generator, fi tt ed

with cleaning nsedle, 25/6. Carriage'paid.— 'rr^ D"l

Percy Cycle Co,, Ltd.,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

The largest house in the North of

England for

SVIOTOR SPEOBALIIIES.
Illustrated Catalogues on application.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES,
ready for the road, every machine i;:uaranteed

in first-class order. Send for list.

We can't print this, as our stock varies daily.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS are the best
hundreds in use, 3/6 each.

Mirror

Lens

Projector

Headlight

25/- plated.

Fitted wifi

eleclricbjlb

3/3 extra.

Or CDmplete

w;th

gen 'rator,

35/- eac',1.

lUIUIlflflf'

Sole Agents for the famous N.S.U. and
TRIUMPH Motorcycles. Delivery from
took, any model. Second-hand Motors

taken in part payment..

In avsweiing any adverthenicnl on this page it is cleHrahk thai you meiiiion "The Motor Cycle.'

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE screw-cutting lathe for 2|

h.p. P.N. engine, magneto. — 34,

Windior Avenue, Dublin.

SOREW-OUTTINQ Lathe for motor cycle,
or Humber 31 h.p. tricar.—89. Mar-

garet Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

FIRST-CLASS £30 Piano and cash for
two-seated car, good make.—89, Mar-

garet Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

NEW Special Triumph, Sturnley-Archer
three-speed; excnange motor cycle.

—9,673, TIti Motor Cycle Ofllces, Coventry.

EXCHANGE new push bike tor motor
cyele, cash adjustment, or sell

cneap.—H., 13. Rattray Road, Brixton,
S.W.

P.
and R. New Accumulator, and Beez
voltmeter, for u&eiul accessoriea,

vindec or Peugeot spares preferred. —
Higgen, Lawn atreet. Paisley.

4 h.p. Steam Marine Set, oil fuel, very
compact, new; exchange for light-

weight motor cycle or tricar; sell £17.—
Hugnes, Giooins Road, Seily Oak.

3 h.p. M.M.C., 26in. by 2Jiu. Clinchers,
perfect, also good B.o.a. cycle; ex-

cnange lor higner power, twin preferred.
—22. Chaucer Road, Eoreat Gate.

WE Make a Speciality of exchanges,
and it will pay you to enquire for

a quotation for eitner new or second-
nand motors. — Maude's, Powell Street,
Halifax.

EXCHANGE PuU-sdze billiard table, by
Wright, or first-class piano, for tri-

car, two-speed, cnain drive, tree engine,
handle starting, water-cooled. — H., 112,

GoidnawK Road, W.

TWIN Minerva. Ai h.p., Chater-Lea, per-
fect condition, ready for road,

spares; exchange for 3J h.p. magneto
I'riumph, De Dion, or good make and
cash.-9,672, '^'Iie Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, or
well-known tricar, new furniture,

any description, direct from the works,
valued wholesale.—Furniture Manufac-
turer, 3-5, New Norfolk Street, Shoi-e-
ditch, London.

GENT'S Push Bicycle, three-apeed, back,
pedal brake, back rim and front

rim brake, extra wide mudguards, like
new; £4; exchange above for lightweignt
motor cycle, cash adjustment.—45. Great
Colmore Street, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE 5-6 h.p. twin Rex, spring
forks, cantdiever seat-piHar, 2^

Clinchers, fitted with Mabon clutch,
starts like a car, for smaUer power and
cash, or sell £23.—The Leeds Motor Ex-
change. 28, Dock Street.

1 fr h.p. Mors, has been dismantled,
J-O thoroughly overhauled, and re-
assembled, tyres in splendid condition,
with spares, lamps, and tools; would ex-
change for smaller car. Prudential bond,
or consider offer; price £200.—Motor, 33,
Acre Lane, Brixton.

3i h.p. White and Poppe, late 1907,
2 uhater-Lea No. 6 frame, spring

forks, by good maker ; exchange for twin
or sell £22. bargain; 2J h.p. Bentinck-
Jlinerva, less tyres- and saddle, other-
wise complete, and very little worn,
what offers? — Box No. 9.630. The Motor
Cycle Ofaces. Coventry.

WANTED.
ENGINE, Stevens, 4 h.p.; cheap, or

similar.-Smith, Cox Street West,
Birmingham.

WANTED, Small Car, or open framed
twin-cylinder tricar.—Lyndhurst,

Knottiugley.

"DACECOURSE Garage, Doncaster, wants
J-V' to purchase modern motor cycles
tor spot cash.

TS/"ANTED, Motor Cycles, good makes;
» T cheap ; cash waiting.—5, Heath

Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, Frame, with tank, for 3J h p.
vertical engine.—Carrother's, I,ls-

bellaw, Fermanagh.

WANTED, Roc, Phelon, or two-speed
motor cycle, also sidecar.-Jar-

man. Torridge. Torquay.

iSM...
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WANTED.
"\;irANTED, Eei eneine. 3i h.p.. eiohange
» T good trailer.—A, Covell, 16. Munson
Eoad. Eedhill.

i Q04 Kex front forks and wheel wanted,
JLtJ for cash.—Simpson, 84, Loughrigg
Street. Bradford.

WANTED, Vulcauiser, for repair she p,
one of the latest.—Cliauffoxir.

Cheadle Royal, Cheadle.

PALMER Cover, Clincher. 28 by 2i, good
condition, wanted.—Newman, Syl-

vester .Street, Shefiield.

WANTED, Fcrecar Attachment for
cash ; cheap.—E.G., 22, Ingravc

Street, Battersea, London.

SIDECAR, rigid, 26in. wheel, left, good,
lit twin Rex.—Bateman, 36, Adding-

ton Square, Camberwell.

WANTED, 9 h.p. Riley or Singer tricar,
in sound order, cheap for cash.—6,

Bridge Street, Cambridge.

WANTED, a h.p. Motor Bicycle, 1907,
magneto ; approval. — Marshall,

Ea^t View, Lindal, Lanes.

TAT"ANTED, Push Cycle and cash for 25
\ \ h.p. Minerva, like new.—9,670, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry

WE Purchase Motor Cycles for ca.'sh;

exchanges entertained. — Motors,
26, Offerton Lane, Stockport.

WHITTLE'S Belt, 9ft. by iin., good con-
dition; approval, aeposit.— VVool-

ston, Snarestone, Atherst,one.

WANTED, a radiator, 1ft. 9in. long,
and 1ft. high, gilled or honey-

combed.—Moreton. Bembridge.

WANTED, for Easter, Motor Cycle,
also ti'icar or car; must be chi^ap.

—W^ Gait, 7. Dagmar Road, S.E.

WANTED, Twin Rex de Luxe, in good
condition; cash waiting.-Hill.

Rectory Road, Sutton Coldfield.

WANTED, good leather D.B. coat,
length 34, ch«6t 44 inches or more

—S., 2, Ermine Street, Huntingdon.

WANTED, modern motor cycles, musi
be cheap for spot cash.—rimiti.

Ford Street, St. Mary, Nottingham.

WANTED, 1907 or 1906 Triumph, an^
condition; must be cheap foi

cash.—Rey, 5, Heath Street, Hampstead.

WANTED, twin Peugeot engine, alsi.

850 by 120 inner tuue ana non-skid.
—Ferris, 41, Uhurcn Street, Camberwell

WANTED, comfortable coach-buili
seat, for forecar attachment, witi,

low springs.—C.S., 36J, Edgware Road, VV.

WAN±£D, motor cycle ; exchange up-
right grand piano.—No. L2,0?4. 'iiu

Motor Cycle Offices. 20, iudor Street, B.C.

WANiED, Cane Sidecar and little cash,
28in. wheel, exchange IJ h.p. Min-

erva, B103.—Waddon, I^ew Road, Croydon.

WANTED, 3 h.p. Fafnir engine, com-
plete, fair price; no creeks; ap-

proval.—Dew, LuUingstone, Eynsford,
Kent.

SIDECAE, for 23in. wheel bike, Mont-
gomery preferred; cheap for cash.

—Francis, 8, Guildford Road, Southend-
on-Sea

WANTED, 1908 Triumph Motor Bike
and £10 in exchange for two-cylin-

der two-seater car.—Stagg, Thorpe Vicar-
age, Chertsey.

WANTED, 24 h.p. De Dion water-cool-
ed head, for Royal Enfield trike,

sound and cheap.—Wright, 47, Sunny
Bank, Sheffield.

"ITITANTED, in good running order, Mo-
» » tor Cycle; payments 20s. a month.
—P.B., c/o Stanley's Library. 56, Stanford
Hill, London, N.

WANTED, good motor cycle or tricar,
in exchange for new furniture, any

description, direct from works, valued
wholesale.—Elias Steinberg. 9, French
Place, Shoreditch, London.

WANTED, drilling machine, for power,
and cash to the value of £16. in

exchange for 3J h.p. motor cycle, low
built, extended handles, low seat, brass
tank, grand hill-climber.—P., 19, Myddle-
'r>n Square. ClerkenweU.

?5

The "CELERIO.
A PERFECT BELT HOOK
Only two pieces

Wide bearing

on Inook.

Spring steel.

Oil

tempered
(

<ijf

Design feg'd.

Patent

applied for.

Detaches instantly.

Price 1/- each

for jin. or lin. bells.

State depth of belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13.1S, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Reliability Trials, 1208.

Do Qot rely too much on your cover and

engine, but have your machine fitted with

TIME

De-

TBOL'BipaSiStoiW'^ESPENSE

NOT BUTT ended. Free circulation ol air

THEY ARE ALWAYS RELIABLE.

Extract from " The Motor Cycle "—
Mr. B. H. Davies, End-to-End ride, "The

Btich beliaved perfect."

H. Fawcett, " The Rich seems tlie only
detachable tube :o be relied on."

Ask your agent, or write lor booklet.

The RICH Detachaljle Air Tube Co.,

CRAWLEY. SDSSEX.

WANTED.
MOTOE Cycle, in exchange for gent's

three-speed cycle, i-plate camera
a,nd apparatus, all as new.—H.S.. <114, Al-
freton Road, Nottingham.

WANTED, 26 by 2 studded oovei', wired-
on, small spray carburetter; ap-

proval.—Estcp, 8, Hertford iload. Down-
ham Eoad, Kingsland, N.E.

WANTED, Sidecar, suit 31 h.p. Rex.
right side, any condition, if sound,

or without tyre, or exchange trailer and
cash.—28, Hurst Grove, Bedford.

WANTED, 5-6 h.p. Twin Forecarriage,
two-speed gear, free engine clutch,

must be in good condition, will give new
piano ; cost £26 5s., with ten years' war-
ranty.—Box 9,564, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle
and' Motor Trades' Review," the

leading trade organ ; specimen copy will

]
be sent on receipt of trade card. — Ad-

I
dress, " The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, Coventry.

WANTED.
£25 offered for 3 h.p. 1907 Triumph, in

good condition; immediate pur-
chase.—9,613, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

WANTED, good motor bicycle; would
exchange large well balanced

canvas canoe.—S. H. Pitch, Elmhuret.
Romford.

WANTED, twin or single motor cycle,

magneto Triumph preferred ; state
where seen; London suitable.—4, Lodge
Lane, Liverpool.

WANTED, 4 h.p. Stevens engine, 4i h.p.

Jap, 6 h.p. Jap, or 4J h.p. Noble,
perfect, but cheap.—14. Marina. Esplan-
aae, Southampton.

"ITtrANTED, motor cycle, not less 5 h.p..

Vl magneto, Kex de Luxe or Vindec.
or good make; £25 to £30.—CuUum, 27.

liutts ±ull. i'rome, Somerset.

'pRICAE. Riley preferred, will give £40
JL lor genuine bargain; expert e.iam-
ination and trial.—9.675, The Motor Cyde
OiTices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

' pEICAE. three-seated, coach-built, open
X Irame ; cheap for immediate cash,
or exchange handsome pony turnout. —
Knight, Maypole House, Bexley, Kent.

WANTED, a real good tricar or small
car, must be perfect, will exchange

goods to the value of £50, mostly antique;
all letters replied to.—41, Warwick Road,
Batley.

("pEICAE or motor cycle as part ex-

X cnange for 7 h.p. Peugeot car, de-

tachable tonneau, splendid condition

;

photo.—B., 38, Lonsdale Eoad. Barnes,
S.W.

RILEY, Singer, or similar tricar, twin-
cylinder, 6 h.p., three speeds and

reverse, wanted; cheap (or cash.-Batch-
elor, Clarence Street, Kingston-on-
1 names.

ADVEETISEE will give up to £40 for
really, reliable two-seated tricar,

something similar Rex Litette preferred

:

trial required before purchase.—Address.
Pembury, Staveley Road, Eastbourne.

WANTED, good second-hand motor
cycle, not less than 3i h.p., with

or without free engine and two-speed
g^ar; cheap for cash.-Full particulars.
No. 9,652, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MISCELLANEOUS.
rpiHJS Best Silencer made is Aldington's
X patent Silent, from 10b. 6d.—Below.

ri^wv, Ball Bearing Ideal Fan will cool
i- any engine; 28s. 6d.—Below.

MY Footrests, reduced to 6s. 6d., are a
luxury, spring rests, 17s. 6d.—Ald-

ington, 59. Maydon's Park Road, Wimble-
don.

EST Offer accepted for first two items
Too Late Column, March 2oth.B

'piiNKS of all kinds made to order.—
1 Di

bargain, £15s.—135, Antill

Doggett, metal worker. .65. Turuuiill
Street. London.

''P'VVIN Bassee-Michel trembler coil, as
X new

;

Eoad, Bow.

MOTOE Tricycle Frame, complete, new

;

will sell cheap.- Cox, 94, Long Street,
Birmingham.

CtCi Amp. Dynamo, £1 10s.; trembler
DU coil, 8s. 6d.—113, Plashet Grove, East
Ham, Essex.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; lOs.

6d. — J. C. Savage, 119, DonegaU
Street, Belfast.

FIRST £1 has splendid collection 750

stamps, valued double. — Brown.
Jnu., Leuchars.

31 h.p. M.M.C. engine, new, never used; ^

2 £5 10s.—Woodhouse, Main Street.
Sedbergh. Yorks.

5-7 h.p. Twin Peugeot, engine only, per-
fect ; cheap : offers.-123, Graham

Road, Hackney.

A 1 h.p. Jap Engine, £7 158., brand new;
"±2 sidecar. £3 15b.—Granville. 209a,

Peckham Eye, S.E.

TWIN Non-trembler Coils, new. unused,
best make; 12s. 6d. each.—Farrar.

Square Road. Halitait.

In ansiverinf any advertvtemeni on this page it /.? denirablr thai you mention " Tke Motoi- Cycle.
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American Amateur Definition.
UR readers will remember that the President of

the Federation of American Motor Cyclists

recently stated in the Bicycling World, New
York, that any American riders who came
over and competed in the Auto Cycle Union

End-to-end Trial would be prevented from competing
in any further amateur events in America. He based

his threat on the fact that competitors in the A.C.U.
events competed for cash or medals, at their option. In

the End-to-end Trial there is a Private Owners' Class,

which, in our opinion, completely covers the ground as

far as amateur riders are concerned. However, the

President of the F.A.M. has written to the Secretary of

the A.C.U. (in reply to a letter addressed to him)

giving the American definition of an amateur motor

cyclist, and confirming the threat against American
riders. This definition should be interesting to our

readtirs, and we therefore publish it below. We trust

the American competitors will still come over and
compete in the End-to-end event, even if they have to

lose their American amateur status. We already under-

stand that one of the intending American competitors

will come over and follow the riders throughout the

trial, even if he does not actually compete.

[Extract from letter sent to Mr. F. Straight, secretary

A.C.U., by Mr. R. G. Betts, president F.A.M.]
The F.A.M. Definition of an Amateur.

" An amateur shall be construed to be a man who
has not competed in any sport against a professional or

for cash, whether in the form of prizes, wagers, gate

receipts, or ' appearance money ' ; who has not sold or

otherwise realised pecuniary benefit from a prize, and
who does not engage in competition as a means, or a

partial means, of livelihood.'

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

Through Routes.

IN
a paragraph elsewhere we call attention to the

fact that the R.A.C. is pushing forward the work
of signposting Watling Street. The secretary in

a recent report rightly calls attention to this old,

and in places diverted, highway as an excellent

means of communicating with many large towns, also

as a' through route from London to the Welsh border,
avoiding Birmingham and the Black Country. This
good work on the part of the R.A.C. calls to mind the

fact that the Watling Street has been diverted in several

places, or, to be correct, the existing main road no,

longer follows the old line of route, but leaves it ;'t

various points to rejoin it further on. For example,
the old line of Watling Street runs direct from Weedon
on the London-Holyhead Road to a point about two
miles beyond Kilsby station on the London and North-
western line, whereas the existing main road goes

round through Daventry, and those who wish to pick
up the Watling Street again must travel via Daventry
and Kilsby, The old line of route is easily trace-

able from Weedon to where it rejoins beyond Kilsby,

and there are, of course, numerous other instances of

its diversion. The purport of these few lines is to

point out the immense advantage it would be lo

motorists generally if the unused stretches of this road
could be remade. The old line is there,, and the

foundation exists, so that it would be a matter of

comparative ease to relay it with a surface dressing and
clear away the brushwood, and a through route would
thus be provided from London to Shrewsbury, and so

on to Holyhead. Points we know in addition to the

one mentioned above at which diversions have been
made are near to Shenstone, Lichfield, Wellington,

St. Albans, and doubtless there are others.
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Lightweights for Ladies.

a Clyde, a Phoenix, a 2 3^

IN
the recent discussion on tlie future of motor

cycling, it was gratifying to find so great an

authority as Dr. Hele Shaw use these words,

"And ladies, too, ought to be catered for." Of

course, they ought. I have been preaching this gospel

in The Motor Cycle for years, and long ago expressed

the opinion that it was not so much mechanical

difficulties which prevented my sex from adopting the

delightful and exhilarating pastime with enthusiasm as

the 1;errible weight of the machines they were called

upon to ride.

I have now owned six different motor bicycles.

Beginning with a i ji h.p. Minerva built by poor Dan

Albone, I successively tried a 2 h.p. of the same make,
"'

h.p. Hulbert-Bramley. a

3 h.p. Singer, and a

3 h.p. Advance.
Looking back on

my varied experi-

ences, I can con-

fidently affirm that

the machine I liked

the best and did the

longest journeys on

was that of the

lowest horse-power.

Apart from vibra-

tion (it was before

the days of spring

forks), the terminals

frequently shaking

loose, and slip of the

round belt, my
troubles were nil.

Worries Increase
with Weight.

But they aug-

mented with increase

of h.p. Timing pins

sheared off; magneto

bedplates lost their bolts, letting the chain fly from the

cog wheels; exhaust valves jammed in their guide;

and sundry other mishaps occurred from time to time.

I am sure that the ordinary good lady cyclist would

Mrs 3. T. Robinson, ot Hudderstteld, who

hopes'to tour with her husband this yearon a
• mo tor cycle. Mr. Robinson is a well-linown
*
local cyclist and motor cyclist. Mrs. Robin-

son has purchased Miss Muriel Hind's 3 h.p.

[. chain-driven Singer.

not object to assisting a small engine; mind you, 1 say

assist, not pedal. There is a mighty difference. The

former is quite a pleasurable sensation; the latter a

deadly, heart-straining labour. Speed has great

charms, I admit, but independence possesses greater.

An average woman weighing about 9 stones has not the

physical strength to start a machine of nearly 200 lbs.,

save down a slope. This is a tremendous drawback.

Often whilst pushing and hauling my bicycle to a

favourable incline, I realised how the tortoise could beat

the hare, and how a lightweight permitting of eas\

mounting was really more suitable for a woman than a

speed monster. Personally, I am not ashamed to admit

that after experimenting in many directions I am now

going back to a low horse-power combined with a light

bicycle, which I can push, pedal, and manipulate at

will without any undue effort.

The Clvde Co. , Leicester, have built for me

a machine with a Motosacoche set, the weight

of which does not exceed 80 lbs. I hope shorth

to submit a photograph for inspection, and if it does not

induce many ladies to enter the ranks of motor cychst^

I shall be greatly disappointed. In my humble opinion,

it more nearly fulfils the requirements of the female

sex than any machine I have yet ridden. Lightness

strength, and rigidity are combined with handle-bai

control (which I have ever advocated), a two-speec

gear hub, most efficient brakes, and high-tensioi

Bosch magneto, Type DAi.

A Real Motor Bicycle.

The whole constitutes a real motor bicycle, not ;

mere toy, as some might imagine. But it is a machm

that even frail woman can pedal home with_ ease am

comfort in the event of any breakdown arising beyon^

feminine skill to repair. In place of sallying forth wit

a vague amount of uncertainty as to her return, she ca

undertake a journey full of confidence, knowing that 1

the worst comes to the worst she has only to unhook th

belt when her mount becomes almost as easy to prope

as an ordinary bicycle. Surely the time has come vihe

even timid ladles mav go in for a lightweight. Pe

sonally, directly I saw the Motosacoche and what

could do, my mind was made up.

Mrs. Edwa-kd Kennard.

[With Apologies to W. S. Gilbert.]

By the side of a motor an architect stood,

Singmg willow, tit-willow, tit-willow.

Said he, the design of this bike is no good.

Singing willow, tit-willow, tit-willow.

So I'll change all the wiring—a new coil I've got—

Plugs, tank, carburetter, and heaven knows what,

And I've handle control for the whole bally lot.

Oh, willow, tit-willow, tit-willow.

For weeks upon weeks, and from morning till night,

Oh willow, tit-willow, tit-willow,

He worked at that motor with main and with might.

Oh willow, tit-willow, tit-willow.

The bike then was certainly like a new pin.

And at Brooklands he thought it could easily win ;

But alas! when the bills for the new parts came

Oh willow, tit-willow, tit-willow

Morton Brown.

Flash antiseptic cleanser is, as its name indicate:

a preparation for removuig grease, dirt, etc ,
from tf

hands We have tried it, and it certainly does 11

work well. It can be obtained from Brown Bros

Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.G.

Recently " Ixion " stated .that the manufacture <

Autoclipse lamps had been dis-

continued. This statement_ is in-

correct, as Brown Bros, write that

they have taken over the agency for

the Autoclipse lamp, and intend to

push it. The 1908 model embodies

the following improvements: (i)

Double back, with stronger lamp

bracket on the back
; (2) flat face,

instead of round spun-over face.

The weight is 2% lbs., and the lamp

can be supplied with three different

types of brackets.
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DUAL IGNITION
A CONSIDERABLE amount of doubt exists on

t\ the subject of dual ignition, i.e., with regard
' to ignition by battery or magneto at will, particu-

larly in the case of the Eisemann magneto, using

ne contact maker, ' and that the one on the magneto
lachine, to produce the rupture of the current. A
orrespondent re-

ently pointed out

rat he had obtained

lerfect results with

n Eisemann mag-
leto fitted to a

y2 h.p. N.S.U.

y adopting a sys-

im of wiring as in

g. I. This system

> to enable a rider

f a machine so

tted to use an
ccumulator or

lagneto at will by
leans of a two-way
vitch. We have
eard so many
ifferent opinions

ith regard to this system of wiring with an accumu-
.tor in the circuit, and the Eisemann magneto, and
le damage it is likely to do to both accumulator and
agneto, that we submitted our correspondent's letter

Fig. I.

To use an accumulator or magneto at will by
means of a two-way switch.

Switch on I Starting position. Accumulator
in circuit.

,, ,, 2 Magneto' in circuit.

,, ,, Neutral (oft position).

The letters on coil correspond with those on
N S U coil.

The low tension \vire from terminal J on
coil is earthed to frame.

The wires irom magneto to switch and ac-
cumulator start from same terminal on
magneto. An ordinary two-way switch is

used.

*^HBON Such I NSU l.AT£:J» r\-

I N3UUAT < P»

H0LS5 TaT^ Tisswe..

Fig, 2.

Sketch showing the insulated plot as fitted to the contact breaker ot

Model C Eisemann magneto machine.

with regard to the Eisemann magneto to the United
Motor Industries, Ltd., 45 and 46, Poland Street, W.,
who replied as follows :

" It is perfectly correct that, as per sketch, your

correspondent could get results with the accumulator in

conjunction with the coil, but if he does not take out

the carbon which connects the magneto current through
the bus bar, the accumulator is likely to be short cir-

cuited if the switch is accidentally turned on afterwards,

and, not only this, but he would be charging the accu-

mulator up with an alternating current from the mag-
neto while the switch is on the accumulator side. We
take it this would only be a temporary matter, because
we presume he would ••switch over immediately the

machine had started.
" Th'e suggestion, as per the diagram, fig. i, is

really not a proper system to use. We may mention
that such a scheme was tried by Panhard and Levassor
a few years ago, and, curiously enough, one of the

troubles was hard starting, which is one of the difficulties

your correspondent desires to overcome. If the carbon
be taken out, results can be obtained, but it is not

advisable that the carbon be continually handled, as

such a procedure is liable to weaken the spring which
clips the carbon in, and this would result in faulty

ignition on the mag- to spiRKiNc^Luo_

neto. We should
only recommend the

system of wiring as

shown, under such
circumstances as to

get a man home if

the magneto were

broken down.
" Now, the sys-

tem which we should iOCCMULA-O^i

advise WOUiu oe wiring diagram fo-rEisemann.ModelC magneto

what is known as when used with accumulator or magneto at win,
, 111 and insulated plot. The switch letters signify
the dual plot Sys- R. Both ignitions •• off."

tern as now used M. Magneto "on."lem, db now useu p Accumulator "on."
by Panhard and B. Terminal for wire to coll.

Levassor (see figs. 2 and 3). The insulated plot for

model C magneto, including the switch, is one guinea,

and this part can be obtained from our address as

above, or from the Coventry depot, Sherbourne Works,
Gosford Street, Coventry."
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MOTOR CYCLE TOURING.^
(Continued from pa^e 300)

APRIL 22nd, igo8.

THE DISCUSSION.
I'he Chairman, Mr. Chatterton, coBimenced the discussion

by congratulating Mr. Candler on his lecture, and his success

m speaking without notes. The success of a tour mainly de-

pended on temperament. He had toured with Mr. Candler,

and had had a good many breakdoAvns, but they were pleasant

to look back upon. Mr. Candler had alluded to motor cycle

touring, but he thought all forms of touring are enjoyable,

walking, push bicycle, or touring about in taking train from

centre to centre. With regard to doctors' ideas that motor

cycling was beneficial tor the lungs, he was sure medical

opinion was borne out by experience. Nothing so revivified

the constitution as riding a motor cycle in beautiful air ; and

as to cycle camping and the beautiful and interesting slides

Mr. Candler had shown of it, he hoped Mr. Candler's lecture

would induce some of the audience to adopt this admirable

and healthy form of touring, and trusted this question would

be heartily discussed. He proposed a vote of thanks to the

lecturer, which was accorded with acclamation.

Professor Archibald Sharp continued the discussion. He
bad not done a tenth part of the touring he should have

liked, though he had had the privilege of touring a little in

Mr. Candler's company, and he thought the delightful word
picture given was more than borne out in practice, especially

if his advice to choose a suitable companion is followed, and
if Mr. Candler is available don't miss the opportunity of get-

ting him. Motor cycling on the Continent had been neglected

by English motorists, and he called attention to the

announcement in the E.A.C. Journal that he and Mr.
Chatterton had made arrangements to start classes in

Esperanto. It was suggested that a party of motor cyclists

should be organised to make a journey to Dresden in August
and attend the Congress of Esperantists. Though Esperanto

was ridiculously easy, he did not say you could tour abroad
and talk to everyone you met, but it was possible be-

tween now and August to get a conversational knowledge
of it, and if motor cyclists of France and Belgium could be
persuaded to do the same a new vista would be opened up.

He specially expressed his personal pleasure in listening to

Mr. Candler's lecture. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. H. G. Bell endorsed Professor Sharp's remarks. He
had no idea Mr. Candler had been so great a traveller, and
regretted he had not been with him on his journeys. He
gave some experiences of losing friends while touring, and
agreed with the counsel of Mr. Candler to arrange a meeting
place. Referring to trouble in getting petrol, at Cork he
emptied out water instead of petrol when challenged by the

authority, knowing full well there was none at Milford Haven.
He thought home scenery and roads should receive first

attentions. He welcomed the fact that Humber, Ltd., were
going in for motor bicycle manufacture. He hoped the firm

would bring out a good touring machine of moderate power
and at a moderate price.

Mr. Reynolds had enjoyed the touring yarns ; in describing
experiences they had seemed to be describing his own. He
had done much touring on push bicycles, and no doubt it

would be very interesting to do it over again on a motor
bicycle. Mr. Candler had been very hard on the heavy
bicycle on account of starting. He thought it was a matter
of personal attention to the machine, keeping it clean, and in
good order, which obviated any difficulty in starting.

,
In

hilly districts an efficient two-speed gear was a necessity. A
suitable componion was also necessary, and although attended
with great risk, advertising had secured him one of the best
of touring companions. With regard to arrangements for

meeting, he had lost a friend for three days through neglecting
proper precautions, and his friend's pocket was, to make
things worse, in an unfilled condition, what little cash there
was in it' being devoted to telegraphing home for more.
Mr. Moeller (Secretary Association of Cycle Campers) then

exhibited a touring camp outfit, one weighing 15 to 16 lbs.,

for two persons. He recommended especially aluminium
saucepans—with detachable handles—unjointed knives and
forks, and paraffin stove. Enamel cups were better than
those of aluminium, as the latter soon became hot, and re-

mained so a long time, even after the liquid contained in them

• A lecture by Mr. A. Candler delivered before the members of tbe
Auto Cycle Union on Friday, April 10th.

had cooled. A full set of camping apparatus was exhibit

and explained by Mr. Moeller. He claimed that campi;

was not a fad. In spite of the weather his association Is

year doubled its membership, and they had recently receiv

many press notices. When camping they did not live

pemmican, their dinners were of three and four coursi

ii'ractically every farm is a camping site, for permission

camp is easily obtained. A little shelter is all that is needs

and this gives rise to an added interest in the way the wi

is blowing or is likely to blow. A tent has been erected a

prepai'ed in two and three-quarter minutes, and with a lit

practice anyone could do the work in five minutes. A gri

charm of cycle camping is to be able to start at an early hf

in the morning. Several of the members of the associat

go to the Continent for camping tours every year, and
speaker himself some years ago went a tour in Belgium, 1

this country, he thought, was not a suitable one, except
Ardennes. Mr. Moeller answered numerous questions re

camping kit, the cost of which latter, for two, would be ab

70s. to 80s.

Mr. Tuchman thought Mr. Candler's paper the best si

Mr. O'Gorman addressed them. He claimed a little expc

euee in motor cycle touring in France, Belgium, Holla

and Germany. Though some amongst them might th

Mr. Candler rode an old-fashioned machine, this was not

It was on Mr. Candler's advice that he went in for a 3 1

Quadrant, and it had given excellent service. He agr

that a single cylinder motor bicycle was best, and a g'

strong-framed one. One of the greatest boons was a m
neto. There may be an impression that when you are

the Continent you are in for trouble, but the Continer
repairer is a friend. The speaker's tank went wrong when
French tour, and the repairer for three hours' work char

only four francs. Accumulator charging stations may
seen in the excellent " Guide Michelin," issued by
Michelin Tyre Co. at 3s. In touring he objected to

packing up in the morning, and the lack of carrying sp

was a drawback to motor cycle touring. For himself,

dispensed with as much as possible. He strongly rec<

mended the Continent of Europe for touring on account
good roads, and there was nothing to be afraid of ; there i

every reason to go out of this country.

Mr. Hooydonk tliought camping was sometimes taken I

a bit of a freak, peculiar to vegetarians, non-smokers, -

He had last summer gone on a tour and found it most
joyable and very comfortable. There was no need to 1

on the score of weather.
Mr. Candler wound up the discussion and thanked

audience for their appreciation. Answering a question

Customs formalities, if one is a member of the Cycli

Touring Club or Touring Club de France, these matters
sent no difficulty in France, Belgium, and Switzerland,
is more difficult in Germany, and it is not a simple ma
in Italy. Th© great charm of touring was to make a c

tinual picnic. Choose a quiet place by a stream, where *

could have a cup of tea in a far more enjoyable manner t!

in an hotel, where the cost would be five times more,
j

less comfort. If what he had said, concluded Mr. Carni

induces one even to go in for motor cycle touring, he slu

feel his labour had not been in vain.

Mr. C. Owen, who has been for some time identified v

the Premier Motor Co., Ltd., wishes to announce that hi

resigning his position as a director of that company.

We are asked to state that Mr. W. Hayes, who recti

resigned his position with Messrs. J. Horner and Co.,

again take an active interest in the control of the Rex age '

at 21a, Store Street, W.

The Quadrant Motor Co., Ltd., Earlsdon, Coventry, wo^
be glad if all readers, when addressing communicati s

to them, be careful to use the full title of the companj

»

above, and so avoid confusion with any other firm.

J. H. Calvert and Co., Eston, Yorks, wish us to inf< >

readers that they are not manufacturing the two-speed g'f

described and illustrated under the heading of " Rec <

Patents," April Ist.
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A Novel Sidecar Suggestion.
TTT E have received particulars of a novel suggestion

La/ for a flexible sidecar. Without making an
*' experimental machine for trial it is, of course,

impossible to say how the device would act

1 the road, but it appears to have possibilities.

The line drawings, which are reproductions from

ir correspondent's sketches, show the back

tie only of a sidecar, and it will be seen

lat the axle F of the sidecar is free to move
jrtically on the bearing L. It is also

linted at E, and practically corresponds to

le jointed or Ackermann type of fr wheel

[le of a tricar. A represents the back

heel of a motor bicycle, C the chain stay,

a bracket secured to C, and having a

taring at L, and another M vertically

iderneath. N is another bracket free to

ove on the joint E, and having a lever

, which forms part of E, and to which

represents the axle of the sidecar wheel and B the side-

car wheel itself. It will be apparent that the wheels
of the sidecar and bicycle must always be parallel,

because any movement of the bicycle out of the

perpendicular line moves the lever M. The move-
ment is then conveyed by the rod G to H, and the

; rod G is coimected at exactly the same distance

art as the centres of the bearings E and L. K

sidecar wheel- assumes the same angle as the bicycle.

Any sideslip would involve the dragging or pushing
of the sidecar wheel sideways, and the resistance of

the sidecar wheel, it is claimed, will prevent sideslip.

The other line diagram shows various positions that

the wheels would assume on unequal ground, the wheels
of the bicycle and sidecar remaining parallel to one
another. It is suggested that by temporarily attaching
either F or G to either N or D by a rod or stay that the

bicycle and sidecar would then stand upright without
any support. The front of the sidecar frame would
be suitably connected to the bicycle by a flexible joint,

the movement allowed by the joint being vertical only.

->-•••-<-

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOTO-REVE.
I INCE we chronicled our experiences with the Moto-

k Reve twin cylinder lightweight machine, we have

heard from the company that some improvements

1 be introduced on future machines sent out. The
idles will henceforth be turned down slightly to pro-

le for a still more comfortable position. Footrests can

The 1908 model 2 ta.p. Moto-Reve with direct belt drive.

fc supplied, when ordered, these being made of steel

t ling and plated. They fit into the end of the tube

V'ich projects from underneath the crank chamber.

1,6 attachment for the belt rim is now being made more
rid, and orders for machines received after the pre-

Sit date will have belt rims specially made, and
Sjiked to the wheel. These belt rims will be provided

"'h 5/§in. V grooves of 28° angle, which will allow of a

direct drive, the frame being altered slightly to allow for

the necessary clearance for the belt. The stand and
carrier have been considerably improved, and made
separate. The stand will be fixed to the chain stays to

allow for removal of the back wheel with the
machine jacked up. The carrier will be of the

tubular pattern, and the firm are prepared to supply
these carriers for all makes of motor cycles. The
saddle is also to be made more comfortable. To pro-

vide for easy starting, a tank is being fitted for

paraffin. This will be a continuation of the petrol tank
in front, and will be fitted with screw down valves and
pipes leading to the two compression taps. It will hold
about a quarter of a gallon, and it will be possible to

inject a small dose of paraffin every time before starting

without soiling the fingers or tool -bag. The Motor
Reve Co. tell us that an instruction booklet is in the

press with an illustrated and numbered list of spare
parts for the machine.

>—•••—«

The second edition of "The Autocar Handbook,"
Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, E.G., is now
on sale. The whole edition has been entirely revised,

and many illustrations have been added. " The
Autocar Handbook " is naturally of greater interest

to automobilists than to motor cyclists ; nevertheless,

as a certain number of motor cyclists are always in

the transition stage between motor cycling and auto-

mobilism, the handbook will no doubt be eagerly pur-

chased by many of our readers. The price of the book
is IS. 6d. net or post free for is. qd.
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The End^to^end
Record.

Little whispers in motor

cycle circles indicate that

quite a crop of attempts will

be made this year on Harold
Williamson's figures for a

record ride between Land's

End .and John-o'- Groat's. The last two years have

been practically stagnant as regards this once

jealously desired record, and the recrudescence of

plans upon it proves two things—that machines are

greatly improved, and that the trade in machines is

exceptionally flourishing. Competition for this record

died down both because the figures set up by

Williamson were too good to afford any very great

promise of a new record with the machines then in

vogue, and also because things were a little slack in

the industry, and makers did not care to face the

expense of an attempt, coupled to very probable

failure. I shall be surprised if Williamson does not

have to choose this year between surrendering the Rex

record or setting up new figures on one of his later

machines.

Sidecars in the £nd=to-end.

Several enthusiasts have written me apropos of enter-

ing sidecars in the End-to-end, and to save myself

further letters, as I am too busy at present to deal with

individual correspondents, I will state the main

reminders I have to give on this special point. The
first is the need of ample power. While Berriedale is

the only really exacting gradient on the course, there are

some very trying hills, and head winds are to be expected

up North. A sidecar suffers much more from windage

than a tricar, and with an air-cooled engine the long

ascents of Shap and the Grampians will demand a very

high h.p. indeed if the conditions chance to be adverse.

Each ascent includes miles and miles of climbing, and

should the wind be adverse and the roads heavy, only

powerful cycles will manage the ascents, while they are

too lengthy for pushing to be consistent with the re-

taining of a clean score sheet. My second reminder is

the need of a really low second gear. I think 9 to i.

with a combination weighing 260 lbs. unloaded, will not

be a point too low for the work to be tackled. My
third is the provision of a very staunch rear cover. There

are some bad surfaces and plenty of sharp corners. Most

(jf the rear tyres fitted to twin-cylinder motor cycles liave

no margin of strength for the work they are designed. to

perform, and when a .second passenger, a lot of luggage

and a sidecar are added, a much larger tyre and rim

are emphatically called for. Personally, I should not

dream of entering a sidecar except with a voiturette

tyre on the driving wheel. It is to be hoped that any

sidecar entrants will study their outfit carefully. The
sidecar is now booming very nicely, and we do not wish

to see its popularity daunted by the entering of several

unsuitable outfits, doomed from the start to certain

failure. The easy conditions and uniformly pleasar

weather of 1906 are scarcely likely to be repeated.

A Weird Experience.

Seeing that certain correspondents had been sendin

me strange yarns of late, the works manager of a ce

tain motor cycling firm has retailed the foUowinj

which he vouches for (personally, I feel bound to mail

tain strict neutrality). He sold a twin-cylinder machii

to a customer who was a bit of a duffer. The said cu

tomer returned the machine a few months after, allegii

that it would no longer climb hills as it used to. Tl

mechanics speedily found that the inlet valve w
altogether missing from one cylinder, and present

they noticed a gaping rent in the top of the pisto

which proved that the valve had gone through it ai

down into the crank case. On dismantling the era;

case they found an absolutely spherical metal marb

This proved—so he says—^to be composed of t

moulded remnants of the inlet valve, which h

dropped into the engine owing to its cotter comi

adrift. It had worked in between the flywheel and

cheek of the crank case, and had scored a deep groc

in the aluminium all the way round. Next please!

Kit of Spanners.
This week I have received the catalogues of t

American motor cycle manufacturers, and I notice tl

in each case they supply a kit of spanners identi(

with those used by their own fitters in the works !

assembling the machines. This is a very excellf

idea. The gratis tool kits of English makers i

rapidly improving, but I have never yet received witl

new machine a kit of tools available for every nut

the machine. There is always at least one nut

which a special tool has to be made at the first opp

turdty. Sometimes it is the petrol union beneath '1

carburetter, sometimes the nut at the bottom of

internal oil pump, sometimes one of the nuts on 1

base flange of the cylinder; but, whichever it is, th

is always one nut at the very least for which I maki

special spanner after attempts to shift it with those

the free kit. Even if a small extra fee were chaff

for the kit, riders who habitually attend to their

mounts would be glad to own as convenient an ou

as possible. The addition of three small ti

spanners with a tommy bar, or two or three op

ended S spanners would be all that is needed

Messrs. Markt and Co., 6, City Road, E.C., infd

us that their little Baby Auto-torch, an accessory'

which we have previously referred, is selling so remj

ably well that thw*- have been enabled to reduce

price to a very low figure. Motor cyclists will fJ

this handy little blow lamp of inestimable use '

small repairs in the garage. It burns ordinary pe J

and will last for two hours on one filling. It will :^

burn in any position, so that all sorts of inacces.";

little comers may be reached by it.

f
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BELT V. CHAIN.
A Reply to Mr. B. H. Davies, by A. WHARTON METCALFE, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., etc.

rHE article by Mr. B. H. Davies on the above

subject in your issue of April ist will doubtless

command almost as great an interest generally

as his many previous contributions on various

)ics of motor cycling interest have done.

Mr. Davies has done much to advance motor cycling,

t perhaps his most important work has been in con-

;tion with the question of variable gears, in regard

which he has educated motor cyclists, while he has

ing from manufacturers a grudging recognition of

importance of the subject, which has resulted in a

nber of them devoting some attention to "-heir pro-

;tion, so that there are now a number (good, bad, and
ifferent) from which selection can be made, to say

hing of variable pulleys and free engine clutches,

ich are stepping stones to variable gears.

The Future of the Motor Cycle.

[he consistent attitude adopted has made innumer-

e converts, and I do not think it is saying too much
:ontend that the success of the motor cycle in the

ire as a means of takiiig lengthy tours far afield is

issolubly bound up with this question of variable

rs. It is therefore with feelings of some regret that

r reading Mr. Davies's article on the above it

ned to me that in his out and out advocacy of the

ky " belt drive for solo machines he was likely to

rd the advance of variable gears to some extent,

[r. Davies says that those makers who have adhered
le chain drive for the last five or six years turn out

oughly satisfactory examples of it, but, as a rule,

ill be seen that such makers have been compelled
dhere to it, through some feature of their machine
h as a two-speed gear) forbidding belt transmission

^ether, by which he means, presumably, that the

icular type of two-speed gear precludes the use of

;lt.

.r. Davies admits, frankly, that the exponents of

chain-driven motor cycle make a good article. It

so a matter of common knowledge that the Phelon
Moore and the Anglian two-speed gears are the

'I widely known gears with chain transmission, and
are eminently satisfactory. The Anglian can

ised in conjunction with a belt, and I believe the

on and Moore could be altered to do so, though
Dtless it would lose in efficiency,

ssuming, however, for the moment that the belt is

uded and that we confine ourselves to solo machines,
lould restate the chain v. belt controversy thus

:

lain-driven tw'o-speed gear motor bicycle, in spite

srtain disadvantages attaching to the chain, is pre-

3le in any case to a single gear belt-driven motor
\ cle, and, until two-speed belt-driven gears are much
I'oved, even to a two-speeder. Free engine clutches

variable pulleys, being in the nature of makeshifts,
rposely leave out of the discussion.

The Proa and Cons Considered.
he objections to the chain drive are (i) Extra
ition and harshness

; (2) an added risk of danger
le engine jams or the chain breaks (this risk may

I between wide limits, and reduce to a very small
1

; (3) a little extra weight. Its advantages are

:

liuitability for two-speed gears; (2) great efficiency
'• the belt as a transmitter ; (3) economy in cost and
J nee of transmission troubles.

Dealing with the principal disadvantage, viz., No. i,

there is more vibration, but even after a long ride of

140 miles I cannot say it has troubled me in the least.

As regards harshness, it is certainly not as " silky " as

the belt. On the other hand, with a good clutch it

leaves little to be desired, and its discomforts have

been utterly exaggerated. As to its advantages, its

suitability for a two-speed gear, its efficiency as a

transmitter, and its reliability place the chain far ahead

of the belt for touring and winter riding.

Belt=driven Two=speed Gears.

Two-speed gears to be used with belts are of two
kinds—engine-shaft gears and back hub gears. The
former throw an undue strain on the belt when low gear

is in use; the latter are of the epicyclic order, and if

made small give trouble. Even when large they are

by no means "fool-proof" (which the chain-driven

gears are), and are still on their trial. I tried a

3^4 h.p. belt-driven motor cycle last year, but alter-

nately with a 3J^ h.p. chain-driven—the former a 1907
magneto Triumph (single gear), the latter a 1907
magneto Phelon and Moore. The superiority of a

two-speeder over a single gear for general utility con-

verted me to two speeds and chain drive, and I sold

the Triumph, which I have replaced with a second

1908 pattern magneto Phelon and Moore.
I began with gear-driven (Singer) promoted to chain-

driven (Singer), from that I went to belt-driven

(Triumph) for three years, and have resorted to chain-

driven Phelon and Moore on account of the combina-
tion with two-speed gear, which, whatever may be the

disadvantages of the chain, is, in my opinion, a com-
bination to be preferred to a single gear with belt drive

even for solo machines for hilly country and touring.

The Amac spray carburetter which was described in detail in our issue of

Oct. 2nd, p. 777. The neat arrangement o( the handle-bar levers, since
devised in conjunction with the Bowden wire control, is clearly shown in

the illustration.
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Record Breaking at Canning Tow^n.

ON Monday, the 13th inst., on the Canning Town
Track Harry Martin, well known to old readers

of The Motor Cycle as a consistent performer
on motor cycles of various makes, but princi-

pally some few years back as the holder of several

records and the winner of important races on the

Excelsior machine, decided to make an attempt on
the six hours' record made as far back as No\-ember

Harry MarUn being started on his successful attempt on the six hours' record.

i8th, 1902, by F. W. Chase at Crystal Palace Track
(228 miles 250 yards). The record was handsomely
beaten, as H. Martin rode 244 miles 1,650 yards in

six hours. Records began to go at loi miles, when
Martin was im. 3s. inside record, and continued

inside up to 120 miles, when he stopped to refill ihe

tanks, etc. He was inside record again at 170 miles

by no less than iim. 59%s., and continued to improve
on previous bests right up to the finish, the 200 miles

record being beaten by 22m. 95/^s.

At the start the weather was bitterly cold, with a

strong N.E. wind blowing. Several storms of hail

fell, and the conditions were very far from idea! from

a record breaking point of view.

Martin rode Collier's last year's

Tourist Trophy 3^^ h.p. Matchless-

Jap with a single cylinder (85 by

76 mm.) and Brown and Barlow
carburetter. The tyres used were
Continentals, and it was not found
necessary to change the front tyre

at all, but the back wheel was
changed once, merely as a precau-

tion, as, from all appearances, the

tyre was wearing very well. The
rider stopped twice only in the six

hours—the first time at 120 miles

to refill tanks and change tyre, the

second time at 213 miles to tighten

the belt and have a rub down to

restore circulation, the weather be-

ing so cold that he experienced ron

siderable difficulty in keeping warm. Our phc>-

graphs will show that he was specially habited to re:;i

the temperature at high speeds, but nevertheless, ow
to the inclemency of the weather, he suffered consio
ably from cold.

It is interesting to note that the previous best Frer
record was the one held by Anzani, who rode 220 mi

529 yards in six hours against Chase's 228 mi;-

250 yards of the previous year and Martin's pres i

record of 244 miles 1,650 yards. The machine
with great regularity throughout, no troubles be .

experienced of any description beyond the tighten

of the belt and the changing of the back wheel ab
mentioned. Below will be found particulars of e

times every ten miles except when the rider was o

side record, also some of the previous best perfoi

•inces.

Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, official timekeeper to

.-\uto Cycle Union, R.A.C., etc., took the times.

Wokld's Prevtous World's Previ
Records. Records. Records. Rbcoi
H. Martin. H. Martin,

13/9/06.

H Martin. P. W. Ch
18/11/0

Miles. H. M. s. H. M. S. Mile^. H. M. S. H. M.

101 ^ .. 2 15 21i 2 16 24i 210 ... 4 56 23 5 30
110 . .. 2 27 46^- 2 35 m 220 ... 5 18 18 5 47
120 . .. 2 41 32| 2 48 33 230 ... 5 34 451 6 2
170 . .. 3 59 4| 4 11 31 240 ... 5 52 40i N
180 . .. 4 13 24i 4 23 0| 244 ... 5 58 43f prer
190 , 4 27 46| 4 35 33i 245 ... 6 5 reco
200 .. 4 42 3 5 4 12J-

HouR Distances.

U. Martin, 13/4/06. Previous best. Holder.

Hours. Miles . Yds. Miles. Yds.

4 170 1,150 169 — H Martin, 13/9/06.
5 212 800 199 — H Martin, 13/9/06.
6 244 1,650 228 250 F.

>-•••—(
W. Chase, 18/11;

The 1908 edition of "Everything for the Motoris

has been revised throughout and considerably enlarg

It now comprises 120 pages, most of them cramn
with illustrations. It would be a very strange ace

sory that could not be obtained at Gamages. A c<

of the book referred to will be forwarded to any rea

who applies to A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Publicity Depi
ment, Holborn. London, E.C.

Tuning up operations prior to Martin's six hours' ride. He rode at an average speed of almosi 41 miles per ho
on a 3^h.p. Matchless-Jap.

i
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SHAMROCK
GLORIA.

THE SUCCESS OF THE YEAR.
S.E. RUBBER STUDDED TYRES.

They give complete immunity from side-slip, do not slow ttie macliine, and are the

best value ever ofiercd. They are incomparable with any other tyre.

AH sizes. 24 and 26in. made, and 26 x Ifln.
r«E:i,.—ra>

lightweight. Beaded Edge only.

When ordering, please state

make of old cover or give

particulars of your mount.

We can fit abuost all ex-

isting motor cycle rims.

^^'^^

Havinff the longeit experience in the manu-
facture of b»ll« constant improve^ients have
made thf S.G- Belt the reco«nisf d favourite.

The 1908 S.G. »land« unrivalled for flezibil-

ily and long service ; unlike others, each S-G-

Belt is made separately. The severest control

is exerc'sed to ensure the correct position of

the canvas core, thus preventinK twisting of

the belt or causing prusature defect, so com-
mon in the cheaper class of belts. S>G.*s are
in favour everywhere ; see that you sot one*

All sizes, t. i. I. I>0' rrad*.

AVOID SUBSTITUTES.

Sole Manufacturers :

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO.,

29-31, Old Street, London, E.C.
application

\ Clever Salesman

lotoii

tnlaii

craii

neJl

'A

iw ra

(Dii

y make you believe that black is white—whilst he . fspeakjng—but no amount of talking will ever make a motor bicycle
h rigid frame as free from vibration as a spring frame machine, scientifically designed, i.e., not one with just spring forks or
ing saddle pillar.

No amount of talklns can render the ordinary design free from the nerve worrying risk of side-slip directly the
ids get at all greasy.

No amount of talkingiJKvill convince a practical engineer that the ordinary diamond-frame pattern, admittedly perfect
push cycling, is the ideal pattern for a motor cycle with an extra 100 lb. or so of machinery, on which the road shocks

;ountered are of an entirely different^ature.

No amount iS talking can possibly describe the general excellence—the marvellous comfort—the absolute luxury of
two spring-frame machines shown below, about the many meritsjof which'riders are unanimously enthusiastic.

THE ZENITH BICAIt. 3i h.p., Price 43 guineas nrtt casli. "THE ZEii£rr£." Pries 50 gnt., including the marvellous," Gradual gear.

The marvellous "Gradua" infinite change-speed gear gives any gear from fr«e-engine to 3i up to 1

"The Motor Cycle" (12th Feb) says "We were delighted witli the way the gear behaved on Muswell Hill. It stai-ted the madilne from a

adatill and enabled the hill to be climbed without a falter.

'

"The Motor Cycle" (19th Feb.) says of a "Zenette" fitted with this gear " During the time the machine was in our hands the gear did every
ij which is claimed for it."

"The Motor Cycle" (8th April) says (re Cudham Hill Climb) re the "Zenette" (fitted with "Gradua") "though it came up slowly it did so

iood form, the variable gear working faultlessly."

"The Motor Cycle" (15th April) says: " It was the first time this variable gear had appeared in competition, and it behaved admirably. I gm
!i! that Barnes's performance impressed any orospective motor cyclists that may have besn present, more than the wild rush afjO&er macMiMt
> ch leapt about on the uneven surface of the road in a manner calculated to frighten rather than please."

A " Zenette " fitiii with Gradua g^ar is on viev at The Servian Cfl., Ud. 292, High HoB&rn W.C.

iZNITH MOTORS, UTO., lOttl, STROUD GREEN ROAD, LONDON, N. (Stathin—Flnaury^Park.) 'STrlal runs by>Kiiiintnien< ONLV

^, in ansmering either of that adveriiaemenM it is deeirabU that you mention " The Motor Oydejf-
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Take

This

Course
"^5^^^^

CONTINENTAL
when

specifying

tyres.

INSIST IF NECESSARY.

Their resilience absorbs road shocks and greatly minimises

the evils of vibration.

Their strength makes them absolutely necessary for Tri-

cars, Twins, and Fast Singles.

Their speed (the result of experience gained in the manu-
facture of highest grade tyres) draws forth praise

from all devotees on the sporting side of motor cycling

Again we remark, you may have to insist on Continentals,

but they're worth it.

In answerina this advertisement il is rlc-iirahle that voii mention " The Motor Cycle. i
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By
Road Rider.

GEAR AND SPEED TABLE.
190. The subjoined table takes

no account of wind resistance, fric-

tional losses, tyre slip, etc. The actual

road speeds mentioned would only be
reached under the most favourable con-

ditions ; the higher the speed the
greater are the losses from the above
causes. To find what number of revo-

lutions an engine is capable of, get two
ivliahle men to time tiie machine over
.1, measuied distance on a calm day,
ivhen the engine is in perfect tune. The

D X G
tormula will then give the actual

W X T
;ngine speed attained in revolutions per
r.inute, when D is the distance covered
in feet), G the number of revolutions

;h6 engine ni'ilces to each revolution of

>lie back wheel, W the exact circum-
erence of the back wheel (in feet)

measured over the tyre tread, and T
he time (in minutes) taken to cover
.he distance, I'.ij., a machine does a
neasured mile in three minutes, being
;cared 5 to 1, with a rear wheel
iieasuring 7ft. in circumference over
he tyre tread. The formula is

—

i280 (distance covered in feet) x 5
no. of engins revs, per each wheel rev.)

Y (circumference of wheel in feet)

X 3 (time in minutes).
)r

5280 X 5

7x3

1,257 revolutions per minute.
In actual road practice, with a good

Qgine, 2,500 revolutions per minute is

very high speed,
levolutions of engine 2,000 per minute.

Speed with Speed with
Gear. 26in. wheel. 28in. wheel,

m.p.h.
3 to 1 51.5 55.5

3i to 1 44.2 47.6

4 to 1 38.6 41.6

4^ to 1 - 34.3 37.0
5 to 1 30.9 33.3

5^ to 1 28.1 29.6

6 to 1 25.7 27.7

6i to 1 23.8 25.6
7 to 1 22.1 23.8

7i to 1 20.5 22.2
8 to 1 19.3 20.8

\Si to X 18.2 19.6
The above table was published in

he Motor Cijch, May 8th, 1905.

Goggles.
GBNBRAL.
191. The accessory makers grow
ch by the goggles we break, just as a
"lu at Norwich is said to thrive on
le mustard we leave. Every pair of

;)ggles should therefore be provided
ith a case—not necessarily a port-

anteau. Its lenses should be optically

•rrect, or much damage may be done
the sight. They should not, as is

stomary, be nip])ed into place be-

.een two sheets of celluloid, which
lill spring and drop them, but be
!operly held in spring metal-groove 1

iirieb with scre\v fnFtenings

{Continued from page 257.)

GOGGLES WORN WITH PINCE-NEZ OR
SPECTACLES.

dL£>2. The best plan is to choose
a deep barrelled type of goggle, such
as the Paris-Vienna, and to wear it

over ordinary glasses.

MISTED GOGGLES.
193. A good cure is to wipe the

glasses with yellow soap, and then
polish with handkerchief, or to clean

them with a little alcohol, in which
some glycerine has been dissolved. I

find myself that the air draught keeps
mist off the goggles so long as the
machine is in motion, and the conden-
sation only occurs when it is at rest.

Therefore, if the goggles are lifted on
to the cap at each stoppage, and not
replaced over the eyes till the restarted

machine has travelled a few hundred
yards, no inconvenience whatever from
this cause will be noticeable.

GRADOMETER.
IS-i. A great deal of fun may be

had by fitting a gi'adometer to the top
tube of a motor bicycle. Owing, to the
i'hort wheelbase and narrow gauge of

a motor bicycle, the results do not com-
pare in accuracy with regular surveys,
but they are sufficiently correct to be

in.structive. Place the machine on a
plank which has been carefully laid

dead flat with the aid of a spirit level.

Procure a small piece of wood, having
three flat sides and one curved hollow
to lit tube, the edges of the curved side

being made of a suitable shape to fit

the tank top, and prevent the wood
turning sideways. Lay the wood on
the top tube, and with a spirit level

adjust the top surface till dead level.

Clip it to top tube with steel bands,
and screw gradometer thereto.

GUARANTEED ACCESSORIES.
195. Always take advantage oi

the maker's responsibility for the more
expensive accessories, sparking plugs,

inner tubes, 6tc. If a guaranteed
accessory fails within a reasonable dis-

tance the makers will meet the pur-
chaser. One rider of my acquaintance
has not bought a new sparking plug
for three years through strictness in

this matter. Others spend pounds on
them.

HOVSING MOTOR CYCLES.

196, Because an inspection pit

is unsuited to bicycles and tricars, it

does not follow a plain shed is the best
garage for them. Backache is the chief

drawback to cleaning, repairs, or ad-

justments. A motor bicycle shed should
therefore have a platform to stand
machine on, 6ft. long, 2ft. wide, 1ft.

5in. high, approached by an inclined

plane, and having two hooks set in the

beams overhead, caiTying ropes and
pulleys.

The best tricar house I have seen

was dug out all over to a depth of 18in.,

una had three rails fitted with check
edges and end chocks running across

13in. from the floor.

A motor bicycle may be safely kept
in tlie hnll if the petrol tap be clo.«ed

and doe6 not leak, and if a plug be put

in the air vent of .stx>pper to t;ink. Rut

inform the insurance people.

IGNITION IN SPEED EVENTS.
19V. Pendin" scientific e.\peri-

ments it is generally considered that a

plain coil with accumulators and make
and break contact, or the high tension

magneto, give about equal engine
speeds, the trembler coil with wipe con-

tact being hopelessly slower. Some
assert that the trembler coil in con-

junction with a make and break con-

tact gives the best firing on a liill when
the engine slows down a little. But as

few hills can flow the modern motor
bicycle perceptibly, taking a flying .start

and in good tune, either the make and
break with plain coil, or else the high
tension magneto, should be invariably
used.

INSURANCE.
19S. Insurance is expensive, and

fornis an over large item in the modest
finances of a motor cycli.ot. The pru-

dent rider will insure against third

party risks, as these may be cast upon
one by the fault of others and a
coroner's jury, and- the expense may be
very heavy. An insurance policy should
be chosen which does not contain a

speed limit clause.

JACKS.
1^9. The lightest jacks are con-

venient for tricars, quadcars, and side-

cars, and if metal ones of normal tyi^
are employed, the base should be per-

forated, so that the jack may be carried
upright on the footboard, and attached
thereto by a cou]3le of long screws.
Ladies object to the jack being carried
loose on the front seat. On very light

passenger machines use a piece of half

inch deal, 16in. by 3in., with a notch
to carry axle in one end ; to the other
end fix a 5in. length of ^in. deal at

right angles, girded with light angle
irons. This is cheaper and lighter than
any jack, and can be easily strapped to

some part of the machine.

LICENSES.

200. The Inland Revenue license

(carriage tax) must be bought within
twenty-one days of first putting machine
on road in each year. It expires on
December 31st. If bought on or after

October 1st only 7s. 6d. Otherwise, 15s.

The driving license runs a full twelve
months, e.g., from Jlarch 17th, 1908.
to March 16th, 1909. It should be
carried in the toolbag or accumulator
box, as any constable has the power to

demand it. Cost 5s.

The fee for numbers is 5s. Numbers
are not transferable from one machine
to another in the same ownership, nor
from the same machine in one owner-
ship to another ownership when sold.

When buying an already registered
machine, notify the purcliase to the
registering authority, when the number
can be transferred to you for Is. When
selling a registered machine notify the
authorities, or any offences of the new
owner may be charged to you.

(To bp rontimii'd.

)
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When]particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, nu-nbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether

intended for publication or not must be accompanied With a stanp^d addressed envelope for reply.

Power (or Passenger Work.

Would a 3i h.p. Eex fitted

with two-speed gear be suffi-

cient to take sidecar and climb
most hills? I presume it would
so long as the right ratio of

gearing is used. Weight of passen-
gers twenty-two stones. Would 5 to

1 high speed and 10 to 1 low speed
be about right? Then am I right in

understanding that the trouble likely

to arise with such a combination is

engine heating, owing to reduced
road speed, increased load, etc.? If

so, is a fan a really satisfactory
means of preventing this? Is it worth
the power required to drive same, or
would careful driving keep me free

of this trouble?—P.K., Aberdeen.
A 3^ h.p. with two-speed gear would
work well in fairly level country, that
is to say, it would take you up a hill

of about 1 in 8 to 1 in 10. If you drive
carefully we do not think you will be
troubled by over-heating. If, how-
ever, you are, you will find that a fan
will be of servi/'e.

Overliesting of Tricar Engine.

My engine, a twin-cylinder

^^ Kerry on a tricar, with Phoenix
> two-speed gear, gets very hot.
-SJ It is air-cooled with two fans,

one to each cylinder. There is

a large gap between the exhaust
valve stem and the tappet—^in. or
more. If I lengthen the exhaust
valve stem the springs will be too
weak. I presume this is the cause
of overheating, as everything else

seems perfect. Extra air is sufficient

to slow engine, also to stop firing.

Can you advise a remedy?—BY 655.
We recommend you to attend to the
following poults to cure the overheat-
ing trouble. Dismount the cylinder=
and clean cylinder heads and pistons
from all carbon deposit, see that the
gaps between the exhaust valve sterna

and tappets do not exceed l-32in. I*

you lengthen the exhaust valve stem
and leave cotter slot in old position i(

will have no effect whatever upon the
spring. Examine the exhaust cams to

make sure they are not worn. Fit new
exhaust springs if the springs have be-

eome weak through heat, and see that
the inlet valve springs have both the
eame tension, and the valves the same
amount of opening. Do not fail to
lubricate freely with the best oil.

Concerning Carburetter Adjustment.

(1. ) What is the cause of petrol

^1 blowing out of carburetter

^ when engine is working, also
-i-l how to remedy it? (2.) Can

you tell me how to raise or

lower the level of petrol in jet of car-

buretter (Brown and Barlow)? (3.)

Could you forward me any back
numbers of The Motor Cycle explain-

ing how to adjust the carburetter?

—

S.S., Newcastle.

(1.) Probably the level of petrol is too

high in the jet, or there is a blow-back
past the inlet valve. This cannot be
entirely prevented, but if inlet valve

spring is too weak it becomes exces-

H. A. Collier, a Brookiands compedtor, on the

8i h.p. Matchless used by Harry Martin In

creating new records last week.

sive. .(2.) On the needle valve is a

grooved weight in which the balance-

weighted levers rest. To lower the level

of the petrol this should be moved
f vrther away from the point of the

n.^dle. The weight is usually a

driving fit on the needle, and the

latter can be tapped through. (3.) An
article on this subject will appear in

the new edition of " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them," which will be

ready shortly.

Exhanst Valve Seating Cracked.

I have a second-hand M.^il

^Tl engine (85 mm. by 85 m
^ water-cooled), in the exha
_LJ valve seating of which thi

is a small crack, which '

late owner informs me has ahv;

been there. I have tested it w
paraffin and find that it leaks cc

pression, and I shall be obliged if
}

will kindly tell me the best thing

do to stop it up.—H.C., Liverpo
We are afraid you can do nothing w

the crack, as we have been making
quiries of people who have madi
speciality of repairing cracked cy

ders, and they tell us that nothing

be done with defects of this kind.

VarlooB Interesting Qaeries.

(1.) In altering the gear

from, say, 4^ to 1 to 3 to 1

it best to do it by getting

larger engine pulley or by us

the same engine pulley and £

ting a smaller belt rim? In which
stance will the most power be lost

friction? (2.) Have you ever he;

of any serious accident being cau

by any of the auxiliary spring fo

(such as are at present sold) bre

ing? From some of the adverti

illustrations the metal looks v

thin. (3.) Should not a twin-cylin

bicycle have less chance of skidd

than a single cylinder one of the sa

power, owing to the more freqii

power strokes from each piston? i

there will not be so much jei

motion on the driving wheel will

twin. (4.) Is magneto ignition as

liable with a twin-cylinder as

single? I notice some makers use

standard the magneto for tli

singles, but only supply it to spei

order for their twias.—C.H.^

Bradford.

(1.) The gear is best altered by inert

ing the size of the engine pulley, as

belt obtains a better grip of the pull

(2.) We do not remember having he

of any serious accident happening ti

the breaking of spring forks. (3.) I
a twin-cylinder should skid less thai

single-cylinder machine of equal cyl

der capacity. (4.) Quit© as reliab

wo do not know the reason why so

makers only supply it to special or<

for twin-cylinder machines, but the f

'

remains that a magneto can be fitted'

any twin-cylinder engine.

i
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In or out of season you want your machine for comfort and for convenience*

You want to be free from care.

The ROC answers these requirements simply because its recognised perfect

clutch and ROC speed gear make it "a car on two wheels."

The ROC with its duplex frame and tanks is built on sensible lines. You sit

with feet resting firmly on the ground. You can start from standstill on any
gradient and turn in any road. You set machine in motion by an easy hand
turn from the live back axle.

The ROC system is obviously ahead in these ideas. It is what you want.

" All about the ROC."

Descriptive booklet now

ready.

Royal ROC 4 b.p., with ball-beanng engine,

new military model, clutch and speed gear,

hand starting, 48 gns.

A. W. WALL, LTD., Roc Motor Cycle Works, BIRMINGHAM.
London AgenU : THE SERVICE CO., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

FOR COMFORT.

AND

)FOR

TOURBNG
A Chater Lea] Sidecar will

take some beating. It can

be adapted to fit any machine

and fitted on right or left

side. We have a few in

stock to fit our own and a

few other makes.

\ In preparing for your tour

do not overlook The Chater
' Lea Patent

TERMINAL EYES,

I

BELT PUNCH,

and

THUMBSLIDES

(for Handle-bar control),

; and other smaU fitments.

L In answering

Chater Lea Motor Cycle (Twin Cylinder Engine), fitted with Chater Lea Sidecar.

CHATER LEA
All agents can supply our productions.

Particulars, retail prices, and any desired information gladly sent on request.

Illustrated Handbook post free.

Works— 114-1 20i GOLDEN LANE, LONDON, E.C.
ilher of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle,"
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10,000 miles
without a puncture

!

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
The Palmer Tyre, Ltd., iig, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. Nov. ist, 1907

Gentlemen,— I have pleasure in forwarding you here^vith a 2Jin. Palmer Cord
Muter Cycle Cover and Tube whicli has now done nearly 10,000 miles, and as yon
will see, is as good as ever.

I fitted it to the front wheel of my motor cycle in May, 1906, and took it off

to-day to see what it was like inside.

It has only once been touched with the pump since fitted, and has never been
punctured.

It has carried me safely through many important competitions, including
A.C.C. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial, 1906; London to Plymouth; and sis

days' trial, 1907 ; M.C.C. London to Edinburgh, 1907, and also several long tours.

The ribs are not wcm much, and both cover and tube look like being good
enough for next season.

Yours faithfully, H. GILLARD COVE.

The Longevity
o-F

Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres
becomes more than a mere statemen in face of the above experience; it is a fact I

Write for our Manual, gratis and post free.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD,,

bhaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

Of Importance
^

TO

Riders of ^07 Triumphs

Although it is not our custom to supply

accessories direct to the public, we feel

it our duty to riders of our machines to

call their attention to the exceedingly

handy and compact device we have

brought out for quick removal of the

valves of our engines. We strongly

recommend every rider of the '07

Triumph to purchase one of these neat

and beautifully finished little tools ; and

to facilitate delivery we wilt send you

one on receipt of postal order for 5/3.

WRITE now to the

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

In. njnj»iipr irtrr pithor nf fhj-sp ndi;prfiAPt/H'nfs if is desirable that vou mention " The Motor Cycle.''

J
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Overlieating and Loss ot Power.

My motor cycle (a 3j h.p.

; Brown, magneto) overheats

badly, and is not strong on

hills. When I stop, smoke
issues from extra air inlet of

uretter. Have had engine down
cleaned, ground valves, also tried

BUS adjustments in carburetter

[ little improvement. I have read

the articles on overheating with
rest, but they do not seem to help

case. Would stronger springs to

es be of any good?—F.T., Kent.

ily a smaller jet might help you,

, would be a good plan to check
vel of the petrol. Be careful to

I a good brand of oil and use

of it. You do not mention which
ou are using, which might have
I us. If the valve springs are

it is, of course, desirable that they
. be renewed. Are you sure that

acliine is not overgeared for yom
i? Smoke usually issues from
air inlet of carburetter of all

les when at rest immediately
i run, and inlet valve js raised.

Respecting a Wipe Contact^Maker.

Having been troubled by
misfiring due to sparking at

the contact maker, which is of

the usual wipe pattern, I beg
your aid as to a cure. The ex-

g pieces consist of a fibre com
itor with brass segment, and tht

e with a case-hardened knob.
hardening has fused through.
the mild steel is now making

act, and much sparking occurs.

t is the best combination of

,1s for this important function?
irpose re-hardening the existing

^, but if a more suitable metal
prevent a recurrence of the

3le I shall be greatly obliged for

information .—C .G .K. , G 1asgow

.

ouble may be cured by fitting a

lade, and be prevented in future

.ng the coiita<;t breaker ease with
grease to prevent sparking. We
; know of more suitable metals
those you have in use. It is

and advisable to carry, a spare

Electric or Acetylene, Headlights.

(1.) Do you know anything
of the Osram electric bulb,

whether it is reliable for the

purposes of a headlight on a

motor bicycle? (2.) The makers
ribe the 8 volt accumulator sold

I the lamp as of about eight

(j's capacity. Does this
,
mean

It hours continuous light? (3.)

you advise the purchase of such
mp in preference to an acetylene

Uight, and if so should I find

I'ricity as reliable as acetylene

(4.) I do very little night rid-

i'o would dry batteries be pre-

ble to accumulators to save ex-

le of charging?—A.H.W.. Can-
ary.

n electric bulb in a good lamp
a very fair light, but is not equal
tylene. It is an advantage to be

switch on at any time without
Itmting, however, and for mtermit-
ise for short distances it saves

ouble of constantly cleaning out

the gas generator. (2.) Yes, doubtless

the accumulator would give a current

for about eight hours continuously.

(3.) Personally, we prefer an acetylene

lamp, but you must put the pros and
cons together and decide which suits

your particular requirements the better.

(4.) Dry batteries would not last long.

Accumulators must be used, as_ the

former are only suitable for inter-

mittent work.

Commencing Motor Cycling.

I am considering the pur-

chase of a motor cycle, and at

times I intend using a sidecar

with it, and should be glad to

have your valuable advice in

the selection of a machine. I am a

novice at motor cycling, but a rider

of above twenty years of the pedal

bicycle. (1.) What h.p. would be

required to take sidecar up hills

without pedalling? (2.) What kind

of engine do you advise for the use

of motor cycle by itsplfj^ and also

with sidecar? (3.) Belt or chain

C. R. Collier on his old International Cup
Racer, This was the machine he rode at Brook-

lands on Easter Monday.

drive? (4.) Lowest speed with what-

ever engine you mention? (5.) Cost

of petrol and lubricating oil per 100

miles? (6.) Cost ot petrol and lubri-

cating oil per 100 miles with sidecar?

(7.) Is there an e.\-tra license for side-

car, and if more for the Lowen side-

car, which has two wheels? (8.) Is

magneto ignition best?—W.H.R.,
Merton.

(1.) The minimum horse-power for side-

car work would be 3^ with two-speed

gear. (2.) If you care to send us a

numbered list of the engines which you

think would suit you, keeping a copy

by you for reference, we will place

them in order of merit. The same re-

marks apply to advice with regard to

the purchase of a machine. (3.) If you

intend to use a sidecar a great deal,

chain drive would be better. (4.) Most
engines will slow down to about six

miles an hour on level roads. (5 and 5.)

About Is. 6d. and 2s. respectively. (7.)

There is no extra license for the ordi-

nary type of sidecar. If, however, the

latter has two wheels the whole com-
bination must be registered as a motor
car. (8.) If cost is no object, magneto
ignition is . preferable.

Current Consumption of Coil.

I have a trembler coil, used

^1 with make and break contact

^ breaker, which uses what 1

-iJ think to be an excessive quan-
tity of current, i.e., it runs a

15. ampere 4 volt accumulator down
in about 120 miles. Single cylinder

engine of 2^ h.p. My previous
trembler coil would work for about
three times the distance from exactly
the same accumulator. Would a
fine insulated wire resistance, say
gauge 30—I could gauge the length—

•

save current and still be efficient?—

J.E., Birkenhead.

Either the coil is abnormally extrava-
gant or the trouble lies in the accumu-
lator itself, which is suffering from an
internal short circuit. Do you find that
accumulator runs down automatically if

it is not connected up when out of the
machine? If it does, the trouble we
have suggested is undoubtedly the case,

and the only alternative is to send it to

the makers to be repaired. You will

find that you can improve the consump-
tion of the coil somewhat by adjusting
the trembler slightly, that is to say,

enough to make a good contact with-
out causing misfiring, but not too
firmly. A resistance will not save the
current but will wastp it. If the
ti-ouble is in the coil it is probably due
to the condenser being out of order.

READERS' REPLIES.
Permit me to thank you, and also

your correspondent A. D. Walker
and others, for the trouble taken over
my query re Phoenix Trimo. Besides
local friends, a reader of your paper in

Wesel, Germany, also wrote to try and
help me, but were all unable to do so.

I have, however, at last found out my
fault, and it has not occurred again.
When I bought my Phoenix Trimo some
years ago there was a funnel fastened
on to the bottom air intake of the car-

buretter through which hot air was
drawn from the cylinder. This, after

doing duty over 18,000 miles, came off,

and in my wisdom I decided it was no
good, so did not replace it. The car-

buretter then got all cold air, with the
result that either the carburetter or

pipe to inlet became frozen. Since I

have replaced the pipe I have had no
more trouble. I can recommend the
Phcenix idea of soldering up the slots

of the jet and boring only one hole in

centre, as in the above distance I have
never yet had the nipple stop up.

—

A.M.

"THE AUTOCAR" contains each

week much interesting inform-

ation which, although written in

regard to motor cars, is also

applicable to tricars and motor

bicycles. It is published weekly,

price 3d., and can be obtained from

all newsagents and bookstalls.
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The Motor Cfoliits' IdeaL

The resalt of our plebiscite we ex-

pect to be able to publish in the special

spring number of The Motor Cycle,

dated May 5th. This will make the

special issue doubly attractive, and
copies of this number should be ordered
early.

Coming ETonts.

Permits have been granted by the

Auto Cycle Union for the following

events ; Open Hill-climb, April

25th, Herts County A.C. S. J. Ellis,

40, High Street, Watford.—Open Hill-

climb, May 9th, Essex M.C. H.
Fuller, Wyndale Road, Woodford,

—

Motor Cycle Races, Wlut-Monday, St.

Albans. A. F. Slater, 1, Bedford Park
Road, St. Albans. Full particulars

may be obtained of these events by
writing to the respective secretaries.

The Motor Union and Level Crossings.

The Motor Union opposed the confir-

mation by the Board of Trade of the

Barton-Immingharn Light Railway
Order as proposed by the Light Rail-

way Commissioners. The draft order

authorised an important main road to

be crossed on the level. The Board of

Trade have now officially informed the
Motor Union under date April 10th,
" That they have decided to require the

promoters to provide a bridge in lieu

of the proposed level-crossing of the

road numbered on the plan 54 in the

parish of Barrow-on-Humber." In

view of the many complaints received

as to the dangers, delays, and incon-

veniences occasioned by level crossings,

it has been determined to oppose tne

construction of any more level crossings

in important thoroughfares.

Always Carry Goggles.

A pair of goggles should always be
carried ready for Tvearing if necessary.

Even after two days of fine weather
the dust becomes very pronounced, and
at this time of the year the wind is

occasionally biting, and after a long

ride without goggles makes the eyes
ache. Driving againet rain and wind
is almost impossible unless goggles are

worn.

Well-known Uotor CyoUit Harried.

A well-known motor cyclist was
married on Wednesday, April 22nd, at

Holy Trinity Church, Northwood,
Middlesex, in the person of Mr. B. H.
Davies, who is well-known both as a
contributor ^.to The Motor Cycle and
rider. Hia brido -was Miss Frances
Heleia HodgJonsSn, daughter of the late

Lieut. C. F. T. Hodgkinfeon, R.N., and
of Mrs. Dent, Reisterstown, Mary-
land, U.S.A. The ceremony was per-

formed by the Rev. R. F. Dale, of

Keble College, Oxford, assisted by
Canon Hodgkinson, of Lincoln, the
Rev. H. Davies, of Durhajn, and the
Rev. E. B. Backhouse, vicar of North-
wood. A reception was afterwards held
at Northwood Hall, the residence of

the bride's grandmother, Mrs. Pickers-
gill-Cunlifte, and the newly married
pair left for the South Coast in the
afternoon. The bridegroom has secured
niany motor cycling awards, including
the longest authenticated ride in six

consecutive days, and Edinburgh and
End-to-end medals, while last year he
won first awards at the A.C.U. Annual
and M.C.C. Members' Hill-climbs. We
understand Mr. and Mrs. Davies will

probably compete in the End-to-end
ride on a passenger motor cycle.

The Lata Michel Werner.
,;

We regret to record the deai^

Monte Carlo of ilonsieur M|
Werner, one of the original para
in the late firm of Werner F e

Paris, the originators of the W ii

motor bicycle. Monsieur Wei i

brother died about three years aj

Uotor Cycling tor Health.

We are very pleased to be al 1

state that our medical readers h

taken up the above subject very c u

siastically, and the many do t

opinions of motor cycling will il

this feature (to be included ii )i

special issue of May 5th) not the ai

interesting.

The London-Edinburgh Run,

Intending competitors in the L Ifl

to Edinburgh Run who are not a id

members of the Motor Cycling la

should communicate with Mi /

Candler, 1, Lime Grove, Shep d

Bush, London, W., and not Mr, 1

Fry, the assistant trials hon. sec

Signposting WstUng Street.

The R.A.C. has decided to pre; ;o

ward the signposting of \^ in

Street. The secretary, in his ^ kl

report, says the roali is in exi er

condition. We venture to difti i

any rite with regard to portions tji

route. It is good from Welling I

Galley, with the exception o Si

George's, which can be avoided, ip;

and loose through Brownhills, er

lumpy near Wilnecote, and a far ar

appears to enjoy the use of the gl

way just south of High Cross. Ch

road would make a splendid tl up

route from London to the Welsh if

if it was repaired where necessar

pompetitors in the Brighton and District Motor Cycling Club's Hlll-climbing Competition.
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PoUcemaa Stops a Climb :

A dreadful occurrence took place ou
Westcombe HiJi Blackheath, the other

day, where Laurence Mounter, of West-
combe Park, steered a motor cycle

straight towards a policeman. At the
Greenwich Court, where i\lr. Mounter
appeared ou the charge of driving a

motor cycle in a manner dangerous,

etc., P. (J. Yorke. 642 U. said tluit de-

fendant nearly collided with his bicycle,

and he fell in consequence. 'J'he magis-
trate (ilr. Hutton) ; "Then he uptet
the law." (Ijaughter.) Witness: "Yes,
sir." Defendant, who said that his

machine was incapable of doing twenty
miles an hour—he actually had to get
3ff and push it up-hill—was fined 20s.

and 2s. costs.

Road Warning.

We are informed by a
local reader that motor cyclists

will do well to drive care-

fully in the Boroughbridge
district. Boroughbridge is on
the main London to Edinburgh
Head, situated north of

Wetherby.

Police Trap In the I.O.W.

A resident in the Isle of

Wight writes that there is a
police trap on the road from
liyde to Newport, at the top of

Wootton Hill. The trap is set

at the foot of a hill which
tempts motor cyclists to accele-

rate speed to climb it satisfac-

torily.

ipeed Limit in Belfast Refused.

In a letter to the Town Clerk,
Belfast, the Local Government
Board has refused to grant a
speed limit on motor cycles and
cars in the City of Belfast. The
application, for a ten miles speed
limit was made a month or two
ago.

Race Meeting at Canning Town.

About 3,000 spectators witnessed the
race meeting held on the Canning Town
track on Good Friday. C. R. Collier

and H. V. Colver, both riding power-
ful Matchless machines, had what
might be termed a rubber in matches.
This consisted of a mile race, a tliree

miles race, and a five miles pursuit
race. Collier easily won the mile
event in Im. 27|s. The three miles
match proved far more e.xciting. The
two competitors kept together practi-

cally the whole way, but gaining
slightly towards the finish Colver
finished three seconds ahead in 3m.
42-5. The five miles pursuit race was
also a very evenly contested event, and
for some time neither gained any appre-
ciable lead. Collier, however, gradu-
ally gained, and finished 1^. ahead in

5m. 4-^s. Thus the rubber went to
Collier with two events to one. An
interesting item was the five miles race
for touring machines, with engines not
exceeding the equivalent of 90 by ,90,

26in. wheels, and geared at not more
than 4 to 1. F. Ev Barker, 2J h.p. Hex,
won in 7m. 20|s., H. A. Collier, 3^-

h.p. Matchless, followed a short dis-

tance behind, and H. V. Colver, 3^
h.p. Matchless, made a good third.

©TOi^CnfOJi

High Speeds on 2.| h.p. JVIachines,

The five miles handicap for machines
with engines not e.xceeding 76 by 76,
was won by H. V. Colver (Matchless),
5s. start, rather easily in 5m. 52 s. H.
A. Collier (Matchless) was second, and
C. E. Bennett (.Mansfield) third. C.
E. Bennett won the five miles scratch
race for 75 by 76 engines rather com-
fortably in 5ni 55^s. Getting a good
start he increased his advantage and
won from C. P.. Collier by 3C0 yards.
H. V. Colver was third about 103 yards
behind Collier. H. V. Colver made a::

attempt on the ten miles world's record,
but he never attained the necessary
speed, and finished 31s. behind record
time in 11m. 55|s. Barker, who rode
in the tourist handicap is known as the
grass track rider.

A Hill-climb in South Australia.

A hill-climbing contest held on the
14th ult. at Melbourne, South
Au.stralia, resulted its follows : 1, C. D.
Sheppard, 3 h.p. N.S.U., 9m. 53s..

W. Crowie, 3 h.p.

25.53 points. 3. H
N.S.U., 10m. 12s...

N. Jackson, 3 h.p.

24.14 points. 5, A,
Lewis. 11m. 58s..

26.3r points. 2,

N.S.U., 9m. 28s.,

Behrens, 3 h.p.

25.41 points. 4,

Lewis, 9m. 40s.,

E. Lykke, 3 h.p.

22.90 points. 6, C
N.S.U., Um. 49s.

F.lN'., 11m. 49s.

h.p. Minerva, 14m.
3 h.p. Rover, 11m,

Richards, 3 h.p.

7, I). Fulton, 4 h.p

, F. H. Taylor, 2-J

18s. 9, V. F. Hail.

26s.

IHIKDQSSKDCZ^ KD[i:SIBi^

April 25-

Miy
29—
2

—

6—
9—
9—
12-1
16—

FUTURE EVENTS.

-Hertfordshire County A.C. Opea Hill-climb for
Motor Cycles.

-A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

M.C.C. Members' Hill-dimb,
" The Motor Cycle " Special Spring Number.
Brooklands Motor Races.
Essex M.C. Open Hill-cKmb.
8—Auto Cycle Chi u of France Reliability Trials.

A.C.U. Annual Hili-climb.

June 5-8—M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN and
return for Schulte Cup Competition, and

. special cup for motor bicyclists.

„ 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"
Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup, Prospective
competitors : Motor Cycling Club, Coventry
M.C, Great Yarmouth M.C.C, and Birming-
ham M.C.C.

A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.
4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.

13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITV TRIAL.

25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

3-4—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

8—Essex M.C Open Race Meeting at the Stadium,
Shepherd's Bush, W.

July

Aug.

Aug.

1 1ISEDQ^J^EIICSMKDIiail I

F. E. Barker (2J h.p. Rex) winner of the Five

Miles Tourist Handicap at Canning Town on

Good Friday last. Time, 7m. 20's.

The M.C.C. London—Edinburgh Run.

We exceedingly regret that througli
a misinterpretation of a paragraph in

the programme of the M.C.C,
Ijondon-Edin burgh run we pub-
lished a paragraph last week

H which w^ould lead our readers to

S

believe that .Mr.s. Claude Mar
shall, who is kindly ent«rtaininj;

the competitors in the above

g
event to breakfast as her guests
at the George Hotel, Grantham,
is the proprietress of the hotel.

SWe hasten to inform our readers
that Mrs. Claude Marshall lia--^

nothing to do with the George-

Bat Grantham, and is one of th'-

lady members of the M.C.C, and
the wife of the ex-Trials hoi

Ssec. We apologise both to Jlr.

and Mrs. Marshall and the othor
members of the Motor Cyclinij

I—I Club for this very regrettabk-

M error.

H Useless Advertising.

BAs an instance of the nuisancr
occasioned by the delivery of cir

culars and catalogues, one of oui

S

staff received by post on the 15th

inst. four circulars in separately

stamped envelopes bearing tlir

mm same address, and all containing
-^- the same matter, which related

to a book on touring in Wales.
There were several others by the same
post from other sources, but the four

above-mentioned prove the useles."

wast« of postage stamps aiid printe I

matter by some firms on what can only
be styled useless advertising.

Motor Cycles in Germany.

At the beginning of the current ycai^

the various German States possessed

19.573 motor cycles tor the conveyaiicr

of persons, and 235 for the transport ol

goods. The figures for January 1st-

1907, were 15.700 and 254 respectively.

It is interesting to leai'U how the cycles

\\'ere distributed. Prussia alone own^sl

10.588, Berlin's share was 394 of the

10,588. Bavaria |.i<i!-ses.sed 2,772.

Sa.Kony 1,888, Wurtemberg 857, Baden
834. Hesse 395, Mecklenburg-Schwerin
191, the Grand Duchy of Sa.xony 93,

Mrrklenberg Strelitz 24, Oldenburg
200, Brunswick 169. Saxe-Meiningen
53, Saxe-Altcnbing 63. S:i.\e-Coburg-

Gotha 45, Anhalt 14], Schwarzburg-
Souderhausen 20. Scliwar/burg-ltudol-

stadt 19, Walderk 22, Beuss (Senior

line) 9, Reuss (Junior line) 36. Schaurn
burg-Lippe 3, Lippe 25, Liibeck •'Jo.

Bremeii 64. Hamburg 227, and Alsace-

Lon-aine 800. There are 169 commer-
cial motor cycles in Prussia.
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First Motor Cycle Race at BrooKlands.
ON Easter Monday motor cyclists had an oppor-

tunity of trying their mounts for the first time
in open competition on the famous track at

Brooklands. The racing was confined to one
event, viz., a five and a half miles race, the entrant

of the winner to receive 20 sovs. or a cup at his option,

W. Cook (7-9 N.L.G, Pengeot), winner ol the motor cycle race at Brooklands.
His speed for about 5| miles was equal to 63 miles an hour.

and the entrant of the second 5 sovs. or a medal at his

option. For motor bicycles of which the engines, if

twin-cylinder, do not exceed 80 mm. by 98 mm. for

each cylinder. No less than twentv-four entries were
obtained. The remaining fi\'e events were all for motor
Cars, and will be fully dealt with in The Autocar for the

2i;th inst.

Competitors in Order of Finishing.

Entrant, rider, and machine.

Mr. A, G. Forster (W. Cook), 7-9h.ij

Peugeot
E. Kickliani (owner),

Peugeot
C. K. Collier (owner),

J.A.P.
W. G. McMinnies
Triumph
W. H. Wells (owner;

bjjctial

G. Schink (M. Geiger)

Bore. Stroke.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

N.L.G.-

7 h.p. Leiider-

6 li.p. Matcliless-

owner), 3j h.p.

, 5 h.p. Vindec

Mr
Mr,

6 1i.p. N.S.U..

80

80

76

75

75

98*

98*

95*

86

76*

90*

H. 13asliall (J. H. Slaughter), 3^ h.p.

Triumph
J. C. Davis (owner), 5^ h.p. Rex
E. C. W. FitzHerbert (owner), 6 h.p.

F.N. ... ...

F. W. Applehee (owner),. 5 h.p. Rex ...

H, Reed (owner), 7 h.p. Dot-Peugeot...
0. L. Bickford (owner), 5 h.p. Vindec
Special

H. A. Collier (owner), ci-\ li.p. Matchless-
J.A.P.
H. A. Cooper (owner), 3^ h.p. Triumph
H. Shanks (owner), 2J- h.p. Chater Lea
E. Gwynne (owner), 5 h.p. Vindec Special

Others who did not finish or were so far behind that they
were not recorded :

Mr. W. \V. Genn (owner), 7-8 li.p. Minerva
A. t;. Reynolds (owner), Vindec Special
\V. Pullard (owner), 5^ h.p. Chater Lea
F. Toman (owner), 4^ li.p. Laurin and
Klement
G. Lee Evans (oivner). 5^ h.p. Rex
C. Hurford (G. Ad;ims). 6 li.p. Griffon

J. B. Haniifin (owner), 5 li,p. Vindec
Special

0. C. Godfrey (owner), 5 li.p. Rex ...

* Twin-cylinder, t Four-cylinder.

Mr.
Mr,

Mr.
Mr,
Mr.

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
yiv.

Mr.

Mx.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.

84
76

50
76
80

75

85
84
75

75

80
75

81

75

A^ii

75

75

5in.

86
81*

57+
80*
98*

76*

76

86
75
76*

85*
76*

85*

3Ai

76*

Brooklands Motor Cycle Haoe. Competitors and their machines in the paddoek.

Although only twenty-one number.s were put up on

the indicator board when the bell rang, the full

number of entrants were on parade. The rushing pa.st

of such a large number of machines at fast speed

created considerable enthusiasm among the spectators.

All the riders were started together, and,
or two failures to get the engines going,
(7-9 h.p. N.L.G. -Peugeot) got away finelv,

a good lead at the members' bridge, 'atiout one-third
a mile from the start. He continued to forge aheadl

after one
\W. Cook
and hal
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First Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.

—

and never looked like being challenged, and on coming
to the fork to start on the last lap he had about one-

third of a mile lead. Ultimately he ran in an easy
winner by about five-eighths of a mile. The third

man, C. R. Collier (6 h.p. Matchless-Jap), was about

one hundred yards behind the second, E. Kickham
(7 h.p. Leader-Peugeot, a machine fitted with an
engine of the same size as the winner's). The winner's

speed was sixty-three miles per hour, and his machine
was fitted with a gear ratio of zi/s to i.

He stated to our representative that he rode thirty

miles outright on the Tuesday before the race at an
average speed of sixty-eight miles per hour, but there

was no wind lilowing then, whilst during the rare a

trong cross wind was experienced. After the third

man had got home the others came in very rapidly with

gradually diminishing intervals, and it became difficult

to distinguish them, owing to the speed and small

number plates they carried. Altogether, barring the

runaway win, the race was successful, and much appre-

ciated by the crowd.

Reference to the table of bores ajid strokes will show

that the two largest engines finished first and second,

their cubical capacity being 984 cubic centimetres in

comparison to Collier's 86 1 cubic centimetres and

McMinnies's 476 cubic centimetres. Big engines do

not always win, but, other things being equal, it is

only natural that they should do nine times out of ten.

This being the case, we hope to see handicap racing

adopted at Brooklands for motor cycles, about which

we shall have more to say next week.

> «o<

Motor Cyclists' Meet at Richmond.

Some ot the 200 Northern motor cyclists who attended the inter club's meet at Richmond, Yorlts., on Good Friday.

THE second annual meet of motor cycle clubs in the

North-eastern district took place at Richmond on Good
Friday, and Was a successful gathering. The weather
was evevylhing that could be desired—brilliant sun-

hine, cool air, and dry roads. About two hundred motor
vilists put in an appearance ; the Newcastle .and District

a.C.C, the Leeds M.C.C., the Bradford M.C.C., the Hull
iiid District M.C.C.. the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.,
lie Middlesbrough and District, and the Hartlepool M.C.C.,
niitributing contingents. This year the meet was more
onnal and husinessUke than the initial venture of last year,

I new and important departure being the conference in the

own hall, at which various matters affecting motor cyclists

,«ere discussed, particularly the vexed question of affiliation

o the A.C.U. Mr. E. L. Bates, of Newcastle, whose enthu-

iiasm for the sport is well known, was elected chairman of

•he conference and president of the meet, and it was decided

o make the meet nn annual affair with Eichmond as a ren-

lezvous.t. Mr. G. W. Liddle, the secretary of the Middles-

nough M.C.C., under whose auspices this and last year's

neetings were arranged, was appointed secretary of the meet.

Mr. S. W. Carty initiated a discussion on the relation of

lubs towards the A.C.U., suggesting that clubs ought to seek

iffiliation, although they might not approve of the manage-
nent of the A.C.U. A nevv body governing motor cycling

Aiould be an expensive and an uncertain undertaking, while

-he only way to improve the A.C.U. was to join that body,

support the reform movement and get grievances remedied,

ind so get the A.C.TJ. thoroughly representative of and useful

jO motor cvclists.

Mr. G. E. Vint, president of the Bradford M.C.C., sup-
ported, urging motor cyclists to make the best of the A.C.U.
He agreed that by combining they could carry out the reforms
that were needed. A rival body would be detrimental to the
sport, and would deprive members of the afiiliated clubs of
their right to be licensed to ride in open competitions. The
chairman also supported Mr. Carty's point of view. An
official photograjjh was afterwards taken for The Motor Cycle,
together v.'ith a group of leading officials, and a pleasant
afternoon was spent by the motor cyclists in and aroiuid the
fine old Yorkshire town, which is so popular a resort for
cycling meets.

THE M.C.C. EASTER TOUR.
The Motor Cycling Club Easter tour, despite tlie inclemency

of the weather, was well attended. The Red Liun, Salisbury,
was fixed upon as headquarters, and on Saturday and Sunday
excursions were made to places of interest in the surromiding
district. Cn Suuday the members experienced a heavy snow-
storm during the return journey from Swanage. jNfotor cycles

and cars were fairly evenly represented. On Sunday Messrs.
R. M. Brice, W. H. Wells, and others left Salisbury for
town to attend tlie race meeting at Brooklands on the Mon-
day. The. tour was voted a most successfiri one, despite the
bitterly cold easterly winds which prevailed.

We hope to give a more detailed report and one or two
illustrations in next week's issue. Up to the time of going
to press our photographs had miscarried.
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CLUB NEWS.
Cardia Motor Club.

Tlie opening meet took place on Good Friday at Tintern,

Wve \"ullev. Members and friends numbering well over

thirty sat down to liiucli ill the Anchor Hotel, and after

visiting the historic alibey continued the journey up the

valley of tlie Wye as far as Monmouth, wliere the river vizs

le:t. "and the partv made for UiigUin, where tea was served at

the Crown Hotel,' the party then making for home rid Usk
and Newport.

Ayr and District Motor Cycle Club.

The opening run wa.'; held on the 15th inst. to Largs—

a

distance of over thirty miles. The party, consisting of seven-

teen membtrs. headed by the captain, ilr. ,John Hourston,

left the Buru.s Statue Square at 10.30 a.m. Largs was reached

about midday, and after a pleasant interval of four hours

the return juarncy was commenced.

Bradford Motor Cycle Club.

The first compi-tition was a fast and slow hill-climb on Long
Hill. The slow- cliinb up the hill proved a trying test, and few-

were successful in nakuig the ascent at a walking pace with

their engines running. Out of fourteen entrants only six

competitors finishei the dual test, these being in the order of

merit as follows : T. Briggs (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore), G. E.

Tennant (5 h.p. Vindec), H. Wheelwright (3 h.p. Humber,
P. and Jl. two-speed), A. Barraclough (3^ h.p. Phelon and

Moore), E. Slater (3^ h.p. Triumph), and E. Merrall (6 h.p.

Jap). Jlr. W. ilusgrave. the assisbmt secretary, acted as

starter, and Jlr. A. H. Forbes and Mr. B. Read, hon. sec,

were the timekeepers.

M.C.O.I. (Ulster Centre).

A committee meeting of this centre was held at the Grand
Central Hotel. Belfast, on the 15th inst. Mr. R. Graham
Lindsay was elected chairman for 1908, and Mr. J. S. Garrett

vice-chairman.

T, Ireland wrote resigning his seat on the committee owing
to his removal to Birmingham, and the resignation was
accepted with much regret. J. Stewart was co-opted to fill

the -vacancy.

May Is't'was suggested as the date of the conference with

the Dublin Centre at Dundalk, and Messrs. R. G. Lindsay,

J. S. Garrett, J. Holdcn, and A. W. Hamilton were appointed

delegates.

i'lie following fixtures were arranged : May 9th, hill-climb

at Carnmoney ; May 23rd, reliability non-stop run to Bally-

castle, with hill-climb on the way.

S.E. Auto Cycle Association.

At a meeting at the Green Man Hotel, at Southend, on the

Sevenoaks Road, the new S.E. A. A. (late Lewisham A.C.)

was formerly inaugurjited on the 16tli inst.

J[r. W. Simms, of Blackheath, was appointed to the chair,

and. following some interesting remarks, explained the

raixon d'ilrii of the meeting, after which he called upon Jlr.

H. Bickiagham Renner to give an address on the aims and
objects of the new Association. This was followed by a dis-

cussion, the following resolution being carried unanimously,

"That the S.E. Auto Cycle Association be hereby formed."
It was resolved that the A.C.U. be advised as to the change
of title. Jlr. Renner was elected hon. sec. and treasurer

pro icm., and two delegates to the A.C.U. were appointed.

It was also agreed that the yearly subscription to "the

association be half a guinea for town members and five

shillings for country members, and that there be no entry

fees in vhe case of members joining before the 30th inst.

Newcastle Motor Club.

An extraordiniiry general meeting was held in Newcastle-

un-Tyne on Tuesday, "the 14th in.st. Mr. J. E. Hodgkin, secre-

tary of the Nortli-E;istern Automobile Association, intimated

that in a private interview with Mr. F. Straight, of the

.A.C.U., he advocated the formation of a Northern Centre of

the A.C.U., and mentioned that as the X.E.A.A. embraced
the majority of northern motor cyclists it was hi a strong

position to take the initiative in the movement.
It was decided to nifiliate wdth the North-Eastern Auto-

'moljile Association, and request that body to appeal to the

A.C. L'. to fonn a Xorthern Centre.

A handsome trophy in the shape of a beautifully-designed

silver shield lias been presented to the club by' Mr. Alan
Kubson fur a hundred miles non-stop run.

Essex Motor Club.

The opening run was voted a pronounced success, ov.

forty members and friends attending. After luncheon tl

party adjourned to a shady spot, where a phot(;graph w,

taken. Members then split u]) into small parties, and pr

ceeded to Bishops Stortford to tea. cid Braintree and Du
mow. ilembers are reminded of the paperchase on Satu

day next, when some excellent sport is promised. The har

will leave the Castle at 3.30 p.m., and a course of abo

twenty miles will be laid, the finish being within a few mil

of Epping. Tea will be arranged for at the Cock Hotel. Tl

winner will be rewarded with a free tea. On the followii

day the club run is to Southend, and, if the weather is fir

a large number are sure to attend.

The club hill-climb will take place on Saturday, May 9t

and the formula will be on a new and unique system,

which it is hoped to bring each competitor on to the starti;

line Avith the same chance of winning. There will be thr

classes for single and three for twin-cylinder machines. T
weight of each single-cylinder machine and rider must not

less than 320 lbs. and each twin 340 lbs. : lightweigh

250 lbs. In the event of the lightweights not reaching t

top, the machine which goes furthest to be the winner,

pedalling or starters allowed. Entry forms and particuli

from the trials hon. sec, Ernest J. Bass. Crown Hotel. Ong.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The snowstorm which swept over the county affected I

hill-climb at Waddington of the L.M.C.C, for several of I

riders having long distances to travel shirked the journi

Out of the sixty-seven entries there were, however, a gr-

many competitors, and some excellent times were made.
The hill is exactly half a mile long, and has a fine gradi<

Lincolnshire M.C.C. Waddington HiU-olimb.
bend at full speed.

A competitor rounding tl

of 1 in 7. A cup is offered by Mr. R. M. Wright for
'

best performance, but this remains to be decided on.

W -J

formula— %,

C X T.

D. Lowe (Lincoln), 2^ h.p. Ariel, was fastest in his dls

60m. 0|s.. and easily won. G. Nicholls, 2-|- h.p. De B)'

was .second : and T. Bowling. 3 h.p. Riley was third?

Guesford (Fiodingham), 3 h.p. Fafnir, made good timeil
his weight is not yet ascertained.

In class 2 under 88 x 88 mm. G. Williamson (Staml

3^ h.p. Vinco. made best time, doing 47Js.. J. H. Brp<

(Lincoln), four-cvlinder F.N., did 53|s. ; and H. Gau

3i n.p. N.S.U.,' 53^s. On the formula, A. E. Brunnii

3^ h.p. Dene- Fafnir, was the winner; J. H. Brookes, ft)

cylinder F.N., second; and H. Gaunt, 3^ h.p. N.S.U.,
In the twin class, VV. J. Clark (5 h.p. Rex) went

36-5S., fastest time of the day, and won; W. I. Binks (5^
Roc) Sfcond : and F. Richardson (5 h.p. Vindec) third

Mr. Eric Longden (Lincoln). 7-9 ,h.p. Minerva, won;

pas.senger class in 64;!;S.
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ELASTES
|The{|]bestithingS" in "^tyrcs.

Elastes users
leave their

repair outfits

at home,
simply because tney nave no use

for them. Your tyres filled with

Elastes become puncture-proof.

They never require removal ana

you get the same resilience as

though you were running under

;_the old air conditions. Next

time you pass a Dunlop depot

drop in and request a demonstra-

tion, or what is better still, write

,
us to-night for more particulars.

Will you ?

THE ELASTES CO., LTD.,
79-80, York St., Westminster,

Telegrams :
" Elastesque, London." LONDON, S.W.

Telephone : 21 73 Victoria.

THE HALL MARK OF MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY.

86 bore x 84 stroke.

Simms-Bosch Magneto

Gear driven.

lin. Belt drive.

SPEED !

COMFORT !

!

SILENCE ! ! !

£39

Weight, 140 lbs.

Our representative will call on prospective purchasers throughout the country to demonstrate the splendid

qualities of our machines. Absolutely no obligation imposed on you for trial run. Write at once for catalogue.

SHOWROOM—49, King Square, President St., Goswell Rd., E.O. ; also at tlie Service Co., Ltd., 292, Holborn W.C.
Agent (or CARDIFF and District: R. BEVAN, 31, Cattle Street, Cardiff.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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EFFICIENCY WITH LUXURY.

J.AP. ENQINES

TWIN CYLINDERS,
6 7 h.p and 7-9 h p.

BALL BEARING

SPRING FRAME

GEAR DRIVEN
MAGNETO RUNNING
ON BALLBEARINGS

FOOT BOARDS

SINGLE CYLINDERS
3J.4hp.

BALL BEARING

SPRING FORKS

PROTECTED FROM
DIRT IN TANK

KNOWN AND APPRECIATED A<.i. OVEA THE WORLD AS
"Trie PULLMAN CAR OF MOTOR OYOLINQ."

THE BAT MOTOR MANFC. CO., PENCE, LONDON, S.E.
|

The

Young

Man's

FLIER.

The

Old

Man's

COMFORT.

The

NEW

Low frame.

Long
whccibase.

Starts
• inStan tl}'.

Standard
gear four to

,
forty miles

an hour.

QUADRANT
»>

M.O.V.
d^ h.D.

Special ONE LEVER control from handle-bar governs both gas and air supply.

Special full size aluminium footrests. Special tubular carrier.

Exchanges taken in Part Payment.

Makers : THE QUADRANTMOTOR CO., LTD., Earlsdon, COVENTRY.
REPAIRS: Gem

(Late of Birmingham.) Please address in /nil.

ine Quadi-sint parts -For a.11 Quadi-ant ens:>'

In answering cither of fhene advnrtismicnls if is iltsirnbh- tliiif i/ou ntrri/inn " The Mutor C'l/clr
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Club News.—

Southern M.C,

The following gentlemen have accepted oiBce for 1908 : Pre-
sident, C. Hewlett ; vice-presidents, Messrs. W. Hewlett, Col.
Marli Mayhew, I. H. Mitchell,- Staplee Firth, H. L. Doulton,
and F. C. Patterson ; chairman, A. Vicars ; vice-chairman, B.
Grottick ; committee, Messrs. Pugh, Brodie, Patterson, Connor,
and Worger; sports secretary, A. W. Holt; social secretary,

A. C. Belcher ; reporting secretary, K. Davies
; general secre-

tary, VV. L. Lorkin ; auditors, J. W. Cufiey and G. Fisher

;

riding officer, F. S. Fitch ; Motor Union representatives,
Messrs. Vicars, Lloyd, and Lorkin.
The Secretary read a very satisfactory report at the meet-

ing, which showed tliat this club did a lot of good work
during 1907, and this year it hopes to again double its mem-
bership. A number of runs and competitions have been
arranged for 1908.

Brigbton and District M.C.C.

The above club held its first competition for 1908 on
Saturday, the 11th inst., when a hill-climb was successfully
run off on Saddlescombe Hill. The event was divided into
three classes, viz.: I., single-cylinder machines; H., multi-
cylinders ; and III.

,
passenger vehicles. The winner in each

W
class was decided by the A.C.U. formula , and the

results as follows :

CxT

Class I.- -SlNGLE-CYLINBEES.

Position

on
formula.

W. J. Coleman (2^ h.p. Triumph-Jap) 1st

C. R. Robinson (1-| h.p. F.N.) ... 2nd
T. Attwater (2^ h.p. Jap) 3rd
A. Yapp (3i h.p. Rex) ... ... ... 4th

'W. R. Farley (3i h.p. Triumph)
E. L. Waters (3 h.p. Rover) ...

W. J. Wormald (3 h.p. Rover)

5th
6th

7th

Time, giving
fastest man

as zero.

12s.

43s.

20s.

14s.

X
19s.

36s.

4s.

40s.

X
6s.

19s.

40s.

misfiring.

Class II.

—

Mtjlti-otlinders.

W. Brett (3i h.p. Alcyon) 1st

T. Rollon (3i2 h.p. F.N., four-cylinder) 2nd
*R. W. Cartwright (5-6 h.p. Res) .... 3rd .

H. B. Gates (4i h.p. Minerva) ... ; 3rd
H. Saunders (5-7 h.p. Bat-Jap) ... 5th

H. Clifton (5 h.p. Roc) 6th
J. H. Best (7-9 h.p. Buchet)... ... Failed-

Class III.

—

Passenger Vehicles.'

Athol Lambert (5-6 h.p. Phoenix Trimo) 1st ... 40s.

•R. W. Cartwright (5-6 h.p. Rex and
sidecar) 2nd ... X

* Denotes fastest man in each class.

Everything was carried out in a most successful manner,
and the sport provided was much enjoyed by members and
onlookers. Timekeepers, Messrs. Smith and Mertens; starter,

C. E. Sambrook. After the event the members made their

way to the Chinese Gardens at Hurst for tea.

323

{Stoekport and District M.C.C.

On. Saturday, the 11th inst., the opening run of this newly
formed club was held to Knutsford. About thirteen mem-
bers took part in the run, which was much enjoyed. On the
following day twelve members took part in a run to Chester.
Next Saturday (25th inst.) the run is to Great Budswortli,
leaving headquarters, Mersey Hotel, at 2.30. April 25th,
run to Whitchurch, leaving headquarters at 11 o'clock. All
motor cyclists will be made welcome. The hon. sec. is H.
Marsden, George's Road, Stockport.

Lincolnshire M.C.C. (Scunthorpe Centre).

A very successful hill-climb took place on Trafford Hill
This was the opening event of the new centre, ilr. Fletcher
acted as starter and Mr. Jackson was timekeeper. The
following are the results :

Figure
of merit
33.0

... 32.7

... 29.3

... 27.9

... 26.9

... 23.0

... 21.9

... 19.7

... 17.4

not weighed

1. Mr. Lingard (3 h.p. Fafnir)
2. Mr. Guessford (3 h.p. Fafnir)
3.. Mr. Spavin (3^ h.p. Fafnir)
4. Mr. Barley (3i h.p. Fafnir)
5. Mr. Cook (3i h.p. Minerva)
6. Mr. Cordock (2| h.p. Kerry)
7. Ml'. Atkinson (5 h.p. Jap)
8. Mr. Heseltine (5 h.p. Rex)
9. Mr. Singleton (3 h.p. Fafnir)

10. Mr. Brooke (5^ h.p. Eex)
11. Mr. Simms (3^ h.p. Brown) ... ,j

Mr. Lingard is the winner of singles, and Mr. Atkinson
winner of twin class.

Bradford M.C.C.

At the last committee meeting the following programme
for 1908 was definitely decided upon ;

May 3rd.—Speed-judging competition. Meet at Bolton
Bridge at 11 a.m. Prize, pair of bronzes, value £2 2s.

May lOth.^Minor hill-chmb at Green How HjU. Meet at

Pateley Bridge at 12.30 p.m. Prize, club gold medal.
May 24th.—200 miles reliability trial, Bradford to Kes-

wick via Kendal and back. First prize, N.S.U. cup, value

£8 8s., and club gold medal, value £1 Is. ; second prize,

club gold medal ; third prize, bronze medal.
June 21st and 22nd.—Bradford and Edinburgh and back

reliability trial. First prize. Triumph cup, value £10 10s.,!

and gold medal ; second prize, club standard gold medal

;

third prize, ditto. All who complete the journey and return

within the twenty-four hours, bronze medal.
July 26th.—Hill-climb for Dyson shield, value twenty

guineas, and club gold medal; second prize, club standard

silver medal.
August 23rd.—100 miles circular non-stop run. Prize, club

gold medal.
It is probable that a Bradford to London competition will

be arranged later, and also further minor competitions. The
officials of the club will be pleased to hear from other clubs

or persons who will assist in the checliing for the Bradford

and Edinburgh run. Letters should be addressed to Mr.
Bernard Read, the hon. secretary B.M.C-C, Imperial Hotel,

Bradford.

A good turnout on the occasion of the flrst run ot the newly formed Stocltport and District Motor Cycle Club.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

' the opinions of his correspondents.

^&U letters should te addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and thonld be accompanied

^by thelwrlter's^fuU name and address. J

OutsidelFlywheels. f3
[3256.]—With reference to Mr. Atking's letter on external

dywheels, he may be interested to know that about ten years
ago, I owned a bicycle the one horse-power engine of which
was fitted with two external flywheels on opposite sides of

the engine, as he suggests.

This machine was fitted with tube ignition and was built

by Werner Freres. A. C. E. WHITTARD.

A Suggested Oil Gauge.

[5257.]—I wish to call the attention of your readers to a

means whereby the correct amount of oil in the crankcase
may be assured when the engine is not running and the

machine is level. It is well known that if a bottle be filled

with water and placed upside down with the neck in water
no water will run out of the bottle. If air be allowed to get

in it will run out until the passage of air is stopped. The
correct amount of oil for the running of the engine should
have a definite level in the crankcase. Let a tube and a
stop cock be connected from the oil reservoir to this level

(which level can be foand by experiment). When the cock
is opened the oil will flow till it reaches the level of the end
of the tube (which is adjusted to the correct level), when no
more oil will flow because no air can get to the reservoir to

replace the oil. The cock must be closed after, because when
the engine is rurming, the oil being tossed about, would not
cover the end of the tube. This arrangement would be very
'.landy when starting for the day, or at moments when the
engine is not running. F. S. AVERY.

A Satisfied Purchaser.

[3258.]—You inserted in January a letter of mine, and your
much appreciated reply thereto in reference to the advis-

ability of my exchanging my 1906 Rex motor cycle for the
1908 Rex two-speed gear, ball-bearing engine, twin-cylinder
machine fitted with the twin back tyres. I write now to

thank you very much for your advice re the exchange con-

tained in this letter.

I may say, firstly, that my early Rex twin served me very
well, although, of course, there were many improvements and
refinements that were desired.

I have now used my new Rex with and without Mont-
gomery sidecar, for about ten weeks and am delighted. I

find the engine very powerful and flexible, the change speed

gear is all that by results can be desired, and by its use I

can now travel from slow walking pace to fully forty miles
per hour. It is, to myself, an inestimable boon that now, in

the event of a traffic check on a hill, I am relieved of coming
to a quick choice of either taking one's chance, or dismount-
ing with the latter's attendant muscular efforts in restarting,

especially with sidecar. My mount will start firing evenly

at the first turn of the handle, and also will, as you stated,

glide off on almost any gradient.

I have never had the slightest symptom as yet of any skid,

although I have been over most treacherous stretches. The
machine is most comfortable, and the brakes are really

efficient.

I am fitting handle-bar control, and this, together with the

fitment of an easily removable less open silencer for use with
sidecar, is the only improvement. I think the latter is desir-

able for a really useful passenger taking motor cycle. I have
no financial interest in the Rex Co.

ERNEST P. BLOTS.

Transmission for Passenger Machines,
[3259.]—I am using a sidecar with my 5i h.p. twin-cylinder

motor cycle, and alter trying all kinds of well-known belts
with unsatisfactory results, I have now made a combination
of a chain and belt drive, having the advantages of both, and,
I believe, none of their disadvantages. I have fitted a counter-
shaft m the bottom bracket, carrying a chain wheel and
pulley screwed together. I use a chain drive from the engine-
shaft to the counter-shaft, and a belt drive from the counter-
shaft to the driving wheel. The gear can be reduced to any
desired extent from the engine-shaft to the counter-shaft,
thereby allowing the use of a fairly large pulley. The reduced
speed and large size of the pulley afford a splendid grip for
the belt, and should reduce the wear and tear of the same
very considerably. I have found the combination answer very
well. It may perhaps interest some of your readers.

W. LOWEN.

Courtesy at the Shows.

[3260.]—The remarks of some of your contributors as to I

the treatment received at the hands of British manufacturers
at the shows Imve been forcibly brought to mind during the
last few weeks. For example, I wrote to one of your Lanca-
shire advertisers re the boring of a cylinder, but received no
reply. I afterwards sent the cylinder to one of the principal
London advertisers of this class of work, under their promise
to return the cylinder within five days, but three weeks
elapsed before I got it back. Again, on the 19th ult., I sent
to another London advertiser for such a simple thing as an
inner tube 26in. by 2{m., but I have not even yet received
the tube, although it is now eight days since I sent them the
order, and of course in both cases cash was sent in prepay-
ment. One would have thought that those whose business it

is to cater for motor cyclists would have sought rather to
minimise than to add to the worries of the patrons of motor
cycling, who experience quite enough trouble without such
annoyances as I have indicated above. BRITON.

Does an Air-cooled Engine Overlieat?

[3261.]

—

Re Mr. Walford's letter, my remark regarding
smoke pouring out of the silencer was to show that oil can
and does get to ths piston rings. In fact, it gets past them

;

hence the ismoke. Mr. Waltord some time back stated that,

owing to pressure on top of the piston, no oil could get at

the piston rings. But when the machine is run down the

hill with the exhaust valve lifted, owing to the pressure not
existing the rings are lubricated, and on the second try the

machine goes up. It is certainly wrong to have a smoking
engine, but engines often do smoke badly on a hill, thus

proving that oil can get to the rings.

In America large air-cooled engines are used. Very likely,

but why the special bonnet and fan arrangement? The
Amerieans seem to fear an overheated engine, and I do not

blame them.
Finally, Mr. Walford is some time finding, out what stops

my engine on a hill when it is hot, and what makes it go up
when it has cooled down. It is not lack of lubrication, as I

have tried extra lubrication with very Httle better results. It

is not due to the oil being unable to get at the piston rings,

as T can start straight off from where I give out. What then

is it, if it is not excessive heat of the engine?

G. FRISCH (INTERESTED).
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When specifying Tyres for your
motor cycle or tricar, remember the

20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
OF TYRE MANUFACTURE

incorporated in the Dunlop motor
cycle tyres of to-day. No other

tyre can claim such a record.

Hence, if you want the

best, insist on having

Send for Tyre Booklet, gratis and post free.

DUNLOP TYRE CO., UTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM; Alma Street, COVENTRY.
Brandies— London, Nottinsiham. Mancliester. Newcastle. Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THIS IS

THE CAR3URETTER
FITTED TO THE MACHINE

WHICH BROKE THE WORLD'S
200 MILE MOTOR CYCLE RECORD,

ALSO

WORLD'S FOUR, FIVE, & SIX HOURS' RECORD.

COPY OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED FROM THE RIDER.

"Brown and Barlow, Birmingham. World's
200 mile motor cycle recotd teaten to-day on
Brown and Barlow carburetter. Also world's

four, five, and six hours' record. Ofl cial.

—Harry Martin."

The advantages of the BROWN AND BARLOW Carburetter
can only be appreciated by having one fixed to your machine.

All the leading motor cycle manufacturers are fitting them.

Some of its special features

—

Efficiency, Lightness, Strength & Durability

MODELS CAN BE SEEN IN

LONDON—F. W. Carpenter, 13, Cecil Court,
Charing Cross Road.

GLASGOW—E. Trevor, 90, Mitchell Street.

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD.,
17, LOVEDAY STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.

A NECESSITY
When on Tour.

FOLDING MAP for Motorists

(In Strong Case).

ad to takeWhen on tour the aatomobilist ia often faced with the question or which roaa

or the best way to reach a certain place. All such difficulties can be overcome by carrying

" The Autocar " Folding Map in your kit. It occupies very little space, as when folded it

measures only 7iin. x 9^in. All main roads are marked in red, and the distances between

all important towns are given.

PRICE 8/10, Carriage Paid.
OBTAINABLE FROM

The Offices of "The Motor Cycle," 20^ Tudor Street, London, E.C.

In nnnvering either of Ihpse adverfl^ements it i.i de.HrahIe that you mention " The Motor Ci/rle.
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The Selection of Gear Ratio.

[3262.—As an interested reader of your very abJe journal,

,1 have noticed the article in a recent issue on the choice of

gear ratios. May I, witliout in any way decrying the excel-

lent work of its author, say that I have used such curve

diagrams for the past eighteen months for the purpose of

determining the proportions and values of change-speed gears

for motor cycles, tricars, and sidecars, and subsequently for

motor cars also? An illustrated article upon their application

to the: latter vehicles was published imder my name in the

Mechanical World of February 14th last, although it was
written so far back as last July.

I think I may perhaps claim to have been the first to sub-

mit to your notice such curves- for motor cycles in January,

1907, and shortly after I lectured upon them before the

Engineering Society of University College, Southampton.

A. H. BURNAND, A.M.I.Mech.E.

Gudgeon Pin Accidents.

[3263.]—I notice in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle that
" Ixion " waxes wroth because someone has had the temerity

to doubt the statement re gudgeon screw in his article on

page 216. I expect the two riders he names have been pull-

ing his leg, and are now quietly laughing at him. The story

seems about a match for " What he found in the Carburetter,"

page 258, and if " Ixion " would only remember that your

paper is read by more than mere schoolboys, he would not

incorporate such terminological inexactitudes in his " Com-
ments." The whole story reminds me of one told by another

of your contributors, Eev. B. H. Davies, who once had his

inlet valve stuck sideways in the top of his piston like a

penny in a cheese.

I do not think "Ixion's" incredulous correspondent made
any inexcusab! bhmder, because, as the story was printed,

it left no alternative but to think that the screw came through

the cylinder above the piston at the bottom of the stroke.

He said, "The engine continued to run with increased power
owing to the freer exhaust," and later, "and creating no

small barking." It is the first time that I have seen the air

released from crankcase described as exhaust, and the first

time I have heard of it making a barking noise.

If I were " Ixion " I should want to see the cylinder in

question before he writes out a story like the above again.

Also I should think that motor makers have more sense than

to make a piston which at the bottom of its stroke was so

far from the end of the cylinder joint. It would mean a

great waste of iron. J. HAYTON.

Consumption Trial Formulae.

[3264.]—It v/ill at once be obvious to everyone reading

Mr. Wheat^r's letter No. 3223 that he has not correctly read

the brief details of the paper read before the members of

the York County Jlotor Cycle Club as reported in The
Motor Cycle of March 11th.

I have heard it said that figures may be mad6_ to prove

anything, and I believe this to be true to a certain extent,

especially if they are manipulated by a person professing a

good knowledge of mathematics.
The formula I suggested was, weight of rider in pounds

-I- cubical capacity m centimetres -r petrol consumption in

ounces = figure of merit. The highest figure of merit the

best performance. This will show very different results

compared with the examples quoted by your correspondent.

If we keep to Mr. Wheater's examples, retaining his figures

for weight, of rider and petrol only, and substituting cubical

capacity in centimetres in place of nominal horse-power, we
obtain 570 for 5 h.p. <= 5 h.p. twin Vindec) and 376 for

2^ h.p. {= 2^ h.p. Wolf), and working out this formula cor-

rectly, we obtain the following varying figures of merit, 51,

57, 77, 43, whereas the examples given by your contributor

each showed the figure of merit to be 50. The idea of the

author was no doubt to prove that a 5 h.p. machine would
be allowed twice the amount of petrol compared with the

amount allowed a 2^ h.p. machine, and a rider weighing
only half the weight of another competitor would be ex-

pected to travel twice the distance on the same amount of

petrol. This is far from being true, and is the very factor

which the suggested formula counteracts.

Mr. J. R. Kelly's views of a consumption trial formula

appeared in The Motor Cycle of June 12th, 1907, and co-

incide with the method already adopted by many clubs,

viz., petrol allowance for weight of rider and machine, but

in addition he suggested penalising a rider for every second
late in arriving after minimum time in completing a given

distance. It was this penalising clause which came under
my criticism, and which, in my opinion, is introducing into

the formula an element or factor which might possibly

materially affect the result, apart from the petrol consumed.
H. H. CHARGE.

Luggage Carriers.

[3255.]—Regarding the luggage carrier described by ^Ir.

Richardson Billings [letter No. 3232] in The Motor Cycle ot

April 8th, this is similar to our registered carrier, Reg. No.

515,308, whicli \vus shown at the Stanley Show fitted to one
of our Dot motor cycles Ours is made with telescopic stays
and long seat-pillar. This allows any position of saddle.
Registered number of frame 516,509.

H. REED AND CO.

The Future of Motor Cycling.

[3265.}—In The Motor Cycle of March 11th, page 193,
you gave an illustration of my 9 h.p. spring frame Bat
machine fitted with the Premier two-speed gear and internal
e.xpanding Roc clutch, and, judging from the correspondence
I have received about the same, it is just the machine that
many of your readers are looking for and only waiting to see
if the combination is a success, so if you would kindly insert
this letter it would save a lot of trouble and writing.
While there are many that are just coming into the ranks

of motor cyclists and require a lightweight machine, there
are many like myself that remember the 2 h.p. in the old days
and the desire each year for more power, and I am pleased
to say at last we have got a motor cycle that will climb any
hill in this island of ours, while for speed I do not think
there is anything to touch it on the road.
The two-speed gear is a grand invention ; to be able to

start the engine with the handle and stand over the machine,
the saddle being built low down, and just press the low gear
pedal and glide away, is very fascinating. Many of us know
something of what it is to have to push and rini alongside a
twin-cylinder machine, weight about 200 lbs., and engine cold
and stiff, then, after a mile or so of this, to find accumulator
run down, which was fully charged the night before.
But with the magneto all these troubles are done away

with, and as the starting handle fits on the live axle the
starting is geared up and engine starts first turn.

When the machine is under way all you have to do is to

press the high gear pedal, when the whole of the gear runs
solid, and to change down again press the low gear pedal,
which automatically releases the high and puts the low gear
in ; no change-speed levers, two pedals to push, that is all ; no
jar, no slmck, no noise ; the whole gear works very smoothly,
and there is nothing to get out of order.

I was told by an expert that there was no two-speed gear
on the m.arket that would stand the pull of the 9 h.p. J. A. P.
engine, but this gear is well up to its work, and would stand
a larger engine if necessary.
For any who require speed, comfort, or a machine for side-

car work, this is just the machine. What with the magneto,
automatic lubricator, spring frame, two-speed gear and free
engine, we have got very near the ideal.

The engine is a fine piece of workmanship, and is almost
silent.

I need hardly say I have no interest in the makers of the
machine or the gear. LUTHER L. FARRINGTON.
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Unattached Riders.

[3267.]—Mr. S. Herbert Fry exactly voices the ease of

myself and a large circle of motoring friends. We have no
time for club runs and other fixtures, being mostly in busi-

nesses of various sorts. We would all like to join the

A.C.U. for mutual help and protection, to forward the pas-

time, and to give weight to agitations for road improvement
and other forward movements, but so far have been unable

to join any body at anything like a reasonable expense.

So I and others are glad to see the C.T.C. stirring in the

matter, though should much rather the A.C.U. had accepted

Mr. Hall's proposal. CHAS. D. FITZGERALD.

A DIssatisQed Owner of a Twin.

[3268.]—^As a possessor of a 5 h.p. twin motor cycle, may
I be allowed to state a few facts concerning the same?
Having ridden since last May slightly under 4,000 miles, I

was compelled through bad knocking to dismantle the

whole engine, and to my astonishment found everything in a

wretched state of wear, although it had always been well

lubricated with an oil recommended by the makers.

The pistons and connecting rods had a considerable amount
of play both vertically and horizontally; the timing wheels

and exhaust cam were also very much worn, to say nothing

of the bearings upon which they run.

May I ask if it is usual for a 5 h.p. engine to wear in this

way in such a short space of time? If so, I can fully under-

stand the popularity of the 3i h.p. single-cylinder machine.

I should be glad "to hear if any of your readers have had

a similar experience with 5 h.p. twins. DISSATISFIED.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

[3269.]—I have read several interesting letters in your

paper re motor cycle taxation at different times, but up to the

present there is one phase of the subject which so far as I

can see has not been touched upon, and as I feel it concerns a

large and growing proportion ot motor cyclists, I have over-

come my usual reluctance to rush into print.

I allude to riders who can only afford to buy second-hand

machines, and who bv doing most repairs themselves are able

to bring running and maintenance expenses down to a very

low figure compared with their less penurious comrades in

sport.

The £1 a year proposed by the Royal Commission is, I

contend, an unfairly placed burden on such a man as I cite

above, and is out of all proportion to the proposed tax on a

large car.

There are motor bicycles (and reliable ones, too) on the

second-hand market to-day at about £15—perhaps a little

under-powered when compared with the last word in, say,

3i h.p. machines, but still good value for the money. Now, I

ask, is it fair to ask such a man owning such a motor cycle to

pay a tax just amounting to under seven per cent, of his

original outlay, when a person owning a large car which may
cost anything from £800 upwards only pays the £8 8s.

suggested by the Commission, or slightly over one per cent,

on the outlav?

I contend "that in the face of the above figures there are

three courses open to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. He
should either

—

(a) Allow the motor cycle tax to remain at £1, and raise

the oar tax to somewhere round £50 ; or

(6) He should allow the car tax to remain at £8 8s., and

reduce the cycle tax to somewhere round 2s. 6d.

or 3s. ; or

(c) He should strike a happier and fairer medium having

regard to original outlay, as well as weight.

Some of your readers may thiiik I have under-estimated the

cost of a second-hand motor cycle, but I know three motor

cycles in this district that cost their owners £14, £16, and

£17 respectively, ready for the road in every way ; two are

2j h.p. and one a 3i h.p. magneto, and all three have

thousands ot miles of wear left in them.

Tlie figures re taxation I take from Mr. Jeffreys's letter

[No. 3180], page 223 of your paper for March 18th, 1908.

My assumption that a, man's ability to pay a tax can he

judged by the a.mount of money he is able to lay out on the

article taxed is, I think, a fair one. Theoretically, I consider

an ad valorem tax the ideal one, but it would so easily lend

itself to misuse and fraud that I fear it would hardly be

practicable unless some official scale of depreciation could be

arrived at, and •ven this might have bad effects on and t«nel

to in a measure govern the market in an unfair manner. How-
ever, this is a wide subject, and I fear I am taking up more
than my fair share of the road, so conclude.

H. BANNISTER.

Two-speed Gears and Free Engine Clutches.

[3270.]—If we may trespass on your space, we should

like to add a word to the discussion referred to in letter

No. 3205, by " F. M."
We support the contention that an air-cooled engine fitted

with a suitable gear can be easily handled in traffic without
any fear of overheating. The whole point is to have the gear

so adjustable to every condition that the engine is always
running without effort and firing regularly. Regular firing

is most essential to prevent overheating. It will readily be

seen that if the gear is not adaptable, the engine has to be

switched on and off, with the result that after switching off a

larger charge ot gas is required to make up for the power
lost through the explosion or explosions which the engine
has missed, or, in other words, to give a bigger kick to the

engine to enable it to drive through an unsuitable gear. This

is the true source of overheating and waste.

We find with our Gradua gear that in traffic we can gear

down so exactly to the required conditions that we can get

the engine to fire regularly with a minimum of gas and
without overheating. With this gear, which is infinitely

variable, giving any ratio from free engine to the maximum
obtainable (three and a half to one, as fitted to a 3^ h.p.), we
will undertake to demonstrate for an hour in any traffic, and
prove that what wo say is correct. We do not imply that

one hour is all that can be done, but it should be sufficient

to prove our statement.

It is the old argument over again—overheating is due to

overloading, and overloading, in nine cases out of ten, is

due to unsuitable gearing. ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.

The Balancing and Overheating Questions.

[3271.]—There seems to be a good deal of unnecessary ink

wasted in some of the letters to the editor in which the

writers refer their fellow motorists to the laws of dear Mr.
Boyle and Mr. Charles, and also the concisely expressed laws
of dear Mr. Newton.

Possibly the writers who have been instructed to refer to

Boyle's, Charles's, or Newton's laws wrote more with the

desire of provoking a discussion having some bearing on motor
cycling than with the idea of receiving free " correspondence

lessons " in physics.

I noticed last week that a designer of one of the leading

motor firms is told to look up Newton's third law of motion
(which he probably knows).

In answer to Mr. R. A. Parry, might I suggest to him
that Newton's third law of motion does not enter into the

argument at all (at any rate, not in the way in which he

suggests) ; also, I quite agree with 3188 when he says that

the higher the compression the greater the vibration ; and I

would further suggest that Mr. Parry take a motor cycle

along a level piece of road, and (whilst thinking of Newton's
third law of motion) push it over the compression, and

notice if he can do this without a jerk ; and that he notice

that the greater the compression the greater the jerk, and

vice versd—which is what 3188 refers to—and I think

nine out of ten motorists will agree with him without even

considering Newton's laws.

Possibly Mr. Parry is thinking only of vertical vibration,

but if so, why is he considerably surprised at the designer at

one of the leading motor firms [No. 3188]?

I will refer him also to letter 3226, with which, being the

happy rider of a Triumph, I quite agree.

Hoping in future to see less elementary physics as taught

in some of your correspondents' letters,

RICHARD WATKINS.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Salopia " would like readers' experiences of the Unito

motor cycle coupling. He adds :
" It is stated that a 15s.

license for the motor cycle covers the connected pedal cycle.

Is it correct ? " [No ; it depends on Revenue officer. Some
insist on £2 2s., others treat attachment as a trailer, and are

satisfied with a further license of 15s.

—

Ed]
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A
Good Oycle T'yre

was badly wanted.

We have it at last

tKa^nk^ to

Wired-on

Covers
ALL SIZES.

Send for Booklet A

.

49-50, Sussex Place* South Kensington, LONDON, S.W.

Telephone : Kensington, 210. Telegrams : " Pneumxclin, LONDON."

il R.D."
FEATHERWEIGHT

MOTOR CYCLE

1^1 4. HP. Weight 69 lbs.

With a view to advertising our K.D. Light Weight Motor Cyc'.e, we are offering to every reader of "The Motor Cycle" an

opportunity of aoqulrinj one of th33e popular and effleeit 23 gu nsa miohiaes absalately gratis.

This cycle was exhibited at the Stanley Show and created great intereitowing to itielliJientcoistruetlon aid power forweight.

All you have to do is send for one of our mouth sirens, price 2/6, and upon re3eipt of your P.O. we will forward

one of our latest mouth sirens (guaanteei the best roaJ cleirer on t^e market—" The siren yoa ssnt me is simply gra d ,
c'eirs

the road Al," writes Mr. W. Nott, of Bristol), which is in itiel full value for t^e money, tojether with a descrp iva leaflet of the

K.D., and an entry form for you U fill up statin? the reaion wh; you consider you should be awarded a K.D. f -ee. These forms

will be forwarded to Mr. B. H. Dav'.es, the popular writer for " ihe iWotor C^cle," with oily a number as a mja.s of ideitifioatlon,

and he will jud?e which 1; the best reason and award the K.D. Motor Cycle to the winner. The bieyele caa be seen at our show-

rooms, where all communications are to be addressei :

64a, POLAND ST., and 13a, BROAD ST., W-
Competition closes May 15lh, and the Winning "reason" wili be puilis^ed in "The Motor Cycle" on May 27tli.

LE^O. RIPAULX &» 00.,
Sole agrents for the K.D. -featherweight.

In ansxeering. either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEftTISEMENTS in these
columns— Id. per wo d, minimum Is.

Name and address mus' beuiun'ed In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insert! ns is charged as twelve.

All advertis menis in this section should
be accompanied with remittance and be
addressed to the ofiices of "The Motor
Cycle." Coventrv. To rnsure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach ' he offices

of "The Motor C cle," Coven'ry, on the

Friday morning, or if sent to ^ndon, by the

Thursday afternoon previous to ihe date "'

publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES;
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may

be addressed to numbers at The Moior Cycle
Office. When this is desirerl. 2d. will bt charged
for ragistration, and three stamped and addressed
envelopes mu t be sent for forwnrdini,' replies.

Only the number will appear in the advertisement.
Replies should be addressed "No. 000, c/o The
Motor Cycle, Coventry'," or if "London" is added
to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^W
Persons whohesitate tosendmoney to unknown

persons may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money
be deposited with The Motor Cycle, both parties

are advised of this receipt, and upon intimation ot

the arrival and acceptance of the goods, the mone>'
is forwarded le'^s a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decis'on after receipt of the
goods is three days. For all transactions exceed-
ing jfio in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged.
All deposit matters are dealt with at &3ventrv,
and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

receive no answer to their enquiries are request-
ed to regard the silence as an indication that
the goods advertised have already been dis-

posed of. Adverti.ers often receive so many
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIJ!'AX.—Holds the finest and largest

stock of second-hand cycles in the
world. 300 to select from. All machines
ape despatched in running order, with
charged and guaranteed accumulators.

HALIFAX.—458. deposit and six monthly
payments of 298. 6d. secures 25 h.p.

Excelsior, 2| h.p. Humber, 3 h.p. Hobart,
3 h.p. Lloyds, 23 h.p. Minerva, 3 h.p. Auto-
motor. 3} h.p. Eex, 2i h.p. Aurora, 23 h.p.
Stevens. 3 h.p. M.M.C. : all guaranteed
mnning order

HALIFAX.—6-6 h.p. Alcyon, twin, spring
forks. N.S.U., two-speed gear. light

and low; £23 10».

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Antoiue, 26 wheels,
low frame, trembler, girder forks.

very fine mount; £16 lOs.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. light low Eex, spring
forks, 26in. wheels, Longuemare ; £12

17s. 6d. ; snap this.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Humber, spray, trem-
bler, chain drive, splendid climber;

cheap, £9 lOs.

HALIFAX.—Fine 3i h.p. Kex. spray, ad-
justable pulley, very smart and

good; £11 lOs., tyres excellent.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Eover, 26 by 2i Pal-
mers, front rim and Bowden rear

brakes. Brooks BlOO; £13 lOs.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments.

High-grade machines purchased for spot
cash.-16. Westgate. Halifax. Telephone,
766. Telegrams, Perfection.

are invited to aslc for particulars of the
WARWICK (Car style) motor cycle, 4 h.p.

It is fitted with Premier Two-Speed
Gear and Roc (Licensed) Internal Ex-
panding Clutch, Magneto Ignition. Seat,

31 in. from ground, no pedals. Starts
LIKE A CAR. It embodies the results of

close study and intimate experience of

motor cycles and the needs of motor
cyclists since motor cycling began.

Our pamphlet "The Evolution of

t^e Motor Cycle—cul rinating in tlie

WAR .VICK " contains much interesting

ani instructive matter. We will send it

post free with our booklet on "The choice

of a motor cycle, etc., on application."

We are Sole Manufacturers of the

WARWICK, and hold in stock the
following makes also

:

TRIUMPH. ROC.
bat. F.N.
N.S.U. MINERVA.
VINDF.C. BROWN.
MOTOSACOCHE. REX, etc.

You cannot obtain any of the above more cheaply
than from this Agency. Moreover we take your
second-hand machine in part payment, allo%ving a/

least as good a price as you would obtain by selling

it privately, and you are saved all the trouble and
annoyance associated with private sales. Below 15

a list of Sacond-hand machines In stock, all those

over ii2 being covered by the Premier Certificate of

fitness

:

N.S.U., 1907, 3i h.p. Roc clutch and gear . . £35
ROC, 5 h.p. magneto. Roc clutch 32
TRIUMPll, 1907, 3J h.p. maRneto 35
N.S.U., 1907, 3J h.p. magneto, free engine 24
N.S.U. ,1907, 3i h.p. magneto, Roctwo-speed 30
N.S.U., 1907, 3 h.p 15
VINDEC special, 1907, 5 h.p. Truffault,

and two-speed 35
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1906, 5 h.p. Truffault 27
NORTON, 1907, 5 h.p. springforks, macneto 30
SINGER, 3* h.p. Magneto, new condition 22
KERRY, 1906, 3i h.p 8
ARIEL. 1906, 3i h.p 9 10
REX, 1907, 5 h.p. spring forks 17 10

ROC, 1906, 5 h.p. magneto 30
EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p 8
BRADBURY, 3ih.p 8

MINERVA, 2 h.p., perfect condition for

the road 9
quadrant, 3 h.p 9 10
WHITLEY, 31 h.p 10

REX Tricar, faultless, running splendidly.. 23
DE DION Tricycle, perfect running order

tyres very sound 3 10

AGENTS looking for easy-selling lines should write

for particulars and discounts of the following ;

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHTS.
PREMIER ROAD CLEARERS.
PREMIER TUBULAR STANDS.
PREMIER TUBULAR CARRIERS.
PREMIER ACCUMULATORS,

The . .

'

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road BIRMINQHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
HAilFAX Motor Exchange. — Oarefui

consideration of the following will

be to your advantage : Why live in this

miserable world and potter along on that

thumping, perspiring, overheating, and
overworked single - cylinder, when yon
can get a fine twin Rex (a makers-
triumph, and the result of many
years' experience), with long low frame,
long bars, spring forks, and good

tyres, in fact, a gentleman amongst
paupers in most company, tor the modest
sum of £22. or we allow you a liberal sum
for your old mount in part payment.
Note the liberal terms of exchange: £16

tor 1906 Rex. £13 tor 1905 Rex, £11 lOs tor

1904 Rex, or £10 10s. for 1903 Rex.—Halifax.

HALIFAX. — 23 h.p. Minerva, mechani-
cal valves, 26 wheels. 2i tyres, per-

fect order and condition ; £14 lOs.

HAIiLPAX. — 3i h.p. Minerva, spray,
girder forks. 26 by 2i Clincher A

W^on. begging at £16 lOs.

HALIFAX.—Pine 3i h.p. Eex. long bars,

low saddle, good climber; £11 10s..

bargain.

HALIFAX. — G-enuine Twin Rex, £22.

guaranteed, spring forks, low built,

goes like a flash; £16 given for 1906 Eex.
£13 for 1905 Rex, £11 lOs. for 1904 Hex, or

£10 lOs. for 1903 Rex in part payment.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Bat, spring frame.
long bars, low saddle, 26 by 2i Dun-

lops, Watawata; £20.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Bat, two speeds, very
smart, good machine, nearly new;

bargain, £20.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Phelon and Moore.
two speeds, special low frame, spring

forks, new non-skid; £30.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Clarendon, vertical

engine, footboards, ball bearings to

engineshaft, 100 miles non-stop; £13 10s.

HALIFAX. — 3* h.p. Rex. spring forks,

vertical engine, spray, special

finish; £14 10s.

HALIFAX—Brand new 2| h.p. Bat, Peu-
geot engine, 26 wheels, unridden,

and perfect; £25.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. 1907 Rex. magneto.
Crypto two -speed gear and Mont- ,

gomery flexible sidecar; complete. £28
15s. ; without sidecar. £24:

HALIFAX. — 1906 3i h.p. Eex, specially

good condition, 26 by 2J CUnchers;
£16 5s.

HALIFAX. —5i h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe,
twin tyre. Roc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £27 10s.; bargain.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Simms. vertical en-

gine, magneto ignition, easy starter,

reliable; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.—Pine twin Rex, Greenwood's
Leeds-London record holder, regis-

tered, guaranteed; £22 lOs.

HALIFAX.—Special 7 h.p. Peugeot, twin-
;

cylinder, nearly new. a regular
flier; £30. ';

HALIFAX—3 h.p. Givaudan, late model. .

spray, almost new. perfect every ,.

way; £15. '

HALIFAX. -34 h.p. 1906 Eex. spring
forks, low frame, toot brake, alu-

minium finish; £15.

HALIFAX.—Kerry, 3i h.p.. vertical en-

gine, spray, very fine condition ; £16

10s., perfect order.

HALIFAX. —3i h.p. Clarendon, vertical

engine, footboards, ball bearings to

engineshaft, 100 miles non-stop; £13 lOs.

HALIFAX. — 3 h.p. Hobart, vertical,

spray carburetter, trembler coil,

splendid condition; £12 10s.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Extended
payments, exchanges; high-clare

machines purchased for spot cash. — 16.

Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. Tele-

grams, Perfection.

In ansiverivg any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle:
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—4J h.p. twin Minerva, 25ia.

tyres, standard; £23.

MAUDE'S.—Rex, 1907 model, blue finish.

5 h.p., splendid condition; £21.

MAUDE'S.—1907 Triumph, practically
new, and not been ridden 500 miles,

splendid condition ; £35.

MAUDE'S.-Eex de Luse. Eoo free en-
gine, in new condition throughout;

£27.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 6 h.p., 2JiB. Model de
Course. Continentals, cantilever

seat; £21.

MAUDE'S.-7-8 h.p. Minerva. 1908 model,
very little used; £35 lOs.

MAUDE'S.-Eex. 33 h.p.. spring forks,
spray, trembler. 1906 model, a

beauty; £14.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 1905, low built, spray,
26in. wheels; £12.

MAUDE'S.-1907 3J h.p. Rex, magneto,
ia perfect condition; £19 19s.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 1907 model, just been
thoroughly overhauled, and guaran-

teed like new; £18.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 1904, Phcenix two-speed
gear, suit sidecar; £11.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 3i h.p., in very good
condition ; £9.

M
M
MAUDE'S.—Eex frame. Automotor en-

gine, front wheel minus tyre, wants
alight additions and alterations; sacrifice
£4 158. lowest; a bargaiu for anyone who
can tinker a machine up.

MAUDE'S.—2| h.p. Minerva, new rear
tyre, vertical, thoroughly over-

hauled and enamelled ; £12.

MAUDE'S.—21 h.p. F.N., 26in. wheels.
Palmer tyres; £10.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p.. vertical
engine, beautifully enamelled in

green; £10.

MAUDE'S.-2 h.p. Humber. very good
condition, plated tanks.

VfrAUDE'S.—Pafnir, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels,
iVXi long handle-bars, low built; £12.

MAUDE'S. — Centaur, 3S h.p., vertical,
BlOO saddle, low built, free engine,

26in. wheels; £15.

AUDE'S.—3i h.p. Excelsior, practically
new tyres; £12.

AUDE'S.—Minerva, 2J h.p.. spray car-
buretter, very good tyres; £10.

M-

M
MAUDE'S. — Whitley,

trembler; £9.
3 h.p.. spray.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel. 3 h.p.. 26in. wheels,
vertical engine, M.O.V., splendid

puller; £14.

MAUDE'S.—Jap. 2i h.p. engine, like
new, £8; Cunard, 3J h.p., £10.

Il/TAUDE'S. — 3 h.p. Quadrant, spray,
iVJ. good tyres; £10.

MAUDE'S.—Patnir. 2i h.p., 26in. wheels,
spray carburetter; £10.

MAUDE'S. — Ariel lightweight, 26in.
wheels. 2i h.p.; £10.

MAUDE'S.—BayUss, 3i h.p.. £10; splen-
did puller.

MAUDE'S.-Noble, 3 h.p., spray. 26in.
wheels, low built, perfect order; £10.

MAUDE'S.—De Dion, vertical, 23 h.p.,
long handle - bars, spray carbur-

etter; £10.

MAUDE'S.—The machines listed below
are ideal lightweights, and can be

recommended for solo work.

MAUDE'S.—IJ h.p. Garrard, new front
tyre, spray carburetter, coil and

accumulator ignition; £4 10s.

AUDE'S.—2 h.p. Ormonde, belt drive,
spray carburetter, very good puller

;

M
£6.

MAUDE'S. — 2J h.p. Ariel lightweight,
26in. wheels, low built, very good

puller; £5.

MAUDE'S.—13 h.p. Minerva, spray, good
tyres, guaranteed running order;

your cycle and £4 4s.

MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. Zedel, newly painted
engine, and everything perfect,

weight 80 lbs., 26in. wheels, very low
built; £12.

Honesty is the
Best Policy.

We wish to do business with you once.
We well know it wiil lead to further custom from
your friends. This is our policy.
As proof a gentleman says :

" Let me congratu-
late you on your prompt business methods. I
have never experienced such favoured treatment
before. Your firm must go ahead."

QUADRANTS.
ROCS.
PHCENIX.
F.N/s.
L.M.C.'s.

., etc.

MINERVAS.
MOTO-REVES.
ARIELS.
TRIUMPHS.
BATS.

Etc

TRICARS.
GARRARD Tricar, three-speed, water-

cooled £30
RILEY, 4^- h.p., two-speed, Wiiter-cooled 35
REX Triette, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder .. 38
HUMBER Tricar, chain drive 15
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., open frame, two

speeds, water-cooled, seat two,
wheel steerinir 40

CARS.

GOBRON-BRILLIE, l6 h.p., equal
wheels, very fast £100
Motor Cycle, Tricar, or Small Car part

OLDSMOBILE, like new, 5 h.p £36

ACCESSORIES.

Osborne Free Engine £1
Salsbury Car Headlights, pair 5
^in. Leather Belting, per foot

LightwtMght Engine", 11 h.p 2
Twin Trembler Coil

Charging Plant (large) 4
Steering" Wheel, dished
Plated Seat-pillars

Trailer, with wicker box, new tyres, suit

tradesman 2
Premier Searchlight, brand new 1

Wright's Footrests

Footrests, fit '06 Rex
Footrests, fit N.S.U
Frame with wheels
Vim Stands
Pair Long Handle-bars
Trembler coil, perfect, brand new
Sft. Gin. Dermatine lin. Belt (new)
Three Arc Lamps Rach
A Quantity of Push Cycles to be sold on

Deferred Payments per month

7

12

7
1

2
7
5
5
15
6
S

11
12
10

Jin. 7d 1/1

" ALBANY • BELTING.

Latest principle and desitjn.

in. 8d., Jin. 9d.. lin. lOd.,

per foot.

CONTINENTAL TYRES.
Cover. Tiije. l^inrr. Tube.

2in. 24/3 .. S li iSX2m. 2o/6 ..10/3
•21in. 23/9 . 'J/- iS v,2|-m. 30/- ..10/6
2;.in. 3J'- .. !1/.', 2Sv2iin. 35/3 ..13/-

/- allowed oil old covers, and 1/6 on old tubes
in part payment.

Immediate delivery guaranteed.

Maude's Motor Mart,

POWELL STREET, HALIFAX
fbehind the Victoria Hall).

Telephone 433.

GOOD MOTOR CYCLES WANTED

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—2 h.p. MinerTa, M.O.V., spray

carburetter, good tyres; £6.

MAUDE'S.—To prove that our second-
hand motor cycles are inteuded for

road usage, write for our terms for road
delivery, and you will be a buyer.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart. Powell Street.
Halifax. Behind the Victoria Hall.

for Minerva motors. Nat.Sole agents
tel., 433.

3 h.p. Triumph, late 1906. perfect order;
£16.—Gleucross. Forth. Devonnort.

2 h.p. Minerva Bike,
M.O.V.; £7 10s.—190,

Tooting.

O h.p. Quadrant, in condition as new

;

E.G.
£15.

Chater frame,
Mellison Eoad,

Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane,

ROCS. Quadrants, etc.—Splendid selec-
tion at 28, Frith Street, Shaftesbury

Avenue, W.

Q3. h.p. AUdays, nearly new, perfect.
^4, vertical engine; £10 10s.—190, Melli-
son Road, Tooting.

3 h.p. Chase, De Cart engine; £15 very
lowest price.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe

Lane, London.

CLYDE, 23 h.p., magneto, Longuemare,
Clinchers, good condition; £15.—

Rodway, Horsefair. Birmingham.

23. h.p. Viudec Special, F.N. engine,
4 £14 lOs.^Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. _

E.G. '

23 h.p. F.N., magneto ignition; £17.

—

4 vVauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, London.

ZEDEL, 2i h.p., vertical, low, 26 wheels,
splendid order; £11 Us.—41, Skel-

brook Street, Earlsfield.

31 h.p. 1905 Lightweight Eex; £10 lOs.

:

4 powerful on hills.—Wauchope's 9.

Shoe Lane, London.

1 Q07 •^l b.p. Quadrant, spring forks.
' Bnslelield."

two
Theaccumulators

Chase, Pinner.

£12.-3 h.p. Bradbury, good going order,
fast, powerful.—F. Lincoln, The

Grange, Old Windsor.

VAIiUE £55. price £25.-4 h.p. Two-cylin-
der Werner, 1907, as new.—Gerson, 4.

Hercules Passage. London, E.G.

3J1 h.p. Lynx-Rex, 50-euinea model, Ic.ng,

4 low, very reliable : £9 10s.—50, "Gar-
field Road. Lavender Hill. Clapham.

ROC, 4 h.p., two-speed, well equipped;
£25, no offers.- Ros.e, 28, Frith

Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.

F.N., four-cylinder. Palmer cord tyres,
long bars, low saddle, like new; £25.

no offers.—Rose, 28, Frith Street. Shaftes-
bury Avenue, W.

3 h.p. Bat, M.M.C. engine, De Dion car-
buretter, very smart ; £15. — Wau-

chope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street. B.C.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, light, and smart,
all improvement's, as new; only £30.

—Vamey, 40, Angel Lane, Stratford, E.

23. h.p. De Dion-Fleetwing, Chater-Lea
4 frame; cheap, £14.-61, Barkworth

Road, South Bermondsey, London, S.E.

-i Q07 Triumph, 3J h.p.. magneto, little

1.0 used, perfect; sacrifice £23, low-
(st, bargain.—45. Parade. Leami.igton.

23 h.p. Werner, spring forks, splendid
4 running order, just overhauled;

£3 83.-59. Holly Road, Northampton.

MOTOSACOCHE, accumulator ignition,
little used, almost new; a bargain.

£23.—Kelly, 63, Cambridge Drive, Glasgow.

MINERVA, 23 h.p., low built, Longue-
mare. Clincher, good running

order; photo.—6. Caldecott Street, Rugby.

3 h.p. N.S.U., accumulator ignition, 26

by 2J Peter-Union tyres, excellent
condition; £17 10s.; approval. — Eagles
and Co., Acton.

13. h.p. P.N. Lightweight, new last Oc
4 tober, magneto ignitioii =""-"•-

approval.-
spring
Eagles

FOR CASH.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you inention

forks, as new; £22 10a.

and Co.. Acton.

h.p. Twin N.S.U.. magneto, fan. two-
speed, free engine, sidecar. 2i Contin-

ental tyre; cost £76 July, sell £55.—Gates,
14, Manchester Road, Sheffield.

6

'The Motor Cynic"
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
2h.p. Inclined Minerva, M.O'.V., Brown-

Barlow spray. Whittle belt, Prested
battery, stand, horn; £6.—Museum, War-
rington.

LATEST Model Motosacoche, as new, not
ridden 100 miles, several spares; £23

10s. — Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, ]?leet
Street. E.G.

3h.p. Pafnir, Palmers, footboards, long
bars. Brooks BIOO. guaranteed fault-

less; £15 10s.—87. Mildmay Grove, Isling-
ton, N.

31 h.p. Minerva, low frame, 26in.
2 wheels; £17 10s.; first-class ma-

chine.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street, E.G.

4 h.p. Roo, free engine, two speeds, mag-
neto, spring forks; £35, grand con-

dition.—Box 9,704, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

4 h.p. Zenith Bicar. open frame, free
engrine clutch, just overhauled; £22

10s.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, E.G.

FAIRY Llehtweight, not ridden 300
miles, just as new; £15, push cycle

taken in part payment.—S. Missin, Got-
tingham, Hull.

31 h.p. Minerva, fitted with two-speed
2 gear, a perfect machine for side-

car work: £19 19s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. London.

21 h.p. Triumph, spring seat-pillar,
2 foot brake, in perfect running

order; £12 10s.—Trapps, Aycliffe Gottage,
Bishophill, York.

2 h.p. Lightweight, Buchet engine, very
powerful, low frame, vertical en-

gine; £15. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, E.G.

MODELE de Luxe Rex. twin tyres, mag-
neto. Roc clutch. In excellent

•order ; £35, or offer.—W. Blezard, 21, Grove
Lane, Padiham, Lanes.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, in condition like
2 new; price, lowest £34 10s.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. E.G.

Q h.p. P.N., spray carburetter, Chater-
^ Lea frame, new Dunlop tyres, good
going order; £6 10s.—W. Hayes, Ponty-
wain. Cross Keys, Mon.

Q h.p. Humber Motor Cycle, very pow-O erful, chain drive, two batteries,
horn, tools, in real good order; sell £13.

—

Cordineley, Haslineden.

4 h.p. M.M.G. Pattern, spring forks,
powerful engine, low frame, S'mart;

£12 10s.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, E.G.

-J
Q08 Triumph, brand new, unridden;

X«J satisfactory reason for selling;
cost £48, will take £44.—No. 9,707, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

41 h.p. Twin-cylinder Minerva, 1907

5 model, in. condition absolutely as
new ; price £26, lowest.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

HUDDERSFIELD Agents for Triumph,
N.S.U., Brown, Vindec, Roc, Phelon-

Moore, etc.. machines in stock; excha.qges.
—Moldgreen Engineering Works.

21 h.p. Kerry, good condition and going
2 order, tyres almost new; £10

lowest; would ride 25 miles.—W. Darling-
ton. Forest Farm, Hatfield, B.O., Harlow.

3 h.p. Bradbury, good running order,
low seat-pillar, good tyres, acces-

sories; photo; approval; deposit; ±10.—
H. Youngman, Crossley Street, Halifax.

31 h.p. De Dion, Longuemare, non-skid
2 hack, new front tyres, footboards,

guaranteed good going order; £17, or best
offer.—Baker, 79, Penge Koad, South Nor-
wood.

03 h.p. Zedel Motor Bike, two accumu-
.^4 lators, BIOO saddle, new Dunlops,
perfect going order; £10: take push bike
in pi rt.—Garter, 3, Buckingham Palace
Mansions, S.W.

qi h.p. Twin N.S.U. Motor Cycles, 1908,

02 every latest improvement, abso-
lutely new; price £40, motor bike or tri-

car taken in part payment.—Cordingley,
The Garage. Haslingden.

31 h.p. N.S.U. . magneto, two-speed and
^ free engine, spring forks and scat-

pillar, powerful machine, excellent condi-
tion ; 30 guineas.—Ingleside, Golden
Manor, Hanwell, W. After 7.

ALWAYS FIRST
Prompt delivery of all REX and N.S.U. 1908

models. Any mactiine taken in exchange at a
liberal allowance. Cut our quotation Before deal
ing, or you'll regret it Our requirements of

second-hand machines enable us to quote prices

UNEQUALLEO
Genuine, powerlui, charming TWIN REX,

guaranteed in running order, spring forks, low
built, goes like a flash. £22. £16 allowed tor

1906 Rex, £13 for 1905 Rex, £11 10s. lor 1904
Rex, or £10 10s. for 1903 Rex in part payment
Cash, exchange, or easy payments.

NEW MACHINES.
1908 3i hp. TRIUMPH, magneto £48
1908 2i h.p. REX Featherweight, magneto 26 5
1908 3* h.p. REX Tourist, magneto 36 15
1908 3S h.p. REX DE LUXE, ma.gneto .. 47 5
190s 5 h.p. REX Tourist, magneto 42
1908 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto ..52 10
1908 3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto 43
1908 5i h.p. N.S.U., magneto 52
1908 2J h.p. PEUGEOT, special frame .... 25
1907 S h.p. TWIN RiX. offers wanted.
1907 TWIN MAGNETO REX, offers wanted.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.
5J h.p. TWIN REX, black finish £23
51 h.p. REX DE LUXE, mag.. Roc clutch 27 10
3ih.p.PHEL0N& MOO R E, spring forks, 30
7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, practically new 80
6 h.p. 1907 Twin REX, nearly new 23
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, nearly new 22
5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, N.S.U., two speeds 23 10
4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine .... 19 19

3i h.p. N.S.U., ma.gneto 22 10
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids both wheels .. 22 10
4 h.p. ANT01NE,26x2iin. Clinchers 16 10
3 h.p. BAT. like new, two speeds 20
3i h.p. SIMMS, magneto, 2Jin. Palmers .. 17 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, springforks, spray .. IS
3J h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, tyres good 15 10
3ih.p. KERRY, vertical, spring forks 16 10
3i h.p. MINERVA, springforks, M.O.V. .. 17 10
2} h.p. MINERVA, springforks, M.O.V. .. 14 10
3i h.p. CLARENDON, spray, fine tyres .. 13 10
4} h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray 13
3i h.p. CLYDE, magneto 16
51 h.p. Twin REX, cantilever, 2J P Unions 22
31 h.p. BAT, spring frame, 84 x 84 20
31 h.p. REX, trembler, aluminium finish .. 11 10
2} h.p. DE DION, new tyre, and belt spray 12 10
3 h.p, HUMBER, magnificent climber 10 10
31 h.p REX 1906, 2im. tyres, extra good 16 5
3 h.p. AUTOMOTOR, 26 wheels, spray, low 10 10
51 h.p. Twin REX, Leeds-London machine 22 10
3h.p.GUNARD, spray, Palmers 1110
3i REX, long bars, low saddle, 22in. frame 11 10
3 h.p. ROVER, 26x2tin., Palmers, spray 13 10
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, fine, 2}in. Palmers, spray 13 10
21 h.p. AURORA, vertical engine, spray ..11
3ih.p. HOBART, excellent condition, spray 12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, good machine .. 8 10

31 h.p. REX.spray, fine climber. 22in. frame 11 10
31 h.p. MINERVA, 26x21in. Clinchers .. 16 10
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new, vertical .. 16
31 h.p. REX.26>;2in., spray, black finish .. 13 15
2} h.p. STEVENS, spray,26y2Clinchers.. 11 10
21 h.p. BUCHET, vertical, good condition.. II 10
21 h.p. SINGER, magneto, chain drive .... 7 10

I

2i EXCELSIOR, spray, trembler 9 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, springforks 16
3 h.p. AUTOMOTOR, low mount 10

TRICARS, ETC.
6 h.p. Twin ADVANCE, wheel steering ..£35
51 h.p. REX TRIETTE, twin cylinder .... 29 10
41 h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA 32 10
6 h.p. ANTOINE, Chafer- Lea, three speeds 39 10
51h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 35 ii

3} h.p. REX, Osborne, four speeds 24 ^

51 h.r. REXETTE. water-cooled, two speeds 35
REX FORECARRlAGE,finecondition 5
HUMBER FORECARRIAGE good conditions 15
STANDARD Regd. sidecar 4 10

MISCELLANEOUS. £ s. d
9 h.p. FAFNIR engine, W.C. pump, etc 12 10
5 „ „ „ W.C 7 10
Osborne 4-speed, fit Rex 2 15
Light Car Chassis 10
Tricar Chassis, new 8
Gripwell Foot Brake 8 6
Brooks Bioo Saddle 12 6
2i New Minerva Cylinder 1 12 6
2} New Piston and Rings DIG 6
28 X 2 New Inner Tubes 6 9
700 X 65 New Inner Tubes 7 9
Humber size New Accumulator •? 9
All machines despatched in running order with

reliable charged accumulator.
High-class machines wanted for spot cash.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE. HALIFAX.

Telephone 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

03. h.p. Zedel, two accumulators.
—^4 guemare. BIOO saddle, spring

MOTOR BICYCLeS FOR SALE.
51 h.p. Rex de Luxe, twin back wheel,

2 magneto ignition, free engine
clutch, in splendid condition; price £25.
-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street
E.G.

3i h.p. 1907 Minerva, in splendid order,
2 being as new; price £19 198., first

cash; spring forks and butted tube, and
adjustable pulley.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

TiRIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, little used,
first-class condition, extra strong

new Palmer corded back tyre, front re-
cently retreaded, acetylene lamp, tools,
spares; £28.—Herbert, 18, Friar Lane, Lei-
cester.

31 h.p. Bat, spring frame and forks.
2 stand, lamp, horn, carrier, spare

valves, tyres perfect, most comfortable
and reliable, in perfect order; £18 10s.—
Lea, " Gresford." Sumner Road, Harrow.

HASLINGDEN.—6 h.p. Twin N.S.U. mo-
tor cycles, 1908, every latest improve-

ment, absolutely new
; price £54, motor

bike or tricar taken in part payment.—
Cordingley, The 6arage,"Haiilingden. Tel.
2Y.

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto. Palmers, 26 by
2 2i, adjustable pulley. Brooks 100,

low frame, enamelled green, in good
condition, with all spares; £21.-61, Bark-
worth Road, South Bermondsey, London,
S.E.

MINERVA, 3i h.p., splendid condition,
long handle-bars, spare belt, two

accumul-ators, spring forks, adjustable
pulley, spares, low, powerful; £20, or
nearest offer.—Usmar, King Street, Maid-
stone

Lcm-
,
spring seat-

pillar, Watawata, Dunlops, recently new,
most comfortable and reliable machine;
£10.—Garter, 3, Buckingham Palace Man-
sions. S.W.

6 h.p. Lurquin and Coudert. new ma-
chine, 1908 model, shown at the

Stanley Show, E.O.M. contact breaker.
English-built frame, very low machine

;

£38 absolute lowest.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London.

31 h.p. Riley, spring forks. Palmer
2 tyres. Wliittles belt, powerful,

climb anything, £20. bargain; three two-
volt accumulators, 200 amp., 253.; non-
skid cover, 700 by 85, £1.—Dedman, 26,

Sheet Street, Windsor.

31 h.D. Quadrant, 1905-7, perfect condi-
2 tion, spring forks and pillar, foot-

rests, stand and carrier, accessories,
splendid tyres. Palmer cord on back
wheel, hill-climb winner; £25.—E. H.
Crailsham, Pangbourne, Berks.

BRffWN. 31 h.p.. spring forks, new tyres.
Advance pulley, R.O.M. ignition,

trembler, new Brown and Barlow, spare
cover. Riches tube, lamp, tools, etc., ex-

cellent running order; £24.—47, Moreton
Avenue, Stretford, Manchester.

HOW Will This Suit?—Werner, 2| h.p.,

handle-bar control, L.A.C. spring
forks, 20 a.h. Peto-Eadford armoured ac-
cumulator, Watawata. Bates and Palmer
tubes, Dunlop covers, 26 by 2, 4i to 1.

lamp, horn, stand; bargain, £20. —
Koetter, 38, Molinenx Street, Derby.

£22.—4 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea frame,
two sneeds, free engine, starting

handle, with Montgomery sidecar, two
accumulators. Fuller Syntonic, new tyres,
lamps, etc.. excellent condition.—Motorist.
3, Mount Park Crescent, Ealing, W.

MINERVA. 1908 model, new, just as it

left the works, 3i h.p., fitt-ed mag-
neto, spring forks Mabon free engine
clutch, machine registered; agent's price
£42 15s., our price £37; also 31 h.p. Min-
erva, new late last year, not ridden 750

miles, fitted with magneto, in splendid
condition, £25. — Dene Cycle Co., St.

Thomas Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

PHELON and Moore. 31 h.p., two speeds,
starting handle, spring forks, mag-

neto ignition, carrier, stand, Acetyphote
lamp, horn, etc., etc., guaranteed abso-
lutely perfect, and only ridden about
1,000 miles; cost £55, complete, will ac-

cept £33; rare bargain ; an ideal machine
for sidecar work; reason for disposal
bought car.—On sale at Mr. Wauchope's,
(who will give applicants every informa-
tion), 9. Shoe Lane, E.G.

In answering any of tJiese advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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EXPERIENCES
Were you quite satisfied with your

machine, or do you require more power
and comfort, or was the machine too

cumbersome and the want of a light-,

weight felt. We can supply lightweights

and high powered machines for solo or

sidecar work, and relieve you of the

trouble of disposing of your old machine
by allowing you full value in exchange

for a new one. The balance can be paid

on our easy system on exceptionally

low terms

KEX models supplied fitted with
Magneto Ignition from 25 guineas.

ROYAL ROC, Two Speed and Magneto,
48 guineas.

PHELON & MOORE, Two S, eed, Magneto
and Spring Forks, 50 guineas.

THE MOJO REVE ligh'.weight, Two Cylinder
Magneto, 37 uineas.

All the above can be suppUed on our
unique—Cash, Credit or Exchange system

CALL, 'phone, or write.

Our accessory'.list is now ready and will

interest you. Our prices are right

The Service Co., Ltd.,
292-3, High Holborn,

London, W.C.
Telegrams ; "Admittedly, London."
Telephone : 260 Central.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quadcar. 7 h.p., twin-cylinder,

new car tyres, splendid order, n«w
Fuller's coil, been little used ; a bargain,
42 guineas.—Gaskell, Clyst House. Miltord
Haven.

TRAILERS.
MILLS-FULFORD Motor Trailer, 2in.

Clinchers; £5.—A., Half Moon. Bal-
combe, Sussex.

TifiAILEK for sale, cheap, or exchange
lady's cycle, opera glasses ; e^ cellent

condition.—Dalkeith. Avenue, Surbiton.

CARS FOR SALE.
7-10 h.p. Pan^ard Delivery Van, two-

cylinder, perfect; £29.-190. Mellison
Road, Tooting.

U-16
h.p. National, two-seater, three-
cylinder, pressed steel frame. Cape

hood, cardan drive; £65.-190, Mellison
Road. Tooting.

1 /?-20 h.p. DecauviUe Side Entrance Car.
-LO nearly new ; £145.-190, Mellison
Road. Tooting.

8 h.p. Pope Tribune, two-seater, 1907

model; £55.-190. Mellison Road,
Tooting.

-50 h.p. Mors, two-seater, very fast
ca.r ; £85.-190. Mellison Road, Toot-40

6 h.p. De Dion Regal, two buclcet seats;
£50.-190, Mellison Road, Tooting.

4X b.p. De Dion Car. perf-ect ord«r; any
2 trial or expert examination ; very

low price.—Simpkins, Easthorpe, South-
well, Notts.

8 h.p. Tonneau, two new tyres' on front,
non-skid on back, tools; £50; cycle

or tricar part exchange. — 46, Deyland
Road, Lee, 'S.E.

MOTOR Gar, four-seater, engine, g«ar,
tyres, in good condition; exchange

for new E.S-A. cycles.—Midgley. Vulcan
Shed. Nelson.

SMART Oldsmobile, two speeds, reverse,
excellent order throughout, com-

plete with lamps'. etc. ; £31.—M.. 46, Llan-
thony Road, Newport, Mon.

BROOKEi Car, three-cylinder engine,
just overhauled by makers, capa-

cious tonneau body, with wind screen
and canopy, had very little wear, and
will bear expert inspection; £55.—Below.

PRTJNEL Car, 8-10 h.p., Aster two-cylin-
der en.gine, only twelve monthsi old,

cardan drive, non-slipping Dunlop tyres',

in good condition, a smart turn-out,
lately re-painted and lined; £85 for quick
&ale.—W. Sku&e, 1, Ashmore Road. Pad-
dington. W.
^f\ Miles' Trial Run here to conclude
0\J purcha&e.—8 h.p. Darracq, three
speeds, reverse, perfect condition, up-
holstery and paintwork like new; accept
motor bike part payment; £45, offers.—
61, Byron Street, Derby.

61 h.p. Baby Peugeot, an exceptional
2 example, 85 mm. grooved Dunlops

all round, three speeds and reverse,
lamps, tools, and numbers ; £55, near
offer: exchange arranged.—Robbins. En-
gineer, 334, Clapham Road, S.W.

MORS, 15 h.p.. four-cylinder, tonneau,
for sale, every part recently dis--

mantled, all parts renewed where neces-
sary, and reassembled; cost £70; see
Exchange.—Motor. 33, Acre Lane, Brixton.

6 h.p. Singer, three speeds, reverse,
heavy Dunlops. Castie coils, Bowden

control, lamps, spares, smart appearance,
splendid condition; £70, cost £140; any
examination.—101, Earlham Grove. Forest
Gate.

9-11 h.p. New Orleans, two cylinders,
three speeds and I'everae, detach-

able tonneau. three spare covers and
tubes; £75, or exchange good make motor
cycle and cash,—27, Shrub End Road, Col-
chester.

61 h.p. Regal Car, real De Dion car.

2 three speeds and reverse, artillery
wheels. Dunlops, fitted with three lamps,
horn, tools, etc., in really tip-top order
and condition, guaranteed faultless, re-
gistered ; sell £65, will take motor cycle
or tricar in part payment.—Cordingley,
Garage, Haslingden. Tel., 2Y.

start easily, climb any hill, crawl In
traffic, and do loi things you can't do
now if you fit your bicycle with the

Phoenix Two-speed Gear.
£7 10s. to £8 15s., Belt or Chain.

Up to 5 h.p.

PH(ENIX MOTORS, LTD.,
Blundell Street, London, N.

STANLEY DERMATINE

MOTOR BUT.
The Belt that carried everything before

it in igo7 Season.

Lewisham Motor Club Open Hill

Climb, Saturday, 4tli April, 1908,

Dermatine Belt gains

Gold and Silver Medals.

No other belt holds such a record.

The Original Rubber and Canvas Belt.

BtWAi^E OF IMITATIONS.

The standard belt that is adapted by all

leading manufactuters.

lUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

NOTE THK PRICES.
Sin. iin. Jin. lin.

1/2 I/O. 1/8 1/11 fit ft.

Post Frkk.

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE HOTOB
BELT FASTENER.

w:th tinbrettkable Terry's hooJc
Guaranteed.

(Made under Simplex Patent.)
In sizes, tin., ^in., gin., lin., x/- eaofa.

Wholesale and Retail.

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT ro.,

St, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.'" IMmMUMIUH—

—

The "MABON" FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

No alterations required to

fit Operated trom handle-
bar.

PRICE FROM 55/-.
Send fok Leaflet.

Mabon Motor Works*
,S4, HIGH ROAD.

NORTH FINOHLEY, N.

Agents : The Service Co.,

292, High Holborn, W.C

In answering any advertisement on this page it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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1908 QUADRANTS, A.V. £45. M.O.V. £47 lOi.

You can get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges
-' arranged.

1908 VINDECS, Model F, 5 h.p. £53. Model F,

nitb two-speed gear, £63: Model G, light tourist,

B h.p. £53. Model H, Si h.p. £48 10s. You can
get them at Wauchope's, Liberal allowance for

second-hand machines.

:2{ h.p. MINERVA, £29. 3^ h.p. Minerva, £32.

4( h.p. Twin, £39. 7-8 h.p. Twin, £46. You can
get them at Wauchope's. Exchanges.

:1908 MOTOSACOCHE. You can get them at
Wauchope's. Exchanges arranged.^ .i;-;,,^,

1808 ARiELS. You can get them at Wauchope's.
Second-hand motor cycles taken in part_paymeQt.

^- u^, ^

1
-'^^^^^Mk^ST"''''^"'/'

i^w
1907 and 1908 TRIUMPH Motor Cycles, £41
and £48 each.

WA UCHOVE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

LONDON. ,777 Holbom,

CARS FOR SALE.
CHASSIS 9 h.p. De Dion pattern. Rex,

three speeds, reverse, tyres, mud-
guards, tanks, etc.; £27 quick sale.

—

Whittle, Latchford, Warrington.

8 h.p. M.M.C. OaT, two-B«aitier, three
' speeds, reverse, good running order ;

take motor cycle or tricar part pay-
ment.—Wale, 245, Edward Street, Nun-
eaton.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel, 17, Eus-
ton Square. Bed. breakfast, attendance
from 3b.

TOURING.
WANTED, companion (about 20), for

inexpensive summer tour (fort-

night); date and route mutually ar-
ranged.—Sleeves, 39. Birch Grove, Ealing
Common, W.

LOST AND FOUND.
FOUND on Hog's Back, front lens of

acetylene headlight.—Apply, H. P.
Knight, Barfield, Earuham,

FOUND, near Stockton-on-Tees, a motor
cycle pulley and belt.—Apply, Bar-

ker, veterinary surgeon, Stockton.

GARAGES.
BRIGHTON.-Black Lion Garage, back

of Sea View Hotel. Black Lion
Street, fifth turning from Aquarium on
right, along front; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sunday.

BASHAM and Co., Engineers, Middle
Street, Brighton, opposite Hippo-

drome, just off sea front, have ac-
commodation for over 100 motor cycles;
special terms to clubs; petrol, oils, acces-
sories.

INSURANCE.
INSURANCE.-Please write for particu-

lars of 30s. inclusive motor cycle
policy.—Bass, Ongar.

FIRE.-Insure your motor cycle with
Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Broker,

Norwich; premium only 2s. 6d. for £25,
or 3s. 6d. for £35. Write for particulars.

HUGH J. BOSWELL. Insurance Broker,
Norwich, issues al classes of policies

for motor cycles at lowest possible rates;
third party, burglary, accidents to cycle
and owner, etc. Write for particulars.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
MARKHAM and Prance.—R. G. L. Mark-

ham, M.LMech.E., M.I.A.E. ; H. Way-
mouth Prance, A.X.E.E., A.M.I.A.E. ; ex-
pert examinations, tests, selections

;

Colonial commissions executed. — 143,

Strand. 3439 Gerrard. Telegrams,
Motoneers. London.

TYRES.
FARRAE.—New inner tubes, fully guar-

anteed, not porous rubbish ; 26 by 2,

7s. ; 26 by 2i, 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2. 78. 6d.

FARRAR.—Tyres, fully guaranteed; 26

by 2, 16s.; 26 by 2i, 17s. 6d. : 28 by
2, 16». 6d. ; 24in. same price.

FARKAR.—Tremendous stock Contin-
ental tyres; your old tyre- accepted

in exchange; list free.—Farrar, Square'
Road, Halifax.

FOR Sale, Peter-Union covers, £1; new
studded. 328. 6d.—Woodman's, Peter-

borough.

-J
(\8. Allowed for your old cover, any

-LU condition, in exchange for new
Goodrich, or Shamrock-Excelsior, all-

rubber non-skids.—Below.

5S. Allowed for your old cover, any con-
dition, in exchange for new one of

any of the best makes. — Continental
Motor Co., 32, Rosebery Avenue, E.G. Tel.,

Holborn, 1513.

Q/?IN. by 2Jin. Moseley Cover, practi-
^O cally new, perfect.—Hall, 2, Sudell
Cross, Blackburn.

PAIR Dunlop Motor (Jycle Covers,
beaded, 26 by 21, excellent condition,

98. 6d. each; also tubes, 4s. 6d. each;
owner abroad.—Glencaim, Stables, Clif-
ton Road. Wimbledon.

I
THE LEWISHAM HILL CLIMB.
THE INVINCIBLE 'MATCHLESS' AGAIN FIRST!

Vide " The Motor Cycle " April 8th, 1908.
" Le Grand, whose little 2i h.p. Matchless

made a wonderful performance Its bori is only

70 mm., and the average bore in Class I. was
80 mm."

Free trials by appointment.
These are the machines that cannot be beaten

3^-4 h.p. single cylinder; 5-6 h.p,, 7 &9h,p, twins

"CHASE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE.
The first, and still the best driving rim brake.

The mly really satisf tctory motor brake on the

market. Made to suit any machine Absolutely

reliable. No, i pattern—back pedalling brake.

Machine can be wheeled backwards. Extremely
powerful. Price 16/6,

No 2 pattern—footrest brake com

plete. Price £1 6S. Footrests only.

Price 12/- With either IJm. or IJin.

clip.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal

fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price cooaplete 16/6.

" MATCHLESS" SILENCER.
"COLLIER'S machine created great mteresi

owing to the estraordinarysilende of the exhaust

—Vide • The Motor Cycle.

A silencer which really does lilence the

exhaust with absolutely no back pressure-

certified by A.C.C, Silence Trials—at moderate

price. Up to 3i h.p 10/-; from 3i to 5 h.p.

12,-. Cutout 5/- extra. Two connections for

twins with separate exhaust pipes, 4/- extra.

Connected in side or end, as ordered.

Catalogues of " Matchless " Motor Cycles anil

Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Motor Experts and General Engineers.

Offices and Showrooms :

18, HERBERT ROAD, RUUIVISTEAD-
(Nearest Station: Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone : 232 Woolwich.

In answering any advertisemeni on this j^^V*' '^ '^' desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces

Design rcg'd.

Patent

applied for.

Oetaclies instantly.

Price 1/- each

for lin. or lin. belts.

State depth of belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

A^SPORTING OFFER
Ae anrlnducementTto test the new eanvas
and leather cembination, I will send a
SAMPLE BELT on the following terms :

One halt the amount nith order, and the
balance in three months trom date k
InTolee, "ovidlng helt be perfectly sati -

taetory.fi

The CENTIPEDE BELT.
.CMf?OM£

CANi/VS

— CtiffOME

rj)N niD£ 01OC/fS

Full price of belt per foot—

, 1/6, i 1/9, I 2/-, 1 2/3, IJ 2/6.

W. POLLIN, M^t'eV Spalding.

ENGINES & MOTOR BICYCLES.

2i and 3J h.p. single cylinder.

3i, 5, and 7 h.p. twin cylinder.

Also

Genuine Spare Parts.

I carry a large stock and give
prompt delivery.

J. TAYLOR, 318, Percy Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT.

j

AORDER NOW, POST FREE.I
il^^Exhaust Valves, " Non-Corrosive" special'

nickel alloy, 2 6. Piston Rings (three) 2/3.
Reboring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/-. Variable Pulley, 8 6. Gears
CuL Rebushing. New Parts. Patent Fans.
Spring Forks.fronior rear. Rests, Silencers,
Gears, Magne'.os.Piugs, E.I.C. 4/1. E.K.2/1

fl Our list will aid you if in trouble.

illiJARGH MANUFACTURING G0.,|
|! Wfc68-72, CLIFFE BOAD, SHEFFIELD. I

4
WANTED.

to 6 li.p. Twin, water-coaled; cheap:
perfect.—lleera, LimeS'. Eamsgate.

TEICAE wanted, three-seated, Siley pre-
ferred, modern. — SykeS'. School

Terrace, Slalthwalte, Huddersiitld.

WAiNTED, to hire, 8 days, 13 h.p. light
F.N. ; every care.—" Kent Lodge,"

Hornchureh, Essex.

WANTED. Osborne four-speed pulley,
tor 3J h.p. Ariel.—Heath, Dudley

Road, West Bromwich.

23 h.p. or 3 h.p. Humber Engine, Coven-
4 try, new or second-hand.—Apply, S.,

Forest Side, Buckhurst Hill.

WAJSTTED. Lieht Powerful Twih-oylin-
der Tricar, chain drive ; cheap

cash.—R. Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

WANTED, l\ h.p. Magneto Triumph,
late 1907, best condition ; cheap for

cash.—No. 9,705, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

WANTED, 3» h.p. Cycle, in thorough
order : expert examination ; not

Rex; with spares; cheap.—Read, Beamin-
ster, Dorset.

MOTOR Cycle Lamp, generator, foot
pump, back Bowden brake, accu-

mulator, spanner.—Greenhill, 12, Cross
Street, Woolwich.

ENGINE Wanted, urgent, for 2| h.p.
Brown motor cycle, must be good

condition : expert examination.—Harris,
Motor Works, Buntingford, Herts.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, or engine and
fittings, good exchange, prize bred

terriers or winning field spaniel.—Adver-
tiser, 16. Greenfield Road, Scarborough.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Bicycle, low
frame, wanted; give full particu-

lars, including saddle, height, and faults;
low price.—Bruce, 8, George Street West,
Luton.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, 1907-8, well known
2 make, speed gear, free engine pre-

ferred, magneto, new condition; i£20-£30,
spares : expert examination. — Write,
" P.O.," 67, Holmewood Gardens, Strea-
tham Hill.

NOTICE.—Wanted, Motor Cycle, about
3^ h.p., no rubbish; exchange valu-

able brood bull bitch, value .30 guineas,
one pup made 9 guineas ; sound invest-
ment.—Particulars, apply. Charles Birch-
Mardol. Shrewsbury.

WANTED, good motor cycle or tricar,
in exchange for new high-class

furniture, any description, direct from
the works, valued wholesale.—Elias Stein-
berg, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, London.
SIDECAR, to fit Eex, must be light, and

in good order; cheap for cash.—F.
Spear, Beacon Hill, Bodmin.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE Best Silencer made is Aldington's

patent Silent, from lOsf. 6d.—Below.

THE Ball Bearing Ideal Fan will cool
any engine; 28s. 6d.—Below.

M!Y Footrests, reduced to 6s. 6d., are a
luxury, spring rests, 17s. 6d.—Ald-

ington, 59, Haydon'si Park Road, Wimble-
don.

BEOOKS Pan Seat, cost 39s., practically
new, 273. 6d. — Houfton, chemist,

Alfreton.

PULLEYS, Jap, 7in. 5s., Sin. 28. 6d.;
hardly used.—Oates, Castle Hedling-

ham. Essex.

TANKS of all kinds made to order.—
Doggett, metal worker, 65, Turnmill

Street, London.

WHIPCORD Breeches, latest cut; 10s.

6d. — J. C. Savage. 119, Donegall
Street, Belfast.

OSBORNE Pour-speed Gear and free en-
gine pulley ; £2.—Bowdon, 14, Stodart

Eoad, Anerley, S.E.

TWIN Non-trembler Coils, new, unused,
best make; 12s. 6d. each.—Parrar,

Square Road. Halifax.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 458.; port-
able.—Stevens, 32a, Leighton Road,

Kentish Town, London.

ONE Pair Simplex Spring Pork Attach-
ments, new, suit any machine; ap-

proval; 10a.—6, Saunders Road, Plum-
stead, S.E.

THE "GLARE"
ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

Weighs

only

8 ozs.

/''~^ Small print can

// - easily be read

For those who use Magneto we supply a SPECIAL
ACCUMULATOR in metal box, which gives ten

hours' light. Price £1.
Remember, we are the people who originated the

"Variable Speed Pulley."

J. W. GREENWOOD, Ltd.,
Portland Place Works, HALIFAX.

The PREMBER SEARCHLIGHT
Gives light of the greatest power at a distance from
ihe rider, but NO DAZZLING GLARE at close
quarters. Consequently it requires no attach-
ment to suppress the excessive i^lare, and its full
illuminating power is ALWAYS concentrated on
distant objects, as it is ALWAYS necessary that it
should be. Fits theordinary lamp bracket. The
generator and bracket {incluiied in the price) tit
the fork of all motor cycles. The generator is neat
and simple, gives five hours' light, without being

three times
ths size of
the lamp.

faowmany of
the unscien-
tific imita-
tions are

British ?

THE PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT
I Qj^^^g I

LIGHT

30/- Including Generator.
Send for illustrated list.

^ Sole'London Agents

:

BROWN BROTHERS, Ltd., Great Eastern SL, E.G.

PREMIER
TUBULAR STANDS,

CARRIERS.
Both ma.nufa.ctureci suita.bl«

for ALL Ma.chines-

The Carrier is iSin. long by Sin. wide, and
attaches by clips to the back staj s (not to the axle).

Number plate is fitted to the back. Finished
in black or aluminium enamel. Price S/6-

I he Stand is made with butterfly nut and bolt
to clip it to back mudguard whi=n not in use.

Price T/B.

Both are complete read' for fitting and are sent
IMMEDIATELY from stock.

See advertisements of New and Second-
hand Motor Cycles, Premier Accumulators,
etc., elsewhere in this issue.

The PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.

Aston Road and Dartmouth Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

In answering any of these advertisemenU U i< desiralic that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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FOE Sale. Eldorado T Belts, prioe, tin.,

9d. ; lin., lOid. ; iin.. Is. ; lin.. Is. 2d.—
PoUin. belt maker. Spalding.

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest

cut; 10s. 6d.; write lor patterns.
—Bootli, tailor, Longton. Staffs.

FARKAR'S Quadrant Loop Frames for
vertical engines; 32s. 6d. each, in-

oluding front forks and handle-bar.

COW-VOICED Double Twist Horns, large
size, terrific noise; usually 8s. 6d.,

my prio>e 58. lOd.—Farrar.

FAEEAR'S Motor Handle-bars. 20in.

long, 48. 9d.; Lycett's patent Light-
ning stand, 4s. 9d. pair.

FARRAR'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards. 2s. 6d. pair; massive

plated horns, terrific noife. 3s. 9d.

FARRAR. — Send for my price Ust,
pounds saved; sole agent Premier

accumulators. — Farrar. Square Road,
Halifax.

MAYFAIR Accumulators, guaranteed

;

15 a.h., 10s. 6d. : 20 a.h., 15s.; 40 h.p.,

25s—Fellows, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

CHEAP Motor Cycle Houses; catalogue
sent free.—Portable Building Com-

pany, Felsham Road. Putney, London.

SMART Whipcord Motor Cycling
Breeches, 8s. 6d. ;

patterns tree.—
Meredith's, Wear-well Clothiers, North-
wich.

YOUR New Mount is incomplete with-
out the Advance adjustable pulley

;

£1.—Advance Motor Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. North-
ampton.

EVERYTHING Made in cycle tanks
except a fortune. Write for prices.

—A. Phillips, 2, Strathnaim Street, Ber-
mondsey.

CEABBE Brake, for front wheel, per-
fect 6s.; new 4in. Quadrant plated

pulley, 43. 3d. — Alfred Proctor, High
Street, Chepstow.

QPEED Indicator, Goodlad's, for motor
O cycle, registering 42 miles, worm
gear, absolutely reliable.-Dates, Castle
Hedingham, Esses.

DRUID Exhaust Valves, do not pit.

burn, nor break; price 4s. 6d. ; send
old valve as pattern.—A. Drew, 74, Cony-
bere Street, Birmingham.

6FT. Jin. Lincona Belting, only run three
miles; too large for present pulley,

good as new ; 12s. 6d. ; approval, deposit.
—Corbitt, Wliitefleld, Morpeth.

GRIFFIN Two-speed Gear and Free En-
gine, not run 20 miles, fit twin Eex

;

price £5.—W. T. Birchenough, jun., Gaws-
worth Hall, Macclesfield, Cheshire.

READEilS Having Photographic Ap-
paratus for sale should advertise

in "Photography" Emporium, id. per
word, minimum 6d. — Address,' " Photo-
graphy " Offices, Coventry.

SHAEPE'S Universal Silencer, with cut-

out (brass), 15s.; Bluemel's saddle,
64. 58. ; Bowden back brake, 10s. ; Lyeett
stand, 3s. ; acetylene lamp, 4s., all new.
—55, Upham.Park Eoad. Chiswick.

MOTOR and Cycle Agents should read
"The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-

view." Specimen copy post free on re-
ceipt of trade card. — " The Cycle and
Motor Trades' Eeview " Offices, Coventry.

BULL'S-EYE Lenses. — Why not order
now.' Cut and polished flint glass,

3in., 3iin.. SJin., Is. 9d. ; 33in., 2s.; 4in.,

2a. 6d.; 4Jin.. 3s.; 43in.. 3s. 6d.; 5in.. 4s.

each; carriage paid—Payne, 149, Metch-
ley Lane, Harbome
PUNCTURE - PROOF Bands (leather),

rubber solutioned inside the cover
yourself. Please give one a trial. We
are sure of your order again. 2s. eaeh,
post free. — Barton, leather merchants.
Meeting House Lane, Peckham.

AMATEUR Photographers. — Superior
bromide enlargements, from your

half-plate negatives (or smaller); 8
by 6 9d., 10 by 8 lOd., 12 by 10 lid., 15 by
12 Is. id.; from prints, 6d. extra; postage
free.—Greame, Wellesley, Whyteleafe.

PULLEYS for any motor, De Dion,
M.M.C., 6b. 9d. ; Antoine, N.3.U..

Kelecom. Rex, F.N.. Ss. 9d ; Peugeot,
Brown, 5s. 6d. ; Triumph, Fafnir, Sarolea,
Minerva, 48. 9d. ; plated, guaranteed; car-
riage paid.—J. Perkins, High Road. Ley-
ton. London.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,
19, STORE STREET, LONDON.

RIOH DETACHABLE ADR TUBE,
Fitted with the new Protective Sleeve.

aain. I2lin., 14 6 , .loin. i ijin., 15/6.

Yonr own tub« converted. Pleue write for

sp«dil Krt, with ill prices for new tubes ind pric«
for convcriion, with instructions and hinb. Our
tenaral accftssory catalof:u« IH free on application.

TYRES
At extraordinary prices. Genuine Calmon, with

non-slipping tread, extra heavy, beaded, 26 X z,

14/3; 26x2i,16/3; 26X2^,17/3; 28x2,17/11;
28X2 J, 21 /-; 28 • 2 J, 23/6.

BEUT I N G, Grappler, best rubber grooved,

|in., 9d. ; Jin., 1/-; Jin., 1/3 ; rin., 1/6.
Samples free.

BANCROFTIAN CO., 49, Bishopsgate Street

Within, E.G., and Walthamstow.

Genuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A Isrge stock of parti, still to be cltirtd.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
2S2, LADYWOOO ROAD, IRMINGHAM.

EXHAUST
VALVES.

2s. 6d. each. Cast Iron Heads ; steel spindles ; do

not pit or bum. Thoroughly reliable. Send sketch

or old valve as pattern. Cash with order; special

terms to the Trade.

FRANK O. SPEKE, Motor Ensineer^

177, Spencer Place, LEEDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
03 h.p. vertical 1907 type engine, quite
^4 new but wants contact breaker;
45s.

TWO-CYLINDER Rotax Car Coil, high
speed tremblers and switch, walnut

cast, nearly new, perfect order, 1907 type;
323.

-t f\ AMP. four-volt (nearly new) C.A.T.
JLU accumulator; will be sent charg-
ed. 9s.; 12 amp., ditto, ditto. 10s.—Hanson,
Belmont, Ramsey, Isle of Man.

PAIR Nearly New 20 amp. Dinin accu-
mulators, bargain. 15s.; 8ft. |in.

Shamrock-Gloria belt and fastener, as
new. 6s.—21, Batt Street, Lowfields, Shef-
aeld.

CARRY Your Generator where acces-
sible by using the Advance com-

bined tank clip and generator bracket;
price 2s. 6d.—Address below.

WHAT Causes your magneto to fail?
Dirt. Send 4s. 6d. for the Advance

patent leather magneto cover.-Advance
Motor Mfg. Co.. Ltd., Northampton.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GENUINE Vibren trembler coU, single

cylinder, perfect condition ; 8s.—26
Church Gate. Loughborough.

3 h.p. GriCan Gas Engine, shafting, nul
4 leys, fittings, complete; £10.—Fufiet
Hornchurch, Essex.

LONGUEMARE Automatic Carburettci
up to 5 h.p., perfect; 12s. Cd. — 5;

Kingsley Avenue, West Ealing. London.

4 h.p. W. and P. engine, w.c, hard!
used, absolutely perfect; £5,

nearest.—Meers, Limes. Ramsgate.

31 h.p. a.c. Engine, New Orleans, con
2 plete, 70s. ; Bowden forecar brake'

new. 50s. ; frame, springs, wheels, etc., c

small car.—Arthur Cox. Alton.

QfTO Government Gauntlet Gloves, a;

OxJ leather. 2s. 6d. pair; 60O Bedfor
cord riding breeches, 48, 6d. and 56. 6c

pair; 450 selected trousers, 3b. pair; 5(

police oil-skin capes. 38. 6d. and 4s, 6c

each; 600 oflcers' leather waist belts, wit
metal clasp. Is. 3d. each; 400 leatht
leggings, 23. j;^air.—Ansoomb. 14, Londo
Road, London^ S.E.

5-6 h.p. Aster Water-cooled Engine, i

first-class running order, £10 lOs
2 h.p. Clarendon engine, £30; 3 h.p. Fafn
engine, £5: 3 h.p. M.M.C.. £5 108.; li h.
Minerva engine,- £1 5s.; 3J h.p. engin,
partly finished, crank case, cylinder, fl

wheels, etc.. £1 158, the lot.—Wauchope 1

9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, E.G.

GIVTNG up the Motor Cycle Trade, j

Millennium carrier stand, 7s. 6'
j

usual price 208. ; Vim stand (starts li 1

free engine), 63. 3d., usual price 178. 6t
Phillips's brakes, 4s.. usual price lOs. 6c

Vim flexible cable brake, 5s. 6d., usu
price 12s. 6d. ; hand levers and Bowd
cables for valve lifters. 3s. 3d., ufft

price 7s. 6d.—Slack's Garage, Stockport

JANE'S Handle-bar Switches, la.
'

each; large toolbaga, 33. 6d.: i
belting. 8id. foot; Jin. belting, 9Jd. fo<

iin. belting, 10^. foot ; lin. belting. 11

foot; separate generator lamps. 12s. 6i

fog horns, 4s. 9d. ; voltmeters, 5s. ea-e

plain coils. 73. 6d. ; 20 amp. accumulate
new, and guaranteed, 12s, 6d. ; L.A
spring forks, 15s. — Wauchope's, 9, SI
Lane, E.C.

ENGINES Ee-bushed throughout fr

£1 ; cylinders re-bored from 58. ; i

tons supplied new from 7s. 6d. ; rir

from 9d. ; valves, exhaust, from 2b. 6
inlets, from Is. 6d. ; pulleys, for a

motor. Triumph, Brown, Fafnir. 4s. 9 i

Peugeots, 5s. 6d. ; Rex, Antoine, Kelecc 1

5s. 9d.; De Dion. M.M.C., 6s. 9d: abt

4Jin. diameter, 9d. extra; any parts m;
to pattern at lowest prices, accur;
guaranteed.—TufneU and Co., Lightn
Motor Works, Leytonstone.

FORECAR, less chair, suit any mact
without removing front forks, C •

cher tyres, good order. 50s.. or excha ^

2 to 31 h.p. w.c. engine: pair footre ,

2s. ; Minerva tank, complete with lev ,

9s. 6d. ; Powell and Hanmer lamp, net

'

new. 9s. 6d. ; Perfecta separate genera ,

nearlv new, 9s. 6d. ; new Riches tube 3

by 2, 10s. 9d.; 26 by 2i Us. 3d.; pair )
-

mer covers, 26 by 2, 22s. 6d. each ; tl >

covers and tubes are all new guarant .

—Harding, flalberton, Tiverton, Devo

CASH Bargains. — Kerry tricar 1 ?

lamps (oil), brass or plated, 12s. .

pair; motor cycle covers, 28 by 2. 2}. ,

and 26 by 2, 2J, 2i, wired on. Us. 6d. ea :

beaded edge, 13s. 6d. ; best guality tu ,

with valves, 26 by 2. 2i, Zi. 6s. 9d. ea ;

non-trembling coils, two-cylinder, >

each : Vim back brakes, 6b. 3d. en

Humber petrol and oil tanks, 9s. e.i

IVhitley carburetters, 138. 6d.; '

fasteners, 8d. eaeh; voltmeters. 3s. !

each : the Hub two-speed hub, for m* r

cycle. £2 10s. each ; cash with order :

'

proval.—Bastone. 217. Pentonville K
King's Cross. London. N.

./TRADE ADVERTISEMENT
CLEMENT - GARRARD Interchange '*

Parts.—The Garrard-Maxfield M"'
Co.. Aston Eoad. Birmingham.

F.N. Motors. — Trial runs by appc ''

ment; full particulars on app *

tion; lists free.-The Sussex F.N. M''f

Agency, I'rudential Buildings, N'-n

Street, Brighton.

Tn answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cj/rlr
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Unattached Riders.
i IE trust we shall not be thought too insistent if

lA/ ^^ return once again to the subject of

fW unattached riders. The correspondence we
' f receive for insertion in our columns is quite

sufficient excuse for a further ventilation of

; subject, if any is required, and we particularly refer

iders to a letter from the secretary of the Cyclists'

raring Club published this week as a proof that our

>rds are true, viz., that if the A.C.U. (the motor
clists' organisation) will not cater for unattached
lers, there are other bodies eager and willing to do so.

The number of motor cycle members of clubs

iliated to the A.C.U. or Motor Union both in London
d the provinces is said not to exceed 3,000; thus

;re are thousands of unattached riders awaiting

velopments. These riders are, in the majority of

ses, not desirous of joining a local club either for the

rpose of engaging in competition or for sociability,

ley therefore object to pay a subscription of half a

inea per annum or more to a provincial club to

;ure the advantages of affiliation or to join the

C.U. direct as a provincial private member to gain

; same end, and, as our columns will show, several

tor cyclists have written to The Motor Cycle in

3port of these views.

Now the officials of London and provincial clubs

ubtlcss consider that a scheme for the direct affilia-

n or association of unattached riders to the A.C.U.
uld prevent the expansion of their present member-
p. We do not agree with this view. The class

rider who wants direct association at a moderate fee

not the man to join a club organised for the purpose
holding competitions, meets, etc. He does not

want to compete in hill-climbs or to have anything to

do with racing ; he desires to tour at home and abroad,
and receive the benefits of membership whilst touring,

and obtain legal advice and assistance if he gets into

trouble with the authorities. If any local club is

afraid of losing members on account of direct associa-

tion it merely proves that it has not sufficient attraction

in itself to secure the sporting class of member.

The Association Scheme.

IN
addition, the R.A.C. has a scheme of direct asso-

ciation wherein the local cliib benefits, i.e., for

every local motorist who associates himself with
the R.A.C. direct the local club receives a portion
of the subscription paid to the R.A.C. by the local

associate. It is hardly necessary to add that the local

club must be itself affiliated to the R.A.C. Could not a
similar scheme be instituted by the A.C.U., and if not,

why not ? The fee we suggest for unattached riders to

obtain certain advantages, such as touring facilities,

legal advice, the right to exhibit the A.C.U. badge,
etc., but not free registration for competitions, admis-
sion to papers and discussions at the Club, the use of
the Club room, or the copy of The Jowrnal or hand-
book, is five shillings.

The present subscription—half a guinea for country
and a guinea for town members, with an entrance fee

of 5s.—is not too high for the full list of advantages
obtained, but it is time the A.C.U. recognised that

there are other things to cater for besides competitions
and racing, and that the coffers might easily be swelled
with the unattached riders' subscriptions, instead of

allowing their money to pass to the C.T.C. and M.U.,
and other bodies who appear ready to cater for them.
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i lie question which arises iii our mind is : Does the

A.C.U. wish to be the representative motor cycle

body or merely the governing body of the sport

and pastime of motor cycling ? if the latter is its only

aspiration, the rejection of any scheme for unattached

riders is the correct one, because the sport can be

governed by a comparatively small body who merely

require to meet, make rules, issue permits, and con-

duct the routine business of any similar organisation

governing any other pastime. If, on the contrary, its

ambitions soar higher, the policy of rejection is to

assist one or two other bodies, such as the C.T.C. and
M.U., neither of which has done anything of any great

assistance to motor cyclists as a class, although the

M.U. work on behalf of all classes of motorists must

have done a good deal towards ameliorating the motor

cyclist's lot. particularly in the way of preventing per-

nicious speed limits.

Will anyone who considers our arguments bad
explain how the C.T.C. has been enabled on a 5s., and
for a time 2S. 6d., subscription to pile up a big reserve

fund ? There are now far more motor cyclists in the

kingdom than there were cyclists when the C.T.C. first

saw the light.

The very existence of the A.C.U. depends upon

funds. At the present time it has a grant from the

R.A.C., but there is no reason why it should continue

to receive a grant if it can make its own department

pay. Neither is there any necessity for it to be abso-

lutely independent of the R.A.C., although paying its

own way, and the scheme is not advocated with that

idea, but more to band motor cyclists together and keep

them from becoming members of three or four different

organisations, all with different aims and views which
must clash eventually.

The executive of the A.C.U. might be led to think

that any scheme for unattached riders would upset the

affiliation scheme, but there is no reason why it should

do so if the unattached rider is given to understand by

documents or otherwise that he is not having the same
advantages as an affiliated member of a provincial club,

and the fact that he is not a -member of a provincial

club causes him to pay slightly more for the advantages

he receives from the A.C.U.
Finally, the unattached rider must be catered

for, and why the A.C.U. cannot cater for him it is

difficult to say, but it would be at least interesting to

hear the exact reason why the executive are averse to

affiliating unattached riders at a moderate fee.

Handicapping at BrooKlands.
ENCOURAGED by the large number of entries

received for the first open motor cycle race at

Brooklands, the B.A.R.C. has decided to holu

a motor cycle handicap plate of twenty-fivt

sovereigns at the forthcoming meeting on Ma;
9th. The conditions are not yet issued, but w(

understand that the engine size limit has beei

increased from 80 mm. by 98 mm. for twin-cylinder:

to 85 mm. by 95 mm. each cylinder.

With regard to the handicap, we should like to offe

a suggestion which was recently made in our pages

that in order to encourage slower machines the handi

cap should be framed upon the times made in :

previous scratch race. The idea was first suggested ii|

The Autocar, and was tried at Brooklands on Apri

4th, and resulted in some very close finishes. Owin

to the length of the race (twenty-two miles), the pre

ceedings were somewhat tedious in running off th

scratch race, but in the case of the motor cycle hand
;

cap, if confined to five and a half miles, there woul i

not be the slightest difficult}'. The handicap woul
j

be framed as follows : A scratch race would be ru:

everyone starting off the same mark, and times woul
j

be taken for each competitor. To prevent " roping,

if a competitor improved upon his scratch time by moi

than an experimentally predetermined number
seconds, his fastest time would not count, and his tin

would be counted from the speed accomplished in tl

scratch race. As an example of the handicap, if

the scratch race A made the fastest time, and B .w:

cos. slower, B would receive los. start from A; h

if A only made the same time as in the scratch rac

and B improved on his scratch time by 4%s., he wou
have beaten A by 4%s. This is allowing for a pr

determined 5s. allowance between the times made
the two races.

We have received a copy of the 1908 catalogue

.Adler motor cycles. The British representatives f

these machines are A. Muller and Co., 184, West Nor
Street, Aberdeen. Adler motor cycles are made
single and twin-cylinder patterns, and with or witho

forecar attachments. The firm also manufacture

two-speed gear and free engine called the Kupk
This gear fits on the engine-shaft, and is of t

ordinary epicyclic type, giving a reduction of 35%.
catalogue will be sent to any reader on application.

AFTER BROOKLANDS. A DREAM OF THE FUTURE.
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The Cost of
AN ACTUAL

BEING an interested reader of The Motor Cycle, and
seeing from time to tiine questions appear from
correspondents as to the cost and upkeep of a

motor cycle, I thought that the attached list of

aileage and cost would be useful and interesting. I

lave kept a detailed log for the year, in which every

tern has been entered. I do not claim anything

emarkable, but simply send it as an absolute buna-fide

Lccount of one year's running by an amateur. To me
he cost has come out considerably cheaper than I

inticipated, for I have given the machine some very

evere work. I have ridden in all weathers—rain, hail,

mow, wind, and fog—and have never had a misfire on

iny occasion, e.\cept last July, when the fibre ring of

nagneto got worn a bit, and which I had put right on
liscovering the cause. I have owned five machines

lince October, 1904, therefore my experience should be

)f value.

Machine: 3^ h.p. 1907 Triumph.

itiLEAGE AND EXPENSES FROM MaRCH 25TH, igoy, TO
March 25TH, 1908.

Mileage :

March ... ...
'

April

:^!L!I 329

Motor Cycling.
EXPERIENCE.

Severest test on machine, February 21st, 154 miles;

February 22nd, 151 miles; total, 305 miles. During
this particular ride the roads were awful, and on the

latter day a terrific gale blew, accompanied with rain.

There was also a large touring bag on rear carrier.

Expenses :

Cost of repairs, cleaning, and
storage ... ... ... j£6 6 7

Additions and luxuries (not abso-

lutely necessary) ... ... 533
Petrol, oil and carbide ... ... 5 9 6

225

,366

56s
,014

96

May
June
July ist to 1 2th

August (did not ride owing to absence

abroad) ... ... ... ...

September (did not ride owing to

absence abroad) ... ... ...

October (did not ride owing to absence

abroad) ... ... ... ...

November i8th to 30th ... ... 106

December ... ... ... ... 770

January ... ... ... ... ... 307
February ... ... ... ... 723
March (up to 25th) ... ... ... 304

Total ... 5,376

Longest ride, 260 miles; time, iih. 15m.; average,

3 miles per hour.

Fastest ride. 41 miles in ih. 20m.; average, 30^
:iiles per hour.

Total -£i6 19 4

Average cost per mile, all included = .76d., or ^d.
Total consumption of petrol, 62 gallons.

Average distance per gallon, 87 miles.

Tyres.
Clincher cover on back wheel, March 25th to May

ist, 1,366 miles; Palmer cover on back wheel. May ist

to December 5th, 2,oor miles; Clincher cover on back
wheel, retreaded December 5th to February 7th, 929
miles; average mileage for two tyres, 2,148. The
covers still have more wear in them, but prevention is

better than cure.

Number of new inner tubes (both back wheel), two.

Front tyre untouched till fortnight ago. Total number
of punctures for the year, seven. Four side-slips, and
all harmless.

Belts.

First belt. Shamrock Gloria, *945 miles; second
belt, Shamrock Gloria, 2,000 miles; third belt, Sham-
rock Gloria, *929 miles; average mileage per belt,

1,178. H. C. B.
* Short life owing to bad weather chiefly.

»—•••-<

With reference to the article, " Chain v. Belt," in our

issue of April ist, the Hanover Rubber Co., 29-31,

Old Street, E.C., ask us to point out that they make
an extra large Shamrock-Gloria belt i^^in. wide, which
they specially recommend for high-powered motor
bicycles, particularly when used with a sidecar. A
suitable pulley for this belt turned to an angle of

36" can also be supplied by the same firm.

r-V'^'jJS^pi^-X'^r^f^

Lined up lor the first heat of the Five Miles Handicap on Cinnlnj Town Track, April 17th, lor 76 < 76 mm. engines. Colver won In 5 min. 52= sees.
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Touring on a
Twin. DUNCAN HINDLEY

2^A h.p
AFTER three years

from my trusty 2/4.

single-cylinder Kerry, the

thirst for power came, and

with it a 5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder

Kerry motor bicycle. I immediately

decided that a tour in Ireland

would be the only way to thoroughly enjoy the new

sensation, so after a trial run of fifty miles I mapped

out my programme for a couple of weeks up to

Holyhead and then to Wicklow before meeting a friend

for a few days in the wild west of Co. Clare.

I started with full confidence, in perfect weather,

and covered mile after mile with ease, and only an

occasional touch of the air lever on the down grades,

proving that high power with a medium gear (four and

a half to one), right mixture, and ignition advanced

gives the utmost flexibility, and good average running

without frequent adjustments of the levers.

Through Watford, Boxmoor, Berkhamsted, Tring,

Bicester, to Banbury without a pause or misfire—

a

sixty mile run as smooth and enjoyable as any

mechanical transit yet invented. A rest
,

for lunch,

and then on through Stratford-on-Avon, up the slopes

to Alcester, then up and down country till Wales is

in sight, and that pretty border town of Bridgnorth

stands up with the Severn running round its rocky

foundations. The curved narrow hill up into the

market square is taken at legal speed, and a first day's

ride of 120 miles only acts as a hors d'auvres for my
touring appetite.

Muddy Roads on the Second Day.

In the morning I found rain and mud all around,

but at 8.30 I was off in the direction of Shrewsbury,

travelling well up the long hills, when suddenly I saw

m front a torrent of water running across the road, and

found a reservoir had burst and the water had cut a

channel through the bank, and had swept down the

hill for three hundred yards, tearing up the macadam
and leaving huge ruts. As riding was impossible, the

belt was taken off and threequarters of an hour spent

in pushing those 2 cwts. up a quarter of a mile. The
rain had left plenty of liquid mud, making riding less

enjoyable. The afternoon was fine, but the Welsh
roads were more treacherous, and the grey clay and
smooth tyres did not agree. I, however, got safely into

Pentre, where the comfortable Voelas Arms gave me
welcome.

I was off again at 9 a.m. to catch the mail steamer at

Holyhead. The roads had dried, and I let my machine
out, but soon it began to misfire badly. Bettws-y-Coed

is all downhill, so I got there easily, and called in at

the Wellington Hotel Garage to trace the cause of

delay, and on testing the accumulators found they

were both run down, evidently having " shorted " the

day before during the rain. I proposed to join

them up in series, but was positively assured by a

motor car owner that the combined
current would not last me five

miles, but as the road is all' uphill

to Capel Curig (a distance of nine

miles) I decided to go on, and if I

should fail I could free-wheel back;
but I found increased power, and

romped up the pass above Capel Curig, then down to
Bangor, and across the fine stretch of Anglesey, with
an hour to spare for the boat.

At Kingstown I left my machine at the garage to

have the accumulators charged up during the night,

and next day started to cross the Wicklow Mountains
from Glendalough—that delightful and historic centre

of ancient chivalry where in the seventh century St.

Kevin founded seven churches. Up the wild slopes to
the old lead mines and lovely moors, where the snipe
and grouse attract only the keen sportsman, where
white heather may be gathered/ and where lakes lie

At the summit of Wicklow Gap.

undisturbed under the towering cliffs of Thonlagee,

and Nature alone reigns supreme. The Gap is

1,570 feet high, and the grass-covered road is splendid

to ride on. Although my destination was Athy, I rode

to the Curragh Camp, and saw the Irish Yeomanry
Sports, at which my stop-watch was commandeered
for timing the races. Over the Curragh I let

my engine "rip," and got to the town of Athy,

named after an Irish chieftain Ae, who was killed

there in the second century. The old castle is noted

for its thick \yalls. and was built in 1500 to defend the

bridge and River Barrow.

Touring under Difficulties.

Next day I rode over to Tullamore to meet my
friend, who rode a light Ariel, and the difference in

power and size of the two cycles looked absurd, but

in actual practice they were more equal, and the light-
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Touring on a Twin.
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weight proved a model of reliability. Within ten miles

we had lost our way, and with that discovery came a

double puncture in my back tyre and torrents of real

Irish rain. Our de.stination was Galway, so \ye

hurriedly patched up the tyre and set off, but the rain

was too heavy to ride in, and we stopped at a cottage

On board the "Countess Cadogan '' al Banaghei.

and entered with our machines. The mud-fioorfd room
contained a donkey, two pigs, a calf, ami a dozen or

more chickens, besides the' owner, his wife, and three

children, and all except the calf ex'inced the greate.st

delight in having the " real motors " in their " house."

The roads were swamped, and as mv tvre refused to

stay up without inflation every two miles we
decided to spend the night at Ferbane, and
its only hotel made us as comfortable as it

could. Ferbane has still the barracks with

metal cage fitted with loopholes to fire up
and down the main street, and the stocks

are still left in the market place. The rain

lasted all night, so we again changed oiu-

plans, and rode to Banagher, and boarded
the little steamer which runs down the

Shannon and through Lx>ugh Derg to

Killaloe—thirty-five miles in all. As the

•day cleared the sail was delightful. At
Porturnna we passed under the 750ft.

bridge into Lough Derg, passing a

Dominican monastery ruin founded in the

thirteenth century. I thought what use

would be made of such glorious scenery

we had it here in

is the onlv town of

banks, and, besides

being one of the finest angling stations in

Ireland, has one of the oldest cathedrals,

which was founded in the sixth century by
St. Dalna, and near the fine old bridge are

found traces of Kinevra. the favourite

and waterway if

England. Killaloe

importance on its

palace of Brian Boru. We spent the e\"fning in a

coracle, fishing with varied success until 11.30 p.m.

A Ctiange of Plans.
Owing to the uncertain weather, we again changed

our plans, and, being free and independent of all

organised modes of travel, we decided to try the bleak

mountain roads of Co. Clare, with its many lakes,

and get to Kilkee, the Atlantic popular resort of

Dublin in summer. The roads were good, while the

views were finer than anything seen in Wales, but five

miles before Kilkee the roads became worse than

paved ones could ever become, and we were glad

to get into the town of whitewashed cottages, stretching

for a mile round the prettv bav, with the " calm
''

Atlantic coming in waves which ga\e one the impres-

sion of supreme power and force. A plunge off the

stone pier gave us an extra appetite, and after dinner

we climbed among the giant rocks eaten away into huge
caves by the sea. We were told that the chemist

was the only man who might stock petrol, but a pint

of benzole was the nearest thing he had, so we tele-

phoned to Kilrush for a two-gallon tin to come by the

celebrated We.st Clare Railway. We rode to the

station, to find the can and a bill of 7s. 6d., " 5s. being

the minimum carriage." This w$ paid under protest,

and set off to see the cliffs of Moher, which rise

300 feet sheer out of the Atlantic, and to see Spanish
Point, where manv of the crew of the Armada were
bru-ied. Coming f>ack. we saw hundreds of fires,

which light up the whole west coast of Ireland from
everv village and hill on the night of S"!. John the

Baptist.

Quits -with the Railway Co.

The following day we decided to take the train to

Kilrush to escape that awful road, and were amused to

find that the total amount of two first-class tickets

and two motor cycles containing two and a half

gallons of petrol was is. 6d. less than was charged
for that one tin of petrol the dav before, so we cried
" Quits " with the tov railway, which is quite

independent of time, control, or custom.

Lougti D(?rg at Killaloe.
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Touring on a Twin.

—

Ruins of Six Churches.
Kilrush is a small seaport at the mouth of the

Shannon, and a visit to Scattery Island, one and a half

miles to sea, should be made to examine the ruins of

no less than six churches, which were founded in the

sixth century bv St. Senan, who also built the Round
Tower, which is now one of the best examples, and

stands 1 20 feet high. We followed the north coast of

the Shannon up to Clare, with its ancient ruined

castle, which was built by the O'Briens, and the abbey

founded in 11 95 by Donall O'Brien, King of Munster

;

then down to Limerick, one of the oldest and most

historic towns in Ireland, the Royal city of Brian Boru.

where the castle built by King John is one of the best

Norman fortresses in existence. Then through the

disused silver mines across the notorious cattle grazing

moors of Roscommon and Roscrea to Borris in Ossory.

which was the leading pass into Munster, and by the

castle built in its defence by the Fitzpatrick ; then

across the Slieve Bloom Mountain into the Queen's

County, flat and uninteresting, when suddenly I felt

the machine pulling up. Taking the belt off. I

was towed into Maryborough by the little Ariel. The
gudgeon pin had come out and jammed the back
rvlinder. so we put up for the nigliit while I had the

engine overhauled. Maryborough, chief of Queen's

County, was named after Queen Mary at the time

that the names of King's and Queen's County were

adopted in honour of Philip of Spain and his wife.

The Return Journey.
L here sai<i goodbye to my companion, after a most

interesting and delightful trip in one of the most
historic and best touring centres a motor cyclist could

wish to see. I rode down to Waterford by Kilkenny,

another historic city, possessing the castle which was
built in 1 172 as a fortress by Strongbow, and is open
free to the public. Waterford, like all other Irish

towns, has a romance such as no other town can boast

of. It was a Danish settlement in the ninth century,

and now possesses one of the finest inland harbours.

Crossing to Milford Haven, I toured for a couple of

days through South Wales and the Midlands to

London.
There is no doubt that a twin motor cycle requires

more care and greater attention than a single-cylinder,

but for ease in riuunng and hill-climbing the latter

cannot be 'compared to it, and as one who only uses the-

motor cycle for touring I should certainly not returit

to the single-cylinder again. Great care, however,

must be given to the inlet valves and springs, and also-

to the contacts of the make and break, or misfires will

result, and in trying to overcome these too strong a

mixture will be given, which will quickly heat the

engine. Lubricant should be given in small quantities,

say a pumpful every ten miles, and the exhaust lever

so fitted that the back valve is slightly raised before

On the ShannoD.

the front, enabling the front cylinder to be fired

alone for traffic and at corners. I find the

four-ply Watawata belt a great improvement on all

others. Mine was not touched during the trip, and in

rain and mud showed no sign of slip. The Peter

Union band, which is fitted loose between the tube and
cover, saves punctures, and prevents the tyre over-

heating or pulling out the valve through creeping.

Although I am a motor car owner (8 h.p. Rover), 1

cannot get the same pleasure out of a run on the car

as with the speedier cycle, which only requires the-

throttle more open to take it up a hill at the same

pace as on the level, and which glides along in the best

track and takes one with comfort through any district

with rideable roads.

••-<-

.\11 petrol tanks should be fitted with an air valve

to the filler cap. The usual hole provided allows

petrol to slop over when tank is full, causes waste, and
is dangerous if situated over a hot exhaust box.

.\ sample of the new Celerio detachable fastener

for V belts has reached us from the South British

Trading Co., Ltd.,

13 and 15, Wilson
Street, Finsbury,

E.C. This detach-

able fastener is so

simple, and yet so

useful, it is strange

that no one thought
of the same idea

before. Although it is readily unhooked when the belt
is off the pulleys, it is next to impossible for the
fastener to come apart when in use. Owners of

machines fitted with adjustable pulleys should find this.

fastener particularly useful. It is made of spring

steel, oil tempered.

The East London Rubber Co. 's latest motor cata-

logue is to hand. This is a most extensive and well'

arranged publication, which includes almost every

accessory a motor cyclist requires. It also lists the
Kerry 3 h.p. single-cylinder and the 5 h.p. twin-

cylinder motor bicycles, both of which machines are

built up with English frames and fittings. Another
speciality with which this firm deals is the Kerry-
Abingdon tricar—a light tricar fitted . with a twin-

cylinder air-cooled engine, chain drive and two-speeff

gear. In the event of any motor cyclist requiring

accessories or fittings at short notice he may reckoi>

that his agent will be able to procure them from the

East London Rubber Co., Great Eastern Street, E.C,
in the shortest possible time.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By

Hooter Clips.

A note in a Yankee motor cycling journal has

spired me to complain of the clips fitted to the

erage hooter. I don't know whether I am more

ipatient with the makers for selling such miserable

,ps for ten years or with myself for not loudly com-

aining of them before. There are one or two horns

the market fitted with special clips affording a firm

ip of a ^in. or lin. handle-bar, and with bolts that

ither shift nor break; but I do not think there are

jre than three of this type. The remainder first

ift round like a badly girthed saddle, so that the

,m gets underneath the steering bar. Then the

oter slides gently down to the middle of the handle-

.rs, and jingles against the forks. The result is

at for many years past 1 have always put a strip of

ither and emery cloth under the clips, and in

idition strapped the twist of the horn to the bar with

short strap, and with these precautions the horn will

metimes shift. In addition, if one attempts to

[hten the bolts their heads are as likely as not to

ist off, and the locknuts always get lost within a few

indred miles. Why does not every maker of a

Dtor cycle provide a permanent attachment for the

irn brazed to the handle-bar? Makers of horns

mid soon provide a corresponding clip which could

it shift. Some horns have another serious failing,

wit, that if the bulb be unscrewed it is impossible to

tract the reed without usintj a tool on it, and it often

s so tightly that it cannot be got out without damage,

suppose most riders know that when a horn is

Bicted with a fit of silence a speck of dirt on ihe

;tal tongue is almost invariably responsible; so the

re is not to alter the set of the tongue, which usually

ins the reed, but to remove the speck of dust with a

p of paper or a fine wire, which should be slipped

tween the tongue and reed without bending the

rmer.

The Riley Gear Box.

A rider informs me that after two seasons' use of a

h.p. Riley tricar, he experiences some difficulty in

gaging his top gear. If he opens his gear box, he

11 speedily behold the reason of this. Properly

ndled, these gears will go in like grease, no matter

w old the tricar may be. When the gear box is new,

5re are no gears in the world easier to change, thanks

the patented system, and there are plenty of three

ar old tricars of this make on the road, the gears of

lich change as easily and as silently as when they

re new. Difficulty in changing results from slamming
top gear hundreds of times over with the engine

:ing hard. This process in time burrs over the edges
the dog clutch, and makes it first difficult, and
ally impossible, to engage top gear at all. If my
rrespondent has ever been a passenger on a decently
iven car, he will have noticed that before declutch-

|; for a change up, the driver closes his throttle so
:" that when the clutch is taken out the engine does
it gain speed or race. The higher gear is then slipped
the clutch gently but quickly re-engaged, and the

ottle then promptly re-opened. This is the correct
I'thod for the Riley gear box, too, although it will
nd many a hundred miles of abuse, such as my

IXION."

correspondent has evidently given it. I should recom-

mend him to open up his gear box at once, and inspect

the third speed dog clutch. It may not be so badly

burred that a new clutch is necessary, and very possibly

a clever mechanic will reface it for him. There is an

alternative solution—^that wear has set up at the joints

between the change speed lever and the drawbar pass-

ing horizontally through the top of the gear box, so

that when his lever is in the third speed notch the

third speed nick on the drawbar is not opposite its

spring trigger. But it is 100 to i that by faulty

changing he has burred the dogs.

Another Twin=cylinder Puzzle.

I had made a resolve not to write about any more
apparently difficult diagnoses of engine troubles, as

they are usually sent me by comparative novices, who
grievously misstate facts, and cause one to waste much
time and thought over a matter so simple that any
average repairer or practised amateur could set right

ir a moment if he had the machine in front of him.

Guy Lee-Evans, a successful competitor in the Cudham'HUI Climb. He Is

seatea on the 3} h.p. single-cyliuder Rex he role at Brooklands on .Eaiter
Monday.

But I have just received a puzzle from a practised
rider that promises to require much solution, and will

probably turn out to be a combination of several

troubles. Here is the description as given me

:

Engine.—6 h.p. twin, a.o.i.v., dual ignition, H.T.
magneto, battery and trembler coils, B. and B. carbu-
retter.

Tested points.—Both ignitions perfect, mixture per-

fect (responsive accurately to air lever), carburetter
clean, gauzes clean, petrol supply perfect, all levers
rigid in any position.

Symptoms.—Engine gets very hot, particularly in

front cylinder; runs very irregularly, suddenly shooting
ahead and then dropping back without levers being
touched; government by throttle impossible; engine
will not run on less than half-throttle, and on throttle
being opened an extra -^in., instantly bounds away at

full speed.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

S^makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether

intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

mg.

To Prevent Tyre Creeping.

I have a 3^ h.p. Minerva
with an extra heavy Conti-
nental tyre on the back wheel.
This has started to creep, and
pulls the valve out of its seat-

Please tell me why it does this,

and also if there is any cure except
security bolts? I may say that my
weight is only 8 st. 8 lbs.—H.G.A.

Through continual use the tyre has
probably got to fit the rim more easily,

consequently it does not grip the edges
of the rim to the same extent. This
trouble can only be cured by fitting

security bolts. Inflate the tyre harder.

What's Wrong !

My 3^ h.p. Peugeot motor
cycle has run well uphill, but
now will not run unless all

throttle on and all air off.

Compression good. I have had
engine down and thoroughly cleaned
it, carburetter clean, spray clean,

and petrol flowing freely. Float and
needle appear to be all right. When
I get running and close thi-ottle and
increase air, explosions occur in

silencer badly. I use accumulators.
—H.G.A.

It seems very much as if something is

obstructing the petrol supply. Occa-
sionally foreign obstacles float about the

carburetter float chamber and get tem-
porarily wedged in the petrol orifices. As
soon as the suction from the engine

ceases they float clear, so that their pre-

sence cannot be detected immediately.
In the meantime, however, you might
try a larger jet, if after testing the
level of the spirit you find it to be cor-

rect. Then turn your attention to the
automatic inlet valve, as it may have
something to do with the matter.

Low Gear and Overheating.

I have a 3 h.p. air-cooled

^1 Humber tricar, with chain

> drive, free engine clutch, to
-i-l which I think of fitting a two-

speed gear. I should be glad

to know if you can recommend a gear
for good serviceable work. I am told

that a two-speed gear is not satisfac-

tory on an air-cooled engine, as on
the low gear engine gets too hot. Is

this correct? A friend tells me I

must have a water-cooled engine
when a two-speed gear is fitted.—

Cool Geae.

As your machine is chain driven, and
resembles the Phelon and Moore, their

gear will probably fit your machine the

easiest. Certainly, with an air-cooled

engine greater skill in driving is neces-

sary, but as the engine is not a very

big one you may not have very much
trouble. Provided you keep

_
the

throttle closed as much as possible,

lubricate freely, and the engine is in

proper order, overheating should not be

experienced unless your district is very

An excitingtussle over a distance o( three miles

on the Cannng Town Track, between C. R. Collier

and H. V. Colver. The latter won.by.the_smaU
margin of three seconds.

hilly. Try running without a fan first

of all, but if you experience excessive

overheating you had better have one

fitted later.

Commencing Motor Cycling.

I am thinking of going in for

a motor bicycle, but I know
absolutely nothing about them.

One or two friends say buy a

second-hand one to start with ;

some say get a new one. Please give

me your advice. Also will you re-

commend me a good make, and state

what horse-power, tyres, etc., might
suit me. I want a machine for week-
end touring and country riding, etc.,

not for . business purposes.—L.L.,

Cheshire.

It is not so necessary nowadays to

practise on a second-hand machine be-

fore buying a new one, as the driving

and control have been rendered so very

simple. Of course, it would be a gor

idea to go in for a first grade sing
cylinder machine, second-hand, in ore

to get a little experience. If you lo

through our advertisement columi
and send us a numbered list of t

motor bicycles which you think woi
suit you, keeping a key for referen
we will place them in order of merit.

How to Prevent Explosions in Silencei.

I have been out for the fi

^1 time on my new 3^ h
> tourist Eex (magneto). 1
-2J machine ran well, but on i

ing with a raised exha
without using the switch there v

repeated and continuous firing in

exhaust box or silencer. If the swi
alone was used without rais

the exhaust, on releasing the swi
and restoring the ignition there "^

a loud explosion in the silencer. I

raised the exhaust and used
switch, immediately I restored '

current, keeping the exhaust rais

the explosions in the silencer recc

menced, or if I dropped the exha
lifter and switched on (eiti

simultaneously or otherwise), th
was again an explosion in

silencer. How can 1 avoid if

F.M.
You can prevent the explosions '

closing the air and throttle imme
ately j'ou raise the valve lifter. 1

noise is, however, usually due to a

stricted silencer or running on an i.

perfect mixture. ,, I

Passenger Attachment and Slagglsb Starting,

What is the best method
taking a passenger on my
h.p. Centaur motor bicyc.

Either trailer, forecar, or si.

car? I have great difficulty

starting the engine when co

though I put paraffin m the va

tap so that the engine is not s

with valve lifted. Accumulators 1

'

over four volts, and I have tried n

plugs, and all the wires are right

far as can be seen. The coil is

trembler. When warm the eng

will start up first time. What I w;

to know is if I can have anythi;

done so that the machine will st;

up first or second turn when cold'

Novice, Norfolk.

You would probably find the sidecar ,

be the most satisfactory means of ti,
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ng a paBoenger. A free engine would
le almost indispensable, but a two-

peed gear would be better still. Pro-

lably the trouble in starting is because
ou get too much air through the car-

luretter at slow speeds when the

ngine is cold. This may be overcome
ly fitting a shutter over the air intake,

s described in The Motor Cycle of

February 12th, page 121, or fitting the

ext size smaller air adapter if the car-

uretter is a Longuemare.

Fitting Fibre Rings.

I find that when ordering
'^ new fibre rings for my twin-

^ cylinder magneto, Simms-
-i-l Bosch, these are invariably sent

too large in diameter. Up to

the present, I have filed or cut same
to make a fit with the holder. By
this method I find it practically im-
possible to make an exactly concen-

tric fit, thus causing a larger break
of the platinum points for one cylin-

der than the other. Can you kindly
inform me of some method of fitting

these rings, whereby a concentric fit

is assured?—E.C.S.

he best plan is not to attempt to re-

uce the size of the ring at all. These
ings are purposely made rather too
irge, so that when they have shrunk
ley are still a good fit. The best way
> proceed is as follows : Set the groove
1 the ring opposite the little stud in

16 ring holder, then get two pieces of

at wood, place one against the ring

nd the other against the holder, put
le lot between the jaws of a fairly

irge vice and screw up carefully and
radually, when the ring will be forced
ome without difficulty.

Misfiring on Hills.

I have a mysterious trouble

^1 with my 3 li.p. Triumph motor
> bicycle which I shall be glad
-1-J if you can explain. It runs

splendidly on the stand, fast or
slow, as regular as one could wish.

So it does on a level road or down
hill. But going up a hill or even a

slope it begins to misfire about half-

way up if long, or right on the crest

if short. On all the hills round here
I know almost exactly where it will

commence to misfire. As soon as it

gets over the crest of the hill it is

all right again. It will miss going
ap a slope, although the engine is

running fast. It is a 1905 (October)
machine. Can you suggest an ex-

planation? The wiring and accumu-
lators seem all right, and the plati-

num points on the contact breaker
seem to make a good connection, and
the plug is all right.—G.N.M.,
Brighton.

Without actually seeing the machine it

i difficult for us to say what is the
latter with it, but from what you state

1 your letter it appears to us that the
etrol is not reaching the carburetter
1 sufficient quantities. We should
lierefore recommend you to carefully
verhaul the carburetter. The misfir-

ig may also be due to you failing to

lose the air lever slightly when the
f>eed of the machine falls off. Try the
parking plug points closer together,
nd if battery ignited attend to charg-
»g of acc\imnlatoT?.

fj^OT^ILl
Engine Ceases Firing on Rough Roads.

I have a 3^ h.p. White and
Poppe motor cycle, assembled
with Chater-Lea, fittings. After
adapting a larger carburetter,
viz., jModel H, and dispensing

with a i\todel E, this machine has
been a constant source of pleasure,
and is beautilully sweet in running,
but during the last few days the car-

buretter seems to have become
affected. The symptoms are that when
traversing bumpy ground motor
ceases to fire. I open extra air

momentarily and that remedies it.

Why, after fifteen months, should
this occur? I have not even fitted

new inlet or exhaust valve springs
(m.o.) Could this account for the
sudden trouble, owing, perhaps, to
the sluggish closing of valves? I

might add that I have had carbu-
retter down, and it seems faultless,

and needle still fits perfectly and is

quite petrol tight when down.

—

W.W.
The trouble seems to be due more to the
carburetter than to anything else. The
best thing to do is to remove the Jet

and see how far up the jet tube the
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and will not run at a uniform speed
when the tricar is still. Do you
think that the back firing poisons the
gas as it comes from the carburetter,

and thus destroys the mixture?

—

L.T.G.
Either one of the inlet valves is not
correctly timed, or one valve opens
slightly more than the other, or the in-

let pipes are not suitably arranged,
causing a greater quantity of mixture
to enter one cylinder than the other.

If you can give us a rough sketch of

the arrangement of your carburetter,
perhaps we may help you. Your engine
is fitted with adjustable tappets, so

that you can easily alter the openings.
It is possible that the carburetter is not
properly adjusted. The leakage past

the inlet valves can be cured by care-

fully grinding in the valves and fitting

new copper and asbestos washers under
the securing nuts.

Accumulator Acid.

(1.) Must one empty solution

from accumulator when E.M.F.
falls below 4 volts and refill

with fresh acid before recharg-
ing, or will the old polntion

First Brooklands Open Motor Cycle Race on Easter Monday. Preparing lor ihe start.

petrol rises. It should rise to within
about |in. of the top. If, however, the
petrol is normally above this point, the
carburetter becomes flooded over rough
roads and opening the air temporarily
cures the trouble. If you cannot cure
the trouble you should fit a controller

over the needle vah'e to prevent the
vibration altering the level of the
spirit.

Baokfiring in One Cylinder.

I have a 5 h.p. Fafnir tricar,

and every time the engines
work, one cylinder repeatedly

fires back into the carburetter.

On examining the cylinder I

find that on the explosion stroke the
inlet valve opens a little and allows

a little of the gas to escape. I should
be pleased if you could suggest a

remedy. Also when the piston rises

on the compression stroke the inlet

valves leak. I have ground both in

properly and tried springs of different

strengths, and still to no purpose. 1

may mention that after the engines

start up they eventually slow down,

still serve, provided it is over top

of the plates? (2.) If it is not neces-

sary to fill with fresh acid each time
cell is discharged, how often should
fresh acid be put in? (3.) Can one
determine proper strength of solution

for refilling accumulator without
using an hydrometer? Can one not
measure out a certain bulk of acid,

and add to it a certain bulk of water?
If so, what is the proper proportion
of acid (commercial sulphuric) to

water, bulk for bulk, to make a solu-

tion of 1.20 specific gravity?—G.H.
King.

(1 and 2.) There is no need to fill the
accumulators with fresh acid (electro-

lyte) every time. It is, however, im-

portant to keep the level of the liquid

about jin. above the plates and to keep
its specific gravity at 1.20. (3.) This can
be determined by using a hydrometer,
and by adding acid when required. The
proportion of acid to water is 1 to 5.

Use distilled water and pure brimstone
sulphuric acid, not what is known as

' commercial " acid.
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Next Week's Issue.

Next Wednesday's issue of The
Motor Cycle will be a special Spring
number, full of special articles and
illustrations of absorbing interest.

Order a copy now to prevent dis-

appointment.

First Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands

We learn that the first, second, and
third machines in the first open motor
cycle race ever contested at Brooklands,
during the Easter meeting, were fitted

with Dunlop tyres.

Motor Cycles Exempted.

It is proposed to tax motor cars in

America according to weight, five

dollars per year being the minimum
fee. As in the past, there is a clause

exempting motor cycles from this new
bill.

Another Race at Brooklands.

The first Brooklands motor cycle

race at Easter was more in the nature
of an experiment. It is only natural
that riders of small single-cylinder

machines will refuse to be pitted

against riders of 7-9 li.p. twins on
equal terms, and we note with
pleasure that the next race, fixed for

Saturday, May 9th, will be a handicap.

Particulars of the Race.

Although the conditions for the
second open race have not yet been
issued, the following particulars are

available : The Motor Cycle Handicap
Plate of 25 sovs.—The entrant of the
winner to receive 15 sovs., the entrant
of the second 7 sovs., and the entrant
of the third 3 sovs. Entries close on
May 1st, fee 10s. 6d. p.p. Twenty-five
entries, or the race may be void at the
option of the executive.

Another Police Trap.

Between Chichester and Arundel,
about three miles from the first-named

town, there is a police trap in opera-

tion, writes a Gloucester reader.

Associateship Popular.

The number of E.A.C. associates

elected up to the present is 225, and
there is a lengthy list of candidates for

the next election. The Associates De-
partment at 112, Piccadilly, is now in

constant use.

The A.C.U. Annual Hill CUmb.

In the event of a suitable venue
being found in enclosed grounds on
which to hold the annual A.C.U. hill-

climb, classes will be arranged to suit

all types of touring machines. The
A.C.U. secretary will be pleased to

hear from any member who can suggest

a likely hill situated in private

grounds. The event is fixed for Satur-

day, May 16th.

Motor Cycling Club.

On Saturday next, May 2nd, at

3 p.m., the members' hill-climbing

competition for motor cycles and cars
will be held at Sharpenhoe Hill, near
Luton. Entries closed on Monday
last to the Trials hon. sec, W. H.
Wells, 15, Wilson Sti'eet, E.C. Three
classes for motor cycles will be in-

cluded. 1, Single-cylinder bicycles ; 2,

multi-cylinder bicycles ; 3, passenger
motor cycles. The formula to decide

T X C
the order of merit will be , i.e.,

W
time multiplied by cubic capacity in

centimetres, divided by the weight.
The awards in each class are—first,

gold medal ; second, silver medal
;

third, bronze medal. .

London Statistics.

From December 1st, 1907, to 29tl

February, 1908, applications for th

registration of 250 motor cycles wer

dealt with by the London Count
Council, bringing the total of thet

vehicles up to 8,141. The number c

licenses to drive cars and motor cycle

issued was 5,801.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The following competitions have bee

arranged : June 1st, reliability rn

arranged by the chairman, for whic

he will give prizes ; June 27th, inte

centre contest for Triumph Cup (pp

visional) ; July 14th and 15th, SXurat

Trophy contest of 400 miles (open

July 25th, hill-climb at Ballybannon.

A Peculiar Speclflcatlon.

Curious blunders are frequently msK
in advertisements owing to indistiu'

writing, but the two following from tl

Bradford Observer, sent us by a loc

reader, are really funny : Jlotor ti

cycle, 2J h.p. H umber engine and a

cooler ; front basket, and fitted wi'

Fielding and Moode's patent clutc

Motor cycle, 2i h.p. ; fitted with ne

and break coil.

The First Race at the Stadium.

On Monday week the first mot
cycle race at the new Stadium at She
herd's Bush will be held, when tl

opening ceremony takes place. Tl

Finchley Harriers are running a met
ing there, and included in the pi

gramme will be a five miles mot
cycle handicap, open to genuine tou

ing machines not exceeding 90 by '

mm. with a 4 to 1 gear. Further pa

ticulars and entry forms can 1

obtauied of Mr. C. II. Staine, 2

Broomhouse Road, Hurlingham, S.W

A representative meet of Essex Motor Club members on tbe occasion of the 1908 opening run.
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MOTOR CYCLE TOURING
"THE CAR ON TWO WHEELS. >>

'One requires a t^yo°

speed gear that is

^vould

miles

' reliable and
10,000" stand

" without spending money
" on repairing ; a good
" clutch that -virould en=

"able one to start again
'on any hill that one
" may stop on to admire
"the scenery."

Extract from Mr. A.\Candler's

lecture before the Auto Cycle

Union, April 10th., 1908. ^^^_i ^'Pl, "^" military model, ball-bearing engine, clutch-speed-gear, 48 gnS.^ gjROC conversion Set to convert any make of machine, 10 gnS.

These essentials are part of the ROC patented clutch and speed gear system -with the
added advantage of easy hand starting from live axle. No other machine incorporates
these same advantages. Avoid imitations. The ROC patents cover the live axle, hand
starting n:etal to metal clutch, and speed gears in combination herewith. The ROC by its

low riding position and car=liKe conveniences is aptly termed "the car on two wheels."

A. W. WALL, LTD., Roc Motor Cycle Works, BIRMINGHAM.
London Agents : THE SERVICE CO., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

BOOKLET
TO
INTEREST
EVERY
MOTOR CYCLIST
IS
SENT
ON
APPLICATION
TO
O. & W. ORMEROD,

Ltd.,

Dept. B,

ROCHDALE.

LONDON :

W. B. BROOKE,
318, KING STREET.
HAMMER-
SMITH, W.

THE BELT THAT GRIPS.
The Watawata has a tenacity of grip to which other

motor cycle belts are strangers.

That means power economy.

The Watawata is constructed solely of leather, and on
scientific principles.

That means durability.

The Watawata is made in such a way as to render
stretching or giving almost impossible.

That means a saving in trouble.

The Watawata is potent in the prevention of power
wastage, so that the force of your engine is always rightly
and fully directed.

That's why every motor cyclist can achieve better
results with the Watawata, and why every reader of these
words should test it.

In answering either of these advertixeniciits it if drxiiabti iJiiil yoii imiilimi " T/n Mnlcr Ct/ilr
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10,000 miles
without a puncture i

41, Wellington Street, Cotent Garden, London, W.C.
The Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 119, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. Nov. ist, 1907

Gentlemen,—I have pleasure in forwarding you herewith a a^in. Pahner Gird
Motor Cycle Cover and Tube which has now done nearly 10,000 miles, and as you
will '^I'f, is as good as ever.

1 fitted it to the front wheel of my motor cycle in May, 1906, and took it oS
to-d;^y to see what it was like inside.

It has only once been touched with the pump since fitted, and has never been
punctured.

It has carried me safely through many important competitions, including
A.C.C. T,and's End to John-o'-Groat's Trial, igo6 ; London to Plymouth ; and six
days' trial, 1907 ; M.C.C. London to Edinburgh, 1907, and also several long tours.

The ribs are not worn much, and both cover and tube look like being good
enough for next season.

Yours faithfully, H. GILLARD COVE.

The Longevity
of

Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres
becomes more than a mere statement in face of the above experience; it is a Tdct I

Write for our Manual, gratis and post free.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C,

All Motor Cyclists should

join the

^ AUTO-CYCLE
UNION

And secure the following advan-

tages ;

i. Admission to Papers and
Discussions on subjects of

interest to motor cyclists.
'•

2. Lecal assistance.

3. Free registration for Open Competitions.

4. Special Touring facilities and Customs advantages on the

Continent.
. ^ „ n ,, ^

5. Free entry of members' motor bicycles mto France, Holland,

Belgium, Switzerland.

6. Information and assistance in planning Tours.

7. Information and assistance as to Customs formalities and

duties, etc.

t. Reduced entrance tees in Races and Trials.

9. A copy, post free, of the Automobile Handbook.

10. Information as to best motor storage, repairers, and supplies

(1. A copy, post free, weekly of the Royal Automobile Club

Journal. ,

12. Information and advice generally on motor cycling matters.

13. The right to exhibit the badge of the Auto-Cycle Union,

and the special privileges attached thereto.

14. Full Associafeship of the Royal Automobile Club.

1 5. Use of Club Rooms at 1 12, Piccadilly, London, W.

ENTRANCE Fee, 5s. Annual Subscription : Town Members,

£1 IS. ; Country Members, 10s. 6d.

To the Secretary, Auto-Cycle Union,
18, Down Street, Piccadilly, w.

I disiretobecome a Member ol the Auto-Cycle UNION, ani

shall be glad if you will place my name before the Committee at its

next meeting. Enclosed please find my Entrance Fee and Sub-

scription of

Signature

/iddrcss

.

.

(i;itff,
Profession.

It connected aiih the Trade or not

IN THE FIRST MOTOR CYCLE RACE AT BROOK-
LANDS, ON EASTER MONDAY,

PEUGEOT
ENGINES

ONCE MORE proved their-

SUPERIORITY
OVER ALL OTHERS.

THE FASTEST FOR RACING.
THE BEST FOR TOURING

WITH OR WITHOUT A SIDECAR.

Ask vouj-^cycle maker to fit one to
your present mount.

INSIST ON A "PEUGEOT." DO NOT BE PUT
OFF WITH ONE ' JUST AS GOOD.'

J- TAYLOR,
318, Percy Road, BiRIVIINGHAM,

Sole Wholesale Agent.

i« anmoermg either of theee advertisemenlt it it desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Llg^>weigllt Trials at Nice.

The first event in the above oompeti-

Uciu, organised by tiie Nice A.C. and
the T.C.F., took place on Saturday last

and consisted of a reliability trial over

a hilly and difficult course about
twenty-five miles in length. In the

multi-cylinder class F. Larippe (Moto
Kfive) was first in Ih. 2m., J. Larippe
(Moto Reve) second Ih. 20m., and
Guerrieri (Alcyon) third in Ih. 30m. In
the aingle-cylin-der class there were ten

eiitries, the winner being Anken (K.D.),

lb. 8m. 28s. ; 2, Borel (K.D.), Ih. 12m.
16s. ; 3, F. Ellena (Alcyon), Ih. 22m.
On Sunday the Hying kilometre rax;e

was to have been held on the Prome-
nade des Anglais, and on Monday tlie

hill-climbing competition on La Turbie
(pedalling gear barred).

The Winning Machine at Brooklands.

Several readers have written asking
for the name of the maker of the win-

ning N.L.fl. motor cycle at

Brooklands Track on Easter
Jlonday. Doubtless numerous
other readers who have not
written have a desire for the
same information. The owner
and maker of the machine is Mr.
A. G. Forster, North London
Garage, 15, Corsica Street,

Highbury, N., who with his
brother is proprietor of a motor
garage in the north of London.
The letters N.L.G. signify North
London Garage. The Messrs.
Forster have for years taken an
interest in motor cycling, but the
winning machine at Brooklands
is the first and only one yet made
by them. Mr. Cook's success on
this experimental machine should
give sufficient encouragement to
Mes-srs. Forster to exploit the
N.L.G. still further.

Handicapping at Brooklands.

Since the early portion of this issue

went to press we learu from Mr. F.

Straight, the secretary of the A.C.U.,
that the handicapping for the motor
cycle races at Brooklands has been en-

trusted to hira. We feel sure that the

allotting of starts could not have been
left in more able hands, nevertheless,

we should like to see the handicap we
suggest tried, as we feel sure it would
provide an exciting contest.

Distinguishing Numliers In the Brooklands Usee.

We understand from certain officials

of the A.C.U. that considerable trouble

has been given by competitors who
took part in the first Brooklands Motor
Cycle Race, owing to the fact that

great difiiculty Wfi® experienced in get-

ting back the tfistinguishing numbers
which were leil& to them on the occa-

sion of the rac©. The competitore had
to pay nothing for these numbers, but

41HIKDQ^ KIDD^KD[la II

Land's to John-o'-Groat's Records.

In view of possible attempts
to create a new End-to-end
motor cycle record this year, it

is interesting to note that the ex-
isting records over this classical ^^^^
route are as follows : Motor car,
42h. 5m. ; motor cycle, 48h. 36m. ;

push cycle, 3 days 8h. 4m. ; walking,
17 days 12h. With the exception of
the car record all were officially timed.

The M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

This annual event is the most im-
portant of the Whitsuntide motor
cycling fixtures, and will doubtless
attract as large and representative an
entry as in the past. Both motor
cyclists and car drivers will take part,
and a good deal of interest will be taken
in the performances of one or two
motor bicycles with sidecars attached,
which we understand will start- on this

twenty-four hours' run. We wish the
drivers every success, and there is no
reason why they should not accom-
plish the journey within the schedule
time, provided the driver and passen-
gei' are of the right sort, i.e., in posses-

sion of the requisite stamina and per-

sistence to carry out long-distance
runs. Motor cyclists should not
attempt the journey on anything but
new tyres, and for the night journey
two powerful lamps should be carried.

FUTURE EVENTS.
April 29—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

May 2— M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb, at Sharpenhoe,

near Luton.

„ 6— " The Motor Cycle " Special Spring Number

,, 9—Brooklands Races. Motor Cycle Handicap Plate.

,, II—Finchley Harriers First Motor Cycle Race at

the Stadium.

,,
12-18—Auto Cycle Club of France Reliability "Trials.

„ 16—A.C.U. Annual Hill-climb.

,, 16—Essex M.C. Open Hill-climb.

June 5-8—M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN and
return for Schulte Cup Comfetition, and
special cup for motor bicyclists.

„ 6 and 8—Brooklands A.R.C. Whitsun Meeting.

,, 27—M.C.C. Inter-team Trials for "The Motor Cycle"

Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup. Prospective

competitors : Motor Cycling Club, Coventry

M.C., Great Yarmouth M.C.C, and Birminj-

ham M.C.C.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

July 4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.

„ 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

,, 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

„ 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium,

Shepherd's Bush, W.

liMI^KDOaiKgCmiEJCI^MBWi''

in future no entrant will be allowed to

compete unless he deposits Ss. 6d. with

the secretary, which will not be re-

turned to him unless the numbers are

given back complete.

The Special Spring Numher on May 6th.

The principal contents of the special

Spring number to be published next

Wednesday are : Photography and
Motor Cycling (Illustrated). By AN
409. Our Historic Highways (Illus-

trated). By Reginald Wellbye. Motor
Cycling for Health : Being the Experi-

ences of Medical Men who are also

Motor Cyclists. How the New Mount
Scored (Storyette). The Motor Cycle

and the Variety Stage (Illustrated).

By Percy Delevine. The Joys of an

Expert. By S. W. 0. Len Head, Esq.

The Motor Cycle for Business (Illus-

trated). By " Bagman." Extract from

The Motor Cycle of 2008 (Illustrated).

The Troubles of a Novice. By S. B. S.

Contact Breakers for Twin-cylinder

Engines. By Ixion. Motor Cycling

for Ladies (Illustrated). The Motor
Cyclist's Ideal. Result of our ple-

biscite. Illustrated description of the

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials. Brooklands ;

An Impression of Speed. Full page art

supplement in colours. Drawn by E.
H. Thomas.

Essex Open Hill CUmb Postponed.

We are informed that the Esse.x

Motor Club Hill-climb has been post-

poned from the 9th until 15th May, so

that it will not clash with the Brook-
lands motor cycle races, which will be
held on the 9th.

The End-to-end Record.

Mr. Harold Williamson informs us
that he thinlcs with good luck the End-
to-end record figures should come down
from 48 to 36 hours. If it does not
come below this figure during the year
he has expressed his intention of hav-
ing another try himself on his Rex.

Auto Cycle Club ol France Reliability TrlaL

This important event (May 12th to
18th) has received a total entry
of forty-four. Bucquet, well-
known to our readers as a very
successful rider, will again be-

B

stride a light Griffon. As he
was the winner of the last Paris-
Ostend-Paris Motor Cycle Trial,
his entry has caused much in-

terest. Voiturettes will compete
witli the motor cycles and tri-

cars, but in a separate category.

Kentish Police Active.

We are advised that all

through Kent the police are
waging an active campaign
against motorists. The most

5
notorious trap commences at

Rainham, four miles beyond
Chatham, on the main London-

e

Dover Roa.d, and extends to

Sittingboume, six miles bey<Hid
Rainham. Timing operations are

S

conducted at Rainham, and
again at Sittingboume, and vice

•versa. Traps also exist on the

S

roads from Maidstone to Seven
Oaks, and in the surrounding
district.

The Herts Connty A.C. Open HID Clknb for

Uotor Cycles.

We heard at the last moment
that the open hDl-clinih fixed for Satur-
day last was postponed. As we under-
stand that the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials
were relegated to Wednesday, April
29th, so that they did not clash with
the open hill-climb, it would appear
that some explanation of the postpone-
ment should be forthcoming.

The M.C.C. Team Competition.

The above event, which is a contest
for The Motor Cycle Fifty Guinea
Challenge Cup over 100 miles, between
teams of riders from various clubs, will
tnke place on June 27th. The course
selected is near Daventry, Northants.
Will club secretaries, who have not re-

ceived particulars of this event, write
to the Trials hon. sec, Mr. J. Van
Hooydonk, Spring Villa, North
Finchley, N, for a copy of the rules
and an entry form. 'The rules were
published in The Motor Cycle of April
15th, page 303. We shall be glad to
hear of club teams intending to com-

'pete for inclusion in our list of Future
Events. Four clubs have already de-
cided to send a team.
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LIGHTINO FRONT NUMBER.
20i. On a motor bicycle the aim

sliould be to avoid casting disconcert-

ing shadows. This is only achieved

by setting lamp well back against

steering bead, and setting nnmber-plate
right forward on front edge of mud-
guard.
On a tricar exceeding 3 cwt. in weight

a tail lamp and rear illumination are

required by the L.G.B.'s doubtful in-

terpretation of a carelessly framed law.

On a light tricar, not exceeding 3

GWt., set the side lamps well back, and
put a number on each side well in

advance of the lamps, preferably paint-

ing it on the fore body. It is a mis-

take to carrj' a plate projecting from
the headlight—it is sure to get

damaged.

LIGHTWEIGHT MOTO't BICYCLES.

202. Much ingenuity and
capital have been expended in the eifort

to produce motor bicycles weighing
70 lbs. or so, and for riders not exceed-

ing ten stones, and in favourable dis-

tricts, they provide handy little mounts
for those who do not yearn for speed,

and are willing to give pedal assistance

when it is required.

For general touring purposes I should
recommend a more po^Yerful mount,
and my advice is confirmed by the fact

that hundreds of riders who know how
to get the last ounce out of a good 3i
h.p. 150 lb. machine, ardently long for

a two-speed gear. The 1905 Land's
End to John-o'-Groat's trial included
bicycles ranging in power from 3 to 7

h.p., and only tfie two-speeded machines
got through without being stopped on
a hill. The modern lightweight

machines of under 80 lbs. make very
meritorious little runabouts, but cer

tain facts are true of all present-day
lightweight low power machine:;.

(1.) With a man not exceeding ten

stones in the saddle they can climb
ascents like Dashwood with pedal

assistance.

(2.) Petrol and oil capacity. Luggage
and tool kit must be sternly reduced to

the lowest minimum, and a spring fork

is quite as essential, if not more so,

than on a heavier machine.
(3.) The gear is too high. It is

commonly asserted that if 3^- h.p. is a
suitable engine for a 150 lb. machine,

1| h.p. is ample for a 701b. cycle. This
is true with the important proviso that
the gear should also be proportionate.

Under present conditions, if the engine
pulley IS small enough to afford such
a gear, the belt will usually give

trouble. Some such device for com-
bining a low gear with a large engine
pulley, as is employed on the Ij h.p.

F.N., would be an improvement on all

machines of this type.

MOTOR BICYCLE STANDS.
203. In selecting a motor bi-

cycle stand take care that :

"
(a.) It is rigid when in use.

(b.) That it is attached to the chain-

stays and not to the rear a.xle, otlirr-

v.isp it is useless when the wheel is

removed.

{Continued from page 315.

(c.) That it has no small parte which
are likely to jar off.

(d.) That it is easily and swiftly

lowered and fastened up again. A
spring catch is desirable, as butterfly

nuts work loose.

MOUNTING A MOTOR BICYCLE.

20^. A novice usually wonders
whether he will ever be able to get on
to his motor bicycle. It is best to

practise mounting by pedal or footrest

down a falling grade, with the belt re-

moved. The art is soon acquired, and
becomes perfectly automatic. I in-

variably mount clean off the ground,
which I consider much safer than feel-

ing for a pedal or footrest. If the

rider is nervous he may momentarily
raise the valve or switch off while
swinging himself into the saddle, but
unless he learns to jump on cleanly

with the engine rmming, he will only
be able to start on the flat or down-
hill. Starting by sitting in the

By
Road Rider.

inoperative. Patent leather shields are

easily made and kept clean. It is a

mistake to attach hooters and lamp
brackets to the guards—they need all

the staying makers provide, without

being called upon to carry additional

weight.

NAILCATCHERS.
20*7. Many punctures may be

averted by the use of nailcatchers,

siiice a naO seldom really penetrates the

cover and tube at the first revolution of

the wheel after it has been picked up.

Nailcatchers are, therefore, well worth
fitting. Chains may be bought which
trail across the tyre, and are carried

by clips on the forks. Some stands

have hollow horseshoes of rubber for

this purpose. A home-made set may be
cheaply rigged by anchoring stout steel

wire to two little clips made to fit the

back stays. They should be so set that

the wire clears the tyre by a fraction of

an inch.

1

Oompetitors Ln the Hist Brooklsnds motor cycle race parading to the start.

saddle and pedalling is the slowest and
most tiring method of all, and no rider

should rest content until he has
mastered either the clean jump or the

pedal hop. With a variable gear there

is no need for any exertion at all.

Simply inject paraffin to free the

rings, sit athwart the machine, engage
low gear, set levers, raise valve, give

two smart pushes against the ground,

one with each foot, drop valve, and
engine should start.

MUDGUARDS FOR MOTOR BICYCLES.

205. Mudguards should be four

inches wide, stoutly stayed. The front

guard should have a large flap to shield

engine and magneto from mud. The
rear guard should be hinged abaft of

the rear forks, and its stays should be

clipped detachably near the hub.

MUDGUARDS FOR TRICARS.

206. All tricars should have

inner shields to the front wings, since

the radiators, steering gear, and fore

brakes will otherwise ra|)idly be choked

up with mud and become particularly

ON TOUR.
208. When the big car sweeps

derisively by you what time you sit

and tinker on the shadeless road, re-

member your humiliation is not to be
ascribed to the fact that the car is more
reliable than your bicycle, but to the
fact that the chauffeur gave it a cleaii

up and look over last night, what time
you were idly buying picture postcards.

Make it a rule when on tour to glance
over the machine every evening, and '

specially see that the batteries are
charged, the belt and fastener in good
condition, and the tyres free from cuts
and holes.

"THE AUTOCAR" contains each

week much interesting inform-

ation which, although written in

regard to motor cars, is also

applicable to tricars and motor
bicycles. It is published weekly,

price 3d., and can be obtained from
all newsagents and bookstalls.
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Auto Cycle Union Quarterly Trial.
WENTY-FIVE entries were received up to Friday

lust for the April Quarterly Trial, which takes

place to-day (Wednesday), starting from the

Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge, at 9 a.m. The

will be the same as in the previous trials, viz.,

Uxbridge, Beaconsfield, High Wycombe, Dash-

No. of Bore. Stroke

Rider and machine. cylinders. mm. mm.
D. Sleeves (3| h.p. N.S.U.) ... 1 82 X 86

F. W. Newsome (o^ h.p. Triumph) . 1 84 X 86

J. S. Shaw (5^ h.p. Phauoia«n) 2 74 X 84

F. W. Bames (3^ h.p. Zenette) .. 1 .. 80 X 80

M. Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.) 2 .. 75 X 90

H. Newey (3i h.p. L.M.C.) ... 1 81 X 88

H. Fuller (3-^ h.p. Diamond) .. 2 .. 65 X 72

R. Samson (3i h.p. L.il.C. ... 1 81 X 88

Miss Muriel Hind (5 b.p. Rex) 2 76 X 80

G. Lee Evans (3j h.p. Rex) ... . i 82 X 90

W G. McMinnies (3^ h.p. Triumph). 1 84 X 86
E. J. Browning (4 h.p. N.S.U.) 2 64 X 85
W A. Tyndale (3i h.p. X.S.U.) 1 .. 80 X 80

Clr ude Tavlor (3| h.p. K.S.U.) 1 82 X 86
R. H. Butler (6 h.p. N.S.C.) 2 75 X 90

G. L. FleUher (2 h.p. Moti.-l.eve) , 2 50 X 70
R. J. Bell (2 h.p. Moto-R^ve) ... 2 50 X 70
J. Robinson (1^ h.p. Motosaeoclie) 1 .. . 62 X 70

W Smith (!{ h.p. Motosaeoclie) 1 .. 62 X 70
F. Appltbcd (5 h.p. Rex) 2 .. 76 X 80
F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) ... 2 76 X 80

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve) .. 2 .. 50 X 70
J. Beck (2i h.p. Fairy)

Connor (2A h.p. Fairy)

2 .. 57 X 54

G. 2 .. . 57 X 54

R. D. Yeardsley (2^ h.p. Fairy) .. 2 57 X 54

y*^^**• V

e Marathon Trial Race was helfl lasi Saturday In connection with tne

iplo Games. Our picture shows one of the runners (Appleby) who

ped out, being taken up by a motor cyclist Samaritan with a side-car.

I Hill, Wheatley, Islip, to Banbury, returning

Bicester, Aylesbury, Berkhampstead, Chesham,

rsham, and Beaconsfield to Uxbridge. Competing

lines will be timed both on Dashwood Hill and

rsham Hill. Motor cyclists along the route are

ed to make a note of any incidents they see during

rial, particularly stoppages, and to report same to

;ecretary.

>-«

One of the most complete catalogues of motor cycle

accessories is that issued by the Service Co., Ltd.,

292, High Holborn, W.C. This list deals only with

motor cycle fitments, and evei7 reader should write for

a copy.

The number of hon. correspondents of the Motor
Union is to be increased, and members are asked

to kindly send in the names of motorists who will

undertake the duties in various districts. A list of the

duties can be obtained from the secretary, i, Albemarle
Street. London, W.

CLUB NEWS.
Waterlord and District M.C.C

a meeting held last week, a motor cycle club was formed
/aterford and district. A number of motor cyclists took
e matter with considerable enthusiasm, and the member-
ilready numbers sixteen. Mr. W. J. Cordner was elected
lent; Mr. W. E. Bowers, Ferrybank, hon. sec; and
H. J. Murphy, hon. treasurer.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

ing to the very bad weather the reliability trial, which
;o have been run off last Saturday, was postponed till

er day; the date to be arranged at the next committee
ng. The run next Saturday is to Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
from headquarters 2.30 p.m.; and on Sunday, May Srd,

y run to Matlock, start from headquarters 11 a.m.

iThe Worcestershire M.C.C.

ing to the unsettled weather the reliability trial organ-
dy the above club was not as successful as it was hoped
Out of thirteen entries eight faced the elements. Tlie

13 was divided into four sections of twenty-six miles each,
isgrove to Bromyard. Bromyard to Kington, and return
! same road. The trial resulted as follows :

Ift". Ward (d-i li.p. Triumph), non-stop, 1,000 marks; 2,

arby (3| h.p. Rex), one puncture, 975 marks; 3. E.
I'Ss (5-6 h.p. Rex), one puncture, 950 marks; 4. H. C.
c ring (4 h.p. Excelsior), inlet valve stuck three minutes,
) larks; and L, C. Wakeman (3^ h.p. Ariel), broken ex-
a lifter five minutes, 900 marks ; 5, L. Pickering (5-6 h.p.

3 contact breaker trouble, disqualified ; 6, H. B. Denby
i p. Minerva), burst tube, di.^qualified; J. G. Parting-
1 i| h.p. Minerva), burst tube, retired.

Southern M.C.

The opening run held on .Saturday last was somewhat
spoilt on account of the arctic weather. Nevertheless, several

enthusiastic members sat doivn to tea, in company with a
large fire. For the first time in the annals of the club it was
impossible to take the usual club photograph.
There was a large muster at the Hut, Wisley, on Sunday,

the 26th.

The speed-judging contest for club members only will be
held on Saturday, May 9th. Jlembers are requested to be
at the Chequers, Horley, punctually at four o'clock. No
entrance fee.

Birmingham Hfl.C.C.

A hill-climbing competition will be held on Saturday, the
2nd prox., at Rose Hill, Rednal, and five classes are included,
viz. : Class A, for motr-r bicycles with engines not exceeding
76 by 76 mm. or equivalent ; Class B, for motor bicycles with
single cylinders of any capacity ; Class C, for motor bicycles

with more than one cylinder ; Class D, for passenger motor
cycles (tricars, quads, motor bicycles with trailer, etc.); and
Class E, for motor cais up to 20 h.p., with full complement
of passengers. Intending competitors meet at Longbridge,
Northfield, at 2.30 p.m. The first competitor will be started

at 3 p.m. prompt. (^Jompetitors will ride from Longbridge
to the foot of Rose Hill (untimed). The distance from Long-
bridge to the foot of Rose Hill is one and a quarter miles
(level ground), and must be covered in not less than three
minutes and not more than six minutes. At the foot of Rose
Hill the competitor must d.snount and bring his engine to

a standstill, then at a signal from the starter he must restart

immediately the starter gives his signal. Electrical timing
will be used.
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—

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

Owing to the heavy snowfall, a small entry was experienced

for the slow hill-climbing competition organised by the above
club on Sat\irday last

at Benton Bank, New-
castle-on-Tyne. *"

Single gear class

—

1, *S. W. Carty (3|
h.p. N.S.U.), time
Im. 8|s. ; 2, B. Brad-
ford (5 h.p. Jap),
59|s. ; 3, D. Mallett

(3| h.p. N.S.U.) Also
ran : L. Rosenvmge
(3-1 h.p. N.S.U.), B.

Dodd8(4h.p. N.S.r.),
F. Mallett (6 h.p.

N.S.U.), S. Hudfon
(3i h.p. Hobart). *S.

W. Carty was dis-

qualified owing to his

gear being less than
6 to 1, and first

award was given to

B. Bradford.
Variable gear class

—1, E. F. Speir (SJ
h.p. Triumph, Hoc
two-speed gear), tim«
2m. 34s. ; 2, L. RoBen-
vinge (3| h.p.

N.S.U. , two - speed
gear), Im. 55s. j 3, B.
Dodds (3| h.p.

N.S.U., two -speed
gear). Also ran—D.

Mr. R. H. Bead, chairman of the committee
of the Motor Cycling Club.

Mallett (3-1 h.p. N.S.U., two-speted
gear); S. W. Carty (3| h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear).

Officials : Timekeeper, iSIr. L. Austin
;

judge and starter,

Mr. J. N. Grey; marshals, Mr. 6. L. Bates, J. W. Dickin-
son, and E. B. Nicholson.
Owing to the courtesy of the Chief Constable, Dr. Wright,

the course was splendidly controlled by members of the New-
castle City Constabulary.

North West London M.C.C.

The Easter tour proved most enjoyable, a start being
made fi'om Cricklewood at six o'clock on Friday morning,
the 17th inst. The night's destination was Torquay, which
was reached after a most enjoyable run amidst glorious

scenery and perfect weather. The elements were again
kind on the Saturday, when the party, after inspecting the

various items of interest in the town, proceeded to Minehead
Old Dawlisli and Teignmouth. The latter part of this

route took the tourists through some of the finest scenery in

Somerset, the red-surfaced road running through magnifi-

cently wooded country, and it was with great reluctance

they left it behind in order to reach Minehead before dark.

Sunday morning was spent in a leisurely fashion with the

exception of one enthusiast, who thought it advisable to

scrape his cylinder in view of the fact that the chosen

route la; through Porlock and up the famous hill. .'V
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start was made after lunch, and on arrival at tlje hi

those who possessed variable pulleys were at once busy,

several clean ascents were made. Tea was taken al

charmingly situated hotel, and then a very difficult clin

to Lynton was negotiated, the hill being almost unridt

owing to the exceedingly loose surface. After a few

batic performances, however, all arrived safely at the

and proceeded to Ilfracombe, where the night was s

On Monday morning most of the party made a star

home. Those remaining after a constitutional round

Capstone travelled to Exeter, where a most enjoyable

was spent in the cathedral. Taimton was the ni

destination

.

Tuesday morning, after the museum at Taunton had
inspected (it is well worth a visit), the party left for -

and after a visit to the Roman baths a brisk run to L(

brought a most enjoyable tour to a close.

North Islington Conservative and Unionist M.C.

With very unseasonable weather prospects, membe
this club left their London headquarters, 523, Hoi
Road, shortly after eight o'clock on Easter Sunday mc
bound for Clacton-on-Sea. When t'.ie club had

\

through Romford, and had got well on the road, its me
suddenly had to fly for shelter from a terrible hailstoi

Brook Street Hill. All arrived at Clacton-on-Sea abou
o'clock, and some put up at the Castle Hotel. There
no improvement in Monday's weather, it was regn

decided to return to London at once, and again snow an

had to be encountered. At Kelvedon lunch was taker

an enjoyable non-stop rtm home was made.

South Eaatern Auto Cycle Association.

At a committee meeting at headquarters several m<

!

were elected. A hill-climbing competition in the sxmimt i

be held on an entirely new venue.

Mr. N. Willis Coles, of the Eavensbourne Motor Enj
j

jng Works, Southend, has kindly offered to garage mej
machines free of charge. I

The annual subscription to the S.E. A.A. is 10s. 6d I

the advantages include affiliation to the A.C.U., ri 1

entry fees in the various S.E. A.A. competitions, and 1

touring facilities. Application forms for membership
|

obtained from the hon. sec, H. B. Eenner, Kidbrool \

Road, Blaekheath, S.E. I

Essex M.C. I

In consequence of there being a race meeting at Broc

on Saturday, May 9th, the date originally fixed for th

hill-climb, the latter has been postponed until the fol

Saturday, the 16th prox. Entries will therefore not cloi

the 9th prox. All entry forms and all other matter r

to the hill-climb should be addressed to the trials hon.

tary, Mr. E. J. Bass, Crown Hotel, Ongar, Essex.

The undermentioned are the fixtures for the month oi

May 3rd.—Run to Bedford.

., 9th.—Run to Bishop's Stortford.

,, 10th.—Run to Cambridge.
j|

,, 16th.—Open hill-climb.
j]

,, 17th.—Speed judging cont-ist abridged.

,, 23rd.—^Inter-club competition with the West Ease(

,, 24th.—Run to Dedham. •

„ 30th.—Run to Stanstead Abbots.

„ 31st.—Non-stop run to Clacton-on-Sea.

The York Count.v M.C.C. contingent ready to start (or the Richmond meet on Good Friday last.

J
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31ub News.—

The opening run
!nd prox., and all

itart is from the
jTewe, at 3 p.m.
JVrexham. Dinner
Chester. Intending

;ate with the hon.

ivenue, Crewe.

Crewe and District M.C.

for 1908 is fixed for Saturday next, the
members are requested to attend. The
Earl of Crewe Hotel, Nantwich Eoad,

,
and the route is via Whitchurch and
6.30 p.m. at the Blossoms Hotel,

; members of this club should communi-
sec, Mr. A. M. Tatham, 39, Derrington

Perth and District M.C.C.

The club had a very enjoyable all day run on Monday,
iOth inst. Starting from Perth the route was by Pitlochry
md Struan to Kinloch Rannoch, where lunch was served in

,he Loch Rannoch Hotel. The climb from Calvine up
frinafour was fairly stiff, but the resulting view was ample
»mpensat,ion. After lunch the route, which includes some
'ery severe gradients, was over the shoulder of Schichallion

,

rom which a splendid panorama can be seen, then across
he Moor of Rannoch to Coshieville, and on to Fearnan on
>)ch Tay. The run to the head of the Loch at Killtn, and
m to the top of Glen Ogle, was rather spoilt by the loos«
»ndition of the road surfa<;e, but the long coast to Lochearn-
lead was a fine experience. Tea was had at St. Fillans, and
he run completed by Comrie and Creiff.

Birmingliam IVI.G.C.

On Saturday next the annual club hill-climbing competition

will be held. Members will have received full particulars of

this event by circular.

Coventry M.C.

The secretary of the Coventry M.C. informs us that he has

received some kind offers of assistance in connection with the

Coventry to Holyhead run, which will take place on May
30th, but he is still open for a few more. Will motorists in

Shrewsbury, Llangollen, Bangor, Menai, and Holyhead, who
would be willing to assist as checkers or marshals, kindly

communicate with Mr. E. W. Walford, 18, Hertford Street,

Coventry ?

North West London M.C.C.

In addition to the twelve hours reliability trial from London
to Coventry and back on May 23rd, it has been decided to

hold the following trials : June 13th, speed-judging com-

petition ; July 4th, hill-climb ; July 25th, petrol consump-

tion competition ; September 12th, distance-judging competi-

tion ; Sept. 26th, petrol quantity judging competition.

Details of these trials will be issued later, but it is hoped that

members of the club will note these dates in order that no

other engagements may interfere with a full entry for each

competition. Several new members were elected at the last

committee meeting.

-^—•••-<-

The Motor Cycling Club Easter Tour.
THE sixth annual Easter tour of the Motor Cycling

Club was successfully carried through, Salisbury

being fixed upon as a centre, and the captain of

the club, Mr. E. B. Dickson, in charge. About
ive and twenty members and friends attended, the

najority of the former riding down from London on

3ood Friday, and reaching the Red Lion Hotel in

ime for dinner. Salisbury had been selected so that

Tiembers who could not get away for the whole of the

ime could easily reach headquarters, and this was found

:o be a satisfactory arrangement. On Saturday, the

i8th inst., a circular tour in the New Forest was made,

A Run to Corfe Castle and Swanage.
On Sunday a run was made to Corfe Castle (lunch

at Bankes Arms; very good, and very moderate in

price), and thence via Swanage, Studland, and once

more to Ringwood to tea. Some of the more impres-

sionable members of the party were very much taken

with the " attractions " to be found at Ringwood.

The Big Heart Stops Beating.

Not all were able to return to Salisbury, one of the

most popular members being left at Studland, owing to

a temporary failure of " his big heart," which failed to

beat in its usual regular manner.

Easter Monday morning was the signal for a prompt
exodus, most of the members rushing off for Brooklands,

although a big business was done with the hotel garage

vulcanising plant. A few of the party made a pleasant

tour via Amesbury and the valley of the Avon to Marl-

borough, and enjoyed a view of quite the best scenery

of a pleasant tour.

Competitors in the Impromptu Mll-olimb, Messrs. E. Gwynne and R. M. Brice.

atnd after lunch at the Compton Arms at Stoney Cross,

an impromptu, but most successful, hill-climb was
:arried out, Chairman Robert Head acting as time-

Iceeper, chief marshal, and general organiser. Many
3f the London stars of the motoring firmament com-
peted, but the winner was found in Lieutenant
tremonger, a new member of the club, on a T,j4 h.p.

Triumph (1908). A call at the White Hart at Ring-
fl'ood for tea, and thence back to Salisbury, completed
[i pleasant sixty to seventy miles outing.

Some members ot the Motor Cycling Club photographed at Stoney Cross.

As a motoring holiday this year's Easter tour com-

pares favourably with its predecessors. The attend-

ance was satisfactory, and the management excellent.

The proprietor of the Red Lion catered excellently,

and the charges were not to be found fault with. The
weather was fine, but cold ; the roads execrable, which

accounted for the tvre troubles referred to.
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All letters should tie addressed to the Editor, " The Motorj;Cyole," 30, TudorjStreet, EX., and should be aceompanied

by the writer's fulllnameland address.

An Easter Morning Ride.

[3272.]—I was interested in reading an article, viz., "An
Easter Morning's Ride," last week, especially where it says,

"And numerous moles, which can run very fast when they
see the light of a motor cycle coming their way."
Mr. Ponting will pardon me when I say that the moles,

around this part of the country at any rate, have no eyes.

SUBSCRIBER.

Low Petrol Consumption.

[3273.]—Letter No. 3245 from "E123" is very interest-

ing to me. I should very much like to know (a) gear, (b)

stroke and bore of engine, and (c) rider's weight.
I once did sixty-six miles on exactly one quart of Pratt's,

with a Clement-Garrard pattern 55 x 60 engine, gear 7^ to 1.

My weight is 8 stones, and a good part of the way I was
towing a friend on an ordinary bicycle.

H. GORDON TIDEY.

Unattached Riders.

[3274.]—In the same issue in which my previous letter

[No. 3208] appeared I see you state that the A.C.TJ. has
definitely decided not to enrol imattached riders except as

private members at £1 Is. and 10s. 5d. each. As Mr. S.

H. Fry so ably points out, if some motor cycling body will

not cater for these people other bodies like the C.T.C. may.
Will the Motor Cycling Club not step into the breach and

enrol associate members for an annual subscription of 5s.,

such members to be granted affiliation benefits only?
J. H. S.

[3275.]—I notice in your columns a discussion as to who
shall cater for unattached motor cyclists. Might I point
out that the Cyclists' Touring Club is, and has been doing
so for a long time past? The paragraph you quote from
the Gazette, signed by Major Rooke, does not refer to a

new committee, as might perhaps be thought by non-

members, but merely to the election of the motor cycle

committee for the year. The Club's Gazette, every month
contains an article dealing with matters of interest to motor
cyclists, who are entitled to exactly the same privileges

—

legal defence, hot«l discounts, touring information, foreign

Customs concessions, etc.—as are enjoved by the push cvclist.

W. A, RUSSELL. Secretary C.T.C.

Two-speed Gear Trials.

[3275.]—Mr. Korber's pleading for a class devoted to

passenger tourist machines in this year's hill-climbs will re-

ceive the approbation of all motor cyclists whose aim is veal

touring and not mere speed, and I am sure innumerable
riders will endorse the wisdom of the suggestion.

For my part I am convinced that Messrs. A. W. Wall, Ltd.,

are not too bold in welcoming speed gear tests of the search-

ing nature this firm have commendably pledged themselves to.

The result would be far more interesting than performances
designed to prove the point to which selected solo machines
can be accelerated, geared, and tuned up for the rnere craze

of speed, yet wholly unsuitable for touring with passenger
attachment over such routes as your correspondent has out-

lined. I am of opinion that a 4 h.p. single-cylinder engine
with a pedal clutch and two-speed gear is ample, and the tests

should preferably include starting from rest on the hill itself

and not from a rlipart lanre.

I agree that Mr. Wall should preferably have these per-|
formances carried out under the auspices of the Auto Cyck'
Union. No doubt you, Mr. Editor, and the Auto Cycle
Union could arrange to allow Mr. Wall an opportunity tc

make good his professions of the capability of his clutch »no
gear, and thus settle our minds on this important question.

G. c. maillard:

Hill-climbing Suggestion.

[3277.]—Readmg Mr. H. G. Bell's article in The Mot».
Cycle of April 15th, I was particularly struck with hi

remarks about uncomfortable and even dangerous speeds a
which some of the powerful machines climbed the hill

Might I put forward the suggestion (for what it is worth :

that a very interesting competition could be arranged on th

following lines. The machine that climbs the hill neareE
to a pace to be arranged, say, fifteen miles per hour, to b

the winner ; the machines to be standard geared. A dim
up Sharpenhoe on these lines should be rather interesting.

U 560.

The Balancing of Petrol Engines.

[3278.]—In The Motor Cycle I read a letter from a Ml
Parry [3225] quoting one of Newton's laws and expressin,

surjjrise that I should suggest that the vibration complaine
of in a certain machine might very possibly be due to hig'

compression rather than incorrect balancing of the revolvin .

parts of the engine. I atn aware that the internal forces c

compression and explosion have nothing to do with th

balancing of the revolving parts of an engine, but unless th

flywheels are correctly proportioned these forces have a di;

tinct effect on the vibration of the whole machine, particE

larly so on high-powered, high-geared, single-cylinder moto
cycles. It is not necessary for me to dig up Newton no

even Aristotle to prove that increasing the compression of

given petrol engine results in a more uneven turning mov!
ment on the crankshaft, and greater variations in the angula

velocity of the driving pulley, these variations or jerks c

kicks being transmitted by the belt to the frame and ridei

often causing him to complain of vibration.

J. T. CLARKE.

:i

Endorsement of Licenses.

[3279.]—As one of your oldest and most constant reader:

might I encroach upon your valuable space to ask if any (

your readers can explain the following, or if you know
a similar case?

In August of 1905 I was fined and my license endorsed

in 1906 this was again copied on to my license, on renewal

then in 1907 the authorities let me off with a clean sheet

while now this year they again fill in the endorsement an

will give me no explanation. Each license in 1906-7-8 k
been signed by the same registrar. Is such a proceeding t

this legal ?

Can anyone tell me if any motor cycle races have ever bee

held on this side of the border? And if so, where? Wh
could someone not organise a meeting here in Glasgow, whei

we have, to my knowledge, two excellent banked cycle track:

namely, Hampden and Ibrox, where some excellent and peJ

fectly safe racing might be indulged in with engines nc

exceeding, say, 76 mm. by 80 mm. ?^
GEO. GILMOUR, JUN-

[Motor cvcle races were held in Glasgow on July 9th. 190^

at Celtic Park.—En.]

J
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The Price of Petrol Spirit.

[3280.]—Having regard to statements recently made in

hi press tiiat tliere are large quantities of petrol spirit lying

,t American exporting centres, it seems somewhat incon-
istent that the price of this useful commodity should Iceep

,p as it does. This is somewhat accounted for by the dilfi-

ulty the importers have in dealing with the arrangements
or the discharge of shipments of motor spirit, arrangements
rhich appear to be in the hands of the Thames Conservancy,
nd which place the distributers in a difficult position, inas-

luch as, while they have great facilities for unloading spirit

t a much more convenient, and, consequently, less expen-
ive place than at present permitted, they are debarred
ron- doing so by the existing conditions of the Conservancy
loard.

Motoring has become a national pastime, and whether it

e the owner of a £1,000 car or the possessor of a motor
^cle, the question of the cost of petrol is equally serious, and
; a large factor to be considered in the development of motor-
ig, whether as a pastime or an industry. This being so,

irely some representations should be made to induce the
athorities to rearrange their conditions of unloading to
leel the requirements of the importer, as it must be patent
) all that by so doing the natural result would be a material
?duction in the cost of petrol to the consumer.

FRED C. WIFFEN,
Hon. sec. Brighton Cyclist Club (Motor Section).

A Dissatisfied Owner of a Twin.

[3281.]—In reply to "A Dissatisfied Owner of a Twin,"
ho states in The Motor Cycle, issue April 22nd, that after
ding 4,000 miles he found everj'thing in his engine in a
retched state of wear, I can only think
lat this state of tilings is entirely the
lult of the rider. A properly constructed
vin-cylinder engine, if handled with the
ime judgment necessary for the welfare
: a single-cylinder engine, will wear
jually as long. Personally, I have
dden a twin-cylinder engine over 10,000
liles without ever having to renew a
ngle part, except valve cotters, and at
le end of that distance there was not a
iQse bearing in the engine. I recently
iw a 5 h.p. Vindec engine taken apart,
hich had been run considerably over
3,000 miles, and it was in practically
s good condition as when new, though
3 new parts had ever been fitted. The
ajority of owners of motor cycles
loroughly believe they take the best care
' their machines and regularly oil them,
at I have known both single and twin-cylinder engines which
ive been practically racked to pieces laefore they had been
m 100 miles, simply through carelessness on the part of the
iers. If " Dissiitisfied " would like some opinions of users of
h.p. twin-cylinder engines, I would be pleased to send him
ly number tliat I have received during the past two years.

W. H. WELLS.

" Ixion " in his article asks why I do not enter the End-to-
end run. Fortunately for my pocket, unfortunately for my
pleasure, I am unable to leave business three weeks, other-

wise I should be a starter, if not a finisher, so that I am
obliged to enter competitions that do not clash with business
to such an extent. I am aware that the London to Edinburgh
run is over very easy roads, so much so that up to the present
I believe no sidecar has got through, although four started

last year, I being one of the failures. Again, whether hilly

or fiat, the distance is nearly half the total mileage of the
End-to-end. Experience has taught me that it is when a
belt gets excessively hot that it unduly stretches, and I admit,
even in the Edinburgh run, I shall have one or more spare
belts, and doubtless, whether necessary or not, use them both
alternately, for precautionary measures alone, in the same way
that a, chain-drive competitor will have his chain spares.

Perhaps it would further interest " Ixion " and other readers
to know that three years ago I was over a good part of the
End-to-end course, driving a 5^ h.p. Minerva, single gear,

belt drive, and sidecar. In fact, according to the officials, I

was the first sidecarist to cross the Firth of Forth from
Burntisland to Granton. My passenger on that occasion

weighed thirteen stones. We left London via Oxford, through
Gloucester and Herefordshire, up the West Coast, over Shap
to Carlisle, getting beyond Killiecrankie, and returning vid
Edinburgh. Certainly I dropped my passenger now and again,

and also myself on occasions, but we got there, and I had in

use the two belts for some considerable time afterwards. In

my opinion this goes to prove that those of my fellow motor
cyclists who want light passenger attachments and cannot
afford expensive vehicles need not be disheartened because of

the necessary (?) chain drive conversion. There is a great

deal of fun to be got out of the belt drive.

Belt V. Chain.

[3282.]—I little thought, when I was tempted to reply to
le of your correspondents, who apparently had taken to
;art the argument that "Ixion" and Mr. B". H. Davies had
Jt forth that chain drive was essential for sidecar work, that
le old question of belt and chain drive would be reopened.
I am not by any means antagonistic to the chain drive, my
incipal reason in replying to your correspondent being that
s letter could easily have been misinterpreted by readers
isirous of fitting light passenger attachments and thinking
ley would only be investing in trouble, become disheartened,
id finally refuse to entertain the idea, unless their purse
nuld allow them to convert their cycles to chain drive as
ell. To my mind this seemed regrettable, especially as I
ok back and recall past memories of enjoyment obtained
ith a sidecar. In Mr. Davies's reply his arguments seem in-

nded more for coachbuilt tricars, where naturally one would
:pect chain drive. Yet surely he does not place sidecars in

le same class as 10 h.p. tricars—the one weighing under
cwts. , the other anything over 3 cwts.. and with water-
Kiled engine.

Newcastle M.C. members assembled ^t Belsay, on the 17th inst, when a speed judging oompetltion was held.

Finally, Mr. Davies expresses the view that on occasions

he has hardly found it necessary to carry even a spare
fastener. Always see there is one in your tool roll, whether
riding solo or with passenger, is the advice of one who, even
recently in 1908, pushed at night three miles in pouring rain
with passenger aboard. P. W. VINSEN.

[3283.]—I have been an interested reader of the letters

and articles on this subject which have appeared in your un-
rivalled paper, but have not thought fit to express an opinion
up to now, as I am certain to be thought biassed in favour
of the belt drive. However, I am risking this awful fate by
giving the experience of an old friend of mine, a well-known
local rider.

This gentleman built one of the first motor cycles in Shef-

field, some five or six years ago, when motor cycles were in

the first stages of their evolution. For some reason best

known to himself, he designed it so as to be driven by chain,

with cone clutch on counter-shaft, and, so driven, the machine
has done anything from 15,000 to 20,000 miles.

Some months ago my friend decided to build a new mount,
and this he also made for chain drive, but before finishing

it he decided to overhaul his old steed and dispose of it on the

completion of the new one. For the sake of simplicity, and
because he wanted the clutch for his new mount, my friend

made his old one belt,driven, and here begins the significant

part of the story. He purchased from me a belt I made
when the Stratex was in the experimental stage, rode his

old converted machine for a time, and the other day came to

make PTinuiries about a belt for his new mount, which he had
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been making as a chain drive. In fact, he had purchased a
chain tor that purpose. The increased comfort, simplicity,

and silence of the belt drive had converted a chain drive

devotee of live years' experience.

I once had the misfortune to be a passenger in a side-car

attached to a chain-driven machine, which was competing in

a slov? race. The machine was fitted with a so-called slip-

ping clutch, but this did not prevent me from having such an
awful time that, at the conclusion of the trial, I could

scarcely believe there was a sound tube in the machine. It

speaks well for the make of the frame, etc., that it could

stand such a succession of heavy jerks. To a certain extent

this takes place on all chain-driven motor cycles when start-

ing off or running slow, and even at high speeds there is a

certain amount of vibration and noise from the chains which
is absent from a belt drive. ,

As to the superiority of the chain for passenger work, you
cannot expect a belt which has originally been intended to

pull a single rider and machine weighing, say, 22 stones, to

perform the same for two people and the extra weight of side-

car, or other attachment. Get a good belt, get it big enough
for its work, see that it is properly fitted, and there is no
reason why a belt drive should not be as efficient (it is

certain to be more comfortable) as a chain drive.

W. H. BERISFORD.

Sidecars.

[3284.]—I have already expressed the opinion in your
columns that all sidecars have their good points; and while
one must expect that some manufacturers may indulge in

what is usually described as "puffing," I think it should be
understood that, because certain good features are claimed for

a particular type of sidecar, it does not follow that other

types do not also possess such features, and possibly others as

well. For example, it is hardly fair to say that one type
of sidecar will wear twice as long as any other attachment,
especially when the type for which the claim is made has
several working joints.

I think, too, it has never yet been authoritatively demon-
strated that a certain type can be driven faster and with
greater safety than any other type.

It is objected that, say, the rigid type of sidecar cannot
be ridden straight off by a bicyclist, and the contention is

made that there is, therefore, something radically wrong with
the attachment ; but this is equivalent to saying tliat a

tricycle is radically wrong in itself—a statement that would
be very difficult to substantiate.

With all sidecars approximately half the weight of the

passenger is applied to one side of the bicycle, and it may
be true that if the rider relaxes his vigilance the weight will

instantly destroy the balance of the bicycle and pull it over,

but this cannot happen with rigid and similar sidecars.

So far as I know, it has never been demonstrated that one
type of sidecar takes more power to pull than another ; a
test carried out with a bicycle, to which various types of

sidecars were attached in turn, would be interesting.

Most patterns of sidecars are nowadays capable of being

attached to either the right or left side of the bicycle. All

sidecars impose some strain on the bicycle frame, as it is

at least partly through the frame that the motion is trans-

mitted to the sidecar ; but there are few, if any, motor
bicycle frames that are not equal to this strain.

No prominent pattern of sidecar is likely to turn over at
corners with a passenger on board, and the danger of over-

turning without a passenger is very easily overcome. All
sidecars can be ridden solus, but only those of the rigid and
similar types are adapted to be driven from the seat with
the saddle empty. Various other advantages belong to one
type of sidecar as to another.
There are other points I should like to deal with, but this

letter is already too long, and I would only add that it is

as Trell to hear all sides before arriving at a decision.

Perhaps I ought to repeat that I am interested in the
castor wheel sidecar. DOUGLAS LEECHJVIAN.

Coil Consumption.

[3285.]—I notice with interest Mr. Roe's article in your
issue of March 11th, comparing the consumption of various
coils, and as current economy with its many advantages can-

not fail to be a subject near to the hearts of both our colonial

and home motor cyclists, possibly my own experience may be
of interei^ to such of your readers as have still a leaning
towards coil and accumulator ignition.

Mr. Roe's figures in the comparison of the Voltoo two-Tolt

coil with the other makes mentioned cannot but be regarded

as remarkab'-i. "Seven times more economical" (sic) is in-

deed a remanc to arouse the sniffs of " unbelieving Thomases,"
of which incredulous fellowship I feel bound to admit I

found myself a member when some correspondence passed in

your columns a few months ago relative to the remarkable

performance of the above coil. Appropriate proverbs anen)

"pints from quart bottles" seemed to fit the circumstance!

admirably, until in a rash moment I indulged my curiositj

and purchased a Voltoo coil.

I appe ad some figures determined by aid of our work:

ammeters and speed counters, at Messrs. Benson's (the accu

racy of which is beyond reproach), after which it would bi

superfluous to add that my name is no longer "Thomas."
The engine on which the tests were conducted was a F.N

2J h.p. (70 X 80), with a two-volt accumulator of twelve a.h

capacity. My contact breaker of the ordinary F.N. tjrpi

has an effective "make" of over one-third of a revolution

Under this condition, which is, of course, quite unsuited U

economy, I was surprised to note that the ammeter regis

tered less than one-fifth on two volts, which figure on a four

volt circuit represents in equivalent voltage the astonishin

fraction of one-tenth, or less. How much less I am not pr«

pared to say, as with the former reading the minimum c

the instrument was reached.

In order now to test the capacity of the coil to fire at hig

speeds, the counter was brought into operation and the engic

run to its utmost limits. Three tests were taken in makin

known the figures, of which I am aware that I am courtir

odious comparisons with one, Washington ; still, her« the

are (correct to within 20)—3,200, 3,300, 3,350 revolutions p(

minute.
I need scarcely say in this connection that I shall be moi

happy to ocularly convince anyone who cares to write me c

the subject, and at this point would seek to assure reade

that my object in rushing into print is devoid of the slighte

interest in, or commercial connection with, any make wha

ever of either coil or engine, but is solely out of compassic

for those unfortunate possessors of current-eating, platinur

pitting coils, who dare not venture far without two bull

accumulators, while I can count on 100 miles, approximatel

for each ampere hour capacity of my single email battery, ar

that by using only one side (i.e., bridge to one termina.

while keeping the other side as a spare.

The spark obtained thereby is better than that of any fon

volt coil I have yet seen, being of a fine flaming variety ai
^

a good half-inch long.
_

I

May I, in conclusion, say a word which will appeal to Ml
Roe and others, who are forced to practise extreme econon

on account of the difficulties of charging and renewing?

the engine is moderately well tuned as to the carburettf

etc., with a good plug and well trimmed points, a single d

cell will fire it admirably with this coil. I hesitate to gi

the consumption a figure, as I have failed to move any of tl

ammeters from when in series with this current with t

engine running, but Mr. Roe may rest assured that it is r

great, and, only that I have ample facility for charging ace

mulators here, I should certainly carry two dry cells, use the '

each separately for a few months, then both in series, whi'

.

plan is most successfully followed by several motoring frien \

of mine. A. J. LEAVER.
\

Novel Polica Trap near Canterbury.

[3286.]—A friend of mine has just informed me that [I

was stopped returning from Margate on Easter Rlonday 1

two police officers in uniform. He was then told his numb

and time had been noted by one of their men five rail

distant, and his arrival time was noted by the uniform

men. The time is to be worked out, and if he has exceed

the limit he will be prosecuted ; if not no further notice w

be taken. Surely, this is the latest move in the persecuti

of motorists. LATEST.

NEXT WEEK.
f|pT«^iLE Special Spring Numbc

ORDER IT NOW.

i
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REX, 31 h.p.. speedy, reliable; £15.-123,

Surges Road, East Ham.

VINDEO Special Motors from Stock.—
Woodman's, Peterborough.

31 h.p. Rex, splendid condition; £12. or
4 offer.—10, Thornhill Eoad, Leyton.

ANGLIAN Motor Cycles, with simplest
and most practical two-speed gear.

—Below.

DiOTJGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the mar-
' vellous lightweight; also

SIDECARS (Mills-Fulford castor wheel),
and a special selection of second-

hand bicycles and tricars can be seen
a,nd tried at the London agents, H. P.
Rose, Ltd.. 28, Frith Street, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.

2 h.p. Minerva, bargain, £7.—G.H., 116,

Longley Road, Tooting Junction,
S.W.

2 h.p. Quadrant, splendid engine, run-
ning order; £7.—Gamble, Flimwell,

Hawkhurst.

4 h.p. Antoine, magneto, excellent con-
dition, £18 ; Osborne four-speed, £3.—

Rev. Cooper Bamet.

FAIRY, 3 h.p. twin, nearly new, perfect;
genuine bargain. £16. — Morris,

Photographer. Bourne.

23. h.p Minerva, vertical engine, splexi-

4 did order ; must sell ; £11.-7, Broad
Walk, Stratford-on-Avon.

CARR, Fleet Street, Bury.—1907 Tri-
umph, magneto, spring forks, good

condition throughout ; £29.

CARR, Bury.—1904 Rex, Longuemarc.
Dunlops, £9 93. ; 1906 Quadrant, per-

fect. £22 10s.

CARR, Bury.—1908 Triximphs in stock,
1908 Rex in stock ; liberal exchanges.

23 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition

;

4, £13; also sidecar, nearly new, £4.—
123, Goldsmith Road, Leyton.

BARGAIN.—2§ h.p. motor cycle, slight
repairs: £3 15s.—P. Palmer, Stave-

ley, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

3 h.p. Juno, Fafnir engine, perfect con-
dition; 10 guineas.—E., 239, Crickle-

wood Broadway, London, N.W.

13. h.p. Excelsior-Minerva, two brakes,
4 switch, handle-bars, good a.s new;

£6.-80, Bispham Road, Southport.

6 h.p. Twin Bat-Jap, two-speed gear, re-
enamelled and replated, very fine

order.—Garaged 292. High Holborn.

UNREDEEMED Pledge.—3i h.p., splen-
did condition, complete; £13.-518,

Kingston Road, Raynes Park, S.W.

31 h.p. Excelsior, £15; detachable fore-
2 car. spares, front wheel; sacrifice

£22.-19, Waterloo Road, Dunstable.

2i h.p. Motor Bicycle. Chater - Lea flt-

4 tings. Clincher tyres, as new ; £10
15s.—33. Church Eoad, Upper Norwood.
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., in good condition,

just overhauled, back tyre re-tread-
ed; £16.—Jeff, Bank Street, Coatbridge.

QUADRANT, 35 h.p., in good condition,
speedy machine; £15. or nearest

offer.—Jeff, Bank Street, Coatbridge.

31 h.p. Triumph, magneto, 1908 model,
2 Mabon free engine, brand new;

£48.—Baker and Sons, Friar Street, Read-
ing.

31 h.p. Triumph, magneto. 1907 model.
2 never been ridden, sent as received

from Triumph works ; £38.—Baker and
Sons, Friar Street. Reading.

31 h.p. Twin-cylinder Werner, guaran-
2 teed in splendid running order

and condition; £19. — Baker and Sons,
Friar Street, Reading.

3 h.p. Quadrant, strong and powerful
machine, everything in excellent

order; £18 10s.—Baker and Sons, Friar
Street, Reading.

23 h.p. Ariel, genuine Minerva engine,
4 tyres quite new; a bargain. £13

lOe.—Baker and Sons, Friar Street, Read-
mg.

23. h.p. Minerva. Eadie fittings, Lon-
4 guemare, accessories, and spares,

had little use.—Hare, Garage View, Red-
axtch.

BOOTH'S MOTOR EXCHANGE
FOR FAIR DEALINGS.

£6

£5

and a 3^ h.p. Rex or decent machine ot

other matce secures a splendid fa h.p. Twin
Rex, low built.

and your high built machine secures a low
built 3i h.p. Rex.

We specialise in Rexes. Tempting terms for

cash or exchange. Fully guaranteed.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.
6 h.p. TWIN REX, fitted with new

8 guinea iVlillford sidecar £25
Sih.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto, twin tyres 27
51 h.p. TWIN REX, black finish 22

3i h.p. REX, magneto, speed pulley 18

5i h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, spring seat 23
31 h.p. REX, spring forks, low built 15

3i h.p. REX, 50 guinea model 10
4 h.p. ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch 30
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., low built 14
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto 23
3 h.p. BEESTON H UMBER, 26" wheels 12

2i h.p. ARIEL Lightweight, 26' wheels.. 12

3J h.p. EXCELSIOR, 26" wheels 11

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 35
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, like new 22 lU

6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE sets, new 19 19

5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, smart machine.. 22 10

5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto, spring forks 25
TWIN CLEMENT-GAR RARD, Spring

forks, two speeds, 2^" Palmers 18

4 h.p. STEVENS, torpedo tank 16 16

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2}- tyres 22 10

3i h.p. MINERVA (1907), shop-soiled

spring forks, 2.^' tyres, stand .,.. 25

31 h.p. MINERVA, very smart 16

31 h.p. CHATER-LEA, vertical engme .. 13

31 h.p. QUADRANT, brand new (1908), 42

2i h.p. KERRY, tyres like new 11 10

2Jh.p. KERRY, low and smart 10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, free engine 11 IJ

3 h.p. ARIEL, 26- wheels, M.O.V 1110
2i h.p. ARIEL-MINERVA, low 1110
3 h.p. WERNER, fitted Shaw engine .. 1212
31 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tyres.. 8 15

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O. v., magneto 11

LIGHTWEIGHTS. SPECIAL OFFERS.
3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical engine £10 10

3 h.p. PEBOK, vertical engine, low 10 10

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., 26in. wheels 8 10

21 h.p. SPARK, vertical engme, magneto 10 10

21 h.p. JAP, good tyres, reliable 8
3 h.p. CALVERT, vertical engine, low .. 8

21 h.p. DE DION, vertical engine u 15

21 h.p. SAROLEA, vertical, spring forks 9 15

2i h.p. DE DION, vertical, less tank 6 15

21 h.p. CENTAUR, enamel like new 8 15

21 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, low 9 10

2S h c MINERVA, grand condition 8 15

2} h.r REX, vertical, spray 8 15

1} h.p. MINERVA, good condition 6 15

13 h.p. QUADRANT, very reliable 6 15

11 h.p. MINERVA, very fast B 15
Push cycles part payment.

TRICARS
10 h.p. TWIN REXETTE, open frame,

sprung, two speeds, special finish.. £45 10

5 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, open frame,

wheel steering, two speeds 85
4 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, Phelon & Moore

two-speed gear, coach built 18 10

4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame, two
speeds, wheel steering 18 10

4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, free engine 16 16

4 h.p. REX, free engine, special engine.. 17 17

31 h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, fight 11 11

6 h.p. TWIN REX, forecarriage fitted,

magneto, spring seat 27 10

31 h.p. WHITE & POPPE, M.O.V., Kent
three-speed gear 18 16

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
2} h.p. BEESTON HUMBER, good tyres.. £6 10

31 h.p. AUTO MOTO, good order 6 10

Tricycle, less engine, two speeds, tyres .... 3

SIDECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD, rigid, like new £6 10
MILLS-FULFORD, castor wheel 8 10

ENGINES.
New6h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, complete ..£85
Ditto, nearly new 7 10

6 h.p. AVON, W.C, up-to-date, M.O.V... 8 5

5 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O. v., nearly new, W.C. 8 5

2i h.p. NOBLE. M.O.V., vertical 3 5

2 h.p. MADISON, good order 115
li h.p. MINERVA, inclined 110

Small engines taken in exchange.
High-class motor cycles wanted for cash.

M. BOOTH,
CORONET WORKS, WADB STREET,

HAI.IFAX.
Telephone 198Y.

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HORNER'S Bex Agency. — All Rex

models; advantageous exchanges;
cash and gradual terms; prompt de-
liveries.

HORNER'S Rex Agency can delivery im-
mediately 25 guinea lightweight

models.

ORNEE'S Rex Agency.—Litettes; early
deliveries; exchanges on this model.

HORNER'S Rex Agency aecept ex-
changes on Tourist, De Luxe, and

Litette models.

HORNER'S Rex Agency have for clear-
ance second-hand motors, various

makes. — Particulars on application at
Store Street. W.C. Tel. 13456 Central.

Ol h.p. Rex, 25-guinea model, nz-w, not
^2 delivered; will accept £23 10s., or
near.—9,753. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coven-
try.

5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, two-speed, 55-guinea
model, on order; best offer takes:

no reserve.—9,751, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

3 h.p. Ariel. 1907 model, spring forks,
equal new, tools and spares; £18

108.. or near offer.—Elly. Glen Lea, XJt-
toxeter.

21 h.p. Minerva, 20in. frame, 26in,
2 wheels, torpedo tank, as new ; £20.

or very near offer.—29. Clinton Avenue.
Blackpool.

£6.—2 h.p. light Quadrant, spray, good
hill-cliraber, improved contacts.—

Hill, Oak Cottage, Prince's Road, Buck-
hurst Hill.

TRIUMPH. 3 h.p., magneto, spring forks,
new condition, spares; £23.—" Gres-

ford," 6, Weatheroak Road, Sparkhill.
Birmingham.

51 h.p. N.S.U.. twin, magneto and fan.
2 1907 model, with coach-built forecar;

£40. or nearest offer.—Milne. Charlvvood.
Babbacombe.

FOR Sale. Fairy motor cycle, in first-
class condition, nearly new; price

£20.—W. Rossiter, 23. South Road. Kings-
wood. Bristol.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle. 2i h.p. Jap
engine, adjustable pulley, Wata-

wata, perfect; £16. — Hernert, Preston
Street, Faveraham.

3 h.p. Triumph, enamel like new, horn,
stand, and spares ; £26, first cheque,

no offer. 'Phone, 1,008. North.—Palmer,
53. Highgate Hill. N.

BAT, 23 h.p.. genuine De Dion, excel-
lent condition, fast, reliable; trial

any time; £20 lowest. — Nightingale.
Hazeldene, Crawley.

TWIN Rex. spring forks and saddle.
good condition £19; seen an.y time:

suit sidecar. — Heathcoat, 13. Longley
Road, Tooting. S.W.

MINERVA, 23 h.p., 1907, perfect condi-
tion, detachable inner tubes; £20.

Or near offer.-W. S. Pinchin, 14, Cam-
bridge Park, Wanstead.

23 h.p. Kerry Motor Cycle, Clincher
4 tyres. Stanley belt; £9 15s.; want-

ed, four-cylinder F.N., 4J h.p.—A., 8, Hern-
don Road, Wandsworth.

ROC and N.S.U. Agent.-In stock : 4 h.p.
Roc, with two-speed gear, 3 h.p., 53

h.p., and 6 h.p. N.S.U.'s.—Hodgson, 10.
Horton Road. Bradford.

ROC, 4-5 h.p., free engine, foot clutch.
foot brake. Palmer cord tyres, mag-

neto; bargain, £19 lOs.-W. Heane, Marl-
borough Road, Woking.

3 h.p. Quadrant, equal to new. every
' part, including t.vres, in splendid

order; a real bargain.—Dibben and Sons.
Motor Garage, Wimborne.

TRIUMPH, magneto, late 1906. very little
used, perfect, full equipment; bar-

gain, £22 cash.—Particulars. Moffitt. 105.
Manchester Road,. Burnley.

1 Q07 23 h.p. Buehet, lightweight, spray,
J-U low 211in. frame, vertical engine,
Dunlops, perfect condition; £15; photo.

—

80, Bispham Road, Southport.

3 h.p. Hobart. excellent running order.
Clincher and Dunlop, spring seat-

pillar, Longuemarc, trembler; £11 lOs.—
James, Fountain Street, Buxton.

In answering any of i?iese advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

Sh.p. Chase. M.M.C., and Millford side-

car, Ixmguemare. ne^v Dermatlne,
good tyres; genuine bargain. £17.—Dal-
corn. 56. Dulwich Road. Heme Hill. S.E.

13 h.p, Ariel Cycle. Minerva engine.
4 splendid condition, tyres as new ;

seen and tried Sunday; £11. — Pearce,
Gladstone Koad. Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

HUMBEE. 3 h.p.. powerful, splendid
condition, good climber, Dunlop

tyres, stand, bag, horn, accumulator; £lO

10s.—Owen Portin, London Eoad. Sawston.

3JL h.p. Minerva, French grey, spring
2 forks and seat, new engine, auto-

matic carburetter, low, powerful; trial;

£17.-229, Burdett Eoad. Limehouse, E.

TEIUMPH, 3i h.p,, late 1907, perfect con-
dition, new Shamrock studded cover

on rear, Autoclipse lamp, all spares; £32

10s —Triumph, 47. Lamb's Conduit Street,

W.

N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks,

in good condition, reliable, guar-

anteed; £25; no offers accepted.—B, Mar-
tin, 193, Brook Street. Kennington, Lon-
don.

BAEGAIN.-2i h.p. Minerva (vertical),

new enamel and plating, engine
good, tyres good; £10; appointment. —
P V.S,. 10. Queen's Eoad. Leytonstone,
N.E,

REX, 3J h.p., good hill-climber, studded
back tyre, everything in perfect

order, a splendid bargain, £15, or offer.

—Cockson. 9. Old Park Avenue, Balham,
S.W.

KELECOM, 2} h.p.. two accumulators,
new belt. Palmers, lamp, horn,

stand, carrier, comfortable, good running
order; £13,—Bastable, High Street, Har-
lesdeo.

h.p. Jap-Ariel, with Liberty sidecar,
_ tyres Tike new, whole machine per-
fect condition, very fast and powerful,
phone. 7.646. WaU.—Wood, 33, Cornhill,
London.

GOOD Hill Eomper, 21 h.p. Brown en-
gine, 3J h.p. N.S.U. carburetter. Clin-

cher tyres and tubes, like new, all per-
fect : £6.—P. WalUs, Barnabas Eoad. Cam-
bridge.

LIGHTWETGHT 2J h.p. Jap. B.S,A„ P.N.,
new DunlnpH, handle-bar control, ac-

cumulator and dry battery, stand, lamp,
horn, numbers; 11 guineas—339, Briiton
Eoad, S.W.

FOE Sale. Triumph, 3i h.p., 1907, stand-
ard, magneto, perfect condition,

heavy tread on back tyre; price £33, or
offers —No. 9.438, The Motor Cyde Offices,

Coventry.

LIGUTWTIIGHT Ariel, 2i h.p,, spring
forks, two accumulators, rim brake,

spares, horn, stand, and carrier, in going
order; beat cash offer to £12.—Parkin,
East Boldou.

-{ Q06 3 h.p. Triumph, magneto. Good-
X-iJ rich band. Riches, BlOO, 2,500 miles,
excellent condition; ov^ner buying 1908;

£25. — Seen and tried at Dunge House,
Broseley, Salop.

3 h.p. Fafnir. Chater-Lea, Dunlops,
speedometer, head lamp, two accu-

mulators, cut-out, low and powerful,
condition as new; £19,—Daws, 45, West
Hill, Wandsworth.

TWIN Rex, winner Burton Hill-climb,
excellent condition. Fuller coil,

thumbslide control, electric horn, two
belts, one new, stand, spares; £18.—C.
Lloyd, Shirbum. Eamsgate.

BELFAST.—6i h.p. twin Eex, new; £20.

J, C, Savage. 119. Donegall Street.

5-6 h.p, Zedel, twin cylinders, all acces-
sories, costly machine; acoept £18.

—98. Pottemewton Lane, Leeds.

31 h.p. Noble, long bars, trembler, Ix>n-

2 guemare, enamelling and plating
good condition, engine perfect; any ex-

pert examination; £18.—Engineer, Elec-
tricity Works. Consett. Durham.

IMPERIAL Rover, 3i h,p,, with free en-
gine clutch, chain drive, and all

accessories, together with sidecar, in
splendid working condition, spring seat,
starting handle, etc:; £20 cash, thorough
bargain.—Otten, 22, Cambridge Gardens.
Nottlng Hill, W.

In amswering any of Ihese

DISAPPOINTED, DID
YOU SAY? >

Not if you deal with FARRAR.
CA3H, CREDIT, or E CHANQE.

5J h.p. N.S.U., mameto, two speeds .... £36
51h.p. REX DE LllXE,(twintyres,clulch 28

3i h.p. 1907 REX, 26 x2J tyres 18
4-cylinder F.N. , fine machine 26

4J h.p. G,B,, masneto, Mala two speeds.. 37

3* h.p. REX, 22' frame 11

5 h.p. Twin KERRY, verv low 22

5 h.p. T\Kin PEUGEOT, lovely goer .. 28

5J h.p. Twin REX, lovely Roer 20
4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, 1907 22

31 h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, etc 16

si h.p. 1905 REX, sprineforlcs, 26' wheels 18

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, lovely goer 25

3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V 12

3 h.p. N.S.U., fine goer 19
3} h.p. EXCELSIOR, smart 10

2J h.p. R & P.. 20' wheels, vertical 10

3 h.p. CLARENDON, good, vertical .. 10

3 J h.p. AUTO-MOTOR, spray, vertical.. 10

2J h.p. GRIFFON, spray, vertical 10

3 h.p. NOBLE, spray, vertical 10

3 h.p. REX, vertical 10

25 h.p. HUMBER, spray, trembler 10

IS h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26" v,neels 6 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart 7 10

2} h.p. HUMBER, spray 9
24 h.p. REGAL, vertical, spray, 26' wheels 9

2J h.p. CYCLONE, sprav, vertical 7

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O. v., 26' wheels.. » »

ALBION V BELTING.
New principle longest life.

t' 7dH i" Sd.. r 9d., 1' lOd. per foot.

TRICARS.

5J h,p. REXETTE, springframe «8S
5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds 2»
5 h.p. REXETTE, new back tyre 27

4i h.p. Water-cooled Quad, two speeds . . 16

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Embodies all

good paints ot other rubber belts without their

drawbacks. " A distinct improvement."

NOTE.—The prices are between 33% and 50%
less than other makes. Good rubber belts need
not be dear. Send cash for sample lenffth on
approval. 1' «d., »' 1/-,}' 1/4, 1' 1/8 per toot.

FasteAny length cut

2 h.p. A\lnerva

3i h.p. Quadrant

31 h.p. Standard

3 h.p. X,L.

Fasteners 6d. each.

ENGINES.
£2 10

4 10

8 8

2 19

3 h.p. King . . £3 19

3 h.p. De Dion 4

31 h.p. Lucas . . 2 IB

41 h.p. Aster 6 10

31 h.p. Rex and ti-ame 4 10
2 h.p. Slmns, fitted with magneto S •

SIDECARS.
Rigid £3 lOIAriel, rigid £3 10
Montgomery 4 10| British Standard S

ODD BARGAINS.
Osborne Free-engine Clutch 25/-
Stevens Tricar Clutch, like new 25/-
Lycett's L72 Saddle' quite new 6/9
" Vim" Motor Cycle Rear Brakes 6/-

NEW TYRES FOR OLD.
Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube.
26 X 2 24/- 9/6
26 X 2i 25/6 10,-

26 X 21 29/6 11/-

3/- allowed for old covers, 2/- for old tubes.
Traders and Agents send for discounts.

CANTILEVER SPRING SEATS.
Luxurious and strong. Fit any machine.

10/- each.

LYCETT'S "LIGHTNING" STANDS.
Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For 24in.. 26in . or 2Rin. u'heels.

4/9 per pair. Worth three times the money.
iend for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

' E. FARRAFS,
Albion Works, Squars Road, HALIFAX.

Genuine Contlntatals,

Cover. Tube.
2S X 2 25/- 10/-
28 X 21 27/8 10/6
28 X 21 29/9 tl/S

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
23. h.p. Arlel-Minerva,, good running
4 order, recently overhauled, two

accumulators, new belt, tyres, plating,
and enamel excellent: £13, or nearest
offer.—Harper, The Avenue, Wanstead,

LIGHT F,N., 1908, delivered by makera
three weeks ago, perfect, £31, or

near offer; exchange new 1908 3J h.p.
Rex or Triumph, cash adjustment. — 2,

Burne Street. Edgware Eoad, London.

KEEEY, 2i h.p., tyres, belt, and accu-
mulator new, engine, etc., good as

new, many spares, tools, Lycett's stand,
carrier, large gas lamp, horn; trial with
pleasure; £12,—Walker, Chipstead, Seven-
oaks.

31 h.p. Brown, Dunlop tyree, two accn-
2 mulators, Duco belt, Lucas Acety-

phote lamp, horn, numbers, and spares,
large toolbag; price £16; seen any time,
—Shaw, Newton Villa, Arnison Eoad, Eagt
Molesey.

FAFNIR, 3 h.p., good order, ready lor

road, two accumulators, footboards
or pedals, takes any hill, extra tank,
tools, ridden for inspection ; £15.—Hair-
ley. 55, May Sti-eet, West Kensington, Lon-
don, W.
Birmingham:.—33 h.p. spring fork Eex,

black and gold, Peter-Unions, un-
sorntched, two accumulators, special
bars, many improvements, condition
eaual to new; £15 15s.—Lewis, 23, Arden
Eoad, Birohfields.

QUADEANT. 34 h.p., 1907, winner at

Sharpenhoe, guaranteed to climb
Oudham Hill, Palmer cords. Lyoett'e
stand, two accumulators, complete with
spare valves, etc.; a thorough bargain,
£28, lowest.-Below.

TEIUMPH. 3i h.p., 1906, new Palmer
cover front, non-skid back, in thor-

ough good going order; £20.—Whitaker,
Ureen Street Green, Orpington.

MINERVA, 2 h.p.. mechanical inlet,

spray carburetter absolutely equal
to new. eoarcel.v used, thoroughly re-

liable, easy starting, good hill-climber;
bargain, £12, or beat offer. — Chapman,

[grave Eoad. Dover.

r 1 h.p. 1907 Twin Eex, variable pulley,
Oz de luxe tootrests, new Palmer
tyres, spares and all refinements, guar-
anteed perfect, ride 100 miles to intend-
ing purchaser; sacrifice £22 10s.—105,

Milnrow Eoad, Eochdale.

01 h.p, Kerry, very low build, 26in.

02 wheels, nearly new tyres, Lon-
guemare. Dermatine, all In excellent con.
dition, splendid goer; £16 cash, no offers;
approval anywhere. — Jermy, Leighton
Holme, Primley Green, Surrey.

BEAND New Chater-Lea Motor Cycle
and Sidecar, latest design through-

out, including 6-7 h,p. Jap twin engine,
magneto, spring forks, spares, tools, etc.;

sacrifice 35 guineas ; appointment. — J.

May, 11, Killyon Eoad, Olapham.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Quadrant, magnificent mar
i-U chine, practically new. little used,
thoroughly reliable, fire walking pace,
climb a steeple cash wanted badly, ac-
cept £25, or nearest offer,—Motorist. 9.

French Place, Shoreditch, London.

I71AFNIE, 3i h.p., Chater-Lea, Longue-
. mare, Stanley Dermatine, Clin-

cher, Aoetyphote, speedometer, and all

spares, everything perfect as when new,
splendid machine, and a bargain. £19.—
Hughes, 41,Willesden Lane, Kilburn, N.W.

TWIN Minerva, brand new January,
1907, been little used, enamel and

everything just like new, and complete,
as per makers' catalogue, two accumu-
lators, stand, horn, very fine machine;
£25,—WalliSi. grocer. Hills Roa4, Cam-
bridge,

21 h.p. Jap, Continental belt, new trem-
2 bier coil and accumulator. Clin-

chers in good condition, engine thor-

oughly overhauled by makers, F.N. car-

buretter, perfect order for the road; £14,

or near offer,—Apply, Lockyer, Penmener,
Parkstone, Dorset.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1906 pattern, but very

2 little used, and as new. enamel
and plating perfect, spring forks, tyres

unscratched, very fast, and splendid hill--

climber, with all spares, stand, etc.;

price £25. no offers.—G.G., 34, Cambridge
Place, Paddington. W.

advertisements it is desirabU that you menlion "The Motor Cycle."
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OTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 h.p. Minerva, in running order; £4
i lOa.—Harriss, Eopley, Alresford,
mts,

•8 15s.—24 h.p. Werner, good condition
/ and order, Dunlops.—33, Werrington
reet, Camden Town.

[UMBEE, 3 h.p., belt drive, re-bushed

;

£6 10s.—Errington, 103. Archel
)ad. West Kensington.

907 Brand New Triumph Motor Cycles

;

£41 ; ex<jhanges arranged. — Wau-
ope's, 9, Shoe Lane. E.C.

1 h.p. Excelsior, Longuemare, perfect,
2 with sidecar : £16 lOs.—Jeweller. 28,
gh Street, Kingsland, N.E.

P You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get them at

auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

[EW 1908 a h.p. Standard Minerva, only
I ridden 500 miles, with spares, etc.;
5.—Pairhaven, Milford-on-Sea.

PECIAl Excelsior, 3.6 b.h.p., long, low,
spring forks.-Particulars, Major

irt, Handsworth, Staffordshire.

'16.—Minerva, 3* h.p., picked machine
' for journalist, distributer coil.—26,
,nsdowne Road, Bromley, Kent.

EIEL-MINERTA, 2| h.p., good ccrdi-
L. tion; £15.—Heathcote, Minstead
ad. Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.
1 h.p., magneto, chain drive, vertical
4 engine; best offer cash, or ex-
ange.—13. Leonard Street, Hull.

lEADBUEY.-2i h.p.. good condition
and going order; £9.—T. Heyworth.

;otographer, St. Annes-ou-Sea.

1 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea
2 , motor cycle, thoroughly reliable;
eap; offers.-186, Pecllham Rye, S.E.

3 h.p. Chase. Zedel engine, low frame,
i Chater-Lea fittings, etc.; £15. —
luchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

1 h.p, Minerva, spring forks, perfect;
2 particulars', photo; best reason-
le offer.—71. Burghley Road, Hornsey.

i

1 h.p. Pafnir, 1907, Chater-Lea. low
2 built, hardly used; cost £40, ac-
?t £23; bought car.—57, Argyle Road,
ord.

lEIUMPH. Triumph, 3 h.p., magneto,
in perfect running order; £25, no

ers.—W. Ball. Homeleigh, Stratford-
-Avon.

1 h.p. Standard Minerva. 1907 model,
2 spring forks, condition absolutely
new; £19 19s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

ne, E.C.

[OTO REVE, new from makers, cost
over £40, with complete acces-

;ies; £36.—No. 9,750, 2'he Motor Cycle
ices, Coventry.

h.p. Raleigh-Eafnir, Longuemare, new
Dunlops, two accumulators. Castle

il. splendid condition ; £15.—Spiller,
itfleld, Taunton.

IRIUMPH, 1907, 5i h.p., magneto, not
ridden 500 miles ; £38 ; trial by ap-

intment only.—Cedric Bonstead. West-
Id, Wimbledon.

1 h.p. Jap, Dunlops, Brooks B105,
2 spring forks, Davison gauges, good
mg order ; 12 guineas. — Motor, 168.
iple Road, Penge.

lEIUMPH, 1907, 3§ h.p., magneto, near-
ly new, perfect condition, horn, gas

mp, spares, etc.; sacrifice £33 lowest.—
Parade, Leamington.

4 h.p. Centaur, chain driven Humber
4 engine, spray carburetter, carrier,
md, good condition ; bargain, £3. — T.
nchin, Binfield, Berks.

IANOHESTEE.^ h.p, Bradbury, splen-
did condition and running order,

6 machine; seen after 6-15 p.m.; £12.
L. Burton, 158, Chorlton Road.
1 h.p. Alldays, with spring forks,

f spares, and accessories, very pow-
ful, and in perfect order; £13.—J.
mes. 139, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W.

906 3 h.p. Triumph, magneto, spring
forks, absolutely as new, ridden

out 1,500 miles, not used last year,
aranteed perfect in every way; £24
.; seen any time.—119, South Lambeth
'ad.

BOOTH'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE
for Fair Dealing's.

MIULFORD SIDECARS.
No side-slip. Castor Wheel or Rigid. Instant

delivery.

S8i% INCREASE IN HORSE-POWER,
when Castor Wheel sidecars are used. No side-

drag. Uninterrupted steering. We take your
loose-jointed sidecar or other goods in part pay-
ment. Special inducements to cash buyers.

HIGH-CLASS TYRES. BEST MAKE.
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26X2 15/9 7/- 2SX2 16/3 7/6
26X2i 16/9 7/6 28X2^ 17/3 8/-
26 X 2i 21 /- 8 /- 2S X 2i 21 /- 8 /6

Beaded or wired edges. Instant delivery.

PALMER TYRES, special quotation free.

GRIPSKIN BELT.—Scientifically made from
selected parts of hides. An efficient belt at a
popular price. Outlasts two rubber belts. Correct
angle, perfect drive, non-stretching. We send on
approval on receipt of P.O.

fin. 9d., iin. 10^., tin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
Special terms to the trade.

NON-TREMBLER. SYNTONIC TREMBLER.
MIDGET TYPE. 3,000 revolutions.

One cylinder 10/6 One cylinder .... 17/6
Twin cylinders .. 21/- Twin cylinders .. 35/-

We make a liberal allowance for your trouble-
some coil in part payment. Buy a FULLER
and your misfiring troubles are over.

New Accumulators for Old.
Large stock. Genuine Fuller's.

C2type 17/- Midget type .. 16/-
Rex type 16/- Minerva type .. 17/-
Every cell guaranteed.

Patent non-corroding terminals. Made to with-
stand the vibration of a motor cycle. Large stock.
Quick delivery. We allow 5/6 for your old accu-
mulator in part payment.

" GLARE " ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.—Weighs
only 6 ozs. Consumes only half ampere. Throws
two distinct rays, one over tioft. ahead (a news-
paper can be read at this distance). Selling tike

mad. We can deliver from stock. Price 10/6 each.
Special accumulator in box supplied at a nominal
charge.

ACCESSORIES.
New pair of Motor Cycle Wheels, 26in., belt

nm, and two cable brakes fitted £2
New Motor Frames for twin engines, low

built £2 10
Six Accumulators, require slight repair 10/-
N .A.B. Spring Seat-pillar 5/6
New Ukante Stands 7/-
New Price's Stands for 26in. wheels 5/11
New Charging Dynamo, Switchboard .... £2 10
New Motor Frames, wheels, brakes, rubber

belt, ready for engine £5 15
Motor Mudguards, complete with stays and

screws 3in. 2/11, 4in. 3/6
Silent Silencers, suit engines to 5 h.p., no

back pressure 3/3
Fifty pairs Xl'all Spring Forks (1908).
Massive Horns, deep tone 3/9
Double-twist Horns, terrible noise 4/9
Voltmeters, watch pattern 4/1
High-tension Wire per yard 1/1
Low-tension Wire „ -/5
Best Mica Plugs l/i
Long Handle-bars, well plated .... 4/9 and 5/6
Quantity Stanley Beitmg, all sizes.

New Motor Pedals, 4Jin. wide .. per pair 4/6
Hellior Searchhghts, detachable magnifying

mirror lens, fixed or separate generators,
sold elsewhere 25 /- 12/6

Gas Lamps, separate generators . . .

.' 5/3
Brooks BlOO Saddle 11/6
Box of Brass Terminals -/9
Patterns for 4 h.p. Cylinder M.O.V 40/O
Three Second-hand Plain Coils 8/-
Twin Invicta Trembler Coil 12/6

Send for Accessory List.

WE ARE WANTING
Rex de Luxe, 3* h.p. Magneto Rex, four-cylinder

F.N., 4 h.p. Roc, 1907 Triumph, Lightweight F.N.,
Jap, 3^ h.p. Bat, Barlock Typewriter, Grama-
phone, Sidecars.

CASH AND CLIENTS WAITING.

BOOTH'S MOTOR EXCHANGE,
Coronet Works, Wade Street,

HAUIFAX.
Telephone 198Y.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Chatei'-Lea, splen-
did raachine. as new. not done 500;

£28 10s.—12B. High Eoad, Tottenham.

3JL h.p. Twin Werner, low machine, long
2 bars, only soiled, and in beautiful

order; £17 10s.—Above address.

31 h.p. Rex, spring forks. Continentals,
as new, grand goer; £15.-Address

above.

3 h.p. Trent, Chater-Lea, long bars, low
seat; a genuine bargain, £11 IDs.-

Address alwve.

21 h.p. Vesta, Chater-Lea, girder forks.-

2 spray, accessories, etc., splendid
condition, arid guaranteed; £6 15s.—Ad-
dress above.

21 h.p. Humber. Longuemare, almost
4 new, grand hill-climber, long bars,-

etc., gnaranteed; £8 10s.—Address above.

31 h.p. M.M.C., low-built Chater-Lea
4 frame, thoroughly done up, as

new, very powerful and fast; real bar-

gain, £12 10s.—Address above.

31 h.p. London, Chater-Lea frame,.

2 handle-bar control, accessories,

very fast and powerful, splendid condi-
tion and perfect working order; great
bargain, £11 10s. -Address above.

5h.p. Twin Hamilton. B. and B. carbur-
etter, very fast and powerful, per-

fect condition, Mabon clutch, grand for,

passenger work; £17 lOsi.-Address above.

rOUK-CYLINDER Durkopp, in perfect-
condition throughout, 2iin. tyres,

two accumulators ; a great bargain, £25.

—H. Pye, Motor Engineer, Mansfield.

31 h.p., built by Bonnard, French-
2 racer, winner of hill-climbs, new

last September, very low, perfect condi-
tion: £25.—Palmer, 53, Huron Road, Bal-
ham.

23 h.p. Lamberjack, Zedel engine, Lon-
4 guemare. low, long bars, three'

belts, two pulleys, lamp, and spares ; £14.

—Weedon, 20, Mardale Street, Shepherd's-
Bush.

3 h.p. Centaur, two speeds, tyres excel-

lent condition, tree engine clutch,-

engine overhauled by Centaur Co.; low-
est £22—Apply, Easton, 4, Victoria Rcad,-
Worthing.

-j Q08 Lightweight Rex, magneto. 2i h.p.,

XfJ new, never been ridden: owner
gone in for car after ordering same; £22f

quick buyer. — Lever, Lord Nelson Inn,
Accrington.

VINDEC Special, 5 h.p., Truffault, mag-
neto, many improvements, r.ew

August. 1907. not ridden 500 miles; owner
going abroad; nearest to £38.—Oreston.
Sidcup. Kent.

QJL h.p. Minerva (inclined), good going'
j1i2 order, toolbag, tools and spares,
lamp. Price's stand; trial any time after
5.30 p.m. : take £9.—Dugdale, 9, Oat
Street, Padiham.

31 h.p. Quadrant, vertical engine, no
2 sign of wear, in the pink of con-

dition, not run 500 miles; £21, splendid
bargain.—On sale at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. London, E.C.

VINDEC Special, 1905, 31 h.p., handle-
bars, 1907 pattern, splendid condi-

tion ; cash offers ; Goodlad's (42 mile)
speedometer, unused.-Walker, 105, Stir-

ling Street, Grimsby.

Oi h.p. Rex, splendid condition, spares;
O trial given; £13 IDs.; 150 Watt dy-
namo, exchange motor cycle accessories:
wanted. 26 by 2i cover.—Lee, Clopton
Road, Stratford-on-Avou.

QUADRANT. 3* h.p., 1905-19D7 pattern,
guaranteed not ridden above 500

miles, condition as new, about £5 rcces-
sories; price £27.—Seen at Hunt's Stores,
Newgate Street, London.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spring forks, etc-
£16; Quadrant. 3 h.p., splendid con-

dition, £17; Ormonde. 2 h.p., good going'

order, £6: any of the above seen by ap-
pointment. — 69. Hill Rise. Richmond,
Surrey.

3 h.p. Pafnir, perf-ect throughout, engine
good as new, marvellous compres-

sion, climb a steeple, crawl in traffic, beat
many 3i h.p. ; thundering bargain, £12. or
exchange.—Motor, 86, (3olvestoue Orescent,
Balston, London.

In answering any of these advei-tiseweiiU desirable that you mention " The Motor Oyde."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QUADRANT, 1907. 3i h.p., scarcely rid-

den, complete. Dermatine, stand,
guaranteed perfect; approval; immedi-
ate sale; bargain.^9, Edgbaston Read,
Smethwick, Birmingham.

LOOK !—Minerva, 2| h.p., Chatar-Lea,
spring forks, Bunlops, handle-bar

control, Watawata, compLete spares;
genuine bargain, £15; call any time.

—

Sogers, 253, IJath Road, Hounslow.

23 h.p. F.N., Brooks BlOO saddle, Sham-
4 rock-Gloria, belt, and engine all

new, with horn, tools, two 20 amp, accu-
mulators, stand, carrier, numbers; £14;
*en any time.—137. Kew Road. Rich-
mond. Surrey.

31 h.p. Brown, Clincher A Won tyres,
2 accumulator, horn, lamp, carrier,

stand, spares, tools, etc., good reliable
machine, splendid condition ; approval

;

deposit: £22—J. Phillips, Hindsford
House, Chorley.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., magneto, perfect
running order, £34; also Triumph, '

3 h.p., magneto, splendid order, £25;
|

handle-bar controlled carburetter fitted
to either for 32s. 6d.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74,
Bold Street. Liverpool.

ABARGAIN.-4J h.p. An.toine motor
cycle, Eadie fittings. 26 by 2J Pal-mer oord tyres, as new, handle-bar con-

trol, also Chater-Lea trailer, with Dun-
lop tyres; £20.—H. Lyons, jeweller, Tiog-
more Street, Abergavenny.

23. h.p. Excelsior, low built. Clincher
;4 tyres, B. and B. carburetter, en-

gine like new, plating and enamelling
excellent, stand carrier, horn toolbafr
etc.; £12 lOs.-Torkington. Mount Pleas-
ant, Hazel Grove, Stockport.

Oi h.p. Quadrant, 1907, magneto, Mabonyz tree engine, guaranteed perfect,expert examination invited; purchasedcar
:
accept £26 ; also Millford sidecar forabove: cost £11 ll«^, been 100 miles, £7 7s.—20, Beacontree Road, Leytonstone.

7"'
Ai'i ''J^'"'

Cbater-Lea No. 6 frame,
I Nala two-speed gear, 2i tyres, nrac-
hS?;^

new, enamelled grey, and white
co^\^f^^^^h «'^<=i'y accessory; cost over
£85. take £40

;
seen any time.-Motorist,

63. Nimrod Road, Streatham Park.
Ol h.p. Excelsior Motor Bike, £8, in go-^* mg order

; Crypto dynamo. 2o-volt

w^^n- ""^^ ^7 1"=- *ake £2 10s.: Pui:ler s 20 amp. accumulator, type C2 un-charged cost 17s.. take 14s.; offers -V 11
40. Plashet Grove, Upton Park, S.X.

-

T OOK.—3 h.p. N.S.U., accumulator igni--LJ tion 26 by 2i extra heavy tyresnon-skid band baok. enamelling and
StJJil"^ f^ i?S^^' compression bears 14

tir/'
?.l«™did running order; seen any^e^; 14 guineas.-186. South Lambeth

Ql h.p. Kerry, in thorough good run-
V' A, 1^°» order, fast and reliable longhandle-baTS, low position, footbiards
starting handle, new tyre, girder forks

TeddiniiSn^-^-
*''*° ^''*'^- Col«bill Road,

A "^'^' ^ ^'^i °«arly new. perfect con--fi dition ridden 600 miles, footrestsspring forks, two accumulators, two
belts, ca.rner-stand. lamp, horn, and^ares. never punctured : bargain. £20.-

Staw'o'n'; iV^'""" ^"^''^ "^'^'- V"*"---

jT h.p, Peugeot, June, 1907, ridden l.OOO

2Hr, '^.llti'
Ctater-Lea fittings Dunlops,

24m., Roberts non-skid on back. Longue^mare carburetter, nickel and enamel per-
lect, two accnraulators, in perfect run-ning order; £30.-9,748, The Motor Cycle
races, Coventry.

31-4J h.p. Twin Peugeot, No. 6 Chater-
^ Lea frame and fittings, complete

with fixed sidecar (ad.iustable), both as
good as new; ready to ride away; first
offer over £28 secures this bargain •

bought new machine—21, Highbury
Quadrant, London, N.

3 h.p. Humber and Sidecar, free engine,
new studded non-skid on back wheel

new canvas non-skid on front wheel'
sidecar in green, £12 lOs. ; also 3 h.p'.
Humber. without tyres or brakes, £4.—
The Motor Repair and ,Snpply Co., 107,
Bridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

2 heads are better than 1

3 wheels are better than 2
The Phoanis attachment will convert I

your motor bicycle into a safe and
j

pleasurable three-wheeler for single
J

or passenger work.

S :1

< -

1

o bj)|

L^
BPHCENIX MOTORS, LTD.,

Blundell Street, London, N.

UP-TO-DATE

UP-TO-DATE

UP-TO-DATE

UP-TO-DATE

THE PREMIER
E^OAD CLEARER.

Electrically operated by press button
attached to handlebar,

NO FAST, MODERN MOTOR CYCLE IS

COMPLETE WITHOUT IT.

Neat, compact, beautifully finished.

If you use it once you will

despise the old Pip-Pip horn.

Electric Buzzer with press button and wiring, S/6

Whole apparatus, complete, with Z-coil horn, 12 '6

We send Per Return from stock.

See OUT oilier advl!^. i (Ins wsii,;,

PREIVIIER nnOTOFC CO., ktd.
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

THE "GLARE"
ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

Small print can

easily be read

100

ft.

Takes

Price 10/5=

For those who use Magneto we supply a SPECIAL
ACCUMULATOR in metal box, which gives ten

hours' light. Price dEt.

Remember, we are the people who originated the
" Variable Speed Pulley."

J. W. GREENWOOD, Ltd.,

Portland Place Works, HALIFAX.

ADVERTISERS—Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
can reettiveadvortlsementcopy
for the follow#ine ureelc*8 issue

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
QTJADBANT, latest, 3J h.p., guarantee

in perfect condition, equal new, po

ridden 300 miles, magneto, Longuemar
carburetter, with B. and B. throttle, con

plete with toolbag. horn, several spares

32 guineas lowest; approval; deposat.-

Daniel, Langdale, Port Talbot.

MINERVA and Bex. — We carry th-

largest stock of spare parte m th'

provinces for these machines, can dehve
new machines from stock at low pncee
cash, exchange, or gradual payments
charired accumulators tor hire. Is pe

week'—Oook&on Bros.. 511. Chester Road
Old Trafford.

-( n07 Rip, spring frame, 5 h.p Peugeo

J_y eugiue magneto, special tubula

carrier and case, all spares, etc., anclud

ine new lin. Dermatine and two re'

valves, complete, machine not done 1,00

miles, guaranteed perfect, and looks it

trial invited; £32.-Harborne, Cambridg

Road, Wanstead.

QUADRANT. 34 h.p. (October 1906). bai

tery ignition, together with 8ide<ai

Autoclipse'lamp, generator, aPron too

toV new tyres on back wheel and sid.

S?.?; Kich tube in back wheel, sjKir

butted tube and parts; tria ran br .l,

nointment.-Eobmi, 3a, Dulwich Kca.

Heme Hill, S.E.

21 h.p. Ariel in good running orde

2 new belt, spray carburetter;

bargain, £10; also 3i b.p. Humber trica

lessTront seat, in splendid o^der, free e,

»ine, new chains, new cover on bac

w^eel, take £12, or exchange for powerf

twin engine and cash.—McClellan'

King's Eoad, Whithorn.

1 3 h p. P.N., 1908, only ridd«m «» mile

it £30, or near offer; N.S.TJ. f an. Ji'
pulley lin. belt. 203.; one pair Wnght
ad unable footrests, 10s.; Ariel eouple

15b • whole-plate camera, £5; halt-pla

No. '7 Kodak. £4 !»?: I'^°"'''^'?73^^

picture 12 by 5 £2.-Brown. 173. Stai

hope Road, So. Shields,

i n07 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, cantilever sea

ly spring forks, perfect, nearly ne;

Ili.alutSy rlliable <=lifb anything wit

sidecar, crawl m trE^fHg- >«|!-L ™^f
"

chines on road: »'^<=rifice £22 or n&
offer or exchange.—Stanton, 86. Colv

stone Orescent, Dalston. London.

EDINBUEGH. — Alexander's Motor E
change 110, Uothian Road. Immed

ate deUTC^'from stock latest 1908 model

Ouadrant Rex Vindec, Minerva, Mot(

Reve Ariel, Griffon. N.S.TJ. Buy now an|

Secure a mount for Easter. Soon it w
be t«o late. Liberal allowance for yoi

old maiOhine. Nat. tel., 502J.

A h.p. Antolne, Chater-Lea low fram

4: 26 wheels. s.pring8 back and fron

plain coil, two accumulators, Bm Wat.:

wata, horn, plates, spares; trial here

expert examination with pleasure ;
ver

fast! climb anything; £18. or exclianf

lower power and cash adjustment. -

Greeohill, 12, Cross Street, Woolwich.

GODFREY! The Rex man!—Bny yt>r

new machine through Godfrey, an

have it thoroughly tnned up free <S AH makes snpplied; Bex a spec

allty any motor cycle thorough)

tuned up, no matter what make or li.p^

charges moderate: machines coaxed t

win hill-climbs; advice given.-O.C. Go

frey. 15, Drylands Road, Crouch End, I

5-6 h.p. Peugeot Engine, Ohater-Lea fi

tings, motor bicycle and forecar, e

panding brakes in drums upholstered

red leather, wicker body, 2Jin. tyres vai

able- pulley and free engine clutc

soring forks, to convert back to bicscl

shop-soiled; usual price £63, sell 56 gui

eas or near offer.-Quick, Honito

Devon.

QPECIAl Clearance Lines.—II h.p. Mu
h erva, £5 15s.: 23 h.p. Ormonde._i

15s • 2 hp Peuseot, £7 10s.; 25 h.p. Jai

Enfield motor cycle, £6 10s.; 2 b.p. Q"*
rant, £6 10s.; 2i h.p. Humber, £6 10s

h.p. Aster. £7 10s.; Ah h.p. twin Givaudai

£8 10s.; 4 h.p. twin Hamilton. £10 108

13 h.p Werner, £6 10s. ; 2 h.p Baleigh^ i

iSs.; 21 h.p. De Dion, £9; 3i h.p. M.Mt
Chater-Lea fittings, £10 lOs.-Wauchope

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desiralile that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
yr.M.C. Tricar, complete ; £12 10s.—Wan-
j. chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
)ndon, E.G.

-6 h.p. Twin Eex Triette, in splendid
condition : £22.—142, Lewisham High

>ad. New Cross.

h.p. Kerry Tricar, in good running
order; £10 10s.—L. Brown, 7, Mari-

hall Road, Lee, S.E.

LVON Triraobile, three speeds and re-
verse : £27 10s. — Motor. 44, High

reel. Wells, Somerset.

h.p, Quadrant Carette. good condi-
' tion; £38.—Full particulars. West,
. Walton Street, Oxford.

?15.—Kerry tricar, water-cooled, Clin-
^ chers. bucket seat, in splendid con-
tion : trial allowed. — 34, Goldsmith
>ad, Acton.

1 h.p. Two-speed Rover Tricar, grand
2 condition; £20; will take two
ish cycles part payment. — 6. Swan
ink, Bilston.

1 h.p. M.M.O. Light Tricar, in perfect
4 running order, very compact ; seen
inning; £8 15s. to clear. — 128. High
>ad, Tottenham.

1. h.p. MJM.C. Tricar, two speeds, re-
2 liable, coach-built, double fan,
od condition; £25; part exchange.—136,
imbeth Walk. S.E.

1 h.p. Minerva Runabout, Mabon free
2 engine clutch, convertible to single
achine; £25.—Garaged at Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

^EICAR, 4 h.p., free engine, handle
starting, fan-cooled. £18; also Hum-

>r tricar, soiled, will sell cheap, bar-
lin.—H., m. New King's Road, Pulham.

I
UMBER, 4J h.p., Palmer cord tyres,

two-speed, water-cooled, fast and
iwerful; price £30; motor bicycle part
lyment.—Geo. Farmer, Leamington Spa.
1 h.p. Tricar, two speeds, open frame,
2 wheel steering, free engine, sprung
ame ; £26, or exchange motor cycle and
,sh.—Brain, 106, Powis Street. Woolwich.
YE DION 4i h.p. Water-cooled Tricar,
'' open frame. Eagle, chain driven, re-
ible, stronj comfortable; £40.—Smith,
•onahill, BiirneU Road, Sutton, Surrey.

1 h.p. Stevens, water-cooled, Chater-
2 Lea, ipen, coach-built, two speed,
ieel steerihj; cost £70, bargain, £28;
loto.—27, Albert Road. Hale, Gheshire.

IDMBER, 5 h.p., water-cooled, two
speedsi coach and bucket seats, a

liable touring machine ; £35. — Glaud
ayman, Field Cottage, Dennett's Road,
B.

lEICAE, 4J h.p., water-cooled, radi-
.

_
ator in front, two-speed gear box,

tain drive, first-class order; price £21,
west.—Saunders, engineer. Grant Road
v>ydon.

1 h.p. Kelecom Light Tricar, in ex-
2 ceUent condition, and splendid run-
ng order, very powerful and reliable,
>od on hills ; £22.-128, High Road. Tot-
nham.

1 h.p. Eercley Tricar, chain drive,
'i

.
Brooks saddle, footboards, stand-

irner, in first-class order; £12 lOs.-
auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
Jndon, E.G.

I
h.p. Rex Litette, nearly new, two-

' speed, magneto, twin wheel climb
lythmg, very fast: £45, or exchange
Vl motor cycle and cash. — 9, Church
111. Walthamstow.
'1 h.p. Singer Runabout, Fit - all two-
'f

speed and free, Simms H T mag-
5to, open frame, wheel steering; £20 —
'•ifs. Furniture Stores, Lewisham High
oad, New Cross.

i h.p. Phoenix Trimo, Fit-aU two
\i.,

speeds, coach-built front, thor-
i^^iy overhauled and done up, verv

1

''P-. Twin-cylinder Water-cooled Eex-

hefl .^»J/'$^'''
t'^o-^Peed. twin baek

der n.r* ^Sl- '''°. '° f™"*. perfect

ortb ?f
condition, just ridden from the

Tere tri,^i°^w°'* t°
London; £48; any

The Best and = =

Cheapest Market
9, 5hoe Lane,

Fleet Street, LONDON
Wauchope's will accept any number
of second-hand machines in part pay-

ment for new models, as Triumphs^
Vindecs, Quadrants, N.S.U.'s, Rocs,
Minervas, Motosacoches, F.N.'s,
Moto Reves, Ariels, Browns, etc.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are large contractors

;

early deliveries assured.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's allow the best price for

second-hand machines in part pay-
ment for new models.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's accept motor cycles,

light cars, tricars, in payment or

part payment.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's specialise exchanges.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are the largest dealers

and the cheapest on this earth for

second-hand machines.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have over 200 motor
cycles of all powers and makes to

select from.
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have second-hand motor
cycles from £6 10s.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's sell on commission ; no
sale no charge.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's still hold a few 1907
brand new Triumphs ; these machines
are fitted with extra strong covers, as

supplied on the 1908 models, and the
1908 Brown and Barlow carburetter.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will quote a price for

your second-hand machine unseen,
subject to same tallying at sight.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's are city agents for most
leading makes.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's will be certain to look
after the interests of their customers.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have several tricars on
hand at sacrifice prices.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have the largest selec-

tion of guaranteed cycle (motor)
beaded covers, all at 15s. each.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.
Wauchope's have a large seleetion of
miscellaneous goods.

2CO^-\«Xop^CLES.

To Sel"™
From

'The Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telegrams TElEPno^E no.
OPIFICER. LONDON J7r7. MOLBORN.

ONLY ADDRESS

9 SHOE LANE,
FLEET STREET. LONDON. E,C.

In atiswerimf any of these advertisements it is desirnble that

TRICARS FOR SALE.
3X. h.p. Jackson Runabout Car, two

2 speeds; £10 10s. — Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, E.G.

£20.—Phoenix-Antoine, 4 h.p., two speeds,
coach-built body, studded back tyre,

lamps, etc.—H., 57, Coventry Road, Ilford.

5-6 h.p. w.c. Armadale Tricar, forward
and reverse speeds, coachbuilt, open

frame, wheel steering, C.L. fittings; £27.
—219, Hoe Street, Walthamstow.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, light machine. Mill-
ford front, band brakes, and all in

grand condition, very fast, and good
hill-climber; great bargain, £30. — 128,

High Road, Tottenham.

TRICAE. Rex, % h.p., coach-built front,,
fitted with Phelon and Moore two-

speed gear, will climb a mountain; must
be sold ; a bargain, £33 10s.. quick sale.
—Taylor, 39, Bank Street, Accrington.

LAGONDA. 10-12 h.p.. water-cooled, three
speeds, magnificent touring ni:i-

chine; 70 guineas, accept good motor
cycle in part; appointment. — Captain
Rvne, 6. Apsley Villas, Clapham Road,
S.W.

4 h.p. Wolf, water-cooled, two speeds,
handle starting, four lamps, numer-

ous spares, very little used, in perfect
condition; expert's examination allowed;
£30.—Loch, 31, Charminster Road, Bourne-
mouth.

CHATER-LEA. open frame. 6 h.p. Jap.
free engine, variable gear. Palmers,

foot brakes, pan seat, coach-built body,
spares; exchange 1907-1908 Triumph, or
other make; bargain.—81, Dalston Lane,
Hackney.

RAEEIGHETTE, 3i h.p. water-cooled
Fafnir. two speeds, pedal clutch,

spares, Salsbury headlight, in perfect
condition ; £35. or exchange^for Triumph,
new condition.—Leacey. London House.
Goole.

SCOTLAND.—6 h.p. twin Triette, Os-
borne four-speed and free engine

pulley, starting handle, accumulators,
coil. Whittle belt, and two tyres new,
do from 4 to 40; trial run.—Braid, Oolins-
burgh, Fife.

HUMBER, 5 h.p., coach-built, water-
cooled, free engine, two-speed gear,

wheel steering, foot clutch, handle start-
ing, splendid condition ; no reasonable
olfer refuaed ; owner buying car.—Ward.
The Cabin. Walton-on-Thames.

5 h.p. Water-cooled Excelsior Tricar.
Oppermann three-speed gear, climb

anything, wheel steering, handle start-
ing, very smart, and absolutely in new
condition, and thoroughly reliable; £36
10s.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

LATEST 61 h.p. Humberette, three
speeds and reverse, cardan drive.

Stepney wheel, lamps, and spare tyres,
lovely condition throughout; any trial:
sacrifice £50, or £10 and first-class power-
ful tricar, with three speeds.- R. Else.
Leawood, near Matlock.

HOBAET Tricar, 4J h.p. White and
Poppe engine, water-cooled head,

Phelon and Moore two-speed. Palmer cord
tyres, leather apron, carrier, two Powell
and Hanmer lamps, in good condition,
for motor bike and cash, or sell £35.—
Entwistle, 46, Annie Street, Accrington.

MARS Tricar, 4J h.p. White and Poppe
water-cooled engine, pump circula-

tion, two speeds, large foot clutch, bucket
seats back and front, nearly new 2iin.
Palmers all wheels, chain driven, very
fast and reliable; £35; exchange with
good motor cycle considered.-Longford.
Uddingston.

COACH-BUILT Tricar, front body fin-
ished in best style, and in splendid

condition, supplied by Chater-Lea, £2 lOa.,
cost £6 ; also Bozier two-speed gear, com-
plete with levers and clips, tor chang-
ing gear, also outside bearing, perfect
£2 5s.—Dene Cycle Co.. St. Thomas Street.
Newcastle-ou-Tyne.

ZENTTH Open Frame Tricar. 7-8 h.p.
twin-cylinder Antoine engine, sprung

Irnme. tree engine clutch, Chater-Lea fit-
tings, internal expanding brakes, Clin-
cher tyres (unpunctured), in perfect run-
ning order, and nearly new, only run
about 200 miles ;a bargain, £30, must sell.—Neal 210, Old Montague Street. White-
chapel, E.

.»/"«. '.nention "The Motor Cycle.'
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
BARGAIN.—4 h.p. Tricar, M.O.V., chain

drive, climb anything, 26in. plated
wheels; £18. or offers.—186. Derby Street,
Boltou.

WOLF Tricar, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder,
good as new ; £23 10s. ; no offers

;

no exchange.—Harris. 22, Bayes Street,
Kettering.

RILEY, 4J h.p., w.c, two speeds, coach-
built seat, running order; must

sell ; £25.—Brioe, Brigstock Boad, Thorn,-
ton Heath.

03 h.p. Fairy Lightweight Motor Bi-
-i4 cycle, two cylinders, perfect con-
dition; £17 lOs.—Willway and Sons, Ltd.,
St. Augustine's, Bristol.

J f\ h.p. Eexette, seats three, little used

;

JLU any trial; £45, or best offer; small
tricar or motor cycle part exchange.—2,

Norwood Grove, Southport.

EXCELSIOR. 3i h.p.. detachable forecar,
and spare front wheel, complete,

guaranteed perfect; any trial; £16.-0.
Rumens, Dones, Cranbrook.

41 h.p. Phoenix-Minerva, coachbuilt.
4 two speeds, free engine, handle

starting; £27 103.; teen any time; trial
given.—L., 44, Abbotts Road, Southall.

41 h.p. Phcenix Tricar, in perfect con-
4 dition, good climber, two speeds,

free engine, starting handle, tyres equal
to new; £35.—Stringer, chemist, Kingston-
on-Thames.

9 h.p. Singer Tricar, coachbuilt fore-
seat, water-cooled engine, three-

speed gearbox, perfect condition; £65,
cost £150.—Willway and Sons, Ltd., St.
Augustine's, Bristol.

5 h.p. Riley Tricar, absolutely new,
complete with lamps and spares;

would accept good motor cycle in part
payment, Riley preferred.—Box No. 9.745,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

4 h.p. Antoine, Brown-Barlow, wheel
steering, bucket seats, passenger

behind, like car, 2in. flat belt and chain
drive; will drive 100 miles to buyer; £15
10s.—Harris. Motorist, Astwood, Redditch.
pBNTUEY, 6J h.p. w.c. Aster engine,
V^ improved two-speed gear, free en-
gine, open frame, wheel steering, perfect
condition ; any trial ; real bargain, £40.—
Thompson. 57. Victoria S;reet, Blackburn.

FOE Sale, a 4i h.p. Lagonda Tricar,
with Anglian two-speed gear, tvres

and everything equal to new, only wants
seeing, or would exchange for good twin-
no reasonable offer refused.-Ward, Lon-
don Road Foundry. Staines.

6 h.p. Fafnir Eugined Tricar, water-
cooled. Chater-Lea frame wheel

steering, open frame, three speeds and
reverse, non-skid back, large petrol
capacity, dashboard radiators; £55; con-
dition splendid; any severe trial.-Seen
at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street
London.

WE have a beautiful 8-10 h.p. Rexette,
two speeds, open frame, twin-cylin-

der, water-cooled, seats three, for sale
for a customer, brand new 3in. Contin-
ental car cover and tube back wheel two
accumulators, horn, perfect; sacrifice
£55. or exchange, a bargain.—Maude's,
Powell Street. Halifax.

SNA_P This Qnick,-5 h.p. Riley Tricar,
condition as new, guaranteed fully

every way. any examination, 50 mile run,
hilly country, top speed, with two 123t.
passengers, many pounds worth spares,
lamps, horn, jack, tools, carriers bags,
plugs, valves included, cost £120; follow-
ing accessories, brand new. just obtain-
ed for coming season, cost of £15, re-
painting, varnishing, and replating, new
Palmer cord tyre driving wheel, Dunlop
car size inner tube to same, new Fuller's
high speed Syntonic coil, new C.A.V. 20-
hour battery, two new valves, new foot-
boards, new Renold's driving chain, enr
gine and gearbox overhauled (nothing re-
quired), clutch re-lined, nothing more
could be spent to put in perfect order,
only been used week-ends: will prove a
bargain to anyone; reason for selling
decided on car; lowest price £50; no
offers or exchanges; bring the money,
have a trial run, and take it home vith
you.—Tricar, 49, Cawdor Street. Stockton
Heath. Warrington, near Manchester.

Mirror

Lens

Projector

Headlight

25/- plated

Fitted with

electric bulb

2/6 extra.

Or complete

with

generator,

35/- each.

Easter is now over. Perhaps
your Motor Cycle did not
satisfy you during your
Holidays ?

We will undertake to put
same into perfect order with-
out keeping it for weeks.

GUARANTEED WORK & DELIVERY.

We have just issued a

List of iVlotor Sundries.

Every article shown in List

is kept in stock and orders

dispatched same day as

received. Send for list ; it

is worth writing for.

SOLE NORTHERN AGENTS
FOR

N.S.U.
AND

TRIUMPH
MOTOR CYCLES.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

Percy Cycle Co., Ltd.,
56, Northumberland Street,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYN E.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
REAL Bargain.—Sociable Tricar. 7 h.p..

water-cooled twin Fafnir. three
speeds and reverse, wheel steering, buc-
ket seats, expanding brakes in front
wheel, 700 by 80 Dunlop tyres on front
wheel. 7O0 by 85 Dunlop steel non-skid for
back, complete with lamps, pump, jack,
soare tube, and tools; £65; any trial.—
H. Lyons. Jeweller, Frogmore Street,
Abergavenny.

SIDECARS AND PORECARS.
CIDECAR, fit any machine. 26 by 2i Dum-O lop ; £2 lOa.-Nightingale. Hazeldene,
Crawley.

KBEEY Forecar, 3J h.p.. Clinchers; £22.
warranted; excnange.—Ford. Epping

Green, Essex.

MILLFOED Rigid Sidecar, with apron;
£4 43. — 48. Station Soad. Manor

Park, Essex.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar; £4 10s.; good
cj'ndition.—Gus, 188. Westboume

Lrrove, Biiyswater.

LIBEETY Sidecar, cane, adjustable, 26in.
or 28in.; £4 153.—4, B..'nheur Eoad,

Bedford Park. W.

BAT Sidecar, suit Bat machines, rigid
type, excellent condition; £4 lOa.

—

137, St. Giles' Eoad. Derby.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, new 1908, latert
p.ittern; cost £10 10s., accept £8.—

116, Oolworth Eo-ad, Leyto-nstone.

CHATER-LEA Sidecars (oompl^ete), built
to order; £9 10s.—Terry, 9, Hamp-

tou Street, Walworth. London, S.E.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, good condition,
compenaating jjints.—B.>twood anu

Egerton's Motor Garage. Newmarket.

MOTOR Sidecar, guaranteed climb 1 in
5 two up, De Dion, two speeds

;

photo; £32 10s.—SlLiughter, Weston-super-
Mare.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, excellent con-
dition, 28in. wheals, upholstered

red : £4 15s.—Vowler, 10, Camden Avenue,
Peltham.

\fEAELT New Montgomery Sidecar,
x^ comp-eusating joints, Palmer cord;
£5 lOs., or close offer.--46, Rectory Lane,
Tooting.

MILLS-FULFOED Forccarriage, wicker
cnair. upholsitered. strong, uaed

very little; £6.—Walton, builder. Crook.
Durham.

FOEECAE Attachment (Phoenix), strong,
coach-built, band brakes, good con-

ditiin: £4 IDs., or offer.—Dr. Gervis. Sea-
tord. Sussex.

5h-.p. Twin Kerry. 1907, cane forecar
per.ect condit'OTi : any trial; sprinp

frame: price £33.—Ell. 181b, Queen Vic-
toria Street, E.G.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, new, latest art

cane, non-skid. 26in. by 2Jin., plated
springs; £3, cost £11.—McOulloch, Pan
Cottage. St. Helens.

FOEECAE. coach-built, with N.S.U. 5i

h.p. twin, magneto and fan, bicycli

1907 model; £40. or nearest offer.-Milne
Charlwood. Babbaoombe.

SIDECAE, splendid condition, fit an.i

frame, 26in. wheel, motor tyre, onb
wants se^eina:; sacrifice £4 15s.—G. Judci

'

123, Holloway Eoad. London, N.

MILLPOED Porecarriage. side stay?
band brakes. Clinchers, good om

dition, £5; another, same pattern
nearly new, £7 10s.—Wallis, grocer. Hill

Eoad, Cambridge.

£4 lOs.—Wolf forecar. in good condition
vei-y large, comfortable seat, darl

green art cane. Palmer tyres, perfect

B'vwden band brakes, side arms. — 218

Lindon Eoad, ShefBeld.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar. 26in. wheel

risjht side, extra Inggage baske;

heavy tyre, snit Quadrant, practical!.'

new. 'used once; sacrifice 7 guineas, cos

nearly double.—133. City Eoad, Cardiff.

WE Have plenty of sidecars in stocl

new at £5; also a tew £10 one
to clear at £6 10s.. new, only while the:

last.—Oakleigh Motors, Ltd,, inventor
and originators of the sidecar. West Dul

wich.

In answering any of these advertisements it if desirable that yo i, -mention " "'he Motor Cijcle.

k
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EXCHANGe>
PIANO Player and Music for 1907 motor

cycle, or tricar,—45, Parade. Leam-
ington.

WANTED, good piano; exchange 3J h.p.
Rex, value £16.—Mander, Astwood,

Eedditch.

4 Volt 2J Amp. Dynamo and Camera;
exchange push bicycle.—A. Eawson,

Whittles-ea, Gambs.

3 h.p. M.M.O.. low build, good order;
£6; exchange.—Write, 10, Speedwell

Street, Deptford, S.E.

EXCHANGE my motor trailer, perfect
condition, tor gent's push bicycle.

—Masterson. Rathdowney.

51 h.p. Orleans, two-seater car; ex-
2 change motor cycle or tricar.—

98, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

EXCHANGE Montgomery sidecar for
good push biise, or sell £4 10s.—Gus,

188, Westboume Grove, Bayswater.

LADY-BACK Tandem, low-built, Chater-
Lea, lor motor cycle, or sell £8 lOs.—

H.S.. 33, St. Stephen's Road, Bow, E.

23 h.p. F.N., carburetter, new puUey
I and cam fitted, for good cycle and

cash.—Maden, 58, Rochdale Road, Bacup.

4 h.p. Imperi, Longuemare, Dunlops,
low, fine condition, lor low UJ h.p.;

no rubbish.—35, St. Stephen's Road, Bow,
London.

4IN. Screw-cutting Lathe, gap, treadle,
complete, nearly new ; exchange tor

good motor cycle, or sell £14 10s.—76, Bed-
lord Hill. Balham.

EXCHANGE 5-6 h.p. Quadrant tricar,
in good condition, for 5-6 h.p. twin

bike, or sell cheap.—James, Wotton-under-
Bdge, Gloucestershire.

EXCHANGE Gold Watch and Chain,
value £16, for 3i h.p.. magneto, good

make, cash adjustment.—Parmley Keppel
Street, South Shields.

EXCHANGE Drum Tyre Case, leather
and canvas, quite new, for carbur-

etter, 3^-4^ h.p., or accessories.—CockeriH,
213, Harvist Koad. Kilburn.

EXCHANGE Lathe, 7ft. bed. 7Jin. centre,
back geared, slide rest, etc., over-

head motion, for good m-):or cycle. —
NicholS'On, caravan builder, Wo"k3op.

BAT Tricar. 4 h.p., sprung frame, good
order, sell £20. or exchange lor

twin bike; 3 h.p. Humber tricar. gfK>d
order, specal tyres, £20.—Timmons, Mans-
field.

EXCHANGE 3 h.p. Humber. clutch,
hand starting, exceptionally fine

condition, for lower power, or sell best
over £9; no cards.—R. Barnes, Kingsclere,
Newbury.

REQUIRED, higher power in exchange
tor 15 h.p. Minerva cycle, lantern

with 100 slides, and new half-plate outfit,
good quality.—No. 9,740, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, gold watch and chain, in
exchange for my Chater-Lea-Min-

erva, perfect running order; expert
values at £18; any offers?—O.B.. 243, Bath
Road, Hounsiow.

EXCHANGE Brand New 3i h.p. Camber-
Peugeot motor cycle, not used, for

4-6 h.p. tricar, water-cooled, recent make,
cash adjustment if necessary.—73, Church
Street, Camberwell, S.E.

EXCHANGE ISct. Solid Gold Lever
Watch and 9ct. solid albert for 3i

to 4i h.p. motor cycle, low frame; ap-
proval, deposit.—Apply, A.E.J.. 9,735. The
Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

EXCHANGE 6 h.p. water-cooled open
frame tricar, two speeds, sprung

back and front, pressed steel frame, tor
Rex Litette, or offers.-Barker, 127, Salis-
bury Avenue, Westcliff-on-Sea.

TWIN Model De Luxe, magneto, per-
fect, late model, would exchange for

small car, or high powered wheel steer-
ing tricar, cash adjustment.—De Luxe. 27,
West End. Terrace, Wibsey.

EXCHANGE tor good motor cycle or
tricar, new furniture, any descrip-

tion, direct from the works, valued whole-
sale; exceptional opportunity.—Furniture
Manufacturer, 7-9, French Place, Shore-
ditch. London.

JUNO MOTOR CYCLES/^""/ERVBEIT

£25 lu> 3D% iit. for caah, or SS/4 monthly I urrfe-
£42

, „ „ „ «0/- „ 1 r»i*.

In our List thero ar« 6o pagoi of tho LmtMt Uotor
Acoeisories at lowest prices.

WHO WANTS VALUE FOR HARD OASH
will to-day write a p.c fat igot JUHO LIST.

METROPOLITAN MACHINISTS' C«., Ltd

H.O. Dept,
71, "'Uliopsiatt Streat Without, LONDON, E.O.

CHAPMAN'S

FOOT BRAKE.
Very powerful.

Unbreakable. One
clip. Always abso-

I u t e 1 y reliable.

Plated 10/6. Black
finish 8/9.

"ARCTIC" FANS. Enclosed type.
Thousands in use.^ Testimonials from all parts
oe the world. H.G.H., Tasmania : A most suc-
c ssful Fan. (two years in use.) S.D.S., Johan-
nesburg : Gives every satisfaction, (i8 months
IN U3E.) S.H.D., Drogheda : Can run on low
gear any length of time. H.J. Leigh : I would
not drive without Fan. Wm. C, Ipswich : Well
pleased with investment. W.S., Blackheath .

Power greatly increased. Numerous others.
Originals can be seen. 30/- to 62/6. SdentificaUy
designed. Silent frictionless bearings. Flexible
connections. Readily fitted. Many in use on
small cars. JOHN CHAPMAN & CO.,

Finchley Road, Child's HiU, N.W.

A~SPORTING OFFER
Ab an inducement to test the now eanvss
and tentber combination, I will send a
SAMPLE BELT on tbe toliowing terms :

One hall tbe amount with order, and tbe
balance In three mouths from date of
IhToiee, providing belt be perfectly satis-
faetory.

The CENTIPEDE BELT,

Full price of belt per foot—

1/6, i 1/9, 5 2/-, 1 2/3. \\ 2/6.

W. POLLIN, ^Z,, Spalding.

CO/^frmTS(LEAN <^NK<ASES
. MOTORS^.jj^ToJoO.HP, _»,

^f^m.

<^N<ySEi^CKED^NK^ES
R.W.C0AN.2l9.CbswELL K. LONDON E.c

THE SRIP MOTOR OYOLE HANDLE

Black Buffalo Horn Haadle,2/eper pajr post
free, with solution for fixing. Give siae of
baadle-bar. Trade terms on application.
HLLIi BBOS., 32, Broom Close, Sheffield.

JEXCHANGE.
Q(? Volumes Complete Encyclopsedia
OO Britannica, 9th edition, morocco
bound, coat'£10I, for good magneto motor
cycle, new condition, or sell £40.—L2,165.
T)ie Motor Cycle Offloes, 20. Tudor Street,
E.C.

23 h.p. Minerva, mechanical valves.
4 Bowden lift, splendid order

throughout (complete), numerous sun-
dries, for three-speed gent's push bike
and cash; offers.—Burr, West Wycombe
Eoad, Wycombe.
i C h.p. Mors, has been dismantled.
J-O thoroughly overhauled, and re-

assembled, tyres in splendid condition,
with spares, lamps, and tools; would ex-
change for smaller car. Provident bond,
or consider offer; price £200.—Motor. 33.

Acre Lane, Brixton.

MINEEVAS.—21 h.p., £29; 3J h.p., £32;
4i h.p., £39; 7-8 h.p.. £45; spring

forks 60s. extra; £20 allowed on any ap-
proved twin Kex ; £15 on any 1906 single

;

£19 on 3i h.p. 1907 Minerva, or £25 on 4J
h.p. twin.—Maude's, Powell Street. Hali-
fax. Telephone, 433.

LIFE is a Worry. Motor Cycling a fag.
and Eepairing a Nuisance.—Why

not send along that old motor of yours
for a respectable machine, a twin Eex
or a 1908 Minerva. Definite quo-
tations per return. Delivery from stock.
—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

EXCHANGE Tropical Sanderson, Gtoerz
lens. Sector shutter, and half-plate

Thornton-Pickard focal plane, Zeiss lens
(these cost £32 last year), also lantern
and slides; exchange for 5 h.p. bike (mag-
neto), with or without sidecar; trial and
examination.—J.D., 608. High Eoad, Ley-
tonstone.

OPEN Frame Tricar, 4 h.p., Trent en-
gine, Wipple two speeds and free en-

gine, wheel steering, bucket seat back,
wicker forecar, newly upholstered, and
new apron, guaranteed in perfect order
and condition; exchange good ii h.p.
single and cash. — 21, Worthing Street,
Hull.

MINERVA Throughout. 3J h.p., spring
forks, 26 by 2^ tyres (unpunctui'ed).

Brooks non-skid back, luxuriously fitted,
all spares, no expense, new condition,
and 8 by 4 billiard table (ivory crystal-
ite). pyramids, pool, skittles, new condi-
tion, tor Rex de Luxe, or Eoc, cash ad-
justment. — Particulars from M.. 238.

Boulevard, Hull.

WANTED.
ELT wanted, Watawata. Jin., 8ft. 6in.

Walker, 8. Sloane Street, London.

WANTED, Front Seat for tricar.—142,
Lewisham High Eoad, New Cross,

S.E.

WANTED, good 2 h.p. and cash for 23
h.p. P.N.. or sell £16.—B. Morris.

Bourne.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle, cheap for
cash.—Eey, 5. Heath Street. Hamp-

stead.

TWIN V Engine wanted, cheap, for
cash.—Johnston, 26, New Street,

Kennington.

RAOECOUESE Garage, Doncaster. wants
to purchase modern motor cycles

for spot cash.

WANTED, motor cyclea, for spot cash,
any condition.—Spencer. 78. Steyne

Eoad. Acton.

WANTED, pair band brakes, for small
tricar. — Agars. Bradshawgate,

lieigh. Lanes.

MOTOE Cycle Wanted, also engine,
cheap.—Ealph. 19. Healey Street.

London. N.W.

WANTED, a few heavy beaded covers
for 26 by 2J rims.—10. Grove Place,

Hampstead, N.W.

COACHBUILT Poreoar or Sidecar body
wanted, good accumulator, etc. —

Morley. Eeading.

WANTED, several covers, 26 by 2,

beaded and wired. — J. Kerry.
Downham Market.

WANTED, 1907 Motor Cycle, good
make; lowest cash.—128. High

Eoad, Tottenham.

B
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WANTED.
WANTED, good Twin Engine, carbur-

etter, two-speed gear, etc.—128,
High Eoad, Tottenham. ,

WANTED, 6 h.p. twin, long, low,
sound condition.—P., 11, Eglan-

tine Eo;id, Wandsworth.

WANTED, motor cycle, in exchange
for dynamo, 110 volts 20 amps., or

offers.—Tilney, Abertillery.

WANTED, Barnes runabout; must be
cheap.—Pull particulars and photo,

35, Cherry Street. Coventry.

WE Purchase Motor Cycles for cash;
exchanges entertained. — Motors,

26, Offerton Lane, Stockport.

MAGNETO, for 3 h.p., in or out of
order ; cheap.—Pearson. School

Road, Moseley, Birmingham.

SCRAP Heap.—Old 11 h.p. Front Drive
Werner cylinder head wanted.—19,

Strafford Eoad, High Barnet.

WANTED, 1903 3 h.p. Eex cylinder;
must be cheap. — D. Knowles, 98,

Eussell Street, Peterborough.

MOTOE Cycle Wanted. 1907. 3J or 4J h.p.,
low built, guaranteed.—Particulars,

12, Cottenham Eoad, Holloway, N.

TEICAE wanted, three-seated, lUley pre-
ferred, modern. — SyJies, School

I'errace, Slaithwaite. Huddersfleld.

OMALL High Tension Magneto, new orO second-hand, also belt, |in., little
used.—69, Hill Else, Richmond, Surrey.

WANTED, motor cycle; exchange up-
right grand piano.—No. L2,074, 'J.'he

Motor Cycle (jfaces. 20. Tudor Street. E.C.

SIMMS-BOSCH H.T. magneto, single-
cylinder, good condition.—Ferguson,

10, Hillside Street, Springburn, Glasgjw.

HIGH Speed B. and M. trembler coil,
15s. 6d., cost 27s.; non-trembler,

10s., new.—2, Jordan's Yard, Cambridge.

WANTED, Magneto Motor Cycle, Tri-
umph preferred; cheap, cash. —

Browner, 18, Newstead Eoad, Liverpool.

WANTED, Longuemare carburetter,
model H., complete. 3H4 h.p.; ap-

proval.—Daiues, Harmer Street. Graves-
end.

COVBE and Tube, second-hand. 26iu.
by 2in., wired, standard make, new

condition; cheap.—13, Baythomj Sirtet.
Low

TEY the Eiisel Cast Iron Headed Valves,
never need grinding; 3s. 6d., any

size.—Broadhurst, 13, Stafford Street. Lei-
ceater.

WANTED, Address of makers of motor
cycle frames, to specification, —

Apply, No. 9,749. The Motor Cycle Ofaces,
Coventry.

WANTED, motor cycle or tricar; ex-
change new 55 guinea upright

grand piano.—9,756 The Motor Cycle Offices
Coventry.

MOTOSACOCHE Attachment, for ordin-
ary 22in. cycle, wanted; typewriter

part exchange. — Church. Cross Street,
Sandown.

WANTED, motor cycle. 3J h.p., low;
exchange new Chater racer and

£6.—Goldwasser. 25. Southampton Street,
Pentonville.

TEICAE Wanted, in exchange for high-
class typewriter, which cost £22.—

Apply. Barlock, Bowes Road School, New
Southgate.

WANTED, Chater-Lea girder forks and
wheel, with or without tyre, 26in.

by 2in.; cheap.—Wallis, 29, Hills Eoad,
Cambridge.

WANTED, part or whole second-hand
gear, for 5i h.p. Oldsmobile. cheap,

in good condition. — Green, The Ham,
Brentford.

WANTED, for cash, new 2 h.p. engiae,
with carburetter and silencer, also

large brazing lamp.—Hodgson and Co.,
Abergavenny,

WANTED, good twin engine, also car-
buretter, silencers, belt, taddle.

tyres, and any other parts, for motor
cycle. — J. Neighbour, Walworth Eoad,
S.E.

'Tee Bee' or not to be.
PRACTICAL MOTORISTS ALL SAY

'TEE BEE'
'TeeBea'

|
—

\k
Spring

^wW
Seat

Pillar

suits 1

machines i

with fixed
|

seat pillars. J
Price t2/8

" Tee Bee " Stand,

strong, rigid,

easily operated.

Price .. .. 12/6

' Tee Bee "

Steel Footrests,

Price .. S -

' Tee Bee ' Carrier. ' Tee Bes

'

Tul>ular, 10/6, Spring Footrests,

Strong metal, 6/6. Price, 12/6.

Can be had through Cycle and Motor
Dealers everywhere. Booklet free.

TEMPLETON BROS..
535, Saucliieliall Street, Glasgow.

"SIMPLEX"
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
t, 3, Si <lD-> 1/- mich all itzat,

BEWARE OF
COLOURABLE

IMITATIONS.
I

Sok Patcntfcs and Uasafactnnn^

HERWIN, CANNY & Co.,i

PLUMSTEAD, S.E. i

WANTED.
FIT-ALL or other two-speed gear, cheap,

—264. Barking Eoad, East Ham.
WANTED. Triumphs, Bocs, Hex de

Luxes, F.N. lightweights, N.S.U.'s;
cash waiting.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Westgate, Halifax.

WANTED, 1906 Eex, single or twin, any
condition, or repair if cheap; full

particulars; rock bottom.—26, Caunce
Street, Blackpool.

INCLINED Engine, 2J h.p. or over, part
exchange 2 h.p. Minerva, or sell. —

Freeman, Sterndale House, Queen's
Eoad, Beeston, Notts.

WANTED, good twin-cylinder engine,
in exchange for lady-back two-speed

tandem, or sell £8.—Drummond, 20, Tyl-
ney Eoad. Forest Gate.

WORKING Partner, with about £500,
for improved motor cycle manu-

facturing business.-No. 9,754, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, engine, 34-4i h.p.. good con-
dition, good make, must be cheap

;

approval; cash waiting,—Oockerill, 213,

Harvist Road. Kilburn.

WANTED, motor cycle, in first-class
running order, cheap for cash.

—

Particulars to Steward, Conservative
Club. Ogmore Vale, Glam.

TEICAE. three-seater. Eiley, Eexette,
or other renowned make; exchange

Quadrant carette and cash.—9,746, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TWO Motor Cycles.—Cash waiting for
good machines, if cheap; send

specification, or call. — 108. Bennerley
Eoad. Wandsworth Common.

HOENEE'S Rex Agency.—Motor cycles,
all makes, exchanged, purchased for

cash, or sold on commission. — Store
street, W.C. Tel. 13456 Central.

!

TURBINAMO, cheap, or would exchange '

pair Lohmann's Perfecta lamps,
new. suit tricar or small car.^Japtain
Blockley, Wellington. Shropsiire.

WANTED, light, low, up-to-date spray
motor cycle; exchange Zonophone

and records and cash.—Haward. Eldon
Lodge, Hewlet Road, Cheltenham.

WANTED, good modern cycle, 3^ h.p.,
or over, with sidecar, or separate;

must be perfect, and cheap for cash.

—

J., 34, Howbuiy Road, Nunhead, London.

WANTED. Clyde or Simms 2% h.p. en-
gine, with low tension magneto:

state condition and lowest price.—Box
No. 9,758, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

REX De Luxe Wanted, 5 h.p., twin, 1907

or 1903, with or without clutch and
two-speed.—Full particulars and price. H.
Dennis, 77, Wigmore Street. London, W.

WANTED, a purchaser, for a 3i h.p.
1907 Quadrant, as good as new,

with about £5 worth of spares; seen any
time.—294, Queen's Eoad, Peckham, S.E.

WANTED, Tricar (not heavy), about
4-6 h.p., water-cooled, three-speed

gear, open frame preferred; must be re-
cent make.—73, Church Street, Camber-
well.

WANTED, thoroughly reliable, free en-
gine cycle, 3 h.p. upwards. Bees-

ton Humber preferred; no rubbish.—Ex-
haustive particulars to 'Milner, Wormit,
Fifeshire.

WANTED, forecar attachment, com-
plete. 26in. wheels, brakes, long

side stays; cheap for cash; full particu-
lars.—Tickett, 33, Queen's Eoad, South-
end-on-Sea.

WANTED. 9 h.p. tricar, thoroughly
sound; exchange 6 h.p. Quadrant

Carette, 3J h.p. Minerva bike, in good
order, and cash.—Walker, Victoria Build-
ings, Worksop.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Eevlew," the

leading trade organ; specimen copy will
be sent on receipt of trade card.—Address.
' The Cycle and Motor Trades' Review "

Offices, Coventry.

MOTOE Bicycle wanted. 3i h.p., or
over. 1907 or 1908; exchange sailing

boat, fast, suitable for motor, 10ft. long,
mahogany and oak, new last May, cutter
rig, centre boards, seats six.—G. Dennis,
77, Wigmore Street. London, W.

In answering any of these advertisemenU it w dejiirrible that yon mention " The Motor Cycle.
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THE TROUBLES OF
By S.B.S.

N' company with a good many other motor cyclists, 1

graduated from two wheels to three during last

summer, and my first three-wheeler was a second-

hand 554. h.p. two-speeder of uncertain age, and,

this account will show, of more than uncertain

iiper. It had been in my possession for some weeks

fore I was able to get a decent run on it, but at

;t opportunity came for a ride to Chester, and in

mpany with a friend known to his intimates as

I'op," who rode a 2^ h.p. Excelsior, I left

)rthampton at 6 o'clock one fine morning.

Fate's ironies were manifest at the very outset. We
re actually ready to start at 5 a.m., but as a few

xious relatives and friends thoughtfully desired to

'jh us good-bye we delayed our start till their arrival,

'lich was at 6 a.m. " What is an hour more or less,"

(oth "Pop," "when you travel by motor?" The
juel replied that an hour more or less was of small

:ount indeed, for half an hour after noon we were
t forty miles away, having maintained the noble

irage of 7.58 miles an hour. First the petrol pipe
hke, and laid the dust at a cost of is. 4d. per 'square

vd. Then an awful rasp from the gear box saluted

'f ears, and it jammed up hopelessly, causing the

' ked back wheel to skid the machine across the road
I a most alarming fashion. ,

This was rather a test for a novice, but we filed an
e ra notch in the gear quadrant, and when the lever

ys in this third notch the top gear was well jammed
i and the pinions would revolve. By the way, that

r:ch took two solid hours to cut. Then the camshaft
c the bicycle broke clean in half.

A NOVICE.
The tricar towed the bicycle till the gear box jammed

once more, and " Pop '

' came an unholy cropper off

the saddle in consequence of an abrupt stop.

Waggling the gear lever freed the gears. We reached

a garage, made a new camshaft for the bicycle, and
went on.

We Finally Resorted to Towing.
Then the tricar gears seized again, and it was the

bicycle's turn to tow the tricar, luggage and all, into

Tamworth. Here we took the entire tricar to pieces,

and cleared the broken parts out of the gear box (four

hours' work for three men). By this rime it was
10.30 p.m., and we had our first meal since 5.30 a.m.

—a hieal as famous in the annals of that hotel as the

breakfast with which the waiter assisted David Copper-
field was famous in the annals of another inn. We
found the tricar gear box required several new parts,

and early next day we loaded both of ourselves on to

the Excelsior, and went over to Coventry for them.
Seven miles out from Tamworth a storm came on, and,

lest we should timidly seek shelter, the back tyre

promptly burst ! We had no solution, but we had an
ancient butt-ended tube. For hours we laboured to

make it airtight, but never induced it to bear the weight

of two of us. Finally, "Pop " went on to Coventry
solus for the spares, while I set out to walk back seven

miles to Tamworth, being assisted by a lift from a

passing car for part of the way.
At 9.30 next morning work was resumed on the

tricar. The mainshaft was wrenched away from the

flywheel, and all the pinions were either burred or

stripped. We laboured till 11.10 p.m., with only
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n hour off for lunch at mid-day, and at that hour

was pronounced ready for the road.

Troubles Innumerable were our lot.

At 8.30 next morning we tackled the remaining

.-ighty miles which still separated us from Chester.

At 8.35 the back tyre of the bicycle burst again. " Pop "

walked back and bought a new tube, so that by 9.30

we were really off. The tricar control puzzled me not

a little, for the more I advanced the spark the slower

it went. This was finally traced to an inverted con-

nection to the spark lever, and as soon remedied. It

then refused to climb any hills—^then the silencer fell

off, and before we had made any headway it was half

past one. The adjustments which here delayed us were

so successful that the next section was covered in flying

style; but, unfortunately, we had taken a wrong turn,

and each of these speedy miles spelt so far out of our

true course. We got right, and passed through Lich-

field and Rugeley, reaching Sandon by 3 p.m., where

a long stop for overheating held us up, and incidentally

afforded a chance for a meal. All through this night-

mare of a ride I never dared stop while the engine kept

running, for only heaven knew whether if once stopped

it would ever start again. This caution was con-

firmed at Stone; as we entered the town, the church

clock regitlered,4.45, and ere we got the engine going

again after a distinctly invcluntaiy stop, it registered

6.45. At last it suddenly started, rushed 300 yards,

and stopped again dead, what time the cheering of the

crowd was still audible in the rear. However, it now
revealed the trouble. The collar had split off the inlet

pipe where it joined the engine; the nut hid the

damage, and so I had been unaware I was getting pure

air into the cylinder. A length of inner tube plus some

copper wire fixed this up, and the tricar maintained a

glorious dash—^wrong road again. We drove painfully

back to Stone. Driving fast after this delay melted

the improvised inlet union just at the bottom of a

terrific hill. It was pitch dark, we were worn out, had

scarcely tasted food, and had still forty miles to go,

while we knew our expectant relatives at Chester would

be consumed with anxiety. We got the union hitched

up again, and had a fine run at high speed for miles

till the road petered out in a ploughed field—lost again.

We retraced our steps, and presently came to three

road ends destitute of signposts; -however, a sleepy

rustic directed us. A lot of climbing faced us, and the

tricar engine got red hot. Then came a long down
grade down which I coasted with the engme switched

off. Switching on at the foot of the next long rise, the

engine refused to fire. Investigation proved that this

time the petrol pipe had come adrift, and not a drop

of spirit was left. It was now 10 p.m., and though

I had travelled many miles, only ten of them were in

the right direction. " Pop " was missing—heaven knew

where. I had no map, no idea where I was, no sign

of a house or a human being, and the tricar was stolidly

immovable

!

A New Method of Control.

Suddenly over the hedge came a voice, " Can I help

you?" I surlily ridiculed the idea, but for once

luck was in. The voice belonged to a motorist, who
had petrol close at hand—nay, more, he was an experi-

enced owner of a duplicate tricar the very spit of my
own. He played the part of an angel—fed us,

mended my pipe, and gave us petrol, for "Pop " ha
by now reappeared. There were thirty miles to gc

and both my petrol pipe and inlet pipe were secure

with copper wire and indiarubber, but the knowledg

of our relatives' natural anxiety gave us heart to pus

on into the night. In five miles the inlet pipe W£

adrift, and was again mended with aid from a gam*

keeper, a signalman, and a policeman—jolly cheerin

to find a crowd collect in the wee sma' hours, howevt

unwelcome they are in broad daylight. Then it bega

to freeze ; then the carburetter began to fall off evei

five miles, as it had sheared the nut at the other en(

and was only held to the engine by a bit of hose pip

Every five miles I tied it on again with string, ar

held it while I drove. On I flitted through the cobb

and darksome night, crouched low over the whe«

steering with one hand, holding the carburetter on wi

the other, and slowing down when necessary by t

simple expedient of dropping the carburetter—a foi

of control that ensures quick stoppages in a

emergency

!

In Tarporley my engine seized up, red hot, ,and

fell asleep in the bucket seat while waiting for it

cool. "Pop" fell asleep standing up beside n

both of us bang in the middle of the road. At 3 a.

I woke, and started the engine. Now the bicy-

refused to go, but finally after much dreamy wrestli

in an agony of thick darkness we both got away, a

our next stop was outside the front door which was <

destination. r30 miles in four days!

A Gorgeous Non=stop of Fifty Miles.

When we had recovered from our exertions we tui

up both machines, and a day or two later had a uni

gorgeous non-stop of fifty miles apiece. The n

night, encouraged by this, be motored to the theatre

Birkenhead. When we came out of the theatre neit

machine would start. Towards midnight not a solit

explosion rewarded our efforts, so we hired a brace

bicycles. Some evil fiend was in attendance upon

for even those bicycles possessed free-wheels uphill ;

fixed wheels downhill, so we walked much of the \

back.

Next day we returned to Birkenhead by train, ;

spent the day in vain efforts to make the machine st:

just catching the last train home at night.

The day after we put new piston rings on the tri(

and it started—why, I do not profess to know,

bicycle still refused to go, so we returned to Che:

on the tricar, thence back to Northampton by tr;

Such mockery greeted us here at our failure to m(

to Chester and back in the inside of a fortnight t

we determined we would eventually bring those

recalcitrant machines back by road. We chose

day, and attempted it. The bicycle had meant

been put in running order by a repairer, and "Po

drove it from Birkenhead to pick me up at Chesj

and, including stops, we actually coaxed those 1!

motors over the 130 miles in less than twelve hours.

1

the amazement of everyone who know them. (Di

hear a voice say, " Us? ")
i,

This tale has a moral : Let not the gentle tyro ];*

chase a second-hand tricar without an expert exam 1

tion. And I will conclude with an invitation: If 1,

gentleman has a regular wreck of a prehistoric tn

which he desires to see coaxed through the End-to-

"

I believe I could get it through, if any man li"!

could.
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Jd you like to go a-touring in a manner most alluring,
Here and there,

. employ your well-earned leisure in obtaining health and
pleasure Everywhere ?

lid you care to go a-flitting, on your saddle calmly sitting
At your ease,

ough the lively crowded highways or the lovely leafy
byways As you please?
Md you like to ride serenely, and enjoy the motion keenly

Of your steed,
r hills and crests and ridges, under aqueducts and bridges

At full speed?

If you would, try motor biking ; 'twill be greatly to your
liking. 'Twill indeed!

There's no sport that's more beguiling when the sun is softly
smiling. Or ablaze.

For its joys are keen and many, and within the reach of any
Nowadays.

Therefore, if you've never tried it, buy a. motor bike and
ride it,

_
We advise,

And your voice you'll soon be raising, and the pastime loudly
praising To the skies.

(A word is quite sufficient to the wise.)
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By REGINALD WELLBYE

^s?'

are every

pastime as

ITHOUT roads

—roads, that

is, in the

modern sense,

hard, smooth highways

—motor cycling, or,

indeed, any kind of

cycling or motoring,

would be all but impos-

sible. Roads, in fact,

whit as essential to the practice of the

the vehicle itself, and the subject is

therefore of more than passing interest to motor

cyclists, even were it a dull one. But dull it most

certainly is not, for our highways are in every sense

historic, and the rider who to-day so easily mows

down the miles along them is moving among associa-

tions as rich and as stirring as those which he meets

at palace and castle and church. To a generation that

knows no other highway but the railway and no

travelling carriage but the train, the road seems a thing

of small importance—a mere convenience for the

tradesman's cart and the farmer's waggon, just a track

to connect the town with the scattered hamlets and

the solitary houses that lie around. But it was not

that the butcher of Dulby might reach S'lowcombe,

that the farmer of Slowcombe might take his grain to

Waterham, that Waterham's miller might sell his flour

at Fairborough, or that the lawyer of Fairborough

might jog smoothly along to the assizes at Oldchester,

that the great roads of England grew up.

For Whom were the Roads Constructed?
The Dulbys, the Slowcombes, the Waterhams, the

Fairboroughs, the Oldchesters, and the rest of them

are all usurpers. Barely seventy years ago they were

mere incidents by the way, and the farmers and the

butchers, the millers and the lawyers, who have lorded

it so long that they dispute the very right of a traveller

from a distance to use the road at all, were then but

very small fry indeed. For then, and as it had been

for nearly two thousand years, it was the great roads

that were the only means of communication from one

end of the country to the other—the very nerves and

arteries of Britain. The lanes and byways, upon which

not a tithe of the trouble has been bestowed as was

devoted to the main roads, were, of course, always

sacred to local traffic, and when the generation that

could remember the busy roadfaring days had died

out and when Turnpike Trusts themselves had expired,

the prime difference between highways and byways

was forgotten, and all roads became byways. The
motor cyclist, with the means at his command of trans-

porting himself from one side of the island to the other

within the span of a single day, is unconsciously re-

affirming the difference, and is rediscovering the old

trunk coaching and posting routes abandoned nearly

threequarters of a century ago.

New roads have come into existence
at most periods, but the majority of

highways are very old, the oldest,

indeed, vying in age with the most
ancient monuments of man in these
islands. They were not made, they
grew—^just as footpaths will grow up to-day acro!

newly-opened estates. The old roads were, in fact, bi

footpaths and horse paths that sprang up automatical
as the early barbarian inhabitants of primeval Brita
made their way across the land over what seemed tl

easiest ground, and so wore out a beaten track ove

down, and through forest, a few feet wide only, whe
the soil was firm, but broadening out at soft or bogj

places into a number of twisting, undefined tracl

for roadmaking and roadmending were almost unknov
arts, nor were they much practised till modern timt

Thus did roads come into being two thousand yea

ago, and wherever the Saxon planted a village, t

Norman a castle or a monastery, the same process toi

place, as it nearly always did when people required
travel in new directions. It was the Roman ajone w
made roads, caused them to be deliberately plann
and scientifically constructed—that is, in cont

distinction to allowing them merely to grow
spontaneously, and pitching down some stones or

few pieces of wood when they threatened to becoi

impassable, which was practically all the attenti

highways ever got in the middle ages.

The Romans as Road Makers.
The Romans straightened out such of the old rou

as they needed, and laid out others to connect th

new camps and colonies. An important Roman rcjl

was a marvellous piece of work. Built up of pouncjl

tile and cement or other hard material, often to seve

layers, and surfaced with gravel or flagstones, I

stood out, a low embankment, some feet above 1

level of the soil.

A few much weathered lines of bank, and, r^

still, vestiges of pavement, still linger here and the

but in such rough places that the motor cyclist v

not look for them. But though the roadways h;i

mostly gone, the straight lines in which they were L

out remain in abundance, for if many Roman ro;',!

went over ground Avhere only a Roman would want J

go, and so fell out of use in after times, a great m?

'

were never abandoned. The man who rides from i;

Marble Arch, in London, to Weedon, Northampt -

shire, hardly for a single mile leaves ground trodc i

by Roman feet, and similarly the straight lengths f

the roads from Ware to Stilton, and from Linoi

northwards to the Humber, or Leeming Lane, in Yo -

shire, and Stone Street and Watling Street, in Ke

,

betray their imperial builders. Dreary some of thi

are to the slow-coach who crawls over them inch i

inch, but to the motor cyclist, who can gulp them doi

in miles at a time, they are never unwelcome.
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ir Historic Highways.

—

Such roads are crowded with memories of the old

nperial days, when the Romans were masters of the

orld and Latin was the speech of Britain. Over
lem has passed many a cohort and many an ala of

le invincible Roman army, and such commanders as

ulus Plautius, Agricola, and Theodosius have been

jrne over their even surfaces. Even wearers of the

tirple were no strangers, the shades of Claudius,

Hadrian, and Severus fiitting up and down the long

nes of Watling Street and Ermine Street and other

raight drawn ways.

But a Roman road which is still a highway and

3t a ruin has other memories than these, and they are

or Butcher Cumberland, or, indeed, it may be anyone
whose name is- known in\English history, for they all

travelled, and travelled often, and the road—the self-

same road we hie along in very different fashion to-day

—was the only highway.

If the roads are for the most part such as they grew

up centuries ago, in appearance and in other respects

they owe much to later times. About two hundred
Years ago their condition was appallingly primitive,

and, through the great growth of traffic, and particu-

larly of wheeled vehicles, were probablv infinitely

worse than they had been in much ruder times. Many
of them were only narrow causeways of bumpy stone

blocks, just wide enough for horses and pedestrians.

A Bath Road scene.

emories, too, that cling to other great ways—the roads

hich radiate from London to Exeter, to Bristol, to

loucester, to Norwich, as well as the well-worn pro-

ncial routes from shire to shire. They are haunted,

1 of them, by a motley crowd—Saxon, Dane, Norman
id Englishman, monk, priest, king and noble.

erchant and packman, clerk, and burgess and soldier.

The Traffic of By=gone Days.
Muse on such an ancient highway, and one may see

Ifred, marching at the head of his Saxon levies to

eet and vanquish the heathen Danes, or if it is not

Ifred who treads that particular road, it may be
ecket or Wolsey, travelling in such state as befits

rinces of the Church ; Simon de Montfort, or the

loughtful, observant Chaucer returning from Flanders

ong the Dover Road, or Richard Crookback riding

Jt from the Blue Boar at Leicester to his fate at

osworth
; James I. dawdling down the northern road

I his English throne, or Jeffries of execrable memory,

surrounded on either side by the natural surface, cut

up, uneven, and dusty in summer, quagmires, literally

feet deep with slimv mud. in winter. The Norwich
road near Wymondham and the Northampton road

between Hockliffe and Woburn. for example, were in

that condition a hundred and sixty to two hundred
years back. Where there was no paved cause\\;ay_the

road was simply made up of stones and mud, and the

mending chiefly consisted in adding a few more stones

and piling the material up into a steep bank, when it

had worn into ruts more than a foot or two deep. Even
the worst of modern lanes are good bv comparison, and
it seems difficult to imagine, sav, the speedy Bath
Road as ever in .so impassable a state, )'et that

certainly was more or less the condition of English
main roads so late as the reign of George IL. except

within fifty or a hundred miles round London, where
they were often better. ,,:,.,o,-;-,-^,.,,i >

(To he continued.)
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WHAT IT FEELS LIKE
TO BE AN EXPERT

By S, W. O. LEN HEAD, M.I.C.E.. Etc., Etc

THE best laid plans of M.I.C.E.'s and other men
gang aft agley, and, though I have been con-

scious these many years of the fact that I am
a motor cycle expert, I little expected ever to

be commanded by an editor to blow my own hooter in

public, though I did once get fined a fiver at Esher for

not blowing it. What does it feel like to be an expert ?

I imagine the callow novice supposes us (I will grant

for the moment there may conceivably be others besides

me)—supposes us, I say—to enjoy unbroken peace and

a pleasant sense of mastery when we disport ourselves

upon the capricious motor bicycle. Peace I certainly

never know. Every post brings me epistles similar

to the one faithfully copied below

:

" Respeckted sir,—Having purrchased a r^ hor.

pow. minen-a, it bangs mostly in the wrong sillinder.

The sillinder it bangs most in is the tin one with holes

round it, which falls off evvry now and then. The
iron sillinder with gills round it bangs verry infrequent.

Being a working man with a large family, I applies to

you, and shall be extrornary grateful for your imedat.

replv. " Yours respectively.

Quite a small treatise had to be written in response

to this, and was gladly written. But one has less

patience with portentously long letters from well-to-do

and educated people, enclosing no stamps for a reply,

and least patience of all, perhaps, with the corre-

spondent who sends an ideal specification, to which is

appended a string of eighteen definite questions; you

treat him courteously, and a week later, having digested

your strictures, he forwards a new and much longer

specification, tagged to which are thirty-six questions.

You curtlv denounce this new and weighty monstrosity,

which probablv has eight cylinders, four ignitions, and

thirty-two sparking plugs.

A Beautiful Blue Print of a 5 h.p. T-win.

He then flies to the other extreme, and sends you a

beautiful blue print of a 5 h.p. twin to scale 6^ lbs. all

on, and demands where he can obtain an engine for

it. Finallv, he writes to say he has decided not to

go in for motoring until he can afford a 60 h.p.

Mercedes. Your holiday tour then takes you into his

vicinity, and you ask an acquaintance w^io this freak

may happen to be. Your friend points you out to

him—a pupil at the local boarding school, with an

exaggerated rump protruding from beneath an Eton

jacket—-and you realise with curses that he has been

beguiling the weary hours of prep, at your expense.

Then there is the correspondent who knows too

much. He opens by informing you that he is rather

an expert rider, but has at last met his Waterloo. He

describes with every appearance of veracity how i

trying to cure a misfire he has made every conceivab
test—new coil, accumulators, contact breaker, plu|

wiring, etc. The local repairers have broken the

hearts over it, but, considering me to be the Worl
Beaumont of motor cycling, he relies on me to resto

his departed sleep to him. I sit up two nights, ar

evolve magnificent theories of ingeniously intrica

causes of misfiring. He bombards me with lettei

which grow less and less courteous, every two da)
Finally, there comes a curt postcard to say that wh
he tried a new plug he incautiously used an outc£

from his brother's De Dion car, and that this was t

sole cause of his trouble.

Ah, says the novice, but when you experts get on t

road ! That is when you make good. The practis

glance your trained eye casts over the nrachine in tl

instant while you are poised in mid-air between grou
and saddle infallibly marks down each tiny m

j

adjustment. You never know what it is to cast 1

wistful glance of immeasurable despair down a coun
road untenanted for a mile this way and also th

You never know what it is to feel runnels of mai

sweat trickling down between your shoulders, droppi

from your manly brow into the air vent and diluti

the petrol what rime you push your heavy tv

up some unbelievably lengthy ascent. You aven
forty miles an hour, and never pause except for drii

or to play the good Samaritan to some unfortun

novice in distress.

The Expert's Old Man of the Sea.
Pardon me. The e.xpert's main business is to t

every novel device ever invented by the crack-braii

fugitives from our lunaric asylums. These devi

consist of many things—new tyres, new brakes, r

spring forks, new free engines, new carburetters, r

ignitions, and new two-speed gears. Inventors v

in the degree of their lunacy, but one thing is comn
to them all, and that is poverty. No man »
enough money to enjoy bread and butter seven day

week ever trod the toilsome path of the mechani I

inventor. Consequently every new idea we ever h i

to test is mounted upon the most decrepit and riclij'

crock of a motor bicycle that ever strewed a k'l

road. Added to the unspeakable atrocities and v^-

ness of the invention itself are the innumerable po -

bilities of trouble in the bicycle on which it is mounJ
for test. My very worst experience of the sort was s

follows: An inventor produced a new free eng«

clutch, which looked admirable on paper, and vi.

indeed, admirable in design, but oh! so indescribaj

badly made. It was enshrined in the rear hub. J
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s in an urgent hurry when I set out to test that free

y'vae. Eighteen miles from anywhere it seized up,

that the rear wheel would not revolve. It was in

salad days as an expert, and, knowing the man
s poor, I was loth to leave his only machine by

; roadside. There was no shed to put it in, and

:x)uld not be pushed, for the rear wheel was immov-

le. Gentle reader, I carried that motor bicycle

•ee miles to a barn.

A Gear of Inadequate Strength.

3r two-speed gears ! . No wonder I have a high fore-

id—^I am bald with thought, and before I went bald

vas grey, though like all real experts I am still in

teens. Not so long ago I set out to test a new
cyclic rear hub gear. As usual, thirty miles from

destination there arose a creaking and a grinding,

jnashing of teeth, that were not mine, for they were

rrowed, and of steel. No other means of locomotion

,ng available, I dismantled that hub by the roadside.

le final drive of that hub to the wheel itself was from
pinion. That pinion was coupled to the wheel by

!ng mounted so that the edge of its teeth nicked into

internally toothed ring. That internally toothed

g was 3-32in. thick, and was riveted to the wheel

eight footy little rivets about the thickness of a
)ke apiece. This strong and stable ring and rivets

re designed to take the drive of a 6 h.p. engine, and
nsmit if to a sidecar and 3ost. of human flesh. The
,g was about as strong as a crown piece with all

:ept the milling cut away ; the rivets were about as

ong as wax vestas. I like to encourage brains, but

:ould not find one single good word to say of that

ir, except that the case was stove enamelled. This
,s quite true—I would not deceive our readers for

; world.

Another great enemy of ours is the amateur enthu-
.st who besieges you with invitations to dinner. After
iny refusals you go once, intending to behave so
dly that he will never ask you again. The dinner is

od, but with four frightfully keen and awesomely
lorant riders bombarding you with deep mechanical
oblems based on impossible data, you get no chance
enjoy it. The ladies depart, voting you the duUiest
d priggiest chap they ever encountered, which is

noying, as you would like to have made a better
pression on that little thing in the awfully fetching
ue frock. The coffee and cigar stage is inordinately
olonged, and before you can escape, you have to
e;ch out on your shirt cuff the bowels of a differential
ar and two or three different systems of magneto
lition.

^
At last there comes a reluctant departure to

; drawing room. Joy—there is an empty chair by
5 little blue girl. You settle deep into it, and do not
k motors. Up comes your host: "Now I know
rttie'll excuse you, old man, but the fact is Robinson's
5t ridden over on his 1896 Werner, and, as it didn't
t up Porlock Hill last time he was down West, he'd
frightfully obliged if you'd just take his engine down

for him. We should ail learn something! " I leam
something, too, next day—^the exact price of a new
dress suit.

The MaKer -^vho wants his Wares Boomed.
Then there is the maker who desires you to boom

his goods. This is very nice for you if the goods are

good—you do the public service, have a good time

yourself, and help a deserving man to conquer the pre-

judices of an incredulous public. But the maker whose
goods are really bad is another sworn enemy of mine.

His line, perhaps, is belts. He sends you a belt. It

breaks, slips, wears shiny, slips, etc., etc. He writes

for a report. You reply that the belt covered 180

miles on a 3 h.p. before collapsing. His response is

an indignant four folio letter, explaining that young
Jones " went through the Edinburgh run on my belts."

So young Jones did—^he went through the belts, too

(four of them), but it is inadvisable to say so. So the

maker sends you a sample of his latest pattern. You
hang that peacefully up in your stable till it grows
mouldy—it comes in handily for chastising youthful

trespassers on occasion. In the autumn the maker
writes again. You reply, " I have used your belt for

eight months, and it is as good as new." He publishes

this in his advertisements, and all is peace between you.

Another of my foes is the small and struggling

maker. He sends you an entire machine to test. You
ride it once, and it is rotten bad. Presently he grows
impatient. Why have you not dilated on its merits in

the press ? You respond by publishing an abridged

specification, concluding with one or two mildly

defamatory remarks. He writes to say your critique is

not enthusiastic enough to please him. You reply that

naturally it is not, for it is true. And then he suborns

urchins to sprinkle the roadway around your front door
with tin tacks.

No ! The poor expert enjoys few moments of his

motor cycling existence. His real joy comes late in

the season. He has tested the numberless atrocities

various makers have forwarded, and his season's work
is over. He has snatched time for a brief tour on his

good old Triumph or Vindec or what not, and is

travelling incog, in the

fastnesses of Devon or

Scotland. He has done
his 200 miles non-stop

since breakfast, and is

lolling, with an ancient

briar, in the lounge of a
decent hotel, while a

couple of young and
verdant motor cyclists are
regaling him with the
marvellous performances
of their own mounts, and
telling him what an un-

in.structed juggins he is to

ride the particular make
he does.

The Percy Cycle Co., Ltd., 56, Northumberland
reet, Newcastle-on-Tyne, send us a copy of their
talogue of motor cycle accessories. In addition to
ing sole factors in the North of England for N.S.U.
>tor cycles, they are sole agents for Triumph motor

cycles and Riley tricars. The list sent comprises acety-

lene lamps, belts, fasteners, horns, goggles, stands,
and carriers, and the N.S.U. two-speed gear and free

engine. Also the Mabon free engine clutch and the
Advance adjustable pulley.
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Being the opinions of medical men who are actual users of motor bicycles or tricars.

So many doctors are motor cyclists, and partly to refute the statements one occasionally hears that moior

cycling does not promote health, we asked medical readers of Tlie Motor Cycle to be good enough to give U^rij

answers to the four following questions :

nssr (I) Your opinion of motor cycling as a healthy pastime.

(2) The utility of the motor cycle in your professional duties.

(3) The cost of motor cycling compared with any other method of locomotion of which you may have experience.

(4) Your opinion of the most suitable type of motor cycle for doctors' use.

The replies printed below should prove once for ail the outstanding advantages of the motor cycle, not only

from a pleasure but a health point of view. We tak; this opportunity of publicly thanking medical readers who

have co-operated in this fe lire. Addresses have been withhold for obvious reasons.

CoDningham , M.B.

(1.) I consider motor Cj.cling a

healthy pastime. (2.) It is decidedly

useful to me in my professional duties.

(3.) Its cost is less than any other

method of locomotion, with the excep-

tion of the push bicycle, which is a

very poor locomotive when going up-

hill. (4.) In my opinion two types of

motor bicycle are suitable for a doctor

—either a lightweight machine or a

heavyweight with free engine and two-

speed gear.

D. V. Haig, M.D.

I consider motor cycling a niost

healthy and invigorating pastime, with-

out any drawbacks from the hygienic

point of view. I fina my motor bicycle

very useful in professional work, except

in really bad weather, and the cost is

less than that of any other method of

locomotion except walking and_ pedal

cycling. My machine (3^ h.p. Triumph)

is reliable, comfortable, and perfectly

easy to manage in traffic, but my ideal

mount would hi-ve a light and reliable

two-speed and free engine gear.

R. W. H. Meredith.

Motor cyclmg is undoubtedly a very

healthy pastime, enabling those whose
occupation is sedentary to get plenty of

fresh air and varied scenery in a short

time. It is certainly helpful in in-

somnia. In my professional work it is

invaluable, enabling me to complete a

longer round in a shorter time, and of

course sometimes its speed is of the

greatest importance. I have kept no

detailed account of its cost, but it is

small, and would be much less if I had

more time and it was cleaner work
making adjustments and small repairs.

My present cycle—my fourth—is a 3^

h.p. Phelon and Moore, and I know
none better or more suitable. The
two-speed gear is very usefal in this

hilly district (Wellington, Som.). I

have just completed 5,000 miles with-

out trouble, even with the chains.

R.'C.Macdonald, M.D., M.B., CM., L.R.C.S. E4in.

(1.) As a healthy pastime is very

difficult to beat, it is a fine touic,

braces the nervous system, improves the

general health, and moreover is a

charming hobby. One gets as fond of

one'smotor cycleasin the old days of the

horse. (2.) To a country doctor it is

invaluable. For the last two years I

have done daily runs of from twenty-

five to 200 miles, d never had to walk
home ; in fact, the work of two horses

and occasional train journeys is done
in less time—one has thus more leisure.

As to expense, I buy a new machine
every twelve months, and reckon it

about the same as one horse, say £50
a year, depreciation £25, and new tyres

perhaps before necessary to avoid tyre

trouble. This for a matter of, say,

6,000 to 8,000 miles a year. (3.) The
most suitable machine is a single-cylin-

dered one of 3^ h.p., with a two-speed

gear and free engine. My ideal is one

that can be started with a kick of the

pedal (this is easier than hand starting)

v.-hilst striding the machine, then let in

your clutch and glide away. I am

Dr. R. C. Macdonald,

waiting for this . 'irnbination to be fitl

to my favourite 'J'riumph, and will tl

never want anytiiing else. I hi

ridden the Triumph for two years, e

have reluctantly o. Sred a Phelon ;

Moore for tho abi . reasons, viz.,

you have to pay a v:-lt halfway u]

steep hill how are you to get to

top? Pushing and vaulting on '

not suit a heavy weight.

Godfrey H. Bedford, L.M.S., L.S.A. Lond.

To the busy medical man a medi
weight two-speed 3^ h.p. ;i'Otor c}

with magneto ignition is nsalua'i

saving an immense amount of tims w
visiting one's patients. 1 "^onsidei

ride into the delightful country la

of Old England on a motor bic;

healthy and invigorating, and well

culated to remove traces of bi

fatigue, and refresh both mind
body. As to the cost, it is far chea

than any other means of locomol

that I know of.

C. B. Moss-BlundelL

(1.) I see no reason to assume t

motor cycling is in any way pr

dicial to health, provided suit;

clothing, goggles, etc., are worn.
A motor cycle, especially in

country, is invaluable. (3.) Cost al

one-third of a penny per mile o

twenty mile per day average, aga t

2id. for a small 6 h.p. car, and i •

for 10 h.p. car, licenses, insuran i,

etc., included. (4.) A doctor's made
m.ust be essentially a " no troub

machine, and of sufficient power
jj

durability to take him anywhere in II

weathers. My ideal machine, whic I

had built to my own specification'

34 h.p. Zedel, adjustable pulley, g«
^

5 and 4 to 1, 20in. frame, 52iin. wl 1-

base, spring forks, magneto ignit ii

pedal gear, rubber belt, two lamps >»

gas and one oil), 4in. mudguards. _strg

carrier and strong footrests, which
^

essential for leaning the machine s^s *

a kerb, and 2iin. tyres.
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Motor Cycling for Health.—

T.|W. L. Beales, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P. Lond.

Having used a motor cycle for seven
years in my practice during the
summer months, my opinion is that it

is a most exhilarating and healthy
pastime, and it has been the most use-

ful 3S well as the most economical

Dr. T. W. L. Beales.

means of getting about in my profes-

sional work, averaging about Is. 6d.

per 100 miles for upkeep. Undoubtedly
the most suitable type of motor cycle

for a medical man is the lightweight,

with not more than Zii h.p. engine, and
weight from 80 to 120 lbs. , owmg to

the frequent mounting and dismount-
ing which must occur in visiting

patients. At present I am using a 2^
h.p. Ariel in the summer months, and
a 6 h.p. Rover car in winter, 'lolh o!

which are eminently satisfactory. 1

have dispensed with horses entirely.

D. R. G. CoriigaD.

I have no doubt whatever that for

myself motor cycling is a healthy pas-

time. I mean to stick to it. For
most people, however, the machine used
should be of modern type, so as to

eliminate that form of hard labour play-

fully alluded to in your valuable paper
as L.P.A. Motor cycling is the
cheapest form of locomotion I know of

where any considerable distance has to

be covered. In fine weather the up-to-
date motor cycle leaves nothing to be
desired as a vehicle for country doctor's
use. I think the all-weather motor
cycle for town or country work has yet
to come—and will come.

P Burrow, M.D., B.S.

(1.) In moderation a general tonic,

stimulating the respiratory, circulatory,
and nervous systems, promoting sleep,

and increasing the appetite, (2.) For
country practice motor cycling is the
handiest, cheapest, and quickest method
of locomotion I know of. During the
last five years I have saved an average
of two hours a day by using my motor
cycle. Objections—difficulty in keeping
neat, dust, mud, and skidding. (3.) I

find cost per year one-quarter that of
horse, trap, and man. (4.) For hard
country work a heavy 3^ h.p., mag-
neto, two-speed and free engine, rubber
belt, footboards, convertible to thrpe
wheels in the winter.

H. WeigaU, M.B., Ch.B. Mebl.

(1. ) Motor cycling is a healthy pastime,
inasmuch as it encourages people to go
into the open air and away from towns,
the absence of exercise being its

greatest drawback. I think it a pity

that pedalling gear is being so much
discarded. (2.) It is of great value
from a professional point of view. (3.)

Much the cheaper form of rapid
transit. (4.) An easy starting, silent,

well sprung, absolutely reliable

machine, fitted with studded tyres and
efficient mudguards.

P. M. Moore, L.R.C.P. and S.

I think motor cycling is a most
healthy and exhilarating pastime. 1

find it most useful in my professional

duties.. Most of my calls are three to

nine miles away, and I find I can get

about in one-third the time I could by
any other method of locomotion. With
a non-skid back tyre I am independent
of roads and weather, and in two years

experience have not yet had to walk
home, though sometimes held up on the

road. Motor cycling is far less expen-

sive than making use of horse and
trap. I think the most suitable type is

2J or 3i^ h.p., single gear. My mount
is a 3^ h.p. Brown.

Claude A. P. Truman.

(1.) Have you ever met a seedy-look-

ing motor cyclist? (2.) For far-distant

visits it is admirable, otherwise I pre

fer a push bicycle. (3.) My other ex-

perience is chiefly with a push bicycle,

which is, of course, incomparably
cheaper. (4.) The only motor cycle

which I have been able really to use in

all weathers and over all roads was a

4 h.p. Aster with Bozier gear. This

was, without the shadow of a doubt,

at once the most substantial and prac-

tical motor cycle I have ever had. In

conclusion, the sturdiest engine I have
ever had was this 4 h.p. Aster. The
most flexible and kindest was a 9 h.p.

single-cylinder Aster. The most lively

was a 3 h.p. Fafnir. The most irre-

sistible was a 5 h.p. Antoine, and the

most disappointing—well, never mind I

James Monle, M.B., Ch.B.

Experience teaches that riding a

high grade motor cycle equipped with
spring forks and spring saddle-pillar

affords a high degree of pleasure to the

user, and is undoubtedly beneficial to

his general health. The cycle I con-

sider best suited to a doctor's needs is

the well-known and tested Triumph. .

It is economical to run, absolutely reli-

able, easy to handle, has plenty of

power which can be regulated for very

slow or fast travelling. Fitted with
Palmer tyres one can be absolutely

free from side-slip on a surface how-
ever greasy, A Mabon clutch allows the

cycle to be started and handled like a

car. Two light metal mudguards sup-

ported from down tube of frame afford

protection from all mud, and at the same
time, while the cycle is in motion, cause a

strong current of air to pass between
them, keeping cylinder cool. A coat-

ing of silica enamel protects the plated

parts from rusting. I have used a
Triumph cycle equipped as described

for professional work with perfect

success and safety in all weathers
throughout the entire year.
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J. Henry Stormont.

(1.) After averaging fifteen miles
daily on a motor cycle in all weathers
for the past eighteen months I have
felt no ill-effects whatever, and I use
it almost exclusively now. (2.) In a
scattered practice in a hilly district the
motor cycle has solved the problem of
locomotion for me. Cleaned daily by
a boy, it is always ready to start,
always brings me home again, is a con-
stant pleasure to drive, and my speedy
arrival in response to urgent calls is

greatly appreciated by my patients.

(3.) Far the cheapest means of locomo-
tion, excepting bicycling—and walking.
(4.) Single-cylinder 3^ h.p. with large
splasher and non-skid.

T. B. P Wilkinson, M.B.

Motor cycling is, in my opinion, a
fascinating and healthy pastime if the
motor is an easy starter and has well-
sprung forks and seat-pillar. Difficult
starting spells heart .strain. My motor
cycle is very useful to m for long
journeys and emergency calk It sup-
plements my horse and carnage. If

one gets in the beginning a good make
of motor the cost of running is very
small in comparison to that of keeping
a horse. I live in a town with tram-
lines, and use a 2^ h.p. lightweight
Ariel with spring forks and pillar and
a Stanley-Dermatine belt. It is easy
to start, powerful, and not too heavy.
For a country doctor I think a power-
ful hand starting two-speed machine,
such as Roc, would be best.

C. B. Wagstafle, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P. Lond.

(1.) Given a "no worry" mount it

beats all other pastimes from the point
of view of health, and is good for people
who are subject to insomnia. (2.)

The handiest and most convenient form
of locomotion, especially for the country
practitioner, enabling him to do his

work in a short time and combine it

with pleasure. (3.) I keep horse, trap,

motor car, and motor cycle. Give me
the latter for simplicity, quick start-

ing, and cheapness. Its cost is one-

tenth of the running expenses of either

Dr. C. B. Wagstaffe.

of the others. (4.) Low built S,,- h.p.

(magneto) with footrests, spring forks,

and what is most essential, a good
clutch or change-speed gear. My
machine I have had fitted with Osborne
four-speed, which is so far satisfactory.
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Motor Cycling for Health.—

Frank Golding.

Motor cycling is a most healthy

pastime. C)ne has only to try it to be

convinced of this fact. I must confess

I am a fair weather rider, preferring

the horse when the roads are wet. The

^^((YOUI

Dr. Frank Golding.

roads here (Co. Galway) are abominable
in winter. The cost of motor cycling,

beyond the initial expense, is trifling.

It is an ideal method of locomotion.

The Triumph is a splendid mount for

a doctor. A fool-proof two-speed gear
would be an improvement. I imagine
the lightweight motor cycle will be
very popular with doctors. Handle-bar
control is an advance in the right

direction.

ward H. Ezard

ily experience, founded on the use
of tricars in a London suburban prac-

tice, may be summed up : (1.) Person-
ally—general improvem.ent in physical

health and strength. (2.) As to prac-

tice—(a) increased leisure, and, there-
fore, more time for cases individually

;

(b) wider range, so that one can follow
up patients who remove to a distance

;

(c) an ever-ready mount for emergen-
cies and night work. (3.) As to cost,

including depreciation and repairs (other
than those done by one's self) about
7s. 6d. a week. My horse, man, etc.,

used to come to about £3 10s. a week.
Under this head one may add cheaper
holidays, with a wider range of in-

terest therein.

W. Horton Date, M.R.C.S.

In my opinion motor cycling for those
free from actual organic disease, if in-

dulged in with comraonsenso and in
reasonable moderation, is a very
healthy pastime. I have used a motor
cycle for my work in a wide country
practice for over three and a half
years, and have found it of unspeak-
able utility, saving a tremendous lot of
time and exertion. The bugbear
"vibration " exists to a most fallacious
extent in the minds of the uninitiated.
The co.^, of course, is more as com-
pared with the ordinary cycle, but very
small as compared with the keeping of
horseflesh. I now keep one horse where
I used to have to keep three. My
ideal machine is a low pedalless 3-4
h.p. with two-speed gear and free
engine, with a leaning to chain drive.

T. Cuming Askin, M.D.

(1.) Have ridden 18,000 miles, but

have only had one purely non-profes-

sional ride of about 130 miles. (2.)

Invaluable in a country practice. For

the last three and a half years have

done most of my work on it. Side-slip

in winter and when riding at night is

what I most fear. (3.) Largely a

matter of luck. Cost of upkeep ought
to be nominal, apart from tyres, but

the unexpected often happens. (4.)

3-^ h.p. single-cylinder two-speed gear,

efficient mudguard, without which
daily riding is practically impossible.

E. W. S. Hughes.

Motor cycling is eminently healthy if

taken in moderation and commonsense,
and minas the plethora of " cigs " and
"wets" it so often leads to. It is the

locomotive par excellence for the

country doctor, always ready night and
day, goes anywhere, and reduces the

tedium of the daily round by half. The
only cheaper means of locomotion is

walking. My motor costs about 2s. 6d.

a week, and one week's "cabbing"
cost me £2 7s. Type of machine de-

pends on age and district. If old and
hilly, free engine and two-speed gear

as Eoc. Young and level, any modern
machine.

WilUam Low, M.A., M.B., Cb.B.

As a pastime I think motor cycling

delightful. One need neve- get over-

heated, even under very adverse circum-

stances, and can always wear sufficient

clothing to prevent chills. For pro-

fessional purposes 1 now prefer a light-

weight. It is easily started, lifted on
to the pavement, and vibration is prac-

tically nil. The cost of running is ex-

tremely small compared to running a

high-powered machine, and is not to be

compared to the cost of keeping a horse,

trap, and groom. As for reliability, dur-

ing the twelve months I have had my
Motosacoche I have never had a stop-

page of above a minute due to the

engine, while I have not had more
punctures than with a push bicycle.

The roads here (Burslem) are extremely

rough and hilly, but I have never found

my hand in the least degree unsteady.

T. E. W., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

(1.) I think motor cycling under
proper conditions decidedly beneficial

to health. Over-exertion, caused by
difficult starting after stops, by exces-

sively long journeys, particularly over

bumpy roads, or by arduous pedalling

on hills, is, ot course, injurious, and
should be avoided. Goggles should be
worn, as the irritation from dust may
cause inflammation of the eyes. (2.)

Extremely useful for a country practice,

especially in dry weather, but of little

value for town work. (3.) The motor
cycle, especially if supplemented by a
push bicycle, is more efficient and much
more economical than a horse and
carriage. (4.) Undoubtedly a light-

weight is best. The frequent restarting

of a heavy machine after visits is too

fagging. The ideal machine, I think

(for professional work), is a light-

weight, magneto, low built, and geared

suitably to the hills of the district. It

should be easy to start. For pleasure

and touring I prefer the heavyweight.

MAY 6tK 1908.

Richard Lewis.

(1.) The modern motor cycle is un-

doubtedly a health-giving and a spirit-

reviving machine, the abolition of

vibration, and to a great extent of road

shocks, having done away with the

drawback of the pastime from a medical

point of view. (2.) In a country prac-

tice the motor cycle is exceedingly use-

ful. This district (Llanfyllin) is scattered

and very hilly, with many bad roada,

but I have found very little difficulty

in getting about, provided the weather is

fit for cycling. My machine is a 3^

h.p. Triumph, and has proved itself a

splendid climber. (3.) After the first

outlay the cost is very Uttle, the only

expense in my case being one non-skid-

ding tyre, extra valves (two), and lubri-

cating oil and petrol. It certainly is

much cheaper than a horse, and has

practically saved me the keep of one

horse. (4.) Should be absolutely reli-

able and a safe hill-climber. Not too

heavy to hsmdle, and fitted with some

contrivance which will enable the user

to stop on hills to make a professional

call and restart without going through

the undignified proceeding of riding

down the hill and then whizzing up paat

the house of his patient at 30 m.p.h.

W. Fisher Ward.

I consider motor cycling one of the,

if not the, most health-giving of pas-

times. It acts as a tonic to the liver

and nervous system, and gives just that

amount of exercise tx> muscles which is

beneficial and requisite. Injurious

vibration only exists in the imagination

of non-riders. Motor car or horse

driving I find have no particular bene-

ficial effect, whilst the cost is at least

ten times as great. A motor cycle ij

much the cheapest effective mode oi
'

locomotion a country doctor can

posses®. The pedal cycle is cheaper,

but too slow and tiring. I have used

a motor cycle professionally for the
j

last four years. I keep a small Renault j

car also for night work and wet I

weather. Personally, I rejoice in my
\

four-cylinder F.N. for its sweet and I

silent running. Previously I have had

two single-cylinder machines. Non-
mechanical minds would probably find

;

a single-cylinder 1^ to 2j h.p., such as

the light F.N., very suitable.

Dr. W. Fisher Ward.

Owing to the large number fof

replies received, we intend ^ to icon-

tinue this interesting feature as space

permits.
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)N March 1 8th last we sent out with every copy of
The Motor Cycle a postal voting paper with

eight questions, which we reprint below with

the percentages of the replies. This voting

,per was circulated for the purpose of obtaining the

inions of our readers regarding the very vexed ques-

in of the motor cyclist's ideal. We did not expect

a,t the replies would be unanimous for any one
ttem of machine or size of engine ; in fact, we have
Yays told our readers that what is one man's ideal

another's hete noire. We think a perusal of the

rcentage figures will prove that, if any ideal exists

all, it lies in the direction of a single-cylinder mount,
ither too heavy nor too light, with a reasonable sized

gine. In a word, the efficient type of machine we
ve so consistently advocated from the date of the

luguration of this journal.

At the same time, it should not be forgotten that

ise replies to our queries are from readers who are

more interested in what they are able to purchase
w than what may be obtainable in the future. The
:ure is redolent of good things for motor cyclists ; in

; meantime, let us enjoy to the full what the makers
ve provided for us. Our readers can rest assured

it when the day of the " go anywhere, do anything
"

.chine, weighing not more than 75 lbs., is in sight,

d it is proved to be as efficient and reliable as its

ightier brother, we shall not hesitate to say so. At
;sent we have contented ourselves with the statement

It the machines oF the lightweight class are capable
carrying lightweight riders almost anywhere at

derate speeds ; they are extremely handy in traffic,

1 quite safe on the greasiest and worst winter roads.

Some Deductions.
Dealing with Class J., it wdl be seen that 41.42 per
it. favour a single-cylinder engine over 80 and not

:eeding 85 mm. bore The reason for this is not far

seek. The average machine of this size is not unduly
ivy, it should be an easy starter, and it is as near

average rider's ideal as can be desired. With
srence to the opposite extreme, the low percentage
riders who support the four-cylinder motor bicycle

wmewhat surprising. Personally, we think the four-

inder machine has l prosperous future before it.

e four-cylinder car is the most popular type, on
:ount of its smcwth running, and on a motor cycle

3 smooth lunning is more important than on a car.

Dealing with Question II., it is at once clear that the

gle-cylinder machine leads easily, which is only

ural, since it is the simplest form of motor bicycle

ant. Motor cycling is a sport which is enjoyed by
ny novices, who wisely start with the simplest

licle they can find.

Question III. is impoitant, as it serves to confirm our
nion cit the desirability of popularising the two-speed
ir. A mere glance at the figures shows that the

jority are in favour of some such device. These
.rs are tes complicated than riders would at first

igine, and (he price is sure to be less if more gears

sold, but until a greater demand and greater supply
.

forfhroming no reduction can be expected. It is a

le curious that the majority of two-speed gear enthu-
ils should Ise riders of lightweight twin-cylinders,

1 if is more curious still that as many riders of twin-

inOsr heavyweights are in favour of the adoption of

these devices as riders of single-cylinder machines of

about ^Yq. h.p. ;

Dealing with Question VI., it will be seen, as was
to be expected, that the larger and heavier the machine
the greater is the demand for a friction clutch.

Question VII.—The replies to this query call for no
special comment, as the lighter and less powerful
machines require pedals, and the heavier and faster

ones do not.
QUESTION I.

What sized engine (bore and stroTce) do you favour for rt

motor bicycle to carry one rider? *

REPLIES.
Under 75 ram 9.35%
Over 75 and not exceeding 80 mm.
Over 80 and not exceeding 85 mm.
Over 85 mm.
Twin-cylinder lightweights
Twin heavyweights
Four cylinders

19.87%
41.42%
2.33%
4.67%
20.09%
2.27%

Do you lirefer a

Single cylinder
Twin cylinders

Four cylinders

QUESTION II.

« or a twin-cylinder machine?
REPLIES.

73.01%
25.57%
1.42%

QUESTION ni.
Are you intending to order a change-speed gear?

REPLIES.
Under 75 mm.
Over 75 and not exceeding 80 mm.
Over 80 and not exceeding 85 mm.
Over 85 mm.
Twin-cylinder lightweights
Twin cylinders

Four cylinders

Yes.
59.94%
58.88%
56.11%
61.11%
72.22%
61.48%
54.54%

No.
43.06%
41.12%
43.89%
38.89%
27.78%
38.52%
46.45%

QUESTIONS IV. AND V.
Please state your weight, and what ratio of gear do you

prefer to suit the machine you select, and to accommodate
your weight?

The replies to these questions are governed to a very large

extent by the size and type of engine ; it is therefore un-
necessary to give the percentage iigures in reply to these
queries.

QUESTION yi.
Are you in favour of a free-engine clutch without a two-

speed gear?
REPLIES.

Under 75 mm.
Over 75 and not exceeding 80 mm.
Over 80 and not exceeding 85 mm.
Exceeding 85 mm.
Twin-cylinder lightweiglits

Twin-cylinder heavyweights
Pour cylinders

QUESTION VII.
Are ycni an advocate of pedalling gear?

REPLIES.
Under 75 mm.
Over 75 and not exceeding 80 mm.
Over 80 and not exceeding 85 mm.
Exceeding 85 mm.
Twin-cylinder lightweights
Twin-cylinder heavyweights ...

Pour cylinders

QUESTION vrn.
Wlmt do you consider the mininum weight for your ideal

machine?
REPLIES.

Under 100 lbs ; 8.48%
Over 100 and not exceeding 150 lbs 44.13%
Over 150 lbs 47.37°/„

Yes. No.
29.17% 70.83%
32.03% 67.97%
30.10% 69.90%
50.00% 50.00%
47.23% 52.77%
47.21% 52.79%
54.54% 45.46%

Yes. No.
81.94% 19.06%
69.28% 30.72%
74.60% 25.40%
55.55% 44.45%
58.33% 41.67%
44.72% 55.28%
36.37% 63.63%
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By ATALANTA
OTOR cycling as a

pastime for ladies has

glorious possibilities.

Why they have been

so slow to grasp the

advantages offered by

the use of a motor
cycle, with all its

opportunities for en-

joyment b\' indulg-

ence in a pleasant

and healthful recrea-

tion, and its handiness

as a means of loco-

motion, must be a

puzzle to many minds.

Motor cycles for men
have long passed the experimental stage. It is now

quite four years since their machines became practical

in every sense of the word—thoroughly reliable,

capable of resisting ordinary and extraordinary

strains, of withstanding long sustained wear and tear,

or sometimes sad abuse, and yet their weight is such

that any ordinary man or youth can easily handle and

control them. Their running cost is scarcely worth

consideration, and their first cost is reasonable, though

%-aried. We have no cause to wonder at the fact that

the army of men motor cyclists increased with such

rapidity that now they must be numbered in

thousands. Yet, strange to say, the number of lady

motor cyclists can at present almost be counted on the

fingers of the two hands. To me it seems that though

there is now a great awakening of interest, there has

existed, and still does exist, a mighty mass of mis-

conception on the subject and prejudice regarding it,

and it is the object of this present article to try to

remove some of these prejudices.

Having been an ardent motor cyclist for nearly three

vears, it will perhaps be conceded that my knowledge

of the subject is born of practical riding experience

—

experience of the trials and tribulations of the motorist,

as well as of her joys and pleasures—and a very little

practical experience usually will outbalance much
theory.

Is Motor Cycling Suited to Ladies ?

Most people, immediately the subject is broached,

cry out, " Oh, motor cycling is not suited to ladies."

AVell ! Why not ? It must at the onset be admitted

that a motor cycle is not a fat, shaggy, little pony, nor

is its driving altogether an affair of whip and reins.

It requires knowledge, constant carefulness, and

intelligence, and women are not deficient in these

qualities. They may not have the same mechanical

aptitude as some men, nor that engineering ingenuity

that overcomes insurmountable obstacles. Such genius,

however, is not absolutely necessary to good driving;

indeed, such traits in the ill-trained amateur mind

often become a weakness, leading into the besetting

sin of tampering with things that are far best left

untouched. Of carefulness and of intelligence woman
has her fair share; of mechanical aptness she has as

much as is necessary for the purpose of driving a

motor cycle. As proof, many ladies drive their c

cars—powerful monsters, and clumsy to handle, c(

pared with the humble, handy motor bicycle—and

they can drive these leviathans with ease and pleasi

why cannot they drive the smaller machine ?

Is a Woman Strong Enough ?

How rriany thousands of women to-da_\' i

ordinary bicycles, machines equipped with gear c.

mudguards, and dressguards, and weighing from 2?

35 lbs., or even more, and propel them every yarc

the way ?—a weary, ceaseless grind that surely requ

far more strength and energy than the management

control of a self-propelled cycle weighing from 8c

ICO lbs. Of course, there is always the start tc

considered—an awful bugbear that is not altoge

imaginary—but with -the exercise of a little care
\

thoughtfulness even this real difficulty is overcome

!

First see and know that everything is absok

right to ensure an easy start, and a start on ll

road is always certain without over-viclent exertion,

choice of position can usually be made, so w^hen

venient start on the down grade, and when out wi

friend demand a push; a slight push ii not n

trouble to him, and will be of great assistance to

In other ways, the control and steering of a ni

bicycle are as easy as the steering of a pedal bic;

Now and then as the road varies its contour,

levers must be slightly altered to suit the condit"

Going uphill open the gas tap a little more ; dowj

or on level road slightly close it again ;
going do\

;

steep hill the exhaust valve may be raised ; but usi

on an ordinary main road mile after mile can be ri(

without giving heed to the levers at all, and in

The authoress, seated on the motor bicycle described in the

accompanying Article.

case handle-bar control is now becoming universal,

there is no necessity to let go of the handles

The work of control also soon becomes al

automatic, and is performed sub-consciously. I m
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lave often ridden 80 to 100 miles, and on more
ban one occasion over 120 miles, in a day, and
leen fresh enough at the end to go for a walk after tea.

Does it Look Well ?

This is a question of first importance to every

reman, excepting perhaps a few of the extreme

uffragettes and " ultra-blue-stockings." Every woman
'ho has a womanly mind wishes to look nice, and
'ould turn hot and cold with horror at the bare idea

f adopting the ungraceful attitudes or going about

ith oily hands and dirty face in the manner of some
f the enthusiastic amateur male mechanicians one
;es at hill-climbs and other competitions.

l^et me assure you there is no cause for alarm. Even
36 youngest and greenest male novice sooner or later

iscovers that oily stains, characteristic poses, and
jchnical jargon, though they may be the hallmark
f genius, are not
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The Suitable Machine.

;:e;:tial to a

njoyment of

full

the

astime. A woman
ho can free-v/heel

Q ordinary bicycle

1 giaceful style

ith good carriage

nd bearing, will

.de a well-designed

nd suitable motor
icycle in exactly

le same manner,
'here is no radical

ifference between a
idy's pedal bicycle
nd a lady's motor
icycle, the only dis-

nction being that

le requires con-
ant and continuous
ushing from the
der, like penance
1 the treadmill,

bile the other is

Mrs. Edward Kennard's Lightweight Clyde with Motosacoche attachment. The machine weighs
8011)S., is fitted with Bosch D.A. 1 magneto, Druid spring iorlis. Price's stand. Palmer tyres.

Rich's detachable tubes, and two-speed pedalling gear. Mrs. Kennard has done 50 miles in 2^
hours on this machine, and with light pedal assistance climbed Crow Hill, one oC the steepest hills

In the county of Leicestershire.

:lf-propelled, continuously free-wheeling, a thing of

Jauty, a fit mount for its rider.

Mrs. Grundy says, " Doesn't it Look Fast ?"

Ah ! there's the rub. Mrs. Grundy asks the question,

id an answer must be returned with humility and
jference, for, though she is powerful and spiteful at

mes, she is a dear, good soul at heart, and, anyway,
) lady likes to be considered fast. It may be that

;ain we shall have to take part in the old battle

!tween prejudice and progress, though surely in this

ise it will not be so fierce as on some former occasions.

)me can yet remember how bitter was the contest

tien ladies first took to bicycles, and how many
irents and other authorities condemned- the awful

novation, though graciously permitting their girls

use a tricycle, not because it was lighter and better

lited to their smaller strength and powers of

idurance, but simply because it looked " more proper."

2t in the end good sense gave its verdict in favour of

e suitable machine, and progress triumphed, as it

ill again ; for motor cycling is a really womanly
istime, it is exhilarating, it is healthful and bene-

:ial, and, above all, it is exceedingly graceful.

These remarks, however, are based on the supposi-

tion that the lady rider mounts a suitable machine, and
here arises a very real difficulty, for suitable machines
are exceedingly scarce. The requirements of a lady

are so exacting, and it i» so imperative that every

detail of construction should receive due and proper

consideration, that the building of a lady's motor
bicycle is a knotty problem, and one not to be too

lightly undertaken ; but surely it is not beyond the

power of the skilled and experienced motor cycle

engineer to produce a suitable machine at a reason-

able price. Here I may say that my own opinion of

what is suitable has been carefully formed after over

two years of riding through a district of fair average

difiiculty as regards hills and road surface (in Bucks
and a few holiday tours Ihrough the southern counties

and it is offered only as a helpful suggestion to thos

who contemplate building or purchasing, and not as a

,

hard and fast state-

ment of what is

right and best, foi

people have diffe 'ent

ideas and desires

and purses, and somf
may co}isider a dif

ferent sort o i.

machine better suited

to their own use.

Frame must be of

dropped pattern,

with ample forward
clearance, for ease

of mounting and
dismounting. The
machine should be
light, for ladies who
desire to ride a

motor bicycle are

not Amazons, but
ordinary English
ladies, and machines
often require to be
handled ; withal they

must be strong—strong enough to feel solid and rigid,

not vibrating unduly to the road shocks or in unison

with the engine. To aid in this respect, the top

dropped bar of frame may be built a little higher than
is usual in the construction of a pedal bicycle, for there

is but little pedalling to be done, and, anyway, it is

useless to place this tube lower than the run of the

belt. Girder forks, though not indispensable, add
greatly to one's feeling of security. Spring forks are

absolutely necessary ; without them a long or fast ride

is not at all a pleasure, but an ordeal. A well-sprung

saddle is also a necessary luxury ; it need not be
unduly large. Have handle-bars of the ordinary cycle

shape; long cranks, with a low gear for pedalling.

My machine had 26in. wheels, with i-;4in. Clincher

motor cycle tyres; probably a 2 in. front and 2j|in. or

2 Join, back tyre would be better. So much for the

cycle parts. Now as to the works. A good engine is

of the first importance, one with a fair turn of speed,

and with plenty of power for the hills. Without speed
there is no exhilaration in the pastime; without power
there is much chagrin and hard work. Light pedalling

on the hills spoils many a glorious sunset. A single-

cylindered engine in inclined position under down tube
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is very suitable. This position tucks the engine well

out of the lider's way, keeps the weight low down and
fovward, thus making the machine easily handled
and well balanced when ridden. The carburetter may

placed in any convenient position according to the

mak-e ot carburetter and engine, but care must be taken

to avoid placing it where the skirt may prevent it

receiving a free aupply of air. Also see that it be
Dlaced low relatively to the tank, in order to secure

1 proper flow and head of petrol. My own machine
IS delivered was very annoying in this respect. With a

;ank holding a gallon, less than a quart could be

jsed before the engine began to run erratically, and
inally fail through starv.^tion. The system of lubrica-

:ion should be simple and reliable. An oily engine is

m abomination, but an engine screeching for oil is

inathema. I have found the Jap automatic sight feed

ubricator perfect ; when adjusted it requires abso-

-Utely no attention except to fill the tank when
reeded. There is no worry in trying to remember how
many miles since engine received its last charge. Of
course, there is ease in observation of a simple, in.

fallible rule imparted to me when I used a pump

:

Always give another charge when you feel the engine^

beginning to lose power. But I fear that even strict

observation ot this rule must often rob an engine of

many, very many, years of its useful life. I believe

there are other automatic systems on the market, but

have no personal experience of them. If the pump
system be adopted, have the handle placed where it

can be easily reached from the saddle, but also where
in using it there is not the slightest possibility of the

hand coming into contact with either wheel or belt. A
very light touch from a rough belt fastener makes a

nasty mound on the back of one's hand.

Specification of a Ne-vv^ Ladies' Mount.
Thus far my opinion is altogether the outcome of

practical riding experience. Further than this I go
with extreme diffidence. Theories do not always work
out in practice exactly as expected. Still. I have my
own ideas of an ideal mount for a lady, and, having

sold my machine, have already placed my order. The
engine and accessories are to hand, and we only await

the advent of a frame to begin the work of building.

A very short specification and reason for some of the

more important articles may perhaps be of interest :

Engine, 3^ h.p. Jap, chain drive. Oppermann two-

speed gear with clutch and .starting handle. No
pedals, but comfortable footboards. Bucket seat

instead of saddle. Rear brake actuated by foot lever

;

clutch similar. Ignition by magneto. Coil and
accumulator, also tool box and spares box, I intend

to have placed under the footboards. For all these I

have sufficient reason. The engine must be of ample
power to take most hills on top gear. , There must also

be a good turn of speed in machine, or there is little

pleasure in riding, for two reason.s— first, speed in itself

is delightful and exhilarating, want of it is depressing

;

second, when a lady rides a motor bicycle she needs
enough speed to enable her to quickly shake off the

scorching clubman cyclist. I digress to grumble. It

is not without good cause that I say these young
athletes, especially near London, are absolutely without
manners

; yet what they lack in manners they amph-
possess in impudence. From every other section of the

community I have always received the kindliest con-

sideration, but tiiese smart City youths—they are con

temptible. A fast machine is needed to quickly leavt

them far behind, panting' after their long-sustainec

manly exertions.

The two-speed gear and clutch appeal to me mos
for starting purposes. Consider for a moment tht

difference between a man's and a lady's manner
mounting, and you will instantly perceive the grea

disadvantage under which a lady labours ; it is no
only a man's superior strength that tells its tale. - i

man to slart runs alongside the machine, places oni

foot on the pedal, and swi-.igs the other over am
around the back mudguard, and always has the machini

going at at least a good fast walking pace before h

springs into the saddle. A woman can give only on^

comparatively feeble push as she rises to the' saddle

ir.d has to pedal from a practical standstill. Th
question is not so much, can she pedal it fast encugt

but will the left pedal come up and over the dea

centre ? With regard to starting by pedalling, a fre

engine dutch would probably be of very great assis

ance and make starting always sure and easy. I ma
be expecting too much from the two-speed and clutcl

yet, as it is on the sarne principle . as a car's clutcl

it should start like a car, or alternately, with lo

speed in gear (iij^ to i); pushing machine along, th

engine ought to start firing at a four miles an hour rat

and at that pace mounting to the saddle would t

neither undignified nor dangerous. The chain drive,

am told, is necessary with a very low gear. With th

low gear, too, the machine should take every freak hi'

so, as they are not needed for either starting or hi'

climbing, pedals are useless.

One expects one's new machine to work wonde
fully well, and I am no exception to the rule. At
later date, if it be considered of sufficient interest,

shall, with the Editor's permission, give a short accou

of how it does work. and. for the benefit of others wl

may be treading the self-same round, not hiding i

faults, if any.

Photography and Motor Cycling (see pages 364-365;. Fig. 2— A roll film

camera in a leather case, slung round the shoulder with a leather or

wehbing strap*
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The First Race Meeting at tbe Stadium.

The motor cycle race on the Shep-
herd's Bush Stadium, organised by the

Finchley Harriers, has been postponed
from May 11th to Thursday, May 14th.

The End-to-end Trial.

We cannot urge too strongly the
necessity for sending in entries for the
Erid-to-end Trial as early as possible.

The ]n'eliminary regulations, route, and
entry forms are now ready, and copies
will be sent to any motor cyclist who
intends to compete, on application to

tlie secretary, the Auto Cycle Union,
18. Down Street, Piccadilly, W.

Barnsley Victoria C.C. (Motor Section).

On Thursday, ilay l4th, a hill-

climbing competition (A.C.U. formula)
will be held at Stainboro' Park (by
kind permission of Capt. Wentworth),
to commence at 3 o'clock sharp. Prizes
viill be distributed by the Mayor
(Coinicillor J. S. Rose). The rules

state that persons crossing the course
do so at their own risk. No dogs
allowed. Entries should be sent to the
hon. Fee, S. Shone, 76, Blenheim Road,
Bari'.sley.

International Auto Cycle T.T. Race.

'J'iie I'ollowiiig entries have been re-

ceived for the International Auto Cycle
Tourist Trophy Race : Single-cylinder
Class—C. K. Collier (holder), 1 Match-
less ; M. J. Schulte, 3 Triumphs,
ihilti-cylinder Class—H. Rem Fowler,
1 machine ; T. Tessier, 1 Bat. As pre-
viously announced in The 3[olor Cycle,
Mr. 'M. J. Schulte has kindly offered a

silver cujD to the first and a gold medal
to the second and third private owners
i'l the single-cylinder class. Further
particulars of the race, entry forms,
etc., can be obtained upon application
to the secretary. Auto Cycle Union, 18,

Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
Birmingham Motor Cycle Races.

Sport and Play, Lucifer House,
L:onel Street, Birmingham, are organ-
ising a big cycle and motor cycle
tournament at the Aston Villa Grounds
on May 23rd. Colver, Collier, and
Martin have already entered, and a
series of three-cornered matches is

being arranged between these three
well-known racing motor cycliets. A
special feature will be made of a race
for fully equipped tourist machines as
an inducement to ordinary road riders
to take part in the racing. In addi-
tion, there is a handicap for light
racing machines with a cylinder
capacity limited to 76 by 76,' or its

equivalent cubical capacity.

Admission to Brooklands Track.

The 5s, enclosure at Brooklands has
been done away with, and the ground
included in the 2s. 6d. enclosure. The
charge for admission to the reserved

lawn has also been reduced from £1
to 10s.

Suggested Inter-club Meet in the South.

Northern motor cyclists have their

aimual meet at Richmond, and it has
been suggested by the Western District

jM,C. that Southern motor cyclists

should take part in an inter-club meet
next July. 'I'here are many motor cycle

clubs in and around London, and a

successful meet should easily be organ-

ised. Other clubs are asked to take
the matter up, and we shall be glad to

publish suggestions as to a suitable

place of meeting.

Police Traps.

Alderley Edge, Cheshire, on the main
road to Congleton, beginning at Old
Alderley Church and reaching to

Monksheath cross roads.

Waristead, one-eighth of a mile from
the top of Wanstead Flats to the .gate

at Wanstead Park, on the Woodford
Road.

Police traps are in operation on the
Dundee to Perth Road, another on Dhe

Dundee to Arbroath Road, and still

another in the Coupar Angus district.

Nice Motor Cycle Trials.

On the 26th ult. the Flying Kilo-

metre Trials in connection with the
above meeting were held on the Prome-
nade des Anglais, Nice. Last week we
gave the results of the reliability run,

when Larippe (Moto-Reve) was first in

the multi-cylinder class, and Anken
(K.D.) in the single-cylinder class. The
times made in the tiying kilometre test

were : Multi - cylinder class—1,

Guerrieri (Alcyon), time 53s. (or 42.18
miles per hour); 2, J. Larippe (iloto-

Reve), Ira. ; 3, T. Larippe (iloto-

Reve), Im. 2s. ; 4, Berlie (Moto-
Reve), Im. 3s.

In the single-cylinder class, Boriel

(K.D.) was first in Im. 6s., equal to

33.8 miles per hour. Petit (Terrot)

second in Im. 7s., and Raynaut
(Werner) third in Im. lis.

The Hill-climb on La Turbie.

The hill-climbing competition on La
Turbie, three kilometres in length, re-

sulted as follows : Multi-cylinder class
—^J. Larippe (Moto-Reve), 4m. ; 2,

F. Larippe (Moto-Reve). 4m. 30s. ; 3,

Guerrieri (Alcyon), 4m. 50s. ; 4, Berlie

(Moto-Reve), 4m. 58s.

Single - cylinder class—-1, Petit

(Terrot), 4m. 22s. ; 2, Borel (K.D.),
4m. 55s. ; 3, Raynaut (Werner), 5m.
18s. ; 4, Frangois (Alcyon), 5m. 33s. ;

5, Anken (K.D.), 5m. 45s. ; 6, Amerio
(Motosacoche), 9m. 45s.

On the general classification, which
was calculated on a formula in which
total weight figured prominently, the

result was : Multi-cylinder Class—1,

Berlie (Moto-Reve), 153 points, gold

medal ; 2, F. Larippe (Moto-Reve).
152, silver medal ; 3, J. Larippe (Jloto-

Reve), 151, bronze medal.
Single-cylinder Class—1, Amerio

(Motosacoche), 155 points, gold medal;
2, Petit (Terrot), 136, silver medal : 3,

Anken (K.D.), 130. bronze medal. The
Nice Automobile Club has decided to

organise another competition on simi-

lar lines next year, when valuable
trophies will be offered.

Brooklands Motor Cycle Race.

The motor cycle race which will be
contested on the Brooklands Track on
Saturday will, as previously announced,
be a handicap. The .starts will be
allotted by time allowances, so that

each machine will have to cover the full

distance. Competitors will be des-

patched singly, and the start will pro-

bably be just opposite the entrance to

the paddock. No starters will be
allowed on this occasion.

The Entries.

The splendid total of thirty-one

entries have been received for the race

ne.xt Saturday, viz., W. H. Wells,
5 h.p. Vindec Special ; H. P. Beasley,

5 h.p. Rex ; F. G. Andraea, 5 h.p.

Rex ; G. Aldington, 3i h.p. Kerry ; W.
H. Bashall, 3^ h.p. Triumph; A.
Wright, K.D. Lightweight; B. C.

Lamb, 4^ h.p. F.N. ; A. Sproston, 5
h.p. Vindec Special ; E. Pond, 5 h.p.

Vindec Special ; M. Geiger, 6 h.p.

N.S.U. ; H. 6. Partridge, 6 h.p.

N.S.U. ; W. W. Genu, 7-3 h.p.

Minerva; J. C. Davis, 5^ h.p. Rex;
R. 0. Clark, 4i h.p. F.N. ; W. E.
Cook, 7 h.p. N.L.G. ; F. W. New-
some, 3|^ h.p. Triumph; F. Toman, 4^
h.p. Laurin and Klement; J. M erfait,

Laurin and Klement ; H. A. Cooper,
3^ h.p. Triumph ; R. M. Brice,
Browm ; A. G. Reynolds. 5 h.p. Vindec
Special ; H. Shanks, 2| h,p. Chater-
Lea; T. H. Tessier, 6 h.p. Bat; G. L.
Evans, 3^ h.p. Rex ; E. Kickham,
7 h.p. Leader (Peugeot engine) ; W. G.
McJTinnies, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; G. L.
Fletcher, Moto Reve ; R. Mundy. 3^
h.p. magneto; G. Dedman, Dedbury
(De Dion engine) ; A. Mayer, Buchet

;

W. Pershke, Diamond.
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LAST Wednesday the Spring Quarterly Trials

organised by the A.C.U. were held over the

usual course from . Uxbridge to Banbury, via

the Oxford Road, Wheatley, and Islip, and
back via Bicester, Chesham, Amersham, and Beacons-
field. The entry was a good one, thirty-one com-
petitors signing their forms, and of these twenty-nine

started. For the first time since these useful and interest-

ing trials have been organised, not a single passenger

machine took part, which is strange, since up to the

present not a single motor bicycle with a sidecar

attached has made a non-stop run on this by no
means easy route. The lightweight class, however, was
well represented. Wednesday's event presented several

fresh features. Firstly, every sort of road condition

was encountered—^mud, slime, snow, dry and good
roads, rough surface, and floods. Secondly, the

Newsome (3^2 h.p. Triumph), 4%s., excellent; G. Lee
Evans (3^-2 h.p. Rex), very good, i6s. ; D. F. Steeves

(334 h.p. N.S.U.), very good, ^i%s. ; W. A. Tyndale

(31^ h.p. N.S.U.), pedalled hard, fair, 5i%s. ; C. R.

Taylor (3-;^ h.p. N.S.U.), steady, no pedalling, 52s.;

H. Newey (3^/2 h.p. L.M.C.), steady, no pedalling,

im. 13s.; R. Samson (33^ h.p. L.M.C.), pedalled,

im. 7%s. ; P. Watherhilt (3>^ h.p. Zenette) dis-

mounted twice and restarted, im. 37%s. ; H. B. Lewis

(3/4 h.p. Triumph) dismounted.

Class n. (twin-cylinder machines).—F. W. Apple-

bee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex), excellent, o; M. Geiger (6 h.p.

N.S.U.), %s., excellent; F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex),

excellent, i%s. ; H. G. Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.),

i8s., very good; J. Stuart-Shaw (5J-4 h.p. two-speed

Phjinomen), good, top speed, im. S^Y^s. ; Miss Hind
(5 h.p. Rex) stopped on the hill and restarted with

Quarterly Trials competitors (McMinnies. Newsome, ana Watherhlh) negotiating the fiooded roads on the way to Aylesbuij'. Tbe engine 1 were immediately
converted trom air to water-cooled. The riders also experienced a cooling effect to their feet I

results on the hills were divided into three classes.

Lastly, the time of the fastest machines on either or

both of the hills was not made public. From Uxbridge
to the foot of Dashwood Hill the roads were heavy,

muddy, and treacherous, so that most of the competi-

tors' engines were somewhat hot before they reached

the foot, a fact which probably accounted for several

failures. Never yet since the Quarterly Trials have

been held has every machine climbed Dashwood Hill

satisfactordy, and this is " a consummation devoutly to

be wished! "

Dash-wood Hill Performance*.

The following is the results of the Dashwood section

of the competition, the figures representing the differ-

ence in time between each competitor, while a few

remarks are appended against the performances of the

maiority of the machines.

Class "^ I. (single-cylinder machines).—^W. G.

MrMinnies (3^^ h.p. Triumph), excellent, o; F. W.

ease with the clutch, 3m. i%s. ; H. Fuller (3J2 h.p.

Diamond) dismounted.

Class HL (lightweight motor bicycles).—G. L.

Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), pedalled, o, good; R. J.

Bell (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), good, no pedalling, 2'%s.

;

J. V. Robinson (i ^4 h.p. Motosacoche) pedalled

slightly, los. ; P. Phillips {2S( h.p. Douglas), good,

no pedalling, ii%s. ; W. W. Douglas (2J4 h.p.

Douglas), fair, pedalled, 12s.; W. Smith (1% h.p.

Motosacoche), fair, pedalled, r6%s. ; R. D. Yardsley

(2 14 h.p. Fairy), fair, pedalled, im. S&%s.
After Dashwood Hill had been surmounted, the roads

improved a good deal, but after Wheatley, a few miles

along the Islip Road, they became very greasy for a

short distance. In this district the floods were con-

siderable, Islip looking like an island in a great lake.

At Bletchington, also, they were considerable. On the

main road from Oxford to Banbury the surface and
road conditions were for the most part excellent.
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All through Oxfordshire the police behaved admir-

ably. In none of the counties traversed did they

assume a hostile attitude, but in Oxfordshire they were

a real help to the men. At every cross road and danger-

Dus or doubtful turning a constable was stationed, and
Ml many occasions the men were directed by a kindly

policeman. Just after Aynho, which, unfortunately, is

just over the border in Northamptonshire, where the

route leaves the Buckingham Road, there is a doubtful

turning, this time unmarked by an arrow. Would that

it had been in Oxfordshire. After lunch at Banbury
:ame the most exciting part of the day's journey. The
roads were good and dry, but dustless, when some miles

3eyond Bicester a stretch of flooded road was suddenly

encountered. We were ahead of the men at the time,

but while we were considering what to do, three of the

lightweights took the water like ducks. Their engines

being high in the frames took no harm, and with the

lid of a little pedalling they got through about 400
^ards of water, w'hich was 6in. deep in parts. One
competitor left the road and found himself in a ditch

two feet deep. Miss Hind was conveyed across in one

:ar, while Reynolds piloted her bicycle through, being

Iluee Quarterly Triab compsHlors entering Banbury.

towed by another car. To see some of the men plunge
into that swift-running stream which coursed across the
roadway, flinging the water far and wide, was a sight

to behold, but motor bicycles with low placed magnetos
jnd belt transmission are not a success for aquatic per-

l^ormances. One more stretch of flooded road had yet

:o be encountered, but this was fortunately a short

length, and the rest of the road was in fair condition,

though very rough and sadly in need of repair in places.

kt the foot of Gore Hill, each man was made to dis-

count and make a standing start, a wise precaution, as
the corner at the foot is awkward, if not dangerous,
.•^s on Dashwood, there was more traflic than usual on
the hill, but as a contrast to the former the surface was
loose and in very poor condition.

Results OB Gore Hill.

The following are the results of the climb:
Class I.—W. G. McMinnies {^% h.p. Triumph),

d; F. W. Newsome {^%, h.p. Triumph), 4s.; G. Lee
Evans (3^^, h.p. Rex), 4%s. ; H. B. Lewis {2,% h.p.

Triumph), 27%s. ; H. Newey (3^^ h.p. L.M.C.),

36s.; C. R. Taylor {7,% h.p. N.S.U.), aaVs,^- ; R-

Samson (3^^ h.p. L.M.C.), 53%s. ; P. Watherhilt
(3I2 h.p. Zenette), 59%s. ; F. W. Barnes (3^, h.p.

Zenette), im. i9-%s.

Class H.—M. Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.), o; F. W.
Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex), %s. ; F. W. Applebee

(5 h.p. Rex), 2%s. ; H. G. Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.),

io%s. ; H. Fuller (3^, h.p. Diamond), 33%s.
; J.

Stuart Shaw (5>^. h.p. Phanomen), 58%s. Miss

Hind stopped and restarted on several occasions.

Class HI.—G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve),

pedalled, o; J. V. Robinson (ij^ h.p. Motosacoche),

pedalled, 2%s. ; P. Phillips {2% h.p. Douglas),

4%s. ; W. Douglas {2% h.p. Douglas), i3%s. ; G.

Connor {2)4, h.p. Fairy), i8^s. ; R. D. Yardsley

(2^^ h.p. Fairy), 2o%s. ; W. Smith {1% h.p. Moto-

sacoche), pedalled, 32%s. ; R. J. Bell (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve), pedalled, 39s.

Below we give a summary of the performances

:

F. W. Newsome (3^^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop. J.

Stuart-Shaw (5^^ h.p. Phanomen, Nala two-speed

gear), non-stop. H. H. Newey (35-2 h.p. L.M.C.),
non-stop. R. Samson (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), one

puncture; will probably be awarded non-stop certifi-

cate. G. Lee Evans (3^, h.p. Rex), non-stop. ^^'.

G. McMinnies (3^^ h.p. Triumph), one traffic stop;

will probably be awarded non-stop certificate. E. R.
Taylor (3S4' h.p. N.S.U.) stopped in error on top of

Gore Hill; will probably be awarded non-stop. G.

Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), non-stop. J. V. Robin-

son reports three punctures ; if no further trouble was
experienced he will probably receive a non-stop

certificate. P. Phillips (2 3^ f^.p. Douglas), W. W.
Douglas (234; h.p. Douglas), and F. W. Applebee (5

h.p. Rex), non-stops. F. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex),

non-stop; one puncture repaired under observation.

H. G. Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.) may also be awarded
a non-stop certificate, since he only stopped to ask his

way at Amersham. D. F. Steeves (334 h.p. N.S.U.),
three punctures; dismounted on Gore Hill through
slipping belt. W. Barnes {^% h.p. Zenette) had
change speed hand wheel fixed on in repair shop in

High Wycombe; otherwise completed course satisfac-

torily. M. Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.), magneto driving

chain came off. H. Fuller (3V2 h.p. tw'in Diamond)
dismounted on Dashwood through slipping belt, due
to wet. Miss Hind stopped on Dashwood Hill through
plug and valve spring trouble ; puncture near

Bletchington ; also several stops on Gore Hill, probably
due to overheating. W. A. Tyndale (^i^. h.p.

N.S.U.), belt broke on Gore Hill. R. Bell (2 h.p.

Moto-Reve), belt came off. G. Connor {i}^ h.p.

Fairy), several stops to replace inlet valve cotter. R.
D. Yardsley {2]/^ h.p. Fairy), one stop; front wheel
spindle nuts loose. W. Smith {1% h.p. Moto-
sacoche), one stop; short circuit three miles from start.

H. B. Lewis (3^^ h.p. Triumph) dismounted on
Dashwood. P. Watherhilt (35^, h.p. Zenette) ran

out of petrol and adjusted belt. Retirements: E. J.
Browning (4 h.p. N.S.U.), punctures. J. Beck {2^/2

h.p. Fairy), engine trouble. L. W. Bellenger (352 h.p.

L.M.C.), carburetter trouble. The judges on this occa-

sion were Messrs. A.G. Reynolds and A. Sharpe; the
timekeepers Messrs. F. Straight and A. V. Ebblewhite.
Among the other officials mav be mentioned iMessrs. H.
G. Bell, W. Grew, C. A. Smith, J. Van Hoo\<lo;,k,

and E. M. P. Boileau.
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THE above competition took place last Satiirday at

Sharpenhoe, four miles north-west of Luton. The hill

is admirably suited for a hill-climb, being almost

straight and practically devoid of traffic.

Everyihing passed off satisfactorily, and tlie Bedfordshire

police, who sent down an inspector and two or three con-

stables, were of great assistance in keeping the course clear.

The number of spectators present was considerable, and these,

owing to the nature of the hill, had an excellent view of the

competition, without there liaving bten necessity to crowd

all over the course, since the high banks on either side of the

road would have afforded accommodation for double the num-

ber. The weather was gloriously fine, and a light breeze

blew up the course, but the surface of the hill \j-as rather

Mr. E. W. Brewerton makes fastest time in the Passenger Class.

loose in places. The motor cycle entries were tliirty in

number, and were divided into three classes—Class I. for

single-cylinder motor bicycle.'?. Class II. for twin-cylinder motor

bicycles, and Class III. for passenger machines.

Owing to the temporary sciiles rigged up at Sharpenhoe not

being satisfactory until they had been tuned up, the hill-

climb did not begin till forty-five minutes after the adver-

tised time, but once started it was run oft' quickly.

In Class I., R. M. Brice made the fastest time on th<

3j h.p. Brown. He rode magnificently, and the machim
travelled in excellent form, covering the course in 50is. Xex
in order of time came W. A. Sale, who came up in good styh

on a 3^ h.p. Rex in 52s. W. A. Jacobs, on a similar machine
climbed well, but his engine appeared to be missing, tim'

Im. 0|s. ; C. C. Cooke, 3^ h.p. Plioenix. excellent, time Im
l|s. ; P. H. Trotman, fair, time Im. 8|s. ; Dr. C. Gibbon
Sj li-p. Deacon-Minerva, missed fire, time Im. 15|s. ; J. P
Le Grand, 2i- h.p. Matchless, came steadily and well, tini<-

Im. 18|s. ; J. Stuart-Wliite, li h.p. Motosacoche, over:

lubricated and belt slipping, pedalled, time Im. 46s.

Class II.—W. H. Wells, 5 h.p. Vindec, splendid perform
ance, time ,49is. ; E. Pond. 5 h.p. Vindec, excellent, 51|s.

F. White, 5 h.p. Rex, excellent, 52|k. ; Miss Hind. 5 h.p

Rex. rode splendidly, and was greeted with hearty applause
53s. ; 0. L. Summers, 5 h.p. Vindec; climbed the hill in goo<

style. 53is. ; C. H. Barfield, 5 h.p. Vindec, good, 55s. ;

H. Fry, 5 h.p. Vindec, took the corner beautifully, bb%s.

W. A. Sale, 5 h.p. Rex, and A. S. Phillips, 5 h.p. Vindec
equal, 561s. ; A. G. Reynolds, 5 h.p. Vindec, 58|s. ; S. G
Frost, 4^- h.p. Minerva. 58|s. ; C. J. Seed, 5 h.p. Vindec
Im. 0|s. ; V. Olsson, 5 h.p. Vindec. Im. 2-|s. ; T. F. Cox
5 h.p. Rex, Im. 4|s. ; W. Pershke, 3^ h.p. Diamond, pedalle<

(brake band apparently binding somewhere), 2m. Ifs.

Class III.—Dr. E. W. Brei\erton, 10 h.p. Lagonda tricai

came up \\^\\, but changed into first speed rather late, tim
Im. 58s. : A. F. Ilsley, 5-6 h.p. Phoenix, came up well, tim
2m. 57-|s.

After tlie course was clear again, the car class was run ofi

Mr. S. F. Edge (40 h.p. Xapier) making the fastest tim<

namely, Im. 2|s. We mention this fact to show where th

40 h.p. six-cyhnder would have been had it competed wit

the motor cycles. It would have been beaten by twelve i

the twin-cylinder machines and four of the single-cylindt

motor bicycles. Motor cyclists, therefore, still hold the fiel

as far as hill-climbing is concerned.

After the competition was over the officials adjourned t

the George Hotel, Luton, where the times were given ou
The results of the hill-climb are worked out on Professc

T X c:

Callendar's formula (not worked on Saturday at 7.30)

W
The following are some of the officials who were responsib

for the competition : Judges, R. H. Head and R. C. Davis
timekeeper, F. T. Bidhike imd assistant; marshal, Victor Abr.
ham ; clerks of the scales, F. Mussell and R. C. Davis.

CLUB NEWS.
The Newcastle Motor Cluli.

The result of the speed-judging competition held at Belsay

on Good Friday has been announced as follows : 1, J. Shaw

(4i h.p. ilinerva with sidecar) ; 2, Jas. Moore (3^ h.p. Dene)

;

o.'a. J. Lucas (6 h.p. Rover).

Western -District M.C.

It has been decided to hold a rehability trial on May 17th,

the coarsf being from Houns^low to Bath and back. The

winner to be the competitor who does nearest to twenty miles

per hour, but the speed limit must not be exceeded.

Glasgow K.C.C.

As usual, this club's competitive events commence with a

hill-climbing contest, and this will be held on the Peesweep

Hill Paisley, on Saturday, 16th inst. The contest is an

open one. JEntries must "be lodged by this day week with

the hon. sec., J. S. Fulton, 131, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

The opening run takes place on May 10th to Frensham

Ponds The captain of the club kindly promised a challenge

cup to be competed for on July 11th in a reliability trial.

Six competitions have been arranged, for which prizes and

medals will be awarded. Week-end trips are arranged tor

Petworth, Brighton, Worthing, and Henley-on-Thames.

The Marquis de Mouzilly St. ilars has kindly consented

again to accept the presidency of the club.
, c

T\i6 annual subscription is 7s. 6d., with entrance fee of

2s 6d., and the hon. sec, H. C. King, Walton House, bur-

biton Road, Kingston-on-Thames, will be pleased to hear from

intending members.

Birminghaai M.C.C.

This club held its first competition in 1908 on Rose H'
on Saturday last, in glorious May weather. The cour.iie w
lined from end to end with spectators, and it was estimat<

there were over 150 motor cyclists through Rednall on Satu
day afternoon. Electrical timing was used, this being in tl

hands of Mr. R. V. C. Brook, trials hon. sec, and Mr. 1

Thompson. Mr. Duke, captain, was starter at Longbridg
Results.

CL.iSS B.—Machines with single cylinders of any capacit

Fastest time, R. Samson, 3^ h.p. L.M.C.
Order of merit on formula.

1. R. Samson (3^ h.p. L.M.C.)
2. F. G. Sandison (3i h.p Triumph) ...

5. F. C. Mustard (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

4. A. M. Lomax (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

5. E. W. Winckle (2 h.p. Clement) ...

6. A. E. Willy (3i h.p. Brown)
Class C.—Machines with twin-cvlinders of any size.

Fastest time, H. C. Rapier (5 h.p. N.S.U.).
Order of merit on formula.

F.M.

... 458

... 424

F.M.

640
629
624
600
340
184

Seymour-Smith (5 h.p. Norton)
D. Royce (5. h.p. Norton) ...

H. 0. Rapier (5 h.p. N.S.U.)
F. Southam (5 h.p. Vindec) ...

W. Pillington

412
352
336

[Owing to great pressure on our news pages several items o

club news are nnavoidably held over.

—

Ed.]
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Extract from "Ihe Motor Cycle" of MarcK 25th, 2008.

Interesting Discovery in the ^^

London.

[From a Correspondent.

1

" An interesting relic has been

3vered in the suburb of Kingston,

ondon, W., believed to date from the

irly years of the twentieth century,

he accompanying telepathotograph (repro-

uced) may prove of interest to your

raders.

" In the interests of our readers we have
ibmitted a print to the deputy-vice-assist-

it-sub-editor of the current ' Times History

: the World.' [See advertisement supple-

lent pages 3-301.] We quote his report

irbatim. 'Apparently,' writes Mr. Auto
[obel, ' it represents the apotheosis of a

olice constable of the period. Colour is

'nt to this supposition by the locality ot

s discovery. It is a well-known fact

3r should be (See pp. 84-10011^, "T.H.
: the W.")

—

^Advt.] that the authorities ol

lis district held the " Genus Constabu-
Lre " in reverent esteem and awe. He
as worshipped under the titles of " The
Unimpeachable," "The Well of Truth,"
;c., etc. A well-known witty magistrate

E the period is reported to have spoken of

im as follows :
" He is always to be found

: his George Washington Post.
'

' (Laughter,

1 which the police were conspicuous.)

0, Love it is a funny thing.

It tickles poets in the spring.

It caused young Robinson to bring

His girl out in a trailer.

The way was short, the rider bold.

The motor was by no means old ;

So fast the meiry miles unrolled

Behind the girlful trailer.

" Now hold on tight, O girl ol mine,

I'm going to shave this corner fine.

Off S^ F. Edge I'll take the shine!
"

A squeal came trom the trailer

!

[P. loi.—Advt.] In assigning an exact

date to this uhdoubted antique consider

able difficulty arises. During the first

decade of the past century numerous
associations and unions formed for the

purpose expo.sed the cult of the constable

as a degrading and effete superstition.

This, then, may be either (a) a memorial
window erected by a few surviving members
of the faith, ' or .(6) erected in jubilation

during' the more, enthusiastic period of

the cult. oil these the latter is more
probable. " Sanctus Robertus " is repre-

sented in a triumphing attitude. ' In his-

left hand the stop-watch (a crude niechani-

cal fetish which the naive craftsman ol

this date has represented resembling rather

a barometer), in his right hand what i^.

apparently a tape measure. His right foot

is placed upon a bag containing mone)-

(no doubt fines), under which is seen a

quaint little figure, presumably the motorist

of that date in process of being crushed

beneath their weight. With regard to the

symbol XXX following the title, I can
offer no explanation.'

"

[Possibly this last is intended to signify

the nectar, as it were, which, it was
commonly supposed, was the reward of

all successful constables. In this con-

nection it would represent, therefore, a

brand of ale.

—

Ed.]

•••-<-

He heeded not, but on he tore.

And even faster than before.

Until at length by Brighton's shore.

He pulled up with the trailer.

The sun fades sudden from his sky

;

With pallid face and ruffled tie

He gazes with a frenzied eye

Upon an empty trailer.

* * * * *

No more will Robinson be seen,

To mote with his affection's queen.

And advertised you'll note: "Machine
For sale, complete with trailer."

Moral: Have a sidecar! —H. R.

Meet of South African motorists on the occasion of the first run of the East London and Border A.C. The hon sec. om icm. Mr. H. Birnes, Is seen

standiUEi to the right of^the sidecar with a Quadrant Motor Bicycle. Ph-^tjiiraph by J Kuibbs.
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HOTOGRAPHY is

now so popular a

pastime that it

needs but little

excuse to write of

it in its particular

applications to the

needs of the motor
cyclist. Considera-

tions of weight and
space are so im-

portant in this con-

nection that it may
often happen that the rider who would carry his

camera is prevented, or thinks he is prevented, from
doing so because his camera may be too bulky or he
may have no convenient method of attachment to his

machine. The serious photographer with aspirations

toAvards art will probabh' prefer a three-wheeler or a

small car for the convenient transportation of his

impedimenta, but the motor bicyclist, who is not

always in a hurry, finds photography, especially when
c.T tour, a very pleasant side issue to the main pastime.

It is to illustrate this point that I have asked the

Editor to use a restful little hand camera picture made
at Tewkesbury on one of many delightful little holidays

on wheels as a beginning to these jottings.

Naturallv, the first question which occurs to one

is. What camera shall I use ? And the answer is that

the instrument with which the photographer is most
conversant will give the most satisfactory results, if

for no other reason than that motoring photography is

hardly the deliberate occupation of the serious

picture-maker, but partakes more of the reminiscence

or snap order of things. If, therefore, the motor

cvclist is the possessor of a box form hand camera,
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with which he has been accustomed to work, and he

wants to use that on his travels, some such little device
|

as is shown in fig. i will be useful. Here the rider is':

represented as carrying the camera, which is a box

form magazine camera, on his back, the suspending

device being made of light brown webbing to match

the coat, and so devised as to distribute the weight and

pull evenly between the two shoulders, with no

interference with the chest or breathing department.

The webbing arrangement complete costs about 5 s.,

only weighs a few ounces, and is called a Camsac,

and can be purchased at Fallowfield's, ir Charin

Cross Road, and possibly elsewhere. It may be notei

here that one of the things which trouble I he mote

cycle photographer is dust and dirt on the plates

caused by vibration, and, of course, actual dust upor

the road. As regards the vibration trouble, there is nc

doubt that the best way to minimise this trouble is t(;

carry the camera on the person, and, personally,^ .

think the method just described is the least ir.

convenient way.

An alternative method, if a folding camera is av?.i'

able, is to carry it in a leather case, as shown in ihv.

illustration on page 360. Carried in this way, a roll

film camera is very convenient, and can be quickly got

into action, and as expeditiously limbered up again.

With a spare roll or two in one's pocket or toolbag, a
1

large number of exposures can be made. The box

camera presupposed the use of glass plates; the

folding camera involves the use of films, which are.

Fig. 1.—A magazine camera suspended from tlie slioulders by means
oi a Camsac.

Fig. 3.—Another metliod or carrying'lhe pliotographic outfit whiohi.S
can be^liighly reeommendedl!
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Photography and Motor Cycling.—

however, now made fairl)" reliable in

quality.

But, it may be said, why not be a serious

photographer, and use a stand camera ?

Well, in that case ^any attempt to carry

the camera and stand upon tlie person

would be irksome, and I know, no other

method than to pack them upon the

carrier, as indicated in fig. 4. In this

case, to minimise the effects of vibration

as far as possible, it is advisable to pack
the camera in a cover of some kind. For
this purpose, a leather or pegamoid case

should be selected, but somewhat larger

than the camera, which should be wrapped
tightly round with some soft material.

One or more velvet focussing cloths will

do, or any material which will act effi-

•ciently as a buffer to absorb the road
vibrations. It is important that the camera
so enveloped in its cloths should be tightly

held in the outside case, which in its turn

should be very tightly strapped to the

carrier. For this purpose, pieces of

webbing fitted with buckles are better

•than leather straps. One more precaution
• is advisable, viz., to ride with the back
tyre as soft as possible ; in fact, use every
possible device to make the running of the
motor cycle as easy as possible. There is

an adage which says that if vou want a Kg. 4--

thing well done, do it yourself. I would
not like to dogmatise on this subject, but an enthusiast
of my acquaintance has assured me that in this con-
nection there is a better way, and to illustrate his

method of combining the interests of photography and

-A camera and telescopic stand packed tightly on the carrier of a 2; h.p. Rover ~~.i
Motor Bicycle.

motor cycling he has sent me the photograph from
which fig. 3 was made, which represents the method
of carrying the apparatus which he finds least

irksome. AN 409.
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LEONARD GORDON felt particularly pleased as

he read the note from his agent, " Am expecting

delivery of your new motor bicycle to-morrow."

Visions of pleasant runs and a good time at the

coming Whitsuntide holidays filled his mind. Next

day, as soon as he was free, he went down to the shop.

There, surrounded by the litter of its crating, stood

his new twin-cylinder mount, upon which he had spent

so much consideration and thought. There was no

doubt it looked a regular beauty, with every promise of

speed and comfort. He felt pleased with his judgment.

Power for the hills in which the district abounded was
certainly there. More especially to the farm on the

moorlands would this be useful, a route which he often

took. The glorious view was by no means the only

attraction of this wild and somewhat desolate spot.

Leonard Gordon's heart told him that Kitty Lloyd was
worth many a good mile to go and see. He was always

welcome at Moor Farm. Mr. Lloyd was a pleasant

man, but there was one thing that he certainly was

—

an anti-motorist. Often had Leonard listened to his

diatribes. Tactfully he avoided arguing the subject

with him. Generally he was able to lead the con-

versation into pleasanter and safer channels. Diplomacy
in this respect, coupled with the newspapers and local

news which he took with him, helped to keep them on
a friendly footing.

The First Ride.

The following day, being a half- holiday, offered an
early opportunity for trying his new mount. After

carefully examining the machine tO' see that alL nuts

were tight, testing brakes, and trying the machine on
the stand, he took it on the road. Soon he was flying

along, with ignition advanced, his intention being to

combine the trip with a visit to Moor Farm. In a very

short time be was in sight of the long hill which led up
to the moorlands. He pressed down the plunger of

the oil pump for the extra benefit of his new engine,

and took things easy—wp-wp-wp, a two miles hill,

and an engine well up to its work. The bright

sunlight, the welcome signs of summer, and Kitty

watching for his arrival. Leonard Gordon was indeed
a lucky man. The brow of the hill was topped without

the motor faltering, and a flat smooth road stretched

out in front of him as far as the eye could see. With
the ignition lever well forward and the throttle half

open he was able to get plenty of speed, and the regular

beat of the engine was pleasant to hear. Then he saw
a neat, trim figure standing on the low, rough stone

wall, looking in his direction. Opening the throttle

still wider he was quickly alongside once again with
Tvittv. A*'i:=r affe^tionpt" greeting, Kitty's eves' wan-
dered to the new machine. Yes, she certainly liked

the colour of the paint, and all the plating looked
beautifully shiny. Leonard Gordon smiled. He hoped
to make her more appreciative before long. A sidecar

run down to the

coast and back
in the coming
Whitsun was
his programme.
This he told

her as they strolled back to the farm, after putting

his bicycle in the barton. " Nothing could be

nicer," said Kitty, " but how about father? " Leonard
felt the. force of the remark, but concealed it as much
as he could. It was decidedly awkward. Her father

must be kept good humoured. Before leaving, he

managed to make a compromise with Kitty that next

time he came they would make a short trip on the

sidecar.

An ATvkward Dilemma.
Gradually the following week passed by. Kitty was

at the appointed meeting place. Seated in the sidecar,

she was soon enjoying the sensations of a first motor
trip. The Fates were, however, against them. On
coming to a cross-way they met none other than Mr.
Lloyd driving his horse and trap. Mr. Lloyd's mood
was of the dangerously quiet type. He merely said he

thought Kitty had better get up with him, as he was
going straight home, and that they might possibl>' see

Mr. Gordon on some future occasion. Leonard saw
there was absolutely no real ground for controversy.

Kitty looked pale as she got into the trap, and they

drove off. Leonard felt rather small as he returned

home. There was no way of doubting Mr. Lloyd's

tone and manner. Opposition being the first

stimulant- for increasing affection, it naturally followed

that they felt more than ever attached to each

other. The postmen were regular callers at each

of their homes. Kitty cycled over, to the brow
of the hill leading from the moorlands, and Leonard
met her there. He had the sidecar still attached, but

they both had too much to say to think of riding for

some time. After a while they were disturbed by thS

sound of a galloping horse. The sound was peculiarly

irregular, as if the horse was lame. Sure enough this

was the case. Leonard then recognised one of the

farm servants. Quickly going up to the man, he soon

found the reason for his haste. Mr. Lloyd had
dropped unconscious af the farm, and he was going foi

the doctor. He did not know how soon he would get

there. The horse had gone dead lame. Quickly

explaining matters to Kitty, he tied the horse to a gate,

put the man in the sidecar, and they were seen speeding

down the hill. Fortunately, the doctor was at home,

and Leonard took him to Moor Farm in record time.

Mr. Lloyd is well again now. The doctor said his-

bping able to attend him so promptly saved his life.

The farmer's views .on motors are decidedly modified.

Best of all, he is quite reconciled to Leonard as r)

future son-in-law. Montagu Greenwood.
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HE motor cycle is used a

good deal by music hall

artistes both for business

and pleasure. I may as

well state at the com-
mencement of this, my
first article, that I am a

music hall artiste and an

enthusiastic motor cyclist,

with the fever jolly bad,

too. Not a line of The
Motor Cycle I miss every

Wednesday. A friend

some time ago allowed

me to try his motor cycle,

and I at once decided I

St have one of my own. But for a start I wanted
lething cheap to practise on. I eventually invested

3- jM h.p. surface carburetter Rex fitted with a

mo forecarriage and front wheel to convert it into a

ycle. I got the whole lot for ^14, although ^£25
lid not have stopped me from buying it, as I had
the slightest idea of the value, only that I knew
tyres were worth about ^8, consisting of three

raer corded and one Dunlop. Mighty proud I

. of my first motor cycle. I was performing at

mingham at the time of buying this machine. The
ner owner explained to me the working of the levers,

i, me a .spin round, and then left me with the tricar,

II My First Run.
'*6r the first run I arranged to take my sister

r to Leicester, so at eight o'clock next morning
started off, the motor going finely. The troubles

;his first trip I never shall forget. The machine
it well for the first ten miles, when the valve lifter

ke. I tied that up with string, and then the

:or would stop short if I advanced the spark,

wever, we got within a mile of Leicester, when the

ine stopped again, so I got off and started to

mine it as if I had been used to motoring all mv
—just to impress the crowd that had collected. I

spered to my passenger to go and see her people in

cester, and then train back to Birmingham. She
ved surprised, but went.

then had a look at the coil, and touched the

nbler blade at the same time, and got a shock that

t me sprawling backwards amongst the crowd,
id screams of laughter. Just then a young man
le up with a look of business about him. " What's
V" he asked. Of course, I couldn't tell him, so

ooked the motor over, touched this and opened that.

Iced the wires over, and at the finish said, " These
:ors always go better with petrol." What a fool

as. I found a garage, filled the tank, and started

k without the passenger. As the engine was not
ling very well, I made for the E.ex Works at

rentry, and then rushed to the station in time to

ch a train to Birmingham, which just got me there
time to perform at the Empire. That night I

nitted that the motor had mastered me. I returned
Coventry next morning, and asked the Rex Company
show me every test that a motor was put to when it

ild not go, and also why mine ran irregularly.

Taught Motor Cycling by a Boy.

They told off a boy about seventeen to put me right.

He found out in a minute that the contact screw wanted
adjusting, and that was the tiny thing that had given

me all the trouble. I have to thank that boy for a

lot. He taught me how to test the sparking plug,

how to adjust a trembler coil, how to wire motor, how
to keep terminals clean, how to grind valves, and
the rest I learnt myself very quickly. My next journey

was from Birmingham to London. I got along finely

as far as Stony Stratford, when there was a bang, and
the pulley would not move. The local garage pro-

prietor I found to be one of the quickest workmen 1

e\'er struck. He took the engine to pieces, found
gudgeon pin had come out, fixed it up, and retimed

engine, all within an hour and a half, and when I

started again the motor had a great deal more power.

I then came to the conclusion that I had a good motor
and a bargain. Having the following week vacant^

I took my boy and girl three or four rides, but I could
not persuade my wife to sit in the forecarriage, she

being a nervous and very delicate woman. I knew
that if I could once get her into motoring the saving

in doctor's bills would pay for all the petrol.

My next engagement was at Edinburgh, so I made up
my mind to leave London on Friday (April 19th,

1907), and get to Edinburgh on Sunday. I took the

forecarriage off for this run. Starting at 11.30 a.m.,

I arrived at Newark at 7.30 p.m., after a splendid

run. I took the accumulator to a garage to be

charged, and was
recognised by the

attendants, one' or

two having seen me
perform at the

Empire, Notting-

ham. They found
me a comfortable

hotel, and I was
shown over the

beautiful old-

fashioned town of

Newark. Next day
I started at 9.30,
and arrived in New-
castle-on-Tyne at

6.30 the same
evening.

I met my two partners at Newcastle; one had bought

an up-to-date Rex, the other a 3^ h.p. magneto
N.S.U. We arranged to travel together to Edinburgh,

and started on Sunday morning. It was a fine day,

and we enjoyed the run, but we could not keep together,

owing to tyre troubles. Then a trembler coil went
wrong. Poor me, having had a couple of weeks'

experience, I had to take oft' my coat and do all the

work. My old Rex was going great guns, so was the

N.S.U. Once I stopped to shorten my belt, and
then started to catch them up. But it seems that

after I had stopped the others waited a little further up
the road, and I never saw them at the roadside,

although they yelled at me. I arrived in Edinburgh
at dusk, the others a little later.

On the Mumbles, Swansea. Thf Rex machine''

with forecar attached.
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1 have not mentioned the beautiful country towns

and sea views, as this same trip has been described in

The Motor Cycle before. My idea is to show what

a grand time one can have with a motor cycle if the

rider spends a few hours learning all about it.

Our next ride was from Holyhead to Liverpool, my
partner with his magneto N.S.U. and myself on the

The writer, Percy Delevine, with his Rex Motor Bicycle.

Rex. After leaving the boat at Holyhead we
covered the first fifty miles in two hours, including a

stoppage on the Menai Bridge, and keeping to the

coast road all through Wales. Then we came to a

long straight stretch of road, and had a fair race, but

the N.S.U. was very slightly faster than my machine,
which, after all, was only a cheap three-year old. We
arrived in Liverpool that evening at seven o'clock,

and when I got to my apartments, who should be there

but George Hackenschmidt. When he saw me he
vowed he had never seen anyone look more healthy and
well than I looked. We talked motors and sparking
plugs, magnetos and coils, and roads until ten at night.

He made up his mind to get a motor cycle after seeing

me that night. If he has done so I cannot say.

Motor Cycling Improves the Health.
Our next rides were Liverpool to Bradford, Walsall,

and London. Now comes the greatest thing motor
cycling has done. I got my wife to ride in the

forecarriage on the strict understanding that I went
very slowly. I took her forty miles, and the last five

miles she turned round and asked me to go a bit

quicker. Needless to say, she enjoyed it thoroughly,

and started with me from London for Cardiff last

July. We left London at six o'clock in the morning,
had breakfast in Oxford, lunch in Gloucester, and tea

in Newnham. Some of the hills I met on this journey
were very stiff. I had to get up as far as I could with

my passenger, and let her get out and walk the rest

;

then I had to go back and charge up as fast as 1

could, and then pedal. My wife had four square
meals that day—a thing that had not happened for

many months. She weighed 6 st. 6 lbs. when we left

London. From Cardiff we visited the following

towns: Swansea, Newport, Nottingham, Leiceste

Manchester, and the Peak of Derbyshire. On the k
five journeys we were accompanied by Arthur Lennai
and his wife on their 8 h.p. Rover car, and had 1

not taken my wife on his car up the Peak I don't thir

I should have ever got througli the journey, having i

change of gear. Besides the journeys mentioned, v

all went out together nearly every day, dining in tl

country and returning in time for the performance^

night. Now my reason for writing these experienc

is this : I have had my motor cycle called an old 'bu

a wreck—^in fact, everything that a motor could 1

called—but if a motor cycle of any good make
bought and it does not give satisfaction, it is near

always the driver's fault, not the motor's. The tri

described have been to my wife and self the pleasant*

we have ever had, and, although we have been all ov

the world together, we never knew what a beautil

country our own was until we started motor cycliii

After seven weeks on the road my wife put on twel

pounds in weight, and as for being nervous or delicai

that's all passed. The fresh air cured her after bei

ill for over three years. This may sound like a patt

medicine advertisement, but, for all that, it's tri.

In conclusion, let me state why I always finish i|

journeys without much trouble. I always spe

Saturday oiling the motor, dressing the belts, chai

ing accumulator, examining the tyres, and seeing tl

everything is right for the week-end. Sometimes

cover 200 miles on the Sunday, and I have ne
had my engine overheat. I always lift the exha

valve when descending hills. I also use a great d'

more engine oil than other riders, and drain out ij

crank case at frequent intervals. I carry a spare ty
j

spare tube, inlet and exhaust valves—in fact, I le; i

nothing to chance. I have a Roc clutch fitted nc

and I used it for the first time on Boat Race D:

Some music-hall stars at Raglan Castle, Monmouthshire. Miss M. Delevli

Harry and Percy Delevine, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lennard.

when I rode from the London Coliseum to Streatha.

and I found it a great boon in the thick traffic. Wit i

clutch the sensation of a car is there, if the bulk al

expense are not. Percy Delevine
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Paraffin Lamps on Motor Cycles.

Kindly tell me how to pre-

_j vent my paraffin lamp going

> out every two or three minutes?

A motoring friend has sug-

gested putting a piece of cotton

in the oil reservoir. Would
this be any use? The lamp is a large

one and sold for motor cycles, but

although on a spring lamp bracket

it goes out with annoying persis-

teucy every quarter of a mile, or even

less.-H.H.B.

We are sorry we cannot help you, as

we do not know a single paraffin lamp
which is any use at all on a motor bi-

cycle. Probably it is designed wrongly

altogether, and will not stand a side

draught.

f £3 Magneto Refuses to Spark.

I have a, Kex M< aele de Luxe.

At the beginning of last month
the magneto failed entirely. I

examined and tested it, but
could get no spark, so I sent

it away for repair. The front end
plate was rebushed, magnets re-

magnetised, and the whole cleaned.

It ran the engine all right when I

put it on, but the moment the clutch

was put in it refused to fire the

charge, and after adjusting and try-

ing lor about half an hour it refused

to spark at all. Plugs, cables, etc.,

are all in order. It seems to me it

ought not to have required rebush-
ing or remagnetising for the little

work it has done. Kindly advise

what is best to do with it.—Rev.
n.N.

Trouble with a magneto is extremely
rare, and we are inclined to think that

in your particular case it may have been
due to there having been something
wrong with the transmission. For in-

stance, if the chain was too tight, or

was out of line, or the sprockets were
damaged, it would have put an
unfair strain upon the bush, and have
worn it out quickly. We should,

therefore, advise you to carefully look

to these points. Exactly what is the
matter with the magneto at the present

time is hard to say, but probably there

is a short circuit somewhere which can
be found if you search for it carefully.

Do not attempt to remove the arma-
ture. If the trohble is not evident you
had better send the magneto to the
makers, who will put it in order for

you.

Magneto Switches.

I have a 1907 magneto
Triumph, and have fitted a

switch on handle-bar and fixed

the wire to the screw on ter-

minal block (15). The switch
does not act. Will you please teU
me if I have wired correctly, or how
is it this will not put the magneto
out of action?—W.M.

As far as we can tell your switch is

correctly fitted up. Possibly, how-
ever, a clean form of contact is not
made. You must remember that you
are dealing with a low tension current.

Also bear in mind that the switch
short circuits the magneto, that is to

say, when the • wire is connected by
means of a switch to the handle-bar the
magneto is put out of action.

A valve cap which is not gastight with
one waslier will often become so if two
washers are used and the cap is

tightly screwed up. Failing this, it is

not a bad plan to apply fish glue round
the edges. If the two faces are per-

fectly true and clean, a compression
tight joint can be obtained without any
washers at all.

Climbing Hills without Rushing.

1 have some very nasty hills

^1 to mount to reach home, and
> must always reduce speed im-
-S-i mediately before taking them

on account of sharp corners.

Partial valve lifting is bad for

engine, and switching oif is a strain

on engine in restarting. Would you
think it Lest to retard spark, and on

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials last week. Beady tor the start.

Valve Cap Joints.

Can you give me any hmts
^ri for makmg a really tight joint

> with the valve caps on my
-SJ twin Minerva machine? I have

tried ordinary washers, and
added asbestos string and boiled oil

to them, and tried the latter alone,

and tried brown paper and gold size.

The latter was excellent for fifty

miles, but then turned to powder in

spite of repeated adjustments of the
cap. I can use considerable force on
this machine to disengage the caps,

so am not frightened of anything on
account of the difficulty of getting
them off again.—W.S.S.

rounding comer to give full advance
and more gas? I ask this, as I do
not know the effect on the engine of a
sudden advance of spark starting up-

hill. In driving I am usually care-

ful to advance gradually.—H.B.S.
If you do not care to use the valve
lifter when slowing down on turning a
corner, you had better close the throttle
and then open it again when you have
negotiated the corner. Apparently,
you use accumulator ignition. If you
advance the spark suddenly while
ascending a hill, it is possible that you
may damage the engine. In any case,

it is sure to cause knocking and stop
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. . The Motor Cycle for Business

By BAGMAN.

THE motor cycle is so often regarded as a purel)

pleasure vehicle that its utility for business

purposes is in some quarters overlooked.

Having used a motor cycle for the past six

years in my rounds as a commercial traveller for

Components, Ltd., I now find it an absolute necessity

if I am to keep up my returns. My business requir-

ing calls at country towns, and even villages, and
only necessitating a short stay in the majority of them,

it is of great importance that I should be able to call

on a large number of customers per day. This is

where the motor cycle scores.

A Typical Day.
Many of your readers are doubtless acquainted with

i

Wales, and are

aware that the train «

service in those parts L
does not err on the l^^

side of plurality of

trains. The follow-

ing example will

show how the motor
cycle beats the

train : Leaving
Chester by train at

9.15 a.m., you reach

Buckley (a risinj;

colliery district) at

9.48. The station

is some distance

from the town, hence
it is impossible to

catch the 10.50 out,

so one must needs
wait for the 1.15

p.m. ; this brings

you into Mold at

1.25. Now to reach

the coast it is

necessary to go back
to Chester, which
you reach at 4.45

—

too late to attempt

to arrive at any of

the coast towns in time for business.

Compare the above with a journey by motor cycle.

Buckley is reached soon after nine. Mold is only a

short distance by road, and after working Mold I can

get across to Connah's Quay; from there to Flint,

Bagillt, Holywell, Prestatyn, and Rhyl. Total by

rail two towns, by motor cycle eight, practically saving

two days on this short journey alone.

Space does not allow of detailed particulars of other

journeys, but your readers can readily see on refer-

' Bagman ' Mr. R. T. Harmao seated on his 2^
his business'

ence to any but the main line trains , of the leading

companies that this is a day typical of many others.

Now as to the machine. All my journeys have been
done on an Ariel, and after trial of several types my
choice for this year is a 2j^. h.p. lightweight fitted with

magneto ignition and spring forks, and my experience

so far is that I have a machine capable of any work
to which I put it. Being light, it is easily handled,

and the power is sufficient to climb any hill one meets

on the main roads without pedal assistance.

Dress.

One of the disadvantages that is urged against the

use of a motor cycle for business purposes is that one
is apt to become bespattered with dust, mud, or oil.

I have found, how-

ever, that by using

a light rainproof

suit of overalls,

which can be easily

slipped off when a

town is reached, one

can present quite as

well-groomed an

appearance as if one
had travelled by
rail.

Reliability

I have , used a

motor cycle for busi-

ness purposes for

six years, and only

on one occasion have
I had a breakdown
which necessitated

returning the cycle

to the works, and

this was entirely due

to my neglect in not

attending to lubrica-

tion.

Expense.
A carefully kept

record has convinced
me that the cost of travelling by motor cycle is just

about one-third the cost of travelling by rail, and

therefore not only can one save two-thirds on the rail-

way fare, but it has also to be remembered that the

motor cycle is a great economiser of time.

One of the chief points that, a traveller by motor

cycle has to study is to - make himself thoroughly

acquainted with the mechanism of his machine, and

if he rides an up-to-date, well-found model this should

'

present no particular difficulty.

h.p. Ariel Motor Cycle, which he uses on a.U

journeys.
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Unattached Riders.

[3287.]—I shall be very pleased to send anyone desirous
joining a club particulars of the Brighton and District

otor Cycling Club. We offer what so many people, judging

1 letters in The Motor Cycle, seem to want—all the advan-
,ges of affiliation at a nominal subscription. Perhaps Mr.
itzgerald or any of his friends who may be seriously con-

deriug the matter will kindly apply to me.
HAROLD CLIFTON,

Hon. sec. Brighton and District M.C.C.

[3288.]— I feel compelled to write you on the subject of

le A.G.U. for unattached riders. Myself, and at least half
dozen motor cycling friends, would only be too willing to

ecorae attached for a nominal sum of say, 5s. per annum,
ot that we want to participate in all its benefits, but because
'e believe that unity is strength, and the more powerful the
..C.U. becomes the better we shall be looked after in future
om the authorities. We have neither the time nor the inclina-

ion to join or form a club and become affiliated.

I wish it were possible for you to insert a coupon in Th'
{olor Cycle asking who would be willing to become attached
b 5s. per annum to the A.C.U., the coupons to be filled in

nd sent to you. The A. C.U. would then very soon see what
he great majority of motor cyclists thought on the subject,

t will be a great pity if the C.T.C. takes this large majoritv.
W. A. SANSOM."

Electric Head Lamps.

[3289.]—Seeing a question in The Motor Cycle of the 22nd
It. asking about electric lamps for motor cycles, I thought
; might interest some of your readers to hear of my *xperi-
nce with an electric headlight. I had always an idea that
lie filament in an electric lamp would break with the vibra-
ion, but seeing an advertisement in your paper of a "Glare"
eadlight, I decided to try one, as it was not much to lose

: the thing did not act. I must say I did not expect to get

luch light, seeing that it was only using i-ampeje, but
bought it would be an advantage, as I wanted to run it

rom my ignition accumulator. However, I was more than
urprised with the result, and during the recent holiday have
un from Blackpool to Cleckheaton in the dark, and in my
pinion the lamp is excellent. I did not think it possible to

;et the amount qf light from such a small consumption of

urrent. H. BLACKBURN.

Lightweights in the End-to-end.

[3290.]—With reference to letter No. 3224 in your issue

if April 8th, one is pleased to find a gentleman with such a
porting spirit as your correspondent coming forward. I doubt,
lowever, if he has ever been over the ground, otherwise
' Ixion's " remarks would carry more weight. I would be
ihe last to cavil at his pluck, but to maintain the minimum
peed of fifteen miles per hour will take some doing on a light-

Yeight.

As a rider of a Fairy—a similar machine, of lower power

—

[ intend entering for the historical event, but, having a

wevious experience of the course, and the class of roads and
weather likely to be encountered, I do not say that the
ightweight will not be able to maintain the speed limit, but
[ do consider it will take some doing, and I trust "W. W. D."
will be able to prove the correctness of his ideas by actual
results. I for one shall look forward to a large entry of

lightweights, and all praise to the men who get through.

E. J. GETTING.

A Satisfied Owner 0! a Twin.

[3291.]—As a possessor of a 5 h.p. twin motor cycle, may
I also be allowed to state a few facts concerning the same?
Having ridden since last May well over 10,000 miles, I was
compelled through sheer curiosity to dismantle the engine,

and found everything in as good condition as if I had only

been 10,000 yards. The most serious trouble I ever had was
a broken mudguard stay. All brakes were in splendid order.

The timing wheels and cams were beginning to look as if they

might some day show signs of getting polished. I give one

pumpful of oil every twenty miles. It is known as S.E. oil.

I do not know who makes it, but I get it from the Addison

Jlotor Co., of Liverpool.

I have climbed Shap with a 3 to 1 gear after a non-stop

run from Lancaster. I shall never go back to a single

cylinder. REX 1906.

Sidecars.

[3292.]—^Many very interesting letters have of late ap-

peared in The Motor Cycle respecting the design and general

handiness of the several patterns of sidecars now on the

market, but no mei\tioii appears to have been made of the

wearing qualities of tyres, and I feel sure the method of at-

tachment to the cycle and design of the sidecar wheel must

have some bearing on the subject.

I use a Montgomery sidecar attached to a twin Rex de

Luxe, and since September last have run it about 1,700 miles.

The tyre, a 2iin. ordinary Continental, is now worn to the

canvas evenly all the way round. The steering of the com-

bination, both with and without a passenger, has always been

easy, proving that the sidebar has been correctly attached to

the machine, and no wear could have taken place through the

wheels being out of alignment. It would be interesting if

other sidecar users would give their experieiices, as it is an

important point in the upkeep of the combination.
'

J. F. POOLEY.

Overheating.

[3293.]—I have followed the discussion on overheating in

your columns with great interest, and I think all really prac-

tical motor cyclists share the same opinion as expressed by
your correspondent R. W. Ayton.
The engine may be excessively hot, but if you can keep up

the piston speed, and the lubrication does not fail—which it

seldom does—^the effects of preignition will not be felt. But

immediately the piston speed falls below a certain point that

awful clank commences, as though the top of the piston were

being struck with a hammer, which is literally the_ case.

Users of two-speed gears have ample pi-oof of this. A hilt

a mife long or more may be climbed successfully on the low

gear ; but try to get into your top gear on the remaining part

of the rise, however slight, and you will fail, whereas itis

easily done on the descent, due, no doubt, to slightly in-

creased cooling effect, but chiefly to increased piston speed.

Your correspondent, R. W, Ayton, has put the case very

clearly, and should dispose of the question for all time.

By "the way, I wonder if this gentleman is the same person

to whom I introduced myself on the 14th July, 1894, at Hun-
ningham in the middle of the river, when, at the moment of

introduction, he had three feet of water above his head and
about six feet of ditto under his feet? The date is correct,

as shown by the Humane Society's medal. I have never seen

this gentleman from that day to this ; but I think by the

initials it must be the same person. Anyway, I am pleased

to have been of service to such an able correspondent, for,

had I not been on the spot at the moment, the motor cycling

world would have been the loser. T. SLAUGHTER.
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Gudgeon Pin Fastenings.

[3294.]—Talking about experiences with gudgeon pin set-

screws, I had a 2-J h.p. Stevens engined machine some years
ago, and one of the screws came out and was jammed between
the connecting rod and top of crankcase, thereby causing

engine to seize and me to come a cropper. With all my later

machines, if fitted with these screws, I take them out, and
remove gudgeon pin, and hammer one end of pin on anvil,

thus making it uneven. I then drive it into the piston. I

have never had any trouble with a pin so treated.

DOUGLAS H. DELANY.

The Blind Leading the Blind.

[3295.]
—"Subscriber" in your last issue [letter 3272]

takes Mr. Pouting to task because of a statement he makes
in his article, "An Easter Moniing Ride."

Possibly Mr. Pouting, when he states " And numerous moles
which can run very fast when they see the light of a motor
cycle coming their way," -really meant to say voles, as it is

very unlikely that he would see a quantity of moles, but very
likely that he might see numerous voles.

Nevertheless, "Subscriber" falls into a very popular error

when he states that the moles in his district are quite blind.

Moles are not blind, but are furnished with very small eyes

which have the power of vision. These eyes are covered or

surrounded with fine fur, which causes them to be overlooked
by casual observers. The animal has, however, the power to

radiate this fur from the eyes. If "Subscriber" will care-

fully examine the next mole he sees he can satisfy himself

as to the correctness of my statement. R. FORTUNE.

The Motor Cyclist's Ideal.

[3296.]—Seeing the discussion in your valuable paper
anent the ideal motor cycle, I venture to think that the
following specification would be of interest to your readers :

Built upon the lines of the four-cylinder F.N. with a disc

metal to metal clutch, and a three speed gear similar to

Oppermann (which is practically foolproof), m.o.i. v., magneto,
hand starting, 20in. frame, footboards. Brooks pan seat, handle-
bar control, and such refinements as rubber studded tyres,

petrol filter, gauge, etc.

Such a machine is of course not in existence, but would
I think, if built, have the following points : Absolute lack of
vibration, about four to fifty miles an hour speed, perfect
ease of control in traffic, ability to climb any hill, and elimina-
tion of transmission troubles. The wear and tear of the
whole machine would be very little.

I should be pleased to hear readers' opinions upon the above,
as I think of having a machine built upon the same lines,

and there may be some fault in the above specification

which has escaped my theoretical notice.

I have read your paper for two years now, and look for-

ward to Wednesday morning with a joyful anticipation, as I

have always found it an immense help to me.
NIRVANA.

Brooklands Rasing and Other Items.

[3297.]—In looking through some back numbers of The
Motor Cycle, I came across a paragraph wherein a contributor
suggests that a match between tlie two 16-20 h.p. machines
exhibited at the last Stanley Show would be interesting. You
agree, but remark that it would be the better plan to first

find a suitable track on which to let the machines out. Surely,
now that Brooklands is open to motor cycles, this would be
the ideal spot, and track is no longer the obstacle.

In your issue of November 13th, 1907, there is a paragraph
headed, "A New Point of Police Trap Law," which says that
" police trappers must stop a car or cycle that exceeds the
speed limit," and further, that "two cases against motorists
for exceeding the legal limit on the Maidstone Road were
<lismissed on these grounds, the police, it is stated, being
unable to stop the cars." In connection with this, I wish to
remark that I saw in a daily paper a paragraph which says
that the Sussex police are trying a new dodge to supersede
the old "trap." A number of constables are stationed at
various points along the main roads with a stop-watch and
notebook, and simply jot down the number of every car that
passes, and the time. These figures are sent to the chief

constable of the county, and are then tabulated and compared,
and proceedings taken against the drivers of those cars which
are found to have exceeded the speed limit. A large crop of

summonses are expected as a result of the experimental triab
of this scheme on the Brighton Road during the recent
holiday.

Now surely such proceedings cannot be legal in face of tb<
interpretation of the law previously quoted, and taking th<

two cases against the motorists on the Maidstone Road as

precedent would be good grounds for the defence of anf
unfortunate motorist who receives a summons as a result o:

this new system of persecution on the part of the police.

In the issue of April 22nd, 1908, I notice " A.H.W." {Canter
bury) asks for information about electric lamps. I agree wit!

your reply, and would like to add my experience. The fila

ment of ail electric bulbs is extremely delicate, both in th(

cold and in the incandescent state, and therefore the lamj
should be sprung like an ordinary cycle lamp. A spare bull

must be carried, and this should be kept packed round lightlj

with cotton-wool in a box, to insulate it from vibration. I

these precautions are not taken the filament will seldom las

long over any ordinary road. Personally, I carried a spare

as I was well aware beforehand of the delicate nature of tlies<

lamps. Although I never had occasion to use either of th
spares, the filament soon proved its reputation by falling ove
sideways through vibration the first time the lamp was used

I used it for some five or six night rides of two to three hoar
each, and several other short rides of from a quarter to hal

an liour each. I have now discarded the arrangement i

favour of acetylene for the following reasons : Filament to

delicate to be reliable ; light not good enough ; bother att

worry of having extra accumulators to keep charged.

W. SMITH.

Motor Cycling In Kumasi.

[3298.]—I have finally decided to get a motor bicycle oi

here to be used in connection with my business. It is necei

sary for me to make speedy excursions to different villages!

the bush, and I am sure a motor bicycle is just the tliinf

The roads on the coast are excellent, and it is down there th;

I shall use it most. The Government are busy making sever;

good roads out of Kumasi. Of course, I shall not use it i

midday, as the heat then is too great ; the temperature in ti

sun is then often between 140° and 150°. I do not know (

another motor cycle on the coast, so that it is purely an e:

periment. Petrol is unknown, so the carburetter will have t

be adapted to use kerosene. I consider a machine built c

the following lines would be just the thing : Engine, 3^ to

h.p. (single or twin), a.o.i.v., magneto, belt drive 4 to 1, i

X 2i Clincher-Dreadnought tyres, height of saddle not to e:

ceed 33in., and engine clearance not to be less than 4in. Wh;
a blessing there are no " police traps " here, and one knov
when to expect rain. JNO. H. GREENUP.

The Scandal of Motor Cycle Tyres.

[3299.]—How is it that after nearly ten years' expei

menting the ideal motor cycle tyre has not been evolvec

Wherever motor cyclist.s meet one hears the same old con

plaints and grumbles, and few if any of the much vaunU
tyre firms escape without severe criticism. It is safe to se

that tyre troubles cause a far greater number of stoppag

on the road than all other troubles put together. Bel

that give reasonable service are on the market at reasoi

able prices, but for that e-ssential, a reasonably perfect tyr

one looks in vain. First one tyre is boomed and th{

another. Novices try them and are quickly disillusionei

Punctures and bad rubber make riding miserable.

The remedy is so simple and obvious that it is nothir

more or less than a crime for the factories to continue tur

ing out new rubbish at the present rate. It is quality ar

quantity of rubber that is required. Given that, a tyre CJ

be produced that will give satisfaction and be practically u:

puncturable at a reasonable price. If tyre manufacture
will not give the public what is required they must 1

coerced by the cycle manufacturers, for it is safe to s;

that infinite harm is done to the trad© by the abominab
material that is to-day palmed off as motor tyres. A pn
rubber well manufactured tyre is what is required, and f'

it high prices will be commanded. If any cyclist wou
care to try an experiment let him roast a piece of his ca

off tyre and note the ash of lime, oxides, and sulphides th

is left behind. Poor stuff for stopping horseshoe nails.

W. E. HOLMES.
[There are tyres and tyres. We shall always be pleased

advise as to best size of tyres and a reliable make if rende

will send total weight of machine and rider.

—

Ed.]
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBEE Motor Cycle, good order ; £10.

—H. Morris. 2. Tower Eoad, Dartlord.

£6.—OtementrGarraTd, Longuemare, 2

h.p.—2, Verona, La.ndsend, Chippen-
liam.

ANGLIAN Motor Cycles, with simplest
and most practical two-speed gear.

—Below.

DOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the mar-
vellous lightweight; also

SIDECARS (Mills-Fulford castor wheel),

and a special selection of second-
liand bicycles and tricars can be seen
and tried at the London agents, H. P.

Kose, Ltd.. 23, Frith Street, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.
1?.N.. 25 h.p., light machine; take £14.

iC —P., 12, Eobert Sti-eet, Hampstead
Boad.

EEADBUEY, 21 h.p., rc'vc-r been ridden
;

take £27 lOs.-.v , 74. High Street,
Deptford.

PHELON and Moore, 'Z h.;}., magneto,
two speeds; £20.-1-. 30, Vant Eoad,

Tooting.

KEEEY, 3 h.p., new last .AiUgust; must
sell; want cash, £15.-50, New Kent

Uoad, S.E.

O h.p. Motor Bike, wants overhauling;^ any offer accepted.—34, Leigh Road.
i,a«t Ham.

ARIEL, No. 1 23 h.p., very reliable;. 15

guineas.—P.. 16. Basuto Road, Par-
:son'8 Green.

h.p. Triumph, magneto, perfect run-
ning; £25; no offers.—18, Marriott

Road, Barnet.

Ql-23 h.p. De Dion, fast, low, reliable;
—4 erood bargain; £10 10s.—13, Dermody
ho.id, LeNinsham.

Ql h.p. Triumph. 1907, magneto, perfect
02 condition.-3, Barrett Street, Man-
chester Square, W.

PS lOs.—Light, low, in sound condition,
.1^ Z\ h.p.; bargain.—Stored at 253,

Bath Eoad, Hounslow.

AEIEL Quad, Dion engine, water-cooled
head, spray carburetter; £10, or

offer.—Kirstciu. Moffat.

31 h.p. Magneto Eoc, in good order;
2 clutch, Dunlops, etc. ; £15. — 47,

Station Road, Eedhill.

F.N., four-cylinder. Palmer cord, 4J h.p.,
little used; £35.—H., 60, Osbom

Eoad, Palmer's Green.

WEENEE Twin, 4 h.p.. splendid order;
£22 10s. — G., 3. Almorah Eoad,

JIalliford Street North.

F.N., four-cylinder, Bosch magneto,
splendid condition ; £20 c-ash. —

Moore, Goodwood, Sidcup.

31 h.p. Minerva, Ariel sidecar attached,
2 both in splendid condition; £20

cash.-Buckett, Twyford, Berks.

"I
Q07 Triumph for sale. 3^ h.p., no worse

-i-U than new, in splendid order; £33.—
G. Teasdale, Chilton, Ferryhill.

T>EX de Luxe, twin tyre, magneto. Roc
-tV clutch, not ridden ten miles ; £38.—
G., 7, Gayton Road, Hampstead.

N.S.U.. two ignitions, two speeds, 5 h.p.,
fine touring machine; £35.—N., 84,

Drewstead Eoad. Streatham Hill.

QPECIAL Excelsior, 3.6 b.h.p.. long, low,O spring forks. — Particulars, Major
Bart, Handsworth, Staffordshire.

Twin Rex, sood condition,
: any hill

;

near offer.—Sawyer, Lyme Regis.

UNREDEEMED Pledge.—3J h.p., splen-
did condition, complete; £13,-518,

Kingston Eoad. Easmes Park, S.W.

QUADEANT, 3 h.p., 1905, excellent order,
surface. Clinchers, new 1907; £16.—

Poll, surveyor, Woburn Sands, Beds.

6 h.p. Twin Jap, Bat, spring frame,
forks, studded back, sidecar, and

^spares, complete; £33, or exchange Tri-
umph.—235. Kensington, Liverpool.

4 h.p, M,M.C. Pattern Motor, a good,
sound roadster, low frame, sprins:

forks; £12 10s„ lowest.—Wauchope's, 9,
."shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

i^X h.p. ._

tJ2 spares, fast, take any hill; £20, or

BOOTH'S MOTOR EXCHANGE

£6

£5

FOR FAIR DEALINGS.
and a 3i h.p. Rex or decent machine of

other maite secures a splendid 6 h.p. Twin
Rex, low built.

and your high built machine secures a low
built 3t h.p. Rex.

We specialise in Rexes. Tempting terms for

cash or exchange. Fully guaranteed.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.
6 h.p. TWIN REX, fitted with new

8 guinea Millford sidecar £25 10

5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto, t\v\n tyres 27

5ih.p. TWIN REX, black finish 22

3i h.p. REX, magneto, speed pulley 18

5i h.p. TWIN RtX, magneto, spring seat 23

3i h.p. REX, spring forks, low built 15

3i h.p. REX, 50 guinea model 10
4 h.p. ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch 30
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., low built .... 11
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto 23
3 h.p. BEESTON HUMBER, 26" wheels 12
2ih.p. ARIEL Lightweight, 26" wheels.. 12

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 26" wheels 11
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 ""

h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, like new
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE sets, new
5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, smart machine..

5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto, sprmg forks

TWIN CLEMENT-GARRARD, spring

forts, two speeds, 2.1" Palmers
4 h.p. STEVENS, torpedo tank 13

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2i" tyres 22

34 h.p. MINERVA (1907), shop-soiled

spring forks, 2}' tyres, stand 25

3i h.p. MWERVA, very smart 16
3ih.p. CHATER-LEA, vertical engine .. 13

3J h.p. QUADRANT, brand new (1908), 42
2} h.p. KERRY, tyres like new 11

2i h.p. KERR Y, low and smart 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, free engine 11

3 h.p. ARIEL, 26" wheels, M.O.V 11

2J h.p. ARIEL-MINERVA, low 11

3 h.p. WERNER, fitted Shaw engine .. 12

31 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tyres.. 8

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto 11

LIGHTWEIGHTS. SPECIAL OFFERS.
3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical engine £10

3 h.p. PEBOK, vertical engine, low 10

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V.. 26in. wheels 8

2* h.p. SPARK, vertical engine, magneto 10

2I h.p. JAP, good tyres, reliable 8

3 h.p. CALVERT, vertical engine, low ..

2J h.p. DE DION, vertical engine

2J h.p. SAROLEA, vertical, spring forks

2i h,p. DE DION, vertical, less lank

2J h.p. CENTAU R, enamel like new
2i h.p. MINERVA, vertical, low

jj h.p. MINERVA, grand condition

2I h.p. REX, vertical, spr:iy

Ijh.p. MINERVA. gooJ condition

Ijh.p. QUADRANT, very reliable

1J h.p. MINERVA, very last

Push cycles part payment.

TRICARS.
10 h.p. TWIN REXETTE, open frame,

sprung, two speeds, special finish..

5 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, open frame,

wheel stee.m.r. two speeds 35
4 h.j), HUMBER, W.C, Phelon & Moore

two-speed gear, coach built 18 10
4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame, two

speeds, wheel steering

4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, free engine

4 h.p. REX, free engine, special en'.dne..

3J h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, light ....

6 h.p. TWIN REX, forecarriage fitted,

£45 ID

18 10
IS 16
17 17
11 11

magneto, spring seat 27 10

35 h.p. WHITE & POPPE, M.O.V., Kent
three-speed gear 16 16

r/lOTOR TRICYCLES.
2ih.p. BEESTON HUMBER, good tyres.. £6 10

3J h.p. AUTO MOTO, good order 6 10
Tricycle, less engine, two speeds, tyres 3

SIDECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD, rigid, like new £6 10
MILLS-FULFORD, castor wheel 8 10

ENGINES.
New 6h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, complete ..£86
Ditto, nearly new 7 10

6 h.p. AVON, W.C, up-to-date, M.O.V... 8 6

5 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., nearly new, W.C. 8 5

2ih p. NOBLE, M.O.V., vertical S 6
2 h.p. MADISON, good order 115
li h.p. MINERVA, inclined 110

Small engines taken in exchange.
High-class motor cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH,
CORONET WORKS, WADE STREET,

HAL.IFAX.
Telephone 198Y.

In answering any of these advertisemaiU it is dc-^irahh thai yu%i

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4i h.p. Twin Minerva, 1907, splendid
2 mount. Palmer cord back ; going

cheap.—Varcoe, St. Austell, C/ornwall.

2^ h.p. Kerry, scarcely used, fast,
4 powerful; what offers?-Varcoe, St.

Austell. OomwaJl.

3 h.p. Quadrant, surface carburetter,
good condition; a bargain, 9

guineas.—Varcoe, St, Austell, Cornwall,

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, been 1,000 miles;
£28; trial with pleasure. — 65a,

Eosendale Eoad, West Dulwich.

"f Q07 3J h.p. Minerva, spring front forks,
1.V equal to new; £21.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

r h.p. 1907 Twin Eex, nearly new. £22;
O Montgomery sidecar, £5 5&. — O.
Howden, Adwick-le-Street, Doncaster.

31 h.p. Magneto Triumph, with spares,
2 tyres, nearly new ; £32 cash. — C.

W. Blythe. Market Street, Coventry.

a h.p. Triumph, perfect order and con-
dition; £19. absolute bargain. —

Carlton, Warwick Eoad, Snaresbrook.

5 h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea No. 6 frame,
tyres like new, low position; £25.—

Bernstein, 103. Charing Gross Eoad. W.

BAEGAIN.—II h.p. De Dion motor cycle,
in good cohdition, right for road

;

quick sale £6 15s.—Element, Eardisley.

SPLENDID 3 h.p. Motor Cycle, perfect,
£15; take push cycle and cash.-

Particulars, 6, Lady Lane, Chelmsford.

GIVEN Away.-4 h.p. M.M.C.. splendid
condition, very powerful, fast,

silent, absolutely reliable; going at £14.

2X h.p. P.N., also good condition, with
'2 good trailer; £10 cash, dirt cheap ;

wire money and secure bargains, — 42,

Blenheim Crescent, South Croydon, oppo-
site Purley Oaks Station.

Q h.p. Whitley, Chater-Lea frame. 20in.,O Palmers; £9 10s. ; approval.-Smith,
Laburnum Villa, Coalway, Ooleford, Glos.

BEOWN, 2§ h.p., Longuemare. Dunlop.
long bars, good condition ; any

trial; £12.-6, Islip Street, Kentish Town,
N.W.

3X h.i). Bat, rigid frame, very fast; £15;
2 in sound order throughout.—Wau-

chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

Q3. h.p. Minerva, surface carburetter,
^ui. new tyres, new engine, good order.
all accessories ; £11.-37, Halidon Street,
Llapton,

-Jl h.p. Lightweight N.S.U.. 1907 model;
-1-4 £17 10s., immediate cash.—On sale
at Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London.

TWIN Bex, new February, with or with-
out cane seated trailer; £25, or

offers.—Matthewman. Westhouse, Kirkby
Lonsdale.

Qji h.p. Phoenix, two-speed gear, very
ij4 excellent machine ; £17 lOs.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Sti-eet. Lon-
don.

41 h.p. Motor Cycle, Jjonguepare car-
2 buretter, long wheeibase; mjist

sell ; £12.-82, Queen's Eoad, Peckh.'iin,
London.

QOMEESET.—3* h.p. Centaur, very littleO used, fully equipped for road; only
"1%. — Particulars, Cross, Bnllen Court,
Ilmiaster.

TEIUMPH. 1907, 31 h.p . magTieto, self-

sealers, practically new. accessories;
l'>west £32 10s.—Julyan, Narrow Street,
Peterborough,

31 h.p, N.S.U.. magneto. 24in. wheels, in
2 very excellent order: £17.—Wau-

chope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street. Lon-
don.

51 h.p. Eex, splendid condition, adjust-
2 able pulley; £20, or exchange

lower power and cash.—52, Endwell Eoad,
Brockley. S.E.

NOW or Never?—453. deposit and six
monthly payments of 298. secures

either 3 h.p. Htimber. 3 h.p. Noble, 3 h.p.
Eex, 3 h.p. Clarendon, 3 h.p. Excelsior,
3 h.p. Automotor, 2§ h.p. E. and P.; de-
livery on first payment.—Farrar, Square
Road, Halifax.

muntinn " The Motor C'l/rle."
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1907 Vindec, mag-
24 Bon-skld tyres,
been thoroughly

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STOCKPOET.—5 h.p.

neto. Kempshall
Truffault forks, just
tested; 33 gnineas.

STOOKPOET.—If you covet a medal in

the end-to-end run, ride a Midget
Bicar.

STOCKPOST.^t h.p. twin N.S.U.. mag-
neto, two-speed gear, free engine;

cost £55 15s. last- year; 29 guineas.

STOCKPORT.^li h.p. 1907 Eoc, mag-
neto. 2* tyres, unscratched, only run

500 miles; 28 suineaB.

STOCKPOET.—See illustration and de-

scription of Midget Bicars, page 5

(advertisements). April 1st.

STOCKPOET.—Easy payments and ex-

changes arranged on any make of

machine, new or second-hand Midget Bi-

cara included.—Lund and Davies. Heaton
Lane, Stockport.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles you can get them at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London.

ALMOST New 7 h.p. Peugeot, twin,
Chater-Lea hill leveller, grand con-

dition ; forced sale; £27, offers.-McDon-
ald. Leven. Fife.

4 h.p. Kelecom-Antoine Motor Bicycle,

brand new; a very great bargain.
£21 10s.—Crypto Car Co.. 14, Mortimer
Street. London.

i 1 h.p. N.S.U.. lightweight, 1907 model,
J.4 very smart, and a good goer; £17
lOs.—At Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet

Street, London.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1907. magneto, ridden
2 300 miles, scarcely soiled; £36.—

Moore, engineer, Egginton Hall, Bggin-
ton. Derbyshire.

23. h.p. Eeeston Humber, free engine,
4 splendid condition, take two any-

where; bargain, £16 16s.—12, Claremont
Hill. Shrewsbury.

PHCENIX Cob, 4i h.p., magneto, two
speeds, in new condition; also fore-

carriage attachment. — Z., 6. Central
Meat Markets. B.C.

21 h.p. Kerry, nearly new, having only
2 run about 100 miles, in going

order; £15.—Apply, C.W., 28, Upper Clap-
ton Eoad, London, N.E.

ROC, 4-5 h.p.. free engine, foot clutch,

foot brake, Palmer cord tyres, mag-
neto; bargain, £19 10s.—W. Hearne. Marl-
borough Eoad. Woking.

2hp. Buchet Eacer, vertical engine, top
tappets, short wheelbase, spring

forks; £13 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
. Fleet Street, London.

SPLENDID 23 h.p. Werner, recently
overhauled, re-nicbelled and re-

enamelled, very fast ; £12. — Price. 1,

CUfton Eoad. Luton.

3 h.p. Quadrant, equal to new, every
part, including tyres, in splendid

order ; a real bargain.—Dibben and Sons.
Motor Garage, Wimborne.

23 h.p. Chase, Zedel engine, Chater-Lea
4 frame, in good, sound running

order; £15.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street. London.

3 J h.p. Clarendon, spray, trembler, 28in.

wheels, guaranteed flrst-class run-

ning order; £12.—Engineer. Electricity

Works. Consett, Durham.

3 h.p. Chase. Decart engine, Chater-Lea
frame, very powerful, a good, sound

roadster; £16 10a.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, London.

FN. 13 h.p., lightweight, latest pat-

'tem, Simme-Boach magneto, little

used perfect condition; £24.—Ooombes.
737, High Eoad, Tottenham.

31 h p 1907 Magneto Triumph, in per-

^ feet condition and running order

;

£34 10s.—At Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

3hp Pafnir, in Chater-Lea frame, non-
skid back wheel. M.O.V., in new

condition; £19 19s.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street. London.

WAUCHOPE'S have some good bar-

gains in second-hand motor cycles

from £6 10s.; send for liat.—Wauchope's,

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Embodies all

good points of otiier rubber belts without their

drawbacks. " A distinct improvement."

NOTE.—The prices are between 33% and 50%
less than other makes: Good rubber belts need
not be dear. Send cash for sample length on
approval. |" 9ii., J' 1/-, J" 1/4, i" l/« per foot.

Any length cut. Fasteners 6d. each.

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE.
3i h.p. PEUGOT, magneto £22

5i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, two speeds 36

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, twin tyres.clutch 26

3J h.p. 1907 REX, 26 x 2i tyres 18
4-cyhnder F.N. , fine machine 26

4i h.p. G.B., magneto, Nala two speeds.. 37

3i h.p. REX, 22' frame 11
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 22

5i h.p. Twin REX, loveiv goer .... 20
4 h.p. ANTOINE, magneto, 1907 22
3jh.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, etc 15

3i h.p. 1905 REX, spring forks, 26' wheels 13

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, lovely goer 25

3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V 12

3 h.p. N.S.U., fine goer 16

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, smart 10

2i h.p. R & P.. 26" wheels, vertical 10

3 h.p. CLARENDON, good, vertical ..10
3i h.p. AUTO-MOTOR, spray, vertical. . 10

2| h.p. GRIFFON, spray, vertical 10
3 h.p. NOBLE, spray, vertical 10
3 h.p. REX, vertical 10

1023 h.p. HUMBER, spray, trembler

IJ h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26" wheels
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart ,

2ih.p. HUMBER, spray »

2J h.p. REGAL, vertical, spray, 26' wheels 9

2i h.p. CYCLON E, spray, vertical 7

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O. v., 26' wheels.. 9

ALBION V BELTING.
New principle longest hfe.

i' 7d., i' 8d., i" 9d., 1" lOd. per foot.

TRICARS.
5ih.p. REXETTE, spring frame £35
5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds 29
41 h.p. REXETTE, water cooled 25

4i h.p. Water-cooled Quad, two speeds .

ENGINES.

6 10
7 10

9

16

2 h.p. Minerva £2 10 3 h.p. King .. £2 19

3i h.p. Quadrant 4 10 3 h.p. De Dion 4

3i h.p. Standard S S 3i h.p. Lucas .

.

2 19

3 h.p. X.L 2 19 4i h.p. Aster 5 10

1} h.p. Minerva and frame 2 5
2 h.p. Simms, fitted with magneto 3

SIDECARS.
Rigid £3 101 Ariel, rigid £3 10

Montgomery 4 10| British Standard 5

NEW TYRES
Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube.
26 X 2 24/- 9/6
26 X 2t 25/6 10,-

26 X 2i 29/6 11/- .

3/- allowed for old covers, 2/- for old tubes-

Traders and Agents send for discounts.

FOR OLD.
Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube.
28 X 2 25/- 10/-
28 X 2i 27/3 10/8
28 X 2i 29/9 11/3

CANTILEVER
SPRING SEATS.

LYOETT'S

LIGHTNING"
STANDS.

Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For 24in., 26In., or
28in. wheels.

4/9 per par. Worth
three times the money.

Luxurious and strong.

Fit any machine.
10/- each.

Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Road, HAI.IFAX.

Next door to, Square Church.
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London.

In answering any of t?tese advertisements it is desirable that you

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ROO, 4 h.p.. Military Model. Eoc clutch.

I magneto, Watawata, long, low, per-
fect condition ; £25, or near offer.—Cham-
berlain, Bulwell, Nottingham.

LABY'S Motor Bicycle, Singer, 2J h.p.,
spring pillar seat, splendid condi-

tion ; £15. inclusive speedometer.—S., 21,

Duke's Avenue, Muaweli Hill.

WHITE and Popiie 34 h.p. motor cycle,
pedalleBS, new tyres and cylinder,

perfect order; Reflex camera part ex-
change.—Barrett, Eipley, Surrey.

TETUMPH, a h.p., 1908. auite new, just
delivered from works, complete with

all accessories, lamp, horn, etc.; price
£43.—Wrench's Garage. Banbury.

FOE Sale, cheap, three motor cycles,
one tricar, or exchange push cycles

or alternating charging plant and cash
balance.—Dening, East Street, Taunton.

2i h.p. Kerry, spring pillar. Pertecta
'2 lamp'. spare pulley, etc., splendid

running order ; £8 10s. — 3, Broughton
Eoad, London Eoad, Thornton Heath.

23. h.p. Minerva, engine just over-
4 hauled by makers, 26in. Palmer

cords, everything in order; must sell;
£13.—Thistlethwaite. Grassington, Torks.

TWIN Bex, 5 h.p., magneto. Osborne
free engine and four-speed pulley.

only run 150 miles, perfect condition;
£33, bargain.—Greenwood. Corby, Grant-
ham.

3 h.p. Eex, good hill-climber, £12 10a.;

also li h.p. Minerva, good running
order, aluminium finish, £8; both just
overhauled; approval.—W., 17, Fairview
Terrace. Salisbury.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea
2 throughout. Palmer cords, every-

thing complete, in perfect order; £25;
worth seeing ; write first. — Motor. 2.

Spencer Park, S.W.

2 h.p. Light Fairy, chain and belt di^ve,
in excellent condition, twin-cylin-

der horizontal engine; £15 15s, — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Lon-
don.

BAEGAIN.—3J h.p. Brown motor cycle,
good condition ; must sell ; 10

guineas ; can be seen by appointment.

—

Glover, 144, South Birkbeck Eoad. Leyton-
stone.

IMMEDIATE Sale.—4J h.p. Centaur motor
cycle, fast, in good repair, chain

driven; £18; open to offer tor immediate
sale. — Swanston, Jesus College, Cam-
bridge.

CHATEE-LEA Lightweight, 21 h.p. Eover
engine. No. 6 frame, brass tanks,

accumulator, footboards, very low; £14.
—Wyatt. 11, Neal Street, Long Acre, Lon-
don, W.C.

MOTOSACOCHE. new condition, stand,
pneumatic saddle, Lucas lamp,

spares; £24, cost £32 cash; London.—Box
L2,231, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
Street. E.G.

Ol h.p. Minerva, all accessories, ready
^2 for road ; price £8 ; ridden to any
address in London.—Letters' only to G-
Westlake, Engineer's Dept., Middlesex
Hospital, W.

31 h.p. New Triumph, magneto, un-
2 scratched, nnpunotured; £32 lOs.,

cash only; three new belts, valves, and
plenty of spares.—A. Ellison, Knowsley
House, Wigan.

31 h.p. Spring Frame Bat. in very ex-
2 oellent condition, footboards.

ivi.M.C. engine, De Dion carburetter; £17
10s. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London.

QUADEANT, 3J h.p., 1906-1907. not ridden
above 500 miles, condition as new.

together with about £5 acceesories
;
price

£27 10s.—Seen at Hunit'e Stores, Newgate-
Street, London.

MINEEVA. 2i h.p., cheap for cash.
' Strata belt. Clincher tyres, spare

petrol tank, excellent condition, fast and
reliable; £12. — Chilworth, 82, WeUdon

[
Crescent, Harrow.

T IGHTWEIGHT 2i h.p. Jap. B.S.A., F.N..
I 1j new Dunlons, handle-bar control,
accumulator and dry battery, stand.

I

lamp, horn, ntrmhers ; 11 guineas.—339.
I
Brixton Eoad, S.W.

mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ACTON.^Si h.p. N.S.U., magneto igni-

tion, 24 by 2J Peter-Union tyres, low
frame, two-speed gear, perfect condition

;

£26.

AOTON",—35 li,p. Brown. 1907. low built.

Palmer tyres, new condition ; £21.

AOTON.—3J h.p. N.S.U., 1907. accumu-
lator ignition, 26 by 2i Peter-Union

tyres, as new; £21.

ACTON.—25 h.p. Kerry, in splendid
order; £12 10s.

ACTON.—3i h.p. Automotor, low built,

26in. Clinclier tyres; £9 10s.

ACTON.—Any of the aboTe can be had
on approyal.

ACTON.—West London District Agency
for the famous N.S.U., all models

in stock, two-speed gears, spare parts

;

liberal allowance for machines in part
payment. — Eagles and Co., 275, higi.

Street, Acton. Telephone, 556. Chiswick.

HOENEE'S Agency, Store Street.—All
models Eex motors supplied on most

advantageous exchange and gradual pay-
ments.

REX Lightweight, used tor trial pur-
poses only, absolutely new; special

offer.-Horner's, Store Street.

HOENEE'S Agency, Store Street.-Eex
spares; expeditious repairs effected,

any make machine.

FAIRY, 1907 model, light, handy; £12,
lowest, great bargain. — Hodges,

Ewell.

£15,—Smart Beeston Humber, 25 h.p,;
cost £63; reliable,-Wiudross. Fosse

Road, Leicester.

£10,—Motor bike, 2i h.p. Minerva, M.O.V.,
in splendid order. — Jones, iron-

monger, Lich&eld.

TEIUMPH, 1907, magneto cover, in
nearly new condition; £32.—Parker,

Melbourne, Derby.

TEIUMPH, 1907, Si h.p., magneto, nearly
new condition; sacrifice £53,—45,

Parade, Leamington.

31 h.p, Humber, belt drive, re-bushed,
4 new back cover; £6.-103, Archel

Eoad, W. Kensington.

h.p. Twin Bex, black finish, good
order; quick sale £20.—Max Woods,

Book Villa, Latchford.

5-6 h,p. Twin Eex, spring forks, guaran-
teed; only £18 10s.—Garaged, Hardy's,

Carlton Street, Halifax,

JAP, 6 h,p„ splendid condition, power-
ful, fast; offers w;inted,-^37. West

Green Eoad, 'Tottenham,

09 15b,—Peugeot, 2J h.p., vertical en-
3^ gine, spray, fast and reliable.—26,
Offertou Lane, Stockport.

31 h.p. Phelon-Moore Two-speed Hum-
2 ber. Liberty sidecar, new 2J Pal-

mers ; any trial ;
perfect ; first £20, —

Morrisi, Peter's Street, Derby.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, in excellent run-
2 ning order ; any trial ; £10, — 67,

Wellington Street, Woolwich,

FAFNIK, 3 h,p,, mechanical valves, in
splendid condition; £14.—Motor, 64,

Darlington Street, Wolverhampton.

MINEEVA, Zi h.p., with Fit-all two-
speed gear, splendid order; £18, or

exchange,—Parker, Melbourne, Eferby,

23. h.p. F.N., in perfect order, low and
4 light, new accumulator and belt;

£7 10s,, cheap,-Workman, Knole, Seven-
oaks,

h,D, Humber Cycle and 4 h,p. Chase
tricar and cash for 6 h.p. De Dion,

or sell £11, £16.—Richdale, tobacconist,
Pendleton.

F.N. Lightweight, 1908 model, magneto,
spring forks, absolutely perfect con-

dition; accept £20.-358. Stratford Eoad,
Birmingham,

23. h,p. De Dion, Chater-Lea, 2in. Pal-
4 mers, enamelled grey, thorough

condition; £12, — C, Tucker, 58, Myrtle
Eoad, Acton. W,

£18. — Twin-cylinder Werner. 4 h.p.,

equal new, new tyres, 26in, wheels,
spring forks; a sacrifice,-Price, jeweller.
PenmaenmawT.

BOOTH'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE
for Fair Dealings.

MILLFORD SIDECARS
No side-slip. Castor Wheel or Rigid. Instant

delivery.

33J% INCREASE IN HORSE-POWER.
when Castor Wheel sidecars are used. No side-

drag. Uninterrupted steering. We take your
loose-jointed sidecar or other goods in part pay-
ment. Special inducements to cash buyers.

HIGH-CLASS TYRES. BEST MAKE.
Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26 X 2 15/9 7 /- 28 X 2 16/3 7/6
26X2i 16/9 7/6 . 28X2i 17/3 8/-

26x2i 21/- 8/- 28X2^ 21/- 8/6
Beaded or wired edges. Instant delivery.

PALMER TYRES, special quotation free.

GRIPSKIN BELT.—Scientifically made from
selected parts of hides. An efficient belt at a

popular price. Outlasts two rubber belts. Correct
angle, perfect drive, non-stretching. We send on
approval on receipt of P.O.

Jin. 9d., fin. 10^., Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
Special terms to the trade.

NON-TREMBLER. SYNTONIC TREMBLER.
MIDGET TYPE. 3,000 revolutions.

One cyhnder 10/5 One cylinder 17/6
Twin cylinders .. 21/- Twin cylinders .. S5/-

We make a liberal allowance for your trouble-

some coil in part payment. Buy a FULLER
and your misfiring troubles are over.

New Accumulators for Old.
Large stock. Genuine Fuller's.

C2type 17/- Midget type .. 16/-
Rex type 16/- Minerva type . . 17/-

'

Every cell guaranteed.

Patent non-corroding terminals. Made to with-

stand the vibration of a motor cycle. Large stock.

Quick delivery. We allow 5/6 for your old accu-

mulator in part payment.

"GLARE" ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.—Weighs
only 6 ozs. Consumes only half ampere. Throws
two distinct rays, one over tioft. ahead (a news-
paper can be read at this distance). Selling like

mad. We can deliver from stock. Price 10/6 each.
Special accumulator in box supplied at a nominal
charge.

ACCESSORIES.
New pair of Motor Cycle Wheels, 26in., belt

nm, and two cable brakes fitted £2
New Motor Frames for twin engines, low

built £2 10
Six Accumulators, require slight repair.... 10/-
N .A.B. Spring Seat-pillar 5/6
New Ukante Stands 7/8
New Price's Stands for 26in. wheels 5/11
New Charging Dynamo, Switchboard £2 10
New AAotor Frames, wheels, brakes, rubber

belt, ready for engine £5 15
Motor Mudguards, complete with stays and

screws 3in. 2/11, 4in. S/6
Silent Silencers, suit engines to 5 h.p., no

back pressure 3/3
Fifty pairs Xl'all Spring Forks (190S).

Massive Horns, deep tone 8/9
Double-twist Horns, terrible noise 4/9
Voltmeters, watch pattern 4/1
High-tension Wire p?ryard 1/1
Low-tension Wire ^.... ,.. -/5
Best Mica Plugs 1/1
Long Handle-bars, well plated .... 4/9 and 5/6
Quantity Stanley Belting, all siZ(;S.

New Motor Pedals, AVm. wide .. per pair 4/6
Hellior Searchhghts, detachable 7nagnifying

mirror lens, fixed or separate generators,

sold elsewhere 25/- 12/6
Gas Lamps, separate generators 5/3
Brooks Bioo Saddle 11/6
Box of Brass Terminals - /9
Patterns for 4 h.p. Cylinder M.O.V 40/0
Three Second-hand Plain Coils 8/-
Twin Invicta Trembler Coil 12/3

Send for Accessory List.

WE ARE WANTING
Rex de Luxe, 3* h.p. Magneto Rex, four-cylinder

F.N., 4 h.p. Roc, 1907 Triumph, Lightweight F.N.,

Jap, 3^ h.p. Bat, Barlock Typewriter, Grama-
phone, Sidecars.

CASH AND CLIENTS WAITING.

BOOTH'S MOTOR EXCHANGE,
Coronet Works, Wade Street,

- HALIFAX.
Telephone 198Y.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BARGAIN.—3J h.p. P.N., four-cylinder,

200 miles, perfect enamelling-,
plating. — Watson. 51. 'Windmill Eoad,
Luton. £18, offers.

31 h.p. 1907 Triumph, expanding pulley,
2 equal to new; £32, or with castor

wheel sidecar, £37.—Scrase, 234, Batter-
sea Park Eoad. S.W.

13. h.p. Werner, good running order,
4 new back tyre, spring fork attach-

ment ; must sell this week ; £4. — W.
Fisher, Arrow, Alcester.

23. h.p. Phoenix MinerYa. good running
4 order; owner gone abroad; seen

at any time ; best offer accepted. — 9,

South Street, Isleworth.

23. h.p. Zedel, new Dunlops, Watawata
4 belt, complete set of spares, splen-

did running order; £14 10s.—Botom. 9.

Cannon Place, Hampstead.

31 h.p. Eex, good going order, low frame,
spring forks, new back tyre, Lon-

guemare, trembler; £14, or offer.—234,
Belsize Road. Kilburn, N.W.

OiJ. h.p. Minerva, good hill-climber, ex-

^4: cellent condition, spare belt, ac-

cessories, spares ; £15.—E. Carlisle. Old
Cleeve, Washlord, Somerset.

2 h.p. Werner, vertical. Advance adjust-
able. Palmers, Main-Hilton, less

coil, otherwise running order; £6.—Lea.
Gresford. Sumner Eoad. Harrow.

4 h.p. Eoc, 1908 model, Truffault spring
forks, free engine and two-speed

gear, magneto, absolutely new; £45.—
Walker, The Homend, Ledbury.

REAL Bargain.—3i h.p. Humber motor
cycle; £12; perfect condition, Pal

mer tyres, spray, trembler.—Winstanley
34, Denton's Green, St. Helen's.

3. h.p. N.S.U.. 1906, magneto, perfect
condition, new Continentals and

inner tubes; sacrifloe £13. — Post Office

Strand-ou-Green, Chiswick, W.
-i Q07 Triumph, 3J h.p., spring forks
JLO lamp, horn, spares, etc., not
ridden 200 miles, absolutely as new; £34
—173, Uxbridge Eoad. West Ealing,

h.p. De Dion Motor Cycle, long bars
spring forks, lamp, horn, stand,

and carrier; trial; £14, or near offer.—
Griffiths. 212. Deane Eoad. Bolton.

31 h.p. Jap, low, spring frame, perfect
2 condition, practically new; £18;

will ride to intended purchaser.—Motor-
ist, 144, Tottenham Eoad, Kingsland.

1 Q07 il h.p. Magneto Triumph, N.A.B.
±V spring seat-pillar, Lucas lamp,
large horn, exceUent condition ; £23 cash,
no offers.-24, St. Malo Road. Wigan.

i Q06 31 h.p. Bex, spring forks, excellent
A.U condition, thoroughly reliable,

powerful; £15 for quick sale.—A.T.S.. 86,

Colvestone Cresoent, Dalston, London.

31 h.p. Durkopp, 2J tyres, ball bearing
2 engine, trembler, spring forks,

spray; £16, or best offer; splendid con-
dition.—11, Avenue Eoad, Groldhawk Eoad.

-f Q07 Triumph. 3J h.p., magneto, new
±V last August, Goodrich studded
cover on back, several 1908 improve-
ments; £32.-5, Grove ViUas, Wanstead,
E.

3i h.p. Minerva, lamp, horn, stand, just
2 as received from makers; about

£27; forbidden to ride. — Greenhalgh,
joiner, Gooden Street, Heywood, Lanca-
shire.

OINGEE Motor Bicycle, engine In back
(O wheel, in good running order, £6;
also Kerry, 23 h.p., first-class condition,
tyres almost new, £13.—White. Sawbridge-
worth.

31 h.p. Minerva, low. Clinchers, 26

2 wheels, fine condition; £17, or
entertain exchange for good push bike
and cash.—9.317. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

£28.—5i h.p. G.B. Motor Cycle and Side-
car, excellent condition, winner of

gold medal and certificate in London to
Ecinburgh run.—West Kent Garage,
Sydenham.

31 h.p. Excelsior, very fast, reliable
2 machine, good order, £12; also

broad Warrior trailer, perfect condition,
£3, or offers.-Postern, Sandford Road,
Bromley. Kent.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

21 h.-p. Motor Bicycle; £5. offers.—St.

4 Bertha, Talbot Eoad, "Wembley.

ROC, 3* h.p., magneto, free engine
clutch, as new, unscratched ; cheap,

£21.—Below.

ZEDEL, 23 h.p., vertical, light, low;
cheap, £11 lis.—Whittle, 41, Skel-

brook Street. Earlsfleld.

A h.p. M.M.C., practically equal to new;
i cost £57 10s.—123, Graham Eoad,
Hackney.

1 n07 2-3 h.p. Minerya, spring forks, guar-
±0 anteed running order; £16.—Spear.
Pittleworth, Sussex.

31 h.p. Quadrant, genuine 1906 pattern;
2 £17.—Jakeman, 75, Hawthorne

Street, Totterdowu, Bristol.

41 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., latest, prac-
2 tically new; £30. lowest.—No. 9,815,

The Motor Cycle Oflices, Coventry.

2 h.p. Minerva, spray, girder forks, per-
fect running order; £6, or nearest

offer.—34. Arthur Street, Gravesend.

BAEGAIN.—23 h.p. Hobart, low seat,

long, spray, good order, £9; good
trailer, 30s.—Ewart. Draper, Maryport.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles. — Agents,
Bright and Hayles, " Camber " Mo-

tor Works, Church Street, Camberwell.

TRIUMPH, 1908, magneto, new in Feb-
ruary, and duite perfect; £43. — 1,

Grosvenor Place, Birkdale, Lancashire.

HEEDTLE Brunneau Lightweight, V
belt; cost 30 guineas, nearly new,

£13, offers —44, Horace Koad, Forest Gate.

TEIUMPH, 1907, ih h.p., horn, Pulco gas
lamp, not used; accept £33.—Lew-

ington, 1, Grove Parade, Enfield Wash,
N.

31 h.p. 1907 Kex, new. never used, un-
2 soiled, 25-guinea model; best cash

offer.—1, Bank Terrace, Whitworth. Roch-
dale.

2 h.p. Minerva Engined Lightweight, not
ridden 300 miles, good condition ; best

offer has it.—1, Bank Terrace, Whitworth,
Rochdale.

03. h.p. Eothwell-Minerva, Longuemare,
^4 Clinchers, very good condition;
£10.-1, Bank Terrace. Whitworth. Roch-
dale.

EXCELSIOR, 3J h.p.. new Palmers, Icng
handles, low seat, handle-bar con-

trol, perfect; £12.-34, Evering Road.
Stoke Newiugton.
-1 Q-15 h.p. Racer, grand touring ma-
l-jj chine, new ; £35, cost £70 ; appoint-
ment.—R. Hutchison. Apsley Villa. Clap-
ham Eoad. S.W.

£17.—4 h.p. Autoine, fine condition, P.U.
tyres (uncut), accumulator, foot-

boards, low, Stanley belt.—25, Morven
Grove, Southport.

3 h.p. Triumph, accumulator. Fafnir,
splendid condition ; trial ; £16 15s.

—

18. Ferncliff Eoad. Sandringham Eoad,
Dalston, London.

31 h.p. M.M.C., Longuemare, foot brake,
4 etc., beautiful condition, and reli-

able machine ; £9.—13, Stanley Eoad,
Earlsdon, Coventry.

31 h.p. Ees, 1907, long bars, footboards,
2 many spares, fast, and good hill-

cUmber; £16. — Bond, 37, Whitehorse
Road, West Croydon.

ROC, 1908. two-speed gear, magneto,
H.B. control, new tyres and all ac-

cessories; £28; approval.—Tandy, Wel-
lington Square, Crewe.

BEOWTST, 3i h.p., in new condition, tyres
and belt new, good reliable machine;

£15.—Perry Brown, Little Hallingbury
Hall. Bishop's Stortford.

OX h.p, Minerva 1907. as good as new,
02 not been 30 miles; £20, including
spares, footrests, lamp, anJ tools.—Scott.
19, Clarges Street. Loudon.

31 h.p. Kelecom, 26in. wheels. Clincher
2 tyres, handle-bar control, splen-

did order; £12 10s.—H. Hill, 70, Lough-
borough Eoad. Nottingham.

REX de Luxe Twin, black and gold,
magneto, twin tyres, clutch, rew

January, Millford rigid sidecar; £34 10s.,

or separate.-56. Eiverview Grove, Chis-
wick.

THE ONLY
GEAR- - -

"^

Y.M.C.A.
Wholesale and Retail AGENTS for

MOTOR CYCLES.

Seconds hand Machines
for sale:

5-6 REXETTE, good order . . £35

6-8 Twin RECORD, a flier . . £27

34 N.S.U., magneto, nearly new £30

3J N.S.U., magneto, shop-soiled £38

3 N.S.U., magneto, Prize Winner, £27

3^ CENTAUR, with sidecar . . £25

4 N.S.U., twin, magneto . . £38

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.

YORKSHIRE MOTOR CYCIE
AGENCY

169, BrisSSLte, I.EEDS.

The "MABON" FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

No alteratloiu requind t"

flL OpiraUil from handle-
bar.

PRICE FROM 55/-.
Send rot Leaflet.

Mabon Motor Worksi
54. HIGH ROAD,

NORTH FINCHLEY, N.

Anato : The Saniee Co.,

Z9Z, Hlfii Holkorn, W.C

TYRES
At extraordiaary prices. Genuine Calsaon, with

noQ-sJipping tread, extra bcaTT, beaded, z$X2,
14/3; 26X2i,1*/3; 26X2i,17/»; 28x4,17/11;
2»X2j,21/-i 28x2i, 23/«.

BEUTING, Giappler, beet rabker grooved,

fin., 9d. ; lin., 1/-; Jin., 1/3 ; lin., 1/8.

Samples free.

BANCROFTIAN CO., 49, BIshopigate Streat

Within, E.C., and Walthamstow.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£10.—Singer, 2 h.p., chain drive, mag-

neto, new rings, etc., juat over-
hauled by makers; enquiries invited.—
Wray, Postmaster, Catteriok.

Q3 h.p. Lightweight Motor Cycle, Wear-
^4= well engine, complete, nice run-
ning order; bargain, £5 10s.—Seen. 10,

Eliphant Eoad, London, S.E.

23 h.p. Genuine De Dion Bouton. Lon-
4 guemare. copper tank, in splendid

condition and running order ; £11.—M..
39. Southcroft Eoad, Tooting

QjL h.p. Demos, low, long handle-bars,

"

^2 perfect condition; 10 guineas cash,
no offers; trial.—Write, 17, Elmsmere
Eoad, Didsbury, Manchester.

3 h.p. Fatnir, spring forks, splendid go-
ing order; trial; must sell before

May 14th; £12 10s., or near offer.-" Mom-
aire," New Eoad, High Barnet.

HUDDBESFEELD Agents for Triumph.
N.S.tj., Brown, Eoc, Phelon-Moore,

Minerva, and Vindec ; machines in stock.

—Moldgreen Engineering Works.

THOSE in Want of a thorough Eeliable
Machine come and see my Si h.p.

Ariel, practically new and guaranteed;
£16.-104, Hampstead Eoad. N.W.

I Q08 Triumph, new, just delivered, un-
_Lt/ ridden, with accessories, exactly as
delivered ; satisfactory reason for selling

;

£45.-186, South Lambeth Eoad, S.W.

-j Q06 4 h.p. Twin Werner, spring forks.
A-tJ powerful, fast, splendid machine;
£20, or single-cylinder and cash.—S., 86,

Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea
2 frame. 24 tyres, in perfect oondl-'

tion, £17 10s. ; ^ h.p. Clarendon, bargain,
£7 lOs.-Castell. 164, Maiden Eoad, N.W.

£9.—Kerry, 2i h.p., light and low, new
cylinder, engine completely over-

hauled, good climber. Palmers ; seen any
time; photo.—45. Upper Park Eoad, New
Southgate.

Q h.p. Quadrant, new tyres, spring forks
^ and seatrpillar, powerful, perfect
running order; nearest offer to £8;
owner invalided.—189, Bowes Eoad, New
Southgate.

MOTOR Cycle, 23 h.p. Stevens engine,
261n. wheels, Clinchers, as new, new

belt, two accumulators, acetylene head-
light; £14.—Parnell, 20, Drummon Street,
Wolverhampton.
SACEIPICE £15 15s.—6 h.p. Twin Antoi.-ie,

'

magneto. Eoc free clutch, 2Jin.

tyres; no approval; come and see it. —
Confectioner, 12, Eew Bridge Eoad. Kew
Bridge. Brentford.

23 h.p. Humber, capital running order,
4 new tyres, new chains, new accu-

mulator, many spares; expert examina-
tion invited ; 10 guineas.—Toung, Church-
ill, Kidderminster.

MOTOE Cycle, 3J h.p. M.M.C., trembler
coil, two accumulators, lamp, horn,

tools, spares, etc., engine, tyres, belt, etc.,

all excellent condition; £15.—Plant, 11.

St. Mary's, Bedford.

13 h.p. Quadrant-Minerva, surface car-

4 buretter, good tyres and condition,
does not want any money spending on
it; £6 10s.; approval. .—Cooler, High
Eoad, Ponder's End.

APPEOVAL.—5 h.p. twin Alcyon, £19
10s.; 3i h.p. C.C.E. Peugeot, as new,

£25; 23 h.p. F.N., low frame, £12 10s ; ex-

change entertained.—Smith, Ford Street
St. Mary, Nottingham.

3X h.p. Humber, very little used, quite
2 equal to new. chain drive, new

Dunlops, all accessories; guaranteed;
£13; trial with pleasure.—Hallam, Baths,
George Street. Buxton.

ROC, 4 h.p.. Military Model, magneto,
Hermetic non-skids, Watawata.

horn, lamp, numbers, etc., excellent
throughout, not run 1,000 miles; £25, or

near.—Phipps. builder, Selsey.

FOUB-CYLINDER P.N. Motor Cycle, n.ag-

neto ignition, spring forks, not rid-

den 500 miles, absolutely perfect; cost

£50, sell great bargain, 19 guineas.—P.
J

Eiddelsdell, Boxford, Stuffolk.

£5 10s. — Triumph-Hercules, Bassee-
Michel coil. Cremorne carburetter, j

tyres and engine in perfect condition; I

first cieque secures bargain.-Address,
T., c/o P. D. Bourke and Co., Limerick.

In amwering any of Ih&se advertisements it i« desirab'- that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Unattached Riders. An

Associates' Scheme.

WE are pleased to hear that the Auto Cycle
Union has decided to organise a scheme of

association for unattached riders at 5s. per

head. We have constantly advocated a

scheme on these lines, knowing perfectly well

hat if the A.C.U. did not Ijandle the matter on behalf

)f motor cyclists other associations would do so, as

lorrespondence in our pages last week and this week

vill show. At a recent committee meeting of the

\.C.U. it was decided to hand this business over to

he Relations Committee, so that full details of the

icheme will very shortly be made public. The Auto
^ycle Union is, of course, the motor cyclists' body
Mr excellence, and we strongly recommend all riders

vho contemplate joining an association either for tour-

ne or other benefits to withhold their hand until the

letails of the scheme now preparing are made public.

iVhatever benefits may be derived from any other asso-

'iation, motor cyclists should support the Auto Cycle

Jnion when the subscription is brought within their

each. Riders resident in London and district are

;trongly recommended to join the A.C.U. as full mem-
bers, because, living in London, they derive many
idvantages from the union which are not so easily

jbtainable when resident in the provinces. That is the

eason the subscription for London members is ^i is.

md provincial members los. 6d. Anyone would

"easonably expect that a man who can afford to own
md ride a motor cycle can afford half a guinea sub-

icription to an organisation which is run solely for his

ind fellow riders' benefit. Unfortunately, everyone does

not look at it in that light, and as we have previously

explained, one does not always require the whole of the

Canada, 8s. 8d

MliiiiMii HHHj^ln "i^

advantages offered at the guinea subscription. There-

fore, the associate scheme will be welcomed, and we
shall be very surprised if it is not the means of con-

siderably augmenting the power—financially and other-

wise—of the Auto Cycle Union.

When Doctors Agree.

IN
the Spring Number last week an article " Motor
Cycling for Health " was commenced. This

article is composed of opinions of medical men
who are actual users of motor bicycles or tricars,

and the purport of this is to draw attention to the

universal opinion that motor cycling is a most healthy

pastime. Not infrequently one encounters a pessimist

who, for reasons of his own, after urging every possible

thing against motor cycling, finishes up with a state-

ment that the vibration of a motor bicycle is bad for

the health. Every rider of a modern motor bicycle

knows that riding yery long distances indeed is

by no means uncomfortable. Even delicate and old

men ride motor bicycles and enjoy riding them, too.

Nothing therefore stands in the way of the cyclist who
favours a motor cycle, except the first cost of the

machine. Running expenses for a really good medium
powered machine have been proved to be almost

infinitesimal, and now that efficient motor cycles vary-

ing in power from 1% h.p. to g h.p. can be obtained,

what more is wanted ? We have already proved the

immense amount of pleasure to be obtained from motor
cycling, the reliability of the machine has been amply
proved, and some business houses pronounce motor
cycles indispensable. Now that doctors agree that

motor cycling is a most healthy and exhilarating-

pastime, there is nothing to prevent the waverer who
ran afford a motor cycle from taking the plunge.
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By REGINALD WELLBYE (ConduiM from page 349.)

Of course, there was
plent}- of grumbling

about the condition of

the roads, particularly

the Bath Road, so late

as the reign of George
II., but the people who
suffered most did not

have the repairing to do,

and the parishes who
did were too poor and their waywardens too ignorant to

encourage any hope of improvement. A remedy was

therefore sought by placing the main roads in 'the

hands of trustees. But the grumbling still went on.

People objected to have to pay tolls for the use of the

King's highway, and in some parts the tollhouses and

gates were pulled down and other acts of riotous

violence committed.

Others who were willing to pay complained that the

turnpikes took the money, but did not improve the

roads. The fact was that things had got too bad to

be mended very quickly, especially as there was very

little known about the proper way to make up a road,

and it was not till turnpikes had been in existence for

many years that real reform took place. But by the

end of the century the main roads had been made much
better, and when the Fourth George mounted the

throne, and what is looked back upon as the golden

age of coaching dawned, high water mark was reached,

and had there been motor cycles then the roads at least

would have been no hindrance to their use, though

coachmen, post-boys, and stage waggoners almost

certainly would.

The high roads to-day are the roads of coaching

days which have remained disused till the bicycle and

the automobile came to claim them, and what they

are the turnpikes made them. It was they who fixed

the routes as they are now. At one time it mattered

little whether a man going from London to York rode

by Huntingdon, Stilton, Grantham, and Bawtry, or

whether instead he passed through Buckden and

Blyth and kept Grantham and Stilton on his right, but

when one route became a hard turnpike road and the

other remained rough and boggy it was quite another

thing, and the latter was left to drovers and other folk

to whom pence were more important than speed. By
the same agency bends were shortened, new roads

made, and old ones widened and furnished with

milestones.

The Old Bath Road.

The grand breadth cf the Bath Road nearly

throughout is very different from its state 250 years

ago. Like many other roads, before the country was

enclosed, it was wide—so wide that Pepys could lose

his way upon it—but the width merely consisted of

three, four, or five obscure tracks abreast, formed as

successive travellers had tried to find firmer ground

for themselves. When, however, any-

thing was done in the way of making it

up, the carriageway was naturally, for

economy's sake, kept as narrow as

possible—eighteen feet, often enough.
From this beggarly width the money our
great-grandfathers tossed grudgingly and ill-humouredl'

into the pikeman's hand redeemed them. The cutting

and embankments to

be noted by the ob- f'«w=.'»«;M«««EaB«*-»,-^--.- •:
t^;

servant eye all along

the principal roads,

made to ease the

trying gradients

;

the pumps, less fre-

quently to be seen,

lliat furnished water
for dust-laying ; and
the little bits of

abandoned road
which often run at

varying distances by
the sides of the

present highways
they have had to

make way for—all

speak of an age in

which comfort and
rapidity of travel

were being more
strenuously pursued
year by year: The
emptiness of the now
classic twenty-four

hours' course, the

great road between
London and Edin-
burgh, was then very far from being dreamed ol

By night and by day it was never quiet, never lonel;

The quick tramp of horses' feet seldom died away fc

more than a few minutes, as coach followed coac
and carriage carriage. The crack of the waggoner
whip, the cheerful warning notes of tlie coach guard
horn, and the lusty voice of the post-boy rang oi

with little pause on such a road of traffic as thi

where the crunching of wheels went on alike in darl

ness as in daylight. The Dover Road, the highway
that led to Plymouth, Telford's Holyhead Road—ti

masterpiece both of its maker and of his age—wei

equally full of life, and the host of other main roac

throughout the country had all their part in thof

bustling roadfaring days.

It is these associations that make our highway

historic. The old life has gone, and of the generatio

that knew it scarcely a man remains, but the roads a)

there still, holding out at every mile some memory c

what has been. The great cuttings near Dunstab]
and Petersfield are indelible, and it was not fc

Pump used foridrawiog water for lay-

ing dost on the main roads in the days of

coaching. Several of these Interesting
|

relies may be seen on various main routes. 1
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)ur Historic Highways.—

jnder-powered motor cycles that they were dug, but for

:he relief of panting horses. We can still enjoy the

itraight four miles of Hartford Bridge Flats, famous

imong the old whips as " the fastest piece of road in

England.'' At roadside places like Tetsworth, Stilton,

jr. Boroughbridge, the atmosphere of the coaching age

ret lingers, and an occasional petrol sign hung out

Defore the sleepy inns cannot dispel the vision called

ip by the time-toned walls, the grass-grown courtyards,

ind the capacious yet almost empty stables—a vision

jf days when the place was given over to yellow-vested

30St-boys, many caped coachmen, stable boys, loungers.

guests by the score, buxom landladies in dignified black

silk, and genial hosts, whose hearty manner toned down
the length of their bills. Amid such memories, among
the ghosts of " Tallyhos," "Defiances," "Regents,"

Shrewsbury " Wonders " (ever so punctual that the

rustics set their clocks thereby), " Quicksilvers " (which

did the 2iiJ^ miles to Devonport in 23^ hours),
" Mazeppas," and " Telegraphs," of runaway couples

in postchaises, chased by irate fathers, picturesque in

periwigs and chokers, of hardy horsemen gripping at

their pistols, of mounted highwaymen, and of other

old-time travellers in legion, must the tourist wend
his way Avhen he fares along our historic roads.

, The Swan at Tetsworth.
3,' Tetsworth, a typical coaching village.

5.) 1 Hartford Bridge Flats on the Exeter Road, considered, in coaching days,

to tie,the fastest stretch ol road in England.

2. A village on the Great North Road.
4. An old toll-house near Thame, Oxon.
6. The challi cutting through Dunstable Down'on'the,Holyhead Road.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Gudgeon Pins Adrift.

In describing how a loose gudgeon pin knocked a

hole through the side of a cylinder, I stated the rider

had afterwards experienced a great increase of power.

I naturally put this down to the hole being just above

the level of the piston at the bottom of its stroke, and
so assisting the clearance of the exhaust. I am now
corrected, however, and informed that the hole in one

instance, at least, was below the bottom of the stroke,

and tliat the increase of power was due to the release of

crank case compression. It is only fair to say that

some authorities deny the existence of any ill effects

resulting from crank case compression. Still, at a

certain crack hill-climb last year I saw a prominent

trade rider and a prominent amateur competing with

identical engines. The trade rider had made no allow-

ances for crank case compression ; the amateur had in-

geniously arranged four or five release valves ; and he

defeated his trade rival fairly easily. This is not

necessarily a case of cause and effect. The question

is worth a scientific test in a laboratory.

Improvements to the 9 b.p. Riley.

A valued correspondent has sent me details of some
fakes he has attached to his 9 h.p. Riley tricar, and
as there are a good number of these 6ne machines on
the road, I will give details, more especially as the

points apply equally to other tricars. The first altera-

tion concerns the front brakes. The rear brake is a

metal to metal expanding. These brakes have a mag-
nificent stopping power, but with every brake of this

type there comes a day when the shoes are worn and
need replacement. The worst of it is that as soon as

the shoes wear beyond a certain point, the brake is

absolutely useless, and that the change from high

efficiency to entire helplessness may come within the

limits of quite a brief run. Now we all know what
tricar front brakes are—^there has probably never been

a tricar sold with front brakes that retained efficiency

for more than 1,000 miles, and it is obviously a serious

matter if all the brakes are simultaneously useless. My
correspondent therefore increased the diameter of the

front drums from yin. to iiin. by fixing wooden rings

over them and hooping those with iron bands, an inch

wide and ^in. thick, turning the whole true in the

lathe. Iron brake bands of corresponding size, and
hinged at the bottom, were then prepared, and lined

with Dicks' Balata belting. Guides were riveted on

the bands to keep them in register with the drums, and
new fulcra provided for the operating mechanism.
These brakes function magnificently, and maintain their

power indefinitely. This is probably the only tricar

on the road attaining the ideal of reliance on the foot-

brake under all ordinary circumstances, with an
immensely powerful lever brake constantly in reserve.

Fitting an Accelerator.

My correspondent has proceeded also to fit an
accelerator. I differ from him in preferring to retain a

hand throttle, and to use a pedal -operated A'alve lifter

in conjunction with it. He first fitted irj an extra

throttle valve interconnected with the clutch, but this

was not satisfactory. He then entirely removed the

standard throttle lever below the steering wheel, and

connected the throttle to a pedal set near the fo

brake, conveniently for the right foot. The throttle

closed when the pedal is up, open as it is depresse

provision being made for the engine to run slowly wh^

the accelerator pedal is up. This is done in a curious

complicated way, with manifest advantages. A copp

pipe of J|in. internal diameter is screwed into t

inlet pipe between the engine and the throttle, and
includes a small brass tap inset. The loose end
this J^in. pipe fits over a 2 in. length of brass tube or

^in. internal diameter. This brass pipe is screw

into the cleaning orifice at the foot of the spray chai

ber, and the annular space between the J^in. and t

^in. pipes allows the ingress of air. The device is

all intents a separate self-contained carburetter w
an invariable air inlet around the jet, the tap bei

obviously provided to prevent suction on the separ;

jet when the full throttle is in use. The engine ri

very quietly and slowly and steadily on this byp:

A. Throttle rodconnected to pedal. H. Annular air space around jet, r

B. Tap J, Supplementary jet ^H,' diam l

C. Union. pipe. ^'
*^

D. Copper pipe i' inside diameter. K. Jet support screwed into di ,1

t_E. Takt^Voff spring fastened to screw
, ing orifice of carburetter.

|

Lif on inlet pipe. M. Cleaning orifice through w Ij

F. Throttle lever. petrol flows to supplemen
!|

G. Throttle disc. jet J. '
!

when the main throttle is absolutely shut, and it vi|!

even start on the bypass alone when free. The c;'

buretter is a Longuemare. I must wait till I h£

personally handled the machine to say if this co
plicated fitting is any improvement on the old pi

of drilling the throttle with a hole no larger than \s

afford enough gas to keep the engine going. T
owner says the device is practically automatic, whi
a drilled throttle is not.

[Readers will be interested to know that an identii

idea forms the subject matter of a patent by
Imray (No. 10859).

—

Ed.]
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The A.C.U. Annual Open Hill=climb
AT SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.

[T will come as a surprise to many ot our readers to

learn that the Auto Cycle Union has decided to

hold its annual hill-climb on Sutton Bank—that

famous Yorkshire declivity so ably described by

At. B. H. Davies in The Motor Cycle of Jmie 12th,

:goj, page 463. Motor cyclists who intend to take

)art in this event or who are interested in it should

efer to this article. We again give the contour sec-

ions made from the Survey which was specially done

or The Motor Cycle. For some months past the

Jnion has been striving hard to obtain the use of a

ton ot Sntton Bank, showing the

location ot the bad elbow
turning.

lill situated in private grounds, but nowhere could

me be found. But help came from the North in the

ihape of a letter from the hon. secretary of the New-

;astle and District Motor Cycle Club, Mr. S. ^^'.

Darty, who suggested Sutton Bank, promising every

issistance he could possibly render to get a large entiT,

md last, but not least, he assured the Union of the

lupport of the local police. The offer was accepted,

md it has now been decided to hold the e\-ent on

ylay 30th (the day prior to Afilitarv Snnrlnv in ^'ork)

TfiE FIGURES BELOW THE DATUM LINE SHOW
THE DISTANCES IN FEET FRO» THE CENTRE OF THE BRIDOE
47" THE BOTTOM OF THE HILL.

[he HEIOHTS above the datum line ARE GIVEN

N FEET AND DECIMALS.

O
r
o
<a

o

HE GRADIENTS ARE SHOWN ABOVE THE SECTION

N PARTS AND DECIMALS.

og
n-O

Hon THinsK.

DATUM t INE o

—

^
jpofl. ABOVE ?
THE ORDNANCE
DATUM .'i/VJ

THE MEAN LEVEL
OF Thu SEA.

in conjunction with the Newcastle club. Sutton Bank
is about five miles east of Thirsk, and is reached

from London by following either the Edinburgh route

via Wetherby and Boroughbridge or by going through

Vork, the distance from London being about 200 miles.

If the former route is taken York is avoided, and also

the toUgate at Selby. The hill itself is most severe,

and should be an excellent test. Its steepest gradient

at the trough is i in 3.96, while i in 4, 1 in 5, 1 in 6,

and I in 7 occur at frequent intervals. The length

is about 200 yards short of a mile. The surface is

for the most part bad, and in need of improvement,

and there is one bad corner. The article referred to

above leads one to suppose that a single-geared

machine is of little use. If this is really the case, so

much the better, as it will tend to encourage the much
longed for two-speed gear. A good effect of holding

the competition in Yorkshire will be to bring the

northern and southern clubs more closely in touch with

one another, while a number of entries from North-

(.'ountry riders, who will for the first time-have a con-

\enient opportunity of openly" competing against their

Southern and Midland confreres, will be welcome and
acceptable on both sides.

The following classes have been arranged

:

J . Lightweight.—^For machines with

engines having a cubical capacity not exceeding

350 cubic centimetres,

machine to be roo lbs.

rider 140 lbs.

o
z:
lU
Id

u
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a
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IS.
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The A.C.U. Annual Open HiU-cIimb.—

2. Single Cylinders.—-For machines with engines

not exceeding 80 mm. bore. Maximum weight of

machine 180 lbs. Minimum weight of rider 154 lbs.

3. Single Cylinders.—For machines with engines

not exceeding 85 mm. bore. Maximum weight of

machine 185 lbs. Minimum weight of rider 154 lbs.

4. Multi-cylinders.—^For machines with twin

cylinders not to exceed 76 mm. bore each cylinder.

Maximum weight of machine 200 lbs. Minimum
weight of rider 154 lbs.

5. Multi-cylinders.—For machines with twin-

cylinders not to exceed 85 mm. bore each cylinder.

Maximum weight of machine 226 lbs. Minimum
weight of rider 154 lbs.

6. Open to entrants in either of the above classes.

8. Variable Gear Class.—Competitors to start

from a standing start on lowest gear, with the rider

seated on the saddle. No assistance alloAved.

g. Passenger Class.—^For quadcars, forecars, or

sidecars carrying two passengers. Engines to have a

cylinder capacity not exceeding 100 mm. bore each

cylinder, or the equivalent in the case of engines with

more than two cylinders.

Riders who fail to make up the prescribed weight

will have to put ballast on their machines until the

requisite amount is obtained.

Awards.—^Gold, silver, and bronze medals will be

awarded in each class, provided there are twelve oi

more entries for each class.

Entry Fees.—^los. 6d. per machine. Members of

affiliated clubs and private members of the A.C.U.
7s. 6d.

\\'e call particular attention to the rules regarding

pedal assistance and weights of riders, which we think

is a most admirable feature of the competition, viz. :

Pedalling.—No pedalling will be permitted. The
machine which travels farthest up the hill without

peflal assistance to be the winner in each class.

No starters' assistance will be allowed.

Some members of the Basingstoke and District JSoior Club prior to the opening run of 1908.

Auto Cycle Union News.
Affiliation.—.The following clubs have become

affiliated to the Union: The South Eastern Auto Cycle

Association, the Cambridge University Motor Cycling
Club, the Bolton and District Motor Cycle
Club, the Cambridgeshire Motor Cycling
Club, the Crewe and District Motor Club,
the Blackpool and District Motor Cycle
Club, and the Surrey Motor Cycling Club.
Associate Members of the A.C.U.—The

Auto Cycle Union has at last decided to

take up the matter of organising a scheme
to enrol associate members at 5s. a. head into

the Union. At a recent committee meeting
it was decided to hand this business over to

the Relations Committee.
The Quarterly Trials.—^The following

competitors having experienced no involun-

tary stops (excluding punctures) have been
awarded non-stop certificates: F. W. New-
some (3^^ h.p. Triumph), G. Lee Evans

(3^ h.p. Rex), W. G. McMinnies {t,^A h.p.

Triumph), C. R. Taylor (33^ N.S.U.), J.

S. Shaw (5 h.p. two-speed Phanomen), H.
G, Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.), F. W. Apple-
bee (5 h.p. Rex), F. W. Applebee, jun.

(5 h.p. Rex), G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve), J. V. Robinson {1% h.p. Moto-
sacoche), and Reginald Samson (3^^ h.p.

L.M.C.). The following competitors were disqualified

for exceedJBf^ the minimum time: H. Newey (3^ h.p.

L.M.C.), J. Beck {2j4 h.p. Fairy), P. Phillips-

(254 h.p. Douglas), and W. Douglas (2^ h.p.

Douglas). All the latter earned a first-class certificate.

(fli^^i|ii?iif«.:.iitW' ;:->?«; :^'

A lew members of the Ayrsand District M.C.C. assembled for the opening run from Burns
Statue Square. The club now numbers 28.

as they experienced no trouble, but they wiil probably
adhere more strictlv to schedule time in future.
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Being the opinions of medical men who are actual users of motor bicycles or tricars.

{Cuntinucd hom page 334.)

If a man has reached, or has not
'et too far passed, that milestone in

Ife's journey which marks his physical
,enith, he can adopt no pastime better
;alculated to preserve his strength of

Qiiscle and of nerve than that of motor
ycling. Improved circulation and deeper
ire-athing—^these invigorate his vital

irgan.s, without that call on endurance
rhich only still further exhausts an
.heady jaded brain. In short, the
Dotor cyclist gets the benefit of hard
xercise without its fatigue. From this
loint of view—as a means to health

—

favour a well sprung lightweight. It

fiords some scope for muscle, while
et avoiding tension on the nervous
ystem.

,116.

(1.) Motor cycling is as healthy as

ny other pastime, with the exception
hat the liver gets no exercise, unless

he engine refuses to fire, and then the
xercise may be excessive. (2.) The
lotor cycle is the hardest worked and
lost reliable conveyance I have, and
5) the cheapest to run with the excep-
ton of an ordinary bicycle. (4.) With
n experience of horse, motor car, tri-

ar, and motor bicycle, I would advise
or a country doctor a motor' bicycle for

ry roads, and a motor forecar with
etachable seat for wet and grease.

!oth machines to be of same make,
..p. and gear, so that parts will be in-

erchangeable, and essentially easy
tarters.

Blby Clare.

I consider motor cycling a most in-

igorating and healthy exercise, the
.dvantages of being able to go long
listances, with little or no fatigue, and
ee many places practically inaccessible

)y other means. Professionally, a
notor cycle is a great boon, always
eady for a journey, and never tired.

iVeather has no effect on motor, and
iide-slip, when one is accustomed to
iding in grease, is practically un-
mown, although I use plain tj'res all

|he year round. Cost is a mere nothing
ju comparison to a horse and trap. A
notor cycle costs about £1 10s. per
lUonth, including depreciation and
iverything, whereas two horses would
lot do the work, and would cost £6 per
nonth. The most suitable form of
notor cycle is a medium weight single-
blinder, change-speed, belt drive, of
letween 2J to 4 h.p., according to dis-
rict.

F. C. James.

I find motor cycling, a perfectly

healthy pastime ; the vibration is negli-

gible. I infinitely prefer motor cycling
to horse traction in fine weather, the
speed is double and the cost about
half. The total cost, including depre-

ciation, has been 1.865 pence per mile,

averaging 2,800 miles per year for four

years. I do all repairs except engine
replacements. The motor bicycle must
be as light as possible, comfortable, an
easy starter, magneto ignition, with
rubber belt and adjustable pulley : the
engine, preferably a single-cylinder,

giving enough power to climb with
certainty any hill in district in any
weather, geared 6 to 1. A two-speed
gear will only be an advantage (as pro-

curable at present) in exceptional dis-

tricts.

T. 17

(1.) I commenced motor cycling in

Jlay, 1903, and have ridden nearly
©very day since then, wet or fine. In
moderation, and if a reasonable speed
is maintained, I think the pastime a

healthy one. But where much diffi-

culty is experienced in starting a
heavy motor, the exertion might be in-

jurious. (2.) Could not do my work
without it, or a motor of some sort.

(3.) The cheapest method of travelling

I know of. (4.) 3^ or 4 h.p., low
frame, moderate weight, no pedals,
magneto, belt driven (rubbei,'), free

engine. No experience of variable
gears. Personally, I ride and am satis-

fied with a Roc.

Dr. R.iiW. H. Meredith, wliose opinions were
published on paye 352 last week.

Chas. John Lathbury, L.R.C.P.

After doing all my work for five

years on a 2^ h.p. motor cycle, I have
found it most decidedly healthy and
invigorating, and I have never enjoyed
such good health and spirits. I can
do double work in half the time, and
with much less fatigue than riding in a
horse-driven conveyance ; besides, it is

of signal sei'vice for urgent messages. I
.^^liould estimate the cost at least half.

I would advise a 3 h.p. machine with
magneto and free engine or two-speed
gear.

S.J. 17.

If a doctor is not a septuagenarian,
and hasn't a "top hat" practice, the
motor cycle, besides being a splendid
healthy sport, is capable of being of

immense service to him in getting
through his rounds. It is the cheapest
form of locomotion I know—cheaper
even than "push" cycling in view of

time saved and fatigue lessened. But
overalls are a nuisance. They must be
worn and must be put off and on many
times a day. iMany visits entail many
restarts, so to avoid fatigue a light-

weight magneto is required. In winter
I have found a single-seated Phofnix
Trimo (with bonnet in front for in-

struments and dressings) very handy
and reliable.

R. A. Slessor.

ilotor cycling is a very healthy pas-

time. The appetite is stimulated, and
as tissue waste is diminished unless

exercise is taken in other directions
weight goes on rapidly. Exposure is

less felt than in a trap. After three
years I can say that my eyesight, my
hearing, my steadiness of hand, are as

good as ever. The vibrati^;: bogey
may be disregarded. 1 calculate I

save £70 per annum w th my mvtor
cycle. I can go to the outskirts 'A my
practice with a promptitude that
amazes my patients, and does me nfi

harm professionally. I have seldom
failed to keep an appointment. For a

young man building up a practice a

motor bicycle is a most valuable asset.

For this and other reasons I consider
a 3^ h.p. of the best grade, and all that
that implies, the ideal mount for a

doctor with country work to do. In-
struments, bottles, etc., are best carried
in a knapsack on the back. I have
done my practice for the past three
years with a 1905 3 h.p. Triumph,

(To he continued.)
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By ARTHUR W. BENTLEY.

' HERE appears to be

doubt in the minds
of some as to the

manner of entering

for the annual twenty-four

hours run of the Motor
Cycling Club. First of all

it is necessary to become a

member of the Motor Cycling
Club, and prospective competitors should
apply to Mr. A. Candler, of i, Lime Grove,
Shepherd's Bush, W., for an entry form

and full particulars.

Assuming that the rider has entered for this popular
run, the next point to be considered is the all-important
question of the machine that is to carry him to victory.

Any well-known make of motor bicycle is equal to a
continuous run of twenty-four hours if in proper run-
ning order and properly equipped, but nothing must
be left to chance. Such being the case, a general
overhauling will be necessary, which should, if

possible, be carried out by the competitor himself, or
if he does not feel that he is sufficiently competent to

undertake the task alone he should endeavour to

procure the help of some friend who thoroughly under-
stands the "tuning up " process. By so doing he will

learn much that will be of assistance to him in time
to come.

Overhauling Motor Bicycle not Difficult.

The whole process of a general overhauling is oqt
a complicated matter, and as a rule merely consists in

removing the cylinder, scraping away any carbon
deposit that may have formed in the cylinder and the
piston head, fitting new piston rings, if necessary,
grinding in the valves and seeing that the springs are
of proper tension, adjusting bearings, etc., and see-

ing tha,t the carburetter, tank, and pipes are in order
and clean. Of course, there are sundry other items
that will require attention, such as swilling out the
crank case with paraffin; but as a rule the above
will comprise all that will be necessary in a general
way. The ignition apparatus should receive careful
attention and be kept scrupulously clean. Having
seen to the engine, the bearings of the wheels and other
parts of the machine it.self should be carefully looked
over and oiled, all nuts being tightly adjusted and
everything generally put into ship-shape order.

The Question of Tyres.
Carelessness over the matter of tyres has accounted

for more failures in these long distance runs than any
other cause, and it behoves the rider to very carefully
go over the tyres, and to discard any patched tubes or
covers that show signs of wear, as it is exceedingly
annoying, and prejudicial to his chances, to be con-
tinually held up by punctures or bursts. Concerning
air tubes. Personally,J prefer butt-ended tubes, and I

should carry two spare ones, as in case of puncture it

is a simple matter to remove the punctured
one and replace with a spare, and it takes

about half the time and trouble as mend-
ing a puncture on the road, and especially

is this the case if the tyre punctures in the

dark. With a butt-ended tube you can wait imtil y
reach the next control, when you can sit down
comfort and do whatever is necessary, and in

probability make a far better job of it.

As regards the belt, I should advise a rubber c

and a spare cut to the proper length, and both of th

fitted with detachable fasteners, as in case the ti

stretches and begins slipping or requires changing 1

any other cause it can be replaced in a few momer
Here, again, any belt shortening can be more satisf

torily accomplished at the next stopping place un :

shelter, in warmth, and after a meal.

Lantp Reflections.

I should strongly advise a powerful lamp (as pov
ful as possible, in fact), as the road may be stra i

to the majority, and if it turns out a wet, dark nij;

it may make just all the difference between comfort : :

discomfort. A small spare lamp can be carriec

desired, as it may come in handily in case of breakd< :

in this department. Then the all-important quest

of spares. So far as I am concerned, I always ce •

with me a most comprehensive supply, including

sparking plugs, sundry spamiers (one adjustable t

will fit any sized nut on machine), screwdriver, !

punch, two belt fasteners, puncture repair outfit, sp f

valves with spring and cotter complete, a small sup )

of nuts and screws, magneto spanner, spare magr
contact breaker, files, sundry washers, etc., oilct

insulating tape, some copper wire, and pair of pli 1.

They do not take up very much room, and are a gi .1

help in time of trouble. Many a time has a ri 1

scoffed at my supply of spares before we have stai c

on a tour, and many a time has the laugh been on (

other side before the end of the run when he has ha( c

beg the loan of one of them.

Final Preparations. . I

The spares should be very carefully packed to ]P

vent damage, and after taking the machine for a f il

spin to see that all is as it should be we have onh c

await the eventful day.

When the day does at last arrive it is advisable

take things as easily as possible, as it is not pleas it

to start out on a run of 400 miles feeling dead ti d

after a hard day's work. Just before leaving he e

for the start have a good hot supper, wrap up wi,

procure a really good pair of goggles, put some li>t

provender in the pockets in case of trouble on the ro l

carry a flask, as a little warmth in the early houn)f

the morning is very comforting, and start out with le

firm intention of finishing. When you have left «

lights of London behind do not attempt to scorch it

about thirty-five miles per hour; there is plenty 'f

U
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Preparations for the London to Edinburgh Run.—
time. In case of an adjustment being necessary, set

ibout it quietly, and do not start again until it is

right, as a hurried repair will yyaste more time later on.

Provided that these elementary precautions are

carried out, one can start with the sure knowledge that

one is far more certain to succeed than to fail, and my
advice to anybody who has not yet taken part in this

run is, "Do it," you will thoroughly enjoy it.

The Cost of the Trip,

Regarding the question of the probable expense, the

M.C.C. entrance fee is 5s., annual subscription town
jQi IS., provinces los. 6d., and entrance fee for the run

los. 6d. = ^1 i6s. 6d. in all. As regards the first

two items, I do not think these can fairly be put

down to the expense of the London-Edinburgh run, as

there are numerous other advantages of being a member
of this sporting and enterprising club. The purchase

of any spare parts should likewise be left out of the

calculations, as these must be carried on any long run.

The cost of running the machine for 400 miles

—

this is a point the rider must know for himself better

than anyone else. At any rate, this is a very small

item—^2s. per 100 miles at outside. There are four

meals to be reckoned—two breakfasts, lunch, and tea

—say at 2s. each = 8s., and a night in Edinburgh.
—say 15s. at the most. Then lastly there is the return

journey, which means a two days' ride. Last year I

left with ^3 3s. in my pocket, and when I arrived

home again I had not exhausted my supply.

I think one can therefore fairly say that the whole

cost of the run, excluding subscriptions, would work out

;>—

«
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at somewhere between ^3 and ^^4, and money well

spent, too. I append the route followed last year,

.

so that prospective competitors may have ample leisure

in which to study it.

Time. Place. Total Checking

p.it. distance. place.

10.0- Highgate
11.3. Hatfield

A.M.

12.23. Biggleswade
2.43. Stamford
3.45. Grantham
4.20. Newark

Dep. 4.58.

5.37. Tuxford
6.53. Doncaster
7.55. Micklefield

8.26. Wetherby
Dep. 9.0.

9.36. Boroughbridge
11.0. Scotch Corner
11.24. t)arliBgton

F.M.

1.2. Kewcastle
Dep. 1.34.

2.18. Morpeth
3.17. Alnwick
4.0. Bedford
4.47. Berwick-on-Tweed

Dep. 5.15.

6.48. Dunbar
7.54. Levenhall
8.40. Edinburgh

•... Start

15i ... Check

40 ... Check
84-1

lOS-i

119-1 C<>ntrol and
check

132-1

1571 ... Check

178-i

188i Contfol and
check

200i
228i . . . Check

236i

269i . . Check

283i
303 . . . Check

317i
333 Control and

check
363 .. Check
385 ... Check

This year competitors will

Grantham, for breakfast.

. . . 391 Sign sheet at

Royal Hotel,

Princes St.

stop at the George Hotel,

A MOTOR CYCLE SPEEDOMETER.
From time to time we receive enquiries from riders

who are anxious to obtain a reliable speed indicator

for motor bicycles. Messrs. Markt and Co. are now-

turning their attention to a motor cycle pattern of the

well-known Jones

speedometer, which
gained the highest

possible awards in

the R.A.C. speedo-

meter trials held in

1906. . The motor
cycle speedometer is

built on exactly the

same lines as these

successful instru-

ments, viz., a heavy
metal ring floating

on steel centres

mounted on and at

right angles to a

revolving spindle,

which is connected
so as to bring the

indicating needle to

a position in accord-
ance with the rate

The Speedometer fitted to a motor
bicycle.

of revolution of the spindle, and consequently accord-

ing to the position taken by the governor ring at that

rate of revolution. The mechanism is extremely

simple, and unlikely to get out of order. For motor

bicycles the method of drive is by friction, which is

efficient and extremely simple. It will be noticed on

referring to the illustration that the instrument is rest-

ing on an arm, to which it is attached by means of

four screws. The driving ring is then carefully

centred and clipped on to' the spokes of the front

wheel ; this is in contact with the rubber shod
_

ring

driving the mechanism of the instrument. Our illus-

tration shows the Jones speedometer calibrated to

register kilometres per hour, but, of course, speedo-

meters to indicate miles per hour will be sold

exclusively in this country. These instruments should

supply a long felt want, but it must be distinctly under-

stood that they are well made and scientifically con-

structed, so that they cannot be sold at a low price;

still, the price at which they are sold should be well

within the range of the man who pays ^50 for a

motor bicycle. It is interesting to note that one of

these speed indicators was used with great success by

Mr. T. K. Hastings in last year's A.C.U. six days

trials, while in America they are supplied to the New
York Police.

^-•••-^

Mr. Reg. Samson, who made the fastest time in the

Birmingham M.C.C. hill-climb on the 2nd inst. at

Rose Hill, Rednal, used one of the new Lyso rubber

and canvas belts made by Lycett's Rawido Belt Co.,

Ltd., on his L.M.C. motor bicycle. The same belt

carried him successfully through the A.C.U. Quarterly

Trials on the 29th ult., when he secured a non-stop

award. It will be remembered that the Lyso belt has

transverse grooves on the top as well as on the unf'.er-

side of the belt.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our repliesjthereto. Whenjparticular
makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether
intended for publication or not must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

that

Non-sooting Plugs Wanted.

I see in a recent issue that a

rider of a twin - cylinder

machine is troubled with his

sparking plug in the back
cylinder getting oiled up, and
you recommend a non-sooting

plug, that is, one with the points pro-

tected. I should be greatly obliged

if you could let me know where I

could obtain these plugs, as I am
troubled in the same way with the
plug in the back cylinder of a four-

cylinder F.N.?—F.P., Oakham.

A suitable plug for your purpose would
be the L.M., sold by the United Motor
Industries, Poland Street, W. These
plugs are made in two forms, and we
should advise you to get one of each.

These two types are (1) with capsuled

end, and (2) the magneto plug. We have
found one of the former to be most
efficient with a magneto, and practically

incapable of sooting up.

Petrol Supply Impeded.

Have just had a E.O.M. con-

^1 tact breaker and B. and B. car-

> buretter put on my 5 h.p. twin-
-iJ cylinder Sarolea. The carbu-

retter has been altered to take
a Longuemare jet m lieu of a single

jet. I use the machine with a side-

car. When it goes it is a good deal

more powerful than before the altera-

tions, but it keeps on stopping,
usually just dies away. Sometimes it

will go for two or three miles, at

other times only a few hundred yards.
It will nearly always restart after a
short halt, and will invariably run
well on the stand. My own idea is

that it is not feeding properly, yet
the carburetter and all its pipes are
quite clear. Can it be the level of

the petrol in float chamber is wrong ;

and if so, how can the correct level

be ascertained?—G.W.W., Kent.

It is just possible that there is no vent
hole in your tank which causes the
latter to become air bound, or there is

dirt in the tank, preventing the petrol
flowing freely. Are you sure that the
trouble is not overheating? The petrol
should come up to within ^in. of the
top of the jet orifice. Remove the jet

and then turn on the petrol tap when
the machine is quite level, and the
height to which the petrol rises can be
noted. If you wish to raise the level

you must slightly lower the weight
which is soldered to the needle valve.

Adjustment ot Trembler Coils.

The coil on my Excelsior

motor bicycle is a trembler pat-

tern. The other day I had the
engine running on the stand,

and it seemed to go all right,

but next morning I could not get it

to start. On examination I found
the coil did not tremble, although
nothing had been disturbed. All the

connections seem to be in order.

How should I proceed to rectify?

The accumulator is all right. Would
you recommend me to have the coil

tested? If so, would you recommend
a good firm, as I cannot see any
maker's name on the coil I have?

—

C.P.
Test the circuit with a test lamp or
voltmeter at the contact breaker, and
so see that the current is reaching this

portion of the machine. If you find

that no current is reaching the coil

then you may be quite sure that the
fault lies between the accumulator and
the coil.. If the current does reach the
coil, and yet the latter shows no signs
of being excited, you must take out the
screw and trembler blade, and clean
the platinum points with a fine

jeweller's file, leaving them quite
smooth and flat. If you readjust the
screw and there is no " buzz, " you can
take it that the coil is at fault, pro-
vided accumulator shows over four volts.

With the advent of the touring season, the
above is Interesting, showing a motor bicycle

equipped with Brooks's touring outfit. The
padded saddle, the belt, and the steel-studded

non-skid tyre, are also by J. B. Brooks and
Co., Ltd.

Ordering a New Machine.

I am giving an order for a

Minerva motor cycle, and
shall be glad of your help, as i

am rather undecided whether
to go in for a 2| h.p. or 3^ h.p.

It will be my first motor cycle. 1

am about tihirteen stones, and
rather fancy the lower power machine.
Will 2| h.p. be powerful enough? I

thought of having magneto ignition
and spring forks. Do you think the
machine is built low enough? I

reach a 24in. push cycle with ease.

—

M.A.
As you weigh thirteen stones it would
be better to invest in a 3^ h.p. unless,
of course, the country in your district
is not excessively hilly, and you do not
intend touring in the hilly parts of
England. We recommend you to specify
magneto ignition and spring forks.

The frame is low, and should be just-

the right size for you.

A Light]Triear or Sidecar.

I wish to get either a tricar

qI o"" sidecar. A friend of mine
> advises me to get a sidecar for
-2J the following reasons : A side-

car takes less engine power
than a tricar, will keep cooler, and
does not require water-cooling, will
absolutely prevent side-slip, wherea*
the back wheel of a tricar slips
about. It is easier to start, will run
further on a gallon of petrol, is more
sociable, and, in fact, is far prefer-
able to a tricar unless I can afford
a larger sum for water-cooling, two-
speed gear, etc. He advises a 3^ h.p.
motor cycle of good make, air-cooled,

with sidecar, and says that it will

take me anywhere on main roads with
the help of the pedals on bad hilla.

Combined weight of self and wife
nineteen stones. I shall be obliged
if you will give me your advice, as 1

am quite a novice, and if I make a
mistake and get a bad machine it will
have to be goodbye to motoring.

—

S.E.H.
Your friend's advice seems to be quite
sound. However, without a two-speed
gear the machine could not be expected
to go up every hill you come across,

but if you have the bicycle gearefi

properly (i.e., not over 5 to 1), and
are not averse to assisting with the
pedals on steep hills, a great amoimt
of fun can be got with a 3^ h.p. bicycle
and sidecar attachment. Use an extra
strong belt for passenger work.
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Feeble Firing in Front Cylinder.

I shall be obliged if you will

^T] help me in a difficulty with my
^ 5 h.p. Peugeot. Although the
_iJ machine is quite a fair hill-

climber, the front cylinder

seems to do very little work in com-
parison to the back. When I depress

the inlet valve plunger in front cylin-

der the back cylinder continues fir

ing steadily, biit if I depress plunger

on back cylinder tlie front only fires

a few times feebly, and it fires baek
to the carburetter. I have ground
valves in carefully and fitted new
\vashers and tested compression with
oil, but can hear a blowing out in

front cylinder. I cannot find out
where it is. If you think there may
be a blow-hole or cracked exhaust
valve seating please let me know
where I could get same repaired.

The blowing out is only slight, and
ought not to make such a diffeience

The " Best " Sidecar.

Will you give me your
opinion or advice upon which
is the best sidecar to use with
my two-speed 5 h.p. Rex de
Luxe? There seems to be so

much difference of opinion that I am
quite at a loss to know which to em-
bark upon. I want to know the best,

combining ea.se of steering, attach-

ment, and absence of skidding.

—

E.W.B., Birkenhead.
We regret we cannot tell you the

"best" sidecar. The choice of a side-

car is chiefly a matter of personal taste.

If you can drive a tricycle and like a

rigid sidecar you cannot do better than
purchase a Chater-Lea or Mills and
Fulford. If you must have an attach-

ment that can be attached and detached
in one minute, and can be steered easily

by any cyclist, then the flexible type
made lay W. i\[ontgomery and Co. will

suit yon.

Vivian Olsson (51i.p. Vindec) Hearing tlie finish of Sharpenhoe in the M.C.C. members' competition.

in the power of the two cylinders. I

have- fitted new exhaust valve springs

and have got inlet valve springs of

equal tension. Carburetter is quite

clear.—A.M.G., Leicester.

Very often with a twin-cylinder there

is a difficulty in getting both cylinders

to fire evenly. Probably the inlet pipe
union or the valve itself is not a gas-

tight fit. In this case you will get a
leakage which would account for the!

noise you hear. Spread oil around all'

the joints of front cylinder and look
closely for small bubbles when testing
the compression. A slight loss of com-
pression will mean decreased power.
You should also be very careful to see
that both inlet valve springs have the
same tension. If, on the other hand,
the trouble is due to a cracked inlet
valve seating, the only cure is a new
cylinder. It is also possible that one
cylinder gets more oil than the other,
and it may be that the front one will
require new piston rings. The blowing
you hear is most likely a leakage past
the valves. See the experience of
F.J-," Middlesbrough, on this page.

Amount ol Play in Bearings.

(1.) Is it correct for a piston
to have a certain amovmt of

side movement (when cylinder

is detached) on its rod? (2.)

Al«o when the engine is

pedalled on the stand, or when the.*

pulley is turned backwards and for-'

wards by hand, there is a very slightj

clanking sound (it is not the valves).

I think it must be when the piston
changes from upward to downward".
movement, or vice -versa. It sounds'
as if the rod had a little play on its'

pin. and taps against the pin when;
the direction of rotation is changed.'
Do you think this is all right? I'

suppose there must be a certain
amount of play, otherwise the rod
could not work freely.—R.C.

(1.) A slight amoimt of side play is

qjiite necessary, but no vertical play,
either on the gudgeon pin or
crank pin, should be permitted. (2.)

The clanking may be due to the tappets
which raise the valve knocking against
the rocking arms, that is to say, that
the noise is not necessarily the valves,

but it may be the valve gear. On the
other hand, if there is any play in the
piston rings, gudgeon or crank-pin
buishes, they should be renewed as early
as possible.

READERS' REPLIES.
Lealf of Compression causes Hissing,

During a long run at Easter I found
out what had puzzled me for some time,
viz., the cause of a constant hissing
whilst the engine was running. At
first I thought of leakage through
sparking plug or valve caps, but on
tightening these up there was no im-
provement. Later I examined exhaust
valve and found it pitted very much-
When valve was regroimd the hissing
disappeared.—F.J. , Middlesbrough.

Overheating and Loss ol Power.|

I see by your issue of April 22nd that
F. T. Kent is troubled with over-
heating and loss of power with a 3^
h.p. Brown. I had an exactly similar

experience with the same make of

machine during the first two months it

was in my possession, and after tinker-

ing with it in every conceivable way,
and having almost -made up my mind
to return it to the makers, I absolutely
cured the trouble by opening up the
holes in the silencer. Hoping this in-

formation may be of use to your corre-

spondent.

—

Dr. p. M. Mooire.

How to Prevent Explosions in Silencers.

. In your issue of the 29th "F.M."
asks, " How to prevent explosions in

the silencer?" and with a view to find-

ing a remedy for such unpleasant
noises I have experimented while driv
ing my little 2 h.p. Minerva, and can
produce and prevent explosions at will

by the following means: When the
machine is running well, and mixture
and all else is apparently correct, I get
explosions in the sile^ncer if I lift the
exhaust, and a louder one immediately
•I drop it. When I switch off the
current and lift the exhaust, and then
switch the current on, I get explosions,

and should I at the same moment or

later drop the exhaust I am certain of

one or more loud reports from the
silencer. But when I switch off and
lift the exhaust at the same time, and
wish to start again without noise, I

drop the exhaust and allow the engine
to make a couple of revolutions before
I switch on the current. This plan has
not failed with my engine, and I must
say riding is much more pleacant now
that it is possible for me to drive for a
half-day and not once get an explosion
in the silencer. If you think this may
be of service to "F.M." I shall be
glad to see it published. I always
like my little experience and ex-
periments to be of use to others as well
as to myself.

—

Frank H. Stevens.

"THE AUTOCAR" coatains each
week much interesting inform-
ation which, althoulh written in

regard to motor cars, is also

applicable to tricars and motor
bicycles. It is published weekly,
price 5i., and can bt obtained from
all newsagents and bookstalls,
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SPECIAL FEATURES,

§

The SpringnNumber,

We beg to thank those of our rea-ders

who have congratulated us on the ex-

cellence of the Spring Number.

American Bldeis in the End-to-end.

Mr. Oecar Hedstrom, of the Hendee
Mfg. Co., America, who signified his

intention of competing in the A.C.U.
.End-to-end Ride, fears that owing to

pressure of business he will not be able

to compete, or send anyone over for

that purpose.

Tour de Fiance Reliability Trials.

A good number of motor bicycles and
tricars are competing in the Tour de

France Trial of the French Auto
Cycle Club. Competitors left

Paris on Monday last, and will

visit during the week Diion,
Clermont-Ferrand, Limoges, Bor-
deaux, Tours, and Paris, a total

distance of 1,600 kilometres

—

993i miles. Among the well-

known makes of motor bicycles

in the quarter of a litre class may
be mentioned the Quentin,
Alcyon, Lurquin-Coudert, and
Peugeot. An engine of a quarter
litre capacity is equal to a bore
and stroke of 64 by 70 mm.,
which is the size of the If h.p.

light-weight F.N. In the light-

weight class there are Alcyon,
Griffon, and Werner machines.
The tricars, with the exception
of the Eonteix, are of new makes
and practically unknown to

English riders. They include
such names as Furan, Soureau,
Berujeau, etc. The list of suc-

cessful competitors will be given
in due course. They arrive ba«k
in Paris next Sunday.

Biiee on the Warpath Again.

In the Sharpenhoe Hill-climb
on the 2nd inst.. R. M. Brice, on
his 3i h.p. Brown, made the fastest

time of the day, excepting that one
twin-cylinder machine beat him by two
fifths of a second. He used Dunlop
tyres on his machine.

The Ontpiit of Sidecars.

Sidecar attachments appear to be
most popular, judging from a letter we
have received from W. Montgomery and
Co., which states that they recently
despatched in a single week no less

than twenty-seven of their flexible

pattern sidecars.

Motor Cycle Club (or Nottingham.

Mr. E. G. Young, Trent Bridge,
Nottingham, writes that the organisa-
tion of a club for Nottingham and dis-

trict is proceeding satisfactorily. In
our next issue we expect to be able to

announce particulars of the first meet-

,
jng, giving time and place.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE
LONDON TO EDINBURGH

RUN.
THE A.C.U. ANNUAL OPEN

HILL-CLIMB.
MOTOR :CYCLE HANDICAP

lAT BEOOKLANDS.

Germany's Trade In Motor Cycles.

During the first quarter of 1908 Ger-
many imported 104 cwts. of motor
cycles against 101 in the same period
of last year, but the value remained
the same. Belgium and Austro-Hun-
gary supplied the bulk of these, the
former selling 66 cwts. and the latter

20. Still comparing like periods for

the two years, Germany's sales

abroad dropped from 992 to 796 cwts.
Great Britain, however, bought almost
as much as before, her purchases reach-
ing 2S0cwts. against 286 in January-
March, 1907. But Holland's purchases
fell from 100 to 10 cwts., and Den-

.^liCDDSiH^QSi^DailH»
FUTURE EVENTS.

May 14—Finchley Harriers' First Motor Cycle Race at
the Stadium.

„ 11-17—Auto Cycle Club of France Reliability Trials.

,, 16—Essex M.C. Open Hill-climb at Lippett's Hill,

High Beech.

,, 30—Auto Cycle Union Open Hill-climb on Sutton
Bank, Yorkshire.

June 5-8—M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN and
return for Schulte Cup Competition, and^
special cup for motor bicyclists.

,, 6 and 8—Brooklands A.R.C. Whitaun Meeting.!

,, 20—Entries close for M.C.C. Team Competition at
Daventry.

,, 27—M.C.C. INTER-TEAM TRIALS for "The Motor
Cycle" Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup.
Prospective competitors : Mot*r Cycling Club,
Coventry M.C., Great Yarmouth M.C.C., and
Birmingham M.C.C.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

July 4—fissex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.
,, 4—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting.

,, 6-7—A.C.F. Grand Prix Races for Cars.

„ 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

,, 14 and 15—M.C.U.I. {Ulster Centre), Open 400
Miles Reliability Contest.

„ 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4—M.C.C, Run from London to Land's End and
Back for Charles Jarrott Cup.
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mark's from 212 to 134 cwts. The
state of the automobile trade in Ger-
many leaves much to be desired : the
figures for cars and industrial vehicles

are as unfavourable as those here cited.

Motor Cyclists' Ideal Road.

A start has already been made tarring

the Folkestone Road. By early summer
the whole of the road from London
will have been treated. Thirty tar-

spraying machines have been purchased
for use in Kent.

Essex M.O. Open HlU-climb,

This hill-climbing competition takes
place at Lippett's Hill. High Beech, on
Saturday next, the 16th inst. There
are five classes in all. A unique han-
dicap has been arranged in the motor
cycle classes which should prevent the

usual grumbling at a competition of

this nature.

"==5iiniip^

Savaje Southampton.

A local reader in sending us a list c

motorists recently fined at Southamj:
ton for e.xceeding the speed limit, say
he would advise all motor cyclists t

avoid Southampton and district for th
next few months. We regard h:

advice as sound, seeing that eleve
motorists who were summoned pai
fine-s amounting to £40 10s.. not ii

eluding costs. The trap is in Wii
Chester Road, and a quarter of a mi
in length.

Repairing Petrol Tanks.

"F.W." writes warning others n'

to attempt any soldering on
petrol tank without using ti

utmost precautions. He recent
took an old tank out of a mot
cycle frame and then swilled
out thoroughly with wat
several times. After allowing
to stand for about twenty houi
so as to clear off any gas
vapjur, he commenced operatic
with a soldering iron, but h
liardly got the metal nicely flo

ing when there was a terrific (

plosion which blew the tank sid

out. Fortunately for "F.W
the force of the explosion w
spent downwards and he suffer

no personal harm, but the expe
ence should be noted by tank i

pairers.

The M.C.C. London-Edinburgh 24 Hour!
Run.

SThe time for sending in entr.

for the above popular run h

now arrived. Starting fT<

aHighgate at 10 p.m. on Fridi
June 5th, competitors who rea

Edinburgh within twenty-fc
hours will receive gold meda

^^^ and those arriving within thii

hours will be awarded
silver medal. Regarding the retu

journey, the Schulte Cup is for co

petition among drivers of motor oyc

and cars, the catalogue price of whi
does not exceed £250 complete. T
M.C.C. challenge cup is for mot

bicyclists only.

A Projected Long Ride.

Just as Lieut. Edward Noel was.

the verge of his departure from Bo
bay for England bv motor bicycle,

was stopped by the Government
account of the succession of robber
and murders in the country throD

which he had proposed to travel,

has therefore had to omit the first f

miles of his trip, and proposes
start somewhere in Palestine, probal

Haffer, thence his route will be throu

Jerusalem, Damascus, Aleppo, to C<

stantinople.
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Snowed up in the New Forest, between Ringwood
mi Romsey, April 26tli. Photo by H. D. Crooh.

lice Traps.

We are informed by a correspondent

lat motorists are being timed on tlie

ath Road between Atworth and Shaw,
id he strongly recommends the A. A.
I send scouts to deal with the matter.

There are also two traps on the

psom Road, one a mile from Ewell
oming from London), the other be-

feen Ewell and Epsom.

Alteration In Motor Taxes.

A reduction in the Inland Revenue
,x, wished tor by motor cyclists, is

)t to be. The present tax of 15s. on
otor cycles, also the absurd extra tax

15s. on attachments such as the
riel coupler and trailers, remain un-

tered, as the subject of motor taxa-

<m was not mentioned in the Budget.

itot C;eUst8' Congress on tlie RUne.

On May 28th the German Motor
yclists' Association, founded on May
fth, 1903, at Stuttgart, and which has
)w some 13,000 members on the roll,

dds its general meeting at Bingen.
here will doubtless be a big crowd at

le congress, as the Rhine district is

le on which the German people may
istly pride themselves.

>tor Union Visit to Bournemouth.

The tenth provincial meeting of the

!otor Union will be held at Bourne-
outh on Saturday, May 23rd. The
eneral Committee of the Union will

eet in the morning under the chaii-

anship of Mr. W. Joyn son -Hicks,
-.P., at the Municipal Offices, at the

vitation of the Mayor and Corpora-
on. An interesting programme has
sen arranged for the afternoon, and
le tenth provincial dinner will be lield

the evening at the Hotel Mont Dore.

Cudliam Hill Doomed?

There is a prospect, we hear, of the
lingei'OHS bend at Cu(Jham Hill being
jmoved by the local authorities. If

', the ascent will lose some of its

verity, and might even be impractic-
)le for hill-climbs, as the pull up past
lie top leading to the churchyard and
|)rch entrance to quaint old Cudham
iiu'ch is short. At the same time, we
insider it questionable if the parish
ill go to the expense of the improve-
ent, as the road is practically disused
/ ordinary traffic.

Motor Cyclist and Lawn Tennis Champion.

In last week's Taller a capital

photograph appears of Mr. A. F. Wild-
ing, present holder of the covered
court tennis championship, mounted on
a F.N. motor bicycle, on which he has
made extensive tours both in England
and on the continent.

The Suggested Sidecar.

The inventor of the sidecar attach-

ment described in The Motor Cycle oi

April 22nd, page 311, under the title

"A Novel Sidecar Attachment," in-

forms us that the idea is fully pro
tected. Anyone wishing to use it can
be put into communication with the in-

ventor if he addresses a letter " Novel
Sidecar," c/o the Editor.

Rubber Studded Tyres,

It is not difficult to notice that
rubber-studded tyres on motor cycles

have quickly jumped into popularity.

They imdoubtedly minimise the risk of

side-slip greatly. At present there are
two patterns on the market, the Sham-
rock-Excelsior and the Goodrich. We
have used both makes on our own
machines for several hundred miles,

and consider them excellent.

Imports o( Motor Cycles.

The Board of Trade returns show a
gradual falling off in the imports of

foreign motor bicycles. 160 complete
machines were imported last month, as

against 241 in April, 1907. During the
four months ended April 30th, 627
motor bicycles were imported, as

against 744 last year, and 805 in 1905.
The values, together with parts, were
£23,283 (1908), £32,208 (1907), and
£32,561 in 1906.

Exports ot British Machines.

British exports again show an im-
provement. Eighty - seven complete
machines were despatched from this

country during April, fifty-one last

year, and sixty-one in April, 1906.

From January 1st to April 30th, 271
machines were exported this year, 224
in the corresponding period of 1907,

and 255 in 1906. Together with parts,

the total values were £17,787, £18,297,
and £16,980 respectively. £3,024 re-

presents the value of foreign motor
cycles and parts re-exported from
England during the first four months
of the present year.
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A Long Day's Ride.

Newcastle-on-Tyne to Wokingham
(Berks) is a matter of 300 odd miles.

This distance was accomplished in 13iJ

hours during Easter by a rider of a

1908 Triumpli, who wished to visit his

friends for the holidays. One hour
was occupied for luncheon, which re-

duces the time to 12| hours, or an
average of about 23^ miles an hour.

We see no reason why such a perform-

ance should not be made public pro-

vided due care was displayed in pass-

ing through towns and villages, and
we understand that time was made up
on deserted stretches where no incon-

venience or risk of accident to other
road users was likely to occur.

Loss ol a Motor Coat.

A case not without interest to motor
cyclists was heard at Newark re-

cently. Mts. Waterfall, of Whitwell,
sued George Baines, Ossington Coffee
Palace, Newark, for £5, the value of

a motor coat alleged to have been
taken from a car in the Ossington
garage whilst plaintiff and her husband
were having tea in the house. After
tea Mr. Waterfall returned to the car
to get some paraffin oil for his tail

lamp. The coat was then noticed in

the car, but on returning again a short
time afterwards the coat was missed.
The judge held that after having his

tea and going to the car for his lamp
and oil Mr. Waterfall took possession

of his car, and that the coat was lost

after taking such possession. Judg-
ment was, therefore, for defendant
with costs.

Motor Cycling (or Ladles.

With regard to the article " Motor
Cycling for Ladies," published last

week, Miss Muriel Hind rode from
Coventry to Wareham, Dorset, on
Saturday last vid Oxford, Reading, and
Winchester. The distance is approxi-

mately 160 miles, and this ride was
accomplished with ease and comfort in

about eight hours. The advantages oi

the free engine clutch fitted to the
5 h.p. Rex were exemplified at various
awkward corners, particularly in Win-
chester, where there is a nasty turn
ing to negotiate, which might present

difficulties for a clutchless machine
handled by a lady. Miss Hind's
longest ride on this machine totals

about 200 miles in the day.

Leeds H.C.C. Hill-climb on Beulah Hill. Some o( the competitors at the start.

Mr. A. B. Hughes (4 h.p. N.S.Q.), ts second (rem the left.
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The Second Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.

FOR the second time the motor cycle race at Brook-

lands was one of the most appreciated events of

all those which took place at the meeting on

Saturday last. In a motor cycle race there is

something irresistibly attractive, which keenly interests

the public. To our mind, the riders

appeared to be travelling faster than many
of the cars, and the number of entrants

(thirty-one), all of whom started, rendered

the race particularly exciting. On the race

card the event was down as follows:

3.45 p.m. The Motor Cycle Handicap Plate

of 25 sovs. (The entrant of the winner to

receive 15 sovs., the entrant of the second

7 sovs., and the entrant of the third 3 sovs.)

For motor bicycles of which the engines, if

twin-cylinder, do not exceed 85 mm. by

95 mm, for each cylinder.

The engines of the machines entered

varied from the 7 h.p. twin Peugeots of

A. G. Forster (7 h.p. N.L.G.-Peugeot) and
E. Kickham (7 h.p. Leader-Peugeot. 82 by

90) to the tiny single-cylinder 70 by 70
i^ h.p. K.D. entered by A. C. Wright.

Among the well-known riders we may
mention W. Genu (7-8 h.p. Minerva, 80 by 95), F.

Toman {4}^ h.p. Laurin and Klement, 75 by 85)—the

other L. and K. was the identical machine which com-
peted so successfully in the International Cup Race in

1905, 7 h.p., 80 by 100—W. G. McMinnies {^j4 h.p.

Triumph), M. Geiger (6 h.p. N.S.U.), W. H. Wells,

A. Sproston, and A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindecs, 7i by

76), T. H. Tessier (6 h.p.'Pat, 76 by 95), R. M. Brice

(3^ h.p. Brown, 82 by 90), G. Lee Evans (3J4 h.p.

Rex, 82 by 90), G. Aldington (3 '4 h.p. Kerry. 68 by

72), and A. C. Wright (i% h.p. K.D.), whom we were

pleased to see again on a motor bicycle.

The thirty-one machines lined up near the timing

box made an imposing spectacle, and nearly all made a

good start. The length of the race was about five and

a half miles, the machines passing the fork once and
then entering the straight. Once started, the race was

hard to follow, but at the completion of the circuit

it was interesting to see the riders streaming along the

In the paddock at Brooklands. Preparing for the Motor Cycle Plate. Out of an entry of

thirty-one competitors every one came to the post.

course under the bridge, the scratch men rapidh

overhauling the lower-powered machines.

Talking with one of the competitors after the race

we were told that the wind was most trying during tha

part of the race where it blew in the teeth of the com
petitors, and also that there is no necessity to taki

the banking.
Handicap Results.

The following is the result of the handicap : (i

H. Shanks (2 3^ h.p. Chater-Lea), 2m. 45s. start, timi

7m. 48s.; (2) H. G. Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.), im
45s. start, time 7m. 51s.; (3) W. H. Bashall (3^^ h.p

Triumph), im. 40s. start, time 7m. 56}/^s. The fastes

speed attained was fifty-eight miles an hour. Th

Start of the Mote

Cycle Handica
Plate of 25 sovs.

Brooklands Tracl

!

Saturday last, Ma

9th. Great intere

was displayed i

this event, an

there was a

exciting finish b(

tween second (M

H. G. Partridgi

6 h.p. N.S.U.) an

third (Mr. W. 1

Bashall, 3i h.

Triumph). L e s

ihan a whe

separated t h e s

two riders.
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The Second Motor Cycle Race at Brooklands.

—

2^ h.p. Chater-Lea was a particularly neat racing

machine, being well designed, light, and efficient, while

Brooklands Second Motor Cycle Baco. Mr. H. Shanks, Jun. (3} Chater

Lfla, 75 X 75 mm.), winner of the handicap with a start ol 2 mins. 45 sees.

Time, 7 mins. 48 seoa.
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the N.S.U. ridden by Partridge was the i'jentical

roadster machine he rode in the last quarterly trials.

The following came next in order (after each

machine the amount of handicap is given) : M. Geiger

(6 h.p. N.S.U.), im. 25s.; H. A. Cooper (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 2m. 35s. ; F. G. Andrcea (5 h.p. Rex).

im. 45s.; T. H. Tessier (6 h.p. Bat), im. 353.; A.

Sproston (5 h.p. Vindec), im. 30s. ; G. Lee Evans

{^Yz h.p. Rex), im. 50s.; W. G. McMinnies (3^^ h.p.

Triumph), im. 25s. ; F. Toman (5^ h.p. Laurin and
Klement), 40s.; R. O. Clark (4% h.p. F.N., four

cylinders), im. 50s. ; W. Pershke (4 h.p. Diamond).
2m. IDS.; R. Mundy (3^ h.p. Triumph), 2m. 35s.;

R. M. Brice (3^/^ h.p. Brown), im. 50s.; G. L. Fletcher

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve), 3m. 20s.; W. E. Cook (7 h.p.

N.L.G.), scratch; E. Kickham (7' h.p. Leader), 20s.;

B. C. Lamb (4^^ h.p. F. N., four cylinders), im. 50s.;

J. Merfait (7 h.p. Laurin and Klement), scratch; W.
Genn (7-8 h.p. Minerva), 20s. ; and A. G. Reynolds

(5 h.p. Vindec), im. 35s.

Among the unfortunates were Wells, who punctured ;

A. Mayer (7 li.p. Buchet), whose belt came off

;

A. C' Wright, whose number plate fell off, caught in his

front wheel, and threw him ; and H. P. Beasley (5 h.p.

Rex), trouble with crankshaft bearing.

The weather was gloriously fine, and a good number
of spectators were present. The following officials

assisted at the motor cycle race : Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite.

circuit counter and starter; Mr. F. Straight, handi-

capper; while among the members of the A.C.U. com-
mittee there were to be seen Messrs. H. P. E. Harding,

H. G. Cove, and E. M. P. Boileau.

M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AT SHARPENHOE.
The result of the handicap for motor cycles at the M.C.C.

Sharpenhoe hill-climb on May 2nd is as follows :

Class I.—For single-cylinder motor bicycles with engines of

any capacity.

Position. Rider and machine. Points.

1. R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown) 75.0

2. W. A. Sale (3i h.p. R€x) 76.2

3. C. C. Cooke (3i li.p. Phoenis) 82.5

4. J. P. Le Grand (2^ h.p. Matchless-Jap)... 86.5

5. C. Gibbons (3it h.p. Deacon-Minerva) ... 91.9

6. W. A. Jacobs "(3i h.p. Res) ... ... 94.7

7. J. Stuart White (1^ h.p. Motosacoche) ... 97.8

8. Percy H. I'rotman (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 110.1

Class II.—Twin-cylinder motor bicycles with engines of any
capacity.

1. S. G. Frnst (4i- h.p. Minerva) 90.4

2. Owen L. Summers (5 h.p. Vindec Special) 9^.2

3. W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... 101.1

4. Edward Pond (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... 101.7

5. C. H. Bartield (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... 102.0

6. S. H. Fry (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... 1C5.4

7. Vivian (llsson (5 h.p. Vindec Special) '.. 105.9

8. A. S. Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... IO0.8

9. Miss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. Re,x) 107.1

10. Frank White (5 h.p. Rex) 114.7

11. Chas. J. Seed (5 h.p, Vindec Special) ... 114.9

12. W. A. Sale (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... 115.6

13. A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindec Special)... 123.7

14. T. F. Fo.x (5 h.p.-Rex) 129.9

15. Will Pershke (3^ h.p. Diamond) 162.5

Ci.-iSS in.—Passenger motor cycles.

1. A. F. Ilsley (5-6 h.p. Phcenix Trimo) ... 115.3

2. E. W. Brewerton (10 h.p. Lagonda tricar) 125.5

The times were given in The Motor Gyde of May 6th (page

T X C
562). The formula used was .

W

It was stated in our report of the M.C.C. Hill-climb last

week that W. A. Sale rode a Rex m the multi-cylinder class,

whereas he was mounted on a 5 h.p. Vindec Special in Class
II. and a 3^ h.p. Rex in Class I. He is second on formula in

Class. I.

Lancashire M.C.C. Hill-climb on Bunker's Brow. }. L. Macalpine (51 I1.B.

twin N.S.U.) travelling " all out " (we next px*).
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CLUB NEWS.
Mid-Stallordshlre A.C.

A members' hill-climbing competition for motor cycles will
take place at Sandon Bank, to-day (Wednesday) at 6.30 p.m.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

On the 23rd inst., there will be a week-end run to Pet-
worth, staying the night at the Swan Hotel. On the follow-
ing day members will proceed to Duncton Hill.

A Motor Cycle Club for Wakefleld.

On Thursday last a nuniljer of local motor cyclists met at

the George IJotel, Kirlvgate, and formed a club. Another
meeting will he held to morrow (Thursday) at eight o'clock,
and any riders in tlie district will be welcome.

Crewe and District M.C.

This club held its opening run to Chester on May 2nd,
which was a great success. Members are reminded that the
100 miles non-stop trial for the Hutton Cup is to be run on
Hay 2ord, and are requested tu send iu their entries.

The Liverpool M.C.

The above club's hill-climb will be held on Saturday next
at 4.30 p.m. sharp. The hill is about thieequarters of a mile
long, and the severest gradient about 1 in 7. Entries are
invited for the M.C.C. inter-club team trial for The Motor
Cycle challenge cup.

Wallhamstow M.C.

At a committee meeting iield at headquarters on Thursday
la-st, it was decided to support the Woodford meet on June
20th. The following new members have recently been
elected : Messrs. J. Meads, A. Chapman, F. Lewis, Stott,

Kingaby, F. Hayns, 0. C. Godfrey, and W. S. Low.

Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.

The above club's penalty run is to be held to-morrow, the
14th inst. The course is a circular one amounting to seventy-

six miles, the starting point being Haddiscoe. The rules are

based on those for the M.C.C. team competition for The Motor
Gyde cup, for which this run will be an eliminating trial.

A good entry has been secured.

Snnderland and District SLCC.

The annual hill climb will take place at Tunstall Hope, on
Saturday next, the 16th inst. ; commence at 2.30 p.m. There
will be three classes, and results will be decided on formulae.

No pedalling will be permitted. Entries should be sent to

Mr. S. Wilson, 2, Ash Place, Newcastle Road, Sunderland.

CardiS ILC.

On Saturday next, the 16th inst., a hill-climbing competi-

tion will be held on Rhubina Hill, near Whitchurch, at 3.30

p.m. sharp. The entrance fee is 2s. 6d. for cars and Is. for

motor cycles, and entry forms must be in the secretary's

hands by to-morrow morning (Thursday). His address is H.
B. Jotham, Grasscroft, Whitchurch, Glamorgan.

Lancashire ltI.C.C.

The hiU-climbing competition for the Harold Eccles Chal-

lenge Cup was held on the 7th inst. (see photograph, page 387).

The results on time were as follows

:

Class B.—Single Cyi^indbbs.

Rider and machine.

R. Jamieson (34 h.p. Triumph, 84x86 mm.)..

H. Garstang (3^ h.p. Triumph, 84x86 mm.) ...

A. Weldon (3i h.p. Triumph, 84x86 mm.) ...

Class C.—Twin Cylinders.

J. S. Turner (6 h.p. N.S.U., 75x90 mm.) ...

Hy. Haworth (5 h.p. Vindec, 75x76 mm.) ...

J. L. Macalpine (5i h.p. N.S.U., 75x75 mm.)

Class D.—Passenoer Motor Cycles.

J. W. Higson (3i h.p. Triumph with sidecar,

82x86 mm.)
Hy. Haworth (5 h.p. Vindec with sidecar,

76x76 mm.)
A. T. Monk (6 h.p. Raleighette, 75x80 mm.)

Motor Cycle Union ot Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The first hill-climbing conipetitiou of the season luiilcr the

auspices of this centre took place at Carnmoney, Co. .Antrim.

on Saturday last. Class A, cnufined to private owners, was

won by W. Wilson (2| li.p. Minerva), in the nett time of

21|, The open class was won liy A. BuUick (5i h.p. Jap), in

the nett time of 24^s. The length of climb was 730 yards.

Time.
35s.

35-is.

37s.

33b.

35|s.

39|s.

51a.

61fs.
92s.

Dublin and Slstz-lct H.C.C.

The following events are down for decision : May 23ril

(Saturday week), members' hill-climb; May 30th, M.C.U.L
speed trials, Portmarnock.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition was held on Saturday lust

between Ponteland and Belsay, over a course of five mile^

The result was a win for R. L. Atkinson (3J h.p. N.S.l'.j.

who was, however, Im. lis. too fast.

Shamrock M.C.C. (Belfast).

The first hill-climbing contest during 1908 under the

auspices of this Nourishing club was held at Gilnahirk, County
Uowm, on the 2nd inst., and resulted iu a win for M. .i

Lindsay (3^ h.p. Triumph) in the nett time of 59|s.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

I'lie following are the results of a hill-climb held by tin-

above club on Vearby Bank, near Eedcar, on April 21st:

1. R. W. Day (3 h.p. N.S.U.) 121 marks
2. W. E. Grange (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 108 „
3. H. Eudland (3i h.p. Kerry) 106 „

Leeds M.C.C. Hill-climb.

The above event, postponed from the 25th ult., was held

on Saturday last at Beulah Hill ; the enti-ies totalled 30, and

the A.C.U. formula was used. Competitors were di\ided into

two classes—riders of single and riders of twin-cylinder

machines—the winner of each class to compete in the final

for the Kirk trophy and a gold medal. The results were :

-

1, A. B. Hughes (4 h.p. twin N.S.U.) ; 2, Eric S. Myers'

(3i h.p. single Triumph). Other results will be published

as soon as they are made known (see photograph, page 385).

The Kelly cup will be competed for next Saturday.

Brighton and District M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held on the 2nd inst. over

a five and a half miles course, between Albourne and Henfield,

and this had to be covered twice. Competitors' tanks were
completely filled at the sitart and refilled at finish, the amount
consumed being careftilly calculated. The event was run

.

in two classes, and resulted as follows :

Class I.—^Twin-cylinder machine, any capacity.

Miles tu

Petrol, gallon.

1. Q. W. Gardner (6 h.p. Matchless-Jap) ... 25 ozs. = 83.8

2. T. Rollon (3i h.p. F.N., four-cylinder) ... 24 ozs.= 73.3

3. C. E. Sambrook (5i h.p. N.S.U!) *33 ozs.= 70.9

4. H. Saunders (6 h.p. Bat-Jap) 35 ozs.= 70.4

5. R. W. Cartwright (3^-4 h.p. G.B.) ... 36 ozs.= 67.7

6. H. Clifton (6 h.p. Roc) 95 ozs.= 18.5

'Misdirected ; went 3| miles too far.

Class II.—Single-cylinder machines, any capacity.

Miles to

Petrol, gallon.

1. A. Zapp (2J h.p. Rex) 13 ozs. =135.3
2. R. Turpin (3i h.p. Peugeot) 15^ ozs. = 130.3
3. E. L. Waters (3 h.p. Rover) 15^ ozs. = 113.5
4. H. J. Gotto (3 h.p. N.S.U.) 16i ozs. =105.6
5. J. D. Box (3i h.p. Triumph) 21" ozs. = 83.3

Messrs. E. G. Waters, Saunders, Ciirtwriglit, J. H. Be.-it.

and Box acted as officials and petrol checkers, and everythiii;;

was carried out in an expeditiou.s and satisfactory manner.

Ayr and District M.C.C.

This club held its first hill-climbing competition on the 4tli

inst. at Whitehill Brae. There were twenty entries. Tlir
lesults. based on the A.C.U. formula, were as follows:

Rider and machine. f.m.
J. McClure (3^ h.p. Triumph) 55 4
M. Brown (1| h.p. F.N.) 58.1
J. Robertson (Sj h.p. Minerva) 58.5
U. Milligan (4 h.p. Werner) 59.9
.1. Johnstone (3 h.p. Fafuir) 71.8
ti. Cocker (5 h.p. Rex) 76.0 ci
J. Grier (2 h.p. De Dion) ... 79.7 vjl
T. Gray (3 h.p. Quadrant) 80.3 •!

\. Sommerville (4 h.p. Antoine) 95.5
Q. Clark (5 h.p. Res) 98.8

Four prizes were offered, one for the machine making
j

fastest time, which was also won by Mr. McClure, whose time |

for the ascent was 41s.
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Club News,—
Stockport and District M.C.C.

At the first general meeting of this club at the Mersey
tlotel, it was decided that a run should take place every

Thursday evening, start 6.30, and the destination should be

decided by the members present.

Cambiidge University K.C.C.

Saturday next is the date fixed for the hill-climbing com-
petition for the Moring Cup and for the Rolls Cup, and on
the 23rd inst. a reliability trial will be held for a cup pre-

sented by the Hon, C. S. Rolls. May 30th is the date fixed

for the Oxford v. Cambridge match.

Western District MX.
The cup kindly given by the president will be awarded

to the winner of a reliability trial to be held on June 14th,

the course being to Salisbury and back. There will be a run
on May 28th, in conjunction with the Eastern District M.C.,
to Reigate in the morning, after which the members will

accept the kind invitation of Leverton Harris, Esq., M.P.,
to tea.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The following fixtures have been arranged

:

Saturday, May 23rd.—^Inter-club meet with Lines M.C.C.
Saturday, June 6th.—Hill-climbing competition.
Friday, Satui'day, and Sunday, June 12th, 13th, and 14th.

—

Proposed long-distance trial to London and return ; start 10

p.m. Friday.
Saturday, June 20th.—Inter-club meet with Lines M.C.C.

at Brigg for Twigmoor Gull Ponds ; tea. Angel Hotel, 6 p.m.

Herts County A.C.

We are advised that the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials having
been advertised for Satm'day, April 25th, and the date
changed rather late, had something to do with the lack of

entries for the above club's open motor cycle hill-climbing

competition. At a meeting of the General Committee held

recently, it was decided to call an extraordinary general

meeting at an early date for the purpose of submitting to

the members and, if thought fit, of passing a resolution to

change the rules of the cluo so as to admit motor cyclists at

half a guinea, instead of at a guinea as at present.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The following are the fixtm'es for May and , June :

Saturday, May 16th.—Meet at headquarters at 2.45 for

the Swan, Linton.

Sunday, May 17th.—Meet at Westminster College at 10 a.m.

for the Cross Keys, St. Neot's.

Thursday, May 21st.—Meet at headquarters at 2.30 for

Croydon Hill, Cambs. The hill-climb with the University

M.C.C, will start at 3.30 sharp. Tea at Hardwicke Arms
after competition.

Sunday, May 24th,—Meet at HiUs Road Bridge at 2.45 for

Newmarket vid Gogs. Tea at the Club, Ely.

Thursday, May 28th.—'Meet at headquarters at 2.45 for

the Lion, St. Ives.

Sunday, May 31st.—Meet at Victoria Bridge at 10 a.m. for

lunch at the White Hart, Wisbech.
Thursday, June 4th.—Meet at headquarters at 2.45 for

Ivel, Biggleswade.

Bradford M.C.C.

At the last committee meeting of the above club six

new members were elected, and the Secretary stated that

the membership was increasing steadily. After much di.«-

cussion, it was unanimously agreed that there should be

formed in connection with the B. M.C.C. an associates' scheme
in order that the unattached riders of the North should have
the opportunity given to them of joining the Auto Cycle
Union at a nominal fee of 5s, The subscription will give to

members all the advantages of the club's affiliation to the

Auto Cycle Union and R,A.C., but will not carry any right

to enter into any of the club events or competitions. "The

committee feel that this is a step in the right direction, and
are desirous that all motor cyclists, who are not already mem-
bers of affiliated cinbs in the North, will become members of

the associates' scheme of the Bradford M.C.C, and thereby

derive the unmistakable advantages which affiliation to the

A.C.U. offers. All interested motor cyclists of the North
are heartily invited to apply for an associates' nomination
form, enclosing fee 5s., to the hon. sec, Bernard Read,
Imperial Hotel, Manchester Road, Bradford.
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Motor Cycling Clnb.

The following new members were recently elected : Messrs.
E. A. Anthony, H. A. Bate, H. M. Benkley, F. Biggs, G.
Brough, R. 0. Clark, H. Collins, B C. Cumberland, V. H.
Denchar, A. 6. Fenn, H. Fuller, G, W. Mann, R. G, March,
H, Myer, W, T, Pershke, F. H, Libley, F, White, and Capt.
Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N.

A Motor Cycle Club tor Halifax.

At a meeting held on the 28th ult., at the Old Cock
Hotel, it was decided to form a motor cycle club for Halifax
and district. As there are a large number of riders in Hali-
fax and neighbourhood, a strong club ought to be formed.
The next meeting will be held at the above hotel to-morrow
(Thursday), at 8 p.m., when any private owners of motor
cycles wishing to join will be cordially welcomed.

Essex M.C.

The open hill-climb at Lippett's Hill, High Beech, which
will be held next Saturday, should be a most successful
affair. There will be no handicap and no formula, but a
number of classes have been instituted so as to place the
machines as nearly as possible on the same level. The idea
is a good one, and owes its origin to that enthusiastic and
energetic member of the club, Mr. A. G. Reynolds, Each
machine and rider in each class must together scale a certain
amount, so that if the rider is a lightweight he must carry
sufficient ballast on his machine to make up for the deficiency,
which will tend to place everyone on the same basis.

The classes are : (a j Single-cylinder motor bicycles. Class
1, cylinders not exceding 82 mm, bore ; Class 2, cylinders not
exceeding 85 mm, bore ; and Class 3, cylinders not exceeding
90 mm, bore. Machine and rider in each class to weigh not
less than a total of 320 lbs.

(b. ) Twin-cylinder motor bicycles. Class 1, each cylinder
not exceeding 76 mm. bore. Class 2, each cylinder not exceed-
ing 80 mm. bore. Class 3, each cylinder not exceeding 85 mm.
bore. Machine and rider in each class to weigh not less than
a total of 340 lbs.

(c. ) Lightweight motor bicycles. Class 1, standard light--

weight with engine not exceeding 2^ h.p. ; machine and rider

not to weigh less than 250 lbs.

(d. ) Passenger motor cycles (sidecars and forecars).

Handicap, time allowance. No. h.p. or weight limit.

(e. ) Passenger motor cycles (tricars, quadcars, fitted with
variable gear). Handicap, time allowance.

Slow test. All machines eligible in (a) (b), Classes 1, 2,

and 3.

York County H.C.C.

The above club held its first competition— a consumption
trial—on the 2nd inst., over a course of exactly twenty-five
miles, from Wetherby to Boroughbridge and back. The results

were worked out on the following formula : Weight of rider
in lbs. + cubical capacity in centimetres -^ the amount of

petrol consumed in ounces. It is interesting to note that
three twin-cylinder machines were competing, and on the
formula occupied first, seventh, and fourteenth positions—

a

fact which should prove that the formula adopted did not
give the twin-cylinder machines any advantage. On formula,
the order of merit is

:

Fuel Miles
Make of consumed. Figure per

Name. machine. Ounces. of merit. gallon.

C. Potter (7-9 h.p. Bat twin) ... 50 ... 23.3 ... 80
H. Noble (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 29 ... 21.24 ... 137
J. Chadwick, jun. (3-^ h.p.

Triumph) 29 ... 20.96 ... 137

C. S. Allan (3i h.p. Triumph) 30.1 ... 20.19 ... 132
H. H. Charge (3i h.p. Triumph) 33 ... 19.24 ... 121

C. H. Benn (3 h.p. Triumph) ... 27.75 ... 18.63 ... 146
E. H. Noney (4^ h.p. Minerva

twin) 40 ... 18.55 100
R. Durham (3i h.p. Triumph) 31.75 .. 18.45 _... 125
E. Slater, jun. (3^ h.p.

Triumph) 34.6 ... 18.43 ... 115
H, Wilkinson (3i h,p. Triumph) 36 .. 17,35 .. Ill

C, Wilson (3i h,p. Triumph)... 36.5 ... 17.16 ... 109

R. Wilkinson (3 h.p. Triumph) 31.25 ... 16.66 ... 128
W. F. Savory (3ih, p. Triumph) 39 ... 16.51 ... 102
H. R. Croisdale (4 h.p. N.S.U.

twin) 56 ... 11.96 , . 71

C. Graham (3 h.p. Triumph)... Non-starter.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All lettns shoulil be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Low Petrol Consumption.

[3300.]—In reply to " vSubscriber's " letter, the macliine

which ran thirty miles on a pint of petrol is fitted with a 2^
h.p. engine, but I cannot say exact cylinder dimensions. Gear
6 to 1. Rider'.s weight 9 storips. ' E123.

Unattached Riders.

[3301.]—I am glad to see you are considering the unat-

tached rider. There are A.C.U. "advantages" numbered
1 to 15. All I have any use for is No. 2 and No. 12, and,

as I take The Motor Cycle, I can well do without No. 12.

No. 2 (Possible legal assistance).—If my case is a very un-

usual one, and one likely to bring credit upon the A.C.U. if

they take it up, I think 5s. per annum quite enough for that.

It is not an insurance. REUBEN G. NORMAN.

[3302.]—i ope yu will forgive me for ritin to yu. but i am a

demon for want-in to no things, and wen i sees this in ure

paper—" The very existence of the A.C.U. depends upon

Funds"—i goes to our captan and says, ure smart, can you
tell us -wat it means, an he says, yu've got to reed atween the

lines, so i gets a big glas an lucks carefully, an i can't see

nothin, so i says to meself, the Editor of our paper is the man
to put me rite', an wat i wants to no is, supposin our club ad

fillyated in ianuary we shud all of us ave ad the club paper

sent to us every weak, wich wood av cost the A.C.U. 2s. 2d.

for postage. Our filly ashun fee is only 2s. ahead, ow do they

get the funds that they want, i ope u wont laff to much at me
for ritin to yu, but i think the A.C.U. mite send us the 2d.

per member "insted of the paper, ,and fillyate us for nothin.

The A.C.U. wud av a full membership and our club wud av

mor money. EF5.

[3303.}—Your article in The Motor Cycle of April 29th

admirably voices the views of unattached motor cyclists.

This class of cyclist rides simply for his pleasure, and is not

likely to be coerced into joining a provincial club merely to

secure the "advantages of aiBliation with the A.C.U."

Really, this cock-a-hoop attitude assumed by the A.C.U.

in the matter of the unattached motor cyclist strikes me, for

one, as being a trifle ridiculous, especially when I remember

that the A.C.U. is not in the position to offer anything like

the substantial advantages secured by the modest subscription

of 5.S. to the C.T.C. This old and powerful organisation is,

moreover, indispensable to all cyclists who tour on the

Continent. No, leave the A.C.U. and its local satellites to

cultivate the "sport" of hill-climbing; for the rest, the

C.T.C. should serve well enough.
HARRY A. BULLOCK.

[3304,]—In your issue of April 29th the editorial dealing

with the unattached rider conveys to me the impression that

hitherto the Cyclists' Touring Club has not catered for the

motor cyclist. Please allow me to correct this impression.

Will you also kindly permit me, through your correspond-

ence columns, to correct another impression which seems to

be widespread, i.e., that the C.T.C. does not welcome motor

cyclists. This impression is quite wrong. The C.T.C. does

welcome the motor cyclist, and to the non-racing man offers

more advantages than any other club. A nominal entrance

fee (Is.) and subscription (6s.) includes a monthly gazette, a

very complete hotel guide, comprising hotels to suit all

purses, and legal assistance when necessary.

The motor cycle committee is at all times ready to consider

any suggestions for the furtherance of motor cycling interests

by the club, and should a sufficient number of motor cyclists

evince a desire for such a step, no doubt a motor cycle section

could be formed within the club on the lines of our distri

associations, aft'ording motor cycling members opportuniti
for meetings, discussions, tours, etc., etc.

In the C.T.C. the motor cyclist and the push cyclist sha
alike the advantages of a vast organisation, which has sto(

the test of time, and hope by hearty co-operation to strengthi

the position of both upon the road.
B. P. S. ROOKE.

Chairman Motor Cycle Committee C.T.C.

Gudgeon Pin Accidents.

[3305.]—The accompLinying drawings will. 1 think, h

to explain why makers apparently "waste iron" at t

bottom of the cylinders (see letter 3263). It will be feen tl

the angles formed by the pist

rod in fig. 2 are far smal
than those in fig. 1. and con;

quently an engine designed
the principles of fig. 2 v

be more efficient, since

diminishes the angle at whi
the piston rod works. Anotl
expedient to reduce this an;

was employed by Richard
Cie. and in the Ailsa Cr:

engine, viz., the offset crai

shaft.

t

Fig. 2.Fig. I.

A. Bottom of stroke.

B. Bottom of cylinder.

Piston rod. ^in. Piston rod, i in ^

Cylinder i,s [Um. Cylinder {'^ V

A glance at any of

Atlantic or big six-coup.
' loco's on any railway will bi

out the principle ; for a 30in, stroke a fconnecting rod of W
is sometimes employed.

If lengthening the cylinder is merely waste of iron, why
firms like the Triumph, Minerva, and J. A, P. (especially 1

35 85 by 76 of the last-named firm) employ engine

this design?
Anent the gudgeon pin story, I rather agree vfith

Hayton that there was a slight misstatement in it as origina

told, I see " Ixion " is very cautious in his latest yarn,

I trust that criticism will not cause him to refrain from tell)

any more that may come his way.
JOHN F. H. TEMPLER

Lightweight Experiences.

[3306.]—Havnig noticed many articles in your valual

paper on lightweight machines, it may not be out of place

relate my experience on one of these machines.

I purchased at the last Stanley Show a Douglas 2J h

lightweight twin opposed engine, with outside flywheel a

Bosch magneto.
This little machine has not given me the slightest troub

and I have had many pleasant trips, as I have ridden it so

1,700 miles.

Some riders I notice are troubled with head wind on ligl

weights, but this has never troubled me the slightest, and t

machine will do the Redhill on the London-Exeter road wi

the greatest ease.

It was only last v/eek that a friend and myself rode

Birdlip Hill to test our machines, and to our surprise I

little machine, w'ith a gear of 65 to 1, went up Birdlip wil

out any assistance whatever.
This I consider a good performance, and the machine

very fast on the level—thirty miles per hour can be obtain!

I feel sure this machine will knock out a lot of the hea^

weights for comfort, speed, and reliability.

J. KIPDELL.
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The M.C.C. Members' Hlll-cUmb.

3307.]—^In your issue of May 6th (page 362), referring to
;-M.C.C. members' hill-climb at Sharpenhoe Hill, you com-
re the time of the cars and bicycles up the hill. This is

; quite fair, as the motor bicycles had a moving start,

ereas the cars started from a standing start. I merely
ntion this for the sake of accuracy, as no one has a higher
nion than I have of a motor bicycle and its wonderful
vantages and capabilities. At the same time the motor car

i its uses, and no good purpose is served by making com-
•isons which are not correct. S. F. EDGE.
3elow is the paragraph referred to on page 362 :

" After the course was clear again, the car class was run
off, Mr. S. P. Edge (40 h.p. Napier) making the fastest

time, namely, Im. 2fs. We mention this fact to show
where the 40 h.p. six-cylinder would have been had it

competed with the motor cycles. It would have been
beaten by twelve of the twin-cylinder machines and four
of the single-cylinder motor bicycles. Motor cyclists,

therefore, still hold the field as far as hill-climbing is

concerned,"

e should be the last to wish to publish anything disad-

antageous to such an old and experienced ex-motor cyclist

s Mr. Edge, and although we do not admit that the
aragraph is incorrect, we inadvertently omitted to state

hat the bicycles were given a flying start. As far as the
astest times are concerned, there were 13|- seconds differ-

nce between the fastest car-and the fastest bicycle. Making
all allowance for the flying start, the bicycle was clearly

lie faster.

—

Ed.]

Belt V. Chain and Two Spe^d Gears.

5308.]—The interesting controversy which is at present
iceeding on this subject in your journal between Meissrs.

H. Davies, A. Wharton Metcalfe, and others is rather
using to an old stager like myself.

Pour years ago last August I was preaching the doctrine of

) speeds for motor bicycles to Mr. Harry Smith, of the
rer Co., Ltd., in his office. This, I think, was before
. Davies had ever acknowledged the necessity of any
uction of gear on hills, and while 'Mr. Fawcett was
ting scornful letters on the effeminacy of multiple gears
your valuable paper.

'he question of two speeds has, I am afraid, nothing to do
h belt of" chain transmission as such. The question is

;iency as compared with increased weight and friction.

Davies says that " the belt has altogether ousted the
in " ; and why ? Merely because belt drive is more
able for lightly built machines and imperfectly skilled
?ers, on the one hand, and, on the other, it is more cheaply
id by the manufacturer. Mt. Wharton Metcalfe plumps
the chain. He says "its efficiency as a transmitter and
reliability place the chain far ahead of the belt for touring
winter riding."

have for the past two winters driven a two-speeded
;yclic-geared car with single chain transmission, because I
not get an efficient two-speeded bicycle for my work.
1 the distance driven (9,000 miles) I have worn out five
ins, and I have had six accidents through chains. The
happened' two weeks ago, when the chain jumped the

k sprocket, jammed, and twisted the main axle half a
)lution. 'This would have caused a somewhat serious
dent on a bicycle. On the other hand, I drove for the
winters preceding a 3 h.p. single-geared belt-driven motor

'cle a distance of 10,000 miles. I used ia this time and
ance two Continental rubber belts and an adjustable
ey. I never had any trouble except that after soaking
mud for a day or two the belt-fasteners occasionally
ed through.
till, from these personal experiences, I do not say that
belt is superior to the chain.
iTiat we professional users of motor cycles want is for the
lufacturer to listen to us, and not to the so-called
•tsmen and trade riders. These persons are fair weather
,_
whose hearts would be broken if they got a night

in January with a drizzle of sleet falling, or an urgent
sage about 2 a.m. in October with a thick white fog
at, to ride five miles, partly up one in eight, and round
a corners, on a surface of new butter and cart ruts,
know what we want, and some day the trade will give
s, in spite of Mr. T. Barter (letter 3221, The Motor Cycle,

April 1st—appropriate date). " Variable ges^rs," he says,

"are not needed, as they add to complication." How often
was this written three or four years ago, and yet a number
of so-called variable gears have been coming iiito the market
week by week ever since. This gentleman is a designer. I

should like to modify his designs and also his views by a
course of practical night riding over country byroads.

I am a medical practitioner, not an engineer ; a user, and
not a builder. I know what I want, and do not need to be
told. I want a machine reasonably light, but not unnecessarily
so, with pedals, a fairly high direct drive on top, and a low
emergency gear which must be efficient. The machine must
be as good on top as any single-geared machine of the same
horse-power and weight. There are thousands of men in

this country who want this, and we look to the motor
engineers of England to produce it.

The two or more speeded gears at present on the market
have all their disadvantages. The majority are very heavy, to

such an extent that for the same h.p. they are only two-
thirds as eflBcient as their single-speeded brothers. A number
are fitted on the engine-shaft—a bad place for gearing—and,
further, require an adjustable pulley to be varied according

H. G. Partridge on a twin N.S.U. riding through'the floods on the road
to Aylesbury in the last Quarterly Trials. This rider made a uon-stop run
and haSjbeen awarded a certlQcate.

to the weather and condition of the roads. Of those in the
back hub, the Phoenix has that drawback (to my mind), a dog
clutch, and another (the Roc) does not allow of the use of

pedals—an absolute necessity, in case of breakdown, for a

medical man.
These back hub gears one hears on all sides have a habit

of not engaging when required and of engaging when not
required, and of disengaging when not expected. Perhaps
some users could tell your interested readers, self included, if

this is so or not. There are two of us in this neighbourhood
who have had a go at every form of speed gear that has
come anywhere within reach, and have been for three years,
and stni are, riding single-geared 1904 3 h.p. machines with
adjustable pulleys, footrests, and non-skid tyres. When any
maker brings out a useful 3-3^ h.p. single-cylinder with
pulley on engine-shaft, with two speeds in hub, two ignitions
(in case of breakdown, and for easy starting), weight about
170 lbs., preferably with pedals, in fact what I have been
asking for for nearly four years, then we will give our old
crocks a long rest. Further, we shall be able to preach the
benefits of motor cycling without feeling that one is looked
upon by one's friends as a tout for unpractical machine makers.

CHARLES S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.C.S.
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Courtesy at the Shows.

[3509.]—I have followed with interest the correspondence

in your columns headed " Courtesy at the Shows."
It is astonishing what apathy and arrogance the average

Britisher will bear without public complaint, otherwise this

question would surely have been raised before. I, with a

number of others, have long since come to the conclusion that

the smartly-tailored, silk-hatted gentlemen, with the big

cigars, who are posted at the various stands, should be sup-

planted by practical, even if less ornamental, individuals, who
could, and would, give the information wanted by enquirers.

A common instance of deplorable lack of courtesy occurred

at the last motor car show in Liverpool, when I, a prospective

buyer asking for information about a car in which I was in-

terested, was haughtily referred by the "Chief" of the

English agency for thfe car in question to one of his salesmen,

whom I fpund just as arrogant as his employer. I left the

stand in disgust, and the purchase was made elsewhere.

This mantle of apathy appears to have also descended upon
the cycle trade, else I am unfortunate in my experiences, in-

asmuch as an order I sent on March 7th—for a "stock"
article—to one of the largest and best known manufacturers
of lamps in this tountry was forgotten (?). A reminder sent

three weeks after failed to elicit a reply, and, being in actual

need of the goods ordered, I. after a further lapse of time,

made another application, this time addressed to "the
manager." This communication was acknowledged five days

after its receipt, and 1 was informed without comment that

my order would be despatched next Thursday—that was two
weeks ago—but the goods have not yet arrived.

I have always been of the opinion that courtesy and prompt-

ness were the elementai-y principles of business, but these

qualities seem sadly lacking in a large proportion of the in-

dividuals and firms engaged in the cycle, motor cycle, and
motor car industries of this country.

R. S. BROOKE-HITCHING.

Fixed V. Flexible Pattern Sidecars.

[5310.]^The appearance of Mr. Douglas Leecliman's

letter under the above heading in your issue of April 29th

pleased me very much.
I am only a plain mechanic myself, whereas Mr.

Leechman, although not a mechanic or a professor of

mechanics, is a barrister trained in argument and legal con-

troversy, and learned in the law, and, furthermore, is strongly

interested financially in the sales of rigidly attached sidecars.

Therefore,^ it is fortunate for me that the question of the

sidecar cannot be disposed of by argument. As the maker of

the sidecar on the good qualities of which Mr. Leechman
addresses his remarks.

In the first place, Mr. Leechman is incorrect in comparing
his rigid sidecar to a tricycle, because a tricycle is driven

from the centre and steered from the centre, whereas the

sidecar is driven and steered from one extreme side.

We all know how difficult it is for a bicyclist to steer a

tricycle at the first attempt, but this is the fault of the rider

and not the machine. With a rigidly attached sidecar the

fault is fundamental with the machine, and no matter how
practised the rider may become, the wrong principle cannot
be removed, and is especially noticeable on high cambered
roads, or when attempting to drive the combination with
sidecar empty.
The other points Mr. Leechman refers to could also be dis-

posed of very easily, because every claim made in favour of

the particular sidecar he discusses has been established by
actual test, and can be proved again whenever required.

As a reader of TTie Motor Oi/cle, Jlr. Leechman must be

aware of my anxiety to prove in competition with the rigid

sidecar that all the exclusive claims made for the flexible side-

car can be subiitantiated in fact.

Bury St. Edmunds is an old town with some narrow streets,

numerous sharp corners, and twisted road surface. It is on
this ground the flexible sidecar has been perfected, and I

can safely say that no rigidly attached sidecar, however
expertly handled, could be driven over the same ground

;

many have tried, but none succeeded.

Seeing this is such a bu.sy time of the year, I would suggest
to Mr. Leechman that, instead of writing more letters, we
arrange a meeting forthwith. In the meantime I would re

mind him that my advertised offer to pay £50 to the rider

of anv rigidly attached sidecar whose bicycle wheels are not
out of alignment still holds good. W. MONTGOMERY.

Set Screw Experiences.

[5311.]—Talking of set-screw experiences, rather

peculiar piece of luck came my way a few weeks ago. I hac

no trouble with the engine of a second-hand machine I go

some three months previously, using it daUy, till one mom
ing on attempting to start up I found the engine jamme(

hard and fast. A friend and I took it down and discoverei

a set-screw lodged between piston rod and baffle plate. Th;

was lucky enough, as it might have elected to jam when
was travelling at twenty miles per hour, but it was nothinj

to what followed. We made sure that th© remaining set

screw was snugly in situ, and my friend was casually tun

ing the starting handle round when, lo and behold ! anotht

set-screw appeared at the small opening between the baffli

plates, carried up by a verit;able {flyjwheel of fortune, t

which, thanks to the thick cold oil in the crankcase, it ha

F. W. Applcbee (twin Rext riding through the water splash in the A.C.D.

Quarterly Trials. He has been awarded a non-stop certificate.

{Photo by /. Van Hogydonk.)

providentially adhered. Criminally abandoned by a forn

owner or a "repairer," it had remained harmless, but

constant source of potential disaster during months of n
iiing. The space between flywheels and crankcase was (

ceptionally small, and when it appeared slowly before <

astonished eyes there was hardly a hair's breadth between

returning wanderer and the aluminium. Three weeks la

the engine again jammed on starting up, and we in

expected to find a few more set-screws knocking around,

the two on duty were still in position. We therefore h

to separate the two halves of the crankcase—a long job in

case of this tricar—and on exploring we found a piece

stout steel wire bent and battered, 3in. long, a smaller pi

of ditto, and a chunk of baffle plate, evidently knocked

bv set-screw No. 2.

H. S. GASKELL

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will "Engineer," Saltley, kindly note that no notice can

taken of letters that do not bear tlie full name of sender

well as address?

Zenith Motors, Ltd., write :
" In the report of the A.C.

Quarterly Trials we notice that ilr. F. W. Barnes's time

Gkire Hill is given as Im. 19-i;S. behind the tirst machi

We would like to point out that Mr. Barnes had to stop i

the middle of the hill owing to being blocked by a_ lan(

and pair of horses, and, without stopping his engine,,

started, and finished the hill in this time."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"P. B.," Stafford, would like readers' experiences of

4i h.p. F.N., particularly with regard to economy in pe

and oil, vibration, upkeep, and starting,

"T. P.," Pontypridd, would be glad of readers' esperiei

of a sidecar attached to

moderatelv hillv district.

a 3i h.p. 1908 Triumph, fo»
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ANGLIAN Motor Cycles, with simplest and

most praxjtioal two-speed gear.—Below.

DOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the marvel-
lous lightweight; also

SIDEOAES (Mills-Fulford castor wheel), and
a special selection of second-hand bi-

jycles and tricars can be seen and tried at

the London agents. H. P. Rose, Ltd., 28. Frith
Street, Shattesbury Avenue, W.

21 h.p. Kerry Cycle, tyres new ; £9. — T.
4 Lynn, Bridge Street. Andover.

F.N.. 2J h.p.. Palmer cord tyres, good con-
dition.—A., 24. Fulham Road. London.

!)3 h.p. Minerva, good order, 1906 machine;
u4 bargain; offers.—Motor, Albany House,
Bath.

FOUErCTLINDER F.N.. 4i h.p., magneto,
perfect order ; £30.—Rev. Broad. Teign-

mouth.

[> h.p. Auto, Chater-Lea, Longuemare,
J Bassee coil, tyres as new; £10.—Hunt,
yton.

MINERVA, 2 h.p., good running order; £7
10s.. lowest, bargain.^1, Linton Street.

Islington.

rEIUMPH, 1905, 3 h.p., perfect condition;
17 guineas. — Morris, 139a. Finchley

Road, N.vv.

£10.—Minerva, Chater-Lea. splendid condi-
tion.—19. Hereford Gardens. Longhurst

Road, Lee.

Q h.p. Triumph, magneto, spring forks, in
i> good running order ; i&23.—Cross, Jewel-
ler, Rotherham.

FOE Sale, Singer Motor Cycle, belt driven,
as new; £28, no offers.-Ijormer, Sur-

reyor, Chesham.

Cr-6 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forlss. guaranteed ;

J only £18 10s.—Garaged, Hardy's. Carl-
ton Street, Halifax.

ROVER 2i h.p. Lightweight, good running
condition ; accept £16.—Seen, 161, Essex

Road, Islington, N.

£12.—Eiley. 25 h.p. Minerva engine, perfect
running order.—Jeweller, 62, Southamp-

ton Row. Holborn.

ROC, 3J h.p., magneto, clutch, practically
new. unecratched; £21.—41, Skelbrook

Street, Wandsworth.

TRIUMPH. 1906, magneto, perfect condition,
done 2,036 miles; £23, or offer.—4, War-

wick Gardens. Ilford.

3X h.p. Quadrant spring fork motor cycle

;

2 seen London; offers wanted.—80, Bisp-
ham Road. Southport.

4 h.p. Roc. handle starting, magneto, in
new condition; any trial: £23 10s.

—

Tuson, jun., Leominster.

21 h.p. Lightweight Quadrant, good hill-
2 climber, just overhauled; £9.—James,

102. North End. Croydon.

SPECIAL Excelsior, 3.6 b.h.p.. long, low,
spring forks.—Particulars. Major Hart,

Handsworth, Staffordshire.

£3 18s.—Werner. 2 h.p.. spray, Bowdens;
wants overhauling; must sell.—Brown,

518, Kingsland Road. Dalston.

3 h.p. Humber, perfect running order, new
Dunlops, excellent condition; £8 10s.—

223, Ditchling Road, Brighton.

MINERVA, 3i h.p.. with Fit-all two-speed
gear, splendid order; £18. or exchange.

—Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

1 Q07 Triumph for sale, 3i h.p., no worse
J-t/ than new, in splendid order; £33.—G.
Teasdale, Chilton. Ferryhill.

11 h.p. Lightweight N.S.U.. magneto igni-
a tion; £7 10s. cash.—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, B.C.

UNREDEEMED Pledge. — 3J h.p., splendid
condition, complete; £13.-518. Kings-

ton Road, Rayues Park, S.W.

23. h.p. Minerva, almost new, two accumu-
4 lators. and in splendid condition ; £20.

1—131, Grange Park Road. Leyton.

31 h.p. Kerry, thorough going order, just
-i overhauled; £14: seen after 5.—Col-

Ihns. Hollies, Little Park. Enfleld.

5-6 h.p. Rex, cantilever seat, spring forks,
nearly new. not run 500 miles, abso-

lutely reliable ; £30.—Butterworth, Pockling-
ton.

BOOTH'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE.

£6

£5

and a 3} h.p. Rex or decent machine of

other make secures a splendid 6 h.p. Twin
Rex, low built.

and your high built macjiine secures a low

built 3i h.p. Rex.

5S h.p. TWIN N.S.U. magneto £39
3.i h.p. TRIUMPH-, new (1908) 18
3l h.p. TRIUMPH (1907) 85

si h.p. TWIN VINDEC, magneto 33
h.p. TWIN REX, fitted with new

S guinea Millford sidecar 35

Sih.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto, twin tyres 27

5ih.p. TWIN REX, black finish 22
3i h.p. REX, magneto, speed pulley .... 13

51 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, spring seat 23

3i h.p. 'REX, spring forlcs, low built 15

3i h.p. REX, 50 guinea model 10

4 h.p. ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch 30
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., low built .... 14
Four-cvlinder F.N., magneto 23

3 h.p. 'HUMBER. free engine 11

21 h.p. ARIEL Lightweight, 26' wheels.. 12

3l h.p. EXCELSIOR, 26" wheels 11

31 h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 35
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, like new .... 22

6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE sets, new 19

5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, smart machine.. 22

5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto, spring forks 25

31 h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, 2i" tyres 22

31 h.p. MINERVA, very smart 16

31 h.p. CHATER-LEA, vertical engine .. 13

31 h.p. QUADRANT, brand new (1908). 42

21 h.p. KERRY, tyres hke new 11

21 h.p. KERRY, low and smart 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, free engine : 11

3 h.p. ARIEL, 26' wheels, M.O.V 11

2J h.p. ARIEL-.MINERVA, low 11

3 h.p. WE KNER, fitted Shaw engine .. 12

31 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tyres.. 8

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O. v., magneto 11

LIGHTWEIGHTS. SPECIAL OFFERS.

3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical engine £10
103 h.p. PEBOK, vertical engine, low .

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O. v., 26in. wheels

2J h.p. SPARK, vertical engme, magneto 10

21 h.p. JAP, good tyres, reliable 8

3 h.p. CALVE Rl, vertical engine, low .. 8

2J h.p. DE DION, vertical engine

21 h.p. SAROLEA, vertical, spring forks 9

21 h.p. DE DION, vertical, less tank 6

2.1 h.p. CENTAUR, enamel hke new 8
21 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, low 9
i h.p. Ml^NERVA, grand condition

2i h.p. REX, vertical, spray 8

li h.p. MINERVA, good condition 6
ij h.p.

U h.p.

MINERVA, good condition

QUADRANT, very reliable 6
MINERVA, very fast 5

Push cycles part payment.

TRICARS
lOh.p. TWIN REXETTE, open frame,

sprung, two speeds, special finish . . £45 10

5 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, open frame,

wheel steering, two speeds 35
4 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, Phelon & Moore

two-speed gear, coach built 18 10

4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame, two
speeds, wheel steering IS 10

4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, freeengine 16 16

4 h.p. REX, free engine, special engine.. 17 17

31 h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, light .... 11 11
6" h.p. TWIN REX, forecarriage fitted,

magneto, spring seat 27 10

3ih.p. WHITE & POPPE, M.Q.V., Kent
three-speed gear 16 16

MOTOR TRICYCLES.

2J h.p. BEESTON HUMBER, good tyres.. £6 10

3i h.p. AUTO MOTO, good order 6 10

Tricycle, less engine, two speeds, tyres 3

SIDECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD, rigid, like new £8 10

MILLS-FULFORD, castor wheel 8 10

BRITISH STANDARD, rigid 4 5
ENGINES.

New 6h.p..TWIN ANTOINE, complete ..£85
Ditto, nearly new 7 10

6 h.p. AVON, W.C, up-to-date, M.O.V... 8 5

5 h p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., nearly new, W.C. 8 5

2} h.p. NOBLE, M.O.V., vertical 3 5

2 h.p. MADISON, good order 115
11 h.p. MINERVA, inchned 110
4"h.p. EOC, M.O.V., magneto 9 5

Small engines taken in exchange.

High-class motor cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH,
CORONET WORKS, WADE STREET,

HAklF-AX.
Telenhone 19SV.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LIGHTWEIGHT Phoenix, wants accumula^

tor, slight repairs. running order;
offers.—Woodbine Lodge, Surbiton.

IP Tou Want Bargains in Second-hand mo-
tor cycles you can get them at Wau-

chope's. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, B.C.

MINERVA, 2i h.p., M.O.V., spring forks, ex-
cellent condition, had very little use;

11 guineas.—139a, Finchley Road, N.W.

31, h.p. 1905 Rex. Watawata, stand carrier,
4 climb anything, good condition; bar-

gain, £12 5s.—28, Churchill Road, Hackney.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, 24in.
2 wheels, condition good; £17 10s.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

3 h.p. N.S.U.. large brass horn, lamp, and
spares, splendid running order; £21. or

nearest offer.—Sparkes. Poplars, Chobham.

WHAT Offers for 35-guinea 3^ h.p. Tourist
Model Rex, not yet delivered.

—

Nicholls. Holbrook Lane, Chislehurst. Kent.

MOTOR Cycle. 2 h.p. Minerva Lightweight,
spring fork=!, low built, iu excellent

condition ; £10.-16. Naylor Road. Peckham.

23 h.p. Chase, Zedel engine, Chater-Lea
4 frame, good running order; £15. —

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.

FOR Sale. 4 h.p. tricar, four-speed gear.
Whittle's belt, studded non-skid, Mabon

fan, accessories.-59, Brudenell Grove, Leeds.

4 h.p. Kelecom-Antoine Motor Bicycle, brand
new; a very great bargain, £21 10s.—

Crypto Oar Co., 14. Mortimer Street, London.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, M.M.C. engine, good
2 hill-climber, good condition ; price £9

10s.—Apply, West. 6. Bridge Street, Newark.

31 h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle (built May,
2 1907). with spare belt and tyre; £23.—

Apply, C. J. Garrett, 50. Ebury Street. S.W.

3 h.p. Werner, adjustable pulley, grand
condition, splendid climber; £13 10s., or

close offer.—Gourd. South Street. Exmouth.

-i q07 Shop-soiled 4 h.p. Roc Cycle for sale

;

JifJ ill-health and too powerful cause of
sale.—Harrison. Implement Works. Pockling-
ton.

4 h.p. Roc. free engine, two speeds, mag-
neto, spring forks, grand condition;

£55.—Box 9,850, The Motor Cycle Ofaces, Coven-
try.

23-34 h.p. Bat, M.M.C. engine, good tyres,
4 splendid condition ; £18. or nearest

offer.-H.W.A.. 70. Cromford Road. East Put-
ney.

ABERDEENSHIRE.—Triumph. 3i h.p.. 1907.
in good order, lamp, tools, spare belt

and other spares; £32.—Turnbull. Smithston,
Gartly.

£10. or push bike and cash.—2 h.p. Minerva,
splendid condition, absolutely perfect.—3a, Prince's Mews, Prince's Terrace, Bays-

water, W.

4 h.p. Roc (magneto), clutch, hand-starting.
Palmer cord tyres, condition as new;

£25. or offer.—" M.C.." 108, Devonshire Eoad,
Forest Hill.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle. 2J h.p., thoroughly
reliable, two accumulators ; £12, or

offer.—Apply to C. F. Blacker, The Knoll,
Camberley.

TRIUMPH-MINERVA, 2i h.p., M.O.V., in
perfect condition, good hill-climber,

new back tyre; £11.-10. Bellefleld Eoad,
Brixton. S.W.

31 h.p. Rex. with new cams and silencer,
4 and good belts (Whittle almost new),

in perfect condition ; £12.—Wilding, 57, Abbey
Road, Barrow.

31 h.p. Alldays, with spring forks, spares
2 and accessories, in perfect order, and

very powerful; £18.—J. James. 139. Acre Lane,
Brixton, S.W.

HUDDERSPIELD Agents for Riley and
Phoenix tricars and cars ; splendid Rex-

ette (S.H.) for sale, cheap.—Moldgreen En-
gineering Works.

Ol h.p. Globe Motor Cycle, perfect condl-
.^2 tion. variable pulley, long bars, two
belts, accumulators; £10, or offer; no post-
cards.—Tomlln, Portmore. Lymington.

3 h.p. Triumph; £17; accumulator ignition,
tyres and everything in absolutely

first-rate order; ride 50 miles to buyer; trial.
—Powrie, 65. Bromlelde Road, Clapham, Lon-
don.

In answering any of these advertisements U is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR. BICYCLES FOR fSALE.

21. h.p. Minerva., new tyres, new belt, in
-1 perfect running order, also trailer;

£10 both.—77, M^gan Lane. Wigan.

QUADRANT. 5i h.p., two speeds, perfect
condition: price £21.—Apply to Sam

Meadows, Cycle Works, Green Lanes, Pal-
mer's Green, N.

T^^rEENEE.. 1906, 24 h.p., good condition,
VV Longuemare carburetter; £10, or
near offer. — Write, Holmes, Weston Park,
Stevenage, Herts.

3i h.p. Minerva, in going order, two accu-
2 miilators, cut-out, footboards or

pedals; £17 10s.—Goddard, 7, St. James Street,
Islington, London, N.

4 h.p. Jap-Quadrant, August, 1907 machine,
magneto, spring forks, splendid ctndi-

tion ; £28.—Hammond, 63, Watt Eoad, Erding-
ton, Warwickshire,

23 h.p. De Dion Bike, Clincher tyres, as new,
4 new belt, perfect running order ; bar-

gain, lowest cash price, £10; spares. — 24,

Tulse Hill. Brixton.

TRIUJIPH, a h.p.. 1907, standard, magneto,
perfect condition, heavy tread on back

tyre; price £33, or offers,-No. 9,438, The Motor
Cyde Offices. Coventry.

2i h.p. J. A. P.. splendid condition, good as
2 new, tyres nearly new: bargain, £11;

complete.—F. Sawkins, Little Hallingbury,
Bishop's Stortford, Herts.

Ih.p. Lightweight, good serviceable ma-
chine, in excellent running order; £5

10s.;, seen and tested after .8.30 p.m.—P.B.,,53,
College Street, Islington, N.

9' h.p. Riley, 1907, perfect condition, not
run 1,800 miles, new tyres, any trial,

£75: also 6 h.p. Singer, 1906, £50.—Brookes,
5, Granville Eoad. Leicester.

^

3 h.p. Norton. 1906. in fine condition; will
sacrifice for £13. or nearest offer; a bar-

gain.—Write, George Highcock, Bold Road,
St. Helens Junction, Lanes.

ZENITH Bicar, as new, 3i h.p. Fafnir, and
two-speed gear. Palmer tyres, hardly

soiled. Autoloc control levers. Whittle belt.

—

Trosnant Villa, Pontypool,

3i h.p. Triiimph, magneto. 1907 model,
2 Goodrich non-skid tyre on back, in

perfect order and condition ; £30.—T. Baker
and Sons. Friar Street, Reading.

£8 10s.—2J h.p. lightweight (90 lbs.), in splen-
did condition, tyres as new. in good

going order. — Apply, G, A. Cox, Thomas
Place, West Norwood,

MAGNIFICENT Twin Jap. 6 h.p., automatic
carburetter. 5-40 m.p.h.. perfect order;

what offers? Seen by appointment.—Write,
Eiehford. 294, Burdett Road. E.

01 h.p. Jap Motor Cycle. Eadie frame. Pal-
^2 mer tyres, with spare accumulator;
take £5 10s, and good gent's cycle.—Goldriug,
Midhurst, Hook Eoad, Surbiton.

11 h.p. Minerva Cycle, 21 h.p. engine, belt
2 rim. V belt, 80 amp. accumulator,

acetylene generator for car; £6 10s., or ^iler,
—124, High Street. West Norwood.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.. magneto, spring forks,
new Dermatine, back cover and tubes,

in splendid condition; £26, or offer.—119,
Fawnbrake Avenue. Heme Hill.

21 h.p. De Dion, genuine, low, long bars.
2 splendid climber, everything in ex-

cellent condition; £12, must sell.-Bamfather
and Bale, 6, Laud Street, Croydon.

O h.p. Werner, low, light, fast and reliable,^ almost new, spares, also motor house;
must be sold; what offer.= ? Photograph 2d.—
Elliott, 12. Soho Street, London, W.

23. h.p. F.N., magneto ignition, spring fork,
4 splendid condition; price £25; also

trailer lor sale.—Apply, by letter only.
Finch, 15, St. James Road, Surbiton.

TRIUMPH. 3 h.p.. late 1906. very little used,
in splendid condition, valued Triumphs

£26, offers; exchange open frame w.c. tricar,
—la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Square. S.W.

6 h.p. Iwm Kerry, coach-built tricar, Nor-
man two speeds, free engine, chain

drive; any trial; barsain. £22.—Lees, but-
cher, Chester Road, Hulme, Manchester.

MINERVA, 3J h.p., all spares, tools, just
overhauled, perfect condition; also

sidecar; £20 lowest; any 'trial.—Eden, 14,

narence Boad, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

SATISFACTION.

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Emiodies all

cood points of other rubber belts witho- .heir
drawbacks. " A distinct improvement."

NOTE.—The prices are between 33% and 50%
less than other makes. Good rubber hells need
not be dear. Send cash for sample lent'th on
approval. ^' 9ii., J" 1/-,}" 1 /4, -1

- 1/8 per loot.
Any length cut. Fasteners 6d. each.

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE.
2i h.p. A1INERVA, good condition £9
Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, twin tyres.clutch 26
4-cylinder F.N., fine machine • 26
4i h.p. G.B., magneto, Nala two speeds.. 37

3J h.p. REX, 22" trame 11
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 22

5t h.p. Twin HEX, loveiv goer 20
4 h.p. AMOINE, magneto, 1907 22
3 J h.p, 1905 REX, spring forks, etc 15

3i h.p. 1905 REX, spring forks, 26' wheels 13
3 h.p. TRIUIVIPH, lovely goer 25
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V 12
3 h.p. N.S.U., fine goer 16
3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, smart 10
2} h.p. R & P.. 26" wheels, vertical 10
3 h.p. CLARENDON, good, vertical ,. 10
3.! h.p. AUT0-A10T0R, spray, vertical.. 10
2J h.p. GRIFFON, sprav, vertical 10
3 h.p. NOBLE, spray, Vertical 10
3 h.p. REX, vertical 10
23 h.p. HUMBER, spray, trembler 10
Vi h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26- wheels 6 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart .... 7 10
2; h.p. HUMBER. spray 9
2\ h.p. REGAL, vertical, spray, 26" wheels 9
2i h.p. CYCLONE, sprav, vertical 7
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V.,26" wheels.. 9 9

ALBION V BELTING.
New principle longest life.

5" 'li.. r SU., ;" 9d., 1' lOd. per foot,

TRICARS.
^.V h.p. REXETTE, springframe £35
5 h.p. RE XETTE, two speeds 29
4i h.p. RE XETTE, water cooled 25
4.\ h.p. Water-cooled Quad, two speeds .

.

16

ENGINES.
31 h.p. Ouidranl £4 10

^

3 h'lp. King . . £2 19

3 J h.p. Standard 3 3 13 h.p. De Dion 4

3 h.p. X.L 2 19 3.1 h.p. Lucas .. 2 19

Ui h.p. Aster 5 10
1| h p. Minerva and frame 2 5

SIDECARS.
Montgomeo' £4 10 |

British Standard £5

NEW TYRES FOR CLD.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tiit^e.

26x2 24/- 9/6 28X2 25,- 10/.

26 X 2i 25/6 10,- 28x21 27,3 10/6
26 X 2i S9/6 11/- 28X2* 29/9 11/3

3/- allowed for old covers, 2/- fur old tubes.

Traders and Agents send for dlScounl^.

CANTILEVER LYCETT'S
SPRING SEATS. "LIGHTNING"

Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For 24in., 26in., or

2Sin. wheels.
Lu.\unous and strong. .,(,„„,„„., iir..„+i.

Fit inv imchine *'" ^" ^^ '• W--th

10/1 "ach.
three times the money.

Send lor Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Road. HAUITAX

Next do.jr to Square Church.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
TRIUMPH, 19D6, in good condition; £2o

approval.—Below.
ORMONDE, 13 h.p.; take £5, or good pusl

bike, three-speed. — Frank Whitakei
Green Street Green, Orpington.

MrNTERVA, 2 h.p., splendid machine, yer
good condition; £11,—HoUick, Wjcli

ford, Essex.

h.p. Minerva, vertical; £7; splendid oor^ dition. — Greengrocer, South Bruto
Mews, Bond Street, W.

31 h.p. 1907 Magneto Triumph, in perfec
2 condition and running order; £33 Id—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.(

2 h.p. Werner. Clincher tyres, perfect, ju?
overhauled; ready for i:he road

6 guineas.—Breeze, 74, High Street, Aldersho

"1 Q07 34 h.p. Minerva, spring front forks, iXU very good condition indeed; pii<
£21.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Stree
E.G.

PHCBNIX-MINERVA, 13 h.p., long handl
bars, low seat; £6 10s., or for anythir

useful.—Apply. 30, Minerva Street. Hackue
Road. N.E.

MINERTA, 21 h.p., Longuemare carbuic
ter. spring saddle pillar, perfect cone

tion ; £11.—Watchmaker, 53, Church Stree
Kensington, W.

31 h.p. Bat, spring frame, M.M,C. engin
2 De Dion carburetter, condition abE

lutely as new; price £18 10s.—Wauchope
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. E.C.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.. Palmers, Watawal
stand, carrier, spares, recently ov(

hauled, splendid running order; £21.—Ev(
insham, Pocklington.

»^ii h.p. Phoenix, with two-speed gear, esc
-j4 lent machine, good on hills, etc.; i

10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Stre
E.C.

BARGAIN.—21 h.p. Benledi, Kynoch engii
in good running order; £6 10s. cash,

good push bike and cash. — Collins, 1, 6;

goigne Road, Barking.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame, uon-sl
on back wheel, M.O.V., In new con

tion ; £19 15s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe La; \

Fleet Street, E.C. I

£4 15s.

—

1% h.p. Quadrant. Minerva engi
F.N. spray, trembler, new back tyi

too chean for approval.—Dutfield, 73. Hi
Street. Whitstable.

Q h.p. Chase, Deoairt engine. Cha.ter-1
Oi frame, very powerful and fast machi
a good sound roadster; £10 10s.—Wauchopi
9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

31 h.p. 1907 Minerva, splendid running ore

2 and condition, new Continental ty
lamp, horn, stand, tools ; £20.—Hankin.
Tremadoc Road, Clapham.

13. h.p. Ariel Cycle, Minerva engine, apl
L did condition; £11, or offer; runn:

order; bargain.—Pearce, Gladstone Ro
Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder Werner, divided cyl

ders. just thoroughly overhauled. 1

rnodel; £16 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe La
Fleet Street. London, E.C.

1 Q06 31 h.p. Rex, spring forks, excellent c

i-V aition, powerful, thoroughly reliab
£15, or lower power and cash. — A.T.S.,
Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

Ql h.p. De Dion ; £9 ; suitable for not
^4, hilly district, easiest starting iro

on the road ; first cheaue has it ; m perf
order.—W, J. Herbert, Wallsend Studio.

"\;S7"AUCH0PE'S have some good bargain:
VV second-hand motor cycles from

10s. ; send for list.—Watichope's. 9, Shoe Lo
Fleet Street. London, E.C.

TRIUMPH, registered January, 1907, 3J h
magneto, and accessories, little ridd

good as new, even to tyres, plating and
amelling ; £30.— S., 10, Windsor Terrt

Whitby.

h.p. Light Fairy, twin-cylinder engi

^ chain and belt drive, in excellent c''

dition. horizontal engine; £15 15s. — W
chope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Fltet Street, Lend

.

E.C.

01 h.p. Givaudan, Chater-Lea, Longuenj.
^2, Dermatine belt, accessories, escell

condition throughout: £12. or offers,

nointment.—J.T.T., 106, Humber Road. BUi

heath. S.E.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Oycle.
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:Oii HlCYCLliS* roK SALJi.

. 23 h.p.. good condition, Palmer tyres

;

B15, or offer.—62, Wrentham Avenue,
iden.

i.p. Eex, P.N. sirray, la good runnine:
order; bargain, £12 123.—17. St. Leon-
Eoad. Hov«.

[rjIPH, 3J h.p., late 1907, magneto, new
;yrea and belt, -perfect; £33.—Armi-
Stone, Staffs.

.p. Kerry, copper tank, Grose non-8kid
back, Longuemare, low, fast; £17. —
idison Gardens. W.
IBEE, 2J h.p.. n«w condition, chain
Iriye, new Dunlop cover, good climber

;

Jtake, Briggate, Brighonse.

Jew, Minerva 1| h.p. lightweight motor
ycle; take push cycle in part.—D. Jack-
U. LarkhaU Lane. Clapham.
I. Minerva, Oha*er-Lea frame, tyres
xcellent condition, engine little used;
arker, opposite Station. Worthing.
.p. Kerry, F.N. carburetter. Palmers,
lermatme belt, sound, reliable; bar-
69 15s.—22, Grove Mews, Hammersmith.
. Quadrant, sipring forks £10; 3 h p.
[obart, £10; 2 h.p. Quadrant. £8; lij

inerva, £6.—Gibbon and Co., Aberavon.
I, Quadrant, long bars, low saddle,
andle-bar control, spring forks good
ion: £12.-63, Pine Eoad, Gricklewood.

ilLSIOR, 3J h.p. M.M.O. engine, long
andles, low seat, new Palmers per-
BIO.—34. Bvering Eoad. Stoke Ne'wing-

p. Minerva, tyres perfect, twin accu-
mulators, condition as new; bargain
', Barnaley Boad. Goldthorpe, Bother-

Triumph, late 1906, little used, hardly
soiled, guaranteed faultless; owner
. car; £24.—Motor Works, Bast Street
>n.

. Olympic Motor Cycle, nearly new
jrand goer, lot of spares; approval
ly

; £18, a bargain.—A. Baker. Bea-
', Devon.

T T. Model Vindec, as raced at Brook-
nds. hill-climbs, etc. ; any trial given
7, O. L. Biokford, 23, Merton Street,

21 h.p., new engine fitted, low frame
wheels, excellent condition; appro-

leposit; £14.—Morris, Photographer,

I. Twin Bex, good condition numerous
_
spares, fast, splendid hill-climber

ion invited; what offers? — Sawver
Eegis.

'

Metallurgique, all latest improve-
^S^^- ?,®'" condition: photo sent; any
±19.--Motorist, Brunswickhouse Ro-
5ad. N.

P. Pafnir Ghater-Lea. spring forks
Bowdens. Palmer cord tyres, magneto
B new; £12; photo sixpence. — 26'
Gate, Loughborough.
6uineas.-23 h.p. F.N.. Chater-Lea,
imops, excellent running order, fast,
^'^"^^^o^ exchange cash and good
—209, Banbury Eoad, Oxford.

>5^. 3J h.p., 1906-1907 pattern, not
Iden 500, condition as new, together
.bout £5 accessories ; £27.—Seen at
istores, Newgate Street, London,
p. Kex, Dunlop tyres, BlOO saddle
stand-earner, spares, trial, £12 10s.;
p. Bat pattern, same price.—Nevett.
>n Street, Vanxhall. Liverpool.
.Kerry Motor Bicycle, Modele deLuxe,
titted with long handle-bar and low
lootboards, perfect running order-

i guineas. —.Taylor, Oxford Eoad'
r.

I. Brown, Clincher tyres, spare cover.
(Vatawata belt, horn, lamp, carrier
stand, accumulator, spares, tools,

i2 ,„™^'^i','?,?'.
splendid condition, like

18 lOs.—Phillips, Queen's Eoad, Chor-

EC, 5 h.p., twin, 19OT machine, splen-
1 condition, magneto, two-speed gear.
Die pulley, spring forks, armoured
re, carrier, horn, and spares, alsonew castor wheel sidecar, complete-
-Duesbury, Gas Works, Hertford.

TYHCa! TlfiiiiS! TYftES'
26 x 2 23/6
26 X 2} 26/6

24 X 2} 15/6

Palmers
Peter Unions ,,,31 ^^/s

Shamrock, Exrelsiors, Goodri Jti's.
Write for prices. State style required.

HlGH-CLrtdj TYRIiJ. BEST MAKE.
Cover. Tub^. Cover. Tube.

26X2 15/9 7/- 28X2 16/3 7/6
26X2i 16/9 7/6 28X21- 17/S 8/-
26x2i 21/- 8/- 28-:2>, 21/- 8/6

Beaded or wirjd edires. Inst.int delivery.
PAL/WER TYRES, special quotatirai free.
GRIPSKIN BELT.—ScieiltiKca.ly made from

selected parts of hides. An efficient belt at a
popular price. Outlasts two rubber belts. Correct
angle, perfect drive, non-stretching. We send on
approval on receipt rjf P.O.

fin. 9d., .[in. lOld., Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
Special terins to the trade.

NON-TlUiirtdLBH. olfNTONlC TREMBLER.
MIDGET TYPE, 3,000 revolutions.

One cylinder 10/3 One cylinder 17/6
Twni cylinders .. 21/- Tivin cylinders .. 35/-
We make a li .leral allowance for your trouble-

some coil in part payment. Buy a FULLER
and your mislirinc: troubles are over.

New Accumulators for Old.
Larjje stock. Genuine Fuller's.

C2 type 17/- Midcet type . . 16/-
Rex tvpe 16/- Minerva type .. 17/-
Every cell uu.rranteed.

I'.iteiU non-corroding terminals. Made to with-
stand the vibration of a motor cycle. Larffe stock.
Quick delivery. We allow 5/6 for your old accu-
mulitor in part payment.

MiULFORD SIDECARS.
No side-slip. Castor Wheel or Ri^d. Instant

delivery.

33J% INCREASE IN HORSE-POWER.
when Castor Wheel sidecars are used. Noside-
dratj. Uninterrupted steering. We take your
loose-jointed sidecar or other goods in part pay-
ment. Speci il inducements to" cash buyers.

CORONET VARIABLE SPEED PULLEY.
For all makes of motors. Patent lockine; arrange-
ment. Gear your machinet to suit the district.

14/- each, plated.
We carry a stock to fit Rexes, Minervas, Triumphs,
Vindecs. If not a standard make send old pulley

or drawing.
ACCESSORIES.

New pair of Motor Cycle Wheels, 26in., belt
rim, and two cable brakes fitted .... £2

New N\oior Frames for twin entwines, low
built £2 10

Six Accumulators, require slight repair. ..." 10/-
N.A.B. Spring Seat-pillar 5 '6

New Ukante Stands 7/6
New Price's Stands for 26in. wheels 5/11
New Charging Dynamo, Switchboard £2 10
New Motor Frames, wheels, brakes, rubber

belt, ready for engine £5 15
Motor Mudguards, complete wita ^uys and

scre\vs 3in. 2/11, 4in. 3/6
Silent Silencers, suit engines to 5 h.p,, no

back pressure 3/3
Fifty pairs Xl'all Spring Forks (1908).
Massive Morns, deep tone 3/9
Double-twist Horns, terrible noise 4/9
Voltineters, watch pattern 4/1
High-tension Wire per yard 1/1
iow-tension Wire „ -/5
Best Mica Plugs 1/1
Long Handle-bars, well plated 4/9 and 5/6
Quantity Stanley Beltmg, all sizes.

New A^otor Pedals, 4Mn. wide .. per pair 4/6
HelHor Searchlights, detach-jble magnifying

mirror lens, fixed or separate generators,
sold elsewhere 25/- 12/6

Gas Lamps, senarate generulurs 5/3
Brooks BlOO Saddle 11/6
Box of Bras'^ Terminals -/9

Leather tnolbags, pockets for everything 6 3
New low tension magneto 25/-

Ditto, nearly new 20/-
,

4-cvlinder non-trembler car co i Jl -

2-cylinder non-trembler car co.l iS-
Six-feed brass lubricator 15/-

Ten do. do. 22 6
£5 Ducellier car headlight, brass 22/6
Pair Salsburv Flaro headlights £2 5
4-cvlin Jer trembler coil, car 30/-

6-cyIinder ditto ' 35/-

WE ARE WANTING
Rex de Luxe, 3h h-P- Magneto Rex, Triumph,

4 h.p. Roc, Jap, Bat, Gramophone, Sidecar,

Ladies' Gold Guard, Bangle.
CASH AND CLIENTS WAITING.

BOOTH'S MOTOR EXCHANGE,
Coponet Works, Wade Street,

HALIFAX.
Telephone lOSY.

MOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Quadrant, vertical engine, Brown and
Barlow, handle-bar control, carburet-

ter, special tank, just overhauled through-
out; any trial.—Blockley, Wellington. Salop.

MOTOR Cycle. 4 h.D. Antoine. Mills-Fulford
forecar. Clinchers all round. Brooks

non-skid back, enamellod green, long bars,
nearly new; £25.—Baker, 1, Depot Street,
Derby.

23 h.p. De Dion, excellent condition. Dunlop
4 tyres and tubes, as new, £10; also

light motor frame and wheels. Palmer flat
tread. — Particulars. "Wells, Stilton, Peter-
borough.

VINDEC Special. 5 h.p., Tmffault, mag-
neto, many improvenients, new August.

1907, little used, perfect condition • owner
going abroad; nearest to £38.—Oreston, Sid-
cup, Kent.

23 h.p. Motor Cycle, Noble engine, Chater-
4 Lea frame, low, long handle-bars, new

belt, pulley, and accumulator ; bargain £16.
-Sogers, "Woodland House. The "Woodlands,.
Hither Green, S.E.

M.M.C.-EXCELSIOE, Longuemare. trembler,
new unpuncture<i Clincher, spare

valves, non-skid, belt, pulley, splendid going
order; must sell; price £12 10s.—Timms, 82,.

Kingston Eoad, Oxford.

£20. or best cash offer.-Bat motor cycle,
3i h.p., absolutely perfect, new back

tyre, spring frame, lamp, toolbag, and horn

;

bargain hunters please note,—No. 9,362, The
Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, M.O.V., good
2 hill-climber, recently overhauled, ex-

cellent condition, £14 14s. ; also forecar to fit

same, Mllls-Pulford. £5.—Reynolds, c/o Motor
Garage, Willlton, Somerset.

£7.—IJ h.p. lightweight Minerva, fast, B.S.A-
fittings, low frame, long handle-bars,

Longuemare carburetter; gent's push bike
taken in part payment. — A. Hurrell, 3,

Glenny Road, Barking, Essex.

23. h.p. De Dion-Bat, De Dion carburetter,
4 and coil, very fast, footboards, lamp,,

horn, etc.. splendid hill-climber; £16. or
near offer, genuine bargain. — Pizey, 7a,
Lower Belgrave Street. London.

RCVER, 3 h.p., in splendid running order
and good condition, free engine, handle

starting, chain drive, engine j^lst overhauled
by makers. Palmer tyres, including extra
Palmer tyre; £17.—Mills, Hotel Victoria,
Holywell.

6 h.p. Magneto N.S.U., rigid sidecar, two
speeds, spring forks, 2Jin. tyres, new

November, perfect condition, not run thou-
sand miles, spare tyre and wheel, leather
and rubber Jackets and overalls: £55; trial
by appointment.—9,861. The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

THE Bargain of the "Week.—Late 1906 mo-
tor cycle. Griffon, 3i h.p. Zedel engine.

Palmer cords, Longuemare, new belt, abso-
lutely reliable. exceptional hill-climber,
every refinement ; any trial; expert examina^
tion invited; sacrifice for £15.—Millard, Din-
nington, Rotherham.

VINDEC Special, 5 h.p., twin, magneto.
Truffaiilt suspension, P.U. 2Jin. tyres,

very low frame, excellent condition, tyres
unscratcbed; £30, or exchange 3^ h.p.. mag-
neto, single. Triumph preferred; wanted. 2?
h.p. Minerva engine, cheap.—Lidderdale,
"Weeping Cross, Stafford.

5 h.p. Twin Vindec, magneto, Truffault
forks, new condition, 2Jin. Peter-Union

tyres, heavy quality, most complete lot of
spares, highest ctuality accessories, separate
generator Hella searchlight lamp, leady for
immediate use; £35.—W. Montgomery and
Co., Bnry St. Edmund's.
QUADRANT, 3J h.p. (October, 1906), battei-y

ignition, together with sidecar. Auto-
clipse lamp, generator, apron, toolbox, new
tyres on back wheel and sidecar. Rich tube
in back wheel, spare butted tube .^nd parts;
trial run by appointment.—Robini, 3a, Dul-
wlch Road, Heme Hill, S.E.

31 h.p. Minerva. 1907, spring forks. "Wright's
2 spring footrests, large acetylene

lamp, large toolbag, two accumulators, new
"Whittle belt, two pulleys, spare valves and"
spare tyre, new sidecar, all in new and per-
fect condition; the complete turnout £25;
also Osborne four-speed gear to fit same, just
new, £3 10s.—35, Mount Pleasant Road, Stroud
Green, N,

in answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Oi/de."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5h.p. Twin Peugeot, Chater-Lea. splendid

machine, as new, not done 600; £28 10s.

—128, High Eoad. Tottenham.

31 h.p. Twin Werner, low machine, long
2 bars, only soiled, and in beautiful

order; £17 10s.—Above address.

aI h.p. Rex, spring forks. Continentals, as
new, grand goer; £15.—Address above.

3 h.p. Trent, Chater-Lea. long bars, low
seat; a genuine bargain, £11 10s.—au-

dress above.

21 h.p. Humber, Longtiemare, almost new,
4 grand hill-climber, long bars, etc.,

guaranteed; £8 10s.—Address above.

31 h.p. M.M.C., low-built, Chater-Lea frame,
4 thoroughly done up, as new, very

powerful and fast; real bargain, £12 10s.—
Address above.

31 h.p. London, Chater-Lea frame, handle-
2 bar control, accessories, very fast and

powerful, splendid condition and perfect
working order; great bargain, £11 10s.—Ad-
dress above.

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton, B. and B. carbur-
etter, very fast and powerful, perfect

condition, grand for passenger work; £17 lOs.

—Address above.

TEIUMPH Motor Cycles.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, Camber Motor Works,

Church Street, Camberwell.

EEX De LUXE, 3i h.p., magneto, free en-
gine; £25, bargain.-22, Victoria Ter-

race, Leamington.

GODFEET and Applebee.—All makes of ma-
chines supplied and thoroughly tested

before delivery. Eex a speciality.

GODFEET and Applebee, the men with the
reputation. Send us your machine to

tune up for that hill-climb you want to win;
charges moderate.

GODFREY and Applebee. — Exchanges,
gradual payments, and repairs.

GODFREY and Applebee.—2| h.p. Phosnix-
Minerva, grand machine, perfect order,

£11 10s.; twin Eexes. £18 lOs.; single Rexes,
£14 10b. : all machines tuned up before de-
livery.

GODFREY and Applebee.—3i h.p. Dux, just
been built up in Chater frame, very

low, copper tanks, enamelled black, not rid-
den 20 miles, guaranteed perfect order; £14
lOs.

GODFREY and Applebee.—2J h.p. Brown,
built low. very fast; £11 10s.

GODFREY and Applebee.—Buy your new
machine through us, and have it tuned

up free of cost; Bex a speciality; second-
hand machines sold on commission. — 9,

Church Hill. Walthamstow.

CLARENDON, latest, reduced from £37 10s.

to £25.—Stour Motor Cycle Depot. 27,

Fleet Street. Coventry; 64. High Street,
Stourbridge.

TRIUMPHS, Triumphs, 1907. for £41, 1908

£48 ; your machine part payment.

—

Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27, Fleet Street,
Coventry ; 64, High Street, Stourbridge.

REX, Rex, from 25 guineas and your old
machine taken in part payment; send

for list of both Triumph and Rex from their
agents, Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27, Fleet
Street, Coventry; 64, High Street. Stour-
•bridge.

23l h.p. Genuine De Dion, long handle-bars,
4 low seat, Longuemare carburetter,

Dermatine belt. Palmer front, corded ditto
back, guaranteed in perfect condition, com-
plete with spring front forks, stand, and
accumulator; £12 10s., no offers.-Lacey, 8,

Costa Street, Peckham, S.E.

EDINBDGRH. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Eoad, the largest

variety and stock of motor cycles in Scot-
land; agents for Quadrant, Griffon. Rex,
N.8.U.. Adler, Roc. Minerva. Vindec, and
Moto-Eeve motors; repairs, spare parts; ex-
changes, easy payments.

j Q06 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, cantilever seat,
-Lt/ spring forks, A Won Clincher tyres,
separate generator lamp, stand, horn, tool-
bag, tools, in perfect condition, bought end
of the year, hardly been used; expert in-
spection invited ; nearest offer to £22 ac-
cepted.—Morris, 49, Hackney Eoad. London.
N.E.

Why run
risk o of Side-

slip

when yeu can lit the PH(EN1X attachment
for £12 10».

For Passenger. £15.
Lists by return.

PHCENIX MOTORS, Ltd.,
Biundeil Street, London, N.

Y.M.C.A.
Wholesale and Retail AGENTS for

MOTOR CYCLES.

Second =1 hand Machines
for sale:

5-6 REXETTE, good order . . £35

6-8 Twin RECORD, a flier . . £27

3J N.S.U., magneto, nearly new £30

3i N.S.U., magneto, shop-soiled £38

3 N.S.U., magneto. Prize Winner, £27

3J CENTAUR, with sidecar . . £25

4 N.S.U., twin, magneto . . £38

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.

YORKSHIRE MOTOR CYCLE
AGENCY

163, Briss^*^, (l-EEDS.

J^UMINIUM JDEPAIRS

NEW CASTlfesMADEAMY^ZEfoaRP
R.W.CQAN 219 CoswellRoadLondon.

tjr»it PEfter»-ts .

PIGSKIN INFLATOR and

RACQUET, etc., CLIP,

Sd. pair, pott id.
Tyres puncture-proofed with

Rubberised Pigskin.

PAMPHLET FREE.
Southwest Road, LEYTONtTONE.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALl

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. Wlute and Jpoppe,
Chater-Lea frame, new condition; i

10s guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—34 h.p. late 1907 Miners
condition Uke new ; £24, with all spari

HAMPSTEAD.—2| h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., vi

tieal, good tyres, grand condition; f

HAMPSTEAD.—Brand new 13 h.p. F.N. lig]

weight, shop-soiled; only £30; approv
deposit.

HAMPSTEAD.—4i h.p. four-cylinder F.;

splendid condition and going ord'

magneto, and spring forks; £25.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. N.S.U., late mod
magneto, condition as new; great b

gain, £20.

HAMPSTEAD.^i h.p. twin 1907 GrifEi

magneto, and spring forks, new tyr

guaranteed; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—13 h.p. F.N., almost n<

magneto, and spring forks. 1908 mod
£24.

HAMPSTEAD.-^i h.p. spring frame Bat,

plated, good tyres, splendid conditi

all spares; £17.

HAMPSTEAD.—1907 shop-soiled new ^ 1

Griffon, £25; also 4i h.Ii. four-cybn

F.N., £45.

HAMPSTEAD.—1907 brand new li h.p. lis

weight Griffon; £27; slightly at

soiled only.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3i h.p. Minerva, spi

forks; £16 10s.; good condition

powerful, guaranteed; bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3i h.p. Griffon. M.C

spring forks; £15; good tyres. .

climb any hill, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD lor Bargains.—Sole ag.

for Griffons, Minervas. P.N. s, Trium
etc.; liberal allowances or exchanges; c

logues on appUcatiou.—Bey. 5, Heath M
Motor Works, Hampst«ad. Tel. 2673, V

TOBIUMPHS. 1908; early delivery; your
Triumph in part payment; £25 aUc

for 1906 and £30 for 1907; other makes on

plication.-Key, 5. Heath Street Motor W<
Hampstead. Tel. 2678, P.O.

31 h p. Eover, a grand machine, in pei

2 condition; £17 17s.—Bunting, W<
stone.

3hp Triumph, reliable, very fast.—

ticulars, W., Elms House, Hammersi
Eoad.

MOTOE Cycle, 2i h.p. Jap. good con^t
£8, offers.—Particulars, Harold Pif

St. Neots.

MINEEVA. 2i h.p.. Palmer, good condit

£7 10s.—la, Frideswide Place, Kei

Town, N.W.

£7 —2i h.p. Brown. B.S.A. throughout,
lops, splendid condition.—45, Cai

Street. N.W.

LIGHTWEIGHTS, 25 guineas, from si

ready for the road.—Homer,
Street, W.C.

BAT, 23 h.p. De Dion engine, with sp

splendid condition ; £17.—M., Highs

Garage, Lieytonstone.

O h.p. Chater-Ixia. Palmers, F.N..corn
O machine; £22; inspection.—Eiley

Depot. Frith Street, Soho. W.

23 h.n. Antoine; £9, or offer; not new
4 in sound running order; alter

Buchanan Gardens, Kensal Else.

23 h.p. Humber (without accumula
4 splendid condition; what ofle

Strohfeldt, 45, Mlldmay Park, N.

4 h.p.. CLE., Bosch magneto, spring t

2i tyres, touring equipment; trial;

—74. Croydon Eoad. Beckenham.

3 h.p Excelsior. M.M.C. engine, good t

spring seat, going order, grand clin

bargain, £9.-6, Park Avenue, Mitchan

h.p. Westfleld. Chater-Lea, Peter-U
F.N. carburetter, good order; £9

la. Frideswide Place. Kentish Town. H

ZENTTH Bicar, two speeds, new, sh(g

ed. 50-guinea model; take £40.—

Z

Motors. Ltd., Stroud Green Eoad. Lonifi.

3 h.p. Mitchell, going order, re-enam*
plated, trembler coil, F.N. carburiS

£7 10s.—39, Wellesley Eoad, Leytonstor

In answering any of these ad-bertisementa it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle:
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
IUIEBEK Tricar. 3i h.p., free engine, new

condition.—Below.

)E DION 3 h.p. motor cycle, good hill-

climber.—^Below.

ITJMBEEETTE 6 h.p. two-seater, good run-
ning order, climb anything.—Mitchell

ad Crosland. La Crosse Motor Works, Wake-
3ld Eoad, Bradford. Aluminium burning
speciality.

)-10 h.p. Steam Tricar, Milwaukee engine,
J BolsoTer boiler; bargain, £15.—Garage,
;uswell Hill.

flEIOAE, 5 h.p., water-cooled, coach-built,
. three-speed gear; £35.-0.. 34, Chidding-
one Street. Fulham.

rENlTH Tricar, 72-guinea model, 6 h.p.

i Jap. three speeds, only used for few
ials, hardly soiled; £55.—Below.

TTTISTFIELD Tricar. 6 h.p. Antoine, three
'V speeds, coach-built, open frame, wheel
eering; to clear. £30.—Zenith Motors. Ltd.,
iroud Green Eoad, London.

>OVEai Tricar. 4 h.p., two-speed gear,
L spring seat, lamps, spares, new condi-
on: £27 10s.—Garaged at Brockley Cycle
orks, S.E.

)E DION engined tricar, Anglian, two
speeds, free clutch, good condition,

inning order; a bargain at £25.—Nicholas,
. Goldhawk Eoad, London, W.
1BICAE. 6-8 h.p. Fafnir, water-cooled, two-

speed, chain drive, wheel-steered, new
res; £40; take twin Viudec or similar
Lrt.—Hotchkiss, Brewery, Oswestry.

IHOENTX Trimo, 4J h.p., two speeds, thor-
oughly overhauled, perfect condition,

Unb anything; trial run; £35.—Stringer,
lames Street. Kingston-on-Thames.

lEXBTTE, 54 h.p.. two speeds, water-cooled,
W wheel steering, splendidly sprung, tyres
new. comfortable and reliable ; £28, or

AT offer.—Eadium, Gray's Inn Eoad.

h.p. Rover, good condition, 24 Palmer
Cords, two speeds, water-cooled, wheel

lering, coach built; trial; £23 cash. —
iohcock, la. London Eoad, St. Albans.

1 h.p. Keleoom Tricar. BlOO, spring pillar,
3 spring handles, Bowden control, smart
kchine, and a rare puller: great bargain,
t—Jeweller, 331, Barking Eoad, East Ham.
»OVEE 4* h.p. Water-cooled Tricar, two
tj speeds, chain drive, all new tyres,
iwanteed faultless, and equal to new ; £30

;

jt exchange cycle line entertained.—Bed-
ill, Oherryhinton Eoad, Cambridge.

1 h.p. Eiley. w.c, chain, two-speed, 26 by
2 24, coach front, spare butted tubes
d cover, recently overhauled, as new.com-
Bte; £34, or exchange 6 h.p. N.S.U. cycle.^
hn Gartorth, Glen Villa, Heckmondwike.
1 h.p. Humber Tricar, two-speed gear,
2 coach-built body, water-cooled engine,
en frame, wheel steering; any severe trial
ren on this tricar, which is in very good
ndition. and up-to-date motor cycle taken
part payment; price £35. — Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane. London, E.C.

-10 h.D. Eexette Tricar, two-sneed sear,
twin back wheel, two butted tubes, seat

o in front, coach-built, open frame, wlieel
iering ; any severe trial can be given on this
ioar to demonstrate Qualities, and up-to-
te motor cycle taken in part payment. —
auchope's. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet Street. B.C.

liEIETTE, Eex. 6 h.p., twin-cylinder, in
. splendid condition, very fast, three new
Umler electric lamps, with 60 amp. a-ccu-
alator, petrol and oil gauges, Osborne 1903
nr-speed gear, and other extras; £29, or
lar offer.—Harrison, 8, Vesey Street, Bir-
Lngham.

ITJMBEE Tricar, 5 h.p., water-cooled, open
frame, wheel steering, coach-built seats,

'o 8i>eedB, 3Jin. non-skid back, 2Sin. front
ae new), just been thoroughly overhauled,
splendid condition, lamps, horn, two ac-
mulators; photo; price £40 for quick sale;
at £110.—Smallpage. 10, Linden Eoad, Colne
kncB.

h.p. Fafnir Tricar. Chater-Lea frame, open
frame, wheel steering, twin-cylinder

ner-cooled engine, three speeds and re-
ree. two bucket seats, 1907 model; machine
St £140; price £55; any severe tiial
fen; would accept a motor cycle in part
yment.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
n. E.O.

Accumulators

should be specified when ordering

your new 1908 mount.
They contain all the latest

improvements in storage battery
construction. Our new list will

tell you why " E.P.R." cells are

now so generally used. It will

also save your money. A post
card will bring you a copy by
next post.

J| What about your present

accumulator ? Why discard

it and throw away money ? Better
send it up to us, and wevrill make
it as good as new for about half

of the cost of a new cell. We
could send you letters received

from clients all over the country,

expressing absolute confidence

and great satisfaction with theway
we have dealt with their repairs.

^ AGAIN. What about your

present accumulator ? Not
worth repairing ? Well, again we
say, don't discard it. VVe take

old cells in part payment for new
"E.P.R." guaranteed accumula-

tors. ONLY, please note this, our

prices are W^ed as low as can be

consistent with good material and
first-class workmansliip. WE
DO NOT CHARGE YOU A
HIGH price for a new accumula-

tor, and then allow you an inflated

price for your old cell. Our prices

are low, and the allowances we
make lor old cells are actual

market value.

fj.
We have specialised

accumulators since 1902,

the benefit ofyou get

experience.

in

so

our

P.S. DON'T forget to post that

car.l to-night.

Richford and Co.
(Dept. M4),

ACCUMULATOK SpUCIALJSTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C,

And at 52a, HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.

liblabhshed 1876.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TEICAE, 6 h.p., water-coaled, Kent three-

speed gear, in first-class condition ; £30.
—Tinley, 134, London Road, Derby.

TEICAE, 3S h.p., Minerva, first-class order,
lamps, spares; expert examination:

bargain, £25.—Ourr, Draper, Darlington.

STEELING Value.—5 h.p. Eiley, new condi-
tion, everything perfect; trial mn, ex-

amination; buying car, must sell; cost £130,
£60. or close offer ; £15 worth spai-es.—Riley.
49, Cawdor Street, Stockton Heath, Warring-
ton.

INVICTA Tricar, fitted with 4J h.p. Aster
engine, three-speed Oppermaun gear,

upholstered in red leather, all in perfect
working order, complete with lamps, spares,
and tools; what offers, or will exchange for
a twin-cylinder bicycle of good make; sale
£20.—Martin's Garage, Lewes.

SIDECARS AND FOHECAHS.
MONTGOMEEY Sidecar. Palmer, not run

thousand miles; £5.-271, South Eoad,
ShefBeld.

BEAND New Montgomery Sidecar, cane
body, Dunlop 26 by 2 tyre; £7.—Wilka,

Orickhowell.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, cane body, 26 by 2J
Dunlop, perfect condition; £5.—Wilks,

Orickhowell.

SLDECAE, £12 12s., castor wheel, new Feb-
ruary, adjustable; what offers?—Cham-

bers, Thornbury. Qlos.

WOLF Porecarriagc, Bowden band brakes,
Palmers, sound condition ; £4 lOs.

—

218, London Eoad, Shetleld.

MONTGOMEEY Lightweight Side Attach-
ment, new condition; bargain, 708.

—

Spencer, Market Street. Wigan.

FOEBCAE, Attachment, 26in. wheels tyres
new, aluminium seat, upholstered

green; £6.—C.S., 369, Edgware Eoad.

RIGID Sidecar, cane seat, upholstered, 26
wheel, fit any machine; £2 15s.—Stevens,

4. Goldhawk Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

FOEECAEEIAGE, band brakes, side stays,
26in. wheels; £5; exchange two-speed

gear.—184a, Arkwright Street, Nottingham.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, good condition,
compensating joints.—Botwood and

Egerton's Motor Garage, Newmarket.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, 26 by 2, new con-
dition, compensatine- joints, well up-

holstered; £5.—Key, 5, Heath Street, Hamp-
stead.

SEDECAE. splendid condition, fit any frame,
26in. motor tyre, only wants seeing;

sacrifice £4 153.—T. Judd, 123, Holloway Eoad,
London, N.

PHCENIX coach-built forecar attachment,
complete with band brakes and spare

tyre; £6 10s. — Knight, 5, Anglesea Eoad,
Woolwich.

FOEECAE Attachment, 26 by 2in. tyres,
wing mudguards, long side stays, sound

wicker seat; £3 10s., bargain. — Burton,
Raleigh Street, Walsall.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1907 machine. Pit-all two-
2 speed, cane sidecar, and numerous ac-

cessories, scarcely used; great chance this;
£35.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

CONTEACTA Folding Sidecars for all whose
space is scanty; neat, comfortable, con-

venient ; easily attached and detached,
right or left, rigid or flexible.—Shapland and
Co., Ewell.

COACH-BUILT Forecar, or sidecar body,
sides completely enclosed with coach-

built door in front, upholstered and button-
ed all over inside, door as well, plated bead,
almost new; £1.—G.. 26, Cleveland Eoad,
Barnes.

£20.—34 h.p. Beeston Humber Forecar, chain
driven, free engine, wicker forecar,

footboards, large brass tank, spring seat-
pillar, all accessories, and in good going
order —J. 0., 261. Eotherhithe New Eoad. Ber-
mondsey.

MILLFOED Castor Wheel Oar and 4 h.p.
Centaur, free engine, handle starting,

chain drive, upholstered green, apron, speed-
ometer, cyclometer, etc., the whole com-
bination low, smart, and as new; bargain,
£28; getting car.—Motorist. 86, London Road,
Kingston, Surrey.

Ill answering any of these advertisements it is desirabU that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
BAT Sidecar, suit Bat machines, rigid type,

excellent condition ; £4 10s.—137. St.
Giles' Koad, Derby.

MILLS-FULFOED Forecarriage Attach-
ment, frame sprung, with long stays,

cane chair, late pattern, 26 wheels, in splen-
did condition, be«n little used; £7 lOs,—
Dene Cycle Co., St. Thomas Street, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

MONTGOMEET Sidecar (highest grade),
26in. wheel, art cane, with extra lunch

basket. upholstered dark green, plated
springs, can be adjusted to rigid or compen-
sated joints, hardly soiled.—Write, Dewar, 50,
Kenilworth Road, Roman Road, London, E.

STAMFORD HILL.—Our famous sidecars
speak for themselves; approval any-

where; fit any machine, left or right, any
size wheel; £4 18s. 6d. ; none better, what-
ever you pay; they are never sent back.
That talks.—128, High Road, Tottenham.

OAKLEIGH World-renowned Sidecars are
the best value of any. Points worth

remembering. Lowest built, thereby ensur-
ing perfect safety; guarantee against side-
slip; attached In two minutes; many other
good points which no other sidecar pos-
sesses : £5.—Oakleigh Motors, Ltd., West Dul-
wlch.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
GENUINE De Dion 3 h.p. Tricycle, Contin-

ental motor tyres, nearly i;ew. good
condition, fast; photo sent; £15. cost £65.—
Wilson, 2, York Terrace, Ramsgate.

23. h.p. Minerva-Abingdon Tricycle. Palmer
4 tyres, belt drive, with detachable

rear seat, all first-class condition ; £12, guar-
anteed perfect.—Howe, 25. Frederick Road,
Custom House, E.

SINGER Motor Tricycle, in perfect condi-
tion, cost 80 guineas, sell £14; also

splendidly upholstered coach-built trailer
for two; cost £26, sell £6; both genuine
bargains.—Boyd, Hillcrest, Palewell Park,
East Sheen.

QUADRICYCLES.

4 h.p. Aster, w.c, two speeds, bucket seats,
Longuemare, excellent condition; £25,

or exchange tricar.—Ridley. Marlcliffe Road,
Sheffield.

8 h.p. Phcenix Quadcar, Simms-Bosch mag-
neto, latest type, fast and luxurious,

perfect through <:• £65, or would accept
reasonable offer foi c;a;.?k sale. — 9.853, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. Exchange ar-
ranged.

TANDEMS.
31 h.p. Minerva Tandem, in perfect condi-
2 tion, highest honours Essex 80 miles

non-pedal non-stop reliability trials : £25,
genuine bargain.—Write, P. B. Hills, 220.

Acacia Villas, Plumstead Common, Kent.

TRAILERS.
TRAILER. Mills-Pulford, 2in. Clinchers,

nearly new.—A., Halt Moon, Balcombe,
.Sussex.

TRAILER, good condition, and uphol-
stered; exchange level for lady's high-

grade cycle.—F. Moss, Stanton Road, Ilkeston.

MOTOR Trailer, in good condition, uphol-
stered green ; a bargain. £2 15s.—Jer-

ney, Leighton Holmes. Frimley Green, Sur-
rey.

MILLFORD Trailer, Clinchers, upholstered
dark green leather, enamelled, alu-

minium; £3, cost £11.—Pogson, Caythorpe,
Grantham.

QUADCARS.
QUADCAR, 4J h.p. w.c. De Dion, two speeds,

bucket seats, wheel steering, £20; epi-
cyclic gear, two speeds and reverse, suit tri-

car. £3; 8 h.p. w.c. engine, new condition,
£13 IDs.—Crawley. Yoxall, Burton-on-Trent.

CARS FOR SALE.
TITUSWELL HILL.—10 h.p. Automotor ton-
iVL neau car; bargain. £50.—At "The Gar-
age."

NATIONAL, 10-15 h.p., tonneau, three cy-
linders, everything in good order; £100,

must sell; no motor house; allow up to halt
for good single or four-cylinder cycle.—9,852,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

THE LEWISHAM HILL CLIMB.
THE INVINCIBLE MATCHLESS' AQAIN FIR8T1

Vide "The Motor Cycle, " April 8th, 1908.
" Le Grand, whose little 2^ h.p. Matchless

made a wonderful performance. Its bore is only
70 mm., and the average bore in Class I. was
80 mm."

Free trials by appointment.
These are the machines that cannot be beaten

3J-4 h.p. single cylincer ; 5-6 h.p., 7 &9 h.p. twins

'CHASE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE.
The first, and still the best driving rim brake.

The only really satisf ctory motor brake on the
market. Made to suit any machine Absolutely
reliable. No. i pattern—back pedalling brake.
Machine can be wheeled backwards. Extremely
powerful. Price 16/6.

No. 2 pattern—tootrest brake com
plete. Price SI 6s. Footrests only

Price 12/- With either Ijin. or l^in

clip.
'CJ

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete 16/6.

MATCHLESS " SILENCER.
"COLLIER'S machine created great interest

owing totheestraor.iinarysi)ende of the exhaust.
— . idg ' The Motor Cycle."

A silencer which really does silence the
exhaust with absolutely no back pressure

—

certified by A.C.C. Silence Trials— at moderate
price. Up to 31 h.p 10/-; from 3^ to 5 h.p.

12,-. Cut out 6/- extra. Two connections for

twins with separate exhaust pipes, 4/- extra.

Connected in side or end, as ordered.

Catalogues of " Matchless " Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Mstor Experts and General Engineer!.

Offices and Showrooms
18, HERBERT ROAD, P>L.UMSTEAD

(Nearest Station : Woolwich Arsenal,

Telephone: 232 Woolwich.

CARS FOR SALE.
RENAULT Gar. 5 h.p.. three speeds, gcondition.—James, High Street. I
entry.

TWO-SEATED Gar. nearly new; £55; m(
„,.,, cycle part exchange.—105, Church EiWiUesden.

5-6 h.p. Allday, smart, two-seater, c
hood, perfect condition; trial,—iiB w-

bury- Hill. N.

-j A-12 h.p. Four-seater Car, just overhaul
J.\J £85; tricar or motor cycle part.—T<
Wolsingham, Co. Durham.
OUNBEAM-MABLEY, 3i h.p. De Dion, wa
to cooled, two-seater, splendid conditi
£25.—Meadows. Station Street, Keswick.

41 h.p. De Dion Progress Car, vis-a-vis. i

2 condition; £45, or exchange tricar
cash.-Dallinger, Bury St. Edmunds.
-] pr h.p. British Duryea, 1906, three cjlind
-L" side entrance, tonneau; cost £500.
cept £65, or part exchange.—98, Potten
ton Lane. Leeds.

61 h.-p. Humberette. three speeds and
2 verse (direct drive on top), lamps

horn, grand condition; £32 10s. — Eobb
Engirser, 334, Clapham Eoad. S.W.

31 h.p. G-enuine De Dion Car. in per
2 condition, needs no explanation

very useful runabout for £25; trial v
pleasure.-Martin's Garage, Lewes.

EAGLE Runabout, water-cooled, 7-8
twin engine, single bucket seat, w

steering, two speeds; worth £50; cff
—9,851, The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry

HALIFAX.—9 h.p. Pafnir, tonnean, t

speeds and reverse. 810 b> ^j tv
cycle or tricar part payment; £57 : ;.—

I

fax Motor Exchange, Westgate. Halifax

6 b. p. Baby Peugo'-t. thre3 speeds, revi
four new tyres, repa'/ited and thoro

l.y overhauled, man,v spares four lamps
eluding Salsbury Flare, separate genera
pump, tools, Ptc; £49; photo.—Below.

31 h.p. De Dion Progress, water-co
2 chain drive ball bearings, two sp-

clutch and brake pedals, very light car,
wheels, tyres perfect, long bonnet in fr
photo ;

perfect order ; £19 lOs.—Below,

FOR Sale or exchange, M.M.C. char-arl
10 h p.. carry nine, very reliable,

gears, new tyres, no further use for se
exchange two-seater or tricar, or twin t

well worth £50, £28, or offers. — 30, ]

Street, Bridlington.

"J
O h.p. M.M.C. ieats seven, two cylin

J-^i spray, solid tyres, De Nevers on 1

splendid condition, three speeds, revert
miles trial ; price £50, or will exchang
small two-seater.—Further particulars, (

ton. The Ness. Maldon Eoad, Southend

9 h.p. Eiley Car, with hood, grooved Di
tyres, wind screen, extensions to

guards, underscreen, lamps, horn, tools
good running order, done about 2.250 n
£130, will take 1907 9 h.p. Eiley tricar as
payment.—9,847, The Motor Cycle Offices,
entry.

8 h.p. Twin-cylindered Fatnir Engine,
green, lined white, two-seater, '

speeds and reverse, three Orient Dietzla
four new Continental tyres, etc.. spl<

going order; will take motor cycle or t

in part payment Joseph Hy. Jessop, W
loo, Huddersfleld.

ROVER Cars.—We have in stock foi

mediate delivery an 8 h.p. four-w
car, swing front seat entrance, painted ]

green, and upholstered in red leather
model; price £235.—Louis Davia and
Moseley. Birmingham.

EOVEE Cars are acknowledged to Ix

• most reliable car made. For the
fessional man, the business man, ant
man on pleasure bent it offers an idea,

convenient means of travel. Read the
rowing experiences on motor cycle ani

cars given in the motor cycle, and yot
realise exactly what we mean when w
you can make an appointment and re
getting there.

THE Price of the two-seated 6 h.p, 1

is £135, costs less in upkeep th
tricar of the same power, and is i

easier to drive. We are prepared to
you a good allowance for your preseiH^
chine in exchange, or supply on def ^
payments.—Louis Davis and Son, Moi -J

Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it i« desirable that yoa mention " The Motor Cycle.
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EXCHANGE.
"AET Two-seated Steam Car, for tricar or
motor cycle and cash.—98, Potternewton

e. Leeds.

CCHANGE, splendid Violin for good 28 by
by 2 Palmer. Clincher, cover. — Eams-

,om, 205. Whalley New Boad. Blackburn.

^CHANGE, Twin Eex for 1906 Eex and £6,
if decent ; when you mention exchanges
touch our delicate spot.—Maude's,

ell Street, Halifax.

h.p. Minerva, nearly new, perfect, also
forecar, cane seat, rubber studded

!S, for higher power, or sell, offers.—Hip-
I, 32, Osborne Eoad, Leyton.

iCHAN'GB, 100-volt Charging and Light-
ing Dynamo, perfect condition, for up-

ate tricar or twin cycle and sidecar ; no
jish.—Green, Printer, Brandon.

^CHANGE, for good sidecar, or sell. Bees-
ton Humber tricycle, 3 h.p., cost 75

teas, in perfect condition; any trial;
and reliable.—S.W., 2, Acorn Villas,

ibley. Middlesex.

[CHANGE 5i h.p. Peugeot two-seated car,
overhauled and re-painted, first-class

!r, for 1907 3J h.p. motor cycle, magneto,
frame, 26in. wheels, or sell £35.—S., 13,
liugton Street, Dundee.
'ANTED, back-pedal Belt Elm Brake;

e.tchange two lengths 8ft. Eawido, and
length Watawata |in. belting, good con-
m; approval, or buy and sell.—Tarrant,
'endeen Eoad, Sheffield.

.DSMOBILE Car, in splendid condition,
special body, seats three, with hood,
e tyre, three brass lamps, very smart,
order, guaranteed, for approved tricar.

(vson, Burley Mount, Leeds.

CHANGE, Edison Electric Concert Phono-
graph, two dozen lars:e records, extra
drel for small, large horn, stand, ac.cu-
itor, etc., perfect, cost over £50, for good
ir bicycle.—Spencer. Lider Cottage,
noaks.

iNT'S Cycle, three-speed, coaster, Har-
vey's patent cranks, exchange motor

!; 28 by 2J studded cover for 26 by 21, or
IBs.; wanted, exhaust siren, motor cycle
), etc.—M. Pitcher, Tiddington, Strat-
on-Avon.

h.p. Brown, brass torpedo tank, No. 6
Chater-Lea, variable pulley, with

;ar, £20, or near; also 2i h.p. light-
ht, vertical engine, low, fast, climb any-
5, £10. or near; would exchange lot for
twin and sidecar.-26, Lansdowne liiil,

Norwood.

WANTED.
CECOUESE Garage. Doncaster, wants to
purchase modern motor cycles tor spot

ANTED, Motor Cycle or Tricar, new
condition. — Andrew Hogg," Oohils,

m.

ANTED 2i h.p. Eover lightweight, new.
—Peerless, 85, Lower Addiscombe Eoad

don.

4.NTED, 2-3 h.p. bicycle, good condition,
flrst-class make; full particulars.—

, Ballyragget.

iNTED, B.B. carburetter,' suit 3J h.p.,
for cash; approval.—John Currie,

e, New Cumnock.
ANTED, 20 amp. accumulator, height

5Jin.; also stand; cheap, approval.—7,
fay Terrace, Pochriw.
iNTED, chain wheel, 76 by J by i pitch,
also countershaft, wheels, and chain.

0., 187, Gray's Inn Eoad. W.C.
INTED, motor cycle, tor cash, 3 h.p.;
state rook bottom price only. — E.

ng. King's Mill House, Stamford.
UJTED, Triumphs, Eocs, Eex de Luxes,
FN. lightweights, N.S.U.'s ; cash wait^

Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate,

OAE 'Wanted, open frame, water-cooled,
wheel steering, two or three speeds,
3 h.p. Pafnir motor cycle, Chater-Lea
rs, in part payment.-'Whitehead. Eye,
X.

jCAE, exchange Columbia graphophone,
i-gmnea model, new condition, com-
with 70 records, 30in. horn, stand, or I

guineas.—"Whitehouse. Stanfree, Shut-
ad, Chesterfield.

The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces

Wide bearing

on hool<.

Spring steel.

Oil

tempered.

Design reg'd.

Patent

applied for.

Detaches instantly.

Price 1/- each

' for lin. or lin. beiis.

Stale depth of belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

STANLEY DERMATIHE

MOTOR BELT
was the belt used by

HARRY EV1IARTIN

In beating World s 200 miles and

other records.

No other belt holds such a record.
The Original Rubber andCanvas^ Belt.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS,

The standard belt that is adopted by all

leading|manufacturers.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

NOTE XHE F>RBOES.
fin, lia. 2 ill- lin-

1/2 1/4 1/S 1/11 per ft.

Post Free.

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE MOTOR
BELT FASTENER.

With unbreakable hook.
Guaranteed.

(Made under Simplex Patent.)
In sizes, i|in., fin., I'm., lia., i/- each.

Wholesale and Retail.

THE STANLEY DERIWIATINE
MOTOR BELT OO,

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

WANTED.
TRICAR, about 4^ h.p.. water-cooled, good

condition; see Exchange column.—Law-
sou, Burley Mount. Leeds.

N
WANTED.

ALA Hub, or other two-speed gear.—57,

Park Road, West Dulwich.

RILEYr^-6, or 9 h.p., 1907 tricar wanted, for
ca.sh.—Morris, Photographer, Bourne.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle for cash, not
through trade.—Craig, Ashdene, Sid-

cup, Kent.

WANTED, Brooks BIOS saddle; cheap for
cash.—Smith, 25, Gillespie Crescent.

Edinburgh.
WANTED, 25-3 h.p. engine, yertical, per-

fect, cheap, cash.—5, Kingcroft Road,
Harp eBden.

WANTED, 4 h.p. air-cooled De Dion en-
gine, or other good make, new.—Shaw,

Wellington, Salop.

WANTED, a free engine clutch, suitable
for a twin cycle.—Lloyd, Fitzwilliam

;
Street. Shefleld.

BROOKS (or other) Spring Pan Seat:
cheap.—17, Grazebrook Road, Stoke

Newlng-ton, London, N.

WANTED, good motor cycle cover, beaded
edge, 28 by 2.—Seymour, Lower Green.

Pembury, Kent.

WANTED, twin engine, also magneto.—
Write only, J. Brown. 169. May all

Eoad, Brixton.

WANTED, good waterproof jacket, cheap,
for 6ft. rider. — 85. Surrey Street.

Middlesbrough.

TWO Ooyers. 750 by 65. Micheliu preferred

;

cheap ;
good.—A. Cunningham, London

Road. E. Grinstead.

WANTED, pair covers, beaded, 28 by 2,

good condition; cheap. — Knowles,
Swaffham, Norfolk.

BELT, Jin. 8ft., voltmeter, motor cycle gas
lamp ; approval.—Norris, Little Page-

hurst, Staplehurst.

WANTED, pan or similar seat, suit motor
cycle ; cheap ; approval.—Lord, Mount-

field. Prestwioh.

WANTED. Light Tricar, open frame, 4-6

h.p., water-cooled, good make.—73,
Church Street, Camberwell.

WANTED, two tricar covers, heavy, 26 by
2J, gent's cycle given eschange.-52,

Junction Road. Leicester.

WANTED, erecting stand, tor workshop

;

exchange Boron charging battery,
complete.—Howell, Ipgatestone.

WANTED. Front Wlieels. 26 by 2§. for tri-

car, with or without tyres.—43, Steven
Street, Stretford, Manchester.

WANTED, 26in. by 2in. beaded cover and
tube, also 2 h.p. spray carburetter.—

Luker. High Street, Cheltenham.

PHCENIX Cob. or Zenith hicar. low built,
any condition; particulars; lowest

price.-230, Smithdown Road, Liverpool.

WANTED, 3J h.p., Magneto, 1907, low built,
real bargain; cash down.—Letters, 0.,

21. Alexandra Street, New Cross, S.E.

O/^ by 2i Clincher or Continental beaded
j^X) cover, and pair leather gloves; ap-
proval; cheap.—50, Duke Street, Southport.

WANTED, good Motor Cycle and cash, ex-
change building society bonds, £500,

£53 Ms. paid in.—No. 9,860, The Motor Cycle

OfBces, Coventry.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, slightly out of

order not objected to; send full par-
ticulars.—Box L2,315. The Motor Cycle Offices,

20, Tudor Street, E.C.

WANTED, 6 h.p. Motor Cycle, magneto,
free engine, in exchange for 3J h.p.

Rex, in excellent order, and £6.—N. Patter-
son. Colnbrook, Backs.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, 2i h.p., going
order, will give handsome gramophjne

and records, or push cycles.—46, High Road,
Willesden Green, London.

WANTED, good motor cycle, tricar, or
accessories, in exchange or part pay-

ment for new furniture, direct from works.
valued wholesale.—Furniture Manufacturer,
3-5, New Norfolk Street, Shoreditch, London.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle and
Motor Trades' Review," the leading

trade organ ; specimen copy will be sent on
receipt of trade card.—Address. "The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Review " Offices. Harp
Alley. London. E.C.

In answering any of thusn advertisements it is desirable that, ijou mention "The Motor Cycle."
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WANTED.
TWIN. See Excliange.—26. Laasdowiie Hill,

West Norwood.

SIDECAE, for Zenith Bicar wanted. — No.
9,868. The Motor Cycle Ofaces. Coventry.

WANTED, Trailer, axle, and wheels, or
frame, without body.—Waite, Burgh,

Lines.

WANTED, motor cycles, good makes ; cash
waiting; cheap.—iley, 5, Heath Street,

Hampstead.

WANTED, Old Accumulators; best price
given.—Motories, 3, Arley Grove, Arm-

ley, Leeds.

WANTED, inch Whittle belt, 8ft. 6in.—J.
Ballantyne Kellar, 45, Woodstock

Eoad, Bristol.

WANTED, new 2J h.p. Jap engine, with
or without magneto.—85, Lower Addie-

combe Eoad, Croydon.

WANTED, for Phoenix torecar attach-
ment, head and side stay clips, cash.

—H. Langlands. Clacton-on-Sea.

CHANGE Speed Gear, belt drive, to fit 3J
h.p. Brown engine, good and cheap.—

Marsh, Cowper Street. Hove.

WANTED, acetylene lamp, horn, handle-
bar switch for motor cycle.—W.

Beard. Cadley Hill. Burton-on-Trent.

MOTOE Cycle, 2i-3J h.p., good condition,
Kerry. IWinerva, or other make. 24in.

wheels, low.—13. Cadogan Eoad. Cromer.

TYRE Wanted. 2in. or 2iin., wired on. 28in.
wheel, 2in. rim ; state rock-bottom price,

—E. Cutting. King's iilill House, Stamford.

WANTED, urgently, second-hand motor
cycles in exchange for new N.S.U.

;

good prices allowed.—Millard and Co., Trow-
bridge.

CHAIN Driven, three-speed and reverse;
cheap ; send rough sketch with meas-

urements; also loin, clutch.—1, Gas Street.
Coventry.

WATfTED. 6 h.p. twin J.A.P. engine. Min-
erva spring forks complete. Brooks

spring seat.—Coxen. Fife Eoad. Kingston,
Surrey.

WANTED, Forecarriage or Sidecar, to suit
N.S.U. , also two or four-speed gear

and free engine; cheap for cash.—Geo. Pen-
nock, 19, Eougier Street, York.

TWO 7-9 h.p. Peugeot twin engines, ex-
change 6 h.p. Ji. and C. twin engines,

very flexible, higher power required. — 43,
Southbrook Eoad. Lee, London.

WANTED, good motor cycle, single or
twin, not less than 3J h.p.. magneto

;

cheap for cash. 1907-1903.—Hughes, 14. Lons-
dale E<iad. Kilburn. N.W.

WANTED to purchase tor cash. Triumphs,
Quadrants, Minervas, Bats, Japs,

Riley, and Lagonda tricar's, or exchanges
arranged for new models.—Wauchope's. 9.

Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

CIRCULAR Brass Tank wanted, as fitted
to old motor tricycles; state number

of partitions; must be undented and cheap.
—G.. 26. Cleveland Road, Barnes. S.W.

WANTED, 7 to 9 h.p. twin-cylinder motor
cycle, with sidecar, must bear expert

examination; give all particulars and
price.—No. 9.864. The Motor Cyde Ofaces. Cov-
entry.

WANTED, several motor cycles, any con-
dition and power; also trailers and

sidecars; write lull particulars and lowest
prices.—Arthur. 24, Myddleton Street. Lon-
don. E.C.

LEST You Forget, we can supply Minervas
and Moto-Reves on the finest terms for

cash, credit, or exchange of anyone in Eng-
land; write us and see.—Maude's, Powell
Street. Halifax.

WANTED, H.F. 'Vuloaniser, model A., en-
gine and dynamo for charging and

lighting, exchange brass oil tank and pump,
cost 35s. : horn and metallic tube. 41s. 6d.

:

.lack. 9s. 6d. ; pulley blocks. Eadie's, Weston,
39.'i- 6d. : stocks and dies, 23s. 6d. : brazing
lamp, 52s. 6d. ; watch, 63s.: watch, 25s.: tele-
scope, 63s. ; gun. 84s. : Bowden motor cycle
brake. 128. 6d. : black and brown leggings,
lOs. 6d, pail', 21s. ; guitar. 42s, : silver albert.
18s. 6d. :

gent's cycle, £5.—No. 9,859, The Motor
Cycle Ofdces. Coventry.

The

Premier
Searchlight

Ready for Use,

Separate! Generator

Included,

Price 30/-
g BRITISH MADE.

The above side view shows that the

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT is of good depth

from front to back

—

Sh inches, to be exact.

Most of the copies are very shallow, and
even those which also imitate our Mirror

Lens Reflector fail, for this reason, to obtain

the magnificent beam of parallel rays which
is the very essence of the SEARCHLIGHT
principle. BE SAFE and order a PREMIER
from your Agent. It was the FIRST Car-

style lamp and it remains the BEST.
Solid Brass, riveted and brazed. Dissected

front glass. Price Includes Generator with

bracket and rubber tube.

THREE DAYS' APPROVAL.

Premier Tubular Stands, .

Ij Premier Tubular Luggage Carriers.

Both made to fit all makes of motor cycles,

including those with specially low frames,

wide saddles, etc.. Carrier is 18ins. long,

by Siins. wide, and clips to back stays.

Number plate is fitted at back, Price 8/6,
with plated clips. Either black or aluminium
finish. Stand, with attachment to 'back
mudguard, black or aluminium finish, 7/6.

Fit Guaranteed. 3 Days' Approval.

I Agents should ask for Terms.
|

PREMIER IVIOTOR Co., Ltd.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

G. T. RICHES & CO.,

19, STOfiE STREET, LONDON.

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.
24" X 2"

13/6 /^^^
26 X 2-1:'

14/6
24" X 2:1'

14/-
24" X 2!,'

15/-
(r?!)

, 26 X 2^'

1 15/6

J 20 X 3'

r 22/-

26" X 2"

14/- ^S^^ 28 X 2'

14/6
Please wriie jor"Spec'^M List, with fuU prices and par-

ticulars of all si^eSf together with instructions and hints.

YourOIVN TUBE COhlVEKTED. Write for prices.

Folding Gauze

\ Eye Sliields,

f-^
nal glass, elastic

f tastener.and nose
piece.

Light and small.

Post free, lOd.

T

MISCELLANEOUS.
'pHE Beat Silencer made is Aldingt<
J. patent Silent, from lOs. 6d.—Below.

HE Ball Bearing Ideal Fan will cool i

engine; 238. 6d.—Below.

MY PootrestB, reduced to 6s. 6d., an
luioiry, spring rests, 17s. 6d.—Aldi

ton, 59. Haydon's Park Eoad. Wimbledoi

^^ANKS of all kinds made to order.—

I

X gett, metal worker, 55, Turnmill Str
London.

WHrPCOED Breeches, latest cut; 108.5
J. C. Savage. 119, Donegall Street, :

fast.

21 h.p. Launch Motor, with carburett
2 photo, 2 stamps; £4 10s.—11a, All

Street, Brigg.

QHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45b.; portablO Stevens, 82a. Leighton Eoad, Ken1
Town, London.

WHIPCOED Cycling Breeches, latest c

108. 6d.; write for patterns.—Boi
tailor. Longton, Staffs.

JOB Line.—17 feet lengths |in. leathei
belting, reliable, 10s. ; ditto, Jin., IS

Pollin, belt maker. Spalding.

CHEAP Motor Cycle Houses ; catalo
sent free.—Portable Building Compa

Felsham Eoad, Putney. London.

MAYPABB Accumulators, guaranteed;
a.h., 10s. 6d.; 20 a.h., 158.; 40 a.h., 2i

Fellows, Hertford Street. Mayfair.

FAPvEAE'S Quadrant Loop Frames for

tioal engines, 3Zs 5d. each, inclut
front forks and handle-bars.

COW-VOICED Double Twist Horns. U
size, terrific noise ; usually 86. 6d..

price OS. lOd.—Farrar.

FAEEAR'S Motor Handle-bars. 20in. I

4s. 9d. ; Lycett's patent Lightning st:

4s. 9d. pair.

FAEEAE'S Beautifully Enamelled J

guards, 2s. 6d. pair; massive pi.

horns, terrific noise, 3b. 9d.

FAEEAE.—Send for my price Ust, poi

saved; sole agent Premier accu
lators.-Farrar, Square Road. Halifax.

EVERYTHING Made in cycle tanks ex
a fortune. Write for prices.—A. ]

lips, 2. Strathnairn Street, Bermondscy

T'EY the Eiisel Cast Iron Headed Va
never need grinding ; 3s. 6d., any

—Broadiiurst, 13, Stafford Street. Leice

YOUE New Mount is incomplete witl

the Advance adjustable pulley; .

Advance Motor Mfg. Co.. Ltd.. Northamx

6 h.p. Bercley, twin, spares, splendid
dition, £10. or offers; wanted,

Whittle belt.—39. Harpenden Road. M:
Park.

'HIWO Powell and Hanmer gas lamps.
X brackets, also new Van Eaden tr<

ler coil, all guaranteed.—Stevenson. L
Heath, Coventry.

DEUID Exhaust Valves, do not pit, b
nor break

;
price 4s. 6d. ; send old v

as pattern.-A. Drew. 74, Gonybere St

Birmingham.

ALLDAYS and Onions Bronzing Hei
complete with Goodyear blow pipe,

lows in sound condition, size of hearth
9in. by 2ft. 2in. ; £2 10s.

LAEGE Enamelling Stove, 6ft. by 3ft

2tt. 6in.. as new; £2 10s.—Nipper, L
dale. Clarendon Road, Weston-super-M.

BORON Charging Battery, three (

spare zincs, guaranteed perfect,
new 5in. four-ply chrome leather belt, m
10s. 6d.. cost 17s. 6d.—Askham. Comme;
Road, kirkstall.

READERS Having Photographic Appar
for sale should advertise in " H

graphy and Focus " Empoi-ium, id. per v\

minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography
Focus " Offices, 20. Tudor Street. London.

MOTOR and Cycle Agents should
'• The Cycle and Motor Trades' Eevi

Specimen copy post free on receipt of t

card.—" The Cycle and Motor Trades'
view " Offices, 15, Harp Alley. B.C.

FOEEOAEEIAGE Attachment, fair c<

tion, band brakes, £2108.; Phoenix
speed gear, belt drive, in 26in. wheel. £3
one 26iu. by 2iin. Gaulois cover, new, 7a.

Barton, Eaynor Road. Braintree.

///, aii^werlmj aiiif vf tke.^e aarj.rliae.inetiU U is deairabh tltat tjou niention ''The Motor Oyclc.^'
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Ordering Spares by Wire.

\
TRADE correspondent calls our attention to the

much abused system of ordering spare parts

by telegraph or letter. Some motor cyclists,

it is pointed put, are in the habit of telegraph-
ing or writing urgently for parts of motor

cles, and in cases of extreme urgency they will

ten wire on a Friday afternoon asking for certain

irts to be despatched the same night. The writer

ys that his firm has endeavoured to accommodate
ients by despatching the parts as requested, but in so

)ing finds that in many instances the motor cyclist

either careless or unscrupulous enough to think that

small debt is not worth troubling about, and in con-

quence the firm has between ;^2oo and ^300 in small
;ms on its books which it is practically impossible to

lUect, and the cost of sending out invoices and letters

king for remittances has far exceeded any profit

lich might have been made on the parts originally,

he result is that the directors of the firm we instance

)W insist that no goods shall be sent out until they
e paid for, which, of course, will mean at least two
lys' delay, unless the customer is wise enough to send
ith the telegram ordering the parts a telegraphic

mittance, which only costs threepence extra for small

nounts. It must be remembered that motor cycles

lange hands frequently, and firms often receive com-
unications ordering a part to be sent on by return

om people of whom they know nothing, and, as we
ive pointed out above, in trying to accommodate
istomers one firm finds itself saddled with rather a

rge bad debt made up of small items. This is

lother instance of a few unscrupulous or careless

arsons causing inconvenience to the majority, much
I the same way as careless or reckless drivers cause

s 5-R-4'

a great deal of inconvenience to others who are more
considerate.

The very best plan to adopt in cases where spare
parts are likely to be required in a hurry is to start

a small deposit account with the makers, say £,->, ; then
if a small part or accessory is wanted in a hurry on
tour, the rider sends o£f a wire, and the part will reach
him next morning, and its cost deducted from the

deposit in hand.

Seasonable Warning.

WE were witnesses last week of a rather serious

accident to a motor cyclist, which once again
shows the necessity for caution at cross roads,

particularly those bifurcations where high

walls or hedges are carried within a few feet

of the corners. The accident referred to was, we think,

one of those unfortunate collisions where real blame
could not be attached to either parties concerned—

a

motor cyclist and an autocarist—^but if there was any
fault we fancy the motor cyclist was travelling too fast,

taking into consideration the fact that he was approach
ing cross roads. New riders are constantly joining the

ranks of motor cyclists, and many of them are not

accustomed to the high speed of a powerful motor
bicycle. The fastest machine is perfectly safe in

the hands of a good and experienced rider, but

novices should, above all, be extremely careful. With
a straight road devoid of crossings and with no traffic

in sight no objections can reasonably be raised against

moderately high speeds, but on twisting roads, at

crossings, and where other traffic may reasonably be
expected, the rider should always have his machine so

far under control that he can, if necessary, stop within

a few yards with the aid of the brakes.
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Erroneous Impressions Removed.
By DIOMED.

AT this time of the year the motor cyclist is busy

tuning up his mount or fitting new accessories

in preparation for finer weather. Similarly his

push cycle brother takes his lifeless machine

from its vaseline bath and prepares it for another series

of pedal revolutions. Perhaps on his first ride the

push cyclist is overtaken by a motor cyclist, who, with

coat tails flying behind him, makes speedy work of the

long gradient up which the poor pedaller is struggling.

Within his heart the toiler murmurs, " Lucky beggar !

I wish I could get up this hill as easily as he does, but

I wouldn't own one of those monsters for anything !

"

He doesn't go any deeper into the matter ; he seems to

prefer to keep one view.

Now, Mr. Push Cyclist, I would have a word with

you. Did you ever seriously consider taking up motor

cycling as a substitute for the old fashioned method?
No. Why not, pray? What! couldn't afford to buy a

motor bicycle, too difficult to manage, too noisy, too

bumpy, too many accidents, too many breakdowns,

too expensive to keep up, bad for the health ! My
dear friend, that's all humbug you're talking. Is it

reasonable to suppose that 60,000 motor cyclists would

endure the above allegations if they were true? I see

you share the opinion of the man in the street, but, for

your benefit, and for the benefit of those others in the

same boat, I shall endeavour to show how entirely

erroneous are the ideas, and at the same time point

out the advantages motor cycling has over pedal

cycling.

To deal first of all with the idea that a motor cycle

is an expensive piece of machinery: It is true that a

good motor bicycle, suitable for a learner, can be pur-

chased second-hand for about ;^i5—no more than the

price of a high class pedal mount a few years ago.

Some people dismiss from their mind the idea of pur-

chasing a motor cycle, because they are of opinion that

the first outlay will amount to ;£40 or ;^5o. The
writer commenced motor cycling on a ^15 machine,

and thoroughly enjoyed riding it.

Learning Quite Simple.
With regard to learning—well, there is simply no

learning required. Anyone who has ridden an ordinary

bicycle can ride a motor bicycle in two minutes. After

a preliminary acquaintance with the various levers on

the stand in the backyard, a run on the road can be

undertaken, and after half-an-hour the new convert will

feel more at home than ever he did on his old push

bicycle.

That the average motor bicycle is noisy cannot be

denied; but some makes ha^'e very efficient silencers,

so it is really a question of choice. It may be men-

tioned that the noise of the exhaust is more audible to

onlookers than to the rider of the machine.

The popular fallacy that the motor bicycle is a

bumpy conveyance is no doubt due to the rapid

explosions giving the semblance of a series of bumps
or vibrations. In reality the explosions of the engine

in no way affect tlif rider, and with spring forks, large

tyres, and large snddle, travelling, even at very high

speeds, is pleasuinhle—almost luxurious—on a good
road. It is not going too far to state that the motor

';ycle is far more comfortable than its push brother.

It is absurd to suppose that a motor cycle is th«

frequent cause of accidents. Reference to statistics

will prove that accidents caused hy motor cycles are

of very rare occurrence indeed, and infinitesimal when
compared with those caused by other vehicles. A
motor cycle is more amenable to control than anj

other road vehicle. Raising one lever and gentl)

applying the brakes will bring a machine travelling at

legal speed to a standstill in an incredibly shorl

distance, so that the risk of an accident in that direc-

tion is considerably minimised. Of course, a stupid

hen (and hens are stupid), a dog, or a nervous horse

may cause hasty dismount, but in ninety-nine cases out

of one hundred it will be found that the accident was
not caused by the motor cycle, but the other party ir

the case, and accidents of this nature are just as liablt

to occur to the pedal cyclist as to the motor cyclist

Motor Cycles Now Admittedly Reliable.
The once prevalent idea that a motor cycle is un

reliable is, fortunately, dying out. It was true o:

all motor-propelled vehicles years ago, but experienci

teaches, and the motor cycle of to-day is as perfect ;

piece of engineering as the world may hope to see fo

some rime. A rider may occasionally be seen dis

mounted with his machine on the stand, but it wil

generally be found to be due to some trifle which i

put right in a couple of minutes. The reliability

the motor cycle is becoming phenomenal, as th'

numerous long distance trials throughout the countr
will testify.

With regard to running expenses, practically ever

user of present day machines agrees that a moto
cycle is wonderfully economical in running cost. On
hundred miles for is. gd. or 2s. is regularly coverei

by riders of moderate powered machines.
Regarding the health point of view, there ar

hundreds of doctors who use motor cycles regularly

which speaks for itself. Many have given it as thei

opinion that, far from having any deleterious effect

motor cycling improves the system. The rapid

exhilararing motion refreshes and invigorates the whol
body. The prevailing delusions having now bee:

disposed of, it only remains to state some of th

advantages which motor cycling possesses over al

other forms of locomotion. To those living in towrii

it is an inestimable boon, as it enables them to reac

the open country and the pure fresh air in a minimur 1

of time with a maximum of ease. It enables all c,

us to go long distances, to penetrate into all comer
of our tight little island. It enables us to see a larg

amount of beautiful Britain which we would otherwis!

be unable to see. Rudyard Kipling has said, "The,
is the real joy of motoring, the exploration of thi

amazing England. It is a land full of stupefyin}

marvels and mysteries."

We are advised that the price of the Osborne fou

speed pulley has been considerably reduced. Th;

makers, Osborne Bros., are also introducing a ne'j

three-speed pulley and fre? engine, which will b

known as the Popular. Further particulars can b

obtained from Princess Works, Lincoln.

-.v:l
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"A DUST UP."
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YCLISTS.
OPEXIXG PETROL CANS.

SC39. The rim on the bottom of

another can is always available and
certain, though it is not good for the can.

PLIERS.

2:3.0. A good tool kit contains
three pairs of pliers—medium-sized gas,

small flat-nosed, and Taylor's patent
nutgrips.

POCKET TOOLS.

211, It is a sore temptation
always to carry a small paraffin can,

adjustable spanner, and screwdriver in

the pockets. In this way many good
coats are ruined by budding motor
cyclists. Many excellent little pocket
cases containing these and other handy
essentials of first quality, and in leather
cases, are on the market.

RESTARTING A MOTOR BICYCLE UP
BILL.

212. A weakly rider with a
single-geared machine and no clutch

should return to the bottom and make
a fresh start, or else find a side road
descending to enter the hill at an angle.

A strong rider should make the most
careful preparations, flooding carbu-
retter, injecting a little petrol into the
cylinders, and then give a good
push. One strong, masterful heave is

worth yards of weak, half-hearted push-
ing. Do not mount the instant the
engine fires, if the grade is steep, but
allow it a yard or so to pick up speed.

RIDING POSITION.

21S. The most comfortable and
safest riding position is afforded by
setting the saddle low down amidships,
fitting footrests in a natural position to

match, and bending over tlie ends of

the handle-bars at an angle, so that if

produced they would strike the ground
a few feet to the rear of the machine.
The so-called "racing" position ren-

ders one less master of the machine on
grease, looks ungraceful, and removes
necessary weight from the front wheel.

SIDECARS.
21-4. The rigid sidecar is the

cheapest pattern. Its disadvantages

are that it is not very comfortable to

drive at any speed over twenty-five

miles an hour, it is not readily detached,

and much care is required in- turning

corners with it until expert. Its

advantages are that it is perfectly

immune from sideslio.

The ilontgomery sidecar can be
attached or detached at any moment in

a couple of minutes, and is very pleasant

to drive at all speeds. The Castor

wheel sidecar is also very comfortable

to drive. The rigid sidecar alone of

these is entirely immune from sideslip,

but the other tw-> are perfectly steady

if an armoured tread is used on the

bicycle's rpar tyre.

It is folly to fit a sidecar to a
bicycle that is poorly braked. If the
sidecar wheel be braked, the steering

will be interfered with. The sidecar

ia preferably fitted to the left hand
side of the machine, as ladies dislike

being too close to approaching traffic.

{Continued from page 338.)

Fitting it on the right hand has, how-
ever, one great advantage—it is easier
to mount the bicycle from the left side
than the right.

A side lamp is essential, and a tail

lamp advisable.

SIDE-SLIP.

215. A sensible confident driver
wiU sideslip no more on two wheels
than on four.

A quadcar slips exactly like a car,

and if a driver is troubled by it, he
should use armoured tyres on the rear
wheels.

A tricar with a smooth roar tyre does
not sideslip, but waggles gently and
will sometimes fail to answer the helm
round a sharp corner when the road is

greasy. A tricar with an armoured
rear tyre is as steady as a rock.
A rigid sidecar does not sideslip.

A flexible or castor sidecar can skid
badly, but will not skid at all if pro-
vided with an armoured tread on the
rear tyre of the bicycle.

A trailer is dangerous on greasy roads.

By
Road Rider,

The silencer must be kept clear from
burnt oil, otherwise heavy back pres-

sure will be put upon the engine.

SPRINGS FOR PASSENGER
MACaiNES.

217. It is a great mistake to

order a fore or sidecar without specify-

ing the weight of the usual passenger.

The makers know what strength ot

spring is best suited to particular

loads.

TESTING PLATINUM.
21^. Platinum being a precious

metal, price considerations have caused
people to market contact fitments

equipped with rivets of other metals,

v/hich soon burn and pit, and lead to-

misfiring and loss of power. Any
jeweller will test a suspected contact,

or it may be tested at home by placing

a small filing of the suspected metal in

a test tube with a few drops of nitric

acid, and heating it over a Bunsen
burner, when true platinum will be
found to stand the heat, but imitations

will dissolve and dye .the acid green.

I

Some members of the motor section of the Brighton Cyclists' CluD assembled for the ran to

BiUingshurst. The hon. sec, Mr. F. C. Wiflen, is fourth from the left.

A motor bicjcle depends for safety

rather on the pluck and personality of

the driver than on the nature of the

machine and roads. Anyone can 'hold

ujj the modern belt driver if he makes
up his mind to it. Difficult machines
to handle over grease are those with
chain drive, . high frames, and high
gears. A non-skid band fitted with
either rubber or steel studs on the rear

tyre is less liable to sldd.

SILENCERS.

216. It is a great mistake to

have too good a silencer. A motor
bicycle catches the eye far less than a
car, and a silent motor bicycle is likely

to be concerned in accidents. If a
really good silencer is fitted, the horn
will have to be used ad itauscaiii.

A cut-out should be fitted for the
sake of climbing exceptional hills, but
should never be opened in the neigh-
bourhood of traffic or houses. If a very
quiet silencer is wanted for passenger
work, the Sharp silencers secured
.highest marks (over eighty per cent.)

in the only trial ever held for motor
cycle silencers.

TOOLS AND HOW TO CARRY TEEM.
21S. The best outfit for all <

motorists is a roll-up looped strip, with
j

pockets for oddments in the end. Th^
touring kit should include :

,

One 8in. wrench.
One small adjustable spanner.
Special open-ended wrenches for all

inaccessible nuts.

Trembler coil or magneto spanner, if

either is used.

Small pair of flat-nosed pliers.

Short, strong screwdriver.
Valve spring remover.
Halt-round file with cover.

Contact file and case.

Tyre repair kit. Inflator. Oilcan.
Paraffin or petrol can.
Copper wire, thick and thin.

Sparking plug, valve cap, and com-
pression tap washers.
Two spare valves complete.
Three spare plugs complete.
Belt punch or drill.

Two spare belt fasteners.
Fine wire for clearing carburetter jet.

Sundry nuts and bolts.

One or two spare nipples for Bowdea
wires if used.
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TOURING MACHINES : THE WEIGHT QUESTION.
rHERE has appeared recently in the columns of

The Motor Cycle a good deal of discussion as

to the various merits of the lightweight motor
bicycle which may possibly lead some to think

lat the day of heavy twins and singles, except from
purely sporting point of view, is beginning to decline.

Advocates of lightweight motor bicycles contend,

nd rightly too, that a low powered, light machine is

andier, cheaper to run, will travel quite fast enough
)r most riders' requirements, and will climb most hills

ith light pedal assistance, and they ask, " What more
you want ?

"

Weight and Comfort.
Leaving out the question of speed, my answer to this,

nd I think most old motor cyclists will agree, is that

le light^veight as a touring motor cycle lacks ihe

jmfort of the heavier machine. After a good trial

a one of the latest lightweights (a miniature twin-

j'linder) I am bound to confess that ease of control

nd smooth running of the engine leave little to be
esired, and its hill-climbing powers were marvellous

;

lit the road vibration, especially over rough patches,

as particularly noticeable when compared with my
ivn heavier mount. No doubt building a machine
ith a longer frame, longer handle-bars, and fixing a

ig saddle, footboards, and larger tyres would over-

jme this to a great extent, but it would then be sacri-

cing its claim to be called a lightweight, and it is

ist these things that help to absorb vibration and go
1 make the heavier machine more comfortable.

My oyvn mount is fitted with very comfortable foot-

boards, big saddle, long wheelbase, and very long

handle-bars, and I have never felt the slightest fatigue

after being in the saddle all day ; but I venture to say

I should not feel as fresh after riding a lightweight for

the same time. I found there was no comparison with

the light machine when riding over the same roads on
my own heavy twin. I therefore cannot agree with

Mr. Hooydonk's remarks in his letter [3196] that "a
lightweight machine is to-day more comfortable than a

powerful twin."

Ease of Control.
With regard to the ease of control, which is another

point the lightweight champions emphasise, I have
never found the slightest difficulty in controlling my
machine in traffic, one reason perhaps being that I

employ a lower gear than is generally thought indis-

pensable on a twin, and can run at six miles an hour
with both cylinders firing ; this with magneto ignition.

One particular point I consider to be dead against

the popularity of the lightweight is the round belt trans-

mission and jockey pulley, but as this will be improved
upon I will say nothing further with regard to it.

The lightweight has undoubtedly many advantages,

and, as pointed out in your columns recently, will do
excellent work in bringing fresh recruits to the

pastime ; but for those who have had some experience

of motor cycling I think it will be a very lang time

before the lightweight supersedes the heavier twins and
singles as all-round touring machines. C. E. T.

->-•••—

^

ANOTHER VARIABLE SPEED PULLEY.
'HE number of variable speed pulleys now on the

market is becoming quite remarkable. An
ingenious device of this type has lately been

introduced by Messrs. Defiance Motors, Ltd.,

Clerkenwell Road, E.C. The
chief advantage of

5, Laystall Street,

this gear is that it

can be changed with

ease, is easily ap-

plied, and simply

constructed. Refer-

ring to the line illus-

\ rWo^^o^ "^a '̂

'

1 tration in section, it

"^ \rT^^^^\ P will be seen that the

main boss B is bored

to fit the pulley shaft

of any engine. The
fixed flange A is

screwed up against

a shoulder and held

in place by a grub

screw N. The
movable flange C is

bored to slide later-

ally on the main
OSS, but is prevented from turning by the feather D

;

is also threaded externally, and a bevel wheel E is

ireaded internally to screw into it. This bevel wheel

' mounted on the main boss in such a manner that it

in rotate thereon, but cannot move laterally, and a

Kond bevel G is similarly mounted. The bevel pinions

Part sectional drawing of the Defiance
variable speed and free engine pulley.

F are mounted on studs L,- which are carried by the

disc P. This disc is fastened to the main boss, and
the pinions are. free to rotate on the studs, and are

always in mesh with both bevel wheels. Two pedal
brakes are provided for applying to the outer surface
of the bevel wheels. When one pedal brake is pressed

the rotation of one of the bevels is arrested, with the

result that the pulley expands. If pressure is taken off

the pedal the flange remains where it is. If pressure

is put on the other pedal and the rotation of the other

bevel is arrested, the flange contracts. When the low
gear is being applied the belt tension is kept up by
means of a jockey pulley. When the flange C is fully

expanded the ring J which runs on ball bearings is

exposed, and on it the belt runs.

The Defiance Variable Pulley, showing jockey pulley and two pedal brakes.
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Tricars for Industrial Purposes.

MAY 20ih, jpoS.

INCLUDED in the French Industrial Vehicle Trials

which are now being held (full particulars of

which are published in the current issue of Motor
Traction) are two of the well-known Mototri-

Contal machines. Our illustration shows one of these

tricars with its French driver at the wheel. Both

the radiators projecting; one at each side. Boti

machines are fitted with Ducasble solid tyres. Th
daily average journey which these vehicles are accom

plishing in the trials is about eighty-eight miles. Th
competition closes on the 31st inst.

->—•••—«- I

a Mototri-Contal in the FreTich Industrial Vehicle Trials.

machines are fitted with single-cylinder engines, chain
transmission, and channel steel frames. The box in

front is constructed to carry a weight of ri2 lbs., the
water tank being situated at the rear of this box with

The B. F. Goodrich Co., 7, Snow Hill, E.G., th

makers of the Goodrich rubber studded tyre, regre

there has been delay in delivering tyres and retreadini

covers. They are now in a position to deliver ani

execute orders for retreading any cover promptly.

The Service Company, Ltd., of 292, High Holborn

who are agents for the Rex motor cycles, inform u:

that these machines are selling very freely in the Londoi

district, the lightweight in particular being very mucl

in demand. Large numbers of this make of mote

cycle were sold just before the Easter holidays, an(

the reports received from their owners are most satis

factory

We have received a sample of tyre filling compoum
from J. E. Savage, iig, Donegall Street, Belfast. Th
compound is of a jelly-like substance. To fill the ai

tube the composition is merely heated, when it become
liquid, and can be pumped into the air tube with an

two-way pump. For motor cycles it does not requir

to be pumped to too great a pressure, as this destroy

the resiliency of the tyre. It is claimed that anyon
can fill his own air tubes, arid once filled the tyre i

ready for riding in twenty-four hours. To fill a mote
cycle tyre 2 in. in diameter. 4 lbs. of the compositio

are required.

• ••^-«-

Twomilesaminute,
Seehowwefly

!

Swiftasameteor

Streakingthesky.

Whatisthatblur ?

Onlythetrees.

Lookatthemwave,
Mywhatabreeze

!

Ahonkandarush,
Aflashandasmell

—

Whatdidwehit ?

Didsomebodyyell ?

Ajarandascream

—

Itlookedlikeahorse.

Notellingnow,

Keeptothecourse.

Leonard H. Robins in "Jersey Jingles.

Weighing one ol the competitors in the M.C.C. Members' Hill-elimWng
competition at Sharpenhoe on the 2nd inst.

A group oJ competitors at the foot ot the hill. The two riders in the foreground
are W. A. Sale (SJ h.p. Rex) and Percy H. Trotman (3i h.p. Triumph).
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Being the opinions of medical men who are actual users of motor bicycles or tricars.

{Continued from page 379.)

. E. St. L. Finney, J.P.

I use an 8 h.p. De Dion tonneau car

>r my medical work. I have also got

Minerva motor bicycle. I consider
lotor cycling a most healthy pastime.
do not use a motor cycle for profes-

^onal work at any time, as I consider

le motor car is better suited for town
'ork.

. C. Lapage, M.D.

(1.) Since I used a motor cycle I

ave been free from muscular rheuma-
ism, and I attribute this to the vibra-

ion, which has a somewhat similar

Sect to that of massage. (2.) I have
veraged 3,000 miles per annum in

isiting patients, and also in tours for

ileasure. (3.) The cost of motor cycling

3 very much cheaper than that of

leeping horses or of running a car. I

stimate it at one-third. Though I

low have a car I us© the cycle in pre-

erence in fine weather. (4.) A light-

feight motor cycle with magneto and
/-belt and variable gear if the country

le hilly.

LB., B.C.

The alleged evil results to health

tom motor cycling are mysterious

;ervous diseases from vibration affect-

ng the spinal cord and dilatation of

he heart from severe muscular exertion

n. starting or helping up stiff gradients.

I'he first must be very rare, and, like

-he second, must be due to the unskii-

'nl use of an unsuitable machine. A
notor cycle in good order, geared ,to

iuit the district, ridden intelligently,

,vill improve the health of the rider.

Racing or scorching on the average
;oimtry road is prejudicial to the health

by necessitating incessant watch for

possible dangers and causing exhaustion
instead of gentle exhilaration

!. A. Jobnston.

While considering motor cycling a

very healthy pastime, it is not as such
that it appeals to me, but as a pleasant,
speedy, and reliable means of doing
my daily rounds in outlying country
districts, for which I use it irrespec-
tive of weather. Especially in urgent
ind night cases is the convenience of
the motor cycle noticeable. A good 37^

!i.p. with magneto ignition is my idea
3f a suitable machine for a medical
man. With intelligent care it is

ilways ready for immediate use, while
its upkeep will not be one-third that
3f even one horse and trap with which
one could not do anything like the same
amount of country work.

E. B. Thamsen (Denmark).

Having used a motor cycle since
spring, 1903, I may say at once that I

have always found it a really healthy
and exhilarating pastime in v/inter as
in summer. A motor cycle is invalu-
able for a doctor on busy days and in

urgent cases, and it is by far cheaper
than any other method of locomotion,
push-cycle excepted. As to the most
suitable type of motor cycle for doctors'

use, -I may say at once that owing to

Danish legislation, and to the roads in

this region of the kingdom, I do not
think a tricar would be practical, and
I am_ really satisfied with my present
nr.ount, a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder N.S.U.
with magneto, spring fork, two-speed
gear, etc., which for fully three years
has done its work almost every day in

the year, and proved it?elf to be an ex-

tremely reliable and efficient machine
(two-speed gear since 1905).

C. H. S. Vinter, M.B.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P. Lond.
B.A. Cantab.

My present mount is a 1906 3^ h.p.

Quadrant fitted with 1908 Roc clutch
and two-speed gear, and Brown and
Barlow carburetter with handle-bar
control. I use machine to assist in my
practice, particularly for night work,
also on holiday. Last summer I took a

friend in my trailer through Brittany,
but found the nece?=;itv for a two-speed

Dr. C. H. b. \"inter.

gear. Consider it most valuable from
a health point of view. With really
effective spring forks (such as Quad-
rant), footrests, and a Brooks BlOO
saddle, there is no tired feeling after a
long run. Other essentials to my mind
are 2iin. tyres and separate stand and
luggage carrier.

J. EUis Crisp, M.R.C.S.gEng.,gL.S.A.^I.ond

(1.) Cures dyspepsia and defers old

age. Think it would be better for the
health and brains of every man not an
invalid or an imbecile to get a motor
cycle if he can afford it. (2.) Provided
good roads and good weather, not to be
expressed in words. (3.) As cheap,
comparatively speaking, as a club
m.an's payment for medical attendance.

(4.) Depends on locality. Personally,
I prefer 3^ h.p. Have dropped £15 on
a two-speed gear. Waiting till I see

a satisfactory one on a friend's machine,
when may invest again.

B. Pope Bartleet, M.R.C.S.

(1.) For five and a half years I have
done all my work on a motor cycle, rid-

ing day and night, all weathers (aver-

age about 120 miles a week), and have
enjoyed excellent health. I should,
however, advise warm clothing, especi-

ally for night work. (2.) With a
reasonable amount of attention a motor
cycle is convenient, speedy, and reli-

able, and always ready at a moment's
notice. (3.) I used two horses for fif-

teen years, and I consider the upkeep
of two motor cycles about equal to that
of one horse. (4.) Single-cylinder 3
h.p., light and strong, and an easy
starter. Palmer covers, and protection
from rain and mud where possible. I

have used four different machines, but
the 1903 Rex, which is still going well,

I consider the most reliable.

D. J. S. (Ireland).

I consider motor cycling to be a
very healthy and exhilarating exercise.

Until one gets accustomed to it, and
e.xpert in the management of the
machine, the strain resulting from hav-
ing to be constantly alert and wide-
awake is tiring, and may be harmful.
I have been using motor bicycles in my
professional work for the past six years,
and I would not be without one^—until
I can afford a good car—as apart-
from the pleasure it gives, it saves a
lot of time in a long-extentling country
practice, and the expense, beyond the
initial cost of the machine, is trifling,

and bar Shanks's mare and push
bicycle, much cheaper than any other
form of locomotion. The motor bicycle
is, however, essentially a fine weather
and daylight machine. My ideal motor
bicycle is a 3^ h.p. single-cylindei
machine, with low and well-sprung
frame, magneto ignition, two-speed gear
or adjustable pulley, and rubber and
canvas belt.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.

MAY 20th, igo8.

By "IXION."

Rubber Belts.

1 want to know if any rider has ever suffered from a

mischance that befell me a week or two ago. I was out

with a brand-new rubber belt, on new pulleys of correct

angle, and a heavy storm came on. As soon as the belt

got wet, I had a free epgine as soon as I struck a hill.

No matter how I mopped the belt and the pulleys, the

belt slipped on the engine pulley as badly as if it held

a free-wheel both ways concealed in its inside. I do
not often ride with rubber belts, but this has never

befallen me before, and I shall be glad to learn from a

rider of greater experience with them how such an
awkward mischance is to be dealt with, and what is

the explanation of it.

Fasteners for the same.
Many riders have told me their one complaint

against rubber belts is that when the days of shortening

come the fixing of the fastener is more difficult than
the same job applied to a leather belt, and the difficulty

of this is almost as disagreeable as the dirtiness of the

same operation with leather. These riders will no
doubt be pleased to hear that Mt. Lycett has brought
out a new rubber belt fitted with his patented eye-

leted system of hook fasteners, which have been found
such a boon on the leather variety. Mr. Lycett's belt

contains other features of interest. The fabric core is

of the very identical " airless cord " of which the

famous Palmer cord tyres are made, a layer of rubber
intervening between the layers of cord to prevent

chafing by friction. In addition, the belt is grooved

on both top and bottom, and may therefore attain a

higher degree of flexibility than standard patterns. I

say " may " advisedly, because stiff as rubber belts

appear to be when bought out of stock, they soon lose

their rigidity in actual work upon the road. (Lest

there should seem to be a connection between this

paragraph and the last, relating to slip of a wet rubber

belt, I may add the belt which held me up was not a

Lycett.)

A Suggestion in Quadcars.
I think we are all a little disappointed at the very

limited vogue of the several patterns of light four-

wheeled motor cycles that have been brought out, and
I am convinced that the specification of these vehicles

and the high price a good specification necessitates

have been militating against them. Let some maker
produce a strong, simple chassis with few refine-

ments, keep the price as low as he can, and see what
sort of a demand rewards him. We have to remember
that in parts of America where the roads permit,

vehicles of this sort have a great vogue, and that

amongst persons not originally very promising as

motor buyers. A host of refinements—governors,

magnetos, gauges, and so forth—wreck the prospects of

such a machine before it is marketed at all. How-
ever charming they may make it to handle, they lift its

price to within ^lo of that charged for a regular car,

and the purchaser springs another tenner arid gets his

side by side bucket seats, and so on. The sort of

vehicle I mean would be destitute of fal-lals of any
sort, and consist of two axles, a "deck " or "buck-
board " platform carrying a seat which depended for

its comfort more on accuracy of dimensioning tha

luxury of upholstering, a good simple engine, cai

buretter and ignition, simple brakes, simple two-spee

gear, simple transmission, and so forth. Such

quadricycle should be produced in quantities for aboi

^70, and would have a great sale if its merii

were once proved.' It is no use throwing anythin

on a crowded market, and then leaving two or thre

private customers to advertise it. There is at presei

a huge class of motorists desiring passenger machine:

and unwilling to expend more than ^£75 on a moun
Some of them buy second-hand tricars, some bt

second-hand single cylinder voiturettes, and some (

them abstain. This class is likely to exist pe

manently, and the light up-to-date car of standai

design Avill never fall in price sufficiently to suit then

They are not catered for at the moment, and they a

waiting with their purses in their hands.

Tlie HilUclimb of the Year.
Nothing in my motor cycling memories has given n

more joy than to learn that the A.C.U., in conjunctic

with the Newcastle and District Motor Cycle Club,

promoting an open hill-climb at Sutton Bank on M;

^oth. It will be the function of the vear witho

The latest pattern Jaok-no-Skid as supplied by Horner and Co., Store SI.

Tottenham Court Road. It will be noticed that this is a very much neate

t2[article than any previous pattern.

doubt, and the proviso that the winner in each cla

will be the machine " that travels farthest up the hill

is a wise one, though the results will be decepti

unless the ratio of gear is stated on the entry form ai

checked before the start, as few machines will be fitt'

with the manufacturers' standard gear. One adya

tage of the hill is that from the foot the heads of t

riders are visible above a low turf parapet as they si

mount the concluding pitch, and a very fair notion
^

comparative pace can be obtained thence. I a

sorry to see that the maximum weight of twins wi!

76 mm. bore is set at 200 lbs. One or two winnii

machines of last year especially suited to this hill a

debarred by this proviso.
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A selection of questions jOf 'general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to^the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street. E.C., and, whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stampsl addressed envelope for reply.

Leakage at Inlet Valve Dome.

I am troubled by a leakage

^ through seating of inlet valve

> of my N.S.U. machine, not
-i-i through valve which is quite

tight, but through seating of

valve casting in cylinder head.

Kindly say how I can cure it.

—

SN 161.

''ou might try fitting a new copper and
sbestos washer, as soft as possible, and
' this does not cure the leakage, have
asting examined ; it may be distort.ed

y heat, or there may be a piece chipped
ut of the casting, so preventing a
roper joint.

Registering New Machine and Suggested Tour.

(1.) Is it correct that I may
—I register my tricar at any
> council office, therefore by
-I-l applying to an out of the way

place I should get a small dis-

tinguishing number? If so, would
you kindly suggest a place where
there are very few motors? (2.) 1

intend going for a seven days' tour

in June, and should be pleased if you
would suggest oie. I am quite an
inexperienced driver at present, so

should like an easy unfrequented
route.—H.S., Oatford.

L) Yes, yoa may register a new motor
t any County Council offices. You
light try County Sligo, Ireland

;

lounty Roscommon, Ireland ; or the

hetland Islands. (2.) If you care to

lap out a tour roughly we will tell you
I it will be suitable if you give us par-

iculars as to the horse-power of your
lachine, and how far you care to ride

aily.

Route tolDevonshire and Stoppage of Petrol

Supply.

(1.) Kindly inform me the

best route to Exeter, and on
to Kingsbridge, in Devonshire?
(2.) Also please say cause of

1906 3 h.p. N.S.U. machine,
which previously ran well with fixed

air half open and throttle tube aii

regulator half open, suddenly refus-

ing to go unless fixed air is entirely

shut and adiustable air almost shut?
—F.A.R., Brixton,

t.) Your best route would 1d6 Basing-
toke, Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Honi-
on, Exeter, Chudleigh, Newton
Ibbot, Totnes, and Kingsbridge. (2.)

Phe trouble is probably due to a stop-

)age in the carburetter impeding the
low of petreil.

Restoring "Life" to an Engine.

Can you tell me how to

^1 remedy the following faults in

> my 4 h.p. magneto Antoine,
-2-1 Fit-all two-speed gear : Knock-

ing while picking up speed.

Does not respond to throttle up-hill.

Racing on low gear with full gas, and
stopping on low gear with half gas.

Unable to do more than twenty-five

miles per hour on level (4^ to 1 gear).

Although I can start at a walking
pace, and the engine fires regularly,

it is not responsive to levers till well

under way. Would raising the level

of petrol in jet cure above faults?

If so, how .shall I set about doing

it?—J.F.M., Birkenhead.
From the symptoms described in your
letter, the engine may be suffering from

Mr. B.'H.'Davies, on arrival at a friend's house

after a " breakfast " run of 75 miles, covered by

8 a.m., witbout a stop. The machine is a SJ
h.p. Triumph.

two faults. Firstly, it may be very

foul inside, and requires to be cleaned

of all carbon deposit. Secondly, the

carbiu-etter may not be receiving

sufficient air at high speeds, and not

enough petrol at low speeds. Raising

the level of the petrol might cure the

trouble. This is done by slightly

lowering the weight on the needle

valve. If you are unable to effect an
improvement fit a new fibre ring.

Adjustment of Contact Breaker.

Please tell me how I can
cure misfirmg on my 3^ h.p.

Res motor bicycle? The com-
pression is excellent and valve
springs good, the mixture cor-

rect, and the accumulators charged.
After starting and getting up a speed
of about 15 m.p.h. the missing com-
mences, but disappears on resuming
a slower rate. There is plenty of

petrol and oil,—S.H., Herefordshire.
It is almost certain that a half turn
of the platinum screw on the contact
breaker to the right will cure the mis.

firing on your machine at higher speeds
than 15 m.p.h. Other causes of irregu-

lar running are, wires chafed through
the insulation, platinum points pitted,

cracked porcelain of plug, and incorrect

carburetter adjustment.

A Novice's Difficulty in Starting.

I find a difficulty in starting

^Tj my new magneto Motosacoche

> when on the road. I obtained
-J-J it recently, and have had it

going a few times on the stand,

but it refuses to start on the road.

I have worked it in exactly the same
way on the road as I worked on the

stand, and commence as follows :

Turn on petrol, flood the carburetter,

inject a little paraffin into the com-
pression cock, close the latter and

lift the exhaust, pull the throttle

wide open and then commence to

pedal. When nicely going I drop

the exhaust and fully advance the

spark, and if on the stand it starts.

On the road I've tried going down a

slight incline at a fair speed with

spark fully advanced. Would you

advise injecting a small quantity of

petrol into the cylinder?—H.B.

The best position of the spark lever of

a magneto has considerable influence on

the ease of starting ; the usual position

of this is just short of full advance,

also care must be taken that the spark-

ing plug points have a gap not greater

than l-64in. Yes, you might try a

little petrol injected into cylinder and
see if this makes any improvement.
Also be careful to see that the air is.

closed before starting, and then open
the lever when under way. You do not

state if the engine refuses to fire while

turning, or if the compression of the

engine causes the belt to slip over the
pulley. If the latter is the case, you
must adjust the belt tighter.
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READERS' REPLIES.
Magneto Refuses to Spark.

Having iiai similar trouble to that

describea by " Piev. H.N." in The
Motor Cyril- for Jiay 6tli, page 369, 1

would like to recommend tlie fitting of

Albo Luthi sparising plugs, careful

cleaning and adjustiug of the contact
breaker so that the points open fully

l-16in.. opening and closing like the
tapping of a small hammer, and, most
important of all, tightening the actuating
rod of tlie Roc clutch. The clutch

pedal must be operated very geiitly,

i.e.. the machine should begin to move
when operating lever is lialf depressed.

and get under way before pushing
pedal home. Make sure that magneto
is properly timed. The cog on engine
might have slightly altered its posi-

tion with a jar or knock by accident.

We had quite a circus with our 19fl7

5^ h.p. Rex de Luxe until the details

mentioned were attended to. Now it

is one of the finest macliines on the

road.—H.\D Some.

Valve Cap Joints.

With respect to the letter of

"W.S.S." (page Z69 of The Motor
Cycle), who has difBculty in getting his

valvo caps gas-tight, hs will find that

this is due to the flansres ot the caps

MAY 20th, igo8.

not being wide enough. This has been

remedied on the later models, and caps

with wider flanges can be procured

fiom the Minerva Co.
—

^T. W.
WOBRAIL.

IMPORTANT.
Our readers are reminded that all

letters requiring an answer must be
accompanied by a stamped and ad-

dressed envelope. These queries arc

never published unless they contain

matter which is of general interest.

No exceptions are made to the above
rule except in the case of some foreign

Old colonial correspondents, who cannot
obtain international reply coupons.

A meet of the growing Hull and East Hiding Auto Cycle Club. We commend the photographer on the novel method of taking the picture.

>—••«»—

^

THE TOUR DE FRANCE.
MOTOR CYCLE AND VOITURETTE RELIABILITY TRIALS.

{From our Paris C rrrespondcnt
.)

ON Monday morning, May nth, the Tour de

France organised by the Auto Cycle Club de

France for motor cycles and voiturettes com-
menced under ideal weather conditions.

Although the hour of starting (7 a.m.) was early, the

majority of the competitors and a host of friends \vere

well on the scene some time beforehand, but this was
probably due to the glorious morning and the hopes

of a splendid run by the entrants.

Th« Weighing In.

Saturday morning, May 9th, witnessed the weighing-

in of the machines and the official sealing and stamp-

ing of the various parts at the Levallois works of

Messrs. Bayard-Clement, and it was interesting to note

the irregularity of the arrival of the competitors as

compared with similar affairs in England. It struck

me that French motor cyclists are de\-oid of that

comradeship and fraternal feeling which exists in

English motor cycle circles. The competitors dribbled

along in ones and twos, had their machines stamped
and sealed, and went off again, as if the whole pro-

reeding was an everyday occurrence. Frenchmen are

always loth to give information, especially to pressmen,

as they have a dread that they should be railed upon

to pay for it, and this year's Tour de France was no
exception to the rule.

The machines on the whole were all of serviceable

build, mostly Avith low frames and medium length

handle-bars. All except the two Werners (Nos. n
and 13) were fitted with Longuemare carburetters, the

V\'erners having their own make of carburetter attached.

The machines were divided into two classes, Class I.

being for motor cycles with engines having a quarter

litre capacity (or 250 cubic centimetres), and Class

IL for motor cycles having a cylinder capacity of 210

cubic centimetres. Tricars came under Class III.,

and these machines had a maximum cylinder capacih"

of half a litre (500 cubic centimetres).

The parts that were stamped were the cylinder, the

crank case, the cylinder head, the carburetter, the

forks, and hubs, and to have changed any of these parts-

during the tour would have entailed disqualification.

The Entries.

The following motor bicycles and tricars were on the

9th inst. officially entered as starters

:

Class I.—No. I (Quentin), No. 3 (Lurquin-Coudert),
'

No. 4 (Peugeot), No. 6 (Lurquin-Coudert), and No. 7

(Peugeot).

Class II.—No. 10 (Alcyon), No. it (Werner), No.

12 (Griffon), and No. 13 (Werner).

Class III. (tricarsV—^No. t6 (Du Furan), -No. 17

(Souriau), Nn. ig (Berujeaii'), and No. ?o (Du
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The Tour de France.—

Furan. All these machines made their appearance

on Monday morning in full travelling order.

Promptly on the stroke of seven on Monday morning

the motor cycles were despatched in pairs as follows :

Quentin (No. i) and Lurquin-Coudert (No. 3). They
were followed one minute later by Peugeot (No. 4) and
Lurquin-Condert (No. 6). The Peugeot (No. 7) went

off at two minutes past seven. The four machines in

Class II. were also sent away in quick succession,

Alcvon (No. 10) and Werner (No. 11) starting with the

Dijon to Clermont-Ferrand (about 175 miles) the

second day ; on Wednesday speed tests were carried out

on a course just outside Clermont-Ferrand; Thursday
witnessed the journey from Clermont to Limoges—120

miles; Friday from Limoges to Bordeaux—^135 miles;

Saturday from Bordeaux to Tours—202 miles ; and on

Sunday from Tours to Paris—^140 miles. The minimum
average speed arranged was 15^ miles an hour. For
every thirty seconds a machine arrived late each day
a penalty of one point was inflicted, and, of course,

as befor* stated, if it was found necessary to change

T ThreeJof the motor.|cycle .competitors in lhejTour..de^France. Pons (Peugeot) on the left, and the^two Lurquin-Coudert riders.

Peugeot (No. 7). The Griffon (No. 12) and the Werner
(No. 13) were despatched at three minutes past seven.

The tricars in Class III. were the next to leave, the

Du Furan (No. 16) taking the lead at 7.4, Du Furan
(No. 18) at 7.6, Berujeau (No. 19) at 7.7, and the

t)u Furan (No. 20) at 7.8.

The Itinerary and Penalties.

The trials finished at Paris on Sunday last, the whole
journey having been some 930 miles. From Paris to

Dijon (about 200 miles) was the first day's run

;

any of the parts stamped, the machines were fully

penalised. One of the Werner riders collided with a

horse on the first day. and his machine was damaged so

badly that he had to retire. Fortunately, he was not

badly hurt. One of the Lurquin-Coudert riders was
also the victim of an accident on Tuesday, he having
been run into by a dog and upset. I'he other Werner
rider accomplished a speed of twenty-five miles an hour
average from Paris to Dijon with an engine of 210 c,.c..

less than a quarter litre capacity. The complete results

will be given in due course.

The Tour^de France. Start of tlie tricars and voiturettes from the Porte Doric, Paris, on Monday, May llth.
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The Nnmioi'oIJQoorles.

One single morning last week our

post bag contained no less than forty-

four queries from readers.

Noting the Nnmben.

We noticed the A. A. scouts on the

Tonbridge and Maidstone roads enter-

ing the number of every car and motor

cycle that passed last week. This

proved so effectual in checking speed

that all the traps were withdrawn on

these roads. Bravo 1 A. A.

New Police Traps.

A trap is in operation in Parkside,

Wimbledon Common. It starts at the

Wimbledon end of Parkside and
extends for 220 yards towards
Putney. Also a trap is being

worked in Wimbledon Broad-

way, and in Morden Road, South
Wimbledon.

Two Trials on Sotton Bank.

The competition arranged by
the A.C.U. for the 3Clth inst. is

not the only hill-climb to be held

on Sutton Bank this year, for, as

we announced some weeks ago,

the Leeds M.C.C. will hold a

competition on the same hill for

the Grange Trophy on June
23th.

Ware ObesUre.

Nearly forty policemen are
being added to the force of the
Cheshire County Constabulary.
It is stated that the increase is

due to the complaints respecting
inconsiderate driving of motor
vehicles.

A.C.n. Associated to tbe R.A.C.

Mr. Robert Todd reported to
the R.A.C. General Committee
at Nottingham, on the 9th inst.,

that the Auto Cycle Union had
now arranged the terms of its sever-
ance from the Motor Union, and the
A.C.U. and its affiliated clubs would
now become associated under the
R.A.C. scheme.

Congress ot German Motor Cyclists.

The Grand Duke of Hesse has
accepted the protectorate over the
German Motor Cycling Congress to be
held on the banks of the Rhine during
the forthcoming Whitsuntide.

American Air-cooled Car for Brooklands.

A 50 h.p. Frayer-Miller car, owned
by Mr. Jack Darwen, of Bromley, will
be the first car with air-cooled engine
to appear at Brooklands. The cylin-
ders are provided with a covering
through which a draught is projected
by means of a fan driven from the
crankshaft. The chief feature is the
horizontal fitting of the valves.

Birmingham ts CtTMtrr Road.

£15,000 is to be spent on the Bir-

mingham to Coventry Road in widen-
ing it and improving the surface and
foundation.

An Acknowledgment.

We have been asked to state that
the drawing on page 347 of the Spring
Number, entitled "All Out," was
worked up from a photograph of Mr.
B- Richardson Billings's motor bicycle

and sidecar, which was published in

The. Motor Cycle of November 20th
last, page 929, the registered number
of which is 520835.

IBEDCai BCDCaiBEDDXIB
FUTURE EVENTS.

May 30—Auto Cycle Union Open Hill-climb on Sutton
Bank, Yorkshire.

„ 30
—"Sport and Play" Motor Cycle Races, Aston

Villa Grounds, Birmingham.
June 5-8—M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN and

return for Schulte Cup Competition, and
Special Cup for Motor Bicyelists.

6-8—Brooklands A.R.C. Whitsun Meeting.

,, 20—Entries close for M.C.C. Team Competition at

J.JI^l-'Daventry.

„ Z7—M.C.C. INTER-TEAM TRIALS for " The Motor
Cycle" Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup.
Prospective competitors : Motor Cycling
Club, Coventry M.C., Great Yarmouth
M.C.C. Birmingham M,C.C., Lincoln^ire
M.C.C, and Liverpool MX.

„ A.CU. 24 Hours* Ride.

July 4—Essex M.C Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.

„ 4—Brooklands A.R.C Meeting.

„ 6-7—A.C.F. Grand Prix Racet for Cars.

„ 13-1S—A.CU. LAND'S END TO JOHN-0'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS* RELIABILITY TRIAL.

t. 14-15—M.CU.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 [Miles
Reliability Contest.

„ 25—Motor Cycling Club's Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 3-4.—M.C.C. Run from London to Land's End and
back for Charles Jarrott Cup.

,, 8—Essex M.C Open Race Meeting at the Stadium,
Shepherd's Bush, W.

IIi^Dai^cmcDDSi I V
The trblquitousJMotor Cycle.

At a recent inquest at Leadenham,
Lincolnshire, the coroner. Dr. C. H.
D. Robbs, rode to the inn on his twin-
cylinder N.S.U. motor bicycle. Not
only so, but a solicitor, Mr. C. Nelson,
and one of the witnesses, Mr. F.

Norton, also journeyed to Leadenham
on motor cycles.

New Clubs for the M.C.C. Team Trials.

Two more clubs intend sending teams
to compete for The. Motor Oyde fifty-

guineas challenge cup, viz., the Lin-
colnshire M.C.C. and the Liverpool
M.C. The Lincolnshire club may be
represented by more than one team of

six riders. Other clubs that have not
decided whether to take part in this
interesting competition should re-

member that if the Coventry M.C. win
again this year the cup will become its

absolute property.

Motor Cyclists In Warlare.

As in 1907, members of the Germa
Motor Cycling Association will partic
pate in this year's Imperial mancBuvre|
the scene of which is Alsace ; but ii

stead of twenty riders, the number <

participants in 1907, the War Offii

calls for 100. This increased demar
for motor cycling volunteers is signil

cant of the high opinion formed 1:

German military men of the practic
value of such machines for purposes
war.

M.U. Wliitsuntide Tour.

The Motor Union is organising a pe
sonally conducted tour to tJ

Valley of the Loire at Whitsu
tide. Agents of the M.U. w
make every arrangement for t

B
convenience of the tourists, ai

an expert courier will accompa'
the party during the entire toi
It is estimated that the total e

penses per head for the fourte

__ days will reach £21 6s. 8d., t

S
elusive of the running costs
the vehicles, whether car or mot
cycle. The charge for joini

Sthe tour is £1 Is. per head, a
members who intend taking a

vantage of the arrangemer

B

should communicate with t

secretary, W. Rees Jeffreys,
Albemarle Street, W.

The'.A.C.U.'Snlton Bank Climb.

There should be no dearth

S

competitors in the A.C.U. op
hill-climb at Sutton Bank. Co.
petitions promoted by the Ne

8
castle, Leeds, Bradford, Sheffie
Hull, Hartlepools, Middl.
brough, Scarborough, Sim'di

land, and York County Mot
Cycle Clubs are always well si

ported, and the members shot
welcome the opportunity of competi
with the Southern and Midland «

perts. We would remind those w
intend riding in any of the nine clasf

on the programme that entries must
received by the A.C.U. secretary
Saturday next.

Track Race in Hanover.

On Sunday next, the 24th inst., t

Hanover i\totor Club will hold a ser

of motor cycle races on the Hano^
track (Sport Platz). The track is

modern cement one of 500 metres c

en it. Event 1 is a ten kilometre r;

for light motor bicycles under 10011

Event 2 is a ten kilometre race for toi

ing motor bicycles. Event 3 is a r;

over one kilometre, and the organisi
offer in addition to two cups, a spec
prize of £5 to any rider who beats t,

track record for the flying kilometj
which stands at 37|s. f

i
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A LancasUre Police Trap.

The Kamford County Police are
working a trap on the main Southport
Eoad, just outside St. Helens, over a
440 yards downhill part of the road.

Success ol a Lightweight.

The Lyons Limonnet Hill-climb re-

sulted in a win for Pelissier on a Moto-
sacoche in 4m. 59s. Briasaud was
second on a similar machine, while
Barber, who also rode a Motosacoche,
occupied fourth place. The course
measured three miles in length, and the
gradient is seven per cent. *o nine per
cent.

The Annual Mont Cenis HiU-climb.

Our Italian contemporary, La
Stampa Sportiva, is again to the fore
with a silver challenge cup for this

motor cyclist making fastest time over
the 1 in 10 gradient between Susa and
Moncenisio, which measures about four-

teen miles. Every rider finishing in-

side limit time of one hour receives a
silver medal. The competition is

fixed for the 14th prox.

The Cycle and Motor Trades' Benevolent Fund.

All provident members of the cycle

and motor industries should enquire of

the advantages of membership to the

Cycle and Motor Trades' Benevolent
Fund. The general hon. sec. and
treasurer is Sir. A. J. Wilson, 154,

Clerkenwel! Eoad, E.C., and forms of

application for membership can be
obtained from him.

A.C.U. Open Hill-climb at Sutton Bank.

Sutton Bank, the venue of tlie

A.C.U. annual open hill-climb on
Saturday week, is five miles out of

Thirsk, on the road vid Helmsley and
Pickering to Scarborough. Only two
or three motor bicycles havo up to the
present made a clean ascent of the hill.

When the pick of the Southern, Mid-
land, and Northern riders have met at

this famous Bank, probably a different

tale will be told.

The Next Brooklands Motor Cyele Bae*.

A motor cycle race has been included
in the Whitsuntide meeting of the
Brooklands A.E.C. for cormnissioned
officers in His Majesty's Navy. Par-
ticulars will be announced at a later

date. There will be no other motor
cycle race at this meeting, possibly
^owing to the M.C.C. London to Edin-
burgh Run and return falling on the
same date. This event would no doubt
have affected entries for a race at
Rrooklands considerably.

Tile Abuse ol the Motor Horn.

On the occasion of the first provin-

cial meeting of the R.A.O. General
Committee at Nottingham, a letter was
read from the Sheffield and District

A.C. in regard to the use of the motor
horn on' pedal cycles. After consider-
able discussion it was agreed to write
a suitable letter to the secretaries of

the National Cyclists' Union and the

Cyclists' Touring Club on the matter.

Our Petrol Supply.

Petrol imports during April reached
a total of 1,941,559 gallons as compared
with 3,200,328 gallons in April, 1907,
and 1,357,213 in the same month of

1906. For the four months ended 30th
April the number of gallons imported
were :

1906 1907 1908
7,179,659. 9,658,383. 7,814,247.

A Short Run.

John Eawlingson, 25, motor fitter,

was brought up from Maidstone prison
in the custody of a warder and charged
at the Westminster Police Court on
Monday of last week with stealhig a

motor cycle belonging to Josepli Fox,
of Eaton Place, S.W. The prosecutor
advertised his motor cycle for sale, and
was waited upon by prisoner, who re-

presented that he was sent by a Mr.
Frost to examine the machine, with a
view to purchase. The prisoner was
allowed to test it by a " short run
round," but he disappeared, and failed

to return. He is at present under-
going a sentence for another offence,

and the police proved previous convic-
tions. Mr. Horace Smith committed
the accused for trial.

A Novel Suggestion.

" Cheshire," Belfast, makes a sug-

gestion with regard to a competition.

He says that he has been amusing him-
self by cutting out the illustrations in

The Motor Cycle advertisements and
assembling them on paper into a com-
plete machine. He claims to have pro-

duced some splendid results in the way
of an ideal motor cycle by embodying
the frame of one make, engine of

another, gear of another, etc. He
thinks this would be an ideal form of

competition. We beg to thank
" Cheshire " for hia suggestion, but at

present we have no intention of pro-

moting another competition. Some
readers may like to amuse themselves
with the idea, and we shall be inter-

ested to see their efforts, and to pub-
lish anything of real merit.

Motor Cycle Races at Birmingham.

The Sport and Play meeting at the

Aston Villa Grounds, Birmingham, is

on Saturday next, the 23rd inst.

Several motor cycle race^ have been
included in the programme, including

a series of matches between three of

the best known racing motor cyclists.

The Tour de France.

On Sunday last the following motor
bicycles and tricars arrived in Paris,

having completed the 930 miles of the

Tour de France, organised by the Auto
Cycle Club de France : Class L, No. 3

(Lurquin-Coudert), No. 4 (Peugeot),

No. 7 (Peugeot). Class II., No. 12

(Griffon), No. 13 (Werner). Class III.,

No. 19 (Berujeau). See pages 402-403.

The Motor Cycling Club Team Competition.

In connection with the above con-

test, Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, Trials

hon. secretary. Spring Villa, High
Road, Finchiey, N., will be away in

Ireland until May 30th, where he will

drive a Phceaiix light car in the Irish

A.C. Reliability Trials. Club secre-

taries who write regarding the Team
Competition will receive a reply im-

mediately he returns.

Simms Manufacturing Co. v. Bosch.

This action was set down in the

King's Bench Division of the High
Court before Mr. Justice Lawrance and
a special jury, and Wednesday, the

13th May, was mentioned. Mr. A. J.

Walter, K.C., and Mr. Disturnal

appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr.
Gore Brown, K.C., and Mr. Chater,

for the defendants. Mr. Walter in-

formed his Lordship that he would not

be troubled with this case, which was
an action with regard to certain letters

patent which Mr. Gore Brown's client

was claiming. An agreement had been

come to by which the plaintiff obtained

licenses under the letters patent set out

in the claim. Mr. Gore Brown agreed,

and the case was withdrawn.

Lancashire M.C.C. HiU-climb.

The results on formula
GT

W
follows : Class B, single-cylinder bi-

cycles.—No. 8, J. Woodcock (3^ h.p.

Triumph). Figure of merit, 51.20.

Class 0, twin-cylinder bicycles.—No.
19, H. Haworth (5 h.p. Vindec
Special). F.M. 62.91. * Passenger

class, J. W. Higson (3^ h.p. Triumph
and sidecar). F.M. 55.25. The winner
on general classification is J. Woodcock.

Competlton in the Bsmsley HlU-ellmblng Competltlan at Stainboro' Park, which was ipolled by the wretchedness of the weather.

The winners were — Ledger (ZJ h.p. J.A.P.) and — Slater (Si h.p. Triumph).
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Essex Motor Club's Open HilUclimb.
THE above competition was lield last Saturday at

Lippitt's Hill. High Beech. The hill, although

short, is a good test for the engines, and a

considerable amount of skill is required to take

the bend at high speed. The surface after the recent

rains was in good condition, and fast times were made.

A new and novel arrangement of handicapping was

instituted by IMr. A. G. Reynolds, by which it was

sought to equalise the great variety of existing types of

engines by placing them in various classes, viz., single-

cylinder in three classes, engines not exceeding 80, 85,

and^ 90 mm. in bore respectively, total weight of

machine and rider to be not less than 320 lbs., and
twin-fblinders in three classes, engines not exceeding

Class I.-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

-Single cylinders not exceeding 82 mm. Total weight
not less 'than 320 lbs.

R. M. Brice {3i h.p. Brown)
E. Varney (2} h.p. Givaudan)
L. W. Bellenger (3i h.p. L.M.C,
W. A. Jacobs (3i h.p. Rex)
R. G. Dendy (5i h.p. Brown)
A. P. Howard (3i h.p. Triumph)
P. Weatherilt {5i h.p. Zenith)

F. W. Barnes (3i h.p. Zenith)

4|s.

8|s.

9s.

31t8.
33|b.

Class II.—Single cylinders not eiceediug 85 mm. Total
weight not less than 320 Ids.

1. C. B. Heaton (4i h.p. Noble)
2. R. M. Brice (3i h.p. Brown) 4s.

.3. G. Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph) 6|s.

4, W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p. Rei) ... ... 8|g.

It was a "day out" lor Brown and Rex Motor

(1) R. M. Brice (SJ h.p. Brovm) neiring the summit.

76, 80, and 85 mm. each cylinder, total weight of

machine and rider to be not less than 340 lbs. It was

very amusing to see the various ways and means com-

petitors had used to bring tlieir machines up to weight

—sheet lead, lead water pipes, sash weights, and one

rider was seen with a 7 lb. weight tied on his back.

Only one run up the hill was allowed, and the time

made was credited to each class entered. It was a

creditable attempt to arrive at a decision without

waiting for formulse calculations, but it caused a little

dissatisfaction among competitors who had entered in

more than one class v.'ith the same machine, as it did

not give them an opportunity to improve on their times

;

however, a second attempt was impossible.

Scales were provided at the foot of the hill for theuse

of competitors to verify their weight, the official weigh-

ing taking place immediately each rider had completed

the ascent. This ensured the total weight being carried.

The officials were: V. Hart, judge; E. R. Russell and

W. H. Bishop, marshals; G. Pluck, starter; E. J. Bass,

trials hon. sec. ; Ebblewhite and Button, timekeepers.

The times were taken from a flying start, and the

figures given represent zero as fastest time:

LiOHTWEioHT Class.—Total weight not less than 250 lbs.

.1 G L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-R^ve) ...

2. R. M. White (li h.p. Hazel) l|s.

R. J. Bell (Moto-Reve) and W. Smith (Motosacoche) dis

mounted.

Cycles at ths Essex M.C. lirpitt's Hill-oIImb.

(2) 0. C. Godtrey {5 h.p. Rex) crossing the Bnlshlng tape.

Class III.—Single cylinders not exceeding 90 mm. Total
weight not less than 320 lbs.

1. R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown)
2. W. A. Jacobs (3i h.p. Rex) 9|8.

Class I.—Twin cylinders not exceeding 76 mm. bore each
cylinder. Total weight not less than 340 lbs.

1. F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex)
2. C. R. Collier (6 h.p. Matchless)

3. F. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rei)
^. 0. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Rex)
5. T. H. Tessier (6 h.p. Bat) ...

6. W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec)
7. F. White (5 h.p. Rex)
8. A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindec)
9. 0. L. Summers (5 h.p. Vindec)

10. W. Perslike (5 h.p. Diamond)

lis.

2|s.

3s.

4s.

5i3.
6s.

6is.

9is.

lis.

Class II.—^Twin cylinders not exceeding 80 mm. bore each

cylinder. Total weight not less than 340 lbs.

1. F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex)
2. F. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex) ... ... 2|s.

3. 0. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Rex) 3s.

4. W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec) Sis.

+. F. White (5 h.p. Tirx) 6s.

+. E. J. Bass (7 h.p. I'or^-ot) 6s.

7. A. G. Reynolds (5 iKp. Vindec) 6is.

8. W. Pershke (5 h.p. Diamond) lis. ,

tTied.

Class III.—Twin cylinders not exceeding 85 mm. bore each

cylinder. Total weight not less than 3^0 lbs.

This gives the same result as Class II., with the exception

'that A C RovnnlHs did licit enter for this cln.ss.
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sex Motor Club's Open Hlll-cUmb.—

Members' Event.—Single cylinders.

1. E. Varney (2| h.p. Givaudan) ... ...

2. R. Q. Dendy (3i h.p. Brown) 6|s.

3. A. P. Howard (3i h.p. Triumph) Y^s.

4. W. S. Fniish (3i h.p. Progress) 19^8.

Members' Evehi.—Twin cylinders.

1. A. G. Reynolds (5 h.p. Vindec)
2. 0. L. Summers (5 h.p. Vindec) 2fs.

3. Miss Blythe {^ h.p. Diamond) 14|s.

4. B. R. Billings (5 h.p. Peugeot) 20s.

Handicap.—Passenger motor cycles.

1. R. M. White (5 h.p. Brown) Scratch
2. A. P. Howard (9 h.p. Singer) 10s.

3. F. Coiens (10 h.p. Lagonda) 15s.
4. P. Pershke (5 h.p. Chater Lea) 30s.

5. Phoenii Motors (6 h.p. Phoenix) 20s.

6. Zenith {6 h.p. Zenith) Scratch

On Saturday next an inter-club team competition with

le West Essex A.C. has been arranged (see page 408).

The cripples' outing has been fixed for June 27th,

and the committee will be glad if those members who
own passenger vehicles will lend them for that day.

Those who are willing to assist in this matter should
communicate with the secretary, Mr. Harold Fuller,

Wivenhoe, Wynndale Road, South Woodford.

A.C.U. SUTTON BANK HILI^CUMB.
Alterations to the Roles.

A contour of Sutton Bank and particuiais of the competi-
tion to be held on May 30Ui were published on page 377
last week. Some alterations have since been made to ibo
conditions as follows : (1.) The maximum weight for the
machines has been abandoned, except in the light-weight
class. <2.) The limit in Class II. has been extended tiom
80 mm. to 82 mm. (3.) There is some alteration in the entry
fees, viz. : For entrants connected with the trade, £1 l8. ;

for each additional entry in any other than the original
class, 10s. 6d. For private members of the A.C.U. and
members of affiliated clubs (private owners), 7s. 6d. ; for
each additional entry in any other than the original class,
3s. 6d. Others (private owners), 10s. 6d. ; for each addi-
tional entry in any other than the original class, 6s.

Scene at the foot

of Lippitt's HHl,

HighBeeeh,before

the start ot the

competition on

Saturday. The

entries numbered

forty-six.

Motor Cycle Racing at the Franco-British Exhibition.

rHE first motor cycle race held on the new track in the
Shepherd's Bush Stadium took place on the occasion

of the opening of the Franco-British Exhibition by His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales on Thursday last,

6 14th inst. The motor cycle event formed part of the

orts programme organised by the Finchley Harriers, and, as

usual when bicycle and motor bicycle races are run together,

6 latter were kept till the very end of the meeting, when
)re than half of the spectators had left.

I The entries were ten in number, and their fewness may be
counted for by the fact that no one could even see the
ick prior to the event. This doubtless accounted for the
sence of many of the well-known racing men, who were
lurally averse to competing on a track which they had
per tried.

As regards the track itself, a few words may be of interest.

16 curves are more acute than at Canning Town, and the
ick itself lacks width ; consequently it is not highly suitable

: motor cycle racing machines, and it is a thousand pities

was not made so. For touring machines, however, it serves

purpose. According to a competitor, it is safe for about
-y miles an hour.
I'he motor cycle event was a handicap, and in Heat 1 the

: lowing competitors started: E. McPherson (4 h.p. Brook-
ids, J.A. P. engine, 85x85 mm.), scratch; F. W. Applebee
• h.p. Rex, 82x89 mm.), 200 yards start; G. Aldington
!
h.p. twin Kerry), 200 yards start. Some delay ensued,

«r the time liad at last arrived for the motor cycles to take
their positions, as no one knew where the track was
rked o£E. All through the afternoon it poured with rain,

i at the moment of starting the motor cycle races it rained
fder than ever, the only consolation being that the trafl;

was too wet to be slippery. Applebee made a good start
but Aldmgton was soon m trouble. Owing to the wet his
magneto short-circuited and put the back cylinder out of
action, while at times Applebee's Rex misfired "badly Owine
to only two men being left in the heat, four laps were omitted
and the race brought to a speedy conclusion. Result

:'

Applebee 1, McPherson 2. Time, 6m. 5^s.
The following competitors took part in the second heat

;

V

• .^S^^™ ('** ''-P- Brooklands, J.A.P. engine, 85x95.
mm.), 100 yards start; H. A. Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph
84x86 mm.) 120 yards start ; A. E. Dendy (3 h.p. Centaur^
80x80_mm.), 200 yards start. Gerhard went ahead and
maintained a good lead, finishing in the first place, while
Cooper was second and Dendy third. Time 7m 59is

In the final, Applebee kept his lead for 'about two laps
when Cooper overtook him, and some excitement was occa-
sioned. Applebee made a good fight and rode extremely
well. Immediately, however, after Cooper had passed, the
top of the cylinder and combustion chamber of Applebee's
machine blew off, causing his withdrawal. Cooper finished
hrst, Gerhard being second, and McPherson third Time
7m. 36|s.

'

Applebee's mishap was probably due to an old crack as
the metal at the fracture was rusted for the greater part of
Its extent. The whole of the cylinder head and combustion
chamber, with the sparking plug, was blown off, and hung
down by tue high-tension wire. The rider was in no way
injured. "^

The above races were open to touring motor bicycles, havin«
a bore and stroke not exceeding 90x90 mm, and a gear nS
higher than 4 to 1. Mr. F. Straight was the handicapper.
and members of the A.C.U. committee 'the officials
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CLUB NEWS.
Norwood and District MX.

A tutw dub was formed for the Norwood district at a
meeting held on Wednesday evening last. The hon. secretary

is Mr. W. H. Wilson, 2, Wolfington Road, Norwood.

Richmond and District H.C.C.

The next run will be to Petworth on Saturday, May 23rd,

for the week end, when a hill-climb will take place. Gold
and silver medals are offered as prizes. Entries close to-

morrow, and should be sent to H. C. King, Walton House,
Surbiton Boad, Kingston-on-Thames.

Halifax and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held on the 14th inst. it was decided to form
a motor cycling club for Halifax and district, with an
annual subscription of 5s. All local motor cyclists are

heartily invited to join, and the secretary, H. D. Helliwell,

7, Harrison Road, Halifax, will be pleased to hear from them.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

A Bpeed-judging contest was held on Thursday last on the

Hedon Road, Hull, and proved a very enjoyable competition.

After this was run off the members proceeded to Withernsea.

The following were the prize winners : 1, R. Pearson (3^ h.p.

Minerva), 16 miles, 14.94; 2, Colour-Sergt. Evans (5 h.p.

Vindec Special), 19 miles, 19.25 ; 3, A. Willis (5^ h.p. Rex),

15i miles, 14.94.

Meeting o( Nottingham Motor Cyclists.

A meeting will be held at the Lion Hotel, Clumber Street,

Nottingham, at 8.30 sharp on Monday next. May 25th, when
all local motor bicyclists, tricarists, and small car owners are

cordially invited to attend. Jlr. F. Straight (secretary Auto
Cycle Union) will be present to discuss matters. Those who
cannot attend are requested to write Mr. E. G. Young, Trent

Bridge, Nottingham, their opinions.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The open hill-climbing contest on Peesweep Hill, Paisley,

on Saturday last, took place under most disagreeable weather

conditions. There were twenty-six starters, divided into

three classes : Class 1, single-cylinders, not exceeding 80 x 80

mm ; Class 2, single-cylinders exceeding 80 x 80 mm. ; Class

3, multi-cylinders. The results on the formula will appear in

our next issue.

The fastest times in each class were ; Class 1, Jas. Roberts

(5A h.p. N.S.U.) ; Class 2, A. G. Bostock (3i h.p. Triumph)

;

Class 3, D. G. Bostock (6 h.p. N.S.U.).

West Essex A.C.

The result of the eighty miles competition for the Gamage

cup is as follows : Non-stops, R. E. Denby (3^ h.p. Brown),

W. E. Guunett (3i h.p. Triumph), W. M. Gunnett (3 h.p.

Triumph), V. Baldwin (3i h.p. Brown), and G. W. Glenny

(8-10 h.p. Darracq car). The final, in order to find the

winner, will be run oS in June, and will take the form of a

speed-judging competition.

The inter-club contest with the Essex M.C. is on Saturday

next, and the course will be a circular one, from the Castle,

Woodford, by Sewardstone, Waltham, Epping, Ongar, Chig-

well, back to Woodford. The circuit, covered twice, totals

seventy to eighty miles. This will enable spectators to view

the riders at various points. Start 3 p.m.

Manchester M.C.

This club held its fifth annual hill-climb for motor cycles

on Saturday last. The hill selected was a very stiff gradient

on the borders of Derbyshire and Cheshire. Thirty-nine

entries were received, and nearly all started. The following

results are announced, although subject to scrutiny :

Results on handicap.—1, W. Andrews (3i h.p. Jap),

Humber vase and gold medal ; 2, W. Heaton (3i h.p. Rei),

silver medal and gold medal for single-cylinder non-trade

member; 3 A. H. Albert (3i h.p. Quadrant), bronze medal.

The hon. sec, A. J. Moorhouse, riding a 5 h.p. Twin Rex,

made the fastest time of the day, gaining the gold medal for

the non-trade twin-cylinder class, and the gold medal for the

first twin-cylinder machine on handicap. The tricar gold

medal was won by E. Rees on a Dragon runabout. The

winner (Andrews) secures the Humber vase for his own pro-

perty, as he won a half share in the same at the 1904 hill-

climb The other winners of 1905-6-7—Percy Butler (3^ h.p.

Triumph), A. V. Baxter (5 h.p. Vindec), and J. Marshall

(3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) respectively—competed, but were un-

Bucceasful, they being outaide the prizes

Horth-west London M.C.C.

Between twenty and thirty starters are expected for the

twelve hours London to Coventry and back trial next Satur-

day. It has been decided to enter a team for The Motor Cycle
challenge cup.

Swansea and District M.C.C.

A meeting will be held at the Grosvenor Hotel, Swansea,
on Tuesday, the 26th inst., at 8 p.m., to consider the advis-

ability of forming a motor cycling club. Further particulars

may be obtained from W. S. Griffiths, 2, Mackworth Terrace,

Swansea.
Great Tarmontb and District M.C.C.

The club penalty run was held on Thursday last over a
course of seventy-six miles ; two circuits of thirty-two miles

and one of twelve, starting from Haddisoe Church. The
starters were fifteen out of twenty entrants. The following

made non-stop runs : Dr. Mayo, Moto-Reve, time 3h. 59m. ;

Mr. Galley, 2J h.p. Anglian, 3h. S9m. ; Mr. Hallinstein,

3i h.p. Wanderer, 4h. ; Mr. Watts, 3i h.p. Singer, 4h. ; Mr.
North, 4 h.p. Roc, 3h. 58m. ; Mr. Smith, 3^ E.p. Peugeot,
3h. 44m.

Perth and District M.C.C.

A consumption trial was held on Saturday round the
Rhynd circuit, starting at Bridge of Earn. There were
twelve starters. The competitors were given petrol on the

W + C
formula — = P, and had to run their machines round .

25
the circuit till the engines stopped, the distance being then
noted. The first three in order of merit were as follows :

1, C. Livingstone (3j h.p. Rex), 34.5 ozs. allowance, 31j miles,

145 approximate miles per gallon ; 2, J. W. Robertson (3^

h.p. Rex), 33 ozs., 30 miles, 145; D. Bachelor (3^ h.p. Rex).

33 ozs., 29 miles, 141^. Pedalling was permitted, and was
fully taken advantage of by one or two competitors.

Bradford M.C.C.

A hill-climbing contest was decided at Greenhough Hill,

Pateley Bridge. Unfortunately, the start was somewhat
delayed by lack of arrangements with the police, but even-
tually a start wa-s made at 3 p.m., but by then many members
had retired, believing the contest to have been abandoned.
The result was as follows

:

1. Eric Myers (3^ h.p. Triumph) 60|s.

2. J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex) 68|s.

3. F. Gerhartz (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... 72s.

A speed-judging competition was held on the 17th inst.,

the trophy competed for being a pair of bronzes presented
by Mr. Barraolough. The course was five miles in length,

and the speed fixed at 15 m.p.h. The winner proved to be
Felix Scriven (5 h.p. Rex), who completed the distance in

20m. 30s., being 30s. within schedule time.

Leeds M.C.C.

The official results at the hill-climb at Beulah Hill are

:

Single-cylinder Class. Figure of merit.

1. E. S. Myers (3i h.p. Triumph) 14.6

2. — Slater (3i h.p. Triumph) 12.9

5. F. W. Greenwood (3i h.p. Rei) 11.9

Twin-cylinder Class.

1. A. B. Hughes (4 h.p. N.S.U.) 12.8

2. H. A. Hughes (5i h.p. N.S.U.) 11.2

5. Geo. Tennant (5 h.p. Vindec) .. ... 10.9

The final was run off by handicap representing the differ-

ence in time between the winner of each class, and resulted

as follows: 1, A. B. Hughes; 2, E. S. Myers.
Fastest times : E. S. Myers for single class ; Owen Brooks,

twin class.

Awards: Kirk Trophy and gold medal, A. B. Hughes;
silver medal, E. S. Myers; bronze medals, H. A. Hughes and
— Slater; certificates for fastest time, E. S. Myers and Owen
Brooks.

Camhrldgeshlie M.C.C.

The following axe the results on the A.C.U. formula of

the hill-climb held on the 7th inst. at Croydon, to select a

team of seven to compete against the Cambridge University

Motor Cycle Club to-morrow (Thursday) :

1, W. King (2J h.p. King); 2, H. H. Harper (2| h.p.

King); 3, C. W. Wilson (2| h.p. King); 4, F. T. Cox (2| h.p.

King); 5, F. Pryor (2i h.p. Humber, two-speed); 6, A. J.

MihiU (2i h.p. King); 7, B. L. Peters (3i h.p. Minerva).

Messrs. Golder and Sturton are reserves
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Club News.—
Leeds M.C.C.

The run on the 23rd inst. is to Pocklington to meet the

Hull A.C.C., and on the 31st inst. to Croft Spa, meeting at

the Angel, Wetherby, 10.30 a.m.

Woioestershire M.C.C.

On the 24th inst. the run is to Bridgnorth, and on the

30th inst. to Stourport; tea at Three Tuns. There will be

a short evening run from headquarters at 6.30 every Thursday.

Bniton-on-Trent and District M.C.C.

The above club will hold a run to Market Drayton on Whit
Monday, at the kind invitation of a member. A reliability

trial as far as Stafford will be incorporated in the run, the

minimum time for the twenty-five miles being Ih. 20m. and
the maximum Ih. 30m.

Coventry M.C.

The committee of the above club are extremely anxious to

arrange for two ciieckers at Holyhead for the members' reli-

ability ran on May ZOtli. If tliis should catch the eye of

iiny willing helper in Holyhead, will he kindly communicate
with the hon. secretary, E. W. Walford, 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry ?

Edinburgh M.C.C.

An open hill-climb was held on the 9th inst., when
twenty-eight entries were received. There were four classes,

singles, twins, tricars, and also a class for unlimited engines
which was scratch. — Mowat (3^ h.p. Griffon) won the
single-cylinder class ; C. H. Macmillan won the twin class

on a F.N. ; and Baxter; on a 5^ h.p. Rex, won the scratch

class. Baxter also made fastest time in the twin class. In
the unlimited class R. Macmillan, on a 3^ h.p. Ormonde,
made second fastest time. There was a large turn-out of

motor cyclists, and fully 400 interested spectators.

Southend and District M.C.

At the extraordinary general meeting, a rule was passed
admitting country members residing outside a, radius of ten
miles from the club's headquarters at Southend-on-Sea at half
subscriptions.

Arrangements liave now been completed with the committee
of the flower show annually held at Great Stambridge for
the promotion by this club of a gymkhana on Wednesday,
July 22nd, on the occasion of the flower show. The Show
Committee are contributing a substantial sum of money to-

wards the prizes to be offered.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

Two routes have been decided upoji for the great reliability

trial on Whit Monday. The South is by way of Grantham,
Stamford, Spalding, Holbeach, Boston, and Lincoln. The
North goes by way of Horncastle from Lincoln to Spilsby,
up to Grimsby, through Brigg to Scunthorpe, down to Gains-
borough, and home to Lincoln. Both are equally difficult,

and the distance is 125 miles. Every member making a non-
stop run has a medal, and the silver cup goes to the rider
keeping nearest to his schedule.
Mr. W. J. Clarke, Louth, who rode a twin Rex in the hill-

climb at Waddington, has been adjudged to have made by
far the best performance of the day, and he, therefore, takes
the handsome silver valse presented by Mr. R. M. Wright
Lincoln.

Newoaitle Hotor Club.

Two important fixtures have been decided upon : June
8th (Whit Monday), 114 miles non-stop, from Newcastle to

Jedburgh and back, for Eobson shield ; June 25th, reli-

ability trial, for Lucas bowl, from Newcastle to Edinburgh
and back.

Brighton Cyclists' Clnh (Motor Section).

A fair number of members turned out for the run to

Billingshurst on May 10th, and a very enjoyable day was
spent, some fourteen members sitting down to dinner at the

King's Arms. The nest run takes place on May 31st, to

Hurstmonceux.
Surrey M.C.C.

Tliis club has now enrolled its fortieth member, but the

officials are anxious tc^ make the club one of the strongest

und most influential in 'the country. The club is affiliated to

the Auto Cycle LTnion, and has arranged an extensive pro-

gramme. Unattached riders are asked to communicate with
the lion, sec, E. H. Russell, 7, Haydon Place, Guildford.

A competitor in the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre! Hill-

climb at Carnmoney (see page 388 last week).

" The Autocar Directory," which has just been published,
fills a long-felt want. We are constantly being asked for
addresses of firms in the motor cycle and motor car trades,
and in many instances the enquirer merely knows the name
of some proprietary article, but does not know the address
of the maker or agent. " The Autocar Directory " is a classi-

fied directory of the motor industry, i.e., makers of accumu-
lators will be found under that heading, but if they should
in addition make induction coils, their names will again

'

be found under " Coils," and so on. There is a list of
" named " motor bicycles, tricars and sidecars, motor cars,
industrial vehicles, accessories, clothing, etc. ; also an alpha-
betical list of names und addresses, with telegraphic addresses,
telephone numbers, etc. The price is sixpence, and it can be
i;l.t.,nie'l fr..m Tlitt'e & Knns Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

The llrst meeting of the newly-formed Cambridgeshire Motor Cycle Club. Seven picked members of this elub will compete against a like number of

Cambridge University motor eyellstt to-morrow in a blll-eUmb.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Twin-cylinder Puzzles.

[3312.]—Referring to " Another Twin-cylinder Puzzle

"

mentioned by " Ixion " in The Motor Cycle of April 29th, I

had exactly the same trouble with my 5^ h.p. single-cylinder

Rexett^. It was due to excessive wear in the butterfly

throttle, which was able to rock about independently of the

lever. The result of this was that tlie engine would only

run when the lever was more than half advanced, and could

not be controlled at all by the throttle.

R. 0. SEVILLE.

The Motor Cyclists' Ideal.

[3313.]—In your issue for May 6th, "Nirvana" [letter

3296] has, I think, specified about my ideal motor cycle. I

should lay stress upon large tyres, and should like to find

something really satisfactory in the way of keeping the rider

clean in muddy weather without interfering with the cooling

of the engine. I imagine that a fan would be a necessity for

riding in traffic, and I should like to get a more direct drive

than the F.N. has, doing away with the gearing in the bottom

bracket if possible. This would make the macliine really

silent. I have had a four-cylinder F.N. for over a year, and

would not think of having less than four cylinders, other

than upon a lightweight.
A. DUKINFIELD JONES.

The Scandal of Motor Cycle Tyres.

[3314.]—We have noticed hi your issue of May 6th the

wholesale condemnation of tyre manufacturers by Mr. W.
E. Holmes. We think if Mr. Holmes could see a sample of

our Modele de Course cover, which we specially brought out

several years ago to meet the requirements of motor cyclists

who want a tyre of extra heavy make, we should be in a

position to convince him that there is a firm who can produce

an article which would meet his requirements.

THE CONTINENTAL TYRE AND RUBBER CO.

[3315.]—I think Mr. Holmes [letter 3299] is perhaps a
little too sweeping in his indictment of the tyre manufacturers,

but there is no doubt that there are unsatisfactory tyres on
the market. After several expensive and unsatisfactory

experiments with other makes I tried the Palmer cord tyre,

and from that day my troubles ended. Last season I ran one
of these tyres on the back wheel of a 3 h.p. machine a dis-

tance of 3,744 miles with only one or two nail punctures,

and when I sold out in the winter, except that the corru-

gations on the tread had almost disappeared, the cover was
as good as when new. ES 224.

[3316.]—I feel it would be unfair to allow Mr. W. E.

Holmes's letter on the above subject to pass without com-
ment. There are, of course, as you say in your footnote,
" tyres and tyres," and for my part I have no reason to

complain. I daresay, were statistics ,taken, 1 should be found
to lie one of the most prodigious riders in the country, living

as I do in the saddle from morn to eve six days of the week,
and seldom covering less than one hundred miles between
9 a.m. and 6 p.m. I have, since the beginning of March,
covered over 4,000 miles on my 3^ h.p. Triumph without a

single puncture, until a recent Saturday, when through negli-

gence I allowed a stone cut to cause a burst. Now, I hold
no brief for any make of tyres, but being a heavy rider require
something reliable. My back tyre is a Clincher A Won, fitted

with Qros« non-skid ; the front a Clincher A Won by itself,

W. L. PALMER.

laghtweights in the End-to-end,

[3317.]—With reference to letter No. 3290, signed R. .1

Getting, it is evident from what he says that he is more con
versant with the route than 'W.W.D.," and it will un
doubtedly be an extremely severe test for lightweigb
machines. We look forward, as he does, to a large entry o

lightweight machines, and as far as the Moto-Reves are con
cerned they would not dream of being absent!

THE .MOTO-REVE CO

Gudgeon Pin Accidents

[3318.]—Your correspondent. Mr. J. Ihiyton, goes ou
of his way to ridicule an e.xperience related some time ag
bj' Mr. B. H. Davies, who had an exhaust valve head stucl

sidewise in the top of his piston, like a penny hi a cheese
Mr. Hayton evidently belongs to that small cl.is? of you
readers who invariably attack anything that Mr, Davie
writes, insinuating either that the latter does not tell th
truth or does not know what he is writing about.

I should like to inform Mr. Hayton, if he will believe me
that a precisely similar incident happened to myself, ridin

the same make of machine as Mr. Da\'ies. The valve broke oi

at the top when the engine was running fast, with th
result that the valve head rolled on to the top of the pisto
and was caught and jammed sidewise in it. As I had to pa
a considerable sum for a new piston, I am not likely to forge
the occurrence.

I may add that ilr. Davies was particularly kind j

answering an enquiry I addressed to him as to a smaD devic
he had invented to prevent a recurrence of such an accident
I may also add that, in my opinion at any rate, there is n
feature of your excellent paper which is more enjoyable tha
an article by Mr. Davies, whose very long practical experienc
is worth a good deal more than the theories of some of you
correspondents. W. MERRITT.

[3319,]—In common with several of your correspondents
I was once a sufierer through gudgeon set-pins falling out
but since fitting the small
device as seen in the sketch
I have no need for these little

worries. It was fitted for me
by Mr. Felton, a local repairer,

but can easily be done by any
mechanic. About |in. or ^in. -

is sawn off each end of the •

gudgeon pin, and a circular

piece of brass of the same
diameter is placed at each end, -

long enough to touch the .

cylinder at either side. It will -

be seen that this prevents any .

side play of the gudgeon, and .

thus does away with any need
for set-screws. The brasses

show no signs of wear, and appurentiv have no effeet on tin

cylinder walls,
'

ILFORDL-W,

Courtesy at the Shows.

[3320,]—I hope you will grant me space to remove th«

stigma placed upon Liverpool business men by the error in

my letter in your issue of last week.
When mentioning the instance of lack of courtesy shown

at the latest motor show in Town, I meant London. It was
far from my intention to cast any reflection on the acknow-
ledged keenness and hard-headedness of the Northerner.

R. S. BROOKE-HITCHING.

-
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Luggage Carriers.

[3321.]
—"There is nothing new under the sun." The

luggage carrier illustrated in the issue of April 22nd—3265

—

was the subject of a patent—No. 21,313, 1901, " An Improved
Luggage Carrier for Cycles "—taken out by our Mr. Stewart
and -ur, J. Wiley, ut .Manchester, years ago. I he idta was
allowed to lapse, as after submitting it to Messrs. H. G.
Turner, the pioneers of cyclists' carriers, and Messrs. Joseph
Lucas, Ltd., who refused to purchase, only a very small sale

resulted. It is, of course, public property, and we have fitted

dozens to motor and pedal cycles during the last seven years.

We will not bore your readers with the specification, but the

last item of claim runs as follows :
" In the case of extended

seat-pillars the appliance may be clipped to either of the tubes
forming such seat-pillars."

THE MANCHESTER AUTO CYCLE CO., LTD.

Sidecar Tyres.

[3322.]—The letter in the issue of May 6th from Mr. J.

?. Pooley respecting the wearing of sidecar tyres is an inter-

isting addition to the fixed ,-d. flexible sidecar controversy.
My experience (about 3,000 miles with a Liberty fixed or

igid sidecar) shows that this pattern car is not heavy on
yres. The tyre bought with sidecar was a Liberty Duraflex,
md was used without consideration, taking the roads as
hey came, in Warwickshire, Somerset, Gloucester, Devon,
Cornwall, and Wales. The one tyre stood the 3,000 miles,

md the tread was good then for a similar number appar-
ntly, but it was spoilt in another way. Early in the season

'. fitted some chain nailcatchers, and fitted them so badly
hat the clips ploughed a groove in the sidecar tyre
hroiigh to the canvas. The tyre stood about 2,000 miles
itter this misuse, until the heavy wet weather came, in

)ctober, when bursts became the order of the day, and I

lad for the first time cause to inspect my sidecar inner tube.
I may say that I never experienced any strain on the cycle

rami', or difficulty in steering, or riding "solus."
HENRY W. WAERE.

The Balancing of Petrol Engines.

[3323.]—I am glad to see that my letter re the balancing
f petrol engines has led to some very interesting correspond-
nce. I should, however, like to point out to your various
orrespondents that I am not complaining because the engine
aakers do not produce an impossibility, viz., a perfectly
lalanced engine. In the case of the Kerry and Quadrant
ngines I mentioned, the alteration to the flywheels did un-
oubtedly lead to far less vibration and improved running,
fhich seems to prove that the engine makers do not turn out
lieir engines anything like so well balanced as they could do
: they chose to take the trouble.
3187 mentions that after altering his engine he found

xcessive vibration in the front fork, which eventually frac-
ured. but who is to prove that his forkcrown broke because
e altered his engine? It is surely quite reasonable to
ssume that the fork was faulty, and would have broken
Doner or later in any case.
\-\ rer.ly to 3226, my Triumph runs very satisfactorily at

n reasonable speeds, which I believe is partly due to rather
)w compression as compared with some engines, but I still

link that there could be a further improvement.
The Rex Co. are the only makers who have come forward

5 say a word for themselves, and in fairness to them per-
aps I sliould have said, "Why do some of our best engine
lakers," etc. As to vibration on the twin Rex, I cannot
ly, never having ridden one. SHAZBAZZIK.

Sidecars and Single Gears.

[3324.]—I feel I cannot let " Ixion's " remarks in a
scent issue pass without a protest, as I think they give
uite a wrong impression, and that they will frighten owners
E single-geared machines from getting sidecars, by which
ley will lose a very great amount of pleasure. The same
pplies to your remark in the "Questions and Replies"
ilumn, viz., "For serious touring a change gear is indis-
ensable." I have ridden many hundreds of miles with a
ngle-geared 3^- h.p. Quadrant and old pattern Liberty side-
ir with Montgomery compensating joints attached, so that
do not speak without any experience. To take one instance,
ast summer I one day rode from Cardiff to West Kirby

411

(near Birkenhead), 170 miles, in just under the twelve hours
with an 8^ stone passenger, and, although I used a gear of

4| to 1, I only had to pedal a few light strokes on two hills,

and that Vas because the belt slipped badly. The stops—for

meals and a burst tyre—amounted to nearly four hours. I

know, of course, that there were no very bad hills on this

route, but it is very seldom that a really bad hill cannot be
avoided, and when one is touring for pleasure, what does a

detour of even as much as twenty miles matter? Even if a

hill steeper than 1 in 10 cannot be avoided, surely it is not a

very serious matter for the passenger to have a little walk
while the sidecar is run up empty, though I have never even
had to do that since I got my 3i^ h.p. machine, except when
through some cause the engine was running badly.

For the benefit of Quadrant riders I might here state that

I find that my 3^ h.p., geared 5 to 1, with sidecar and 8^ st.

passenger, is just about the same as far as hills are concerned,

as my old 3 h.p. surface Quadrant used to be with normal
gear, solus (except perhaps in the teeth of a terrific head'

wind), and there were not many hills that they would not

romp up. Even with that little machine I had a great deal

of pleasure with the same sidecar. I remember once riding,

from West Kirby to Dolgelly quite comfortably between
breakfast and lunch (eighty miles in four and a half hours
with .Several stops), and there are some long stiff pulls on that

Old and new methods of locomotion in the heart ot India. The photosraph
Was taken at Raipur, nearly half-way between Bombay and Calcutta.

run. Even with that machine I could get up almost any
thing with tire sidecar empty. For instance, I once had to

go from Bettws-y-Coed to Blaenau Festiniog (Contour Road
Book, Route 1018), and it was amazing the way the little

machine tore up the mountain from Roman Bridge with the

empty sidecar. My present mount, with sidecar, geared

5 to 1, will do thirty miles an hour on the level, and will

simply romp up anything under 1 in 11 with passenger.

I have fitted a larger belt rim than the one fitted by the
makers so that I can get my low gear with a bigger diameter
engine pulley, and this has eliminated all belt-slipping trouble.

I can still get my normal gear of 4 to 1 when the belt is at

the top of the adjustable pulley. My machine is the 1906

pattern, and is by no means above the average in power.

I think I have said enough to show that a two-speed gear'

IS by no means a necessity for touring purposes (although it

is undoubtedly a luxury), and that to put 5 h.p. as a mini-

mum is absurd. As for " Ixion's friend, who still knows
what it is to fail on a hill with empty sidecar with a 5 h.p.

double geared twin, I can only imagine that his machine is

only fit for the scrap heap, or that he has been trying to take
the sidecar to the top of Snowdon, or something of that sort.

I have no doubt that " Ixion " will say that it is obvious
that I have never been up a hill, and do not know what one
is, but my point is this, for ordinary pleasure touring on
average English roads a 3^ h.p. single-geared machine is all

that is required if it is given attention and kept in good trim.

If you want a combination that will go absolutely anywhere
and climb steep mountain passes without dropping the

passenger, then by all means get the most powerful machine
that is made. C. G. K.
[If " C. G. K." had stated his weight, the above mentioned

experiences would have been of more value.

—

Ed.]
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Luggage Carrieis and Other Items.

[3325.]—I saw Messrs. Reed and Co.'s letter and photo-

graph in the issue of April 22nd. I admit the similarity, but

the preponderance of points of dissimilarity will go to show

that I was unaware of the registration. I have not seen

their carrier, but I should judge that, owing to its length,

it was ill suited for lateral strains. I offer them my cross

girder arrangement gratis.

Alluding now to letter No. 3268, I, too, am a possessor of

a 5 h.p. twin (of well-known Continental make). I dis-

mantled at 2,000 miles, and found everything in want of

some attention or other. I rectified everything, and got

more tune than I had had, but some readers may remember
" Ixion " and my "twin-cylinder puzzle," how the front

cylinder would not do its work.

I am writing now after a trial of the motor fresh from the

hands of the makers, who have kept it some weeks, and

charged me a fair price for what they have done. The motor

has not been tested at all (the cleanliness of the valves, etc.,

proves this), and the cylinders are still as unsynchronised as

ever they were. So that my twin, has had all wearing parts

replaced'twice in 4,000 miles, and now is still unsatisfactory,

although I think I can locate the fault. I am not " dis-

satisfied," but simply "disappointed."

I am looking out for the efficient two-speed' gear, and then

the popular 3i h.p. single will gain one more supporter in

the person of B. RICHARDSON BILLINGS.

Air Cooling.

[3326.]—We have read a lot lately about the question

of overheating of air-cooled engines, but to me the principal

question seems to have been overlooked. The whole problem
as I look at it is, " Are air-cooled engines efficient ? " and
although I expect there are a good many who will be ready
to contradict me I venture to say they are not.

Having made such a statement I expect you will want me
to justify it, and, although I may not state my case as

concisely as some might desire, the whole thing to me'
appears to be quite clear. Without seeking to introduce the

Taws of any of the dear departed gentlemen who have been
-quoted by some whose letters you have printed, and which
are not understood by very many readers, I will endeavour to

show what I mean in as simple language as possible.

It is pretty generally known that all the engines at present
fitted to motor cycles only develop their stated horse-power,
whether it be 1^, 3i, or 5 h.p., at an engine speed of about
2,000 revolutions per minute. And it is also common kno\v-

ledge that that engine speed is very rarely attained on the
road (or should be), and the reason is that the speed that

would be attained by the machine would have passed the
average limit of ordinary safety.

For instance, a motor cycle with a gear of four and a half

to one and with 26in. wheels would travel 34.3 miles per
hour, and with 28in. wheels 37 miles per hour. Now, as the
average speed of a motor cycle on a long run would be
somewhere about half these speeds, it is self-evident that for

about ninety to ninety-five per cent, of its running time the
engine is only turning at the speed of about 1,000 revolutions
per minute, and at tnat speed it would only develop a little

over one-half its rated power. That is to say, that only for
from one-twentieth to one-tenth of its running time does a

3i h.p. engine give off more than atout 2 h.p.

I do not want the liglitweight advocates to shout out that
this is where the lightweight low-power machine shines,
because they are in exactly the same condition, the same
thing applying equally to different powers. This being the
case, and the full power being required so seldom, the question
arises, " How long would any of the engines at present
running on the road give their actual rated horse-power at

2,000 revolutions per minute without becoming unduly (not
over) heated if geared to travel at about seventeen miles per
hour?" or, on the other hand, how long are they run on the
test bench at 2,000 revolutions per minute ? I know that test
bench conditions do not prevail on the road.

Now, I contend that what we require is an engine that
will develop its rated power for any length of time without
artificial methods of cooling and without coming to a stop, as
at the present time everything appears to me to point to the
inefficiency of and inability of our present engines to cope
with their task for any length of time when working up to
their full rated power."

I am not in a position to suggest any remedy at present,
but it appears to me that we are at present carrying an engine
about twice as big as we require for the work to be done
except for less than one-tenth of the running time, and then
it is only a question of gear and speed for that one-tenth.

If I am wrong in what I have stated, kindly correct me,
and also explain how an air-cooled engine under present
conditions is efficient. „ SCOTIA.

Unattached Riders.

[5327.]—As a motor cj'clist and constant reader of your
paper, I beg to thank you for your persistent efforts in secur-
ing the council of the A.G.U. to admit unattached riders
into their care. I thought of a 10s. subscription, same as the
Motor Union, of which I am a member, but you have gone
one better with 5s. I should now like to see the A.C.U.
promote an insurance policy on the same lines as the M.U.
I have not written your paper since the discussion began
bfcuuse I was heartily sick of it.' I had already spoken to

Messrs. F. Straight (the secretary), A. Sharp, and others
on this matter, but they declined to entertain it. I will not
waste your time further, but again thank you for your deter-

mination. J. M. BUTLER.

Outside Flywheels.

[3328.]—Having been a reader of your valuable paper for

three years, I have read with interest the various topics con-

tained therein. I am greatly interested in the discussion on
outside flywheels, as my machine had one outside flywheel

weighing 14^ lbs., which woi-ked exceedingly well up to a

speed of twenty-fivf miles per hour ; over that speed I could

feel the need of a much heavier wheel, so I decided to hav<

An englao with two outsile fl/whsals rabr.J I iijia tin accompanying letter.

tifo outside flywheels fitted. I have done so, and I caif

assure your readers it has answered my expectations to th^j

full. I fully endorse the remarks of Mr. A. J. Atkings, botl

in regard to power and balance, and he will see that there i

at least one, although not a recognised maker, that has no

only attempted, but has accomplished the fact. I should b
pleased to give any of your readers further particulars.

JAMES TUNNICLIFFE.

[Several interesting letters are unavoidably held over.

—

Eti
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

ANTOINE. 4 h.p., splendid condition; a
bargain, £17 10s.—Below.

ALLDAYS Traveller, 5i h.p., two speeds and
reverse, splendid condition; £35.—San-

ders. Spring Gardens, Buxton.

F.N., 15 h.p., new 1U07, perfect condition;
£25.—George Potter. Stamford.

MOTOE Cycle; £5; push bike part ex-
change.—663, Old Kent Eoad. S.E.

•inOB 13 h.p. P.N.. new; £28, lowest.—G.S.. 10,

XtJ Mansfield Road, Hampstead. iN.vv.

ANGLIAN Motor Cj'cles with simplest and
most practical two-speed gear.—Below.

DOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycles, the marvel-
lous lightweight ; also

SIDECARS (Mills-Fulford castor wheel), and
a special selection of second-hand bi-

cycles and tricars can be seen and tried at
the London agents, H. P. Rose. Ltd., 28, Frith
Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W,

21 h.p. Minerva, Eadie. Dunlops, spray;
2 £10.-53, Grange Park Rqad, Thornton

Heath.

TRIUMPH, 1908, 3i h.p., magndtot £42.—
James, 9, Hampton Street, Walworth.

London.

13 h.p. Minerva, wants a little touching up ;

-A £3 10s,—139, Great College Street, Cam-
den Town.

FOR Sale. Singer Motor Cycle, belt driven,
as new ; £28, no offers.—Dormer, Sur-

veyor, Chesham.

WHIPPET Motor Cycle, 2| h.p. F.N., good
condition; £9. — 40, Northborough

Road, ^orbury.

REX. 31 h.p., 1906, splendid condition; £13;
after six.—Miller, 39, Hawkstone Road,

Eotherhithe, S.E.

2 h.p. Clement-Garrard, in splendid going
order, new tyres; £5.-3. Goldstraw, ijon-

don Road. Derby.

MINERVA 2 h.p. Motor Cycle; any trial;
price £8; no dealers.—Luce, 27, Chan-

cery Lane, London.

5-6 h.p. Twin Res, spring forks, guaranteed;
only £18 10s.—Garaged, Hardy's, Carl-

ton Street, Halifax.

21 h.p. Brown, good running- order, tyres
2 (Dunlop) nearly new ; £10.-28, Howard

Boad, Walthamstow.

QUADRANT, 3i h.p.. 1906, reliable, ready
for the road, tyres nearly new; £20.—

?enfold. Beaconsfield.

£5.—Quadrant, 13 h.p., spray, good running
order ; a bargain.—Goddard. Glensmore,

Sutton Lane, Chiswick.

31 h.p. Triumph, magneto, variable pulley,
2 very little used ; £31.—Scrase, 234, Bat-

tersea Park Road, S.W.

31 h.p. Excelsior; £15; in good condition,
2 Clincher tyres 26 by 2.—Logsdon, 6.

Nelson Road. Whitstable.

1 Q07 3J h.p. Triumph, in excellent condi-
XCf tion ; £33. carriage paid. — N. Orr,
School Lane Mill, Preston.

TRIUMPH Motor Bicycles, 3i h.p.. 19C8
models, from stock; no premium.—Tom

Norton. Llandrindod WeUs.

4 h.p. Antoine, magneto, excellent condi-
tion, stand, horn. £13; Osborne tour-

speed. £3.—Rev. Cooper, Barnet.

IMMEDIATE Delivery, new 1908 Phelon and
Moore, two-speed, Palmer tyres.—Potter,

igent, Blenheim Square, Leeds.

23. h.p. De Dion Engine Motor Cycle for
4 sale through illness;' £19 10s.—Green,

Berry Villa, Great Barford. Beds.

TRIUMPH for sale, perfect; wanted, 14 h.p.
Minerva cylinder. — Motor, Albany

House. Lower Bristol Road, Bath.

23. h.p. Brown, everything in good condi-
4 tion, all accessories ; trial given ; £8

cash.-51, Richmond Road, Uford.

FOE Sale, 2| h.p. Werner. 26in. wheels, good
running order. £9; Puller's charging

set. £1; bargains.—Friskuey. Baumber.

31 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame. Osborne
2 speed pulley and free engine ; £16.—

Mason. 18. Albert Road, Stroud Green, N.

23. h.p. Beeston Humber. free engine, splen-
4 did condition, take two anywhere;

bargain, £16 16s.—12. Claremont Hill, Shrews-
burv.

£6
£5

BOOTH'S
HIOH-CkASS STOCK.

and a 31 h.p. Rex or decent machine of
other make secures a splendid 6 h.p. Twin
Rex, low built.

and your high built machine secures a low
built 3J-h.p. Rex.

TWIN N.S.U.,mai;neto, two speeas SSO
IJ h.p. F.N. Lightweight, 190S 31
2i h.p. REX Lightweight, 1908, nearly new 23
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, shop soiled, twin

tyres, magneto, Roc clutch 35 10
3ih.p. ARIEL M.O.V.,26in. wheels 1*14
2h.p.M0T0 REVE, magneto, 1908 S3
5i h.p. TWIN N.S.U. magneto 29
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, new (1908) 48
3i h.p. TRIUMPH (1907) 35
SJh.p.TWlN VINDEC, magneto 33 10
6 h.p. TWIN REX, fitted with new

8 guinea Miliford sidecar 25 10
5ih.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch,

magneto, twin tyres 27 10

5J h.p. TWIN REX, black finish 22 10
3ih.p. REX, magneto, speed pulley 18 18
54 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, spring seat 23 10
34 h.p. REX, spring forks, low built 15 15

3i h.p. R E X, 50 guinea model 10 10
4 h.p. ROC, 1907, magneto, clutch 30
4- h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., low built 14 14
Four-cvlinder F.N. , magneto 23 10
3 h.p. "HUMBER, free engine 11 10
24 h.p. ARIEL Lightweight, 26" wheels.. 12 12
3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 26" wheels 1111
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 35
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, like new 22 10
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE sets, new 19 19

5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, smart machine.. 22 10

5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto, spring forks 25 10

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2^' tyres 22 ID

34 h.p. MINERVA, very smart 16 16

34 h.p. CHATER-LEA, vertical engine .. 13 13

3i h.p. QUADRANT, brand new (1908), 42
2ih.p. KERRY, tyres like new 11 10
24 h.p. KERRY, low and smart 10 IC

3 h.p. HUMBER, free engine 11 ID

3 h.p. ARIEL, 26' wheels, M.O.V 11 10

2i h.p. ARIEL-MINERVA, low 1110
3 h.p. WERNER, fitted Shaw engine .. 12 12

3ih.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tyres.. 8 15

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V.. magneto 11 10

LIGHTWEIGHTS. SPECIAL OFFERS.
3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical engine £10 10

3 h.p. PEBOK, vertical engine, low 10 10

2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., 26in. wheels 8 10

24 h.p. SPARK, vertical engine, magneto 10 10

24 h.p. JAP, good tyres, reliable 8 15

3 h.p. CALVERT, vertical engine, low .. 8 15

2J h.p. DE DION, vertical engine u 15
2.1, h.p. SAROLEA, vertical, spring forts 9 15

2j h.p. DE DION, vertical, less tank 6 15

24 h.p. CENTAUR, enamel hke new 8 15

24 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, low 9 10

24 h.p. MINERVA, grand condition 8 15

2I h.p- REX, vertical, spray 8 15
ijh.p. MINERVA, good condition 6 15

i|h.p. OUADRANT, very reliable 6 15

14 h.p. MINERVA, very fast 5 15
Push cycles part payment.

TRICARS.
5 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, open frame,

wlieel steering, two speeds 35

4 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, Phelon & Moore
t\\ o-speed gear, coach built 18 10

4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame, two
speeds, wheel steering 18 10

4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, free engine 16 16
4 h.p. REX, free engine, special engine.. 17 17
34 h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, light .... 11 11

6 h.p. TWIN REX, forecarriage fitted,

magneto, spring seat 27 10

ah.p. WHITE & POPPE, M.O.V., Kent
three-speed gear 16 16

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
2ih.p. BEESTON HUMBER, good tyres.

.

£6 10

J4 h.p. AUTO MOTO, good order 6 10
Tricycle, less engine, two speeds, tyres .... 3

SIDECARS.
MILLS-FULFORD, rigid, like new ...... £8 10
MILLS-FULFORD, castor wheel 8 10

BRITISH STANDARD, rigid 4 5
ENGINES.

New 6h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, complete .. £8 5

Ditto, nearly new 7 10
6 h.p. AVON, W.C, up-to-date, M.O.V... 8 5
5 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., nearly new, 'W.a 8 5

2i h.p. NOBLE, M.O.V., vertical 3 5
2 h.p. MADISON, good order 115
«4 h.p. MINERVA, inclined 110
4 h.p. EOC, M.O.V., magneto 9 S

Small engines taken in exchange.
High-class motor cycles wanted for casta.

HI. BOOTH,
CORONI-T WORKS, WADE STREET,

HAI.IFAX.
Telephone 19Sy.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BOWDEN, 25 h.p. F.N., vertical, spray, very

Ijw. chain, handle-bar control; £3 10s.—
Freak. Hazeldeue, HiUside Boad, Watford.

23. h.p. Minerva, excellent condition, new
4 i'alm.er cord back, BlOO; £14.—R.W.,

3, Grosvenor Gardens, Willesden Green, N.AV.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, £10; 3 h.p.
Hobart, £10; 2 h.p. Quadrant, £8; IJ

b.p. Minerva, £6.—Gibbon and Co., Aberavon.
BARGAIN.—3 h.p. Bradbury motor cycle

and fittings, just overhauled; £15 10s.—
Irving, 1, Probiaher Terrace, Altofts Nor-
mauton.

PHCENIX Cob, 34 h.p., two speeds, magneto
climb anything, excellent condition;'

£3o. or near offer.-Dr. Gervis, Seaford.
Sussex.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, with Ariel coupler
2 and Eudge lady's bicycle, in good

oraer. new tyres; lot £25.—Ball, Barrow-in-
Furness.

X' 18.—Four-cylinder Binks. fitted synchron-
J^ ised ignition, pan seat, free engine,
chain drive, faultless. — Eowell, New Inn
Windsor.

1 Q07 Quadrant, 3i h.p., excellent condition;LU £30. or near offer; ride 50 miles Man-
chester.—No. 9.90O, The Motor (Jyde Offices,
Coventry.

QUADRANT. 1907, 3i h.p., Birmingham
model, goad hill-climber, as new; bar-

gain, £20.—Guyver. "Wood Street. Stratford-
on-Avon.

91 h.p. De Dion Motor Cycle, tyres as new,— 4 with spares and lamp; £2 and push
c.vcle. or sell £8.-121, Shooter's Hill Eoad,
Blackheath.

GENtriNE 4 h.p. Bat, absolutely as new,
spring forks and frame, low, powerful

and reliable; £20; any trial.—Marsh House.
Leominster.

FOE Sale, lightweight motor cycle, N.S.U.

.

last year's make, magneto ign ~ i in
running order. — Hodgson, photogi . uer,
ClecklieLitou.

21 h.p. Kerry, in splendid condition and
2 going order, not done 100 miles; £13;

no time fc- riding.—C.H.W., 28. Upper Clap-
ton Road, N.E.

23 h.p. Werner. M.O.V.. spray carburetter,
4 accumulator ignition, tree engine,

good condition ; £8 lOs.-Richardson. Stone-
briage, Horbury.

LADY'S Motor Bicycle, Singer, 2\ h.p..
spring pillar seat, splendid condition;

£15, inclusive speedometer.-S.. 21. Duke'a
Avenue, Muswell Hill.

TRIUMPH. 34 h.p.. 1907. standard, magneto,
perfect condition, heavy tread on back

tyre
; nrice £33. or offers.-No. 9,438, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3 h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea frame'. Longue-
mare. Continental tyres, low built,

almost new; £18 18s.—A. J. Slatter, 59, Cran-
fleld Road Brocliley. S.E.

MINERVA, 24 h.p., Eadie frame. Palmers,
f.ongue'nare. Price's stand, first-class

condition
; £8 lowest.—V. Garrett. 57, Crystal

Palace Road, Dulwich, S.E.

Ih.p. Lightweight, good serviceable ma-
chine, in excellent running order; £5

10s.; seen and tested after 8.30 p.m.—F.B. 53
College Street', Islington, N.

31 h.p. Rex, thorough condition, tyres per-
4 feet. Rich's back tube, tools and

spares; owner purchased car; pric<; £15, cost
£50.—Clewer Court, Windsor.

4 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea, two accumu-
lators, Dermatlue, Brooks, 2J Gaulois.

spares, stand; £13 10s.; after 6.-14, Clifton
Park Avenue, Raynes Park.

MOTOE Cycle, genuine. 2 h.p., in '.sood con-
dition, good tyres, Chater frame; £8;

this is not a crocls.-Inglesent, 90, Wilmslow
Road. Rusholme. Manchester.

MAGNIFICENT Twin Jap. 6 h.p., automatic
carburetter. 5-40 m.p.h.,perfect order;

what offers? Seen by appointment.—Write,
Richtord, 294. Burdett Road, E.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, mag-
2 neto. Continental de Course tyres,

back one new, splendid condition ; £26 10s.

—

Mettham, Architect. Grantham.

N.S.U. and Roc Agent.—Several 1907 N.S.U.'s
to clear at a low figure; write for par-

I

ticulars no exchange entertained.—^Hodg-
son. 10, Morton Road, Bradford.

i
In answering any of these advertisement* it M desirahU that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR. 3BICYCLES jFOR' SALE.

21 h.p. Jap, Chater-Lea frame, torpedo
'2 tanks footboards, engine as rew, very

fast ; £12 12s. ;
property of J. Le Grand. —

Seen at 16, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

LTJEQUrN-COtTDEET, 3i h.p., Chater
throughout. Clinchers, Watawata, very

low. Ion? bars, B105, footrests ; £20. — Boss,

1. Osborne Eoad, Weston-super-Mare.

23_ h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C., perfect condition,
4 unpuTictured, new belt, and Bates

band, accessories; been well cared for; £11.—

12, Cradoek Street, Bishop Auckland.

11 h.p. Clement-Garrard, two-speed gear,

2 in good going order. Palmer tyres,

splendid condition; £11, lowest. — Box No.

9,874, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, 1907, puncture-
2 less, ridden about 500 miles, spare

belt, lamp, horn; £23, or nearest offer. —
Goodhew, Manchester Eoad, Rochdale.

31 h.p. Minerva, magneto, £15; 2J h.p.

2 Beeston Humber, free engine, £15;
rigid sidecar, £5; got car.—Eivers-Moore, 37,

Kempsford Gardens, Earl's Court, S.W.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., 1906, ball bearing engine,
petrol gauge, and every refinement, nc.n-

skid back, excellent condition, spares ; £22,

no offers.—Ill, Grove Lane, Camberwell.

LIGHTWEIGHT Genuine 13 h.p. F.N.. 26in.

wheels, 24in. frame. F.N. carburetter,
spray, splendid condition, very fast; £9,

lowest.—F.. 62. Thames Street, Windsor.

Tl/rcrST Sell Immediately.—2 h.p, Minerva,
IVX spray, everything in good condition

;

£9 or offers; appointment.—Motorist, Pair-
field, Wells House, Openshaw, Manchester.

21 h.p. Jap. Chater-Lea fittings. Longue-
^ mare carburetter. Palmer tyres, last,

very reliable, in splendid condition.—Burch,
Leicester Villa, Leicester Road, New Barnet.

23. h.p. Aurora, in splendid running conai-
4 tion. vertical engiue. Longuemare,

trembler; £7 15s.. bargain; photo sent for

stamp. — Bennett, 91, Gosford Street. Cov-
entry.

BAPiGAIN.—2 h.p. Minerva, in perfect run-
ning order, new engine, not done 500

miles, tyres as new; £11 10s., or nearest offer;

Been after 7 p.m.—P. Palmer. 63. Highgate
Hill. N.

-i Q06 3i h.p. Eex. spring forks, excellent
A.O condition, powerful, thoroughly re-

liable ; sell cheap, or £12 and good push
bike.—A.T.S., 86, Oolvestone Crescent, jjal-

ftton, London.

TWIN Minerva, 4i h.p., spring forks new
Palmer cord back, new accumulator,

coils, belt; trial; splendid condition: 24

guineas; photo; smaller power part.—Bell,
Wadsley Bridge.

31 h.p. Rex. 26 by 2 Longuemare, Prested,
4 Shamrock, footboards and pedals,

tools, stand, numbers, splendid condition,
perfect ; £13.—Sharp, Fleece Street, Butter-
shaw, Bradford.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, in splendid condition,
low frame, plated tank, spring forks.

2J tyres (as new) ; any trial ; full particulars

;

great bargain at £23.—A. Bertram, Eothbury,
Northumberland.

EDINBUEGH.—Scottish readers, be sure not
to miss our grand show of motor cycles.

Stands 126 and 127. Industrial Hall, Scottish
National Exhibition; 16 different makes
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110,

Lothian Eoad, Edinburgh.

EDINBUEGH Exhibition. Industrial Hall.
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition of

motor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
from May till October.—Alexander's Motor
Exchange, Lothian Eoad.

EDINBUEGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, Eexes,
Adlers. Moto Eeves, Ariels, Zeniths,

Minervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U.. Ad-
vances. Eocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen at
Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

REX de Luxe, new November, 1907, in splen-
did condition, Eoc clutch and Eoc two-

speed gear, Stevens silencer, handle-bar con-
trol, twin tyres ; receipt can be shown show-
ing cost £60 153., accept £30.—No. 9,911, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Late 1907 Brown, hardly need, per-
2 feet. M.O.V., 26 by 2i Clinchers, Lon-

guemare, Matchless silencer, frame 20in„
Duco-Flex belt. Brooks BIOO. lamp, horn,
»pares, etc. ; cost over £40. accept £24. lowest.
-H., 24. High Street. Windsor.

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Embodies all

good points of other rubber belts without their

drawbacks. " A distinct improvement."
NOTE.—The prices are between 33% and 50%

less than other malces. Good rubber belts need
not be dear. Send cash for sample length on
approval. J" 9d., -J" 1/-, V ^1*, 1" 1/8 per foot.

Any length cut. Fasteners 6d. each.

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE.
4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto, and

Nala two speeds £32

2i h.p. ZEDEL, long and low 14
24 h.p. MINERVA, good condition 9

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, twin tyres.dutch 26

31 h.p. REX, 22' frame 11

5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 22

Sih.p. Twin REX, lovely goer 20

4 h.p. ANTO IN E, magneto, 1907 22

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, etc 15

3t h.p. 1905 REX, spring forks, 26" wheels 13

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, lovely goer 25

3 h.p. N.S.U., fine goer 16

3J h.p. EXCELSIOR, smart 10

2J h.p. R & P.. 26' wheels, vertical 10

3 h.p. CLARENDON, good, vertical . . 10

3* h.p. AUTO-MOTOR, spray, vertical.. 10

2J h.p. GRIFFON, spray, vertical 10

3 h.p. NOBLE, spray, vertical 10

3 h.p. REX, vertical 10

2J h.p. HUMBER, spray, trembler 10
Ij h.p. MINERVA, spray, 26" wheels 6 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart 7 10

2J h.p. HUMBER, spray 9
2i h.p. REGAL, vertical, spray, 26' wheels 9

2J h.p. CYCLONE, sprav, vertical 7

2 h.p, MINERVA, M.O, v., 26- wheels.. 9 9

ALBION V BELTING.
New principle longest life.

J'7d., J" 8d., J" 9d., 1" lOd. per foot.

TRICARS.
Sih.p. REXETTE, spring frame £35
5" h.p. REXETTE, two speeds 29

4i h.p. REXETTE, water cooled 25

SIDECARS.
Mont-omery £4 10 1

British Standard £5

Forecar attachment, long side stays, 28in.

wheels, £4 10s.

NEW TYRES FOR OLD.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26 X 2 24/- 9/6 28 X 2 25/- 10/-

26 X 21 25/6 10,- 28 X 2i 27/S 10/6
26 X 2J 29/6 11/- 28 X 2i 29/9 H/3

3 /- allowed for old covers, 2/- for old tubes.

Traders and Agents send for discounts.

LYCETT'S "LIGHTNING" STANDS.
Firm. Rigid. Strqno.

For 24", 26', or 28" wheels. 4/9 per pair.

Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.

HIGH-CLASS MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Road, HALIFAX.

Next door to Square Church.

The "WIABON" FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

No alterations required to fit.

Operated from handle-bar.

PRICE FROM SS/-.
Send for Leaflet.

Mabon Motor Works,
,i4, HIGH ROAD.

NORTH FiNCHLEY, N.

Agents : The Service Co., 292,

High Holborn, W.C.

fOKDER NOW, POST FREE.
|

Exhaust Valves, " Non-Co>rosive" special

nukd alloy, 2/6. Piston Rings {three). 2/3. ,

Reooring and New Piston, 14/-. New ,

Cylinder, 27/-. Variable Pulley, 8/6. Gears

Cut. Rebushlng. New Parts. Patent Fans.

Spring Fo ks, front or rear. Rests, Silencers,

Gears, Magnetos, Plugs, E.I.C. 4/1. E.K. 2/1.

Our list will aid you if in trouble.

THf MARCH MANUFACTURING (!0.,,
68-72, CLIFFE ROAD. SHEFFIELD. '

3i

GENUINE Bargains.—Motor Cycle,
h.p. _ P\N^_ engine, scarcely used.

21

ivtSTOR , BICYCLES fiFOR SALl
3i h.p. Genuine Minerva, plating, enam^

2 ling', belt, tyre, accumulators,
i

new, spring forks, many spares; ca
wanted; sacrifice £18. — Write, Beadle. 1
Powis Street. Woolwich.

_ h.p. Centaur, chain drive, long ba2 brakes. Palmers, switch handle, star
carrier, friction clutch, two acoumulato
lamp, and spare valve; £20.—Bert. Hanna
3, Eidgeley fioad, Harlesden.

31 h.p. De Dion, Chater 5a frame, 26i
4 wheels. Continental and Clincher, f

tanks, nearly new; owner giving up mob
ing ; seen by appointment ; £22, or ofler.-
Lewis, Colville Eoad. Leyton.

N.S.TJ., magneto, 4 h.p. twin (2Jin. tyr
lin. belt, new), 1907 model, tools, 1A

wheels; £35. or exchange for 5 h.p. N.S.
twin, accumulators, and cash.—Motorist,
Clarendon Road, Eedland. Bristol.

^i

Mills and Puiford forecarriage. in perf
order, £3 10s. ; Osborne variable speed ge
not used, £3.—Hill and Co.. Galway.

1 Q07 34 h.p. Quadrant, absolutely perfe
l.t> spring forks, exceptionally good
gine, starts walking pace, wonderful u
chine; absolute bargain, £25.—Motorist,
Colvestone Crescent, Dalston. London.

£9.-3 h.p. Ormonde, Antoine engine, ac
mutator and dry cell ignition, two-w

svitch, new tyre, tube, and belt, spi
valves and belt, fast, reliable machine
Byron, 168, Telford Avenue. Streatham.

31 h.p. M.M.C., low. powerful, perfect ord
2 ,]ust overhauled, spring forks, rub

belt, tyres nearly new, spares, tools, ve
cal engine, cut-out; bargain, £11 10
Williams, 55, Strathleven Eoad, Brixton

_ h.p. Minerva, on genuine B.S.A. fra
4 and fittings. Palmer tyres, li'

used, also' Mills-Fulford trailer, compl
with lamp and numerous accessories

;

IBs.-Goodman. 75, King's Eoad, Chelsea. S

QUADEANT. 3J h.p.. little used, and aim
eciual to new. tyres perfect, £22 10s,

offers; also 2 h.p. Quadrant, in thoroi
going order and fair condition, £8 10s..

near offer.—W. P. Sneezum, Pore Street,
wich.

51 h.p. N.S.U., not been 200 miles, magn.
2 spring forks, 26in. wheels, non-s

tyre back wheel, Wright's footrests, Shar]
silencer, long handle-bars, and many spai
lowest £37 10s. — N. Dodd, Woldingh.
Surrey. Garaged at Wauchope's.

1 Q08 Eoc, Eoyal Military Model, ball bi

X.KJ ing engine, clutch, two-speed g
spring forks, luggage carrier, been
under 500 miles ; £36 10s. ; complete. St
belt included; cost over £53 end of Pel
ary.—Below.

1 Q07 5-6 h.p. Twin Eoc (Peugeot engi
XO clutch, two-speed gear, complete i

Eoc sidecar, brand new back Confine
cover and tube, other two nearly same, sj

valves, etc., inner tube, luggage carrier;
ideal lot, good as new in every way, ±36 1

only wants seeing ; any time.—Hurlock, j

70, Walworth Eoad. London (Elephant
Castle). 'Phone, 14942 Central.

NOW or Never? — 45s. deposit and
monthly payments of 29s. secures ei

3 h.p. Humber. 3 h.p. Noble, 3h.p. Eex, 3

Clarendon, 3 h.p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Automc
23 h.p. E. and P.; delivery on first payn
—Parrar, Sguare Eoad, Halifax.

23. h.p. P.N., spring forks, non-skid ti

4 two accumulators, spray carbure
Chater-Lea frame and fittings, with ai

sorles, recently overhauled for Easter,
also new motor house. £1 15s.—Apply r

6, Eandall, 179, Mount Pleasant Eoad,
tenham.

h.p. Bat, Jap spring frame and fi

special brakes, Jap lubricator, i

clipse lamp, two new belts, studded ti

perfect condition, full kit tools and sp'

not done 2,000 miles ; owner bought car

;

—Humphrys, 6, Comberton Terrace, Ki(
minster.

S TJ. 4 h.p. Twin, and Mills-Fulford ci

^ , wheel sidecar, two-speed gear, si

forks, magneto, powerful hill-climber, i

anteed in absolutely perfect conditmn;
£70, accept £37 10s. ; will run 50 for pro
five buyer.—Box 9,907. The Motor Cycle Of

Coventry.

6

W'
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AOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DOUBLE-CyLINDEE. spring frame back

and front, 4 h.p. Alcyon engine, Brown
,nd Barlow carburetter, new ; £38.—H. Monk,
91, Portobello Boad, W.
> h.p. Fafnlr, Palmers, footboards, Brooks
) BlOO, guaranteed, faultless ; £15 10s. ; ex-
hange light tricar, cash adjustment.—87,

lildmay Grove, Islington. N.

908 34 h.p. Magneto Tourist Eex, new;
why pay fancy prices? 35 guineas;

xchanges.—16, Westgate, Halifax.

)JL h.p. Antonio, low frame, Longuemare
)'2 carburetter. Palmer tyres.; worth
jeing ; £16.—Squire, 122, Hackney Eoad, Lon-
OD.

TIOR Sale, Triumph, 1908, perfect in every
J detail, complete with horn, lamp, uum-
ers, and spares; price £40; any test.—F.
[ewett, Shenley Eoad, Dartford, Kent.

907 Two-speed Vindec Special, 3S h.p.,
magneto, perfect condition; bargain,

27; garaged Wauchope's.—White. Danes-
ary, Wilmington Terrace, Eastbourne.

908 Triumph, magneto, new, all the latest
improvements; delivery now; £48;

[changes.—16, Westgate, Halifax.

|3. h.p. Motor Cycle, wants new induction
«4 pipe and throttle ; a bargain for
indy man ; first £5 5s. has it.—Mower, 30,
jring Gardens, Buxton.

1 h.p. Pafnir, Dunlops. Ijonguemare, two
accumulators, born, stand, carrier,

lolbag; exchange push bike and cash, or
11 £14.-94, Clifton Crescent, Peckham.
ITOP !—24 h.p. Jap, B.S.A. throughout, F.N.,
' new Dunlops, handle-bar control, top
' saddle to ground 34 inches, stand, lamp,
)rn; 11 guineas.—339, Brixton Eoad, S.W.
TWIN Eex, 5-6 h.p., magneto, 2i Continental,

cantilever seat, not been ridden 200
iles; too fast for owner; accept £25. or
jar offer.—Bateman, hairdresser. Marlow.

^ h.p. Eoyal Enfield-Minerva, in splendid
'4 condition, and a grand goer; £13 10s.,
' exchange entertained for push bike and
,ah.—9,921, The Motor Cycle Ofiices, Coventry.

IWIW Eex. winner hill-climb, Stanley new
belt, spare Whittle, Puller coil, electric

>rn, thumbslide control, stand, spares,
lendid; £18.—C. Lloyd, Shirburn, Eams-

''EEET 6 h.p. Twin, long bars, footboards,
L low position (very fast), £19, no offers

;

iugeot, 2J h.p., splendid machine, only
mts seeing. £9 15s.—37, Chestergate, Stock-
irt.

3. h.p. Excelsior, inclined engine, recently
4 overhauled, low built. Clincher, two
cumulators. stand, etc., splendid condi-
)n; £10.—Woffenden, Hazel Grove, Stock-
irt.

X h.p. All-Pengeot Motor Cycle, spring
2 forks and seat. Palmer and Continen-
1 tyres, rubber belt, excellent condition;
.rgain, £21, no offers.—la, Torbay Eoad,
ilburn.

908 34 h.p. Eex, magneto, tourist model!
new, not ridden 50 iuiles, a splendid

achine, cannot be beaten: £27 10s. for
lick buyer. — Beesley, 5. Eussell Street,
icrington.

1 h.p Matchless-Minerva, inclined engine,
2 the whole re-enamelled and plated,
ual to new; to be sold a bargain; what
ters.'—Seen at Sentinel Works. 62, New
OSS Boad, S.E.

1 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, and sidecar,
i Phoenix two speeds, very low fast,
inchers and studded non-skid tyres, almost
iw, guaranteed; £22 10s.—221, Summer
LDe, Birmingham.
'27.-6 h.p. Twin Eex de Luxe, Boc clutch,
« everything as new, tyres (twin), enamel
iscratched; owner ill five months reason
Uing ; first cheque, no offers. — 17, James
>ad. East Griustead.

h.p. Twin, B.O.M. ignition, Montgomery
sidecar, flexible or fixed; £23 10s., or

change lower power and cash; sell separ-
e. by appointment; photo 3d.—E., 306, Com-
Brcial PiOad, Peckham.

907 34 h.p. Bex, fitted with long footboards,
retaining use of pedals, two aeou-

alators, two belts. Brooks saddle, complete
t spare parts. Millennium stand, separate
nerator lamp, toolbag, and tools, num-
r plates, etc.. had very little use; given
I riding; £21. cost over £30.—Alfred Ben-
itt. Mayfield Boad, Wallasey.

Tired Engines
become active when fitted with a

Coronet

EACH.

Patent

Locking

Device.

The screwed flange is securely held in any
position by a simple, ytt ingenious contrivance.
Send your old pulley. Quick deUvery. Special

terms to the trade.

CORONET HANDLE-BARS.
20in. long. Made of heavy gauge tubing, and

beautifully plated. 5/6 per pair

PALMER TYRES.
CONTINENTAL TYRES.
SHAMROOCK EXCELSIOR TYRES.
GOODRICHS TYRES.

State size required, and we will make you a
favourable quotation.

GRIPSKIN BELTING.
Scientifically made from selected parts of hides.
An efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts
two rubber belts. Correct angle, perfect drive,
non-stretching. We send on approval on receipt

fin. 9a., }in. lOJd., Jin. 1/-, lin. 1/1.
Special terms to the trade.

NON-TREMBLER. SYNTONIC TREMBLER.
MIDGET TYPE. 3,000 revolutions.

One cylinder 10/6 One cyUnder 17/6
Twin cyUnderj .. 21/- Twin cylinders .. 35/-
We make a liberal allowance for your trouble-

some coil in part payment. Buy a FULLER
and your misfiring troubles are over.

New Accumulators for Old.
Large stock. Genuine Fuller's.

C2type 17/- Midget tvpe .. 18/-
Rex type 16/- Minerva type .. 17/-
Every cell guaranteed.

Patent non-corroding terminals. Made to with-
stand the vibration of a motor cycle. Large stock.
Quick delivery. We allow 5/6 for your old accu-
mulator in part payment.

MiU.FORD SIDECARS.
No side-slip. Castor Wheel or Rigid. Instant

deUvery.

33i% INCREASE IN HORSE-POWER.
when Castor Wheel sidecars are used. No side-
drag. Uninterrupted steering. We take your
loose-jointed sidecar or other goods in part pay-
ment. Special inducements to cash buyers.

ACCESSORIES.
N.A.B. spring seat pillar, 5/6; large leather tool
bags, 6/3 : double-twist horns, deep tone, 4/9

;

motor mudguards and stays, 3in. 2/11, 4in. 3/6;
Mient silencers, 6h x 3!-, lin. exhaust, 3/3

;

Stanley belting, Xlall spring forks, gas lamps,
separate generators, 5/3.

WE ARE WANTING
Rex de Luxe, 3} h.p. Alagneto Rex, Triumph,

4 h.p. Roc, jap. Bat. Gramophone, Sidecar,
Ladies' Gold Guard, Bangle.

CASH AND CLIENTS WAITING. '«'

BOOTH'S MOTOR EXCHANGE,
Coronet Works, Wade Street,

HAI.IFAX.
Telephone 198Y.

MOTOHllBICYCLES iTOR iSALE.
i Q06 25 h.p. Brown, brand new condition
JlU throughout, absolutely equal to new;
expert examination invited; thundering
bargain, £17.—Stanton, 86, Colvestone Cres-
cent, Balston, London.

5 h.p. Twin Sarolea. Chater-Lea long frame.
2i Palmer cord tyres (not scratched),

petrol gauge, etc., everything in perfect new
condition; will accept first reasonable cash
offer.—Makins, Enfleld Lock.

F.N.. 13 h.p., lightweight, late 1907. mag-
neto, everything as new. splendid hnl-

climber, spares, not run 400 miles; £25;
wanted, 1907 Phoenix or Zenith foreoar. mag-
neto.—Morgan, IMona View. Port Dinorwic.

REX, 3 h.p., Watawata, Brown-Barlow new
piston, rings, bushes, tyres excellent,

£12; also Millford forecarriage, steering
column and stays. Palmer cords, cane chair,
apron, £7.-^94, Hainault Eoad, Leytonstone.

ROC, 1908, 4 h.p., new Iffilitary Model, just
delivered, unridden. Truffault spring

forks, magneto, tree engine and speed gear,
lamp, horn, etc., exactly as delivered by
makers ; £45.—Hopkins. New Street, Ledbury.

9 h.p. Spring Frame Bat, all tools, spares,
cover, two tubes, large headlight, elec-

tric lamp, whole machine entirely re-buUt
last March so practically new; best offer

over £40.—Gilmour, IS. Ampthill Eoad. Bed-
ford.

TWO Splendid Triumphs, 3i h.p., magneto,
1907. £31; aifd 3 h.p. (late), 1906, £21;

l>cth perfection of workmanship.—^Eev.

Spalding (garaged). Cox and Duffin. West
Kent Garage, Sydenham Eoad, Sydenham,
S.E.

APPEOVAL.—5 h.p. twin Alcyon, spring
forks. 1907 machine, £19 lOs.; 2? h.p.

Minerva. £11 10s.; 3* h.p. Quadrant. 1907 ma-
chine, little used, £24; exchanges; wanted,
twin Eex.—Smith, Ford Street, Saint Mary,
Nottingham.

TErtrMPH, 3 h.p., accumulator ignition,
only done one season's running, as

owTier has had car, guaranteed perfect in
every detail ; any examination ; £21. no
offers, no exchanges.-Cammaok, Westgate,
Grantham.

3 h.p. Bradbury, Longuemare. Bassee-Michel
coil, Clinchers, grand hill-climber, per-

fect running order, just overhauled, detach-
able air tube, many spares; trial; £14 lOs.

—

Cockerill, William Street. Heywood near
Manchester.

ROVEE, 3 h.p.. good running order, splen-
did condition, little used, rubber belt,

2iin. Clinchers. BlOO. large set tools, all ac-
cessories, including Acetyphote lamp, iron
stand, etc.; £18, or near offer.-0. A. Chubb,
128. Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

31 h.p. Triumph, mag-neto, in perfect con-
2 ditiou. frame beautifully lined in

green and red, and unscratched. 1908 bars,
all spares, 1908 pedals, .and variable pulley,
a really handsome machine; £34.—O'Hagan.
148, Duke's Avenue. Muswell Hill.

WEENEE, 23 h.p., long, low. spring forks,
.

re-enamelled and plated, new Contin-
ental tyres and belt, two accumulators, new
25s. lamp, spare valve springs, plugs, and all
tools, in perfect condition ; £16.—Cady, 47.

Stamford Eoad. Handsworth, Birmingham.

4 h.p. Antolne, accumulator ignition, Dun-
lops. with Eich tubes, unpunetured, one

spare Rich, non-sMd on back, footrests, Der-
matine, lamp, horn, tools, etc., all in good
condition, and first-class going order; £16
10s.—Bennett. 298, Ewell Eoad, Surbiton, S.W.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1906 pattern, but \ery
2 little used, and as new, enamel and

plating perfect, spring forks, tyres un-
scratched, very fast, and splendid hill-

climber, with all spares, stand, etc.; price
£25 no offers.—G.G.. 34, Ca,mbridge Place,
Paddington, W.

EDINBUE6H. — Alexander's Motor Ex-
change, 110, Lothian Eoad, the_ largest

variety and stock of motor cycles in Scot-
land: agents for Quadrant, Griffon, Eex,
N.S.U.. Adler. Eoc. Minerva, Vindec, and
Moto-Eeve motors; repairs, spare parts; ex-
changes, easy payments.

MINEEVA and Eex. — We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
change, or gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros., 511, Chester Eoad. Old Trafford.

In answering any of these advertisements it is aesirahle that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ERTON.—51 li.p. N.S.U.. twin, mag-ueto,

rand condition.—Below.

ERTON.—^ h.p. Minerva, low, with long
bars, very racy mount; £14.—Below.

ERTON.—2 li.p. Minerva, splendid run-
ning order; £7 10s.—Beiow.

ERTON.—3 h.p. F.N.; bargain, £15.—
Below.

M
M
M
MERTON.—For fnll particulars o£ above

machines and any others that may be
required, apply. Grove Motor and Cycle
Works, 141, High Street, Merton, S.W.

NEW 1908 Phelon-Moore, Grose non-skid;
giving up motoring; cash; £43.—3, Ox-

ford Road, Southport.

31 h.p. Kerry, 1907, spring forks, Watawata,
2 Palmer, Clincher, new condition; £16.

—20, Olive Eoad, Gricklewood.

LEEDS.—3J h.p. Hobart, White and Poppe
engine, 2J tyres, machine like new. long

handle-bars, seat low, spring forks; £19.

LEEDS.—23 h.p. New Hudson, good order.
Palmer tyres, 25in. wheels; £13.

LEEDS.—2§ h.p. De Dion, low frame (Chater-
Lea), long handle-bars, footrests; only

£13 10s. ; exchanges entertained.—Leeds Motor
Exchange, 28, Dock Street, Leeds.

1i h.p. Lightweight Wolf Motor Cycle,
2 weight about 70 lbs., a& new; £15 i-^B.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

23. h.p. Ariel, equal new, twin accumula-
4 tors, tyres and belt new; 19 guineas.

—Longden. Princess Street, Mansfield.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot. Chater-Lea, splendid
machine, as new, not done 500 ; £28 lOs.

—128, High Eoad. Tottenham.

31 h.p. Twin Werner, low machine, long
2 bars, only soiled, and in beautiful

order; £17 10s.—Above address.

Qi h.p. Rex, spring forks. Continentals, as
O- new, grand goer ; £15.-Address above.

Q h.p. Trent, Chater-Lea, long bars, low
O" seat; a genuine bargain, £11 lOs.—Ad-
dress above.

2X h.p. Humber, Longuemare, almost new,
4 grand hill-climber, long bars, etc.,

guaranteed; £8 10s.—Address above.

31 h.p. M.M.C., low-built. Chater-Lea frame,
i thoroughly done up, as new, very

powerful and last; real bargain, £12 lOs.

—

Address above.

31 h.p. London, Chater-Lea frame, handle-
2 bar control, accessories, very fast and

powerful, splendid condition and perfect
working order; great bargain, £11 lOs,—Ad-
dress above.

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton, B. and B. carbur-
etter, very fast and powerful, perfect

condition, grand for passenger work; £17 10s.

—Address above.

31 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, splendid condi-
2 tion. reliable, Palmer tyres; £15 10s.—

Morley, 85. Alderson Road, Liverpool.

3 h.p. Triumph-Fafnir. accumulator, splen-
did condition ; £16.-18, Ferncliff Bead,

Sandringham Road. Dalston, Lo.idon.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor
cycles you can get them at Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

-J
Q07 Shop-soiled 4 h.p. Roc Cycle for sale;

it/ ill-health and too powerful cause of
sale.—Harrison, Implement Works, Pockling-
ton.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot, twin-cylinder, specially
built, very fast, suit Brooklands, as

new; £32 10s.—255, Earlsfleld Road, Wands-
worth.

3i h.p. Excelsior, splendid condition, climb
4 anything, new Watawata. lot spares,

bear inspection ; £13, or near offer.—Address
below.

21 h.p. Minerva, just overhauled, splendid
4 order; sacrifice £6 lOs.—Francis. News-

agent, Brentwood.

5 h.p. Twin Vindcc Special, magneto, used
for trial purposes. B. and B. carbur-

etter; £25. sound bargain.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, E.G.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder Vindec Special, Phelon
and Moore two-speed gear, Truftault

forks, magneto ignition, certain to give
satisfaction; gem for passenger work. —
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, B.O.

start easily, climb any hill, orawi m
irafBc, and do loi thinf;s you c^n't do
now if you iit your bicycle with the

Phoenix Two-speed Gear.
£7 10s. to £8 15s., Belt or Chain,

Up to 5 h.p.

PH(ENIX MOTORS, LTD.,
Blundell Street, London, N.

Trade

Eniures-

Mark.

SatlslacUon.

1908 LIST FREE.

United
Motor

Industries,
LTD.,

4fi & 46, POLAND STREET,
LONDON, W., and

Sherbourne Works, COVENTRY.

ORIGINAL.

STRONG PLAIN RESTS, 8/6,

A I* UTDIISUT S. LOPRIMORE BLDGS.'.V.TVKI«ani, WALWORTH,

EXCELLENT,
C.A.C., Croydon, writes under dale 29-4-08 :

"Dear Sir,—You may like to know that I

have put the lin. new pattern Centipede Belt to hard
tests and I am thoroughly satisfied with it. Its non-
stretching, gripping, and flexible qualities are very
excellent

"

C.A.C. rides a 4i h.p. Single-cylinder Motor Cycle.

'—TAiiwDt et.oc/ts

Price ot Belt per foot

:

1/6. J 1/9, I 2/-, 1 2/3. li 2/6.

Special Terras if desired—half the amount with

order and the balance in three months i( satisfactory

POLLIN, Belt Maker, SPALDING.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

23 h.p. Minerva, better than new, £20
4 gent's Htimber taudem, £10, perfect

exchange tor 1907 Triumph, cash adjustmenti
—Percy Maltby, Ilkeston.

23 h.p. E. and P., in splendid conditiot
4 low saddle, long bars; cost ii45, at

cept £14, or exchange higher power.—2!

Beech Hall Boad, Higham's Park.

23. h.p. Kerry de Luxe, low, perfect condi
4 tion, new Continental, Grack, spee'i

indicator, two lamps, stand, spares ; £13.-

147, High Boad, Wood Green, London.
1

3X h.p. 1907 Minerva, spring forks, ver;

2 powerful, and in excellent condition]

£19 198.: unprecedented opportunity. — A|

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lob
dou.

]

6 h.p. Bex. 1907, like new, thoroughly ovei'

hauled, enamelled; cost £64, sacrific

£30 ; accept lower power and cash. Triumpl
De Dion preferred. — Brambledene, Eatoi
Norwich.

3 h.p. Chafer. F.N., Palmers, three Bov
dens, complete machine, low built

£20 cash; ride 100 miles prospective pu)
chaser.—Appointment to. Machine, 5, Copti
Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

3JL h.p. Minerva, 1907, magneto, sprini

2 forks. Palmer cords, not ridden 3(

miles, whole machine as new, too fast fc

owner; £28.—A. Eoberts. 291. Green Lane
Finsbury Park, London, N.

5 h.p. 1907 Twin Bex, fine condition, jui

overhauled, new tyres, stand, lam]
tools, spares, including inlet and exhaui
valves; £26, or nearest offer.—E. C. Barnan
Downing College, Cambridge.

-{ Q06 3 h.p. Ariel. B. and B., brand ne
i-U Dunlops, accumulator, Nilmelior coi

long handle-bar, in first-class order throug)
out, Gloria belt, spares and tools ; £18 IDs.

E. Leete, 4, Highbury Hill, N.

1i h.p. N.S.U., high tension magnet
4 Price's stand, new end of last seaso:

condition as new, fast and reliable; can I

seen and tried any time; £22.—L. S. Eobert
N. Somercotes, E.S.O., Lines.

31 h.p. Bex. 26 by 2. variable gear puUe
4 Whittle belt. Bowden's handle-bar coi

trol. Brooks saddle, tools, spares, Stan
splendid running order ; approval ; £10 10s.

17, Baxter Avenue, Doncaster.

ATHOEOUGHLY Eeliable 3H h.p. Mot<
Cycle and sidecar, everything capit:

order. Jap engine, long bars, footboards, i

trouble; 20 guineas, quick sale.—Wm. Arc.

ard, Touchen End. Maidenhead.

MOTOSACOCHE, perfect .condition; an
expert examination; spring forks, atan

carrier, puncture band on back; tra

needed; sacrifice £25. — Eeliable Poulti

Farm, Canewdon, Eochford, Essex.

REX, 31 h.p., recently overhauled, new bel

tubes tyres (extra heavy Clincher real

Osborne four-speed, footboards, spare
splendid condition; £16 10s., or offer.-Wa
den. Laurels. Carshalton Grove, Sutton.

BAT Motor Cycle, 7-9 h.p., two cylinder

free engine, 1907 model, little used, an

fitted regardless of cost, many spares con

plete with sidecarriage; £40, part exchan§
entertained.—Bedwell, Chen-ynint on Eoai

Cambridge.

03 h.p. Kerry, perfect, new tyres, £13; :

^4 h.p. Humber. new frame and tyre

£12 10s.; 2 h.p. Quadrant, running order, ££

3J h.p. Bex, good running order, £9; 2 h.)

Werner, £5 10s.—Colville Works, Linden A
cade, Chiswick.

QUADEANT, 31 h.p.. 1906-1907 pattern, m
ridden 500 miles, condition as new, ti

gether with about £5 accessories; price £.

lOs. cost £50.—Particulars, owner, York ViU:

Carshalton. Seen at Hunt's Stores, NeK
gate Street, London.

FULL of all the good qualities necessar
to make a perfect motor cycle is ti

four-cylinder F.N.. not a machine to go i

miles an hour, and but goes comfor
ably all the time, whether it be 4 or 40.—Fc

particulars, trials, etc.. write F. Heath. Sa
ford Priors. Evesham.

TWIN Minerva, late 1907, 4i h.p., B.0.1
ignition, perfect, as new, cost £42, ai

cept £27 IDs. ; Mills and Fulford sidecar
guinea). Palmer cord tyre, all perfect, i

18s., or exchange for good tricar; trial ri

quired and given.—Willmer Taylor, 35, B<

land Eoad, Walthamstow.

In answering any of these aclvertiseiiients it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."

M
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THICAHS FOR SALE.
lOAE, 4J h.p., water-cooled, two speeds,
silent ; £19. — Faire, Elms Eoad, Lel-

;X Triette. bi h.p.. splendid condition; a
bargain ; what offers —23. Fleet Street,

idon.

.p. Twin Kerry Tricar, two speeds, free,

coach-built, everything in grand order;
-7, Upton Lane, Forest Gate.

h.p. Eiley Tricar, two speeds, water-
cooled, air in perfect condition; £M.

pe, Manor Conrt Eoad. Nuneaton.

h.p. Eiley Engine, two speeds, water-
cooled, dual ignition; £35; motor

i part.—Clegg, Church Stile, Bochdale.

IMBEE. 5 h.p., water-cooled, two speeds,
coach-built, wheel steering, excellent

ition ; £35.—58, Manchester E«ad, Milns-
je. Huddersfleld.

h.p. Eunabout. Stevens engine, two
speeds, coach-built, wheel steering

;

sction invited; £30; photo. — Eingrose,
s Hall, Leytonstone.

[,p. Eiley, 1907, perfect condition, not
run 1,800 miles, new tyres, any trial,

also 6 h.p. Singer, 1906. £50.—Brookes,
ranville Eoad, Leicester.

,.p. Humber Triear, coach-built, wheel
steering, good tyres, two speeds, and
es; must sell; sacrifice £35.—No. 9,917,

Motor Cyde OfBces, Coventry.

iET, Eeliable Tricar, coach-built, open
frame, etc., nearly new; price £iO.—
y, 2, Ullswater Eoad. Palmer's Green,
* 6.30. Or exchange light car ; trial.

up. Pafnir Tricar, free engine clutch,
footboards, perfect order and condition,

! perfect, good climber ;
give any trial

;

ain, £20.-26, Caunce Street, Blaclspool.

ECAE tor sale, 3J h.p., Beeston Humber;
cost £70, low price taken for quick
no exchanges ; can be seen any time.—

•ling, 85, St. Peter's Street. Islington, N.

IMBEE Tricar, water-cooled. 4-5 h.p,,

splendid condition, fast and reliable,
iccessories; very cheap; appointment
evening.—S., 36, Bellevue Eoad, New

hgate.

I.E. Two-cylinder Stevens Tricar, two-
speed gear, free engine, chain drive,

•\ steering, splendid condition; £30 for
k sale.—Cross, Darlington Street, Wol-
ampton.

!ELING Value.—5 h.p. Eiley, new condi-
tion, everything perfect; trial run, ex-
lation; buying car, must sell; cost £120,
or close offer; £15 worth spares.—Eiley.
awdor Street, Stockton Heath, Warring-

MBEE, 1907, 64 h.p., water-cooled, egual
brand new, every refinement, most lux-

[is car extant, open frame, wheel steer-
bucket seat; only wants seeing; photo;
£140, sacrifice 65 guineas.—45, Parade,
aington.

h.p. Lagonda Tricar, ideal machine,
good condition, most economical,

.©-cylinder, air-cooled, free engine, two
is. coach-built, open frame, handle
•ing, car tyres, Maxim tread on rear,
)8, spares; £40. — Pairlawn, Ashford,
llesex.

X. 3J h.p. engine, tyres. Palmer front.
Clincher, Bates heavy back,, forecar

>rds, drive chain and belt, fans, counter-
t, ball bearings, two brakes, wheels 28in..

coil, spring seat, spare wheel, etc.,
iy, reliable, splendid order ; expert ex-
lation, trial; £28.-32, Ledward Street,
iford, Cheshire.

h.p. Century Tandem, Aster engine, 700
by 85 Continental car tyres, two

is, Hans P^enold chains, water-cooled by
P. condition perfect, fast, climb any-
g; trial, 60 or 100 miles, if necessary;
Id be pleased to take car to pieces for
3ction ; £43, cost £160.—Barrow, Fosse
I, Syston, Leicester.

liEY, 5-6 h.p., coach-built, upholstered
red, two speeds, acetylene headlight,

rio side lamp. Dependence rear lamp,
, lunch basket, foot warmer, two accu-
itors, tools, spares, new spare Dunlop,
new last August, used week-ends only

;

over £100, accept £65 cash, or twin cycle
payment. — Eoberts, 10. Grove Place,
pstead.

Accumulators

should be specified -when ordering

your new 1908 mount.
They contain all the latest

improvements in storage battery
construction. Our new list will

tell you why "E.P.R." cells are

now so generally used. It will

also save your money. A post
card will bring you a copy by
next post.

CI What about your present

accumulator ? Why discard

it and throw away money ? Better

send it up to us, and we will make
it as good as new for about half

cf the cost of a new cell. We
could send you letters received

from cUents all over the country,

expressing absolute confidence

and great satisfaction with theway
we have dealt with their repairs.

(J
AGAIN. What about your

present accumulator ? Not
worth repairing ? Well, again we
say, don't discard it. We take

old cells in part payment for new
" E.P.R." guaranteed accumula-

tors. ONLY, please note this, our

prices are fixed as low as can be
consistent with good material and

first-class workmanship. WE
DO NOT CHARGE YOU A
HIGH price for a new accumula-

tor, and then allow you an inflated

price for your old cell. Our prices

are low, and the allowances we
make for old cells are actual

market value.

d We have specialisea in
^ accumulators since 1902, so

you get the benefit of our

experience.

P.S. DON'T forget to post that

car.! to night.

Michford and Co.
IL'epl. ^J4),

Accumulator Specialists,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C.,

And at 52a, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.
Established 1876.

THICAHS FOR SALE.
3X h.p. Werner, coach-built, convertible,

2 spare wheel; bargain, £17.-98, Potter-
newton Lane. Leeds.

3JL h.p. Tricar, Excelsior engine, converti-
2 ble to cycle, in good going order; £14.

—Beuwell, 94, High Street, Aston.

41 h.p. Eiley, w.c, two-speed gear, coach-
2 built, lamps, accessories, climb any-

thing; £28; no offers; trial.—B., Myrtle
Villa, Southwood Eoad, New Eltham.

JACKSON Eunabout, four-wheeler, 3J h.p.
water - cooled engine, two-speed gear

:

this is really a small car; would accept £10
10s. ; room wanted.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

LATEST 1908 Phoenix Trimo, 5-6 h.p., water-
cooled, absolute new condition through-

out, not run 300 miles ; sacrifice £70. cost
£100 with extras ; wire secures ; no offers.

—

E. Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

NOT beautiful, but thoroughly good tricar,
6 h.p. Aster water-cooled, open frame,

wheel steering, two speeds ; expert examina-
tion willingly ; £28, or £15 and motor cycle.—
8, Merton Hall Eoad, Wimbledon.
OPEN Frame Tricar (Chater-Lea), 44 h.p.

Stevens water-cooled engine, 9in. clutch,,
two-speed gear box, side lever, bucket seat
rear, art cane front, in splendid order; £30:
exchange.—Lacey, 14, Kirkwell Place, Old
Ford.

QPLENDID Tricar, doctor's property (3iO h.p.); cost 75 guineas, just as new,
guaranteed perfect; accept £18; no ex-
change; must sell this week.—Doctor. 673,

Bomford Eoad, Manor Park. London.

RALEIGHETTE, 3* h.p.. water-cooled, two
speeds, petrol, water, and oil gauges,

handle steering, handle-bar control, in new
condition, two tyres and inner tube; £35, a
bargain.—Nagley. Pasture Eoad, Goole.

7-8 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Phoenix tricar, two
speeds, in perfect order, as good as

new; 65 guineas, including accessories and
spares; cost over £100; a trial will prove it

a bargain.—Denyer, Meadsgate, Staines.

41 h.p. Coventry Eagle Tricar, Buchet en-
2 gine, very fast and powerful hill-

climber, footboards, Longuemare, trembler
coil, everything perfect; any trial; cheap,
£25.—P. Nicholls, Buttsbury, Ingatestone.

51 h.p. Quadrant Carette, open frame,
2 wheel steering, condition practically

new, in perfect running order, and power-
ful; lowest price, £33 10s., motor cycle taken
in exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

41 h.p. Eiley Tricar, water-cooled, two-
2 speed and free engine clutch, chain

drive, not run 1,000 miles, tyres good. Brooks
non-skid, lamps and horn, spares; any trial;
cash offers.-Hodgson Inman, Lune Bank,
Lancaster.

FOE Sale, 4J h.p. Humber tricar, water-
cooled, two-speed gear, in good order,

new car tyre on back wheel, and spare, new-
tyres on front wheels ; can be seen at
Featherley's, Bishop's Stortford, Herts. Price
£20, or near offer.

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—5 h.p. Kerry twin
tricar. Clincher tyres, Longuemare,

footboards, single belt drive, climb moun-
tains, upholstering, enamelling, plating, and
complete machine in new condition ; sacri-
fice £30.—Grover, Penny Stratford.

6 h.p. Pafnir Tricar, Chater-Lea frame, open
frame, wheel steering, twin-cylinder

water-cooled engine, three speeds and re-
verse, two bucket seats, 1907 model; machine
cost £140; price £55; any severe trial
given ; would accept a motor cycle in part
payment.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don, E.C.

RALEIGHETTE 6 h.p. Tricar, wheel steer-
ing, open frame, sprung, bucket seats,

twin-cylinder, water-cooled, chain driven,
three speeds, new 2^in. Palmer cord back
tyre, luggage grid, special long speed ana
brake levers, starts like car, fast, smart,
comfortable, climb any hill; £65; recently
overhauled.—Holroyd, Earlsdon, Coventry.

THE Bargain of the Year!—Open Frame
Tricar, water-cooled Ai h.p. Stevens en-

gine, wheel steering, bucket seats, chain
drive, two speeds, with clutch, new Dunlop
non-slipping car tyre on back wheel, good
condition throughout, will do 30 miles per
hour, and climbs almost anything; price,
with lamps, horn, jack, waterproof apron,
etc., £25 ; trial run by appointment.—Owen,,
Fruiterer, Oakengates.

In answering any of tlnse advertisemenU it is desiiAbU that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE, j
b.p. Singer Tricar, very good condition;
cheap.—37, Newstead Eoad, Lee, Kent.

31 h.p. Automotor Tricar, Longuemare;
2 £12, or good motor cycle.—F. Finer,

Colnbrook, Slougti.

5 h.p. Eex Tricar, twin-cylinder engine, in
very good condition, accessories; £25.

—

G. Langley, Bromham Eoad, Bedford.

TEICAE, 3i h.p. Minerva, first-class condi-
tion, like new. all the latest improve-

|ments ; bargain, £25 ; after 7 o'clock.—24,
Sidney Eoad. Forest Gate.

LAGONDA, 12 h.p., w.c. perfect; reason-
able offer, or exchange for tonneau car;

appointment.—Capt. Hyne, 6, Apsley Villas,
Clapham Eoad, S.W.

P15.—Kerry Tricar, w.c, about 4J h.p.,
3i Clinchers, footboards, splendid running
order ; trial allowed ; part exchange. — 34.
•Goldsmith Eoad, Acton.

31-4 h.p. Tricar, free engine, fan-cooled

;

2 any trial; £18; also Ariel motor trike,
only ridden 100 miles, £15, bargain,—Motor,
112, New King's Eoad, Fulham.

31 h.p. Kerry Tricar, two-speed, free en-
2 gine. chain drive, in good condition,

splendid hill-climber ; £25, or near offer. —
.80. Eectory Eoad, Fulham, London.

KEEET, 3i h.p., Anglian two-speeds, coach-
built front, footboards, fan. B. and B.,

-trembler, climb anything, perfect condition

;

£24.-16. Eiffel Eoad, Cricklewood, N.W.

TEICAE, De Dion, spare wheel, convertible
bicycle, recently overhauled, good con-

dition, running order ; trial ; £20, bargain.

—

'9, Whitehall Eoad, Hanwell, Middlesex.

41 h.p. Humber Tricar, free engine and
2 clutch, chain driven, water-cooled,

spray carburetter, good running order, fast
machine; £26.—Humber, 8, Station Eoad,
Leyton, Essex.

6 h.p. splendid little Eexette. egual new,
water-cooled, two speeds, wheel steer-

ing, free engine, bucket seats, snares; bar-
gain, £28 10s.; any trial.—E.. 103, Denmark
Eoad, Camberwell.

TEICAE, M.M.C. free engine, water-cooled,
chain drive, coach-built body, new con-

dition, tyres brand new, all spares, etc.. good
reason for selling; £25.-229, Court Oak Eoad,
Harborne, Birmingham.

HUMBEE, coach-built, 5 h.p., water-cooled,
wheel steering, handle starting, two-

speed gear, foot clutch, splendid condition

;

25 guineas, absolute bargain.—Ward, The
Cabin. Walton-on-Thames.

TEICAE, 4J h.p. Aster air-cooled, cane
body. Otto two-.speed hub gear, belt

drive, just overhanl d and re-enamelled,
splendid condition ; £25.—Fritz, The Ferns,
Oakleigh Eoad, Whetstone.

TEICAE, water-cooled Humber Olympia
tandem, coach body, free engine, pedal

.clutch, two-speed gear, footboards, apron,
horn, lamps, spares; £25. or nearest offer.—
E.. 58, Grafton Street, Preston. Lanes.

TEICAE. Minerva, magneto, Kenf three-
speed, handle-bar control, handle start-

ing, tyres unpunctured. acetylene lamp,
tools; trial given; take £22, no less, pay it
quick.—164, Mitcham Lane, Streatham.

GOLD Medal Winner, S.M.C. last hill-
climb.—Noble tricar. Peugeot engine. 80

by 93, Fitall two-speed, chain drive, Elastes
filled studded back tyre, lamps, spares ; £30.
—57, Munster Eoad, Teddington, Middlesex.

8-10 h.p. Eexette Tricar, two-speed gear,
twin back wheel, Eiclie's detachable

air tube, seat two in front, coach-built,
wheel steering ; 50 mile trial run given from
here; price £60, or close offer.—Apply, D.
Chalkier. Motor Ga.rage, Suodland, Kent.

5 h.p. Water-cooled Bradbury Tricar, grand
condition, copper tank and radiator,

8i clutch with foot pedal, two-speed gear,
coach-built body, two acetylene lamps,
apron, spare tyre, tools and spares; trial
invited; £30.-8, Cross Street, Cheadle, Staffs.

LATEST Phoenix Trimo, 5-6 h.p., has been
carefully used, and run less than 1,000

miles, two ignitions, extra wide front seat,
complete with three lamps, three spare
tubes, and no end of tools, spares, and ac-
.cessories, "A really fine lot"; lowest price,
£62 10s. ; come and see it 'any time) ; don't
miss this if you require a triear, cheap and
good.—Hurlock, jun.. 70, Walworth Eoaji.
:London (Elephant and Castle). 'Phone, 14942
•Central.

THE LEWISHAM HILL CLIMB.
THE INVINCIBLE 'MATCHLESS' AGAIN FIRST!

Vide "The Motor Cycle." April 8th, 1908.

,

" Le Grand, whose little 2J h p. Matchless
made a wonderful performance. Its bore is only
70 mm., and the average bore in Class I. was
80 mm."

Free trials by appointment,
These are the machines that cannot be beaten

3^-4 h.p. single cylinder ; 5-6 h.p., 7 &9h.p. twins

"CHASE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE.
The first, and still the best driving rim brake.

The only really satisfactory motor brake on the
market. Made to suit any machine. Absolutely
reliable. No. i pattern—back pedalling brake.
Machine can be wheeled backwards. Extremely
powerful. Price 16/6.

No. 2 pattern—tootrest brake com
plate. Price £1 6s, Footrests only.

Price 12/- With either Ijm. or Ijm
clip.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete16/6.

hyt (^"MATCHLESS" SILENCER.
"COLLIER'S machine created great interest

owingtotheestraordinarysilendeof the exhaust.
—Vidi ' The Motor Cycle."

A silencer which really does silence the
exhaust with absolutely no back pressure-
certified by A.C.C. Silence Trials-at moderate
price. Up to 34 h.p 10/-; from 3i to 5 h.p.
12/-. Cut out 6/- extra. Two connections for
twins with separate exhaust pipes, 4/- extra
Connected in side or end, as ordered.

Catalogues of " Matchless '* Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Motor Exports and General Engineer!.

Offices and Showrooms
18, HERBERT ROAD, P>I.UI\flSTEAi3

(Nearest Station: Woolwich Arsenal.
Telephone : 232 Woolwich.

dTRICAHS FOR SALE.
31-4i h.p. Minerva Tricar, Kent three-se

2 and free, fan-cooled. Continent
Mills-Fultord, Brooks BlOO, handle star

i

splendid condition ; trial on hill ; £23
exchange.—159, Queen's Eoad, Dalston.

i

REX 3i h.p. Light Tricar, coach-built,
lin. "Watawata, Palmer cord, and eu

just been overhauled, new valves, etc., e^
thing as new; sacrifice £16 10s., or £10 -

and lightweight motor bike, or £12
lady's bicycle with two speeds, or dian
ring.—P. Croydon, Felixstowe.

DE DION Engiued Tricar, 4i-6 h.p., Oj
maun three-speed gear and free eu

clutch, car tyre (Palmer cord) back w
coach-built front, beautifully uphol?t
and sprung, in flrst-class condition, r

anything, and very fast; bargain, .£,

Prank Almgill, Teadon, Leeds.

SIDECARS AND FORECAR<
FOEECAJR Attaohnient, less tyres and t

very cheap; oifers; exchange.^,
ley Villas, Acton.

LIBERTY Sidecar, like new, 26in. w)
new tyre; £5.—A., 8, Herndon E

Wandsworth.
CHATEE-LEA Sidecars, built to order

plete; £8 10s.—Terry, 9, Hampton St
Walworth, London, S.E.

SBDECAE, rigid, 26in. wheel, new last 3
in good condition; £4 5s., or near c

—Downs. Brookside, Eayleigh, Essex.

MILLS-PULPOED Castor Wheel Sid.
upholstered green, cane work;

McLaren, 2, Park Parade, N. Finohley.

PHCEHSTIX Trimo Porecar, coach-built,
condition, less tyres; a bargain,

Connew, 17, Park Eoad, Forest Hfll, S,I

MONTGOMEET Flexible Sidecar, u]
stered green, hardly soiled; accep

for quick sale.—Francis, Newsagent, B
wood.

KEEBY Porecarriage, new conditior
any bike, £5 IDs. ; 26 by 2J beaded c

17s. 6d. ; tube. 7s. 6d., new.—Vickery, Ei
Eoad, W.
SUPEEIOE Sidecar, rigid, upholstered

green, smart finish, 26 by 2i P
Union, new; £5 53.-99. Benthal Eoad, S
Newington.

8 h.p. Twin Minerva, fan-cooled, si
framed forecar. twin back wheel, c

belt, footboards ; £26 10s. cash ; trial.—
ter'g, Ibstock,

SIDECAE, splendid condition, fit any fr
26in. motor tyre, only wants see

sacrifice £4 15s.—T. Judd, 123, HoUdway I
London, N.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1907 machine. Pit-all
2 speed, cane sidecar, and numierou

cessories, scarcely used; great chance 1

£35.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

FOEECAE, cane, upholstered. Palmers
justable side stays, foot brakes,

Eex, or most makes; bargain, 9 guin
exchanges entertained.—138, City Eoad,
dlff.

RIGID Sidecar, adjustable in every
Clincher tyre, 26 by 2in., cush

apron, and rear basket trunk, etc., egu:
new; cost £10, accept £4 13s.—21. Highi
(Quadrant, London. N.

STAMFOED HILL.—Our famous side
speak for themselves; approval

where ; fit any machine, left or right,
size wheel ; £4 18s. 6d. ; none better, w
ever you pay; they are never sent b
That talks.—128, High Eoad, Tottenhan

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
QINGEE Motor Tricycle, 24 h.p.. asO latest, accumulator ignition; no
sonable offer refused. — Tom Norton, I

drlndod Wells.

Q3 h.p. De Dion Tricycle, water-coolet
^4 perfect condition, and as good
new throughout ; £8.—Fear, St. Mark's E
Bastvllle, Bristol.

FIEST Order for £2 178. 6d. secures 2i
Beeston-De Dion tricycle, complete, 1

hill-climber ; room wanted.—^Wilson, 17,
'.

tin Street, Lincoln.

21 h.p. Genuine De Dion Tricycle, Lon
4 mare H., Bowden brake, tyres

condition perfect, smartly enamelled, £6
h.p. Simms, engine and magneto perfect,
trial ; appointment.—Kennedy, jun., 15,

ford Street, Maytair.

In answerinr/ any of these advertisements it is desirable.that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ENGINES,
S New, 4*-5 h.p. Stevens engine, with car-

t buretter, etc.. £7 18s. : also 3-3J h.p.
,ter-cooled De Dion engine (genuine), with
rburetter, etc., £8.—H. Halse, 66. Paradise
ad, Stookwell,

h.p. new a.c. twin engine, shown at the
Stanley and Manchester Shows; .cost

1, best offer accepted; also sell or ex-
a,nge Harmsworth Self-educator and Ency-
ipsedia.—566, Bloxwioh Boad, Leamore.

AP 2* h.p. Engine, vertical, almost new,
compression excellent, two pulleys, side

ites, complete with exhaust pipe and
^ncer; £6, or with B. and B. carburettei
ed £6 15s.—Gornall, Park Road, Blackburn
ONDITION Perfect. 2J h.p. Minerva en-

gine, carburetter, silencer, fit any in-
nder frame, two spare valves, back wheel
nplete, brake, two belts, pedalling gear;
;
fitted large engine.—3. Victoria Avenue,

rt Ham.
TYRES.

AKKAK.—New inner tubes, fully guaran-
teed, not porous rubbish ; 26 by 2. 7a.

;

jy 2}, 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 7s. 6d.

ARRAR.—Tyres, fully guaranteed; 26 by
2, 16s. ; 26 by 2J. 17s, 6d. ; 28 by 2, 16s. 6d.

;

J. same price.

AREAE.—Tremendous stock Continental
tyres; your old tyre accepted in ex-

,nge; list free.—Parrar, Square Road,
lifax.

^ by 2J Clincher, new, 20s.; butted tube
} for same, 63. 6d.—Morris, photographer,'
irne.

AiMEE Cord, 26 by 2i. for 2in. rim, used
once; 403.-53, Kingsley Avenue, West

ing, London,

HjL Your Tyres non-puncturing composi-
tion; 2s. 6d. lb.—Savage, 119, Donegall

set. Belfast.

'OTOE Cycle Covers re-treaded, like new;
Us. 6d.—Ardea Company, 331a, King

set. Hammersmith.
ilE New Continental Covers, 26in, by 2in.,
beaded ; 13s. 6d. each.—Eobson, 30, St.

n's Road, New Shildon. Durham,
"AUDE'S.—Fully guaranteed tubes, 26 by
. 2in., 6s.; 2iin., 7s.; 2Jin., 8s.; 23 by 2,

2J, 7s. 6d. ; 2iin., 8s, ; approval willingly.

AUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2}, 17s.
6d.; 28 by 2in., 17s.; 2iin., 18s.—Maude's,

fell Street, Halifax,

BAND New Calmon (heavy) motor cycle
covers, all sizes, from 14s, 6d. ; heavy

,lity tubes, Ss. (no rubbish).—26, Offerton
le, Stockport.

|S. Allowed for your old cover, any condi-
' dition, in exchange for new Goodrich,
3hamrock-Excelsior, all-rubber non-skids,
slow.

Allowed for your old cover, any condi-
tion, in exchange for new one of tny

the best makes.-Continental Motor Co.,'
Eosebery Avenue, E.G. Tel., Holborn,

iLMEE Cord Cover and Tube, 26 by 2J,
perfectly new, and fresh. 503.; 26 by 2*

sr-Duion, new, 13&. — Barker, Oxford
,d. Worthing.

VO 26 by 2J Beaded Edged Palmer Tyres,
nearly new, 12s. the two; two Dunlop

er tubes, 26 by 2i, 7s, 6d. the pair.—F.
inson, 11, Shaltsbui-y Eoad, South Acton,
dlesex.

EPAIES, vulcanising, re-treading, and
moderate charges; quick despatch;

' work only (expert repairers); motor
e covers from 13s. ; tubes from 6s. ; Uni-
ial detachable non-skids from 20s.—TJni-
lal Motor Tyre Co., Chestergate, Stock-

lPEGUAED Yourself Against punctures
by solutioniug inside your cover one
our leather puncture-proof bands.

ntB, Beard Bros., Cricklewood; Kyberd,
on Eoad, Walthamstow ; Springfords,
rthing. Post free 23.—Makers, Barton,
;her merchants. Meeting House Lane,
kham.

by 2i Peter Union covers, 15s, each
: 24 by 2J Peter-Union covers. 15s. each

;

by 21 Peter-Union covers, 15s. each; ^-

2i Peter-Union covers, 15s. each; i,6

2| Peter Union covers, 15s. each; 28 by
eter-Union covers, 15s. each; all guaran-
t; 28 by 2i wired-on cover, approval
-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
don.

^^%
Reg. No. 291289.
2 /6 each Rivet.

Contacts vastly

superior to platinum,

cures misfiring.

Any parts fitted by
return of post.

MAGNETO SCREWS, Complete, to fit BOSCH
MAGNETO D.A. 2. Old pattern short screws, cr
new pattern long screw and nut, 5/6 pair. NU
TROUBLE. EVERLASTING WEAR. Post tree hrme
or abroad. Write for particulars and testimonials, too
numerous to publish.

J. EDWARDS-BROWN, 38, Herbert Road,
PLUMSTEaD. KENT,

Over 5.000 in use. Liber,-il trade terms.
Old l^agneto Screws reBtted, 2/6 each.

Cylinders Rebored and new Pistons

fitted complete with Rings and
Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power.

Please send for our booklet, which
gives prices for this work and

other repairs.

Repairs and alterations to all

makes of motor cycles.

The

Laystall Motor Engineering Wks., Ltd.

AnTOMOBILB REPAIRERS,
27 & 2g, Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,

LONDON, E.C Estab. 1 900.

Tel. 12301 Central. Tei.: Internally, London-

THE RUSSELL SPRING
SEAT-PILLAR.

PRICE

12/6.

Suits Minerva and other horizontal type frames, twin
springs to suit any weight ; accurately made, well

plated, everything a spring seat-pillar should be.

Vlf. OOSSiETTER,
17, C3I.0NNADE, LONDON, W.C.

(behina Hotel Russell), AND ALL AGENTS.

TRADE PRICES.
Any make of MOTOR CYCLE or CAR OVERHAULED.
COMPRESSION RESTORED. NEW CYLINDERS.

PI-~TONS, RINGS, BUSHES, etc., FITTED.
NEW PISTON COAIPLETE & RK-BORE CYLINDER

14'- up to 23 h.p. Larger sizes in proportion.
Gear Whetls and Cams made and Cut. Prices given by

return of post.
We are the ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS.

Garage for Cars, Tricars, and Motor Cycles near-
Blackfriars Bridge. Very low terms.

NOBLE & CO., Motor Engineers, Pococli Street,
BLACKFRIARS.

TYRES-
\'. traordinary prices. GENUINE CALMON, with
i"jn-ilipping tread, extra heavy, beaded, 26 x 2, 14/3

;

?0 X 2i, 16/3 ; 26 X 2j, 17/3 ; 28 x 2, 17/11 ; 28 x 2i,
t;/-; 28x2i, 23/6.
BEUTINO, Grappler, best rubber grooved.

iin., 9d.
; lin., 1/-; |in.,l/3; im.,1/6.

Samples free.

BANCROFTIAN CO., 49, Bishopsgate St, Within, E.C,
and Walthamstow.

REPAIRERS.
£5 any motor cycle we cannot repair.—

Whites, 22, Brooks Alley, Church Street,
Livei-pool.

IEIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-
tacts : any part fitted, returned same

day; Is. 3d. each.

IEIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-
tacts ; warranted pure ; special trim-

mers for polishing iridium, 9d. ; no filing re-
quired.

IEIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-
tacts ; hundreds in use.—Williams, 16,

Wellington Street, Woolwich.

CEACKBD Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-

cal
:

process.—Lea and Son, engineers, Eun-
corn.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Send that broken
casting—cylinder or whatever it is—to

us. Metal reunited by our process (patent).
We save you pounds.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Quite unnecessary
to replace that expensive part when we

can weld the fracture. Send it to us. We
can siirprise you.

AUTOGENOUS Welding. - Cracked water
jackets, broken flanges, pistons, and a

thousand other things; prompt deliveries.—
Alvaston Motor Works, Derby.

MAGNETOS Ee-magnetised and Ee-bushed,
accumulators repaired promptly and

efficiently; moderate charges.—F. Carey and
Co., 54, Grove Avenue, Twickenham.

LEICESTEE and County riders should look
up the Central Motor Co., Langton

Street, Belgrave Gate, Leicester, for repairs,
tyres, accessories, and accumulator charg-
ing.

CLAPHAM. — Cheap and practical repairs
to motor cycles and tricars, replace-

ments, enamelling, plating, etc. : accumula-
tors charged.—Campbell. 156, Wintemberg
Street, Clapham.

CCCCCCCCC Compression means power.—
Cylinders re-bored and new pistons

fitted; guaranteed fit 4-l,000in.; bears 13 stone
on pedal ; write lor list.—Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

TO West of England Motorists.—Gar and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable ; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight to
us.—Hamlin, Motor Works. Bridgwater.

DE DION, M.M.C., Excelsior repairs;
prompt, and charges moderate; large

stock of renewals and spares; engines con-
verted from 23 to 3|, or exchanged; ten
years' experience.—The Eecord Motor Co.,
Coventry.

THE Leeds Motor Exchange are open for
all classes of repairs or replacements.

Write, or telephone, 2262, giving your re-

ciuirements; exhaust valves, cast iron heads,
2s. 6d.; send old valve or drawing to The
Leeds Motor Exchange, 28, Dock Street, Leeds.

LONG Handle-bars to Buyers' Specification,
4s. ; swan-neck saddle-pillara, ditto. 2b.

6d. ; frames, wheels, and tanks repaired or
made to any specification ; high frames cut
down and machines generally brought up-
to-date; smart delivery a speciality; lowest
prices for good, sound work.—Green. 14,

Avondale Eoad, Peckhaui, S.E. Works

;

McDermott Eoad.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, 5 by 4 Telia Hand Camera,

cost £19 19s., for motor cycle. — Briggs,
Whitby.

MT B.S.A. Eacer, as new, and lady's cycle;
exchange for motor.—15, April Street,

Dalston.

EXCHANGE New Wired Edged Cover, 28 by
2, for good ahiperemeter.—Allan Barker

Stokesley.

EXCHANGE 10-12 h.p. two-seatfed car;
wanted, runabout, or tricar and cash.

—9, Newboult Ecjad. Cheadle.

31 h.p. Excelsior, excellent condition; es-
'4 change at once for something useful,

or cash.—T. Young, Shephei-d's Hill, Hasle-
mere. Surrey.

EXCHANGE Special Coach-built Forecar,
cost £16. for good lathe, about 41n.

centre, anything useful, or sell.-31, Sebert
Eoad, Forest Gate.

Ill ansivering any of lliese (uivertistinenis it is desirable tluji you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
21 i.p. Chater-Lea for pedal cycle and
4 cash.—11. Stroud Green Eoad, N.

GENT'S New Cycle and cash for motor
cycle.—658, High Eoad, Leyt-onstone.

POST Office. Bovingdon. Herts.—3J h.p.
motor cycle ; £10, perfect running order

;

exchange.

6 h.p. Twin Tricar, new in April, for twin
bicycle, sidecar, or sell £50. — Seeman.

St. Chad's, Ealing.

BRITANNIA Screw-cutting Lathe; ex-
change for good motor cycle.—668, High

Eoad, Leytonstone.

EXCHANGE, 4 h.p. Excelsior, first-class
condition, for three-speed cycle and

cash, or £16.—A. Newbold, Dunblane.

CAE, also motor boat, both fitted with 4^
h.p." De Dion engines ; offers ; exchange

good motor cycle.—Heathfield Lodge, Acton.

EXCHANGE Eadie Frame, fit 34 h.p. Min-
erva, and cylinder, for 2J h.p. engine

and carburetter.—P. Fenton. Sleaford, Lin-
colnshire.

EXCHANGE 1908 II h.p. F.N., lightweight,
magneto ignition, perfect, not run luu

miles, or sell £30.—Motorist, 21, Bentley Lane,
Leeds.

EXCHANGE 4 h.p. Steven Engine cycle, per-
fect condition, for tricar, perfect con-

dition, cash adjustment,—20, Stafford Eoad,
Wallington, Surrey.

BOWDEN, 2i h.p. P.N., vertical, spray,
chain, very low, and cash, for recent

34 h.p., good make.—Freak, Hillside Eoad,
Watford.

MOTOSACOCHES, 1908 models ; second-hand
motor cycles, foreign and British

stamps taken in part exchange.—Motors, 41,

Green Street. Cambridge.

EDISON Concert Phonograph, 56in. horn,
basket, 39 records, cost £26 ICs., for good

second-hand motor cycle.—Turner. 14, Cor-
poration Eoad, Newport.

MANTJFACTUEEE will exchange beautiful
E.P.N. S. goods, value £12. tor decent

motor cycle.—For particulars, Caddick, 115,

Camden Street, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE iin. by 8ft. 5in. new Dermatine
belt for a good Sin. leather belt, or sell

9s. 6d. ; wanted, Bowden back shoe, cheap.
—Thome. Brunswick House, Tiverton.

N.S.D., Triumph, or Minerva, twin-cylin-
der, forecarriage, in exchange for £Ju

Hammerless ejector gun, Webley makers,
new.— VVallis, Hykeham, near Lincoln.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle or tri-

car, new furniture, direct from works,
valued wholesale.—Furniture manufacturer,
7-11, French Place. Shoreditch, London.

FINE Four-seater Darracq Car, first-class

condition throughout; accept 9 h.p.
fiiley tricar and small cash adjustment.—
Box 9,908. 'I'he Motor Cycle Oiilces, Coventry.

21 h.p. Alldays (splendid order) and cash
2 for higher power, well made, prefer-

ably with two speeds and sidecar.—No. 9,919,

The Motor Cycle ufllces. 20. Tudor Street. E.C.

5-6 h.p. Peugeot, magneto. Truffault forks,
petrol fhter and gauge, splendid conai-

tion ; exchange for 34 h.p. Triumph, or sen
£%0; too powerful.—Hoare, 1. Crescent, Truro.

EXCHANGE, Montgomery Sidecarriage,
26in. wheel. Continental tyre and tube,

ttt either side, splendid condition, for good
trailer and cash.—Mitchell, High Street.
Forres.

h.D. Twin Motor Cycle, practically new.
Palmer tyres; part exchange tor suit-

able car, single motor cycle and cash, new
cycles, or anything useful.-138, uxty Eoad,
Carditf.

HALIFAX.—Genuine Twin Eex, £22, guar-
anteed, spring forks, low built, goes

like a flash; £16 given for 1906 Eex, £13 for
1903 Eex in part payment.—16, Westgate,
Halifax.

EXCHANGE 6ft. 6in. by 3ft. 6in. Specially
,

Constructed Billiard Table, valued £11,
for light motor cycle, no cash adjustments.
—Marsh, 34. Yerbury Eoad. Tufnell Park,
London.

QALTEE Typewriter and two-speed pushO Premier cycle in exchange tor Moto-
sacoohe, F.N.. or 1907 Fairy, or sell £24.—
W.A.B., c/o Campbell. 24, Simpson Street,
Glasgow.

TRIUMPHS
1907. £41 3i-H.P.

WITH LAHP, HORN & SPARES
CRATED AND CARRIAGE PAID

ONLY A FEW LEFT. WRITE NOW

ffitchings'
74 BOLD STREET

LIVERPOOL

STANLEY DERMATINE

MOTOR BELT
was th* b«lt used by

HARRY MARTIN
In bMtine Worid't 200 miltc and

other records.

Nft other belt holds such a reeord.
The ^Original Rubber and Canvas Be) U

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The standard belt that is adopted by all

1eadingTmanufacturers.

[HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

F>RIOES.gNOTE XHB
^in. jin. iin. lin.

1/2 I/O. 1/8 1/11 per ft.

Post Frki.

THE STANLEY DETACHABLE MOTOR
BELT FASTENER.

With unbreakable hook.
Guaranteed.

(Made under Simplex Patent.)
In sices, |in., ^Jn., I'm., zin., i/- each.

Wholesale and Retail.

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT OO-r

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

^Photography
i$ tli4 most int4mUng and inslruc-

Un fturnal for all camera ustrs,

and U turi to appeal to Motor

CftlMt wDe art nbo Pliotopaphtrs.

EVmV TUESDAY. ONE PENNY.

ON tALC EViRVWHERE.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 4J h.p. Coronet engine, wati

cooled, M.O.V.. quite new, tor single
twin, about 6 h.p.. water-cooled, any fin

class make ; cash adjustment.—620, Bamal
Eoad, Sheffield.

EXCHANGE Phoenix Trimo. 5-6 h.p.. tw
Peugeot tan-cooled engine, two speec

wheel steering, in first-class condition, fj

good motor cycle and cash, or sell £42 lOs.—
'|

Dock Street. Leeds.

WAUCHOPE'S, of 9. Shoe Lane, E.G., s!

range exchanges of all description!
call and inspect their stock, or write for li

of second-hand and new machines; b£
gains are offered daily ; satisfaction assure

EXCHANGE 1907 Twin Eex, good goi]

order, with Eoc clutch, magnet
spring forks, cantilever seat, twin tyrt
for single-cylinder; write particulars. —
Napier, Thames Valley Motor "Worli
Staines Eoad. Sunbury.

GUINEA Klito Magazine Camera, tor 3ii

7ift. Dermatine, Gloria, or Watawat^
also pair plated Xl'all spring forks, f

spring footrests to fit 2J h.p. F.N. ; al

Brooks BlOO, size 4, for Tee Bee stand
Sumner, Fairview Pharmacy, Dublin.

EXCHANGE 7-9 h.p. twin Star. two-seaU
newly done up (cream), and ovt

hauled, new upholstering, new Dunlops, '

by 85, grooved behind, new inner tubes ai

spare, new Fuller coil, side lamps, electi

tall lamp, for 9 h.p. Eiley. or similar trie

and small cash adjustment, or sell.—Sma
Star Hotel. Alnwick.

WANTED.
JHCENIX S h.p. Car.

New Tredegar.
Howard, Brithd

E
WANTED, Pour-cylinder 4i h.p. PJf.; 8t£

lowest price.—Briggs, Whitby.

LON Memo Water-cooled Cylinder. 70
75.—H. Carr, Hook Eoad, Goole.

SIDECAR, for Zenith Bicar wanted. —T
9,868, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry

RAOECOUESE Garage, Doncaster, wants
purchase modern motor cycles for si

cash.

SIDECAE wanted, 26in., rigid, or exchan
forecar.—BlUs, 1, Oxford Road, KUbui

N.W
WANTED, siren, work off wheel or <

haust.—Thain, 85, Welford Eoad. L
cester.

WANTED, carburetter, about 2i h.p., go
make. — J. King. Downham Mark<

Norfolk.

WANTED, motor cycles, good makes ; ca
waiting; cheap.—Eey. 5, Heath Stre*

Hampstead.

WANTED. Old Accumulators ; best pri
given.—Motories. 3, Arley Grove, Ai;

ley, Leeds.

WANTED, engine, twin or single;
change three-speed cycle. — Mote

Knockholt, Kent.

WANTED, second-hand motor bicycl
must be cheap. — Greenwood. Ma

Street. Muirkirk.

WANTED. Phelon and Moore. 1907; i

fancy price given. — 9.906. The Mot
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, quadcar, or trike, any oon(
tion; exchange lathe, 7in. centres

209a, Peckham Eye, S.B.

WANTED, twin motor cycle, 5-8 h.p.; e

change new 1908 3i h.p. Minerva a;

cash.—DaUaway. Cape. Smethwick.

WANTED, motor cycle. Triumph pi
ferred; also tricar or small car

Motorist, 14. Crescent Avenue. Whitby.

31 h.p. Twin Engine, magneto, perfect, al

2 Chater frame, No. 6; particulars; a
proval.—Gillespie, K.I.O. Depot, Dublin.

WANTED, Tricar, 5-6 h.p. Phoenix or Eilt
1907. or later pattern.—Box L2,338, I

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street, B.C.

WAJfTED, Second-hand Motor Cycles
part exchange for twin Moto-Eeves,

Colville Works, Linden Arcade, Chiswick.

WANTED, good motor cycle, tricar, ai'

accessories, in exchange for nf

furniture, direct from factory, valued who
sale.—Furniture Manufacturer. 7-11, PreU'
Place. Shoreditch. London.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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The Motor Cycle
TO PRIVATE

NOW that you are considering thie question of

your new machine, why not select one suitable

for the classic event of the season, and naake a

bid for the Tourist Trophy? Last year, in

spite of a combination of adverse circumstances, the

first Motor Cycle T.T. Race proved a great success,

and was voted a most interesting experience by every-

one who assisted, whether as competitor, official, or

spectator. This year's event promises to be contested

under vastly more favourable conditions, and should, if

adequately supported, afford a sporting experience at

once unique, instructive, and amusing.

Whether you incline to a twin or prefer a single-

cylinder, you are welcome. In either class there is

" plenty to go for "—quite a variety of prizes, mostly

of a value in keeping with the importance of the

event. The cylinder dimension limits admit standard

engines of practically every maker of repute, and the

nature of the course renders a specially light machine
not only inadvisable, but, in my opinion, a needless

risk of one's chances of success.

" Oh, but," says the Private Owner, " when it comes
to long-distance racing, I've no chance against the

professionals ; it's simply risking my neck for nothing.

Besides, it's such a fag to get the machine across the

water."

Your pardon, good sir. The former view is, in my
opinion, quite a mistaken one. With regard to the

latter item, permit me to assure you that the trouble is

very small indeed.

In the case of last year's race, the petrol allowance
rule had the intended effect of limiting the speed, the

T.T. Race, 1908.
OWNERS.
winner's average being the very reasonable one of

thirty-eight miles per hour. This I consider a

perfectly safe speed, having regard to the nature of

the course, and the fact that the roads forming the

latter are during the progress of the event closed to

the public. This year the petrol allowance has been

still further reduced, so that it is fairly safe to assume
that last year's speeds will not be substantially

exceeded. Consequently there will be neither need

nor opportunity for either professional or amateur to

take any undue nsks It is «ell known that the men

The neat-leoklng Leader racer flfted with 7h.p. Peugeot engine, ridden
by t. Kic.i^hain in both the Brooklands motor cycle races. In the first raoe

Mr. Kickham finished second, but on the 9th Inst, he was unable to cateh
up the limit men. The engine is fitted with a special current distributer.
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The Motor Cycle T.T. Race, 1908.—

\yho in the 1907 event cut the corners closely and
otherwise took risks did not win.

The course is—as it should be—of a nature to require

the exercise of a fair degree of driving skill and care.

I should not, however, class it as extraordinarily

ditficult, nor as at all beyond the capabilities of any

motor cyclist with fair experience of touring at good
average speed, and possessed of the mem sana in

corpore sano essential to siiccess in" all forms of athletic

competitions. The knowledge that the course is as

scrupulously reserved for his use as would be the case

at, say, Brooklands or Canning Town, has naturally a
" grateful and comforting

'

' effect on the inexperienced

competitor, giving him encouragement to extract the

best pace from his mount, and confidence in approach-

ing corners at speeds that would be quite unjustifiable

under normal conditions.

So far, therefore, as the course is concerned, the

professional cannot be said to have any undue
advantage.

Genuine Touring Machines must be Ridden.

When we come to the question of the machines to be

used, we find that the regulations are clearly in favour

of the private owner. No machine will, I understand,

be allowed to start which is not obviously and incon-

testably a genuine touring motor bicycle, lacking only

pedal gear to bring it up to the most complete standard

specification. Inaccessible valves, cylinder ports, m

With regard to the arrangements for, and conduct of,

the actual race, I willingly testify that nothing could
be fairer, more impartial, or more generally creditable

than the attitude of the officials. Keen upon making
the event a perfect success, and willing to sacrifice all

consideration for personal comfort and interest in order

to secure that end for which they had come so far, this

little band of disinterested enthusiasts discharged its

multifarious duties in a remarkably efficient manner.
Many of them were professors of science, consulting

engineers, journalists, and the like, whose names are

well-known in the motor world, and who cheerfully

gave unstinted service, not only of highly trained

intellect, but of willing and capable hands. Any
suggestion of partisanship would have been deemed
absurd—even by an aggrieved competitor, had one
existed. A picture rises before me of a private com-
petitor, stretching his legs during the brief luncheon
interval, with a sandwich in one hand and a glass of

lemonade in the other, watching his tank undergoing
replenishment at the hands of a well-known journalist,

the spattered crock being carefully supported by a

professor of engineering and an official of the R.A.G.
In short, everything possible is done to promote the

comfort and safety, and to equalise the chances of all

competitors. The ideal of the A.C.U. and its officials

is, unquestionably, to render the T.T. Race an impar-^

tial test of ability on the part of the driver, and, of

reliability, economy, and utility in the case of the

machine

Some ot the early arrivals for the Liverpool M.C. Hill-climbing Competition on the 16th inst.

efficient silencers, gingerbread fittings of any kind—all

nre strictly barred. Since undue lightness in frame,

engine, or lyres, implies almost certain failure, it is

obvious that the mechanical advantages attainable by

rhe trade rider, as against a well-tested and efficient

privately-owned machine, are practically nil.

The fuel for use in the race is, as is well-known,

supplied by the A.C.U. None other may be used, nor

is any addition thereto possible. By a very reasonable

arrangement, entrants can obtain from certain local

dealers supplies of this rpecial Club fuel for practising

purposes, so that " tuning up " may be carried out by

all competitors, under conditions identical with those

obtaining in the race. I may say that last year I found

this special fuel thoroughly satisfactory in every

respect. Obviously, then, there is no chance for any

advantage to be " worked in
'

' here, whether by trade

rider or private owner.

So much for the imaginary advantages of the trade

rider. Now as to other matters, beginning with the

journey thither.

The Journey and Other Arrangements.

The preliminary stage (to Liverpool or Fleetwood)

is, of course, covered either by rail or by road at the

convenience of the competitor. Once arrived upon the

landing stage, the motor cyclist discovers two agree-

able facts : first, that the carriage of his machine is to

cost him considerably less than would be charged for

a similar distance over any British line of railway, and

(2) that he has a great "pull " over the car owners,

inasmuch as he is permitted to take his motor cycle

with him on the passenger boats. There is plenty of

assistance forthcoming to get the machine on board,

where, lashed to the rail which runs round the engine,

room, it securely performs the journey under cover, and
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can, if the owner is unnecesarily nervous on its account,

be kept under observation during the whole journey.

After a sea passage offering an enjoyable change, and
terminated before monotony sets in, one is set ashore

in a new land—a country where the motorist of any

degree is welcomed without being fleeced ; where " rules

and regulations," other than the requirements of com-
mon courtesy and consideration, are practically non-

existent ; where red tape is at a discount, and police

traps as scarce as dentition in fowls. The motor cyclist

i^isits a quiet little office, where courteous officials

promptly present him with the untrammelled freedom

rf the Manx highways—and decline to accept any pay-

nent therefor ! Comfortable accommodation at really

reasonable rates will be as plentiful this }"ear as last,

:he race being fixed to take place towards the end of

September, when the great rush of visitors will be over.

Last year most of the competitors stayed in Douglas,
yhere facilities for evening - recreation are abundant.
\ few quieter tastes " pitched their moving tents

'

' at

Peel or Kirk Michael, which have the advantage of

jeing on the course. The nearest point of the latter

o Douglas is at Ballacraine, where the course leaves

he Peel-Douglas Road and turns northwards towards
lirk Michael. Ballacraine is not far from Hall
Maine's picturesque home, and is about eight miles

rem the capital.

Practice Spins.
Directly the competitor has secured quarters to his

iking his thoughts will naturally turn to the question
if practice. In this respect, again, competitors in the

907 motor cycle event had enviable advantages over
tie car drivers. The latter were only allowed to

iractise between daybreak and 7 a.m., and were
equired to be " off the map '

' for the day and cars

afely garaged by 8 a.m. On the stroke of the latter

lOur the single-track speed merchants were free to

ommence their trial spins. No "closing time " was
tnposed, the only requirements being that discretion

hould be exercised, so as to avoid any risk of offence
It damage to the property or persons of the islanders
ir visitors. The results of this experiment were, I

lelieve, perfectly satisfactory on both sides, and it is

to be hoped that a similar arrangement will be again

adopted this year. To say that the Manx entered

into the spirit of the thing is to fail to do them justice.

Children and poultry were kept off the road, horses

prom-atly drawn aside, corners indicated by volunteer

signallers—everything done that could be reasonably

expected, in order that the entrants might be able to

achieve good average circuit times. As a matter of

fact, some of the competitors never equalled in the

race itself their best lap times made in practice, owing
to their retaining gears too high for use against the

strong, cold wind that sprang up early on the morning
of the race.

To the lover of speed those practice spins are, in

the words of a well-known advertisement, " a luxury

unknown in England." There are stretches of road

where the pace attainable is only lirriited by the

maximum engine speed. Such sections of highway
would certainly be police trapped in many English

counties, and yet in the Island, secure from persecution

beneath the segis of a more enlightened administration,

the motor cyclist daily performed at over fifty miles

per hour, and nothing happened. Why should it?

Confidence v. Police Traps.
Confident in the knowledge of competent efficiency

on his own part, and rapidly operating control as

regards the machine, the rider keeps a keen look-out,

and, driving always with due discretion, amply justifies

the official confidence, which willingly accepts his

parole in preference to encouraging falsehood amongst

public servants.

To those not greatly interested in racing " The
Island " offers a touring ground second to none as

regards beauty and variety of scenery, always within

easy reach of first-class accommodation. I trust,

therefore, that I may succeed in inducing a good

number of motor cyclists to visit "little Man" this

year, and so, by no further effort than that involved in

the enjoyment of a comparatively cheap holiday, assist

in the support of two good causes—the encouragement

of the Manx authorities in an enlightened policy, and

the promotion of the success of the Motor Cycle

Tourist Trophy Race, 1908.
R. W. Ayton.

-<^

AN EFFECTIVE SILENCER.
fflTTITH a view to rendering the noise of the exhaust

\^ less audible, Mr. B. F. R. Collyer, of

Northampton, has designed an exhaust box
for motor cycles of which the annexed illus-

ration is a sectional elevation. The burnt gases enter

hrough the end plate M, and strike the slanting sur-

ace of the cone G, afterwards expanding in the sur-

punding chamber Gj. From this chamber they pass

hrough holes in the plate E and strike the slanting

urface of the larger cone F of the inner cylinder Fj,

'abound, expand, and pass down F^, escape through

loles L L into the chamber S S, where the gases finally

merge through holes N in the end plate.

The inventor recommends that the end plates M and
*f and the inner cylinder F and cone G be made of

)rass, the outer cylinder C and inner cylinder D of

ron tubing. Some time back Mr. Collyer sent us a
lilencer for trial which we fitted on one of our machines.
A^e found it silenced the exhaust effectively, but at

high speeds with full throttle there was a slight tendency

towards back pressure. We understand that a later

pattern is free from this objection, and as our experi-

D

ment was made after lengthy use of a silencer cut-out, it

is only to be expected that some slight loss of power

would be apparent. There is no reason why this

particular silencer should not also be provided with a

cut-out for use in open country free from traffic.

i&..



TRAILERS.
220. A trailer is an unsatisfac-

tory metliod of conveying a passenger,
and under no circumstances should any
trailer not specially built, foe motor
work by a reliable firm be ul Inched to

a moUjr bicycle. I have, twice had
breakages -vviih special motor trailers,

and in addition they aic easily upset,
and the driver may pardonably forget
how much room he needs when seek-
ing a fissure in the traffic.

They are very shaky, and the
passenger gets the full benefit of all

dust, noise, and smell.

It is prudent for the driver to shout
once in every mile, " Are you there?"

TUNING UP.

221. One point requires to be
kept in mind in all efforts to get the
best out of any motor cycle engine, viz.

,

that the power of any motor cycle

engine depends primarily upon its

speed of revolution. From beginning
to end, therefore, study methods of in-

creasing engine speed. In connection
with this, two warnings

—

1. Speed when running light on the
stand or free engine is not necessarily

reproduced under load on the road.

The engine explosions must blend into

a continuous indistinguishable purr or

roar on the road.

2. With twin-cylinder engines, aim
at getting the highest possible engine

speed out of each cylinder. If one is

faster than the other, the other
,
could

be accelerated by judicious attention

;

moreover, it is slowing the faster

piston. Therefore, frequently test each

cylinde-r individually by short circuit-

ing its plug with a screwdriver, or

holding down its inlet valve.

METHOD.
The Machine.
There are fewer points to verify

about the machine, therefore always ~

commence with it.

Is the frame true, and wheels accu-

rately in track? All bearings properly

adjusted and lubricated? No rubbing

of any brake in off position?

The Transmission.
If by belt, is pulley clean and un-

worn, and is belt clear of bottom of

groove? Is rear belt rim true and
clean, and deep enough for belt to be

flush with its top edges, Avhile clearing

the bottom of the groove? Is belt

clean, well-dressed (if leather), and
pliable, and loose enough to give 2rn.

of vertical movement when firmly

pressed on either of its long runs?

If by chain, are chains clean, lubri-

cated, "and unworn? Are the counter-

shaft bearings adjusted and oiled?

If by gear, are gear shafts free. in

bearings, teeth properly n^eshed, and
gearbox filled with grease or thick oil?

The Engine.
In engine there are two main points

to watch—compresi^ion and valve

action.
COMPKES.SION.

Points of leakage : Past piston rings,

through valve seatings, past washers

(Continued from page 396
)

surrounding valve caps, compression
tap and sparking plug, through joint of

cylinder head, if cylinder be not cast
in one piece.

Piston Rings
must be just free in grooves, without
noticeable up and down play, and be
bright all rovind. If marked with
brown patches, and yet not stuck in

grooves, a new ring fitting cylinder
more accurately is needed. If gummy
in grooves, clean groove and ring with
paraffin and brush. If slots are in

line, space out to 120°.

Valve Seatings.
Grind in valves as previously de-

scribed, beginning with 220 emery or
coarse carborundum, and finishing with
fine carborundum or crocus powder,
till whole bevel fa<3e of valve and its

seating are brightly polished and free

from pitted marks.

COMPKESSION WaSHEES.
It is commonly supposed that the

absence of stains round the compression
washers shows that there is no leak-

age. This is not true. Squirt a few
drops of thick engine oil round washers,
and force engine over compression. If

no bubbles, washers are perfect. Other-
wise, replace them. Old washers may
sometimes be resuscitated by soaking
in oil.

Cvlindek Joint.

Re-make with brown paper soaked in

boiled linseed oil. Be careful new
packing is not thicker or thinner than
one thick sheet or two thin sheets of

brown unglazod packing paper.

MAY 2yth, igo8.

By
Road Rider.

Valve Action.
Is timing right?

Is there a big ga.p between valve

stem and head of tappet? Gap is right

if when engine is hot the tappet just

releases a thin sheet of notepaper
placed between valve and tappet, when
tappet falls. The gap with engine
cold varies according to degree of ex-

pansion in valve stem when hot.

Average gap, l-32in.

Is lift sufficient? It will be about a

quarter of the effective diameter of

valve opening, roughly ^in. jVIay be
reduced by wear anywhere in valve

system, by fitting new valve with
shoiter stem, and by mishap to valve

lifting mechanism.
Are valve springs of correct strength

and strong temper? A mechanical
valve's spring must be set by experi-

ment, since too weak a spring leads to

late closing, and too strong a spring

throws resistance on the cam, and is very
prone to break the heads off the valves.

Keep a standard spring, and when tun-

ing engine, test spring in use by pressing

it against standard, end to end. An
automatic inlet valve is best served by
as strong a spring as the engine can
open at starting, but slightly weaker
inlet valve springs will serve for ordi-

nary touring. Correct opening of auto-

matic inlet valve probably will not ex-

ceed 3-32in.

Are valves free in guides when hot?
If not, remove valve and clean the

stem thoroughly with emery cloth.

(To he continued.

)

Liverpool MX. Hin-cUiiil), Ma; 16tb. Ml. and Mis. Frank Lee ball way np the ateepesi part of the hill.
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The A.C.U. Sutton BanR Hill=climb.

Looking down the steepest part oi Sutton Bank -gradient 1 in 3*96.

Lake Gormire in ttie distance.

IN
our issue of Ma_y 13th, on pages 377-8, we pub-

lished a contour section and plan sho^ving the

location of the famous Sutton Bank, near Thirsk,

which has been selected as the \'enue for the

A.C.U. open hill-climb on Saturday next. If readers

will compare the section and plan with the illustration

on this page, they will gain an idea of the severity of

the gradients. Sutton Bank is one of the roads over

Near tiie top part oi the hill where the gradient is slightly easier.

Only the best hitl-climbers will reach this point.

the Hambleton Hills, and is on the route via Helmsley
and Pickering to Scarborough. It can be avoided,

however (and is avoided !), by ordinary tourists. The
bank is said to be the steepest ascent on any main
road in England, the length being about one mile and
the average gradient one in eight.

Entries for Saturday's competition, which com-
mences at 2 p.m., will be found on our late news pages.

Panoramic view of Sutton Bank on the Hambleton Hills, the scene of the A.C.U. Open Hill-olimb tor motor cycles next Saturday.
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THE TOUR DE FRANCE.
MOTOR CYCLE AND VOITURETTE RELIABILITY

(From our Paris Correspondent.)

MAY 2yth, igo8.

TRIALS.

THE conclusion of the trials at Paris on Sunday,
the 17th inst., was the occasion of a big

reception of the survivors by a host of friends

and spectators. The survivors, as reported

in last week's issue, were:

Class I.—No. 3 (Lurquin-Coudert), No. 4 (Peugeot),

and No. 7 (Peugeot).

Class II.—No. 12 (Griffon) and No. 13 (Werner).

Class III.—No. 19 (Berujeau tricar).

The last day's run was from Tours, and a com-
mencement was made at 5.30 a.m. The road taken

was through Chateau-Renault, Vendome, Chateaudun,
Bonneval, Chartres, and Rambouillet, the finish being

at the Porte-Maillot, Paris. The machines were not

due in the control at the Porte Maillot until 1.30 p.m..

centimetres)

The A^vards.
Class I.—Quarter-litre (250 cubic

capacity :

1. Peugeot (Pons), lost no marks.
2. Peugeot (Pean), lost no marks.

3. Lurquin-Coudert (Vilbois), lost 76 marks.

4. Quentin (Mauger), lost 302 marks.
Class II.—Lightweights (210 cubic centimetres

j

capacity)

:

j

1. Griffon (Bucquet), lost no marks.
2. Werner (Maillard), lost no marks.
Class III.—Tricars, half-litre (500 cubic centi^

metres) capacity

:

1. Berujeau (Berujeau), lost no marks.
2. Furan (Justal), lost 720 marks.

Bucquet (Griffon Lightweight) and Berujeau (Berujeau Tricai), two of the competitors who completed the long trial to schedule time and without the loss

of a single mark. We published a photograph of Pons and bis Peugeot last week (see page 403).

but all the survivors were in long before this time, ana
had to wait to be registered. The roads were in a

very fine condition, but, owing to the dry weather

experienced on the last day or two of the trials, they

were inclined to be dusty. However, excellent runs

were made by those who were eligible to start on' the

last day's journey, only one, the Quentin (No. i),

having dropped out from the previous day's run.

The small Peugeots have done excellently. The
engines measure 64 mm. by 68 mm., and the machines
are fitted with Truffault spring forks. Neither the

Griffon nor the Werner lightweights lost any marks, but

the Griffon is placed first in its class because Bucquet
climbed the hill La Baraque, near Limoges, faster

than Maillard. The Werner measures 60 by 70 mm.
and is said to weigh unladen only about 64 lbs.

PRIZES IN THE
GOLD medals will be awarded to the entrant of the

machine obtaining ninety per cent, of the total

marks, and silver medals' to those obtaining

seventy per cent, of the total marks, together

with a certificate of the performance.

In addition, a special gold medal, presented by the

proprietors of The Motor Cycle., will be awarded to the

private owner making the best performance on a motor

bicycle, and one for the best performance on a

passenger motor cycle.

A special prize will be awarded to the trade rider

who adheres to the daily schedule and accomplishes

the best performance throughout the trial.

••—<

END=TO=END RUN.
A special prize, presented by Mr. W. H. Wells, will

be presented to the private owner making the best per-

formance on a twin-cylinder motor bicycle.

A special prize will be presented by Mr. A. J. Wilson
to the rider accomplishing the best performance on a

lightweight motor bicycle.

A special prize will be presented by Mr. A. G.

Reynolds for the best performance of a machine up
Berriedale. Speed not to be taken into account.

A bronze medal will also be awarded to each rider

who finishes at John-o'-Groat's within six days, and

who does not receive any other award, together with a

certificate of the performance.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

The Importance of Details.

Two or three of us were talking over End-to-end

prospects the other evening, and chipping a member
of our party because, having failed to get a guarantee

that a machine of famous make would be delivered in

June, he had ordered an admittedly inferior machine,

of which he could get almost instant delivery, and

intended to put it through to John-o'-Groat's instead

of the other. He defended himself as follows :
" If

there is a machine on the market without a single

imperfect detail, it's the first year it's ever been so.

and you fellows don't know what a fearful nuisance a

.single faulty detail can be. In the 1906 End-to-end I

had a splendid machine, but the stand fitted was on

the rear spindle ends. So 1' said to myself, if my back

wheel has to come out I shall take no end of a time

over the job ! So I fitted a different stand, clamped to

the chain stays. That stand robbed the run of all

pleasure for me. Its blessed legs splayed, the clips

dropped to pieces and so forth in the first forty miles.

and for the other 850 miles I could not test my engine

on the stand, and whenever I stopped for any purpose I

had to find a bit of rock or something to prop the old

jigger up with. So this year you can bet every item I

start with is going to have a two months' jolly good

gruelling on the road. I'd rather start on a second-

rater, fitted with a few home improvements,- and well

studied in a thousand miles' preliminary riding, than

use a first-rater uncrated a few days before,

Overheating and Oil.

We have heard great things about overheating in The

Motor Cycle, lately, and more particularly from Mr.
• R. W. Ayton, whose article in the issue of April 8th

every motor cyclist ought to read, learn, and digest.

Mine is the more humble task of enunciating practical

tips, and, deserting all fearsome technicalities, let me
briefly indicate how I have solved my last three cases

of overheating. The trouble in each case appeared

gradually, but, having once appeared, was chronic.^

Maximum speed on the level was greatly reduced, how-

ever gingerly the machine was driven, and formidable

hills were rendered unclimbable. The usual phenomena
were all present—fluffy exhaust, glowing engine, rapid

pitting of valves, knocking and clanking in the engine.

In each case I oiled the engine very liberally indeed,

The tt h.p. Noble, ridden by C. B. Heaton m the Essex m.C. Lippitt's

Hill-climb. The Noble Motor Co. point out that if this machine had been

entered In Class III. it would have won this class as well as Class II.

and dro\^e hard till the overheating was very pronounced
indeed. When cool I removed and replaced the

cylinder, which is a short job all told with many
modern machines, and, as I had suspected, found the

piston and cylinder practically bone dry. The next

step was to inject several charges of the rubbishy oil,

and press on till a garage was reached where a more
efficient lubricant was procurable. The theory of it

matters very little to most of us so long as we can
provide a swift and simple remedy, and I should esti-

mate that about fifty per cent, of the cases we hear of

are solely ascribable to bad lubricant marketed by the
" get-rich-quick " type of motor supply agent.

An Ideal Carburetter.
Now that the lamp makers have taken the unusual

step of consulting the riding public as to what sort of

hea.d lamp we want, it would be an excellent thing if the
makers of a few other accessories would do the same.
For instance, we should all like to be allowed to design
our own carburetters—not the misty gaseous factors of

the design, but the little practical parts. I will start

the ball rolling with the idea that others may expand my
ideal. My own ideal carburetter, in addition to extract-

ing twice as much kick out of my engine as any other

carburetter has hitherto done, should correspond to the

following specification

:

I. No small soft screws anywhere about it, either in

llie form of cleaning plugs, throttle stops, or to secure

its lids.

^. One large nut, suited for an adjustable spannet
to secure the tops of both chambers^s opposed to a

milled nut, or a score of microscopic grubscrews.

3. Jet to unscrew separately without disturbing any
other part of carburetting chamber.

4. Jet to screw intO' a detachable holder, so that I

can change jets readily to suit the varying temperatures
of winter and summer.

5. Float tO' be marked " top " on its top, so that I

may not take it out, forget which way up to return it, and
so spoil adjustment of the level.

6. Needle to be " damped " by a screwed adjustable
cap, or other device, preventing flooding by vibration.

7. Point of needle to be of a metal that will not wear
within 1,000 miles.

8. Throttle and air to be worked by clo.se fitting

pistons or slides, so constructed that nO' air or gas can
pa.ss when not required, and so that when I take them
down and remove grit they can be easily replaced.

9. Union of petrol feed to be so constructed that

I can

(a) easily engage nut on thread.

fb) Put a spanner, on it, without fouling feed pipe,

or other parts.

TO. Funnel to be proof against fracture bv incautious

tightening of any nuts.

11. Jet to be single, not rose shaped, as a single jet

is far less liable to choke.
12. Top of needle to have a knob, or other attach-

ment, or float chamber lid, to be fitted with a push
button, rendering it possible to flood at starting without

removing gloves.

13. Great range in supply of extra air, so that I need

not drill holes in my inlet pipe and fit slides to them.

iijv.
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A selection of questions of general interest rfceived from ourjreaders iand >ur replies thereto. When pai-ti;ular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.C., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompinlsd with a Stamps 1 addressed envelope for reply.

Troubled with Punctures.

I have had so many punc-

tures I am thinking of using

Elastes for filling up inner

tubes of motor cycle, and shall

be glad if you can give me any

opinion on the resilience, etc., of the

filling. Can the stopping be taken

out after setting if found unsatisfac-

tory? My machine is a 2^ h.p.

Ariel.—G.S.M.
We have not up to the present tried

Elastes on a motor bicycle, so cannot

give an opinion, but understand it is

quite satisfactory in car tyres. We do
not think that the material can be re-

moved from a tube after it has set.

Cooling the Engine Descending Hills.

You recommend in " Motor
I Cycles and How to Manage

Them" that after mounting a

hill and descending a fairly

steep one, it is good practice to

open the throttle wide and allow the

cold gas to enter the cylinder to cool

it. Do you mean also to have the

exhaust valve raised, as my machine
still continues to fire when magneto
is retarded to full extent? Should
this be so, or should I be able to stop

the engine from firing with the mag-
neto lever fully retarded? If so,

would you kindly state how I could

alter same?—A.H., Leeds.
Naturally, the engine will not stop fir-

ing if you retard the spark. It is not
intended that it should do so. If you
wish to stop the magneto firing you
must fit a switch, but the latter is not
really necessary, and the engine will

cool itself if you keep the exhaust valve
raised when descending hills. The tip

given in " Moto-- Cycles and How to

Manage Them " infers that the exhaust
valve should not be lifted under the cir-

cumstances mentioned.
Air Valves to Filler Caps.

In last week's issue I notice

^ your remarks, "All petrol

^ tanks should be fitted with an
-2-1 air valve to the filler cap. The

usual hole provided allows
petrol to slop over, etc." I shall

feel obliged if you will give me the
maker's name of the above.—J.G.

An extra air valve is made by insert-

ing a piece of very small brass or copper
pipe through the filler cap. This pipe
may be brought through the centre of
the cap and then bent round in the
shape of a U, the top end being

soldered to the inside of the cap. A
hole may then be drilled clean through

both sides of the pipe, when it will

allow the air to enter the tank as the

petrol level falls, and will not spill

over. Or you can bore out and tap the

filler cap to take an ordinary Rother-

ham cycle lubricator ; this has a cap

which can be opened occasionally to let

in the air. The lubricator can be

closed when tank is full.

Twin Cylinder Engines at 90°.

I want a magneto for a twin-

"Z^ cylinder engine with cylinders

^ set at an angle of 90°, and have
-SJ written to the manufacturers,

but am informed that it

is impossible to fire an engine with
cylinders set at that angle with a

magneto. They suggest fitting two
magnetos, one for each cylinder.

However, that idea does not appeal

to rne, as I do not consider it would
be efficient.—H.A.R. , Leeds.

H. Cooper, the winner of the firstimbtor cycle

race on the new Stadium. He rode Stanley

Webb's 1908 Triumph.

It would not be satisfactory to fit a

Simms or Bosch magneto to a V twin
engine with the cylinders set at 90",

as this would split up the magnetic
field too much. The only alternative is

to fit one magneto to each cylinder, or

to communicate with the makers of the
Gianoli magneto, at 26, Boulevard
Magenta, Paris. This is driven by a
special patented system of gearing
which it is claimed enables a magneto
to fire V cylinders at any angle.

Knocking in Front Cylinder 0' Engine.

I have a practically new
Peugeot 5 h.p. twin engine

(Bosch magneto ignition), and
there is a distinct knock in the

front cylinder. The combus-
tion chambers have been scraped, and
there is no slackness or looseness in

any of the bearings. Kindly say

to what the knock is due, and if it

is under-lubrication, would you advise

me to bore holes in the web of crank-

case to admit more oil? The knock is

apparent even when the front ping

is removed.^C.B.

If the bearings are tight, as you say,

the knocking must be due to under-

lubrication of the front cylinder, and
your suggestion of boring holes to

admit more oil seems to be a good one.

Probably you do not inject oil fre-

quently enough, or there may be some
portion of connecting rods or flywheels

which touches the crank chamber.
Twin-cylinder engines require a charge

of oil every five miles at least if the

pump is of the ordinary size.

Timing o( the Valves.

I have had occasion to re-

^^ bush both ends of connecting

> rod of my 5^ h.p. Minerva,
-I-l and in re-assembling I have

timed the same as follows :

With piston at top of the stroke and
connecting rod moving forward (same
direction as motor would travel on
road), exhaust valve commences to

open a little before piston reaches
bottom of stroke, and is nearly full

open at bottom of stroke, and closes

when piston reaches the top ; then
inlet valve commences to open on the
piston conmiencing the next forward
down stroke, and closes when piston

is at lowest point. Is this the cor-

rect timing? Timing wheels are not
marked. When connecting rod has
made one circle, and is on the top of

stroke, the valves just balance, i.e.,

by moving rod slightly forward inlet

opens, and if moved slightly back-
ward exhaust opens.—H.L.R., Lich-
field.

-The exhaust valve should close just as
the piston reaches the top of its stroke.

If the engine is timed in this way the
exhaust opens a little before the end
of the working stroke, and the inlet

just after commencement of the suction
stroke. You appear to have your
engine correctly timed.
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WHAT HAS BEEN SAID OF IT.
<i %.

WHAT IT HAS PONE
LATEST SUCCESS!

MOTOR CLUB'S HILL-
MAY 16th, 1908.

Event 1 (Lightweights up to 2i h

MOTO-REVE 1st & Fastest
NOTE.

—

The combined weight of machine and ride
over 250 lbs., yet the hill was climbed without

pedalling-.

Your enquiry for full particulara

is invited. Ask for List D.D.

<X A' w

^-'t^

THE MOTO-REVE CO., '^^%J.f%
138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

Address of nearest Agent, where the Moto-Reve may be inspected,
sent on request.

"The car on two wheels."

Note the comfortable low frame (duplex—specially

suited for sidecar work), duplex tanks, large efficient

silencer, magneto in correct position. Roc clutch and

Roc speed gear, live back axle, band starting.

Also note the new type 4 h.p. ball bearing engine.

4 h.p. ne'w military model,

inclusive of Roc clutch and Roc speed gear, 48 guineas.

QUICK DELIVERIES OF ABOVE STANDARD MOO^L,

Telephone—5712.

Telegrams

—

"Roc, Birmingham.

In cnswf

A. W, WALL, LIMITED,
ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS,

^I'^o'lrh'^s.rei BIRMINGHAM.
rin(f either of these advertinfments 'it its desirable thai you mention " The Motor Cyrle

Illustrated booklet

describes

these machines.
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Simply Incomparable."

Enagh Manse, Ballymoney, Co. Antrim, 27th February, 1908.
" I have just heard of Mr. F. Newton's wonderful per ormance on Palmer Cord Tyres. It proves

these to be on cars 'ust what 1 have found them on a motor cycle - simply incomparable.
" 1 ride all days and in all v/eathers, and tyre trou les were the bane of my life till 1 got Palmer s

Cords. Now I can ride for months without re-in atin f

.

" I leel it only due to give you this little bit oi my experience, and wish you success.

Signed (Rev.) J. RAMSEY."

Whether for Cycle, Motor Cycle, or Motor,

PALMERS
are "simply mcomparablc." This all-round
excellence is, of course, due to their

sound construction on scientific principles.

Write for our Manual, gratis and post free.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD., Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.O.

HANOMEN Motor Cycles

The Hall Mark of Mechanical Efficiency. With 2-Spced Gear,

aisusj^

Death of the Starting Handle.
Any motor cyclist who has handled a Phanomen

2-speed machine, would not think of returning to the old

and laborious method of handle starting, besides, think of

the convenience and comfort, being able to "start up" in

the saddle. No need to dismount in traffic to re-start

the engine. Just the very thing for London traffic or

touring in mountainous districts. The gear can be

changed so rapidly without any shock, and both feet

being free to preserve balance when starting or turning in

very confined places, makes this gear stand out as quite

the finest thing in variable gears yet put on the market.

Its reliability has been proved in both this year's

Quarterly Trials.

Trial runs with pleasure, by appointment.

I have a 3 h.p. Phanomen,
magneto, 2-speed NALA
Gear, and am delighted

with it ; it is the centre of

attraction round here

where the NALA is hardly

known. I am endeavour-
ing to persuade my friends

to speculate in a Phano-
men, as they seem quite

satisfied with its perform-

ances and I will not sell

mine at any price. I have
had nine motor cycles, but

the Phanomen beats all.

Showroom : 49, King Square, President Street, Gosweil Road, E.G. ; also at the Service

Agent for Cardiff and District—ROBERT BEVAN, 31, Castle

Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

Street, Cardiff.

PHANOMEN MOTORS.
i 'I cnsweiitig either of these advertisements it is desirable that ymi mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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A NEW PATTERN TRICAR FOR THE END=TO=END.

A FEW days ago we had the pleasure of examining
at the works of the Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Coventry, an entirely new pattern Rex Litette

which is being built for Miss Muriel Hind,
who intends to drive it in the Auto Cycle Union End-
to-end Trial, July I3th-i8th.

The tricar was not in a sufficiently

advanced stage to photograph it, but

the line drawing will enable our
readers to gain an idea of its con-

struction. There are several details

which are worthy of mention.
The frame is of channel steel,

supported in front on springs, and
the only portions of the frame con-

struction which extend above the

main frame are the raked steering

tube and a tubular support for the

Rex cantilever seat. The engine is

of the twin-cylinder water-cooled V-
type. It will be noticed that the
petrol tank is placed on the top of

the two nests of radiators and the
water tanks, leaving the frame open
and suitable for a lady. The usual
Rex two-speed gear in conjunction
with the Roc clutch is embodied in the hub of the rear
wheel, but in place of belt transmission there is a single
chain, with a jockey pulley to keep it always at the
same tension and prevent it coming off the teeth of
the chain wheels. On the standard Litette the clutch

and two-speed gear are operated by means of pedals

pivoted on the footrests, but Miss Hind's new tricar

will have separate pedals for the clutch and brake,

and in addition a side hand lever controlling another

powerful rear wheel brake. The machine will be on

A new pattern Rex Litette which is being built for tlie End-to-end Six Days' Trial,

will enter and drive this tricar.

Miss Muriel Hind

A. Carburetter and magneto control. B. Petrol tank. C. Water tank. D. Carburetter.
E. Hand brake lever. F. Clutch pedal iH. Brakejpedal. J. Magneto.

K. Jockey pulley. R. Radiators.

the road very soon after this description and illustration

have appeared, and we recommend our readers who are

interested in this form of passenger motor cycle to keep

a close eye on the Rex Litette, and note its perform-

ances in the forthcoming End-to-end Trial.

-<

THE N.S.U. DETACHABLE NON=SKID.
THE road surface at this time of the year does not

tend to make one think seriously of anti-skid
devices, but in the particular device we are
about to describe certain advantages are

embodied, which render it suitable for any weather.
Even at the present time heavy showers of rain render
the roads dangerously greasy in certain districts, so
that any form of anti-skid which may be quickly placed
in position will be eagerly welcomed.
We recently called at the N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd.,

78, Charlotte Street. W., and were shown the N.S.U^

device, which consists of eight pairs of hooks fastened
at regular intervals to the rim of a motor cycle rear
wheel. These become permanent fixtures. For each
pair of hooks a leather band about 3^in. wide is pro-
vided, which is easily placed in position if the tyre
be slightly deflated. The bands are provided in the

centre with square metal plates ha\ing rectangular pro-

jections. The result is. that safety on greasy roads is

assured, and danger of slipping on stone setts mini-

mised owing to the amount of rubber exposed being

greater than the amount of studded leather. These
non-skids need onlv be used in cases of emergency, as

they are so quickly removable, and, moreover, they do
not interfere to any extent with the resiliencv of the

tyre or detract from the power of the engine. Provided

the rims will admit of it, the non-skids in question

may be fixed to any make of machine. When not in

use, the bands can be detached and stowed on any con-

venient portion of the motor bicycle. Not only the

bands, but also the studs, may be renewed when worn.

The device seems to be a distinctly practical one.

and quite worthy of this enterprising firm.

>—•e»—< —
Rex motor cycles were very successful in both

closed and open events during the week ending May
[6th. As will be seen on reference to our " Club News "

pages last week. Rex machines scored at Manchester

M.C. Hill-climb, Perth and District M.C.C. Con-

sumption Trial, Essex M.C. Hill-climb. Edinburgh

M.C.C. Hill-climb, Barnsley Victoria C.C. Hill-climb,

and Leeds M.C.C. Reliability Trial for the Kelly Cup.

It may interest many motor cyclists to know that the

Continental Tyre Company are marketing a butt-ended

tube, the quality of which it is unnecessary to dilate

upon, and those who favour this form of tube would

do well to write to 102, Clerkenwell Road, E.C., for

further particulars
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SPECIAL PEATQRBS.

A.o.n. suTroiT buhk hill-
OLIUB.

Photographs ot the hill.

THE MOTOR CYCLE T.T.
RACE, 1908.

^

Barnes's Reappearance on the Traek.

Geo. A. Barnes signed a contract

last week to race in Paris on the 4th

and 11th of June, the contract stating

that he is to meet any motor cyclist

the management like to put forward,

and it is very probable that Olieslagers

will be one of his opponents. It will

be remembered that on Barnes's last

appearance in Paris he made a big
name for himself, but the accident ali

Buffalo put a stop to motor racing for

the time being, consequently Barnes re-

turned to England.

Motor Cyelists as Royal Flag Bearers.

Describing the mimic battle at

Aldershot last Monday week,
The Daily Sxpreit said :

A 20 h.p. MotorTBleyole.

The most powerful bicycle in the
North of England is a 20 h.p. twin-
cylinder eng-'ned machine, designed,
built, and owned by Mr. C. B. Grim-
shaw, of Sunderland. The cylinders
measure 115 by 125 mm., and the total

weight of the machine is 300 lbs.

Speed Trials at Salthnrn.

The Yorkshire Automobile Club's
speed trials on the sands between Salt-

burn and Marske will take place on
Saturday, June 27th, beginning at 8.30
a.m., if the tide permits. Usually a
number of motor cyclists ride to Salt-

burn to witness these trials.

"Shortly after eleven o' clock, '3
,

which was ' dawn ' in the theory
,

of the war game, three motor
cars, preceded by the motor
cyclist scouts flying the Eoy»l
flag, sped up the hill from
Aldershot Town Railway Station.

The King was in the first car,

and the Qneen, who wore a

mauve costume, occupied the
second, with her lady-in-wait-

ing. Staff officers brought up
the rear. Wherever the tide of

battle rolled the King and
Queen, accompanied by glitter-

ing staff officers, followed in

swift motor cars. Ahead of them
sped military scouts on motor
bicycles, from which the Royal
Standard fluttered on a flagetaff

attached to each handle-bar. The
passing of the Royal party conld

thus be followed from any high
point of the battle ground by the
flag-adorned motor cycles.

"

The New Chairman ot the R.A.C.

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., finds

himself unable to undertake the

duties of the chairmanship of

R.A.C, but the committee has, for-

tunately, obtained the consent of

H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck to

accept the chairmanship.

Entries tor the End-to-end Run.

Although the preliminary regulations

for the A.G.U. six days' ride from

Land's End to John -o'-Groat's were
only issued last week, the following

entries have already been received :

J. Tassell, Matchless; W. H. Wells,

Vindec Special ; S. W. Carty, N.S.U. ;

W. Ridler, Leader; ajid E. Nelson,

Rex. Of the five mentioned four are

private owners. Intending competitors

are asked to forward their entries to

the A.C.TJ. secretary early in order to

facilitate the organisation of the trial.

Moreover, there ifi a risk of late entries

being refused if a large number are

received.

^ $ $*t* <$^^*t*t*^******•******^*t*** ****'

FUTURE EVENTS.
May 30—Auto Cycle Union Open Hlll-climh en Sotton

Bank, Yorkshire.
]une 5-8—M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN and

return for Schulte Cup Competition, and
Special Cup for Motor Blcycliets.

6-8—Brooklands A.R.C. Whitsun Meeting.

„ 8 (Whit-Monday)—St. Albans Motor Cycle Races.

,, S—Tunbridge Wells Motor Cycle Races.

,, 13—Essex Beagles Ten Miles Motor Cycle Handicap
at the Stadium.

,, 20—Entries close for M.C.C. Team Competition at

Daventry.

,, 24—London United Tramways Five Miles Tourist

Motor Cycle Handicap at the Stadium.
„ 27—M.C.C. INTER-TEAM TRIALS for " The Motor

Cycle " Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup.
Prospective competitors : Motor Cycling
Club, Coventry M.C., Great Yarmouth
M.C.C, Birmingham M.C.C, Lincolnshire

M.C.C, Liverpool ,M.C., North West London
M.C.C, and Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C.C.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

July 4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.

,, 4—Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting.

,, 6-7—A.CF. Grand Prix Races for Cars.

,, 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

„ 14-15—M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles
Reliability Contest.

" Cudham Bank " Sounds Strange.

To the Londoner the Yorkshire way
of referring to every hill as a " bank "

sounds as strange as "yonder,"
"coop," and other words peculiar to

the broad Yorkshire dialect. In the
South, of course, bank is only used in

referring to riverside slopes and mar-
gins of the road, and to enquire of a
Southerner whether his machine would
climb banks would be akin to asking
if it could be ridden over ploughed
fields

!

Frederic PhilUpson Stow, Deeeasod.

It is with great regret that we have
announce the death in London of

Sir Frederic Phillipson Stow.
The late Sir Frederic, who was
created a Baronet last year, was
one of the fonnderB of the De
Beers Company. Motor cyclists

will long remember the kindness
the late Baronet extended to the
Auto Cycle Union in allowing
the use of his grounds at Black-
down House, Haslemere, for

its yearly hill-climb.

Sir

to
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the The Tourist Trophy Race.

It is highly probable that the
Tourist Trophy Race for motor cycles

in the Isle of Man will be held in Sep-

tember instead of October. There are

many things in favour of the earlier

month, and we hope it can be arranged.

Fowls on the Road.

While riding on the Chester Road,
Sunderland (the main highway from
Sunderland to Durham), in the vicinity

of North Hall Farm, Mr. T. Jameson,
of the Sunderland and District M.C.C,
had the misfortune to kill a hen, and
was himself thrown into «. ditch, re-

sulting in his forehead and knee being
badly cut. We understand fowls fre-

quently run across the road from one
field to another at this point, and
several other spills have occurred, so

motor cyclists should ride warily when
near North Hall Farm.

Getting Further Oat.

Many motor cyclists are
following the example of car

owners and taking up their resi-

dence in the more outlying
suburbs, where there are green
fields, smoother roads, and no
'buses, trams, and deadly tram
lines. Localities like Glapham
and Brixton are losing popu-
larity. Now motor owners pre-

fer such places a& Beckenham,
Bromley, or Chislehurst, where
they gain immediate access to

the country and their favourite
roads. Enterprising builders and
estate agents at these places

offer inducements by agreeing to

build up-to-date motor houses at

a five per cent, rental. Truly, the

motor is responsible for a lot oi

changes. Even Westerham and the

district is being opened up to city

goers by a new motor 'bus service to

Sevenoaks Station.

WhIt-Monday Track Races.

On the St. Albans track, on Whit-
Monday, the following motor cycl«

races will be held : Five miles invita-

tion scratch race, five miles handicap
(limited to engines 76 by 75 mm.), five

miles tourist handicap (for machines
not exceeding 85 by 85 mm. with a 4

to 1 gear). 'The hon. sec. of the meet-

ing is A. F. Slater, 1, Bedford Park
Road, St. Albans.
At Tunbridge Wells there will be a

three miles scratch race and a five

miles handicap (limited to engines 76

by 76 mm.) Hon. sec., H. Saville, St.

John's, Tunbridge Wells.
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Tbe U,C.C. Team Competition.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.O.

is the eighth club which has sig-

nified its intention of sending a team

to compete for The, Motor Cycle Chal-

lenge Cup at Daventry on the last

Saturday in June.

Police Trap.

We are informed by a correspondent

that the police are particularly active

near Lancaster. At Scoiton, two miles

south of the aforementioned town, our

correspondent was stopped for riding

at twenty-three miles an hour, although

he was aware of the trap and was
travelling very slowly at the time.

Police Traps near Lancaster.

Motor cyclists riding through Lan-

caster should be watchful between Gar-

stang (eleven miles south) and Burton

(eight miles north of Lancaster), as

the police have lately been very busy

timing motorists, and the magistrates

give every encouragement to the police.

Sonth-eastein Auto Cycle Association.

Unattached riders in South-east

London can join the above association

at a subscription of 5s., and derive

benefits similar to members of clubs

which are affiliated to the A.C.U. The
hon. secretary's address will be found
on the last page of this issue.

A.C.U. Sutton Banli Hill-climl).

We are informed by a correspondent

that the police will be particularly

energetic on different parts of the road
between York and Scarborough during
the season, especially on Military

Sunday, 31st May, which follows the

Sutton Bank Hill-climb on Saturday,
30th. London motor cyclists should

note the route referred to in our issue

of May 13th, page 377.

The Rule of tlie Road.

We have received a very lengthy
letter from the hon. sec. of the Junior
Automobile Association, Mr. C. W.
Brown. This letter relates to a very

The Motor Cycle and the Lay Presi.

A good sign is the increasing

friendliness of the lay prees towards
the sport and pastime of motor cycling.

The daily papers refer more often to

the pleasures to be derived from the

motor cycle, and in the June issue of

Fry's Magazine there is an interesting

article on the subject which makes ex-

cellent reading.

The World's Hour Record.

Joseph Gulppone' 3 world's motor
cycle record of 63 miles 1,078 yards,

accomplished at the Pare des Princes
track, Paris, in December of 1905, does
not promise to be disturbed as far as
riders abroad are concerned, but it is

rumoured that three well-known British
racers contemplate early onslaughts.
The venue will, of course, be Brook-
lands, and there is no doubt that with
an up-to-date machine several miles can
be added on to the present world's best
for 50m. One of the daring crackF
suggests seventy miles.

decided rule oi the road clearly laid

down by Act of Parliament. Our space

is so crowded it is impossible to repro-

duce the letter in extenso, but a list of

offences under section LXXVII. (78)

will be found on pages 114 and 115 of

the Motor Car Act« 1896 and 1903, pub-
lished by lliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudoi
Street, E.G.

The End-to-end Trial In July.

The preliminary regulation and entry

forms for the A.C.U. Land's End to

John-o'-Groat's nx days' trial of

motor cycles, July 13th to July 18th,

are now obtainable from the secretary,

18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W. In
1906 no less than ninety-three machines
were entered for this trial, and large

crowds welcomed the riders in the
numerous towns and villages passed
through. The present competition
promises to be even a greater success,

.

so many enquiries having been received
by the A.C.U. secretary with regard to

tha «T«nt. BntTiea eloee tour weeks heoc«

'~An Enterprising Cluh.

In addition to being represented in

the team competition at Daventry
next month, the Sheffield and Hallam-
shire M.C.C. will have four members
in the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
run in July, as the president (Mr. J.

H. Hall), Messrs. F. Dover, F. W.
Farrer, and Jno. Haslam, are entering
for this classic event.

A Smart Answer Wins a Motor Bicycle.

The result of the competition for the
K.D. lightweight motor bicycle is

announced this week. The judge, Mr.
B. H. Davies, has decided that Mr.
Ernest A. Carr, South Western Police
Court, Lavender Hill, S.W., gave the
best reason why he should be awarded
the K.D. machine offered by Leo
Ripault and Co., 64a, Poland Street,

London, W. , his reason being : "Be-
cause my life as a magistrates' clerk
has been devoted to the interests of the
Cadi (K.D.)"

The North West

London Twelve
Hours' Reliability

Run, London to

Coventry and back.

Starting competi-

tors on the return

journey Irom the

King's Head Hotel,

Coventry. Left
hand, No. 1, A.

Stanley Phillips (5

h.p. Vindee). Right

hand, No. 2, E. W.
Brighten (2J h.p.

Ariel). The checker

on the right is

E. J. Hardy

(Coventry M.C.).

CamhrUgo H.C.O. T. Camlrldge University H.0.0.

The result of the inter-club hill-

climb at Croydon Hill on Saturday
last between seven representatives of
each club was : Average figure of merit
C.M.C.C, 12.813; average figure of
merit C.U.M.C.C, 13.836. The
weather was good and the fiiture a
great success. On formula, the com-
petitors finished in the following order :

1. H. H. Harper, ^ h.p. King.
2. W. King, 2| h.p. King.
3. 0. W. Wilson, 2| h.p. King.

•4. F. Dickson, 5 h.p. twin Vindee.
*5. E. Dickson, 5 h.p. twin Vindee.
•6. W. Hutchinson,, 5^ h.p. Triumph.
7. F. T. Cox, 2j h.p. King.
8. F. Pryor, 2^ h.p. Humber.

•9. J. M. Oakey, 5 h.p. twin Vindee.
•10. W. G. Ross, 3i h.p. Triumph.
11. A. J. Mihill, 2J h.p. King.

*12. A. R. Murray, 3i h.p. Triumph.
*13. F. PUkington, 3i h.p. Triumph.
14. B. L. Peters, 3^ h.p. Minerva.

•Univeiraity Team,
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North West London M.C.C.
THE twelve hours run to Coventry and back on

Saturday last attracted twenty-six entries, and of

these twenty-five started. The competitors and
friends were at the starting point (Jack Straw's

Ca-stle, Hampstead Heath), at 6.46 a.m. It was a beauti-
ful, bright morning, and all looked forward to a good run.

The machines were inspected and sealed by the judges, and
punctually to the minute the first competitor was despatched,
the remainder followed at half-minute intervals without any
delay.

The route lay through Edgware, and immediately after-

wards Brockley Hill was encountered. After this there was a
clear run through Watford to Berkhampstead, the first
'

' check.
'

' Competitors were not long in getting away again,

and on through Tring and Aylesbury to Bicester, the second
"check." After this the road became more tortuous to

follow, but owing to the excellent manner in which Mr. A.
Stanley Phillips, the trials honorary secretary, had arranged
for the marking and marshalling of every corner, there was
no difficulty in following the correct route. After traversing
the magnificent country about Enstone and Long Compton,
the final "check" at Shipston was reached. Here most of

the competitors took in petrol before starting on the last

stage through the interesting country about Warwick and
Kenilworth. Close to the latter town an unfortunate mis-
hap occurred to F. Thomas, the steering column of his
machine breaking. Fortunately, he was not hurt, and after

putting in for repairs he was able to return to London with
the rest of the competitors.

Coventry was reached in good time by the majority. An
hour here was allowed for lunch, which was taken at the

King's Head Hotel. The thanks of the club are due to _
Mr. Eric W. Walford ajid the members of the Coventry
Motor Club for their invaluable assistance in checking and
timing the arrival and departure of competitore at Coventry,
and also for marking and patrolling the road from Shipston.

,

Again punctually to time the survivors were despatched on
the return journey, which was made by the same route as

the outward journey. There were large crowds at Hamp-
stead Heath to see the finish, and had it not been for the
assistance of the police some difficulty would have been experi-

enced in taking the times of the returning competitors.

The following completed the double journey within schedule
time, and will each be awarded a silver cup :

A. Stanley Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec), G. Rowden (5i h.p.

Bat), E. Gwynne (3^ h.p. Vindec), Miss M. Hind (5 h.p.

Res), W. H. Pidgeon (3 h.p. Goldhurst), C. J. Burton (3^ h.p.

Vindec with sidecar), S. A. Knaggs (2^ h.p. Ariel), G. H.
HoUis (3i h.p. Triumph), H. G. Cove (^ h.p. H.G.C.), W.
A. Jacobs (3i h.p. R«x), G. Bennett (3 h.p. Marlborough), M.
Tuckmann (3i h.p. Triumph), C. H. Crole-Rees (6 h.p.

Advance), M. Campbell (5 h.p. Vindec), W. G. Barton (3 h.p.

Triumph), T. G. Blundell (3^ h.p. Triumph), D. K. Edwards
(2| h.p. M.M.C.), and E. W. Ashworth (7 h.p. Minerva)
E. W. Brighten {2i h.p. Ariel), and C. Williams (2| h.p.

Brown) finished just outside schedule time.

The club is greatly indebted to the judges, Messrs. R. G.

Booth and T.. Van der Vclde, and all the checkers.

The itarting point ol tbe Nortti West London M.C.C. Twelve Hoars' Rellablllt; Run. Competitors and friends assembled at Jaok Straw's Castle, Hampstead
Heath on Saturday last. Time, 6.45 a.m.

->-•••—<-

Entries for the A.C.U. Sutton Bank Hilbclimb.

THE following is a list of the entries received by the

secretary of the Auto Cycle Union up to Friday night

for this event, which is to take place on Saturday :

Class 1, lightweight machines.—Gordon L. Fletcher

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve) and Robert G. Bell (2 h.p. Moto-Mve).

Class 2, maximum bore 82 mm.—R. M. Brice {^ h.p.

Brown), Eric S. Myers (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. A. Jacobs

m h.p. Rex), J. P. Le Grand (2^ h.p. Matchless), Felix

Scriven (3i h.p. Rex), Robert Ellis (3i h.p. Rex), H. Newey

(3i h.p. L.M.C.), F. W. Applebee ,(3i h.p. Rex), and S. W.
Carty (3J h.p. N.S.U.)

Class 3, single cylinders, maximum bore 85 mm.

—

R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown), Gordon Gibson (3^ h.p.

Triumph), W. E. Grange (3i h.p. Triumph), Eric S. Myers

m h.p. Triumph), W. A. Jacobs (3i .h.p. Rex), W. G.

McMinnies (3i h.p. Triumph), W. J. Newsome (3^ h.p.

Triumph), J. Marsliall (3i h.p. Triumph), RobeH Ellis

m h.p. Rex), F. W. Barnes (3i h.p. Zenette), and F. W.
Afmloiiee (3^ h.p. Rex).

Class 4, multi-cylinder.s, maximum bore 75 mm.—W. H.

Wells (5 h.p. Vindec Special), J. E. Truefitt (5i h.p. G.B.),
' J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex), T. H. Tessier (6 h.p. Bat), — .

Gibson

( _), J. F. Mallett (6 h.p. N.S.U.), F. W. Applebee, sen.

(5 h.p. Rex), F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), and G. W. R^ier
(6 h.p. N.S.U.j

Class 5, multi-cylinders, maximum bore 85 mm.—W. H.
Wells (5 h.p. Vindec Special), J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex), T. H.
Tessier (6 h.p. Bat), Robert Ellis (7-8 h.p. Minerva), J. F.

Mallett (6 h.p. N.S.U.), F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), and
F. W. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex).

Class 6 (open to entrants in any of the above classes).

—

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec Special), J. E. Truefitt (5i h.p.

G.B.), J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex), W. E. Grange (3i h.p.

Triumph), Eric S. Myers (3i h.p. Triumph], W. A. Jacobs

(3i h.p. Rex), W. G. McMinnies (3i h.p. Triumph), W. J.

Newsome (3i h.p. Triumph), J. Marshall (3i h.p. Triumph),
Robert Ellis (7-8 h.p. Minerva), F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex),

and F. W. Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex).

Class 7, variable gear class.—C. A. Palmer (5 h.p. Roc),

W. Milners (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore), H. Howartb (5 h.p.

Vindec Social], H. C. Griffin (3i h.p. J.A.P.), — . Gibson
( ), R. Moore (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore), G. E. Vint

3i h.p. Phelon and Moore), F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenette),

and Q. W. Raper (6 h.p. N.S.U.)
Class 8, passenger class.—R. M. Brookes (9 h.p. Riley), R.

B. Smith (6 h.p. N.S.U.), and A. T). Nicholson (9 h.p. Riley).
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Motor Cycle Racing at Birmingham.
THR£E-CORNER£D MATCH AND OTHER RACES.

^5

Stnt ol tbe flnal race tor the Five Miles Tourist HaDdicap. Reading from the right : V. Tales (3} b.p. Rex), J. C. Smyth (Si h.p. Btx), H. A. Collira

(3i b.p. Matehless-Jap), and C. R. Collier (3^ h.p. Matchless-Jap). Yates won in 7m. 43s.

SOME four or five years have elapsed since motor cycle

racing vfas a feature of sports meetings at Aston. At
the Sport and Play tournament on Saturday last

there were five events, including a series of matches
between H. Martin, C. R. Collier, and H. V. Colver. It is

estimated about 12,000 people were present.

Five miles tourist motor cycle handicap : Heat I.—C. R.
Collier (3^ h.p. Matchless-Jap), scratch, won easily. Time,
7in. S8fs.
Heat II.—W. Pollard (2 h.p. Central-Minerva), 80s. start,

lapped Yates (3^ h.p. Rex), 25s. start, but was disqualified

owmg to high gear and l|in. tyres instead of 2in., and race

awarded to Yates.
Heat III.—A. J. Greenway (2| h.p. Humber) retired. This

heat was won by H. A. Collier (3^ h.p. Matchless-Jap).

Time, 7m. 36|s.

In the final Yates rode splendidly, and practically main-
tained his start, C. R. Collier being 2nd and J. C. Smythe
3rd. H. A. Collier punctured. Time, 7m. 42s.

One mile race between H. Martin and C. R. Collier.

—

Collier rode very well, and won by about ten yards. Time,
Im. 30is.

Three mites race, C. R. Collier v. H. V. Colver.—Colver
was riding Martin's machine, as his own refused to fire, and
this undoubtedly handicapped him. Collier won in 4m. 15fs.
Five mUes race, H. V. Colver v. H. Martin.—Colver rode

his own machine, and put in a splendid race, winning by
about twenty yards in 7m. Ifs.

C. R. Collier therefore won the match by two points,

Colver 2nd, Martin 3rd.

One mile tourist motor cycle handicap.—The
feature of this event was the success of thi

machines ridden by Barker, Smythe, and Yates,
were giving starts up to 300 .

yards. In the final for this

race. Barker on the 2f h.p. Sex was l«t, Smythe 2nd, and
Yates 3rd. Time, Im. 32|s.

Five miles light motor cycle handicap, limited to 76 by
76 mm.—The competitors were allowed to ride without
silencers on their machines. Only two heats were contested,

and in the final the placing was Colver, Martin, C. R.
Collier, and Edmundson. The last-named was riding a

Derwent with J.A.P. engine, but was badly troubled with
misfiring, or would have done much better, as his machine
evidently possesses a good turn of speed. Time, 7m. 3|s.

outstanding
three Rex

The Colliers

I The M.C.C. London
COMMENTS AND LIST OF

Judging by the number of entries to date for this

I
event its popularity with all classes of motorists

/ remains as strong as ever. Indeed, the number
of members of the club who have intimated their

intention of starting from Highgate on Friday evening,

June 5th, this year creates a record. As the club com-
mittee meet after these lines are written to elect new
members, it is extremely probable that the total num-
ber of entries will reach the figure of no.
The principal entry naturally consists of motor

bicycles, from the little ijS^ h.p. Motosacoche to the

great 9 h.p. J.A.P. This is as miscellaneous an entry

as any motoring sportsman could desire. The tricar

entry so far consists of a fleet of Lagondas, and the side-

cars are limited to two only. Personally, I am dis-

'appointed in this last, as the sidecar seems to me so

essentially the poor man's two-seated motor car.

to Edinburgh Ride.
ENTRIES. By S. H. FRY.

As regards the car entries, I would like to say that

almost all the drivers are old motor cyclists, many of

them (myself amongst them) still owning and driving

motor cycles. (See The Autocar for May 30th, where
car entries will be dealt with.)

The arrangements along the route are well in hand,
and almost all the checks and controls are settled, and,
figuratively speaking, the men in their places. Most
of our old friends are continuing to help, and very

kind indeed it is of them, and much appreciated.

All that I am hoping for now is fine weather and
good roads, and the pleasure of being able " to get

there
'

' myself so as to meet the host of the successful

ones. One last word : Please drive considerately and
cautiously all the time, so that in future years our

annual run may be a pleasant anticipation to others as

well as members of the Motor Cycling Club.
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BlOTCLBS.

*S.

s.

*J.

c.

Rider and machine.

G. Frost (4^ h.p. Minerva)
Webb (5i h.p. Triumph)
S. Harwood (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

G. Myer (9 h.p. Bat)

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec Special)

*A. G. Reynolds (2| h.p. Bat)

W. H. Lane (3^ h.p. Triumph)
*E. Gwynne (3^ h.p. Vindec)
H. G. Cove (4 h.p. Own Make) ...

F. MuEsell (3i h.p. Quadrant)
W. A. Sale (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ...

A. M. Tatham (Si h.p. Matchless) ...

Ade S. Hutton (6 h.p. Primo)
A. D. Draper (3^ h.p. Matchless) ...

V. Olsson (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ...

A. I). Nicholson (3i h.p. Triumph)
G. W. Raper (6 h.p. N.S.U.)
J. S. Tweddle (3| h.p. N.S.U.) ...

C. J. Seed (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ...

*L. A. Baddeley (3 h.p. Baddeley) ...

R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown) ... .

H C. Horswill (3^ h.p. Brown) ...

S. T. A. Oldfield (3^ h.p. Quadrant)
*T. F. Cox (7-8 h.p. Minerva)
H. Collins (3i h.p. Norvic)
A. W. Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

W. O. Bentley (3^ h.p. Bell)

T. J. Weightman (3i h.p. N.S.U.) ...

P. H. Trotman (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

H. G. Bell (2J h.p. F.N.)
G Brough m h.p. Brough)
B. Cumberland (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

Miss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. Rex) ....

H. S. Myer (3i h.p. Rex)
•H. Williamson (3i h.p. Rex)
.Sir R. K. Arbuthnot (3^ h.p. Triumph) 1

J. L. Barratt (5-6 h.p. Peugeot) ... 2

D. S. Baddeley (5 h.p. Baddeley) ... 2

I. B. Hart-Davies (3^ h.p. Triumph) 1

No. of
cylinders.

... 2 ...

... 1 ...

... 1 ...

... 2 ...

2 ...

1 ...

1 ...

1 ...

1 ...

1 ...

2 ...

1 ...

2 ...

1 ...

2 ...

1 ...

2 ...

1 ...

2 ...

1 ...

1 ...

1 ...

1 ...

2 ...

1 ...

1 ..

1 ..

1 ...

1 ..

1 ..

1 ...

1 ...

2 ...

1 ...

1 ...

Ignition.

Accu.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Accu.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Accu.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.-
Ma;g.

Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Accu.
Accu.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Accu.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Mag.
Accu.
Mag.
Mag.

R. C. Davis (6 h.p. Griffon) 2 ... Mag.
H. G. R. Slingo (5^-6 h.p. Griffon) 2 ... Accu.
A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Vindec Special 2 ... Mag.

*C. H. Crole-Rees (6 h.p. Advance)... 2 ... Mag.
J. Stuart-White (1^ h.p. Motosacoche 1 ... Accu.
J. V. Robinson (1-^ h.p. Motosacoche) Accu.
W. Fletcher (7-9 h.p. Bat-Jap) 2 "V. Mag. and accu
E. Pond (5 h.p. Vindec Special) ... Mag.
G. Gibson (3i h.p. Triumph) Mag.
A. H. Forbes (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... Mag.
A. G. Ferni (3-| h.p. Rex) Accu.
F. White (5 h.p. Rex) 2 ... Mag.
C. C. Cooke (3i h.p. Triumph) Mag.
A. B. McDonald (3-^ h.p. Triumph) Mag.
*W. A. Jacobs (3i h.p. Rex) ... Mag.
A. G. Peppercorn (2| h.p. Anglian) Accu.
M. Campbell (5 h.p. Vindec Special) Mag.
Dr.C.B.Moss-Blundell (3ih.p. Zedel) Dry batt.

*J. P. Le Grand (2^ h.p. Matchless) Mag.
*G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve)... Mag.
W. H. Bashall (3i h.p. Triumph) ... Mag.
H. C. Sayer (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... Mag.
*W. Pershke (4 h.p. Diamond) ... Mag.
Dr. C. Gibbons (3^ h.p. Minerva) ... Accu.
*A. Stanley Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec... Mag.
C. F. Lacey (3^ h.p. Fafnir) Mag.

*0. L. Summers (3^ h.p. Vindec) ... JNIag.

A. Walton (5 h.p. Vindec Special)... Mag.
J. Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph) Mag.
V. H. Deuchar (5 h.p. Vindec Special) Mag.
•R. 0. Clark (5 h.p. F.N Mag-
A. T. Browett (3i h.p. Triumph) ... Mag.
G. E. Roberts (3-^- h.p. Triumph) ... Mag.
* Entrants for Schulte cup competition and special cup foi

motor bicyclists.

TmcABS.
Dr. E. W. Brewerton (10 h.p. Lagonda 2 ... Accu.
M. W. Randle 10 h.p. Lagonda) ... 2 ... Accu.
F. Cozens (10 h.p. Lagonda) 2 ... Accu.
H. S. Freeman (10-12 h.p. Lagonda) 2 ... Accu.

SiDECAES.
W. Montgomery (3^ h.p, Minerva) ...

P. W. Vinsen (6 h.p. Clifton-Jap) ...

1 ... Accu.
2 ... Accu.

CLUB NEWS.
Essex M.C.

The inter-club trial with the West Essex A.C. last Satur-

day resulted in a tie, and the competifnon will be run again.

Southend and District M.C.

A party of members and friends of this club, numbering

about twenty, met last Wednesday evening for an informal

club supper at the Crown Hotel, Rayleigh. The event

proved a most successful and enjoyable one.

Perth and District M.C.C.

The Perth and District and Falkirk and District M.C.C.'s

had a friendly meet at Rumbling Bridge, which is practi-

cally equidistant from the two headquarters. There wa;s a

good turnout, and as weather and road conditions were

favourable, the run was much enjoyed. Next Saturday a

reliability triai will be held.

HuU and East Riding A.C.C.

A large party of members propose attending the A.C.U. hill-

climb at Sutton Bank on Saturday, and York the following day

(Military Sunday). The first detachment will leave the

Paragon Square, Hull, at 6.30 p.m. on Friday, staying the

night at the club headquarters in York. The second wUl

assemble at the Paragon Square on Saturday at 9 a.m. Both

parties will meet in York and proceed to Sutton Bank, and

return to York for the night.

Western District M.C. (London).

A reliability run was held on the 16th inst., the course

being from Hounslow to Bath and back, a distance of 188

miles. The winner proved to be the captain of the club, who

was mounted on a brand new machine. Result t

1. H. Vowler (3^ h.p. Triumph).

2. H. Kirk (6i h.p. twin Brown).

3. R. Babbage (3i h.p. Minerva).

The rxm in conjunction with the Eastern District M.C. will

be held on Juse 2Stb, not May, as announced in luniiei issue

Coventry M.C.

For the twelve hours club run to Holyhead (165^ miles) on
Saturday next thirteen motor bicyclists have entered, one
tricarist, and thirteen car owners. Competitors will be
started at 7 a.m. from the railway bridge on the Holyhead
Road, Coventry.

Barnsley Victoria C.C. (Motor Section).

The official results of the hill-climb are given on the next
page. The list of awards is : 1st, Triumph gold medal ; 2nd,
Pratt's gold medal; 3rd, prize given by Mr. Greenwood,
Leeds ; 4th, Mr. J. R. Parker's medal for fastest time, wor
by T. Dunk (5^ h.p. Rex). P. G. Cockroft, after the event,
ascended the hill in the fastest time, but we are asked tc

point out that he is not a member of the organising club.

Halilsx and District M.C.C.

The first meeting was held on Thursday last, when thf

following officers were elected : President, Mr. A. H. Forbes
vice-president, Dr. Hughes ; captain, Mr. C. Clarkson ; vice
captain, Mr. H. Naylor ; hon. treasurer, Mr. M. Youngman
hon. secretary, Mr. H. D. Helliwell, 7, Harrison Road
Halifax. It was decided to affiliate to the A.C.U., an(
Maude's Temperance Hotel was appointed headquarters.

Leeds M.C.C.

Thirteen competitors for the Kelly Cup on the 16th inst

made absolute non-stop runs, viz., Messrs. Atkinson, Bag
shaw, Cockroft, Durant, Greenwood, Forbes, Hickman, Hydf
Foster, Homer, Lerwin, Tennant, and Wheater. Messrs
Greenwood and Tennant finished a dead-heat, so the followin
day they met again, and after travelling fifty miles Tennant'
machine punctured, leaving F. W. Greenwood, who rode

3i h.p. Rex, winner.
Owing to the A.C.U. Sutton Bank hill-climb on Saturdaj

the Leeds club has abandoned the minor competition arrange
for thfl samfi d&y.
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Club News.—

West Essex A.C.

The next olub competition is the 100 miles reliability run

for motor cycles only for the club cup and will be held on

Saturday, June 13th.

Newcastle III.C.

On the 7th prox. the run is to Barnard Castle. A non-

stop trial of 114 miles will be held on Wliit-Monday for

the Alan Robson challenge shield and
other prizes. The route will be New
castle to Jedburgh and back via Pcntt
land, Belsay, Knowesgate, Otterburn
and Carter Fell.

Belton and District M.C.C.

A reliability test has been arranged
for Saturday, the 30th inst., to Gisburn
leaving Town Hall Square 1.45 p.ni

Entries close on Friday, and should

be sent to the hon. sec, A. Richards
Sunny View, High Street, Bolton.

CardiS M.C.

The hill-climbing competition at

Khiibina Hill attracted twelve entries

from motor cyclists, and all started

The hill is about two-thirds of a mile

in length, and the gradient 1 in 6 at

the steepest part. The fastest time was
accomplished by W. Pollard, on a S^h.p.

Thomas Silver ; he also heads the list

on formula. J. N. Wyndham, who rode

a 2 h.p. Central Minerva, was second on formula, his per-

formance being particularly meritorious.

Bainsley Victoria C'.C. (Motor Section).

The club hill-climb in Stainborough Park (kindly lent by
'Captain B. C. Wentworth) was most successful, considering
how it was handicapped in every way by the abominable
weather. Result on Prof. Callendar's formula :

Rider and machine. Time. Fig. of merit.

1. B. S. Ledger (2i h.p. Jap) ... 55-ls. 56.56
2. E. Slater (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 41|s. 59.71

3. E. Atkinson (3 h.p. Triumph) 54|s. 62.48

SuBdnland and Dlstiiet M.C.C.

The hill-climbing competition at Tunstall Hope, near
Sunderland, on the 16th inst., was a great success. The
results on formula were :

Class I.—1, J. Kirton (3^ h.p. Minerva), figui'e of merit
182; 2, F. Turvey, jun. (3i h.p. Triumph), 171; 3, W. F.
Cross m h.p. Minerva), 169; J. Scott (2-| h.p. Minerva),
155; J. Jack (2^ h.p. Rex), 136; and B. Grimahaw (3^ h.p.

Grimshaw), 127.

Competitors in the

a Zi h.p,

There were fifteen entrants and eleven starters.

WeiBh A.C.

On Friday, June 5th, a motor cycle hill-climbing competi-
tion will be held at Philadelphia Hill, Carmarthenshire.
There will be two classes—(1) For machines of any power,
and (2) not exceeding 50 by 70 mm. The winner of Class 1

will hold the Cory Yeo Challenge Cup, and the prize for
i Class 2 is a Motor Union silver medal. The A.C.U. formula,
W

—
, will be used. Entry fee (5s.) should be sent to the

X T
hon. secretary, Mr. J. Shimell Andrew, Rutland Street,
Swansea.

Perth and District M.C.C. Consumption Trial. The winner, C. Livingstone, rode
Rex, which consumed petroi at the rate of 145 miles to the gallon.

Class II.—1, E. J. Tiffin {4i h.p. Minerva), 178; 2, W.
Armstrong (5 h.p. Mowbray), 141; 3, Lambert (5 h.p. Rex),
139 ; W. R. Jackson (5 h.p. Rex), 125 ; B. Grimshaw (6 h.p.

Grimshaw), 121; A. Hines (6 h.p, N.S.U.), 117; and B.

Grimshaw (20 h.p. Grimshaw), 53.

Class III., open to members of the North-Eastern Automo-
bile Association (single-cylinder machines).—1, J. Kirton

m h.p. Minerva), 189; 2, W. F. Cross (3-i h.p. Minerva), 162;
3, F. Turvey (3^ h.p. Triumph), 157; and J. Jack (2i h.p.

Rex), 130. W. Broadway (3^ h.p. Rex) and J. Scott (2| h.p.

Minerva) were also among the competitors. Twin-cylinder
machines : 1, E. J. Tiffin (4i h.p. Minerva), 175 ; 2, W. Arm-
strong (5 h.p. Mowbray), 152 ;. 3, Lambert (5 h.p. Rei),
148; Raper (6 h.p. N.S.U.), 130; W. R. Jackson (5 h.p.
Rex), 126; B. Grimshaw (6 h.p. Grimshaw), 119; A. Hines
(6 h.p. N.S.U.), 113; and B. Grimshaw (20 h.p. Grim-
shaw), 57. The record for the hill was beaten by Mr. Grim-
shaw, who rode a 20 h.p. bicycle fitted with a huge twin-
cylinder engine, by l|s.

Proposed Club tor Fife, N.B.

A meeting of motor cyclists is to be held at the Bowhill
Hotel, Cardenden, Fife, on Friday, the 29th, at 7.30 p.m.,
in order to form a motor cycle club. The proposed name
is the Fife M.C.C. All riders in the district are invited
to attend.

Seventeen mem-
bers of the Leeds

M.C.C. competed

or the Kelly Gup

on the 16th inst.

Mr. J. R. Kelly

is seated on the

motor bicycle in

the centre. The

course was eighty

miles in length.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

A.I etiers should be addressed to the Editor, " The^Motor^Cycle," 20, TDdor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Sidecars and Single Gears.

[3329.]— Referring to my letter published under above
Heading m your last issue, I should have .stated that my
weight is just over eleven stones. C. G. K.

The A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

[3330.]—Kindly allow me to draw attention to the way in

which amat<'urs were treated over the last Quarterly Trials.

By changing the day from Saturday to Wednesday the average
amateur, with a business to attend to, was practically barred
from entering. I, myself, and two others who had in-

tended to ride were unable to compete for this reason alone.

EDGAR W» BRIGHTEN,
North-west London M.C.C.

Triear Improvements.
[3331.]—Referring to the paragraph under the heading of

"Occasional Comments," by "Ixion," in The Motor CycU
of May 13th, in which is described and illustrated a special

byepass attachment and throttle which we fitted to a 9 h.p.

Riley tricar, we notice in the footnote that this idea forms
the subject matter of a patent by 0. Imry. We do not quite

see how Mr. Imry can possibly patent this device, as we have
fitted it to a very great number of cars during the past few
years. It was, in fact, through a customer seeing it work so

satisfactorily upon a 15 h.p. Peugeot car that made him ask
us to fit it to his tricar. Among other cars, we have fitted

it to a 100 h.p. racing car, and it works with perfect satis-

faction. The idea we have always claimed to be original,

and we arrived at it only after a great deal of experimental
work. CHAS. GRIMSHAW AND SONS.

[3332.]—I was much interested in the 9 h.p. Riley tri-

car improvements described by " Ision " in the issue of May
13th. With reference to the carburetter improvement and
to your contributor's remarks, I may point out that the
suggestion is a marked improvement on the oH arrangement
of drilling a hole in the throttle valve to supply sufficient gas
to keep the engine running for two reasons. Firstly, it is ex-

tremely difficult to get a carburetter which is efficient at high
speeds to run an engine very slowly, unless it has a variable

jet and choke tube. Practically all the well-known carbu-
retters which do run an engine very slowly are provided
with a number of jets which are opened progressively, or

a single variable jet, which has the same effect, as in the
White and Poppe. Secondly, the operation of the addi-

tional jet is not affected by the position of the extra air

inlet.

With the drilled throttle, consider a case in which one is

travelling fast, with the throMle fully open, and a sudden
stop necessitates releasing the accelerator, causing the
throttle to shut and the engine to be fed through a small
hole only. One has no time to shut the extra air inlet,

and the result is that the engine is stopped through weak-
ness of mixture.

I presume that the extra nozzle is slightly higher than the
Longuemare jet, so that tilting of the carburetter does not
cause flooding. I should like to know whether the tap on
the additional pipe is a necessity. I very much doubt if

this is intended to be closed when the carburetter is used
normally, but should imagine it is to be set in one position,

the position to be found by experiment.
ERIC W. WALFORD.

Remarkable Occurrences

!

[3333.]—We should like to inform you of some remark-
able occurrences during our last Bank Holiday ride. One of

us ran over a mole, which now sees perfectly. This happened
just as we had completed our 255th mile on a quart of petrol
each. A few miles further on there was a loud report, and
the gudgeon pin of the foremost machine blew out through
the cylinder wall. This delayed us but little time, for after
wrapping a tyre puttee round the cylinder we went merrily
on at forty-five to the Finchley gentleman's forty and yet
there was no excitement.
On the return journey the bicycle which had still retained

its gudgeon pin misfired violently. We took the carburetter
down and found in it the errant gudgeon pin and other
such particles which a carburetter usually contains. Re-
placing the gudgeon pin in its proper place we lightly leapt
on to our machines and returned home in excellent spirits.

LI 01 AND AR02.

Repairing Petrol Tanks.

[3334.]—in your issue of May 13th I notice in " Current
Chat" a warning from "F.W." to tank repairers. Whilst
admitting that every care should be taken when petrol is

anywhere near, I fail to see how "F.W.'s" tank shoxild have
burst in such a manner. I myself repaired a tank by solder-
ing, and the way I did it was this : I drained all the spirit

out of the tank, cleaned the faulty joint, and then soldered
in the usual manner. I was careful to see that the Ailing
cap was removed, so that any gas that' was made by the
hot iron in contact with the cold tin could escape ; also to
keep far enough away from the blow-lamp. If "F.W." did
these two things, I fail to see how an explosion could happen.
I might say that I did not wash tank out, but just drained it

and then soldered. LLEWEN SIDE.

Colonial Requirements.

[3335.]—I read with much interest Mr. Braybrooke's
experiences of motor cycles on colonial roads. I see he is

also against chain drive. He says he rode the first chain-
driven motor cycle in Cape Colony. We all know the first

chain-driven motor cycles were not much use, but has he
tried a 1907 or 1908 Phelon and Moore? I have a letter here
from the P. and M. Co. telling me to place my order early,

as they are already booked six or eight weeks aiead, so there
must be something good in chain drive. How is it that there
is a cry for a twin motor cycle two-speed and free-engine and
chain drive? If it behaves all right on a twin, why should
it not on a single? We all know what a nuisance a belt drive
is on a rainy day ; it is little better than useless.

To compare the chain drive of years ago with that of to-day
one might as well compare round belts of years ago to the
up to date V belts. There must be at least 4iin. clearance
between bottom of crankcase and ground. All motorists here

know that King district roads are the worst in Cape Colony.
Only recently a man riding a Diirrkopp motor bicycle struck
the bottom of the crankcase on a rock, going up hill. It

knocked a big dent in the crankcase and jammed the fly-wheel.

Whilst two chums and I were out riding on the main
road some time ago I knocked the bottom of my 1907
Triumph, and my friends both knocked theirs—the one a 1908
Triumph and the other a 3i h.p. 1907 N.S.U. The exhaust
pipe on the N.S.U. was dented until it closed. The place

where we all struck was a ridge of rock across the road.

Again, where a machine with 6in. clearance scores is when
pushing the machine through a river drift.

We have never had a belt, rubber, or leather to last us

longer than six months' riding. I have ordered a few Whittle
Link Grip belts, and T hope that they will give satisfaction.

I am glad Mr. Bra^ ..rooka inswered my letter, because I
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would like bo correct a little error I made in stating that

[here were no motor repairers on this side of Johannesburg.
What I really meant was that 1 believe that it is impossible

to get spare parts for the machines running here, namely.
1907 and 1908 Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Durrkopps, and Wan-
derers. I can get most of them at Johannesburg. I would
not write there if I could procure them nearer.

There is a first-class motor repairer, turner, and fitter at

East London (Mr. J. R. Manning), who is a good work-
man, and one who has served his time in one of the best fit-

ting shops in- Cape Colony. CONRAD HILNER.

[3336.]—Mr. A. W. Wall, in writing on the subject of

suitable machines for Australian roads [letter 3105] (I presume
he has riddeu all over Australia on a motor cycle), says
" English makers in touch with the market readily comply
with colonial requirements." I maintain that, with one excep-
tion, they do nothing of the sort, and I would like to ask
Mr. Wall that if such is the case, how is it that several

machines recently sent out to Melbourne are fitted with rigid

forks, when good spring forks are most essential to comfort
and safety on our roads?

I agree with him that it is a pity that English machines
are outnumbered by the various Continental makes, but
when English makers send out such an absurd twin-cylinder
machine as the one I was unfortunate enough to import, with
its 220 lbs. weight and l^in. of crank case clearance, there
is no longer any wonder why English machines are out-
numbered.

ilr. Wall thinks that the comparison would all be in favour
of the English machine in design and workmanship. Perhaps
it would in England, where English makers have to produce
a sound article to hold their own in the market.

If a list of the defects, which my late English machine of

alleged sound design, developed during its first 500 miles,
were known, it would be an object-lesson for most motor
cyclists.

I have riddeu English and foreign machines on English
roads, also English and foreign machines in Australia, and
in my opinion Continental motor cycles are years ahead in

point of comfort and suitability for this end of the world.
I hope you will be able to publish this, as Australians much

prefer buying an English article when they get their money's
worth, to say nothing of their having to pay less duty, and
it may be the means of persuading the makers at home to
send out machines worth having. DOWN SOUTH.
Melbourne.

Transmission witli Sidecar Attaeliments.

[3337.]—Upon receipt of the weekly copy of your paper,
I tm-n as a rule first to "Occasional Comments," by "Ixion."
I read that page with grateful appreciation, and I may add
with appetite whetted for more. But such expressions of
such an authoritative expert in the issue of April 8th as
to the "essential requisites for a sidecar that is to be used
for genuine touring work " appear to me almost unreason-
ably sweeping. They may, besides, have the effect of caus-
ing many who wish to enhance their pleasure by sharing it

with a passenger to give up all idea of a sidecar as im-
practicable. Practical experience last year and this of a
6 h.p. twin N.S.U. fitted with N.S.U. two-speed gear and
Mills-Fulford sidecar assures me that "belt drivers" who
possess 4 to 6 h.p. twins need not wait for that indefinite
future when " Ixion's " ideal shall actualise. They can at once
go ahead in easy confidence.

I have driven the above combination on tour and on long
journeys, and have by no means spared it. My passenger
has on not a few occasions weighed twelve stones. I scale
eleven stones. The machine has never yet failed me on a
hill through want of power or efficiency of the drive. It has
been twice through the Quarterly Trials. My stoppage on
Amersham Hill in last trials was due to frozen carburetter.
The low speed has seldom to be col!<"d upon. The two-speed
gear on my mount has done its 8,200 miles, and has so far
been equally reliable with the rest of the machine. This
type of gear has the double advantage of being compara-
tively inexpensive to purchase, and can be fitted to any
existing machine of the belt type as easily as an ordinary
engine pulley, and without incurring the aggravating cost
of alteration to the machine itself. After experiences with
both chain and belt drives with passenger attachments, I

unhesitatingly declare in, favour of the latter.
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The important thing it seems to me is to have your belt

of sufficiently large cross section. Mine is Ifw Conti-
nental, and is still in use after 7,000 miles. It wouFd be in-

teresting if " Ixion " would say why belts of l-^-in. or l-|in.

should not be used with 5 or 6 h.p. Surely they would last

longer and be more efficient.

The mileage I plead guilty to may appear somewhat small
to constitute an adequate test, but inasmuch as I drive
through all weathers, and on all conditions of roads, my
experiences may not be altogether devoid of value to others.

(Rev.) E. W. HASWELL.

Police Mettiods.

[3338.]—On the 17th inst. I arrived at the Red Lion,
Hatfield, from London, riding directly there in the com-
pany of two friends about 11.10 a.m. There were a number
of motor cyclists in the hotel yard, and many continued
every few moments to arrive.

I had been there with my friends and acquaintances fully

thirty minutes when a police officer came on the scene and
approached me, asked me to show him my license, which I

irmnediately gave him ; he asked me to show him my
machine, and he then put down the number in his book.
The constable then amazed me by saying he should proceed
against me for riding to the common danger romid the bend
leading oft the bridge (Welwyn side) into Hatfield at forty
miles per hour, and further stated that I had only just come
into the yard, and he could identify me by my white Holland
jacket. He would not listen to me when I told him he was
mistaken, and retorted ".He knew all about that," and left

the yard and resumed his position.

I appealed to my friends who saw me come in now over
half an hour previous, and about twenty declared their in-

tentions of supporting me. Thereupon I ventured to go
across to the constable and tell him he had made a mistake,
and asked him to return and make further enquiries of all

in the yard while I stayed at his post. Very unwillingly
he consented, and after fifteen minutes' examination of those
present, and a score of assurances of his blunder, the in-

telligent officer said he would give me the benefit of the
doubt, but it was a man in a white coat.

I was one among seven other white-jacketed motor cyclists
in the yard. I had not passed the bridge, my halt at the
Red Lion being about 200 to 400 yards on the London side
of it thirty minutes before the alleged offence. The con-
stable did not take the offending motor cyclist's number,
and instead of honest admission of his mistake and discreet
apology, got out by giving an innocent man the benefit of

the doubt, and stating, "If it wasn't you it was someone
else in a WHITE COAT,"

Air Cooling.

[3539.]—-In reply to " Scotia," it is very easy to say that an
engine is inefficient, and it is very difficult to prove that it

is not. Because motor cycle engines are normally run at
speeds that propel the machine at about twenty-five or thirty
miles per hour (giving, in the case of the average 3^ h.p.
engine, as he says about 2 h.p.), therefore the engine is in-

efficient because it is not running at the 2,000 r.p.m. or so
at which it gives its maximum horse-power, and he reasons
that it is waste of money to use a powerful engine.
The ordinary motor cyclist does not want the mechanical

or thermal efficiency cast in figures on the crankcase ; he
wants an engine that pulls tr> its hnst gasp, as it were, and
will run slow and fast without unnecessary vibration. The
key to my argument is, curiously enough, to be found in

another part of the same issue, viz., in the article on page
397, entitled "Touring Machines—The Weight Question."
The writer says, " Leaving out the question of speed, my
answer to this, and I think most old motor cyclists will agree,
is that the lightweight as a touring motor cycle lacks the
comfort of the heavier m.<ichine." And why? Because,
apart from the lightness of the frame and tyres, the speeds
of the machines being equal, the small engine is running
faster than the big one. A really well-designed single-cylin-
der engine gives beautifully smooth running with a 4^ or 4-1

gear at twenty-five miles per hour, above that, road and
latterly engine vibration begin to be felt. I started motor
cycling on a 2 h.p. machine, but the engine had to run so
'fast to do thirty miles an hour that I felt it was too cruel.

t am waiting for the two-stroke engine. B. T. U.
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Knocking In Motor Cycle Engines.

[3340.]—The problem of knocking in motor cycle engines
appears to be one which has received very little attention

;

engines vary very much in this respect, and the pleasure to
be derived from riding a motor cycle depends largely, to my
mind, upon whether the engine is addicted to knocking.
By knocking I do not mean only the loud clanking which

occurs in an engine when -the machine is on a
hill that is too much for it, but also include the
peculiarly harsh sort of half-clanking explosion
which some engines are never free from when
travelling on an up grade. To anyone who has
ever ridden over an engine free from this, and
who takes any notice of the soimds proceeding
from the engine at all, riding with an engine
which suffers from the defect mentioned above
is an agony.
The point, however, which is so puzzling to

my mind is, What is it that causes it, and why
is it absent in some engines? It is not loose
bushes, as I have a twin engine which, tlrrough

some soft metal having crept in—^accidentally, in

all probability—has considerable play in the con-
necting rod bushes, both big and little ends; yet
this engine never knocks, and the explosions are

always sweet and elastic. If driven up a hill

that is too much for it, it makes a struggling
sort of noise, but this has riot the slightest

resemblance to a knock. If driven up hill with
the spark advanced too far, it merely goes slower
than it would if the spark setting were correct.

Of course, if the spark were brutally too far

advanced it might knock, but I have not tried

it and do not intend to. On the other hand, I have driven
engines which were hushed up quite tight all over which have
knocked at the slightest provocation, and the great majority
of engines will do more or less. No doubt some readers will

say they have an engine which does not knock, but unless

they have ridden over one that is really perfect in this

respect they probably do not know what it is to be free

from it. I met a man recently who said he did not know
what a knock was like, but on going for a ride with him
every explosion was an awful clank to me. I left him in

blissful ignorance.
Whether it is the design of the cylinder head, or the

compression ratio, or what it is, I do not know, but probably
your staff, in riding different machines, will have noticed
what I allude to. A. C. HUSKINSON.
[The majority of motor cycle engines are designed with as
high a compression as they will reasonably stand without
preigniting at normal speeds. Doubtless, when the com-
pression space is reduced slightly by the addition of a cake
of burnt oil on the piston and combustion head, pre-

ignition will occur earlier ; but it is almost certain to occur
if gear ratio is too high, or speed has fallen too low.

—

Ed.]

Unattached Riders.

[3341.]—I notice in your issue of May 13th a letter signed
Harry A. Bullock, commenting upon the facilities offered by
the Auto Cycle Union, and comparing them to the advantages
to be secured by subscription to the Cyclists' Touring Club,
and note that he considers the latter far preferable to the
former.

I am surprised to think that a reader of your paper should
be so unenlightened as to imagine that the C.T.C. can offer

for its subscription of 5s. anything like the privileges that
the A.C.U. can give for its half-guinea subscription.

One has only to consider that the A.C.U. can give full

privileges of associate membership of the Royal Automobile
Club, which includes the use of club rooms at 112, Piccadilly,

a weekly copy of the Boyal Automobile Club Journal, legal

advice, special touring facilities, in conjunction with access
to the best organised touring bureau of the country, and
many other valuable advantages of direct benefit to motor
cyclists, and then to consider that all the C.T.C. can really
offer, in addition to touring facilities, is the Monthly Gazette
and a reduction on hotel bills.

If Mr. Bullock will only write to the secretary of the
A.C.U., at 18, Down Street, W., I feel sure that he will

»on alter his opinions concerning the Auto Cycle Union.

H. GILLARD COVE.

MAY 2ph, igo8.

[3342.]—In a recent issue dealing with this question you
mention the fact that "for every local motorist who associ-

ates with the R.A.C. direct the local club, if affiliated,

receives a portion of the subscription paid to the R.A.C. by
the local associate." At the time I thought it would be
much simpler if the local clubs enrolled associate members
at a five shillings subscription and then affiliated them to

Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C. members assembling at Haddiscoe for the penalty rnn
over a distance of seventy-six miles.

the A.C.U. This, I see, is now being done by at least two
clubs—the Bradford M.C.C. and the S.E. Auto Cycle Associa-
tion. The latter association, the hon. sec. of which is Mr. H.
B. Renner, 31, Kidbrook Park Road, Blackheath, S.E., being

-

near my own district, I have now joined.

With regard to the privileges the A.C.U. should grant
to its own associate members, I must say that on this

I do not agree with you. I think that it should grant all

the privileges that it grants to the members of affiliated

clubs, a list of which were given in your issue of February
12th. Could you not repeat this list to show motor cyclists

the advantages they obtain by joining a club which affiliates

its members to the A.C.U.? J. H. S.

Air Cooling.

[3343.]—It would be interesting to hear if any motor cycle

engine has been designed or built on the lines of the air-

cooled engines on certain American cars, with a cylinder

covering and "air circulation" by means of an enclosed

fan driven off the crankshaft.

These American cars can hardly be looked upon as freaks,

and one with a powerful fonr-cylinder engine is about to be
raced at Brooklands. There appears good scope for inventors

for an engine on the lines mentioned. D 1517.

[Several motor cycle engines have been designed on these

lines—one with a spiral air chamber.

—

Ed.]

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mills and Fultord, Coventry, write :

" We notice in last

week's issue of The- Motor Cycle, page 396, ' Hints and Tips
for Motor Cyclists,' by 'Road Rider,' that in tip No. 214 it

is stated under the heading of 'Sidecars' that the rigid

pattern alone is entirely free from side-slip. We would like

to point out that the castor wheel model is equally as free

from side-slip. This will be perfectly clear when we point

out that the steering castor head is fixed in a perpendicular
position, so that, no matter at what angle the wheel may be,

the level of the car remains the same. Although a motor
bicycle fitted with this pattern of sidecar will under severe

conditions slip slightly, it is impossible for any serious com-
plications to ensue. With our latest pattern of clips, otir

sidecar can be attached and detached in a couple of minutes."

Mr. B. H. Davies requests us to state that from this date
his address will be 11, St. George's Avenue, Northampton.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J. H. S.," Glasgow, would like readers' experiences of

the 4i h.p. F.N., particularly with regard to economy in

petrol and oil, vibration, upKeep, and starting.
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In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Owing'to the Holidays, Advertisements tor

our issuei 0!] the lOth June must reach

Coventry not later than FIRST POST on

Thursday, 4th June, to ensure insertion.

PRICES.
ADVERTISEMENTS in these

colmnns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the case

ot Trade Advertisements a series ol tiiirteen

Insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted

In time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

-addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

AVhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
'be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear In the advertisement. Replies should be

.addressed, " No. ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
•entry "

; or if " London '*
is added to the address, then

to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,

Tudor Street, E.G.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. -*C
Persons who hesitate to send money to unlmown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £ro in

value, a deposit fee of 25. 6d. is charged. All deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to IlifEe and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite Impossible to reply to

each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date

of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALB.
HAIilFAX.—Genuine Twin Eex, £22, guar-

anteed, .sDring forks iow built, goes
like a flash ; £16 given for 1906 Rex, £13 for
1905 Eex, £11 IDs. for 1904 Eex, or £10 10s. for
1903 Rex. in part payment.—Address below.

HAUFAX.—1908 Rex Featherweight, Duplex
frame, magneto, splendid climber, new;

25 guineas ; exchanges.

HALIFAX. — 1908 3i h.p. Magneto Tourist
Eex. new; why pay fancy prices? 35

guineas; exchanges.

HALLFAJX.—1908 Triumph, magneto, all the
latest improvements ; delivery now

;

£48; exchanges.

HALIFAX.—1907 4 h.p. Roc. two speeds, and
Eoc clutch, excellent order and condi-

tion; £35.

HALIFAX.—35 h.p. Excelsior, spray, trem-
bler coil. Clincher tyres, good condi-

tion, suit sidecar; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Hadley, 4J h.p.,
Calmrn and Clinchers, 26 wheels,

special finish ; £17 10s.

HALIFAX Motor Exchanee. — Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments. High-

erad*^ machires purchased for spot cash.

—

16 Westgate. Halifax. Telephone, 766. Tele-
grams, Perfection.

A GOOD DEAL
depends on buying][your machine through

AGOOD DEALER
This is the sort of hand we deal

—

tz^^/t^s^mea^^.

We stock always all the models of the above famous
makes, and have always a fine assortment of second-
band machines. Do not get left without a
mount for WHITSUNTIDE. Write us to-

day, and if you have a second-hand machine which
you wish to exchainge, give us details. Save yourself
the inevitable worry of selling it privately.
THE WARWICK (car-style) MOTOR CYCLE is a
recent introduction of our own. See ouradvertisemeDt

elsewhere in this issue.

The follo\ving SECOND-HAND MACHINES are in

perfect running order, ready for the road, and have
the Premier Certificate of Fitness :

REX, igo8, 3^ h.p. de Luxe, 2-speed gear,

Simagneto, accessories £40
ROC, 1908 Military Model, clutch and 2-speed,
spring forks 40

ROC, 5 h.p., magneto, Roc clutch 32
TRIUMPH, 1007, 3i h.p., magneto . . . . 35
N.S.U. Twin, 6 h.p., magneto, two-speed gear,

splendid machine 35
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1907, 5 h.p., Truffault,

and 2-speed 35
VINDEC SPECIAL, 3i h-P-. magneto, Trufi-

ault forks, adjustable pulley 30
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1906, 5 h.p., Truffault .. 27
REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch and gear, per-

fect order 26
ZENITH BICAR, 4 h.p.. Whittle belt, free

engine 22
TWIN REX, 5 h.p.. cantilever seat, grand

condition 19 10
N.S.U., %\ h.p., magneto, fine condition . . 19
QUADRANT, 3* h.p., spring' forks, perfect 19
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p 8
F.N., 2} h.p., magneto 13
QUADRANT, 3 h.p 9 10
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spring forks, Bioo saddle,

tyres like new . . . . 9 10
WHITLEY, 3* h.p 10
MINERVA, \\ h.p., spring fork, good con-

dition 5 10
REX Tricar, faultless, running splendidlv . . 23
STEVENS TRICAR, two speeds, free engine,

wheel steering 33
Others constantly arriving. Complete Ust free on

application.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.
Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 amp. . .
.'. 9/6 \ List on

20 ,, .. .. 12/6 f application.

Pamphlet, " The Evolution of the Motor Cycle " sent

free on application, together with " Motor Cycles of

1908)" "On the Choice of a Motor Cycle," etc.

SEE OUR OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS IN THIS ISSUE,

TYRE BARGAINS, eto.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL:
HALIPA-X:. — Lightweights, in going ordi

25s. deposit and six monthly paymei
of 22s. 6d. secures 2 h.p. Quadrant. 13 h
Minerva, 2 h.p. Minerva. 2 h.p. Kelecom
h.p. Quadrant, 2 h.p. Humber, 2 h.p. Ui
versal, 2 h.p. F.N., and 2 h.p. Princeps.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Antoine, special fran
Palmer tyres, really good mount- i

10s.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Ouaway, V t

gine. spray, specially low, suit sht
rider: £22 10s.; spring forks.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Alcyon, flne 26 by
tyres, twin, spring forks, N.S.tT., tt

speed gear, light and low ; £23 IDs.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Singer, late model, fa

drive, high tension magneto, smai
£21.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder magneto Vint
Special, condition exceptional; chei

£35; spring forks.

HALIFAX.—21 h.p. Phelon and Moore, ti

speeds, 25 wheels, carry heavyweigl
£27 10s. ; any trial.

HALIFAX.—34 • h.p. four-cylinder F.
spring forks, high tension magne-

£25.

HALIFAX. — 1907 4 h.p. Jap, Chater-L
spring forks, torpedo tank. 24 whee

£24 log.

HALIFAX.—Brand new 2? h.p. Bat. Peug
engine, 26 wheels, unridden. and li

feet; £21.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Simms, vertical engi
magneto ignition, easy starter,

liable; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.—21 h.p. Clyde, vertical engi
magneto ignition, splendid conditii

£16 10s.

HALIFAX.—34 h.p. P.N., special mach:
long bars, very low, nrst-class ord

£17 lOs.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Antoine, 26 wheels,
frame, trembler, girder forks, very:

mount; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Fine 3i h.p. Eex, long bars,
saddle, good climber; £11 10s., bargi

HALIFAX.—2i h.p. Jap, lightweight, spi
tyres good, very low and smart, g

climber; £12 lOs.

_-, - spray,
XI bars, low saddle, well cared for.

Aston Road, Birmingham.
Telephone: 4310. Telegrams: " Primus," B'ham,

In aTiswering any of these, advertisements it is desirable thit ycti mention

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Humber,
bars, r

lyres : £10.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Minerva, spray, gir
forks, 26 by 2i Clincher A Won ; begg

at £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—54 h.p. twin Eex, black fln
enamel and tyres equal new, spi

forks; £23.

HALIFAX.—34 h.p. 1906 Eex, spring fo;

low frame, foot brake, aluminium
ish; £15.

HALIFAX.-^4 h.p. Magneto Eex,
forks. Rex foot brake ; cannot

£13.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Eex, spray carburet
22in. frame, very powerful machi

£11 10a.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Beeston Humber,
drive, spring forks, good climber, 1:

and low ; £8 17s. 6d.

HALIFAX.—24 h.p. Calvert, vertical eng
spray, 26 wheels, tyres good; bar

£9 9s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Lloyds, very fine,

mers, .spray carburetter, footboa
trembler coil; £9 10s.

HALIFAX.—Very fine 2| h.p. De Dion,
tical engine, spray, new tyre and b

£11 10s.

HALIFAX.—453. deposit and six mon'
pavments of 293. 6d. secures 2| h.p.

celsior. 3 h.p. Humber. 2| h.p. Mmerva
h p De Dion, 23 h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Ho
23 h.p. Minerva. 3i h.p. Eex, 24 h.p. AuT
2§ h.p. Kerry, 3 h.p. M.M.C. ; all guaran-
running order.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash,
change, or extended payments. H

erade machines purchased for spot oas

16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. •!

grams. Perfection.

' The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDE'S.—All the undermentioned motor

cycles are in guaranteed good running,
ind can be seen on the road at the address.

MAUDE'S. — Zenith Bioar, two speeds,
handle starting, newly enamelled and

lone up by the makers. Now, ye godfathers,
tow's this at £30.

MAUDE'S.—Zenith Blear, 4 h.p., free en-
gine, new rear tyre; £21.

MAUDE'S.—Zenette, sprung frame, girder
forJis, free engine, 3 h.p. ; £24.

MAUDE'S.—Eex twin, 1907 model, new Jin.
Watawata, splendid condition ; £22.

MAUDE'S.—6 h.p. N.S.U.. 24in. wheels, ac-
cumulator ignition, perfect; £24.

ll/TAUDE'S.—Eex. 1907 model, 3J h.p.. just

22in. frame, two-

been overhauled ; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Rex, 3i h.]

speed gear; £13.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel. 3 h.p., B. and B. carbur-
etter, vertical, 26in. wheels, vei-y good

;ondition; £15.

IX/TAUDE'S. — Minerva, 3J h.p., vertical.
LVX M.O.V., spray carburetter; £17.

S/TAUDB'S.-Minerva, 3i h.p., 26in. wheels.
lVJL low built, winner of two hill-climbs,
318.

X/TAUDE'S.—Minerva. 21 h.p., vertical, new
JJ. tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-
'Ughly overhauled and re-enamoUeil ; £12.

ITAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical en-
.VL glue, spray, very good tyres; £li.

-

ITAUDE'S.—P.N. , 23 h.p., vertical, spray,
.VX 26in. wheels. Palme:- tyres; £11.

ITAUDE'S.—Rip,.3J h.B.. White and Poppe
tJ- engine, spring forks, sprung frame,
rand new and perfect ; £27.

kTAUDE'S.,— 23 h.p._ Minerva, 1906 model.
26in. wheels; £15.

AUDE'S.—Eex. 50-gi
to rear. Palmer Irout; ilU 10s.

iTAUDE'S.—Eex. 50-guinea model, non-skid

iTAUDE'S.—Bat, 35 h.p.. Bat tngine. Lon-
fJL guemare spray, with sidecar ; £28, with-
ut £23.

.TAUDE'S.—Lloyds, 2 h.p., vertical engine,
footrests, spray, 26in. wheels ; a beauty.

12.

lTAUDE'S.—Minerva, Zi h.p., magneto,
rJL spring forks, low-built, 26in. wheels

;

21.

iTAUDE'S.—Rex, 31 h.p., 1906 model, gcod
condition, standard; £15 15s.

iUDE'S.—Eex, twin, 6 h.p.,
seat. ,50 guinea model; £22.

jTAUDE'S.—Eex, twin,, 6 h^p., cantilever

iTAUDE'S.—Zedel, 2 h.p., vertical engine.
rX low built. 26in. wheels, as new; £11; to
B recommended as a lightweight.

.TAUDE'S.—Jap, Phoenix built, good tyres

;

H £9.

.TAUDE'S.-Eex, 26in. wheels, low built,
rJL spray carburetter, footboards; £14 14s.

iTAUDE'S.-Noble. 26in. wheels, low built,

WL spray carburetter; £12.

.TAUDE'S.—Bayliss. 3i h.p.. very goodH tyres; £11.

iTAUDE'S.—Fafnir, 3 h.p., vertical, lovely
tX condition. 26in. wheels, and perfect;
14, a bargain.

AUDE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p., trembler coil,

chain drive, good running order ; £9.

AUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto. Singer
carburetter ; £8.

iTAUDE'S.—45s. down and twenty-four
tX weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 34

•p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Eex, 2 h.p. Humber, 23

.p. Humber. 2i h.p. Jap, or 2 h.p. magneto
inger. Delivery upon first payment.

iTAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street, Hali-
U. fax (behind the Victoria Hall), oifer
ithout doubt the very best bargains in
lotor cycles, all of which are guaranteed
1 good running order before despatch.
Trite us and let us have your reguirements,
nd we will quote you best terms for ex-
tiange or cash. Nat. tel., 433.

A Startling OfFer
If you wish for a motor cycle, and prefer trying a
second-hand one first, we are prepared to allow
THE FULL PRICE PAID for any of these at the side
within TWO MONTHS, if still in reasonable condition,
in part payment for a new 1908 model.
WHAT COULD BE FAIRER ?

MIN£RVAS.
Let us quote you for new 190S models. We can give
the finest possible terms for these machines, cash or
exchange. Any other make quoted upon request.

3ih.p. VINDEC £48 10
5 h.p. VINDEC 53
5 h.p. TOURIST 52
2i h.p. MINERVA 29
3i h.p. MINERVA 32
4i h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45
i}h.p. F.N 35
4i h.p. F.N 50
3i h.p. TRIUMPH 48
31 h.p. SILVER 39
3i h.p. BROWN 37

Any other makes gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
REX Triette, 6 h.p., twin £25
HUMBER Tricar, chain drive 15
HUfllfiER, two speeds, water-cooled, chain-

driven, handle-starting 28

FORECARS, etc.
Nice Forecar, with front brakes £5
BAT Sidecar, good condition 4 10

AOCUMULATORS.
A genuine and cheap accumulator at last ! Guaranteed

twelve months. Genuine " RIP " accumulators.
Note particularly the prices :

REX size, 3i X 2j X 5iin £0 12
ARIEL size, 4 x ij x ejin 12 6
MINERVA size, 4i x 2^ x 6iin 13 6
Try one on approval. Cash returned if not perfectly

satisfactory.

AOOeSSORIES.
Osborne Free Engine £1 7 6
Salsbury Car Headlights, pair 5
|in. Leather Belting, per foot 6
Lightweight Engine, 1^ h.p. Werner .... 2
Twin Trembler Coil 12 6
Charging Plant (large) 4
Steering Wheel, dished 7 6
Plated Seat-pillars 1
Trailer, with wicker box, new tyres, suit

tradesman 2
Variable Pulley, new, fit Rex 12 6
Footrests, fit '06 Rex 5
Footrests, fit N.S.U 5
Frame, with wheels 15
Vim Stands . , 6
Densmore Typewriter 5
Belt Rims, each 3
Two-speed Gear, fit Peugeot 4 10
Charging Battery 1 5
Peugeot Engine, 3^ h.p. (new) 6
Lathe, 4in. centres, screw-cutting 10
Front Spindles, with cones 1
B. and B. Carburetter 1
Gas Engine and Dynamo 4 10
Bioo Saddles, and your old one 8 6

TUBES.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

26 3C 2in 6/- 28 X 2in 7/-
26 X 2iin 7/- 28 X 2jin 7/6.
26 X 2lin 8/- 28 X 2^m 8/-

Immediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
26 X 2in 16/-
26x2jin 17/6.
26 X 2iin 21/6.

28 X 2in 17/-
28 X 2iin 18/-
28 X 2jin 22/-

"ALBANY" BELTING.

fin. 7d^ iin. 8d., Jin. 9d., lin. lOd, per foot.

GOODRICH ALL-RUBBER NON-SKID.
26 X 2^in. cover, £2,

9/- allowed on your old cover in part payment.

Good high tendon magneto motors wantsd for spot cash.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powell Street,

HALIFAX.
National Telephone 4.33.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Chat«r-Lea, Longuemare, Nilmelior

2 trembler, new Prested, heavy tyres,
Continental back with Bates band, Wata-
wata, Price's stands, long bars ; £16 16s. ;

good machine; too powerful for young
rider.—" The Eowans," 8. St. John's Eoad,
Brixton.

FOE Sale. Motosacoche, quite new, not rid-
den yet, Druid spring forks. Palmer

tyres, N.A.B. seat-pillar; cost £36, including
£1 spares; garaged at Earl's Court Garage,
Earl's Court Station ; take £27. or exchange
for 4 h.p. Eoc. if in faultless condition. —
Write. Motorist, Plat P, 22. Eedcliffe Square,
S.W.

6 h.p. Bat, Jap spring frame and forks,
special brakes, Jap lubricator, Auto-

clipse lamp, two new belts, studded tyres,
perfect condition, full kit tools and spares,
not done 2,000 miles; owner bought car; £30.
—Humphrys, 6, Comberton Terrace Kidder-
minster.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1906 pattern, but very
2 little us«d, and as new, enamel and

plating perfect, spring forks, tyres un-
scratched, very fast, and splendid hOl-
climber, with a'l spares, stand, etc.; price
£20, no offers.—G.G., 34. Cambridge Place,
Paddington. W.

FULL of all the good qualities necessary
to make a perfect motor cycle is the

four-cylinder F.N,, not a machine to go 90

miles an hour, and but goes comfort-
ably all the time, whether it be 4 or 40.—For
particulars, trials, etc.. write F. Heath, Sal-
ford Priors, Evesham.

MINEEVA and Bex. — We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
change, or gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros., 511, Chester Eoad, Old Trafford.

KEERT, 23 h.p.. Model de Luxe, in new
condition and order, Continental tyres,

long handle-bars, low saddle, new P. and K.
accumulator, Lycett belt and toolbag, com-
plete with all high-class accessories, very
fast and reliable; a bargain, £13 10s.; after
6 p.m.—30, Willow Eoad. Hampstead. N.W.

1 Q07 5 h.p. Twin Magneto Eex, cantileverXU seat, Albion adjustable pulley,
Wright's spring footrests, Eich's tubes,
Michelin non-skid back, Bradbury stand,
Main-Hilton carrier, many spares, condition
perfect, ridden 500 miles ; lowest £26 10s.—E.
Buttle. Woldingham. Garaged at Wau-
chope's.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, low, excellent
condition, just overhauled, fast, reli-

able, good climber, new back cover and tube,
re-treaded front, two-way switch, trembler
coil, hooter, stand. Brooks BIOO saddle, tool-
bag, numbers, all spares, etc. ; removal sole
cause of selling ; price £12 10s.—Dr. Freeman,
Earlsfield, S.W.

i Q08 Triumph, in perfect condition, only
J-tJ two months in use, has not given a
moment's trouble hitherto, and fairly laughs
at hills, handle-bar control, adjustable pul-
ley, magneto ignition; cost, with accessories
and touring kit, £54, price for immediate
cash, £39.—Box No. 9,927, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Fafnir. two speeds, Longuemare,
2 fitted Gillett-Leechman, Chater-Lea

throughout. No. 6 frame, tricar hub, spring
forks. Brooks BIOO, 2^in. Palmer cords, un-
punctured. two accumulators, brass torpedo
tank, thumbslides, footboards, chain drive,
low, faultless; £25.—Thompson. 112, Hatfield
Eoad, St. Albans.

ANGliO-SAXON Bargains. — 1908 Triumph.
£43. in stock; 26 by 2 best butt-ended

tubes. 7b. lid.; 25 by 2i ditto. 8s, lid.; Eich
detachable, 12s. 6d. ; rubber goggles, with
spare glasses. Is. 94d. ; extra heavy motor
covers, 14&. 6d. ; Peter-Union studded cover,
26 by 2, 17s. 6d. ; Tyre Doctor, the scientific
compound for repairing cuts, sample post
free 6d.—31, Newgate Street, London.

SPECIAL Clearance Lines.—13 h.p. Minerva.
£5 14s.; 23 h.p. Ormonde. £6 158.; 2 h.p.

Peugeot, £7 10s.; 23 h.p. Jap-Enfleld motor
cycle. £6 lOs ; 2 h.p. Quadrant. £6 10s.; 2J

h.p. Humber. £6 lOs. ; 3 h.p. Aster, £7 10s.:

4 h.p. twin Hamilton, £10 10s.; 13 h.p. Wei--
ner. £6 10s. ; 2 h.p. Ealeigh, £7 10s. ; 23 h.p. De
Dion, £9; 3* h.p. M.M.C.. Chater-Lea fittings.
£10 10s.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

In answering any of these advertisement" if is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles.—Agents. Bright
and Hayles, 73. Church Street. C.iraber-

well.

03 h.p. Brown Bike, good order, acces-

ii4 soriea ;
£12.-91, Old Dover Road. Black-

heath.

31 h p. Peugeot, 80 by 98, torpedo tank,
2 Chater low frame; £21.—Wauchope's.

9, Shoe Lane, B.C.

2h p. Werner, light, low, engine wants re-

hushing; trial; £6 10s. — 24, Radnor
Road, Harrow.

13. h.p Lightweight Wolfe, condition abso-

4 lately as new; price £15.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. B.C.

MOTOSACOCHE, perfect condition, new
1908; cheap.—Apply, A.M.L.. 14, Isling-

ton Row. Edgbaston.

23 h p F.N.. vertical engine, worth imme-
4 diate attention; £14 IDs.—Wau-

chope's. 9, Shoe Lane. E.G.

BAT 23 h.p. Be Dion engine and carbur-

etter, splendid condition ; £16.—M.. High-

stone Garage. Leytonstone.

ROC 4 h.p., 1907 model, low frame, mili-

. tarv model, clutch, hand starting; £30.

—9.969, Tf^e Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

23 h.p. Minerva, vertical engine, M.O.V., a

4 sterling machine; £14 10s. -Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

MOTO-REVB, 1908. new; cost over £40; with

all accessories; £33; approval, deposit.

—No. 9.971. The Motor Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

31 h p Ariel, Minerva engine, girder forks,

2 '

twin accumulators, good as new;

lo\vest £18 10s.—Heron. 22. Hazeldme Road,

Chiswick.

31 h n Minerva, fitted with Mabon tree en-

's
'

eiue clutch, in excellent condition

;

price £17 10s.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,

B.C.

21 h.p., excellent condition, very low and
2 light; great bargain. £16; also quan-

tity sundries; seen any time.—161. Ussex

Eoad. N.

-II h p N.S.U., 1908 model, lightweight,

I4 magneto ; £17 10s. ; spring front forks,

condition as new.-Wauchope s, 9. Shoe Lane,

B.C.

7h p Twin Buohct. handle-bar cpntrol, B.

and B. carburetter, very fast; low

frame; price £23. — 1. Lancaster Street.

Brighton.

6h n Jap, large flywheels, in Chater -Lea
low frame (No. 6) ; £25 very lowest;

shows no sign of wear.—Wauchope s. 9, Shoe

Lane. B.C.

3hD Motor Cycle. De Dion engine good
condition. Dunlop and Clincher tyres;

sacrifice £14.-T. Judd. 123. Holloway Koad,

London, N.

£12 lOs—3J h.p. Carlton-Chater-Lea, Clin-

chers, 26in.; exchange lower power and

cash.—23, Anstey Road, Cambrian Road, Cold-

harbour Lane.

31 h p Excelsior, condition almost as new,
4 26in. wheels, smart and fast machine;

£10 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet

Street. B.C.

33 h p Durkopp, magneto ball bearing

4 engine, footboards, spring forks, thor-

ough good condition; £16. — 19. Chenton
Square, Balham.

23 h.p. Alldays and Onions Motor Cycle.

4 with all accessories and spare parts,

practically new; £20. or near offer.—Cross,

Oakdene. Kingsway, Woking.

31 h.p. Chater-Lea (engine and frame), per-

4 feet order; ride 20 miles to genuine
buyer; £12; seen by appointment.—4. Ken-
nington Park Gardens. London, S.E.

51 h.p. Magneto G.B., very low frame, flt-

2 ted with a Zedel twin-cylinder en-
gine also a sidecar to go with it; price £26
10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, B.C.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, in good running
2 order. Continental extra Stark tyres

condition as new; £30. or offer; trial

willingly.—Lloyd, Lownd's Avenue, Bromley,
Kent.

21 h.p. Triumph, Clincher A Won tyres,
5 two accumulators. Longuemare car-

buretter. Dermatine belt, perfect condition;
accent £13 10s.—73. Church Street. Camber-
welf.

RED HOT SELLERS.
Lightweights, in going order, to clear

ONLiY 25/- EACM"^

deposit and six monthly payments of 22s. 6d.

secures 2 h.p. Quadrant, i| h.p. Minerva, 2 h.p.
Minerva, 2 h.p. Kelecom, 2 h.p. Quadrant, 2 h.p.
Humber, 2 h.p. Universal, 2 h.p, F.N., 2 h.p,

Raleigh, fine condition, and others. Despatch on
first payment.
GNAVITER Rubber and Canvas V Belting

(Transverse grooves).- Embodies all i;ood

points of other rubber belts without their

drawbacks. "A distinct improvement."
NOTE.— The prices are between 33'^'n and 50%

less than other makes. Good ruliber belts need
not be dear. Send cash for sample lencth on
approval, j' 9il., J" 1/-, J" 1/4, 1" 1/8 per foot.

Any length cut Fasteners 6d. each.

CelsH, Credit, or Excha.ns'e.
1908 3i h.p. TRIUMPH (new) . . £48
1908 2i h.p. REX (new) 26 5

190s 3* h-p. REX Tourist (new) . . 36 15

1908 3i h.p. REX DE LUXt. (new) 47 5

1908 5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 42
1908 5 h.p. REX DELUXii; (new) 52 10

1908 3* h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 42

190s si h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 52

1908 NIS.U. Lightweight (new) . . 34 10

New 2| h.p. BAT, Peugeot il

4 h.p. ROC, two speeds (1907). • 35
5 h.p. VINDEC Special 35

3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, V belt 21

3i h.p. four cvUnier F.N 25

3 j h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10

5i h.p. Twin REX, black finish . . 23

Si- h.p. REX DE. LUXE, magneto 27 10

2|'h.p. PHELON AND MOORE 27 10

6 h.p. magneto Twin REX 25
Twin REX, blacic finish, as new . . 23
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 22 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 25 x 2i Clinchers 16 10

3 h.p. BAT, like new, two speeds 20

3i h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2i Palmers 17 10

6'h.p. 1907 Twin REX, nearly new 23

6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, nearly new 22
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON 23 10

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

4i h.p. Twin HADLEY, long & low 17 10

Sl h.p. Twin REX, 2i Peter Unions 22

3| h.p. REX, 19O6, 2i tyres, extra

good 16 5

j.V h.p. 190.6 REX, spring forks 15 10

3I h.p. MINERVA, spring forks 17 10

3i h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10

jI h.p. MINERVA, 26 x2i Clinchers 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26 x 2l Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2j Palmers 13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16

3 h.p. BRADBURY, vertical, spray 14

3i h.p. F.N., special machine 17 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension, mag. 19 19

4 h.p. ANTOINE, Eadie frame . . 16 10

34 h.p. BROWN, footboards .... 15

4 h.p. JAP, 1907, Chater Lea 24

2J h.p. CLEMENT, very low .... 11

l| h.p. SIMMS 7

If h.p. SIMMS, magneto =. . . 7

If h.p. MINERVA 5 15

List of others on application
CARS.

9 h.p. FAFNIR, tonneau £57 10
8 h.p. ARGYLL, two seater 57 10
10-12 h.p. BRUSH, tonneau 70
Genuine Calmon Covers with non-slipping

tread.—26 x 2, 14/3 ; 28 x 2, 15/9 ;

28 X 2i, 16/9 ; 28 X 2^, 20/6.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE. HALIFAX.

Telephone 766. Telegrams," Perfection."

High-class Machines wanted for spot cash.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
23 h.p. Griffon, Dunlops, LongTjeinare, ex
4 cellent condition; £10. genuine bar-

gain, or exchange for higher power and
cash.—69, Shaftesbury Avenue, Bristol.

A NGLO-SAXON Bargains.—Wolf li?htweigh1
-o- motor cycles, £17 17s., in stock: com-
plete attachment, iit any push cycle. £1;
10s.. in stock.—31, Newgate .Street, London.
UEMSTON.—3J h.p. standard Minerva, new

free engine clutch, spring forks; will
give guarantee of reliability; lamp, stand
etc.

; £21. — Williams. 38, Cavendish Boad
Urmston.

31 h.p. Hex Longuemare carburetter, just
2 been thoroughly overhauled, in splen

did condition, very powerful and fast, tyres
as new; £12 lOs.-Motorist. 12, Market Street
Kettering.

31 h.p. N.S.U., 24in. by 2Jin. sound tyres
2 Bates baud back, thoroughly good

£18. or exchange 4 h.p. two-speed iioc, four
cylinder F.N., and cash.—44. Dornton Eoad
Balham. S.W.

31 h.p. Latest Low Clarendon, brand nen
J ^ *T°,

w«eks ago. guaranteed perfect
and faultless; trial and approval allowed-
accept 19 guineas, cost £38.-22, Catherim
Street, Coventry.

MOTOR Cycle, 25 h.p., Ariel, Minerva en
gme, in splendid condition, very fast

cheap. 50 miles trial given; also a F.E.S
motor cycle lamp, new. 17s. 6d. — Oabornf
Bros.. Steehford.

31 h.p. Minerva, powerful, low, splendic
2 condition. Clinchers, sound. Smitl

band back. Mabon free engine clutch, nev
Stratex belt, spares, and accessories; £18.-
Wade. Hanworth, Norfolk.

EDINBUEGH.—Scottish readers, be sure no
to miss our grand show of motor cycles

Stands 126 and 127. Industrial Hall, Scottia)
National Exhibition; 16 different make
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange, IIC
Lothian Eoad. Edinburgh.

EDINBUEGH Exhibition, Industrial Hal
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition

motor cycles ever shown on any one stanc
from May till October.—Alexander's Mote
Exchange. Lothian Eoad.

EDINBUEGH. - Vindecs. Quadrants. Eexei
Adlers, Moto Keves. Ariels. Zenithi

Minervas. Griffons. Nortons. N.S.U.. Ac
vances, Eocs, etc.. in stock, and to be see
at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgl

31 h.p. London Engine, 85 by 85, Palmei
'2 Continental, spring forks, stana-ca:

rier, two accumulators ; expert examination
absolute bargain, £12, or nearest offer.—3:

Belhaven Street. Bow. London. E.

31 h.p. Bat, genuine De Dion engine, sprii
4 frame, fitted with a Fit-all two-spee

gear, this is a perfect touring machine, an
will stop at nothing in hills ; price £22 10s.-

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.

GEAND Bargain.—2J h.p. motor cycle, goo
condition ; 2 h.p. crank case, complete

5 h.p. De Dion cylinder, complete; 5 h.i
pulley, clutch, etc.; must be sold; £10, c
near offer.—1. Elspeth Road. Wembley.

BARGAIN.—Chater-Lea motor cycle, fltte

with 25 h.p. Scout eng-lne, Dunlo
tyres, foot brake, lamp, horn, two accumi
lators, enamelling and plating as new;
guineas, no offers.—H.H., 7. Machell Eoai
Nunhead.

31 h.p. Minerva, little used, perfect cond
2 tion, two accumulators. Brooks Bll

saddle, Gloria belt, stand, lamp, and
spares and accessories; expert examinatio
invited ; £21, bargain.—33, Clarence Eoa-
Bowes Park. N.

TEIUMPH, 1908, very good condition. Pa
mer cord and Rich behind. Clincher- i

front. Whittle and two rubber belts, lain:
spares, footboards and pedals; good reasc
for selling; £41.—Apply. G. Wingate. 69. Jesj
Lane. Cambridge.

BARGAIN.-Triumph, 3 h.p.. machine 'i

perfect order throughout, not done 1,0

miles, complete with all spares and Triump
gas lamp, only wants seeing; £24 10s.: m
ride fifty miles to meet buyer.—Motorist.^f
Highgate Hill, N. ^'

31 h.p. Fleet, with Liberty sidecar, bo)
2 splendid condition, pair new Preat<

accumulators, Whittle belt, Price's Stan
Brook Bl'OO saddle, perfect running orde
had good usage; price £25.—Letters, " De
ton," 54, East Ham Road. Littlehampton.

In antweriTig any of these advertisements U is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'

a
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
2h.p. Minerva, perfect, as new; £10. —36,

Stroud Green Eoad, London, N.

31 h.p., on Chater No. 6, splendid condi-
2 tion; £15 15b.—62, Station Eoad, Forest

Gate.

23 h.p. F.N., Motor Cycle, good condition

;

d what offers ?^443, Green Lanes, Har-
ringay.

DOVEE, Si h.p., guaranteed perfect, all
XXi spares ; £12.—Harrison, 36, John Street.
Londonderry.

ql h.p.^Eex. spr^y. good condition, 26in.

.stead.
wheels.'—Bey, 5, Heath Street, ijamp-

31 h.p. Clarendon, fast, trembler, splendid
4 condition; £15.—Harvey, 1, Trevelyan

Eoad, Tooting.

HAMPSTBAD.-3i h.p. White and Poppe, in
Chater-Lea frame, u«w condition; £16

lOs.; guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. late 1907 Minerva,
condition lilje new: £24, with all spares.

HAMPSTEAD.-3i h.p. N.S.U., late model,
magneto, condition as new

; great bar-
gain, £20.

HAMPSTEAD.-SJ h.p. twin 1907 Griifon,
magneto, and spring forks, new tyres,

guaranteed; £28.

HAMPSTEAD.—31 h.p. spring frame Bat, re-
plated, good tyres, splendid condition

all spares; £17.

HAMPSTEAD.-1907 brand new 13 h.p light-
weight Griffon: £27; slightly shop-

soiled only.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3J h.p. Minerva, spring
forks; £16 10s.; good condition and

powerful, guaranteed; bargain.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—Sole agents
lor Griffons. Minervas, P.N.'s, Tri-

amphs, etc.; liberal alta^ances or ex-
changes; catalogues on application.—Eey, 5,
tteath Street Motor Works. Hampstead. Tel.
s678, P.O.

21 h.p. Minerva. 20in. frame, 26in. wheels,
i torpedo tank, £20, or near offer.—29,

Jlinton Avenue, Blackpool.

X h.p. Twin Sarolea, Chater-Lea, just new;J accept £35. or nearest reasonable.—E. 11
Sglantine Eoad, Wandsworth.

SI h.p. Eex, excellent condition, very pow-
o ^j S''*"' ^'^^ ^^st; £13.—Fry, 84, Moscow
Soad. Bayswater. London.
GENUINE 3i h.p. Minerva, spring forks,

grand climber, good condition; £20.—
-Iross. Jeweller, Eotherham.
MIN^KVA, In running order, 2 h.p.,

Chater-Lea iittings, tyres good ; £7 10s.
-Barker, Oxford Eoad, Worthing.

DE DION Cycle, low frame, long bars.
„,„ Pjfted tanks, spring forks, good as i.ew;
818.-14, Ealeigh Eoad, Eichmond Eoad, S.W.

ROO, 4 h.p. free engine, two speeds, mag-
neto, spring forks, new condition; £32.

-Houghton, Pish and Game Dealer, Eother-
lam.

GOOD Sound Twin Eex. too powerful, ex-
change lor lower power and cash ad-

lustment.—Telland, 50, Preston Eoad, Brieh-
son.

5 h.p. Humber, free engine, handle starting,J new condition, perfect; £12. or ex-
3hang6 lightweight.-^04, Garratt Lane,
Earlsfield, S.W.

Dl h.p. Bex, handle controlled, Longue-
JA mare, Dunlops, trembler coil, ready
:or road; £12.-Particulars, Pearson, 4 Lavv-
?ence Street, Sunderland.

MINEEVA Motor. Chater-Lea frame, Lon-
guemare, with sidecar, complete, per-

leot order; accept £20, no offers; seen and
ined.—36, Stroud Green Eoad, N.

i Q08 Eex. 3i h.p. ball bearing engine, neverLU unpacked; cost 38 guineas; owner
mnnot use this season; 33 guineas.—9,973,
ehe Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

0^ h.p. Magneto Phoenix-Minerva, twoJ* speeds, free engine. Clinchers (un-
mnctured)

; offers, or exchange twin. — 5,
Uexandra Eoad, South Norwood, S.E.

31 h.p. Ariel, M.O.T., 26 by 2J Palmer cords,Ji new tyre and tube back, low built,
int-out. new accumulator; £13. near offer.—
3uU, Leather Dealer, Church Eoad, Willes-
len.

1907 and 1908 MAGNETO TRIUMPHS . . £M and £48
You can get them at Wauchope's, g, Shoe Lane

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Exchanges arranged.
Second-hand Motor Cycles, Light Cars or Tricars takenm part payment. Good market value allowed.

1908 VINDEC SPECIALS, Model F, 5 h.p.,
with two-speed gear . . . . . . .

.

63
Model F, single speed 58
Model G, light tourist 52
Model H, 3i h.p. . _ „

You can get them at Wauchope's, g, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, E.C.

-_
48 10

1908 MINERVAS, 7/8, twMis .

4j h.p., twins .89
3i h.p., single 32
»ih-P 29
You can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Exchanges arranged.

1908 QUADRANT, M.O.V., 84 'c Sk
1908 QUADRANT, A.O.V., 81 x 88

. . „
You can get them at Wauchope's, g, Shoe Lane

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

17 10
45

1908 P.N., tour cylinder 50
1908 F.N., lightweight

. . 85
You can get them at Wauchope's, g, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, London.
All leading makes supplied.

Telegrams
OPinCER. LONDON

The Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telephone no
.i777. MOLBORN.

ONLY ADDRESS

9 SHOE LANE,
FLEET STREET. LONDON,E,C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31 h.p. Brown, late 1907, excellent condition,

2 Palmer cord tyres, variable pulley,
stand, lamp, spares; cost £43, accept £20, no
offers.—46. Disraeli Eoad. Forest Gate, E.

VINDEC, 5-6 h.p., twin magneto, perfect
condition, with Montgomery sidecar,

ki.test non-skid device, tyres ,as new ; bar-
gain, £38.-9,975, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

£5.—11 h.p. lightweight, surface carbur-
etter, running order; or exchange lady-

back tandem, or 3i h.p. engine, with carbur-
etter; offers. — 'fasker, 20, Godman Eoad.
Peckham Bye.

HUDDBESPIELD Agents for Triumph,
N.S.U., Brown, Eoc, Phelon-Moore,

Vindec, Minerva ; any make supplied ; new
and S.H. machines in stock.—Moldgreen En-
gineering Works.

03. h.p. Minerva-Eadie, Gloria, Palmer
^4: cords, good condition throughout,
ride 50 miles to intending purchaser; £13;
wanted, bicycle, H.T. magneto, sidecar.—A.
Pinder, Horsforth, Leeds.

TEIUMPHS, 1903 ; early delivery ; your old
Triumph in part payment; £25 allowed

lor 1906, and £30 lor 1907; other makes on ap-
plication.—Eey, 5, Heath Street Motor Works.
Hampstead. Tel. 2678, P.O.

£12.—3 h.p. Eex, Dunlop tyres, Main-Hilton
Etand, spares and tools, etc., all in

splendid condition; cost 50 guineas; pair
Xl'all spring forks, new, 12s.—Stored 57.
East Street, Baker Street. W.

5-6 h.p. Twin Antoine (new). Ohater-Lea,
Fuller Syntonic trembler. Advance ad-

justable pulley. Palmer cord, back faultless

;

take sidecar anywheire; £25.—Wightman, 78,

Montgomerie Eoad, Southsea.

£5.—Good Motor Cycle, 26in. wheels, low,
extended head, less engine, takes in-

clined engine to 3i h.p., tyres and frame
worth the money ; part exchange accepted.

—

22, Chaucer Eoad, Forest Gate.

NOETON, with 2 h.p. Clement-Garrard en-
gine, two-speed gear, lamp, horn, two

accumulators, new Palmer, spares worth
£3, good appearance, perfect order ; £15.

—

Hunter, Thornside Eoad, Johnstone.

9 h.p. Bat-Jap, magneto, in tank, spring
frame, Jap plate clutch, starting

handle, very easy starter, crawls in trafftc,

very little used ; cost over £70 tew months
ago, accept £50.—Longford. Uddingston.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks and seat-

2 pillar, M.O.V., 26 by 2J tyres, recently
overhauled, splendid hill-climber, guaranteed
in excellent conedition; accept £14 14s.,

lowest.—Eeynolds, c/o Motor A¥orks, Williton,
Somerset.

MINBETA, 3 h.p., M.O.V., perfect condi-
tion, genuine Ohater-Lea frame and

fittings throughout, low, long bars, 26 Icy 2i
Dunlop with non-skids, spares and tools; £16,
take push bike part.—Grainger, Tudor Cot-
tage, Forest Bow.

TWIN Motor Cycle for Sale, 5 h.p. Sarolea.
Chater-Lea frame, petrol gauge, 2iin.

Palmers, butt-end tubes, long handle-bars,
this machine is in splendid order; will ac-
cept first reasonable cash offer. — Makins,
Enfield Lock Stores.

QUADEANT, 31 h.p.. never been ridden
more than 500 miles, spring forks. Clin-

cher tyres, two accumulators, stand and
carrier, and other spares, good hill-climber,
and very fast; price £25. — Thomas Jones,
Wheathill, Burwarton. Bridgnorth.

GENTLEMAN'S Handsome low long-bodied
Zi h.p. Chater-Brown. 26in. by 2Jin.

heavy Continentals, tool chest, foot brake,
etc.. expensively equipped; accept 14 guin-
eas ; photo ; bought car.—North Lodge,
Queen's Eoad, Teddington, London.

6 h.p. Jap, heavy flywheels, gear driven,
magneto, guaranteed faultless; cost

£68 in February. Bowden control, spares of
everything, an ideal machine for touring
or sidecarriage work; £40; setfii by appoint-
ment.—Edwin Merrall. Crossflatts, Bingley,
Yorkshire,

BBOWN, 3^ h.p., magneto, horn, lamp,
separate generator, stand-carrier, Peter

Union puncture-proof band in back tyre, in
excellent running order; what offers? or
exchange lor 1| h.p. F.N.. 1908, cash adjust-
ment. — Crockett, 2. Sunny Bank. Mardy,
Abergavenny.

In answering any of tTiese advertisements it is de-nrable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REX OfiBcial London Agency, quote iier re-

turn; exchanges; all models. — Store
Street. W.C.

REX Motors.—All models stocked; prompt
' deliveries; advantageous cash and

gradual terms.—Eex, Store Street.

REX London Agency.—Note : W. Hayes, the
successful competitor, ofilcially repre-

senting Eex Motor Co. in l.OOO miles Auto
Club Trials, has again taken control of Lon-
don Eex Agency, Store Street.

REX London Agency, Store Street, have
for immediate delivery featherweight,

tourist, modele de luxe, and litette. — Par-
ticulars, Eex, Store Street.

REX London Agency.—Why go to Halifax
or Coventry. Get our quotations; ex-

change, cash, and gradual terms.—Kex,
Store Street, W.C.

REX Twin, 5 h.p., splendid order, £19 10s.;
also modele de luxe, good condition

throughout, 30 guineas.—Eex, Store Street,
W.C.

REX, Store Street, W.C—Clearance, second-
hand machines, Minervas, Ariels, Eex,

from £8.—Particulars on application.

F.N., 2% h.p., perfect; £12 10s.—Guy. 6. Her-
bert Street, Plaistow, London.

£6.—2| h.p. Clyde, in good order through-
out; bargain.—39. Amgask Eoad, Cat-

ford.

ROVEE, 3i h.p., good condition, new tyre;
£12 10s.—Evans, 46, High Street, Hamp-

stead.
.

.

'

23. h.p. Werner, fast, powerful, perfect;
4 £9.—C. Strutt. 124, Dennetts Eoad, New

Cross, S.E.

ZEDEL, 25 h.p., low built, very fast; bar-
gain. £10 IDs.—41, Skelbrook Street,

Wandsworth.

£5 lOs.—1| h.p. Minerva, surface, good order.
—Box L2,461, The Motor Cyde Offices 20

Tudor Street, E.G.

23. h.p. Hobart, tyres and condition good,
4 splendid running order; £11. —Bent-

ley, Sutton, Norwich.

51 h.p. Two-speed Eoc, castor wheel side-
2 car. both as new; £54.—No. 9,978, The

Motor Cycle OfBces, Coventry.

£14.—Kerry, 2| h.p., good running order;
owner taken to car ; trial.—44, Eus-

holme Eoad, Putney, S.W.

23 h.p. Kerry, low, reliable, and fast re-
4 plated, re-enamelled; £12.-91, Stan-

hope Gardens, Harringay.

BEOWN, 23 h.p., splendid condition; £16.—
61, Penrose Street, Walworth, S.E.

Trials appointment. 2186. Hop.

MLNEEVA 4J h.p. Twin, perfect; £21 10s.;
trial; appointment. — Lyndhurst,

Shooter's Hill Eoad, Blackheath.
O h.p. Triumph, perfect condition, springO seat-pillar, Lucas lamp, horn; £20.—
Wallis, 88, Lansdowne Eoad, Croydon.

MnSTEEVA 5 h.p. Twin, Chater-Lea build,
.iust delivered; 25 guineas; sppoint-

ment.—J. Neighbour, Walworth Eoad, S.E.

3JL h.p. Twin Werner, low machine, long
2 bars, only soiled, and in beautiful

order; £17 10s.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

31 h.p. Eex, spring forks. Continentals, as
new, grand goer; £15.—Address above.

3 h.p. Trent, Chater-Lea, long bars, low
&eat: a genuine bargain, £11 10s.—Ad-

dress above.

2i h.p. Humber, Longuemare, almost new,
4 grand hill-climber, long bars, etc.,

guaranteed; £8 10s.—Address above.

31 h.p. M.M.C., low-built, Chater-Lea frame.
. 4 thoroughly done up, as new, very
powerful and fast;
Address above.

real bargain, £12 lOs.—

31 h.p. London, Chater-Lea frame, handle-
2 bar control, accessories, very fast and

powerful, splendid condition and perfect
working order; great bargain, £11 lOs.-Ad-
dress above.

5 h.p. Twin Hamilton, B. and B. carbur-
etter, very fast and powerful, perfect

condition, grand for passenger work; £17 lOs.
Address above.

MINEEVA, 3J h.p., spring forks, magneto,
26in. wheels, in splendid condition

throughout; £22, — Maude's, Powell Street,
Halifax.

EXCHANGE for WHITSUN.

Whether you require to exchange
your old motor cycle or push cycle
for a new machine, or sell your
machine for cash, do not fail to call

or write us.

Exchanges on our unique system of

extended payments arranged for the
following machines

:

REX, all Models. L. M. C.

ROC Two-speed. TRIUMPHS.
N.S.U., all Models. VINDECS.
PHELON & MOORE 2-speed. MINERVAS.
MOTO-REVE. MOTOSAOOOHE.
BROWN. BAT.
F.N., 4-cyl. F.N. Lightweight.

ZENETTES. ARIELS.
RILEY TRICARS. Etc., Etc.

Owing to our contracts, we are in a
position to give prompt deliveries of

most makes.

We have a Fine Show of New Motor

Cycles, Tricars and Side cars, that will

interest you.

L.M.C., price with Magneto, 45 gns.
'"

Winner of the Birmingham hill climb.

VARIABLE GEARS.

The ROC conversion ready for fitting.

We make a speciality of Variable Gears

and Clutches. Our list will give you
particulars.

The NEW POCKET ADJUSTABLE SPANNER
Price 2 6, post 2d.

If there is anything your require

pertaining to motors write,

THE SERVICE Co., Ltd.,

292, High Holborn, London, W.C.
{Facing First Avenue Hotel.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

ROVEE, 3i h.p:, automatic carburetter.
I long handle-bars. B.M. coil, 24 Palmer

tyres, splendid condition; £15. — Issott,

HltohiB.

31 h.p. Brown, 1906, holds cup for relia-

2 bility; trial gladly by appointment;
£18; getting tricar.—Mathews, 6, St. AJdale'e,
Oxford.

LINCOLN Elk, 3J h.p., 1907, Palmer tyres,
Longuemare carburetter, good coudi-

-May Cottage, Dye,,tion; cost £27, sell £13.-
Bourne, Lines.

ZENITH Bicar, new. Clinchers, two speeds,
Fafnir engine, Longuemare, two accu-

mulators, 3 h.p.; £28.—Maude. Powell Street.
Halifax.

CLAEENDON, latest, reduced from £37 10s.

to £25.—Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27,

Fleet Street, Coventry; 64, High Street.
Stoujrbridge.

ready
,h all

Butterileld, George

TelegramF

:

Telephone

:

"Admittedly.'
260 Central.

31 h.p. Brown, Eeflex-Clipper tyres.
2 for road; splendid order, with all

spares ; £14 10s. cash. —
Street, Chorley.

LLOYD'S, 2 h.p.. lightweight, vertical en-
gine, low built, 26in. wheel; £12; photo

returnable, 4 stamps.—Maude, Powell Street,
Halifax.

4-5 h.p. Twin Givaudan, spring forks,
Chater-Lea fittings, enamelling as new

;

no reasonable offer refused ; must sell. — 81,

Dalston Lane, N.E.

4 h.p. Eoc, 1908 pattern, magneto, twc
speeds and free engine, scarcely soiled,

owner buying car; £40. — Bamtord, Haw
thornden, Uttoxeter.

-i A07 Kerry, Zi h.p., chain drive, free en
-Lt/ gine clutch, in splendid ordir: £1;

lOs.; must sell. — Bailey. 60. Carlton Pari
Avenue. Eaynes Park.

2 h.p. Minerva Lightweight, Perry's fittings
spray carburetter, Clipper tyres, ver;

good condition throughout; £8 10s. — Law
son, Burley Mount, Leeds.

MOTO-EEVE, not ridden 400 miles, sprinf
forks, new this year, spare belt, valve

etc.. magneto, grand machine; £30.—Eames
54. Hammersmith Eoad, W.

31 h.p. Kerry and Sidecar, Longuemare
2 low machine, long handles, very fasl

and splendid condition; £18.—Maunder, 1

Kimberley Avenue. Ilford.

AEIEL, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels, low built, BIOI

saddle, vertical engine, B. and B. car
buretter. in splendid running order; £14 14s

—Maude, Powell Street, Halifax.

GODFEET and Applebee. — Buy your nev
machine through us and have it tunec

up free before delivery. Eex a speciality;
early deliveries of any make.,

GODPEEY and Applebee.—2J h.p. Jap, vera
light and low. torpedo tanks; a marve

for its size; £14 15s.

GODFEET and Applebee.—4§ h.p. Steveni
tricar, two speeds and clutch, perfeci

order; £28 lOs.

GODFEET and Applfbee.—2| h.p. Minerva
low position, Watawata, Longuemare

very powerful; £9 15s.

GODFEET and Applebee. -Unbreakabh
watches, with clip for handle-bar, 58

6d. ; Sentinel 20 amp. accumulators, 13s. lOd,

Bex exhaust valves, 3s. ; inlets, Is. lOd.

GODPEEY and -Applebee. — Send tha
troublesome niachine to us to tune up

Charges moderate ; satisfaction guaranteed
—9, Church Hill. Walthamstow.

23 h.p. Lamberjack, Zedel engine. Longue
4 mare, low, long bars, three belts, tw<

pulleys, lamp, and spares; £10.—Weedon, 20

Mardale Street. Shepherd's Bush.

TEIUMPHS, Triumphs. 1907, for £41, 1901

£48; your machine part payment.-
Stonr Motor Cycle Depot. 27, Fleet Street
Coventry; 64, High Street, Stourbridge.

i Q08 4 h.p. Eoyal Eoc, girder spring forks
±0 ball bearing engine, clutch, two-speec
gear, 21in. Dunlops, Brooks non-skid, Eiches
Whittle, spares, only run 100 miles; cos

over £60; buyin" car; best offer over £40.-

9,977, The Motor OycTe Oflices, Coventry.

MAUDE'S.—45s. down and twenty-fou)
weekly payments of 78. 6d. secures i>

h.p. Excelsior. 3 h.p. Eex, 2 h.p. Hum
ber, 23 h.p. Humber, 2J h.p. Jap. 2 h.p
magneto Singer; delivery upon first pay
ment.—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you, mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
>EX, Store Street, W.C—Tricar, 3i h.p.

X Eex, two-speed gear, good running
rder.

JBX, Store Street. W-C.—Abingdon-Kerry
\i Tricar, new, two speeds; 55 guineas;
aaranteed.

)EX, Store Street, W.C. — Tricar ITjames,
\i special bargain; cost manuf.acturer
3uble; 10 guineas.

i VON Sociable Tricar; splendid condition,

1. W.C, three-speed gear. — Frisby, Wells,
)nierset.

JOVEB Tricar, 4i h.p., splendid condition,
li lamps, spares, everything complete;
SO lowest.—54, All Saints Street, Bolton.

h.p. Mors Tricar, coach-built, tvro speeds,
2iin. Palmers, splendid condition; £30.

otor cycle exchange.—Longford, Uddings-
in.

UEQUIN-COUDEET, 9-10 h.p., twin, wheel
i steering, coach-built, chain drive, w.c,
i new; price £55.—Sparkes, 130, New Cross
aad, S.E.

1 h.p. Twin Minerva Tricar, with acces-
;2 series, splendid condition and perfect
,ne, starts first push ; 30 guineas.—Sully, 10,

,d Town, Clapham.

h.p. Peugeot engine, light tricar, Csborne
pulley, handle starting, fast machine,

lod order; £18.—34a, Melville Eoad, Hoe
reet, Walthamstow.

iUADEANT Carette, 6 h.p., absolutely
new two cylinders, free engine, coach-

lilt body, luggage carrier; £70, or near
;er.—Wales and Son. York,

h.p. Kelecom Tricar, fan-cooled, magneto,
free engine, Chater clutch and gear-

i, new Palmer cord tyres, very powerful.
Y, TJpton Lane, Forest Gate.

SHFOED Open Frame Tricar, new, 31 h.p.,

I. free engine, chain drive, two-speed
a,r, very reliable, good hill-climber; trial;
0.-^6, Albion Road, Dalston, N.E.

AGONDA, 12 h.p., w.c, three speeds, luag-
( niiicent machine; moderate offer, or
jhange car ; appointment.—Captain Eyne,
Apsley Villas, Clapham Eoad, S.W.

lEICAE. 6 h.p. Eexette, equal to new,
water-cooled engine, wheel steering,

cket seats ; any trial given ; tyres per-
;t; price £55.—Braddick, 9, Gough Square,
ndon.

kXJADEANT Carette (tricar), wheel steer-
l ing, coach-built seats, new Palmer cord
ck, two speeds; expert examination; thor-
ghly reliable; £35.—Sully, 12, Old Town,
ipham, London, S.W.

1 h.p. Water-cooled Oar. made tricar,
2 chain driven, two speeds, heavy oar
res, all as new; £48; open to offer; ex-
ange entertained, cash adjustment. — 71,

•nmark Hill, S.E.

(HCENDC Tricar. 4i h.p.. two speeds and
free, tools, spares; perfect condition,

3t, reliable, any trial; £36 or near offer.
I. Lansdowne Terrace, Hampton Wick.
ngston-on-Thames.

BSOLUTB Bargains. — Magnet Commer-
L cial tricar, brand new, large delivery
X, also coach-built seat for pleasure use

;

iced 85 guineas, magneto, £30; another,
ed for trials only, without front seat, £24.
3. Hayden, 16, Eastell Avenue, Streatham
II. London.

X h.p. Chater-Lea Tricar, Longu^.mare,
2 Bassee-Michel trembler, enamelled
eam, low racy machine, nearly new, £28;
30 detachable motor house, 10ft. long, 6ft.
gh. 6ft. wide, £4 10s. ; owner buying car.-
Prome Eoad. Westbury Avenue, Wood

'een, London.

1EICAE, 4i h.p. a.c Eiley engine. Eiley
two-speed, chain drive, free engine,

mdle starting, footboards, foot clutch,
ree brakes, two accumulators, coil. Pal-
er cords, non-skid, ooachbuilt lamps,
-ares; buying car; 14 months old; thor-
i?h good order; any examination; £30.—
heil, 281, Cable Street, London, E.

[TOP! Look at this!!—I will sacrifice my
' genuine Quadrant tricar, 3 h.p., with
lautiful coach-built front seat,' band brakes
I steering wheels, Bowden control. Palmer
Ires, hardly scratched, very powerful and
;.st, including extra spring forks and wheel
r use as bicycle; for immediate cash, £12,
orth £55; money wanted.—Bonaflde, 1,046,

fjAon Eoad, Derby.

TRIUMPHS! TRIUMPHS!!

TRIUMPHS!!!

Our price -For- New

1908 TRIUMPH cS.
Magneto ignition, handle-bar con-
trol, etc. Guaranteed as sold by

the makers.

£44 10 .

List price, £48 O.

Our pi-ice For New

1907 TRIUMPHS
(Immeiliate

Delivery.)

Magneto ignition, extra heavy
Clinchers, etc., etc Guaranteed

as delivered fron\ makers.

£39 0.
other lirtns" prices, £41 0.

10/- for your old Cover.

24 X 2i
24 X 2i
26 X 2

26 X 2i
26 X 2i
28 X 2

28 X 2i
28 X 2i

Shamrock.

49/-

53/-

48/-

50/-

54/-

Goodrich.

4 0/-

40/-

Palmer
Cord.

59/3
43/6
58/9
59/3
50/3
63/6
64/3

We allow 10/- for your old cover !n part

payment for any of the aiiove.

5/- allowed for^ your ''old cover In part
payment for any other make of tyre. Write
for list " B."

Tubes.New "Riches" Detachable
Note OUR Prices.

OUR PRICE. Usual Price.

24 X 2
24 X 2i
24 X 2i
26 X 2

26 X 2i
26 X 2}
28 X 2

11/6
11/10
12/8
12/--

12 '2

13/6
12/.

13/6
14/-

15/.

14/.

14/6
15/6
14/6

Our price for "F.fi.S." Lamps, 23/6.

THE "ROM."
The only synchronised contact
breaker made for n\otor bicycles,

and nveans

MORE POWER, EASIER STARTING,
SMOOTHER RUNNING.

i^ Continental Motor Co.,

32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

Telephone—Holborn, 1 513.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
LIGHT Tricar. 3Mi h.p., water-cooled, two

speeds, coach-built front feat. ^^eU
sprung, new Dniilops; ^20, motor bicycle
part.—180, Smithdown Koad, Live-pool.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDBCAE; £3; Dunlop 2i tyre.—15, Pengates

Eoad, Eedhill, Surrey.

LEBEETY Sidecar, 26in, wheel; what ofiEers?

or exchange.—127, Queen's Crescent, N.W.

OIDECAE, splendid condition, fit any
O (rame; £4 lOs.-Eo«. Bore Street, Lich-
field.

BAT Sidecar. 26in. wheel, good tyre, very
comfortable; £4 10s.—Maude's, Powell

Street, Halifax.

MILLS-PULFOED Sidecar, cane, upholster-
ed red, 26in. wheel. — Podmore, Cloth-

ier, Bursl'em.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecar, perfect order, 261n.
wheel, tyre nnpunctured.—Wade, Han-

worth, Norfolk.

SIDECAE, Montgomery, new condition, up-
holstered green ; 5 guineas.—180, Lon-

don Eoad. Derby.

LIBEETT Sidecar, cane, apron, good con-
dition; 953.—Manning (private door),

162a, Dalston Lane, N.E.

5-6 h.p. Antoine Twin Porecar, Milla-Pul-
ford. in perfect going order; £25.

—

Vincett, grocer. Barking.

SrOECAE, latest .design, 26in. wheel, fit
any motor, new; £4 10a.—Jennings, 268,

Hornsey Eoad, HoUoway.

WOLF Porecarriage, new Palmers, Bow-
den band brakes, good condition; £4

10s.—218, London Eoad. Shefaeld.

SIDECAE for Sale, Montgomery, compen-
sating joints, excellent condition; price

£5.-84, Hurst Eoad, Eastbourne.

NEW Continental Tyre, 700 by 35, two good
tubes, fit same; cheap, or exchange.^

Pern Villa, Enossington. Oakham.

EOEEOAE, Mills-Fulford, adjustable stays,
261n. wheels, or take sidecar and cash

in exchange.^15. Wick Eoad, Hackney.

SIDECAE, splendid condition, fit any frame,,
26iu. motor tyre, only wants seeing;

sacrifice £4 153.—T. Judd, 123, Holloway xtoad.,
London, N.

SIDEOAE, rigid, 261n. wheel, new band on
tyre, upholstered, with apron, perfect

condition; £3 17s.; must sell.—Gardner, 34,,

St. George's Avenue, Tulnell Park, N.

CHATEE-LEA Latest Pattern Sidecar, best
art cane, new. less tyre; best offer, or

exchange Encyclopaedia Britannica, latest
edition.-23, Midland Eoad, Olney, Bucks.

STAMFOED HILL. — Our famous sidecars
speak for themselves; approval any-

where, fit any machine, left or right, any
size wheel; £4 18s. 6d.—128. High Eoad, Tot-
tenham.

THE Hackney Coach-built Sidecars and
lorecars, £2 12s. 6d., metal backs, very

light, upholstered spring seat, spare box;
recommended for strength and durability.

—

209, Dalston Lane, Hackney.

MILLS-PULFOED Castor Wheel Sidecar, fit

Triumph, just delivered from the
makers; cost £12 128.; lady too nervous to
ride; accept £10 10s.—W.G.S., 627. Barking
Eoad, Plaistow, E.

MONTGOMEEY Sidecars. — Write for our
terms for these sidecars ; flexible joints,

right or left side, four qualities ; absolutely
the best; that's all.—Maude's, Powell Street,
Halifax. Nat. tel. 433.

CONTEACTA Folding Sidecars render pas-
senger motor cycling possible for

dwellers in small houses. We are booked up
till Whitsuntide, but call and see us. or
write.—Shapland and Co.. Ewell, Surrey.

O A KTiEIGH Sidecars are now made all i^
one piece of tube, no brazed corners ' u

break or twist. This is the last word 'u
sidecards. Price still the same, £5, and £iO
gniarantee against aide-slip. We also suar-
antee that our sidecars won't twist your
frame or break your forks. We will re-
place any motor frame that has twisted, or
out of line through our sidecars being at-
tached. By buying from the actual in-
ventors and manufacturers you are getting-
the hall mark of perfection. — Oakleigh
Motors, Ltd., West Dulwich.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle
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MOTOR TRICYCLES.
TEICTCLB. 23 h.p. P.N,. Manning attach-

ment, light, speedy, good hill-climber,
excellent condition; £13 IO3.—2. Eadcliffe
Road, Winchmore Hill. N.

|

Q3 h.p. De Dion Trike, £5 10s.; set radia-
^i tors and tank, 25s.; round two-com-
partment tank. 8s. ; Zi h.p. water-coolod Be
Dion cylinder and piston, trembler coil, 7s.

6d.—Hannam, Young Street, Sheffield. 1

TRAILERS.
MOTOR Trailer, strong, suit straight tube

or saddle piUar; 35s,—28, Hurst Grove,
Bedford.

TRAILER, new condition. Palmers, 26in,

wheels; £3 19s. 6d. — 108, Bennerley
Road, Wandsworth Common. S.W.

MOTOR Trailer, cane body. Palmer tyres,
upholstered green, used fortnight tour

only; cost £13; scarcely soiled, warranted
sound; approval; deposit; take £5 7s. 6d.—
Asbery. jun., Baunds, Northamptonshire.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quad, 1907, 8 h.p. twin Fatnir,

magneto, perfect; trial.—Hall, Colville
Dairy, Talbot Road, W.

8 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar. only used 500 miles,
four lamps, horn, spares, tools, jack,

Shaw non-skids all wheels, in perfect condi-
tion.—Harry Eaton. Witney, Oxon.

6 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, twin engine, two
speeds and reverse, good condition;

£40, or reasonable offer for quick sale.

—

Evans, 31, St. Mary's Road, Garston.

8 h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, magneto, splendid
condition, spare cover and tube, other

engine spares, lamps, horn, fully equipped
for the road.—Owner, c/o Zenith Motors, Ltd.,
Stroud Green Road, N.

PHCENIX Quadcar, just overhauled, ercel-
lent condition, Lucas head .and side-

lights, electric rear, extra !icavy back
wheels and tyres, two spare covers ai.'d

many parts; £65, or offer.—A. Mitchell, 8,

South View, Sealand Road, Chester.

h.p. Phoenix Quadcar, Simm.i-Bosch mag-
neto. Multiple plate clutch, non-skids,

new spare cover, special back axle and
chains, lamps and spares, .splendid example
of latest type, perfect; any examination;
£50.—Box 9,972, The Motor Cycle Offlces, 20,
Tudor Street, E.G.

CARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.-8 h.p. Argyll, two-seater. Rover

carburetter, good order, just over-
hauled ; £57 10s.—Below.

HALIFAX,—10-12 h.p. Beeston Humber, side
entrance, carry five, all tyres new re-

cently, non-skids behind; £90.

HALIFAX.—9 h.p. Fatnir, tonneau, thr'ie
speeds and reverse, 810 by 90 tyre ;

cycle or tricar part payment ; £57 10s.—Ha .-

fax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

LOCOMOBILE Steam Car, as new, minus
boiler; sell or exchange.—Shrimpton,

West Street, Knighton.

CAUR, Bury.—8-10 h.p. Humber car. four-
cylinder. Cape hood, four-seater; £120;

trial.

CAER, Bury.—9-11 h.p. Clement, two-cylin-
der, four-seater, capital order; £100;

exchanges entertained.

41 h.p. Swift Car, De Dion engine, seats
2 two. good working order; £40.—Cow-

ling, 26. Chapel Street, Bradford.

6-8 h.p. Pick, two-seater, back luggage car-

rier, brass lamps, splendid condition;
bargain, £45 10s.—73, Church Street, Camber-
well.

£35.-12-15 h.p. Gobron-Brillie car, glass

screens, canopy top, side entrance, good
running order. — P. T. Walker, Clandon,
Surrey.
•^1 h.p. Humber. two-seater, two speeds
O2 and reverse, brass lamps, spare tyre,
good on hills ; trial run ; £47 lOs.—73. Church
Street, Camberwell.

6 h.p. Humber, three speeds and reverse
(direct ton), grand condition; £32 IDs.-

Eobbins, 334. cSlapham Road, S.W. 'Phone,
A60, Brixton.

BENZ Car, Zi h p.. leather hood, and
apron, three gears, lamps new belts,

and in going order.—Apply, Garnham. 12,

Bethune Road, Stoke Newlngton.

(
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BRAND NEW

Handlebar Controlled
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TRIUMPHS
^41 1907

With Latest Handlebar-Controlled B.

and B Carburettor. 1 908 Extra heavy
Tyres. Low-built Saddle, Special Bag
and Tool Kit, complete with Lamp,

I Horn and Spares.

CRATED & CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR
THESE WILL BE SNAPPED UP QUICKLY

SO WRITE NOW

HITeHINGS
174 BOLD ST., LIVERPOOL

|

il

NO WAITING.
Your order dispatched same day.

All Goods in our illustrated Price List

of MOTOR SUNDRIES kept in

stock. Send for List.

ANOTHER DEI.IVBRV
ol out lamons

XR AI.ITE

with Special Lens, all parts detachable, 15/6, complete

with leparate generator, fltted with patent •leaning

needles. Plated, 25/6, carnage paid.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS Pit any mike
ARE THE BEST 3/6 •»•»

PERCY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
NEWCA8TLE-ON-TYNE.

The " MABON " FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

<ia alterations required to tit

Operated from handle-bar.

PRICE FROM 55/-.
Send for Leaflet.

Habon Motor Works,
54, HIGH ROAD,

NORTH FINCHLEY, N.

Agents : The Service Co., 292,

High Holborn, W.C.

CARS FOR SALE.
h.p. AlldayB Traveller, feats three; £:

—190, Mellison Eoad, Tooting.

"J K h.p. 1905 Darraoq, tonneau. four-cyli
XO der; cheap. £125.-190, Mellison Boa
Tooting.

"J
0-i2 h.p. Germain, si-le entrance, limo

±\} sine; £225, exchange. — 190, Mellisi
Eoad, Tooting.

1 A-12 h.p. Dennis, tonneau. two cylinder
±U similar Eenault; £125.-190, Melli6.
Eoad, Tooting.

1 A-12 h.p. Star, two-seater, two-cylinde
±\J very cheap, £50.-190, Mellison Eo£
Tooting.

-i K h.p. Porman, tonneau. four-cylind
±0 splendid condition; £110.-190, Mell
son Eoad, Tooting.

OLDSMOBILE. 54 h.p., perfect runni
order ; £22.—Francis, 6, Daleton Lai

N.E.

-i K h.p. British Duryea, 1906, three cyl
-LO ders, side entrance; cost £500, acc<
£65.

-i A-12 h.p. Dennis, tonneau, two cylindc
J-U new tyres; bargain. £65, part i

change either. — 98, Potternewton Lai
Leeds.

OEIENT Buckboard, 5 h.p., two-speed, p
feet condition; £35, motor c.vcle p.-

exchange.—Eeed, 7, Argyle Street, Gateshe

-I Q-15 h.p. Provincial, two cylinders, se

L^ Ave, thorough going order, lam
spares ; £65. — 18, Hailsham Avenue, Str
tham.

6 h.p. Oldsmobile Car, in good going or.

and condition ; great cash barga
room wanted; £17 10s.—H. Washington,
Wheelock Street, Middlewich.

6 h.p. Wolseley, two-seater, three spe
and reverse, hood, Stepney wh

Lucas lamps, watch, tools and spares, fi

class order; £60.—Jones, Lichfield.

CASH Bargain.—Simms car. tonneau. tc

seater. equal artillery wheels, th
speeds and reverse, in excellent conditi<

trial; £38 lOs.; good tricar or motor cj

part.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

-< A-13 h.p. Four-cylinder Leader, side
J.U trance, four seats. Cape hood, Ian
non-skids, spare tyre, a good car, just b
overhauled (will show receipt); £140.—C.
Halsall, 110, Wilton Eoad, Victoria Stat;

S.W.

SIMMS, 20-24 h.p., dual ignition, perl
condition, run about 1.500 miles, he.-

Collier tyres. 34 by 4i. chain drive, side
trance body; lowest £125; any examinat
or trial; photo.—Wenbom, Bungalow, E
sledon. Southampton.

9 h.p. Eiley Car, drip lubricator. 700 bj
grooved tyres, large toolbox, wa

gauge, large acetylene lamps, electric b:

lamp; cost over £200; not run 1,500 mi
in flrst-class condition ; £126.-9,904, The M
Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

FOUE-CTLINDKE 14 h.p. Star. 1906 (si

oar), used very little, driven alw
by owner, in first-class condition, he
spares, and Stepney wheel; price £250.—
ply, G. Whitaker. Eavenswood, 52, Coor
Eoad, Croydon, where car can be seen.

9 h.p. Eiley Car, with underscreen, he

front lamps acetylene, back lamps e

trie, grooved tyres on all four wheels, la

toolbox, glass screen, mudguard extensi<

in good running order, appearance g<

done 2,500 miles, and just overhauled; £
—9,905, The Motor Cyde OfBces. Coventry.

-I A-12 h.p. Twin Buchet Engine. Panh
-LU gears, cardan shaft, three speeds,

reverse, highly painted, upholstered gr(

smart appearance, front and back entraii

tyres perfect, splendid running order, la <

brass head and side lamps, horn, tools, e

£19, or consider exchange.—Fairtleld. 2. ^
arke Street, Leicester.

LIGHT Smart Two-seater De Dion erg :

three speeds and reverse, thoroug!
overhauled, fine condition, fast and renal

trial by appointment; 55 guineas; 3i '

Eover bicycle, in excellent order, powc)
flexible engine, low position, long ba •

cheap at 18 guineas; exchanges on eithej

these —Burnard, 16, Bethnal Green Bd
London.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Unattached Riders.
I HE article published in these columns under the

above heading does not appear to have been
absolutely correct. We stated that the committee
of the A.C.U. had decided to organise a scheme
of association for imattached riders at 5s. per

This statement' was made on the strength of

a proposition, duly seconded and carried, that the

question be referred to the Relations Sub-committee.

We naturally took this as a commencement, and were

surprised to hear indirectly that the A.C.U. Committee
has no intention of doing anything for unattached riders

except at the ordinary fees of los. 6d. for provincial

and _;£ii for town . riders, which includes certain

advantages which we do not think are required by the

majority of riders.

At the same time, two or three provincial clubs,

notably the S.E. Auto Cycle Association and the

Bradford M.C.C., have not been loth to take advantage

of this apparent apathy, and have decided to attach

riders who are called associate members to distinguish

them from full members. Associates pay 5s. subscrip-

tion and an entrance fee of 2s. 6d., which includes affi-

liation to the A.C.U. and association with the R.A.C.,
full benefits of the Legal and Touring Departments of

the A.C.U. and R.A.C., the right to exhibit the

distinctive machine badge of the S.E.A.C.A., and re-

presentation on the General Committee of the R.A.C.
and on the Council and Committee of the A.C.U.
through the repre.sentatives of the S.E.A.CA- The
Bradford M.C.C. scheme is on the same lines.

Now the first question one naturally asks is, if it

pays local clubs to give unattached riders certain

benefits at a reduced fee, why should it not also be

possible for the A.C.U. to do it, and why does the

A.C.U. give unattached riders these benefits for 2s.

when affiliated indirectly, and refuse to do so directly?
In other words, the A.C.U. takes 2s. only for each
associate, and allows the local or pro^'inciil liody to

retain the remaining 3s. True, the local chih can in-

fluence unattached riders, but in our opinion for one
who would join a small provincial body, fifty \vould

associate themselves direct with the head organisation
at the same fee. Can any influential member of the
A.C.U. Committee enlighten us on the wisdom and
policy of the above schemes? We have heard many
.:tatements regarding them, but no authoritative ex-
planation beyond a semi-private communication that
the A.C.U. did not intend to give something for no-
thing. 'Yet it is willing to accept from local clubs a
fee of 2s. for doing work which it says cannot be done
for 5s. if paid direct into its coffers by unattached
riders. We have supported the A.C.U. through thick
and thin, but we must say that the present policy is a
weak one, for the simple reason that there is nothing
to prevent a body like the S.E.A.CA. eventually

becoming a sufficiently powerful appendage to sway the
bodv of the canine known as the A.C.U.

Motor Cycles at Brooklands.

T
IHE majority of oiir readers will have seen in the

daily press accounts of the action taken by a
resident at Weybridge against Mr. Locke-King,
the proprietor of Brooklands Track. Mr.
King, unfortunately, lost his case, and has had

in consequence to pay heavily for damages. We are
indeed sorry for two reasons—firstlv, for Mr. Locke-
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King, whose disappointment has been considerable, the

blow being a really cruel one, coming as it does at the

beginning of ttie racing season ; and, secondly, for

motor cycling, since the result of the judge's decision

has been to make the Brooklands authorities doubly
careful to stop all unnecessary noise, and, bearing this

in mind, they have decided to suspend motor cycle

racing for the present. This is indeed hard, as Brook-

lands has beei of much use to the movement, and
would have been more later on, when motor cycle

racing the^p nad been developed further, since it is

when it has got over its scare and considered the matter
calmly, we shall see motor cycle racing reinstated at

Brooklands. No, we fear it is the inconsiderate member
of the motor cycling community who rides through
populous places either without a silencer, or with one
and without using it, who is as much to blame as

anyone for bringing this bad name upon motor bicycles,

and if the A. A. is anxious to carry out its work of

reforming the inconsiderate dri\'er by means of its

newly-formed Committee of Public Safety, it should
report all cases cf ultra-noisy motor bicycles and cars

start ot the thiee miles race at the Sport and Play meeting at Birmingham, May 23rd. C. R. CoIIiei v. H. V. Colver. C. R. Collier, the winner, is on the left.

probably the safest track in England for a machine
fitted with any sized engine travelling at any speed.

We feel almost inclined to think that the motor cycle

has been made a scapegoat for the sins of the powerful

racing 'car. That it is noisy, no one can deny, but that

it is as offensive to the profanum vulgus as its larger

confrere is hard to believe. But the matter does not

end here. The motor cycle has the reputation of being

noisy, and on the principle that a dog with a bad name
is better suspended than living, so this evil reputation

has resulted in the temporary suspension of motor
cycle racing at Brooklands.

Now, who is to blame ? Brooklands ? We must
not be too hasty. Brooklands has been guilty of, many
errors, and these it is hastening to rectify, and probably

to headquarters. However, this is rather beside the

point. The sad news about Brooklands we learnt in

the early part of the week from Mr. Rodakow'ski
himself, and on our suggesting that motor cycles fitted

with effective silencers snould'compete, he replied that

the trial was not worth the risk. The result is that the

race open to naval officers at Whitsun is cancelled.

There is no doubt that the Brooklands authorities are

badly scared, but the sooner they recover and treat

the motor cycling side of motor racing in a calm and
sensible manner the better will motor cyclists be

pleased. There is no doubt that motor cycle racing

drew a considerable crowd to the track. Probably a

simple way out of the difficulty would be found if a joint

committee of the A.C.U. and B.A.R.C. were formed.

North Wales is an interesting touring ground for

motor cyclists, and is probably the most popular with

that vast population inhabitating the counties of

I,ancashire, Cheshire, and Yorkshire. A handy little

guide to North Wales, is "Throup's Cyclists' and

Motorists' Guide," price 6d. nett. A copy of this

has just reached us, and it contains a considerable

amount of useful information with a good map and

route distances. It is published by T. Throup,

publisher, Lradford. Another handy little booklet

is Throup's index marks, speed tables, lighting up
tables, and main roads guide. It is priced at id.

only.

A Goodrich all rubber non-skid tyre on the back
wheel of a 3 J^ h.p. machine we have in use has not

been touched with the pump in seven hundred miles'

running. As regards wear, the tread is now rather

thin, but the studs at the sides of the tread are

still as good as new. In grease, the studs when new
are a most effective preventive against side-slip, and
we have not found the tyre slow the machine on the

flat or in hill-climbing. The cover we kre using

is of z^'m. section, but all sizes can be obtained, and

the makers -also undertake to fit these rubber studded

hands to existing tyres. The makers are the B. F.

Goodrich Co., 7, Snow Hill, E.G.
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A Five=cylindered Motor Bicycle.

ON January 15th there appeared in The Motor
Cycle, page 56, sectional line drawings of the
lightest petrol engine for its power which has
ever been constructed. The name of this

engine, as readers may remember, is the
Esnault-Pelterie, designed and built in '

France for aerial navigation. The engine
has several very distinguishing and olever

features, principal among which may be
mentioned the method of attaching the

connecting rods to the crankshaft. The
valves are situated in the top of the

combustion head, and the inlet and
exhaust valves are combined.

- We reproduce herewith an illustration

in section of the valve arrangement, as

without it it would be difficult to under-
stand the method of operating the valves

and distributing the inlet and exhaust
gases. The line drawing shows the exhaust
slide valve A seated. When the- slide

valve A is opened towards the end of the

working stroke, it leaves a free passage foi

the exhaust gases to escape through the

holes B and C directly into the atmosphere.
At the end of the exhaust stroke the slide

valve A, instead of closing, opens still

further, causing the collar D to come to

rest against the corner ot che angle E, so

that air cannot enter via C and B. When
the collar D is at rest, the inlet holes F
are open, and there is direct communication
between the carburetter and the cylinder

via the holes H and F. The onlv practical difference

between the seven-cylindered engine constructed for

propelling an aeroplane and the five-cylindered motor

bicvcle engine which is the subject of the present

article is m the number
of cylinders The bicycle

engine, as will be seen

from the accompanying
illustrations, has five

cs linders staggered round
the crank chamber in the

the

cylindered engine. One carburetter serves the whole
five cylinders, whereas iri the seA-en-cylindered engine

there is one carburetter for each group of cylinders.

It will be noticed that the desifi-ner of the motor

The lightest engine {or its power yet constructed lor a motor bicycle. The carburetter fitted

is la ClaudeL

bicycle has cleverly utilised the space occupied by the

crank case, and has dished a large flat-faced engine

pulley over it. The back belt rim is of wood with

wooden arm?, and should allow the flat belt to obtain

a good gnp of the pulley face. The weight of the

engine is 60 lbs only, length of wheelbase 3ft. 5in.,

diameter of front wheel 28in., rear wheel 3oin. The
Ignition is by plain coil and make and break contact,

and the distributer is the larger of the two cases seen

on the side of the crank case in the top picture.

The machine is, of course, intended for pacing

purposes, and with its aid a French cyclist (Gombault,

paced by Coutant) hopes to beat

'*"S| the record by co\-ering 100 kilo-

metres within ihi' hour.

The 20 h.p. flve-cyhndered Esnault-Feltene engine fltted to a pacing machma. The total weightiis_330.1bs.] The valve arrangement.
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^Dtheii Poikts in Engine Tuning.

1. Sufficient lubrication as to quan-
tity and quality of oil.

2. Absence of wear in all moving
parts.

3. Large, straight exhaust pipe,
leading to silencer, having large vent
holes and well perforated partitions im-
choked by dirt.

4. Cleanliness of piston head and
combustion chamber.

5. Cleanliness of radiating fins ; or
if a water-cooled engine, perfect clean-
liness and working of cooling system.

The C,\KBTjRM"rER.
Must be (a) clean and (b) properly

adjusted.

Cleanliness is easily verified.

Adjustment is a matter on which no
absolute laws can be laid down. See
previous hints with reference to setting
petrol level to avoid flooding. It then
remains to see if jet is of correct size,

and if sufficient air is admit t-ed.

W. G. Ross, one of th? Camlridge University
M.C.G, team, in ttie competition with the Cam-
bridgeshire M.C.C. on the 23rd ult.

If you want maximum power, and
the engine will stand it witliout run-
ning hot, use a jet of l-32in. bore, or
a 10 jet Longuemare on all motor cycle
engines. Most engines then require a

choke tube of about twenty-four milli-

metres diameter—this choke tube con-
trols the amount of air admitted below
the jet. It then remains to set the air

admitted above the jet. This will be
about right, if at top speed on the
hottest days the engine will just take
all the extra air you can give, and no
more. But I do not know a single car-
buretter which, as sent out, affords
sufficient "top" air for a twin-cylinder
,;\cle engine, and with practically all

such engines, it will pay to add an air
slide to the inlet pipe.

In cleaning the carburetter do not
omit to brush all gauzes, whether in-

ternal or external, with petrol.

The Ignition.
In tuning the ignition, as with

I'verything else, the first point is to see

that everything is scrupulously clean.

All connections must be clean and
bright, all contacts smooth, and in true
register, all wiring intact, as short as

{Continnei from page 416.)

possible, and all thin strands twisted
together. The plug points should be
l-32iii. apart for coil ignition, and
the makers say .4 of a millimetre for

high tension magneto.
With a high tension magneto see

fibre ring is intact, and timing correct

;

detach and clean contact maker, and
wipe brass face at rear of it. Detach
oval plate above contact maker, and
wipe fibre washer behind it. Paint
over switch screw, washers, and carrier

with shellac to avoid dirt affecting

them. See if fibre washer surrounding
carrier of fixed platinum on contact
breaker is intact ; v/ash out oil reser-

voirs with paraiKn, and refill. Clean
exterior of contact brea'rcr, and especi-

ally contact point of flat spring. Clean
ends of brushes on high tension ter-

minals, unscrewing them gingerly, as

they are brittle.

With accumulator ignition see that
cells register a full four volts. See
that earth from contact breaker is not
made by an oily shaft, and if it is,

carry a short extra wire to engine for

it, or put two or three ooils of an old
weak inlet valve spring on the shaft

behind the cam—this has a very good
effect. If a wipe contact, clean, and
see that the circumference of wiping
surface is true, and that wiper is bear-

ing strongly against it. Verify timing.
Adjust contacts by running engine on
stand, with a heavy friend in saddle;
the adjustment which permits of the
highest engine speed, and yet allows
engine to start readily, is right. If a

trembler coil is used with make and .

break contact, test all four contacts in

this way. If a twin-cylinder engine is

used, first adjust one cylinder to run
its fastest, and then adjust the other
cylinder till it runs at the same speed.:

Verify by shorting one sparking plug
with a screwdriver provided with a
wood handle, or depressing its inlet

valve.
Tyees.

The tyres should be inflated hard
without being so hard that they cause
excessive vibration. The degree of in-

flation depends on rider's weight.
Thick treads slow the machine a great
deal, but it is advisable to order tyres
well up to the work.

By
Road Rider.

WIRING.
222. The longer and the thinner

the wiring, the greater its resistance.

Use, therefore, short, thick wires, with
many strands, as they are less liable

to fracture.

III. Troubles.
TRACING TROUBLE.
2iiiS3. An intelligent motor cyclist

will almost always know why his engine
is misfiring or lias stoppea altogether
before he has dismounted, and it is

astonishing how soon this facility is

acquired. Let us, however, suppose
that the rider is a complete novice,
that his engine has stopped, and that
he has not the maziest glimmering of
the reason. Make sure

—

1. That there is petrol in the tank.
2. That tlie switch is on.
3. That the levers are set accurately

for running.
Having thus eliminated sheer per-

sonal carelessness, let him discover in
which department of his propelling
mechanism the fault lies.

1. Detach thick wire to sparking
plug, hold it ^ni. from end of plug, and
witn switch on, make and break contact
at contact breaker on engine. If no
spark the fault is_electrieal. (Be care-
ful to hold wire only by rubber.) See
prev.ous paragraphs for testing high
tension magnetos.

2. If there is a good spark, see 'if

petrol is reaching the carburetter. See
tap is open, and joggle float needle up

, and down ; if petrol flows out of bottom,
of spray chamber the suppiy is probably,
all right:

3. If gas supply and ignition of it

are right, something must be amiss with
the engine ; therefore push machine
with valve lifter dropped, and see if

back wheel skids, revealing good com-
pression. If m.o.v., see both are work-
ing; if a.o.i.y., press it down, and
notice that it is not gummy.
The above simple tests will immedi-

ately reveal the nature of any ordinary
derangements, and having performed
them, the rider can proceed to test

either the ignition, or the carburetter,
or the engine, for other faults which
will be enumerated later.

A eompetltoT in the Sunderland and District IW.C.C Hill-climb at TunstaM Rope.
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How We Climbed Sutton Bank.
WHEN I saw the announcement in 27(e Motor

Cycle of the A.C.U. climb up Sutton Bank, it

brought to my mind the time when my brother

and I " climbed " the hill. Several articles

have been written describing this notorious hill, but,

unfortunately for us, none of them appeared until after

we had made the attempt, or we should never have had
the audacity- to attempt to scale its heights on a single-

geared ^% h.p. bicycle and sidecar.

We had arranged to take a run from Scarborough to

Richmond and back, and set out on a Whit-Monday
morning with every prospect of having a grand time.

The weather was fine and the motor in grand trim, so

for the first twenty miles to Malton we hummed along

merrily. Here, however, we had to pick our way slowly

amongst gaily-decorated fai;m horses, which were
evidently gathering up for a show, and they seemed to

have a dislike for motors. We, however, emerged
safely, and were soon clear away on the road to York.

Not far beyond Malton we encountered one or two
rather stiff hills, and up one of these our little engine

refused to take the full load, so we had to dismount,

and as it was too steep to make another start we had
to push. Whilst enjoying this exercise we discovered

that we were in a police trap, but all fear of receiving

a summons was banished from our minds by the

assurance of the man in blue that we were well within

the legal limit.

, We Miss Our Way.

P We made short work of the next twenty miles to

'York, but here our troubles began. We got into the

city all .right, but could not find our way out, for, after

making careful enquiries as to which road to take, we
. found, after travelling about a mile, that we were on
the road to Tadcaster. We retraced our path, and
made further enquiries ; this time we were sure we were
on the right road. However, about three miles out, we
saw a signpost "11 Miles to Wetherby." Once more
we returned to York, and at the third attempt suc-

ceeded in finding the right road. The surface being
excellent, we made up for lost time, and kept up an
average well over the limit to Boroughbridge, where
we stopped for a little refreshment, and then on again
towards Richmond. Passing through a small village

we saw a sign " Motor Spirit," and as our supply was
getting rather low we stopped to fill up, and on asking
the price were told is. rod. a gallon! Under the

circumstances, we contented ourselves with half a

gallon. As we neared Richmond, the roads showed
signs of recent heavy rain, although we only encountered
one short shower.

Arri\'ing safely at our destination, we found the
whole of the quaint old town in the possession of

cyclists, there being a big club meet on the way, and w;
had great difficulty in finding a place to put up for the
night. Eventually room was found for us at a little

temperance hotel, and after tea we set off to explore
the beauties of the dale, on the side of which the town
is built. Rain, however, commenced falling, and we
were soon glad to get back to supper and bed.

Muddy Roads on the Return Journey.
Next morning the rain had not ceased, so we aban-

doned the idea of an early start, and spent the morning
tinkering with the motor. Our worthy landlord was

meanwhile regaling us with funny stories about a Scotch
motorist who had stayed at his hotel, and who seems
to have spent the greater part of his time mending
punctures, or rather attempting to do so. His mode of

procedure was to put on about half a tube of solution,

dab the patch on quick, stand on it for a quarter of an
hour, and then wonder why it would curl up when he
took his foot off.

The rain showing no signs of abating, we decided to

make a start, and, despite the frightfully muddy roads,

we were soon speeding merrily along. After the first

few miles, however, the wet and mud began to tell

on the belt, and at each rise we got a most effective

free engine; but, worse than this, a strange noise

began to develop, apparently in the engine. As it

did not affect its running, we kept on for some time

;

but it got gradually worse, so we decided to dismount
and try to find out what was wrong. Try as we
would, we could not locate it; first it seemed to come
from the vah'es, then the magneto, - then somewhere
else, so after putting oil on ever)' available part we
gave it up.

An Evil Impulse.

As we had stopped I thought I would tighten the

belt, and while thus employed some evil impulse

possessed my^ brother to study his map, and he made

The North West London M.C.C. Run to Coventry and Back. No. 11

—

C. J. Burton (3^ h.p. Vindec and sidecar) ready to start on the return
journey.

the discovery that if we turned to the left a few miles-

further on and passed through Thirsk and over the

Hambleton Hills we should ciit off about thirty miles.

With visions of something wrong inside the engine, we-

were only too glad of a short cut home, but if we had
known what was before us I think we would gladly

have gone fifty miles round. We had heard of Sutton
Bank, but thought it only a short steep hill, and we
said we could easily push the machine up if it refused

to climb it.
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How We Climbed Sutton Bank.—
On restarting, the, engine pulled beautifully, but

the mysterious noise still continuing made us feel any-

thing but comfortable. We were quite convinced that

at least the gudgeon pin screw had come out and was

grinding itself to pieces among the flywheels. After

passing through Thirsk we noticed the strange noise was

dying away as gradually as it had commenced, and

soon we found ourselves in the little village of Sutton.

We were blissfully unconscious of what was in store

for us. Ha\'ing covered nearly thirty miles of very

muddy roads, the machine was by this time pretty

well coated with mud, and the free-wheel had become

free both ways, which made it impossible to give any

help with the pedals.

The Bank in Sight.

When we came in sight of the hill our hearts began

to sink. Only those who have been there and seen for

themselves can fully appreciate our feelings ; but the

worst is not seen from the bottom, or I think, even

though we had ridden so far, we should have felt

inclined to turn back. As it was, with the empty

sidecar and a cool engine, I made a rush for the hill,

but I did not get far, the pedalling, clutch still refusing

E. W. Ashwortb, who won a silver cup in the North West London M.C.C.

Twelve Hours' Run to Coventry and Back on May 23rd. The machine is a

7-8 h. p. Ardennes model Minerva.

to act, in spite of liberal doses of paraffin and, oil

administered at the bottom of the hill.
_

When the

engine slowed down there was nothing for it but to let

it stop, and to jam on the brakes to prevent a hurried

descent (backwards). Then commenced the climb

proper. By this time the clouds had cleared away

and the sun was shining. It seemed to us hotter than

it had ever been before, so off came our watei-proof

coats and overalls, and we started to push in earnest.

We progressed very well at first, but when we came to

'the I in 4 portion we had to divest ourselves of more

superfluous clothing, and then push for all we were

worth ; but even then every few yards we had to stop,

nut a stone which we were carrying for the purpose

behind the wheel, and rest. Whilst we were resting

on the steepest nart of the hill n large car passed us

going down with its brakes so tight on that both back
wheels were locked, and it was simply sliding down +he

hill.

Once we had passed the steepest part we were soon

at the corner, only to find stretching away before us as

far as we could see more hill almost as bad as what we
had just come up. The surface of the road was so

poor that it was difficult to get a foothold, but we
bravely started on the second part of the climb. We
soon found out, however, that pushing a m^ctor bicycle

scaling over 160 lbs. and a sidecar in addition had a

tendency to make one feel tired. So once more we
sat down to rest, and were just expressing a wish that

a traction engine would come along and give us a tow

up when round the corner appeared a pony and trap.

Our spirits began to rise. If only we could harness

that pony to the front of oui: bicycle; but no, our

dignity would not allow that, so we started off again.

It was no use ; we were soon overtaken, and the owner
of the pony, e\'idently touched with compassion for

two poor motor cyclists, offered to take us in tow.

After he had assured us that he had towed up many a

motor bicyclist before, we were only too pleased to

accept his offer.

Reduced to One Actual Horse=poT^^er.

He took off the reins, and we hitched our machine
behind the trap with them. Talk about ^% h.p.,

that pony simply gave a wink, put his tongue into the

corner of his mouth, and with a contemptible sniff

set off and pulled the trap, motor, and sidecar up to

the top. What a relief to us, and what a view met,^

our gaze when we eventually reached the top. Stretch-

ing away for miles around lay magnificent country

;

such a sight could only be gained from the very top

of the hill. Of one thing I am certain; I would not

attempt the Sutton Bank climb again with a single

geared machine and sidecar, lovelv as the view is, unless'

I knew there would be a pony at the bottom to assist us.

All the way we had cheered one another with the

thought that from the top there was five miles all down-

hill to Helmsley, so after a splendid tea at the Hamble-

ton Hotel we set off again. We had, however, been

told at the hotel not to take the road shown on the

map, or we should have another bad hill to climb near

Rievaulx, but to keep to the top of the hills, and we
should have level road for about three miles, and then

a gentle down slope right to Helmsley. We took the

advice, and for about a mile all went well ; afterwards

the road began to deteriorate into a second-grade cart

track, with ruts three or four inches deep, and the

whole of the surface made frightfully soft by the rain.

I had great difficulty in keeping the wheels out of the

ruts, but succeeded until about halfway down the hill,

when a bit of extra bad road caused the sidecar

wheel to slip into the rut, and before we knew where

we were we were charging across the grass at the side

of the road. Luckily for us there was no ditch, and

we pulled up safely close under the hedge. After that

we proceeded more carefully to Helmsley, where at

last we got back upon decent roads.

From here to Scarborough we had a grand run,

covering the thirty-two miles in a little over an houi

and a half. And so ended a two days' ride, which

had, certainly been full of incident, and for the most

part very enjoyable.

What the mysterious noise in the engine was we hav«

never discovered. Aj 226.
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An Interesting Three=wheeled Passenger Vehicle.
, MOST interesting two-seated three-wlieeler is

^ tlie 8 h.p. Phenomobile, sole concessionnaires

for which are the New Era Motor Co., 8.

Lonsdale Road, West Kilburn. The accom-

tanying illustration shows that the motive power is an

h.p. air-cooled engine, the cylinders of which have a

lore and stroke of 82 mm. by 84 mm. The flywheel

s a heavy rimmed external one, and the transmission

by a single chain running round two jockey pulleys

driving the front wheel, the hub of which is the ^vell-

inown two-speed geared Nala, built specially strong

[or the purpose. It will also be noticed that the front

3f the machine, including the engine, is suspended on

good spring forks. The carburetter is of the float feed

spark, air, and throttle levers are also placed at the

end of the tiller.

A short run in London traffic gave us a good oppor-

tunity of watching the behaviour of the machine,

especially its silent running, its flexibility, and good

system of springing. In all of the above respects it

surprised us agreeably. Machines similar to the above

are to be seen running daily in the streets of Berlin.

The vehicle we have just described is one of the first

to be brought into England, consequently a few altera-

tions in detail may be expected shortly. We noticed

that the running of the engine was particularly smooth,

the large flywheel being of great assistance in enabling

the engine to pick up speed quickly and to run slowly.

The Phenomobile Three-wheeler, with seats side by side, piopBlled by a twin-cylinder air-cooled engine through a two-speed Nala hub scear.

type, and has an extra air shutter, by means of which

-me air supply can be reduced for starting in cold

weather. The lubrication is effected by a drip feed

lubricator attached to the steering column. A trigger

h situated on the top of the inlet pipes, which

^presses two levers, which release the inlet valves

should the latter become sticky, or when it is found

to be necessary to release the compression for the

purpose of turning round the engine. The exhaust,

before entering the silencer proper, passes through an

expansion chamber, which relieves much of the direct

pressure, and causes the engine to run silently. Either

magneto or accumulator ignition can be fitted. The
forward part of the machine forms the petrol tank, the

petrol being delivered by pressure to the carburetter.

The handle of the steering tiller forms the change-

speed lever, the low speed brake and the clutch of the

epicvclic gear being controlled by this means. The

The two annexed line illustrations of adjustable

fasteners are those of the Advance Manufacturing

Co., Northampton, and
the Stanley Dermatine
Motor Belt Co., Bromley,

Kent. They are both

intended for use with
The Stanley Adjustable Fastener

99^^9
The Advance Adjustable Fastene

adjustable pulleys, and also provide a quick and handy

method of shortening the belt on a long-distance run.

without the necessity to use any tools. The sketches,

are self-explanatory.
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Land's End to John=o'=Groat's Trial.

THE general arrangements of this trial are well

in hand, but we understand from the secretary

of the Auto Cycle Union that, although he has

already received a number of offers to assist at

various places along the route, he still requires a

considerable number of helpers. The following is the

route to be followed, and he will be glad to hear from

motor cyclists residing at or near to any of these

places willing to act as honorary checkers, mar-

shals, etc.

:

Monday, July 13th.

Land's End Bodmin 57

Penzance ... 10 Lauiiceston .. 79

Hayle ... 17i Oakehampton ... 97i
Camborne ... 23i Exeter .. 120i
Redrutli ... 27 CuUompton .. 133^
Zelah —

.

Wellington .. 145J
Mitchell ... 40i Taunton .. 152^

Tuesday. ^ ULY 14Tn.

Bridgwater ... 163-i Worcester .. 256-1

Highbridge ... 170-i Kidderminster .. 271i
Cross ... 178 Bridgnorth .. 284|
Churchill • ... 183 Welhngtoii .. 298-1

Bristol ... 1.96 Hodnet .. 309S
Stone ... 213 Whitchurcli .. 3191
Gloucester ... 230i Tarporley .. 3331
Tewkesbury ... 24U Warrington .. 352i

Wednesday, July ISth.

Wigan ... 364i Florist on
Prestoii ... 381| Gretna Greeii ...

'.'.

48,0

Lancaster ... 403-1 Kirkpatrick .. 485
Kendal ... ... 424^ Ecclefecluin .. 487i
Shap ... 440 Lockerbie .. 495
Penrith ... 450i Beattock .. 509
Carlisle ... 468^ Moffat ... 511

Thursday, July 16th.

Crawford ... 529 Denny .. 579

Abingdon ... 532 Stirling .. 586

Douglashill ... 541 Bridge of Allan .. 589

Lanark ... 550-1 Dunblane .. 592

Carlulce ... 556i Auchterarder ... .. 606

Newmaine ... 559i Perth ... .. 621

Airdrie ... 567 Dunkeld .. 63e

Cumbernauld . .

.

... 572-i Pitlochry .. 64£

Friday, July 17th.

Blair Athole ... ... 655i Calcabuck .. 73^

Struan .... 659i Liverness

*

.. 73«

Dalnaspidal Station ... 670^ Beauly .. 74E

Dalwhinnie ... 679 Conan .. 75J

Kingussie ... 693 Dingwall .. 75'-

Aviemore Station ... 705 Evanton .. 76:

Carrbridge ... 712i- Alnes ... 76-

Freeburn Inn ... ... 720.| Invergorden .. 77(

Craggie Inn ... 728-1 Tain ... V8i

Saturday, July 18th.

Bonar Bridg; ... ... 797i Dunbeatli ... 85^

Clashmore ... 807 Latheron ... 85f

Dornoch ... 810i Lybster ... 86]

Mound ... 817i Ulbster ... 86i

Golspie ... 321-1 Thrumster ... 87]

Brora ... 827 Wick ... 87,

Helmsdale ... 838 Keiss ... 88:

Berriedale ... 848 John-o'-Grcafs ... 89;

Offers of assistance should be sent to the Secretar

Auto Cycle Union, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
We shall publish contour sections of the most difficu

portions of the route in our next issue.— >-•••—<
J. A. Prestwich and Co., i, Landsdowne Roac

Tottenham, N., inform us that they have registers

J. A. P. as a trade mark for all their manufactures.

Fastener for
RIDERS of lightweight machines using round

twisted rawhide belts will be interested in the

accompanying illustration and description of a

fastening for round belts, which was illustrated

in The Autocar of May 23rd. Mr. W. E. Corcutt, of

the Racecourse Garage, Doncaster, who made the

fastener, mentions that it is very satisfactory for, fan

belt drives on cars, but the trouble in making a

satisfactor)' connection for a twisted rawhide belt on
a motor bicycle caused him to devise the hook which
is the subject of the illustration. Mr. Corcutt says

:

" The -shaped connecter is neither neat nor secure,

and may be vastly improved upon by what is virtually

a grappler X hook, the four points being so turned

that the twisting stress in the belt tends to keep the

connecter embedded in the belt.

" For a fan belt this grappler hook may be made
from a suitable side plate off a cycle chain. The
illustrations show the method of making a larger type
grappler hook, as aforetime made and used by the

writer for motor cvcle twisted belts. A is a side plate

off an old type lin. pitch roller chain. B shows it cut

across the rivet holes and the four resulting ends

opened out somewhat, and all pointed. C shows these

four points turned while hot by means of a pair of

round-nosed pliers until the device is a double-ended
grappler, but the four points must be turned left or

right hand, according to whether the belt has a left

or right-hand twist. D shows the ends of the belt

connected or grappled together. E shows the end of

Round Belts.
the belt to be connected. It has two small holf

punchecj or pricked through each end, into which holt

the two points of one end of the grappler connectfj

engage."
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FURTHER SUCCESSE:
of Dunlop motor-cycle tyres.

SHASPENHOE HILL-CLIMB,
Saturday, May 2nd, 1908.

Single -cylinder class: Mr. R. M. Brice

on a 3^ h.p. Brown, fitted with Dunlops,

FIRST,
making

FASTEST TIME
in class.

The fastest time of the meeting, which was
made on a twin-cylinder machine, only beat

that of Mr. Brice by two-fifths of a second!

Send lor booklet, gratis and post free.

DUNLOP TYRE CO., Ltd.. Aston, BIRMINGHAM : Alma Street, COVENTRY.
Branches; London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast,

In ai.swering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Oycle:
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Simply Incomparable, "i

Enagh Manse, Ballymoney, Co. Antrim, 27th February, 1903.
" I have just heard of Mr. F. Newton's wonderful performance on Palmer Cord Tyres. It proves

these to be on cars just what I have found them on a motor cycle- simply incomparable.
"

I ride all days and in all weathers, and tyre troubles were the bane of my life till 1 got Palmer's
Cords. Now 1 can ride for months without re-inflating.

" 1 feel it only due to give you this little bit of my experience, and wish you success.

Signed (Rev.) J. RAMSEY."

Whether for Cycle, Motor Cycle, or Motor,

PALMERS
arc "simply incomparable." This all-round
excellence is, of course, due to their
sound construction on scientific principles.

Write for our Manual, gratis and post free.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD., Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.O.

PHANOMEN Motor Cycles

The Hall Mark of Mechanical Efficiency. With 2-Speed <acair.

Death of the Starting Handle.
Any motor cyclist who has handled a Phanomen

2-speed machine, would not think of returning to the old

and laborious method of handle starting, besides, think of

the convenience and comfort, being able to " start up " in

the saddle. No need to dismount in traffic to re-start

the engine. Just the very thing for London traffic or

touring in mountainous districts. The gear can be
changed so rapidly without any shock, and both feet

being free to preserve balance when starting or turning in

very confined places, makes this gear stand out as quite

the iinest thing in variable gears yet put on the market.
Its reliability has been proved in both this year's

Quarterly Trials.

Trial runs with pleasure, by appointment.

I have a 3 h.p. Phanomen,
magneto, 2-speed NALA
Gear, and am delighted

with it ; it is the centre of

attraction round here

where the NALA is hardly
known. I am endeavour-
ing to persuade my friends

to speculate in a Phano-
men, as they seem quite

satisfied with its perfontt-

ances and I will not sell

mine at any price. I have
had nine motor cycles, but

the Phanomen beats all.

1:

Showroom:. 49, King Square, President Street, Goswell Road, E.G.; also at the ServicB Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.C.

Agent for Cardiff and District—ROBERT BEVAN, 31, Castle Street, Cardiff.

PHANOMEN MOTORS.
Ill answering rilher of thi'sc advei'tixements it is desirable llial i/ou mention " T/ie Motor Cycle.'
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

I am Not a Dealer.

One or two readers have written me of late for

assistance in the sale or exchange of machines. I wish,

therefore, to state once for all that I cannot under any

circumstances interest myself in any kind or sort of

deal.

LeaKy Inlet Domes.
A rider recounts prolonged misfiring with a twin-

cylinder Peugeot, misfiring which was the more puzzling

because it was confined to the rear cylinder, and was

not in any way connected with the ignition. He finally

solved the problem by making the dome over the rear

inlet valve an airtight fit. The misfiring was most

pronounced when the throttle was nearly closed, and

this naturally suggested to him that the cause was

excess of air supply to the erring cyfinder. It is

probable that a great deal of misfiring on twin-cylinder

motor cycles is ascribable to this cause, especially as

riders are for ever meddling with their valves, and the

facilities for making a good job of this particular joint

,are seldom of the best design or workmanship.

More " True " Stories !

A kindly wag has sent me some more " true
'

'
motor

cycling yarns for readers to add to their collections.

One friend of his suspends his machine from the roof

of a shed during the winter to save the tyres. One
night a mouse, running about the shelf, fell on to the

front tyre, and caused the wheel to revolve. The mouse

began to climb up the tyre to get to the top, but the

wheel continuiiig *o revolve, he made no progress.

The owner on cc«ning in next morning found the wheel

still revolving, the mouse still scrambling upwards and

looking extremely thirsty, while the cyclometer regis-

tered no less than eighty-three miles 1

The same writer enjoys the acquaintance of another

friend, also a motor cyclist of unimpeachable integrity.

This gentleman was one day hung up on the road by

some inscrutable magneto trouble. A brilliant

expedient finally occurred to him. Seizing a handful

of small flints culled from the roadside, he injected

them into the cylinder via the sparking plug orifice.

He then replaced the plug, and on pedalling the

machine was rewarded by extremely powerful explo-

sions. The explanation of this smart repair was that

the piston forced the flinty particles violently together,

and caused them to emit the very fattest sort of sparks.

A Point re Sidecars.

I do not know how far the average " passenger

"

motor cyclist has realised one great merit of the

sidecar, and this is its great luggage carrying capacity.

Luggage looks, and is, an excrescence on the most

luxurious tricar, but a sidecar lends itself admirably

to baggage. A large Gladstone bag or wicker basket

can be carried 'under the seat, and the spare cover

and tubes look positively handsome when strapped to

the back of the chair. In addition, a good deal can

be carried over the rear wheel of the cycle without

getting in the way. as it does over the rear wheel of a

tricar, and the weight over the driving wheel is a real

advantage, as it gives the tyre a good grip. On a

tricar, luggage has to be carried either on side plat-

forms, where it looks ugly and is horribly in the way.

or in the trough of the front seat, where it wrings

many a malediction from a tender-toed or long-legged

passenger. This year I should not be surprised if a

sidecarist won the medal offered by The Motor Cycle for

privately-owned passenger machines in the End-to end.

Ladies' Motor Bicycles.

I am rather sorry to see the majority of our few lady

riders still attached to the 3^ h.p. 160 lb. type of

machine. Granting that there are a few sturdy

unconventional girls, used to managing a powerful

horse, to playing hockey, and other exercises demanding

muscle and stamina, the majority of girls funk the

weight of motor cycling more than anything else. Now
that there are first-rate little lyi h.p. engines on the

A 1908 Twin Vindeo, fltted with the Roc gear and free-engine conversion

set by A. W. Wall, Ltd

market, it is possible to get a lady's mount of ample

strength and stability scaling no more than 84 lbs., and

when Mrs. " Ixion " takes the plunge my specification

for her will be as follows:

Engine.—A lightweight, not exceeding i -14 h.p. at

the very outside.

Ignition.—Magneto.
Control.—Handle-bar valve lift; handle-bar inter-

connected throttle and spark; automatic carburetter;

handle-bar emergency switch.

Frame.—Light, dropped, with small tanks (very few

ladies go in for 100 miles non-stops); spring forks;

spring seat-pillar.

-Tyres.—2in. (ladies hate punctures).

Transmission.—Belt, with two-speed pedalling gear

to facilitate starting.

Brake.—Hand-applied shoe on rear belt rim.

This machine will be very easy to drive, as the single

lever will be merely adva:nced or retarded, according to

severity of work or pace required. It will start, when

not gummy, on one turn of the pedals, owing to use

of a very low second pedalling gear. It will climb any

hill in the country, and it will be easy to handle when

she is dismounted.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers^and our replies thereto. When particular
makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for
reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The IViotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and, whether
intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped acSdressed envelope for reply.

Pedalling Gear Recommended.

Would you kindly inform me
whether or not I am likely to

experience any difficulty in

starting a 5-6 h.p. twin if 1

removed pedals and fitted a
Mabon clutch with starting handle?
—W.H., Brighton.

If you have the clutch fitted, and this

clutch is a good one, we should not re-

commend you to remove the pedals.

You never know when you may have
to use them, and starting from cold by
running alongside is sometimes difficult

unless everything is in order.

Single V. Tnln-cfUnder Machine.

I am intending purchasing a

^1 motor cycle in the near future,

> and should be much obliged if

-i-i you would give me a general
idea of (1) the advantages (if

any) to be derived from a twin-
cylinder over a single, and also (2)

whether the upkeep in the tyres of a
twin is greater than that of a single

power?—R. U. N.of the same
Cheshire.

The advantages of a twin-cylinder are

greater flexibility, less noise, and
greater ability to pick up speed when
checked on a hill, also smoother run-
ning. The disadvantages are greater

cost of upkeep as regards tyres

and fuel, and slightly greater difficulty

to keep machine in order. If you are a

novice, we think a machine of not more
than 3^ h.p. should suit you to begin
with.

Gear, Electric Horn, and Lamp Queries.

(1.) What ratio of gear
would you advise me to use on
my 3i h.p. machine, my weight
being about eight stones, and
that of the macljine being

about 150 lbs. ? The present gear is

5| to 1. This, however, I find much
too low for the level. (2.) I wish to

use an electric buzzer in place of the
ordinary bulb in conjunclion with a
dry cell as used for ignition purposes
on motor cycles. Would this be per-
fectly satisfactory, and would it last

a whole season without any atten-
tion? (3.) What kind of lamp
(acetylene) do yoa recommend, self-

contained or with separate generator?
—L 861.

(1.) We should suggest a gear of 4i to
1. If you have an adjustable pulley
you can vary the gear as desired. (2.)

If you use an electric buzzer on your
horn it will exhaust the dry cell very
quickly. Try a 4-volt accumulator.
(3.) Each system has its advantages.

*

The self-contained generator has few
pipes and orifices to become stopped
up. A lamp with a separate genera-
tor, however, is considerably lighter,

and does not strain the bracket to so
great an extent.

Control by Variable Lift ot Valve.

Kindly explain how the con-

trol of a 3 h.p. Fafnir engine
is accomplished, the type which
requires no throttle? Do these
engines easily, overheat as a

consequence of this method of con-

trol? Can these (^ngines be run at a

slow speed? Are the present day
engines of this make controlled in

the same manner?—M.R.S.
This type of engine is controlled in two
ways. The 3 h.p. 75 by 80 mm. type

?

Mr. Frederick Straight, Secretary of the Auto
Cycle Union, on his new Triumph.

(automatic inlet valve) by varying the

lift of the exhaust valve which pre-

vents all the exhaust gases from escap-

ing, so preventing a full charge being
drawn in. The later type is controlled

by a variable lift of the inlet valve,

which, of course, has practically the

able

same effect as a throttle. The exhaust
control is fairly satisfactory, but liable
to cause overheating. The inlet con-
trol method is better.

Magneto and Battery Ignition.

On my tricar I have a 6 h.p.'
twin J.A.P. engine and metal
disc clutch with Bosch high
tension magneto, D.A.V. type,
gear driven, and I want to be

to start engine with the handle.
At present I cannot get over com-
pression quick enough with handle
to enable magneto to spark. Would
a plam coil and dry battery be best?
Kindly give me a diagram of the
wiring?—F.C.

Handle starting with magneto ignition
is very uncertain on motor cycles unless
handle is geared up as in Uex, Phomix,
and Roc machines. Fitting a sup-
plementary ignition will cause a good
deal of unnecessary complication. By
far the best plan is to start the engine
on the stand by the pedals, and then
put the clutch in the neutral position,
raise the stand, and start from a stand-
still by means of the clutch. As you
have a Bosch magneto you would have
to fit a separate contact breaker on the
engine for battery ignition, which
would not be an easy matter.

Reliability ot Motor Cycles. .

'

At present I know nothing of
motor cycles, but sliould like to
possess one. Kindly tell me if

I purchased a motor bicycle of
the best make how far I could

expect it to run without requiring
attention of any description beyond
filling with petrol and oil and clean-
ing? I live in the country, and re-

liability is of the utmost importance.
Of course, I do not include tyres.—
B.E.W.

With ordinary luck you should cover
at least 1,000 miles on a first-class motor
bicycle before it requires attention be-
yond shortening the belt say twice. It
would then be advisable to remove the
cylinder to scrape away the carbon de-
posits. This, together with occasion-
ally draining out the crankcase, grind-
ing the exhaust valve, and cleaning the
carburetter jet would be practically all

the attention a good magneto-ignited
motor bicycle requires for several thou-

sand miles. The bearings of the wheels,

of course, require occasional oiling like

those of a pedal bicycle.
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Sluggish Starting due to Adjustment ot

Carburetter.

I have a 2| h.p. low tension

]X1 magneto (1905 Clyde) motor
> bicycle, and have a difficulty

-Li in starting same, that is if it

has been left for an hour or so,

and engine has got cold, it takes me
four or five minutes hard pedalling

on the stand before I can get it to
start, and then I have to put petrol

in top of cylinder. When once
engine is warm it will start at one

,

turn of the pedal. I am using
Pratt's petrol and Moebius air-cooled

lubricating oil, and the oil seems to

make piston go stiff when cold.

—

N.W., Cambs.

Provided you inject paraffin or petrol

to ease rings, and the engine then starts
all right without much pedalling, it

shows trouble is due to congealed oil.

If it only starts with vigorofis pedal-
ling when piston is free it shows that
the trouble is chiefly due to carbura-
tion, that is to say, you get too much
air at the outset. This may be over-

come by fitting a shutter over the bell

mouth of the carburetter; so that the
air may be altogether or partially ex-

cluded at the moment of starting. It

must, however, be opened immediately
afterwards. Always flood the carbu-
retter before attempting to start.

uSHB

Handle^Startlng and Carburetter Flooding.

I have had a Mabon clutch

fitted to my 3^ h.p. Minerva,
and sometimes handle starting

is easy, and at other times is

difficult. I have tried different

positions of spark, throttle, and air,

but this does not help me. When I

lean the machine over towards the
right, viz., the side on which is the
jet, the petrol keeps dripping on to

the floor. If machine is leant to the
left or kept upright, this does not
occur. I raised weight on needle
valve about one-eighth of an inch,

but it is just as bad.—G.F.N.

Small single-cylinder engmes are usually

hard to start with a handle on the
engine-shaft, chiefly due to the light-

ness of the flywheel, and the fact that
sufficient gas cannot be obtained until

piston is moving at a fair speed. You
may get some help in this direction by
fitting .a shutter over the air inlet of the
carburetter, as suggested in The Motor
Cycle of February 12th, page 121. There
should be no leakage if the needle valve
fits properly when the machine is

standing upright. Of course, it will

usually leak when machine is leaning
out of a vertical line, because the action"
of float is impeded, i.e., it touches
avails of float chamber. The remedy is

to shut the petrol tap.
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Leakage tlirongh Joint o( Cylinder Head.

I have a 2| h.p. Werner
engine fitted with detachable
head. Owing to the difficulty

in making a joint after remov-
ing cylinder, and for other

reasons, I want if possible to get the

head and cylinder fixed together per-

manently. Is there any process by
which this can be done? This engine
jumps in frame fixing and cannot
easily be made firmer. Would a stay

from down tube to a plug at compres-
sion tap hole put too great a strain

on the side rods of cylinder?—W.R.,
Dublin.

The simplest way to get over the diffi-

culty would be to fit the head tightly

on to tile cylinder, fit a new copper and
asbestos washer, and paint the joint

with fish glue. Probably the safest

place to stay the engine from would bo
one of the holding down bolts by which
the separate combustion head is

attached. The engine has a high com-
pression and rather small flywheels, and
for these reasons a certain amount of

vibration will always be present. Fit-

ting stays will only transfer the -vibra-

tion to another point, and might cause
breakage. If the attachment bolt holes
in aluminium are worn have them
drilled slightly larger and fit new bolts

or a tubular sleeve over the bolts.

Competitors in tile Glasgow M.C.C. Hill-ciimi) at tlie Feesweep Hill, Paisley. Tiie event was uulortunately marred by a severe rainstorm.

Loose Pulleys cause a Clanking Sound.

I see by your issue of May 13th that

'R.C." is troubled with a slight

'clanking sound. I was myself puzzled
by the same thing on the 8th inst., and
immediately dismantled the engine, but
everything wa,s all right. By chance 1

revolved the pulley a half turn, and the

trouble revealed itself. The key which
prevents the pulley revolving on its

spindle had worn away the sides of the

key-way, and had thus set up a peculiar

clanking sound.—K. A. MacDonald

Non-sooting Plugs.

I noticed in a recent issue that
" F.P.," Oakham, wanted a sparking
plug for back cylinder of a four-cylin-

der F.N. A few weeks ago you de-

scribed the Reliance plug, and I im-

mediately got one, as I found the back
cylinder of my four-cylinder F.N.
flooded with oil, and I had to remove

READERS' REPLIES.
the plug and clean it every time I

stopped before it would spark again.

Since fitting the Reliance I have never
required to touch the plug. The cylin-

der in which it is fitted is always first

to start.—G. A. Gillibs.

Re Petrol Sapply Impeded.

" G.W.W." (May 13th) appears to

have had the same trouble with his car-

buretter that I had with mine, also a
B. and B. carburetter with Lon^uemare
jet, as machine kept on stopping. It

would slow down quite gradually.
This occurred the same up-hill, on the
level, or down hill, going fast or going
slowly. The cause was carburetter
flooding. I could see the petrol drip-

ping every time the engine began to

slow down. Like " G.W.W.," I only
had to wait a minute or two, after

which I could start again ajid run
another few miles, when the same thing

recurred. Towards the end of the day
the trouble disappeared as mysteriously

as it began in the first place. Evidently,
whatever the cause, the trouble was
entirely erratic, and not likely to be

due to a badly fitting needle or incor-

rect level of petrol in the jet. This is

correct, as a matter of fact. It seemed
just possible that the needle had too

much play, so a leather washer was
put in the cap that covers the needle
on the outside of the float chamber.
One result of this is that the throttle
certainly answers more readily, giving
more control at slow speeds, and as vt'l

I have had no more flooding. If

"G.B.B." finds it is a case of carbu-
retter flooding with him it is tho
simplest thing possible to try a leather,

washer in the cap. It would be inter-

esting to hear whether it has the same
effect in his case as in mine.

—

C.O.M.
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The Next Issue.

In consequence of the Whitsuntide
Holidays the next issue of The Motor
Cycle -will be published on Thursday,
June mil, instead of Wednesday, June
10th. It will contain a fully illustrated

description of the M.C.C. London-
Edinbufgh run, and descriptions and
illustrations of other Whitsuntide
events.

A Disappointment.

The Naval motor cycle race at the
Whitsuntide meeting of the
Brooklands A.R.C. has been can-

celled for reasons stated on page
431 of this issue, and further
races for motor cycles will not
be promoted for the present.
Every motor cyclist will regret
this strange decision, but we are
confident that no fair-minded
person will admit " that motor
cycles make nearly as much noise
as racing cars.

Advice regarding Police Traps.

We are always obliged to

readers who send us news regard-
ing police controls. We should,
however, be grateful if our in-

formants would state the exact
spot as nearly as possible, the
nearest village, and the name of

the county in which it is

situated.

A Summons Dismissed.

M. J. Lindsay, of Belfast, and C.

Dean, of Chester, were recently sum-
moned for riding motor cycles between
Rhydtalog and Coed Talon at a speed
exceeding twenty miles an hour. P.C.
Hughes stated that the motor cyclists

were travelling at thirty-six miles an
hour. Cross-examined, he said, " I

guessed at the speed, and it's a good
guess, too.

'

' The officer made no attempt
to time the defendants, and made no
attempt to measure the road, conse-

^^^^t*<**>»t*»> ^'''

>

A Midland Meeting of Motor Cyclists.

The committee of the Birming-
ham M.C.C. are desirous of feel-

ing the opinion of other Midland
clubs on the subject of a general
meet on the lines of the Rich-
mond meet of Northern motor
cyclists. Club secretaries are requested
to write Mr. R. Vernon C. Brook,
trials hon. sec, Eastgate, Green Hill
Road, Moseley, as to whether they
would be prepared to join in a meeting
at, say, _ Stratford -on-Avon.

The Number ol Motor Cycles In Madras.

A correspondent tells us there are
about twenty-five motor cycles of all

sorts at present in Madras. Over there,
with the thermometer so high, motor
cycling is regarded as one of the
coolest pastimes.

ta'Jan Volunteer Motor Cyclists.

Following the example set her by
other European nations, Italy has
placed a law on the statute books for

creating a national corps of volunteer
cyclists, motor cyclists, and motorists.
The corps will be under the super-

vision of the Italian War Office.

FUTURE EVENTS.
June 5-8—M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN and

return for Schulte Cup Competition, and
Special Cup for Motor Bicyclists.

„ 8 (Whit-Monday)—St. Albans Motor Cycle Races.

,, 8—^Tunbridge Wells Motor Cycle Races.

,, 13—Essex Beagles Ten Miles Motor Cycle Handicap
at the Stadium.

,, 20—Entries close for M.C.C. Team Competition at

Daventry.

„ 20—Bamsley Victoria C.C. (Motor Section) Open
Hill-climb for Motor Cycles.

„ 24—London United Tramways Five Miles Tourist
Motor Cycle Handicap at the Stadium.

„ 27—M.C.C. INTER-TEAM TRIALS for " The Motor
Cycle " Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup.
Prospective Competitors : Motor . Cycling
Club, Coventry M.C., Great Yarmouth
M.C.C, Birmingham M.C.C, Lincolnshire
M.C.C, Liverpool M.C, North West London
M.C.C, and Sheffield and Hatlamshire
M.C.C.

,, A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.
.^

*

July 4—Essex M.C. Open 300 Miles Non-stop Run.
,, 6-7—A.C.F. Grand Prix Races for Cars.

„ 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

„ 14-15—M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles
Reliability Contest.

THE A.C.U. OPEN
HILL-CLIMB
(Illustrated).

A FIVE-CYLINDERED
ENGINE

- (niustrated).

Motor Cycle Club for Nottingham.

A few weeks ago it was pointed out
in these columns that Nottingham was
one of the few large towns in England
without a motor cycle club. An enthu-
siastic local rider noticed this para-
graph, set to work, and a motor cycle
club is now un fait accompli. See
announcement in our Club News pages.

A Fatal Collision.

It is with deep regret that we have
record the death of Mr. Harold

Clifton, a young Brighton solici-

tor, who, on the 23Td ult., was
aiding home at about 11.25 p.m.
when he came into collision with
a taxicab, and was thrown heavily
from his machine. His skull was
fractured and his arm broken,
and despite every attention he
died some hours later without re-

gaining consciousness. Mr. Clifton

vwas an ardent rider and origiii-

ator of the Brighton and District

il.C.C, and it is almost entirely

due to his energy and keenness
in motor cycling matters that the
club has attained its present
flourishing condition. His loss

will be greatly felt in Brighton,
where he was a universal
favourite.

to

»»»»»»»»
quently it is not surprising that the
Bench dismissed the summons.

"Tyred."

A Warning.

For frightening a horse and
making "undue noise," one of

the no silencer brigade was fined

at Greenwich last week. This
should be a warning to thought-

less motor cyclists who make use

of cut-outs in towns and villages.

The Race Meeting at Hanover.

Rain prevented the holding of

the motor cycle meeting arranged to

take place at the fast Hanover track

on the 24th ult., consequently the

organisers found themselves compelled
to postpone it' until Sunday last, all the

competitors having agreed to put in an
appearance on that occasion.

A Tip tor Anti-motor Policemen.

Policemen who are fond of spending
their time looking after motorists might
take the advice of James Evans, of

Haverfordwest, who a few days ago was
summoned for riding his bicycle along a
footpath. Evans wrote to the Bench to

say "he was sorry the police had
nothing else to do but to crouch beliind

a gate and waylay cyclists." Evans
added that the less said about the state

of the road the better, and he desired
to know whether bicycles or perambu-
lators took up most room. A fine of 6d.
was imposed 1
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Eleotrlo Timing over a Trap.

We are informed that the Rainford
County Police are about to work a trap
electrically on the Rainford Road, be-
tween St. Helens and Ormskirk.

Doctors' Opinions ol Motor Cycles.

" Motor Cycling for Health,"
feature commenced in our spring number,
waa unavoidably crowded out last week,
but the article will be continued in our
next issue as space permits.

Measured Stretches ol Road.

" CE 47 " writes that the police are

active between Hitchin, Baldock, and
Royston. A number of Cambridge
motor cyclists have been "had " there.

There is also a trap at Fenstanton, on
the road from Cambridge to Hunting-
don. The police hide behind a hedge in

the garden of a lodge on the right hand
side going from Cambridge.

The M.C.C. Team Competltloii.

With eight clubs intending to make a

bid for The Motor CycU fifty guinea
silver challenge cup on the 27th

inst., an interesting competition is

assured. We are glad several new
clubs will be among the participants.

Club secretaries are reminded that
entries definitely close on Saturday,
June 20th, a week prior to the date of

the trials. The competition will start

and finish at Daventry as last year, and
the course is 100 miles in length.

A Good Ride.

» One day last week Mr. Clifford

Wilson, of the York County M.C.C.,
Leeds, riding a 3^ h.p. Triumph, made
an attempt on the Leeds-London-Leeds
record, previously held by Mr. F.

Greenwood. A start was made from
Leeds at 2 a.m., and keeping well ahead
of his schedule time he went well until

near Doncaster, when he was delayed

for the opening of level crossing gates.

The same delay took place at Newark.
He was checked at Tuxford, Stamford,

Buckden, Biggleswade, Welwyn, Hat-
field, and Highgate. The previous best

was beaten by 57m.

A Teehnical Offence.

At the Kings Heath Police Court
last Wednesday J. E. Hall Wright,
solicitor, Moseley, was summoned for

driving a motor cycle with trailer

attached, to the rear of which the

number 2853 was painted in black

on a yellow cardboard. It was pointed

out by the prosecution that the card-

board was not sufficiently durable to

conform to the regulations. Had it

been wet weather the question was,
what would have become of the card-

board and the lettering. The regula-

tions specified that the letters should be

of white on a black plate—not a faint

black on a dirty cardboard. Mr. Hall
Wright contended that only a technical
offence had been committed. He had
been motor cycling since 1903, and had
never been summoned before. Both his
cycle numbers were white on a black
gi'ound. The Bench considered that a
technical offence had been committed,
and ordered defendant to pay the costs.

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

A record entry has been received for

this year's London-Edinburgh twenty-
four hours' run, which starts at ten
on Friday evening, the list totalling

132. The machines are comprised
of the following : 26 Triumph, 15
Vindec Special, 9 Rex, 4 Minerva, 4
Bat, 4 N.S.TJ., 3 Matchless, and 2 each

\WBkHPT'^'^BBflP^Bflfli
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Miss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. Rex) paying toll to

cross the Menai Bridge, in the Coventry M.C.
Twelve Hours' Run to Holyhead.

Brown, Jlotosacoche, Quadrant, etc.

The additional entries are given on

page 445. Seventy-six machines have

magnetos as compared with fifteen with
accumulators, one machine has both,

and two, dry batteries. Sixty-two

machines have single cylinders, thirty-

two two cylinders, and one four cylin-

ders. It is whispered that two-wheelers

are preparing for the Schulte Cup
systematically. Members from Essex have
practised tlie twe'.ity miles an hour gait

until they can ride on time with their

hands in their pockets and their eyes

shut. Now that the cars are debarred
from using speedometers, the bicycles

ought to have a fair sporting chance.

Competitors should remember the two
ten mile limits to which due regard
must be paid, viz., one at Colsterworth
(between Stamford and Grantham) and
one at Retford. Mr. S. H. Fry, in

sending us the entries, asks, "What
will it cost the JMotor Cycling Club if

all the 132 entrants get through and
claim a gold medal?"

To London-Edlnhurgh Competitors.

Mr. R. W. Moore, of Stamford,
advises ua that fresh stone is being laid

on the road 100 yards north of Caster-
ton. London-Edinburgh competitors
should make a mental note.

Start ol the London-Edinbnrgb Run.

The first of the motor bicyclists will

be started by Mr. S. F. Edge at 10
o'clock on Friday evening next, near
the Old Gatehouse at the top of

Highgate Hill. The remainder of the
competitors will be despatched at in-

tervals of thirty seconds. The motor
bicyclists number 97.

Another Birmingham Race Meeting.

Owing to the great success attend-
ing the Sport ami Play Cycle and
Motor Cycle Tournament at Aston on
the 23rd ult. , the promoters have de-

cided to hold another big meeting with
an even more attractive programme on
Saturday, July 4th.

The Sutton Bank Hill-cUmb.

The really wonderful success of Rex
machines at the A.C.U. open hill-climb
last Saturday cannot be overlooked.
In three classes they were first, and
also obtained places. Contrary to some
people's expectations, the winning
machines made very light work in-

deed of the 1 in 4 gradient.

winner of the Rolls Cup.

The winner of the Rolls Cup, pre-
sented by the Hon. C. S. Rolls to the
Cambridge University M.C.C, was de-
cided on a formula which included the
marks gained in a hxll-climbing com-
petition on Sharpenhoe Hill, see page
447, and a consumption and reliability

trial on May 23rd, is E. B. Dickson,
5 h.p. Vindec Special. The complete
results will be published next week.

Speed Trials at Fortmarnock.

The M. C.U.I. (Dublin Centre) held
some motor cycle speed trials at Fort-
marnock beach on Saturday last. The
results were as follows : Two miles
members' handicap, out and home
course, fifty yards pedalling allowed
at the start, and fifty yards at the
turning point.—1, C. E. Murphy, 3^
h.p. Triumph (84 by 86 mm.), 25s. ; 2,

S. Findlater, 3^ h.p. Jap (85 by 75
mm.), 30s.; 3, P. Hurse, Peugeot (75
by 75 mm.), 60s. Winner's time, 3m.
30|s. Twenty miles open handicap,
pedalling permitted (needless to say it

was not indulged in except at the turn-
ing points).—1. S. Findlater, 3^ h.p.

J.A.P., 36m. 29|s. ; 2, C. E. Murphy,
3A h.p. Triumph, 36m. 34s. ; 3, B.
Dunphy, 85 by 85 nun. J.A.P., 37m. ;

4, C. B. Franklin, 85 by 85 mm'.
J.A.P., 40m.

Intar-club meet of the Hull A.C.C. and Leeds M.C.C. at Poc'^lington, East YorksUre, on the 21th ult.

Ift
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THE A C.U. annual hill-climb held this 3'ear in

conjunction with the Newcastle and IDistrict

Motor Cycle Club took place on Saturday last

in glorious weather. The event, which had been
in everybody's mind since the holding of it was first

announced, was a great success and attracted a crovi'd

of enthusiastic spectators. The fact, that the com-
petition brought together the Northern, Southern, and
Midland men did much to promote good feeling in

every direction, and the officials of the A.C.U., the

Newcastle and District, the Scarborough and District,

and the Hull Motor Cycle Clubs all worked together

with a will. The police did excellent work, but for

both them and the numerous marshals the crowd proved

rather too much. They did all they could and worked
conscientiously and well, but the people seemed to be

incapable of realising the danger of remaining in the

middle of the road or on the wrong side of the danger-

ous corner. The hill has already been described and
illustrated in The Motor Cycle, (see issues May 13th •

and 27th), but a few further remarks about it may be

desirable. The shape of the course, especially near

and at the corner, is like—but, of course, much worse

than—^Fish Hill, Broadway, near Evesham. The
gradient on the trough is terrible (i in 3.96), but the

men had a fair chance at this, the chief difficulty being

to pick up speed after negotiating the corner (i in 6.10).

The condition of the road as regards surface has in no
way been exaggerated by our contributor, Mr. B. H.
Davies. It is fairly firm, but full of holes, due to rain

washing away the binding material of the road.

The Weighing In.

Most of the morning was spent by the officials in

weighing the machines and riders, and by the latter in

practising on the hill. The weighing was in charge of

Messrs. E. Hawkins, L. Bates, and H. G. Cove, who
were kept extremely busy. Mr. E. A. Greathed, who
marshalled the men at the start, did excellent work,

and got the first man smartly off the mark punctually

at 2 p.m., the advertised time. Mr. F. Straight took

the time at the foot of the hill, and Mr. A. G. Reynolds

at the summit.

In Class I. (for lightweight machines) there was only

one competitor, R. G. Bell (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), the

other, G. L. Fletcher, having been jun into by a motor

cyclist, who was taking no part in the competition,

during a practice spin. Bell travelled well till he got

to the corner, which is about halfway up the course,

and then had to dismount.

In Class II. (for machines with engines not exceed-

ing 82 mm. bore, minimum weight of rider 154 lbs.),

R. M. Brice (3.5^ h.p. Brown) made fastest time, o;

and F. Scriven (3^^ h.p. Rex) came next, 3%s. slower.

Of the rest, E. S. Myers (3^^ h.p. Triumph) fell at the

corner, H. Newey (3^^ h.p. L.M.C.) dismounted about

forty yards from the top, and S. W. Carty (3^^ h.p.

N.S.U.) fell at the corner.

In Class III. (for machines with engines not exceed-

ing 85 mm. bore, minimum weight of rider 154 lbs.)

J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) made the fastest time,

o; Brice came second, 3%s. slower; McMinnies (3^^

h.p. Triumph), \6y^s. ; and the rest as follows: G.

Lee Evans (3^ h.p. Rex), 2314s.; W. E. Grange

(3/^ h.p. Triumph), 353.; and Captain Sir R. K.

Arbuthnot, Bart., 5i%s. Grange dismounted near the

summit. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) lost some

ballast on his first ascent, then had another try and

did likewise, and so was disqualified. Newey again

dismounted near the finish. The following men took

the difficult corner in splendid form: Marshall, Brice,

and Sir R. K. Arbuthnot.

Class IV. (for twin-cylinder machines not exceed-

ing 7,6 mm. bore in each cylinder, minimum weight of

rider 154 lbs.).—^Godfrey (5 h.p. Rex) again proved

a winner, o (It was a field day for Rex machines) ; F.

Applebee, jun. (5 h.p. Rex), 4%s. slower; F. Apple-

bee, sen. (5 h.p. Rex), i8s.
; J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex),

i8i/,s. ; W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec), ip^/^s.
; J. F.

Mallett (6 h.p. N.S.U.), 28s.; and G. Raper (6 h.p.

N.S.U.), 36^5. Godfrey rode with great skill and

daring, and was heartily applauded. Scriven made
two ascents, as on the first occasion he took the wrong

road and did not pass the timekeeper. Wells was a

great favourite, and though he drove steadily round

the comer he made an excellent ascent. Mallett,

though a heavy rider, also did well.

Class V. (for machines with twin-cylinder engines

not exceeding 85 mm. bore in each cylinder), minimum
weight of rider 154 lbs.—Godfrey again carried off the

honours, o; and Applebee, jun., was again next- in

order, being pVsS- slower, while the rest figured as

follows: F. Scriven, i5%s; W. H. Wells, 2 s %s.

;

J. F. Mallett, 241^5.

Class VI. (open to entrants in all the above classes).

—'Godfrey and his twin Rex for the third time proved

to be invincible o, and Applebee, jun., also on a twin

Rex, was again second, being only 2^s. behind him,

while the following differences in seconds elapsed
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between the rest: J. Marshall {7,% h.p. Triumph),
5%s. ; T. H. Tessier (67 h.p. Bat), 5%s. ; W. H.
Wells (5 h.p. Vmdec), io%s. ; F. Scriven (5 h.p.

Rex), lis. j W. J. Newsome {^V^ h.p. Triumph),
14%,=.; F. Applebee, sen. (5 h.p. Rex), 19*^3.;
W. G. McMinnies (3^^ h.p. Triumph), 2o^s. ; G.
Lee Evans (3J4 h.p. Rex), 24s. Of the less fortunate

ones, Myers (3^ h.p. Triumph) failed near the finish,

and McMinnies came a cropper at the corner, while

Marshall, NeAvsome, and Lee Evans were much
applauded for their excellent riding.

Class VII. was confined to machines fitted with

change speed gears. The competitors were drawn up
on a gradient of about i in 18 to i in 20, and had

this class were as follows: G. Raper (6 h.p. N.S.U.,
N.S.U. gear) o, though he made a rather bad start;

C. A. Palmer (5 h.p. Roc, Roc gear), 31s. ; W. Milnes

(3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore), 41s.; W. Newman (4
h.p. Roc Roc gear), im. i%s. j F. W. Barnes (3^^
h.p. Zenette, Gradua gear), im. 345/^s. ; the Scott

stopped at the comer, and then restarted, im. 4%s.
The passenger class was only represented Dy two

competitors, of whom only one, R. Benson-Smith

(6 h.p. N.S.U. tricar, with Nala gear and belt drive),

made a successful ascent; time, 3m. 54%s.
Just as the last named competitor started a terrific

thunderstorm came on, and the rain fell in torrents.

Everyone agreed that the hill-climb was the nrost

successful which the A.C.U. has ever held.

Weighing competitors and machines at the hill toot.

0. C. Godlrey making the fastest ascent ot the day. He rode a 5 h.p. Bex.

to start from the saddle by engaging the gear. These
performances were most interesting, and served to

show how comfortably a properly equipped modern
motor bicycle may be started from standstill uphill

without any physical exertion. All complied with the

rule satisfactorily, but particularly good starts were
made by C. A. Palmer (5 h.p. Roc, Roc gear), A. A.
Scott (33^ h.p. twin-cylinder, water-cooled, chain-

driven, two-stroke Scott, Scott gear—an interesting

machine, of which we hope to hear more at an early

date), W.' Newman (4 h.p. Roc, Roc gear), and J.
Stuart Shaw (5 h.p. Phanomen, Nala gear), who got

away from the mark in excellent form. The results of

Scenes at the A.C.U. Open Hill-elimb at Sutton Banlt.

Resting before the start ot the competition.
A. Scott finishing in the variable gear class.

The following officials assisted in the organisation:
Judges, Messrs. R. Todd, E. M. P. Boileau, H. G.
Cove, and G. Todd. Chief marshals, Messrs. E. A.
Greathed, T. Straker, and J. W. G. Brooker.
Marshals, L. Rosenvinge, W. H. Outwin, and R. L.
Atkinson (Newcastle and District M.C.C.), V. Butters,
A. Willis, F. Boxhall, R. Alkester, and F. Green
(Hull). Clerks of the scales, E. Hawkins and E. L.
Bates (Newcastle). Stewards, Messrs. F. G. Robson,
C. Pugh, T. S. Webster, J. W. F. Tranmer, and F.
Pinkney (Scarborough). Valuable assistance was also
rendered by Mr. S. W. Carty (hon. sec. the Newcastle
and District Motor Cycle Club.)
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CLUB NEWS.
Western District M.C. (London).

Members of the above club are reminded of the reliability

lau to Salisbury and back on June 14th for the silver cup
given by the president. Intending competitors should send
at once to the sports secretary, C. Gould, 10, High Road,
Chiswick, for rules and regulations.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

There was a very representative meet at the Shades,
Spilsby, on Saturday, all districts being represented.

A hill-climb lias been arranged for Thursday week, the
11th, in the private park at Syston, near Grantham, Sir

John Tliorold liaving kindly given permission. There must
be no practising on the hill before the day.

To-night (Wednesday) the members meet at the Royal Oak,
Newark, and to-morrow (Thursday) at Southwell, at the

famous Saracen's- Head, when Mr. J. Arthur Mettham,
secretary of the Grantham Centre (an architect of repute),

will conduct the members over tlie Cathedral.
On Monday the reliability trial over two routes of 125

miles each t-akes place, and great interest is aroused in the

event.

Coventry M.C.

On Saturday last the above club held a twelve hours run
from Coventry to Holyhead, when twenty-six members were
sent off by Mr. H. W. Staner. the official starter, at 7 a.m.,

via Shrewsbury, Llangollen, and Meiiai Bridge. The follow-

ing motor cyclists successfully completed the run within

twelve hours, including stops for lunch and tea, and will be

awarded certificates: Miss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. R-ex), W.
Grew (3^ h.p. Triumph), G. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), C. J.

Hart (5 h.p. None)', R. G. Thomas (3-i h.p. Brown), C. S.

Burney (3i h.p. De Havilland), T. W. Drayton (3^ h.p

Coventry M.C. Run to Holyhead. Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Hathaway (3i h.p.

two-speed Triumph with Miilford sidecar) on the Isle ol Anglesey.

Triumph). C. W. Hathaway (3i h.p. Triumph with sidecar),

.\. Wright (3i h.p. Triumph), John V, Pugh (3i h.p. Lloyd),

A. B. Jejjson (3^ h.p. Triumph), R. T. Weallans (2,^ h.p.

Kover), Ii\d A. M. Startin (5 h.p. Riley tricar). Harold

Williamson (3^ h.p. Rex) experienced very hard luck with a

Ijunctured tyre quite early in the day, and although he

changed the air tube he again met with tyre troubles further

on. He reached Holyhead outside the schedule time. A
medal and two prizes will be awarded, when the results have

been calculated, to the conipetiturs who adhered closest to a

mean average speed of 19 ra.p.h. Fine weather favoured i\\v

event, and everything passed off successfully. Tlie majority

of the competitors returned the following day by various

routes. The thanks of the club are due to Mr. John V. Pugh,

who kindly placed his Laiichester car and driver at the dis-

posal of thi officials; also to all the checkers and assistants

and the timekeeper, Mr. li. J. Hardy.

Bradford M.C.C.

On the 24th ult. the long distance reliability trial for the
N.S.U. cup was held. The route selected was Bradford to

Keswick and back—a total distance of 192 miles. W. Milnes
(the holder of the N.S.U. cup 1907-8) was the first starter
and left the Central Garage at 8 a.m. prompt, the other com-
petitors following at Im. intervals. There were four surprise

checks en route, and the competition eventually proved to

be a victory for J. Marshall, who rode a 3j h.p. Rex, he
having lost the least number of marks of any competitor
(52). Punctures were the greatest source of trouble to the
competitors.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

A reliability non-stop run in comiection with this centre was
held on the 23rd ult. to Ballycastle, a distance of sixty-five

miles, and for the purpose of deciding the winner a hill-climb

under sealed handicap took place from Glendun Bridge for

three miles up the mountain, only those recording non-stop
runs being eligible to take part in this part of the com-
petition. A very satisfactory entry was received, and the
roads being in good condition the run proved most enjoyable.
The hill-climbing contest resulted as follows

:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

C. Montgomery (3 h.p. Rover) ...

S. J. M'Dowell (3 h.p. Triumph)
Dickson (3i3 h.p. Triumph) ...

Kane (3^ h.p. Triumph)
H. Maclean (3^ h.p. Triumph)
M'Allen (3 h.p. Rover)
T. Maclean (3i h.p. Triumph)

W. Wilson (2f h.p. Minerva)

Gross Nett
time. Handicap. time.

m. s. m. s. m. s.

6 Of scratch 6 0|
8 47 2 25 6 22
7 58| 1 30 6 28|
6 30 scratch 6 30
7 9i 30 6 39i
7 48i 30 7 184
9 49 2 30 7 19
8 24| 25 7 59|
8 4 scratch 8 4

)WS
1. M
2. H
3. L.

4. E.

5. H
6. H.

Starter, Mr. J. S. Garrett. Timekeepers, Messrs. R.
M'Lardy and Philip Patterson. Messrs. Chambers Motors,
Ltd., kindly placed a car at the disposal of the committee.

Harlesden C. and M.C.C.

This club had an impromptu speed -judging contest on the
23rd ult. The event was over eight miles—four out and four

back—the speed fixed being 16 m.p.h. The result was as

H. Millis (3i h.p. Whitley) . 29m. 46b.

J. M. Hughes (3i h.p. Brown) ... 30m. 29s.

L. Holmes (35 h.p. Minerva) ...
'

... 30m. 32s.

E. W. Bishop (2| h.p. De Dion) ... 29m. Os.

Boyer (2| h.p. Bat) 32m. 10s.

Lowe (4 h.p. twin Peugeot) ... 33m. Os.

In addition to the speed-judging contest and slow race pre-

viously arranged, it has been decided to hold a twelve hours
reliability trial. This event is down to take place on June
28th, and a medal will be given to each rider getting

through in the prescribed time,

The hon. secretary, Mr. E. W. Bishop, of 25, Bolton Road,
Harlesden, will be pleased to hear from any motor cyclist

desirous of joining the club.

>—•••--<

M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
In addition to the entries for the M.C.C. London to Edin-

burgh twenty-four hours run given on page 426 of our last

issue, the following have since been received, bringing the

total to 132

:

*H. P. Beasley (5 h.p. Rex), *A. Sharp (4i h.p. A.S.L.),

*J. 0. M. Dixon (3i h.p. Vindec Special), P. C. Campariole

(3^ h.p. ), G. Rowden (3i h.p. Bat), W. H. Bishop

(3i h.p. Vindec Special), *C. E. Woodger (5 h.p. Eland), H.
C. Harriott (3^ h.p. Triumph), H. Cowlin (3 h.p. Triumph),

A. Jelks (3 h.p. Chase), *J. Winslow (5 h.p. Rex), P. E.

Quick (3^ h.p. triuuipli), J. H. Brooks (3 h.p. Lincohi Elk),

S. H. Clay (4^ h.p. Minerva), *0. C. Godfrey (5 h.p. Rex)

J. H. H, ' - " " " ' -
TriumpI

Robiusun
P. Janson

(6 h.p. N.S.U.), H. Childe (3i h.p.

(3^-4 h.p. Bat), *A. Manning Lomax

(3i h.p. Triumph). F. G. Smith (3i h.p. Triumph), W. Adam
(3| h.p. Triumph), A. 0. Holmes (5 h.p. Crypto), G. E.

Purchase (3^ h.p. I'riumph), Wm. Pratt (3^ h.p. Phelon and

Mmre). C. Gordon Watson (2-| h.p. F.N.), and F. A. Hardy

(6 h.p. Panhard tricar).

'Entrants for Schulte cup competition and special cup for

motor bicyclists,
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Club Mens.

—

Wsltbamstow M.C.

The club held its first competition of the year on the 23rd

ult. in the shape of a reliability trial from Woodfdrd to New-
, port and back. Seven made non-stop runs on the outward
journey, and on the .eturn journey five finished to time.

Winners : F. W. AppJebee (5 h.p. Twin Eex), W. H. Apple-
be ^ (3i h.p. Eex Tricar), C. W. Lee (2| h.p. De Dion), A.

H. White (car), and J. W. Percival (6-8 h.p. Fafnir Tricar).

ThT Whitsun tour is 00 Great Yarmouth.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

New forms of competition have always been a strong point
with this club, and the latest consists of a series of team
trials being run off on the Calcutta Cup principle, the interest

in which is sustained over a period of a couple of months,
till the finals prove the survival of the fittest. The prelimi-

nary ties are run off over a course of fifty miles, from Gosforth
Wagonway to Newton-on-the-Moor and back. One mark is

awarded for each mile or part of a mile covered by eacli

competitor before he has a stop, at a maximum speed of 20

m.p.h. and not less tlian 15 m.p.h. As the teams are drawn
against each other in pairs, the teams scoring the most marks
in each ride go into the next round. Ten teams entered,

and the first round has now been run off, with the following
results :

Ridden Ttjesdat, Mat 19th, at 6 p.m.

Mr. L. Austin's team beat Mr. H. M. C. Bell's team.

IMarks
*

Marks
L. Austin (3| N.S.U.) ... 50 H. M. C. Bell (4 N.S.U.) 50
W. Parker (3i N.S.U) ... 50 J. Westmacott (4i Mi-
W. Dunn (3i Dene) 50 nerva) 50
S. Svendsen (4^ Minerva) J. N. Grey non-starter.

non-starter, I. Grey non-starter.

E. L.

150

Bates's team beat Mr. E.

100

Mr,

E. L. Bates (5^ N.S.U.) 50
D. M. Mallett (3-| N.S.U.) 50
E. B. Nicholson (3^ Ho-

bart) • 50
S. Hudson (3^ Hobart) ... 50

200

L. Atkinson's te<im.

L. Atkinson (3| N.S.U) 50
P. Ward
Thirlwell

(3|

(5i

N.S.U.'
N.S.U.'

50
29

129

Ridden Wednesday, May 20th, .4t 6 p.m.

Mr. W. Outwin's team beat Mr. J. F. Mallett's team.

W. Outwin (3i Triumph) 50
A. Fenwick (5 Vindec) ... 50
R. Wilson (4 N.S.U.) ... 50
F. 6. Wilson (2i Quad-

rant) 50

J. F. Mallett (6 N.S.U).
R. B. Smith (6 N.S.U.).
6. Raper (6 N.S.U.) ....

B. Dodds (4 N.S.U.) ....

. 50

. 50

. 50

.29

179

200

Mr. L. Rosenvinge's team beat Mr. V. Corbett's team.

L. Eosenvinge (3| N.S.U) 50
B. Bradford (6 Dene) ... 50
R. Embleton (3i N.S.U.) 50 J. Garbutt (3^ Fafnn
T. Thompson (3i N.S.U.) 50 J, H. Thompson (5^ Faf-

V. Corbett (5^ N.S.U.
J. Gilchrist (3 Kerry)

200

Ridden Tuesday, May 26th, at 6 p.m.

2

50
50

50

152

191

Mr. A. D. Nicholson's team beat Mr. S. W. Carty's team.

A. D. Nicholson (3i S. W. Carty (li N.S.U.) 50
Triumph) 50 G. Dryson (35 Triumph)... 50

J. J. Hall (3 Quadrant)... 50 E. Ellis (8 Minerva) ...... 50
T. W. Hall (3i Quadrant) 50 F. R. Jack (3 N.S.U.) ... 41

J. S. Tweddle {3-| N.S.U.) 48

198

As a consequence, the five teams mentioned in the left-hand

column go into the next round, which must be run off before

June 30th. Three teams will be left in the final, and each

of these teams must ride against the other two ; thus the

team gaining the greatest aggregate number of marks in these

two final runs will be declared the winner.

Mr. E. Hawkins, chairman of committee, acted as time-

keeper and judge, and several members of the club kindly

assisted as checkers and marshals on the route.

U7

The club will meet at the Royal British Hotel, Edinburgh,
on Sunday, the 7th inst.

An all-night reliability trial will be run from Barras Bridge,

Newcastle, to Edinburgh and back, by the coast road, on
Sunday, June 14th.

Cambridge UniversityJM.C.C.

The hill-climbing competition at Sharpenhoe for the Eolls

and Moreing cups resulted as under mentioned. It should

be noted that a reliability trial will also be held in order to

further determine the winner of the Rolls cup :

Bore Figure
Name Machine. and Time. of

stroke. merit.

C. H. Stephenson* (3^ h.p. Triumph) 82x86 50s. 21.51

N. W. Hutchinson (3^ h.p. Triumph) 82x86 51|s. 22.93

W. G. Ross (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 84x86 55-|s. 25.07

E. D. Dickson (5 h.p. Vindec) ... 75x76 47s. 23.91

J. M. Oakey (5 h.p. Vindec) 75x76 47s. 24.64

E. H. Lees (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 84x86 52|s. 25.51

F. M. F. Pilkington (3i h.p. Triumph) 84x86 57-ls. 25.76

C. L. Mere (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 84x86 54|s. 26.49

A. R. Yorke (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 82x86 61|s. 26.89

C. Wingate (6-7 h.p. Bat) 76x95 40-is. 27.71

F. P. Dickson (5 h.p. Vindec) ,.. 75x76 52is. 27.89

A. E. Murrey (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 84x86 63s. 28.27

B. Milburn (7-9 h.p. Bat) 85x95 39s. 31.27

E. H. Lees (7-9 h.p. Peugeot) ... 80x98 35s. 31.54

C. H. Stephenson (6-7 h.p. Bat) ... 76x95 50is. 34.74

V. F. M. niiver (5^ h.p. G.B.) ... 75x80 55fs. 35.46

E. G. Heyn (5^ h.p. Rex) 76x80 48s. 36.96

*Winner of the Moreing cup.

All the competitors machines were of 1907 or 1908 patterns.

Tlie M.C.C. London to Edinburgh Run.

The committee of the M.C.C. having decided to avoid
Durham on the way to Edinburgh, and so escape the tortuous

streets of the former city, it

is advisable to indicate to

competitors the official route
by means of a map, as, if

they are not thoroughly
conversant with the district,

it is very easy to take the
wrong turning. Mr. S. W.
Carty, who has drawn the
sketch map for Tlu Motor
Cycle, says ;

" Great care
should be used in passing
through Ferryhill and
descending the steep hill out
of same. The road then
runs straight to Sunderland
Bridge, where a very awk-
ward and dangerous descent
is met. This finishes on the
bridge over the River Wear.
After crossing the bridge,
turn right, then straight up
Farewell Hill, where bear
left at fork. Easy run then for one mile, where keep straight
on at cross roads, then a switchback run for nearly half k
mile, when turn right. Sharp ascent for three liundred yards
to Neville's Cross, then turn left. Easy road for one mile,
when turn left and almost immediately right. Bear right at

next fork, and straight on at cross roads. At Framwellgate
Moor Inn turn sharp left, and straight on by North Road to

Newcastle-on-Tyne. Competitors are advised to use great
caution on this road, as vehicles often swing sharply across
the road from byroads. It will be well patrolled with police,

and indicating arrows will be fixed by the members of the
Newcastle and District Motor Cycle Ciub."

To Newcastle

vmrreflga^ Moor

DURHAM

fSundeHan<^ Bridge
/^verH'ear ?=^\r^^ ToFerrvhill

DANOEROUS
DESCENT

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
On account of th > Whitsuntide HoIidayB, the next issue

of "The Motor Cycio" will b« published on Thurs-
day, Jure 11th, instead of Wednesday, June lOih-
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< lub News.—
Black Boy Motor and Athletic' Clut.

A club under the above name has just been formed, and
intending members can have full particulars by applying to

the hon. sec, M. Helsen, 27, Somerset Eoad, South Totten-
ham, N.

Nottingbam and District M.C.C.

The above. club was successfully inaugurated on Monday
of last week, thirty-three gentlemen interested responding to
the notice of the meeting. Mr. J. C. Scothern presided, sup-
ported by Mr. F. Straight, of the A.C.U. Mr. C. H. Spring,
who at present occupies the position as hon. secretary to the
N.C.U. (local centre), was elected hon. secretary, Mr. E. G.
Young captain, and Messrs. Holmes and Brough vice-captains,
with a committee of ten.

The Liverpool IM.C.

The result of the hill-climb held on Jlay 16th is as follows

:

Single-cylinder Class.—1, G. Hunter (3^ h.p. Fafnir) ; 2, H.
Brookes (3i h.p. Brown); 3, F. C. Jones (3i h.p. Rex).
Multi-cylinder Class.—1, G. Owens (5 h.p. Peugeot); 2, C.
A. Kendall (5 h.p. Rex); 3, H. Weedon (5 h.p. Waverley-
Peugeot). Passenger Class.—1, S. Granston (7 h.p. Waverley-
Jap); 2, F. M. Lee (6 h.p. Waverley-Jap) ; 3, H. Weedon
(5 h.p. Waverley-Peugeot).

Barnsley Victoria C.C. (Motor Section).

The motor cycle section has been presented with a chal-
lenge trophy, value twenty-five guineas, for annual open
competition in hill-climbing. This valuable trophy will be
held for a year by the rider who makes fastest time in the
club's annual open hill-climb. It will become the outright
property of the rider who wins it two years in succession or
three years in all. The trophy, which has been presented
by Mr. Henry Littlewood, of the Royal Hotel, Barnsley,
will be known as the Littlewood trophy, and the first com-
petition is fixed for June 20th, on Stainboro' Lowe, at 3 p.m.
There will be three classes, and gold and silver meda's will
be given for the first and second fastest times in each class,
the Littlewood trophy to be for the fastest time in any class.
Entry forms and full particulars may be obtained of Bernard
Siffken, Victoria Hotel, Barnsley.

Glasgow M.C.C.

11-climbuig contest on the 16th inst.

Weight
are as follows :

^^ILIB JUNE 3rd, igo8.

The results of the h

compiled on formula
Capacity x time x gear

Class A.—Single-cylinder engines not exceeding 80 80.

Competitor and machine. W eJEbt. Gear,
lbs.

Time
slower FiH.
ihan X of
fnsieyt m( rit

1.
M. S.

James Roberts (3^ h.p. N.S.U.) 349^ 5.17

Class B.—Single-cylinder engines exceeding 80
1. A. G. Bostock m h.p. Triumph) 359^ 4.55
2. R. A. McMillan (3i h.p. Ormonde) 357 4.4
3. John Miller (3 h.p. Kelecom) 275^ 4.5 ou

Also competed : William Hood (3i h.p. Triumph), P w
Edmondson (3i h.p. Rex), R. Barge (3i ,h.p. Minerva), Glen
Fulton (3i h.p. N.S.U.), J. S. Bryce (3i h.p. Quadrant), S
Young (3i h.p. Quadrant), and Wm. Hutchinson [Zi h.p
Minerva).

Class C.—Multi-cylinder engines.

Matthew (4^ h.p. F.N.) 352^ 5.93
Bostock (6 h.p. N.S.U.) 411i 4.

McMillan (4i h.p. F.N.) 394i 5.93 oc ,au
Also competed : William Deans (4^ h.p. Minerva), George

Hoggin (5 h.p. Vindec), H. H; Simpson (5 h.p. Vindec), and
James Ross (4 h.p. Kerry).
Machines having 24in. wheels were debited with the differ-

ence of gear between 24in. and 26in. wheels. The winner
in each class is awarded a gold medal.

E.

D.
C,

L.

F.

H.

1 46 610

80.

36 902
55 832
38 802

W.

25 852
X 811
59 796

The EasternLDistrlctlM.C.

On the 7th inst. a Whitsun tour commences in Essex and
Suffolk, and on the 14th .the run is to Great Canfield.

The president, Mr. F. Leverton-Harris, M.P., has kindly

promised a trophy for competition.
All communications in future are to be made to Mr. F. W.

James, 2, Benworth Street, Harley Street, Bow, E., London,
the new hon. sec.

Cardiff M.C.

Entries close to-morrow (Thursday) for the 200 miles run
from Cardiff to Newport, Usk, Raglan, Monmouth, Whit-
church, Ross, Peterston, Hereford, ivid Dinmore Hill,

Leominster, Ludlow, Craven Arms, to Church Stretton, and
return by same routes. The distance must be covered within
twelve hours, and competitors may choose their own day
for the trial. The award is a club gold medal.

Leeds M.C.C. and ,HuU A.C.C.

About forty members of the above clubs attended the inter-

club meet at Pocklingdon, East Yorkshire, on the 24th ult.

A hill-climbing competition resulted in a win for A. B.

Hughes (N.S.U.).

'

The trials secretary of the Leeds M.C.C. would be glad of

assistance from motor cyclists and others who will help in

At the start of the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre) reliabiUty

run to Ballycastle.

checking the competitors at the different points along the

route of their Leeds to Edinburgh run, which takes place on
June 13th next. Offers of assistance should be sent to Mr.
G. E. Tenuant, trials secretary, Leeds M.C.C, Beechville,

EUers Grove, Roundhay Road, Leeds. Entries for the above
event close to-day (Wednesday) at ten o'clock.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The first competition organised by the club was held at

the Long Hill, Sugar Loaf Mountain, Co. Wicklow, on May
23rd, under the most agreeable weather conditions. The
number of spectators was considerable, and the hill was'

practically devoid of traffic and the surface good. The winner
W

was decided on the formula and the results are as

CxTxG
follows :

Rider and machine.
R. H. Taaffe (5^ h.p. Triumph) ...

F. J. WaUver (5 h.p. Rex)

J. Browne (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. H. Mowlds (3 h.p. Royal Roebuck)
M. J. Chambers (2 h.p. Minerva)
H. MoUoy (2-1 h.p. F.N.)
J. Healy (3^ h.p. Rex)
V. A. Barton (3i h.p. Rex)

Position

on
formula

... 1

.. 7

.. 5

.. 3

.. 2

Time above
fastest man

as zero.

X
Om. 21s.

Om. 25is.

Om. 38|s.

Om. 51s.

Im. 12fs.
2m. 48^8.

3m. 49|s.

Dr. White was starter, and Mr. J. Keating timekeeper.

Club Hon. Secretaries, Reporting Hon. Secretaries, Press Photographers, and others would greatly
facilitate the publication of news iten\s and illustrations if they would make use of the special red
envelopes which " have been provided lor the transmission of news and photographs posted on
Saturdays. These special envelopes can be obtained on application to the Editor, " The Motor
Cycle," Coventry. Reports should be as terse as possible.
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THE

The car on two wheels"

built for comfort.

4 h.p. New Royal MUitary model, ball beariag enBine, with Roe Cluteli, hand ttartlnE, and
Roc speed gear, 48 g^uineEta.

QUICK DELIVERIES OF ABOVE STANDARD MODEL.
NOTE.—The ROO with U»e axle Is the key to «io future of motor oyeles. KOTE also the Doplex tsoki, tb» Doplex frame, the oomtortaUs low iMng

posltloii, the effloient sDenoer

—

^the ear Bhe design.

Telephone—5712.

^_^ROC MOTOR^CYCLrwOWCS, '"rlT'"'*
DaTtmonth Street.

,
BIRMINGHAM. these machines.

Telegrams

—

" Roc, Birmingham."

You remember the

result of that fellow's

front tyre puncturing,

don't you?

Whilst in hospital he's having his tyres filled with

You have to be told it's

not air.
,

Tyre bills reduced to a

minimum.
Touring pleasures doubled
Pumps and delays dis-

pensed with.

"I am bound to say I

should never have suspected
that the tyres were other
than pneumatics had I not
been told."

—Bystander

ELASTES

Telegrams: "Elastesque, London."

The best thing "Jin]" tyres.

THE ELASTES CO., LTD.,
79-80, York Street,

WEStMINSTEfi, LONDON, S.W.
Obtainable at all Dunlop Depots. Telephone 2173 Victoria.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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AT LAST!!!
A Perfect Non-skid.

This is the wearing This Is the Non-
part, SOLID RUBBER. Skid which holds

you up.

Correct in Theory.

Perfect in Practice.

MADE IN BEADED EDGE IN

Ifin., 2in., 2Jin., and 2Mn.

Send for full particulars of our special

offer to readers of "The Motor Cycle."

COVENTRY RUBBER CO., COVENTRY.

THE WARWICK (Car Style)

MOTOR CYCLE
is the IDEAL MACHINE for

Sidecar work. With the In-

ternal Expansion Clutch (Roc
licensed) and TWO SPEED
GEAR there is no difficulty in

starting under any circum-
stances. The long low frame
and spring forks ensure the
completest comfort. No hill is

too steep to negotiate with pas-

senger; the 4 h.p. BALL
BEARING ENGINE and Two-
speed Gear are equal to all

demands. LIVE BACK AXLE,
HAND STARTING, SIMMS-
BOSCH H.T. MAGNETO,
HEAVY DUNLOP or

CLINCHER TYRES.

;.:.v^-^^-o>-:^r^^-Wk^-^J^^^^;.^.V.y.jjyi^

DELIVtRY FROM STOCK.

PRICE 45 GUINEAS. SECOND-HAND MACHINES (any make) TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

EXISTING MACHINES FITTED WITH CLUTCH AND TWO-SPEED GEAR.

Send for pamphlet, "The Evolu*io» of the IVIotor Cycle: Culminating: " the WarTwicU."

See advrts. of "PREMIER" SEARCHLIGHT, "PREMIER" TUBULAR STANDS AND CARRIERS,

•'PREMIER" ROAD CLEARER, "PREMIER" ACCUMULATORS, etc., in Supplement of this issue.

The PREMIER MOTOR CO., Ltd., Aston Rd. and Dartmouth St.,iBIRMINGHAM.

In an tiering, eilher of Uixse advurtisKnixnts it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Ai l3tters shauld be addressad ts the Editor, " Ths Motor Cyolo," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Gudgeon Fin Fastemngs.

[3344.]—Like Messrs. B. H. Davies and W. Merritt, I

~lso have bad the pleasure (?) of paying for a new piston
which was smashed by an exhaust valve head. Possibly
others may be found who have ha^ a similar experience,
but I hope Mr. J. Hayton's scepticism will not be removed
by a practical demonstration on his own machine. One
could hardly wish one's worst enemy that misfortune.

P 2870.

Ordering Spares by Wire.

[3345.]—There are two sides to most questions, Mr. Editor.
Does payment with order invariably secure prompt attention ?

I fear not. Much as those motor cyclists who forget to pay
after order has been completed must be condemned, what
oif those firms who receive payment with order and then
leisurelv take their time to despatch a part urgently required?
I speak from experience. ALEXANDER ROGER.

[3345.]—The leaderette under the above heading certainly

deals with a question which we see with pleasure put before
the public. Every day we receive numbers of telegrams for

spare parts, and not in one instance in twenty does a remit-
tance accompany the wire. We are among those firms who
will soon be reluctantly compelled to insist upon payment
before despatch of the parts, required, which will natxirally

mean much inconvenience to customers, our reason being, of

course, the one mentioned in the leaderette. If customers
when purchasing their mounts would only leave a small
deposit for spare parts, the difficulty would be entirely solved,

and we hope that your readers will recognise the good sense

of your remarks. THE MOTO-REVE CO.

[3347.]

—

Re the leaderette under the above heading. In

compliance with the request of many customers, we have
opened accounts with persons for small spares for immediate
delivery of same.
We may add that the most we can accept is £2, and we

allow on all deposits 5% per annum, and execute orders

from the amount by wire or letter immediately.
We have sent out several small articles, amounting in

some cases to perhaps 10s. or 15s., to oblige our customers,

and, in some cases, have never received remittances, there-

fore we have been obliged to adopt this method in order to

desnatch goods immediately upon receipt of letter or wire.

MAUDE'S MOTOE MART.

Behaviour of Rubber Belts i.i V;et Wcatlier.

[3348.]

—

Re " Ixion's " comment in the last issue of The
Motor Cycle anent the slipping of rubber belts in wet weather.

Last winter I fitted a certain Jin. canvas and rubber belt to

my tricar, and though it had to contend with all sorts of

'vile samples oi this climate—rain and snow—that belt never

showed the slightest inclination to slip except when very

slack. This belt lasted over 1,000 miles.

The next one of the same make pulled well enough until

the least wet was encountered, when the free-wheel business

would begin, and all one could do was to watch the belt race

through the pulley, progress being out of the question. One
day I took off the belt and reversed it, when, behold ! it held

like a vice through two whole days of pouring rain. But that

belt came to an untimely end right there ; the rubber skinned

off in all directions, leaving the fabric bare. I ran about

400 miles with that belt. Since that time I have had pulley

skimmed out, and both pulley and belt rim are now of per-

fectly correct angle. Being unable to get a leather belt at

short notice, I fitted my old friend the canvas and rubber
again, feeling sure that with a correct pulley and new belt

my troubles would cease ; but alas for disappointed hopes

!

No sooner did I cross the freshly-watered tramlines, when
coming home after a 134 miles run, than the belt commenced
to slip as badly as ever. Comment is needless ; mine, at the

time, unprintable! AE241.

Unattached Riders.

[3349.]—I was pleased to see that at last the A.C.U. is

going to make some attempt to attach the non-club motor
cyclists in this coimtry, who number at least 40,000 men. I

am afraid, however, that it is too late in the field. Both
the M.U. and the C.T.C. have for some weeks been endeavour-

ing to attach us to their organisations. If, however, the

A.C.U. work hard and notify through your columns at once

that it is prepared to take non-attached motor cyclists as

associates at a fee of 5s. each, most of us who have been in

the past associated with the N.C.U. and the C.T.C. (of ten

and twenty years ago) will only be too glad to join an

organisation which is in being to devote its attention entirely

to the interests of motor cyclists as apart from pedal cyclists

or motor car owners.
CHARLES_S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.C.S.

[We regret to say that since the publication of the leaderette

referred to by Dr. Patterson we learn that the A.C.U.
Executive has gone no further than to refer this most impor-

tant matter to the Relations Sub-committee. This sub-com-

mittee has no power to do more than make suggestions,

and, from what we can hear, is not expected to de<il with

the question in a too energetic manner. In the meantime,

local organisations are ready to accept unattached riders as

associate members at 5s. per head ; only 2s. of that fee

goes to the A.C.U., so the local clubs ought soon to be on

a profit-making basis.

—

Ed.]

[3350.]—Since the A.C.U. has apparently no intention of

catering direct for the unattached rider, the letter from Mr.

Cove loses some of its points. At the same time, it is doubt-

ful to see what facilities the average rider stands to gain by

joining the A.C.U. over any local club. I should like to

point out my idea of the advantages of direct membership

outlined by Mr. Cove :

Advantages.
Free copy of B.A.C.

Journal (6d. to non-mem-
bers).

Right to carry A.C.U.
badge.

LTse of club rooms.

Ninety-nine per cent, of

the reading matter and ad-

vertisements appeal to car

owners only.

I have only seen one fitted,

and with the jumble of initial

letters I took it to be a per-

sonal monogram plate.

Useless to country and pro-

vincial members.

The A.C.U. has nothing to

nflter in home touring facili-

ti'^s such as reduction in hotel

bills. The motor cyclist

objects to pay car tariff.

An affiliated association in-

cludes this in its 5s. scheme.

It appears to me as if the club or association that offers

such facilities for a moderate subscription—say 5s.—will get

the chief support from unattached riders. D 1617.

Touring facilities.

Free legal advice.
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Dust Coats should Not be Too Long.

[3351.]—Having seen a great number of motor cyclists

wearing long dust coats of light but strong material, I at

last succumbed to the temptation and—to my sorrow—bought
one. This article nearly caused a bad accident, as may be
easily understood when I state that one side was suddenly
gripped by the back wheel near the hub, and slowly but
surely w'ound me off the machine, which incidentally was of

5 h.p., and undergoing a speed test. A word of warning to

those who may be possessors of such garments, or who are

anticipating the purchase of one, may be of use.

MISPLACED.

Courtesy at the Shows.

[3352.]—The subject, of courtesy at the shows has lately

figured largely in your Correspondence columns, and in a

recent issue " Briton " numbers among the discourteous some
of the firms advertising in your columns.

His remarks as applying to the majority are, 1 fear, only

too true, but at last one of our English firms deserves, I

think, to be mentioned as a brilliant exception. I rafer to

the Kex Motor Co. Some weeks ago I asked them to build

me a special machine, offering my present mount in part

payment. They agreed to put the work in hand at once,

ily specification included several variations from their

standard model, and I even wrote them once or twice to make
additions and alterations, but every letter of mine has been

answered with such prompt attention and courtesy, and this

during one of their busiest seasons, I feel my dealings with

them have been a pleasure. h: A. Y. HEATHOOTE.

Sidecars.

[3353.]—With reference to " Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists " now appearing in The Motor Cycle, I should be
much obliged if you would kindly publish my experience, as

I do not agree with one or two remarks on sidecars (No. 214)

and side-slip (No. 215). I have not had or felt the slightest

sign of a side-slip with my Castor wheel sidecar, and I have
given it some severe trials, as I have been out in all weathers
with light and also with heavy passengers, and have ridden

on roads which slope down towards the kerb a good deal on

days when roads were greasy. Mounting from the left side

comes quite natural after one or two rides. The rider should

see that the right-hand side pedal is at its lowest point

before he pushes off, and directly he finds the machine is

going all right he should step on to the pedal, and mount
the saddle. If the road is fairly level, or better still a
down gradient, one can mount and get comfortable before

the machine is started, as one or two turns of the pedals

will usually start the machine. My wife is over eleven and
myself thirteen stones, and we get about a good deal and
never have any trouble as to starting, etc. The machine is

a Sj h.p. Triumph, and the sidecar a Mills and Pulford. This
combination takes us up almost all the hills in this district

(Birmingham), and I seldom have to pedal to assist. I can
climb up Gorcott and Meriden hills in Warwickshire without
pedalling with a lightweight passenger, but with one over
nine and a half stones I generally have to assist slightly.

W. C. SMART.

Air-cooling.

[3354.]—Your correspondent "Scotia" is quite right

when he says that in the discussion under this head, and
under the subject of overheating, the principal question of

moment has been overlooked. I agree with him that the

air-cooled engine is very inefficient indeed when compared
with the water-cooled engine, according to any basis of com-
parison except those of weight and of cost.

To my mind the question is of absolutely prime importance
when we consider the real advancement of the whole motoi'

industry. Without the restrictions of weight and of cost

anyone can turn out a thoroughly reliable and comfortable
touring car, but when it comes to a question of producing a

vehicle that shall be reliable, cheap, light, and efiicient, the
whole energy of the most experienced engineer must be
brought to bear, and the most ideal production must be the
true lightweight motor bicycle capable of producing the

greatest horse-power per lb., whilst not forgetting the essen-

tials of comfort, reliability, and so forth.

It is a perfectly well-known fact that for given cylinder

dimensions the water-cooled engine gives far more power

than the air-cooled, and the reasons are not far to seek.

The degree of compression common enough in water-cooled
engines is far above that which is possible for air-cooled

engines. It is just because in a sense the air-cooled engine
"overheats" that a low compression must be used in order
to prevent pre-ignition. It is, further, just because the air-

cooled engine "overheats" that it cannot take in the cylin-

der as great a weight of fuel and air per stroke as a water-

cooled engine of the same dimensions.

It is well-known now that the temperature of the cylin

der walls which will yield maximum efficiency is far below

that of air-cooled engines as generally built and used.

I trust that I shall not be credited with any wish tr

decry the air-cooled engine in any other respect than maj_

S Mr. Reginald Samson with his 3^ h.p. L.M.C. Motor Bicycle. This

machine—fully equipped with luggage bag, two Rogers detachable air tubes

in pouch on handlebar, tin of carbide strapped to front forks, full kit of tools

and spares in metal tool case,—obtained a non-stop certificate in the last

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials. Stripped ol its touring eguipment, the same
machine made fastest time at the Birmingham M.C.C. hill climb at Hose
Hill on May 2nd.

be done with the object of developing something better, fc

the simplicity of its construction is, I believe, bound to kee

it as high in the estimation of users as it now stands, but ther

are ways in which improvement will be effected, and w
must all wish to see them in practical form as soon a

possible. The gap between inefficient air-cooling and pondei

ous water-cooling is far too wide, and we badly want a coir

promise. How is this to be brought about? Many of .u

have ideas, and most recognise their cash value at thei

true worth

—

nil. I have some hope that radiator system

may be carried out whereby the heat of the cylinder will b

transferred to the radiator proper through the medium
volatile liquids evaporated in the cylinder head, the vapour

cooled in the separate radiator, and the condensed liqui

falling back to the cylinder head. It is at any rate difficirl

to imagine anything much lighter and simpler as a coir

promise against water cooling by the usual cumbrous means

There is no novelty in the system, and it is far more likely t

be experimented upon by the makers of motor cycle engine

than by the makers of car engines, who really do nc

object to an extra 20 lbs. weight so long as it saves thei

the trouble of trying anything new.
"

J. H. LESTER, M.Sc, F.I.C..

>—•••—<
THE PRICE OF TRIUMPHS.

The Triumph Cycle Co, write us in reference tb advertis<

ments that have appeared from time to time in this jourui

offering Triumph motor cycles at less than catalogue price!

They ask us to draw the attention of the public to the fac

that a new Triumph motor bicycle embodying all the in

provements of the year cannot be bought under the catalogu

price, and a contract is entered into witlr all their agent

not to undercut.
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JJ
'• My machine, I

am p-lad to say, is

going b^autHuUy.
I never knew how
comfort and S; eed
could be com-
bined till I got
tbi-i machine from
you."

An owner

:

a
*' I must say I have

nothing but praise for

the machine. I have
had six machines dur-
ing the last few years,
buthave neverhad one
to come up to this. I

have just bad a week
round theWelsh moun-
tains and have ridden
them all with ease."

FRAME
and the SSPRIN'G FOSTKS still occupies its position ON TOP—the position to which it

is admitted to be fully entitled, by reason of its luxurious comtort, the comfort of a Pullman, and its

reliability, the reliability of a. locomotive. Why not send for our Illustrated List, free on request.

The BAT Motor Manufacturing Co., Penge, London, S.E.

J WINNERS L
USE THE

'
'WAXAWAXA. '

'

Speed tests call for a maximum of power, and for the right

direction of that power. The Watawata is so constructed

as to admit of no wastage, whilst its bull-dog tenacity

brings out the highest capabilities of your engine. The

winner of the Motor Cycle Handicap Plate at Brooklands

on May 9th, used a Watawata, his machine being of

only 2J h.p.

Write for lists, Dept. B,

O. & W. ORMEROD, LTD., ROCHDALE.
LONDON : W. B. BROOKE, 318, KING STREET, HAMMERSMITH.

answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Oyde.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns— Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the eass

of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen

insertions is charged as twelve.

All adver ise nents in this section should be

accompanied w'th remittance, and be addressed

to th? ofTicEs of " the Motor Cych," Coventry.

To ensure insertion lelters should be posted

in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the nuniber will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be

addressed, " No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle," Cov-
entry "

; or if " London " is added to the address, then

to the number given, c/o "The Motor Cycle," 20.

Tudor Street, E.C.

»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM, -m.

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-

selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-

posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parties are

advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the

arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a dec[si>in after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transaction? exceeding ^10 in

value,- a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. All deposit

matters are dealt with at Coventry', and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Iliffe and
Sons E-imited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who rer^y to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date

of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
HALIFAX.—Genuine Twin Eex, £22, guar-

anteed, spring forks, low built, goes
like a flash : £16 given for 1906 Eex, £13 for
1905 Eex. £11 10s. for 1904 Eex, or £10 10s. for
1903 Eex, in part payment.—Address below.

HALIFAX.—1908 Eex Featherweight, Duplex
frame, magneto, splendid climber, new

;

25 guineas; exchanges.

HALIFAX. — 1908 34 h.p. Magneto Tourist
Eex, new; why pay fancy prices? 35

guineas; exchanges.

HALIFAX.—1908 Triumph, magneto, all the
latest improvements ; delivery now ;

£48: exchanges.

HALIFAX.-Very fine 23 h.p. De Dion, ver-
tical engine, spray, new tyre and belt;

£11 103.

HALIFAX. — 453. deposit and six monthly
payments of 29s. 6d. stecures 2| h.p. Ex-

celsior. 3 hj), Humber. 2|" h.p. Minerva, 23
h.p. De Dion, 23 h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds,
23 h.p. Minerva. 3J h.p. Eex, 2i h.p. Aurora.
23 h.p. Kerry. 3 h.p. M.M.C. ; all guaranteed
running order.

HALIFAX.-Twin-cylinder magneto Vindec
Special, condition exceptiona.1 ; cheap,

£35; sprins forliB.

HALIFAX.—23 h.D. Phelon and Moore, two-
speeds, 26 wheels, carry heavyweight;

£27 ins.; any trial.

ALIFAX.—3 h.p. Humber, spray, lonp
bars, low saddle, well cared for, good

tyres; £10.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments. High-

grade machines purchased for spot cash.—
15, Westsrate., Halifax. Telephone. 766. Tele-
grams. Perfection.

H

Better be Sure
THAN Sorry."

If you consult the Prem'er Motor Agency
you are ALWAYS SURE of bavins; a fine

range of NEW and S E C N D-H AND
MACHINES to select from. You are sure,

alsD, of prompt and courteous treatment.

We handle the

TRIUMPH, REX, BAT, N.S.U.,

VINDEC SPECIAL, MOTOSACOCHE,

ROC, BROWN, etc.,

and can give prompt delivery.

THE WARWICK (Car Style)

MOTOR CYCLE
is some yea^s in front of ordinary
Motor-:ycIe design. Let u^ send you
our Pamphlet on "The Evolution of

the Motor Cycle." We have Warwicks
ready for delivery, and w 11 take your
old machine in part payment.

26

22

The following SECOND-HAND MACHINES are in
perfect running order, readv for the road, and have
the Premier Certiiicate of Fitness

:

REX, igoS, 3S- h.p. de Luxe, 2-speed gear,
magneto, accessories " . . . . £40

ROC, rgoS Military Model, clutch and 2-speed,
spring forks 40

ROC, s h.p., magneto, Roc clutch 32
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3^ h.p., magneto . . . . 35
N.S.U. Twin, 6 h.p., magneto, 2-speed gear,
splendid machine 35

REX DE LUXE. Roc clutch, soiled only . . 32
VINDEC SPECIAL, 3* h.p.. magneto, TruS-

ault forks, adjustable pullev 30
VINDEC SPECIAL, igo6, 5 h.p., Truffault. . 27
REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch and gear, per-

fect order
ZENITH BICAR, 4 h.p., Whittle belt, free

engine
MINERVA Twin, 4^ h.p., spring fork, abso-

lutely perfect
TWlN REX, 5 h.p., cantilever seat, grand

condition
N.S.U., 3* h.p., magneto, fine condition
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., spring forks, perfect.

.

ROC, magneto, Roc clutch, spring fork, good
condition

EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p
F.N., 2£- h.p., magneto
KERRY, 4it h.p.. Twin, 2-speed
QUADRANT, 3 h.p
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spring forks, Bioo saddle,

tyres like new
WHITLEY, 3i h.p . , .

.

jAP, 2ih.p
MINERVA, ij h.p., spring fork, good con-

dition

CHAMPION, 3 h.p., Trembler coil

REX TRICAR, faultless, running splendidly
STEVENS TRICAR,

,
two,}?^speeds, free

engine, wheel steering' . . . .

' 33

Others constantly arriving. Complete list free 'on
application.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.
Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate,

ID amp 9/6 \ List on
20 ,, . . . . 12/6 I application.

Send for pamphlets " On the Choice of a Motor Cycle,"
"Motor Cycles of 1908," "Everything for the Motor

Cyclist."

SEEOUROTHERADVERTISEMENTSINTHIS ISSUE.

PREMIER MOTOR AGENCY,

Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : 4310.

19 10
19
19

19 10
8
m
19
9 10

9 10
10
6

5 10
6

as

Telegrams : "Primus," B'ham

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAilFAX.—5i h.p. Minerva, spray, girder

forks, 26 by 2i Clincher A Won; heggins
at £15 10s.

Halifax:.—5J h.p. twin Bex, black finish,
enamel and tyres equal new, snmii';

forks,; £23.

HALIFAX.—34 h.p. 1906 Rex, spring forks,
low frame, foot brake, aluminium fin-

ish: £15.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Magneto Hex, spring
forks, Eex foot brake, cannot repeat

;

£13.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Bex, spray carburetter,
22in. frame, very powerful machine

;

£11 10s.

HALIFAX.—2 h.p. Beeston Humber, belt
drive, spring forks, good climber, light

and low ; £8 17s. 6d.

HALIFAX.—2i h.p. Calvert, vertical engine,
spray, 26 wheels, tyres good; bargain,

i,:) 9s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Lloyds, very fine. Pal-
mers, spray carburetter, footboards,

trembler coil; £9 10s.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Autoine, special frame.
Palmer tyres, really good mount; £16

10s.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Onaway, V en-
gine, spray, specially low. suit short

rider ; £22 10s. ; spring forks.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Alcyon, fine 26 by 2i
tyres, twin, spring forks, N.S.U., two-

speed gear, light and low; £23 10s.

HALIFAX'.—3i h.D. Simms. vertical engine,
magneto ignition, easy starter, re-

liable; £17 IDs.

HALIFAX.—21 h.D. Clyde, vertical engine,
magneto ignition, splendid condition :

£15 10s.

HALIFAX.^SJ h.p. F.N., special machine,
long bars, very low, first-class order:

£17 10s.

HALIFAX.—1 h.p. Antoiue, 25 wheels, low
frame, trembler, girder forks, very fine

mount; £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Fine 3J h.p. Rex. long bars, low
saddle, good climber; £11 10s.. bargain.

HALIFAX. — 5h h.p. 1907 Rex de Luxe.
twin tyre, Boc clutch, magneto,

spring forks; £27 IDs.; bargain.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Clarendon, vertical en-
gine, footboards, ball bearings to en-

gineshaft. 10 miles non-stop; £13 10s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Hobart. vertical, spray
carburetter, trembler call, splendid con-

dition ; £12 10s.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. 1906 Eex. spring forks,

low frame, foot brake, aluminium
finish; £15.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Excelsior, spray, trem-
bler coil. Clincher tyres, good condition,

suit sidecar ; £16 IQs:

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Hadley, 4i h.p.,

Calmon and Clinchers. 26 wheels,
special finish; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.—6 h.D. twin Antoine. 26 by 2i

tyres, B.O.M. ignition, guaranteed run-
ning order; £?2.

•

HALIFAX. — Lightweights, in going order,
25s. deposit and six monthly payments

of 22s. 6d. secures 2 h.p. Quadrant, 13 h.p.

Minerva, 2 h.p. Minerva. 2 h.p. Kelecom. 2

h.p. Quadrant. 2 h.p. Humber. 2 h.p. Uni-
versal, and 2 h.p. Princeps.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-

change, or extended payments. High-
grade machines purchased for spot cash.—
16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 765. Tele-

grams, Perfection.

WHITSUN. Bargain.-Brand new Zenith
Bicar, spring frame, motor bicycle de

luxe, starts with a handle, same way as a
car, 3> h.p. Fafnir engine, two-speed gear;
list price £52 10s.; being shop-soiled, will ac-

cept £40 cash; exceptional opportunity.—
Zenith Motors. Ltd., 119, Stroud Green Road.
Finsbury Park.

In anmre/'in/j any of these advertisements it in clesirnhle that yrm mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
INGEE Cycle, 2i h.p., for sale, good order;

£8.—15. St. Mary's Eoad, Peokham, S.E.

31 h.p. Ormonde, Antoine engine, com-
2 plete; £13. — Holt, Central Garage,

Heywood.

TEIUMPH, 1907, magneto, in first-cla,ss con-
dition throughout; £31.—Parker, Mel-

bourne, Derby.

TEIUMPHS, 1908 models in stock; best
prices allowed for second-hand ma-

chines.—Parker. Melbourne, Derby.

3 h.p. Quadrant, in good running order;
£12 123.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

Street. London.

23 h.p. Brown, complete, excellent condi-
4 tion. long handles; trial; £15.'— B.

Kemsley, Epping.

23 h.p. Werner, new condition, fast, very
4 reliable; any trial; £7 10s.—Mashbury

Mill. Chelmsford.

3i h.p. Peugeot. 80 by 98, torpedo tank,
2 Chater low frame; £21.—Wauchope's,

9. Shoe Lane, E.G.

EXCELSIOE, 34 h.p., guaranteed perfect;
any trial; £13 13s.—59, Church Street,

Stoke Newington.

1 Q07 Triumph Motor Cycle. 3J h.p.. good
±0 condition, all on; £30.—H. C. Marston,
Eock Ferry, Birkenhead.

2 h.p. P.N., in splendid condition; £10: also
1907 and 1908 magneto Triumphs. —

AU'it. Barker. Stokesley.

23. h.p. F.N., vertical engine, worth imme-
4 diate attention ; £14 lOs. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

23. h.p. Werner, grand little goer, very
4 light and low; only £8; don't lose it!

—479, Green Lanes. Harringay.

31 h.p. Excelsior; £12; in good condition,
2 Clincher t5;res, 26 by 2.—Logsdon, 6,

Nelson Eoad. Whitstable, Kent.

13. h.p. Lightweight Wolfe, condition abso-
4 lutely as new ; price £15. — Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. E.G.

21 h.p. J.A.P., inclined, Chater, Clincher
2 and non-skid; £12 lOs.—F. Durling, 69,

Skinner Street, Gillingham, Kent.

6 h.p. Lurquin and Goudert, twin, very
powerful; £15.—Wauchope'8. 9. Shoe

Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

31 h.p., Ormonde frame, Kelecom engine,
ar climb any hill; £10.-25, Charlotte

Street, Caledonian Eoad. London.

41 h.p. Motor Cycle, Longuemare ca.rbur-
2 etter, long wheelbase; £10; no oilers.

—84. Queen's Eoad, Peckham, London.

23. h.p. Minerva, splendid order, spring
4 forks, low frame, lamp, horn; £17.—

Moore. 27, Cnrzon Street, Long Eaton.

31 h.p. Quadrant, fast, powerful, splendid
2 condition, spares ; £20, bargain.—

Jones. 5, Tachbrook Eoad, Leamington.

23. h.p. Minerva, spring forks, low, fast, ab-
4 solutely reliable; excellent condition;

offers.-15, Atherton Eoad, Forest Gate.

4 h.p. Eoc, magneto. Military Model, free
engine, starting handle; £20.—Wau-

chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. Light Low Eex, good condition

;

4 bargain. £12 5s.. or exchange 2J h.p.
and cash.—28, Churchill Eoad. Hackney.

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand
motor cycles ycu can get them at Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

NEAELT New; £17 10s.; 3 h.p. Advance,
complete with every refinement ; expert

examination invited.—339, Brixton Eoad, S.W.

23. h.p. Chase, Zedel engine, Chater-Lea
4 frame, good running order; £15.

—

Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

Ol h.p. Brown, good running order, tyres
^2 (Dunlop) nearly new; £10, or reason-
able offer.—28, Howard Eoad, Walthamstow.

03. h.p. Minerva, vertical engine, M.O.V., a
^4 sterling machine; £14 10s. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London

TEIUMPH, 1906, 3 h.p.. lovely condition, new
tyre with non-skid ; any trial ; owner

bought 1908; 20 guineas.—Ill, Grove Lane,
Gamberwell.

23. h.p. Phcenix, with two-speed gear, excel-
4 lent machine, good on hills, etc.; £17

lOa.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
B.C.

KEEN AS MUSTARD
are our quotations. CASH, Credit, or Exchange.

C^ ^S a"d a 33 h.p. Rex, or decent 3* h.p. machine,
^St%9 secure a powerful TWIN REX, with spring
forks, suitable for sidecarriage.

TWIN-CYLINDER MACHINES.
6 h.p. TWIN REX, black finish £22
6 h.p. TWIN REX (1907), magneto 25
Sih.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, mag-

neto, twin tvres 27 10

Sih.p. REX DE LUXE, shop-soiled, Roc
dutch, maeneto, black finish 35

4 h.p. TWIN N.S.U., magneto, two speeds .. 26 10
6 h.p. TWIN N.S.U., magneto, 2Jin. tyres .. 23 10

Sih.p. TWIN VINDEC, macneto 29 10

5 h.p. TWIN BERCLEY (1907), like new .. 19 19

3i h.p. TWIN WERNER, spring forks, light 13 13

5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, smart 19 19

6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, low built 18 18

SINGLE-CYLINDER MACHINES.
4 h.p. ROC (1907), magneto, non-skid £28 10

4 h.p. ROt; (1907), magneto, free engine 27 10

34 h.p. TRIUMPH (1907), magneto 32 10

3* h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low built 19 19

2|h.p. REX LIGHTWEIGHT (1908), nearly

new 23 10

3i h.p. REX (1906), magneto, four-cylinder

F.N., magneto 19 19

4 h.p. ANTOINE, iV\.O.V., 26in. wheels 14 14

3i h.p. REX, 26in. wheels, 20in. frame 11 11

3ih.p. REX (1907), spring forks, 2.1-in. tyres 16 16

3* h.p. REX (1906), spring forks 15 15

sih.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels 12 12
3" h.p. ARIEL, iWO.V., 26in. wheels 10 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, IVl.O.V., magneto, vertical .. 11 11

3 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tyres .... 8 10

3ih.p. EXCELSIOR, very powerful 8 10

MACHINES WITH SIDECARS.

6 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, and new
£8 8s. Millford sidecar £25 10

5 h.p. TWIN KERRY, with new Millford

sidecar, climbs anything 25 10

NEW ANTOINf SET,

comprising frame built up with wheels, belt rim fitted,

handle-bar and seat-pillar, low built, 26in. wheels,

6 h.p. twin Antoine engine, mudguards, two cable

brakes, Jin. rubber belt. The lot £14 14s., beautifully

enamelled and plated.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
3 h.p. BRADBURY £10 2i h.p. MAGNETO ..£10

3J h.p. REX 10

2i h.p. CENTAUR .. 8

2 h.p. MINERVA .. 8

1.} h.p. MINERVA .. 6
2i h.p. JAP 7
2? h.p. ARIEL 8

3 h.p. HUMBER .. 10
3 h.p. CALVERT .. 9

2ih. p. MINERVA .. 9

2ih.p. REX 6

li h.p. QUADRANT 6

2ih.p. BUCKET 8

Push Cycles taken In part payment.

TRICARS.

4 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, phelon and Moore
two-speed gear, coach built ; . . . £18 10

4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame, two
speeds, wheel steering 18 10

4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, free engine .. 16 16

4 h.p. REX, free engine, speci.al engine 17 17

3*h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, light 9 10

S' h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 22 10

3i h.p. -WHITE & POPPE M.O.V., Kent
three-speed gear 16 16

MOTOR TRICYCLES.

2* h.p. BEESTON HUMBER, good tyres .. £6 10

3i h.p. AUTO MOTO, good order 415
Tricycle, less engine, two speeds, tyres 3

SIDE AND FORECARS.
STANDARD FOREGAR, side stays £5

PHCENIX TRIMO 6 10

Pair tricar wheels with tyres 2

Forecar basket and springs, roomy 110
MILLFORD Castor Wheel 5 10

BRITISH STANDARD, rigid 3 10

ENGINES.

New 6hp TWIN ANTOINE, complete £8 5

Ditto, nearly new 7 10

6 h.p AVON, W.C, up to date, M.O.V 8 5

5 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., nearly new, W.C. 8 5

2i h.p. NOBLE, M.O.V., vetrical 3 5

li h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD, carburetter,

tank, coil, ace, belt

li h.p. MINERVA, carburetter, tank, coil,

ace, belt, readv for attaching

4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V

3

2i h.p. NOBLE 2

5 h.p. TWIN, incomplete 110

Small engines taken in exchange.

High-class motor cycles wanted for cash.

H. BOOTH,
CORONET WORKS, WADE STREET,

1 Telephone 198Y. HALIFAX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSAGOCHE. new condition, spring

forks, Michelin motor cycle tyres;
great bargain, £20.—Alsford, Alma Eoad,
Bournemouth.

31 h.p. Minerva, fitted with Mabon freeen-
2 gine clutch, in excellent condition;

price £17 10s.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane,
E.G.

03. h.p. De Dion, Ghater-Lea, good order,
i^4 new tyres. Longuemare, long bars,
stand, carrier, horn; £14.-77, Crescent Lane.
Clapham Park.

31 h.p. 1908 Second-hand Triumph, de-
'2 Itvered January last, as new ; £39 10s.

—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street,
London.

3 h.p. Triumph, accnninJator, splendid con-
dition; exchange tricar, o.r sell £K^ iQs.

—W.. 18, Ferncliff Eoad, Sandriugha.'n .l?oau,
Oalston, Lcndon,

3 h.p. Fafnir, Ghater-Lea frame, non-skid
on back wheel, M.O.V.. in new condi-

tion; £19 15s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, E.G.

51 h.p. Twin Eex, good condition, very little
2 wear, splendid hiil-climber, tyres per-

fect, numerous spares; bargain, £15.—Saw-
yer, Lyme Eegis.

ANTOINE, 4 h.p.. 23in; frame. Clincher
tyres, spare leather non-skid, tools,

etc.; accept £18, or best offer.—Etesian, 2G6,

Bury New Eoad, Manchester.

51 h.p. Twin-cylinder Eex de Luxe, spring
2 back and front, magneto, free en-

gine, and two speeds ; £25.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane. E.G.

31 h.p. N.S.U.. two-speed gear, spare tjre.
2 magneto ignition, condition good;

£24, for quick sale.—^Carnforth Cycle and
Motor Co., Carnforth.

h.p. Vindec, 1907. Phelon and Moore two-
speed, Grose band on back, splendid

condition; £40. or nearest.—50, Council
Street, Stanley, Durham
i Q08 3^ h.p. Eex. tourist model, Bosch niag-
±Z! neto. delivered fortnight ago, acces-
sories; any trial; £30. — Box No .6, The
Motor Cycle Ofiaces, Coventry.

5 h.p. Twin Vindec Special, magneto, used
for trial purposes, B. and B. carbur-

etter; £25, sound bargain.—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, E.G.

1 QG8 Minerva, magneto. Continental tyres,
Xo lamp. horn, run 650 miles, as new;
going to sea; £30.—Pearson, Naval Motor
(jlub. Wickham Street, Portsmouth.

Ql h.p. Triumph, Clincher tyres, Longue-
i^2 mare carburetter, everything in per-
fect conditi'^n- ^-rgain, £13.-73, Church
Street, Gamberwell.

5 h.p. Peugeot. Chater, very low, Longue-
mare (H.), brass tank, two accumula-

tors (P. and E.), P.TJ. tyres, all as new ; £23.—
Smith, 8, Sebert Eoad, Forest Gate.

51 h.p. Magneto G.B.. very low frame, fit-

2 ted with a Zedel twin-cylinder en-
gine, also a sidecar to go with it: price £23
10s.—Wartchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

2 h.p. Light Fairy, twin-cylinder engine,
chain and belt drive, in excellent con-

dition, horizontal engine ; £15 153. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London,
E.G.

F.N., 2J h.p., late 1907 machine, magneto,
spring forks, perfect condition, only

wants seeing, price £22; also trailer for sale,
£2 10s.—Apply, G., 14, Errington Eoad, Pad-
dington.

Ql h.p. Pettgeot, in excellent condition, all
j^2 accessories; £12 10s.; push bicycle
taken if satisfactory: trial by appointment.
—C!alver, 20, Airedale Eoad. Wandsworth
Common.

4 h.p. Twin-cylinder Werner, with stand,
carrier, two spare valves, butt-ended

inner tube, acetylene lamp, horn, Watawata
belt, in excellent order,—Appl.>r to T.N.. 292,

High Holborn.

51 h.p. Eex de Luxe Model, 1907. magneto.
2 twin, wheel, perfect condition, not

ridden 200 miles, guaranteed ; £32 10s.—Ap-
nly. A'iihur Pratt. Decorator, Tottenham
Lane, Hornsey.

5 h.p. Twin Eex. two accumulators, trem-
bler coil, Stauley-Dermatine belt, spring

forks and seat, in fine running order; £22.
«" TT^jir o^^i^-r — '^'Hqnnon. 11, Oberstein Eoad.
Clapham Junction.

In answering any advertisement on this page it ts Oesirahle that you mention " The Motor Oycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
03 h.p. F.N.. Palmer cord tyres; cheap.—
^4 A., 24, Pulham Road, Locdon.

AT.S.U.. 3i h.p., good condition ; £18 lOs.—W.
1> H. Rudder. The Oaklands, Sutton Cold-
tield.

r.N. 13 h.p. Lightweight, magneto, spring
forks; £22 10s.—Grace. 19, Tamworth

Road, Croydon.

TRIUMPH. 2 h.p.. in excellent running
order; £12. or offers.—Farrer, Braith-

waite. Keswick.

MINERVA, 3J h.p.. perfect condition : great
sacrifice, about half price, £18 ; 11-

censed.-D. Kennedy. Hamilton.

O h.p. Clyde, magneto, handle-bar control,
O No. 6 Chater spring frame ; £10. — 33,

ICillyon Road, Clapham. London.

i)l h.p. Kerry, in perfect condition, ready
^2 for the read, has had-little wear; £13.

—C.H.W.. 28. Upper Clapton Road, N.E.

N.S.U.. 6 h.p., mag-neto. spring forks, as
new, spares; offers.—Marshall, 267,

Slade Eoad, Gravelly Hill. Birmingham.

BARGAIN.—23 h.p. Triumph, lisht, low,
very powerful ; £10 ; no crock. — Seen 24,

Broad Street, Golden Sfliiare, London, W.

Ojl h.p. Bruneau, light low machine, Stan-
j^2 ley belt, two accumulators; £12.

—

John Green, 6. Wynell Road, Forest Hill.

7 h.p. Twin Buohet. handle-bar control, B.
and B. carburetter, very fast, low

frame; price £23.-1, Lancaster Villas, Brigh-
ton.

ROC. Bosch magneto, 3J h.p., perfect con-
dition ; must sell by Saturday ; a great

bargain, £16 10s.---164, Mitcham Lane, Strea-
thara.

03. h.p.. Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, new ma-
^4z chine; low r"ice for quick sale.

—

Ayden Bros., 17, Bl.^isstock Road, Pinsbury
Park. N.

2 h.p. F.N.. new Palmer cord, foot brake,
perfect: £14; must sell; owner bought

Rover car.—Holden, Park Street. Barnolds-
wick. Yorks.

3 h.p. Trafalgar. Marconi coil. A Won, re-

inforced Bates tread, in good going
order: sacrifice £11 Us.—Sunderland, Sawtry.
Peterborough.

K-6 h.p. Four-cylinder P.N., new 1908. low
O frame model, not yet unpacked; must
be sold: £46.—Box No. 15. The Motor Cycle

OCEces, Coventry.

BENZ, 34 h.p.. capital order, two speeds
and Crypto gear, to climb any hill ; £12,

offers, cash, or good motor bike.—Spence,
tailor, Melksham.

31 h.p. Excelsior, only ridden 1,000 miles,
3 splendid condition, sond tyres; seen

and tried any time; £18.—E. Beard, Ground-
well Road, Swindon.

SCOTLAND.—Pour-cylinder F.N.. 4i h.p.,

Goodrich on back perfect condition,
splendid hill-climber; £25, exchange. — Dale,
Cleland, Lanarkshire.

-t Q03 6 h.p. Twin Jap. magneto, Matchless
JLy built. Dunlons, Chater-Lea sidecar,

not ridden 200 miles ; £40.—Hodgson, 77,

Mitcham Eoad, Tooting.

TRIUMPH. 3J h.p.. magneto, late 1907, little

ridden, condition as new. several snares,

lamp, etc.; £35. or nearest offer.—Fairfield,
Northumberland Eoa'd, Leamington.

t)l h.p. Phanomen, magneto, Peter-Union
•J 2 (front) and Duco nou-skid, very fine

machine; only wants seeing; a bargain.—
551, Seven Sisters Road, Tottenham.

O h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle; any trial;

O also 5 h.p. Humber tricar; trial; also
trailer, suitable for cycle or motor cycle.-
Apply, 67, Wellington Street. Woolwich.

"I
Q06 23 h.p. Brown, absolutely perfect,

JLc/ brand new condition throughout, per-
fectly reliable; real bargain, £16.—Stanton,
86, Colvestone Cres«ent. Dalston, London.

ABAEGAIN. — 23 h.p. De Dion P.,
everything new bar engine, very fast,

low built; first to see will buy; cash only,
£15.-9, Batsford Road, St. John's, Deptford,
S,E.

e>
h.p. Roc. 1907, lik'^ new, thoroughly over-

) hauled, enamelled; c^st .£64, sacrifice
.^30: accept lower powe^- -ind <'ash, Trip.mph,
De Dion preferred. — Brambledcne, Eaton,
Norwich.

NOW OR NEVER ! !

!

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE.
3i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N £23 10

5i h.p, REX DE LUXE, almost new .. 31

5i h.p, REX DE LUXE, good 29

5i h,p. REX DE LUXE, fine goer .... 26

3i h.p. REX, fine and Rood 18

4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto, and
Nala two speeds 82

2} h.p. ZED EL, long and low 14
24 h,p. MINERVA, good condition 9

5i h.p, REX DE LUXE, twin tyres.dutch 26

3ih.p. REX, 22' frame 11
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, verv low 22

51 h.p. Twin REX, lovely goer 20
4 h.p. AMOINE, magneto, 1907 22
3* h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, etc 15
3j h.p. 1905 REX, springforks, 26' wheels 13
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, lovely goer 25
3» h.p. EXCELSIOR, smart 10

2} h.p. R & P.. 26' wheels, vertical 10
3* h.p. AUTO-MOTOR, spray, vertical.. 10
3" h.p. NOBLE, spray, vertical 10
3 h.p. REX, vertical 10

2J h.p. HUMBER, spray, trembler 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray, smart 7 10
21 h.p. HUMBER, spray 9
2i h.p, REGAL, vertical, spray, 26" wheels 9

2i h.p. CYCLONE, sprav, vertical 7
2 ho. MINERVA, M.O.V., 26- wheels.. 9 9

3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O. v., vertical.... 12 10

2i h.p. SINGER, magneto ignition 10
Uh.p. MINERVA, good 5 10
2 h.p. ViTERNER. low, vertical 8 10

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Embodies ill

food points of other rubber belts without their

rawbacks. " A distinct improvement."
NOTE.—The prices are between 33% and 50%

less than other makes. Good rubber belts need
not be dear. Send cash for sample length on
approval. |" 9d., J" 1/-, i" 1/4, 1" 1/8 per foot.

Any length cut. Fasteners 6d. each.

CAUTir N.—Beware of infringements. Don't
be " landed "' in the Law Courti.

TRICARS.
5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £29
4i h.p, REXETTE, water cooled 26

SIDECARS.
Hnntenmerv, 26" £4 10 | Liberty, rigid . . 4 10
Ariel, flexible . . 4 |

Montgomery, flex, 4 10

Forecar Attachment, extra good tyres, £4 IDs.

ODD BARGAINS.
Spring Seat-pillar, 5/6; Twin Coil, 10/-;

Lycett's B Toolbag, 6/- ; Lycett's L72 Saddle,

6/9; Double-twist Horn, 4/8, large size, 6/-;
Motor Cycle Back Brake, 6/- ; Rex Free-wheel,

4/- ; Low-tension Mairneto, 30/- ; Osborne Free

Engine Clutch, 27/6 ;
Whittle Belt, S/6.

NEW TYRES FOR OLD.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26 X 2 24;- 9/6 28 X 2 25/- 10/-

26 X 2! 25/C 10,- 28 X 2i 27/3 10/6
26 X 2i 29/0 11/- 28 X 2J 29/9 11/3

3/- allowed for old covers, 2/- for old tubes.

Traders and Agents send for discounts.

LYCETT'S "LIGHTNING" STANDS.
Firm. Rigid. Strong.

For 24", 26", or 23' wheels. 4/9 per pair.

Sena lor Price List of Accessories. Pounds save.l.

WAN"»"ED.—Triumphs, Vindecs, N.S.U., or any
good 1907 or 1908 Machines. Cash waiting.

E. FAFSRAR,
Albion Works, Square Road, HAUIFAX.

Ne.Kt door to Square Churili.

) ORDER NOW, POST FREE.^
Ex'iaust Valves, " Non-Co'rosive" special 1

nukel alloy. 2/6. Piston Rings {lliree), 2,/3.

Roiiring and New Piston, 14/-. New
Cylinder, 27/-. Variable Pulley, 816. Gears
Cut. Rebushing. New Parts. Patent Fans.

I

Sjjrcng Fo l<s, fronl or rear. Rests, Silencers,
|

Gears, Magnetos, Plugs, E.I.C. 4/1. E.K. 2/1.

Ou/ list will aid you if in trouble.

THf MARCH "KANUF^CTURING (50.,,

68-72, CLIFFE ROAD, SHEFFIELD. '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., large flywheels, in low
Chater-Lea frame, 26 by 2i tyreB, in

e.'ccelleut running order. — Seen at Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

31 h.p. De Dion, Longuemare, non-skid
2 back, new front tyres, footboards,

guaranteed good going order ; £17, or best
offer.—Baker, 79. Penge Eoad, South Nor-
wood. London.

01 h.p. Humber Motor Cycle, spray, free
^4, engine, excellent condition, good
climber ; £8 10s., or exchange good twin en-
gine and carburetter. — Patterson. Church
Street, Baldock.

BAT, 21 h.p. De Dion, latest B. and B. car-
buretter, two Pfluger accumulators,

Brooks BlOO saddle, stand. lamp, tools, and
|

spares ; £13.—Hunter. 6? Woodside Green,
South Norwood.

KEEEY, Z\ h.p., splendid condition. Brown
and Barlow carburetter, Powell and

tlanmer gas lamp, all accessories; £13 10s.;
appointment. — F., 2, Caaella Eoad, New
Cross, London.

31 h.p. Minerya, Longuemare, Continental,
2 footrests, tyres new condition, two

accumulators, running order, £10; also 28 by
2 Clincher cover, new, 15s.—8, Leonard Place,
Kensinston, W.
Ol h.p. Brown, long handle-bars, foot-

2 boards, spring forks, foot brake, large
Brooks saddle on swan-neck pillar, running
order; £12 10s.—Geo. Holzapfel. Kutland
Lodge, Petersham.

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., two-speed, magneto, 24
by 2J tyres, siiare butted tube, foot-

boards, stand, la^np, tools, first-class condi-
tion, reliable; £29.—Garforth, Commercial
Street, Brighouse.

ANTOnSTB 4 h.p. Motor Bicycle, latest pat>
tern, quite new; an exceptional oppor-

tunity of securing a good new machine at
second-hand price; £21 lOs.-Crypto Co., 14,
Mortimer Street, W.

31 h.p. Minerya, 1907, magneto, spring
2 forks. Palmer cords, not ridden 300

miles, wh'^le machine as new, too fast for
owner; £28.—A. Eoberts, 291, Green Lanes,
Finsbury Park, London, N.

01-3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V., yery handsome
.^2 machine, low, fast, and reliable,
wonderful hill-climber; £12 10s. (Noble for
Lippets Hill in last week's Motor Cyde.—551,
Seven Sisters Eoad, Tottenham.

ABAEGAIN.-3i h.p. 1907 Phelon and
Moore, two speeds, free engine, a per-

fect machine. Clincher tyres, well cared for;
nearest chegne to £35 gets it.—Walton, 79,
Grange Eoad, West Hartlepool.

BEAND New L.M.C. 3i h.p. Motor Cycle, not
yet delivered from makers ; cost 45

guineas, will sacrifice for £38, as I cannot
take delivery.—Motor, 21, Laugbton Eoad,
Dinringtcn, Eotherham.

O h.p. Humber, chain driven, reouiresO slight repairs, bargain. £8; also 2 h.p.
Brown, in perfect running order, with all ac-
cessories, £6; seen after 7 p.m.—A. Phillips,
6, North Common Eoad, Ealing.

yINDBC Special, 5 h.p., light tourist trophy
model, in first-class condition and per-

fect running order, just overhauled by
makers and ready for Wliitsuntide ; £35.—
Owen Summers, 46, Cornhill, B.C.

CLEMENP-GAEEAED, two-spe^d gear, light
weight, take 20 stone any Sussex hill,

only run 1.000 mile.'^ : exchange for magneto,
or sell £14.—Doctor, No. L2,368, The Motor
Cyde Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

REX, 3^ h.p., in splendid condition, just re-
cently overhauled, fitted with foot-

boards, powerful belt rim brake, Stanley-
Dermatine belt, tyres in good order; £12.—
Apply, 349, West End Lane, Hampstead.

31 h.p. Bat, genuine De Dion engine, spring
4 frame, fitted with a Pit-all two-speed

gear, this is a perfect touring machine, and
will stop at nothing in hills; price £22 10s.-
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.G.

3 h.p. Durkopp, 1907, low machine, long
handle-bars, in splendid condition,

trembler coil, stand and carrier, separate;
can be seen any time ; absolute bargain, £1(
10s.—25. Lower Eichmond Eoad, Putney.

KEEEY Motor Cycle, 54 h.p., twin-cylinder,
spring forks and seat-pillar, excellent

running order, good reason for selling: £1^
14s., or near offer; can be seen any time.—

i

-rd 3, White Street, Moorgate Street Station
B.C.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor V'wle."
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lOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
,/rAUDE'S.—Al} the undermentioned motor
rX cycles arem guaranteed good cunning,
ad can be seen on the road at the address.

[lAUDE'S. — Zenith Bicar, two speeds.
rJ. handle starting, newly enamelled and
one up by the makers. Now. ye godfathers,
ow's this at £30.

AUDE'S.—Zenith Bicar, 4 h.D..
£21.

free en-

i/TAUDE'S.—Zenette, sprung frame, girder
Vi forks, free engine, 3 h.p. ; £24.

l/rAUDE'S.—Hex twin, 1907 model, new ?in.

V± WatawatLi, splendid condition; £22.

l/fAUDE'S.—6 h >:. .\.S.U.. 241n. wheels, ac-

rX cumulator u-raition, perfect; £24.

l/TAUDE'S-Eex, 1907 model
Deen overhauled; £18

22inl/TAUDE'S.-Eex. 3i h.;).

.VX speed gear; £13.

l/TAUDE'S.
-VJL etter.

a. h.p.. just

frame, two-

Ariel, 3 h.p,
vertical, 26iu
£15.

, B. and B. carbur-
wheels, very good

V/TAUDE'S. — Miperva. 3J h.p., vertical,
-VX IH.O.V.. spray oaiburetter; £17.

l/TAUDE'S.-Minerva,' oi h.p.. 26in wheels.

ondition

'S.
, _ .

IH.O.V.. spray oaiburetter; £17.

3rva,' oi h.p.. —
low built, winner of two hill-climbs,

318

t/TAUDB'S.-Minerva, 2| h.p.. vertical, new
jX tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-
lughly overhauled and re-enamelled; £12.

\/rAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical en-
LVX giue, spray, very p-.uod tyres; £11.

JV/TAUDE'S.-F.N., 23 h.p.. vertical, spray,
LVX 26in. wheels. Palmer tyres ; £11.

Eip, Zl h.p., IVhite and Poppe
engine, spring forks, sprung frame,

jrand new and perfect; £15.

MAUDE'S. — 23 h.p. Minerva, 1906 model,
26in. wheels; £15.

il/rAUDE'S.

-

M.A.UDE'S.—Eex, 50 guinea^model. non-skid
.to rear. Palmer front; £10 10s.

MAUDE'S.—Bat, 3» h.p.. Bat engine, Don-
guemare spray, with sidecar; £28, wlth-

3ut £23.

MAUDE'S.—Lloyds, 2 h.p., vertical engine,
footrests, spray, 26in. wheels ; a beauty.

£12.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva. 3J h.p., magneto,
spring forks, low-built. 26in. wheels:

£21.

TV/TAUDE'S.-Eex, 31 h.p., 1906 rnodel, good

cantilever

MAUt)E'S.—Zedel.
low built. 26in.

condition, standard ; £15 15s.

MAUDE'S.-Eex, twin. 6 h.p..
seat, 50 guinea model; £22.

2 h.p., vertical engine,
wheels, as new; £11; to

he recommended as a lightweight.

MAUDE'S.—Jap, Phoenix built, sood tyres;
£9.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 26in. wheels, low built,
spray carburetter, footboards; £14 14b.

MAUDE'S.-Noble, 26in. wheels, low built,
spray carburetter; £12.

AUDE'S.—Bayliss,
tyres ; £11.

Pafnir
1,

;£14, a bargain.

t
AUDE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p.. trembler coil,
chain drive, good running order ; £9.

AUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto. Singer
carburetter; £8.

T^/TAUDE'S.—45s. down and twenty - four
'-VX' weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 3i

h.p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Eex, 2 h.p. Humber, 23

hp. Humber, 2i h.p. Jap, or 2 h.p magneto
*mger. Delivery upon first payment.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street, Hali-
fax (behind the Victoria Hall) offer

without doubt the very best bargains in
motor cycles, all of which are guaranteed
in good running order before despatch.
Write us and let ug have your requirements,
and we will quote you best terms for ex-
change or cash. Nat. tel., 433.

M
MAUDE'S,

condition, 26in

3J h.p.. very good

3 h.p , vertical, lovely
wheels, and perfect;

A Startling Offer
If you wish for a motor cycle, and, prefer trying a

second-hand one first, we are prepared to allow

THE FULL PRICE PAID for any of these at the side

within TWO MONTHS, if sliU in reasonable condition,

in part payment for a new 190S model.

WHAT COULD BE FAIRER ?

MBNERVAS.
Let us quote you for new igo8 models. We can give

the finest possible terms for these machines, cash or

exchange. Any other make quoted upon request.

3i h.p. VINDEC £43 10

5 h.p. VINDEC 53

5 h.p. TOURIST 52
2} h.p. MINERVA 29
3i h.p. MINERVA 32
4i h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45
ij h.p. F.N 35
4ih.p. F.N 50
3i h.p. TRIUMPH 48
3} h.p. SILVER 39

3i h.p. BROWN 37
Any other makes gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
REX Triette, 6 h.p., twin £25
HUMBER Tricar, chain drive 15
HU.MBER, two spi?eds, water-cooled, chain-

driven, handle-starting 28

FORECARS, etc.
Nice Forecar, with front brakes £5
BAT Sidecar, good condition 4 10

ACCUMULATORS.
A genuine and cheap accumulator at last ! Guaranteed

twelve months. Genuine " RIP " accumulators.

Note particularly the prices ;

REX size, 3i X 2i X 5iin £0 12

ARIEL size, 4 x if x 6iin 12 6

MINERVA size, 4i x 2J x 6Jin. .
.

, 13 6

Try one on approval. ^ .ish returned if not perfectly

satisLictory.

ACCESSORIES.
Osborne Free Engine £1 '? ^

Salsbury Car HcidUghts, pair B

}in. Leather Belting, per foot (i

Lightweight Engine, li h.p. Werner 2

Twin Trembler Coil 12 t

Charging Plant (large) 4

Steering Wheel, dished 7 6

Plated Seat-pUlars 1

Trailer, with wicker box, new tyres, suit

tradesman 2

Variable Pulley, new, fit Rex 12 6

Footrests, fit '06 Rex 5

Footrests, fit N.S.U 5

Frame, with wheels 15

Vim Stands 6

Densmore Typewriter 5 '-.

Belt Rims, each S U

Two-speed Gear, fit Peugeot 4 10

Charging Battery 1 5

Peugeot Engine, 3J h.p. (new) 6

Lathe, 4in. centres, screw-cut'Ling ID

Front Spindles, with cones 1 C

B. and B. Carburetter : 1 n

Gas Engine and Dynamo 4 10

Bloo Saddles, and your old one 8 t

TUBES.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

26 x2m 6/- 28 X 2in 7 /-

26x2iin 7/- , 28x2iin 7/6

25x2iiD 8/- 28 X 2jm 8'-

Immediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.

M

26 X 2in 16/-

26 X 2|in 17/6,

26 X 2iin 21/6.

28 X 2in 17/-

28 X 2iin 18/-

28 X 2iin 22/.

"ALBANY" BELTING.

[in. 7d., Jin. 8d., Jin. 9(1., lin. lOd. per foot.

GOODRICH ALL-RUBBER NON-SKID.
26X2jin. cover, £2.

9/- allowed on your old cover in part payment.

Good high tension magneto motors wanted for spot cash.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
Powell Street,

HALIFAX.
National Telephone 433*

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Singer, late model, belt drive, high
tension magneto, Lon2:neinare, Xl'all

spring- forks, new back cover, front as new.
carrier, stand, horn, and bag; cost £60, ac-
cept £18 183.—A. Glew, 64, Aire Street, Go-ole.
Yorks.

(^ ENUINE Bargain.—3i h.p. Minerva, spring
T forks, spring seat-pillar, magneto, flrst-

cla&s condition, £18 10s.; bargain, li h.p. Be
Bion, good condition, Longuemare, comfort-
able motor, quick sale, £6 10s. — Element,
Eardisley.

EBINBUEGH.—Scottish readers, be sure not
tO' miss our grand show of motor cycles.

Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hall, Scottish
National Exhibition ; 16 different makes
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110.
Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

EBINBTJItGH Exhibition. Industrial Hall.
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition of

motor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
from May till October.—Alexander's Motor
Exchange, Lothian Koad.

EBINBURGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, Rexes,
Adlers, Moto Reves. Ariels, Zeniths,

ivtinervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U.. Ad-
vances. Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen
at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

MINERVA. 2 h.p., in perfect running order
throughout, engine nearly new, two

nowerful brakes, Palmer tyres, two accumu-
lators, spare valves and springs, etc.; only
wants seeing; £9; any time after 7.—P. Pal-
mer. 53, Highgate Hill. N.

6 h.p. Bat. Jap spring frame and forks,
special brakes, Jap lubricator, Auto-

clipse lamp, two new belts, studded tyres,
perfect condition, full kit tools and spares,
not done 2,000 miles; owaier bought car; £30.
—Humphrys, 6. Comberton Terrace. Kidder-
minster.

31 h.D. Quadrant. , 1906 pattern, but very
2 little used, and as new, enamel and

plating perfect, spring forks, tyres uu-
suratched, very fast, and splendid hill-

climber, with all spares, stand, etc.; price
£20. no offers.-G.G.. 34, Cambridge Place.
Paddiugton, W.
SPECIALLY Built 2| h.p. Minerva, new last

May, only run 500 miles. Clincher Al
tyres, everything in new condition and ab-
.^olutely perfect, fast, powerful, and a won-
derful hill-climber; sacrifice for £16, cost
£32; tricar wanted.—Hunter, 10, Hamilton
Street, Paisley.

FULL of all the good qualities necessary
to make a perfect motor cycle is the

four-cylinder F.N.. not a machine to go 90
miles an hour, and but goes comfort-
ably all the time, whether it be 4 or 40.—For
particulars, trials, etc., write F. Heath, Sal-
ford Priors.- Evesham.

MINERVA and Rex.—We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinces

for these machines, can deliver new ma-
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-
change, or gradual payments ; charged ac-
cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—Cookson
Bros., 511. Chester Road. Old Trafford.

£11.—Genuine 2i h.p. Be Bion Bouton (up-
right), Chater-Lea, recently rebushed.

and new piston, cylinder, belt, and Longue-
mare carburetter fitted. Main-Hilton stand,
excellent tyres, spare inner tube, 20 amp. ac-
cumulators, accessories; inspection by ap-
pointment.—Miller. 57. Tulse Hill. Brixton.

TRIUMPH, 2h h.p.. low seat, long handle-
bars, etc., just been thoroughly over-

hauled, fast, powerful. £16; Bradbury, with
sidecar, 3 h.o., Mabon clutch, etc.. in good
condition, complete. £16; sell separate; Wer-
ner lightweight. 1§ h.p.. low built, in good

i

nondition. £6 10s.—Burham Motor Works,
South Ealing, W., opposite Station.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex Forecar, Nala two-speed
gear, with starting handle, steel stud-

ded tyre back wheel, new tubes fitted to
front wheels, wickerwork forecarriage, buc-
ket seat (upholstered) for driver, just recent-
ly renovated, new Fuller Syntonic coil, new
pccumulator; £35; owner boiight car. — Ap-
ply 349. AVest End Lane, Hampstead,
i Qj8 5^ h.p. N.S-TJ. Twin-cylinder Motor
JLtJ Cycle, 22in. frame, 26in. wheels,
girder forks, with Matchless spring attach-
ment, Continental tyres, 2iin. magneto, ab-
solutely new and unsoiled with stand, also
lamp. horn, tools, etc.; list price £55. sell

for £4^, packed in crate, and despatched
same day ag ca<'h received.—W. Harrison, 5.

LincoHl Street, Haslingden

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirahle that you mention ** The Motor Cycle.*
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MOTOR BICYCLES BOB SALE.
TEIIIMPH 1908 Motor Cycle, new : £48.—Mor-

Tiss. 139. Finchley Eoad, N.W.

21 li.p. Werner, excellent condition, very
2 low: trial; £10.-52. Perry Hill, Cat-

ford.

31 h.p. Peugeot, nearly new : £18. — 158.
'2 Wanstead Park Avenue, Wanstead

Park.

31 h.p. 1907 Magneto TriumDh; offers.—At
'2 Waucliope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

London, B.C.

MINERVA. 3J h.p., as new. also leather
suit; £22.—Rogers, 5. Burlington Road,

Tottenham.
2i3. h.p. Kerry, vertical engine, perfect,
4 Chater-Lea frame; £10 10s.—31. Fisher's

Lane. Chiswick.

31 h.p. Excelsior, spray, trembler ; £12.
2 offer; after 7.—Digby, 66. Wolflngton

Road, West Norwood.
"< Q07 Brown, 3 h.p., as new; £20; second-
-Lc/ hand ladies' bicycles part payment.

—

Wilks, Crickhowell.

3 h.p. Chater-Lea, P.N., good tyres, gciiir;

order; £9 10s.—la, Prideswide P'-cl,
Kentish Town. N.W.
-I Q07 Sex, single-cylinder, as received ti-om
J.O makers; £20. — Shacklock, Manby
Street, Wolverhampton.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, guaranteed;
only £17 19s. 6d.—Garaged, Hardy's,

Carlton Street, Halifax.

6 h.p. Twin Zedel. very flmart. fast, prize
winner, splendid condition ; £19 10s.—98.

Pottemewton Lane. Leeds.

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., early 1907, tyres and
condition good; £24; no offers.—Long,

46, Upton Street, Gloucester.

3 h.p. Quadrant, splendid compression, long
bars, low saddle, Longuemare ; £10. —

63, Pine Road, Cricklewood.

REX 5-6 h.p. Cycle. Trlmo toreear. new
Whittle, four-speed gear; cash offers.—

Mawson, draper, Morecambe.

ARIEL. 2i h.p.. spray carburetter. Dun-
lops, spare covers, etc. ; 10 guineas.—

Hall, 139, Finchley Road, N.W.

£5 10s.—Minerva Lightweight, B.S.A., If h.p.,
fast, reliable ; any trial.—Hairdresser's,

59, Barking Road, Canning Town.

BAT, sprung frame, 23 h.p. De Dion, Clin-
chers, just been overhauled; £17 10s.

—

Johnson, 82, North Road, Brighton,
,

-J
Q08 Triumph, 3J h.p., all latest improve-

-LiJ ments, not run 200 miles, equal to
new; £43.—H. A. Hyde, Ormskirk, Lanes.

FOR Sale, Beeston Humber, 24 h.p.. good
running order, very fast; cheap. —

Letter, Tyrrill. 98, Rossiter Road, Balham.

23. h.p. De Dion (genuine), F.N. carburetter,
4 trembler, tyres good, running order;

£7 lOs,—Hart, 31, Vanguard Street, Depttord.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, splendid condition.
2 just been overhauled; £12 10s.; only

wants seeing.—E., 32, Crowhurst Road, Brix-
ton.

01 h.p. 35-guinea 1908 Magneto Rex, scajce-
>2 ly soiled, run about 400 miles; offers

Street, Longwanted.—Moore, 27. Curzon
Eaton.

13 h.p. Minerva, splendid goer, ready for
ft road, new belt, etc., good driver ; sac-

rifice £5.—Millican, Holm Hill, Dalston,
Cumberland.

Q3-3 h.p. Humber, two accumulators, only
^i ridden 300 miles, perfect; £14; cash
wanted.—Catt, 379, London Road, St. Leon-
ard's-on-Sea.

23. h.p. M.M.C. Motor Cycle, wipe, trembler,
4 rubber belt, exceptionally good ma-

chine: £14.—B. D. Piatt, Woolsthorpe Bel-
voir, Grantham.

3 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, F.N., torpedo
tank, two accumulators, plating and

enamel not scratched; £18.-1. Osborne Eoad,
Giilingham, Kent.

TWO 3 h.p. numbers and Sidecar for sale,
cheap; what offers.'—Apply. The Mo-

"ir Repair and Supply Co., 107, Bridge Eoad.
Hammersmith, W.

"I
Q07 5 h.p. Twin, magneto. Rex cantilever
±0 seat, spring forks, not run 500 miles,
absolutely reliable, as new ; £29. — Butter-
worth, Pocklingtoa.

HELP
YOURSELVES.
CsLSh, Credit, or Exchsins'e.

Send your requirements and we will try to

accommodate you.

1908 3i h.p. TRIUMPH (new) . . £43

1908 2i h.p. REX (new) 26 5

1908 3i h.p. REX Tourisi (new) . . 36 15'

1908 31 h.p. REX DE LUXjJ (new) 47 5

190s 5" h.p. REX Tourist (ne>v) . . 42

1908 5 h.p. REX DELUXE (new) 52 10

19O8 3j h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 42

1908 Sih.p. N.S.U.,mae:neto (new) 52

1908 N.S.U. Lig:htwei"ht (new) . . 34 in

6 h.p. Twin ANIOINE, R.O.M. 23

3.^ h.p. Magneto REX 18 10

3J h.p. REX, spray, 21 J frame 11 10

3J h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10

5* h.p. Twin REX, black finish . . 23

Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10

2| h.p. PHELON AND MOORE 27 10

Twin REX, blacic finisli, as new . . 23

6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 22 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2i Clinchers 16 10

3 h.p. BAT, like new, two speeds 20

3i h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2j- Palmers 17 10

6 h.p. 1907 Twin REX, nearly new 23

6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, nearly new 22

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON 23 10

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

4i h.p. Twin HADLEY, lona; & low 17 10

5| h.p. Twin REX, 2i Peter Unions 22

3I h.p. REX, 1906, 2j tyres, extra

good 16 5

3i h.p. 19O6 REX, spring forks 15 10

31 h.p. MINERVA, spring forks 17 10

3i h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10

3i h.p. MINERVA, 26 x 2i Clinchers 16 10
3" h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26 X 2i P.almers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2i Palmers 13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE. spring forks . . 16

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

4 h.p. ANTOINE, Palmers 16 10

3j h.p. BROWN, footboards 15

4 h.p. JAP, 1907, Chater Lea 24

2i h.p. CLEMENT, very low 11

If h.p. SIMMS 7

If h.p. SIMMS, magneto 7

If h.p. MINERVA 5 15

TRICARS.

5J h.p. REXETTE, W.C. 2 speeds 85

8-10 h.p. REXETTE, W.C 47 n
5^ h.p. QUADRANT, 2 speeds . . 35

CARS.

9 h.p. FAFNIR, tonneau £57 10

8 h.p. ARGYLL, two seater .... 57 10

10-12 h.p. BRUSH, tonneau .... 70

Genuine Calmon Covers with non-slipoinj

tread.—26 x 2, 14/3 ; 2S x 2, 15/9 ;

28x2^,16/9; 28x2i, 20/6.

MOUIPMY MOUNTS.
H.^HFAX.—45s. deposit and six monthly pay-

ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2} h.p. Excelsior, 2', h.p.

Humber, 3 h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Llovds, 2:; h.p.

Minerva, 3 h.p. Auto-motnr, 3J h.p. Rex, 2j h.p.

Aurora. 2! h.p. Minerva, spr.iy, 3 h.p. M.M.C.
;

all

guaranteed running order.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE. HALIFAX.

Telephone 766, Telesrams, " Perfection."

High-class Machines wanted for spot cash-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
STOCKPORT. - 5 h.p. 1907 Tindec. magne

Kempshall 2J non-skid tyres, Truffai
forks, just been thoroughly tested;
guineas.

ST00KP0ET.-4 h.p. 1907 twin N.S.XJ., mi
neto, two speeds, free engine; 28 guinej

ST0CKP0ET.-2i h.p. lightweight, almt
new. 26 by 21 Clinchers, new, spleud

climber, low built ; £12.

STOCKPOET,—2 h.p, Minerva, 2i Clinchei
almcst new, in splendid running orde

£8.

STOCKPOET. — Come and try a Midget 1
car, from £31 ;

" the motor cycle bu
like a car." Great comfort, protection fro
mud. cleaned in two minutes, in short " T.
all-weather Mount": easy payments and*
changes. — Lund and Davies, Heaton Lat
Stockport.

^./flNEEVA, 2J h.p., develops quite 2i h.j
iJi'-i. tyres good. Watawata; for quick sal
trial: £11, or offer.—Wootten, 84. "V^Tiippe
dell Eoad, Watford.

JAP, Eover lightweight, 2i h.p., low, rac
new belt. Price's stands, good cont

tion throughout: £13, or near offer.—36, Ci
ter Street, Walworth.

23. h.p. Minerva, Chater, Palmers, Bl
4 Watawata, two accumulators, goi

order; £10, offer.—Cycle Shop, The Para<
Loughborough Junction.

VnSTDEC Special, 5 h.p., magneto, Truffau
new August, 1907, perfect conditio

offers, or exchange Triumph, 1908 preterrt—" Oreston," Sidcup. Kent.

GENTJESTE Licensed De Dion, 4i h.p., M'
liner body, seats two, in good vv

ning order and condition; £25.—Shackloc
Manby Street, Wolverhampton.

TEIUMPH. 3 h.p., perfect running ord.
splendid hill-climber : price, comph

with lamp, horn, and tools, £22.—Newnha
223, Hammersmith Eoad, London.

23. h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., Chater-Lea fran
4 long handle-bars, cUmb anythit

practically new; first £10 secures.-Motori
63, Nimrod Eoad, Streatham Park.

SCOTLAND.—4i h.p. Pour-cylinder F.:
1907. perfect condition, winner of fo

nrizes ; £37.—Colin Macmillan, Corstorphi
Hill- House. Murrayfleld, Edinburgh.

13. h.p. F.N. Lightweight, nearly new, p-
4 feet condition, all accessories, spari

numbers; £27; want powerful twin.—Pn
man, 11, West View. Highgate Hill, N.

£8.-23 h.p. Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea, exc
lent running order, also 2J h.p. Hu

ber, only wants seeing; £8: any day aft
six.—Edwards, Churchfield Eoad, Acton, ^

31 h.p. 1907 Minerva, masneto ignitio
'2 sprin.g forks, sprin.g footrests. co

dition absolutely like new; £24.—At Wa
chope's. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Londc

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, Brown engine, Chatt
2 Lea fittings, A Won Clincher tyr^

Puller coil, nearly new; £16.—J. Baker, li

Skidmore Street, Harford Street, Mile End,

QUADEANT, 3i h.p., 1906-07 pattern, co
dition as new, not ridden 500 miles, t

gether with about £5 accessories : price £;
—Particulars, "Owner," York Villa. Ca
shalton.

03. h.p. Simms engine, magneto ignitio
.i-4 Palmers, little worn Chater-Le
Stanley belt, new. piston, pulley, fast; £
10s., or near offer. — 18, 2'he Motor Cyt
Oiflces, Coventry.

01 h.p. Globe, perfect condition, vertic;
«^2 variable pulley, long bars, two bell
accmaulators, three brakes, Longueman
no Dostcards; £10, "or offer.—Mr. Tomli
Portmore, Lymington.

MODEL de Luxe 5J h.p. Twin Eex. E.
clutch, twin wheel, magneto, new Pe

ruary, not done 200 miles, with or withoi
Montgomery sidecar ; £35.—W.H.,- 54, Terrc
nus E'>ad, Eastbourne.

ROYAL ENFIELD-MINEEVA, 3i h.p.. Pa
mer tyres, two 20 amp. accumulator

clean, good condition, spares, registerec
bargain ; seen and tried.—Harper, 8, Folk
stone Eoad, Edmonton.

31 h.p. Excelsior, condition new, Clinchi
4 Al tyres Vapp spray carburetter. '.

and M. coil and contact breaker ; used ft

trials only; faultless;. £16, no offers.—Ho'
royd, Clarence Street, Bradford.

In answering any of these advertisements it rs cresiraUe that you mention " The Mot(fr Cycle.
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AOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LONDON Rex Agency.—Complete and re-

presentatiTe stock of all models on
ihow.—Store Street. W.C.

LONDON Rex Agency offer all Rex models
on advantageous terms, cash, gradual

md exchange.

LONDON Rftx Agency.—Lightweights ready
for the road; 25 guineas.

LONDON Rex Agency having special con-
tracts, can supply immediately.—Hor-

ler's. Store Street.

LONDON Rex Agency quote per return ex-
changes ; give particulars old machines.

LONDON Rex Agency.—Second-hand ma-
chines, all makes; special clearance.

r ONDON Rex Agency. — Second-hand ma-
U chines; special clearance; bargains;
ist on application.

r ONDON Rex Agency.—W. ^ Hayes, by
Li special arrangement with the Rex Co.,
as now resumed control of this department.
-Horner's, Store Street.
" ONDON Rex Agency.—Don't forget the
J official Rex Agency by special agree-
lent. is Horner's, Store Street.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Ring up Hayes,
J 13456 Central.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Only Agents who
J will by contract have a model of each
ind of bicycle ready for delivery.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Appointmentsi at all
J times promptly attended to. Notify
3quirements.

ONDON Rex Agency.-Special facilities for
J accepting gradual payments.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Special facilities
J tor arranging Immediate exchanges.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Note ! By purohas-
J ing from us you save carriage from
Dventry.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Large stock always
J on hand for immediate delivery.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Trial runs ar-
J ranged at any time ; machines tuned up
jfore delivery.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Sijecial show of
J machines for "Wliitsuntide.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Special show of
J machines for Whitsuntide. Tel. 13,456
sntral

.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Special show of
J machines for WhitGuntide.—Homer's,
;ore Street. W.C.

ONDON Rex Agency.—The largest Motor
J Cycle Exchange in London.

; ONDON Rex Agency.—The reason why
J repeat orders come to us. Strict atten-
on to details before delivery.

ONDON Rex Agency. — Featherweights,
J 25 guineas, magneto Rex. — Horner's,
>ore Street.

ONDON Eex Agency.—3i h.p. tourist mag-
J neto, ball-bearing engines; 38 guineas.
13,456 Central.

ONDON Eex Agency.—5 h.p. twin-tourist;
J 40 guineas. Exchanges on this model.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Eex 3i h.p. Die
J Luxe,, ready for immediate delivery.

ONDON Eex Agency.—5 h.p. De Luxe, two-
J speed gear. Perfection for sidecar
ork.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Litette and all
J models can be supplied on gradual
rms.

ONDON Rex Agency.—T'ill up coupon on
J full page Rex advertisement and return
us for quotation.—Rex, Store Street.

ONDON Rex Agency.—See full-page ad-
J vertisements within this i^sue for all
odels now on show at Store .Street.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Read full page ad-
J vertisements for general particulars.
3t our quotations.

ONDON Eex Agency.—To save time, Lon-
J doners please communicate with us
rect.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Easily accessible
J from all parts. All models on show.

ONDON Rex Agency.—Hayes always in
J attendance.

ONDON Eex Agency.—Exchanges whil
i you wait.

REQUIRED I

SECOND-HAND

MOTORCYCLES
TRrCARS, LIGHT CARS, in payment

or part payment

For 1908 New Models
in Motor Cycles, as

TRIUMPHS,
VINDECS,
MINERVAS,
CUADRANTS,
F.N.'s,

MOTOSACOCHE,
MOTO-REVE,

N.S.U.,

BROWNS,
ROCS,
MINERVAS,
BATS,
ARIELS,

etc.

The foUowincr bargains in Second-hand Mr?tor

are offered subject to being unsold. First

secures.

2} h.p. DE DION BAT, two speeds, sprung
back and front

2} h.p. CHASE, Z.L. engine
4th.p.TWIN MINERVA
3" h.p. FAFNIR, C.L. frame
1}h.p. F.N., magneto, lightweiglit, 1907

ii h.p. N.S.U., magneto
lih.p. WOLF, light-weight, looS model ..

3Jh.p. MINERVA, free engine

3ih.p. YIN DEC, two sreeds
4 h.p. STEVENS, low frame

2J h.p. F.N., Chater-Lea frame
5i h.p. REX DE LUX, magneto, two speeds

2i h.p. FAIRY, horizontal engine, twin, light-

weight
2|h.p. MINERVA, vertical, 1907 model
5 h.p. VINDEC, magneto, twin
5 h.p. REX, magneto, cantilever

4 h.p. ROC two speeds, 190S model
6 h.p. JAP, No. 6 Chater-Lea, large flywheels

3i h.p. PHCENIX. two speeds, magneto, pan
sea*, open frame

2 h.p. MINERVA RILEY
IJh.p. MINERVA
4 h.p. C I.E., magneto
3Jh.p. WER.^IER
2J h.p. PHCENIX, two speeds, starting handle,

chain drive
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V
3J h.p. N.S.U., 26in. wheels
3^- h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 24in. wheels
3' h.p. LINCOLN ELK
6 h.p. JAP, magneto
3ih.p. 1905 REX
2 h.p. QUADRANT
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto
2jh.p. KERRY
IJ h.p. DE DION HUDLON
2»h.p. HUMBER
2 h.p. HUMBER
5 h'.B. REX
*i^h.p. ARIEL
2" h.p. MINERVA
2 h.p. RALEIGH
5 h.p. TWIN G.B.. magneto
6 h.p. L. & C. trial machine
3.\ h.p. JAP pattern motor cycle
3" h.p. MITCHELL
2i h.p. MINERVA
3i h.p. CYCLON E
3 h.p. QUADRANT
Ijh.p. WERNER
2|h.p.DE DION
2Jh.p. ORMONDE
3 h.p. ASTER
2; h.p. F.N
4 h.p. ROC, magneto
6 h.p. JAP, Osborne free engine

Cvcles
cheque

£25 a
13 10
25
19 19

200«oT(»(yCLESi

ToSelect^;.,^/'!

OIVLY ADDRESS
^ 9 SHOE LAINE. C

FLEET STREET, LONDON.E.C.

23 15
17 10
15
17 10
28
17 10
15 •
25

12 10
15
23 10
28
33
25

38
10 10
5 15

25
12 10

17 10
7 10

15
16 10
16 10
27 10
12 10
6 10

15
12 10
10 10
15
5 15

17 10
9 9

10 10
7 10

23 10
17 10
10 10
6 10
10 10
7 10
12 12
6 10
7 10
5
6 10

12 10
20
25

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LONDON Rex Agency.—Clearance of second-

hand machines.

LONDON Eex Agency.—1906 twin Eex. splen-
did running order ; 18 guineas.—Store

Street, W.C.

LONDON Eex Agency.—3i h.p. Eex, 1905;
10 guineas; good running order.

r.N., 3 h.p.. nice mount, perfect condition;
£14.-141. High Street. Merton. S.W.

31 h.p. M.M.C., footboards; bargain, £12.

—

2 Leach, 8, Poxley Road. N. Brixton.

21 h.p. Kerry; £9 10s.; perfect.—H. Uhllch.
2 86, Pritohards Road, Hackney. N.E.

23 h.p. Kelecom, good running order; £?
4 15s.—Clark, 109, The Grove, Stratford.

23 h.p. De Dion, good condition, spring"
4 forks, studded back; £10.—Wilcocksj.

Trebartha, Launceston.

31 h.p. Eex, Clincher tyres, long bars, in
4 beautiful order; £8 10s.—255, Earls-

field Road, Wandsworth.

J Q07 Magneto Triumph, in fine condition
Xu scarcely scratched; £33.—Love,
Cambridge Road, Wanstead.

6 h.p. Jan, No. 6 frame, free-engine pulley;
riot done 50O miles; £28.—Garaged at

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

TiWlN-CYLINDBR N.S.U., splendid condi-
tion': a bargain- magneto ignition.—53,.

Pelham Road, Wimbledon. S.W.

31-4i h.p. De Dion, low built, very power-
2 tul, as' new, all spares; £18; seen any

time.—19, Sistova Road. Balham.

TRIUiaPH. magneto, 1906, guaranteed per-
fect, just overhauled by makers; £24.

—Love, 32. Cambridge Road, Wanstead.

31 h.p. Minerva, in going order, loot-

2 boards or pedals, two accumulators;
£17 10s.—Goddard. 7, St. James Street. Isling-

ton, London, N.

PHCENIX-IinNEfiVA, II h.p., long handle-
bars, low seat ; £6 10s., or tor any-

thing useful. — Apply, 30. Minerva Street,.

Hackney Eoad. N.E.

MOTOR Cycle, perfect, climb anything,
spray, trembler. A Won Clinchers,

almost new; £15, genuine bargain.—45, Bur-
ton Road, Brixton.

21 h.p. Kerry, low, long bars, lamp, stand,
2 tools, two belts, inner tube, footrests,

numerous spares ; £11 ; overhauled. —
" Grange," Southall.

31 h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C., new Palmer cord
4 back, new Watawata, in splendid go-

ing order, just ready for touring, quantity
snares ; must sell ; £14.—Eranci^, Newsagent,
Brentwood.

31 h.p. Rex, spring forks, Peter-Union and
4 Sawyer non-skid tyres, Michelin D.B.

tubes, Davison's petrol and oil gauges, per-
fect condition; £11 10s.—Reynolds, Broad-
way, Dorset.

1 O Guineas, cash.—2i h.p. Kerry (medium
LLi lightweight), Watawata, and new
spare ditto, engine spares also, first-rate

condition. — L.C. e/o King, 58a, Gosberton
Road. Balham. S.W.

31 h.p. 1908 model Triumph, magneto Igni-
2 tion, handle-bar control, all-rubber

non-skid cover on back: used two months;
bargain price £39.—T. Baker and Sons, 37,

Friar Street, Reading.

23. h.p. Kerry, good condition, tyres fair,

4 fitted Mills-Fulford sidecar, con-
vertible to trailer; £18. or near offer; would
separate.—Cowley, 13. Surrey Eoad. >« aver-

ley Park. Peckham Rye.

03 h.p. Minerva, on genuine B.S.A. frame
jLiA and fittings. Palmer tyres, little

used, also Mills - Fulford trailer, complete
with lamp and numerous accessories; £18
183.. complete, or sold separately.—Goodman,
76, King's Eoad. Chelsea. S.W.

AEEEL ! Ariel ! ! Ariel ! ! !—For immediate de-
livery, the 21 h.p. lightweight; write

for catalogue and full particulars; also 3

h.p. .. nd 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a lew
3 h.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance prices.

—Ariel Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham.

N.S.U. Twin, 1907, 6 h.p.. magneto, deliver-

ed June last, perfect condition. Pre-
mier two-speed gear and Eoc clutch. Palmer
cord voiturette tyre back, Dunlop front.
Advance adjustable pulley, all accessories,
complete tools: £45.—No. 23. The Motor Cycle

Offices. Coventry.

In answering any of these advertisement^ it if desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. Twin Werner, low machine, long
2 bars, only soiled, and in beautiful

ord«r; £17 10s.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

31 h.p. Eex, spring forks, Continentals, as
new, grand goer; £15.—Address above.

3 h.p. Trent, Ghater-Lea, long bars, low
seat; a genuine bargain, £11 lOs.—Ad-

dress above.

21 h.p. Humber, Longuemare, almost new,
4 grand hill-climber, long bars, etc.,

guaranteed; £8 10s.—Address above.

31 h.p. M.M.C., low-built, Chater-Lea frame,
4 thoroughly done up, as new, very

powerful and fast; real bargain, £12 10s.—
Address above.

31 h.p. I/ondon, Chater-Lea frame, handle-
2 bar control, accessories, very fast and

powerful, splendid condition and perfect
working order; great bargain, £11 ICs.—Ad-
dress above.

K h.p. Twin Hamilton, B, and B. carbur-O etter, very fast and powerful, perfect
condition, grand for passenger work; £17 10s.
—Address above.

23 h.p. Curry Motor Cycle, Stevens engine,
4 m good condition, new belt, two ac-

cumulators; bargain, £10. or nearest offer.—
Shenton, 34, Thames Street, Leicester.

Ql h.p. Lightweight, absolutely new, low
^2 frame, long handle-bars, Dunlops,
Longuemare, Bowden exhaust lift, Gripwell
rim brake; bargain, £18 10s.—B., 38. Lonsdale
Eoad, Barnes,. S,W.

MOTOR Cycle for sale, 21 h.p. Keleoom en-
gine, low saddle, long bars, all been re-

enamelled and plated, and thoroughly over-
hauled two weeks ago, is in thorough sound
condition ; will sell, with two accumulators
(one new), new 12s. 6d. Lucas, new hooter
and pump, for £20 cash; no offers; owner
wants cash, and would ride 50 or 60 miles
to purchaser,—P. G. Thomas. 154, Asylum
Eoad, Peckham, S.B.

.fi ^-f,- ^^ ^°^^ Medal End-to-end, 1906),y Mabon, E.O.M., thumbslides, genuineLonguemare automatic, Guenet trembler,F and E. accumulators, two-way and handle-
ba,r switches, 2J Continentals, studded band,jointed tube, iths rawide, folding footboards,

Pnpw, •iJ^f^'il''' ^^'^^f
number plates, spares

(newl. iths Shamrock, Eich's detachable, in-
V .'

e/hausts, springs, washers, plugs, withbest Mpntgomery, latest non-skid couplingswhole in excellent running order; trials byapppintment; £30; bicycle only £25.-Elwes,
1, Hall Place, St. Albans.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
4'^-?.-,o^®u'^''"-*^P*°'''^- ''ery good condition;

£18, bargain. — 479. Green Lanes Har-
ringay. '

4-T ^-fm
'''"•'1°

^^^I'^^Sr Tricar, not been^2 800 miles; £20.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe
Lane, E.G.

ST0CKP0ET.-5i h.p. Twin Eex. very power-
j I ul, footboards, in splendid running

order; £20.

STOOKPOET.-B h.p. Three^cylinder Jap
Dual Gar ; cost £130. June, 1907, Palmer

cords and Grose non-skid, 28 by 3i back all
unseratched; what offers?—Lund and DaviesHeaton Lane, Stockport.

31 h.p. Tricar, to clear. Mabon clutch,
2 quite new ; what offers.—Slack's Gar-

age. Stockport.

HALIFAX. — 5J h.p. Eexette. open frame,
wheel steering, two «peeds, excellent

order; £35.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Eex Triette twin-cylinder, 5-6
n.p. V engine, splendid light two-

seater; clearance price £23 10s.—Below.

HALIFAX.-4 h.p. Royal tricar, open frame,
water-cooled, foot clutch, wneel steer-

ing, good condition; £26 10s.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder 8-10 h.p. Eexette,
special car. two speeds, carry three

anywhere; £47 lOs.

HALIFAX.—44 h.p. air-cooled Stevens Tri-
car. 26 wheels, very low, tyres almost

new; £19 10s. — Halifax Motor Exchange
"Westgate, Halifax.

PHCENIX Trimo, 23 h.p. Minerva, powerful
engine; £12.-26, Derwent Eoad Pal-

mer's Green, N.

TEICAE. 5 h.p.. water-cooled, coach-built,
three-speed gear; £35.—C, 34, Chidding-

•=tone Street, Fulham.

"DELIVERIES."
We have a number of motor cycles ready

for immediate delivery for Whitsun.

Wire1 'Phone or Call

Admittedly. 260 Central. 272, High Holborn.

Every motor cycle we sell we are the

accredited agents {or, and it therefore carries

the manufacturer's full guarantee.

VINDEC SPECIAL, Model F, 5 h.p.,

magneto ignition. We have two 1908
models of the above ready for imme-
diate delivery. Ridden a few miles

only. A fine opportunity to obtain

a bargain. Our price, £45 cash.

TRIUMPH 3i h.p. magneto, latest model,
£48.

ROYAL ROC, two-speed magneto, latest

model, 48 Guineas.

REX DE LUXE, two speeds, 5 h.p., twin
wheel, magneto, 58 Guineas.

REX FEATHERWEIGHT, 2* h.p., magneto,
25 Guineas.

L.M.C., magneto, latest model, winner of

the Birmingham hill-climb, 45 Guineas

ROYAL ROC, two speeds, magneto, spring

forks, 1908 model, complete with castor

wheel side car, not ridden 50 miles, cost

over £62 ; our price, £50.

REX LITETTE, 1908 model, 6 h.p., mag-
neto, two speeds. Ideal machine for two
riders. Not ridden 50 miles. Splendid
bargain. Cost over £80 ; our price, £65.

PHOENIX TRIMO, 5-6 h.p., fitted with
Simms- Bosch magneto, only delivered last

month. A bargain. Cost over £97 ; our
price, £80.

REXETTE, water-cooled, 5 h.p., wheel steer-

ing, coach built, two speeds, £35.

MILLS & FULFORD Castor Wheel Sidecar,
cane seat ; cost over £1 5 ; used once to
test model. Our price, £10 19s.

PHANOMEN, 3^ h.p., two speeds, Nala hub,
magneto ignition, fan cooling, 1908 latest

model. Price, £53.

G.B., 3 h.p., magneto, two speeds, Nala hub,
absolutely new. Usual price, £46 10s.

;

take £39 10s.

^_We have second-hand motor cycles in

stock"from £5 ready for the road. Write for

our latest list.

'<^

"^^ \p.92^ HIGH HOLBORN,]^
^

«s'^"" *LONDON nw.c:
telephone—260 Central.
Telegrams—"Admittedly."|ll5^

(Facing First

Avenue Hotel.)

TRICARS FOR SALE.

6 h.p. Jap, splendid condition, fast an
powerful; offers wanted.—337. Wei

Green Eoad. Tottenham.

REXETTE. 8 h.p., twin-cylinder, seai

three, good running order; own*
bought car; £40. or offer.

Q h.p. Eex, with Trimo forecarriage. an
Cy Phelon and Moore two-speed gear; £1
—Further particulars, Grace and Sutcliff
Keighley.

REX, 3i h.p.. chain driven tricar, wit
spare front wheel to convert to cych

£12.—G.L., 13. Probert Eoad. Brixton.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, w.c. twin, three spee<i
reverse; £70, good motor cycle part.

128. High Eoad, Tottenham.

5 h.p. w.c. Excelsior Tricar, Oppermai
three-speeds, handsome machine, e

-client condition; any trial; £35.—128, Hi|
Eoad, Tottenham.

41 h.p. Kelecom Light Tricar, in excellei
2 condition, and splendid running orde

very powerful and reliable, good on hill!

£22.-128. High Eoad, Tottenham.

CASH Bargain.—Twin Kerry Tricar, 5 h.j
like new; trial: £28 10s.; good bil

part.—128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

LEEDS.—5-6 h.p. Eexette. in flret-cla

order ; cost over £100. a bargain at £1
—Bridge Garage, 169. Briggate. Leeds.

CHATEE-LEA Tricar Ghaasia. with clutc
water tank, etc.; £10 10s.—Wauchope'

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

FiAMOUS Phoenix Trimo, coach-built, s

anywhere and back, no trouble; £2
no offers.—3, Victoria Avenue. East Ham.

TEIOAE, 4-5 h.p., water-cooled, two-spee
climb anything, everything in perfe

order.—Johnson, 82, North Eoad, Brightor

£12, or best offer.—3J h.p. tricar, two speed
free, Longuemare, new belt and tyre c

back, running order. — 3, Charles Stree
Peterborough.

TEICAE, in splendid running order. Pa
mers, footboards, spares, tools; set

any time.—524b. Kingsland Eoad, Dalsto
London. N.E.

HOWS This!—Latest 1903 Phoenix Trim
not run 400 miles, better th^n n^y

for immediate cash, £65.-^E. Else, Leawoo
near Matlock.

PHCENIX Trimo, good condition, new be
and back tyre, several spares, coi

plete; £15. gift; owner no time.—41, Woe
Street, Bamet.

AEIEL Tricar. 5.8 h.p., three speeds, whe
steering, belt drive, run about 2.2

miles, excellent order; £50. or near offer,

Hetherington. Moffat

61 h.p Aster Tricar, water-cooled, tw
2 speeds, splendid hill-climber, tyri

excellent condition; any trial; £22.—M.. 3

Eosslyn Hill. Hampstead.

41-5J h.p. Car Built Tricar, chain drive;
'2 two speeds, car tyres, all as new; £4

cost £100; exchange entertained; - cash a(

justment.—71, Denmark Hill.

£15.—Tricar, 4 h.p. Aster enigne. Longu
ma^'e, in perfect condition; trial run

owner bought car. — Eoberts, 31, V^feJ

Eoad, W. Hampstead. N.vv.

31 h.p. Bercley Tricar, chain drive, a ligl

2 inexpensive runabout, in going ordt
and condition ; price £15. — Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

''pEICAE, 5 h.p. twin-cylinder Anglian, tw
jL speed gear, chain drive, excellent coi

dition; any trial; £28; no offers.—Wallis.
Prospect Street, Itadford. Nottingham.

REXETTE. 54 h.p.. bucket seats, whei
steering, car covers, lamps, spares

£45; magneto, Z\ or over, and cash ente
tained.—Adrian Private Hotel. Lancaster.

31 h.p. Kerry Tricar, water-cooled, LongU'
2 mare. Palmer tyres, BlOO saddl

sound condition ; £21 10s. ; entertain mote
cycle as part.—Clark. 109. The Grove. Stra
lord.

PHCENIX Trimo. 5 h.p. twin Peugeot, fai
cooled, coach-built, tyres perfect, tw

speeds, free engine, switchboard for electri

lamp, voltmeter, and ignition, two-way:
splendid condition, spare tube, jack, tool:

etc.; cost over £100; owner bought car
price £50.—Wilson, 2, Wolflngton Eoad, 'R

Norwood, S.E.

In anKvieriiU) any of these, adverthprnenls it l" ihHrahh that ymi mention " The Motnr Cyi:le
''
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5
>CARS FOR SALE.

1 1 h B Alldaya Traveller, two speeds, re-

1:5 verse; £21.-190. M«lliaou Road, Toot-

>1 h p. Humber Two-seater, three speeds,

)2 reverse; £29. — 190. Mellison Road,
ooting,

Oli.p Gardner-Serpollet, side entrance;
cheap; £45.-190. Mehiaon Roaa, Toot-

ig.

2-14 h.p. Speedwell, tonncau two-cylin-
der, late model; £8j.—i93, j.ieliis-i!

,oad. Tooting.

8-28 h.p. Gladiator-Aster, side entrance,
four-cylinder, long chassis; £l6j.—

K). Mellison Road, Tooting.

>r-50 h.p. De Dietrich, touueau ae luxe.

M tour-cylinder, magneto and electric,

ressed steel frame ; cost £1 250 in i9Jo,

rice £185.-190, Mellison Road. Tooting.

0-12 h.p Star, two-cylinder, tonneai\, four
speeds; £50.-190, (Mellison Road,

ooting.

6-20 h.p. Gorre, tonneau, four-cylinder. '

screen, hood, similar to Renault; £12,.

laO, Mellison Road. Tooting.

2-16 h.p. Provincial, two cylinders, seats
five, perfect order, headlights, spares

;

leap.—18, Hailsham Avenue, Streatham.

rXOEPTIONAL Bargain.—Ford, four-seater,

J 10 h.p., all parts, splendid condition.—
:aclaren. Park Parade, North Knchley, N.

0-38 h.p. Four-cylinder Car, six-seater,

perfect; any trial, etc.; 90 guineas.-
. Richmond, 110a, Grosvenor Road, Pimllco.

0-12 h.p. Dennis, two cylinders, tonneau.
new tyres, splendid condition;

art exchange. — 93. Potteruewton Lane,
eeda.

) h.p. Oar. De Dion engine, in good run-
; ning order, detachable tonneau, Dun-
ip tyres; £60. — A. Holland, Earlsdon.-' Oov-
tttry.

'^38.—Aster, 8 h.p., detachable tonneau car,
y grooved Dunlops, lamps, horn, etcper-
ict order.—Brown, 518. Kingsland Road,
alston.

L/TINIATUEE Standard, two-seater, four-
rJL cylinder air-cooled Jap engine; exam-
lation; trial.—Vialls, 10a. Alexandra Roaa
endon, N.W.
'1 h.p. De Dion, body re-varnished and np-
)2 bolstered, perfect condition, three
pee-de and reverse; £80.-264. Deansgate,
tanchester.

'1 h.p. Hiimberette. two speeds, reverse,
)2 re-painted, upholstered, and over-
auled, perfect order; £35, lowest.—17, Miln-
ow Road. Rochdale.

J-8 h.p. Gregoire, twin-cylinder, two igni-
) tious, four grooved Dunlop tyres, brand
ew two-seated body ; £100.—T. Baker and
ons, 37. Friar Street. Reading.

tl h.p. Benz, fitted with leather hood
2 lately the property of a doctor, in
cod order and condition; price £20. — 'i.

laker and Sons, 37, Friar Street, Reading.

^1 h.p. Humberette. two speeds and re-

)2 verse, Dunlop tyres, fitted with Cape
cod (lately cost £5). in ^ood condition;
!40.—82, Queen's Road, Peckham. London.

^ h.p. Clement, two-seater, three speeds and
) reverse, smart and absolutely reliable

;

;ost £139 last year, what ofFera? Any trial;
iay examination.—76, Station Road, Pinch-
sy.

'GENUINE 4J h.p. De Dion Car. three-seater,J two speeds ; sell £30, or exchange tor
:ood motor cycle, not less than 3^ h.p., two
needs and sidecar.—^Brown, High Street,
Jridgwater.

rACKSON Runabout, four-wheeler, 34 h.p.
water - cooled engine, two-speed gear ;

his is really a small car; would accept £10
Os. ; room wanted.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
-ane. Fleet Street. B.C.

7-9 h.p. Twin-cylinder Two-seated Swift.
I phaeton body. White and Poppe en-
iines. used 11 months, tyres all good, in per-
ect order and condition; £130.—T. Bakei
ind Sona, 37, Priar Street, Reading.

Bh.p. De Dion-Lotterette, two bucket seats
three speeds and reverse, cardan, long

jonnet, enclosed radiator, £60. exchange
mtertained; 20 h.p. five-seated Wolseley. in
guaranteed order, £80. or exchange. — 9,
I'arkholme Road, Dalston. London.

Accumulators

should be specified when ordering

your new 190S mount.
They contain all the latest

improvements in storage battery

construction. Our new list will

tell you why " E.P.R." cells are

now so generally used. It will

also save your money. A post

card will bring you a copy by
next post.

n What about your present

accumulator ? Why discard

it and throw away money ? Better

send it up to us, and we will make
it as good as new for about half

cf the cost of a new cell. We
could send you letters received

from clients all over the country,

crcpressing absolute confidence

and great .sa tisfac ti on with the way
we have dealt with their repairs.

m AG.MN. What about your

present accumulator ? Not

worth repairing ? Well, again we

say, don't discard it. We take

old cells in part payment for new

"E.P.R." guaranteed accumula-

tors. ONLY, please note this, our

prices are fixed as low as can be

consistent with good material and

first-class workmanship. WE
DO NOT CHARGE YOU A
HIGH price for a new accumula-

tor, and then allow you an inflated

price for your old cell. Our prices

are low, and the allowances we
make for old cells are actual

market value.

M We have specialised in

^ accumulators since 1902, so

x'nu get the benefit of cur

t.i'jerieace.

P.S. DON'T forget to post that

a c-M 1 to night.

Richford and Co.
(Dept. M4),

ACCnMULATOR SPECIALISTS,

153, FLEET STREET, E.G.,

bill at S2a, HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.

Established 1876.

CARS FOR SALE.
8-10 h.p. Four-cylinder Humber. swing seat

side entrance body. Cape cart hood,
folding wind screen. Stepney wheel, luggage
grid and box, four lamps, upholstery and
paintwork quite good: subject to any trial

;

£145.—T. B.iker and Sons, 37. Friar Street,
Reading.

ROVER Cars. — We have in stock for Im-
mediate delivery an 8 h.p. foui'-seattd

car. swing front seat entrance, painted Rover
green, and upholstered in red leather, 1908
model; pi'ice £235.—Louis Davis and Son,
Moseley, Biimin.ham.

ROVER Cars are acknowledged to oe the
most reliable car made. For the pro-

fessional man, the business m.in, and the
man on pleasure bent it offers an ideal and
conyenient means of travel. Read the har-
rowing experiences on motor cycle and tri-

cars given in 2'he ilotov Cycle, and you will
realise exactly what we mean when we s ly
you can make an appointment and rely on
getting there.

ri'lHE Price of the two-seated 6 h.p. Rover
JL is £135, costs less in uplieep than a
tricar of the same power, and is much
easier to drive. We are prepared to make
you a good allowance tor your present ma-
chine in exchange, or supply on deferred
payments. — Louis Davia and Son, Moseley.
Birmingham.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waverley

Temperance Hotel, 17. Euston Square.
Bed, breakfast, attendance from 33.

GARAGES.
BRIGHTON.—Black Lion Garage, back of

Sea View Hotel, Black Lion Street, fifth
turning from Aquarium on right, along
front; specially for motor cyclists; repairs
on Sundays.

INSURANCE.
HUGH J. BOSWELL. Insurance Broker,

Norwich, issues all classes of policies
/or motor cycles at lowest possible rates ; in-
''lusive policy, 20s. :> fire insurance only 2s.

6d. for £25. or 3s. 6d. tor £35.—Write for par-
ticulars.

LOST AND FOUND.
LOST. Sunday, between Staines Bridge and

Hampton Court, an inner tube, enclosed
in pink and white duster; anybody return-
ing will be rewarded.—13. The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

J SITUATIONS VACANT.
ENGINEEE Wanted, with small connec-

tion, to share motor works ; rent free.
—Write, P. Dowton, 207, Peckham Eye.

gSITUATIONS WANTED.
\7'0UTH seeks situation as Junior-Sal'".2man
X or otherwise, good knowledge motor
cycles.—No. L2.499, The Motor Cycle Ofaces, 20,

Tudor Street. E.G.

GENTLEMAN desires partnerahip in motor
and cycle business, workshop training,

and electrical experience, willing to help
work up business.—22, Th£ Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE. .T

FOR Sale, owner going abroad, low price
for quick sale, motor and cviile Dusi-

nes'S ; latter can be discontinued if desired

;

old-established, on Brighton Road; lease
contains valuable building extension agree-
ment; certain opportunity. — Box 20. The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS.
Two Fuller's Accumulators, 16 amp., 4Jin.

by 3in. by 13in., new. charged once; 10s.

6d. earii, ost 16s.—W. Searle, 4. Crampton
Road. Pense.

CELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfits,

useful for all celluloid repaira; full

directiona; post free. Is.—Osborne Worka.
Foreat Hill, London.

A CCUMULATORS Repaired promptly, any
-A make; reasonable charges, best work;
estimates given; full value for your old ac-

cumulator in exchange for our new " May-
fair " accumulators; special 15 amp.. 10s.

6d 20 amp.. 15s.; guaranteed one year.—
Fellows, 49. Hertford Street, Maytair.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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ACCUMULATORS.
ACCUMULATORS.—8s. and your old accu-

mulator secures a brand new Premier
accumulator, fully guaranteed, not G-erman
trash.—Parrar. Square Road, Halifax.

THE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolutely
the finest it is possible to make (see

advertisement in spring No. The Motor Cycle)
speciallj protected terminals, 20 amp. size,
will run 2,000 miles with Voltoo coil; Voltoo
coils work on two volts; extremely economi-
cal and efficient; send for lists.—Ajax Elec-
trical Engineering Co., 291, High Road
Uford.

COUPLINGS.
UNTTO Cycle Coupling, for connecting any

ordinary pedal cycle to motor cycle.

THE Unito connects the steering and en-
sures faultless alignment.

THE Unito is so constructed that side
strain and lean of machines is entirely

obviated.

THE Unito is adjustable to accommodate
differences in wheelbase and wheel and

frame dimensions.

Sidecar before you know the
' of having a

TJNITO Coupling. It only costs one guin-
\J ea.—Write, Dept. B., Unito Coupling
Co.. Ystrad. Glam.

ENGINES. /

4-5 h.p. Simms Engine, M.O.V., water-cool-
ed, quite new, and fitted high tension

magneto ; £11.—Parrar.

21 h.p. Quadrant Engine Sets, cylinder,
2 piston, connecting rod, crankcases^

"pvON'T Buy
advantas^

per set; 3

45s. set.—
flywheels, exhaust valve, 37&. 6d.

h.p. Quadrant sets, as above,
Parrar.

23 h.p. King Engine, vertical, fitted contact
4 breaker, driving pulley, good puller;

£3.—Parrar.

31 h.p. De Dion Pattern Engine, fine con-
4 dition; £3 10s.—Parrar.

31 h.p. Standard Engine, vertical, will

2 take trailer up most hills; £3 15s. —
Farrar.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1907. new, perfect; £4
4 lOs.-Farrar. Square Road, Halifax.

11 h.p. Minerva Engine, with carburetter
2 and coil; '35b.—35, Dover Road. Wan-

stead Park.

GIVAUDAJSr Twin Engine, and N.S.U. two-
speed gear fitted to engine-shaft: £4

10s.; run 400 miles.—Goss, Great Colmore
Street. Birmingham.

31 h.p. Genuine De Dion Bouton water-
2 cooled engine, cylinder, 80 by 85, Lon-

guemare carburetter; £8 10s.—Apply, Ebron,
Walton, Aylesbury.

21 h.p. Buchet Engine, silencer brand new,
2 £3 10s. ; Chater-Lea plain coil. Vs.

:

trembler coil. 8s. — Wyatt. 11, Neal Street,

Long Acre. London, W.C.

5 h.p. Twin Bercley engine, gear driven
magneto, perfect, little used, £12; also

pair P.N. spring forks, 30s.—G. Hall, 26, Ox-
ford Road, Waterloo, Liverpool.

ENGINES.—Zedel. 23 h.p., £7 13s.; 3i h.p..

£9 Os. lOd.; 3i h.p. twin, £10 Os. 7d. ; 5i

h p. twin, £13 128.: all models In stock.—Rey,
5, Heath Street Motor Works, Hampstead.

31-4 h.p. Twin Peugeot Engine, complete,
2 in fine condition. £8; twin trembler

Bassee-Michel coil, cost 50b., take 25s.; war-
ranted good.—215a, Gloucester Road, Bristol.

31 h.p. Centaur, M.O.V., with carburetter.
2 silencer, complete, replacing with

twin £4 lOs. ; also coil, Guenet, trembler, ac-

cumulator, will sell lot for £5.—McHugh,
Carluke.

TYRES.
FARRAR.—New inner tubes, fully guaran-

teed, not porous rubbish; 26 by 2, 78.;

26 by 25, 7s. 6d. ; 23 by 2, 7s. 6d.

FAERAE.—Tyres, fully guaranteed; 'iS by
2, 163. ; 26 by 2J, 17a. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 16b. 6d.

;

24in. same iJrice.

FARRAR.—Tremendous stock Continental
tyres; your old tyr© accepted in ex-

change; list free. — Parrar, Square Ko;i \,

Halifax.

PALMER, 26 by 2J, fitted Grose band, un-
used, perfectly new; 45s.—Paxman,

Tewkeshury.

eR
•^-^^

Reg. No. 291289
2/6«ach Rivet.

ConUcU vutly
superior topUtinum,
cures misfiring.

Any parts fitted by
return of post.

MAGNETO SCREWS, Complet-, to fit BCJSCH
MAGNETO D,A. 2. Old psUtera hort screws, or
new pattern long screw and a ut, 5/8 pair. NO
TROUBLE KVKRLA8TING WEAR. Post Iree hcrae
or abroad. Write for particttian and testimonials, too
numcrnus to pubttfih.

J. EDV^ARDS-BROWN, 38, Herbert Rnad.
PLUMSTEaD. kf.nt.

Over 5 OGO in use. Liberal trade terms.
Old Magneto Screws refitted. 2/6 each.

C0MPBES8IDII

Cylinders Rebored
and new Pi tons fitted complete

with Rings and Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power^

P. ease send for our booklet, whii h gives prices
fur this work and other repairs.

Repairs and alterations to all

makes of motor cycles.

The Laystall

Motar Engineering Works, Ltd.,
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,

27 & 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,
IjONDON, E.g. Estab. 1900.

Tel. 12301 Central. TeL; 'Internally. London."

fSTANDS
Old and New Riders.

PRSGE'S

'UKANTES'

THE VERY BEST

At 7/6 Per Pair.

THE

S.N.P.

ARE THE

IDEAL
'10 6 pr.

Manufacturers,

SMITH, NORTH & PRIESTLAND,
Premier Works, Ellis Street,

EST., 1875. BIRMINGHAM.

a—BimF™^^—"""' '"

TYRES-
At extraordinary prices. GENUINE OALMON, with

heavy, bead<

17/8; 28 X J, 17/11 ; i« x li,
uon-sUpping tread, extra heavy, beaded, a6 x a, 14/8 ;

26 z jf, 16/8 ;

' -- - - - - '- - -. _ -.

21/
26 X 2^,

., 28/6.
IN 0, Grappler, best rubber grooved,

9d.; Jin., 1/-; Jin., 1/8; iin.,1/6.

Samples free.

BANCROFTIAN CO., 49, Bls'iopsgate SL Within, E.C.,

and Walthamstow.

38 X 3i,

|in..

TYRES.
MAUDE'S.—Fully guaranteed tubes 26

2in., 6s.; 2Jin.. 7s.; 2Jin.. 8s.; 28 b.y
7s.; 2J, 7s. 6d.; 2Jin., 8s.; approval willing

MAUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2J, 1

6d.; 28 by 2in.. 17s.; 2Jin., 18s.—Maud<
Powell Street, Halifax.

BROOKES Non-skid, used 200 miles. 26
2i; 35s.—Kingsley, fishmonger, Pitfi-

.jtreet, Hoxton.

MOTOE Cycle Covers, 26 by 2J, 26 by 2.
by 2J. and 2b by 2i, all beaded edge, a

guaranteed; 153. each.—Wauchope's 9, SI
Lane, Loudon, E.C.

PUNCTUEEPKOOP Leather Band so
tioned inside your cover, preve

bursts, and makes a tyre last longer ; let
nost you one on for trial; 2s. each.—i3ai-t
leather merchants. Meeting House La
Peckham.

REPAIES, vulcanising, re-treading, a
moderate charges ; quick despatc

best work only (expert repairers); mo
cycle covers from 13s.; tubes from 6s.; V
versal detachable nou-skids from 20a.—

U

versal Motor Tyre Co., Chestergate. Sto
port.

HALIFAX.—Brand new inner tubes, b
make, 25 by 2, 6s. 6d. ; 26 by 2J, 7s.

;

by 2. 7s.; 28 by 2i. 7s. 6d. ; 93 by 2i, 8b. 6
genuine Calmon covers, with non-slipp-
tread. 26 by 2. 14s. 3d. ; 28 by 2. 15s. 9d. ; 28
2i. 16s. 9d. ; 28 by 2i. 20a. 6d. : all beaded ed
—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halif

OA by 2i Peter-Union Covers, 15s. eat
w'± 24 by 2i Peter-Union covers, 15s. eat
23 by 2J Petfer-Union covers, 15s. each ; 26
2i Peter-Union covers, 15s. each; 28 by
Peter-Union covers. 15s. each; all guar;
teed ; 28 by 2J wired-on covers ; approval

;

—Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Str<
London.

REPAIRERS.
"fElDIUM Champion '^Indestructible"

returned satacts; any part fitted,
day; Is. 3d. each.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " C
tacts; warranted pure; special tr:

mera tor polishing iridium, 9d. ; no filing
quired.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " C
tacts ; hundreds in use.—'WilliamB,

Wellington Street. Woolwich.

RELIABLE Repairs.—Complete pistons, £

make, from 6s., in 24 hours.—Gas ling
and Motor Works, Forest Hill. S.E.

P CT any motor cycle we cannot repair
^tJ Whites, 22, Brooks Street, Ohu;
Street, Liverpool.

METROPOLITAN Motor Co., Peckh
Eye, S.E.—Overhauling and tuning i

experts ; we undertake alterations of evi

description.

BIRMINGHAM.—Eepairs and overhaul!
accumulators charged and repain

'irompt attention ; moderate charge
Priest and Williams, 66, Bishop Street.

LEICESTER and County riders should 1<

up the Central Motor Co.. Langi
Street, Belgrive Gate, Leicester, for repa
tyrea, accessories, and accumulator cha
ing.

CCCCCCCCC Compression means power
Cylinders re-bored and new pisti

fitted ;
guarautesd fit 4-l,C00in.; bears 13 st<

on pedal ; write for list.—Gradior Mach
Co., Conipresslon Specialists, Stafford.

CLAPHAM.—Cheap and practical repair!
motor cycles, etc.; overhauling !

replacements promptly carried out ; c.v

ders rebored ; accumulators charged.—Cai
bell, 156, Wirtemberg Street, Clapham.

TO West ol England Motorists.—Car <

motor cycle repairs, prompt and
liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons s

rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight
us.—Hamlin. Motor Works. Bridgwater.

pkjE DION. M.M.C.. Excelsior repaiU prompt, and char.ees moderate; la

atock of renewala and spares; engines c

verted from 2| to 33, or exchanged;
years' experience.—The Record Motor (

Coventry.

THE Leeds Motor Exchange are open
all classes of repairs or replaeemei

Write, or telephone. 2262, giving your
fluirements ; exhaust valves, cast iron bea
2s. 5d. ; send old valve or drawing to 1

Leeds Motor Exchange, 28, Dock Street, Le<

In amwering any oj these advertisements it if desirable that you mention " T'"> Motor Cycle.'
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Standard Machines in Con:ipe=
tition.

IN
connection with open hill-climbing competitions

and other open events which are so popular with

motor cyclists, we think it is time some move was

made to obtain for the benefit of the large majority

of riders some more interesting data to go upon

than is usually provided by the bare results on time

or on formula. For instance, it would provide a con-

siderable amount of genuine excitement if the organisers

of an open event of any kind would intimate to manu-
facturers that they had been bold enough to appoint a

sub-committee to select the machines from their stock

on which their trade competitors could compete, and
that these machines would be selected haphazard two
or three days before the event and sealed. This

would give sufficient time to tune up and get the

machine into the normal condition in which it is

delivered to a customer. It would be fitted with

standard tyres, wheels, engine, and other parts, and
would be a fair representation of the manufacturer's

ordinary weekly output.

At present it is, unfortunately, rather the rule than

the exception, particularly in hill -climbs where pure
speed tells and weight is a great consideration, for

trade riders to use special machines. No one will

blame them if it can be done without protest, but a

win on a special machine is not fair to others. Why
not a special class for special machines ?

Competitions, except local events which are confined

to club members, are held partly for sport and partly

to improve the breed. In some cases we are led to

understand that they are organised entirely for the

latter purpose. Then why should it be possible in

such cases to use the same machines time after time

and year after year, particularly when, as in some

cases, the machines differ entirely from the standard

patterns sold to the public.

There can be no improvement of the breed in such

cases as are cited above, particularly when the weight

is cut down to the absolutely lowest margin and

machines are ridden which would not be suitable for

ordinary touring conditions.

It is a matter of sui-prise to us that the officials at

some of these events do not insist on machines being

ridden which conform more closely to the standard

articles sold to the public. It is not sufficient to pro-

pound a regulation that machines must be similar in de-

tail to those sold to the public ; it should be insisted on.

Town-to-town Records.

WE notice with regret that there is a tendency

to gain advertisement out of town-to-town

reCOTds on motor cycles, and we hope those

responsible for the organisation of such per-

formances will refrain from further exploits

of this nature. Motor cycles are gradually but surely

gaining popularity, many thousands ride them now,

and many thousands more will do so every year, but it

would be very regrettable if scorching between towns

should cause restrictive legislation, as it undoubtedly

will do if indulged in to any extent.

No record worthy of the name can be established

without causing some inconvenience to other road

users, and possibly danger. Against reliability runs

like the A.C.U. End-to-end. where a reasonable speed

is seldom, if ever, exceeded, or even the classical End-
to-end record, we have nothing to say. because the
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average speed is not excessive; but in regard to town-

to-town records we desire our readers to clearly under-
stand that in future we do not intend our pages to be
used for the publicity of such events. Up to the present

no harm has been done, and record-breakers have been
few and far between, but it is the keen rivalry that

ensues when record-breakers commence to pile up per-

formances on different makes of machines that is likely

to cause trouble.

We do not deny that we have given publicity in a

certain form to long-distance rides while they were
accomplished at what is practically touring speed, but
now there are signs of the legal limit being greatly
exceeded we have serious thoughts of refusing to devote
any space whatever to anything of the kind again.
However, we hope we shall not be called upon to do
so, and that riders who wish to follow the path to glor}-,

and makers and agents who assist them, will see that
in letting short-distance road records severely alone they
are studying the best interests of the pastime.

A.C.U. Sutton Bank Hill Glimb. F. Applebee, jun. (5h.p. Rex), using liis fool as a pivot to assist him in rounding tlie I)ad corner.

^—••«»-<

THE 9h.p. J.A.P. ENGINE.

SOME remarks have been overheard recently to the

effect that a machine fitted with a g h.p. J.A.P.

engine is a totally impracticable mount on

account of the large cubical capacity of the

engine. On a recent Saturday a 9 h.p. twin Bat with

J.A.P. engine, rigid frame, and dual ignition, was seen

at the Hut, Wisley. On this machine the ignition

arrangements attracted special attention, the contact-

breaker for the accumulator system being carried on

an extension of the magneto shaft, while the coil was

carried in a metal case on the front forks. The gas

was generated in one of the new J.A.P. spray carbu-

retters, which was so well adjusted that the rider was

able to walk beside the machine with the engine firing.

If such flexibility and smooth running can be obtained

with so large an engine, it seems not only absurd but

unfair that people who have not tried the machine
should criticise it so adversely.

We do not recommend such high horse-power as a

general rule, but if expert riders care to purchase a

machine of this size we really cannot see why they

should not. In fact, to dispel any ideas that there

may be existent about the impracticability of one of

these machines, we have arranged a trial run to take

place shortly, when we may have an opportunity of

criticising the machine from actual road experience.

At Saragossa (Spain), in the motor cycle race for

the Centenaire prize, the three first arrivals rode

machines fitted with Gaulois tyres.
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The A.C.U. End=to=end Trial.
CONTOUR SECTIONS OF THE MOST DIFFICULT PORTIONS OF THE ROUTE.
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From the Contour Road Book, printed

Gradients (iDaneerous).—kl Jm. i in 17; 4jm. i in i3t ; 5im. i in 19 ;

I in 15 ; 28m. and 28Jm. i

This, the start of the ride, is hilly, and consists of

a. series of short sharp ascents and descents varying in

length and steepness. Near to Penzance there is a

dangerous descent of i in lo. From Penzance to

Hayle there is a magnificent surface. In the neigh-

bourhood of Hayle the road is lumpy, and continue.s

hilly through Camborne to Redruth. 27 miles.

by arrangement with Messrs. Gall and Inglis.

8|m. iini7; iljm. iini6; I4jm. i in 18 ; 21m. iini7; 27ni., 27im., and 27im,
in lot ; 3oJm. and so^m. i in 14.

After leaving Redruth the road branches to the left

near Scorrier Gate Station, and is very undulating
with fine surface to Zelah, thence poor to Mitchell, and
good to Blue Anchor. The road then continues with

few gradients of any steepness to Bodmin, where there

are several rather severe gradients. 57 miles. (The
cnntours should he read from right to left.)

UUNCESTON TO BODMIN.
lOMILES

From the Contour Road Book, printed by arrangement with Messrs. Gall and Inglis.

Gradients.— 4m. i in 19; jjm, i in 16; SJra, i in 17; iim. i in 12 (dangerous); nam. and i2jm. i in 13 ; i4jm. i in 17 ; I7im. and 2ijai, i in i3.

From Bodmin to Launceston the road is exceedingly
hilly and rough in places ; it goes over Bodmin Moor,
and attains an altitude of i,ooo feet above sea level.

The steepest gradient is about i in i2, that being near
Bolventor. Launceston, 79 miles. (The contour
should he read from right to left.)

tXETER TO LAUNCESTON,

c*"'-
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From the Contour Road Bjok, printed by arrangement with Messrs. Gall and Inglis.

Gradients.—At im. i in i6
;
ijm. and i|m. i in ii (dangerous)

;
5jm. i in 13 ; 8m. i in i5; 8im. i in 14 ; iim, i in 15 ; ii-im. i in 14 ; 15m., i6m., and i8im.

I in 17 ; i9im. and igjm. i in 19.

This portion skirts the famous Dartmoor Forest, and
has an excellent surface. There are, however, very

many stiff to dangerous hills; gradients of i in ii and
I in 13 frequently occur. The most trying rise is one
of three miles, from 500 to 1,000 feet above .sea level,

starting at Bridestowe. Exeter, 120^ miles.

The road after Exeter becomes easier, and the

famous old coach road from Exeter to Bristol via

Cullompton, Wellington, and Taunton is entered upon.

There are few hills, and the surface is excellent.

Owing to the density of traffic and the innumerable

tramlines that infest the city of Bristol, it is a difficult

place to get through ; a good deal of tramline can be

avoided by going o^'er Clifton Down.
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From the'Contour^Road Bookjpnnted by arrangement with Messrs. Gall and Inglis.

Geadx-nts—2^^m. iini7; 23^111. i in 20 ; 24^01. rini7; 25^10. i ia 15 ; 2gm. 1 ia ig
;

31m. i in 14 ;
32^m. i in 17 ;

35m. I in 23 ; 36^01 i in 17

;

37|m. I in 19 ; sgjm, and 41^01. i in 13,

The road from Bristol to Gloucester is very good
indeed—in fact, all the way to Birmingham, but at

Worcester the record route branches off to Ombersley

and Kidderminster. Here there are one or two sharp
pitches. Kidderminster, 271 J^ miles. (Contours
shoidd he read from right to left.)

BRID6R0RTN TO KIODERMINSTER
10 MW-CS-
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From the Contour Road Book, printed by arrangetnent with AJessrs, Gall and Inglis.

Gradients {f Dangerous).—At im. i in 12 ;
ijm. i i-i 16

;
3jm. and 4m. i in 15 ;

4jm. and 6in. i in 16 ; 7^01. i in 22; iijm. I in 17 ; i2im. 1 in i2t.

After Kidderminster there is a steep hill between
Franche and Shatterford, which rises for nearly two
miles, and requires a powerful machine to negotiate it

owing to the bends. The surface is good, but this

section is more or less hilly all the way to Bridgnorth.

284 ^4 miles.

From Bridgnorth to Wellington the road is not level,

but there are few hills of any consequence, except the
long rise from Madeley to Lawley Bank, averaging
about I in 30. After Wellington the country is flat

through Whitchurch, Tarporley, and Warrington to

Wigan, 364 J4 miles. Preston, 381^ miles, and Lan-
caster, 403 j£ miles ; after Preston there are one or two
hills on the way to Kendal, 424^ miles, and then
begins the pull over Shap, with a long run down on the

other side. The summit of Shap is about 1,400 feet

above the sea. The road continues through Penrith to

Carlisle, 469 miles. (Contoii/rs should he read from
right to left.)

(To be contirlued.)

R. M. Brice

(SJh.p. Brown)

starting in the

Sutton Bank

Hill Climb, May

30tli. He won

Class n., tor

machines with

engines not ex-

ceeding 82 mm.
bore.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By •'

The Twin^cylinder Puzzle.
The owner of a 6 h.p. Jap engine writes to tell me

lie has experienced precisely the difficulty I detailed

on page 333, and remedied it entirely by tilting his

carburetter slightly on the frame, so as to raise the

level of the petrol in the jet, the engine promptly
returning to smooth and cool running with full power.

A Smart Accessory.
Readers will remember my saying last year until we

were given a compartment in the tank wherein to carry

our acetylene generators, the only good position lor it

was on a tongue bracket cast integrally with the front

clip, securing the tank to the top tube of the cycle. I

have received such a clip, embodyiniT \ tongue bracket

for the generator, from thi Advance Motor
Company, Northampton, and they inform me they

also make a pattern with tongue at each end,

so that two generators can be snugly carried one
on each side, like holsters. This device should

interest the night-riding fraternity, and more especially

any who have End-to-end or London to Plymouth aspir-

ations. The clips are slotted for the tank screws, and
provided with a setscrew pressing on the top tube, so

that they will fit practically any cycle on the market
without alteration.

Diagnosis.
An experienced motorist of my acquaintance was

bewildereiJ by the chronic misbehaviour of his engine

during a recent run. He could find nothing wrong,

although he knew the machine by heart, and yet it

would do e\'ervthing except fire regularly and power-

fully, and he finally abandoned all attempts to solve

the mysterv by the roadside, and made the best of his

way home. Jt then transj^ired that when he had asked

his younger brother to fill the petrol tank that morning,

a can had been used which had been opened for ten

months. Not only had it been open, but its contents

had been poured into a pannikin Avhene^'er a cleaning

job was on, and had become well diluted with oilwater

and filth, till they we're more like peasoup than petrol.

None the less the engine both ran and pulled on the

nauseous mixture. This is highly to the credit of the

cai'buretter used.

Petrol Filters.

I see \ery few machines fitted with petrol filters,

and there is no doubt they are well w"orth their cost to

any rider not afflicted with the microbe of tinkeritis.

I personally enjoy taking down my carburetter every

thousand miles or so, but the majority of riders do
not, and dirty petrol and inefficient funnels are a

feature of every long ride. End-to-end entrants would
do well to emplov petrol filters. In 1906 several

liders had as many as six stops in a day from choked
jets alone, and the carburetters are not yet exclusively

fitted with separately detachable jets, nor does the

detachable jet quite cover the difficulty, as if there is

a teaspoonful of mud in the float chamber the jet will

need cleaning again in a few miles, and it is not con-

structed to be hurriedly unscrewed bv a, bad-tempered
man se\'en times in a day, as I have found to my cost

before now. I don't know how it is, but, though
T invariably use a finely screened funnel to fill the tank

through, the catchpot of my filter always contains a

soodlv as.sortment of rubbish when I examine it.

IXION."
Kelt Fasteners.

Overhauling my stock of spares and accessories on
a wet day recently, I dug out some two dozen belt

fasteners of various sizes, shapes, and patterns, and so

fell to moralising on what a perfect belt fastener should
be. Ideally I must say there is nothing to touch the

Watawata common wood screw
;
you can get it any-

where, it costs nothing, it's the easiest to put in or

take out, and it does not create a stiff patch in the

belt. But no other belt lends itself to this, and the

commonest type is that now standard for rubber belts.

Among my collection are samples cracked across the

jaws, and samples cracked across the hook; samples
with stripped threads ; others buckled out of shape,

others worn right through at the link, and so forth.

Out of my reflections I evolve the following desiderata

for such a fastener:

1. Loose link (i.e., hook joint, not permanent link).

2. Broad' bearing for hook.

3. Thick endplates of good tensile strength, to avoid

cracking, and to give room for plenty of screw threads.

(4. If for use with adjustable pulley, it should be
adjustable so as to correct belt length.)

Wanted, a Front Wheel Stand.

With so many energetic accessory firms working the

market for all it is worth one scarcely expects to find

obvious gaps, and I think the absence of a front wheel

stand is simply due
to the comparative
rarity of front

wheel punctures.

Without such a

stand the repair of

such a puncture is

not easily accom-

p I i s h e d . You
extract the portion

of tube where the

puncture is from
the cover and mend
it ; if the whole of

the beaded edge
has not been taken
out

A spare air tube carrier introducedgby the
Premier Motor Co., Lid. Before placing' In
ths carrier, thp tube should be coiled up com-
pactly in flannel or baize ; it is then [free

from chafing.

rillyou can turn the wheel till that part of the

tyre which has both lips still in the rim is next
the ground, and the rest of the job will be quite

safe. But if all of the beaded edge has to come out
of the rim before the hole is located you are confronted
by a dilemma ; either you must replace part of the
cov-er with the tube uninflated, or elie you must blow
the tube up partially and let the weight of the cycle
rest upon it while it is not corseted by the cover.

Neither alternative is safe. My own plan is wherever
possible to find a stone and lay it under the crank
case so as to lift the front wheel clear of the ground.
Failing^ this, I begin by replacing ten or twelve inches
of the cover, and turn the wheel till this part of the
cover rests on the ground; I then put the usual few
pumpfuls of air in the tube, replace the rest of the
cover, put in a little more air, turn the wheel round,
and test the ten or twelve inches of cover first inserted

for nipping. But the fact remains a front tyre repair
is far more comfortably and' easily accomplished with
the aid of a stand.
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A selection of questions of^generaljinterest received from our readersj ..and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and, whether

intended for publication or not, must be accsmpanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

The Vagaries ot the Police.

I started on a slope with
clutch out and was summoned
for driving a motor to public

danger. Now the engine had
not fired once (and P.C. ad-

mitted it), and I might as well have
been riding a push bicycle. Why
should my license have been en-

dcrsed?—A.P.C.
The ways of the police axe strange and
wonderful, and we are not surprised to

hear that the magistrates have endorsed
your license. On conviction, according
to the Act, your license may be en-

dorsed for any offence you commit.

Four-cylinder Motor Bicycles.

(1.) Please say if there are

any other well-known makes
ot four-cylinder motor bicycles

besides the F.N. End Dur-
kopp? (2.) Who is the English

agent for the Durkopp machines?
(3.) Are four-cylinder machines satis-

factory, especially as regards wear?
(4.) Are they made with a magneto?
—R.H., Aldershot.

(1.) We do not know of any, the F.N.
is the best known. (2.) The agents for

the Durkopp machines are the Service

Motor Co., 292, High Holborn, W.C.
(3.) The latest patterns of the F.N.
four-cylinder machines are quite satis-

factory in every way. (4.) Magneto
ignition is fitted.

Knocking In Engine.

I am riding a 1907 3i h.p.

Triumph motor bicycle, and it

knocks very badly. Could you
tell me why? I have just put
in a new piston ring, and it

stops dead after running a few
miles. Do you think the ring is too
tight, as my engine gets very hot?
I am using Wilburine oil for the
engine, and had a new fibre ring
fittod and carburetter cleaned. The
cylinder and piston head are quite
clean, also the plug and contact
breaker.—C.A., Yorks.

It yon have fitted a new piston ring
probably it is too tight a fit and is

causing trouble. It would be best to
take the engine down and see if there
is any play in the gudgeon pin or the
crank pin. Some machines are slightly

more inclined to knock than others,
but the knocking may often be cured
by keeping the spark fairly well ad-
vanced, and by shutting off the air

when the knocking begins.

Water Circulation on Tricar.

Will you pleas© tell me if

^^ the thermo-syphon circulation

> on my Humber tricar is cor-

-i-l rect? The hot water from top
of cylinder Jacket enters

bottom of water tank, and runs
through a tube to within an inch of

top of tank, so that when the water
is 2in. down I cannot see how there
will be a syphon. It makes a lot of

steam. Will it not work better if

this tube is taken out so that the
water will enter at the bottom of

water tank?—J.H.
The circulation system is correctly
arranged, but unless the water covers
the top of the delivery pipe the circu-

lation will not work, and special care
must be taken to see that it is covered.
Probably yon will find that if you in-

crease the length of the gilled tubing
and fit a larger tank the engine will
keep cooler.

^Deposit in Water Pipes. Lubricationi[ol Gear
and Engine.

(1.) Is there a compound sold
to prevent deposit in water
jackets? Would sal ammoniac
do? Is this chemical injurious
to copper or castiron? (2.)

What lubricant is best for the Roc
clutch and speed gear fitted to the
Rex Litette? How often should it

be oiled? (3.) How often does the
engine on this tricar (water-cooled)
require a pumpful of oil?—H.H.B.

(1.) Various compounds are sold to pre-
vent deposit in water jackets, etc. To
thoroughly scour out water jackets
there is nothing better than a strong
Eolution of washing soda. (2.) Grease
is best for variable gears, as oil has a
habit of finding its way out and be-

spattering every part of the machine.
Refill every 250 m.iles or so. (3.) Every
five miles and oftener if the low gear is

being used a good deal.

A.C.U. Hill Climli. The winner of Class III., J. Marshall (3i h.p. Triumph), on his upward flight.
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Improving Compression.

Having ridden my new
machine for over 1,000 miles 1

want 1x) remove the cylinder to

scrape away the carbon de-

posits. At the same time, as

the compression is slightly weaker,
I propose grinding in the exhaust
valve. Kindly tell me how to pro-

ceed?

—

Novice.
To remove the cylinder first study the
maker's catalogue, as by removing cer-

tain parts it is generally possible to

take off the cylinder, leaving the re-

mainder of the engine in the frame.
To grind in the exhaust valve provide
yourself with some flour emery and
lubricating oil, a long screwdriver, and
a ball of waste to put in the cylinder

to prevent any of the emery falling in-

side and doing damage. Tie a piece

of string around the waste, and when

Attention to Engiiie alter SOO Miles.

I have now covered some 800
miles on my 1908 magneto
motor bicycle without trouble,

and should be glad to know
what attention to it is now

necessary. There is only a slight fall-

ing off in power, and I think this will

be restored when I have removed the

cylinder and scraped away the carbon
deposits. . The only thing I have done
to the machine at present is to

shorten belt (twice) and draw off the
oil every 300 mileis and inject clean

oil.—S.E., Derbyshire.
After 800 miles it is nece.ssary to scrape
away all carbon deposits, and if the
compression has become weaker grind
the exhaust valve on to its seating. The
crank chamber should also be swilled
out with paraflSn. Empty all the oil

out of , the crank chamber, disconnect

READERS' REPLIES.
With reference to "J.F.M.'s" query

as to restoring life to an engine, I have
in my possession an identical machine
which developed similar defects. On
close examination I found as the chief

cause of the trouble the insufficient lift

of the valves. Remedy, use caps be-

tween valves and tappets. The mag-
neto on the 4 h.p. Antoine is generally

the low tension type by Gerard, and
which in "J.F.M.'s" case probably
wants rebushing.—F.M., St. .John's.

Re answer to "S.H.," Herefordshire.

I had a case of misfiring on a Minerva
which was due to the twisting handle
control. The handle had pulled the

screw a little bit out from the inside of

the handle-bar. and consequently there
was Mot a perfect electric communica-
tion between the insulated screw and

The gradient of Sutton Bank, near Tliirsk, averages 1 in 9 for nearly one mile. This photograph, showing J. Scriven topping the hill on a twin Rex,

conveys an e.xcellent impression of the severity of the last portion of the climb.

grinding operations are completed with-

draw the waste, and any traces of

emery should come away also. Obvi-
ously, this is only . necessary when the
valves are ground in without removing
the cylinder. It will, of course, be
necessary to remove the spring and
cotter, then smear the valve seating

with a little emery and oil. Insert the

screwdriver through the valve cap in

the slot provided in valve head, and
work the valve backwards and for-

wards under pressure, occasionally lift-

ing the valve to prevent scoring. The
grinding should be continued until all

traces of pitted marks have disappeared.

the lubrication pipe, put an eggcupful
of paraffin into the crankcase, and let

the machine stand overnight. Next
morning pedal vigoi'ously with the ex-

haust valve raised, then open the drain
tap 9,nd repeat the operation until the
paraflin runs out clean. Then put four

charges of oil in the crank chamber and
start up the engine. The magneto oil

reservoirs should be drained and also

swilled with paraffin. The carburetter
passages, spray, and feed pipe should
also be thoroughly cleaned. If the

platinum contacts of the magneto are
black and pitted, use a fine file to trim
them and remove any traces of oil. '

the metal handle-bar. Another casf

was due to the cam of the make and
break working loose on the pinion.

—

P.S.W.
I notice in a recent issue one of your

readers suggests taking out the gudgeon
pin setscrews, reducing the length of

the gudgeon pin at each end, and fit-

ting copper washers in the recesses so

made. I should like to point out that

T did that twice to a machine I had,
with the same result in each case, viz.

,

that the gudgeon pin. although a tight

fit when inserted, worked loose, and
necessitated a new piston in less than
'00 miles.—CM."
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Another view of

the hairpin cor-

ner, half-way up

Sutton Bank. It

proved the un-

doing of several

of the com-

petitors.

A WORD OF ADVICE.
Now that long distance police traps are being

worked in Sussex and other counties, motor

cyclists will do well to study their maps care-

fully, so as to find roads running parallel to the

main roads which are totally free from police inter-

ference. Many a pleasant day may be spent in dis-

covering new roads, but care should be taken to con-

sult previously a map upon which the roads are accu-

rately and clearly marked. The importance of this

was impressed upon us the other day when trying to

discover a new road to the south coast. The map
before us showed a road which ran directly to within,

a few miles of the sea. After some difficulty, an excel-

lent and exceedingly pretty road was found, but, at

the point where it met the downs, the road suddenly

disappeared altogether and ended in a mere cart track
with deep ruts. Just before this point, however, a good
main road was found leading to a well-known seaside

resort nine miles away. Had a good map been con
suited, the mistake would not have been made, as, oii

referring to the Ordnance Surveys of Brighton and
District, sheets 88 and 97, scale two miles to the inch

(which may be obtained from most booksellers or from
the Ordnance Survey Offices, Southampton), the exact

spot where the macadam ends and the grass track

begins is clearly shown. For obvious reasons we shall

not publish any of these roads in The Motor Cycle,

but we should recommend motor cyclists to look out

for them themselves, and this they will undoubtedly
find to be worth their while.

cene at the foot of Sutton Bank, YorkBhire, on the occssion of (he A.C.U. Open Kill 01. mb, on the .^Oth ult.
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Simply Incomparable.

Enagh Manse, Ballymoney, Co. Antrim, 27th February, 1908.
" I have just heard of Mr. F. Newton's wonderful performance on Palmer Cord Tyres. It proves

these to be on oars just what I have found them on a motor cycle— simply incomparable.

1 ride all days and in all weathers, and tyre trout les were the bane of my life till 1 got Palmer s

Cords. Now I can ride for months without re-infiating.

" I feel it only due to give you this little bit of my experience, and wish you success.

Signed (Rev.) J. RAMSEY."

Whether for Cycle, Motor Cycle, or Motor,

PALMERS
arc "simply incomparable." This all-round
excellence is, o5 course, due to their
sound construction on scientific principles.

Write for our Manual, gratis and post free.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD., Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.

We claim the following

advantages over motors
of any other type.

Powerful Vertical Engine.

Strongest Pattern Frame
with all Straight Tubing.
Engine Case forms basis of

Frame. Perfect and Per-

manent Alignment. Long
Hearings of Phosphor
Bronze. Mechanism eas-

ily accessible. It runs

smoothly and quietly, and
every Engine gives its

advertised power. Less

Vibration than any other

Motor of same power. Th<,

Best Hill Climber. Per-

fect Balance.
AWABDED 17 GOLD MEDALS IN BELIABILITY TBIALS.

2i h.p., £25 ; 3 h.p., £32 ; 3| h.p., with spring fork attachment, £40.
4| h.p. Motor Fore Car, ©pen frame, water cooled, two speeds, free engine £ 85.

PRICE LIST AND NAME OF NEAREST AGENT ON APPLICATION TO DEPARTMENT M.

WELLINGTON

WOfiKS,Bradbury & Co., Ltd., Oldham.
.

In answerinn ri-tJier of iJw.se advertisements it is desirable that yon mention "The Moto' Ci/dt."
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Being the opinions of medical men who are actual or prospective users of motor cycles.

{Continued from page 399.)

W. H. Uooihoase, B.A,, M-D. (London, Ont., Canada.

Although I have read your very in-

teresting journal, The Motor Cycle, for

the past two or three years, I have
never been a user of the motor cycle,

as they have not yet come into common
use in our country, but from what I

have been able to read and hear I think
they must be a source of great pleasure

and enjoyment to the users. I am
expecting to take a trip to your
country in the near future, when I shall

look more carefully into the matter and
make a selection.

IV. WintervUle, M.D.

(1.) I consider motor cycling an
eminently healthy pastime. (2.) I find

it of the greatest service (more par-

ticularly from May to November) in

rapidly, and with a minimum of fatigue,

getting from place to place in the dis-

charge of my professional duties. (3.)

The cost per mile I believe to be less

,

than that of any other mode of locomo-

tion except walking and pedal cycling,

with, of course, much saving of time
and labour as compared with these.

\ Newark Doctor.

A Newark doctor writes : (1.) I

warmly advocate motor cycling, as not
only is it healthy for one's body, but
the care needed in keeping the machine
efficient is a hobby which acts as a re-

laxation from business, etc. (2.) I

have owned a car, and last year I rode

a Triumph and ran four thousand five

hundred miles. I had one puncture and
no mechanical stops. I sold it in

January, 1908, and bought another
Triumph. I use my motor cycle in all

. T. B. P. "V^Ukmson, whose opmiooa were
given on page 353 of May 6th.

weathers and at night. The only draw-
back is mud in winter, causing one's

legs to get dirty. (3.) I keep a horse

a:nd groom for town work, which costs

£180 a year. The motor cycle does ten

times the distance, and costs approxi-

mately £26 a year. (4.) 3^ h.p. mag-
neto most certainly, low built, and
handle-bar control because of skidding
when hands are off handles. Any h.p.

above this is. not so easy to handle.

For winter a considerably lower gear

is required, 5 to 1 or even 5^ to 1, as

speed is not required and freedom from
skidding is.

H. J. Walker, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Having had four years' experience

with motor cycles, first of all with two
bicycles, and for the last twelve months
v/ith a tricar (Phcenix-Minerva), I have
come to the conclusion that there is no
sport to equal it for a doctor because

he is so easily able to get into the

country and away from his surround-

ings, which not only invigorates the

body but the mind also. I do not con-

sider motor cycling fit for professional

work in towns, but should think in the

country it is a great boon to doctors,

and even then should recommend a

tricar with a water-cooled engire. As
a sport I consider motor cycling in-

expensive if one starts with a good
machine and understands how to look

after it.

J. A. Manton, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., etc.

(1.) Employed with average common-
sense motor cycling is a splendid sport

and health-giving pastime. (2.) In bad
weather horse and trap still essential,

but if roads are decent the saving of

iime is very large indeed. I work an
extremely wide-spreading round in a

very hilly district. (3.) Cost infini-

tesimal as compared with motor cars,

and a fraction of the cost of horse and
trap. (4.) Heavy machines are useless

to a doctor. Patients object to per-

spiration, gymnastics, and dirt. Heavy-
weights useless to middle-aged men, to

whom the risk of heart strain is very

serious. I am middle-aged, and I've

tried cars, tricars, motor tricycles, etc.,

etc, and heavy-weight motor cycles in

vain. I find a Motosacoche with spring

fork almost perfection. If an extra

half horse could be got in the same
weight, which is, of course, asking a

lot, it would be absolute perfection.

As it is, it will go anywhere uphill or

down hill, but occasionally requires

light pedal assistance.

Stephen G. Longwoith.

From six years' experience of motor
cycling in its various forms I believe

it to be healthful. I have found it an
excellent promoter of appetite and
sleep, and par excellence as a means of

blowing away mental cobwebs. My
work, having been for some years con-

Dr. S. G. LongwQTth

fined to an institution, I use my
machine chiefly for recreation, but
from a limited experience of general

practice I most certainly decide in

favour of the three-wheeler, something
oa the lines of that in the accompany-
ing photograph, and for the following

reasons : Stability, ease of starting,

moderate speed, two-speed gear, belt

drive, comfort, and protection from
mud, necessitating no special clothing.

Norman Hughes, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

(1.) From a health point of view
there is nothing more invigorating

than a sharp spin through the air on
a good motor cycle. You are com-
pelled to fully expand the lungs by
filling them with fresh air ; it makes
one alert, observant, and creates a

healthy appetite. (2.) To a country
practitioner, who is strong and young,
a motor cycle is indispensable as a
speedy, efficient, and economical means
of getting round his practice. (3.)

Horse and trap and man cost at least

28s. per week. My motor cycle ex-

penses run me at 2s. 6d. per week, in-

cluding petrol, oil, and repairs. De-
preciation in value would be the same
as in horse and trap. (4.) A reliable

3 to 3;^ h.p., gear about 5 to 1, mag-
neto, weight about 150 lbs. The 1908
I'riumph embodies my ideal.

(To be continued.

)
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A Trap in Warwickshire.

We are advised of a new police trap

halfway between Banbury and Southam.

Police Trap at Darlington.

Several well-known North country

motor cyclists were fined a few days

ago for covering a short-measured

etretch in Darlington at speeds of nine-

teen and twenty miles an hour.

The M.C.C. Team Competition.

Everything points to this year's

competition for The Motor Cycle

Challenge Cup being even a

greater success than in previous

years. Eight clubs have already

expressed their intention of en-

tering a team to compete for the

trophy. We should strongly

advise secretaries of clubs to get

their teams together without

delay, as the organisers inform us

that it is just possible that if

there is a sudden rush at the last

moment, entries will havfe to be

refused owing to lack of accom-

modation at Daventry and diffi-

culty in organisation. The Motor
Cycling Club is anxious to make
the affair successful, and would

like to receive definite entries

immediately, even if the names

of the members forming the team
are sent in a little later. The
name and address of the Trials

hon. secretary is Mr. J. Van
Hooydonk, Spring Villa, High
Eoad, North Finchley, N.

Bed-hot News.

A correspondent who prefers to

remain anonymous informs us

that some days ago a few motor

cyclists were discussing the over-

heating question. One of them stated

that he po.<isesEed some years ago a cer-

tain make of engine, the cylinder of

which occasionally got so hot that the

piston could be seen moving up and

down owing to the transparency pro-

duced by the red hot iron. No one

seemed to believe him.

The Second Race Meeting at the Stadium.

We have to annoiuice that on June
13th, at 3 p.m., an athletic meet-

ing will be held by the Essex Beagles

at the Stadium, Shepherd's Bush. The
list of events now before us includes

one motor cycle race, placed at the end

of the meeting. It seems a great pity

that whenever an athletic meeting is

held the motor cycle event is alway.s

placed at the 'very end, when most of

the people have gone away, and only a

few enthusiasts remain. That is what
happened on the occasion of the first

meeting at the Stadium last month,
when we commented strongly upon the
treatment of motor cycle events.

Motor cycle racing is a draw at a race
meeting, and should be accorded a
better position in the programmes.

A Passenger Motor Cycle.

The photograph reproduced herewith
depicts a trieycle with seats side by
side owned by Dr. A. A. Bradburne,
of Southport. The engine is a 4 h.p.

air-cooled Antoine. 'The transmission
is by chain, and there are two speeds

^ *t** J*J* t* **

FUTURE EVENTS.
June 13—Essex Beagles Ten Miles Motor Cycle Handicap

at the Stadium.
,, 20—Entries close for M.C.C. Team Competition at

Daventry.
„ 20—Bamsley Victoria C.C. (Motor Section) Open

Hill-climb for Motor Cycles.

„ 34—London United Tramways Five Miles Tourist
Motor Cycle Handicap at the Stadium.

„ 27—M.C.C. INTER-TEAM TRIALS tor "The Motor
Cycle " Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup.
Prospective Competitors : Motor Cycling
Club, Coventry M.C., Great Yarmouth
M.C.C, Birmingham IVI.C.C, Lincolnshire
M.C.C, Liverpool M.C., North West London
M.C.C, and Shefheld and Hallarrs^ire
M.C.C.

„ 27—Motor Cycle Union of Ireland |Inter-centxe

Contest for the Triumph Cup.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

July 4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.
6-7—A.C.F. Grand Prix Races for Cars.

„ 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

„ 14-15—M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles
Reliability Contest.

„ 25—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 8—Essex M.C Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.

^J>!>>!>!WYYV'^'.*^.*.A,f4.:.:..:..;..>.;.'..'..-..:..>>.%.%.>«:

actuated by a clutch and a hand lever

working a dog clutch. There are two
band brakes on the back wheels
operated by foot and hand lever, and

also a front rim brake. We are told

that the machine has proved very satis-

factory, and will climb most hills on

the low sear. Its top speed is about
thirty miles per hour.

M.C.C. Londoa-Edinbuigb
24 Hours' Run

(FnUy niustrated).

Contoui Sections of the

A.C.U. End-to-end
Trials.

Petrol Spirit in One Gallon Tins.

Why the large wholesale petrol mer-
chants and refiners do not send out
sealed tins containing one gallon as
well a'3 two gallons of spirit we cannot
understand. The smaller cans would
very often be of great service to motor
cyclists, as retailers frequently refuse
to open a tin to supply less than two
gallons. Tins of this size would be
welcomed by motor cyclists.

An Unsuooessful Action.

A provincial journalist, Arthur W.
Jarrett, of Willans, near Tiver-
ton, was last week summoned at
the Cullompton Police Court by
Charles Hutchings, labourer, of
Silverton, for riding a motor
cycle in a dangerous manner on
the highway. Defendant pleaded
not guilty. Complainant stated
that he met a motor lorry on a
narrow road, and the defendant,
who was coming behind the
engine, failed to allow him to
pass the lorry first. The result
was that all three met and
passed each other at the same
time, and he (complainant) was
obliged to run into the hedge.
Defendant said he had ridden a
motor cycle for five years, and he
submitted that this was an mi-
necessary and vexatious prosecu-
tion, and to call it a motor
offence was a misnomer. It was
impossible for him to give the
defendant more room than he did,
and he did not see the com-
plainant until he came out from
behind the lorry. He could not
pedal backwards, and he dared
not stop. The magistrates dis-

missed the cafe.

Oxford V. Cambridge Motor Cyclists.

The inter-varsity hill-climbing com-
petition which was to have been held
at Sharpenhoe Hill on the 30th ult.

cannot take place, as the County
Council of Bedfordshire has refused the
necessary permission.

A Strange Request.

We often receive strange requests
which are difficult to comply with, but
we have never been asked before to
establish agencies in England for a
well-known make of motor car. Such
a request, however, has just reached us
in the form of a circular letter addressed
to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,
London. This explains that owing to
the American crisis the Leon-Bollee

i firm are compelled to extend, the

j

United States and France having pre-
I vioiisly absorbed the output.
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ItLC.C. London to Edinburgh Run.

Mr. S. F. Edge, who for the first

time did not assist in starting the men
at Highgate, was absent through pres-

bure of business, and his place was
taken by AJr. G. F. Sharp.

An Enterprising Firm.

The Gaslight Improvement Co., Ltd.,

the vendors of the well-known Carbu-
rine motor spirit, had a van load of

petrol at Highgate, and another van
with fuel on board at Edinburgh, in the

early hours of Monday morning.

The Ever-present Trap.

Through the courtesy of a correspon-

dent Tlie Motor Cyale was able to

WLrn the competitors of a trap in the
Jlorpeth district.

Low Numbers (or Motor Cycles,

We are informed by the London
County Council that all numbers undtr
3,000 of the new L.C.C. registration

letters are reserved for motor cycles.

A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-Groat's TriaL

The time fixed for this event, July
13th to 18th, is drawing near, and en-

trants are making their final arrange-

ments to enable them to compete. It

is hoped tliat all who intend to take
part in this trial will carefully read the

conditions beforehand ; for instance,

the question of the use of cut-outs has
been raised, but it distinctly states on
page 8 of the preliminary regulations

that "no cut-outs are to be used, and,

if fitted to the machine, they must be
closed and sealed so that they cannot

be used." The following entries have
been received up to the present : W. H.
Wells, 5 h.p. Vindec Special ; Walter
lUdler, 6 h.p. Leader; E. Nelson, 5

h.p. Pte.x ; J. Tassell, 3i h.p. Matchless ;

Gordon Gibson, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; F.

Dover, 3^' h.p. Triumph ; F. S. Barn-
well, 3i h.p. Rex ; Dr. H. R. Mayo,
5 h.p. Vindec Special ; I. B. Hart-
Davies, Sj h.p. Triumph; M. Geiger,

6 h.p. N.S.U. ; T. F. Cox, 7-8 h.p.

Minerva; W. H. Bashall, 3^ h.p.

Triumph.; M. W. Randall, 10 h.p.

Lagonla tricar; F. C. Mustard and C.

E. Murphy, 3^ h.p. Triumplis.

The M.C.C. Membership.

The Motor Cycling Club now heads

the list of social motor cycling clubs

with a membership of 274. A rapid

increase in the membership during the

last few weeks is, of course, due to the
London to Edinburgh twenty-four

hours' run, which has once more proved
to be a most feuocessful event despite

the difficulty of handling large numbers.

WMt Monday Racing at St. Albans.

The five miles invitation handicap
race was won by D. E. Clarke (2-^- h.p.

Centui'y-Givaudan), A. Tyler (2 h.p.

Chater-Lea) being second, and .J. Smyth
(2} h.p. Rex) third. Time, 7m. 25s.

Five entered for the five miles touring

machine handicap, C. Reid (3 h.p. Cen-
tury) finishing first, and S. Collier

(3 h.p. Century) second. Time, 7m.
44s. Result of the five miles invitation

scratch race.—1, H. V. Colver (2| h.p.

-Matchless) ; 2, D. R. Clarke (2| h.p.

Century) ; 3, J. Smyt-h (2| h.p. Rex).
Time, 6m. 22?s.

Echoes of Sutton Banli.

Owing to the length of the course

and the numerous turnings which it

contained, one or two errors have im-

fortunately crept into our report of the
hill-climb held at Sutton Bank on the

3rd inst. JMr. W. E. Grange informs

us that his 3i h.p. Triumph climbed
the hill successfully, whereas it was
stated in our report that he had dis-

mounted. In Classes 5 and 5, Mr. F.

Scriven's name is unfortunately given

in place of that of his brother, Mr.
Jack Scriven. R. G. Bell, the rider of

the Moto-Reve, did not dismount at the

comer—^he unfortunately fell. Bell

was travelling at a good speed at

the corner, but when negotiating it the

back wheel of the machine skidded from
under him. Considering that the

machine had the smallest engine of all

those competing, the fact that it got

as far as the corner is a point distinctly

in its favour. In Class 2 the differ-

ence between R. M. Brice (5^ h.p.

Bi-own) and F. Scriven (3^ h.p. Rex)
should have been 30js., not 3|s. ; the
latter was a misprint.

4.61

St. John's C.H. & A.C.

The results of the two motor cycle

races at Tunbridge Wells on Whit-
Monday, promoted by the above asso-

ciation, wei'e :

Three miles scratch race.—1, C. E.
Bennett (Jlansfield 76 by 73) ; 2, F. E.
Barker (Rex 75 by 75); 3, H. ilartin

(J.A.P. 85 by 60). Time, 4m. 56s.

Five miles handicap (handicapper F.

Straight, A.C.U.)—1, A. White iDart

70 by 86); 2, H. Martin (J.A.P. £5 by

60) ; 3, F. E. Barker (Rex 75 by 75).

Won easily amid loud applause. Time,,

7m. 48is.

Barnes versus OUeslagers.

On Thursday evening of last week
Geo. A. Barnes, mounted on his new
14 h.p. Peugeot racer, met Olieslagers

on the Velodrome Buffalo, Paris.

Barnes beat the Belgian at his own
speciality—quick starting—and quickly

assumed a twenty yards lead, but not
having had any track racing experience
for eighteen months, he was at a dis-

advantage ; moreover, he is not yet able

to get the best out of his new racer.

Olieslagers won the race by about
thirty yards. The rivals have now met
on two occasions, and a win stands to

the credit of each.

International Auto Cycle T.T. Race.

There is every probability that the

International Auto Cycle Tourist

Trophy Race will be held before the end
of September, instead of October, as

originally suggested, and intending

entrants will be well advised to get

their machines in Tourist Trophy trim

without delay. They will thus have
plenty of time in which to practise, so

that they may be able to get the best

speed on the quantity of fuel allowed,

which will this year be as follows :

Single-cylinders, one gallon per lOO
miles; multi-cylinders, on© gallon per

eighty miles. The entries received up
to the present ajto : H. Collier and
Sons, Matchless (1) ; H. Rem Fowler,
Norton (1) ; Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Triumph (3); T. H, Tessier, Bat (1);

W. H. Wells, Vind«c Special (1); and
Robert- W. Ellis (1).

FlashUght photograph o' the start ot the London-Edlnboish ride. Nos. 1 and 2—S. 0. Frost and S, Wetb—waiting lor flu word to go.
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The M.C.C. London to Edinburgh Run.
IN

the whole history of motor cj'cling there is nothing more
remarkable than the ever-incieaf^iiig popularity of this

splendid competition, which year by year is better sup-
ported. Last week the number ol motor cycle

entries amounted to 106, of which ninety-nine were motor
bicycles and seven passenger motor cycles, thus eclipsing all

previous records. The fine open space in front of the Gate-
house Hotel, Highgate, preseiitci the usual busy scene as

the hands of the clock approached 10 p.m., and despite the
large crowd of spectators and the numerous throng of com-
petitors, the officials changed confusion into order with aston-

ishing celerity All the motor bicycles were placed on the
right hand side of the road, and the passenger motor cycles

ajid cars on the opposite, all the competing machines being
arranged in their numerical order ready to fall into line as

the starter, Mr. F. T. Bidlake, and the marshal required.

A cool evening with the wind in the North-west, a bright

the chief hotel in Hatfield lay a dangerous patch of unrolled

stones, of which someone might have easily warned the

riders. Near Baldock also as one approaches the town down
a long descent another even worse patch was encountered,

which caused the downfall of more than one rider. Shortly

after leaving the town the night became very dark, and near
Biggleswade spots of rain fell, and gradually developed into

a downpour. On the route cards the following words come
after the name Biggleswade "Check (no need to dismount),"
which implies that a competitor may do so if he please, and,
who would not who has once sampled the excellent hot

coffee and sandwiches made ready in the cheery Swan Hotel,
where we found the first competitor who had passed us on
the road.

Close on midnight came Sale, followed by others, and for

the next hour men came in thick and fast, demanding petrol

and ."^andwiches, coffee and carbide, water for their lamps.

In the hotel yard at Wetherby, preparing for the third stage ot the run.

crescent-siiaped moon ana a clear sky boded a fine passage

for the riders, but near the time appointed for getting under
way black clouds began to gather to windward, and the sky
became gradually overcast. Leaving Highgate shortly before

the first man was due to start we made our way to Biggles-

wade, which marks the completion of the first stage of the

journey. Even at this epoch in the history of motoring the

journey {rem London to Edinburgh is to be considered no
light one. Four hundred miles separate the two capitals.

and in twenty-four hours Jihis space must be covered, man
and machine must alike be fit to accomplish half of the

greatest length of this island of ours in the time allotted for

the purpose.
The first event of any importance was the meeting of a

patch of unrolled metal, near Bamet, marked by an illumi-

nated danger sign, and with the roller and its accessories

hung with lamps. Here everyone had a fair warning of

the approach of danger, but not so further on. Just outside

and lubricating oil all in the same breath. Imagine that
quiet, orderly, and sober town, all ablaze with headlights
of a crowd of fifty competitors at once—a scene which must
be seen to be realised. For one solid hour continuous streams
if riders poured in, all enthusiastic despite the rain now
\^ouring down upon them, and relating to one another the
terrors of that patch of stones at Baldock. Williamson, the
present holder of the End-to-eird record, was one of the
victims, and R. C. Davies, who iimved very late, was another.
Troubles at this early stage were, of c»urse, few and far

between, but one or two men had to struggle with their
lamps, of whom one failed to get a light until he put the
water he had forgotten into the generator.
The competing machines represented almost every known

make of motor cycle. Several machines made their d^but
in open competition on this occasion—the 4^ h.p. A.S.L.,
ridden by Mr. A. Sharp, fitted with a % h.p. Jap engine,
and po.ssessing a distinctly novel feature for a motor bi;yc'e.
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Tbe M.C.C. London to Edinburgh Ron.—
namely, a pressure fed Jap carburetter; the machine was
also suspended fore and aft on Sharp's patent air springs.

'The other debutant was Mr. Chater Lea's carette.

Gunn, who has done the " hat trick " in this com-
petition, made the journey this time on a new Lagonda car.

By 2.30 most of the men had gone by, and had started
to cover the second stage of the journey to Grantham and
breakfast. The rain still fell, and the night was cold, but
the men bravely forged ahead in the teeth of the wind and
driving rain to meet the fine weather that was shortly to
come. Tempsford Bridge, set at right angles to the road, had
to be negotiated, where men waving lamps indicated the
"danger. Eaton Socon, Buckden (where the road to Hunting-
.don is nearly always taken by mistake, despite adequate
warning, even by men who have made the journey several
times),, and Alconbury (which boasts of "the only hill between
Biggleswade and Stilton) are then passed. Here daylight,

cessation of the rain, and a cold, breezy morning, not quite
neglected by sunshine, eheer on the men, who, as the light

;grow9 stronger, increase their pace and speed along the road,
growing straighter and less thronged with villages, until

'Grantham is reached and the second stage is over.

Of the competitors, T. J. Weightman had sparking plug
trouble, and was much delayed. S. T. A. Oldfield had to
retire owing to a broken carbon brush in his magneto and
a broken fork spring. Mundy, the last man to send in his

entry, was reportedto have suffered a puncture and a clogged
up free-wheel. ~ Rumours of other troubles were reported, and
one man was said to have found himself in a ditch. Through
Norman Cross a Motosa.coche and Moto-Reve were seen
travelling in excellent stjle. Below we give the names of

the riders and their machmes who checked at Biggleswade

:

MoTOB Bicycles.

*S. G. Frost {^ Minerva)
S. Webb (^ Triumph)
C. 6. Myer (9 Bat)

W. H. WeUs (5 Vindec)
*J. S. Harwocd (3i Triumph)
W. H. Lan? (3i Triumph)
H. G. Cove (2 Moto-R^ve)
F. Mussell (3i Quadrant)

•A. 6. Reynolds (^ Vindec)
W. A. Sale (5 Vindec)
G. E. Roberts (3i Triumph)
A. M. Tatham (3i Matchless)
*E. Gwynne (3i Vindec)
A. de S. Hutton (6 Premo)
A. D. Draper (3^ Matchless)
V. Olsson (5 Vindec Special)

L. A. Baddeley (3 Baddelev)
A. D. Nicholson (3^ Triumph)
G. W. Raper (6 N.S.U.)
J. S. Tweddle (5| N.S.U.)

»T. F. Cox (7-8 Minerva)
C. J. Seed (5 Vindec Special)

R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)
H. C. Horswill (3i Brown)
•H. Williamson (3i Rex)
S. Oldfield (3i Quadrant)
H. Collins (3-i Norvic)
H. M. Bentley (3i Triumph)

*C. H. Crole-Rees (6 Advance)
W. 0. Bentley (3i Bell)

J. T. Weightman (5i N.S.U.)
P. H. Trotman (3i Triumph)

-»F. White (5 Res:)

H. G. Bell m Triumph)
G. Brough (3i Brough)
B. Cumberland (3^ Triumph)

*W. A. Jacobs (^ Rex)
Miss Muriel Hind (5 Rex)
H. S. Myer (3^ Rex)
Ciipt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,

Bart., R.N. (3i Triumph)
'J. Le Grand (2i Matchlessi
J. L. Barratt (5-6 Peugeot)
D. S. Baddeley (5 Baddeley)
I. Hart-Davies (3i Triumph)

•*G. L. Fletcher (2 Moto-R6ve)
R. C. Davies (6 Griflfon)

H. G. R. Slingo (5i-6 Griffon)

-A. J. Sproston (5 Vindec)

*W. Perslike (4 Diamond)
J. Stuart-White (li Motosa-

cochej^

J. V. Robinson (li Moitosa-

•A. S. Phillips (5 Vindec)
E. Pond (5 Vindec Special)
Q. Gibson (3i Triumph)
A. H. Forbes (3i Triumphj
•0. L. Summers (S^ Vindec)
0. C. Cook {^ Triumph)
A. McDonald (3i Triumph)
A. Peppercorn (2| Anglian)
*R. 0. Clark (5 F.N.)
M. Campbell (5 Vindec)
Dr. Moss-Blundell (3i Z.L.)
W. H. Bashall (3i Triumph)
*H. P. Beasley (5 Rex)
H. C. Sayer (3i Triumph)
J. Cooper (3i Triumph)
A. Walton 5 Vindec Special)
*A. Sharp (4i A.S.L.)
C. F. Lacey (3i Fafnir)
A. T. Browett (^ Triumph)
V. H. Deucher (5 Vindec)

*J. 0. M. Dixon (3i Vindec)
P. C. Campariole (3^ )

G. Rowden (3^ Bat)
W. H. Bishop m Vindec)
*C. E. Woodger (5 Eland)
H. C. Hauriott (3i Triumph)
H. Cowlm (3 Triumph)
A. Jelks (3 Chase)

*J. Winslow (5 Rex)
P. E. Quick (3i Triumph)
S. H. Clay (4^ Minerva)

*0. C. Godfrey (5 Rex)
J. H. H. Robinson (6 N.S.U.)
H. Childe (3i Triumph)
P. Janson (3^-4 Bat)
•A. M. Lomax (3^ Triumph)
F. G. Smith (5^ Triumph)
W. Adam (Si Triumph)
A. 0. Holmes (5 Crypto)
G. E. Purchase (3^ Triumph)
Dr. C. Gibbons (Sj Minerva)
A. G. Penn (31 Rex)
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
•R. G. Mundy (3^ Triumph)

M. W, Randle (10 Lagonda)
F. Cozens (10 Lagonda)
H. S. Freeman (10 Lagonda)

Tricabs.
F. A. Hardy (6 Panhaxd)
Dr. E. W. Brewerton (10

Lagonda)

*Signifies comptitors for the Schulte Cup and special cup
for motor bicyclists.

At Grantham, a number of Nottingham motor cyclists,

including Mr. E. G. Young, were waiting to give the com-
petitors a reception. Here some 400 eggs were disposed of

by the competitors. Wells, Sale, and Sproston led the van-

guard into Doncaster, where Mr. W. E. Corcutt noted the

times of the competitors. At Wetherby, as usual, the

second breakfast was waiting for the plucky riders, and a
crowd of people welcomed them. The run is creating more
interest every year. Hundreds of people lined the route

through the towns and villages.

No fewer than seventy motor cyclists got through to Edin-
burgh, and will be eligible for gold medal awards. Then
there were three tricars which covered the distance in

safety, and twenty-three cars which completed the journey.

Thus, of the 126 who left London, ninety-six arrived in Edin-
burgh. The run to many of the competitors was not of the

most enjoyable nature, and for that the weather was largely

to blame. There was a drizzling rain for an hour or two
during Friday night, and the trouble on Saturday was

Miss M. Hind (5 h.p. Rex) leaving tbe Newcastle control,

enthusiastic reception at Newcastle.
Sbe hsd quite an

caused by wind and dust. It was a bitterly cold " nor-
easter " that was blowing practically all the way, and it

drove clouds of dust straight into the faces of the competi-
tors, who were thereby seriously inconvenienced. Eye
trouble was a common complaint, and one of the earliest

arrivals said it was no unusual thing to get into such a
dense cloud that he could not see twelve yards in front of
him. A further complaint was that in more than one part
of the journey there \\'ere very rough stones on the road, and
R. C. Davies came to grief about forty miles out from
London over a heap of unlit stones. Notwithstanding a
spill, he persevered on to Doncaster, but his magneto war
so damaged by the shock that he decided to give up the
attempt to ride to Edinburgh, left his machjne at Doncaster,
and took train to Edinburgh.

There were, unfirtunately, two more accidents, which
threw R. M. Brice and E. Pond out of the run. Brice, one
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The M.C.C. London to Edinburgh Run.—
of the most experienced and steadiest of ridera, and who has
taken part in tliis run on several previous occasions, collided

with a boy of fourteen or so, vfho was on a push-bicycle, at
a crossway near Wetherby, and both were reported to be
badly hurt, particularly the boy. Everyone regretted that
such a thing had happened, and it may be stated that this

is the first thing of tlie sort that has happened since this run
was instituted. Pond, it seems, had fallen foul of a ditch

or a bridge somewhere about Grantham, and had been taken
to hospital in an unconscious condition.

Miss M. Hind was the only lady motor cyclist, and .'*he

was well within time when she reached Edinburgh. This is

the first time a lady on a motor bicycle has don© the

journey in connection with the competition. Twice before,

liowever, Miss Hind has taken part in the run—first on a
9 h.p. Singer tricar, with a lady passenger, and last year
on a car. Miss Hind had quite a pleasant journey, despite the

strong head wind, an'd to look at her one would have thought
she had come no further than XevenhaU instead of all the

way from London town. Except for a tyre puncture during

Friday night. Miss Hind had no trouble of any sort.

The competitoi-s were preceded by two official cars—one lent

by the president of the club, Mr. Charles Jarrott, and the

other by Mr. P. J. Jenkins, one of the committee. The
travelling marshals in these cans were Mr. Jenkins, Mr. R. H.
Head, and Mr. Arthur- Candler, and their duty was to

organise the run all the way down and to see that the com-

petitors conformed to the requirements. The marshals came
on half an hour in advance of the competitors, and set the

watches en route by that of the timekeeper.

There were two cups competed for on the double journey

—

one the Schulte Cup, for all classes of motor vehicles costing

not more than £250, and the other the Motor Cycling Club

Cup, for motor bicycles only.

The arrival of the competitors at the Royal Hotel, Prince's

Street, attracted a great deal of attention, and so big was

the crowd gathered round the door, that the police, including

a mounted man, had to control the traffic. The first arrival,

W. H. Wells, came in shortly before seven o'clock, and the

others came in at intervals more or less long.

Appended is a li^ of the survivors who reached Edin-

burgh :

Motor Bicycles.—S. G. Frost, S. Webb, C. G. Myer, W.
H. Wells, J. S. Harwood, W. H. Lane, H. G. Cove, A. G.

Reynolds, W. A. Sale, G. E. Roberts, A. M. Tatham, E.

Gwynne, A. de S. Hntton, A. D. Draper, V. Olssori, L. A.

Baddeley, A. D. Nicholson, G. W. Raper, T. F. Cox, C.

J. Seed, H. Collins, ,H. M. Bentley, C. H. Crole-Rees, P.

H. Trotman, F. White, H. G. BeU, B. Cumberland, W. A.

Jacobs, Miss Muriel Hind, H. S. Myer, Capt. Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., J. P. Le Grand, J. L. Barratt, D.

S. Baddeley, I. B. Hart-Davies, G. L. Fletcher, A. J.

Sproeton, J. V. Robinson, A. S. Phillips, G. Gibson, A. H.
>-•

CLUB
Nottingham and Dlstrlet ILO.C.

The first meet is to be held on Saturday next, the 13th inst.,

and the destination Newark.

Cheltenliam and District M.C.C.

This club held a speed-judging competition on Jnne 3rd.

Result: 1, W. B. Qibb (li h.p. Motosacoche), &. too fast;

2, F. W. Corbett (2i h.p. Lamberjack), 5fs. too slow; 3, H.

A. Ceoke (5 h.p. Dreadnought), 21s. too slow.

Swindon M.C.

A speed-judging competition was held on May 16th, between

Swincton and Castle Coomb e ; distance, twenty-six miles;

time allowed, without voluntary stops, 82m. 6s. Results:

W. Jackson (5 h.p. Twin Rex), 83m. ; R. G. Hannington

(3i h.p. Triumph), 77im. ; H. Rayor (5 h.p. Twin Rex), 93m. ;

C. S. Wilson (3i h.p. Triumph), 71im. ; 0. Webb (5 h.p.

Rex de Luxe), 103m.
Birmingham M.C.C.

The result of the above club's annual reliability trial, held

an Whit-Monday, waa as follows : F. G. Sandison (5^ h.p.

Triumph), 1st; F. H. Southam (5 h.p. Vindec), 2nd; R. W.
Dnte (5i h.p. Triumph), 3rd ; F. W. Aston (3 h.p. Triumph),

A. H. Haden {3i h.p. New Comet), S. C. Ferryman (5 h.p.

Norton), A. Shrieves (5 h.p. Rex), and E. W. Winckle (2 h.p.

CUment-Garrard) also completed the course.

Forbes, 0. L. Summers, C. C. Cook, A. B. McDonald, R.
0. Clark, M. Campbell, Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell, H. P..

Beasley, H. C. Sayer, A. Walton, C. F. Lacey, A. T.

Browett, j. 0. M. Dixon, P. C. Campariole, G. Rowden,,
W. H. Bishop, H. C. Haurott, H. Cowlin, J. Winslow, P.

E. Quick, S. H. Clay, 0. C. Godfrey, J. H. H. Robinson.
H. Childe, P. Janson, F. G. Smith, W. Adam, A. G. Fenn,
WiUiam Pratt, and R. G. Mundy.
Tricaus.—F. Cozens, H. S. Freeman, and Dr. E. W.

Brewerton.

THE RETURN JOURNEY.
Those who elected to go the return journey had a quiet

send-off when they set out at half-past twelve on Monday
morning, and Mr. Bidlake superintended their departure.
Several of those who got through to Edinburgh had intended
to make the double journey, but did not do so for one reason
or another, and those who started for London in competition
for, the Schulte and the M.C.C. Cups were: S. G. Frost,

A. G. Reynolds, E. Gwynne, C. H. Crole-Rees, G. L.
Fletcher, A. S. Phillips, 0. L. Summers, R. 0. Clark, H. P.
Beasley, J. 0. M. Dixon, J. Winslow, and 0. C. Godfrey.

The Schulte Cup and M.C.C. Special Cup.
Arrival at Barnet.

Almost with the punctuality of an express train, those com-
peting for the Schulte and Motor Cycling Club trophies:

arrived at Barnet on Monday night. Tired and dust-begrimed'
they were, but cheerful and delighted at having accomplished'
successfully the double journey of nearly 800 miles. Twelve-
motor cyclists were despatched from Edinburgh, and only
two failed to reach Barnet ; or in other words, eighty per
cent, of the starters finished the journey. The first man to

arrive was R. 0. Clark (four-cylinder F.N.), who started

late and arrived a trifle early. Next came S. G. Frost (4^ h.p._

Minerva), A. 6. Reynolds (3i h.p. Vindec), and 0. G..

Godfrey (5 h.p. Rex); all three reported having made, am
excellent journey. The roads and weather were all that could^

be desired, and the wind in the favour of the competitors.

The other arrivals were : J. Winslow (5 h.p. Rex), who had
had tyre trouble; C. H. Crole-Rees (6 h.p. Advance), who
had had trouble with his front forks ; A. S. Phillips (5 h.p.

Vindec) ; L. Gwynne (3^ h.p. Vindec) ; H. P. Beasley (5 h.p.

Rex), tyre and belt troubles ; and 0. L. Summers (Sj h.p.

Vindec). Gwynne, Phillips, and Summers suffered no trouble

whatsoever, and expressed themselves delighted with the

journey. Some of the men had most elaborate route cards,

carried in frames or glass-fronted boxes, which were illumi-

nated by electric light. All the competitors agreed that,

though they had a very hard ride on the outward trip, th&
return portion of the competition was delightful. Reynolds-,

appears to have kept very closely to schedule time all through,,

but stated that to do so was a tremendous strain. At Cock-
btimspath he fell, fortunately without damaging his machine..

NEWS.
Welsh A.C.

The hill-olimbing contest on Philadelphia Hill, Carmarthen,
on the 5th inst., before a large crowd, resulted on formula as:

foUows

:

E. T. Striok (Clement-Garrard) 76

Donald Burnie (3^ h.p. Triumph) 67

J. Shimell Andrew (3i h.p. Triumph) 67

G. P. Gold {3i h.p. Triumph) .654

W. G. Mason (3^ h.p. Triumph) 652

B. T. Davies (3^ h.p. Brown) ... .63

Competitors were allowed three ascents of the hill, the best

time to count. The fastest ascent was made by B. T. Davies

in Im. 41fs. The winner how holds the Cory-Yeo Cup.

M.C.U.L (Dublin Centre.)

The first speed trials of this season were held on

Portmarnock Sands on Saturday, May 30th. Results:

Two Miles Members' Handicap.—S. Findlater (J.A.P., 85

by 76), 30s., 1st; P. Hunse (Peugeot, 75 by 75), 60s., 2nd.

Twenty Miles Open Handicap.—S. Findlater (J. A. P., 85

by 76), 5im., 1st ; B. Dumphy (J.A.P.-Matchless, 85 by

76), 4i-m., 2nd; C. B. Franklin (J.A.P., 85 by 85), 3^m., 3rd.

C. E. Murphy (Triumph, 84 by 86) was disqualified in both

events for not riding a properly-equipped machine. S. Fird-

later and H. Quinn were cautioned for not keeping to the>

correct course.
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A Leeds M.C.C. trophy.
The Kelly Cup, won by F.

W. Greenwood on a 3^ li.p.

Rex. Thirteen competitors
out of seventeen made ab-
solutely non-stop runs.

Club News

—

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The run on the 14th inst. is to Bedford, meeting at the

Westminster College at 9.30.

On the 18th inst. meet at headquarters at 2.45 for Hunt-

ingdon (Did Caxton Gibbet, Papworth,

and Fenstanton. Members are requested

to make a special effort to attend this

run so as to become acquainted with

the course for the reliability trial on

the 25th inst.

L; Perlh>nd District M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the

30th ult., starting from Strathord

Bridge. The route was by Stanley,

Caputh Bridge, Dunkeld, and New Inn

to the starting point, continuing by

Perth, Almondbank, Pitcairngreen,

Moneydie, New Inn, and back to Strath-

ord. The first few in order of merit,

iivespective of speed, were as under :

J. Adamson, D. Y. Sommerville, J.

Livingstone, C. W. Livingstone (tied),

B. Syme, J. P. Crichton, E. A. C4orrie,

and D. Robertson. The first prize

under club rules goes to IVIr. J. P. Crichton.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

A reliability run was held on the 30th ult., the course

being from Bolton to Gisburn—a distance of ninety miles.

The winner proved to be the secretary of the club, who rode

a 2|- h.p. Minerva. Result : 1, A. Richards (2| h.p. Minerva),

gold medal; 2, A. R. Batten (3 h.p. Headward) ; 3, J.

Fishwick (6 h.p. N.S.U.), consolation prize; and 4, H.

Davies (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), consolation prize. There were fifteen

entrants and twelve starters. A speed judgment trial has

been fixed for July 18th.

Bocardo M.C.C. (Oxford).

A hill-climb (handicap) and speed-judging cuntest held on

tlie 28tli ult. resulted as follows ; Result of hill-climb (Prof.

Callendar's formula).—!, H. J. Hill

(5 h.p. Vindec Special), time 34fs., figure

of merit 58.8 ; 2, H. Braithwaite (2j h.p.

De Dion), time 64s., figure of merit 65.

Result of speed judging, the object

being to ride machine over a measured
quarter of a mile at an average rate ot

15 m.p.h.—1, H. J. Hill (5 h.p, Vindec
Special), time 56s. ; 2, G. Arnett (2-J li.p.

Plioenix), time 55|s.

Motor Cycle Union otJIrel3„d (Ulster (.antrej.

On Saturday, the 13th inst., at four

o'clock, a hill-climb will be held at

Sugar Loaf Mountain. Two classes ar,'

included. Entries close Thursday, tin-

11th inst.

The inter-centre competition for the

Triumph Cup takes place on Saturday

,

June 27tli, at 2,30 p.n)., starting from
Tolka Bridge, Urumcondra, finish at

Balmoral, outside Belfast.

(2i h.p. Ariel), G. H. Hollis (3i h.p. Triumph), H. G. Cove

(3i h.p. H.G.CO, G. Bennett (,3 h.p. Marlborough), M. Tuch-
mann (3^ h.p. Triumph), C. H. Crole-Rees (6 h.p. Advance),
M. Campbell (5 h.p. Vindec), W. G. Barton (3 h.p. Triumph),
T. G. Blundell (3i h.p. Triumph), D, K, Edwards (2-J h.p.

M.M.C.), and E, W, Ashworth (7 h.p. Minerva).
In addition to competitions already announced, it has been

decided to hold a flexible hill-climb on October 10th. Mr.
C. G. Myers has kmdly offered a cup for competition at this

event. The committee have accepted the offer, and passed
a vote of thanks to the donor.

Members are reminded of the speed-judging competition,
which takes place on Saturday, June 13th, the entrance fee

for which is 2s, 6d, Any member who has not yet received

entry forms and full particulars should communicate immedi-
ately with Mr. T. G. Blundell, jun., 30, Ferncroft Avenue,
Hampstead, N.W.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

Results of competition for Rolls cup. A hill-climb was
held at Sharpenhoe on May 16th, and the reliability and
petrol consumption test was held on May 23rd, the route

being : From Cambridge to cross roads two miles from New-
market, and thence back to Cambridge by Six Mile Bottom
and Gog and Magog Hills. This circuit was traversed three
times, being a total of eighty miles.

Hill- Petrol con- Reli-

climb. sumption, ability.Name and machine.
E. D. Dickson (5 h.p.

Vindec)
N. W, Hutchinson (3^

h,p. Triumph)
J. M. Oakey (5 h.p.

Vindec)
G. L. Mere (3^ h.p.

Triumph) .,, ,,, .,. 235.1
A. E. Murray (3i h.p.

Triumph) 217.3
C. H. Stephenson (6-7 h.p.

Bat)

R. G. Heyn (5i h.p. Rex)

The figure of merit at Sharpenhoe was multiplied by ten
and subtracted from 500 ; 300 was the maximum of marks

260.9 57.28

270.7 43.07

253.6 27.05

28,4

300

300

297-i

292J.-

16,24 275i

Total.

618.18

613.77

578.15

556

509.04

152.6 33.8 300 486.4
130,4 38.4 300 468

Liverpool M.C.

On Saturday next a reliability trial

to Newport (Salop) and return has been arranged. The start
is from Pepper's, Claremont House, near Queen's Ferry Cross
Road, at 2 p.m. Entry fee (2s, 6d.) must be in the hon,
,«ecretar3''s hands to-morrow (Thursday), On the following
day the run is to Hale; 20th, Winwick ; 21st. Rufford,

North-west London M.C.C.

The connnittee. having received the judges' and checkers'

reports, are now in a position to announce the final results

of the club twelve hours' reliability trial from London t"

Coventry and back on May 23rd. The following have been
awarded a silver cup, which will be presented at the annual

dinner and prize-giving: A, S, Phillips (5 h.p, Vindec). G,

Rowden (3^ h.p. Bat), E. Gwynne (3^ h,p, Vindec), Miss M,
Hind (5 h,p. Rex), W, H, P'idgeon (3 h,p, Rex-Goldhurst),

C. H. Burton (3^ h.p, Vindec and sidecar), S, A. Ivnaggs

Competitors in the hill-climbing competition of the Bocardo M.C.C. (Oxford).

allowed for reliability. One mark was given for every mile
per gallon better than eighty miles for single-cylinders and
fifty-five miles for twin-cylinders.

S.E. Aulo Cycle Association.

At the last committee meeting fifteen new members were
elected, and the honorary secretary reported that application.s

for membership forms under the 5s. associate scheme have been
."!0 numerous that he found himself quite unprepared for the
rush, and had been obliged to wait for the five hundred forms
now on order from the printers.

The legal department is now under the control of Mr,
.1, A. T, Good, the club solicitor, who ha.s defended success-
fully .so many motor cases, and is an enthusiastic motor cyclist

himself. Prospective members should apply to H, B, Renner,
31, Kidbrook Park Road. Bhickheatli, S,E,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's run name ana address.

Pedab in the T.T. Race.

[5355.]—I ;iin phased to notice that pedals <ire barred
in the Tourist Trophy Eace. It should be a great induce-
ment to the private rider to compete. I look forward to
the time when they will be barred in all other competitions.

E. VARNEY.

Day o! the Quarterly Trials.

[3356.]—In reply to Mr. Edgar W. Brighton's grumble, I

wish to say I am an average amateur with a business to
attend to ; consequently I am unable to leave my business
on a Saturday. The last Quarterly Trial, which was altered
from a Saturday to a Wednesday, is the only one I have ever
attended, although I have been a motor cyclist four and a half
years. Were the trials always held on any day but Satur-
day, I with several others would immediately join the A.C.U.
and enter. Surely if Mr. Brighten gets three out of four
fixed for a Saturday he ought not to grumble. I should like
to see a club started for trials, hill-climbs, etc., to take place
on, say, Wednesday or Thursday, or any day but Saturday.

EARLY CLOSING THURSDAY.

Behaviour of Rubber Belts in Wet Weather.

[3557.]—In a recent issue of The Motor Cycle "Ixion"
writes about rubber belts slipping in the wet, and I write
this merely to state that I think all rubber belts slip if the
rubber gets at all wet. I have had two, and both were
alike, so long as the rubber was on the gripping sides, and. I

got slip before I had ridden a quarter of a mile in any-
thing over dampness caused by fog. When the rubber got
worn off the sides they gripped all right, but slipped a lot

on dry dusty roads ; in fact, I found the canvas held the
grit and caused a lot of wear on the pulley. I now use only
a_ leather belt and find it wears the best. My pulley is cut
to correct angle, and the belt rim is a James." *

J. HAYTON.

A Suggested Formula.

[3358.]—I always read with great mterest the various
problems which appear in the "Questions and Replies" of

The Motor Cycla every week, and hope the following may
be of interest to some of your readers :

If M be the driver of a motor cycle, working with velocity

V ; if a sufficiently high value be given to V it will ulti-

mately reach PC. In most cases V will then = 0. For low
values of V, PC may be neglected ; but if V be large it will

generally be necessary to square PC, after which it will

again assume a positive value. By a well-known elementary
theorem

—

PC -^ LSD = (PC)=

but the quadrature may be sometimes effected by substituting

X^ (= XXX) for LSD. This is preferable if LSD is small

with regard to M. If LSD be made sufficiently large PC
will vanish.

Now, if .3P be substituted for PC (which may happen if

the difierence between M and PC be large) the solution of

the problem is made more difficult because no value of LSD
can be found to effect the quadrature of JP, for,' as is well

known, (JP)' is an impossible quantity. Note.—The value

of V need not suffer diminution if a circle be described about
PC, then the method of least squares should be ased, especi-

ally when LSD is a rapidly vanishing quantitv.

OLD JOE.

Gudgeon Pin End Brasses.

[3559.]—Regarding letter No. 5319, I fitted the same
idea to a home-made engine as far back as 1904, only im-
proved by fitting a small pin to project from side of gudgeon
pin into a recess in piston, to arrest any possibility of

gudgeon pin turning round. If " Ilfordian " cut ^in. off

each end of a gudgeon pin like mine, it would barely stop

in the piston. If properly fitted, T^^in. is ample, as brasses

do not wear. I have found it a success on two engines of

mine and also a friend's. I have never had a set-screw fall

out ; I did not give such an unmechanical idea the chance.

Common stationary ga«-engine practice is not always good
for a motor cycle engine, as a set-screw has very little chance
of proper exit fix)m the latter. Some makers are dull. I

never saw the brasses idea before I fitted it, and am sur-

prised more makers do not use it.

FRANK CHAMBERLAIN.

Soldering Petrol Tanks.

[3360.}—Referring to letter No. 3334 re .soldering of

petrol tanks, I may inform " Llewen Side" that, having
had a few years' experience in the use of petrol for various

purposes, I am not so much in ignorance of its nature as

to solder with the filler cap on. Both the cap and the

petrol tap holes were open. Also the tank was washed out
about three times, and then it was left overnight before

soldering. I must confess that I am yet puzzled as to

how the explosion was caused. If there was any gas

present, it must have been in a very small quantity, and,

of course, the pressure must have been nearly nil. Anyway,
the force of the explosion was sufficient to blow the sides

and top of a tinned steel tank open. The result, after

being extremely careful, convinced me that others less

careful and experienced may easily make a very disastrous

mistake. Hence my warning.
FRED WHITTAKER.

Sidecars, Belts, and other Interesting Items.

[3561.]—The issue of Miy 20th of your excellent journal

is one of the most entertai ling I have read for some time,

as it discusses many interesting points, on most of which all

motor cyclists have an opinion of some sort.

For instance, "Road Rider's" remarks re sidecars will

be chosen as a text for innumerable letters from various

sources—chiefiy as a disguised and free advertisement from
those monetarily interested. The chief disadvantages men-
tioned in the paragraph against the rigid sidecar can easily

be removed. The sidecar I had built to my specification

shows none of them, hence it can be done.

While on the subject of sidecars I may revert to Mr.
Pooley's letter re tyres. The rigid sidecar is not hard on

tyres. I must modify this statement by saying it depends
firstly on what you call a tyre, secondly on the wheels being

vertical, and in alignment.

When I was having my machine built over fifteen months
ago I wrote to Messrs. W. ajid A. Bates, of Leicester, for

their advice as to tyres for my particular requirements. I

stated horse-power, weight, mentioned style of sidecar, etc.,

and I followed their advice, with the result that since fitting

I have not had my covers off the rims once. It is a tip

motor cyclists should all adopt. G-et your pet tyre makers
to state in black and white what they recommend, adopt

it, and make them stick to what they said should you ever

meet trouble. But you won't provided your tyres are what
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they should be. If I cx)uld make the reet of my machine as

reliable as my tyres I should have a no-worry combination

indeed.
Referring to " Ixion's " unique rubber belt experience,

I can only say that during the four years I have used Der-

matine belts I have had nothing like that happen. In fact,

I think the belts grip better when wet, especially if they

are slightly worn, and of correct tension.

Se the belt fasteners. I had a great worry from these,

because they had to stand the racket of my Osborne four-

speed and jockey pulley. I overcame the difficulty by using

a countersunk screw, with a nut underneath the belt. Any
good hook fastener of the Celerio variety can be thus

adapted. The shortening is not messy at all, and here,

again, I have my own method.
Perhaps I was a bit too soon ui writing my letter No.

3325. Since then I wrote to the makers stating I found

no improvement in the running of my motor, but thanking

them all the same for the trouble they had put themselves

to. I expected that would conclude the whole matter.

Imagine my surprise when I received a few days after a

letter from them informing me of despatch of a new and

tested motor, which they begged me to compare with my
old one, I eventually to return the one I did not choose.

I do not think you could better this for fair treatment

and an earnest desire to satisfy, and for that reason,_ and

after what I have written, it deserves the greatest publicity.

As I have previously stated, I am in no way connected

with any of the articles mentioned

B. RICHARDSON BILLINGS, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
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Silence.

New Use for an Electric Headlight.

[3362.]—If not already known, I think the following may
be of some use to those of your readers who motor cycle in

pairs. Ten miles from home my friend's accumulator ran out.

showing only 3.25 volts

on voltmeter. My own ch«rcinc first cell

accumulator being well

up, and of 20 ampere-
hour capacity, we took
both accumulators from
machines, and charged
his from mine, one cell

at a time, for half an

hour each cell.

The connections were
as shown in the sketch

herewith.
This carried us home

all fight without a

misfire.

HAROLD J. COX.

CK&RCINC SECOND CELL

4:-
6—1-^

A. Eleclric headlight,

B. Accjinulator to be charged.

C. Charging accumulator.

P.S.—An ordinary pocket test lamp would, of course, have

served just as well as the headlight, though it would

probably have necessitated longer charging, owing to its

not taking so much current.

Petrol in Small Tins.

[3363.]—Perhaps an experience of mine the other day

may be of interest to your readers, and cause them to be

exceedingly careful (as I shall be in future] when having

their tanks replenished to see they get the proper article. I

had my petrol tank filled up at a small garage from a Shell

can (not sealed), and had gone a few miles when my supply

pipe broke. After a short stop to repair it I was unable to

restart the machine, and after spending about one and a half

hours, testing everything, I discovered I had been served

with paraffin. A car driver very kindly stopped and gave

me some " genuine Pratt's," which enabled me to ride to

the next town. For the convenience of motor cyclists, why
cannot manufacturers send out petrol in sealed gallon cans as

well as the two gallon size? Only the same day I should

have got in a supply at another place just before reaching the

"paraffin garage," but they vrould not serve less than two
gallons.

On the above run I broke my front cylinder exhaust valve

(my first), but after a five minutes' stop to take out the

broken valve head, I rode the remaining sixty miles home
on one cylinder at a good twenty miles sm hoar—one point

in favour of the twin 1 7. H. M.

[3364.]—In your issue of May 20th "Road Ridar"
advisee riders not to use too good a silencer. I think this

is rather bad advice, as there is no doubt that motor cycles

are disliked by non-riders, chiefly on account of their noise,

which, in a good many cases, is very far from silent.

In support of my opinion that you cannot have too good
a sUencer I may mention that on the 19th ult. I was fined

at Bow Street for passing a cab shelter on the wrong side,

and one of the points upon wliich the magistrate laid great

stress was whether tlie machine was noisy or not. Fortu-
nately for me I use one of Sharpe's silencers, and the ex-

haust IS practically inaudible. Had it been otherwise there

is no doubt my fine would have been considerably higher.

Some riders, of course, dispense with silencers altogether.

I met five such in Piccadilly a few days ago, and I can
assure you they were not creating a very favourable im-
pression. LC 2312.

Police Methods.

[3365.]—The letter appearing in your issue for May 27th
under the heading "Police Methods," and signed "White
Coat," to my mind, raises one or two important questions.

Firstly, what right have the police to demand the inspec-

tion of a license when the owner is on private property, i.e.,

in this case, the hotel yard? Secondly, assuming the police

have a right, when and where is one free from such annoy-
ance after having garaged one's motor?

It appears to me that the necessity to comply with a
demand to have one's license examined only holds good
when in charge of a motor on a public highway, and that
under conditions as experienced by "White Coat" should
be resisted on principle. S. G. L.
[The Act says : A licensee must at any time whilst driving
a motor car (a motor cycle is a motor car within the mean-
ing of the Act) produce his license to a police constable

on demand.

—

Ed.]

Unattached Riders.

[3366.]—^In reply to Mr. H. G. Cove's letter re unattached
riders in your last issue, I think every motor cyclist is agreed
that the C.T.C. cannot possibly ofTer anything like the
advantages offered by the A. C.U.
But Mr. Cove misses the vital point. What unattached

riders want are the advantages he enumerates at a 5s. sub-
scription, and not 10s. 6d. with an entrance fee of 5s. in

addition, as this would make his outlay ISs. 6d. in all,

which is more, I think, than the advantages are worth io

him (as an unattached rider).

I ajn glad to see that the S.E. Auto Cycle Association is

alive to this want, for according to its scheme all un-
attached riders from ajiy part of the United Kingdom may
become associate members for a subscription of 5s., and be
thus affiliated to the A. C.U. and R.A.C. In other words,
they will get all the advantages offered Oy the A.C.U. at
10s. 5d. for 5s. (and a few others as well). I, for one, am
joining the S.E. Auto Association, and am sure that many
thousands will do the same. H. A. COOPER.

An Opinion from Japan.

[3367.]
—

" Does an air-cooled engine overheat ? " During
a recent trial in India I ran from Thana to some distance up
the Bhor Ghat at full speed the whole way—about fifty-

eisht miles. (No speed limit in India, except in towns and
villages.) I did not stop at the foot of the hill (rise of about
2,000ft. in four miles, with numerous hairpin corners) to cool,

and the macliine took the hill all right. I was pulled up
by not being able to get round a bad corner. I lubricated

very freely the whole way. but never had the exhaust smoky.
The engine did not "smell" hot, and I am not a crack rider

by any means. My Norton is the first motor cycle I have
owned. I hnd a tricar previous to that, about wliich the less

said the better. Some years ago my brother had a motor
cycle (Buchet engine) which used to get red hot, but it did

not seem to affect its rimning at all.

With regard to using a cut-out, it is not motor cyclists

only Trho are the culprits. Two of the cars in the New York-
Paris Race passed through here (Tokio) recently. One was
running with nii open exhaust. I should not think that it is

good for the motor movement in a country where motors are

a novelty. TOKIO.
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The Cammoney HlU-cIimb.

[5368.]—Reading tlie reports and makers' glowing adver-

I isements of the above event would give the stranger an im-

pression that there was a hill to climb. The so-called hill

is merely a. bump on a side-road, the velocity of the machine
down one side at the start carrying the machine up the other,

with very little exertion on the part of the engine.

Surely the M.C.U.I. does not get up tlie sport for youngsters

ur novices only, together M'ith the featherweight riders, with

caps, neckties, exhaust pipes, etc., removed.

The winning machine in one event simply flew up the

hillock, with the engine misfiring half the time. This

machine was a home-made affair, and not to be compared with

the magnificent ones present. If it had been firing properly

no time could have been taken, as it would have climbed the

hillock almost instantaneously. The other event was won on

a machine of ancient construction, long since discarded by the

makers. Surely the M.C.U.I. could try a slight incline such

as the "Horseshoe," which is a regular road, and see how
pumping of carburetters, elastic bands over float rods, dwarf

engine pulleys, variable gears, etc., would do in an ordinary

tourist run.

The cars would have been much better to have stayed at

home, as they simply affronted themselves, with the excep-

tion of the winning one with the special gear box, which

acquitted itself admirably.

I trust the M.C.U.I. will consider tlie Horseshoe, and give

us an exhibition worthy of the name. WELLWISHER.

An Interesting Letter from Newfoundland.

[3369.]— I notice that there has been considerable dis-

cussion recently in your interesting journal re. light and

heavyweight machines, also belt and chain drive, and as

most of your correspondents appear to be in favour of belt

drive, I am moved to give my experience with chain drive,

which I have been using for the past three years in conjunc-

tion with a 1-1 h.p. machine, weighing under 100 lbs. First

and toremo?t, this is a very hilly country, and I know posi-

tively that I could not ride up half the hills t« be met with

on our main roads, if I were using a belt. I come to this

conclusion by noting the experiences of a motor cyclist here

who uses a machine of same h.p., but with belt drive.

While touring during last summer, I succeeded,^ strange

to say, in negotiating a hill at first attempt on which three

standard touring machines (3i h.p.) of best English manu-

facture failed to get up. The hill in question lias a hairpin

turning half-way up, and a grade of about one in four on the

turn and for a short distance beyond. The heavy
_
machines

could not be driven around the sharp turn at sufficient speed

to keep going on the rest of the hill. In my case with a light

machine I slowed down somewhat when taking the turn, and

then pedalled a few revolutions, after which the machine

picked up, and finished the climb in a satisfactory manner.

The machine in question is geared 6 to 1.

The harsh drive which some people seem to fear is com-

pletely overcome by a patent compensating sprocket on the

counter-shaft, which makes the drive as easy as with a belt.

One set of chains lasted two seasons, when they becanie

stretched, and I thought it best to discard them. The chain

connecting pedals with rear wheel (for starting the machine)

is of the same pitch and dimensions as the driving engine

chain, and can be interchanged if necessary. The counter-

shaft is on an eccentric, so that slack can be taken up.

I understand that this year's model has this improvement.

The machine I have at present has been in use three seasons,

and the only repair to the engine has been a new exhaust

valve. The original valve pitted somewhat after being_ in

for two years without being removed. The original sparking

plug is still in service, although I carry spares_ in case of

necessity. I am a firm believer in leaving an engine severely

aJone, until absolutely necessary, I can travel at the rate

of thirty-five miles per hour, but the roads here will not

really allow more thaJi twenty-five miles per hour, and only

for very limited stretches at that.

The heavy machine would, of course, be more suitable for

a Goliath or a speed merchant, or in connection with passenger

work. Strange to .say, the makers of my machine list a side-

car to go with the 1| h.p. machine, which I have no doubt

would prove suitable on level roads, such as we, unfortu-

nately, do not experience in Te Ancient Colony.
^

G. H. M. B.

Belt V. Chain and Two-speed Gears.

[3370.]—Allow me to heartily endor.se Dr. Patterson'.^

letter. I am an engineer, and a user, not a builder, of

motors. I, personally, refuse to ride with a single gear, say,

from Manchester to Ijondon, meeting steep hills, greasy

setts, tramlines, and thick traffic. Once I am hemmed in

with traffic and stopped I am not prepared in the grease and
traffic to go through the starting. I do not know where to

get a good variable gear. I say "variable," because a three-

speed gear is many times superior to a two-speed, and it

will come in time. My choice at present is the belt. The
chain will be infinitely superior when it has an elastic drive

(not a slipping drive) and an oil bath gear case.

Last October 1 tried to get one of the " motor engineers of

England " to build me a nice machine. I do not think it

is a freak. It has a standard frame, standard 3^ h.p. twin
engine and a two-speed geared back hub. It is a failure for

these three reasons : (1) The handle starting will not cause the

Arthir M. Startin (5 h.p. Riley tricar) in tlie Coventry M.C. run to

Holyhead on IHay SOtli. Leaving Menai.

engine to start with a magneto ; (2), the hub has been twice

to its makers before doing 200 miles and not at their expense

either; and (3) the "motor engineer," etc., made a small

mistake in the weight of the machine, which is 60 lbs. heavier

than he said. Of this class are too many of the motor engi-

neers of England. They fit variable gears on the engine-

shaft, reducing the speed of the unfortunate belt. They fit

variable pulleys which give the smallest engine pulley when
the strain on the belt is greatest. They_ make back hub
gears of horrible weight that do not hold oil, and that have

large diameter ball races. Often they are not educated as

engineers. They are often not even educated men at all,

and their reasoning faculties, which will bring a doctor or a

lawyer to the solution of a simple problem, are not developed.

For my part, I should like pedals for starting purposes;

this is much less trouble than any other way, .but one wants

footrests also. I think the Phelon and Moore gear would

be nice if it had an elastic drive and oiltight gear case, but

with chains . No; give me a belt. A chain is a nasty

dirty thing to have anything to do with. You do not want
even to see it, let alone have it break.

_
Make_ it amply

strong, and give it an elastic drive, swill it in oil, cover it

up, and let it do its dirty, useful work out of sight and hear-

ing. Then it will not trouble you with wearing or breaking.

But it should be remembered that finer workmanehip and

material are required throughout in a motor bicycle than in

almost any other piece of machinery owing to the necessity

for reasonable lightness, the vibration, and the dust and mud.
A.M.r.M.E., A.M.I.C.E.

(Several Uittrs are unaroidabb/ held over.

)
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Jhe Phenomobile

solves the problem of the Sociable Tricar.

The Phenomobile combines the simplicity and low cost cf upkeep of a Motor Cycle with the comfort and efficiency of

a Car. In one vital point it even excels any m tor-propelled vehicle : It is entirely free from SidCSlipa There

are many other advantages wliich the Phenomobile possesses over the ordinary type of Tricar, and we shall be pleased to-

urnish you wiih full particulars on receipt of a postcard. Prices fro.n 105 guineaSa

Sole Concessionnaires

:

THE^NEW ERA MOTOR CO., 6, Lonsdale Road, West Kilburn, LONDON, N.W.
Telephone! 3019 P. Hampstead.

30 Guine,a.s. THE

2i h.p. Icwin-cylindei-.
Bosch H.T. WlSLS'^^^o.

"DOUGLAS "

Is doing more to make motor cycling popular than

anything else, because it is noiseless, vibrationless,

takes hills as level ground, and gives no trouble

on the road.

Send for booklet to the makers—

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingsweod, Bristol.

2J/3 h.p. " Fairy" (Magneto Ignition .

What a Colonial Rider thin/<s of
THE FAIRY.

Grahamstown, South Africa, 3/2.08.
" It may interest you to know what satisfaction the Fairy

Motor (2* h.p.) is giving me out here.

a The roads are very bad as compared with English ones, and
en average of 15 miles an hour is the utmost a large 17 h.p.

ar can run.t

The littie Fairy climbs the hills about here with ease, some
parts of which are 1 in 5 or 6. This may seem steep, but is a

fact. She onl;' needs a touch of the pedals to help her out."

FURTHER PARTICULARS CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION TO

THE FAIRY MOTOR CO.,
102, Westcomoe Hill, Biackheath, S.E.

'Phone 1021 Deptford. Telegrairs: "Fro»tbite, London

%

In answering any of these advertisements it-is defirahle that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
pniCES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns— Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In ttie case

flf Trade Advertisements a series of tliirteen

insertions is cliarged as twelve.

All adver ise ents In this section should be

accompanied wth remittance, and b^ addressed

to the olfices of ' The Motor Cyel-'," Coventry.

To ensure insertion leters shoald be posted

in time to reach the ofTices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or

if sent to Lonion, by the Thursday afternoon

previous to the date of publieution.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra-

tion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will

appear in the advertisement. Replies should be

addressed, "No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if
" London " is added to the address, then

to the number given, c/o " The Motor Cycle," 20,

Tudor Street, E.C.

^m^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM, ^£IE

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them;
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-

^posited with " The Motor Cycle," both parlies are

advist-d of this receipt, and upon intimation of the

arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d, is charged. All deposit

matters are de;tlt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to llifle and
.Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who rer'y to advertisements and receive no

answer to their erquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post

All letters relating to advertisements must state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date

of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAIIPAX.—Genuine Twin Bex, £22, gruar-

anteed. spi-ir.g; forks, low Tniilt. goes
like a flash; £16 given for 1906 E«x, £13 for
1905 Rex, £11 IDs. tor 1904 Rex, or £10 10s. for
1903 Rex, in part payment.—Address below.

HALIFAX.—1903 Bex Feather vveight. Duplex
fratne. mai^iieto, splendid climber, new;

25 guineas; exchanges.

HALIFAX. — 1908 3i h.p. Magneto Tourist
Rex. new; why pay fancy prices? 35

guineas ; exchanges.

HALIFAX.-1908 Triumph, magneto, all the
latest impi'ovemcnts ; delivery now;

£48; exchanges.

HALIFAX.-1908 3i h.p. N.S.tJ.. 26in. wheels,
long bars, low saddle; £36; liberal ex-

cl ar:ges.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder magneto Vindec
Special, condition exceptional; cheap,

£35: spring forks.

HALIFAX.—21 h.p. Phelon and Moore, two-
speeds, 26 wheels, carry heavyweight;

£27 10s. ; any trial.

nALIFAX. — 45s. deposit and sii monthly
payments of 29s. 6d. secures 25 h.p. Ey-

celsior, 3 h.p. Humber. 23 h.p. Minerva. 23
h.p. De Dion. 23 h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds,
2J h.p. Minerva, 3J h.p. Bex, 24 h.p. Aurora.
23 h.p. Kerry, 3 h.p. M.M.C. ; all guaranteed
running order,

HALIFAX Motor Exchange.—Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments. High-

grade machines purchased for spot cash.

—

16, Westgate, Halifax. Telephone, 766. Tele-
grams. Perfection.

? DIDilYDU WEARY
ofiyour old machine''at'7Whitsun ?'''Did you
envy the riders of the 1908 TRIUMPHS, BATS,
REXES, VINDECS, and others ? Did you yearn
to get right up-to-date with a Two-speed Gear
and Clutch—a machine with a starting handle
like a car ? We can provide any of those good
things, making a liberal allowance for yoiu? old
machine, and giving prompt delivery of any first-

class make, including the best of all—.'^BsSiiSffi

The WARWfCK (Car Style)

MOTOR CYCLE.
4 h.p. ballbearing engine, marQeto, live axle
two-speed gear and clutch, spring forks

;

Pr-ice 45 Guineas-
Let us send you oui- interesting pamphlet on.

"The Evolution of the Motor Cycle," with
description of this machine.

The following SOILED and SECOND-HAND
MACHINES are in perfect running order; ready for
the road, and have the Premier Certificate of Fitness :

N.S.U., new, 1908 ,Koc clutch, two-speerl
gear; cost //O £55

N.S.U., 3Jh. p., I90P, with Sidecar... ... 40
REX, 1908, 3^ h.p. de Luxe, 2-speed gear,
magneto, accessories 40

ROC, igoS Military Model, clutch and c-speed,
spring forks 40

ROC, 5 h.p., magneto, Roc clutch 32
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3^ h.p., magneto .... 35
N.S.U. Twin, 6 h.p., magneto, 2-speed gear,

splendid machine . .
' 35

REX. 3i h.i»., soiled only, magnfto.Tou ist... 33
REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, soiled onlv . . 32
REX 1907 Lightweight, not used 22
VINDEC SPECIAL, 3^ h.p., magneto, Truff-

ault forks, a,djustable pulley 30 0.

TRIUMPH, 3 r..p. magneto 30
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1906, 5 h.p., Truffault. . 27
REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch and gear, per-

fect order 26
ZENITH BICAR, 4 h.p., WHiittle belt, free

engine 22
MINERVA Twin, 4J h.p., spring fork, abso-

lutely perfect 32
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., cantilever seat, grand

condition 19 10
N.S.U.. 3A h.p., magneto, fine condition . . 19
ROC, magneto. Roc clutch, spring fork, good
condition 19 10

EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p 7 10
KERRY, 4i h.p., Twin, 2-speed 19
QUADRANT, 3 h.p 9 10
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spring forks, Bioo saddle,

tyres like new 9 10
WHITLEY, 3i h.p 10

JAP, 2i h.p 6
MINERVA, i^ h.p,, spring fork, good con-

dition 5 10
BROWN 2 h p.. good : oingor' er 5
CHAMPION, 3 h.p., Trembler coil 6
REX TRICAR, faultless, running splendidly 23
STEVENS TRICAR, two speeds, free

engine, wheel steering 33
RILEY 5 h.p. 1907 TRICAR, two speeHs,
spring frail e, wheel steering, coach built,

three brakes, run 250 miles, cost j£90, grand
bargain 55

Ask for jitll particulars of any of the above.

Others constantly arriving. Complete list free on
application.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.
Sent on 3 Days* Approval.

Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 amp 9/6 1 List on
20 ,, . - . . 12/6 / application.

Send for pamphlets " On the Choice of a Motor Cycle,"

"Motor Cycles of 1908," "Everything for the Motor
Cyclist."

Ask for our LIST of TYRE BARGAINS.

Premier Motor Agenoy
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: 4310. Telegrams: "Primus," B'ham

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX. — 3 h.p. Humber. spray, lore

bars, low saddle, well cared for, good
tjres; £10.

HALIFAX. — Lightweights, in going order,
253. deposit and six monthly payments

of 223. 6d. secures 2 h.p. Quadrant, 13 h.p.
Minerva, 2 h.p. Minerva, 2 h.p. Kelecom, 2
h.p. Quadrant, 2 h.p. Humber. 2 h.p. Uni-
versal, and 2 h.p. Princeps.—Address below.

HAilFAX.—4 h.p. Ant-oine, 26 wheels, low
frame, trembler, girder forks, very fine

mount; £16 10s.

HAIIFAX.—Fine i\ h.p. Eex, long bars, low
saddle, good climber; £11 10s.. bargain.

HALIFAX. — 5J h.p. 1907 Eex de Luxe,
twin tyre, Hoc clutch, magneto,

spring forks.; £27 10s.; bargain.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Clarendon, vertical en-
gine, footboards, ball hearings to en-

gineshaft, 10 miles non-stop; £13 10s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Hobart, vertical, spray
carburetter, trembler coil, splendid con-

dition ; £12 10s.

HALIFAX.—31 h.p. 1906 Eex, spring forks,
low frame, foot brake, aluminium

finish; £15.

HALIFAX.—3i h.p. Excelsior, spray, trem-
bler coil, Cljncher tyres, good condition,

suit sidecp.r; £16 103.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Hadley, % h.p.,
Calmon and Clinchers, 26 wheels,

special finish; £17 10s. '

HALIFAX. — 6 h.p. twin Antoine, 26 by ,
tyres, B.O.M. ignition, guaranteed run-

ning order; £22.

HALIFAX. — Twin-cylinder Onaway, V en-
gine, spray, specially low, suit short

j'lder: £22 10s. ; spring forks.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.p. Alcyon, fine 26 by 2)

tyres, twin, spring forks. N.S.U., two-
-.peed gear, light and low ; £23 lOs.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Simms. vertical engine
;nagneto ignition, easy starter, re-

liable; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.-2? h.p. Clyde, vertical engine
magneto ignition, splendid condition;

£16 10s.

HALIFAX.—3 h.p. Pafnir. special machiiie
long bars, very low, first-class order;

£15.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. Minerva, spray, girdei
forks. 25 by 2J Clincher A Won; begging

at £16 10s.

HALIFAX.—5i h.p. twin Eex, black finish
enamel and tyres eqtual new. spring

forks; £23.

HALIFAX.—3J h.p. 1906 Eex, spring forks
low frame, foot brake, aluminium fin

i=h; £15.

HALIFAX. — 3J h.p. Magneto Eex. sprini
forks, Eex foot brake, cannot repeat;

£18 10s.

HALIFAX.—34 h.p. Eex, spray carburetter
22in. frame, very powerful machine;

£11 10s.

HALIFAX. — 2 h.p. Beeston Humber, bell

drive, spring forks, good climber, lighi

and low; £S 17s, 6d.

HALIFAX.—2J h.p. Calvert, vertical engine
spray, 26 wheels, tyres good; bargain

£9 9s.

H.4LIFAX. — 3 h.p. Lloyds, very fine. Pal
Tuers, spray carburetter, footboards

,rembler coil; £9 10s.

HALIFAX.-23 h.p. Coventry Eagle, verti
cal engine, trembler coll, tyres verj

good; £12 lO.-i.

HALIFAX—23 h.p. F.N., special frame, vcr
tical engine, long bars, low saddle ; £1

IJj.

HALIFAX.—24 h.p. Clement-Garrard, light

low machine, very good order; bar
s-ain, £11.

HALIFAX.—1906 3i h.p. Minerva, spray
girder forks, guaranteed in runnini

>rder; £15.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex
change, or extended payments. High

f- ade maonines purchased for spot cash.-

16. Westgate. Halifax. Telephone, 766. Tele

jrams. Perfection.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you menfion " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTORS BICYCLES FOR SALE.

MATIDE'S.—All the undermeTitioned motor
cycles ape in guaranteed good mnning',

and can be seen on the road at the address.

MAUDE'S. — Zenith Bicar. two speeds,
handle starting, newly enamelled and

done np by the makers. Now. ye godfathers,
how's this at £27.

MAUDE'S.—Zenith Bicar. 4 h.p.. free en-
gine, new rear tyre: £21.

TV/TAUDE'S.—Zenette, sprung frame, girder
IVX forks, free engine, 3 h.p.: £22.

MAUDE'S.—N.S.U.. 6 h.p., magneto. 24in.

wheels, BlOO saddle; £32.

MAUDE'S.—Eex, 1907 model, 3i h.p., just
been overhauled ; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 3J h.p.. magneto,
spring forks, new rear tyre, 1907 model

;

£24.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel, 3 h.p., B. aud B. carbur-
etter, yertical. 26in. wheels, very good

condition ; £15.

MAUDE'S.—Werner, twin. 26in. whi>els,

spring forks, spray, accumulator i.;,ni-

Uon; £20.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva. 3J h.p., vertical,
M.O.V., spray carburetter; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva. 3i h.p.. 26in. wheels,
low built; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2J h.p.. vertical, new
tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-

>ughly overhauled and re-enamelled; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Clyde, 23 h.p.. vertical engine,
ma.gneto, Donguemare spray carbur-

eter; £16.

i]\/rAUDE'S.—Clarendon. 3 h.p.. vertical en-
LVX' gine, spray, very good tyres; £11.

Il/TAUDE'S. — 23 h.p. Minerva. 1906 model.
LVi Z6in. wheels; £15.

il/TAUDE'S.-Bex, 50 guinea model, non-skid
LVx to rear. Palmer front; £10 lOs.

IX/TAUDE'S.-Bat. 3J h.p.. Bat engine, Lon-
LVX guemare spray, with sidecar; £28. with-
)Ut £23.

iVTAUDE'S.-Bex, 22in. frame, trembler, 50

LVX guinea model ; £10 10s.

jV/TAUDE'S.—Lloyds. 2 h.p.. vertical engine,
LVX footrests, spray. 26in. wheels; a beauty,
B12.

MAUDE'S.—Rex, 3| h.p., 1905 model, good
condition, standard; £15 15s.

MAUDE'S.—Rex. twin, 6 h.p., cantilever
seat, 50 guinea model ; £22.

MAUDE'S.-Fafnir, 3 h.p.. vertical, spray;
£12.

MAUDE'S.—Zedel, 2 h.p.. vertical engine,
low built. 26in. wheels, as new; £11; to

36 recommended as a lightweight.

ijl/TAUDE'S,-Jap, Phcenix built, good tyres;

MAUDE'S.—Bex, 26in. wheels, low built,

spray carburetter, footboards ; £14 14s.

MAUDE'S.—Bayliss. 3J h.p., very good
tyres; £11.

MAUDE'S.—Another Bayliss, Zi h.p.. special
price £3. good running order.

rc ...
chain drive, good running order; £9.

IDE'S.-Singer, 2
barburetter ; £8.

il/TAUpE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p.. trembler coil

illTAUDE'S.-Singer,_2 h.p., magneto. Singer

MAUDE'S. — 45s. down and twenty-four
weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 3i

ti.p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Rex, 2 h.p. Humber, 21

ti.p. Humber, 2J h.p. Jap, or 2 h.p. magneto
Singer. Delivery upon first payment.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart. Powell Street, Hali-
fax (behind the Victoria Hall), offer

without doubt the very best bargains in
tnotor cycles, all of which are guaranteed
in good running order before despatch.
Write us and let us have your L-eqairements,
land we will quote you best tei-ms for ex-
hange or cash.—Nat. tel., i33.

Holicla.vs Over"
Granted. But if you w sh to prolono^ your plea=iure

get a good reliable, motor cycle. To do this, it i<^

absolutely essential tha*- you deal with a reliable firm

Therefore, give us a trial. VVe can supply the same
article at paunch less than other dealers.

IVIIfMERVAS.

2} h.p £29. 3} h.p £32.

„ 4ih.p £39. 7-8 h.p £4,5.
Magneto £5 extra, singles and twins. Spring forks, 50/-,

ARIEL 21 h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT.
Coil and acrumuiator ignition 32 Guineas.
lljgneto 37 „

WE ARE NOW
n a position tc fit all new and standard 4^ h.p.
and 7-8 h p. twin-cylinder Minerva motor c.vcles with
Bosch hi,°li tension magnetos at the small extra charge
of £5 Let us quote you tor new 1908 motor cycles.
Good allowanres.

1} h.p. VINDEG £48 10
i h.p. VINDEG 53
T h.p. TOURIST 52
2.} h.p. MINERVA 29
ih h.p. MINERVA 32
4* h.p. MINERVA 39
7-S h.p., MINERVA 45
13 h.p. F.N 35
4I h.p. F.N 50
li h.p. TRIUMPH 48
3J h.p. SILVER 39

3I h.p. BROWN : . . 37
Anv othtT make gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
REX Triette. 6 h.p., non-skid £25
HUMBER Tricar, cliain drive 12
RILEY, three speeds end reverse, tnin-

cylinder, 9 h p 55

FORECARS, etc.
Nice Forecar,"^vith front brakes £5
BAT Sidecar, good conditiuu ., 4 10

SIDEOARS.
Let us quote you for Cash or Exchange for a new

igoS MontL;omery Sidecar. Catalog;ue and terra?? free

ACCUMULATORS.
A genuineandcheap accumuiatoratiast ! r.naranteid.

twelve months, ("ienuine " RIP " accumulators.
Note particularly the prices ;

REX size, 3J X 2* X siin £0 12
ARIEL size, 4 x ij x ejin 12 6
MINERVA size, 4i X 2j X 6Jin 13 6
Try one on ap*-' wal. Cash returned if not perfectly

satisfactory.

TUBES.
FULLY CU.ARANTEED.

26 ^ jin. . 6'- 28 X 2in 7 /-

26 \ sijin 7'- 28 X 2}in 7/6.

26x.-(iii 8/- 28 X 2jin Si-

Ijnuiediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
26x2in 16/- 28 X 2in 17/-

26x2jin... . , 17/6. 28 x 2.Jin 18/-

26 X 2Hn 21/6. ;8 x ;;ni 22/-

"ALBANY" BELTING.
}in. 7a., Jin. Si., iin. 9li., lin. lOd. per foot.

GOODRICH ALL-RUBBER NON-SKID.
26>;2]^in. cover, £2.

10/- allowed on your okl cover in pan payment.
Good high tension magneto motors v/anteJ for spot cash

MAUDE'S MOfOR MART,
POWELL. STREET,

Nation. u lelephoiie

HAI.IF'AX.
433-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Motor Bike, Fafnir engine, in good
condition ; £15 10s.—Rossiter, South

Road, Kingswood, Bristol.

31 h.p. M.M.C.. vertical engine, Chater-Lea
2 frame, spring forks, new Palmer cord

tyre, powerful lamp and accessories, excel-
lent condition ; price £15.—Eowley, Montford,
Shrewsbury.

23. h.p. F.N., vertical spray. 26in. wheels.
'4 Palmers, £12: 2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V..

inclined, spray. Clippers, £8: both gcK>d
condition, and cheap. — Law&on. Burley
Mount, Leeds.

O h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, excellent con-O dition. exceptionally good engine,
splendid hill-climber, a perfect gem; £15 for
quick sale.—Motor. 86, Colvestone Crescent,
Dalston. London.

WE Have Instructions from Miss Hind to
dispose of a twin Roc, which has been

thoroughly overhaiiled, and is in perfect
condition; lowest cash price, £42. — A. W.
Wall, Ltd., Birmingham.

POWERFUL 5 h.p. Twin Rex, 1907, late
model, used only four timeS' in trials,

in twc of which it finished first, practically
n^w: £25 10s.—Alexander's Motor Exchange,
110, Lothian Road, Edinburgh.

MOTOR Cycle, Rex de Luxe, only a month
in use; offers wanted.—Alexander's

Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

Q3. h.p. Lloyds, in splendid condition; £11
^4, 108.—Alexander's, Edinburgh.

3 h.p. Humber, Dunlop tyres, free engine,
very powerful.—Alexander's. Edinburgh.

^:^ h.p. Antoine, twin, will take a sidecar
anywhere, good as new; £20.—Alexan-

der's Motor Exchange. Edinburgh.

SHOP-SOILED N.S.U., 3J h.p.. Quadrant,
Zi h.p., Adler. 3 h.p. ; bargains.-Alex-

ander's Motor Exchange, 110, Lothian Road,
Edinburgh

21 h.p. Riley, splendid condition, tyres
4 perfect, appearance like new, with

accessories, £13; also 33 h.p. 1906 Rex, spring
forks', first-class order and appearance, £15.
—Mack, 47, Burma Road, Stoke Newington.

1 Q06 21 h.p. Brown, brand new condition
i-fj throughout, absolutely perfect, excel-
lent hill-climber, easy starter, magnificent
machine; £15 for quick sale.—Stanton, 86,

Colvestone Crescent. Dalston, London.

31 h.p. Bat. genuine De Dion engine, spring
'4 frame, fitted with a Fit-all two-speed

g«ar, this is a perfect touring machine, and
will stop at nothing in hills: price £22 10s.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.

F.N., magneto, 23 h.p., spring forks, two
sets bars and seat-pillars, long and

short, speedometer, Lucas Acetyphote lamp,
^nacliine perfect condition, and used but
little ; bargain, £19.—Thomas, Motors, Bar-
r.et.

REX, Bex, from 25 guineas and your old
machine taken in part payment; send

lor list of both Triumph and Rex from their
agents. Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27, Fleet
Street, Coventry ; 64. High Street, Stour-
bridge,

23. h.p. Motor Cycle, 26 by 2J Peter - Union
4 tyres, Longuemare carburetter,

snares, Sharpe's Universal silencer. Price's
stand, trembler coil, not done 500 miles, only
requires seeing; £14.—G., 63, Overstone Road,
Hammersmith, W.
EDINBURGH.—Scottish readers be sure not

to miss our grand show of motor cycles.
Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hail, Scottish
National Exhibition: 16 different makes
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange, 110,

Lothian Road. Edinburgh.

EDINBURGH Exhibition, Industrial Hall,
Stands 126 and 127; finest exhibition of

motor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
from May till October.—Alexander's -Motor
Exchange, Lothian Road.

EDINBURGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, Rexes,
Adlers. Motor Reves, Ariels, Zeniths

Minervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U., Ad-
vances, itocs. etc.. in stock, and to be seen
at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

BRADBURY, wheel 28in. by 2Sin., Clin-
cher tyre, clutch, and free-wheel,

tank, and levers, chains, horn, stand. Ald-
ington's! fan, tall lamp, trembler coil. Alpha
voltmeter, wicker forecar seat, springs, 26in.

by 2in. wheels, and st/eering gear, all as
new ; cash offers.—McEwen, 13, Castle Ter-
race. Edinburgh.

Ill answering any of these advertisements it is rhxirahle that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

03. h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, Lougruemare,
^4= trembler, spar© valves, rings, etc..

Brooks non-skid back (unpunctured). low,
fast, and reliable, perfect condition ; fW
10s., or near offer. — Holmes. 32. Skipton
Street. Harrogate, Yorks.

AKIEL! Ariel!! Ariel!!! — For immediate
delivery, the 2J h.p. lightweight; write

for catalogue and full narticnlars; also 3

h.p. and 5 h.p. twin-cyliuder models; a few
h.p. and 5 h.p, twins at clearance prices.

—Ariel Works. Bournbrook, Birmingham.

4 h.p. Motor Cycle. Jap engine, Ch;iter-Lea,
front Continental once punctured, back

Palmer cord, unpunctured, Druids, Wrights,
Dermatine, engine new September, reliable
and fast, perfect condition; trial; £20, or
offers.—Fenton, 7. Trebor Terrace, Reading.

7-9 h.p. Peugeot Twin, in Bat frame, E.O.M.
ignition throughout, lin. Dermatine

belt, 2J Palmer cord and detachable tube on
back, Peter-Union on front, handle-bar con-
trol, perfect, complete with sidecar; £35;
trial by appoibtment.—13, Weighton Road,
Anerley.

01 h.p. Minerva. B105, Minerva coil, Peto
—j4 accumulators, stand, carrier. Palmer
and Continental tyres, new cylinder, Rawido,
adjustable pulley, footboards and pedals,
lamp, horn, spare valves, belt, pulley, etc..
sr.lendid running order; no exchange; £12
125.—E. J. Williams, Rossall House, Barrow-
m-Furness.

31 h.p. Ariel, long bars, low, B105, Advance
2 pulley, spring girder forks, thumb-

slides, cut-out. two accumulators, side boxes
on carrier, Dunlops (one punctured), many
spares, powerful, and absolutely reliable;
£20, no offers.-26, Margaretta Terrace, Chel-
sea.

31 h.p. N.S.U., guaranteed in perfect con-
2 dition and unscratched, Tiardly rid-

den, all accessories, spares and tools, giving
up motoring; genuine bargain, £22 10s. cash,
or high-grade push cycle in part payment.—
Write, appointment. A,, 10. Richmond Road,
Bedford.

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1905 pattern, but very
2 little used, and as new, enamel and

plating perfect, spring forks, tyres un-
scratched, very fast, and splendid hill-
climber, with all spares, stand, etc.; price
£20, no offers.—G.G., 34, Cambridge Place.
Paddington, W.

FULL of all the good Qualities necessary
to make a perfect motor cycle is the

four-cylinder F.N., not a machine to go 90
miles an hour, and but goes comfort-
ably all the time, whether it be 4 or 40.—For
particulars, trials, etc., write F. Heath, Sal-
ford PriorS', Evesham.

fTl h.p. 1907 Twin Eex de Luxe, Roc free en-
<J2 gine clutch, starting handle, Simms-
Bosch magneto, cantilever seat, climb auy-
chiug. new January, lowest price for cash,
£30; also Chater-Lea tiidecar, nearly new,
cost £12, for £7.—Langham, 275, Holmesdale
Hoad, S3uth Norwood.

03. h.p. Bradbury, excellent condition, long
^4: bars, two belts. Palmer and Clincher
tyres, Longuemare, B.M. coil, switch. Brooks,
complete with stand, lamp, etc., with spares,
will climb 95 per cent, hills withont pedal-
ling, geared 4J to 1; £14 15s., or nearest.-P.
Thorne. Brunswick, Tiverton, Devon.

QPECIAL Bargain.—One Zenith Bicar, theO spring frame motor bicycle de luxe,
starts with a handle like a car, 3i h.p. Faf-
nir engine, two-speed gear; £52 10s. machine,
new, being only slightly sop-soiled; price
£40 cash; exceptional opportunity,—Zenitli
Motors, Ltd., Finsbury Park.

CATCH of Season.—7-9 h.p. Peugeot. Cha-
ter-Lea fittings, large clutch, handle

.starting, chain driven, fitted footboards, new
tyres (non-skid), Goodrich's, built for side
or forecar; reason sale, too powerful for
owner; price £40.—Apply, after 5, Motorist,
Woodman Hotel, Archway Road, Highgate,
N.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
41 h.p. Twin Minerva Tricar, complete with

2 lamps and spares, in perfect order;
£29—Gylee, 2, Lauriston Gardens, Clapham.
S.W.

REX Tricar, seats three, two speeds, 6-8
h.p. twin, voiturette tyres, twin wheel

back; £50.—Mackenzie, 40. Chancery Lane, or
West Byfleet, 4508. Holborn, lOY, Byfleet.

SUTTON
BAiyKERS.
Oa.sh, Or-edit, ot- ExcHsLngre.

Send your requirements for

TWeiM REXES
and we will try to accommodate you.

1908 V,- li-p- TRIOMPH (new) . . £48
190S 21 h.p. REX (new) 26 5
1908 3A h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 36 15

1908 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 47 5

1908 S h.p. REX Tnurisl (new) . . 42

1908 5 h.p. REX DELUXE (new) 52 10

1908 3^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 42

1908 s.l h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 52

1908 NiS.U. Lia:litwei?ht (new) . . -^4 10

6 h.p. Twin ANIOINE, R.O.M. 22

3i h.p. Magneto REX 18 10

3i- h.p. REX, spray, 214 frame 11 10
3

'. h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10

vl li.p. Twin REX, black finish . . 23

Ih h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10

2f h.p. PHELON AND MOORE 27 10

Twin REX, black finish, as new . . 23

6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids .... 22 10

4 h.p. ANIOINE, 26 x 2^ Clinchers 16 10

3 h.p. BAT, like new, two speeds 20

3i h.p. SIMMS, ma?., 2\ Palmers 17 10

6"h.p. 1907 Twin REX, nearly new 23

6 h.p. 19O6 Twin REX, nearly new 22

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON 23 10

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, line machine 19 19

4i\ h.p. Twin HADLEY, lone; & low 17 10

5A h.p. Twin REX, 2' Peter Unions 22

3I h.p. REX, 1906, 2\ tyres, extra

good 16 5

3 J h.p. IQO'i REX, spring forks 15 10

3I h.p. MINERVA, spring forks 17 10

3} h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10

3J. h.p. MINERVA, 26 x 2} Clinchers 16 10
3' h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26 X 2\ Palmers 13 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2^ Palmers 13 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE. spring forks . . 16

3J- h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

31 h.p. MINERVA, 1906 15

2I h.p. F.N., special frame 11 10

3} h.p. REX, spray 11 10

2i- h.p. MINERVA, 26 X 2 11 10

l|h p. EXCELSIOR 5 10

3 h.p. BROWN 12 10

2J h.p. CLtMENT, very low 11

l| h.p. SIMMS 7

i| h.p. SIMMS, magneto 7

If h.p. MINERVA 5 15

TRICARS.
5 h.p. ASTER, W.C, 2 speeds £22 10

4* h.p. ASTER 19 10

4 h.p. ROYAL, open frame .... 26 10

8-10 h.p. REXETTE, W.C 47 10

5J- h.p, QUADRANT, 2 speads . . 35

CARS.
9 h.p. FAFNIR, tonneau £57 10

8 h.p. ARGYLL, two seater .... 57 10

1012 h.p. BRUSH, tonneau .... 70

Genuine Calmon Covers with non-slipping

tread.—23 .x 2, 15/9; 28 -x 2], 16/9;

28 X 2L 20/6: 24 x 2J-, 14/9-

MOI-IDAY IVIOUMTS.
HALIFAX.—45s. deposit and six monttily pay-

ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2J li.p. E.\celsior, 2} li.p.

Humber, 3 h.p. Hobart, 3 li.p. Lloyds, 2J h.p.

Minerva, 3 h.p. .Auto-motor, 3i h.p. Rex, 2J h.p.

Aurora, 2i h.p. Minerva, spray, 3 h.p. M.M.C. ;
all

guaranteed running order.

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WIEJTGATE, HALIFAX.

Iflephonf 76fi. Telegrams, " Perfertion."

High-class Machines wanted for spot cash.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
HOENBE'S, Store Street.—Eex Litette for

immediate deliyery ; get our caeli
quotation.

HOEA'EB'S, Store Street.—3J 'b.v. Eex tri-,.

car, two-speed gear, good going order;
£13 13s.

HOENEE'S, Store .Street.—5 h.p. Triette,
good condition; accept £24, or ex-

change.

HOENEE'S, Store Street. 'W'.C. — Tricar
frames, with hubs, handle-bar, plated

and enamelled, complete with forecar
springs; £10.

41, h.p. Twin Hamilton Tricar, not oeen
2 800 miles; £20. — Wauchope's.g. Shoe

L;ine, E.G.

TEICAE. 5 h.p., water-cooled, coach-built,
three-speed gear; £35.—C, 54, Chidaiii

stone Street, Fulham.

HALIFAX.—4 h.p. Eoyal Tricar, open frame,
water-cooled, foot clutch, wheel steer-

ing, good condition; £25 10s.

HALIFAX.-Twin-cylinder 8-10 h.p. Eexette,
special car, two speeds, carry three

anywhere; £47 10s,

HALIFAX.—41 h.p. air-cooled Stevens Tri-
car, 26 wheels, very low, tyres almost

new ; £19 10s.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Westgate, Halifax.

CLEMENT - GAEEAEB Interchangeable
Parts.—The Garrard-Maxfleld Motor Co.,

Aston Eoad, Birmingham.

RILEY, % h.p., water-cooled, two speeds;
£34, or offer,—Write, Lloyd, Suburban

House, Winchmore Hill, N,

REX, 3J h.p., chain driven tricar, with
spare front wheel to convert to cycle;

£12.—G.L., 13, Probert Eoad, Brixton.

5 h.p. Water-cooled Forman Tricar. Chater-
Lea frame, wheel steering; offers

wanted, — Sands, next George Inn, South
Woodford.

RALEIGHETTB, 3J h.p. Pafnir, water-cool-
ed, two speeds, brass tanks, perfect con-

dition.—Full particulars, Mortloijk, 17. Ave-
nue, Gra.vesend.

31 h.p. White and Poppe Tricar, in perfect
2 order. Whittle belt, Palmer tyres,

spare wheel to convert; £^. — Knowles. 1,

Pembury Eoad, Tottenham.

31 h.p. Bercley Tricar, chain drive, a light
2 inexpensive runabout, in going order

and condition; price £15. — Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. E.G.

TEICAE, 4J h.p. Aster, Otto two-speed hub
gear, .iust been overhauled and enamel-

led, splendid condition, cane seat, ' new
tyres; £25.—Fritz, The Ferns, Whetstone.
London.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p,, water-cojled
engine, three speeds, very fast on hille.

excellent condition, all accessoi-ies; any
trial; price £65.—The Western Motor Agency
Sidcup, S.E.

8-10 h.p. Eexette Tricar, tmn back wheel,
twin engine, water-cooled; any sever;'

trial arranged; £45; second-hand or p°v-
motor cycle taken in part payment.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

51 h.p. Eexette, bucket seats, two speeds,
2 thoroughly overhauled, new GroS'C

non-skid back, lowest £33; 44 h,p. Humber
tricar, two speeds, tyres very little used.
£31.-17, Milnrow Road. Eochdale.

SHEFFIELD. — Sale or exchange. Century
Txicar, 6^ h.p. Aster engine, water-

cooled, two speeds, free engine, splendid
condition ; bargain, £45.—Sheflield Motor Ex-
change, 74, Napier Street, Sheffield,

PHCENIX Trimo, good hill-climber, Min-
erva 44 h.p. engine, magneto. Phoenix

two-speed, cliain drive. Clincher tyres, like
new. two brass lamps; a bargain, £30.
Apply, Crew, Stanford-le-Hope Essex.

£20.-6-8 h.p. Twin-cylinder Open Frame
Tricar, three speeds, wheel steering,

large clutch, handle starting, bucket scat,
car non-skid tyre to back wheel. Clincher?
front, grand condition; must sell; call at
once.—518, Kingsland Eoad, Dalston.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, 1906, three speeds anrl!

reverse, Dunlop steel studded bacli-

tyre new this month, front tyres excellent
condition, spare inner tube, jack, rugs, etc..

large headlight; trial; £35; owner goinc
abroad.—E. Ritson, Eivington, near Bolton

In answering any of Ihexe advertisement it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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^%%
Ret?, o. 29 1 289.

2 /6 pach Rivet.

CoDtactB Tutly
superior to pUtinam,nor CD putt

Any parts fitted by
return of post.

MAGNETO SCREWS, Complet-, to fit BOSCH
MAGNETO D.A. 2. Old pattern short scrows. 0-
aoff patUmu long screw and aut. 5/6 paJr. NO
TROUBLE. EVERLASTING WEAR. Pest £rw bene
gr xbrcMML Write for partiottlan aad testimonijils, ti3o

sHiaarous to puMiati.

J. EDWARDS-BROWN. 3S. Herbert Road,
PLUMSTEaD. KENT.

Orsr S.OOO In use. Liberal trade terms.
Old MsLgneto Screws refitted . 2/6 each.

COMPBESSIDN

Cylinders Rebored
and new Pistons fitted complete

with Rings and Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power

Please send for our booklet, which gives prices
for this work and other repairs.

Repairs and alterations to all

makes of motor cycles.

The Laystall

Motftr Engineering Works, Ltd.,

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,
27 & 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue.

LONDON, E.G. Estab. 190(1.

Tel. 12301 Central. Tel. : "Internally, London."

ENGINES
ROC4t,p.
M.O. V. new
ball bearing type

Britlsk built

tnrouiinout-

.Superiine cylin-

der castings by
special process.

Large valves ana

Jar^fe exhaust
port. Strong
aluminium crank

case S p ec I al

rockers loropera-

tingvalvea. Neat
effective e.Kliaust

valve lift. Deep
section puHey.
Ball bearings

tnrougnout. viz.

,

mam shaft, bitJ

ena bearmfij and
nalt time gear

bearings. TheR O O is a

1 I n 1 s b e d

engine of i rrc-
proachaDle
workmanship,

[mmeaiate
delivery.

Price £i3 lOs. net. or complete with Bosch H.T.

magneto, chain, and chain wheels, £17 10s.
RociMaqneto Sparking Plus . . . - 3s, 6d.

Roc Magneto Handle-bar Cut Out 2s. 6d.

A. W. WALL, LTD.,

ROO Motor Cycle Works, Birmingham.

34

ENGINES.
41 h.p. Twin Engine; £5; 23 h..v. a,nd casli;

2 o£Fei-s.—Holmes; Laira Avenue. Ply-
mouth.

4-5 h.p. Simms Engine, M.O.V.. water-
cooled, quite new, and fitted hi^h ten-

sion magneto; £11.—Farrar.

Oi h.p. Quadrant Engine Sets, cylinder,
^'2 piston, counectlng rod. crankcases,
flywheels, exhaust valve, 378. 6d. per set; 3

h.p. Quadrant sets, as above, 45s. set.

—

Farrar.

03. h.p. King Engine, vertical, fitted contact
--i4 breaker, driving pulley, good puller:
£3.—Farrar.

31 h.p. De Dion Pattern Engine, fine con-
4 dltion; £3 lOs.—Farrar.

31 h.p. Standard Engine, vertical, will
2 take trailer up most hills.; £3 15s.—

Farrar.

3.1 h.p. Quadrant, 1907, new, perfect; £4
4 10s.—Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

1 h.p. F.N. Engine, gear driven, magneto,
splendid condition ; £10 10s.—Davidson,

HH. South View Crescent, Sheffield.

21-3 h.p. Fairy Engine Set everything ready
2 to fix to machine, not run over 2O0

miles; £7 10s.—Rossiter, South Koad, Kings-
wood. Bristol.

ENGINES.—Zedel, 2J h.p., £7 13s.; 34 h.p.,
£9 OS. lOd. ; 3i h.p twin, £10 Os 7d. ; 5

h.p., £13 12s.—Bey. 5, Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead.

TYHE^.
FARRAR.—New inner tubes, fully guaran-

teed, not porous rubbish; 26 by 2. 7s.;
26 by 2J, 7s. 6d.; 28 by 2. 7s. 6d.

FARRAR.—Tyres, fully guaranteed; 26 by
2, 16s. ; 26 by 2i, 17s. 6d. ; 28 by 2. 16s. 6d.

;

24in. same price.

FARRAR.—Tremendous stock Continental
tyres; your old tyre accepted in ex-

change ; list free. — Farrar, Square Road,
Halifax.

MOTOR Cycle Covers. 26 by 24. 26 by 2. 28
by 2J. and 23 by 2J. all beaded edge, and

guaranteed; 15s. each.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
Lane, London, E.G.

RE-RUBBERED Clincher A Won, B.E., 26
by 21; 12s. 6d., bargain.—Gregory, Plim-

well, Sussex.

MAUDE'S.-Fully guaranteed tubes, 26 by
2in., 65.; 2Jin., 7s.; 2|in., 8s.; 28 by 2,

7s.: 2J, 7s. 6d.; 2Jin., 8s.; approval willingly.

MAUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2J, 17s.
6d. : 28 by 2in., 17s.; 2iin., 18s.—Maude's,

Powell Street, Halifax.

HAXiIPAX.—Brand new inner tubes, best
make, 26 by 2. 6s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i 7s. ; 23

by 2, 7s. ; 28 by 2i 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2i, 8s. 6d.

;

genuine Calmon covers, with non-slipping
tread, 26 by 2, 14s. 3d.: 28 by 2, 15s. 9d. : 28 by
21 16s. 9d.: 23 by 24, 20s. 6d. ; all beaded edge.
—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

REPAIRERS.
IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-

tacts : any part fitted, returned same
day: Is. 3d. each.

IRIDIUM Champion "Indestructible" Con-
tacts : warranted pure : special trim-

mers for polishing iriditim, 9d. ; no filing re-
quired.

IRIDIUM Champion "Indestructible" Con-
tacts; hundreds in use.-Williams. 16,

Wellington Street. Woolwich.

£5 any motor cycle we cannot repair.—
Whites, 22, Brooks Street. Church Street.

Liverpool.

LEICESTER, and County riders should look
up the Central Motor Co.. Langton

Street, Belgrave Gate, Leicester, for repairs,
tyres, accessories, and accumulator charg-
ing.

CCCCCCCCC Compression means power. —
Cylinders re-bored and new pistons

fitted ; guaranteed fit 4-l,00Oin. ; bears 13 stone
on pedal; write for list.—Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

CLAPHAM.—Repairs and replacements of
every description at lowest prices: mo-

tor cycles a speciality ; cylinders re-bored,
new pistons fitted, accumulators charged
and repaired.-Camobell. 156. Wirtemberg
Street, Clapham, S.W

REQUIRED I

Second - hand Motor Cycles

TRICARS, LIGHT CARS, in payment
or part payment

For 1908 Mew Models

in Artotor Cycles, as

TRIUMPHS, VINDEC8, MINERVAS, QUADRANT!,
F.N.'s, MOTOSACOCHE, MOTO-REVE, N.8.U.,

BROWNS, ROCS, MINERVAS, BATS, ARIEU, Cte.

The following bargains in Second-hand Motor Cycles
are offered subject to being unsold. First cheque
secures.

2J h.p. DE DION BAT, two speeds, sprung
back and front £26

2J h.p. CHASE, Z.L. engine , 13 10
4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA 25
3' h.p. FAFNIR, C.L. frame 19 IB
ijh.p. F.N., magneto, lightweight, 1907 23 15
U h.p. N.S.U., maccneto 17 19

U h.p. WOLF, liijht-weight, 1908 model .. 16

3i h.p. MINE RVX, tree engine 17 IS
31 h.p. VI NDEC, two speeds 28
4 h.p. STEVENS, low frame 17 10
2.S h.p. F.N., Chater-Lea frame 16
51 h.p. REX DE LUX, magneto, two speeds 25
24 h.p. FAIRY, horizontal engine, twin, light-

weight 12 10
2jh.p. MINERVA, vertical, 1907 model 15
5 h.p. VI NDEC, magneto, twin 23 10
5 h.p. REX, magneto, cantilever 28
4 h.p. ROC two speeds, 1908 model 33
6 h.p. JAP, No. 6 Chater-Lea, large flywheels 25
34h.p. PHCENIX, two speeds, magneto, pan

seat, open franie 38
2 h.p. MINERVA RILEY 10 10

1J h.p. MINERVA 5 15
4 h.p. CLE., magneto 25
31: h.p. WERNER 12 10
2,} h.p. PHCENIX, two speeds, starting handle,

chain drive 17 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V 7 10
3.1 h.p. N.S.U., 26in. wheels 15
3.V h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 24in. wheels 16 10
3" h.p. LINCOLN ELK 16 10
6 h.p. JAP, magneto 27 10
3ih.p. 1905 REX 12 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT 6 10
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto 16
2} h.p. KERRY 12 10
1; h.p. DE DION HUDLON 10 10
2;h.P-HUMBER 15
2 h.p. HUMBER 5 15
5 h.p. REX 17 10
3.! h.p. ARIEL 9 9
2" h.p. MINERVA 10 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH 7 10
5 h.p. TWIN G.B., magneto 23 10
6 . h.p. L. & C, trial machine 17 10
3'. h.p. JAP pattern motor cycle 10 10
3' h.p. MITCHELL 6 10

2t h.p. MINERVA 10 10
3i h.p. CYCLONE 7 10
3" h.p. QUADRANT 12 12
Ijh. p. WERNER 6 10
2i h.p. DE DION 7 10
2; h.p. ORMONDE 5
3 h.p. ASTER 6 10

2i h.p. F.N 12 10
4 h.p. ROC, magneto 20
6 h.p. JAP, Osborne free engine 25

2i h.p. Vertical MINERVA, M.O.V., magneto,
in first-class order. 18 10

41 h.p. 4-cyIinder F.N. pan seat 22 10
sih.D. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto 30 guineas
3 h.p. 1906 magneto TRIUMPH £21

5i h.p. REX-DE-LUX magneto 1908 model,
black finish, Roc free engine clutch,

brand new 30 guineas
44 hp. Twin-cylinder MINERVA, in first-

class order £20

'The Worlds
'Largest Dealer

Telegrams Telephone no.
QPiflCER. UWDOW. J777. hOLBORN.

ONLY ADDRESS

9 SHOE LAINE.

FLEET STREET. LONDON.EC

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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should be specified wheD ordering

your new 1908 mount.
They contain all the latest

improvements in storage battery

construction. Our new list will

tell you why " E.P.R." cells are

now so generally used. It will

also save your money. A post

card will bring you a copy by
next post.

d What about your present

accumulator ? Why discard

it and throw away money ? Better

send it up to us, and we will make
it as good as new for about half

of the cost of a new cell. We
could send you letters received

from clients all over the country,

expressing absolute confidence

and great satisfaction with theway
we have dealt with their repairs.

f| AGAIN. What about your

present accumulator ? Not
worth repairing ? Well, again we
say, don't discard it. We take

old cells in part payment for new
"E.P.R." guaranteed accumula-

tors. ONLY, please note this, our

prices are h.^ed as low as can be

consistent with good material and

first-class workmanship. WE
DO NOT CHARGE YOU A
HIGH price for a new accumula-

tor, and then allow you an inflated

price for your old cell. Our prices

are low, and the allowances we
make for old cells are actual

market value.

(][ We have specialised in

accumulators since 1902, so

you get the benefit of our

experience.

P.S. DON'T forget to post that

card to niglit.

liichford and Co.
{Dept. M4),

Accumulator Specialists, ^
153, FLEET STREET, E.C.,

And at S2a. HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.

bitablished 1876.

REPAIRERS.
CAE and Motor Cycle Repairs.—Cylinders

re-bored, new pistons fitted, gears,
1 rings, valves, etc. ; prompt delivery. —

Mastin and Smart, Bedford.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired,
any make; accumulators repaired and

charged; best work; moderate charges ; quo-
tations. — Glover Bros., Electricians, Cov-
entry.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE, 10-12 h.p. Tonneau Car, for

tricar and cash.—14, Zermatt Street,
Chapeltown, Leeds.

POWERFUL 4J h.p. Stevens Tricar, in ex-
change for pianola or good furniture.

—

34. Blantyre Road, Liverpool.

EXCHANGE 4 guinea Zonophone and £5
worth of records tor good motor cycle,

or gent's liew push.—Masterson, Eathdowney.

EXCHANGE Edison Gem Phonograph and
90 records for anything useful motor

cycle line; offers.—26. Gregory Boulevard,
Nottingham.

MiOTO-REVES. 1908 models. Immediate de-
livery; second-hand motor cycles

taken part exchange.—Crisswell's Garage,
Newmarket.

-j QOB 5 h.D. Twin Peugeot Engine, guaran-
J-V teed perfect, for 7 h.p. Peugeot, must
be sound; or sell £12. — A. M. Cott, Clare
College, Cambridge.

EXCHANGE, Special Raleigh Cycle, in
splendid condition, and little cash, for

low powered motor cycle.—Bray, 89, Beech-
dale Road, Brixton Hill.

MOTOSACOCHES, 1908 models ; second-hand
motor cycles, foreign and Britisli

stamps taken in part exchange.—Motors, 41,

Green Street. Cambridge.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2 h.p., genuine De Bion,
26in. wheels, engine wants slight re-

pairs, in part exchange tor sidecar, or
what offers.?—26, High Street. Abergavenny.

EXCHANGE Is no robbery ! Why not part
with that old hag tor a new 1903

model? Any make quoted upon request;
cut prices.—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

4JL h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds, free
2 engine, water-cooled, coach-built body,

genuine machine, for powerful twin, mag-
neto; sell £25.-61, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

HALIFAX.-Genuine Twin Rex, £22, guar-
anteed, spring forks, low built, goes

like a flash : £16 given for 1906 Rex. £13 for
1905 Rex in part ,payment.—16, Westgate,
Halifax.

EXCHANGE, for good motor cycle or tri-

car, new furniture, any description,
direct from works, valued wholesale.—Fur-
niture Manufacturer, 9, French Place, Shore-
ditch, London.

WANTED, to exchange gent's road racing
tandem, worth £5 10s., and cash ad-

justment, for a 25 or 3 h.p. motor cycle, any
good make.-Marriott. Ashley Terraoe, Upper
Parkstone, Dorset.

EXCHA«MGES are arranged at Wauchope's.
—Second-hand machines are allowed

for in part payment for new models of any
leading make.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

NEW Punt, suitable for motor, fishing, or
pleasure, for good, reliable motor bike,

3-4 h.p., spring forks, low built. 1907-19i

:

model preferred.—Bridgman, Charlton, Elm-
grove Road, Weybridge, Surrey.

TO West of England Motorists.-Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight to
us.—Hamlin, Motor Works. Bridgwater.

WANTED.
P>ACECGURSE Garage, Doncaater, wants to
V purchase modern motor cycles for spot

cash.

fr h.p. Riley, or similar tricar. 1907 model.
<J —Price, particulars, 132, Cross Lane,
Salford.

WANTED, Old Accumulators; best price
given.—Motorics, 3. Arley Grove. Arm-

l3y. Leeds.

WE
EXCHANGE
NEW BIKES
FOR OLD.
Not old stock, but new, well-known,

up-to-date Motor Cycles for which we
are the duly avthorised Agents.

We have a number of enquiries for

Second-hand Motor Cycles, and il yoi
would like to exchange jours we
should be pleassd to hear from you.

We are offering top price>.

HERE ARE
MANY

A FEW OF THE
BARGAINS.

VINDEC SPECJAL, Model F, 5 n.p.. maE^neto
ignition. \\> have two igoS models of iho

above readv for inunediatc deli\'ery. Ridden
a fe'w miles only. A fine opportunity lo

obtain a bargain. Our price, £45 cash.

TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., magneto, latent model. £48.

REX DE LUXE, two speeds, 5 h.p., twin

wheel, magneto, 53 Guineas.

REX FEATHERWEIGHT, 2i h.p., magneto,
25 Guineas.

L.M.C., magneto, latest model, winner of the

Birmingham Hill-climb, 45 Guineas.

REX LITETTE, icjoS model, 6 h.p., magneto,
two spefds. Ideal machine for two riders.

Not ridden 50 miles. Splendid bargain.

Cost over fSo ; our price, £65.

PHCENIX TRIMO, 5-6 h.p., fitted with Simms-
Bosch magneto, only dcli\'ered Hst month.
A bargain. Cost over ^97 ; our price, £80.

REXETTE, water-cooled, 5 h p., wheel steer-

ing, coach built, two speeds. £35.

PHA'NOMEN, 3jh.p., two speeds, Nala hub.
magneto i^ition fan cooling 190S latest

model Price £53.

G.B., 3 h.p., magneto, two speeds, Nala hub,
ab'^oUUelv new. Usual price, £^46 los.

;

take £S9' lOs.

XL'ALL, 5 h.p., twin-cylinder, spring forks.

Price £18.

BRADBURY, 2^ h.p., very comfortable, good
hill-climbrr, fine machine, shop-soiled only.

£27 Us.
HUMBER. ^ li.p , sprav carburetter, splendid

order. Suit tall rider. Price £15
N.S.U., 5 A h.p., two speeds, two cylinder^,

magneto and accumulator ignition. Splen-

did motor for sidecar work. Price £35.

OLYMPIC, 3 b-p., Longnemare carburetter,

Watawata belt, two accumulators, good
nmning order. Price £12, or offer.

PHCENIX, 2} h.p., Minerva engine, two speed

Phcenix gear. Splendid touring machine
Price £16 16s

MINERVA, li h p., suit beginner. Price £5 10s.

F.N., 2j h.p., spray carburetter. Price £12.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST.

Whatever you want, remember our

Cash, Credit, and Exchange terms

cannot be beaten.

The Service Co., Ltd.,
292. High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C.
/Facin,2 First Avei\ue Hote!.^

Telephone', 260 CnntraK
Telegrams, " .'\D\ii-rrKn..Y."

In answering any of these advertisements if >' desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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TO MOTOR CYOL ISTS.

INSURE AGAINST

PUNCTURES1& BURSTS
IN ALL YOUR TYRES]

BY USING,

TUBES.'BERVIN'
(PATENT.)

THE SIMPLEST EXPEDIENT
ON A JOURNEY.

Illustrated Prospectus Gratis.

Apply, The Depot, The Spark Motor Works,
170, PentonvlUe Road, King's Cross, London.

(Telephone 5010 Central.)

NO WAITING.
Your order dispatched same day.

VII Goods in our Illustrated Price List

>f MOTOR SUNDRIES kept in

stock. Send for List.

ANOTHER DELIVERY
•t out tanons

XR ALITE

iwlth Sptalal Lent, all parts detaehabla, 15/6, etmpltte

iwlth tiparatt generator, fitted with patent eleanlBc

Btedlat. Plated, Z5/6, carriage paid.

PBRCV MAGNETO COVERS ntanymaka
ARE THE BEST 3/6 e«e»

PERCY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
NEWCA8TLE-ON -TYNE.

Unit F'SL±&n±s .

PIGSKIN INFLATOR and

RACQUET, etc., CLIP,
Sd. pair, post Id.

Tyres puncture-proofed with
Rubberised Pigskin.

PAMPHLET FREE.
Southwest Road, LEYTONSTONE.

CHAPMAN'S PEDAL BRAKE.
Black -

Plated -

14/9
17/.

Very powerful. Com-
fortable to use.
Durable and reliable.

Adaptable to any macWne.
JOHN CHAPMAN and CO.,

U FInchley Road, Child's Hill, N.W

MISCELLANEOUS.
£23.—Motor boat, 12ft. 6in., 3i h.p.. speed

seven miles, new.—Pearse, Plain, Bris-
tol.

JOB Line.—17 feet lengths _3in. leather V
belting, reliable. 10s. : ditto, Jin.. 12s.— ,

Pollin, belt maker, Spalding. (

LATEST B.S.A. Two-speed and Free En-
gine pnlley. fit any engine; 38s.—A.

Harford, 11. Killyon lioad. S.W.

MABON Free Engine Pulley and Clutch, in
perfect condition, complete; price

35s.—Fred PeroiTal, Peterborough.

UP-TO-DATE Spring Pork Attachments;
10s. 6d., carriage paid.—E. A Bray a.nd

Son, 134, Charlton Lane, Charlton. S.E.

ETEETTHING Made in cycle tanks except
a fortune. Write for prices.-A. Phil-

lips, 2, Strathnairn Street, Bermondsey.

CHATEE^LEA Tricar Chassis, with clutch,
water tank, etc. : £10 10s.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. Loudon. B.C.

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything; 8s.

6d.. usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

VALVE Lifters, complete with hand levers
and flexible cable, easily fitted; 4s. lid,,

usual price, 9s. 6d.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

MAGNETOS, Bosch type, runs on ball
bearings, single-cylinder £2 17s. 6d.,

twins £3 10s.; guaranteed; instant delivery.
—Maude's, Powell Street. Halifax.

CRACKED- Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgi-

cal process.—Lea and Son. engineers, Run-
corn.
" Q 500 miles and doesn't need grinding" is

0» what a doctor says of the Druid ex-
haust valve; price 4s. 6d. ; send old valve as
pattern.—A. Drew, Conybere Street, Birming-
ham.

DRUID Spring Porks, new illustrated book-
let now ready. It will interest you.

Send for it to-day. — A. Drew, Conybere
Street, Birmingham.

MABON Two-speed Gear, complete with
starting handle. £4 15s. ; Chapman two-

speed gear, £2.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
London, E.G.

LOOK!—Bankrupt Stock, 4,000 splendid rub-
ber motoring jackets, lined with bUie

serge; 10s. 6d. ; carriage paid.—B. Dept., Gas-
son, Government. Rye. Sussex.

HALIFAX.-Rubber and canvas Serratrix
V belting, nothing better value ob-

tainable; iin., 9d.; 3in.. Is.; iin.,ls. 4d.; lln.,

Is. 8d. per foot.—16, Westgate, Halifax.

BROWN Pigskin Leggings, " Kildare," worn
once, fit 14in. calf, cost 21s., take 13s.;

wanted, belt rim brake, lamp, tools, bag,
and various spares.—Bruce, 8, George Street
West, Luton.

N.S.U. Two-speed Gear, new, £3 15s.; rub-
ber belting, equal to any elsewhere

obtainable; 3in. Is. Id. foot; Iin.. Is. 5d.
foot; sample sent. — Hodgson, 10. Horton
Road. Bradford.

MOTOR and Cycle Agents should read
" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Review."

Specimen copy post free on receipt of trade
card.—" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices. 15, Harp Alley, E.G.

AMATEUR Photographers. — Superior En-
largements (bromide) from your nega-

tives; 8 by 6, 9d.; 10 by 8. lOd. ; 12 by 10, lid.;
15 by 12, Is. Id.; cash; from printsi 6d. ex
tra.—Greame, Wellesley. Whyteleafe.

OSBORNF; Four-speed Gear, 1908 pattern,
not used 40 miles, new, and in perfect

condition, with spare brasses, bolts, brackets,
etc., £4 10s.. or near offer; Orabbe front rim
brake, 73. — Clare, Bassingbourn, Royston,
Cambs.

PULLETS for any motor, De Dion. M.M.C.,
63. 9d. ; Antoine, N.S.U. . Kelecom, Rex,

F.N., 5s. 9d.; Peugeot, Brown, 58, 5d; Tri-
umph, Fafnir. Sarolea, Minerva, 4», 9d.

;

plated, guaranteed ; carriage paid.—J. Per-
kins. High Road, Leyton. London.

IGNITION.—Don't have trouble. Try our
manufactures and repairs (fully guar-

anteed), makers of "Duod" accumulators
and coiiS'; magneto repairs a speciality;
prices and quotations on application.—Duck
and Wood, Ignition Specialists, 22, St. John's
Road, Croydon.

Trade

Ensures

iVIark.

Sillslaction.

190B LIST FREE.

United

Motor
Industries,

LTD.,S

45 & 48, POLAND STREET,
LONDON, W., and

Sherbourae Works, COVENTRY.

The " MABON ' FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

Oo alterations required to fit.

Operated from handle-bar.

PRICE FROM 55/..
Send for Leaflet.

Mabon Motor Works,
54, HIGH ROAD,

NORTH FINCHLEY, N.

Agents : The Service Co., 292,
High Holborn, W.C.

All 1/- each.

'^9'B I m^-^^f m^^^-f^^m-mf

7, Blake Lane, Birmingham

Tn answering cmy of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BOWDEN Two-speed Hub, fitted 28in. by

2iin. wh€«l, chain drive, perfect; £2 10s.

-758, Coventry Road, Birmingham.

LUCAS Acetyphote, 10s.; Lycett belt, tour-
ply, 8tt. by 3in., 10s.; Kaleigh carrier-

stand, 8s.; Price's Ukantes stand, unused,
6s. 6d.; Pafnir piston, 75 mm.. 7s.; belt rim,
20 by 3in., 2s.; best French goggles, new, 2s..

cost nearly double: wanted, Jin. Whittle
belt. — Bead, 119, Derby Street, Burton-on-
•Trent.

QKA Government Gauntlet Gloves, all

^JOXJ leather. 25. 6d. pair; 600 Bedford card
riding breeches. As. 6d. and 5s. 6d. pair; 450

-selected trousers, 53. pair; 500 police oil-skin
capes. 3s. 6d. and 4s. 6d. each; 60 officers'

leather waist belts, with metal clasp, Is. 3d.

each; 40O leather leggings. 2s. pair.—Ans-
comb, 14, London Eoad. S.E.

GIVING up the Motor Cycle Trade.—Millen-
nium carrier stands, 7s. 5d.. usual price

Ws. ; Vim stand (starts like free engine). 6s.

,3d.. usual price 17s, 6d. ; Phillips's brakes.
4s., usual price 10s. 6d.; Vim flexible cable
brake, 5s. 6d., usual price 12s. 6d.; hand
levers, and Bowden cables for valve lifters.

Ss. 3d., usual price 7s. 6d.—Slack's Garage,
Stockport.

PULLEYS for Pafnir, 3| to 4, 5s. 6d. ; N.S.U.,
same diameter, 6s.; Rex. 1904 to 1906,

game diameter, 6s. ; Kelecoms, 4J and 5 dia-
meter, 68. 6d.; Peugeots. same diameter, 63.

•6d.; M.M.C., or De Dion, 4in., 6s. 6d. ; 451n.,

's.; to suit I to i belts, all plated and post
tree ; pulleys to suit any make of engine.—
Dene Cycle Co.. St. Thomas Street, Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

STAND-CARRIERS Combined, 4s. 9d. and
5s. 9d.; large toolbags, 3s. 6d. ; L.A.C.

spring forks, 15s. pair; 5 h.p. Aster water-
oooled engine, £9; Clarendon engines, new.
2J h.p., £3 each; Clarendon frames, £2 each;
Jane's handle-bar switches. Is. 9d. ; Mabon
two-speed gear, belt drive, £3 15s.; Antoine
engine, 37s. 6d. ; and various other miscel-
laneous goods.—'Wauchope'a, 9, Shoe Lane.
E.C.

CASH Bargains.—Motor Cycle Covers, wired
edge, 26 by 2. 2i, and Zi, lis. 6d. each;

W by 2. 2i, and 2J, 12s. 6d. each; beaded edge.
_2s. extra; motor cycle tubes, with valves, 26

by 2, 2i. 2J, and 28 by 2, 6s. 9d. each; Kerry
tricar lanips. brass or plated, 123. 6d. pair;
plated ratchet control levers. Is. 6d. ; 'WTiit-

ley carburetters up to 4i h.p., 13s. 6d.; large
plated double-twist horns. 6s. ; rubber gog-
gles, 2s. 6d.

;
good quality V belting, fin., |in.,

and iin., at 8d.. lOd., and Is. per foot; sub-
ject to being unsold ; cash with order ; ap-
proval.—Bastone, 21'?. Peiitonville Road.
King's Cross. London, N.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
N.S.U. Motors ("West London District

Agency), latest pattern models in
.stock, two-speed gears, spare parts; liberal
allowance for your motor in part exchange

;

deferred payments; trial runs by appoint-
ment.—Eagles and Co.. High Street, Acton.
'Telephone, 556, Chiswick.

TOO LATE
FOB CLASSIFICATION.

ACCRINGTON.—1908 3J h.p. Brown, accu-
mulator ignition, new; list £37 lOs.. sell

£32 10s.—Below.

ACCEINGTON.—1903 3J h.p. Minerva, shop-
soiled ; must clear.—Below.

ACCRINGTON.—1907 Eex Model de Luxe,
twin tyres. Ro« free engine clutch, in

splendid condition; £27 lOs.—Athletic Supply.

ACCRINGTGN. — 2 h.p. Brown, engine,
rims, frame, and several other parts

ready to finish; £4 lOs.. bargain.—Below.

ACCETNGTON.-3J h.p. motor cycle, new
tyres, in good working order, wants

slight repairs; bargain for starter; £7. real.
—Below.

ACCRINGTGN.—2i h.p. Royal Riley, in
splendid working order; £12 lOs. —

Below.

Qi h.p. Eex, in splendid running order; £12
O" lOs.—Below.

1 Q08 E«x. Minerva, Brown, and Rocs, shop-
J-O soiled, to be cleared. — Particulars,
Athletic Supply, Garage, Accrington.

WANTED, motor cycle, 3i h.p.; £5 down
and 40s. monthly for good machine.—Rosedene, Belsnams, Apsley, Herts.

TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. Humber tricar, two
speeds, perfect condition ; £22. — 5,

Armitage Road, Milnsbridge, Huddersfleld.

FOR Sale, 6-8 h.p. Starling, two-seater, three
speeds and reverse, scarcely used;

trial; £65; good motor cycle pari,—W, Mil-
burne. East View, Dalton-on-Tees, Croft.

riOR Sale, 1908 6 h.p. twin Jap, magneto.
Matchless built, Dunlops, Chater-Lea

sidecar, not ridden 200 miles; £40.—Hodg-
son, 77, Mitcham Road, Tooting.

FOR Sale, 2| h.p. Kerry de Luxe, low, per-
fect condition, new Continental, two

lamps, stand, Grack. speed indicator, spares;
£12 10s.—147. High Road, Wood Green, Lon-
don.

WANTED, Brown and Barlow carbur-
etter, to suit 2^ h.p., must be in good

condition; cheap. — Long, Malahide, Co.
Dublin.

BELT Dressing ! ! !—No more slipping belts.
A trial, will convince. Is. 6d. per tin,

post free, sufficient for 20 belts.-Ellis, en-
gineer, Parkinson Lane, Halifax.

FiOR Sale, 3i h.p. Westfield, Chater-Lea
throughout, very low, Nilmelior coil,

two Pfluger accumulators, two belts; want
repairing; £7 lOs. — H. McK. Arkinsitall,
Newport, Salop.

FOR Sale, 5 h.p. Peugeot crank case, com-
plete, timing side has been repaired;

25s.; also 4in. pulley, 33.—Oreston, Sidcup.

FOE Sale, £5, 2 h.p. Werner, good running
order, minus front tyre.—114, Risley

Avenue, Lordship Lane, Tottenham, N.

WANTED, good motor cycle and cash, tor
good 6 h.p. water-cooled twin-cylin-

der Pafnir tricar, open frame, wheel steer-
ing.—full pariiiculars, apply, Taylor, Wharf.
Chertsey.

FOR Sale, Rex pattern Trlette, 5 h.p., twin,
splendid goer, first-class condition; no

reasonable offer refused. — 154, Southwark
Park Road, S.E.

FOR Sale, , Tricar, Humber, 3i h.p., tyres,
engine, all good; £20, or exchange pow-

erful bicycle.—110, Page's Walk, S.E.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. Brown, spring forks,
magneto, nearly new ; £33.—Steer, Sid-

ney Lodge, Beckenham, Kent.

FOR Sale. 4 h.p. Antoine, Chater No. 6,

new, Moseley tyres, £17; wanted, lady-
back tandem. — Meadowcroft, Canterbury
Road, Leyton.

FOR Sale, 2| h.p. Minerva, vertical, M.O.V..
late 1907, perfect condition throughout,

fully guaranteed ; £15.—Davison, 26, Darn-
ley Street, Gravesend.

FOE Sale, 2 h.p. Zedel, light, Chater-Lea,
low, guaranteed throughout ; £9. — 26,

Darnley Street, Gravesend.

BIRMINGHAM.—Repairs and overhauling,
accumulators charged and repaired

;

prompt attention; moderate charges.—
Priest and Williams, 66, Bishop Street.

FOR Sale. Triumph, 3J h.p., 1907, nearly
new condition; sacrifice, with spares,

£31 10s.—45. Parade, Leamington.

FOR Sale. 24 h.p. Pafnir, Dunlops, Longue-
mare, two accumulators, horn, stand,

and accessories, splendid going order: price
10 guineas; geen any time.—Stored at Town-
end's (late Prentice), Cycle Maker, Southend
Road, Eltham. S.E.

FOR Sale. Minerva, 25 h.p.. guaranteed per-
fect condition, with accessories; £14

10s.—3, Meteor Road, Westcliff, Essex.

FOR Sale, 4 h.p. Military Model Roc, handle
starting, magneto, new condition; £23

10s.; any trial.—Marsh House, Leominster.

FOR Sale, 23 h.p. Minerva Cycle, magneto,
ridden five miles; exchange lightw'eight,

or £28.-61, Church Street, Leigh.

FOR Sale. 3i h.p. Peugeot, new, Chater-Lea,
Palmer cords, bargain, £30, or near

offer; also Chater-Lea sidecar, as new. Pal-
mer cord, £7 10s.—129, High Street, Croydon.

FOR Sale. 12-16 h.p. Provincial, seats five,

thorough going order, headlights,
spares, etc.—18, Hailsham Avenue, Strea-
tham.

RELIABLE Repairs.—Complete pistons from
' 63. ; re-boring, new piston, from 13s. 6d.

—Gas Engine and Motor Works, Forest Hill.

S.E.

TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

FOR Sale. 3 h.p. Motor (Linnon) Cycle, fae
£12.—Dewhurst, 52, North End Eoad.

"

Kensington.

FOE Sale (£12), Humber, 3 h.p., splend
condition, very little used. — 123. St

view Road, Discard. Cheshire.

FOR Sale. Front "Wheel, 26 by 2J, Palni
rim, good condition, 6s. 6d. ; Rot

trembler coil, practically_ new, 10s.—Dimmt
195. Gloucester Road, Bristol.

FOR Sale, 9 h.p. Eiley, 1907, perfect con
tion. recently thoroughly overhaul)

tyres in good order; owner buying car; £
including accessories.—Johnson, 151, Lond
Road, Reading.

BARKER'S Iron Cement, the only satisf;
. tory filling for cracks in cylinde

water jackets, etc. ; permanent repai
Is. tin saves pounds.—Barker, Oxford Ro;
Worthing.

FOE Sale, 3 h.p. Olympic Motor Cycle,
most new ; £18, or good push cy-

taken in part payment.—Baker, Halw
Beaworthy.

FOE Sale, 3 h.p. M.M.C. engine, comple
exhaust pipe, silencer, good conditio

£2 17s. 6d.—Hunt, Tstrad Mynaoh, Glara.

FOE Sale, or exchange for two good ac
mulators and two 2i inner tubes, i

borne four-speed pulley, complete. — Wa
Carpenters' Arms, Sunninghill.

FOE Sale, 9 h.p. Eex Chassis, three spei

and reverse, tyres, mudguards, et
sell £27, or motor cycle part exchange
Whittle. Latchford, Warrington.

WANTED, Light Up-to-date Motor Bi
spray, good condition, under 90 lb

£3 down, and £1 per month
;
photo ; app

val.—62, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

FOE Sale, Tandem for lady or gent;
change for good pedal gent's cycle,

sell £4 10s. ; 2 h.p. genuine De Dion engi
£2 10s.—Fidgeon. The Sauare, Fazeley, Sta

FOE Sale, Montgomery Sidecar, excell
condition, cane body, upholste:

green, flexible joints ; £5 10s.—Moore,
Curzon Street, Long Eaton.

FOE Sale, 3J h.p. Triumph, magneto, i

pattern, new April 30th, this year, 1

I carburetter and 1908 Clinchers; offers

j
Moore, 27, Curzon Street, Long Eaton.

FOE Sale. Ariel Coupling, never been us
owner no use for it: will take 35s.-

Beech, Chequers, Lamberhurst.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. Triumph, fitted with f:

engine pulley, spares and Lucas's lai

price £38 ; this machine was delivered bra
new from makers last month, only ride

50 miles, too powerful for owner ; woi
consider exchange for 1908 lightweight a

cash.—W.G.S., 627, Barking Eoad, Plaistc

E.

FOE Sale, 4 h.p. magneto twi-n N.S.U.. flti

with N.S.U. two-speed gear and t

engine, purchased by advertiser new 1

September, together with sidecar, 24 by
Peter-Union re-enforced tyres on all whet
tuU set tools, oilcans, two leather toolba
acetylene lamp and generator, horn, pur
footrests, cyclometer, long handle-bars, e
etc., spares include complete inlet val
complete exhaust valve, spare plain puU
spar© geared pulley complete, exhaust a

inlet springs, magneto parts, etc., in gu
anteed condition; trial run by appointmt
only; will accept £40.-64, Eanelagh Eo^
Ealing, W.

WANTED, good second-hand genuiiie O
tinental heavy motor cycle tyre,

by 2J.—Addresa, Cyclist. 45, Swindon Eo.
Swindon.

FOR Sale, 5i h.p. Phanomen. 1907. N;
two-speed gear, spring forks, tan, m

neto, Autoclipse lamp. Brooks non-skid
back; £35.-63, The Motor Cycle Offices, C
entry.

FOE Sale, Phoenix Quadcar, tour-cyllnd
12-16 h,p. Fafnlr motor, two speeds a

reverse. Continental car tyres, non-s]

drivers; marvellous hill-climber; too fast
owner; cost £170 April, 1907. price £95; rea
tor road; any trial.—395. Moseley Road, I

miugham.

FOE Sale, 3J h.p. N.S.U.. little used, t

accumulators, new back Peter-Uni
cover, unused Riches tube. Acetyphi
lamp; owner no time for using; £17.—]
Cazenove Road, Stoke Newington, N.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that ycm mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Police Traps.

THE recent holidays saw the roads throughout

the kingdom teeming with motor vehicles of

all descriptions, with the result that the police

in many districts, particularly in North Wales,
were to be seen at all important road junctions

noting the numbers of passing vehicles. In the course

of a short tour through North Wales this became so

impressed upon our mind that we began to wonder
why it was necessary for every motorist, irrespective

of the speed he was driving at or the consideration he

was showing for other road users, to be stopped by

these officious persons for his license to be examined. Is

this the sort of treatment motorists may expect when
visiting North Wales this year, or is it only a passing

whim ? It does not appear as though English visitors

to the Welsh seaside watering places and inland towns

particularly object to motor traffic, but it seems to be

the inhabitants of the country who incite the police

to adopt these most annoying practices. We have always

strongly deprecated inconsiderate driving or excessive

speeding, and although there are still a few offenders

we cannot see why the cautious driver should be

looked upon as a sort of ticket-of-leave person, whose
license must be examined at any opportunity which
presents itself. Presuming that the police of every

village and town throughout the kingdom were to

commence this system of license examination, motoring

would be absolutely prohibited, and all except the

most enthusiastic would relinquish the pastime. In one

or two cases we made enquiries with regard to the

police methods, and we ascertained that it was not

usual for the police to institute measures of this

nature, but Bank Holidays are specially selected for the

purpose of annoying and pestering motorists, who in

many cases find such relaxations from business the

only time that they can tour at a distance from home.
Consequently the roads are more congested than at

other times.

Cases of inconsideration for others were brought to

our notice in one or two districts, and it seems very

regrettable that these cases cannot be brought more
prominently before the various motor associations.

Unfortunately, in many instances reckless drivers (they

are very much in the minority) are successful in hiding

their identity either behind a cloud of dust or by other

means which it is unnecessary to explain. These men
rouse the ire of the numerous horse owners and
breeders, and in one instance we know a police trap

was systematically laid at the instigation of horse

owners whose cattle had been frightened by motor
cars or motor cycles, and, in the case of young horses,

they are not again fit for the road for a week. Young
horses must be trained, and motorists should act in a

proper manner and slow down when approaching
.restive horses. The police themselves in the majority

of cases are not anxious to set traps, but there are

exceptions, where police traps are merely money-
making affairs, which can only be described as day-

light robberies.

Why they are Laid.

THE reason the police set traps and time drivers

over stretches of country is because they have
received complaints from local residents who
do not look upon motors with favour, and are

possibly interested in something else which is

antagonistic to motoring ; in consequence the police

are forced to do something to pacify the complainants.
A good deal is heard anent the noise of motor bicycles.
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but from what we can gather the chief complaint

against motor traffic of all kinds is the excessive dust,

and motor bicycles do not raise anything like so much
dust as cars, however carefully they may be driven or

however well they may be constructed to prevent dust

raising. The noise of motor bicycles is more or less

a bogey. They frighten spirited horses occasionally

it is
,
true, but if they are provided with a good silencer

the noise of a single cylinder motor bicycle is little or

no greater than a single cylinder car with an engine

of larger, dimensions. Dust, dust, dust is the com-
plaint on every hand, and until something is done to

prevent it and inconsiderate drivers refrain from " show-

ing off,"
j

police traps will be laid and motorists will

be summoned. One association (the Automobile Asso-

ciation) has decided to deal severely with all cases of

inconsiderate driving, and our advice is to report such

ca.ses to the secretary, giving the number of the motor

cycle or car and all particulars. Combined action

alone will prevent reckless driving. As soon as

drivers and owners who are inclined to use the roads

without consideration for others realise that their

actions are likely to lead them into trouble and

exposure, they will in all probability moderate their

methods. No Britisher likes espionage, but apparently

there is no other way to deal with these gentry who
pass others at full speed on the road without sounding

a horn, turn sharp corners rapidly, cut in when there

is only barely room to pass, refuse to stop when called

upon, and generally make a pleasant pastime into

purgatory for others. The considerate ones pay for

the careless, and all are compelled (unless they are

indifferent as to cost) to crawl along at all times

irrespective of traffic, in the fear of being trapped and
made to pay excessive fines, which come particularly

hard on motor cyclists who can ill afford to pay them.

The first tiicar

arriving at

Wetlierby in

the London-

Edinhuigh 24

Hours Run.

Dr. Brewerton's

10-12 h.p.

Lagonda.

FOREIGN TOURING.

ONE of the chief advantages to be obtained from
membership of the Auto Cycle Union is that

the members have free access to the Royal
Automobile Club's Touring Department, which

is quite the best organised in the United Kingdom.
It is in charge of a capable and courteous official, who
possesses a fund of information difficult to find in

any one individual. Now that motor cyclists are

touring in France and other European countries in

larger numbers than usual, they will do well to apply

for particulars of membership to Mr. F. Straight,

secretary of the Union, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly,

W. The Royal Automobile Club's Touring Depart-

ment will arrange for a motor bicycle to be passed

through the customs of most countries free of duty, will

allow the tourist to take his tickets in the Club, and
generally facilitates his passage. Moreover, valuable

information can be obtained as regards roads, and maps
of every country are sold at moderate prices. The
latest list of Royal Automobile Club publications

contains a list of road maps and road books relating

to Austria, the Balkans, Denmark, Holland, Italy,

Spain, Switzerland, and many lesser known European
countries.

CHANGE-SPEED PEDALLING GEARS ON LIGHTWEIGHTS

DR. HERBERT R. MAYO, a prominent member
of the Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.,
who will compete in the End-to-end run, informs

us that he has been experimenting with a Moto-
Reve twin-cylinder motor bicycle and three-speed

pedalling gear. As very little is known with regard

to the behaviour of change speed pedalling gears on
motor bicycles, our readers will probably be interested

to hear Dr. Mayo's views. The machine is fitted with

a Sturmey-Archer tri-coaster hub, but the makers were

not confident that it would be satisfactory when in use on

a motor cycle. Dr. Mayo says that so far it has stood the

work of perpetual free-wheeling quite well, but seems

to require flushing but and relubricating at shorter

intervals than on pedal cycles, which- is only natural,

o\'ving to the increased speed. Some of the free-wheels

on motor bicycles are very far from satisfactory, as

our readers have doubtless found out for themselves.

Constant lubrication and flushing is required to keep
the free-wheel in proper working order, exposed as it

is to dust and mud. Some years ago the Ariel Cycle

Co. brought out a very efficient free-wheel cover, and

we wonder that more makers have not adopted a similar

device. Complete protection is quite necessary.
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The A.C.U. End=to=end Trial.
CONTOUR SECTIONS OF THE MOST DIFFICULT PORTIONS OF THE ROUTE.

(Continued from page 454).

CARLISLE TO KENDAL.
5 MILES. 10 MILES. IS MILEB. aoM
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i^fofw the Contour Road Book, printed by arrangement with Messrs. Gall and Inglis.

Graoients.—At 4Jm., iim., and 6m. in 16 ; 7im. and 8Jm. I in 25 ; lOJir I in 23 ; 20Jm. I in I9 ; 3Im. I in 32 ; 34m. I in 17 ; 35m. I in.I7-I3-II (dangEroBs)!;~
36|m I in 17.

(For Kendal to Carlisle see premoiis issue.) After

the border town the road skirts the coast near Gretna,

and is of an almost perfect surface all the way to

Lanark. There is one hill at Ecclefechan, i in 25,

and nothing after that until Beattock, where the road

goes over Beattock summit, after rising gradually for

ten miles to an altitude of about 1,100 feet. Lanark,

550^ miles.

PITLOCHRY TO

It is a little intricate after Lanark and on the way
to Stirling. The road is, however, good, except where
it passes through the colliery districts, and there is one
bad hill at Cumbernauld. Stirling, 5&6% miles.

From Stirling to Perth the surface is good except
from Stirling to Bridge of Allan, where it is rough with

heavy traffic. There is a descent from Auchterarder,

and a climb up to Upper Cairnie. Perth, 621^ miles.

KINGUSSIE.

miliiliillullliiiillS^^

wmmmmmmimiiiimiimm^^^^^^^

From the Contour Road Book, printed by arrAi.gement with Messrs. Gall and Inglis.
jRADTENTS.—At 30m. I in 18-15

; 30^01. lin 20; Sim. I in 20 ; 3Im. I in 19-14. With the above e.xcepuons the gradients seldom exceed I in 27, but the summit is

1,300 feet above the sia
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The A.C.U. End-to-end Trial-

Soon after leaving Perth the grind over the

Grampians from Pitlochry to Kingussie commences.
From all accounts this is a very bad road, especially

in Inverness-shire, where the road is carelessly kept.

Parts, viz., from Perth to Dunkeld, are good but bumpy.

JUNE lyth, igo8

After leaving Struan the surface improves on the

Perthshire side of the summit, but, taking it all round,
this is one of the most difficult stretches, particularly if

wind or wet is encountered. The summit is 1,500 feet

above sea level. Kingussie, 693 miles. (This contour
should be read from left to right.)

EAST BROHA TO WICK.

35 MIL£S.
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,
. From IheiContouriRoad Book, printed by arrangement with Messrs. Gall and Inglis.

Gradients.—At 28|m. I in 18-23
;
30|rn. I in 20 ; 3+|in. I in 21. From Helmsdale to I artberoii over "The Oid" is most tryinji, ilie steeper pans being I i-n 15.

At ^6m. Berriedale I in 9 down and I in 12 up ; at 52ui, Dunbeath I in 14 di.wn and I in 17 up.

After leaving Kingussie, Inverness is the goal. There

is a bad stretch from Carrbridge to Freeburn Inn, and

one or two hills between Moy and Inverness ; as, how-

ever, the road is approaching the coast line, it is mostly

downhill. Inverness, 736^ miles.

There are several ferries round about Inverness, the

one at Kessock being chiefly patronised by record

breakers. If this is taken, the distance to Dingwall is

shortened by seven and a half miles; but the Auto

Cycle Union Trials' riders will go round to Dingwall

as in 1906. 757^4^ miles.

All the way from Inverness to John-o'-Groat's the

road is close to the sea, and is practically level up to

Tain. Between the latter place and Clashmore there

are one or two hills, but nothing exceeding i in 20.

Between Tain and Dornoch there is another ferry, but

the competitors go round by road. This runs to Bonar
Bridge, and should be followed through Golspie and
Brora to Helmsdale, where there is a bad hill up on

to the Ord. A good idea of this and Berriedale can

be obtained by consulting the contour above. John-o'-

Groat's, 893 miles.

A competitor leaving Newcastle-on-Tyne in the M.C.C. London to Edinburgh 24 Hours' Run.
400 miles run to schedule time.

No lewer than seventy-Qve motor cyclists completed the
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS
STricar Improvements.

Mr. E. W. Walford is quite right in supposing that

the tap on the additional pipe of the secondary jet fitted

to a 9 h.p. Riley is fixed in one position after experi-

ment. He is also right about the simplicity of the idea

as contrasted with the single drilled throttle. With a

single jet, and a throttle drilled to pass the minimum
amount of gas to keep the engine going, the extra air

inlet has naturally to be shut as swiftly as possible

when the main throttle is suddenly shut down to the

minimum. The sole merit of the drilled throttle is

that it is very inexpensive to fit, and not at all com-

plicated; but it needs greater driving skill, and does

not allow the engine to be run so slowly.

My Ideal Carburetter.

My suggestions for an ideal carburetter have pro-

voked quite a host of letters, and I think I shall soon

be able to describe a carburetter

which fits my requirements almost

exactly. The suggestions afi'ord

an illustration of the value of riders

co-operating with makers, for one

manufacturer writes me that two or

three of the points I laid down as

essential had quite escaped his

notice, and will in future be

incorporated in his design. Need-

less to say, they are little items of

riding convenience, and had no-

thing to do with the theory of car- '

buration. Manufacturers of com-
plete motor bicycles invariably

employ a good tester nowadays, -

but manufacturers of accessories

are usually content with bench

experiments. So it happens that

there is a carburetter on the market
from which one cannot detach the

feed pipe without disturbing the

petrol level ; another which cannot

be tickled without use of tools

;

several more the jets of which can-

not be detached without the use

of a very special tool not to be found in many big work-

shops^; and so forth. \ think one of the most practical

points in my list was No. g—'the construction of unions

in such a manner that the nuts can be easily and accu-

rately engaged on their threads without crossing. I

once watched one of our most noted riders wasting

twenty minutes in a competition attempting to re-attach

his feed pipe. It had a very small inaccessible nut,

upside down, and as he could not get a good hold of

it, nor see what he was doing, he had slightly burred

the start of the thread, and so lost a prize. The best

makers smooth off the first thread or so of all inacces-

sible screw engagements, so that the nut or union can
~ first be accurately centred, after which engagement of'

the threads is automatic, and crossing is impossible.

This is especially important with carburetter unions,

as the metal is often soft, and a misfit is fatal, as leaks

are bound to result. Given the removal of the first

threads at the end of the two nuts, such troubles are

impossible, provided the rider screws up the nut at each

end a turn or so at a time, instead of first screwing

one end right home and then trying to engage the other.

By "IXION."
KmocRing.

We have had a good many letters about engine

knocks lately, which inspire me to write down my own
experiences of it in a classified form.

I. Temporary; due to

—

a. Caked deposit on piston and cylinder. y
6. Over advance of ignition. ? ?

Bad lubricant.c.

d.

e.

Insufficient supply of good lubricant. ' '

Pre-ignition of any sort.

II. Permanent; due to—
,

a. Loose bearings, mainshaft, big end of connect-

ing rod, or gudgeon pin.

h. Wear of cylinder, common in machines that

have been badly driven, or that have at one

period of their existence been driven for a

long run on bad oil, or with too little oil.

Naval officers at top^IoJ Hyden'Wood Hill near East Meon.Jafter last week's hill-climbinj

referred to on page 485.

competition,

e. Too high a gear.

d. Wear of cylinder due to old age and long dis-

tance travelled.

I have never suffered from engine knocking, to my

knowledge, from any other cause than the above, and

the permanent knocking complained of by some riders

is almost invariably due to their having maltreated the

engine. It may have been in their earliest rides with it,

and the maltreatment may only have extended over a

single run. But nowadays when cylinders are so beau-

tifully and lightly cast in the majority of instances,

engines will not submit to the illtreatment which the

thicker, older oattern cylinders could stand. A few

hundred miles of mismanagement of the spark advance,

even a single' century of careless lubrication, will set

up a knock in some machines of to-day that only new

bushes or a new cvlinder can cure. The practically

permanent advance' of magneto ignition or small range

of retard doubtless affects the wear of connectmg rod

bearings to some extent, when compared with the greater

range of battery ignition. Permanent knocking is more

apparent on magneto ignited machines. '
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TABLE GIVING CUBICAL CAPACITY OF ALL SINGLE=CYLINDER ENGINES
having bores of from 50 to 90 mm. and strokes of from 50 to 100 mm.

For Multi-cylinder Engines, multiplr by number of cylinders.

Bore Stroke in Millimetres.
Bore

m
Milli-

50 51 53 53 54I55 56 57 58 59 60 6163 63 64 65 66 67|68 69 70j71,7a
I?'
3174 in

Mill;

metres. Capacity in Cut.ci entnteres. metres

50 9S'lOo'lO2!l04-ll,O6
1- 1

'

108 lie 112 114 llf llf 12() 122 124 126 128 129 13 133 135 137 139 141 ]43[l45J 50
51 102 104 106 lOSjllO 1112

1

114 116 IIP 12c 122 12£ 12" 1 2! 131 133
135J137

139 141 143il45 147 149 151 51

53 106 108 110 112 115 117 119 121 123 126 127 12f 132 134 13( 138 14C 142 144 14e 149 151 15C 155 15' 53
53 110 112

1

115 117 119 121 123 126 12s 130 132 134 137 13£ 141 143 14f 148 15C 152 154 15' 15£ 16] 163 53
54 !114 117

1

110 121 124 126 128 130 133 135 137 140 142 144 14f 149 151 153 15C 158 16C 163 16r 167 16P

17f

I

54
55 '119 121 123 126 128 131 133 135 13s

143

140 142 145 147 150 152 154 157 159 161 164 166 169 171 173 55
56 |123'126

1 1

128 130 133 135 138 140 '145 148 150 153 15S 157 160 162 165 167 170 172 176 177 180 182 56
57 127!l30

j

133 135 138 140 143 145 148 150 153 150 158 101 163 166 168 171 173 176 179 181 184 ISO 189 57
58 132jl35 137 140 143 145 148 150 153 156 158 161 164 166 169 172 174 177 180 182 185 187 190 193 195 58
59 137 139 142 145 148 150 153 156 158 161 164 167 169 172 175 178 180 183 186 189 191 194 197 199

206

202

209

59
60 141 3 44 147 150 153 155 158 161 164 167 170 172 175 178 181 184 187 189 192 195 198 201 203 60
61 146 149

1

152 155 158 161 164 166 169 172 175 178 181 184 187 190 193 196 199 202 204 207 210 213 216 61

63 151 154 157 160 163 166 169 172 175 178 181 184 187 190 193 196 199 202 205 208 211 214 217 220 2 23 63
63 156 159 162 165 168 171 174 178 181 184 187 190 193 196 199 203 206 209 212 215 218 221 224 227 231 63
64 il61 164 167 170 174 177 180 183 186 190 193 196 199 203 206 209 212 215 219 222 225 228 23 2 235 238 64
65 '166 169 172 176 179 182 186 189 192 196 199 202 206 209 212 216 219 222 226 229 232 236 239 242 245 65

66 171 174 178 181 185 188 191 195 198 202 205 209 212 215 219 222 226 229 233 236 239 243 246 250 253
1

66
67 176 180 183 187 190 194 197 201 204 208 211 215 218 222 226 229 233 236 240 243 247 250 254 257 261 67

68 181 185 189 192 196 200 203 207 211 214 218 221 225 229 232 236 240 243 247 250 254 258 261 2 65 269 68

69 187 191 194 198 202 206 209 213 217 221 224 228 232 23 5 239 243 247 250 254 258 262 265 269 273 277 69

70 192 196 200 204 208 212 215 219 223 227 231 235 239 242 246 250 254 258 262 265 269 273 277 281 285 70

71 198 202 206 210 214 218 222 226 230 233 237 241 245 249 253 257 261 265 269 273 277 281 285 289 293 71

73 203 208 212 216 220 224 228 232 236 240 244 248 252 256 260 265 269 273 277 281 285 289 293 297 301 78

73 209 213 218 222 226 230 234 238 243 247 251 255 259 264 268 272 276 280 285 289 293 297 301 305 310 73

74 215 219 224 228 232 236 241 245 249 254 258 262 267 271 275 279 284 288 292 297 301 305 310 314 318 74

75 221 225 230 234 238 243 247 252 256 261 265 269 274 278 283 287 291 296 300 305 309 314 318 322 237 75

76 227 231 236 240 245 249 254 258 263 268 272 277 281 286 290 295 299 304 308 313 317 322 327 331 336 76

77 233|237 242 247 251 256 261 265 270 275 279 284 289 293 298 303 307 312 317 321 326 331 335 340 344 77

78 239 244 248 253 258 263 267 272 277 282 287 291 296 301 306 310 315 320 325 330 334 339 344 349 353 78

79 245 250 255 260 265 269 274 279 284 289 294 299 304 309 314 319 323 328 333 338 343 348 353 358 363 79

80 251 256 261 266 271 276 281 286 291 296 301 307 312 317 322 327 332 337 342 347 352 357 362 367 372 80

81 258 263 268 273 278 283 288 294 299 304 309 314 319 325 330 335 340 345 350 35S 361 366 371 376 381 81

88 264 269 275 280 285 290 296 301 306 311 317 322 327 333 338 343 348 354 359 364 370 376 380 385 391 88

83 270 276 281 287 292 297 303 308 314 319 325 330 335 341 346 352 357 362 368 373 379 384 389 395 400 83

84 277 283 288 294 299 305 310 316 321 327 332 338 343 349 355 360 366 371 377 382 388 393 399 404 410 84

85 284 289 295 301 306 312 318 323 329 335 340 346 352 357 363 369 374 380 386 391 397 403 408 414 420 85

86 290 296 302 308 314 319 325 331 337 343 348 354 3 60 366 372 377 383 389 395 401 407 412 418 424 430 86

87 297 303 309 315 321 327 333 339 345 351 357 363 368 374 380 386 392 398 404 410 416 422 428 434 440 87

88 304 310 316 322 328 334 340 347 353 359 365 371 377 383 389 395 401 407 413 420 426 432 438 444 450 88

89 311 317 323 330 336 342 348 355 361 367 373 379 386 392 398 404 41Q 417 423 429 435 442 448 454 460 89

90 318 324331 337 343 350 356 363 369 376 382 388 394 401 407 413 420 426 432 439 445 452 468 464 471 90
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TABLE GIVING CUBICAL CAPACITY OF ALL SINGLE=CYLINDER ENGINES
having bores of from 50 to 90 mm. and stroKes of from 50 to 100 mm.

For Multi-cylinder fingrinea, multiply by number of oylindeis.

Bore
in

Milli-

netres.

Stroke in Millimetres*
Bore

75 76 77 78 79 80 81 83 S3 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 lOfi in

Milli-

Capacity in Cubic Centimetres. metre*,

50 147 149 151 153 155 157 159 161 163 165 167 169 171 173 175 17717S 181 183 184 186 18S 190^192 194 196 50
SI 153 155 157 159 161 163 165 167 169 171 174 176 178 180 182 184 186 188 190 192 194 196 198 20C 202 204 51

5S 159 161 163 166 168 170 172 174 176 178 180 183 185 187 189 191 193 195|l97 200 202 204 206 208:210212 53

S3 165 168 170 172 174 176 179 181 183 185 187 190 192 194 196 198 201 203 206207 209 212 214 216 21S220JI 53

S4 172 174 176 179 181 183 185 188 190 192 195 197 199 201 204 206 208 211 213 215 217 220 222 224 227 229 54
S5 178 18© 188 185 188 190 192 195 197 199 202 204 207 209 211 214 216 218 221 223 226 228 230 233 2SS237 55

56 J85 187 190 192 194 197 199 202 204 207 209 212 214 217 219 222 224 226 229 231 234236 230 241 244 240 56
S7 191 1»4 196 199 201 204 207 209 212 214 217 219 222 224 227 230 232 235 237 240 242 246 247 260 253 266 57
58 198 201 204 206 209 211 214 217 219 222 224 227 230 232 235 238 240 243 24» 248 261 254 256 269 261 264 58
59 2oe 208 210 213 216 219 221 224 227 230 232 235 238 240 243 246 249 261 264 267 seo 262 2e6 268 271 273 59
60 ai2 216 218 220 223 226 229 232 235 237 240 243 246 249 252 254 267 260 263 266 269 271 274 277 280283 60
61 219 222 236 228 231 234 237 240 242 245 248 251 254 257 260 263 266 269 272 276, 277 280 283 286 289 293 61
6» 826 229 232 235 233 241 244 247 250 254 257 260 263 266 269 272 276 278 281 284 287 290 293 29ft 299 302 63
«3 334 237 240 243 246 249 262 256 259 262 265 268 271 274 277 280 284 287 290 293 296 299 302 306 209 312 63
64 241 244 248 251 2S4 257 260 264 267 270 273 277 280 283 286 289 293 296 299 302 306 309 312 316 313 322 64
65 249 252 255 259 262 265 269 272 275 279 282 285 288 292 295 299 302 305 309 312 315 318 322 325 328 332 65
66 2S6 260 263 267 270 274 277 280 284 287 291 294 298 301 304 308 311 316 318 321 325 328 332 335 339 342 66

67 264 268 271 275 278 282 285 289 293 296 300 303 307 310 314 317 321 324 328 331 335 338 342 345 349 352 67

68 272 276 280 283 287 290 294 298 301 305 309 312 316 319 323 327 330 334 338 341 346 349 362 356 359 363 68

69 280 284 388 292 299 299 303 307 310 314 818 321 325 329 333 336 340 344 343 361 366 369 363 366 370 374 69
70 289 292 296 300 304 308 312 S15 319 323 327 331 385 339 342 346 360 364 368 362 866 369 373 377 381 386 70
71 297 301 305 309 313 317 821 325 329 332 336 340 344 348 352 366 360 364 368 872 376 380 384 388 392 396 71

7% 305 309 313 317 322 326 330 334 338 342 346 350 354 358 862 366 370 374 379 383 387 391 395 399 403 407 73
73 314 318 322 326 331 335 339 343 347 351 356 360 364 368 372 877 381 385 389 393 398 402 406 410 414 418 73
74 322 327 331 335 340 344 348 353 357 361 365 370 374 378 383 387 391 396 400 404 408 413 417 421 426 430 74
75 331 336 340 344 349 353 358 362 367 371 375 380 384 389 393 398 402 406 411 415 420 424 428 433 437 442 75

76 340 345 349 354 358 363 367 372 376 381 385 390 395 399 404 408 413 417 422 420 481 435 440 444 449 454 76
77 349 354 358 363 368 372 377 382 386 391 396 400 405 410 414 419 424 428 433 438 442 447 452 456 461 466 77
78 358 363 368 373 377 382 387 392 397 401 406 411 416 420 425 430 435 440 444 449 464 469 463 468 473 478 78
79 368 372 377 382 387 392 397 402 407 412 417 421 426 431 436 441 446 451 456 461 466 470 475 480 485 490 79
80 376 382 386 392 396 402 407 412 417 422427 432 437 442 447 452 457 462 467 472 476 482 487 493 498 503 SO
81 386 392 397 402 407 412 417 422 428 433 438 443 448 453 459 464 469 474 479 484 489 495 500 505 510 515 81

8S 396 401 407 412 417 422 428 433 438 444 449 454 459465 470 475 480 486 491 496 502 507 512 517 523 528 83
83 406 411 417 421 427 433 438 443 449 454 460 465 471J476 481 487 492 498 503 508 614 619 525 530 536 541 83
84 416 421 427 432 438 443 449 454 460 465 471 476 482488 493 499 504 610 615 521 526 532 537 543 549 554 84
85 425 431 437 443448 454 460 465 471 477 482 488 494499 505 611 816 522 528 533 539 545 550 556 562 567 85
86 43 6 441 447 453459 465 470476 482 488494 499 505511 517 523 529 534 540 546 552 658 563 569 575 581 86
87 446 452 458 464 470 475 481 487 493 499^505 511 517523 529535 541 547 663 659 665 571 577 582 588 594 87
88 456462 468 474480 486 493 499 505 511 517 523 529535 541 547 553 559 566 572 578 584 590 596 602 608 88
89 466473 479 485 491 498 504 510 S16 522529535 541 547

i

554560 566 572 578 585 591 597!603
1

610 616 622 89
90 477)483 490 496 502 509 515 522 528 5341541 547 553560 566572 579 585 592 598 604 611'617 623 630 636 90
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A selection o£ questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanieii with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Climbing Powers ol a IJ h.p. Machine.

I am thinking of buying a

^T] 1| h.p. F.N. motor bicycle.

^ I weigh nine stones, and
* I should want it to take ,me up

a hill about four miles long.

I can ride it on a pedal bicycle. I

should be glad to know if you think

this ma/chine powerful enough.

—

P.N.P.
We should say the machine in question

would climb the gradient with ease if,

as you say, you can manage it on a

pedal bicycle.

A Qnestlon ol Gear Ratio.

I have recently bought a

3^ h.p. Brown motor cycle

(magneto) which runs admir-
ably in the country when I can
let it go, but when in town or

on greasy roads I find gear too high

(3| to 1). I want it for use largely

in getting to and from business,

about one and a quarter miles

through town and four in the

country. What do you suggest as

the best means of overcoming difii-

culty with least wear to engine, and
also economy of original cost and
running?—E.K.

Undoubtedly the trouble is due to the
gear being too high. The cheapest way
out of the difBcuTty is to fit an adjust-

able pulley, or to lower the gear and
fit a clutch.

IVIotor Cycle Speedometers.

Is there such a thing as a

reliable speedometer for a 1908
Triumph motor bicycle? 1

presume it should register at

least 45 m.p.h., as the machine
has a 4 to 1 gear. The only one I

know of is driven from the edge of

the front wheel rim and registers

only 30 m.p.h. This, of course, is

useless, as the bicycle has a peculiar
pattern of spring forks, and the mile-

age registered is too low. I should
be greatly obliged if you could let me
know of a good speedometer, and
also where I can get a mirror to fix

to the handle-bar?—W.H.C.
Good speed indicators are the Jones,
sold by Messrs. Markt and Co., 6, City
Road, E.C., and the Cowey, sold by
the Cowey Speed Indicator Co. , 1, Albe-
marle Street, Piccadilly, W. Both
register up to fifty miles an hour. A
nicely-finished handle-bar mirror can
bo obtained from Sprason Bros., St.

George's Place, Great Hampton Row,
Birmingham.

Even Running with Two Cylinders.

I have a twin-cylinder 6

h.p. Kiley water-cooled engine,

trembler coils. I start the
engine running at a certain

rate, and one cylinder seems
slower than the other. I take the
wire from the front plug and the
back cylinder fires at a good rate.

Without moving the spark, air, or

gas levers, I replace the wire to the
front plug, but disconnect the back
plug, and I find that the front

cylinder is much slower than the back
one. Please advise me how to get
both cylinders running at the same
rate? I have cleaned the platinum
points of the coil thoroughly, and
tried to .remedy the fault by altering
the adjustment of the screw, but as

soon as I move it from one position,
either forward or backward, the front
cylinder will not fire at all. The
accumulators are fully charged, and
the plugs E.I.C.^L.H.S.

To synchronise the firing of both cylin-

ders requires a little care when a sepa-
rate trembler blade is used for each.
The adjustment of the contact breaker
screws naturally affects the speed also.

Try the platinum screw for the front
cylinder slightly harder on. If lliis

makes no improvement we can only
suppose the compression of the two
cylinders is unequal, or the coil for the
front cylinder needs attention. To de-
termine if this is the case, change the
wiring of the coils, i.e., connect the
present front cylinder coil to the back
cylinder and vice versa. If then the
back cylinder runs the slower, you will
know the coil is at fault.

Worn Firing Cam and Dry Battery as a Standby.

(1.) My 3| h.p. Rex runs well
on the level but is weak on
hUls. Everything seems in
proper order, but I notice that
the firing cam is rather worn.

If I fit a new one would it improve
running? (2.) Is it possible to

Si

the
connect up to a two-way switch with
one accumulator and one dry battery
(trembler coil)? My idea is to run
on the accumulator, and to have the
dry battery as a stand-by.—.J.A.

(1.) Probably if you fit a new firing cam
it will improve the running consider-
ably. (2.) It "is quite possible to con-
nect up a dry battery by means of a
two-way switch to work with a
trembler coil. The connections should
be made in exactly the same manner as
they would be for two accumulators.

In the long-distance trial for industrial vehicles in France, two Motolri-Contals completed the test with very
little attention and at a very low running cost. They are shown above passing through Pont-sur-Yonne.
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per

A Novice's Queries.

(1.) I have a 2i h.p.

Alldays. The 26in. wheels
turn once to 5^ turns of the
engine pulley. Is that too

high for a hilly district?

Please tell me how to alter

the gear if wrong? (2.) Would
aluminium paint improve the appear-

ance of crankcase? Do you recom-
mend canvas and rubber belts?

—

A.C., Hastings.

(1.) The gear would be about right if

your weight does not exceed eleven

stones. If too high, you had better fit

a smaller engine pulley. (2.) You can
paint the crankcase with aluminium
paint if you like, but we should not
think it worth while. It is better to

keep it clean by washing it with petrol.

Canvas and rubber belts are quite satis-

factory.

Advantages of Adjustable Bottom Air.

I have a 3 h.p. N.S.XJ. mag-
neto, which is very hard to

start, but when it is once off

it goes perfectly, from a walk-
ing pace to thirty odd miles

hour. Do you think altering

Boat needle would make any differ-

ence, as I have tried all ideas as to

plug, shutting off air, and putting
paraffin through cock? The engine
starts well on the stand with one push
down of pedal, but will not start on
the road without a lot of exertion.

—

W.S.C.
Either you fail to put the spark lever

in the propsr position for starting on
the road, or you do not close the extra
air lever, or the spray is choked. You
will find an adjustable shutter on the
side of the carburetter. Almost close

this before starting and open it im-

mediately afterwards, and you will find

that the engine will start much easier.

Adjustment ol Magneto and Carburetter.

(1.) Kindly advise me on the

S
following points : Where can I

get some printed information
regarding adjustment, etc., ol

the Eisemann magneto with coil

as fitted to 1907 2J h.p. Minerva
motor bicycle? The Minerva cata-

logue does not give the information I

require. (2.) My carburetter (Longue-

mare) drips petrol from base of mix-
ing and spraying chamber. I am told

this can be stopped by grinding in

the needle valve. Is this advice cor-

rect, and how should the needle be
manipulated in order to grind it

properly?—LC 5209.

<1.) The Eisemann system of magneto
ignition is extensively dealt with in
" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them." If you find this information
insuflScient kindly write to us again.

(2.) If the carburetter drips when the

machine is standing, either the needle
requires grinding in or the petrol level

is too high. A good way to grind the

needle valve in would be to fix the stem
in the chuck of a small drill, put a

little crocus powder mixed with oil on
the seating and revolve the drill evenly
and carefully, lifting it from time to

time to avoid making any "rings" on
the seating. Hold the drill perfectly

mpright. The point should prevent any
petrol entering the chamber when fuel

tap is turned on.

Speed in Hill-climtiing.

I have a 3i h.p. (80 by 80)
—

I

Fafnir engine and carburetter

> in Chater No. 6 frame,
-i-i trembler coil, automatic air

valve on carburetter, gear 4|
to 1, 25in. wheels, m.o.v. I am un-

able to get up the hills in this

neighbourhood, none of which are

very stiff, at high speed ; for in-

stance, a 3 h.p. (75 by 80) machine,
same make and gear, heavier rider,

generally leaves me struggling far

behind. Immediately I commence
the climb the engine slows down and
labours sluggishly up the hill. I

generally manage to get up, but at

nothing like the speed I should do.

I have done the following : Set

trembler to a good clear buzz, taken
off the automatic air intake and
fitted a cover to the hole, to operate

with a lever and find engine will take

all the air at any speed in addition

Crankcase Joints, Magneto Contacts, and Sidecars.

(1.) I have a 6 h.p. twin
N.S.U., new last June. I re-

cently took the engine down,
and before putting it together

I made fresh joints of brown
paper and soaked them in linseed

oil for a few hours, but after putting

it together I find oil is thrown out.

Can you tell me how to cure it? A
friend has advised me to put fish glue

between the joints of the crankcase
and cylinders, as my engine was
quite tight before I took it down.

(2.) My machine has a high tension

magneto. Will you tell me where
are the platinum contacts on it, as

I think they may want adjusting a

little, as my machine , is getting

difficult to start? (3.) I am thinking

of buying a new sidecar. Which
would you advise me to buy, as I

have never had anything to do with
sidecars yet?—J.H.K.

The A.C.U. Open Hill Climb. H. Newey (3i h.p. L.M.C.) approaching the top ot Sutton Bank,

which he failed to reach by only a few yards.

to what it takes through three small

holes which I have bored in the in-

duction pipe. Examined timing and
find spark occurs about ^in. on down
stroke when fully retarded. Charge
carried about seven-eighths of the

stroke. I have cleaned carburetter

out, it floods and runs over at jet

when valve is tickled. I cannot even
on the level get engine really racing.

—A.B.
You do not mention if you have tested

the compression ; if the valves need
grinding you will not obtain much
speed on hills. You might try the

effect of a new and stronger exhaust
valve spring, and see if any improve-
ment is obtained. Also measure the
amount of opening of the inlet valve.

If more than ^in. reduce it to this

amount. Lastly, we should be in-

clined to think the coil is not a high
sj eed one. The contact breakei' on your
engine works better with a plain coil.

(1.) Brown paper soaked in boiled lin-

seed oil is used by most manufacturers.

If, however, your attempt has been a

failure to render the crankcase oil-

tight you might have another try, and
if this is not successful use fish glue.

(2.) Slide away spring which holds the

contact breaker cover in position. This
will reveal the platinum points ; clean

these up with a jeweller's file, brush
away all filings afterwards with a clean

brush soaked in petrol, and then try

a new fibre ring, as the present one
may be slightly worn. This can be

obtained from the Bosch Co., 23, Store

Street, Tottenham Court Road. W.C.
Other hints on the care of the magneto
will be found in "Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them." (3.) If you
care to send us a numbered list of the

sidecars which you think would suit

you, keeping a copy by you for refer-

ence, we will place them in order of

merit,
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[OTOR CYCLISTS By
Road Rider.

Ignition Troubles.
(B'or high tension magneto, see pre-

vious paragraphs.)
1. Loose wire.

2. Wire snapped in two.
3. Wire broken under insulation.

4. Current shorting through thin in-

sulation.

5. Terminals shorted by moisture or

metal in contact with them.
6. Cells exhausted below 3.8 volts.

7. Sparking plug broken or short-

circuited ; the latter internally by
cracked porcelain or mica, or externally
by damp or carbon.

8. Contacts on contact breaker
gi'easy, pitted, or missing. Short cir-

cuit at contact breaker by wet or lid

of contact breaker bent. Bad earth re-

turn through camshaft. Adjustment of

blade or screw slipped.

9. Connection on coil broken below
terminal screw.

10. Blade of trembler coil stuck
through pitting or maladjustment.

Cahburettek Trottble.
An absolute stoppage due to the car-

buretter can only be brought about by
a choked passage.

Engine Trouble.
For sudden stoppages, see if compres-

sion is good ; if not

—

1. A valve has broken.
2. A valve is prevented from closing.

3. Piston is broken.
4. Cylinder is cracked.
If engine is stiff or jammed

—

1. It is near seizing from under-
lubrication, or oil is bad. Loosen with
paraffin, lubricate fully, revolve by hand
till free.

2. It is sadly overheated.
3. Crankpin is bent.
4. Con"necting rod is bent.

5. Some internal part has come
adrift, e.g., lockscrew of gudgeon pin;

[Lontimied from page 434
)

take engine down and examine, particu-

larly timing gear and gudgeon fasten-

ings.

A long list of paragraphs referring to

unusual derangements are appended,
but, as a rule, if the spark is present,
valves working, and petrol reaching the
carburetter, the machine will go.

AIR LOCK IN PETROL TANK.
22-<i. Unless the stopper of the

petrol tank be pierced with a fine hole
stoppages will ensue through the spirit

being retained in the tank by a vacuum.
Every stopper should have a tiny hole
protected by a baffle to prevent petrol

spraying out when tank is full. A
smart idea is to solder a small helmet
or other lubricator over the hole.

BALL BEARINGS.
22S>, Balls are easily replaced in

a dismantled bearing by lining it with
grease. In adjustments, tighten cone
till the bearing feels as tight as if it

were solid, free from all vestige of

movement, and then slack it back a
quarter of a turn.

If a ball be broken or lost it is prefer-

able to leave a ball out rather than fit

one too large.

BUCKLED WHEELS.
226. There is no need to push

or cart a machine because a wheel has
been buckled, but if badly buckled the
pace must be kept low. Remove wheel,
use a stone as an anvil, and a big
wrench as a hammer if a proper hammer
is unobtainable. Hammer rather on
each side of kink than on kinked por-

tion itself. By these means the wheel
can be made rideable, but on reaching
a repairer it is advisable to have the
wheel accurately trued and spokea
tightened up or replaced. If rim is

cracked get a ne^ one.

CLEANING COACHWORK ON TRICARS.
22'7. The secret of keeping coach-

work in a smart condition is to clean

it promptly and to sop the dirt off.

Neither grease, dust, nor mud should
be left on it till morning.

V.C.C. London-Edlnbnrgh 24 Hoan' Ran. Competitors arrlvlBC *t the Wetherb; control.

Three eompetitors in the Coventry-Holyhead
13 hoars' run crossing Menai Bridge, the
connecting lini£ between Carnarvonstiire and the

Isle o( Anglesea. The foremost rider is A.
Wright.

No rubbing or scraping should enter

into the cleansing process.

As soon as the night's destination is

reached all dirt should be gently sopped
off with a large carriage sponge, or with
a very gentle douche pipe. For the last

wash tiie sponge should be rinsed till it

is absolutely clean. The coachwork
should finally be dried with soft stuff,

and polished with Selvyt.

CLEANING THE CRANKCASE.
228. Interior.—No lubricati.ag

oil is entirely free from impurities, and
so the crankcase should be periodically
flushed out with paraffin, to prevent
some speck of foreign matter choking
one of the minnte oilways that carry
lubricant to the bearings. Some engines
are provided with a screw plug for

paraffin injections ; on others the pipe
union must be disconnected. First run
out all dirty oil, then inject one gill

of paraffin ; close openings to crankcase,
and pedal engine round on the stand
for ten minutes. Drain out paraffin,

relubricat© with four charges of engine
oil, and pedal on the stand for a few
minute's to work fresh oil into all bear-
"ngs before the engine is run.

Exterior.—Motor cycles often leave an
oiipleasent smell behind simply because
the warm crankcase is smeared with
mud and grease. Swill the aluminium
with waste petrol or paraffin, and scrub
it with a stiff bristle brush.

(To he continued.}
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Being the opinions of medical men who are actual or prospective users of motor cycles.

(Continued from page 459.)

Cyril HowkiDS.

Motor cycling is, in my opinion, a

most healthy pastime. One of the

apparent drawbacks against it is the

vibration. This lias been shown to be
greatly e.\aggeTated , and is in no way
injurious lo health (British Medical
Journal, 1907). It is on© of the best

antidotes to worry I know of, and to

anyone of a' mechanical turn of mind
is a constant source of interest and
amusement. The best type of motor
cycle for a general practitioner depends
to a certain extent on the size of his

practice and the nature of the country.

For a country district I consider that

a 3^ h.p. of good make, magneto igni-

tion, with a two-speed gear and free

engine, would be most suitable.

Douglas Gray, M.B. Lond., M.R.C.S., etc.

Motor cycling is a source of great

pleasure, and is an extremely healthy
and invigorating pastime, always pro-

vided that the speed and length of

journeys are kept within reasonable

limits. At fast sfieeds it is not the

vibration which is so much injurious

as the constant tension of the mind

Dr Douglas Gray.

always on the look out for possible

dangers. I use the motor cycle a great

deal in my practice, chiefly for the
time saved in the long-distance visits

on good roads. The cost of upkeep is

almost negligible. Last year my bills

came to £8 for 2,200 miles, including
everything, licenses, petrol, repairs,

etc. I use a 3| h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
spring foi'ks, two-speed gear, and free

engine and Millennium stand. On no
.locount would I be without the speed

gear and free engine, and the stand is

invaluable, as it does not require

handling, but is operated instantly by
the foot. I use a heavy high-powered
machine, as the district here (Bolton)

is hilly and the roads very rough. On
good level roads a low-powered machine
with free engine would be the thing.

C, B. Gervls, M.D.

Having ridden a motor cycle in my
professional work for the last six

years, my experiences may be of in-

terest. For town work, or paying
visits close to home, the motor cycle is

not suitable, but for country work it is

invaluable. Undoubtedly it is con-

siderably cheaper than a car, or a horse
and trap, and as healthy as either. For
hilly districts I think the only suitable

machine is one witli a two-speed gear.

Personally, I ride a 3A h.p. Phoenix
Cob, two speeds, and am very pleased
with it ; it will climb anything. The
dropped frame is an advantage, as one
can wear a long coat wrapped round the
knees. For level country probably a
lightweight machine would be sufficient.

E. J. Parry.

(1.) I consider motor cycling to be
most beneficial to one's health, pro-
vided it is not overdone, and one has
a first grade modern machine. One
hundred miles per diem is sufficient for
most people. (2.) I find a motor cycle
of very great use in my profession, and
always use it in preference to my small
:ar whenever the weather permits.
(3.) Upkeep of a motor cycle variable
according to owner. (4.) I do not think
one could find a more suitable machine
for a doctor than the one I now
possess, namely, a 3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph.
One can always have a clutch fitted it

one does not care to mount in the usual
way.

Dunelmlan.

(1.) I consider motor cycling a
healthy pastime, especially for a town
worker, but some other pastime in con-
junction involving more exercise is

desirable. (2.) Very useful, especially
for a busy country practitioner. It is

twice as fast as cycling, and three
times as fast as riding or driving

;

hence it saves time - and consequently
fatigue. Have always found it reli-

able. (3.) The running expenses and
cost of upkeep are infinitesimal com-
pared with those of a horse. (4.) Speak-
ing generally, the heavy powerful type
for country use. A medical m.in must

start his machine easily anywhere—the

middle of a hill, in a field, or on a
farmer's track, therefore high power,
free engine, speed gear, and footboards.

F. Hall.

I find motor cycling in a medical
practice much more satisfactory and
cheaper than any other means of loco-

motion. A horse and trap cost me £100
a year, hiring a hansom about the

same, whereas my motor cycle does not

Dr. F. Hall.

cost me more than £15 a year. The
rapidity of getting about is delightful,

exhilarating, healthy, and gives one a

longer time at home. A tricycle with a
two-speed gear is better for a doctor

than a bicycle, as he is busiest when
the roads are at their worst, and I feel

much happier since taking to a three-

wheeler.

Surgeon (East AngUa).

A motor cycle saves time on a round,
ensuring either more leisure or increase
of practice, supplements a car, trap, or

bicycle. A lightweight for mixed town
and country work, a powerful twin
with two-speed gear for hilly districts,

and sidecar to convey colleague, nurse,

and surgical impedimenta. Magneto
ignition, spring forks. Rich's tubes.
Palmer cords, and rubber belts. Easy
replacement of spares of well-known
make essential. Cost little more than
push bicycle, but needs very little

skilled attention with a little intelli-

gent use and care. A Vindec twin
with Castor wheel sidecar and a Moto-
Reve I find to be excellent steeds,
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THE END-TO-END
RECORD BROKEN.

A CUBICAL
CAPACITY TABLE.

Growth ol the A.A.

374 new members have joined the

Automobile Association within the last

three weeks.

Hlll-cUmUng in Austria.

N.S.U. and Phanomen motor cycles

gained first places in a hill-climb at the
beginning of this month at Riederburg,
some sixteen Tiiles from Vienna. The
course measured two and a half miles,

with a rise of 638 feet. In the light-

weight class Scheibert motor cycles

occupied first, second, and third
places.

Motor Cycle Racing at Lyons.

The Motor Cycle Club de Lyon is

organising a race meeting for next Sun-
day, to be held on the road between
Cheres and Anse. The machines will

be divided into four classes, and will

be timed over a flying kilometre. A
special prize of 100 francs (£4) will be
awarded to the motor cyclist making
the best time during the day.

An Attempt on the Hour Record.

Grapperon, the well-known Alcyon
rider' who has been figuring very
prominently of late both on road and
path, is now preparing for an attack
on Guippone's world's hour record.

Olieslagers is of opinion that the record
will be difficult to wipe out, but
Grapperon thinks otherwise, and as a
result the pair made a bet, the former
laying odds against the latter setting

up new figures before the first of Sep-
tember.

The Length of Footrests.

Long low footrests are dangerous
when taking corners at fast speed, as

v.as proved at the A.C.U. Hill-climb
at Sutton Bank. One or two competi-
tors had long footrests fitted to their

machines, and during the afternoon
the left footrest of one machine caught
in the ground while tlie machine was
travelling at twenty miles an hour
round the bend, and acting as a pivot
spun the machine completely round.

French Grey Finish

Apropos of the leaderette in our issue

of April 15th, from careful observations
we have made recently, we are decidedly
of opinion that French grey is the best
colour for motor cycles, as it does not
show the duBt or dirt anything like

black enamel or aluminium. A motor
bicycle nicely finished in French grey
looks just as smart as any other colour,

and we are not the only persons of this
opinion, for we have seen several new
motor cycles finished in French grey
recently.

More Miiitary Motor Cyclists.

A volunteer motor cycling corps is to

be formed at Vienna in connection with
the Volunteer Motor Corps, both coming
mider the command of the Emperor's
nominee. The two corps will support
the army in the field and do orderly
work. Members receive uniforms and
compensation for consumption of fuel

on the basis laid down for the elder

body.

Motor Cyciing in O.R.C,

Mr. G. Turner, M.M.S.S.R.E., Harri-
smith, O.R.C, informs us that a motor
bicycle without a two-speed gear is use-

less in that part of the country. Harri-
sniith being situated about 5,000 feet

above sea level, our readers will readily
understand that a considerable amount
of climbing is necessary, and a photo-
graph which Mr. Turner sends us shows
high mountain ranges and very difficult

country.

A Handsome Motor Cycling Prize.

The trophy illustrated is one which
has been offered by the Palmer Tyre,
Ltd., in connection with the York
County Motor Cycle Club's twenty-four
hours' reliability run to Edinburgh and

back on July 18th next. The cup wU!
be presented to the rider who makes
the best performance on Palmer tyres

ia the above event. The trophy is at

present on view at the Triumph Co. 's

depot, 4, King Edward Street, Leeds.

Gold medals are offered by the club to

all who finish within twenty-four hours.

End-to-End Reeord Broken.

Several hours were knocked ofi the
Land's End to John-o'-Groat's motor
cycle record last week by Arthur W.
Bentley riding a 1908 Triumph. He
started from John-o'-Groat's and
finished at Land's End in a very fresh
condition considering the strain he en-

dured, the greatest discomfort being
the irregular food.

Walking beside a Motor Bicycle.

It was once the prevalent opinion
among motor cyclists that magnetos
caused difficult starting, but in nine
teen cases out of twenty sluggish start
ing is wholly and solely due to the car
buretter. We recently tested a well
known 3^ h.p. motor bicycle that was
in such perfect tune that it was possible
to walk beside it with the engine firing

regularly, and this with a gear of 4 to
1. Would that every new motor cycle
turned out was as docile. Motor
cycling loses some of its charms if the
machine is a difficult starter, and there
is no question of doubt that if all motor
bicycles were tuned up to start and rrai

at three miles an hour there would be
thousands of new converts.

Police Traps.

A correspondent informs us that the
police are very active in West Sussex.
There is a trap on the Chichester Roa4
between Midhurst and Cocking. It ex-

tends from about two miles from Jlid-
hurst to a point about a quarter of a
mile from the village of Cocking.
Motorists are generally accused of
•driving at twenty-seven miles an hour.

At Hambleton, about four miles
from Selby, on the York and Selby
Road, a quarter-mile trap, has been
started.

Between Garstang and Preston, a

distance of ten miles, motorists are
timed and checked by telephone, also on
both sides of Lancaster. There are
three traps within eight miles of each
other.

At Stannington, on the Newcastle-
Edinburgh Road, four miles south of

Morpeth, and at Seaton Burn, two
miles north of Gosforth. The Morpeth
trap is from the start of the tar
macadam road to the police station,
going north. The Seaton Burn trap is

from aboiit 100 yards from the railway
bridge over the road to the public-
house on the extreme north end of the
village. Over twenty motor cyclists

were stopped during a recent week-end.
Between Galgate and Lancaster, half a

mile north of Galgate. The trappers
are behind the hedge on the right hand
sida going north to Lancaster.
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SHAMROCK-EXCELSIOR

RUBBER STUDDED TYRES

SHAMROCK-GLORIA BELTS
prove to be the most successful Tyres and Belts,

and are by far best represented amongst the

competitors on their arrival at Edinburgh.

Write for Lists.

LONDON-EDINBURGH
MISS MURIEL HIND says

:

" I used one of your belts on my 5 h.p. Rex in the

London- Edinburgh Run last week; although the belt was
practically new 1 had not even to take it up, and it gave no
trouble during the ride. It is a splendid belt in every way."

MB. A. STANLEY PHILLIPS says

:

" I had a Shamrock-Gloria Belt fitted to my 5 h.p.

Vindec at the beginning of this season, and it has done over
1,600 miles, and does not show the slightest sign of wear. If

1 am fortunate enough to outlive the belt I will let you know
its mileage."

Sole

Manutactuiers THE HANOVER RUBBER CO., 29-31, Old St., London, E.C.

Echoes of SUTTON BANK.
The Motor Cycle saj'5

—

" R. G. Bell, the rider, of the

Moto-Reve, did not dismount at the

corner — he unfortunately fell. Bell

was travelling at a good speed at the

corner, but when negotiating it the

back wheel of the machine skidded

from under him, Considering thai

the machine had th^ smallest engine

of all those competing, the tact that

it got as tar as the corner is a point

distinctly in its favour."

May we send you particulars?

Drop a postcard for List DD.

XKe Moto-Reve Oo.
138 & 142, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W.C.

Tn answcrinq either of thefe advertisements it if desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MACHINES (from IJ to 6 h.p.) score MAXIMUM
MARKS for RELIABILITY in the Newcastle and

District M.C.C. Team Competition.

THAT'S RELIABILITY,

A.C.U. SUTTON BANK HlUlU CUIMB, MAY Slst

:

Class VII.-6 h.p. N.S.U. {jJXliin.J FIRST AND
(Variable Gear., f^STEST (G. RapCr) .

Passenger Class.—6 h.p. N.S.U. TRICAR FIRST

(R. Benson Smith).

THAT'S SPEED AND HILL GUMBINfi.

Now, consider them altogether, and you'll admit

ALL RODND EFFICIENCY.

N.S.U.'s at BARGAIN PRICES.

We have a few shop-soiled machines thoroughly

tuned up, in perfect order, and carrying our

full guarantee, for immediate disposal at

bargain prices.

6 h.p. Twin. 4 h.p. Twin. 3 h.p. T.T.

machine, etc.

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.,

78, Charlotte Street,

LONDON, W.

In ansireriiu/ lhi.i ad i-erlltemanl 1/ i.i dc.^inililr thut i/rjii nirntion ' The Motor Cyele,
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A Competitor tor tbe End-to-enii,

We recently stated that Mr. J. H.
Hall, of Sheffield, would compete in the
End-to-end run next month. This is

incorrect ; it is the new president of

the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.,
Mr. F. Dover, who has entered for the
run.

M.C.C. London-Edinbnrgh Ran.

The committee of the Motor Cycling
Club met on Monday last to go through
the timekeeper's (Mr. F. T. Bidlake's)

figures aiid decide the winners of the

Schulte Cup and the special cup for

motor bicyclists. Mr. C. W. Brown,
writing in the Nottingham Evening
Post, gave A. G. Reynolds as the pro-

bable wimier of the Schulte Cup.

Open HlU-oUmb at Barnsley.

On Saturday next, on Stainborough
Liowe, Barnsley, an open hill-climbing

competition will be held for the
Littlewood twenty-five guineas
challenge trophy. From a con-

tour of the hill we note the
gradient at the start is 1 in 56

for 65 yards, then 1 in 22 for 66
yards, 1 in 10 for 156 yards, 1

in 7 for 333 yards, 1 in 6 for 100

yards, 1 in 22 for 66 yards, 1 in

9 for 233 yards, finishing with
65 yards of 1 in 20. The length

of the hill is 1,100 yards, with a

total rise of 320 feet, and the sur-

face is in good condition. By
kind permission of Gapt. Went-
worth, the competitors will re-

turn through the park back to

the starting point. A telephone

is being erected on the hill.

A New Road to Brooklands.

The entrance to the Brook-
lands racing course for both cars

and motor cycles will, in future,

be from the Byfleet Road, about
a quarter of a mile nearer to

Weybridge than the present en-

trance to the members' car en-

closure. This new entrance will

be in use on other days than race

days. The motor course will be
closed on Sundays until further notice.

Foot passengers approaching the track

on race days and non-race days will

continue to use the present approaches.

" The Motor Cycle " Cubical Capacity Table.

The cubical capacity table published

this week, pages 474 and 475, is the

most complete table that has ever been
published in connection with single-

cylinder engines. - It gives the bore in

millimetres from 50 up to 90, pro-

gressing one millimetre at a time. The
stroke is also given from 50 to 100 mm.
progressing one millimetre at a time.

It is, therefore, possible to find the

cubical capacity of any engine on the

market without any calculating; pro-

vided the bore and stroke are known.
All the reader has to do is to find the

bore, say 75 mm., which will be found
in the vertical column in large figures

headed bore in millimetres, trace along

this line until the column indicating

the required stroke is reached. The
figure in the square at the intersection

is the cubical capacity in centimetres.

In the case of multi-cylindered engines,

the figure in the square has merely to

be multiplied by the number of cylin-

ders. This table, printed on a stiff card,

eyeletted and corded, suitable tor

hanging up in works ofBcos, clubrooms,
garages, motor cycle depots, etc., can

be obtained from The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and
Coventry, for 5d. post free.

The M.C.C. Team Competition, June 27th.

In addition to the eight clubs already

mentioned, we understand from Mr. J.

Van Hooydonk, the trials hon. sec. for

the team competition, that two other

clubs are almost certain to enter before

Saturday ne.xt (the closing date), viz.,

the Manchester M.C. and the Oxford
Bocardo M.C.C.
The Motor Cycle silver challenge cup

has now been contested for on three

occasions, and it is instructive to recall

the number of miles covered by mem-
bers of the winning teams without a
stop : 1904, Coventry M.G.G., 485

^(t**t**t«*«**t«*»''*t«*«*^

FUTURE EVENTS.
June zo—Entries close for M.C.C. Team Competition at

Daventry.

„ 20—Barnsley Victoria C.C. (Motor Section) Open
Hill-climb for Motor Cycles.

„ 24—London United Tramways Five Miles Tourist

Motor Cycle Handicap at the Stadium.

„ 27—M.C.C. INTER-TEAM TRIALS ior "The Motor
Cycle " Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup.
Prospective Competitors : T-lotor Cycling

Club, Coventry M.C, Great Yarmouth
M.C.C., Birni:ngham M.C.C, Lincolnshire

M.C.C, Liverpool M.C, North West London
M.C.C. ; Sheffield and Kalian shire M.C.C.

;

Manchester M.C. ; and Bocardo M.C.C.
(Oxford).

„ 27—Motor Cycle l.'nion ot Ireland Inter-centre

Contest for the Triumph Cup.

„ 27—Scottish Tv7etv.2 Hours' Open Reliability Trial.

„ A.C.U. 24 Hours' Ride.

July 4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.

„ 6-7—A.C.F. Grand Prix Races for Carl and
Voiturettes.

„ 13-18—A.C.U. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-GROAT'S
SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

„ 14-IS—M.C. U.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles

Reliability Contest

„ 25—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests.

Aug. 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.^^•'^^

miles; 1906, Motor Cycling Club, 457^
miles; 1907, Coventry M.C.C, 534
miles. The course measures 100 miles,

and six riders represent each club team.

Entries definitely close on Saturday
next, the 20th inst., the trial being
fixed to take place on the following

Saturday, starting from Daventry,
Northants.

Snccesslul Machines In the London-Edinburgh Ran.

The following will give an idea of

the great reliability of the various

popular makes of motor cycles in the
London-Edinburgh twenty-four hours'

ride. Of the twenty-six Triumph riders

who started, twenty-one reached Edin-
burgh to schedule time, fifteen Vindec
Special riders started and twelve
finished, nine Rex started and eight

finished, four Minervas started and
three finished, four Bats started and
three finished, four N.S.TJ. started and
two finished, three Matchless started

and all three finished, while two Moto-
Reves started and both finished.

Among the passenger machines three

out ot four Lagondas which started

reached Edinburgh within the allotted

time.

Two-speed Gears In the End-to-end.

If any entrant for the A.C.TJ. Land's
End to John-o'-Groat's Trial is desirous

ot fitting a two-speed gear, we know of

a firm which is anxious to supply an
engine shaft gear for use in the above
event. Letters addressed " Two-speed
Gear, c/o the Editor," will be for-

warded to the right quaxter.

Chichester Motor Cyele Race.

The winner of the three miles open
handicap held in Priory Park, Chi-
chester, on Whit-Monday, was P. R.
Dowson (85 by 60 mm. J.A.P.), time
5m. 20s., prize silver goblet ; 2, J. R.
Belcher (70 by 76 mm. J.A.P.), prize •

dinner gong. There were sis com-
petitors. The tTjKik is grass and five

laps to the mile.

Imports and Exports ot Motor Cycles.

Imports of motor cycles and parts
during last month were valued
at £6,500, as against £9,398 in
May, 1907. The five months'
figures were £29,783 this year,

£41,606 in 1907, and £41,642 in

1906. The exports of British
machines during May were valued
at £3,859, as comoared with
£5,327 in May, 1907. For the
five months ended 31st May
£21,646 worth of motor cycles

and parts were exported this

year, £23,624 worth in 1907, and
£21,267 in 1905. Re-exports of

foreign motor cycles reached the
value of £3,913 during the first

five months of the present year.

Ko more HlU-cUmbs at Shaipenhoe.

No more hill -climbing contests
will take place at Sharpenhoe, for

the fiat hafi gone forth that
henceforth permission for com-
petitions will be refused. AH
motor cyclists in the district, as

well as hotel proprietors, refresh-

ment caterers, and the majority
of the villagers, regret the de-

cision of the authorities.

Another Rubber-studded Tyre.

A new British made rubber-
studded tyre for motor cycles will

shortly be placed on the market.

Schulte Cup Competltora.

Mr. J. 0. M. Dixon (3i h.p.

Vindec), a competitor in the M.C.C.
London-Edinburgh and Schulte Cup
competitions, informs us that owing to

having lost his way near Haddington,
and having experienced a choked car-

buretter, he arrived at Barnet Ih. 50m.
late, not reaching that town till 12.40

a.m. Beyond the above-mentioned ex-

periences he completed the double
journey satisfactorily.

Entries (or the End-to-end Rnn.

At the end of last week the entry list

for the A.C.U. Land's End to John-o'-

Groat's Run, July 13th to 18th, totalled

twenty-six. In addition to thosa given
last week the following have been re-

ceived : R. W. Duke (3i h.p. Triumph),
W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas), P.
Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas), B. H.
Davies (6 h.p. Advance with sidecar),

E. Gwynne (5 h.p. Vindec Special), W.
H. Outwin, J. Marshall, J. Slaughter,
P. Cockroft, A. Manning Lomax, and
H. 0. Hanrott, all on 3^ h.p. Triumphs.
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ENDoTO=END RECORD BEATEN.
DURING the last four years the honour of hold-

ing the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's record

has remained in the hands of Mr. Harold
Williamson, who, riding 3-3% h.p. Rex, on

July 30th, 1904, bettered Mr. G. P. Mills's splendid

performance on a 3 h.p. two-speed Raleigh by 2h. lom.

From that time till last Wednesday no further End-to-

end "record" rides were made, though occasionally

Arthur W. Bentley, who hroke the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's record

last week, riding a 1908 Triumph. His time was 41 hrs. 28 min.

rumours of attempts and failures reached us. Now the

victor's laurels rest on the brow of Mr. Arthur W.
Bentley, an enthusiastic amateur rider, who, mounted
on a standard sealed 3>2 h.p. Triumph, lowered

Williamson's record by 7h. 8m., having accomplished

the ride in 4ih. 28m., and also beating the car record

which stands at 42h. 5m.

The Start.

Starting on Tuesday, the 9th inst., at 2 a.m. from

John-o'-Groat's, in the light of the early morning, the

gallant rider was dispatched from that picturesque

comer of Caithness, where it never gets dark at this

time of the year, by Mr. D. K. Hall, whose name as

a timekeeper is not unknown to motor cyclists, and

excellent time was made along the good roads of the

extreme North. News of the ride had got abroad, and

even in Wick many people were about to give him a

cheer as he rode southward. Berriedale, however,

nearly proved his undoing, as Bentley never realised

the severity of that sharp corner of this hill of hills,

and only presence of mind and skilful riding saved him

from rushing over the precipice into the sea. At

Beauly an excellent early breakfast was provided, and

here Mr. Bentley's brother and Mr. A. M. Lomax both

met him and followed him for some distance.
_

Both

Mr. H. M. Bentley and Mr. Lomax were competitors in

the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh run, and the latter, who
had trouble with his magneto armature, got the

defective part replaced, and though he failed in the

aforesaid competition, he hurried to the North and

•endered the aspirant to the record valuable assistance

by giving him three butt-ended tubes. As he journeyed
southward Bentley rapidly gained on his schedule,

despite the fact that he experienced three punctures

caused by long nails. The road over the Grampians
was greasy at first, and then rough, but fair on the

whole, and there was no wind to speak of at this stage

of the journey. Refreshment was taken at Perth, and
again at Lockerbie, where a crowd gathered. This
point was reached about 4 p.m. Messrs. Tatham and
Draper, both competitors in the London-Edinburgh
run, were to have met Bentley on Shap, but somehow
or other they missed him, and he continued on his

way alone till he reached Whitchurch at midnight,

where his troubles began.

Hotel Proprietors and Belated Travellers.
Here arrangements were to have been made for

dinner (the only proper meal he was to have had
throughout the journey), but the assistant mistook
twelve midnight for twelve noon, and after fruitless

attempts to rouse the proprietors of several hotels the

journey was continued alone in the dark, and from here

be began to lose time. Three hours ahead of his

schedule at Whitchurch, he rapidly fell back. It was
pitch dark, and a slight rain was falling, as, supperless

and fatigued, he tried to find his way along an unknown
road against a strong headwind with his lamp burning
badly. However, he struggled on till day broke at

Bridgnorth. Gloucester was reached at last, and here
L. W. Bellenger (a former exponent of the Quadrant)
met him, and to him Bentley owes much of the success

of his ride. At Gloucester the feeding arrangements
again broke down, and nothing but some coffee could
be obtained. From here to Launceston Bentley could
give but a confused account of what happened.
Faint from want of food and stiff after a fall during
the night, he describes this section as a nightmare.
After Exeter, Bellenger and a companion who were

A. W. Bentley nearln; the end ot bis long ride,

following experienced some trouble, and had to stop,

when, to their surprise, they saw Bentley tearing back
in the reverse direction. One of them followed, and
sent him again along the right road, when after
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traveiling a few miles, their trouble being set right,

they found his machine jacked. up, and he asleep by

the roadside.

The Effects of a Good Meal.

Left for an hour to rest, he was revived, and con-

tinued to Launceston, where, after a good meal, he

quite recovered, and made a splendid run to Land's
End, which he reached about 6.28 p.m. on Wednesday.
Unfortunately, near Truro he followed a car, which
led him astray into the town, causing him with this

detour, and the fact that while feeling unwell he

travelled several miles back along the road by which he

had come, to cover about 900 miles, instead of 888.

The timekeeper at the start was Mr. D. K. Hall, and

at the finish Mr. Samson Turner, of Penzance, who
was checked by Mr. Hall, who travelled from John-o'-

Groat's for that purpose. The total time was

4ih. 28m. We have examined the actual machine,

and have seen that the seals are intact. The only

point in which the machine differs from the standard

is that it possesses a capacious tank. It is in splendid

condition throughout, while the tyres (the latest type

of rubber studded Clinchers) show little signs of wear,

and have stood magnificently. The only mechanical

trouble experienced beyond the three nail punctures to

which we have referred was a broken exhaust valve.

The whole performance reflects the greatest possible

credit on Mr. Bentley, who drove with consideration

in tovms and populous places and yet maintain a

decent average, for piloting the machine so skilfully,

and on the manufacturers for the success of their pro-

duction. Had Mr. Bentley been properly looked

after all along the route, he would undoubtedly have
made much better time, but, despite the twenty-five

hours without proper nourishment, he looks well. He
enjoyed a good dinner on his arrival at Land's End,
and a good sleep afterwards, though he was up
betimes the next morning, took a walk before breakfast,

rode to Penzance, and caught the midday train to

London.

Group of eom-

petitors in the

North-west Lon-

don Motor Cycle

Club's speed-

judging competi-

tion outside the

Duke of York,

near Potter's Bar.

Motor Cycle Racing at the Stadium.
INCLUDED in the programme of the Essex Beagles C.

and A.C. at the Stadium at Shepherd's Bush on Saturday
last was a ten miles motor cycle handicap, limited to

machines fitted with engines not exceeding 76 by 76 mm.,
or the equivalent volume swept out. For this event nine

entries had been received, necessitating two heats and a final,

the preliminary heats being of five mues. In the first heat

the starters were: C. E. Bennett (2-J h.p. Mansfield), 76 by
75 mm., scratch; H. Martin (2| h.p. Matchless), 85 by
60 mm., 10s.; T. A. Carter (2J h.p. Matchless), 76 by
76 mm., 12s. ; and G. H. Gerhard (2| h.p. Brooklands), 76 by

73 mm., 15s. Gerhard maintained his lead for about one

mile, when he was passed by Martin, who, however, at the

end of three miles gave place to Bennett, and a splendid race

ensued between these two, Bennett ultimately winning by

150 yards. Time, 6m. 9|s. Bennett's nett time, 5m. 54is.

The ' second heat, for which five names were on the pro-

cramme, only produced two starters : H. Y. Colver (2| h.p.

Ilatchless), 76 by 76 mm., 5s. ; and A. P. Tyler (2 h.p.

Chater-Lea), 70 by 70 mm., 20s. This heat furnished another

most interesting race, Tyler maintaining his lead until just

entering the last lap, when Colver managed to overtake him,

eventually winning by about 80 yards. Time, 6m. 54s.

Actual time, 6ra. 39s. The final, which was run off over ten

miles, resulted as follows

:

1. H. Martin, 20s.

2. C. E. Bennett, scratch.

3. H. V. Colver, 10s.

A. P. Tyler, 40s., retired.

This provided a most exciting race between the above
riders, Tyler soon being overhauled by Martin, who appeared

to be getting away from the scratch man, Bennett, who,
however, at about half-distance nearly caught him, but soon

after perceptibly slowed, and lost considerable ground, which

he was unable to make up, Martin ultimately winning by half

a lap, Colver a lap to the bad. Time, 12m. 18|s., Bennett's

actual time being 11m. 58^s.

The new regulations prevented photographers taking a

camera inside the grounds on Saturday last. We are, there-

fore, unable to give any pictures of the racing.

A.C.U. NOTES.
Elections.—At a recent committee meeting of the A.C.U.

•sixteen new members were elected.

Affiliations.—^The most recent affiliations comprise the

Halifax and District, the Purley and District, and the

Sutton Coldfield Motor Cycle Clubs.

P33RMITS.—Permits have been granted to the Barnsley

Victoria C.C. to hold an open motor cycle hill-climb on the

20th inst. for the Sport and Play race meeting at Birming-

ham, to the New Chesterton Club to hold motor cycle races

at Cambridge on July 4th and July 9th, and to the Guild-

ford C.C. to hold motor cycle races at Guildford on August

3rd.

London to PLTMorrn and Back.—It has been decided to

hold this competition, which will be open to the members of

the A.C.U. and to those clubs affiliated to it. The details

will be arranged by the Competitions Committee.
WooDFOBD Meet.—The Auto Cycle Union has decided to

award a prize to the rider of the best decorated motor bicycle.

The Union has also decided to extend its patronage to the
Travel Exhibition, which will be held at Olympia during
June and July next year.

Council Meeting.—The next council meeting will be held
at Warwick in September. One of the items on the agenda
will be the 5s. scheme for unattached riders.
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CLUB NEWS.
Bnrton-on-Tient and DlsMet H.C.C.

The above club held a successful run on Whit-Monday to
Market Drayton, where an enjoyable tinae was spent in the
grounds of a member.

Nelson and District M.C.C.

We are informed that a new motor cycle club has lately

been formed under the above name. Prospective members
should apply to Mr. J. H. Eaves, 20, Water Street, Nelson.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

About twenty turned out for the inaugural run to Newark last

Saturday. The first meeting of the committee was held on the

3rd inst. at the Lion Hotel, Nottingham. Mr. J. Elliot Little-

wood was elected chairman. The annual subscription was fixed

at 2a. 6d., with entrance fee 5s. after this the first year.

Applications for membership should be addressed to Mr. C.

A. A. Spring, 19, Stratford Road, W. Bndgford, Nottingham.

Shamrock M.C.C. (Belfast).

A petrol consumption trial was held on Saturday, the 6th

inst., over a course of fifty-one miles, the start and finish-

ing points being at the Central Hotel.

The placings were as follows : 1, James Miller {2| h.p.

Peugeot), weight propelled 336 lbs., amount consumed 3 pints

7 ounces; 2, W. Bailie, weight propelled 332 lbs., amount
consumed 4 pints 7 ounces ; 3, David Morton, weight pro-

pelled 343 lbs., amount consumed 5 pints 10 ounces.

Walthamston M.C.

Motor cyclists are reminded of the Woodford meet of

motorists and cyclists on Saturday, June 20th, and are speci-

ally invited to take part in the procession which will start

from the grounds of Park House, Blake Hall Road, Wan-
stead, at 4.25 p.m. sharp on that day. Judging of costumes

at 4 p.m. Prizes will be given for the best decorated motor
cycle {with or without passenger attachment), and any driver

or rider in the procession will be eligible to compete. Further
information will be sent if application be made to the chief

motor marshal, Mr. W. H. Applebee, Church Hill, Waltham-
stow. Tea will be served at the Bull and Crown, Chingford.

Ayr and District M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climbing competition was held on

RotterhiU Brae last Wednesday evening, the 10th inst., and
the results based on formula were

:

M. Brown (IJ h.p. F.N.)
W. McFarlane (3 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

J. Grier (2 h.p. De Dion)
J. McClure (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

W. Allan (3 h.p. Triumph)
J. Robertson (3i h.p. Minerva) ...

J. R. Johnstone (3 h.p. Fafnir) ...

J. Allan (2 h.p. Minerva)
D. Milligan (4 h.p. Wernerl
A. Morton (3 h.p. Antoine)

G. Cocker (5 h.p. Rex)
H. Andrew (3^ h.p. Minerva)

Competitors were allowed three ascents of the hUl, the best

time to count. The fastest ascent was made by G. Cocker, in

30^3., for which a special prize was given.

Falkirk and District M.C.C.

On Whit-Saturday a hill-climb was held on Auchengean
Hill. There were eighteen entries. Results : Class I.

—

Position

Figure of Merit
... 34.1

37.3

40.4
42.7
43.8

47.0
49.1
49.3

50.5

62.0

63.2

63.5

A. B. Blane (IJ h.p. F.N.) ...

A. Muirhead (2J h.p. F.N.) ...

R. F. Salvesen (3i h.p. Triumph)
A. G. Bostock (3^ h.p. Triumph)
G. Salvesen (3^ h.p. Triumph)
F. Salvesen (3i h.p. Triumph)
C. Malley (1| h.p. P.N.) ...

E. Luthardt (3^ h.p. N.S.U.) 8
Dr. Shanks (3i h.p. Quadrant) ... 9
D. Cousins (3^ h.p. Excelsior) ... 10

Class II. (multi-cylinders).—D. F. Bostock (6 h.p. N.S.U.),
position on formula 1, time 22s. ; J. C. Baird (5 h.p. Rex),
position on formula 2, time 25|s.

on
formula.

1 ...

2 ...

3 ...

4 ...

5 ...

6 ...

7 ...

Time.

40is.
351-3.

24-|s.

25|3.

25s.

25s.

43is.
30s.

35|s.

40s.

Leeds M.C.C.

There were twenty-four starters in the Edinburgh and back
run on Saturday, and the following riders duly finished within

twenty-four hours.

F. W. Greenwood (3^ h.p. Rex), G. E. Tennant (5 h.p. Vindec),

J. Percival, A. H. Hyde, Hr D. Shaw, and Eric Myers (all

on 5i h.p. Triumphs). The result will be ready for next issue.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The recent competition at Castleton had to be postponed
until July 4th owing to a severe thunderstorm on the original

date.

Next Saturday, the 20th inst., the annual reliability trial

will be run from Sheffield to Bridlington and back. Three
prizes are offered, and all competitors who complete the

journey in twelve hours will receive a bronze medal.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

Over two courses, each 125 miles, and equally difficult, the

reliability trial of the Lincolnshire Club was run on Wbit-
Monday. The competitors were started simultaneously from
Grimsby, Louth, Scunthorpe, Lincoln, Grantham, Stamford,
Sleaford, and Lincoln at 8.30, and took the circular courses

left hand inside. The rider adhering closest to his own
schedule of time throughout wins the handsome silver vase

held by Mr. E. R. Cole, Roxholme. Non-stop runs were
claimed by the following :

North Route.—J. Mears, Scunthorpe (Motosacoche) ; A.
Heseltine, Scimthorpe (twin Rex) ; J. R. Guessford, Scun-

thorpe (3 h.p. Glandford-Fafnir) ; S. G. Clarke, Louth (Rex)

;

and W. H. Quihe, Lincoln (3 h.p. Peugeot).

South Route.—C. Draper, Bracebridge (2| h.p. Minerva)

;

J. Kirby, Lincoln (3 h.p. Lincoln Elk) ; A. Harrison, Lincoln

(3 h.p. Lincoln Elk); C. C. Williams, Lincoln (3^ h.p.

N.S.U.) ; R. N. Morley, Leadenham (3i h.p. Brown) ; E. R.
Cole, Roihokne (3i h.p. Brown); and J. A. Mettham, Gran-
tham (3i h.p. Minerva).

StSTON HrLL-OLlMB.
Coming in holiday week, the entry for the Lincolnsliire

M.C.C.'b hill-climb on
Thursday in Syston
Park, Mndly lent by
Sir John Thorold,
Bart., was not quite so

large as usual with this

club. The arrangements
were in the hands of

the Grantham Centre,

The best times are

:

Class 1 (under 3 h.p.)

—H. Gaunt (li h.p.

Motosacoche), Im. 27fs.
Class 2 (3 h.p. and

over).—^Alam L. Shaw
(3^ h.p. Minerva),

58^3. ; 6. Williamson

(3i h.p. Minerva),
53|s. ; A. E. Brunning
(3 h.p. Dene-Fafnir),
Im. 22s.; G. J. Wil-
kinson (3i h.p. Elk),

Im. 23|s. ; and H. Gaunt (l-i h.p. Motosacoche), Im. 24|s.

Class 3 (twin-cylinder machines).—W. J. Clarke (5 h.p.

Rex), 44^5. ; R. C. Holland (6 h.p. Jap), 54|s. ; and P. Pell

(5i h.p. Rex), Im. 2|s.

North-west London M.C.C.

This club held a speed-judging contest on Saturday last.

The course was from the Duke of York (near Potter's Bar) to

the top of Digswell Hill (between Hatfield and Welwyn) and
back, the total distance being twenty miles.

Place. Rider and machine.
1. G. Rowden (3i h.p. Bat)

P. Thomas (5 h.p. G.O.K.) ...

F. Pox m h.p. Quadrant)
A. S. Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec) ...

C. G. Myer (9 h.p. Bat) ...

W. C. Davenport (3i h.p. Phoenix)

H. Gaunt (Motosacoche) making a good ascent.

V. Davidson (3 h.p. Werner)
G. H. HoUis m h.p. Triumph)...

a. E. W. Brighten (2i h.p. Ariel) ...

9. C. Preen (4^ h.p. Minerva)

t Tied for fourth place.

Speed. Error.

17 m.p.h lis. slow
16 „ Im. 21s. „
IV „ Im. 30s. „
16 „ 2m. 29s. „
15 „ 2m. 29s. fast

15 „ 2m. 46s. „
18 „ 3m. 14s. slow
16 „ 3m. 34s. fast

19 „ 4m. 19s. „
18 „ 5m. 38s. „
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THE

"Tile car on two wheels."

Changing old ideas of

motor cycling. Demon-
strated its capacity at

Sutton Bank. The standard

touring ROC machines

entered were ordinary

roadster standard models,

and in no sense specially

prepared.

4 h.p. New Royal Military model, ball bcancg eneine, with Roc Clutch, hand otarting, and
Roc speed gear, 4-8 gruineELS.

ROC CLUTCH AND GEAR CONVERSION SET, 10 ONS. (adaptable to any make).

NOTE.—The ROC with live axle Is the key to the 'Future ot motor cycles. NOTE also the Cuplex tanks, the Duplex Irame, the comfortable low riding

position, the efficient silencer—the car like design.

Telephone—5712.

Telegrams

—

" Roc, Birmingham.'
Alton Road and
Dartmouth Street.

A. W. WALL, LIMITED,
ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM.

Illustrated booklet

describes

these machines.

THE

Gradea Gear.
V( hat rideis say about it

:

Messrs. Zenith Motors, Ltd. aotb May. tqoS.

Dear Sirs,—I liave to express my complete satisfaction with
the * Zenette ' with ' Gradua Gear.' I gave up a practically new
machine of first-class make simply because 1 wanted more com-
fort on the long journeys I have to take. I went for a 70 mile

run yesterday and returned feeling perfectly fresh, and not in the

least stiff. The gear enabled me to soar up River Hill, and has

quite proved its rehability and practicability. As tests, I tried

last week stopping and restarting on the steepest parts of Brock ley

Hill and Netbcrhall Gardens, in both cases most successfully.

Believe me, Dear Sirs, Ptc_

Dear Sirs, 25/5/08
I think you would like to hear I am pleased with the Zenette I bought from you this last Easter. I have now ridden close upon 1,300 miles, and

given it a thorough trial, and have nothing but praise to give you. I am a hard rider, riding nearly every day, and since 190: have had many motor
bicycles, but none of them come up to the Zenette. I think the control and steering is perfect, and in traffic I can go at a walkins; pace with your
' Gradua ' Gear, and stand still with the engine running, and without getting off start again, not having to dismount and then run and jump on, as in

the old days. Up hills it flies, but if wanted will either crawl up or go at a comfortable speed, and will start in the middle of a sleep hill. 1 certainly

would not be without your ' Gradua ' Gear now I have once had a machine with it, and I say the same in regard to the spring frame ; it is as comfort-
able as a car; and another thing I like is the way it will turn in any ordinary road without stopping the engine or dismounting. Yours truly, etc.

What the Press says about this unique mount :

The Daily Telegraph (Motor Editor) says :
" The * Zenette ' double-spring frame is quite unique. It is designed to give absolute immunity from

vibration to the rider, and it consists of two members pivoted horizontally about the centre, so as to be capable of angular movem-nt in a vertical

direction, like the limbs of a pair of scissors. The members are of a somewhat rectangular design, and are connected at each corner by tension and
compression" springs. The back wheel and the engine, etc., are carried on the one member, and the front wheel and the driver on tln' other ; but any
shock to the front wheels does not act directly on the rider, as it is intercepted by a central hinge between the two members, and is absorbed there by
the action of it, which becomes raised or depressed as necessary. This action is entirely compensating, and the running is, therefore, most luxurious."

Tfte P«3^/^ (Motor Editor) says : "My readers will probably remember that the Zenith Motor Co. have specialised for some years past in the

matter of spring frames for motor cycles, and it was that particular point of the machine which I was most anxious to test. Let me say at once that
the spring frame was a great success. In the old days I had a rigid frame machine, but had to give it up owing to the vibration transmitted to my
poor body from the inequalities of the road surface, and my recent ride fully demonstrated to me that the one great objection to the smallest form of

automobile had been done away with entirely by the four-coil springs—two in front and two behind—fitted to the ' Zenette.' As for the variable gear
—^known as the ' Gradua '—I have nothing but praise for it, tbo. I think the gear will prove an unqualified success."

TRIAL RUNS OF THIS MAGNIFIClENT MACHINE MAY BE HAD (BY APPOINTMENT ONLY).

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., 119, Stroud Green Road, LONDON, N. nNs^uR'nkRK)

In ansu'cring diher of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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THE BIRMINGHAM DAILY MAIL
OF JUNE 10th, 1908,

in an article on the modern motor bicycle, condemns the heavy,

noisy, nerve=racKing cycle monstrosity, and further says :
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The motor cycle recommended is, of course.

ISi MOTOSACOCHE
Wr-i-te -For- -Full F>Eii-ticula.rs and illustr-ELted ca.ta.los'ue to

H. & A. DUFAUX (England) Ltd., 65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G.

Motor Cycle Covers & Tubes
are made of the same pure Para rubber as the Michelin Motor
Covers and Tubes. That is why their Quality is unequalled.

I
Wircd-on Covers 28 x 2 17/6.

I Bcadcd-edgc Covers 26 x 2 - - iti I 6.

I
Beaded-edge Non-skid Covers 28 x 2^^ - it3 10 6.

L

When ordering please give make of Covers at present in use,

and full particulars of Motor Cycle.

Write for descriptive Booklet.

Telephone

:

KensiDRtoD 2to,

49-50, Sussex Place,

S. Kensington, London, S.W.

Works: BARKING, ESSEX.

Telegrams

:

" Pneumiclin, London***

Tn artsvn-'ing rilhcr of tAfse advertisements it is desirable that you me»l>on " The Motor Cycle.
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Club News.—
Brighton and District M.C.C.

We are informed by the hon. sec. of the above that it is

the club's intention to admit associats m«mbers at a subscrip-

tion of 4b. per annum.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

Th« meet on tho 4th inst. was at Southwell. Mr. J. A.

Mettham, hon. secretary of the Grantham Centre, showed the

members over the Cathedral, and a most interesting time

was spent.

Cardiff M.C.

To-day (Wednesday) a speed-judging competition will be

held from Ely on the main Cowbridge Road to the last mile-

stone (near railway bridge) the Cardiff side of Bridgend, and

return by same road to the milestone at top of hill outside

Cowbridge.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The first annual hill-climb is fixed for the 20th inst. There

will be two classes—one for single-cylinder machines and one

for twin-cylinder machines. Two prizes are offered in each

class, and Mr. Harry Lucas has kindly offered a special

prize for the rider making fastest time. The hill selected is

one mile in length, but the venue will be kept secret. Results

will be worked out on formulse. The following day the run

is .to Cleeve, and on the 27th inst. to Stratford-on-Avon.

Co»entry M.C.

The resuUs of the Coventry to Holyhead run of the above

club on May 3CH;h were made known at the committee meet-

ing last week. The awards were a medal for first and a

prize each for second and third. Competitors had to adhere

to a mean average speed of 19 m.p.h. over the three sections

of the route—Coventry to Llangollen, Llangollen to Menai,

and Menai to Holyhead ; in addition there were several sur-

prise checks. The three awards were all taken by car com-

petitors, the first motor cyclist being A. B. Jepson (3i h.p.

Triumph) with 18^ bad marks; second motor cyclist, John

V. Pugh (3i h.p. Lloyd), 19i bad marks. The difference

between the winning car and the first motor bicvcle was only

1\ bad maiks, so it will be seen how ki^enly the event v*as

contested.
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Basingstoke and District M.C.

A reliability run of fifty-eight miles to Staines and back
drew eleven entries, but only seven started. Ten checkers

were placed at various points along the route, a minimum
and maximum time being allotted for each section. The
results were :

1. M.
2. J.

3. F.

4. R.
5. Dr

Carpenter (3^ h.p. Rex)
E. Pool (3i h.p. Rex)
Baron (3^ h.p. Brown) ...

Joice (2 h.p. Minerva)
F. R. Holmes Meyrick (10-12 h.p.

Marks.
37.03

30.63
26.82
22.94

Argyll car) :.. 7.12

Also competed : K. Jones (4^ h.p. Minerva) and R. K.
Hubbard (3^ h.p. Rex).

Navai Motor Cluh.

A hill-clirabing competition took place on Hyden Hill,

near East Meon, on Whit-Monday, for naval officers, with
the following result :

SDrGLE-CTilNDBIlS.

Lieut.

Lieut,

Lieut

Hearn (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Ballantyne (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Townshend (3^ h.p. Triumph)

H. M. Boxer, R.N. (3i h.p. Triumph)
Sub-Lieut. Tufnell (3^ h.p. Quadrant)
Lieut. Bostock (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

MtrLTI-CYLINDERS.

Lieut. Tracy (4i h.p. F.N.)
Dr. Turner, R.N. (4^ h.p. F.N.) ...

Lieut. Davis (5 h.p. Rex)
Sub-Lieut. Hutchison (5 h.p. Vindec)
Lieut. Mackinnon (5 h.p. Rex)

Figure Time.
of above

merit. scratch.

91 .. 9s.

87 .. 12s.

. 83 .. 3s.

79 .. scratch

76 .. 8s.

. 69 .. . 13s.

. 78 .. lis.

. 70 .. . 17s.

68 .. scratch

. 58 .. . 20s.

. 49 .. . 35s.

Fastest single-cylinder,

Im. 17s.

Im. 29s. ; fastest multi-cylinder,

Lieut. A. F. G. Tracy, R.N., the winner of the multi-
cylinder class, is the hon. secretary of the club. Several
intending competitors were unable to be off duty, and others
arrived too late to weigh in. (See page 473.)

A good idea of

the acute bend

half way up

Sutton Bank can

be gained from

this illustration.

The rider is

Captain Sir

R.K.Arbuthnot,

Bart., R.N. (34

li.p. Triumph),

and he is seen

about to tackle a

gradient of 1 in

6-10.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letisis should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

The A.C.U. HlU-cUmb.

[3355.]—I note that in your account of the A.C.U. hill-

climb my machine (Scott) is referred to as Sj h.p., and wish
to point out that the engine is 3 h.p. only, and was entered
in Class 7 as such. As you will see by the cylinder dimensions
(twenty cubic inches total displacement), the engine is actually

the same size as those generally classed as 2| h.p.

It might be interesting to draw attention to the fact that
the total weight of the engine is 37| lbs., which is probably
about halt the usual weight of engines of this power.

ALFRED A. SCOTT.

Repairing Broken Pistons.

[3356.]—^I thoroughly agree with what Mr. W. Merritt
says regarding Mr. B. H. Da-vies's experience with an ex-

haust valve head punching its way through the head of the

piston. If it is of any assistance to the readers of your
excellent paper to know how a piston with a broken top
may be cheaply and thoroughly repaired, and, in fact, made
as new, I should like to say here how I made a repair to an
engine of 3^ h.p. which I possess. The exhaust valve head
broke off when running at a high speed, and falling into the
cylinder, as in Mr. Davies's case, it punched a slot

through the piston, and falling into the crank case it lay

at the bottom. I removed the piston and took it to a
foundry, where a new piece was "burnt" on. This is a
process which some firms specialise in. The metal by this

process is united as if it had never been broken, the sur-

rounding metal being brought to almost fusing point before

the new is poured in. The piston was then put in the
lathe and roughly ''skimmed" up again. I think Jlr.

Merritt is right in saying that there is no feature in your
excellent paper which is more enjoyable than an article bv
Mr. Davies. 'HUGH L. MILLER.

'

Transmission on Sidecars.

[3357.]—What other motor cyclists do is of interest to

me. Perhaps what I do may interest others.

I own' a 3| h.p. Rex—a capital mount—-and a Montgomery
sidecar. I never go over fifty miles an hour, nor do I cl'mb
aiything fteeper than 1 in 2. But in our little runs about
Norfolk and Suffolk my passenger and I have a good time,

and always " get there," though not always without .^ome

pedal assistance. She says, " a little pedal assistance." Solo
I drive with a |in. Continental (rubber) belt, gear about

4J to 1. This belt is the cleanest one I know ; it we.irs

well, and the drive is like velvet.

When using the sidecar I put on a Jin. Whittle (leather

and steel) belt. This drops the gear to about 5^ to 1 without
the trouble of altering the "Albion" adjustable pulley. The
little' vibration set up by this belt is not particularly notice-

able with the combination. This belt seems to me to meet
the case well ; it is .stronger than the rubber and not so

harsh as a chain
I am still looking for a good belt fastener for rubber be'ts.

T use Riches detachable tubes and have nothing hut praise
for them. REUB. G. NORMAN.

Touring Machines and tlie Weight Question.

[3358.]—We read with interest the article entitled

"Touring Tslachines—^The Weight Question," signed
"C. E. T.," and should like to make one or two comments
upon the remarks of your contributor re lightweight
machines. He admits that a good trial of one of the latest

twin-cylinder lightweights leaves little to be desired in smooth
running and hill-climbing powers, but states that road vibra-

tion is particularly noticeable. If your contributor bases his

remarks upon a lightweight machine, built upon ordinary
cycle design lines, then we are hardly surprised, but let him
try a Moto-Reve, which is built up on proper motor cycle

lines, i.e., (1) a good long wheelbase, 52in.
; (2) genuine

motor cycle tyres; (3) a low frame with comfortable riding

position ; (4) a comfortable saddle 30in. from the ground

;

(5) long handle-bars with comfortable depressed grips
;

' and
(5) adjustable footrests. "Aye, there's the rub," and we
venture to predict a very much more comfortable ride

!

But with the machine fitted up as above, it is still in every
sense of the word a lightweight machine (85 lbs.).

As regards ease of control, your contributor suggests,

himself, the very probable reason of his own machine being
easily managed in traffic. A Moto-Reve would also be sur-

prisingly manageable in traffic if it were fitted with a gear

proportionately below the normal ! It is hardly necessary

to comment upon the jockey pulley, as everyone knows that

our machines are now V belt direct driven.

We differ from your contributor in that we claim that

there really exists a serviceable and comfortable lightweight

touring machine. THE MOTO-REVE CO.

Belt V. Cliain and Two-speed Gears.

[3359.]—We have read with pleasure Dr. Patterson's

recent letter on the subject of belt w. chain and two-speed
gears.

The superiority of the belt transmission is conceded by
nearly all motor bicycle makers. Contrary to your corre-

spondent's supj.osition. they do not turn a deaf ear to the

needs of professional users.

In respect to motor bicycle design as we find it to-day, the

dictionary appellation of "bicycle" as applied to an auto-

bicycle, seems to have lost much of its primitive meaning.
There are still advocates for a lightweight motor bicycle with
pedals, who are not yet alive to the appreciation of that
comfort and convenience which the equipment of the modern
touring machine provides.
There are now two categories of motor, bicycles—(1) the

lightweight, requiring pedals ; and (2) the average weight
mi'ius pedals, and requiring power, stability of construction,
aid such more or less indispensable conveniences as a clutch

with a variable gear. Dr. Patterson states that the Roc.
for instance, does not allow of the use of pedals—"an abso-

lute necessity in case of breakdown for a medical man."
Jlight one not with equal relevance reply that , the owner
of a 40 h.p. car is not provided with shafts for horse traction

in case of emergency or breakdown? If the analogy is

exaggerated, yet Dr. Patterson and others must see that the
physical exertion sufiicient to propel a modern motor bicycle

weighing 170 lbs. (the weight your correspondent mentions
with pedals) over any distance in excess of a few yards seerns

to make the preservation of pedals unnecessary, and quite
useless for any practical object.

In regard to two ignitions, the reliability of the magneto
seems to make supplementary ignition also unnecessary ; it

means added complication and added cost, but. of course,

there is no disadvantage.
Most motor bicycle users are clamouring for easy starting,

the solution of which is provided by starting from a live

back axle with engine geared up on to the back wheel. In
this form a machine starts no more easily with accumulator
than with magneto ignition.

A. W. WALL. LTD.
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Air-cooled Cylinders.

[3360.]

—

He letter 3343, I rode a 4 h.p. Jap engine with
the cylinder, salves, etc., completely cased in a copper jacket,

and with a fan pumping air past the engine. It ran very
n^'uch better in this way than with the jacket off and a twin
fan on each side. HAROLD M. WOOD.

Belt Fasteners.

[3361.]—Will you kindly allow me to add my grumble
to that of " Ixion " in reference to the above? No matter
how perfect a machine may be in other respects, such a

trifling detail as a poor belt fastener makes all the difference

in the world between pleasure and (to say the least) misery.

If all motor cyclists have had the same experience as I

have had with poor and defective fasteners, they have my
deepest sympathy. Why cannot manufacturers of these

articles make a good substantial article, and one that can be
recommended? and, in addition to "Ixion's" suggestions, I

would also suggest that the underside of the fastener should
have a hole the same size as the shank of the screw, and
well threaded. Also that the screw should be the same thick-

a man. Mr. Billings is a doctor, and if I were to write saying
I had an infallible cure for headache, I can imagine Mr.
Billings saying something about " quack " ; and if I were to

go further and say, " Take no notice of the doctor ; it is to

his monetary advantage to keep you in pain for a considerable
time," Mr. Billings would probably be indignant.

Mr. Billings and I have differed on the question of the

best mechanical construction of the sidecar. I take my stand
on the fact that I served seven ye;irs apprenticeship in one of

the most exact and best-equipped works in this country ;

'

furthermore, I have been engaged in mechanical construction

for over twenty years. For the last six years I have devoted
most of my time to the sidecar, and I think I can claim to

have as much experience with sidecars as any man; also, I

am open to prove my points at any time.

I think most of your readers will, accept this as reasonable

ground for my stating an opinion on a subject to which I

have devoted so much attention, even though I am " monetarily

interested," and will give me credit for some sincerity when
I differ from the theories of an enthusiastic amateur who
devotes some of his spare time to the subject.

W. MONTGOMERY.

Lieut.Tracy.R.N.,

winning the multl

cylinder' class Jin

the Naval M.C.

hill-climb, on'his

four-cylinder F.N.

In addition to

making fastest

time, he was

placed first on

formula.

E.

uess from end to end, and not to taper, as it does at present.
Look at the miserable microscopical hole on the underside

and the paltry thread on the screw, and to think they are
British made by British labour. If the ordinai-y motor cyclist
has bought as many of these as I have, then the makers are
simply coining money, and one cannot wonder at it.

Perhaps someone interested will take this matter up and
pkice a good, reliable fastener on the market. It would meet
with a grand aiuocess. 693.

Sidecars.

[3362.]—Will you allow me to make a few remarks on
the letter which you published in your last issue over the
signature of B. Richardson Billings, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. ?

Mr. Billings infers that the letters on sidecars which you
have been good enough to publish from the members of the
trade, and other letters which you may publish in the future,
are " chiefly disguised free advertisements from those mone-
tarily interested." For my part I protest against this infer-

ence being put upon any communication I have addressed to
you in these columns, and I can only describe the suggestions
as a " little mean."

Mr. Billings is not a mechanic but an enthusiastic amateur,
and most of us know to what lengths this condition will lead

Practical Touring Machines.

[3363.]—It would be very interesting to Scottish motor
cyclists if some of our English friends on their road south
after the End-to-end, would make a detour anj try to

ascend Cairn-o'-Mount from Fettercairn to Banchory. On
a recent club run of the Perth and District M.C.C. the on.y
machine to ascend under its own power and carrying rider

was a Phelon and Moore two-speeder, which took it without
any difficulty. I may mention that the surface is a ipa&s of

loose stones, and the worst grade and surface are both at
bends. ES 186.

A Problem to be Solved.

[3364.]—I read with very great pleasure every word in

The Motor Cycle. I feel at a loss when for any reason a
single number is miscarried. I wish we had a paper in

America that was equal to yours in the motor cycle field.

As an engineer, I have been much interested in your
articles on "Why does an air-cooled engine overheat?" I

should like to give your readers a problem, and have the
matter discussed in your paper. I have come across a
peculiar phenomenon which I am not able to explain to my
entire satisfaction.
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All of j'our readers are no doubt aware of the fact that
the F.N. Big Four, as we call the four-cylinder machine in

this country, has a 6 to 1 gear, and it caruiot be expected,
therefore, that a machine of this gear will develop a very
high speed. However, at times I have beaten high-powered
and high geared twins on the level, and for distances of

about one or two miles. This is how I have accomplished it.

After a Big Four has been run for two or three thousand
miles, and if it has been carefully lubricated in that time,
the pistons become like glass, and the internal friction of
the engine and transmission is reduced to a minimum. Tt
is remarkable how freely the engine moves. If now an
engine be taken in this condition and run with full throttle

and full air with advanced spark for some time, it becomes
very hot as a matter of course. I have found on several

occasions that if I oil very excessively and race the engine,
suddenly something takes place, and I dart ahead at ah
abnormal speed. I never obtain anywhere near this speed
when the engine is running in a normal condition. Let me
describe an actual occurrence.

One day I was coming home after a run, and I passed a
high-powered twin. We were going at about twenty-five
miles an hour, and as soon as I passed the twin the rider

of it opened up his throttle and I could hear him coming up
rapidly behind me. He passed me, and just as he did so

I opened up my own throttle and set the air and spark to
get maximum speed. We came to a slight down grade, and
both of us kept full throttle down this grade. Now that
was exactly what I was wishing for, as I find that this

abnormal speed is easily obtained if I race the machine down

place. My explanation of this is, when the engine becomes
very hot the pistons expand and almost come in contact with
the cylinders. As I am lubricating very freely the oil forms
a continuous film between the pistons and the cylinders, and
the compression is not dependent on the piston rings. In
other words, at these times I have perfect compression, the

oil itself preventing a leakage past the piston. I tried to
account for this on the explanation of synchronous vibra-

tion. I thought that perhaps at first nodes and loops were
formed in the exhaust pipe of the engine in such a
manner that a node occurred at one point of the exhaust
pipe and a loop at the other, so that I had the same effect

as a condenser on an ordinary steam engine, that is, my
engine was exhausting into a spac© at less than atmospheric
pressure. However, I believe the explanation as given

above is more plausible.

This seems to be a very interesting phenomenon, and I

should like to see the matter discussed in your magazine.
Possibly some of the European riders of the F.N. Big Four
have obtained this peculiar state in their engines, and can
give your readers their experience. I have never heard of

a large engine working in this manner, and think that per-

haps this is due to the fact that an engine of greater capacity

would not stand up under this enormous strain and heating.

I should like your correspondent who has stated that an
air-cooled engine overheats to explain why it is that I get

this abnormal power only when my engine is at the maxi-
mum temperature. As a matter of fact, I am of the opinion
myself that an air-cooled engine does overheat, but I can-

not reconcile this opinion with the above phenomenon.

Start of the final

Three Uiles Raee

at the Tunbridge

Wells Sports en

Whit Monday,

won by C. E.

Bennett In 4niln.

56 sec.

a slight grade. The twin drew iilicuJ of nio. there being a

difference between the speed of the machines of about five

or seven miles per hour. Suddenly the note of my machine
increased, that is the music.il note emitted by the rapidly

exploding engine, and I found that my engine was in the
abnormal state above mentioned. The way I went after that
twin surprised him exceedingly, and I pas.'ed him at fully

as fast a speed as he had passed me a moment before. 1

may say that I have only -obtained this abnormal condition
about six or eight times since I have ridden the F.N., that
is during the last two years.

At first I thought that I had a case of pre-ignition, and
that the inside of my cylinders being coated with carbon
had become more or le«s incandescent, that is, that project-
ing pieces of carbon had become incandescent, and that the
explosion of the gas took place almost instantaneously. 1

found, however, that pre-ignition was not the cause of this
abnormal state, since when I cut off the spark on one of these
occasions the machine stopped firing instantly. I have given
the matter quite a little thought, and I have the following
explanation to account for this phenomenon.

In the first place, I only obtain this abnormal condition
of the engine when I oil abundantly. As a matter of fact,

I oil about every two miles. Furthermore, it is almost im-
possible for me to obtain this condition on the level, but 1
can get it with an old machine very much easier by running
down a slight grade. It seems that the engine must come
up to a certain speed before this abnormal condition takes

I shall close this letter with the remark that the 1908^
model is a great improvement. I have just been up to our
famous Fort George Hill, and the way that it takes my 200
pounds up that hill is surprising.

Hoping that you will not think that because I am an
American rider the enclosed letter will not be of enough
interest to your readers to warrant publication, and wish-
ing your magazine the best of success, I remain,
New York. EARLE L. OVINGTON.

[Does the extra lubricating oil participate in combustion and
propulsion at very high temperatures?

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H. N." (Malta) is anxious to have readers' experiences

of the following machines : The 5 h.p. Pbanomen, the Moto-
Reve, and the 4;^ h.p. four-cylinder P.N., and, as regards the
latter, particulars regarding wear of the working parts, run-

ning expenses, etc.

|N',OiT|l C|E .!

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for 3
loss of copy In the form of manuscript, drawings, or jrtioiographs

submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-

graphs wlii only be returned provided a stamped addressed

envelope Is enclosed for the "purpose. ^S STT'SSf
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

21-5 h.p. Fairy, condition as new; £16. —
2 Tyler. Earl's Colne, Essex.

h.p. Minerva, M.V. : £7.—G.H.. 116. Long-
ley Eoad, Tooting Junction. S.W.

f)EX. 35 h.p.. 1904, splendid condition; £10,

U bargain.—45, Chalvey Eoad, Slough.

—Lightweight, 2 h.p.. B.S.A. frame, mag-
neto. Clinchers.—10, City Eoad, E.C.

31 h.p. M.M.C. ; bargain, £12: footboards.—
2 Leach. 8, Foxley Eoad N., Brixton.

3h p. Fafnir, as new, accessories, perfect;
£16, exchange.—48, Sydney Eoad, Horn-

sey.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2| h.p. Clarendon. 90 lbs.;

£12, exchange bike.—137, DaUton Lane,
London.

3 h.p Triumph, magneto, spring forks, new
tyre and belt; £24. — Cross, Jeweller,

Botherham.
TEIUMPH-MINERVA, 2 h.p., running order;

£8.-21, York House, Highbury Crescent,

Highbury.

AEIEL-MINEEVA, 23 h.p.. good condition;
£14 10s.—George, 11, Liverpool Eoad.

Islington. N.

3 h.p. Quadrant, in good condition, guar-
' anteed, good hill-climber; £10.—Wen-

moth, Launceston.

£12, or Offer.—3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater, Pal-
mers.—Seen, 5, Denmark Street, Char-

ing Cross Eoad, W.C.

CHATEE-LEA. De Dion, 2| h.p.. low. long
bars, new tyres; £14.-77, Crescent

Lane, Clapham Park.

1 Q07 a h.p. Brown, magneto ignition; £20;
LO seen any time.—Hall. 61, Parsons
Green Lane. Fulham.

FAIEY Lightweight, two cylinders, perfect
condition; £16; approval willingly.—

Birt Morris. Bourne.

31 h.p. Kerry, good condition, long handles.
2 spring seat, spares ; £16.—Watson, 23,

Bast Hill, Ashford. Kent.

31 h.p. Kerry. Clinchers, Longuemare.
2 . good condition; £12. barg;iin.—Horn-

castle, outfitter. Grays.

31 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame. Osborne
2 free engine; £14.—Mason. 38. Victoria

Eoad, Stroud Green. N.

31 h.p. Jap, M.O.V.. overhead, latest low
2 model by Jap throughout; £22 lOs.-

48. Pentney Eoad. Balham.

FOUK-CTLINDEE F.N., 4S h.p.. latest, prac-
tically new, perfect order ; £32.—Sem-

bill. jeweller, Finchley. N.

3 h.p. Motor Bike. Fafnir engine, in good
condition; £15 10s. — Kossiter. South

Eoad, Kingswood, Bristol.

ROC. 3 h.p.. magneto, free engine, good
order; £18 10s.—28, Grosvenor Eoad.

Eandsworth, Birmingham.

h.p. Bradbury, perfect running order:
£9 Ms.—Holzapfel, 4, Summerhill

Grove, Newcastle-on-Tyue.

03 h.p. Bat, De Dion engine._ in_ splendid

91^2

Lewisham

3i

„ . engine.
.^4 running ordc ; £14.—142^

High Eoad, New Cross, S.E.

FOR Sale, 3J h.p. 1905 Rex, little used, splen-
did climber, just overhauled; trial;

£13.—Lloyd, draper, Corwen.

Ol h.p. Bradbury, perfect condition; trial;
—14 10 guineas; wanted, higher power.

—

Mickleburgh, draper, March.

h.p. Motor Cycle, excellent con.iition,
good hill-climber; £12.—Grahame, 97,

Wimpole Street, London, W.

TRIUMPH, late 1907, Zi h.p.. magneto,
hardly ridden; £32.—Apply, Cedric

Boustead. Westfield, Wimbledon.

BAT, 21 h.p. De Dion engine and carbar-
etter, splendid condition; £15.—M.,

High Stone Garage, Leytonstone.

2 h.p. Brown, perfect order, just over-
hauled, spring seat-pillar, carrier; £H).

—McLennan, Castlehead. Paisley.

frame,
very

fast, not done 800; £25.—Foreman, Hales-
worth.

TRIUMPH Lightweight, IJ h.p.. Longuemare
carburet1>er. Clincher tyres, BlUu saddle.

in good order throughout ; £7 10a.—Bunting,
"Wealdstone.

41 h.p. Bat, Stevens engine, spring
4 long handles, excellent condition.

M
2i 10
ii 10

25
18 18

G"" Twin Rex £18 18s.
or £4 and '07 single Rex, £6 and '06 Rex. Liberal

allowances for other makes.

TWIN-CYLINDER MACHINES.
6 h.p. TWIN REX, black finish £19 19

6 h.p. TWIN REX (1907), niacneto 25

5ih.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, mag-
neto, twin tvres 27 10

SJh.p. REX DE LUXE, shop-soiled, Roc
clutch, ma^jneto, black finish

4 h.p. TWIN N.S.U., magneto, two speeds ..

6 h.p. TWIN N.S.U., magneto, 2Sin. tyres ..

5i h.p. TWIN VINDEC. magneto
4* h.p. TWIN MINERVA, 2Jin. tyres 23 10

3i h.p. TWIN WERNER, spring forks, light 13 "
5 h.p. TWING.B., magneto, 2iin. tyres

6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, low built

SINGLE-CYLINDER MACHINES.

4 h.p. ROC (1907), magneto, non-skid SH 10

4 h.p. ROC (1907), magneto, free engine 27 10

3J h.p. TRIUMPH (1907), magneto 32 10

3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low bu.lt 19 19

2! h.p. REX LIGHTWEIGHT (1908), nearly
" new 23 10

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N..magneto 19 19

4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels 1*14
3i h.p. R E X, 26in. wheels, 20in. frame 1111
3J h.p. REX (1907), spring forks, 2iin. tyres 16 16

31 h.p. REX (19061, spring fork, 15 15

3! h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wi.dels 12 12

3"h.p. ARIEL M.O.V., 26in. wheels 10 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto, vertical .. 11 11

3 h.p. WHITELEY, spray, good tvres 8 10

34 h.p. EXCELSIOR, very powerful 8 10

3 h.p. SIMMS. M.O.V., magneto 10 1U

MACHINES WITH SIDECARS.

6 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, and new
£8 8s. MiUford sidecar £25 10

6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, new Millfordsidecar 25 10

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
h.p. BRADBURY £10 21 h.p. MAGNETO ..£10
- -- 3jh.p. REX 10

21 h.p. CENTAUR .. 8

2' h.p. MINERVA .. 8

13 h.p. MINERVA .. 8

2\ h.p. JAP 7
2i h.p. ARIEL 6

10
9
9

two

h.p. HUMBER
3 h.p. CALVERT ,

2i h.p. MINERVA ,

2J-h.p. REX
IJh.p. QUADRANT
2ih.p. BUCHET ..

Push Cycles taken in part payment

TRICARS
4 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, Phelon and Moore

two-speed gear, coach built

4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame,

speeds, wheel steering

4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, free engine ..

4 h.p. REX, free engine, special engine

3.', h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, light

5' h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds

3i h.p. WHITE & POPPE, M.O.V., Kent
three-speed gear 16 16

5 h.p. CARRaRD, three speeds, sprungframe 30

MOTOR TRICYCLES.

2} h.p. BEESTON HUMBER. good tyres

3(h.p AUTO MOTO, good order

Tricycle, less engine, two speeds, tyres

SIDE AND rORECARS.
STANDARD FO R EGA R, side stays

PHCENIX TRIMO
Pair tricar wheels with tyres

l-orecar basket and snrings, roomy 1 10
5 10

£18 10

18 10
16 16
17 17
9 10
22 10

£6 10
4 15
3

£5
6 10
2

IILLFORD Castor Wheel
3 10riSri STANDARD, rigid

CORONET VARIABLE
SPEED PULLEY.

14/- each.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Standard makes can be had without sending old
pulley for pattern.
The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet inq-enious contrivance that dis-

^'n.^'uishes it as the most improved pulley made.

GRIPSKIN BELTING.
Scienlifically made from selected parts of hides. An

efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two rubber
belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-stretching.
We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

|in., 9d. ; Jin., lOJd.; Sin., 1/- ; lin., 1/1.
Special Terms to the Trade.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOtt SAL£.

No Reasonable Offer Refused.—2i h.p.
Noble, going order ; nmst sell.—John-

soil, Mire Side, Carbe, Carnforth.

31 h.p. Quadrant, magneto, excellent con-
2 dltlon ; £25, or exchange lower povv^er

and cash.—218, Mortlake Road. Ilford.

FOR Sale, Minerva, 2| h.p., guaranteed per-
lect condition, with accessories; £14

105.^. Meteor Road. Westcliff. Essex.

NEW 3^ li.p. Twin Werner Motor Cycle,
Chater-Lea throughout, special engine;

£26.—Catou, Redcote. Ridgeway, Enfield.

REX, 3i h.p., Bosch magneto, spring forks,
• first-class condition ; trial allowed

;

£17 10s.—Coates. Stephen Street, Durham.

Twin Vindec. in perfect order, 1907
first cheque for £25 gets it. —

O. L. Bickford, 23. Merton Street, Oxford.

31 h.p. Kerry, Watawata, Longuemare,
2 spring seat-pillar, splendid machine;

bargain, £14.-23, Swainston Road, Reading.

3 h.p. Clyde, Simms engine, magrueto, spring
forks

tJ model;

£13 10s.-

perfect runniug- order; photo;
G. Case Morris, Mawnan, Falmouth.

TWIN Roc, 1908. two speeds, free engine,
magneto, WJiittle belt, new_oondition;

£44, a bargain.

-

mWIN 3^ h.p.

-Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham.
Griffon, spring forks, latest

pattern engine, with vertica-l contacts;
£18.—Warwick.5, Timber Merchants. Read-
ing.

h.p. Rover, perfect running order, new
belt, trembler, spray, two accumul^-
£15 10s. lowest.—" Idsworth," Shank-

34
tors;
lin

2i
time
ford.

h.p. Minerva, splendid Turning order,
good climber, only wants .seeing; any

; £7.—Francis, Springfield Hill, Chelms-

HEETLE Brnneau,
miles per hour

abont 45 lbs., new. 36
cost 30 guineas ; any

offers.—44. Horace Eoad, Foresttrial ; £16,
Gate.

QUADEANT, 2J h.p.. cheap. Main-Hilton
stand, spring forks, etc.. splendid run-

ning order. — Edwards. Chnrchill Villa,
Por*tishead.

23. h.p. De Dion, brass torpedo tank, B. and
4 B. carburetter, low machine ; a bar-

p"ain at £12.—Pummell, 55 Mosedale Street,
Camberwell.

BAT, 6 h.p. Jap, twin, spring frame, in
splendid running order; £30. or motor

''vcle as part. — 142, Lewisham High Eoad,
New Cross.

CLAEENDON. latest, reduced from £37 10s.

to £25. — Stonr Motor Cycle Depot, 27,

Pleet Street. Coventry ; 64. High Street,
Stourbridge.

O h.p. F.N.. new Palmer cord, foot brake.
iC perfect; £14; must sell; owner bought
Kover car.—Holden, Park Street, Barnolds-
wick, Yorks.

_ h.p. Humber, two acctimulators, only
(4 ridden 300 miles, perfect; £14; cash

wanted.—Catt, 379, London Eoad, St. Leon-
ard's-on-Sea.

com-
cash.

Cemetery Eoad,

03-
^4

19
Booth's Motor Exchange,

CORONET WORKS, WADE ST., HALIFAX,
Telephont 198t.

In answering am,y of these aaverKsemettvi w « aestrable that you mention

31 h.p. Eex, footboards. Continentals
plete, and ready for the road

.€14 10a. — Luther Bennett,
Heekmondwike.

41 h.p. Twin Werner. Dunlops, spring forks,
2 spring seat-pillar, powerful, perfect;

£20; bought tricar.— 1, Stanhope Gardens,
Ilford, Essex.

31 h.p. Brown, low built, good machine;
2 nearest £20 or exchange for good

nush bike and cash. — Hockney, Aylesbury
Eoad, Tring.

3. h.p. Kerry, in splendid condition and
good going order; £10; no time for

iding.—Garaged at 128, High Eoad, South
Tottenham.

MnSTEEVA. 23 h.p., F.N. carburetter, han-
dle-bar control, strong, reliable, per-

fect running order; £15.-11, Milton Street,
Burton-on-Trent.

REX de Luxe, twin-cylinder, free engine,
magneto, tvres unscratched; excep-

tional bargain, £26 10s.—Lloyd, Victoria Ter-
race, Leamington.

i07 5 h.p'. Twin Magneto Eex, cantilever
seat, spring forks, not run 500 miles,

absolutely reliable, as new; £29. — Butter-
worth, Pocklington.

2i
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"VrOTOE Cycles.

9iZ4

new. second-hand, and
shop-soiled; twin Minerva, had little

use, 1907 model, 4* h.p., complete with all

accessories; £25, cost £50.

-t Q06-1907 Model 3i h.p. Quadrant, ridden
.XO only 300 miles, with Clincher A Won
heavy tyres, complete with all accessories;
£27 lOs., cost £50.

3 h.p. Kerry, model de luxe, shop-soiled
only; 21 guineas, usual price 33 guineas.

HUNTS. 104. Newgate Street. B.C. City
agents for Minerva motor cycles ; old

machines taken in part payment.

h.p. Lightweight B.S.A., Minerva en-
gine. Longuemare, new back cover,

good tubes, splendid condition.—Hamar,
Knighton. £12 cash.

Ol h.p. Bruneau. light, low machine, Stan-
^2 ley belt, two accumulators, etc.; £11
no offers.—Letters. John Green. 6, Wynell
Boad, Forest Hill.

TRIUMPH, Fafnir engine. 3i h.p., good
running condition. £16 ; two Contin-

ental tyres, 25 by 2i, the pair 25s,—Martin,
Danesbury, Eccles.

31 h.p. Ariel, low, fast, Watawata, cut-out,
2 26 by 2i Palmers, new back tyre, tube,

and 20 a.h. accumulator; £11 10s. — 200,

Church Road. Willeaden.

ROC Royal, 1908, standard, two-speed gear,
magneto, handle-bar control, ridden

500 miles, good condition; £37 10s.—Crow,
Nottingham Road, Croydon.

21 h.p. Adams-Chater-Lea. Longuemare,
2 low built, fast, guaranteed perfect

order; sacrifice £7 10s.—Withers. 27, Benyon
Road, Kingslaud, London. N.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p.. in perfect condition, all
spares, very fast and powerful, good

hill-climber; sacrifice £20 cash.—Bilton, 12,

Ferndene Road, Heme Hill, S.E.

FOE Sale, new Twin-cylinder Fairy, mag-
neto driven, not yet taken from the

crate; no reasonable offer refused.—No. 65,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

23. h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea, Palmers,
4 long handle-bars, Longuemare, not

ridden 1,000 miles; £15; photograph.—Lind-
say. 281. Borough High Street, S.E.

"Vr.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks, all
ll tools, late 1907, unscratched, done
1,000 miles; expert examination; £30.—Kens-
ley. 12, Peabody Street, Darlington.

7 h.p. Peugeot, Crownfield twin, Longue-
mare B26, Continental liu. belt, 2i Pal-

mer and Clincher, footboards; £22.—A. Lo-
vill, 14, Harold Road. Leytonstone .

h.p. Rover, a grand machine, ready lor
3i

34

Hover carburetter, etc.; £17 17s.; exchange
entertained.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

Ql h.p. Phelon and Moore, two speeds,
02 free engine, not ridden 500 miles,
Grose back tyre, perfect for passenger
work; £30.-54, Otley Road. Bradford.

TRIUMPHS. Triumphs, 1907, for £41. 1908
£48; your machine part payment. —

.Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27, Fleet Street.
Coventry ; 64, High Street. Stourbridge.

TWO Motor Cycles. 4 h.p. Kelecom, 3 h.p.
Fafnir. first-class running order, sell-

ing through ill-health; full particulars on
application.—Eumball, Ramsbury, Wilts.

h.p. Brown, late 1907, excellent condi-
tion. Palmer cord tyres, variable

pulley, lamp, stand, spares ; cost £43, accept
£20.-46, Disraeli Road, Forest Gate, E.

31 h.p. Rex. as new, 2i Palmers. Watawata
4 belt. Brooks BlOO sadaie, with all ac-

cessories; cost £55, accept £18.—Garaged at
Maidenhead. Monk Jones, Teignmouth.

21 h.p. Lloyd's, handle-bar control, paraffin
2 tanks, new Dermatine, new accumu-

lator, adjustable pulley, Longuemare; seen
any time; £12.—5, Manor Road. Romford.

MmERVA (1907), 2| h.p,. magneto, perfect
condition, climb anything in reason;

owner going abroad in July; offc-s for im-
mediate sale.—T.. 198, Pulham Road. London.

ALART, 3 h.p., in perfect condition, just
been overhauled, splendid hill-climber,

inclined engine. Continental tyres. 28 by 2,
trembler coil, two accumulators, two belts;
£8: give buyer 50 miles non-stop run.—Seen
after 6 p.m. at 4, Oakney Street, Battersea
Park Road.

SPECIAL PURCHASE.
LIQUIDATION STOCK OF

CLINCHER MOTOR TYRES.
All new, UQUsed covers, beaded edge.

26 X 2m., 18/6. 26 X aiin., 20/-.

26 X 2}in. Extra Heavy Covers 22/- eadi.
28 X 2Jin. Heavy Tricar Covers 23/- „

Approval on receipt of cash deposit.

£3 DOWN, 2| h.p. MINERVA, spray carbu-
retter, 26* wheels, newly enamelled Eind

plated £11
£3 DOWN, 3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical, M.O.V.,

sprav carburetter, good hill-climber .... 10
£3 D©WT^, 3 h.p. REX, vertical engine, trem-

bler coil, girders, etc 10
£3 DOWN, 3I h.p. REX, vertical engine,

trembler coil, aluminium finish 11
£3 DOWN, 2j h.p. HUMBER, spray carbu-

retter, trembler coil, fine goer 10
£3 DOWN, 2^ h.p. SINGER, vertical engine,

magneto ignition, Singer carburetter, 26'

wheels 10
£3 DOWN, 3| h.p. 1905 REX, vertical engine,

M.O.V., spray carburetter, 21' frame, 26"

wheels 13
£3 DOWN, 3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, spray carbu-

retter, fine goer and verv powerful 10
£3 DOWN, 2^ h.p. HUMBER, torpedo tank,

spray carburetter, trembler coil 9
£3 DOWN, 3i h.p. DUX, vertical, M.O.V.,

spray, grand goer 10
£3 DOWN, 3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V.

spray carburetter, fine machine 12 10
All the above £3 down, balance 5/- per week. First

come, first served.

MAGNETO laNTTION MACHINES.
1908 F.N. Lightweight £32
igo8 REX Lightweight 23

3* h.p. Four-cvlindcr F3I 23

si h.p, REX-DE-LUXE, almost new 31

4 h.p.

2i h.p.

I hp
4! h.p.

Ii h.p.

iJ h.p.

5 h.p.

ih h.p.

3! h.p.

=1 h.p.

3 h.p.

29
32
19
10

5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, good

4^ h p. Twin G.B., Nala two-speeds ,

ANTOINE, 1907
SINGER, vertical

DUST LIFTERS.
Twin Peugeot, a flyer £22
Four-cvlinder DURKOPP 23 10
ARIEL, M.O.V., 26" wheels 14
REX-DE-LUXE, twin tyres, dutch . . 23
Twin KF.RRY, very low 19
Twin RE.X, a dream 19
jciofi REX, spring forks 15
TRIUMPH 19
BROWN, vertical, low 12

FASHIONABLE LIGHTWEIGHTS.
ij h.p. MINERVA, spray £6
2 h.p. WERNER, low, vertical S 10

li h.p. MINERVA, good 5 10
2 h.p. MINERV.\, M.O.V., 26' wheels 9 9

2 h.p. CYCLONE, vertical, spray 7
Push bike part payment,

CAMEL V BELTS.
LONDON TO EDINBURGH.

" The ' Camel ' Belt has gone through splendidly.

I never touched it in 500 miles. It is, in my opinion,

the best oi its kind."—J. L. BARR.'\TT.
Send cash for sample length on approval, l' 9d.,

J" 1/-, |- 1/4, I' 1/8 per foot. Any length cut.

Fasteners 6d. each.

TRICARS.
REXETTE, two speeds £29
REXETTE, water-cooled 25

SIDECARS.
Montgomery, 26' £4 10 1 Liberty, rigid £4 10

Ariel, flexible 4 |
Montgomery, flexible 4 10

Forecar Attachment, e.\tra good tyres, £4 10s.

ODD BARGAINS.
Spring Seat-pOlar, 5/6; Twin Coil, 10/-; Lycett's

B Toolbag, 6/-; Lycett's L72 Saddle, 6/9 ; Double-
twist Horn 4/8, large si/.e 6/-; Mo'Lor Cycle Back
Brake, 6/- ; Rex Free-wheel, 4/- ;

Low-tension Mag-
neto, 30/- ; Osborne Free-engine Clutch, 27/6 ; Whittle

Belt, 8/6.

NEW TYRES FOR OLD.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.
26 X 2 24/- 9/6 28 X 2 25/- 10/-
26 X 2i 25/6 10/- 28 X 2i 27/3 10/6
26 X 2i 29/6 11/- 28 X 2i 29/9 11/3

3/- allowed for old covers, 2/- for old tubes.

Traders and Agents send for discounts.

LYCETTS "LIGHTNING" STANDS.
Firm. Rioid. STi;oNr;.

For 24', 26', or 28" wheels. 4/9 per pair.

Send tor Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.
WANTED.—^Triumphs, Vindecs, N.S.U., or any good

1907 or 1908 machines. Cash waiting.

i£. F'ARRAR,
ALSION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

3 lip

4* h-P-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WOLF Featherweight Motor Cycles, com-

plete. £17; complete attachments to
IDs., in stock. —
Newgate Street,

2i

3i

Next door to Square Church.

//i amwenng any of these advertuements it ts desirable (hat you mention

fit any roadster cyj;le, JS13
Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 31.

B.C.

AEIBL, 24 h.p,, surface carburetter, trem-
bler coil, tyres in good condition, thor-

ough going order ; price £7, early purchaser.
—Cranston. 20. North Holmes Eoad, Canter-
bury.

EXCELSIOE. 3J h.p., no trouble machine,
perfect condition, only run 1,500 miles.

Clinchers, 26 by 2i, Watawata, Longuemare:
£14; seen any time.—30, Dault Eoad, Wands-
worth.

3 h.p. Clarendon, spring forks, new Lon-
guemare carburetter, various jets, pulls

well good appearance; £13.—Apply, letter,
or after seven, Houston, 13, Salt Avenue,
Stafford.

h.p. Bradburj', low frame, Longuemare
carburetter, new tube and cover on

back, stand, good running order, not a flier,

but a reliable mount; £12.—W, J. Short.
Kimbolton.

h.p. Chater-F.N., Bassee-Michcl, P. and
E., Continentals, two belts, carrier,

stand, complete machine, lamp, condition as
new ; £18.—Apply, 5, Coptic Street, Blooms-
bury, W.C.

AEIEL, 3J h.p., splendid condition, with
accessories and spares, £16; F.N., 13

h.p., £8; both machines juat overhauled,
tyres like new.—Darby. 27. Park Avenue,
Chelmsford.

41 h.p. Twin Alcyon, magneto, excellent
2 spring forks, spring saddle-pillar, B.

and B. handle-bar control, fast and reliable,
show machine; £23.—E. Turner, The Grove,
Sutton Coldfield.

3 h.p. N.S.TJ., magneto, special spring
frame, N.S.U. free engine clut<;h, com-

plete with all spares and Montgomery side-
carriage; £22 10s.—Eotom, 9. Cannon Place.
Hampstead Heath.

FOE Sale, motor cycle, 3i h.p. Ariel, low-
frame, in very good condition ; can be

seen at any time before 7 o'clock; £13 13s..

or near offer.—E. White, Farriers' Arms.
Lower Eoad. Deptford.

TWIN, 3J h.p. Peugeot, Simms-Bosch mag-
neto, lamp, generator, horn, speed-

ometer, tyres perfect, low frame, long
handle-bars, very fast; £28.—Hobdey, Black-
friars Street, Manchester.

Triumph, only month old. complete
with Autoclipse lamp and generator

;

first caller can have it for £40 cash.—Apply.
any time, Hurlock, jun., 70, Walworth Eoad.
S.E. 'Phone, 14942 Central.

1 Q07 3i h.p. Triumph, magneto, Goodrich
±iJ non-skid cover on back. Clincher on
front wheel, everything in perfect order,
spares; £32 cash.—Duncan, 2, St. Mary's
Place, St. Andrew's, Fife.

41 h.p. Special Eoc, in new condition,
2 Stevens engine, 88 by 93. magneto,

clutch, and accessories, not ridden 500 miles,
guaranteed perfect; £28.—H., 7, Weymouth
Mews, Oxford Circus, W.
1 Q07 2? h.p. Minerva. Chater. Palmer cords.
i-O Dermatine, grand puller, £12 12s.:
trailer. £1; also lady's 2i h.p. Jap, handle-
bar control, sprung; £12 123.; trials. — 61,
Denmark Hill, Camberwell.

31 h.p. Brown, magneto. Palmer cords, in
2 good condition, lamp, pump, stand,

carrier, and lot of spare tools, in thorough
eoing order, very powerful; £20.—P. G., 94.

High Eoad. South Tottenham.

4 h.p. Antoine. grand going order, Stanley
belt, also Forecar made for same, good

condition; bargain. £20, or exchange twin
Eex, Eoc clutch. — Apply, letter, Mac, 33,

Clipstone Street, London. W.
"1 Q06 2J h.p. Brown, brand new condition
JLiJ throughout, absolutely perfect, won-
derful hill-climber, easy starter ; absolute
bargain, £14 for quick sale. — Stanton, 85,

Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, Loudon.

~i
Q07 3i h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, abso-

J.O lutely perfect, crawl in traffic, climb
a mountain, easily take sidecar, magnificent
machine : £22, or lower power and cash. —
Motor. 9. French Place, Slioreditch, London.

BARGAIN.^ h.p. Triumph (late). 1906.
accumulators, perfect condition, latest

spring head, ball engine, very silent, not
ridden 4,000 miles; £20.—P. E. Cox, West Kent
Garage. Sydenham Eoad, Sydenham, S.E.

19°
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40T0R BICYCLES FORij SALE.
ITiAUDE'S.—AU the undennentioned motor
yi. cycles are in guaranteed good running.
nd can be seen on the road at the address.

AUDE'S.—Bex, 1908, two,speeds, twin tyre,
3* h.p., magneto, like new; £30.

M
M

ITAtTDE'S. — Zenith Bicar.. two speeds,
Jll handle starting, newly enamelled and
lone up by the makers. Now, ye godfathers,
low's this at £27.

lyTAUDE'S.—Zenith Bicar, 4 h.p., free en-
LU- gine, new rear tyre; £21.

ITAUDE'S.—N.S.U., twin, magneto, two
Lt± speeds, spring forks, with sidecar; £35.

AUDE'S.—Zenette, sprung frame, girder
forks, free engine, 3 h.p. ; £22.

ADDE'S.—Rex, 1907 model, 5J h.p., just
been overhauled; £18.

AUDE'S.—Eoc. 1908 model, two speeds, 4
h.p., magneto; £38.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel 3 h.p.. B. and B. carbur-
etter, vertical, 26in. wheels, very good

x>ndition ; £15.

AUDE'S. — Werner, twin, 26in. wheels,
spring forks, spray, accumulator igni-

tion; £20.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva. 34 h.p., vertical,
M.O.V., spray carburetter; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 3J h.p., 26in. wheels,
low built; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 23 h.p., vertical, new
tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-

oughly overhauled and re-enamelled; £12.

MAUDE'S.^Clyde. 23 h.p., vertical engine,
magneto, Longuemare spray carbur-

etter; £16.

MAUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical en-
gine, spray, very good tyres; £11.

1906 model.

MINERYAS

M
M
M

AUDE'S.—23 h.p. Minerva,
261n, wheels ; £15.

AUDE'S.—Rex, 50 guinea model, non-skid
to rear. Palmer front; £10 10s.

AUDE'S.—Humber, 23 h.p., good condition
and order throughout ; £8 10s.

MAUDE'S.—Bat, 34 h.p.. Bat engine, Lon-
guemare spray, with sidecar; £28, with-

out £23.

AUDE'S.—Eex, 22in. frame, trembler, 50
guinea model; £10 10s.

AUDE'S.—Lloyds. 2 h.p., vertical engine,
fcotrests, spray, 26in. wheels; a beauty.

AUDE'S.—Rex. 3i h.p.. 1906 model, good
condition, standard; £15 15s.

AUDE'S.—Rex twin, 6 h.p., cantilever
seat, 50 guinea model; £22.

AUDE'S.—Pafnir, 3 h.p., vertical, spray

;

M
£12.

M
M
M
MAUDE'S.—Zedel, 2 h.p., vertical engine,

low built, 26in. wheels, as new; £11; to
be recommended as a lightweight.

AUDE'S.—Jap, Phoenix built, good tyres;

AUDE'S.—Minerva, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray;

AUDE'S.—Eex. 26in. wheels, low built,
spray carburetter, footboards; £14 14s.

AUDE'S. — Bayliss, 34 h.p., very good
tyres; £11.

MAUDE'S.—Another Bayliss, 34 h.p., special
price £8, good running order.

AUDE'S.—Humber, 2 h.p., trenabler coil,
chain drive, good running order; £9.

AUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto. Singer
carburetter ; £8.

MAUDE'S. — 45s. down and twenty-four
weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 3*

h.p. Excelsior. 3 h.p. Kex, 2 h.p. Humber. 23
h.p. Humber. 24 h.p. Jap, or 2 h.p. magneto
Singer. Delivery upon first payment.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart, Powell Street. Hali-
fax (behind the Victoria Hall), offer

without doubt the very best bargains in
motor cycles, all of which are guaranteed
in good running order before despatch.
Write us and let us have your requirements,
and we will quote you best terms for ex-
change or cash.-Nat. tel.. 433.

M
M
M
M

M
M

2i h.p £W. 3i h.p i;32.

4} 'n.p S39. 7-8 h.p . . - £4.5.
^lagDt-loiiS L-.^Lra, i nsjle^ and iwins. Spi i,^ ; i-ks, 50/-

ARIEL U h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT.
'.."oil and accumulator ignition 32 Guineas.
Magneto 37 „

iS h.p. VL-«DEC £48 10
5 h.p, VINDEC 53
5 h.p. TOURIST 52
2} h.p. MINERVA 29
3i h.p. MINERVA 32
4* h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINEKVA 45
ij h.p. F.N 35

4J h.p. F.N 50

3J h.p. TraUMF.i 48

3i h.p. SILVER 39
3* h.p. BROWN 37

Let us quote yon for E,\change for any 01 the above.
Prices rock bottom. Cash or Exchange,

Any other make gladlv quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
REX Triette. 6 h.p., non-skid ,...£25
HDMBER Tricar, chain drive 12
REXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two ap^ois

and reverse, water-cooled, wheel
steering.

FORECARS, etc.
Nice Forecar, with front brakes £5
BAT Sidecar, good condition 4 10

SIDEOAKo.
Let us quote you for Cash or Exchange for a n"w

igo8 Montgomery Sidecar. Catalogue and terms free.

CARS.
HUMBERETTE, 5ih.p., water-cooled, two

speeds and reverse, thoroughly up-to-
date £38

DARRACQ, 24/30 h.p., three forward and
reverse, new tyre 120

GOBRON-BRILLIE, four speeds and
reverse, equal wheels 100

Motor Cycles or Tricars part payment.

TUBES.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

26 X 2in 6/- 28 X 2in 7/-
26 X 2i-in II- 28x2iin. .. 7/6.
26 X 2iin 8/- 2S X 2iin 8/-

Immcdiate Delivery, Approval.

COVERS.
26 X 2in 16/- 28 X 2in 17/-
26 X 2jin 17/6. 28 X 2}in 18/-
26 X 2iin 21/6. 28 X 2lin 22/-

"ALBANY" BELTI.MG.
tin. 7d., fin. 83., |in. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.

Maude's Motor Mart,

POWELL ST., HALIFAX.
National Telephone 433.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALB,
]\/i"INEEVA, 13 h.p., iverfect working order;
IVX best offer accepted.—62 Colvestone Ores;-

ceut, Dalston.

-i Q08 New Trinmpli, delivered last week,' uii-

Xtj ridden, exactly as received; £42 10s.

—136, South Lambeth Road. London.

Q3 h.p. Kerry. Model de Luxe, in perfect
jLt% running; order, guaranteed; price 10

guii.eas.—Taylor, 27, Oxford Road, Windsor.

6 h.p. Twin Jap. Chater-Lea, and sidecar,
metal clutch, good condition, all ac-

cessories; £30.—Williams, 78, Romany Road,-
Norwood, S.E.

31 h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks.
2 perfect condition, spares; £28, or"

nearest; seen after 6.—A. Roberts. 291, Green
Lanes, Finsbury Park, London. N.

31 h.p. Fafnir. low, 24in. wheels, horn,
2 lamp, good accumulator, trembler.-

good hill-climber; £10 10s., or nearest offer.

—B. Roper, 12, Gloucester Road, Peckham,
S.E.

Q3. h.D. Minerva. 1907, perfect condition,
^'4: two accumulators, new Advance pul-"

ley, two belts, new studded Goodrich band
on back tyre; £20. — Layzell. Ockendon,
Essex.

TWIN Eex, winner hill-climb, electric horn,-
thumbslide control, new Dermatine

belt, spare Whittle, stand, spares, excellent
order, fast, powerful; £18.—C. Lloyd, Shir-

burn, Eamsgate.

KEBEY, ii h.p.. very fast, new piston and
rings, iin. Stauley-Dermatine. long"

handle-barsi. switch handle, with spare
cover and belt; £13 lOs.; bought twin; trial.

—Leadeiii Picardy Schools, Belvedere.

3 h.p. Ariel, Osborne four-speed and free-

engine fitted, long handlebars, low
seat, two accumulators, B. and B.. in good
order and condition; photo; £16.—No. 84,

The Motor Cycle Of&ces, Coventry.

23 h.p. Minerva, inclined, Chater, Dunlops,
4 long- bars, fast and powerful, every-

thins complete, condition and appearance-
almost like new, not an old crock; 12

guineas.—C. Smith, 9, Shenley Road, S.E.

4 h.p. Twin Werner and Sidecar, fast, low,
reliable, Dunlops, Samson on back,

two accumulators, splendid condition; £20,

or offer ; any trial ; owner going abroad.—

-

34, Great Hermitage Street, Wapping, E.

TRIUMPH, 1908 model, ridden 5O0 miles,
latest improvements, in perfect condi--

tion, and equal to new, complete with lamp,
horn, and every accessory; £40: buying car.-

—S., 169, Loughborough Road. Brixton, S.W.

REX, Rex, from 25 guineas and your old-
' machine taken in part payment; send

for list of both Triumph and Rex from their
agents, Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27, Fleet
Street, Coventry; 64. High Street, Stour-
bridge.

31 h.p. Minerva, 1907 machine, ready for
2 the road, fully equipped, and with-

out a blemish ; an exceptional bargain,-
£24; Fit-all two-speed gear (already on) may"
be taken or not, as required. — Bunting,-
Wealdstone.

MINERVA, 2 h.p.. low and fast, long bar»,

in perfect running order, two accumu-
lators, spare belt, Lucas gas lamp. Price's

stand, P.N. carburetter; seen after 7 p.m.;
£9. — Pickard, 734, Holloway Road, Upper'
Holloway, N.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Ijea--

2 frame spring forks, Stanley-Derma,-
tine, footboards, 2Jin. Palmer cords, Bow--
den clutch, has won two first prizes; '£17,

or with Liberty sidecar £20.—Gould, 10, High
Eoad, Chi&\\ack, W.
EDINBURGH.—Scottish readers be sure net-

to miss our grand show of motor cycles.

Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hall, Scottish
National Exhibition; 16 different makes
shown by Alexander's Motor Exchange. 110.

Lothian Eoad, Edinburgh.

EDINBURGH Exhibition, Industrial Hallr
Stands 126 and 127 ; finest exhibition of

motor cycles ever shown on any one stand,
from May till October.-Alexander's Motor
Exchange. Lothian Eoad.

EDINBURGH. — Vindecs, Quadrants, Rexes,
Adlers Moto Eeves, Ariels, Zeniths,

Minervas, Griffons, Nortons, N.S.U., Ad-
vances, Rocs, etc., in stock, and to be seen

at Alexander's Motor Exchange, Edinburgh.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LONDON Bex Agency.—Complete and re-

presentative stock of all models on
show.—Store Street, W.C.

LONDON Eex Agency offer all models on
advantageous terms ; cash, gradual,

and exchange.

LONDON Eei Agency.—Featherweights

;

25 guineas, magneto Rex.—Horner's,
:Store Street. W.C.

LONDON Eex Agency quote per return ex-
changes

; give particulars old machines.

LONDON Eex Agency.—Appointments at
all times promptly attended to. Notify

requirements.

LONDON Rex Agency.—5 h.p. Twin Tour-
ist; 40 guineas; exchanges on this

model. 'Phone, 13456 Central.

LONDON Eex Agency.—5 h.p. de Luxe, two-
speed gear, perfection for sidecar work.

LONDON Eex Agency.—Li tette and all
models can be supplied on gradual

-termE.

LONDON Rex Agency.—Fill up coupon on
full-page Bex advertisement, and re-

turn to us for quotation.—Eex, Store Street.

LONDON Bex Agency.—See full-page ad-
'-srtisements within this issue for all

models now on show at Store Street.

LONDON Eex Agency.—Bead full-page ad-
vertisement for general particulars.

Q-et our quotations.

LONDON Eex Agency. — Clearance of
second-hand machines from £5.

LONDON Eex Agency.—W. Hayes, by
special arrangement with the Rex Co.,

has now resumed control of this department.

LONDON Eex Agency.—Eight different
Eex models stocked ready for immedi-

ate delivery.

LONDON Eex Agency.—Eing the changes
at the largest exchange agency. Store

Street, W.C.

LONDON Eex Agency have for immediate
clearance second-hand machines from

£5.—London Eex Agency.

Ol h.p. Bradbury, low; £12.—Below.

23. h.p. Minerva. Chater-Lea; £12; owner
4 giving up.—P. Clarke, Ballure House,

New Moston, Manchester.

BEIGHTON.-^ h.p. Olympic: sacrifice £6.
— Maiden, Windlesham House, Brigh-

ton.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2i h.p. engine, as new; £8
10s., bargain.—134, Highgato Eoad, Ken-

tish Town.

2 h.p. Lightweight, low built, vertical en-
gine, spray; what offers?—3, Shrubland

Grove, Dalston.

KEEBT Motor Bicycle. 2J h.p.. Clinchers
very reliable; £9 lOs.—A.. 8. Hemdon

Boad, Wandsworth.
Ued and plated,

Lon, 103, Ar-
31 h.p. Brown, re-en-

2 bargain, £12 10s

chel Eoad. W. Kensing-

TEIUMPH, 3i h.p., ir^ gneto. perfect
order; sacrifice £^. .argain. — Stacy

"Marks, Artist, Leamingto.

-| QOT 34 h.p. Quadrant, two accumulators.
XtJ spring forks, perfect; £18 10s.—8, Bar-
rett Street. Manchester Square. London.

TWIN, magneto, 4 h.p. N.S.U., guarantee
every detail perfect.—Motorist, Avon

Oottage, Tiddington Eoad, Stratford-on-
Avon.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, excellent
condition, powerful, fast, well behaved

machine; £13 iOs.. real bargain.—Motor. 86,

*Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, London.

QUADEANT, 3J h.p.; 1906, perfect condi-
tion, complete Bet of spares, three-speed

gear, and free engine ; £22.—Power. 67. Wood-
field Eoad, King's Heath. Birmingham.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks, excellent
2 condition, fast, reliable, good hill-

climber; photo sent; will ride 100 miles to
bona fide; £18.-55, Cavendish Eoad. Harrln-
gay.

2 h.p. De Dion-Hudson, long bars, Longue-
mare. 26in. wheels, Dunlops (unscratch-

ed), every improvement, magnificent ma-
chine, fast and reliable; £9, bargain. — 13
Baythorae Street, Bow

In. aiiiwerinij any of these

TWIN
£18 18s. Od.

TWIN REXES
£18 18s. Od.

SPECIFICATION.—Low frame, long bars, low sad-
dle, Rex patent spring forks and foot brake,
trembler coil, good tyres, and guaranteed in run-

ning order. Any machine taken in part payment.

3* h.p. TRIUMPH (new) 190S£48
2i h.p. REX (new) 190S 26 5

3* h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 36 15

3i h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 47 5

S' h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 42

5 h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 52 10

3j h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 42

5i h.p. N.S.U., masineto (new) 1908 52

N.S.U. Lightweitjht (new) . . 1908 34 10

5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto.. 35
6 h.p. 1907 Twin REX, nearly new 18 18

6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, nearly new 18 18

5A h.p. Twin REX. black finish . . 18 18

5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10
Twin REX, black finish, as new . . 18 18

6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18

6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto 22 10

5i h.p. Twin REX, 2\ Peter Unions 22

3I h.p. REX, 1906, 2\ tyres 16 5

3i h.p. 1905 REX, spring forks 15

34 h.p. Magneto REX 18 10

-3i h.p. REX, spray, 2\h frame 11 10

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15

3I h.p. REX, snray, fine climber 11 10

5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 22 10

3i h.p. MINERVA, 26 x 2] Clinchers 16 10

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16

3 h.p. ROVER, 26 x 2j Palmers 13 1
'^

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26x2^ Palmers 13 lO

4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16 _

3J h.p. MINERVA, spring forks 17 10

4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds -23 10

4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19

4i h.p'. Twin HADLEY, long & low 17 10

4"h.p. ANTOINE, 26 x 2i tyres . . 16 10

2| h.p. PHELON AND MOORE 27 10

3i h.p. SIMMS, mig., 2^ Palmers 17 10

3j h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M... 2'.

5 h p. Twin SAFOLEA 19 10

3J h.p. MINERVA, 1906 15

2-i h.p. F.N., special frame 11 10

3I h.p. REX, 22 frame 11 10

2i h.p. MINERVA, 26 X 2 11 10

If h.p. EXCELSIOR 5 10

3 h.p. LROtWN 12 10

2\ h.p. CLEMENT, very low 11

Ij h.p. SIMMS 7

1|- h.p. SIMMS, magneto 7

1 J h.p. MINERVA 5 15

2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray 8

2 h.p. PRINCEPS 6

Ij h.p. QUADRANT 5 15

2 h.p. UNIVERSAL, spray 6 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Osborne Four-Speed, fit Rex.. £2 15

N.S.U. Two-Speed 3
40-hour Dinin Ace. (new) 1

„ „ Singer „ (new) 1

New Calmon Tyres 15 9
Xrall Spring Forks 12

Brooks B.I 00 Saddle 11

New Rubber Belting., per foot 9

Prices Stands 5 11

HALIFAX.—45s. deposit and six monthly pay-
ments of 29s. 6d. secures 2J h.p. Excelsior, 2J h.p.

Humber, 3 h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyd's, 2| h.p.

Minerva, 3 h.p. Auto-motor, 3i h.p. Re.^, 2^ h.p.

Aurora, 2J h.p. Minerva, spray, 3 h.p. M.M.C. ; all

guaranteed running order,

THE HALIFAX MOTOR EXCHANGE,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Teleptione 76'= Telecrams. " Perfection."

BIgb-class Machines wanted tor spot cash.

advertisements it is desirable that you

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
HAMPSTEAD.—Lightweight Minerva, goo

condition and going order; only £4 10s
great bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. Bat. low and powe:
ful, good tyres ; bargain ; guaranteed

£10 only.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. White and Poppi
Chater-Lea frame, yery low, grand coi

dition ; £16.

h.p. Minerva, new Noven
Lgnificent condition ; £/L

h.p. Minerva, late 190
splendid condition, ue'

h.p. P.N.. lightweigh
miles, grand condition

h.p. Triumph, late 19C

good tyres, new cond

HAMPSTEAD.-3i
her, 1907, ma

with all spares.

HAMPSTEAD.-^4
spring forks,

tyres; £17.

HAMPSTEAD.—II
only run few

£20, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—

3

spring forks,
tlon; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. late 1907 Triumpl
magneto, and spring forks, with a

spares; £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. 1908 brand new Tr
umjih, magneto, and spring forks; £3

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—P.N.. 13 h.p.. 1908, bran
new. lightweight, magneto, and sprin

forks; £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h.p. Triumph, genninf
£16; good tyres and condition; grej

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Twin Griffon, late 1907, ma
neto, and spring forks, almost new ; £2

HAMPSTEAD.—3J hTp. Griffon, with sprit
forks ; £15, great bargain ;

guarantee

HAMPSTEAD.—Brand new 15 h.p. ligh
weight. Griffon, with spring forks; £i

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—6 h.p. Kerry, twin, la-

model, nandle-bar control, long handl
bars, yery low, Eiches tubes, two new a
cumulators. new tyres, excellent conditior
bargaiii, £25.

HAMPSTEAD tor Bargains.-Sole agen
for Griffons, Minertas. P.N.'s, Tr

umphs, etc.; liberal allowances or e
changes.—Hey. 5, Heath Street Motor Work
Tel. 2678, P.O.. Hampstead.

31 h.p. Twin-cylinder Peugeot. Truffau
2 forks, accumulator ignition, eo<

condition, and little used, many spare;
lowest £18.—Forster. 4, Lloyd's Avenue, E.

BEAND New 1907 Twin Magneto Eex, sprir
forks, cantilever seat. 2J Palmers, cci

stand, every imaginable spare; inspectic
invited; every satisfaction given; a genuir
thing ; £28.—Bosher, - Wyncroft. Eghai
Surrey.

AEIEL! Ariel!! Ariel!!!—For immediate d
livery, the 2§ h.p. lightweight; wri1

for catalogue and full particularsi; also
h.p. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a fe

3 h.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance price
—Ariel Works. Bournbrook. Birmingham.

3 h.p. Humber. free engine clutch, excellei
condition, in perfect running ofde

tyres good as new. horn, Salsbury aoet;

leue lamp, number plates, stand, and ca
rier. Brooks saddle, spares, etc.; price £12.-

Scott, 537, Garratt Lane. Wandsworth. Ix)i

don.

ATTENTION!—Expert's Mount, 4 h.:

Aster (80 by 90), Chater-Lea, Collit

spring forks, lin. belt, BlOO saddle, Bowde
petrol strainer. Chase and Bowden brake
little used, absolutely in pink of conditio,

throughout; £16 10s.—Eobbins, 334, Claphai
Eoad, S.W.

5h.iD. Vindec Special, two-speed, magneti
late 1907, done about 1,000 miles, bette

than a new one, would pull sidecar an;

wh.ive. everything complete, not a penny 1

be spent on it, most genuine bargain erf tr

vear; owner has had to give up riding; tt

first £39 takes it.—A.W., 24, BurnhiU Eoai
Beckenham, Kent.

23 h p. F.N., magneto (November, 1907

4 variable pulley and belt clip, ne

belt, three Eich's tubes, Wright s footrest

specially silent silencer, stand and came
handle lever to exhaust lifter, extraord

narily economical machine to run. pertec

condition ; £22 10s.. no offers ; better tha
new. — Eadermacher, Shipton Moyne, Te
bury, Gloucestershire.

mention " The Motor Cycle."
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AOTOR BICYCUiiS FOR SALE.
JtHEPPIELD.—Do not delay; first cheque
J receives each bargain.

) h.p. Humber, free engine clutch, splen-
J did condition; £9 10s.

OS h.p. number, nearly new Palmers, suit

i-i tall rider; a bargain, £8 10s.

) h.p. Automotor, very long and low, tor-
"ledo, footboards, a regular mover

;

£12.

Q h.p. Eex 50-guinea model, giving it away
D at £9 103.

6 h.p Rex Triette, magneto, like new

;

l:?we3t £35.

LET TTs Have Your under-powered machine,
we will fix you up with a good machine

;

lo fancy prices with us.—Note the address.
Millhouses. Motor Exchange, Sheffield.

AEIBL. 2J h.p., spring forks, Collier pulley,
best tyres, and good order ; bargain,

£9. _ Write, Motor. 23. Birkbeck Avenue,
Actonj

cri li.p. Magneto G.B., very low frame.
2 fitted with a Zedel twiu-cylinder en-

trine; £20 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
E.G.

3JL h.p. Ariel, with genuine Miinerva engine,
2 brand new covers, in excellent order

;

-irice £13.—T. Baker and Sons, Friar Street,

Beading.

31 h.p. Genuine Minerva, B.S.A. fittings.

2 PalTier tyres, in grand running order ;

rice £12.—T. Baker and Sons, Friar Street,

Reading.

TRIUMPH, magneto, 1907. £32; splendid
condition, little ridden, spares,

.
new

lamp and tube.—Tate. Grosvenor House,
litenston.

51 h p. Eex de Luxe, magneto, 1908 model,
2 black finish. Roc free engine clutch,

brand new; 33 guineas.—"Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane. Fleet Street. E.G.

£36.-5 h.p. Light Tourist Vindec, magneto,
new tyres, adjustable pulley, etc.. in

perfect condition.—Gampbell, The Mansion,
Sundridge Park, Bromley.

23 h.p. Humber, chain drive, perfect con-
4. dition, tyres as new, starts first push ;

bargain. £9 10s.—Hillcrest, Mansel Road,
Small Heath, Birmingham.

31 h.p. Twin-cylinder Werner, engine just
2 overhauled, guaranteed in grand

running order; price £18 10s.—T. Baker and
Sons. 36, Friar Street, Reading.

6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., large flywheels, in low
Ghater-Lea frame, 26 by 2k tyres, in

excellent running order ; £25.—Seen at Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet Street, London.

I't? 15s.—2 h.p. Minerva, spray, Glinchers,
3JD V belt, handle-bar control. Brooks
saddle, horn; trial allowed; part exchange.
—Strawberry House, Goldsmith Road, Acton.

2 h.p. Light Fairy, twin-cylinder engine,
chain and belt drive, in excellent con-

dition, horizontal engine; £15 153. — Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London,
E.C.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, 20in.

4 frame. Peter-Union tyres, two-speed
sear and free engine, perfect condition; £25;
ipnroval.—Eagles and Go., High Street,

Acton.

31 h.p. Minerva, late 1906, in splendid con-

2 dition, spring forks, new Dermatine:
£17- also sidecar, upholstered in green, £3
^r offers.—119, Fawnbrake Avenue, Heme
Hill.

01 h.p Eex, just been thoroughly over-

04 hauled, new tyres, spring seat-pillar,

everything in splendid condition and good
running "rder: £12 for cinick sale.—Liquor-

ish, 768, High Road. Tottenham.

1 n07 Twin Norton, ih-Ai h.p.. Peugeot en-

XV eine, Druid spring forks, low bmlt,

only ridden 800 miles splendid condition,

all fittings included; €27 10s., or near offer.

—138, London Road, Kingston. Surrey.

Ol h.p. Bat, genuine De Dion engine, spring
04 frame, fitted with a Fit-all two-speed
<'e!>r this is a perfect touring machine, and /

vill ston at nothing in hills: price £22 10s.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.G. \

SUNDERLAND.—4 h.p. twin Werner, mag-
neto. Pit-all two-speed, spring forks,

"oitboards. most luxurious machine, very
fast and powerful ; any trial ; cost £60,

-ccent £29—Lambert, 307, High Street West,
Sunderland.

Accumulators

Three plates

er cell. Non-
orrosive term-
iials. Splash-

irpof vents.

uaranteed two
years.

PRICE 10/6.

Post 6d.

" E.P.R." No. 20c. 4 volt. 20 amp.
Size 4in. x 2lin. k 6in. Exactly as

illustration. PRICE 14/6.

REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of

treatin' old and dima^d batteries. We
can either repair and mnke them equal to

n'ew, or else allow their value in part ex-

change for new " E.P.R." cells. Send for

new catalo',::ue and terms.

NOTE.— Ml repair work guaranteed.

Minerva ati.u.r.iihl' IP fannot be repaire'l

RicMord ^i^d Co.,
AcrfMniATOP SPFC1AI.I«T=

153, FLEET STREET, E.C.

Fstabli-ihed 1S76.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

3 h.p. Triumph, excellent condition and
running order; £20.—Merritt, Winder-

mere, Blackheath Park. London.

5 h.p. Twin Antoine, perfect condition,
powerful, fast, reliable. 21 Dunlops,

exhaust lifter, horn, toolbag, Millennium
carrier stand, extra pulley, and all spares;
bargain, £19.—Withecomb, Disley, Cheshire.

51 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1907, twin wheel mag-
2 neto, Brooks pau saddle, Koc clutch,

not ridden 2J miles, guarantee; £30; too
powerful: or will exchange for lower power.
—Pratt, decorator. Tottenham Lane, Horn-
sey.

31 h.p. Brown, magneto, new last June,
2 only run 1,900 miles faultless condi-

tion, plating and enamelling absolutely un-
scratcbed, easy starter, new Goodrich ron-
^kid, acetylene searchlight, spares; genuine
bargain, £28.—Herbert Dixon. Fern Lea,
Norlhwich.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, magneto, spring forks,
Goodrich studded tyres, excellent con-

dition, marvellous offer. £22 : first cheque
secures; guaranteed in first-rate conditiuu :

will climb anything.—C. A. Hunter, 43, Paris
Street. Bristol.

ROC. 4 h.p., single-cylinder. 1907, two-speed
gear, and clutch, magneto, handle-bar

control, does 90 miles to the gallon, in splen-
did running order; trials by appointment;
owner getting a twin; £36. or near it.—Ap-
ply, William Percy, 28, Lydon, Road, Clap-
ham, S.W.

4 h.p. Ormonde, Kelecom, 85 by 85, M.O.V.,
extra large flywheels, 2^in. Dunlops.

studded non-skid rear, adjustable puUey,
spring handle-bar, Watawata and Gloria
,.„i*^ j^.,„riio.hoT, f^r^ryfrci exccllent condl-
tion; £17.—Apply, C.P., 199. High Street,
Watford.

VINDEC, two-speed. 5 h.p., 1907, won two
gold medals for hill-climbiug, not run

2,000 miles, brand new belt and tyres, Riche's
tubes, new G. lamp (cost 35s.), guaranteed in
every respect; £45, cost £68, or exchange for
1908 Triumph and £6 cash.—Forster. Neville's
Cross, Durham,

31 h.p. Quadrant, 1906 pattern, but very
2 little used, and as new, enamel and

plating perfect, spring forks, tyres un-
scratched, very fast, and splendid hill-
climber, with all spares, stand, etc.; price
£20 no offers,—G.G., 34, Cambridge Place,
.Paddington, W.

5 h.p. Campion (1907), Peugeot twin engine,
26in. by 2in, Clincher tyres, accumula-

tor, Longueraare, belt drive, aluminium
finish, splendid condition too powerful for
owner; cost £45, accept £22; complete with
laTip. horn stand, etc. ; no offers.^George
Ace, Ltd., Wind Street, Swansea.

FOR Sale. 3| h.p. Brown, heavy Reflex-
Clipper tyres. Watawata belt, horn,

lamp, stand, two accumulators, spares,
tools, etc., grand machine; genuine bargain
ti anyone requiring reliable and comforts
able mount; photo sent; cash, £14 10s.—
Butterfleld, 22, Devonshire Road. Chorley.

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., 1908 model, almost new
and unsoiled, has not done 700 miles,

fitted with spring seat-'iillar. non-skid on
brck wheel, horn, acetylene lamp, and all

usual tools and spares, also new Clincher
n-ver and new inner tnlie. in perfect order
d^wn to smallest detail; owner buying car,
reason for selling; price £39 10s. — E. Ken-
pa rd, Hinton St. George, Crewkerne, Somer-
set.

GREATEST Bargain Ever Offered!—Giving
up motoring. 2J h.p, Stevens engine.

Brooks saddle. Watawata belt. Bowden belt

rim brake, spring forks; Clincher A Won
tyres, new condition throughout, not ridden
many miles; only wants seeing to ensure
purchase, complete with electric horn, head-
light, large Brooks toolbag, spare valves,

etc.; £15 cash, no offers: a splendid goer,

and genuine bargain.—Owen, fruiterer, Oak-
engates.

31 h.p. Minerva, not ridden 50 miles, Os-
2 borne four-speed gear and free en-

gine new Whittle belt, front tyre Continen-
tal, back steel studded, tyres not been piinc-

tured Montgomery sidecar, latest improved
ioints, large acetylene lamp, spare belt,

inner tube, tyre, valves, sparking plug, two
Hellesens dry batteries, one new, other
hardly used; cost about £60, will sell £38.—
W. E Sorrell, 55, Topsfleld Parade, Crouch
End, N.

In. 'in-noerinr, am/ of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5h.p. Twin Bex, drop frame, very low,

two-speed gear and free engine. Bosch
magneto, spares, etc,, enamel as new; £35.
—Gilbert Spicer, Leamington.

03. h.p. Eover, Chater-Lea frame, foot-
^4= boards, very low and fast; £10, or
offer; owner going abr. ad. — H. Wyatt, 11,

Neal Street, Long Acre. W.C.

TEIUMPH. 3 h.p., magneto. Palmers, in
splendid order and condition ; only £19

10s.. or will give machine and casli for good
tricar or light car.—4, Frances Street. Wool-
mch.

13 h.p. Light F.N., April, 1908, very little

4 ridden, spring forks, magneto, spring
footrests, Xl'all saddle, lamp, horn, number
plates, cyclometer, valves, etc.. easy starter,
can run very slowly, take 14 stone any or-
dinary hill; £28; cash wanted,—Can be seen
at F.N. Agency, 106. Great Portland Street.

6

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Singer Tricar; £30;perfect order

-

37, Ntiwstead Koad, Lee. Kent.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder 8-10 h.p. Bexette,
special car, two speeds, carry .three

anywhere; £47 lOs.

HALIFAX.^J h.p. air-cooled Stevens tri-

Ciir, 25 wheels, very low, tyres almost
new; £19 10s. — Halifax Motor Exchange,
Westgate. Halifax.

BAT, 6 h.p. twin Jap, spring frame; a real
goer ; £26, or offer.—140, Lewisham High

Road, New Cross.

HOENER'S, Store Street.—Eex Litette for
iminediate delivery ; get our cash quo-

tation.

HOENER'S, Store Street.—3^ h.p. Eex tri-

car, two-speed gear, good going order

:

£13 13s.

HOENEE'S, Store Street. — 5 h.p. Triette,

good condition ; accept £24, or ex-

change.
.

. RNEE'S. Store Street. W.C—Tricar
XX frames, with hubs, handle-bar, plated
and enamelled, complete , with forecar
springs; £10.

£25.—Eex Triette, 5i h.p.. splendid running
order and condition; any trial.—23.

Fleet Street, Swindon.

HUMBEE Tricar, 5 h.p., water-cooled en-

gine, two-speed gear, splendid condi-

tion; £32.—Lycett, Burslem.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva Tricar, perfect con-

^ dition; best offer has it.—Sully aiK

Co.. 10. Old Town, Clapham.

TTRICAR, two-speed, 4i h.p., splendid con-
dition, climb anything; £25.-57, Mun-

ster Eoad, Teddington, Middlesex.

3 h.p. E«x-Millford Light Tricar, B. and B.

carburetter, "Whittle's belt; what offers?

—Ellis, New Street, Wellington, Salop.

h.p. Water-cooled Forman Tricar, Chater-
Lea frame, wheel steering; offers

wanted. — Sands, next George Inn, South
Woodford.

CHEAPER, and more reliable and sociable
than a tricar, my grand little three-

sneed Humberette; see Cars.—Beasley.
C'aibam

8 h.p. Twin-cylinder Semi-racing Tricar,
new; money wanted; £22 10s. ; no offers.

—J. Derville, 73, Marion Road, Greyhound
Lane, Streatham.

MrNERYA, 3i h p., detachable forecar, Os-
borne gear. Brooks band, spares, good

condition, ready for road; offers.-Sander-
son, Chemist, Eamsgate.

QUADRANT Carette Tricar, 6 h.p., wheel
steering, excellent condition, tools,

spares, voltmeter, etc.; £40.—Dr. McNeil,
Garstang, Lancashire.

TWIN Kerry-Abingdon Tricar, 5 h.p., two
speeds, very fast, in splyidid running

order ; trial ; £26 ; owner bought car. — 125,

Balham Hill, Balham. S.W.

COACH-BUILT Open Frame Tricar. 10-12

h.p., twin-cylinder, condition as new;
£75; what offers in exchange —Motor, 6,

Pierrepoint Road. Acton, W.

CLEMENT-GAEEARD, three speeds, open
frame. wheel steering, coach-built

seats, bevel gear drive, Palmer tyres front,
as new, non-skid back, very fast; £55, motor
cycle in part payment.—Motorist, Eosemont,
Cnerryhinton Eoad. Cambridge.

THE LEWISHAM HILL CLIMB.
THE INVINCIBLE 'MATCHLESS- AQAIN FIRST!

Vidt "The Motor Cycle" April 8th, 1908.
" Le Grand, whose little 2\ h p. Matchleas

made a wonderful performance Its bore is only
70 mm., and the average bore in Class I was
80 mm."

>^^?^P%3

Free trials by appointment
These are the machines that cannot be beaten

3^-4 h.p. single cylinder ;
5-6 h.p., 7 & 9 h.p. twins

"OHAIE" DRIVING RIM BRAKE.
The first, and still the best driving rim brake.

The only really satisfactory motor brake on the
market. Made to suit an\ machine Absolutely
reliable. No. i pattern- back peHalling brake.
Machine can be wheeled backwards. Extremely
powerful. Price 16/6.

No 2 pattern -tootrest l^ra e com
plete. Price SI 6S. Footrests only

PricelZ/- With either I^in. orliin

clip.

^to=

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal
fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place of one of crank case bolts.

Price complete 16/6,

" MATCHLESS " SILENCER.
"COLLIER'S machine created great interest

owingtotheextraordinarysilenceof the exhaust.
—Vid* ' The Motor Cycle."

A silencer which really does ailence the
exhaust with absolutely n o back pressure

—

certified by A.C.C. Silence Trials—at moderate
price. Up to 3J h.p 10/-; from 3i to 5 h.p.

12/-. Cut out 6/- extra. Two connections for

twins with separate exhaust pipes, 4/- extra.

Connected in side or end, as ordered.

Catalogues of " Matchless ' Motor Cycles and
Accessories on application to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD.,
Mctor Eipirti and Qnitral Enclnam.

Offices and Showrooms
18, HERBERT ROAD, PI.UIVISTEAD

(Nearest Station: Woolwich Arsenal,
Telephone: 232 Woolwich.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
PHCBNIX Trimo. 4 h.p. Centa-ir engine

Pboenix two-speed gear, handle start-
ing, tan-cooled, chain drive, any trial- £20—Yarwood, Greenbank, Northwich.

LATEST 1908 5 h.p. Eiley Tricar, steel-stud-
ded car tyre on back wheel, perfect

with all accessories ; 65 guineas.—H., 35
East Street, Baker Street, Loudon, W.

6 h.p.. water-cooled, three brakes, belt
drive, good order. £15; also Chapm.an'

two-speed and free engine, never fitted, £3.—
139, Great College Street, Camden Town.

31 to 4 h.p. Kerry Tricar, two speeds, free
2 engine, in thorough good condition,

fan-cooled; must sell, cash wanted; what
offers.—80, Eectory Eoad, Fulham, London.

RILET 6 h.p. 1907 pattern Tricar, water-
cooled, three speeds and reverse; £66

paid, or exchange for 8-10 h.p. car. — Part-
ridge, 56, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.

4 h.p. Kelecom Tricar, fast, splendid clim-
ber, fitted electric light, Bowden con-

trol, good as new; £22, great bargain.—EastHam Garage Co., High Street South, East
Ham.
5-6 h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds, watsr-

cooled, coach-built, perfect; 2|-3 h.p.
Kerry bike, replated. etc., low, reliable,
fast.—Particulars, 91, Stanhope Gardens,
Harringay.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12 h.p.. water-cooled
engine, three speeds, very fast on hills,

excellent condition, all accessories; any
trial

; price £65.—The Western Motor Agency,
Sidcup, S.E.

3X h.p. Minerva, light, fast tricar, Chap-
3 man fan, exhaust lift, good climber,

expert examination courted; £22 10s.; spares
included.—" Pendine," St. Philip's Avenue,
Worcester Park.

NEW Walco Tricar, 4 h.p., coach-built
body, car tyre back wheel. Clinchers

front; will take new bicycles of any good
make in part payment.—Tom Norton, Llan-
drindod Wells.

61 h.p. De Dion-King Tricar, perfect, pow-
2 erful, fast, coach-built bucket seat,

heavy car tyres, open frame, two speeds:
£42- or nearest offer.—69, Loughborough
Park. London, S.W.

61 h.p. Humberette, cardan drive, twc
2 speeds and reverse, new Cape hood

excellent condition, £36; large acetylene
headlight, 30s.; Grack attachment, 5s.—140
Camberwell Grove, S.E.

PHCBNIX Trimo (genuine), Minerva engine
two-speed gear, coach-built, new Dun

lop front tyres, back fitted non-skid band
lamps and tools: £217.—Blott. Eastb'iry
Coombe Lane. Wimbledon-

PHCENIX Tricar, 7-8 h.p. Peugeot twin
two speeds, not run 1,000 miles, in per-

fect condition, as good as new, with acces-
series and spares ; £65, genuine bargain.—
J. Denyer, Meadsgate, Staines.

41 h.p. Eover Tricar, wheel steering, free
2 engine, two speeds, splendid condi

tlon, spare car tyre; £25; will take gooc
motor cycle, or push cycles and cash.-Sell
Tnan, Mill Street, Cannock, Staffs.

MANCHESTEE.—Tricar parts, 5i h.p. en
giue, with Longuemare carburetter

frame, with wheels, new tyre on back, two-
speed gear and clutch; the lot £9.—A. Bur-
ton, 158, Chorlton Eoad, Manchester.

41 h.p. Bradbury Tricar, w.c, two speeds.
2 9in. clutch, coach-built forecar, twc

lamps, spare tyre ; a bargain at £27 10s.. oi
eychange for a good 5i h.p. bike and cash
adjustment.—Smith, 129, WeFtem Eoad, Hove

LAGONDA, 10-12 h.p.. water-cooled, jusi
overhauled by makers; real leasonsol

selling given ; photographs, or inspection by
arrangement; cash otters only; no ex-

changes.—C. (^orham. Middle Pavement. Not-
tingham.

51 h.p.. twin-cylinder, open frame tricar,
2 two-speed gear, large clutch, bucket

seat, everything good condition; £16; want^
ed, forecar to fit No. 6 Chater-Lea frame;
nart exchange.—Motor, 8, Spencer Eoad,
Tottenham.

REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., seats- three, two speeds,
twin-cylinder, excellent order, all new

tyres, newly painted, lamp. pump, spares,

etc.; price £40 cash, or would exchange for

5J h.p. latest pattern twin-cylinder motor
cycle.—W. Pemberton. jnn., Waterloo Works,
Burnley.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
41 h.p. AUdays Traveller, seats four : trial

;

^ £21.-190, MelliBOD Eoad, Tooting.

0/1-36 h.p. De Dietrich, toimeau, magneto,
ii^ aoreen, hood; £165.-190, Mellison Boad,
Tooting.

or.50 h.p. De Dietrich, tonnean de luxe;
OO cost £1.250 in 1905. £185.-190, Mellison
Eoad, Tooting. !

i Q-28 h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, loug
10 chassis, plate clutch; £165.-190. &i.

son Eoad, Tooting.

i Qrl6 h.p. Panhard, tonneau. four-cylinder,
Lu beautiful condition; £65.-190. Melli-

son Eoad, Tooting.

M-16
h.p. Daimler, side entrance, four-
cylinder, perfect; £100.-190. Mellison

Eoad, Tooting.

-j /?-20 h.p. Corre, tonneau, tour-cylinder.
J.O nearly new, similar Eenault; £125.—
190. Mellison Eoad. Tooting.

-i pr h.p. Darracq. 1905, tonneau, £125; 12-15

XO h.p. Forman, tonneau. £95.-190, Mel-
lison Eoad. Tooting.

HUMBEE Oar, 6i h.p.. two-seater, splendid
condition; £50,—Motor, 12a, Dee High

Eoad, Lewisham.

51 h.p. Humber, two speeds and reverse;
2 bargain. £35 IDs.—73, Church Street,

Camberwell.

"VTEW 9 h.p. Chassis, equal artillery wheels,
\\ Dunlop tyres; great bargain. £47.—
Motor, 79. George Lane. Catford.

6-8 h.p. Pick, two-seater, two speeds and re-

vei'se, splendid condition; bargain, £35
10s.—73, Church Street, Camberwell.

RYKNIELD, 12 h.p., two-cylinder, magneto,
accumulator ig-nition, three speeds re-

verse, tonneau. excellent condition ; £47 10s.

—Below.

M.M.C., 7-9 h.p., two-cylinder, three speeds,
reverse, awing seat side entrance,

grand order; £42 lOa.—41, Skelbrook Street,
Wandsworth.
,ir h.p. Dion W.C. Engined Car; £35; ex-
<J change for twin bike, magneto, or tri-

car, two speeds. — EeifFer, Eillmore Grove,
Sydenham.

LLOYD, 24-30 h.p.. tonneau, most reliable
touring car; £95; accept tricar or

motor cycle in part.—W. May, 20. Bruns-
wick Square, S.E.

4 h.p. De Dion, two-seater, bonnet and radi-
ator, sound and reliable, in iirst-class

condition; £28, or near offer.—182. Broad
Street. Coventry.

OMAET 5J h.p. Oldsmobile. seats three, two
O speeds, reverse, hood, lamps, spare
tyre, good cjondition ; £35, or exchange 6 h.p.
Eiley tricar.—Lawson. Burley Mount, Leeds.

SMAET 6 h.p. Humber, three speeds, re-
verse, two-seater, splendid condition

;

£45, exchange powerful motor cycle. —
Haigh, The Portlands, Liudley, Hudders-
fleld.

6 h.p. Wolseley, two-seater, three speeds
and reverse, brand new tyres (one non-

skid) on back wheels, bucket seats, thorough
order; photo; £60.—Gould, 10, High Koad,
Chiswiok, W.

8 h.p. Darracq, seats four, option of two
sets wheels, pneumatic or solids, in

excellent order; a bargain at £60; four
lamns,. horn, tools, and spares. — Prancia,
29, High Street, Euncorn.

OLDSMOBILE, 5J h.p., two speeds and re-
verse, artillery wheels, Longuemare

carburetter, four spare covers; £20. or rea-
sonable offer; room wanted.—Bedwell, 54.
Pier Avenue. Clacton-on-Sea.

6-8 h.p. Darracq, detachable tonneau, three
speeds and reverse. £35; 12 h.p. M.M.C.,,

thr^ speeds and reverse, seats five. £35 ; 12-

15 h.p. National, three cylinders, three speeds
and reverse, like new. £85; Eiley. Lagonda.
or other powerful coach-built tricar tajien
in exchange for above.—Moore and Haigh,
63, Kirkatall Eoad, Leeds.

BENZ.—Choice of two, 4J h.p.. belt driven,
three speeds, including Crypto, foot

and hand brakes, solid tyres, one has Hewet-
son's Victoria body, with hood, seats two
and child, other has International three-
seated dogcart body, good reliable cars,
climb practically anywhere; good trial; £10
ea(A. — Thomas. Sandfield Eoad, Thornton
Heath.

?IIASI NOTE
We can supply all parts for 2| and

3| h.p. F.N. Engines.

"VINDEC" Adjustable PuUeys for

2i h.p. F.N. Engines, 10/- eaeh.

"VINDEC" Adjustable PuUeys tor

3i h.p. F.N. and Zi or 5 h.p. Peugeot

Engines, 15/- each.

"KUMFO" Sponge Rubber Grips, fm.

or lin. bars, 2/6 per pair.

Soath British Trading Co.. Ltd.,

13-15, Wilson St., London, E.C.

i
*

i
I TREMENDOUS SAVING

|

i

SAVING
3 of Worry, Mon'-y.

C Trouble, and Expense

i
BY USING THE

VOLTOO
z.voit C O I LiS

For MOTOR CYCLES and CARS. |
Write to the Sole Manufacturers :

The CITY IGNITION CO.,
I

i
14, Sp'ncer St.,Goswell Rd., London, E.G.,

or 'Phone 7822 Central,

FOR ALL 'ARTICULiRS.

i»'V>»'WW'W\»A/V'VV\/W»»'\A»'\/v'\/v/i

MOTOR RUNS FASTER.
40, Jubilee Road, Doncaster. May 12th, i908.

Dear Sir,—I am very pleased to inform you that the

sample Centipede Jin. belt you sent me gives every
satisfaction. It is the best belt 1 ever used, and I'm no
chioken In motor matters. It "grips" and is beautlluiiy

clean, practleally tree from streteh, very flexible, and
my machine runs faster with it tban ever before.

Trusting you may have the success you deserve,

yours faithfully, J. H. Wilkinson.

'--CHROM£

TAft M;Oe Bt.Qaa

Price of Beit per toot

:

i 1/6. J 1/9. i 2/=, 1 2/3, ij 2/6.
Special Terms If desired—lulf the amount with

order and the balance in three months if satisfactory.

POLLIN, BELT MAKER, SPALDING.

The " MABON ' FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

Oo alterations required to fit.

Operated from handle-bar.

PRICE FROM 55/-.
Send for Leaflet.

Habon Motor Works,
54, HIGH ROAD,

NORTH FINCHLEY, N.

Agents : The Service Co., 292,
High HoBom, W.C.

CARS FOR SALE.
GTIELING-PANHAED. 5 h.p., three speeds,
10 reverse, pneumatics, running order;
£17.—Bucking-ham, Cogreshall.

PHCENIX Quadcar, two-cylinder Fafnir, 7

h.p., altered to seat two on back seat,
front seat interchangeable with bonnet,
tyres nearly new: £75.—Lacy, 12, Southwold
Eoad. Clapton. N.B.

6 h.p. Eegal Two-seated Car, De Dion en-
gine, artillery wheels, two new covers

(one non-skid), two Lucaa aeetylene lamps
and generator, splendid running condition

;

£35, or exchange for Triumph motor cycle.

—Guyver, Strattord^jn-Avon.

1 O' h.p. Two-cylinder De Dion Pattern Car,
i-Li' two bucket seats, artillery wheels.
810 by 90 good tyres, three speeds, reverse,
very fast, just overhauled, re-varnished,
lamps, etc.; £50; good motor bike part.—H.
Dixon, White Hart Hotel, Willesden.

1 K h.p. Coventry Humber, fitted with
i-O Ma.jor Saul Samuel's screen and
hood, accumulator (special CaFtle coil) and
magneto ignition (Simms-Bosch), seats five

comfortably, 815 by 105 tyres, lamp's, etc., in
excellent condition throughout; price £245.
—56, The Motor Cycle Otaces. Coventry.

TYPE de Course, latest model Rover car,
6 h.p., entered as test in London to

Edinburgh 24 hrs. run. winnins gold medal,
now being returned to paintshop, any
colour to suit purchaser, weighs 8 cwts.,
fitted with Kempshall tyres (unpunctured)

;

price £120.—F. Dee. Grafton Boad, Worthing.

I
WILL Sell my 12-14 h.p. Dennis Car, alu-
minium tonneau, equal artillery wheels,

cardan shaft, direct top, Dunlop tyres, all
as new, two-cylinder governed engine, the
car is in exceedingly good condition, and
can be seen and tried any time; accept £58
to first comer, honestly worth more than
double; must realise immediately. — 1,046,

London Eoad, Derby.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS,
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waverley

Te .nperance Hotel, 17, Euston Square.
Bed, breakfast, attendance from 3s.

GARAGES.
CYCLE Garage, Is. 6d. weekly; tricars, 2s.

6d., with use engineer's tools, charg-
ing board.—Wood, 50. Victoria Eoad, Stroud
Green Eoad,

BEIGHTON.—Black Lion Garage, back
of Sea View Hotel, Black Lion

Street, fifth turning from Aquarium on
right, along front; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sunday.

INSURANCE.

INSUEANCE.—Please write for particulars
of 303. Inclusive motor cycle policy.—

Bass, Ongar.

HUGH J. BOSWELL. Insurance Broker,
Norwich, issues all classes of policies

for motor cycles at lowest possible rates ; in-

clusive policy, 20s. ; fire insurance only 2s.

6d. for £25, or 3s. 6d. for £35.—Write for par-
ticulars.

SITUATIONS WANTED,
ADVERTISES, with practical workshop ex-

perience, seeks position with motor
cycle, or accessory firm.—Down. 2a, Angell
Eoad, Brixton.

GENTLEMAN wishes to place his son in
motor repairing works, holds drawing

and theoretical arts, and has good know-
ledge of motors ; must be within daily
access of Balham.—18, Boundaries Mamsions,
Balham,

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
FOE Sale, owner going abroad, low price

for quick sale, motor and cycle busi-
ness; latter can be discontinued if desired;
old-established, on Brighton Eoad; lease
contains valuable building extension agree-
ment ; certain opportunity. — Box 20, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

CYOLB and Cycle Accessory Depot in City,
adjacent to Liverpool Street and Broad

Street Railway Stations, with turnover of
£2,000 per annum, for disposal; energetic
man could increase to £3 000 per annum;
price, including lease, fixtures, fittings, etc.,

£250; stock at valuation, or need not be
taken over.—Particulars. Messrs. Beecroft,
Sons, and Nicholson, 12. Wood Street, B.C.

In answering any of these advertisements it is dtnraHe that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ACCUMULATOBS.
CF.LLULOID Accumulator Eepair Outfits,

useful for all celluloid repairs ; full
rtirections ; post free. Is. — Osborne Works.
lOTd-t HU], London.

A GCtTMULATOES.—8s. and your old acoii-
jA. mulator secures a brand new Premier
accumulator, fully guaranteed, not German
trash.—Farrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

ACCUMULATOBS Eepaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges, best work;

estimates i^iv-'in; full value for your old ac-
cumulator in exchange for our new " May-
fair " accumulators; special 15 amp., 10s.
6d. ; 20 amp., 15s.: guaranteed one year.

—

Fellows, 49. Hertford Street, Mayfair.

THE Famous Ajax Accumulator, a.bsolutely
the finest it is possible to make (see

previous Nos. The Motor Cycle); 20 amp. size,

61 by 2i by 4i, 17s. 6d. ; any size to order in
36 hours ; send for lists.—The Ajax Electrical
Engineering Co., 291. High Eoad, Ilford, E.

COUPLINGS.
NITO Cycle Coupling, for connecting any
ordinary pedal cycle to motor cycle.

THE Unito connects the steering and en-
sures faultless alignment.

T TTF. Unito is so constructed that side
strain and lean of niachines is entirely

obviated.

THE Uiiito is adjustable to accommodate
diilerences in wheelbase' and wheel and

frame dimensions.

ON'T Buy a Sidecar before you know the
advantage of having a

UNITO Coupling. It only costs one
guinea.—Write. Dept. B., Unito Coup-

ling Co., Ystrad, Glam.

AKIEL Coupling ; 303. — W. Mdnsfleld, 66,

Beckenham Eoad, Penge, S.E.

ENGINES.
BOOTH.—Twin Antoine, new, £8 5s. ; 5 h.p.

water-cooled Antoine, new, £8 5s. ; 6

h.p. Avon, water-cooled. M.O.V.. £6 5s.

BOOTH.—21- h.p. Noble, £3 5s.; 2k h.p. Jap,
£3 6s.; 2J h.p. Noble, £2 2s. 6d.; 3 h.p.

Eex £3 5s. ; li h.p. Minerva set, tank, etc.

;

£3.
'

BOOTH.—Other engines taken in exchange.
—Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,

Halifax.

23. h.p. Air-cooled Genuine De Dion, with
4 spares, perfect; £3 15s.—Lauglands,

Clacton-on-Sea.

h.p. .Simms Engine and Magneto, £3; 4

h.p. w.c. marine, £7; wanted, 6 h.p. a.c.

—5. Gibbins Eoad, Selly Oak.

h.p. Whitley, with Bowden exhaust valve
lift, Longuemare and silencer ; £4. —

Luther Cottage, Odd Down, Bath.

41 h.p. Soncin Eacing Engine, equal to
2 new, very powerful; £5 10s.—Motor Ac-

cessories, Broad Street. Coventry.

GENUINE 21 h.p. De Dion Engine, water-
cooled head, with carburetter, silencer,

etc. as new; 5 guineas.—207, Peckham Eye,
S.E.

21-3 h.p. Fairy Engine Set. everything ready
2 10 fix to machine, not run over 200

miles; £7 10s.—Eossiter, South Eoad, Kings-
wood. Bristol.

23 h.p. Anto Engine, running order, new
4 pulley; 50s., or nearest; exchange

with cash for higher power.—White. Saw-
bridgeworth.

ENGINES.—Zedel. 23 h.p., £7 13s. ; 3J h.p.,

£9 Os. lOd.; a h.p. twin. £10 Os. 7d. ; 5J

h.p., £13 IZs.-Bey, 5, Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead.

OPPEEMANN Two-speed and Free Engine,
in perfect order, belt drive, 26in. wheel,

fit any motor bike; £4 53.—Loughlin, 4, Adys
Lawn, St. Paul's Avenue, Cricklewood. N.W.

23. h.p. Engine, carburetter and silencer;
4 can be seen driving lorecar three up

;

very powerful as bike, excellent condition;
owner having higher power; £3.—PoUey, 71,

Tooting Grove.

TYRES.
Of? by 2i Heavy Dunlop Cover, used. 7s. 6d.

;

^\J 26 by 2i Peter-Union, new, 15s.—T. A.
Morris, Bourne.

MOTOE Cycle Covers re-treaded, like new.
lis. 6d.—Ardea Company. 331a, King

Street. Hammersmith.

"YOU DON'T BELIEVE US"
wlieaEwe tell you our "GLARE LAMP" for Motor
Cycles, etc., only uses ^-amp., and will run off your
ignition cell, and yet GIVE MORE LIGHT than an
Acetylene. Read what the famous Cyclist has to say
about it

:

" Messrs- J. W. Greenwood, Ltd.,

;^
Portland Place Works, Halifax.

' Dear Sirs.—Some little time ago you supplied me
with a Glare Motor Cycle Lamp. I am pleased to inform
S|ou that this has given every satisfaction, and has ful-
filled all you state in your circular. I get a splendid light
from it, and when correctly adjusted it is indeed an im-
provement on anything I have used previously. Your
Patent Regulator is most useful, and when correctly
adjusted the beam of light that can be obtained is very
powerful. It uses a remarkably small quantity of electric
current. I have already recommended this lamp to
several of my friends, and feel sure before very long you
will be having some good orders from this district. I

have also found the lamp bracket simple and useful.
Wishing you success with this valuable little line, I

remain, yours faithfully, LUTHER MYERS, Bradford."

We are confident you will use no other kind when
you have once tried one of these. Money refunded if

not what we claim.

You will be well advised to have one or more of our
ADJUSTABLE LAMP BRACKETS fitted, if you intend
carrying Acetylene Lamps. Everything we sell we
guarantee satisfaction. Have you one of our
ORIGINAL VARIABLE SPEED PULLEYS?

J. W. GREENWOOD, Ltd., ^°^^v"ol^,'""
HAL.IFAX.

I

"*"^' REED
SPEEDOMETER

(PATENTED).
This device is of the simplest
description, beings entirely free

from all gear mechanism. The
figures are Jin. deep, and are
always quite distinct.

Fitted in a -few minutes.
Requires no attention.

/^^ Cannot g'et out oforder*

(nL) ACCURATE. LIGHT,
J^«^ 5IMPLE. CHEAP.

Weight, 3^ ozs. K / £S
Price - - - - *^/ O

li iV^ When ordering, please state size^ of wheel and size of hub.

THE SERVICE COMPANY, LTD.,
292, HigK Hoitiorn, LONDON, W.C.

THE KENT
THREE-SPEED GEAR.

This gear has been re-designed and
improved Can be fitted to Tricar
in two hours. Price £11 •11-0.

List Free. Discount to Trade

RODGERS BROS.,
330, Kennington Road, S.E.

'Phone : 100a ',Hoo.

TYRES.
BOOTH.—Peter-Unions, 24 by 25, 28 by 24,

15s. 6d. ; Royalty covers, 26 by 2, 12s. 6d.

;

2J, 13s. 6d.

BOOTH.—Ten shillings allowed for old
cover in exchange for Shamrocks, Pal-

mers, Goodrich's.

BOOTH.—Tyres, best make, 26 by 2, 16s.;
2J, 17s. 6d.; 2|, 2l3.; 28 by 2, 16s. 6d.

OOTH.—Best Tubes, 26 by 2, 7s.; 2i, 7s. 6d.
2Jin.. Ss. 6d.; 28 by 2, 7s. 6d.B

BOOTH.—All tyres sent on approval. —
Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,

Halifax.

MOTOR Cycle Covers, beaded and wired-
on, 15s. each; 24 by 2i 26 by 2in., 26 by

2i, 26 by 2i 28 by 2i, all guaranteed.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, B.C.

COVEES.—Strong beaded, ribbed tread, 25
by 2, 17s. ; 26 by 2i, 18s. ; 26 by 2i 19s.

6d.; 28 by 2, 18s. 6d. ; carriage paid.—Below.

5S. Allowed for your old cover in exchange
for genuine Continentals.-Para Rubber

Co., 93. John Bright Street, Birmingham.

FAREAR.—New inner tubes, fully guaran-
teed, not porous rubbish; 26 by 2, 7s.;

26 by 2i, 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 7s. 6d.

FAREAR.-Tyres, fully guaranteed: 26 by
2, 16s. ; 26 by 2i, 17s. 5d. ; 28 by 2, l6s. 6d.

;

24in. same price.

FARRAR.—Tremendous stock Continental
tyres; your old tyre accepted in ex-

change; list free.—Farrar, Squs.re Road,
Halifax.

CLINCHER A Won Brand New Covers, 26 by
2, 19b. 6d.; 26 by 2i, 21s.; also extra

heavy 26 by 2 ditto, 21s. ; order at once ; only
a limited quantity; prices are below usual
trade prices; approval.—Lomax Tyre Co.,
Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

MAUDE'S.-Fully guaranteed tubes, 26 by
2in., 6s.; 2Jin., 7s.; 2iin., 8s.; 28 by 2,

7s.; 25. 7s. 5d. ; 2Jin., Ss. ; approval willingly.

MAUDE'S—Covers, 26 by 2in., I6s.; 2J, 17s.

6d.; 23 by 2in., 17s.; 2Jin., 183.—Maude's,
Powell Street, Halifax.

HALIFAX.—Brand new inner tubes, best
make. 26 by 2, 5s. 6d.; 26 by 2J, 7s.; 28

by 2, 7s.; 28 by 2i, 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 24, 8s. 6d.

;

genuine Calmon covers, with non-slipping
tread, 26 by 2J, 15s. 9d. ; 28 by 2, 15s. 9d.; 28 by
2i, 16s. 9d. ; 28 by 2|, 20s. 6d. ; all beaded edge.
—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

REPAIRERS.
IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-

tacts; any part fitted, returned same
day; <*j. 3d. each.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-
tacts; warranted pure; special trim-

mers for polishing iridium, 9d. ; no filing re-
quired.

IRIDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-
tacts ; hundreds in use.—Williams, 16,

Wellington Street, Woolwich.

£5 any motor cycle we cannot repair. —
Whites, 22, Brookes Street, Church Street,

Liverpool.

LIVERPOOL.—£5 any motor cycle we can-
not repair.—Whites, 22, Brooks Alley,

Church Street,

I>EPAIRS and Replacements of every de-
V scription to motor cycles.—Campbell,

156, Wirtemberg Street, Clapham.

GRIFFIN and Sleat, Eastbourne.—Cylinders
re-bored and new pistons fitted, or en-

gine completely overhauled; let us quote
you.

RELIABLE Repairs.—Complete pistons from
6s.; re-boring, new pistons, from 12s.

6d.—Gas Engine and Motor Works, Forest
Hill, S.E.

PAIE Brass Side Lamps, 10s. ; aluminium
enclosed tan, 7s. 6d.; Micrometer motor

free-wheel, 4s. 6d. — A., 8, Hemdon Eoad,
Wandsworth.

LEICESTER and County riders should look
up the Central Motor Co., Langton

Street. Belgrave Gate. Leicester, for repairs,
tyres, accessories, and accumulator charg-
ing.

CCCCCCCCC Compression means power. — -.

Cylinders re-bored and new pistons
fitted : guaranteed fit 4-l,000in. ; bears 13 stone .

on pedal; write for list.—Gradior Machine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you inentio-n " The Motor Cycle.
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Riding Position.

POSITION is everything. So reads a well

worn phrase, but not too threadbare, we
hope, to allow us to quote it once in con-

nection with motor cycles and their riders.

Motor cyclists can assume a position that

is graceful or hideous, according to the design of the

machine they ride aiid their own inclinations. First

a motor cycle saddle is, or should be, near to the ground
in comparison with a pedal cycle saddle. This causes

the rider's knees to be tucked up into his chin if he is

foolish enough to ride a machine that is not provided

with footrests, so the moral is to have footrests, and
have them sufficiently far away from the seat to enable

the legs to be comfortably extended without causing

them to be stretched. Some riders say, " Pedals for me,

no footrests. I can stand on one or both of the former

when passing over a bad road, use my knee flexion as

a spring, and therefore require no spring frame.
'

' This

is true enough, but why not the footrests for comfort

and the pedals for bad roads? One does not always

ride on apologies for macadam. Having settled the

footrest position, the next thing is the handle-bar posi-

tion. A motor cyclist does not require a crouching

position, therefore the handles must be upturned. The
rider requires to sit some inches behind a vertical line

drawn through the pedal crank axle bracket, so that

the handles must be brought well back, but the bars

must not be level with the horizontally extended thighs

when pedalling, or the machine would be difficult to turn

sharply. To overcome this objection the handles should

1 )e bent upwards to enable the two ends to swing over

!he tops of the thighs, and yet not too long so that they

dig into one's ribs if a sudden turn is necessary.
_

A
lew machines are ideal as regards a comfortable riding

position when handle-bar and saddle are once adjusted

to suit the rider, but there remain quantities that could

be vastly improved in this direction, both new and old.

When every maker of a motor cycle is a long distance

rider—^not a rider who takes the machine out for half

a mile on wood pavement to see if the engine fires all

right—these and similarly simple matters of design will

be quickly righted.

" Popping."

WE should like to ask motor cyclists who have

engines addicted to " popping," or exploding

in the silencer, if they have ever asked them-

selves what is the cause of this most objection-

able feature. All engines will do it, some

makes noticeably more frequently than others, and the

nuisance is not confined to motor cycle engines. We
know of a particular make of car engine that will

" pop
'

' in the silencer the moment the accelerator pedal

is released, which action on a motor cycle is equivalent

to closing the throttle. This engine has a so-called

automatic carburetter, and when the throttle is closed

the air is not cut off in proportion, and the mixture

being too weak to fire regularly every fourth stroke,

every other charge is pumped into the silencer and there

ignited by the succeeding burning gases which enter the

silencer in the form of a hot flame that would set fire to

anything short of asbestos.

This is one cause of "popping." Another is one

\vhich cannot happen unless the engine is provided with

an exhaust valve lifter. In the second case the lifter

is raised, gas is travelling along the induction pipe,

and its flow does not positively stop immediately the

\-alve is raised ; consequently the next few induction

t'
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strokes draw in a small amount of gas which is pumped
into the silencer, and if the valve is dropped before

this unburnt gas has time to become completely ex-

pelled from the silencer, the next explosion sets fire to

it, and there is a horrible " pop " in the silencer. Now,
from experience we have gained with practically every

well-known make of motor cycle, in some cases it is

possible to prevent it. On one or two makes it prac-

tically never occurs unless the rider is driving with too

rich a mixture, or an imperfect mixture; on others it

is next to impossible to pre^-ent it. Cool or hot, some
engines will explode in the silencer, and it is time the

actual cause or causes were generally known and
corrected- It is a fact that on an otherwise perfect

engineit is possible for " popping " to take place and
for the cause not to be known with absolute certainty.

It is possible to take an engine and make it " pop
and then adjust it so that it does not do it, but that

is not our point. We want to see it prevented on every

engine, as it does not invariably arise from faulty

manipulktion. Experienced drivers of both motor

JUNE 24th, 1908

cycles and cars have told us that they have not always

known what was causing explosions in the silencer, or

they would have been only too pleased to remedy

matters. Motor cycle engines are worst in this respect,

because they are almost without exception controlled

by a valve lifter, and nothing is more calculated to

give a bad impression than to see a motor cyclist pass-

ing through a crowded street with the engine giving

out frightful bangs every few yards. The public think

that such methods of propulsion—or should we say

retardation?—are the usual accompaniments of the

motor cyclist on tour, much as they thought vibration

was ever present because they saw a motor cycle bound-

ing from one rock to the other of their badly

macadamised suburban roads, forgetting that their

daily milk is nearly churned into butter by the same
process, and that smoother surfaces do exist even if

they have never seen or ridden on them. This " pop-
ping " must be overcome, and as difficulties exist only

to be won overV we trust makers will at once turn

their attention to preventing it.

->-•••—<-

A Miniature Four=cylinder Engine.

WE have received a photograph of a most

ingenious little four-cylinder engine of the V
type, the work of a garage mechanic in the

North London district. It is air-cooled, and

develops about 1.25 h.p. at 1,300 revolutions per

minute. Some idea of the size of the engine can be

gathered when we say that the cylinders of the motor

were made from i ^in. steel tubing, and its total weight,

as per illustration, only 8 lbs. ! The owner, Mr. D.

Stanger, 6, Hale Road, Tottenham, cast and machined

the parts himself, or got them done to his drawings.

He claims it to be the smallest working air-cooled petrol

A tom-eyUnder engine weighing complete only 8 lbs.

engine in the world, and we ourselves do not think any
of our many thousand readers will be able to go one
better. The engine under notice is being used for

experimental aeroplane work, and has been found to

drive a 2ft. propeller (2ft. pitch) quite easily. The
ignition is very ingenious ; the maker had to construct
his own contact-breaker, sparking plugs, distributer,

and single coil. The size of a normal sparking plug
by the side of one of the specially made plugs for the

engine gives an idea of its midget proportions. It is

without doubt a very interesting example of pains-

taking and thorough workmanship.
We are indebted to Mr. B. Richardson Billings,

a previous contributor to these pages, for bringing this

engine to our notice.

>-•••-<
In order to meet the increasing requirements of West

End patrons, Messrs. Harvey Frost and Co., Ltd.,

have considerably extended their premises at 27,

Charing Cross Road, where a big stock of H.F.
vulcanising materials and tools, and also H.F. vul-

canisers, is now installed. Every requirement, there-

fore, can now be promptly met at the firm's West End
address. Any reader desiring a free demonstration on
an H.F. appliance can easily obtain same by calling,

or through the medium of an introduction card obtain-

able at most motor depots in London and the provinces.

We have received from Maude's Motor Mart, Powell
Street, Halifax, a spare air tube carrier in the shape of

a round metal box. Provided the air tube fits the case

tightly, it should be a very good means of carrying a

spare tube, but if it is at all loose in the box some
protection should be provided in the form of a flannel

or baize lining, otherwise vibration will cause the edges
of the air tube to be chafed until the tube is spoiled.

It is a common mistake to carry an air tube on tour

without careful packing, and to find at the end of five

hundred miles riding that the edges are chafed through
and the tube rendered useless. In future, acting on
a suggestion we have made, these carriers will be lined

with soft baize without extra charge. The tube
should also be well coated with French chalk.
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THE GLARE HEAD LAMP.

WE have recently been trying one of the small

Glare electric head lamps with four-volt

accumulator in metal box. This lamp is

made and sold by J. W. Greenwood, i-td.,

Portland Place Works, Halifax. The metal battery

box is provided with clips to attach it to the seat tube

of a motor cycle or to any other convenient tube where

it can be carried in an upright position. The interior

of the box is lined with indiarubber sheeting, and the

accumulator supplied fits it perfectly. We find that

the lamp gives considerably more light than one would

expect from a small four-volt bulb, and it is a handy

lamp to have on a machine when a light is required at

frequent intervals for a short run. For instance,

medical men find these lamps useful, as the light can

be switched on immediately when it is necessary to

answer an urgent call. We found that the strength

of the light depended on the way in which the

bulb was adjusted in the lamp, and as the

Glare has a means of adjusting the bulb nearer to and

further from the reflector, one can so adjust the position

that the very best light is obtained. In the case of

accumulator ignited engines, the bulb can, of course.

be lighted from the ignition battery, but the special

battery and case are essential in the case of motor

cycles equipped with a magneto.

., .ii^ vi'X'b.i-v. „ _ ¥i.\i..- -!»\S" \(
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SIDECARS AND 3,Lhp. MACHINES.
THERE seems to be a good deal of misconcep-

tion as to what a good 3^4 h.p. motor bicycle

will and will not do when attached to a sidecar.

Some riders say a motor bicycle minus a two-

speed gear is useless with a passenger attachment.

This statement, of course, is far too sweeping, for

many motor cyclists will recall pleasant trips

two or three years ago with sidecars on 3 h.p.

= bicycles, which were at that time most common. With

the primary object of making experiments for the bene-

fit of our readers, we obtained a Montgomery flexible

sidecar attachment some weeks ago, and fitted it to a

3^ h.p. motor bicycle in our possession. We may say

at once that our experiences have been entirely satis-

factory up to the present, after having covered several

hundred miles. One reason why the Montgomery side-

car appealed to us was on account of its instant detach-

ability

—

&. great point, as in our case as much riding

is done alone as with a passenger. With only a 3^^ h.p.

engine, naturally there is little or no reserve of power

on hills, but with a combined weight of 19 stones and

Folding (ootlioatds supplied t)y the Premier Motor Co., Ltd., to Mr. J. Lcno,

son of the late Dan Leno. When it is desired to use the pedals, the

footboards can be set up out ol the way.

a gear of 5 to 1 we can cover long stretches without the

slightest hitch, and climb all ordinary hills—say, up

to I in island rush short hills of about i in 9 or 10

without using the pedals. When considering the ques-

tion of fitting a sidecar attachment, the questions

resolve themselves to the following:

(i.) Is the district to be ridden in most a very hilly

one ?
. J

(2.) Do the driver's and passenger's combined

weights exceed 20 stones ?

(3.) Is the 3^ h.p. of the bicycle to be used over-

rated by the makers ?

If all the above questions can be answered in the

negative, we can assure our readers the purchase of_ a

sidecar will be a distinct success, as quite long dis-

tances can be covered without any physical exertion

whatsoever. Judicious driving, however, is necessary

at all times to keep the engine from overheating when

a severe rise is encountered, and the oil pump should

never be forgotten ! The greatest strain is naturally on

the transmission and the back cover, so spares of each

should be carried on a tour. The bicycle we are using

with the Montgomery sidecar is a 3^ h.p. 84mm. x

86 mm. Triumph, and we have still to record our first

involuntary stop from any cause whatever. The steer-

ing is not at all difficult ; almost any cyclist can steer

the combination at the first attempt, there being only

a slight pull on whichever side the attachment is fixed.

It 'is almost superfluous to add that a reliable change

speed gear would be a boon, but it is not an absolutely

indispensable fitment. Two years ago the writer used

a Montgomery sidecar, while last year he owned a tri-

car, and on returning to the sidecar again he is con-

vinced that for comfort, sociability, reliability, handi-

ness, ease of storing, and low cost of running it will

tak? a lot of beating. It may be mentioned that the

average consumption in a fairly level district is m the

neighbourhood of eighty miles to the gallon.
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A TRIAL OF
By B. H.

TRIAL " is a word of ever-changing meaning to

the motor cyclist. Time was when it meant
to me a cautious gambol round Hyde Park
previous to a rash purchase. Then the hill-

climbing bugbear loomed larger, and I felt no trial was
complete that did not include the ascent of Westerham.
Then racing theory infected me, and my trials took the

form of an early morning run at double legal limit, and
as prolonged as might be. Then, again, I learnt with

some machines to use the word trial in a purely

scriptural sense ; it is a very real trial to travel even a

few miles on some machines. But to-day, when prac-

tically every machine is speedy, a good hill-climber

and reliable, " trial " has been narrowed down in

meaning till for me it scarcely includes more than

tests of comfort, control, and especially FLEXIBILITY
(capitals, please), the old trio of desiderata—reliability,

speed, and hill-climbing—being taken for granted.

It Rose Nobly to the Occasion.
However, the other day, when Mr. Williamson put a

5 h.p. Rex Tourist at my disposal, circumstances

allowed very complete tests to be made, covering some

250 miles. The machine was the special hill-climbing

model, with ball bearing engine, but minus the Rex
cantilever seat and the free engine. I trusted myself to

the machine in the most childlike fashion, taking it out

with no stand, no pump, no repair outfit, no tool kit, no
spare sparking plug—in fact, in approved mechanic

fashion, with no other outfit than a small King Dick
spanner and a screwdriver—and it rose nobly to the

occasion, covering the distance with one involuntary

stop, due to the stripping of a nut on the saddle clip.

Thus the machine proved its reliability. Its illuminated

certificate did not err on the side of generosity, for it

only certified forty miles an hour, and it would do that

comfortably with the throttle only a quarter open, while

with a more liberal supply of gas it would romp up all

grades up to one in ten without the faintest diminution

of speed. Thus the machine proved its speed and hill-

climbing powers; in fact, one of my tests was a forty

mile spin at a secluded hour, to test it for overheating,

and e-xcept at corners it was given its head the whole

way, plus a charge of Wilburine every five miles, and

it finished almost as cool as the proverbial cucumber.

This left me with comfort, control, and flexibility to test

the machine for. The comfort was frankly disappoint-

ing, as the springs of the front fork were decidedly too

stiff for my weight, and, in addition, when Nature

designed my legs, she had not foreseen that I should

ever ride a 2oin. frame. I felt in momentary danger of

being forced out over the back mudguard by the heavy

wind pressure whenever I let the machine out; how-

ever, it is well understood that this is the speed

merchant's Rex. He who would potter in comfort is

meant to ride the heavier mount with the cantilever seat.

A Perfect Control.

The control was admirable. Belt rim brakes destro)

the necessity for a second brake, and so it never

occurred to me to try the hand brake at all. The
levers were all delicate in adiustment. easy to handle,

and as firm as St. Michael's Mount or the Eddystone,

when they were -set at any point. Steering with my left

hand almost exclusively. I found- it awkward to have

both devices for stopping the engine on the right grip.

A TWIN REX.
DAVIES.

so I soon transferred the switch—a most cosy and ;;

ingenious little fitment—to the left grip, and the control •!

was then ideal. ;

But it was in my third desideratum of flexibility that
I was most delighted with the machine. Other
machines have ball bearings to the mainshaft ; the Rex
has ball bearings to the connecting rods, and as a con-
sequence I am fain to admit I never drove an engine
that would pick up with such smooth celerity. Time
and again I slowed right down to the balancing point
to thread my way through a drove of cows, until the
front wheel had to be waggled violently right and left

to maintain any equilibrium. A hasty reach forward to

the spark advance, a lightning dab at the throttle lever,

and anon a more leisurely opening of the extra air, and
the rear wheel was felt positively snatching at the
roadway beneath one, until in a hundred yards or so it

was roaring on at a smooth forty, and albeit taking it

so quietly that the pace would never be realised but
for the telltale watch on the bar and the frequent mile-

stones bobbing up, curtseying, and vanishing aft. This
facility of picking up led me to make some cruel tests

on a hill. I first of all ran it as hot as I could—which
was not very sultry, when all is said and done. Then I

charged a long hill at full steam, and gradually slowed
down to a crawl on a stiffish knuckle, until the road
speed was too slow for the maximum retard of the

ignition, and signs of approaching knock were dis-

cernible. Then the throttle was slashed open, the spark
ruthlessly dashed forward, and the engine gathered
furious pace with a calm, masterful rush, devoid of

jerk. The unfortunate wheel and tyre were unequal to

its snatch, and I felt the wheel leap and hammer
beneath me, but the smooth acceleration of the engine

was resistless, and ere the crown of the ascent was
reached the machine was tearing up like a Great

Western express.

I returned the machine with strong envy of the luckv

owner who was to receive delivery of it that week.

->-•••—<-
" Ixion " sends us the annexed photograph, which

has been sent him by a correspondent who prefers to

remain anonymous. He says : " The photograph is

of my brother's 3 h.p.

Fafnir cylinder. He was
riding it in town the other

day, when it stopped with

a crash. On dismounting

and looking at his engine

he saw the hole as shown.

At night we took it to

pieces, and found con-

necting rod doubled up
and half the piston broken

in small pieces, but the

top half above the gud-

geon pin with the three

rings on in good condi-

tion. The gudgeon pin

had gone clean through

the cylinder, and not cracked it at all. He had no

set screws in the piston, as he took them out last year.

I forgot to mention he looked all round for the piece of

cylinder or gudgeon pin, but he never found it."
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MOTOR CYCLING IN INDIA.
AVERY pleasant motor cycle gymkhana was

held under the auspices of the Deccan Motor
C.C., Poona, India. The run was to Katrag,
eleven miles out of Poona, and the following

riders entered for the run and the hill-climb, extending

•over two miles:

W. Janet {4% h.p. Minerva), Capt. Cotter (2^4; h.p.

Quadrant), Lieut. Barker (3^^ h.p. Riley), Pat

Stewart (3^^, h.p. Triumph), E. Duckett (4]^ h.p.

F.N.), R. Mody (2^ h.p. Hobart), Sirdar Bling-

wantra (2}4 h.p. Triumph), W. Gillard (7,% h-P-
Triumph), and H. Ruston (3 h.p. Peugeot).

The run was most successful. As a result of the

handicap the result worked out as follows: i, W.
Janet {4%. h.p. Minerva), 40s. start; 2, R. Mody
(2^'^ h.p. Hobart), 155s. start.

Motoi cycling is increasing in popularity in India, writes our Poona correspondent. The riders depictedjaliove competed in a most suecesstul

gymkbana at Poona last month.

A NON-COBROSIVE ACCUMULATOR TERMINAL.

N exceedingly neat form of terminal has been
placed on the market by the Non-corrosive
Terminal Co., 13, Grape Street, Oxford
Street, W. Referring to the line illustration.

which is a section, it

. Vertical section of lead and
celluloid terminal.

A. Hard lead cup.

B. Insulated wire from coil.

'C. Celluloid stopper whicli

holds the splayed ends of

the conducting wires against

the floor of the cup.

will be seen that the terminal

consists of a hard lead cup A,

a portion of which is threaded

to receive the celluloid stopper

C, through which the insu-

lating conductor B passes.

The end of the wire B is

burred over, and when the

stopper is screwed up it makes
a firm contact against the

bottom of the cup. The end
of the cup makes contact

with the lug connecting up the

plates. The accompanying
photograph shows the ter-

The Non-eorrosiveliTerminals fitted to a
Peto and Radtord Accumulator.

minals fitted to a Peto and Radford accumulator. It

is obvious that no acid can reach the naked portion of

the wire, so that the title non-corrosive is one to which
the device has an incontestable right.

A NEW TYPE OF TREMBLER.

ON the trembler which forms the subject of the

annexed sketch the usual vertical position has

been changed to a horizontal one. The two

projecting pieces on the left, being in connec-

tion with the core, attract the left-hand blade. This
latter has a platinum contact which

makes and breaks on the second

platinum contact fitted in the right-

hand blade. The platinums are

always in view, and can be adjusted

exactly opposite each other with the

greatest ease, the movement is

extremely rapid, and the adjusting

screw has no platinum on it at all,

and simply serves to adjust the speed

of the trembler. It is claimed this

coil takes very little current indeed.

It is made in. single-cylinder and

twin-cylinder patterns by W. and R. Jacobs, 39c,

William Streeet, E.C.

>—•••—<

Readers will be interested to hear that Mr. Cook, the

winner of the first motor cycle race at Brooklands,

uses a Duco Flex belt on his 7 h.p. N.L.G. Few belts

will stand the strain of a 7 h.p. engine.
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The firelight glinte in eager eyes,

In the inglenook ; and like a book,
With every look of candour frank,

The old man spreads himself, and lies

Of things oft-told ; of buried gold ;

How Edwin bold was badly sold

In days of old, on Sutton Bank.

Angeline was a maiden fair.

Fascinating purple eyes and hair.

She was Edwin's—temporary—joy.

Edwin was—pro tem.—her darling boy.

Angeline went one week in May
To her aunt in Helmsley ; and a day
Later came a wire from Edwin ; " I'm
Motor cycling down, arriving nine."

'Twas nearly nine o'clock
And Thirsk was at his back.
VVhen Edwin got a shock :

The engine gave a knock
In sympathy.

Before him Sutton Bank
Upreared. His cardiac
Proportionately sank
As, steeply up its flank,

A dim path he

Discerned, gj'rating high
To distant regions ; where,
Beyond the eastern sky,
The Land of Bye-and-bye,

Wept Angeline.

A YORKSHIRE LEGEND.
" May I misfire before

I fail my tryst with her
!

"

Across the bridge he tore,

Shouting " Excelsior 1"

To his machine.

Three times he stormed the hill.

Before he passed the "trough."
Three times again, until

He got a frightful spill

At Big Tree Bend.

" No beastly 'one in four
'

Is going to shunt me off

From her whom I adore.

This struggle must," he swore,
" In victory end."

A window far on high.

Beneath the hill's black brow.
Mirrored the sunset sky,

And gleamed, a bloodshot eye.

In angry frown.

Young Edwin frowned as black,

And quoted "Do it now."
He tried six times ; alack !

Six times he turned him back
The hiil adown.

T'hen, more or less insane.

He turned, a thirteenth time.
Machine and self again
To face those hairpins twain

Of Sutton Bank.

With scarce a slackened wheel
Beyond the "trough" they climb;
Now round the corner reel ;

Then, as the sttep they feel,

Hope-lingering-sank '.

>-•••—<
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Then cried he in his need,
" To pass t^'.at second bend
I'd sell my soul." " Agrtedl"
The motor picked up speed

And snorted loud.

Agreed ! What did it mean?
Or did his fancy lend

Voice to some Thing tmseen,

That shadowed his machine,
And mocked and mowedf

Or was it—horror dread

—

It was! . . . His heart stood still.

Upon the engine head
He saw an imp, who said.

With thumb to noa«,

"AGREED! ' Observe we flash,

Like petrol flame, uphill

—

Now round the comer dash,

And now— Edwin rash

—

Your bargain ciose/"

And now, they say.

Each year in May,
A spectral motor climbs the Bank
W^ith glowing cylinder and tank

And clears the bends

—

But there it ends.

And vanishes afire t

For Edwin sold his soul to round
That second bend, before he found
'Twas all in yain
He'd ne'er attain

The TOP : 'twas some yards higher'

H. R. T.

MOTOR CYCLING FOR HEALTH.
J-iajFergurson, M.R.C.S. Lond., L.R.C.P. Lond.

(1.) In my experience motor cycling
is a healthy and pleasant pastime. (2.)

The motor cycle is a most useful and
time-savi'ig invention. (3.) Half. (4.)

A good 4-5 h.p. single-cylinder tricar,

two-speed gear, and arranged so as to
protect rider from mud splashing in

sloppy weather. My mount is a 3 h.p.

Centaur (three-wheeler) with a Phelon
and Moors two-speed gear, which in

my e-Kperience leaves nothing further
to be desired. I have had the com-
bination over four years in daily use,

and in all kinds of weather. I have
ordered a 5 h.p. Centaur tricar, as the
hills in this district (Keighley) are severe.

[Concluded from page 479.)

Cbarles Patterson, M.B., III.R.C.S.

Have used a motor bicycle for four

years in my practice and average
10,000 miles a year over hilly country.
As regards my own health, I have never
been better, and despite the fact that
there are no spring forks or saddle-
pillar fitted to my four-year old single

speed machine, the vibration (the

bogey of motor cycling) over our bad
roads has neither unsteadied my hand
nor shaken my nerves. I could write
from now to next year giving instances
where the motor cycle, and the motor
cycle alone, has made the difference to

the ultimate recovery of serious cases.

A motor cycle always ready day and
night in the stable makes a country
doctor as much on the spot in a district

of seven miles radius as his town brother
who comes one mile all round on foot.

I have for the last two winters driven
a 10 h.p. single-cylinder car. It costs

me over £120 a year. When I used a
motor cycle alone (2^ years) the expen.se
worked out at £33 per annum, which
includes a bill of £8 for charging accu-
mulators as I live nine miles from a
charging station. The motor cycle for

a hilly country and for a heavy man
should be 3^ h.p. single-cylinder, belt

drive (rubber), with adjustable pulley,
two speeds (absolutely essential), pre-

ferably epicyclic in hub, pedals, non-
skid tyres, and detachable tubes, the
whole as light as possible. For
four years I have used Palmer tyres,

and only once had a side-slip (on ice

coming down 1 in 9 on frozen snow).

G. PerolTal Adamson, B.A.,;iyi.B.

As a pioneer, my motor cycling dates

back to De Dion tricycle days, followed

by several years of tricar life. During
that time I enjoyed excellent health

through all conditions of weather.
With regard to utility, this is vvhere

the motor cycle scores—it is con-

venient to handle, store, clean, move
in and out of garage, is speedy and
reliable. The cost, as tar as general

professional expense is concerned, is

negligible. In my case a tricar dis-

placed two horses, and the man was
left at home at more productive work
than sitting still.

Dr. ['ercival ."VUaiiiSoii.
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OCCASIONAl^__

Front Wheel Stands.

I have had several letters re front wheel stands to

assist in wheel adjustment, replacing the inner tubes

after repairing punctures, etc. If an extra carrier is

not desired, it seems to me that the best device is a

stumpy hinged support under the front of the engine

crank case, on the lines of that brought out by the Bat

people in 1902. One sidecar enthusiast has shown me
a small solid wood block, which forms a cradle for his

crank case, but while light in weight it is too bulky

for a solo mount. A long distance tourist has sent me
drawings of a combined front wheel stand and carrier

;

he fitted an extra long front wheel spindle, and fitted

an adapted Main-Hilton stand carrier to it ; and,

finally, I have had a telescopic stand submitted which

I have asked my editor to illustrate as soon as it is

perfected. The point is that every rider should be able

to procure a front wheel stand from stock to fit his

machine, instead of, as at present, having to get one

specially made.

Tyres.

I have just been examining a tyre which has run for

two whole years on the front wheel of a twin Vindec

without being removed and without puncture, and it

is to all appearance still good for many a mile. If the

tyre companies can produce a front wheel tyre which

so largely exceeds the standard of our necessary require-

ments, it is the greatest pity that some of them
cannot turn out a rear wheel tyre which will in ordinary

circumstances go through, at any rate, one year of,

say, 5,000 to 7,000 miles without wearing down to the

fabric, bursting, or puncturing. We shall see about

eighty riders start from Land's End for a 900 miles

jaunt in July, and not one of them will have any real

expectation of getting through without a puncture. In

1906 several men had upwards of a dozen, though start-

ing with new tyres. The tyre companies refuse to

understand that the amateur buyer controls the tyre

demand. They think they must listen to the manu-

facturer's buyer. They show him a nice sensible cover

of big cross section with ^/^in. of material (I dare not

always say "rubber") on the tread. "A beautiful

tyre!" he ejaculates. "But, my dear sir, it is too

puddingy for words ! Do you think our customers

could win hill-climbs with a tyre like that ? We want

something narrow and light and resilient and cheap.

If we fit a 50s. cover to the rear wheel, we shall have

to put our prices up, and then we shall be undersold !

"

So the tyre makers scrap the beautiful reliable sample,

-and sell him a couple of thousand of light sprint tyres

about as sound for road work as single tube Constrictors

would be sound for a retired 16 stone colonel's pedal

tricycle. The buyer is right. He must list a cheap tyre

as his standard ; he must fit a semi-racing tyre as his

By "IXION •

standard. But amongst the great army of motor cyclists

there are hundreds ot men who would gladly pay ;£i

I OS. extra to have their machine sent out with a much
wider rear rim and a rear tyre with some solid depth

of substance on the road. Makers, therefore, should

co-operate with the tyre firms to list what is practically

a voiturette rear tyre as an extra on a special rim and
wheel, a tyre which would go through an ordinary

year without appreciable wear and without puncture.

A. G. Reynolds is one of the few riders with sufficient

enterprise to effect this transformation for himself. On
the rear wheel of his 2 ^ h.p. Bat he has a voiturette

car tyre, and he says it has doubled the machine's

comfort and reliability.

Ladies' Motor Bicycles.

Miss F. M. Crombie has very kindly sent me a

picture of herself with her Matchless machine, which

I have asked the editor to insert in my comments this

week. It has a 2^ h.p. Jap engine, with automatic

Miss F. M. Crombie.

lubrication, complete handle-bar control, 2in. tyres,

spring forks, spring rear frame, scales about 100 lbs.

all on, and will carry her weight up " almost any main
road hill." She says "she would not go back to the

push bicycle at any price,
'

' and so I hope she will be
an apostle of motor ryclins; for ladies in her native

di.5trict.
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A selection of questions offgeneral^interest^received from oturjreaders and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied with a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Hlsllrlng'at HighlSpeeds;

I have a, 3i h.p. motor bi-

S
cycle, accumulator ignition,

trembler coil, which pulls well

on hills, but as soon as it gets

on the level and I advance

spark for speed it commences to mis-

fire. Carburetter clean,' good spark

at plug. Thanks to T?ie Motor Cycle

it has made things easy for me up to

now.

—

Novice, Burnley.

The trouble is probably due to the car-

buretter not receiving sufficient air at

high speeds. A larger choke tube might

be tried with advantage. If the mis-

firing does not disappear try cleaning

and adjusting the contact maker and

the platinum points of the coil.

Fitting an Auxiliary Air Inlet.

I recently fitted an under-

r^ shield (leather) to my 9 h.p.

1^1 Singer tricar. It seems to

LU affect the air supply, as I

found I could not get sufficient

air to carburetter unless I renioved

the wire gauze from the air inlet.

Would an additional air inlet help

matters, and what kind would you

advise, automatic or regulated by

hand?—J.P.
We should advise an extra air inlet in

the shape of a tap screwed into the in-

let pipe above the throttle, so that

when you are running fast you can

open the tap full, and when descend-

ing a hill you can close the throttle

and leave the tap open, thus cooling

the engine. In warmer weather you

might obtain better results by using

the next size larger air adapter.

A Seven Days' Tour in France.

A party of four of us intend

starting from here in June,

getting to Boulogne, and from
there striking southwards, out

tour to take seven full days, in

two 5 h.p. tricars, weighing 4^ cwt.

each. Will you kindly inform me on

the following points : (1.) Cheapest

way to get to Boulogne? (2.) Route
to take from Boulogne? We wish to

do about 130-150 miles per day. (3.)

Do you consider it a good tour? We
shall have a French scholar and
mechanic with us. (4.) Is it likely

to be expensive?—H.E.S., Catford.

(1.) First of all, we should recommend
one or all of your party to join the

A.C.U., so that you will be able to

enjoy the special touring facilities

offered by the R.A.C., to which the

A.C.U. is affiliated. The latter will get

your machines through the customs,

and you may pay the deposit on them
in London ; they will get your tickets

and make arrangements ' for the

machines to be taken on the boat, and
give you every assistance. We should
recommend you to get through them a
"Guide Taride " and the " Annuaire
de Route" of the French Automobile
Club. The latter is most useful, as it

gives the names of the best hotels. The^

cheapest way to get to Boulogne would
be to drive the machines down to Folke-
stone, and then put them on the boat.

If you take them by the cargo boat it

will cost a little less. We should almost
advise you to go to Havre instead of

Boulogne, as it brings you into a more
interesting country, and you will save

a day's journey of 150 miles at least.

(2.) A good seven days' trip would be

A Fit-ali two-speed engine-shalt gear fitted

to a 1907 Triumph.

the following : If you start from
Boulogne it will be quite a day's run

if you get to Rouen ; if you start from
Havre you will be able to go through

Rouen to Chartres the first day, and
Orleans, Blois, Tours, and Angers the

second day. All the places are ex-

tremely interesting, and if you care for

sight-seeing you should take two days
over this part of the trip. This will

take you down the valley of the Loire,

which is extremely picturesque, and
when you have reached Angers you
will not be far from the western coast,

where the scenery is rather fine. Places
worth visiting are : Vannes, whence
you can make an excursion to

Quiberon, you can then go to Roscoff,

through Quimperle, Chateaulin, and'

Morlaix. You can then head your way
along the coast through St. Malo,
Avranches, Caen, Lisieux, Bemay,
Rouen, Caudebec, and Havre. You will
be able to follow this little tour out
quite comfortably by referring to th©
Guide Michelin, which can be obtained
from the Michelin Tyre Co., 49-50,
Sussex Place, Kensington, S.W. An
excellent map is given with this publi-
cation. (3.) You will find this to be an
excellent tour. We have not divided
it up into days. Did we do so you
would probably never adhere to them.
So many objects of interest always crop
up which hopelessly alter one's original
plans. The roads are likely to be ex-
cellent, and you can nearly always-
shorten your journey by cutting off

corners if you are pressed for time.
(4.) The cost at first-class hotels will be
less than that of touring in England.
When once over the water you will
do well to follow the hotels recom-
mended by the French A.C., and only
stop at villages with not more than
2,000 inhabitants.

Clearance between Valv and Tappet.

My 1907 5i h.p. Rex de^ Luxe has lost all the com-
S pression it had a few weeks
-2J ago. It seems to have a little

in the rear cylinder, but none
at all in the fore. I have had off

both cylinders and have ground in
both exhaust valves, but this has
done no good. The piston rings are
quite correct, but I notice in the fore
cylinder, part of the piston just be-
low the rings, seems to have been
knocked or blown off. Would this
affect the compression? The exhaust
valves also do not seem to have any
clearance between the tappet rods.
How can I remedy this, and what
should the clearance be? The engine
also will hardly take any air from
Longuemare carburetter, even al-

though the six holes on bottom of

same are closed with a shield for

slow running.—S.H.A., N.B.
The fact of there being no clearance be-
tween the exhaust valves and stems
accounts for the absence of compression.
The inlet valves may also want grind-

ing in. You should examine the ex-

haust valve seating and see if there is

any crack, also notice if the piston i»

cracked. The small fault in the latter

which you mention should not affect

the compression to any extent. The
clearance between the tappets and the

exhaust valves should be l-32in., and
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the ends of the valves must be filed off

until this clearance is obtamed. You
might overhaul your carburetter for

obstructions, and if after thoroughly

cleaning all passages the engine will

still take no more air, you might try

a larger jet or smaller adapter.

Periodical Attention to a.Mjtor Cycle.

My mount is a 1908 Triumph.

(1.) Should I keep the two
oil reservoirs of magneto filled

with oil, and what oil should

I use for the magneto? (2.) Is

it true that I should keep the

spark lever fully advanced and never

touch it? (3.) How often should the

cylinder be cleaned out?—BK 423.

(1.) Yes. Water-cooled engine oU is

moot suitable. After a few weeks run-

ning remove the screws underneath the

reservoirs to drain all the oil out and

swill with paraffin. Then fill up again

with clean oil. (2.) In the case of the

machine named, the spark is timed in

such a way that the lever does not re-

quire altering except on a very severe

hill, when it might be an advantage to

retard the lever one or two notches at

the most. (3.) The cylinder head

should not require to be cleaned under

1,000 miles running, but clean out the

crankcase with paraffin oftener than

this.

Respecting a Passenger Attachment.

I am about ordering a 1908

^ Phelon and Moore 3^ h.p.

V magneto. (1.) Is the above
-LI bicycle capable of taking a

Montgomery sidecarriage when
rider weighs eleven stones and pas-

senger fourteen stones. (2.) Would
this combination, if fitted with the

new Montgomery non-slipping attach-

ment absolutely obviate sideslip (a)

with passenger, (b) without passen-

ger? (3.) In case the bicycle with

sidecar would not be and could not

be rendered free from skidding for

regular winter riding would the bi-

cycle above-mentioned be able to

carry driver and passenger by means
of Chater-Lea forecar attachment

when hills of two or three miles

might be encountered on the journey?

(4.) Would the fitting of Goodrich

tyres obviate any sideslip which the

Montgomery attachment would not

prevent, even when riding without

passenger? (5.) In case I should

decide to have the Goodrich non-skid

on my tyres would it be better to

have it vulcanised on the extra heavy

Clinchers which go with the P. and

M., or to have them changed for the

Goodrich tyres'—M.A.K.

(1.) The machine in question would be

quite up to the work. (2.) There would

be very little risk of sideslip if you had

a non-skid on the bicycle. (3.) Yes,_ a

forecar attachment could be easily

fitted if desired, but might be likely tx>

cause overheating owing to the position

of the engine. (4.) Undoubtedly, the

fitting of these tyres would obviate side-

slip until the rubber studs were worn
down. (5.) The best plan would be to

fit extra heavy Clincher tyres at first

and use them until the corrugations are

worn off, and then send them away and
have the Goodrich tread vulcanised on
to them.

?

me Correct Mettiod of Driving.

I have a 3 h.p. Triumph
magneto, purchased second-

hand, and I am not certain

whether my method of driving

is correct. I drive as follows ;

Spark as far advanced as it will go

without making the engine knock.

Throttle almost closed, and as much
air as engine will take without miss-

ing fire. On climbing a hill I open

throttle, and if the engine begins

knocking I gradually retard spark,

and at the same time shut off a little

air. I must say that the machine is

in very good condition, and is very

fast on the level, but knocks a bit on

a steep hill. I have cleaned all de-

posit off piston and cylinder head,

fitted new rings, and ground
_

in

valves. Also I can detect no vertical

play on the connecting rod bearings.

—E.R., N.B.
Your method of driving is apparently

quite correct. You might, however,

try closing the air first and then re-

?

Mr. Pat Stewart, of Poena, India, with his

coliectlon of motor cyclin; trophies,] ottlShis

favourite mount, a Twin Brown.

tarding the spark, but if you retard the

spark too much owing to weak spark

and late timing, engine will get hot and

knock. You do not mention
^
the

ratio of the gear and your weight.

Possibly you are geared too high.

Opinion of Machine Wanted.

(1.) Is the twin Eoc a suit-

able machine for touring? (2.)

Would it be any good to enter

for hill-climbs? (3.) Is the

speed gear thoroughly reliable?

(4.) Is it economical? What will it

cover on one gallon of spirit? (5.)

What speed on a level road with a

rider of about nine stones up? (6.)

Is it comfortable, vibrationless, and

noiseless?

—

Grosvenor, Cheshire,

Unfortunately, we have not had a

lengthy experience with the latest

model. (1.) Yes. (2.) This is a ques-

tion which we cannot very well answer.

If tuned up there is no reason why it

should not score in hill-climbs. (3.)

The gear appears to be satisfactory.

(4.) We should estimate the consump-

tion to be, roughly, sixty miles to the

gallon. (5.) Maximum fifty miles an

hour, average over thirty. (6.) The
machine appears to be vibrationless and

comfortable.
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Calculating the Gear.

My machine is a 3^ h.p.^ Peugeot engine in a Chater-

^ Lea frame with Longuemare
-2-1 carburetter and plain coil. The

circumference of belt pulley

(inside measurements) on the engine
is lOin. , and on back wheel 55in.

Back wheel is fitted with a 26in. by
2iin. tyre. It is very fast on the
flat, but seems to lack power on a
stiffish hill, and will not run without
misfiring unless I have the petrol

nearly full on, and the spark well

advanced. Do you think it is too
highly geared? and what would be the
gear from the above dimensions? I

have the commutator well adjusted.
^J.Y.N.C.

The dimensions you have given us will

not give the gear accurately. What
you should do is to mark the pulleys,

wheel the machine along, and note how
many times the engine pulley revolves
to one revolution of the road wheel.
This is the only correct method
of obtaining the road gear. Your
machine should be geared about 4| to 1.

Sluggish Starting due to Carburetter.

Please diagnose cure for

_| following symptoms on 3^ h.p.

> 1907 Rex with magneto igni-
-I-l tion. Machine will not start

cold till pedalled over com-
pression very fast, and then jumps off

at full speed with spark fully

advanced, throttle wide open, and air

closed. It will then take very little

gas, but I cannot open air lever.

After running two miles or so it over-

heats and stops. Sometimes carbu-
retter drips when standing if tap is

left on.—S.I., Leeds.

The difficult starting is caused by too

great an air supply. A smaller funnel
in the carburetter would improve
matters. The over-heating is certainly

curious, and we cannot understand it.

The carburetter should be so adjusted
that you should be able to run with the
throttle half open and three-quarters of

the air, and almost full air when run-
ning uphill with the throttle full open.

The flooding of the carburetter can be
cured by grinding in the needle valve

with crocus powder.

READERS' REPLIES
In reply to " Novice," page 457, you

give a method of grinding in valves.

Now if "Novice" has an obliging

friend to hold the cylinder the follow-

ing, I have found, is much easier and
quicker than the screwdriver method :

Get an ordinary joiner's brace and fit

a screwdriver bit into it. The assis-

tant should hold the cylinder in a hori-

zontal position, while one turns the

brace, easing up the valve every now
and again to let the emery get a fresh

grip. I hope that this tip may save

some brother motorist from long hours

of tedious labour.—A. Sommeiivii,i,e.

[It is quite true a brace can be used

when_cylinder is removed. Or if one

has access to a vertical drilling

machine grinding in can be done by

power if care is used to prevent scor-

ing.

—

Ed.]
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London to Edinburgh and Back.

FOR some days previous to the closing of the entry

list for the M.C.C. annual twenty-four hours'

run I had not made up my mind whether to

compete, but finally sent in an entry form giving

particulars of my 5 h.p. Rex motor bicycle, to which
I pinned my faith to carry me over the four hundred
miles separating London and Edinburgh in twenty-four

hours, and also the return journey to London for the

Schulte and Motor Cycling Club Cups. Preliminary

details over, I commenced to prepare for my self-

imposed task, the magnitude of which grew upon me
as Friday, 5th June, the day for starting, drew near.

As a training spin I rode from town to the A.C.U. hill-

climb at Sutton Bank, near Thirsk, Yorkshire, a dis-

tance of 223 miles. My only worry was tyres, and the

difficulty was to obtain a cover on which I could depend

to stand the strain of a 5 h.p. twin over 800 miles,

and also be free from punctures. I eventually obtained

a 2^in. Shamrock Excelsior rubber-studded cover, in

which I fitted a Miraculum-filled tube, leaving the

original cover supplied with the machine on the front

wheel, but as things turned out, I found tyres cannot

be too new at the start for a long distance ride. Two
Rich detachable tubes formed my spares, and without

them I should not have completed the trial. I also

carried a good supply of inlet and exhaust valves,

sparking plugs, nuts, bolts, and other small useful

parts.

The Day of the Start.

On the Friday evening I made tracks for the Old

Gate House, Highgate, arriving about 8.30, but on

the way broke one of my pair of lamps over the

vile surface of Finchley Road, and I thought this a

bad omen at this early period. A large crowd had
already collected, and a good number of competitors'

motor cycles and cars lined up in their respective

positions on both sides of the road. Of the chief

marshal I obtained my numbered armlets, two short

streamers of green ribbon for tying to the handle-bar

to denote " return journey man," and also two bundles

of numbered tear-off tags for handing to the checkers

along the road. After answering many enquiries as to

whether I was "feeling fit" and attending to the

"inner man," I obeyed the marshal's instructions,

and lined up in single file with the rest, there being

only four or five absentees from the record total of

135 entries. On the stroke of ten o'clock Mr. F. T.

Bidlake gave the first man word to "go," and this

was the signal for a hearty cheer from the thousands of

spectators gathered around, who extended almost with-

out intermission to Bamet. The cheering recurred at

intervals as each man was despatched into the

darkness.

Rain at the Start.

Whilst waiting for my turn to start the sky became
very black and overcast, and I felt a spot or two of

rain. " Ten seconds," " Five seconds," " Get ready,"
" Go," and I found my machine being pushed by willing

hands to get the engine to fire, which it did instantly.

Once clear of the tramlines, I settled down to a steady

bat, and, with the engine humming nicely, I soon

arrived at Hatfield, where I came upon the official

checker quite unexpectedly .several minutes ahead of

time. This sort of thing would not win me the

Schulte Cup, so I went on a little steadier to Biggles-

wade, where I arrived dead on time. The rain about

here made matters uncomfortable. After filling up
with petrol I started off for Grantham, where the com-
petitors had been kindly invited to breakfast at the

George Hotel by Mrs. Marshall. In the meantime my
1 'mp gave up the ghost, and I rode behind a large car

with powerful headlights for some distance until

at 2.15 a.m. it was light enough to see the road. 1

passed several of the other competitors on this stretch,

all of whom seemed to be going well. I was cold

and hungry on arriving at Grantham, and scampered
in for warmth and a welcome repast. By this time

the rain had cleared off, and a fine day looked promis-

ing. The run to Wetherby seemed the longest hundred
miles stretch of the ride, and, peculiarly, the second

hundred on the return journey also seemed of indefinite

length. I had nothing to trouble about, and ambled
along at an easy pace, occasionally passing a com-
petitor busy with his puncture outfit. My twin seemed
to revel in its work, and Wetherby was reached with

plenty of time in hand. Whilst partaking of the

second breakfast reports came in of serious accidents

in the dark to two or three competitors. Rumours of

police traps were heard, and everybody henceforth

kept a keen look-out.

Tyres the Chief Trouble.
The high wind in the teeth of the competitors must

have set the low powered machines a severe task—in fact,

I passed several competitors pedalling on hills, but
few appeared to have mechanical troubles, tyres caus-

ing the most stops. The next halt was Newcastle for

luncheon, and the point which struck me most on this

portion of the ride was the excellent marking of the

route with the M.C.C. arrows, by the Newcastle and
District Motor Cycle Club. This was especially

noticeable near Durham, which city was avoided
by making a detour of two or three miles. Mr. S. W,
Carty was in charge of the checking sheet, and I

signed on feeling as fit as the proverbial fiddle.

Luncheon added renewed vigour, and after obtaining
petrol and oil, and wiping some of the dust off the

machine, I set out for Edinburgh on the last hundred.
My only difficulty now was to find a comfortable posi-

tion in which to sit, and my wrists also commenced
to ache. The wind had almost dropped, and the

dust contained a little less coal. At all the checking

stations where I stopped there were numerous enquiries

after the lady competitor, Miss Muriel Hind, and
everybody admired her pluck and endurance. After

leaving Newcastle, the coast road was taken, and a

refreshing breeze told me of the proximity of_ the sea,

which shortly came into view.

The Finish of the Long Run.
Some of the competitors, after signing at Berwick-

on-Tweed, where tea was provided, seemed to desire

to reach Edinburgh in as short a time as possible, and
I will admit I arrived at Levenhall with plenty of time

to spare. We were then directed to the Royal Hotel,

where we signed the final checking sheet, and the

Schulte Cup competitors' machines were locked up in

a special garage by the officials, to be handed back

to the owners half an hour before starting time on

Sundav at midnight. After dinner, having recounted
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TK.»»' QUADRANT'
3^ h.p.,

M.O.V.

ONE LEVER only

--s^t controls

it from

handle

bar.

LIRE AN. ARM-CHAIR"
All riders are agreed in opinion as to its extreme comfort, many of them

expressing themselves in the same words—" It is like riding in an arm-chair."

Very low frame. Takes every hill in the kingdom. Very fast. Gentleness
itself in traffic. Starts instantly. Control simply perfect.

A few A.O.V. models at bargain prices.

Makers: THE QUADRANTMOTOR CO., LTD., Earlsdon, COVENTRY.
REPAIRS: Genu

(Late af Birnvingham.) Plt»u note correct addresi.

ine Qusi.cli-a.n't pa.i-'fes -For- si.ll Qua.di-a.ri't Gnggit

SPECIAL OFFER OF THE RELIABLE

* DIAMOND' Motor Cycles
The last word in Motor-cycle construction ]andv~s!the product of

asia^iaiis m • riding experience.!^
In order toTintroduoe these splendid machines to theTMOTOR CYCLINGHPUBLIC we are prepared to supply a

limited number to RIDERS living in districts where these machines are not known, at the following

SPECIAL PRICES.

2J h.p. A I V, 70 X 80 ... Usual Price, £26 10s.

*3J h.p. M V, 78 X 84 „. - ' „ „ £37 10s.

*4 h.p. Twin Cylinder, A I V, 66 x 72 „ „ £45

*5 h. p. Twin Cylinder, M V, 73 X 78 , .. £47 10s.

• Fitted with SpeoialJSpring Forks. No Side Play.

SPECIAL PRICE, £21

£28

£36

£38

ALL MODELS FITTED WITH BOSCH MAG-
NETO. These are STANDARD MACHINES in

every respect, and are NOT SPECIALLY
BUILT to sell at special rates.

Full Particulars from :

The VICTORIA TRADING Co.,

47, Lamb's Conduit St., Theobald's Road,

LONDON, W.C
Telephone: 2797, HOLBORN.

-tK^

4 h.p. Model.

In onsweringt either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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•
tyres'

The Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres are treaded with the well-known

•'rib," being designed to give a better grip on greasy roads.

No side-slip attachments are needed with this ribbed tyre.

The Palmer Motor Cycle Tyre for the same reason has a much

sm'iller contact area with the road, giving a firmer grip and

higher speed with less slip. Send for fully descriptive Booklet to

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.,
119. 121. 123, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON. W.C.

enomobile
^-^-w^^"^

solves the problem of the Sociable Tricar.

The Phenoraobile combines the simplicity and low cost of upkeep of a Motor Cycle with the comfort and efficiency of

a Car. In one vital point it even excels any mf tor-propelled vehicle: It is entirely free from Sldeslipa There

are many other advantages which the Phenomobile possesses over the ordinary type of Tricar, and we shall be pleased to

furnish you with full particulars on receipt of a postcard. Prices from 105 £uinea.Ss

Sole Concessionnaires

:

THE NEW ERA MOTOR CO., 6, Lonsdale Road, West Kilburn, 'LONDON, N.W.
Telephone: 3019 P. Hampstead.

In cmswerin^ either of these ad/vertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle,'*
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London to Edinburgh and Back.—

a few adventures with the other competitors, I turned

in for a good night's rest, with a very satisfied feeling.

Nearly one hundred of those who started duly arrived

in Edinburgh inside thirty hours—^a very good proof of

the reliability of the modern machine. I was not about

very early next morning, and those competitors who
had not to make the return ride started for home
by different routes, some going by road through

Kendal and the Lake District. On Sunday it rained

nearly all day, and the return journey men rested

quietly. Activities commenced again about 11 p.m.,

and we all made the most of the half hour allowed to

prepare our travel-stained steeds for the return run.

Commencement of the Return Journey.
I was given the word " Go " at 12.46, and was off

again to cover that long distance separating the two
capitals full of hope. The rain had ceased, and the

night was beautifully clear—in fact, at 2 a.m. I dis-

pensed with the lamp, as I could see well enough to

avoid the rabbits which abounded. I kept company
with Godfrey and Winslow, both on Rex machines, and
we ran through to Berwick, which was the first break-

fast stop, like clockwork. The only incident on this

Geo. A. Barnes, " the English cannon ball " as he is called in Paris,

on his new 14 h.p. racing machine.

Stretch was the difficulty experienced in getting over

the vile cobbled surface of Dunbar. After feeding, I

procured a gaiter for the front tyre, out of which a

piece had been cut by some sharp stone, and repaired

my rubber belt, the fastener having pulled through.

Off again punctually to schedule. Perfect travelling

conditions prevailed, the day commencing warm. A
few miles out of Berwick my back tyre went down, the

valve of the tube containing the Miraculum having

pulled out, to which I do not attach any blame. I

threw the tube away, and quickly fitted one of the Rich

detachables.

All the cup competitors' machines seemed to be

running perfectly, the lame ducks having dropped out

on the journey north. Some of the competitors must

have been endowed with the patience of Job himself,

keeping so strictly to 20 m.p.h., actually arriving in

controls within seconds of schedule. I found the short

distance over which I kept strictly to time very tedious

work. A very excellent system of secret checks was

adopted, a car travelling in front of the riders drop-

ping a timekeeper, who would secret himself in the

hedge and take the competitors' times as they passed,

to be picked up later by another car following in the

rear.

Tw^o Policemen up a Tree.
On two or three occasions, until I became accustomed

to this arrangement, I took the timekeeper to be an
assistant in a police trap, of which there were several

of the long distance variety along the road, and in one
place I espied two men comfortably ensconced up a

tree. Only two or three competitors were caught, how-
ever. At Newcastle the second breakfast was ready,

and once more replenishing the tank, we set out for

Wetherby. Beyond care in passing several flocks of

sheep and herds of cattle, I had nothing to do but

steer and give the engine a pumpful of oil every few,

miles. Once I caught up the leading official car, but

was promptly warned to keep in the rear, and popped
along very slowly to the luncheon place, which marked
the completion of three parts of my task. At Wetherby
the competitors were warned that the police were every-

where as far as Grantham, and this proved rather

awkward, as I had two or three punctures and had to

make up time. I, however, managed to reach Grant-

ham, where tea was waiting, to schedule, after going

very slowly on account of a police trap outside the town.

Then I experienced a whole host of tyre troubles. Five

miles out I damaged my second spare tube beyond
repair, and I had to insert a 2in. tube, kindly lent me
by a passing motor cyclist. This necessitated taking

the back wheel out on the road, which delayed me an

hour, and to make up I was obliged to travel very fast

to Biggleswade, fifty-five miles away. Replenishing

the petrol tank for the last time, I lit the lamp for the

thirty-five miles to Barnet. The machine ran perfectly

until about three miles out, when the belt fastener again

pulled through. Nothing less than a lin. belt is strong

enough for a 5 h.p. twin. I was in a predicament,
,
as

the belt was now too short, but managed tO' rig this up

satisfactorily, and duly arrived in Barnet about 11 p.m.,

where Bidlake again officiated with the watch, and 1

thus qualified for the Schulte medal. The return

journey did not seem nearly so long as the outward run,

probably because the ground was now more familiar

to me. I felt quite fit bodily, but sleepy. I supped at

the " Old Sal," and then made for the west of London.

Some of the riders seemed loth to leave J:he hospitality

of the hotel, and slept there the night. Wext morning,

after a good night's rest, I felt almost sorry I was not

due away at midnight on the return journey again, so

enjoyable had been the run. Barring tyre troubles and

the belt pulling through, not a single detail of the twin-

cylinder T.T. Rex required attention. The marking

of the route and general organisation of the run were

excellent, and did great credit to the officials of the

Motor Cycling Club responsible.

H. P. Beasley.
y-^»m^

Readers who are in possession of worn leather or

rubber V belts need not discard these as useless.

Price and Co., 11, Mount Pleasant, E.G., have brought

out some grips called the Ukantes, which can be affixed

to the belt at intervals of about 2f4in. These pack

the belt up in the groove of the pulley, and prevent it

slipping through touching the bottom of the groove.

We understand that quite a large business is being done

in them.
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LONDON to EDINBURGH
AND BACK.

RIDING POSITION AND
" POPPING."

End-to-end Records.

The list of Land's End to John o-
Groat's records given at the end of

April requires revision, as three out of

the four mentioned have been broken
during the present month. The new
records are : Motor bicycle, 41h. 28m. ;

motor car, 42h. 5m.
;

pedal bicycle,

3 days 5h. 20m. ; vcalking, just under
17 days.

A Good Day's Run.

The Sunderland and District M.C.C.
is celebrating Race Wednesday (to-day,

June 24th) by having a run to

Doncaster and back, starting at

the early hour of 4.30 a.m. Ra-ce

Wednesday is the principal day
of the Newcastle Race Week,
and one of the most popular
holidays of the year along Tyne-
side and Wearside.

For Suppressing Furious Driving.

The Toronto police authorities
have decided to adopt motor
bicycles for use in catching
motor car drivers who exceed
the speed limit, and have selected
Brown motor bicycles for the use
of their staff.

A Midsummer Climb.

We hear that the S.E.A.C.A.
has decided to promote a mid-
summer hill -climb on an entirely
fresh hill in Kent. Competi-
tors only will be advised of the
location of the hill selected at
the shortest possible notice, so
that no possibility of police in-

terference is to be anticipated.

Speed Limit at Croydon.

What with ten mile limits and
long-distance traps, the Brighton Road
will soon be impossible. Croydon has
now applied for a ten miles limit on the
Brighton Road, and also certain roads
at Norwood.

Championship ol France.

The Auto Cycle Club of France is
organising an event styled Championnat
de France de la Motocyclette, which is
to be decided at the Pare des Princes
track on the 23rd of July next, the dis-
tance being 100 kilometres. The contest
will be confined to machines of French
make with engines not exceeding 250
cm. capacity.

The Poor Man's Motor.

An interesting article appeared re-
cently in the Birmingham Daily Mail
entitled "The Poor Man's Motor, or
Six

_
Years' Experience of Motor

Cycling." There ia one paragraph

in the article which we think requires

confirmation, and that is the average
speed on tour of a 2^ h.p. motor tri-

cycle with trailer, stated to be twenty-
two miles an hour. Years ago we had
a lengthy experience of motor tricycles

and trailers, and certainly cannot re-

member averaging twenty-two miles an
hour. Tricycles were very efficient

hill-climbers, and, suitably geared,

would pull a trailer at an average speed
of eighteen miles an hour, but we
hardly think twenty-two miles an hour
could be maintained for long distances.

^J**^*t***********t**t**t********t'*****t**t********************t**'

FUTURE EVENTS.

June 24—London United Tramways Five Miles Tourist
Motor Cycle Handicap at the Stadium.

„ 27—M.C.C. INTER-TEAM TRIALS for "The
Motor Cycle " Fifty Guineas Challenge Cup.
Prospective Competitors : Motor Cycling
Club, Coventry M.C., Great Yarmouth
M.C.C, Birmingham M.C.C, Lincolnshire
M.C.C, Liverpool M.C, North West London
M.C.C, Sheffield and H?.llamshire M.C.C,
Manchester M.C, and Bocardo M.C.C.
(Oxford).

„ 27—Motor Cycle Union of Ireland Tnter-centre

Contest for the Triumph Cup.
„ 27—Scottish Twelve Hours' Open Reliability Trial.

„ A.CU. 24 Hours' Ride, London to Plymouth
and back.

July 4—Essex M.C. Open 200 Miles Non-stop Run.
„ 6-7—A.CF. Grand Prix Races for Car

Voiturettes.

„ 13-18—A.CU. LAND'S END TO JOHN-O'-
GROAT'S SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY
TRIAL.

„ 14-15—M.CU.I. (Ulster Centre) Open 400 Miles
Reliability Contest.

,, 25—Motor Cycling Club Petrol Consumption Tests,
Aug. 8—Essex M.C. Open Race Meeting at the Stadium.
Sep. The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy

Race in the Isle of Man.

i*
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The Puncture Fiend Defied.

Few competitors in the M.C.C.
London to Edinburgh and back trial

can boast absolute immunity from tyre
trouble, yet 0. C. Godfrey, whose twin
Rex had tubes charged with Miraculum,
had no occasion to use the pump at

all. We understand that several nails
and pieces oi iron were removed from
the tyres en route, but none caused
delay.

A Prominent North-country Motor Cyclist.

One of the most prominent men in

the North Durham district who
has adopted motor cycling as a
hobby and a convenience is

Major Ernest Vaux. He may be
seen frequently riding from the
middle of Sunderland into the
rural district on its western
boundary, where he has a
pleasant estate—Harrington Hall,
Grindon. Major Vaux, by the
way, is one of the supporters of

Lieut.-General Baden Powell's
scheme of boy scouts, and it is

at his Grindon estate that some
of the Sunderland and London
scouts, raised by the general,
have been recently encamped.

The End-to-end Trial Next Month.

Intending competitors in the
A.CU. Land's End to John-o'-
Groat's Six Days' Trial should
note that entries definitely close

on Saturday next, the 27th inst.

In addition to the list of twenty-
six entrants referred to last

week, a number of further entries
have been received, and it is ex-
pected that the list will be con-
siderably swelled between now
and Saturday.

New Police Traps.

In Grange Road, Northgate, Dar-
lington, there is a trap 290 yards in

length.

A mile outside Basingstoke, on the
main road from London, a trap is being
worked from the top and down a steep

hill.

At Studley, Warwickshire, all motor-
ists are timed over a quarter of a mile
from Watt Road to Spernal Ash.

Motorists are timed over the straight

stretch of road between Newark and
Kelham.
There is a four miles trap on the Old

Chester Road from the cross-roads at

the Queensferry Road to a point near
the canal bridge by Chester. (Worked
on Sundays.)

Also one on the Broad Green-Roby
Road, and one between Huyton Church
and Prescot.

The A.CU. and Unattached Riders.

At a committee meeting of the
A.CU. on the 12th ult. the question of
the association of unattached riders was
referred to the Legislative Sub-com-
mittee. The report was that a scheme
of association was not wanted, and
should be rejected. This report was
then submitted to the General Com-
mittee and accepted, and a resolution
passed that an associate scheme be re-

jected. In the meantime it is worthy
of note that the Brighton and District
M.C.C. is enrolling associate members
at 4s. per head, the South-eastern Auto
Cycle Association at 5s., and among
other advantages the last-mentioned
club is just concluding an agreement
for a reduced insurance policy. The
Bradford M.C.C, and, we believe, the
Newcastle and District M.C.C, have
also similar schemes.
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Our Black List.

A car bearing the registration letter

K was driven at an excessively fast

speed through Coventry on Friday
last, about 2.20 p.m., considering the
amount of traffic and the repairs beintr

undertaken on the Birmingham Road.

Petrol in One Gallon Tins.

Regarding the paragraph recently
published in these columns on the sub-
ject of one gallon tins of petrol, sealed

and stoppered, Messrs. A. W. Hey-
bourn and Co., High Street, Maiden-
head, advise us that one gallon cans
have been stocked by them for over a

year. Large petrol distillers should
note this.

Additional New Police Traps.

Between Llanfairfechan and Penmaen-
mawr on the JBangor-Conway Road, and
un the Holyhead Road between Capel
Curig and Bettws-y-Coed. These traps

are working on Saturdays and Sundays,
and are controlled by means of a flag,

which is not always operated from the

same place.

Flying Kilometre Races at Lyons.

The Motor Cycle Club of Lyons held
races over a flying kilometre on the
21st. There were four classes. Class
I., for motor- cycles with engines not
exceeding 250 cubic centimetres. Class
II., not exceeding 333 cubic centi-

metres. Class III., not exceeding 500
cubic centimetres. Class IV., over 500
cubic centimetres. The results were :

Class I., Pons (Peugeot), 59|s. ; Class
II., Ferrand (Magnat-Debon), 50|s. ;

Class III., Dravoub (Peugeot), 50s. ;

Class IV., Bouvard (Peugeot), 47|s.

The time in Class IV. equals a speed
of just under forty-seven miles an hour.

Amusing Evidence.

At Middlesbrough, last week, a Nor-
manby motor cyclist was charged with
riding a motor cycle to the danger of

the public at South Bank on the 6th
inst., at 11.15 p.m. A constable said

immediately the motor cyclist passed
him he increased his speed—he could
tell by the beat of the machine. There
were a number of people on the road.
The defendant said that altliough he
increased the speed regulator, owing to
the fact that the belt was slipping, his

machine travelled no faster, but the
beat of the engine increased. He did
not travel more than 15 m.p.h. that
night, and rode carefully all the way
home. The case was dismissed.

An amatenr rld.ir, C. H. Crole-Rees, who success-

fully rode his 6 h.p. Advance in the London to

Coventry and Back Twelve Hours' Run, and the

London to Edinburgh and Back Run.

An Aged Joke.

What reader has not heard and read

more than once the story of the be-

goggled motor cyclist on his way to

Regent's Park, enquiring of a boy if he
was right for the Zoo? The stereotyped

paragraph re-appeared in a "bits"
paper last week, but the real joke, we
presume, was that the paragraph was
printed under the heading, " One guinea

per column is paid for original contri-

butions to this paper."

The End-to-end Trial Neit Month.

Additional entries for the A.C.U.
End-to-end Trial are : A. H. Onnerod
(5 h.p. F.N.), J. 0. M. Dixon (3i h.p.

Vindec Special), Capt. Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N. (3i h.p.

Triumph), R. Moore (3^ h.p. P. and
M.), A. D. Nicholfion (3^ h.p.

Triumph), H. N. Dommett (machine
not stated), Robert King (3^ h.p.

Triumph), J. Haslam (3^ h.p. Rex), F.

W. Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex), and S. W.
Carty (3i h.p. N.S.U.)

A Display on the Track.

D. E. Clark gave a motor cycle dis-

play on the St. Alban's track in Clar-

ence Park on Saturday afternoon in

connection with the Garden Party and
Evening Fete in aid of the Railway-
men's Convalescent Home, Heme Bay.
Riding his 2J h.p. Century-Givaud.in
he accomplished the five miles in 5m.
36s. with a very strong head wind
blowing over part of the track. His
time was -|s. slower than Colver's, who
holds the track record.

M.C.C. Team Competition.

Teams from the following clubs have

been definitely entered for the M.C.C.'s

100 miles team trial for TAe Motor Cycle

Cup : 1, Southern M.C. ; 2, Coventry

M.C. ; 3, North West London M.C.C. ;

4, Motor Cycling Club ; 5, Bocardo

M.C.C. (Oxford); 6, Sheflleld and

Hallamshire M.C.C. ; 7, Great Yar-

mouth and District M.C.C. ; 8, Man-
chester M.C. and 9, Birmingham
M.C.C. In addition, an entry was

expected at the time of going to press

from the Lincolnshire M.C.C. If all

the above teams compete on Saturday

next it will be the largest number that

has started for this event, and reflects

great credit on the trials hon. sec, Mr.

J. Van Hooydonk.

Important.

Competitors in the above team trial

are hereby notified that in consequence

of the very loose state of parts of the

surface of Watling Street, between

Daventry and Cross m Hand, the course

has been altered from Watlmg Street

to the Daventry, Byfield, and Chipping

Warden road. iThis course includes ont

or two fairly steep hills.

Accommodation at Daventry.

Those motor cyclists who are com-

peting in the M.C.C. Team Competition

on Saturday next would be well advised

to book their accommodation early.

Daventry possesses several well-equipped

hotels, but the accommodation is not

unlimited. The principal hotels in the

town are the Bear, the Peacock, and

the Wheatsheaf, and they can accom-

modate about sixty.

How to get Rich QnioMy.

The following paragraph is culled

from the Bridport News. Bridport is

a small town situated between
Weymouth and Exeter, and wa?
at one time notorious as a smug
gler's resort. "The Mayor asked

why the Council should not put up a

notice restricting motor cars to a

speed of twelve miles an hour in pass-

ing through the town. When in

Worcestershire quite recently a magis-

trate told him his Council made as mucli

as £60 in one day in fines for motor
cars exceeding the speed limit, and h''

did not see why the Bridport Council
shxnild not get some money in this way
(Hear, hear, and laughter.) The Town
Clerk agreed to look into the matter
and report at their next meeting. (The
italics are ours.)

Motor bicyclists

and tricarists in

the annual Wood-

lord meet of

decorated motor

vehicles last

Saturday.
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B
The London=Edinburgh Medal Winners.

ELOW is an official list of medal winners in the London-
Edinburgh competition. The names of the machines
ridden were given in our report of the run, on page
463 of June 10th. Readers will learn with pleasure

that the motor cyclists in the double journey of nearly eight
hundred miles for the Schulte Cup and the special M.C.C.
Cup made a very hard fight for the former trophy. S. G.

' S. G. Fiost, winner ot the special cnp in the M.C.C. London-Gdinbnrgh
and bacls run. We understand thit he very nearly won ths Schulte Cup
also. The machine is a twin-cylinder Minerva, with G.A. carburetter.
Palmer tyres. Continental belt, and[Brook-. seat.

Frost, who rode a 4^ h.p. twin-cylinder Minerva, was
desperately near to Platt-Betts on an 8 h.p. Rover car, he
being only ^ of a mark behind, thus demonstrating that, apart
from the advantage of speed measuring instruments, the
skilled motor cyclist can run the cleverest car driver very
close indeed. Pktt-Betts, having now won the Schulte Cup
twice in succession, becomes the absolute owner of it. S. G.
Frost is adjudged to be the first winner of the M.C.C.
Challenge Cup. This cup has to be won three times in all,

not necessarily in succession, it then becomes the winner's
property. A. 6. Reynolds (3i h.p. Vindec) was third.
The following names have been passed by the committee

for London to Edinburgh gold medals : Captain Sir R. R.
Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., D. S. Baddeley, L. A. Baddeley,
J. L. Barratt, H. M. Bentley, R. G. Booth, Dr. E. W.
Brewerton, A. T. Browett, A. J. Brown, J. F. Buckingham,
P. S. Campariole, M. Campbell, W. Chater Lea, H. CTiilde,

S. H. Clay, H, Collins, C. C. Cooke, H. Cowlin, T. F. Cox,
F. Cozens, B. Cumberland, F. C. Dee, E. B. Dickson,
J. 0. M. Dixon, A. D. Draper, G. L. Fletcher, A. H. Forbes.
H. S. Freeman, S. H. Fry, G. Gibson, W. Gunn, I. B. Hart-
Davies, J. S. Harwood, F. T. Heighton, Miss Muriel Hind,
J. Van Hooydonk, A. de S. Hutton, W. A. Jacobs, W. G.
•James, P. Janson, C. P. Lacev. Lieut. Gerald Lane, R.IS'.,

W. H. Lane, J. P. Le Grand, H. P. Mays, A. B. McDonald,
Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell, C. G. Myer, H. S. Myer, A. D.
Mundy-NichoLson, V. Olsson, R. S." Parris, T. Pears, P. E.

Quick, G. W. Raper, G. E. Roberts, G. Rowden, W. A. Sale,

H. C. Sayer, C. J. Seed, F. G. Smith, A. J. Sproston, A. M.
Tatham, A. Walton, Stanley Webb, W. H. Wells, F. White,
and J. Winslow

SUver medals : W. H. Bishop and H. Williamson.
Double journey gold medals : H. P. Beasley, C. W. Brown.

R. 0. Clark, C. H. Crole-Rees, E. V. Fielder, S. G. Frost.
E. Gwynne, 0. C. Godfrey, F. J. Jenkins, A. S. Phillips,

J. Platt-Betts, A. G. Reynolds, 0. L. Summers, and Miss
A. E. Wood.
A few names have been held over for further consideration

by the committee at the next meeting. The medals and other
awards will be distributed at the annual dinner, which will

take place some time in December.
Details are now being arranged for the Chas. Jarrott

Cup, London to Land's End and back competition, and will

be sent to members in due course. The competition is open
only to members of the club, so that all motor bicyclists who
wish to take part in this event and are not already members
of the club, should at once apply to the hon. secretary, Mr. A.
Candler, 1, Lime Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W., for forms of

membership.
The competition for the M.C.C. Trophy for cars has been

postponed from July 11th to July 25th, and the Petrol Con-
sumption Test will be held on September 12th.

ENTRIES FOR THE M.C.C. TEAM COMPETITION.

The very representative entry of nine teams of six riders

has been received for the M.C.C. team competition at

Daventry on Saturday, and the Lincolnshire M.C.C. entry
was expected at the time of going to press. The clubs that
have entered are: The Southern M.C., Coventry M.C., Motor
Cycling Club, Bocardo M.C.C. (Oxford), Sheffield and Hallam-
shire M.C.C, North-west London M.C.C, Great Yarmouth
and District M.C.C, Manchester M.C, and Birmingham
M.C.C. The team to represent the M.C.C. for TTie Motor Cycle
challenge cup on June 27th was selected at a meeting on
Monday evening of

last week, viz. : Motor
bicyclists—E. Pond,
Stanley Webb, R. M.
Brice, and W. H.
Wells ; reserves—R. C
Davis and H. O.

Slingo. Tricars—^Dr.

E. W. Brewerton and
Frank Cozens ; re-

serve—^M. W. Randall.

Coventry M.C.

The following team
will defend the title

to the holders of the
cup : Bicycles — P
Hulbert (3^ h.p
Triumph), W. William
son (3^ h.p. Rex), P
C. Mustard (3^ h.p
Triumph), and I. B
Hart-Davies (3^ h.p
Triumph) ; reserves,

G. E. Roberts and
Geof. Smith (^ h.p
Triumphs). Tricars

—

A. M. Startin (5 h.p
Riley) and G. Lee-
Evans (6 h.p. Rex
Litette) ; ireserve, Stan-
ley Riley (5 h.p.

Riley).

The names of the
riders representing the
remaining seven clubs

have not reached us.

"The Motor Cycle " Fitly Guinea Challenge
Cup, to be competed lor by teams representlns
nine different clubs at Daventry on Saturday.

The trial starts from the Banbury
Road, Daventry, at about 10 a.m. on Saturday next. The
course is twelve and a half miles out, and the double journey
will be covered twice before lunch and twice in the aftiemoon,
making a total of 100 miles. For every mile covered without
a stop one mark is awarded. Last year the highest score
was made, namely, 534 out of a possible 600 by the Coventry
M.C, but the course was more level than the one chosen
for this year's trial. There are one or two hills on the Ban-
bury Road which will test the competitors' skill in keeping
their engines cool and also the power of their machines.
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CLUB NEWS.
Perth and District M.C.C.

The run on Saturday last, was much enjoyed. The route

was by Dunkeld to Aberfeldy, where tea was served, con-

tinuing by Loch-na-Craig to Amulree, Methven, and Perth.

The long climb from Aberfeldy was made more difEcult by

a strong head wind, but the magnificent view from the hill

top was ample compensation. There was a good assembly of

members.

Torli County M.C.C.

A twelve hours reliability run has been arranged for June

28th, and the committee are organising a twenty-four hours

run from Leeds to Edinburgh and back for July 18th,

the rider accomplisliing the best performance to be awarded
outright a valuable silver cup, kindly presented by the

Palmer Tyre, Ltd. (see page 480). All members com-

pleting the run within twenty-four hours will be awarded

the club's standr.rd gold medal.

Hull and East Riding Auto Cycle Club.

On Saturday, July 4th, a hill-climbing contest will be

held. Four classes "have been arranged for, and the hill

chosen is within twenty miles of Hull.

On July 11th the Scarborough reliability trial will be held,

iind a visit from the Scarborough Motor Club (reliability trial)

will be made to-day (Wednesday), when members of the Hull

Club will check the' competitors.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The twelve houis trial from Newcastle to Edinburgh and
back started on the 13th inst. at 8 p.m., vid Ottercaps, Carter

Fell, Jedburgh, Lauder, etc., returning from Edinburgh via

Berwick on Sunday morning. Very severe weather condi-

tions were experienced ; heavy rain commenced to fall one

hour after the start, and continued till 5 a.m., besides which
there was a strong headwind. Twenty-five entries were
received ; eighteen men started, but a number retired. Those
who finished in twelve hours were : G. W. Raper (6 h.p.

M.S.U.), A. D. Nicholson (3^ h.p. Triumph), and K. Rhein-

limit, and those riders who completed the run must be con-

gratulated on a splendid performance.

Western District M.C. (London).

Members are reminded of the joint run on June 28th to

Reigate with the Eastern District iUotor Club. In the after-

noon tea will be taken at the invitation of Mr. Leverton
Harris at his residence at Dorking.
The above club held a reliability run to Salisbury and

back on the 14th inst. for a silver cup given by the presi-

dent. The method adopted to find the winner was as

follows : Checkers took the time each rider passed them
secretly at two points unknown to the competitors, both
on the out and homeward journey, and they were also
checked at Salisbury on arrival and departure. On© mark
was deducted for each ^m. over or under a speed of
twenty miles per hour. In spite of there being five different
checking points, two of the competitors lost exactly the same
number of marks, viz. sixteen, and they have decided to
share the honour of holding the cup for twelve months.
These competitors were only four minutes out on a distance
of 140 miles. Result : R. Canham (3^ h.p. Brown) and H.
Vowler (3^ h.p. Triumph),, equal ; W. Canham (3^ h.p.

London), 3.

Richmond and District M.C.C.

A petrol consumption test and steering competition will

be held on June 28th, when a gold and silver medal will be

given to the first and second winners. The meet will take

place at the Assembly Rooms, Surbiton, at 10 a.m. A picnic

will take place at Leith Hill after the petrol consumption

test, and lady friends of the members are invited.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The first closed hill-climb was held on Saturday last on

the Old Birmingham Road, between Marlbrook and the Lickey
Monument, near Bromsgrove. There were twenty entries,

and the results on formula are as follows:

Three eompetltors in the Lincolnshire M.C.C. Reliability Trial leaving
the Spread Eagle Hotel, Lincoln.

StNGLE-CYLI.NDEK ClaSS.

N.
G.
W,
C.

A.
H.
R
L,

0. Pollock (3i _

Sanders (3^ h.p. Minerva)
h.p. Rex)

Fig. of merit.

64.23

61.26
57.60
57.56
56.20

56.10
53.80
42.06

Ward (3i"h.p. Triumph)
A. Williams (3i h.p. Triumph)
Jennings (3-^ h.p. Triumph) ...

C. Pickering (2^ h.p. Featherweight Rex)
T. Davies (3^ h.p. Triumph)
C. Wakeman (3^ .h.p. Ariel)

W. A. Stuart (5^ h.p. Triumph), traffic stop.

TwiN-CYLINDBE ClaSS.
F. H. Southam (5 h.p. Vindec) 58.11

L. Pickering (5 h.p. Rex) 55.68
H. J. Folkes (5 h.p. Rex) 51.02

R. N. Corah (5 h.p. Rex) 50.51

R. T. Wood (6 h.p. N.S.U.) 49.27

E. Burgess (5 h.p. Rex) 44.31
E. J. Smith (5 h.p. Roc) 35.59

Great assistance was rendered by Messrs. Rodway, Denley.
and Burgess, who acted as timekeepers, and Mr. J. Weaver.
of Bromsgrove, who superintended the weighing.
The special prize for the fastest time in the day was won

by .Mr. R. T. Wood (6 h.p. N.S.U.) ; time, 91|s.

Competitors in the Western District M.C. (London) RfiUablUty Rnn [0 Sallsbory and baak.
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Club News.
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Newcastle M.O.

The result of the reliability non-stop run from Newcastle
to Jedburgh and back—a distance of 114 miles over the
stiifest roads in the Border counties of England and Scot-
land—was : 1, Wm. Dunn (3^ h.p. Dene) ; 2, Isaac Baty (3^
h.p. Dene). Passenger class—T. Lee (Frank Tricar). Mr.
Dunn wins the Allan Robson challenge shield. There were
twenty competitors.

Scottish Twelve Hours Open Reliability Trial.

The Glasgow and Edinburgh M.C.C.'s have arranged a
twelve hours r<?liability trial for Saturday, the 27th inst., on
the same lines as the successful one promoted by these clubs
last year. A very iine and interesting route, starting at

Glasgow and finishing at Edinburgh, has been marked out,

extending approximately to 228 miles. Full particulars and
entry forms may be obtained from James S, Fulton, 131,

West Regent Street, Glasgow ; Campbell McGregor, 2, Green-
hill Place, Edinburgh ; or A. Allan Hay, 196, Bruntstield

Place, Edinburgh.

loter-elub Meet o( the Lincolnshire M.C.C. and Hull A C.C.

A most successful meet of the above clubs was held at

Scawby Gull Ponds on Saturday. It was the second annual
fixture of the kind, and was very well attended. After the
interesting spectacle of tens of thousands of gulls had been
witnessed a photograph was taken for The Motor Cycle, and
the whole of the riders went on to Brigg and took tea at the
Angel Hotel.
To-morrow (Thursday) the Lincolnshire Club has a hill-

climb at Alford, and on Saturday one at Lambcroft Hill,

Ludbrough. Entries to the hon. sec.

Shrewsbury "Aliens" M.C.C.

This club held its opening reliability run to Aberystwyth
and back on the 14th inst., a distance of 153 miles, and the
following members took part : Messrs. B. Ommeny (3-^ h.p.

Rex), C. Rice-Oxley (3i h.p. Rex), A. Taylor (3i h.p. Brown),
C. Ommeny (3^ h.p. Rex), and J. 0. Hughes (2^ h.p. Zedel).

The route taken was via Welshpool, Newtown, Llangurig,
through the magnificent scenery of the Plynlimmon district

(where, however, the roads were bad and the gradients
severe) to Aberystwyth. The return journey was made via
Machynlleth, Newtown, Montgomery, to Shrewsbury. All

finished without experiencing trouble with the exception of

Taylor, the spindle of his front wheel breaking.

Inter-elub Trial in Scotland.

On the 13th inst. the second annual competition for the
Hamilton shield took place. The Edinburgh Club, as holders,

had the management of this year's event. The test was a
reliability trial of 100 miles and a hill-climb. Three teams
entered—the holders (Edinburgh), Waverley, and Glasgow.
Glasgow only had one starter, so from the very beginning it

was almost hopeless. Result :

Edinburgh M.C.C 4,427 marks
Edinburgh Waverley M.C 3,765 „
Glasgow M.C.C •. 973 „

Edinburgh M.C.C. was represented by four F.N.'s and one
Vindec ; Edinburgh Waverley, four Rovers and one Triumph

;

and Glasgow, one Triumph.
Times on the hill were on the whole very good. The fastest

was the Vindec Special; second, F.N. ; third, Triumph.
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I Esses M.C.

The executive of the above club has postponed the date

of the annual 2()0 miles non-stop trial from July 4th to

August 29th.

Leeds M.C.C.

The winner of the cup and gold medal in the Leeds-Edui-

burgh and back twenty-four hours run is F. W. Greenwood

(3i h.p. Rex). Gold medals; 2nd, G. E. Tennant (5 h.p.

Vindec), lost 2 points; 3rd, Eric Myers (3i h.p. Triumph),

lost 58 points. The following finished in twenty-four hours,

and will receive bronze medals : H. D. Shaw, E. Slater, A.

H. Hyde, and J. Percival (all on 3i h.p. Triumphs).

There will be three classes in the Sutton Bank hill-climb

next week-end—singles (standards), singles (T.T. or specials),

and twins. Final to be run off by the three winners ; handi-

cap for final to be made by the difference in time, the fastest

to allow the others the difference in their class time. Entries

will be taken on the spot.

Walthamstow M.C.

The above club was strongly represented at the Woodford
meet on the 20th inst. The very tasteful appearance of the

cars, tricars, and bicycles was very creditable to the mem-
bers, and was greatly appreciated by the public all along

the route. The first prize for decorated motor cars was
received by the president of the club (Dr. Stanley Owen), and

the prize for the best decorated motor cycle (with forecar) by

R. J. Lisles. Another special typical representation was by

the hon. sec, J. W. Percival, who, attired as a French

army officer, carried a lady passenger in his tricar dressed as

"Britannia," and displayed the familiar words "Entente
Cordiale."

Southern M.C.

A 100 miles reliability trial and speed-judging contest was
held on Saturday last for the Hewlett challenge cup and
gold medal.

Tricars and cars : This competition was decided over a

circular course of thirty-three miles which was covered three

times. The winner was judged by even running over the

three circuits, making non-stop runs. The winner proved to

be Mr. Harrison (9 h.p. Riley car). Two tricarists com-
peted, viz,, W. Portwine (5 h.p. A. and A.O.) and S. Good-
ley (4i h.p. Phoenix).

100 miles motor cycle reliability trial for gold medal and
certificates over the same course at same time. Entries :

T. E. Goodley (3^ h.p. Triumph), E. K. Davies (3 h.p.

Davies), J. Wheeler (3i h.p. Triumph), G. Connor (2J h.p.

Twin Fairy), and G. Aldington (5 h.p. Twin Kerry). The
winner of this event was J. Wheeler, and second T. E.

Goodley.
>-•••--<

Harry Martin rode a machine fitted with Continental tyres

when he won the ten miles motxjr cycle handicap at the

Stadium on Saturday, the 13th inst.

The latest form of Palmer Cord tyre is provided with a

flap on the inner side to prevent the tube being nipped.

Motor cyclists will be much interested to hear of this im-
provemeiit, as it tends to add further to the excellence of the
tyre mentioned above.

I

Inter-club meet

of the Lincoln-

shire M.C.C. and

Hull and East

Riding A. C.C. al

Scawby Gull

Ponds

last Saturday.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addresseCto the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be aocomp»nied by the writer's (uU name and address.

Motor Cycling in Southern Nigeria.

[3365.]—In your issue of May 6th you publish a letter

from Mr. J. H. Greenup, in which he states that he is not

aware of another motor cycle on the Coast.

1 do not know whether Mr. Greenup is referring to the

Gold Coa^ simply, or whether he means West Africa

generally, which is known as the Coast. If he alludes to the

latter, I beg to inform him that there are several motor cycles

being ridden here in Lagos, including three or four Moto-

sacoches and a twin-cylinder Fairy. W. A. WILLIAMS.
Lagos.

Petrol in One Gallon Tins.

[3366.]—i?e ktter 3363, "Petrol in Small Cans," I am sure

there are hundreds of riders who are waitmg for these to

come along ; they are needed, and badly needed, too. There

are many garages who will not sell less than two gallons,

and there are many riders, like myself, who have not capacity

for that quantity, and we do not want to buy the tui every

time. I have never had the experience of being served with

paraffin up to date, but it is not too late with the present

deplorable state of affairs. I rode to London last week,

and having to call for petrol at Stamford I found the Pick

Motor Co. most obliging. They will serve with half a

gallon of Shell if needed. SHEFFIELD.

Front Wheel Stands.

[3367.]—-He front stand mentioned in The Motor Cycle liy

" Ixion," I have one on my machine which I made like an

ordinary carrier. It clamps on the back stays with wing

nuts; reversed, it makes a stand for testing; it is instantly

detachable. I liave two pedal bicycle rear axle steps screwed

on front spindle, which fit the same wing nuts used at the

back. The stand is simply taken from back, sprung on steps

on front forks, wing nuts screwed on, and front wheel is

immediately jacked up, and the necessary repairs can be

done. The stand can then be replaced. With this class of

carrier only one is required, as it answers the purpose ot

carrier and stand for cither front or back wheel. I have

had it on my machine for about four years, and have seen

no stand on the market to equal it for convenience, bhouid

anyone feel mterested in it, I should ^'^
^P^^^^^^^'^u's

Gudgeon Pin Fastenings.

[3368.]—Having read with great interest "Ixion's"

remarks re gudgeon pin set screws falling out, I enclose tor

your inspection a snap-shot, which

will, I think, serve to further sub-

stantiate his claims. The photograph,

as you will no doubt be aware, is of

a 3i h.p. 1905 Rex cylinder. A large

piece has been knocked clean out of the

front of it, also a corresponding piece

out of the bottom of the piston.

Strange to relate, the pieces of the

cylinder and both set screws were

found in the crank case, in the recess

between the flywheel, whilst the frag-

ments of the piston cannot be found

anywhere in the engine, so I infer that

they are somewhere on the road. The
owner drove the machine home six

miles after the smash without any harm resulting, bar, of

course, the loss of a large quantity of oil. H. R.

Warning.

[3369.]—In The Motor Cycle of May 20th I noticed an

advertisement in the "Tyres for Sale" column. I wrote and

asked the advertiser to send them through, and I would

send the money by return. I got a reply, stating if I sent

gs. 9d.—-half purchase money—they would be sent off at

once. I sent the 9s. 9d. by return, and I have not heard

any more of either goods or money. I have since posted two

letters to the same address, and had them returned, marked
" Gone away." I write this to caution other readers from

sending money on trust. J- N.

[Readers are recommended to adopt the deposit system when

dealing with unknown advertisers.

—

Ed.]

Motor Cycle Speedometers.

[3370.]—Se " W. H. C.'s " query. I have had in use

for 600 miles a Simplex speedometer. G<K>dlad's patent, sold

by Gamages, registering up to forty-two miles per hour.

This was supplied with a clip not suitable for the 1908 Triumph

front forks, so I returned it for a suitable one. The meter

is driven by the front wheel rim. I notice " W. H. C."

says this system is useless, but he is wrong, as mine has

proved most satisfactory. The range up to forty-two miles

per hour ought to be sufficient for anyone off a racing track.

CHARLES B. GRACE, A.M.I.E.E.

Sidecars.

[3371.]—I should like Mr. Montgomery to modify his

insinuations against the medical profession. Until that

happens I can but treat his letter [No. 3562] with contempt.

A debater must have few points to impress when, in discussing

general matters, he descends to pseudo personalities and the

like. The aspect he has taken gives a different and unneces-

sary complexion to the subject.

It appears that he found a cap which would fit him, and

wore it, but I am sorry he misreads my words in such a way
as to let himself write as he does.

B. RICHARDSON BILLINGS.

[Personal recriminations must now cease,

sonalities wiU not be published.

—

Ed.]
Any further per-

Standard Machines in Competition.

[3372.]—We are very pleased to see that you have taken

up the question of specially built machines being used in hill-

climbs and other competitions, as it is obvious that a

strongly built, fully equipped touring machine is_ heavily

handicapped when cc:npeti-ig against a machine with light

tyres, and weight cut down in every direction.

We believe that we are almost the only firm who have

been successful m competitions during the last few years,

and who have never built a machine which has varied in the

smallest detail from our standard specification.

We would welcome any scheme which would enable a

responsible official to select a machine from stock for the

makers to enter in a reliability trial, hill-climb, or speed

test.

It has always been a matter of surprise to us that the

customary rule with reference to standard machines has not

been more rigidly enforced, as it is certainly unfair to the

public to advertise performances which could not be accom-

plished on a fully-equipped standard touring machine of the

same make. PHELON AND MOORE, LTD.
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Soldering Petrol Tanks.

[3375.]—May I be allowed to state the modus operandi
when / solder a petrol tank ? I proceed as follows : First I

drain off as much petrol as will run out of the tap. Then I

open all the air holes, etc., and shake the tank well. This
fills the tank with pure petrol vapour. Next step is to
close all the air holes, and commence operations. I use a
blow lamp, and the heat expands the gas in the tank, which
bums at the hole to be mended, materially helping to melt
the solder. EUCHLORINE.

A Smart Accessory.

[3374.]—In "Occasional Comments" " Ixion " describes,

under the heading of " A Smart Accessory," a generator
bracket just evolved by the Advance Co., which savours
to some extent of an arrangement of my own, carried out
and in use by me during the past two years. Some time ago
I sent you a photograph and drawing of lamp bracket and
generator clip, which I hoped you would have illustrated for

the guidance of any riders preferring a different method for

lamp and generator attachment from that usually in vogue.

I now send you a sample of my clip—an early pattern.

The clips 1 have made since are much stronger, to obviate
breaking through vibration (which happened once). I also

devised a double holder for a generator on either side. The
flat or lower plate is cut across with ends meeting under top
tube, the entire affair being held firmly by the usual screws,

and is as good as if solid. This enables the holders to be
slipped into position without disturbing tank. It is rather

difficult to understand from what " Ixion " says how a tongue
bracket can be incorporated with the usual tank clip, seeing

that the latter is merely a band and lugs of very light

material, usually about Vein- thick, and certainly not strong
enough to be continued as a generator support.

My clip is suited for the Triumph machine, taking advantage
of the narrow front end of the tank, thus enabling the

generator to be kept close to the machine, and more secure

from injury in case of a fall than when clipped to outside of

. front forks. I consider a clip that has no connection with
the tank fittings preferable, as it can be removed at any time
or adjusted to suit circumstances.

I think a front wheel stand is hardly necessary. Front tyre

punctures, as "Ixion" says, are comparatively few, but if

one does happen the easiest method is to lay the machine
down on the grass by the roadside or against a bank. This

leaves the front wheel free to be rotated for manipulating the

tyre cover. Of course, this method would hardly apply to

machines fitted with accumulator ignition, on account of

the acid running out of the batteries, but with a magneto
such an objection is non-existent. R. G. LINDSAY.
[What becomes of the petrol if tank is almost full, and
what about scratching the pamtwork of tank, bending
levers, etc. ?

—

Ed.]

A Medico's Experience in our Colonies.

[3375.]—I believe it will be of some benefit to colonial

readers, as Avell as to manufacturers in England, to read this

letter of mine re motor cycling in a colony.

I bought one of the very best machines on the market,

and it cost me, landed here, together with a few spare parts,

about £70. I have up to now ridden on it 205 miles, and the

following are the conclusions I have come to : (a) The engine

and magneto are perfect
; (6) the two-speed gear is good ;

(c) the frame and wheels are bad ; (d) the screws, nuts,

pedals, and accessories are rotten.

I must first say that my machine was bought from a

firm who specialise in a double gear on the epicyclic prin-

ciple. They procure an engine of a first-class make, and fix

it with their gear and the magneto to a frame of some kind

without looking at all at particulars. Evidently, the machine
is meant only for home use, but if the frame and parts were
better it would go splendidly in the colonies.

To give you an idea of how carelessly things are done at

home, I received the machine badly packed, there being a big

dent in one of the tanks. The makers who sent it direct to

my agent forgot' to fit a sparking plug, sent a footrest to be

fixed with a broken lock nut collar, and a lubricating oil tap

without a pin to limit the movements of the plunger.

I started the machine by making a new lock nut collar

for the footrest and using a spare sparking plug. Every-

thing went all right on the flat, but as soon as I started on
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the hills the pedal of the low gear began to bend. It
bent so much that I had to give it to a local blacksmith to
straighten and to rebraze it. By fixing a wire between the
low gear pedal and the brake pedal I partly overcame the
difficulty.

Two or three days afterwards the tap of the lubricating
tank, which had been sent without the pin, turned inwardly,
and all the oil ran into the engine. The engine smoked for
about half an hour without me knowing the cause of it, and
it thereby overcame that difficulty.

Next day I noticed all the screws of the low gear were
loose, and there was no way of fixing them, because if

tightened they would not allow the free play of the gear.
One nut even got lost. I replaced the lost nut with a spare,
and with some tinkering I fixed the screws in such a way
that they will not get away all together. Nevertheless, the
moving of the screws is bound to wear out the threads.
The following day the handles came off, one spoke of the

back wheel broke, and the steering fork began to move. I put
the handles in my pocket and left the spoke to itself, hoping
to replace it. The moving of the steering fork is beyond
remedy, because the screw at the top which fixes the cones
is too big and the thread is partly worn. I fixed it in some
way, but the vibration has already damaged the inferior cone
of the steering fork.

Next day when the boy was cleaning the motor cycle
the oil tap turned inward again, and all the lubricating oil
ran into the engine. Starting of engine was impossible.

Arthur W. Bentley, the Land's Endjto John-o'-Groat's record holder on
his 3J h.p. Triumph motor hicyele, at John-o'-Groat's House Hotel.

After much tinkering and speculating I recognised the fault
by finding the oil tank (which I had filled the day before)
empty. Of course, everybody would tell me it is very easy
to get the oil out by opening the tap underneath the engine.
Yes, theoretically, it is all right; but practically, it is all
wrong. As^ I said before, the engine is a splendid one, but
the frame is bad, and the engine was not meant for the
frame. In order to make it possible to use a good engine the
makers did not trouble about the oil tap, and they fixed it

against the frame in such a way that it cannot be moved
unless one breaks the tap or the frame. At last, after vainly
trying to burn the oil, and exhausting all available muscular
strength of mj'self and three of my servants by turning the
starting handle, I hit upon the good idea of unscrewing the
nut of the oil tube ; then, by again turning, pushing, and
tugging at the handle I got the engine to spit out the excess
of oil ; it was then an easy matter to burn the rest.

Next day the gear case for the magneto transmission broke.
Now I wonder what will come next, because I cannot say
I have given a thorough trial to the machine, having only
ridden 205 miles.

The engine, of course, will not give any trouble, and the
gear little, but all the rest—frame, wheels, pedals, operating
brake and gears, nuts and screws, etc.—will all give trouble
sooner or later.

Of course, I never mentioned that a hand brake is continu-
ally out of action, that the belt went into bits after 150
miles, that the double coil horn does not give any sound when
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It is necessary to use it, that the cyclometer was not a

proper fit, that the carrier could not in any way be attached

to the machine, that a nut fixing the silencer was too loose

and got lost, because I am informed that these are faults

partly independent from the makers, and that every machine

is liable to them ( !)

Now may I be allowed to ask, Is it right for a manufac-

turer when sending a first-class machine 6,000 miles away, to

be used on rough country, with uneven roads, to be ridden

over sand and over stones, over breakneck hills and over

marshes, to be pushed, swum, or carried over spruits, tor-

rents, or rivers—is it right for him to be so careless? How
long would it take him to see if the nuts fit tightly, if the

screws have good threads, if the spokes are sound, if the

handles are good, if the pedals are strong, if the taps can be

opened, if there is anything on the machine which he has for-

gotten, or which is broken? Why does he not think for a

moment that we colonials at such enormous distances from

home cannot get these things replaced, and that we do not

mind a few pounds more or less so long as we get something

good, something reliable, something which does not need

tinkering at? Let us hope he feels some remorse if some

accident happens as the result of his laziness and careless-

ness A. BONFA, M.D.
Umzinto, Natal.

Carnmoney Hill-elimb.

[3376.]—" Wellwisher's " letter in your issue of the 10th

inst. might have caused him to be credited with what his

iwm de plume claims had h© been frank enough to sign his

real name. As it is, I can only give him credit for being

not devoid of humour, though he writes more in a facetious

vein.

Carnmoney Hill, if not equal, say, to Ballybannon, was

at least sufficiently long and steep to make a difference of

time amounting to minutes in the lower powered cars.

I hold no brief for motor cycle competitors or the M.C.U.I.,

so I pass his criticisms without comment. My only interest

in his correspondence lies in his reference to the winning car

—a 14-16 h.p. Argyll—which I entered and drove in the above

competition. For liis complimentary remark I thank him, at

the same time wishing to rectify his incorrect suggestion re

special gear box. The gears, as indeed all other parts of

the car in question, including engine, were, and are, standard,

and this can be proved quite easily.
" Wellwisher " might very well wish to learn that it is

correctly-designed, carefully-built engines, developing power

up to their maximum, that provide speed (with proper trans-

mission, of course) for hill-climbing, not "special gear boxes."

H. T. FERGUSON.

Wanted, Eisemann Magneto Hints.

[3377.]—I have been a reader of your most interesting

journal for some time, and I have noticed particularly one

thing. Every other week almost we have something or other

about every make of magneto, except the one I have myself

—

the Eisemann. My machine i.s a 3i h.p. N.S.U., and my

507

magneto has given me the greatest satisfaction since I got
my machine last summer. We have simply awful roads in
this part of Ireland (Ballinasloe), and my N.S.U. went
perfectly the other day through nearly thirty miles of mud
without a front mudguard to protect it. The agents from
whom I got the machine put in ordinary stays to my spring
front forks, taking away, of course, all " spring " out of

them, and I had to take off the whole front mudguard while
negotiating the proper one. Nevertheless, although buried
in mud and slush, my Eisemann fired perfectly.

I wrote trying to get a book on it, but could not, and the
only buoK tJie i>(.S.L. people had, described a magneto that
had two carbon brushes, etc., evidently not my type (1907).
I am always reading tips about other magnetos, but never
can see anything about the Eisemann. Will someone please
tell me how to flush out bearings vrith paraffin? Or should
this be done as I see so often recommended for tlie Bosch
magneto? Any information will indeed be gladly received.

Here, miles away from even a botchy repairer, many and
wonderful have been my experiences as a beginner forced to-

find out everything for himself. I so enjoy your articles

on novices' adventures, having had so many little trials

myself. Once (please do not turn away in scorn, oh ye old

hands !) I rode for three days on a badly punctured steel-

studded Peter Union back tyre (extra thick, as I weigh
15-^ stones), blaming my spring forks, the roads, etc., every-
thing but the right thing. And at last it burst on me what
was wrong on going over a large stone and getting a large-

dent in my belt rim, jamming it down on the belt. On
another occasion, riding a three year old machine in learning,

after finding out ad nauseam, how to stop every way bu-t

with the regular levers, I was brought to an ignominious
stop on a hill entering a town. Soon surrounded by an
interested crowd, who intently watched my perspiring efforts,

I was oracularly informed by an " engineer " present, who ran
the oil engine at the local water works, that he thought she
wanted " ile." I found at length that a brass tube in the inlet

pipe had shifted inteTnally, and when the lever showed " full

on " for the mixture, in reality it was " full off " !

CONNACHTMAN.
[" Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them " contains a

detailed description of the Eisemann magneto for motor-

cycles.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Tourist" would like readers' experiences of hotels in the'

Lake District and Soi.thern Scotland where motor cyclists

are welcomed.

T. S. L., Homerton, would like users' experiences -with the
Nala two-speed hub. He has one fitted to a sidecar, and
would like to see how readers' experiences compare with his-

own.

Will the makers of the front wheel stand who sent two-

prints showing it fitted to the front wheel of a motor bicycle

provided with sprii.g forks kindly communicate with the

Editor, as their address has unfortunately been mislaid?

The New ?ork Motor Cycle Club held a successful competition on Fort George Hill early this month. A. G. Chappie (6 h.p. N.S.U.) on the left won his class.

In the right hand photograph are Mr. Hendec, the maker of Indian motor cycles, and Mr. Hedstrom, the designer. This make of machine won tour classes.
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By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A

A Two-speeS Gear Hub.

MR. A. D. POWELL, of Burgess Engineering Works,
Leicester, has developed this invention with the
object of providing a substantial construction which
will require but little alteration to existing cycles,

will provide a two-speed pedalling gear, will enable the pedals

to drive the engine only (if necessary), and will support the

driving belt pulley in a more substantial manner than usual.

The fixed spindle A is mounted in the fork ends, and a cone B
and C is arranged at each end. On ball races on these cones
is mounted a cylinder D, with—at, say, the left-hand end

—

flanges E, suitably spaced, to which are attached the spokes
supporting the belt pulley or the like. Although the belt

pulley is mounted at one end of the hub, the bearings B and
C for the same are at both sides, and a suitable support is

thus provided. Keyed upon this cylinder is the driving pinion

P of the gear, and the driven pinion G is mounted upon a ball

bearing H on the driving pinion F. The driven pinion is

attached to the hub shell J, and consequently the hub shell

is supported on this side by its ball bearing H. At the

opposite side the hub shell is mounted upon a ball bearing K
running upon a cone adjustable on the cylinder D. The drum
L carrying the intermediate pinions M and N is mounted upon
bearings upon the driving pinion and the hub shell, and it is

provided with the usual brake mechanism (not sho%vn) acting

•^t-E ^s,

c
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;

on its periphery for holding it stationary, whilst one face L^
is formed as a clutch face. The driving pinion is extended
as at 0, and it is squared or provided with key-ways, upon
which is mounted the movable clutch member P. On this

movable clutch member P is carried the pedalling free-wheel

clutch R, and against one face is mounted a thrust ball bear-

ing S, which lies between that face and a movable clutch

actuating member T. This movable member T may co-operate
with a fixed member U, each having inclined faces V, or

cams, so that when the movable member T is rotated slightly

in relation to the fixed member U, which is fixed to the
.spindle, the cam faces ride over one another and impart a
lateral thrust to the movable clutch member P. A solid

gear is obtained by actuating the clutch P L", and a reduc-
tion, according to the gear ratios, is obtjiined by freeing the
clutch and holding the drum L stationary by means of the

brake band. By leaving the clutch out and the band brake
disengaged, the pedalling gear can operate the belt pulley,

and consequently the engine, without driving the hub shell.

In this way the engine can be started without moving the
machme. Again, the pedalling gear can operate the hub shell
througli the two-speed gear, as will be clearly seen. It will
be seen that the belt pulley is supported in a very substantial
manner, and that the hub shell is arranged practically
centrally, necessitating slight alteration in fitting to existine
machines.

A Simple Governor suitable for Triears.

IN
this invention, which has been protected by Mr. R.

Howard, of Gk>nvena, Wadebridge, the flow of the mixture
IS caused to act upon an unequally pivoted and adjustably
counterweighted throttle plate. The plate A corresponding

to the section of the pipe to which it is adapted, is attached to
the spindle B in such a way that the area of one portion of
the plate is greater than the area of the other portion, the
portions being divided by spindle B. The spindle B is made
so that it can rotate in the pipe in which it is fixed at right
angles to the flow of gas, and is extended outside the pipe
through a gland G, and on the extension of the spindle B is
fixed, at an angle of about
twenty-five degrees with the
plate, an arm C upon which
is mounted on a movable and
adjustable weight W, the arm
C and weight being .thus out-
side the pipe and the plate
inside. The weight W is

movable along the arm C so
If 'o increase or decrease its

distance from the spindle A,
and so as to increase or de-
crease its leverage upon said
spindle. The action of the
governor when applied to the
intake pipe of a petrol engine
is as follows : When the arm
C with weight is not held up
by hand, or other mechanical
means, it falls by gravity to

its lowest position moving the
plate inside the tube in such
a position that the explosive

mi.xture can pass without
hindrance, and the engine may
thus get an impulse for two
or three strokes. As the
engine increases in speed the velocity of the mixture passing
through the pipe increases also, and causes an upward pres-

sure on the underside of the larger portion of the plate A
When the pressure reaches a predetermined point ii causes
the spindle to rotate, carrying v/ith it the arm and weight.

The plate now blocks the passage (see dotted line) of the

mixture to the engine, and the engine decreases in speed. As
the speed drops so does the suction causing the flow of gas
or mixture, and the weight overcomes the pressure on the

under surface of the plate, causing the spindle to again rotate

and free the passage for the gas through the pipe. The
engine again receives a few impulses and the action is re-

peated. When it is not required to govern or regulate the

engine this arm can be held up by mechanical means, operated

by th© driver of the engine or the tricar to which it is

adapted.
>—•••--<

We know of a very good man in the motor cycle industry

who will shortly be disengaged. He would be an acquisition

to any firm who wished to extend their business in the West
of England. Letters should be addressed West of England,

care the Editor, The Motor Cycle.
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LONDON- EDINBURBH.
The most remarkable and unequalled results

m.tr& scored by

'*SFianni'-ock-E>ccelsior Tyres."5^^ ^" Sha-mrocl^-Glot-ia. Belts."

Read ivhat successful Competitors say;

Mr. I. B. H. DavEes

:

" I used the S.G. belt throughout

the run. It has not stretched at all,

although my weight is fourteen stones.

The belt appears to me to absorb less

power in passing round the pulley

than any of my former belts, with a

noticeable absence of cracks on the

top side."

Mr. J. Winslow

:

*' I had a, splendid run from Edin-

burgh and return. I used yoin: S.E.

tyre on back wheel, and did not touch

it all the way through. It has now

done over 1,500 miles, and is in good

condition. The same S.G. belt carried

me through both ways, and is still

good."

Mr. P. Janson

:

" I am pleased to inform you of the

splendid manner in which your belt

and tyres carried me through the run.

No doubt they had a great deal to do

with my success in obtaining a gold

medal, as I had no trouble or punc-

tures whatever from start to finish,"

S. G. Belts were also used by : Mr. W. H. Wells, Mr. A. G. Reynolds, Mr, S. G. Frost, Mr. E. Gwynne, etc., etCi

Mr. A. J. Sproston

:

" S.G. belt on my Vindec Special

stood splendidly, going through with-

out attention of any kind. In spite of

harsh treatment while returning it

completed the 1,100 miles without

giving slightest cause for complaint."

Mr. 0. C. Godfrey

:

" The S.E. tyres fitted to my Twin

Rex gave absolute satisfaction

throughout the whole of the journey.

I must really compliment you upon

making such a fine tyre. For the

S.G, belt also I have nothing but

praise."

Mr. W. A. Sale

:

"The S.G. belt for the L.-E. run

gave perfectly satisfactory results. I

used the same belt riding home. It

was only a ^ia. belt on a 5 h.p. Vindec

twin, and it still looks like new. One

cannot expect anything better."

Mr. H. G. Cove .

" Very pleased with Shamrock Ex-

celsior tyre."

Mr. W. Chater Lea

:

" The S.E. tyres were used on a

Chater-Lea carette, and were very

satisfactory."

Mr. J. S. Harwood :

" Your S.G. belt and rubber-
studded tyres gave perfect satisfac-

tion, and required no attention from
start to finish. This is the first occa-

sion on which I have gone through a
twenty-four hours' event without tyre

trouble."

Mr. Chas. J. Seed

:

" I had the good fortune to use one
of your belts, and had not the slightest

trouble with it."

Mr. William Pratt

:

"The S.E. tyre went through the

whole journey without a single punc-

hire. On greasy roads and wet tram-

lines I could not detect the slightest

sign of sidesUp."

507o used S. 6. Belts.
Jhe remainder divided amongst 5 different other makes.)

33$ Voiisetl S.E. Tyres.
(Tlie remaining lionours divided amongst 10 tyre

manufacturers.)

8ole Manu-facturers:

THE HANOVER RUBBER Co.,
39-31i Old Streeti London, E.C.

In answering^ either of these advertisements it is de-nrcible that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns—Id. per word, minimum Is. Name
and address must be counted. In the ease
of Trade Advertisements a series of thirteen
insertions is charged as twelve.

All adver isements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted
in time to reach the offices of "The Motor
Cycle," Coventry, on the Friday morning, or
if sent to London, by the Thursday afternoon
previous to the date of publication.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
VVhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for regislra-
lion, and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent for forwarding replies. Only the number will
appear in the advertisement. Replies should b
addressed, " No. ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cov-
entry "

; or if London " is added to the address, then
to the number given, c/o "The Motor Cycle" 20
Tudor Street, B.C.

a*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
persons may deal in perfect safety by availing them-
selves of our Deposit System. If the money be de-
posited with "The Motor Cycle," both parties are
advised of this receipt, and upon intimation of the
arrival and acceptance of the goods, the money is

forwarded less a charge of is. for registration. The
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the goods is

three days. For nil transactions exceeding ^10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged. Ail deposit
matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to lUlle and
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Pcaders who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to the;r enquiries are requested to regard the
silencs as an indication that the goods advertised have
alreidv been disposed of Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one hv post
An letters relating to advertisements ranst state

distinctly under what heading they appeared, and date
of issue.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder Onaway, spray,

specially low. suit short rider; £22 lOs.;
spring forks.

HALIFAX. — 4 h.D. Alcyon. fine 26 by 2J
tyres, twin, spring forks, N.S.U.. two-

speed gear, light and low ; £23 10s.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder magneto Vindec
Special, condition exceptional; cheap,

£35; spring forks.

HALIFAX.—21 h.D. Phelon and Moore, two-
speeds, 26 wheels, carry heavyweight

;

£27 10s.; any trial.

HALIFAX.-Twin-cylinder Hadley. 4J h.p.,
Calmon and Clinchers, 26 wheels,

special finish; £17 10s.

HALIFAX.—6 h.D. twin Antoine, 26 by 2i
tyres, E.O.M. ignition, guaranteed run-

ning order; £22.

HALIFAX.—Lightweights, in going order,
25s. deposit and six monthly payments

of 22s. 6d. seoni^a 2 h.p. Quadrant. 13 h.p.
Minei-va, 2 h.p. Minei-va, 2 h.p. Kelecom. 2
h.p. Quadrant, 2 h.p. Humber, 2 h.p. Uni-
versal, and 2 h.p. Princeps—Address below.

HALIPAX.-458. deposit and six monthly
payments of 298. 6d. secures 23 h.p. Ex-

celsior, 3 h.p. Humber, 23 h.p. Minerva, 2;!

h.p. De Dion, 23 h.p. Hobart, 3 h.p. Lloyds
23 h.p. Minerva, 3J h.p. Rex, 2J h.p. Aurora,
23 h.p. Kerry. 3 h.p. M.M.C.; all guaranteed
running order

HALIFAX Motor Exchange. — Cash, ex-
change, or extended payments. High-

grade machines purchased lor spot cash.—
16, Westgate, Halifax Telephone, 766
Telegrams. Perfection.

Can't get Delivery ?
—try the PREMIER.

These are in Stock TO-DAY—New Machines.
TRIUMPH, 1907 magneto £39
N.S.U., 3i h.p., igo8 magneto 40
N.S.U., $1 h.p., 1908 36
N.S.U., 6 h.p. twin magneto, igo8 54
N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, 1908 34 10
F.N. Lightweight, 1908, magneto, spring fork . . 35
REX Featherweight, igo8, magneto 26 5
REX Tourist, 3^ h.p., 1908, magneto 36 15
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, lightweight 30
WARWICK, 1908, 4 h.p., magneto. Roc

(licensed) clutch, two-speed gear 47 5
VINDEC SPECIAL, igo8, 3* h.p., magnclo.

Truffault spring forks 48 10

Your second-hand machine taken in part- payment
for any of the above. We allow at least ks much as you
would obtain by private sale, and you are saved all

the worries and vexations inseparable from the sale

of a second-hand motor cycle.

All the SHOP-SOILED - and SECOND-HAND
MACHINES on the following list are cheap. Some ni

thera are simply wonderful barg'ains. They .ire absi'

lutely reliable, and covered by the Premier certificate

of fitness. Take advantage of " The Motor Cycle "

deposit system, and have one on approval.

N.S.U., new, 1908 Roc clutch, two-speed gear,

cost £70 , £55
N.S.U., 6 h.p., magneto, two-speed, with fine

sidecar 44
N.S.U., 3| h.p., 1908, with sidecar 40
REX, igo8, 3^ h.p. de Luxe, two-speed gear,

magneto, accessories 40
WARW"^ICK, 4 h.p., magneto, 1908, soiled 43
ROC, 5 h.p., magneto, Roc clutch 32
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3i h.p., magneto 35
N.S.U. Twin, 6 h.p., magneto, two-speed gear,

splendid machine 35
N.S.U-, 3i h.p., magneto, 1908, soiled 35
REX 1907 Lightweight, not used 22
VINDEC SPECIAL, 3J h.p., magneto, Truffault

forks, adjustable pulley 30
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p. magneto 30
VINDEC SPECIAL, 1906, 5 h.p., Truffault .... 27
ZENITH Bicar, 4 h.p., Whittle belt, free engine 22
MINERVA Twin, 4J h.p., spring fork, absolutely

perfect 22
ROC, magneto. Roc clutch, spring fork, good

condition 22
EXCEX^IOR, 2j h.p 7
KERRY, 4i h.p., Twin, two-speed 19
MINERVA, 2 h.p., spring forks, Bioo saddle,

tyres like new 9 10
WHITLEY, 3i h.p 10
REX Tricar, faultless, running splendidly .... 23
RILEY, 5 h.p., igo7 Tricar, two speeds, spring

frame, wheel steering, coach built, three

brakes, run 250 miles, cost /^go, grand
bargain 55
Ask (or tuU particulars of any of the above.

Others constantly arriving. Complete 1 ist free on
application.

Let us give you details of the

WARWICK CAR-STYLE MOTOR CYCLE.
Hand-starting, ball bearing 4 h.p. engine, Bosch mag-

neto, spring forks. Roc (licensed) clutcli, epi-

cyclic two-speed gear, started and driven like a

car, several seasons in advance of nrdinary motor
cycle design. Price 45 guineas.

See our advertisements (in thi=; sxipplrment) of

Premier Searchlight, Premier Spire Tube Carrier,

Premier Stands and Carriers, and Premier Road Clearer.

Ask for our LIST of TYRE BARGAINS.

NEW Peter Union Covers, Fresh Stock.

24X2i £0 18 6
I

From 4/- to

26 X 2^ 1 1 6 - 7 /- less than

26 X 2i 1 5 ' ordinary price

NEW Peter Union Tubes. 8/- tn 10/6.
NEW C incher Tu^es 7/6, etc., etc.

Sent on Tlirpe Days' .Approv.il.

PREMIER ACCUMULATORS.
Sent on Three Days' Approval.

Specially heavy plates—do not disintegrate.

10 amp 9/6 \ List on
20 amp 12/G ( application

Send for pamphlets " On the Choice of a Motor C\-cln,''

" Motor Cycles of 1908." " Everything for the Mot.")r

Cyclist."

PREMIER mOTOR AGENCY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone: 4310. Telegrams: " Primus," ITImir

MOTOR BICYCLES FOHg'SALE,
-J
q07 Twin Eex. in good condition.—Boutle,

J-O 7, Elmington Terrace. Camberwell.

JAP. 2J h.p., low. Palmers, not done 1,000,
miles: £15.—Berwick, Fenny Stratford.

23. h.p. B.S.A., Minerva vertical engine, in
4 splendid order, Dunlops; £15.—Jones,

Lichfield.

21 h.p. Jap Engine Motor Cycle, Clinchers,
2, in good running order ; £6 10s.—Jones,

Lichfield.

TWIN Eex, 1907, good condition; 18 guin-
eas ; buying car.—T. Wild, Moore's Eoad,

Dorking.

QUADEANT-MINEETA, 2 h.p.; £9; make
appointment.—P.S., 29, Upper Eoad,

Plaistow.

03 h.p. Times. Clincher Al, two aceumula-— 2 tors, stand, carrier; £15. — Gradior,
Stafford.

h.p. Eex, as new, non-skid; £23, or near
offer.—No. 140, The Motor Cyde Offices,

Coventry.

1 Q03 Eex Motor, l\ h.p.. ball bearing, as
JL O new : £28, or ezchange. — 40, Colwyn
Eoad, Leeds.

31 h.p. Lincoln Elk, in splendid condition

;

4 £15; all particulars.—Jose Jackson,
Beaconsfield.

KEEBY Lightweight, spring forks, etc., in
perfect condition; £11.—171. Church

Street, Chelsea.

31. h.p. Centaure. perfect order, low built,
2 Jin. belt; 14 guineas.—E., "'Heathfield

Lodse," Acton.

DE DION BOUTON, low, long, particulars,
post; cheap.—Buick, 9, New Barn

Street, Plaistow.

3 h.p. Hobart, recently overhauled, new
cover ; £9.—Howarth, engineer, Padi-

ha-n, Lancashire.

TEIUMPH 1907, magneto, good condition,
LTand climber ; what offers ?—Bryant,

Haselor, Alcester.

23. h.p. Brown, complete, excellent condi-
4 tiou, long handles; trial; £15. — B.

Kemsley, Epping.

ROC. 3i h.p., magneto, fitted with 1908 two-
speed gear, etc. ; £22.—Tandy, Welling-

ton Sciuare. Crewe.

N.S.U., H h.p., 1906, thoroughly overhaul-
ed, splendid condition. — Clements,

Printer, Chatham.
PI per month for six months for 2 h.p.
d^ Werner.—114, Eisley Avenue, Lordship
Lane Tottenham. N.

FOE Sale, 2 h.p. Werner, like new, perfect.
19in. frame; £10; exchange.—Eobinson.

Sandy, Bedfordshire.

GUAEANTEED Twin Bex, spring forks;
£17; no offers; trial.—Hardy, Carl-

ton Street. Halifax.

Ql-4 h.D, Twin Peugeot-Campion, good run-
02 ning order; £17.—Prowse, Cambridge
Street, Grantham.

5-6 h.p. Twin Eex, spring forks, long bare,
low saddle; £13 18s.; liberal exchange

—16. Westgate, Halifax.

3 h.p. Eex, perfect; £10, exchange less
power or push bike.—Hine, Clayhidon,

Wellington, Somei-set.

£12, or offer.—3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater, Pal-
mers.—Seen, 5, Denmark Street. Char-

in.? Cross Eoad, W.C.

FATEY Lightweight, two cylinders, perfect
condition; £16; approval willingly.

—

Sii"t Morris. Bourne.

31 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame, in
2 splendid condition; £22.-15, Fengates

Eoad. Eedhill, Surrey.

31 h.p. Kerry, Clinchers, Longuemare.
2 good condition ; £12, bargain.—Horn-

castle, outfitter. Grays.

41 h.p. Keleoora, nearly new; cost £40. sac-
2 riflce £13 genuine bargain.—7, Salis-

bury' Avenue, Barking.

Oii h.p, Gradior. P.N. lightweight, Pal-
«.-.i mers, stand, carrier. Brooks, uew;
£22.—Gradior, Stafford.

In answering any of these advertisement.'! it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOB SALV.

MAUDE'S.—All tlie undermeiitloiied motor
cycles are in guaranteed good running,

and can be seen on the road at the address.

MAUDE'S.—Hex, shop-soiled, 1908 model. 3*

h.p., magneto; £27.

MAUDE'S. — Zenith Bicar. two speeds,
handle starting, newly enamelled and

done up by the makers. Now, ye godfathers,
how's this at £27.

"AUDE'S.—Zenith Bicar, 4 h.p.. free en-
gine, new rear tyre ; £21,

AUDE'S.—N.S.U., twin, magneto, two
speeds, spring forks, with sidecar; £35.

AUDE'S.—Sarolea, new tyres, Davison
tanks, perfect order and condition

:

m
M
M
£22.

MAUDE'S.—Rex. 1907 model, 3i h.p., just
been overhauled; £18.

TI/TAUDE'S.—Roc. 1908 model, two speeds, 4

IVL h.p.. magneto; £38.

MAUDE'S.—Ariel, 3 h.p.. B. and B. carbur-
etter, vertical, 261n. wheels, very good

condition ; £15.

MAUDE'S. — Werner, twin, 26in. wheels,
spring forks, spray, accumulator igni-

tion ; £20.

MAUDE'S. — Minerva, 3i h.p.. vertical,
M.O.V., spray carburetter; £17.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 3J h.p., 26in. wheels,
low built; £18.

MAUDE'S.—Minerva, 2| h.p.. vertical, new
tyres, saddle, silencer, and pedals, thor-

oughly overhauled and re-enamelled; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Clyde, 23 h.p.. vertical engine,
magneto, Longuemare, spray carbur-

etter; £16.

AUDE'S.—Clarendon, 3 h.p., vertical en-
gine, spray, very good tyres; £11.

AUDE'S.—Quadrant, 2 h.p.. beautiful
running, and reliable; £8.

AUDE'S.—Box, 50 guinea model, non-skid
to rear. Palmer front; £10 IDs.

MAUDE'S.—Humber. 25 h.p.. good condition
and order throughout; £8 10s.

MAUDE'S.-Bat, 3J h.p.. Bat engine, Lon-
guemare spray, with sidecar; £25, with-

out £20.

MAUDE'S. — Quadrant, 3 h.p., spring
forks, spray; £12.

MAUDE'S.—Bex, 22in. frame, trembler, 50
guinea model; £10 lOe

AUDE'S.—Lloyds, 2 h.p., vertical engine,
footrests, spray, 26in. wheels; a beauty.

AUDE'S.—Bex twin, 6 h.p., cantilever
seat, 50 guinea model; £22.

MAUDE'S.—Humber. spray, trembler, 23

h.p.: £8.

MAUDE'S.—Zedel. 2 h.p., vertical engine,
low built. 26iu. wheels, as new ; £11; to

be recommended as a lightweight.

AUDE'S,—Jap, Phoenix built, good tyres;
£9.

AUDE'S.—Minerva, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray

;

£7.

M
M

£12.

M

M'
M
M-
M-
M
M
M

AUDE'S. — Rex, 261u. wheels, low built,
spray carburetter, footboards ; £14 14s.

'AUDE'S. — Bayliss. 3J h.p.. very good
tyres ; £11.

AUDE'S.—Another Bayliss. 3J h.p.. special
rice £8, good riTnning order.

AUDE'S.—Humber. 2 h.p.. trembler coil,

chain drive, good running order; £7.

AUDE'S.—Singer, 2 h.p., magneto. Singer
carburetter ; £7.

MAUDE'S. — 45s. down and twenty-four
weekly payments of 7s. 6d. secures 3J

h.p. Excelsior, 3 h.p. Rex. 2 h.p. Humber. 23

h.p. Humber, 2J h.p. Jap, or 2 h.p. magneto
Singer. Delivery upon first payment.

MAUDE'S Motor Mart. Powell Street. Hali-
fax (behind the Victoria Hall), offer

without doubt the very best bargains in
motor cycles, aU of which are guaranteed
in good running order before despatch.
Write us and let us have your requirements,
and we will quote you best terms for ex-
change or cash.—Nat. tel., 433.

We are offering th feollowing machines as a special
reduction FOR CASH to clear, as we are overstocked,
.^il guaranteed in good running order tlirougliout.

ii lip. EXCELSIOR £9
) h.p. CUNARD 8
3 h.p. QUADR.1NT 10
2i h.p. STANDARD 7
2i h.p. HUMBER 8
2 h.p. HUMBER 7
2 h.p. ORMONDE 7 G
2 h.p, SINGER 7
2 h.p. QUADRANT 8
2 h.p. WERNER 8

3i h.p. REX 12
Further particulars upon request.

Deferred caynienls arranged

ARIEL 2J h.p, LIGHTWEIGHT.
Coil and accumulator ignition 32 Guineas.
Magneto 37 „
3i h.p. VINDEC £48 10
S h.p. VINDEC 53
5 h.p. TOURIST 52
2j h.p. MINERVA 29
3} h.p. MINERVA 32
l! h.p. MINERVA 39
7-8 h.p. MINERVA 45
il h.p. F.N 35
4jhp-F-N 50
3l h.p. TRIUMPH 48
l! h.p. SILVER 39
If h.p. BROWN 37
Let us quote you for Exchange for any ol the above.

Prices lock bottom. Cash or Exchange.
Any other make gladly quoted upon request.

TRICARS.
SEX Triette. 6 h.p., non-skid £25 C
HUMBER Tricar, chain drive 12
REXETTE, 8 h.p., twin tyre, two speeds

and reverse, water-cooled, wheel
steering 60

FORECARS, etc.
Nice Forecar, with front brakes .., £5
BAT Sidecar, good condition 4 10

SIDECARS.
Let us quote you for Cash or Exchange for a new

igo8 aiontgomery Sidecar. Catalo^e and terms free.

MAGNETOS.
GENUIHE BOSCH.

DAi £4 5
DA2 4 15
DAV 6
Good allowance for your coil and ace. in part payment.

BOSCH PATTERN.
Singles £2 19 6
Twins 3 19 6

Write for particulars.

TUBES.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

;6 .*c 2in 6'- 28 x 2in 7/-
26x2jin 7/- 28x2jin 7/6.
26x2!in 8/- 28 X 2jin 8/-

Imraediate Delivery. Approval.

COVERS.
26x2in 16/- 28 X 2in. 17/-
26 X 2lin 17/8. 28 X 2jin 18/-
26 X 2{in 21/6. 28 X 2jin 22/-

" ALBANY" BELTING.
fin. 7li., Jin. 8d., |in. 9d., lin. lOd. per foot.

Maude's Motor Mart,
POWELL ST., HALIFAX.

NMtional Teleplione i5^.

8

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 h.p. Minerva, 1908, magneto, as new

;

2 £32 cash.—Glen Bros., Howden.

23. h.p. Bat. De Dion; £11 IDs.—142. Lewia-
4 ham High Boad, New Cross, S.E.

TEIUMPH. 3 h.p. : cheap ; seen after eight.
—82, Stondon Park, Brockley. S.E.

2 h.p. Up-to-date Lightweight; £9 10s., or
near offer.—3, Shrubland Grove, Dais-

ton.

ROO. 3i h.p., magneto, tree engine clutch,
very low, excellent conditioii; £19 19s.

—Below.

WEENEB, 4i h.p., two-cylinder, latest
model, separate cylinders, nearly

new; cheap, £17 IDs.-Below.

MINERVA, 3i h.p., M.O.V., vertical, 26 by
2J, splendid order; £16 168.—41, Skel-

brook Street. Earlsfleld.

REX. 31 h.p., spring forks, absolutely fault-
less; £15 15s.—134, Highgate Eoad, Ken-

tish Town.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle, good condition; a
2 bargain, £6 15s. ; illness.-E. Mower,

New MiUs.

NEW 33 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, unused; cost
£43. accept £34.-148, The Motor Cycle

Of&ces, Coventry.

FOUE-CYIINDEE 4i h.p. F.N. ; £30; trial
by appointment.—Heron, Abbeyfleld.

Harpenden, Herts.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., guaranteed in perfect
order ; £17 10s.—" Carlton," Warwick

Road, Snaresbrook.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex. spring forks, long bars,,
low saddle; £18 18s.; liberal exchange.

—16. Westgate. Halifax.

£5.—IJ h.p. Minerva, good going order,
plenty spares.—Charleston ViUa, Bor-

der Road. Sydenham, S.E.

TWIN Minerva, perfect condition, two ac-
cumulators, lami), accessories; offers.

—

18, Newstead Eoad, Liverpool.

£12.—Minerva, 34 h.p., throughout, latest
Longuemare, exceptionally reliable. —

26, Lansdowne, Bromley, Kent.

MINEE"^, 2 h.p., Chater-Lea machine
throughout, climb trees ; bargain, £7.—458, Merton Eoad, Wandsworth.

33. h.p. Werner, fast, footboards'. Palmer
4 cord back, good appearance ; £16

234, Belsize Boad, Kilburn, N.W.

FOUE-CYLINDEB P.N., 4J h.p., latest, prac-
tically new, guaranteed perfect order;

£32.—SembiU, jeweller.. Pinchley, N.

31 h.p. Minerva, with sidecar, or without;
2 £15 the two, or separate. — Queen's

Arms, Norland Eoad. Netting Hill, W.
1 Q08 34 h.p. Magneto Bex, perfect, not riu-
-LfJ den 50 miles; bought tricar; sacrifice
best offer.-22. Victoria Terrace, Leaming-
ton.

GEIPPON, Zedel 2J h.p., M.O.V.. spring
forks, magneto, tools, splendid order;

£24.—Hazart, 21, Crouch Hall Eoad, Crouch
End, N.

LOW Powerful 3i h.p. Patnir, Chater-Lea
frame, detachable forecar; £18, close

offer.—Edwards, Parade, Cambridge Road,
Norbiton.

"1 Q06 3i h.p. Eover, new condition, low.
XO powerful. Palmers; £15 5s., or ex-
change tricar.—Gamer, Nursery, Eccleston
Park, Prescot.

3 h.p. Advance, nearly new, adjustable
pulley, footrests ; expert examination ;

only £16.—Campbell, 156, Wirtemberg Street.
Clapha'm. S.W.

51 h.p. N.S.U. Twin, 1907, magneto igni-
2 tlon. 24 by 2J Peter-Union tyres, lin.

belt, N.S.U. , spring forks, two-speed go»r
and free engine, and Chater-Lea sidecar

;

£38 10s., or separate.—Eaglesi and Co., High
Street, Acton, W.
1 Q06 21 h.p. Brown, brand new condition
-i-tJ throughout, starts instantly, fire be^
hind donkey-barrow, climb exceptional hills,
very little used; absolute bargain, £14, or
near offer.—Stanton, 86, Colvestone Crescent,
Dalston, London.

31 b.p. Coventry Humber, perfect condi-
2 tion, thoroughly reliable, genuine

hill-climber; absolute bargain, £i4 10s., or
near offer, or exchange lower power and
cash.—Motorist. 86, Colvestone Crescent,
Dalston, London,

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you menticm " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLI5S FOR SALE.
LONDON E«x Agency. — Exceptional ex-

change; cash and gradual t<irni5. -

Store Street. W.G.

REX Motors.—All models ready for im-
mediate delivery.—Telephone, Horner's,

13456 Central.

EXCHANGE Terms unapproachable else-
where. Send particulars of old ma-

chine and requirements.—Horner's.

STOKE Street, W.C., Eex London Ag-ency,
just off Tottenham Court Hoad.

Second-hand machines, bargain.

LONDON Eex Agency. — Lightweights,
tnans, De Luxe. Litette, ready for de-

livery.—Store Street.

EX Latest Productions always on show.
—London Eex Agency. Store Street.

£5 secures 2 h.p. Minerva good running
order and condition.—Horner's. Store

Street, 'W.C

_0^ lOs.—Minerva, long handle-bars, low
^' saddle, good running order.—Horner's,
gtore Street, W.C.

EXCHANGE Business Is our speciality ; get
our ctuotations.—Horner's. Store Street.

W.C.

£10 10s.—3i h.p. Eex, low frame. 26in.
wheels.—Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

£16.—Twin 5 h.p. Eex. good running order
throughout.—Horner's. Store Street,

W.C.

r*Zl.—Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea frame, con-^ dition as new.—Horner's. Store Street,
W.C.

£25.-5 h.p. Eex de Luxe, free engine, ex-
cellent for sidecar work.—Horner's.

Store Street, W.C.

5-6 h.p. Twin Eex. spring forks, long bars,
low saddle; £18 183.; liberal exchange.

—16. Westgate. Halifax.

23. h.p. Beeeton Humber, in condition une
4 new; £17.—Berthon, Broadway, Eom-

sey.

31 h.p. Brown, low position, re-enamelled.
2 28in. wheels.—103. Archel Eoad, \ .

Kensington.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto. 1906, perfect
condition; £20.—Johnson, 319, Ecelesall

Boad. Sheiaeld.

31 h.p. Fafnir, as new, low frame; any
2 test or trial; £18, bargain.—2, Upper

Kennington Lane, London.

-| Q08 Lightweight Eex, 2J h.p.. just arrived;
/

-LiJ £21. or two ladies' cycles and cash.— '

Williams. Cycle Depot. Corweu. ,

23. h.p. Minerva, good condition, fast; £9;
4 seen by appointment. — Euff. 1.

Bournemouth Road, Peckham S.E.

6 h.p. Twin Zedel. low frame, footrests,
spring forks, splendid condition; £19

10s.—98. Potternewton Lane. Leeds.

4 h.p. Twin, excellent condition, just over-
hauled, £14; 3 h.p. Humber, free engine,

.£12.—Hawkins, Honeys, Twyford, Berks.

23. h.p. Brown, in good condition, with
4 spares, leather coat, overalls ; £li ".

—Eacott, 41. Lindley Street, Stepney. Ji.

31 h.p. Eex, excellent condition, just over-
2 hauled, one new Palmer tyre; £10;

owner buying oar.-Wheller, engineer, Yeo-
vil.

21 h.p. Twin Fairy, weight 65 lbs., little

2 used ; £14 : by appointment. — Can-
warden, 209, Mackenzie Eoad, Beckenham,
London.

23. h.p. Ormonde, Kelecom engine, belt
4 drive, good condition: ready for use;

,8 guineas.—Haine. 19. South .Street. East-
bourne.

5 h.p. Twin Tindec Special, magneto. Shaw
non-skid on back, spare valves and

oontact, condition as new; £28 10s.—Plastow.
Grimsby.

APPEOVAL.—25 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea
fittings Clincher tyres. 26in. wheels,

perfect; £10 IDs,—Smith. Ford Street. St.
Mary. Nottingham.

BAEGAIN.-^ h.p. Kerry. 1907, long, low,
fast, and comfortable, climb any-

thing, Longuemare, Model H.. non-skid, all
spares; £15, no offers; as new.—J. Harrison.
23. Ruthin Road. Blackheath. S.E

TWIN REX for £4
and '07 Sin-le Fex, or level exchange for '07

3i h.p. Masneto Rex.
•"^CIFIOATION— Low frame, long bars, low sad -

die. Rex patent sprini; forks and foot brake,
trembler coil, trood tyres, and guaranteed in run-
ninar Older. Any machine taken in part payment.

2A h.p. REX (new) 1908E26 5
3* h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 36 15
35 h.p. REX DE LUXE (new) 1908 47 5
5 h.p. REX Tourist (new) . . 1908 42
5 h.p. REX DELUXE (new) 1908 52 10
3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto (new) 1908 42
Sih.p. N.S.U.,nias:neto (new) 1908 52
N.S.U. Lightweiglit (new) . . 1908 34 10
5 h.p. Twin VINDEC, magneto. . 35
6 h.p. 1907 Twin REX, nearly new 18 18
6 h.p. 1906 Twin REX, ;iearly new 18 18
Sih.p. Twin REX, black finish .. 18 18
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto 27 10
Twin REX, black^ finish, as new . . 18 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, non-skids 18 18
6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto 22 10
5h h.p. Twin REX, 2J Peter Unions 22
sih.p. REX, 1 906, 2i tyres 16 i>

3i h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15
3J h.p. Ma.a-neto REX 18 10
3i h.p. REX, spray, 21 J frame 11 10
3i h.p. ivuo REX, spring forks 15
3i h.p. REX, spray, fine climber 11 10
5 h.p. Twin ONAWAY, very low 22 10

3J h.p. MINERVA, 26 x 2j Clinchers 16 10
3 h.p. GIVAUDAN, nearly new 16
3 h.p. ROVER, 26 x 2J Palmers 13 10
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, 26 x2i Palmers 13 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, spring forks . . 16

3i h.p. MINERVA, spring forks 17 10
4-5 h.p. Twin ALCYON, two speeds 23 10
4 h.p. Twin WERNER, fine machine 19 19
4* h.p. Twin HADLEY, long & low 17 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26 X 2j tyres . . 16 10
2| h.p. PHELON AND MOORE 27 10
a h.p. SIMMS, mag., 2}- Palmers 17 10
31 h.p. QUADRANT, 1906 18 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M... 22
5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA 19 10
2j p.p. SINGER, magneto ....... 8 10

2f h.p. F.N., special frame 11 10
^J-h.p. REX, 22 frame „.. 11 10
2i h.p. MINERVA, 26 X 2. . «... 11 10
1 J h.p. EXCELSIOR „ .

.

5 10
3 h.p. BROWN „ .

.

12 10
2J h.p. CLEMENT, very low _... 11
1| h.p. SIMMS „.„„... 7
1 1 h.p SIMMS, magneto ... „. „ ... 7
if h.p. MINERVA ..„_«. 5 15
2 h.p. RALEIGH, spray „.. 8
2 h.p. PRINCEPS 6
IJ h.p. QUADRANT 5 15
2 h.p. UNIVERSAL, spray 6 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Osborne Four-Speed, fit Rex.. £2 15
N.S.U. Two-Speed 8
40-hour Dinin Ace (new) 1

„ „ Singer „ (new) 1
New Calmon Tyres. 15 9
Xrall Spring Forks. .. 12
Brooks B. 100 Saddle 11
New Rubber Belting, .per foot 9
Price's Stands 5 11RED HOT SEUUER8.

Lightweights, in going order to clear.ONkY 25/- E ACH
deposit and sut monthly payments of 22s. 6d
secures 2 h.p. Quadrant, 1} h.p. Minerva, 2 h.p
Minerva, 2 h.p. Kelecom, 2 h.p. Quadrant, 2 h.p
Humber, 2 h.p. Universal, 2 h.p. F.N., 2 h.p
Raleigh, fine condition, and others. Despatch on
first payment.

THE HALIFAX IViOTOR EXCHANGE
16, WEOTGATE, HALIFAX. '

lelephone 76fi. Telecrams, " Perfection."

High-class Machines wanted for spot cash.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOB SALE.
HOWE, 3 h.p., vertical, IJunlops, acces-

sories, good condition: £11.—Below.

TWIN Eex, P.U.'e, almost new, splendid
order; £20.—Below.

PHELON-MOOEE, ma^eto. two speeds,
spring forks, accessories'; £34. excel-

lent.—Moldgreen Engineering Works, Hud-
dersfield.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex. spring forks, long bnrs
low saddle; £18 13a.; liberal exchange!

—16. Westgate. HaUfax.
QT0CKP0RT.-5 h.p. Vindec Special, 1907.
yj magneto. Truffanlt, Kempshall 2Jin
tyres, excellent machine; 30 guineas.
QTOCKPOET.^ h.p. 1907 twin N.S.U., mag-
kJ neto, two-speed gear, Peter-Union
tyres; 26 gnineas.

QT0CKP0ET.-2 h.D. Minerva, 2iin. Clin-^ chers, almost new; £8.

STOCKPOET.-li h.p. Excelsior, CUnchers.
good machine ; £6 10s.

QTOCKPOET.-Why not remain clean and
>J comfortable, and ride a Midget Blear
the all weather machine, built like a car
write tor catalogue; easy payments and ex-
changes arranged.—Lund and Davies. Hea-
tou Lane.

1 Q08 3J h.p. Brown, bought June, onl.,
-LiJ ridden 40 miles, perfect condition,
all accessories, and spares; £20.—Saltmarsh
92, Castle Eoad. Bedford.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry. 1908 Sarolea, Chater No.
6 frame, built fortnight, tested ten

miles only, do 60 ; cash, or exchange offers.
—98, Harold Eoad. Plaistow.

31 hj). M.M.C.-Excelsior, spray, very fast.
2 powerful, and in excellent condi-

tion throughout: £15; call after six.—53.
Nightingale Eoad, Clapton, N.E.

31 h.p. Triumph, 1908 model, ridden about
2 150 miles, in faultless condition, just

like new; lowest cash price, £39 lOs.—T.
Baker and Sons. Priar Street. Beading.

3 h.p. Quadrant. Longuemare carbur-
etter. Palmer back and Clincher front,

complete with stand, lamp, and horn; £15.
lowest.—147. The Motor Cycle Ofdces. Coventry.

KA Guinea Accumulator 5i h.p. Twin Eex,
0\J spring seat, forks, spares, condition
throughout new. proof given; illness rea-
son selliug; £21.—92a, Mill Eoad, Cambridge.

TEIUMPH. 3 h.p., magneto, spring forks,
new March, 1907. in. splendid condi-

tion, faultless; £25 cash; seen by appoint-
ment.—Write, 18. Percy Avenue, George Hill.
Broadstairs.

3i h.p. Minerva, 1907, spring forks, luxuri-
2 onsly fitted, speed gears, free engine,

not run 1.000 miles; £25, complete with
spares. — Eingsley, fishmonger, Pitfield
Street, Hoxton.

HUliDEESFIELD Agents for Triumph,
N.S.U., Brown, Eoo, Phelon and Moore.

Vindec, Minerva. F.N. ; any make supplied

;

new and second-hand machines in stock.

—

Moldgreen Engineering Works.

VINDEC Special. 5 h.p.. new September,
perfect order and good a.s new. Pal-

mer tyres, non-skid on back. Dermatine

;

any trial given on any hill: price £35.-1).
Eober-ts, Station Street, Eastbourne.

QUICK Sale.—3J h.p. Eex, nearly new, £2=-
Humber tricar, £16; motor cycle. £8;

sidecar, 50s.; forecar, long stays, cheap:
Fleet motor cycle, new; leather coat, 20s.;
any trial here.—Hill. Motor Garage. Pock-
lington.

23. h.p. Auto, Chater-Lea, spring forks two
4 accumulators, Brooks BlOO, large lamp,

separate generator, two brakes, stand,
horn, etc., good 'condition, very reliable;
£12. near offer. -- Bradberry, Wealdstone,
Middlesex.

AEIEL ! Ariel ! ! Ariel ! ! !—For immediate de-
livery, the 2i h.p. lightweight; write

for catalogue and full particulars ; also 3
h.p. and 5 h.p. twin-cylinder models; a few
3 h.p. and 5 h.p. twins at clearance prices.
—Ariel Works, Bournbrook. Birmingham.

£4 15s.—2J h.p. motor cycle, long handle-
bars (less coil, accumulator, tank,

snddle, belt), puncture-proofed Ifin. tyres
Clincher, Dalebury). new condition, cylin-
der re-bored, new piston recently, auto-
matic Longuemare carburetter; first P.O
secures.-T., 42, Bulwer Boad, Leytonstone

In answering any of these advertisements it /.« desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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lOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
fAIifCTHESTEE Motor Exchange. —Sole

Agents for Phoenix, Quadrants, Ariel,
id Millford, etc., cash or deterred payments

;

irgains galore. — V. Foxwell Gray. 262-264.
eansgate, Manchester.

TAJSrCHESTEE.—3 h.p. Quadrant, very good
X going machine, and in very good con-
ition; £14.

jiTANCKESTEE.—3i h.p. Phoenix Cob Eun-
rX about, two speeds, starting hand.le,
in't sideslip; £25.

jTANCHESTEE. — 5-7 h.p. Twin Peugeot,
IX Chater-Lea frame, footboards, low and
ist: £30.

i/TANCHESTEE.—21 h.p. brand new Ariel
rX Lightweight. 1907 pattern, never been on
le road; £25.

^AJSrCHESTEE.—Lightweight N.S.U.. mag-
X neto practically new, splendid cliihber:
25.

iTANCHESTEE. — 5-7 h.p. Twin Peugeot,
X throughout, low, and in very good con-
ition, 2iin. tyres, and very fast; £25.

i/fANCHESTEE.—21 h.p. F.N., best eompres-
tX sion of any machine in stock; a bar-
ain, £14.

j/TANCHESTEE.—3i h.p. Minerva, brand
tX new, never been on road, last year ; £27.

ITAJSTCHESTEE.—3 h.p. Magneto Triumph.
xX perleot condition, new tyres; a bar-
ain to clear, £25.

kTANCHESTEE.—A number of machines of

JX about 2i h.p. to be cleared out at any
irice ; come and take your choice. — Foxwell
iray, 262-264, Deansgate, Manchester. Tel.,

04.

'-6 h.p. Twin Rex. spring forks, long bars,
) low saddle; £18 18s.; liberal exchange.
-16. Westgate, Halifax.

OX h.p. Brown, Longuemare, Watawata,
J'2 low, fast machine, splendid hill-

ilimber; £15.—C.E., 35. Mount Pleasant Road,
itroud Green, N.

')! h.p. Triumph, Clincher tyres, two accu-
Ci2 mulators. Dermatine belt, splendid
londition, seen running: £13. — 73, Church
Itreet. Camberwell.

31 h.p. N.S.XJ.. 1907, 221n. frame, 26 by 2J
J

2

Peter-Union tyres, lin. belt, new
sondition; £21; approval.—Eagles and Co..
Hgh Street. Acton. W.
}3 h.p. Minerva, inclined, Watawata. Lon-
-r4 guemare. Clincher A Won, stand,
lag: £12; trial, appointment.—1, Townley
ioad, E. Dulwich. S.E

)JL h.p. Excelsior, M.M.C., accumulator, coil,m tyres, stand, belt, machine in very
[ood condition; £9 9s., or offers.—Postill,
Jridge Street, Newark.

aUADEANT Motor Cycle, 21 h.p., £10; De
Dion, 21 h.p.. £10; 1 h.p. gas or petrol

mgine, £8; ditto. 1 h.p., £3; bargains.—W.
Fells, Lingiield, Surrey.

>3 h.p., low. Excelsior pattern motor cycle.
-i4 speedy and good hill-climber, splen-
lid order ; £12 12s.—Hammond-Stevens, Sun-
Lower Road, Barnstaple.

I

Q07 31 h.p. Triumph, magneto. Advance
LO Tiulley, Goodrich, lamp, horn, spare
alves, Riche's. guaranteed; £31.

—
^7, Dursley

load. Shirehampton, Bristol.

> h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, two new ac-
j cumulators, new Stanley-Dermatine
lelt, with sidecar frame and wheel; £12. —
Viggall. Witcombe, Gloucester.

'^ h.p. N.S.U.. second Brooklands, May 9th,
non-stop, April A.C.U. trials, all spares,

iWO covers, tubes ; £30, or 23 h.p. and cash.-
i., 11, Apsley Terrace, Acton.

I
Q07 31 h.p. Minerva throughout, spring
LU forks, 26 by 2J tyres, two brakes, low,
ootboards. not run 1,000, perfect; £15 lOs.

-131, Bonchurch Road, Brighton.

31,-4 h.p. Bat, M.M.C. engine, spring
J4 frame, good running order, just over-
lauled; 20 guineas, bargain.—H. N. Pair-
lank, 2, Cyprus Villas, Aldershot.

13 h.p. Bradbury, thoroughly overhauled,
Li4 new Palmers, start first stroke, fast,
limb anything; £13 13s.. complete, or offer.
-P. Thorne, Brunswick, Tiverton.

3 h.p. Excelsior, in excellent condition,
J Palmer tyres, new accumulator, belt,
md spare cover; can be seen here and
ried at any time; £10.—J, Ling. South Ock-
ndon, Romford, Essex.

NEW IVIOTOR
cyci.es

.-o« OLD.
This is not a new business with us, but one which we

have always carefully studied—and have always
recognised the advantages accruing to motorists to be
able to get rid of the old machine without the trouble

of advertising and interviewing, which often results

in failure. Remember, your machine is never sent to

us on a fruitless journey. We guarantee to either

take it in part exchange, buy it outright, or sell it

on conunission on a no sale no commission basis. We
supply all leading makes and always have a good selec-

tion on show. Send particulars of the machine you
require, and send your old machine to us for valuation.

Winner of the Birmingham UUl Climb. Price complete
with Iviagaeto 45 guineas. Free engine £3 3 extra.^ SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

We have always a stock of second-hand machines
that we can recommend to offer. Write or call. '-

Prices from £5 10 0.

^- ACCESSORIES.
We are anxious to meet all requirements. Clutches,
2-speeds, gears, and many other interesting speci
alities on show. It will pay you to call, and ii our
experience in motors generally will oe of any servict

to you, we shall be pleased to help you.

^^ LONG HANDLE-BARS.
The Service will give you the com
fort you require. Price 7/-.

Size f and i inch stems.

^^ SWAN NECK SEAT-PILLARS.
Gives a low and safe seat. Price 4/6
Stems I inch, i-^, and ij.

^g= FOOT BRAKES.
Tee Bee heel brake, 10/-
Tee Bee pedal brake, 13/6,
Chapman's heel brake, from 8/9.

„ belt rim pedal brake, 14/ti

Chase back-pedalling or foot brake
16/6,

^^ SERVICE STANDS.
Fitted with powerful spring, auio
matic in action, no clips required lo

hold stand up. Fits oval stays

Price 10/9. Carr. 4d.

j^" MOTOR CYCLE TOOL SETS.
Tubular and compact, fit 6 differcn!

size nuts. Price, complete, 2/6
very useful.

^^ LEATHER TOOL ROLLS.
Keeps tools from rattling and dama;;'

Price 2/7, post 2d.

^^ MAGNETO COVERS.
Specially made for Trixmiphs.
Price 2/5, post rd,

^^ BELTING.
All kinds in stock, write for ou'

prices. Prompt deliveries.

1^^ NUMBER PLATES.
2/- per set, letters 1/- doz. extra.

^^ SYRENS.
The Velo, driven off the front wheel
very effective. Price 10/6, post 4d

^" POCKET SPANNER.
The new pocket adjustable, Invalu
able for quick adjustments. Price 2/6.

post zd.

^^ STEERING WHEEL ATTACHMENT.
Handle-bai-s superseded. All control

can be fitted to the wheel. Drive/
like a car. Price, complete, £3 3 C.

Our list contains many interesting specialities.

Please write for copy.

THE SERVIOE Oo., L.-td.
292^93, High Holbom, London. W C.

{Facing First Avenue Hotel.

relephone—260 Central. Telegrams—"Admittedly '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

5-6 h.p. Tmn Bex, spring forks, long bars,
low saddle; £18 13b.; liberal exchange.

—16. Westgate, Halifax.

BAEGAIN.—3i h.p. Brown, late 1906, thor-
ough order and condition, spares, etc.;

first cheaue £15. no offers.—Home, 1, Eome
Terrace, Borough Road, Middlesbrough.

-j Q08 Triumph, standard, delivered in May,
i-V done about 400 miles, guaranteed per-
fect and unscratched: price £42 10s.—Apply
to No, 144, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

FOE Sale, 5 h.p. Vindeo Special, 1907, Eoc
clutch, new. Brown and Barlow carbur-

etter, handle-bar control; £40, or nearest
offer.—Holland, 118, Devonshire Eoad, Chor-
ley.

AS New, 3 h.p. Quadrant, low, 26 by 2i tyres,
new, just overhauled and enamelled,

spray; appointment; bargain, £15 15s., or
reasonable offer.—Hall, 35, Upland Eoad,
South Croydon.

23. h.p. P.N., all parts replated, brass tank,
4 in splendid running order; price £15,

will take l| h.p. cycle in part payment; any
trial.—Quinton, Tonquin House, Maldon
Boad, Southend.

31 h.p. Kerry, in perfect running order,
2 low. long handle-bars, footboards,

starting handle, stand, new tyre, etc. : £15;
getting twin.—Motor, Glenrosa. ColeshiU
Road. Teddington.

21 h.p. Minerva. Chater-Lea, new Stanley
2 Dermatine, lamp, and horn, good hill-

climber; £11 10s., or good push bike part
payment.—Clarke, 130 Manor Street. Clap-
ham.
MAGNIFICENT Stevens', 2J h.p., powerful,

as new, Bowden control. Bassee-Michel
coU; any trial; bargain, £6 17s. 6d. ; re-

cently overhauled.—The Poplars, Chester
Street, Wolverhampton.

31 h.p. Kerry, low, fast. Jin. Stanley-Der-
2 matine, long handle-bars, new piston

and rings, adjustable pulley, Longuemare,
spare cover and belt ; £13 13». ; trial.—

Leader, Picardy Schools, Belvedere.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, N.S.U.
2 speed gear, E.O.M. synchronised, per-

fect order, also patent sidecar; £38, or
nearest offer; would separate; appointment.
—251, Tottenham Court Eoad. London.

5 h.p. Twin Tindec, Nala two-speed and
free engine, magneto. Truffault spring

forks, Vindec adjustable pulley, lamp,
spares, in first-class order; lowest £32. —
Coxen. Fife Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

23. h.p. Brown, Napier green, gold lines,

4 spares, and replacements readily ob-

tainable, only £12: IJ h.p. lightweight Hud-
son, De Dion engine, £9; both in running
order.-Dancaster, 240, High Street, Acton,
W.

RES. Eex. from 25 guineas and your old
machine taken in part payment; send

for Ust of both Triumph and Eex from their
agents, Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27, Fleet

Street, Coventry; 64. High Street, Stour-
bridge.

3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, splendid
condition, fast, powerful, reliable, Lon-

guemare carburetter. Clincher tyres. 26in.

'

wheels ; bargain, £13 10s., or near offer. —
Motor, 86, Colvestone Crescent, Dalston,
London.

MAGNIFICENT Aero-Special Eex, 12-14 h.p.,

in nearly new condition throughout,
guaranteed speed 30 miles an hour ; bar-
gain at £75, part exchange cycle entertain-
ed.—Bedwell, Cherryhinton Eoad, Cam-
bridge.

33 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, 26in.

4 re-inforced Peter-Union and Sham-
rock studded tyres, carrier, stand, lamp, in-

flator, pulley, spares, tools, perfect; £27 10s.,

near offer.—Hewitt, 22, Eosemont Eoad, Ac-
ton, W.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, Bat-De Dion Bouton,
spring frame; price £25; in thorough

working order, or exchange for motor car
of good make, cash adjustment.—Apply.
Chadwell Heath Joinery Co., Chadwell
Heath, Essex.

ROC. 4 h.p., late 1907, two-speed gear and
clutch, magneto. Xl'all spring forks,

2iin. Palmer tyres. Eiche's tubes, spares;

£33; trial by appointment; letters only;
owner gettine a twin. — Sissons, Waterloo,
Garforth, Leeds.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Oycle
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F
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

AIET, 2i-3 h.p.. as new; £16.—Tyler, Earl's
Colne, Essex.

3J, h.p. 1907 Triumpli, magneto; 30 guineas.
2 —Waucliope'B, 9, Shoe Lane, B.C.

3JL h.p. Quadrant, thorough goihg order,
2 good condition; £15. — The Salisbury

Garage, Salisbury.

31 h.p. N.S.U., low frame; going cheap at
2 Wauchope's, £15.-9, Shoe Lane, i'leet

Street, London.

2^ h.p. Werner, a powerful and reliable
<1 machine; £7 10s. — C. Wayman. 1Z4,

Dennett's Road. S.E.

CENTAUR, 3 h.p.. variable pulley. Price's
stand, BlOO, registration; £8. — Eeid.

Constabulary, Dublin.

*^^if.p. Quadrant, in good running order;
O £12 12s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, London.

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., 1906, spring forks.
Liberty sidecar ; separate.—25, Tam-

worth Park, Mitcham.

4 h.p. Ormonde, round tank, very fast

;

£8 10s.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
Street. London.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, long oars,
low saddle • £18 18s. ; liberal exchange.

—16. Westgate, Halifax.

_p6 lOe.—11 h.p. Vaf, Hobart frame, wants
3^ re-bushing, otherwise perfect.—Hodges,
Lansdowne, Bournemouth.

THE Latest New 2i h.p. 1908 and 9 Ariel,
magneto, lightweight, now on show at

Wanchope's, 9, Shoe uane, E.G.

3 h.p. Tiger, perfect condition. Longuemare
carburetter, two accumulators ; £15.—

Bent. 37, mdor Road. Leicester.

3 h.p. Scout, grand touring motor cycle,
perfect condition; £8 10s. — J. Rich-

mond, 111, Larkhall Lane. S.W.

6 h.p. Jap, No. 6 frame, free engine puUey •

not done 500 miles ; £23.—Garaged at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, B.C.

TRIUMPH. 3J h.p., 1907, magneto, perfect
order; sacrifice £32, bargain. — Stacy

Marks, Artist, Leamington Spa.

F.N. II h.p. Lightweight, brand new, speci-
fication as per maker's advertisement;

what offers?—Moss, Wem, Salop.

3 h.p. Bat, De Dion engine, absolutely per-
fect; £12 158., bargain.—Primrose Cot-

tage, South Norwood Hill. S.B.

5 h.p. Light Tourist Vindec Special, in con-
dition as new ; £35.—Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London. '-

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray carburetter, long
bandies, footboards, etc.; £12, or offer.

—69, Hill Rise, Richmond. Surrey.

£22.—Motosacoche, new February, 1908, rub-
ber studded cover back; any trial.—M..

Sydenham House, Clacton-on-Sea.

TRIUMPH, 2J h.p. Jap, fast, reliable, splen-
did condition ; £14 : money wanted.

—

Bass. 15. Rectory Road, Barnes. S.W.

3 h.p. Triumph, 1906, accumulator ignition.
Palmer tyres, in good order; £19; ap-

proval ; The Motor Cycle deposit.—Below.
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., in splendid condition,

complete with full kit of spares, valves,
etc., lamp, stands, horn, all ready for the
road ; £25 lowest.—Whitaker, Green Street
Green. Orpington.

KERRY. 23 h.p., easy starter, in good run-
ning order; trial; £13 10s., or push bike

and cash.—Rogers, Ball's Hut, Arundel.

31 h.p. Quadrant, vertical engine, in splen-
2 did condition; £15. first cash.—Wau-

chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

4 h.p. Ormonde, Dunlop 2J tyres, belt, and
accumulator, new, soiled, but in perfect

running order; price £11.—Hewett, Alton.

2i h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea. Longuemare,
2 iust thoroughly done up ; only £11.—

2. Lower King Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p,, 1907. magneto, spring
forks, carrier and stand, etc., guaran-

teed perfect 'condition,—^Moss, Wem, Salop.

SALFORD.—3 h.p. Triumph. magneto,
spring forks, Al condition; £23 10s. —

Hairdresser, under Regent Theatre, Salford.

21 h.p. Bruneau. free engine, new motor
2 Dunlops, engine sound, two brakes,

very little need; £11.—Barnes. 164, Church
Street. Kensington.

Why run
risk o •f Side-

slip

when yeu can fit the PHOENIX attachment
for £12 10b.

For Pabsenger £15.
Lists by return.

PHGENIX MOTORSt Ltd.,
Bluiidell Strceti Londorii N.

"SIMPLEX'*
PATENT

Belt Fasteners.
i, i i, iln. t /- each all sizes.

BEWARE OF
COL.OURABL.E

IMITATIONS.,
Sale Patentees and Manufacturers,

HERWIN, CANNY & Cc., i

Pi.UMSTEAO, S.E.

CHAPMAN'S

FOOT BRAKE.
Verypowerful. Unbroak.

able. One clip. Always

absolutely reliable.

Plated, 10/6. Black

finish, 8/9,

"ARCTIC" FANS.
Enclosed type. Thousands in use. Testimonials

from al! parts of the world. H.S.H , Tasmamta: A
most sueeessful Fan (two vears in use.) S.D.S.,

Johannesburg; Gives every satisfaction, (i8

MONTHS IN use,) S.H.D., Dkoghfda : Can run on
low gear any length of time H.J,, Leigh; I would
not drive without Fan. Wm. C, Ipswich: Well
pleased with investment. W.S., Blackheath :

Power greatly increased.— Numerous others.

Originals can be seen. 30/- to 62/6. Scientiecally

designed. Silent frictionless bearings. Flexible con-

nections. Readily fitted. Many in use on small cars

JOHN CHAPMAN & CO.,
FinchleT Road, Child'a Hill, N.W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL.

NO Worry Depot " is in the unit
position of being able to deliver _

Triumphs from stock; price £48.

NO Worry Depot" has in stock one
the new Triumph Tourist Trop

models; price £50.

" IVrO Worry Depot " can sell you a 1;

i>l 1907 Phelon and Moore. 34 h.p,, 1

build, magneto, two speeds, perfect, i

" "VTO Worry Depot "' for all motor cy
i.1 acoessories—lamps, home, cove

tubes, patent lamp brackets, electric lam
belts, etc.—Eric S. Myers, No Worry Dep
62, Manningham Lane, Bradford.

5-6 h.p. Twin Eex, spring forks, long ba
low saddle ; £18 188. ; liberal exchan

—16. Westgate, Halifax.

3JL h.p. N.S.U., practically new, accessor
2 spares, tools; £20, offer: seen s

time.—162. Coldershaw Road, West Ealit

21 h.p. Jap Lightweight, torpedo tan

.

2 Chater-Lea, very fast, enamelled gr

—J. Le G-rand. Seen at 16. Haverstock H
N.W.

23. h.p. Vindec Special, magneto, in exi

4 lent condition and running ordi

£20.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Stre
London.

REX Motor Cycle, 3i h.p., very powerl
handle-bar control, beautiful conditic

bargain, £17.-67, King Eichard Street. C
entry.

TEIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto. Palmer tyi
splendid condition, powerful lar

tools; only £19 IDs. —4, Prances Strf

Woolwich.

21 h.p. L.A.C., low frame, long wheelba
2 Palmer tyres, engine iust re-boi

and re-bushed; £11.—Ayoca, Bushwood, L
tonstone.

MINERVA, 3 h.p., Longuemare, Dermat:
belt, trembler coll, reliable, just ov

hauled; 10 guineas.-A.W.. 85. Angell Roi
Brixton.

6 h.p. Twin, latest model, just deUverc
compulsory sale. 25 guineas; appoi

ment.—J. Hutchison, Apsley YiUa, Claph;
Road, S.W.

31 h.p. De Dion Pattern, Chater-Lea, 1

2 frame, long bars, Longuemare, ty
26 by 2i; £14.—Clack, Henley Street. Str
ford-on-Avon.-

GRIFFON, Zi h.p.. perfect condition, spri

forks, new tyres, 12 months old; £ll

Eodrignes, 14, Bournbrook Road, Selly O^

Birmingham.
QUXDEANT, 3i h.p., magneto, June, 1!

footboards, all accessories and spai
perfect condition; £28.—Bate, 8. Monumi
Road, Birmingham.

13 h.p. 1907 Lightweight F.N.. magne
4 spring forks, in flrst-claes order,

new; £23 IDs.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lai
Fleet Street. London.

31 h.p. Fafuir. as new, M.O.V., Chater-L
'^ frame, non-skid back; £18 10s.; t,

machine has not run 100 miles.—Wauchopt
9, Shoe Lane, London.

QUADRANT, 2 h.p.. perfect running ord
splendid hill-climber, P. and R. act

mulator. taken for debt; cash £5.—Da
away. Cape Hill, Smethwlck.

2 h.p. Minerva, lightweight, fast, a;

powerful machine; any trial: in <

ceUent condition ; a bargain £9 15b. — 5

Seven Sisters Road, Tottenham,

MUST Clear.—One fitted 70 bore 80 strc

F.N., vertical, another 68 bore
stroke Minerva, inclined ; any reasona
offer.—Lawson, Burley Mount. Leeds.

23. h.p. Bowden, F.N. engine, handle-l
A control, chain drive, with stai

carrier and spares; £8 10s. ;' in good goi

order.—Chilton, High Street, Watford.

23. h.p. Noble, in absolute new conditio

4 any trial; do 40 m.p.h.: only wai

seeing; £12 10s.. or near offer, or exchan
—549. Seven Sisters Road. Tottenham.

-I Q08 Minerva. 3i h.p.. new, spring foi

lo Brooks non-skid, bought three yiei

ago, absolutely perfect, all spares ; £30, e

£38,—Hall. 4, The Avenue, Brondesbury.

31 h.p. N.S.U.. perfect. Millennium stai

^ new tyre, carrier, horn, register

etc.; trial willingly; £23, near offer.—

B

ton 19, Queen's Gardens. MusweU Hill,

In answerin/f any of these advertisements it is deMrahle that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31 h.p. HTjmber. perfect running order;
2 - £12 lOe.

Q h.p. Werner, splendid condition; £5 lOs.

O h.p. Quadrant, good condition ; £5 10s.

QJ, h.p. Bex, perfect running order; £9
t>4 10s.—Oolville Works, Linden Arcade,
Chiswick.

REX, 3J h.p., 1906 model, shop-soiled; only
£18 10s. — Shacklock. Manby Street,

Wolverhampton.

3 h.p. Clyde, magneto, spring forks, per-
fect; £14.-8. Westview Gardens, May-

bank Road, Woodford.

5-6 h.p. Twin Bex. spring forks, long bars,
low saddle; £18 18s.; liberal exchange.

—16, Westgate, Halifax.

2 h.p. Biley-Minerva Engine, tyres excel-
lent, in splendid running order; £7

10s.—84, High Street. Daventry.

31 h.p. Beeston Humber, in perfect condi-
2 tion, two accumulators, carrier,

stand, Longuemare carburetter, tyres per-
fect. Smith leather studded cover to back
wheel, automatic inlet valves; price £16.—
Bichardson, Norfolk Villa, Werrington,
Peterborough.

SPECIAL Bargains.-2 h.p. Minerva. M.O.V.,
£7 10s.; 2 h.p. Ealeigh lightweight, £7

10s.; 14 h.p. Minerva. £5 15s.; IJ h.p. Wer-
ner, £5 15s.; 24 h.p. Jap, £5 153.; 2| h.p. Or-
monde, £5 ; 3 h.p. Aster, £8 lOs. ; 2 h.p. En-
field, £5 ISa.; and others; firsit cheque se-

cnres.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,^ London.

TRICARb FOR SALE.
HALEFAX.—54 h.p. Quadrant Carette, open

frame, two speeds, good tyres, run-
ning order; £35.

ALIFAX.—6 h.D. Aster, open frame, water
cooled, two speeds, car tyres; £26 10s.

HALIFAX.—3J h.D. Bex, Mills-Fulford fore-
carriage, with 26 wheels, very reliable;

£16 10s.

HALIFAX.—Twin-cylinder 8-10 h.p. Eexette.
special car, two speeds, carry three

anywhere; £47 10s.

HALIFAX.—44 h.p. air-cooled Stevens tri-
car. 26 wheels, very low. tyres almost

new; £19 10s. — Halifax Motor Exchange,
Westgate, Halifax.

SX h.p. Hiamber Tricar, in excellent con-
2 dition; £18.—H. Hicks. Snaresbrook,

South Woodford.

31 h.p. Humber Tricar, £17 10s. : free en-
2 gine clutch, very fast.-Wauchope's,

9. Shoe Lane, E,C.

41 h.p. Biley Tricar, new condition; trial
2 run; £35.—Howarth, engineer, Padi-

ham. Lancashire;

REX 5 h.p. Litette, quite new ; cost 75
guineas, price £60.—No. 139, The Motor

Cycle Ofaces, Coventry.

4 h.p. Aster, Longuemare, Chater-Lea,
light, low, two-speed, grand condition;

£18.—Jarvis, Hertford.

FOB Sale, 1907 Kumberette, magneto, per-
fect condition; £29 10s.. no offers.

—

Armish.^.w, Stone, Staffs.

"I?OB Sale, Advance Twin-cylinder Tricar,
J- 6 h.p.. splendid condition.—Strapoffski,
Hervey Street, Northampton.

£J h.D. Twin Advance Tricar, bucket seat,
\f wheel steering, like new; offers. — No.
99, The Motor Cycle OfBeea, Coventry.

al h.p. Gennine De Dion Tricar, in good
2 running order and condition; £25.—

Barrett, 332, High Street, Manor Park,

CBNTUEY Tandem Tricar. 5 h.p. Aster en-
gine, good condition, many spares, four

lamps; what offers?—1, Castlebar Boad. Eal-
ing.

X h.p. Tricar, new condition ; cheap toO immediate buyer; bought car.—Low-
son. Tower Lodge, Morley. Bishop Auck-
land.

4 h.p. Antoine-Kerry, in very good condi-
tion; trial any time; £16; also 10 h.p.

Kibble, minus engine.—479, Green Lanes. Har-
ringay.

h.p. Twin Minerva, fan-cooled, spring-
framed tricar, twin back wheel, chain

belt, footboards ; .£25 cash ; trial.—Carter's,
Ibstock.

Accumulators
A new typt of handy " spare " accumu-

lator.

The
"FLEET."

4 volt

5 amp.
Hours.

Siie, 34in. x
lin.x4iln.
over term-
inals. Best
celluloid case
andlid. Non-
corrosive
terminals
and splash-
proof vents.

PRICE 6/6 each. Posted. Strong cases

for above 9d. each. This cell will do 150
miles on a single charge.

" E.P.R."

No. i9c.

4 volt. 10 amp.

Size,

2|in. x2tn. x6in.

Three plates
per cell. Non-
corrosive term-
inals. Splash-
proof vents.

Guaranteed two
years.

PRICE 10/6.

Post 6d.

" E.P.R." No. 20c. 4 volt. 20 amp.
Size 4in. x 2Jin. x 6in. Exactly as

illustration. PRICE 14/6.

k I v^l^ ]9

l-H

Hi
.

REPAIRS.—We make a speciality of

treating old and damaced batteries. We
can either repair and make them equal to
new, or else allow their value in part ex-

change for new " E.P.R." cells. Send for

new catalogue and terms.

NOTE.— AH repair work guaranteed-
Minerva accumulators cannot be repaired.

Richford and Co.,
ACCUMULATOR SPECIALIST'^,

153, FLEET STREET, E.C
Established 1876.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
£10.—Abingdon tricar frame, new. enam-

elled and plated handle-bar, seat pin,
foot brakes, front hubs, and forecar springs.
—Store Street. W.C.

5 h.p. Twin Triette Bex. good condition;
must clear to make room for new

models.—Homer's, Store Street, W.C.

5 h.p. Kerry-Abingdon. new; usual price
79 guineas, our price 55 guineas.—

Homer's, Store Street. W.C.

5-6 h.p. Litette, most successful three-
wheeler prodnoed; exchanges accepted.

—Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

5X h.p. Eexette, two-speed, water-cooled,
2 wheel steering, just been thoroughly

overhauled for selling, including new gears,
new steel-studded car tyre on rear wheel,
new clutch leather, etc.. absolutely in per-
fect running order; £35. lowest.-Jackson.
27a, Liverpool Boad, Eirkdale.

frl h.p. Humber. two speeds, open frame,
O 2 wheel steering, coach-built, lamps,
accessories; bargain, £33.-^98, Pottemewton
Lane, Leeds.

7-9 h.p. Twin Water-cooled Tricar, Chater-,
Lea frame, clutch, and two-speed gear,

handle starting. Palmer tyres; sacrifice £28.—4. Chumleigh Street, Camberwell.

6 h.p. Bexette, king of little cars, double
front seat, open frame, wheel steering,

two speeds, water-cooled, in new condition;
£55.-46, Albion Boad. Dalston, N.E.

TBICAB, Bex, 4 h.p., coach-built front, fit-

ted with Phelon and Moore two-speed
gfear, all spares; £33 10s., or nearest offer.

—

Bond. 317, Blackburn Boad, Accrington.

6 h.p. Century Tricar, as new. Aster en-
gine, water-cooled, two speeds, open

frame, Beynolds silent chains ; nearest offer
to £30.—Winkworth, architect, Pangboume,
Berks.

9 h.p. Biley Tricar, heavy tyres, in thor-
ough good running order, new early

1907. sold for no fault; what cash offers?—
Pull particulars, Hansford, Ilminster,
Somerset.

QUADEANT Carette, 6 h.p., latest pattern.
little used, all accessories, etc. : price

40 guineas: owner purchased car.—Address,
" Chauffeur," Eildare Lodge, Minehead.
Somerset.

HUMBEB Tricar, 4 h.p., water-cooled, two
speeds, thoroughly overhauled ; thrown

away at £25; taken in exchange for Motosa-
coche.—Dufaux (Eng.), Ltd., 65. Holborn Via-
duct, B.C.

LAGONDA- Tricar, 10-12 h.p.. water-cooled
engine, three speeds, very fast on hills,

excellent condition, all accessories; any
trial

;
price £65.—The Western Motor Agency.

Sidcnp, S.E.

COACH-BUILT Open Frame 4J h.p. Min-
erva, wheel steering, Anglian two-sp^eed

gear, and clntch, good condition; bargain,
£25; seen any time.—Langan, 292. Kings-
land Boad. N.

FOB Sale. 6 h.p. Porman tricar, two-speed,
open frame- chain drive. Palmer cord,

26 by 2J. in first-class condition; trial given;
bargain, £30, or offer.—Kirkwood, Electricity
Works, Shrewsbury.

BEADBTJBT Tricar, governess coach-built
body, 4J-6 h.p., two speeds, free engine,

chain drive. Palmer cord tyres, new. climb
anything; no reasonable offer refused.-38, •

Stanfield Boad, Winton, Bournemouth.

RILEY Tricar. 44 h.p.. water-cooled, two
speeds, free engine, coach-built fore-

car, bucket back seat, snring seat-pillar,
good hill-climber, very fasf, several spares;
£35.—Hildred, Coningsby, near Lincoln.

4 h.p. Antoine Tricar, two speeds, fan.
lamps, horn, spares; £18 18s., or ex-

change for Stepney wheel, headlight, or
ansrthing useful for a car. and cash adjnst-
ment.—Fred. J. May. High Boad, Ilford.

TBICAB. 4J h.p. Jap w.c. engine, Chater
open frame, two-speed gear and clutch,

overhauled, and painted; must sell; nearest
offer £35.—Photo and details from C. G. Har-
ris. Town Hall Chambers. Peltham, Middle-
sex.

SINGEE Tricar, 9 h.p., three speeds and
reverse, 3iin. tyres, all accessories, per-

fect condition; any trial; £65; owner buy-
ing tricar.-A. H. Davison, 27, Westwell Bead.
Streatham C-ommou. S.W. Tele. 2023 C-en-
tral.

In answtring any of these adveriuements it is ilr^iraUc i/mc you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
4JL h.p. Eiley, coa^h-built, new conditian.

2 many extras ; £33 10s.—82, Shardeloes
Road. Brockley. S.E.

REXETTB 6 h.p. Tricar, special model, ab-
solutely as new ; price £40.—^Braddick,

9, Gough Square. E.G.

31 h.p. 'Water-cooled Humber Tricar, coach-
2 built, two speeds, excellent condition

:

£22.-16. Mayfleld Avenue, Halifax.

C.I.E., 5 h.p., Phelon and Moore speed gear,
coach-built, excellent; giving up; £32.—

Wilton Lodge, Halifax.

41 h.p. Wbite-Poppe, three-seater, water-
2 cooled, three speeds; £25; 23 h.p. De

Dion part.—31, Landor Eoad, Stockwell.

BAEGAIN.^i h.p. Tricar, in good condi-
tion and running order; £13.—Oakley

Lodge, Christchuroh Eoad, Hampstead.

TEICAE, 4J h.p. Peugeot, two-speed, splen-
did condition, climb anything; £25. —

57. Munster Eoad, Teddington, Middlesex.

51 h.p. Trimobile, splendid order, special
2 lamps, fittings, accessories, etc.; £33

oa8h.^9, Springfield Eoad, Cotham, Bristol.

TEICAE Chassis (new), inclined, wheel
steering, wheels, tyres, etc. ; £5 lOa., cost

£20.-9, Parkholme Eoad, Dalston, London.

TEICAE, 5 h.p. Quadrant, two speeds, wheel
steering, coach-built seats, good order;

£30, or offers.—Carlingford House, Hamp-
stead.

3 h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds, clutch,
tan, Jap carburetter, £28; Longuemare

carburetter, 10s.—Burgess. 20, Hyde Tale.
Greenwich.

HUMBEE Tricar, 5 h.p., open frame, ooach-
built, free engine, two-speed, water-

cooled; trial run; £29 I03.--Washington.
Middlewich.

h.p, London Phoenix Trimo, three speeds,
excellent condition ; £17, part exchange

lady back tandem preferred.-136, Lambeth
Walk. S.E.

51 h.p. Barnes-Stevens, gearbox, wheel
2 steering; £30, offer; exchange Tri-

umph, Eoc. or magneto twin.—Kennard, New
Eltham, S.E.

TWTN-CYLINDEE 8-10 h.p. w.c. Eexette,
wheel steering, carry three anywhere;

£40, or near offer; must sell.—Kinsey, 16.

Bickerton Eoad, Upper HoUoway.
QUADEANT Carette, 6 h.p., 1906 model, two

engines, two speeds, handle starting,
chain drives, coach-built, good running
order; £28.—Kennedy, The Oaks, Kenley.

TEICAE. 4J h.p. Beeston Humber, two
speeds, free engine, coach-built forecar,

very fast; first offer nearest £20 gets it, bar-
gain.—No. 149, The Motor Cycle Ofilces, Coven-
try.

LAGONDA, 10-12 h.p., water - cooled, three
speeds, new chains, good tyres, just re-

painted, splendid condition ; a bargain to
clear. £55.—Owner, Zenith Motors, Ltd., 101a,

Stroud Green Eoad. N.

ZENITH Tricar, 6 h.p.. Chafer, two
speeds, Mabon clutch, Simms magneto,

wheel steering, bucket seat, Peter-Unions
(unpunctured), not run 500 miles; £45; seen
by appointment.—Haines, 74. St. Leonard's
Eoad. Poplar, London, E.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar, 6 h.p., twin-cylinder,
water-cooled, opened frame, wheel

steering, bucket seat, well sprung front car-
riage, three speeds, car wheel and tyres,
splendid condition; any trial; very reliable;
£55.—Barker, Church, Preston.

61 h.p. Century Tricar, Aster engine, water-
2 cooled, improved two-speed, foot

clutch, foot and lever brakes, practically
new tyres, 700 by 85 studded back, quantity
of spares, recently overhauled; £30, close
offer.-Apply, Wickins, 72a, Gowan Avenue,
Fulham.

1 Q07 Mototri-Contal, 4 h.p., water-cooled.
XU two speeds, clutch, chain drive, 65
mm. Michelin tyres, rear studded, closed
frame, coach-built seat, sprung, new condi-
tion: appointment only; no approval; £36,
1907 bike part exchange.—Miller, 46, Crawford
Street, S.E.

61 h.p. De Dion-Eagle, water-cooled, very
7E powerful, good oi'der, wheel steering,

nearly new car tyres (750 by 85), rear non-
skid, bucket driving seat, two speeds and
free, lamps, horn, spares, etc.; owner going
abroad; £45, or near offer.—Cavendish Cycle
C^., Eastbourne.

The "CELERIO."
A PERFECT BELT HOOK.

Only two pieces

Wide bearing

on hook.

Design reg'd.

Patent

applied for.

Detaches Instantly.

Price 1/- each

for Jin. or lin. belts.

State depth of belt.

South British Trading Co., Ltd.,

13-15, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

TrXe

Ensures

1908 LIST FREE.

United
Motor

Industries,
LTD,

4B & 46, POLAND STREET,
LONDON, W., and

ShMTbeame Works, COVENTRY.

"PEUGEOT"
ENGINES & MOTOR BICYCLES.

2{ and 3i h.p. single cylindw.

3i, 5, and 7 h.p. twin cylindtr.

Also

Genuine Spare Parts.

I carry a large stock and give

prompt delivery.

J. TAYLOR. 318, Pwcy Rm£.
BIRMINGHAM.

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT;

TRICARS FOR SALE.
GLASGOW.—4 h.p. Zenith tricar, new last

year, two speeds, spring open frame,
large Clinchers, fast, comfortable; £23, —
Farrow, 52 Cowcaddena.

SINGEE, 9 h.p. engine, just overhauled by
makers, three-speed and reverse, in

splendid condition, numerous spares, new
lamps, new back tyre and new spare tyre;
£15, no otters.—" luces," Riddlesdown Eoad,
Purley.

41. h.p., w.c, wing radiators, two-speed.
2 coach-Duilt tore, bucket Beat baci»,

cnain drive, 3^ gallons petrol capacity, two
accumulators, B. and B. ; seen any time;
trial run given; £30, or near offer.—30

,

Forest Hill Eoad, S.E.

LUXTJEIOUS Tricar, 10 h.p., two-cylinder,
three speeds, reverse, seats three,

quite up to date, capable doing anything,
going anywhere; beat offer £60, real bar-
gain.—Seen, appointment, 26, Archer Street..
Camden Town, London.

TEICAE. open frame, two-speed, wheel
steering, bucket seat, bonnet, side and

rear lamps, 2J Duulop tyres, smart appear-
ance, complete, less engine ; £10, or beet
offer (write full particulars).—B., 71. Wink-
fleld Eoad. Wood Green, N.

HTTMBBE, 1907, practically new, 6J h.p...
water - cooled, wheel steering, motor

car tyres, open frame, bucliet seats ; cost-
£140, sacrifice 55 guineas, eiceptional bar-
gain; only wants seeing; puoto.—Stacy
Marks, artist, Leamington Spa.

9 h.p, Eiley 1907 Tricar, three speeds and
reverse, just overhauled and painted.

tyres excellent condition, first-class running
order, two brass headlights; expert exam-
ination invited; can be seen by appoint-
ment ; £75.—213, Lower Eiohmond Eoad, Put-
ney.

TEICAE Sale.—We are clearing out 9 h.p.
Eiley, three speeds and reverse, 5 h.p.

Excelsior, three speeds, 4i h.p. Phoenix, two-
speeds, 4 h.p. Kelecom, 5 h.p., twin Kerry tri-
cars ; take any reasonable offer, cash, or ex-
change; all bargains.—128, High Eoad, Tot-
tenham.

ZENITH Spring Frame Tricar. 6 h.p. twin
cylinder Jap engine, Oppermann three-

speed gear, chain drive, comfortable foot-
boards, latest model, 72 guinea machine, used
for a few trials only ; £50 cash to clear, thor-
ough bargain.—Zenith Motors. Ltd., Fins-
bury Park.

r^INGEE 9 h.p. Twin-cylinder Tricar, 190T
*^ pattern, water - cooled, coach-built
body, three speeds and reverse, absolutely
faultless condition, just delivered from the
makers after being thoroughly overhauled
and make equal to new ; cost, with acces-
sories in 1907, £180, price £80.—No. 131, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

QUADEANT Tricar, 6 h.p., two engines,
chain drive, two-speed, air-cooled,

coach-built bucket seats, wheel steering,
fitted Palmer cord and Shaw's non-skid, in
perfect going order; ten miles trial; £34, or
will exchange motor bicycle and cash ; must
be low.—M. Martin, Mason's Cottages,
Snuttlewood, Chesterfield.

GAERAED Tricar tor Sale, 4J h.p. engine,
vhree-speed gear, worm drive, clutch,

etc., all in perfect order; trial with plea-
sure. £25; Invicta Trimo, 4J h.p. Aster en-
gine, three-speed gear, chain drive, all in
good order, £20. or near offer; 7 h.p. Pan-
hard, thorougnly overhauled, gears new and
bearings new, Krebs carburetter, good look-
ing car, and goes well, tyres all good, £50.—
Martin, High Street. Lewes.

COACH-BUILT Open Frame Tricar, wheel
steering, 5-5 h.p. water-cooled engine,

pump circulation, two speeds, free engine,
Cnater-Lea dashboard radiators, chain
drive, large brass acetylene headlight, apron,
spare cover and tube, 750 by 85 grooved Dun-
lop car tyre to driving wheel. Palmer cords
(26in. by 2^in.) front, luggage carrier, elec-

tric horn, new rubber mats, everything per-
fect : £35 lowest.—Seen at 295, High fc Lreet

Lewisham, S.E.

VINDEC Special, twin, with magneto,
converted to three wheels (two in

front), large mudguards, all three tyres
perfect, with Anglian two-speed gear, also
perfect condition, chain drive, lOin. leather
clutch, brakes on all three wheels, only
wants basket seat in front to make perfect
tricar; reason for selling, am going abroad;
cash £35. Telephone. North, 59.—Clarence
Wiikley, 6) Park Street, Eegenfa Park.

In anjiwering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Ct/cff-"
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CARS FOR SALE.
;

h.p. De BioD, three speeds and reverse,

j

four-seater, Dunlop tyres, in good con-
dition and fine running order; £75.-82,
Queen's Boad, Peckham. S.E.

J A h.p. Two-cylinder Car, by known maker,
x\J three speeds and reverse, two-seater,
wants overhauling; £22, or offer.—Box 152,
The Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

h.p. Eover, late 1907, special body. Cape
lood, Lucas lamps; £100; any trial;

expert examination. — Eoberts, Strathmore,
Washington Eoad, Worcester Park.

7 h.p. Oldsmobile, in good condition, mag-
neto and accumulator ignition. Cape

hood, glass screen, lamps, in good going
order; £28, a real bargain.—Horsey, Bland-
ford.

1 A-12 h.p. Siddeley, four speeds, side en-
IXJ trance, Lucas headlights, side and
back lamps. Stepney wheel, tools and spares,
engine and gears as new; £185.—Jones,
Lichfield.

61 h.p. Aster, two-seater, three speeds and
2 reverse, cardan drive, equal artillery

wheels, thoroughly overhauled and re-paint-
ed French grey; any trial; price £45.—Nor-

• thern Supply Co., 56. Deansgate, Manchester.

h.p. Eiley Car, drip lubricator, 700 by 80
grooved tyres, large toolbox, water

gauge, acetylene lamps, electric back lamp,
cost over £200, not run 1,500 miles, in flrst-

class condition; £115.-153, The Motor Cyde
Offices, Coventry.

LIVERPOOL.-1907 Gregoire, 11 h.p., two
cylinders, magneto, thermo, side en-

trance, four-seater, fast, silent, as new

;

trial; £145, take modern cycle part payment,
cost £230.—Lamb, Cigar Merchant, 19, Water
Street, Liverpool.

h.p. Gillet-Foster Four-seated Car,
three speeds and reverse, live axle,

artillery wheels, three large lamps, and
spares; a bargain, £40, or near offer, or ex-
change good twin cycle and cash.—551, Seven
Sisters Eoad. Tottenham.

h.p. Eiley Car, hood, 85 mm. grooved
back tyres, plain fronts, acetylene side

lamps with generator, mudguard exten-
sions, toolbox, underscreen, horn with Grack
attachment, electric tail lamp ; £120.-154.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

i fr h.p. Coventry Humber, fitted with
i-O Major Saul Samuel's screen and
hood, accumulator (special Castle coil) and
magneto ignition (Simms^Bosch). seats five

comfortably, 815 by 105 tyres, lamps, etc., in
excellent condition throughout; price £245.
—56. The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
WHEN Visiting London stay at Waver-

ley Temperance Hotel, 17, Enston
Square. Bed, breakfast, attendance from 3s.

GARAGES.
- Black Lion Garage, back
View Hotel. Black Lion

Street, fifth turning from Aquarium on
right, along front; specially for motor
cyclists; repairs on Sunday.

LOST AND FOUND.
LOST, near Hatfield, on London-Edinburgh

run, inner tube, etc.—Kindly communi-
cate with P. Janson, 23, Eathcoole Gardens,
Homsey.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOUNG Engineer, keen amateur motor

cyclist, desires situation in trade,
drawing office, and workshop experienee.

—

G. Pattinson, Alexandra House, Featherstone
Street. Eoker. Sunderland.

GENTLEMAN wishes to place his son in
motor repairing works, holds driving

and theoretical certificates, and has good
knowledge of motors, must be within daily
access of Balham.—18, Boundaries Mansions,
Balham.

INSURANCE.
INSURANCE.-Please write tor particulars

of 30s. inclusive motor cycle policy.—
Baas, Ongar.

HUGH J. BOSWELL, Insurance Broker,
Norwich, issues all classes of policies

for motor cycles at lowest possible rates ; in-

clusive policy. 20&. ; fire insurance only 2s.

6d. for £25, or 3s. 6d. for £35.—Write for par-
ticulars.

BRIGHTON. -

of Sea

Ifyou ride a Motor Cycle you will

be interested in the "TEE BEE"
Booklet, describing the famous

"TEE BEE"
Specialities.

Tee Bee Stand . . 12/6

Tee Bee Carrier 6/6

Tee Bee Tubular Carrier . . .. 10/6

Tee Bee Spring Fork Attachment 17/6

Tee Bee Spring Seat Pillar .. 12/6

Tee Bee Steel Footrests .

.

5 /-

Tee Bee Spring Footrests ,. 12/6

Tee Bee Spring Footboards . . 20 /-

Tee Bee Hand Starter . . . . 20 /-

Tee Bee Oil-can Carrier .

.

3/-

Tee Bee High-tension Wire Clip 6d.

Tee Bee Roadside Lamp Bracket 1 /-

Tee Bee Stand for Sidecars .. 6/6

Tee Bee Brakes, etc., etc.

ASK FOR BOOKLET.

TEMPLETON BROS.,

535, Sauchiehall Street, GLASGOW-

A GOOD
~~

COMBIN-
ATION

The

Advance

Adjustable

Pulley
and

The

Advance

Adjustable Belt Fastener.

ADVANCE MOTOR MANDFACTURING Co., Ltd.,

Louise Road, NORTHAMPTON.

The " MABON " FREE ENGINE
PULLEY AND CLUTCH.

ie alterations required t* fit.

Operated tram liandle-bar.

PRICE FROM 5S/-.
Send for Leaflet.

Mabon Motor Works,
54, HIGH ROAD,

NORTH FINCH LEY, N.

Agents : The Service Co., 292,

High Holborn, W.C.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
MOTOR and Cycle Business for sale, situ-

ated, on corner at "four cross roads,
large stock, splendid position, good paying
concern.—Write, 63, Pelham Eoad, Wimble-
don, S.W.

ACCUMULATORS.
NEW 27 Hour Dinin.

size Premier,
20s.;

6d.
new
new

Humber
40 hour

Singer, 2l8.—Exchange, 16, Westgate. Halifax.

CELLULOID Accumulator Repair Outfits,
useful for all celluloid repairs ; full

directions; post tree. Is. — Osborne Works.
Forest Hill, London.

ACCtTMULATOES.—Bs. and your old accu-
mulator secures a brand new Premier

accumulator, fully guaranteed, not German
trash.—Parrar, Square Eoad, Halifax.

THE Famous Ajax Accumulator, absolutely
the finest it is possible to make (see

previous Nos. The Motor Cyde); 20 amp. size,

t\ by 21 by IJ, 17s. 6d. ; any size to order in
36 hours; send tor lists.—The Ajax Electrical
Engineering Co., 291, High Eoad, Ilford. E.

ACCUMTJLATOES Repaired promptly, any
make; reasonable charges, best work;

estimates given ; full value for your old ac-
cumulator in exchange for our new " May-
fair" accumulators; special 15 amp., IDs.

6d. ; 20 amp,, 15s.; guaranteed one year.—
Fellows, 49, Hertford Street, Mayfair.

COUPLINGS.
UNITO Cycle Coupling, for connecting

any ordinary pedal cycle to motor
cycle.

T'HE tJnito connects the steering and en-
sures faultless alignment.

THE TJnito is so constructed that side
strain and lean of machines is entirely

obviated.

TiHE Unite is adjustable to accommodate
differences in wheelbase and wheel and

frame dimensions.

DON'T Buy a Sidecar before you know the
advantage of having a

UNITO Coupling. It only costs one
guinea.—Write, Dept. B.. Unite Coup-

ling Co., Ystrad, Glam.

LIBERTY Coupler, cost £3 3s.. take 35s.,

very little used.—Bishop, 3, Park Eoad,
W., Bedford.

Guinea Ariel Cycle Coupling (patent
compensating joints), for connecting

lady's or gent's pedal cycle to motor cycle

:

price 30s.; good as new.—Lee. Windsor Ter-
race, Gosforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

ENGINES.
OJL h.p. Smith and Dowse Engine and car-
ii/2 buretter, sound; 35s.—61, Bath Eoad,
Hounslow.

8-9 h.p. Genuine De Dion Engine, with
clutch; £13; perfect order,—H, Hicks,

Snaresbrook, South Woodford.

31, h.p. Minerva Engine, good as new; can
2 be seen and tried on road; £7 10s. —

" El-Nido," Priest Hill, Caversham-on-
Thames.

7 h.p. Twin-cylinder Antoine Engine, v,ith

carburetter; £9 10s., or exchange ior
higher power.—Hewitt. 39, Lonsdale Street,
Belfast.

Zedel, 25 h.p., £7 13s.; II h.p.,

lOd. : 3J h.p. twin, £10 Os. 7d. ; 5^

h.p.. £13 12s.—Rey. 5. Heath Street Motor
Works, Hampstead.

WEENEE Engine, just re-bored, new pis-

ton, rings, and all bearings, contact
breaker and silencer ; £2 10s.—Wyatt. 11, Neal
Street. Long Acre, London, W.C.

KELECOM Engine, 4J h.p., carburetter,
silencer, perfect running order; too

nowerful for owner; £B.—J.E.S., 113, Kings-
land Eoad, New City Eoad, Plaistow.

ENGINES.—Eoc 1908 4 h.p. ball-bearing
engine, 83 by 90; English manufacture

throughout; immediate delivery. — A. W.
Wall, Ltd., Eoc Motor Cycle Works, Birming-
ham.
E^jrirafES.—4 h.p. Twin, with outside fly-

wheel, clutch, and starting handle,
suit tricar or boat. £5 10s.; 3i h.p. M.M.C.,
-,,,p,, .-.„ie(i head. £3 7s. 6d.—Rose, 85. Str.at-

ford Eoad, Birmingham.

3

ENGINES.-
£9 Os.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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ENGINES.
BOOTH.—Twin Antoine, new, £8 5s. : 5 h.p.

water-cooled Antoine, new. £8 5s. : 6
h.p. Avon, water-cooled. M.O.V., £6 5s.

BOOTH.-23 h.p. Noble, £3 58.; 2J h.p. Jap,
£3 58.; 2i h.p. Noble, £2 2s. 6d. ; 3 h.p.

Rex, £3 5s. ; IJ h.p. Minerva set, tank. etc.

:

£3.

BOOTH.—Other engines taken in exchange.
—Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade Street,

Halifax.

41 h.p. Eover Engine, clutch, carburetter,
2 coil; £12.—W., Meadow Croft, Wester-

ham Hill.

23. h.p. De Dion Engine, in excellent con-
4 dition; only £3. — H.. 16, Windsor

Street, Chertsey.

2 h.p. Simms, magneto, complete, with
carburetter; £2.—A. McG-owran, Union

Street. Coventry.

4-5 h.p. Simms Engine, M.O.V., water-
cooled, quite new, and fitted high ten-

sion magneto ; £11.—Farrar.

2i h.p. Quadrant Engine Sets, cylinder,
2 piston, connecting rod, crank cases,

flywheels, exhaust valve, 37s. 6d. per set; 3
-h.p. Quadrant sets, as above, 458. set.—
Farrar.

23. h.p. King Engine, vertical, fitted con-
4 tact breaker, driving- pulley, good

puller ; £3.—Farrar.

3X h.p. De Dion Pattern Engine, fine cou-
4 dition. £3 lOs.; 2i h.p. ditto, 50s.—

Farrar.

31 h.p. Standard Engine, vertical, mil
2 take trailer up most hilk; £3 15s.—

Farrar.

Sh.p. Quadrant, just overhauled, £3 10s.;
II h.p. Minerva set, engine, carbur-

etter, tank, etc., £3 10s.—Farrar.

2 h.p. Minerva Engine, M.O.V.. £3; 3 h.p.
N.S.U.. crank case, complete, perfect.

25s.—Farrar, Square Eoad. Halifax.

51 h.p. Twin Zedel, as new. roller bear-
2 ings, etc., spares; bargain. £7 10s.—

Tew, 79, Bromley Eoad, Walthamstow.

23. h.p. De Dion Engine, water-cooled, with
4 carburetter and coil, in faultless

condition; £5 5s.—84, High Street, Daventry.

31-4 h.p. Twin Peugeot Engine, with pulley,
2 in splendid condition ; bought twin

;

a bargain, £6 lOs.—221, Cheltenham Eoad,
Bristol.

31 h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, perfect
2 condition, spare valves, exhaust box

and carburetter; £7. — Lionel, Whitehall.
Chingford.

A FEW 80 by 80 Oracle Engines, new
(Brown pattern), mechanical valves;

£4 each, a chance of a life time; approval
two days against cash, returnable.—L.A.C..
187, Gray's Inn Eoad.

TYHES.
FAEEAE.—New inner tubes, fully guaran-

teed, not porous rubbish ; 26 by 2, 7s.

;

26 by 2i, 78. 6d.; 28 by 2, 7s. 6d.

FAEEAE.—Tyres, fully guaranteed; 26 by
2, 163. ; 26 by 2J. 178. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 16s. 6d.

;

24in. same price.

FAEEAE.—Tremendous stock Continental
tyres; your old tyro accepted in ex-

change; List tree. — Farrar. Square Boad.
Halifax.

OQIN. by 2in. Wired Cover, new. 128.; 26^O by 2Jin. beaded cover, 68.-6, Poulton
Eoad. Southport.

PALMEE Motor Cycle Tyre, 26 by 2i, rib-
bed, new; 15s.—Baythorpe, Balcoinbe

Place, Balcombe, Sussex.

MAUDE'S.-Fully Euaranteed tubes, 26 by
2in.. 68.; 2Jin., 7s.; 2)iin., Bs. ; 28 by 2,

78.; 2i. 7s. 6d. ; 2iin., 88.; approval willingly.

MAUDE'S.—Covers, 26 by 2in., 16s.; 2J, 178.
6d.: 28 by 2in.. 17s.; 2Jin., IBs.—Maude's,

Powell Street, Halifax.

MOTOE Cycle Covers, beaded and wired-
ou, 15s. each; 24 by 2i. 26 by 2in., 26 by

2i, 26 by 2i. 28 by 2i, all guaranteed.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

TYEES.—Pair Clincher Eeno covers and
tubes, 26in. by 2Jin., lot £1 5s.; brand

new Michelin covei, with Sawyer studded
band, 26 by 2J, used 400 miles, £2.-8, Lupton
Street. Kentish Town.

Reg. No. 291289.
2/e each Rivet.

Contacts vastly

superior to platinum,

cures misfiring.

Any parts fitted by
return of post.

MAGNETO SCREWS, Complete, to fit BOSCH
MAGNE'TO D.A. 2. Old pnttern short screws or
new pattern long screw and nut. S/6 pair. NO
TROUBLE. EVERLASTING WEAR. Post free home
or abroad. Write for particulars and testimonials, too
numerous to publish.

J. EDWARDS-BROWN. 38, Herbert Road,
PLUMSTEAD, KENT.

Liberal trade terms.
Old Magneto t crews refitted. 2/6 each.

COMPRESSION

Cylinders Rebored

and new Pistons fitted complete

with Rings and Gudgeon Pin.

Compression means Power

Please send for our booklet, which gives prices
for this work and other repairs.

Repairs and alterations to all

makes of motor cycles

.

The Laystall

Motor Engineering Works, Ltd.,

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRERS,
27 & 29, Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue,

IiONDON, E.G. Estab. 1900.

Tel. 12301 Centra!. Tel.: "Internally, London."

AT LAST. A long felt want in the shape of a
carrier for spare tubes for motor

cycles has arrived. Far better than the old and barbarous
method of carrying tubes in the tool-bag. Fits nn front
forks. Lined with felt.

Prices: Quality A 7/6, B 4/6.

1st quant superior box and uned two colours 2nd
quality lack enamelled and jjold transfer. Belt boxes to

match. Will take 9tt. ; or lin. A QUALITY 8/6:
B QUALITY 5/6. Trade terms upon request. Im-
mediate delivery. Nat. 'lei. 43,^.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART.lPowell St., HALIFAX.

TYRES.
MOTOE Cycle Covers re-treaded, like new

;

Us. 6d.—Ardea Oompan.y. 331a, King-
Street, Hammersmitli.

CLINCHER A Won Brand New Covers. 26 by
2. 19s. 5d. ; 26 by 2J, 2l3. ; also extra

heavy 26 by 2 ditto. 21e. ; order at onoe ; only
a limited quantity ; prices are below usual
trade prices: approval.—Lomas Tyre Co.,

Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

HALIFAX.—Brand new inner tubes, best
make, 26 by 2. 63. 6d.; 26 by 2J. 7s.; 28

by 2, 7s. ; 28 by 2i. 78. 6d. ; 23 by 2J. 8s. 6d.

:

genuine Calmon covers, fit Palmer rims,
with non-slipping tread, 26 by 2J. 15s. 9d.

;

28 by 2, 15s. 9d.; 28 by 2i. 16s. 9d.: 23 by 2i,

20s. 6d. ; all beaded edge.—Halifax iUotor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

TYRES.
BOOTH.—Peter-Unions, 24 by 2J. 28 by 2J,

15s. 6d. ; Royalty covers. 26 by 2. 12b. 6d.

:

2J, 13s. 6d.

BOOTH. — Ten shillings allowed for old
cover in exchange for Shamrocks, Pal-

mers, Goodrich's.

BOOTH.—Tyres, best make, 26 by 2, 16s.;

2i, 17s. 6d,; 24. 21s.; 23 by 2. 163. 6d.

BOOTH.—Best tubes, 26 by 2, 7s. ; 2J, 7s. 6d.

;

2iln., 88. 6d.; 28 by 2, 7s. 6d.

BOOTH. — All tyres sent on approval.—
Booth's Motor Exchange. Wade Street,

Halifax.

MACINTOSH Covers, 26 by 2, 2i, 158. each;
and one Palmer cord, 26 by 2i new,

but shop-soiled, 30b. to clear.—12, Kilbrack
Koad, Beocles.

QAn by 75 Dunlop Cover and Tube, fittedOUU 1 brand new Gross's non-skid, two
spare tubes, wants vulcanising; £3 5s., bar-
gain.—Gee, Commercial Road, Newport, Mon.

fTA Per Cent, off usual prices.—Clincher
0\J A Won brand new covers. 26 by 2, 18s.

6d.; 26 by 2J, £1; 28 by 24, heavy tricar,
23s. ; 26 by 2, extra heavy, 21s. ; 26 by 2J. extra
heavy, 22s. ; all ribbed non-skid treads.-
Farrar.

CLINCHERS.—Special 24in. covers, to fit

2in. or 2iin. rims, 25s. each; don't be
under-tyred. It's false economy.—Farrar.

SPECIAL Line.—Clincher tubes, 26 by 2,

and 28 by 2, complete with valves; 5s.

each, post free.—JFarrar.

1 AS. allowed for old covers in exchange
J-U for Goodrich. Palmers, Shamrocks.—
Farrar, Square Road, Halifax.

REPAIRERS.
IELDIUM Champion " Indestructible " Con-

tacts ; any part fitted, returned same
day; Is. 3d. each.

IRtDIXJM Chamcion " Indestructible " Con-
tacts; warranted pure: special trim-

mers for polishing iridium, 9d. ; no filing re-

quired.

IEIDrUTU: Champion "Indestructible" Con-
tacts; hundreds in use.—Williams, 16,

Wellington Street, Woolwich.

£5 any motor cycle we cannot repair.—
Whites, 22. Brookes Street, Church

Street, Liverpool.

CHEAP and Practical Repairs to motor
cycles of every description.—Campbell.

156, Wirtemberg Street, Clapham, S.W.

CRACKED Water Jackets of motors suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metaUurgi-

oal process. — Lea and Son, engineers, Run-
corn.

BIRMINGHAJVI.—Repairs and overhauling,
accumulators charged and repaired;

prompt attention; moderate charges.—Priest
and Williams, 66, Bishop Street.

LEICESTER and County riders should look
np the Central Motor Co.. Langton

Street, Belgrave Gate, Leicester, for repairs,
tyres, accessories, and, accumulator charg-
ing.

CAR and Motor Cycle Repairs.—Cylinders
re-bored, new pistons fitted, gears,

bearings, valves, etc.; prompt iielivery. —
Mastin and Smart, Bedford. Established
1889.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired,
any make; accumulators lepaired and

charged; best work; moderate charges ; quo-
tations. — Glover Bros., Electricians, Cov-
ei-try.

C1CGCCCOCC Compression means power. —
y Cylinders re-bored and new pistons

fitted; guaranteed fit 4-l,000in. ; bears 13 stone
on pedal; write for list.—Gradior Ma«hine
Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

TO West of England Motorists. — Car and
motor cycle repairs, prompt and re-

liable; cylinders re-bored, new pistons and
rings fitted; don't hesitate; send straight to
us.—Hamlin. Motor Works, Bridgwater.

-j A Years' Experience means efficiency and
JLU economy for customers; De Dion.
M.M.C., Excelsior, and motor cycle experts;
large stock of renewals; repairs prompt;
power increased by larger cylinder bore.—
The Record Motor Co. Coventry.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLING CLUB

CHALLENGE CUP
AND GOLD MEDAL

WON BY

Mr. S. G, Frost on his 4i h.p.

MINERVA
OVER THE TRYING COURSE-LQNDON-EDINBURGH

AND BACK—A DISTANCE OF 800 MILES, NOT A SINGLE

ADJUSTMENT WAS MADE, THE TOOL BAG BEING UNOPENED

DURING THE WHOLE OF THE JOURNEY. THIS IS THE SECOND

YEAR IN SUCCESSION MR. FROST HAS SECURED THE HIGHEST

AWARD FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

MINERVA MOTORS, Lti, 40, H9LR0RN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.G.

Minerva Goods and Repairs, Ltd.—15-17, Charlotte Street, W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable that you m-ention " The Motor Cycle."
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BIRMINGHAM
MOTOR CYCLISTS

are invited to inspect our stock of

MOTOR CYCLE REQUISITES
of every description.

AUTOCLIPSE
MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS,
Jones Motof Cycle Speedometers,

registering up to 50 miles per hour,

Belts, Accumulators, Syrens, Coils,

Plugs, Autoclee and other Spanners,

etc., etc.

THOMAS CLAYTON & SON, LTD.,

Showrooms—126, New Street

(Next to the Midland Hotel),

BIRMINGHAM.

A New

f,v Carburetter.

Some of its Special

Features :

Efficiency,

Lightness,

Strength

and
Durability.

Float Chamber and Spray Chamber are made of Castings. The
Fitting of the adapter has been very much improved, ft is now
held firmly in position by means of a Coil Spring. To clean the Jet
it is only necessary to undo one Nut, the Joint being rendered Petrol
tight by means of a Fibre Washer. The construction of the Throttle
and extra Air Inlet is very strong, and it is impossible for any play
to take place in either. This type of Carburetter has been introduced
for those who require a stronger type of Carburetter than that
previously sold by uj, but the smaller lightweight pattern will still

continue to be manufactured, its efficiency having been well proved
on Engines up to 3i-4 h.p. Eai

MODELS CAN BE SEEN IN

LONDON : F. W. Carpenter, 13, Cecil Court,

Charing Cross Road.

GLASGOW : E. Trevor, 90. Mitchell Street.

BROWN & BARLOW Ltd.,

IT, Uoveday S-t., BIRMINaHAIM.

What a Colonial Rider thinks of
THE FAIRY.

Grahamstown, South Africa, 3/2,08.
" It may interest you to know what satisfaction the Fairy

Motor (2i h.p.) is giving me out here.

a The roads are very bad as compared with English ones, and
en average of! iS miles an hour is the utmost a large 17 h.p.

ar can ran.
The little Fury climbs the hills about here with ease, some

parts of which are 1 in 5 or 6. This may seem steep, but is a
fact. She only needs a touch of the pedals to help her out."

FURTHER PARTICULARS CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION TO

THE FAIRY MOTOR CO.,
102, Westcomoe Hill, Blackheath, S.E.

'Phone 1021 Deptfoid. Telegrairs ; "Froilbite, London''!

OFFERS WAi TED
, . . P'OR . .

1907 second-hand free engine 5| li p. De Luxe
1905 second-hand single cylinder Z\ h.p. Rex
1906 second-hand twin cylinder 5^ h.p. Rex
1907 shop-soiled Rex Triette, 5| h.p.

Write for list of machines, all above must be clered at some price.

Sole Manchester & District Agents, Levenshulme, Longsight, etc.

L. Fn HARVEY & CO.
6, Chapel St., off Victoria St., MANCHESTER.

English Made Throughout
of tha

Finest Leather and Best Hard 8twl.

V«rESTBROOK MILLS,
GODALMINQ, Surrey,

and 17, Opeek Street, Soho, W.

In answering any of these adverlisemente it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."

Ensure positive safety

on any condition

of road.

'4^

You

can have

them vulcanised

to your own cycle

tyres at 17/S per

wheel.
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A few 3 and 5 h p. Models

at clearance prices.

,Write for particulars.

THE PRICE IS

RIGHT.

THE QUALITY IS

UNSURPASSABLE.

(Edinburgh Exhibition—Stands 126 and 127, Industrial Hall.)

^yi
The \yme^iy 1\ h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT

MOTOR CYCLE WITH MAGNETO IGNITIOr

is a strong, serviceable, fully equipped mount, a wonderful hill c-' r

cind capable of speeds from four to thirty-five miles per hour. Spn

forks and every up-to-date improvement fitted.

IN RECENT CONTESTS HAS BEATEN MACHINES
OF FAR GREATER NOMINAL POWER.

Dept. 3,

ARIEL
WORKS,

Write for full particulars.

Bournbrook,

BIRMINGHAM.

A NECESSITY
When on Tour.

FOLDING MAP for Motorists

(In Strong Case).

When on tour the automobilist is often faced with the question or which road to take

or the best way to reach a certain place. All such difficulties can be overcome by carrying

" The Autocar " Folding Map in your kit. It occupies very little space, as when folded it

measures only 7Jin. x 9iin. All main roads are marked in red, and the distances between

all important towns are given.

PRICE 8/10, Carriage Paid.
Please mention that the foldine map is required when ordering.

The Offices of "The Motor Cycle," 20 Tudor Street, London, EX^

In answering any of these advertisements it if desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TbeFoller 'Halt-gnlnea'

Plain ColL

3in. I 3in. x 4iii.

Prlie .. 10/8
Twin do. .. 21/-

Stocked by
Gamage, Benetfink, &c.

In buying Coil or . .

Accumulator, go . .

FIRST for QUALITY.

A small saving in first

cost is no compensation
for roadside worries.

lUUER

Accumulators

and Coils

are everywhere recognised

as

PRE-EMINENT
FOR QUALITY.

4 volts Minerva, IS amps., 17/-

2in. X 4in. x 6in. high.

Rex, 16 amps 16/-

2iin. I 3iin. X 5Jin. high.

Midget, If^ amps. .. 16-
3m. X 3ir.. x 4Jln. high.

John C. Fuller & Son,

Woodland Works,

Bow, London, E.

UanutacturerB ot the Highest

Grade IgnltiOD Apparatus. I

Edited by R. CHILD BAYLEY.

TTie favourite Journal with
all camera users who de-
sire to improve their work.

^ Interesting and instructive articles

by leading authorities on all Photo-

graphic topics.

^ ^ #

^ Reviews of new processes and
apparatus.

^ ^ 41

^ Reproductions—on art paper— of

pictures by leading workers.
di ^ jg

^ Articles and advice for beginners.

Special section for Colour Photo-

graphy. Numerous competitions.

EVEfiY TUESDAY. ONE PENNY.
Of all Newsagents and Bookstalls.

P.&M

Si h.p. Magneto Model £52 - 10 -

3^ h.p. Accumulator Model, £50 -0-0

If you have a two speed geared Machine other tb n the P. &M.
you will have noticed how difi&cult it is to prevent the engine
roaring when running free. One of the many unique features
which go to make the P. & M, such a perfect Machine is the
Half Compression device which automatically comes into action
when the ignition is retarded, and enables the engine to throb
quietly with tl.e gear lever in the neutral position.

Sole London & District Agents:

THE SERVICE CO., LTD., 292, High Holborn,

London, W.C.

PHELON & MOORE LTD.,
CLECKHEATON, YOBKS.

r 1

TRANSFERS
For Motor Cycles,

Tricars, Bicycles, etc.

If The machines you make or sell
should carry a transfer of origin&I
design, which is a constant and
lasting advertisement for you.

H If you will send us the wording and
say whether you prefer gold only,
or gold and colours, we will submit
an original design to you FREE OF
COST.

OUR PMCES ARE LOW, BUT WE ARE
UNSURPASSED FOR QUAUTY,

Crests or Monograms a Speciality.

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
Transfer Speciali.U, COVENTRY.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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We claim the following

advantages over motors
of any other type.

Po verful Vertical Engine.

Strongest Pattern Frame
with all Straight Tubing.
Engine Case forms basis of

Frame. Perfect and Per-

manent Alignment. Long
Bearings of Phosphor
Bronze. Mechanism eas-

ily accessible. It runs

smoothly and quietly, and
every Engine gives its

ad .e tised power. Less

Vibration than any other

Motor of same power. The
Best Hill Climber. Per-

fect Balance.
AWARDED 17 GOLD MEDALS IN BELIABILITY T RIALS.

25 K.p., £25 ; 3 h p., £32 ; 3| h.p., with spring fork attachment, £40.
4^ h.p. Motor Fore Ca.r, open frame, water cooled, two speeds, free engine £85.

PRICE UST AND NAME OF NEAREST AGENT ON APPLICATION TO DEPARTMENT M.

Bradbury & Co., Ltd.,
WELLINGTON

WORKS, Oldham.

THE DOUGLAS.
Price-

so Guineas.

2f h.p. Twin-cylinder.

Bosch H.T. Magneto.

High-grade Rttings.

Ssnd to tht mahgrs for boohJgt—

The best lightweight on

the market, and British

made. Noted for its

smooth running, extreme

silence, and exceptional

reliability.

Douglas Bros.,
Kiagswood, Bristol.

TO MOTOR OYCklSTS.
INSURE AGAINST

PUNCTURES and BURSTS
IN ALL YOUR TYRES

by using

' BE RVIN' TUBES
CfAXEIMT).

THE SIMPLEST EXPEDIENT ON A JOURNEY.
Illustrated Prospectus Gratis.

Apply. THE DEPOT, THE SPARK MOTOR WORKS,
170, Pentonville Road, Kinar's Cross, London.

(Telephone 5010 Central.)

THE ANBLIAN MOTOR CYCLE
-K-tted witH

Genuine De Dion Engine,

Belt Drive, £36.
Anglian Two-speed Chain Drive, 2J Palmer Cord

Tyres, Bosch Magneto, No extras, £50.

Anglian Two-speed Gear, compUte, £8 10s. set.

Send lor List ot New and Second-hand Maoblnes.

ANGLIAN MOTOR CO., Ltd., BECCLES;

and H. P. Bose, Ltd., 28, Frith Street, W.

In. answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.
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FURTHER SUCCESSES OF

(^^#'.
M O X O R B I C 'Y C L E

Thursday, 5th May, in the Welsh A.C. Motor Cycle Hill Climb at

Carmarthen, Mr. B. Trevor Davies, on a 3i h.p. "BROWN" Motor
Bicycle, did FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.

Monday, 8th May, in the Lincolnshire M.C.C. Reliability Trial (about
126 miles), Mr. E. R. Cole (Sleaford), and Mr. R. N. Morley
(Leadenham), on Single Cyhnder "BROWN" Motor Bicycles,

secured NON-STOP AWARDS.
Saturday. 30th May, in the Coventry Motor Club run from Coventry to

Holyhead, Mr. R, G. Thomas, on his 3 5 h.p. "BROWN," was
awarded a certificate for NON-STOP RUN.

Saturday, leth Mav, in the Liverpool M.C.C. Hill Blimb,Mr. H. Brookes,
on a "BROWN" Motor Bicycle, secured SECOND PLACE.

Saturday, 16th May, in the Western District Motor Club Reliability Run
from Hounslow to Bath, a distance of 188 miles, Mr. H. Kirk, on a

"BROWN" Motor Bicycle secured SECOND PLACE.

In the M.C.C. Hill Climb at Sharpanhoe on Saturday,
May 2nd, the "BROWN " Motor Bicyele did FASTEST
TIME in the Single Cylinder Class, WON the Single

Cylinder Handicap, and did FASTEST TIME OF THE
DAY with the exception of one TWIN Cylinder. The
"BROWN," however, beat thirteen Twin Cylinder

Machines-

In the Essex M.C.C. Open Hill Climb at High Beech, on
Saturday, 16th May, the "BROWN" Motor, Bicycle

secured THREE FIRSTS and TWO SECONDS OUT OF
FIVE EVENTS.

In the Auto-Cycle Union's Open Hill Climb at Sutton

Bank, the "BROWN" Motor Bicycle secured a FIRST
and SECOND OUT OF TWO EVENTS.

Could there be stronger evidence of the sure merit of "BROWN" motor bicycles

than the above ? Don't you think it would be to your interest to have all particu-

lars of the "BROWN" before deciing on your choice of a machine? We are cer-

tain it would. Write us now for the "Book of the 'BROWN' Motor Bicycle."

3i h,p., £37. 5i h.p, (twin), £50.

BROWN BROTHERS, LIMITED,
West End Showrooms: 15, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD ST.

GREAT EASTERN ST., LONDON, E.C.

2-7127^. Deansgate, Manchester ; and Paris.

The Difference
between the light given by

7se

MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS
(above) and ordinary motor

cycle lamps (below) means the

difference between safety and

danger.

Mr. W. H. Wells, the weil-known motor cyclist, says ot " AUTOCLIPSE "

Lamps—" Although near-sighted, I can see the road perfectly for 100 yards
ahead." The long distance rays of "AUTOCLIPSE" Lamps means safety

—

practically an insurance—as any obstacle can be seen far enough in advance to

enable the rider to " slow up." These long distance rays can, however, be
entirely eliminated when passing through towns or traffic by means of the Patent
Self-Eclipsing mechanism, leaving only the diffused light, which is quite sufficient

for immediate surroundings, the full illuminating power being immediately
resumed whenever desired.

With Eclipse Mechanism, brass 30/-, plated 35/-.

Without Eclipse Mechanism, brass 24/', plated 27/-.
" Autoclipse " Bookie' post free from Sole Licensees :

BROWN BROTHERS, LIMITED,
West End Showrooms : 15, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.

Wholesale only : GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.G.

271-373, Deansgate, Manchester ; and Paris.

MOTOR CYCLE

LAMP
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PHENIX TRIP- " BMNNINB FAULTLESSLY."

"
I am pleased to say that the Trimo has been

running faultlessly. I have

not had an involuntary

stop due to the car, only

two from punctures. I

must again thank you for

your courtesy and good treatment/'

Yours sincerely, H. COLE,
4, Harold Villas, Doug'as Road,
ROMFORD, 27th M..y, 1908.

Six years of experience beliind it.

PRICE £90 nett. lists by return. prompt delivery.

PHCENIX MOTORS, LTD., Blundell Street, Caledonian Road, LONDON, N.

Telephone—264 Nortli. Joint Managing Directors—J. Van Hooydonk, A. F. Ilsley. Telegrams—" Pacemakers, London."

GRADUAU PAYIVIEN-r TERIVIS ARRANGED.
Sole Agent -Tor Manchester and District—V. FOXWELL GRAY, 3 64, Deanssate, Manchester.

THE

3i h.p. Single CTllnder.

RIGHT AHEAD.
MADE FASTEST TIME.

FIR.ST ON FORMULA.
{See " The Motor Cycle" issue May 6th, 1908.)

BEAT ALL COMERS including twin-cylinder

machines.

At the Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb, Rose Hill (Worcs.), May 2nd, 1908.

A.CC. QUARTERLY TRIAL, APRIL 29th, 1SC8,
both L.M.C. machines MADE A NON-STOP RUN.

Designed by Mr. W. J. LLOYD (late Director of the Quadrant Cycle Co., Ltd.) Designer of the

"ORIGINAL" QUADRANTS (Birmingham Make).

IMPORTANT TO RIDERS OF QUADRANTS (Birminjluun mite).—L.M.C. SPARES AND ENGINE Replacements for thtse m.ichines

cin b« supplied from stock. Prompt Despatch. List Free. Wc have several excellent second-liand .3 h,p and 3J ti.p. Quadrants
(Birminiiham make) for disposal. Re-plated »nd re-enamelled as new. Full particulars on application.

AGENCIES WHERE MACHINES MAY BE SEEN, AND ALL FURTHER INFORMATION OBTAINED:

London and District—The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holbom, W.C. Bristol and District—C. A. Hunter, 45, Park Street. Cardiff and
District— R. Bevan, 31, Castle Street. Manchester and District—James Hall & Co. (Manchester), Ltd., 228, Stretford Road. Briduwater

and Distrlct^Real, Medland & Wills. Ltd.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOI? AMD ENGINEERING CO.
MANAGER—W. J. LLOYD.

L.M.C. Works, 132, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAAfc xeiegrams- obugsng.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that- you mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Ample accommodation
for your various spares, tools, clothing etc., with every

good feature you could desire is provided in

dROOiO Special Bags

for Motor Cyclists, do not load

your cycle with bundles, but have the available space

equipped with our Czu-rier, Pannier, or Frame Bags. We
specialize on Bags of suitable sizes and shapes for luggage
conveyance, and can fit up your cycle most effectively. Each
Bag is made of finest stout quality Brown Canvas on Special

Fibre Board—is Waterproof and Dustproof—is capacious,

light, strong and neat in appearance. We also fit strong

locks and good straps for affixing firmly to frame—ensuring

safety and silence when riding. Prices on application.

Ask TO-DA Y for oar List and details of Motor Cycle Bass, etc^

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd., oep,. 45.

The Saddle Specialists, Birmingham.

Brooks Motor Cycle Pan-

nier Bag No. 9478.

This bag i» made of finest

quality waterproof canvas on

•pecial fibre board. Adaptable

for tools and spares or clothing. It

is fitted with strong lock fwd u
attached by straps to carrier mni

down stays on either side of ma-

chine. An expanding pocket on

front is available for maps.

Supplied in pairs or singly.

Tn antiBtring thit advertisement it is desiraVle that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Triumph
==Eivd - to - End=^

Record.

Marvellous Performance
by an Amateur.

Mr. Arthur W. Bentley, an amateur rider, mounted on a Triumph

3J] h.p. Motor Bicycle, started from John-o'-Groat's to lower the

existing End-to-End Record. He reached Land's End in 41 hours

28 minutes, reducing the previous record time by no less than

7 hours 8 minutes.

886 miles in 41 hours 28 minutes on a single

cylinder 3^ h.p. Triump Motor Cycle.

This Record was officially timed :

TRIUMPH MOTOR BICYCLE Record - 41 hours 28 mins.

Previous „ „ „ - 48 „ 36 „

Motor Car „ - 42 „ 5 „

June 5-6.

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh,
24 hours.

24 Triumphs finished in schedule

time.

All these were Amateur Riders.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

LONDON

:

4.3. Holborn Viaduct, E.C

LEEDS : 4, King Edward St.^

MANCHESTER :

160, Deansgate.

GLASGOW: 101,:Mitcholl St.

In araviering this advertisement it is desirable that you mention "The Jietmr Cycle."
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Peter
There's quite a lot of

difference between

the

PETER UNION
tyre and the kind that

always lets you down

when you are in the

middle of nowher^^ on

a wet night.

The

PETER UNION
tyre is prominent

wherever conditions

call for exceptional

tyre durability. Evi-

dence of this is seen

in any touring test or

race meet. Follow the

example set by the

men "in the know."

Union
PETER UNION TYRE CO., LTD.,

6, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.

Sole Agents for South Africa

—

Shimwell Bros., Caroline

Street, Birmingham. Sole Agents for Scotland—Messrs.
Rignall-Holder' Ltd., i8, Swinton Row, Edinburgh.
Sole .Agents for Manchester and District--THE Manchester
AuTO-CvcLE Co., Ltd., 65, Great Jackson Street, Man-
chester. New York Agency

—

Mr. E. Kitcheuer, 206,

West 76th Stree't, New York City, U.S.A.

In aniwering this advertisement it is desirable tliat you incnlton " The Motor Cycle.
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I5.BT.
VIWDEC 3PmaL

THE /nOTOK CyCLt Of JHERIT,

A CONTINUOUS RUN OF SUCCESSES IN
RELIABILITY TRIALS.
LONDON to EDINBURGH.

13 "VINDSCS" success-Ful ou-t o-F IS stsurtei-s.

LiONDON to EDINBURGH and RETURN COMPETITION.
B "VINDECS" s-tai-ted ELnd 5 -Hnishecl.

JUNE 13th, 1908 Scottish Motor Cycling Clubs' Com-
petition for the Hamilton Shield.

VINDEO SPECIAL*' maUos fas'tes't time in hill-climbiriB
test 0n Flotter-stone.

JUNE 13th, 1908. Leeds and Bradford Motor Cycling

Clubs' Leeds to Edinburgh and back Reliability
Competition.

"VINDEC SPECIAU" vuins the Bt-a.d'F'ot-cl Cup and two Gold
IVIedsLls.

It is tha consistent running: under all conditions of the "VINDEC SPECIALS'
which has won -for them their reoutation.

Let as send you our Jolly illnstrated and descriptive booklet oJ the " Vindeo Special "—sent tree upon request.

5$UTfl BritishTrading CslI
13 6* 15 WILSO/H ST, FI/SSBUR.y. LOMDO/S.E.C.

TPl

39gns.
nett.

With 34 h.p.

Fafnir Engine,
Longuemare
Car buretter,
Watawata Belt,

Brooks Saddle,
finest fittings
throughout.

50gns.
nett.

With Gradua

Infinite Change

Speed Gear,
which is causing

such a great
sensation.

Why not exchange
your old " shake your life out," nerve-racking, rigid framed

motor cycle for the new Spring Frame, Vibrationless

ZE NETTE
ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd., 101, Stroud Green Rd., Undon.N. SHOWROOMS, 119, Stroud Green Rd. {sUZZ PiilSii^ p'l)
A "Zenette" (Standard pattern) is on view at the Showrooms of The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holbom, W.C, also at Messrs. Alexander's

Stand, Scottish Exhibition, Edinburgh. u i * •

P.S. 'Zenette" spring frame Tricar-de-luxe, built on the same principle, 6-7 h.p. J.A.P. twin-cylinder engine, water-cooled, open frame, wheel steering,

two-speed gear, finest coach-built body, bucket seat, a very handsome machine, 90 eulnaas nett.
^ *• j

Orders should be placed immediately to prevent disappointment. (We can only execute in strict rotation.) A few exchanges entertamea.

In answering either of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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In answering this advertisement it i-^ clf-'irahle that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5-6 h.p, Twin Rex. spring forks, long bars,

low saddle: £18 18s.; liberal exchani^e.
—16. Westgate, Halifax.

O h.p. Westfield, Chater-Lea, powerful hill-O climber, splendid condition; £9. — 4.
Drakefell Eoad, Nunhead, S.E.

41 h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, han-
2 die-bar control. 2iin. tyres; £25. —

Hunter, 87. High Street, Clapham.

Ql h.p. N.S.C, magneto, lamp, horn, tools,
•02 etc.; 16 guineas.—L2,641. The Motor
Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor Street, E.G.

3JL h.p. Genuine Chater-Lea. fine condition;
2 £12; may be seen and tried. — 0. A.

Green, 73, Bengeo Street, Hertford.

Ql h.p. Ariel-P'eet, B. and B. carburetter,
02 adjustable pulley, in good order;
£15.—P. Baker, Tiirnershill, Sussex.

TT'OR Sale, Motor Cycle, 25 h.p. P.N. engine,X perfect, or push bike and cash.—Halli-
day, 15, Eoman Road, Cheltenham.

QJL h.p. Excel-sior, first-class running order,02 engine perfect, very powerful; £12.—
33, Heygate Avenue, Southend-on-Sea.

BROWIST, 34 h.p.. magneto, as new, selling
through illness. — Particulars from

Greenwood, Petworth Park, Petworth.

23 h.p. De Dion, spring fcrks, Clincher
4 tyres, long bars, in good going order;

£10.-204, Eglington Eoad, Plumstead.

4 h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea frame, 2Jin.
Palmers, many accessories ; £11.

—

^/rite for particulars, Tarrant. Poole.

QUADRANT. 3i h.p.. 1906. reliable, ready
for the road, tyres nearly new ; £20. no

offers.—Pentold, Kingsoote. Beaconsiield.

KERRY Motor, 2J h.p., Chater-Lea fittings,
Watawata, excellent condition; £10 10s.

cash.—C. 13, St. John's Hill Grove. S.W.

2 h.p. Ariel-Minerva, splendid lightweight,
with stand, carrier, numbers, tools,

etc.; £9 9s.—Chilton. High Street, Watford.

h.p. Stevens, spring frame, new condi-
tion, 2iin. tyres, fast, and absolutely

reliable; offers.—60, tlanson Road, Stratford.

51 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, fan, N.S.U.
^ sidecar. 1907 pattern, complete with

spares ; £40.—Taylor, King Street, Ulverst m.

31 h.p. Eex; £12 15s.; green and gold lined,
I Longuemare carburetter. — Apply,

after 6.30, 186. New Kent Eoad, London, S.E.

VINDEO Special, 2J h.p., perfect condition,
very little used, all accessories; £15.—

Burtle. 52, Blackstock Eoad, Finsbury Park.

N.S.U., perfect order, nearly new, new belt,
also spare belt and accumulators ; bar-

sain, £13. — Alexander 145, Oxford Street,

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., magneto, handle-bar
control; £32, all accessories; particu-

lars; photo.—52, Ditton Court Eoad, West-
cliff.

31 h.p. Late 1907 Minerva, spring forks,
^ condition as new; bargain, £22; also

•G.B. sidecar.—404. High Street N., Manor
Park.

i Q08 Triumph, standard, for delivery first

i-O week July; must be sold.—Send best
offers to No. 97. The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

31 h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame. Palmer
2 tyres, very reliable; £15; trial by ap-

pointrnent.—Stevens, 45, Dryburgh Eoad,
Putney.

i Q08 6 h.p. Twin Jap. magneto, Dunlops,
jlU Matchless built, not ridden 200 miles,
£38; also sidecar, £5 5s.—77, Mitcham Eoad,
Tooting.

-{ Q07 Triumph, hardly used.—Charleton,
it/ Westgate, Peterborough. Vindec
Special, twin; £30.-55, New Eoad, Peter-
borough.

_(?3 10s.—Motor Cycle, low, spring forks.^ good tyres, etc.. wants carburetter and
belt, or exchange.—46. High Eoad, Willesden
Green.

MOTOE Bicycle, M.M.C. 3J h.p. engine.
Chater-Lea frame, spring forks, near-

ly new tyres, little used, first-class condi-
tion; what offers,—1, Castlebar Road, Eal-

3 J. h.p. Humber, free engine clutch, handle
^ starting, new 2J Dunlops, long bars,

low seat, spares, new condition; must be
sold; what offers?—75, Manor Street, Chel-
sea.

S'-^ Twin Rex £18 18s.
or £4 and '07 single Rex, £6 and '00 Rex

allowances for other makes.
Liberal

6 h.p
b h.p

5i h.p

5ih.p

4 h.p
6 h.p

5i h.p
4Jh.p
3 h.p

T h.p
6 h.p

6 h.p

TWIN-CYLINDER MACHINES.
TWIN REX, black finish £19 19
TWIN REX (1907), magneto 25
REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, mag-

neto, twin tvres 27 10
REX DE LUXE, shop-soiled, Roc

clutch, magneto, black finish 35
TWIN N.S.U., magneto, two speeds .. 26 10
TWIN N.S.U. , magneto, 2Mn. tyres .. 23 10
TWIf< VINDEC. magneto' 29 10

. TWIN MINERVA, 2.',in. tvres 23 10
TWIN WERNER, sprmg "forks, light 13 13

. TWING.B., magneto, 2.',in. tyres 25
TWIN ANTOINE, low built 18 18
TWIN REX and SIDECAR 23

SINGLE-CYLINDER MACHINES.
3* h.p. REX DE LUXE (1908), Roc clutch,

two speeds, magneto ; cost £52 £32 10
4 h.p. ROC (1907), magneto, free engine 27 10
3* h.p. TRIUMPH (1907), magneto 32 10
3S h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low built 19 19

2J h.p. REX LiLiHTWElGHT (1908), nearly
new 23 10

FOUR-CYLINDER F.N..magneto 19 19
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels 14 14

3i h.p. Kt X, 26in. wheels, 2Din. frame 11 11
;'. h.p. REX (1907), spring forks, 2Jin. tyres 16 16
ji h.p. REX (19061, spring forks 15 15
3* h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels 12 12

i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels 10 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto, vertical .. 11 11

3 h.p. WHITELEY, spray,"good tyres 8 10
3V h.p. EXCELSIOR, very powerful 8 10
3 h.D. SIMMS, M.O.V., magneto 10 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR, Phcenix twospeed 1313

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
3 h.p. BRADBURY £10 2* h.p. MAGNETO
3 h.p. HU.MBER .

3 h.p. CALVERT .

2* h.p. MINERVA .

2} h.p. REX
i; h.p. OUADRANT
2Jh.p. BUCKET

£10
10 3ih.p. REX 10
9 2i h.p. CENTAUR .. 8

9 2" h.p. MINERVA .. 8
6 13 h.p. MINERVA ,. 8
6 2i h.p. JAP 7

2I h.p. ARIEL
Push Cycles taken in part payment.

TRICARS
4 h.p. HUMBER, W.C, Phelon and Moore

two-speed gear, coach built £18 10
4 h.p. TRENT, W.C, open frame, two

s.^eeds, wheel steering 18 10
4 h.p. DERRICK, coach built, free engine .. 16 16
4 h.p. REX, free engine, special engine .... 17 17
31 h.p. ROYAL SOVEREIGN, light 9 10
5' h.p. QUADRANT, two speeds 22 10
3J h.p. WHITE h POpPE, M.O.V., Kent

three-speed cear 16 16

5i h.p. REXETTE, open frame, two speeds .. 35

MOTOR TRICYCLES.

2} h.p. HUMBER .. £6 I
3'. h.p AUTO MOTO £5

PHCENIX TRIMO. . 6 I SIDECAR 3
Cash, Credit, or Exchange.

HIGH-CLASS LUBRICATING OIL.

Specially refineJ for air-cooled engines by the

largest makers in the land. Heavy gravity, high flash

point, great viscosity. Will increase your engine

power 10 %.
HALF-GALLON CANS, 1/11. Approval.

CORONET VARIABLE

SPEED PULLEY.

14-/ - each.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Standard makes can be had without sending old
pulley for pattern.
The screwed flange is securely held in any position

by a simple yet ingenious contrivance that dis-

tinguishes It as the most improved pulley made.

GRIPSKIN BELTING.

Scientifically made from selected parts of hides. An
efficient belt at a popular price. Outlasts two rubber
belts. Correct angle, perfect drive, non-stretching.

We send on approval on receipt of P.O.

fin., 9d. ; Jin.. lO^d.; gin., 1/-; lin., 1/1.

Special Terms to the Trade.

Booth's IVIotor Exchange,
CORONET WORKS, WADE ST, HALIFAX.

Telephone 19SY.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U. 5i h.p. Twin Bllie, lilse new. low

Ir-ame. 2^ tyres, spares, tools, lamps,
etc.: £30. bargain.—John Wiswall, Stanley
Villas, Euncorn.

31 h.p. N.S.U.. low. Peter-Unions, Bates
2 band back. Nilmelior, good climber,

fine condition ; £17.^4. Dornton Eoad, Bal-
ham, S.W.

3JL h.p. Clyde, magneto. Palmer tyres,
2 splendid condition, just overhauled;

a bargain, offers. -32. High Street, Coalville,
Leicester.

KERBY, 2J h.p . good condition, fast, hill-
climber ; £1G. or near offer.—Apply, Box

L2 640. The Motor Cycle Otfices, 20. Tudor
Street. E.G.

23. h.p. De Dion, brass torpedo tank, B. and
4 B. carburetter, low machine; a bar-

gain at £12.-^Pnnimell, 55, Mosedate Street,
Camberwell.

5-6 h.p. Twin Eex, spring forks, long bars,
low saddle; £18 18s.; liberal exchange.

—16, Westgate, Halifax.

CLAEENDON, latest, reduced from £37 IDs.
to £25. — Stour Motor Cycle Depot, 27,

Fleet Street, Coventry; 64, High Street,
Stourbridge.

2 h.p. P.N., new Palmer cord, foot brake,
perfect; £14; must sell; owner bought

Eover ear.—Holden, Park Street. Barnolds-
wick, Yorks.

6 h.p. Jap, Longuemare, Whittle belt. Jap
clutch trembler, footboards, ideal for

sidecar; £23.—White, 50, Beresford Eoad,
Kingston, Surrey.

3X h.p. Rex. in perfect condition, new belt
4 and tyre, with lamp, horn, numbers,

and spares; £10 10s. cash, lowest.—Chilton,
Hi£h Street, Watford.

£6.—Minerva, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray, Stan-
ley-Dermatine, good running order. —

" Motor," 19, Courtenay Street, Kennington
Lane, S.E. After 8.

GENUINE Zedel 23 h.p. Cycle, good condi-
tion. Barlow carburetter. Palmers, for

exchange low lightweight.—Geeves, 19, Neck-
inerer, Bermondsey.

4 h.p. Werner, twin-cylinder, spring forks,
ratchet exhaust lift, in fine running

order; 12 guineas; no offers. — 82, Queen's
Eoad, Peckham, S.E.

•t Q08 Motosacoche, in splendid order, fit-
i-U ted with spring forks, carrier, stand;
price £25. or near offer.—J. Tyler, 85. Mor-
ant Eoad, Colchester.

TEIUMPH-MINEEVA. H h.p., M.O.V., splen-
did hill-climber, new back tyre, reli-

able mount; £8.—W.S., 10. Belleflelds Eoad,
Brixton, London, S.W.

h.p. Buchet, excellent condition, acces-
sories. £12; clutch (chain drive), 15s.;

offers considered.—" Waverley," 72, Park
Eoad West, Birkenhead.

5 h.p. Twin Eex, just overhauled, better
than new, fitted new Guenet coil, pow-

erful hill-climber, easy starter; £20.—Bam-
ber, Totley Rise. Sheffield.

£8 10s., or offer, for 23 h.p. Mitchell motor
cycle, good sound condition, or ex-

eha.nge anytliing useful. — H. Upton, 31, Is-
liugwood Street, Brighton.

2 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., Dunlop tyres. Bates
non-skids, stand, in perfect order; only

requires seeing; £10.—Barber, 17, Galena
Eoad, Hammersmith, W.

Q h.p. Minerva, can be seen going any
AJ time; a bargain, £11 Us., a push cycle
taken in part payment.—Hartnup, High
Street, Chislehurst, Kent.

MINEETA, 23 h.p., spring forks, Eisemann
magneto, perfect order, £15; Excelsior,

23 h.p.. good running order, £8.—Adlington,
Eainbow Hill, Worcester.

TWIN Rex and Liberty Sidecar, good con-
dition throughout; seen and tried here;

£24, or would separate.—A.L., Pacific Lodge,
Duncan Eoad, Gillingham.

MINERVA, 21 h.p.. splendid hill-climber,
good running order: bargain for quick

sale, £9; no offers. — Cherry. " Olovelly,
'

Etchingham Park Road, Church End, Finch-
ley.

REX, 31 h.p., 1908 finish, magneto, spring
forks, not ridden 50O miles, with acces-

sories £25, without £20, or nearest offer. —
Brazier. 4. Charlwood Street, Pimlieo, Lon-
don.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EXCELSIOR, 3J h.p., footboards, Wata-

wata. horn, lamp, etc., tools, spares:
£14; photo; trial anj' evening.—132, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

G.B., 3 h.p.. magneto, Xl'all spring forks,
stand, adjustable pulley. Whittle's

belt, good condition; £20.—Knowles, Parlia-
ment Street, Ramsey, I.O.M.

31 h.p. Rex, Longuemare. trembler, new
4 Palmer cords, handle control, low

frame, perfect running order; £17 10s.—94,

St. George's Road, Forest Gate.

FOR Sale. 4J h.p. genuine De Dion engine,
water-cooled, good as new ; also Du-

pont two-speed; £6, or nearest offer.—ElUs,
Rookery Road, Handsworth.

h.p. Kerry, low built, spray, girder
forks, spring saddle, new Clinchers,

good running order; £9 lOs., or nearest offer.
—34, Arthur Street, Gravesend.

31 h.p. Minerva, late 1907, not ridden 600
2 miles; cost nearly £40 with acces-

sories, sacrifice £16 10s. ; no offers.—C. Moody,
141, Salmon Lane. Limehouse, E.

31 h.p. Triumph, late 1907, new April this
^ year, in excellent condition, adjust-

able pulley; price £32, no offers.—No. 142,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

h.p. Quadrant, In good running order.
Brooks BlOO saddle, girder forks, Lon-

guemare carburetter. Continental belt; £13.
—Hitchings and Son, Evesham.

23. h.p. P.N., with sidecar, perfect condi-
4 tion, including tyres, for quick sale,

privately; £15.—Apply, in first instance, to
Graham Bros., Garage, Enfield, N.

3X h.p. Centaur, fast, powerful, suit side-
2 car, lamp, stand, spares, etc., thoi^

ough good machine, new tyre back; £9, or
offer.—8, Sebert Road, Forest Gate.

5-6 h.p. Twin Re?, spring forks, long bars,
low saddle; £18 IBs.; liberal exchanje,

—16. Westgate, Halifax.

WOLF New Featherweight Motor Cycle,
complete, new, unsoiled ; accept £17

;

must realise at once.—Letters only, Wil-
liams, c/o Sydney Road, Eaynes Park.

h.p. Peugeot, Chater, very low, Longue-
mare (H.), brass tank, two accumula-

tors (P. and R.), P.U. tyres, all as new; £23.—
Smith, 8. Sebert Road. Forest Gate.

TRIUMPHS, Triumphs, 1907. for £41. 1908

£48; your machine part payment.—
Stour Motor Cycle Depot. 27, Fleet Street
Coventry; 64. High Street, Stourbridge.

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., magneto, new August,
1907. all spares and accessories ; seen

evenings; guaranteed perfect condition;
£30.-31, Rhodesia Road, StockweH, S.W.

F.N., 4J h.p., four-cylinder, latest model,
magnificent hill-climber, appearance

and condition equal to new; £33.—Warlet,
106. Great Portland Street, London. W.

31 h.p. White and Poppe, Peter-Union
2 tyres, chain drive, clutch. P.N. car-

buretter, band brake, climb anything; £13.
—Barber, 17, Galena Road, Hammersmith.

21 h.p. Ariel Lightweight, splendid condi-
4 tion- £14, or would exchange higher

nower, cash adjustment, twin preferred. —
Edgar Wroe. Melbourne House, Wombwell.

6 h.p. Twin Rex, new Brooks non-skid and
new Continental tube on back tyre,

new Lycett belt, in splendid condition; what
offers?-133, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31 h.p. Fafnir, almost good as new, beau-
2 tiful low machine ; twenty guineas

;

ride fifteen miles to intending purchaser.—
Stapleton, Post Office, Finchampstead, Berks.

TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto, registered
March, 1907, exceptional condition,

little used, Watawata, lamp, horn ; 25 guin-
eas.—" Thornbury," Grosvenor Road, Alder-
shot.

EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p.. no trouble machine,
perfect condition, only run 1,500 miles.

Clinchers, 26 by 2i. Watawata, Longuemare

;

£14; seen any time.—30, Dault Road. Wands^
worth,

21 h.p. Buchet, perfect condition, fast,
2 powerful, comfortable, tyres good,

new belt, footbrake, trembler coil, all acces-
sories, sacrifice £11; also 23 h.p. Curry, Ste-
vens engine, two accumulators, new belt, in
good condition, £10, or nearest offer; call
or write.—Shenton, 34, Thames Street, Lei-
cester.

FARRAR'8
Is twenty yards from Halifax Station.

Next door to Square Church.

MAGNETO IGNITION MACHINES.
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, Simms-Bosch

magneto '. £18
rgoS F.N. Lightweight 32
rgoS REX Lightweight 23
3j h.p. Four-cvlinder F.N 23
5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, almost new 31
5i h.p. REX-DE-LUXE, good 29
4i h.p. Twin G.B., Nala two-speeds 32
4 h.p. ANTOINE, rgo; 19
2} h.p. SINGER, vertical 10

DUST LIFTERS.
5 h p Twin Peugeot, a ilyer £22
4i h.p. Four-cylinder DURKOPP 23 10
li h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26' wheels 14
5i h.p. REX-DE-T.UXE, twin tjTes, clutch .

.

23
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, very low 19
5i h.p. Twin REX, a dream 19
3J h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks 15
5 h.p. TRIUMPH 19
i h.p. BROWN, vertical, low 12

FASHIONABLE LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1} h.p. MINERVA, spray £8
2 h.p. WERNER, low, vertical 8 10
ij h.p. MINERVA, good 5 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., 26" wheels 9 9
2 h.p. CYCLONE, vertical, spray 7

Push bike part payment.

VALUE FOR MONEY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12 10
3} h.p. DUX, vertical, M.O.V 10
2} h.p. HUMBER, torpedo tank 9
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, a iiier 10
3i h.p. REX, J905 machme, M.O.V 13

3I h.p. REX, 22in. frame 11

3 h.p. REX, vertical, trembler 10
3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical, spray 10
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spray 8 8
2j h.p. PEBOCK, 26in. wheels 11

2I h.p. R. and P., 26in. wheels, vertical 10
23 h.p. CLARENDON, 26in. whei>l3 10

3 h.p. KERRY, almost like new 13

Rubber and Canvas V Belting. Embodies all good

points of other rubber belts without their drawbacks.
" A distinct improvement."
Note.—The prices are between 33% and 50% less

than other makes. Good rubber belts need not be dear.

Send cash for sample length on approval, i' 9d.,

}" 1/-, i' 1/4, i' 1/8 per foot. Any length cut.

Fasteners Bd. each.

TRICARS.
5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £29

4* h.p. REXETTE, water cooled 25
5" h.p. REXETTE, sprung back and front. Offers

wanted.

SIDECARS.
MONTGOMERY, right-hand side, flexible,

26in. Clincher tjnre £4 10

Brand New Sidecar, rigid, right-hand side,

26 xajin.. Clincher tyre 5

Brand New Sidecar, rigid, right-hand side,

28 X 2^in., Clinciier tvre 5

ODD BARGAINS.
Eisemann Magneto, suit any twin V engine, £2 15s.

Osborne Four-speed Gear, 1908 pattern, £3 3s.

New Twin Coil, 10/- New Lycett's B Toolbag, 6/-

New Lycett's L72 Saddle, 6/9. Double Twist

Horn, 4/8 ; large size, 6/-. Motor Cycle Back
Brake, new, 6/-. New Rex Free-wheel, i/-.

Osborne Free Engine Clutch, 27/6.

CLINCHER TYRES.—See my advert, on page 28.

NEW TYRES FOR OLD.
Genuine Continentals. Genuine Continentals.

Cover. Tube. Cover. Tube.

26 X 2 24/- 9/6 28 X 2 25/- 10/-

II Hi 25 6 10- .8X2| 27/3 10/6

26X2i 29/6 11/- 28 X 2i 29/9 11/3

3/- allowed for old covers, 2/- for old tubes.

Traders and Agents send for discounts.

LYCETT'S "LIGHTNING" STANDS.
Firm. Rioid. Strong.

For 24', 26", or 28' wheels. 4/9 per pair.

Send for Price List of Accessories. Pounds saved.

WANTED.—Triumphs, Vindecs, N.S.U., or any good

1907 or igo8 maciiines. Cash waiting.

E. FARRAR,
ALBION WORKS, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX.

Next door to Square Church.

£

MOTOR BICYCLES |FOR SALE.
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex. spring forks, long bars,

low saddle; £18 18s.; liberal exchange.
—16. Westgate. Halifax.

31 h.p. De Dion. Chater 5a frame, 26in.
4 wheels. Continental and Clincher,

two tanks, long handle-bars, machine nearly
new; £17. or offer.—Lewis. Colville Road,
Leyton.

31 h.p. Centaur, chain drive, free engine
2 clutch, new condition; £22; too pow-

erful for owner; exchange lightweight. —
Johnson. 54. Comerford Eoad, Brockley,
London.

25 Buys 6 h.p. Eoc, condition like new.— perfect running order, free engine,
very comfortable (worth double), every ac-
cessory.-B. B. Ames, Brambledene, Eaton,
Norwich.

FOK Sale, 2? h.p. Minerva. Chater-Lea fit-
tings, Dunlop tyres, spray carburetter,

engine just been re-bored, splendid order;
£10 lOs.-Wood, Woodbines. Canbury Avenue
Kingston.

23. h.p. Minerva, splendid condition, guar-
4 anteed perfect order, plenty spares

including belt, good hill-climber; £13 IDs.,,
offer; after 2.—Myrtle Villa, Oliver Eoad.
Leyton, E.

Oi h.p. Eei, excellent condition, practic-04 ally new Clincher, Dunlop, new in-
ners, large lamp, horn, stand, ready for
road; 12 guineas.—Yule, 12, Eichmond Ter-
race, Cambridge.

TEItrMPH, Zi h.p., magneto, almost new,
unpunctured, and absolutely perfect,

two belts, new spare valve, complete, and
all accessories ; sacrifice £32.-23, Organ
Street, Leigh. Lanes.

23. h.p. Minerva, James, Brown and Bar-
4 low, long handles, fast, just over-

hauled, accessories, spares; £12, or nearest
offer.-Whittaker, 13, Homer Street. Balsall
Heath, Birmingham.

31 h.p. Minerva, late 1906, splendid running-
2 order and good condition, with side-

car, also spares and accessories; sacrifice
£16; seen by appointment.—Dimelow, 54,
Turner's Eoad, Bow, E.

31 h.p. Coventry PJagle, Minerva engine,
2 perfect condition, very little used.

Clincher tyres, new 25 amp. battery; giving-
up motoring; genuine bargain, £18 10s. ^
Thomas, Trevose, Wrexham.

BAEGAIN. — 6 h.p. Twin Antolne, Druid
spring forks, French grey finish, not

run 200 miles; owner exchanged for Motosa-
coche ; thrown away at £30.—Dufaux (Eng.),
Ltd., 65. Holborn Viaduct, B.C.

31 h.p. Zenith Bicar, good as new; owner
^ gone abroad ; £26 10s., would exchange

for Moto-Eeve or Motosaooche; 3i h.p. Tra-
falgar, 26 mm., Longuemare carburetter.

—

Wilkins, Stilton, Peterborough.

3 h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea, very
long wheelbase, very low frame, genu-

ine machine, reliable; thundering bargain,.
£14, or very near offer.-A.T.S., 86, Colve-
stone Crescent, Dalston, London.

TEIUMPH, purchased April, 1908, ridden
250, unmarked, perfect, doctor forbids

using. Palmer cord tyre, lamp,- horn, spare
valve, etc., all as new; cost £53, take £42.

—

124. Bridge Street, Warrington.

QTTADEANT, 1905, spring forks, saddle.
Longuemare spray carburetter, new

back tyre, two accumulators, first-class con-
dition, lamp and tools; £12, or near offer.^

—

Wyatt. 80, Willesden Lane, Kilburn.

MnSTEEVA, 1907, accumulator ignition
Mabon free engine clutch, Michelin

steel studded back. Continental front, in
good condition ; £25.—Pearson, Naval Motor
Club, Wickham Street. Portsmouth.

33-4 h.p. (85 mm. by 90 mm.), Durkopp,
4 magneto ; 15 guineas ; ball bearing

engine, spring forks, in perfect order and
condition, accessories, spares, including
tyre.—19, Cheriton Sguare, Balham.

3 h.p. Quadrant, magneto, spring forks,
new Palmer tyres (unpunctured), plat-

ing as new, new rims, guaranteed perfect:
open to expert examination; £23.—H. Ger-
mon, Charlton Cottage, Tiverton, Devon.

1710K Sale, genuine Clement lightweight,
. 2 h.p., Garrard two-speed. Fairfax

silencer, with cut-out, spring front forks,
splendid condition; bargain, 10 guineas.

—

Alcock, Hazelmere, Greenbank. Northwich..

fri answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOB SAUE^

X-6 iiX>- Twin E«x. spring forks, long bars,
O low saddlgj £18 18s. ; liberal exchange.
—16. Westgate, Halifax.

Cr h.p. Twin Magneto Eex de Luxe, twinO tyres, spring forks and seat-pillar, not
ridden 1,000 miles, in thorough order ; £22,
bargain.—The Salisbury Garage, Salisbury.

2 h.p. De Dion on New Hudson, new Palmer
cord tyre, new Watawata belt, new ac-

•cnmulator, spares, very reliable, and good
value; £14.-150, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

41 h.p. Twin-cylinder Minerva, very low
"2 frame, 26 by 24, new tyres, new belt,

in perfect condition thivjughout; £19 193.—
Waiichope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, Lon-
don.

23. h.p. Auto Chater-Lea, new tyres,
4 poUshed brass tank. Bowden exhaust

lifter, spring saddle, and stand, splendid
condition; £12.—Smith, plumber. Wivenhoe,
Essex.

23. h.p. F.N., very reliable machine, no
4 signs, of wear, vertical engine, Chater-

Ijea frame, Brooks BlOO saddle. Palmer tyres

;

£15.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street.
Loudon.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2i h.p. Buchet engine, foot-
boards, torpedo tank, good condition,

tyres good, many spares, including cylinder,
piston, gears, etc. ; £10.—A. McGowran, Union
Street, Coventry.

F.N., 1908, 4i h.p., praotically new, Palmer
cords, spares, Bowden control, perfect

order. Just won M.M.C. Hill-climb; selling
to buy 6 h.p. model; £35.—Codrington, Bon-
aventure, Portsmouth.

BEADBUEY, 1908, 3i h.p., spring forks. A
Won tyres, complete with Bradbury

trailer, never be«n on the road; cost t'47,

will take £40.—Box L2,659 The Motor Cyde
Offlcea, 20, Tudor Street, B.C.

31 h.p. Eclipse Motor Cycle, Chater - Lea
2 throughout. Clincher tyres, excellent

running order, practically new. not driven
, 200 miles; £17 cash; letter only.—Mattes, 44,

Maitland Park Eoad, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

31 h.p. Humber Centaur, chain drive, trem-
2 bier, wipe, spray, long short handle-

bars, seat-pillars, perfect order, except tyres

;

£10; approval; wanted, 3i h.p. Minerva
valves, pulley, etc.—Minerva, 172, High Street,
Ayr.

NOW or Never.-£3 down secures either
3 h.p. Noble, 3 h.p. Bex, 3J h.p. Bex,

2J h.p. Humber, 2i h.p. Singer, 3 h.p. Excel-
sior, 3J h.p. Dux (M.O.V.). 2J h.p. Clarendon ;

baJanco 5s. per week.—Parrar, Square Eoad.
Halifax.

OEMONDE (£10), 2 h.p. Vaf engine, Lou-
guemare carburetters. Bassee and

Michel coil and new accumulator, A Won
Clinchers, handle-bar control, splendid con-
dition.—Chappie, 21, Cuba Street, Milwall,
London.

MOTOSACOCHE. practically new, not rid-
den 400 miles, spring handle-bars,

extra thick tyres. Brooks BlOO saddle, lug-
gage carrier, special »tand, spares; £25:
owner bought tricar.—S.. c/o Daniels, news-
agent, Epsom.

TWIN. 5 h.p.. special large carburetter,
E.O.M., Chater-Lea, Xl'all spring forks,

Advance adiustable pulley, all accessories,
spares, ridden under 1,000 miles; bought
tricar.—Write, Lyndhurst. Shooter's Hill
Eoad. Blackheath.

31 h.p. Minerva, spring forks and seat-pil-
2 lar, M.O.V., 26 by 21 tyres, recently

overhauled, splendid hill-climber, guaran-
teed in excellent condition ; accept £14 14s.

lowest.—H. E. Eeynolds, c/o Motor Works,
Williton, Somerset.

1 Q07 5 h.p. Twin Magneto Eex, cantilever
Xo seat, Albion adjustable pulley, every
necessary spare, ridden only 500 miles, fine
condition, practically new ; at £27 10s. is a
genuine bargain.—N. Dodd, Woldingham.
GaTaged Wauchope's.

FOE Sale, at knock-out prices, a 6 h.p.
Jap motor cycle. Bat spring frame,

just been overhauled, nearly new. only £25;
De Dion 2i h.p. motor cycle. £10; Kerry
Model de Luxe 25 h.p. motor cycle, £13:
Minerva 2 h.p. motor cycle, £5: and a water-
cooled Witley engine 4 h.p. tricar, all there,
at £14: if you are a bargain hunter give
me a call.—Bartlett Bros., motor engineers,
125, Sheen Eoad. Eiohmond. Surrey.

f^^ u

1907 TRIUMPHS £tl

1908 TRIUMPHS • *8

YOU CAN GET THEBT AT VTAUCHOPE'S.
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

1903 VINDEO SPECIALS.

YOU CAN GET THEM AT WAUCHOPE'S.
Second-hand machines of any leading make taken

in part exchange.

1908 QUADRANTS.
Delivery from Stock. .\ liberal allowance for second-

hand machines. There are two models, £45, A.V.,

and £47 10s., M.O.V. to select from.

MINERVAS.

2i h.p:, £29
; 3i h.p., £32

; 4i h.p., £39 ;
7-8 h.p., £45.

YOU CAN GET THEHI AT WAUCHOPE'S.
Send particulars of your second-hand machine, and
we —ill submit price of allowance unseen, subject to

machine tallying at sight.

MOTO REVES.
YOU CAN GET THEM AT WAUCHOPE'S.

200yV\0|0MYClES.

TooELFrr
From

Telegrams
OPIFICER, LONDON

The Worlds
Largest Dealer

Telephone no.

J7!7.«OLB0RN.

ONLY ADDRESS

9 SHOE LAINE,

FLEET STREET. LONDON.E.C. I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex. spring forks, long bars,
low saddle; £18-188.; liberal exchange.

—16. Westgate. Halifax.

FOE Sale, N.S.U., 6 h.p., two-speed gear,
magneto ignition, complete with long

horn, stand, and numbers, new August, 1907.

not run 1,000 miles, perfect order; any trial

or examination; £32 10b.—Batchelor, Clar-
ence Street, Kingston.

5 h.p. Vindec Special, light. Tourist Trophy
pattern, in splendid condition, fitted

with J.A.P. patent carburetter, all acces-
sories, spare cover, tube, belt, and two pul-
leys; £36.—Cunliffe, Springfield, SpathEoad,
Didsbury, Manchester.

VINDEC Special, 6 h.p., twin. Tourist Tro-
phy model, with Truffault forks, grand

order; trial on any hill; starts walking
pace; Shamrock studded tyre rear, all

spares; bargain at £32 10s.—Sproston, 18, St.

John's, Tunbridge Wells.

RUSHOLME.—Extremely low-built Jap, 2J
h.p. vertical engine, late 1907. Good-

rich and Dunlop tyres, B. and B. throttle,

automatic lubrication. enamelUng un-
soratched ; £16 10s. — 28a, Wilmslow Eoad,
fiusholme, Manchester.

33 h.p. N.S.U. (August, 1907), magneto,
4, two-speed gear, free engine, 24in.

tyres, spring forks, hardly used, like new.
horn, lamp, spares; cash £30; expert ex-

amination invited. — Write, 67, Holmewood
Gardens, Streatham Hill.

ROC Eoyal, 1908, standard 4 h.p., two-speed
gear, magneto, Dunlops, handle-bar

control, only ridden 500 miles, condition as

new, carrier, lamp, horn, numbers, vari-

ous spares and tools; £37 lOs.-Crow. Not-
tingham Eoad. Croydon.

DIET Cheap.—3 h.p. Fafnir. No. 6 frame.
Clinchers, long bars, new Dermatine

belt, new 20 amp. accumulator, very
low, smart machine, 30s. umbrella coat,

spares; £15 lot.—Avondale. Moreton Eoad,
Worcester Park, Surrey.

MINEEVA. 3i h.p., good condition, spring
forks, long handle-bars, new Contin-

entals, accumulators, belt, lamp, and horn,
tools, spares, nothing to buy; recently over-
hatiled; nearest offer to £20.—Hulme, 350,

Blackburn Eoad, Accrington.

31 h.p. Motor Cycle. Whitley inclined en-
2 sine, long, low machine, long ran-

dle-bars, Palmer tyres, little worse than
new £13 10s., or nearest offer; also sidecar,
rigid, like new, £3 10s.—Eutter, 38, George
Street, Consett. Co, Durham.

31 h.p Humber, first-class machine, in

2 beautiful condition, free engine, just

fitted new long handle-bars, saddle, accumu-
lator, and tyres, a very reliable macjiiite.

and perfect in every detail: £15.—F., 21,

Fieldhouse Eoad. Balham. S.W.

FOE Sale Ariel Motor Cycle, 3i h.p., just

been thoroughly overhauled and en-

amelled. £15; Liberty sidecar, good order.

£4- one extra strong motor trailer, cane
chair, upholstered in green, equal new, £6.—

Hildred, Coniugsby, near Lincoln.

51 hp Twin N.S.U.. magneto, bought new
2 this Easter, ridden 600 miles, unpunc-

tured perfect machine, guaranteed, com-

Dlete 'with powerful lamp and separate gen-

erator liorn, etc.; bestQfter over £30 secures.

_D. Noble, 55, George Street, Altnncham.

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., two Bowden brakes.

Clincher tyres, stand, trembler coil,

wine contact, separate generator head

lamp Pigmy accumulator, and spares, new
condition, climb any hill ; bargain £14 lOs.

;

any trial.—Motor, 76, Albert Road, Peckham.

O 1 h p Ariel, long bars, low, BIOS, Advance
2 pulley, spring girder forks, thumb-

glides cut-out, two accumulators, side boxes

in carrier, Dunlops (once punctured), many
snares, powerful, and absolutely reliable;

£23. no offers.—26, Margaretta Terrace, Chel-

sea.

QUADEANT-MINERVA Motor Cycle, 13 h.p.,

cylinder renew, or repair only, other-

wise complete, low, 26in. by 2iu. Palmers,

plain coil, Longuemare. band and nm
brakes, stand, etc.; £3, ot offer.—P. Orm-
esher, 60, Pazakerley Road. Walton, Liver-

pool.

TRIUMPH. 1906, 3 h.p., perfect condition,

two accumulators. Brown and Barlow
carburetter, handle-bar control, variable

speed pulley, horn. Brooks Stratex belt,

tvres good enamelling and plating perfect;

£Z7 10s.—Whltemore. Noel Street, Notting-

ham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is ,l,:.;ml,lr Ihiil !/riu iiidUinii, " The Mnfnr Cycle.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL£.
w b.p. Twin Eex, spring seat and handle-" bars, new condition: £20, bargain.

!X h.p. Twin Hamilton, fast, racy machine.
suit passenger work ; £16 10s.

31 h.p. Werner Twin, very light and fast
2 machine ; £16.

>} h.p. Rex Light Motor Cycle, smart ma-
-- chine; £8.

01 t.p. Hnmber Lightweight, climb almost
—j4 any hill, splendid condition; £8 10s.

3 h.p. Trent, in excellent condition ; £11,
cash, bargain.

03 h.p. Bradbury, fast, powerful machine

;

—4 £10 15s.—128. High Road. Tottenham.
OHEPPIELD. — Do not delay; first chequeO receives each bargain.

3 h.p. Humber. free engine clutch, splen-
did condition; £9 10s.

Oi h.p. Humber, nearly new Palmers, suit
—j4 tall rider; a bargain, £8 10s.

Bh.p. Automotor, very long and low. tor-
pedo, footboards, a regular mover

:

£12.

3 h.p. Rex 50-guinea model, giving it away
lit £9 10-s.

MATCHLESS MOTORS!!

LONDON TO EDINBURGH

3 STARTED. 3 FINISHED.

No Trade riders-

" CHASE"

-ridden by private owners only

DRIVING RIM BRAKE.

6
h.p. Rex Triette.
lowest £35.

magneto, li

LET Us Have Tour under-powered machine,
we will fix you up with a good machine:

no fancy prices with ns.—Note the address,
Millhouses, Motor Exchange, Sheffield.

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, long bars,
low saddle: £18 183.; liberal exchange.

—16. Westgate, Halifax.

ROC 4 h.p.. l^ilitary model, second-hand,
good order, £30: Roc 5-5 h.p. Twin, £45;

subject to being still unsold.—A. W. Wall,
Ltd.. Roc Motor Cycle Works. Birmingham.

LEEDS.—2 h.p. Minerva, -.girder forks, good
running order ; £7.

LEEDS.—4 h.p. Military Eoc, magneto, free
engine, two speeds, first-class order;

£32, or exchange.

LEEDS.—2| h.p. Grobron-Minerva. girder
forks, good running order; £11 10s.

LEEDS.—5 h.jp. Twin Bex. spring forks,
2J tyres, footboards; or exchange; £18.

LEEDS.—23 h.p. New Hudson, good order,
Palmer tyres, 26in. wheels; £13. i

THE Leeds Motor Exchange are open for
all classes of repairs or replacements.

Write or telephone (2,262), giving your re-
quirements. Exhaust valves, cast-iron heads,
2s. 6d. Send old valve or drawing to the
Leeds Motor Exchange, 28. Dock Street,
Leeds.

3i h.p. 1908 Brown, with £15 two-speed
2 gear. Palmer Cord tyres, extra strong

castor wheel sidecar; £43, or will exchange
for tricar and cash.—Baker, builder. Haw-
ley, Dartford, Kent.

NS.U. 5i h.p. Twin, magneto, two-speed
• free engine; not scratched, hardly

ridden, ideal for sidecar, 24in. wheels ; £30
lowest; no offers, cost £63. — Upton. 24,

Osborn Eoad, Sparkbrook. Birmingham.
"I Q08 21 h.p. Minerva, magneto, new May,
-i-V handle-b^r control, all accessories; £27,
or exchange cycle and cash ; also, 8-10 h.p.
Rexette, two speeds, splendid order, tyres
perfect, non-skids ; £25, or exchange motor
cycle lightweight.—61, Church Street, Leigh,
Lancashire.

OX h.T). N.S.U. motor cycle, 20in. frame.
02 24in. wheels, magneto ignition. Express
stand, horn, two-speed gear, and free en-
gine, studded cover; forecar for N.S.U.

;

stand to fit tricar, generator, headlights,
Watawata belt. Brooks bucket seat ; £40.—
155. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

23. h.p. F.N.. Longuemare. Chater-Lea, low.
4 long. 26-2i Clinchers (AD. extra, back

Dermatine belt and spare. Price's stand and
.snare tube, lamp, separate generator, horn,
tools and spares, £15; also 3 h.p. Humber.
T,9.—A. Fort, 51, Whitfield Street. Tottenham
Court Eoad.

VINDEC 1903 5 h.p. Twin Tourist Motor
Cycle, never ridden, free engine, and

second speed gear, magneto cover, carrier
and stand combined, and Lucas acetylene
lamp and spanners: cost £65. price £50.—
.Motorist, Mrs. Fell. Norman Avenue, Filey.
Yorkshire.

No. I pattern—back pedalling brake. Machinejcan

be wheeled backwards. Extremely powerful. Price,

16/6, post 17/-.

No 2 pattern—footrest brake com-

plete. Price £1 6S. Footrests only.

Price 12/-. With either i4in. or Jjin.

c 1, post 12/6.

No. 3 pattern—foot brake with pedal

fitted on stud provided, which fixes

in place t one of crank case bolt;.

Price complete 16/6, post IT/-.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—3^ h.p. Bat; low and power-

ful, good tyres ; b3,rgain ; guaranteed

;

£10 only.

HAMPSTEAD.-^J h.p. White and Poppe,
Chater-Lea frame, very low. grand con-

) dition; £16.

HAMPSTEAD.—3J h.p. Minerva, new Novem-
ber, 1907, magnificent condition ; £23,

with all spares.

HAMPSTEAD.—3^ h.p. Minerva, late 1906,

spring forks, splendid condition, new
tyres; £17.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1| h.p, F.N. lightweight,
only run few miles, grand condition;

£20, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3 h.p. Triumph, late 1906.

spring forks, good tyres, new condi-
tion; £20.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. late 1907 Triumph
magneto, and spring forks, with all

spares; £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i h.p. 1908 brand new Tri-
umph, magneto, and spring forks; £38,

bargain.

HAMTSTEAD. — P.N., II h.p., 1908, brand
new. lightweight, magneto, and spring

forks; £30.

HAMPSTEAD. — 3 h.p. Triumph, genuine;
£16; good tyres and condition; great

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Twin Griffon, late 1907, mag-
neto, and spring forks, almost new; £29.

HAMPSTEAD.—3i> h.p. Griffon, with spring
forks ; £15, great bargain ;

guaranteed.

HA_MPSTEAD. — Brand new 1| h.p. lights

weight. Griffon, with spring forks : £28,

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—3 h'.p. Eover, vertical,

M.O.V., splendid condition and going
order; bareain. £12.

HAMPSTEAD for Bargains.—Sole agents
for Griffons. Minervas. P.N.'e, Tri-

umphs, etc.; liberal allowances on ex-

changes.—Rey, 5, Heath Street Motor Work*.
Tel. 2678. P.O., Hampstead.

iVIATCHLESS PETROL
FILTER.

No choked carburetters-

4/6, post 4/S.

IVIATCHLESS SPRING
FORK ATTACH MENTS.

Converts an old pattern
motor cycle into an up-to-
date luxurious motor.
Thousands in use, giving
every satisfaction ! !

15/6, post 16/-.

THE iVIATCHLESS

SILENCER.

3j h.p., 10/-; from 3i
5 h.p,, 12/-. Cut out 5/-
extra. Two connections for
twins with separate ex-
haust pipes, 4/- extra.

Catalogues of " Matchless '

Accessories on application to
Motor Cycles and

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,
Motor Experts and Generai Engineers.

Ofiices and Showrooms,

18, HERBERT ROAD, PkUMSTEAD
(Nearest Station ; Woolwich Arsenal.

Telephone: 232 Woolwich.)

19"

5-6 h.p Twin Eex. spring forks, long bars.

low saddle; £18 18s.; liberal exchange.
-16. Westgate, Halifax.

2 h.p. Simms Engine and Magneto, £3; 4

h.p. w.c. marine, £7; wanted, 6 h.p. a.E.

—5. Gibbins Eoad, Selly Oak.

1 n08 4 h.p. Royal Eoc, two speeds, clutch,

Lu spring forks, magneto, Brooks non-

skid back. DunloB front, ridden abotit 200

miles absolutely as new. guaranteed, Lucas
lamp, spare valve, complete: lowest cash.

£32 10s. : seen any time.—186, South Lambeth
Road, S.W.

Triumph almost new, perfect, can
^„ climb anything, and do 5 to 60 per

hour; owner driving four-cylinder Darraeq
car only reason selling: has ridden Tri-

umphs four seasons; first £40 has it. no
offers ; seen 158, Clapham Eoad, S.W.—Ad-
dress, Leonard Mortimer.

Qi h.p. Phoenix Cob, open frame, pan seat,

OZ , mag-neto ignition, two-speed gear,

accessories, etc: £35; as new.—Garaged at

Wauchope's, where machine can be seen

and tried; price £35; gears and parts are

covered, and would suit lady or gent.-9.
Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London.

ARIEL li h.p. Lightweight, had very little

wear, original tyres, as new, and un-
nunctured. no better looking machine any-
where, will guarantee the whole perfect and
equal to new; can I sell it in Birmingham
(voa know the makers) for something over
£10; wanted 1908 Triumph, new.—71, Oak-
field Road, Birmingham.

MINERVA and Bex.-We carry the largest
stock of spare parts in the provinoes

for these machines, can deliver new ma^
chines from stock at low prices; cash, ex-

change, or gradual payments; charged ac-
cumulators for hire. Is. per week.—(Jookson
Bros.. 511, Chester Eoad. Old Trafford.

LONDON.—2i h.p. Kerry, splendid condi-
tion, new Peter-Unions (26 by 2). new

Dermatine belt, trembler coil, accumulator,
horn, lamps, generator, Main-Hilton stand,
all new, long bars, Bowden brake and valve
lifter, numerous spares and tools; only
wants seeing; absolute bargain. £15 for
quick sale.—Jackson, 179. Euston Eoad.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
irOCKPOBT.—54 h.p. twin Bex tricar, very

powerful, footboards, splendid runnins
ier, tyres excellent; £20.

TOCKPOET.—8 h.p. three-cylinder Jap
dual oar. Palmer cord front tyres,

ose back, all perfect, automatic lubrica-

m, roller worm drive, two speeds, sociable,
mfortable, and reliable, splendid climber

;

lat offers? going- cheap.

roOKPOET.—Runabout. 5 h.p., 1907, bucket
seat, only 20 inches from the ground,

ry rakishly built, winner tricar class Man-
ester Motor Club hill-climb, fast, and
ally controlled, tyres perfect; 40 guineas.
Liund and Davies, Heaton Lane.

IUMBEE Tricar, and motor cycle and
sidecar,,good order; offers, or exchan,e:e

r small car.—Slight, photographer. Pock-
igton.

iUADEANT Carette. twin engines, wheel
steering, two speeds; £40, or beat offer.

a. W. Smith. 1. Ford Street Saint Mary,
ottingham.

"IWIN Kerry Tricar. 5 h.p., two speeds,
free, very fast, grand condition; trial;

S, nearest offer secures.—7, Upton Lane,
)re8t Gate.

JILEY Tricar, 5 h.p., 1908 model, steel
\.' studded car tyre on back wheel, per-

<!t; £58.—H., 36. East Street, Baker Street,

Midon, W.
h.p. 'W.C. Perfection Tricar, open frame.

wheel steering, two speeds, clutch,
iliable; £25, if sold this week.—Tew. 79.

romley Eoad. Walthamstow.

>H(ENIX Trimo. 4 h.p. Centaur engine.
Phoenix two-speed gear, handle start-

ig, fan-cooled, chain drive; any trial; £20.

Yarwood, Greenbank. Northwich.

1 h.p. Stevens, w.c Chater-Lea open
zS coach, two-speed, wheel steering;
hoto; cost £70. bargain, £28, or 3i h.p. and
ish.—27. Albert Boad. Hale. Cheshire.

HEICAE, 34-4 h.p.. free engine, fan-cooled,
L handle starting, bargain, £15; also 34

p Humber motor cycle and trailer, coach-
iiilt, £12.—H., 112, New King's Boad. Pul-
am.

907 Bex Triette, as runabout. 5* h.p..

powerful, new condition, safe in all

eathers ; sell cheap ; 2i tyres ; further par-
Lculars on application.—D. MofBtt. Art
tudio, Aocrington.

7AGLB Tricar, 44 h.p., De Dion engine,
1( water-cooled, two speed. £35; wantea,
h.p. Eiley, cheap, or exchange Motosa-'

oche, 1903 model, spring forks, just cost £32,

a,le price £25.-Lord, Whitworth Boad, Booh-
lale.

I
h.p. Wolf. w.c. coach-built, two speeds

b and free, spare cover and tubes, ac-
essoriea. tools and spares, thorough work-
ag order; trial given; cash offers wanted.
-Briggs, Grayshott, Hindhead. Surrey.

Q07 9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, run 1.000 miles,
lXj in splendid condition, fitted with
aggage carrier, lamps, horn, and tools,

pare steel studded cover, unused, and
ther spares ; £73 ; 34 h.p. motor cycle of
"ood make taken in part payment.—Alex
[arkness, Friars View. Jedburgh, N.B.

I /J
-15 h.p. Dameville Tricar, fastest ever

Lt: constructed, prize winner all com-
letitions, il&t a racing mount, but very
eliable, genuine touring machine, driven
omfortably by lady, best fittings through-
»ut, condition as new; trial given bona-flde
lurchaser; £75.—Pattison, 294, Kennington
'ark Boad, S.E.

p ELIABLE 6 h.p, Eiley Twin, three speeds
LV and reverse, never had mechanical
top, wind screen, new tyres, £8 Palmer
i-n back, many improvements, lamps, with
eparate generator; any trial; fully guar-
mteed; tools and spares, faultless; £75, or
ixchange with cash for 9 h.p. Eiley car.—
inowden. Kingsgate, Broadstairs.

VTAGNIFICENT Powerful J.A.P. Tricar. 8
-iJL h.p.. three cylinders, large fan. patent
vorm drive, coach-built, and luxuriously
prung, disc clutch, two speeds, slide con-
.rol on wheel. Palmer cord tyres and Grose-
lon-skid. large silver-plated side lamps, etc.,
ill the latest improvements embodied ; see
t; wife too nervous to ride in front; car
)nly two months old ; cost £120. sacrifice
E76.—Address. No. 141, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

JUNOMOTOR CYCLESv*e;'y;«t

leM to '!• dis. lor cash, or Sg/4 montbly ] cairiage

£41, , „ „ 80/- „ 1 paM.
In our list thare are 6o pages of the Latest Motor

Accessories at lowest prices.

WHO WANTS VALUk FOR HARD CASH
wUl to-day write a p.e. for 1908 JUNO LIST.

MBTROPOLlrAN MACHINISTS' Co., Utd.,
M.C. Dopt.,

75, Biahopsgate Street Without, LONDON, E.G.

THE

LARGEST DEPOT
IN THE NORTH FOR
MOTOR CYCLE

ACCESSORIES.
Just received a Special Delivery of

RELIABLE GOODS for

RELIABILITY RUNS.

GOODRICH Rubber-studded

Tyres,

Never 40/- Slip.

RICH'S Detachable Air Tubes,

26 X 2iiii.,

Guaranteed 14/6 quality.

PERCY MAGNETO COVERS
Defy all weathers and save liours

of trouble Only 3/6 each.

PERCY CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, Post Free.

-TYRES-
At extraordinary prioai. UN UINE OALMON, with
uon-sUpping tread, extra iieavy treaded, s£ x s, 14/8

;

i« X at, 16/8 ; 16 X il, 17/8 ; it x 1, 17/11 ; a« z «t,
81/-; i8x jj, 88/6.
BEkTING, Grappler, btxt tnbhi noov<d,

to., »d.
; }ln., 1/.

; iin., 1/8 : iin..T/6.
Samples free.

BANOROFTIAN 00., 49. Blsiraptgate St WIHliii, EX.,
and Waltiiuintnw.

THE GRIP MOTOR CYCLE HANDLE.

Biaoli'Buffalo Horn Handle, 2/6 pc pair post
free, with auiution for fixing Give size of han
dle-bir. Trade terms on application.

BROS., 32. Broom Ciose. Sheffield.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
CHATEK-LEA Sidecar, Dunlop, practical-

ly new ; £5 5s.—77, Mitcham Eoad, Toot-
ing.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar. 26in., uew coi.di-
tion ; offers.—Lockwood, Steel Foun-

dry. Southbank.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, cane body, good
condition; £4 10s.—123, Seaview Eoad.

Liscard, Cheshire.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, good con-
dition; £5.—Lyndhurat, Shooter's Hill

Road, Blackheath.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, new, upholstered
red, less tyre; £5.—WiUowbrook, But-

land Eoad, Catlord.

FORECAR, aide stays, band brakes; £5.

—Hinaley, grrocer, Surrey Road, New-
lands, Peckham Rye.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, excellent condi-
tion, upholstered in green; £6.—Bent,

37, Tudor Eoad, Leicester,

AUTO Phaeton Sidecar, 26in. wheels, coach-
built body, brand new; £7 lOs.—Sem-

biU, jeweller, Finchley, N.

MILLS-F0LFORD Porecar, two brakes, fit

any bike, splendid condition; £2 los.—
Mead, draper. Croxley Green. Herts.

STAMFORD HELL.—Our famous sidecars fit

any machine, £4 18s. 6d. ; two s.h., £4
58. each.—128. High Road. Tottenham.

CHATEE-LEA. unused, upholstered, cane,
26in. Moseley motor tyre: offers.—Ste-

venson. 4, Annetwell Street, Carlisle,

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, splendid condi-
tion, flexible joints, apron; £5 10s.—

Moore, 27, Onrzon Street, Long Eaton, Notts.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, light, wicker, un-
punctured, in first-rate order, fit any

machine; £4 cash. — Taylor, Potterspury.
Northants.

MILLS-FULPORD art cane forecar, spring
frame, apron, cushion: £3: less tyres.

— G. Humphreys. 38, Chance Road, Wood
Street, Walthamstow.

RIGID ITpholstered Sidecar, apron, mat.
toolbox. 26in. by 2lin., new Peter-Union;

cost £10 10s.. what offers?—Fitch, 5, Brom-
felde Road. Clapham.

FOEECAEEIAGE. Chater-Lea, band brakes,
A Won Clinchers, good order; £4 10s..

or tandem attachment and cash. — 46. Var-
dens Eoad. Wandsworth.

SIDEOAE, good condition, fit any frame,
25 motor tyre, only wants aeeang:

sacrifice £4 15s. ; approval.—C. A. Edgar, 123,

Holloway Eoad, London. N.

MILLS-FHLPOED Porecarriage, art cane.
well upholstered chair, 25in. wheels,

strong, fit anything, adjustable stays ; £5.—
Pinson. ironmonger, Walsall.

RIGID Sidecar, fit any machine, left-hand,
28in. wheel, one spare, box under car,

apron and accessories, good condition.—
Hoddle, 130, Harris Street, Camberwell.

rOEECAR Attachment, no tyrea, wheels
25in. by 2iin.. band brakes, long double

side tubes. £4 ICs.; Pnller's 35 amp. accu-
mulator. 15s.—4. High Street, Stoke Newing-
ton, N.

MILLS-FULFORD Ten-guinea Sidecar, as
new, not run 100 miles, rigid, fits either

side upholstered gieen, 26 by 2 A Won Clin-

cher, complete with fittings; £5 10s.—Wills,
130. Walworth Eoad. London.

STEONG Light girder-built Forecar Attach-
ment, pillar steering, convertible to

any machine, long stays, wide wheelbase
and footboards, new; £3 10s., near offer.—
Cam. jun., New Street, Worcester.

OAKLBIGH Sidecars.-There were more side-

cars of a certain make for sale last

week than any other make. Why.? Ever
see any Oaklelgli sidecars second-hand?
No. Motorists know when they have a
good thing, and stick to it. They never
part with an Oakleigh. Out of the 4,000

odd that we have built only one has been
sold second-hand through these columns.
No wonder all the largest firms all over
the world are stocking them. Our latest
frame has caught on. All bent in one
piece of tube. Fit any make of machine
without alteration ; price £5, as usual. —
Oakleigh Motors, Ltd.. 65a, Eosendale Road.
West Dulwich.

Tn answering amy of these advertisement!! it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR TRICYCLES.
*)X li.p. De Dion, nearly new. good hill-

w2 climber; any examination or trial;
£10. bargain.—Quenoy, Park House, Hitchin.

SINGER Motor Tandem Tricycle, 34 h.p.,

magneto ignition, engine in front
vheel. all in good condition, guaranteed re-

liable ; will take two un all reasonable hills :

eost 90 guineas ; offers.—Moss, Wem, Salop.

ABINGDON Tricycle, bucket seat, live

aile, free engine. 4J h.p. Stevens en-
gine, Longuemare. Clinchers: bargain.—
John Stanton. Merridale Road, Wolverhamp-
ton.

TRICYCLE, 3* h.p. Peugeot, two speeds,
clutch, Longuemare. 2iin. Michelin.

water-cooled, footboards, accessories; £10;
seen bv appointment.—Kibbler, 1, Linthorpe
Road. Stamford Hill.

QUADCARS
PHCBNIX Quadcar, 7 h.p., in new condition,

any expert's examination ; £40 for quick
sale.—Wilson. Beechwood Stables, Reigate.

PHCENIX Quadcar, 1907, magreto. inter-

changeable front seat and bonnet;
what offers?—Whitehead, Broadgate, Pres-
ton.

ENTIELD-DB DION Quad, 3 h.p., two speeds,
Longuemare, excellent condition ; £15.—

' Threlkeld," Locket Road, Wealdstone,
Middlesex.

PHCENIZ Quadcar for sale, perfect condi-
tion; cost £120, with numerous extras,

accept £55, or good motor bicycle and cash.

—Seen at Wauchope's, Shoe Lane.

31 h.p. Quad, De Dion engine, water-cool-

4 ed, two-speed gear, splendid order;

first cheque £10 secures or exchange good
motor bike.—T.R., 212, High Road, Lee.

3 h.p Auto Quadcar. M.M.C. engine, two
speeds, tyres uncut, condition as new,

seats side bv side, climb anything; £15, or
near offer.—Cole, 71. Rattray Road, Brixton.

MAlirCHBSTEE.—Phoenix Quadcar. 8 h.p.,

two-cvlinder, in very good condition,
£50- and a'nother, identical, but in absolute-

ly first-class condition: no better quadcar
on the road. £55.—V. Poxwell Gray, 262-264,

Deansgate, Manchester.

PHCENIX Quadcar, 8 h.p., water-cooled,

splendid condition, magneto ignition,

numerous spares; may be seen at Surbiton ;

exceptional bargain. 50 guineas cash, for

immediate sale.—Letters, Owner, c/o Zenith
Motors, Ltd., Finsbury Park.

FOR Sale, Phoenix Quadcar, four-cylinder,
12-16 h.p. Pafnir motor, two speeds and

reverse, Continental car tyres, non-skid
.drivers ; marvellous hill-climber ; too fast for
owner; cost £170 April. 1907 price £95; ready
for road; any trial.—395, Moseley Road, Bir-

mingham.

3 h.p. Genuine De Dion, water-cooled, Du-
pont two-speeds and free, extra wide

front Stat, coach-built, ample luggage room,
long wheelbase, complete with three lamps,
tools, and full set spares, all first-class con-
dition; £35, or near offer.—Hargreaves,
Windyhaugh, Kendal.

CARS FOR SALE.
6h p. Rover Car, 1907. condition as new,

with hood. Stepney, etc.; £95.—Below.

6h p. Rover excellent order, wood wheels,

late 1906; £68.—Below.

-I A-12 h.p. Four-cylinder Humber. side en-

lU trance: £125; exchinge entertained.
—Harold Lambert, 26. Pimlico Road, S.W.

41 h.p. De Dion Car; any trial; sacrifice

2 £19.-7, Broad Walk. Stratford-on-
Avon.

MILWAUKEE Steam Car, seats two good
order; £21, or exchange.—98, Potter-

aewton Lane, Leeds.

Q h.p. De Dion-Eagle car. two-seater, two
-O speeds, reverse; £35. — Howarth, engi-
neer, Padlham. Lancashire.

5X h.p. Aster, three speeds, two bucket
2 seats, equal artillery wheels; £30.—

6, Poulton Road, South port.

AN Alldays 5 h.p. Voiturette, in good run-
ning order; price £30; by ar^pointm' nt.

—1. Ellis Street, Sloane Street, S.W.

1 C h.p. Darracq. tonnean. push pedals,
XO perfect order: any trial; £125. a bar-
gain.—Roberts, Washington Road, Worces-
ter Park.

Two Good Lines
^^"jL"" THREE DAYS' APPROVAL.

The Premier Tubular Stands and Carriers.
Made to fie all makes of motor cycles. Easily
attached, beautifully fini-^hed in blacK or aluminium.
Plated clips. Stands, 7/6; Carriers, 8/6. Three
days' approval.

The Premier Road Clearer, aq eiectncaiiy

Operated hora Loud, Deep, Son«5rous Note.
Aq immsQs f advance on the ordinary horn. Price
ot Eleccrlc Sazzer, with wres ready to attach to

aayhorn, 8/6. Qazz'^.r, with well-made, heavily-

plated, double-coU hjrn, 12 6. Three days' approval.

THE PREMIER MOTOR Co.,Ld.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

IWOTOR RUNS FASTER.
40, Jubllae Roal, Doncaster, May 12tli, 19SS.

Dear Sir,—I am very pleased to Inform you that the
sample Centipede iin. belt you sent me gives nnf
satlslaotloQ. It Is the best belt I ever used, and I'm M
chlokea In motor matters. It "grips" and Is beautUoU;
oleao, praotloaUy lre« from streteh, very flexible, and
my machine runs (aster with It than ever before.

Trusting you may have the snooess you deserve.

Yours (althfuUy, J. H. Wilkinson.

CMffOMC

TA/t tune eu3Cn

Prlee ot Belt per foot

:

S 1/6. i 1/9. i 2/=, 1 2/3, IJ 2/6.
Special Terms If desired—halt the amount with

order and the balance In three months It satisfactory.

POLLIN, BELT MAKER, SPALDING.

Getiuine Birmingham

"QUADRANTS."
A Urge stock of parts, still to be olearad.

Write for latest Lbt.

REG. SAMSOM,
132, LAOYWOOD RD., BIRMINQHAM.

35

12
ing.

CARS FOR SALE.
-50 h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau de lux

£185.-190, Mellison Eoad, Tooting.

6 h.p. Two-seater, first-class conditio
Cape hood; trial.—118, Highbury Hi

-16 h.p. Panhard, tonneau, four-cylind«
perfect; £65.-190. Mellison Eoad, To<

SMAET Two-seater, 64 h.p. Aster, slopii
back; £47 10s.—Kent, 12a. High Boa

L«e. S.E.

6 h.p. New Orleans Car, perfect conditio
new Dunlops; sacrifice; photo.—Sale

Haverhill.

-i 0-15 h.p. Provincial, thorough runnii
X.^ order ; cheap ; must sell.—18, Hailsha
Avenue, Streatham.

8 h.p. M.M.C. in perfect condition; £55, <

exchange.—Oolville Worlss, Linden A
cade, Chiswick.

-J CJ-20 h.p. Corre, tonneau, four-cyUnde
JLO screen and hood; £125.-190, Mellisc
Eoad. Tooting.

M.16
h.p. Daimler, side entrance, fou

cylinder, four speeds; £100.-190, Me
lison Eoad, Tooting.

-J
A-12 h.p. Morris, two-cylinder, tonneai

JLU enclosed radiator, perfect; £38. — 4

Wimbledon Eoad, Tooting.

5 h.p. Eeuault Oar, three speeds, tw<
seater; £20, or exchange good tricai

—84, High Street. Daventry.

6-8 h.p. Pick, two-seater, splendid cond
tion; £35 10s., or exchange tricar.-

7

Church Street, Camberwell.

51 h.p. Humber, two-seater, splendid oo
2 dition ; £35 10s., or exchange tricar.-

73, Church Street, Camberwell.

M-15
h.p. Daimler, four-cylinder, tonneai
fast, silent, reliable, as new; £82 10

—43, Wimbledon Eoad, Tooting.

NEW Chassis, equal artillery wheels, pres
ed steel frame, 9 h.p. ; £48, cost trebV

—Motor, 79, George Lane. Catford.

DE DION-PEOGEESS Car, 3i h.p., good oo)

dition; £15. or exchange motor cycle.-

Sevenoaks Motor Company, Sevenoaks.

6 h.p. Argyll, two-seated, small car, thrt
speeds, cardan drive, tyres good cond

tion; trial; £25.—Prank Gale. Caversham.

\ i?-20 h.p. Pipe, tonneau, four-cylinde;
XD hood, four speeds, in excellent coi

dition ; £85.-43, Wimbledon Eoad, Tooting

41 h.p. De Dion Two-seated Car. thre
2 speeds and i-everse; £33. or exohang

tricar.—H. Hicks, Snaresbrook, South Wooc
ford.

OC-30 h.p. Pour-cylinder Touring Car, rel:

Z/O able, very fast; £85, accept tricar o
motor cycle in part.—Capt. Hyne, 11, Killioi

Eaa.d, S.W.

8 h.p. Aster, three speeds and reverse
grooved Dunlops, tonneau, lamps, etc.

week's trial allowed ; £45.—Brown, 66, Gram
Parade, Harringay.

6JL h.p. Peugeot, tonneau, three speeds ant
2 reverse, artillery wheels, cardai

drive; 40 gniineas; appointment.—1, Town
ley Eoad. E. Dulwich. S.E.

6 h.p. De Dion, two-seater, souod reliabli

car, child can drive it; £25; car want
ing repairs part exchange.—Wood, 50, Vic
toria Eoad, Stroud Green.

SUNBEAM-MABLET, De Dion engine, bes'

condition throughout, a reliable littli

runabout; £27 lOs.-Chemist, 187, St. Ann'i
Eoad, South Tottenham. N.

SIMMS Tonneau, single cylinder car, threi
speeds and reverse, 810 by 90 equal ar-

tillery wheels, very good condition ; £35.—
128, High Eoad, Tottenham.

£16 lOs.-10 h.p. Pick, two-cylinder, undei
bonnet. Collier tyres, unscratched, two-

seated body, line condition.—Lrfeaver, 21

Pleydell Avenue, Upper Norwood.

7h.D., two cylinders, two speeds, reverse
Longuemare, expanding clutch, two-

seater, complete except coil; £18.—Cassell's

66, Marvelle Eoad. Fulham. S.W.

TTPE de Course, latest model Kover car,

6 h.p., entered as test in Iiondon t<i

Edinburgh 24hr8. run, winning gold medal,
now being returned to paiutshop, any
colour to suit purchaser, weighs 8cwts.
fitted mth Kempshall tyres (nnpunctured):
price £120.—P. Dee, Grafton Eoad, Worthing.

In answering amy of these advertisemtnU it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle."
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EXCHANGE.
h.p. Quadrant, spray, fine order ; 10 tuin-

eas.—Below.

31 h.p. Eex. 1904, low seat, Palmers, very
4 emcient silencer, perfect order; 10

juineas.—Below.

EW Harvey-Frost Model A. Vulcanisar;
cost 10 guineas, £5 18s. 6d.—Below.

NEAELT New 10-stop American Organ, in
walnut; cost 17 guineas; will exchange

r'or motor bike.—Below.

11 h.p. Orossley Gas Engine, in perfect cin-
2 dition ; exchange motor bike or piano,

£10.

ANT of Above, cash or exchange.—Holmes,
Mill Hill, Cowes.

33. h.p. Excelsior, Palmers, non-skid; cash.
4 or exchange.—45, Infirmary Boad.

Sheffield.

EXCHANGE (les). we can suit you; we
have them.—Millhouses. Motor Ex-

change, Sheffield.

TRIUMPH, 1903, wanted; exchange twin
N.S.U. (magneto), almost new. or sell.

—Stoddart, Balerno.

EXCHANGE nearly new lady's, also gent's
cycle, for modern motor cycle.—Smith.

Ford Street, St. Mary, Nottingham.

EXCHANGE, Gent's Push Bike and accumu-
lator for pair 26 by 2 beaded tyres and

lin, belt.—Johnson, jeweller, Selsey.

EXCHANGE, Car Frame, partly finished,
for motor cycle or tricar, or sell. —

Gurney, 33, Beaufoy Eoad, Battersea.

EXCHANGE. 2 h.p. Motor Cycle for sidecar,
26iu. wheels, to fit twin Eex, or sell £8

10s.—Herman Lacey, Barton-on-Humber.

VIOIJN, Strad model, used 23 years, pow-
erful tone; would exchange for light

motor bicycle.—40, St. Kilda Eoad, Bath.

EXCHANGE, No. 1 Beeston Humber push
bike and cash, adjustment for motor

cycle.—A. Simmons, 6, High Eoad, Kilburn.

EXCHANGE, 2i h.p. Minerva, 26in. wheels,
good condition, with cash, for pood

make and higher power.—Jarvis, Hertford.

FINE Twin Eex for £4 and 1907 34 h.p. Eex,
or level exchange for 1907 Zi h.p. mag-

neto Eex.—Motor Exchange, Westgatc. Hali-
fax.

LARGE Portable Wood House, with bench,
vice, tool racks, exchange passenger

c.\cle or tricar.—Gray. Bast Norton. Leices-
ter.

2J1 h.p. Motor Bike, in perfect order, for
2 good castor wheel sidecar and cash,

or sell £8 10s.—Syred, 1, St. James Terrace,
Parnham.

MOTO-EBVES. 1908 models, immediate de-
livery ; second-hand motor cycles

taken part exchange.—Crisswell's Garage.
Newmarket.

2 h.p. Quadrant, and Edison's electric
phonograph (cost £40), exchange higher

power.—Taylor. " Holmewood," Havelock
Eoad, Luton.

MOTOSACOOHES, 1908 models ; second-hand
motor cycles, foreign and British

stamps taJieu in part exchange.—Motors, 41.

Green Street, Cambridge.

MOTOE Cycle, genuine 2| h.p. De Dion, new
Dermatine, Longuemare, Palmer, Clin-

cher, exchange lathe, brazing hearth. oiJers.
—Lee, Charlotte Street. 'Walsall.

EXCHANGE, 3J h.p. Humber Tricar, two
speeds and free engine, chain drive,

for 34 h.D. motor cycle, or sell £15. —
Brooker, Grotto View. 'WeybridBe.

EXCHANGE is no robbery! 'Why not part
with that old hag for a new 1908

model? Any make quoted upon request;
cut prices.—Maude's, Powell Street. Halifax.

EXCELSIOR. 23 h.p. M.M.C. engine, surface
and spares, also trailer, in good going

order, for heating apparatus to put in green-
house, 12 by 8. and cash.—121, Broad Street,
Birmingham.

EXCHANGE, 3 h.p. Bradbury Motor, in
splendid condition ; will take trailer

tor low frame, three-speed push bike, and
cash, or sell.-E. G.- Head, 33, Norman Eoad,
Paversham, Kent.

EXCHANGES are arranged at Wauchope's.
^Second-hand machines are allowed

for in part payment for new models of any
leading make.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane.
Fleet Street. London.

TYRES! TYRES!! TYRES!!!

Kindly note, we are special agents for the famous
Shamrock all-rubber non-skid covers, also Goodrich
and Palmer Cord. Deliveries of all sizes from stock.

10/- for your old Cover.

Shamrock. Goodrich Palmer
Cora.

24 X 2i 49/- — —
24 X 2i 53/- — 59/3
26 X 2 48/- 40/. 43/6
26 X 2i 50/. 40/- 58/9
26 X 2i 54/- — 59/3
28 X 2 — — 50/3
28 X 21 — — 63/6
28 X 2i — — 64/3

We allow 10/- for your old cover in part payment 'or

any of the above. 5/- allowed for vour old cover in

part payment for any other make ol tyre. Write for

list 'B.'

Don't throw that old cover away.

Have it fitted with a Shamrock, or Goodrich, all rubber
non-skid bapd. Time taken 3 days.

Our Price 2i/-. Including fitting.

Note l"Hella" N.P. Searchlights (Car pattern),

complete with large generater. Our Price 25/-.

( 3 days' approval.)

" Synchronism means Power.'
THE "B.O.M." is the only synchronised contact breaker

made for motor bicycles, and means MORE POWER,
EASIER STARTING, SMOOTHER RUNNING.

List rree.

THE CONTINENTAL MOTOR CO.,

32, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.C.

Phone, Holbom, 1513. Telegrams, 'Bromitch,' London.

i
*

I

I
TREMENDOUS SAVING '

^ of Worry, Money,
C Trouble, and Expense,

^ BY USING THE

VOL.TOO
2.VOI1: C O I L- S

For MOTOR CYCLES and CARS. |
Wriie to the Sole Manufacturers :

The CITY IGNITION CO.

I

I

14, Sp-ncer St,Ge3well Rd., London, E.C,

or 'Phone 7822 Central,

FOR ALL PARTICULARS.

I

I

I

^\/\/\,/\/V'UWW\/N<-VWV/V<V«/A/\i.'W''\/V/<&

EXCHANGE.
EXCHAJJ"GE, 1906 Minerva, for twin and

sidecar.—Ernest Taylor, Eyhill, 'Wake-
fleld.

HIGH Speed Trembler Coil, exchange for
28 by 2 covers.—Turner, Burlington

Road, New Maiden.

SMART Tricar. 5 h.p., good as new, for
gramaphone and cash.—37, Knott's

Green Eoad, Leyton, E.

EXCHANGE, 23 h.p. Clyde, iragneto, fault-
less, and cash, for 3J h.p., or sell £12.—

Foy, jun.. Wokingham.

3JL h.p. Tricar Engine for 3 h.p. motor cycle
2 engine, vertical; sell £3 10s.—5, King-

croft Eoad, Harpenden.

EXCHANGE, 3J h.p. Eex cycle for twin or
good single engine.—'W. King, Gosport

Street, Lymingtou. Hants.

OSBOENE Four-speed Pulley, perfect, for
tree engine adjustable pulley and cash.

—Mawson, Draper, Morecambe.

WANTED Your Present Mount in part
payment of any 1908 make; keep quo-

tations.—Parrar. Square Eoad. Halifax.

TUECO Electric Vulcaniser, for good 20

amp. accumulator, Dinin preferred. —
Laxton, Postmaster, Eippingale, Bourne.

WANTED, Zl h.p. Triumph and cash in ex-

change for Phosnix quadcar, or sell

for £55.—Garaged at 'Wauchope's, Shoe Lane.

MOT0-EE"raS, 1908 models from stock ; old

machines taken in part exchange.—
Colville Works, 9, Linden Arcade, Chiswick.

EXCHANGE, ii h.p. Excelsior, spray, trem-
bler, as new, for Motosacoche or other

lightweight, cash adjustment.—5, Fleet street,

Swindon.

T h.p. Wolseley Car, belt drive, good run-
I ning order, for motor cycle and little

cash.—Harper. 14, Market Square, Welling-

ton, Salop.

TWO-CYLINDEE Car, water-cooled, two
speeds and reverse, gearbox, expanding

clutch, Longuemare, two-seated body, all

complete except coil; £18.

31 h.p. Pafnir, perfect condition, spring

2 forks. Palmers, etc., good climber;

£10 or exchange both for good twin or four-

cylinder F.N.—Cassell's, 66. Marville Eoad,

Fulham, S.'W.

51-6 h.p. Beeston Humberette, in splendid

2 condition, for good make motor cycle

with two-speeds and cash.—J. Baker, Hal-

well, Beaworthy.

QUAETEE-PLATE, or Film Folding Popket

Camera, telescopic stand, all a-cces-

sories, for new accumulators.-E. Layiand,
Beechfield, Wigan.

£65._Two-seater, 6-8 h.p., cardan drive,

push pedals, three speeds, reverse, also

Eiley car. sell or exchange either.—Owner.

21, Balfour Eoad, Ilford.

EXCHANGE, for push bike and cash, 2t

h.p. motor cycle, Chater-Lea, Palmers,

long handle-bars, Longuemare; photo.—
Lindsay, 281, High Street, Borough, S.E.

f? hp. Two-seater Car, three speeds, re-

I verse, up-to-date, splendid condition,

for high powered Phoenix quadcar.—Hides,

963, Penistone Eoad. Owlerton, hheffleld.

EXCHANGE or sell, water-cooled tricar,

wheel steering, perfect, like new; £35,

would consider three-seater tricar or small

car- trial given and expected.—Ashford, 2,

Hor'ton Street, Derby.

EXCH4NGE, Phoenix Trimo, 5-6 h.p. twin

Peugeot fan-cooled engine, two speeds,

wheel steering, in first-class condition, tor

good motor cycle and cash, or sell £40. —
21, Bentley Grove, Leeds.

LLOYD'S Free Engine Clutch, complete
with sprocket and chain, in perfect

condition; exchange for Osborne variable

pulley or two-speed gear. — Mack, 151a,

Queen's Eoad, Manchester.

C INGLE-SEATED Eunabout, 5 h.p. Bercley

lO twin, wheel steering, bucket seat, direct

belt drive, tyres perfect, newly painted;

would exchange lor good single or twin mag-
neto motor cycle, value £28.—Long and Co.,

Witney, Oxon.

EXCHANGE, 5 h.p. Humber tricar, open
frame, wheel steering, coach-buUt

seats, two speeds, Palmers to front, studded
car tyre to back, used very little, for motor
cycle and cash, or seU £37 10s.—56. Bentley
Lane, Meanwood, Leeds.

Tn answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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EXCHANGE^
LADT'S and Gent's Back PedalliDg Cycles,

5 by 4 stand camera, all perfect, for 3
h.p. and sidecar.—Statim. 65, Bradford Ter-
race, Bircheshead, Hanley.

FLEXIBLE Sidecar, 26in. wheel (£4), fit any
machine. Osborne four-speed gear and

free engine (£2), both perfect, would exchange
above for gent's push cycle.—Prank Crealy,
Hosier, Eastbourne.

EXCHANGE, 3J h.p. quad, two speeds,
water-cooled, fast, needs slight repair,

photo, for first-class cycle and cash, or mo-
tor cycle; reason, no room.—Write, Cooper,
16, Beading Road, Sutton.

EXCHANGE, 3i h.p. De Dion w.c. Tricar,
two-speed, wheel steering, non-skid

back, for magneto motor cycle. Triumph
preferred; cash adjustment.—14, Lyme Grove.
Old Tratford, Manchester.

31 to 4 h.p. Excelsior Motor, inclined en-
2 gine, splendid condition, climb Dash-

wood; £13; photo; would exchange good
rigid sidecar and cash.—L. Smith, Queen's
Road. High Wycombe, Bucks.

EXCHANGE, ,4 h.p. Twin-cylinder N.S.U.
magneto, perfect running: order, with

spare cover, 2Mu. tyres, spare valves, carrier,
stand, lamp, tools, for 1907 Triumph and £5,
or sell £36; any trial.—Ballantyne Kellar.
Woodstock Road, Bristol.

WANTED.
WANTED, belt rim brake.—J. Henderson,

123, UUet Road, Liverpool.

31 to 5i h.p. Twin or Single, low frame. —
2 A., 22. Rochester Terrace. N.W.

ANTED, 2J to 3 h.p. Engine or parts. —
B.. 10, Craven Terrace, Sale, Cheshire.

ATER-COOLED Engine, 3i-4 h.p.; cheap.
Wilson, 88, Trinity Road, Wimble-

w
w
don.

RACECOURSE Garag-e, Doncaster. wants to
purchase modern motor cycle for spot

cash.

WANTED, Sideearriage. 24in. wheel.—Par-
ticulars to Scorrer, 9, St. Luke's Street,

Hull.

WANTED. 6 h.p. engine, water-cooled.—
13, Nelson Street, King's Lynn, Nor-

folk.

WANTED, 3 or 3i h.p. Triumph Motor
Cycle.—Hodgson. engineer, Louth,

Lines.

COVER wanted, cheap, 26 by 2J, beaded
edge. — Hawkins, Honeys. 'Twyford,

Berks.

WANTED, 2 or 2i h.p. Engine and Carbur-
etter; no crocks.—253, Bath Road,

Hounslow.

WANTED, Old Accumulators; best price
given.—Motories, 3, Arley Grove, Arm-

ley, Leeds.

SIDECAR Wanted, castor wheel or rigid

;

send lowest price.—G., 36, Tavistock
Pl?.ce, W.C.

WANTED, li h.p. Minerva, low built, fair
condition; cheap for cash.—McKaig,

New Radnor.

WANTED, forecarriage, band brakes, new
tyres; cheap.—P. Holland, Crown

Bank, Hanley.

WANTED. Locomobile Boiler, complete,
reliable.—Mason, 123. Park Road, New-

castle-on-Tyne.

WANTED. Triumphs, or any good make;
also sidecar, for cash.—5, Heath

Street. Hampstead.

RILET or Singer 9 h.p. Tricar wanted;
must be low price for cash.—529, Pul-

ham Road, London.

WANTED, Jap engine, 26 by Zi tyres,
hubs, brake, frame.—C. Strutt, 124,

Dennett's Boad, S.E.

WANTED, Motor Cycle, in exchange for
two large framed oil paintings, value

£20.-207. Peckham Rye.

WANTED, 1906 Triumph, magneto, spring
forks; cash ready.-14, Lyme Grove.

Old Trafford, Manchester.

THREE or Pour-speed gear and free en-
gine pulley, complete; cheap; appro-

val.—Blane. Cambuslang.

WANTED. Magneto Twin for sidecar; sr ot
cash, or exchange 3 h.p. P.N. and

cash.—George Purdon, Gervan.

Miss Muriel Hind

used her

I
British-

made

{car style)

PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT
on the LONDON-EDINBURGH Ride.

This is What She Says of it:
" Coventry, June 12, '08.

I am very pleased with the lamp you supplied

me with. I used it on my 5 h.p. Rex for the

M.C.C. 24 hours' run to Edinburgh. It gave
no trouble at all during the night, and burnt

steadily and well. I find it a most satisfactory

lamp in every way.

Yours faithfully, MURIEL HIND."

The PREMIER SEARCHLIGHT is 30/-,
complete with SEPARATE GENERATOR and bracket.
It is sent on 3 DAYS' APPROVAL. It has revolu-
tionised the lighting of Motor Cycles. MAKE NO
MISTAKE ; ORDER A " PREMIER "—ORDER A
" PREMIER " TO-DAY.

The PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAIVI.

Hebden's Dependable Bargains

LATEST LIST,
SHOWING SPLENDID SELECTION OF
REALLY RELIABLE MOTOR CYCLES
AT BARGAIN PRICES SENT POST FREE

ANYWHERE.
CASH OR EASY TERMS.

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.

As'ency -For N.S.U.

5/6 h.p. Rexette, first class condition,

price £30
5 h,p. Twin Kerry with side-car,

good order, price .

.

. . £25

3J h.p. Centaur, free engine and
side-car, price . . . . £23

5J N.S.U. Twin magneto and side-

car, price .

.

.

.

. . £28
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, a Prize

Winner, price . . . . £22

HEBDENS MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY,
Bridge Garage, Leeds.

UNIT PATENTS.
,.

Motor Cycle Tyre Pigskin
>
"

,Tr''Jygl Repair Bands, f /- each
Post Id

Vour Tyres Puncture-proof
sd. Rubberised Pigskin.

. .".-""ii---^-^^ Pamphlet free.

-. -: i-"^-^"? Drayton Rd., LEYTONSTONE.

ADVERTISERS — Please note
that Friday is the latest day we
can receive advertisenient copy
"For ths follou/ins week's issue*

In aTiswtring any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Mo

WANTED.
BtrCKET Seat, to attach to luggage car-

rier of Quadrant tricar. — Douglas,
Belle Tue. Malyem.

WANTED, second-hand air-cooled eugine,
5 or 6 h.p., good make; cheap for cash.

-Barker, Chertsey.

MOTOR Cycle, magneto, two speeds, good
condition, for cash.—Snowden, Kings-

gate, Broadstalrs.

FOEECAEKIAGE for Eex, or tricar, com-
plete, dust jacket; cheap.—134, High-

gate Boad, Kentish Towu.

WANTED, any good make motor cycle,
magneto and two-speeds preferred.-

Parrar, Square Eoad. Halifax.

WANTED, two Palmer covers, 28 by 2,

and 26 Dy 2, in new condition.—Straw-
ford, 258, King's Eoad, Chelsea.

1 Q07 Magneto Eex, or Triumph, or other
i-U good make, for spot cash.—Box 145.

The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, Wheels and Crankcase for 2i
h.p. Centaure, also a good 2J h.p. en-

gine; approval.—A. Moyse, Kesslngland.

WANTED, water-cooled head, for 2| h.p.
M.M.C. eugine. 80 mm. diameter.—

H.S., 6, Blendon Terrace, Plumstead, S.E.

WANTED, Ih h.p. Phelon and Moore, two
speeds; cash.—Pull particulars to P.

E., 36, King Edward's Gardens, Acton, W.

11 h.p. Motor Cycle Engine, perfect con-
2 ditlon, cheap; also carburetter and

coll.—Address, The New House, Wimbledon.

WANTED, High Powered Motor Tricycle
and cash for motor launch, 25 feet,

5 h.p.—143, The Motor Cyde Oflces, Coventry.

MOTOE Cycles in part exchange for new
1908 Moto-Eeve lightweights; immedi-

ate delivery. — CrissweU's G-arage, Newmar-
ket.

PAIE of 70 by 75 Air-cooled Cylinders,
automatic or M.O.V,. rough, finished,

or good second-hand,-P„ 5, Beaoonsfield
Eoad, Bexhill.

BOOTH.—Gramaphones. typewriters, Tri-
' umph, Eoc, Rexes, all models; cash

waiting. — Booth's Motor Exchange, Wade
Street, Halifax.

WANTED, Two Eubber Non-skids, tyres
and tubes, 26 by 24; state price; no

rubbish.—Morgan. lOB, Commercial Eoad,
Newport. Mon.

WANTED, 3i h.p. Minerva cylinder, cheap
for cash; 26 by 2, 2J, li covers, cheap

for cash.—Motors, 3, Prospect Terrace, Mil-
ton. Portsmouth.

HALIFAX. — Wanted, modern magneto
single-cylinder machines; any quantity

bought for spot cash. — Motor Exchange,
Westgate, Halifax.

TEIUMPH.—We Allow £30 for 1907, and £25
for 1906, in part payment for new ma-

chines.—5, Heath Street Motor Works, Hamp-
stead. Tel. 2678. P.O.

WANTED, a Decent 3i h.p., for cash, mag-
neto and low frame essentials; seen

London district.—G. Waterman, Chorley-
wood, Elckmanaworth.

MAUDE'S wish to point out that we are
now In a position tO' fit Bosoh magnetos

to all new Minervas at £5 extra.—Maude's.
Poivell Street, Halifax.

SIDECAE, left-hand, rigid, 26 by 2i, or 2J
wheel, must be up-to-date and sound.

—

Send photo and terms for cash to Eose Cot-
tage, Heme, Canterbury.

WANTED, partner (working preferred),
with capital, about £100, In good

suburban motor and cycle business.—159,
The Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry.

WANTED, Forecar, 26 by 21 wheels, fit

twin Rex. known make; cheap for
cash ; approval ; deposit.—Full particulars
to Woolston, Snarestone, Atherstone.

ORIENT Buckboard, 1906 pattern, or later,
not under 4i h.p., wheel steering, and

steel rims preferred, fast, cheap; no rub-
bish ; expert test ; minute details required.—
Price. Murray, Triermore, Kells, Meath.

WANTED, good modern motor cycle, in
exchange for upright iron grand

pianoforte, cost £28 10s.. and Singer's latest

sewing machine, cost £10 17s. 6d. ; will give
cash adjustment for first-class machine.

—

358, Stratford E-""1 Birmingham.
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w
WANTED.

WANTED, Good Tricar (light).—73, Church
Street, Camberwell.

ANTED. 2 to 2J h.p. Motor, low built.-
98, Gorton Street, Blackpool.

WILL Give £16 for good 3§ h.p. Qiiadrant.
—Fox. 23, Western Place, Worthing.

TEICAE Front Seat (wide) wanted. — No.
151, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

6 h.p. Riley or Ealeighette tricar, or simi-
lar machine.—E. Else, Leawood, near

Matlocli.

WANTED, 31 or 3i h.p. Engine, good make,
and perfect.—€7, Railway Street,

Southport.

WATER-COOLED Head for 70 mm. De
Dion.—Dawson, 41, George Street.

Edinburgh.

WANTED, Powerful Aster Engine, air-
cooled, good condition.—40, Warton

Street, Lytham.

3 OR 3i h.p. Engine Carburetter, good make.
—Motorman, 118, Streathbourne Road,

Balham, London.

WANTED, medium power motor cycle

;

cheap for cash. — Barnes, 90, Mont-
pelier, Peckham.

WANTED. Open Frame Tricar, w.c, pow-
erful; cheap for cash. — 3, Rowdens

Road, Wells, S.W.

RALEIGHETTE, or light open frame two-
speed water-cooled tricar for cash.—75,

Crofton Road. Plaistow.

WANTED, Rigid Forks, to fit 1906 twin
Rex, also magneto for same.—Ritchie,

4, Westbury Gardens, Ealing.

WANTED. Motosacoche, magneto ; state
very lowest price, age, condition. —

Rev., Wesley House, Kettering.

WANTED, a Tricar, in exchange for 2| h.p.
Ariel cycle and Barlock typewriter.

—5, Park Avenue, Palmer's Green, N.

WANTED, Rex Engine, good condition;
makers may quote.—Bedford, 97, The

Avenue, Higham's Park, near Chingford,
Essex.

WANTED, Brass Torpedo Petrol Tank,
cylinder, for 3J h.p. Westfield, carrier,

26 by 2J tyre, leather coat.—Smith, Dead-
waters, Huddersfleld.

WANTED, No. 6 Frame, two 26in. wheels,
belt rim, tank, three 26 by 2J Palmer

cords.-Particulars, Brown, 215, Broad Street,

Birmingham.

WANTED, Water-cooled Tricar, or twin
bicycle and sidecar, in exchange for

pianola, practically new. — C. 76, Durham
Road. East Finchley.

WANTED, 1907 or 1908 23 h.p. to 34 h.p.

motor cycle, spring forks and mag-
neto preferred, comnlete with spares; no
scraps or wrecks.—Eatcliffe, Owen Street,

Leigh. Lancashire.

WANTED, to purchase for cash. Triumphs,
Quadrants, Mlnervas. Bats, Japs,

Riley and Lagonda tricars, or exchanges
arranged for new models. -Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

WANTED, 23-3i h.p. Motor Cycle, will give
in exchange £5 and brand new £8 8s.

push bike, New Departure, green and gold,

all latest improvements.—26, Church Gate,
Loughborough, Leicestershire.

WANTED, any number of good magneto
second-hand motors, F.N.'s, Minervas,

Triumphs, N.S.U., Vindecs, etc.. by far the
best prices given for good stuff, cash, or ex-
change.—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

WANTED, low built No. 6 Ohater-Lea
frame, complete, with wheels, etc.,

in exchange for special Rudge-Whitworth
road racer, cost £3. brand new. — W. G.
Smith, Ivy House, Franklin Road, Jacks-
dale. Notts.

TEE Proprietors of the patent rights of
R.O.M. synchronised contact, breakers

are prepared to accept offers for the rights
to manufacture in France; write for par-
ticulars.—Continental Motor Co.. 32. Rose-
bery Avenue. E.C.

CYCLE Agents should read " The Cycle and
Motor Trades' Review." the leading

trade organ ; specimen copy will be sent on
receipt of trade card.-Address. " The Cycle
and Motor Trades' Review " OfBces, Harp
Alley. London, E.C.

BELTS
HOLD ALL RECORDS.

End-to-End Record, July 9th and 10th :

Mr. A. W. Bentley, using Dermatlne Belt.

M.C.C. 24 Hours' Ride to Edin;:urgh,
June 5th and 6th :

35 were successful, using Dermatine Belts.

Stadium Race Meeting, June 8th :

Harry Martin, First in Ten Miles Race.

No other belt holds such records.

Tlie Original Rubber and Canvas Belt.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
The standard belt that is adopted by all leading

manufacturers.

Hundreds of Testimonials.

BRITISH MADE.

lOTE^THE PRICES.
|in. .-. Jin. Jin. lin.

1/a 1/* t/8 1/11 per ft.

Post Free.

The STANLEY DETACHABLE IV10T0R
BELT FASTENER.

With Unbreakable Hook. Guaranteed,

(Made under Simplex Patent.)

In sizes fin., Jin., fin., lin, 1 /- each.

Wholesale and Retail.

THE STANLEY DERMATINE
MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, LONDON RD., BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

—THE BEST.

PRICE'S
'UKANTES'

ARE
BoonniNG,
7/6 Per Pair.

Manufacturers,

SMITH, NORTH & PRIESTLAND,
Premier Works, Ellis Street,

BIRMINGHAM, England.

WANTED.
9R "'7 2i Beaded Front Wheel, front and
*jU back brakes, tandem attachment;
cheap.—46. Vardens Road, Wandsworth.

WANTED, Two-.seater Car or Tricar, in
exchange for 3i h.p. cycle, in perfect

condition, and automatic machines to value,
splendid money takers, in positions, only
require one evening a fortnight to manage
them, grand investment.—Lewis, Myrtle
Villa. - Oliver Eoa,d, Leyton, Essex.

TWIN Vlndeo. Koc, tour-cylinder P.N.. or
Triumph, late 1907 or 1908, in exchange

for equity of modern house, let to good
tenant for three years, from September,
1907. at £34 per annum, lease about 95 years,
ground rent £6 10s.—For further particu-
lars, write. 141. High Street. Merton.

MISCELLANEOUS.
"ENGINES Ee-bushed throughout from £1.

pTLINDEES Be-bored from 58.

"piSTONS Supplied new from 7s. 6d.

TJINGS from 9d.

pONNECTING Eods from 78. 6d.

TNLET Valves from Is. 6d.

E

R
D

XHATJST Valves from 28. 6d.

>tnjLETS for any motor—

1RIUMPH. Brown, Patnir. 43. 9d.

EX, Antoine. Kelecom, 5s. 9d.

:

E DION. M.M.O.. 6s. 9d.

A BOVE 4an. Diameter extra 9d.

AXLES, cranks, spindles, handle-bars, seat-
pillars, or any other parts made to

pattern or sketch at lowest prices; accuracy
guaranteed. — Tufnell and Oo., Lightning
Motor Works, Leytonstone.

TANKS of all kinds made to order.—Dog-
gett, metal worker, 65. TurnmiU Street.

London.

THE Best Silencer made is Aldington's
patent Silent, from 10s. 6d.—Below.

THE Ball Bearing Ideal Fan will cool any
engine; 28s. 6d.—Below.

MT Pootrests. reduced to 6s. 6d., are a
luxury, spring rests. 17s. 6d.—Alding-

ton, 59, Haydon's Park Eoad, Wimbledon.

WHIPCOED Breeches, latest cut; 10s. 6d.—
J. C. Savage. 119, Donegall Street, Bel-

fast.

ADJUSTABLE Pulleys, 4Jin., 3s.; 5in.. 9s.—
Lee, motor engineer, 18, Somerset Road.

Edmonton.

MABON Clutch, brand new; cost £3, re-
ceipt shown. 37s. 6d.—25, Sebert Boad,

Forest Gate.

SHEDS for Motor Cycles, 45s.: po"tnM =

—Stevens, 82a, Leighton Boad. Kentish
Town, London.

LOOK! — Bankrupt stock. Goggles', with
case. Is. post free.—Gasson. Goveim-

ment. Eye, Sussex.

COW-VOICED Double Twist Horns, large
size, terrific noise; usually 88. 6d., my

price 5s. lOd.—Parrar.

FAEEAE'S Motor Handle-bars, 20in. long,
4s. 9d.; Lycett's patent Lightning stand.

4s. 9d. pair.

FAEEAE'S Beautifully Enamelled Mud-
guards, 2s. 6d. pair; massive plated

horns, terrific noise. 33. 9d.

FAEEAE.—Send for my price list, pounds
saved ; sole agent Premier accumu-

lators.—Parrar, Square Eoad, Halifax,

SMAET Whipcord Motor Cycling Breeches;
8s. 6d., post free; patterns.—Meredith's,

Wearwell, Northwich.

MINEEVA Cylinder, 3i h.p.. air-cooled,
equal to new; 18s.—Brown, 23, Elver

Street, Clerkenwell.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
W/'HEPCOED Cycling Breeches, latest cut

:

T T lOs. 6d. ; writ^e for patterns.—BcK>tli,

tailor, Longton, Staffs.

FOUR. Solid Brass Tanks, new, 25s. the
lot, suit tricar or bike.^Bames-Moss,

J55, Clapham Boad. S.W.

JACK-NO-SKID, the most practical motor
cycle non-skid and jack produced.—

Horner's, Store Street, W.C.

JACK-NO-SKID gives absolute security
against side-slip; as jack it is perfect.

JACK-NO-SKID.—Latest Improvements en-
able easy fitting; reduction in price

and weight.—Homer's, Store Street.

WATEEPEOOF Coats and Leggings;
special value.—Homer's, Store Street,

W.C.

BBOOKS 26 by 2i steel-studded Non-skid,
run 20O miles, Longueniare carburetter;

offers,-^Moss,_^'W'em. Salop.

C
'chapman Two-speed Gear, chain, spare's,
I complete, £2; Goodlad speedometer. 5s.

—John Glen, Callander, N.B.

JOB Line. — 17 feet lengths lin. leather V
belting, reliable, 10s. ; ditto. Jin., 12s.—

PoUin, belt maker, Spalding.

OSBOENE Four-speed and free engine pul-
ley, suit 3i h.p.; £2.—Brazier, 4, Charl-

wood Street, Pimlico, London.

TWO Twin-trembler Coils, 15s. each; iin.
Pishback belt, 8s.. tised onoe.—Kirk-

wood, Electricity Works. Shrewsbury.

CHATEE-LEA Tricar Chassis, with clutch,
water tank, etc.; £10 10s.—Wauchope'a,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street. London, E.G.

PEESSED Steel Tricar Frame. 30s. ; cooling
tan, 123.; 26 by 2J tube, 4s. • coil. 7s.:

accumulator. 5s.—209a, Peckham Eye, S.E.

GOOD Bentinck Trailer, Warwick tyres.
32s. 6d.; wanted, iin. Whittle belt, as

new.—Bowley, 68, Stanton Road, Ilkeston.

ilN. Lycett's Rawido, nearly new, 8s. 6d.
;
|in.

(t Watawata, 6s. ; reliable voltmeter, 3s.

6d.—Eeade. Cleveland Eoad, Wolverhampton.

BELT Rim Brakes, flexible cable, hand ap-
plied, easily fitted, stop anything; Ss.

6d., usual price 15s.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

VALVE Litters, complete with hand levers
and flexible cable, easily fitted; 4s. Ud..

usual price, 9s. 6d.—Slack's Garage, Stock-
port.

STANIEY-DERMATINE Belting, two-piece
belts, iin., 6s. 5d. ; fin., 7s. 5d. ; carriage

paid.—'Whitaker. Green Street Green, Orp-
ington

EVERYTHING Made in Tanks and Radi-
ators except a fortune. — Write for

prices, A. Phillips. 2, Strathnairn Street,
Bermondsey.

DiEulD SprinB Porks, new illustrated book-
' let now ready. It will interest you.

Send for it today. — A. Drew, Conybere
Street, Birmingham.

DUST Screens for tricars and sidecars
(registered), easily fitted, beautifully

made; write to sole makers and patentees.
—Below.

SPRING Fork Attachments, enamelled,
9s. 6d. : plated, 10s. 6d. ; usual prices

165. 6d.—'Taylor's. Motor Works, Edmonton.

GOODLAD Speedometer, 10s. 6d. ; 26in. Vee-
der, 2s. ; 26in. Clincher tube, 5b. ; Lycett

toolbag, 4s.; all unused.—Cadmas, 25. Corn-
wall Road, Bayswater, W.

OPPEEMANN Two-speed Hub. free engine,
internal expanding brake, belt, 26in.

by 2Jin.. plated, perfect; £6. — 1, Tunstall
Road, Addiecombe, Croydon.

LOOK!—Bankrupt Stock. 4,000 splendid rub-
ber motoring jackets, lined with blue

serge; lOs. 6d. ; carriage paid.—B. Dept., Gas-
son, Government, Bye, Sussex.

MAGNETOS. Magnetos taken for debt,
high tension. Simms-Bosch pattern;

twin, £4; single. £3 10s.; approval.—Barber,
17, Galena Eoad, Hammersmith, W.

MAGNETOS. Bosch type, runs on ball
bearings, single-cylinder £2 17s. 6d..

twins .£3 lOs. ; guaranteed; instant delivery.
—Maude's, Powell Street, Halifax.

HALIFAX.—Rubber and canvas Serratrix
V belting, nothing better value ob-

tainable; |in..9d.; 3in.,l8.; gin.. Is. 4d.; Iin.,

Is. 8d. per foot.—16. Westgate. Halifax.

DEFIANCE VARl-

SPEED PULLEY.
Can be fitted to any make of machine.

Makes hill-c!imbing a pleasure.

Gear

altered

by the

left foot.

Send for illustrated particulars,

DEFIANCE MOTORS, LIMITED,

29, Laystall St., Rosebery Ave., E.G.

Sole Manufacturers, and also of the famous

DEFIANCE IMOTOR CYCLES.

ADVERTISERS' EXPERIENCES
OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE."

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Rembrandt Studio,

Crawley,

Feb. \eth, 1908.

To " The Motor Cycle."

Dear Sirs,

It may interest you to know that

of the two articles advertised in this

last week's " Motor Cycle," one

was sold by wire on the day of issue

and the other by first post the fol-

lowing morning.
.Altogether I received one wire,

three cheques, and twenty-two appli-

cations.

This result ! think speaks for

itself.

Yours faithfully,

J. T. BELCHAMBER.

When buying a new machine or

accessories, readers should remember that

"The Motor Cycle" will speedily find a
purchaser of the second-hand ones.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CTRONG Carrier-stand, 5s.; spring seat-O pillar, 3s., or exchange same for vari-
able pulley for 2| h.p. Kerry ; letters only.

—

1, Borrett Road, Manor Place. Loudon, S.E.

"Q,500 miles and doesn't need grinding" is

O" what a doctor says of the Druid ex-
haust valve; price 4s. 6d. ; send old valve as
Eattem.—A. Drew, Ccmybere Street, Birming-
am.

CHaTER-LEA No. 6 Frame, girder forks,
and long handle-bars. £3 17b. 6d. ; 6

h.p. twin engine, £8 15s.; torpedo tank, 83.

9d.: all brand new.—313, Ooldharbour Lane,
S.W.

THE Last Word in Belt Fasteners. — The
Advance adjustable belt fastener, for

use with variable pulleys; price 2s. 6d. for
a.nv c,,„ _4,iYance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Northampton.

MISCELLAKEOUS.
BOOTH.—Wide naudguards, with stays and

' screws; 3in.. 2b. lid.; 4in.. 3s. 6d,

BOOTH.—Double-twist horns, deep tone,
4s. 9d. ; large leather toolbags, Ss. 6d.

BOOTH.-500 Puller's Midget plain coils.
10s. 6d.; 200 Fnller's Midget trembler

coils, 17s. 6d.

BOOTH Takes your old coil in part pay-
ment ; part with troublesome coils.

BOOTH.—Puller accumulators, 20 amp.,
17b. ; Eex type. 16s. ; Minerva. 16s.

;

Midget, 16s.

BOOTH.—58. 6d. allowed for your old ac-
cumulator in part payment for Ful-

ler's.

BOOTH. — Long Motor Handle-bars, 21in.,
4b. 9d.; heavier gauge. 5s. 6d.; best

plating.

BOOTH.—Silent silencers, for engines to 5
h.p., very efficient, no back pressure;

38. 3d.

BOOTH. - Stanley belting, Xl'aU spring
forks. N.A.B. sea1>-piUar. 5s. 6d.; Ariel

coupler. 20s.

BOOTH.—New Antoine frame, with wheels,
belt xim fitted, two cable brakes, mnd-

guarda; £5 10s. set; low bnilt.

BOOTH.—Six accumulators, require slight
repair; Is. 9d. each. — Booth's Motor

Exchange, Coronet Works, Wade Street.
Halifax.

ANTOINE Spare Parts, cylinders, crank
cases; state requirements. — Booth.

Wade Street, Halifax.

LtrCAS Acetyphote, good condition, 8s., cost
17s. 6d. ; Bowden back wheel motor cycle

brake, inverted lever, 7s. 6d.—H. Wheelwright,
Boar's Head Hotel, Manchester Eoad, Brad-
ford, Torks.

N.S.U. Two-speed Gear, new, £3 15s. ; rub-
ber belting, equal to any elsewhere

obtainable; |in.. Is. Id. foot; lin., Is. 6d.
toot ; sample sent.—Hodgson, 10, Horton
Eoad, Bradford.

HAMMOCKS, from H.M. Dockyards, clean,
white, strong canvas hammocks, 5s.

6d. each, suitable for gardens' or camping
out; can be sent on approval.—H. J. Gasson,
Naval Contractor. Eye.

TEEMBLEE, Coil, French make, in good
condition, 73. 6d. ; Germania lamp, large

size, bull's-eye lens, suit heavy bike or tri-
car, in excellent condition. 15s.—Millington,
Goldthorn Hill. Wolverhampton.

MOTOE and Cycle Agents should read
" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Review."

Specimen copy post free on receipt of trade
card.—" The Cycle and Motor Trades' Re-
view " Offices, 15. Harp Alley, E.C.

2 h.p. De Dion Engine, silencer, £2; trem-
bler coil, 9s. ; 30ft. high tension wire.

5s.; 8 h.p. silencer, 10s.; 24in. Chater-Lea
frame. 16s. : three-compartment tank, pump,
7s. 6d.—46, Vardens Eoad. Wandsworth.

AMATEUE Photographers. — Superior En-
largements (bromide) from your nega-

tives ; 8 by 6, 9d. ; 10 by 3, lOd. ; 12 by 10, lid.

;

15 by 12, Is. Id. ; cash ; from prints 6d. ex-
tra.—Greame, Wellealey. Whyteleafe.

lA/HAT Offers?-Leather coat, splendid
VV order, mackintosh overall leggings,
also " The Motor Cycle," February 19tn.
1906. to November 27th. 1907; will sell separ-
ately.—Booth, Butcher's Bow. Banbury.

READERS Having Photographic Apparatus
for sale should advertise in " Photo-

graphy and Focus " Emporium, Jd. per word,
minimum 9d.—Address, " Photography and
Focus " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.

PHCENIX Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels,
Dunlops, foot band brakes, enamel un-

scratched. £5 IDs.; wanted, tricar gearbox
and clutch, also Locomobile boiler and bur-
ner, cheap for cash.—110, Westfield Eoad,
Wellingborough.

PULLETS for any motor. De Dion, M.M.C.,
68. 9d. ; Antoine, N.S.TT.. Kelecom, Eex,

F.N., 5s. 9d.; Peugeot. Brown. 58. 6d. ; Tri-
umph, Pafnir. Sarolea-, Minerva. 48. 9d.;
plated, guaranteed; carriage paid.—J. Per-
kins, IJlgh Eoad. Leyton, London.

MAEVELLOUS Value. — Genuine stop
watches, specially made to resist vibra-

tion of handle-bars, equal in appearance
and timekeeping to watches costing as many
guineas; send 10s. 6d. for sample, carriaire
paid.—S. Harris, 41, Albert Eoad, Stratford.

In aiiswering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
LONG Handle-bars to own specification

;

4s.—Below.
^

SWAN-NECK Saddle-pillars, ditto; 2s. 6d.—
Below.

TANKS to any specification from 5s.—
Below.

MOTOR Eepairs of every description.—Ar-
row Motor Works, Victoria Eoad, Peck-

ham, S.E.

AEIEL Coupler, 153.; Montg-omery spring
handle-bar, 7s. 6d.—Eeid. Constabulary,

Dublin.

AKCTIC Fan, double blast. 18s. 6d.; non-
skid cover, 26 by 2i 20a.—Lloyd, Vic-

toria Terrace, Leamin^n.

FIT-ALL Two-speed Gear, almost new, fit

J.A.P. engine ; £5. — S.H.H.. 40. St

Charles Sciuare, N. Kensington.

PAIE New 25 by 2 Continental Covers
(wrong size), 19s, each, 36s. pair; ap-

proval.—Cromwell House, King Street, Mos-
ton, Manchester.

ni ODPEEY and Applebee, the Sutton
VT, bankers.—Eex and other machines sup-

plied for cash, gradual payments, or ox-

change.

aODPEEY and Applebee can give you
better terms for exchanges than any-

one else; preferential deliveries, and all

machines tuned up by ourselves.

GODPEET and Applebee.—3J h.p. Euah-
worth overhead valves, footboards,

light and very low, perfect order through-
out; £16.

GODPEET and Applebee.-5 h.p. 1907 twin
'

Rex, 17 guineas; magneto twin Eex,

1907, 19 guineas.

aODPEET and Applebee.—Write for par-
ticulars of the new A.G. adjustable

pulley, 15s. each, money returned it not

satisfied. New locking device. The only
really good adjustable pulley on the mar-
ket. Altered without removing belt, and
wears to the last without shake or rattle.

GODPEET and Applebee. — Unbreakable
motor cycle watches, with handle-bar

clip. 58. 6d. ; Eex pulleys, any size, 6s. 3d.,

plated.

GODPEET and Applebee.—Everything sup-
plied by us be.ars the famous G.A.

guarantee.—9, Church Hill, Walthamstow.

HIGH-CLASS Motor Cycle Tanks, with
compartment for generator, made to

order in brass, copper, or tin.—Bye, Eick-
mansworth, Herts.

-i Q05 Eex Handle-bar and Front Eim Brake,
ly 5s. 6d.; 26 by 2 front wheel, 4s.; gir-

der forks, want brazing, 3s. 6d.—23, Arden
Eoad, Handsworth.

13. h.p. Motor Set coTnnlpte, new. fit any
4 strong roadster, £5 5a. ; Bassee-.vi

self-adjusting auto-trembler, lOs.—Woolsey.
Church Street. Bye. Suffolk.

BEOOKS Pan Saddle, 32s.: 2 h.p. Minerva
engine. 523. ; 6^ h.p. Argyll two-seater

car. £35: 6in. lathe and bicycle wanted.—
Danks, Bewsey Street, Warrington.

PEICE'S Stand, Wright's spring footrests,
Eex 5iin. pulley, pedals, cranks, chain

wheel, 6ft. chain, 26in. wbeel (off Eex) ; cash
offers.—Mawson, draper, Morecambe.

L.A.O. Spring Porks. 7s. 6d. ; Nilmelior
trembler, new, 178. 6d.; oil tank, pump,

23. 6d. ; frame, tanks, levers, 25s. ; forks, new.
48. ; belt rims, 38. 6d.. 2s.—Marshallsay, West
Street, Parnham.

r'OEECAE Frame and Wheels, £2 5s.;

Mabon clutch, new, £1 15s.; inch rub-
ber belting, lOd. foot ; tricar chassis-, with
three-speed Kent gear and back tyre, £8;
No. 6 frame and wheels, tank, etc., £4 10s.—
Oakleigh Motor Co., West Dulwich.

THE B. and S. Punctureproof Band is

quickly solutioned inside your cover, is

pliable, and does not injure the inner tube:
a trial one will convince you of their worth

:

long distance men please note; post free,
2s. ; trade supplied.—Barton, Leather Mer-
chants, Meeting House Lane, Peckham.

LONDON Auto Co., Clapham, S.W.. agents
tor Chatei^Lea frames and fittings, and

all makes of engines: No. 6 frames, £2 18s.

6d.; girder forks, 15s. 6d.; long handle-bars,
33. 9d.; wheels. 30s. per pair; tanks from
12s. ; low quotations for all other parts

:

illustrated frame and en^'np lists, stamp.

THE PREIVSIER
TUBE CARRIER

Is a well made metal case. It is air and dust tight.

The Spare Tube is coiled away compactly, safe from
dirt or damage. It can be taken out in a few seconds
when required and will not be found to be perislied

and unfit for us, ase tubes are when carriel in the old
make-shift way.

As shown, it is fitted to a carrier, but it is furnished
wth Ion? straps, by which it can be attached to any
part of the machine at rider's choice.

Price, complete with stays, finished either BLACK or

ALUMINIUM, 5/6. Sent on 3 days' APPROVAL.
' '"' Delivery FROM STOCK.

PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd., Aston, Rd,. Birmingham.

PLANO-CONVEX LENSES, cut and polished, 3in. to

3Jin 1/9, 3iin. 2/-, 4in. 2/6, 4iin. 2/9, 4iin. 3/-, 4}in.

3/6, Sin. 4/-. Car. paid. Send your rim to be fitted.

PAYNE, Metchley Lane, Ha.r-l30r-ne.

<5an<G^1^aCK£d^^ank^es

R.W,COAN.2l9.GoswEi,L R5: tawDON E,c

MISCELLANEOUS.
MAUDE'S.—Two-speed gear, fit 3J h.p. Peu-

geot, £3 5s. ; Bosch magneto, tour-cylin-
der, perfect, £2 10s.

MAUDE'S. — 23 h.p. Kelecom engine,
A.O.I.V., £2 10s.; 2 h.p Givaudan. £2

5s.; Werner, 1| h.p., £2.

MAUDE'S.—Eip, magnetos, armature runs
on ball bearings, guaranteed, easily

fitted, singles 57s. 6d., twins 70s.

MAUDE'S.—B. and B. carburetter, brand
new, latest model, handle-bar control:

22a.

MAUDE'S. — Longuemare spray carbur-
etter, 18s.; mica plugs, best quality.

Is. lOd. per pair.

MAUDE'S.-Eubber goggles. 2s. 3d, per
pair, low tension wire, 3id. yard; high.

9d. per yard.

MAUDE'S.—Lathe, screw-cutter, 34in. cen-
tres, overhead and treadle motion ; £9.

—Powell Street, Halifax.

LOOP Prame, with wheels, tyres, tanks,
pump, handle-bars, two brakes, and

mudguards: £4 10s.—110. Bath Eoad, Chel-
tenham.

ABSOLUTELY New Stanley-Dermatine belt.
Jin. bj 3.in. : Bassee-Michel round coil,

new, 15s. ; Main-Hilton stand, 3s. 6d. ; plated
belt rim and clips, 2s.—Poyser, Forest Lodge,
Mansfield.

GENUINE Three-speeds, free engine pul-
leys, positive and reliable action, light,

neat, durable, most simple to fit ; £2, com-
plete :

patent applied for.—New Nonpareil
Motor Fittings. Ash Tree Eoad. Stirchley,
Birmingham.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SPEING Forks, Xl'all, plated, faultless;

10s.—Carr, 16, Elmbank Street, Glasgow.

MABON Clutch, equal to new, fit Vindec;
32s. 6d.—Jones, 119, South Lambeth

Eoad, London.

100 Motor Cycle Editions for sale, offers ; also
good quarter-plate camera, 9s.— Photo-

grapher. City Eoad. Bradford.

CONTINENTAL lin. Belt, 8ft.. new, 98. 6d.

;

exchange for iin. Peugeot pulley, 48.

6d.—4, Lodge Lane. Liverpool.

MINEEVA Tank, perfect, £1; back tool
tank, l2s, 6d. ; Minerva carburetter, is.

—Crabtree, Bridgend. Lancaster.

3 h.p. Calvert, vertical engine, low saddle,
new accumulator; £4 10s.—Leary, 1,

Morningtoh Place, Camden Town,

ALBION Free Engine Clutch, adjustable
pulley, 6^in., fit twin Jap, not used;

50s., cost £3.—Pinsou, Bridge Street, Walsall.

NICKEL Steel Valves, exhaust. Is. 7d.; in-
let. Is. 3d.; post free; inlet, with seat-

ings, 2s. 6d. ; trade supplied.—Stake, Croft
Street, Brighouse.

QUADEANT Spares, 3J h.p. 1906 valves, 2s.
each; back rim brake, complete, un-

used, 5s.: Watawata, 7ft. Sin. by gin., 128.;
Bowden lever and wire, 53.-54, High Street,
Stourbridge.

TWO Lucas Motor Acetyphote Lamps, lOs.
each: two Perfecta, motor, 6s. each;

one 26in. by 2in. A Won, 98. 6d.; 10 amp.
accumulator. 6s., bargain.—Burnell, Ferry-
bridge, Yorks.

FAPNIE 6-7 h.p. Two-cylinder W.C. Motor,
new. £15, cost £28 lOs. ; Simms-Bosch

magneto, armature wants re-winding, 183.
6d. : Pafnir clutch, 323. 6d.—Eiley, 14, Brid-
lington Street, Alfreton Eoad. Nottingham.

LONG Handle-bars tc> buyers' specification,
4s.: swan-neck saddle-pillars, ditto, 2s.

6d. ; latest No. 6 frames, £3 ; tanks a speci-
ality; machines cut down; smart deliveries
guaranteed. — Green Bros., 14, Avondale
Eoad, Peckham, S.E. Works: McDermott
Eoad.

VAEIABLE Pulleys, 8s. 6d. ; improved vari-
able pulleys. lOs. ; Improved variable

pulleys, fitted with free engine, metal-to-
metal clutch, which can be slipped to any
extent without injury, handle-bar control,
price 50s. ; repairs a speciality. — Smith,
Peace, and Co.. Trinity Works Keighley

All 1/- eaoh,

L T. ROBSOI^,
7, Blake Lane, Birmingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BAEKEE'S Iron Cement for cracked cylin-

ders, water jackets, etc.; stands great
heat; Is. tin saves pjunds.—Oxford Eoad,
AVortMng.

BEADBtlBT, wheel 28in. by 25in.. Clin-
cher tyre, clutch, and free-wheel, tank,

and levers, chains, horn, stand. Aldington's
fan, tail lamp, trembler coil. Alpha volt-
meter, wicker forecar seat, springs. 26in. by
2in. wheels, and steering gear, all as new;
cash offers.—McEwen, 13, Castle Terrace,
Edinburgh.

PAXMEE Cover, 26 by 2i, not ridden 30 miles,
£1; two Michelin D.B. tubes, 26 by 2.

brand new, 9s. 6d. each; Wright's dropped
spring footrests, 10s.; Bowden belt rim
brake. 93. 6d.; Eex pulley, plated, 4iin., 3s.

6d. ; N.S.U. handle-bars, 3s. ; Bex 1906 rear
cylinder, 10s.; approval; deposit.—Eeynolds,
Broadwey, Dorset.

orrv Government Gauntlet Gloves, allOOU leather. 2s-. 6d. pair; 600 Bedford cord
riding breeches, 4s. 6d. and Ss. 6d. pair; 450

selected trousers, 3s. pair; 500 police oil-skin
capes, 3s. 6d. and 4s. 6d. each; 60 officers'

leather waist belts, with metal clasp. Is. 3d.
each; 400 leather leggings, 2a. pair.—Ans-
comb, 14. London Eoad. S.E.

2h.p. Lurquin Motor Bike, vertical, girders.
Longuemare, wants new contact

breaker, £5; Eover 3J h.p. automatic carbu-
retter, 10s. ; 21 h.p. genuine De Dion engine,
water-cooled, head broken, otherwise per-
fect. 45s.; motor handle-bars, 2s.; Millennium
stand and carrier, 5s.; genuine bargains. —
Wilson. 88, Trinity Eoad, Wimbledon.

SHAMEOCK-EXCELSIOE Covers. 26 by 2J,
quite new £4 5s. the pair; Ealeighette

carburetter, 5 u.p., 12s. 6d. ; pair Salsbury's
Flario side lamps, suitable for tricar. 22s.

6d. the pair; large brass generator, 10s. 6d.

;

motor cycle frame, with wheels and tyres,
for inclined engine, 32s. 6d.; handle-bars,
saddle, etc.—Chilton, High Street, Watford.

PULLETS for Fafnir, 3i to 4. 5s. 6d. ; N.S.U.,
same diameter, 6s.; Eex. 1904 to 1906,

same diameter. 6s. ; Kelecoms, 4J to 5 dia-
meter, 63. 6d. ; Peugeots, same diameter, 6s.

6d.; M.M.C.. or De Dion. 4in, 6s. 6d.; 43in.,

73. ; to suit i to i belts, all plated and post
free; pulleys to suit any make of engine.—
Dene Cycle Co., St. Thomasi Street, Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

GIVING up the Motor Cycle Trade.—Millen-
nium carrier stands, 7s. 6d., usual price

203.; Vim stand (starts like free engine). 65.

3d., usual price 17s. 6d.; Phillips's brakes,
4s.. usual price 10s. 6d.; Vim flexible cable
brake, 58. 6d., usual price 123. 6d.; hand
levers, and Bowden cables for valv^ lifters.

3s. 3d., usual price 7s. 6d.—Slack's Garage.
Stockport.

QTAND-CAEEIEES Combined. 4s. 9d. and
O 5s. 9d.; large toolbags, 3s. 6d.; L.A.C.
spring forks. 15s. pair; 5 h.p. Aster water
cooled engine, £9; Clarendon engines, new,
2J h.p.. £3 each; Clarendon frames. £2 each :

Jane's handle-bar switches. Is. 9d.; Maboii
two-speed gear, belt drive. £3 15s.; Antoine
engine. 37s. 6d.; and various other miscel-
laneous goods. — Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane,
E.G.

6 h.p. Engine, air-cooled, complete with
ISin. clutch, £6; two-volt accumulators,

lead cases, 8in. by 6Jin., IDs. ; small metal-to-
metal clutch. 7in.. 10s.; 3J h.p. Eex, wants
re-boring and new piston. £5, good condition
otherwise; one runabout chassis, wire
wheels, and three-speed gear, £5 10s.; 2J h.p.
Auto engine, £2 10s., good condition, or will
take good magneto 3J hrp. motor cycle for
lot.—Swinburn, Chester-le-Street, Durham.

STAMFOED HILL.—3J h.p. carburetter. 12s.

6d.; 2 h.p., lOs. ; 3i h.p Whitley. 138.

6d.; 3 h.p. B. and B., 12s. 6d.; motor cycle
plain coils, twin lOs. 6d., single 6b. 6d.; 3J

h.p. P«ex engine, £3 18s.; 2i h.p. De Dion, £3;
tyres, 26 by 2. 26 by 2J. 13s 6d. ; 4in. steel
mudguards. Is. 9d. pair; tricar wing mud-
guards, 6s 6d. pair; good long handle-bars,
78. 6d. ; over-back seat-pillars. 4s.—128. 'Eigh
Eoad. Tottenham.

FOR Sale. 4 h.p. Kelecom pulley. 43in. by
Jin., unused. 4s. 3d.; Chater single and

double thumbslide control with cable, new.
6s. lot: 80 watt charging dynamo. 22s. 6d.

;

pair 28in. by l|in. wheels, with Dunlop tyres
and one new tube, belt rim fitted, 21s. lot;
Noble fontbrake, new, unused, 10s. 6d.; Cha-
ter pedalling gear with chain. 73. 6d.; 3Jin.
Eex pulley, 23. 6d.' wanted, speedometer.
food trembler coil, horn, and acetylene
ea<llight.—Hamilton, 116, Almada Street,

Hamilton.
|

YOU MUST HAVE ONE
of our " Glare " Motor Cycle Head Lamps. Prica
only 10/6. Several riders used them in the London to
Edinburgh run and were perfectly satisfied, having had
notrouble and getting a splendid light, uses only J amp.
and throws a powerlul beam ahead. Better than
acetylene and far less trouble. Can be used off ignition
cell with safety. We make a special Accumulator and
box for use on machines fitted with Magneto Ignition.
Price complete only £1. Below is an illustration of
our " Glare " Side Lamp for Cars and Tricars. Price,
only 16/-, fitted complete with switch and lamp, only
takes i amp, 4 volts., like our " Glare " Headlight,

and gives a powerful hght.

Price

only

167-

Have you tried one of our Adjustable Lamp Brackets
yet ? the price is only 4/6. We are still making our

original VARIABLE SPEED PULLEYS.
Write us for particulars,

J. W. GREENWOOD, LTD.,
Portland Place Works, Halifax.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CASH Bargains.—Motor cycle covers, wired

edge, 26 by 2, 2i. and 24, lis. 6d. each;
28 by 2, 2J, and 2i 128. 6d. each ; beaded edge.
23. extra; motor cycle tubes, with valves, 26

by 2, 2i. 2i, and 28 by 2, 6s. 9d. each; Kerry
tricar lamps, brass or plated, 12s. 6d; pair;
plated ratchet control levers, Is. 6d. ; Whit-
ley carburetters up to 4J h.p., 13s. 6d.; large
plated double-twist horns, 6s.; ruDoer
goggles, 2s. 6d.

;
good quality V belting, tin.,

fin., and 5in., at 8d., lOd., and Is. per foot;
subject to being unsold; cash with order;
approval.—Bastone, 217, Pentonville Road.
King's Cross, London. N.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLEMENT - GAEEAED Interchangeable

Parts.-The Garrard-Maxfleld Motor Co.,
Aston Puoad, Birmingham.

N.S.U. Motors (West London District
Agency), latest pattern models in

stock, two-speed gears, spare parts; liberal
allowance for your motor in part exchange ;

deferred payments; trial runS' by appoint-
ment.—Eagles and (3o., High Street, Acton.
Telephone. 556. Chiswick.

TWENTIETH Century Motor Co.. Ltd..
Padua Eoad. Penge, S.E.—2 h.p. car-

buretters, new. 8s.; 3i h.p. ditto. lOs.j 6 h.p.
ditto. 14s.; two-way sight feed oil pumps,
new. 3s 3d. ; single control levers, new,
from Is. 3d.; double. 33.; two-to-one wheels,
new, 4s. per pair; pinion circulating pumps,
new, 15s. ; centrifugal pumps from 10s. ; back
hubs for light motor c.vcles. new, 3s.; plain
coils, new. 6s.; brass drain taps, from 4d.
to Is.; Zi h.p. brass silencers, new, 3s. 9d.

;

2 h.p. ditto. 2s.; piston, ring, and pulley
castings; high voltage electric lamp holders,
new. 5d. ; Ediswan electric lamp holders,
with switches, new, 9d.: quantity of electric
lamps, about 100 volts, new. 6d. each ; 1 3-16in.
diameter exhaust valves. 9d. ; send penny
stamp for list of hundreds of second-hand
and new motor parts.

TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

FOR Sale, 3i h.p. four-cylinder F.N. motor
cycle, in excellent condition, just over-

hauled, very fast, fitted with Simms mag-
neto, Lucas lamp, new Palmer cord tyre,
new speedometer and cyclometer, handle-
bar control, tools, etc., complete; price £25.
—Can be seen and tried at Williains Bros.'
Garage, Lytham.

FOE Sale (Sheffield). Ontury tricar. 64 h.p.,
two speeds, chain drive, free engine,

good condition; accept £35. or near offer,
or exchange for motor cycle and cash.

—

Sheffield Motor Exchange, Napier Street,
ShefBeld.

TOO :laTE
FOR CLASSIFICATION.

FOE Sale, forecar. 4J h.p. Minerva, twin
Chater-Lea, MlUs and Eulford forecar

spares, etc.; exchange two-seated car. o
' sell £40; in perfect order; or off'er.-Box No
I 161. me Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.

FOE Sale. 10-12 h.p.James and Browne car
four-seater, back entrance, four speed;

and reverse, grooved Dunlops on back, ii
splendid condition ; £75 for quick sale.-
Motor Works, Wolslngham. Co. Durham.
FOE Sale, motor cycle, IJ h.p. Minerva

new Dunlops, two round belts, new
OOU; £8 10a.. or exchange.—Motor Works
Wolslngham. Co. Durham.
EXCHANGE Westley-Eichard hammerlesi

ejecter. in leather case, value £30. foi
34 or 5 h.p. twin N.S.U., or Triumph anc
forecarriage.—Wallis, Hykeham, Lincoln.

FOE Sale, 3§ h.p. Minerva, perfect, CUnchei
tyres. Watawata belt, two Peto-Ead-

ford accumulators, Carpentier coil Brookt
saddle, low, spares; £20 or near offer.—
Eiches, Reigate.

FOR Sale, tricar, 5 h.p. Minerva. Palmer
cord tyres, upholstered body, splendid

condition, ready for riding; £25. — Wm
Howarth, New Eoad, Helper.

FOE Sale. Phoenix Trimo. 7-9 h.p. Peugeot
engine, wheel steering, open frame,

excellent condition, scarcely run 1,000 miles
Peter-Union studded tyre, also spare back
tyre, lamps, tools, etc. ; £60.—Johnson, Pont-
ardawe, Glamorganshire.

FOE Sale. 23 h.p. Royal Enfield tricycle.
De Dion engine, free engine clutch

perfect order; £6 lOs.—Stevens, 4. Goldha\\
Mews. Shepherd's Bush.

FOR Sale. 2J h.p. Singer engine. £1; 26 by
2 Palmer, good condition. 7a.; 28 by

2 Clincher, 78.; 28 by 2 Dunlop, wired, 6s.:
plain coil, 5b.; stand and carrier, 4s.; new
bucket seat for tricar. IBs. ; 28 by 2 front
wheel, tyre, and tube, 15s.: 24 by 2i Peter-
Union tyre, 6s.—Stevens. 4, Goldhawk Mews
Shepherd's Bush.

FOR Sale. 3J h.p. Jap. with sidecar, gjiar-
anteed perfect order ; given up riding •

sacrifice £20. — Wm. Archard, White Wal-
tham. Maidenhead, Berks.

FOE Sale, Singer, 3 h.p.. magneto, new
belt, spares, just overhauled; £15.—

Cleland, Ballyfln, Mountrath.
WANTED, motor cycle; exchange prac-

tically new push cycle, three-speed.
Sturmey-Archer fittings; what offers?—
Brambles, Port Hill, Nettlebed.

WANTED, Humberette, or 4J h.p. De Dion,
must be good condition; about £25.

—61. Denmark HiD, S.E.

EXCHANGE complete half-plate stand
camera outfit, for Premier (or other)

searchlight.—Studio, Hillesley. GIos.

WANTED, sidecar, Montgomery, or Con-
tractor; also Eich's tube, 28 by 2,

and change speed gear, or variable pulley,
fit 1904 Eex ; cheap for cash.-Eosedene, West-
bourne Gardens, Trowbridge.

FOE Sale, 6 h.p. Oentury tricar, w.c, in
thorough good condition, two-speed,

free engine, climb anything; £30. or
nearest ; car tyres, two spare covers and
tubes, four lamps.—Eichardson. High Street,
Qillingham. Kent.

FOE Sale, 23 h.p. P.N., in splendid Order,
good hill-climber, new Grose cover on

back, new tubes, satisfaction guaranteed;
only £12.—West, High Street, Goring, Oxon.

FOE Sale. 2 h.p. Werner, guaranteed con-
dition, two brakes; bargain, £6 Ws.—

15, Dockley Eoad, Bermondsey.

FOR Sale, 2 h.p. Quadrant, new tyres,
spring forks, seat-pillar, powerful hill-

climber, perfect running order; £8, or
nearest offer,—175, Sandringham Read, Dal-
ston, N.E.

EXCHANGE Eex Pulley, 4i by lin., for
iin., or 8ft. Jin. belt.—H.. 54, Terminus

Eoad, Eastbourne,

FOR Sale. 4J h.p. Roc, Military Model,
clutch, two-speed gear, Jap engine. Jap

carburetter, magneto, Druid spring forks.
Whittle's belt. Advance adjustable pulley.
Palmer cord tyres, silencer cut-out handle-
bar control, N.A.B, spring seat-pillar, tools,

spares, new this year, not ridden 1.000 miles,
makers' guarantee, very fast, perfect ma^
chine; £45.—Clenthyrat, Meadow Eoad, Bir-
mingham.

In answering any of these advertisements it is desirable that you mention " The Motor Cycle"
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MOTOR CYCLES, TRICARS AND CARS
TAKEN IN EXCHANGE OR PART PAY-

MENT FOR NEW HIGH-CLASS FUR-
NITURE OF ANY DESCRIPTION DI-

RECT FROM THE WORKS. WRITE IN

FIRST INSTANCE. GIVING FULLEST
POSSIBLE PARTICULARS OF MOTOR.
AND STATE LOWEST PRICE IN EX-

CHANGE. ALSO WRITE FOR LIST OF
MOTOR CYCLES TO BE SOLD AT
BARGAIN PRICES.

DO NOT DELAY

"FURNITURE & MOTORS,"
7, 9, & 11. FRENCH PLACE, SHOREDITCH, LONDON, E.C. I

SOUTH WALES
MOTOR CYCLISIS nterested in any of the following :

TRIUMPH
N.S.U.

PHANOMEN
ROC

L.M.C.

MINERVA
MOTO REVE
VINDEX

Should communicate with me Any of the above maybe
obtained on my well known EASY PAYMENT SYSTtM

Liberal allowance made lor old machine of any make.

ROBERT BEVAN,
31-35. CASTLE STREET, CARDIFF,

SAROIEA

^ ENGINES
(With or 'Without Magneto).

Single Cvhnder, 2 or 3 h.p.

Twin V Cylinders, 4, 5 or 6 t..p.

The TORMO MANUF'G Co.

67-68, Bunhill Row,

LONDON E.C.

Telegrams: "Framing, London.

Telephone : 2693 Central.

A VERY FOUL RUNNING ENG NE COMPLETELY CURED

BY USING '^V\^Y\^C SPARK PLUGS.

RELIANCE Spark Plugs Spark in Water,
CONCLUSIVELY PROVING INFALLIBILITY,

each, f STEPHENSON'S,
20, Canning Place, LIVERPOOL.6/6 Post Paid,

M.&B,
Ower

to COO sold.

THE ^ _ _ _

SWITCH liiQpy

IS THE

HQS"

Pi-ice : 1-wsiy, 5/- 2>wa.Vi 6/- post free

List of Accessories free on application

MASON & BROWN,
VOI.TA WORKS, LEICESTER

THE "INDISPENSABLE"

TOOL GRINDER.
Win grind chisels, lathe tools, drills, etc., in

a first-class manner.

Indispensable in every workshop and garage.

Price complete, 28/-

LAKE & ELLIOT,
iMakccs of the " Millennium " .Accessories

for Motor Cycles and Cycles.

Albion Works,
Braintree, Essex.

RELIABILITY H. H.
{Hellesen-Hunt) .

COMPLETE SYSTEM of DRY BATTERY IGNITION,

__ For MOTOR CARS, CYCLES, and BOATS,

-f^i: ALWAYS READY.

CLEAN and DRY.

jeNITwTKlRY

J®, i'©i

GREAT MILEAGE.

EFFICIENCY.

KEEPS FOR YEARS.

M-J I nil I
talogue and^—^ Pamphlet Free.

^JP"*'' Wholesale: CvCLE Coil,

HE. B OWN BROS., Ltd., 15/6.
Eastern St., London,

Cycle Battery, 6,6 each. Sole ConcessKinnarrc lor UnlttJ KiniiJora ,

1 A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon Street, LONDON. |

MOEBIUS' ^c.t4GE
cvaM-^ oil\^ * Obtainable ^^ | %m

used by Winner in
Tourist Trophy
Motor Cycle Race.
And other events. Obtainable '

at all dea ers.

MOEBIUS & SON, Howard Works, LONDON, N.

LOMAX I.EATHER MOTOR BELTING.

STRONG. FLEXIBLE.
UOIVIAX TYRE COMRAN Y. Gr-ea-fc

In answerinq any of these advertisements it is desirdbh that you mention

UNAFFECTED BY WET.
OompELi e out- Prices:

iin. }i . In. tin'

4.ply ... lOd. 1 - 11 1/2 per foot.

5-ply ... — 1/1 1/2 /*
SPECIAL TERf.lS 10 TRADE.

Chavles S-fcr-ee-t, BIRIMINGHAIVI.
The Motor Cycle."
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Only one

4ih.p., 4-cyl.,

£50.
20in. or 22in. frame-

ONLY ONE four-cylinder F.N. was necessary in the recent

London-Edinburgh classical run to demonstrate the wonderful re-

liability and advantages of this four-cylinder example. All eyes, of

course, were centred on this one model, and the rider made an

exceptionally fine performance, qualifying for the gold medal,

and was one of the handful who decided to return to London

on his machine.

Unless you have carefully studied the four-cyhnder principle,

you cannot appreciate the advantages its simplicity offers over

ttier single or multiple-cylinder machines.

The explosions are less in volume, with consequent silence,

the running is sweeter ; whilst the fact that belt troubles are

entirely obviated, through the bevel gear^ transmission, renders

a run on the four-cylinder F.N. the most delightful experience

motor cycling offers. We shall be pleased to answer any

question, little or big, you wish to learn.

F.N. Motor Agency,
ji 106, Gt. PortU&a St.,

LONDON, W.
Telephone iGerraid 8048.

Telt graphic :

"Efenmo, London.'

5-6h.p.,4-cyI.,

50 gns.
(Spsciill 20jn. frame).

Printed and Published by the Proprietors, Iliffe & Sons Limliea, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and Coventry
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